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The goal of the fourth edition (and all editions of the text-
book) has been to create a practical, clinically useful, and 
user-friendly  textbook  encompassing  the  breadth  of  the 
field of physical medicine and rehabilitation. This contin-
ues to be a moving target because the field is dynamic. New 
treatments constantly  come on the scene, and pioneering 
physiatrists are consistently expanding the field by reach-
ing out to new areas of patient care. 

Feedback from readers indicates that one of the reasons 
the first three editions enjoyed worldwide popularity was 
their  readability.  In  this  edition  I have made every  effort 
to  make  the  book  even  more  readable  and  to  maximize 
“reader efficiency.” A sincere effort has been made to write 
and edit the book in such a way that the reader can learn 
the “most per minute.”

Thanks to our friends at Elsevier, the fourth edition has 
additional upgrades in production values. The majority of 
the  illustrations  are  in  color.  The  website  has  additional 
information to enhance that included in the book, includ-
ing  multiple-choice  self-assessment  questions  for  each 
chapter. These questions will help readers determine how 
well they have mastered the material. The website for this 
edition  will  provide  important  updates  as  they  become 
available.  The  website  is  now  available  at  no  additional 
cost to all who purchase the textbook.  

The book is again divided into four major sections. Sec-
tion 1 discusses the evaluation of patients typically seen in 
the practice of physical medicine and rehabilitation (Chap-
ters 1 to 11). Section 2 examines treatment techniques and 
special equipment used in this field (Chapters 12 to 25). 
Section  3  discusses  the  therapeutic  issues  and  problems 
commonly seen  in  the practice of physical medicine and 
rehabilitation (Chapters 26 to 35). Section 4 covers specific 
diagnoses  faced by the physiatrist both in physical medi-
cine and in rehabilitation (Chapters 36 to 61).   

It is true that one could write an entire book about the 
topic of each of the chapters in this text. One of the tasks 
of  the authors  and editors was  to  take  the huge body of 
information that now comprises the field of physical med-
icine  and  rehabilitation  and  condense  it  into  a  textbook 
of  reasonable  size.  The  fourth  edition  has  been  carefully 
edited to still fit into one volume, and we have been able 
to use the massive publishing resources and efficiencies of 
Elsevier  to  overcome  inflationary  pressures  and  actually 
slightly lower the price.  As with the first three editions, we 
welcome  comments,  suggestions,  and  constructive  criti-
cism from members of the physical medicine and rehabili-
tation community and from all readers.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PHYSIATRIC HISTORY AND 
PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
Michael W. O’Dell, C. David Lin, and André Panagos
The  physiatric  history  and  physical  examination  (H&P) 
serves several purposes. It is the data platform from which 
a  treatment plan  is developed.  It  also  serves  as  a written 
record  that  communicates  to  other  rehabilitation  and 
nonrehabilitation  health  care  professionals.  Finally,  the 
H&P provides the basis  for physician billing16 and serves 
as a medicolegal document. Physician documentation has 
become  the  critical  component  in  inpatient  rehabilita-
tion reimbursement under prospective payment, as well as 
proof for continued coverage by private insurers. The scope 
of the physiatric H&P varies enormously depending on the 
setting,  from  the  focused  assessment  of  an  isolated  knee 
injury in an outpatient setting, to the comprehensive evalu-
ation of a patient with traumatic brain or spinal cord injury 
admitted for inpatient rehabilitation. An initial evaluation 
is  almost  always  more  detailed  and  comprehensive  than 
subsequent or follow-up evaluations. An exception would 
be when a patient is seen for a follow-up visit with substan-
tial new signs or symptoms. Physicians in training tend to 
overassess, but with time the experienced physiatrist devel-
ops an  intuition  for how much detail  is needed  for each 
patient given a particular presentation and setting.

The  physiatric  H&P  resembles  the  traditional  format 
taught  in medical  school but with an additional empha-
sis  on  history,  signs,  and  symptoms  that  affect  function 
(performance).  The  physiatric  H&P  also  identifies  those 
systems  not  affected  that  might  be  used  for  compensa-
tion.22 Familiarity with the 1980 and 1997 World Health 
Organization  classifications  is  invaluable  in  understand-
ing the philosophic framework for viewing the evaluation 
of persons with physical and cognitive disabilities  (Table 
1-1).76,77 Identifying and treating the primary impairments 
to  maximize  performance  becomes  the  primary  thrust  of 
physiatric evaluation and treatment.

Because  patients  cared  for  in  rehabilitation  medicine 
can  be  extremely  complicated,  the  H&P  is  many  times  a 
work  in  progress.  Confirmation  of  historical  and  func-
tional  items by other  team members, health  care profes-
sionals, and family members can take several days. Many 
of the functional items discussed in this chapter will actu-
ally be assessed and explored more fully by other interdis-
ciplinary team members during the course of inpatient or 
outpatient  treatment.  It  is  imperative  that  the  physiatrist 
stays  abreast  of  additional  information  and  findings  as 
they become available, and that lines of verbal or written 
communication  be  directed  through  the  medical  leader-
ship of the team.

The exact structure of the physiatric assessment is deter-
mined in part by personal preference, training background, 
3

and  institutional  requirements  (physician  billing  com-
pliance  expectations,  forms  committees,  and  regulatory 
oversight). The use of templates can be invaluable in maxi-
mizing the thoroughness of data collection and minimizing 
documentation  time. Pertinent  radiologic  and  laboratory 
findings should be clearly documented. The essential ele-
ments of the physiatric H&P are summarized in Table 1-2. 
Assessment of some or all of these elements is required for 
a complete understanding of  the patient’s  state of health 
and the illness for which he or she is being seen. These ele-
ments also form the basis for a treatment plan.

An emergence in the use of electronic medical records 
(EMR)  has  significantly  altered  the  landscape  for  docu-
mentation of the physiatric H&P in both the inpatient and 
outpatients settings.23 Among the advantages of the EMR 
are increased legibility, time efficiency afforded by the use 
of  templates  and “smart phrases”  that  can be  tailored  to 
individual practitioners, and automated warnings  regard-
ing medication interactions or errors, as well as faster and 
more  accurate  billing.  Disadvantages  include  overuse  of 
the “copy and paste” function, leading to the appearance of 
redundancy among consecutive notes and the perpetuation 
of potentially inaccurate information, automated importa-
tion of data not necessarily reviewed by the practitioner at 
the  time of  service, and “alarm  fatigue.” As  regulation of 
hospital  and physician practice and billing  increases,  the 
EMR will become more important in ensuring the proper, 
and  sometimes  convoluted,  documentation  required  for 
safety initiatives40 and physician payment.15

The Physiatric History

History-taking skills are part of the art of medicine and are 
required to fully assess a patient’s presentation. One of the 
unique aspects of physiatry is the recognition of functional 
deficits caused by illness or  injury.  Identification of  these 
deficits  allows  for  the  design  of  a  treatment  program  to 
restore performance. In a person with stroke, for example, 
the  most  important  questions  for  the  physiatrist  are  not 
just the etiology or location of the lesion but also “What 
functional deficits are present as a result of the stroke?” The 
answer could include deficits in swallowing, communica-
tion, mobility, cognition, activities of daily living (ADL), or 
a combination of these.

The time spent in taking a history also allows the patient 
to become familiar with the physician, establishing rapport 
and trust. This  initial  rapport  is critical  for a constructive 
and  productive  doctor–patient–family  relationship  and 
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can also help the physician learn about such sensitive areas 
as the sexual history and substance abuse. It can also have 
an impact on outcome, as a trusting patient tends to be a 
more compliant patient.62 Assessing the tone of the patient 
and/or  family  (such  as  anger,  frustration,  resolve,  and 
determination), understanding of the illness,  insight into 
disability, and coping skills are also gleaned during history 
taking. In most cases, the patient leads the physician to a 
diagnosis and conclusion. In other cases, such as when the 
patient is rambling and disorganized, frequent redirection 
and refocus are required.

Patients are generally the primary source of information. 
However, patients with cognitive or mood deficits  (denial 
or decreased insight) or with communication problems, as 
well  as  small  children, might not be  able  to  fully  express 
themselves.  In  these cases,  the history  taker might rely on 
other sources such as family members; friends; other phy-
sicians,  nurses,  and  medical  professionals;  or  previous 
medical records. This can also have an impact on physician 
billing. Caution must be exercised in using previous medical 
records because inaccuracies are sometimes repeated from 
provider to provider, sometimes referred to as “chart lore.”

Chief Complaint

The chief complaint is the symptom or concern that caused 
the patient to seek medical treatment. The most common 
chief complaints seen in an outpatient physiatric practice 
are pain, weakness, or gait disturbance of various musculo-
skeletal or neurologic origins. On a physiatric consultation 
on  an  inpatient  rehabilitation  service,  the  predominant 
chief complaints are related to mobility, ADL, communi-
cation,  or  cognitive  deficits  and  candidacy  for  inpatient 
rehabilitation.  Unlike  the  relatively  objective  physical 
examination, the chief complaint is purely subjective and, 
when possible, the physician should use the patient’s own 

Table 1-1   World Health Organization Definitions
Term Definition

1980

Impairment Any loss or abnormality of psychologic, physiologic, or 
anatomic structure or function

Disability Any restriction or lack resulting from an impairment 
of the ability to perform an activity in the manner 
or within the range considered normal for a human 
being

Handicap A disadvantage for a given individual, resulting from an 
impairment or a disability, that limits or prevents the 
fulfilment of a role that is normal for that individual

1997

Impairment Any loss or abnormality of body structure or of a 
physiologic or psychologic function (essentially 
unchanged from the 1980 definition)

Activity The nature and extent of functioning at the level of 
the person

Participation The nature and extent of a person’s involvement in life 
situations in relationship to impairments, activities, 
health conditions, and contextual factors

From World Health Organization 198076 and 1997,77 with permission of the World Health 
Organization.
words. A patient can present with several related or unre-
lated  complaints,  in  which  case  it  is  helpful  to  have  the 
patient rank problems from “most bothersome” to “least 
bothersome.”

The  specific  circumstance  of  a  patient  offering  a  chief 
complaint  can  also  allude  to  a  degree  of  disability  or 
handicap. For example, knowing that an obese mail carrier 
presents with the chief complaint of difficulty in walking 
because of knee pain  could  suggest not only  the  impair-
ment but also an impact on his vocation and role as a pro-
vider for his family (participation, handicap).

History of the Present Illness

The  history  of  the  present  illness  (HPI)  details  the  chief 
complaint(s) for which the patient is seeking medical atten-
tion, as well as any related or unrelated functional deficits. 
It  should  also  explore  other  information  relating  to  the 
chief complaint such as recent and past medical or surgi-
cal procedures, complications of treatment, and potential 
restrictions or precautions. The HPI should include some 
or all of eight components related to the chief complaint: 
location, time of onset, quality, context, severity, duration, 
modifying factors, and associated signs and symptoms (see 
Table 1-2).

In  this  case  example,  the patient  is  a 70-year-old man 
referred by his neurologist for physical therapy because the 
patient cannot walk properly (chief complaint). Over the 
past few months (duration), he has noted slowly progres-
sive weakness of his left leg (location). Subsequent workup 
by his neurologist suggested amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 
(context).  The  patient  was  active  in  his  life  and  working 
up until a few months previously, ambulating without an 
assistive device (context). Now he uses a straight cane for 
fear  of  falling  (modifying  factor).  Besides  difficulty  with 
walking,  the  patient  also  has  some  trouble  swallowing 
foods (associated signs and symptoms).

Functional Status

Detailing the patient’s current and prior functional status 
is an essential aspect of the physiatric HPI. This generally 
entails better understanding the issues surrounding mobil-
ity,  ADL,  instrumental  activities  of  daily  living  (I-ADL), 
communication,  cognition, work,  and  recreation,  among 
others.  The  data  should  be  as  accurate  and  detailed  as 
possible to guide the physical examination and develop a 
treatment plan with reasonable short- and long-term goals.

Assessing  the  potential  for  functional  gain  or  deterio-
ration  requires  an  understanding  of  the  natural  history, 
cause, and  time of onset of  the  functional problems. For 
example,  most  spontaneous  motor  recovery  after  stroke 
occurs within 3 months of the event.68 For a recent stroke 
patient  with  considerable  motor  impairments,  there  is  a 
greater expectation for significant functional gain than in a 
patient with minor deficits related to a stroke that occurred 
2 years ago.

It is sometimes helpful to assess functional status using 
a standardized scale. No single scale is appropriate for all 
patients, but the Functional Independence Measure (FIM) 
is the most commonly used in the inpatient rehabilitation 
setting (Table 1-3; see Chapter 8).3 Measuring only activity 
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limitation  (disability)  or  performance,  each  of  18  differ-
ent activities is scored on a scale of 1 to 7, with a score of 
7  indicating complete  independence.  Intermediate  scores 
indicate varying levels of assistance from very little (from 
an assistive device, to supervision, to hands-on assistance) 
to a  score of 1  indicating  complete dependence on care-
giver  assistance.  FIM  scores  also  serve  as  a  kind  of  reha-
bilitation shorthand among team members to quickly and 
accurately describe functional deficits.

Mobility

Mobility is the ability to move about in one’s environment 
and is taken for granted by most healthy people. Because 
it plays such a vital role in society, any impairment related 
to  mobility  can  have  major  consequences  for  a  patient’s 
quality of life. A clear understanding of the patient’s func-
tional mobility is needed to determine independence and 
safety, including the use of, or need for, mobility assistive 
devices. There is a range of mobility assistive devices that 
patients can use, such as crutches, canes, walkers, orthoses, 
and manual and electric wheelchairs (Table 1-4; see Chap-
ters 15 and 17).

Bed mobility includes turning from side to side, going 
from the prone to supine positions, sitting up, and lying 
down. A lack of bed mobility places the patient at greater 
risk for skin ulcers, deep vein thrombosis, and pneumonia. 
In severe cases, bed mobility can be so poor as to require a 
caregiver. In other cases, bed rails might be appropriate to 
facilitate movement. Transfer mobility includes getting in 
and out of bed, standing from the sitting position (whether 
from a chair or toilet), and moving between a wheelchair 
and  another  seat  (car  seat  or  shower  seat).  Once  again, 
the history taker should assess the level of independence, 
safety, and any changes in functional ability.

Wheelchair mobility can be assessed by asking if patients 
can propel  the wheelchair  independently, how far or how 
long they can go without resting, and whether they need assis-
tance with managing the wheelchair parts. It is also impor-
tant  to assess  the extent  to which they can move about at 
home, in the community, and up and down ramps. Whether 
the home is potentially wheelchair- accessible is particu  larly 
important in cases of new onset of severe disability.

Ambulation can be assessed by how far or for how long 
patients  can  walk,  whether  they  require  assistive  devices, 
and their need for rest breaks. It is also important to know 
whether  any  symptoms  are  associated  with  ambulation, 
such  as  chest  pain,  shortness  of  breath,  pain,  or  dizzi-
ness. Patients should be asked about any history of falling 
or  instability while walking,  and  their  ability  to navigate 
uneven  surfaces.  Stair  mobility,  along  with  the  number 
of stairs the patient must routinely climb and descend at 
home or in the community, and the presence or absence of 
handrails should also be determined.

Driving  is a  crucial activity  for many people, not only 
as a means of transportation but also as an indicator and 
facilitator of independence. For example, elders who stop 
driving  have  an  increase  in  depressive  symptoms.50  It  is 
important  to  identify  factors  that  might  prevent  driving, 
such as decreased cognitive function and safety awareness, 
and decreased vision or reaction time. Other factors affect-
ing driving can include lower limb weakness, contracture, 
tone, or dyscoordination. Some of these conditions might 
Table 1-2   Essential Elements of the Physiatric History 
and Physical Examination

Component Examples

Chief complaint

History of present illness Exploring location, onset, quality, context, 
severity, duration, modifying factors, and 
associated signs and symptoms

Functional history Mobility: Bed mobility, transfers, wheelchair 
mobility, ambulation, driving, and devices 
required

Activities of daily living: Bathing, toileting, 
dressing, eating, hygiene and grooming, etc.

Instrumental activities of daily living: Meal 
preparation, laundry, telephone use, home 
maintenance, pet care, etc.

Cognition
Communication

Past medical and surgical 
history

Specific conditions: Cardiopulmonary, muscu-
loskeletal, neurologic, and rheumatologic

Medications

Social history Home environment and living  circumstances, 
family and friends support system, 
 substance abuse, sexual history, vocational 
activities, finances, recreational activities, 
psychosocial history (mood disorders), 
spirituality, and litigation

Family history

Review of systems

General Medical 
Physical Examination

Cardiac
Pulmonary
Abdominal
Other

Neurologic Physical 
Examination

Level of consciousness
Attention
Orientation
Memory
General fund of knowledge
Abstract thinking
Insight and judgment
Mood and affect

Communication

Cranial nerve  examination

Sensation

Motor control Strength
Coordination
Apraxia
Involuntary movements
Tone

Reflexes Superficial
Deep
Primitive

Musculoskeletal 
Physical Examination

Inspection Behavior
Physical symmetry, joint deformity, etc.

Palpation Joint stability
Range of motion (active and passive)
Strength testing (see above)
Painful joints and muscles

Joint-specific provocative 
maneuvers
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Table 1-4   Commonly Used Mobility Assistive Devices

Category Example

Crutches Axillary crutches
Forearm crutches
Platform crutches

Canes Straight cane
Wide- or narrow-based quad cane
Hemiwalker or pyramid cane

Walkers Standard or pick-up walker
Rolling walker
Platform walker

Wheelchairs

Types Manual
Powered
Lightweight

Common modifications or 
 specifications

Folding or solid frame
Elevated or removable leg rests
Removable armrests
Reclining

Off-the-Shelf Ankle-Foot 
Orthoses

Common custom orthoses Plastic ankle-foot orthosis
Metal ankle-foot orthosis
Knee orthosis
Knee-ankle-foot orthosis

Table 1-3   Levels of Function on the Functional Independence 
Measure

Level of Function Score Definition

Independent 7
6

Another person is not required for the 
activity (no helper).

Complete independence: all the tasks 
described as making up the activity 
are performed safely, without modi-
fication, assistive devices, or aids, and 
within a reasonable amount of time.

Modified independence—one or more 
of the following can be true:

 •  The activity requires an assistive 
device.

 •  The activity takes more than a 
reasonable time.

 •  There are safety considerations.

Dependent

5

4

3

2

1

The patient requires another person 
for either supervision or  physical 
 assistance for the activity to be 
 performed (requires helper).

Supervision or set-up: the patient 
requires no more help than stand-up 
or cueing without physical contact, or 
the helper sets up needed items.

Minimal contact assistance: the patient 
requires no more help than touching 
and expends 75% or more of the 
effort.

Moderate assistance: the patient 
requires more help than touching and 
expends 50%-75% of the effort.

Maximal assistance: the patient expends 
25%-50% of the effort.

Total assistance: the patient expends 
less than 25% of the effort.

From Anonymous3 1997, with permission of the State University of New York at Buffalo.
 require use of adaptive hand controls  for driving. Cogni-
tive impairment sufficient to affect the ability to drive can 
be due to medications or organic disease (dementia, brain 
injury,  stroke,  or  severe  mood  disturbance).  Ultimately, 
the risks of driving are weighed against the consequences 
of not being able to drive. If the patient is no longer able 
to drive,  alternatives  to driving  should be explored,  such 
as the use of public or assisted transportation. Laws differ 
widely from state to state on the return to driving after a 
neurologic impairment develops.

Activities of Daily Living and Instrumental Activities 
of Daily Living

ADL encompass activities required for personal care includ-
ing feeding, dressing, grooming, bathing, and toileting. I-ADL 
encompass  more  complex  tasks  required  for  independent 
living in the immediate environment such as care of others 
in  the  household,  telephone  use,  meal  preparation,  house 
cleaning, laundry, and in some cases use of public transporta-
tion. In the Occupational Therapy Practice Framework, there 
are 11 activities for both ADL and I-ADL (Box 1-1).4

The  clinician  should  identify  and  document  ADL  the 
patient can and cannot perform, and determine the causes 
of limitation. For example, a woman with a stroke might 
state that she cannot put on her pants. This could be due to 
a combination of factors such as a visual field cut, balance 
problems, weakness, pain, contracture, hypertonia, or defi-
cits in motor planning. Some of these factors can be con-
firmed later in the physical examination. A more detailed 
follow-up to a positive response to the question is frequently 

ADL
 •   Bathing and showering
 •   Bowel and bladder management
 •   Dressing
 •   Eating
 •   Feeding
 •   Functional mobility
 •   Personal device care
 •   Personal hygiene and grooming
 •   Sexual activity
 •   Sleep and rest
 •   Toilet hygiene

I-ADL
 •   Care of others (including selecting and supervising 

caregivers)
 •   Care of pets
 •   Child rearing
 •   Communication device use
 •   Community mobility
 •   Financial management
 •   Health management and maintenance
 •   Home establishment and management
 •   Meal preparation and cleanup
 •   Safety procedures and emergency responses
 •   Shopping

 

BOX 1-1

Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and Instrumental 
Activities of Daily Living (I-ADL)

Modified from [Anonymous]: Occupational Therapy Practice Frame-
work: domain and process. Am J Occup Ther 56:609-639, 2002 (Erratum 
in: Am J Occup Ther 2003; 57:115) with permission.



needed. For example, a patient might say “yes” to the ques-
tion  “Can  you  eat  by  yourself?”  On  further  questioning,  
it  might  be  learned  that  she  cannot  prepare  the  food  by 
herself or cut  the  food  independently. The most accurate 
assessment of ADL and mobility deficits often comes from 
the hands-on assessment by therapists and nurses on the 
rehabilitation team.

Cognition

Cognition is the mental process of knowing (see Chapters 
3 and 4). Although objective assessment of cognition comes 
under physical examination (memory, orientation, and the 
ability to assimilate and manipulate information), impair-
ments  in  cognition  can  also  become  apparent  during  the 
course  of  the  history  taking.  Because  persons  with  cogni-
tive deficits often cannot recognize their own impairments 
(anagnosia), it is important to gather information from fam-
ily members and others familiar with the patient. Cognitive 
deficits and limited awareness of these deficits are likely to 
interfere  with  the  patient’s  rehabilitation  program  unless 
specifically addressed. These deficits can pose a safety risk as 
well. For example, a man with a previous stroke who falls, 
sustaining a hip fracture requiring replacement, might not be 
able to follow hip precautions, resulting in possible refrac-
ture  or  hip  dislocation.  Executive  functioning  is  another 
aspect  of  cognition,  which  includes  the  mental  functions 
required for planning, problem solving, and self-awareness. 
Executive  functioning  correlates  with  functional  outcome 
because it is required in many real-world situations.45

Communication

Communication  skills  are  used  to  convey  information 
including  thoughts,  needs,  and  emotions.  Verbal  expres-
sion deficits can be very subtle and might not be noticed 
in a first encounter. If there is a reason to think that speech 
or communication has been affected by a recent event, it is 
advisable to ask family members if they have noticed recent 
changes. Patients who cannot communicate through speech 
might or might not be able to communicate through other 
means, known as augmentative communication, depend-
ing on the type of communication dysfunction and other 
physical and cognitive  limitations. This  can  include writ-
ing  and  physicality  (such  as  sign  language,  gestures,  and 
body language). They can also use a variety of augmenta-
tive communication aids ranging from simple picture, let-
ter, and word boards to electronic devices.

Past Medical and Surgical History

The  physiatrist  should  understand  the  patient’s  past 
medical  and  surgical  history.  This  knowledge  allows  the 
physiatrist  to understand how preexisting  illnesses affect 
current  status,  and  how  to  tailor  the  rehabilitation  pro-
gram  for  precautions  and  limitations.  The  patient’s  past 
medical history can also have a major impact on rehabili-
tation outcome.

Cardiopulmonary

Mobility,  ADL,  I-ADL,  work,  and  leisure  can  be  severely 
compromised  by  cardiopulmonary  deficits.  The  patient 
should be asked about any history of congestive heart fail-
ure, recent and distant myocardial infarction, arrhythmias, 
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and coronary artery disease. Past surgical procedures such 
as bypass  surgery, heart  transplantation,  stent placement, 
and  recent  diagnostic  testing  (stress  test  or  echocardio-
gram)  should be ascertained. This  information  is  impor-
tant  to  ensure  that  exercise  prescriptions  do  not  exceed 
cardiovascular activity limitations. Patients should also be 
asked about  their  activity  tolerance,  surgery  such as  lung 
volume  reduction  or  lung  transplant,  and  whether  they 
require  home  oxygen.  Dyspnea  from  chronic  obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease can be a significant contributor to 
functional  limitations.  Often  medication  adjustment  to 
maximize  cardiac  and  pulmonary  function  accompanies 
mobilization.  It  is  also  important  to  identify  modifiable 
risk factors for cardiac disease such as smoking, hyperten-
sion, and obesity.

Musculoskeletal

There  can  be  a  wide  range  of  musculoskeletal  disorders 
from acute traumatic injuries to gradual functional decline 
with  chronic  osteoarthritis.  The  patient  should  be  asked 
about a history of trauma, arthritis, amputation, joint con-
tractures,  musculoskeletal  pain,  congenital  or  acquired 
muscular problems, weakness, or instability. It is important 
to understand the functional impact of such impairments 
or  disabilities.  Patients  with  chronic  physical  disability 
often develop overuse musculoskeletal syndromes, such as 
the development of shoulder pain secondary to chronically 
propelling a wheelchair.33

Neurologic Disorders

Preexisting  congenital  or  acquired  neurologic  disorders 
can have a profound impact on the patient’s function and 
recovery  from  both  neurologic  and  nonneurologic  ill-
ness. It  is helpful to know whether a neurologic disorder 
is  congenital  versus  acquired,  progressive  versus  nonpro-
gressive,  central  versus  peripheral,  demyelinating  versus 
axonal, or sensory versus motor. This information can be 
helpful  in  understanding  the  pathophysiology,  location, 
severity, prognosis, and implications for management. The 
interviewer  must  assess  the  premorbid  need  for  assistive 
devices,  orthoses,  and  the  degree  of  speech,  swallowing, 
and cognitive impairments.

Rheumatologic

The  history  should  assess  the  type  of  rheumatologic  dis-
order, time of onset, number of joints affected, pain level, 
current  disease  activity,  and  past  orthopedic  procedures. 
Discussions  with  the  patient’s  rheumatologist  might 
address whether medication changes could improve activ-
ity tolerance in a rehabilitation program (see Chapter 36).

Medications

All medications should be documented including prescrip-
tion and over-the-counter drugs, as well as nutraceuticals, 
supplements,  herbs,  and  vitamins.  Medications  should 
be  documented  from  both  the  last  institutional  venues 
(acute  care,  nursing  home)  and  from  home  before  insti-
tutionalization. Decreasing medication errors via medica-
tion reconciliation is a major thrust of the National Patient 
Safety Goals initiative.40 Patients typically do not mention 
medications  that  they  do  not  think  are  relevant  to  their 
current problem, unless asked about them in detail. Drug 
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and food allergies should be noted. It is especially impor-
tant to gather the complete list of medications being used 
in patients who are seeing multiple physicians. Particular 
attention should be paid to nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
agents because these are commonly prescribed by physiat-
rists for musculoskeletal disorders, and care must be taken 
not  to double-dose  the patient.27,32 The  indications, pre-
cautions, and side effects of all drugs prescribed should be 
explained to the patient.

Social History

Home Environment and Living Situation

Understanding the patient’s home environment and living 
situation includes asking if the patient lives in a house or 
an apartment, if there is elevator access, whether it is wheel-
chair accessible, if there are stairs, whether the bathroom is 
accessible from the bedroom, and whether the bathroom 
has grab bars or handrails (and on which side). A home 
visit might be required to gain the best assessment. If there 
is no caregiver at home, the patient could require a home 
health aide. These factors help determine many aspects of 
the discharge plan.

Family and Friends Support

Patients who have lost function might require supervision, 
emotional  support,  or  actual  physical  assistance.  Family, 
friends,  and  neighbors  who  can  provide  such  assistance 
should be identified. The clinician should discuss the level 
of  assistance  they  are  willing  and  able  to  provide.  The 
assistance provided by caregivers can be limited if they are 
elderly,  have  some  type  of  impairment,  work,  or  are  not 
willing to assist with bowel or bladder hygiene.

Substance Abuse

Patients should be asked about  their history of smoking, 
alcohol  use  or  abuse,  and  drug  abuse.  Because  patients 
often  deny  substance  abuse,  this  topic  should  be  dis-
cussed  in  a  nonjudgmental  manner.  Patients  frequently 
feel embarrassment or guilt in admitting substance abuse, 
and also fear the legal consequences of such an admission. 
Substance abuse can be a direct and an  indirect cause of 
disability,  and  is often a  contributing  factor  in  traumatic 
brain  injury.19  It can also have an impact on community 
reintegration,  because  patients  with  pain  and/or  depres-
sion are at risk for further abuse. Patients who are at risk 
should  be  referred  to  social  work  to  explore  options  for 
further assistance, either during the acute rehabilitation or 
later in the community.

Sexual History

Patients  and  health  care  practitioners  alike  are  often 
uncomfortable discussing the topic of sexuality, so devel-
oping a  good  rapport during history  taking  can be help-
ful.  Discussion  of  this  topic  is  made  easier  if  the  health 
care  practitioner  has  a  basic  knowledge  of  how  sexual 
function can be changed by illness or injury (see Chapter 
31). Sexuality is particularly important to patients in their 
reproductive  years  (such  as  with  many  spinal  cord–  and 
brain-injured persons), but  the physician should enquire 
about sexuality in adolescents and adults, as well as in the 
elderly. Sexual orientation and safer sex practices should be 
addressed when appropriate.

Vocational Activities

Vocation is not only a source of financial security; it also 
significantly  relates  to self-confidence and even  identity. 
The history should include the patient’s educational level, 
recent work history, and the ability to fulfill job require-
ments subsequent  to  the  injury or  illness.  If an  individ-
ual  cannot  fully  regain  the  previous  function  level,  the 
vocational  options  available  should  be  explored.  It  is 
possible  that  the work environment can be modified  to 
compensate  for a  functional  loss or minimize musculo-
skeletal  pain  complaints.  An  example  of  this  would  be 
the  installation of a wheelchair  ramp  for an accountant 
with paraplegia.

Finances and Income Maintenance

Patients  can  have  financial  concerns  that  are  due  to  or 
exacerbated by  their  illness or  injury. These concerns can 
also be addressed by the rehabilitation team social worker. 
Whether a patient has the financial resources or insurance 
to  pay  for  adaptive  devices  such  as  a  ramp  or  mobility 
equipment  can  significantly  affect  discharge  planning.  If 
patients cannot safely be discharged home, skilled nursing 
facility placement might need to be explored, at least on a 
temporary basis.

Recreation

The ability to engage in hobbies and recreational activities 
is important to most people, and any loss or limitation of 
the ability to perform these activities can be stressful. Rec-
reation is a primary outcome in sports medicine. The recre-
ational activity affected can involve physical exercise, such 
as  a  sporting  activity,  or  can  be  more  sedentary,  such  as 
playing cards. The team recreational therapist can be help-
ful  in helping  to  restore  the patient’s  favorite  recreations 
and offer new ones.

Psychosocial History

The history taker must recognize the psychosocial impact 
of  impairment.  Beyond  the  loss  of  function,  the  patient 
can also feel a loss of overall health, body image, mobil-
ity, or independence. The loss of function, and possibly of 
income as well,  can place  great  stress on  the  family unit 
and  caregivers.  The  treatment  plan  should  recognize  the 
patient’s  psychosocial  context  and  provide  assistance  in 
developing coping strategies, especially for depression and 
anxiety.  This  can  help  accelerate  the  patient’s  process  of 
adjusting to a new disability.

Spirituality and Belief

Spirituality  is  an  important  part  of  the  lives  of  many 
patients, and some preliminary studies indicate that it can 
have positive effects on rehabilitation, life satisfaction, and 
quality of life.13 Health care providers should be sensitive 
to the patient’s spiritual needs, and appropriate referral or 
counseling should be provided.17

Pending Litigation

Patients  should  be  asked  in  a  nonjudgmental  fashion 
whether  they  are  involved  in  litigation  related  to  their 
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illness,  injuries,  or  functional  impairment.  The  answer 
should not change the treatment plan, but litigation can be 
a source of anxiety, depression, or guilt. In some cases the 
patient’s legal representative can play an important role in 
obtaining needed services and equipment.

Family History

Patients should be asked about the health, or cause and age 
of death, of parents and siblings. It is always important to 
know whether any family members have a similar condi-
tion. They should also be asked about any family history 
of  heart  disease,  diabetes,  cancer,  stroke,  arthritis,  hyper-
tension,  or  neurologic  illness.  This  will  help  to  identify 
genetic disorders within the family. Knowledge of the gen-
eral health of family members can also provide insight into 
their ability to provide functional assistance to the patient.

Review of Systems

A detailed review of organ systems should be done discover 
any problems or diseases not previously identified during 
the course of the history taking. Table 1-5 lists some ques-
tions that can be asked about each system.24 Note that this 
list  is not comprehensive, and more detailed questioning 
might be necessary.

The Physiatric Physical Examination

Neurologic Examination

Neurologic problems are common in the setting of inpa-
tient  and  outpatient  rehabilitation,  including  functional 
deficits in persons with such conditions as stroke, multiple 
sclerosis, peripheral neuropathy, spinal cord  injury, brain 
injury, and neurologic cancers. The neurologic examination 
should be conducted in an organized fashion to confirm 
or  reconfirm  the  neurologic  disorder,  and  subsequently 
to  identify which  components of  the nervous  system are 
the most and the least affected. The precise location of the 
lesion should be identified, if possible, and the impact of 
the neurologic deficits on the overall function and mobility 
of the patient should be noted. If a cause of the patient’s 
condition  has  not  been  identified  at  presentation  to  the 
rehabilitation  service,  a  differential  diagnosis  list  should 
be developed, the neurologic examination tailored appro-
priately, and consultations garnered, if indicated. An accu-
rate and efficient neurologic examination requires that the 
examiner have a thorough knowledge of both central and 
peripheral neuroanatomy before the examination.

Weakness is a primary sign in neurologic disorders and 
is  seen  in  both  upper  (UMN)  and  lower  motor  neuron 
(LMN) disorders. UMN lesions involving the central ner-
vous system (CNS) are typically characterized by hyperto-
nia, weakness, and hyperreflexia without significant muscle 
atrophy,  fasciculation,  or  fibrillation  (on  electromyog-
raphy).  They  tend  to  occur  in  a  hemiparetic,  paraparetic, 
and  tetraparetic  pattern.  UMN  etiologies  include  stroke, 
multiple sclerosis, traumatic and nontraumatic brain and 
spinal  cord  injuries,  and neurologic  cancers,  among oth-
ers. LMN defects are characterized by hypotonia, weakness, 
hyporeflexia,  significant  muscle  atrophy,  fasciculations, 
and electromyographic changes. They occur in the distribu-
tion of the affected nerve root, peripheral nerve, or muscle. 
UMN  and  LMN  lesions  often  coexist;  however,  the  LMN 
system is the final common pathway of the nervous system. 
An example of this is an upper trunk brachial plexus injury 
on the same side as spastic hemiparesis  in a person with 
traumatic brain injury.51

Similar  to  physical  examination  in  other  organ  sys-
tems, testing of one neurologic system is often predicated 
by the normal functioning of other systems. For example, 
severe visual impairment can be confused with cerebellar 
dysfunction, as many cerebellar tests have a visual compo-
nent. The integrated functions of all organ systems should 
be considered  to provide an accurate clinical assessment, 

Table 1-5   Sample Questions for the Review of Systems
System Questions

Systemic Any general symptoms such as fever, weight loss, 
fatigue, nausea, and poor appetite?

Skin Any skin problems? Sores? Rashes? Growths?  
Itching? Changes in the hair or nails? Dryness?

Eyes Any changes in vision? Pain? Redness?  
Double vision? Watery eyes? Dizziness?

Ears How are the ears and hearing? Running ears? Poor 
hearing? Ringing ears? Discharge?

Nose How are your nose and sinuses? Stuffy nose? 
 Discharge? Bleeding? Unusual odors?

Mouth Any problems with your mouth? Sores? Bad taste? 
Sore tongue? Gum trouble?

Throat and neck Any problems with your throat and neck? Sore 
throat? Hoarseness? Swelling? Swallowing?

Breasts Any problems with your breasts? Lumps? Nipple 
discharge? Bleeding? Swelling? Tenderness?

Pulmonary Any problems with your lungs or breathing? Cough? 
Sputum? Bloody sputum? Pain in the chest on 
taking a deep breath? Shortness of breath?

Cardiovascular Do you have any problems with your heart? Chest 
pain? Shortness of breath? Palpitations? Cough? 
Swelling of your ankles? Trouble lying flat in bed 
at night? Fatigue?

Gastrointestinal How is your digestion? Any changes in your appetite? 
Nausea? Vomiting? Diarrhea? Constipation? 
Changes in your bowel habits? Bleeding from the 
rectum? Hemorrhoids?

Genitourinary Male: Any problems with your kidneys or urination? 
Painful urination? Frequency? Urgency? Nocturia?

Bloody or cloudy urine? Trouble starting or 
 stopping?

Female: Number of pregnancies? Abortions? Miscar-
riages? Any menstrual problems? Last menstrual 
period? Vaginal bleeding? Vaginal discharge?  
Cessation of periods? Hot flashes? Vaginal itch-
ing? Sexual dysfunction?

Endocrine Any problems with your endocrine glands? Feeling 
hot or cold? Fatigue? Changes in the skin or hair? 
Frequent urination? Fatigue?

Musculoskeletal Do you have any problems with your bones or 
joints? Joint or muscle pain? Stiffness? Limitation 
of motion?

Nervous system Numbness? Weakness? Pins and needles sensation?

From Enelow AJ, Forde DL, Brummel-Smith K: Interviewing and patient care, ed 4, New York, 
1996, Oxford University Press,24  with permission of Oxford University Press.
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and  potential  limitations  of  the  examination  should  be 
considered.

Mental Status Examination

The mental status examination (MSE) should be performed 
in a comfortable setting where the patient is not likely to 
be disturbed by external  stimuli  such as  televisions,  tele-
phones, pagers, conversation, or medical alarms. The bed-
side MSE  is often  limited  secondary  to distractions  from 
within the room. Having a familiar person such as a spouse 
or relative in the room can often help reassure the patient. 
The bedside MSE might need  to be  supplemented by  far 
more detailed and standardized evaluations performed by 
neuropsychologists,  especially  in  cases  of  vocational  and 
educational  reintegration  (see  Chapters  4  and  35).  Lan-
guage is the gateway to assessing cognition and is therefore 
limited in persons with significant aphasia.

Level of Consciousness.  Consciousness  is  the  state  of 
awareness  of  one’s  surroundings.  A  functioning  pontine 
reticular  activating  system  is  necessary  for  normal  con-
scious  functioning.  The  conscious  patient  is  awake  and 
responds  directly  and  appropriately  to  varying  stimuli. 
Decreased  consciousness  can  significantly  limit  the  MSE 
and the general physical examination.

The examiner should understand the various  levels of 
consciousness.  Lethargy  is  the  general  slowing  of  motor 
processes  (such  as  speech  and  movement)  in  which  the 
patient can easily fall asleep if not stimulated, but is easily 
aroused. Obtundation is a dulled or blunted sensitivity in 
which the patient is difficult to arouse, and once aroused 
is  still  confused.  Stupor  is  a  state  of  semiconsciousness 
characterized  by  arousal  only  by  intense  stimuli  such 
as  sharp  pressure  over  a  bony  prominence  (e.g.,  sternal 
rub), and the patient has few or even no voluntary motor 
responses.56 The Aspen Neurobehavioral Conference pro-
posed,  and  several  leading  medical  organizations  have 
endorsed,  three  terms  to  describe  severe  alterations  in 
consciousness.29 In coma, the eyes are closed with absence 
of sleep-wake cycles and no evidence of a contingent rela-
tionship between the patient’s behavior and the environ-
ment.29  Vegetative state  is  characterized  by  the  presence 
of sleep-wake cycles but still no contingent  relationship. 
Minimally conscious state  indicates a patient who remains 
severely disabled but demonstrates sleep-wake cycles and 
even  inconsistent,  nonreflexive,  contingent  behaviors  in 
response  to a  specific  environmental  stimulation.  In  the 
acute settings, the Glasgow Coma Scale is the most often 
used  objective  measure  to  document  level  of  conscious-
ness,  assessing  eye  opening,  motor  response,  and  verbal 
response (Table 1-6).39

Attention. Attention is the ability to address a specific stim-
ulus for a short period without being distracted by internal 
or external stimuli.65 Vigilance is the ability to hold atten-
tion  over  longer  periods.  For  example,  with  inadequate 
vigilance a patient can begin a complex task but be unable 
to sustain performance to completion. Attention is tested 
by digit recall, where the examiner reads a list of random 
numbers and the patient is asked to repeat those numbers. 
The  patient  should  repeat  digits  both  forward  and  back-
ward. A normal performance  is  repeating seven numbers 
in  the  forward  direction,  with  fewer  than  five  indicating 
significant attention deficits.52,65

Orientation. Orientation is necessary for basic cognition. 
Orientation is composed of four parts: person, place, time, 
and  situation.  After  asking  the  patient’s  name,  place  can 
be  determined  by  asking  the  location  the  patient  is  cur-
rently in or her or his home address. Time is assessed by 
asking the patient the time of day, the date, the day of the 
week, or the year. Situation refers to why the patient is in 
the hospital or clinic. Time sense is usually the first com-
ponent lost, and person is typically the last to be lost. Tem-
porary stress can account for a minor loss of orientation; 
however, major disorientation usually suggests an organic 
brain syndrome.69

Memory.  The  components  of  memory  include  learning, 
retention, and recall. During the bedside examination, the 
patient is typically asked to remember three or four objects 
or  words.  The  patient  is  then  asked  to  repeat  the  items 
immediately  to  assess  immediate  acquisition  (encoding) 
of  the  information.  Retention  is  assessed  by  recall  after 
a delayed interval, usually 5 to 10 minutes. If  the patient 
is  unable  to  recall  the  words  or  objects,  the  examiner 
can provide a prompt (e.g., “It is a type of flower” for the 
word “tulip”).  If  the patient  still  cannot  recall  the words 
or objects, the examiner can provide a list from which the 
patient can choose (e.g., “Was it a rose, a tulip, or a daisy?”). 
Although abnormal scores must be interpreted within the 
context of the remaining neurologic examination, normal 
individuals  younger  than  60  years  should  recall  three  of 
four items.65

Recent memory can also be tested by asking questions 
about the past 24 hours, such as “How did you travel here?” 
or “What did you eat for breakfast this morning?” Assum-
ing the information can be confirmed, remote memory is 
tested by asking where the patient was born or the school 

Table 1-6   Glasgow Coma Scale
Function Rating

Eye opening E

Spontaneous 4
To speech 3
To pain 2
Nil 1

Best motor response M

Obeys 6
Localizes 5
Withdraws 4
Abnormal flexion 3
Extensor response 2
Nil 1

Verbal response V

Oriented 5
Confused conversation 4
Inappropriate words 3
Incomprehensible sounds 2
Nil 1

Coma score (E + M + V) 3-15

From Jennett B, Teasdale G: Assessment of impaired consciousness, Contemp Neurosurg 
20:78, 1981 with permission.



or college attended.46 Visual memory can be tested by hav-
ing the patient  identify (after a  few minutes)  four or five 
objects hidden in clear view.

General Fundamentals of Knowledge.  Intelligence  is a 
global function derived from the general tone and content 
of  the  examination  and  encompasses  both  basic  intel-
lect  and  remote  memory.  The  examiner  should  note  the 
patient’s  educational  level  and  highest  grade  completed 
during the history. Examples of questions that can be asked 
include names of  important  elected officials,  such as  the 
current president of the United States or recent past presi-
dents. It can be very difficult to identify when a patient with 
a very high intelligence premorbidly drops to a more aver-
age level after injury or illness. The history of memory or 
intellectual decline from a family member or close friend 
should prompt further evaluation of the patient.

Abstract Thinking. Abstraction is a higher cortical func-
tion and  can be  tested by  the  interpretation of  common 
proverbs  such  as  “a  stitch  in  time  saves  nine”  or  “when 
the  cat’s  away  the  mice  will  play,”  or  by  asking  similari-
ties,  such as  “How are an apple and an orange alike?” A 
concrete explanation  for  the first proverb would be “You 
should  sew  a  rip  before  it  becomes  bigger,”  whereas  an 
abstract explanation would be “Quick attention to a given 
problem would prevent bigger troubles later.” An abstract 
response to the similarity would be “They are both kinds 
of fruit,” and a concrete response would be “They are both 
round” or “You can eat them both.” Most normal individu-
als should be able to provide abstract responses. A patient 
also demonstrates abstraction when he or she understands 
a  humorous  phrase  or  situation.  Concrete  responses 
are  given  by  persons  with  dementia,  mental  retardation, 
or  limited  education.  Abstract  thinking  should  always 
be  considered  in  the  context  of  intelligence  and  cultural 
differences.69

Insight and Judgment.  Insight has been conceptualized 
into  three  components:  awareness  of  impairment,  need 
for  treatment,  and  attribution  of  symptoms.  Insight  can 
be ascertained by asking what brought the patient into the 
hospital  or  clinic.10  Recognizing  that  one  has  an  impair-
ment is  the initial step for recovery. A lack of  insight can 
severely hamper a patient’s progress in rehabilitation and 
is  a  major  consideration  in  developing  a  safe  discharge 
plan.  Insight can be difficult  to distinguish  from psycho-
logical denial.

Judgment  is  an  estimate  of  a  person’s  ability  to  solve 
real-life  problems.  The  best  indicator  is  usually  simply 
observing  the  patient’s  behavior.  Judgment  can  also  be 
assessed  by  noting  the  patient’s  responses  to  hypotheti-
cal  situations  in  relation  to  family,  employment,  or  per-
sonal life. Hypothetical examples of judgment that reflect 
societal norms include “What should you do if you find a 
stamped, addressed envelope?” or “How are you going to 
get around the house if you have trouble walking?” Judg-
ment is a complex function that is part of the maturational 
process  and  is  consequently  unreliable  in  children  and 
variable in the adolescent years.69 Assessment of judgment 
is  important  to  assess  the  patient’s  capacity  for  indepen-
dent functioning.
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Mood and Affect. Mood can be assessed by asking  the 
“Yale question”: “Do you often feel sad or depressed?”72 
Establishing  accurate  information  pertaining  to  the 
length of a particular mood is  important. The examiner 
should  document  if  the  mood  has  been  reactive  (e.g., 
sadness in response to a recent disabling event or loss of 
independence),  and whether  the mood has been  stable 
or  unstable.  Mood  can  be  described  in  terms  of  being, 
including happy, sad, euphoric, blue, depressed, angry, or 
anxious.

Affect describes how a patient feels at a given moment, 
which  can  be  described  by  terms  such  as  blunted,  flat, 
inappropriate,  labile, optimistic, or pessimistic.  It  can be 
difficult  to accurately assess mood in the setting of mod-
erate  to  severe  acquired  brain  injury.  A  patient’s  affect  is 
determined by the observations made by the examiner dur-
ing the interview.11

General Mental Status Assessment. The Folstein Mini-
Mental Status Examination is a brief and convenient tool 
to test general cognitive function. It is useful for screening 
patients for dementia and brain injuries. Of a maximum 30 
points, a score 24 or above is considered within the normal 
range.25 Also available is the easily administered Montreal 
Cognitive Assessment.54 The clock-drawing test is another 
quick test sensitive to cognitive impairment. The patient is 
instructed to “Without looking at your watch, draw the face 
of a clock, and mark the hands to show 10 minutes to 11 
o’clock.” This  task uses memory, visual spatial skills, and 
executive functioning. The drawing is scored on the basis 
of whether  the clock numbers are generally  intact or not 
intact out of a maximum score of 10.66 The use of the three-
word recall test in addition to the clock-drawing test, which 
is  known  collectively  as  the  Mini-Cog  Test,  has  recently 
gained  popularity  in  screening  for  dementia.  The  Mini-
Cog can usually be completed within 2 to 3 minutes.60 The 
reader is referred to other excellent descriptions of the MSE 
for further reading.65

Communication

Aphasia. Aphasia involves the loss of production or compre-
hension of language. The cortical center for language resides 
in  the  dominant  hemisphere.  Naming,  repetition,  com-
prehension,  and  fluency  are  the  key  components  of  the 
physician’s  bedside  language  assessment.  The  examiner 
should listen to the content and fluency of speech. Testing 
of comprehension of spoken language should begin with 
single words, progress to sentences that require only yes–
no  responses,  and  then  progress  to  complex  commands. 
The examiner should also assess visual naming, repetition 
of single words and sentences, word-finding abilities, and 
reading and writing from dictation and then spontaneously. 
Circumlocutions are phrases or sentences substituted for a 
word the person cannot express, such as responding “What 
you  tell  time with on your wrist” when asked  to name a 
watch. Alexia without agraphia is seen in dominant occipi-
tal lobe injury. Here the patient is able to write letters and 
words from a spoken command but is unable to read the 
information after dictation.12 Some commonly used stan-
dardized aphasia measures include the Boston Diagnostic 
Aphasia Examination and the Western Aphasia Battery (see 
Chapter 3).67
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Dysarthria.  Dysarthria  refers  to  defective articulation, 
but  with  the  content  of  speech  unaffected.  The  exam-
iner  should  listen  to  spontaneous  speech  and  then  ask 
the patient  to  read aloud. Key  sounds  that  can be  tested 
include “ta  ta  ta,” which  is made by  the  tongue (lingual 
consonants); “mm mm mm,” which  is made by  the  lips 
(labial consonants); and “ga ga ga,” which is made by the 
larynx, pharynx, and palate.46 There are several subtypes of 
dysarthria  including spastic, ataxic, hypokinetic, hyperki-
netic, and flaccid.52

Dysphonia.  Dysphonia  is  a  deficit  in  sound  production 
and  can  be  secondary  to  respiratory  disease,  fatigue,  or 
vocal cord paralysis. The best method to examine the vocal 
cords is by indirect laryngoscopy. Asking the patient to say 
“ah” while viewing the vocal cords is used to assess vocal 
cord abduction. When the patient says “e,” the vocal cords 
will  adduct.  Patients  with  weakness  of  both  vocal  cords 
will  speak  in  whispers  with  the  presence  of  inspiratory 
stridors.46

Verbal Apraxia.  Apraxia  of  speech  involves  a  deficit  in 
motor planning (i.e., awkward and imprecise articulation 
in the absence of impaired strength or coordination of the 
motor  system).  It  is  characterized  by  inconsistent  errors 
when speaking. A difficult word might be spoken correctly, 
but trouble is experienced when repeating it. People with 
verbal apraxia of speech often appear to be “groping” for 
the  right  sound  or  word,  and  might  try  to  speak  a  word 
several  times  before  saying  it  correctly.  Apraxia  is  tested 
by asking  the patient  to  repeat words with an  increasing 
number of syllables. Oromotor apraxia is seen in patients 
with difficulty organizing nonspeech, oral motor activity. 
This can adversely impact swallowing. Tests for oromotor 
apraxia  include  asking  patients  to  stick  out  their  tongue, 
show their teeth, blow out their cheeks, or pretend to blow 
out a match.1

Cognitive Linguistic Deficits.  Cognitive  linguistic  defi-
cits  involve  the  pragmatics  and  context  of  communica-
tion. Examples can include confabulation after a ruptured 
aneurysm of the anterior communicating artery, or disin-
hibited or sexually inappropriate comments from a patient 
with  frontal  lobe  damage  after  a  traumatic  brain  injury. 
Cognitive  linguistic deficits are distinguished  from fluent 
aphasias (Wernickeʼs) by the presence of relatively normal 
syntax and grammar.

Cranial Nerve Examination

Cranial Nerve I: Olfactory Nerve. The examiner should 
test  both  perception  and  identification  of  smell  using 
aromatic  nonirritating  materials  that  avoid  stimulation 
of  the  trigeminal  nerve  fibers  in  the  nasal  mucosa.  Irri-
tant substances such as ammonia should be avoided. The 
patient is asked to close the eyes while the opposite nos-
tril is compressed separately. The patient should identify 
the smell in a test tube containing a common substance 
with a characteristic odor, such as coffee, peppermint, or 
soap. The olfactory nerve is the most commonly injured 
cranial nerve (CN) in head trauma, resulting from shear-
ing  injuries  that  can  be  associated  with  fractures  of  the 
cribiform plate.5
Cranial Nerve II: Optic Nerve. The optic nerve is assessed 
by testing for visual acuity and visual fields and by perform-
ing an ophthalmologic examination. Visual acuity refers to 
central vision, while visual field testing assesses the integ-
rity of the optic pathway as it travels from the retina to the 
primary visual cortex. Testing visual fields by confrontation 
is most commonly performed. The patient faces the exam-
iner while covering one eye so the other eye fixates on the 
opposite eye of the examiner directly in front. The exam-
iner  wiggles  a  finger  at  the  outer  boundaries  of  the  four 
quadrants of vision while the patient points to the quad-
rant where he or  she  senses movement. More  accurately, 
a red 5-mm pin can be used to map out the visual field.5 
For  patients  with  visual  field  and  extraocular  movement 
deficits  (see  following  discussion),  further  assessment  by 
a neurooptometrist or visually trained occupational thera-
pists can be helpful.

Cranial Nerves III, IV, and VI: Oculomotor, Troch-
lear, and Abducens Nerves. These three cranial nerves 
are best  tested  together because  they are all  involved  in 
ocular  motility.  The  oculomotor  nerve  (III)  provides 
innervation  to  all  the  extraocular  muscles  except  the 
superior oblique and lateral rectus, which are innervated 
by  the  trochlear  (IV)  and  abducens  nerves  (VI),  respec-
tively. The oculomotor nerve also  innervates  the  levator 
palpebrae muscle, which elevates the eyelid, the pupillo-
constrictor muscle that constricts the pupil, and the cili-
ary muscle that controls the thickness of the lens in visual 
accommodation.

The  primary  action  of  the  medial  rectus  is  adduction 
(looking  in)  and  that  of  the  lateral  rectus  is  abduction 
(looking out). The superior rectus and inferior oblique pri-
marily elevate the eye, whereas the inferior rectus and supe-
rior oblique depress the eye. The superior oblique muscle 
controls gaze looking down, especially in adduction.46

Examination  of  the  extraocular  muscles  involves 
assessing the alignment of the patient’s eyes while at rest 
and when following an object or finger held at an arm’s 
length.  The  examiner  should  observe  the  full  range  of 
horizontal and vertical eye movements in the six cardinal 
directions.5  The  optic  (afferent)  and  oculomotor  (effer-
ent)  nerves  are  involved  with  the  pupillary  light  reflex. 
A  normal  pupillary  light  reflex  (CNs  II  and  III)  should 
result  in  constriction  of  both  pupils  when  a  light  stim-
ulus  is  present  to  either  eye  separately.  A  characteristic 
head tilt when looking down is sometimes seen in CN IV 
lesions.75

Cranial Nerve V: Trigeminal Nerve. The trigeminal nerve 
provides  sensation  to  the  face  and  mucous   membranes 
of the nose, mouth, and tongue. There are three sensory 
 divisions  of  the  trigeminal  nerve:  the  ophthalmic,  max-
illary,  and  mandibular  branches.  These  branches  can  be 
tested by pinprick sensation, light touch, or temperature 
along  the  forehead, cheeks, and  jaw on each side of  the 
face. The motor branch of the trigeminal nerve also inner-
vates the muscles of mastication, which include the mas-
seters,  the pterygoids, and the temporalis. The patient  is 
asked to clamp the jaws together, and then the examiner 
will try to open the patient’s jaw by pulling down on the 
lower mandible. Observe and palpate  for  contraction of 



both the temporalis and the masseter muscles. The ptery-
goids are tested by asking the patient to open the mouth. 
If one side is weak, the intact pterygoid muscles will push 
the  weak  muscles,  resulting  in  a  deviation  toward  the 
weak  side.  The  corneal  reflex  tests  the  ophthalmic  divi-
sion of the trigeminal nerve (afferent) and the facial nerve 
(efferent).

Cranial Nerve VII: Facial Nerve. The facial nerve provides 
motor innervation to all muscles of facial expression; pro-
vides  sensation  to  the  anterior  two  thirds  of  the  tongue 
and the external acoustic meatus; innervates the stapedius 
muscle,  which  helps  dampen  loud  sounds  by  decreasing 
excessive movements of the ossicles in the inner ear; and 
provides  secretomotor  fibers  to  the  lacrimal  and  salivary 
glands.

The  facial  nerve  is  first  examined  by  watching  the 
patient  as  she  or  he  talks  and  smiles,  watching  specifi-
cally for eye closure, flattening of the nasolabial fold, and 
asymmetric  elevation  of  one  corner  of  the  mouth.  The 
patient is then asked to wrinkle the forehead (frontalis), 
close the eyes while the examiner attempts to open them 
(orbicularis oculi), puff out both cheeks while the exam-
iner  presses  on  the  cheeks  (buccinator),  and  show  the 
teeth  (orbicularis oris). A peripheral  injury  to  the  facial 
nerve,  such  as  Bell’s  palsy,  affects  both  the  upper  and 
the  lower  face,  whereas  a  central  lesion  typically  affects 
mainly the lower face.

Cranial Nerve VIII: Vestibulocochlear Nerve.  The  ves-
tibulocochlear  nerve,  also  known  as  the  auditory  nerve, 
comprises two divisions. The cochlear nerve is the part of 
the auditory nerve responsible for hearing, while the ves-
tibular  nerve  is  related  to  balance.  The  cochlear  division 
can be tested by checking gross hearing. A rapid screen can 
be done if the examiner rubs the thumb and index fingers 
near each ear of the patient. Patients with normal hearing 
usually have no difficulty hearing this.

The vestibular division  is  seldom included  in  the  rou-
tine  neurologic  examination.  Patients  with  dizziness  or 
vertigo  associated  with  changes  in  head  position  or  sus-
pected  of  having  benign  paroxysmal  positional  vertigo 
should be assessed with the Dix-Hallpike maneuver (Fig-
ure 1-1). The absence of nystagmus indicates normal ves-
tibular  nerve  function.  With  peripheral  vestibular  nerve 
dysfunction,  however,  the  patient  complains  of  vertigo, 
and rotary nystagmus appears after an approximately 2- to 
5-second  latency,  toward  the  direction  in  which  the  eyes 
are deviated. With repetition of maneuvers, the nystagmus 
and sensation of vertigo fatigue and ultimately disappear. 
In central vestibular disease, such as from a stroke, the nys-
tagmus  has  latency  and  is  nonfatigable.26  Rehabilitation 
therapists  with  training  in  vestibular  rehabilitation  can 
also provide  invaluable data  for developing a differential 
diagnosis of balance deficits.

Cranial Nerves IX and X: Glossopharyngeal Nerve 
and Vagus Nerve. The glossopharyngeal nerve supplies 
taste to the posterior one third of the tongue, along with 
sensation to the pharynx and the middle ear. The glosso-
pharyngeal nerve and vagus nerve are usually examined 
together.  The  patient’s  voice  quality  should  be  noted, 
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as hoarseness  is usually associated with a  lesion of  the 
recurrent  laryngeal  nerve,  a  branch  of  the  vagus  nerve. 
The patient is asked to open the mouth and say “ah.” The 
examiner  should  inspect  the  soft  palate,  which  should 
elevate  symmetrically  with  the  uvula  in  midline.  In  an 
LMN  vagus  nerve  lesion,  the  uvula  will  deviate  to  the 
side  that  is  contralateral  to  the  lesion.  A  UMN  lesion 
presents with the uvula deviating toward the side of the  
lesion.31

The gag reflex can be tested by depressing the patient’s 
tongue with a tongue depressor and touching the pharyn-
geal wall with a cotton tip applicator until the patient gags. 
The examiner should compare the sensitivity of each side 
(afferent: glossopharyngeal nerve) and observe the symme-
try of  the palatal  contraction (efferent: vagus nerve). The 
absence of a gag reflex  indicates  loss of sensation and/or 
loss of motor contraction. The presence of a gag reflex does 
not imply the ability to swallow without risk of aspiration 
(see Chapter 27).57

Cranial Nerve XI: Accessory Nerve. The accessory nerve 
innervates  the  trapezius  and  sternocleidomastoid  mus-
cles.  While  standing  behind  the  patient,  the  examiner 
should  look  for  atrophy  or  spasm  in  the  trapezius  and 
compare the symmetry of both sides. To test the strength 
of the trapezius, the patient is asked to shrug the shoul-
ders  and  hold  them  in  this  position  against  resistance. 
To  test  the  strength  of  the  sternocleidomastoid  muscle, 
ask the patient to rotate the head against resistance. The 
ipsilateral sternocleidomastoid muscle turns the head to 
the  contralateral  side.  The  ipsilateral  muscle  brings  the 
ear to the shoulder.

45
degrees

FIGURE 1-1 The Dix-Hallpike maneuver is performed with the patient ini-
tially seated upright. The patient is asked to fall backward so that the head is 
below the plane of his or her trunk. The examiner then turns the patient’s head 
to one side and asks the patient to look in the direction to which the head is 
turned.
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Cranial Nerve XII: Hypoglossal Nerve. The hypoglossal 
nerve is a pure motor nerve innervating the muscles of the 
tongue.  It  is  tested by  asking  the patient  to protrude  the 
tongue, noting evidence of atrophy, fasciculation, or devia-
tion.  Fibrillations  in  the  tongue are  common  in patients 
with amyotrophic  lateral  sclerosis.30 The  tongue  typically 
points to the side of the lesion in peripheral hypoglossal 
nerve lesions, but toward the opposite side of the lesion in 
UMN lesions such as stroke.

Sensory Examination

The examiner should be familiar with the normal dermato-
mal and peripheral nerve sensory distribution (Figure 1-2). 
Evaluation of  the sensory system requires  testing of both 
superficial sensation (light touch, pain, and temperature) 
and  deep  sensation  (involves  the  perception  of  position 
and  vibration  from  deep  structures  such  as  muscle,  liga-
ments, and bone).

Light touch can be assessed with a fine wisp of cotton or 
a cotton tip applicator. The examiner should touch the skin 
lightly, avoiding excessive pressure. The patient is asked to 
respond when a touch is felt, and to say whether there is 
a difference between the two sides. Pain and temperature 
both  travel  via  the  spinothalamic  tracts  and  are  assessed 
using  a  safety  pin  or  other  sharp  sanitary  object,  while 
occasionally  interspersing  the  examination  with  a  blunt 
object. Patients with peripheral neuropathy might have a 
delayed pain appreciation and often change their minds a 
few seconds after  the initial stimuli. Some examiners use 
the single or double pinprick of brief duration to test for 
pain, while others use a continuous sustained pinprick to 
better  test  for  delayed  pain.50  Temperature  testing  is  not 
often used and rarely provides additional information, but 
it  is  sometimes  easier  for  patients  to  delineate  insensate 
areas. Thermal sensation can be checked by using two dif-
ferent test tubes, one filled with hot water (not hot enough 
to burn) and one filled with cold water and ice chips.

Joint position sense or proprioception travel via the dor-
sal columns along with vibration sense. Proprioception is 
tested by vertical passive movement of the toes or  fingers. 
The  examiner  holds  the  sides  of  the  patient’s  fingers  or 
toes  and  asks  the  patient  if  the  digits  are  in  the  upward 
or downward direction. It  is  important to grasp the sides 
of  the digits  rather  than  the nailbed, because  the patient 
might  be  able  to  perceive  pressure  in  these  areas,  reduc-
ing the accuracy of the examination. Most normal persons 
make no errors on these maneuvers.

Vibration  is  tested  in  the  limbs with  a 128-Hz  tuning 
fork. The tuning fork is placed on a bony prominence such 
as the dorsal aspect of the terminal phalange of the great 
toe or finger, the malleoli, or the olecranon. The patient is 
asked to indicate when the vibration ceases. The vibration 
stimulus can be controlled by changing the force used to 
set  the  tuning  fork  in  motion,  or  by  noting  the  amount 
of  time  that a vibration  is  felt  as  the  stimulus dissipates. 
Assuming the examiner is normal, both patient and exam-
iner  should  feel  the vibration cease at approximately  the 
same time.

Two-point  discrimination  is  most  commonly  tested 
using calipers with blunt ends. The patient is asked to close 
the eyes and indicate if one or two stimulation points are 
felt. The normal distance of separation that can be felt as 
two  distinct  points  depends  on  the  area  of  body  being 
tested. For example, the lips are sensitive to a point sepa-
ration  of  2  to  3  mm,  normally  identified  as  two  points. 
Commonly tested normal two-point discrimination areas 
include the fingertips (3 to 5 mm), the dorsum of the hand 
(20 to 30 mm), and the palms (8 to 15 mm).46

Graphesthesia  is  the ability  to  recognize numbers,  let-
ters, or symbols traced onto the palm. It  is performed by 
writing recognizable numbers on the patient’s palm with 
his or her eyes closed. Stereognosis is the ability to recog-
nize common objects placed in the hand, such as keys or 
coins. This requires normal peripheral sensation as well as 
cortical interpretation.

Motor Control

Strength.  Manual  muscle  testing  provides  an  important 
method of quantifying strength and is outlined in the mus-
culoskeletal examination section below.

Coordination.  The  cerebellum  controls  movement  by 
comparing  the  intended  activity  with  actual  activity  that 
is achieved. The cerebellum smoothes motor movements 
and  is  intimately  involved  with  coordination.  Ataxia  or 
motor coordination can be secondary to deficits of sensory, 
motor, or cerebellar connections. Ataxic patients who have 
intact function of the sensory and motor pathways usually 
have cerebellar compromise.

The cerebellum is divided into three areas: the midline, 
the anterior lobe, and the lateral hemisphere. Lesions affect-
ing the midline usually produce truncal ataxia in which the 
patient cannot sit or stand unsupported. This can be tested 
by asking the patient to sit at the edge of the bed with the 
arms  folded  so  they cannot be used  for  support. Lesions 
that affect the anterior lobe usually result in gait ataxia. In 
this case, the patient is able to sit or stand unsupported but 
has noticeable balance deficits on walking. Lateral hemi-
sphere lesions produce loss of ability to coordinate move-
ment, which can be described as limb ataxia. The affected 
limb usually has diminished ability to correct and change 
direction  rapidly.  Tests  that  are  typically  used  to  test  for 
limb coordination include the finger-to-nose test and the 
heel-to-shin test.51

Rapid alternating movements can be tested by observing 
the amplitude,  rhythm, and precision of movement. The 
patient is asked to place the hands on the thighs and then 
rapidly turn the hands over and lift them off the thighs for 
10 seconds. Normal individuals can do this without diffi-
culty. Dysdiadochokinesis is the clinical term for an inabil-
ity to perform rapidly alternating movements.

The Romberg test can be used to differentiate a cerebel-
lar deficit from a proprioceptive one. The patient is asked 
to stand with the heels  together. The examiner notes any 
excessive  postural  swaying  or  loss  of  balance.  If  loss  of 
balance is present when the eyes are open and closed, the 
examination is consistent with cerebellar ataxia. If the loss 
of balance occurs only when the eyes are closed, this is clas-
sically known as a positive Romberg sign indicating a pro-
prioceptive (sensory) deficit.46

Apraxia. Apraxia is the loss of the ability to carry out pro-
grammed or planned movements despite adequate under-
standing of  the  tasks.  This deficit  is present  even  though 
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FIGURE 1-2 Distribution of peripheral nerves and dermatomes. (Redrawn from Haymaker W, Woodhall B: Peripheral nerve injuries, Philadelphia, 1953, Saunders, with 
permission.)

Continued
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the patient has no weakness or sensory loss. To accomplish 
a  complex  act,  there  first  must  be  an  idea  or  a  formula-
tion of a plan. The formulation of the plan then must be 
transferred into the motor system where it is executed. The 
examiner  should  watch  the  patient  for  motor-planning 
problems  during  the  physical  examination.  For  example, 
a patient might be unable to perform transfers and other 
mobility tasks but has adequate strength on formal man-
ual muscle testing.

Ideomotor apraxia associated with a lesion of the dom-
inant parietal lobe occurs when a patient cannot carry out 
motor  commands  but  can  perform  the  required  move-
ments under different circumstances. These patients usu-
ally  can  perform  many  complex  acts  automatically  but 
cannot carry out  the  same acts on command.  Ideational 
apraxia  refers  to  the  inability  to  carry  out  sequences  of 
acts,  although  each  component  can  be  performed  sepa-
rately. Other forms of apraxia are constructional, dressing, 
oculomotor, oromotor, verbal, and gait apraxia. Dressing 
and  constructional  apraxia  are  often  related  to  impair-
ments of the nondominant parietal lobe, which typically 
are the result of neglect rather than actual deficit in motor 
planning.46

Involuntary Movements. Documenting involuntary move-
ments is important in the overall neurologic examination. 
A  careful  survey  of  the  patient  usually  shows  the  pres-
ence or absence of voluntary motor control. Tremor is the 
most  common  type  of  involuntary  movement  and  is  a 
rhythmic movement of a body part. Lesions  in  the basal 
ganglia produce  characteristic movement disorders. Cho-
rea  describes  movements  that  consist  of  brief,  random, 
nonrepetitive  movements  in  a  fidgety  patient  unable  to 
sit still. Athetosis consists of twisting and writhing move-
ments and is commonly seen in cerebral palsy. Dystonia is 
a sustained posturing that can affect small or large muscle 
groups. An example  is  torticollis,  in which dystonic neck 
muscles pull the head to one side. Hemiballismus occurs 
when there are  repetitive violent flailing movements  that 
are usually caused by deficits in the subthalamic nucleus.52

Tone.  Tone  is  the  resistance  of  muscle  to  stretch  or  pas-
sive  elongation  (see  Chapter  30).  Spasticity  is  a  velocity-
dependent  increase  in  the  stretch  reflex,  whereas  rigidity 
is  the  resistance of  the  limb  to passive movement  in  the 
relaxed state (non–velocity dependent). Variability in tone 
is common, as patients with spasticity can vary in their pre-
sentation throughout the day and with positional changes 
or  mood.  Some  patients  will  demonstrate  little  tone  at 
rest (static tone) but experience a surge of tone when they 
attempt  to  move  the  muscle  during  a  functional  activity 
(dynamic tone). Accurate assessment of tone might require 
repeated examinations.56

Initial observation of the patient usually shows abnor-
mal posturing of the limbs or trunk. Palpation of the mus-
cle also provides clues, because hypotonic muscles feel soft 
and flaccid on palpation, whereas hypertonic muscles feel 
firm  and  tight.  Passive  range  of  motion  (ROM)  provides 
information about the muscle in response to stretch. The 
examiner provides firm and constant contact while moving 
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Table 1-7   Important Normal Superficial Reflexes
Reflex Elicited by Response Segmental Level

Corneal Touching cornea with hair Contraction of orbicularis oculi Pons

Pharyngeal Touching posterior wall of pharynx Contraction of pharynx Medulla

Palatal Touching soft palate Elevation of palate Medulla

Scapular Stroking skin between scapulae Contraction of scapular muscles C5–T1

Epigastric Stroking downward from nipples Dimpling of epigastrium ipsilaterally T7–9

Abdominal Stroking beneath costal margins and above 
inguinal ligament

Contraction of abdominal muscles in quadrant 
stimulated

T8–12

Cremasteric Stroking medial surface of upper thigh Ipsilateral elevation of testicle L1, L2

Gluteal Stroking skin of buttock Contraction of glutei L4, L5

Bulbocavernous (male) Pinching dorsum of glans Insert gloved finger to palpate anal contraction S3, S4

Clitorocavernous (female) Pinching clitoris Insert gloved finger to palpate anal contraction S3, S4

Superficial anal Pricking perineum Contraction of rectal sphincters S5, coccygeal

Modified from Mancall EL: Examination of the nervous system. In Alpers and Mancall’s essentials of the neurologic examination, ed 2, Philadelphia, 1993, FA Davis, with permission of FA Davis.
the limbs in all directions. The limb should move easily and 
without  resistance when altering  the direction and speed 
of movement. Hypertonic limbs feel stiff and resist move-
ment,  while  flaccid  limbs  are  unresponsive.  The  patient 
should  be  told  to  relax  because  these  responses  should 
be  examined  without  any  voluntary  control.  Clonus  is  a 
cyclic  alternation of muscular  contraction  in  response  to 
a  sustained  stretch,  and  is  assessed  using  a  quick  stretch 
stimulus that is then maintained. Myoclonus refers to sud-
den, involuntary jerking of a muscle or group of muscles. 
Myoclonic jerks can be normal because they occasionally 
happen in normal individuals and are typically part of the 
normal  sleep  cycle.  Myoclonus  can  result  from  hypoxia, 
drug  toxicity,  and  metabolic  disturbances.  Other  causes 
include degenerative disorders affecting  the basal ganglia 
and certain dementias.61

Tone  can  be  quantified  by  the  Modified  Ashworth 
Scale, a six-point ordinal scale. A pendulum test can also 
be used to quantify spasticity. While  in  the supine posi-
tion,  the  patient  is  asked  to  fully  extend  the  knee  and 
then  allow  the  leg  to  drop  and  swing  like  a  pendulum. 
A normal limb swings freely for several cycles, whereas a 
hypertonic limb quickly returns to the initial dependent 
starting position.67

The  Tardieu  Scale  has  been  suggested  to  be  a  more 
appropriate clinical measure of spasticity  than the Modi-
fied Ashworth Scale. It involves assessment of resistance to 
passive movement at both slow and fast speeds. Measure-
ments are usually  taken at 3 velocities (V1, V2, and V3). 

Table 1-8   Muscle Stretch Reflexes
Muscle Peripheral nerve Root level

Biceps Musculocutaneous nerve C5, C6

Brachioradialis Radial nerve C5, C6

Triceps Radial nerve C7, C8

Pronator teres Median nerve C6, C7

Patella (quadriceps) Femoral nerve L2–L4

Medial hamstrings Sciatic (tibial portion) nerve L5–S1

Achilles Tibial nerve S1, S2
V1  is  taken  as  slow  as  possible,  slower  than  the  natural 
drop of the limb segment under gravity. V2 is taken at the 
speed of  the  limb  falling under  gravity. V3  is  taken with 
the limb moving as fast as possible, faster than the natural 
drop of the limb under gravity. Responses are recorded at 
each velocity and the degrees of angle at which the muscle 
reaction occurs.34

Reflexes

Superficial Reflexes. The plantar reflex is the most com-
mon superficial reflex examined. A stimulus (usually by the 
handle end of a reflex hammer) is applied on the sole of the 
foot from the lateral border up and across the ball of  the 
foot. A normal reaction consists of flexion of the great toe or 
no response. An abnormal response consists of dorsiflexion 
of the great toe with an associated fanning of the other toes. 
This response is the Babinski sign and indicates dysfunction 
of the corticospinal tract but no further localization. Strok-
ing from the lateral ankle to the lateral dorsal foot can also 
produce dorsiflexion of the great toe (Chaddock sign). Flip-
ping the little toe outward can produce the upgoing great 
toe also, and is called the Stransky sign. Other superficial 
reflexes  include  the abdominal,  cremasteric, bulbocavern-
ous, and superficial anal reflexes (Table 1-7).52

Muscle Stretch Reflexes.  Muscle  stretch  reflexes  (which 
in the past were called deep tendon reflexes) are assessed 
by tapping over the muscle tendon with a reflex hammer 
(Table  1-8).  In  order  to  elicit  a  response,  the  patient  is 
positioned  into  the  midrange  of  the  arc  of  joint  motion 
and  instructed  to  relax.  Tapping  of  the  tendon  results  in 
visible  movement  of  the  joint.  The  response  is  assessed 
as 0, no response; 1+, diminished but present and might 
require facilitation; 2+, usual response; 3+, more brisk than 
usual;  and  4+,  hyperactive  with  clonus.  If  muscle  stretch 
reflexes are difficult to elicit, the response can be enhanced 
by reinforcement maneuvers such as hooking together the 
fingers of both hands while attempting to pull them apart 
(Jendrassik maneuver). While pressure is still maintained, 
the lower limb reflexes can be tested. Squeezing the knees 
together and clenching the teeth can reinforce responses to 
the upper limbs.46
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Primitive Reflexes.  Primitive  reflexes  are  abnormal  adult 
reflexes that represent a regression to a more infantile level 
of  reflex  activity.  Redevelopment  of  an  infantile  reflex  in 
an  adult  suggests  significant  neurologic  abnormalities. 
Examples of primitive reflexes include the sucking reflex, in 
which the patient sucks the area around which the mouth 
is  stimulated. The  rooting  reflex  is  elicited by  stroking  the 
cheek, resulting in the patient turning toward that side and 
making sucking motions with the mouth. The grasp reflex 
occurs when  the  examiner places  a finger on  the patient’s 
open  palm.  Attempting  to  remove  the  finger  causes  the 
grip to tighten. The snout reflex occurs when a lip-pursing 
movement occurs when there  is a  tap  just above or below 
the mouth. The palmomental response is elicited by quickly 
scratching the palm of the hand. A positive reflex is indicated 
by sudden contraction of the mentalis (chin) muscle. It arises 
from unilateral damage of the prefrontal area of the brain.53

Gait

Gait evaluation  is an  important and often neglected part 
of the neurologic evaluation. Gait  is described as a series 
of  rhythmic,  alternating  movements  of  the  limbs  and 
trunks that result in the forward progression of the center 
of gravity.9 Gait is dependent on input from several systems 
including the visual, vestibular, cerebellar, motor, and sen-
sory systems. The cause of dysfunction can be determined 
by understanding the aspects of gait involved. One example 
is difficulty getting up, which is consistent with  Parkinson’s 
disease, or a lack of balance and wide-based gait, which is 
suggestive of cerebellar dysfunction.

The  examination  starts  by  asking  the  patient  to  walk 
across the room in a straight line. This can also be assessed 
by observing the patient walking from the waiting area into 
the examination room. The patient is then asked to stand 
from a chair, walk across the room, and come back toward 
the  examiner.  The  examiner  should  pay  particular  atten-
tion to the following:
 1.   Ease of arising from a seated position. Can the patient eas-

ily  arise  from  a  sitting  position?  Difficulty  with  a  sit-
to-stand  task may  indicate proximal muscle weakness, 
movement  disorders  with  difficulty  initiating  move-
ments, or a balance problem.

 2.   Balance.  Does  the  patient  lean  or  veer  off  to  one  side, 
which is an indication of cerebellar dysfunction? Patients 
with  medullary  lesions  and  cerebellar  lesions  tend  to 
push to the side of the lesion. Diffuse disease affecting 
both  cerebellar  hemispheres  can  cause  a  generalized 
loss  of  balance.  Patients  with  cerebellar  disorders  usu-
ally have balance issues with or without their eyes open. 
Patients  with  proprioceptive  dysfunction  can  use  their 
visual input to compensate for their sensory deficit.

 3.   Walking speed. Does the patient start off slow and then 
accelerate uncontrollably? Patients with Parkinson’s dis-
ease will have problems initiating movements, but then 
lose their balance once they are in motion. Patients with 
pain such as knee or hip arthritis often have limitations 
of  ROM  affecting  gait  speed.  It  has  been  shown  that 
a  self-selected gait  speed of  less  than 0.8 m/s  is  a  risk 
factor for falls in the stroke population.59 The speed of 
walking remains stable until about age 70 when there is 
a 15% decline per decade. Gait speed is lower because 
elderly people take shorter steps. 7
 4.   Stride and step length. Does the patient take a small step 
or  shuffle  while  walking?  Patients  with  normal  pres-
sure hydrocephalus and Parkinson’s disease usually take 
small  steps or  shuffle (decreasing  their  step and stride 
length). Stride length is the linear distance between suc-
cessive corresponding points of heel contact of the same 
foot, whereas step length is the distance between corre-
sponding successive contact points of opposite feet.9 An 
average step length is approximately 2 feet  for women 
and 2.5 feet for men.73

 5.   Attitude of arms and legs. How does the patient hold his 
or her arms and legs? Loss of movement as in a spastic or 
contracted patient should be assessed. Patients with knee 
extension weakness might swing their knees into termi-
nal extension, thereby locking their knee (genu recurva-
tum). The patient is then asked to also walk heel to toe 
in a straight line. Ask the patient to walk in a straight line 
by putting one heel of one foot directly in front of the toe 
of the other. This is also called tandem gait and is a test 
of higher balance. Tandem gait can be difficult for older 
patients,  and  in  some  other  medical  conditions  (even 
without  neurologic  disease).  Other  tests  to  assess  gait 
function  include  observing  patients  walk  on  their  toes 
and heels. Balance can also be assessed by asking patients 
to hop in place and to do a shallow knee bend. Gait dis-
orders  have  stereotypical  patterns  that  reflect  injury  to 
various aspects of the neurologic system (Table 1-9).

Musculoskeletal Examination

Caveats

The  musculoskeletal  examination  (MSK  examination) 
confirms  the  diagnostic  impression  and  lays  the  foun-
dation  for  the  physiatric  treatment  plan.  It  incorporates 
inspection, palpation, passive and active ROM, assessment 
of joint stability, manual muscle testing and joint-specific 
provocative maneuvers, or special tests (Table 1-10).28,35,48 
The  functional  unit  of  the  musculoskeletal  system  is  the 
joint. The comprehensive examination of a joint includes 
related structures such as muscles, ligaments, and the syno-
vial membrane and capsule.63 The physiatric MSK exami-
nation  also  indirectly  tests  coordination,  sensation,  and 
endurance.28,44 There is overlap between the examination 
(and clinical presentation) of  the neurologic and muscu-
loskeletal systems. The primary impairment in many cases 
in  neurologic  disease  is  the  secondary  musculoskeletal 
complications  of  immobility  and  suboptimal  movement 
(in which the concept of the kinetic chain is important for 
evaluation). The MSK examination should be performed in 
a routine sequence for efficiency and consistency, and must 
be approached with a solid knowledge of the anatomy. The 
reader  is  referred  to  several  excellent  references  that  pro-
vide in-depth reviews of the MSK examination.*

Inspection and Palpation

Inspection of the musculoskeletal system begins during the 
history. Attention to subtle cues and behaviors can guide 
the  approach  to  the  examination.  Inspection  includes 
observing  mood,  signs  of  pain  or  discomfort,  functional 

*References 21, 35, 36, 41, 47, 52.
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Table 1-9   Common Gait Disturbances
Gait Type Disease or Anatomic Location Gait Characteristics

Hemiplegic Unilateral upper motor neuron lesions 
with spastic hemiplegia

The affected lower limb is difficult to move, and knee is held in extension. With  ambulation, 
the leg swings away from the center of the body, and the hip hikes upward to prevent 
the toes and foot from striking the floor. This is known as “circumduction.” If the upper 
limb is involved, there may be decreased arm swing with ambulation.30 The upper limb has 
a flexor synergy pattern resulting in shoulder adduction, elbow and wrist flexion, and a 
clinched fist.

Scissoring Bilateral corticospinal tract lesions often 
seen in patients with cerebral palsy, 
incomplete spinal cord injury, and 
multiple sclerosis

Hypertonia in the legs and hips results in flexion and the appearance of a crouched stance. 
The hip adductors are overactive causing the knees and thighs to touch or cross in a 
“scissor-like” movement. In cerebral palsy, there can be associated ankle plantar flexion 
forcing the patient to tiptoe walk. The step length is shortened by the severe adduction or 
scissoring of the hip muscles.30

Ataxic Cerebellar dysfunction or severe sensory 
loss (such as tabes dorsalis)

Ataxic gait is characterized by a broad-based stance and irregular step and stride length. In 
ataxic gait from proprioceptive dysfunction (tabes dorsalis), gait will markedly worsen with 
the eyes closed. There is a tendency to sway, while watching the floor usually helps guide 
the uncertain steps. Ataxic gait from cerebellar dysfunction will not worsen with eyes 
closed. Movement of the advancing limb starts slowly, and then there is an erratic move-
ment forward or laterally. The patient will try to correct the error but usually overcom-
pensates. Tandem gait exacerbates cerebellar ataxia.74

Myopathic Myopathies cause weakness of the 
 proximal leg muscles.

Myopathies result in a broad-based gait and a “waddling-type” appearance as the patient tries 
to compensate for pelvic instability. Patients will have problems with climbing stairs or 
rising from a chair without using their arms. When going floor to standing, the patient will 
use their arms and hands to climb up their legs—known as Gower’s sign.13

Trendelenberg Caused by weakness of the abductor 
muscles (gluteus medius and gluteal 
minimus) as in superior gluteal nerve 
injury, poliomyelitis, or myopathy

During the stance phase, the abductor muscle allows the pelvis to tilt down on the opposite 
side. In order to compensate, the trunk lurches to the weakened side to maintain the 
pelvis level during the gait cycle. This results in a waddling-type gait with an exaggerated 
compensatory sway of the trunk toward the weight-bearing side. It is important to under-
stand that the pelvis sags on the opposite side of the weakened abductor muscle.13

Parkinsonian Seen in Parkinson’s disease and other 
disorders of the basal ganglia

Patients have a stooped posture, narrow base of support, and a shuffling gait with small steps. 
As the patient starts to walk, the movements of the legs are usually slow with the appear-
ance of the feet sticking to the floor. They might lean forward while walking so the steps 
become hurried, resulting in shuffling of the feet (festination). Starting, stopping, or changing 
directions quickly is difficult, and there is a tendency for retropulsion (falling backwards 
when standing). The whole body moves rigidly requiring many short steps and there is loss 
of normal arm swing. There can be a “pill-rolling” tremor while the patient walks.74

Steppage Diseases of the peripheral nervous 
 system including L5 radiculopathy, 
lumbar plexopathies, and peroneal 
nerve palsy

The patient with foot drop has difficulty dorsiflexing the ankle. The patient compensates for 
the foot drop by lifting the affected extremity higher than normal to avoid dragging the 
foot. Weak dorsiflexion leads to poor heel strike with the foot slapping on the floor.30 An 
ankle-foot orthosis can be helpful.

Apraxic Gait impairment when there is no 
evidence of sensory loss, weakness, 
vestibular dysfunction, or cerebellar 
deficit; seen in frontal lobe injuries such 
as a stroke and traumatic brain injury

Despite difficulty with ambulation, patients can perform complex coordinated activities with 
the lower limbs.70
impairments, or evidence of malingering. The spine should 
be specifically inspected for scoliosis, kyphosis, and lordo-
sis.  Limbs  should  be  examined  for  symmetry,  circumfer-
ence, and contour. In persons with amputation, the level, 
length,  and  shape  of  the  residual  limb  should  be  noted. 
Depending on  the  clinical  situation,  it  can  be  important 
to  assess  for  muscle  atrophy,  masses,  edema,  scars,  and 
fasciculations.63  Joints  should be  inspected  for abnormal 
positions, swelling, fullness, and redness.

These isolated findings can coalesce to influence global 
movement  patterns  that  affect  the  kinetic  chain.  The 
term  kinetic chain  refers  to  the  fact  that  the  joints  of  the 
human body are not  isolated but  instead are  linked  in a 
series.  Joint motion  is always accompanied by motion at 
adjacent as well as distant  joints, resulting in asymmetric 
patterns  causing  pathology  of  seemingly  unrelated  sites. 
This is especially true with a fixed distal limb. For example, 
very  tight  hamstring  muscles  decrease  the  lumbar  lordo-
sis, resulting in an increased risk of lower back pain. It is 
important to include this concept in any musculoskeletal 
assessment.

Palpation  is  used  to  confirm  initial  impressions  from 
inspection, helping to determine the structural origins of 
soft tissue or bony pain and localize trigger points, muscle 
guarding,  or  spasm  and  referred  pain.63  Joints  and  mus-
cles should be assessed for swelling, warmth, masses, tight 
muscle bands, tone, and crepitus.36 Tone is typically deter-
mined while assessing the ROM. It is important to palpate 
the limbs and cranium for evidence of fracture in patients 
with a change in mental status after a fall or trauma.52

Assessment of Joint Stability.  The  assessment  of  joint 
stability judges the capacity of structural elements to resist 
forces  in  nonanatomic  directions.52,63  Stability  is  deter-
mined by several factors including bony congruity, capsular 
and  cartilaginous  integrity,  and  the  strength of  ligaments 
and  muscles.52  Assessing  the  “normal”  side  establishes  a 
patient’s unique biomechanics. The examiner first identifies 

Text continued on page 25.
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Table 1-10   Musculoskeletal Provocative Maneuvers
Test Description Reliability (%)

Cervical Spine Tests

Spurling’s/neck compression test A positive test is reproduction of radicular symptoms distant from the neck with passive lateral 
flexion and compression of the head.

Sensitivity: 40-60
Specificity: 92-100

Shoulder abduction (relief) sign A positive test is relief or reduction of ipsilateral cervical radicular symptoms with active abduc-
tion of the ipsilateral arm with the hand on the head.

Sensitivity: 43-50
Specificity: 80-100

Neck distraction test A positive test is relief or reduction of cervical radicular symptoms with an axial traction force 
applied by the examiner under the occiput and the chin while the patient is supine.

Sensitivity: 40-43
Specificity: 100%

Lhermitte’s sign A positive test is the presence of electric-like sensations down the extremities with passive 
cervical forward flexion.

Sensitivity: <28
Specificity: high

Hoffmann’s sign A positive test is flexion-adduction of ipsilateral thumb and index finger with passive snapping 
flexion of the distal phalanx of the middle finger.

Sensitivity: 58
Specificity: 78

Thoracic Outlet Tests

Adson’s test A positive test is a decrease or obliteration of the ipsilateral radial pulse with inspiration, chin 
elevation, and head rotation to the ipsilateral side.

Specificity: 18-87
Sensitivity: 94

Wright’s hyperabduction test A positive test is obliteration of the palpated radial pulse at the wrist when the ipsilateral arm is 
elevated to 90 degrees.

Unavailable

Roos test A positive test reproduces the patient’s usual upper limb symptoms within 3 minutes of moder-
ate opening and closing of the fist with the arms and elbows flexed to 90 degrees.

Unavailable

Costoclavicular test A positive test is indicated by a reduction in the radial pulse with shoulder retraction and 
depression as well as chest protrusion for 1 minute.

Unavailable

Rotator Cuff/Supraspinatus Tests

Empty can/supraspinatus test A positive test is pain or weakness in the ipsilateral shoulder with resisted abduction of the 
shoulder, which is in internal rotation, with the thumb pointing toward the floor, and a  forward 
angulation of 30 degrees.

Sensitivity: 79
Specificity: 38-50

Drop arm test A positive test is noted if the patient is unable to return the arm to the side slowly or has severe 
pain after the examiner abducts the patient’s shoulder to 90 degrees and then asks the patient 
to slowly lower the arm to the side.

Unavailable

Rotator Cuff/Infraspinatus and Teres Minor Tests

Patte’s test A positive test is pain or inability to support the arm or rotate the arm laterally with the elbow 
at 90 degrees and the arm at 90 degrees of forward elevation in the plane of the scapula. This 
indicates tears of the infraspinatus and/or teres minor muscles.

Sensitivity: 36-71
Specificity: 71-91

Lift-off test A positive test is the inability to lift the dorsum of his hand off the back with the arm internally 
rotated behind the back as starting position. This indicates subscapularis pathology.

Sensitivity: 50
Specificity: 84-95

Scapular Tests

Lateral scapular slide test This test allows for identification of scapulothoracic motion deficiencies using the contralateral 
side as an internal control The reference point used is the nearest spinous process. A scapulo-
thoracic motion abnormality is noted if there is at least a 1-cm difference. The first position of 
the test is with the arm relaxed at the side. The second is with the hands on the hips with the 
fingers anterior and the thumb posterior with about 10 degrees of shoulder extension. The 
third position is with the arms at or below 90 degrees of arm elevation with maximal internal 
rotation at the glenohumeral joint. These positions offer a graded challenge to the functioning 
of the shoulder muscles to stabilize the scapula.

Sensitivity: 28-50
Specificity: 48-58

Isometric pinch test Used to evaluate scapular muscle strength. The patient is asked to retract the scapula into an 
“isometric pinch.” Scapular muscle weakness can be noted as a burning pain in less than 15 
seconds. Normally, the scapula can be held in this position for 15 to 20 seconds with no 
discomfort.

Unavailable

Scapular assistance test A positive test is when symptoms of impingement, clicking, or rotator cuff weakness are 
improved when assisting the lower trapezius by manually stabilizing the upper medial border 
(of the scapula) and rotating the inferomedial border as the arm is abducted or adducted.

Unavailable

Scapular retraction test The test involves manually positioning and stabilizing the entire medial border of the scapula, 
which indicates trapezius and rhomboid weakness. The test is positive when there is increased 
muscle strength or decreased pain or signs of impingement with the scapula in the stabilized 
position.

Unavailable

Biceps Tendon Tests

Yergason’s test The test is done with the elbow flexed to 90 degrees, with the forearm in pronation. The 
 examiner holds the patient’s wrist to resist supination and then directs active supination 
be made against his or her resistance. Pain that localizes in the bicipital groove indicates 
 pathology of the long head of the biceps. It can also be positive in fractures of the lesser 
tuberosity of the humerus.

Sensitivity: 37
Specificity: 86
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Continued

Test Description Reliability (%)

Speed’s test A positive test is pain in the bicipital groove with resisted anterior flexion of the shoulder with 
extension of the elbow and forearm supination.

Sensitivity: 68-69
Specificity: 14-55

Shoulder Impingement Tests

Neer’s sign test The test is positive if pain is reproduced with forward flexion of the arm in internal  rotation 
or in the anatomic position of external rotation. The pain is thought to be caused by 
 impingement of the rotator cuff by the undersurface of the anterior margin of the acromion 
or  coracoacromial ligament.

Sensitivity: 75-88
Specificity: 31-51

Hawkin’s test This test is positive if there is pain with forward flexion of the humerus to 90 degrees with 
 forcible internal rotation of the shoulder. This drives the greater tuberosity under the 
 coracoacromial ligament resulting in rotator cuff impingement.

Sensitivity: 83-92
Specificity: 38-56

Yocum’s test This test is positive if there is pain with raising the elbow while the ipsilateral hand is on the 
contralateral shoulder.

Unavailable

Shoulder Stability Tests

Apprehension test The test is positive if there is pain or apprehension while the shoulder is moved passively into 
maximal external rotation while in abduction followed by forward pressure applied to the 
posterior aspect of the humeral head. This test can be done either in the standing or supine 
position.

Sensitivity: 69
Specificity: 50

Fowler’s sign The examiner performs the apprehension test and at the point where the patient feels pain or 
apprehension the examiner applies a posteriorly directed force to the humeral head. If the 
pain persists despite the posteriorly applied force, it is primary impingement. If there is full 
pain-free external range, it is a result of instability.

Sensitivity: 30-68
Specificity: 44-100

Load and shift test The scapula is stabilized by securing the coracoid and the spine of the scapula with one hand 
with the patient in a sitting or supine position. The humeral head is then grasped with the 
other hand to glide it anteriorly and posteriorly. The degree of glide is graded mild, moderate, 
or severe.

Sensitivity: 91
Specificity: 93

Labral Pathology Tests

Active compression test (O’Brien) The patient is asked to forward flex the affected arm 90 degrees with the elbow in full extension. 
The patient then adducts the arm 10 to 15 degrees medial to the sagittal plane of the body 
with the arm internally rotated so the thumb is pointed downward. The examiner then applies 
downward force to the arm. With the arm in the same position, the palm is then supinated 
and the maneuver is repeated. The test is considered positive if pain is elicited with the first 
maneuver and is reduced or eliminated with the second maneuver.

Sensitivity: 32-100
Specificity: 13-98.5

Crank test With the patient in an upright position, the arm is elevated to 160 degrees in the scapular plane. 
Joint load is applied along the axis of the humerus with one hand while the other performs 
humeral rotation. A positive test is when there is pain during the maneuver during exter-
nal rotation with or without a click, or reproduction of the symptoms. The test should be 
repeated in the supine position when the muscles are more relaxed.

Sensitivity: 46-91
Specificity: 56-100

Compression-rotation test With the patient supine, the shoulder is abducted to 90 degrees, and the elbow flexed at 90 
degrees. A compression force is applied to the humerus, which is then rotated, in an attempt 
to trap the torn labrum with reproduction of a snap or catch.

Sensitivity: 80
Specificity: 19-49

Acromioclavicular Joint Tests

Apley scarf test A positive test is pain at the acromioclavicular joint with passive adduction of the arm across the 
sagittal midline attempting to approximate the elbow to the contralateral shoulder.

Unavailable

Lateral and Medial Epicondylitis Tests

Resisted wrist extension For lateral elbow pain, the test is positive if pain is worsened with extension of the wrist against 
resistance.

Unavailable

Resisted wrist flexion  
and pronation

This test is positive if medial epicondylar pain is reproduced with forced wrist extension as the 
patient maintains the elbow in 90 degrees of flexion, with the forearm supinated with the 
wrist flexed.  A positive test indicates involvement of the flexor carpi radialis tendon. Medial 
elbow pain is most exacerbated with the elbow flexed.

Unavailable

Elbow Stability Tests

Posterolateral rotatory instability This test is used to uncover a dislocated radiohumeral joint, which manifests as an obvious 
dimpling of the skin, generally at a maximum of 40 degrees of elbow flexion. The test is accom-
plished starting with the patient’s forearm in full supination with the elbow in full extension, 
the examiner slowly flexes the elbow while applying valgus and supination moments and an 
axial compression force, producing a rotary subluxation of the ulnohumeral joint.

Unavailable

Varus stress This test is positive if there is excessive gapping on the lateral aspect of the elbow joint. The arm 
is placed in 20 degrees of flexion with slight supination beyond neutral. The examiner gently 
stresses the lateral side of the elbow joint.

Unavailable

Table 1-10   Musculoskeletal Provocative Maneuvers—cont’d)
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Test Description Reliability (%)

Jobe’s test (valgus stress) This test is positive if there is excessive gapping on the medial aspect of the elbow joint. The 
elbow is placed in 25 degrees of flexion to unlock the olecranon from its fossa. The examiner 
gently stresses the medial side of the elbow joint.

Unavailable

Carpal Ligament and Joint Tests

Reagan’s test (lunotriquetral 
 ballottement test)

The lunate is fixed with the thumb and index finger of one hand while the other hand displaces 
the triquetrum and pisiform first dorsally then palmarly.

Sensitivity: 64
Specificity: 44

Watson’s test (scaphoid shift test) With the forearm slightly pronated, the examiner grasps the wrist from the radial side, placing 
his thumb on the palmar prominence of the scaphoid and wrapping his fingers around the dis-
tal radius. The examiners other hand grasps at the metacarpal level, controlling wrist position. 
Starting in ulnar deviation and slight extension, the wrist is moved radially and slightly flexed, 
with constant pressure on the scaphoid.

Sensitivity: 69
Specificity: 64

Shear test to assess the lunate 
triquetral ligament

The examiner’s contralateral fingers are placed over the dorsum of the lunate. With the lunate 
supported, the examiner’s ipsilateral thumb loads the pisotriquetral joint from the palmar 
aspect, creating a shear force at the lunate-triquetral joint.

Unavailable

Ulnocarpal stress Pronation and supination of the forearm with ulnar deviation of hand generally evokes the wrist 
symptoms.

Unavailable

Finkelstein test This test is positive if there is pain at the styloid process of the radius as the patient places the 
thumb within the hand, which is held tightly by the fingers, followed by ulnar deviation of the 
hand.

Unavailable

Thumb basilar joint grind test The basal joint grind test is performed by stabilizing the triquetrum with the thumb and index 
finger and then dorsally subluxing the thumb metacarpal on the trapezium while providing 
compressive force with the other hand.

Unavailable

Median Nerve Tests at the Wrist

Carpal compression test This test consists of gentle, sustained, firm pressure to the median nerve of each hand 
simultaneously. Within a short time (15 seconds to 2 minutes) the patient will complain of 
reproduction of pain, paresthesia, and/or numbness in the symptomatic wrist(s).

Sensitivity: 87
Specificity: 90

Phalen’s test (wrist flexion) This test is positive if there is numbness and paresthesia in the fingers. The patient is asked to 
hold the forearms vertically and to allow both hands to drop into flexion at the wrist for 
approximately 1 minute.

Sensitivity: 71-80
Specificity: 20-80

Wrist extension test (reverse 
Phalen’s test)

The patient is asked to keep both wrists in complete dorsal extension for 1 minute. If  
numbness and tingling were produced or exaggerated in the median nerve distribution of 
the hand within 60 seconds, the test is judged to be positive.

Sensitivity: 43
Specificity: 74

Tinel’s sign at the wrist This test is positive if there is numbness and paresthesia in the fingers. It is done by extend-
ing the wrist and tapping in a proximal to distal direction over the median nerve as it passes 
through the carpal tunnel, from the area of the distal wrist crease, 2 to 3 cm toward the area 
between the thenar and hypothenar eminences.

Sensitivity: 25-44
Specificity: 94-98

Lumbar Spine Motion Tests

Schober test The first sacral spinous process is marked, and a mark is made about 10 cm above this mark. The 
patient then flexes forward, and the increased distance is measured.

Unavailable

Modified Schober test A point is drawn with a skin marker at the spinal intersection of a line joining the dimples of 
Venus (S1). Additional marks are made 10 cm above and 5 cm below S1. Subjects are asked 
to bend forward, and the distance between the marks 10 cm above and 5 cm below S1 is 
measured.

Specificity: 95
Sensitivity: 25

Lumbar Disk Herniation Tests

Straight-leg raise The supine patient’s leg is raised with the knee extended until the patient begins to feel pain, and 
the type and distribution of the pain as well as the angle of elevation are recorded. The test 
is positive when the angle is between 30 and 70 degrees and pain is reproduced down the 
posterior thigh below the knee.

Sensitivity:72-97
Specificity: 11-66

Crossed straight-leg raise The supine patient’s contralateral leg is raised with the knee extended until the patient begins to 
feel pain in the ipsilateral leg, and the type and distribution of the pain as well as the angle of 
elevation are recorded. The test is positive when the angle is between 30 and 70 degrees and 
pain is reproduced down the ipsilateral posterior thigh below the knee.

Sensitivity: 23-29
Specificity: 88-100

Bowstring sign After a positive straight-leg raise, the knee is slightly flexed while pressure is applied to the tibial 
nerve in the popliteal fossa. Compression of the sciatic nerve reproduces leg pain.

Sensitivity: 71

Slump test The patient is seated with legs together and knees against the examining table. The patient 
slumps forward as far as possible, and the examiner applies firm pressure to bow the subject’s 
back while keeping sacrum vertical. The patient is then asked to flex the head, and pressure is 
added to the neck flexion. Last, the examiner asks the subject to extend the knee, and dorsi-
flexion at the ankle is added.

Unavailable

Table 1-10   Musculoskeletal Provocative Maneuvers—Cont’d
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Test Description Reliability (%)

Ankle dorsiflexion test (Braggard’s 
sign)

After a positive straight-leg raise, the leg is dropped to a nonpainful range, and the ipsilateral 
ankle is dorsiflexed, reproducing the leg pain.

Sensitivity: 78-94

Femoral nerve stretch test With the patient prone, the knee is dorsiflexed. Pain is produced in the anterior aspect of the 
thigh and/or back.

Sensitivity: 84-95

Sacroiliac Joint Pathology Tests

Standing flexion test This test is performed with the patient standing, facing away from the examiner with his feet 
approximately 12 inches apart so that the patient’s feet are parallel and approximately 
acetabular distance apart. The examiner then places his thumbs on the inferior aspect of each 
posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS). The patient is asked to bend forward with both knees 
extended. The extent of the cephalad movement of each PSIS is monitored. Normally, the PSIS 
should move equally. If one PSIS moves superiorly and anteriorly compared with the other, this 
is the side of restriction.

Unavailable

Seated flexion test This test is performed with the patient seated with both feet on the floor. The examiner 
stands or sits behind the patient with the eyes at the level of the iliac crests and places 
his thumbs on each PSIS; the patient is instructed to flex forward. The test is positive 
if one PSIS moves unequally cephalad with respect to the other PSIS. The side with the 
greatest cephalad excursion implies articular restriction and hypomobility. While the 
patient is seated, the innominates are fixed in place, thus isolating out iliac motion.

Unavailable

Gillet test (One-leg Stork test) This test is performed with the patient standing, facing away from the examiner, with the feet 
approximately 12 inches apart. The examiner places thumbs on each PSIS. The patient is then 
asked to stand on one leg while flexing the contralateral hip and knee to the chest.

Unavailable

Compression test The examiner places both hands on the patient’s anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) and exerts 
a medial force bilaterally to implement the test. The compression test is more frequently 
 performed with the patient in a side-lying position. The examiner stands behind the patient 
and exerts a downward force at the upper part of the iliac crest.

Unavailable

Gapping test (Distraction) This test is performed with the patient in a supine position. The examiner places the heel of both 
hands at the same time on each ASIS, pressing downward and laterally.

Unavailable

Patrick (FABERE) test With the patient supine on a level surface, the thigh is flexed and the ankle is placed above 
the patella of the opposite extended leg. As the knee is depressed, with the ankle maintain-
ing its position above the opposite knee, the opposite ASIS is pressed, and the patient will 
complain of pain before the knee reaches the level obtained in normal persons.

Unavailable

Gaenslen’s test The patient lies supine, flexes the ipsilateral knee and hip against the chest with the aid of both 
hands clasped about the flexed knee. This brings the lumbar spine firmly in contact with the 
table and fixes both the pelvis and lumbar spine. The patient is then brought well to the side 
of the table, and the opposite thigh is slowly hyperextended with gradually increasing force by 
pressure of the examiner’s hand on the top of the knee. With the opposite hand, the examiner 
assists the patient in fixing the lumbar spine and pelvis by pressure over the patient’s clasped 
hands. The hyperextension of the hip exerts a rotating force on the corresponding half of the 
pelvis in the sagittal plane through the transverse axis of the sacroiliac joint. The rotating force 
causes abnormal mobility accompanied by pain, either local or referred on the side of the 
lesion.

Unavailable

Shear test This test consists of the patient lying in the prone position, and the examiner applies a pressure 
to the sacrum near the coccygeal end, directly cranially. The ilium is held immobile through the 
hip joint as the examiner applies counter pressure against legs in the form of traction force 
directed caudad. The test is considered positive if the maneuver aggravates the patient’s typical 
pain.

Unavailable

Fortin finger test The subject is asked to point to the region of pain with one finger. It is positive if the patient 
can localize the pain with one finger to an area inferomedial to the PSIS within 1 cm, and the 
patient consistently pointed to the same area over at least two trials.

Unavailable

Hip Tests

Thomas test The patient lies supine while the examiner checks for excessive lordosis. The examiner flexes 
one of the patient’s hips, bringing the knee to the chest, flattening out the lumbar spine while 
the patient holds the flexed hip against the chest. If there is no flexion contracture, the hip 
being tested (the straight leg) remains on the examining table. If a contracture is present, the 
patient’s leg rises off the table. The angle of the contracture can be measured.

Unavailable

Ely test The patient lies prone while the examiner passively flexes the patient’s knee. Upon flexion of the 
knee, the patient’s hip on the same side spontaneously flexes, indicating that the rectus  femoris 
muscle is tight on that side and that the test is positive. The two sides should be tested and 
compared.

Unavailable

Table 1-10   Musculoskeletal Provocative Maneuvers—Cont’d
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Test Description Reliability (%)

Ober test The patient lies on his side with the thigh next to the table flexed to obliterate any lumbar 
 lordosis. The upper leg is flexed at a right angle at the knee. The examiner grasps the ankle 
lightly with one hand and steadies the patient’s hip with the other. The upper leg is abducted 
widely and extended so that the thigh is in line with the body. If there is an abduction 
 contracture, the leg will remain more or less passively abducted.

Unavailable

Piriformis test The patient is placed in the side-lying position with the non–test leg against the table. The patient 
flexes the test hip to 60 degrees with the knee flexed, while the examiner applies a downward 
pressure to the knee. Pain is elicited in the muscle if the piriformis is tight.

Unavailable

Trendelenburg test The patient is observed standing on one limb. The test is felt to be positive if the pelvis on the 
opposite side drops. A positive Trendelenburg test is suggestive of a weak gluteus muscle or an 
unstable hip on the affected side.

Sensitivity: 72.7
Specificity: 76.9

Patrick (FABERE) test See above. Unavailable

Stinchfield test With the patient supine and the knee extended, the examiner resists the patient’s hip  flexion 
at 20 to 30 degrees. Reproduction of groin pain is considered a positive test indicating 
 intraarticular hip dysfunction.

Unavailable

Anterior Cruciate Ligament Tests

Anterior drawer test The subject is supine, hip flexed to 45 degrees with the knee flexed to 90 degrees. The examiner 
sits on the subject’s foot, with hands behind the proximal tibia and thumbs on the tibial 
plateau. Anterior force is applied to the proximal tibia. Hamstring tendons are palpated with 
index fingers to ensure relaxation. Increased tibial displacement compared with the opposite 
side is indicative of an anterior cruciate ligament tear.

Sensitivity: 22-70
Specificity: 97

Lachman test The patient lies supine. The knee is held between full extension and 15 degrees of flexion. The 
femur is stabilized with one hand while firm pressure is applied to the posterior aspect of the 
proximal tibia in an attempt to translate it anteriorly.

Sensitivity: 80-99

Pivot shift test The leg is picked up at the ankle. The knee is flexed by placing the heel of the hand behind the 
fibula. As the knee is extended, the tibia is supported on the lateral side with a slight valgus 
strain. A strong valgus force is placed on the knee by the upper hand. At approximately 30 
degrees of flexion, the displaced tibia will suddenly reduce, indicating a positive pivot shift test.

Sensitivity: 35-95
Specificity: 98-100

Posterior Cruciate Ligament Tests

Posterior sag sign The patient lies supine with the hip flexed to 45 degrees and the knee flexed to 90 degrees. In 
this position, the tibia “rocks back,” or sags back, on the femur if the posterior cruciate liga-
ment is torn. Normally, the medial tibial plateau extends 1 cm anteriorly beyond the femoral 
condyle when the knee is flexed 90 degrees.

Sensitivity: 79
Specificity: 100

Posterior drawer test Subject is supine with the test hip flexed to 45 degrees, knee flexed to 90 degrees, and foot in 
neutral position. The examiner sits on the subject’s foot with both hands behind the subject’s 
proximal tibia and thumbs on the tibial plateau. A posterior force is applied to the proximal 
tibia. Increased posterior tibial displacement as compared with the uninvolved side is indicative 
of a partial or complete tear of the posterior cruciate ligament.

Sensitivity: 90
Specificity: 99

Patellofemoral Tests

Patellar grind test (compression 
test)

The subject is supine with the knees extended. The examiner stands next to the involved side 
and places the web space of the thumb on the superior border of the patella. The subject is 
asked to contract the quadriceps muscle while the examiner applies downward and inferior 
pressure on the patella. Pain with movement of the patella or an inability to complete the test 
is indicative of patellofemoral dysfunction.

Unavailable

Knee Meniscal Injury Tests

Joint line tenderness The medial joint line is easier to palpate with internal rotation of the tibia, allowing for easier 
palpation. Alternatively, external rotation allows improved palpation of the lateral meniscus.

Sensitivity: 55-85
Specificity: 29-77

McMurray test With patient lying flat, the knee is first fully flexed; the foot is held by grasping the heel. The leg 
is rotated on the thigh with the knee still in full flexion. By altering the position of flexion, the 
whole of the posterior segment of the cartilages can be examined from the middle to their 
posterior attachment. Bring the leg from its position of acute flexion to a right angle while the 
foot is retained first in full internal rotation and then in full external rotation. When the click 
occurs (in association with a torn meniscus), the patient is able to state that the sensation is 
the same as experienced when the knee gave way previously.

Sensitivity: 16-58
Specificity: 58-98

Apley grind test With the patient prone, the examiner grasps one foot in each hand and externally rotates as far 
as possible, then flexes both knees together to their limit. The feet are then rotated inward 
and knees extended. The examiner then applies his left knee to the back of the patient’s thigh. 
The foot is grasped in both hands, the knee is bent to a right angle, and powerful external 
rotation is applied Next, the patient’s leg is strongly pulled up, with the femur being prevented 
from rising off the couch. In this position of distraction, external rotation is repeated. The 
examiner leans over the patient and compresses the tibia downward. Again the examiner 
rotates powerfully and if addition of compression had produced an increase of pain, this grind-
ing test is positive and meniscal damage is diagnosed.

Sensitivity: 13-16
Specificity: 80-90

Table 1-10   Musculoskeletal Provocative Maneuvers—Cont’d
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pain  and  resistance  in  the  affected  joint,  followed  by  an 
evaluation of joint play to assess “end feel,” capsular pat-
terns,  and  hypomobility  or  hypermobility.  Radiographic 
imaging can be helpful in cases of suspected instability—
for example, flexion-extension spine films  to assess verte-
bral column instability or magnetic resonance imaging to 
visualize the degree of anterior cruciate ligament rupture.

Joint play or capsular patterns assess the integrity of the 
capsule  in  an  open-packed  position.  Open-packed  refers 
to positions in which there is minimal bony contact with 
maximum capsular laxity.58 Voluntary movement of a joint 
(active ROM) does not generally exploit  the  fullest  range 
of that joint. Extreme end ranges of joint movements not 
under voluntary control must be assessed by passive ROM. 
There are several types of end feels (Table 1-11). Soft tissue 
compression is normal in extreme elbow flexion, yet if felt 

sooner than expected can indicate inflammation or edema. 
Tissue stretch is usually firm yet slightly forgiving, such as 
in hip flexion. Firmness that occurs before the end point 
of range, however, can be a sign of increased tone and/or 
capsular tightening. A hard end feel is normally seen with 
elbow extension, but in an arthritic joint it can occur before 
full range is achieved. An “empty” feel suggests an absence 
of mechanical restriction due to muscle contraction caused 
by pain. With muscle involuntary guarding or spasm, one 
notes an abrupt stop associated with pain.

It is important to differentiate between hypomobile and 
hypermobile joints. The former increase the risk for muscle 
strains, tendonitis, and nerve entrapments, while the latter 
increase the risk for joint sprains and degenerative joint dis-
ease.58 An inflammatory synovitis, for example, can increase 
joint  mobility  and  weaken  the  capsule.  In  the  setting  of 

Test Description Reliability (%)

Ankle Stability Tests

Anterior drawer test With the patient relaxed, the knee is flexed and the ankle at right angles, the ankle is grasped on 
the tibial side by one hand, whose index finger is placed on the posteromedial part of the talus 
and whose middle finger lies on the posterior tibial malleolus. The heel of this hand braces the 
anterior distal leg. On pulling the heel forward with the other hand, relative anteroposterior 
motion between the two fingers (and thus between talus and tibia) is easily palpated and is 
also visible to both the patient and examiner.

Sensitivity: 80-95
Specificity: 74-84

Talar tilt The talar tilt angle is the angle formed by the opposing articular surfaces of the tibia and talus 
when these surfaces are separated laterally by a supination force applied to the hind part of 
the foot.

Unavailable

Syndesmosis Tests

Syndesmosis squeeze test The squeeze test is performed by manually compressing the fibula to the tibia above the mid-
point of the calf. A positive test produces pain over the area of the syndesmotic ligaments.

Unavailable

Achilles Tendon Rupture Tests

Thompson’s test The patient lies in a prone position with the foot extending over the end of the table. The calf 
muscles are squeezed in the middle one third below the place of the widest girth. Passive plan-
tar movement of the foot is seen in a normal reaction. A positive reaction is seen when there 
is no plantar movement of the foot and indicates rupture of the Achilles tendon.

Sensitivity: 96
Specificity: 93

Palpation test The examiner gently palpates the course of the tendon. A gap indicates an Achilles tendon 
rupture.

Sensitivity: 73
Specificity: 89

Modified from Malanga GA, Nadler SF, editors: Musculoskeletal physical examination: an evidence-based approach, Philadelphia, 2006, Mosby.

Table 1-10   Musculoskeletal Provocative Maneuvers—Cont’d

Table 1-11  Types of “End Feels” in Range-of-Motion Testing
End Feel Normal Example(s) Abnormal Example(s)

Soft Soft tissue approximation Knee flexion Tissue change occurring sooner or later 
than expected

A change in a joint that normally has a 
firm or hard end feel

Soft tissue edema
Synovitis

Firm Muscular stretch
Capsular stretch
Ligamentous stretch

Hip flexion
Metacarpophalangeal extension
Forearm supination

Tissue change occurring sooner or 
later than expected

A change in a joint that normally has a 
soft or hard end feel

Increased muscular tonus
Contracture of capsular, 

muscular, or ligamentous-
structures

Hard Bone contacting bone Elbow extension Tissue change occurring sooner or 
later than expected

A change in a joint that normally has a 
soft or firm end feel

Osteoarthritis
Loose bodies in the joint
Fracture

Empty Abnormal joint end feel — No end feel noted as a result ofresis-
tance caused by pain

Acute joint inflammation
Bursitis
Abscess
Fracture
Psychogenic disorder

Modified from Norkin CC, White J: Measurement of joint motion: a guide to goniometry, ed 3, Philadelphia, 2003, FA Davis with permission of FA Davis.
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decreased  muscle  strength,  the  risk  of  trauma  and  joint 
instability  is  increased.52  If  joint  instability  is  suspected, 
confirmatory diagnostic  testing  can be done  (e.g.,  radiog-
raphy).21,37,41,47  The  temporal  relationship  between  pain 
and resistance on examination actually changes from acute 
to chronic  injury. An acute  joint demonstrates pain before 
resistance to passive ROM. In a subacute joint, there is pain 
at the same time as resistance to passive ROM. In a chronic 
joint, pain occurs after resistance to ROM is noted.58

Assessment of Range of Motion
General Principles. ROM testing  is used  to document  the 
integrity of a  joint,  to assess  the efficacy of  treatment  regi-
mens, and to determine the mechanical cause of an impair-
ment.40 Limitations not only affect ambulation and mobility, 
but also ADL. Normal ROM varies based on age, gender, con-
ditioning, obesity, and genetics.52 Males have a more limited 
range when compared with females, depending on age and 
specific joint action.8 Vocational and avocational patterns of 
activity also potentially alter ROM. For example, gymnasts 
generally have increased ROM at the hips and lower trunk.58 
Passive  ROM  should  be  performed  through  all  planes  of 
motion by the examiner in a relaxed patient to thoroughly 
assess  end  feel.58  Active  ROM  performed  by  the  patient 
through  all  planes  of  motion  without  assistance  from  the 
examiner simultaneously evaluates muscle strength, coordi-
nation of movement, and functional ability.

Contractures  are  often  obvious  simply  from  visual 
inspection. Contractures affect the true, full ROM of a joint 
via either soft tissue or bony changes. A soft tissue or mus-
cle contracture decreases with a prolonged stretch, whereas 
a bony contracture does not. It can be difficult or impos-
sible to differentiate a contracture from severe hypertonia 
in CNS diseases. A diagnostic peripheral nerve block can 
eliminate the hypertonia for a few hours to determine the 
etiology of the contracture and guide the correct treatment 
for impaired mobility or ADL.

Assessment Techniques.  ROM  should  be  performed 
before  strength  testing.  ROM  is  a  function  of  joint  mor-
phology,  capsule and  ligament  integrity,  and muscle and 
tendon  strength.58,63  Range  is  measured  with  a  universal 
goniometer, a device  that has a pivoting arm attached  to 
a  stationary  arm  divided  into  1-degree  intervals  (Figure 
1-3). Regardless of the type of goniometer used, reliability 
is increased by knowing and using consistent surface land-
marks  and  test  positions.28  Joints  are  measured  in  their 
plane  of  movement  with  the  stationary  arm  parallel  to 
the long axis of the proximal body segment or bony land-
mark.58 The moving arm of the goniometer should also be 
aligned with  a bony  landmark or parallel  to  the moving 
body segment. The impaired joint should always be com-
pared with the contralateral unimpaired joint, if possible.

Sagittal, frontal, and coronal planes divide the body into 
three cardinal planes of motion (Figure 1-4). The sagittal 
plane divides the body into left and right halves, the fron-
tal (coronal) plane, into anterior and posterior halves; and 
the transverse plane, into superior and inferior parts.28 For 
sagittal plane measurements, the goniometer is placed on 
the lateral side of the joint, except for a few joint motions 
such as forearm supination and pronation. Frontal planes 
are measured anteriorly or posteriorly, with the axis coin-
ciding with the axis of the joint.

The 360-degree system was first proposed by Knapp and 
West42,43 and denotes 0 degrees directly overhead and 180 
degrees at the feet. In the 360-degree system, shoulder for-
ward flexion and extension ranges from 0 to 240 degrees 
(Figure 1-5, A). The American Academy of Orthopedic Sur-
geons uses a 180-degree system.55 The standard anatomic 
position14 is described as an upright position with the feet 
facing forward, the arms at the side with the palms facing 
anterior.28 A joint at 0 degrees is in the anatomic position, 
with movement occurring up to 180 degrees away from 0 
degrees in either direction.28 With the use of shoulder for-
ward flexion as an example, the normal range for flexion in 
the 180-degree system is 0 to 180 degrees, and for exten-
sion is 0 to 60 degrees (Figure 1-5, B). These standardized 
techniques have been well described.*

*References 2, 18, 28, 36, 37, 45, 58.

FIGURE 1-3 Universal goniometer. (Redrawn  from  Kottke  and  Lehman44 
1990, with permission.)

Sagittal Frontal

Transverse

FIGURE 1-4 Cardinal planes of motion.



Figures  1-6  through  1-21  outline  the  correct  patient 
positioning and plane of motion for the joint and goniom-
eter  placement.  To  increase  accuracy,  many  practitioners 
recommend taking several measurements and recording a 
mean value.58 Measurement inaccuracy can be as high as 
10% to 30% in the limbs and can be without value in the 
spine if based on visual assessment alone.2,71 In joint defor-
mity, the starting position is the actual starting position of 

B

A

180 degrees

60 degrees

0 degrees

0 degrees

240 degrees

180 degrees 

FIGURE 1-5 Comparison of two range-of-motion systems.
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joint  motion.  Spinal  ROM  is  more  difficult  to  measure, 
and its reliability has been debated.28,36 The most accurate 
method of measuring spinal motion is with radiographs. 
Because this is not practical in most clinical scenarios, the 
next most accurate system is based on inclinometers. These 
are fluid-filled instruments with a 180- or 360-degree scale. 
One or  two devices are required.2,36 The American Medi-
cal Association Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impair-
ment2  outlines  the  specific  inclinometer  techniques  for 
measuring spinal ROM.

Assessment of Muscle Strength
General Principles.  Manual  muscle  testing  is  used  to 
establish  baseline  strength,  to  determine  the  functional 
abilities of or need for adaptive equipment, to confirm a 
diagnosis, and to suggest a prognosis.58 Strength is a rather 
generic term and can refer to a wide variety of assessments 
and testing situations.6 Manual muscle testing specifically 
measures  the  ability  to  voluntarily  contract  a muscle or 
muscle  group at  a  specific  joint.  It  is quantified using a 
system first described by Robert  Lovett, M.D.,  an ortho-
pedic  surgeon,  in  the  early  twentieth  century.20  Isolated 
muscles  can  be  difficult  to  assess.  For  example,  elbow 
flexion strength depends not only on  the biceps muscle 
but  also  on  the  brachialis  and  brachioradialis  muscles. 
Strength  is affected by many factors  including  the num-
ber  of  motor  units  firing,  functional  excursion,  cross- 
sectional  area  of  the  muscle,  line  of  pull  of  the  muscle 
fibers, number of joints crossed, sensory receptors, attach-
ments to bone, age, sex, pain, fatigue, fear, motivational 

180 degrees

60 degrees

0 degrees

FIGURE 1-6 Shoulder flexion and extension. Patient position: supine or 
 sitting, arm at side, elbow extended. Plane of motion: sagittal. Normal range 
of motion: flexion, 0-180 degrees; extension, 0-60 degrees. Movements the 
patient should avoid: arching back, trunk rotation. Goniometer placement: 
axis is  centered on the lateral shoulder, stationary arm remains at 0 degrees, 
 movement arm remains parallel to humerus.
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FIGURE 1-10 Radioulnar pronation and supination. Patient position: sitting 
or standing, elbow at 90 degrees, wrist in neutral, pencil held in palm of hand. 
Plane of motion: transverse. Normal range of motion: pronation, 0-90 degrees; 
supination, 0-90 degrees. Movements the patient should avoid: arm, elbow, and 
wrist movements. Goniometer placement: axis through longitudinal axis of 
forearm, stationary arm remains at 0 degrees, movement arm remains parallel 
to pencil held in patient’s hand.

180 degrees

0 degrees

FIGURE 1-7 Shoulder abduction. Patient position: supine or sitting, arm at 
side, elbow extended. Plane of motion: frontal. Normal range of motion: 0-180 
degrees. Movements the patient should avoid: trunk rotation or lateral move-
ment. Goniometer placement: axis is centered on posterior or anterior shoulder, 
stationary arm remains at 0 degrees, movement arm remains parallel to humerus.
0 degrees

90 degrees90 degrees

IGURE 1-8 Shoulder internal and external rotation. Patient position: supine, 
houlder at 90 degrees of abduction, elbow at 90 degrees of flexion, radioulnar 
int pronated. Plane of motion: transverse. Normal range of motion: internal 

otation, 0-90 degrees; external rotation, 0-90 degrees. Movements the patient 
hould avoid: arching back, trunk rotation, elbow movement. Goniometer 
lacement: axis on elbow joint through longitudinal axis of humerus, stationary 
rm remains at 0 degrees, movement arm remains parallel to forearm.

0 degrees

150 degrees

IGURE 1-9 Elbow flexion. Patient position: supine or sitting, radioulnar joint 
upinated. Plane of motion: sagittal. Normal range of motion: 0-150 degrees. 
oniometer placement: axis is centered on lateral elbow, stationary arm 

emains at 0 degrees, movement arm remains parallel to forearm.
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IGURE 1-11 Wrist flexion and extension. Patient position: elbow flexed, 
adioulnar pronated. Plane of motion: sagittal. Normal range of motion: flexion, 
-80 degrees; extension, 0-70 degrees. Goniometer placement: axis is centered 
n lateral wrist over ulnar styloid, stationary arm remains at 0 degrees, move-
ent arm remains parallel to fifth metacarpal.
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FIGURE 1-12 Wrist radial and ulnar deviation. Patient position: elbow 
flexed, radioulnar joint pronated, wrist in neutral flexion and extension. Plane 
of motion: frontal. Normal range of motion: radial, 0-20 degrees; ulnar, 0-30 
degrees. Goniometer placement: axis is centered over dorsal wrist midway 
between distal radius and ulna, stationary arm remains at 0 degrees, movement 
arm remains parallel to third metacarpal.

0 degrees0 degrees

90 degrees

FIGURE 1-13 Second to fifth metacarpophalangeal flexion. Patient position: 
elbow flexed, radioulnar joint pronated, wrist in neutral, fingers extended. 
Plane of motion: sagittal. Normal range of motion: 0-90 degrees. Goniometer 
placement: axis on dorsum of each metacarpophalangeal joint, stationary arm 
remains at 0 degrees, movement arm remains on dorsum of each proximal 
phalanx.

100 degrees

0 degrees

FIGURE 1-14 Second to fifth proximal interphalangeal flexion. Patient posi-
tion: elbow flexed, radioulnar pronated, wrist in neutral, metacarpophalangeal 
joints in slight flexion. Plane of motion: sagittal. Normal range of motion: 0-100 
degrees. Goniometer placement: axis on dorsum of each interphalangeal joint, 
stationary arm remains at 0 degrees, movement arm remains on dorsum of 
each middle phalanx.
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90 degrees
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FIGURE 1-15 Hip flexion, knee extension. Patient position: supine or lying 
on side, knee extended. Plane of motion: sagittal. Normal range of motion: 0-90 
degrees. Movements the patient should avoid: arching back. Goniometer place-
ment: axis is centered on lateral leg over greater trochanter, stationary arm 
remains at 0 degrees. (This is found by drawing a line from the anterior supe-
rior iliac spine to the posterior superior iliac spine, and then drawing another 
line, perpendicular to the first, that goes through the greater trochanter. The 
last line is 0 degrees.) Movement arm remains parallel to lateral femur.

120 degrees

0 degrees

FIGURE 1-16 Hip flexion, knee flexion. Patient position: supine or lying on 
side, knee flexed. Plane of motion: sagittal. Normal range of motion: 0-120 
degrees. Movements the patient should avoid: arching back. Goniometer place-
ment: axis centered over greater trochanter, stationary arm is parallel to and 
below a line on patient drawn through both anterior superior iliac spines (this 
is perpendicular to 0 degrees), movement arm remains parallel to anterior 
femur.

0 degrees
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FIGURE 1-17 Hip abduction. Patient position: supine or lying on side, knee 
extended. Plane of motion: frontal. Normal range of motion: 0-45 degrees. 
Movements the patient should avoid: trunk rotation. Goniometer placement: 
axis centered over greater trochanter, stationary arm is parallel to and below 
a line on patient drawn through both anterior superior iliac spines (this is 
perpendicular to 0 degrees), movement arm remains parallel to anterior femur.
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level,  and  misunderstanding.6,52,58  Pain  can  result  in 
breakaway  weakness  caused  by  pain  inhibition  of  func-
tion and should be documented as such. It is important to 
recognize the presence of substitution when muscles are 
weak  or  movement  is  uncoordinated.  Females  typically 
increase strength up to age 20 years, plateau through their 
20s, and gradually decline in strength after age 30. Males 
increase  strength  up  to  age  20  and  then  plateau  until 
somewhat older than 30 years before declining.58 Muscles 
that are predominantly type 1 or slow-twitch fibers (e.g., 
soleus muscle) tend to be fatigue resistant and can require 
extended  stress  on  testing  (such  as  several  standing  toe 
raises) to uncover weakness.58 Type 2 or fast-twitch fibers 
(e.g., sternocleidomastoid) fatigue quickly, and weakness 
can  be  more  straightforward  to  uncover  abnormalities. 
Patients who cannot actively control muscle tension (e.g., 
those with spasticity from CNS disease) are not appropri-
ate for standard manual muscle testing methods.58

Assessment Techniques.  Manual  muscle  testing  takes 
into account  the weight of  the  limb without gravity, with 
gravity,  and  with  gravity  plus  additional  manual  resis-
tance.58 Most examiners use the Medical Research Council 
scale,  where  grades  of  0  to  2  indicate  gravity-minimized 
positions, and grades 3 to 5 indicate increasing degrees of 
resistance  applied  as  an  isometric  hold  at  the  end  of  the 
test range (Table 1-12).58 A muscle grade of 3 is function-
ally  important because  antigravity  strength  implies  that  a 
limb can be used for activity, whereas a grade of less than 
3  implies  that  the  limb will  require  external  support  and 
is prone to contracture.63 A 1- or 2-grade intertester differ-
ence is acceptable,58 but poor intertester reliability can be a 
problem with grades below 3.6 Other pitfalls encountered 
in  testing  strength  are  outlined  in  Table  1-13.  To  reduce 
measurement errors, one hand should be placed above and 
one below the  joint being  tested. As detailed  in extended  
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FIGURE 1-18 Hip adduction. Patient position: supine, knee extended. Plane 
of motion: frontal. Normal range of motion: 0-30 degrees. Movements the 
patient should avoid: trunk rotation. Goniometer placement: axis over knee 
joint through longitudinal axis of femur, stationary arm remains at 0 degrees, 
movement arm remains parallel to anterior tibia.

135 degrees

0 degrees

FIGURE 1-19 Knee flexion. Patient position: prone or sitting, hip in neutral. 
Plane of motion: sagittal. Normal range of motion: 0-135 degrees. Goniom-
eter placement: axis on lateral knee joint, stationary arm remains at 0 degrees, 
movement arm remains parallel to fibula laterally.
Tables 1-14 and 1-15, the examiner’s hands should not cross 
two joints, if possible. Placing a muscle at a mechanical dis-
advantage, such as flexing the elbow beyond 90 degrees to 
assess  triceps  strength,  can  help  demonstrate  mild  weak-
ness.36  Extended  Tables  1-14  and  1-15  summarize  the 
joint movement, innervation, and manual strength testing 
techniques for all major upper and lower extremity muscle 
groups, respectively. The use of a dynamometer can add a 
degree of objectivity to measurements for pinch and grip.

0 degrees 35 degrees 45 degrees

FIGURE 1-20 Hip internal and external rotation. Patient position: supine or 
sitting, hip at 90 degrees flexion, knee at 90 degrees flexion. Plane of motion: 
transverse. Normal range of motion: internal, 0-35 degrees; external, 0-45 
degrees. Movements the patient should avoid: hip flexion movement, knee 
movement. Goniometer placement: axis over knee joint through longitudinal 
axis of femur, stationary arm remains at 0 degrees, movement arm remains 
parallel to anterior tibia.
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FIGURE 1-21 Ankle dorsiflexion and plantar flexion. Patient position: sitting 
or supine with knee flexed to 90 degrees. Plane of motion: sagittal. Normal 
range of motion: dorsiflexion, 0-20 degrees; plantar flexion, 0-50 degrees. Goni-
ometer placement: axis is on sole of foot below lateral malleolus, stationary 
arm remains along shaft of fibula (this is perpendicular to 0 degrees), move-
ment arm remains parallel to fifth metatarsal.



 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Dynamic  screening  tests of  strength can also be done.
A quick screen for upper extremity strength is to have the
patient grasp two of the examiner’s fingers while the exam-
iner attempts to free the fingers by pulling in all directions.
For a proximal lower limb screen, the patient can demon-
strate a deep knee bend (squat and rise), and for the dis-
tal  lower extremity can walk on heels and  toes. To make
gait abnormalities more evident, patients can be asked to
increase the speed of their cadence, and walk sideways and
backward. Abdominal strength can be screened by observ-
ing the patient’s ability  to go from supine to sitting with
the hips and knees bent. If the hips and knees are extended,
the iliopsoas is tested as well.36

Table 1-12   Manual Muscle Testing
Grade Term Description

5 Normal Full available ROM is achieved against gravity 
and is able to demonstrate maximal resis-
tance.

4 Good Full available ROM is achieved against grav-
ity and is able to demonstrate moderate 
resistance.

3 Fair Full available ROM is achieved against gravity 
but is not able to demonstrate resistance.

2 Poor Full available ROM is achieved only with gravity 
eliminated.

1 Trace A visible or palpable contraction is noted, with 
no joint movement.

0 Zero No contraction is identified.

Modified from Cutter NC, Kevorkian CG: Handbook of manual muscle testing, New York, 
1999, McGraw-Hill with permission of McGraw-Hill.

ROM, Range of motion.

Table 1-13   Caveats in Manual Muscle Resting
Caveat Rationale

Isolation It is important to isolate individual 
muscles with similar functions 
instead of testing the entire muscle 
group.

Substitution patterns It is important to be aware of basic 
substitution patterns (e.g., elbow 
flexion).

Suboptimal testing conditions These occur when determining 
patients’ muscle strength when 
they are under the influence of, 
for example, sedation, significant 
pain, positioning, language or 
cultural barriers, spasticity, and 
 hypertonicity.

Overgrading This occurs when the practitioner 
applies increased force when the 
patient is unable to achieve the 
full available ROM yet is able to 
demonstrate a muscle grade of 3 
or more in a lengthened position.

Undergrading This occurs when the examiner is 
not aware of the effects of muscle 
contracture on ROM, and the 
muscle appears to lack full ROM 
when it has achieved its full avail-
able ROM.

Modified from Cutter NC, Kevorkian CG: Handbook of manual muscle testing, New York, 
1999, McGraw-Hill with permission of McGraw-Hill.

ROM, Range of motion.
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Assessment, Summary, and Plan

Only  after  completing  a  thorough  H&P  is  the  physiatrist 
able to develop a comprehensive treatment plan. The orga-
nization  of  the  initial  treatment  plan  and  goals  can  vary 
from setting to setting but should clearly state impairments, 
performance  deficits  (activity  limitation,  disability),  com-
munity or role dysfunction (participation, handicap), medi-
cal conditions that can affect achieving the functional goals, 
and  goals  for  the  interdisciplinary  rehabilitation  team  (if 
other disciplines are involved in the patient’s care). Follow-
up treatment plans and notes are likely be shorter and less 
detailed, but they must address important interval changes 
since  the  last  documentation  and  any  significant  changes 
in treatment or goals. This documentation is often used to 
justify  continued  payment  for  third-party  payers.  Noting 
whether problems are new,  stable,  improving, or worsen-
ing can be critical for accurate physician billing compliance 
documentation.  Accurate  identification  and  documenta-
tion of the cause of the impairment and disability can be 
required for initial and continuing hospital payment.

A summary statement of no more  than a  few sentences 
is helpful to medical consultants and other team members. 
Although development of a separate medical and functional 
problems list is acceptable and often recommended, the phys-
iatrist should make very clear how those medical issues alter 
the approach to treatment (i.e., how brittle diabetes, activity-
induced angina, or pain issues might affect mobilization).

With a medical and functional problem list in hand, the 
management plan can be developed. Considering six broad 
interventional  categories  as  originally  outlined  by  Stolov 
et al.64  is very helpful, particularly with complex patients 
in an  inpatient  rehabilitation setting. These  six categories 
include  prevention  or  correction  of  additional  disability, 
enhancement  of  affected  systems,  enhancement  of  unaf-
fected systems, use of adaptive equipment, use of environ-
mental modification, and use of psychologic techniques to 
enhance patient performance and education. The physician 
should clearly delineate the therapeutic precautions for the 
other  team  members.  Both  short-  and  longer-term  goals 
should  be  outlined,  as  well  as  estimated  time  frames  for 
achieving  those  goals.  Boxes  1-2  and  1-3  show  examples 
of rehabilitation plans for an inpatient after subarachnoid 
hemorrhage and an outpatient with back pain, respectively.

Summary

Physiatrists  should  pride  themselves  in  their  ability  to 
complete  a  comprehensive  rehabilitation  H&P.  The  phys-
iatric  H&P  begins  with  the  standard  medical  format  but 
goes beyond that to assess impairment, activity limitation 
(disability),  and  participation  (handicap).  Physiatrists’ 
understanding  of  the  musculoskeletal  examination  and 
musculoskeletal  principles  is  a  primary  distinction  from 
neurologists  and  neurosurgeons.  Similarly,  physiatrist’s 
understanding  of  neurology  and  the  neurologic  exami-
nation  is  a  primary  distinction  from  orthopaedists  and 
rheumatologists. The H&P is critical in gathering the infor-
mation needed to formulate a treatment plan that can help 
the patient achieve the appropriate goals in the most effi-
cient, least dangerous, and most cost-effective way possible.
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Table 1-14   Upper Limb Muscle Testing
Upper  
Limb Chart Muscle* Nerve, Roots Plexus Manual Muscle Testing Technique Figure

Shoulder 
flexion

Deltoid, anterior 
portion

Axillary, C5, C6 Posterior 
cord

 •  The shoulder is flexed to  
90 degrees with the elbow flexed at  
90 degrees.

 •  The practitioner should attempt to force 
the arm into extension, with force applied 
over the distal humerus.

Pectoralis major, 
clavicular 
 portion

Medial or lateral 
pectoral, C5–T1

—

Biceps brachii Musculocutaneous, 
C5, C6

Lateral 
cord

Coracobrachialis Musculocutaneous, 
C5-7

Extension Deltoid, posterior 
portion

Axillary, C5, C6 Posterior 
cord

 •  The shoulder is extended to 45 degrees 
with the elbow extended.

 •  The practitioner attempts to force the 
arm into flexion, with force  applied over 
the distal humerus.

Latissimus dorsi Thoracodorsal, 
C6-8

Teres major Lower subscapular, 
C5, C6

Abduction Deltoid, middle 
portion

Axillary, C5, C6 Posterior 
cord

 •  The shoulder is placed in 90  degrees of 
abduction.

 •  The practitioner attempts to adduct the 
arm, with force applied over the distal 
humerus.

Supraspinatus Suprascapular, C5, 
C6

Upper 
trunk

Adduction Pectoralis major Medial or lateral 
pectoral, C5-T1

—  •  The patient is supine with the shoulder in 
120 degrees of abduction and the elbow 
flexed.

 •  The practitioner resists adduction of the 
arm.

Latissimus dorsi Thoracodorsal, 
C6–8

Posterior 
cord

Teres major Lower subscapular, 
C5, C6

Internal 
 rotation

Subscapularis Upper or lower 
subscapular, C5, 
C6

Posterior 
cord

 •  The patient is prone and the  shoulder is 
abducted to 90 degrees with full internal 
rotation and the elbow at 90 degrees of 
flexion.

 •  The practitioner attempts to   externally 
rotate the arm, applying force over the 
distal forearm.

Pectoralis major Medial or lateral 
pectoral, C5–T1

—

Latissimus dorsi Thoracodorsal, 
C6–8

Posterior 
cord

Deltoid, anterior 
portion

Axillary, C5, C6

Teres major Lower subscapular, 
C5, C6

External 
 rotation

Infraspinatus Suprascapular, C5, 
C6

Upper 
trunk

 •  The patient is prone and the shoulder is 
placed in 90 degrees of abduction with  
full external rotation and the elbow at  
90 degrees of flexion.

 •  The practitioner attempts to  internally 
rotate the arm, applying force over the 
distal forearm.

Teres minor
Deltoid, poste-

rior portion

Axillary, C5, C6 Posterior 
cord

Elbow flexion Biceps brachii Musculocutaneous, 
C5, C6

Lateral 
cord

 •  The elbow is positioned in 90 degrees of 
flexion.

 •  The practitioner attempts to  extend 
the elbow, applying force over the distal 
 forearm.

 •  The biceps muscle is the primary elbow 
flexor, with full forearm supination.

 •  The brachialis is the primary flexor, with 
full forearm pronation.

 •  The brachioradialis is the primary elbow 
flexor when the forearm is in a thumbs-up 
position.

Brachialis

Brachioradialis Radial, C5, C6 Posterior 
cord
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Continued

Upper  
Limb Chart Muscle* Nerve, Roots Plexus Manual Muscle Testing Technique Figure

Extension Triceps Radial, C6–8 Posterior 
cord

 •  The elbow is placed into flexion to 
prevent stabilization and to detect subtle 
weakness.

 •  The practitioner attempts to flex the 
elbow, applying force over the distal 
 forearm.

Forearm 
pronation

Pronator qua-
dratus

Anterior interos-
seus branch of 
median, C8, T1

—  •  The forearm is placed in full  pronation.
 •  The practitioner attempts to  supinate 

the forearm, applying force to the distal 
forearm.

 •  The pronator teres is tested when the 
elbow is at 90 degrees.

 •  The pronator quadratus is tested when 
the elbow is in full flexion.

Pronator teres Median, C6, C7 Lateral 
cord

Forearm 
supination

Supinator Radial (posterior 
interosseus 
nerve), C5, C6

Posterior 
cord

 •  The elbow is extended with the forearm 
in full supination. This position inhibits as-
sistance from the biceps.

 •  The practitioner attempts to pronate 
the forearm, applying force to the distal 
forearm.

Biceps brachii Musculocutaneous, 
C5, C6

Lateral 
cord

Wrist flexion Flexor carpi 
radialis

Median, C6–8 Lateral 
cord

 •  The wrist is placed in neutral position in 
full flexion, with the fingers extended.

 •  The practitioner attempts to extend the 
wrist, applying force at the midpalm level.

 •  The flexor carpi radialis is tested by plac-
ing the wrist in radial deviation and full 
flexion. The practitioner attempts to force 
the wrist into extension and ulnar devia-
tion.

 •  To test the flexor carpi ulnaris, the wrist 
is placed in ulnar deviation and full flexion. 
The practitioner attempts to force the 
wrist into extension and radial deviation.

Flexor carpi 
ulnaris

Ulnar, C6–8 Medial 
cord

Wrist 
 extension

Extensor carpi 
radialis longus

Radial, C6, C7 Posterior 
cord

 •  The wrist is fully extended in a neutral 
position.

 •  The practitioner attempts to flex the 
wrist, applying pressure over the dorsum 
of the hand.

 •  To test the extensor carpi radialis longus, 
the patient’s wrist is placed into radial de-
viation and full extension. The  practitioner 
attempts to force the wrist into flexion 
and ulnar deviation.

 •  To test the extensor carpi ulnaris, the 
wrist is placed in ulnar deviation and full 
extension. The practitioner attempts to 
force the wrist into flexion and radial 
deviation.

Extensor carpi 
radialis brevis

Extensor carpi 
ulnaris

Radial, C7, C8

Thumb 
abduction

Abductor pollicis 
brevis

Median, C8, T1 Lateral or 
medial 
cord

 •  The thumb is abducted perpendicular to 
the plane of the palm.

 •  The practitioner attempts to adduct the 
thumb (toward the palm), applying pres-
sure just above the first metacarpophalan-
geal joint.Abductor pollicis 

longus
Radial, C7, C8 Posterior 

cord
Extensor pollicis 

brevis

Table 1-14   Upper Limb Muscle Testing—Cont’d
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Upper  
Limb Chart Muscle* Nerve, Roots Plexus Manual Muscle Testing Technique Figure

Thumb 
 opposition

Opponens pollicis Median, C8, T1 Lateral or 
medial 
cord

 •  The thumb is placed in opposition.
 •  The practitioner attempts to return the 

thumb into anatomic position, applying 
force above the first metacarpophalangeal 
joint.

Flexor pollicis 
brevis

Median: superficial 
head

Ulnar: deep head, 
C8, T1

Abductor pollicis 
brevis

Median, C8, T1

Second to 
fifth digit 
flexion

Flexor digitorum 
superficialis

Median, C7, C8, T1 Lateral or 
medial 
cord

 •  The flexor digitorum superficialis extends 
to the proximal phalanx.

 •  The practitioner attempts to force each 
proximal phalangeal joint into extension 
from a position of flexion.

 •  The flexor digitorum profundus extends 
to the distal phalanx.

 •  The practitioner tests both superficialis 
and profundus by forcing each middle 
phalangeal joint into extension from 
 flexion.

 •  The primary flexors of the metacar-
pophalangeal joints of the second to 
fourth digits are the lumbricals and the 
interossei. The practitioner tests these 
muscles by forcing each metacarpophalan-
geal joint into extension from a position of 
flexion.

 •  The primary flexors of the fifth digit 
metacarpophalangeal joint are the flexor 
and abductor digiti minimi muscles.

 •  The practitioner can test for fifth digit 
abduction.

Flexor
digitorum 

 profundus

Lateral portion: 
median

Medial portion: 
ulnar, C7, C8, T1

Lumbricals Lateral two: median
Medial two: ulnar, 

C8, T1
Interossei Ulnar, C8, T1

Second to 
fifth digit 
extension

Extensor digitorum 
communis

Radial, C6–8 Posterior 
cord

 •  The second to fifth digits are placed in ex-
tension with the wrist at neutral position.

 •  The practitioner attempts to force each 
finger into flexion by applying force over 
each proximal phalanx.

Extensor indicis Radial, C7, C8
Extensor digiti 

minimi

Second to 
fourth digit 
abduction, 
first to fifth 
digit adduc-
tion

Dorsal or palmar 
interossei

Ulnar, C8, T1 Medial 
cord

 •  Abduction is tested by placing each digit 
in abduction and attempting to force the 
digit into adduction.

 •  The third digit cannot adduct, as move-
ment of this digit to either side is abduc-
tion.

Fifth digit 
abduction

Abductor digiti 
minimi

 •  The patient’s fifth digit is placed in abduc-
tion.

 •  The practitioner attempts to force the 
digit into adduction by applying force 
above the metacarpophalangeal joint.

Flexor digiti 
minimi

Modified from Jenkins D.B.: Hollinshead’s functional anatomy of the limbs and back, ed 7, Philadelphia, 1998, Saunders with permission; and Cutter NC, Kevorkian CG: Handbook of manual 
muscle testing, New York, 1999, McGraw-Hill with permission of McGraw-Hill.

*The primary muscles tested in the figures are in italics.

Table 1-14   Upper Limb Muscle Testing—Cont’d
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Table 1-15   Lower Limb Muscle Testing
Lower Limb 
Chart Muscle(s)* Nerve, Roots Testing Figure

Hip flexion Iliacus Femoral, L2– 4
Psoas Lumbar plexus, 

L1– 4
 •  Hip flexion can be tested with the patient  

in a seated or supine position.
 •  With the patient in the supine position, the 

practitioner forces the hip into extension, 
applying force over the distal anterior thigh.

 •  With the patient in a sitting position, the hip 
is flexed while the practitioner attempts to 
extend the knee.

Tensor fascia lata Superior gluteal,  
L4, L5, S1

Rectus femoris Femoral, L2– 4
Pectineus Femoral or obtura-

tor, L2, L3Adductor longus, 
 brevis, anterior 
 portion of magnus

Obturator, L2– 4

Hip extension Gluteus maximus Inferior gluteal,  
L5, S1, S2

 •  With the patient in a prone position,  
the hip is extended with the knee flexed  
to 90 degrees.

 •  The practitioner attempts to flex the hip,  
applying force over the distal posterior thigh.

Hip abduction Gluteus medius Superior gluteal,  
L4, L5, S1

 •  The patient is placed in a side-lying position 
with the hip abducted.

 •  The practitioner attempts to adduct the hip, 
applying force over the distal lateral thigh.

 •  The test can also be performed with the 
patient seated. With the patient seated, the 
hips are abducted. The practitioner adducts 
the hips, applying force over the distal lateral 
thighs.

Gluteus minimus
Tensor fascia lata

Hip adduction Adductor brevis Obturator, L2– 4  •  With the patient in a side-lying position,  
the practitioner positions the top leg  
in abduction, and the patient is asked to bring 
the bottom leg up into adduction to meet  
the top leg.

 •  The practitioner attempts to abduct the 
bottom leg, applying pressure over the distal 
medial thigh.

 •  The test can also be performed with the 
patient seated. With the patient seated, the 
hips are adducted. The practitioner abducts 
the hips, applying force over the distal medial 
thighs.

Adductor longus
Adductor magnus, 

 anterior portion
Obturator, L3, L4

Pectineus Femoral or  
obturator, L2, L3

Hip internal 
 rotation

Tensor fascia lata Superior gluteal,  
L4, L5, S1

 •  The patient is seated with knees flexed  
at 90 degrees, and the hip is internally rotated.

 •  The practitioner uses one hand to externally 
rotate the leg, applying lateral force just above 
the ankle, while stabilizing the knee with the 
other hand.

Pectineus Femoral or  
obturator, L2, L3

Gluteus minimus, ante-
rior portion

Superior gluteal,  
L4, L5, S1

Hip external 
 rotation

Piriformis Nerve to piriformis, 
S1, S2

 •  The patient is seated with knees flexed  
at 90 degrees, and the hip is externally 
rotated.

 •  The practitioner uses one hand to internally 
rotate the leg, applying medial force just 
above the ankle, while stabilizing the knee 
with the other hand.

Gluteus maximus Inferior gluteal,  
L5, S1, S2

Superior gemelli or 
obturator internus

Nerve to obturator 
internus, L5, 
S1, S2

Inferior gemelli or 
quadratus femoris

Nerve to quadratus 
femoris,  
L4, L5, S1

Continued
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Lower Limb 
Chart Muscle(s)* Nerve, Roots Testing Figure

Knee flexion Semitendinosus
Semimembranosus

Tibial portion of 
sciatic, L5, S1

 •  The patient’s knee is flexed at 90 degrees 
while the patient is prone.

 •  The practitioner attempts to force the leg 
into extension, applying pressure over the 
posterior tibial surface.

Biceps femoris Tibial portion of 
sciatic, L5, S1, S2

Knee extension Quadriceps femoris Femoral, L2– 4  •  The knee is placed at 30 degrees of flexion 
while the patient is seated or supine. Try to 
avoid full knee extension because the patient 
can stabilize the knee, allowing minor  
weakness to be missed.

 •  The practitioner attempts to force  
the leg into flexion, applying pressure over 
the anterior tibial surface.

Ankle dorsiflexion Tibialis anterior Deep peroneal, L4, 
L5, S1

 •  The ankle is placed in dorsiflexion.
 •  The practitioner attempts to force the ankle 

into plantar flexion, applying force over the 
dorsum of the foot.

 •  To test the anterior tibialis, the ankle is 
inverted and fully dorsiflexed. The practitioner 
attempts to plantar flex and evert the ankle.

 •  To test the extensor digitorum longus, the 
ankle is everted and fully dorsiflexed. The 
practitioner attempts to plantar flex and 
invert the ankle.

Extensor digitorum 
longus

Extensor hallucis 
longus

Plantar flexion Gastrocnemius Tibial, S1, S2  •  The ankle is placed in plantar flexion.
 •  The practitioner attempts to dorsiflex the 

foot, applying pressure over the plantar sur-
face of the foot.

 •  To test the gastrocnemius, the knee is extended.
 •  To test the soleus, the knee is flexed  

at 90 degrees.
 •  More functional tests such as standing or 

walking on toes can show weakness missed 
during manual muscle testing.

Soleus

Inversion Tibialis anterior Deep peroneal, L4, 
L5, S1

 •  The tibialis anterior is tested in a position of 
in version and dorsiflexion. The practitioner 
attempts to evert and plantar flex the foot, ap-
plying pressure on the medial surface of the foot.

 •  The other three muscles produce plantar 
flexion and inversion. They are more selectively 
tested with placement of the foot in inversion 
and plantar flexion. The practitioner attempts 
to evert and dorsiflex the foot, applying pres-
sure on the medial surface of the foot.

Tibialis posterior
Flexor digitorum 

longus

Tibial, L5, S1

Flexor hallucis longus Tibial, L5, S1, S2

Eversion Extensor digitorum 
longus

Deep peroneal, L4, 
L5, S1

 •  The extensor digitorum longus is tested in 
the position of eversion and dorsiflexion.

 •  The practitioner attempts to invert and 
plantar flex the foot, applying pressure over 
the lateral surface of the foot.

 •  The peroneus longus and brevis produce 
plantar flexion and eversion. They are more 
selectively tested with the foot everted and 
plantar flexed. The practitioner attempts to 
invert and dorsiflex the foot, applying pres-
sure over the lateral surface of the foot.

Peroneus longus Superficial peroneal, 
L4, L5, S1Peroneus brevis

First digit 
 extension

Extensor hallucis 
longus

Deep peroneal, L4, 
L5, S1

 •  The first toe is placed in full extension.
 •  The practitioner attempts to flex the toe,  

applying pressure over the dorsum  
of the first toe.

Table 1-15   Lower Limb Muscle Testing—Cont’d
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Lower Limb 
Chart Muscle(s)* Nerve, Roots Testing Figure

Second to fifth 
digit extension

Extensor digitorum 
longus

Deep peroneal,  
L4, L5, S1

 •  The second and fifth toes are fully extended.
 •  The practitioner attempts to flex them,  

applying pressure over the dorsum  
of the toes.

Extensor digitorum 
brevis

Deep peroneal, 
L5, S1

First digit flexion Flexor hallucis longus Tibial, L5, S1, S2  •  The first toe is placed in full flexion.
 •  The practitioner attempts to extend the toe, 

applying pressure over the plantar surface  
of the first toe.

Flexor hallucis brevis Medial plantar, 
L5, S1

Second to fifth 
digit flexion

Flexor digitorum longus Tibial, L5, S1  •  The second to fifth toes are placed in full 
flexion.

 •  The practitioner attempts to extend them, 
applying pressure over the plantar surface  
of the toes.

Flexor digitorum brevis Medial plantar, 
L5, S1

Modified from Jenkins DB: Hollinshead’s functional anatomy of the limbs and back, ed 7, Philadelphia, 1998, Saunders with permission; and Cutter NC, Kevorkian CG: Handbook of manual muscle 
testing, New York, 1999, McGraw-Hill, with permission of McGraw-Hill.

Table 1-15   Lower Limb Muscle Testing—Cont’d
*The primary muscles tested in the figures are in italics.
Summary Statement
Ms. Jones is a right-handed, divorced, 69-year-old woman 
with a past medical history of hypertension, coronary artery 
disease (CAD), and depression, with recent rupture of a left 
middle cerebral artery (MCA) aneurysm, now 9 days postcra-
niotomy for clipping. She currently is slightly lethargic and 
has moderately severe right hemiparesis, mild aphasia, right 
shoulder pain, and possible exacerbation of her underlying 
depression. She is receiving a regular diet with thickened 
liquids and is continent of bladder but has experienced some 
constipation. She is participating well in therapies, walking 
15 ft with a wide-based quad cane, transferring with minimal 
assistance, and requiring moderate assistance in virtually 
all activities of daily living (ADL). Ms. Jones lives alone in 
an elevator-accessible apartment building where two of her 
daughters also live with their families.

Rehabilitation Problem List and Management Plan
 •   Ambulatory dysfunction resulting from right hemiparesis: Initiate 

neurodevelopmental techniques, forced-use paradigms, defer 
ankle-foot orthosis for now, evaluate for best assistive device, 
narrow-based quad cane, tone not a limitation at present.

 •   ADL dysfunction resulting from right hemiparesis: Use neuro-
developmental techniques and encourage weight-bearing 
on right upper extremity. Defer nighttime splint unless 
substantial increase in tone. See shoulder pain below. Tone 
not a limitation at present.

 •   Mild expressive aphasia: Speech-language pathology to 
evaluate, focus on higher-level communication, especially 
in home setting.

 •   Dysphagia: Swallowing evaluation per speech, proceed to 
modified barium swallow if needed.

 •   Shoulder pain: Use of glass lap tray for constant support of 
right arm, will speak with physiotherapist regarding use of 
sling only with ambulation, to consider trial of nonopiate 
analgesic (watch for sedation), or diagnostic or therapeutic 
shoulder injection.

 •   Bowel and bladder: Bladder fine; initiate oral stimulant to 
facilitate regular bowel habits.

Medical Problem List and Management Plan
 •   Ruptured left MCA aneurysm: Discontinue nimodipine 21 

days after surgery, check phenytoin level as possible cause 
of slight lethargy, check with neurosurgery about changing 
or stopping antiepileptic as she has remained seizure-free, 
to consider repeat brain computed tomography to rule out 
hydrocephalus as cause of lethargy

 •   Hypertension: Stable in 140/90 mm Hg range, monitor 
vitals closely in physiotherapy and occupational therapy, 
continue beta-blocker and diuretic.

 •   CAD: No angina currently; monitor for shortness of breath, 
chest pain, and lightheadedness in therapies.

 •   Depression: Continue trazodone 150 mg at bedtime, doubt 
a cause of sleepiness as has been on this dosage for many 
years. Monitor for mood disturbance, as a limitation in 
therapy participation.

 •   Precautions: Cardiac precautions, frequent vital sign 
 monitoring during initial therapy sessions

Goals
 •   Independent ambulation for household distances with 

assistive device (to be determined)
 •   Independent in all transfers
 •   Supervision with assistive device for short-distance 

 community ambulation, even surfaces

BOX 1-2

Inpatient Rehabilitation Plan

Continued
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 •   Independent in ADL, except shoes, with assistive devices 
(to be determined); minimal assist for shoes

 •   Independent in all instrumental ADL, except meal 
 preparation, supervision for meal preparation

 •   Independent in home exercise program, including passive 
range of motion to right hand or wrist and ankle

 •   Identify family members to provide supervision after 
 discharge and complete hands-on teaching.

 •   Maintain mood to participate fully in therapy.

 

BOX 1-2

Inpatient Rehabilitation Plan—cont’d
Summary Statement
Mr. Smith is a right-handed, 47-year-old man with a past 
medical history of hypertension and depression, who pre-
sents with recent worsening of lower back pain. He notes 
a history of primary lower back pain of several years that 
worsened recently while emptying his office wastepaper 
basket. The location is primarily in the lumbosacral junction 
above the posterior superior iliac spine. He notes associated 
radiation down the posterior right thigh to the calf. The pain 
is described as a sharp, spasm-like pain, current visual analog 
scale rating of 8/10 in intensity, although he notes episodes 
of debilitating 10/10 pain. The pain is improved with rest and 
supine positioning and worsened with prolonged sitting or 
standing. He denies specific weakness or numbness but notes 
tingling in the lateral aspect of his calf. He also denies bowel 
or bladder symptoms. He has had an x-ray in the past, which 
demonstrated disk space narrowing at the L5-S1 level. Past 
treatments have included physical therapy, which at the time 
consisted of hot packs and massage. He finds Advil is helpful 
in diminishing the intensity of the pain. Although he notes 
no difficulties with normal activities, the pain prevents him 
from working out in the gym, which primarily consisted of 
weight training and spinning classes. He also notes difficulty 
sleeping because of the pain. Denies difficulties at work. Also 
reports no need for pharmacologic treatment of his depres-
sion for some time. Mr. Smith currently lives in an elevator-
accessible apartment building with his wife. Denies history 
of similar diagnoses within first-degree relatives. Physical 
examination is pertinent for right greater then left lower 
lumbar paraspinal and gluteus medius tenderness, positive 
slump and straight leg raise tests, very tight hamstrings, and 
weakness at the right extensor hallucis longus.

Rehabilitation Problem List and Management Plan
 •   Physical therapy: 8-12 sessions. Trial extension-based 

exercises to attempt to centralize the pain. Modalities as 
needed for pain control. Lower extremity strengthening 
and stretching with focus on core-strengthening exercises

 •   Workstation ergonomics evaluation, biomechanics and 
posture awareness training

 •   Precautions: None

Medical Problem List and Management Plan
 •   Review of diagnosis and prognosis with the patient, 

which includes a review of the natural history of lumbar 
disk herniations and contribution of depression to pain 
complaints

 •   Medications include an antiinflammatory medication with 
a muscle relaxant. May also include opioids as needed for 
severe exacerbations. Consider an epidural steroid injec-
tion if pain is refractory to oral medications and movement 
therapies. Sleep may improve as a side effect of the muscle 
relaxant and/or opioids.

 •   Imaging not required at this time because he has a good 
potential to recover with physical therapy. If no improve-
ment with high-quality physical therapy, may consider 
lumbar MRI without contrast.

 •   Depression: Consider adding antidepressant if pain 
remains refractory to above treatment.

Goals
 •   Decreased pain
 •   Return to workout routine
 •   Improved “back hygiene”

 

BOX 1-3
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CHAPTER 2

EXAMINATION OF THE 
PEDIATRIC PATIENT
Pamela E.  Wilson and Susan D.  Apkon
Assessment of an infant or a child requires that the exam-
iner has the ability to attain a complete medical, develop-
mental, and family history; has a flexible approach to the 
physical examination; and understands the unique inter-
action between a child and that child’s physical and psy-
chosocial environment. Establishing a diagnostic label is 
important, but determining the child’s functional status is 
also important for the rehabilitation management of the 
child. Although the evaluation of children has many simi-
larities to that of adults (see Chapter 1), it also has many 
distinctive features, as highlighted in this chapter.

Diagnostic Evaluations

History

The clinical and developmental history is the basis of an 
accurate medical and rehabilitation diagnosis. The history 
is typically obtained from the parent, but children are gen-
erally able to participate in the diagnostic interview by the 
time they reach school age. Obtaining a medical history 
can be facilitated by having the parent fill out a new patient 
questionnaire before the clinical examination is started. 
Identification of the chief complaint focuses the history 
and the physical examination.

Many childhood disabilities reflect prenatal or  perinatal 
problems. A history of maternal disease or acute illnesses, 
or pregnancy or labor abnormalities can help guide the 
examination and diagnostic studies. The duration of the 
pregnancy, description of fetal movements, the ease or 
difficulty of labor, and complications during labor and 
delivery should be included in the history. Decreased fetal 
movement can be an indicator of a primary neuromuscular 
disorder such as spinal muscular atrophy.

Events during the newborn period might retrospectively 
shed light on a current disorder. The examiner should 
record any unusual episodes of cyanosis or respiratory dis-
tress, seizures, and other physical symptoms such as jaun-
dice or anemia. The Apgar score is an important piece of 
information about the infant in the immediate perinatal 
period. The Apgar score has five key elements: Activity, 
Pulse, Grimace, Appearance, and Respiration. Each area is 
given a score from 0 to 2 and is recorded at 1 minute and 
5 minutes after birth. However, when there is a medical 
concern, evaluation with the Apgar score is continued up 
to 20 minutes. A score of 7 to 10 is considered normal.

The feeding history can also suggest potential neurologic 
abnormalities. The examiner should ask about and record 
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any difficulties with sucking or swallowing, whether 
the baby is or was breast-fed or bottle-fed, and the vol-
ume and frequency of feedings. If feeding difficulties are 
 present, obtaining growth records from the primary care 
provider is important to determine the impact on height 
and weight.

The medical history in all children should include chronic 
medical problems, hospitalizations,  procedures, and sur-
geries. A list of medications and allergies should be docu-
mented, as well as the status of the child’s immuni  zations.

A history should include a determination of the ages at 
which major developmental milestones were met, because 
this aids in assessing deviations from normal (Table 2-1). 
The achievement of major landmarks in gross motor, fine 
motor, and adaptive skills; in speech and language; and in 
personal and social behavior should clarify whether the 
disability is confined primarily to the neuromuscular sys-
tem or involves deficits in other areas as well. The coex-
istence of multiple problems influences the rehabilitation 
program, interventional methods, and ultimate outcome.

A psychosocial history is essential to fully understand-
ing the child’s past and present capabilities. This part of 
the history identifies the social and psychological aspects 
of the child or adolescent and the child’s or adolescent’s 
family. It should be developmentally appropriate and 
focused. Questions about behavior, education, interper-
sonal relationships, recreational activities, sexuality, and 
other relevant topics should be included. It is important 
to remember that children with disabilities can have prob-
lems that are similar to those of their able-bodied peers.

A family history can assist in the identification of inher-
ited or congenital diseases. A query of multigenerational 
medical problems should be obtained and formal genetic 
counseling offered if an inherited disease is suspected or 
known to exist. It is frequently helpful to briefly exam-
ine a family member if a genetic disorder is suspected. 
For  example, assessing a parent for grip myotonia or the 
 inability to release and quickly open up the hand can be 
done with a simple handshake. Examination of the par-
ent’s foot can demonstrate a pes cavus or high-arched foot, 
which when present in the child is suggestive of the auto-
somal dominant form of Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (see 
Chapter 47).

Physical Examination

There is no standardized approach to the physical exami-
nation of infants and children.1,5,21,22,29 Pediatric examina-
tions are tailored to the individual child, based on age and 
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Table 2-1   Developmental Milestones
Age Gross Motor Language Fine Motor Social

3 mo Good head control in sitting
Rolls back to side

Cries
Coos

Grasps toy
Object to mouth
Hands to midline

Smiles at face

6 mo Ability to sit
Rolls both ways

Babbles
Makes vowels sounds

Thumb opposition emerging
Reaches with one hand

Recognizes family members

9 mo Crawls
Pulls to stand and cruises

Uses gestures
Understands “no”

Can release voluntarily
Pincer grasp (crude)
Can point

Plays patty cake
Plays peek-a-boo

12 mo Walks with hand held  
or independently

Can squat (stand to sit)

Mama/dada specific
Has at least two other words
Responds to name

Bangs two blocks together
Grossly turns pages book
Puts objects in container
Pincer grasp (mature)

Waves bye-bye

18 mo Can run
Walks stairs

Four to 20 words
Follows simple instructions
One or more body parts

Builds tower of two to four 
cubes

Throws ball
Scribbles

Feeds self
Takes off simple clothes

24 mo Kicks ball
Runs better

Two-word sentences
Body parts
Intelligible most of time (70%)
200 words

Builds tower of six or seven 
cubes

Turns a door knob
Can draw a vertical line

Can put on some clothes

3 yr Balances on one foot
Rides a tricycle

First and last name
Knows age and sex
Three-word sentences
Can count three objects

Builds tower of nine to  
10 cubes

Holds crayon with fingers
Copies circle

Dresses
Potty trained
Separates easily

4 yr Hops on one foot
Stands on one foot 5 seconds

Four- to five-word sentences
Counts to 4
Knows colors

Throws ball overhead
Uses scissors
Draws circle and square
Draws person of two to four 

parts

Tries to be independent
Imaginary play

5 yr Skipping
Stands on one foot 10 seconds
Mature gait
Walks backward heel-toe

Counts 10 or more objects
Six- to eight-word sentences
Knows coins
Knows address

Catches a ball
Copies triangle
Draws person with a body

Ties shoelaces
Sings and dances
developmental stage. Knowledge of developmental stages 
is important in evaluating both acute and chronic diseases. 
Young children should be examined with the parents pres-
ent, but the parents’ presence is optional for adolescents.

It is critical to develop rapport with the child before per-
forming a hands-on examination. This can be achieved by 
playing with and talking to the child. During this time, the 
examiner carefully observes the child’s every movement 
and interaction. Observation is a primary tool used by a 
skilled practitioner. Even before touching the child, the cli-
nician typically has gained a wealth of information.

The actual hands-on approach varies from child to 
child. A flexible approach that capitalizes on opportuni-
ties to evaluate different systems as they present themselves 
is recommended. Young children often are best examined 
while sitting on a parent’s lap, while the older child can 
be examined on the table. The child’s clothing should be 
removed for a complete examination. Removing clothing 
from very young children can be very stressful to the child 
and should be done gradually. The modesty of older chil-
dren must be respected.

Growth

Growth during infancy occurs at a very rapid rate, slows 
 during early childhood, and increases once again during 
adolescence. Routine health care visits should emphasize 
the evaluation of growth parameters for every child, includ-
ing height, weight, and head circumference. It is critical for a 
child’s growth to be plotted on age- and gender- appropriate 
charts.9 Growth is influenced not only by genetic program-
ming but also by medical conditions and nutrition. The 
onset of organic or psychosocial illness might be accom-
panied by a sudden acceleration or cessation of growth. 
The rate of growth is more important than the absolute 
values, as evidenced by a child whose head circumference 
increases from the 5th percentile to the 50th percentile in 
a 2-month period, representing untreated hydrocephalus. 
Growth charts are now available for specific genetic syn-
dromes, including Turner and Down syndromes, and for 
specific disabilities such as quadriplegic cerebral palsy.

Head circumference is measured serially using the 
occipitofrontal circumference. The average head circumfer-
ence at birth is 35 cm and increases to 47 cm by 1 year 
of age.25 Microcephaly is defined as a head circumference 
that falls below two standard deviations from the mean, 
and is suggestive of central nervous system abnormalities 
including congenital infections, anoxic encephalopathy, 
or a degenerative disorder. Macrocephaly, defined as a 
head circumference greater than two standard deviations 
above the mean, can be associated with hydrocephalus, a 
metabolic disease, or the presence of a mass and requires 
 further evaluation. Approximately 50% of macrocephaly in 



children is familial. Parental head size should be plotted 
on adult growth charts. A child with an isolated large head, 
no developmental delays, and a parent with a large head is 
probably normal.

The average height of a newborn is 50 cm, increasing by 
50% at 1 year of age and doubling by 4 years.25 An estimate 
of adult height is obtained by doubling the child’s height 
at age 2 years. Many genetic syndromes are  associated with 
short stature, including Down and Turner syndromes. 
Birth weight is influenced by multiple parameters and 
includes parental size, nutrition, gender, genetics, gestation 
and health of the baby. The average full-term child in the 
United States has a birth weight of 3400 g. Birth weight 
should double by 5 months of age and triple by 1 year of 
age. Deviations from normal weight should alert the pro-
vider to potential health-related problems that need to be 
investigated.

Adolescents pass through a predictable sequence of 
pubertal events as they mature. The Tanner stages of sexual 
maturity describe the secondary sexual characteristics of 
teenage girls and boys.33,34 Assessment of breast develop-
ment and pubic hair in girls, and genital size and pubic 
hair in boys, is the basis for assigning a Tanner stage to an 
adolescent. The average age of menarche in girls is typically 
around 12 years. Precocious puberty is diagnosed if there 
is a premature development of secondary sexual character-
istics. It is present when there are findings of puberty in girls 
younger than 8 years and in boys younger than 9 years.55 
The etiology can be either peripheral or within the central 
nervous system, such as a hypothalamic-pituitary abnor-
mality. Precocious puberty is well documented in children 
with spina bifida and brain injuries.51 Tanner staging is use-
ful in evaluating musculoskeletal issues such as leg length 
discrepancies and scoliosis, as treatment options can vary 
depending on the pubertal stage of the child.

General Inspection

Visual inspection is critical in the examination of a child. It 
begins with a general assessment of the child’s appearance. 
This gives the examiner a sense of how the infant or child 
interacts with the parents as well as information about the 
child’s general movements, abnormal physical features, 
and overall general health. The presence of abnormal 
physical features can be helpful in identifying common 
syndromes (Table 2-2). The examiner should pay specific 
attention to facial abnormalities such as abnormal spacing 
of the eyes, position and size of the ears and philtrum, and 
size of the upper and lower jaws. Normal measurements 
can be referenced when attempting to distinguish specific 
features such as ocular hypertelorism or small-appearing 
ears.26

The assessment of the head and neck includes inspec-
tion of shape and symmetry. Since the American Academy 
of Pediatrics initiated the Back to Sleep program in 1992, 
the recommendation for newborns and infants to sleep 
in the supine position, more infants are presenting to 
their primary care providers with the presence of plagio-
cephaly, primarily observed as a unilateral flattening of the 
occiput.41 Examination of the head and neck can also iden-
tify the presence of torticollis involving tightness of the 
sternocleidomastoid muscle. Children with torticollis have 
a head tilt to the involved side, and the chin will be turned 
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to the contralateral side. Children with a short, broad neck 
with webbing might have Klippel-Feil syndrome, and with 
girls Turner syndrome must be considered.

Abnormalities of the chest wall shape often signify a 
specific disease such as the bell-shaped chest in an infant 
with spinal muscular atrophy type 1. Inspection of the 
genitalia can be useful in characterizing certain syndromes. 
Boys with fragile X syndrome typically have large testes, 
while boys with Prader-Willi syndrome classically have 
a small penis. Visual inspection of the extremities might 
reveal pseudohypertrophy of the calves, as seen in boys 
with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Children with hemi-
plegic cerebral palsy often have asymmetries in the girth of 
the arm or leg, with the affected side being visibly smaller.

Evaluation of the skin includes an assessment of the 
nails and hair. The examiner looks for neurocutaneous 
lesions and other skin abnormalities. Café au lait spots in 
the axilla or inguinal regions can be an indication of neuro-
fibromatosis, while white ash leaf spots can point toward a 
diagnosis of tuberous sclerosis. Port wine stains (flat hem-
angiomas) that involve the first branch of the  trigeminal 
nerve are associated with Sturge-Weber syndrome. The 
presence of calluses and abrasions on the feet are often 
indicators of abnormal weight-bearing or  insensate skin, 
as seen in a child with a spinal cord injury or peripheral 
neuropathy.

Musculoskeletal Assessment

The pediatric musculoskeletal evaluation includes obser-
vation, palpation, range of motion, strength testing, and 
functional assessment. Observation focuses on posture, 
body symmetry, and movement. Palpation should include 
the skin, muscles, and joints. The muscle examination 
should focus on size, bulk, and tone. The joints are pal-
pated to detect tenderness, swelling, synovial thickening, 
and warmth. Range of motion of all major joints both 
 passively and actively might need to be included.

The spine and back examination includes an assess-
ment of the bones and muscular elements, as well as a 

Table 2-2   Common Syndromes and the Associated 
Abnormal Features

Syndrome Abnormalities

Angelman syndrome Severe mental retardation, delay in attainment 
of motor milestones, microbrachycephaly, 
maxillary hypoplasia, deep-set eyes, blond 
hair (65%), ataxia and jerky arm movements 
resembling those of a marionette (100%), 
seizures

Hunter syndrome Growth deficiency, coarsening of facial features,  
full lips, macrocephaly, macroglossia, 
 contractures of joints, broadening of bones, 
hepatosplenomegaly, delayed tooth eruption

Marfan syndrome Tall stature with long slim limbs, little subcutaneous 
fat, arachnodactyly, joint laxity, scoliosis (60%), 
retinal detachment, upward lens subluxation, 
dilatation of ascending aorta

Neurofibromatosis 
syndrome

Areas of hyperpigmentation or hypopigmentation 
with café au lait spots (94%); “freckling” of axilla, 
inguinal folds, and perineum; cutaneous neurofi-
bromas that are small, soft, pigmented nodules; 
plexiform neurofibromas; Lisch nodules
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postural assessment. Evaluation includes having the child 
stand or sit while the back is examined. The height of the 
shoulders, position of scapula, and height of the pelvis 
should be assessed. The child is asked to bend forward so 
the  examiner can look for rib and back asymmetries indi-
cating scoliosis (Figure 2-1). Radiographs of the spine 
help define the severity of kyphotic and scoliotic curves. 
 Scoliosis is categorized as infantile, juvenile, adolescent, 
or neuromuscular. The most common form is adolescent 
idiopathic scoliosis seen in pubertal girls with a right tho-
racic curve.35 Children should also be evaluated for other 
spinal  pathology (Table 2-3).

FIGURE 2-1 The evaluation of scoliosis includes an assessment of the spine 
with the child sitting or standing. This adolescent girl has an obvious curve in 
the standing position. She also has a rotational component.
Examination of the lower limbs includes an evaluation 
of joint range of motion and torsional forces. Most tor-
sional deformities tend to correct spontaneously as chil-
dren grow and develop. Evaluation of the foot includes 
the toes and the three parts of the foot: forefoot, midfoot, 
and hindfoot. The shoes should be assessed for patterns 
of wear. The most common foot deformity is metatarsus 
adductus, which is medial deviation of the metatarsal 
bones (Figure 2-2). It is usually caused by intrauterine 
position, and the severity of the deformity can be classified 
according to the flexibility of the foot. Mild anomalies are 
easily corrected, while moderate cases require that some 
force be applied to the foot. Severe abnormalities cannot 
be corrected by conservative means and should be referred 
to an orthopedic surgeon.

Pes planus, or flatfoot, is a normal variant seen in chil-
dren up to the age of 3 to 5 years.49 It occurs when the 
medial longitudinal arch is not well developed or there is 
underlying ligamentous laxity. Flexible flatfeet can also be 
a normal variant into adulthood, as long as an arch forms 
when individuals stand on their toes. Rigid or painful feet 
with reduced subtalar joint motion are often associated 
with tarsal coalition. This is an abnormal fusion of two 
or more bones in the midfoot or hindfoot that restricts 
motion. The two most common joints involved are the 
talocalcaneal and calcaneonavicular. Congenital vertical 
talus is a rigid flatfoot deformity with a rocker bottom 
and a dorsal dislocation of the navicular on the talus. It is 

Table 2-3   Spinal Abnormalities
Spine Abnormality Clinical Findings

Scoliosis  (idiopathic, 
 congenital, 
 neuromuscular)

Curvature of spine on forward bending
Rib humping
Shoulder asymmetry
Pelvic obliquity

Kyphosis  (congenital, 
Scheuermann, 
 neuromuscular)

Abnormal posture increases with flexion

Spondylolisthesis Loss of lordosis, reduced range of motion
Step-off back deformity
Gait abnormalities
Transverse abdominal creases
A B

FIGURE 2-2 A child with bilateral metatarsus adductus (A). Radiograph showing medial deviation of the metatarsal bones (B).



associated with the genetic syndromes of myelodysplasia 
and arthrogryposis.

Pes cavus is a high-arched foot that does not flatten 
with weight-bearing. It is often associated with clawing of 
the toes, hindfoot varus, plantar fascia contractures, and 
great toe cock-up deformities. It can be a normal variant or 
might indicate a neuromuscular disorder such as Charcot-
Marie-Tooth disease (Figure 2-3).

Congenital talipes equinovarus, or the classic clubfoot, 
is a complex deformity characterized by a small foot with a 
medial border crease, hindfoot equinus, and forefoot and 
hindfoot varus, along with forefoot adductus.43 The etiol-
ogy remains controversial, as several theories have been 
proposed, including intrauterine position, primary germ 
cell defect in the talus causing persistent plantar flexion and 
inversion, and soft tissue abnormalities affecting the neu-
romuscular units. There is an association with other disor-
ders such as cerebral palsy, arthrogryposis, chromosomal 
abnormalities, spina bifida, and neuromuscular diseases.

The knee should be evaluated for mobility and  stability. 
The child should be assessed for genu varum and genu 
valgum. The lower limbs progress through predictable 
changes over the course of development. Children are 
 initially bowlegged (genu varus position) until about 
2 years of age. Knee growth is rapid, and the lower limbs 
shift to a valgus or knock-kneed position until 5 to 7 years 
of age, at which time they tend to straighten out into a more 
adult-type position. If excessive bowing persists, the child 
might have Blount’s disease. This condition refers to disor-
dered growth of the proximal medial physis, epiphysis, and 
metaphysis, which causes varus angulation and internal  
rotation of the tibia. It is more common in girls of African-
American descent who are early walkers. It is generally pro-
gressive and requires lower leg radiographs for  diagnosis. 
The normal metaphyseal-diaphyseal angle is less than 
11 degrees, and the tibial-femoral angle should be less than 
15 degrees.

Tibial torsion is a twisting of the distal tibia in rela-
tionship to the proximal segment.32 It can result in either 
internal or external rotation of the tibia and can cause an 
abnormal-appearing gait pattern. Children have approxi-
mately 5 degrees of internal tibial torsion at birth, which 
progresses to 10 to 15 degrees in the adult. It is the most 

FIGURE 2-3 High-arched foot, or pes cavus, is seen in neuromuscular 
 disorders.
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common reason for intoeing in the toddler age range. 
The evaluation includes assessment of the position of the 
patella during gait, along with the thigh-foot angle  (Figure 
2-4). Thigh-foot angle is assessed in the prone position 
with the knee flexed to 90 degrees. Two bisecting lines are 
drawn: one along the femur and the other through the 
heel and third web space. The angle should be −10 degrees  
to +10 degrees.

The hip should be evaluated for torsional forces, includ-
ing femoral anteversion and retroversion, along with routine  
range of motion including assessment of both internal and 
external rotation. Femoral anteversion is a twisting of the 
femur between the femoral neck and the femoral condyles. 
The femoral neck moves forward in relation to the rest of 
the femur. The result is increased internal rotation at the 
hip. Infants normally have 30 to 40 degrees of anteversion 
at birth, which shifts to around 15 to 25 degrees when full 
grown. Femoral anteversion is the most common cause 
of intoeing in the older child up to 10 years of age. Chil-
dren with excessive femoral anteversion often present as 
clumsy, pigeon-toed walkers whose patellae are rotated 
medially. Femoral retroversion can cause outtoeing, 

FIGURE 2-4 Evaluation of a child in the prone position allows assessment of the 
thigh-foot angle, and internal and external rotation of the hip. The thigh-foot angle 
is demonstrated in the lower diagram and ranges from −3 degrees to +20 degrees.
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clinically opposite to anteversion and less likely to correct 
with growth because the forces tend to rotate the femur 
outward. Evaluation of hip rotation measurements are 
done with the child in the prone position (see Figure 2-4). 
Hip abduction should be assessed with the child supine 
(Figure 2-5). Asymmetry of the range of motion can indi-
cate hip subluxation, dislocation, contracture, or spasticity.

All newborns should be screened for developmental 
dysplasia of the hip (DDH) at birth and during subsequent 
evaluations. DDH is a common disorder that has a higher 
incidence in firstborn children, girls, and infants with a 
family history of DDH. A complete examination includes 
evaluating skinfolds, leg lengths (Galeazzi sign), range of 
motion, and provocative tests. The provocative maneu-
vers are referred to as the Ortolani and Barlow tests. Both 
tests are done with the infant supine and the hips flexed to 
90 degrees. In the Ortolani test, the examiner attempts to 
relocate a dislocated hip. With the fingers placed over the 
greater trochanter, the examiner gently abducts the hips and 
lifts up on the trochanter. A click or a clunk suggests a hip 
instability. In the Barlow method, the examiner attempts 
to dislocate the infant’s hips. Holding the hips in the same 
manner, the hips are adducted and a downward force is 
applied causing a click or clunk as the hip dislocates.

The musculoskeletal assessment is not complete without 
thorough evaluation of the upper extremities. Included in 
a routine examination should be the traditional observa-
tion, palpation, range of motion, and functional assess-
ment. In newborns and infants, reflexive patterns can be 
used to grossly evaluate the shoulder and elbow. An asym-
metric Moro reflex may be the first indicator of a brachial 
plexus lesion. These are fairly common, and most are a neu-
ropraxic type of injury and will spontaneously resolve. Per-
sistent lesions are seen in the Erb-Duchenne presentation. 
Injuries here are upper trunk, and children have the clas-
sic waiter tip posture (adducted, internally rotated shoul-
ders, extended elbow, and flexed wrist). Less commonly 
observed is the Klumpke’s palsy or lower trunk injury. 
These children have a normal shoulder examination but 
have hand involvement. Other problems encountered at 
the shoulder include clavicular fractures, shoulder disloca-
tions, and overuse injuries. The most common congenital 
shoulder abnormality is a Sprengel deformity. It is a failure 
of the scapula to develop and descend, causing it to appear 
hypoplastic and abnormally high on the back. This results 

FIGURE 2-5 Examination of the hips should include passive range of motion, 
such as hip abduction, along with assessment of tone and spasticity.
in asymmetry of the shoulder, a short-appearing neck, and 
limited range of motion.

The hand is critical in a child’s ability to develop play 
skills. Hand movement progresses from a very primi-
tive grasp-and-release pattern to a sophisticated ability 
to manipulate objects. Many classic pathologic processes 
are reflected in the position and appearance of the hand. 
Palmar creases are an indication of fetal movement and 
genetic syndromes. Individuals with Down syndrome often 
have a transverse or simian palmar crease. Developmental 
skills can be noted by observing the function of the hand 
and fingers. Absent or delayed skills can indicate a focal 
or global process. Development of dominant handedness 
before 18 months is abnormal and can be the first indica-
tor of hemiplegic cerebral palsy.

The child’s gait should be carefully analyzed and evalu-
ated. Components of the gait cycle including the stance 
and swing phases are evaluated. Young children typically 
have progressive changes in gait characteristics, but gener-
ally the patterns mature by 7 years of age.28 Understanding 
normal and abnormal gait patterns helps the practitioner 
make diagnostic and functional decisions (Table 2-4).

Neurologic Assessment

Examination of the neuromuscular system includes assess-
ment of muscle strength, a mental status examination, cra-
nial nerve evaluation, assessment of reflexes, observation 
of coordination and balance, and assessment of the sen-
sory system. The examiner must be flexible because these 
components might have to be done simultaneously instead 
of sequentially. The evaluation of normal and abnormal 
primitive reflexes and postural responses is a critical part 
of the assessment.

Developmental reflex assessment is a critical tool in eval-
uating a typical infant or an infant or child with a disability. 
Motor behaviors in newborns are dominated by primitive 
reflexes that are controlled at the level of the brainstem 
and spinal cord.16 These reflexes develop during gestation 
and disappear between the third and sixth month of life. 
Primitive reflexes are a predictable, involuntary response 
to a specific sensory stimulus (Table 2-5). Suppression of 
primitive reflexes reflects central nervous system matura-
tion. Persistence or reoccurrence of abnormal reflexes is a 

Table 2-4   Gait Abnormalities

Gait Characteristic(s)
Clinical 
Association

Spastic Adducted hips
Internal rotation of hips
Toe walking

Cerebral palsy

Crouched Weak quadriceps
Weak hip extensors
Excessive dorsiflexion
Hip or knee contractures

Neuromuscular 
disease

Cerebral palsy

Hemiparetic Posturing of upper limb
Circumduction of hip
Inversion of foot

Cerebral palsy
Cerebral vascular 

accident

Waddling (Tren-
delenburg)

Weakness of hip girdle
Wide-based gait

Neuromuscular 
disease

Ataxic Coordination problems
Poor tandem walking

Cerebellar ataxia
Friedreich ataxia



strong indicator of neurologic dysfunction. The presence 
of an obligatory primitive reflex, one that a child cannot 
volitionally suppress, is always abnormal and suggests a 
central nervous system disorder. Primitive reflexes are pre-
cursors to volitional motor skills. Developmentally, primi-
tive reflexes are replaced by postural reactions, which are 
involuntary postural patterns that enable righting, equilib-
rium, or protective movements (Table 2-6). Postural reac-
tions appear in an organized fashion after 2 to 3 months of 
age and allow an infant to predictably progress with motor 
development, including rolling, sitting, and walking. Head 
righting is one of the automatic postural responses, elic-
ited by sensory input that signals when the head or trunk 
is not in the midline. The parachute reaction, a protective 
extension of limbs to prevent or break a fall, is elicited by 
vestibular input signaling a change in head position. With 
few exceptions, postural reactions persist throughout life. 
Delays in the appearance of postural reactions are often 
detrimental to acquiring new voluntary motor skills.

Muscle tone refers to the amount of resistance present 
in muscles during passive range of motion. Muscle tone 
changes during development and can be affected by  activity, 
alertness, and comfort. Flexor tone predominates in the first 
several months of infancy. A newborn infant is more hypo-
tonic than a toddler. If true hypotonia persists, it generally 
points to an abnormality in the central nervous system, 
peripheral nervous system, or muscle. Hypertonia indi-
cates an abnormality within the central nervous system that 
can be further defined as spasticity, rigidity, or  dystonia.46 
Spasticity is velocity dependent and results in resistance 
to muscle stretch, while dystonia is an  involuntary pattern 
of muscle contractions and posture causing twisting and 
abnormal postures. Rigidity is present when resistance to 
movement is not influenced by the speed or position of the 
limb. An individual with a disability can have an isolated 
movement disorder or a combination of patterns. Muscle 
stretch reflexes are easily elicited in children of all ages. 
Absent or reduced reflexes can indicate an anterior horn cell 
disease, a peripheral neuropathy, or a myopathy. An increase 
in reflexes is often associated with an upper motor neuron 
process, suggesting central nervous system involvement.

Table 2-5   Common Primitive Reflexes and the Period 
They Typically Disappear

Reflex Stimulus Response
Disappears 
by (mo)

Moro Sudden neck 
extension

Shoulder abduction, 
elbow and finger 
extension fol-
lowed by shoulder 
 adduction and 
elbow flexion

4-6

Rooting Stroking area 
around 
mouth

Head and mouth 
move toward 
stimulus

4

Asymmetric 
tonic neck

Head turned 
to side

Arm or leg extend on 
face side and flex 
on occipital side

6-7

Symmetric 
tonic neck

Neck flexion, 
neck 
extension

Arms flex, legs 
extend; arms 
extend, legs flex

6-7

Palmar grasp Touch palm Flexion of all fingers 5-6
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Strength testing or manual muscle testing can be for-
mally examined in the school-age child, using the same 
scoring system as in adults (see Chapter 1). Young  children 
can present a challenge to the examiner as a result of a short 
attention span or a lack of understanding or cooperation, 
depending on their age and developmental level. A mod-
ified scale must be used in this situation. Use of a 0- to 
4-point scale is recommended, with 0 indicating no move-
ment; 1, trace movement; 2, movement with gravity elimi-
nated; 3, movement against gravity; and 4, the child can 
take resistance. (This is the same as the adult scale except 
for combining grades 4 and 5 into one grade.) In testing the 
strength of infants and very young children, helpful tech-
niques include checking for age-appropriate head and trunk 
control. This can be done by holding the child under the 
arms and lifting him or her into the air, placing in ventral 
suspension, and observing the child sitting and standing. 
Muscle strength in the older child can be evaluated through 
observation of simple activities such as rising from the 
floor, walking, reaching overhead, or  throwing or kicking a 
ball. Quantitative measurements are generally not required 
unless specific therapeutic interventions are contemplated.

Coordination is best assessed by evaluating gross motor 
and fine motor skills. Impaired coordination is a common 
sign of a central movement disorder. Specific tests can be 
done in the older child. Most children are able to walk a 
straight line, although unsteadily, by 3 years of age. Tan-
dem walking is a 5-year-old skill. School-age children can 
be more formally tested. Subtle symptoms can be seen by 
evaluating handwriting, drawing,13 and other higher-level 
physical skills. The child’s avoidance of organized sports or 
physical activity can be a clue that coordination  problems 
exist. Ataxia is evaluated by having the child reach for 
an object, do the finger-to-nose test, sit or stand, and do 
 tandem walking.

Sensory evaluation is difficult in young or  uncooperative 
children and must be age-adjusted to obtain information 
that is useful. A child of 4 to 5 years can interpret joint 
position, vibration, light touch, temperature, and pain. 
In the very young child, behavioral responses are the best 
indicator of sensory awareness. These responses include 
withdrawing and stopping the activity, as well as looking, 
crying, or squirming.

Table 2-6   Postural Reactions and the Period They 
Typically Occur

Postural 
reaction Stimulus Response

Age of 
Emergence

Head 
 righting

Vestibular or 
visual

Head and face aligned 
vertical and mouth 
aligned horizontal

Prone, 2 mo; 
supine,  
3-4 mo

Protective 
exten-
sion

Center of 
gravity 
displaced 
outside base 
of support 
in sitting

Abduction of upper 
limb toward 
displacement to 
prevent falling

Sitting anterior, 
5-7 mo; lat-
eral, 6-8 mo; 
posterior,  
7-8 mo

Parachute 
reac-
tion

Center of 
gravity 
displaced

Extension of upper 
limbs outside 
base of support in 
standing

Standing, 12-14 
mo toward 
displacement 
to prevent 
falling
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The vision examination also must be adapted to the 
child’s ability to cooperate. An infant is able to track a 
stimulus with the eyes to midline by 1 month and through 
180 degrees by 3 months. Perception of color develops by 
approximately 8 weeks and binocular depth perception by 
3 to 5 months of age. Central nervous system dysfunction 
frequently presents with ocular motor imbalance.

Assessment of a child’s speech and language skills begins 
upon the examiner entering the room. Auditory comprehen-
sion can be assessed by the child’s ability to follow instruc-
tions by the examiner. Asking the preschool and school-aged 
child questions related to the visit permits assessment of 
verbal skills including articulation and language. Having a 
child name pictures or objects in the room provides addi-
tional opportunities to assess these skills. Knowledge of lan-
guage development is critical to understanding whether a 
child’s skills fall outside the normal range.

Standardized Assessment Tools

Familiarity with the normal landmarks of early child devel-
opment is essential to the developmental assessment of 
the infant and toddler. The assessment includes observ-
ing and describing the child’s gross motor and fine motor 
responses, verbal and nonverbal language, personal and 
social behavior, emotional characteristics, and adaptive 
skills. A formal assessment of the child’s developmental 
status requires the use of a standardized examination. An 
interdisciplinary evaluation is particularly helpful when the 
initial diagnosis is being established or when interventions 
are being planned for a young child. It can also be used for 
periodic assessment of developmental progress through-
out childhood and adolescence, especially for appropriate 
educational planning. Formal assessments of school-aged 
children often focus on academic skills. A diagnostic assess-
ment relies on normed reference instruments that convey 
the child’s developmental standing relative to a normal 
peer group. It provides valuable information on the assess-
ment and formulation of the child’s strengths and weak-
nesses for the purpose of individual program planning.

A formal developmental assessment of an infant and 
a young child can be accomplished with the use of stan-
dardized developmental evaluations (Table 2-7). Use of 

Table 2-7   Developmental Evaluation and Screening Tests
Test Age Range Scope and Value

Denver 
 Developmental 
Screening Test17

Birth to 6 yr Quick screen for deviations 
from normal development 
of normal and near-normal 
children; pattern of functional 
deviations guides further 
evaluation

Bayley Scale 
of Infant 
 Development3

Birth to 30 mo Separate mental and motor 
scales; well standardized; 
 heavily weighted with motor-
based items, which limits 
predictive value in physically 
handicapped children

Gesell Devel-
opmental 
Schedule20

4 wk to 6 yr Indicator of current 
 developmental level
the Denver Developmental Screening Test (DDST-II)17 by 
primary care providers can identify a child who requires 
further evaluation. This standardized screening tool can be 
used with children from birth to 6 years in an office setting. 
The four domains in the DDST-II that are assessed include 
gross motor, fine motor, language, and personal-social 
behavior. Direct observation and parent report  comprise 
this screening test. A child who fails the DDST-II can be 
 further evaluated by a specialist using either the Bayley 
Scale of Infant Development,3 which provides separate 
mental and motor scores, or the Gesell Developmental 
Schedule.20 These tests are easy to administer but require 
some test familiarity and the cooperation of the child. The 
appropriate interpretation of the information obtained 
is most important. Many infant evaluation measures rely 
heavily on motor responses to assess the child’s interest 
in learning.12 If a child has significant physical limita-
tions, drawing correct inferences about the child’s current 
or future intellectual abilities can be difficult. Repeated 
studies have found a low correlation between abilities 
measured on infant tests and later childhood intelligence 
quotients (IQs).2,8,10 Infant test results must be considered 
provisional and should be followed by periodic reevalua-
tion for further diagnostic and prognostic clarification.

The assessment of preschool and school-age children 
includes assessment of both physical and intellectual 
 abilities (Table 2-8). The chief strength of intelligence 
tests lies in their correlation with school performance. 
If the results are appropriately interpreted, the tests reflect 
the probability of standard academic achievement. It is 
 important to note both the overall score and the subscores 
to assess whether a child’s abilities are evenly developed, or 
whether there are patterns of strengths and weaknesses that 
are relevant to learning and general adaptation.10

Most of the standardized intelligence tests rely heavily on 
language and motor performance. For some disabled chil-
dren, such as those with language or motor impairments, 
alternative nonverbal and motor-eliminated assessments 

Table 2-8   Intellectual Evaluations

Test
Age Range 
(yr) Scope and Value

Stanford-Binet 
 Intelligence 
Scale50

2 to adult Detailed diagnostic assessment 
(mental age and IQ); guidelines 
for hearing, visual, and motor 
handicaps

Wechsler Preschool 
and Primary Scale 
of  Intelligence—
Revised  
(WPPSI-R)54

3-6½ Verbal, performance, and full-scale 
scores; delineates strengths 
and weaknesses; not appropri-
ate for children with severe 
developmental delays

Wechsler Intel-
ligence Scale 
for Children— 
Revised  
(WISC-R)53

6-16 Verbal, performance, and full-
scale scores; subtests point to 
specific areas of strength or 
dysfunction

Kaufman Assess-
ment Battery for 
Children27

2½-12 Measures mental processes 
independent of the content of 
acquired knowledge; useful for 
children from disadvantaged 
backgrounds

IQ, Intelligence quotient.



might be needed (Table 2-9). Vocabulary tests typically 
show the strongest correlation with overall intellectual abil-
ity and school success.

Several tests have been designed to evaluate visual motor 
maturity in children and to detect delays or  impairment in 
visual perceptual skills and eye-hand coordination (Table 
2-10). Children with neurologic and developmental dis-
abilities sometimes exhibit difficulties in visual percep-
tual, perceptual motor, auditory, kinesthetic, and tactile 
functioning. A wide variety of instruments are available to 
test for these impairments. Achievement tests are designed 
specifically to evaluate the child’s performance in school 
subject areas, such as reading and mathematics (Table 
2-11). Scores are typically given in terms of school grade 
equivalence, which can provide an estimate of the child’s 
level of academic skill, as well as standard scores based on 
age norms. Many are paper-and-pencil tests that penal-
ize disabled children for their slower pace, poor atten-
tion, or difficulty keeping track of their place on the page. 
It is important that a skilled observer administer the test 
because observation of task approach can be used to adjust 
quantitative results.

The test composite scores, or full-scale scores (IQs), 
are used to designate a child’s overall level of intellectual 
functioning.10 This is derived by comparing an individual 
child’s performance with the performance of children in a 
representative age-stratified norm group. On most of these 
tests, the mean score is 100, representing average or normal 
intelligence. Classifications as superior or subaverage typi-
cally refer to scores that fall two standard deviations above 
or below the mean.

A definition of mental retardation includes three compo-
nents: subaverage general intelligence, concurrent deficits 
in adaptive behavior, and developmental delay. Generally, 

Table 2-9   Alternative Nonverbal and Motor-Eliminated Tests

Test
Age Range 
(yr) Scope and Value

Peabody Picture 
Vocabulary 
Test (PPVT)15

2½-18 Effective test of language, especially 
in children with speech and motor 
impairments

Leiter 
 International 
Performance 
Scale31

2-18 Measures nonverbal problem-solving 
abilities in deaf and in speech- and 
motor-handicapped children

Pictorial Test of 
Intelligence18

3-8 Measures intellectual ability of 
 multiply handicapped children; 
requires receptive language

Raven’s Progres-
sive Matrices42

6 to adult Measures nonverbal intelligence and 
concept formation

Table 2-10   Perceptual Evaluations

Test
Age Range 
(yr) Scope and Value

Beery-Buktenica 
Development Test 
of Visual Motor 
 Integration4

2-16 Assesses visual motor 
 performance, ability to 
copy geometric shapes, age 
 equivalence

Bender Visual Motor 
Gestalt Test7

5 to adult Assesses visual motor 
 performance; easy to adminis-
ter; nine geometric designs
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all three criteria must be present to make a formal diagno-
sis of mental retardation.

The classification of mild mental retardation (IQ, 55 
to 69) encompasses the largest number of children with 
mental retardation. Generally, they show delayed language 
development as toddlers and weakness in the acquisition of 
preacademic writing skills. These children generally reach 
the third- to fifth-grade level academically. If the associated 
physical impairments are mild, they can be independent in 
activities of daily living and achieve relative independence 
in adulthood.

Children with moderate mental retardation (IQ, 40 to 
54) have a slower rate of developmental attainment. There 
is also a higher incidence of neurologic and physical dis-
abilities. These children are frequently in special classes 
and are primarily taught self-care and practical daily living 
skills. As adults, many are able to achieve some indepen-
dence in self-care skills, but they usually continue to need 
supervision either at home or in a group home setting.. 
Vocationally, they function primarily in sheltered work-
shops or a protected employment environment.

Children with severe mental retardation (IQ, 25 to 
39) develop some functional language skills but no for-
mal academic skills. They require intensive programming 
to master independence in activities of daily living. They 
need close supervision and supportive care as adults. Pro-
foundly retarded children (IQ, less than 25) have limited 
language ability and limited potential for acquiring self-
care skills. There is also a very high association with severe 
motor handicaps.

Assessment Tools for the Child  With a Disability

Formal assessment tools are available to assess a child with 
a known disability. Children with disabilities benefit from 
use of assessment tools that evaluate the quality of their 
movements and changes in performance over time.

The Gross Motor Function Measure (GMFM) is a reli-
able and valid measure of motor function designed for 
quantifying change in the gross motor abilities of children 
with cerebral palsy.45 The GMFM-88 consists of 88 items 
that have been grouped into five different dimensions of 
gross motor function: lying and rolling; sitting; crawling 
and kneeling; standing; and walking, running, and jump-
ing. Scoring is based on a 4-point scale for each item, using 

Table 2-11   Academic Achievement Tests

Test

Grade Level 
or Age 
Range Scope and Value

Wide Range 
 Achievement Test—
Revised (WRAT)24

Kindergarten 
to 12th 
grade

Yields academic achievement 
level in reading, spelling, 
arithmetic; can measure 
progress

Woodcock-Johnson 
Psychoeducational 
Battery: Test of 
Achievement56

3 yr to adult Yields age and grade level, 
percentiles, and standard 
scores in reading, math-
ematics, written language, 
and general tasks

Peabody Individual 
Achievement Test14

Kindergarten 
to 12th 
grade

Only pointing response for 
overview of achievement; 
useful for handicapped
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the following key: 0, does not initiate; 1, initiates; 2, par-
tially completes; and 3, completes. All items are attainable 
by 5-year-old children with normal motor development. A 
newer version, GMFM-66, comprises a subset of the origi-
nal GMFM-88.44 The GMFM-88 version is also valid for use 
with children who have Down syndrome.19,40

Several assessment tools are available to evaluate and 
track the progress of a child with upper limb involvement. 
The Quality of Upper Extremity Skills Test (QUEST) is a 
reliable and valid outcome measure designed to evaluate 
movement patterns and hand function in children with 
cerebral palsy.11 The Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA) is 
a hand function evaluation instrument that was developed 
for use with children who have a functional limitation in 
one upper extremity. It measures how children use their 
affected hand collaboratively with the nonaffected hand in 
bimanual activities. The AHA can be used with children 
from 18 months to 12 years of age.30

The Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI) 
was developed to provide a comprehensive clinical assess-
ment of key functional capabilities and performance in 
children between the ages of 6 months and 7 years.23 The 
PEDI can also be used for the evaluation of older chil-
dren if their functional abilities fall below that expected 
of 7-year-old children without disabilities. The assessment 
was designed to serve as a descriptive measure of the child’s 
current functional performance, as well as a method for 
tracking change across time. The PEDI measures both 
capability and performance of functional activities in three 
content domains: self-care, mobility, and social function. 
Capability is measured by the identification of functional 
skills for which the child has demonstrated mastery and 
competence. Functional performance is measured by the 
level of assistance a caregiver must provide for the child 
to accomplish major functional activities such as eating or 
outdoor mobility. A modifications scale provides a mea-
sure of environmental modifications and assistive devices 
used by the child in routine daily activities.

The Functional Independence Measure for Children 
(WeeFIM) is a tool to assess a child’s function in the 
domains of mobility, locomotion, self-care, sphincter con-
trol, communication, and social cognition.37,38 It measures 
the level of independence and degree of caregiver assistance 
that is necessary to accomplish daily activities. This tool has 
a similar scoring profile to the adult version known as the 
FIM. The WeeFIM can be used to track over time children 
seen in outpatient clinics, as well as the changes observed 
within an inpatient rehabilitation program. There are other 
disability-specific evaluation tools such as the spina bifida 

Table 2-12   Social and Adaptive Skills
Test Age Range Scope and Value

Vineland Adaptive 
Behavior Scale48

1 mo to 
adult

Questionnaire of social 
 competence in communication, 
socialization, daily living skills, 
and motor skills; adjusted for 
handicapped

American 
 Association of 
Mental  Deficiency 
 Adaptive  Behavior 
Scale35

3 yr to 
adult

Activities of daily living; adaptive 
and maladaptive behaviors; 
assists in program planning
neurologic scale39 and the prosthetic upper extremity func-
tional index57,58 that can be used when evaluating special 
populations in the outpatient clinic setting.

A complete assessment of a child with a disability 
should include a description of social and adaptive abili-
ties as well as quality-of-life measurements (Tables 2-12 
and 2-13). The Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scale (VABS) 
is a tool to assess the personal and social self-sufficiency of 
individuals with or without disabilities. The VABS measures 
adaptive behaviors in five domains: communication, daily 
living skills, socialization, motor skills, and maladaptive 
behavior. The Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory (PedsQL) 
measures health-related quality of life in healthy children 
and adolescents and those with acute and chronic health 
conditions.52 The PedsQL measures the core components 
of health as outlined by the World Health Organization 
and includes physical functioning, emotional functioning, 
and social functioning, as well as one additional item—
school functioning. Personality can be assessed at 3 to  
10 years with the Children’s Apperception Test.6 Care must 
be taken when arriving at a specific diagnosis on the basis 
of developmental testing performed early in a child’s life, 
because of the inherent limitations of the tests. In addi-
tion, central nervous system dysfunction is not incompati-
ble with normal intelligence, and the degree to which a 
child might be intellectually impaired cannot be predicted 
solely from physical or motor deficits. Familiarity with the 
tests that are being used is essential when interpreting this 
information.

Summary

The pediatric physical examination is unique in its need to 
focus on the developmental skills of the infant and child. 
The examiner must understand the predictable sequence of 
physical development in the child and adolescent. Finally, 
comprehension of the sizeable battery of developmental, 
intelligence, academic, and social adaptive assessment 
tools can allow for a thorough evaluation of the infant, 
child, and adolescent to develop a comprehensive rehabili-
tation program.
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CHAPTER 3

ADULT NEUROGENIC 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
Delaina Walker-Batson and Jan Avent
A complex array of communication disorders co-occur 
with the various physical and sensory deficits after many 
neurologic disorders seen by the physiatrist. As noted by 
Brookshire,12 the prefix neuro means “related to nerves or 
the nervous system,” while the suffix genic means “result-
ing from” or “caused by.” This chapter reviews the major 
acquired neurogenic communication disorders seen in 
adults as a result of a disturbance of the neurologic system.

Handedness and Language

The human brain is highly specialized regarding language 
and cognitive functions. In addition to the complexities of 
site, magnitude, and type of neurologic insult, the relation-
ship between handedness and the side of the brain that 
is injured determines the characteristics of the communi-
cation disorder. For most right-handed and left-handed 
individuals, the language association areas are in the left 
hemisphere. In a small percentage of left-handed individu-
als, the language centers might be in the right hemisphere 
or bilaterally represented. The left hemisphere is special-
ized for speech and language functions in the vast majority 
of people (approximately 96%), regardless of handedness. 
The right hemisphere is specialized for constructional, 
visual spatial, and attentional functions.

Types of Communication 
Disorders Caused by Nervous 
System Pathology

Cognitive-communicative disorders as a result of brain 
injury, disease, or pathology might include aphasia and 
related neurobehavioral disorders; communicative-cognitive 
disorders secondary to right hemisphere stroke, traumatic 
brain injury, and dementia; and the motor speech disor-
ders including the dysarthrias and apraxia of speech. Table 
3-1 presents the major neurogenic communication disor-
ders, neurologic diagnosis or disease, and salient speech- 
language and cognitive characteristics.

Brain Plasticity 
and Neurorehabilitation

Research in the basic neurosciences over the past 30 years 
has provided strong evidence regarding the dynamic aspects 
of the brain to change. While most of the research to date 
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has been in animal models, human translational studies 
have begun to emerge. The term brain plasticity refers to the 
capacity and resiliency of the brain to undergo structural 
and functional changes.19 The ability of the brain to adapt 
and restructure is particularly evident after injury and has 
important implications for rehabilitation and recovery of 
function. Ideally, the rehabilitation team will work collab-
oratively to determine the best intervention at the optimal 
time to take advantage of the brain’s malleability. For an 
individual patient this can include the selection of the type 
and intensity of behavioral treatment (the external stimu-
lation). At times this might be paired with administration 
of adjunctive brain stimulation such as a neuropharmaco-
logic agent, electrical cortical stimulation, and/or transcor-
tical magnetic stimulation.

In animals, the type of the external stimulation has been 
shown to be very important. A large body of research dem-
onstrates that the type of input affects brain reorganiza-
tion.36,51,57 This has been termed use-dependent,51 or more 
recently learning-dependent, activity.57 This refers to the spec-
ificity of the experience after brain injury being critical in 
determining what brain and behavioral changes will occur. 
Nudo et al.57 found that motor maps are altered by motor 
skill acquisition versus repetitive use alone, and brain plas-
ticity coincided with the reacquisition of motor skills in 
lesioned animals and the acquisition of new motor skills 
in intact animals. These data imply that at critical recov-
ery periods in humans, restorative treatments should target 
the most complex behaviors that a patient can produce. 
It could be that focusing only on compensatory activities 
rather than restorative functions has costs in terms of ulti-
mate recovery of function.

Neuromodulation can be done with certain pharmaco-
logic agents. When paired with behavioral treatment, some 
agents, particularly those affecting the catecholamine system 
(dextroamphetamine, methylphenidate, levodopa), have 
been found to enhance outcome after both focal6,22,35,69 and 
diffuse46,71 cortical experimental injury. It should be noted 
that this does not extend to all behaviors.66 Explorations of 
pharmacologic modulation have been done in humans to 
facilitate recovery from poststroke deficits such as aphasia 
and hemiplegia30,65,77,78 and to enhance recovery of cogni-
tive deficits subsequent to traumatic brain injury.38,81 Physi-
ologic events after brain injury can complicate the timing 
for administration of various agents. Drugs that are effective 
in the very acute or subacute period after injury may be inef-
fective or even detrimental at later recovery periods.28 Our 
experiences and that of others are encouraging regarding 
the use of certain agents to accelerate recovery; however, not 
all clinical studies report positive findings.26,59
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Table 3-1   Major Neurogenic Communication Disorders, Neurologic Diagnosis, and Language and Cognitive Characteristics
Communication 
Substrate Disorders Neurologic Diagnosis/Disease Salient Speech, Language, and Cognition Characteristics

Language  
and cognition

Aphasia Unilateral cortical/subcortical stroke Language impairment affecting speaking, listening, reading,  
and writing

Right hemisphere 
communication 
disorders

Unilateral cortical/subcortical stroke Processing deficits resulting in impaired attention, visual-spatial, 
cognition, and communication skills. Communication deficits 
might include anomia, higher-order discourse expression,  
and comprehension skills.

Traumatic brain 
injury

Penetrating or nonpenetrating head 
injury; coup and contrecoup damage

Impaired cognition, memory, and executive functioning; anomia; 
disorganized language skills; socially inappropriate

Dementia Progressive Progressively severe loss of memory and cognition

Motor planning Apraxia of speech Unilateral cortical/subcortical stroke Articulatory errors, impaired initiation of oral movement, reduced 
speaking rate, impaired articulatory sequencing

Speech execution Dysarthrias Degenerative disease such as Parkinson’s, 
multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic  
lateral sclerosis, unilateral, bilateral,  
or brainstem strokes

Impaired articulatory, respiratory, laryngeal, and resonance abilities
Aphasia and Related 
Neurobehavioral Disorders

Aphasia

Aphasia in adults occurs as a result of acquired brain dam-
age to the language-dominant hemisphere, usually the left, 
and shares common neurophysiologic features with other 
stroke consequences. Chapey and Hallowell16 provide a 
straightforward definition: “Aphasia is an acquired com-
munication disorder caused by brain damage, characterized 
by an impairment of language modalities: speaking, listen-
ing, reading, and writing; it is not the result of a sensory 
deficit, a general intellectual deficit, or a psychiatric disor-
der.” The language impairments can range from mild with 
some word-finding problems (anomic aphasia) to severe 
with very little ability to speak, understand, read, or write 
(global aphasia). In the United States today, more than 1 
million people are living with aphasia,45 and 80,000 new 
patients with aphasia will be treated each year.56

Since the time of Broca,11 aphasia has probably been the 
most studied neurogenic communication disorder. Because 
of the nature of the injury and the critical left hemisphere 
language association areas (Figure 3-1), aphasia has been 
classified in terms of the characteristics of the linguistic 
deficits and the location of the lesion.

The traditional aphasia classification system9,43 is based 
on clusters of language symptoms and contrasts the charac-
teristics of verbal output, auditory comprehension, and rep-
etition ability (Table 3-2). This framework forms the basis 
for two of the most frequently employed formal assessments 
used by speech-language pathologists: the Boston Diagnos-
tic Aphasia Exam29 and the Western Aphasia Battery.42

Modern imaging studies and research in psycholin-
guistics have shown limitations with the traditional clas-
sification scheme. In particular, the roles of Wernicke’s 
and Broca’s area are not as clear as they first appeared.18 
A variety of other left hemisphere regions, both cortical 
and subcortical, have been found to be involved in lan-
guage processing. While it is now recognized that the pro-
cessing of language requires a large network of interacting 
brain areas, it is also the case that certain linguistic behav-
iors group together and are often predictable depending 
on the anterior or posterior location of the lesion. Anterior 
aphasias include Broca’s and transcortical motor aphasia. 
Posterior aphasias include Wernicke’s, conduction, and 
transcortical sensory aphasias. Global and anomic aphasias 
are not as localized. Aphasias limited to strictly subcortical 
pathology have also been described.55 Whether speech out-
put is nonfluent versus fluent, the degree of auditory com-
prehension deficit, and the ability to repeat can be checked 
by the physiatrist at the bedside (Figure 3-2) to get an esti-
mate of the type of aphasia.

Broca’s Aphasia

This classic nonfluent aphasia is characterized by effort-
ful speech and misarticulations (see Table 3-3 for speech 
samples of the primary aphasia types). Verbal language  
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FIGURE 3-1 Language-related areas in the brain. Simplified lateral view of the 
left hemisphere showing primary language areas of the brain. The central sulcus 
provides an arbitrary division between anterior and posterior brain regions. 
Broca’s area is adjacent to the precentral gyrus (motor strip) that controls the 
movements of facial expression, articulation, and phonation. Wernicke’s area is 
in the posterior part of the superior temporal gyrus adjacent to the primary 
auditory cortex (superior temporal gyrus). The arcuate fasciculus is a path-
way that connects Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas. Many of the cortical language 
association areas lie close to the Sylvian fissure and participate in a complex 
network of areas that contribute to language processing.
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Table 3-2  The Aphasias: Comparisons of Verbal Output, Repetition, Auditory Comprehension, Associated Signs, 
and Region Affected

Type of 
Aphasia Verbal Output Repetition Comprehension Associated Signs Region Affected

Broca’s Nonfluent,  
effortful

Impaired Relatively intact,  
difficulty with 
complex syntax

Right hemiparesis, right  
hemisensory loss;
±apraxia of left limbs

Left inferior frontal, subcortical white 
matter

Wernicke’s Fluent, paraphasic 
errors;
±logorrhea

Impaired Impaired ±Right hemianopsia Left posterior superior temporal;
±inferior parietal

Conduction Fluent, some 
paraphasias

Impaired Intact ±Right hemiparesis, sensory loss, 
hemianopsia; ±apraxia

Left superior temporal and supra-
marginal gyrus

Global Nonfluent, mute 
initially

Impaired Impaired Right hemiparesis, right hemisen-
sory, right hemianopsia

Major occlusion of the middle cerebral 
artery: frontotemporoparietal

Transcortical
Motor

Nonfluent,  
dysarthric

Intact Relatively preserved ±Right hemiparesis Left medial frontal or anterior  
border zone

Transcortical 
sensory

Fluent Intact Impaired ±Right hemianopsia Left medial parietal or posterior 
border zone

Anomic Fluent, word-
finding pauses

Intact Relatively preserved Variable Left temporal, left angular gyrus
(i.e., vocabulary and syntax) is restricted, resulting in ano-
mia and reduced utterance length (i.e., typically one to four 
words in length). Auditory comprehension is impaired but 
relatively better than verbal language. The reading deficit 
in Broca’s aphasia resulting from frontal pathology is vari-
able and is well described.9 Written language is usually 
as severely impaired as verbal language. Lesions causing 
Broca’s aphasia are most often in the left posterior inferior 
frontal cortex and underlying structures.

Wernicke’s Aphasia

In 1874, Karl Wernicke described an aphasia syn-
drome very different from Broca’s aphasia. Patients with 
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FIGURE 3-2 Flow chart to assess aphasia types. This flow chart characterizes 
fluency of speech output, auditory comprehension, and repetition ability for 
brief bedside screening of patients with aphasia. The plus symbol (+) indicates 
that the specific function is intact or at least fairly good. The minus symbol (–) 
indicates the specific function is relatively impaired. Note that a plus symbol 
does not necessarily indicate that the function is normal, and a minus symbol 
does not necessarily indicate that a function is completely defective. (From 
Canter GJ: Syndromes of aphasia in relation to cerebral connectionism, South Bend, 
IN, 1979, Short course presented to the Indiana Speech and Hearing Association, 
with permission.)
Wernicke’s aphasia have fluent speech output with nor-
mal prosody (vocal pitch and stress) and close to normal 
grammar. However, their speech is filled with literal and 
verbal paraphasic errors. (Literal paraphasias are sound 
substitutions within a word; for example, “binging” for 
“ringing.” Semantic paraphasias are whole word substi-
tutions; for example, “mother” for “sister.”) These para-
phasias and other made-up words (neologisms) cause the 
speech of the Wernicke patient to be empty, although the 
sentence length can be normal. Another characteristic of 
speech output in Wernicke’s aphasia can be an inability to 
stop speaking (logorrhea) and press of speech (rapid, com-
pressed utterances). Patients with Wernicke’s aphasia have 
severely impaired auditory comprehension, sometimes to 
the point of understanding no spoken language, and are 
often unaware of their own deficits.43

To be classified as Wernicke’s aphasia, there must be a 
repetition deficit. Wernicke’s aphasia usually occurs from 
damage to the left superior temporal region. It might also 
occur after damage in the inferior parietal cortex involving 
the supramarginal and angular gyri.43

Conduction Aphasia

Conduction aphasia is relatively uncommon and occurs 
in only about 10% of patients with aphasia. In this type of 
aphasia, the speech output is fluent (near-normal utterance 
length) but with considerable word-finding difficulties 
(anomia), relatively preserved auditory comprehension, 
and significant difficulty with verbal repetition. The 
speech of patients with conduction aphasia is character-
ized by literal paraphasias and numerous self-corrections 
as they search for the right word. This self-correction can 
cause the speech of the individual with conduction apha-
sia to have numerous pauses and filled pauses (“ah . . .  
a . . . ah . . . ah”). Reading and writing deficits are variable 
depending on the specific site of the lesion. Brain dam-
age in conduction aphasia is in the left superior temporal 
area, the supramarginal gyrus of the parietal lobe, or both.
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Table 3-3   Spontaneous Speech Samples, Auditory Comprehension, and Repetition for the Four Primary Aphasia Types
Type of Aphasia Verbal Output Auditory Comprehension Repetition

Stimulus: Cookie theft picture*
Responses

Stimulus:
What seems to be the trouble?†

Stimulus:
The telephone is ringing.†

Brocas “The . . . dishes”
“This . . .”
“The tookie”
“Fall . . .”

“I can read” “De telephone is ringing”

Wernicke’s “She could have been looking toward her face with a hand”
“Possibly to a choice or she really could”
“Have been laughing”
“The other one fell into the stell step bane bant it fell”
“It fell over”
“The other one person has a stair stuffy . . .
“Into reaching toward the other girl”

“Problem with my spayter, hearing, 
speaking”

‘Telephone is fogging’

Conduction “Uh there’s a boy on a uh . . . uh . . . stole . . . stool”
“He’s getting cookies from a jar”
“The woman uh . . . uh . . . is wasing the dishes”
“And uh water . . . um . . . running over”
“She’s . . . drying some dishes and”
“The girl is uh, uh, ready”

“I need help with my . . . uh . . . peech . . .” 
 (speech)

‘The telephone uh . . . uh  
the telephone is binging’

Global “Looky, looky, looky”
“Okay”
“Looky, looky”
“No, looky, looky”
“Yeah, looky, looky”

(No response) “Looky” (Preservations)

*Stimuli for picture description from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Exam.29

†Stimuli for repetition and auditory comprehension from the Western Aphasia Battery.42
Global Aphasia

Patients with global aphasia have severe impairments in all 
language modalities (speaking, listening, reading, and writ-
ing). Global aphasia is characterized by severely impaired 
auditory comprehension and very limited speech output. 
Individuals with global aphasia produce few understand-
able utterances, and their speech is marked by perseverative 
utterances used repeatedly. It should not be overlooked, 
however, that many patients with global aphasia have some 
islands of spared intact function, and these must be found 
to utilize for communication. A type of global aphasia has 
been described with severe communication deficits but 
an absence of hemiplegia.75 Brain damage causing global 
aphasia is usually massive (frontotemporoparietal), caused 
by complete occlusion of the middle cerebral artery with 
dense right hemiplegia of both arm and leg.

Transcortical Motor Aphasia

Patients with transcortical motor aphasia have some similari-
ties to those with Broca’s aphasia but with intact repetition. 
The transcortical aphasias refer to aphasias occurring from 
lesions in the border zone outside the perisylvian language 
areas. Individuals with transcortical motor aphasia have non-
fluent, limited speech output that sometimes has a dysarthric 
quality. There are often long pauses between utterances. The 
patient with transcortical motor aphasia does not have as much 
difficulty with syntax as the patient with Broca-type aphasia. 
Auditory comprehension and reading comprehension are 
generally well preserved. Writing deficits can mirror those seen 
in spoken language. Transcortical motor aphasias occur as a 
result of occlusion of the anterior cerebral artery or damage 
to border zone areas in the frontal lobe superior or anterior to  
Broca’s area.43
Transcortical Sensory Aphasia

Individuals with the relatively rare syndrome of transcorti-
cal sensory aphasia have shared linguistic profiles to those 
with Wernicke’s aphasia, but with preserved repetition 
ability. There are also deficits in all language modalities. 
Patients with transcortical sensory aphasia speak fluently 
but have echolalia (repeating a phrase over and over). 
Although these patients can repeat, they do not recognize 
what they say and have significant difficulty communicat-
ing in any modality. Lesions in transcortical sensory apha-
sia are usually posterior or inferior to Wernicke’s area.

Anomic Aphasia

Anomic aphasia can often be the residual of good recovery 
from other aphasia syndromes. Patients in the acute stage 
who are classified as having anomic aphasia have the best 
prognosis for recovery of any of the aphasias. The primary 
difficulty in anomic aphasia is word finding and nam-
ing. Speech output is fluent with numerous pauses, filled 
pauses, and circumlocutions (describing and/or defining a 
function of an object for which a name cannot be retrieved; 
for example, “you brush your teeth with it”). Verbal rep-
etition, auditory comprehension, reading, and writing are 
relatively preserved. Although anomic aphasia is the least 
localized of all the aphasias, it often occurs from focal 
damage to left temporal and parietal areas.9

Crossed Aphasia

Rarely (incidence between 1% and 11%) a classic aphasia 
occurs in a strongly right-handed person from a lesion on 
the right side of the brain. When this occurs it is referred 
to as a crossed aphasia. The language characteristics in this 
case can be classic, paralleling the types of aphasias seen 



from left hemisphere lesions, with almost reversed mir-
ror-image specialization of the two hemispheres.79 Other 
patients have anomalous hemispheric specialization with 
both language functions and visual spatial functions in the 
right hemisphere.2

Primary Progressive Aphasia

A specific primary progressive aphasia (PPA) is now rec-
ognized.21,44,50 This disorder blurs the lines between focal 
and diffuse disease. In contrast to aphasia caused by an 
acute event such as a stroke, PPA has an insidious onset. 
Although the family or patient might claim there was a 
specific event, careful history will reveal a progressive onset 
with the patient being aware of the language deficits before 
family members. The most frequent presenting complaint is 
word-finding difficulty. During the first 2 years, the patient 
with PPA often has symptoms that appear to be localized, 
similar to those of an aphasia subsequent to a stroke. After 
the early course of the disease, PPA usually progresses to 
dementia with the characteristic cognitive disorders of other 
dementias. A diagnosis of PPA requires a minimum 2-year 
history of language decline, relative sparing of other men-
tal functions, independence in activities of daily living, a 
neurologic workup excluding other causes of aphasia, and a 
neuropsychological workup that supports the complaints.50

Management of Aphasia

All aphasias evolve over time, allowing probable progno-
ses to be made based on careful baseline assessment (3 to  
4 weeks after onset). For example, the condition of a patient 
with severe nonfluent (global) aphasia at baseline with 
adequate speech-language treatment is likely to evolve to 
a chronic Broca-type aphasia. The condition of a patient 
who has severe fluent (Wernicke’s) aphasia at baseline with 
adequate treatment has a good probability of evolving to a 
conduction or anomic aphasia.

Treatment by the speech-language pathologist is based 
on a careful assessment of all communication modalities: 
speaking, listening, reading, and writing. The patient’s deficit 
areas and relative strengths and weaknesses are determined. 
Assessments of both impairment and activity/participation 
levels are ideally done as defined by the World Health Orga-
nization.83 The focus of speech- language treatment in the 
acute and subacute recovery period is restoration of speech 
and language abilities, and treatment is individualized. Edu-
cation and counseling with the family are also important.5

Numerous therapy approaches specific to the complex 
speech-language behaviors exhibited by patients with 
aphasia are available and have been demonstrated to be 
effective.23 Metaanalyses63,64 of the outcomes of therapy 
for aphasia have shown that language therapy for aphasia 
has a significant positive impact on recovery in the acute 
and chronic phases, and the amount of speech-language 
treatment is a critical factor for establishing effective and 
long-lasting improvements.7,10,17,52 Intensive aphasia ther-
apy (on average 98 hours) appeared to be a requirement 
for positive outcomes,10,72 and shorter amounts of treat-
ment (on average 44 hours or less) are not effective.7,10,73 
Evidence-based practice is not the least expensive use 
of rehabilitation dollars but is the better investment of 
resources if significant improvement is expected.
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Related Neurobehavioral Disorders

Often co-occurring with aphasia are a number of related 
neurobehavioral disorders, and it is important to differen-
tiate them from the communication disorder. Only apraxia 
and agnosia are reviewed here. The physiatrist should con-
sult a more detailed mental status examination such as 
Strub and Black70 and/or a neuropsychologist for a differ-
ential diagnosis of these higher-order motor and sensory 
processing disorders.

Apraxia

Apraxia is an acquired disorder of learned skilled, sequen-
tial motor movements that cannot be accounted for by 
elementary disturbances of strength, coordination, sensa-
tion, or lack of comprehension or attention.25 Apraxia is 
not a low-level motor disturbance but a deficit in motor 
planning that involves the integrative steps that precede 
skilled or learned movements.70 Apraxias occur more 
often as a result of left hemisphere lesions. Because ade-
quate verbal comprehension is a prerequisite to valid 
praxis (motor integration needed for execution of com-
plex learned movements) testing, it is important for the 
speech- language pathologist to be consulted regarding 
auditory comprehension abilities when a motor planning 
problem is suspected. It is also important that patients 
with a motor planning deficit not receive a diagnosis of 
comprehension difficulties, because the motor planning 
disorder prevents their making an adequate response to 
comprehension testing.

Ideamotor apraxia is the most common type of apraxia. 
Patients with this form of apraxia fail to perform previ-
ously learned motor acts accurately. Impairments can be 
seen in buccofacial, limb, or whole-body musculature. Ide-
ational apraxia is a disturbance of complex motor plan-
ning of a higher order than is seen in ideamotor apraxia. It 
is a breakdown in the performance of a task that involves a 
series of related steps.70 Brief screening by commands can 
help the physiatrist to differentiate a motor planning disor-
der from a true language disorder (Table 3-4).

Agnosia

Agnosias are acquired complex disorders of recognition in 
some sensory modality (i.e., visual, auditory, and tactile). 
Agnosia can also be specific for a particular class within a 
modality, such as agnosia for objects, agnosia for pictures, 
agnosia for faces (prosopagnosia), or agnosia for colors.70 
Most agnosias are caused from bilateral lesions, although 
there are exceptions to this.

Just as in the case of the apraxias, it is important to 
differentiate agnosia from aphasia. Visual agnosia is a 
complex disorder in which the patient is unable to rec-
ognize objects or pictures of objects presented visually, 
even though visual acuity is adequate. Patients with audi-
tory agnosia can have complete cortical deafness to par-
tial deficits of recognition of specific types of sound.70 
Differentiating auditory agnosia from aphasia is complex 
and requires assessment by a speech-language pathologist 
and neuropsychologist. Patients with auditory agnosia can 
hear noises (e.g., a vacuum cleaner, a doorbell ring) but 
not recognize their meanings. Many patients with auditory 
agnosia cannot recognize any speech but can respond to 
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the same questions in written form. Tactile agnosias occur  
from parietal lesions and contribute to a range of sensory 
disorders. These include astereognosis (inability to identify 
objects palpated by the opposite hand) or agraphesthesia 
(inability to recognize numbers or letters written on the 
opposite side of the body).70 Some consider these deficits 
part of cortical sensory loss rather than a true agnosia; others  
call them apperceptive tactile agnosias.70

Right Hemisphere Communication 
Disorders

Patients with stroke of the nondominant or right hemisphere 
present a very different profile from those with left hemisphere 
lesions and aphasia (Table 3-5). In the right hemisphere 
patient, the communication disorder is often a secondary 

Table 3-4   Evaluation of Ideamotor Apraxia
Commands Errors

Buccofacial

“Show me how to—”:
1. “Blow out a match.” Difficulty giving short, controlled exhalation; 

saying “blow”; inhaling; difficulty maintaining 
appropriate mouth posture

2. “Protrude your 
tongue.”

Inability to stick out tongue; tongue moving 
in mouth but tending to push against front 
teeth and not protruding

3. “Drink through a 
straw.”

Inability to sustain a pucker; blowing instead 
of drawing through the straw; random 
mouthing movements

Limb

“Show me how to—”:
1. “Salute.” Hand over head; hand waving; improper  

position of hand
2. “Use a toothbrush.” Failure to show any proper grip; failure to 

open mouth; grossly missing the mouth; 
using finger to pick teeth; not allowing 
adequate distance for shaft of toothbrush; 
using the finger as a toothbrush

3. “Flip a coin.” Movements miming tossing the coin into 
the air with an open hand; supinating or 
pronating the hand as though turning a 
doorknob; flexing the arm without flipping 
thumb against finger

4. “Hammer a nail.” Moving hand back and forth horizontally; 
pounding with fist

5. “Comb your hair.” Using fingers as teeth of comb; smoothing 
the hair; making inexact hand movements

6. “Snap your fingers.” Extension of fingers with patting  
movements; tapping of finger on thumb; 
sliding finger off thumb with insufficient 
force

7. “Kick a ball.” Stamping foot; pushing foot along floor;  
moving foot laterally

8. “Crush out a cigarette.” Stamping foot; kicking foot on floor

Whole body

“Show me how to—”:
1. “Stand like a boxer.” Awkward arm position; hands at side
2. “Swing a baseball bat.” Difficulty in placing both hands together; 

chopping movements
3. “Bow” (for a man) 

or “Curtsy” (for a 
woman)

Any inappropriate truncal movement

(Modified from Strub RL, Black FW: The mental status examination in neurology, ed 4, 
 Philadelphia, 2000, FA Davis, with permission of FA Davis.)
consequence of significant cognitive and neurobehavioral 
deficits. Mesulam49 provided one of the earliest descriptions 
of the complex deficits resulting from right hemisphere 
damage. He suggested four cardinal signs of right hemi-
sphere involvement: constructional deficits, left-sided uni-
lateral or hemispatial neglect, dressing apraxia, and denial 
or indifference. Numerous studies of non–brain-damaged 
as well as brain-damaged adults show the right hemisphere  
to be specialized for certain aspects of attention, visual-
spatial skills, sensory integration, face recognition, memory,  
affective (emotional) expression and interpretation, non-
verbal expression and interpretation, and problem solving. 
Because of the complexities of the neurobehavioral deficits, 
right hemisphere–damaged patients might have a few or 
many of the salient features.

There is currently little information about lesion local-
ization and a specific type of right hemisphere communi-
cation disorder. This is undoubtedly because many of the 
neurobehavioral abilities of the right hemisphere, which 
can affect communication, are more diffusely organized. 
Not all individuals with right hemisphere damage have 
communication deficits.53,54 The attentional deficits seen 
in right hemisphere–damaged patients either as a pri-
mary deficit or as a consequence of left-sided hemispa-
tial neglect can affect reading and writing ability. Patients 
with right hemisphere communication disorders miss 
the “gist” in a communication message because of dif-
ficulties in processing emotional and prosodic input. 
This can affect their ability to interpret implied mean-
ings, nonverbal signals, and/or intonation patterns that 
signal a question or sarcasm. Individuals with right 
hemisphere communication disorders often have diffi-
culty conversing with others because they tend to be ver-
bose, digressive, and tangential and convey little relevant 
information.53,74

Table 3-5   Comparison of Communication 
and Neurobehavioral Deficits Between 
Aphasia and Right Hemisphere 
Communication Disorders

Aphasia Right Hemisphere Disorder

Pure linguistic deficits dominant Linguistic deficits not dominant

More severe problems in naming, 
fluency, auditory and compre-
hension, reading and writing

Only mild problems

No left-sided neglect Left-sided neglect

No denial of illness Denial of illness

Speech generally relevant Speech often irrelevant, rambling

Generally normal affect Often lacks affect

Recognizes familiar faces May not recognize familiar faces

Simplification of drawings Rotation and left-sided neglect of 
drawings

No significant prosodic defect Significant prosodic defect

Appropriate humor Inappropriate humor

May retell the essence of a story May retell only nonessential, 
isolated details

May understand implied meanings Understands only literal meanings



Management of Right Hemisphere 
Communication Deficits

Patients with right hemisphere communication disorders 
should have both a neuropsychological assessment and an 
evaluation by the speech-language pathologist to assess the 
cognitive and communicative profile. Several screening and 
diagnostic tests have been developed to assist the speech-
language pathologist in determining a plan of treatment. 
These include the Mini Inventory of Right Brain Injury58 
and the Burns Brief Inventory of Communication and 
Cognition13 for screening. The Rehabilitation Institute of 
Chicago’s Clinical Management of Right Hemisphere Dysfunc-
tion32 can be used for more in-depth evaluation and treat-
ment planning. Current practice suggests that treatments 
for right hemisphere communication disorders should  
be designed to compensate for deficits. This is accom-
plished by improving underlying attention deficits, target-
ing tasks to improve problem-solving abilities, improving 
task-oriented functional communication, and referring for 
counseling as needed.

Similar to patients with aphasia, patients with right 
hemisphere communication disorders and co-occurring 
neurobehavioral deficits typically improve over time. Recov-
ery is obviously on a continuum depending on the extent 
of the brain damage. In general, there is faster recovery for 
those functions mediated diffusely than for those medi-
ated in a more localized way. There is fairly rapid recovery 
in a matter of weeks to months of left-sided hemispatial 
neglect and facial recognition. A somewhat slower recovery 
occurs for constructional and dressing apraxia deficits, and 
a much slower recovery occurs for hemiparesis and atten-
tional deficits. Those communication disorders affected by 
these neurobehavioral problems likewise follow a similar 
recovery course.

Cognitive Communication 
Disorders of Traumatic  
Brain Injury

There are multiple neurobehavioral and cognitive disor-
ders and stages of recovery resulting from traumatic brain 
injury (TBI) that either directly or indirectly affect com-
municative function. The primary causes of TBI are motor 
vehicle and pedestrian accidents, falls, assaults, and alco-
hol use.15 There are two main types of TBI: penetrating and 
closed head injuries. Penetrating injuries, such as a gun-
shot wound, usually result in focal damage. Closed head 
injuries generally result in diffuse, bilateral damage as a 
result of several co-occurring factors. These factors include 
the following:
 •  The impact force (site of impact: coup effect)
 •  The translational pressure force (contrecoup effect: oppo-

site from site of impact, and shearing strains from fric-
tion that might involve a wide range of brain areas 
including the cingulate, midbrain, anterior temporal 
lobes, basal frontal, and frontal poles)

 •  The rotational force (which causes shearing strains 
from friction as well as shearing strains of long fiber 
tracts in regions where white and gray matter join, such 
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as the basal ganglia, hypothalamus, superior cerebel-
lar peduncles, corpus callosum, and fiber tracts of the 
brainstem).

The result to brain tissue can be diffuse axonal damage, 
loss of myelin, and small hemorrhages.

Speech and language disorders typically associated 
with TBI include dysarthria; deficits in naming, auditory 
and reading comprehension, writing, discourse cohesion, 
social language skills, and nonverbal communication; and 
impaired attention and information processing.1,84 Focal 
deficits can have communication deficits similar to stroke, 
depending on the site of the damage, with the added bur-
den of problems with memory. Diffuse brain injury results 
in communication deficits caused by general attention, 
information processing, cognition, and memory deficits.84 
Individuals who sustain TBI can have severe attention defi-
cits characterized by perseveration, distractibility, impul-
sivity, and disinhibition.67

Management of Communication Disorders 
Resulting From Traumatic Brain Injury

The young age of the typical patient with TBI (15 to 
24 years) presents a societal problem, requiring the exper-
tise of all members of the rehabilitation team. Obviously, 
the patient’s stage of recovery determines the targeted 
intervention goals set by the speech-language patholo-
gist. Numerous scales to assess cognitive functioning and 
to rate the disability37 have been developed.37,62 The Ran-
cho Los Amigos Scale of Cognitive Levels31 provides a set 
of eight categories to assess TBI according to the cogni-
tive and behavioral characteristics and is widely used by 
speech- language pathologists (Table 3-6). After a patient 
has entered a focused rehabilitation program, intervention 
is usually geared toward community reentry.84 The speech-
language pathologist can use a variety of screening tools 
such as the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function 
(BRIEF),27 the American Speech Language Hearing Asso-
ciation Functional Assessment of Communication Skills 
in Adults (ASHA-FACS),24 the Repeatable Battery for the 
Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS),61 and 
the Test of Language Competence—Extended (TLC-E)82 
to determine current cognitive-communicative function.76 
Treatment programs for patients with TBI can include a 
wide range of targets including attention training, manage-
ment of memory impairments,68 social skills and behavior 
regulation management,39,85 and executive function defi-
cits, as well as the use of amplifiers and vocal programs. 
(See Chapter 49 for additional information on TBI.)

Communicative and Cognitive 
Deficits Associated  With Dementia

While the physiatrist might not associate language as a major 
aspect of the early cognitive deficit of the dementias, the origi-
nal case described by Alzheimer3 revealed a clear description 
of a fluent aphasia.44 The communicative- cognitive difficul-
ties associated with dementia are multifaceted depending 
on the etiology of the disease (i.e., Alzheimer’s, vascular dis-
ease, Lewy body disease, Parkinson’s disease). The Diagnostic 
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (fourth edition)4 
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specifies the criteria required for a diagnosis of dementia. 
A patient must have multiple cognitive deficits that include 
both of the following:
 •  Evidence of short-and long-term memory impairment
 •  At least one of the following conditions: aphasia, 

apraxia, agnosia, or impaired executive functioning
Bayles8 describes the complexity of separating the cog-

nitive problems from language difficulties in dementia. 
Patients might fail a naming task not because of a language 
deficit but because the demands on attention or other cog-
nitive processes are too great. The memory deficits that 
define the syndrome of dementia devastate the patient’s 
ability to communicate normally.8 Patients can also have 
serious memory problems because of depression. One 
of the first screens for the physician who works with the 
elderly patient is to distinguish dementia from pseudode-
mentia (which is really depression). Table 3-7 shows the 
clear contrasts between these two disorders.

Management of Communicative and Cognitive 
Disorders Resulting From Dementia

Current evidence for the treatment of speech and language 
deficits subsequent to dementia includes family and staff 
education, compensatory skills, and direct intervention 
including spaced retrieval treatment (memory intervention 

Table 3-6  The Rancho Los Amigos Scale of Cognitive 
Levels

Level Definition

1.  No response No response to pain, touch, sound, or sight.

2.  Generalized 
response

Inconsistent, nonpurposeful, nonspecific responses to 
intense stimuli. Responds to pain but response might 
be delayed.

3.  Localized 
response

Blinks to strong light, turns toward or away from 
sound, responds to physical discomfort. Inconsistent 
responses to some commands.

4.  Confused 
agitated

Alert, very active with aggressive and/or bizarre  
behaviors. Attention span is short. Behavior is  
nonpurposeful, and patient is disoriented  
and unaware of present events.

5.  Confused  
nonagitated

Exhibits gross attention to environment. Is highly 
distractible, requires continual redirection to keep 
on task. Is alert and responds to simple commands. 
Performs previously learned tasks but has great  
difficulty learning new ones. Becomes agitated  
by too much stimulation. Might engage in social  
conversation but with inappropriate verbalizations.

6.  Confused  
appropriate

Behavior is goal-directed with assistance. Inconsistent 
orientation to time and place. Retention span and 
recent memory are impaired. Consistently follows 
simple directions.

7.  Automatic 
appropriate

Performs daily routine in highly familiar environments 
without confusion but in an automatic, robot-like 
manner. Is oriented to setting but insight, judgment, 
and problem-solving are poor.

8.  Purposeful 
appropriate

Responds appropriately in most situations. Can 
generalize new learning across situations. Does not 
require daily supervision. Might have poor tolerance 
for stress and might exhibit some abstract reasoning 
disabilities.

From Hagen C, Malkamus D: Interaction strategies for language disorders secondary to 
head trauma, Atlanta, 1979. Presented at the annual convention of the American 
 Speech-Language-Hearing Association., with permission.
with systematically lengthened intervals between recall 
opportunities).34 Early in the disease course, maintenance 
and compensatory activities for speech and cognitive prob-
lems are merited. Treatment of the dysarthrias for many of 
the progressive neurologic motor diseases focuses on com-
pensatory speech and voice techniques and administra-
tion of drugs. Treatments for the cognitive deficits focus on 
reducing demands on memory.33,47 This type of treatment 
would capitalize on preserved recognition memory and 
avoid free-recall situations. Quayhagen et al.60 have shown 
preliminary evidence that intensive cognitive therapy can 
slow the general cognitive and behavioral decline associ-
ated with dementia. A major role of the speech-language 
pathologist is to work with the families of patients with 
dementia in terms of education, behavioral management, 
and approaches that might ease frustration and enhance 
communication with their family member(s). Evidence-
based approaches indicate the necessity of at least four 
educationally oriented sessions with a focus on describing 
the dementia and its impact on communication, demon-
strating verbal and nonverbal communication strategies to 
improve communication with individuals with dementia, 
and practicing use of communicative strategies.89

Motor Speech Disorders

Apraxia of speech (AOS) and dysarthria are motor speech dis-
orders associated with both acute and progressive neurologic 

Table 3-7   Differential Features of Pseudodementia 
and Dementia

Pseudodementia Dementia

Clinical 
course and 
history

Onset fairly well  
demarcated

History short

Onset indistinct

History quite long before 
consultation

Rapidly progressive Early deficits that often 
go unnoticed

History of previous  
psychiatric difficulty  
or recent life crisis

Uncommon occurrence 
of previous psychiatric 
problems or emotional 
crisis

Clinical 
behavior

Detailed, elaborate 
complaints of cognitive 
dysfunction

Little complaint  
of cognitive loss

Little effort expended  
on examination items

Struggles with cognitive 
tasks

Affective change often 
present

Usually apathetic  
with shallow emotions

Behavior does not reflect 
cognitive loss

Behavior compatible  
with cognitive loss

Nocturnal exacerbation 
rare

Nocturnal accentuation 
of dysfunction common

Examination 
findings

Frequently answers  
“I don’t know” before 
even trying

Usually tries items

Inconsistent memory loss 
for both recent and 
remote items

Memory loss for recent 
items worse than for 
remote items

May have particular 
memory gaps

No specific memory gaps 
exist

Generally inconsistent 
performance

Rather consistently 
impaired performance

From Strub RL, Black FW: The mental status examination in neurology, ed 4, Philadelphia, 
2000, FA Davis, with permission of FA Davis.
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Table 3-8  Various Types of Dysarthria, Neurologic Diagnosis, Onset, and Course, and Salient Speech, Language, and Cognition 
Characteristics

Types  
of Dysarthria

Neurologic Diagnosis/Disease Onset and Course Salient Speech, Language and Cognition 
Characteristics

Flaccid Myasthenia gravis, Wallenberg’s lateral  
medullary syndrome, Guillain-Barré  
syndrome, muscular dystrophy, progres-
sive bulbar palsy, Bell’s palsy

Acute or progressive and recovering, 
stable, degenerative, or exacerbating-
remitting

Breathy, short phrases, hypernasality,  
imprecise articulation, monopitch,  
monoloudness

Spastic Bilateral cortical stroke, unilateral brainstem 
stroke, primary lateral sclerosis,  
leukoencephalitis

Acute or progressive and recovering, 
stable, degenerative

Strained-strangled voice quality, slow rate, 
imprecise articulation, dysphagia

Ataxic Stroke, tumors, trauma, Friedreich’s ataxia, 
olivopontocerebellar atrophy, multiple 
sclerosis, acute and chronic alcohol abuse, 
hypothyroidism

Acute or progressive and recovering, 
stable, degenerative, or exacerbating-
remitting

Imprecise and irregular articulation, distorted 
vowels, excess and equal prosodic stress, 
prolonged phonemes, slow rate, harsh 
voice, monopitch, monoloudness

Hypokinetic Parkinson’s disease, progressive multiple  
or bilateral strokes, repeated head trauma

Acute or progressive and degenerative,  
or exacerbating-remitting

Monopitch, monoloudness, rushes of speech, 
variable rate, imprecise articulation

Hyperkinetic Huntington’s disease, orofacial dyskinesia, 
tardive dyskinesia, stroke, Tourette’s 
syndrome

Acute or progressive and recovering, 
stable, degenerative, or exacerbating-
remitting

Imprecise articulation, variable rate, prolonged 
intervals, inappropriate silences, excess 
loudness variations, prolonged phonemes, 
sudden forced inspiration or expiration

Unilateral 
upper motor 
neuron

Unilateral stroke, tumor Acute or progressive Imprecise articulation

Mixed Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple 
sclerosis, Friedreich’s ataxia, progressive 
supranuclear palsy, Shy-Drager syndrome, 
Wilson’s disease, multiple strokes, trauma, 
tumor, AIDS, encephalitis, meningitis

Acute or progressive and recovering, 
stable, degenerative, or exacerbating-
remitting

Imprecise articulation, impaired resonance, 
prosody, vocal quality, and respiration

Traumatic brain injury Penetrating or nonpenetrating head 
injury; coup and contrecoup damage

Impaired cognition, memory, and executive 
functioning, anomia, disorganized language 
skills, socially inappropriate

Dementia Progressive Progressively severe loss of memory  
and cognition

Motor  
planning

Apraxia of speech Unilateral cortical or subcortical stroke Articulatory errors, impaired initiation of oral 
movement, reduced speaking rate, impaired 
articulatory sequencing

Speech  
execution

Dysarthrias Degenerative disease such as  
Parkinson’s, multiple sclerosis,  
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, unilat-
eral, bilateral, or brainstem strokes

Impaired articulatory, respiratory, laryngeal,  
and resonance abilities

AIDS, Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.
disease. The differential diagnosis of motor speech disorders 
is based on a motor speech assessment that includes a medi-
cal history, an oral mechanism examination, a perceptual 
speech characteristics assessment, a speech intelligibility rat-
ing, and an acoustic and physiologic analyses.20

AOS is a motor planning and programming disorder. 
It is characterized by articulation errors, impaired initia-
tion of oral movement, reduced speaking rate, and pro-
sodic errors.20,48 Automatic speech (reciting the days of 
the week) can be relatively unimpaired compared with 
purposeful, propositional speech (describing an illness). 
AOS often results from damage to the dominant hemi-
sphere, usually the left, in the perisylvian and insular 
areas and subcortical structures. The typical neurologic 
diagnosis of disease is a unilateral cortical or subcortical 
stroke.

Dysarthria is a collective term for a variety of distinct sen-
sorimotor speech execution disorders.20 Overall, dysarthria 
is characterized by impairments to the articulatory, respi-
ratory, laryngeal, and resonance subsystems of speech.20 
It results from damage to the central and/or peripheral 
nervous system, including the cerebrum, cerebellum, basal 
ganglia, brainstem, and cranial nerves. Depending on the 
underlying neurologic disease, its onset can be sudden or 
gradual and evolve in a recovering, stable, degenerative, or 
exacerbating-remitting course.20,40,41

The more common causes of dysarthria include uni-
lateral, bilateral, or brainstem stroke, Parkinson’s disease, 
multiple sclerosis, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Accu-
rate diagnosis of the type of dysarthria is crucial to ade-
quate management and treatment. Table 3-8 outlines the 
defining characteristics of each type of dysarthria and the 
typical neurologic diagnoses.

Flaccid dysarthria results from lower motor neuron 
lesions. The salient speech characteristics include breathy 
vocal quality, short phrase length, hypernasality, imprecise 
articulation, monopitch, and monoloudness. The presence 
of these characteristics depends on the site of damage; for 
example, Bell’s palsy can cause imprecise articulation, but 
vocal quality and prosody is unimpaired. The confirming 
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signs of flaccid damage are hypotonic muscles, hyporeflexia, 
diminished reflexes, muscle atrophy, and fasciculations.20

Spastic dysarthria results from upper motor neuron 
lesions. The salient speech characteristics are a strained-
strangled voice quality, slow speaking rate, and imprecise 
articulation.20

Ataxic dysarthria results from damage to the cerebellum. 
It is characterized by imprecise and irregular articulation 
breakdown, distorted vowels, excess and equal prosodic 
stress, prolonged phonemes, slow speaking rate, harsh voice 
quality, monopitch, and monoloudness quality. Confirm-
ing signs of ataxic dysarthria include ataxia, dysmetria, dis-
ordered stance and gait, and oculomotor abnormalities.20

Hypokinetic dysarthria is associated with damage to the 
basal ganglia. The salient speech characteristics include 
monopitch and monoloudness, reduced prosodic stress, 
short rushes of speech or fast speaking rate, variable speak-
ing rates, and imprecise articulation. Confirming signs of 
hypokinetic damage are tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, and 
postural abnormalities.

Hyperkinetic dysarthria also is associated with damage 
to the basal ganglia. The salient speech characteristics differ 
from those of hypokinetic dysarthria and include imprecise 
articulation, variable speaking rate, inappropriate silences, 
excess loudness variations, prolonged phonemes, and sud-
den forced inspiration or expiration. Confirming signs of 
hyperkinetic damage are dyskinesia, tics, chorea, ballism, 
athetosis, dystonia, spasm, and essential tremor.20

Unilateral upper motor neuron dysarthria is a relatively 
new diagnostic subtype. It is characterized by a primary 
articulatory disorder and is caused by a unilateral stroke 
or tumor affecting the upper motor neuron system.20 It 
differs from spastic dysarthria because of its lack of respi-
ratory, laryngeal, and resonance impairments. It differs 
from AOS because of its lack of initiation and sequencing 
error.

Mixed dysarthrias result from multiple motor system 
damage that can occur in the central and peripheral ner-
vous system. These mixed dysarthrias are characterized by 
imprecise articulation and impaired resonance (hyponasal 
or hypernasal quality), prosody (fast or slow speaking rate), 
vocal quality (breathy or strained-strangled or harsh), and 
respiration (short rushes of speech or excessive loudness).20 
The specific characteristics depend on which motor systems 
are damaged, but the most common types of mixed dysar-
thria are spastic-flaccid resulting from amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis, and spastic-ataxic resulting from stroke.

Management of Motor Speech Disorders

Management of motor speech disorders can include medi-
cal (e.g., pharmacologic), prosthetic (e.g., augmentative 
device), and/or behavioral interventions86 (e.g., improving 
speech intelligibility) with the primary goal of improving 
communication function.87 Reported potentially effective 
treatments for AOS include articulatory kinematics (e.g., 
sound production accuracy and sequencing), speech rate 
and rhythm control (e.g., metronomic pacing), and pros-
thetic (e.g., use of pictures or words to communicate).80 
Effective treatments for respiratory and phonatory impair-
ments resulting from dysarthria include modification 
of loudness in individuals with Parkinson’s disease87; 
biofeedback of subglottal air pressure, excursion of the 
abdomen and rib cage, and loudness; and use of devices 
such as delayed auditory feedback and amplifiers.87,88
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CHAPTER 4

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT 
AND INTERVENTION IN 
REHABILITATION
Stephanie A. Reid-Arndt, Bruce Caplan, Michele J. Rusin, Beth S. Slomine, 
Jay M. Uomoto, and Robert G. Frank
Psychologists have historically played multiple vital roles 
in both the scientific and clinical components of the field 
of rehabilitation. More than 50 years ago, the specialty of 
rehabilitation psychology defined biopsychosocial param-
eters as critical parameters in the assessment and treatment 
of individuals with disability. This chapter is a brief expla-
nation of the principles and practices of rehabilitation psy-
chology. Please see the recent Handbook of Rehabilitation 
Psychology134 for further information on these topics and 
for diagnosis-specific discussions.

Rehabilitation psychologists serve multiple clients 
including patients, family members, and staff. They also 
serve community entities such as schools, employers, and 
vocational rehabilitation agencies. This chapter provides 
an overview of common activities of rehabilitation psy-
chologists and also addresses emerging topics, such as the 
burgeoning needs of returning military personnel and the 
new roles for rehabilitation psychologists.57 The reader is 
also directed to excellent chapters on rehabilitation psy-
chology in the first three editions of this text, as a consider-
able amount of the material covered therein remains both 
accurate and relevant.

The most fundamental function of rehabilitation psy-
chologists is the assessment and treatment of emotional, 
cognitive, and psychological disorders—whether con-
genital or acquired. Rehabilitation psychologists evaluate 
changes in neuropsychological functions that accompany 
brain injury or dysfunction, and advise on the implications 
of these for rehabilitation therapies and postdischarge life. 
This includes suggesting behavioral management strategies 
for problems such as pain and insomnia; counseling on 
issues related to sexuality and disability; aiding in transi-
tion from institution to community (including return to 
school or work)136,137; assisting in answering questions of 
capacity or guardianship needs; and advocating for reduc-
tion of environmental and societal barriers to independent 
functioning of persons with disabilities.

Rehabilitation psychologists can work with the patient 
and treating team and/or family groups. Although treat-
ment teams are now found in other areas of medicine 
(e.g., primary care100 and psychiatry277), no other health 
care endeavor brings together such a diverse collection 
of specialists, and perhaps no other specialty has played 
as many unique roles on the rehabilitation team as the 
psychologist.55
65

As Diller99 wrote, “The key to rehabilitation is the inter-
disciplinary team.” Diller noted even back in 1990 that 
fiscal pressures were working to undercut the existence of 
interdisciplinary teams, but they have persisted. Rehabilita-
tion teams, however, have evolved, and their composition 
can differ depending on the particular rehabilitation set-
ting. As Scherer et al.330 noted, regardless of setting or area 
of specialization, the rehabilitation psychologist is consis-
tently involved in interdisciplinary teamwork.

Rehabilitation psychologists can assist other staff in 
interpreting, understanding, and dealing with “problem 
behaviors” (e.g., low motivation, denial, irritability) exhib-
ited by patients, friends, and family members.64 They can 
educate the treating team about the contribution of both 
stable personality traits and the more transient emotional 
responses to disability and hospitalization, to patient (and 
family) behavior. Rehabilitation psychologists also partici-
pate in rehabilitation research, as investigators in the Model 
Systems for spinal cord injury (SCI), traumatic brain injury 
(TBI), and burn care, for example. Rehabilitation psycholo-
gists can also use their training in group dynamics to assist 
in conflict resolution among team members, patient, staff, 
and family.62

As resources have shrunken in recent years, some indi-
vidual counseling has given way to group-based treatments. 
These can be psychotherapeutic in nature, or more didac-
tic (teaching practical strategies for managing the conse-
quences of their disabling conditions). In some settings, 
family groups are offered to help counsel and educate fam-
ily members regarding the emotional and behavioral con-
sequences of disability.

To promote patients’ progress toward functional goals, 
such as resuming school and obtaining employment, 
rehabilitation psychologists collaborate with community 
agencies such as schools and vocational rehabilitation 
services. For example, evaluations by pediatric rehabilita-
tion psychologists can form the basis for accommodations 
offered in school settings to children with congenital or 
acquired disabilities. Adults benefit from assessment ser-
vices by rehabilitation psychologists, because these can 
be used to determine eligibility for services and to inform 
decisions regarding the nature of services that can be pro-
vided by state vocational rehabilitation agencies. Armed 
with knowledge of the Americans with Disabilities Act8 
and related legislation, rehabilitation psychologists can be 
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a resource for patients and community agencies regarding 
rights and responsibilities related to accommodations in 
facilities and employment settings.

Assessment

Drawing on expertise in functional neuroanatomy, psy-
chometric theory, psychopathology, psychosocial models 
of illness and disability, and psychological and neuropsy-
chological assessment and treatment applications,284 reha-
bilitation psychologists can provide essential assessment 
services in both inpatient and outpatient settings. Recog-
nizing the multiple determinants of patient outcomes, 
rehabilitation psychologists take a multifactorial, multidi-
mensional approach to assessment of cognitive functions, 
emotional state, behavior, personality, family dynamics, 
and the environment to which the patient will ultimately 
return.400 These assessments have many goals (Box 4-1).

Assessment strategies include interviews, standardized 
and nonstandardized testing, behavioral observation, and 
consultation with other members of the treating team.

Clinical Interviews and Behavioral 
Observations

Rehabilitation psychologists provide assessment services 
across the continuum of rehabilitation settings. Although the 
nature of the assessment varies with the referral question(s), 
two commonalities apply to virtually all of these assess-
ments. First, a comprehensive clinical interview with the patient 
and other informants is done whenever possible. This inter-
view covers developmental history, medical history, prior 
psychiatric and psychological treatment, behavioral health 
issues (e.g., substance abuse), educational and vocational 
achievements, psychosocial factors (e.g., information about 
family of origin, current family system, and other poten-
tial social supports), and historical style of coping with 
stress (see Chapter 3 in Strauss et al.353 and Part II in Frank 
et al.134). The focus is on the effects of psychological factors 
and cognitive abilities on daily functional abilities.

Second, these assessments rely on behavioral observa-
tions of the patient during the interview and in other set-
tings (e.g., rehabilitation unit, community settings when 
possible). These behavioral observations can enrich the 
understanding of a patient’s current functional cognitive 

 •  Providing information about patients’ current cognitive, 
neurobehavioral, and psychological functioning to the 
rehabilitation team (which includes the patient and family 
members)

 •  Identifying patients’ cognitive and behavioral strengths and 
weaknesses and how they can be respectively engaged and 
remediated, to promote a positive treatment response

 •  Offering indications of potential future functioning to 
assist patient, family, and rehabilitation health care provid-
ers in long-term planning

 

BOX 4-1

Partial List of Goals of Rehabilitation  
Psychologists’ Assessments
abilities, including communication, comprehension, 
attention/concentration, and self-regulation. Sometimes 
psychological “red flags” or other obstacles to progress are 
detected, such as depression or anxiety. The assessment can 
help determine the appropriate use of coping strategies. In 
addition, indications of diminished motivation and effort 
might be manifested by inconsistencies in the patient’s 
demonstrated abilities, an apparent response bias (e.g., a 
reluctance to guess or to try new activities), and/or dispari-
ties between competence and performance (i.e., “can do” vs. 
“does do”). Observations of the patient’s behavior by other 
treatment team members across various rehabilitation situ-
ations are integrated with other data to reach an under-
standing of how best to work with the patient and family 
to promote participation and progress in rehabilitation.

Neuropsychological Assessment

Overview

Neuropsychological assessment has become increasingly 
important in inpatient settings since the expansion of brain 
injury rehabilitation programs in the 1980s.84,309 Patients 
with brain injury or other neurologic conditions (e.g., 
stroke, multiple sclerosis) now comprise a large segment of 
the rehabilitation population, as do older adults with non-
neurologic impairments who also show cognitive effects 
of normal aging that should be considered in rehabilita-
tion planning.219 Inpatient screening by the rehabilitation 
psychologist is a standard and important component of 
the care of these individuals, consistent with best practices 
guidelines advanced by the U.S. Department of Veterans 
Affairs378 and endorsed by the American Academy of Physi-
cal Medicine and Rehabilitation.3 Outpatient assessments 
of neuropsychological functioning are also critical for 
continuing treatment planning, making educational/voca-
tional recommendations, and tracking outcome.336

Inpatient Neuropsychological Assessment

Early rehabilitation neuropsychology assessments can take 
different forms, depending on the patient’s mental status. 
For patients at a low level of consciousness, initial (and 
serial) assessment with brief screening measures (e.g., 
Coma/Near Coma scale,300 Orientation Log180) can iden-
tify subtle changes in cognitive functioning that are not 
apparent from casual observation. Such early information 
regarding recovery of orientation can also help predict 
functional outcomes at discharge.412

For individuals at Rancho Los Amigos Scale VI and 
above, neuropsychological testing early in acute reha-
bilitation provides a baseline against which changes in 
functioning over time can be documented. Testing during 
this phase also provides an early indication of patients’ 
potential for improvement over time. Early cognitive 
screening can predict later need for supervision162 and 
functional outcomes.98,337 It should also be noted that 
performance on neuropsychological testing after the reso-
lution of posttraumatic amnesia has been associated with 
return to productivity (employment or attending school) 
at 1-year postinjury.32,73,178,320 Neuropsychological assess-
ment results during this period more directly predict func-
tional outcomes among individuals with TBI than does 
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injury severity.51,271 Information from baseline testing can 
also be incorporated into education for family members 
to help them understand the sources of certain troubling 
behaviors (e.g., neglect, impulsivity), and to begin to 
envision the range of possible outcomes and start to cope 
with potential long-term sequelae.

Neuropsychological testing of the fully oriented patient 
can be a vital component of rehabilitation planning 
and treatment. The resulting data document cognitive 
strengths and weaknesses that enable the rehabilitation 
psychologist to suggest useful strategies for promoting 
learning and fostering participation in rehabilitation, 
and to call attention to potential barriers to progress.344 
Neuropsychological assessments involve the evaluation 
of fundamental skills (e.g., attention, information encod-
ing), which underlie more complex behaviors that are 
the goals of other therapies (e.g., learning to use adaptive 
equipment). Armed with a map of the patient’s “cognitive 
landscape,” the rehabilitation psychologist can work with 
the team to develop intervention strategies for maximiz-
ing the patient’s success in acquiring the skills that are the 
goals of therapy.

In inpatient settings, rehabilitation psychologists iden-
tify neurobehavioral problems (e.g., depression, irritabil-
ity, fatigue, restlessness) that are frequently reported after 
brain injury.327 These difficulties can impede participation 
and gains in rehabilitation,294 and they also have long-
term functional implications.48 Depression can result 
from neurologic changes,123 adjustment-related issues,317 
and/or premorbid personality and psychiatric difficul-
ties.294 Depression can significantly limit a patient’s ability 
to learn new skills in rehabilitation.294 Those experiencing 
significant depression often evidence greater functional 
limitations than cognitive test scores alone would pre-
dict. When such a discrepancy is uncovered, rehabilitation 
psychologists can highlight the interplay between psycho-
logical issues and functional performance, and assist the 
team in developing behavioral strategies to minimize this 
impediment to progress.

For individuals nearing discharge from acute rehabilita-
tion, neuropsychological testing can inform recommenda-
tions about important postdischarge issues and complex 
activities such as the ability to live independently,358 to 
return to work or school,38 and to resume driving.229

Many patients for whom brain-related insults are not 
the primary admission diagnosis might also benefit from 
neuropsychological testing. For example, approximately 
half of individuals with SCI have evidence of TBI,87 a 
comorbidity that is seen as a particularly challenging one 
in rehabilitation,310 and one associated with more limited 
functional gains during rehabilitation224 and increased 
costs.39 Because their TBI-related impairments are typi-
cally more subtle than those of individuals with a primary 
TBI diagnosis, neuropsychological testing of individuals 
with SCI can be more sensitive to their cognitive impair-
ments than are broader screening measures such as the 
FIM.39

Elderly patients admitted for nonneurologic problems 
can also benefit from inpatient neuropsychological test-
ing. Research indicates that cognitive deficits occur with 
equal frequency among elderly individuals admitted for 
rehabilitation after lower limb fractures and those being 
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treated for stroke.237 Neuropsychological testing of these 
individuals can raise awareness of subtle cognitive diffi-
culties that might affect participation in rehabilitation. In 
addition, dementia appears to be more common in geriat-
ric rehabilitation populations than in elderly individuals 
living in the community, but it often remains undetected 
in rehabilitation settings.218 Neuropsychological screening 
is recommended for uncovering cognitive deficits and for 
identifying priorities for intervention during rehabilitation 
and in the context of discharge planning.219 Assessment of 
cognitive functioning has also been shown to predict out-
comes in elderly individuals admitted to rehabilitation for 
such conditions as hip fractures.170

Outpatient Neuropsychological Assessment

Even when assessments have been completed in the inpa-
tient setting, outpatient neuropsychological testing is often 
a valuable component of follow-up care for rehabilitation 
populations with neurologic conditions.269 Although inpa-
tient assessments provide valuable baseline data, numer-
ous factors can affect recovery over time,396 and declines in 
cognitive functioning might even occur in a small portion 
of individuals. In these situations, follow-up outpatient 
neuropsychological testing can signal the need for further 
medical workup. In addition, when compared with inpa-
tient testing results, outpatient neuropsychological assess-
ments allow determination of changes in functioning over 
time. These are important data, given the observed variabil-
ity in patients’ recovery patterns.257

Neuropsychological testing can be particularly valuable 
in deciding whether outpatient rehabilitation services are 
likely to be helpful for individuals who first present to phys-
iatry clinics later in their recovery. The testing data can aid 
in decision making about interventions for cognitive defi-
cits, such as the use of neuropharmacologic treatments.416 
As with inpatient evaluations, the rehabilitation psycholo-
gist strives to differentiate the relative contributions of neu-
robehavioral, psychological, and cognitive issues to daily 
functioning, because this can have direct implications for 
treatment planning. For example, if poor daily memory 
functioning is due to emotional distress, psychotherapy for 
adjustment issues or psychopharmacologic treatment, or 
both, would be indicated rather than training in compen-
satory strategies.

Outpatient neuropsychological assessments also play an 
important role in educating the patient and family about 
ongoing cognitive and neurobehavioral consequences 
of the injury or insult, and promoting advocacy for the 
patient and family. While teaching the patient and family 
members about the patient’s condition is a primary goal 
in the inpatient setting and can have positive benefits on 
patient outcomes,285 families and patients rarely retain all 
information provided to them. A follow-up consultation 
after the patient has had real-life experiences of success and 
failure provides an opportunity for the rehabilitation psy-
chologist to draw connections among the patient’s medical 
condition, neuropsychological functioning, and daily diffi-
culties. The implications of neuropsychological test perfor-
mance for daily functioning are discussed. This discussion 
also takes into account changes secondary to recovery of 
functioning and development of new compensatory strate-
gies, as well as changes in situational factors. Assessment 
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Intellectual Functioning/Academic Abilities
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales (WAIS-III/WAIS-IV)386,390

Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI)387

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale364

Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scales, Fifth Edition316

Shipley Institute of Living Scale, Revised411

Wide Range Achievement Test–Third Edition394

Woodcock-Johnson III403

Learning and Memory
Auditory Consonant Trigram Test260,287

Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test331

California Verbal Learning Test–Second Edition91

Hopkins Verbal Learning Test–Revised44

Selective Reminding Test50

Complex Figure Test85,311

Benton Visual Retention Test24

Wechsler Memory Scales (WMS-III/WMS-IV)384

Recognition Memory Test

Attention
Continuous Performance Test80

Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test158

Stroop Test183

Symbol Digit Modalities Test342

Trail Making Test304,348

Ruff 2 & 7 Selective Attention Test318

Language Skills
Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination, Third Edition150

Multilingual Aphasia Examination25

Token Test33

Boston Naming Test192

Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Third Edition108

Controlled Oral Word Association348

National Adult Reading Test, Second Edition268

Visual-Spatial Skills
Judgment of Line Orientation26

Hooper Visual Organization Test176

Bender-Gestalt Test22

Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration20

Complex Figure Test-Copy306

Executive Functions
Category Test161,305

Raven’s Progressive Matrices301

Wisconsin Card Sorting Test154

Ruff Figural Fluency Test319

Behavioural Assessment of the Dysexecutive Syndrome
Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System89

Sensory Motor and Sensory Perceptual Functions
Tactile Finger Recognition305

Finger Tapping Test305,348

Purdue Pegboard Test365

Grooved Pegboard203

Grip Strength Test305,348

Reitan-Klove Sensory Perceptual Examination305

Neuropsychological Assessment Batteries
Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychological Battery161,305

Neuropsychological Assessment Battery352

Cognistat198

Mini-Mental Status Examination127

Mattis Dementia Rating Scale241

 Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of  
 Neuropsychological Status299 

BOX 4-2

Sample Neuropsychological Tests by Primary Cognitive Domain
findings form the basis for specific recommendations 
regarding adaptation tactics that can be used in patients’ 
daily lives (e.g., memory notebooks), and for guidance 
regarding how to achieve or adjust as necessary long-term 
goals such as returning to work, school, or independent 
living.292

For many individuals with persistent cognitive limita-
tions, outpatient neuropsychological testing provides a 
basis for addressing issues related to disability. In addition 
to being associated with concurrent levels of productivity,11 
outpatient testing at 5 months postinjury predicts return 
to productivity at 1 year postinjury.158 While many indi-
viduals resume working or attending school, accommoda-
tions or assistance might be needed, and test results can 
help clarify just what special provisions are needed. Not 
only can neuropsychological testing document cognitive 
strengths and weaknesses for determinations of eligibility 
for state services (e.g., vocational rehabilitation), but it can 
also help guide the nature of the services that are provided. 
As detailed in subsequent sections, neuropsychological 
testing can drive recommendations regarding accommo-
dations in the educational realm. For those individuals 
unable to work because of their neurologic condition, 
neuropsychological testing is often relied on in deter-
minations of disability by government as well as private 
organizations.356
Domains Assessed

Primary domains assessed in neuropsychological evalu-
ations include intelligence, academic ability, memory, 
attention, processing speed, language, visual-spatial skills, 
executive abilities, sensory-motor functions, behavioral 
functions, and emotional status.217 Box 4-2 shows selected 
neuropsychological measures grouped by primary cogni-
tive domain. (Virtually all neuropsychological tests are 
multifactorial, so the groupings in Box 4-2 are based on 
the presumed major cognitive skill required by the test.) 
While a deficit in any area can have a significant impact on 
functional outcomes for a given patient, large-scale studies 
suggest that memory, attention, and executive functioning 
have particular relevance for rehabilitation populations, 
including individuals with TBI.151

Memory impairments are prevalent after acquired neu-
rologic injuries such as TBI244 and stroke,12 and can be sig-
nificantly disruptive to the rehabilitation process. Memory 
problems can interfere with a patients’ ability to learn and 
retain new skills and/or develop compensatory strategies 
taught by rehabilitation providers. Memory problems can 
significantly hamper the achievement of important func-
tional outcomes and productivity.32,156

Attention is a multifaceted construct that underlies all 
other cognitive skills and is especially important for intact 
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memory functioning, because information that is not 
attended to cannot be recalled at a later time. Components 
of attention include focused attention, sustained atten-
tion, selective attention, alternating attention, and divided 
attention.344 In addition to memory problems, attention 
deficits are among the most commonly reported difficul-
ties in persons with TBI208 and in those with a history of 
stroke.215 Deficits in attention are also associated with rela-
tively poorer long-term functional outcomes, including 
diminished likelihood of returning to work and indepen-
dent living.47

Executive functioning is a complex cognitive domain 
encompassing multiple skills that pervade all aspects of 
daily life. Neural systems engaged in executive function-
ing involve interconnections of diverse neuroanatomic 
regions,139 but the frontal lobes are viewed as especially 
vital. Executive functioning deficits include difficulties 
with problem solving, reasoning, planning, response inhi-
bition, judgment, and use of feedback to modify one’s 
performance, as well as behavioral deficits such as prob-
lems with self-awareness and poor motivation. Neuro-
psychological tests typically focus on evaluating cognitive 
manifestations of executive dysfunction. Behavioral evalu-
ation of executive functioning relies to a great extent on 
observations in natural settings, but some behaviors might 
emerge during testing. Several questionnaires are specifi-
cally designed to detect these behavioral issues, such as 
the Frontal Systems Behavior Sale (FrSBe).152 Deficits in 
executive functioning predict important outcomes such as 
poor quality of life174 and functional outcomes.215

Test Considerations

Fixed Versus Flexible Batteries

Rehabilitation psychologists must balance the relative 
costs and benefits of fixed versus flexible assessment bat-
teries in neuropsychological assessments. With fixed bat-
teries, such as the expanded Halstead-Reitan battery,166 the 
same set of tests is administered to all patients, regardless 
of the referral questions, and the normative data for all 
tests are based on a single population. Because all tests are 
co-normed, proponents of this approach assert that this 
allows for more confidence in drawing conclusions about 
an individual’s strengths and weaknesses, based on vari-
ability in performances across tests. Because a wide range 
of domains is evaluated, the rehabilitation psychologist 
might also identify strengths and weaknesses that were not 
anticipated on the basis of the referral questions or other 
information such as lesion locus.191

Another variant of the fixed testing approach involves 
the use of a test battery that is population specific15 and is 
developed by the rehabilitation psychologist for use with a 
particular patient cohort (e.g., individuals with a particular 
diagnosis such as multiple sclerosis).23 With this type of 
fixed battery, rehabilitation psychologists can amass their 
own clinically based normative data sets against which 
new patients can be compared. This approach also pro-
motes research opportunities, because psychological and 
neuropsychological factors that influence participation in 
rehabilitation and outcomes after discharge can be identi-
fied and evaluated.
69ER 4 Psychological Assessment and Intervention in Rehabilitation

While strengths of these fixed testing approaches are 
numerous in the rehabilitation setting, there are some 
disadvantages. For example, fixed batteries can take 4 to 6 
hours or longer to administer, rendering them unsuitable 
where there are time constraints (e.g., in inpatient settings 
where there is competition from other therapies for patient 
time) or where patient stamina is limited. The structure of 
a fixed battery also does not allow for a targeted assessment 
of difficulties, which can have greater utility for treatment 
planning.

As a result, the generally preferred alternative is a flex-
ible testing approach, one in which a core set of measures 
is supplemented with additional tests that are selected 
depending on the referral question.255 As the evaluation 
unfolds, measures can be added or subtracted according to 
early findings, as strengths and weaknesses become appar-
ent. The examiner might elect to probe certain areas in 
more detail to clarify their therapeutic import. At the core 
of this approach is the notion that flexible batteries allow 
for personalization of an assessment based on patient 
needs.15 Flexible batteries seem more responsive to the 
constraints of inpatient rehabilitation settings and are the 
preferred approach of most neuropsychologists, regardless 
of work setting.297

Modifying Tests for Special Populations

In rehabilitation settings, perhaps more than in any other, 
psychologists must be aware of factors that can produce 
“construct-irrelevant variance”252 in the assessment of per-
sons with disabilities. These influences can cause spurious 
elevations or depressions in test scores and result in mis-
leading inferences about the patient’s abilities and defi-
cits. Given that most neuropsychological measures were 
developed for assessment of physically healthy people, 
the norms might not apply to those with certain disabili-
ties. Scores on most neuropsychological tests can also be 
skewed by such influences as pain, fatigue, visual diffi-
culties, and motor impairments, problems that are quite 
common among rehabilitation populations. These effects 
should be eliminated, or at least minimized, so as not to 
obscure assessment of the neuropsychological phenomena 
of interest.

A related sort of distortion can occur with instruments 
intended to assess personality or emotional status, because 
phenomena that constitute “symptoms” for nondisabled 
individuals might not carry the same (or any) psycho-
logically relevant diagnostic meaning for those having 
disabilities. For example, the Minnesota Multiphasic Per-
sonality Inventory–2 (MMPI-2) contains items dealing 
with bowel function, sensory changes, and other physical 
phenomena that are typical consequences of SCI. Persons 
with SCI (or TBI, stroke, or multiple sclerosis, among oth-
ers) who answer these questions honestly can produce 
profiles suggesting psychological pathology where there 
is none.140,253,359 Related measures such as the Symptom 
Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R) are subject to similar 
skewing.401

Although standardized testing is the foundation on 
which contemporary psychological assessment is built, 
there is considerable support in statements of profes-
sional organizations, test publishers, and experienced 
clinicians for “reasonable accommodations” in testing 
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persons with disabilities.65 The elderly, who are a rapidly 
expanding segment of the population, can also require 
special adaptations in assessment.66 For example, the 
most recent edition of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence 
Scale (WAIS-N)390 addresses these issues in a section on 
“suitability and fairness.” The “fairness” issue in particu-
lar is a long overdue concept in psychology.128,144 While 
devoting most attention to modifications for persons 
with hearing impairment, the WAIS-IV manual warns 
evaluators against “attribut(ing) low performance on a 
cognitive test to low intellectual ability when, in fact, it 
may be related to physical, language, or sensory difficul-
ties.”390 Alterations or accommodations in the testing 
procedures should be recorded and taken into account 
in interpreting the test data. While it is recognized that 
“some modifications invalidate the use of norms, such 
testing of limits often provides very valuable qualitative 
and quantitative information.”390

What else can the psychologist do in such situations 
to ensure fair, accurate, and informative assessment? One 
method involves “pruning” of those items on measures 
designed to assess personality or emotional state that are 
perceived to be irrelevant to the constructs being assessed. 
Gass141 identified 14 potentially confounding items that, 
once the presence of brain injury has been established, 
can be removed and the protocol rescored to yield a “puri-
fied” profile. Gass140 also identified 21 “stroke symptoms” 
that can be handled in the same manner. Woessner and 
Caplan401,402 used expert consensus to determine that 14 
and 19 items, respectively, from the SCL-90-R concerned 
phenomena that were part of the “natural history” of 
TBI or stroke. They argued that scores indicating pathol-
ogy in physically healthy people could hold very different 
diagnostic significance for persons with acute or chronic 
medical conditions. Failure to attend to possible scale dis-
tortions could lead to misinterpretation, erroneous diag-
nosis, and subsequent misguided treatment.

Some authors49,106 have argued against this method, 
maintaining that important information might be lost 
if items are deleted from standard measures, or that the 
psychometric properties of the instrument could be sig-
nificantly altered. These authors based their position on 
studies of individuals in litigation, however, where valid-
ity is a pervasive concern. Stein et al.351 offer a nuanced 
discussion of the pros and cons of retaining or eliminat-
ing “somatic items” in assessment of stroke survivors, 
pointing out that while these might represent a clinical 
problem, their mere presence offers no clue to etiology 
and, therefore, to treatment. The rehabilitation psycholo-
gist must analyze these symptoms in light of all available 
information to determine whether a psychologically treat-
able problem exists.

In the case of neuropsychological measures, greater inge-
nuity (and caution) is required to ensure that valid infor-
mation is obtained from test administration. Although one 
naturally wants to know the impact of the disabling condi-
tion on the individual’s functioning, one does not want 
to consume time and energy simply to confirm the obvi-
ous. It is poor practice to administer a 60-item test of visual 
processing only to discover that the patient saw only part 
of the stimulus display because of a neurologically based 
deficit in attention to and awareness of one side of space 
(unilateral neglect). Possible strategies range from simply 
allowing extra time for those with psychomotor slowing 
or impaired manual dexterity, to actually modifying test 
materials themselves. Berninger et al.28 adapted certain 
subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale–Revised 
for use with persons with speech or motor disabilities. They 
created multiple-choice alternatives for verbal measures 
(allowing participants to point to their chosen answer), 
enlarged visual stimuli, and used materials adapted with 
Velcro to reduce the impact of motor impairment when 
manual manipulation is required. Caplan60 created a “mid-
line” version of the Raven Coloured Progressive Matrices, a 
multiple-choice, “fill-in-the-blank” test of visual analysis 
and reasoning. Response alternatives are arrayed in a single 
column instead of rows, eliminating the lateral scanning 
component that limits the performance of patients with 
unilateral neglect. Patients with neglect performed signifi-
cantly better on “midline” items than the standard ones, 
while those without neglect performed equally well on 
both types of item.

Not all authors support this approach. Lee et al.214 cau-
tioned that even minor deviations from standard proce-
dures can produce “significant alterations” in performance. 
We view this as part of the challenge in practicing what is 
still the “art” of assessment, an endeavor with a substan-
tial scientific base but one that does not mandate robotic 
behavior on the part of the examiner.

Test Interpretation

Because a primary goal of neuropsychological testing 
of rehabilitation populations is to identify deficits that 
require remediation, a comparison standard is required 
against which patients’ current performances can be mea-
sured. Neuropsychological assessment procedures rely on 
two primary standards: population normative data and 
estimates of individuals’ premorbid abilities.

Population normative data provide a benchmark for the 
average level of ability on a certain task for a given popu-
lation. Some data sets include corrections for factors that 
can affect test performance, such as gender, age, and educa-
tion.166,220 The Heaton et al.166 database designates partic-
ular T-score ranges as “above average” (T = 55+), “average” 
(T = 45 to 54), or “below average” (T = 40 to 44), and these 
encompass roughly 85% of all scores. “Impaired” scores of 
increasing severity (e.g., “mild” or “moderate to severe”) 
are associated with progressively lower T-score ranges of 5 
points, with the exception of “severe impairment” (T = 0 
to 19). Increasing attention is also being paid to the influ-
ence of cultural factors,124,126 although the development 
of truly “culture-free” or “culture-fair” neuropsychological 
assessment tools is in its infancy. Although understanding 
an individual’s functioning compared with population 
norms can be a helpful starting point, it is also necessary 
to determine whether a decline from the “average level” 
reflects a loss of functioning for a particular individual. 
This requires a consideration of a patient’s likely premor-
bid abilities.

In the absence of premorbid neuropsychological data 
(i.e., from testing before insult), estimates of premorbid func-
tioning allow for intraindividual comparisons by identify-
ing a probable baseline against which current test scores 
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can be compared. Techniques for inferring premorbid abil-
ities include the following:
 •  Reliance on tests thought to be resistant to neurologic 

dysfunction (e.g., vocabulary, word-reading tests such 
as the Wechsler Test of Adult Reading388

 •  Formulas relying on demographic variables such as 
educational level and occupation, which are associated 
with cognitive function14

 •  Formulas combining subtests from intellectual 
 assessments with demographic variables209

Although each of these techniques has research sup-
port, none is without limitations. Clinical judgment must 
then be used to compare test scores with this benchmark to 
determine the domains in which the decline has occurred.

An understudied problem is the variability with which 
certain terms are used in describing test performance. 
While adherence to a system such as that of Heaton et al.166 
described above ensures consistency in the use of “impair-
ment descriptors,” the process of drawing intraindividual 
comparisons by using premorbid estimates can lead to 
meaningful differences across clinicians in the application 
of such terms as “moderately impaired,” “within expecta-
tion,” or “within normal limits.” One can argue that mix-
ing within a single report of “normative descriptors” (e.g., 
“high average,” “borderline”), “impairment descriptors” 
(e.g., “mildly impaired,” “defective”), and “expectation 
descriptors” (e.g., “within expectation,” “below expecta-
tion”) is both semantically inconsistent and conceptually 
confusing.61,159 A “high average” score for an exceptionally 
well-educated individual might still reflect “mild impair-
ment,” while a “borderline” score could still be “within 
expectation” for one with far less schooling. Clear com-
munication between the rehabilitation psychologist and 
the consumers of neuropsychological assessments (e.g., 
patient, family members, physiatrists, and other health 
care providers) is required to ensure that test findings are 
explained in a manner that clarifies the conclusions regard-
ing an individual patient’s relative strengths and deficits.

Factors Affecting Validity

Neuropsychological test findings are considered valid 
when they accurately reflect the patient’s underlying cogni-
tive abilities. In addition to the potential distortions caused 
by sensory-motor limitations and medical symptoms dis-
cussed above, two other factors that can compromise test 
validity are practice effects and patient effort.

Interpretation of serial neuropsychological assess-
ments, conducted to monitor functioning over time or 
determine the efficacy of interventions, can be clouded by 
practice effects—that is, improvements in test scores result-
ing from familiarity with the test (or even with the process 
of testing) rather than real gains in cognitive functioning. 
Research has indicated that some tests are more suscepti-
ble to practice effects, such as those evaluating memory.242 
Rehabilitation psychologists take several steps to mini-
mize the impact of practice effects. First, comprehensive 
retesting evaluations are generally scheduled at sufficiently 
lengthy intervals (e.g., at least 6 months) to reduce the 
likelihood that patients can remember the test content. 
Alternative test forms with different test stimuli can also 
be used. This is especially important when the retest inter-
val is brief. For example, comparable sets of words can be 
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used for list-learning tasks (e.g., Hopkins Verbal Learning 
Test–Revised).44 There is also growing documentation of 
the utility of statistical corrections, such as the Reliable 
Change Index181 and regression-based models360 to deter-
mine whether genuine and clinically relevant change has 
occurred on repeat testing.167

Although the importance of assessment of patient effort 
has been recognized for some time,282 there has been an 
avalanche of reports on “symptom validity” testing during 
the past decade, in large part because of the increased use 
of neuropsychological findings in forensic settings.37,212 
Although poor patient effort has been estimated to occur in 
15% to 30% of forensic evaluations, the likely frequency in 
clinical settings remains relatively low at 8%.260,313 Current 
standards of practice propose that assessment of symptom 
validity is a necessary part of all evaluations, although the 
procedures can vary in different settings.51 Several aspects 
of patients’ presentations can be examined for indications 
of poor or variable effort, including variability of perfor-
mances across tests measuring similar abilities, and con-
sistency between presenting medical factors (e.g., lesion 
locus) and test performance. One can ask whether the data 
exhibit “neuropsychological coherence.” Indices of effort 
are embedded in some tests that are often standard com-
ponents of neuropsychological evaluations.254 Measures 
that rely on normative comparisons or use a forced choice 
paradigm have also been specifically developed as tests of 
“motivational impairment.”29,37,212

Psychological Assessment

Psychological Issues in Rehabilitation Settings

Despite rehabilitation’s historically medical emphasis, 
multiple psychological factors affect both the rehabilita-
tion process and ultimate outcome. Certain psychologi-
cal conditions also put persons at greater risk for injuries, 
affecting the psychological mix of the rehabilitation popu-
lation. People with primary psychiatric disorders are not 
immune from injuries or serious medical events that neces-
sitate rehabilitation, and their responses to disability can 
warrant special consideration.

Depression and Anxiety. Depression and anxiety are 
commonly seen in rehabilitation and medical settings134 
in degrees that exceed “normal” reactions to loss. Depres-
sion and anxiety are both painful and problematic, and 
they require identification and treatment. Estimates of the 
prevalence of these disorders vary widely because of differ-
ences in measurement tools and diagnostic criteria. Studies 
suggest that 10% to 60% of persons experience depression 
and 5% to 30% experience anxiety after a stroke.68,349 After 
an SCI, depression is observed in 11% to 40% and anxiety 
in 25% to 60% of patients.34,113,114,138,197 As many as one 
third of persons who have undergone lower limb amputa-
tions experience depression.323 Persons with TBI experi-
ence a range of psychiatric symptoms, with 30% to 80% 
having depression, anxiety, or behavioral problems.119,188 
While further research is needed to understand why the 
estimates vary so greatly (and to refine our diagnostic cri-
teria), the existing data confirm that depression and anxi-
ety are prevalent in rehabilitation settings.
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Personality Disorders and Personality Styles. Person-
ality disorders are persistent patterns of behavior that pro-
duce impairment in occupational or social functioning. 
Persons with certain personality disorders can experience 
higher rates of injury through suicide attempts, assaults, and 
other violent incidents. Persons with preinjury obsessive- 
compulsive and antisocial personality disorders might be 
overrepresented among persons who experience TBI.171

Some maladaptive personality styles and traits, while 
not causing impairment in social or vocational functioning, 
might be disproportionately represented in certain rehabilita-
tion groups. Persons with extroverted, risk-taking styles might 
become involved in accidents resulting in SCIs.314 Clinical 
interventions need to take these personality styles into consid-
eration. For example, “action-oriented, risk-taking” individu-
als might learn better by doing than by discussing (perhaps an 
advantage in physical therapy), and might receive and accept 
advice better from their peers than from their doctors.314

Substance Abuse. Substance misuse is dramatically over-
represented among persons with traumatic injuries such as 
TBI and SCI.36 At the time of injury, one third to half of per-
sons with TBI were found to be intoxicated.82 Marijuana 
(24%), cocaine (13%), and amphetamines (9%) are also 
often detected.35 Among persons who sustained SCIs, 29% 
to 40% were intoxicated at the time of the injury.168,216

Denial of Illness. Denial is commonly seen in rehabilita-
tion settings,205 but denial is not a unitary phenomenon 
(see Caplan and Shechter63 for a discussion of various 
typologies). The word “denial” can describe a neurologi-
cally based symptom or a psychological coping process. In 
extreme cases, persons might deny the existence of the con-
dition or, while acknowledging the condition, might deny 
or minimize the implications that it will have for their lives.

Psychological denial as a coping mechanism is commonly 
seen after a sudden and identity-threatening loss. Denial 
entered public awareness when Kübler-Ross210 described 
her work with terminal cancer patients. Over time, the stage 
theory of adjustment that she proposed, of which denial was 
one phase, has not been substantiated.113,133 The concept 
that denial, anger, and other emotional reactions are normal 
parts of the adjustment process, however, created a climate in 
which these reactions could more easily be discussed.

Deficit denial, also known as anosognosia, is a perni-
cious, neurologically based kind of denial that presents sig-
nificant barriers to rehabilitation.295 Affected individuals 
might not want to engage in therapies or use compensatory 
strategies to alleviate deficits that they do not believe they 
have. Challenges are also faced by family members who try 
to set limits to protect patients from harm and, in doing 
so, can be perceived by patients as controlling or overly 
anxious. In some instances, this symptom can be chronic 
and sabotage rehabilitation. A détente might be sought, 
however, in which the patient agrees to humor family and 
professionals by “going along with” the story that he or she 
has a deficit. Additional interventions are discussed below.

Measurement of Psychological Status

In inpatient settings, assessment of emotional state is typi-
cally accomplished through a clinical interview and per-
haps brief inventories. Fatigue, pain, cognitive problems, 
and medications can all affect patients’ ability to partici-
pate in testing and the validity of the results.185 Current 
symptoms and behaviors are evaluated in a clinical inter-
view, with consideration of the patient’s psychological and 
behavioral health history, psychosocial functioning, recent 
medical event, and medications. Short questionnaires can 
also be used. Questionnaires with a “yes-no” format are 
preferable for persons who have cognitive impairment. 
Interpretation of the findings relies significantly on clini-
cal judgment, because the overlap between psychological 
and medical symptoms, as well as lifestyle changes inad-
vertently imposed by the medical event, can be mistakenly 
interpreted as signs of psychological distress. Serial assess-
ments can help factor out acute influences that might affect 
diagnostic impressions. Some commonly administered 
measures of emotional status are listed in Box 4-3.

In outpatient settings, patients might be more capable 
of completing lengthier measures assessing personality fac-
tors that affect response to treatment. Obtaining such mea-
sures is particularly important in cases involving litigation 
because the data can help clarify the effect of psychological 
factors on the patient’s symptom presentation. Several mea-
sures have been specifically developed for use in populations 
having medical disorders. These include the Millon Clini-
cal Multiaxial Inventory–III (Millon),259 which measures 
emotional as well as personality disorders, and the Millon 
Behavioral Medicine Diagnostic (MBMD).258 The MBMD 
provides information about health habits, coping styles, 
psychiatric conditions, stress moderators, and factors that 
can affect patients’ response to medical interventions. For 
assessment of general personality and psychopathology, the 
MMPI-253 and the Personality Assessment Inventory264 are 
widely used. Because these two inventories have not been 
validated on rehabilitation populations, the applicability of 
standard norms is unclear. As noted earlier, profiles from cer-
tain rehabilitation populations might inaccurately suggest 
psychopathology.

Assessment of chemical use history is important in reha-
bilitation settings, given the high incidence of substance 
abuse in persons who have sustained traumatic injuries 
and the destructive impact continued misuse can have on 

 •  Beck Depression Inventory–II (BDI-II).19 This is a 21-item 
questionnaire, in which the person rates severity of symp-
toms on a 4-point scale.

 •  Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS).182,407 Developed for use 
with older adults, responses are given in a yes-no format. 
Both short (15 items) and long (30 items) versions appear 
reliable and valid.335

 •  Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI).18 Twenty-one items assess 
symptoms of anxiety, each on a 4-point scale.

 •  Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R).96 Ninety items 
are rated on a 5-point scale reflecting how much the indi-
vidual has been troubled by the symptom; results provide 
information on nine clinical scales and three summary 
indices.

 •  Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI).97 The BSI is an abbreviated 
(53 items) version of the SCL-90-R.96

 

BOX 4-3

Measures of Emotional Status
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persons with disabilities.36 Brief screening questionnaires 
such as the CAGE (four items),118 the Alcohol Use Disorders 
Identification Test (AUDIT-C; three items), and variations 
of the Michigan Alcohol Screening Test (MAST) (e.g., Short 
MAST334) are valid for identifying alcohol use problems in 
medical settings.40,273 These tests are in the public domain 
and can be easily incorporated into health screening (Box 
4-4). Some efforts have been made to validate these mea-
sures with special groups, such as geriatric populations.273 
Rapid screening tests for abuse of other substances have 
not yet been validated with medical populations, although 
research points to the potential utility of a modified MAST 
(MAST/Alcohol-Drug393). Consequently the identification 
of drug abuse might require interviews with the patient and 
family, with an awareness that they might be reluctant to 
acknowledge abuse, given the potential legal implications.

Emotional/Psychological Variables 
and Rehabilitation Outcomes

A growing body of evidence supports the need to address 
psychological issues as part of the entire rehabilitation 
plan. Depression has been linked to higher mortality,187 
slowed rehabilitation progress, less favorable functional 
outcome, and poorer psychosocial recovery.317,377 Anxiety 
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can result in avoidance behaviors—that is, “being unavail-
able” for therapy. Persons experiencing life-threatening 
events are also at risk for the development of posttraumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD). This disorder has been observed in 
3% to 27% of persons after TBI173 and 7% to 17% of those 
with SCI.270.298 Preinjury alcohol abuse predicts poorer 
outcome in individuals sustaining traumatic injuries. It is 
associated with the development of emotional problems, 
difficulty integrating into vocational and social activities, 
a higher risk for reinjury,82,189 and the development of 
pressure ulcers.115 These findings show the importance of 
psychological assessment and subsequent psychological 
interventions in improving patients’ outcomes.

Intervention

Rehabilitation psychology interventions are framed within 
a biopsychosocial-environmental perspective and (with 
the exception of cognitive rehabilitation) use a coping 
model. This framework acknowledges that individuals’ 
experiences are shaped by their bodies, minds, relation-
ships, and environments. It is a health-based model that 
harnesses and augments patients’ existing capacities to 
Short Michigan Alcohol Screening Test (SMAST)334

 1.  Do you feel you are a normal drinker?
 2.  Do your spouse or parents worry or complain about 

your drinking?
 3.  Do you ever feel bad about your drinking?
 4.  Do friends or relatives think you are a normal drinker?
 5.  Are you always able to stop drinking when you want to?
 6.  Have you ever attended a meeting of Alcoholics 

Anonymous?
 7.  Has drinking ever created problems between you and 

your spouse?
 8.  Have you ever gotten into trouble at work because of 

drinking?
 9.  Have you ever neglected your obligations, your family, or 

your work for 2 or more days in a row because you were 
drinking?

 10.  Have you ever gone to anyone for help about your 
drinking?

 11.  Have you ever been in the hospital because of drinking?
 12.  Have you ever been arrested even for a few hours because 

of drinking?
 13.  Have you ever been arrested for drunk driving or driving 

after drinking?
A “No” answer to questions 1, 4, and 5, and each “Yes” 

response to the other questions earn 1 point. Two points indicate a 
possible problem. Three points indicate a probable problem.

CAGE118

 1.  Have you ever felt that you should Cut down on your 
drinking?

 2.  Have people Annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?
 3.  Have you ever felt bad or Guilty about your drinking?
 4.  Have you ever had a drink first thing in the morning 

to steady your nerves or to get rid of a hangover (Eye 
opener)?

Items are scored 0 or 1. Scores of 2 or greater are considered 
clinically significant. It is recommended that items be phrased 
informally and embedded in a medical history, and not be specifi-
cally labeled as assessing use of alcohol.

Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT-C)416

How often did you have a drink containing alcohol in the 
last year?

0 = Never
1 = Monthly or less
2 = Two to four times a month
3 = Two to three times a week
4 = Four or more times a week
How many drinks did you have on a typical day when you 

were drinking in the past year?
0 = None, I do not drink
0 = 1 or 2
1 = 3 or 4
2 = 5 or 6
3 = 7 to 9
4 = 10 or more
How often did you have six or more drinks on one occa-

sion in the last year?
0 = None, I do not drink
1 = Less than monthly
2 = Monthly
3 = Weekly
4 = Daily or almost daily
The AUDIT-C is scored on a scale of 0 to 12 (scores of 0 reflect 

no alcohol use). In men, a score of 4 or more is considered positive; 
in women, a score of 3 or more is considered positive. Generally, the 
higher the AUDIT-C score, the more likely it is that the patient’s 
drinking is affecting his or her health and safety.

 

BOX 4-4

Alcoholism Screening Questionnaires
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deal with the challenges they face. Informed by assess-
ment findings and input from the rehabilitation team, 
psychologists foster a combination of realism, hope, and 
motivation; help the patient and family digest and accom-
modate to their changed circumstances; and facilitate 
reconnections to social and vocational roles. The goal is 
an adjustment process that leads patients and families 
to find meaning and satisfaction in their “new normal” 
lives.322

Foci of Psychological Interventions

Psychologists face particular challenges in rehabilitation 
settings, working with patients who might hold biases 
against psychology. Patients might be unaware of their 
problems or see them as merely temporary. They are typi-
cally unaware that their impairments and disabilities ini-
tiate a cascade of events that can significantly affect their 
relationships and social roles. A complex interplay of med-
ical, psychological, social, legal, and environmental factors 
affects a person’s functioning and well-being, and a per-
spective that addresses only the psychosocial issues is inad-
equate.275,276 Interventions must be planned with the goal 
of enhancing functioning. Consequently it is important to 
consider how the person’s physical and psychosocial envi-
ronment might facilitate or impede functioning, and to 
address as many of these factors as possible.

In inpatient rehabilitation settings the psychologist’s 
role is typically defined by the interaction of the patient, 
treatment, and institutional and public policy factors. 
Patient factors include psychological strengths and vulner-
abilities, acceptance of psychological intervention, psy-
chological treatment history, and capacity to participate in 
treatment. Treatment factors include the time required for 
a clinical intervention and the recovery course for a given 
psychological condition. Psychological treatment goals are 
also affected by institutional factors such as resource allo-
cation (e.g., full-time equivalents allocated to psychologi-
cal services), and the multiple demands on the patient’s 
time (including psychological activities) in a therapeutic 
day. These institutional policies are themselves not inde-
pendently made; resource allocation is driven by societal 
and economic factors such as insurance reimbursement for 
specific services and for the overall length of stay. Client 
variables, treatment variables, setting variables, and societal 
variables significantly affect the clinical problems targeted 
for intervention, as well as the intervention strategy chosen.

Psychological interventions typically occupy a rela-
tively small percentage of the clinical stay; they are usually  
problem-focused, aimed at accomplishing the overall 
inpatient rehabilitation goals of facilitating involvement 
in rehabilitation therapies and promoting functional 
improvement. While there is variation in the staging and 
types of emotional reactions experienced after an injury 
or life-altering medical event, some of the common issues 
patients can face in inpatient settings are detailed below.

Inpatient Rehabilitation

Soon after a loss, patients and families are faced with a 
mixture of emotions. Seemingly contradictory feelings 
can coexist, and patients (and family members) can cycle 
rapidly from one to another. Many experience two sets of 
emotions: a reaction to the disabling event and a reaction 
to their perceived future. Sadness, anxiety, and relief at 
having survived coexist with determination and the hope 
(and expectation) that recovery to their preinjury state is 
possible. The pertinent psychological issues at this phase 
are maintenance of hope (without being deceptive); iden-
tifying, engaging, and supporting use of effective coping 
strategies; grappling with and planning for changed life cir-
cumstances; managing behavioral problems; and prevent-
ing and treating depression and anxiety. It is important to 
recognize that in the early phase, patients’ denial of long-
term implications of their condition might help maintain 
hope and motivation for arduous therapies,205 and might 
be an efficient way to manage prognostic uncertainty. 
There is usually little to be gained by stark confrontation 
of “verbal denial” at this point, especially if the patient is 
not exhibiting “behavioral denial” by refusing treatment.

Contemporary inpatient rehabilitation emphasizes impro-
ving patients’ functional capacities to the point at which 
their physical needs can reasonably be met by family or 
other caregivers in a home setting. Current lengths of stay 
seem astonishingly short compared with those of even two 
decades ago. This brevity requires all team members to be 
focused in their goals, efficient in their activities, timely in 
communications, and adept at building confidence as well 
as skills in patients and families. In working with the inpa-
tient rehabilitation team, the rehabilitation psychologist 
faces several tasks concerning emotional and behavioral 
domains (Box 4-5).

Facilitating Awareness and Acceptance of Change

Clarifying the patient’s understanding of the physical and 
cognitive changes that have occurred and their implications 
for daily functioning can open a window into the patient’s 
internal world. Understanding the patient’s beliefs, expec-
tations, and experiences (the “insider perspective”91) helps 
the psychologist and team make sense of the patient’s reac-
tions and aids in selecting interventions that will “ring true” 
for the patient. Learning the patient’s emotional history, 
including characteristic coping styles and strengths, can 
yield insight into the patient’s likely emotional course in 
rehabilitation. It should be noted that the extent of distress 
experienced after an illness or injury is frequently better 
explained by coping capabilities than by the injury itself.85 

 •  Facilitate patients’ awareness of and acceptance of changes 
in their capacities.

 •  Work with the patient, family, and rehabilitation team to 
support components of hope.348

 •  Identify and address emotional, behavioral, and cognitive 
factors that impede progress in the medical rehabilitation 
plan.

 •  Assess the patient’s psychosocial environment (including 
family, work setting, friendship network) and identify what 
must be accomplished to reintegrate the patient back into 
those settings, when possible.

 

BOX 4-5

Rehabilitation Psychologist’s Tasks in Regard  
to Emotional and Behavioral Domains
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If there is a history of alcohol and drug misuse, targeted 
education and intervention might be needed, because sub-
stance abuse impedes rehabilitation recovery and restricts 
long-term outcome.36

The psychological status of patients in inpatient set-
tings evolves, often (but not always) in concert with their 
physical and medical conditions. Like the rest of the team, 
the psychologist must work swiftly, serially assessing the 
patient’s psychological condition, digesting this informa-
tion, advising the team regarding the most effective ways 
to communicate with the patient, and working with the 
patient and family members to conceptualize the dis-
ability as a challenge to be handled rather than being an 
unmanageable, devastating event. In the inpatient phase, 
patients often begin building connections between their 
epistemologic systems and the occurrence of the event. 
The frequent question “Why me?” is the beginning of 
the process of finding meaning in the event.88 Although 
expressions of anger toward “God” have been associated 
with poorer emotional adjustment283 and functional out-
comes,125 some patients express acceptance based on a 
perception that their condition is an expression of “God’s 
will.” Those in whom this notion leads to passivity can be 
reminded, however, that “the Lord helps those who help 
themselves.”

As previously discussed, depression and anxiety, as well 
as denial, are common and can interfere with success-
ful rehabilitation outcomes, including progress toward 
acceptance of change. In inpatient settings, rehabilitation 
psychologists assist patients with mood and anxiety symp-
toms through a combination of brief psychotherapeutic 
interventions, referral for medication, and behavioral or 
environmental manipulations. Psychologists also work to 
understand how life experiences (e.g., patients’ familiarity 
with others who have had this condition) as well as cogni-
tive processing limitations resulting from brain injury hin-
der patients’ development of awareness and their ability to 
move toward acceptance of change. Persons with unilat-
eral neglect typically do not perceive that the information 
their brain is receiving is incomplete, patients with neu-
rologically based anosognosia commonly fail to see the 
changes in their functioning, and individuals with severe 
memory impairments might not recall that they do not 
recall. These impairments are a fertile breeding ground for 
paranoid-type interpretations, as affected persons can con-
struct elaborate and sometimes psychotic-sounding ratio-
nales for their experiences. In inpatient rehabilitation, with 
the medical event so fresh and these numerous additional 
influences, psychologists are faced with powerful emo-
tional currents to navigate to promote participation and 
progress in rehabilitation.

Addressing Social and Environmental Factors

The patient’s “family” is an important target of interven-
tion for inpatient rehabilitation. Like the patient, the fam-
ily is also struggling to make sense of dramatically changed 
circumstances affecting family structure and processes.280 
Family roles can shift, as others take over functions formerly 
fulfilled by the patient. Usually it is not known for some 
time whether these role shifts are temporary or permanent. 
Family pathology can surface when problems with com-
munication, emotional support, and practical problem 
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solving interfere with the family’s adaptation. Interven-
tion is essential because the quality of family interactions 
with the patient makes a measurable difference in patient 
outcome. Stroke patients with families that are emotion-
ally supportive and provide necessary practical help make 
better emotional and physical recoveries, regardless of the 
stroke severity285; this finding may apply to persons with 
other causes of disability as well.280

“Nontraditional” couples and families might face 
special challenges in medical rehabilitation. Research is 
largely lacking on specific challenges of persons with dis-
abilities who are gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgendered 
(GLBT),81 and in regard to their sexual experiences and sex-
ual expression.132 Rehabilitation professionals know little 
about the specific psychosocial challenges of persons who 
are GLBT (e.g., homophobia, use of specific recreational 
drugs, spiritual issues, and sexuality),172 and these issues 
are unlikely to be adequately addressed in medical rehabil-
itation programs. In the past, state laws added additional 
barriers, and therapists often found themselves choosing 
between adherence to state laws regarding sexual practices 
(e.g., prohibiting sodomy) and serving the needs of GLBT 
patients with disabilities.13 Patients who are in gay or les-
bian relationships who have not “come out” can find it 
difficult to get support from their partners without com-
promising the privacy that they have protected. Partners 
also face new challenges, including those related to proxy 
decision making.

Crisis Intervention

Crises appear to be part of the everyday business of reha-
bilitation medicine. They can serve as an opportunity to 
make a dramatic positive change, but can also cause people 
to retreat and cling to familiar modes of operation. Cri-
ses for patients become crises for the rehabilitation team. 
The rehabilitation psychologist plays an important role in 
assisting both the patient and the team, clarifying issues, 
and building consensus toward a strategy. The careful fram-
ing and management of emotions and perceptions can 
make a significant positive impact on the function that cri-
ses play in persons’ lives.

“Normal” Crises

Many people enter rehabilitation fresh from a crisis. A 
child has sustained a brain injury. A husband has lost his 
arm in an industrial accident. A mother has had a stroke 
during childbirth. An elderly, robust life partner has lost 
his speech as a result of a stroke. The psychologist enters 
this domain of grief, anxiety, and denial with the goal of 
collaborating with the patient and family to craft a way of 
viewing this experience that will allow for hope. Without 
presenting statistics about the various prognostic options 
and insisting on data-driven reality, the psychologist cre-
ates a safety net for the pain and allows glimpses into 
possibilities.

A psychoeducational model involves describing pos-
sibilities for patients and families without directly chal-
lenging their experience and beliefs. This approach has the 
potential to invite change while raising little resistance. 
Kreutzer and Taylor207 have developed a manualized pro-
gram for patients and families after TBI. In this program 
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a brain injury is presented as a problem that can be man-
aged like any other. Patients and families help define the 
changes that have occurred from the brain injury, and 
then are encouraged and helped to find ways to address 
them. This model provides definition and boundaries to 
the impact of the injury, encourages people to recognize 
continuities in their lives, and suggests that satisfying 
experiences can still occur. For persons with stroke and 
their families, a one-session psychoeducational interven-
tion discussing coping, burnout, social and recreational 
activities, and other practical ways to manage stress has 
been developed, and the initial research has shown it to 
be effective.281

Behavioral and Extraordinary Crises

Behavioral crises can be triggered by misperceptions aris-
ing from data skewed by cognitive impairment, denial, or 
other psychological processes. Psychological factors can 
also result in behavioral acting out when patients expe-
rience themselves as powerless, anxious, or threatened. 
These crises can include behaviors such as refusal to attend 
therapies, overuse of the call button, lewd comments, 
elopement, or physical aggression. Behavioral crises can 
also be more subtle, such as patients setting team mem-
bers against each other by appealing to the staff’s natural 
instincts to be appreciated. A typical method is high praise 
of one team member coupled with criticism of another, 
which can interfere with the team’s sense of unity.

Extreme crises also occur in rehabilitation practice. 
Patients and families can face decisions about terminating 
ventilators, dialysis, or other extraordinary care, resulting 
in the patient’s death.56 These situations typically spawn 
intense emotion in rehabilitation team members, who are 
torn by their own ethics, morals, and quality-of-life assess-
ments. Team members often covertly vote on whether the 
patient and family are making the right decision, which 
can produce disruption in the team and send mixed mes-
sages to patients and families. In these situations, psychol-
ogists can identify and illuminate the factors pertinent to 
the decision and support the patient and family in their 
decision-making process, while simultaneously unifying 
the team and helping the team deal with its grief.

Preparing for Discharge

At the time of discharge, patients with TBI might still 
exhibit impaired self-awareness,294,296 and they might still 
be denying the duration of the change, its significance, or 
both. Intervention is needed if diminished awareness of 
one’s limitations jeopardizes safety or implementation of 
rehabilitation recommendations.

When considering the need for intervention, it is impor-
tant to distinguish between verbal and behavioral denial. 
If patients act as if they have experienced a disabling event 
(e.g., participate in therapies, follow recommendations for 
assistance), it matters little how they describe their condi-
tions. When denial carries over into their actions, however, 
refusing therapies (saying that nothing is wrong with them 
or that the problem will go away), this “behavioral denial” 
becomes problematic. In such cases, providing objective, 
structured feedback or having patients participate in eco-
logically valid tasks that elicit their deficits might increase 
self-awareness.70
Rehabilitation psychologists work with patients and 
family members as they cope with the ambivalence that 
can be triggered by discharge from the inpatient setting. 
Eager though they might be able to go home, the fact they 
are preparing for discharge with a disability communicates 
that their functional changes will not quickly resolve. It is 
often productive to encourage a focus on the near future, 
with the message that plans and decisions must be made 
on the basis of current functioning. Further recovery can be 
hoped for but not counted on. In this way the psycholo-
gist teaches the important distinction between “hope” and 
“expectation.”63 Apprehension regarding discharge is also 
eased by a reminder that improvement does not necessar-
ily terminate when one leaves the hospital. Patients can be 
reassured that there comes a point when outpatient ther-
apy or a home program can be as productive as inpatient 
treatment, and the psychological benefits of being in one’s 
familiar surroundings cannot be minimized.

Outpatient Rehabilitation

In outpatient practice the membership of the rehabilitation 
team changes, as do the communication patterns. Rather 
than being across the hall, a team member could be across 
town or even across state. The sense of a shared purpose, 
defined roles, and the good communication that create the 
team identity can be more difficult to maintain, but they 
remain critical components of effective rehabilitation care.

In leaving the inpatient setting, patients must be pre-
pared for reentry into both their physical and psychosocial 
environments. The home that was previously so comfort-
able might now present multiple obstacles. Navigating 
“familiar” places (grocery stores, churches, etc.) is a new 
and often unpleasant experience, evoking frustration, 
anger, or avoidance. The psychosocial environmental reen-
try is no less challenging. People often ignore those with 
disabilities in an attempt to deal with their own anxiety.170 
Others might react primarily to the disability,410 overgen-
eralizing its significance. Waiters might ask accompanying 
family members what “he” (i.e., the person in the wheel-
chair) would like to order. Children will learn to capitalize 
on their mother’s memory impairment or might hesitate to 
bring friends home, fearing unpredictable behavior from 
their brain-injured father.

Managing a disability and maintaining one’s place in 
society requires assertiveness, because passivity can lead 
to exclusion and isolation. Learning that it is all right—
indeed necessary—to advocate for oneself from simple 
tasks (e.g., requesting assistance to reach groceries, explain-
ing the need for accommodations when booking a hotel 
room) to the more complex (e.g., arranging for workplace 
accommodations, communicating one’s preferences in a 
sexual relationship).108 Personality styles tend to be con-
sistent across the adult life span,78 and premorbidly shy 
persons with a disability might find it difficult to adjust 
their style of relating in society. However, assertiveness is a 
skill that can be learned.110

Psychosocial issues become increasingly prominent in 
the outpatient setting. As medical conditions stabilize, the 
physical and cognitive recovery curve flattens, and physical 
interventions diminish. The person takes on an increas-
ingly challenging task of learning how to reenter, with 
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changed abilities, the life they had built. In this context 
the rehabilitation psychologist deals with a mix of emo-
tional, social, and existential issues. Over time, as denial 
diminishes, the patient’s increased awareness of change 
and loss can trigger bereavement, depression, anxiety, 
overcompensation, or other emotional or behavioral reac-
tions. Cognitive changes might further complicate the 
process. Persons with disabilities must deal with resuming 
or retiring from family and occupational responsibilities. 
In most cases, income has shrunk, expenses have risen, 
and the amount of work to be done in a day (including 
processing paperwork related to insurance claims, Social 
Security Disability applications, attending therapies and 
doctors’ appointments) increases. It is a stressful time in 
which resources are strained, the patient and family are 
fatigued, and uncertainty is high. Patients and families 
often vacillate between hoping that their lives will return 
to normal and fearing that they will need to adapt to a 
“new normal.”

Addressing Family and Caregiver Issues

Family structure and family roles (e.g., communication, 
emotional support, problem solving) are disrupted by dis-
abling events.280 Caregivers can be at particular risk for dis-
tress, especially those caring for persons having problems 
with memory and comprehension that often follow brain 
injury or stroke.58 There is evidence, however, that caregiver 
resentment is diminished when problem behaviors are 
attributed to the illness rather than the person,395 as when 
the cause is seen as the “brain injury,” not the “difficult 
husband.” Factors such as family role, access to social sup-
port, and caregiver social problem-solving skills all modu-
late the emotional impact of caregiving.155

Patients’ recoveries are affected, in turn, by their fami-
lies’ behaviors. For example, one study of stroke patients 
showed better functional and emotional recovery among 
patients whose families were emotionally supportive and 
provided appropriate levels of practical assistance.280

Scope of Care

Rehabilitation psychologists in outpatient practice are 
often called on to identify and treat a range of psychologi-
cal issues. Cases that might initially be conceptualized as 
“adjustment disorders” (anxiety or depression after a loss) 
might over time become highly complex because of prior 
experiences and/or preexisting factors such as child sexual 
abuse,228 borderline personality disorder,153 antisocial or 
obsessive-compulsive personality disorders,171 and sub-
stance abuse. As noted above, PTSD related to the injury 
is not uncommon after TBI173 or SCI.270,298 A brain injury 
might also precipitate reemergence of previously resolved 
PTSD symptoms.302

Just as many former rehabilitation patients require 
lifetime medical monitoring, their chronic cognitive, psy-
chosocial, vocational, and behavioral problems can merit 
psychological consultation, intervention, or both, at any 
point after discharge. For example, persons with TBI can 
have chronic cognitive problems,104 especially with pro-
cessing speed, memory, and executive functioning. These 
cognitive deficits, coupled with difficulties adjusting to 
postinjury life, can cause lowered self-confidence, relation-
ship failures, and problems managing negative affect.171 
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These individuals might benefit from rehabilitation psy-
chology consultation as they grapple with changed psy-
chosocial circumstances. Persons with other disabling 
conditions might also benefit from seeking consultation 
with psychologists as they encounter new life challenges.385

Intervention Modalities

Therapeutic intervention is a complex interchange between 
therapist and patient, in which the therapist simultane-
ously monitors and manages rapport, communication 
style, comprehension of material, and emotional tone. 
A particular clinical problem can manifest itself in the 
patient’s behaviors, thoughts, emotions, relationships, and 
social roles. A wide range of issues might need to be tar-
geted by clinical treatment plans as a result.321 Although 
psychologists use theoretic approaches to structure their 
observations and guide their decision making, the selec-
tion of a specific intervention is based on the nature of the 
problems, the characteristics of the patient, and the train-
ing of the psychologist, as well as to some degree the psy-
chologist’s personality. The immense variety of medical 
conditions, neurobehavioral disorders, social and familial 
circumstances, and other factors encountered in rehabili-
tation populations mandates a highly individualized and 
eclectic approach.

General Principles of Psychotherapy

Psychotherapy is a method for assisting clients to under-
stand their emotional and behavioral reactions, and cre-
ate the potential to act from a position of choice, rather 
than from reflexive responding. The various types of inter-
ventions are useful for structuring the psychotherapist’s 
thinking, observations, and choice of how to respond. The 
intervention helps the psychotherapist organize a complex 
set of data in patterns, so that the therapist will know how 
to understand the material that the client is bringing, and 
how to formulate a response to move towards the treat-
ment goals. The form of therapy is selected according to the 
clinical question and, whenever possible, the preferences 
of the patient. Psychologists also remain mindful that a key 
“active ingredient” in psychotherapy is the therapeutic alli-
ance235; therapists who are perceived as likable, compas-
sionate, and empathic tend to achieve good outcomes.

Like all areas of health care, psychology is moving 
toward data-driven treatments. Rehabilitation psychology 
faces several challenges in doing so: (1) measuring the rela-
tionship, (2) measuring the intervention, and (3) translat-
ing research to clinical practice. Measuring the relationship is 
critical, given that a consistently potent factor in psycho-
therapy is the alliance that exists between the patient and 
the therapist.235 As this is an interactional variable (i.e., it 
involves both the therapist and the patient), it is impossi-
ble to predict in advance whether a particular therapist will 
have a good working relationship with a particular patient. 
We also do not have tools to measure whether a “good-
enough” working relationship exists between patient A and 
therapist B, nor do we know whether incremental benefit 
accrues from an “excellent” relationship as compared with 
a “good” relationship. With regards to measuring the inter-
vention, some interventions (e.g., behavioral and cognitive-
behavioral treatments) suit themselves to manualized 
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treatments, while others (e.g., existential) are much more 
fluid and harder to operationalize. Rehabilitation interven-
tions might also need to be modified to suit the capacities 
and characteristics of the patients, and can depart from the 
form used in establishing efficacy. The final challenge is in 
translating research to clinical practice. Persons who have dis-
abilities face a wider range of psychosocial issues, identity 
issues, and psychosocial challenges than the average per-
son participating in a psychotherapy efficacy study, raising 
questions about the applicability of findings from these 
clinical trials to rehabilitation populations.357,366

Interventions Targeting Behaviors and Thoughts

Most psychological problems present with observable 
symptoms. A patient might isolate herself, a patient might 
refuse to attend therapy, or a patient might use the call bell 
incessantly and complain about inattentive staff. A patient 
might observe that “nothing” is getting better, or indicate 
that “no one” wants to date someone who uses a wheel-
chair. Some psychological interventions focus directly on 
changing these behaviors, with lesser consideration to the 
history of the problem or the patient’s opinion about why 
the problem exists. Interventions predominantly targeting 
the behavioral symptoms and thoughts include psycho-
education, skills training, motivational interviewing, behav-
ior modification, and cognitive behavioral therapy.

Psychoeducation. Psychoeducation is the provision of 
information to assist patients in understanding and man-
aging their condition. It promotes coping by enhancing 
the patient’s knowledge and facilitating informed choices. 
By facilitating behavioral activation and self-efficacy, psy-
choeducation might also provide some inoculation against 
depression. Psychoeducation is often offered to individu-
als and their families in both inpatient and outpatient 
settings. This intervention can often also be delivered in 
a group format. Psychoeducation groups are not only effi-
cient, but they also facilitate peer support. This support 
can potentially penetrate the sense of isolation that often 
accompanies a disabling event. It can also foster “social 
comparison,” which can enhance coping. Participants in 
groups can find the comments of others to be powerful 
because they have shared experiences, and might perceive 
other patients’ observations as more credible than those 
made by staff.10

Skills Training. Persons with disabilities face challenges 
in social relationships simply by the fact of having a dis-
ability,105 and poor social problem-solving skills can even 
put them at higher risk for complications such as pressure 
ulcers (if, for example, an unassertive individual hesitates 
to ask for assistance with weight shifts).112 Skills training 
involves demonstrating and practicing behaviors required 
for specific circumstances, and includes assertiveness train-
ing, role-playing, and relaxation training.148 While skills 
training often occurs in the context of individual therapy, 
group therapy can be an efficient way to teach and practice 
basic emotional management skills, such as relaxation pro-
cedures and cognitive methods to reduce distress. Mem-
bers can learn from each other and benefit from healthy 
 competition. Group therapy, however, is typically not 
suited to dealing with idiosyncratic or highly private issues.
Motivational Interviewing. Motivational interviewing256 
is a therapeutic technique designed to facilitate a person’s 
movement through ambivalence to therapeutic change. In 
motivational interviewing the psychologist guides the patient 
in identifying advantages and disadvantages of behavior 
change and uses this information to guide and motivate 
a series of changes. The technique creates a collaboration 
between therapist and patient, such that the latter identifies 
his or her own reasons for seeking change. Change is then a 
reflection of the patient’s desires, rather than a goal imposed 
by the therapist. Although this technique is primarily used 
in the treatment of addictions, it has also been applied more 
widely in rehabilitation settings and medical settings, such 
as in managing diabetes142 and chronic pain.143

Behavior Modification. Behavior modification is the 
systematic application of the learning principles of clas-
sical and operant conditioning122 to alter the frequency 
and intensity of behavior. Behavior modification has wide 
application in rehabilitation, including reducing symptoms 
of PTSD,30 reducing the impact of chronic pain,370 promot-
ing participation in therapies, and enhancing adherence to 
rehabilitation recommendations.130

Cognitive-Behavior Therapy. In cognitive-behavior ther-
apy (CBT), patients are taught to identify the impact of 
thoughts on emotions, and to modify thoughts to achieve 
relief from emotional distress.86 Introduced by Ellis116 and 
developed by Beck17 and others, CBT is based on well- 
replicated research showing that the emotions of individu-
als are driven more by how they perceive the event than 
by the event itself. It is also based on the recognition that 
persons who are depressed, anxious, angry, or hopeless 
often distort their thinking in ways that create or intensify 
the emotional upset. With this intervention, patients learn 
to identify exaggerated or frankly erroneous notions and 
to replace them with thoughts that are both more realistic 
and less upsetting. CBT is commonly used in the treatment 
of depressive disorders and chronic pain syndromes372; it 
is also being applied to enhance the adjustment of persons 
having disability within a framework that recognizes dis-
ability as a cultural identity.262

Interpersonal Psychotherapy. Built on the work of Sulli-
van,354 interpersonal psychotherapy391 views psychological 
problems not as private events but as manifestations of dis-
turbances in social relationships. Consequently the resolu-
tion of the problem involves improving relationships and 
creating more resilient support systems. Given the effects that 
congenital and acquired disabilities can have on an individ-
ual’s family and social network, this therapy framework has 
many potential applications for rehabilitation populations.

Interventions Targeting Meaning

Certain psychological interventions focus on identifying key 
motivational factors behind actions. In clarifying these moti-
vations, the patient experiences more freedom and choice, 
and also develops a richer and more coherent personal story.

Psychodynamic. Psychodynamic therapy focuses on the 
impact that life events have on the way we experience cur-
rent events, protect ourselves from anxiety, and interact 
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with others. Psychodynamic therapy uncovers factors that 
help explain why persons might engage in self-defeating 
behaviors. This therapy is more likely to be used in outpa-
tient settings. Psychodynamic work can help persons make 
sense of their experience, thus promoting opportunities for 
informed choices and better self-esteem.

Existential. Existential therapy emphasizes freedom, the 
option to choose, the courage to be, and the importance 
of meaning in life.137 Existential therapy creates possibili-
ties for finding meaning in the midst of suffering. Victor 
Frankl’s work135 on people’s response to life in concentra-
tion camps is a poignant example of this approach. Exis-
tential therapy is germane to rehabilitation populations 
because it offers opportunities for freedom and well-being 
even in the midst of suffering.

Therapies Targeting the Context

Sometimes called the “third wave” of cognitive and behavioral 
therapies, the following therapies focus on the experiences of 
individuals, their awareness of the present, and the context 
in which they experience their symptoms. These therapies do 
not exclude use of previous processes, but add the element of 
acceptance. These therapies can be particularly useful in situ-
ations in which persons are dealing with chronic conditions.

Dialectical Behavior Therapy. Dialectical behavior ther-
apy220 focuses on developing interpersonal and emotion 
regulation skills, while also enhancing distress tolerance and 
acceptance. Originally developed to aid persons who were 
suicidal, it has been applied successfully to persons with 
borderline personality disorders. The concepts, blending 
active problem-solving techniques with meditative accep-
tance, are applicable to many painful, chronic disorders.

Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy. Mindfulness is 
a way of approaching one’s experience that is based on 
Buddhist meditation. In mindfulness work, individuals 
suspend evaluation while becoming more acutely aware 
of their experience in the moment.190 This mindfulness 
philosophy has been blended with knowledge of cognitive 
techniques to create a therapy for the treatment of depres-
sion.333 With its intense present focus and suspension of 
judgment, this therapy can be helpful in opening new ways 
of seeing one’s experience and might be well suited to the 
challenges of rehabilitation. This technique would be chal-
lenging to implement, however, with persons having cer-
tain cognitive impairments.

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy. Acceptance and 
commitment therapy is an offshoot from the “mindful-
ness” approach to psychotherapy.165 This therapy teaches 
a person to accept what cannot be changed, find mean-
ing in it, and then commit oneself to a course of action. 
Homework exercises support the patient in building and 
sustaining new skills.

Evidence-Based Psychotherapy Practice

The effectiveness of psychological interventions with sev-
eral rehabilitation populations has already been evaluated 
by the Cochrane Library. Conclusions tend to be suggestive 
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rather than certain because the numbers of psychological 
intervention studies meeting inclusion criteria are small. 
Also, as noted previously, randomized clinical trials of 
psychosocial interventions have notable limitations. A 
body of evidence, however, is accumulating to support 
the effectiveness of psychological treatments in rehabili-
tation. Psychological interventions have been shown to 
be helpful in improving mood and preventing depres-
sion after stroke,160 in reducing the emotional distress of 
patients having incurable cancer,2 in reducing depression 
and promoting coping among persons having multiple 
sclerosis,363 in decreasing hypochondriacal symptoms,362 
and in reducing anxiety and reducing the likelihood of 
developing PTSD among individuals with mild-moderate 
traumatic brain injuries.345

Cognitive Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation psychologists and neuropsychologists have 
played a major role in the evolution of cognitive rehabili-
tation (CR), the implementation of strategies to enhance 
cognitive function in persons with neurologically based 
deficits, and/or to minimize the impact of these deficits 
on daily life functioning. In addition to rehabilitation 
psychologists and neuropsychologists, speech patholo-
gists, occupational therapists, CR specialists, and cogni-
tive neuroscientists are all major providers of CR services. 
Although the present discussion emphasizes what are tra-
ditionally considered realms of “cognitive” functioning, 
effective intervention for cognitive deficits can also require 
addressing problems in the spheres of awareness and 
emotional status, a strategy that is a hallmark of holistic 
neuropsychological rehabilitation programs.

History of Cognitive Rehabilitation

One could reasonably trace the origin of CR to the 1800s 
and Broca’s endeavors to improve language function-
ing of persons with aphasia. After an extended quiescent 
period, eminent figures such as Goldstein,149 Luria,223 
Zangwill,413,414 and Wepman392 developed rehabilitation 
programs for injured soldiers, deriving tactics from their 
research findings and models of brain functioning. These 
programs included a focus on vocational restoration, the 
sort of “ecologic emphasis” valued by contemporary practi-
tioners. All viewed detailed neuropsychological assessment 
as a necessary first step in clarifying the nature and extent 
of impairments to be addressed.31

These midcentury efforts inspired little further develop-
ment until the 1970s, when Ben-Yishay and colleagues27 
at the Rusk Institute of Rehabilitation Medicine, rowing 
against the prevailing tide of “therapeutic nihilism” (i.e., 
the view that higher cortical deficits were largely untreat-
able), devised interventions aimed at specific deficits 
such as unilateral neglect and constructional impairment. 
Their methods tended to be what Mateer and Raskin239 
described as “direct interventions,” and Kennedy and 
Turkstra196 called the “train and hope” variety. They were 
based on the premise that repetitive drill on a discrete 
function (e.g., visual scanning in cases of neglect) would 
ameliorate the degree of deficit and also result in improve-
ments in daily life functions dependent on that skill. Meier  
et al.247 described work based on this perspective, revealing 
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that some success was achieved with this narrowly focused 
training. For example, patients with unilateral neglect who 
underwent visual scanning training showed improvements 
in reading, and those who received training in constructing 
block designs exhibited improvement in eating behavior 
(although the connection between the trained skill and the 
improved function was admittedly tenuous).

Also during the 1970s, Ben-Yishay developed many 
techniques for treatment of TBI-related deficits in his 
holistic day treatment program created for Israeli soldiers 
wounded during the 1973 Yom Kippur War. Developments 
in CR continued during the 1980s, and the use of comput-
ers assumed considerable importance. Clinicians incorpo-
rated games such as Pong in attempts to improve sustained 
attention, capitalizing on the precise control conferred over 
delivery of training activities and the computers’ capacity 
to keep track of patient performance.223

As more practitioners entered the CR field, the value of 
theory-based interventions came to be widely accepted. 
This development was supported by the emergence of 
“cognitive neuropsychology,” which featured exquisitely 
detailed case studies and frequent use of ad hoc testing 
methods to illuminate the nature of unusual deficits. Its 
practitioners typically based their work on current theo-
ries of neuropsychological functioning in domains such 
as attention, memory, and executive function. The work 
of Coltheart et al.76,77 provides a good overview of this 
perspective, and the case study of a deep dyslexic patient 
reported by dePartz94 offers a detailed illustration of 
the derivation of effective treatment strategies from a 
 well-articulated theory of the deficit. Wilson’s volume397 
consists of an accessible series of CR case reports, some of 
which are theoretically based.

A well-known conceptualization of approaches used 
in CR was offered by Cicerone et al.,72 wherein emphasis 
was placed on the functional orientation of several strate-
gies, including strengthening or reestablishing previously 
learned patterns of behavior; establishing new patterns 
of cognitive activity through compensatory mechanisms 
(either via neurologic systems or external compensatory 
mechanisms); and promoting adaption to one’s cogni-
tive disability to improve overall functioning and quality 
of life. By this definition, CR can target all three levels of 
functional compromise encompassed by the World Health 
Organization’s International Classification of Function.405

A detailed enumeration of the multiple potentially effi-
cacious approaches used in CR was offered by Eskes and 
Barrett.117 They highlighted the following specific CR strat-
egies: (1) retraining of the impaired function; (2) optimi-
zation of preserved functions; (3) compensation through 
substitution of intact skills; (4) utilization of environmen-
tal supports or devices to compensate for impaired func-
tions; and (5) training via “vicariation approaches” (which 
try to recruit related intact brain regions to assume respon-
sibility for functions previously carried out by damaged 
areas).

The Future of Cognitive Rehabilitation Interventions

Despite its relatively brief contemporary history, the 
field of CR has undergone several paradigm shifts. While 
early CR strategies tended to emphasize direct training or 
use of compensatory functions (as in right hemisphere 
“takeover” of language after left hemisphere damage200), 
the most exciting and encouraging recent developments 
have centered around technologically based methods. As 
computers have become smaller and more powerful, cli-
nicians have identified new ways to put them to use. For 
example, DePompei et al.95 reported on 106 subjects (ages 
6 to 66 years) with various “memory and organizational 
problems” who were taught to use personal digital assis-
tants and “smartphones.”

Another promising development in CR involves applica-
tions of virtual reality (VR) technology. With VR, clinicians 
can create situations that closely resemble those in the 
real world (adjusting parameters as needed). This allows 
patients to practice new strategies in “virtual versions” of 
settings to which they will return, receive feedback about 
their performance, and grow acclimated to strategy use 
(while knowing that the world they are dealing with is 
only a “virtual” one). Matheis et al.240 described a VR pre-
sentation of a visual learning task to persons with TBI and 
controls. The authors argued that this approach allows a 
closer approximation of likely real-life performance than 
would conventional neuropsychological tests of memory. 
Schultheis and Rizzo332 offered a valuable overview of VR-
based CR for several types of higher cortical deficits and 
for rehearsing a number of daily life tasks such as cooking 
and driving.

For persons with memory impairment, a logical and 
effective intervention is provision of cues to carry out par-
ticular actions. A seemingly natural strategy, then, would 
appear to be having patients write down information (e.g., 
shopping lists, appointments, birthdays) that they want 
to remember. Advocates of “memory books” often found 
that this treatment failed, however, because patients did 
not “remember to remember” to check their books. Con-
sistent with this, in the study described above, DePompei 
et al95 found personal digital assistants and smartphones 
(which use cuing alarms) to be effective, but the use of 
a daily planner (which is commonly recommended as a 
memory aid) had a negative impact. The advent of per-
sonal pagers offers another partial solution to this prob-
lem: programmed reminders can be sent to patients’ 
pagers from a central location (such as the doctor’s office) 
to prompt them to check their book to see what their next 
destination should be. Wilson et al.399 reported the case of 
a severely memory-impaired young man who was able to 
live independently with the help of such a device, called 
a Neuropage. A review of recent applications of assistive 
technology to ameliorate the effects of cognitive deficits is 
available.202

Considerations Regarding Cognitive Rehabilitation 
Efficacy

In attempting to evaluate the efficacy of CR techniques, an 
issue has arisen concerning the definition of “recovery.” 
Caplan59 posed the question this way: “Does the perfor-
mance of a behavioral act via neural pathways other than 
those that were premorbidly in control constitute recovery 
of function? Has a patient with unilateral neglect recov-
ered on having learned to turn his head in compensatory 
fashion, or does ‘recovery’ require the return of premorbid 
ocular movements? Another way of asking this question is: 
Does ‘function’ equal the process or its consummation?”  
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Rohling et al.315 recently called attention to the critical 
difference between “recovery of cognitive function and 
learning compensatory strategies for coping with chronic 
cognitive deficits.” They noted Wilson’s398 conclusion that 
rehabilitation of memory impairments per se tended to be 
ineffective, but that the evidence did support the efficacy 
of intervention for performance of daily tasks that require 
remembering. However, if one accepts the definition of CR 
by Cicerone et al.,72 (which is based on outcome rather 
than process), this question becomes moot, because all 
types of “recovery” are captured therein.

Another matter of current contention involves the 
evidentiary value of single case studies versus random-
ized controlled trials (RCTs). While Rohling et al.315 urge 
increased reliance on RCTs, noting their greater internal 
validity, a contrasting view was taken by Mateer,238 who 
argued the case for single-subject designs. She noted sev-
eral factors that hamper the conduct of true RCTs in 
rehabilitation, with difficulty of random assignment and 
patient heterogeneity being the most substantial. Making a 
related point, Hart et al.164 have referred to the “dilemma 
of the control condition” in such studies. Highlighting the 
benefit of single-subject designs to the field of CR, Mateer 
comments favorably on the case report of Svoboda and 
Richards355 describing a 55-year-old woman with severe 
anterograde amnesia who, via a theory-driven program, 
learned to use a smartphone to assist with the performance 
of multiple daily life tasks. Interestingly, the patient exhib-
ited generalization of learned skills across untrained situ-
ations demanding memory function, an outcome all too 
rarely reported.

What evidence do we have that CR is effective? A task 
force of the Brain Injury Special Interest Group of the 
American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine has pub-
lished two reviews of the literature, resulting in recom-
mendations for clinical practice. The first publication71 
reviewed 171 studies (most being class III—clinical series 
with no controls or single case studies) and found support 
for the efficacy of CR for persons who exhibit language def-
icits after left hemisphere stroke or perceptual deficits after 
right hemisphere stroke, and for those with TBI who have 
impaired attention, memory, functional communication, 
and executive function. In 2005 Cicerone et al.72 offered 
an updated review, largely confirming their initial find-
ings and also demonstrating support for training in cases 
of apraxia. These authors urged further studies comparing 
different treatments for particular deficits, and also looking 
at the impact of remediation on performance at the level of 
social functioning (not just “impairment”). The findings of 
Cicerone et al. were also supported by Eskes and Barrett’s 
2009 review.117 Other matters requiring additional inves-
tigation and analysis are questions of timing, intensity of 
treatment, and optimal duration.16

Pediatric Rehabilitation Psychology

Pediatric rehabilitation psychologists work in multiple 
capacities to promote the optimal functioning of children 
having a wide range of disabilities resulting from devel-
opmental or acquired medical conditions. Understanding 
the unique aspects of the emotional, behavioral, social, 
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familial, and cognitive aspects of childhood disability 
is crucial to achieving this goal. As with adults, condi-
tions vary widely in the nature and extent of cognitive 
and behavioral sequelae, expected course (e.g., recovery, 
variability, stability, or decline), and treatments that are 
indicated. Three major areas, however, set pediatric reha-
bilitation psychology apart from adult rehabilitation psy-
chology. First, developmental issues are carefully considered 
because skills rapidly emerge and mature, environmental 
demands increase, and support systems change signifi-
cantly throughout childhood.120 Second, families of chil-
dren with chronic, disabling health conditions frequently 
experience increased parental stress and family burden. Fac-
tors such as family resources, family functioning, and fam-
ily adaptation strongly influence child functioning.193,381 
Third, pediatric rehabilitation psychologists must be well 
acquainted with the regulations and resources available 
within the educational system, because the bulk of services 
and supports for children with disabilities is provided 
through that system.177

Several specific developmental concerns are considered 
by the pediatric rehabilitation psychologist. First, the tim-
ing of onset of a medical condition (perinatal, early child-
hood, late childhood) is crucial, because sequelae vary 
depending on when in development the condition arises. 
For example, cranial radiotherapy for treatment of brain 
tumor results in declines in the intelligence quotient (IQ) 
over time, with greater cognitive loss in children treated 
before the age of 8 years than in older children.111,279 Sec-
ond, the child’s chronologic age (e.g., preschooler, school-
aged, adolescent) at the time of assessment or treatment 
also is considered. Given that the norms for academic skills 
and self-regulation increase with age, deficits can become 
more noticeable as the environmental demands and expec-
tations increase.226 Third, because many medical condi-
tions substantially disrupt and derail normal psychosocial 
and cognitive development, the child’s actual developmen-
tal abilities, skills, and knowledge base are considered in 
assessment and treatment planning.

 Ideally, children are assessed and treated within the 
context of their environment, which includes home life 
with family and time at school. The needs of the family 
system must be addressed, because family environment 
and parental coping style affect functional status and psy-
chological adjustment in a variety of developmental dis-
abilities and illnesses.193 Family stress and coping can also 
vary by condition, as diagnostic entities primarily com-
promising cognitive and behavioral functioning produce 
greater family distress and burden than those that primar-
ily affect physical functioning.381 For example, elevated 
marital stress and worsening family functioning have been 
reported in caregivers of children with brain injury311,380 
and spina bifida,175 while studies of families of children 
with cerebral palsy found few such disruptions.46,225

The educational environment is also a crucial factor in 
the rehabilitation needs of children with disabilities. In the 
United States all children have a federally protected right 
to public education, including special education services 
if needed. Despite this, children with a variety of chronic 
medical conditions (such as brain injuries) are underidenti-
fied and underserved in schools.147,328 Pediatric rehabilita-
tion psychologists take an active role in advocating for and 
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facilitating suitable school programming. They can assess 
cognitive and psychosocial status to help school systems 
identify children requiring services, and can delineate the 
type of services needed. The pediatric rehabilitation psychol-
ogist can also serve as a liaison among the family, health care 
providers, and educators, informing the school system about 
the child’s medical and rehabilitation needs and assisting 
the family in advocating for the child within the educational 
system.

Assessment

When assessing children with disabilities, the pediatric reha-
bilitation psychologist seeks to evaluate the child’s current 
psychosocial, intellectual, adaptive, and sometimes neuro-
psychological status in order to make recommendations 
that will optimize the child’s functioning. Assessment of 
children is typically based on norm-referenced standardized 
measures (e.g., individually administered tests of perfor-
mance; caregiver, teacher, and child ratings on question-
naires), observations, school and medical record review, and 
clinical interviews.326 The pediatric rehabilitation psycholo-
gist also focuses on understanding the interactions among 
the child’s characteristics, family factors, supports in the 
school and community, and the child’s medical condition 
and disabilities (including changes from premorbid level of 
functioning if the child has an acquired illness or injury). 
Assessment involves identifying current areas of concern 
as well as predicting future problems based on expected 
changes in development and environmental demands. This 
information forms the basis for recommendations for the 
child’s parents, teachers, and health care providers.227

Psychosocial Functioning

Many childhood disabilities are associated with impair-
ments and activity limitations that can hamper emotional 
adjustment and social engagement. Children’s reactions to 
these limitations often manifest as behavioral difficulties 
such as “acting out” in the classroom or at home. Abnor-
malities in emotional, behavioral, and social functioning 
can also be a direct result of the underlying condition, 
especially those that affect neurologic status. Because psy-
chological factors can influence overall functioning, care-
ful examination of psychosocial issues is essential when 
evaluating children with disabilities who are at risk for 
emotional, behavioral, and/ or social difficulties. Identi-
fying these possible problems and educating the treating 
team about them is a key role of the pediatric rehabilita-
tion psychologist.

Several standardized, multidimensional rating scales 
of emotional, behavioral, and/or social functioning can 
be administered to the child’s caregivers and teachers to 
obtain collateral information about the child’s functioning. 
The Child Behavior Checklist–Second Edition (CBCL-II)1 
and the Behavior Assessment System for  Children–Second 
Edition (BASC-2)307 are rating scales that survey a variety 
of common emotional, behavioral, and social concerns in 
children. Because the child can present quite differently 
from one setting to another (based in part on the avail-
able supports within a particular environment), a reli-
able and accurate psychological diagnosis is enhanced if 
one obtains information about the child’s psychosocial 
functioning from multiple sources, including caregivers, 
teachers, and when appropriate, the child. As is the case 
with many neuropsychological and psychological mea-
sures, while the CBCL-II and BASC-2 are psychometrically 
sound when used with typically developing and emotion-
ally or behaviorally disturbed children, they must be inter-
preted cautiously when used with caregivers and teachers 
of children with significant physical or cognitive disabili-
ties, or both. Some of the item content might not be appro-
priate for these children. Other measures are available to 
examine specific behavioral phenomena that can reflect 
cognitive limitations, such as attention (e.g., Conners’ Rat-
ings Scale80) and executive functioning (e.g., Behavior Rat-
ing Inventory of Executive Functioning145).

Another window into a child’s psychosocial function-
ing is through direct interview or report from the child. 
Paralleling the caregiver and teacher versions, the BASC-2 
has a self-report measure of personality for children 8 
years and older.307 There are also a number of self-report 
measures of mood, such as the Children’s Depression 
Inventory206 and the Revised Children’s Manifest Anxi-
ety Scale.308 Self-report measures of coping skills, as well 
as cognitive appraisals (such as perceived control, illness 
uncertainty, and illness intrusiveness), can also be helpful 
in identifying at-risk children and planning treatment.383 
While potentially informative, however, self-report mea-
sures from children are subject to several limitations. 
These include the child’s ability to self-monitor and accu-
rately report emotional functioning, and the possibility of 
underreporting of difficulties because of social desirability 
influences.415 Self-report methods might also simply not 
be valid for children with significant cognitive impair-
ments, regardless of age.

Behavioral assessment and more systematic functional 
analysis are also useful in identifying problem or target 
behaviors, determining possible causes, and selecting rea-
sonable treatment strategies.236 Information gleaned from 
these techniques allows for proper management of the 
child’s environment and implementation of contingen-
cies to diminish undesirable behavior and maximize tar-
get behavior. Behavioral assessment involves specifying the 
to-be-extinguished target behavior, determining the ante-
cedents (what precedes the inappropriate behavior), and 
identifying the consequence for the inappropriate behavior. 
For example, a pediatric rehabilitation psychologist might 
be asked to help understand why a child is putting his head 
down and disengaging in physical therapy. Through obser-
vation the psychologist might determine the antecedent 
(the child puts his head down whenever the therapy area 
is noisy and crowded) and the consequence (the therapist 
schedules the child at off hours). The psychologist can use 
this information to develop a plan to help reduce the like-
lihood that the undesired behavior will be inadvertently 
reinforced by the therapist.

Intellectual Ability

Intelligence refers to the general reasoning ability, problem 
solving, and the capacity to acquire knowledge.326 An IQ 
is a standardized score based on mean performance and 
variability across multiple subtests. IQ test scores are usu-
ally converted to standard scores (mean = 100, standard 
 deviation = 15). A standard score of approximately 70 
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or below is regarded as indicative of limited intellectual 
functioning. Two common intelligence or IQ tests for chil-
dren include the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, 
Fourth Edition,389 and the Stanford-Binet, Fifth Edition.316

Assessment of intellectual functioning using a standard-
ized IQ test is essential if intellectual disability is suspected. 
Intellectual disability, also termed mental retardation, is 
characterized by significant limitations both in intellectual 
functioning and in adaptive behavior that originate before 18 
years of age (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Dis-
orders, Fourth Edition [DSM-IV]7). Although mental retardation 
and intellectual disability are now used synonymously, the lat-
ter is becoming the preferred term. For example, the American 
Association of Mental Retardation changed its name in 2007 
to the American Association on Intellectual and Develop-
mental Disabilities.4

To diagnose an intellectual disability, a rehabilitation 
psychologist also assesses adaptive functioning (DSM-
IV7), for which standardized tests (e.g., Vineland Adaptive 
Behavior Scales352) also exist. Although there are several 
definitions of adaptive functioning, the American Associa-
tion on Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities defines 
adaptive functioning as comprising three skill types4:
 •  Conceptual skills: Language and literacy; money, time, 

and number concepts; and self-direction
 •  Social skills: Interpersonal skills, social responsibility, 

self-esteem, gullibility, naïveté (i.e., wariness), social 
problem solving, and the ability to follow rules, obey 
laws, and avoid being victimized

 •  Practical skills: Activities of daily living (personal care), 
occupational skills, health care, travel, schedules, rou-
tines, safety, use of money, use of the telephone.
Limitations in behavioral, sensory, and motor abili-

ties, as well as cultural factors, are considered when deter-
mining whether intellectual disability exists in a given 
instance. Assessment of intellectual disability in children 
with significant physical disabilities can be particularly 
challenging because deficits on standardized testing of 
cognitive and adaptive functioning might be the con-
sequences of motor or sensory impairment rather than 
cognitive impairment.28 Several authors have offered sug-
gestions as to how best to assess these special populations 
of children.227,377 Cultural factors can also have an impact 
on test performance and level of adaptive functioning.326 
For example, in some cultures, children with disabilities 
are not expected to attend school or perform any self-care 
activities, even if they are able to do so.163 These limita-
tions of exposure and practice can result in underestimates 
of the child’s true abilities.

Neuropsychological Testing

Neuropsychological assessment of children involves under-
standing of brain-behavior relations and how these rela-
tions are influenced by the developing brain.121,227 In 
children with neurodevelopmental disabilities or acquired 
neurologic impairments, pediatric rehabilitation psycholo-
gists evaluate the full range of neuropsychological domains, 
with a view to developing a profile of required supports that 
is more comprehensive and informative than one based on 
IQ scores alone. This is particularly important because chil-
dren with certain conditions, such as acquired brain inju-
ries, often have significant neuropsychological deficits (e.g., 
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impairments in processing speed, memory, and executive 
functioning) but average IQ scores.103

Neuropsychological assessment can also be indicated 
for children with primarily physical disabilities who dem-
onstrate difficulty learning at school or acquiring self-care 
skills. These children often benefit from neuropsychologi-
cal testing to help sort out the barriers to learning. As in the 
general population of children, there is a subgroup of chil-
dren with physical disabilities (e.g., amputees) with learn-
ing disabilities or attention deficit–hyperactivity disorder. 
As children with physical disabilities and chronic health 
conditions mature, independence in self-care is also often a 
goal. These skills require a high level of organization, plan-
ning, and problem solving (i.e., executive functioning), so 
even minor dysfunction can greatly limit development of 
independence with self-care skills.226

Other Considerations

Pediatric rehabilitation psychologists conceptualize and 
interpret assessment results with knowledge of the child’s 
environmental demands and supports in the home, 
school, and community environments. Many children 
with disabilities will be receiving therapies and interven-
tions before assessment by the pediatric rehabilitation 
psychologist. It is essential to understand what therapies 
and interventions have been implemented, as well as how 
successful those supports and interventions have been, to 
make suitable additional recommendations.227

The pediatric rehabilitation psychologist might also 
need to assist in planning for the future, based on an under-
standing of the child’s prognosis and expected changes in 
environmental demands.227 For example, the intervention 
plan for a 6-year-old child with executive dysfunction is 
very different than the plan for a 15-year-old adolescent. It 
can be particularly helpful to provide families with some 
general guidance of how to manage critical time points 
(such as transitions from elementary to middle to high 
school). The child’s changing needs might dictate regular 
returns to a multidisciplinary clinic for serial evaluation by 
professionals sensitive to the developmental arc, and who 
are capable of identifying any new needs for supports or 
treatment. Follow-up psychological or neuropsychological 
evaluation might be recommended at a specific point in 
time, based on the predicted future concerns.

Intervention

Treatment and support for children with developmental 
and acquired disorders are necessarily diverse, because 
of the variety of disorders and the multiplicity of conse-
quences in functional, psychological, cognitive, and social 
realms. Chronologic age, environmental expectations, 
family resources, and available educational and commu-
nity resources also influence the treatment approach and 
intensity. Some of the more widely used interventions 
include behavior management, environment control, fam-
ily therapy, and CR.

Behavior Management and Environment Control

In pediatric rehabilitation psychology, especially when 
working with children with cognitive deficits, implement-
ing environmental and behavioral intervention techniques 
often involves teaching all significant individuals in the 
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child’s life to maintain structure and routine during daily 
functional activities. This permits better control of behav-
ior. As the child functions more independently, these con-
trols can be reduced.408 Teachers and caregivers are taught 
by rehabilitation professionals how to follow through with 
environmental modifications and behavioral management 
strategies within the child’s everyday life.

After using behavioral assessment or more systematic 
functional analysis to identify adaptive and maladaptive 
behavior patterns, pediatric rehabilitation psychologists 
implement specific behavioral management strategies, 
such as operant contingency management, antecedent 
control, and combinations of these approaches in the 
home and school environment. Operant contingency man-
agement uses contingencies to change the probability that 
the child will display a certain behavior. Two common 
contingences that increase the frequency of a target behav-
ior are positive reinforcers (events or activities that increase 
the likelihood of a desired behavior when presented after 
the behavior) and negative reinforcers (events or activities 
that increase the likelihood of a desired behavior when 
removed after the behavior).236 A common positive rein-
forcer is praising the child for trying a novel activity in 
therapy. A negative reinforcer could involve removing a 
child from a noisy therapy gym after the child completes a 
desired activity. Antecedent management involves proactive 
modification of the environment to prevent or minimize 
the occurrence of an undesirable behavior and increase 
the probability of desirable behavior.

A recently developed technique, positive behavioral inter-
ventions and supports (PBIS), combines operant condition-
ing and antecedent management.195,325 Like antecedent 
management, PBIS is designed to be proactive. The goal 
is to prevent problem behavior by altering a situation 
before escalation occurs, while at the same time teaching 
and reinforcing acceptable alternative behaviors. PBIS is 
ideally suited for the school setting, and in recent years 
has been used as a school-wide prevention program 
in more than 7500 schools nationwide. Its main use has 
been to reduce disruptive behavior problems in the gen-
eral student population42 and to enhance school-wide 
health.41 PBIS has also been used to promote desirable 
behavior in children with acquired brain injuries in the 
school environment, although research demonstrating 
efficacy is limited.339,409 Given the promising results in the 
school system and with children with neurologic injury, 
PBIS might work well in structured group settings designed 
for rehabilitation, such as an inpatient rehabilitation unit 
or day hospital program.

Family Therapy, Support, and Education

As noted above, childhood disability can result in sub-
stantial family stress and burden. Factors such as fam-
ily resources and family conflict are also associated with 
functional outcome in children. A key goal for pediatric 
rehabilitation psychologists is developing supportive and 
instructive interventions that help families by reducing 
caregiver stress and burden, improving management of 
child behavior problems, and reducing family conflict.

Multiple well-designed intervention studies of families 
of children with TBI provide strong support for educat-
ing, involving, and working with the family to ameliorate 
ognitive and behavioral problems in these children. 
or instance, educational intervention in the emergency 
epartment (i.e., providing general information about 
ommon symptoms and course of recovery) with fami-
ies of children who sustained mild TBI was associated 
ith better outcomes 3 months after injury relative to 

hildren who received routine care.291 In a randomized 
ontrolled intervention, Braga et al.43 also found sig-
ificantly improved functional skills in children whose 
elatives were taught to implement CR in the home envi-
onment, as compared with children who received typi-
al outpatient therapy.

A series of studies examining family therapy for 
amilies of children with TBI found that psychothera-
eutic techniques, including problem-solving strategy 
raining, improved child behavior and decreased parental 
istress.379,382 In addition, a similar family therapy model, 
ermed behavioral family systems therapy, reduced family 
onflict in families of children with diabetes.9,406 Recently, 
ole et al.74 outlined seven clinical guidelines for therapy 
ith families of children with brain injury (Box 4-6). While 

hese guidelines were developed with families of children 
ith TBI in mind, they are applicable to families of chil-
ren with a wide range of disabilities.

ognitive Rehabilitation

ognitive deficits are frequent consequences of neurode-
elopmental and acquired neurologic conditions and often 
arrant intervention. While a handful of well-designed 

tudies demonstrate the efficacy of outpatient CR aimed 
t difficulties with attention and memory,53,54,376 for most 
hildren with neurologic conditions, cognitive interven-
ions are implemented by teachers and therapists working 
n the school system as part of the child’s educational pro-
ram. Parents and other caregivers play an essential role 
n structuring the child’s environment in a manner that 
romotes optimal functioning. The interventions imple-
ented by people in the child’s everyday environment are 

onsidered within the broad definition of CR for children. 
hile specific techniques for providing intervention in 

he child’s daily environment have been detailed,408 well-
esigned studies are still needed to examine the efficacy of 
hese interventions.341

 •  Recognize how the child’s developmental stage presents 
unique challenges.

 •  Match the intervention to needs and level of functioning of 
the family.

 •  Provide advocacy by linking family to resources in the 
community.

 •  Educate the family and child on disability-related issues.
 •  Encourage the family to adjust to disability in healthy and 

positive ways.
 •  Modify the home, school, and community environment 

for effective antecedent management.
 •  Train the child and family in use of coping skills, commu-

nication, and problem solving.

BOX 4-6

Therapy Guidelines for Families of Children  
With Brain Injury
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Developmental issues are particularly challenging in the 
study of CR for children, because age at both injury and at 
the time of intervention can influence treatment efficacy. 
For example, younger age at injury has been associated 
with greater cognitive impairment after TBI.92,340 Effective 
interventions for children with cognitive deficits also vary 
depending on the age of the child, as an intervention that 
is effective for a school-aged child might not be effective 
for an adolescent.227

Educational Planning

Every effort should be made to promote school attendance 
by children with disabilities, because most cognitive, behav-
ioral, and psychosocial supports for children are provided 
within the school system. The pediatric rehabilitation psy-
chologist can orchestrate efforts to ensure that necessary spe-
cialized programming and accommodations are provided 
in that setting, with knowledge of the diversity of possible 
needs, available services in the particular district, eligibility 
requirements, and relevant special education laws.

Several laws deal with civil rights in the public school 
system and are relevant for educational planning. The 
Education for All Handicapped Children Act (Public Law 
94-142), passed in 1975, mandated that a free, appropriate 
pubic education be provided in the least restrictive environ-
ment for children regardless of type or severity of disability 
(Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975). The 
least restrictive environment specifies that children with 
disabilities should be educated alongside nondisabled 
peers as much as possible. This legislation has been revised 
in 1990, 1991, 1997, and 2004. In 1990, the legislation 
was renamed the Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act (IDEA).177 Currently the Individuals with Disabil-
ity Education Improvement Act of 2004 enables children 
through age 21 years to receive early intervention, special 
education, and related services through the public school 
system (IDEA, 2004). Related services include physical, 
occupational, and speech-language therapy, and school 
nurse services necessary for the child to meet educational 
goals. In addition to IDEA, the No Child Left Behind Act 
of 2002 (Public Law 290) mandated that only 1% of the 
student body of any school could be assessed differently 
than the school-testing standard. As a result, children with 
disabilities are currently included in assessment of yearly 
progress in academic proficiency.

Under IDEA, school systems are responsible for find-
ing, identifying, and evaluating children with disabilities 
in need of special education and related services, as well 
as informing and involving caregivers in this process. Chil-
dren with chronic medical conditions often have multiple 
medical, rehabilitation therapy, and psychological evalu-
ations completed outside the educational system that are 
relevant to educational planning. The rehabilitation psy-
chologist frequently facilitates the identification, evalua-
tion, and planning process through the school system by 
conveying these evaluation results and recommendations 
for educational programming to the school system, and by 
acting as a liaison between the medical and educational 
teams. To qualify for services, a student must meet criteria 
for one of the defined educational disability diagnoses that 
qualify for services (Box 4-7).
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Children who qualify for services must have an Indi-
vidualized Education Program (IEP) created and agreed 
on by the special education team and the child’s primary 
caregivers. The IEP is determined by consensus. A primary 
caregiver who does not agree with the plan can file for 
a due process hearing to resolve any disagreements. The 
IEP includes a general statement about the child’s current 
capabilities and specifies the child’s educational placement 
(e.g., regular classroom, special education classroom, non-
public school, or home or hospital instruction), as well 
as the type and intensity of special education and related 
services to be offered. The IEP also states measurable edu-
cational goals and objectives. The child’s educational team 
and primary caregivers meet annually to review progress 
towards IEP goals and revise the IEP for the following year. 
Every 3 years the child must be formally evaluated as part 
of the IEP process.

For children with disabilities who do not qualify for 
special education services, Section 504 of the Rehabili-
tation Act of 1973 (Section 504) requires the school to 
make accommodations such as physical modifications and 
extra services to allow them to attend school. Similar to 
the Americans with Disabilities Act, Section 504 makes it 
illegal for any agency to discriminate against an otherwise 
qualified individual solely because of a disability. Children 
who receive accommodations through Section 504 do not 
receive an IEP.

Even infants and toddlers with disabilities or substan-
tial developmental delays are eligible for early interven-
tion programming under IDEA. Once they are identified, 
an Individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP) is developed. 
Like the IEP, an IFSP specifies the type and intensity of 
services the child will receive. Services for infants and tod-
dlers are usually provided in the home. Once a child with 
a disability turns 3 years of age, an IEP must be created, 
and the child can receive preschool services as deemed 
necessary.

At the other end of the spectrum, IDEA mandates that 
students must be provided with a free, appropriate pubic 
education that prepares them for transition from school to 
further education, employment, and independent living. 
By age 14 an IEP should include transition goals and initial 
planning. The individual transition plan varies consider-
ably according to the needs and abilities of the child and 

 • Autism
 • Deaf-blindness
 • Deafness
 • Emotional disturbance
 • Hearing impairment
 • Mental retardation/intellectual disability
 • Multiple disabilities
 • Orthopedic impairment
 • Other health impaired
 • Specific learning disability
 • Speech and language impairment
 • Traumatic brain injury
 • Visual impairments

 

BOX 4-7

Educational Disability Diagnoses
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can include planning for higher education, employment, 
sheltered workshop settings, or adult day programs. By age 
16 the transition plan must be implemented, including 
beginning appropriate vocational training, making con-
nections with relevant community resources, or both. The 
student has the right to participate in writing this part of 
the IEP, and the student’s needs, preferences, and interests 
must be considered. Because educational services are avail-
able for individuals through age 21, students with more 
severe disabilities often remain in the school system where 
they can receive full-day comprehensive services, before 
transitioning to community-based supports.

In addition to understanding the psychosocial, func-
tional, and cognitive challenges associated with a wide 
range of disabilities, pediatric rehabilitation psychologists 
are knowledgeable about childhood development, family 
functioning, and educational supports. Given that atten-
tion to each of these areas is essential to optimize overall 
functioning of the child, pediatric rehabilitation psychol-
ogists are an integral member of the rehabilitation team 
working with children and adolescents.

Special Topics

Pain
Overview

Available estimates suggest that approximately 4.9 million 
people seek treatment for chronic pain annually.230 Among 
rehabilitation populations, the prevalence of chronic pain 
ranges from 42% to 85%.109,204,211,312,338 Recognizing the 
significant effects that pain can have on functional abilities 
and quality of life, the Joint Commission on the Accredi-
tation of Healthcare Organizations in 2001 implemented 
standards requiring health care organizations to monitor 
and manage pain, and to educate staff and patients about 
the importance of doing so.

The gate control theory of pain251 recognizes that the 
experience and expression of pain have medical and sen-
sory as well as psychological (cognitive and affective) 
determinants.249 While pain might initially result from 
medical conditions, psychosocial and cognitive factors 
can maintain and even exacerbate pain and associated 
disability over time.368 In accordance with this biopsy-
chosocial model of pain,272 research has revealed that 
coping style is associated with pain intensity, distress, and 
disability in individuals with SCI.371 Rehabilitation psy-
chologists play a critical role in the care of persons with 
chronic pain by identifying and treating the multiple psy-
chological factors that determine the level of pain-related 
disability.

Assessment of Pain

Pain assessment includes evaluation of both the physio-
logic and emotional factors, including sensory experiences, 
mood, coping, and behavioral disturbances.312 A compre-
hensive interview gathers information about the nature of 
the patient’s pain experience, including the severity, charac-
teristics, duration, and location.367 Also assessed is the affec-
tive experience of pain, defined as the emotional response 
and experience of life disruption caused by pain.184
Given the subjective nature of the experience of pain, 
self-report measures might be considered the most accu-
rate indication of the pain experience.250 From these, the 
clinician seeks to understand the intensity, quality, fre-
quency, duration, pain affect, and pain behaviors.367 Some 
common self-report pain scales are visual analogue scales,184 
which have demonstrated validity184 and are useful for doc-
umenting incremental improvements from treatment.293 
The McGill Pain Questionnaire248 is another self-report 
instrument that has been widely used with rehabilita-
tion populations. Based on the gate control theory,251 this 
instrument measures the sensory, affective, and cognitive 
aspects of pain. It has demonstrated utility for assessing 
patients’ subjective experience of pain and for highlighting 
unique characteristics of the qualitative experiences of pain 
in patients with various pain-producing conditions.250

Critical information about the experience of pain, and 
the context in which pain occurs, can be obtained by assess-
ment of pain behaviors.131 Particularly in inpatient rehabilita-
tion settings, nonverbal pain behaviors can provide valuable 
information regarding the severity of pain and the extent to 
which it limits involvement in other activities. Examination 
of situational variations in pain behaviors can also provide 
insights into environmental influences on the patients’ 
experience of pain and coping with pain. For example, care-
ful observation might reveal that in the presence of well-
intentioned, (perhaps overly) solicitous family members, a 
patient might evidence increased expressions of pain and 
decreased tolerance of activities. Rehabilitation psycholo-
gists, aware of social learning theory as it relates to chronic 
pain,194 can help the patient, family, and treatment team 
recognize how unintended reinforcement of pain behaviors 
can thwart efforts to reduce patients’ pain behaviors.

When self-report of pain levels is not possible, as can 
be the case for some individuals after stroke or TBI, pain 
can be assessed by caregiver report.179 The validity of proxy 
reports has been questioned, however, because they do not 
always correlate with patient self-reports of pain.246 Other 
recent advances in the assessment of pain have focused on 
efforts to develop “objective,” observable measures of func-
tioning as a proxy for documenting pain levels.289 Such 
measures might not capture individuals’ phenomenologic 
experience, however, because physical difficulties do not 
necessarily correlate well with patients’ reports of pain.213

reatment of Pain

It is not surprising that increases in patient satisfaction cor-
respond to reductions in pain.67,245 Further substantiating 
the biopsychosocial model, however, is research indicating 
that perceptions of control over pain might be more strongly 
associated with patient satisfaction than with ratings of 
pain themselves.286 Increased attention is being given 
to the influence of individuals’ beliefs about their pain, 
including their ability to manage it, their perceptions of its 
influence on their lives, and their beliefs about its future 
impact.369 Psychological interventions to improve patients’ 
appraisals and beliefs regarding their experience of pain 
and their ability to manage it can play an important role in 
improving patient outcomes.102,274

Rehabilitation psychology interventions for patients 
with chronic pain are multidimensional, including instruc-
tion in behavioral techniques for pain management such as 
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relaxation techniques, as well as cognitive-behavioral psy-
chotherapy to address negative thoughts about the experi-
ence of pain and its implications for daily functioning.110 
A recent metaanalysis263 showed that CBT was effective for 
reducing the subjective experience of pain, increasing posi-
tive coping with pain, and decreasing the negative impact 
of pain on social role functioning.

Capacity Determinations

Questions regarding the potential need for guardianship 
arise frequently in rehabilitation. Guardianship is a legal 
arrangement instituted for persons who can no longer 
make or communicate sound decisions about their person, 
their property, or both, or are susceptible to potentially 
negative undue influence. For individuals incapacitated in 
one or multiple domains, the court can appoint an advo-
cate. While laws for determining incapacity vary by state, 
four factors are generally considered in state guardianship 
proceedings5 (Box 4-8).

Given that numerous individual rights can be removed 
with the establishment of a guardianship, it is essential 
to determine whether less restrictive alternatives can safe-
guard an individual’s safety and independence (Box 4-9). 
For example, individuals unable to provide for their basic 
care because of physical limitations might, with additional 
services and equipment, gain greater independence and 
decrease the need for supervision.266,350 A critical distinc-
tion is drawn between decisional capacity (the ability to 
decide) and executional capacity (the ability to carry out the 
decision).75 Individuals with decisional capacity generally 
do not require a guardian because they can instruct others 
to perform tasks in accordance with their decisions.

 •  Presence of a disabling condition
 •  Nature of limitations in functional behavior with regard to 

management of one’s basic needs
 •  Individual’s cognitive functioning
 •  Determination that guardianship is necessary as the “least 

restrictive alternative”
 

BOX 4-8

Factors Generally Considered in State  
Guardianship Proceedings
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Evaluations to Assist in Determining Capacity

Legal definitions of incapacity can be broad and vary from 
state to state.266 However, a general guideline is provided 
by the Uniform Guardianship and Protective Proceedings 
Act373 (Section 102[5]), according to which an incapaci-
tated person is “an individual who, for reasons other than 
being a minor, is unable to receive and evaluate informa-
tion or make or communicate decisions to such an extent 
that the individual lacks the ability to meet essential 
requirements for physical health, safety, or self-care, even 
with appropriate technological assistance.”

Several areas of functioning need to be assessed and 
documented by the rehabilitation team considering guard-
ianship, including medical and physical conditions con-
tributing to the loss of capacity, cognitive abilities, daily 
functional abilities, psychiatric and emotional factors, 
values and preferences, and level of danger to self and 
 others.5,266,324,350 All rehabilitation team members con-
tribute to capacity determinations by providing data on 
an individual’s abilities and limitations based on observa-
tions made during treatment. While both physicians and 
psychologists are recognized as qualified to render opin-
ions in court regarding patients’ capabilities, frequently the 
treating physiatrist is asked to provide a summary opin-
ion based on information obtained from all professionals 
working with a patient. Under these circumstances, reha-
bilitation psychologists, with expertise in the assessment 
of cognitive and psychological factors that affect functional 
abilities, can be relied on for critical data that may inform 
physiatrists’ judgments about patients’ capabilities.

Cognitive Assessment

While no single assessment battery can be universally 
applied in addressing questions of capacity, rehabilitation 
psychologists commonly use behavioral observations, clin-
ical interviews, and standardized tests to gather relevant 
information to address questions of competence.5,265,266 In 
addition to summarizing data obtained from each of these 
methods, a comprehensive capacity assessment by a reha-
bilitation psychologist will include (1) documentation 
of the specific medical and psychological issues that are 
causing functional limitations, (2) separate consideration 
of each area of capacity in question (e.g., management of 
home, finances, and health care), and (3) specific examples 
Personal Rights Affected by Guardianship Alternatives to Guardianship*
 •  Make decisions regarding medical treatment
 •  Execute a durable power of attorney or health care advance 

directive
 •  Engage in financial transactions (e.g., make donations, buy 

or sell property)
 •  Determine where to live
 •  Drive
 •  Marry
 •  Vote

 •  Obtaining durable powers of attorney (e.g., for health care, 
finances)

 •  Establishing advance directives (e.g., living will)
 •  Use of bill-paying services
 •  Using case management services
 •  Relocating to a residential facility (e.g., assisted living)
 •  Arranging for community agency services (e.g., home 

health care)
 •  Establishing in home supports (e.g., emergency call system, 

meal delivery, medication reminder systems)

BOX 4-9

Guardianship: Personal Rights and Alternatives

*Additional suggestions are available from American Bar Association Commission on Law and Aging and American Psychological Association.5 
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of patient’s test performance and behaviors relevant to the 
particular domain of incapacity.

Behavioral observations made by the rehabilitation psy-
chologist as well as other providers offer initial construc-
tive insights into the patient’s functional abilities, although 
they are insufficient for determining a person’s capabilities 
(e.g., how functioning might improve with supports, or 
how it could worsen in less structured settings apart from 
the rehabilitation program). Clinical interviews (with the 
patient and with family members, or others familiar with 
the patient) are a second critical source of information. 
These provide details about current medical and psycho-
logical issues and functional abilities, as well as the indi-
vidual’s previous residential, vocational, financial, and 
medical or mental health treatment choices.350

Rehabilitation psychologists also rely on standardized 
tests in capacity determinations. The tests are selected for 
each patient depending on what areas of functioning are 
in question (e.g., decision making regarding health care or 
finances), as well as the psychologist’s judgment of factors 
that might be affecting capacity (e.g., whether psychologi-
cal or cognitive issues are prominent). Frequently, neu-
ropsychological assessments are conducted that rely on 
standardized tests to examine functioning in multiple areas 
that could affect decision making and functional abilities, 
including attention, memory, expressive language, com-
prehension, visual perceptual ability, cognitive processing 
speed, planning, problem solving, and the ability to think 
flexibly (see Box 4-2). Poor functioning in these domains 
can compromise important functional abilities, such as 
integrating information for financial decision-making and 
driving.231,243 Additional documentation of functional 
abilities is often required, however, because impairment 
on neuropsychological testing is not always associated 
with “incapacity” if the observed deficits do not impede 
the ability to make responsible decisions.266

In recognition of this potential dissociation between neu-
ropsychological testing and real-world functioning, instru-
ments have been designed to assess specific skills related to 
questions of guardianship. Marson and colleagues232,233 
have been at the forefront in developing and validating 
standardized assessment of capacity in cognitively impaired 
populations. Although most currently available measures 
document a single decision-making capacity (e.g., Financial 
Capacity Instrument234), several address a broader range 
of functional abilities. For example, the Adult Functional 
Adaptive Behavior Scale288 combines data from an interview 
of an informant familiar with the patient’s daily function-
ing with direct observations of the individual’s functioning 
by the examiner to formulate conclusions regarding capac-
ity to manage basic activities of daily living (e.g., dressing, 
grooming), as well as instrumental activities of daily living 
(finances and health care needs). The Independent Living 
Scales221 instrument requires responses to questions and 
completion of simple tasks to demonstrate both conceptual 
reasoning and practical knowledge associated with manag-
ing the home and finances, general safety, and health care 
issues. Rehabilitation psychologists have access to numer-
ous other measures that provide direct assessment of daily 
life competence and capacity to understand health care 
issues.5 While standardized testing is typically seen as a 
necessary component of capacity evaluations, on occasion 
clinical observation and judgment can supersede test find-
ings. An example of this is a case in which a patient is able 
to verbalize how to manage activities of daily living, but 
psychological or neurobehavioral factors (e.g., amotiva-
tion) hamper the patient’s success in doing so.

Other Considerations

After clinical evaluation, rehabilitation professionals might 
be asked to submit a written statement or “certification” 
regarding the individual’s abilities, or they might be requested 
to attend proceedings and testify, or both. It is not the duty of 
rehabilitation psychologists or other members of the rehabil-
itation team to establish whether a person is legally incapaci-
tated, since this is a legal determination made by the court.157 
Rather, rehabilitation health care providers supply the court 
with specific information about the nature, extent, and cause 
of incapacities and the prognosis (e.g., potential for recovery 
after TBI), as well as observations regarding perceived risk for 
poor decision making in financial, health, personal care, and 
other relevant domains.303

In conducting capacity assessments, rehabilitation psy-
chologists strive to remain aware of the sometimes competing 
goals of promoting patients’ autonomy and self-determina-
tion, while taking into account their safety and well-being. 
While the goal of rehabilitation is to promote functional 
independence, when cognitive and functional deficits render 
a person at risk for neglect, exploitation, or other significant 
harm, the need to ensure the safety and well-being of patients 
virtually always takes precedence over patient autonomy.

Veterans and Combat-Related Injury 
and Disability

Signature Syndromes and Injuries

Much has been written describing “signature syndromes” 
and injuries associated with particular wars, although in 
most cases these signature disorders share multiple symp-
toms, as demonstrated by the following brief review.

In World War I, soldiers returning from the battlefield 
experienced “shell shock,” first documented by Myers267 in 
the first issue of the Lancet. These injuries would today be 
called postconcussion symptoms secondary to blast expo-
sures, but were also accompanied by mood and other psy-
chological symptoms that resembled PTSD. Implemented 
in response was an intervention known as forward psychiatry 
that included the development of ”PIE” units. This inter-
vention was aimed at returning soldiers to the battlefront. 
It embodied some important rehabilitation principles, 
including delivering treatment in close Proximity to the 
war front, emphasizing rapid implementation of treat-
ment (i.e., Immediacy), and encouraging an Expectancy 
of recovery in soldiers being treated. During World War 
II and the Korean War, the forward psychiatry approach 
showed mixed results in terms of restoring soldiers’ fitness 
for duty.186

The terms battle fatigue and combat exhaustion are asso-
ciated with physical, mood, and neurocognitive problems 
in World War II service members and in soldiers return-
ing from the Korean War in the 1950s, and were similar 
to PTSD documented in Vietnam veterans. Symptoms of 
fatigue, headache, and sleep disturbance were frequent. 
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Those who were considered to be having significant prob-
lems in adjusting to combat were labeled as having a “war 
neurosis,” again reflecting posttraumatic stress symp-
toms.290 Similar experiences were documented in veterans 
of the Vietnam Conflict, as a result of which progress was 
made in recognizing the relation of exposure to combat-
related traumas and the development of PTSD. Research 
continues in these war veterans regarding the current prev-
alence rates of PTSD, risks and war-zone stressors,199 as 
well as ethnic differences in PTSD rates.101

The signature medical condition of Persian Gulf Con-
flict veterans has been characterized as a collection of 
“medically unexplained symptoms.” These included an 
array of neurocognitive, psychological, and physical symp-
toms such as chronic fatigue, widespread chronic pain, 
headaches, gastrointestinal symptoms, skin disorders that 
occurred without specific etiology (although many corre-
lated with the presence of environmental exposures),201 
and the presence of PTSD.129

For Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) and Operation 
Iraqi Freedom (OIF) veterans, combat-related blast wave 
exposures are a frequent cause of an array of injuries, espe-
cially TBI and mild TBI (mTBI),21 which are considered to 
be signature injuries of this war. Blast injuries such as TBI 
can occur secondary to exposure to improvised explosive 
devices (IEDs), vehicle-borne IEDs, mortar rounds, rocket-
propelled grenades, land mine explosions, and explosively 
formed penetrators or projectiles. The mTBIs can also occur 
as a result of motor vehicle accidents, falls, and blast wave 
exposure.

Blast injuries, including those that cause TBI, can be cat-
egorized into primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary 
types, depending on the mechanisms, according to the 
Center for Disease Control and Prevention.69 This classi-
fication has been expanded to include a fifth mechanism 
of blast injury.346 Table 4-1 provides the classification of 
blast-related injuries along with examples of such injuries 
at each level.93 Although not all five blast components 
always occur in each blast exposure, cumulative effects 
resulting from multiple blast incidences can result in an 
array of disorders and disability.

Co-occurring Conditions

Among veterans of the Iraq (OIF) and Afghanistan (OEF) 
conflicts, multiple coexisting medical and psychosocial 
injuries are common, especially the combination of mTBI 
and PTSD. Sustaining an mTBI appears to be associated 
with decreased rates of recovery from PTSD.375 Many vet-
erans also return with significant chronic pain disorders, 
given the frequency of limb injuries sustained in the com-
bat zone (54% of all injuries, per Owens et al.278) and sub-
sequent musculoskeletal problems. Both chronic headache 
pain syndromes (e.g., tension, cervicogenic, migraine), and 
nonheadache pain syndromes (e.g., low back pain, upper 
limb pain) are frequently seen,367 and often in association 
with TBI.146

Individuals with polytraumatic injuries (often includ-
ing TBI) admitted to acute inpatient rehabilitation facilities 
frequently have significant pain and mental health diag-
noses that add to the complexity of rehabilitation care.329 
Co-occurring conditions in the acute setting require the 
collaboration of multiple specialty providers, making 
89TER 4 Psychological Assessment and Intervention in Rehabilitation

optimal rehabilitation team functioning and partnership 
with patients and their families key to the delivery of seam-
less rehabilitation care to this population of veterans.255

According to Uomoto and Williams,374 combat-related 
symptoms represent an array of physical, cognitive, behav-
ioral, and emotional problems that converge in a “final 
common pathway” of co-occurring symptoms, causing 
suffering in veterans presenting for care. These authors 
propose that after acute rehabilitation, the focus should 
be on removing excess disability by treating cognitive 
performance deficits, providing skills for mood manage-
ment, treating PTSD and other mental health conditions, 
facilitating family and social support (including peer visi-
tors), and integrating care across multiple disciplines and 
programs. The emphasis is on both symptom remediation 
and enhancing coping and resilience, thereby encourag-
ing engagement in functional activities and resumption of 
community participation.

Postcombat Rehabilitation Care

A “cumulative burden” model has been proposed by 
Brenner et al.,45 which maintains that over time, active duty 
service members and veterans can present with multiple 
overlapping symptoms, resulting in a “cumulative disad-
vantage” wherein “long-term symptoms could be mutu-
ally exacerbating and ultimately precipitate engagement in 
detrimental behaviors (e.g., substance abuse), the onset of 
additional conditions (physical and/or psychological), and 
negative psychiatric outcomes (e.g., suicide)”. Highlighting 
the potential exacerbation of deficits over time, this model 
underscores the need for rehabilitation care to interrupt this 
cycle, address it once it has occurred, or both.

Table 4-1   Five Components of Blast-Related Injuries
Blast 
Injury 
Type Mechanism Consequences

Primary Overpressurization 
wave

Fluid- and gas-filled organ 
damage/dysfunction; traumatic 
limb damage or amputation; 
pulmonary “blast lung” effects; 
tympanic membrane rupture; eye 
enucleation; bowel perforation

Secondary Fragment, 
 projectile, and 
debris dispersion

Penetrating wounds to exposed 
parts of the body; shrapnel 
wound; blunt trauma to the head 
and body

Tertiary Displacement  
of the person, 
 collapse of 
nearby struc-
tures to the blast

Blunt trauma; acceleration and 
deceleration forces to the 
head by displacement from site 
of explosion; musculoskeletal 
injury; fractures and crush 
injuries

Quaternary Explosion-related 
disease and 
illness

Asphyxia; toxic exposures and 
inhalation; exposure to depleted 
uranium and other chemical 
exposures and additives

Quinary Absorption of toxic 
materials

Induction of hyperinflammatory 
state (hyperpyrexia, sweating, 
low central venous pressure, 
positive fluid balance); for 
example, chlorine gas additive 
to improvised explosive devices
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Summary

Rehabilitation psychologists play an important role in the 
care of individuals with acquired and congenital disabili-
ties. They use their expertise in the evaluation of a full spec-
trum of psychological and cognitive factors that are relevant 
for determining patient functioning, for identifying and 
implementing appropriate interventions, and for promot-
ing rehabilitation team collaboration. Neuropsychologi-
cal assessments are frequently conducted by rehabilitation 
psychologists and neuropsychologists to ascertain the 
relative contributions to patients’ daily functioning of 
strengths and weaknesses in cognitive domains, includ-
ing attention, memory, language, intellectual functioning, 
and executive functioning. Rehabilitation psychologists’ 
assessments include evaluations of a person’s psychologi-
cal status, including adjustment to disability, depression, 
anxiety, coping, and self-management skills. They also 
include assessment of interpersonal functioning, which 
can affect activity and participation engagement. This com-
prehensive evaluation of cognitive and psychological fac-
tors allows the psychologist to assist the interdisciplinary 
team in the development of effective rehabilitation plans 
of care and accommodation recommendations that can be 
implemented in job and school settings.

Rehabilitation psychologists also provide interventional 
services that support efforts toward awareness and acceptance 
of change, remediation (when possible), and accommoda-
tion. This can take the form of removing excess disability 
secondary to mood or interpersonal dysfunction that can 
impede performance and capacity in everyday functioning. 
Psychological interventions might focus on assisting the 
person with disability to learn skills in self-advocacy, which 
encourages independence in bringing about experiences 
and outcomes of enablement (e.g., advocating for work-
place changes to accommodate cognitive or physical obsta-
cles). Interventions can also focus on changing maladaptive 
thoughts or behaviors, or on helping individuals come to 
terms with existential issues associated with their acquired or 
congenital disability. CR therapy for those with neurologic 
disorders can be restorative and/or compensatory in nature, 
with a shared end goal of lessening the patients’ experience 
of disability secondary to their medical condition.

While rehabilitation psychologists typically affiliate 
with numerous organizations, including the American 
Psychological Association’s Division 22 (rehabilitation 
psychology) and Division 40 (clinical neuropsychology), 
obtaining board certification through the American Board 
of Rehabilitation Psychology reflects the demonstration 
of a broad set of competencies relevant for working with 
rehabilitation populations.6 In addition to comprehensive 
assessment skills, rehabilitation psychologists can inter-
vene effectively with the patient and the family concerning 
adjustment to disability, manage behavioral problems, and 
provide sexual counseling. They are skilled at consulting 
with colleagues to promote patient and team functioning, 
and they are familiar with laws (such as the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990) affecting persons with disabilities. 
These additional competencies are essential for effective 
assessment and psychotherapeutic work with rehabilita-
tion populations.
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CHAPTER 5
GAIT ANALYSIS: TECHNOLOGY 
AND CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
Alberto Esquenazi and Mukul Talaty
Since the later part of the twentieth century, gait analysis 
has become a useful clinical tool in the management of 
walking and movement problems for patients with neu-
rologic and orthopedic conditions. Technology related 
to gait analysis and our understanding of the role of gait 
analysis in clinical assessment and management have 
improved significantly in recent years. Gait analysis was 
initially used in the last decade of the nineteenth cen-
tury by the Weber brothers. Muybridge21 contributed to 
the understanding of movement with his famous sequen-
tial photographs, first of horses and later of walking and 
running men. Composited animations of some of Muy-
bridge’s original work can be seen online (http://photo.
ucr.edu/photographers/muybridge/contents.html). Later, 
Marey19 used light-colored marking strips on dark-clad 
subjects for the analysis of body movements. Bernstein2 
initiated the formal study of kinematics with his detailed 
photographic studies of normal human locomotion move-
ment. In 1947 Schwartz et al.24 made the first quantitative 
studies of the forces generated at the floor-foot interface 
during walking. Later, electromyography (EMG) record-
ings were possible. Inman’s group13 at the University of 
California Biomechanics Laboratory refined the simulta-
neous recording of multiple muscle group activity during 
normal ambulation.

Gait analysis has evolved into a recognized objective 
medical evaluation technique that is important in surgical 
planning10 and in the planning of other therapeutic inter-
ventions, such as botulinum toxin injection in the manage-
ment of spasticity and the prescription and optimization 
of lower extremity orthotic and prosthetic devices.8 Other 
applications include sport movement analysis, analysis of 
other musculoskeletal conditions, and outcomes measure-
ment. The most important contribution of gait analysis 
might be as a quantitative assessment tool for movement 
generally and walking specifically. In some centers, com-
puter models of walking are used to drive simulation 
models that are then modified with the proposed interven-
tions to determine whether the treatment will achieve the 
desired goal.

These advances have been possible because of the 
improvement in technology related to the simultaneous 
recording and display of three-dimensional movement, 
forces, and the use of dynamic EMG. Specialized transduc-
ers are used to record a physiologic quantity, such as move-
ment or muscle potentials, and then transform it into a 
digital signal that can be captured by a computer. These 
data can then be analyzed for information such as body 
segment velocities, accelerations, joint moments, powers, 
and mechanical energy, and estimation of internal joint 
99

forces. Our desire to quantify neurophysiologic perfor-
mance, combined with the progress in computer technol-
ogy and reduction in equipment costs, has promoted the 
proliferation of gait analysis laboratories.

A clear understanding of the gait analysis data and the 
ability to perform a meaningful interpretation that is clini-
cally applicable and its relationship to impairment, disabil-
ity, and handicap remain a challenge for many physicians 
and clinicians.The goal of this chapter is to introduce and 
familiarize the clinician with the terminology, the biome-
chanics, and the complex interaction that exists between 
the body and the physical factors that affect human gait. 
For gait analysis to be useful in the clinical evaluation of 
patients, certain criteria must be fulfilled. The measured 
parameters should:
 •  Supply additional and more pertinent information 

than that of the clinical examination
 •  Correlate with the functional capacity of the patient
 •  Be accurate and repeatable
 •  Result from a test that does not or only minimally 

alters the natural performance of the patient
 •  Be interpreted by experienced clinicians familiar with 

the scope of the test protocol, instrumentation, limita-
tions of the equipment, and the clinical factors in the 
case
These criteria require that the clinician be familiar with 

the complex physiologic interactions of normal gait bio-
mechanics, with normal and abnormal patterns of motor 
control, and with the technology used for its assessment. 
In addition, the clinician must possess the ability to relate 
these features to the pathologic motion that is observed 
during walking to effectively diagnose and address the 
problems of abnormal gait. To properly identify and evalu-
ate the gait problems of the patient, the clinician must be 
able to produce a hypothesis and then attempt to under-
stand what the problem is, where and when it is present, 
and why it occurs. Knowledge of appropriate available 
interventions, as well as a thorough medical history and 
examination, is needed to determine the most appropriate 
treatment interventions.7

Normal Locomotion

Walking requires significant motor coordination, yet 
most people can perform this complicated task with-
out even thinking about it. The fundamental objective 
of bipedal human locomotion is to move safely and effi-
ciently from one point to another.3 Humans are the only 
animals who characteristically have upright walking. Gait 
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FIGURE 5-1  Gait cycle.
can be described as an interplay between the two lower 
limbs, one in touch with the ground, producing sequen-
tial restraint and propulsion, while the other swings freely 
and carries with it the forward momentum of the body. 
Most healthy individuals accomplish walking in a similar 
manner between the ages of 4 and 8 years because every-
one has the same basic anatomic and physiologic makeup. 
Gait patterns are highly repeatable both within a subject 
and between subjects, but clearly each person has a unique 
walking style.

Gait is cyclic and can be characterized by the timing 
of foot contact with the ground; an entire sequence of 
functions by one limb is identified as a gait cycle  (Figure 
5-1).3,13 Each gait cycle has two basic components: stance 
phase, which designates the duration of foot contact with 
the ground, and swing phase, the period during which 
the foot is in the air for the purpose of limb advance-
ment. The swing phase can be further divided into three 
functional subphases: initial swing, midswing, and termi-
nal swing. In the same manner the stance phase can be 
partitioned into one event and four subphases: initial 
contact, loading response, midstance, terminal stance, and 
preswing.1,6

The stance phase can alternatively be subdivided into 
three periods according to foot-floor contact patterns. 
The beginning and the end of the stance phase mark the 
period of double support, during which both feet are in 
contact with the floor, allowing the weight of the body 
to be transferred from one limb to the other. When dou-
ble support is absent, the motion is, by one definition, 
running. Single limb support begins when the opposite 
foot is lifted from the ground for the swing phase. For 
normal subjects walking at self-selected comfortable 
speeds, the normal distribution of the floor contact 
period during the gait cycle is broadly divided into 60% 
for the stance phase and 40% for the swing phase, with 
approximately 10% overlap for each double support 
time. These ratios vary greatly with changes in walking 
velocity (Figure 5-2).

The step period is the time measured from an event in 
one foot to the subsequent occurrence of the same event 
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in the other foot. There are two steps in each stride or 
gait cycle. The step period is useful for identifying and 
measuring asymmetry between the two sides of the 
body in pathologic conditions. Step length is the distance 
between the feet in the direction of progression during 
one step. The stride period is defined as the time from an 
event of one foot until the recurrence of the same event 
for the same foot; initial contact to initial contact is used 
to define the stride period. Stride length is the distance 
between the same foot in the direction of progression 
during one stride. Left and right strides are equal in nor-
mal ambulation, but this might not be the case in pathol-
ogy. The stride period is often time-normalized for the 
purpose of averaging gait parameters over several strides 
both between and within subjects (i.e., the absolute time 
is transformed to 100%). Cadence refers to the number of 
steps in a period of time (commonly expressed as steps 
per minute). The step length, step time, and cadence are 
fairly symmetric for both legs in normal individuals. These 
are all useful parameters when evaluating pathologic gait. 
The base of support refers to the lateral distance between 
the feet. This is usually measured as the perpendicular dis-
tance between the medial borders or centerlines of the left 
and right feet.

Gait Dysfunction

Because of the complex relationship of multiple body seg-
ments, it is difficult to clearly identify the primary cause 
and compensation (substitution) in a gait deviation. One 
approach is to look at the different phases of locomotion 
and identify factors that affect the particular expected func-
tional component when attempting to understand patho-
logic gait. Following this functional approach, the stance 
phase dysfunctions can be categorized into three groups, 
as shown in Box 5-1.

Ankle-Foot Instability
 •  Equinus
 •  Varus
 •  Equinovarus
 •  Valgus
 •  Equinovalgus
 •  Excessive dorsiflexion
 •  Toe curling
 •  Hallux hyperextension

Knee Instability
 •  Excessive flexion (buckling)
 •  Hyperextension
 •  Varus
 •  Valgus

Hip Instability
 •  Flexion
 •  Extension
 •  Adduction
 •  Abduction

 

BOX 5-1

Stance Limb Problems

Ankle-Foot Instability

The foot interaction with the ground is inadequate, inter-
fering with its inherent weight-bearing function. This can 
be exemplified as an abnormal posture of the foot pres-
ent in the form of equinus, equinovarus, ankle valgus with 
or without equinus, toe flexion, hallux extension (hitch-
hiker’s great toe),20 and/or excessive ankle dorsiflexion as 
seen with insufficient plantar flexor strength. Ankle-foot 
instability problems are commonly seen in the patient 
with neurologic sequelae after central nervous system 
injuries.

Knee Instability

This problem refers to flexion, hyperextension, varus, or 
valgus knee posture in the stance phase. In the sagittal 
plane, it can be a compensatory response to avoid limb 
instability such as that seen secondary to knee extensor 
or ankle plantar flexor weakness. Cases of excessive knee 
hyperextension, or valgus or varus knee, can also be the 
result of an inherently unstable joint. Problems with 
adducted hip and flexed hip or ankle equinus can also 
affect knee stability.

Hip Instability

Hip abductor or extensor weakness (i.e., Trendelenburg 
gait), or limited hip extension range of motion, charac-
terizes this problem. Abnormal hip posture can also be a 
compensation for an abnormal base of support or knee 
instability. As an example, the patient with knee exten-
sor weakness and an equinus deformity (which negatively 
affects balance) leans forward to improve or promote knee 
stability by moving the center of mass (CoM) anterior to 
the knee joint.

Swing phase deviations can be divided into impaired 
limb clearance and impaired limb advancement. Impaired 
limb clearance can result from a drop foot, stiff knee, lim-
ited hip flexion, excessive or untimely hip adduction, and/
or pelvic drop. Impaired limb advancement can be the 
result of a flexed knee, limited hip flexion or contralateral 
extension, and adducted hips. Ultimately it is the interac-
tion of a dynamic multijoint system that will determine 
the degree of gait impairment. Compensation for the lack 
of foot dorsiflexion during the swing phase can occur if 
the patient can generate a sufficient timely increase in hip 
and knee flexion during this phase of gait. If the patient 
has involvement of the hip or knee, or insufficient pelvic 
control, the foot will inevitably drag.

Quantitative Gait Analysis

Informal visual analysis of gait is routinely performed 
by clinicians and used as the basis to develop the initial 
questioning and examination of a patient (Table 5-1). This 
sometimes casual observation can be more useful, albeit 
with many limitations, if performed in a careful, systematic 
manner. This can be done using a simple form that guides 
the clinician on documenting the findings (Figure 5-3). This 
type of analysis can yield good descriptive information, 
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especially when slow-motion video technology is used to 
supplement it. The complexity and speed of events that 
occur during walking, coupled with deviations and possi-
ble compensations that occur in pathologic gait, define the 
limitations of a visual-based qualitative analysis of locomo-
tion.3 Fortunately there are a great many tools available to 
increase our ability to observe and quantify gait.

Table 5-1    Phases of the Gait Cycle
Phase of Gait Cycle Description

Stance Phase

Initial contact The instant the foot contacts the ground

Loading response From flat foot position until the opposite 
foot is off the ground for swing

Midstance From the time the opposite foot is lifted 
until the ipsilateral tibia is vertical

Terminal stance From heel rise until the opposite foot 
contacts the ground (contralateral initial 
contact)

Preswing From initial contact of the opposite foot 
and ends with ipsilateral toe-off

Swing Phase

Initial swing Begins with lift-off of the foot from the 
floor and ends when the foot is aligned 
with the opposite foot

Midswing Begins when the foot is aligned with the 
opposite foot and ends when the tibia is 
vertical

Terminal swing Begins when the tibia is vertical and ends 
when the foot contacts the ground 
(initial contact)
preswing; ISw, initial swing; MSw, midswing; TSw, terminal swing.
In the laboratory, gait can be studied through the collec-
tion of a wide range of information. Four primary compo-
nents of quantitative gait analysis (Box 5-2) can be recorded:
 1.  Kinematics (analysis of motion and resulting temporal 

and stride measures)
 2.  Kinetics (analysis of forces that produce motion)
 3.  Poly-EMG or dynamic EMG (analysis of muscle activity)
 4.  Energetics (analysis of metabolic or mechanical energy)

Kinematics

Kinematic analysis refers to the patterns of motion and the 
resulting temporal and spatial parameters, regardless of 
what forces (external or internal) are required to produce 
those motions.

Temporal and Spatial Descriptive Measures

This is a relatively simple and integrated method of quan-
tifying some useful gait parameters. Temporal-spatial foot-
fall patterns are the end product of the total integrated 
locomotor movement. Because gait is periodic in nature, 
data from a single cycle, or better yet an average of several 
cycles, can be used to partially characterize a gait pattern. 
Measurement of basic temporal-spatial variables of stance 
and swing phases is often used. These data can be obtained 
by measuring the distances and timing that characterize 
the foot-floor contact patterns.

Available techniques include the simple use of ink and 
paper, foot switches, and instrumented walkways to the 
most sophisticated systems that require the patient to 
be instrumented (which can provide considerable addi-
tional data). One example of a system that requires no 
patient instrumentation is the Electronic Gait Mat II. This 
Stance Swing

IC LR MSt TSt PSw ISw MSw TSw

Hip

Knee

Ankle–
foot

Trunk–
head

FIGURE 5-3  Sample form to systematize observational gait analysis findings. IC, Initial contact; LR, loading response; MSt, midstance; TSt, terminal stance; PSw, 
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instrumented walkway measures 3.8 m in length and con-
tains approximately 10,000 electronic switches, scanned at 
100 Hz. Patients can use gait aids or shoes and braces, if nec-
essary, as they walk over the mat, which ideally is mounted 
flush with the floor. A recording of foot contact generates a 
timed “electronic footprint.” A printout that provides calcu-
lated data about walking speed, cadence, stance, and swing 
times for each foot, as well as stride lengths, step lengths, 
and the width of the base of support, is generated.6,25 The 
data can be easily stored for future reference or to perform 
other data analysis.9 Comparing left- and right-side data 
from one subject can be used to determine the extent of 
unilateral impairment. Comparisons can also be made 
with normative gender, age, and walking speed–matched 
data. This allows inference of the level of dysfunction.

Motion Analysis

Motion analysis refers to a quantitative description of the 
motion of body segments. It is preferable to measure this 
in three dimensions, although for simplification it is some-
times done in two dimensions only. Simple techniques 
include the use of accelerometers and electrogoniometers. 
Most modern systems involve the use of specialized opto-
electronic apparatus. For the optoelectronic system, passive 
or active optical sources (e.g., infrared-reflecting markers 
or self-powered light-emitting diodes, respectively) are 
attached to the subject and serve as markers. Calibrated 
cameras or detectors track each marker as it moves with 
the subject. When two or more cameras or detectors iden-
tify the same marker, three-dimensional coordinates can 
be generated by mathematic triangulation, in a manner 
similar to the way in which we see an object with both 
eyes to gauge its depth (the third dimension).

Video and passive optoelectronic systems use retrore-
flective markers applied to the subject. The markers are 
“illuminated” by an external power source and are tracked 
by the detectors (camera). Near-automatic marker identifi-
cation and digitization are reliable if marker paths do not 
cross, as can usually be expected for standard marker place-
ments in normal walking. However, conversion into quan-
titative data might require some manual intervention for 
marker identification in pathologic gait, where increased 
limb rotation, sudden motions, or crossover of segment 
paths can occur. Manual digitization and tracking of the 
raw data can be in some instances time-consuming and 
error-prone.4,6,22 With active optoelectronic systems, each 
marker is self-illuminated (hence the designation “active”). 
No postcollection marker identification is needed because 
time sequencing between marker illumination and detec-
tor reception uniquely identifies each light-emitting 
diode.6 Each marker is activated at a slightly different (in 
the order of microseconds) instant in time. Telemetry (via 

 •  Video
 •  Kinematics
 •  Kinetics
 •  Dynamic polyelectromyography
 •  Energetics

 

BOX 5-2

Components of Gait Analysis
infrared transmitters) in newer active systems such as the 
CODA CX1 (Charnwood Dynamics Ltd, Rothely, England) 
has eliminated the use of “umbilical cords” to power each 
marker. Not having to manually identify or track markers, 
and the real-time nature of these systems are advantages 
over the passive marker systems.

Once the marker trajectories are available as three-
dimensional data, they can be processed and displayed as 
a function of time or as a percent of the gait cycle (normal-
ized). Joint angles, linear and angular velocities, and accel-
erations are some of the commonly calculated measures. 
When combined with anthropometric and kinetic (force) 
data, joint moments and powers, as well as mechanical 
energy, can be calculated. The physical meaning behind 
these quantities must be clearly understood if they are 
to provide any useful diagnostic information about the 
cause(s) of dysfunction.

Kinetics

Kinetic analysis deals with the forces that are produced 
during walking. Sir Isaac Newton described basic but criti-
cal concepts that are useful in understanding the effect of 
gravity on gait. He stated in his third law of motion that 
“for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.” 
This concept indicates that, as long as gravity is present, 
there is a reaction force where the body interacts with the 
ground. The ground reaction force is a reflection of the 
body weight and acceleration. This force can be resolved 
into a convenient set of directions, such as vertical, antero-
posterior, and mediolateral (Figure 5-4). The anteroposte-
rior shear forces are sometimes referred to as propulsion 
and breaking forces, respectively. Friction is responsi-
ble for the generation of shear forces. A force plate is a 
“sophisticated scale” that can measure vertical (downward 
force similar to the body weight registered on a scale) as 
well as shear forces, which are those acting in the plane of 
the floor secondary to friction. Triaxial force plates mea-
sure the total force (a vector summation of all three com-
ponents) acting on the center of pressure (a focal point 
under the foot at which the force is idealized to be concen-
trated). Preferably two platforms placed adjacent to each 
other are used, so that the total force under each foot can 
be recorded independently and simultaneously. In most 
instances the force platforms are placed in the midpoint 
of the walkway and concealed in the floor so that steady-
state, natural walking parameters are measured. Together 
the forces in all three directions measured by the force 
plates comprise the total force.

An innovation, however, is that the force is superim-
posed in real-time as a visible line on a video image of the 
walking subject at the location at which the force acts. This 
is accomplished using laser optics5 or computer process-
ing in a specialized system (Digital force, Bertec, Colum-
bus, Ohio). This force line visualization system has a 
significant clinical utility because it provides visual infor-
mation regarding the effects of gravity on joint rotation 
without the need to instrument the patient. In addition, 
it is simple to setup and has slow-motion video playback 
capabilities.

A force is transmitted from the floor to the foot, and 
it is literally “passed on up” to all other body segments. 
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The product of the magnitude of the ground reaction 
force under each foot and its location with respect to a 
given joint center (ankle, knee, hip, etc.) are major factors 
that determine the torque or moments produced by the 
external force about that joint. This moment is a measure 
of the joint rotational tendency (flexion or extension, 
abduction or adduction, internal or external rotation) 
produced by the external force. Internal forces—gener-
ated primarily by muscles, ligaments, and the geometry 
of the joint articulation (bony contact)—act to control 
the rotation of the joints caused by this external force. 
For example, the ground reaction force, when positioned 
anterior to the knee (Figure 5-5), produces a moment 
that tends to drive the knee into extension, and must be 
countered and controlled by muscle force (knee flexors, 
extensors, etc.).

Other components that contribute to the total joint 
moment are the products of the accelerations and masses 
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FIGURE 5-4  The effect of walking speed on force plate data (vertical, antero-
posterior, and mediolateral at slow, normal, and fast walking speeds). As walking 
speed increases, the peak forces of all components become more pronounced. 
Note at the fast speed, vertical force peaks at 140% of body weight. The reac-
tion forces are often time-normalized (transformed to a percentage of the 
stride or cycle time, as shown) or could be plotted as a function of absolute 
time (in seconds or milliseconds). For comparison across subjects, the mea-
sured ground reaction forces may be amplitude-normalized as well. In this case 
they may be reported as a percent of body mass or body weight.
of individual lower limb segments. The product of force 
and distance and the product of mass and acceleration 
quantities comprise the total joint moment. The product 
of force and distance provides only an estimate of the total 
joint moment. The product of mass and acceleration (iner-
tial effects) contributes a relatively small component to 
this total. Error caused by omitting inertial effects increases 
the further away the given joint is from the point of contact 
with the floor (1% at the ankle, 5% at the knee, 8% at the 
hip, and 14% at the trunk).

The relative motion of body segments produces forces 
that affect the motion of the entire body. This brings to 
light an important but not commonly considered concept 
(which is an area of research in a few laboratories): that the 
acceleration of each body segment affects the acceleration 
of all other segments in the body.27 A fairly involved engi-
neering analysis is necessary to understand these interac-
tions, but these effects should further our understanding of 
whole-body mechanics and ultimately have the potential 
to reshape some of the traditional lines of thinking in gait 
biomechanics.16

While force plates measure the sum or total force acting 
under the entire foot, it is sometimes useful to measure 
discrete components of that force acting over specific areas 
of the foot, or the distribution of pressure. Mathematically, 
pressure = force/area. A given force acting over an area pro-
duces larger pressures than the same force distributed over 
a large area. The pressure-time characteristics of the con-
tact surface may have profound effects on the gait pattern. 
The forces generated at the point of contact with the floor 
can be measured with force platforms, as described above. 
Measuring the force distribution, for example, as it occurs 
inside the shoe, necessitates the use of devices that can be 
placed inside the footwear and in direct contact with the 
foot without disturbing the foot-shoe interface. Ultrathin 

FIGURE 5-5  Visualization of a ground reaction force that passes anterior to 
the knee joint, and its association with knee extension.
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Mylar pressure-resistive sensors and specialized software 
permit collection of multiple gait cycles. Analysis of these 
data is done by calibrated color pressure grids. Software 
allows evaluation of force and pressure, as well as integrals 
of these measures. These systems are produced by Tek-
scan in the United States and others in Europe and Japan, 
and are useful for this purpose. Floor-embedded pressure 
sensor mats are also available to measure discrete pres-
sures (Figure 5-6). One disadvantage is that most systems 
allow the capture of only one step at a time, and frequent 
guidance to capture a complete step might be necessary 
because of the size of the mat sensor. Pressure measure-
ment devices have clinical value particularly in the assess-
ment of the deformed, insensate, or painful foot, and in 
the evaluation and fitting of customized foot or ankle-foot 
orthoses.

Dynamic Polyelectromyography

In normal locomotion (Figure 5-7), forces are elicited 
from 28 muscles in each lower limb and muscles in the 
trunk and arms to carefully control the gravitational forces, 
yielding a smooth, coordinated, and energy-efficient 
movement pattern. Redundancy exists in the relationship 
between muscles and the joints on which they act; in other 
words, the association between a particular movement and 
the muscle forces producing the movement is not unique. 
The cause of a particular movement cannot be specifically 
assigned to a muscle based on the observed movement. 
Persons with spastic paraparesis secondary to brain or spi-
nal cord injuries present the greater diagnostic challenge, 
because muscle function is disrupted at many levels and 
the overlay of spasticity or other phenomena common 
to the upper motor neuron syndrome often causes the 
clinical evaluation during an examination to differ signifi-
cantly from the muscle pattern used during walking and 
standing.

The electrical activity of all the muscles (EMG) that 
are capable of producing the target movement—which 
is not limited to a muscle directly spanning a particular 
segment or joint—needs to be evaluated. EMG record-
ings provide information about the timing and duration 
of muscle activation, and under certain conditions, rela-
tive strength can also be ascertained. The EMG signal is an 
accurate indicator of muscle activation and can be used to 
infer neurologic control information. Superficial muscles 
are preferentially studied using surface bipolar electrodes 
secured to the skin with double-sided tape after the skin 
FIGURE 5-6  Graphic map of foot pressures obtained by the F-scan system. The top image shows a two-dimensional map of pressure at the foot-shoe interface. 
Shade intensity (normally shown in color) indicates variations in pressure under the foot. The lower figure is a three-dimensional contour plot of the same foot 
shown in the top trace. Note the shade intensity pressure key to the right of the top figure. A horizontal line through the middle of the foot map (not shown) can 
track the path of the center of pressure as the subject moves over the foot in the stance phase.
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FIGURE 5-7  Normal walking gait cycle terminology with selected lower limb electromyography representation. Human figures in the different phases of gait with 
superimposed primary gait muscles. Muscle shade intensity is roughly proportional to strength of muscle contraction.
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FIGURE 5-8  A wire electromyography electrode. The needle shown is 25 gauge and 1.5 inches long. A standard surface electrode is shown for reference.
has been prepared. For deep muscles, or to differentiate 
between adjacent muscles when cross talk can be of con-
cern, a pair of indwelling fine wire electrodes (Figure 5-8) 
are inserted through a 25-gauge hypodermic needle, which 
is immediately removed, leaving only the flexible wires 
behind. The thin wires measure 50 μm and are coated with 
Teflon or nylon except at the tips, where the muscle electri-
cal potentials are recorded.

EMG patterns are highly sensitive to walking speed. 
It is incorrect and potentially misleading to compare 
the recording of a patient with a slow gait to that of 
an able-bodied control population walking at a higher 
speed with a natural cadence. In addition to timing, the 
amplitude of the EMG signal can provide valuable infor-
mation for clinical decision making. A particular muscle 
might be overactive or underactive during a given por-
tion of the cycle. Such deviations should be carefully 
correlated with patient kinematics. When interpreting 
dynamic EMG data, it is important to distinguish cause 
and effect.

Patient EMG profiles can be compared with the mean 
and standard deviations of tabulated normative data, if 
speed-matched, to identify how the timing deviates from 
the normal. The timing classification scheme for EMG 
activity shown in Table 5-2 was devised in an attempt to 
standardize terminology.15

Energetics

Normal walking requires a relatively low level of meta-
bolic energy consumption during steady state at com-
fortable walking speeds. Normal gait on level surfaces is 
most efficient at a walking speed of 1 to 1.3 m/s, which 
is equivalent to 60 to 80 m/min or 3 mph. Comfortable 
walking speed for an individual usually corresponds to 
minimum energy cost per unit distance. The CoM is a 
point where all the mass of the body is idealized to be 
concentrated. In a homogeneous object the CoM is simply 
the geometric center of the object. For a symmetric object, 
like a sphere or cube, the CoM is the center of the object. 
For the human body the CoM has been experimentally 
found to be located 2 cm in front of the second sacral 
vertebra (in anatomic position). It has a dynamic nature 
(meaning that its location changes as the orientation of 
the body changes) and under certain conditions may even 
be located outside the body. The position of the CoM is 
intimately related to the location of the ground reaction 
force; simply put, they move in tandem. During walk-
ing the CoM moves in a sinusoidal path with an average 
of 5 cm vertical and horizontal displacement. This dis-
placement of the CoM requires work, which in turn has 
an energy cost. In fact, the six determinants of gait, as 
described by Saunders and Inman et al.22 (Box 5-3), were 
identified as the strategies necessary to produce forward 
progression with the least energy expenditure by mini-
mizing the excursion of the CoM. While regarded as true 
and classic for many years, the effect of the determinants 
on energy expenditure during gait has come under closer 
scrutiny, and researchers have begun to challenge some of 
the original precepts.11,12,17,18

There is a link between motion of the CoM and energy 
expended during walking. Sudden acceleration or decel-
eration of the CoM will increase energy consumption. 
The three main events that consume energy during walk-
ing are controlled deceleration toward the end of swing 
phase, shock absorption at heel strike, and forward pro-
pulsion of the CoM at push-off. Running is more efficient 
than walking faster than 2 m/s. Walking on a 10% to 12% 
incline will double energy expenditure. Willis et al.26 pro-
posed that human preferred walking velocity is determined 
in part by the metabolic control of skeletal muscle and 

Table 5-2     Classification of Dynamic Electromyographic 
Activity

Class Definition

1 Premature

2 Premature prolonged

3 Out of phase

4 Normal
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coincides with the lower level at which carbohydrate oxi-
dation occurs.

There are several methods of metabolic energy measure-
ment. Indirect calorimetry, expired air collection, and heart 
rate monitoring are all useful techniques. This last method 
can be used to calculate the energy expenditure index by 
subtracting the resting heart rate from the walking heart 
rate and dividing by the walking speed. This technique can 
be prone to an error factor of 10% to 15% compared with 
the other methods, but is simple to perform.

Pathologic Gait

This section begins a clinically oriented look at gait disor-
ders and methods to diagnose and treat them. In the begin-
ning of this chapter, an anatomic approach was used to list 
the gait deviations. In this section we use a more functional 
and perhaps more useful method to describe the various 
gait deviations. Scenarios provided below illustrate some 
common problems with base of support, limb and trunk 
instability, and limb clearance and advancement. These 
scenarios outline possible biomechanical implications and 
manifestations of each disorder, and provide strategies to 
properly diagnose them. Biomechanical descriptions are 
often similar, if not identical, for different base-of-support 
problems, as well as those for other gait dysfunctions such 
as limb instability or impaired clearance. This suggests that 
biomechanics are not unique within a particular dysfunc-
tion or across dysfunction modalities. More importantly, this 
redundancy emphasizes the need to properly understand, 
diagnose, and treat first the primary cause of the overall gait 
problem. In some instances the additional abnormalities or 
deficiencies (compensations) in the gait pattern will remedy 
themselves or, often times, will at least change in character 
once the patient has had a chance to come to a new plateau. 
Remaining deficiencies in the gait pattern can be addressed 
using the same approach as suggested throughout this text.

Abnormal Base of Support

Base of support is presented first because it is literally the 
foundation on which a stable gait pattern is built. The 
base of support is critical to all aspects of gait, but par-
ticularly to safety and comfort. This is because it is the 

 1.  Pelvic rotation in the horizontal plane: The swinging hip 
moves forward faster than the stance hip.

 2.  Pelvic tilt in the frontal plane: The pelvis on the side of the 
swinging leg is lowered; this is controlled by activity in the 
hip abductors of the stance limb.

 3.  Early knee flexion (15 degrees) during the first part of stance
 4.  Weight transfer from the heel to flat foot, associated with 

controlled plantar flexion during the first part of stance
 5.  Late knee flexion (30-40 degrees) during the last part of 

the stance phase
 6.  Lateral displacement of the pelvis toward the stance limb: The 

aim of this determinant is to reduce the displacement of the 
center of mass.

 

BOX 5-3

Inman’s Six Determinants of Gait
foot-floor interaction that transmits the entire weight of 
the body to the ground and consequently characterizes 
the ground reaction force interaction with the body. The 
rate and magnitude of the loading (i.e., the progressive 
increasing of force under the stance leg) and unloading 
(the gradual decreasing of force as the leg prepares for 
swing) responses are shaped in large part by the interac-
tion of the foot or feet with the ground. In addition, the 
location and magnitude of the ground reaction force in 
relation to the joints—which ultimately largely determine 
the joint moments that the muscles will have to stabilize 
and counteract—are affected by this foot-ground interac-
tion as well.

Equinus Foot Deformity

Equinus foot deformity is frequently seen after an upper or 
lower motor neuron injury. This deformity can also be the 
result of ankle immobilization, fractures, and surgery. The 
foot and ankle are in a toe-down and frequently a turned-
in (varus) position; toe curling might coexist. In this patho-
logic gait, limb contact with the ground occurs first with 
the forefoot; weight is borne primarily on the anterior and 
lateral border of the foot and might be concentrated in the 
area of the fifth metatarsal, producing an antalgic gait. Toe 
flexion can be present, particularly in neurologic injuries 
or cases where a plantar flexion contracture is present. Lim-
ited ankle dorsiflexion during midstance prevents forward 
progression of the tibia over the stationary foot, increasing 
pressure over the metatarsals, promoting ankle instability, 
and causing compensatory knee hyperextension and trunk 
flexion. During the swing phase, sustained plantar flexion 
of the foot can result in a limb clearance problem unless 
proximal mechanisms of compensation such as increased 
hip and knee flexion are used.

A similar abnormal gait pattern can be seen in a patient 
using a prosthesis set in excessive plantar flexion or set 
anterior to the trochanter-knee-ankle line, or in a patient 
with articulated foot-limited dorsiflexion. An ankle-foot 
orthosis that limits dorsiflexion beyond 5 degrees of equi-
nus can impose the same gait deviation (Figure 5-9).

Ankle equinus posture during late stance and preswing 
interferes with rollover, push-off, and forward propulsion. 
This can be seen in the configuration of the vertical and 
anteroposterior ground reaction forces.

Clinical examination, combined with kinetics, kinemat-
ics, and in appropriate cases dynamic EMG recordings, will 
help determine the cause of the deformity. Overactivation 
of ankle plantar flexors during swing and/or stance phase, 
or underactivation of ankle dorsiflexors during swing 
phase, can lead to inadequate position of the foot during 
the stance phase with reduced or inadequate ankle range of 
motion, and also may be reflected in abnormal power gen-
eration or absorption. When it is difficult to differentiate 
between the muscular contribution of tibialis anterior and 
tibialis posterior to a varus deformity, a diagnostic tibial 
nerve block with lidocaine (Xylocaine) can be performed. 
If the deformity is corrected, then the tibialis posterior is 
the offending muscle.

Following is a clinical case presentation to exemplify the 
use of the described methodology and technology for the 
evaluation of gait disorders and formulation of a treatment 
plan.
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FIGURE 5-9  The effect of a plantar-flexed brace on the position of force line. Note the position of the ground reaction force, depicted by an arrow from the floor 
through the leg. (A) In the relatively dorsiflexed brace, the force vector passes slightly posterior to the knee joint center, indicating that the body must stabilize a 
knee flexion moment to maintain stability. (B) The brace is more plantar-flexed, and the force vector passes anterior to the knee joint, indicating that an extensor 
moment is now present at the knee. The brace can directly provide a force on the tibia and directly modify the knee moment.
Clinical Case Presentation. The patient is a 52-year-old 
man who was involved in an automobile collision with a 
truck 26 months before evaluation. He sustained severe 
craniocerebral trauma with residual spastic right hemipare-
sis. No pelvic or lower limb fractures were evident. He cur-
rently complains of difficulty ambulating, with right ankle 
and knee pain aggravated by walking, as well as reduced 
balance. He drags his right toes against the ground when 
not paying attention to his walking, frequently tripping. 
He uses a molded right ankle–foot orthosis (plastic, mod-
erate resistance set in neutral) and straight cane for walking 
outdoors; he walks without a cane at home. His medical 
history is noncontributory.

Clinical Features of Problem. The clinical features are 
as follows:
 •  Equinovarus right ankle–foot in terminal swing and 

stance phases
 •  Right knee hyperextension in stance phase
 •  Right stiff knee gait and occasional right toe drag
 •  Poor balance with unstable gait

Differential Diagnosis and Analysis. The differential 
diagnoses are: rule out ankle ligamentous instability or 
peripheral neuropathy, and rule out soft tissue contracture 
(static), dynamic deformity, or both.

If dynamic deformity is present, determine the specific 
muscle(s) causing the ankle-foot deformity (i.e., gastrocne-
mius, soleus, tibialis anterior, tibialis posterior, extensor hal-
lucis longus, flexor digitorum longus, or peroneus longus).

Diagnostic Workup. In the examination the patient is an 
alert, pleasant, cooperative, moderately obese man who is in 
no acute distress. His body weight is 105 kg. Passive range of 
motion and manual muscle testing are as shown in Table 5-3.

Expected Functional Penalties. These are as follows:
 •  Impaired right limb weight-bearing and right leg 

weight acceptance; decreased balance
 •  Increased right loading phase time and decreased 
unloading phase time

 •  Increased pressure over the lateral portion of the right 
foot, with decreased heel weight-bearing and resulting 
ankle inversion instability

 •  Right forefoot and ankle pain during the loading 
phase, prolonged right stance time, and shortened right 
step length

 •  Right genu recurvatum with pain and hip flexion dur-
ing stance phase

 •  Impaired smooth, forward progression of the center 
of gravity, increased vertical displacement of center of 
gravity, functional leg length discrepancy (ankle equi-
nus), and increased energy consumption
Instrumented Gait Analysis. Analysis includes the 

following:
 •  Video with slow motion and superimposed force line 

visualization
 •  Temporospatial parameters of locomotion
 •  Poly-EMG of gastrocnemius, soleus, tibialis anterior, 

tibialis posterior, extensor hallucis longus, flexor digito-
rum longus, and peroneus longus. We will not evalu-
ate hip or knee muscles at this time to simplify the 
analysis.

 •  Kinematic data to quantify ankle equinus and varus, as 
well as the effect of this deformity on other joints and 
temporal-spatial parameters of locomotion

 •  Kinetic analysis to quantify joint moments and powers
Findings. Figure 5-10 summarizes the findings. 

Video frame-by-frame analysis demonstrates evidence 
of abnormal right ankle–foot posture, with equinus, 
varus, and toe flexion in swing phase. Ankle equinus 
and varus as well as toe curling are evident in stance 
phase.  Abnormal force line location in front of the right 
knee is noted.
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Table 5-3    Clinical Case Presentation: Clinical Examination
Right Left Normal

Ankle

Dorsiflexion/plantar flexion (deg) –15/50 0/50 0-20/0-50

Strength Unable/3+ 4+/5 5/5

Inversion/eversion (deg) 30/20 30/20 0-30/0-20

Strength 3+/unable 5/5 5/5

Knee

Extension/flexion (deg) –5/130 0/130 0/135

Strength 4+/4+ 5/5 5/5

Hip

Extension/flexion (deg) –10/120 0/120 0/120

Strength 4+/4+ 5/4+ 5/5

Abduction/adduction (deg) 25/30 25/30 0-50/0-30

Strength 4+/5 5/5 5/5

IR/ER(leg) 30/50 30/50 30/50

Scoliosis –

Flexibility –

Ely’s test + –

SLR –

Ankle Ashworth* 2 1

Tardieu V1–V3 (deg) 10 0

Ankle-selective control Impaired Normal

Knee-selective control Impaired Normal

Hip-selective control Normal Normal

Ankle joint instability or effusion – –

Knee joint instability or effusion + –

Clonus

Ankle + sustained + unsustained

Patellar – –

Light touch sensation + +

Proprioception + +

Leg length (cm) 95.5 96

ER, External rotation; IR, internal rotation; SLR, straight leg raising.
*Ashworth scale: 0, none; 1, slight increase one-half range of motion; 2, increase all range of motion; 3, difficult passive range of motion; 4, rigid.
Kinematic data demonstrate limitation in right hip range 
of motion. The right hip is abducted and slightly externally 
rotated. The right knee demonstrates reduced flexion in 
swing phase with valgus in late stance phase. Increased 
internal rotation of the knee is evident. The right ankle 
demonstrates marked increased inversion and limited 
dorsiflexion. Slight limitation in left ankle dorsiflexion is 
also evident. Other parameters appear to be within normal 
limits. Kinetic data demonstrate reduction in the right hip 
and knee extensor moment, and reduced power genera-
tion. The right ankle also demonstrates reduction in power 
generation.

Poly-EMG demonstrates the gastrocnemius more than 
soleus to have abnormal activation (out of phase) in swing 
phase and premature activation in stance phase. The pero-
neus longus has premature prolonged activation in stance, 

with abnormal activity in swing phase—likely a compensa-
tion in an attempt to stabilize ankle posture.

The tibialis posterior demonstrates no significantly 
abnormal activation in swing phase but appears to activate 
prematurely in stance phase. The tibialis anterior demon-
strates premature activation in swing phase and abnormal 
activation in late stance phase. This muscle appears to be 
the primary cause of ankle inversion during swing phase.

The flexor digitorum longus demonstrates increased 
activation in stance phase. The extensor hallucis longus 
demonstrates increased activation in swing phase and 
abnormal low-level activation in stance phase, likely to 
supplement tibialis anterior and/or because of spastic 
response.

Impression. The right equinus posture appears to be 
caused by overactivation of the gastrocnemius more than 
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the soleus. The ankle varus results from out-of-phase acti-
vation of the extensor hallucis longus and tibialis anterior. 
No abnormal activation of the tibialis posterior is evident 
in the swing phase of this evaluation. The reduction in 
right hip, knee, and ankle power is probably related to the 
abnormal ankle-foot posture. Spastic right “stiff knee” can-
not be ruled out. There is no evidence of right knee hyper-
extension on the kinematic data, but this may be related to 
mechanical joint limitation in extension (see earlier discus-
sion). Stretching of hamstrings during stance might be the 
cause of his knee pain, while high force concentration over 
the forefoot might be the cause of his foot-ankle pain.

Possible Treatment Interventions. The clinician should 
obtain radiographs of the right knee to rule out bony block 
or joint problems.

Consider the use of botulinum toxin type A or other 
focal antispasticity intervention to the right ankle plantar 
flexors (gastrocnemius more than soleus) and extensor 
hallucis longus. A small dose to the tibialis anterior can 
be considered, followed by rehabilitation interventions to 
stretch the Achilles tendon and strengthen the ankle dorsi-
flexors, as well as for gait retraining.

Because botulinum toxin type A requires repeated 
injections and the patient is more than 2 years postin-
jury, surgical intervention in the form of Achilles tendon 
lengthening, split tibialis anterior tendon transfer, and 
myotendinous lengthening of the extensor hallucis lon-
gus can be considered. To supplement the weak ankle 
plantar flexors and avoid toe curling when the ankle 
dorsiflexion range of motion is increased, a release and 
Gait Analysis Report: MossRehab Hospital

Patient Data:

Sex
Male

Age
52

Date of Birth
07/46

Height (m)
1.899

Weight (kg)
105

Right
25.40
24.50
–0.90

30.80
26.60
–4.20

23.40
12.30

–11.10

Gait Parameters

Velocity (m/s)

Stride length (m)

Stride time (s)

Step length (m)

Step time (s)

Cadence

Percent stance

Swing time (s)

Double support (s)

Left

1.15

1.19

1.03

0.64

0.48

126.05

75.07

03.32

0.22

Right

1.19

1.20

1.01

0.57

0.53

112.57

68.42

0.26

0.21

Normal
35.43
32.71
–2.72

54.86
58.23
3.37

24.01
14.40
–9.61

Joint Angles (deg)
Hip range
Hip max
Hip min

Knee range
Knee max
Knee min

Ankle range
Ankle max
Ankle min

Left
38.80
32.30
–6.50

42.50
42.40
–0.10

23.40
15.70
–7.70

FIGURE 5-10  Patient data generated by CODA CX1.
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transfer of the long toe flexors to the os calcis can be 
considered.14

Rehabilitation interventions to strengthen the ankle 
plantar flexors and dorsiflexors are appropriate. Gait 
retraining followed by reevaluation for stiff knee is recom-
mended if gait deviation continues.

Equinovalgus Foot

The equinovalgus foot can be caused by a number of dif-
ferent problems, including limited ankle dorsiflexion, par-
ticularly in the child or young adult in whom the subtalar 
joint can accommodate limited dorsiflexion with valgus 
posture. Upper or lower motor neuron injury, bony and 
ligamentous injuries, surgery, and prolonged immobiliza-
tion with loss of ankle range of motion can all contrib-
ute to this deformity. During gait, contact with the ground 
occurs with the forefoot, and weight is borne primarily on 
the medial aspect of the foot. This position is maintained 
or worsened during the stance phase and interferes with 
weight-bearing. Antalgic gait can be present if the navicu-
lar bone is overloaded. During the swing phase, sustained 
plantar flexion of the foot may result in a limb clearance 
problem unless proximal mechanisms of compensation 
such as increased hip and knee flexion are used.
Combined with clinical and radiographic examina-
tion, dynamic EMG recordings provide greater detail in 
understanding the cause of the deformity. If the deformity 
is muscular in nature and due to an upper motor neuron 
injury, it can be difficult to differentiate between the valgus 
contribution of peroneus longus and peroneus brevis; for 
this, a diagnostic lidocaine motor point block to one of 
them could be performed. If the deformity is not amenable 
to correction, an accommodative approach can be consid-
ered. This would require a modified shoe with a heel lift 
and a longitudinal arch support.

Flexion Deformity of the Toes

The toes may be held in flexion during the swing and stance 
phases. When wearing shoes, the patient complains of pain 
at the tip of the toes and also over the dorsum of the pha-
langeal joints, which is worsened by weight-bearing. Callus 
formation in these areas is frequently seen. The gait pattern 
will demonstrate gradual loading of the affected limb and 
shortening of the step length and stance time. Likely causes 
are neurologic injuries, complex regional pain syndrome  
prolonged immobilization, and contractures. Clinical 
examination combined with kinetics and dynamic EMG 
recordings can be helpful in sorting out the cause of the 
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deformity. In patients with spasticity, the recordings likely 
will demonstrate prolonged or out-of-phase activation of 
the flexor digitorum longus and flexor hallucis longus, and 
can demonstrate abnormal coactivation of the gastrocne-
mius-soleus or lack of activation of the toe extensors.

Hitchhiker’s Great Toe

This deformity is a notable problem in patients with upper 
motor neuron problems. The great toe is held in extension 
during stance and frequently during swing phases. Equi-
nus and varus posture of the ankle might accompany this 
deformity. When wearing shoes, the patient frequently 
complains of pain at the dorsum and the tip of the big toe 
and can have trophic changes of the nail caused by repeated 
trauma against the shoe toe box. During gait, big toe exten-
sion can interfere with the weight-bearing phase of loco-
motion, with the patient complaining of pain under the 
first metatarsal head. Overactivation of the extensor hallu-
cis longus and reduction or lack of activation of the flexor 
hallucis longus frequently contribute to this deformity. 
Joint degenerative changes can also be the cause. Clinical 
examination, in combination with dynamic EMG record-
ings, is helpful to determine the source of the deformity 
and whether it is obligatory or compensatory in nature.

Joint Instability

Ankle Instability

This deviation results from excessive untimely forward 
progression of the tibia in midstance to late stance phase. 
This is usually the result of insufficient calf musculature 
strength, which is intended to provide control to the for-
ward progression of the tibia over the stationary foot. 
Manual muscle testing of the ankle plantar flexors can be 
performed by having patients walk on their toes or with 
single leg toe raises. Obtaining kinetic, kinematic data, and 
dynamic EMG recordings might be necessary to under-
stand the biomechanical causes of the problem.

Knee Instability

Knee instability refers to either knee buckling or hyperex-
tension, and can occur when the expected knee flexion of 
the early stance phase is combined with quadriceps weak-
ness, as can be seen in persons with lower motor neuron 
syndrome, knee extensor weakness, quadriceps tendon 
rupture, or cruciate ligament tear. It can also be observed 
in the early phase of recovery after upper motor neuron 
injury, when flaccidity and weakness affect the involved 
limb. A knee flexion deformity would further complicate 
this problem. If knee buckling occurs, the patient can 
require the use of the upper extremity for support. The 
patient may not produce the normally expected full knee 
extension in late swing phase and/or stance phase, further 
compromising limb stability. Bilateral knee and hip flexion 
might be present, which can result in a crouched gait as 
seen in some patients with spastic diplegia. This results in 
a marked increase in energy consumption, muscle fatigue, 
and joint pain. The lack of full knee extension in terminal 
swing limits limb advancement and reduces step length.

Knee hyperextension can be a compensation for knee 
extensor weakness during stance phase. Knee hyperextension 
can also be present in this phase of gait as a result of an 
ankle plantar flexion contracture, or spastic ankle equinus 
produced by increased activity of the gastrocnemius-soleus 
group. Marked weakness of the ankle plantar flexor muscle 
group can produce a “drop-off” gait, for which the patient 
might compensate through knee hyperextension in an 
attempt to prevent sudden knee flexion. Spasticity of the 
knee extensors and forward trunk flexion can be another 
cause for knee hyperextension during the stance phase.

Hip Instability

Excessive hip flexion during stance phase is a less common 
gait deviation. This deformity is characterized by sustained 
hip flexion that interferes with limb positioning during 
gait. During the stance phase, unilateral excessive hip flex-
ion interferes with contralateral limb advancement and 
results in a shortened step length. Possible causes include 
degenerative changes of the hip joint and lumbosacral 
spine, bony deformities such as heterotopic ossification, 
knee extensor weakness and ankle plantar flexor posture, 
hip flexion contractures, and flexor spasticity.

Hip adduction can occur during the swing phase, and 
this can interfere with limb clearance and advancement. 
During stance phase this deviation results in a narrow base 
of support, with potential balance impairment. Because 
many patients can compensate for hip flexion weakness 
by using the hip adductors to advance the limb during the 
swing phase, the clinician needs to be certain that reduc-
ing or eliminating hip adductor activity will not interfere 
with hip flexion, which can compromise limb advance-
ment, increase the effort required to walk, or even render 
the patient nonambulatory. Dynamic poly-EMG of the hip 
flexors, adductors, and abductors, and in some patients a 
temporary diagnostic obturator nerve block, can provide 
critical information in this regard. Severe hip adduction 
can interfere with a patient’s hygiene, dressing, toileting, 
and sexuality in addition to imposing a gait problem. In 
the pediatric population it can promote hip subluxation, a 
problem that must be avoided.

Trunk Instability

Trunk instability refers to an abnormal anterior or lat-
eral lean of the trunk during walking, when it is normally 
mostly upright. Trunk instability can result from hip exten-
sor weakness, limited hip extension, compensation for 
knee extensor weakness and ankle plantar flexor posture, 
and hip flexor spasticity. Hip hiking and contralateral 
trunk lean can be used to compensate for decreased limb 
advancement and swing phase clearance problems.

Limb Clearance and Advancement

Limb clearance and advancement occur during the swing 
phase of gait and are vital precursors for proper limb posi-
tioning in order for the leg to accept the body weight dur-
ing the ensuing stance. When limb clearance is inadequate, 
limb advancement is usually compromised. Impaired limb 
clearance may cause a patient to trip and fall, particularly 
when walking on uneven, inclined, or carpeted surfaces or 
when transitions in flooring surface take place. Reduction 
of limb advancement produces shortening of step length 
and reduction in walking speed.
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Stiff Knee Gait

Stiff knee gait is most commonly seen in the patient with
spastic hemiplegia. The use of a locked knee prosthesis
for the transfemoral amputee, or a locked knee brace in
a patient who requires an orthosis that encompasses the
knee, can be the cause of this gait deviation. Other patho-
logic conditions, such as degenerative joint diseases of
the knee or a failed joint replacement, can reduce the arc
of motion of the joint. In stiff knee gait the knee and hip
maintain an extended attitude in the swing phase instead
of flexing up to the average normal of 60 degrees for the
knee and 30 degrees for the hip. Even if the ankle-foot sys-
tem has an appropriate dorsiflexed position, the lack of
adequate limb clearance can result in a foot drag. At times,
only a mild reduction in the range of motion for the knee
and hip might be present, but it can be delayed in relation-
ship to the gait cycle. The patient’s inability to flex the knee
in an appropriate manner results in an increased moment
of inertia, which requires more hip flexor muscle activity
to advance the leg during the swing phase. The patient will
likely use compensatory mechanisms for limb clearance;
these can include trunk and ipsilateral hip mechanisms.
Contralateral limb compensatory motions such as vaulting
(early heel rise) might also be present, with high energetic
cost.

Excessive Pelvic Obliquity (Pelvic Drop)

Increased hip adduction can interfere with limb advance-
ment by contacting the contralateral stance leg. In contrast
to ipsilateral swing phase hip adductor activity, overactive
stance phase hip abductor weakness can compromise limb
clearance and advancement as well. Normally hip abduc-
tors help to counter gravity’s pull in the swing side pel-
vis by producing an abductor moment to help keep the
pelvis relatively level. Weakness can allow the pelvis to sag
(more obliquity). Imbalance of the abductor and adductor
muscle groups is the main cause. Because many hemiplegic
patients use the hip adductors to compensate for reduced
hip flexion in limb advancement, the clinician needs to be
certain that elimination or reduction of adductor activities
does not render the patient nonambulatory.

Inadequate Hip Flexion

Inadequate hip flexion is another cause of abnormal limb
clearance. This problem effectively prevents physiologic
“shortening” of the limb, producing a swing phase toe drag
or early foot contact. The use of compensatory techniques,
such as hip external rotation or circumduction, to promote
the use of the adductors to advance the limb should be
attempted. The use of a shoe lift to cause functional length-
ening of the contralateral limb can also be attempted.

Drop Foot

Drop foot refers to the lack of ankle dorsiflexion during the
swing phase. This can result in impairment of limb clear-
ance unless appropriate compensation is afforded by other
anatomic segments, such as the knee and hip (steppage
gait), or by the contralateral limb (vaulting). The common
cause of this problem is lack of activation of the tibialis
anterior. This can be secondary to a peroneal nerve injury,
radiculopathy, loss of strength such as that seen with
residual of polio, spastic imbalance between ankle plantar 
flexors and dorsiflexors, or out-of-phase activation of the 
tibialis anterior.

Summary

Gait analysis should be seen as a key adjuvant to clinical 
examination and other appropriate diagnostic studies in 
the management of walking and mobility-related prob-
lems. When used appropriately by a clinician who can 
adequately interpret the data, these tools and methodolo-
gies can provide direct evidence of cause and effect in an 
otherwise redundant human physiologic system that can 
produce a deformity or deviation based on many differ-
ent muscle-joint interactions or adaptive mechanisms. Gait 
analysis can also help differentiate primary problems from 
those that might be compensatory in nature. Gait analysis 
should be seen as a necessary diagnostic test to guide the 
development of a rational treatment intervention strategy 
in patients with moderate to severe gait dysfunction, par-
ticularly when surgery is to be considered, and as a helpful 
aid in those patients with lesser problems. Computerized 
gait analysis also can be used as an outcome assessment 
tool to determine the effects of therapeutic interventions 
or to assess the progression of conditions affecting gait. 
Interventions that can be used to address gait dysfunctions 
include the prescription of therapeutic exercises, use of 
orthotic devices and their alignment optimization, use of 
pharmacology (systemic, local, or intrathecal), prosthetic 
alignment optimization, and surgical planning. A clinical 
case presentation has been included to illustrate the use of 
gait analysis in one particular gait problem. A clear under-
standing of the biomechanics of normal locomotion, 
pathologic gait, and the potential pitfalls of gait analysis is 
necessary to appropriately use this technique for the ben-
efit of our patients.
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CHAPTER 6

IMPAIRMENT RATING AND 
DISABILITY DETERMINATION
Richard E. Seroussi and James P. Robinson
This chapter includes a brief introduction to the latest 
(sixth) edition to the American Medical Association (AMA) 
Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment,48 a refer-
ence text that can be likened to an updated tax code for 
impairment rating. The sixth edition chief editor is Robert 
D. Rondinelli, a physiatrist. In contrast to previous edi-
tions of the AMA Guides, it is fortunate that the sixth edi-
tion moves toward a more functional view of impairment 
rating.

This chapter provides basic information about disability 
and impairment evaluations. It covers four main topics:
 1.  The types of agencies that administer impairment and 

disability programs
 2.  The concepts central to this area of medicine
 3.  The physician’s role in performing these evaluations
 4.  Practical strategies for disability evaluation

While physicians of many different specialties are 
actively involved in disability and impairment evaluation, 
physiatrists have skills that are central to understanding dis-
ability and impairment evaluation. The physiatric empha-
sis on assessing and restoring function among the severely 
ill or injured provides a key component of what is typically 
needed by agencies requesting disability evaluations.

This chapter is not intended to be used to determine 
impairment or disability for a specific patient. The reader is 
referred in this regard to the AMA Guides,48 which outlines 
a method for rating impairment for virtually every organ 
system. In practical terms, however, most impairment and 
disability evaluations focus on musculoskeletal disorders.

Disability Agencies

During the past 100 years, the informal assistance within 
communities to help those with disabilities has been sup-
plemented or replaced by formal disability programs. To 
receive benefits, an individual having a medical problem 
must submit an application to an agency that administers 
a disability program. Adjudicators from the agency then 
determine whether the applicant meets the eligibility cri-
teria for benefits. To make this determination, the adju-
dicators typically request medical information from the 
applicant’s treating physicians. Physiatrists in particular are 
drawn into the disability determination process because 
they often treat patients with severe neurologic and/or 
musculoskeletal conditions. Disability and impairment 
systems include the Social Security Administration (SSA), 
workers’ compensation, the Veterans Administration (VA), 
and private disability insurance programs.
117

Impairment and disability are not absolutely defined 
and rated within a single system but are dependent on 
particular administrative systems. For example, workers’ 
compensation systems in the United States are no-fault 
insurance programs that are regulated at the state level and 
vary considerably from one state to another. Coverage is 
available for workers who have documented occupational 
injuries or “occupational exposures” (such as cumulative 
trauma disorders). Benefits can include medical care, time-
loss benefit payments, vocational retraining if needed, and 
payment for impairment at the time of claim closure.

Assessment of impairment or disability must be done 
within the guidelines of an individual system. The term disabil-
ity agency is used in this chapter to refer to any organization 
that evaluates disability applications or dispenses disabil-
ity benefits.

Private disability agencies might award claimants who 
are no longer able to perform within their profession, but 
they might require that the claimant be unemployable in 
other professions as well. There is often a requirement of 
continuous disability of at least 6 months, and there can be 
an additional requirement that the claimant apply for and 
be eligible for Social Security Disability.

The SSA has its own set of guidelines for determining 
disability. If claimants are found eligible, they are awarded 
disability payments on an ongoing basis, as well as eligi-
bility for Medicare or Medicaid. For claimants to be con-
sidered eligible for Social Security, they must be totally 
disabled from any gainful employment, and they must 
have an impairment that is considered “disabling” and 
likely to last or have lasted at least 12 months.

The VA has its own disability benefits program, described 
as follows:

Disability compensation is a monetary benefit paid to 
veterans who are disabled by an injury or disease that was 
incurred or aggravated during active military service. These 
disabilities are considered to be service-connected. Disability 
compensation varies with the degree of disability and the 
number of veteran’s dependents, and is paid monthly.60

Definitions: Disability 
and Impairment

Social Security Administration

Agencies have different definitions of disability. For exam-
ple, the SSA defines disability as “the inability to engage 
in any substantial gainful activity . . . by reason of any 
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medically determinable physical or mental impairment 
that can be expected to result in death or that has lasted 
or can be expected to last for a continuous period of not 
less than 12 months.”56 To determine work disability, 
the SSA uses a sequential evaluation process that focuses 
on applicants’ diagnoses, not their functional abilities. 
Although the SSA’s five-step process assesses earnings and 
impairment severity, it is not until late in the process that 
functional capacity is assessed. An applicant may appeal an 
unfavorable disability determination, which can markedly 
extend processing time. Unlike the VA, the SSA does not 
award benefits for “partial disability.”

The SSA disability programs influence the lives of mil-
lions of adults and children. As growing numbers of appli-
cants apply for benefits, the agency is being pressured to 
meet very high demands. To improve the SSA’s determi-
nation process, an increased consideration of functional 
ability is likely needed.

AMA Guides, Sixth Edition

The latest edition of the AMA Guides48 uses as its foundation 
the World Health Organization model of disablement. This 
model is called the International Classification of Function-
ing, Disability, and Health (ICF) and is illustrated in Figure 
6-1. There are three key inputs to the ICF model determin-
ing disability, paraphrased here from the AMA Guides48:
 1.  Body functions and body structures: These can vary from 

the normal state, and these losses are called impairments.
 2.  Activity: Task execution by the individual. Activity limita-

tions are difficulties with carrying out such activities.
 3.  Participation: Involvement in life situations. Participation 

restrictions are barriers from such involvement.
Note that body functions are physiologic—for example, the 
ability of the upper limb to generate accurate motion and 
strength. Body structures are anatomic—for example, the 
upper limb itself. Either or both can be compromised to 
produce impairment. The inability to carry out tasks, such 
as not being able to comb one’s hair, is an activity limitation. 
The inability to be involved in a typical life situation, such 
as being gainfully employed and interacting with one’s 
peers, is a participation restriction. Note that there is not a 
necessary correlation between activity limitation and par-
ticipation restriction.

In the ICF model, there is no linear progression from 
pathology to impairment to disability and to participation 
restriction. The AMA Guides justifies the use of the ICF 
model as follows48:

The ICF model appears to be the best model for the Guides. 
It acknowledges the complex and dynamic interactions 
between an individual with a given health condition, 
the environment, and personal factors. The relationships 
between impairment, activity limitations, and participation 
are not assumed to be linear or unidirectional. An individual 
may experience measurable impairment without significant 
activity limitations that do not produce restrictions to major 
life activities such as work or recreation. On the other hand, 
one can experience significant activity limitations and/or 
participation restrictions in the absence of demonstrable 
impairment.

The reader should note that this framework for distin-
guishing impairment from disability is natural for the phys-
iatrist. As medical professionals, physiatrists have core 
training in diagnosing and treating loss of body function 
and structure, but they also ask about the ability of patients 
to control their environment. Specifically, physiatrists focus 
on mobility deficits, including ambulation and transfers, 
and on activities of daily living (ADLs), including instru-
mental ADLs. Using the ICF framework, the AMA Guides 
defines impairment and disability as follows:

Impairment: A significant deviation, loss, or loss of use of 
any body structure or body function in an individual with a 
health condition, disorder, or disease.
Disability: Activity limitations and/or participation restrictions 
in an individual with a health condition, disorder, or disease.

Impairment rating within the latest AMA Guides10 has 
more weight given to loss of function in the determination of 
impairment rating. This is defined as a “consensus-derived 
percentage estimate of loss of activity reflecting severity for 
Health condition,
disorder, or disease

Body functions and
structures

Complete activity
limitation

No participation
restriction

Complete participation
restriction

Activity

Environmental

Normal variation No activity limitation

Complete impairment

Personal

Participation

FIGURE 6-1 The World Health Organization ICF 
Model of Disablement. (Redrawn from Rondinelli 
RD, editor : Guides to the evaluation of permanent 
impairment, ed 6, Chicago, 2008, American Medical 
Association Press.)



a given health condition, and degree of associated limitations 
in terms of ADLs [italics added].”

This chapter is not meant to provide the reader with 
the necessary skills to do actual impairment ratings, which 
can be fairly complex and detailed. However, a brief sketch 
of the approach to impairment rating based on the latest 
AMA Guides is given here48:
 •  There are four impairment criteria defined within the 

AMA Guides, with some clarification given for each 
criterion:

 1.  History of clinical presentation (the overall clinical 
diagnosis)

 2.  Physical examination (physical examination findings 
at the time of impairment rating)

 3.  Clinical studies and objective tests (e.g., imaging 
studies, blood work, and electrodiagnostic studies)

 4.  Functional assessment or history (self-reported abil-
ity to function from the patient, with a functional 
assessment scale preferably used such as the Pain Dis-
ability Questionnaire)

 •  The first task of an examiner is to assign a claimant to 
an impairment class on the basis of the above kinds of 
data. An impairment class broadly brackets the percent-
age impairment that the claimant might be awarded. 
For most conditions, the classes are as follows:

 •  Class 0: No objective problem
 •  Class 1: Mild problem
 •  Class 2: Moderate problem
 •  Class 3: Severe problem
 •  Class 4: Very severe problem
 •  In assigning a claimant to an impairment class, the 

physician relies upon a “key factor,” one of the four 
impairment criteria listed above. Typically the key fac-
tor leading to a claimant’s assignment to a particular 
class is the diagnosis (i.e., history of clinical presenta-
tion). However, a different key factor, such as diagnos-
tic testing for cardiac conditions, might be relied upon 
for different organ systems. Each impairment class 
is associated with a range of possible whole-person 
impairment percentages.

 •  To arrive at a precise percentage of whole-person 
impairment, the examiner fine tunes the impairment 
rating by assigning an impairment grade within the 
assigned class. Grades range from A (when claim-
ants are substantially less impaired than most people 
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in their impairment class) to C (when the degree of 
impairment of claimants is average for people with 
their impairment grade) to E (when claimants are 
substantially more impaired than most people in their 
impairment class). The “default grade” is C; this is the 
grade that an examining physician should assign when 
there is no compelling evidence to support a higher or 
lower grade.

 •  To determine a claimant’s impairment grade, the 
examiner relies upon the “non–key factor” impair-
ment criteria. Given that the key factor is generally the 
diagnosis (history of clinical presentation), these other 
criteria are physical examination findings, clinical stud-
ies, and functional history. If these impairment criteria 
suggest more severe impairment than the class chosen 
by use of the key factor, the examiner cannot change 
the chosen class; however, the examiner can choose a 
higher grade within the class (i.e., grade D or E), result-
ing in a relatively higher whole-person impairment. In 
the example of a cervical spine impairment rating for 
intervertebral disk herniation or documented alteration 
of motion segment integrity (AOMSI), there are five 
impairment classes (Table 6-1).

 •  Class 2 for the cervical spine example given here is for 
“intervertebral disk herniation and/or AOMSI at a sin-
gle level with medically documented findings; with or 
without surgery AND with documented radiculopathy 
at the clinically appropriate level present at the time of 
examination.”

 •  More severe related cervical spine disorders are rated 
class 3 or 4 (e.g., multilevel active radiculopathy), and 
less severe cervical spine disorders are given class 0 or 1 
(e.g., resolution of radiculopathy).
Note that there is a new emphasis on functional history 

with this edition of the AMA Guides. Loss of function is 
assessed in part by self-report measures that claimants may 
fill out at the time of their impairment evaluations. Dif-
ferent measures are used for different kinds of disorders; 
for example, the QuickDASH is used for disorders of the 
hand, while the Pain Disability Questionnaire is used for 
evaluating functional limitations involving the spine. The 
important general point is that impairment ratings in the 
AMA Guides sixth edition incorporate subjective informa-
tion from claimants about their burden of illness. The sig-
nificance of this change in the Guides is modest, however, 
Table 6-1  Simplification of AMA Guide’s Cervical Spine Regional Grid for Impairment Rating
Class Range of Whole-Person Impairment 

Within the Class
Grades (A-E) of Impairment Within Each Class

Coarse Tuning (Getting to a Class  
Based on History of Clinical  
Presentation) (%)

Fine Tuning (Getting to a Grade Within the  
Class Based on Physical Examination, Clinical Studies,  
and Functional Assessment as Modifiers) (%)

A B C D E

Class 0 (no impairment) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Class 1 (mild impairment) 1-8 4 5 6 7 8

Class 2 (moderate impairment) 9-14 9 10 11 12 13

Class 3 (severe impairment) 15-24 15 17 19 21 23

Class 4 (very severe impairment) 25-30 25 27 28 29 30

Modified from Rondinelli RD, ed. Guides to the evaluation of permanent impairment, ed 6, Chicago, 2008, American Medical Association Press.
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because functional history plays a relatively minor role, 
modulating the grade within a given class. The primary 
emphasis in the Guides continues to be on objective find-
ings rather than subjective history in the impairment rating 
process.

Further Thoughts on Impairment Versus 
Disability

Disability agencies typically assume a strong linkage between 
impairment and disability and assume that impairment is 
a necessary condition for disability. The logic underlying 
this requirement is straightforward.  Disability programs 
are designed to assist individuals who are unable to com-
pete in the workplace because of a medical condition. In 
essence, disability programs attempt to partition individu-
als who fail in the workplace into two broad groups: those 
who fail because of a medical condition, and those who 
fail for other nonmedical reasons. There are many poten-
tial nonmedical reasons, including a lack of demand for 
their skills or a lack of motivation. Disability programs 
require evidence that applicants have a medical problem 
underlying their workplace absence. Impairment provides 
the needed evidence, because it can be viewed as a marker 
that individuals have a medical problem that diminishes 
their capability. Conversely, if individuals have no identifi-
able impairment, they are assumed to have no workplace 
limitations caused by a medical condition.

Disability agencies typically assume that the severity of 
patients’ impairments correlates with the degree and/or 
probability of their being disabled from work. Even when 
an agency compensates for work disability and not for 
impairment, it will often seek information about a patient’s 
impairment to rationalize its decision about whether to 
award disability benefits. As will be discussed, the assump-
tion that increasing impairment leads to increased dis-
ability can be challenged when quantifying impairment. 
Certainly the linear correlation between the level of dis-
ability and impairment is often absent. Physiatrists should 
educate others, including case managers, physicians, and 
attorneys when applicable, about these imperfections.

Whereas it is possible to distinguish conceptually between 
impairment and disability, the distinction is not always clear 
in many practical situations. For example, the notion of a 
measurably dysfunctional organ does not readily apply to 
psychiatric impairments. Although the distinction between 
impairment and disability is easy to make in some medical 
conditions, it is difficult to make in others.

Another problem is that the correlation between severity 
of impairment and severity of disability is far from perfect, 
as illustrated in the following examples:
 •  A patient might have serious impairment yet very little 

apparent vocational disability. A striking example is 
that of the world-famous physics professor, Dr. Stephen 
Hawking. He is incapacitated from the most basic ADLs 
because of motor neuron disease, and would qualify 
for a very high total body impairment according to 
the AMA Guides. However, he is not work disabled. In 
fact, he has remained active as a theoretic physicist of 
international acclaim well beyond the onset of motor 
neuron disease in his 20s. Within the ICF framework, 
Dr. Hawking would have almost complete activity 
limitations, but notably fewer work-related participa-
tion restrictions.

 •  A patient might have a very mild ratable impairment, 
as measured through the AMA Guides, from a lumbar 
or cervical facet injury as a result of a motor vehicle 
crash. However, such an injury can cause devastat-
ing vocational consequences if the patient has a job 
that requires constant heavy physical labor. Such a 
patient might even be rated as having “no impairment” 
according to some examiners, because of a lack of a 
demonstrable disk herniation with advanced imag-
ing or a lack of radicular findings on examination, or 
both. When subjected to a functional capacity evalua-
tion, the patient might be shown to be truly incapable 
of doing heavy physical labor. Consequently, such a 
patient could be considered 100% disabled from such 
labor and yet might have little or no ratable impair-
ment according to some examiners’ interpretations of 
impairment rating guidelines.

 •  A patient might have had a demonstrable disk hernia-
tion with radiculopathy and responded well to spinal 
surgery. According to both the AMA Guides and a 
number of workers’ compensation guidelines, this 
patient would have significant whole-body impair-
ment. Despite this impressive level of impairment, this 
patient might have little or no disability in terms of 
work role and ADLs.

 •  As a final example, the patient could have a well-
defined impairment—amputation of the fifth digit 
of the nondominant hand. This type of amputation 
is very well described in the AMA Guides, but the 
patient’s disability, if any, will be strongly dependent 
on the patient’s profession. If the patient were a concert 
pianist, the disability might be 100%. If the patient 
were a psychiatrist, there would likely be no disability. 
If the patient were a construction worker, the disability 
would likely be minimal, mild, or possibly moder-
ate, depending on the individual tasks that had to be 
performed.

Roles of Physicians in Disability 
Evaluation

Some physicians become expert in disability evaluation 
and make disability evaluation a central part of their clini-
cal practices. Some function as consultants to other phy-
sicians when they perform disability evaluations. Other 
physicians with an interest in disability evaluation per-
form independent medical examinations (IMEs) that are 
commissioned by insurance carriers, disability agencies, 
or attorneys. Still others work as employees of disability 
agencies or insurance companies. As part of this work, they 
might perform disability evaluations by directly examining 
claimants. More typically, however, such consultants play 
a variety of indirect roles—for example, advising claims 
managers when to order IMEs, or reviewing IMEs that have 
been performed.

Many physicians do not seek opportunities to perform 
disability evaluations because they are uncomfortable eval-
uating disability in patients whom they are treating. They 
correctly perceive that the process of disability evaluation 



places a physician between the interests of the patient and 
those of an insurance company or disability agency. In the 
best of circumstances, this can seem to the physician like 
trying to fit a round peg into a square hole, because the 
categories of disability established by such agencies often 
do not match the clinical realities of patients.

In the worst case, clinicians end up feeling caught in the 
crossfire between adversaries. They may perceive employ-
ees of disability agencies as unenlightened bureaucrats 
who make excessive demands for documentation. On the 
other hand, they may perceive their patient as reporting 
excessive incapacitation and trying to enlist physicians as 
allies in their battle to legitimize their disability.

The concerns that treating physicians have about doing 
disability evaluations appear to fall into two categories: 
knowledge deficits and ethical concerns. Physicians who 
work primarily as clinicians are likely to be unfamiliar 
with the disability laws and regulations relevant to their 
patients, and the disability agencies that administer them. 
They are also likely to lack expertise in the mechanics of 
rating impairment, such as those detailed in the AMA 
Guides,48 and in the methods that can be used to assess 
work ability.20,21,31,33,49

Treating physicians can be concerned about conflicts 
between the clinical role they normally play when they 
treat patients and the adjudicative role that is required dur-
ing a disability evaluation. Informal observation as well as 
examination of the limited literature on these roles26,42,58,65 
suggests several differences between the two roles. For 
example, physicians performing disability evaluations are 
expected to focus on objective findings and legal respon-
sibility, including causation, for an examinee’s disorder, 
but these are not the main concern of physicians when 
they provide clinical treatment.46 As Sullivan and Loeser58 
have noted, significant ethical issues arise when physicians 
switch back and forth between these two roles.

Assessing Self-Reports of Patients Regarding 
Physical Capacity

A key challenge is to combine examinees’ self-reports regard-
ing their incapacitation with objective medical information 
relevant to their injury.47 Note that the definition of “objec-
tive medical information” is not always clear. Unfortunately 
the existence of objective medical findings often depends on 
the degree to which technologies have advanced. For exam-
ple, before myelography became available, radiographic 
studies (i.e., x-ray films) did not demonstrate objective find-
ings for patients with radiculopathies.

A second problem is that a high level of interrater reli-
ability is a necessary condition for objectivity in any 
endeavor. However, in the arena of impairment and disabil-
ity evaluation, it is common for different examiners—many 
of whom consider themselves to be “forensic experts”—to 
generate disparate conclusions about the same patient.

One way for a physician to resolve potential discrepan-
cies between self-report data and objective findings is to 
accept at face value what patients say about their physical 
capacities. A physician adopting this strategy would run the 
risk of underestimating the rehabilitation potential of indi-
viduals who overstate their incapacitation either deliber-
ately, as in the case of malingerers, or as a result of genuine 
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misperceptions regarding their abilities. At the opposite 
extreme, a physician might make decisions about the dis-
ability status of patients strictly on the basis of what they 
perceive to be “objective findings,” and react skeptically to 
reports of incapacitation that are not closely linked to these 
findings.

A position somewhere between these two extremes is 
probably most appropriate. The perceptions that patients 
have about their abilities certainly should not be ignored 
or discounted. As a practical matter, research demon-
strates that these self-appraisals are important predictors of 
whether patients with pain problems will perform well on 
physical tests or will succeed in terminating their disability, 
or both.14,15,23-25,30 Physicians who make disability deci-
sions without considering patients’ appraisals are discard-
ing valuable data. As a result, their decisions can go awry in 
two ways. First, they can pressure patients to return to work 
in jobs that the patients are realistically not capable of per-
forming. Second, they can be ineffective in resolving dis-
ability issues. Consider patients who are released to work 
by their treating physician or by an independent medical 
examiner even though they are convinced that they are 
unable to work. Such patients are likely to retain an attor-
ney and start a protracted legal battle regarding their work 
status.

But the fact that patients’ perceptions are important does 
not mean that they are valid or immutable. In fact, research 
on patients with disability related to chronic pain suggests 
the opposite: some often have distorted views of their capa-
bilities, and these views are modifiable.1,12,28,35 Disability 
evaluators need to consider the validity of a patient’s stated 
activity limitations in light of the biomedical informa-
tion available and their assessment of the patient’s cred-
ibility. Evaluators should reserve the right to challenge the 
patient’s self-assessments and to make decisions that are 
discordant with these assessments.

In summary, the treating physician should carefully assess 
examinees’ perceptions regarding their ability to perform 
various tasks and, whenever feasible, should take them into 
account when rendering judgments about their ability to 
work. But the physician should not let examinees control 
the discussion about disability. Instead, physicians should 
be ready to challenge the appraisals of examinees when they 
believe them to be inaccurate.

Blending Administrative Imperatives 
With Patient Realities

Disability agencies and insurance companies follow what 
might be called an administrative imperative as they adju-
dicate disability claims. The imperative is to reach deci-
sions about disability benefits for applicants on the basis 
of procedures that are objective, consistent, and efficient. 
These goals are reasonable, but they can lead agencies to 
oversimplify the process. The “administrative model” of 
injury and disability is most apparent in workers’ compen-
sation systems. It typically assumes the following:
 •  Incapacitation after an injury should be should be 

“transparent” to a physician; that is, activity limitations 
described by patients should be highly correlated with 
evidence of tissue damage or organ dysfunction objec-
tively assessed by a physician.
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 •  Recovery after trauma follows a fairly predictable 
course, such that an injured worker initially shows 
progressive improvement and then reaches a plateau or 
fully recovers (Figure 6-2). In compensation law, work-
ers are said to be “fixed and stable” or to have reached 
“maximal medical improvement” when they reach this 
plateau. At this juncture, compensation law generally 
dictates that medical treatment be terminated, and if 
patients are not able to return fully to their job after 
injury, either a definitive vocational plan needs to be 
developed or they should be pensioned.

 •  Work injuries typically occur when a previously healthy 
individual is exposed to an obvious and overwhelming 
source of trauma, such as a fall from a height or a crush 
injury from a heavy object.
The assumption of transparency is problematic. This 

assumption is so pervasive that most physicians, and essen-
tially all disability adjudicators, accept it without ques-
tion. From a historical perspective, however, it is apparent 
that physicians have not always believed that incapacita-
tion from trauma should be transparent. In fact, when the 
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) program was 
being considered by Congress during the 1950s, physician 
groups almost uniformly protested that they would not be 
able to do the assessments that were envisaged in the SSDI 
legislation.41

For some impairments, objective criteria can be used 
in a transparent manner. For example, physicians have 
straightforward tools to quantify impairment stemming 
from amputations, complete spinal cord injuries, or clear 
cases of radiculopathy that are supported by magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) evidence of a focal disk herniation. 
However, in many medical conditions, including many 
musculoskeletal and neurologic disorders, physicians can-
not easily identify injuries to organs or body parts that lead 
to the activity limitations that examinees report. Again 
the example of spinal facet joint injuries is given. Care-
fully controlled studies since the 1990s have documented 
that cervical facet joint injury is the probable primary pain 
generator for 50% of whiplash patients with nonradicular 
neck pain.2,3,37

More recently, animal and postmortem biomechani-
cal studies of cervical facet joint injury have strengthened 
these clinical findings by documenting posttraumatic facet 
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FIGURE 6-2 Hypothetical recovery curve after an injury.
capsular laxity,27 as well as pain behavioral changes34 and 
histologic axonal changes29 in animals exposed to facet 
joint distensions simulating whiplash injury. Despite these 
advances, documenting facet joint injury for impairment 
rating remains problematic. Although cervical facet joints 
show up on MRI scanning, injury to them, or pain stem-
ming from them, is generally not detected. Conversely, facet 
joint arthropathy, when detected with imaging studies, can 
be seen among asymptomatic patients and cannot be taken 
as a reliable physical sign of facet joint injury or impair-
ment.52,54 There are guidelines for giving impairment for 
motion segment instability, which might be associated with 
increased facet capsular laxity, but the threshold for giving 
impairment for such instability is likely not sensitive.

In addition, there is increasing evidence that patients 
with chronic whiplash pain, chronic low back pain, or 
both, develop changes in central nervous system function-
ing that augment the severity of their chronic pain.11,18,32,57 
These changes are also difficult to quantify but can become 
the basis for significant loss of function and vocational dis-
ability. Disability evaluators cannot easily rate impairment 
for this common clinical scenario. More importantly, they 
cannot offer a clear correlation between severity of impair-
ment and severity of disability.

In the latest AMA Guides, facet injury after whiplash is 
formally acknowledged for the first time as a ratable impair-
ment.48 However, it is grouped as “nonspecific chronic, or 
chronic recurrent neck pain (also known as chronic sprain/
strain, symptomatic degenerative disk disease, facet joint 
pain, chronic whiplash, etc.).” This carries a maximum 8% 
whole-person impairment.

By contrast, a patient who has a documented severe 
facet joint injury resulting in facet joint neurotomy might 
become disabled from heavy physical work, require voca-
tional retraining, and might become dependent upon 
repeated neurotomies indefinitely at approximate 8- to 
12-month intervals for adequate pain relief.53 This can 
represent a huge burden of future medical and vocational 
costs projected over the person’s lifetime.

On the other hand, a patient could have had two cervi-
cal disk herniations causing multilevel radiculopathy, with 
good response to neck surgery. This patient would be left 
with a minimum of 15% whole-person impairment, almost 
twice the impairment of the patient with the facet joint 
injury. Moreover, the patient with radiculopathy would 
have far lower, if any, future medical and vocational costs. 
Clearly the impairment rating process continues to be 
imperfect at best. It is up to clinicians to carefully weigh 
these paradoxes when giving opinions regarding impair-
ment and disability.

Even in the case of radiculopathy, a condition thought 
to be fairly well assessed within the AMA Guides, there 
are pitfalls for assessing spinal impairment. Research has 
shown that most lumbar MRI findings among patients 
with radiculopathy do not correlate well with their pain 
diagrams and physical examination findings, except in the 
rare case of a disk extrusion or severe spinal stenosis, or 
both.4 In practice, most MRI findings do not demonstrate 
such severe pathology. In addition, there is increasing 
understanding that radiculopathy is an inflammatory con-
dition and might not depend on demonstrable nerve root 
compression by MRI scanning. There can be clear clinical 



evidence of radiculopathy causing significant functional 
impairment in the absence of MRI-detected nerve root 
compression.55,64

These examples highlight two problems. First, it is can 
be difficult to identify an anatomic or physiologic abnor-
mality that rationalizes the claim of incapacity. This prob-
lem occurs frequently. For example, data from the U.S. 
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate 
that more than 40% of work injuries requiring time off 
work are coded as sprains/strains.59 Although such injuries 
might be supported by objective findings, such as a com-
plete tear of the anterior cruciate ligament documented by 
MRI scan, physicians often diagnose a sprain/strain when 
a patient complains of pain without well-defined objective 
findings. Second, a given structural abnormality might be 
associated with a wide range of functional loss among dif-
ferent patients. In this regard, it is worth noting that there 
is little empirical evidence to validate the quantitative 
impairment percentages given in the AMA Guides.

Topics Addressed in Disability Evaluations

Physicians are typically asked to address the following 
when they conduct disability evaluations:
 •  Diagnosis
 •  Causation
 •  Need for further treatment
 •  Impairment
 •  Activity limitations and functional capacity
 •  Ability to work (i.e., work disability)
A fundamental goal of the disability evaluation process is 
to determine whether a patient can work. From this per-
spective, the first five items can be viewed as preliminary 
items that set the stage for addressing the sixth and crucial 
question.

Practical Strategies for Disability 
Evaluation

The discussion below is largely based on our experiences 
treating patients in clinical settings, performing indepen-
dent medical examinations, and consulting with the Wash-
ington State Department of Labor and Industries. Scientific 
data on the reliability and validity of disability evalua-
tions are limited.7-9,44 In the absence of scientific data, it 
is impossible to say what decision-making strategies are 
appropriate when performing disability evaluations. In 
this ambiguous situation, it is easy for practitioners to 
fall into the trap of believing they are making valid judg-
ments, when in fact their judgments are based on a variety 
of biases.19,46

Addressing the Main Questions

Diagnosis

Of the issues commonly addressed in a disability evalu-
ation, diagnosis is the only one that the physician con-
siders in a routine clinical evaluation of a patient. Even 
here, complications arise when disability evaluations are 
performed. As an example, adjudicators sometimes make 
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inferences about causation on the basis of a diagnosis. 
Note that if a physician diagnoses lumbar degenerative disk 
disease (International Classification of Diseases 722.52) in 
a patient, an adjudicator might take the position that the 
patient’s back pain was not caused by a specific injury.

Causation and Apportionment

The issue of causation is important because many disabil-
ity agencies will only give benefits for medical conditions 
that arise from specific causes. For example, workers’ com-
pensation carriers are responsible only for work-related 
medical conditions, and automobile insurance carriers are 
responsible only for injuries that occur in motor vehicle 
accidents. Although causation is straightforward for many 
injuries, a number of pitfalls can arise.

First, patients might have cumulative trauma disorders, 
which would be the result of an “occupational exposure” 
rather than a specific injury. In this setting, especially if 
the injured worker has had multiple employers during the 
period when the exposure appears relevant, the issue of how 
to distribute liability becomes critical. In this case, there 
is a need for apportionment. Apportionment is an attempt 
to distribute causation among multiple possible sources. 
In the latest edition of the AMA Guides, apportionment is 
described as “an allocation of causation among multiple 
factors that caused or significantly contributed to the injury 
or disease and resulting impairment.”48

In the current example of a cumulative trauma disorder, 
it might be determined that approximately 60% causation 
should be apportioned to the patient’s employer of the 
past 3 years and 40% to the patient’s prior employer, based 
on a history of repetitive use of the upper limbs during 
both periods of employment. As one can imagine, appor-
tionment is a very approximate process and fraught with 
disagreements among experts. For example, a patient who 
has undergone a lumbar diskectomy in the remote past 
might report a return of radicular symptoms after a fall. 
In this setting, a disability agency could ask the physician 
to apportion causation of the patient’s impairment between 
the index injury and the patient’s preexisting lumbar disk 
condition. It is often useful to distinguish between inac-
tive and active preexisting conditions when considering 
apportionment. But even here, defining a set time interval 
before a causative event as the threshold of when a preex-
isting condition is active or inactive is not standardized. 
Should it be 3 months, 6 months, or 2 years, or should 
every preexisting condition no matter how remote in the 
past be considered relevant to the issues of causation and 
apportionment?

Disability agencies differ significantly in the standards 
they set for establishing causation and the need for appor-
tionment. Some agencies follow the principle that for 
an index injury to be accepted as the cause of a patient’s 
impairment, the injury must be the major factor contribut-
ing to the impairment. Others adopt a lower standard of 
causation that has been described as “lighting up.” When 
this standard applies, an index injury can be viewed as 
the cause of increased impairment even when the injury 
is minor and when preexisting impairment is severe. For 
example, consider an individual with a multiply operated 
knee who falls at work, develops an effusion in the knee, 
and is told by an orthopedist that he needs a total knee 
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replacement. If the individual’s workers’ compensation 
carrier operated under the “lighting up” standard of cau-
sation, this person’s knee symptoms and need for a total 
knee replacement would be viewed as caused by the fall 
at work.

When there is a preexisting condition, the physician 
should ideally apportion in at least three areas when doing 
a forensic evaluation regarding impairment and disability:
 1.  Apportionment for the need for care: This attempts to 

answer whether, on a more probable than not basis, 
the claimant would have required treatment (often 
already paid within a claim) if the index injury had not 
occurred. In other words, in the absence of the index 
injury, how much care, if any at all, would the claimant 
have required for the treatment of an active or inactive 
preexisting condition?

 2.  Apportionment for impairment: This attempt to split the 
total current impairment between a preexisting compo-
nent and that which has been created by an index injury. 
In the example of the patient with a multiply operated 
knee, there might be significant preexisting impairment, 
although the need for care for the preexisting condition 
may be minimal or zero were it not for the index injury.

 3.  Apportionment for disability: This is usually taken to mean 
work disability, which is generally compensable, but can 
be extended to disability from ADLs. This again draws 
a distinction between the effects of an injury on the 
level of impairment versus one’s ability to function in 
everyday life. In the setting of a significant preexisting 
impairment, marginally increased impairment from a 
new injury might cause, or might be alleged to cause, 
significant work disability.
Apportionment analysis is most commonly described 

for impairment only48 and is determined by subtracting 
preexisting impairment, with respect to an index injury, 
from the current impairment. It is clear, however, that 
apportionment analyses for the cost of care and for dis-
ability are critical to the successful adjudication of com-
pensable claims.

Take the example of an actual patient who has had three 
previous neck surgeries, including two fusions, who is 
undergoing active conservative pain management, and then 
is involved in a motor vehicle crash. After the crash, the 
patient required a partial hardware removal procedure 
from a previous fusion. A careful analysis revealed that, 
on a more-probable-than-not basis, this hardware removal 
would not have been necessary were it not for the motor 
vehicle crash. This cost of care was therefore covered by 
the motor vehicle claim, but it was clear that the patient 
had the majority of the cervical impairment as preexist-
ing, when compared with her overall impairment after she 
reached maximum medical improvement from the effects 
of the crash. She also had neck care costs that were inde-
pendent of the motor vehicle crash history.

Some of the factors that help with a credible apportion-
ment analysis include:
 •  Obtaining a functional history from these patients, 

which includes understanding their current ability to 
perform ADLs, vocational activities, and recreational 
activities as compared with before an index injury.

 •  Judging the credibility of the functional history. Do the 
medical records support the patient’s contention that 
there has been a loss of function? Some patients might 
not consciously fabricate their stated loss of function, 
but could be mistaken, given that years have passed 
since the index injury. For example, a patient might 
claim that a weight gain of 40 lb was caused by inactiv-
ity from the index injury. The medical record, however, 
might reflect otherwise, and there might be only a 
few pounds gained. Ideally, these patients should be 
directly confronted with these data, and the examiner 
should try to gauge whether they appear truly mistaken 
or are being consciously deceptive in their history.

 •  Carefully examining preexisting medical records, 
including a timeline for the need for care, work restric-
tions, and if applicable, preexisting impairment ratings. 
A study by Eugene Carragee6 in 2008 documented that 
self-report by patients regarding preexisting axial back 
or neck pain after a motor vehicle crash is often under-
reported. Consequently, scrutiny of preexisting medical 
records and careful interviewing of the patient become 
more important when determining causation in this 
setting.
In summary, when considering apportionment, the 

examiner should address the following three critical ques-
tions: Were it not for the index injury, on a more-probable-
than-not basis, (1) what would be the patient’s need for 
medical care since the date of the index injury? (2) what 
would be the patient’s current level of impairment? and (3) 
what would be the patient’s current disability (including 
inability to engage in gainful employment)?

Need for Further Treatment

Disability agencies generally adopt an idealized model of 
the course of recovery after an injury. This model is shown 
in Figure 6-2. It embodies the assumption that people 
show rapid improvement after injury but then reach a pla-
teau. Before patients reach this hypothetical plateau, they 
presumably can benefit from further treatment. When they 
reach the plateau, they are considered to have achieved 
maximal medical improvement (MMI). When a patient 
has reached MMI, insurance companies and disability 
agencies typically refuse to pay for additional medical care 
and attempt to make a final determination regarding a 
patient’s impairment and work capacity. From an adminis-
trative perspective, the model is convenient because it pro-
vides guidelines for intervention and decision making. For 
example, when a patient has reached point X on the graph, 
curative treatment should be abandoned, and a permanent 
partial impairment rating should be made.

The problem with this approach is that patients fre-
quently have clinical problems that are hard to concep-
tualize in terms of the idealized recovery shown in Figure 
6-2. First, it is not clear that patients with repetitive strain 
injuries or chronic spinal pain39,61 follow the trajectory 
shown in Figure 6-2. Second, patients can have comor-
bidities that complicate recovery and make it difficult to 
determine when they have reached MMI. An example is a 
patient with diabetes who has a work-related carpal tun-
nel syndrome in addition to a peripheral polyneuropathy. 
Third, many who use the MMI concept fail to remember 
that a patient who has reached maximal benefit from a 
particular kind of treatment might not have reached 
maximal benefit from treatment in general. For example, 



consider a patient who is examined 6 months after a low 
back injury. Assume that treatment has consisted entirely 
of chiropractic care during the 6-month interval, and that 
the patient has not shown any measurable improvement 
during the past 2 months. This patient might be judged to 
have reached maximal medical benefit from chiropractic 
care, but an examining physician would understandably 
be uncertain about whether the patient could benefit from 
physical therapy, epidural corticosteroids, lumbar surgery, 
aggressive use of various medications, or other therapies 
that might not be offered by the chiropractor. This prob-
lem is not just a hypothetical one, because examiners 
routinely find that some patients with chronic conditions 
have not had exposure to all reasonable treatments for 
their condition.

At times it is more sensible to state that the patient has 
reached MMI with respect to specific care. For example, the 
statement “the patient has reached MMI with respect to con-
servative care options” would likely be more accurate than 
simply stating the patient is at MMI. If interventional care 
options are not appropriate, then the patient might truly 
be at MMI with respect to all reasonable care options.

Finally, disability and health insurance companies typi-
cally take the position that no more medical treatment 
should be authorized after a patient has reached MMI. This 
administrative perspective frequently does not match the 
clinical needs of patients. For example, a patient may have 
reached MMI from a low back injury in the sense that a 
significant period has elapsed since injury, and no further 
curative treatment is available. However, the individual 
might still need maintenance treatment, such as ongoing 
medication, for the back injury. This issue is often ignored 
by agencies that administer benefits.

A workers’ compensation company might state that 
such maintenance treatment is “palliative” and not cura-
tive, and therefore not covered within the claim. One 
interpretation of this distinction might view dialysis as 
“palliative” and not curative because it does not cure the 
patient from the loss of kidney function. And yet dialy-
sis would likely be covered indefinitely within a claim. 
Might one also argue that long-term medication or mas-
sage, although likely palliative, should be covered for 
chronic spinal pain if dialysis is covered for renal failure? 
These are ethical issues that raise more questions than 
they answer.

Impairment

Physicians need to decide when to perform an impairment 
rating. For example, an impairment rating would not be 
appropriate for a patient who has not reached MMI, or (at 
least in workers’ compensation cases) for a patient whose 
injury was not causally related to a work exposure.

Once a physician decides that an impairment rating is 
appropriate for a patient, the rating itself is a fairly mechani-
cal task that is based on formulas and procedures described 
in various texts, or in manuals published by disability 
agencies. The agency that requests an impairment rating 
typically specifies the system that physicians are required to 
use. For example, the AMA Guides48 describes an impair-
ment rating system that is used by multiple jurisdictions. 
Some states have their own impairment rating systems. To 
perform an impairment evaluation according to the rules 
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of a jurisdiction, the physician needs to be familiar with 
the system used by that jurisdiction.

Physical Capacities Assessment

The assessment of physical capacities is a precursor to the 
determination of a patient’s ability to work. Disability 
agencies typically request detailed physical capacities data 
and usually provide supplementary forms for this purpose. 
In general, a clinical evaluation in the physician’s office 
will not provide detailed physical capacities information. 
The physician can supplement information gleaned from a 
clinical evaluation in a few ways.

The simplest way is to ask patients to estimate their 
physical capacities. The physician should consider filling 
out a physical capacities form on the basis of a patient’s 
reports if the patient is judged to be highly credible, or if 
the physician does not have access to objective data regard-
ing the patient’s capacities. The physician who follows this 
approach should indicate this on the form.

Another way to obtain physical capacities data is to 
refer a patient for a functional capacities evaluation (FCE), 
also called a performance-based physical capacities evalu-
ation.31,33,49 FCEs are formal, standardized assessments 
typically performed by physical therapists. They usually 
last from 2 to 5 hours. The therapist gathers information 
about a patient’s strength, range of motion, and endurance 
in various tasks, preferably ones that simulate the type of 
work that the patient is expected to do. As noted by King 
et al.,31 FCEs are popular with insurance carriers and attor-
neys because they provide objective performance data. In 
their comprehensive review, however, King et al. also noted 
that there is a paucity of data that validate FCEs against 
actual job performance.

Pransky and Dempsey43 noted that a generalized FCE 
has less utility than one simulating a specific job require-
ment, in terms of predicting actual job performance. How-
ever, tailoring the FCE process to a specific job requires 
more resources and is likely not practical in most scenar-
ios. Gross and Battie20-22 noted that for both patients with 
low back pain and those with upper limb disorders, FCE 
results are poor predictors of termination of time loss ben-
efits and return to work. Clearly, psychological factors and 
coping skills play an important role in predicting return to 
work, and these variables are not well captured within a 
standardized FCE.

Despite these limitations, FCEs likely have a role in 
determining loss of anatomic functions, such as range of 
motion and loss of strength, and these are important inputs 
into the determination of impairment. Also, in at least one 
author’s experience (R.E.S.), the FCE results correlate fairly 
well with broad clinical estimates of a patient’s physical 
capacities that are established by the treating physiatrist. 
The attending physiatrist’s estimates might be likened to a 
watercolor sketch, and the FCE to a finished oil painting of 
the same scene.

The FCE can also gauge the level of the patient’s effort, 
to help address the possibility of malingering, second-
ary gain, or excessive fear of exertion after injury. As an 
example, full effort is assumed if the coefficients of varia-
tion—the standard deviation divided by the mean as a per-
centage—are less than 10% to 15% for repeated hand grip 
measurements blinded from the patient. As discussed in a 
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recent review,43 however, the ability to detect submaximal 
effort is imperfect at best.

A few definitions are helpful in understanding the lan-
guage of physical capacity or functional capacity evalua-
tions. These are derived from the Dictionary of Occupational 
Titles, published by the U.S. Department of Labor. Gener-
ally, the following are categories describing the “frequency 
of activity”:
 •  None (0% of the time)
 •  Occasional (1% to 33% of the time)
 •  Frequent (34% to 66% of the time)
 •  Constant (67% to 100% of the time)
In practice, a category between none and occasional is use-
ful, described as “Seldom” or “Rare,” which is defined as 
1% to 10% of the time. Also available from the Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles is a broad definition of job categories 
by physical lifting requirements (Table 6-2).

There are other considerations within these categories, 
including the amount of required standing or walking, as 
well as considerations of bending, twisting, and other pos-
tural demands. Consequently, a broad clinical estimate of 
physical capacities for a patient with combined neck, right 
shoulder, and lower back injuries might be as follows:
 •  Postural breaks every hour as needed
 •  Occasional bending, twisting, stooping, and kneeling
 •  Lifting and carrying up to 20 lb occasionally, approxi-

mately half that weight frequently
 •  Reaching overhead with right upper limb on a rare 

basis only
Overall this estimate of physical capacities falls within the 

light work category, although some further restrictions are 
given for the right shoulder. If more refined estimates of phys-
ical capacities or if a more detailed assessment of whether 
the patient is giving full effort is needed, an FCE could be 
obtained and checked against these clinical estimates.

Ability to Work

The ability of a patient to work is the key issue in most dis-
ability evaluations. Assessing employability is difficult, and 
there is no simple set of techniques to apply when a deci-
sion about employability is requested. Box 6-1 outlines 
issues that should be considered when judging a patient’s 
employability.

A physician makes a judgment about a patient’s employ-
ability by balancing the patient’s functional capacities (or 
limitations) against the functional demands of jobs for 
which the patient is being considered. Concerning job 
demands, the physician usually has to rely upon infor-
mation provided by vocational rehabilitation counselors 
or employers. In workers’ compensation claims, voca-
tional rehabilitation counselors often prepare formal job 
analyses. Figure 6-3 gives a sample job analysis. Note that 
the job analysis form includes a section in which the evalu-
ating physician is asked to give an opinion about whether 
the worker can perform the job.

A detailed job analysis can be helpful in the assessment 
of the work demands that a patient is likely to face. When 
possible, the examiner should check to see whether the 
patient agrees with the physical requirements listed in a job 
analysis. If the patient vigorously disputes the job analysis, 
the examiner should attempt to reconcile the discrepancy.

Sometimes physicians are presented with “trick” ques-
tions dealing with employability. As an example, a physician 

 1.  What specific questions about employability are you being 
asked to address?

 a.  Can the patient work at a specified job?
 b.  What general category of work can the patient perform 

(sedentary, light, medium, heavy, very heavy)?
 c.  Is the patient employable in any capacity?
 2.  For work in a specific job:
 a.  Is there a job analysis?
 b.  Does the patient agree with the demands stated on the 

job analysis?
 c.  Are there any collateral sources of information about 

the job (e.g., information from the employer)?
 d.  Do you believe the patient can perform the job with 

modifications?
 e.  Do you believe the patient needs assistance in transi-

tioning to the job (e.g., a graduated reentry or a work-
hardening program?

 3.  Do you have reliable physical capacities data that permit 
you to determine the appropriateness of a specific job or 
the appropriateness of a general work category?

 4.  Are there any “trick questions”?
 a.  Description of a job with minimal physical require-

ments (e.g., phone solicitor)
 b.  Description of a job that seems inappropriate for the 

patient from an economic and career standpoint (e.g., 
description of a cashiering job for a person who has 
spent the last 20 years working as an electrician)

 5.  Based on the questions addressed to you, does it seem that 
the disability agency is making a sincere attempt to find a 
place in the workforce for the patient, as opposed to trying 
to “set the patient up” (i.e., contrive vocational options that 
will maneuver him or her out of the disability system)?

 6.  Does it appear that the patient is making a sincere effort 
to return to work, or is the patient exaggerating pain com-
plaints and/or maneuvering in some way to get long-term 
disability?

 

BOX 6-1

Issues to Consider in Determining Employability
Table 6-2  Dictionary of Occupational Titles Categories of Job Physical Requirements

Classification
Constantly  
(67%-100% of  Workday)

Frequently  
(34%-66% of  Workday)

Occasionally  
(0%-33% of  Workday)

S: Sedentary work Negligible Negligible Less than 10 lb

L: Light work Negligible Up to 10 lb Up to 20 lb

M: Medium work Up to 10 lb Up to 20 lb Up to 50 lb

H: Heavy work Up to 20 lb Up to 50 lb Up to 100 lb

V:  Very heavy work Up to 50 lb Up to 100 lb Over 100 lb
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Job title   Taxi dispatcher
DOT   913.367-010
GOE   07.04.05
SVP   3

Job description  Dispatches taxicabs in response to telephone requests for service by entering client name and
    pickup and drop-off locations into the computer. Direct calls to dispatch supervisor if needed.

Job qualifications  Good customer service skills; ability to type and learn computer program.

Types of machines, tools,
special equipment used  Telephone with headset, computer.

Materials, products,
subject matter, services Local and suburban transit and interurban buses.

Work schedule  Full time, 8-hour shifts

        
Physical demands

1. Stand    Occasionally. Daily total 0.5 hours.
2. Walk    Occasionally. Daily total 0.5 hours.
3.  Sit    Constantly, with option to stand. Daily total 7 hours.
4.  Lift/carry   Occasionally lift/carry ounces.
5.  Push/pull   Occasionally with minimum force to open file drawers and keyboard trays.
6.  Controls   Frequently use controls on telephone. Most calls incoming.
7.  Climb    Not required.
8.  Balance   Not required.
9.  Bend/stoop   Not required.
10. Crouch   Not required.
11. Twist    Occasionally at the neck while answering the phones.
12. Kneel    Not required.
13. Crawl    Not required.
14. Handle/grasp   Occasionally handle/grasp office supplies and handset.
15. Fine manipulation fingering Frequent to constant typing is involved during workday. Fingering to dial telephone.
16. Feeling   Not required.
17. Reach   Occasionally at midwaist level, three-quarters to full arm extension.
18. Vision    Correctable vision is desirable.
19. Talk/hear   Speech and hearing are mandatory.
20. Taste/smell   Not required.
21. Environmental factors  Office environment. Floors are carpeted.
22. Work environment access  Onsite parking available.

Physician's judgment

 The injured worker can perform this job without restrictions and can return work on

 The injured worker can perform this job without restrictions, but only on a part-time basis for           hours per day

         days per week.  The worker can be expected to return to full-time in          days/weeks.

 The injured worker can perform this job, but only with the following modifications:

 Modifications are needed on a       permanent /       temporary basis.

 The injured worker temporarily cannot perform this job based on the following physical limitations:

 Anticipated release date:

 The injured worker permanently cannot perform this job based on the following physical limitations:

Comments

Signature of physician         Date
FIGURE 6-3 A sample job analysis.
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is treating a patient with chronic low back pain who has 
failed multiple spine surgeries and continues to complain 
of relentless pain despite the implantation of an intrathecal 
opiate delivery system. The physician believes it is unreal-
istic for this patient to return to competitive employment. 
A disability agency asks the physician whether the patient 
can work as a telephone solicitor. This question poses a 
dilemma. If the physician says “Yes,” the patient’s disability 
benefits will probably be terminated. If the answer is “No,” 
the physician is implicitly saying that the low back pain 
prevents the patient from doing a job that has few physical 
demands. This can represent an ethical dilemma, and the 
physician ultimately must use clinical judgment, at the same 
time addressing guidelines within the disability system.

On the other hand, physicians will encounter some 
patients who “drag their feet” and overemphasize the 
severity of their incapacitation. These behaviors should 
make the physician suspicious of the possibility of a hid-
den agenda. In such a situation, it is reasonable to stick 
closely to objective data regarding the patient’s capacities, 
rather than to be influenced strongly by the patient’s sub-
jective assessments.

Further Special Issues in Disability 
Evaluations

Possibility of Deception

Physicians need to be aware of the possibility that any 
of the participants in a disability claim can have a hid-
den agenda. Opportunities for deception are particularly 
notable in workers’ compensation claims. An extensive 
medical literature on secondary gain, compensation neu-
rosis, and malingering has dealt with hidden agendas of 
patients.5,17,36,40,62

Disability agencies, insurance companies, and defense 
attorneys at times use video surveillance when malinger-
ing or exaggeration of incapacity is suspected. Results can 
confirm malingering (e.g., a patient with severe “disabling” 
postlumbar laminectomy syndrome observed hitching a 
boat to a truck to go fishing for the day). On the other 
hand, results can corroborate a patient’s loss of function 
when he or she is blinded to observation (e.g., a patient 
with a thoracolumbar spinal fusion who shows clear dif-
ficulty with routine bending and prolonged weight-bearing 
activities).

Behavioral signs suggesting psychological distress that 
can be observed in patients with chronic pain have been 
inappropriately used within a medicolegal setting as evi-
dence for malingering. The most famous example is the 
Waddell signs, developed by the well-known spinal surgeon, 
Dr. Gordon Waddell, who urged his fellow surgeons “to 
operate on a patient, not a spine,” as this “may save years of 
coping with the human wreckage caused by ill-considered 
surgery on the lumbar discs.”63 There have been numerous 
articles reappraising the Waddell signs, one of which has 
been coauthored by Dr. Waddell himself,38 making clear 
that these behavioral signs do not have a role in the detec-
tion of malingering.13,16

In summary, most experts in disability believe that frank 
malingering or deception is uncommon among patients 
who seem to report “excessive” disability. However, the 
physician should answer the following questions:
 •  Is there any evidence that a patient who claims to be 

disabled is “double dipping,” (i.e., working at the same 
time he or she is getting disability benefits)?

 •  Is there evidence from surveillance tapes or other col-
lateral sources that a patient’s physical capabilities are 
far greater than he or she claims?

Other parties to a workers’ compensation claim, including 
employers and adjudicators for disability agencies, can also 
have hidden agendas. Their agendas have been ignored 
almost completely in research on disability, so the physi-
cian needs to use clinical judgment in deciding whether 
participants in a disability claim are behaving in a decep-
tive manner. The physician should consider the following:
 •  Is there evidence that the disability system is unreason-

ably “playing hardball” with the patient? For example, 
does it appear that the patient has had his or her claim 
closed arbitrarily?

 •  Has the compensation carrier refused to authorize rea-
sonable services requested by the attending physician?

 •  Does it appear that the patient’s claims manager is 
requesting multiple evaluations to maneuver the 
patient out of the compensable claim on the basis of 
“preponderance of evidence”?

 •  Is there any indication that the patient’s (former) 
employer has created misleading job descriptions?

 •  Has patient’s (former) employer put pressure on the 
patient not to file a workers’ compensation claim?

 •  Has patient’s (former) employer fired the patient in 
apparent response to the patient’s report of injury?

Objective Findings

As noted earlier, the term “objective findings” is not pre-
cisely defined.47 Some examiners believe that objective 
data refer to laboratory or physical findings that are mea-
surable, valid, and reliable and are not subject to voluntary 
control or manipulation by a patient. Objective find-
ings can be contrasted with “subjective findings” such as 
patients’ reports of activity restrictions caused by pain. A 
lot of clinically important examination findings, however, 
including range of motion (ROM), tested strength, and 
some muscle stretch reflex findings might be described as 
“semiobjective.” They are objective in the sense that they 
can be observed and measured, but they might not be com-
pletely reliable because patients can voluntarily modify 
them. Most adjudicators who request objective findings are 
not aware of these subtleties. The AMA Guides generally 
accepts physical examination findings as objective data, 
even if they are able to be voluntarily manipulated by the 
patient.

The latest edition of the AMA Guides48 has less empha-
sis on ROM measurements for determining spinal impair-
ments as compared with prior editions. This has not been 
done because ROM is subject to voluntary control, but 
because ROM has not correlated well with loss of function 
and probable impairment in the spinal region.66

Upper limb ROM determination remains important 
in the AMA Guides.48 Active ROM is considered to reflect 
true function better than passive ROM. The AMA Guides 
also warns that if there is a significant discrepancy between 



active and passive ROM, however, there should be a clear 
physiologic basis (e.g., full rotator cuff tear) for the discrep-
ancy. The possibility of symptom magnification and self-
inhibition by the patient should be specifically addressed.

As with so many dilemmas in medicine, the physi-
cian’s clinical judgment becomes paramount in sorting out 
“nonorganic” responses from patients during the physi-
cal examination. Take the example of a school-age child 
who does not want to go to school because of abdominal 
pain. During a medical examination, the physician might 
take this child in his or her lap and distract the child with 
something fun to play with, while at the same time palpat-
ing the abdomen. If the physician does not get a palpation 
response consistent with his or her official “physical exami-
nation” when the child was not distracted, the physician 
would take this discrepancy into account when deciding 
the severity or even the presence of the child’s illness.

When physicians perform a disability evaluation on 
one of their patients, they can further address the objec-
tive findings issue within the assessment and discussion 
portions of their report. If they do not find the patient 
credible, they should indicate that there are no reliable 
objective findings to support the claim of incapacity. How-
ever, they should provide documentation to support their 
opinion. The physician might state, for example, that with 
the patient distracted, there was no significant tenderness 
noted in the upper trapezius region, and yet there was a 
very severe pain response from the patient when he or she 
was conscious of the physician palpating this region. If the 
patient has consistent physical findings that the physician 
finds credible, they can be listed in the space where the 
physician is requested to give objective findings. If these 
findings are challenged, the physician can indicate that in 
his or her clinical judgment, they represent valid indices of 
the patient’s condition.

Conclusion

This chapter can only point out some of the challenges 
associated with disability evaluation. It by no means pro-
vides all the information needed to conduct disability eval-
uations of patients. Unfortunately, there is no cookbook 
for doing disability evaluations. Busy physicians might 
want a simple answer to the question, “How should I fill 
out Mr. Smith’s disability form?” In reality, this is akin to 
asking the question, “What medical or surgical treatment 
should I provide for Mr. Smith?” In both instances, it is 
necessary to answer the question based upon factors that 
are specific to Mr. Smith.

Note that there is strikingly little published information 
on the subject of disability evaluation, despite the fact that 
millions of evaluations are done each year in the United 
States. At a very basic level, there is very little evidence 
about whether the decisions made by large agencies such 
as the SSA are overall good or bad—that is, whether the 
SSA is awarding benefits to individuals who are truly dis-
abled, or is withholding them from individuals who are 
truly unable to work.45,50,51

In the face of this large-scale uncertainty, it is difficult 
for individual physicians to know whether they are render-
ing appropriate judgments regarding their patients. This is 
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particularly the case for disability evaluation in the context 
of chronic pain, or in other settings where it is difficult to 
correlate the subjective complaints with objective findings 
of tissue pathology.

Some will understandably be tempted to ask, “Why 
bother?” That is, why should a physiatrist take the extra 
time to learn about disability agencies, disability evalua-
tion methods, the ethics of disability evaluation, etc.? One 
answer is, “Because physicians have no choice.” Society 
forces physicians to make judgments about the capacities 
of their patients. Physicians can perform disability evalua-
tions thoughtfully or thoughtlessly, but they do not have 
the option of simply not doing them.

Another answer to the “Why bother” question is that 
disability evaluation is important. In an ideal world, physi-
cians would completely cure all patients. In reality, phy-
sicians’ interventions might only partially resolve their 
patients’ inability to work and function in the commu-
nity. Consequently physicians have to be concerned about 
residual impairment and workplace incapacity after treat-
ment has been optimized. Once they have done what they 
can to help their patients return to economic productivity, 
physicians need to avoid doing them a disservice by either 
grossly overstating or understating their capacities to dis-
ability adjudicators.
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CHAPTER 7

NEUROLOGIC AND 
MUSCULOSKELETAL IMAGING 
STUDIES
Andrew D. Bronstein, Mark A. Skirgaudas, and Andrew J. Cole
Multiple imaging modalities are available to help in mak-
ing a neurologic or musculoskeletal diagnosis. This chapter 
describes imaging methods, indications, contraindications, 
and artifacts specific to various types of imaging methods. 
The chapter also presents the preferred imaging methods 
for specific anatomic areas and tissues. The purpose of the 
discussion is to help the physiatrist, in concert with the 
consulting radiologist, choose the most appropriate imag-
ing study or studies for a patient.

The American College of Radiology (ACR) has devel-
oped appropriateness criteria for various imaging modali-
ties for specific clinical indications.1 Relative radiation level 
information was added to the ACR appropriateness criteria 
for various imaging modalities in 2008. As of 2009, mus-
culoskeletal clinical indications pertinent to the physiatrist 
that have ACR appropriateness criteria include acute hand 
and wrist trauma, acute knee trauma, avascular necrosis 
(AVN) of the hip, chronic ankle pain, chronic elbow pain, 
chronic foot pain, chronic hip pain, chronic wrist pain, 
imaging after hip or knee arthroplasty, metastatic bone 
disease, nontraumatic knee pain, osteoporosis and bone 
mineral density, primary bone tumors, soft tissue masses, 
shoulder trauma, stress or insufficiency fractures (includ-
ing sacrum, excluding other vertebrae), suspected ankle 
fracture, and suspected osteomyelitis of the foot in patients 
with diabetes mellitus. Spinal clinical indications pertinent 
to the physiatrist that have ACR appropriateness criteria 
include chronic neck pain, ataxia, focal neurologic defi-
cit, lower back pain with variants, myelopathy, plexopathy 
(brachial and lumbosacral), and suspected spine trauma 
(cervical and thoracolumbar). The appropriateness of a 
given imaging study on a scale of 1 to 9 is tallied for each 
clinical situation by expert panels. Selected ratings of the 
ACR appropriateness criteria are presented under the spe-
cific anatomic discussions later in this chapter.

Imaging Modalities

Plain Radiography and Its Variants 
(Stress Radiography,  Arthrography, 
Myelography, Discography, Fluoroscopy,  
and Videofluoroscopy)

Plain radiographs are obtained when an x-ray beam is 
directed through the body part being imaged to x-ray film 
with amplification via a rare-earth film screen, to image 
plates with photostimulable crystals (computed radiogra-
phy), or to solid state detectors that convert x-ray photons 
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into electrical charges (direct radiography).76 Part of the 
beam is absorbed by the body, producing a shadow image. 
Five different types of tissues can be imaged with plain 
radiography: gas, fat, soft tissue and water, bone, and metal 
(metals, barium, and iodinated contrast material). The dif-
ferentiation of tissue within each of these five groups is 
limited, however, which makes it difficult to differentiate 
entities such as edema from blood, or muscle from tumor. 
Despite these limitations, plain radiographs are a relatively 
inexpensive way to assess fractures or bony abnormalities.

It is crucial to have plain radiograph protocols for 
each body part. The protocols should specify the num-
ber of views, technique, and film-screen combination or 
computed radiography, or direct radiography settings. To 
exclude a fracture, at least two orthogonal views perpen-
dicular to each other are necessary, and often three or more 
are needed, depending on the body part. Patient history 
and skin markers placed on the region of interest can help 
identify abnormalities and might alter the patient posi-
tioning or imaging technique.

Stress radiography is a procedure in which stress is 
placed on a given joint to assess for any change in joint 
width or alignment caused by ligamentous laxity or disrup-
tion, usually in comparison with the asymptomatic normal 
side. Examples of stress radiography include acromiocla-
vicular joint views holding weights, Telos stress examina-
tion of the ankles with varus or posterior stresses,26 and 
valgus stress on the elbow.129 Flexion and extension lateral 
views or open-mouth odontoid views with side-bending of 
the cervical spine to assess transverse or alar ligament lax-
ity can also be considered stress views, although the stress 
is achieved passively using the weight of the head and the 
tension of the cervical muscles.

Arthrography is a procedure in which iodinated con-
trast material or air (or both) is instilled into a joint before 
plain radiographs are obtained. This outlines the joint 
space as well as structures within or surrounding the joint. 
Arthrography can be performed on virtually any synovial 
joint, but at present it is used less often than in the past 
because of the development of newer, noninvasive modali-
ties. The risks of arthrography are those of a needle punc-
ture, including hemorrhage, infection, and drug reaction. 
Tenography involves injection of iodinated contrast mate-
rial into a tendon sheath to assess for tendon pathology or 
rupture of a ligament and abnormal communication with 
an adjacent joint space.

Myelography is plain radiography performed after instil-
lation of iodinated contrast material into the thecal sac. 
Nonionic iodinated myelographic contrast material is 
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FIGURE 7-1 Sagittal reformation and surface rendering of multidetector-row computed tomography (MDCT) images of the cervical spine. A, Sagittal reforma-
tion of axial data shows C3-4 foraminal narrowing (arrow) from facet joint bony hypertrophic changes (F). Note normal foraminal caliber at adjacent C4-5 and C2-3 
(arrowheads). B, Surface rendering of axial data in the sagittal oblique position shows foraminal narrowing (arrow) and severe facet hypertrophic changes (F) at C3-4. 
usually injected by posterior upper lumbar puncture, but 
can be injected via a lateral C1–C2 approach. Although 
myelography has largely been supplanted by magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), there are some advantages of 
myelography over MRI. Myelography and postmyelogra-
phy computed tomography (CT) better show bony detail 
and subtle impressions on the nerve roots. Myelography 
also allows imaging of the lumbar spine in the upright 
weight-bearing position as well as in flexion and extension. 
The risks of myelography include hemorrhage, infection or 
meningitis, drug reaction, nerve damage, and cerebrospi-
nal fluid (CSF) leak or spinal headache. These risks can be 
minimized with careful technique.

Discography is a procedure in which plain radiography 
is performed after instillation of iodinated contrast mate-
rial into the intervertebral disk spaces. Suspected symp-
tomatic disks are injected, along with a “control” disk. The 
most important aspect of discography is whether pressur-
ization of the disk space during injection reproduces the 
location and quality of the patient’s symptoms.79,108,140 
Unequivocal concordant symptoms during the injection 
correlate with that disk being the pain generator. The risks 
of discography are similar to those of myelography, except 
for a slightly higher risk of infection, thought to be due to 
the low vascularity of the intervertebral disk space (which 
can be prophylactically treated by admixture of an antibi-
otic with the disk injectate). In a series of 12,634 exami-
nations comprising 37,135 disk injections, only 2 cases of 
confirmed diskitis were seen.122

Fluoroscopy is the real-time x-ray visualization of struc-
tures, and is used during spinal diagnostic and therapeutic 
procedures and in the instillation of contrast medium for 
arthrography, myelography, and discography. Fluoroscopy 
might or might not involve obtaining plain radiographs.
Videofluoroscopy entails recording fluoroscopic images 
to study the motion of joints. It can demonstrate dynamic 
abnormalities during motion, such as in the cervical spine 
and especially in the atlantoaxial occipital region. When 
there is a question of vertebral fusion in a postoperative 
patient, dynamic videofluoroscopy can sometimes be 
helpful.

Computed Tomography

CT is the production of cross-sectional images of the 
body by selective absorption of a rotating x-ray or elec-
tron beam. Multiple detectors measure the transmission 
of the beam at multiple angles, and computer algorithms 
are used to form images from the data. Contrast between 
different tissue types is significantly higher with CT than 
with plain radiography, and there is more precise local-
ization of structures on the cross-sectional imaging. The 
imaging plane is usually axial or axial oblique, although 
direct coronal images of the foot and ankle and sagittal 
or coronal images of the wrist and elbow can be obtained 
with variations in patient positioning. Axial images can 
be reformatted into sagittal, coronal, oblique, or com-
plex planes,126 but the resolution depends on the section 
thickness of the original images and is degraded if there 
is patient motion during the scan. Multidetector-row 
CT (MDCT) allows for simultaneous generation of mul-
tiple images or a volume of data, which allows for more 
rapid acquisition, thinner slice thickness, and improved 
multiplanar reformations. Three-dimensional reformat-
ted images with surface rendering can also be obtained 
and are occasionally helpful for surgical reconstruction 
of complex fractures or to assess bony impingement on 
adjacent structures (Figure 7-1).22,89
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CT has a definite advantage over MRI in the imagin
of cortical bone. CT can also better image chondroid an
osteoid matrices. The detection of fractures and deline
tion of positioning of fracture fragments are achieved we
with CT, but a fracture tangential to the imaging plane ca
be missed, in part because of partial voluming artifact (se
explanation below). This potential pitfall is reduced b
review of multiplanar reformations.

Computed Tomography With Contrast Agent 
Enhancement

CT with intravenous contrast agent enhancement is mo
commonly used for imaging the brain, neck, chest, abd
men, and pelvis. Intravenous contrast medium is rare
used to image the spine or extremities, except in the dete
tion of soft tissue tumors or in the evaluation of postoper
tive spine patients when MRI cannot be performed becau
of contraindications or artifacts from metal internal fix
tion devices.

Postarthrography CT delineates well the joint space 
well as surrounding bony structures.48 Postarthrography C
of the shoulder is good at delineating the glenoid labrum
Whereas previously high-resolution shoulder images we
limited to the axial plane, MDCT with thin-section imagin
down to 0.625 mm thickness allows high-definition refo
mations in the sagittal oblique and coronal oblique plane
MDCT arthrography can be used for high-resolution ima
ing of the shoulder, elbow, hip, knee, and ankle when MR
is contraindicated.

Computed Tomography Myelography and 
Postdiskography Computed Tomography

Postmyelography CT is a requisite adjunct to myelograph
The bony intervertebral foramina and spondylosis are be
seen on axial MDCT images and sagittal reformations. Intr
foraminal or far lateral disk abnormalities can be invisib
on the plain film myelogram and are best shown on CT. Dis
abnormalities at L5–S1 might be invisible on myelograph
(because of the ample ventral epidural fat at this level
but visible on CT. The postmyelography CT levels shou
include any levels with abnormality detected on myelogr
phy, any levels of clinical abnormality, and the L5–S1 leve

Postdiskography CT is an adjunct to diskograph
to  better demonstrate the anatomy of an annular te
(Figure 7-2).

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is the production of cross-sectional images of th
body through placement of the imaged body part in 
large, static magnetic field with a varying magnetic gradien
pulsed in such a way as to allow the resonance of hydr
gen to be detected.124 The data obtained are then converte
by computer algorithms into cross-sectional images. The
images depend on the number of mobile hydrogen atom
and specific tissue characteristics of the hydrogen. Pul
sequence parameters can be adjusted to accentuate ce
tain inherent qualities of tissues, allowing for much high
contrast between different types of tissue (Table 7-1). Fo
example, fat-containing tissues can be accentuated or su
pressed, and water-containing tissues can be accentuate
or suppressed.
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Because the patient is placed in proximity to a large 
magnetic field, there are contraindications to MRI. Patients 
with pacemakers, pacemaker wires, implanted electronic 
devices, ferromagnetic cerebral aneurysm clips, and metal 
around or within the orbits should not be scanned. Some 
centers are scanning select patients with pacemakers or 
pacemaker leads under controlled protocols. Some other 
metallic devices are contraindications to MRI, and if there 
is a question of compatibility with the scanner, the consult-
ing radiologist should be contacted before the examination.

MRI has multiple available imaging planes, including 
complex imaging planes. Multiple magnetic gradient pulse 
sequences are also available to accentuate different char-
acteristics of tissues (Table 7-2). Standard pulse sequences 
include T1-weighting, proton density, T2-weighting, short 
inversion time–inversion recovery (STIR), and fat suppres-
sion imaging. Numerous pulse sequences are available on 
any given magnetic resonance (MR) scanner, and differ-
ent manufacturers typically use different abbreviations for 
the sequences. The advent of fast spin-echo sequences has 
shortened imaging times. However, the natural fat signal 
suppression on T2-weighted spin-echo images is partially 
lost on fast spin-echo T2-weighted images unless addi-
tional fat suppression techniques are included.

The signal-to-noise ratio and image quality of an MR 
image depend on multiple factors, including magnetic 
field strength, surface coil design, field of view, matrix size, 
number of repetitions of the pulse sequences, other pulse 
sequence parameters, patient size, and body habitus.

STIR imaging shows additive T1 and T2 characteristics 
and has a high sensitivity for edema and many types of 
tumors. There is also suppression of the signal from fat, 
which causes the fat to appear dark, although some nonfat 
tissues can be suppressed if they have a short T1.77 Kine-
matic MR images are obtained as a joint is moved stepwise 

FIGURE 7-2 Postdiskography computed tomography (CT) scan of a poste-
rior central annular tear, demonstrating iodinated contrast material extending 
from the nucleus through a midline tear (arrows) to a subannular location pos-
teriorly (arrowheads). No focal convexity to the posterior disk margin is pres-
ent; this abnormality would not be seen on plain CT or postmyelography CT.
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through a range of motion. This is useful to assess patellar 
tracking abnormalities.151 Kinematic imaging of the tem-
poromandibular joint and shoulder143 can also be per-
formed for specific clinical indications.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging With Contrast Agent 
Enhancement

Intravenous gadolinium contrast agents have several spe-
cific indications when used in conjunction with MRI. In 
spine imaging, intravenous contrast material is useful for 
assessing for postoperative scar versus recurrent or resid-
ual disk extrusion. Gadolinium contrast agents can show 

Table 7-1   Relative Advantages and Disadvantages 
of Magnetic Resonance Imaging and 
Computed Tomography

CT MRI

Advantages Rapid acquisition 
time

Less sensitive to 
motion than MRI

Detection of 
 calcification and
ossification

Less artifact from 
metallic foreign 
bodies or pros-
theses than MRI

Good patient 
 tolerance

Anatomic and pathologic 
information (proton density, 
T1, T2, chemical shift)

Better tissue contrast than CT
Direct multiplanar imaging
No ionizing radiation

Disadvantages Anatomic 
 information 
predominantly; 
less pathologic 
information than 
with MRI

Ionizing radiation
Limited imaging 

planes

More sensitive to motion 
than CT

Longer acquisition time than CT
Lower resolution for cortical 

bone or calcification than CT
Considerable signal loss from 

metallic foreign bodies or 
prostheses

Some problems with claustro-
phobia, although lessened 
with large-bore or open 
MRI scanners

CT, Computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.

Table 7-2   Magnetic Resonance Signal Characteristics 
of Different Tissues

Tissue
T1-Weighted 
Images

T2-Weighted 
Images

Fat High Low*

Cortical bone Low Low

Fatty bone marrow High Low*

Red bone marrow Intermediate Intermediate

Muscle Low to intermediate Low to intermediate

Tendon Low Low

Ligament Low Low

Fluid Low High

Intervertebral disk Low High

Desiccated disk Low Low

*Low signal with routine spin-echo imaging. Fast spin-echo T2-weighted images do not 
show as much loss of fat signal.
a breakdown of the blood-brain barrier with intramedul-
lary or extramedullary intradural tumors. Musculoskeletal 
tumor detection can also be improved with intravenous 
contrast, although additional fat suppression techniques 
accentuate this enhancement. The use of gadolinium 
contrast is contraindicated in patients with significantly 
reduced renal function because of the risk of nephrogenic 
systemic fibrosis.

MR arthrography with dilute gadolinium contrast mate-
rial injected into joints significantly improves the delinea-
tion of many intraarticular and periarticular structures,63 
including the glenoid labrum and glenohumeral liga-
ments,9,113 the acetabular labrum,37 a postoperative menis-
cus,4 and the articular cartilage. Intraarticular gadolinium 
can also improve differentiation of partial-thickness from 
full-thickness tears of the rotator cuff. Nonenhanced bursal 
fluid has a different signal characteristic than intraarticular 
gadolinium. The risks of intraarticular injection of gado-
linium are the same as for arthrography and include hem-
orrhage, infection, and rare anaphylactic reactions. In 1085 
consecutive patients injected for MR arthrography, tem-
porarily increased joint pain, most pronounced 4 hours 
after injection, was the most common side effect and was 
related to younger age.144

Nuclear Medicine Studies

Radionuclide bone scintigraphy is performed after intrave-
nous injection of a bone-seeking isotope, for example, tech-
netium-99m–methylene diphosphonate to detect areas of 
increased bone turnover. Multiple lesions throughout the 
skeleton can be demonstrated in a single study, but radio-
nuclide scintigraphy often has a low specificity. It can be 
useful for whole-body screening for bony metastases, but 
bony metastases in a given area can also be detected with 
MRI, which has a higher specificity and spatial resolution. 
A bone scan of the foot and ankle for chronic foot pain can 
help isolate the location of the abnormality, which might 
then be studied with MRI or CT. Bone scanning is often 
used to detect stress or insufficiency fractures, but MRI 
might actually show these lesions earlier and provide bet-
ter spatial resolution and specificity.

Single photon emission CT (SPECT) is an adjunct to the 
planar bone scan. It provides cross-sectional images of the 
body (axial, coronal, sagittal) using the same radioisotope 
emissions as a bone scan, but with a moving gamma cam-
era. This is especially useful in the spine to show whether 
activity is greatest at the vertebrae anteriorly or around 
the facet joints or other posterior elements. The signal-to-
background ratio is also improved with SPECT imaging. 
However, SPECT imaging takes additional time and adds 
expense, so it is used only for specific indications. In the 
patient with mechanical back pain, a bone scan can help 
show the level of facet joint abnormality, although the 
facet joint with abnormal activity might not necessarily 
be the one that is painful. Often the contralateral facet is 
painful from abnormal stresses caused by the “hot” facet 
joint. Bone scan with SPECT has been shown to be helpful 
in the identification of patients who would benefit from 
facet joint injection and has been shown to reduce the 
number of facets to be injected by clinical determination 
alone.121
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FIGURE 7-3 Transverse ultrasound images of the extensor carpi ulnaris tendon (arrows) at the distal ulna in pronation (left) and supination (right) show changes 

in tendon position. DU, Distal ulna.
Radiolabeled white blood cell imaging, gallium imag-
ing, or both are sometimes used to identify areas of osteo-
myelitis or infection. Some noninfected areas, however, 
such as around the tip of an orthopedic prosthesis or an 
amputated bone end, can also show increased activity.

Positron emission tomography (PET)/CT scanning, 
which combines radiotracer uptake in the form of a radio-
labeled glucose analog with the anatomic detail of CT, 
shows promise in localizing infection in difficult-to-diag-
nose cases such as Charcot joints70 and possibly in patients 
with joint prostheses86 or orthopedic hardware.

Ultrasound

Targeted musculoskeletal ultrasound can be a useful 
addition in the diagnosis of musculoskeletal pathology. 
It is highly operator dependent and should only be per-
formed at sites where the physicians and sonographers 
are specialized in musculoskeletal imaging and aware of 
common imaging pitfalls.68 Ultrasound can be used in 
patients when MRI is contraindicated secondary to MRI- 
incompatible devices such as pacemakers and when 
patients have claustrophobia in the MRI unit. Ultrasound 
does not use any ionizing radiation. High-resolution lin-
ear array transducers with a broad bandwidth should be 
used for musculoskeletal ultrasound. Ideal transducer fre-
quency is between 7.5 and 12 MHz. Ultrasound also has 
the advantage of being able to dynamically visualize ten-
dons, ligaments, and superficial structures (Figure 7-3).131

Targeted ultrasound can also be used to evaluate soft tis-
sue masses. The main utility of ultrasound in this regard 
is to differentiate a solid mass from a cyst. It can also be 
helpful to determine whether a mass is vascular using Dop-
pler interrogation. Ultrasound can be helpful to determine 
whether a foreign body is present. It is especially helpful 
for identification of nonradiopaque foreign bodies such as 
wood, plastic, and certain types of glass. Most foreign bod-
ies will be associated with artifact such as acoustic shadow-
ing or a comet tail artifact.

Ultrasound can also be a valuable tool for interven-
tional procedures. It can be used to localize fluid collec-
tions for drainage and sampling such as in the evaluation 
of the prosthetic hip. It is also excellent for localization, 
drainage, and therapeutic injections of popliteal cysts. As 
always care must be taken to use sterile technique and spe-
cialized ultrasound probes. Probe covers should be used 
for needle-guided procedures. Ultrasound allows direct 
visualization of the needle for aspiration and injection 
procedures. For tendon sheath injections the needle place-
ment is verified to avoid intratendinous injection and inad-
vertent injection of vascular structures or nerves. Before any 
ultrasound-guided interventional procedure, a thorough 
diagnostic examination should be performed to character-
ize the target and surrounding structures. Doppler inter-
rogation can be used to delineate vascular structures to be 
avoided. Needle path should be in the same longitudinal 
plane as the transducer so that the needle is visualized dur-
ing its entire course. Slight back-and-forth motion of the 
needle is helpful to determine the location of the distal tip 
of the needle.

Imaging Artifacts

Imaging artifacts exist in great variety. Some of the most 
common artifacts are discussed here, as they are routinely 
seen on image interpretation.

Plain Radiography Artifacts

On plain radiographs a common artifact is the Mach line, 
which, occurs when a bony edge overlaps another bone. 
A thin, dark line appears just adjacent to the overlapping 
bone and can be mistaken for a fracture (Figure 7-4).

Computed Tomography Artifacts

The three artifacts seen most commonly with CT are those 
of partial voluming, streak, and beam hardening. Helical 
and MDCT scanners can show additional artifacts.7A par-
tial voluming artifact occurs because a CT section has a 
finite thickness, such as 0.625, 1.25, 2.5, or 5 mm. If a 
structure extends only through a portion of the section, the 
attenuation is averaged with that of the structure beside it 
in the section. For this reason, partial voluming is more 
likely to occur with thicker sections. Partial voluming can 
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FIGURE 7-4 Mach line simulating a dens fracture. (A) Lateral plain film of the cervical spine demonstrates a curvilinear lucency traversing the dens (arrows), but 
this parallels the undersurface of the C1 ring and mastoid bones as well as extending past the margins of the dens. (B) Repeat extension lateral view of the same 
patient demonstrates no fracture line at the same site, and there is a fainter Mach line, now located more caudad (arrows).
A B

FIGURE 7-5 Streak and beam-hardening artifact on computed tomography (CT). A, Postmyelography CT demonstrates low- and high-attenuation anteropos-
terior streaks at the air–soft tissue interfaces of the piriform sinuses (arrows). This image, obtained at the midcervical level, does not show beam-hardening artifact 
from the shoulders, and the spinal cord cross-section is well delineated, surrounded by intrathecal iodinated contrast material (arrowheads). B, A more caudal 
image in the same patient shows beam-hardening artifact from the shoulders, with multiple transverse lines degrading the image and making it more difficult to 
detect the left posterior extrusion tilting the cord (arrowheads). Streak artifact is seen at the air–soft tissue interface of the trachea (arrows).
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

result in missing a fracture in the axial plane, where it is
averaged with the solid bone on either side of the fracture.
Use of a thinner section thickness minimizes this artifact,
which is why cervical spine CT images are obtained with
thin-section thickness. CT of ankle or foot fractures may
be performed with a relatively thin-section thickness in
both the coronal and the axial planes, which minimizes
the likelihood of missing a fracture from partial volum-
ing. Helical volumetric CT imaging can also reduce partial
voluming.

Reconstruction of the CT data to form an image assumes
a constant energy of the x-ray beam as it circles around the
patient. An area of increased density, such as thick bone,
can attenuate the lower energy portion of the x-ray spec-
trum and cause a relatively higher energy beam to pass
through. This difference in energy over a portion of the data 
stream can result in beam-hardening artifact, with variable 
attenuation central to the high-density bone (Figure 7-5).

Streak artifact occurs where there is an interface between 
tissues of very different attenuation, such as bone and 
air, resulting in linear streaks extending along the plane 
of the interface. This can be seen at the bone-air interface 
of sinuses or at the interface of a metal prosthesis and 
bone. Presence of a metal prosthesis can result in both 
beam-hardening and streak artifacts. Newer CT scanners 
with multidetector-row arrays can significantly reduce 
or eliminate artifact from internal fixation hardware or 
prostheses in concert with improved reconstruction algo-
rithms, and allow for detection of orthopedic hardware 
complications.48,81,110



Magnetic Resonance Imaging Artifacts

Partial voluming can occur with MRI, in that there is a finite 
thickness of tissue sample to make an image, and there can 
be averaging of signal from tissue components within the 
thickness of the section. This effect can be reduced with 
thinner section thickness.163 Partial voluming is routinely 
seen on sagittal images obtained through the spine at the 
lateral edge of the thecal sac, where there is partial volum-
ing of the CSF with the epidural fat. Partial voluming of the 
edge of the spinal cord with the adjacent CSF on sagittal 
images can artifactually increase the signal intensity of the 
cord on the most lateral images of the cord.

Magic angle artifact is a phenomenon seen on imag-
ing of anisotropic structures that course 55 degrees (the 
“magic angle”) relative to the main magnetic field in the 
MR scanner.46,47 There is an artifactually increased signal 
within the structure at this angle. This artifact most com-
monly occurs during imaging of tendons that are anisotro-
pic and course at a 55-degree angle to the main magnetic 
field, such as in the rotator cuff supraspinatus tendon168 or 
the ankle tendons as they course around the malleoli. The 
artifact is especially problematic in the rotator cuff, where 
increased T1 and proton density signal in the critical zone 
(which might course 55 degrees relative to the main mag-
netic field) can represent tendinopathy. A partial- or full-
thickness tear of the supraspinatus should not be confused 
with the increased signal intensity arising from imaging at 
the magic angle, as T2-weighted images show more signal 
abnormality with tears and less magic angle effect. Signal 
intensity of peripheral nerves on MR neurography can 
increase as the nerve courses at the magic angle.28

Chemical shift artifact is seen because the resonance fre-
quency of hydrogen varies with the structure that the hydro-
gen is within.163 The resonance frequency of fat is slightly 
different from that of water because of the different hydro-
gen bonds. Consequently the reconstruction algorithm 
can position fat slightly differently than water-containing 
structures, leading to artifacts in the frequency encoding 
direction. This can cause misregistration of fatty bone mar-
row in relation to soft tissues adjacent to the bone, giving 
an asymmetry and inaccuracy of cortical bone thickness in 
the extremities42 or at the vertebral endplate or cortex.

Motion artifact is usually visible on MR images as blur-
ring or double images.163 Flow artifact from vessels or CSF 
can cause artifacts, either within the vessel or CSF or in a 
line in the phase encoding direction.85 These artifacts can 
often be minimized with flow compensation or satura-
tion bands in the imaging protocol. However, if there is an 
unusual round focus of signal not expected within a struc-
ture, it is prudent to check if it lies in a horizontal or verti-
cal line with a blood vessel and if it is of the same caliber.

Metal artifact occurs when either microscopic or mac-
roscopic metal fragments cause a localized change in the 
homogeneity of the magnetic field. This can result in a 
focus of signal void with an adjacent high signal intensity 
ring.163 These artifacts are dramatically evident when a 
prosthesis or internal fixation device is present, and they 
appear as small foci in the postoperative patient if micro-
scopic fragments of metal break off the drills or other 
instruments during surgery. A small high-signal ring or par-
tial ring near the signal void helps differentiate this artifact 
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from a calcification or hemosiderin. Artifact from metal 
can be reduced by using T2-weighted fast spin-echo tech-
niques, rather than conventional spin-echo techniques,165 
and by careful attention to scanning parameters and align-
ment of a prosthesis in the magnetic field.81

Ultrasound Artifacts

One of the most common sources of artifact in musculo-
skeletal ultrasound is from anisotropy. This phenomenon 
occurs because of the parallel arrangement of tendon fibers. 
Optimal echoes result from the ultrasound probe being 
oriented at 90 degrees to the tendon being scanned. When 
the probe is not perpendicular, decreased echoes return, 
and the images will show decreased echogenicity within 
the tendon that can be misinterpreted as a tear or tendi-
nopathy.139 Acoustic shadowing is another potential cause 
of false-positive tears in tendons and results when areas 
overlying the tendons have a differing density or thickness, 
which then causes an acoustic shadow over the tendon.

Imaging of the Spine

Trauma

Imaging for spinal trauma depends on the clinical situ-
ation and presence of symptoms, neurologic deficit, 
and sensorium of the patient. The National Emergency  
X-Radiography Utilization Study prediction rule (NEXUS), 
the Canadian C-Spine Rule (CCR) criteria, or both are used 
to determine when cervical imaging is not indicated.13 For 
suspected cervical spine trauma the ACR appropriateness 
criteria have eight clinical scenarios depending on clinical 
criteria. Some of these include myelopathy, mechanically 
unstable spine, unevaluable for greater than 48 hours, sug-
gested arterial injury, and suggested ligamentous injury. 
Depending on the clinical situation, when cervical imaging 
is indicated, CT with multiplanar reformations is usually 
the best initial diagnostic procedure. MR is recommended 
as a complementary procedure in the setting of myelopa-
thy, instability, or ligamentous injury.

Helical CT can better delineate a fracture shown on plain 
radiograph, and can also disclose other vertebral fractures 
not seen on plain radiographs.92,109 MRI can best show 
any traumatic disk extrusion or spinal cord abnormality 
if the patient has myelopathic symptoms.45 Fast spin-echo 
T2-weighted images with fat suppression can show soft 
tissue edema or hemorrhage associated with ligamentous 
tearing in whiplash injuries in the acute setting.

The ACR appropriateness criteria for blunt trauma meet-
ing the criteria for thoracic or lumbar imaging rate CT with 
multiplanar reformations highly. MR is also rated highly if 
neurologic abnormalities are present.

MRI performed before and after intravenous gadolinium 
instillation can help differentiate vertebral collapse result-
ing from osteoporosis from that caused by malignancy.36

Intramedullary Abnormalities

MRI is the procedure of choice for assessing the intramed-
ullary space–spinal cord. Six MRI patterns of intramedul-
lary abnormalities have been defined by their appearance 
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on T1-weighted images, before and after contrast injection, 
and on T2-weighted images, with a short differential diag-
nosis for each.17

The ACR appropriateness criteria are available for dif-
ferent clinical variants of myelopathy, including traumatic, 
painful, sudden onset, stepwise progressive, slowly pro-
gressive, seen in an infectious disease patient, and seen in 
an oncology patient. All of these earn high ratings for MRI 
and high ratings for CT in several variants. The addition 
of postcontrast enhancement MRI is considered appropri-
ate in several of the variants. This can be done to find the 
abnormality or to better characterize a known abnormality.

Intramedullary primary and metastatic neoplasms are 
well shown on MR T2-weighted images. Most intramed-
ullary spinal tumors enhance with gadolinium contrast 
agents,115 although some intramedullary astrocytomas do 
not enhance.150 Metastatic tumors can show a very focal 
enlargement of the cord as opposed to the more diffuse 
enlargement with primary gliomas.

The abnormalities of multiple sclerosis can be located 
entirely in the cervical spinal cord without brain involve-
ment. Spinal cord multiple sclerosis plaques are charac-
teristically peripherally located, are less than two vertebral 
segments in length, and occupy less than half the cross- 
sectional area of the cord.166 If a cord lesion is suspicious 
for multiple sclerosis, either by imaging or by clinical crite-
ria, MRI of the head should be performed to look for addi-
tional lesions and to strengthen the diagnosis.

MRI can well demonstrate enlargement of the cord from 
syringomyelia and can demonstrate an associated Chiari 
1 malformation. If a syrinx involves the entire cervical 
region with no Chiari malformation to explain it, consid-
eration should be given to imaging the rest of the cord. 
Cord tumors located more caudally can be associated with 
a holocord syrinx.

Increased T2 signal within the cord can be seen in areas 
of chronic compression from degenerative disk disease and 
from spondylosis. The likelihood of detecting increased 
cord signal is proportional to the severity of the clinical 
myelopathy and the degree of spinal canal compression. 
The response to surgery is less favorable in patients with an 
intense, well-defined, increased cord signal than in those 
with a faint, poorly defined signal or those with a normal 
signal.29

Intradural Extramedullary Abnormalities

MRI with intravenous gadolinium contrast is the most sen-
sitive imaging study for assessing abnormalities within the 
dural sac, including drop metastases, hematogenous lepto-
meningeal metastases, meningitis, and arachnoiditis (Fig-
ure 7-6).54 T2-weighted axial images without contrast can 
demonstrate very well the three different types of arach-
noiditis seen on MRI. These include nerve clumping, tume-
factive mass-like arachnoiditis, and the “empty sac” sign 
of the roots being attached to the thecal sac.136 Residual 
Pantopaque, a possible cause for arachnoiditis, can be seen 
as a fat signal on MRI because of its oily base.

Nerve root tumors such as schwannomas or neurofi-
bromas can actually be shown on myelography, as they 
can move with the roots with upright and prone posi-
tioning, indicating their origin. MRI with contrast agent 
enhancement, however, makes intradural or intradural-
extradural root sheath tumors and their relation to the 
nerve root more conspicuous.

Extradural Abnormalities

Degenerative Disk Disease and Spondylosis

MRI is probably the single best examination to assess the 
intervertebral disk and surrounding structures. Plain CT 
and postmyelography CT, however, can both also demon-
strate any morphologic abnormalities of the disk. Plain 
CT or postmyelography CT can show gas within the epi-
dural space from extension through a full-thickness annu-
lar tear when the degenerated disk space contains gas, the 
“vacuum phenomenon” (Figure 7-7). There is little correla-
tion between plain radiograph findings and the presence or 
absence of a disk extrusion.

The high incidence of asymptomatic imaging abnormal-
ities in the general population makes it difficult to prove 
that an imaged abnormality is the pain generator. Diskog-
raphy with pressurization of the disk space might be the 
most accurate method of determining whether an abnor-
mal-appearing disk is a generator of low back pain,108 or a 
generator of pain radiating to the lower limbs, in a patient 
with no MRI evidence of nerve root compression,79,98 if 
the patient has unequivocal concordant symptoms during 
pressurization different from a control disk level. Contro-
versy remains regarding the utility of diskography.104,108

The ACR appropriateness criteria for chronic neck pain 
include ratings for 10 variants, including first study, previ-
ous malignancy, previous surgery, no neurologic findings, 
neurologic signs or symptoms, spondylosis (without or 
with neurologic signs or symptoms), old trauma (with-
out or with neurologic signs or symptoms), and bone or 
disk margin destruction. Five-view plain films including 
obliques are the first study of choice, and MRI is indi-
cated when neurologic signs or symptoms, or bone or disk 
destruction is present.

FIGURE 7-6 Postmyelography computed tomography of arachnoiditis after 
laminectomy, fusion, and dural tear demonstrates clumping of the right-sided 
roots (arrow), with more evenly spaced left-sided roots (arrowhead). This clump-
ing was seen just cephalad to the site of dural repair and dural surgical clips.



The ACR appropriateness criteria for low back pain 
include ratings for the following six clinical variants: 
uncomplicated acute low back pain and/or radiculopathy, 
nonsurgical presentation with no red flags; low back pain 
in the setting of low-velocity trauma, osteoporosis, or age 
greater than 70 years; low back pain with suspicion of can-
cer, infection, or immunosuppression; low back pain and/
or radiculopathy, surgery or intervention candidate; low 
back pain with prior lumbar surgery; and cauda equina 
syndrome. For uncomplicated lower back pain with no 
red flags, all imaging modalities are assigned a low appro-
priateness rating. MRI becomes more appropriate in the 
other clinical settings. Postcontrast MR is given a higher 
appropriateness rating in the setting of cancer, infection, 
immunosuppression, previous surgery, and cauda equina 
syndrome.

The normal intervertebral disk has a low T1 and high 
T2 signal, with a lower T2 signal cleft centrally and a sur-
rounding low-signal annulus. With disk degeneration the 
T2 signal of the nucleus begins to decrease as the nucleus 
dehydrates. Once the disk has lost the T2 signal, the sig-
nal does not return. Loss of the T2 signal can be seen with 
either intervertebral disk space narrowing or normal disk 
height, but more commonly with the former.

Combined task forces of the North American Spine 
Society, American Society of Spine Radiology, and Ameri-
can Society of Neuroradiology have developed a stan-
dardized nomenclature and classification of lumbar disk 
pathology.2 Other than normal and disk desiccation, there 
are four general descriptions of disk disease (Figure 7-8)19:
 1.  Circumferential bulging of the disk, suggesting laxity of 

the annulus fibrosus
 2.  Protrusion of the disk, in which a focal convexity has 

a width wider than depth, consistent with a partial- 
thickness tear through the annulus fibrosus. Protrusions 

FIGURE 7-7 Non–contrast-enhanced computed tomography of the spine, 
demonstrating “vacuum” phenomenon, with gas in the disk space (arrows) and 
extension of gas into the left ventral epidural space (arrowheads), indirect evi-
dence of an annular tear. The ventral epidural gas is just posterior to the left 
paracentral endplate osteophyte contributing to acquired spinal stenosis.
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can be described as focal, less than 25% of the circum-
ference, and broad-based, between 25% and 50% of the 
circumference. These partial tears can also show a focus 
of increased T2 signal that represents fluid or granula-
tion tissue extending through the annular tear. These 
annular lesions can sometimes appear more like a radial 
tear, and in some cases more like a partially concentric 
tear, shaped like a bucket handle tear.

 3.  Extrusion of the disk, in which a focal convexity has 
a depth greater than the width, consistent with the 
nucleus extending through a full-thickness tear of the 
annulus and extending extraannularly. Other criteria for 
extrusion that can be used are extension of the nuclear 
material cephalad and caudad past the levels of the end-
plates, or visible extension through the annulus and 
posterior longitudinal ligament.

 4.  Sequestered or free fragment, in which the extruded 
disk material is not connected with the native nucleus 
pulposus. These fragments can be located well cepha-
lad or caudad from the donor site and can extend into 
the intervertebral foramen. Often these sequestered 
fragments have different signal characteristics than the 
native disk.
Imaging findings of degenerative disk disease must 

be correlated with clinical history, physical examination 
findings, and possibly diagnostic injection results. Many 
abnormal imaging findings can be asymptomatic. In 60 
asymptomatic patients aged 20 to 50 years, the prevalence 
of lumbar disk bulge was 20% to 28%. For protrusion it 
was 38% to 42%; for annular tears, 32% to 33%; for extru-
sion, 18%; and there were no disk sequestrations.176 Disk 
extrusion, sequestration, nerve root compression, endplate 
abnormalities, and moderate to severe facet joint osteoar-
thritis were rare in asymptomatic patients younger than 
50 years when the prevalence among all 300 lumbar inter-
vertebral disk levels in the study was considered.176 In 36 
patients (ages 17 to 71 years) without lower back pain or 
sciatica, the prevalence of disk bulge was 81%, protrusion 
33%, and annular tears 56%, with no extrusions noted.162 
Annular tears showed contrast enhancement in 96%. 
Assessment of T2 high-intensity zones in the disk (annular 
tears) by other authors in other studies, however, showed a 
high correlation with pain at diskography and a low preva-
lence in asymptomatic patients.5,145 A high prevalence of 
abnormal findings on cervical MRI of asymptomatic indi-
viduals is also seen, and this increases with age.14

Intervertebral disk contour abnormalities can occur 
anywhere along the circumference of the disk, and can be 
described by location as central zone, subarticular zone 
(posterolateral), foraminal zone, and extraforaminal (far 
lateral). Foraminal zone disk abnormalities can be further 
described as occurring at the entrance zone, within the 
foramen, or at the exit zone of the foramen. The level of 
a herniation can be described as disk level, suprapedicle 
level, pedicle level, and infrapedicle level.2,179 MRI crite-
ria to differentiate subligamentous from transligamentous 
disk extrusion, such as the presence of a continuous low 
signal intensity line posterior to the extrusion, disk extru-
sion size less than 50% of the size of the spinal canal, and 
absence of disk fragments, are unreliable.152

Small epidural hematomas can be associated with 
disk extrusions58 and cause a larger mass effect than can 
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FIGURE 7-8 Various disk abnormalities. A, T2-weighted sagittal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the lumbar spine demonstrates normal height and hydra-
tion of the L3–L4 disk (thick arrow). The L5–S1 disk space is severely narrowed, with loss of hydration and low T2 signal intensity as well as a circumferential bulging 
of the disk (arrowheads). The L4–L5 disk space shows moderate loss of height and hydration, with a focal convexity to the posterior disk having a focus of increased T2 signal 
intensity (thin arrow), consistent with annular tear and protrusion. B, Sagittal T1-weighted MRI obtained more laterally at the intervertebral foramina shows a focal con-
vexity to the L4–L5 disk, which extends cephalad into the intervertebral foramen (arrowheads) and deviates the exiting L4 root superiorly (thick white arrow), representing 
an intraforaminal extrusion. The adjacent normal intervertebral foramen shows a low-signal exiting root (black arrow) surrounded by high T1 signal foraminal fat. C, Axial 
T2-weighted MRI of the lumbar spine demonstrates a focal convexity to the disk extending caudad from the left posterior aspect of the disk, consis-
tent with a focal extrusion, as the depth is greater than the width (arrowheads). This extrusion impinges on the exiting left root just posterior (thick arrow) 
and deviates the descending root within the thecal sac just adjacent (arrow).  D, Postdiscography computed tomography demonstrates extension of contrast 
material into a left central subannular region (arrow), consistent with an annular tear and protrusion. This disk lesion is similar to that seen at L4–L5 in A. 
be accounted for by the extrusion itself. If the extradural 
mass effect trails along a root sheath toward the foramen, 
or has signal characteristics more like those of fluid or 
hemorrhage, then a small epidural hematoma should be 
considered.

Endplate degenerative changes associated with disk 
degeneration have been classified into type 1 (low T1 and 
high T2 signal), edema/inflammation and fibrovascular 
change; type 2 (high T1 and high T2 signal), fatty mar-
row; and type 3 (low T1 and low T2 signal), consistent 
with diskogenic sclerosis. Type 1 changes are more asso-
ciated with lower back pain and segmental instability.127 
Some of these endplate abnormalities can be associated 
with painful disks at discography in patients with low back 
pain.167,177

Facet Joint Abnormalities

Facet and pars interarticularis abnormalities can often be 
seen with plain radiography. Oblique views are necessary 
to assess for a pars defect (spondylolysis). Thin-section CT 
with bone detail algorithm and sagittal reformations is the 
most accurate means of assessing for a pars defect, and can 
demonstrate any hypertrophic bone formation at the facet 
or pars contributing to foraminal narrowing (Figure 7-9). 
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FIGURE 7-8—cont’d E, Axial T1-weighted image of the lumbar spine demonstrates a focal convexity to the right far lateral disk (arrowheads) deviating the 
exited nerve root in comparison with the normally exiting root on the contralateral side (arrow). The disk abnormality has a depth similar to width, best described 
as an extrusion. F, Sagittal T1-weighted image of the lumbar spine after intravenous injection of gadolinium contrast agent demonstrates narrowing of the L5-S1 
disk space and degenerative changes of the adjacent endplate (arrowheads). Just caudad to the posterior aspect of the disk space is a nonenhancing mass (arrows) 
that is separate from the native disk space and best described as a free fragment or sequestered disk.
BA

FIGURE 7-9 Multidetector-row computed tomography (MDCT) of pars interarticularis defects. A, Axial CT scan demonstrates discontinuity of the lumbar 
vertebral ring (arrows). B, Sagittal reformation of axial CT images obtained at a plane through the facet joints and pars interarticularis demonstrates the pars 
defects (curved arrow) as well as a grade 1 spondylolisthesis (straight arrow). The combination of disk space narrowing and anterolisthesis contributes to bony 
foraminal narrowing (arrowheads).
MRI is relatively insensitive to cortical bone defects, and 
so 30% of cases of lumbar spondylolysis might be undi-
agnosed if the physician relies on direct visualization of 
pars interarticularis defects.172 However, 97% of levels of 
spondylolysis have been shown to yield one or more sec-
ondary MRI signs, including increased sagittal diameter 
of the spinal canal, wedging of the posterior aspect of the 
vertebral body, and reactive marrow changes in the pedi-
cle distinct from normal adjacent levels.172 Spondylolysis 
without spondylolisthesis can appear as widening of the 
sagittal dimension of the spinal canal because of dorsal 
subluxation of the posterior elements.171 Fluoroscopy dur-
ing facet joint injection below a pars defect can show flow 
of the contrast agent into the pars defect and often then to 
the facet joint above the pars defect.

Facet degenerative changes of sclerosis, joint space nar-
rowing, and marginal osteophytosis can be shown on plain 
radiographs, but are optimally demonstrated with CT. MRI 
is relatively insensitive for demonstrating cortical bone or 
osteophyte, and shows foraminal narrowing indirectly by 
effacement of fat around the exiting root. Cartilage degen-
eration and sclerosis are related to age, lumbar spinal level, 
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FIGURE 7-10 Magnetic resonance imaging of a large synovial cyst associated with facet degenerative joint disease. A, Axial T2-weighted image of the lumbar 
spine demonstrates a right lateral extradural mass with high T2 signal (arrowheads) impinging on the thecal sac containing the descending roots (arrows). B, An 
image obtained just inferior to that in A again shows the high T2 signal mass (arrowheads) as well as its association with a narrowed and sclerotic facet joint (arrows). 
On the left are two additional synovial cysts, with the smaller just medial to the facet joint (open arrow) and another just posterior to the facet joint (curved arrow).
and overall facet joint angle, while tropism at the facet 
joints may result in slightly more sclerosis, but not cartilage 
degeneration.56

Synovial cysts are best demonstrated on MRI, where the 
signal characteristics of the lateral extradural mass are usu-
ally those of fluid, with low T1 and high T2 signal (Fig-
ure 7-10). This will also demonstrate the associated lateral 
recess stenosis. Postmyelography CT can also be diagnos-
tic if the cyst is large enough to show water attenuation 
and the adjacent bony facet joint abnormalities are also 
shown.

Spinal Stenosis

Spinal stenosis can be described as congenital-develop-
mental or acquired. Acquired spinal stenosis can be further 
classified as central, lateral recess, and foraminal. Central 
and lateral recess stenosis is usually caused by a combi-
nation of disk degeneration, facet hypertrophic change, 
and ligamentum flavum enlargement. Although MRI and 
CT myelography can both demonstrate narrowing of the 
spinal canal, myelography and postmyelographic CT have 
the additional benefit of showing facet bony detail and 
endplate osteophytosis, and allow upright weight-bearing 
views with flexion and extension, which often accentu-
ate the stenosis. Symptoms of spinal stenosis are usually 
worse with standing or walking, and there is often a dis-
crepancy in the imaging appearance when the patient is 
imaged standing versus supine or prone. Foraminal nar-
rowing is often well demonstrated on sagittal MRI images, 
where there is normally an exiting root surrounded by epi-
radicular fat. Disk space narrowing and consequent cra-
niocaudal foraminal narrowing, any anterolisthesis, and 
facet hypertrophic change can be well shown on MRI. The 
cross-sectional measurement of the spinal canal and inter-
vertebral foramina has been shown to change significantly 
with body position on an MR scanner allowing upright 
and flexion-extension positioning.146 An axial compres-
sion frame has been made to allow axial loading while 
the patient is supine for MRI to mimic upright weight-
bearing.31 Upright MR scanners might have the patient sit-
ting, which is clinically a position that lessens symptoms 
of central acquired stenosis and is a position used during 
myelography to open the canal at a relative block to intra-
thecal contrast.

Nerve Roots

Visualization of the nerve roots is excellent on MRI, espe-
cially on sagittal images of the lumbar region and thin- 
section axial images of the cervical region. However, cervical  
myelography can be better at showing subtle impressions 
on the root sleeves that are difficult to discern on MRI. 
Postmyelography CT also affords a more accurate measure-
ment of the foraminal caliber than MRI, for cervical foram-
inal narrowing is often accentuated by the pulse sequences 
used with MRI. MR neurography using high-resolution 
 surface coils might show some correlation between abnor-
mal increased T2 signal of a cervical root and associated 
radiculopathic symptoms.

Lumbar nerve root enhancement can correlate with 
root compression and radicular symptoms.54,67 Inden-
tation and swelling of the dorsal root ganglion can cor-
relate with clinical symptoms.181 Transient enhancement 
at the affected level can be seen in asymptomatic patients 
in the first 6 months after surgery.43 However, in patients 
with residual or recurrent pain greater than 6 months after 
surgery, nerve root enhancement, thickening, and dis-
placement have been shown to be associated with clinical 
symptoms.82

Postoperative Spine Imaging

Postoperative spine patients with residual or recurrent 
symptoms have special imaging considerations. Plain 
radiographs can often demonstrate any hardware malpo-
sitioning or failed fusion.154 If hardware is present, both 
CT and MRI have some limitations,165 as described previ-
ously. Flexion and extension plain radiographs can show 
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FIGURE 7-11 Magnetic resonance imaging of a recurrent disk extrusion after previous diskectomy. A, Axial T1-weighted image obtained without contrast 
enhancement demonstrates low T1 signal material within the spinal canal and poor delineation of the thecal sac and nerve roots (arrowheads). B, Postcontrast 
axial T1-weighted image obtained at the same level as that in A shows enhancement of epidural fibrosis and better delineation of the thecal sac (thick arrow), 
descending nerve roots (thin arrows), and recurrent disk extrusion (curved arrow).
motion at a failed fusion site. CT can show gas within the 
disk space (vacuum phenomenon), which is an indica-
tor of movement. If the patient is asked to fully flex and 
then fully extend before CT, the vacuum phenomenon can 
develop and can be used as a sign of nonfusion. With pos-
terior fusions, if the facet joint remains visible and there 
is resorption of fusion bone, this is an indicator of non-
fusion. Persistent lucency above or below a bone plug or 
anterior fusion cage also suggests nonfusion if enough 
time has elapsed since the surgery.

Recurrent or residual lumbar disk extrusion is best 
assessed with MRI before and after intravenous contrast 
agent injection to differentiate extruded disk material from 
epidural scar or fibrosis (Figure 7-11).43 Extruded disk 
material does not show central enhancement during the 
first 15 minutes after intravenous gadolinium administra-
tion, but may show some central enhancement later.65 An 
extruded disk can exhibit superficial enhancement because 
of an inflammatory component or surrounding scar (the 
“wrapped disk”). It might be reasonable to perform both 
MRI and CT myelography in problematic diagnoses, 
because some endplate osteophytes, calcified disk frag-
ments, or facet osteophytes can be relatively invisible on 
MRI. Spearlike osteophytes impinging on the spinal cord 
or nerve roots might also be invisible on MRI.

The postoperative lumbar disk can show linear enhance-
ment—two thin bands paralleling the endplates, sometimes 
with endplate enhancement—as well as enhancement at 
the curettage site in asymptomatic patients.137

Non–contrast-enhanced MRI, or myelography with 
postmyelography CT, is usually sufficient for imaging the 
cervical postoperative patient. Contrast-enhanced MRI 
sequences are not usually indicated in a cervical postopera-
tive patient, because most operations are performed by the 
anterior approach and there is rarely scar formation in the 
cervical epidural space. If the patient has had a foraminot-
omy or surgical complication, then cervical spine MRI with 
contrast agent enhancement might be a consideration.
Infection

Classic plain radiographic findings of diskitis or osteo-
myelitis can clinch the diagnosis if disk space narrowing 
and endplate loss are shown. However, MRI can demon-
strate the disk space narrowing, abnormal disk space sig-
nal, endplate loss, and adjacent changes in the vertebral 
marrow (Figure 7-12).80 Classically there is a decrease in 
the normal high T1 signal from fatty marrow as well as 
increased T2 signal in the marrow. Most degenerative nar-
rowed disk spaces exhibit low T2 signal from desiccation. If 
the T2 signal within the narrowed disk is increased, diskitis 
is a consideration. Some noninfectious conditions such as 
Modic type 1 degeneration, acute Schmorl’s node, anky-
losing spondylitis, SAPHO (synovitis, acne, pustulosis, 
hyperostosis, osteitis) syndrome, and neuropathic spine 
can mimic osteodiskitis on MRI.64 Modic type 1 degenera-
tive changes with low T1 and high T2 signal can mimic the 
marrow changes of osteomyelitis, but are usually not asso-
ciated with high disk T2 signal. Some infections can show 
atypical MR findings, including involvement of a single 
vertebra, single vertebra and disk, or two adjacent vertebrae 
without disk (as with tuberculosis, which might show late 
disk involvement).64

Postoperative diskitis or osteomyelitis can sometimes 
be problematic in that a postoperative disk can exhibit 
increased T2 signal from scar, and there might be degen-
erative marrow changes showing low T1 and high T2 sig-
nal edema. However, the endplates usually remain sharp 
and intact in the postoperative patient as opposed to in 
patients with osteomyelitis or diskitis. In the patient with 
infection, contrast-enhanced MRI is the best means of 
assessing for any epidural spread or paravertebral abscess.

Tumors and Extraspinal Abnormalities

Non–contrast-enhanced MRI is more sensitive in demon-
strating vertebral metastatic disease than is radionuclide 
bone scan. MRI is especially sensitive (relative to radionu-
clide bone scan or plain radiography) in demonstrating 
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FIGURE 7-12 Magnetic resonance imaging of diskitis and osteomyelitis. A, Sagittal T1-weighted image at the midline shows decreased signal within the thoracic 
vertebral bodies adjacent to a narrowed disk space with an irregular endplate (arrowheads). The spinal cord is indented ventrally at the disk level (open arrow). 
B, Sagittal T2-weighted image obtained through the same area as A demonstrates increased T2 signal within the vertebral marrow and disk space with irregular 
endplates (arrowheads). There is a ventral extradural mass effect on the cord at the disk level and posterior to the vertebral body (open arrows), consistent with 
epidural extension of the infection.
myeloma involvement.38 Bone scintigraphy, however, has 
the advantage of being able to survey the whole body for 
metastases. If the only area of interest is the vertebrae, then 
MRI can be both more sensitive and more specific. MRI 
also shows any extradural mass effect on the thecal sac, 
spinal cord, or nerve roots. STIR images are most sensitive 
for marrow-replacing tumors.97 Intravenous gadolinium 
administration can actually make MRI less sensitive for 
vertebral metastases because the usual appearance—low 
T1 signal metastases on a bed of high T1 signal fatty mar-
row—becomes less conspicuous with enhancement and 
increased T1 signal of the metastases (Figure 7-13).

In the setting of a primary vertebral tumor, noncontrast 
CT is useful to assess bony involvement, bone loss, risk for 
vertebral collapse, and presence of chondroid or osteoid 
matrix.132 MRI without and with contrast is useful to assess 
intraosseous or marrow involvement, paravertebral or epi-
dural extension, and involvement of the spinal cord or nerve 
roots. Radionuclide bone scan can be helpful in determin-
ing whether the tumor is monostotic or polyostotic.

MRI, with its multiplanar capabilities, can demon-
strate extraspinal abnormalities,111 but the field of view 
might be limited because the images are usually tailored 
(and filmed) to the spinal structures. Coronal images of 
the spine can show causative paraspinal abnormalities in 
patients with scoliosis.

Muscle Imaging

Muscle is seen as soft tissue attenuation on plain radio-
graphs, demarcated by adjacent fat planes. Differentiation 
of the separate muscles and muscular abnormalities is usu-
ally not possible with plain radiography.

Imaging assessment of muscles includes assessment of 
position, size, and MR signal intensity. CT can be used to 
assess for position and often for the size of the muscles. 
Except for hemorrhage within a muscle, there is little CT 
attenuation difference between normal and abnormal 
muscle. MRI is best for assessing muscle position, size, and 
pathologic changes.94

Muscle position is assessed for evidence of retraction, as 
with a full-thickness muscle or tendon tear, such as with 
the supraspinatus tendon in rotator cuff injury. Anomalous 
muscles should not be confused with a tumor, such as an 
accessory soleus muscle causing an asymmetry between the 
calf muscles. Accessory muscles are usually asymptomatic, 
but can be related to palpable swelling and can result in 
compression neuropathies.160

Muscle size can vary over a wide range of normal, but 
a large asymmetry can be indicative of muscle atrophy if 
there is volume loss, such as can be seen in the paraspinal 
muscles with previous poliomyelitis. Increased muscle size 
can be seen with weight training, but the muscles retain 
their normal MR signal. Increased muscle size with abnor-
mal signal intensity can be seen with muscle inflammation, 
edema, or contusion. Increased muscle size and abnormal 
signal can be seen with delayed-onset muscle soreness or 
rhabdomyolysis from exercise-induced injury.

Normal muscle has a low T1 and low to intermediate 
T2 signal. Increased T1 signal can be seen with old intra-
muscular hemorrhage or chronic fatty atrophy. On STIR 
sequences an increased T2 signal within the muscle can 
be seen with trauma, inflammation, and acute to subacute 
denervation.

Muscle trauma can be graded on a spectrum from 
strain (grade 1) to partial tear (grade 2) to full-thickness 
tear (grade 3). Muscle strain is characterized by a mild, 
poorly circumscribed, increased T2 signal and greater 
increased STIR signal, with an intact muscle and no 
discrete fluid collections within the muscle. There can 
be some fluid collection in the fascial planes between 
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FIGURE 7-13 Magnetic resonance imaging of vertebral metastases before and after intravenous injection of gadolinium contrast. A, Sagittal T1-weighted image 
of the lumbar spine obtained without contrast enhancement in a patient with multiple vertebral metastases (arrows) and L4 pathologic vertebral compression 
fracture (arrowheads) demonstrates predominantly low T1 signal of the lesions against the higher signal fatty marrow. B, After intravenous injection of gadolinium 
contrast, the metastases enhance and become less conspicuous. The lesion involving the anterior aspect of the L5 vertebral body has become much less apparent 
(arrows). The tumor involving the L4 compressed vertebral body enhances to demonstrate the bony fragments.
muscles or beneath the muscle capsule.18 A partial tear is 
characterized by a more discrete focus of increased T2 sig-
nal intensity, with possibly some disrupted muscle fibers 
or fluid tracking longitudinally between muscle fibers. 
There should be no retraction of the muscle. A full-thick-
ness tear is characterized by retraction of the muscle and 
free edges, usually with material of increased T2 signal 
intensity in the gap.

Muscle strains are an indirect injury to muscle caused 
by excessive stretch. The muscles most commonly involved 
are those that contain the highest proportion of fast-twitch 
(type 2) muscle fibers: the hamstrings, quadriceps, adduc-
tors of the hip, medial gastrocnemius, triceps, biceps bra-
chialis, and abdominal wall muscles. Muscles involved 
in eccentric action (lengthening), such as in the case of 
the hamstrings, are the most likely to be strained. Clini-
cal grading can be difficult because of swelling and pain. 
MRI allows detection and grading of complications such as 
hematoma or muscle herniation.

Acute to subacute denervation of muscle results in 
a mildly increased T2 signal and more prominently 
increased STIR signal.141,178 Increased muscle signal in 
the acute to subacute stage changes to fatty atrophy with 
increased T1 signal, and loss of muscle mass in the chronic 
stage. Idiopathic peroneal nerve palsy can result in early 
changes of abnormal increased T2–STIR signal within the 
extensor digitorum longus and tibialis anterior muscle 
(Figure 7-14). Acute to subacute denervation changes can 
be seen in the infraspinatus and supraspinatus muscles 
with impingement on the suprascapular nerve by a para-
labral (“ganglion”) cyst.169 Transection of a muscle with 
proximal innervation can result in denervation changes 
distal to the transection or partial transection. Neurotoxic 
chemotherapy can result in a patchwork appearance of 
muscle signal changes.

Nerve Imaging

The larger peripheral nerves can be imaged in cross-section 
on CT when they are surrounded by fat. They are better 
imaged with MRI, where they have a low T1 signal sur-
rounded by high-signal fat, or with STIR sequences, where 
they have an intermediate to high signal surrounded by 
low-signal fat. MRI is excellent for assessing an extrinsic 
mass effect on nerves, such as in the spinoglenoid notch 
from a suprascapular paralabral cyst, or in the brachial 
plexus from a tumor.25 Intrinsic abnormalities of the 
nerves are more difficult to assess on routine MRI unless 
there is an enlargement of the nerve to indicate the level of 
abnormality. High-resolution experimental phased array 
surface coil imaging, however, can show areas of intrin-
sic nerve abnormality.90 The field of view can be relatively 
small with high-resolution scans, so the site of suspected 
abnormality needs to be established as accurately as pos-
sible before the scan.8

The ACR appropriateness criteria for plexopathy include 
ratings for brachial or lumbosacral plexopathy in the set-
tings of acute onset or chronic without trauma, as a result 
of traumatic injury, entrapment syndromes, or posttreat-
ment syndrome. MRI without and with contrast is rated 
highest; next highest is noncontrast MRI.
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Targeted high-resolution ultrasound can also be help-
ful to diagnose compressive neuropathy in the wrist and 
ankle. It is particularly helpful in the diagnosis of nerve 
entrapment syndromes that are located superficially in 
osteofibrous tunnels.91

Tendon Imaging

As with muscle, CT can demonstrate tendon position 
and (to an extent) size, but is unable to show intrinsic 
abnormalities. It is also sometimes limited because adja-
cent muscle, ligament, and tendon can have a similar CT 
attenuation. Tendons can be assessed in imaging studies 
for position, size, and MR signal intensity.11,49,71,148,182 
The multiplanar capabilities and tissue discrimination 
available with MRI make it the best imaging modality to 
assess tendons. Ultrasound can demonstrate tendon size 
and echogenicity as well as dynamic views of tendons in 
different positions with flexion, extension, abduction, 
and adduction.131 This can be helpful to diagnose tendon 
impingement107 and can also be diagnostic in the assess-
ment of syndromes in which tendons snap painfully across 
joints, such as in snapping hip syndrome.117

Tendon position is assessed and shows retraction in the 
case of a complete rupture. Subluxation or dislocation of 
an intact tendon can be seen with the biceps tendon in a 
subscapularis tendon tear or transverse ligament tear.

Tendon caliber is best assessed in a true cross-section, 
which in some cases can require an oblique plane, as with 
curving of the peroneal tendons behind the lateral mal-
leolus.71 Imaging in planes tangential to the tendon can 
be compromised by partial voluming with adjacent fat. 
Assessment of tendons should include the musculotendi-
nous junction, where many of the traumatic injuries occur.

Tendon size is easily comparable between limbs as well 
as between adjacent tendons (Figure 7-15). Tibialis poste-
rior tendon tears are graded from 1 to 3. Grade 1 is a partial 

FIGURE 7-14 Axial short inversion time–inversion recovery image of the 
proximal leg demonstrates markedly increased signal in the tibialis anterior, 
extensor digitorum longus, and peroneus longus muscles (arrows) in a patient 
with peroneal nerve palsy clinically. These signal abnormalities resolved over a 
time course similar to that of the clinical improvement.
tear with enlargement of the tendon and longitudinal split. 
Grade 2 is a partial tendon tear with attenuation of size 
and disruption of some of the tendon fibers. Grade 3 is a 
full-thickness tendon tear with retraction of the tendon.135 
Enlargement of a tendon can be seen with an acute partial 
tear, and longitudinal split with fluid between the tendon 
fibers, with a chronic tendon tear and scar tissue increasing 
the girth of the tendon, as well as with acute or chronic ten-
donitis. The signal characteristics of the enlarged tendon 
help to differentiate these entities.182

The normal tendon is of very low, homogeneous T1 and 
T2 signal intensity. The magic angle phenomenon can arti-
factually increase signal intensity within the tendon when 
it is coursing at a 55-degree angle to the main magnetic 
field. The problem is greatest at the supraspinatus ten-
don in the rotator cuff168 and at the ankle tendons as they 
course around the malleoli. In these two cases the region 
of artifactually increased signal is unfortunately also that 
where pathology is most likely to be seen.

Increased T1 and proton density signal in tendons can 
be seen with tendinosis (degeneration) or with tendonitis. 
Tendinosis usually becomes less evident with increasing T2 
weighting, whereas tendonitis might or might not. Fluid or 
hemorrhage within the tendon becomes increasingly evi-
dent with increased T2 weighting. Chronic scarring of the 
tendon is usually of low signal intensity on all sequences, 
similar to the native tendon, and may appear as an enlarge-
ment of the tendon.

Fluid within the tendon sheath can be a normal finding 
in specific tendons, such as tendons of the biceps or flexor 
hallucis longus. This is because both of them are in com-
munication with the joint space. Fluid within other tendon 
sheaths, such as in the peroneus longus tendon sheath, can 

FIGURE 7-15 Axial T1-weighted image of the hindfoot demonstrates a grade 
1 partial tear and longitudinal split with enlargement and increased signal in the 
tibialis posterior tendon (arrowhead) and lower signal surrounding the tendon, 
consistent with soft tissue edema. The tendon is markedly enlarged in compari-
son with the adjacent flexor digitorum longus tendon (arrow), which shows a 
uniform low signal intensity and normal caliber.



be indicative of a calcaneofibular ligament tear with fluid 
extending from the mortise joint. Synovitis is also a consid-
eration when fluid is seen between the tendon sheath and 
a normal tendon. Tenosynovitis is suspected when fluid is 
seen between the tendon sheath and an enlarged tendon. 
Fluid surrounding a tendon that has no tendon sheath, 
such as the Achilles tendon, is consistent with a peritenoni-
tis, shown best on T2-weighted images with fat saturation.

Ligament Imaging

Ligaments can be indirectly assessed on plain radiographs 
by the presence of subluxation or dislocation, or movement 
with stress maneuvers. The Telos stress examination is used 
to assess the ankle ligaments with posteriorly directed and 
varus stress.26 Three-compartment arthrography is used to 
indirectly assess the carpal ligaments for rupture.180

Direct visualization of ligaments is best performed with 
MRI.* Ligaments are assessed for continuity, size, and sig-
nal intensity.

A ligament should be continuous between insertions, 
with a smooth linear or curvilinear contour. Waviness of 
the ligament is consistent with a tear and partial retraction. 
Some ligaments have a normal curvature in certain joint 
positions, and this should be taken into account during 
assessment. For example, the posterior cruciate ligament 
(PCL) takes a more curvilinear course with the knee in 
extension, and a more linear course with the knee in flex-
ion. The course of the ligament must also be assessed, in 
that some complete ligament tears can heal in an abnor-
mal position, such as a chronic anterior cruciate ligament 
(ACL) tear that has healed in a more horizontal position.173

Knowledge of the range of normal ligament calibers is 
helpful during assessment. Many ligaments, such as the 
anterior talofibular ligament, are uniform in thickness 
along their lengths.118 Others, however, comprise mul-
tiple smaller fascicles and can assume a more fan-shaped 
appearance, such as the posterior inferior tibiofibular liga-
ment.118 Thickening or thinning of the ligament can occur 
with an acute or a chronic partial tear.

Ligaments have homogeneous, low T1 and low T2 signal 
intensity on MRI. Increased T1 and T2–STIR signal inten-
sity within or around the ligament is suggestive of a sprain 
or partial tear. A complete tear disrupts the ligament, usu-
ally with intervening high T2 signal intensity in the acute 
stage (Figure 7-16). A healing or healed full-thickness liga-
ment tear might show low T2 signal material at the site of 
the tear, making it more difficult to delineate the location 
or even the presence of a tear.173

Cartilage Imaging

Cartilage thickness cannot be directly seen on plain radio-
graphs, although secondary changes of severe chondroma-
lacia, such as joint space narrowing, subcortical sclerosis, 
and cyst formation, can be seen.62 Chondrocalcinosis is 
probably best detected on plain radiographs. Arthrogra-
phy can demonstrate the thickness and surface contour 

*References 26, 74, 118, 120, 130, 149, 159, 173.
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of hyaline cartilage, as can postarthrography CT.62 MRI 
and MR arthrography best demonstrate cartilage thick-
ness, contour, and any intrinsic signal abnormalities.62,133 
Fat-suppressed proton density images show excellent 
contrast between bone, cartilage, and intraarticular fluid 
(Figure 7-17).133 Recent MRI advances using faster three-
dimensional sequences and isotropic resolution allow for 
better visualization of morphology and depth of defects.55 
In addition, imaging with higher field strength magnets 
at 3 tesla allows for accurate cartilage mapping that helps 
treatment planning.102

There are four arthroscopic stages of chondromalacia. 
The earliest chondromalacia appears as a small focus of 
softening. This grade of chondromalacia might not be 
visible on MRI, but with probing it can be identified as 
a focal soft area on arthroscopy. Grade 2 chondromalacia 
is a focally increased thickness, with the cartilage showing 
some increased T2 signal, like a small blister or edema. 
Grade 3 chondromalacia is a thinning and focal irregular-
ity of cartilage. Grade 4 chondromalacia is loss of cartilage 
down to the bone, possibly with additional cortical sclero-
sis, cystic changes, or both.

MR arthrography is superior to CT arthrography for dem-
onstrating osseous and cartilaginous intraarticular bod-
ies.21 MRI and CT without intraarticular contrast are less 
accurate than either MR arthrography or CT arthrography.

Bone Imaging

Plain radiography is the initial screening procedure for 
assessing fractures throughout most of the body, except in 
the skull, where head CT is the initial procedure of choice, 
and in the spine in some circumstances. Orthogonal views 
of the body part of interest are mandatory to exclude a 
fracture. Some regions require a special view, such as a 

FIGURE 7-16 Coronal short inversion time–inversion recovery image of the 
knee demonstrates high-signal fluid deep and superficial to the medial collat-
eral ligament (arrows), which is avulsed from its femoral attachment, indicating 
grade 3 (complete) tear. Increased signal intensity within the lateral femoral 
condyle (short arrows) is consistent with a bone bruise, as may be seen with a 
valgus injury at the knee.
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mortise view in the ankle; an oblique view in the hand, 
wrist, and foot; and an axillary or transscapular view in 
the shoulder.

Non–contrast-enhanced CT with or without multi-
planar reformatting is used to assess the position of frac-
ture fragments in more complex fractures, such as those 
involving the wrist or the ankle and foot. Preoperative 
assessment of highly comminuted fractures can include 
CT.89

MRI is insensitive in assessing cortical bone. MRI 
images mobile hydrogen, and cortical bone has very little 
mobile hydrogen. MRI does well in assessing bone mar-
row, as well as bone marrow edema, making it quite sensi-
tive to any fractures or processes that change the normal 
bone marrow signal. Fat within the bone marrow gives 
marrow a high T1 signal, depending on the degree of fatty 
versus red marrow, and a lower T2 signal. Consequently 
any process that decreases the T1 signal and increases the 
T2 signal, such as edema or intratrabecular hemorrhage, 
might be quite conspicuous on MRI. The high sensitivity 
of MRI to bone marrow signal changes is best shown on 
non–contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images and highly 
T2-weighted or STIR images. Intravenous contrast enhance-
ment of marrow processes can decrease the conspicuity of 
the abnormality in relation to the high T1 signal intensity 
of marrow.

MRI is highly sensitive in the detection of reticular 
infractions (bone bruises), geographic infractions, stress 
or insufficiency fractures (Figure 7-18), osteochondral 
fractures, and (indirectly) macrofractures.20,114,174 Bone 
bruises can occur in typical locations for a given injury, 
such as lateral knee bone bruises with the “terrible triad of 
O’Donohue,” the medial patellar facet and lateral femoral 
condyle with a patellar dislocation,142 and anteroinferior 
glenoid with an anteroinferior humeral dislocation. These 
bone bruises can be the only sign of a previous dislocation 
if there has been spontaneous reduction. Some authors 
have thought that osteochondral defects can be a sequela 
of certain geographic infractions.174

FIGURE 7-17 Axial proton density fat-suppressed image of the knee dem-
onstrates grade 3 and grade 4 chondromalacia of the patellar cartilage. Focal 
loss of cartilage to the bone (short arrows) is accompanied by abnormal sig-
nal within the adjacent marrow (arrowheads). A small area of normal cartilage 
shows intermediate signal intensity and normal underlying cortex (thin arrows).
Palmer et al.114 showed in 78 fractures of the knee and 
houlder that MRI demonstrates prominent marrow edema 
ith impaction fractures, and minimal edema with distrac-

ion fractures. Impaction fractures are more often missed 
n plain radiographs, while distraction fractures (such as 
egond fractures) are more often missed on MRI.

The ACR has appropriateness criteria for imaging 
f suspected stress or insufficiency fractures (includ-

ng sacrum, excluding vertebral fractures). Ten different 
linical scenarios are presented, each with recommended 
maging studies. The first imaging study should be plain 
adiography.

Assessment for AVN should initially be performed 
ith plain radiography. If the study is negative, then 
RI imaging is highly sensitive and specific for AVN.35 

one scintigraphy might be able to demonstrate AVN in 
arlier stages as “cold spots.” However, there is a cross-
ver period when AVN might not be detected by bone 
can, between when the bone scan is “cold” and when it 
ecomes “hot.”35 Even if a hip radiograph indicates AVN, 
RI can be considered to assess for asymptomatic AVN in 

he contralateral hip. MRI is useful in assessing the per-
ent involvement of the femoral head, as well as in char-
cterizing the marrow signal within the avascular region. 
he “double-line sign” of low and high T2 signal intensity 
t the margin of AVN is a relatively specific finding seen 
n 80% of cases.100

Osteochondritis dissecans in its intermediate to severe 
tages can be well shown on plain radiographs and non–
ontrast-enhanced CT scans. The earliest phase of geo-
raphic marrow edema is not visible on plain radiographs, 
ut it is well shown on MR, especially STIR sequences (Fig-
re 7-19). MR further shows the condition of the cartilage 
verlying the bony defect and can show whether there 

s loosening, indicated by high T2 signal fluid extending 
round the lesion or displacement of the osteochondral 
ragment.62 MRI criteria for knee osteochondritis dissecans 
nstability in the skeletally immature patient are different 
han for adults.72

IGURE 7-18 Coronal T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging of the knee 
emonstrates stress fractures of the medial femoral condyle and medial tibial 
lateau with serpentine linear low T1 signal (arrows) on a background of high 
1 signal fatty marrow.
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FIGURE 7-19 Magnetic resonance imaging appearance of talar dome osteochondritis dissecans. A, Sagittal T1-weighted image of the hindfoot demonstrates 
a geographic focus of decreased T1 signal within the talar dome (small arrowheads). There is irregularity to the cortex overlying this lesion (large arrowheads). 
B, Coronal short inversion time–inversion recovery (STIR) image in the same patient demonstrates increased signal at the medial talar dome, with at least a por-
tion of the lesion having intact overlying cortex (arrows). The signal abnormality from bone marrow edema is more conspicuous on the STIR sequence (arrowheads) 
than on the T1-weighted sequence.
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Bone and Soft Tissue Tumors

The ACR appropriateness criteria for suspected primary bone
tumors list routine radiography as an absolute requiremen
in a patient with a suspected bone lesion. If the radiograph
is normal and there is focal pain, then MRI is the second
imaging study. If the radiograph shows a lesion suggestive
of malignancy, MRI without and with contrast is indicated
and if the lesion appears benign on radiographs, CT or MR
is indicated only for preoperative planning. If the lesion is a
suspected osteoid osteoma, CT is recommended.

Non–contrast-enhanced CT can be considered for more
accurate localization of bone lesions or assessment of any
cartilaginous or osteoid matrix or cortical involvement. A
whole body bone scan is useful to assess the entire skel
eton to determine whether the lesion is single or multiple
Sometimes, bone tumor MR signal can be pathognomonic
such as with an intraosseous lipoma with uniform high T1
fatty signal, or an aneurysmal bone cyst with blood prod
ucts layering. However, a significant percentage of lesions
cannot be accurately categorized as benign or malignan
with MRI, even with plain radiographic correlation.87 MR
is effective at demonstrating origin, margins, and extension
into bone marrow or adjacent soft tissue structures, as wel
as subperiosteal tracking and marrow “skip” lesions.

The ACR has appropriateness criteria ratings for imaging
metastatic bone disease in 14 different clinical scenarios
In some scenarios no imaging is recommended, and in
others a different combination of plain radiography, bone
scan, fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-PET whole-body scan
MRI, and CT is considered most appropriate.
The ACR appropriateness criteria indicate routine radi-
ography as the first imaging study for a suspected soft 
tissue mass. MRI is usually the concurrent or the second 
imaging examination recommended, except that CT can be 
useful for characterizing types of calcification and assessing 
myositis ossificans. CT can possibly be more useful than 
MRI in areas with motion artifact. MRI is thought to be the 
most useful study to assess extension into bone marrow 
and adjacent soft tissues, while also providing multiplanar 
delineation of the tumor.

Certain MR signal characteristics can be helpful in 
characterizing soft tissue masses, such as high T1 signal fat 
with a lipoma or liposarcoma, or low-signal hemosiderin 
with pigmented villonodular synovitis. MRI is useful for 
primary subjective identification of some benign lesions 
(lipoma, superficial and deep skeletal muscle hemangio-
mas, arteriovenous malformations, periarticular cysts, 
hematomas), but for tumors with a nonspecific imaging 
appearance, MRI is not reliable for distinguishing benign 
from malignant tumors.87,103 MRI of bone tumors read in 
isolation without correlation with radiographs can some-
times mistake benign lesions for malignant lesions.161

To be considered benign, cystic lesions must meet three 
MRI criteria:
 1.  Signal intensities that are homogeneous and lower than 

those of muscle on T1-weighted images
 2.  T2 signal intensities homogeneously bright and similar 

to those of fluid
 3.  A uniformly thin rim, which may or may not enhance88

A thick rim, a multiseptated thick rim, or nodular com-
ponents suggest that a simple cyst is not present.
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Imaging of Specific Body Regions

Shoulder Imaging

In the trauma setting, plain radiography is the initial imag-
ing study of choice for the shoulder. Internal rotation and 
external rotation views, as well as an orthogonal view such 
as axillary or transscapular view, should be obtained. A 
posterior dislocation could theoretically be missed if only 
internal and external rotation views are obtained, unless 
one recognizes that there is limited rotation between the 
views because of the dislocation.

The ACR appropriateness criteria for imaging in the 
setting of acute shoulder trauma to rule out fracture or 
dislocation recommend an anteroposterior view and an 
axillary lateral or scapular Y view as most appropriate. If a 
patient has acute or recent trauma with persistent shoul-
der pain and has had recent normal radiographs, shoulder 
MR has a 5 of 9 rating. In the patient with subacute shoul-
der pain and a question of bursitis or calcific tendonitis of 
approximately 3 months’ duration, the first study recom-
mended is radiography with internal and external rota-
tion views.

Impingement and Rotator Cuff Tears

The ACR appropriateness criteria indicate routine MRI 
for suspected rotator cuff tear or impingement in patients 
older than 35 years with normal plain radiographs. Direct 
visualization of the tendons and muscles, as well as detec-
tion of indirect evidence of rotator cuff tear, is available 
with MRI (Figure 7-20).50,125,153 Coronal oblique and sag-
ittal oblique planes of imaging (perpendicular and tangen-
tial to the plane of the glenoid) are used to obtain images 
parallel or perpendicular to the muscles and tendons of the 
rotator cuff.

Assessment of rotator cuff tendon position, thickness, 
and signal intensity is optimal with MRI. Early impinge-
ment results in thickening of the tendon, usually of the 
supraspinatus. More advanced tendinopathy results in 
thinning of the tendon. When the rotator cuff abnormality 
progresses to a partial-thickness tear, there is increased T1, 
proton density, and T2 signal intensity within the tendon 
that reflects a morphologic thinning. A full-thickness tear 
shows through-and-through increased signal. The posi-
tion of the musculotendinous junction can be identified 
to determine whether there is any retraction from a full- 
thickness rotator cuff tear. The proximodistal and antero-
posterior dimensions of a rotator cuff tear can be esti-
mated. Unenhanced MRI is much less sensitive for partial 
tears than for full-thickness tears.6 A metaanalysis con-
cludes that MR arthrography is the most sensitive and spe-
cific technique for diagnosis of full- and partial-thickness 
rotator cuff tears.39

Ultrasound can be used to visualize rotator cuff pathol-
ogy, but is more variable in its sensitivity and specificity com-
pared with MRI and MR arthrography for the detection of 
small partial-thickness tears. Visualization of the biceps ten-
don at the level of the bicipital groove is excellent. Specific 
portals or views should be used to visualize the rotator cuff, 
biceps tendon, and joint.16 There will be variation based on 
the patient’s range of motion to obtain the best possible 
images of the rotator cuff. For example, to obtain optimal 
views of the supraspinatus tendon, patients must be able to 
extend their arm posteriorly and place the palmar aspect of 
the hand against the superior aspect of their iliac crest.

Partial and complete rotator cuff tears can be seen on 
MRI in a significant percentage of asymptomatic individu-
als, the percentage increasing with age.106 MRI-evident bone 
and peritendinous shoulder abnormalities are highly prev-
alent among asymptomatic individuals, but the prevalence 
of subacromial spurs, humeral head cysts, subacromial-
subdeltoid bursal fluid, and disruption of the peribursal fat 
plane in each case is closely associated with an increasing 
severity of MRI-evident rotator cuff abnormalities.106

Contrast-enhanced arthrography with plain radiographs 
might demonstrate only articular side partial tears and not 
bursal side tears. Full-thickness tears can be shown with 
contrast-enhanced arthrography, but the size of the tear 
and the condition of the torn edges are poorly defined. 
Plain radiographs are useful for assessing for undersurface 
osteophytes at the acromion and acromioclavicular joint. 
They can also reveal the calcification of calcific tendonitis. 
Factors predisposing to impingement, such as undersur-
face osteophytes or a laterally down-sloping acromion, can 
be detected using either arthrography or MRI.

In the postoperative rotator cuff repair patient with a 
question of complication or recurrent tear, MRI is the 
best imaging technique. However, scar tissue in the rota-
tor cuff can sometimes be associated with an abnormal 
signal intensity pattern mimicking that of a recurrent tear. 
Arthrography or MR arthrography can be helpful to assess 
for a recurrent tear and passage of fluid through the ten-
don, and to differentiate the condition from the abnormal 
signal in the tendon from scar.101 Postarthrography CT is 
useful to assess for dislodgment of Mitek anchors used for 
rotator cuff repair.

Glenoid Labral Lesions and Instability

The ACR appropriateness criteria committee rates MR 
arthrography as the recommended imaging study when 
instability or a labral tear is suspected. CT can better show 

FIGURE 7-20 Coronal oblique T2-weighted image of the shoulder demon-
strates a full-thickness tear of the distal supraspinatus tendon (long arrow), with 
high T2 signal extending through the thickness of the tendon and increased T2 
signal fluid within the subacromial-subdeltoid bursa (arrowheads). Increased T2 
signal from a partial-thickness tear does not completely extend through the 
tendon (short arrow).
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FIGURE 7-21 Magnetic resonance imaging appearance of a superior labral anterior-to-posterior tear and paralabral cyst. A, Proton density coronal oblique 
image of the shoulder demonstrates a superior labral tear with increased signal intensity between the superior labrum and the bony glenoid (arrow). Just adjacent 
to this is a comma-shaped paralabral, cyst (arrowheads). B, Coronal oblique T2-weighted fat-suppressed image demonstrates the labral tear (curved arrow), as well as 
the high-signal cyst (short arrows) more conspicuously. Denervation changes are not seen in the supraspinatus muscle, which is located just superior to the paralabral 
cyst and is innervated by the suprascapular nerve, which courses near the cyst.
fractures of the bony glenoid. CT arthrography yields high-
definition images of the labrum, but gives less information 
about other possible causes of shoulder pain.27 Unenhanced 
MRI59 and MR arthrography9,10 allow multiplanar imaging, 
which can be useful for assessing superior labral tears on 
coronal oblique images (Figure 7-21), the inferior gleno-
humeral ligament on sagittal oblique and axial images, 
and the biceps tendon and rotator cuff. Nonenhanced 
MRI does not outline the labral structures as well as MR 
arthrography if there is no significant effusion present, but 
some researchers have shown a high accuracy with unen-
hanced MRI.59 Some experts prefer to use MR arthrography 
to assess the labrum and biceps-labral complex. The gleno-
humeral ligaments are best shown with postarthrography 
MRI.10 The abduction–external rotation position has been 
shown to best demonstrate the inferior glenohumeral liga-
ments,78 but this position requires a longer imaging time 
and repositioning of the patient during the examination.

The labrum is evaluated for morphology, signal inten-
sity, and position. There is variability in labral morphology, 
especially at the superior aspect of the anterior labrum.40,84 
Superior labral anterior-to-posterior lesions and involve-
ment of the biceps-labral complex are ideally shown after 
intraarticular contrast agent injection, where there is insin-
uation of the contrast agent between the cartilage and the 
superior labrum. The axial images can show a Hill-Sachs 
lesion or Bankhardt lesion of the bony glenoid or labrum 
if the patient has had a previous anteroinferior humeral 
dislocation.

Impingement on the suprascapular nerve, the first take-
off of the brachial plexus, is relatively common and can 
cause denervation of the infraspinatus and possibly supra-
spinatus muscles.141 Suprascapular ganglion cysts (para-
labral cysts) are well demonstrated on MRI, with high 
T2–STIR signal intensity. It is thought that most, if not 
all, suprascapular ganglion cysts are associated with labral 
tears,169 but labral tears are often not demonstrated on 
MRI in these patients.
Elbow Imaging

Plain radiography in orthogonal planes is the first imaging 
study that should be obtained in the trauma setting. The 
posterior fat pad sign or anterior “sail” sign is indirect evi-
dence of a fracture. Fractures in a child’s elbow can be more 
difficult to assess on plain radiographs because of incom-
plete ossification, and MRI can be helpful in these cases.

Because of its multiplanar capabilities and excellent 
contrast resolution, MRI is the best modality for assessing 
the elbow for muscular, ligamentous, or tendinous inju-
ries; bone marrow edema; or osteochondral injury (Fig-
ure 7-22).51,116,157 Coronal imaging ideally assesses the 
collateral ligaments and the extensor and flexor tendons. 
The annular ligament and the distal biceps tendon are 
best assessed on axial images.49 MR arthrography can bet-
ter show partial tears of the ulnar collateral ligament than 
unenhanced MRI can.105,147

Lateral epicondylitis (“tennis elbow”) can manifest 
with increased T2 signal intensity and thickening of the 
common extensor tendon. Medial epicondylitis (“Little 
Leaguer’s elbow” in children, medial tendinosis or “golfer’s 
elbow” in adults) can manifest with bone marrow edema 
and medial epicondyle apophyseal separation in children, 
and with increased T2–STIR signal intensity and thicken-
ing of the common flexor pronator tendons and muscles 
in adults. Valgus stress on the ulnar collateral ligament can 
result in traction osteophytes if chronic, while acute trauma 
can result in a sprain, a partial tear, or a full-thickness tear, 
with imaging characteristics similar to those of ligament 
injuries elsewhere in the body.52,99

The ACR appropriateness criteria for chronic elbow pain 
rate plain radiographs as the initial evaluation. MRI or MR 
arthrography is rated highly in the setting of intraarticular 
osteocartilaginous body, occult injury, unstable osteochon-
dral injury, mass, collateral ligament tear, biceps tendon 
tear, nerve injury, or chronic epicondylitis. Ultrasound 
is rated highly on appropriateness criteria for evaluating 
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lateral and medial epicondylitis, collateral ligament tear, 
biceps tear, or nerve injury, as an alternative to MRI if 
expertise is available.

MRI can be useful for assessing ulnar nerve abnormali-
ties at the elbow if there is an abnormality of size, signal, or 
position.12,66,134,157 Ultrasound of the elbow can be used to 
evaluate for nerve entrapment at the cubital tunnel. Exami-
nation in flexion and extension can show dynamic sublux-
ation of the ulnar nerve.

Wrist and Hand Imaging

The ACR appropriateness criteria for acute hand and wrist 
trauma include 12 clinical scenarios and rate plain radio-
graphs highest for initial assessment. In the setting of 
suspected wrist or hand fracture, preferably at least three 
radiographic views should be obtained: orthogonal antero-
posterior, lateral views, and an oblique view. If a scaphoid 
fracture is suspected, an additional scaphoid view can be 
obtained that lays out the length of the scaphoid. A car-
pal tunnel view can be useful in a suspected fracture of 
the hook of the hamate. Knowledge of the clinical history 
and examination findings is helpful in determining which 
additional views are necessary to exclude a fracture. Some 
scaphoid fractures are occult and should be reimaged 7 to 
10 days after the initial injury if there is a high suspicion 
of scaphoid fracture and snuffbox tenderness. The patient 
should be splinted until the follow-up radiograph. Alter-
natively, MRI is quite sensitive for occult fractures of the 
scaphoid20 and distal radius where there is bone marrow 
edema, intratrabecular hemorrhage, or both, early after 
fracture.156

The ACR appropriateness criteria for chronic wrist pain 
include 10 clinical settings with initial imaging being plain 
radiographs. Most scenarios use MRI to evaluate the wrist 
if routine radiographs are normal or nondiagnostic and 
the patient has persistent symptoms. MR arthrography is 
recommended for ulnar-sided wrist pain and for suspected 
triangular fibrocartilage or intrinsic ligament tears.34 MRI 
and MR arthrography using high-resolution surface coils 
can provide detailed information regarding the extrinsic 

FIGURE 7-22 Coronal T1-weighted image of the elbow demonstrates osteo-
chondritis dissecans of the capitellum (arrows) as a low T1 signal abnormality 
against normal fatty marrow. The overlying cartilage (arrowheads) appears intact.
and intrinsic ligaments of the wrist, including the trian-
gular fibrocartilage complex.183 MRI is also excellent for 
depiction of the tendons and ligaments of the finger.33 MRI 
is often used to help treatment planning in judging the 
extent of ligament and tendon injuries such as the Stener 
lesion.60

In the wrist and hand, ultrasound is used in the evalu-
ation of tendon tears and tenosynovitis. Localization and 
verification of ganglion cysts is another useful feature of 
ultrasound in the wrist. Because the structures in the hand 
and wrist are extremely superficial, the use of a standoff 
pad and small-footprint, high-resolution ultrasound probe 
will obtain the best possible images. Flexion and exten-
sion views can be helpful to show pathology at the site of 
maximal pain in tendon entrapment syndromes such as 
trigger finger (Figure 7-23).57 When performed correctly, 
ultrasound has also shown good results in the depiction of 
ulnar collateral ligament tears in the thumb.44

Sacroiliac Joint Imaging

Anteroposterior angled and bilateral oblique views of the 
sacroiliac joints are the standard initial workup. MRI has 
been effective in the evaluation of early or active sacro- 
iliitis.138 STIR sequences in particular are sensitive in the 
detection of bone marrow edema associated with active 
disease. CT scanning is more helpful in the evaluation of 
longstanding chronic changes and the extent of osseous 
fusion.

Hip and Pelvis Imaging

In the trauma setting, orthogonal plain radiography is the 
initial imaging study. CT can be considered in the setting 
of more complex acetabular and pelvic fractures to aid in 
surgical planning.35,61,123 Fractures, muscle injuries, and 
soft tissue injuries can be detected with MRI of the pel-
vis in patients with nonrevealing radiographs after acute 
trauma.15,95 CT is the preferred modality for assessment 
of osseous-based abnormalities of the hip, and MRI is the 
preferred modality, after plain radiography, to image AVN, 
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FIGURE 7-23 Longitudinal ultrasound image through the flexor pollicis lon-
gus (FPL) tendon of a trigger thumb demonstrates a thickened A1 pulley (arrow) 
and edematous tendon (FPL). Metacarpal head (MC) and proximal phalangeal 
base (PP) labeled for reference.



marrow replacement processes, musculoskeletal tumors, 
and osteomyelitis.35 MR arthrography has a much higher 
accuracy than nonenhanced MRI in the detection and stag-
ing of acetabular labral lesions when the labrum is being 
assessed for abnormalities of morphology, signal intensity, 
the presence or absence of a tear, and attachment to the 
acetabulum.37,170 MR arthrography demonstrates the char-
acteristic findings of cam-type (large alpha angle, antero-
superior cartilage lesions, femoral neck osseous bump) 
and pincer-type (deep acetabulum, posteroinferior carti-
lage lesions) femoroacetabular impingement.119 Tannast 
et al.164 provide a detailed review of plain radiographic 
findings and potential diagnostic pitfalls in imaging of 
femoroacetabular impingement.

Ultrasound can be helpful to evaluate for trochanteric 
bursitis. The iliotibial tract and iliopsoas tendon can be 
examined in a patient with suspected snapping hip syn-
drome in flexion and extension positions. In a patient 
with a large body habitus, ultrasound may not be the best 
modality to evaluate these abnormalities because the high-
resolution linear probes cannot penetrate into the deeper 
soft tissues.

Avascular Necrosis

In the setting of unilateral or bilateral hip pain when 
AVN is suspected clinically, anteroposterior pelvis and 
frog leg lateral views of the hip or hips are the most 
appropriate initially, according to the ACR appropriate-
ness criteria. If there is evidence of AVN on plain films, 
MRI can be considered to assess for occult AVN in the 
contralateral hip. If plain radiographs are suggestive of, 
but not definite for AVN, or if there is a high clinical 
suspicion of AVN with normal plain radiographs, then 
MRI is the most sensitive and specific imaging study to 
assess for AVN.

Painful Prostheses

In the asymptomatic patient after total hip or total knee 
arthroplasty, plain radiographs have the highest appropri-
ateness rating for imaging. In the patient with a painful 
hip prosthesis and clinically suspected loosening, the ACR 
appropriateness criteria give a most appropriate rating to 
plain radiography with comparison with prior studies, and 
next highest ratings to MDCT or arthrography and aspi-
ration. In the patient with a painful hip prosthesis and a 
clinical suspicion of infection, the ACR appropriateness 
criteria give a most appropriate rating to plain radiography 
and arthrography and aspiration. If aspiration is purulent, 
arthrography is contraindicated because increased pressure 
within the joint can lead to intravasation and hematoge-
nous seeding of the infection. In the patient with a painful 
total knee prosthesis, plain radiographs have the highest 
appropriateness rating for initial evaluation.

Knee Imaging

In the setting of significant acute trauma, the minimum 
initial examination includes orthogonal anteroposterior 
and lateral views. If there is a high clinical suspicion of 
fracture or lipohemarthrosis, then further views, such as 
bilateral oblique, sunrise, and/or tunnel notch, should 
be considered.24 Bone bruises or occult stress fractures 
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are best shown with MRI. In a study of 84 patients with 
acute knee injury, MRI was shown to decrease the number 
of arthroscopic procedures, improve clinician diagnostic 
certainty, and change the management proposed before 
MRI.93 MRI before arthroscopy in 50 patients who met 
clinical criteria for knee arthroscopy showed that 42% of 
the arthroscopies were unnecessary.23

The ACR appropriateness criteria recommend imag-
ing studies for 11 variants of nontraumatic knee pain. The 
mandatory minimum initial study consists of anteropos-
terior and lateral plain radiographs, with an axial patellar 
view added if there are anterior patellofemoral symptoms. 
If the initial radiographs are normal or show joint effu-
sion, then MRI is considered the next appropriate study. 
When the initial plain radiographs are abnormal, then 
other additional studies might or might not be considered 
appropriate.

In the setting of knee osteoarthritis, marginal osteo-
phytes are the most sensitive radiographic feature of osteo-
arthritis of the tibiofemoral joint.73 When comparing MRI 
findings and clinical features, moderate and massive joint 
effusion was associated with knee pain and stiffness and  
patellofemoral osteophyte or more than four osteophytes 
in the entire knee were associated with pain.75 In the knee, 
ultrasound can be used to evaluate the size of an effusion, 
prepatellar bursitis, or Baker’s cyst. It can also be used to 
evaluate quadriceps tendon and patellar tendon pathology.

Meniscal Injuries

MRI is the best method of assessing the meniscus in a 
patient who has not previously undergone surgery.30,69 MRI 
is noninvasive and multiplanar, allowing assessment of the 
meniscus. Radial imaging planes can be obtained that give 
similar views to those seen with knee arthrography.

Menisci are described according to the following scheme:
 •  Normal: With homogeneous low signal intensity on all 

sequences and normal morphology
 •  Grade 1: Degenerative change manifesting as poorly 

circumscribed, increased T1 or proton density signal 
intensity within the meniscus that does not contact an 
articular surface.

 •  Grade 2: Degenerative change manifesting as a hori-
zontal line of increased T1 or proton density signal 
intensity within the meniscus that does not contact an 
articular surface

 •  Grade 3: Torn, manifesting as abnormal signal intensity 
extending from the meniscus to an articular surface, or 
when the morphology is definitely abnormal, possibly 
with a displaced bucket handle fragment
In a series of 400 knee MRI studies with 333 menis-

cal tears, 6% of tears found on arthroscopy could not be 
identified on routine MRI, even in retrospect.41 False-
positive diagnoses in the 400 patients occurred in 1.5% 
because of healed tears or tears missed at arthroscopy.

In the setting of a postsurgical meniscus where the 
morphology can be abnormal and inherent degenerative 
change extends to the articular surface, MR arthrography 4 
can be considered to determine whether the fluid extends 
into a tear in the meniscus. Comparison with previous 
studies can be helpful in assessing for recurrent tear versus 
postoperative change. The two best signs of recurrent tear 
of the postoperative meniscus on routine MRI are (1) a line 
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of abnormal meniscal signal intensity extending to an artic-
ular surface on proton density–weighted image; and (2) 
fluid extending into a linear area on T2-weighted images.83

Knee Ligament Injuries

The cruciate ligaments,130,159,173 the medial collateral liga-
ment,149 and the lateral collateral ligament complex are 
best shown with multiplanar MRI. Again, the ligaments are 
assessed for continuity, caliber, and signal intensity. There 
is a continuum of sprain, partial tear, and full-thickness 
tear in the setting of ligamentous injury, similar to what is 
seen in ligaments elsewhere in the body.

Discontinuity of the ACL on sagittal and axial MRI 
planes and failure of the fascicles to parallel Blumen-
saat’s line are the most accurate MRI signs of ACL tear 
(Figure 7-24).130 Multiple other indirect signs are good 
predictors of ACL tear, including disruption of the fas-
cicles, a posterolateral tibial bruise, a buckled PCL, a 
positive PCL line sign, a positive posterior femoral line 
sign, displacement of the lateral meniscus more than 3.5 
mm posteriorly, displacement of the tibia more than 7 
mm anteriorly, and a lateral femoral sulcus deeper than 
1.5 mm.53,130 In 20 patients with two different sagit-
tal MRI sequences of the ACL showing intact fibers on 
one sequence and disrupted or poorly seen fibers on the 
other sequence (discordant findings), the ACL fibers were 
found to be intact on arthroscopy.155 A combination of 
plain radiography and MRI best assesses for complica-
tions after ACL repair.128

Patellofemoral Abnormalities

Patellofemoral abnormalities are best assessed in the axial 
and sagittal planes on MRI.158 Fat-suppressed proton den-
sity MRI shows excellent contrast between the articular 
cartilage, bone, and any joint fluid.96,133 Grading of chon-
dromalacia is most accurate on axial MRI. Additionally, 
MRI can demonstrate patella baja or alta and the patel-
lar position within the trochlear groove. Kinematic MRI 
studies are available to assess patellar tracking151 and can 
show subluxation in certain positions. This can decrease or 
F
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increase with knee flexion, depending on the cause of the 
tracking abnormality. Plain radiographs might or might 
not show patellar subluxation, depending on the degree 
of knee flexion used to obtain the axial patellar (sunrise) 
view. Routine MR images can also show the stigmata of 
patellar tracking disorders by showing edema in the soft 
tissues and fat pad adjacent to the patella, as well as char-
acteristic patterns of chondromalacia.32 Dynamic sonog-
raphy may be used to determine whether a medial plica 
interferes dynamically with the patellofemoral joint and 
might be amenable to arthroscopic resection.112

Ankle and Foot Imaging

A three-view plain radiography series  that includes antero-
posterior, lateral, and mortise views is considered the most 
appropriate by the ACR appropriateness criteria in patients 
with suspected ankle injury meeting Ottawa rules. Fluoros-
copy with stress views can be necessary to assess for Lis-
franc fracture dislocations. CT with reformations is often 
useful for preoperative planning in patients with complex 
comminuted fractures of the foot and ankle, and can alter 
clinical management.89

In seven clinical scenarios of chronic ankle pain, the ACR 
appropriateness criteria list plain radiographs as the initial 
imaging study, with MRI or CT the next study for several 
scenarios. The ACR appropriateness criteria for chronic foot 
pain list plain radiographs as the most appropriate initial 
imaging study, and then MRI as highly appropriate in many 
of the 10 clinical scenarios listed. Bone scan is considered 
highly appropriate to assess for complex regional pain syn-
drome if plain radiographs are not diagnostic. Chronic 
ankle instability can be detected with a Telos stress exami-
nation using posteriorly directed or varus stress, although 
MR arthrography is more accurate and sensitive in the 
detection of anterior talofibular ligament tears.26 In the 
patient with more diffuse foot pain of no definite cause, a 
radionuclide bone scan can often localize the abnormality 
to a specific joint or joints. Tarsal coalition can be evident 
on plain radiographs and is clearly shown on CT if it is a 
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IGURE 7-24 Magnetic resonance imaging appearance of an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tear. A, Sagittal proton density image of the knee demonstrates 
 normal intact ACL (arrows) with uniform low signal, sharp linear contour anteriorly, and continuous extension from the femur to the tibia. B, Sagittal proton 
ensity image demonstrates disruption of the ACL with loss of the normal low-signal fascicles and intermediate-signal material in the expected location of the liga-
ent (arrowheads). The distal stump of the ligament is folded downward (curved arrow).



bony coalition. Sometimes MRI will more effectively show 
a fibrous coalition.175 The ACR appropriateness criteria for 
suspected osteomyelitis of the foot in the patient with dia-
betes mellitus rate plain radiographs and MRI without and 
with contrast highly and complementary.

MRI of the ankle or foot provides excellent delineation 
of ligaments,26,74 tendons,71,135,148 and any abnormal bone 
marrow signal to indicate AVN or a bone bruise or stress 
fracture. In 81 patients referred for MRI of the foot and 
ankle by a group of four orthopedic surgeons and podia-
trists, the post-MRI diagnosis differed from the pre-MRI 
diagnosis in 47% of patients, and treatment plans were 
changed in 34%.3 The Achilles tendon is ideally shown 
with MRI in the sagittal and axial planes. MRI can be help-
ful in differentiating partial tears from tendonitis or perite-
nonitis. The tendon is assessed for continuity, caliber, and 
signal intensity, as elsewhere in the body.

In the ankle and foot, ultrasound is valuable for assess-
ment of tendon pathology involving the peroneal, flexor, 
and extensor tendons. It can also be used to evaluate the 
tarsal tunnel for masses or cysts. Evaluation of the distal 
Achilles tendon for tears, retrocalcaneal bursitis, and enthe-
sopathy at the insertion of the tendon onto the calcaneus 
is also possible.

Summary

Knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses of the mul-
tiple imaging modalities available can help the treating 
physician decide on the optimal imaging study in a given 
clinical situation for a specific anatomic site. Good com-
munication between the referring physician and the con-
sulting radiologist aids in selecting the most appropriate 
imaging study or studies and additionally helps in the 
interpretation of the study. Sometimes a single study is suf-
ficient, but in other clinical situations more than one study 
might be necessary. Furthermore, treatment plans can dic-
tate whether additional studies are required, in that some 
imaging is more for an interventional procedure or surgical 
planning than for simple diagnosis.
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CHAPTER 8

QUALITY AND OUTCOME 
MEASURES FOR MEDICAL 
REHABILITATION
Karen L. Andrews, Heather S. Ohl, Mary F. Kessler, and Dexanne B. Clohan
Quality health care can be defined as providing the best 
possible outcomes, safety, and service. Quality patient care 
should be the first priority of every rehabilitation profes-
sional. Turning this priority into practice can be difficult 
for many reasons. For example, sometimes scientific clar-
ity on what constitutes quality is lacking. Financial incen-
tives such as fee-for-service arrangements that reward 
activity rather than outcomes can also hamper quality 
efforts and lead to overuse of a broad variety of health care 
services.22 Where health services are concerned, more is 
not necessarily better. To help determine what constitutes 
quality and how health professionals should measure it, 
this chapter discusses quality improvement, evidence-
based outcome measures, practice improvement, safety, 
and accreditation.

As this chapter goes to press, the United States is involved 
in a passionate national health care reform debate. Health 
care reform efforts under consideration range from payment 
reform to efforts to promote implementation of health infor-
mation technology. Some advocate public,  government-run 
insurance to provide cost containment from private insur-
ance. Others believe a “public option” would create a 
 government-run, government–price- controlled, Medicare-
like insurance plan and advocate instead for health insur-
ance and Medicare payment reform. Others support changes 
that would require all Americans to purchase health insur-
ance. In his address to a joint session of Congress on Sep-
tember 9, 2009, President Obama stated, “Our health care 
problem is our deficit problem.”

A large number of outcomes scales are now available for 
rehabilitation and for health care in general. One can antic-
ipate that consumer-driven care will increase the demand 
for information about health plans, specialty components 
of health care, and the quality of plans and providers. Ini-
tiatives to improve health care quality include reporting on 
performance (often described as “report cards” or “trans-
parency”) and paying extra for services deemed to be of 
high quality (“pay for performance” [P4P]). Effective tech-
niques of quality measurement are essential for either of 
these initiatives to work.

Efforts to measure and reward quality care have grown 
exponentially over the last decade. In 2007, more than 
100 million Americans were enrolled in health plans that 
measure and report quality of care. In 2008, 240 preferred 
provider organizations, covering more than 42 million 
members, joined their health maintenance organiza-
tion counterparts and reported audited Healthcare Effec-
tiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) data to the 
National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA). The 
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total number of Americans included in quality reporting 
increased 29% in 2008 and has more than doubled since 
2000.22

Quality Improvement

Quality assurance (QA) refers to planned and systematic 
production processes that provide confidence in a prod-
uct’s suitability for its intended purpose. QA has long been 
part of the medical culture. It was customary for a nega-
tive medical event to trigger an investigation to identify 
why it occurred and who was at fault. In 1991, The Joint 
Commission formulated a plan to move hospital qual-
ity programs away from QA toward continuous quality 
improvement (CQI). CQI is a method of quality control 
that is widely accepted in the manufacturing industry to 
analyze and improve production processes. CQI programs 
focus on both outcome and process of care. In her inau-
gural health care “success story” report of July 13, 2009, 
Secretary Kathleen Sebelius stated, “We know there are 
tremendous examples of efficient, high-quality health care 
in America today. Our challenge is spreading these good 
examples across the country.” CQI is the ongoing, organi-
zation-wide framework in which employees are committed 
to and involved in monitoring all aspects of their organi-
zation’s activities to continuously improve them. Qual-
ity improvement includes a critical evaluation of current 
practice to develop process improvements, reduce practice 
variation, and optimize resource consumption. A process 
is broken down into a series of steps and then analyzed 
to decide what approach might work better. The effect of 
any change—often called an intervention—is examined 
in terms of specific clinical and economic outcomes. CQI 
focuses on process or system improvement rather than 
placing blame on individuals.

A general principle behind CQI is that 85% of errors 
occur because of a suboptimal system, and only 15% of 
errors are attributable to individuals.1 CQI attempts to 
determine “what is wrong with this system and why did an 
error occur.” (The system failed the employee rather than 
the reverse.) The evidence suggesting that quality problems 
are largely caused by systes failures has led to an emerging 
focus on the organizational factors necessary to improve 
the quality of health care. Adapting these principles to 
medicine presents unique challenges. Physicians often 
resist standardizing care, fearing a loss of autonomy or loss 
of their ability to provide individualized care. A work envi-
ronment with needless variation increases the likelihood 
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of medical errors by the health care personnel involved. 
There is frequently an inherent tension between standard-
ization to excellence and physician autonomy that needs to 
be understood and confronted.

For two decades, health care workers have had varying 
degrees of success using the principles of CQI to improve 
the quality of patient care.8 Experts using CQI in health care 
believe it is possible to improve quality and save money 
at the same time. The objectives of quality improvement 
are to ensure access to new technology, good procedural 
outcomes, and patient satisfaction while simultaneously 
identifying opportunities for expense reduction. Inte-
grated quality-improvement initiatives help ensure that the 
research of today becomes the practice of tomorrow.

Quality Outcomes/Practice 
Measures

Clinicians have greater credibility with payers and poli-
cymakers if they collect and share outcomes that demon-
strate the economic benefits of an intervention as well as 
the impact on health, function, and quality of life.26 For 
patients and their families struggling to come to terms with 
a newly acquired disability, it can be hard to think of the 
“cost” part. The key for them is generally to achieve the 
best possible outcome “whatever the cost.” As clinicians 
respond to the public demand for person-centered care, 
we must recognize the current financial pressure on health 
care systems and the need to share a scarce resource equita-
bly among a large group of patients.

The traditional medical model focuses on diagnosis and 
treatment of acute disease. For many medical decisions, it 
is not always clear that treatment is the best option. For 
instance, there is growing evidence that the amount of 
surgery that can be justified on the basis of traditional 
practice guidelines actually exceeds the amount of surgery 
that patients want when fully informed.34 Shared decision 
making allows patients and care providers to determine 
whether the patient should undergo diagnostic testing or 
receive therapy. In contrast to acute diseases, chronic condi-
tions are usually not cured. As a result, patients must adapt 
to these problems. Because diagnosis and treatment might 
detect and address an aspect of a disease without extend-
ing life expectancy or improving quality of life, patients 
and physicians need to have candid discussions to equip 
patients to make informed decisions about what combina-
tion of treatment and adaptation best fits their needs. To 
use a surgical analogy, although clinicians can detect and 
attempt to “fix” prostate cancer, the real challenge is decid-
ing whether diagnosis and treatment are valuable. Crahn 
et al.13 discovered that screening 70-year-old men for pros-
tate cancer reduced quality-adjusted life days. The reason 
for this negative impact is that screening identifies prostate 
cancer in many men who would have died of other causes. 
These men, once identified, are likely to engage in a series 
of treatments that can significantly reduce their quality of 
life. The treatment causes harm without producing sub-
stantial benefits. Clinicians in physical medicine and reha-
bilitation also need to be alert to the balance of burden 
and benefit of treatment in helping patients reach personal 
choices about their care. Creating an outcome measure at 
the individual patient level (e.g., to walk two blocks, to 
manage grooming independently, to cycle without hip 
pain) is a way of incorporating principles from the overall 
quality movement to benefit individual patients.

Pay for Performance

One way that insurers and the Centers for Medicare & 
 Medicaid Services (CMS) are trying to improve quality 
is by developing pay for performance (P4P) programs. 
P4P is an emerging movement in health insurance to pay 
providers for higher- quality care as measured by selected 
evidence-based standards and procedures. P4P relies on a 
combination of quality measures that include clinical out-
comes, clinical processes, and patient satisfaction. All of 
the data are collected and then “measured” by comparing 
them with a standard. Incentives are paid based on how 
one does compared with the standard or measure defined. 
Incentives include bonus payments and feedback reports.

There are currently more than 100 P4P projects nation-
ally.11 Employers, private payers, Congress, and CMS are 
all moving forward with P4P programs or variations of it. 
The measures used to assess quality and cost-effectiveness 
in P4P programs vary greatly. Many of the measurements 
used in P4P initiatives look at process data. If someone 
should have received a type of care, did that patient in fact 
receive it? The “percentage compliance” measures are well 
suited to outcomes measures.

The HEDIS is a tool used by more than 90% of Ameri-
cans with managed health care plans and a growing num-
ber of preferred provider organization plans to measure 
performance on important dimensions of care and service. 
By providing objective clinical performance data, HEDIS 
provides purchasers and consumers the means to make 
informed comparison among health plans on the basis 
of performance. HEDIS includes performance measures 
related to dozens of important health care issues including 
comprehensive diabetes care (yearly foot examinations); 
the use of imaging studies and recommendations for exer-
cise in patients with low back pain; the use of high-risk 
medications in the elderly; and other strategic safety initia-
tives. National Quality Forum–endorsed measures can be 
found at http://www.ncqa.org.

Since 1996, the NCQA has reported to the nation on 
the state of health care quality. One in three Americans is 
enrolled in a health plan that is transparent regarding the 
measurement of the quality of its care and services. For the 
ninth consecutive year, health care delivered by plans that 
measure and report performance data continues to improve 
despite rising costs and a slowing national economy.23

Patient Safety

The Institute of Medicine report, To Err Is Human: Building 
a Safer Health System, highlighted the opportunity to reduce 
preventable medical errors. Since its release, patient safety 
has become a preeminent issue for health care.16 Wrong-site, 
wrong-procedure, or wrong-person surgery suggests prob-
lems with the accuracy and completeness of the information 
brought to the point of care, the quality of communication, 
and the degree of teamwork among the members of the 
team. To Err Is Human found that the knowledge about error 

http://www.ncqa.org
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reduction was easily accessible, but the implementation of 
the knowledge was lacking. After this report, patients and pay-
ers began demanding a higher standard of care. The public, 
hospital leaders, and health care professionals want to reduce 
the risk of similar system failures occurring in the future.

During acute rehabilitation, persons with disabilities 
are transferred across care settings (e.g., from an emergency 
trauma department to the hospital’s neurology unit, to a 
postacute rehabilitation hospital), increasing the chances 
for miscommunication, information loss, and errors. Pro-
viders today are caring for more patients, who are more 
acutely ill, in shorter periods of time than in the past. These 
workload demands can contribute to adverse events and 
act as a barrier to implementing patient safety innova-
tions. Payers and patients are primarily interested in excel-
lent care as defined by measured outcomes (e.g., decreased 
infections, readmissions, mortality). Good processes of 
care (evidence-based guidelines) should lead to good out-
comes. Vigilance is required to make sure rehabilitation 
safety goals are not sacrificed in favor of goals related to 
productivity and cost containment.

The 2001 Committee on the Quality of Healthcare report, 
Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st 
Century, states that there is a need to approach health care 
in a different way, one that focuses more directly on provid-
ing care that is safe, effective, patient-centered, efficient, and 
equitable.10 The report identifies these as specific aims for 
quality measurement and reporting. The Institute of Medi-
cine’s seminal 2002 report, Health Professions Education: A 
Bridge to Quality, outlines that health professionals must 
“cooperate, communicate, and integrate care in teams to 
ensure that care is continuous and reliable.”16 Formal qual-
ity improvement and outcomes monitoring systems aim to 
improve the effectiveness of care, reduce errors, and improve 
function and quality of life. These systems enable patients, 
families, referral sources, and payers to make better choices 
regarding level and type of rehabilitation needed.

Measures Development

Many quality measures were developed early in the qual-
ity improvement movement. For these early initiatives, the 
risks and rewards from measures were nominal. The goal 
was for local improvement. The results were not publicly 
reported. Many different private and public sector groups 
have attempted to design models to measure performance 
and report data. While progress has been made, the prolifer-
ation of multiple, uncoordinated, and sometimes conflict-
ing initiatives has consequences for stakeholders. Without 
a uniform approach to select performance measures, con-
flicting initiatives divert limited resources away from qual-
ity measures and reporting. Although public statements 
of lives saved or errors prevented abound, consumers lack 
the tools to evaluate the validity of such statements. Hos-
pital Compare was created through the efforts of the CMS, 
the Department of Health and Human Services, and other 
members of the Hospital Quality Alliance: Improving Care 
Through Information. Hospital Compare is a quality tool 
provided by Medicare to help patients compare the qual-
ity of care hospitals provide. The CMS Hospital Compare 
website can be found at http://www.hhs.gov.
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Evidence-based practice requires that clinicians use 
objective outcomes measures to compare alternative 
approaches. Evidence-based practice has become the man-
tra of our modern health care system. Evidence-based 
practice implies that care is up-to-date, based on the best 
evidence, and “proven effective.” It is seen as adhering to 
a rigorous standard and likely to be associated with better 
overall care.25 Evidence-based guidelines need to be devel-
oped to establish standards for quality rehabilitative care.

Physician Consortium for Performance 
Improvement

The mission of the Physician Consortium for Performance 
Improvement (PCPI or the Consortium) is to improve 
patient health and safety by (1) identifying and developing 
evidence-based clinical performance measures, (2) promot-
ing the implementation of clinical performance improve-
ment activities, and (3) advancing the science of clinical 
performance measurement and improvement. The Con-
sortium uses cross-specialty workgroups to develop perfor-
mance measures from evidence-based clinical guidelines.

PCPI measures are designed for physicians managing the 
care of patients with a particular condition. Measures focus on 
the patient and the care or procedures they receive. The Con-
sortium develops patient-centered performance measures that 
are evidence based, statistically valid, and reliable (Box 8-1).

Rehabilitation Quality Outcome 
Measures

Physical medicine and rehabilitation professionals attempt 
to maximize patients’ function after a traumatic injury or 
other medical condition. Traditional outcome measures 
focus on functional ability. Classification systems like the 
World Health Organization’s International Classification 

Establishing performance measures based on the best avail-
able clinical evidence requires precise thinking and wording. 
An effective measure specifically describes a denominator 
(the universe of patients whose care qualifies to be evaluated 
by the measure) and a numerator (the number of patients 
whose care meets the standard).

But progress never stops; so performance measures need 
to be reviewed periodically to ensure they truly reflect the 
best practice. As an example, CMS retired a measure on April 
1, 2009, that had been collected since 2005. The measure, 
“acute myocardial infarction patients without beta-blocker 
contraindications who received a beta-blocker within 24 
hours after hospital arrival,” was withdrawn based on new 
evidence assembled by the American College of Cardiology 
and the American Heart Association that shows that while 
beta-blockers reduced the risk of death from arrhythmia 
and reinfarction, they also can significantly increase the risk 
of cardiogenic shock within the first 24 hours of admission 
in some patients with a previous history of heart failure. So 
while performance measures are a strong tool for improving 
clinical care, constant vigilance is necessary to build and use 
the tools wisely.

 

BOX 8-1

Quality Is a Journey, Not a Destination

http://www.hhs.gov
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of Impairments, Disabilities, and Handicaps37 and Nagi’s 
scheme of disablement22 have become standard ways to 
describe and conceptualize an individual’s disability.

Measures of functional ability like the FIM instrument27 
have become core outcome instruments in rehabilitation 
medicine. FIM can be used as a clinical assessment tool as 
well as a risk adjuster in payment systems. Medical rehabil-
itation has developed systems for monitoring patient gains 
and basic functional activities, but more work is needed 
to translate these systems into performance measures that 
can be used to evaluate the work of specific rehabilitation 
physicians or hospitals. Because the FIM system focuses on 
the patient’s actual outcome, rather than just measuring a 
process step taken by the physician, it could serve as the 
basis for improved performance measurement.

The FIM instrument is composed of 18 items (13 motor, 
5 cognitive) (Box 8-2) and uses a seven-level ordinal scale to 
measure major gradations of function. The FIM instrument 
documents a patient’s need for assistance from another 
person, a device, or both, taking into account the amount 
of time needed to complete the task.29 Functional status at 
admission and discharge is assessed by the FIM.27 Demo-
graphic, medical, and other variables were added to form 
the Uniform Data Set for Medical Rehabilitation.31 The FIM 
instrument is used by inpatient rehabilitation hospitals and 
some other facilities to track patients’ progress from admis-
sion through discharge and follow-up.28 To maintain data 
reliability, facilities must administer an FIM instrument cre-
dentialing test created by Uniform Data System for Medical 
Rehabilitation (UDSMR) to clinicians every 2 years.31

Analyzing Data to Improve Quality

While individual physician practices typically are on their own 
to collect and review their own quality data, there are two pri-
mary organizations serving the data submission and analysis 
needs of rehabilitation hospitals: the UDSMR (a division of UB 
Foundation Activities, Inc.) and e-Rehab Data (sponsored by 
the American Medical Rehabilitation Providers Association). 
Each vendor of analytical services seeks to assist its clients in 
achieving quality improvement by providing data manage-
ment, benchmarking, and data trending. But the analyses rest 
heavily on the FIM System, which is owned by UDSMR.

Data Management

Each of the commercially available electronic data man-
agement systems has a detailed reporting capability. 
Facilities use reports for a variety of functions. To evalu-
ate efficiency and effectiveness of a rehabilitation program, 
a facility closely examines total FIM ratings, change from 
admission to discharge, length of stay, length of stay effi-
ciency (change in FIM ratings per day), discharge FIM rat-
ings total, onset days, and discharge destination. During 
a patient’s rehabilitation stay, data are used to enhance 
communication among interdisciplinary team members, 
patients, and families. Aggregated data can be used as a 
communication tool to stakeholders (referral sources and 
payers), and for internal and external marketing. Out-
comes data can be used for accreditation processes of The 
Joint Commission and Commission on Accreditation of 
Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF).20
e-Rehab Data

eRehabData is a full-service acute rehabilitation outcomes 
system, owned by the rehabilitation industry through the 
American Medical Rehabilitation Providers Association. It 
provides real-time access to patient assessment and outcomes 
instruments. The system assists facilities through the provi-
sion of timely, inexpensive, accurate, and responsive analysis 
of clinical and financial patient data. The system is designed 
to accommodate different kinds of rehabilitation providers 
by its three-tiered hierarchy of organization/facility/site.

eRehabData includes tools to meet all the requirements 
of the Medicare Inpatient Rehabilitation Facilities Prospec-
tive Payment System (IRF-PPS), The Joint Commission, 
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 7  Complete independence (no 
helper, no set-up, no device)

 6  Modified independence (device, 
extra time, safety)

NO 
HELPER

Modified Dependence
 5  Supervision (standby assist, 

set-up)
 4  Minimal assist (patient = 75%+)
 3  Moderate assist (patient = 

50%-74%)
Complete Dependence
 2  Maximal assist (patient = 

25%-49%)
 1  Total assist (patient = less than 

25%)

HELPER

Self-Care
Eating
Grooming
Bathing
Dressing: upper body
Dressing: lower body
Toileting

Sphincter Control
Bladder management
Bowel management

Transfers
Bed, chair, wheelchair
Toilet
Tub, shower

Locomotion
Walk/wheelchair
Stairs

Motor Subtotal Rating

Communication
Comprehension
Expression

Social Cognition
Social interaction
Problem solving
Memory

Cognitive Subtotal Rating
 

BOX 8-2

FIM Instrument
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and CARF. eRehabData accepts Inpatient Rehabilitation 
Facility–Patient Assessment Instrument (IRF-PAI) assess-
ments for both Medicare and non-Medicare patients 
and provides additional capacities for preadmission and  
follow-up assessments.

The Uniform Data System for Medical 
Rehabilitation

UDSMR maintains the most widely used database for inpa-
tient rehabilitation data with more than 18 million patient 
assessments. It collects data on social demographics, medi-
cal diagnoses, and functional status. UDSMR owns the FIM 
System, the UDS-PRO System, the WeeFIM II System, and 
the LIFEware System. UDSMR offers its subscribers a wide 
range of services and tools that allow them to document 
the severity of patient disability and the results of medical 
rehabilitation in a uniform way.

The UDS-PRO System

The UDS-PRO System is a comprehensive tool that com-
bines patient assessment and outcomes management 
functionality with reimbursement. This powerful sys-
tem combines the IRF-PAI, case-mix group assignment, 
and data transmission to both the CMS and UDSMR. The 
UDS-PRO System includes both Medicare and non-Medi-
care requirements, allowing facilities to evaluate care and 
manage resources with one instrument. UDSMR supports 
a UDS-PRO Central website that contains on-demand 
reports. On-demand reports is a very powerful tool that can 
assist facilities in identifying strengths in their programs 
and areas for improvement.

The WeeFIM II System

In 1987, a multidisciplinary team of pediatric clinicians 
began the work to adapt the FIM instrument to create a 
pediatric-specific outcomes measurement tool with a devel-
opmental framework. The WeeFIM II instrument measures 
the functional abilities associated with levels of disability 
in children aged 6 months to 7 years and older. The tool 
can be used for children older than 7 years if delays in 
functional development are experienced, and can be used 
across both the inpatient and outpatient settings.32

In 1994, a pediatric subscriber service was launched, 
allowing pediatric rehabilitation facilities to benchmark 
with other subscribing facilities across the nation. Clini-
cians noted that the WeeFIM II instrument was not specific 
enough for children younger than 3 years. As a result, the 
0-3 Module was developed to be used in addition to the 
WeeFIM II instrument. The 0-3 Module measures precur-
sors to function in 36 items across 3 domains: motor (16 
items), cognitive (14 items), and behavior (6 items). The 
0-3 Module is filled out by the child’s family members and 
takes about 15 minutes to complete.32

The LIFEware System

The LIFEware System is an Internet-based system created for 
tracking outcomes for a diverse range of outpatient popu-
lations, including those with the following impairments: 
163APTER 8 Quality and Outcome Measures for Medical Rehabilitation

musculoskeletal conditions, neurologic conditions, mem-
ory conditions, cardiopulmonary conditions, pain condi-
tions, and joint-specific conditions. It contains assessment 
instruments and measures for evaluating patients across 
seven core functional domains: physical function, cogni-
tive function, mood or affect, pain, social interaction, role 
participation, and satisfaction with treatment. The current 
database has more than 600,000 assessments. It supports 
medical necessity documentation compliance, helps sub-
stantiate ongoing patient treatment with payers, includes 
measures to support compliance with the Physician Quality 
Reporting Initiative, and provides a reliable and economic 
outcomes management system for outpatient programs.30

Patient-Reported Outcomes

The National Institutes of Health Roadmap initiative 
known as the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement 
Information System (PROMIS; http://www.nihpromis.org) 
uses item banks and computerized adaptive testing (CAT) 
for clinical research and clinical practice.21 CAT begins with 
clear definitions of important outcomes and references 
these definitions to specific questions gathered into large 
and well-studied pools or “banks” of items. Items can be 
selected from the banks to form customized short scales 
or administered in a sequence and length determined by a 
computer programmed for precision and clinical relevance.

Unlike a traditional test that asks the same questions 
to all test takers, a CAT instrument tailors the questions to 
the specific patient.14,19 If the patient’s response indicates 
that a task can be completed with no help, the CAT selects 
a question that asks about a task that is more difficult than 
the first task. If the response to the second question indi-
cates that the patient cannot complete the more difficult 
task, the CAT selects a question that asks about a task that 
is easier than the task in the second question. This process 
continues until the computer identifies that the prepro-
grammed confidence interval has been met or the patient 
has answered the maximum number of items used to esti-
mate the score.19

One example of a CAT functional outcomes system is 
the Activity Measure for Post Acute Care (AM-PAC). The 
AM-PAC instrument measures functional activities that are 
likely to be encountered by most adults during daily rou-
tines.2 Question banks are organized into three functional 
areas: basic mobility, daily activity, and applied cognitive. 
Because a common scale is used, functional scores can be 
tracked across the patient’s entire episode of care. The tool 
is currently in use in inpatient rehabilitation facilities, nurs-
ing homes, and outpatient rehabilitation settings. It can be 
used for internal quality improvement and benchmarking.3

Prospective Payment System

In an attempt to control the rapid growth of rehabilita-
tion facilities and conserve Medicare dollars,29 Congress 
mandated the implementation of a prospective payment 
system (PPS) for inpatient rehabilitation facilities in the 
Balanced Budget Act of 1997.4 Before the implementation 
of this payment system on January 1, 2002, the IRF-PAI was 
created to capture demographic, diagnostic, and functional 
information to be used for reimbursement29 (Box 8-3).

http://www.nihpromis.org
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Functional information is captured with a modified ver-
sion of the FIM instrument15 (Box 8-4). At admission and 
discharge for Medicare Part A fee-for-service patients, inpa-
tient rehabilitation facilities are required to complete the 
appropriate sections of the IRF-PAI, encode the data elec-
tronically into the IRF-PAI software product, and transmit 
the data electronically to the CMS.7

Reimbursement is determined by assigning patients 
into groups with similar resource usage and length of stay, 
called case-mixed groups (CMGs).29 A facility receives the 
same payment for the patient’s inpatient rehabilitation 
stay regardless of its duration, thus providing an incentive 
for rehabilitation hospitals in the United States to further 
reduce length of stay. Classification of a patient into a spe-
cific CMG is based on several factors, the first of which is 
the medical reason for admission to the inpatient rehabili-
tation facility. On admission, 1 of 85 impairment group 
codes that fall into 17 impairment groups is assigned.29 As 
an example, a patient admitted to inpatient rehabilitation 
for a stroke with right body involvement has an impairment 
group code of 1.2 under the stroke impairment group.5,29 
The etiology of the impairment is represented on the IRF-
PAI as an ICD-9-CM (International Classification of Dis-
eases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification) code.29,33 Each 
impairment group falls into 1 of 21 distinct rehabilitation 

 •  Change in admission and discharge assessment time 
frames: admission—first 3 days of patient’s inpatient reha-
bilitation facility stay; discharge—a designated 24-hour 
period sometime during the last 3 days of the inpatient 
rehabilitation stay

 •  Creation of “code 0” to represent that an activity did not 
occur during the admission assessment period

 •  Redefinition of program interruption from 30 days to 3 
days

 •  Addition of function modifiers for bladder management, 
bowel management, tub/shower transfer, and locomotion

 

BOX 8-4

Summary of FIM Instrument Changes for Prospective 
Payment System

ICD-9, International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision.

Contains but is not limited to:

Demographic 
information

Name, date of birth, gender, race/
ethnicity, marital status, payer

Medical informa-
tion

Rehabilitation impairment group, 
event onset date, ICD-9 coding for 
etiologic diagnosis, complications 
during rehabilitation stay, and 
comorbid conditions

Hospitalization 
information

Admission date, discharge date, 
date(s) of program interruptions, 
discharge destination

FIM instrument See Box 8-2

BOX 8-3

Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility–Patient Assessment 
Instrument
impairment categories (Table 8-1).29 The patient’s total 
admission motor FIM rating is also used to determine the 
CMG.29 For some CMGs the total admission cognitive FIM 
rating (total of five cognitive items) and the patient’s age at 
the time of admission affect CMG assignment.29

CMG assignment alone is not enough to accurately 
determine reimbursement for all patients. In addition to 
the primary impairment, the presence of a comorbid con-
dition or conditions can have a major impact on the cost of 
inpatient rehabilitation care.29 It is the responsibility of the 
physician to clearly document any comorbid conditions so 
these are accurately captured on the IRF-PAI.29 Comorbidi-
ties that affect payment are separated into a high, medium, 
or low tier based on the costs associated with the comor-
bidities.29 Ninety-five CMGs have four relative weights: one 
for no comorbidities and three for the comorbidity tiers. 
These 95 CMGs are used for “typical” patients—patients 
with a length of stay longer than 3 days who complete the 
rehabilitation program and are discharged to a community 
setting.29 Five special CMGs that are unaffected by comor-
bidities exist for patients who have a length of stay of  
3 days or less and patients who die while on an inpatient 
rehabilitation unit.7

The CMG system provides benchmarks that can iden-
tify patient groups whose functional outcomes are below, 
within, or above nationally established ranges as deter-
mined from a large number of similar patients. The CMGs 
are designed for group rather than individual patient 
prediction.

Since implementation of the IRF-PPS and the use of 
the IRF-PAI in 2002, some unexpected data have emerged. 

Table 8-1   Rehabilitation Impairment Codes
Code Description

01 Stroke

02 Traumatic brain injury

03 Nontraumatic brain injury

04 Traumatic spinal cord injury

05 Nontraumatic spinal cord injury

06 Neurologic

07 Fracture of lower extremity

08 Replacement of lower extremity joint

09 Other orthopedic

10 Amputation of lower extremity

11 Amputation, other

12 Osteoarthritis

13 Rheumatoid, other

14 Cardiac

15 Pulmonary

16 Pain syndrome

17 Major trauma without spinal cord injury/brain injury

18 Major trauma with spinal cord injury/brain injury

19 Guillain-Barré

20 Miscellaneous

21 Burns
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Both admission and discharge FIM ratings decreased. This 
might be a reflection of changes in coding (modifications 
to the FIM instrument), changes in the types of patients 
admitted to inpatient rehabilitation facilities, and/or 
changes in the patient outcomes as represented by dis-
charge FIM ratings and change in FIM ratings from admis-
sion to discharge.15 The number of patients transferred 
back to acute care increased from 4.8% in 1998 to 8.9% in 
2003; this is likely explained by the change in the defini-
tion of program interruption from 30 days (before PPS) to 
3 days (after PPS).15

Accreditation and Medicare 
Deemed Status

An inpatient rehabilitation hospital or unit must be rec-
ognized by CMS as meeting the Conditions of Participa-
tion to be paid for Medicare patients. Such recognition 
can be conferred by state health survey agencies. Alterna-
tively, three accrediting agencies have been given author-
ity by CMS to grant “deemed status” based on successful 
accreditation surveys: The Joint Commission, the American 
Osteopathic Association, and Det Norske Veritas, Inc. (http
://www.jointcommission.org; http://www.osteopathic.org; 
http://www.dnv.com).

In addition to their standard setting and accreditation 
roles, accrediting bodies facilitate consensus and educate 
providers and other stakeholders on topics related to qual-
ity service. The CARF is recognized by both The Joint Com-
mission and the NCQA as a specialty accreditation source 
for networks or health plans that provide rehabilitation 
services. Managed care organizations and other purchasers 
of rehabilitation services, while keenly focused on price at 
present, will eventually turn to purchasing services on the 
basis of value (quality and price).36

The Joint Commission

The Joint Commission is the nation’s oldest and largest 
standards-setting and accrediting body in health care. It 
is an independent, not-for-profit organization formed in 
1951 to carry out the following20:
 •  Evaluate and accredit nearly 15,000 health care organi-

zations and programs in the United States.
 •  Continuously improve the safety and quality of care 

provided to the public through the provision of health 
care accreditation.

 •  Develop “standards” that define the performance 
expectations, structures, or processes that must be in 
place to provide safe and high-quality care, treatment, 
and service.
The Joint Commission performs on-site evaluations, 

known as surveys, on an unannounced basis. After 2009, 
surveys will generally occur between 18 and 39 months 
after previous full surveys, but could occur at any time. The 
Joint Commission’s primary survey technique is conduct-
ing patient tracers. This is a methodology that allows sur-
veyors to look at the system of care, treatment, and services 
within an organization by tracing an individual’s experi-
ence. The Joint Commission has established National 
Patient Safety Goals to evaluate the safety and the quality 
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of care provided at accredited health care organizations. 
The National Patient Safety Goals are revised every year to 
improve patient safety.

Organizations are required to submit annually a self-
assessment of compliance with the accreditation stan-
dards, including plans of actions for identified gaps. The 
standards are listed in manuals (Ambulatory Care, Hospital) 
and address the following topics20:
 •  Environment of care
 •  Ethics, rights, and responsibilities
 •  Human resources
 •  Improving organizational performance
 •  Infection control
 •  Information management
 •  Leadership
 •  Medical staff
 •  Medication management
 •  National Patient Safety Goals
 •  Nursing
 •  Provision of care

The Joint Commission standards help an organiza-
tion (1) focus on quality and safety of care, treatment, 
and services; (2) identify areas needing improvement; 
(3) develop effective policies, processes, procedures, and 
guidelines; (4) increase coordination and collaboration 
among disciplines; and (5) provide consistent levels of 
care.20 Accreditation is recognized by federal agencies and 
insurers. Accreditation provides a benchmark within the 
health care industry that affirms delivery of high-quality 
patient care.

Commission on Accreditation 
of Rehabilitation Facilities

CARF has historically been oriented toward outcomes. 
CARF has worked to develop performance indicators for 
medical and other rehabilitation programs since its qual-
ity and accountability initiative in 1996. CARF is a private, 
not-for-profit organization that promotes quality reha-
bilitation services. CARF International is based in Tucson, 
Arizona, with offices in Washington, D.C., and Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada. CARF currently accredits more than 5000 
providers at more than 18,000 locations in the United 
States, Canada, Western Europe, and South America. Close 
to 6 million persons of all ages are served annually by 
CARF-accredited providers.6 The mission of CARF is to 
promote the quality, value, and optimal outcomes of ser-
vices through accreditation that centers on enhancing the 
lives of the persons served. CARF believes in the following 
core values:
 •  All people have the right to be treated with dignity and 

respect.
 •  All people should have access to needed services that 

achieve optimal outcomes.
 •  All people should be empowered to exercise informed 

choice.6
Accreditation by CARF is voluntary and fosters the 

growth and development of best practices in the rehabil-
itation field. Accreditation is available for a wide variety 
of programs including aging services, behavioral health, 
business and services management network, CARF-CCAC 
(Continuing Care Accreditation Commission) ASPIRE to 

http://www.jointcommission.org
http://www.jointcommission.org
http://www.osteopathic.org
http://www.dnv.com
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Excellence, child and youth services, employment and 
community services, medical rehabilitation, One-Stop 
Career Center, opioid treatment programs, and vision 
rehabilitation services. CARF grants either a 1-year or 
3-year accreditation. The 3-year accreditation is the highest 
level of accreditation that can be achieved. An organiza-
tion receiving a 3-year accreditation outcome has put itself 
through a rigorous peer review process and has demon-
strated to a team of surveyors during an on-site visit that its 
programs and services are of the highest quality, measur-
able, and accountable.6,9

The CARF standards have evolved and been refined over 
more than 40 years with the active support and involve-
ment of providers, consumers, and purchasers of services. 
The standards define the expected input, processes, and 
outcomes of programs for persons served.6 Every year stan-
dards are reviewed and new ones developed to keep pace 
with changing conditions and current consumer needs. 
The updated standards are effective July 1 each year. Orga-
nizations are expected to demonstrate compliance with 
the standards for a minimum of 6 months before their site 
survey. CARF has many publications available to support 
organizations in achieving and maintaining accreditation 
of their programs and services.

The steps to accreditation involve a year or more of 
preparation before the site survey and ongoing quality 
improvement after the survey. To maintain accredited sta-
tus, CARF requires an Annual Conformance to Quality 
Report that reaffirms the organization’s conformance to 
quality.6,9

CARF introduced a quality framework called ASPIRE 
to Excellence in 2008. ASPIRE represents a logical, action-
oriented approach to continuous improvement that 
seamlessly integrates all organizational functions and the 
engaged input of stakeholders to ensure that organiza-
tional purpose, planning, and activity result in the desired 
outcomes. The ASPIRE name corresponds to six organiza-
tional actions6:

A: Assess the environment.
S: Set strategy.
P: Persons served and other stakeholders—obtain input.
I: Implement the plan.
R: Review results.
E: Effect change.
While achieving accreditation can be an overwhelm-

ing process, it is beneficial to facilities for the following 
reasons:
 1.  Enhances level of community confidence
 2.  Provides a standardized set of operating policies/

procedures
 3.  Optimizes teamwork
 4.  Improves quality assurance
 5.  Validates that a facility uses national benchmarks of 

quality care

Systems of Measure Endorsement

Quality measures and reporting are powerful tools to drive 
quality improvement and close the health care quality gap. 
The Ambulatory Quality Alliance (AQA) and the National 
Quality Forum (NQF) both serve as national endorsement 
bodies for performance measure sets. Endorsement by 
these bodies gives assurance that a performance measure 
considers quality, efficiency, and cost of care (Figure 8-1).

Ambulatory Quality Alliance

The AQA is a broad-based national coalition of 150 orga-
nizations working together on strategies to measure, report 
on, and improve physician practice. The mission of the 
AQA is to improve health care quality and patient safety 
through a collaborative process in which key stakeholders 
agree on a strategy to measure performance at the physi-
cian or group level; collect and aggregate data in the least 
burdensome way; and report meaningful information to 
consumers, physicians, and other stakeholders to improve 
outcomes. The mission and goals of the AQA focus on 
key areas that can help identify quality gaps, control costs, 
reduce confusion about redundant measures, and alleviate 
administrative burdens.

National Quality Forum

A shared sense of urgency about the impact of health 
care quality on patient outcomes, workforce productiv-
ity, and health care costs prompted leaders in the public 
and private sectors to create the NQF as a mechanism to 
bring about national change. The NQF is a not-for-profit 
membership organization created to develop and imple-
ment a national strategy for health care quality measure-
ment and reporting. It is a broad membership of groups 
representing consumers, employers, clinicians, labor 
unions, hospital systems, insurers, government agencies, 
and others. Together, the organizational members of the 
NQF work to promote a common approach to measur-
ing health care quality and fostering system-wide capac-
ity for quality improvement. The mission of NQF is to 
improve the quality of health care in the United States 
by (1) setting national priorities and goals for perfor-
mance improvement, (2) endorsing national consensus 
standards to measure and publicly report on performance 
information, and (3) promoting education and outreach 
programs.

Over the past 10 years, the procedures that form NQF’s 
Consensus Development Process (CDP) and its imple-
mentation have evolved to ensure that evaluation of 
consensus standards continue to follow best practices in 
performance measurement and standards-setting. NQF 
is currently using version 1.8 of the CDP.23 In less than 
a decade, the NQF has endorsed more than 400 perfor-
mance measures and practices, and many more are in the 
“measure pipeline.”

Measures Implementation

A major user of measure sets is the CMS/Physician Quality 
Reporting Initiative program for Medicare reimbursement. 
Consumers and purchasers need reliable, comparative 
data to obtain value in health care and to generate market 
demand for quality. Providers also need comparative data 
to design improvement programs and compare their per-
formance against regional and national benchmarks. NQF 
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Performance
measures

implementation

Performance measures
endorsement:

Measure sets are endorsed by
national endorsement bodies

Measures development:

Additional organizations (AMA PCPI; NCQA;
Joint Commission; AHRQ) develop and vote to

accept measures

Clinical guidelines development:

Specialty societies develop or join coalitions to develop
guidelines on a particular disease.

Clinical experience and research

FIGURE 8-1 Guidelines and performance measures.
and AQA will likely be recognized as major driving forces 
for and facilitators of continuous quality improvement in 
American health care.

Accreditation Council for Continuing 
Medical Education Quality Measures

Continuing medical education (CME) is shifting from 
course taking, licensure, or maintenance of certification 
to ways to improve quality and competency. In the past, 
CME was delivered mostly in a didactic format, with lis-
tening and comprehension as the primary expectations 
of learners. Measurement of competence was assessed via 
licensure or certification examinations. Today CME profes-
sionals and credentialing organizations are shifting their 
thinking, as they realize that continuous learning and qual-
ity improvement, rather than only examinations at career 
milestones, are the best way to educate and measure physi-
cian competence.

Another motivating factor for this shift in CME delivery 
is the April 2007 report issued by the United States Senate 
Committee on Finance.24 The report alleged that CME is 
often a front for pharmaceutical and device companies to 
increase market share, and provided harsh criticism to the 
Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education 
(ACCME), the group that accredits medical education pro-
viders. The ACCME was accused of slow and lax oversight 
and enforcement of its standards, which measure accred-
ited providers’ compliance. The report mainly focused on 
for-profit CME providers, not medical specialty societies. 
CME providers and the ACCME are attempting to prove 
CME has been and continues to be fair and balanced and 
free of commercial influence whether or not funding for 
CME was present. There is evidence that some CME provid-
ers, mainly in the for-profit area, have overstepped these 
boundaries, raising questions about whether CME with 
commercial support can be free of influence.

CME professionals now believe that interactive edu-
cation focused on outcomes and competence is the 
cornerstone of CME. CME will ideally provide interac-
tive scenarios and simulations to allow “skills” develop-
ment (procedures, history taking, diagnostic processes, 
and physical examination techniques). Other emerging 
trends related to CME are a shift from individual physi-
cians to systems of care and the need to reach physicians 
where they practice. As more physicians use computers 
in their practices, information technology will facili-
tate practice-based learning, provide a database of clini-
cal performance, and provide decision support within 
patient care systems. If implemented on a large and reli-
able scale, CME will improve professional practice and 
patient outcomes.

Real-time learning in a physician’s practice will save the 
cost of traveling to meetings. Practice-based learning is a 
promising continuing education approach in which clini-
cians review the care they deliver, compare the results with 
standards of excellence, and create a plan for improve-
ment. Such learning is likely to play a growing role in the 
Maintenance of Certification (MOC) process of the Ameri-
can Board of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation and 
other medical specialties. It is important to develop new 
approaches to both intraprofessional and interprofessional 
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continuing education and determine how best to dis-
seminate effective and efficient continuing educational 
materials.

These changes will likely motivate a huge change in CME 
delivery with a wide scope and diversity of practice to edu-
cate care providers for a specific disease process with unified 
medical accreditation (several specialties, one accredita-
tion). In the future, education could tie everything together 
including quality, reimbursement, licensure, certifications, 
and CME.

Maintenance of Certification Enhancing 
Quality Outcomes

The American Board of Medical Specialties (ABMS) MOC 
is an ongoing process designed to foster excellence in 
patient care and support physicians’ commitment to life-
long learning and continual professional development 
over a lifetime of practice by providing a continuous evalu-
ation of physician performance.

Since consumer expectations have changed, the ABMS 
is looking to make changes to itself and member boards. 
Although ABMS MOC is sometimes recognized by insur-
ers, hospitals, credentialing organizations, and the federal 
government as a quality driver, MOC is under close scru-
tiny and its relevance is being questioned. With the recent 
launch of the 2008-2011 Enhanced Public Trust Initiative, 
the ABMS aims to answer the relevance question by bring-
ing an increased commitment to quality health care and 
providing an opportunity to enhance the value of MOC to 
the public, diplomates, and member boards. The goal is for 
greater transparency and accountability with the public’s 
interest being the foremost concern. The initiative encour-
ages a more cohesive ABMS Board Enterprise to ensure phy-
sician accountability, so that a board-certified diplomate of 
any specialty will be held to equal standards. Through the 
MOC program, board-certified physicians are expected to 
advance the standard of health care nationwide. The ABMS 
believes higher standards mean better care.33

Another expectation of diplomates is active participa-
tion in Performance Improvement Programs (PIPs). PIPs 
are structured long-term processes to improve quality in 
practice. When implementing a PIP, a physician identifies a 
clinical area where performance is suboptimal. The physi-
cian then develops and implements a plan to improve out-
comes. PIPs can also be developed and delivered in a more 
structured format by accredited CME providers who use 
evidence-based quality improvement interventions (not 
traditionally thought of as CME) to address performance 
improvement.

Through MOC, physicians will make public their pro-
fessional standing, cognitive expertise, and record of 
practice-based lifelong learning. At the same time, MOC 
will show diplomates how to improve specific aspects of 
practice. Physicians who wish to maintain their specialty 
certifications must meet MOC requirements on a periodic 
basis. For more information on MOC, visit the ABMS web-
site (http://www.ABMS.org).

The ABMS and the CMS share a common set of chal-
lenges and goals related to enhancing physician quality, 
efficiency, and appropriateness of care. From a physician 
perspective, there is significant value in aligning these 
efforts. The ABMS, ACCME, and CMS share a common 
set of challenges and goals related to enhancing physi-
cian quality, efficiency, and appropriateness of care. In the 
future, we anticipate organizations will use performance 
reporting to measure better health outcomes. Performance 
improvement CME is a potential solution to meet multiple 
physician reporting requirements (MOC, licensure, pay for 
performance).

Conclusion

The effort to measure and report on health care quality has 
challenged what has been an article of faith for many: that 
health care in the United States is the best in the world. 
Despite increased spending, the fragmented nature of care 
and unwarranted variation suggest wasteful and inefficient 
health care resource allocation.13,35 The number of people 
whose access to care is blocked by factors such as lack of 
insurance and poor health literacy18 further highlights the 
gap between our nation’s people and excellent health care. 
The methodology of objective measurement that revealed 
the problems of quality and access can be the driving 
force to solve these problems. As our health care system 
is reformed, changes need to be built on what works well 
in the current system, borrowing ideas that work in other 
countries, to create an accessible, affordable, high-perform-
ing system that is focused on value (cost and quality) and 
sustainability.22
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CHAPTER 9

ELECTRODIAGNOSTIC 
MEDICINE I: FUNDAMENTAL 
PRINCIPLES
Daniel Dumitru and Michael Andary
Performing an electrodiagnostic medicine consultation 
requires a thorough understanding of nerve and muscle 
physio logy and pathophysiology. Of equal importance is 
knowing the manner in which the electrodiagnostic instru
ment processes and displays the various electrical signals gene
rated during the examination. Mastering this  information 
and acquiring the manual skill necessary to record the elec
trophysiologic data allow the practitioner to accurately diag
nose various disorders affecting the neuromuscular system.

Action Potential Generation

Nerve and muscle tissues are capable of generating an elec
trical difference across their cellular membranes, and can 
generate and sustain a propagating action potential. Interest
ingly, action potential generation is relatively similar between 
these two dramatically different tissues. The reader is strongly 
encouraged to read basic physiology texts25,28 to gain a more 
complete appreciation of the intricate relationship between 
excitable cells and their associated action potentials.

Resting Membrane Potential

All living cells generate an electrical potential across their 
membranes, with the intracellular region relatively nega
tive compared with the extracellular region.28 This poten
tial difference across the cell membrane is referred to as 
the resting membrane potential. The development and 
maintenance of the resting membrane potential can be 
explained by a simple model.

We can partition a beaker into right and left halves with 
an impermeable membrane containing multiple closed 
potassium channels. Assume this membrane separates two 
different concentrations of a potassium chloride (KCl) 
solution with a 10mM concentration on one side and 
100mmol/L concentration on the other (Figure 91).17 
Potassium chloride in solution exists as positive potas
sium (K+) ions (cations) and negative chloride (Cl–) ions 
(anions). A voltmeter (a device that detects potential differ
ences) measuring the two solutions fails to detect a poten
tial difference because there is a lack of physical continuity 
between the left and right halves of the beaker when the 
partition’s potassium channels are closed. In other words, 
the two solutions are electrically independent.

If we now open the membrane’s potassium channels, K+ 
cations will flow “down” their concentration gradient from 
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the high (100 mm/L) to low (10 mm/L) ion concentration 
side of the beaker (see Figure 91). The potassium ions 
will continue this directional flow until there is a balance 
between (1) the forces of the physical concentration gradi
ent difference driving potassium to the lowerconcentration 
region, and (2) the electrical gradient opposing this direc
tional ion flow. Because there are only potassium channels, 
the negative chloride ions cannot pass through the mem
brane and remain on their respective sides of the beaker. 
As more and more positive potassium ions leave one side 
of the beaker, there begins to develop an unbalanced or 
“excess” amount of negative charges (Cl–) on the high
concentration side of the beaker, with an equal buildup 
of “excess” positive charges (K+) on the other side of the 
beaker. The increasing net negative charge of the beaker 
half with the increasing number of unbalanced chloride 
ions begins to make it increasingly difficult for the positive 
potassium charges to leave the highconcentration side of 
the beaker. This is because the progressively building net 
negative charge increasingly attracts those remaining posi
tive potassium ions. Similarly, a growing amount of positive 
potassium ions on the formerly low potassium concentra
tion side of the beaker begin to increasingly repel additional 
potassium ions attempting to enter this side of the beaker.

At some point, the opposing electrical charges on the two 
sides of the beaker prevent any more potassium from leav
ing the beaker’s highconcentration side, even though there is 
still a higher potassium concentration on this side compared 
with the other. A balance is established between the ionic 
concentration forces driving potassium ions from the high to 
lowconcentration regions, and the electrical forces (positive 
repelling and negative attracting) tending to keep potassium 
ions in the more concentrated portion of the beaker. Any 
potassium ions that randomly enter the lowerconcentration 
side of the beaker are balanced by other potassium ions simi
larly crossing in the opposite direction. The situation where 
balance between electrical and concentration forces exists is 
said to be a dynamic equilibrium. Placing a voltmeter across 
the partition measures a negative potential difference, as elec
trical continuity is now present between the halves of the bea
ker through the open potassium ion channels.

The above simple example can be applied to all cells 
in the body, and in particular to nerve and muscle cells. A 
nerve’s axon will be used as a prototypical example, although 
the same principles apply to muscle cells. The nerve cell is 
known to have a specialized cell membrane permeable pri
marily to potassium and chloride ions in the resting state, 
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because of proteinaceous transmembranous ion channels 
rendering the membrane selectively permeable (i.e., semi
permeable).31 The potassium channels are referred to as 
passive, because they are always open and permit the free 
flow of this ion. Contained within the axon but incapable of 
crossing the cell membrane are large, negatively charged pro
tein molecules. This negative charge attracts potassium ions 
from outside the cell to enter through the passive potassium 
channels, resulting in a buildup of potassium ions within 
the axon. This process continues until there is so much 
potassium within the axon that the continued entry of more 
potassium ions is prevented by the high intracellular potas
sium concentration, even though all the negative charges 
have not yet been electrically balanced. This is because the 
force of the accumulated potassium ions’ concentration gra
dient now attempting to drive potassium out of the cell is 
just large enough to balance the intracellular anions’ electri
cal force attracting potassium ions into the cell.

Similar to the above beaker example, a dynamic equilib
rium eventually develops between (1) intracellular negative 
charges attracting potassium ions, and (2) a high intracel
lular potassium concentration impeding further potas
sium ion entry. This dynamic equilibrium occurs at a point 
when the intracellular negative potential is reduced by the 
inflowing potassium ions to a value approximating –80 to 
–90 mV compared with the extracellular environment.

Nernst Equation

The above examples of beakers and cells can be expressed 
mathematically by simply stating that the net “work” of both 
the electrical gradient work (Welec) and the concentration 
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FIGURE 9-1 A beaker containing two different concentrations (10 mmol/L 
and 100 mM) of a potassium chloride (KCl) solution existing as potassium 
(K+) and chloride (Cl–) ions. An impermeable partition containing closed potas-
sium channels separates the two different concentration solutions. A voltmeter 
placed across the partition fails to register any voltage difference. If the partition 
is now made selectively permeable to just the potassium ions (potassium chan-
nels are opened), the concentration gradient difference will drive potassium 
ions into the lower-concentration side of the beaker until the electrical attrac-
tion from the accumulating negatively charged chloride ions prevents any fur-
ther net K+ ion movement, thus establishing a dynamic equilibrium. At this point, 
a potential difference exists across the partition and represents the equilibrium 
potential. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ:  Electrodiagnostic 
medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
gradient work (Wcon) is zero in the resting state (Wcon + Wcon 
= 0). This means that the work, or energy, of developing the 
concentration gradient (Wcon) is balanced by, or equal but 
opposite to, that developed by the electrical gradient (Welec) 
during the resting state: Welec = –Wcon. The negative sign 
is present to denote the “opposite” or balanced aspect of 
the work. The electrical work is expressed as Welec = ZiFEm. 
The symbols designate specific aspects defining electrical 
ion work: Zi is the ion’s charge, F is Faraday’s constant, and 
Em is the transmembrane potential. The work required to 
move ions across the membrane can be expressed as the 
natural logarithm of the ionic concentration differences 
between the intracellular ([I]i) and extracellular ([I]e) ions. 
Universal gas (R) and temperature (T) constants are con
version factors necessary to balance units between all the 
variables. Substituting the abovenoted variables into the 
balanced work equation results in the following equations:

               Welec  =   −Wcon

ZiFEm  =   − RTLn[I]I  −  Ln[I]e

This formula can be rearranged to find the potential at 
which the electrical work just balances the concentration 
work (i.e., the dynamic equilibrium or resting membrane 
potential) by solving the above equation for Em.

Em  =   −  
RT Ln[I]i

ZiF[I]e

The above equation is more commonly known as the 
Nernst equation, and is a mathematical statement of the 
potential at which all the electrical and concentration 
forces are balanced in the cell’s resting state (i.e., the resting 
membrane potential).28,31 By substituting the actual values 
for the different variables and using the more familiar base 
10 logarithm, the equation converts to the more recogniz
able form. Also, the approximate concentration ratio of 
intracellular to extracellular potassium is 20:1. The Nernst 
equation then becomes:

Em  =   −  (26 mV)2.3log10[20 ÷ 1]

             Em  =   − 75 mV

Sodium Pump

Experimentation has shown that the Nernst equation pre
dicts the resting membrane potential quite well with differ
ent extracellular potassium concentrations, as long as the 
potassium concentration is relatively high. When the extra
cellular potassium concentration is low, there is a deviation 
of the resting membrane potential from that predicted, with 
a lessnegative potential achieved. This finding suggests 
that another ion (sodium: Na+) has some influence on the 
resting membrane potential. It turns out that sodium has a 
very high extracellular concentration  compared with intra
cellular ion concentration, which results in small quanti
ties of sodium ions leaking into the membrane through 
a few passive sodium channels present in the cell’s mem
brane. This relative impermeability of positive sodium 
ions, combined with a high extracellular but low intracel
lular sodium ion concentration, and the resulting electri
cal drive to enter the cell (negative inside), would tend to 



“run down” the cell resting membrane potential over time. 
Fortunately, the cell has developed a mechanism whereby 
this run down is prevented. Located within the cell mem
brane is an energydependent sodiumpotassium pump 
that pumps in potassium ions and pumps out sodium ions 
in just the right ratio to match the sodium ions entering 
and the compensatory potassium ions exiting the cell. Two 
sodium ions are extruded for every three potassium ions 
taken into the cell. The sodiumpotassium pump main
tains the exact ionic balance necessary to sustain a stable 
resting membrane potential by maintaining this 2:3 ratio.

Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz Equation

An important modification of the Nernst equation is the 
inclusion of ion permeability as being the primary influ
ence on the cell’s transmembrane voltage. The greater an 
ion’s permeability, the more likely it is to influence the 
transmembrane potential. This is because the equilibrium 
potential of the most permeable ion in effect becomes the 
cell’s resting membrane potential. The equation account
ing for the different permeability (designated as “p” in 
the equation below) factors is known as the Goldman 
HodgkinKatz equation28,30,31:

Em = − 2.3
[

RT
F

] [
dg

pK[K+]i + pN a[Na+]i + pC1[CI−]e

pK[K+]e + pN a[Na+]e + pC1[CI−]i

]

In this equation, it can be seen that the cell’s transmem
brane voltage (Em) is primarily dependent on which ion has 
the greatest permeability. For example, in the resting state, 
the permeability of potassium is known to be relatively high 
because of non–voltagegated potassium passive leak chan
nels, while the permeability of sodium ions is very low. Chlo
ride ions are distributed through chloride channels that are 
always open at the resting membrane voltage, and thus adjust 
to whichever ion’s permeability predominates between 
potassium and sodium as dictated by the net transmembrane 
potential. With a high potassium and low sodium perme
ability, the above equation simplifies to the Nernst equation; 
that is, potassium is the predominant ionic species, and Em 
becomes –75 mV. If sodium permeability were to increase 
dramatically, then Em would approach the sodium ion equi
librium potential of +55 mV. It would not quite reach this 
value because potassium and chloride ions continue to have 
some influence and would hold the maximum potential to a 
less positive (more negative) value of about +40 mV.

Action Potential Generation

In addition to the passive (always open) potassium ion 
channels and relatively few passive sodium ion channels, 
there are also sodium and potassium ion channels within 
nerve and muscle cell membranes modulated by transmem
brane voltage differences. These channels are voltage-gated 
because they open and close depending on the transmem
brane voltage.25 Muscle and unmyelinated nerve contain 
both sodium and potassium voltagegated channels. These 
voltagegated sodium and potassium ion channels are 
closed at the resting membrane potential. If the transmem
brane voltage changes toward a more depolarized direction 
(less negative) and reaches about 15 to 20 mV less negative 
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than the resting membrane potential, the voltagegated 
sodium channels open. This results in an increased per
meability of the sodium ion, a process known as sodium 
activation. As noted above, the GoldmanHodgkinKatz 
equation predicts that the transmembrane potential shifts 
toward the sodium ion equilibrium potential. This massive 
shift in transmembrane potential is referred to as depolar
ization. After staying open for a short period, the sodium 
gates automatically close (sodium inactivation), with a 
return of the resting membrane potential again dictated 
by the resting state ion permeabilities (repolarization). 
In muscle and unmyelinated nerve membranes, a delayed 
opening of potassium voltagegated channels occurs sec
ondary to the depolarization and assists in repolarization.

Very few ions actually cross the membrane for sodium
induced depolarization or potassiummediated repolar
ization. The region of membrane where there are large 
numbers of voltagegated sodium channels in the open 
conformation acts as a socalled current sink for sodium 
ions to “sink,” or enter, the cell’s interior. This implies that 
a nearby source for the sodium ions must be present. The 
surrounding extracellular membrane region acts as the cur
rent source, thus permitting an ionic flow from the region 
surrounding the current sink. Sodium ions are thereby 
removed from the outside of the membrane surrounding 
the sink (making this region relatively more negative) and 
deposited on the inside of the cell (Figure 92). The newly 
introduced intracellular ions migrate to help neutralize 
some of the cell’s interior negative charges. This current 
flow, or charge transfer, from the extracellular to intracel
lular space is referred to as a local circuit current.17 The net 
effect of charge transfer is to make the cell’s interior less 
negative and exterior more negative, thereby shifting the 
transmembrane voltage in the more depolarized direction 
about the current sink. If the charge transfer is sufficient to 
depolarize the cell by approximately 15 to 20 mV, the mem
brane surrounding the sink is induced to permit sodium 
activation and hence undergo a significant depolarization. 
This process can then continue along the length of the cell.

The above process creates an action potential spike 
at the original site of sodium activation. A mechanical, 
chemical, or electrical stimulus that causes the membrane 
potential to reach threshold over a localized region is all 
that is required to serve as the initiating stimulus of action 
potential generation. Once the process begins, it is self
sustaining as long as there are sufficient ion channels to 
repeat the depolarization process. The intracellular action 
potential is essentially a monophasic positive spike: –75 
mV resting potential; +40 mV spike; return to resting –75 
mV with sodium inactivation and potassium activation 
(see Figure 92). The membrane’s threshold value must be 
reached to generate the selfsustaining action potential that 
is the same at all regions of the membrane. This concept is 
referred to as the all-or-none phenomenon.

The nodes of Ranvier in myelinated nerves lack volt
agegated potassium channels and contain only voltage
gated sodium channels.47,48 The action potential actually 
“jumps” from one node to the next, creating an efficient 
means of action potential propagation that is referred to as 
saltatory conduction. Repolarization in myelinated nerve 
does not require a delayed potassium current. As noted 
above, the resting membrane potential is restored once 
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the permeability of sodium is reduced. Passive “backleak” 
sodium and potassium currents are thought to mediate the 
discharge of the membrane’s capacitance, which accumu
lates over time with multiple action potential discharges.

Physiologic Factors Affecting Action 
Potential Propagation

A number of physiologic factors have a direct effect on 
action potential propagation. These factors can be divided 
into those that can be altered by the practitioner and those 
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FIGURE 9-2 A, Sodium (gNa) and potassium (gK) ion conductances are depicted 
over time resulting in an alteration of the transmembrane potential, creating an 
action potential. B, The spatial relationship of the sodium and potassium ion flux 
during an action potential is schematically depicted. Note the alteration of the 
transmembrane ionic potential differences corresponding to the depolarization 
and repolarization. C, Local circuit currents described the pathways of extra-
cellular sodium ions entering the cell and then migrating longitudinally within 
the cell. D, Triphasic extracellular waveform associated with the intracellular 
monophasic action potential. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ: 
Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
intrinsic to the subject and beyond control. The most 
important factor that is readily amenable to change is the 
limb’s surface temperature. Physiologic variables beyond 
the control of the clinician include gender, age, height, and 
digit circumference.

Gender

Only a few studies have attempted to investigate the dif
ference in nerve conduction studies between men and 
women.3 Noted is a slight increase in the antidromic 
sensory nerve amplitudes for both the median and ulnar 
nerves recorded from the digits in women. Also, women 
demonstrate a greater nerve conduction velocity (NCV) for 
upper and lower limb nerves compared with men. Both of 
these differences, however, are eliminated when one con
siders limb length and digit circumference (see below).40

Aging

Several generalizations can be made regarding peripherally 
evoked sensory nerve action potentials (SNAPs) and aging. 
The conduction velocity demonstrates a consistent decline 
approximating 1 to 2 meters per second per decade.36 The 
duration of SNAPs is about 10% to 15% longer in persons 
aged 40 to 60 years, and 20% longer in those aged 70 to 88 
years, compared with persons aged 18 to 25 years.8 Com
pared with the 18 to 25yearold group, the SNAP ampli
tude is one half and one third, respectively, for the 40 to 
60yearold and 70 to 88yearold groups. The distal sen
sory latencies reveal a similar prolongation with age. There 
is a suggestion that the median and radial nerves do not 
demonstrate considerable alteration with age.19 At pres
ent, there is disagreement as to the magnitude of change in 
SNAP parameters induced by the aging process.

The results of aging on conduction velocity have been 
examined in a number of upper and lower limb nerves. 
Motor NCVs reveal similar changes to those described for 
sensory nerves. The newborn’s motor NCVs are about half 
of adult values, which are reached by 3 to 5 years of age.2 
After the age of 50 years, the conduction velocity of the fast
est motor fibers progressively declines by approximately 1 
to 2 m/s per decade. There is a concurrent increase in the 
distal motor latency and decrease in the motor response’s 
amplitude with advancing age. Hreflex latency demon
strates little alteration with aging in the healthy elderly.20 
The decrease in amplitude is difficult to ascertain clinically 
because of the wide range of normal Hreflex amplitudes 
and the central effects on amplitude that are difficult to 
control and quantify.

Digit Circumference

Females consistently demonstrate significantly higher anti
dromic SNAP amplitudes for the median and ulnar nerves 
recorded from the second and fifth digits.3 A negative lin
ear correlation exists between finger circumference and 
amplitude for these two nerves. It is known that as the dis
tance between the recording electrode and neural generator 
increases, the amplitude precipitously declines. Increasing 
the circumference of the finger displaces the electrode fur
ther from the nerve. Because men have significantly larger 



finger circumferences than women, this appears to explain 
the difference in SNAP amplitudes. There is no evidence 
that this difference is due to an intrinsic neural difference 
between male and female nerves.

Height

Several investigations have documented slower lower limb 
NCVs in taller compared with shorter individuals.9,33 This 
difference is independent of the limb’s temperature or sub
ject’s age. The etiology of this finding is unknown. Distal 
nerve tapering or an abrupt change in axon diameter has 
been speculated to account for this finding, but the exact 
etiology has not been definitively identified.14,46

Temperature

Temperature is one of the most important factors influenc
ing nerve conduction studies. As the temperature of the 
nerve is lowered, the amount of current required to gen
erate an action potential increases. This decreased excit
ability is a direct temperature effect on the nerve’s action 
potential–generating mechanism at the nodes of Ranvier, 
and not a result of membrane resistance changes. The 
transmembrane resistance is not increased by a drop in 
temperature.26,27 In addition to excitability, the configura
tion of an action potential is profoundly affected by a drop 
in temperature.

The action potential’s amplitude, rise time, and fall time 
all increase as the nerve’s temperature declines. The time 
required for the action potential of a cold nerve to reach 
its peak depolarization from the resting membrane level 
increases approximately 33%.38 Similarly, the time neces
sary for the action potential to return to its resting level is 
also increased, but much more so than the rise time (69%). 
Because both the SNAP duration and the spike height 
increase, the area of the SNAP increases dramatically at 
lower temperatures.

The compound muscle action potential (CMAP) arising 
from cooled muscle tissue demonstrates similar changes 
as those noted for SNAPs. The CMAP amplitude, duration, 
rise time, and area all increase as the muscle’s temperature 
is reduced. Intramuscular recordings also reveal that those 
motor units in close proximity to the recording electrode 
are also increased in the same parameters noted above.

Temperature also has an impact on NCVs. Based on 
the prolongation of the rise and fall time noted above, it 
should be possible to infer the nerve’s response to cool
ing with respect to NCV. Because propagation is saltatory 
in myelinated nerves, decreased temperature results in 
an increase in the amount of time necessary to reach the 
action potential’s peak at each node of Ranvier, thereby 
slowing action potential propagation and reducing con
duction velocity.

The first detailed investigation of temperature effects on 
NCV in human nerves revealed an NCV to temperature cor
relation of 2.4 m/s per °C for median and ulnar motor con
duction.24 With every 1° C drop in temperature, there was 
a 2.4 m/s decrease in the conduction velocity. Reductions 
in conduction velocity for upper limb motor nerve fibers 
have also been found to approximate a decrease of 4% or 
5% per °C.10,29 Correction factors using subcutaneous and 
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intramuscular readings are equally correct, but it is more 
convenient and less painful to use surface measurements.22

In the upper limb, the relationship between temperature 
and NCV has been investigated for the surface tempera
ture range of 26° C to 33° C, measured at the midline of 
the distal wrist crease. Calculations reveal that for median 
motor and sensory nerves, NCV is altered 1.5 and 1.4 m/s 
per °C, respectively, while the distal latency for both nerves 
changes about 0.2 ms/°C.2123 The ulnar nerve demon
strated motor and sensory temperature relationships of 2.1 
and 1.6 m/s per °C, respectively, and a distal motor and 
sensory latency correlation of 0.2 ms/°C.

Because of the profound effects of temperature on NCV, 
it is clear that reliable nerve studies require temperature 
control. A cool limb, irrespective of the ambient room 
temperature, can result in latencies, NCVs, and amplitudes 
that are not in the “normal” range. A normal limb study 
can yield results that are spuriously thought to be abnor
mal, but that are due only to the low temperature. This is 
an especially important issue when an abnormal nerve is 
being studied. Correction factors can be used for normal 
nerves, but serious questions remain about how abnormal 
nerves respond to temperature variations. Although apply
ing a correction factor is less timeconsuming than heating 
the limb, it is doubtful how accurately correction factors 
can be applied to abnormal nerves. Until more data are 
available regarding the best correction factor for diseased 
nerves, warming of the limb should be considered supe
rior to using correction factors. The surface temperature 
approximating the recording electrodes should be at least 
32° C in the upper limbs and 30 °C in lower limbs. Cau
tion must be exercised when attempting to warm the limbs 
of patients with ischemic limbs, or those with altered sen
sation, to avoid injury.

Waveform Configuration 
Generation

The current flow created by a depolarized region of mem
brane (current sink) is associated with a specific pattern  
of voltages known as isopotential lines (Figures 92 and 
93).13 Recording a voltage at any point in space along an 
isopotential line results in the same voltage being recorded. 
As one moves further from the current sink, the correspond
ing voltage and the current density also decrease. The pat
tern of isopotential lines in space creates three distinct 
voltage regions. The current sink is associated with a nega
tive voltage, while the two surrounding (leading and trail
ing) current sources are considered zones of relative positive 
voltage. Separating the current sink zone from the current 
sources are zero isopotential lines. These lines correspond 
to regions of zero voltage associated with that portion of the 
recorded waveform crossing the baseline (see Figure 93).

An action potential with its local circuit current and 
associated isopotential lines propagating past an electrode 
can be considered essentially equivalent to a stationary 
action potential sequentially sampled by a recording elec
trode passing through its electrical field (see Figure 93). 
The latter situation is used as an example for discussion 
purposes because it is easier to visualize the ensuing action 
potential waveform.
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FIGURE 9-3 A propagating nerve or muscle action potential generates a characteristic pattern of voltages associated with the corresponding current flows. 
Passing an electrode through a hypothetically stationary action potential (open ovals) results in the recording of a triphasic extracellular waveform. This basic 
conceptualization of extracellular waveforms applies equally to nerve and muscle tissue. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, 

ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
Suppose a propagating nerve or muscle action potential 
is frozen for an instant in time. A characteristic pattern of 
isopotential voltage lines is described in the region sur
rounding the nerve or muscle. A recording electrode can 
then be moved through the activated tissue’s electrical field 
to simulate a propagating action potential (see Figure 93). 
The final waveform configuration associated with an action 
potential propagating along a straight portion of nerve or 
muscle is a triphasic waveform with a large negative spike 
flanked by an initial large and subsequent small terminal 
positive phase. For discussion purposes, positive is denoted 
by a downward cathode ray tube (CRT) deflection, while an 
upward CRT deflection designates a net negative potential 
difference between the two recording electrodes. This exam
ple implies that for both nerve and muscle, when an action 
potential approaches, reaches, and then travels past a record
ing electrode, the fundamental waveform configuration is 
triphasic. These same simple principles can be applied to 
understand the generation of all waveforms observed dur
ing the electrodiagnostic medicine examination.

Nerve and Muscle Waveform 
Configurations and Characteristics

Nerve Potentials
Sensory Nerve Action Potentials

Clinical Recordings. SNAPs can be obtained with either 
antidromic or orthodromic techniques.8 The term anti-
dromic implies that the induced neural impulse propagates 
along the nerve in a direction opposite to its physiologic 
direction; for example, stimulating the median nerve at the 
wrist and recording the ensuing response from the second 
or third digit. A nerve will conduct an impulse proximally 
and distally from the point of stimulation by a depolarizing 
current. On the other hand, stimulating the median sensory 
fibers on the second digit and recording from the wrist is 
an example of an orthodromic technique. In orthodromic 
recordings, the sensory fiber impulses are detected at a site 
proximal to the stimulus as they travel physiologically from 
a distal to a more proximal region. Antidromically obtained 
SNAPs are usually larger and hence easier to assess, because 
the recording electrodes are in close proximity to the proper 
digital nerves than when a recording electrode is placed over 
the median nerve at the wrist for orthodromic techniques. 
Mixed nerve responses can have a component of both 
orthodromic and antidromic waveforms. For example, mid
palm stimulations recorded at the wrist are a combination 
of orthodromic sensory and antidromic motor responses.

SNAP Configuration. Antidromic and orthodromic bipo
lar SNAP waveform recordings are typically biphasic rather 
than triphasic. The biphasic, negativepositive potential 
is a result of the bipolar recording technique and not a 
violation of volume conductor theory. Biphasic SNAP 
waveforms can best be understood by use of bipolar and 
referential recording montages for median nerve stimula
tion at the wrist (Figure 94).13 The median SNAP is indeed 
a triphasic waveform and conforms to the principles of vol
ume conduction, but only appears biphasic because of the 
recording montage used.

It is also possible to predict the optimal interelectrode 
separation to maximize the biphasic potential’s amplitude 
in the bipolar recording.17 The critical factor in this instance 
is the rise time, baseline to negative peak, of the biphasic 
potential, because it is this parameter that defines the wave
form’s maximum amplitude. The recording electrodes must 



be located at a distance greater than the action potentials’ 
spatial extent, represented by the rise time duration. The rise 
time of most SNAPs approaches 0.8 ms, which represents a 
longitudinal extent of 40 mm for an action potential con
ducting at 50 m/s (50,000 mm/1000 ms = D/0.8 ms; D = 
40 mm). If the two recording electrodes are separated by a 
distance less than 40 mm, some similar information regard
ing the main peaks of the waveforms recorded by both 
recording electrodes (active and reference) results in mutual 
cancellation of data, producing a potential with a smaller 
amplitude. A portion of the nerve will be depolarizing 
under the reference electrode while still in some degree of 
depolarization under the active electrode. At interelectrode 
separations greater then 40 mm, the biphasic potential’s 
negative peak amplitude will no longer grow, but the termi
nal positive phase will enlarge slightly and might change its 
configuration. These findings can be demonstrated by vary
ing the distance between recording electrodes and observing 
the ensuing results (Figure 95). In effect, as the recording 
distance decreases below 40 mm, the amplitude of the 
recorded waveform declines and the peak latency shortens.

Muscle Potentials

Needle Insertional Activity

Normal Insertional Activity. Placing a needle (monopo
lar or standard concentric) recording electrode into healthy 
muscle tissue and advancing it in quick but short intervals 
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FIGURE 9-4 The median nerve is stimulated at the wrist with an antidromic 
sensory recording montage. Active (a) and reference (r) are located on fin-
gers as designated above. A, Bipolar recording with the commonly observed 
biphasic median nerve sensory nerve action potential (SNAP). B, The same 
active electrode location in (A) is referenced to the fifth digit, resulting in a 
triphasic SNAP. C, An active electrode placed on the fifth digit but referenced 
to the third digit permits one to observe what this electrode records when the 
median nerve is stimulated. An inverted triphasic potential of small magnitude 
is detected. It is inverted because of its connection to the inverting amplifier 
port. D, Electronically summating the potential recorded in (B) and (C) yields 
that recorded with a bipolar montage in (A). (Redrawn from Dumitru D. Vol-
ume conduction: theory and application. In: Dumitru D, editor : Physical medicine 
and rehabilitation state of the art reviews: clinical electrophysiology, Philadelphia, 1989, 
Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
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results in brief bursts of electrical potentials referred to as 
insertional activity (Figure 96, A).14 The observed electri
cal activity is believed to result from the needle electrode 
mechanically depolarizing the muscle fibers surrounding 
its leading edge as it pierces and deforms the tissue. Mini
mal and localized muscle tissue damage may occur from 
direct needle trauma and is the basis for the synonymous 
term of injury potentials. The purpose of including inser
tional activity analysis as part of the electromyographic 
examination is that the probing needle might provoke 
transient and/or sustained abnormal potentials associated 
with membrane instability before this abnormal activity 
with the muscle at rest.

Decreased Insertional Activity. Muscle that has been 
replaced by fibrous tissue, or that is otherwise electrically 
inexcitable, can no longer generate electrical activity. Con
sequently, the needle electrode is incapable of mechani
cally depolarizing this tissue. The result is that few, if any, 
electrical waveforms will be detected after needle move
ment (Figure 96, B).

Increased Insertional Activity. Practitioners have noted 
that insertional activity can appear to persist after needle 
movement cessation. This finding has led to the term 
increased insertional activity. In disease states where the 
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FIGURE 9-5 The effect of interelectrode separation can be easily dem-
onstrated by evoking an antidromic median sensory nerve action potential 
(SNAP) and progressively increasing the interelectrode separation between 
the active and reference electrode. The active electrode remains in the same 
location, while the reference electrode is sequentially displaced more distal on 
the digit. As can be seen, the SNAP amplitude increases, peak latency increases, 
and the onset latency remains the same. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Walsh NE: 
Practical instrumentation and common sources of error, Am J Phys Med Rehabil 
67:55-65, 1988, with permission.)
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muscle is no longer connected to its nerve or the muscle 
membrane is inherently unstable from primary muscle 
pathology or abnormal ion channels, the increased inser
tional activity completes a temporal continuum from the 
previously normal insertional activity to the develop
ment of sustained membrane instability (Figure 96, C). 
Practitioners differ as to the significant differences if any 
between increased insertional activity and positive sharp 
waves.
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FIGURE-9-6  A, Inserting a monopolar needle into healthy muscle tis-
sue results in mechanical depolarization of muscle tissue, which generates a 
brief burst of electrical activity designated as insertional activity. B, Inserting 
the same needle into fibrotic muscle or subcutaneous fatty tissue results in 
decreased insertional activity. C, Inserting a monopolar needle into dener-
vated muscle tissue produced not only the initial burst of electrical activity 
but also associated positive sharp waves and fibrillation potentials that abate 
over several hundred milliseconds. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, 
Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, 
with  permission.)
End-Plate Potentials

Miniature End-Plate Potentials. An active needle elec
trode located in the endplate region can record two 
distinct waveforms. One of the waveforms is a short
duration (0.5 to 2 ms), small (10 to 50 μV), irregularly 
occurring (once every 5 seconds per axon terminal), 
monophasic negative waveform.14 These potentials repre
sent the random release of acetylcholine vesicles. Volume 
conduction theory would suggest that for a potential to 
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FIGURE 9-7 A, Monopolar needle electrode located over a muscle’s end 
plate records the spontaneous depolarization of a miniature end-plate poten-
tial (MEPP). As the electrode is located over this potential’s subthreshold 
central current sink, and hence does not propagate, a monophasic negative 
potential is recorded. B, The large recording electrode is usually positioned 
over several end plates, thus recording multiple MEPPs and end-plate spikes. 
(Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, 
ed 2,  Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
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FIGURE 9-8 (A) Irritation of the terminal axon results in a suprathresh-
old end-plate depolarization, thus generating a single muscle fiber potential. 
Because the electrode is located over the end-plate zone, an initial negative 
deflection is recorded. (B) The terminal positive current sources are then 
recorded, with action potential propagation thereby generating a biphasic, ini-
tially negative potential referred to as an end-plate spike. (Redrawn from Dumi-
tru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, 
Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)



be monophasic and negative, the current sink would have 
to start and finish within the active electrode’s record
ing region (Figure 97, A).Clinically, multiple miniature 
endplate potentials (MEPPs) are usually observed with 
an intramuscular recording electrode, and the sound is 
referred to as endplate noise resembling a “seashell mur
mur” (Figure 97, B).

End-Plate Spikes. A second waveform that can be 
detected with an active needle electrode placed in the end
plate region is relatively short in duration (3 to 4 ms), of 
moderate amplitude (100 to 200 μV), irregularly firing, and 
biphasic with an initial negative deflection.14 The biphasic 
potential has an initial negative phase, produced when a 
current sink originates in the vicinity of the active electrode 
and then propagates away (Figure 98). Triphasic endplate 
spikes might also occur if the active electrode induces an 
action potential in the terminal axon but the electrode’s 
recording surface is some distance from the end plate. End
plate spikes and MEPPs are frequently observed together, 
as they arise from the same region (Figure 99).

Single Muscle Fiber

The single muscle fiber generates three waveforms that 
are at times difficult to separate: endplate spikes, positive 
sharp waves (PSW), and fibrillation potentials. Endplate 
spikes can have the identical morphology of PSW and 
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FIGURE 9-9 A, Monopolar needle located in a healthy muscle at rest. B, Slight 
needle movement positions the electrode in an end-plate region with the record-
ing of multiple miniature end-plate potentials of a negative spike configuration.  
C, Repositioning the needle electrode to a slightly  different region primarily 
records biphasic, initially negative end-plate spikes. D,  Advancing the needle 
electrode slightly permits the simultaneous recording of both potentials noted 
individually in (B) and (C). (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ: Elec-
trodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
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fibrillation potentials. The major key to separating them 
is that PSW and fibrillation potentials have a regular fir
ing rate and can slowly trail off. Endplate spikes usually 
are irregular. The single muscle fiber’s extracellular wave
form configuration, like nerve tissue, depends on the char
acteristics of the muscle’s intracellular action potential. A 
muscle’s action potential is approximately 4 to 20 times 
longer than a nerve’s, because of the prolonged repolar
ization process.14 Aside from the longer duration of local 
circuit currents compared with neural tissue, the concept of 
a current sink surrounded by two source currents (source
sinksource) remains unchanged. A triphasic waveform 
with a small terminal phase should then be recorded from 
an extracellular active electrode placed adjacent to a propa
gating single muscle fiber action potential at some distance 
from the endplate region (Figure 910).

Motor Unit Action Potential Configuration

Anatomy. One anterior horn cell gives rise to a periph
eral axon that splits into multiple terminal axons, each of 
which innervates a single muscle fiber. One anterior horn 
cell, its axon, and all the single muscle fibers supplied by 
that nerve are referred to as a motor unit. The electrical 
activity from all these muscle fibers summates to produce a 
motor unit action potential (MUAP).

Amplitude and Rise Time. The MUAP configuration can 
be described in terms of its amplitude (maximum peak
topeak CRT trace displacement), rise time (temporal 
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FIGURE 9-10 A single muscle fiber action potential propagating past a nee-
dle recording electrode results in a triphasic waveform. This is because the 
voltage distribution creates an initial and terminal positive voltage source sur-
rounding a negative current sink zone. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, 
Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, 
with permission.)
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aspect of a potential’s peak), duration (departure from and 
return to baseline), and number of phases (baseline cross
ings plus one) (Figure 911). The amplitude of potentials 
declines exponentially with increases in distance from the 
current generator. This occurs because the surrounding 
muscle and its supportive tissues act as a highfrequency 
filter to impede potentials that change rapidly over a short 
period. As a result, the peaktopeak MUAP amplitude is 
believed to arise from fewer than 12, and possibly just 1 or 
2, single muscle fibers located within 0.5 mm of the elec
trode’s recording surface. Small movements in the needle 
electrode frequently change the amplitude dramatically 
as the needle gets closer or farther away from the motor 
units.

Duration. The MUAP duration depends on the shortest 
and longest lengths of terminal axons from the point they 
separate from the parent nerve to the end plate. The dura
tion of the MUAP also depends on the conduction veloci
ties of the terminal axons and individual muscle fibers 
with respect to the recording electrode, and the muscle 
fiber length (see Figure 911).6,7 The duration of an MUAP 
is the most sensitive clinical parameter that can be rou
tinely quantified to diagnosing disease. Small movements 
in needle electrode position have a negligible effect on the 
duration of the MUAP, which is in contrast to the ampli
tude and rise time.

Phases. As previously stated, the single muscle fiber action 
potential usually has a triphasic appearance when recorded 
outside the endplate zone and away from the tendinous 
insertion. The voltages from all the single muscle fibers 
belonging to one motor unit summate to yield an MUAP 
that is also usually triphasic: positivenegativepositive. 
This voltage summation does not always produce a smooth 
result, and small serrations, or turns, can occasionally be 
seen as part of the major phase of an MUAP (see Figure 
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FIGURE 9-11 A motor unit action potential is depicted, with various mor-
phologic aspects measured. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts 
MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, with 
 permission.)
911). The number of phases is defined as the number of 
CRT trace baseline crossings plus one. Normal MUAPs are 
considered to have four or fewer phases. MUAPs with five 
or more phases are called polyphasic potentials. Recordings 
of multiple MUAPs from normal muscle tissue can have 
between 12% (concentric needle) and 35% (monopolar 
needle) polyphasic potentials, depending on the type of 
recording electrode used.14 Slightly different MUAP config
urations can be expected, depending on the exact location 
of the recording electrode with respect to different single 
muscle fibers within the motor unit territory (Figure 912). 
Satellite potentials are late waves that are linked to the rest 
of the waveform.

Pathology can also alter the number of phases an MUAP 
waveform can have. The motor unit can be affected in two 
general ways after injury or disease: a pathologic condition 
may affect either the anterior horn cell or peripheral nerve 
(including the neuromuscular junction), or the muscle 
fibers comprising the motor unit. If the neural component 
of a motor unit is compromised severely enough to experi
ence degeneration, all the muscle fibers innervated by the 
parent nerve will become denervated. These denervated 
muscle fibers induce nearby terminal axons of intact nerves 
to send out neural projections to reinnervate the orphaned 
muscle fibers most likely through neurotrophic factors. 
Through collateral sprouting, the total number of muscle 
fibers belonging to a specific motor unit may increase dra
matically (Figure 913). Neurogenic diseases can lead over 
a period to largeramplitude, longerduration, and highly 
polyphasic MUAPs.

If the muscle fibers comprising a motor unit undergo 
random degeneration, such as occurs in some myopathies, 
there is a decrease in the total number of fibers belong
ing to that motor unit (Figure 914). A decrease in muscle 
fiber numbers would result in a reduction of the overall 
MUAP amplitude, including its initial baseline departure 
and subsequent return. If the initial baseline departure of 
the original MUAP and its subsequent return to baseline 
decline in magnitude, this portion of the waveform can no 
longer be observed (assuming the amplifier’s gain is not 
increased). As a result, the total duration of the MUAP 
would correspondingly appear to decrease. Finally, the 
dropout of single muscle fiber waveforms would produce 
less voltage with respect to the spatial summation of single 
fiber potentials. Fewer muscle fibers could lead to “gaps” 
in the MUAP waveform, causing an increase in the num
ber of phases. Consequently, a primary myopathic process 
tends to yield shorterduration, highly polyphasic, low 
amplitude MUAPs.

Compound Muscle Action Potential

To elicit a CMAP from a particular muscle, the active 
electrode is located on the skin’s surface directly over the 
muscle’s endplate region, or “motor point.”14 The end
plate region typically lies midway between the muscle’s 
origin and insertion. The reference electrode is usually 
placed on or distal to the tendinous insertion of the 
muscle, so as not to record electrical activity from the 
activated muscle. Stimulating the peripheral nerve inner
vating the muscle under investigation will result in a rela
tively large, biphasic waveform with an initial negative 
deflection (Figure 915).
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FIGURE 9-12 A, Muscle fibers belonging to a single motor unit are randomly distributed within an approximately 6-mm oval territory. B, Three individual motor 
unit action potential waveforms are recorded from the same motor unit, and depend on the location of the recording electrode with respect to different muscle 
fibers within that motor unit’s spatial territory. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, 
with permission.)
Occasionally, a positive deflection can precede the nega
tive phase of the CMAP. Volume conductor theory can 
explain this observation (Figure 916). The active electrode 
may not be located directly over the motor point but dis
placed longitudinally away from it. An active electrode 
located off the motor point will first record some portion of 
one of the source currents “feeding” the current sink. Recall 
that the leading portion of the source current will result in a 
positive deflection of the CRT trace. As propagation ensues 

in the muscle, the current sink will eventually reach the 
active electrode, resulting in a negative deflection. Finally, 
the terminal source current is detected, producing a positive 
deflection. Instead of the anticipated biphasic potential, a 
triphasic positivenegativepositive waveform is recorded. 
Relocating the active electrode over the anticipated motor 
point region will usually remedy the situation.

This situation is complicated by the interaction of 
nearfield and farfield waveforms. At times, a farfield 
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FIGURE 9-13 Several muscle fibers are dener-
vated in the above example. Collateral terminal 
nerve sprouts from an intact motor unit (dot-
ted lines) grow to reinnervate those denervated 
muscle fibers. The end result is a large-ampli-
tude, long-duration potential with more phases. 
(Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ: 
Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, 
Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
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waveform might predominate, depending on the active 
and reference electrodes’ respective locations. This can 
lead to a waveform with an initial positive deflection or 
a varying negative waveform onset (socalled false motor 
points). The interested reader is encouraged to explore 
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FIGURE 9-14 Loss of single muscle fibers from a motor unit results in the 
generation of motor unit action potentials with smaller amplitude, shorter 
durations, and possibly more phases. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, 
Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, 
with permission.)
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FIGURE 9-15 A, Locating an active recording electrode over the motor 
point of a muscle places this electrode over the central region of the negative 
current sink generating all the muscle’s action potentials. An initial negative 
deflection is recorded because of this location, thereby producing the com-
pound muscle action potential’s characteristic morphology. B, A terminal posi-
tive phase is then recorded as the action potential propagates away from the 
electrode. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic 
medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
these fascinating concepts of nearfield and farfield wave
form interactions.14

Muscle Generators of Abnormal 
Spontaneous Potentials

Fibrillation Potentials

In vitro observations have shown that approximately 6 days 
after denervation, a skeletal muscle fiber’s resting mem
brane potential decreases to a less negative level of −60 mV 
compared with the normal value of –80 mV.5,45 Addition
ally, the resting membrane potential begins to oscillate. 
Because the threshold level for initiating the allornone 
action potential is now closer to the new resting membrane 
potential, an oscillating membrane potential will eventu
ally reach the threshold level. Once threshold is achieved, 
a propagating action potential is induced, referred to as a 
fibrillation potential. The repolarization phase of dener
vated muscle results in a temporarily more hyperpolarized 
(–75 mV or more) level than the newly established resting 
membrane potential of –60 mV. When the hyperpolarized 
membrane level (–75 mV or more) returns to its resting 
membrane level of –60 mV, an action potential is again 
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FIGURE 9-16 A, Relocating the active electrode in Figure 9-15 off the 
motor point results in a compound muscle action potential with an initial posi-
tive deflection, as some of the muscle’s action potentials no longer originate 
under the electrode but propagate toward it. B, When the main negative sink 
reaches the electrode, the potential’s main negative spike is detected. C, Finally, 
the  terminal positive source currents are recorded, generating the poten-
tial’s terminal positive phase. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts 
MJ:  Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, with 
 permission.)



produced. This process regularly repeats, resulting in the 
commonly observed spontaneous and regularly repetitive 
discharge of fibrillation potentials. Irregularly firing fibrilla
tion potentials occur at times, and are less well understood 
but thought to arise from spontaneous depolarizations 
within the transverse tubule system.

Fibrillation potentials are simply spontaneous depolar
izations of a single muscle fiber, and demonstrate wave
form configurations similar to those of single muscle fibers 
that are voluntarily activated (Figure 917). Fibrillation 
potentials are typically short in duration (less than 5 ms), 
less than 1 mV in amplitude, and fire at rates between 1 and 
15 Hz. They have a typical sound, likened to a highpitched 
tick like “rain on a tin roof,” when amplified through a 
loudspeaker. When the recording electrode is located in the 
previous endplate zone of a denervated muscle, fibrillation 
potentials can be biphasic with an initial negative deflec
tion. A recording electrode outside the endplate zone, 
but far from the tendinous region, will detect fibrillation 
potentials that are triphasic (positivenegativepositive).

It is possible to generate waveforms with similar con
figurations to fibrillation potentials while examining 
healthy muscle tissue. Specifically, inadvertently irritating 
the terminal axon or endplate zone with the electrode’s 
shaft, and evoking endplate potentials while simultane
ously recording at some distance from the endplate zone, 
will generate triphasic endplate spikes that are identical in 
appearance to fibrillation potentials (Figure 918).14 This is 
understandable because both waveforms are single muscle 
fiber discharges. The key to identification is the rapid and 
irregular discharge of endplate spikes, while fibrillation 
potentials fire much slower and very regularly.

Positive Sharp Waves

PSWs are waveforms that can be recorded from a single 
muscle fiber having an unstable resting membrane poten
tial secondary to denervation or intrinsic muscle disease. 
Typically, they have a large primary sharp positive deflec
tion followed by a small negative potential. These poten
tials are called PSWs (see Figure 917). This waveform is 
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FIGURE 9-17 A, Monopolar needle recording of positive sharp waves 
(PSWs) (p) and fibrillation potentials (f). B, Only PSWs are depicted. (Redrawn 
from Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ. Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, 
 Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
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thought to have the same clinical significance as a fibrilla
tion potential, in that it is a single muscle fiber discharge. 
Amplified through a loudspeaker, PSWs have a regular fir
ing rate (1 to 15 Hz) and a dull thud sound. Their dura
tions range from several milliseconds to 100 ms or longer. 
Although commonly observed to fire spontaneously, PSWs 
can be provoked by electrode movement, as can fibrillation 
potentials.

A number of other waveforms can be observed that have 
the configurations resembling a PSW. An MUAP recorded 
from the tendinous region can also have an initial positive 
deflection followed by a negative potential, because the 
current sink cannot pass beyond the recording electrode.14 
It is also possible for the recording electrode to damage a 
number of muscle fibers in close proximity to the record
ing surface, again preventing an action potential from pass
ing its recording surface, resulting in a primarily positive 
potential. These two potentials can be distinguished from 
a PSW in that they are MUAPs and subject to voluntary 
control, whereas a PSW is not. Asking the individual to 
contract and relax the muscle under investigation should 
demonstrate that the waveform has a variable firing rate. 
A PSW typically fires at a regular rate and is not under vol
untary control. If any doubt remains, the electrode should 
be repositioned until successful recordings are obtained. 
PSWs and fibrillations will usually disappear when the 
needle electrode is moved a small distance such as 1 to 5 
mm, while a motor unit will usually remain on the screen 
and change shape. This is because the fibrillation potential 
is generated by a very small electrical charge from only one 
muscle fiber, whereas an MUAP is generated by hundreds 
of muscle fibers covering an area of 1 to 3 cm2.

Transient runs of “PSWappearing potentials” can 
be seen in healthy skeletal muscle, particularly in the 
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FIGURE 9-18 A needle electrode is purposefully located in an end-plate 
region where prototypical as well as atypical end-plate spikes are evoked. Note 
that end-plate spikes may appear biphasic, initially negative, as anticipated, as 
well as triphasic and biphasic, initially positive, resembling fibrillation poten-
tials and positive sharp waves, respectively. The important distinction between 
 normal and abnormal waveforms in this case is not waveform configuration 
but rather firing rate (highly irregular for end-plate spikes). (Redrawn from 
Dumitru D, Amato AA, Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 
2002,  Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
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paraspinal and hand or foot intrinsic muscles. The 
 “nonpathologic” PSWs are thought to arise because the 
needle electrode is oriented in such a manner as to irritate 
an end plate’s terminal axon, but extend along the muscle 
fiber while compressing the tissue and preventing action 
potential conduction.14 The induced endplate spike 
appears like a PSW, but it displays a relatively rapid and 
irregularly firing rate characteristic of endplate spikes (see 
Figure 918). Sustained PSWs are more significant than 
unsustained PSWs.

There is debate as to whether fibrillation potentials are 
distinct from PSWs, and if so, whether this has any clini
cal significance. Fibrillations potentials have been charac
terized as the spike form or biphasic waveform.12 There 
is strong evidence that the PSW is a fibrillation that has 
a different shape primarily because the needle electrode 
is touching the fibrillating muscle cell, altering the mus
cle membrane and consequently the shape of the wave
form.15,16 It is unlikely that there is any clinically significant 
difference between the two.

Complex Repetitive Discharge

A complex repetitive discharge (CRD) is a spontaneously 
firing group of action potentials (formerly called bizarre 
highfrequency discharges or pseudomyotonic discharges) 
and requires a needle recording electrode for detection.14 
The configuration of these waveforms is that they are con
tinuous runs of simple or complex spike patterns (fibrilla
tion potentials or PSWs) that regularly repeat at 0.3 to 150 
Hz. The repetitive pattern of spike potentials has the same 
appearance with each firing, and bears the same relation
ship with its neighboring spikes (Figure 919). A distinct 
sound, likened to that of heavy machinery or an idling 
motorcycle, is produced by the firing of CRDs. In addition 
to the sound and repetitive pattern, a hallmark of these 
waveforms is that they start and stop abruptly. CRDs might 
begin spontaneously or be induced by needle movement, 
muscle percussion, or muscle contraction. Nerve block and 
curare do not abolish CRDs, suggesting that the origin of 
these potentials is within the muscle tissue. Singlefiber 
and standard electromyographic studies suggest CRDs are 
generated by an ephaptic activation of adjacent muscle 
cells.12 Detection of these waveforms usually suggests that 
a chronic process has resulted in a group of muscle fibers 
becoming separated from their neuromuscular junctions. 
They may be associated with a currently active disease or 
be the residua of a past disorder.

Myotonic Discharges

The phenomenon of delayed muscle relaxation after mus
cle contraction is referred to as myotonia or action myo
tonia.14 The finding of delayed muscle relaxation after 
reflex activation, or induced by striking the muscle belly 
with a reflex hammer, is called percussion myotonia. Clini
cal myotonia is usually accentuated by energetic muscle 
activity after a rest period. Continued muscle contraction 
lessens the myotonia and is known as the “warmup.” It 
is thought that cooling the muscle accentuates myotonia, 
but this finding has only been objectively documented in 
paramyotonia congenita.
Myotonic discharges can present in one of two wave
form types (Figure 920). The myotonic potential induced 
by needle electrode insertion usually assumes a morphol
ogy similar to that of a PSW or a fibrillation potential. It 
is thought that the needle movement induces a repetitive 
firing of the unstable membranes of multiple single mus
cle fibers. This is because the recording needle is thought 
to have damaged that portion of the muscle fiber with 
which it is in contact. Regardless of the waveform type, the 
hallmark of myotonia is the waxing and waning in both 
frequency and amplitude. The myotonic discharge has a 
characteristic sound, likened to that of a dive bomber and 
easily recognized. Amplitudes range from 10 to 1 mV, and 
firing rates from 20 to 100 Hz.42

Myotonic discharges can occur with or without clini
cal myotonia. The observation of these potentials requires 
needle movement or muscle contraction. These waveforms 
persist after nerve block, neuromuscular block, or frank 
denervation. This suggests that their site of origin is the 
muscle membrane itself, and they appear to be due to a 
channelopathy. Although the exact mechanism of myo
tonic discharge production remains unclear, it is proposed 
that decreased chloride conductance is responsible at least 
in part for the findings in myotonia congenita.14 Myotonic 
discharges are not specific for any one disorder. In addi
tion to the myotonic disorders of muscle, myotonic dis
charges can also be detected occasionally in acid maltase 
deficiency, polymyositis, druginduced myopathies, severe 
axonal neuropathies, and at times in any nerve or muscle 
disorder.

10 ms

200 µV
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C

FIGURE 9-19 Several examples of complex repetitive discharges. Note how 
the same pattern of potentials repeats. The sound is like that of heavy machin-
ery, and they start and stop abruptly. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Amato AA, 
Zwarts MJ: Electrodiagnostic medicine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2002, Hanley & Belfus, 
with permission.)
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FIGURE 9-20 A run of myotonic potentials demonstrating the waxing and waning nature of the discharge.
Neural Generators of Abnormal 
Spontaneous Potentials

Fasciculation Potentials

The visible spontaneous contraction of a portion of muscle 
is referred to as a fasciculation. When these contractions 
are observed with an intramuscular needle recording elec
trode, they are called fasciculation potentials.4,14 A fascic
ulation potential is the electrically summated voltage of 
depolarizing muscle fibers belonging to all or part of one 
motor unit. Occasionally, fasciculation potentials can be 
documented only with needle electromyography, because 
they lie too deep in muscle to be seen.

Fasciculation waveforms can be characterized with 
respect to phasicity, amplitude, and duration (Figure 921). 
Their discharge rate (1 Hz to many per minute) is irregular 
and occur randomly. They are not under voluntary control, 
nor are they influenced by mild contraction of the ago
nist or antagonist muscles. The site of origin of fascicula
tion potentials remains unclear, although it appears that 
there are three possible sites: the spontaneous discharge 
might arise from the anterior horn cell, or along the entire 
peripheral nerve (particularly the terminal portion), or at 
times within the muscle itself.

Fasciculation potentials occur in almost all normal per
sons in the foot intrinsic or gastrocsoleus muscles, and in 
patients with a variety of diseases. Typical diseases in which 
fasciculation potentials can be found include motor neu
ron disorders, radiculopathies, entrapment neuropathies, 
and cervical spondylotic myelopathy. Fasciculation poten
tials have also been described in metabolic disturbances, 
including tetany, thyrotoxicosis, and anticholinesterase 
overdoses. Studies have unsuccessfully attempted to dis
tinguish between benign (normal) and pathologic fascic
ulation potentials. There is no reliable way to categorize 
whether fasciculation potentials indicate a disease state just 
by considering their inherent characteristics based on rou
tine needle electromyography. Perhaps the best way to eval
uate fasciculation potentials is to analyze the “company 
they keep.” A careful analysis of voluntary MUAP morphol
ogy, combined with a search for abnormal spontaneous 
potentials, is required before concluding that fasciculation 
potentials are either a normal or an abnormal finding.

Myokymic Discharge

Myokymia is frequently readily observable as vermicular 
(bag of live worms) or rippling movement of the skin. It is 
usually associated with myokymic discharges.14 The myo
kymic discharge consists of bursts of normalappearing 
motor units with interburst intervals of electrical silence. 
Typically, the firing rate is 0.1 to 10 Hz in a semirhythmic 
pattern. Two to 10 potentials within a single burst can fire at 
20 to 150 Hz. These potentials are not affected by voluntary 
contraction (Figure 922). The sound associated with these 
potentials is a type of sputtering often heard with a low
powered motorboat engine. The actual discharge may be 
distinguished from CRDs in that myokymic discharges do 
not display a regular pattern of spikes from one burst to the 
next, nor do they typically start and stop abruptly. Myoky
mic discharges are groups of motor units, while CRDs rep
resent groups of single muscle fibers. The groups of motor 
units within a burst may fire only once or possibly several 
times. The sputtering bursts of myokymic discharges sound 
quite different than the continuous drone of a CRD.
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FIGURE 9-21 Fasciculation potentials recorded from a healthy individual’s abductor hallucis.
Myokymic potentials can be observed in the face (facial 
myokymia), arising from multiple sclerosis or a brain
stem neoplasm. Segmental myokymic discharges can be 
noted in syringomyelia or radiculopathies. Generalized 
myokymic discharges have been detected in uremia, thy
rotoxicosis, inflammatory polyradiculoneuropathy, and 
Isaac’s syndrome. Limb myokymic discharges have also 
been described associated with radiation plexopathy and 
chronic compressive neuropathies.1

Continuous Muscle Fiber Activity

A number of relatively rare syndromes producing continu
ous muscle fiber activity associated with muscle stiffness 
have been reported.14 Portions of both the central and the 
peripheral nervous system have been implicated in generat
ing the sustained firing of motor units. One syndrome with 
continuous muscle fiber activity is known as “stiff man 
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FIGURE 9-22 Myokymic discharge from a person with radiation plexopathy. 
Note the bursts of motor unit activity with electrical silence between bursts.
syndrome.” The motor unit discharges in this condition 
are believed to have a central origin, as they are abolished 
or attenuated by peripheral nerve block, neuromuscular 
block, spinal block, general anesthesia, and sleep. The 
continuous motor unit firing is diminished by diazepam 
but not by phenytoin or carbamazepine. The patient can 
voluntarily control motor unit activity, but the overriding 
involuntary firing returns when the patient relaxes. Pro
gressive muscle stiffness involving all muscles (including 
the chest wall and pharynx) eventually occurs, resulting in 
contractures and profound impairment. A needle electrode 
recording reveals normal motor unit potentials producing 
a sustained discharge pattern in both the agonists and the 
antagonists.

Neuromyotonia is a “peripheral” form of continuous 
muscle fiber activity originating in the peripheral motor 
axon referred to as Isaac’s syndrome. The continuous 
motor unit activity is eliminated by neuromuscular block 
but not peripheral nerve block, spinal or general anesthe
sia, or sleep. The motor unit activity usually begins in the 
lower limbs in the late teens and progresses to all skeletal 
muscles. Needle recordings demonstrate motor unit dis
charges with frequencies up to 300 Hz, including doublets, 
triplets, and multiplets (see later discussion).

Cramps

A sustained and possibly painful muscle contraction of 
multiple motor units, lasting seconds or minutes, can 
appear in normal individuals or specific disease states.34 In 
healthy subjects, a cramp usually occurs in the calf muscles 
or other lower limb muscles after exercise, abnormal posi
tioning, or maintaining a fixed position for a prolonged 
period. Cramps might also be induced by hyponatremia, 
hypocalcemia, vitamin deficiency, or ischemia. They also 
occur in early motor neuron disease and peripheral neu
ropathies. Familial syndromes have been reported that 
involve fasciculations and cramps; alopecia, diarrhea, and 
cramps; and simply an autosomal dominantly inherited 
cramp syndrome.



A needle recording electrode placed into a cramping 
muscle shows multiple motor units firing synchronously 
between 40 and 60 Hz, and occasionally reaching 200 
to 300 Hz (Figure 923). A large portion of the muscle is 
simultaneously involved in a cramp, as opposed to the 
asynchronous excitation of motor units during voluntary 
activation. Cramps are believed to arise from a peripheral 
portion of the motor unit. A cramp that results in a taut 
muscle with electrical silence is the physiologic contracture 
seen in McArdle disease.

Multiplet Discharges

A clinical syndrome manifested by spontaneous muscle 
twitching, cramps, and carpopedal spasm is known as 
tetany.14 This entity usually results from peripheral and/or 
central nervous system irritability associated with systemic 
alkalosis, hypocalcemia, hyperkalemia, hypomagnesemia, 
or local ischemia. Clinically, one can induce tetany by tap
ping the facial nerve (Chvostek’s sign), the peroneal nerve 
at the fibular head (peroneal sign), and inducing limb isch
emia (Trousseau’s sign).

In the above conditions, characteristic motor unit 
potentials can be observed. A single motor unit potential 
might fire rather rapidly, with an interdischarge interval of 
2 to 20 ms. If the motor unit fires twice, it is referred to as a 
doublet; three times denotes a triplet; and more than three 
firings is called a multiplet (Figure 924). These potentials 
can be seen after voluntary contraction, or can be observed 
spontaneously from the induction maneuvers noted above 
(Chvostek’s sign or Trousseau’s sign), in which MUAPs can 
fire in long trains or short bursts of 5 to 30 Hz (tetany). 
Motor units with an interdischarge interval of 20 to 80 ms 
are called “paired discharges” but can arise in similar states, 
as previously described.

Nerve Injury Classification

Peripheral nerve injury is one of the most common types 
of pathology likely to be encountered during an electrodi
agnostic medicine evaluation. It is necessary to be familiar 
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FIGURE 9-23 A characteristic muscle cramp as recorded with an intra-
muscular needle electrode. There is an initial burst of motor unit activity that 
eventually subsides as the cramp dissipates. (Redrawn from Daube JA. AAEM 
minimonograph 11: Needle examination in electromyography,  Rochester, 1979,  
AAEM, with permission.)
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with the various classification systems available to catego
rize an insult to neural tissue.

Seddon’s Classification

The degree to which a nerve is damaged has obvious impli
cations with respect to its present function and potential for 
recovery. There are essentially two general classification sys
tems.39,43 One classification is that of Seddon, and considers 
neural injury from the perspective of a combination of func
tional status and histologic appearance. In Seddon’s scheme, 
there are three degrees or stages of injury to consider: neura
praxia, axonotmesis, and neurotmesis (Table 91).

Neurapraxia

The term neurapraxia is used to designate a mild degree 
of neural insult that results in blockage of impulse con
duction across the affected segment. It is also acceptable 
to simply designate this type of neural insult as conduction 
block. The most important aspect of conduction block is its 
reversibility. Muscle wasting usually does not occur in con
duction block because muscle innervation is maintained, 
and recovery is typically rapid enough to avoid disuse 
atrophy. Fibrillation potentials should not be observed in 
conduction block because the axon is not disrupted. Keep 
in mind that some nerve injuries can be mixed lesions in 
which some fibers have conduction block and some have 
axonal loss. In this case, it is certainly possible to observe 
fibrillation potentials.

Axonotmesis

The second degree of neural insult in Seddon’s classifica
tion is axonotmesis, which is a specific type of nerve injury 
where only the axon is physically disrupted, with preserva
tion of the enveloping endoneurial and other supporting 
connective tissue structures (perineurium and epineu
rium). Compression of a profound nature and traction 
on the nerve are typical lesion etiologies. Once the axon 
has been disrupted, the characteristic changes of wallerian 
degeneration occur. The fact that the endoneurium remains 
intact is a very important aspect of this type of injury.  
A preserved endoneurium implies that once the remnants 

FIGURE 9-24 Doublets (upper trace) and multiplets (lower trace), motor 
unit action potentials resulting from voluntary contraction. (Redrawn from 
Daube JA: AAEM minimonograph 11: Needle examination in electromyography, 
Rochester, 1979, AAEM, with permission.)
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Table 9-1  Nerve Injury Classification
Type Function Pathologic Casis Prognosis

Lundborg

Physiologic 
 conduction block

Type a Focal conduction block Intraneural ischemia; metabolic (ionic) 
block; no nerve fiber changes

Excellent; immediately reversible

Type b Focal conduction block Intraneural edema; increased 
 endoneurial fluid pressure;  metabolic 
block; little or no fiber changes

Recovery in days or weeks

Seddon-Sunderland

Neurapraxia

Type 1 Focal conduction block; primarily  
motor function and propriocep-
tion affected; some sensation and 
 sympathetic function may be present

Local myelin injury, primarily larger 
fibers; axonal continuity; no  wallerian 
degeneration

Recovery in weeks to months

Axonotmesis

Type 2 Loss of nerve conduction at injury  
site and distally

Disruption of axonal continuity with 
wallerian degeneration; endoneurial 
tubes, perineurium, and epineurium 
intact

Axonal regeneration required for recovery; 
good prognosis, because original end organs 
reached

Type 3 Loss of nerve conduction at injury  
site and distally

Loss of axonal continuity and 
 endoneurial tubes; perineurium and 
epineurium preserved

Disruption of endoneurial tubes,  hemorrhage, 
and edema produce scarring; axonal 
 misdirection; poor prognosis; surgery may 
be required

Type 4 Loss of nerve conduction at injury  
site and distally

Loss of axonal continuity, endoneurial 
tubes, perineurium; epineurium intact

Total disorganization of and guiding elements; 
intraneural scarring and axonal misdirection; 
poorprognosis; surgery necessary

Neurotmesis

Type 5 Loss of nerve conduction at injury  
site and distally

Severance of entire nerve Surgical modification of nerve ends required; 
prognosis guarded and dependent on nature 
of injury and local factors

From Lundborg G: Nerve injury and repair,  Edinburgh, 1988, Churchill Livingstone, with permission.
of the degenerated nerve have been removed by phagocyto
sis, the regenerating axon simply has to follow its original 
course directly back to the appropriate end organ. A good 
prognosis can be expected when neural damage results 
only in axonotmesis.

Neurotmesis

The greatest degree of nerve disruption is designated in 
Seddon’s system as neurotmesis. This is complete disruption 
of the axon and all supporting connective tissue structures, 
whereby the endoneurium, perineurium, and epineurium 
are no longer in continuity. A neurotmetic lesion has a 
poor prognosis for complete functional recovery. Surgi
cal reapproximation of the nerve ends will probably be 
required. Surgery does not guarantee proper endoneurial 
tube alignment, but at least it improves the chances that 
axonal growth will occur across the injury site.

Sunderland’s Classification

A second popular and somewhat more detailed classification 
is that proposed and subsequently modified by Sunderland. 
This classification of nerve injury is based on the results of 
trauma with respect to the axon and its supporting connec
tive tissue structures. Basically, Sunderland’s classification is 
divided into five types of injury, based exclusively on which 
connective tissue components are disrupted (Figure 925). 
Type 1 injury corresponds to Seddon’s designation of neura
praxia. Seddon’s axonotmesis is subdivided by Sunderland 
into three forms of neural insult (types 2 through 4). A type 
2 injury involves loss of axonal continuity with preservation 
of all supporting neural structures, including the endoneu
rium (this closely corresponds to Seddon’s axonotmesis). 
Type 3 and 4 injuries result in progressively more neural dis
ruption. Sunderland’s type 5 injury corresponds to Seddon’s 
neurotmesis (complete neural disruption).

These are the most commonly used classifications. 
Unfortunately, they do not describe the pathology for the 
most common type of nerve injury, a compression neu
ropathy such as carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS). The lesion 
in CTS usually causes thinning of the myelin and widen
ing of the nodes of Ranvier, causing the slowing of latency 
and velocity seen in NCS. Neurapraxia and axon loss can 
also occur in CTS, but this is much less common than the 
unclassified thinning of myelin.

Instrumentation

An electrodiagnostic instrument actually comprises many 
separate components, of which the electrodes, amplifier, 
filters, sound, and stimulator are discussed in this chapter. 
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FIGURE 9-25 The five degrees of neural injury as classified by Sunderland. Type 1, conduction block; 2, Wallerian degeneration occurring secondary to a lesion 
confined to the axon, with preservation of the endoneurial sheath; 3, there is noted to be disruption of the axon and endoneurial tube, within an intact perineurium; 
4, disruption of all neural elements except the epineurium; and 5, complete discontinuity of the entire nerve trunk. (Redrawn from Sunderland S:  Nerve injuries and 
their repair : a critical appraisal, Edinburgh, 1991, Churchill Livingstone, with permission.)
Practitioners of electrodiagnostic medicine are urged to 
gain a thorough understanding of instrumentation prin
ciples and all the instrument’s subcomponents (Figure 
926).17,18,41

Electrodes

The two types of electrodes are surface and needle. Surface 
electrodes are manufactured in various sizes and shapes so 
as to best conform to the body part under investigation. 
The electrode must be firmly secured to the patient to pre
clude any movement. Wellsecured electrodes minimize 
movement artifact that could contaminate the desired 
signal.

Two commonly used needle recording electrodes are 
monopolar and concentric (Figure 927). The monopolar 
needle is a solid, stainless steel shaft coated completely with 
Teflon except for the bare metal tip. It is this bare metal tip 
that acts as the recording surface. The needle is typically 12 
to 75 mm in length and 0.3 to 0.5 mm in diameter, with 
a recording surface of 0.15 to 0.6 mm2. Separate reference 
and ground electrodes are required. The concentric needle 
electrode is a hollow, stainless steel hypodermic needle 
with a central platinum or Nichromesilver wire about  
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FIGURE 9-26 The subcomponents of the electrophysiologic instrument are depicted. Electrodes on or in the patient (a) detect bioelectric changes, which are 
transmitted to a differential amplifier (b). This signal is filtered (c), undergoes analog to digital (A/D) conversion (d), and is displayed on the cathode ray tube (CRT) 
(e) as well as the sound being presented through a loudspeaker (f). Time-locked evoked potentials can be generated with the stimulator (g). (Redrawn from Dumitru 
D, Walsh NE: Electrophysiologic instrumentation. In: Dumitru D, editor : Physical medicine and rehabilitation state of the art reviews: clinical electrophysiology, Philadelphia, 
1989, Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
0.1 mm in diameter, surrounded by epoxy resin acting as 
an insulating material from the surrounding cannula. The 
cannula has a similar length and diameter to that of the 
monopolar needle. A separate ground is required, but the 
cannula serves as the reference electrode.

There has been considerable discussion about the merits 
of each of these electrodes compared with the other. Both 
electrodes have advantages and disadvantages depending 
on the clinical circumstances. Monopolar needle electrodes 
have a wider recording territory and a distant reference, 
which makes the recording more “noisy” with respect to dis
tant activity and interference. On the other hand, the Teflon 
coating probably reduces patient discomfort depending on 
technique. The concentric needle electrode has the active 
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FIGURE 9-27 Three needle electrodes and their recording areas. A, A 
monopolar needle electrode requires a separate reference and ground elec-
trode. B, The concentric needle electrode uses the cannula as the reference, 
while a separate ground is required. C, The single-fiber electrode is essentially 
a modified concentric needle electrode. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Walsh NE. 
Electrophysiologic instrumentation. In: Dumitru D, editor : Physical medicine and 
rehabilitation state of the art reviews: clinical electrophysiology, Philadelphia, 1989, 
Hanley & Belfus, with permission.)
and reference electrodes close together, making them elec
trically quieter than monopolar needles. Concentric elec
trodes typically cause more patient discomfort, but again, 
this is likely technique dependent. Concentric needle elec
trodes yield the following as compared with monopolar 
needle electrodes: smaller potential amplitudes, possibly 
fewer phases, comparable durations, and less distant motor 
unit activity. The introduction of commercially available, 
disposable monopolar and concentric needle electrodes 
has eliminated such worries as Teflon peeling back on 
the monopolar needles, and hook formation on the tip 
of the concentric needle electrodes. The quality of dispos
able needle electrodes has improved, eliminating the need 
to use nondisposable needle electrodes. If electrodes are 
reused, they should be properly sterilized with presoaking 
in sodium hypochlorite and steam autoclaving.14 There are 
concerns about the possibility of spreading prion disease 
using sterilized, reusable needles.37 Documentation of this, 
however, is lacking.

Singlefiber electrodes are essentially modified concen
tric needle electrodes. A small, 25μm recording port is 
placed opposite the electrode’s bevel and several millime
ters from the tip. This makes this special electrode capable 
of recording the electrical activity from a single muscle 
fiber. The uptake area for this electrode is approximately 
300 μm (see Figure 927). Recent studies show comparable 
jitter values comparing disposable concentric needles and 
singlefiber electrodes.32

Amplifier

Biologic signals range in size from microvolts to millivolts, 
thereby requiring significant amplification before being 
analyzed. An amplifier is simply a device with the ability 
to magnify the desired signals and minimize unwanted 
signals or noise. Amplification is expressed as gain or 



sensitivity. Gain is a ratio of the signal’s output divided by 
the input. For example, an output of 1 V for an input of 10 
mV implies that the amplifier has a gain factor of 100,000 
(output/input= 1V/0.00001V= 100,000). Sensitivity is the 
ratio of the input voltage to the size of deflection on the 
CRT, and is usually measured in centimeters. For example, 
an amplifier that produces a 1cm deflection for an input 
of 10 mV has a sensitivity of 10 mV/cm or 10 mV/division. 
The sensitivity or gain setting used is important because 
it can influence the onset latency. Increasing the sensitiv
ity for a given waveform results in the instrument display
ing the potential’s initial departure from baseline earlier in 
time, because progressively earlier and hence smaller base
line deviations can now be observed.

Understanding amplification is simplified with two con
cepts: (1) differential amplification in which different sig
nals are amplified, and (2) common mode rejection where 
common signals are eliminated. The standard electromyo
graph has two amplifiers. The amplifier connected to the 
active electrode is known as the noninverting amplifier, 
while the reference electrode is connected to the inverting 
amplifier. The inverting amplifier magnifies the signal pre
sented to it in essentially the same manner as the nonin
verting amplifier, with the exception of inverting the signal. 
Both amplified signals (inverted and noninverted) are then 
electronically summated, and like signals are cancelled. 
When an identical signal is presented to both amplifiers, 
theoretically there should be no output from the instru
ment because there is elimination of the same or socalled 
common signals. For example, 60Hz interference recorded 
by the active and reference electrodes is eliminated as a 
common mode signal. It is impossible to build two ampli
fiers with identical properties, so common mode rejection 
can never be perfect. The ratio of the instrument’s differ
ential to common output (common mode rejection ratio) 
should exceed 100,000:1. For example, suppose the nonin
verting amplifier is set with a gain of 100, and the inverting 
amplifier is also set with a gain of 100 but in reality has 
a gain of 99.9, remembering that the two amplifiers can 
be very similar but not identical. A 100μV signal of inter
est is presented to our noninverting amplifier as recorded 
by the active recording electrode. The reference electrode 
presents no signal to the inverting amplifier because it is 
located in an “electrically silent” area compared with the 
signal of interest. The result is a signal that has been magni
fied to 10,000 μV. Additionally, there is a 1μV noise signal 
present that is detected by both the active and the refer
ence electrodes, resulting in this signal amplified to 100 μV 
and 99.9 μV for the noninverting and inverting amplifiers, 
respectively. The difference between these two signals, as 
electrically subtracted from each other by the two ampli
fiers, is 0.1 μV. The common mode rejection ratio is then 
the difference signal (10,000 μV) divided by the common 
mode signal (noise presented to both amplifiers) of 0.1 
μV (10,000 μV/0.1 μV), yielding the anticipated ratio of 
100,000:1.

Filters

Perhaps the most misunderstood and ignored aspect of 
the electrodiagnostic instrument is the filters. The main 
purpose of filters is to form a window or bandwidth of 
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frequencies containing the desired waveform, but exclude 
those frequencies not comprising the signal of interest 
(“noise”). Low and highfrequency filters are used to pre
vent those frequencies below and above the respective filter 
settings from being amplified and subsequently interfering 
with the signal of interest. A highfrequency filter eliminates 
those frequencies higher than its numeric designation and 
permits frequencies lower than its numeric designation to 
pass. That is why a highfrequency filter is also known as a 
lowpass filter: it permits low frequencies to pass through 
and be displayed. Similarly, a lowfrequency filter extracts 
low frequencies from the total recorded signal below its 
numeric designation. A lowfrequency filter permits fre
quencies greater than its numeric designation to pass.

Any biologic signal can be conceptualized as a series 
of sine waves of various frequencies and amplitudes. The 
combination of “appropriate” sine wave amplitudes and 
frequencies can result in the formation of essentially any 
waveform. In this way, the biologic signal recorded by 
the instrument consists of multiple subcomponent wave
forms with specific frequency and amplitude characteris
tics. Eliminating any of these subcomponent waveforms 
results in a distortion of the waveform’s appearance. That 
is exactly what can happen if the high or lowfrequency 
filters are set such that the desired biologic waveform has 
various subcomponent frequencies eliminated. The exam
ples provided below apply equally well to nerve and mus
cle potentials.

In our example, a recorded median SNAP and CMAP 
are sequentially distorted by altering the low and high 
frequency filter settings. Let us begin with an arbitrary low
frequency filter setting of 1 Hz and a highfrequency filter 
cutoff of 10,000 Hz. Sequentially elevating the lowfrequency 
filter from 1 to 10 Hz, 100 Hz, and finally 300 Hz, while 
maintaining a highfrequency filter at 10,000 Hz, results 
in characteristic waveform distortions (Figure 928). The 
onset latency does not change, the peak latency decreases, 
amplitude is serially reduced, and the total potential dura
tion decreases. Also, an additional phase is created. The use 
of sequentially higher lowfrequency filter settings removes 
progressively more low frequencies from the SNAP. In other 
words, the remaining potential now has a predominance of 
high frequencies in it as compared with the original poten
tial. The onset of the potential remains unaltered because it 
is a quick departure from baseline and is not influenced by 
an alteration in the lowfrequency content of the waveform. 
The remainder of the potential, however, is influenced by 
the now predominant highfrequency subcomponent wave
forms. By taking out the low frequencies, the amplitude 
declines as subcomponent waveforms are removed. Clearly, 
the waveform’s magnitude could not possibly increase 
because we are taking out part of its content. Further, the 
remainder of the waveform is shifted to an earlier time of 
occurrence because of the high frequencies remaining in the 
SNAP. Because comparatively high frequencies occur sooner 
in time, it is logical that all the waveform shifts toward the 
potential’s stationary onset, producing decreases in its peak 
latency, negative spike duration, and total duration. A third 
phase is created as the potential begins to appear more 
like a sine wave as the higher frequencies begin to emerge. 
Remember, high frequencies have more phases per unit 
time. A similar but more dramatic occurrence is noted for 
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the CMAP, because it comprises comparatively more low 
frequencies than a SNAP does.

Eliminating high frequencies results in a somewhat dif
ferent set of alterations. Because we are removing wave
forms from the total potential, a reduction in amplitude 
can be anticipated. Because the SNAP is now biased toward 
a potential with more low frequencies, it takes longer to 
occur in time. This results in a delay of both the onset and 
the peak latencies (Figure 929). Lowering the highfre
quency filter while maintaining a constant lowfrequency 
filter results in a waveform with a comparatively smaller 
amplitude, longer onset latency, and longer peak latency, 
as well as longer overall duration. Similar findings can be 
observed for a CMAP.

There are no universally agreed filter settings for any elec
trodiagnostic medicine procedure. Arriving at optimal filter 
settings is highly empiric. The high and lowfrequency fil
ters are lowered and raised, respectively, until waveform dis
tortions are observed. The filters are then expanded until no 
waveform changes are noted. The goal is to include the major 
components of the waveforms while eliminating undesired 
signals or noise. The most important factor is to reproduce 
all filter settings originally described by those investigators 
whose reference data are being used (Table 92).

Sound

After the biologic signal is filtered, it is fed to a loud
speaker. The acoustic analysis of both normal and abnor
mal potentials is extremely important. It is not uncommon 
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FIGURE 9-28 An antidromic median sensory nerve action potential is evoked 
from the third digit, while the low-frequency filter is sequentially elevated with 
a constant high-frequency filter of 10,000 Hz. Note how the onset latency does 
not change; however, the peak latency decreases, as does the potential’s ampli-
tude. A third phase is also produced at the low-frequency filter setting of 300 
Hz. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Walsh NE: Practical instrumentation and common 
sources of error, Am J Phys Med Rehabil 67:55-65, 1988, with permission.)
for practitioners to “hear” an abnormality before viewing 
it on the CRT. The instrument must have a relatively good 
speaker so as to accurately present the sounds associated 
with the biologic signals.

Stimulator

Two different types of stimulators are commercially avail
able: constant current and constant voltage. For both types 
of devices, neural tissue is activated under the cathode 
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FIGURE 9-29 An antidromic median sensory nerve action potential is 
recorded from the third digit, while a constant low-frequency filter of 10 Hz 
but different high-frequency filters are used. Note how the onset and peak 
latencies are sequentially delayed with decreasing high-frequency filter settings. 
The potential’s amplitude also decreases. (Redrawn from Dumitru D, Walsh NE: 
Practical instrumentation and common sources of error, Am J Phys Med Rehabil 
67:55-65, 1988, with permission.)

Table 9-2  Recommended Filter Settings

Procedure
Low  
Frequency (Hz)

High  
Frequency (Hz)

Nerve conduction   
velocity (motor)

2-10 10,000

Nerve conduction   
velocity (sensory)

2-10 2000

Needle electromyography 
(routine)

20-30 10,000

Needle electromyography 
(quantitative)

2-5 10,000

Single-fiber 
 electromyography

500-1000 10,000-20,000

Somatosensory evoked 
potential

1-10 500-3000

From Dumitru D, Walsh NE. Practical instrumentation and common sources of error, Am J 
Phys Med Rehabil 67:55-65, 1988, with permission.



 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

(negative pole) while the anode (positive pole) completes
the stimulating circuit. A constant current stimulator effec
tively delivers the desired current output for each stimulus
irrespective of the resistance between the skin and cathode
or anode. This is accomplished by varying the voltage or
current driving force as is necessitated by any alterations in
the skinstimulator interface’s resistance. Similarly, a con
stant voltage stimulator is designed to deliver the same volt
age with each stimulus, even if the resistance between the
skin and stimulator changes. A compensatory increase or
decrease in current is provided so as to maintain the same
voltage level. In short, a constant current stimulator is effec
tively a variable voltage stimulator, while a constant voltage
stimulator is a variable current stimulator. Both stimula
tors are acceptable for most purposes. The constant cur
rent stimulator is preferred when the same current must be
delivered for each stimulus in clinical situations requiring
quantification of current delivery, such as in somatosensory
evoked potentials, research, or evaluating sidetoside stim
ulation thresholds during facial nerve excitability testing.

An important problem associated with stimulators is the
stimulus artifact. It is commonly a large potential recorded
during the delivery of the stimulus. At times, the magnitude
of the potential is large enough to compromise the desired
neural or muscular response. In such situations, it is neces
sary to minimize the shock artifact. An effective method of
reducing the shock artifact is to use fast recovery amplifiers
that act to suppress this artifact by quickly recovering from
the overwhelming voltage delivered. These amplifiers are
not available on all instruments, and so other means must
be found to deal with the artifact. The skin surface must be
dry, and any perspiration, body lotion, makeup, or other
surface conductors should be removed. Wiping a large
portion of the body segment under investigation with an
alcohol pad usually removes all surface conducting films.
A ground electrode is best placed between the stimulus site
and the active recording electrode. Wire leads between the
patient and stimulator should be separated to avoid any
type of capacitive interaction. The stimulator circuit should
be isolated from the instrument’s ground circuit, which is
true of virtually all commercially manufactured instru
ments. Perhaps the most effective method of reducing
stimulus artifact, once all the above have been addressed,
is to rotate the anode about the cathode. This optimizes
the stimulator’s voltage output, as recorded by the active
and reference electrode, to take advantage of differential
amplification and the elimination of the shock artifact
as a common mode signal. An attempt is made to have
both the active and the reference electrodes record similar
voltages, thereby minimizing the stimulator’s signal from
being amplified and displayed along with the signal.

Anodal block is an interesting concept that has been
widely discussed but has little supporting experimental
data. Theoretically, the anode hyperpolarizes the neural tis
sue in its immediate vicinity and should result in an action
potential failing to conduct past the anode. In humans,
investigations using bipolar and monopolar anodal cur
rent stimulation at the highest current outputs failed to
document any type of anodal block. Because the anode is
capable of stimulating neural tissue and not blocking it, at
this time it appears that anodal block does not occur dur
ing the routine electrodiagnostic medicine consultation.
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Conclusion

Mastering the fundamental underlying principles of elec
trophysiologic signal generation and recording significantly 
enhances the quality of the electrodiagnostic medicine 
consultation. Appreciating the formation and genera
tion of an action potential is not a trivial matter. Of equal 
importance is the manner in which the electrophysiologic 
instrument processes the biologic signal of interest. A less 
than functional understanding of how the instrument can 
potentially distort the biologic signal can predispose the 
practitioner to errors in diagnosis. The following two chap
ters describe how these principles are applied in everyday 
practice.
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CHAPTER 10

ELECTRODIAGNOSTIC 
MEDICINE II: CLINICAL 
EVALUATION AND FINDINGS
Timothy R. Dillingham
Electrodiagnostic medicine is a unique area of medicine 
that differs from other medical and surgical specialities 
in many important ways. Electrophysiologic testing is an 
extension of the history and physical examination, and is 
tailored to the clinical scenario. A variety of tests can be 
performed, and it is incumbent on the electrodiagnosti-
cian to select those relevant to the clinical circumstances. 
Unlike other tests, such as an electrocardiogram, the test-
ing procedure may change as data are acquired and new 
findings interpreted. Like any other clinical area of medi-
cine, high-quality consultations are rendered by physicians 
with experience and technical competence coupled with an 
understanding of the peripheral nervous system.

Consultants in electrodiagnostic medicine provide refer-
ring physicians with critical information regarding neuro-
muscular disorders. Such conclusions are often a crucial 
part of the complex decision-making process that influ-
ences subsequent diagnostic and surgical interventions.

This chapter provides an overview of electrodiagnostic 
tests, the extent of such testing for different clinical scenar-
ios based on recent guidelines, and the types of abnormali-
ties one can expect to find with different neuromuscular 
disorders.

Clinical Assessment: History 
and Physical Examination

History

A directed history enables the electrodiagnostician to 
develop a conceptual framework for subsequent testing. 
The history should include information as to whether 
symptoms are confined to a single limb or more than one 
limb is involved. The character and nature of symptoms, 
as well as their duration and time of onset, are important 
to elicit. Pain and numbness indicate that the sensory 
system is involved. Motor weakness without pain and 
numbness indicates primarily involvement of the motor 
system, motor axons, neuromuscular junction, or muscles. 
For patients with more generalized symptoms, meaning 
symptoms in more than one limb, the electrodiagnosti-
cian should inquire about other neurologic complaints, 
such as dyspnea, bladder urgency, dysphagia, dysphonia, 
and visual changes. Previous cervical or lumbar spine 
conditions such as spinal stenosis or surgical interven-
tions should be noted. Activities that aggravate or relieve 
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a patient’s symptoms can often help differentiate muscu-
loskeletal problems from entrapments, plexopathies, and 
radiculopathies.

Diabetes and alcohol are common causes of polyneu-
ropathy in the United States, and an appropriate history 
would include questioning about such issues. Any fam-
ily history of neurologic disorders is important to elicit 
for persons with generalized or unexplained symptoms. A 
brief recording of the person’s vocation is often helpful to 
identify persons at risk for overuse syndromes.

Important past medical history to elicit includes any his-
tory of malignancy, chemotherapy, or radiation, because 
such conditions and treatments can have peripheral neu-
rologic implications. Previous surgeries for entrapment 
neuropathies, such as ulnar transposition or carpal tunnel 
release, are important as well. For instance, a transposed 
ulnar nerve complicates nerve conduction calculations for 
the segment across the elbow, because measurement is less 
precise, and stimulus sites above and below the elbow can 
be more difficult to find. Whether a person is thrombocy-
topenic, has bleeding disorders, or is receiving anticoagu-
lants should be noted.

Physical Examination

Strength, sensation, and reflex testing are the most impor-
tant aspects of the physical examination. Motor weakness is 
often seen in neuromuscular disorders. Subtle motor weak-
ness can be elucidated by comparing sides and examining 
smaller muscles such as the extensor hallucis longus or the 
hand intrinsic muscles. Reduced reflexes indicate periph-
eral nervous system problems, whereas increased reflexes 
suggest a central nervous system disorder, particularly when 
seen in combination with spasticity and increased tone. An 
important caveat is that in acute spinal cord injury, there 
can be an initial reduction in reflexes because of spinal 
shock. Cranial nerve examination can identify weakness 
and should be performed if stroke or another generalized 
condition is suspected. Neck flexor or extensor weakness 
can be somewhat harder to grade.

In many cases, these signs can, when combined with 
the history, point to the correct condition. Other tests can 
further clarify the clinical picture. These include Phalen’s 
test for carpal tunnel syndrome. Palpation over the elbow 
to reproduce symptoms in someone with suspected ulnar 
neuropathy can be helpful. Straight leg raise testing for per-
sons with suspected lumbosacral radiculopathy is useful 
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Patient presentation
(Pain, weakness, gait disturbance, sensory symptoms, paresthesias)

No sensory loss on
examination

Sensory loss on
examination

Generalized symptoms
(with weakness)

Focal
symptoms

Generalized
symptoms

Focal
symptoms

Generalized symptoms
(no weakness)
• Myofascial pain syndrome
• Polymyalgia rheumatica

• Motor neuron
   disease
• Myopathy
• Neuromuscular
   junction disorder

• Multifocal motor neuropathy
• Radiculopathy
• Entrapment neuropathy
• Mononeuropathy
• Musculoskelatal disorder
• Myofascial pain syndrome

Reduced reflexes
• Polyneuropathy
• Bilateral cervical radic
• Bilateral lumbosacral
   radic (lumbar stenosis,
   cauda equina syndrome)

• Entrapment
   neuropathy
• Radiculopathy
• Plexopathy
• Other
   mononeuropathy

Increased reflexes
• Cervical myelopathy
• Thoracic myelopathy
• Multiple sclerosis
• Other myelopathies

FIGURE 10-1 An algorithmic approach to using physical examination and symptom information to tailor the electrodiagnostic evaluation.
when clearly positive. For persons with less clear condi-
tions, palpation over the site of discomfort can help define 
trigger points or tendinopathies. Shoulder impingement 
signs can identify bursitis and bicipital tendonitis to help 
the electrodiagnostician in assessment for suspected C5 or 
C6 radiculopathy. Finklestein’s test for de Quervain’s teno-
synovitis is useful for persons presenting with wrist pain. 
Lateral epicondylitis can mimic C6 radiculopathy. Lateral 
epicondylitis is characterized by reproduction of pain with 
palpation over the extensor forearm muscles and with 
resisted wrist extension. These examinations can help put 
the clinical scenario in the proper context.

Cannon et al.23 examined the ability of physical exami-
nation and delineation of upper limb musculoskeletal 
disorders (myofascial pain, shoulder impingement, lat-
eral epicondylitis, de Quervain’s tenosynovitis) to pre-
dict the outcomes of electrodiagnostic testing (normal 
study, cervical radiculopathy, or another electrodiagnos-
tically confirmed diagnosis). They found that the total 
prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders was 42%. The 
prevalence in those with a normal study was 69%, com-
pared with 29% in those with cervical radiculopathy  
(p <0.0001) and 45% in those with another diagnosis 
(p = 0.02). While the prevalence of certain musculoskeletal 
disorders made having a normal electrodiagnostic evalua-
tion significantly more likely, the high prevalence among 
both patients with normal studies and those with radicu-
lopathy and other disorders limited the usefulness of this 
information in precisely predicting study outcome. Conse-
quently the presence of upper limb musculoskeletal disor-
ders should not preclude electrodiagnostic testing when it 
is otherwise indicated.

These investigators found similar results for the lower 
limb.22 In a sample of 170 patients who were referred for 
suspected lumbosacral radiculopathy, they found the total 
prevalence of musculoskeletal disorders (myofascial pain, 
trochanteric bursitis/iliotibial band syndrome, or plantar 
fasciitis) in the sample was 32%. The prevalence in those 
with a normal study was 55%, compared with 21% in those 
with lumbosacral radiculopathy (p <0.0001). As in the case 
for suspected cervical radiculopathy, the high prevalence 
among both patients with normal studies and those with 
radiculopathy and other disorders limits the usefulness 
of this information in predicting study outcome. Because 
it is common for patients to have two or more problems, 
the presence of a musculoskeletal disorder should not 
preclude electrodiagnostic testing when radiculopathy is 
suspected.22

An algorithmic approach to using physical examination 
and symptom information to tailor the electrodiagnostic 
evaluation is shown in Figure 10-1. In this approach, the 
patient’s physical examination signs of sensory loss and 
weakness create a conceptual framework for approaching 
these sometimes daunting problems. For the purposes of 
this discussion, generalized findings are defined as being 
present in two or more limbs. While helpful, there are 
many exceptions to this taxonomy. The electrodiagnosti-
cian must refocus the diagnostic effort as data are acquired. 
Sensory loss is a key finding on examination for someone 
presenting with generalized symptoms, and provides a 
branch point in the algorithmic approach to tailoring the 
electrodiagnostic study (see Figure 10-1). Myopathies, neu-
romuscular junction disorders, motor neuron disease, and 
multifocal motor neuropathy are all characterized by pres-
ervation of the sensory system. In contrast, polyneuropa-
thies, bilateral radiculopathies, myelopathies, and central 
nervous system disorders frequently result in reduced sen-
sation. In persons with no sensory loss or weakness on 
examination, the electrodiagnostician should maintain 
a heightened suspicion for myofascial pain syndrome or 
fibromyalgia, polymyalgia rheumatica, or multiple other 
musculoskeletal disorders.11
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Purpose of Electrodiagnostic Testing

Electrodiagnostic testing excludes conditions in the differ-
ential diagnosis and alters the referring diagnostic impres-
sion 42% of the time.71 Electrodiagnostic testing can to 
some extent suggest severity or extent of the disorder 
beyond the clinical symptoms. Involvement of other limbs 
can be delineated, or the involvement of multiple roots can 
be demonstrated, such as in the case of lumbosacral spinal 
stenosis. Finally, there is utility in solidifying a diagnosis. 
For example, an unequivocal radiculopathy on electromy-
ography (EMG) provides greater diagnostic certainty and 
identifies avenues of management.

The value of any test depends on the a priori certainty 
of the diagnosis in question. For a condition or diagno-
sis for which there is great certainty before additional test-
ing, the results of the subsequent tests are of limited value. 
For instance, in a patient with acute-onset sciatica while 
lifting, L5 muscle weakness, a positive straight leg raise, 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showing a large 
extruded L4–L5 nucleus pulposus, an EMG test will be of 
limited value in confirming the diagnosis of radiculopathy 
because the clinical picture is so convincing. In contrast, an 
elderly diabetic patient with sciatica, having limited physi-
cal examination findings and equivocal or age-related MRI 
changes, presents an unclear picture. In this case, electrodi-
agnostic testing is of high value, placing in perspective the 
imaging findings and excluding diabetic polyneuropathy 
as a confounding condition.

Types of Electrodiagnostic Tests

Motor and Sensory Nerve Conduction Studies

Electrodiagnostic testing consists of EMG and nerve con-
ductions. Standard nerve conduction studies (NCSs) that 
are used in the evaluation of patients typically include 
motor nerve conductions, sensory nerve conductions, 
F-waves, and H-reflexes. It is important to properly perform 
these tests and compare the data with well-derived norma-
tive values. Enough testing should be performed to prop-
erly delineate the conditions being sought and eliminate 
other conditions in the differential diagnosis.

NCSs have been found to be safe. In a well-designed 
study involving patients with dual-chamber pacemakers and 
implanted cardiac defibrillators, NCSs including median 
motor testing with Erb’s point stimulation on the left side 
of the body resulted in no change in the function of these 
devices, nor did any stimulation show up on any of the elec-
trocardiogram tracings.123 These investigators concluded 
that conventional NCSs have no effects on these implanted 
devices, and their findings should diminish the anxiety of elec-
trodiagnosticians when working with such patients.123 These 
findings further support the safety of performing such testing 
in persons with implanted cardiac devices and dispel some 
of the concern expressed in previous recommendations.6

Sensory nerve conductions should always be incorpo-
rated when assessing a patient.7 In the upper limb, multiple 
sensory nerves are easily accessible and allow assessment 
for both entrapments and polyneuropathies. In the lower 
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limbs, perhaps the most readily accessible is the sural nerve. 
Indeed, in the recent position paper on polyneuropathies, 
this nerve was felt to be an excellent nerve for screening a 
patient for distal symmetric polyneuropathy.58

Motor NCSs should be performed in almost all situa-
tions.7 Examiners should assess the morphology of the 
waveform, its latency, amplitude, and conduction veloc-
ity. Conduction should be performed across any suspected 
sites of entrapment or injury. Enough nerves should be 
studied to be able to determine whether a generalized con-
dition is present.

The elderly frequently have symptoms that prompt elec-
trodiagnostic testing, and for this reason understanding the 
implications of nerve conduction testing in this age-group 
is vital to understand and interpret normal from abnor-
mal.60 Falco et al.60 examined the upper limb nerves using 
standardized testing in a group of healthy elderly persons. 
They found that upper limb conductions compared favor-
ably with those reported for younger groups. Age had 
some influence on sensory NCS latencies and amplitudes 
These researchers concluded that age has smaller effects on 
NCSs than was previously thought.60 These investigators 
meticulously controlled temperature, and this might have 
contributed to the NCS findings, because the limbs of the 
elderly are often somewhat colder than younger adults. 
They stressed the need for temperature control. It is also 
possible that their stringent selection criteria for “healthy” 
selected out a special group of the elderly who were in 
markedly better health than their peers.

In a similar companion study, these investigators61 stud-
ied lower limb NCSs in healthy elderly persons. In a simi-
larly well-designed study they found that nerve conduction 
velocities and distal latencies did not change with age from 
60 to 89 years of age. Distal amplitudes did change sig-
nificantly with a reduction in the elderly groups. What was 
particularly striking was that the sural sensory response was 
obtained in 98% of the elderly and the superficial pero-
neal sensory (medial dorsal cutaneous nerve) in 90%. This 
means that an unobtainable sural response should be con-
sidered abnormal and not simply attributed to age-related 
changes.61 The same reservations, however, as stated above 
for the upper limb studies pertain here as well.

Nerve conduction parameters are often obtained serially 
over time to monitor a disease process. The issue of stabil-
ity and reproducibility of NCS testing is an important one. 
In a large multicenter trial, the reproducibility of NCSs if 
temperature and distances are well controlled is excellent, 
demonstrating excellent intraclass correlation coefficients 
ranging from about 0.7 to 0.9.12 The major sources of vari-
ability were the patients, with the sites of testing showing 
remarkable stability of NCS parameters. This means that 
NCSs done with meticulous technique and control for 
temperature can be used to judge changes in nerve func-
tion caused by disease processes. For large-scale clinical tri-
als the authors point out the ability to reduce sample sizes 
because of the accuracy and stability of NCSs.12

H-Reflexes

The H-reflex is an electrophysiologically recorded Achilles 
muscle stretch reflex. It is typically generated by recording 
over the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, and stimulating 
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the tibial nerve in the popliteal fossa. Care must be taken 
to perform this test correctly. It is a submaximally elicited 
reflex response. The stimulus duration is 1 ms, and the 
stimulus should be slowly increased by 3- to 5-mA incre-
ments. The patient should be relaxed, and the stimulus fre-
quency should be less than once per second. The H-reflex 
is consistent in latency and morphology, and occurs when 
the motor response over the gastrocsoleus is submaximal. 
As the stimulus current is gradually increased, the H-reflex 
will reaches its maximum amplitude, and then extinguish 
as the motor response becomes maximal. Many researchers 
have evaluated its sensitivity and specificity with respect to 
lumbosacral radiculopathies, and generally found a range 
of sensitivities from 32% to 88%.95,98,102,119,140 The speci-
ficity, however, has been reported at 91% for H-reflexes 
in lumbosacral S1 radiculopathy.102 The H-reflex can also 
help separate S1 radiculopathy from L5 radiculopathy, the 
latter being more likely to have a normal reflex.102

H-reflexes are also helpful for assessing for polyneurop-
athy or confirming sciatic neuropathy. It is important to 
remember that delay in the H-reflex can occur with lesions 
anywhere along its course, including the sciatic nerve, the 
lumbosacral plexus, or the S1 root. H-reflex studies of 
other nerves have been mentioned in the literature, but 
as of yet are not commonly used in clinical practice and 
remain experimental.

F-Waves

F-waves are late responses involving the motor axons and 
axonal pool at the spinal cord level. They can be elicited 
in most upper and lower limb muscles, and are typically 
tested by stimulating the median, ulnar, peroneal, or tib-
ial nerves when recording from muscles they innervate. 
In contrast to H-reflexes, they are elicited by maximal 
stimulation of the nerve. They vary in morphology and 
latency, although when recording multiple F-waves, they 
should fall roughly within the same latency period. When 
responses that look like F-waves are seen across the screen 
at widely varying latencies, the examiner should turn up 
the machine sound and determine whether background 
motor unit firing resulting from poor relaxation is respon-
sible for these responses. F-waves demonstrate low sensi-
tivities for radiculopathy, and so have a limited role in such 
evaluations.95,122,129 However, they are quite useful for 
assessing persons for whom polyneuropathy is suspected 
(see below).

Needle or Pin Electromyography

One of the most important means of evaluating for neu-
romuscular diseases is EMG using a monopolar pin or 
coaxial needle (in this chapter, “needle” is used to mean 
either pin or needle). We will deal primarily with needle 
EMG and not surface EMG. Surface EMG has no clinical 
utility over standard needle EMG.104 EMG testing, a vital 
part of electrodiagnostic evaluations, provides highly use-
ful information and, although somewhat uncomfortable, 
poses minimal risks to the patient. The American Asso-
ciation of Neuromuscular and Electrodiagnostic Medicine 
(AANEM) supports the Occupational Health and Safety 
Administration rule that mandates the use of gloves and 
universal precautions. Disposable needles are now read-
ily available and are sufficiently inexpensive that they 
should be used. It is recommended that surface electrodes 
be cleaned with a 1:10 dilution of household bleach or 
70% isopropyl alcohol solution between patients. Dispos-
able surface electrodes are inexpensive, widely available, 
and easy to use.6 Needlestick injuries are reported by the 
majority of electrodiagnosticians to have occurred at least 
once.103 The most common preventable reason for injury 
was a perceived lack of time.103 Using a device to hold the 
plastic sleeve that the needle is packaged in, then replacing 
the needle using a one-handed technique, is recommended 
to help prevent needlesticks.

In most cases, it makes no difference whether the skin 
is prepared before needle insertion.6 Some examiners 
use alcohol as an antiseptic, and certainly if the skin is 
not clean then alcohol represents a useful skin prepara-
tion. There are no clear contraindications with respect to 
lymphedema as long as caution is used to sterilize the 
skin and not traverse an infected space or an area of clearly 
taut skin that could weep serous fluid after the insertion. 
Care should also be used to avoid cellulitis.8 The needle 
should not penetrate infected skin or open ulcerations or 
wounds. Needle EMG is not listed by the American Heart 
Association as a procedure requiring prophylactic anti-
biotic treatment to prevent endocarditis.4,6 Hemorrhagic 
complications are quite rare and are not usually symp-
tomatic when they occur.67

In one case series, minor paraspinal muscle hemato-
mas were noted on MRI performed shortly after needle 
EMG examination in 4 of 17 patients who were not receiv-
ing anticoagulants. These hematomas were small and of 
no clinical significance.24 In this report, the authors state 
that in their review of the literature, there has never been 
a case report of paraspinal hematoma compressing the 
spinal roots or the epidural space.24 Although clinicians 
should always weigh carefully the risk-to-benefit ratio of 
testing, a person with appropriate levels of anticoagulation 
for venous thromboembolism can be safely studied with 
little risk of neurologic complications. Appropriate pres-
sure should be applied to the area after testing to prevent 
intramuscular hematoma. The paraspinal muscles are such 
an important region to study, not only for persons with 
suspected radiculopathy but in neuromuscular evaluations 
as well, that electrodiagnosticians should examine them 
whenever reasonably possible.

Needle EMG is a somewhat painful procedure and can 
be distressing to some patients. Patient education can help 
reduce anxiety. Recently a prospective, double-blind, ran-
domized, placebo-controlled crossover study showed that 
400 mg of ibuprofen taken 2 hours before EMG in a group 
of healthy volunteers reduced significantly the perceived 
pain immediately after the EMG. It did not, however, reduce 
the memory of pain a day after study.57 Another means of 
decreasing pain is to use a cold topical spray agent to the 
skin over the muscle being tested and to pinch the skin 
slightly before inserting the needle.

As noted previously, the electrodes for standard EMG 
generally fall into two categories. Monopolar needles are 
those in which the needle is coated with Teflon except for 
the tip, and the differences in potential from the tip of 
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the electrode to a nearby surface electrode are recorded. 
Concentric needles are those with a fine wire running 
through the center of an insulated shaft that is electrically 
referenced to an outer metal shaft. Concentric needles are 
most useful for quantitative motor unit analysis, and are 
now commercially available in disposable form. Back-
ground interference is minimized with concentric nee-
dles, and the ground electrode can remain in one place 
for a given limb.

It is important that the examiner use a one-handed tech-
nique when resheathing needles. The plastic sheath should 
be held by a clip or taped to some part of the electrodiag-
nostic instrumentation such that one hand can replace the 
needle, thereby preventing needlestick injuries.

The needle examination consists of four separate types 
of evaluations, which assess for the following:
 1.  Insertional activity
 2.  Spontaneous activity
 3.  Morphology and size of motor units
 4.  Motor unit recruitment

Insertional activity is examined by moving the needle 
through the muscle briefly and observing the amount 
and duration of electrical noise produced. This sound is 
mechanically evoked muscle depolarizations caused by 
the advancement of the needle. Insertional activity and 
spontaneous activity are usually examined using three or 
four insertions in each of four muscle quadrants. Smaller 
muscles, such as the abductor pollicis brevis, can be 
adequately assessed with fewer needle movements. After 
brief small movement of the needle, insertional activity 
usually persists for no more than a few hundred milli-
seconds.85 Insertional activity can be decreased in the 
case of atrophied muscle or placement of the needle into 
fatty tissue. Increased insertional activity is activity that 
lasts for more than about 300 ms after the needle stops 
advancing. It is sometimes difficult to sort this out from 
spontaneous activity, and such determination is a quali-
tative assessment. Diffuse abnormal insertional activity 
with prolonged trains of positive sharp waves (PSWs) in 
essentially every muscle, yet without any symptoms or 
disability, has been described as “EMG disease.”138 This is 
a rare condition that is infrequently encountered in clini-
cal practice.

Spontaneous activity consists of electrical discharges 
occurring after the needle movement has stopped. Daube 
and Rubin36 highlight the usefulness and importance of 
auditory pattern recognition in the delineation of sponta-
neous activity of different types. A variety of potentials can 
be seen when the needle is not moving. If the needle is 
in an end-plate region, then end-plate noise can be heard. 
This noise is generated from miniature end-plate potentials, 
which sound like noise generated by a seashell held close to 
the ear. End-plate spikes are fully propagated action poten-
tials from the end-plate region. These are typically biphasic 
potentials with an initially negative (upward) deflection. 
They can be mistaken for fibrillation potentials, but they 
fire irregularly, a distinction easily made visually on the dis-
play screen as well as by listening carefully. They tend to 
have a sputtering sound and are associated with excessive 
pain. The needle should be moved to a new location after it 
enters an end-plate region, to reduce pain and enter muscle 
more conducive to assessment for fibrillation potentials.
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Fibrillation potentials represent spontaneous discharges 
of single muscle fibers, and are the most important EMG 
finding in clinical EMG. They are usually of short duration, 
and they can be biphasic (PSWs) or triphasic (fibrillation 
potentials).35,53,85 They represent individual muscle fiber 
depolarizations. One hypothesis is that PSWs arise from 
suprathreshold single muscle fiber discharges induced 
by and originating in close proximity to a perielectrode 
crushed membrane that then propagate away from the 
electrode.56 A smaller population of PSWs conforms to that 
of a blocked fibrillation potential.56 Such muscle mem-
brane irritability can be caused by the mechanical stimula-
tion of the needle, but persists after needle movement has 
stopped. Fibrillations result from motor axonal loss that is 
not balanced by reinnervation. They are seen in any condi-
tion causing denervation, including nerve disease, inflam-
matory myopathies, and direct muscle trauma.112 It is an 
interesting phenomenon that in persons with complete 
spinal cord injury, muscles innervated by roots below the 
level of the lesion demonstrate fibrillation potentials.86,131 
Such prevalence of these findings in the legs of spinal 
cord–injured individuals with complete myelopathies can 
make electrodiagnostic testing for such patients indetermi-
nate. Similar fibrillations and positive waves can be seen in 
stroke patients as well, and such findings should be inter-
preted with caution in the hemiplegic limb.66,77

Fibrillation potentials as well as PSWs are graded using 
a 0 to 4 grading scheme.68 This grading scale is described 
as follows:
 •  1+: Transient but reproducible trains of discharges 

(fibrillations or PSWs) after moving the needle, in 
more than one site or quadrant

 •  2+: Occasional spontaneous potentials in more than 
two different quadrants

 •  3+: Spontaneous potentials present in all quadrants
 •  4+: Abundant spontaneous potentials nearly filling the 

screen in all four quadrants
The finding of a fibrillation or PSW in only one area 

of the muscle that is not easily reproducible is probably 
of uncertain significance and can represent an end-plate 
spike. The density of fibrillation potentials does not neces-
sarily correlate with the degree of nerve damage and loss 
of axons. The compound muscle action potential (CMAP) 
gives a better estimate of the proportion of axons remain-
ing. The innervation ratio is the average size of the motor 
unit expressed as a ratio between the total number of extra-
fusal muscle fibers and the number of innervating motor 
axons. For small extraocular muscles, this ratio is 1 to 3. For 
large muscles such as the gastrocnemius, this ratio increases 
to 1934 muscle fibers per motor axon. This means that the 
loss of relatively few motor axons results in many fibrillat-
ing muscle fibers.85

In a sample of persons with lumbosacral radiculopathy, 
the interrater reliability of identifying spontaneous activ-
ity on needle EMG was disquietingly low.81 For individual 
muscles, agreement on the presence of spontaneous activ-
ity was 64% for the paraspinal muscles, yet up to 92% 
in the vastus medialis (Spearman ρ = 0.655, p <0.01).81 
Training level played a strong role in reliability, with res-
idents scoring much lower on concordance than attend-
ing physicians. This study points out the need to closely 
supervise residents and fellows when doing needle EMG. 
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The paraspinal muscles in particular posed identification 
difficulties and underscore the need to examine firing rate 
to ensure that discharges are firing regularly before calling 
them fibrillations or PSW.55

Motor unit morphology involves placing the needle 
near a group of muscle fibers such that the rise time of 
the motor unit action potential (MUAP) is sharp (less 
than 300 μs). At this location, a proper quantification of 
the MUAP can be made. Polyphasic potentials are those 
with greater than four phases.85 Serrated potentials have 
the same clinical relevance, but the turns do not cross 
the baseline. Polyphasic potentials are associated with 
reinnervation of denervated motor units when the dura-
tion of these MUAPs is increased. This is seen in chronic 
motor axonal loss from an entrapment, a radiculopa-
thy, or other axonal polyneuropathy. If the polyphasic 
potentials are short in duration, they can be associated 
with myopathies or neuromuscular junction disorders. 
If profound axonal loss has occurred and the remaining 
axons are reinnervating many muscle fibers, polyphasic 
satellite potentials can be seen that are of short duration 
and appear myopathic. Large motor units, recruited with 
low force and greater than 6 mV in amplitude, are seen 
in chronic or old axonal loss conditions where there has 
been substantial reinnervation and reorganization of 
the motor unit. Remember that motor unit morphology 
assessment is generally a qualitative statement and less 
clear than the presence or absence of fibrillations, par-
ticularly for less skilled electrodiagnosticians. Such motor 
unit changes, however, when clear and profound can be 
very helpful, particularly in the proper clinical context. 
Quantitative EMG is necessary to precisely characterize 
motor unit morphology, but is rarely necessary in routine 
clinical EMG testing.

Recruitment is another important parameter to assess. 
For this evaluation, it is most important to examine low to 
moderate levels of muscle contractions. Full-force contrac-
tions fill the screen with overlapping motor unit potentials, 
rendering assessment of individual motor units impossi-
ble. At low force levels, there should be one or two firing 
units at about 10 Hz. As greater force is generated, more 
units will be recruited, and the firing rates for those already 
recruited increase. In normal situations, the ratio of highest 
firing rate to the number of units seen on a 100-ms dis-
play screen is less than five. This means that if the firing 
rate is 20 Hz, about four distinct motor units should be 
seen.85 When this firing ratio is increased to more than 10, 
it indicates a dropout of motor units and is termed reduced 
recruitment.

Reduced recruitment with a high firing ratio represents 
one end of a spectrum of recruitment findings, strongly 
suggestive of motor axonal loss or functional dropout 
resulting from conduction block. At the other end of a 
spectrum of recruitment findings is a situation in which 
many units are recruited to generate a low level of force. 
This is termed early or myopathic recruitment, and is seen 
in myopathies and neuromuscular junction disorders. 
Such recruitment is often seen with small, short-duration 
MUAPs that are characteristic for myopathies. At these 
two extremes of recruitment, findings are relatively spe-
cific for the underlying types of neuromuscular pathology. 
Beyond this, many recruitment findings are less clear. In 
the case of pain, poor cooperation, or upper motor neu-
ron disorders, there can be slow firing rates with few units 
activated.

Other spontaneous discharges can be seen beyond fibril-
lations and positive waves that are more continuous and 
unique. One such discharge is the complex repetitive dis-
charge (CRD). This machine-like discharge is of constant 
firing frequency and demonstrates consistent morphology 
with abrupt starts and stops. In Table 10-1, the firing char-
acteristics are shown, along with some of the conditions in 
which they can be found. They are seen in conditions with 
chronic denervation, as well as in inflammatory myopathies. 
They are thought to be generated by a pacemaker muscle 
fiber with ephaptic conduction to other muscle fibers.

Myokymic potentials are grouped potentials that fire at 
regular rates. They have the characteristic sound of march-
ing soldiers and are often seen in radiation plexopathies 
(Table 10-2). Myotonic discharges are fast firing with wax-
ing and waning sounds somewhat like a dive bomber. The 
characteristics and conditions in which they are found are 
shown in Table 10-3.

Single-fiber EMG is a specialized technique with partic-
ular usefulness in the evaluation of persons with suspected 
neuromuscular disorders, myasthenia gravis, and Lambert-
Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS). A specialized elec-
trode is used to examine two muscle fibers at a time and 

Table 10-1   Complex Repetitive Discharge Characteristics
Characteristic Details

Appearance May take any form, but this form is constant from 
one potential complex to the next

Rhythm Regular

Frequency 10-100 Hz

Amplitude 50-1000 μV

Stability Abrupt onset and cessation

Observed in Myopathies: Polymyositis, limb girdle dystro-
phy, myxedema, Schwartz-Jampel syndrome. 
Neuropathies: poliomyelitis, spinal muscular 
atrophy, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, hereditary 
neuropathies, chronic neuropathies, carpal tunnel 
syndrome. “Normal”: iliopsoas, biceps brachii

Modified from Dumitru D: Needle electromyography. In Dumitru D, editor : Electrodiagnostic 
medicine, Philadelphia, 1995, Hanley & Belfus.

Table 10-2   Characteristics of Myokymic Discharges
Characteristic Details

Appearance Normal motor unit action potentials

Rhythm Regular

Frequency 0.1-10 Hz

Burst frequency 20-250 Hz

Stability Persistent firing or occasional abrupt cessation

Observed in Facial: Multiple sclerosis, brainstem neoplasm, 
polyradiculopathy, Bell palsy, normal Extremity: 
radiation plexopathy, chronic nerve compres-
sion (carpal tunnel syndrome, radiculopathy), 
rattlesnake venom

Modified from Dumitru D: Needle electromyography. In Dumitru D, editor : Electrodiagnostic 
medicine, Philadelphia, 1995, Hanley & Belfus.
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derive “jitter” values. It is a sensitive test for these disorders 
but can also be abnormal in persons with amyotrophic lat-
eral sclerosis (ALS) and polyneuropathy.

Extent of Electrodiagnostic Testing

Guidelines from the AANEM, published in 1999,5 pro-
vide valuable guidance regarding the extent of appropriate 
electrodiagnostic testing. The guidelines and recommen-
dations are summarized in Table 10-4.5 Electrodiagnostic 
testing is uncomfortable for patients, and for this reason 
it is important to examine only the minimum number 
of nerves and muscles needed to make the diagnosis. 
Guidelines in electrodiagnostic medicine provide param-
eters for testing and give clinicians and insurers critical 
information regarding how many tests should be con-
ducted in most cases (e.g., what is enough and what is 
excessive). The AANEM guidelines, synthesized from the 
scientific literature as well as expert clinical opinions, 
provide an important framework for establishing consis-
tency in judging what constitutes sufficient testing. From 
time to time, cases occur for which these guidelines are 
inadequate, and additional testing is needed; however, for 
most cases these guidelines are entirely applicable. These 
guidelines were developed to improve electrodiagnostic 
patient care, as well as to combat unscrupulous provid-
ers of electrodiagnostic services in the United States who 
perform excessive studies far beyond what is necessary to 
make a diagnosis, simply for the purpose of increasing the 
electrodiagnostic fee.

In a policy statement, the AANEM addressed the nec-
essary testing for the identification of distal symmetric 
polyneuropathy (DSP).58 In this critical review and policy 
synthesis, the importance of screening for DSP was high-
lighted. To do this with accuracy, these authors recom-
mended that a sural sensory and peroneal motor study be 
conducted in the symptomatic limb. These tests are sensi-
tive for DSP and are easily performed. It was recommended 
that if these two studies are normal, there is typically no 
need for additional testing for DSP. It is worth noting that 
acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (AIDP) 
and chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy 
(CIDP) might only demonstrate conduction abnormali-
ties with the proximal plexus and roots involved such that 

Table 10-3   Characteristics of Myotonic Discharges
Characteristic Details

Appearance Brief spikes, positive waveform

Rhythm Wax and wane

Frequency 20-100 Hz

Amplitude Variable (20-300 μV)

Stability Firing rate alterations

Observed in Myopathies: myotonic dystrophy, myotonia 
 congenita, paramyotonia, polymyositis, acid 
 maltase deficiency, hyperkalemic periodic 
paralysis Other: chronic radiculopathy, chronic 
peripheral neuropathy

Modified from Dumitru D: Needle electromyography. In Dumitru D, ed.itor : Electrodiagnostic 
medicine, Philadelphia, 1995, Hanley & Belfus.
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the distal conductions are normal (especially early in the 
course).

Limitations of Electrodiagnosis

Unfortunately, very few electrodiagnostic findings are 
clearly specific for any single diagnostic entity. Repetitive 
nerve stimulation at 2 or 3 Hz can reveal decrements in 
neuromuscular junction disorders, but also in motor neu-
ron disease, myopathies, peripheral neuropathies, and 
myotonic disorders.80 Fibrillations and PSWs are seen 
in polyneuropathies, motor neuron disease, inflamma-
tory myopathies, radiculopathies, and entrapment neu-
ropathies. Marked facilitation of the CMAP to more than 
400% of the baseline amplitude after a brief contraction 
in persons with LEMS is one finding that is unique to this 
uncommon disease.74,80,120,135

The time course over which a disease process progresses 
and the time at which electrodiagnostic testing is con-
ducted both play major roles in determining whether the 
electrodiagnostic testing can provide a reasonably certain 
diagnosis. It is frequently necessary to repeat the study if 
the diagnosis remains in question or if the clinical situa-
tion changes.

One important issue related to electrodiagnostic medi-
cine is the possibility of false-positive results. In Table 10-5, 
the probabilities of finding false-positive results on the 
basis of chance alone are shown according to the number 
of independent measures.49 It is important to realize that if 
five measurements are performed, there is a 12% chance of 
having one false-positive result. If nine measurements are 
made, there is a 20% chance of a spuriously false-positive 
result. If there are two abnormal results when six or more 
tests are conducted, however, the likelihood that they are 
false-positive tests is quite low, less than about 1%. This 
underscores the need for electrodiagnosticians to critically 
examine their findings and not overdiagnose a disorder 
based on one subtle abnormality. If one electrodiagnos-
tic parameter is markedly abnormal, far beyond the upper 
limit of normal, this can be compelling, particularly when 
that abnormality is consistent with the clinical impression. 
The study should be repeated to make certain of its validity. 
Two abnormalities indicating the same diagnosis, however, 
are far more likely to represent true findings and a clear 
underlying disorder.

Other common conditions, such as diabetes and its cor-
responding polyneuropathy, can make electrodiagnostic 
testing more difficult to interpret. With a diffuse polyneu-
ropathy, the consultant is often unable to identify focal 
lesions against the backdrop of this disorder. In this sce-
nario, the electrodiagnostician must assess the magnitude 
of the background polyneuropathy and make a judgment 
as to whether findings for the nerve in question are out 
of proportion to the background polyneuropathy. Cau-
tion is urged in this scenario to avoid overcalling entrap-
ment neuropathies when a generalized polyneuropathy is 
present.

These issues are another reason why it is critically impor-
tant that the electrodiagnostician have sufficient training to 
be able to interpret the findings appropriately in the clini-
cal context of the patient.
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Table 10-4   Recommendations Representing Minimum Study for Addressing a Target Disorder
Suspected 
Tondition Sensory Testing Motor Testing Electromyography

Proximal 
Conductions Other Special Tests

Radiculopathy One sensory NCS to 
exclude polyneu-
ropathy

One motor NCS to 
exclude  polyneuropathy

Sufficient number of 
muscles representing all 
myotomes with paraspi-
nal muscles

None None

Carpal tunnel 
syndrome

Median sensory NCS 
and another for 
comparison

Median motor NCS and 
another for comparison

Optional, although useful 
to determine severity 
of CTS and exclude 
concomitant C8 radicu-
lopathy

None None

Ulnar neuropathy Ulnar sensory NCS 
and another for 
comparison

Ulnar motor NCS and 
another for  comparison; 
need to examine con-
duction velocity across 
elbow

Several ulnar-innervated 
muscles, always the first 
dorsal interosseous, as 
it is most frequently 
abnormal, plus median 
muscles for comparison 
to exclude C8 radicu-
lopathy

None Inching motor NCS 
across the elbow

Peroneal NCS 
neuropathy

Superficial peroneal 
sensory NCS 
and another for 
 comparison

Peroneal motor with 
stimulation below 
and above the fibular 
head, assessing for 
conduction  velocity and 
amplitude changes; test 
another for comparison

Peroneal nerve–innervated 
muscles and tibial nerve 
muscles for comparison; 
suggest paraspinal and 
L4–L5 muscles to assess 
for radiculopathy

None None

Entrapment 
 neuropathies

Two sensory NCSs, one 
in the distribution 
and a comparison

Two motor NCSs, one in 
the distribution and a 
comparison

Muscles in the involved 
distribution and 
 comparison muscles

None None

Myopathy One or two sensory 
NCSs in a clinically 
involved limb

One or two motor NCSs 
in a clinically involved 
limb

Two muscles (proximal and 
distal) in two limbs, one 
of which is symptomatic

— Consider repetitive 
nerve stimulation

Neuromuscu-
lar junction 
 disorders

One sensory NCS in a 
clinically involved limb

One motor NCS in a clini-
cally involved limb

One proximal and one 
distal muscle in clinically 
involved limbs

— Repetitive nerve 
 stimulation at 2-3 
Hz in clinically 
weak muscle and, if 
normal, other weak 
muscles; single-fiber 
 electromyography 
if high suspicion 
and repetitive 
nerve  stimulation is 
 negative—can be first 
test in ocular myas-
thenia gravis

Polyneuropathy Sensory NCS in at least 
two extremities: 
if abnormalities in 
one limb, study the 
contralateral limb; 
four or more may be 
necessary to classify 
the polyneuropathy

Motor NCS in at least 
two extremities: if 
abnormalities in one 
limb, study the con-
tralateral limb; four or 
more may be necessary 
to classify the polyneu-
ropathy

One distal muscle in both 
legs and a distal muscle 
in one arm

Consider proxi-
mal NCSs 
(H-reflexes, 
F-waves, and 
blink reflexes) 
to assess 
demyelination

—

Motor neuron 
diseases

One sensory NCS in 
at least two clinically 
involved limbs

One motor NCS in at 
least two  clinically 
involved limbs;  proximal 
stimulation sites to 
exclude conduction 
block in the case of 
multifocal motor neu-
ropathy

Several muscles in three 
extremities, or two 
extremities and cranial 
nerve–innervated 
muscles as well as 
lumbar or cervical para-
spinal muscles;  thoracic 
paraspinal muscles 
may be considered an 
extremity; sample distal 
and proximal muscles

Consider 
F-waves

Consider repetitive 
nerve stimulation

Modified from the American Association of Electrodiagnostic Medicine. Guidelines in electrodiagnostic medicine, Muscle Nerve S1-S300, 1999 with permission.
CTS, Carpal tunnel syndrome; NCS, nerve conduction study.
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Nerve Conduction and Needle 
Electromyelographic Studies: Proper 
Technique for Temperature, Age, and Height

The well-known effects of temperature on nerve conduc-
tion velocity, distal latency, amplitude, and neuromus-
cular transmission should be prevented by maintaining 
the upper limbs at 35° C and the lower limbs at 32° C.37 
Normative reference values provide the electrodiagnosti-
cian with information that allows a determination as to 
whether a particular nerve conduction parameter is signifi-
cantly different from that in a person without symptoms 
or known neurologic disorders. Besides temperature, age 
and height have been demonstrated to influence electro-
diagnostic findings, and these factors must be taken into 
consideration. Buschbacher16-20 has published extensive 
normative information derived from large samples, which 
account for height and age.

Anatomic variations in muscle and nerve pathways can 
confound electrodiagnostic interpretation as well. Two well-
described variants are important for the electrodiagnosti-
cian. The Martin-Gruber anastomosis is formed by a branch 
from the median nerve, usually the anterior interosseus 
nerve, joining the ulnar nerve in the forearm. In this situ-
ation, the median CMAP with wrist stimulation is smaller 
than that with proximal stimulation. The ulnar nerve dem-
onstrates a larger amplitude with wrist stimulation than 
with below-elbow or above-elbow stimulation. If a sus-
pected conduction block is found in the forearm when test-
ing the ulnar nerve, then median nerve conduction should 
be performed to exclude a Martin-Gruber anastomosis as 
the cause of CMAP reduction with proximal stimulation.

An accessory deep peroneal nerve is an anomalous part 
of the deep peroneal nerve that remains with the superficial 

Table 10-5   Probability (%) of Finding False-Positive 
“Abnormal” Results, on the Basis of Chance, 
According to the Number of Independent 
Measurements Made*

No. of “Abnormalities”

No. of 
Measurements

1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+

1 2.5

2 4.9 0.1

3 7.3 0.2 <0.1

4 9.6 0.4 <0.1 <0.1

5 11.9 0.6 <0.1 <0.1 <0

6 14.0 0.9 <0.1 <0.1 <0

7 16.2 1.2 <0.1 <0.1 <0

8 18.3 1.6 0.1 <0.1 <0

9 20.4 2.0 0.1 <0.1 <0

10 22.4 2.5 0.2 <0.1 <0

15 31.5 5.2 0.5 <0.1 <0

20 39.5 8.5 1.3 0.1 <0

Modified from Dorfman LJ, Robinson LR: AAEM minimonograph no. 47: normative data in 
electrodiagnostic medicine, Muscle Nerve 20:4, 14, 1997.

*Each measurement has a 2.5%  false-positive rate (mean ± 2 standard deviations  for a 
Gaussian distribution).
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peroneal nerve and innervates the extensor digitorum bre-
vis after passing behind the lateral malleolus. It should be 
suspected if stimulation at the fibular head yields a larger 
CMAP than ankle stimulation when recorded over the 
extensor digitorum brevis. Stimulation of the accessory 
deep peroneal nerve behind the lateral malleolus will con-
firm the presence of such an anatomic variant.

Standards of Practice for 
Electrodiagnostic Medicine

The AANEM has addressed the need to set standards for the 
evaluation and interpretation of studies in response to the 
burgeoning and disquieting practice of decoupling nerve 
conductions and needle electromyography (EMG). It is 
the organization’s contention that electrodiagnostic stud-
ies should be performed by physicians properly trained in 
electrodiagnostic medicine, that interpretation of NCS data 
alone, absent face to face patient interaction and control 
over the process provides substandard care, and that per-
formance of NCS without needle EMG has the potential of 
compromising patient care.9 Considerable concern exists 
that there has been a dramatic increase in NCSs without 
EMG testing.9 EMG testing is critical for the assessment of 
radiculopathies and plexopathies as well as to complement 
NCSs and give additional information about entrapments 
and nerve injuries. Interpreting NCS findings without the 
benefit of a focused history and examination is inappropri-
ate as well.9

Communication of the consultation results to the refer-
ring physician and other health care providers is essential. 
The AANEM recommends that the electrodiagnostic report 
contain (1) a description of the problem and the reason 
for referral; (2) a focused history and examination; (3) 
tabular NCS and EMG information with normative refer-
ence values; and (4) temperature and limbs studied.8 It is 
recommended that the study results are defined as normal 
or abnormal, and a probable physiologic diagnosis is pre-
sented. Any limitations to the study should be included.8 
An optional section after this summary can be a synthe-
sis of the clinical and electrophysiologic information into 
clinical recommendations or a stronger set of conclusions. 
Such a section should be separate from the electrophysi-
ologic testing. The EMG and NCS data and the conclusions 
they support should stand alone.

The standards for ethical and professional conduct were 
summarized in an AANEM publication.99 This was the syn-
thesis of principles derived from the American Academy of 
Neurology and the American Medical Association. The elec-
trodiagnostic consultant must be competent profession-
ally and must place the safety, privacy, and patient’s best 
interests first. The consultant should perform evaluations 
that represent the prevailing standards of electrodiagnostic 
practice. Practices such as receiving a fee for making a refer-
ral or giving a fee in exchange for a patient referral (e.g., fee-
splitting) are not appropriate.99 Expert witnesses should 
not provide services under a contingency fee arrangement; 
rather they should receive compensation for actual services 
provided. Other issues that are clearly important are com-
pliance with state and federal regulations as well as Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act privacy laws.99
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Table 10-6   Motor Conduction Studies in 155 Children*

Age (n)

Median Nerve† Peroneal Nerve‡

Distal 
Motor 
Latency 
(ms)

Conduction 
Velocity 
(m/s)

F-Latency 
(ms)

Amplitude 
(mV)

Distal Motor 
Latency 
(ms)

Conduction 
Velocity 
(m/s)

F-Latency 
(ms)

Amplitude 
(mV)

7 days to 1 mo (20) 2.23 (0.29) 25.43 (3.84) 16.12 (1.50) 3.00 (0.31) 2.43 (0.48) 22.43 (1.22) 22.07 (1.46) 3.06 (1.26)

1-6 mo (23) 2.21 (0.34) 34.35 (6.61) 16.89 (1.65) 7.37 (3.24) 2.25 (0.48) 35.18 (3.96) 23.11 (1.89) 5.23 (2.37)

6-12 mo (25) 2.13 (0.19) 43.57 (4.78) 17.31 (1.77) 7.67 (4.45) 2.31 (0.62) 43.55 (3.77) 25.86 (1.35) 5.41 (2.01)

1-2 yr (24) 2.04 (0.18) 48.23 (4.58) 17.44 (1.29) 8.90 (3.61) 2.29 (0.43) 51.42 (3.02) 25.98 (1.95) 5.80 (2.48)

2-4 yr (22) 2.18 (0.43) 53.59 (5.29) 17.91 (1.11) 9.55 (4.34) 2.62 (0.75) 55.73 (4.45) 29.52 (2.15) 6.10 (2.99)

4-6 yr (20) 2.27 (0.45) 56.26 (4.61) 19.44 (1.51) 10.37 (3.66) 3.01 (0.43) 56.14 (4.96) 29.98 (2.68) 7.10 (4.76)

6-14 yr (21) 2.73 (0.44) 57.32 (3.35) 23.23 (2.57) 12.37 (4.79) 3.25 (0.51) 57.05 (4.54) 34.27 (4.29) 8.15 (4.19)

Modified from Parano E, Uncini A, DeVivo DC, et al: Electrophysiologic correlates of peripheral nervous system maturation in infancy and childhood, J Child Neurol 8-4:336-338, 1993.
*Mean (standard deviation).
†Median motor recorded from abductor pollicis brevis and stimulated at wrist.
‡Peroneal motor recorded over extensor digitorum brevis and stimulated at ankle.
Table 10-7   Sensory Conduction Studies in 155 Children*

Age (n)

Median Nerve† Sural Nerve

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s) Amplitude (μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s) Amplitude (μV)

7 days to 1 mo (20) 22.31 (2.16) 6.22 (1.30) 20.26 (1.55) 9.12 (3.02)

1-6 mo (23) 35.52 (6.59) 15.86 (5.18) 34.63 (5.43) 11.66 (3.57)

6-12 mo (25) 40.31 (5.23) 16.00 (5.18) 38.18 (5.00) 15.10 (8.22)

1-2 yr (24) 46.93 (5.03) 24.00 (7.36) 49.73 (5.53) 15.41 (9.98)

2-4 yr (22) 49.51 (3.34) 24.28 (5.49) 52.63 (2.96) 23.27 (6.84)

4-6 yr (20) 51.71 (5.16) 25.12 (5.22) 53.83 (4.34) 22.66 (5.42)

6-14 yr (21) 53.84 (3.26) 26.72 (9.43) 53.85 (4.19) 26.75 (6.59)

Modified from Parano E, Uncini A, DeVivo DC, et al: Electrophysiologic correlates of peripheral nervous system maturation in infancy and childhood,  J Child Neurol 8-4:336-338, 1993.
*Mean (standard deviation).

†Median sensory recorded at wrist with stimulation of index fingers.
Pediatric Electrodiagnosis

The pediatric examination poses challenges for even the 
most experienced electrodiagnostic physician. Diagnosis 
of pediatric neuromuscular disorders is a specialized and 
rapidly evolving area of medicine in which genetic test-
ing plays an ever greater role in diagnosis. Interested read-
ers are encouraged to examine specialized textbooks and 
recent articles, as much of this material is beyond the scope 
of this chapter.

In terms of equipment required for pediatric electrodi-
agnosis, a pediatric bipolar stimulating probe is available 
and is useful for small children.134 Monopolar needles 
are generally used because their diameter is smaller and 
insertional resistance is less, which is due to their Tef-
lon coating. It is critically important to maintain a skin 
surface temperature of 36° to 37° C to avoid spurious 
results.134 There are strong advocates for and against the 
use of sedation and analgesia during electrodiagnostic 
examination.134 Performance of all conscious sedation 
and anesthesia should be done by specialists in pediatric 
anesthesia. When general anesthetic is required, children 
with possible neuromuscular diseases should not be given 
halogenated inhalation agents such as halothane because 
of the risks for malignant hyperthermia.128 Nerve conduc-
tion testing should include both sensory and motor stud-
ies. The needle examination, although difficult, should 
always be part of the diagnostic evaluation. Despite the 
challenging nature of the needle examination, a complete 
needle EMG is necessary to reach appropriate conclusions. 
A single muscle exploration is insufficient for diagnosis in 
a child.134

The conduction velocities in newborns are about half 
of those found in adults. There is a rapid increase in values 
during the first year of life. Median values for conduction 
velocities in children and adults are equalized by 5 years 
of age.134 Tables 10-6 and 10-7 show values for infants 
and newborns.109 Motor conduction velocities in full-term 
infants should be no less than 20 m/s.134 Clinicians who 
examine newborns, infants, and children should have this 
information readily available in their laboratories.

Late responses evaluate an infant’s proximal periph-
eral nervous system. They offer several advantages includ-
ing reduced problems with temperature control, longer 
conduction distance, reduced measurement error, and a 
single stimulation site. In contrast to adults, the H-reflex 
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can be elicited from any muscle during infancy, but most 
responses are gradually and variably suppressed by 1 year 
of age.82,134 The tibial nerve, however, retains its electro-
physiologic H-reflex through life.

The needle EMG examination in infants is challenging 
and should begin with the muscles of highest diagnostic 
yield such as those in a weak limb. Needle manipulation 
and repositioning are often necessary because of the greater 
relative amount of adipose tissue and reduced muscle acti-
vation. Muscle relaxation to examine for spontaneous or 
normal insertional activities is best obtained by placing the 
muscle at its shortest length from origin to insertion.134 
The infant’s foot and hand intrinsic muscles can best be 
used to study insertional and spontaneous activity because 
they are usually not very active.134 These distal muscles, 
however, exhibit high levels of end-plate noise because of 
the relatively larger end-plate regions, which can be con-
fused with fibrillation potentials.134 Extensor muscles are 
not activated as often by the neonate and therefore are 
good choices as well for evaluation of spontaneous and 
insertional activity.134

Assessment of motor unit morphology and recruitment 
is difficult. Motor unit potentials in the pediatric popula-
tion differ from those in the adult. Motor unit potentials in 
the newborn are usually biphasic or triphasic, their ampli-
tudes range from 100 to 700 μV, and they are shorter in 
duration at 5 to 9 ms.82,134 Recruitment of motor units is 
often difficult to interpret because there is typically no vol-
untary control. When looking for motor unit morphology 
and recruitment, it is advisable to examine flexor muscles, 
because there is usually strong flexor tone and muscle acti-
vation. It is important to remember that this is a difficult 
examination, and overinterpretation is common for the 
inexperienced practitioner.

Repetitive nerve stimulation is used to evaluate pre-
synaptic and postsynaptic neuromuscular disorders.26,31 
Immobilization of the arm or leg and maintenance of 
warm body and limb temperatures are critical for optimiz-
ing sensitivity for this testing. Use of 20-Hz stimulation to 
assess for postactivation decrement repair or to look for 
postexercise facilitation is necessary. This is painful, and 
an anesthetized, immobile infant is optimal to derive a 
meaningful study. Stimulated single-fiber EMG can be per-
formed and is an ideal, sensitive means of testing for neu-
romuscular junction disorders.26,31

The hypotonic infant poses diagnostic challenges, with 
hypotonia being the most common reason infants are 
referred for electrodiagnostic examination. Within this cate-
gory, the most common cause for generalized hypotonia is a 
central nervous system disorder.134 In fact, only 10% to 20% 
of infants and children with hypotonia have a neuromuscu-
lar etiology.134 Perhaps the most common neuromuscular 
diagnosis in hypotonic infants is spinal muscular atrophy.

Several peripheral nerve entities occur in the newborn. 
Partial facial paralysis or asymmetric facies might occur, 
and motor NCSs and needle EMG of the facial nerve and its 
corresponding innervated muscles are useful to clarify the 
mononeuropathy. Side-to-side comparisons of the CMAPs 
can give an estimate of the degree of axonal loss and some 
prognostic information. Brachial plexopathies at birth are 
rare, occurring in 1.5 per 1000 live births.46 These brachial 
plexus palsies are difficult to predict and are unrelated to 
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identifiable obstetric characteristics such as gestational age, 
oxytocin augmentation, delivery mode (forceps, spontane-
ous, breech, or cesarean), or birth weight.46 However, the 
duration of labor and presence of shoulder dystocia were 
significantly related to the occurrence of brachial plexus 
palsy.46 Erb palsy involves the upper plexus and C5 or C6 
roots. A Klumpke or lower plexus palsy primarily demon-
strates C8 or T1, and lower trunk involvement. The needle 
EMG can help confirm the site of pathology and location 
of primary involvement.134 In one series, supracostoclavic-
ular space narrowing caused by anatomic variations such 
as cervical ribs or fibrous bands was identified as a predis-
posing factor that rendered the brachial plexus more prone 
to injury.10

A particularly interesting case report discussed the 
intrauterine onset of a peroneal neuropathy with fibril-
lations found within 20 hours of birth in the affected 
muscles, underscoring the onset before delivery and 
arguing against obstetric trauma as the cause.78 In this 
case report, the authors discuss other cases in which 
onset predated the delivery, as evidenced by fibrillations 
in clinically affected muscles shortly after birth. These 
findings have profound implications for medicolegal 
issues surrounding brachial plexus palsies and other 
mononeuropathies in newborns. For situations in which 
a neurologic deficit is found at the time of delivery, an 
electrodiagnostic study shortly afterward (within 24 
hours) can help elucidate whether such a deficit devel-
oped intrauterine or during delivery. Intrauterine onset 
of a focal neuropathy or plexopathy will demonstrate 
fibrillation potentials in the weak muscles if tested by 
EMG shortly after delivery.78

Mononeuropathies and Entrapment 
Neuropathies

Suspected mononeuropathies are the most common rea-
sons for electrodiagnostic laboratory referral. Top among 
these conditions is median neuropathy at the wrist or car-
pal tunnel syndrome. Other entrapments include ulnar 
neuropathy at the elbow, common peroneal neuropathy at 
the fibular head, and tibial nerve entrapment at the ankle 
(tarsal tunnel syndrome). In addition to these entrap-
ments, focal nerve injuries can occur with penetrating 
trauma and fractures. The common entrapments and nerve 
injuries, their anatomic causes, and their electrodiagnostic 
correlates are given in Table 10-8.

The approach to assessing for mononeuropathies is to 
fully test the nerve in question and another nerve in the 
affected limb for comparison. Stimulation both below and 
above the suspected site of injury is imperative to assess for 
conduction block or conduction slowing. EMG of selected 
muscles innervated by the particular nerve is required. If 
these muscles are abnormal, the study should be expanded 
to ensure that these EMG findings are confined to a single 
peripheral nerve distribution and that they are not due to 
a radiculopathy, plexopathy, or polyneuropathy. The elec-
trodiagnostician should have a low threshold for testing 
the same nerves in the opposite limb. Sorting out a focal 
process versus a generalized process such as polyneuropa-
thy is imperative.
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Table 10-8   Entrapment Neuropathies

Nerve Causes Clinical Features
Suggested  
Electrodiagnostic Evaluation Potential EMG Findings

Median  Neuropathies

Carpal tunnel 
 syndrome:

Median entrapment 
at wrist

The most  common 
entrapment 
 neuropathy

Incidence: 55-125 
cases/100,000

Causes: Repetitive 
trauma, obesity, 
pregnancy, lupus, 
etc.50

Aching pain in forearm and 
wrist with insidious onset, 
tingling, paresthesias of 
thumb, index, and long 
finger, thenar weakness, 
nocturnal pain

Sensory NCS across the wrist 
and another sensory nerve in 
the affected limb to compare

Motor NCS of median nerve and 
another motor nerve (usually 
ulnar)

Needle EMG is optional5

Mild CTS: Prolonged SNAP and/or 
slightly reduced SNAP amplitude

Moderate CTS:  Abnormal median
SNAP as above, plus prolonged 

median motor latency127

Severe CTS: Prolonged motor and 
sensory distal latencies, plus either 
an absent SNAP or a low ampli-
tude or absent CMAP.  The EMG 
often shows fibrillations in thenar 
(median) muscles if severe.125

Pronator syndrome:
Entrapment of 

median nerve 
between heads 
of the pronator 
teres and beneath 
FDS arch at 
forearm

Trauma from 
 repetitive overuse, 
tight casting, 
penetrating injuries 
such as intravenous 
catheter, carrying 
a bag with the arm 
flexed (“grocery 
bag neuropathy”)50

Aching pain in the volar 
forearm, hand numbness, 
symptoms worsened by 
repeated pronation, clum-
siness, loss of dexterity, 
weakness, flexor muscle 
and thenar muscle wasting 
if severe, tender pronator 
muscle

Motor nerve conduction across 
this area

Median sensory study distally
EMG of median muscles
Evaluation of ulnar nerve for 

comparison
Radiculopathy screen to exclude 

this condition
EMG findings should be confined 

to median distribution

SNAP: Normal unless axonal loss
CMAP: Normal or reduced if 

motor axonal loss present. NCV 
slowed  across the pronator 
area or conduction block across 
this site

EMG: Reduced recruitment in 
median innervated muscles, fibril-
lations and motor unit changes if 
there is motor axonal loss

Pronator teres usually spared

Anterior interos-
seous:

Entrapment at
forearm (Kiloh-
Nevin
syndrome)

Direct trauma, 
 inflammation, 
strenuous exercise, 
fractures, variant 
of brachial neuritis, 
compression by 
anomalous fibrous 
bands in this 
region50

Acute pure motor syndrome 
with pain in forearm 
and elbow, weak flexor 
pollicis longus and flexor 
digitorum profundus of 
index and long finger, weak 
pronator quadratus. “OK” 
sign

No sensory complaints

Motor nerve conduction across 
this area

Median sensory study distally
EMG of median muscles
Evaluation of ulnar nerve for 

comparison
Radiculopathy screen to exclude 

this condition
EMG findings should be confined 

to anterior interosseus nerve 
distribution

Median SNAPs are normal
Normal median nerve conduction 

studies to the APB
With surface or needle recordings 

from the pronator quadratus, 
there can be slowed median NCV

On EMG, findings will be limited to 
FPL, PQ, and FDP (index and long)

Median nerve
entrapment 
beneath
the ligament of
Struthers

Caused by trauma or 
inflammation

Supracondylar 
process seen in 
0.7%-2.7% of popu-
lation42

Associated with 
fibrous band from 
supracondylar 
process to medial 
epicondyle

(Supracondylar pro-
cess 5 cm above 
medial epicondyle 
on radiograph is 
noted.)

Weak grip, weakness in flex-
ion of wrist, deep aching 
pain in forearm, numbness 
of 1-3 digits, weak hand 
pronation, second and 
third digit flexion, wasting 
of APB

Motor nerve conduction across 
this area

Median sensory study distally
EMG of median muscles
Evaluation of ulnar nerve for 

comparison
Radiculopathy screen to exclude 

this condition
EMG findings should be confined 

to median distribution
Pronator teres often involved

Decreased or absent SNAP 
 amplitude

Reduced motor NCV or conduction 
block across this segment

Decreased CMAP from APB
EMG findings in median nerve distri-

bution including pronator teres50

Radial Neuropathies

Radial nerve
entrapment at 
axilla

Improper use of 
crutches, falling 
asleep with arm 
over a sharp chair 
back or edge

Weakness in all radial nerve–
innervated muscles includ-
ing triceps, decreased 
sensation in posterior arm 
and forearm

Superficial radial sensory
Radial motor testing with 

recording from EIP with either 
surface or needle electrodes. 
Should stimulate at Erb’s point

Testing at least one additional 
motor and sensory nerve in 
the involved limb

EMG of radial nerve–innervated 
muscles

EMG screen for radiculopathy 
(e.g., other muscles not inner-
vated by radial nerve )

Reduced or absent SNAP if axonal 
loss

Normal or reduced motor CMAP if 
axonal loss occurred

Conduction block across the axilla
EMG findings in radial nerve –

innervated muscles including 
triceps when motor axonal loss 
is present
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Nerve Causes Clinical Features
Suggested  
Electrodiagnostic Evaluation Potential EMG Findings

Radial nerve entrap-
ment at spiral 
groove (Saturday 
Night palsy or 
Honeymooner’s 
palsy)

Acute prolonged 
compression of 
the nerve in the 
humeral region due 
to a person sleep-
ing on the arm or 
falling asleep in an 
improper position

Frequently associated 
with alcohol use

Other causes include 
an injection or 
compression with a 
tourniquet

Involves all radial nerve–
innervated muscles 
except triceps brachii and 
anconeus

Wrist extension weakness 
and finger extension 
weakness

Sensory loss over dorsal 
hand and posterior 
forearm

Same as above Reduced or absent SNAP if axonal 
loss. Normal or reduced motor 
CMAP if axonal loss occurred.

Conduction block across the spiral 
groove region

EMG findings in radial nerve–inner-
vated muscles excluding triceps 
and anconeus when motor axonal 
loss is present

Radial nerve with 
posterior interos-
seous nerve 
compression

Radial tunnel syn-
drome encom-
passes entrapment 
by fibrous bands 
at the radial head, 
or the sharp tendi-
nous margin of the 
ECRB

Posterior interosseus 
syndrome or supi-
nator syndrome in 
which where the 
PIN is entrapped 
at the fibrous band 
at the origin of 
supinator muscle 
called the arcade of 
Frohse50

Other causes include 
dislocation of 
elbow, Monteggia 
fracture, fall on 
outstretched hand, 
surgical resection 
of radial head, mass 
lesions

Deep pain at elbow
Weakness with wrist  

extension
Weakness of MCP exten-

sion yet preserved ability 
to extend IP joints due to 
interossei

No loss of sensation

Same as above Normal superficial radial sensory 
response

Slowed motor conduction across 
the elbow; low CMAP over EIP

EMG findings in PIN-innervated 
muscles; brachioradialis and ECRL 
usually spared

Radial nerve
entrapment at the 

wrist (Warten-
berg

syndrome or
handcuff
neuropathy)

Bracelets and hand-
cuff neuropathy

Ganglions, overuse 
syndrome

Numbness, paresthesias of 
dorsoradial aspect of hand 
and dorsum of first  
3 digits, tender to 
 palpation in this area

No motor weakness

Same as above
In certain compelling clinical 

circumstances the examina-
tion can be abbreviated and 
focused on the superficial 
radial nerve, using another 
nerve for comparison

Superficial radial sensory response 
delayed in latency or low in 
amplitude

Ulnar Neuropathies

Ulnar nerve com-
pression at
Guyon’s canal at
wrist

Chronic pressure 
from using tools, 
bicycle riding, gan-
glion, rheumatoid 
arthritis

Type 1: Hypothenar and deep 
ulnar branch

Type 2: Deep ulnar branch
Type 3: Superficial ulnar 

sensory branch
Numbness, paresthesias, 

weakness, intrinsic muscle 
atrophy, nocturnal pain

Painless wasting of hand 
intrinsics

Ulnar sensory testing
Ulnar motor testing with record-

ing electrodes over ADM and 
FDI and conduction across 
the elbow

Dorsal ulnar cutaneous
Another motor and sensory 

nerve in the affected limb for 
comparison

EMG ulnar muscles

Prolonged motor latency
Dorsal ulnar cutaneous nerve spared
Ulnar sensory response to fifth digit 

prolonged in latency or normal if 
mostly motor fibers are involved

CMAP decreased if axonal loss 
present

EMG demonstrates fibrillations or 
motor unit changes in hand intrin-
sics but not in thenar (median 
innervated) muscles

Table 10-8   Entrapment Neuropathies — cont’d

Continued
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Brachial Plexopathies

Brachial plexopathies are important causes of shoulder 
and neck region pain.28,29,139 The EMG examination is 
critical and should be extensive and detailed, particularly 
for proximal muscles and muscles in which there is clinical 
weakness.110 Sensory nerve action potentials (SNAPs) are a 
key part of the evaluation. SNAPs are readily available for 

C6 (radial to the thumb), C7 (median to digit 2), and C8 
(ulnar to digit 5) root levels in the hand, and L5 (superficial 
peroneal sensory) and S1 (sural sensory) in the leg. Other 
SNAPs, such as the lateral antebrachial cutaneous (C5, C6) 
or the medial antebrachial cutaneous (C8, T1), can provide 
additional information to the study. SNAPs are generally 
low in amplitude or absent with postganglionic plexopa-
thies, and help differentiate between radiculopathies and 

Nerve Causes Clinical Features
Suggested  
Electrodiagnostic Evaluation Potential EMG Findings

Ulnar nerve com-
pression at the 
elbow

Trauma, cubitus 
valgus, bony spurs, 
tumors, overuse, 
previous fracture

Proximal to elbow 
the nerve may be 
entrapped by the 
arcade of Struthers, 
a fibrous structure 
associated with 
the medial triceps 
muscle

Cubital tunnel made 
of the fibrous 
entrance to the 
FCU is the most 
common site

Vague dull aching forearm, 
intermittent paresthesia, 
hypoesthesia on ulnar 
side of hand, weakness of 
abduction of little finger, 
ulnar clawing in severe 
cases, wasting of first 
dorsal interosseus and 
hypothenar eminence, 
wasting of ulnar border  
of forearm

Ulnar motor conduction across 
the elbow and in forearm; if 
abnormal, additional motor 
and sensory to exclude diffuse 
process

Consider an inching study across 
elbows5,21

Ulnar sensory
Dorsal ulnar cutaneous EMG of 

ulnar muscles

The ulnar sensory nerve may be 
reduced in amplitude or absent.

The dorsal ulnar cutaneous nerve 
may be reduced or absent

Ulnar motor amplitude might be 
reduced

Conduction block across the elbow 
can occur

NCV is more than 10 m/s slower 
across the elbow than in the 
forearm segment

Short segmental inching at 1-cm
intervals can reveal greater than  

0.4-ms segmental change or a 
clear discontinuity21

Lower Limb Mononeuropathies

Femoral neuropathy Trauma, retroperito-
neal hematoma due 
to anticoagulation, 
cardiac catheteriza-
tions5

Weak quadriceps muscle, 
weakness of knee exten-
sion, absent knee jerk, 
groin pain and decreased 
sensation over medial and 
anterior thigh and lower 
leg in the saphenous nerve 
distribution

Motor nerve conduction to 
quadriceps

Saphenous sensory study
EMG of quadriceps as well as 

other L3 and L4 muscles (e.g., 
the adductor muscles)

Consider an EMG screen for 
radiculopathy

Reduced amplitude or absent saphe-
nous nerve response

Reduced CMAP over rectus femoris
On EMG, fibrillations in the femoral 

nerve–innervated muscles

Lateral femoral
cutaneous nerve
entrapment at 

thigh
(meralgia
paresthetica)

Repeated low-grade 
trauma, obesity, 
pregnancy, tight 
clothing most com-
monly under the 
lateral end of the 
ilioinguinal ligament

Pure sensory syndrome at 
the lateral thigh including 
unpleasant paresthesias, 
burning, or a dull ache; no 
motor symptoms

Can be aggravated by pro-
longed standing or walking

Lateral femoral cutaneous study
Femoral evaluation as above 

should be considered

Reduced amplitude in lateral femoral 
cutaneous nerve. This nerve is 
technically challenging to study 
and side-to-side comparisons are 
useful.

Peroneal nerve
entrapment at the
head of the fibula

Fractures, plaster 
casts, tight stock-
ings, improper 
positioning, exces-
sive weight loss, 
farm work, tumors, 
crossing legs for a 
long time

Foot drop, weakness of 
eversion, numbness on the 
dorsum of the foot, pain

SPS testing
Motor nerve conduction below 

and across the fibular head 
recorded from EDB or tibialis 
anterior if EDB is atrophied

Exclude L5 radiculopathy by 
EMG

Test an additional motor and 
sensory in the same leg

Reduced or absent SPS response
Conduction block across the fibular 

head
Conduction velocity reduced in 

fibular head segment by >10 m/s 
compared to leg segment

Fibrillations in muscles innervated by 
peroneal nerve

Tibial nerve
entrapment at 

tarsal
tunnel under 

flexor
retinaculum of
medial malleolus

Compression from 
shoes, casting, post-
traumatic fibrosis, 
overuse, ganglion 
cysts

Pain in foot and ankle, wast-
ing and weakness in feet, 
sensory impairment at 
toes and sole of the foot

Plantar sensory (mixed) nerve 
conductions

Tibial motor to AH muscle
Another motor and sensory in 

the same limb to exclude poly-
neuropathy

EMG of intrinsic foot muscles
Consider EMG screen for 

radiculopathy or sciatic 
neuropathy

Prolonged latencies or low ampli-
tudes in plantar nerves

Prolonged tibial motor latency 
across tarsal tunnel

Fibrillations in the flexor digitorum 
brevis, AH, or other intrinsic foot 
muscle innervated by the tibial 
nerve

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; AH, abductor hallucis; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; CMAP, compound muscle action potential; CTS, carpal tunnel syndrome; ECRB, extensor carpi radialis brevis; 
ECRL, extensor carpi radialis longus; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; EIP, extensor indicis proprius; EMG, electromyography; FCU, flexor carpi ulnaris; FDI, first dorsal interosseous; FDS, flexor 
digitorum superficialis; FPL, flexor pollicis longus; IP, interphalangeal; MCP, metacarpophalangeal; NCS, nerve conduction study; NCV, nerve conduction velocity; PIN, posterior interosseous nerve; 
PQ, pronator quadratus; SNAP, sensory nerve action potential; SPS, superficial peroneal sensory nerve.

Table 10-8   Entrapment Neuropathies — cont’d
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plexopathies. The exception to this rule is in the case of 
traumatic plexopathy when a root is avulsed. This severe 
injury with little chance of recovery should be recognized. 
In this case, the patient’s weakness is profound and the 
CMAPs are low or absent, but the SNAPs are preserved. A 
myelogram or MRI often reveals a traumatic meningocele 
associated with such root avulsions.

The amplitudes of CMAPs should be elicited when pos-
sible in the weak muscles and compared with the unin-
volved side. After Wallerian degeneration has occurred, this 
gives a rough estimate of the amount of axonal loss. It is 
thought that CMAPs less than 10% to 20% of the unin-
volved side portend poor prognosis; however, the literature 
supporting this statement is weak and in large measure 
derived from Bell’s palsy experience.32,38 

Electrodiagnosticians should understand the peripheral 
neuroanatomy of both the lumbosacral and the brachial 
plexus. A thorough appreciation for muscular anatomy, 
root innervations, and needle localization is a prerequisite. 
The consultant should specify, with as much precision as 
the study will allow, the location of the lesion, the magni-
tude (severity), and whenever possible rough estimates of 
probable outcomes. It is important to also appreciate that 
different parts of the brachial plexus can be involved with 
differing severities. The electrodiagnostician should deter-
mine when possible these differential injuries, because 
such information can help surgeons who contemplate ten-
don transfers.

Radiculopathies

Cervical and lumbosacral radiculopathies are conditions 
involving a pathologic process affecting the spinal nerve 
root. One major cause is a herniated nucleus pulposus that 
anatomically compresses a nerve root within the spinal 
canal. Another common etiology for radiculopathy is spi-
nal stenosis, resulting from a combination of degenerative 
spondylosis, ligament hypertrophy, and spondylolisthe-
sis. Inflammatory radiculitis is another pathophysiologic 
process that can cause radiculopathy. It is important to 
remember, however, that other more ominous processes, 
such as malignancy and infection, can manifest the same 
symptoms and signs of radiculopathy as those of the more 
common causes.

The dorsal root ganglion lies in the intervertebral fora-
men. This anatomic arrangement has implications for 
the clinical electrodiagnosis of radiculopathy, namely 
that SNAPs are preserved in most radiculopathies. This is 
because the nerve root is affected proximal to the dorsal 
root ganglion.

In the lumbar spine, the dorsal and ventral lumbar roots 
exit the spinal cord at about the T11-L1 bony level and 
travel in the lumbar canal as a group of nerve roots in the 
dural sac. This is termed the “horse’s tail” or cauda equina. 
This poses challenges and limitations to the EMG exami-
nation. A destructive intramedullary (spinal cord) lesion 
at T11 can produce EMG findings in muscles innervated 
by any of the lumbosacral nerve roots, and manifest the 
same findings on needle EMG as those seen with a herni-
ated nucleus pulposus at any of the lumbar disk levels. For 
this reason, the electromyographer cannot determine with 

certainty the anatomic location of the lumbar intraspinal 
lesion producing distal muscle EMG findings in the lower 
limbs. The needle EMG examination can identify only the 
root or roots that are physiologically involved but not the 
precise anatomic site of pathology in the lumbar spinal 
canal. This is an important limitation requiring correlation 
with imaging findings to determine which anatomic loca-
tion is most probably the offending site.

By far the most useful test for confirming the presence of 
a radiculopathy is needle EMG. Needle EMG testing with 
a sufficient number of muscles and at least one motor and 
one sensory NCS should be performed in the involved 
limb.7 The NCSs are necessary to exclude polyneuropathy. 
An EMG study is considered diagnostic for radiculopathy 
if EMG abnormalities are found in two or more muscles 
innervated by the same nerve root and different periph-
eral nerves, yet muscles innervated by adjacent nerve roots 
are normal.140 This assumes that other generalized condi-
tions such as polyneuropathy are not present. The need for 
EMG, particularly in relationship to imaging of the spine, 
has been highlighted.117 Needle EMG is particularly help-
ful given that the false-positive rates for MRI of the lumbar 
spine are high, with 27% of normal subjects having a disk 
protrusion.76 For the cervical spine, the false-positive rate 
for MRI is lower, with 19% of subjects demonstrating an 
abnormality, but only 10% showing a herniated or bulg-
ing disk.13 Radiculopathies can occur without structural 
findings on MRI, and likewise without EMG findings. The 
EMG evaluates only motor axonal loss or motor axon con-
duction block (reduced recruitment is seen), and for these 
reasons a radiculopathy affecting the sensory root will not 
yield abnormalities by EMG. If the rate of denervation is 
balanced by reinnervation in the muscle, then spontane-
ous activity is less likely to be seen with EMG. The sensitiv-
ity for EMG ranges from 49% to 92%.73,83,90,133,136

The specificity of needle EMG was recently addressed 
in a group of asymptomatic persons in comparison with 
a radiculopathy group. When considering the typical dis-
tribution of findings to identify a radiculopathy (two 
abnormal muscles not innervated by the same peripheral 
nerve), and using six muscle screens and considering only 
spontaneous activity as abnormal, the needle EMG had 
100% specificity. There were no false-positive tests. This is 
valuable information that supports the usefulness of nee-
dle EMG as a confirmatory test that complements spinal 
imaging.132

Cervical and lumbar paraspinal muscles are important 
to examine with EMG when assessing for radiculopathy. If 
positive, they localize the site of pathology to the spine or 
root level. When assessing paraspinal muscles, only fibril-
lations, PSWs, CRDs, or myotonic discharges have clinical 
relevance. Recruitment findings and motor unit morphol-
ogy for these muscles have not been well established. There 
are no normative data regarding motor unit morphology in 
either the cervical or lumbar paraspinal muscles to which 
precise recruitment comparisons can be made. Likewise, it 
requires quantitative EMG to accurately assess motor unit 
size, duration, and polyphasicity—time-consuming tasks. 
Examiners should not overcall radiculopathies based on 
reduced “recruitment” or “increased polyphasicity” of the 
paraspinal muscles. Paraspinal muscles show either spon-
taneous activity or other abnormal discharges (CRDs), and 
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therefore they localize the lesion to the root, but not to a 
specific level. There is considerable overlap in paraspinal 
muscles, with single roots innervating muscle fibers above 
and below their anatomic levels. For this reason, the level 
of radiculopathy cannot be delineated by paraspinal EMG 
alone, but rather is based on the root level that best explains 
the distribution of limb muscles with EMG abnormalities.

The lumbar paraspinal muscle examination can be eas-
ily performed and should be studied in persons with sus-
pected radiculopathies. Haig et al.68-70 derived a means of 
quantifying the degree of findings in the paraspinals by 
means of an index derived by adding the fibrillations found 
in a standard set of muscle insertions. Such quantitative 
assessment distinguishes patients with radiculopathies and 
spinal stenosis with greater precision. In this mini–para-
spinal mapping screen, the lumbar paraspinal muscles are 
identified, and four separate areas in the lumbar paraspi-
nal region are studied.68 Fibrillations scored greater than 
3 on the Mini-PM scale are abnormal. More recently this 
technique was validated in a group of asymptomatic older 
adults.27 The stricter criterion of abnormal spontaneous 
activity on needle examination, and paraspinal mapping 
scores greater than 6 being considered abnormal, serve to 
lower the risk of false-positive EMG testing. These findings 
in a well-conducted and blinded study suggest that EMG is 
less likely to be abnormal (false positive) in asymptomatic 
adults than MRI when quantified by paraspinal muscles 
mapping.27

Dumitru et al.55 examined the lumbosacral paraspinal 
muscles and intrinsic foot muscles with monopolar EMG. 
These investigators recorded potentials and found that 
there were irregularly firing potentials with similar wave-
form characteristics as fibrillations and PSWs. By excluding 
irregularly firing potentials (atypical end-plate spikes) and 
considering only regularly firing potentials with appropri-
ate morphology consistent with fibrillations, they found 
that only 4% of these subjects had false-positive paraspinal 
EMG findings. This well-designed quantitative study under-
scores the need to assess both firing rate and rhythm, as 
well as discharge morphology, when evaluating for fibrilla-
tions and positive waves in the lumbar paraspinal muscles. 
Fibrillations fire regularly, and this should be confirmed by 
listening carefully and seeing consistent intervals between 
fibrillations on the display screen. Electrodiagnosticians 
should take care not to overcall paraspinal muscle EMG 
findings by mistaking irregularly firing end-plate spikes for 
regularly firing fibrillations.

How Many and Which Muscles to Study

A screening EMG study involves determining whether the 
radiculopathy can be confirmed by EMG. The concept of 
a screening EMG encompasses identifying the possibility 
of an electrodiagnostically confirmable radiculopathy. If 
one of the muscles in the screen is abnormal, the screen 
must be expanded to exclude other diagnoses and to fully 
delineate the radiculopathy level. Because of the screening 
nature of the EMG examination, electrodiagnosticians with 
experience should look for more subtle signs of denerva-
tion and, if present in the screening muscles, then expand 
the study to determine whether these findings are limited 
to a single myotome or peripheral nerve distribution. If 

they are limited to a single muscle, their clinical signifi-
cance is uncertain.

A prospective multicenter study evaluating patients 
referred to participating electrodiagnostic laboratories 
with suspected cervical radiculopathy was conducted to 
address the issue regarding how many muscles are suffi-
cient to confidently identify an electrodiagnostically con-
firmable cervical radiculopathy.40 There were 101 patients 
with electrodiagnostically confirmed cervical radiculopa-
thies representing all cervical root levels. When paraspinal 
muscles were one of the screening muscles, five-muscle 
screens identified 90% to 98% of radiculopathies, six-
muscle screens identified 94% to 99%, and seven-muscle 
screens identified 96% to 100% (Table 10-9). When para-
spinal muscles were not part of the screen, eight distal limb 
muscles recognized 92% to 95% of radiculopathies. Six-
muscle screens including paraspinal muscles yielded con-
sistently high identification rates, and studying additional 
muscles led to marginal increases in identification. Indi-
vidual screens useful to the electromyographer are listed 
in Table 10-9. These findings were consistent with those 
derived from a large retrospective study.96

A similar prospective multicenter study was con-
ducted to assess the optimal screening electrodiagnostic 
 assessment for persons with suspected lumbosacral radicu-
lopathy.39,44 In this study, there were 102 patients with elec-
trodiagnostically confirmed lumbosacral radiculopathies 
representing all lumbosacral root levels. When paraspinal 
muscles were one of the screening muscles, four-muscle 
screens identified 88% to 97%, five-muscle screens identi-
fied 94% to 98%, and six-muscle screens identified 98% 
to 100% (Table 10-10). When paraspinal muscles were not 
part of the screen, identification rates were lower for all 
screens, and eight distal muscles were necessary to identify 

Table 10-9   Six-Muscle Screen Identifications of Patients 
With Cervical Radiculopathies

Muscle Screen
Neuropathic* 
(%)

Spontaneous 
Activity† (%)

Six Muscles Without Paraspinals

Deltoid,  APB, FCU, triceps, PT, FCR 93 66

Biceps, triceps, FCU, EDC, FCR, FDI 87 55

Deltoid, triceps, EDC, FDI, FCR, PT 89 64

Biceps, triceps, EDC, PT,  APB, FCU 94 64

Six Muscles with Paraspinals

Deltoid, triceps, PT, APB, EDC, PSM 99 83

Biceps, triceps, EDC, FDI, FCU, PSM 96 75

Deltoid, EDC, FDI, PSM, FCU, 
triceps

94 77

Biceps, FCR,  APB, PT, PSM, triceps 98 79

Modified  from Dillingham TR,  Lauder TD, Andary M,  et  al:  Identification of  cervical  radic-
ulopathies:  optimizing  the  electromyographic  screen,  Am J Phys Med Rehabil  80(2):84-91, 
2001.

APB, Abductor pollicis brevis; EDC, extensor digitorum communis; FCR, flexor carpi radialis; 
FCU,  flexor  carpi  ulnaris; FDI,  first  dorsal  interosseus; PSM,  cervical  paraspinal muscles; PT, 
pronator teres.

*The “neuropathic” column indicates the identification rates when looking for all types of 
subtle neuropathic findings.

†The spontaneous activity column indicates identification rates when only fibrillations or 
positive sharp waves are considered.
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90%. Other retrospective studies are consistent with these 
findings.33,96,97

In summary, for both cervical and lumbosacral radicu-
lopathy screens, the optimal minimum number of muscles 
appears to be six muscles, which include the paraspinal 
muscles and muscles that represent all root level innerva-
tions. When paraspinal muscles are not reliable, then eight 
non-paraspinal muscles must be examined. Another way 
to think of this is as follows: to minimize harm, six in the 
leg and six in the arm.

It is an important caveat that if one of the six muscles 
studied in the screen is positive, there is the possibility 
of confirming electrodiagnostically that a radiculopathy 
is present. In this case, the examiner must study addi-
tional muscles to determine the radiculopathy level and 
to exclude a mononeuropathy. If the findings are found 
in only a single muscle, they remain inconclusive and of 
uncertain clinical relevance. If none of the six muscles are 
abnormal, the examiner can be confident of not miss-
ing the opportunity to confirm electrodiagnostically that 
a radiculopathy is present. The patient might still have a 
radiculopathy (purely sensory or very mild case), but other 

tests such as MRI will be necessary to confirm this clinical 
suspicion. This logic is illustrated in Figure 10-2.

In the past, a well-defined temporal course of events was 
thought to occur with radiculopathies, despite the absence 
of studies supporting such a relationship. It was a com-
monly held notion that in acute lumbosacral radiculopa-
thies, the paraspinal muscles denervated first, followed by 
distal muscles, and that reinnervation started with paraspi-
nal muscles and then with distal muscles. This paradigm 
was addressed with a series of investigations.42-44,115 For 
both lumbosacral and cervical radiculopathies, symptom 
duration had no significant relationship to the probabil-
ity of finding spontaneous activity in paraspinal or limb 
muscles. This simplistic explanation, although widely 
quoted in the older literature, does not explain the com-
plex pathophysiology of radiculopathies. Electrodiagnos-
ticians should not invoke this relationship to explain the 
absence or presence of fibrillations in a particular muscle.

Traumatic Nerve Injuries

Trauma to the peripheral nervous system often accompa-
nies other traumatic injuries. Electrodiagnosis is a valuable 
means of identifying the location of a peripheral nerve 
lesion and can, to some extent, assess the magnitude of 
the nerve injury.54 Electrodiagnostic testing has important 
implications but also clear limitations regarding precise 
nerve injury classification.15 Recovery can be expected to 
be days to weeks in the case of an injury resulting only 
in neurapraxia. Months may be required for recovery in 
peripheral nerve injuries showing substantial axonal loss. 
NCSs distal to the site of the lesion after Wallerian degen-
eration has taken place can help delineate the degree of 
axonal loss. The side-to-side amplitudes can be compared, 
yielding a semiquantitative means of determining the 
degree of axonal loss. What must be appreciated is the 
considerable variability in side-to-side motor and sensory 
amplitudes. Intraoperative nerve action potential assess-
ment across individual fascicles can further define whether 
a fascicle has axons in continuity.79,87-89

A major use of electrodiagnosis is to identify electro-
physiologic evidence of spontaneous regeneration that 
precedes clinical findings of recovery.100 In the case of a 
traumatically injured limb, the electrodiagnostician can 
usually determine the general location of the lesion and 
delineate whether axonal loss has occurred. If remaining 
motor units are firing, the electrodiagnostic examination 
can determine with certainty that there is not complete 
neurotmesis (section of the nerve).

After complete nerve section, failure at the neuromus-
cular junction occurs in 2 to 5 days in animals.65,105,106 In 
partial nerve injuries, regeneration occurs through axonal 
sprouting from undamaged axons in proximity to dener-
vated muscle fibers. Axonal sprouting can reinnervate mus-
cle fibers within days. Axonal regeneration occurring at the 
site of injury, on the other hand, requires months to rein-
nervate the denervated muscle fibers.106

Chaudhry and Cornblath25 studied wallerian degenera-
tion in humans. They found that motor-evoked responses 
were absent in 9 days, sensory responses were absent by  
11 days, and denervation potentials were seen 10 to 14 days 

Table 10-10   Six-Muscle Screen Identifications of Patients 
With Lumbosacral Radiculopathies

Muscle Screen Neuropathic* (%)
Spontaneous 
Activity† (%)

Six Muscles Without Paraspinals

ATIB, PTIB, MGAS, RFEM, 
SHBF, LGAS

89 78

VMED,  TFL, LGAS, PTIB, 
ADD, MGAS

83 70

VLAT, SHBF, LGAS,  ADD, 
TFL, PTIB

79 62

ADD,  TFL, MGAS, PTIB, 
ATIB, LGAS

88 79

Six Muscles with Paraspinals

ATIB, PTIB, MGAS, PSM, 
VMED,  TFL

99 93

VMED, LGAS, PTIB, PSM, 
SHBF, MGAS

99 87

VLAT, TFL, LGAS, PSM, 
ATIB, SHBF

98 87

ADD, MGAS, PTIB, PSM, 
VLAT, SHBF

99 89

VMED,  ATIB, PTIB, PSM, 
SHBF,  MGAS

100 92

VMED, TFL, LGAS, PSM, 
ATIB, PTIB

99 91

ADD, MGAS, PTIB, PSM, 
ATIB, SHBF

100 93

Modified from Dillingham TR, Lauder TD,  Andary M, et al:  Identification of cervical radicu-
lopathies: optimizing the electromyographic screen, Am J Phys Med Rehabil 80(2):84-91, 2001. 

ADD, Adductor  longus; ATIB,  tibialis  anterior ; LGAS,  lateral  gastrocnemius; MGAS, medial 
gastrocnemius; PSM, lumbar paraspinal muscles; PTIB, tibialis posterior ; RFEM, rectus femoris; 
SHBF, short head of biceps femoris; TFL, tensor fascia lata; VLAT, vastus lateralis; VMED, vastus 
medialis.

*The “neuropathic” column indicates the identification rates when looking for all types of 
subtle neuropathic findings.

†The spontaneous activity column indicates identification rates when only fibrillations or 
positive sharp waves are considered.
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after injury. These results indicate that the motor and sen-
sory responses reliably assess the status of the nerve after 11 
days. It takes 3 weeks for fibrillations to fully develop and 
be consistently recorded by needle EMG.

Kraft92 studied fibrillation potential amplitudes and 
their relationship to time after injury. The mean fibrilla-
tion amplitude in the first 2 months postinjury was 612 
μV. This important study showed that 1 year after traumatic 
nerve injury, no population of fibrillation potentials was 
greater than 100 μV in amplitude. These findings can help 
determine whether fibrillations are the result of recent or 
remote denervation.

An informative study regarding fibrillation potential 
generation resulting from direct muscle injury was reported 
by Partanen and Danner.112 They studied 43 patients after 
muscle biopsy. At 6 to 7 days after biopsy, about half the 
subjects showed fibrillations on needle EMG testing. At 
16 days, all subjects revealed fibrillation potentials in the 
biopsied muscles, and these fibrillations persisted for up 
to 8 months. These findings suggest that direct muscle 
trauma can result in denervation potentials and can occur 
in the absence of any nerve injury.106,112 Such informa-
tion is important when evaluating traumatically injured 
limbs. Areas of muscle damage or surgical scars should be 
avoided because fibrillation potentials in these areas are 
uninterpretable.

Electrodiagnostic Assessment of Nerve 
Injuries

The pertinent issues in electrodiagnosis of peripheral nerve 
injuries are localization of the injury, pathophysiology 
of the lesion, severity of the dysfunction, and progress of 
reinnervation.40 Frykman et al.64 presented an algorithmic 
approach to the assessment and management of traumatic 
peripheral nerve injuries based on the clinical examina-
tion and electrodiagnostic findings (Figure 10-3). In those 
patients for whom little or no recovery is evident at 3 weeks 
by clinical examination, electrodiagnostic studies are per-
formed. If no voluntary motor units and no motor or 

sensory responses are elicited, surgical exploration can be 
considered. If fibrillations are present, yet some voluntary 
units are noted along with reduced but present sensory or 
motor responses, then a partial nerve injury can be diag-
nosed, and further recovery can be reasonably expected. 
In a mild or neurapraxic injury with no fibrillations and 
normal sensory and motor amplitudes, a full recovery 
can be expected.64 Although somewhat simplistic, this 
approach provides a conceptual framework for consoli-
dating electrodiagnostic and clinical information into 
a treatment plan. The algorithm by Frykman has been 
updated and slightly modified regarding the presence of 
voluntary MUAPs.64 Some newer surgical approaches to 
peripheral nerve injury are based on intraoperative NCSs. 
Information derived from peripheral nerve imaging tech-
niques (MRI and ultrasound imaging) might well play 
an important role. However, the Frykman approach is a 
reasonable conceptual framework for managing nerve 
injuries.

Generalized Disorders

Electrodiagnostic testing is an extension of the physical 
examination, and as such should be placed within a con-
ceptual framework of physical findings and patient symp-
toms. Figure 10-1 provides a conceptual framework for 
utilizing the clinical scenario and examination findings to 
address the highest probability disorders. For the purposes 
of this discussion, generalized disorders are those affecting 
more than one limb. The guidelines in Table 10-4 provide 
a framework for structuring the examination to evaluate for 
these disorders.

Polyneuropathy

Evaluation for polyneuropathy involves identifying 
peripheral nervous system involvement. The electro-
diagnostician should also strive to categorize the type 
of neuropathy based on its electrodiagnostic features. 

Suspected radiculopathy

Six muscles (with PSM)-lumbar screen
Six muscles (with PSM)-cervical screen

If one muscle is positive, expand study

Determine if EMG reflects:
• radiculopathy (which level);
• entrapment neuropathy;
• generalized condition; or
• findings that are of uncertain relevance

If all muscles negative, stop EMG
examination in this limb

The patient will not have an
electrodiagnostically confirmable
radiculopathy.

They may:
• not have radiculopathy, or
• have a radiculopathy but you will not
 confirm this with EMG (other diagnostic
 tests must be utilized, such as MRI or SNRB)

FIGURE 10-2 Algorithm for suspected radiculopathy. EMG, Electromyography; PSM, paraspinal muscle; SNRB, sensory nerve root block.
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Donofrio and Albers47 compiled a comprehensive list 
of polyneuropathies classified by their characteristic 
electrodiagnostic findings. Determining whether sen-
sory, motor, or both types of nerves are involved, and 
whether the primary type of pathology is demyelination 
or axonal loss, allows the electrodiagnostician to narrow 
the list of potential etiologies for the polyneuropathy  
(Box 10-1).

The electrodiagnostic changes seen with demyelinating 
and axonal neuropathies are shown in Table 10-11. Persons 
with polyneuropathies involving acute or recent motor 
axonal loss show fibrillations and PSWs in predominantly 
distal muscles. The distribution of EMG findings in poly-
neuropathies is such that distal lower limb muscles often 
demonstrate the greatest involvement. In persons with a 
more chronic process with either old axonal loss or slow 
axonal loss that is balanced with reinnervation and reorga-
nization of the motor unit, large-amplitude, long-duration 
MUAPs can be seen.84,93

Absent SNAPs and CMAPs can reflect either axonal loss 
or conduction block. EMG can provide supporting infor-
mation about motor axonal loss. Nerve conduction veloc-
ity is an important parameter to measure from multiple 
nerves. Temporal dispersion suggests an acquired demye-
linating polyneuropathy. Care must be taken to study a suf-
ficient number of nerves to confidently determine whether 
a diffuse process is present rather than a single entrapment 
neuropathy. If one limb is affected, the electrodiagnosti-
cian should study the contralateral limb. If this is abnor-
mal, another limb should be examined.

F-waves measure longer neurologic pathways and are 
important in diagnosing polyneuropathies. They are helpful in 
identifying diabetic polyneuropathy, acute inflam matory 
demyelinating polyneuropathy (AIDP), and chronic inflam-
matory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (CIDP).63,108 
F-waves and H-reflexes are important tests for assessing 
proximal segments of the peripheral nervous system and 
can be helpful for neuropathy evaluations.

Nerve is injured

Nature of nerve
lesion is known

Nerve is in
continuity

Repair as soon
as appropriate

Wait 3 weeks
or more

Wait to allow 2.5 cm/month
for reinervation

Examine for return
of muscle activity

Follow reexamine
every 1-3 months

Progressive return
of muscle activity

Congratulations

Electrical studies
results:

Fibs, PSWs,
No VMP

Fibs, PSWs,
↓ No. of VMP

No motor
No sensory

Amplitudes ↓
sensory and
motor latencies:
normal or slightly ↑

Motor and sensory
normal below
injury site

Normal

Explore
surgically and repair

Expect
further return

Expect
full return

Normal nerve
No injury

EMG EMG No Fibs, No PSWs,
No VMP or some
recruited units

No Fibs, No
PSWs, Many
recruited VMP

EMG

NCS NCS NCS

EMG

NCS

Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

No

No No
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FIGURE 10-3 Algorithm for management of peripheral nerve injuries. EMG, Electromyography; Fibs, fibrillation potentials; NCS, nerve conduction study; PSWs, 
positive sharp waves; VMP, voluntary motor unit potentials (interference pattern). (Modified from Frykman GK, Wolf A, Coyle T:  An algorithm for management of 
peripheral nerve injuries, Orthop Clin North Am; 12[2]:239-244, 1981, with permission.)
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Uniform, Demyelinating, Mixed Sensorimotor 
Polyneuropathy
 •  Hereditary motor sensory neuropathy types 1, 3, and 4
 •  Metachromatic leukodystrophy
 •  Krabbe globoid leukodystrophy
 •  Adrenomyeloneuropathy
 •  Congenital hypomyelinating neuropathy
 •  Tangier disease
 •  Cockayne’s syndrome
 •  Cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis

Segmental, Demyelinating, Motor Greater Than Sensory 
Polyneuropathy
 •  Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy
 •  Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy
 •  Multifocal demyelinating neuropathy with persistent con-

duction block
 •  Osteosclerotic myeloma
 •  Waldenström macroglobulinemia
 •  Monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance
 •  Gamma heavy chain disease
 •  Angiofollicular lymph node hyperplasia
 •  Hypothyroidism
 •  Leprosy
 •  Diphtheria
 •  Acute arsenic polyneuropathy
 •  Pharmaceuticals: amiodarone, perhexilene, high-dose 

 cytarabine (Ara-C)
 •  Lymphoma
 •  Carcinoma
 •  AIDS
 •  Lyme disease
 •  Acromegaly
 •  Hereditary neuropathy with susceptibility to pressure 

palsies
 •  Systemic lupus erythematosus
 •  Glue-sniffing neuropathy
 •  Post portocaval anastomosis
 •  Neuropathy associated with progressive external 

ophthalmoplegia
 •  Ulcerative colitis
 •  Marinesco-Sjögren syndrome
 •  Cryoglobulinemia

Axon Loss, Motor Greater Than Sensory Polyneuropathy
 •  Porphyria
 •  Axonal Guillain-Barré syndrome
 •  Hereditary motor sensory neuropathy types 2 and 5
 •  Lead neuropathy
 •  Dapsone neuropathy
 •  Vincristine neuropathy
 •  Remote effect motor neuronopathy associated with 

lymphoma
 •  Remote effect motor neuronopathy associated with 

carcinoma
 •  Hypoglycemia or hyperinsulinemia

Axon Loss Sensory Neuronopathy or Neuropathy
 •  Hereditary sensory neuropathy types 1-4
 •  Friedreich ataxia
 •  Spinocerebellar degeneration
 •  Abetalipoproteinemia (Bassen-Kornzweig disease)
 •  Primary biliary cirrhosis
 •  Acute sensory neuronopathy
 •  Cis-platinum toxicity

 •  Carcinomatous sensory neuronopathy
 •  Lymphomatous sensory neuronopathy
 •  Chronic idiopathic ataxic neuropathy
 •  Sjögren syndrome
 •  Fisher variant Guillain-Barré syndrome
 •  Paraproteinemias
 •  Pyridoxine toxicity
 •  Idiopathic sensory neuronopathy
 •  Styrene-induced peripheral neuropathy
 •  Crohn disease
 •  Thalidomide toxicity
 •  Nonsystemic vasculitic neuropathy
 •  Chronic gluten enteropathy
 •  Vitamin E deficiency

Axon Loss, Mixed Sensorimotor Polyneuropathy
 •  Amyloidosis
 •  Chronic liver disease
 •  Nutritional disease
 •  Vitamin B12 deficiency
 •  Folate deficiency
 •  Whipple disease
 •  Postgastrectomy syndrome
 •  Gastric restriction surgery for obesity
 •  Thiamine deficiency
 •  Alcoholism
 •  Sarcoidosis
 •  Connective tissue diseases
 •  Rheumatoid arthritis
 •  Periarteritis nodosa
 •  Systemic lupus erythematosus
 •  Churg-Strauss vasculitis
 •  Temporal arteritis
 •  Scleroderma
 •  Behçet disease
 •  Hypereosinophilia syndrome
 •  Cryoglobulinemia
 •  Toxic neuropathy
 •  Acrylamide
 •  Carbon disulfide
 •  Dichlorophenoxyacetic acid
 •  Ethylene oxide
 •  Hexacarbons
 •  Carbon monoxide
 •  Organophosphorus esters
 •  Glue sniffing
 •  Metal neuropathy
 •  Chronic arsenic intoxication
 •  Mercury
 •  Thallium
 •  Gold
 •  Pharmaceuticals
 •  Colchicine
 •  Phenytoin
 •  Ethambutol
 •  Amitriptyline
 •  Metronidazole
 •  Misonidazole
 •  Nitrofurantoin
 •  Chloroquine
 •  Disulfiram
 •  Glutethimide
 •  Nitrous oxide
 •  Lithium

BOX 10-1

Classification of Polyneuropathies by Their Electrodiagnostic Characteristics
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AIDP (or Guillain-Barré syndrome) is the most com-
mon, acute, rapidly progressive polyneuropathy in clinical 
practice and must be recognized when present.3 Patients 
typically present with sensory symptoms and weakness, 
with disease progression over 2 to 4 weeks. Sensory nerve 
conduction abnormalities, reduced amplitude or pro-
longed distal latency, particularly in the median nerve, 
are observed but can take 4 to 6 weeks to peak.50,51 Motor 
NCSs reveal prolonged distal latencies, temporal disper-
sion and conduction block, or slowed velocities in 80 to 
90% of these patients. Reduced CMAPs in ulnar nerve– and 
median nerve–innervated muscles that are 10% to 20% of 
normal values signify a poor prognosis and can provide 

early information to guide clinical management.107 In 
severe cases, EMG findings of fibrillations and PSWs can 
be seen if motor axonal loss has occurred. Facial muscle 
weakness and bulbar muscle involvement are commonly 
found in patients with AIDP.137 Nerve conduction find-
ings of slowed conduction velocity, temporal dispersion, 
prolonged distal latencies, or prolonged F-waves should 
be found in two or more nerves to support a diagnosis 
of AIDP.2,137 In some cases, late responses (F-waves and 
H-reflexes) are the only findings noted on electrodiagnos-
tic testing early on in persons with AIDP (see Chapter 11).

CIDP represents a demyelinating polyneuropathy of 
chronic nature with fluctuating weakness and stepwise 

BOX 10-1

Classification of Polyneuropathies by Their Electrodiagnostic Characteristics—cont’d

Modified from Donofrio P, Albers J. AAEM minimonograph no. 34: polyneuropathy: classification by nerve conduction studies and electromyography, 
Muscle Nerve; 13:889-903, 1990.

 •  Carcinomatous axonal sensorimotor polyneuropathy
 •  Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
 •  Giant axonal dystrophy
 •  Olivopontocerebellar atrophy
 •  Neuropathy of chronic illness
 •  Acromegaly
 •  Hypophosphatemia
 •  Lymphomatous axonal sensorimotor polyneuropathy
 •  Hypothyroidism
 •  Myotonic dystrophy
 •  Necrotizing angiopathy
 •  Lyme disease

 •  AIDS, ARC
 •  Jamaican neuropathy
 •  Tangier disease
 •  Gouty neuropathy
 •  Polycythemia vera
 •  Typical multiple myeloma

Mixed Axon Loss, Demyelinating Sensorimotor 
Polyneuropathy
 •  Diabetes mellitus
 •  Uremia

AIDS, Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome; ARC, AIDS-related complex.

Table 10-11   Electrodiagnostic Findings in Peripheral Neuropathies
Parameter Early Demyelinating Chronic Demyelinating Acute Axonal Chronic Axonal

Distal latency Increased Increased Normal or slightly  
increased

Normal or slightly  
increased

Nerve conduction  
velocity

Decreased Decreased Normal or slightly 
decreased

Normal or slightly
Decreased

F-latency Increased or absent Increased or absent Normal or absent Normal or absent

H-reflex Increased latency
or absent

Increased latency
or absent

Absent Absent

Sensory nerve action 
 potential amplitude

Decreased or absent Decreased or absent Decreased or absent Decreased or absent

Compound moto raction 
potential amplitude

Normal or decreased Normal or decreased Decreased Decreased

Motor unit actionpotential 
duration

Normal Normal (hereditary) or
increased (acquired)

Normal Increased

Motor unit action
potential amplitude

Normal Normal or increased Normal Increased

Polyphasics Normal Increased Normal Increased

Recruitment Normal or decreased Decreased, rapid Decreased, rapid Decreased, rapid

Abnormal spontaneous
activity

None None, or fibrillations,
positive sharp waves,  
 complex repetitive
discharges

Fibrillations, positive
sharp waves, complex 
repetitive discharges

None, or fibrillations,
positive sharp waves,
complex repetitive
discharges

Modified from Krivickas L: Electrodiagnosis in neuromuscular diseases, Phys Med Rehabil Clin N Am 9(1):83-114, 1998.
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progression. Weakness and sensory symptoms similar to 
those of AIDP are found, but the chronicity is longer. In 
CIDP, sensory responses are usually absent in both upper 
and lower limbs, and the nerve conduction velocities are 
reduced.107 EMG findings depend on the rate of disease 
progression and can reveal reduced recruitment, fibrilla-
tion potentials, polyphasic potentials, and reorganized 
MUAPs with large amplitudes and increased durations. 
Sensory nerve conduction testing was recently shown to be 
a highly specific, yet less sensitive marker for differentiating 
CIDP from axonal polyneuropathy.14

Multifocal motor neuropathy is a disorder that is some-
times confused with motor neuron disease. Patients present 
with asymmetric weakness in a single body region, fre-
quently the hand, but without sensory symptoms. Progres-
sion is slow and spans many years.25,111,114,130 Sensory nerves 
are usually normal on electrodiagnostic testing. Motor nerve 
testing reveals conduction block in multiple nerves at sites 
not prone to focal entrapments: midforearm, midleg, arm, 
and brachial plexus. Distal motor latencies and amplitudes 
are usually normal. Proximal motor nerve stimulations at 
Erb’s point are important to exclude conduction block over 
proximal nerve segments (see Chapter 11).

Diabetes is on the rise in the United States, with an 
increasing incidence and prevalence.72 Diabetes often con-
founds the accurate diagnosis of radiculopathy and spinal 
stenosis.1,30 Inaccurate recognition of sensory polyneurop-
athy, diabetic amyotrophy, or mononeuropathy can lead to 
unnecessary surgical interventions. The pattern of involve-
ment can take the form of symmetric polyneuropathies, or 
focal and multifocal patterns of mononeuropathies. The 
proximal lower limb can be involved, with pain and weak-
ness in patients with diabetic amyotrophy. The sensory 
nerve involvement, particularly in the legs, often results in 
complaints of numbness, tingling, burning, aching, and 
pain. Up to 80% of patients with diabetes having clinical 
polyneuropathies will demonstrate an abnormality of the 
SNAP.113,118 Sensory findings usually precede motor find-
ings. Motor nerve conduction is 15% to 30% below nor-
mal. EMG can show fibrillations and motor unit changes 
along with reduced recruitment.50,51

Accurate assessment for polyneuropathy requires height-
ened suspicion coupled with sufficient testing. Unfortu-
nately, nonphysicians perform 17% of studies in the United 
States.45 In a sample of 6381 diabetic patients undergoing 
electrodiagnostic testing in 1998, identification rates were 
highest for physiatrists, osteopathic physicians, and neu-
rologists (12.5%, 12.2%, and 11.9%, respectively).41 Podi-
atrists and physical therapists identified 2.4% and 2.1%, 
respectively, as having polyneuropathy—rates about one 
sixth that of physiatrists and neurologists, despite control-
ling for case mix differences. Nonphysician providers who 
did not recognize polyneuropathy in this group of patients 
with diabetes performed almost exclusively EMG testing 
(>90%) at the expense of NCSs. These findings underscore 
the need for high-quality consultations of sufficient scope 
by well-trained physicians to accurately diagnose patients 
with complex disorders.41

Alcoholic polyneuropathy is a common peripheral nerve 
disease accounting for almost 30% of all cases of general-
ized polyneuropathy.124 This clinical entity usually occurs 
in the setting of longstanding alcoholism and nutritional 

deficiency. Substantial weight loss often occurs before or 
concurrent with the development of polyneuropathy. Pre-
senting symptoms typically include pain, dysesthesias, and 
weakness in the feet and legs. Alcoholic polyneuropathy is 
an axonal loss disorder affecting both sensory and motor 
nerves (see Box 10-1).47 Low SNAP amplitudes are seen in 
the legs, and EMG reveals fibrillations and positive waves 
in distal muscles.

Hereditary sensory and motor neuropathies (HSMNs) 
are a diverse group of polyneuropathies that are rapidly 
becoming better characterized through genetic studies, 
and are reviewed in Chapter 47.50,51 From an electro-
physiologic standpoint, they are distinctly different from 
acquired polyneuropathies because of the relative lack of 
temporal dispersion and conduction block. HSMN type 1 
is the hypertrophic variety with onion bulb formation and 
axonal atrophy.84 Symptoms begin in the first two decades, 
and markedly reduced nerve conduction velocities are seen 
but without substantial temporal dispersion. HSMN type 
2 presents in adult life or later. Patients have severe distal 
muscle atrophy and weakness. NCSs show mild slowing, 
but EMG reveals large, reorganized MUAPs with fibrilla-
tions and PSWs. Dejerine-Sottas (HSMN type 3) is a severe 
type of neuropathy appearing in infancy with delayed 
motor development, and reveals the slowest nerve conduc-
tion velocities—less than 10 m/s and often as low as 2 to 
3 m/s.89,93

The AANEM, in conjunction with the American Acad-
emy of Neurology and the American Academy of Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation, determined that a formal 
case definition for polyneuropathy was needed.58 The 
results of their recommendations were recently published. 
They described that no single reference standard was most 
appropriate for distal symmetric polyneuropathy. The most 
accurate diagnosis comprised a combination of clinical 
signs, symptoms, and electrodiagnostic findings. Electro-
diagnostic findings should be included as part of the case 
definition because of their higher level of specificity. Elec-
trodiagnostic studies are sensitive and specific validated 
measures for the presence of polyneuropathy.

This panel recommended a simplified NCS protocol for 
screening for the presence of distal symmetric polyneurop-
athy.58 Sural sensory and peroneal motor nerve conductions 
performed in one lower limb, taken together, were thought 
by this group to be the most sensitive tests for detecting a 
distal symmetric polyneuropathy. If both studies are nor-
mal, there is no evidence of typical distal symmetric poly-
neuropathy, and in such a situation no further NCSs are 
necessary. If one of these tests is abnormal, however, then 
additional NCSs are recommended. This would include at 
least the ulnar sensory, median sensory, and ulnar motor 
nerves in one upper limb. A contralateral sural sensory and 
one tibial motor NCS can also be performed at the discre-
tion of the examiner. These experts recommended caution 
when interpreting median and ulnar studies, because of 
the possibility of an abnormality caused by compression 
at the wrist or elbow.58 They further recommended that if 
a response is absent for any of the nerves studied, NCSs of 
the contralateral nerve should be performed. If a peroneal 
motor response is absent, an ipsilateral tibial motor nerve 
conduction should also be performed. These tests (sural 
sensory and peroneal motor) do not exclude all acquired 
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(e.g., AIDP) or hereditary polyneuropathies; they only 
exclude distal symmetric polyneuropathies. The electrodi-
agnostician should structure evaluation for these other sus-
pected conditions with examination of weak muscles and 
involved nerve distributions.

Myopathies

Myopathic disorders include acquired inflammatory types 
such as polymyositis and dermatomyositis, as well as 
congenital myopathies, metabolic myopathies, muscular 
dystrophies, and mitochondrial myopathies. A detailed dis-
cussion is found in Chapter 48, and the interested reader 
is directed to other specialized references for a complete 
description of the rarer forms of myopathy. Unfortunately, 
the electrodiagnostic examination is less sensitive or spe-
cific for detecting myopathies than for any other group of 
neuromuscular diseases.93 Myopathies are one of the most 
challenging disorders to identify and classify by electro-
diagnosis because no findings are completely specific for 
myopathy. There is often patchy involvement of proximal 
muscles, and the EMG findings can vary depending on 
the severity and duration of the myopathy. Characteristic 
findings on EMG can indicate myopathy, yet the precise 

etiology of the myopathy requires other testing, such as 
muscle biopsy and genetic testing. The electromyographic 
findings for myopathies are shown in Table 10-12. NCSs 
are usually normal except when a muscle is atrophic, and 
then the CMAP can be reduced. Sensory NCS are normal 
unless a concomitant polyneuropathy exists.

Needle EMG is the most helpful part of the examina-
tion. In the acute inflammatory myopathies polymyositis 
and dermatomyositis, the characteristic findings are fibril-
lations and PSWs, CRDs, and early or increased recruitment 
of short-duration, polyphasic, low-amplitude MUAPs.116 
Early recruitment or increased recruitment refers to the case 
in which more motor units are recruited than would be 
expected to generate a low muscular force. This is because 
in myopathies, more diseased muscle fibers are necessary 
to generate force than in the normal situation. This can 
also result from the motor units having fewer remaining 
muscle fibers. At low force levels, many units are present 
on the display screen. Proximal limb girdle and paraspinal 
muscles are frequently involved. In progressive muscular 
dystrophies such as Duchenne and Becker, fibrillations and 
PSWs are widespread, with occasional CRDs and myotonic 
discharges.93 Inclusion body myositis accounts for 30% of 
all inflammatory myopathies and requires muscle biopsy 

Table 10-12   Electrodiagnostic Findings in Myopathies

Parameter
Muscular 
Dystrophy Congenital Mitochondrial Metabolic Inflammatory Channelopathy

Distal latency Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal

Nerve conduction
velocity

Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal

H-reflex Normal or absent Normal or absent Normal Normal Normal or absent Normal

Sensory nerve  
action potential 
amplitude

Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal

Compound motor 
action potential 
amplitude

Normal or 
decreased

Normal or 
decreased

Normal or 
decreased

Normal or 
decreased

Normal or decreased Normal

Motor unit action 
potential duration

Decreased and/or 
increased

Decreased or 
normal

Decreased or 
normal

Decreased or 
normal

Decreased and/or 
increased (inclusion 
body myositis)

Decreased or 
normal

Motor unit action 
potential amplitude

Decreased and/or 
increased

Decreased or 
normal

Decreased or 
normal

Decreased or 
normal

Decreased and/or 
increased  
 (inclusion body 
myositis)

Decreased or 
normal

Polyphasics Increased Increased or 
normal

Increased or 
normal

Increased or 
normal

Increased Increased or 
normal

Recruitment Increased Increased or 
normal

Increased or 
normal

Increased or 
normal

Increased Increased or 
normal

Fibrillations and  
positive sharp  
waves

Yes Centronuclear 
myopathy

No Yes Yes Occasionally

Complex repetitive-
discharges

Yes Centronuclear 
myopathy

No Yes Yes Occasionally

Myotonic  
potentials

Myotonic  
dystrophy

Centronuclear 
myopathy

No Acid maltase 
deficiency

No Yes

Electrical silence No No No Contractures 
in  
McArdle 
disease

No During attacks of 
paralysis

Modified from Krivickas L: Electrodiagnosis in neuromuscular diseases, Phys Med Rehabil Clin N Am 9(1):83-114, 1998.
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to diagnose the condition. The findings are similar to those 
seen in polymyositis, with fibrillations and PSWs more 
widespread and prominent.93

Neuromuscular Junction Disorders

Disorders of the neuromuscular junction can be classi-
fied as either presynaptic or postsynaptic. The presynaptic 
disorders are LEMS and botulism. Myasthenia gravis is a 
postsynaptic disorder.74,80,120 These rare causes of general-
ized weakness demonstrate characteristic electrodiagnostic 
features (Table 10-13), making them readily identifiable to 
the electrodiagnostician with a heightened suspicion for 
these entities.

Myasthenia gravis is an autoimmune disorder caused 
by antibodies directed at the acetylcholine receptors of 
skeletal muscle. Electrodiagnostic techniques most useful 
for identifying this disorder are repetitive nerve stimula-
tion and single-fiber EMG.74 Elevated acetylcholine recep-
tor antibodies have been demonstrated in patients with 
generalized and ocular myasthenia gravis in 81% and 
51% of cases, respectively. Elevated acetylcholine receptor 
antibody levels can be seen in those with penicillamine-
induced myasthenia, in some elderly patients with auto-
immune diseases, and in first-degree relatives of patients 
with myasthenia gravis. Decrementing responses in a dis-
tal hand muscle on repetitive nerve stimulation at 2 or 3 
Hz are seen in 68% of persons with definite generalized 
myasthenia gravis, and in 31% with mild myasthenia gra-
vis.80 Repetitive nerve stimulation of a proximal muscle 
increases the sensitivity to 89% for definite and 68% for 
mild myasthenia gravis. Single-fiber EMG is the most sen-
sitive test for myasthenia gravis. In persons with general-
ized myasthenia gravis, the sensitivity of single-fiber EMG 

performed on the extensor digitorum communis muscle 
was 92%. In patients with ocular myasthenia gravis, 78% 
had abnormal jitter in the extensor digitorum communis, 
and 92% had increased jitter with a facial muscle study 
(frontalis). Single-fiber EMG is a nonspecific test unfortu-
nately, and increased jitter can also be seen in ALS, periph-
eral neuropathies, and some myopathies.

LEMS is a unique condition characterized by weak-
ness and fatigability of proximal limb muscles with spar-
ing of ocular muscles. Dry mouth is often reported, and 
the patients demonstrate hyporeflexia and normal sensa-
tion.80 There is a strong association with malignancy, most 
commonly oat cell carcinoma of the lung. There is reduced 
release of acetylcholine quanta from the presynaptic nerve 
terminal. A unique feature of this disorder is that with 
rapid repetitive nerve stimulation (20 Hz) or a brief vol-
untary maximal contraction, a postactivation increase in 
CMAP of more than 200% is seen. Although such poten-
tiation can be seen in myasthenia gravis and botulism, it 
is usually to a much lesser degree than that seen in LEMS. 
This profound potentiation is the hallmark electrodiag-
nostic finding in LEMS. Other features of LEMS that are 
similar to those found in myasthenia gravis include nor-
mal sensory conductions, decrementing response to 2-Hz 
stimulation, and increased jitter on single-fiber EMG (see 
Chapter 11).93

Botulism is a rare disorder caused by the potent toxin 
of the bacterium Clostridium botulinum, through both oral 
ingestion or wound infection.80 A rapid-onset paralysis of 
the eye muscles, followed by rapid spread to other parts of 
the body, is seen. The toxin irreversibly blocks acetylcholine 
release from presynaptic nerve terminals. Electrodiagnostic 
findings reveal low CMAPs, with decrementing responses 
on 2-Hz repetitive nerve stimulation. The incremental 

Table 10-13   Electrodiagnostic Findings in Neuromuscular Junction Transmission Disorders

Parameter Myasthenia Gravis
Lambert-Eaton Myasthenic 
Syndrome Botulism

Distal latency Normal Normal Normal

Nerve conduction velocity Normal Normal Normal

Sensory nerve action  
potential amplitude

Normal Normal Normal

Compound motor action  
potential amplitude

Usually normal Decreased Normal or decreased

Slow repetitive stimulation Decrement Decrement ± Decrement

Fast repetitive stimulation  
or brief exercise

± Mild increment Large increment (lasting 20-30 s) Intermediate increment (lasting  
up to 4 min)

Postactivation exhaustion Yes Yes No

Motor unit action  
potential configuration

Moment-to-moment  amplitude 
variation (weak muscles) ±  
decreased amplitude and 
duration

Moment-to-moment amplitude variation  
(all muscles), decreased  
amplitude and duration, increased 
polyphasics

Moment-to-moment amplitude 
 variation (weak muscles), 
decreased amplitude and duration, 
increased polyphasics

Recruitment Normal or increased Increased Increased

Spontaneous activity Fibrillation in severe disease None Fibrillation in severe disease

Single-fiber electromyography Increased jitter and blocking 
(increases with increased 
firing rate)

Increased jitter and blocking  
(decreased with increased firing rate)

Increased jitter and blocking 
(decreased with increased firing 
rate)

From Krivickas L: Electrodiagnosis in neuromuscular diseases, Phys Med Rehabil Clin N Am 9(1):83-114, 1998.
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increase in CMAP amplitude with exercise is less dramatic 
than in LEMS but should be greater than 40%.75 With 
severe involvement, the neuromuscular junction is com-
pletely blocked and no facilitation with rapid stimulation 
is seen. In these cases, the end plates break down and fibril-
lation potentials are seen.

In this group of disorders the SNAPs are normal. The 
CMAPs are normal or of low amplitude, particularly in 
LEMS and botulism. Needle EMG reveals normal or poly-
phasic MUAPs with low amplitudes and short durations, 
similar to those found in myopathies. With EMG, MUAP 
variation in size can be seen as well. Fibrillation potentials 
are seen only in severe disease with complete disintegra-
tion of the neuromuscular junction (see Table 10-13). 
Stimulated single-fiber EMG offers advantages over con-
ventional single-fiber EMG. Stimulated single-fiber EMG 
can be performed in patients who cannot maintain a vol-
untary contraction or in children and infants.26 Stimulated 
single-fiber EMG is less time-consuming and, by control-
ling the rate of stimulation, better quantification of the 
neuromuscular junction disorder can be obtained.26

Ertas and etal.59 reported the use of concentric needle 
electrodes for single-fiber EMG. They showed that when 
the low-frequency filter is set at 2 kHz, concentric needle 
electrodes are comparable with single-fiber EMG electrodes 
and yield the same jitter values for normal individuals and 
for persons with myasthenia gravis. Additional advantages 
include that they are disposable. Other investigators have 
confirmed the usefulness and comparability of single-fiber 
EMG using a concentric electrode in the evaluation of per-
sons with suspected neuromuscular disorders, and the 
concentric needle may be even less painful than the con-
ventional single-fiber electrode.62,91,121 Because of a larger 
recording area, somewhat more single muscle fiber dis-
charges were identified with concentric needle electrodes 
than with standard single-fiber EMG electrodes.59

Motor Neuron Disease

Motor neuron disease will be discussed in the context of 
the most common type in adults: ALS. This is a progressive 
motor system disease with upper motor neuron findings 
from spinal white matter involvement, and lower motor 
neuron findings on EMG from anterior horn cell loss.52,94 
There are different classifications based on the predomi-
nance of these characteristics. From an electrodiagnostic 
standpoint, EMG is the most helpful part of the study. To 
electrodiagnostically confirm ALS in the appropriate clini-
cal circumstances, the patient must demonstrate the fol-
lowing findings:
 1.  PSWs and/or fibrillation potentials in three limbs or 

two limbs and bulbar muscles (El Escorial criteria, see 
below101)

 2.  Normal sensory NCSs
 3.  Normal motor conduction velocities, except if the CMAP 

is less than 30% of the mean, in which case the conduc-
tion velocities may not be less than 70% of normal

 4.  Needle examination demonstrates a reduced recruit-
ment, with altered MUAP duration and amplitude.93

Motor unit morphology depends on the rate of dener-
vation and reinnervation. Reduced recruitment of MUAPs 
is the primary EMG finding in ALS (see Chapter 46).34 In 

a rapidly progressive ALS, there might be little motor unit 
remodeling.101

Makki and Benatar101 examined the accuracy of the El 
Escorial criteria for the diagnosis of ALS. The El Escorial 
criteria divide the body into four segments: cranial, cervi-
cal, thoracic, and lumbosacral. Evidence of lower motor 
dysfunction in the cervical and lumbosacral segments is 
defined by the presence of both active denervation (fibrilla-
tions and PSWs) and chronic reinnervation (large MUAPs, 
reduced interference pattern, or unstable motor units) in at 
least two muscles. Active denervation and chronic denerva-
tion in a single cranial or thoracic muscle is sufficient to 
declare these segments abnormal. If three of the four seg-
ments are abnormal by EMG, this is considered supportive 
evidence of definite ALS. If two segments are abnormal, 
this suggests possible ALS.101 Their study was supportive of 
optimizing the sensitivity and specificity by requiring EMG 
changes in two muscles in the arm (cervical) or leg (lum-
bar) segments. These two muscles should demonstrate 
lower motor neuron findings.101 These findings support the 
validity of the El Escorial EMG criteria.

In examining cranial nerves, the trapezius is a high-yield 
muscle125 for establishing the presence of cranial segment 
involvement. The thoracic segment can be examined by 
means of EMG of the thoracic paraspinal muscles or by 
testing the rectus abdominus.141

Accurate identification of persons with ALS is important 
not only for instituting appropriate counseling and multi-
disciplinary care, but in minimizing unnecessary surgical 
interventions. In one retrospective study, 21% of persons 
with ALS had surgeries within the previous 5 years of diag-
nosis.126 It was estimated that 61% of these surgeries were 
inappropriate and likely related to early manifestations of 
ALS.126 These were surgeries of the knee and spine despite 
the absence of pain or parasthesias.126

Final Electrodiagnostic Conclusions 
and Report

The electrodiagnostic report is a critical document that 
conveys the findings and conclusions derived from testing. 
The electrodiagnostic report should include a brief his-
tory regarding the presenting complaint, a focused physi-
cal examination, the tabulated electrodiagnostic findings, 
and the final assessment and conclusions. There should 
be internal consistency within the report, such that the 
conclusions are supported by the electrophysiologic data, 
independent of the investigator’s clinical impression. The 
electrodiagnostician can then comment on how these elec-
trodiagnostic findings correlate with the clinical impres-
sion, the limitations of the test, and any other observations 
made. This then gives a more complete clinical picture. In 
electrodiagnostic reports, the referring question(s) should 
be addressed. Conditions that were excluded can also be 
listed. It is best to state that there is “no electrodiagnostic 
evidence of” a particular disorder if the testing for that dis-
order was normal. This reflects that electrodiagnostic test-
ing can be normal in persons with the particular condition 
that the referring physicians suspect. Electrodiagnostic test-
ing is not as sensitive, yet more specific, for many condi-
tions, and for this reason quite helpful when positive.
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It is often useful to the referring physician if the elec-
trodiagnostician comments on other clinical conditions 
that were identified during the workup, such as shoul-
der impingement syndrome or lateral epicondylitis. Such 
observations can reveal other treatment alternatives in 
addition to addressing the electrodiagnostically confirmed 
disorders.

The limitations of a particular study, as well as confound-
ing issues, should be clearly stated. One such issue is pedal 
edema, which can make it difficult to obtain normal sural 
sensory responses. Morbid obesity can impede adequate 
stimulus of a peripheral nerve or accurate measurement of 
conduction distance. Previous ulnar nerve transpositions 
can complicate calculation of conduction velocity across 
the elbow. Limited patient tolerance for testing can com-
promise the completeness of testing. These statements can 
alert the referring physician or other provider to the limita-
tions of the study and better place into context the strength 
of the results.

Summary

Electrodiagnostic medicine is a complex consultation that 
relies on clinical insights, technical skills, solid normative 
data, and sound clinical judgment. Such consultations fre-
quently influence surgical decision making and can have 
profound influence on subsequent diagnostic and thera-
peutic interventions. Only experienced and well-trained 
physicians should perform such diagnostic procedures. 
A healthy appreciation for the spectrum of normal val-
ues seen in people of different ages and heights should 
be maintained. Normative values should be well derived 
and interpreted correctly by electrodiagnosticians to avoid 
overcalling common disorders. Sufficient testing should 
be performed to confidently identify the suspected disor-
der and eliminate from the differential other confounding 
conditions.
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CHAPTER 11

ELECTRODIAGNOSTIC 
MEDICINE III: CASE STUDIES
Andrea J. Boon and Jeffrey A. Strommen
The goal of electrodiagnostic (EDX) testing is to assess the 
integrity of the nerves, the neuromuscular junction, and 
the muscle unit. As an extension of the neurologic exami-
nation, EDX testing identifies neuromuscular disease and 
provides the clinician with relevant information regarding 
pathophysiology, anatomic localization, severity, temporal 
profile, and prognosis.

Pathology can be identified at the level of the anterior 
horn cell, spinal nerve, plexus, peripheral nerve, neuro-
muscular junction, or muscle. Nerve conduction studies 
(NCSs) provide information on the integrity and func-
tion of motor and sensory peripheral nerve fibers, and can 
help differentiate muscle and nerve disorders. Repetitive 
nerve stimulation can identify disorders of the neuromus-
cular junction. Needle electromyography (EMG) identi-
fies changes in motor unit morphology, which assists with 
differentiating nerve from muscle pathology, provides 
information on the temporal profile and severity of the 
disorder, and localizes the process. Identification of vari-
ous forms of spontaneous activity can narrow the diagno-
sis in some cases, and in other cases provide information 
on disease activity. Even in upper motor neuron disorders, 
EDX testing can provide some insight. When a patient 
presents with weakness, if spontaneous activity and motor 
unit potentials (MUPs) are normal but there is poor vol-
untary activation, this can suggest an upper motor neuron 
problem as the etiology, assuming the patient is giving 
good effort.

The electromyographer tailors the EDX study based on 
the history and physical examination. A differential diag-
nosis is developed before the study that considers dis-
ease processes involving multiple levels of the central and 
peripheral nervous system. A deductive process is used in 
which each NCS and muscle examined with needle EMG 
should assist with narrowing the differential diagnosis 
until a conclusion is reached. This dynamic (rather than 
protocol or rote) process for the selection of nerves and 
muscles to study is more likely to ultimately provide an 
accurate diagnosis, helps limit the number of studies to 
the minimum required for the diagnosis, is required by 
the American Association of Neuromuscular and Electro-
diagnostic Medicine guidelines, is required by the Current 
Procedural Terminology code used for billing these studies, 
and is the standard of practice.3

Once those data are interpreted, the clinical history and 
physical examination are again reviewed to ensure that the 
EDX conclusions are concordant with the clinical presen-
tation. The central goal of the EDX evaluation is to reach 
this conclusion efficiently and reliably, while taking into 
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account patient tolerance, which can occasionally limit the 
extent of the examination.

This chapter reviews a series of cases to illustrate a logi-
cal approach to the neurophysiologic workup of various 
clinical complaints. In clinical practice each case is unique, 
however, and will vary from patient to patient and clini-
cian to clinician. The specific testing must be individual-
ized based initially on the presenting complaint; however, 
during the study, the procedure changes based on the data 
obtained from initial NCS or needle EMG findings. Specific 
testing performed also depends on patient tolerance and 
other factors such as anticoagulation status; the presence 
of lymphedema, central lines, or pacemakers; and patient 
positioning. The cases reported below demonstrate how to 
apply the basic science and techniques described in Chap-
ters 9 and 10 to a clinical situation. The EMG findings in 
the following cases are graded using the Mayo Clinic rat-
ing scale (Box 11-1).9 Insertional activity is described as 
increased if there is anything more than minimal electrical 
noise generated by the electrode movement itself. This can 
include positive waves, fibrillation potentials, myotonic dis-
charges, myokymia, neuromyotonia, or the “snap-crackle-
pop” insertional activity seen in some normal subjects. 
Fibrillation potentials and positive sharp waves are inter-
preted the same in our laboratory, both representing active 
or uncompensated denervation, which is reflected on the 
tables in a single column referred to as fibrillation poten-
tials. The grading of fibrillation potentials, fasciculation 
potentials, and voluntary MUPs is otherwise defined in Box 
11-1. Normative data for NCSs (based on the Mayo Clinic 
EMG laboratory database) are provided in Table 11-1.

Case 1: Upper Limb Paresthesia 
and Pain

A 45-year-old, right-handed female secretary presents with 
pain and aching in her right hand that wakes her from 
sleep and prevents her from typing for more than 5 to 10 
minutes. She describes a pins-and-needles sensation in 
all five digits of her right hand, but on specific question-
ing admits there are also mild symptoms in the left hand. 
When the symptoms are severe, she feels pain throughout 
her entire hand, forearm, and arm as far as the shoulder. 
These symptoms have been present and getting gradually 
worse for at least 6 months. She also feels her right hand is 
weak, as she is dropping objects and is more clumsy than 
usual. She reports chronic neck pain that seems to be most 
problematic toward the end of the workday.
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Spontaneous Activity
Fibrillation Potentials (with examination of four or more 
areas)
 •  0 if there are no fibrillation potentials
 •  ± if there are short runs of fibrillation potentials in some 

areas
 •  + if there are a few, persistent fibrillation potentials in 

most areas
 •  ++ if there are moderate numbers of fibrillation 

 potentials in most areas
 •  +++ if there are large numbers of persistent fibrillation 

potentials in most areas
 •  ++++ if there are profuse, persistent fibrillation  potentials 

that fill the baseline in most areas

Fasciculation Potentials (quantitation is based on 20-second 
recording in any area)
 •  0 if 0 or 1
 •  ± if 2
 •  + if 3-10
 •  ++ if 11-25
 •  +++ if 25-50
 •  ++++ if >50

MUP Parameters (assumes that a minimum of 30 MUPs 
have been assessed in multiple sites in a muscle)

Recruitment (based on the rate of firing of 2 MUPs when a 
third is recruited. These values are appropriate if found in 
many areas of most, but not all muscles.)
 •  0 for 11 Hz
 •  + for 12-15 Hz
 •  ++ for 16-20 Hz
 •  +++ for >20 Hz

Polyphasic (graded as % of all MUPs assessed that have >4 
phases, rounded to the nearest whole number of the following 
choices: 15%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)

Turns
 •  0 = if <20% have >3 turns
 •  + = if 20%-30% have >3 turns
 •  ++ = if 31%-40% have >3 turns
 •  +++ = if 41%-50% have >3 turns
 •  ++++ = if >50% have >3 turns

Duration (assessed by comparison of the MUP mean with the 
normal mean for that muscle, or by number of outliers beyond 
a defined limit. Assessment by mean MUP duration is pre-
ferred.) Mean MUP normal values by muscle are listed in Table 
11-1. The final column in Table 11-1 gives the age correction.
Short-duration or long-duration MUP (mean value method). 
Mean MUP duration of MUP with a rise time less than 1.0 
milliseconds is:
 •  0 = if within 20% of normal mean
 •  ± = if 20%-30% away from normal mean
 •  + = if 30%-40% away from normal mean
 •  ++ = if 40%-50% away from normal mean
 •  +++ = if 50%-60% away from normal mean
 •  ++++ = if >60% away from normal mean

Short-duration or long-duration MUP (outlier method). 
Proportion of MUPs more than 20% away from normal 
mean:
 •  0 = <10%
 •  ± = 10%-20%
 •  + = 20%-30%
 •  ++ = 30%-50%
 •  +++ = 50%-75%
 •  ++++ = >75%

 

BOX 11-1

EMG Grading Guidelines (Mayo Clinic EMG Reports)

EMG, Electromyography; MUP, motor unit potential.
Examination reveals a relatively healthy appearing 
but mildly overweight 45-year-old woman. Neck range 
of motion is limited in extension and lateral rotation to 
the right, with reproduction of focal lower right cervical 
paraspinal pain. Strength testing is difficult because of 
giving-away weakness with testing of most muscle groups 
of the right upper limb, including the intrinsic hand mus-
cles. Strength testing on the left is normal. Muscle stretch 
reflexes are normal throughout both upper limbs, and sen-
sory testing reveals subjective decreased sensation to pin-
prick throughout the right hand.

Differential Diagnosis

The patient presents with predominantly right hand and 
arm pain and paresthesias, and a nonfocal physical exami-
nation. The most likely cause for these symptoms would 
be a mononeuropathy (which could involve the median, 
ulnar, and/or radial nerves based on the distribution of 
symptoms) or cervical radiculopathy. A plexopathy should 
be considered, and with the gradual onset of symptoms, 
the most likely cause of such would be an infiltrative or 
compressive lesion. More generalized pathology such as 
polyradiculoneuropathy or length-dependent peripheral 
neuropathy would be unlikely to present in this manner, 
particularly given the positional nature of the symptoms. 
A musculoskeletal cause for the symptoms is certainly a 
consideration; patients with myofascial pain often have 
associated paresthesias (typically in a nondermatomal 
distribution), and such patients are frequently referred for 
EDX evaluation to exclude a neurogenic cause for their 
pain. Lastly, it is always prudent to consider a more central 
process such as a syrinx or a cortical lesion, but the inter-
mittent nature and gradual onset of the symptoms make 
these less likely.

When evaluating for a mononeuropathy, it is helpful to 
consider the potential etiologies because this will deter-
mine which EDX studies should be performed. Although 
focal compression, such as carpal tunnel syndrome, is by far 
the most common etiology for a mononeuropathy, a more 
generalized process involving multiple nerves (e.g., mono-
neuritis multiplex, hereditary neuropathy with tendency 
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Table 11-1    Normal Values: Nerve Conduction Studies—Adults Aged 16 to 65*

1. Upper Extremity and Cranial (†Non-Mayo Values)

Motor
Amp (mV)
(Side-Side)

CV (m/s)
(Side-Side) DL (ms) Sensory Amp (μV)

CV 
(m/s)

DL (ms)  
(Side-Side)

Axillary/deltoid (40%) — — Antebrach-lateral† >12 — <2.6

Facial/nasalis >1.8 — <4.0 Antebrach-medial† >10 — <2.6

Median/APB > 4.0 >48 (<5) <4.5 (<1.0) Median-II antidromic >15 >54 <3.6 (0.5)

Median/lumbrical >0.5 (50%) — <4.9 (50%) Median-ulnar-IV 
 antidromic

— — <0.4 difference

Median/APB–ulnar/
ADM

— — (<1.8) Median-radial-I  
antidromic

— — <0.5 difference

Medan/lumbrical–
ulnar/2nd DI

— — <0.4 Median palmar >50 >54 <2.3 (<0.4 from 
ulnar)

Musculocutaneous/ 
biceps

>4.0 >53 <3.3 Median orthodromic >10 >54 <3.6

Phrenic/diaphragm >0.4 — <9.6 Median palmar-II 
 antidromic  
segmental

— — <2.2 for each 8-cm 
segment and <0.2 
ms difference

Radial/EDC >4.0 >68 <3.0 Ulnar-V antidromic >10 >54 <3.1

Spinal accessory/ 
trapezius

(40%) — — Ulnar-dorsal >8 — <2.6

Suprascapular/ 
infraspinatus

(40%) — — Ulnar palmar >10 >54 <2.3

Ulnar/ADM >6.0 >51 (<7) <3.6 Ulnar orthodromic >0 >54 <3.1

Ulnar/FDI >7.0 >51 <3.7 Ulnar palmar-II 
 antidromic  segmental

— — <2.2 for each 8-cm 
segment and <0.2 
ms difference

— — — — Radial antidromic >20 >49 <2.9

2. Lower Extremity (†Non-Mayo Values)

Motor
Amp (mV) 
(Side-Side)

CV (m/s) 
(Side-Side) DL (ms) Sensory Amp (μV)

CV 
(m/s)

DL (ms)  
(Side-Side)

Femoral/rectus 
femoris

(40%) — — Lateral plantar >3 (>0 if older 
than 55)

— <4.6

Peroneal/EDB >2.0 >41 <6.6 Medial plantar >7 (>0 if older 
than 55)

— <4.0

Peroneal/AT >5.0 >43 <6.0 Saphenous >15 >54 <3.6 (0.5)

Tibial/AH >4.0 >40 <6.1 Superficial peroneal >7 (>0 if older 
than 55)

— <4.1

Tibial/AH ankle-knee 
amplitude difference

<50% — — Sural A >15 — —

Tibial/ADMP >1.4 >40 <7.4 Sural B >6 (>0 if older 
than 60)

>40 <4.5

Tibial H-reflex — — <35 (<3 dif-
ference)

Sural C — — <4.0

3. F-Waves and Blink Reflexes

F-Waves LAT
F-estimate-F  
Actual Difference Blink Reflexes R1 Lateral

R2 Lateral 
Ipsilateral

R2 Lateral 
Contralateral

Median/ulnar <32 ±3 ms — 8-13 (<1.5) 29-41 (<8) <44 (<8)

Peroneal/tibial <58 ±5 ms — — — —

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; ADMP, abductor digiti minimi pedis; AH, abductor hallucis; Amp, amplitude; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; AT, tibialis anterior, CV, conduction velocity; DI, dorsal 
 interosseous; DL, distal latency; EDC, extensor digitorum communis; FDI, first dorsal interosseus; LAT, latency.

*Effect of temperature on conduction velocity: 1.5-2.5 m/s/ ° C. Effect of distance error on latency: 0.2 ms/cm.
Jump to: Lower limb; F-waves amp blink reflexes.
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Table 11-2   Case 1: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor in mV, 
Sensory in μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms)

F-Wave  
Latency (ms)

R median motor (APB) 3.5 49 6.7 32.1

R ulnar motor (ADM) 8.1 56 3.2

L median motor (APB) 5.4 51 3.8

R median antidromic sensory (2nd digit) NR NR NR

R ulnar antidromic sensory (5th digit) 18 56 2.9

L median palmar orthodromic sensory (wrist) 65 57 2.3

L ulnar palmar orthodromic sensory (wrist) 29 56 1.8

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional 
Activity

Fibrillation 
Potentials

Fasciculation 
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/
Amplitude Phases/Turns

R deltoid Normal 0 0 Normal Normal –

R triceps Normal 0 0 Normal Normal –

R pronator teres Normal 0 0 Normal Normal –

R first dorsal interosseous Normal 0 0 Normal Normal –

R extensor indicis proprius Normal 0 0 Normal Normal –

R abductor pollicis brevis Increased + 0 Decreased +2 long/+2 high +

L abductor pollicis brevis Normal 0 0 Normal Normal –

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; L, left; NR, no response; R, right.
to pressure palsies, multifocal motor neuropathy with con-
duction block) needs to be considered. Cervical radiculop-
athy is also high on the list of differential diagnoses, and 
as she reports paresthesias throughout the entire hand, this 
could reflect involvement of the C6, C7, and/or C8 nerve 
roots. The NCS and needle EMG findings for this case are 
shown in Table 11-2.

Discussion

Given the differential diagnosis outlined above, it is impor-
tant to perform median and ulnar motor and sensory 
NCSs. A median F-wave was also performed because this 
may be prolonged where proximal slowing is present, such 
as in radiculopathy. When median neuropathy at the wrist 
(carpal tunnel syndrome) is a clinical consideration, we 
perform the median motor study first and then determine 
the most appropriate median sensory study based on the 
motor results. If the motor study is normal, as it was on the 
left, there are a number of different orthodromic or anti-
dromic sensory studies that can be performed. We chose 
the orthodromic palmar sensory study on the left because 
it is one of the most sensitive techniques available and can 
be abnormal in cases of very mild median neuropathy.29 
Other options include radial-to-median distal latency 
comparison recording from the thumb, ulnar-to-median 
distal latency comparison recording from the fourth digit, 
or antidromic median sensory studies recorded from the 
most symptomatic digit.29 If the motor distal latency is 
prolonged, a less sensitive but technically less challenging 
study such as a median antidromic sensory study would 
be appropriate, and that was the choice on the right. The 
ulnar sensory response must also be obtained to ensure 
there is not evidence for a more generalized process. In this 
case, the NCSs show evidence of a median neuropathy at 
the wrist, bilaterally, with focal slowing demonstrated by 
prolonged median motor and antidromic sensory latencies 
on the right, and relative prolongation of the orthodromic 
median palmar sensory distal latency on the left, compared 
with the ulnar response (with a difference greater than  
0.3 ms considered abnormal).29

Since the NCSs have confirmed the presence of a median 
neuropathy at the wrist, the purpose of the needle exami-
nation in this case is threefold: (1) to confirm the level of 
the median nerve lesion, (2) to provide additional infor-
mation regarding severity, and (3) to exclude a superim-
posed process that could be contributing to the presenting 
symptoms, such as cervical radiculopathy. Examining a 
median-innervated thenar muscle provides the informa-
tion on severity; in this case the finding of long-duration 
MUPs and some fibrillation potentials provides further evi-
dence that this is a relatively severe lesion. Examining the 
pronator teres is helpful because this is a more proximal 
median-innervated muscle, and if normal, helps exclude 
a more proximal median neuropathy. Additionally, as the 
pronator teres is innervated by the C6 and C7 roots, a nor-
mal examination helps exclude a cervical radiculopathy at 
those levels. The deltoid also assesses for C5 and C6 root 
involvement, which can lead to similar symptoms. Examin-
ing the first dorsal interosseous helps exclude an ulnar neu-
ropathy (unlikely given the normal ulnar NCS), but also 
excludes a C8 radiculopathy or lower trunk plexopathy as 



a cause for the abnormal findings in the abductor pollicis 
brevis muscle. Cervical paraspinal muscles were not exam-
ined in this case because all the findings on both NCSs and 
needle EMG pointed to carpal tunnel syndrome. However, 
if there is a strong clinical suspicion for recent-onset cer-
vical radiculopathy, the paraspinals should be examined 
because they are often the first muscle to show changes on 
needle EMG.

Although the diagnosis in this case is bilateral median 
neuropathy at the wrist, consistent with carpal tunnel syn-
drome, the presentation highlights that many patients do 
not describe classic symptoms, and one must consider a 
broad differential diagnosis in such cases. In carpal tun-
nel syndrome, more than 50% of patients report sensory 
symptoms outside the median nerve distribution,30 and 
this is a reason that EDX examination is critical in refining 
the clinical impression.

Case 2:  Aching and Numbness 
of the Left Thumb, Index Finger,  
and Middle Finger

A 53-year-old, otherwise healthy woman presents with a 
7-week history of aching and numbness of the left thumb, 
index and middle finger. Although there was no clear 
injury before the onset, approximately 1 week before she 
had been painting a ceiling and had experienced mild neck 
pain. The symptoms are constant, graded at a level of 3/10, 
but do worsen with activity to 7/10. There is occasional 
aching in the dorsum of the forearm, and she also reports 
a dull, aching, intermittent pain in the left scapular region. 
She frequently awakens at night with pain and has associ-
ated hand and arm numbness. She reports no clear focal 
weakness but is having some functional difficulties she 
relates to pain. There are no lower limb symptoms, bowel 
or bladder complaints, and no constitutional symptoms. 
There is no history of carcinoma. The patient reports that 
a similar episode occurred approximately 5 years ago that 
resolved spontaneously after approximately 2 months. 
There was no medical evaluation at that time. Clinical 
examination shows mild paraspinal tenderness and point 
tenderness in the trapezius ridge and medial parascapular 
region. Strength testing shows 4/5 strength of the left tri-
ceps, as well as trace weakness in the finger extensors. The 
left triceps reflex was mildly reduced compared with the 
right. Pinprick sensation was mildly reduced in the index 
and middle finger. Lower limb examination was normal. 
Long tract signs were absent.

Differential Diagnosis

This is a very common referral to the electromyographer 
with the primary differential diagnosis being a cervical 
radiculopathy, median neuropathy at the wrist or myo-
fascial syndrome. A brachial plexopathy is possible but 
unlikely in the absence of trauma or a history of carcinoma. 
Although an idiopathic brachial plexopathy (Parsonage-
Turner syndrome) could present spontaneously, the pat-
tern of pain and weakness would be unusual. The sensory 
findings confirmed on clinical examination would argue 
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against a myofascial process and narrow the diagnosis. The 
pattern of sensory loss could be seen with either a median 
neuropathy or cervical radiculopathy, but the mild triceps 
weakness and reflex changes would certainly argue for a 
radiculopathy, most likely in the C7 distribution. Given the 
triceps and finger extensor weakness, a radial neuropathy 
would also need to be excluded with the EDX evaluation. 
NCSs and needle EMG were performed (Table 11-3).

Discussion

The EDX findings are relatively straightforward, showing 
fibrillation potentials in radial- and some median-inner-
vated muscles of the forearm as well as paraspinal mus-
cles. Because these finding occur in two or more muscles 
innervated by the same root (C7) but different peripheral 
nerves, the diagnosis of a cervical radiculopathy is most 
likely. The presence of fibrillation potentials in cervical 
paraspinal muscles strengthens that conclusion. The pat-
terns of findings do, however, raise some additional points. 
Because each muscle is innervated by two or more roots, 
there is significant variability in the pattern of findings, and 
this can make localization to a single root difficult. In this 
case, radial-innervated muscles seem more involved with 
relative preservation of the pronator teres. The flexor carpi 
radialis was clearly involved, however, suggesting that in 
this patient the pronator teres might have predominant C6 
innervation. Although the radial sensory is not a routine 
study, it can be very helpful. If the findings are primarily 
in the radial distribution, a normal radial sensory study 
would be consistent with a preganglionic process and 
make radial neuropathy or brachial plexopathy much less 
likely. The sensory studies can be particularly helpful when 
there has been a previous cervical spine surgery, and para-
spinal needle examination might be unreliable. The other 
inconsistency in this case is the large, stable MUPs noted, 
which would reflect longstanding reinnervation and would 
not be consistent with the relatively acute onset of symp-
toms. The history noted a previous episode several years 
ago, and these findings are more consistent with an under-
lying longstanding or old C7 radiculopathy with an acute 
exacerbation. The borderline median sensory distal latency 
raises the possibility of a superimposed median neuropa-
thy at the wrist; further studies with either palmar ortho-
dromic sensory responses or comparative sensory studies 
to the thumb or ring finger might be indicated.

Case 3: Shoulder Pain and Weakness

A 54-year-old woman with a history of breast cancer, status 
post right modified mastectomy, radiation, and chemo-
therapy 5 years previously, presents with a 4-week history 
of right shoulder pain and weakness as well as numbness 
in the right hand and forearm. She is otherwise healthy 
and has not been taking any medications except tamoxi-
fen since completing chemotherapy. She denies previous 
episodes of similar symptoms, nor any history of neck 
or shoulder trauma. She had recently increased her activ-
ity with involvement in a weightlifting program, and had 
noted some generalized muscle aching in association with 
that. She states the pain came on suddenly during the night 
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Table 11-3   Case 2: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude  
(Motor mV) (Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

L ulnar motor (ADM) 10.4 56 3.1 30.0

L median motor (APB) 7.3 53 3.8 31.2

L ulnar sensory (5th digit) 16 54 2.7

L median sensory (2nd digit) 15 56 3.5

L radial sensory 36 2.8

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Phases/ 
Turns

L first dorsal interosseous Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

L pronator teres Normal 0 0 Normal +1 long Normal

L triceps Increased ++ 0 Decreased +2 long/+2 high Normal

L biceps Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

L deltoid Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

L extensor digitorum communis Increased ++ 0 Decreased +2 long/+2 high Normal

L flexor carpi radialis Increased + 0 Decreased +2 long/+1 high Normal

L lower cervical paraspinals Increased + 0 +1 long/+1 high Normal
ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; L, left; R, right.
approximately 6 weeks previously with a severe burning 
and at times deep aching sensation, preventing her from 
sleeping. The severe pain lasted about 10 days and has 
now significantly improved, but as the pain improved, she 
noticed significant weakness that has persisted, such that 
she can barely lift her arm from her side. She still has good 
use of her hand.

On examination, she is a slim woman with mild lymph-
edema of the right upper limb. Passive shoulder range of 
motion is full, although she has some pain at end range 
of abduction and flexion. Active shoulder motion is mark-
edly limited because of weakness. Cervical spine range of 
motion is full and pain free. Strength testing is notable for 
normal strength in the left upper limb. On the right there is 
marked weakness of shoulder external rotation and abduc-
tion, elbow flexion and supination, and mild weakness of 
pronation, elbow extension, and finger extension, with nor-
mal strength of the hand intrinsic muscles. There is moder-
ate winging of the scapula at rest. Sensation is decreased to 
pinprick in the right lateral forearm. Muscle stretch reflexes 
are decreased at the right biceps and brachioradialis, but 
normal in the right triceps and left upper limb.

Differential Diagnosis

The most likely etiology for these symptoms would be a 
brachial plexopathy or cervical radiculopathy. The distribu-
tion of weakness involves multiple peripheral nerves and at 
least two root levels (C6, C7, and possibly also C5). Sen-
sory symptoms fall within the C6 dermatome, but could 
also be due to more peripheral involvement of the lateral 
antebrachial cutaneous nerve. Although anterior horn cell 
disease could present with this pattern of weakness, the 
pain and numbness make this unlikely. Mononeuritis mul-
tiplex could present with severe pain and multiple periph-
eral nerve involvement; however, the distribution in this 
case would be unusual.

Given the history, an infiltrative plexopathy caused by 
breast carcinoma would be of primary concern; however, 
the sudden onset of symptoms would argue for an inflam-
matory/idiopathic brachial plexopathy. In this case a  
radiation-induced injury should also be considered, but 
the acute and painful onset would also make this less likely. 
The finding of myokymia on needle examination is very 
helpful in such cases, because this is much more frequently 
found in radiation plexopathy than in cases of metastatic 
infiltration of the plexus.15,19 The NCSs and needle EMG 
for this patient are listed in Table 11-4.

Discussion

NCSs are important in this case to determine which periph-
eral nerves are affected, whether both motor and sensory 
fibers are involved, and to assess the severity of axonal loss 
(which is helpful with regards to prognosis). If sensory 
nerve action potentials (SNAPs) are low amplitude, this 
reflects pathology distal to the nerve root at the level of the 
plexus or peripheral nerve. Needle examination is used to 
map out the distribution of involvement, using knowledge 
of anatomy, particularly the brachial plexus, to differentiate 
between peripheral nerve, plexus, and root involvement.

NCSs in this case show low-amplitude median anti-
dromic and absent lateral antebrachial cutaneous sensory 
responses, which implies that the lesion is distal to the dor-
sal root ganglion at the level of the plexus or peripheral 
nerve. The normal median motor response (C8, T1, lower 
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Table 11-4   Case 3: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude  
(Motor mV) (Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R median motor 8.3 53 3.5 29.3

R ulnar motor 9.6 54 3.2 30.1

R musculocutaneous motor NR

L musculocutaneous motor 4.5 5.7

R median sensory (2nd digit) 3 51 3.5

R ulnar sensory (5th digit) 18 56 2.9

R lateral antebrachial cutaneous sensory NR

L lateral antebrachial cutaneous sensory 12 3.4

L median sensory (2nd digit) 23 55 3.2

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Polyphasia/ 
Turns

R deltoid Increased +++ 0 Decreased Normal Increased

R biceps Increased + 0 Decreased Normal Increased

R triceps Increased + 0 Decreased Normal Increased

R infraspinatus Increased +++ 0 Decreased Normal Increased

R serratus anterior Increased +++ 0 Decreased Normal Increased

R pronator teres Increased + 0 Decreased Normal Increased

R supinator Increased +++ 0 Decreased Normal Increased

R first dorsal 
 interosseous

Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R flexor pollicis  
longus

Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R midcervical 
 paraspinals

Increased + 0 Normal Increased
L, Left; NR, no response; R, right.
trunk) in the presence of a low-amplitude median sen-
sory response (C6, C7, middle trunk) suggests the lesion 
is proximal to the median nerve and at the level of the 
plexus. The median sensory response on the left is mildly 
low amplitude with a prolonged distal latency, most likely 
representing a preexisting median neuropathy at the wrist 
of the type seen in carpal tunnel syndrome. The musculo-
cutaneous compound muscle action potential (CMAP) is 
absent on the right but easily elicited on the left. This study 
was performed because the more easily obtained median 
and ulnar motor studies are both derived from C8–T1 
axons and therefore are spared in this case.

Needle examination supports recent severe denerva-
tion involving most of the C5- and C6-innervated muscles 
examined, placing the lesion at the level of the upper trunk 
of the brachial plexus (involvement of the supraspinatus 
and the supinator localizes the lesion proximal to the lat-
eral cord), with more mild involvement of some middle 
trunk muscles. The findings in the serratus anterior suggest 
the lesion is very proximal, because the long thoracic nerve 
forms directly off the C5, C6, and C7 ventral rami. Cer-
vical paraspinal muscles showed a few fibrillation poten-
tials, indicating some degree of nerve root involvement, 
but these were much less prominent than in some of the 
affected limb muscles.

The needle EMG findings, when taken in combination 
with the NCS results, are most consistent with a severe 
right upper, and to a lesser extent, middle trunk brachial 
plexopathy, with evidence to suggest mild cervical root 
involvement also. Given the somewhat patchy nature of 
the needle EMG findings, the absence of trauma, and the 
classic history of severe pain at onset followed by weakness 
that persists, the cause is almost certainly inflammatory 
and is typical of neuralgic amyotrophy or Parsonage-Turner 
syndrome.32 Often a particular peripheral nerve will be 
severely involved. For example, patients can present with 
sudden onset of severe dyspnea that is worse when recum-
bent, because of involvement of the phrenic nerve. They can 
also present with a classic anterior interosseous neuropa-
thy with weakness only involving the flexor pollicis longus, 
flexor digitorum profundus to the second and third digits, 
and the pronator quadratus. Such cases are frequently mis-
diagnosed as entrapment neuropathy. Therefore it is criti-
cal when evaluating such cases to perform a careful needle 
examination, looking for patchy involvement outside the 
muscles that are clearly involved clinically. This includes 
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Table 11-5   Case 4: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor mV)  
(Sensory μV) Conduction Velocity (m/s) Distal Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R ulnar motor (ADM) Wrist 5.5
Below elbow 5.2
Elbow 2.3

Above elbow to wrist 41
Below elbow to wrist 53

3.5 32.3

R median motor (APB) 6.1 52 3.8 29.8

L ulnar motor (ADM) 6.7 54 3.3

R ulnar sensory (5th digit) 3 43 3.0

R median sensory (2nd digit) 37 56 3.3

L ulnar sensory (5th digit) 9 49 3.0

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Polyphasia/ 
Turns

R first dorsal interosseous Increased ++ 0 Decreased +2 long/+2 high Normal

R flexor pollicis longus Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R extensor indicis proprius Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R flexor carpi ulnaris Increased +/– 0 Decreased +1 long/+1 high Normal

R triceps Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R deltoid Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R lower cervical paraspinals Normal 0 0 Normal Normal

L first dorsal interosseous Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; L, left; R, right.
a search for subclinical contralateral limb involvement, to 
avoid unnecessary surgery in such cases. A careful history 
should quickly alert the electromyographer to the likely 
diagnosis in such cases. Imaging of the cervical spine in 
this setting can be helpful in excluding a compressive pro-
cess, but care should be taken to not assign clinical signifi-
cance to mild spondylotic changes. Imaging of the brachial 
plexus can also reveal signal abnormalities, and in this case 
it would also be indicated to exclude an infiltrative process.

Case 4: Hand Numbness 
and Weakness

A 45-year-old physician presents with a 2-week history 
of numbness and tingling in the ulnar border of his right 
hand, with weakness of the hand such that he has diffi-
culty opposing his fourth and fifth digits, turning the car 
key in the ignition, and opening jars. The medical history 
is unremarkable, although the patient admits to similar 
symptoms several months earlier. At that time he did not 
have the hand weakness, however, and the symptoms were 
less severe and resolved spontaneously. He is an avid road 
cyclist and developed these symptoms during a 500-mile, 
5-day cycling trip. On examination there is decreased sen-
sation to pinprick in the ulnar border of the right hand, as 
well as the fourth and fifth digits. Muscle stretch reflexes 
are normal. Strength testing reveals moderate weakness 
of the interossei and abductor digiti minimi muscles with 
preservation of the wrist flexors. Rare fasciculation is pres-
ent in the first dorsal interosseous.

Differential Diagnosis

The patient presents with numbness and tingling in a 
right ulnar nerve distribution and weakness of intrinsic 
hand muscles. Given the history of compression, the most 
likely cause for these symptoms would be mononeuropa-
thy involving the ulnar nerve at the wrist or elbow. Such 
symptoms could also represent a more generalized process 
such as a hereditary neuropathy with a tendency to pres-
sure palsies, or mononeuritis multiplex (typically the latter 
would be painful). Other considerations should include 
lower trunk or medial cord brachial plexopathy and C8/
T1 radiculopathy. Anterior horn cell disease involving the 
lower cervical cord is unlikely given the sensory symptoms. 
Rarely a spinal cord lesion such as a syrinx or a cortical 
infarct might present in this way. NCS and needle EMG 
findings for this case are shown in Table 11-5.

Discussion

NCSs showed a low-amplitude ulnar motor response on 
the right, with slowed conduction velocity and border-
line distal latency. There was a significant reduction in the 
CMAP amplitude between the elbow and wrist stimulation 
sites suggesting a conduction block. This was confirmed 
with stimulation at the below-elbow site, followed by 



short-segment stimulation (inching) between the elbow 
and below-elbow sites (Figure 11-1). There was also sig-
nificant slowing localized to the elbow segment (evident 
as a conduction velocity in the above-elbow to wrist seg-
ment that was more than 10 ms slower than the conduc-
tion velocity of the below-elbow to wrist segment). The left 
ulnar motor response was normal but the ulnar sensory 
response was low amplitude with a slowed conduction 
velocity. With normal median motor and sensory studies 
on the right, these findings are most suggestive of bilateral 
ulnar neuropathy at the elbow, more pronounced on the 
right.

The purpose of the needle examination in this case, 
where the diagnosis appears evident from the NCSs, is 
to provide further information on severity, temporal pro-
file, and as always, to exclude coexistent problems such as 
plexopathy, radiculopathy, or more generalized peripheral 
neuropathy. Both ulnar- and non–ulnar-innervated C8 and 
T1 muscles must be examined. Proximal ulnar muscles 
such as the flexor carpi ulnaris and/or flexor digitorum pro-
fundus to digits 4 and 5 should be examined to confirm a 
lesion at the elbow. The examiner must keep in mind, how-
ever, that a fascicular process can spare these fibers even if 
the lesion is proximal. Intrinsic hand muscles such as the 
first dorsal interosseous and abductor digiti minimi can be 
examined to evaluate the severity of the lesion, and non–
C8-innervated muscles such as the flexor pollicis longus 
and extensor indicis proprius can rule out plexopathy or 
radiculopathy.

Findings of fibrillation potentials and reduced recruit-
ment in proximal and distal ulnar-innervated muscles sug-
gest moderately severe axonal loss in this case, with the 
lesion at the level of the elbow (because of the finding of 
conduction block on ulnar motor NCSs and involvement 
of the flexor carpi ulnaris on needle EMG). The presence of 
long-duration MUPs indicates the process has been present 
to some degree for more than a few weeks, predating the 
2-week history that the patient reports.

A

B

C

D

E

2 mV

5 ms

FIGURE 11-1 Conduction block of the ulnar nerve. The nerve is stimulated 
at five sites (A through E), 2 cm apart. A drop in amplitude is looked for to indi-
cate conduction block. The five separate traces are superimposed underneath 
the individual tracings to show the conduction block more clearly.
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Ulnar neuropathies are relatively common, generally 
presenting with varying degrees of sensory symptoms in 
the fourth and fifth digits as well as weakness of ulnar-
innervated hand and sometimes forearm muscles. Sen-
sory fibers are usually the most vulnerable and can show 
abnormalities in very mild neuropathies. Motor responses 
can be recorded from both the abductor digiti minimi and 
first dorsal interosseous muscles to improve sensitivity, as a 
normal response can be obtained from one of the muscles 
or the other because of the fascicular nature of nerve topog-
raphy. The diagnosis of a focal ulnar neuropathy at the 
elbow is suspected with slowing across the elbow segment 
of greater than 10 m/s compared with the below-elbow seg-
ment, of if there is an amplitude drop of 20% over a 10-cm 
segment. If a question remains, sequential 2-cm stimula-
tion across the elbow can confirm an ulnar neuropathy 
if there is a 10% drop over a 2-cm segment or a latency 
difference of greater than 0.7 ms.4,5 An incidental median-
to-ulnar crossover in the forearm can simulate an ulnar 
neuropathy and should always be excluded, particularly if 
there appears to be a conduction block in the forearm.

An ulnar neuropathy at the wrist (Guyon’s canal) will 
show prolonged motor and sensory distal latencies without 
evidence of conduction block at the elbow (and conduc-
tion velocities can be normal). The dorsal ulnar cutane-
ous sensory study can be useful in localizing more distal 
ulnar neuropathies; if the antidromic sensory response is 
low or absent but the dorsal ulnar cutaneous response is 
preserved, this implies the lesion is distal to the take-off 
of the dorsal ulnar cutaneous nerve, 5 to 8 cm proximal 
to the wrist. Side-to-side comparison of the dorsal ulnar 
sensory response is necessary, with a greater than 50% 
decrease in amplitude considered abnormal. Compression 
of the deep ulnar nerve can occur in the hand, and in such 
cases the motor response might be low amplitude with a 
prolonged distal latency, but the sensory responses will 
be spared. Needle EMG in that setting shows changes in 
ulnar- innervated intrinsic hand muscles only.

Case 5: Painless Weakness

A 37-year-old man with no significant medical history 
presents with a 6-month history of left leg weakness. His 
wife noted he was dragging his left foot, and in the last  
2 months this has progressed with an inability to run. He 
reports frequent cramps in his calf and occasional tingling 
in his foot, but cannot be more specific about the distri-
bution or timing of the sensory symptoms. He admits 
to occasional bouts of acute low back pain, without any 
recent exacerbations. There are no bulbar or upper limb 
complaints.

On examination, he has an obvious foot drop when 
ambulating, atrophy of the left calf, and some fascicula-
tions noted at rest in the gastrocnemius muscle, as well as 
rare fasciculation potentials in the triceps. Strength testing 
reveals moderate weakness of the left ankle dorsiflexors, 
plantar flexors, toe flexors and extensors, and mild weak-
ness of the proximal left lower limb muscles. In the right 
lower limb, he has mild weakness of the ankle dorsiflexors 
and toe extensors. Strength is normal in the upper limbs, 
and sensation is intact throughout. Reflexes are diffusely 
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brisk but symmetric. Plantar responses are downgoing on 
the right and equivocal on the left. Cranial nerve examina-
tion is normal.

Differential Diagnosis

When a patient presents with progressive, painless weak-
ness, one must always consider the possibility of amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), particularly when muscle 
stretch reflexes are normal or hyperreflexic in the presence 
of lower motor neuron weakness. Other causes for pain-
less weakness include multifocal motor neuropathy with 
conduction block (MMNCB), which initially presents with 
weakness in a single peripheral nerve distribution, but 
progresses to involve multiple nerves. In early MMNCB, 
muscle bulk is typically preserved in the face of significant 
weakness, but with time patients develop axon loss with 
associated muscle atrophy and loss of reflexes. Reflexes 
would generally be reduced in the affected distribution as 
well. A lumbar plexopathy could explain the left lower limb 
weakness particularly given the history of mild sensory 
symptoms. In some cases of infiltrative or inflammatory 
etiology, bilateral involvement of the plexus can be seen. 
Although unusual in the absence of pain, multiple lumbo-
sacral radiculopathies should be considered, particularly in 
the setting of diabetes, or as in this case with a background 
history of low back pain. When hyperreflexia is present, 
cervical or thoracic stenosis or intramedullary lesions are 
a possible explanation for brisk reflexes in an otherwise 
lower motor neuron problem at the level of the lumbar 
spine. Some myopathies can present with predominantly 
lower limb weakness; side-to-side asymmetry is common 
in inclusion body myositis, in which there is typically early 
involvement of the quadriceps and ankle dorsiflexors. 
His young age would generally argue against this. Inher-
ited myopathies such as limb girdle dystrophy could also 
present with lower limb weakness and some asymmetry. 
Neuromuscular junction disease such as  Lambert-Eaton 
myasthenic syndrome should be considered, but there is 
typically prominent proximal weakness with a fatigable 
component, depressed muscle stretch reflexes, and auto-
nomic symptoms such as dry mouth. The NCS and EMG 
findings are presented in Table 11-6.

Discussion

ALS is a disorder of the anterior horn cell that presents 
with progressive, painless weakness combined with upper 
motor neuron findings and the absence of sensory symp-
toms. It is an almost universally fatal disease, with an aver-
age life span from the time of diagnosis of 3 to 5 years.28 
Other disease processes that could potentially masquerade 
as ALS, such as polyradiculopathy, polyradiculoneuropa-
thy, or MMNCB, must be entirely excluded because they 
can have treatment implications. EDX testing is helpful to 
confirm the diagnosis when it is clinically apparent, and to 
diagnose the condition when it is clinically suspected but 
too early to diagnose on clinical grounds alone (abnormal 
findings are usually present on needle examination long 
before they become clinically evident).

In this case, there is electrophysiologic evidence of 
rapid, severe denervation, with inadequate reinnervation 
(fibrillation potentials and polyphasic, varying, neuro-
genic MUPs on needle EMG), without any sensory involve-
ment (normal SNAPs and low CMAPs on NCSs). Although 
the patient did not have any bulbar dysfunction, cranial- 
innervated muscles were also examined, with fasciculations 
and varying MUPs present. This indicated a very diffuse 
neurogenic process, which in the presence of hyperreflexia 
is most consistent with ALS.

If MMNCB is a strong clinical consideration, it is impor-
tant to carefully evaluate for conduction block by stimulat-
ing at multiple segments of the nerve where possible; for 
example, the ulnar study can include wrist, below-elbow, 
above-elbow, upper arm, supraclavicular, and even nerve 
root stimulation. Conduction block is usually present at 
locations other than the typical sites of entrapment in 
MMNCB, and technical errors must be excluded when 
diagnosing conduction block, particularly with proximal 
sites of stimulation where spread of current to nearby 
nerves can lead to volume-conducted responses.

Another entity that can be mistaken for ALS at least on 
the basis of the EDX findings is inclusion body myositis. 
Although this is a myopathic disorder, patients will usu-
ally have mixed populations of both neurogenic-appearing 
(high amplitude, long duration, complex) MUPs and the 
more typical myopathic MUPs that one would expect to 
see. Particularly if the patient is allowed to excessively acti-
vate the muscle during MUP analysis, the myopathic MUPs 
will be drowned out by the larger ones, and the case can 
be misinterpreted as a primarily neurogenic process. Fibril-
lation and particularly fasciculation potentials are usually 
less evident in inclusion body myositis than in ALS, and a 
well-taken history and physical examination should also 
help to differentiate the two. Although the process is myo-
pathic, due to a chronic, slowly progressive disease course, 
individual myofibers can lose their innervation because 
of fiber splitting and vacuolar change, with reinnervation 
then occurring. This is thought to be the most likely expla-
nation for the neurogenic-appearing MUPs.

The NCSs in this case show a small but reproducible 
decrement on repetitive stimulation at baseline, without 
any facilitation after brief exercise. Neuromuscular junc-
tion disease was part of the differential diagnosis. Given 
the low CMAPs and the small decrement seen at rest, Lam-
bert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome is a consideration, and 
it is important to exercise the muscle briefly (10 seconds) 
to look for facilitation. A decrement can be seen in ALS 
and some myopathic disorders because of immature and 
unstable neuromuscular junctions, and the clinical history 
and needle EMG findings are critical in differentiating such 
processes from neuromuscular junction disease.

In ALS, the needle examination typically shows profuse 
fibrillation and fasciculation potentials, and very com-
plex (polyphasic), unstable MUPs. These findings must 
be present in at least three different spinal segments (e.g., 
an upper and lower limb, and thoracic paraspinal mus-
cles), or two spinal segments in combination with bulbar 
muscles. Within those segments, two or more muscles 
with different segmental and peripheral nerve innervation 
must be affected before one can confidently conclude that 
a progressive motor neuron disease is present (this grad-
ing scale is based on the El Escorial criteria for possible or 
probable ALS).7
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Table 11-6   Case 5: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude  
(Motor mV) (Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms)

F-Wave  
Latency (ms)

L peroneal motor (EDB) NR

L peroneal motor (AT) 1.8 45 4.5

L tibial motor (AH) 1.3 48 5.1 49

L ulnar motor (ADM) 5.5 elbow
5.9 wrist
5.4 upper arm
5.1 Erb’s point

52
50
50

3.3 29

L sural sensory (ankle) 21 48 3.9

L median sensory (digit II) 35 56 3.2

Repetitive Stimulation Ulnar (ADM) Peroneal (AT)

Rest (% decrement) 9 6

Exercise duration (s) 10 10

Postexercise (% increment) 10 10

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Polyphasia/ 
Turns

L tibialis anterior Increased +++ 0 Decreased +2 long/+2 high Increased

L medial gastrocnemius Increased ++ ++ Decreased +2 long/+2 high Increased

L vastus medialis Increased + ++ Decreased +1 long/+1 high Increased

L iliopsoas Increased ++ 0 Decreased +2 long/+2 high Increased

R tibialis anterior Increased ++ ++ Decreased +2 long/+2 high Increased

L first dorsal interosseous (manus) Increased + + Decreased +1 long/+1 high Increased

L triceps Increased 0 + Decreased +1 long/+1 high Increased

L deltoid Increased + + Decreased +1 long/+1 high Increased

L thoracic paraspinals (T6 and T10) Increased ++ 0 Normal (but 
unstable)

Increased

L masseter Increased 0 1+ Decreased Normal (but 
unstable)

Increased

L sternocleidomastoid Increased 0 1+ Decreased Normal (but 
unstable)

Increased

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; AH, abductor hallucis; AT, tibialis anterior ; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; L, left; NR, no response; R, right.
Case 6: Failure to Wean 
From the Ventilator

A 62-year-old man with a history of coronary artery disease 
status post bypass grafting, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and 
chronic renal insufficiency, was admitted with increasing 
shortness of breath and received a diagnosis of pneumo-
nia. He subsequently developed acute respiratory failure 
requiring intubation and was transferred to the intensive 
care unit (ICU) where he was found to be in septic shock, 
and went on to develop multiorgan failure. He remained 
intubated and sedated for 10 days, after which he became 
more alert and responsive. Clinical examination at that 
time revealed severe weakness with almost no voluntary 
activation in both the upper and lower limbs, and attempts 
to wean from the ventilator repeatedly failed.
An EDX evaluation was performed 2 weeks after the ini-
tial episode of sepsis, at which time he had a flaccid quadri-
paresis, mild symmetric facial weakness, and symmetrically 
decreased muscle stretch reflexes. Sensory examination was 
unreliable, but he appeared to feel light touch throughout.

Differential Diagnosis

In the ICU setting, critical illness myopathy (CIM) and crit-
ical illness polyneuropathy are common causes of unex-
plained weakness.14 Other considerations should include 
neuromuscular junction disorders such as botulism or a 
myasthenic crisis, which can present with predominantly 
respiratory symptoms. Respiratory failure can be the ini-
tial presentation of ALS, as well as some myopathies such 
as acid maltase disease. Other myopathies that might 
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Table 11-7   Case 6: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude  
(Motor mV) (Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R peroneal motor (EDB) 1.6 (ankle)
1.4 (knee)

39 4.5 41.2

R ulnar motor (ADM) 4.3 (wrist)
4.1 (elbow)

51 3.5 29.2

R phrenic (diaphragm) 0.1 8.3

L phrenic (diaphragm) 0.2 7.9

R sural sensory 18 40 4.0

R median sensory (2nd digit) 21 53 3.3

R ulnar sensory (5th digit) 17 54 2.9

Repetitive Stimulation Ulnar Nerve Peroneal Nerve

Rest (% decrement) 3% 2%

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Polyphasia/ 
Turns

R tibialis anterior Increased + 0 Increased +1 short/+1 low Increased

R medial gastrocnemius Increased +/– 0 Poor activation Unable to assess Unable to assess

R vastus lateralis Increased + 0 Poor activation Unable to assess Unable to assess

R tensor fascia lata Increased + 0 Increased +2 short/+2 low Increased

R deltoid Increased + 0 Increased +2 short/+2 low Increased

R triceps Increased +/– 0 Poor activation Unable to assess Unable to assess

R first dorsal interosseous Increased +/– 0 Increased +1 short/+1 low Increased

R diaphragm Increased + 0 Increased +1 short/+1 low Increased

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; L, left; R, right.
present in the ICU should also be considered, including 
acute necrotizing myopathy and inflammatory myopathies 
(polymyositis, dermatomyositis), which can occasionally  
present fulminantly. A polyradiculoneuropathy should be 
considered, either acute inflammatory demyelinating poly-
radiculoneuropathy (Guillain-Barré syndrome) or in this 
case, diabetic polyradiculoneuropathy combined with severe 
deconditioning, given the history of 2 weeks of immobility 
in the ICU.

If the patient was presenting with isolated failure to 
wean from the ventilator without generalized weakness, 
one should also consider an isolated phrenic neuropathy. 
Phrenic nerve damage can occur unilaterally or bilaterally 
as a result of direct trauma or traction (most often dur-
ing surgery), infiltrative lesions, or inflammatory processes 
such as neuralgic amyotrophy (Parsonage-Turner syn-
drome). Damage to the anterior horn cells within the spi-
nal cord or the cervical roots supplying the phrenic nerves 
(C3–C5) can lead to respiratory failure, and can be seen 
with intrinsic cord problems such as infarction or as part 
of a more generalized process such as ALS.

EDX testing in the ICU is fraught with technical chal-
lenges related to patient positioning, inaccessibility of 
some nerves or muscles because of line placement, inabil-
ity of the patient to cooperate with needle examina-
tion because of altered mental status or severe weakness, 
anticoagulant medications, and electrical interference from 
equipment, which can make sensory NCSs very difficult to 
obtain. Sometimes a study has to be limited because of 
these issues. The NCS and needle EMG findings for this 
case are presented in Table 11-7.

Discussion

NCSs in the limbs showed low-amplitude motor responses. 
The CMAPs had markedly prolonged durations, but the 
waveforms were very similar at both proximal and distal 
sites of stimulation without evidence of temporal disper-
sion or conduction block. Sensory NCSs were preserved 
with the exception of mild generalized slowing of both 
motor and sensory conduction velocities. Repetitive stimu-
lation of the ulnar and peroneal nerves did not show a sig-
nificant decrement at baseline. The patient was too weak 
to exercise and because of a low clinical suspicion for neu-
romuscular junction disease, it was elected not to proceed 
with high-frequency repetitive stimulation as a substitute 
for exercise (to evaluate for an incremental response in the 
CMAP as could be seen with Lambert-Eaton myasthenic 
syndrome).

Phrenic CMAPs were also low amplitude bilaterally. 
Several techniques for phrenic NCSs have been described, 
but the CMAP can be technically difficult to obtain. The 



most frequent cause of unreliable findings is the misin-
terpretation of volume-conducted responses from nearby 
chest wall muscles.25 It is important to stimulate the nerve 
in between inspiration and expiration because this results 
in the biggest response and minimizes movement artifact, 
although some patients are unable to comply with this 
instruction.

Based on the NCSs, the findings were most suggestive 
of CIM, with low-amplitude motor responses but rela-
tive preservation of sensory responses. The long-duration 
CMAPs were also very suggestive of CIM.1 Needle EMG 
was limited by the inability of the patient to activate most 
muscles. Low-grade fibrillation potentials, however, were 
seen in most muscles examined, and when motor units 
could be briefly activated, they were noted to be of short 
duration, some were complex, and recruitment was mark-
edly increased. The diaphragm was also studied, and the 
findings were consistent with the generalized myopathic 
process noted elsewhere. Needle examination of the dia-
phragm can be very helpful in determining the underly-
ing pathophysiology of neuromuscular disorders, but does 
carry inherent risks because of the proximity of vital organs. 
Several techniques have been described, including an ultra-
sound-guided technique.6 One must weigh the potential 
risks against the importance of the additional diagnostic 
information the EMG examination can provide. Evalua-
tion of MUPs can differentiate between neuropathic and 
myopathic processes, and evaluation for fibrillation poten-
tials can provide information on the degree of axon loss or 
severity of the myopathic process. One must take care not 
to interpret low-amplitude, very complex, nascent MUPs as 
myopathic (nascent motor units are seen after severe nerve 
injury during early reinnervation), and the recruitment 
pattern is critical in differentiating the two.

The findings on needle EMG in this case, when taken in 
conjunction with the NCS findings, were consistent with 
a moderately severe myopathy, and in this clinical setting 
the most likely diagnosis is CIM. The generalized slowing 
of conduction velocities suggests a mild superimposed 
peripheral neuropathy, given the history of diabetes. The 
relative preservation of the sensory responses in this case 
argues against a diagnosis of critical illness polyneuropathy 
in a patient with severe, generalized weakness.

Case 7: Foot and Hand Numbness 
and Pain

A 46-year-old man had colon cancer diagnosed 4 months 
ago and underwent surgical resection followed by che-
motherapy. He reports recent difficulty with balance and 
has been falling frequently, particularly if in the dark. He 
feels as if his sock is balled up in his shoe all the time, 
and he can no longer walk in bare feet because it feels as 
if he is walking on glass. There is also burning pain and 
uncomfortable tingling in both lower limbs that came on 
rather acutely about 2 months ago, followed shortly there-
after by similar symptoms in both hands. He is unable 
to feel the pen in his hand when writing and frequently 
drops things. He admits to regular alcohol intake before 
the diagnosis of cancer, drinking a six-pack of beer several 
times per week.
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On examination, he appears unwell and is cachectic, 
with loss of hair evident on the shins. Hands and feet 
are cold to the touch. Sensory examination reveals loss 
of joint position sense at the toes and ankles, and glove-
and-stocking distribution loss of sensation to pinprick and 
light touch to the mid forearm and knees, respectively. His 
gait is wide based and ataxic. Strength examination reveals 
mild weakness of the ankle groups, toe flexors and exten-
sors, and hand intrinsic muscles, with normal strength 
proximally. Muscle stretch reflexes are absent at the knees 
and ankles. Plantar responses are downgoing.

Differential Diagnosis

The patient presents with symptoms suggestive of a rather 
rapid-onset, length-dependent peripheral neuropathy. 
There is a wide differential diagnosis to consider in cases 
of length-dependent peripheral neuropathy, although most 
are inherited, metabolic, toxic, or idiopathic.11 In this case, 
the two most likely causative agents would be recent chemo-
therapy and the history of heavy alcohol intake. The relative 
subacute onset and the presence of positive sensory symp-
toms would argue for an acquired process. Although the 
presentation is characteristic of a length-dependent periph-
eral neuropathy, other possibilities should also be consid-
ered, including polyradiculoneuropathy, which can present 
with predominantly length-dependent symptoms (e.g.,  
acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneurop-
athy, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculo-
neuropathy, diabetic polyradiculoneuropathy). Multiple 
mononeuropathies would not typically present in such a sym-
metric fashion. The prominent sensory symptoms make mus-
cle, neuromuscular junction, and anterior horn cell disease 
unlikely. The NCS and needle EMG findings are presented in  
Table 11-8.

Discussion

EDX testing is critical in the evaluation of peripheral neu-
ropathies. The information obtained, including the pattern 
of involvement, severity, and in many cases, the histopa-
thology can have implications for treatment. Changes seen 
on NCSs depend on whether the neuropathic process is 
primarily demyelinating or axonal. In axonal peripheral 
neuropathy, CMAPs and SNAPs are low amplitude, with 
relatively normal conduction velocities and distal laten-
cies. In demyelinating peripheral neuropathy, slowing of 
conduction velocity, prolongation of distal latencies, and 
absolute prolongation of F-waves are the predominant 
findings. If the process is patchy, temporal dispersion and 
conduction block can be seen. In inherited neuropathies 
such as hereditary motor sensory neuropathy (Charcot-
Marie-Tooth disease) type I, III, or IV, where the demyelin-
ation is uniform and affects the entire length of the nerve, 
there is no dispersion or block, but conduction velocities 
are profoundly slowed, often out of proportion to clinical 
findings or symptoms.

The findings on NCSs in this case were most consistent 
with an axonal peripheral neuropathy, with mild gener-
alized slowing of conduction velocities, borderline distal 
latencies, and significant loss of amplitude (with sensory 
fibers affected more than motor). The sural response was 
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Table 11-8   Case 7: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude  
(Motor mV) (Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms)

F-Wave  
Latency (ms)

R tibial motor (AH) Ankle 1.8
Knee 1.5

41 5.4 43.4

R peroneal motor (EDB) Ankle 0.9
Knee 0.7

40 5.2

R ulnar motor (ADM) Wrist 5.9
Above elbow 5.5
Below elbow 5.7

50
50

3.5 30.1

R sural sensory (ankle) 7 42 4.4

R medial plantar sensory (ankle) NR

R median sensory (2nd digit) 3 54 3.6

R ulnar sensory (5th digit) NR

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional 
Activity

Fibrillation 
Potentials

Fasciculation 
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Polyphasia/ 
Turns

R tibialis anterior Increased ++ 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

R medial gastrocnemius Increased ++ 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

R vastus medialis Increased 0 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Increased

R tensor fascia lata Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R gluteus maximus Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R lumbar paraspinals (L5) Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R first dorsal interosseous Increased + 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Increased

R deltoid Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; AH, abductor hallucis; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; L, left; NR, no response; R, right.
still within normal limits for age, and therefore the medial 
plantar study was performed, because it is a more sensitive 
test for sensory neuropathy in younger patients. The elec-
trophysiologic confirmation of length-dependent periph-
eral neuropathy is based on the distribution of findings on 
needle examination. In this case, distal muscles were abnor-
mal with large MUPs and fibrillation potentials, and more 
proximal muscles had normal findings. It is important 
to examine a proximal muscle with the same myotomal 
innervation to confirm that the process is length depen-
dent (e.g., if the medial gastrocnemius is abnormal, the 
gluteus maximus should be examined because both distal 
and proximal muscles are predominantly S1 innervated). 
Paraspinal muscles should also be normal. Changes are 
typically more profound in the lower limbs, but it is often 
helpful to document the length-dependent pattern in the 
upper limbs by showing abnormalities in a hand intrinsic 
muscle and normal findings in a more proximal muscle 
such as the triceps or deltoid. Although alcohol is a very 
common cause of peripheral neuropathy, the abruptness 
of onset and severity of the symptoms and EDX findings 
argued against that as the primary etiology in this case. The 
likely etiology was thought to be vincristine toxicity, a com-
ponent of his chemotherapy regimen. When the vincristine 
was discontinued, his symptoms gradually improved over 
the following months.
Case 8: Bilateral Hand Weakness 
and Numbness

A 63-year-old woman without significant medical his-
tory presents with a 2- to 3-year history of numbness and 
weakness of both hands. The symptoms are present con-
stantly with no clear relationship to activity, and are not 
worse at night. She frequently drops objects and can no 
longer perform fine motor activities such as using buttons 
or zippers. She is right hand dominant and thinks the right 
hand might be slightly worse. She denies neck or upper 
limb pain. Review of systems is notable for progressive dif-
ficulties with balance and frequent falls, and she feels that 
her legs are generally weaker but does not describe focal 
weakness such as foot drop. There are no reported bowel 
or bladder changes; however, on further questioning, she 
reports nocturia times four.

Physical examination shows a spastic, scissoring gait, 
increased muscle stretch reflexes in the upper and lower 
limbs, upgoing plantar response on the right, normal sen-
sation to pinprick and joint position sense in the lower 
extremities, and decreased sensation to pinprick in the 
ulnar aspect of both hands. Strength is normal in both 
lower limbs and in the proximal upper limb muscles. There 
is moderate weakness in the intrinsic hand muscles, with 
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Table 11-9   Case 8: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor  
mV) (Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R median motor (APB) Wrist 2.3
Elbow 2.1

52 3.9 32.1

R ulnar motor (ADM) Wrist 3.4
Elbow 3.1

56 3.2 29.1

L median motor (APB) Wrist 2.7
Elbow 2.5

51 3.8

R median antidromic sensory (2nd digit) 32 57 3.4

R ulnar antidromic sensory (5th digit) 18 56 2.9

R peroneal motor (EDB) 3.2 42 5.8

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Polyphasia/ 
Turns

R first dorsal interosseous Increased 1+ 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

R abductor pollicis brevis Increased + 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

R extensor indicis proprius Increased + 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

R pronator teres Normal 0 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Normal

R triceps Normal 0 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Normal

R deltoid Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R biceps brachii Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R lower cervical paraspinals Increased ++ 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

L first dorsal interosseous Increased ++ 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

L flexor pollicis longus Increased ++ 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

L triceps Normal 0 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Normal

L deltoid Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R tibialis anterior Normal 0 0 Poor activation Normal Normal

R vastus medialis Normal 0 0 Poor activation Normal Normal

R tensor fascia lata Normal 0 0 Poor activation Normal Normal

R thoracic paraspinals Normal 0 0 – Normal Normal

R genioglossus Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; L, left; R, right.
some atrophy, and in the extensor digitorum communis 
bilaterally. Cranial nerve examination is normal.

Differential Diagnosis

The clinical presentation is most notable for upper motor 
neuron findings with diffuse hyperreflexia and lower limb 
spasticity. There is some mild atrophy suggesting lower 
motor neuron involvement, but this is less clear and a 
clear indication for EMG. The upper motor neuron find-
ings should alert one to the possibility of ALS, but could 
certainly be seen with a cervical myelopathy or a bilateral 
cortical process. ALS would be less likely in this case given 
the sensory symptoms, although a coexisting peripheral 
neuropathy or superimposed mononeuropathies would be 
possible. Bilateral median and/or ulnar neuropathies are a 
relatively common cause of bilateral hand weakness and 
numbness but would not explain the upper motor neuron 
signs. NCS and EMG findings are shown in Table 11-9.

Discussion

The primary purpose of the EDX studies in this setting is 
to determine whether there is lower motor neuron involve-
ment, and if present, whether it is diffuse or limited to a 
specific localizing region. NCSs showed low-amplitude 
median and ulnar motor responses with preservation of 
the sensory responses. This implies that the lesion is either 
proximal to the dorsal root ganglion or at the level of the 
muscle itself (in this case the latter is unlikely given the 
prominent sensory symptoms). Lesions proximal to the 
dorsal root ganglion can involve the nerve root or the ante-
rior horn cell. No motor dispersion and no conduction 
blocks were noted. A lower limb motor study was normal, 
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arguing against a more diffuse process. Needle examina-
tion showed fibrillation potentials and neurogenic MUPs 
in bilateral C8–T1-innervated muscles, including the para-
spinals, indicating pathology at the level of the nerve roots 
or anterior horn cell. Neurogenic MUP changes were also 
seen in C7-innervated muscles, without fibrillation poten-
tials, suggesting mild, chronic C7 involvement. Given the 
presentation and potential concern for ALS, muscles in the 
lower limb as well as the thoracic paraspinal and genio-
glossus (tongue) muscles were examined, and the only 
finding of note was poor voluntary motor unit activation, 
which can be seen in spasticity or when the patient is giv-
ing poor effort. Also, no fasciculation potentials were iden-
tified, making ALS unlikely.

These findings are most consistent with multiple bilat-
eral cervical radiculopathies or focal anterior horn cell 
disease, with uncompensated denervation evident at 
the C8–T1 levels bilaterally. Focal anterior horn cell dis-
ease can be seen with intrinsic spinal cord pathology or 
in focal motor neuron disease (diplegic amyotrophy).17 
Such changes could also be seen in early ALS; however, 
subclinical involvement would typically be noted in the 
form of unstable, complex MUPs and fasciculations in a 
more widespread distribution. The most likely explanation 
for these findings in this case, given the spasticity in the 
lower limbs and the numbness in the hands despite nor-
mal sensory studies, would be cervical stenosis with associ-
ated cord compression. Because one cannot differentiate 
between nerve root and anterior horn cell disease on the 
basis of electrophysiologic findings, it is important to take 
into account the clinical presentation and any other avail-
able diagnostic testing such as imaging, when reporting the 
final impression. In this case, magnetic resonance imaging 
of the cervical cord showed severe stenosis with cord signal 
change at the C7–8 level.

Case 9: Leg Pain and Weakness

A 63-year-old man presents with a 3-week history of severe 
right thigh pain. The pain came on suddenly, waking him 
from sleep, and is the most severe pain he has ever expe-
rienced. He describes the pain as burning with occasional 
lancinating, shock-like sensations as well as numbness in 
the anterior right thigh, and reports progressive weakness 
such that he is now reliant on a wheelchair because he has 
fallen multiple times when his knee gives out. He denies 
any trauma. Associated with this has been a 20-lb uninten-
tional weight loss that he attributes to loss of appetite sec-
ondary to the severe pain. The medical history is notable for 
peripheral arterial disease status post iliofemoral bypass on 
the right, aortic valve replacement for which he is receiving 
long-term treatment with warfarin, and recently diagnosed 
type 2 diabetes for which he has just started an oral hypo-
glycemic medication. Also noted is a longstanding history 
of low back pain without radicular features but without 
any recent exacerbations.

On examination he appears to be in pain even when 
resting on the examination couch. There is atrophy of the 
right thigh. Gait is antalgic, and he ambulates with his right 
knee held in extension. Muscle stretch reflexes are absent 
at the right quadriceps, right hip adductors, and bilateral 
Achilles tendon. Sensation to pinprick was reduced in a 
stocking distribution from the ankles distally, with absent 
vibration sense at the toes, and hyperesthesia to pinprick 
was noted in the right anterior medial thigh. Strength test-
ing is notable for barely antigravity strength of the right hip 
flexors, quadriceps, and hip adductors, but he has signifi-
cant pain associated with testing that might be preventing 
full effort. He has moderate weakness of the right ankle 
dorsiflexors and hip abductors, with no definite weakness 
of the toe flexors and ankle plantar flexors. Strength in the 
left lower limb is normal.

Differential Diagnosis

The diagnosis that should come to mind immediately with 
this history is diabetic lumbar radiculoplexus neuropathy 
(diabetic amyotrophy).13 The history of sudden onset of 
severe pain, prominent weakness, recently diagnosed dia-
betes, and significant weight loss are quite typical of this 
entity. Other causes of lumbar plexopathy, as well as an 
acute severe lumbar radiculopathy, would also be obvi-
ous considerations. The distribution of weakness suggests 
multilevel root involvement, L2–L4 predominantly. It 
would be important to know whether he had undergone 
any recent interventions related to the peripheral arterial 
disease, because a compressive hematoma in the region of 
the femoral nerve or lumbar plexus can present with thigh 
pain and weakness. An acute necrotizing myopathy could 
rarely present with focal pain and weakness such as this, 
although the sensory symptoms make that unlikely in this 
case.

The goals of EDX testing in this case are to identify as 
accurately as possible the level of pathology to help direct 
the diagnostic workup, and to evaluate the severity of axo-
nal loss to provide prognostic information. The NCS and 
EMG findings are presented in Table 11-10.

Discussion

Peroneal and tibial motor studies were performed with 
F-waves, to evaluate for proximal conduction block or 
slowing. The lower limb CMAPs were reduced, but more 
severely reduced in the affected limb. The sural responses 
were also reduced or absent, and in conjunction with the 
borderline conduction velocities would suggest an under-
lying peripheral neuropathy. Although a femoral motor 
NCS could be performed given the marked weakness in 
femoral-innervated muscles, this is not performed rou-
tinely because it is technically more challenging and more 
uncomfortable for the patient. The sural sensory study was 
performed to provide baseline information regarding the 
presence of a coexisting peripheral neuropathy, although 
an absent response can be normal in patients older than 
60 years. In this case a saphenous sensory study might 
have been helpful. Although less technically reliable than 
the sural study, if a greater than 50% drop in amplitude 
of the saphenous sensory is detected when compared with 
the noninvolved limb, this suggests pathology distal to the 
dorsal root ganglion at the level of the lumbar plexus or 
femoral nerve.

Needle EMG is used to map out the involved myo-
tomes, with severe denervation and poor activation as well 
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Table 11-10   Case 9: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (record)
Amplitude (Motor mV)  
(Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R peroneal motor (EDB) 0.3 39 5.1 32.9

R tibial motor (AH) 4.5 40 5.3 31.1

L peroneal motor (EDB) 1.9 40 4.8 29.3

R sural sensory NR

L sural sensory 2 41 4.1

R ulnar motor (ADM) 6.6 50 3.6

R median sensory (2nd digit) 10 53 3.6

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Polyphasia/ 
Turns

R tibialis anterior Increased ++ 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Normal

R medial gastrocnemius Normal 0 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Normal

R vastus medialis Increased +++ 0 Poor activation Could not assess Normal

R adductor longus Increased +++ 0 Poor activation Normal Increased

R iliopsoas Increased +++ 0 Decreased Normal Increased

R gluteus medius Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R gluteus maximus Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R midlumbar paraspinals Increased + 0 Normal Increased

L tibialis anterior Normal 0 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Normal

L vastus medialis Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; AH, abductor hallucis; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; L, left; NR, no response; R, right.
as markedly reduced recruitment in all L2–L4 innervated 
muscles examined on the right. There is also moderate 
active denervation noted in the tibialis anterior muscle, 
which is supplied by the L4 and L5 nerve roots and lum-
bar plexus. Mild fibrillation potentials were also present 
in the lumbar paraspinals, but not to the same degree as 
in the right thigh muscles. Some longstanding neurogenic 
changes were noted in distal L5- and S1-innervated mus-
cles (indicated by long-duration, high-amplitude MUPs, 
but no increase in turns or phases), without corresponding 
changes in the gluteus medius or gluteus maximus mus-
cles. These findings confirm the length-dependent periph-
eral neuropathy evident on NCSs.

The EDX findings are most consistent with a severe, sub-
acute right lumbar radiculoplexopathy superimposed on 
a more long-standing, mild, length-dependent peripheral 
neuropathy. The hallmark of plexopathy on EDX testing 
is denervation findings in multiple different nerve root 
and peripheral nerve territories, with normal paraspinal 
muscles, and loss of both SNAP and CMAP amplitudes on 
NCSs. The lesion is distal to the dorsal root ganglion, with 
low amplitude or absent sensory responses reflecting Wal-
lerian degeneration of sensory axons.

In this case there is also mild denervation in the right 
lumbar paraspinal muscles, which is consistent with a 
radiculoplexus neuropathy as is typically seen with dia-
betic and nondiabetic inflammatory plexopathies.13 It is 
helpful to check one or two of the most severely affected 
muscles in the contralateral limb to evaluate for subclinical 
involvement, which is also very suggestive of an inflamma-
tory etiology. Imaging of both the lumbar spine and plexus 
is recommended to rule out a compressive or infiltrative 
lesion, even in cases such as this with a history typical of 
diabetic radiculoplexus neuropathy (diabetic amyotro-
phy). This can be diagnostically challenging because the 
electrophysiologic findings could easily reflect multiple 
compressive radiculopathies, and in this age-group, imag-
ing may show significant spondylosis and stenosis. The 
key to diagnosis involves carefully obtaining a clinical his-
tory. In this setting, the acute onset in conjunction with the 
prominent weight loss would lead one down the correct 
path to diagnosis.

Case 10: Weakness and Fatigue

A 45-year-old woman presents with weakness and fatigue. 
Although relatively nonspecific, she reports fatigue espe-
cially as the day progresses and worsening functional limi-
tations (such as going up stairs). There is no complaint of 
pain or sensory symptoms. She denies dysphagia or weight 
loss, but does report intermittent diplopia. Physical exami-
nation shows normal strength in limb and trunk muscles, 
normal cranial nerve examination, normal muscle stretch 
reflexes, and normal sensory examination. With repetitive 
strength testing there did appear to be a slight degree of 
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Table 11-11   Case 10: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor mV)  
(Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R ulnar motor (ADM) 11.3 54 3.2 30.3

R accessory (trapezius) 7.9 3.4

R facial (nasalis) 2.7 3.6

R median sensory (2nd digit) 23 56 2.9

R sural 18 45 3.8

Repetitive Stimulation Ulnar (ADM) Spinal Accessory (Trapezius) Facial (Nasalis)

Rest (% decrement) 0 14 10

Exercise duration (s) 60 10 10

Postexercise (% decrement)

Immediate 0 7 4

30 s 0 8 6

1 min 0 10 9

2 min 2 12 10

3 min 3 15 11

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Phases/ 
Turns

R deltoid Normal 0 0 Normal MUPs vary Normal

R triceps Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R infraspinatus Normal 0 0 Normal MUPs vary Normal

R anterior tibialis Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R vastus medialis Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R gluteus medius Normal 0 0 Normal MUPs vary Normal

R cervical paraspinals Normal 0 0 MUPs vary Normal

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; L, left; MUPs, motor unit potentials; R, right.
fatigue, but this was equivocal. There were no fascicula-
tions noted.

Differential Diagnosis

The evaluation of weakness and fatigue is a relatively com-
mon referral for EDX testing. The differential diagnosis is 
quite broad and the accompanying signs and symptoms 
generally help narrow the diagnosis. In this case the symp-
toms are relatively nonspecific. In the absence of any sensory 
symptoms, a process affecting muscle, neuromuscular junc-
tion, motor axon, or anterior horn cell would seem most 
likely. The lack of significant weakness, normal reflexes, 
and lack of fasciculations would argue against motor neu-
ron disease. A pure motor peripheral neuropathy would be 
unlikely. A mild myopathy is a consideration, and a serum 
creatine kinase level was ordered, which was normal. This 
does not entirely exclude myopathy but makes it less likely. 
The clinical course and report of intermittent diplopia and 
possible fatigable weakness suggest the possibility of a neu-
romuscular disorder, specifically myasthenia gravis.
The EDX evaluation in this case includes standard NCSs in 
addition to needle EMG. The NCSs include repetitive stimu-
lation to distal and proximal muscles at rest and after exer-
cise (Table 11-11). Needle examination was performed on 
proximal and distal muscles of the upper and lower limbs.

Discussion

Routine NCSs showed normal CMAP and SNAP amplitudes. 
In this case there was no significant decrement to 2-Hz repet-
itive stimulation when recorded over the abductor digiti 
minimi, but there was a consistent pattern of decrement with 
at least partial repair when recorded over the trapezius and a 
facial muscle (Figure 11-2). The EMG revealed no abnormal 
spontaneous activity and varying MUP morphology of the 
same MUP without other morphologic changes in primarily 
proximal muscles. The EDX testing was critical to confirm the 
diagnosis of a neuromuscular junction disorder. The degree 
of decrement was mild but reproducible, with the expected 
greater involvement of proximal muscles. This has been 
shown by Özdemir and Young,22 who found abnormalities 
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Baseline

Immediate
post exercise

3 minutes
post exercise

Ulnar/ADM

5 mV
2 ms

2 mV
5 ms 1 mV

2 ms

3% decrement
(not significant)

14% decrement
Partial repair

15% exhaustion

10% decrement
Partial repair

11% exhaustion

Accessory/trapezius Facial/nasalis
FIGURE 11-2 Two-hertz repetitive stimulation performed at rest, after brief exercise and 3 minutes postexercise in a case of mild myasthenia gravis.
in the abductor digiti minimi in 59% of patients, but in 
greater than 80% when proximal repetitive stimulation was 
performed. Typically this would be performed on the spi-
nal accessory or facial nerves because these are technically 
less challenging. Recent reports also describe this technique 
recording over the masseter for those who present with dys-
phagia or jaw weakness.26 Proximal lower limb repetitive 
stimulation can be performed on the femoral nerve with per-
cutaneous near-needle stimulation if necessary, otherwise a 
decrement might be noted in the tibialis anterior. The typical 
amplitude decrement is a smooth pattern of decline, which 
becomes maximal at the fourth or fifth response but has 
the greatest relative reduction between the first and second 
responses (Figure 11-3). If stimulation were continued past 
the fifth response there would be stabilization, presumably 
associated with mobilization of acetylcholine stores. If the 
decrement is not smooth or the major decrement does not 

A

B

FIGURE 11-3 Two-hertz repetitive stimulation. A normal pattern to repeti-
tive stimulation shows no decrement (A). The pattern of decrement in a dis-
ease state characterized by the greatest drop occurring between the first and 
second response (B).
occur between the first and second responses, this should be 
attributed to technical factors until proven otherwise (Fig-
ure 11-4). Immediately after brief exercise, there should be 
at least a partial repair of the decrement, characterized by 
return of the CMAP to the baseline amplitude of the first 
response in the train. During the 2 to 4 minutes after exer-
cise, there is postactivation exhaustion that will again show a 
smooth decrement that can exceed that at rest. A consistent 
decrement of greater than 10% in two nerves with typical 
repair and postexercise exhaustion is necessary to support 
the diagnosis.31 In myasthenia gravis, there can be a decre-
ment at rest if more severe disease, or a decrement after exer-
cise (generally 1 minute) in more mild disease.

FIGURE 11-4 Two-hertz repetitive stimulation with a nonphysiologic decre-
ment created by movement of the subject.
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A decrement to repetitive stimulation is not specific to 
a neuromuscular junction disorder, as it can be seen with 
relatively rapidly progressive neurogenic disorders such as 
progressive motor neuron disease. In this case, the needle 
examination showed normal MUP morphology and lack 
of abnormal spontaneous activity, which would argue 
against a process affecting motor neurons or their axons. 
Finally, the preservation of CMAPs and the lack of postex-
ercise facilitation would argue for a postsynaptic defect 
typical of myasthenia gravis, rather than a presynaptic dis-
order such as Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome. This 
was confirmed by acetylcholine receptor antibodies.

Case 11: Progressive Lower Greater 
Than Upper Limb Weakness

A 69-year-old man presents with an 18-month history 
of progressive limb weakness that is greater in the lower 
than in the upper limbs. This is particularly notable when 
walking up stairs. He also reports numbness in the toes as 
well as a worsening grip strength, the latter characterized 
by dropping objects. He denies significant upper limb sen-
sory symptoms. There has been no dysphagia, dysarthria, 
dyspnea, or bladder dysfunction. There has been approxi-
mately a 15-lb intentional weight loss, but the patient 
specifically notes atrophy of the quadriceps. The medical 
history is significant only for hypertension and hyperlip-
idemia. There is no family history of similar symptoms. 
The patient had been previously seen elsewhere with the 
diagnosis of polymyositis. Prednisone was initiated 4 
months ago without improvement. The physical examina-
tion revealed a relatively thin gentleman with clear atro-
phy appreciated primarily in the quadriceps. Cranial nerve 
testing and mental status were normal. Strength testing 
showed bilateral quadriceps weakness of 3/5; hip abduc-
tor, 4/5; tibialis anterior, 4/5; shoulder girdles, 4/5; and 
finger flexors, 3/5. The weakness did not appear to be fati-
gable, and there was no improvement of motor strength 
with repetitive contraction. Muscle stretch reflexes were 
reduced but present at the knees and ankles, without facili-
tation after brief muscle contraction. Babinski reflexes 
were downgoing and Hoffmann’s reflex was absent. Sen-
sory examination was intact to pinprick and propriocep-
tion. No fasciculation potentials were observed. Carpal 
tunnel provocative maneuvers were normal, and there did 
not appear to be significant thenar atrophy.

Differential Diagnosis

The primary symptoms and clinical findings are related 
to proximal limb weakness, which in this case appears to 
be most severe in the quadriceps where there is clear atro-
phy. There is also weakness in the finger flexors. Although 
the clinical history of hand weakness certainly raises the 
more common suspicion of median neuropathy at the 
wrist, the findings on this examination are more consistent 
with the long finger flexors. A unifying diagnosis for the 
motor-greater-than-sensory symptoms would be a polyra-
diculopathy or polyradiculoneuropathy. The mild sensory 
symptoms without significant clinical sensory findings can 
be relatively nonspecific. The proximal pattern of lower 
limb involvement would suggest a myopathy, and the 
specific pattern of quadriceps and finger flexor involve-
ment would be relatively typical of inclusion body myo-
sitis (IBM). Other potential dystrophies such as proximal 
myotonic dystrophy (DM2) or inflammatory myopathies 
such as polymyositis or dermatomyositis are also possible. 
A motor neuron disease is possible but less likely in the 
absence of long tract signs. A disorder of neuromuscular 
transmission is possible and will need to be excluded with 
the EDX studies. NCSs and needle EMG were performed 
(Table 11-12).

Discussion

Motor NCSs were performed on distal motor nerves as well 
as the spinal accessory nerve. The primary purpose for spi-
nal accessory stimulation was to perform repetitive stimu-
lation, which in this case was negative. This would argue 
against but not entirely exclude a disorder of neuromus-
cular transmission. CMAP amplitudes were borderline or 
mildly reduced, with sparing of the conduction velocities 
and distal latencies. No motor dispersion or conduction 
blocks were noted. The sural response was absent suggest-
ing some degree of sensory axon loss, whether part of a 
unifying diagnosis or as a separate peripheral neuropa-
thy. The differential diagnosis has narrowed slightly, but 
EMG examination is critical for the diagnosis. The EMG 
provided many clues regarding the diagnosis, most notable 
of which were mixed MUPs in several muscles, primarily 
short duration and low amplitude, suggestive of a myopa-
thy. Some large MUPs were also seen, which could indicate 
an underlying peripheral neuropathy or a chronic myopa-
thy. Associated with this were fibrillation potentials, which 
in the setting of short MUPs would generally reflect some 
degree of myonecrosis, fiber splitting, or vacuolar changes. 
These findings would be consistent with an inflammatory 
myopathy, but the specific pattern again gives clues to dif-
ferentiate polymyositis from IBM. The particular involve-
ment of the quadriceps in the lower limbs is typical of 
IBM,24 and greater involvement of the forearm finger flex-
ors in the upper limb is relatively common. In polymyosi-
tis the findings can be relatively diffuse but tend to be more 
proximally predominant in the upper and lower limbs. The 
clinical history also provides some clues in that the patient 
had previously attempted treatment with prednisone. Cor-
ticosteroids are not generally effective in IBM, and there is 
generally no clear pharmacologic treatment to suppress the 
process. Neurogenic abnormalities characterized by some 
large MUPs are not uncommonly seen in IBM. These large 
MUPs could represent either collateral sprouting to split 
fibers that have lost nerve supply over a period of time (as 
in a chronic myopathy), or in this case a probable under-
lying mild peripheral neuropathy. The sensory response 
can be helpful to separate these possibilities. IBM can be 
misdiagnosed as a progressive motor neuron disease if 
one focuses on the large MUPs and does not recognize the 
underlying short-duration, low-amplitude MUPs that can 
be present at lower levels of activation. In this case a biopsy 
was performed of the vastus lateralis, which was conclu-
sive for IBM. Prednisone was discontinued because it can 
be a factor in type II fiber atrophy and the potential for 
increased weakness.16
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Table 11-12   Case 11: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor mV) 
(Sensory μV) Conduction Velocity (m/s) Distal Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R ulnar motor (ADM) 6.1 53 3.3 31.0

R accessory (trapezius) 4.8*

R peroneal (EDB) 1.6 40 6.0 52

R median sensory (2nd digit) 10 55 3.4

R sural 0 NR

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Phases/ 
Turns

R first dorsal interosseous Increased + 0 Normal +1 long/+1 high Normal

R biceps Increased ++ 0 Increased +1 short/+2 low Normal

R abductor pollicis brevis Increased + 0 Normal +1 long Normal

R flexor digitorum profundus (IU/V) Increased ++ 0 Increased +2 short/+2 low Increased

R anterior tibialis Increased + 0 Normal +2 long/+1 high Increased

R vastus medialis Increased ++ 0 Increased +2 short/+2 low
+1 long

Increased

R gluteus medius Increased + 0 Increased +2 short/+1 low Increased

R lumbar paraspinals Increased ++ 0 +2 short/+2 low Increased

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; L, left; NR, no response; R, right.
*2-Hz repetitive stimulation without decrement at rest or postexercise.
Case 12: Acute Right Foot Drop

A 52-year-old heavy equipment operator presents with 
an acute right foot drop. The symptom onset was sudden 
approximately 4 weeks ago and associated with mild back 
pain after a routine workday. The primary physician exam-
ined the patient at 1 week and thought this was most likely 
a peroneal neuropathy at the knee, and put the patient on 
work restriction and reevaluated the patient a week later. 
There had been no improvement in the symptoms, so 
he was referred for EMG. In the interim the patient had 
reported some increased pain in the right lateral calf that 
was present continuously at a level of 3/10. Comorbidities 
include a 40–pack-year smoking history, obesity, and dia-
betes. The patient reports an intentional 30-lb weight loss 
over the last 2 months and has been involved in a regular 
aerobic and weightlifting program. He has been unable to 
continue with this program recently because of increased 
pain and the foot weakness. Physical examination reveals a 
prominent right foot drop with ambulation and the inabil-
ity to stand on the right heel.

Differential Diagnosis

A very limited physical examination is reported because 
the design of the EDX study will mirror the findings that 
should be present on the physical examination. The most 
obvious diagnostic possibilities would be a peroneal neu-
ropathy versus an L5 radiculopathy. The most common 
site of a peroneal neuropathy would be compressive at the 
fibular head, possibly in association with the weight loss. 
A sciatic involvement or less likely, a plexopathy, needs to 
be considered. With the smoking history and weight loss, 
a mass lesion such as a metastatic lung carcinoma leading 
to a cauda equina lesion is possible, but in this case the 
findings were purely unilateral and without sphincter dis-
turbance. NCSs and needle examination were performed 
(Table 11-13).

Discussion

Table 11-14 describes the typical electrophysiologic find-
ings for various causes of foot drop. The abnormalities in 
this case confirm an L5 radiculopathy. The NCSs, particu-
larly the normal superficial peroneal sensory response, and 
the paraspinal abnormalities also argue for a radiculopa-
thy rather than a peripheral nerve injury. It is important to 
perform a sensory study of a nerve in the root distribution 
for the clinically weak muscle or a corresponding sensory 
study for the reduced CMAP, or both. In this case the pero-
neal CMAP was reduced, and the normal superficial sen-
sory response, in comparison with the contralateral limb, 
gave a clue to a presynaptic process. If the tibial CMAP 
amplitude had been reduced, then the sural study would 
have been more appropriate (because they both arise pri-
marily from the S1 root). The other critical feature for the 
diagnosis of a radiculopathy is the presence of neurogenic 
abnormalities, preferably fibrillation potentials, in two or 
more limb muscles innervated by the same root but by dif-
ferent peripheral nerves. In this case there was involvement 
of distal L5 peroneal- and tibial-innervated muscles as 
well as a proximal superior gluteal–innervated L5 muscle.  
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Table 11-13   Case 12: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor mV)  
(Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R peroneal (EDB) Knee 0.8
FH 0.9

41
42

5.8 52.0

R tibial (AH) 7.8 43 6.0 54.6

L peroneal (EDB) 3.8 43 5.1 50.0

R superficial peroneal sensory 10 4.1

L superficial peroneal sensory 12 3.9

R sural 16 44 3.9

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Phases/ 
Turns

R tibialis anterior Increased +/− 0 Decreased Normal Normal

R medial gastrocnemius Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R vastus medialis Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R gluteus medius Increased ++ 0 Decreased Normal Normal

R gluteus maximus Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R lumbar paraspinals Increased ++ 0 Normal Normal

R tibialis posterior Increased + 0 Decreased Normal Normal

AH, Abductor hallucis; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; FH, fibular head; L, left; R, right.
Table 11-14   Representative Findings for Various Neurogenic Etiologies for Foot Drop*
Peroneal Neuropathy Sciatic Neuropathy Lumbar Plexopathy L5 Radiculopathy

Tibialis anterior + + + +

Peroneus longus + + + +

Posterior tibialis – + + +

Gastrocnemius – + + –

TFL/gluteus medius – – + +

Gluteus maximus – – + –

Vastus lateralis – – +/– –

Lumbar paraspinals – – – +

Superficial peroneal sensory ABN ABN +/– Nl

Sural sensory Nl ABN +/– Nl

ABN, Abnormal; Nl, normal; TFL, tensor fascia lata.
*The + and – symbols represent the presence or absence of neurogenic abnormalities on needle electromyography.
A sciatic neuropathy is excluded by the gluteus medius 
findings, the abnormal paraspinal findings, and the nor-
mal sensory responses.

Case 13: Hand Weakness, Worsening 
Gait, and Progressive Foot Drop

A 28-year-old man presents with a history of hand weak-
ness, worsening gait over the past 3 to 4 years, and progres-
sive foot drop with subjective reports of “cramping.” He 
denies any other pain or sensory symptoms. Occasionally 
he chokes on liquids but has no diplopia or dysarthria. The  
symptoms are relatively constant, although he does tend 
to trip more when fatigued. The medical history is signifi-
cant for borderline diabetes. Family history is notable for 
some family members with “muscular dystrophy,” but the 
patient offers little detail. The symptoms have progressed 
to the point where he is falling weekly and is having dif-
ficulty with fine motor control of the hands, with “cramp-
ing” when grasping objects. This is especially severe 
during cold weather. The physical examination shows a  
well-nourished gentleman with some premature frontal 
balding. There is mild atrophy of the anterior compartment 
of the lower leg. Gait evaluation reveals moderate foot drop 
bilaterally, slightly worse on the right, with compensation 
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Table 11-15   Case 13: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor mV)  
(Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R ulnar motor (ADM) 7.2 55 3.1 31.5

R median motor (APB) 6.8 53 3.8 32.0

R peroneal (EDB) 1.4 43 5.1 50.0

R median sensory (2nd digit) 23 59 3.0

R sural 16 44 3.9

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Phases/ 
Turns

R first dorsal interosseous Myotonia 0 0 Increased +1 short/+1 low Normal

R biceps Increased 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R abductor pollicis brevis Myotonia + 0 Increased +1 short/+1 low Normal

R anterior tibialis Myotonia ++ 0 Increased +2 short/+1 low Normal

R vastus medialis Increased 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

R lumbar paraspinals Increased 0 0 +1 low Normal
ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; L, left; R, right.
by circumduction. He is unable to walk on heels and has 
difficulty walking on toes. Strength testing shows distally 
predominant weakness, particularly in the tibialis anterior. 
Grip strength is mildly reduced, but more notable is diffi-
culty releasing the grasp consistent with grip myotonia. Per-
cussion myotonia is noted in the thenar muscles. There are 
no sensory deficits, and muscle stretch reflexes are normal.

Differential Diagnosis

The primary feature of the clinical history and examina-
tion is that of distally predominant weakness without sen-
sory deficits. Although a peripheral neuropathy or multiple 
compressive neuropathies are possible, the lack of sensory 
symptoms would make these less likely. Multifocal pro-
cesses such as a hereditary neuropathy with liability to 
pressure palsies can present with multiple mononeuropa-
thies and minimal sensory symptoms, but the history of 
gradual progression in this case would make this less likely. 
Multifocal motor neuropathy with conduction block is 
also possible. A motor neuron disease is within the dif-
ferential, but a relatively rapidly progressive process such 
as ALS would be unlikely given the prolonged history. The 
history of difficulty with grasp relaxation is characteristic of 
a myotonic disorder, and the presence of clinical weakness 
would suggest, in this case, a disorder with both myotonia 
and a myopathy. NCSs and needle EMG were performed 
(Table 11-15).

Discussion

The primary finding on this study is the myotonia, which 
appears to be more predominant distally. In association 
with this are myopathic MUPs, again in a distal pattern. 
The potential etiology of myotonia is relatively broad, but 
with other clinical features such as weakness, and more 
importantly the pattern of weakness, the differential diag-
nosis can be narrowed (Boxes 11-2 and 11-3).

In this case, there is clear weakness in addition to the 
myotonia, which reinforces the suspicion of a distally pre-
dominant myopathy, most likely myotonic dystrophy (see 
Table 11-15). EDX testing is important to better define the 
degree and pattern of myotonia, as well as to define whether 

 •  Myotonic dystrophy (Steinert)
 •  Myotonia congenita
 •  Thompsen (autosomal dominant)
 •  Becker (autosomal recessive)
 •  Paramyotonia (Von Eulenburg)
 •  Chondrodystrophic myotonia (Schwartz-Jampel)
 •  Acid maltase deficiency
 •  Inflammatory myopathies
 •  Proximal myotonic myopathy
 •  Cholesterol-lowering agent myopathy
 •  Amyloid
 •  Hyperkalemic periodic paralysis
 •  Normokalemic periodic paralysis
 •  Hypokalemic periodic paralysis
 •  Hypothyroid myopathy
 •  Potassium-sensitive myotonia
 •  Centronuclear myopathy
 •  Rarely in chronic neurogenic disorders
 •  Drugs (e.g., clofibrate, diazacholesterol, 2,4-DAP
 •  Paraneoplastic
 •  Clinical myotonia
 

BOX 11-2

Conditions That Can Have Myotonic Discharges  
on EMG
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there is an associated myopathy. Specialized techniques such
as repetitive stimulation, response to cooling, or response
to exercise will generally confirm the diagnosis. Table 11-16
outlines the typical responses to these techniques with vari-
ous myotonic disorders. Of particular note is the response
to repetitive stimulation that occurs in many myotonic

 •  Myotonic dystrophy
 •  Inclusion body myositis
 •  Fascioscapulohumeral, Ehlers-Danlos and other 

scapuloperoneal patterns
 •  Inclusion body myositis type 2, distal myopathy with 

rimmed vacuoles
 •  Late adult type 1 muscular dystrophy (Welander)
 •  Late adult type 2 muscular dystrophy (Markesbury/Udd)
 •  Early adult type 1 muscular dystrophy (Nonaka)
 •  Early adult type 2 muscular dystrophy (Miyoshi)
 •  Early adult type 3 muscular dystrophy (Laing)
 •  Myofibrillar (desmin)
 •  Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy
 •  Debrancher, acid maltase disease
 •  Nemaline
 •  Central core
 •  Centronuclear
 

BOX 11-3

Myopathies With Distal Weakness
disorders. This is characterized by a decremental response 
at rest, which is very similar to that seen in neuromuscu-
lar junction disorders. It differs physiologically, however, in 
that it is likely caused by membrane inactivation.2,18 There 
is also a repair after brief exercise, but distinguishing it from 
neuromuscular junction disorders is a clear reduction of the 
CMAP amplitude immediately after exercise. This phenom-
enon is seen in most myotonic disorders, except in proximal 
myotonic myopathy. The absence of neuromuscular junc-
tion abnormalities and the proximal pattern of weakness 
are helpful characteristics that can be used to distinguish 
this disorder.27 This case is relatively typical of myotonic 
dystrophy, and this was confirmed with genetic testing.

Case 14: Progressive Lower Limb 
Weakness and Numbness

A 52-year-old woman presents with a 2-year history of pro-
gressive numbness and weakness involving the distal upper 
and lower limbs bilaterally. The symptoms initially started 
with numbness in the left side of her face, but then pro-
gressed to involve her feet and then her hands. She denies 
any pain but is finding it increasingly difficult to perform 
her activities of daily living; she trips and falls quite often 
when ambulating, and now uses a cane. She has also noted 
difficulty walking up stairs or getting up from a low chair. 
She is unable to perform fine motor activities with her 
Table 11-16   Clinical and Electrophysiologic Features of the Common Myotonic Disorders

Myotonic Dystrophy Myotonia Congenita Paramyotonia Congenita
Proximal Myotonic 
Myopathy

Inheritance Autosomal dominant Autosomal dominant (Thompsen)
Autosomal recessive (Becker)

Autosomal dominant Autosomal dominant

Weakness Distal initially
Generalized late
“Hatchet face”

Generally no weakness
Muscle hypertrophy
“Herculean”

Generally none Proximal

Extramuscular Frontal balding
Cardiac arrhythmias
Testicular atrophy
DM, cataracts, cardiac
Dysphagia
Alveolar hypoventilation
Cognitive

None None Cataracts
Cardiac arrhythmias

Myotonia Distally predominant/grip More generalized Distally predominant Proximal

Exercise Reduced myotonia Reduced myotonia Worsens myotonia/weakness Reduced myotonia

Cold Increased myotonia Increased myotonia Increased myotonia
Severe weakness

Usually not worsened

CMAP May be low Normal Normal at rest Normal

RNS

Rest Decrement Decrement May decrement No decrement

Brief  exercise Decreased CMAP Decreased CMAP Abrupt fall in CMAP No change

Cooling No change No change Falls to 0 with cooling No change

Needle examination
Fibrillation potentials
MUPs
Myotonia
Cooling
Exercise

May have discharges
Small, polyphasics
Distally predominant
Increased myotonia
Reduced myotonia

None
Normal
Faster, shorter, diffuse
Increased myotonia
Reduced myotonia

With cooling
Normal
Diffuse
Electrical silence/paralysis
Increases myotonia
Postexercise fibrillation 

 potentials

Occasional
Small
Scattered
No clear change
No clear change

CMAP, Compound muscle action potential; DM, diabetes mellitus; MUPs, motor unit potentials; RNS, repetitive nerve stimulation.



hands, such as using buttons or holding her utensils. More 
recently she has developed dizziness if she gets up too 
quickly. She denies any family history of neurologic symp-
toms. She reports that the symptoms had been gradually 
progressive for several months but then seemed to prog-
ress quite suddenly (prompting her to seek medical evalu-
ation). Her medical history is significant for hypertension 
and mild type 2 diabetes, which has been managed with 
dietary modification with good blood sugar control.

On examination, cranial nerves are intact with no sen-
sory deficit in the face. She ambulates with a steppage gait 
bilaterally because of a flaccid foot drop. There is promi-
nent weakness distally (toe flexors and extensors, ankle 
groups, finger and wrist extensors and flexors, hand intrin-
sic muscles), with mild weakness proximally. Sensation to 
pinprick is absent to the mid calf and to the wrist, with 
absent joint position sense in the feet. Reflexes are hypoac-
tive but symmetric throughout with the exception of the 
ankle jerks, which are absent bilaterally.
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Differential Diagnosis

With unequivocal sensory symptoms and signs, anterior 
horn cell, muscle, and neuromuscular junction disease are 
all essentially excluded unless part of a coexisting process. 
Plexopathy is also unlikely because of the involvement of all 
four limbs. The clinical presentation is most suggestive of a 
peripheral neuropathy that could be length dependent. Given 
the examination findings of proximal weakness, however, a 
polyradiculoneuropathy or a multifocal neuropathy should 
also be considered. With a 2-year history of progressive 
symptoms, an inherited neuropathy and various causes of 
acquired neuropathy (including toxic, metabolic, infectious, 
paraneoplastic, immune mediated, or inflammatory) are 
all potential etiologies. The history of stepwise progression 
and the possible dysautonomia make chronic inflammatory 
demyelinating neuropathy (CIDP) a strong consideration. 
The NCS and EMG findings are shown in Table 11-17.
Table 11-17   Case 14: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor mV)  
(Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s) Distal Latency (ms)

F-Wave Latency 
(ms)

L tibial motor (AH) Ankle 3.8
Knee 1.5

31 8.9 79.5

L peroneal motor (EDB) NR NR NR

L peroneal motor (AT) 3.1 28 7.8

L median motor (APB) Wrist 4.0
Elbow 1.5

32 6.7 49.1

L ulnar motor (ADM) Wrist 5.9
Below elbow 2.1
Above elbow 1.9
No crossover

Elbow to wrist 24
Below elbow to wrist 26

5.1 52.4

L sural sensory (ankle) 12 40 4.5

L median sensory (2nd digit) 3 39 4.7

L ulnar sensory (5th digit) NR

Blink Reflex

Stimulation Site R1 Latency (ms) Ipsilateral R2 Latency (ms) Contralateral R2 Latency (ms)

L supraorbital 15.1 49.3 51.5

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Polyphasia/ 
Turns

L tibialis anterior Increased ++ 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

L medial gastrocnemius Increased ++ 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

L vastus medialis Increased + 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Increased

L tensor fascia lata Increased ++ 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Increased

L gluteus maximus Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

L lumbar paraspinals (L5) Normal 0 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Increased

L first dorsal interosseous Increased ++ 0 Decreased 2+ long/2+ high Increased

L triceps Increased +/– 0 Decreased 1+ long/1+ high Increased

L deltoid Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

L thoracic paraspinals Increased ++ 0 1+ long/1+ high Increased

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; AH, abductor hallucis; APB, abductor pollicis brevis; AT, tibialis anterior ; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; L, left; NR, no response; R, right.
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Discussion

Because of involvement of both upper and lower limbs 
without significant asymmetry of symptoms, NCSs were 
performed on one side only with the assumption that find-
ings should be similar on the contralateral side. F-waves 
were performed to evaluate for proximal slowing, and 
nerves were stimulated at multiple sites to look for conduc-
tion block outside the usual sites of entrapment. On needle 
examination, both distal and proximal muscles were stud-
ied in multiple different nerve root and peripheral nerve 
territories, to determine whether the process was diffuse 
or restricted to specific peripheral nerves. The paraspinal 
muscles were examined to help differentiate polyradiculo-
neuropathy from length-dependent neuropathy.

NCSs in this case were diffusely abnormal, with pro-
longed distal latencies, markedly slowed conduction veloc-
ities, and low CMAP and SNAP amplitudes. The median 
motor study showed evidence of conduction block in the 
forearm, and the ulnar motor study showed conduction 
block between the below-elbow and wrist sites of stimula-
tion. When evaluating for conduction block, it is important 
to rule out technical explanations for the drop in ampli-
tude, such as understimulation at the proximal site or over-
stimulation at the distal site resulting in spread of current 
to other nerves and a volume-conducted response. F-waves 
were markedly prolonged, also suggesting proximal con-
duction block or slowing. Sensory responses were notable 
for preservation of the sural response with low median and 
ulnar sensory responses. This pattern of sural sparing is rel-
atively typical for CIDP but not specific.12 Blink responses 
were also performed to evaluate for very proximal slowing, 
and were abnormal, with prolongation of both the R1 and 
R2 responses.

EMG examination showed markedly reduced recruit-
ment in both proximal and distal muscles, consistent with 
conduction block. MUPs were complex, reflecting denerva-
tion and ongoing reinnervation in proximal muscles. The 
fibrillation potentials and long-duration MUPs in distal 
muscles reflect more significant axonal loss. This constella-
tion of findings is most consistent with CIDP. The patient 
underwent cerebrospinal fluid examination, which showed 
an increased protein level with a normal white blood cell 
count, and sural nerve biopsy, which showed changes con-
sistent with inflammation, confirming the diagnosis.

The classic electrophysiologic picture in CIDP is that 
of demyelination, evident on both motor and sensory 
NCSs. Focal demyelination is seen as conduction block 
or focal slowing, and often distal latencies are markedly 
prolonged and conduction velocities severely slowed with 
relative preservation of amplitude. Proximal responses 
are dispersed in comparison with responses obtained 
with distal stimulation (temporal dispersion), and this is 
the hallmark of demyelination (Figure 11-5). Prolonged 
F-waves may be one of the earliest signs of more proxi-
mal slowing, which can alert the clinician that this is in 
fact a polyradiculoneuropathy, as opposed to a length-
dependent process. Often there is associated axonal loss 
(and in rare cases this is the predominant picture). This 
is evident as loss of amplitude on NCSs, and fibrillation 
potentials and polyphasic large MUPs on EMG examina-
tion. Usually changes are more severe distally, although 
paraspinal muscles are also affected, indicating nerve root 
involvement.

One of the most important diagnoses to exclude when 
evaluating a patient with possible CIDP is inherited demy-
elinating sensorimotor neuropathy (Charcot-Marie-Tooth 
[CMT] disease type I, III, or IV), because this has important 
treatment implications. Many patients with mild forms of 
CMT disease are relatively asymptomatic and can go undi-
agnosed, making the family history less obvious. The his-
tory is slowly progressive, often dating back to childhood 
when a patient might recall being somewhat clumsy or 
unable to keep up with other children. This is different 
from CIDP, in which the onset is relatively abrupt, and has 
a progressive, stepwise or recurrent course with a positive 
response to immunotherapy. As in this case, autonomic 
dysfunction can be seen with CIDP. Conduction block, 
significant temporal dispersion, and evidence of proximal 
slowing (prolonged F-waves or prolonged blink reflexes) 
are key findings on electrophysiologic testing that help 
differentiate acquired forms of demyelinating neuropa-
thies from CMT disease. Similarly, on needle examination, 
markedly reduced recruitment in the absence of significant 
axonal loss (indicative of conduction block) is more sug-
gestive of an acquired process. The clinical and EDX criteria 
for CIDP are outlined in Box 11-4.

Case 15: Progressive Weakness

A 65-year-old man presents with a 6-month history of progres-
sive weakness characterized by difficulty rising from a chair 
and ascending stairs. He denies pain but does report mild 
“numbness” of the toes. There are no visual or bulbar symp-
toms. Bladder and bowel function are normal. The medical 
history is significant for well-controlled diabetes mellitus and 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. He has a 40–pack-
year smoking history. The patient also reports a 25-lb weight 
loss during this period. Physical examination reveals mild 
proximal weakness in hip flexion, knee extension, and hip 
abduction (Medical Research Council 4/5) with difficulty ris-
ing from a squat position. There is also mild weakness in 

A

B

200 � V

5 ms

FIGURE 11-5 Dispersion of the tibial compound muscle action potential. 
Trace A is the response recorded with proximal stimulation, which is signifi-
cantly longer in duration, with altered morphology, in comparison with trace  
B, which is the response recorded after stimulation at the ankle.
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Clinical Diagnostic Criteria
Inclusion Criteria
 •  Typical CIDP
 •  Chronically progressive, stepwise, or recurrent symmetric 

proximal and distal weakness and sensory dysfunction 
of all limbs, developing over at least 2 months; cranial 
nerves may be affected, and

 •  Absent or reduced muscle stretch reflexes in all limbs
 •  Atypical CIDP—one of the following, but otherwise as in 

“Typical CIDP” (muscle stretch reflexes may be normal in 
unaffected limbs):

 •  Predominantly distal weakness (distal acquired demy-
elinating sensory)

 •  Pure motor or sensory presentations, including chronic 
sensory immune polyradiculoneuropathy affecting the 
central process of the primary sensory neuron

 •  Asymmetric presentations (multifocal acquired demy-
elinating sensory and motor Lewis-Sumner syndrome)

 •  Focal presentations (e.g., involvement of the brachial plexus 
or of one or more peripheral nerves in one upper limb)

 •  Central nervous system involvement (may occur with 
otherwise typical or other forms of atypical CIDP)

Exclusion Criteria
 •  Diphtheria, drug or toxin exposure likely to have caused 

the neuropathy
 •  Hereditary demyelinating neuropathy—known or likely 

because of family history, foot deformity, mutilation of 
hands or feet, retinitis pigmentosa, ichthyosis, liability to 
pressure palsy

 •  Presence of sphincter disturbance
 •  Multifocal motor neuropathy
 •  Antibodies to myelin-associated glycoprotein

Electrodiagnostic Criteria
 •  Definite—at least one of the following:
 •  At least 50% prolongation of motor distal latency above 

the upper limit of normal values in two nerves, or

 •  At least 30% reduction of motor conduction velocity 
below the lower limit of normal values in two nerves, or

 •  At least 20% prolongation of F-wave latency above the 
upper limit of normal values in two nerves (>50% if 
amplitude of distal negative peak CMAP <80% of lower 
limit of normal values), or

 •  Absence of F-waves in two nerves if these nerves have 
amplitudes of distal negative peak CMAPs at least 
20% of lower limit of normal values plus at least one 
other demyelinating parameter in at least one other 
nerve, or

 •  Partial motor conduction block—at least 50% amplitude 
reduction of the proximal negative peak CMAP relative 
to distal, if distal negative peak CMAP at least 20% of 
lower limit of normal values, in two nerves, or in one 
nerve plus at least one other demyelinating parameter in 
at least one other nerve, or

 •  Abnormal temporal dispersion (>30% duration increase 
between the proximal and distal negative peak CMAP) in 
at least two nerves, or

 •  Distal CMAP duration (interval between onset of the first 
negative peak and return to baseline of the last negative 
peak) of at least 9 ms in at least one nerve plus at least 
one other demyelinating parameter in at least one other 
nerve

 •  Probable
 •  At least 30% amplitude reduction of the proximal nega-

tive peak CMAP relative to distal, excluding the posterior 
tibial nerve, if distal negative peak CMAP at least 20% 
of lower limit of normal values, in two nerves, or in one 
nerve plus at least one other demyelinating parameter in 
at least one other nerve

 •  Possible
 •  As in electrodiagnostic criteria for “Definite” but in only 

one nerve
  

BOX 11-4

Clinical Diagnostic and Electrodiagnostic Criteria for Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating 
Polyradiculoneuropathy

CIDP, Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy; CMAP, compound muscle action potential.
shoulder internal and external rotation bilaterally. Cranial 
nerve examination is normal. Sensory examination is grossly 
intact to light touch, pinprick, and proprioception. Muscle 
stretch reflexes are absent throughout.

Differential Diagnosis

The primary finding on clinical examination is proximal 
muscle weakness, with the leading diagnostic possibilities 
being myopathy, neuromuscular junction disorder, motor 
neuron disease, polyradiculoneuropathy, or debility. The 
relatively symmetric proximal findings with loss of reflexes 
make motor neuron disease less likely. The mild sensory 
symptoms and loss of muscle stretch reflexes raise the pos-
sibility of a polyradiculoneuropathy, which can be seen 
with diabetes in association with prominent weight loss 
versus coexisting peripheral neuropathy and myopathy. 
An inflammatory myopathy such as inclusion body myo-
sitis or polymyositis remains in the differential. Given the 
prominent weight loss, the possibility of a paraneoplastic 
process involving any of these muscles or nerves or a pre-
synaptic neuromuscular junction disorder must be con-
sidered. Motor and sensory NCSs, repetitive stimulation 
studies, and needle EMG were performed (Table 11-18).

Discussion

NCSs showed markedly reduced CMAP amplitudes as well 
as borderline sensory amplitudes. The conduction veloci-
ties were relatively spared, and there was no evidence for 
motor conduction blocks or dispersion. Needle examina-
tion showed varying MUPs throughout without abnor-
mal spontaneous activity. MUP morphology revealed an 
increased proportion of short-duration, low-amplitude 
MUPs in some proximal muscles. If the electromyographer 
were to quit at this point without performing repetitive 
stimulation, the conclusion could be that the patient has 
a proximally predominant myopathy in addition to a mild 
underlying peripheral neuropathy. This conclusion would 
be incorrect, and some inconsistencies in this regard need 
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Table 11-18   Case 15: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor mV)  
(Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s)

Distal  
Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R ulnar motor (ADM) 2.0 54 3.4 32.0

R femoral (rectus femoris) 0.4

R peroneal (EDB) 0.5 5.6

R median sensory (2nd digit) 12 54 3.5

R sural 4 39 4.3

Repetitive Stimulation Ulnar Peroneal Rectus Femoris

Rest (% decrement) 20 47 45

Exercise duration (s) 10 10 10

Postexercise (% decrement)

Immediate facilitation (%) 223 290 425

Immediate decrement 10 3 19

30 s 18 26 24

1 min 20 40 38

2 min 22 45 45

3 min 23 47 47

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Phases/ 
Turns

R deltoid Normal 0 0 Normal MUPs vary
+1 short

Normal

R triceps Normal 0 0 Normal MUPs vary Normal

R infraspinatus Normal 0 0 Normal MUPs vary
+1 short

Normal

R anterior tibialis Normal 0 0 Normal MUPs vary Normal

R vastus medialis Normal 0 0 Normal MUPs vary Normal

R gluteus medius Normal 0 0 Normal MUPs vary
+1 short

Normal

R cervical paraspinals Normal 0 0 MUPs vary
+1 short

Normal

ADM, Abductor digiti minimi; EDB, extensor digitorum brevis; L, left; MUPs, motor unit potentials; R, right.
to be recognized. The degree of weakness was relatively 
mild, but the CMAPs were markedly reduced, clearly out of 
proportion to the clinical examination. In addition, there 
was prominent MUP variation that would not be expected 
to this degree in a myopathy. The examiner performed 
repetitive stimulation on distal upper and lower limb 
muscles as well as the weak quadriceps. As noted in Figure 
11-6, there was a marked increase of the CMAP amplitude 
immediately after brief exercise, with greater than doubling 
of the baseline response (greater than 200% facilitation). 
This was associated with partial repair of the subsequent 
responses of the train and further decrement out to 3 min-
utes after exercise. This pattern of low-amplitude baseline 
CMAPs, decrement to repetitive stimulation, and greater 
than 200% facilitation after brief exercise is consistent with 
a presynaptic neuromuscular junction disorder, specifically 
Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS).8 A mild 
underlying peripheral neuropathy is also probable. Further 
questioning of the patient revealed prominent small-fiber 
symptoms such as dry mouth, dry eyes, and erectile dys-
function, which may be seen either from the LEMS or a 
small-fiber peripheral neuropathy. On reexamination, the 
muscle stretch reflexes were relatively normal after brief 
muscle contraction, again consistent with a presynaptic 
neuromuscular junction disorder. P/Q voltage-gated cal-
cium channel antibodies were positive in this patient. They 
are found in approximately 90% of patients with LEMS.20 
The patient was found to have small cell lung carcinoma.

Case 16: “Drooping” of the Right 
Face

A 54-year-old otherwise healthy man awoke and was noted 
by his wife to have “drooping” of the right face. He noted 
the inability to close the right eye completely and was  
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FIGURE 11-6 Two-hertz repetitive stimulation to the ulnar and facial nerves in a presynaptic neuromuscular junction disorder.
drooling out of the right side of the mouth while attempt-
ing to brush his teeth. He was brought to the emergency 
department, where a comprehensive neurologic examina-
tion showed right facial weakness involving all periph-
eral facial branches including the frontalis. There was 
trace movement of the orbicularis oculi and oris. The 
remainder of the cranial nerve examination including 
ocular movements, jaw strength, facial sensory, and pala-
tal and tongue movements was normal. Mild hyperacusis 
was reported. The patient did report a moderate head-
ache, and a computed tomography scan was performed 
that was normal. The patient received a diagnosis of 
right facial neuropathy and was told to contact his pri-
mary physician for follow-up the next day. The patient 
was referred to the EMG laboratory 13 days after onset to 
determine the prognosis for recovery and exclude other 
potential causes.

Differential Diagnosis

The clinical history and physical examination are consis-
tent with a lower motor neuron process involving the right 
facial nerve. The most likely cause would be idiopathic 
facial neuropathy (Bell’s palsy). Other potential causes 
for acute-onset facial weakness include an infectious pro-
cess such as herpes zoster or Lyme disease, granuloma-
tous disorders such as sarcoid, or other inflammatory- or 
immune-mediated processes such as acute inflammatory 
demyelinating polyneuropathy or mononeuritis multiplex. 
Subacute or chronic facial paralysis could be seen with a 
tumor of the cerebellar pontine angle or structural pro-
cess around the ear or parotid gland (cholesteatoma, sali-
vary tumor). An upper motor neuron process is unlikely 
because the frontalis would typically be relatively spared in 
such cases. NCSs were performed as in Table 11-19. Blink 
reflex results are noted in Table 11-20.
Discussion

Bilateral facial NCSs were performed, showing markedly 
reduced right facial CMAP amplitude. This alone would 
support a lower motor neuron process and exclude central 
causes. The left facial response was normal, and limited 
upper limb studies were performed to exclude a more dif-
fuse polyradiculoneuropathy. Blink reflexes (Figure 11-7) 
revealed marked prolongation of the right R1 and ipsilat-
eral R2 components (with normal contralateral R2 latency) 
when stimulating the right supraorbital nerve. When stim-
ulating the left supraorbital nerve, there was prolongation 
of the contralateral R2 response. These findings are consis-
tent with left efferent pathway involvement, specifically of 
the facial nerve. The needle examination revealed sparse 
fibrillation potentials with markedly reduced recruitment 
in right facial–innervated muscles. The masseter was exam-
ined to exclude more diffuse cranial neuropathies, and was 
normal.

Recovery of facial function can be reasonably well pre-
dicted by physical examination and EDX abnormalities. 
In a study of the natural history of Bell’s palsy, Peitersen23 
found complete recovery in 71% of patients overall, and in 
those with incomplete paresis at presentation, 94% recov-
ered fully (as opposed to only 61% with complete paresis 
at presentation). Two thirds of patients recovered function 
within 3 months, but after 6 months no additional patients 
regained normal mimical function. EDX findings, particu-
larly the CMAP amplitude, can also assist with prediction 
of recovery. An amplitude of 10% or less after 7 days in 
comparison with the contralateral response would gener-
ally predict poor recovery, whereas an amplitude of greater 
than 30% predicted full recovery within 3 months.21 Those 
with amplitudes of 10% to 30% had incomplete recovery 
over 6 to 8 months with some residual weakness or addi-
tional symptoms such as synkinesis or “crocodile tears.” 
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Table 11-19   Case 16: Nerve Conduction Studies and Electromyography

Nerve Conduction Studies

Nerve (Record)
Amplitude (Motor mV)  
(Sensory μV)

Conduction  
Velocity (m/s) Distal Latency (ms) F-Wave (ms)

R ulnar motor (ADM) 8.9 56 2.7 29.0

R median sensory (2nd digit) 32 60 2.7

L facial (nasalis) 1.8 3.6

R facial (nasalis) 0.6 3.9

Electromyograpy

Spontaneous Activity Motor Unit Potentials

Muscle
Insertional  
Activity

Fibrillation  
Potentials

Fasciculation  
Potentials Recruitment

Duration/ 
Amplitude

Phases/ 
Turns

R orbicularis oris Increased + 0 Decreased Normal Normal

R orbicularis oculi Increased + 0 Decreased Normal Normal

R frontalis Increased + 0 Decreased Normal Normal

R masseter Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal

L orbicularis oris Normal 0 0 Normal Normal Normal
Some have reported the utilization of stimulus thresholds 
within the first 72 hours.10 In this study, those with a stim-
ulation threshold of greater than 10 mA did more poorly. 
In this case, the patient had some sparing of motor func-
tion as well as a facial CMAP amplitude of greater than 
30%, arguing for complete recovery.

Table 11-20   Normal Values for Blink Reflexes
Latency R1 R2, Ipsilateral R2, Contralateral

Mean 10.5 ms 31 ms 31 ms

Range 8-13 ms 29-41 ms 29-44 ms

R1 max. R2 max.

Stimulate left supraorbital nerve

Stimulate right supraorbital nerve

L. orbicularis oculi
R1 = 10.7 ms; R2 = 36 ms

R. orbicularis oculi
R2 = 47 ms

L. orbicularis oculi
R2 = 39 ms

R. orbicularis oculi
R1 = 23 ms; R2 = 48 ms

Right facial nerve lesion
10 ms

200 µV

FIGURE 11-7 Normal values for blink reflexes.
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CHAPTER 12

REHABILITATION AND 
PROSTHETIC RESTORATION  
IN UPPER LIMB AMPUTATION

Terrence P. Sheehan
Limb loss and limb deficiency occur in significant numbers 
worldwide.  Amputations  are  performed  to  remove  limbs 
that are no longer functional because of injury or disease. 
The more common causes are related to diabetes, periph-
eral  vascular  disease,  trauma,  and  malignancy.  Genetic 
variation and mutation are the typical causes for congeni-
tal  deficiencies.  Upper  limb  loss  is  more  commonly  due 
to trauma than lower  limb loss. Before 1900, war-related 
injury  was  the  major  reason  for  limb  loss  in  the  United 
States. Surgical amputation has evolved significantly since 
the days of severing a limb from an unanesthetized patient 
and  dipping  the  residual  limb  in  boiling  oil  to  achieve 
hemostasis. As America became  industrialized,  there was 
a rise in civilian trauma causing upper limb loss as a result 
of  crush  injury,  laceration,  and avulsion. We owe a  great 
deal  to our wounded military and manual  laborers,  then 
and now, for pushing us to develop the technologies and 
options  for  those with  limb  loss  today. The evolution of 
the  upper  limb  prosthesis  is  founded  on  the  principles 
of Salisbury and Newton.33 Prosthetic scientists stood on 
the  shoulders  of  these  giants  while  building  functional 
tools that assist with performing daily tasks. As technolo-
gies advance, we are even more dependent on the training 
and the technical skill of the upper limb prosthetist. Even 
though we have entered the bionic age, the cable-and-hook 
systems remain the staple of upper limb prostheses because 
of their relative versatility and simplicity.

Demographics, Incidence, 
and Prevalence

In the United States an estimated 185,000 persons undergo 
an amputation of the upper or lower limb each year.31 In 
2008, it was estimated that 1.9 million persons were living  
with limb loss in the United States (Johns Hopkins Bloom-
berg School of Public Health, unpublished data). Of this 
estimate, 500,000 persons were living with minor (fingers, 
hands)  upper  limb  loss,  and  41,000  persons  were  living 
with major upper limb amputations.8 Because of the aging 
of the population and higher rates of dysvascular disease 
related to diabetes and obesity, it is projected that the num-
ber  of  people  living  with  lower  limb  loss  in  the  United 
States will double by the year 2050.8

Trauma  accounts  for  90%  of  all  upper  limb  amputa-
tions. During  the next 50 years,  the  incidence of amputa-
tions secondary to trauma is estimated to remain flat if not 
decrease.32 The incidence of upper limb trauma is hypoth-
esized to decrease because of more successful occupational 
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safety standards.17 The future is also likely to bring even more 
aggressive  and  successful  limb  reconstruction  and  reim-
plantation. Other causes of upper limb loss include burns, 
peripheral vascular disease, neurologic disorders, infections, 
malignancies, contracture, and congenital deformities.3

Finger  amputation  represents  the  highest  percentage 
(78%)  of  upper  limb  amputations  reported  on  hospital 
discharges.16 Most amputations involve single digits, with 
the index, ring, and long fingers accounting for 75% and 
the  thumb 16%.3 Excluding finger amputation,  the most 
common upper limb amputations are through the forearm 
(transradial)  and  humerus  (transhumeral),  respectively 
(Table 12-1, Figure 12-1).42 Most civilian limb injuries that 
result  in  amputation  occur  at  work  and  involve  saws  or 
blades (e.g., lawnmowers and snowblowers). Blast-related 
injuries are rare in the civilian population (8.5%). In the 
active  military,  however,  amputee  injuries  are  from  mor-
tars, gunfire, improvised explosive devices, and rocket-pro-
pelled  grenades.  Because  of  the  extreme  forces  involved, 
concomitant injuries such as traumatic brain injury, visual 
and  hearing  impairment,  soft  tissue  loss,  and  burns  are 
common. A fifth of all combat-related major amputations 
involve  the  upper  limb.14,52  Two  thirds  of  amputations 
resulting from trauma occur among adolescents and adult 
younger  than  45  years.8  Males  account  for  greater  than 
75% of  those with upper  limb loss, and  the more severe 
the injury, the more likely the victim is male.3

An estimated 4.1 per 10,000 babies are born each year 
with all or part of a  limb missing,  ranging  from a miss-
ing part of a finger to the absence of both arms and both 
legs. Congenital deficiencies  in  the upper  limb are more 
common  (58%),  and  they  occur  slightly  more  often  in 
boys. The most common congenital amputation is at the 
left short transradial level. Most cases of congenital upper 
limb  deficiency  have  no  hereditary  implications.  Con-
genital  limb  deficiencies  occur  because  of  the  failure  of 
part  or  all  of  a  limb  bud  to  form.  The  first  trimester  is 
the critical time for limb formation, with the bud occur-
ring at 26 days’ gestation and differentiation through the 
eighth  week  of  gestation.  The  etiology  often  is  unclear, 
but  teratogenic  agents  (e.g.,  medications  and  radiation 
exposure) and amniotic band syndrome are two common 
causes. Maternal ultrasound examination often identifies 
the limb deficiency before delivery. There have been many 
descriptions  of  congenital  limb  deficiencies  (Box  12-1), 
with the development of the current and preferred system 
by the International Society for Prosthetic and Orthotics 
(ISPO; Box 12-2). The ISPO terminology divides the limb 
amputations into transverse or longitudinal. By definition, 
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a child who has a transverse deficiency has no distal remain-
ing  parts.  For  example,  a  child  with  a  transverse  radial 
deficiency has a normal upper arm and a portion of  the 
radius, but  is missing  the hand and fingers. Longitudinal 
deficiencies  have  distal  portions  present  with  a  partial  or 
total absence of a specific bone. The most common con-
genital limb deficiency in the upper limb is a longitudinal 
partial or complete lack of the radius. Longitudinal hand 
reductions  represent  half  of  all  congenital  upper  limb 

Forequarter

Shoulder
disarticulation

Elbow
disarticulation

Transradial

Wrist disarticulation

Transcarpal

Transhumeral

Transmetacarpal

Transphalangeal

FIGURE 12-1 Types of upper extremity amputations.

Table 12-1   Upper Limb Amputations by Site: 
1993-2006

Procedure

Percentage of  Total Upper 
Limb Amputation Procedures 
Performed

Amputation through the hand 15

Disarticulation through the wrist 10

Amputation through the  
forearm (transradial)

31

Disarticulation of the elbow 7

Amputation through the humerus 
(transhumeral)

28

Shoulder disarticulation 7

Forequarter amputation 2
reductions, and multiple limb reductions are found in less 
than 20% of live births.19,46

Nomenclature and Functional Levels 
of Amputations

Radial amputations  (Figure  12-2,  A)  involve  the  thumb 
and index finger and compromise grasp. Fingertip ampu-
tation (Figure 12-2, B) is the most common type of ampu-
tation. The thumb is the most functionally critical digit. 
Thumb amputation,  partial  or  complete,  results  in  loss 
of palmer grip,  side-to-side pinch, and  tip-to-tip pinch. 
Amputation of one of the other digits causes lesser func-
tional  loss.  Transverse digit amputations  occur  at  one  or 
more digits and can be fit with functional finger prosthe-
ses. Ulnar amputations (Figure 12-2, C)  involve digits  IV 
and V, and hook grasp is lost. The loss of digit V is func-
tionally under estimated because of this powerful grasp. 
Central amputation (Figure 12-2, D) involves digits III and 
IV,  and  reconstruction  is  usually  not  attempted,  and  a 
cosmetic substitute is used. The residual limb refers to the 
remaining  part  of  the  amputated  limb.  The  sound limb 
refers  to  the  nonamputated  limb.  Wrist disarticulations 
are  rare, but are preferred over more proximal amputa-
tions  because  maximal  pronation  and  supination  are 
preserved.12

Proximal  to  the  hand,  amputations  are  divided  into 
the  following  categories:  transradial, transhumeral, shoul-
der disarticulation, and forequarter amputation.  Depending 
on  the percentage of  the  limb  remaining compared with 
the sound side, further categorizations can be made such 
as  “short”  and  “long”  to  define  the  residual  limb.  These 
categorizations have functional implications. For the trans-
radial residual limb, the longer the length, the more pro-
nation  (normal,  120  degrees)  and  supination  (normal, 

 •   Amelia: Absence of a limb
 •   Meromelia: Partial absence of a limb
 •   Phocomelia: Flipper-like appendage attached to the trunk
 •   Adactyly: Absent metacarpal or metatarsal
 •   Hemimelia: Absence of half a limb
 •   Acheiria: Missing hand or foot
 •   Aphalangia: Absent finger or toe

 

BOX 12-1

Original Classification Scheme for Congenital Upper 
Limb Reductions

 •   Transverse deficiency: No remaining distal portions. Trans-
verse level is named after the segment beyond which there 
is no skeletal portion.

 •   Longitudinal deficiency: Some remaining distal portions. 
Longitudinal deficiencies name the bones that are affected.

 

BOX 12-2

ISPO Classification System for Congenital Upper 
Limb Reductions

ISPO, International Society for Prosthetic and Orthotics.
Any bone not named is present and of normal form.
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180 degrees) is preserved. Of the pronation and supination 
preserved, 50% can be transmitted to the prosthesis.12

Transradial amputations  are  based  on  measurements 
made  from the  longest  residual bone (ulna or  radius)  to 
the  medial  epicondyle.  This  is  then  compared  with  the 
measurement  of  the  sound  side  from  the  ulnar  styloid 
to  the  medial  epicondyle.  The  remaining  length  impacts 
the ability  to pronate and  supinate  the  forearm with  the 
prosthetic device. A  long transradial  amputation preserves 
55%  to  90%  length,  allows  up  to  60  degrees  of  supina-
tion and pronation with a prosthesis, and maintains strong 
elbow flexion.47 A medium transradial amputation preserves 
35% to 55%  length,  and pronation and supination with 
a prosthesis are  lost. Elbow flexion is reduced because of 
the inhibiting prosthesis. A short transradial amputation is 
defined as 0% to 35% preservation, which  results  in dif-
ficult prosthetic suspension and the additional loss of full 
range of motion (ROM) at the elbow.

The  elbow disarticulation  creates  functional  and  pros-
thetic fit difficulties related to suspension and elbow joint 
placement.  This  level  of  amputation  preserves  humeral 
rotation  to  the  prosthesis  and  can  be  accommodated  by 
modern  socket  fabrication  techniques and cosmesis.  It  is 
most suitable for the growing child to preserve the epiphy-
sis for growth.38 The elbow disarticulation is recommended 
instead  of  bilateral  transhumeral  because  of  functional 
prosthetic control.

The  transhumeral amputation  can also be classified  into 
three levels. The more humeral length preserved, the more 
optimal the prosthetic restoration. The long transhumeral is 
defined as preservation of 50% to 90% of  length relative 
to  the  sound  side.  Glenohumeral  motions  are  preserved 
and uninhibited by the prosthetic socket. The short trans-
humeral is defined as preservation of 30% to 50% of length, 

A B

C D
FIGURE 12-2 Types of hand amputations. (A) Radial. (B) Fingertip. 
(C) Ulnar.  (D) Central.
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which results in loss of glenohumeral motion because of 
the  inhibition  of  the  prosthetic  socket  that  encompasses 
the  acromion.47  The  glenohumeral  motions  of  flexion, 
extension, and abduction are lost with humeral neck level 
amputation, shoulder disarticulation, and forequarter amputa-
tion. They are usually amputations  related  to malignancy 
and severe trauma in which no distal level amputation was 
possible.  These  levels  of  amputation  present  challenges 
to  achieving  adequate  suspension  and  functional  use  of 
the prosthesis. Newer myoelectric  techniques  are  gaining 
ground in achieving the multijoint control that is needed 
in  optimal  prosthetic  restoration  for  these  very  proximal 
upper limb amputations.

Principles of Limb Salvage 
and Amputation Surgery

Limb Salvage

Limb-sparing  procedures  have  become  possible  because 
of  advances  in  imaging,  reconstructive  surgery,  micro-
surgery,  and  cancer  treatment.  Improved  methods  of 
resuscitation and time-sensitive transport have decreased 
ischemia time. Optimal skin and soft tissue closure with 
pedicle flaps and microvascular free flaps allows the surgeon 
to meet the initial goal of critical limb length and the later 
goal of skin durability for long-term socket use. Whether 
it is tumor, trauma, or congenital malformation, the deci-
sion to attempt salvage with reconstruction or amputation 
remains difficult. The best decision is one formed by the 
consensus of the experienced trauma, oncology, and reha-
bilitation specialists. Upper and lower limb characteristics 
are  different  and  must  be  kept  in  mind  when  consider-
ing limb salvage or amputation. The upper limb is non–
weight-bearing.  It  remains  functional  with  significant 
sensory  impairment,  which  is  different  from  the  lower 
limb. An upper limb that preserves only assistive function 
is still often more  functional  than one with a prosthetic 
replacement.

Injury scores were developed for severe  trauma-related 
limb  injuries,  to  help  determine  which  vascular  injury 
patients  would  benefit  from  primary  amputation  versus 
an attempt at  limb salvage. Their validity has been ques-
tioned. The mangled extremity syndrome is defined as signifi-
cant injury to at least three of the four tissue groups (skin/
soft tissue, nerve, vessel and bone).24 The mangled extrem-
ity scoring systems have been shown to be poor predictors 
of  amputation  or  salvage  with  regard  to  functional  out-
come.18,39,48 Ly et al.37 concluded that the available injury 
severity scores are not predictive of functional recovery of 
patients who undergo reconstruction surgery. Bosse et al.,6 
using  the  Sickness Impact Profile,  presented  evidence  that 
the functional outcomes from limb salvage and reconstruc-
tion after severe trauma were the same at 2 years for those 
who underwent amputation. Finally, in this salvage-versus-
amputation equation, no significant long-term psychologi-
cal outcome advantage has been reported for limb salvage 
surgery compared with amputation.45 Consequently, objec-
tive measures have not functionally supported the natural 
desires of the patient and the tendency of the trauma team 
to make all attempts at salvaging the limb.
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In severe limb trauma that includes defects from burns 
and tumor resection, the appropriate soft tissue restoration 
is  an  essential  component  of  the  overall  treatment.  This 
is  common  both  to  limb  salvage  and  amputation,  espe-
cially when critical lengths are being preserved. It requires 
a vascularized flap that can protect the neurovascular and 
musculotendonous structures (Box 12-3). The pedicle flap is 
one where a local muscle inclusive of the overlying skin is 
moved over with it own blood supply to fill a large defect. 
A microvascular free flap is one in which the donor tissue is 
taken from a different site and the microvasculature of the 
donor tissue is anastomosed to the available vessels in the 
site of  the defect. The  feasibility of  limb salvage  is deter-
mined  partly  by  the  ability  to  reconstruct  the  soft  tissue 
defect. In the upper limb, few pedicle flap options are avail-
able to repair significant defects. The recent advancement 
of microvascular reconstruction techniques and free flaps 
from  sites  like  the  rectus  abdominus  have  promoted  the 
option of limb salvage and preserved limb length.

Once  it  has  been  decided  that  amputation  is  more 
appropriate  than  limb  salvage,  the  team  must  plan  the 
most distal  level possible, based on principles of wound 
healing  and  functional  prosthetic  fitting.  Skin  flaps  now 
afford closures that were not historically possible. The skin 
closure must be without  tension and  should be done  so 
that  nonadherent,  strategically  placed,  mobile  scars  are 
produced.  It  is  the  artful  surgeon  who  crafts  the  distal 
residual limb with the appropriate muscle padding, rather 
than producing a bony atrophic limb or one with excessive 
preservation of  soft,  redundant  tissue  that makes  it diffi-
cult  to fit  the prosthetic socket. Stable distal muscle pad-
ding can be accomplished through myodesis, in which the 
deep  layers are  sutured directly  to  the periosteum.  It  can 
also  be  accomplished  by  myoplasty,  in  which  the  superfi-
cial  antagonistic muscles are  sutured  together and  to  the 
deeper muscle  layers. These  techniques  typically produce 
muscle padding with sufficient balance and tension.

Although these are the conventional surgical techniques 
to address  the  residual muscle  tissue, myoplasty presents 
a  challenge  downstream  when  attempting  to  localize  an 
optimal  myoelectrode  placement,  because  the  muscles 
that are sutured together tend to contract simultaneously. 
The ideal distal muscle stabilization occurs with tenodesis. 
If the muscle is preserved with its tendon, the tendon can 
be sutured to the periosteum.

Neuroma  formation  is  the  normal  and  expected  conse-
quence of nerve division. Nerves should be gently withdrawn 
from  the  wound,  sharply  divided,  and  allowed  to  retract 
under cover of soft tissue. The goal is to locate the ends of 
incised nerves away from areas of external contact such as the 
socket interface, so the cicatrix will remain asymptomatic.

 •   Pedicle flap: A flap in which a local muscle inclusive of the 
overlying skin is moved over with its own blood supply to 
fill a large defect.

 •   Microvascular free flap: A flap in which the donor is not 
local and the microvasculature of the donor muscle is 
 anastomosed to the available vessels at the defect site.

 

BOX 12-3

Skin Flaps
For those with malignant tumors, 70% to 85% are treated 
by  limb  salvage  without  compromising  the  oncologic 
result.50  The  goal  of  this  type  of  surgery  is  to  preserve 
function, prevent tumor recurrence, and enable the rapid 
administration  of  chemotherapy  or  radiation  therapy.  In 
the tumors of the hand, ray resection is done. In the wrist, 
multiple  options  are  available  such  as  an  endoprosthesis 
implant or an allograft or vascularized bone transplant  (e.g., 
fibula). For the elbow an endoprosthetic reconstruction is 
the best possible option. The humerus is similar to the wrist 
in that an endoprosthesis, or an allograft, or a vascularized 
bone transplant can be used. For tumors of the scapula or 
proximal humerus, a  forequarter amputation or flail arm 
is prevented by  reconstruction with a combination of an 
endoprosthesis  and  allograft.  These  types  of  reconstruc-
tion would not be possible without major improvements 
in radiography, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and staging.50

The complication rate is much higher after limb salvage 
than after amputation in the oncology population. These 
complications can be divided into early and late. The earli-
est complications include infection, wound necrosis, and 
neurapraxia. The  late complications  include aseptic  loos-
ening, prosthetic  fracture and dislocation, and graft non-
union.4 Consequently additional surgery is often necessary. 
Advancements in resection techniques, radiation, and che-
motherapy  have  improved  both  functional  limb  survival 
and life expectancy. Serletti et al.,45 using the Enneking Out-
come Measurement Scale, reported the functional outcome 
as “excellent” or “good” in greater than 70% of the patients 
who had reconstruction after resection of limb sarcomas. 
The Enneking Outcome Measurement Scale is an outcome 
tool that assesses seven characteristics of upper  limb use: 
ROM, stability, deformity, pain  level,  strength,  functional 
activity, and emotional acceptance. Limb salvage has cos-
metic advantages, but whether the quality of life of these 
patients is superior to that of those who undergo amputa-
tion is unclear.

Reimplantation of traumatically amputated limbs is now 
possible,  especially  in  children,  because  of  the  potential 
for successful neurologic recovery.30 Effective treatment of 
the patient and the ischemic, detached body part requires 
appropriate  early  cooling  and  prompt  reimplantation 
within  the  initial 12-hour window. Predictors of  success-
ful reimplantation include adequate preservation, contrac-
tion of the muscle in the amputated limb after stimulation, 
the  level  of  injury,  and  no  tobacco  use.  The  best  predic-
tor of  success  is  the  serum potassium  level  in  the ampu-
tated segment. If the serum potassium level is higher than  
6.5 mmol/L, reimplantation should be avoided.51

Reimplantation  is  indicated  in  levels  from  the  distal 
forearm to the fingers. The more proximal to the wrist, the 
greater the amount of ischemic muscle mass and the more 
complex  the  metabolic  and  surgical  demands.  Approxi-
mately  85%  of  replanted  parts  remain  viable.  Sensory 
recovery  with  two-point  discrimination  occurs  in  50% 
of  adults.35  The  functional  results  are  more  promising 
in  children, but  the viability  rate  is  lower because of  the 
technically demanding microvascular surgery. Major limb 
reimplantation  entails  significant  metabolic  disturbance 
and  risk.  It  requires  scrupulous  medical  management. 
Reimplantation  is  contraindicated  in  those  with  crushed 
and mangled limbs and those with atherosclerosis. Because 
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A B C

Deepened
web-space

FIGURE 12-3 Phalangization of the metacarpals is a recon-
structive technique in which the web space is deepened 
between the digits, providing more mobile digits. (A) Ampu-
tated thumb. (B) Web space deepened. (C) Final web space 
deepened to provide more mobility.

A B C

FIGURE 12-4 Pollicization is the process of moving a finger with 
its nerve and blood supply to the site of the amputated thumb. 
(A) Amputated thumb including metacarpal. (B) Index finger to be 
moved. (C) Final index finger in the thumb’s place.
nerves transected in the proximal arm must regenerate over 
a  considerable  length,  only  limited  motor  return  is  typi-
cally seen in the forearm and hand. Useful function of the 
wrist and hand is unusual and limited at best. Function can 
often be improved by converting these patients to transra-
dial  prosthetic  wearers.  Unfortunately  it  means  perform-
ing a transradial amputation after successful transhumeral 
reimplantation. This is known as segmental reimplantation, 
in which portions of compromised limbs are salvaged that 
would otherwise have been discarded.

During  the  past  10  years,  collaboration between  hand 
surgeons and immunologists has led to successes in hand 
transplantation. Recent advances learned from clinical organ 
transplant  immunosuppression  known  as  composite  tis-
sue allograft (CTA) have permitted hand transplantation to 
progress beyond the first one done in the United States in 
1997. CTA is the term used to describe transplantation of 
multiple tissues (skin, muscle, bone, cartilage, nerve,  ten-
don, blood vessels) as a functional unit. In addition to the 
usual problems of identifying an organ donor, selecting a 
donor for a hand transplant must involve additional and 
careful emphasis on matching skin color,  skin  tone, gen-
der,  ethnicity  and  race,  and  the  size  of  the  hand.  After  a 
hand has been lost, much time can pass before a donor is 
found. Representation of the hand in the individual’s brain 
is lost because of cortical reorganization during this time. 
Researchers  have  learned  through  functional  magnetic 
resonance imaging that after transplantation, amputation-
induced  cortical  reorganization  is  reversed  to  reestablish 
the  hand  “image.”5  During  transplantation  the  surgeon 
repairs  the  tissues  in  the  following  order:  bone  fixation, 
tendon repair, artery  repair, nerve  repair, and vein  repair. 
The surgery can last  from 12 to 16 hours, almost double 
that  of  heart  and  liver  transplants.  Immunosuppression 
after CTA is composed of two elements: treating the patient 
with monoclonal antibodies on the day of transplant, fol-
lowed by a donor bone marrow infusion several days later. 
Typical postoperative complications include vessel throm-
bosis,  infections, and rejection. Rejection can appear as a 
spotty, patchy, or blotchy rash.  It could appear anywhere 
on  the  transplant  and  is  usually  painless.  As  rejection 
appears first in the skin, the clinical team and patients are 
encouraged to carefully watch for the signs. Unlike inter-
nal organ transplants, where rejection is difficult to detect 
early, it is relatively easy to monitor in the hand, allowing 
for early biopsy and treatment. Recovery is relatively slow, 
requiring an extensive program of occupational therapy. As 
of this printing the longest reported patient follow-up has 
been  43  months.  This  patient,  a  paramedic  instructor,  is 
now reportedly able to start intravenous lines and perform 
endotracheal intubation.

Amputation

Hand function is vital in our competitive and industrialized 
society.  There  are  many  techniques  for  reconstruction  of 
the hand.  It  is much better  to have a painless hand with 
some grasp function and sensation preserved than to have 
a prosthesis. The most  important part of  the hand  is  the 
opposable thumb. The goal is to preserve as much of the 
sensate thumb as possible. Phalangization (Figure 12-3) of 
the metacarpals is a reconstructive technique in which the 
web space is deepened between the digits to provide more 
mobile digits. This works well for the thumb especially if 
the first metacarpal is adjusted to create opposition to the 
thumb. Pollicization (Figure 12-4) is the process of moving 
a finger with its nerve and blood supply to the site of the 
amputated thumb. This allows fine and gross grasp through 
opposition. A prosthesis for a hand amputation is inferior 
to  the  functional  outcomes  achieved  with  reconstructed 
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hands.9 In reconstructing the hand, three issues should be 
considered: (1) preservation of sensitivity to the grasping 
surface; (2) the consequences of scarring; and (3) cosmetic 
acceptability.

Wrist disarticulation  involves removal of the radius and 
ulna  to  the  styloid processes, because  there  is no benefit 
to  retaining  the  carpal  bones.  It  retains  the  distal  radial-
ulnar  joint,  preserving  more  forearm  rotation.  The  pros-
thetic  attachment  to  the  bulbous  end  is  enhanced  if  the 
distal  radial  flare  is  retained  for  suspension.  Burkhalter  
et al.10 indicate that it is important that the radial and ulnar 
styloids be resected slightly to minimize the discomfort the 
amputee will  experience  in  active  supination and prona-
tion within  the prosthetic socket. Tenodesis of  the major 
forearm  muscles  stabilizes  these  groups  and  improves 
functional  outcome,  including  myoelectric  performance. 
Pronation  and  supination,  as  well  as  full  elbow  motion, 
are  preserved  with  wrist  disarticulation.  Some  will  argue 
that  (1)  the  wrist  disarticulation  creates  a  complicated 
prosthetic  situation  with  difficult  socket  fabrication;  (2) 
conventional wrist units are too long and cannot be used; 
and  (3)  it  is  harder  to  fit  with  a  myoelectric  prosthesis 
because  there  is  no  room  to  conceal  the  electronics  and 
power supply.

Transradial amputation involves the myodesis of the fore-
arm muscles and equal volar and dorsal skin flaps for clo-
sure. It is extremely functional, with forearm rotation and 
strength  that  is  proportional  to  the  length  retained.  The 
shorter  the  transradial  amputation,  the  more  the  elbow 
and  humerus  are  needed  for  suspension.  Preserving  the 
elbow  joint  is  paramount  because  of  the  functional  out-
come possible with prosthetic enhancement. If the ampu-
tation must be very proximal, then an ulna 1.5 to 2 inches 
long is still adequate to preserve the elbow joint. To fit this 
very short residual limb with a prosthesis, it might be help-
ful to detach the biceps and reattach it to the ulna.36

A  couple  of  special  situations  arise  with  transradial 
amputations.  One  is  when  the  forearm  bone  is  consid-
erably  longer  than the other and the  longer bone can be 
covered  with  an  adequate  soft  tissue  envelope.  Rather 
than  decrease  prosthetic  function  by  shortening  the  lon-
ger bone,  it may be preferable  to create a one-bone fore-
arm. Another is the Krukenberg amputation (Figure 12-5), 
which transforms the residual ulna and radius into digits 
that have significant forceful prehension and retained abil-
ity to manipulate because of preserved sensation. This is an 
option for patients who have at least 4 inches of residual 
limb, those with bilateral amputation, and those with lim-
ited prosthetic facilities. It can be fitted with conventional 
as well as myoelectric prostheses.

Elbow disarticulation allows the transfer of humeral rota-
tion to the prosthesis through the myodesis of the biceps 
and triceps, and it preserves a stronger lever. Although the 
skin  flaps  are  approximately  equal,  the  posterior  muscle 
flap remains longer than the anterior muscle flap, to wrap 
around and cushion the end of the humerus. The ultimate 
position of the scar is not critical with modern total-contact 
sockets, but beware of the vulnerable skin over the medial 
epicondyle. The  full humeral  length precludes  the use of 
a  myoelectric  elbow.  Elbow  disarticulation  causes  some 
prosthetic  fitting  challenges  because  the  outside  “elbow” 
hinge creates a bulky limb that is  longer and asymmetric 
ompared  with  the  opposite  limb.  Disarticulation  is  the 
evel of choice for  juvenile amputees. The high incidence 
f  residual  limb  revision  because  of  bony  overgrowth  is 
voided, and humeral growth is preserved. It remains con-
roversial who  is  a  good  candidate  for  elbow disarticula-
ion,  but  modern  prosthetic  fabrication  techniques  can 
vercome the socket and cosmetic difficulties.12,14

Transhumeral amputations are performed at or proximal 
o  the  supracondylar  level.  The  humerus  is  sectioned  at 
east 3 cm from the joint to allow for fit of the prosthetic 
lbow  mechanism.  Transhumeral  amputations  should 
e  performed  with  minimal  periosteal  stripping  to  pre-
ent the occurrence of bony spurs. Rough edges should be 
emoved, but beveling of the bone is unnecessary. All pos-
ible length should be preserved to transmit glenohumeral 
otions through the prosthesis. To help preserve humeral 

ength, at times it should be considered whether free-flap 
overage and  skin graft  coverage are possible  alternatives 
o  allow  primary  closure.  The  anterior  and  posterior  fas-
ias over the flexor and extensor muscle groups are sutured 
ogether to cover the end of the humerus. Biceps and tri-
eps  myoplasty  preserves  strength  for  prosthetic  control 
nd myoelectric signals. Myodesis is rarely needed.38 Per-
orming  a  more  proximal  amputation  at  the  level  of  the 
urgical neck, which is the site of insertion of the pectoralis 
ajor,  results  in  the  same  function  as  if  a  shoulder  dis-

rticulation had been done. This  is because  independent 
otion  of  the  humerus  is  no  longer  possible.  However, 
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Ulna
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Ulna

IGURE 12-5 The Krukenberg amputation transforms the residual ulna and 
adius into digits that have significant forceful prehension and retained ability 
o manipulate because of preserved sensation.
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because the terminal device is controlled by active shoul-
der girdle motion, the humeral head should be preserved 
when amputation has to be done proximally.

Amputations  through  the  glenohumeral  and  scapulo-
thoracic articulations, shoulder disarticulation and forequar-
ter amputation,  respectively,  are  rare,  and  both  result  in 
loss of normal shoulder contour. Advances in vascular sur-
gery have made reestablishment of blood flow to severely 
traumatized limbs effective, but reimplantation of a limb 
amputated through the shoulder girdle is seldom feasible. 
The  cosmetic  deformity  of  both  of  these  amputations  is 
significant. When possible,  retention of  the scapula  is  far 
less disfiguring and of psychological benefit to the patient. 
Personal  concerns  of  having  standard  clothing  fit  super-
sede more complex concerns of functional restoration. In 
shoulder  disarticulation,  the  rotator  cuff  tendons  should 
be sutured together over the glenoid wing. The deltoid is 
attached to the inferior glenoid and lateral scapular border 
to  fill  the  subacromial  space.  In  forequarter  amputation, 
the  pectoralis  major,  latissimus  dorsi,  and  trapezius  are 
sutured together to form additional padding and contour 
over the chest wall. During forequarter amputation, oste-
otomy  of  the  clavicle  should  be  performed  at  the  lateral 
margin  of  the  sternocleidomastoid  insertion  to  preserve 
contour of the neck.

Acute Management: Preamputation 
Through Early Rehabilitation

Preamputation

The  team approach to amputee rehabilitation  begins  in  the 
preamputation  phase  whenever  possible.  The  surgical 
team joins forces with the rehabilitation team to educate 
and counsel each other and the patient. It is important to 
include family members and other supporting individuals 
in the counseling. A plan of the surgery must be made that 
takes into account an understanding of the healing poten-
tial and the most realistic and optimal functional prosthetic 
restoration. This is based on the information flow between 
the  rehabilitation  team and  the  surgical  team.  Important 
discussions  need  to  be  held  with  the  patient  about  the 
planned  surgical  outcome  and  postsurgical  period.  This 
should  include  a  discussion  about  the  different  types  of 
pain that might occur, the prevention of possible compli-
cations,  and  a  preview  of  potential  functional  outcome. 
It  is  important  to acknowledge  the  loss and mitigate  the 
fear with education. A powerful  intervention is  to have a 
trained amputee volunteer, a “peer visitor,” who has suc-
cessfully gone through a similar limb loss and can give sup-
port to the patient throughout the recovery process.

Acute Postamputation

This  phase  begins  with  an  understanding  that  the  deci-
sion to amputate is emotionally powerful for the patient, 
family, and clinical team. Amputation is not a failure but 
rather  reconstructive  surgery  that  creates  improved  func-
tional possibilities and resumption of one’s life. The focus 
of the immediate postamputation period is to control pain 
and edema, promote wound healing, prevent contractures, 
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initiate remobilization, and continue the supportive coun-
seling and education (Box 12-4). This must be individual-
ized to meet the needs of each patient. Surgical site infection 
needs to be seriously considered when pain, drainage, and 
edema are increasing despite the reasonable control mea-
sures instituted. The earlier an infection is eradicated, the 
earlier  the  time-sensitive prosthetic phase can begin. The 
goal for rehabilitation  is  for  patients  to  acquire  the  skills 
and  equipment  needed  to  achieve  prosthetic  acceptance 
and  holistic  reintegration  back  into  their  own  lives.  It  is 
imperative that the prosthesis be introduced at the earliest 
possible time after amputation.

The team has a responsibility to explain and give visu-
alization  of  the  postamputation  treatment  phases,  from 
the  early  postoperative  phase  through  rehabilitation  and 
community reentry. Each team member (including the sur-
geon, physiatrist, prosthetist, and rehabilitation therapists) 
has specific duties related to physical, educational, and psy-
chological support through these phases. An amputee peer 
visitor, preferably someone who has been formally trained, 
is a team member who has a distinct vantage point because 
of real-life experience. The Amputee Coalition of America 
(ACA), which is the national nonprofit limb loss advocacy 
group in the United States, can serve as a comprehensive 
source of information to persons with limb loss and their 
professional team. This includes locating ACA-trained peer 
visitors and regional support groups.

Pain control  requires an early, aggressive approach  that 
considers  the  multiple  potential  pain  generators  in  the 
postsurgical  period.  The  patient-controlled  analgesia  sys-
tems are often the first-line treatment by the surgical team. 
This is transitioned to regularly scheduled long- and short-
acting oral narcotic medications. It is imperative to main-
tain consistent pain control. Loss of adequate pain control 
is painful  for  the patient  and disrupts  the  timely pursuit 
of the rehabilitation program. The escalation of the doses 
of opiates needs to be avoided, if possible, by addressing 
other pain generators. Understanding the characteristics of 
postsurgical residual limb pain and phantom pain allows 
the clinical team to choose pain interventions wisely. Resid-
ual limb pain is located in the remaining limb and gener-
ated from the soft tissue and musculoskeletal components. 
Phantom limb pain  is pain  in  the absent  limb and  is con-
sidered neuropathic.17 The nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
drugs and nonopiate pain relievers are helpful, and these 
can  diminish  the  need  for  higher  doses  of  opiates.  Opi-
ates administered at safe doses are often ineffective against 
phantom  pain.  Careful  attention  should  be  given  to  the 
description, timing, and quality of the pain complaint to 

 1.   Promote wound healing.
 2.   Control pain.
 3.   Control edema.
 4.   Prevent contracture.
 5.   Initiate remobilization and preprosthetic training.
 6.   Manage expectations through supportive counseling.
 7.   Continue education including orientation to prosthetic 

components.
 

BOX 12-4

Immediate Postamputation Period Goals
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tease out the central neuropathic pain component inclusive 
of  painful  phantom  sensations  versus  peripheral  nerve–
generated  pain.  Peripheral  nerve  pain  is  more  intense  at 
night,  and  it  is  characterized  as  burning,  stabbing,  and 
buzzing. Phantom sensations occur in greater than 70% of 
amputees and do not have to be treated unless painful and 
disruptive. The use of medications known for controlling 
neuropathic  pain  and  sensations,  such  as  some  anticon-
vulsants and antidepressants, can also diminish the need 
for opiates.

The new amputee should be taught how to change the 
dressings  and  self-administer  the  desensitization  tech-
niques.  Desensitization techniques  help  to  eliminate  the 
hypersensitivity to touch. They include compression, tap-
ping, massage, and application of different textures. These 
techniques are performed for 20 to 30 minutes three times 
per  day  as  tolerated  by  the  skin  and  scar.22  The  use  of 
modalities such as transcutaneous nerve stimulation, heat, 
and cold are also useful adjuvants for pain and diminish 
opiate need. Ramachandran and Rogers-Ramachandran43 
have reduced phantom pain using mirrors to visually trick 
the brain. Because the loss of a limb is emotionally “pain-
ful,”  the  team  should  address  and  acknowledge  this.  It 
should be kept in mind that from the individual’s psycho-
logical standpoint, it might be more socially acceptable to 
express the psychological pain in terms of generalized pain 
complaints.  It  is  important  to  address  the  psychological 
pain  early,  through  grief  counseling,  peer  visitation,  and 
education.

Edema control  begins  once  the  last  suture  or  staple  is 
placed by the surgeon. If there is no contraindication and 
the surgeon has the appropriate training, an immediate post-
operative rigid dressing (IPORD) can be placed in the oper-
ating  room.  This  is  a  special  cast  placed  on  the  residual 
limb by the surgeon or certified professional. The control 
of  edema  leads  to  earlier  wound  healing  and  improved 
pain  control  through  the  reduction  of  pain  mediators 
in  the  accumulated  “third-spaced  fluid.”  Typically  addi-
tional shrinkage of the residual limb occurs after the initial 
IPORD placement, necessitating its early replacement. The 
rigid dressing can be removed in 5 to 7 days and replaced 
with  a  fresh  cast.  The  attachment  of  joints  and  a  termi-
nal device to this rigid dressing creates an immediate post-
operative prosthesis  that  can  allow  early  functional  use  of 
the  residual  limb.  The  IPORD  is  the  preferred  treatment 
approach  for  the  transradial  amputation,  and  if  healing 
progresses without  issue,  the second cast can be replaced 
with the first prosthesis.19

Traumatic  upper  limb  loss  is  often  accompanied  by 
large tissue defects, burns, and wound contamination from 
complex infections. These make immediate postoperative 
techniques impossible. In these cases, once drains and neg-
ative pressure dressings are discontinued, a soft compressive 
dressing can be placed to control edema and initiate shap-
ing of the residual limb.

The ideal residual limb shape is cylindrical. The dress-
ing should be placed and replaced by a trained clinician. 
It  should extend beyond  the proximal  joint  to maximize 
suspension and improve edema control. Those not placed 
correctly can create problems with distal edema accumula-
tion,  skin  breakdown,  and  abnormal  shaping  (such  as  a 
dumbbell  shape).  The  healing  surgical  and  trauma  sites 
frequently have patches of sensory impairment and should 
be  monitored  by  the  team.  This  is  especially  the  case  in 
properly using the compressive dressings to prevent pres-
sure sores. Once the skin has closed, dressings are replaced 
with “shrinkers,” a silicone liner, or both. Edema control 
is a lifelong daily management issue for most amputees.

The control of pain and residual limb edema allows for 
early functional remobilization of the residual limb, which 
in turn helps prevent contracture formation. Contractures are 
not fully reversible, and it is critical to begin remobilization 
as  early  as  possible.  Techniques  for  prevention  of  elbow 
flexion  and  shoulder  adduction  contractures  should  be 
reinforced with the patient and team. This can be difficult 
in the setting of uncontrolled pain, burns, and other com-
plex trauma factors such as fractures, brain or spinal cord 
injuries, spasticity, and systemic illness.

The formation of heterotopic bone impairing joint function 
and ROM should be considered in these complex trauma 
cases  and  can  be  diagnosed  with  the  help  of  laboratory 
testing and triple-phase bone scan. The treatment of hetero-
topic ossification beyond trying to maintain ROM is limited, 
and surgical  intervention  is not  feasible until  the hetero-
topic bone matures at approximately 12 to 18 months after 
injury.23 Proper limb positioning and frequent monitoring 
of joint mobility are necessary. Any loss of ROM in a joint 
of  the  residual  limb can have  significant  effects on  func-
tional use of the prosthesis. The loss of ROM needs to be 
investigated and aggressively managed to maximize range.

Preprosthetic training  begins  with  the  early  postsurgical 
therapy visit and continues until prosthetic fitting is com-
pleted. Prosthetic fabrication and fitting ideally should be 
completed  within  4  to  8  weeks  after  surgery.  Early  pros-
thetic  fitting  is  important,  because  prosthetic  acceptance 
declines  if  fitting  is  delayed  beyond  the  third  postopera-
tive month.20 Preprosthetic training is critical to maintain 
motivation  and  create  an  easier  transition  to  prosthetic 
use. Amputation results  in a loss of body symmetry. This 
imbalance results in shoulder elevation and scapula rota-
tion on the affected side, as well as loss of neutral position-
ing of the residual limb. Close attention must be paid to 
the individual’s awkward or compensatory body motions 
when approaching an object. The rebalancing begins with 
observing and correcting static postures in the mirror. The 
mirror remains an important tool in conscious recognition 
and correction of the abnormal positioning. The amputee 
is encouraged to use muscle memory to relearn correct pos-
tural  and  limb  positioning  control.22  As  remobilization 
progresses, emphasis  is placed on recognizing the abnor-
mal postures and positioning that occur with basic activi-
ties of daily living (ADLs).

ADLs  are  mastered  with  one  hand  and,  when  appro-
priate,  with  the  use  of  adaptive  equipment.  The  ampu-
tee  progresses  from  independence  with  basic  hygiene  to 
the  advanced  homemaking  tasks.  Hand  dominance  is 
retrained when necessary, especially with handwriting and 
keyboarding. Repetitive  tasks can be used  for  strengthen-
ing. These tasks include fine motor exercises with nuts and 
bolts  or  tweezers,  as  well  as  gross  motor  exercises  with 
equipment  and  mirrors.  Proprioceptive  neuromuscular 
facilitation is a particularly effective approach that enables 
the therapist to work in diagonal planes, vary the amount 
of resistance, and concentrate on specific areas of weakness. 
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Isometric exercises are effective in creating muscle bulk for 
stabilization  of  the  arm  in  the  socket  of  the  prosthesis. 
The  stability of  the prosthesis depends on both  the bulk 
of the stabilizing musculature and the amputee’s ability to 
voluntarily vary residual limb configuration. Because bal-
ance is often disrupted in a new amputee, the goals should 
include strengthening of the trunk, core, and lower limbs 
using  isometric exercise and aerobic  training. Depending 
on level of loss, the upper limb amputee should begin to 
practice several motions that will be needed to control the 
prosthesis (Box 12-5).

Orientation to the planned prosthesis, premyoelectric testing 
and training,  and  defining  the  amputees’  prosthetic expec-
tations  are  all  important  tasks  for  the  team  during  this 
period.  If  a  myoelectric  prosthesis  is  being  considered, 
early site testing and training are needed. An emphasis is 
placed on using specific residual limb muscles efficiently. 
Electrode  site  identification  is  handled  by  the  specially 
trained  occupational  therapist  to  identify  the  best  place-
ment of  the electrodes. The occupational  therapist needs 
to work closely with  the physician and prosthetist  in  the 
design of the socket and optimal electrode site placement. 
With  the  use  of  biofeedback  equipment,  motor  training 
is done  to  increase muscle activity at  specific  sites. These 
muscles include the elbow flexors used for closing the ter-
minal devices  (TD),  and extensors used  for opening and 
for  supination.  Once  isolated  movements  are  mastered, 
proportional control of the muscle is learned. This is nec-
essary for controlling the speed and force of the prosthetic 
movements. The new amputee needs to have an orientation 
to prosthetic component terminology.

Specific Movements Necessary to Control a Prosthesis
 •   Scapular abduction: Spreading the scapulas apart alone and 

in combination with humeral flexion will provide the 
tension needed on the figure-of-eight harness to open the 
terminal device.

 •   Humeral flexion: The residual limb is raised forward to 
shoulder level and pushed forward while sliding the scapu-
las apart as far as possible. This motion also allows the 
terminal device to open.

 •   Shoulder depression, extension, and abduction: This set of 
movements operates the body-powered, internal-locking 
elbow of the transhumeral prosthesis. It is one of the more 
difficult motor skills to acquire.

Maintenance of Range of Motion
 •   Elbow flexion/extension: Maintaining full elbow range of 

motion is critical for the transradial amputee for reaching 
many body locations.

 •   Forearm pronation/supination: Maintaining as much fore-
arm pronation and supination as possible is critical for 
the amputee to be able to position the terminal device as 
needed without having to manually preposition the wrist 
unit.

 •   Chest expansion: This motion should be practiced by deep 
inhalations that expand the chest amputation. Chest 
expansion is used by those who have transhumeral, shoul-
der disarticulation, or forequarter amputation.
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Specific Movements Necessary to Control  
a Prosthesis and Maintenance of Range of Motion
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During  this  time  the  major  components  of  the  pros-
thesis should be identified, such as the figure-of-eight har-
ness, cable, elbow unit or elbow hinge, wrist unit, terminal 
device, and hook or hand. It is also important during this 
time  to  explore  or  reexplore  the  expectations  of  the  per-
son with a new limb loss. The new amputee’s initial per-
sonal vision of what function the prosthesis will restore is 
often significantly unrealistic. It is helpful to reinforce the 
supportive roles the prosthesis will play in cosmesis, gross 
task and object stabilization, push, and assistive function. 
Supportive education by the trained peer visitor, therapists, 
prosthetist,  and  physician  helps  to  fine  tune  a  realistic 
vision of what each type of prosthesis has to offer from a 
functional standpoint.

Upper Limb Prostheses

Introduction to Upper Limb Prosthetic 
Systems

Each prosthesis is unique and customized to the individ-
ual. While two prostheses might be alike or very similar, 
there is no such thing as a “normal” or “standard” pros-
thesis  (especially  in  the  world  of  upper  limb  prosthet-
ics).  There  are  four  categories  of  upper  limb  prosthetic 
systems:  the passive system, the body-powered system, the 
externally powered system, and the hybrid system.  Selecting 
among  these  can  be  difficult.  Each  patient’s  functional 
and  vocational  goals,  geographic  location,  anticipated 
environmental exposures, access to prosthetists for main-
tenance, and financial resources all need to be considered 
(Box 12-6).

A passive system is primarily cosmetic but also functions 
as a stabilizer. A passive system is fabricated if the patient 
does not have enough strength or movement to control a 
prosthesis, or wears a prosthesis only for cosmesis. Some-
times young children initially use passive upper limb pros-
theses for balance and for crawling. A body-powered system 
prosthesis  uses  the  patient’s  own  residual  limb  or  body 
strength and ROM to control the prosthesis. This includes 
powering  the basic  functions of  terminal device opening 
and closing, elbow movement, and shoulder joint mobili-
zation. An externally powered system uses an outside power 
source such as a battery to operate the prosthesis. A hybrid 
system  uses  the  patient’s  own  muscle  strength  and  joint 
movement,  as  well  as  an  external  supply  for  power.  An 
example of a hybrid system is one in which there is a body-
powered elbow  joint but  an externally powered  terminal 
device.

The field of prosthetics has a unique vocabulary that is 
not part of the everyday practice of medicine (Box 12-7).

 1.   Passive system
 2.   Body-powered system
 3.   Externally powered system
 4.   Hybrid system

 

BOX 12-6

Four Categories of Upper Limb Prosthetic Systems
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Socket and Suspension Choices

The socket has to have a snug and intimate fit around the 
residual  limb.  Although  an  upper  limb  prosthesis  is  not 
end-bearing  or  weight-bearing,  it  still  needs  an  intimate, 
secure fit for proper control of the unit. A prosthetic socket 
can be fabricated from many different materials. The most 
commonly used are flexible, durable, and lightweight, such 
as a carbon graphite material or plastic. Upper limb sock-
ets are  typically double walled with a second  lamination 
pulled over the first to provide cosmesis and function. They 
can  also  contain  an  inner  flexible  thermoplastic  liner  to 
allow for growth (as in the case of a child) and other fluc-
tuations in size. It is critical that the socket is comfortable 
and  does  not  irritate  or  injure  the  residual  limb.  During 
fabrication  the prosthetist attends  to  the proper distribu-
tion  of  pressures  around  bony  prominences,  such  as  the 
olecranon and distal portion of residual bone. Computer-
aided design (CAD system) and computer-aided manufac-
turing  (CAM  system)  have  reduced  fabrication  time,  but 
whether  such  techniques are actually  improvements over 
the  skilled  hands  of  a  seasoned  limb  maker  is  debated 
widely in the field. There is never a single shape for a socket 
because of  the differences  in anatomy  from user  to user. 
This  customization  allows  for  socket  designs  to  adapt  to 
shapes that are the result of congenital or surgical  issues. 

 •   Residual limb: The remaining portion of the amputated 
limb

 •   Excursion: Amount of movement or range of motion that 
the residual limb can achieve

 •   Component: A part of the prosthesis
 •   Terminal device: The prosthetic equivalent of the human 

hand
 •   Hinge: A prosthetic component used to assist or replace an 

anatomic joint
  •   Rigid hinge: Stiff/solid arrows movement in only one 

plane, usually flexion and extension
  •   Flexible hinge: Allows movement in multiple planes 

(i.e., flexion, extension, pronation, and supination)
 •   Socket: This part of the prosthesis acts as the interface 

between the residual limb and the prosthetic device as a 
whole. The socket is designed to distribute forces through-
out the residual limb.

 •   Prosthetic sock: A prosthetic component, usually cotton, 
that fits the residual limb like a sock and is worn between 
the socket and liner to account for volume changes (size 
changes) in the residual limb

 •   Laminate: A plastic composite usually made with carbon 
fiber and resin

 •   Gel liner: A prosthetic component made from a silicone gel 
or similar polymer that rolls onto the residual limb like a 
sleeve and creates a suction interface between the skin and 
the socket

 •   Mechanical: Designates a moving component
 •   Passive: Describes a prosthesis used only for cosmesis rather 

than function
 •   Heavy duty: It connotes a prosthetic designed to with-

stand strong, repetitive forces and rugged conditions. For 
example, a heavy duty prosthetic user could be one who 
works as an automotive mechanic or construction worker.

 

BOX 12-7

Prosthetic Terminology
For example, a Kruckenberg socket is designed to internally 
use the unique radial and ulnar branches to pinch grip for 
the suspension formed from the Kruckenberg procedure.

Advances  in  custom  fitting  techniques  and  suspension 
devices  have  led  to  the  use  of  such  suspension  devices 
as  the “seal-in”  liner. This  is a system that  incorporates a 
membrane  lip  placed  circumferentially  around  the  distal 
aspect of  the  liner  to  cause a plunger-type negative pres-
sure for suspension. There is also a pin system in which the 
roll-on gel liner incorporates a jagged edged pin that locks 
into  a  female  receptacle  in  the  socket.  Such  advances  in 
suspension have reduced restriction on elbow flexion, pro-
nation,  and  supination.  The  application  of  roll-on  liner 
suspensions  for upper  limb prostheses provides not only 
improved suspension, but more comfort as well. Conven-
tional transradial self-suspending sockets rely on pressure 
above the elbow to hold the prosthesis in place, which can 
lead to discomfort and reduced ROM. With the roll-on sus-
pension  design,  the  liner  provides  the  suspension,  while 
the gel protects the skin from pressure and friction. This is 
different from conventional skin fit suction socket designs 
that use one-way air valves or external sleeves for suspen-
sion and require a stable limb volume to maintain suction.

The shorter the residual limb or the heavier the antici-
pated  workload,  the  more  it  is  necessary  to  anchor  the 
prosthesis  proximally  with  single  or  polycentric  hinges, 
as  well  as  shoulder  harness  systems.  Single  pivot  hinges 
do not allow for any pronation or supination and are not 
recommended for those with bilateral transradial amputa-
tions. Flexible hinges allow for some pronation and supi-
nation  and  can  replace  the  single  pivot  hinges  for  those 
with bilateral transradial amputations. Flexible hinges are 
also recommended for children.

A very heavy duty user needs a  traditional socket with 
single pivot hinges. A self-suspending socket might not be 
enough support  for  the heavy duty upper  limb amputee, 
regardless  of  the  suspension  system  used.  This  amputee 
might need to wear a traditional transradial socket (“screw-
driver” design in cross section to enhance supination and 
pronation control) with single pivot elbow hinges that sta-
bilize rotation.

With a figure-of-eight harness for control and suspension, 
the harness not only operates the terminal device but also 
functions to keep the socket correctly positioned. There are 
four main components to the harness; the axilla loop, the 
anterior support strap,  the  control attachment strap,  and  the 
crosspoint  (Figure  12-6).  While  wearing  a  prosthesis  with 
this harness the amputee is able to open and control the 
terminal device with shoulder forward flexion.

Power

 •   Body-powered prostheses: Cable controlled
 •   Externally powered prostheses: Electrically powered 
	 •	  Myoelectric prostheses
	 •	  Switch-controlled prostheses

If amputees are given training on both the myoelectric 
and the body-powered prostheses, they will self-select their 
primary  choice.  It  is  not  uncommon  for  the  amputee  to 
prefer myoelectric  for one activity and body powered  for 
another,  which  then  drives  what  TD  is  selected.24  Body-
powered prostheses use forces generated by body movements 
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transmitted through cables to operate joints and terminal 
devices. An example is forward flexing the shoulder to pro-
vide tension on the control cable of the prosthesis, resulting 
in opening the terminal device. Relaxing the shoulder for-
ward flexion results in return of the terminal device to the 
static closed position. An alternative movement for open-
ing  the  terminal device  is biscapular abduction, which  is 
commonly used when operating the terminal device close 
to  the body. Body-powered prostheses  are more durable, 
give  higher  sensory  feedback,  and  are  less  expensive  and 
lighter than myoelectric prostheses.

Externally powered prostheses use muscle contractions or 
manual switches to activate the prosthesis. Electrical activ-
ity from select residual muscles is detected by surface elec-
trodes used to control electric motors. Prostheses powered 
by  electric  motors  can  provide  more  proximal  function 
and greater grip strength, along with  improved cosmesis. 
They can also be heavy and expensive. Patient-controlled 
batteries  and  motors  are  used  to  operate  these  prosthe-
ses. Currently available designs generally have less sensory 
feedback  and  require  more  maintenance  than  do  body-
powered prostheses.

Externally powered prostheses require a control system. 
The  two  types  of  commonly  available  control systems  are 
myoelectric and switch control. A myoelectrically controlled 
prosthesis uses muscle contractions as a signal to activate 
the prosthesis.  It  functions by using surface electrodes  to 
detect electrical activity from select residual limb muscles 
to  control  electric  motors.  Different  types  of  myoelectric 
control  systems  exist.  The  two-site/two-function (dual-site) 
system has separate electrodes for paired prosthetic activity, 
such  as  flexion/extension  or  pronation/supination.  This 
control system is more physiologic and easier to control.

When limited control sites (muscles) in a residual limb 
are available to control all the desired features of the pros-
thesis, a one-site/two-function (single-site) system can be used. 
This  device  uses  a  single  electrode  to  control  both  func-
tions of a paired activity such as flexion and extension. The 
patient uses muscle  contractions of different  strengths  to 
differentiate between flexion and extension. For example, a 
strong contraction opens the device, and a weak contraction 

Control strap

Support strap

“O”-ringInverted “Y”
suspension (crosspoint)

FIGURE 12-6 Components of the figure-of-eight harness: axilla loop, ante-
rior support strap, control attachment strap, and crosspoint.
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closes it. When multiple powered components on a single 
prosthesis  must  be  controlled,  sequential  or  multistate 
controllers can be used, allowing the same electrode pair to 
control several by a brief cocontraction of the muscle or by 
a switch used to cycle between control-mode functions.27

Switch-controlled,  externally  powered  prostheses  use 
small  switches  to  operate  the  electric  motors.  These 
switches typically are enclosed inside the socket or incor-
porated into the suspension harness of the prosthesis, such 
as the “nudge,” which is operated by the chin depressing 
the switch on the anterior chest strap. A switch can be acti-
vated by the movement of a remnant digit or part of a bony 
prominence against the switch or by a pull on a suspension 
harness.  This  can  be  a  suitable  option  when  myoelectric 
control  is otherwise not  feasible.40 A hybrid system  is one 
that incorporates both power options.

Level-Specific Upper Limb Amputation 
Prostheses

Partial hand prostheses  are  not  commonly  used.  Amputa-
tion distal to the wrist is one of the most common upper 
limb deficiencies, but is difficult to treat successfully with 
a  prosthesis.  Poor  results  are  due  to  functional  limita-
tions of prosthetic technology, discomfort at the prosthetic 
interface, unsatisfactory appearance, and absence of tactile 
sensation.11  With  the  advancement  of  new  technologies, 
the  availability  of  new  prostheses  has  created  additional 
challenges  for  the  prosthetist.  Many  patients  with  limb 
deficiencies  distal  to  the  wrist  have  declined  prosthetic 
intervention  in  the  past,  and  most  limbs  makers  have 
limited experience with partial hand amputations. Partial 
hand amputation can involve various levels of longitudinal 
and transverse loss that dictate different treatment options. 
The person with a partial hand deficiency has  four pros-
thetic  options:  (1)  no  prosthetic  intervention,  (2)  a  pas-
sive  prosthesis,  (3)  a  body-powered  prosthesis,  and  (4) 
multiple task-specific prostheses. Individuals with passive 
prostheses actively use their prostheses as frequently as do 
individuals with functional prostheses.21 Even though pas-
sive prostheses do not offer active grasp and release, they 
can be used to stabilize objects, to push against items, and 
to perform other functional tasks. This type of prosthesis 
usually incorporates a secure socket that is stabilized about 
the  residual  limb by means of a  total  contact  suction fit. 
Body-powered prostheses for partial hand deficiencies can 
be divided into two categories: cable-driven and wrist- or 
finger-driven devices. Adequate functional grasp from both 
system types  is  limited. Task-specific prostheses are avail-
able  for both vocational and avocational activities. These 
prostheses  are  usually  highly  customized  to  effectively 
meet the functional needs of the individual.

Wrist disarticulation prostheses  are  suspended  using  the 
patient’s  remaining  anatomy,  specifically  the  radial  and 
ulnar styloid processes. The benefit of a wrist disarticula-
tion is that it preserves a longer and more powerful lever 
arm, as well as maximal preservation of forearm pronation 
and  supination.  When  fitting  someone  with  a  wrist  dis-
articulation prosthesis, preserving  symmetric  limb  length 
becomes an issue. This can be a difficult problem, and wrist 
units are often not used with wrist disarticulation, to con-
serve  length and preserve  symmetry. When not using  the 
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wrist  unit,  compensation  is  gained  through  maximizing 
preserved forearm supination and pronation through the 
socket. Wrist disarticulation is harder to fit with a myoelec-
tric prosthesis because  less  space  is available  in which  to 
conceal the electronics and power supply.

There  are  a  number  of  traditional  transradial socket 
options (Figure 12-7). Three traditional styles use anatomic 
suction  suspension  so  that a harness  is not needed. This 
is  known  as  a  “self-suspending”  system.  These  three  are 
each designed to be used with a different length of residual 
limbs and are named the Muenster, the Northwestern, and 
the TRAC (Transradial Anatomically Contoured) designs. The 
Muenster-type socket was introduced in the 1960s, and it 

“O” ring

Figure-of-eight harness
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FIGURE 12-7 (A and B) Transradial prosthesis.
introduced a fitting technique for a short transradial level 
amputation that provided more intimate encapsulation of 
the residual limb. The elbow is set in a preflexed position 
(usually 35 degrees), and a channel is provided at the ante-
cubital space for the biceps tendon. This allows for unob-
structed  flexion,  and  the  suspension  is  achieved  through 
anterior-posterior compression  around  the  olecranon.  It  is 
not an optimal design for bilateral amputees because it is 
donned with a pull sock. This led to additional innovations 
that  included  the  popular  Northwestern  socket  design. 
Unlike the Muenster socket, the Northwestern uses medial-
lateral compression  of  the  arm  above  the  epicondyles  and 
less restrictive anterior-posterior compression, and is used 
primarily  in  those with  long residual  limbs. The  reduced 
anterior-posterior compression creates a less snug suspen-
sion and can lead to problems with electrode contact and 
increased forces on the distal residual bone.34 The socket 
is known for its ease of donning and is a popular choice 
for  bilateral  amputees.  The  trim-lines  of  the  transradial 
socket are dependent on  the  length of  the  residual  limb; 
the shorter  the  limb,  the higher  the trim-line. The longer 
the limb, the lower the trim-line, and there is more allow-
ance for pronation-supination. The patient’s ROM will be 
limited by a  transradial prosthesis  to approximately 70% 
of  the motion possible without a prosthesis.  It might be 
necessary for the prosthetist to add flexion to the socket so 
that the end range allows for easy contact with the person’s 
mouth and face. The TRAC socket incorporates design ele-
ments from both the Muenster and Northwestern sockets, 
but with more aggressive contouring of the limb to maxi-
mize  load-tolerant  areas  of  the  residual  limb.  Similar  to 
the  Muenster,  the  TRAC  retains  the  encapsulation  of  the 
olecranon posteriorly and the generous relief of the biceps 
anteriorly. The TRAC uses both anterior-posterior and medial-
lateral  compression  for  enhanced  stability  and  comfort. 
The TRAC socket,  through detailed anatomic contouring, 
transfers the load from the distal end of the radius to the 
more load-tolerant proximal musculature.

An  elbow disarticulation socket  or  a  long  transhumeral 
socket (Figure 12-8) includes the residual limb and excludes 
the acromion, the deltopectoral groove, and the lateral bor-
der  of  the  scapula.  At  this  level  of  amputation,  humeral 
rotation  is  captured  by  the  intimate  fitting  at  and  above 
the  epicondyles,  which  creates  a  well-suspended  socket. 
Elbow  disarticulation  prostheses  require  the  use  of  out-
side  locking  joints  located on either  side of  the humeral 

Wings

FIGURE 12-8 The transhumeral myoelectronic prosthesis.
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epicondyles  and  external  to  the  socket.  This  level  might 
add active rotary control but at the expense of additional 
bulk to the medial-lateral dimension of the socket. When 
stabilizing the elbow joint with these hinges, the result is 
excellent weight-bearing and  force dispersion. The elbow 
disarticulation amputation is least desirable because of the 
cosmetic asymmetry produced when using the prosthesis, 
including problems with clothing. Few prosthetic elbows 
are compatible, and amputees typically dislike the appear-
ance.  In  the  bilateral  upper  limb  amputee  in  whom  the 
transhumeral level is an option, the elbow disarticulation 
is more desirable in spite of the poor cosmetic appearance 
of the externally placed elbow. The functional advantages 
of disarticulation for the bilateral upper limb amputee are 
in the use of the residual limb for self-care. It is also pre-
ferred over the transhumeral level in children because the 
epiphysis is preserved and bony overgrowth is prevented.

With  the  elbow  joint  absent,  the  length  of  the  trans-
humeral residual limb is a key factor in fitting and success-
ful use of the prosthesis. Prosthetic control varies directly 
with the length of the humerus. Amputation through the 
distal third of the humerus provides functional control very 
similar  to  an  elbow  disarticulation.  There  is  the  loss  of 
humeral rotary control and epicondylar suspension, which 
must be provided by the socket design and harnessing. At 
this level of amputation, control of the prosthesis is by the 
humerus  with  additional  control  from  scapular  motion. 
Numerous combinations of body-powered and externally 
powered  components  have  proved  successful.  Common 
examples  include  using  an  electric  elbow  with  a  body- 
powered  terminal  device.  Transection  of  the  humerus  at 
least 4 inches above the olecranon allows enough clearance 
to use all elbow options, including externally powered.

A medium length transhumeral socket has trim-lines up to 
the acromion, and includes  the deltopectoral groove and 
the lateral border of the scapula. The extra “wings” on this 
socket are used to stabilize the socket and limit rotation. 
A  short transhumeral socket has  trim-lines  that  include  the 
acromion and acromioclavicular joint. The trim-lines con-
tinue medial to the deltopectoral groove and medial to the 
lateral border of  the scapula. These “extended wings” are 
used to help stabilize the socket and to control rotation.

Amputation  at  the  level  of  the  proximal third of the 
humerus  (proximal  to  the  deltoid  insertion)  is  prostheti-
cally challenging. Control is by scapular motion with assis-
tance from the humerus. At this level there is a reduction in 
strength and  leverage, and cable-powered prosthetic  con-
trol is severely limited. Body-powered systems require up to 
5 inches of total excursion of scapular motion to open the 
terminal device with the elbow in the fully flexed position.7 
A transhumeral prosthesis uses two control cables, compared 
with that of the transradial system where only one cable is 
used. One of these cables flexes the elbow and operates the 
terminal device, while the remaining cable is used to lock 
and unlock the elbow. To fully operate the system, a cycle of 
movements must take place (Box 12-8). The body motions 
that typically operate these two cables are shoulder flexion 
and the simultaneous movement of abduction and slight 
extension of the shoulder joint. Shoulder flexion is used to 
apply tension to the cable, causing flexion of the elbow and 
operating the terminal device. To lock the elbow in flexion, 
the  simultaneous movement of abduction and extension 
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of the shoulder joint (similar to the motion of “elbowing” 
someone standing behind you) is used. The “figure-of-eight” 
body harness can be worn with a transhumeral prosthesis. 
Often additional straps and modifications are made to cap-
ture as much excursion as possible, especially with higher 
level amputations.

The cables are eliminated with myoelectric prostheses, which 
are  also  more  comfortable,  have  a  more  natural  appear-
ance, and provide more precise hand functions with much 
less  effort  as  compared  with  body-powered  prostheses. 
Suction suspension is possible for the transhumeral  level 
and  allows  minimal  harnessing.  This  decreases  load-
ing  in  the  contralateral  axilla, which can  reduce deleteri-
ous  effects on  the  sound-side brachial plexus  and  joints, 
enhance proprioception, and improve myoelectric contact. 
In some myoelectric prostheses the harness may be totally 
eliminated. Suction suspension is usually not possible in 
transhumeral residual limbs with excessively bulbous dis-
tal ends, painfully adherent distal scarring, and those with 
fresh  skin  grafts.  This  is  also  true  for  bilateral  amputees, 
because they are unable use a “pull sock.”

Shoulder disarticulation (amputation at the glenohumeral 
joint) involves unique and challenging prosthetic problems. 
The  prosthesis  incorporates  the  greatest  number  of  pros-
thetic components. There are two commonly used designs 
for a shoulder disarticulation socket. The complete enclosure 
shoulder socket encases the shoulder to approximately 5 cm 
beyond to the middle of the chest. The sockets are difficult 
to suspend and are often unstable and uncomfortable. The 
weight  of  the  prosthesis  and  the  ability  to  dissipate  heat 
(which is important because of the large area of skin cov-
ered by plastic) both need to be considered carefully by the 
rehabilitation team. The second design, the X-frame shoul-
der socket, seeks to reduce these problems and increase the 
wearing comfort. The X-frame socket uses very rigid materi-
als to maintain a shape that will lock into the wedge-shaped 
anatomy of the upper torso to provide a secure anchor for 
the prosthesis (which increases its stability and function). 
This shape allows the socket to be much smaller and thin-
ner, as well as cooler and lighter, while maintaining secure 
suspension. With the use of newer carbon composite lami-
nation techniques, the production of thin, lightweight, but 
very  rigid  frames  is possible  for  shoulder prostheses. The 
weight of the prosthesis is usually between 5 and 8 lb.

Forequarter-level  amputations  present  even  more  of  a 
challenge to fit with a functional prosthesis. Most control 
options  have  been  removed  with  the  residual  limb.  The 
“nudge” control, which is a force-sensitive resistor operated 
by the chin, can operate the elbow and hand. For those who 

 1.   Tension is applied to the cable that flexes the elbow and 
operates the terminal devices, causing the elbow to flex.

 2.   The elbow lock cable has tension applied to it and then is 
released, causing the elbow to lock in this position.

 3.   Tension is applied to the cable that operates the elbow 
and terminal devices, causing the terminal device to open.

 4.   The elbow lock cable is pulled and then released, causing 
the elbow to unlock.

 

BOX 12-8

Cycle of Movements
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choose, a lightweight passive prosthesis anchored from the
contralateral limb can be fabricated (Figure 12-9). It func-
tions by creating a cosmetically natural appearance. If no
prosthetic is used, a cosmetically sculpted insert should be
offered for the shoulder symmetry needed for clothing fit.

Advantages and disadvantages of myoelectric and body-
powered prostheses are summarized in Box 12-9.

Terminal Devices and Wrist Units

Multitudes of terminal devices are available for upper limb
amputees,  although  the  functionality  of  these  terminal
devices  is  limited.  Terminal  devices  generally  are  broken
down into two categories: passive and active (Box 12-10).
Passive terminal devices fall into two classes: those designed
primarily  for  function  and  those  that  provide  cosmesis.
Examples of the functional passive terminal devices include

X-frame

FIGURE 12-9 Shoulder disarticulation and forequarter prosthesis, body-
powered elbow, and externally powered wrist and hand.

BOX 12-9

Advantages and Disadvantages of Myoelectric  
and Body-Powered Devices

Advantages Disadvantages

Myoelectric Devices
•   Do not require a harness or cable
 •   Looks like natural-appearing arm
 •   Battery powered, so motor 

strength and coordinated mobil-
ity not as important

 •   Newer batteries have reduced 
weight.

 •   Provides strong grip force

 •   Higher initial cost
 •   Heavier
 •   Dependence on 

battery capacity and 
voltage

 •   Higher repair cost
 •   Dependence on bat-

tery life

Body-Powered Devices
 •   Lower initial cost
 •   Lighter
 •   Easier to repair
 •   Offer better tension feedback to 

the body

 •   Mechanical 
appearance

 •   Some people have 
difficulty using them.

 •   Dependent on motor 
strength

 

the child mitt frequently used on an infant’s first prosthesis 
to facilitate crawling, or the ball-handling terminal devices 
used by older children and adults for ball sports.

Active terminal devices can be broken down into two main 
categories: hooks, including prehensors (which are devices that 
have a thumb-like component and a finger component pro-
ducing a claw or bird’s beak type of function), and artificial 
hands. Both device groups can be operated with a cable or 
by external power. No single device can reproduce the com-
plex functional capability of the human hand. The many ter-
minal devices that have been developed are designed to be 
quickly switched out to meet the different functional tasks 
of the amputee. Cable-operated terminal devices (hooks or 
hands)  can  be  of  a  voluntary  opening  design  (most  com-
monly used) or a voluntary closing design. With a voluntary 
opening mechanism the terminal device is closed at rest. The 
patient uses the control-cable motion to open the terminal 
device against the resistive force of rubber bands (hook) or 
internal  springs  or  cables  (hand).  Relaxation  of  the  proxi-
mal muscles allows the terminal device to close around the 
desired object. The number of rubber bands determines the 
amount  of  prehensile  force  that  is  generated.  One  rubber 
band requires 5 lb of force to provide about 1 lb of pinch 
force (pinch force in a nonamputee is typically 15 to 20 lb). 
For a hook with three rubber bands to operate, the wearer has 
to have at least 2 inches. of excursion during shoulder flexion 
and 15  lb of  force  to pull on  the cable and overcome  the 
tension of the rubber bands. Up to 10 rubber bands can be 
used. Myoelectrically controlled hooks can typically generate 
a pinch force greater than that of body- powered controlled 
hooks (up to 25 lb) and allow for more precise control.

With a voluntary closing mechanism the terminal device is 
open at rest. The patient uses the control-cable motion to 
close the terminal device, grasping the desired object. This 
type of mechanism generates better control of closing pres-
sure (up to 20-25 lb), but active effort is needed to prevent 
dropping items.

Hooks  (Figure  12-10)  have  many  advantages;  they  are 
simple  in  design,  lightweight,  enable  efficient  grasp,  are 
durable,  have  low  maintenance,  and  permit  visual  feed-
back  that  is  unavailable  with  a  mechanical  hand  (Boxes 
12-11 and 12-12). In general, hook-style terminal devices 
provide the equivalent of active lateral pinch grip, whereas 
active hands provide a three-point chuck action. Many differ-
ent options are available for terminal devices that address 
occupations, hobbies, and sports.

Passive Terminal Devices
 1.   Functional terminal devices, such as the child mitt 

frequently used on an infant’s first prosthesis to facilitate 
crawling, or the ball-handling terminal device used by the 
older child and adult

 2.   Cosmetic

Active Terminal Devices
 1.   Hooks, including prehensors, which are devices that have 

a thumb-like component and a finger component produc-
ing a claw or bird’s beak type of function

 2.   Artificial hands
 

BOX 12-10

Types of Terminal Devices
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The major function of the hand that the prosthesis tries 
to  replicate  is  grip  (Boxes  12-13  and  12-14).  Although 
artificial  hands  are  generally  less  functional  than  hooks 
and  prehensors,  people  often  choose  them  because  they 
look more natural. A prosthetic hand usually is bulkier and 
heavier than a hook. It can be powered by a cable or use 
external power. With a myoelectrically controlled device, it 
is possible to initiate palmar–finger tip grasp by contract-
ing residual forearm flexors, and to release by contracting 
residual  extensors.26  Many  specialized  terminal  device 
designs are available or are custom fabricated for individ-
ual amputees. Most of the commercially available special-
ized  terminal devices are designed  for various vocational 
and  recreational  activities.  Terminal  devices  are  available 
for specific activities, such as playing musical instruments, 
golfing, bowling, swimming, tennis, weightlifting, fishing, 
skiing,  shooting  pool,  rock  climbing,  baseball,  hunting 
(bow and rifle), and photography (Figure 12-11).

Various  types of  electronic hands and  terminal devices 
are available. Some of the current hands on the market have 
unique grasping characteristics; these include a feature used 

FIGURE 12-10 Hooks.

 •   Basic grasp function
 •   Efficiency of use
 •   Ability to grasp small objects, especially when with  

a   (serrations or neoprene) is used for friction
 •   Durability
 •   Lower maintenance and repair costs
 •   Lighter weight
 •   Better ability of user to see what is being held
 •   Usually made of metal, so amputees do not have to be as 

careful around heat, which can melt artificial hands
 

BOX 12-11

Typical Advantages of Split Hooks

Typical Advantages
 •   Do not look as threatening
 •   Not as likely to scratch objects
 •   Not as likely to accidentally get caught on things

Typical Disadvantages
 •   Not as good for picking up and working with small items
 •   Does not offer as much visual feedback because they are 

usually bulkier at the end
 •   Not as good for typing

 

BOX 12-12

Advantages and Disadvantages of Prehensors
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to  eliminate  slipping  of  an  item  being  grasped.  A  sensor 
in the second digit senses an item slipping from grasp and 
tells  the hand  to grip harder.41  Just  as  a  real hand would 
squeeze a cup a little harder when it gets heavier as water is 
poured into it, this hand automatically monitors grip force 
and grabs harder when objects get heavier so that they do 
not fall out of the user’s grasp. As a result, users do not have 
to be as precise with their grip force. Most electronic hands 
only have motors in the first three digits. This means that 
the fourth and fifth digit close passively as they are attached 
to the second and third digits. Not all electronic hands look 
like natural hands. Hands made for heavy-duty  industrial 
purposes have other, hook-like shapes.

The wrist unit provides orientation of the terminal device 
in  space.  It  can  be  positioned  manually,  by  cable  opera-
tion, or with external power (whether myoelectrically or by 
switch). Once positioned, the wrist unit is held in place by 
a friction lock or mechanical lock. Several different designs 
are  available,  including  a  quick-disconnect  unit,  a  lock-
ing unit, and a flexion unit (Box 12-15). Friction-control 
wrist  units  are  easy  to  position  but  can  slip  easily  when 
carrying heavier loads. Wrists and elbows can also be con-
trolled  electronically.  The  electronic  wrists  can  allow  for 
full 360-degree rotation. The elbows flex and extend when 
sent signals from electrodes, touch pads, or pressure (force) 
sensors.  These  elbows  contain  microprocessor  computer 
technology that allows for fine-tuned adjustments.49

The Bilateral Upper Limb Amputee

The conceptual framework used for prosthetic fitting and 
training  of  the  unilateral  amputee  changes  significantly 
when fitting and training the bilateral amputee. The unilateral 

 •   Cylindrical grasp
 •   Tip grasp
 •   Hook grasp
 •   Palmar grasp
 •   Spherical grasp
 •   Lateral grasp

 

BOX 12-13

The Human Hand Prehensile Patterns

 1.   Precision grip (i.e., pincher grip): The pad of the thumb and 
index finger are in opposition to pick up or pinch a small 
object (e.g., a small bead, pencil, grain of rice).

 2.   Tripod grip (i.e., palmar grip, three-jaw chuck pinch): The pad 
of the thumb is against the pads of the index and middle 
finger.

 3.   Lateral grip (i.e., key pinch): Tips of the fingers and thumb 
are flexed (e.g., when screwing in a light bulb or turning a 
doorknob). 

 4.   Hook power grip: The distal interphalangeal joint and 
proximal interphalangeal joint are flexed with the thumb 
extended (as when carrying a briefcase by the handle).

 5.   Spherical grip: Tips of the fingers and thumb are flexed 
(e.g., when screwing in a light bulb or opening a doorknob)

 

BOX 12-14

The Five Types of Grip
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FIGURE 12-11  Terminal devices for specific activities.
upper  limb amputee uses  the prosthesis as an assist, and 
the  sound  limb  for  sensory  feedback and fine manipula-
tor activities. The bilateral amputee has no “sound limb” 
for the prosthetic limb to assist. All activities must be per-
formed with  the prostheses. Wear and tear on  joints and 
cables typically is far greater than for the unilateral ampu-
tee.  The  ability  to  handle  complex  sensory  feedback  and 
fine  manipulation  is  lost.  The  goal  remains,  however,  to 
master  independent basic ADLs  and vocational  and avo-
cational  tasks. The sockets need  to be easily donned and 
doffed  for  independence  to  occur.  Bilateral  wrist  flexion 
units are mandatory to obtain the positioning necessary to 
master basic hygiene. The most functional terminal device 
is the hook. The new amputee rarely appreciates the func-
tional  advantages  of  a  prosthetic  hook  over  a  prosthetic 
hand. It must be explained that a prosthetic hook is not an 
attempt to duplicate the human hand, because it obviously 
does not look or function like a hand. The prosthetic hook 
represents  an  efficient  tool  that  is  used  for  several  func-
tions. A major problem unique to the bilateral upper-limb 
amputee is the inability to use sensory feedback once the 
residual limb skin is covered by the socket. For this reason 
the prosthesis should be constructed so it can be partially 
removed  for  sensory  feedback  through  the  residual  limb 
and  then easily  reapplied.  For  example,  the  socket  could 

 •   Quick-disconnect wrist unit: This style is configured to allow 
easy swapping of terminal devices that have specialized 
functions.

 •   Locking wrist unit: Wrist units with a locking capacity pre-
vent rotation during grasping and lifting.

 •   Wrist flexion unit: A wrist flexion unit can provide an 
amputee (especially a bilateral upper limb amputee) with 
improved function for midline activities, such as shav-
ing, manipulating buttons, or performing perineal care. A 
wrist flexion unit usually is used on only one side, most 
often the longer of the two residual limbs, but ultimately 
it should be placed on the side that the amputee prefers. 
Multifunction wrist units are now available.

 

BOX 12-15

Wrist Unit Designs
have a window or be open ended to expose the distal por-
tion  of  the  residual  limb  for  such  maximal  sensory  pur-
poses  (Figure  12-12)  (e.g.,  the  Krukenberg  prosthesis). 
With  a  bilateral  upper  limb  amputee  the  Caryle formula 
(Box 12-16) is used to determine proper limb length.

For  wrist  disarticulation  and  the  long  and  medium-
length  transradial  amputation,  a  conventional  socket  is 
indicated with a sufficiently low anterior trim-line to per-
mit a  full  range of elbow flexion. For  the more proximal 
transradial amputee, flexible elbow hinges that are attached 
to  the  triceps  pad  are  required  for  transradial  socket  sta-
bilization and to permit pronation and supination.13 The 
shorter the residual limb, the greater is the indication for 
a polycentric elbow hinge so that prosthetic and anatomic 
joint  congruity can be approached as closely as possible. 
Polycentric hinges require more maintenance  than single 
pivot  hinges.  The  socket  is  aligned  in  such  a  way  that  it 
brings the terminal device closer to the center of the body. 
The conventional socket design is unchanged in the bilat-
eral transhumeral amputation. The anterior and posterior 
wings of the socket should extend sufficiently to stabilize 

A B
FIGURE 12-12 (A) Seal-in liner. (B) Pin system.
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the prosthesis against axial rotation. The shorter the ampu-
tation  level,  the higher  the  socket  trim-line must  extend, 
particularly  the posterior and anterior wings. This  is nec-
essary  to  provide  adequate  control  against  longitudinal 
rotation as well as  to provide suspension.13 Elbow  joints 
with  alternating  locks  and  a  friction-controlled  turntable 
for  internal-external  rotation  are  standard  components. 
It is best to use externally powered prostheses for control 
of  the elbow or  terminal device. The alignment needs  to 
be  adjusted  for  wheelchair  users.  A  synergistic,  intercon-
necting  harnessing  system  is  needed  that  interfaces  with 
sockets. Some amputees prefer that each arm be harnessed 
independently so that they have the option of wearing only 
one prosthesis. Donning and doffing are accomplished by 
an over-the-head maneuver. Removal is done in a way that 
places the prostheses in position for redonning.

Advances in Prosthetic Technology

Bionic Hands

A newer type of electronic hand has motors and sensors in 
every digit (Figure 12-13). The hand has two unique fea-
tures. First, a separate motor is in each finger, which means 
that each finger is independently driven and can articulate. 
Second, like the human thumb, the electronic thumb can 
rotate 90 degrees. Two electrodes sit on the skin and record 
myoelectric signals. They are used by the computer (which 
sits  in  the  back  of  the  hand)  to  do  two  things:  interpret 
those signals and control the hand. This translates into the 
wearer being able to generate or use myoelectric signals in 

 •   Bilateral transradial amputee: The formula for the distance 
from the apex of the lateral epicondyle to thumb tip (fore-
arm) is the patient’s body height ´ 0.21 (in either English 
or metric units).

 •   Bilateral transhumeral amputee: The formula for the distance 
from the acromion to the lateral epicondyle (arm) is the 
patient’s body height ´ 0.19.

 

BOX 12-16

The Caryle Formula

FIGURE 12-13 Bionic hand.
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the arm to control the grabbing function of the hand. The 
digits do not move separately, although they appear to do 
so. When gripping, each finger senses contact with the item 
being gripped. The motors  in  the first,  second, and  third 
digits stall because of contact with the item being held, and 
the fourth and fifth digits continue to move until they reach 
a contact point. This creates  the  illusion of  independent, 
“natural”  movement  between  the  digits.  In  addition,  the 
first digit of this electronic hand has the capability of being 
manually positioned to create multiple grip patterns.29

Neuroprostheses

In 2005 the United States began funding over $70 million 
for the advancement of prosthetic technology through the 
U.S. Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency. The pro-
gram  has  spanned  worldwide,  with  engagement  of  mul-
tiple universities, and engineering and science laboratories 
to create the most advanced prosthetic arm that simulates 
the  human  arm.  A  human  arm  is  capable  of  more  than 
25  degrees  of  freedom  (independent  motions)14  as  well 
as sensory feedback. No prosthetic arm has even remotely 
achieved  this  simulation  to  date.  The  task  is  to  create  a 
biologically controlled intelligent prosthesis with capacity 
for  sensory  feedback.  Surgical  techniques  reroute unused 
nerves  to  functional muscles. The  technique  is called  tar-
geted muscle reinnervation  (Figure  12-14)  and  rewires  the 
nerves that no longer have innervation points to the pec-
toral  muscle.  Myoelectrodes  create  the  interface  with  the 
prosthetic  arm.  The  new  prosthetic  system  has  built-in 
feedback  loops  that  allow  the  user  some  sensory  feed-
back.  Wireless  electrodes  have  been  developed  that  can 
be implanted into muscle, and brain electrodes have been 
developed  that  can  sense nerve  impulses.  Signal process-
ing algorithms are used. A virtual reality physical and occu-
pation  therapy  training  has  been  created.  The  implanted 
electrodes  (both  muscle  and  brain)  make  the  prosthesis 
easy to wear, by eliminating weight and bulk. To date the 
implantable electrodes have been successful and are await-
ing clinical trials from the Food and Drug Administration. 
This  newer  prosthetic  technology  has  been  sufficiently 
successful  that  manufacturing  companies  have  already 
been contacted for mass production upon Food and Drug 
Administration  approval.  At  the  time  of  this  writing,  at 
least two amputees are currently using the technology, and 
by reports, able to play Guitar Hero (a video game that uses 

Control unit
Musculocutaneous

nerve

Median nerve

Radial nerve

Ulnar nerve

FIGURE 12-14 Targeted reinnervation.
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an electronic guitar), something no other prosthetic device 
can  control.  One  of  the  more  interesting  features  of  this 
research project is the amount of technology that has been 
deemed  “open  source,”  or  free  for  anyone  to  access  and 
expand upon. This allows the world to expand upon this 
work, potentially increasing engineering advancements at 
much faster paces.28

Prosthetic Training

Training for the upper limb amputee should begin ideally 
even before the surgery and continues until advance train-
ing is completed. The training is divided into three phases: 
preprosthetic training, prosthetic training, and advanced pros-
thetic training. Each phase is focused on the end goal, which 
is maximal functional adaptation and proficiency with the 
prosthesis.  The  expectations  of  the  amputee  might  not 
match with reality once the prosthesis is delivered and ini-
tially  worn.  It  is  important  to  reinforce  to  the  unilateral 
amputee that the prosthesis will play a nondominant but 
important functional role. It is a “helper.” The sound hand 
will always be dominant for all activities performed. It  is 
understated that the prosthesis is still a poor replacement 
for the limb that was lost. Progressive attention to the psy-
chological adjustment and changing body image needs to 
stay at the forefront. Making use of the trained peer visitor 
is a powerful tool.

The prosthetic training phase begins with the delivery 
of  the  prosthesis.  Focus  is  on  donning  and  doffing  and 
wearing the prosthesis for short periods. The goal is inte-
gration  of  the  prosthesis  into  daily  activity.  Numerous 
issues arise during this period of rapid change, including 
maladaptive habits that occur quickly. After the introduc-
tion to the prosthesis is completed (Box 12-17), training 
progresses  toward mastering basic ADLs. After ADLs are 
completed,  the  amputee  is  then  moved  to  higher  level 
homemaking skills and community reentry activities such 
as  driving,  work,  and  recreation.  Protocols  for  controls 
training  for  the  body-powered  prosthesis  and  the  myo-
electric prosthesis, have been reported by Ganz et al.22 A 
list of activities and a rating guide (Table 12-2), designed 
by Northwestern University, is a helpful tool for the thera-
pist to use to guide activities and assess progress for the 

 •   Operational knowledge: Basic vocabulary and knowledge 
of components, including the ability to communicate 
 malfunctions

 •   Maintenance and care: Includes socket inspection, 
 maintenance, cleaning, and adjustments.

 •   Residual limb care: Includes a wearing schedule to progress 
to full tolerance (approximately 8 hr/day) and learning 
routine daily inspection of the residual limb for irritation

 •   Controls training: Includes learning to control the individ-
ual components for operation. The five motion elements 
that are primarily used in hand manipulation are reach, 
grasp, move, position, and release. The therapist uses many 
objects such as wooded blocks, cotton swabs, and a sponge 
in training the individual.

 

BOX 12-17

Introduction to the Prosthesis
nilateral upper limb amputee.2 In the case of the bilat-
ral upper limb amputee the controls training is a more 
omplex  and  coordinated  motor  process.  The  therapist 
eeds to maintain and progress the strength and coordi-
ation gained in the preprosthetic training and facilitate 

he independence of the amputee with this as a daily rou-
ine.  Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation  enables  the 
herapist  to  key  into  specific  areas  of  muscle  weakness. 
sotonic exercises are effective in maintaining muscle bulk 
or stabilization of the arm in the socket of the prosthesis. 
he stability of the prosthesis depends on both the bulk 
f  the stabilizing musculature and the amputee’s ability 
o  voluntarily  vary  residual  limb  configuration.  For  the 
ranshumeral  level,  this  would  be  the  external  rotators 
nd the biceps that stabilize the socket; for the transradial 
t would be  the  supinators  and pronators  that  stabilize. 
here is a natural linear flow of these three rehabilitation 
hases,  and  as  the  amputee  users  attempt  to  integrate 
ack  into  their  life prosthetic  training advances  to mas-
ering  more  specific  and  unique  tasks  (Box  12-18).  The 
rosthetic training phase ends with the proficient use of 
he prosthesis.

able 12-2   Example of a Rating Guide
Criteria Examples Grade*

Personal needs Don/doff pullover shirt
Manage zippers and snaps

Eating procedures Cut meat
Open milk carton

Desk procedures Use phone and take notes
Sharpen pencil

General procedures Operate door knob
Set time on watch

Housekeeping  
procedure

Hand wash dishes
Dry dishes with a towel

Use of tools Hammer
Tape measure

Car procedures Open and close doors, trunk, and 
hood

Perform steps required to operate 
vehicles

Rating guide grading: 0, not possible; 1, mostly clumsy but accomplished; 2, minimal clumsi-
ess; 3, smooth. (Grading system developed for the individualized goals.)

 •   Meal preparation: Full meal process—cook, serve, and 
 clean-up; exposure to adaptive aids

  •   Home repair and maintenance: Handling groceries, 
cleaning, minor plumbing

  •   Child and pet care: Diapering, holding, bathing, feed-
ing, etc.

  •   Shopping: Grocery shopping, checkout process
  •   Driver retraining: Assessment and training with appro-

priate modifications made
  •   Yard work: Shovels, rakes, mower
  •   Recreation and sports: Know the amputee’s history, train 

with specific terminal devices.
  •   Vocational training: Customize the treatment plan 

toward specific work-related tasks.

BOX 12-18

Specific Unique Tasks Amputees Should Master
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Follow-up

The need for regular lifelong follow-up by the rehabilitation 
team inclusive of the physiatrist cannot be overemphasized. 
After  discharge  from  the  therapy  program,  the  amputee 
should be regularly monitored  in an outpatient clinic by 
the  rehabilitation  team  (Box  12-19).  Follow-up  should 
be  considered  the  most  important  aspect  of  prosthetic 
rehabilitation and yet might be the most often neglected. 
Without  this  consistent  communication,  the many barri-
ers  to successful prosthetic use cannot be addressed, and 
functional use is sacrificed. Issues such as pain, depression, 
skin irritation, limb size change, and activity change are all 
more easily addressed early and thoroughly by “the team” 
before  new  behavior  patterns  start  and  abandonment  of 
the  prosthesis  occurs.  Many  aspects  of  upper  limb  pros-
thetic rehabilitation cannot be addressed until the patient 
has had reasonable time to become acclimated to the rapid 
life and  functional changes being experienced. The phys-
iatrist is often asked to state the patient’s level of disability 
(Table 12-3).

The team is available to address questions and nurture 
the  newly  mastered  skills.  The  fit,  comfort,  and  function 
of the prosthesis must be maintained and optimized over 
time  as  amputees  alter  and  refine  their  initial  goals  and 
aspirations. The successful long-term use of an upper limb 
prosthesis  depends  primarily  on  its  comfort  and  its  per-
ceived value to the amputee. Innovative design and careful 
custom adaptation of socket and harness, careful attention 
to follow-up adjustments, and prescription revisions based 
on the amputee’s changing needs are the essential factors 
for  successful  prosthetic  rehabilitation.  Atkins  devised  a 
rating  scale  to  quantify  success  of  prosthetic  functional 
adaption (Box 12-20).2

Box  12-21  lists  tips  for  maintenance  and  use  of  the 
prosthesis.

 •   Evaluate new and ongoing medical issues.
 •   Evaluate pain management.
 •   Evaluate skin integrity.
 •   Evaluate emotional adjustment inclusive of family.
 •   Evaluate prosthetic condition and fit.
 •   Evaluate progress with functional goals.
 •   Evaluate family and community reintegration.
 •   Evaluate recreational and sport adaption.
 •   Evaluate vocational options.
 •   Evaluate need for social services.
 •   Evaluate need for adaptive equipment.

 

BOX 12-19

Follow-up

Table 12-3   Example of Disability Rating
Disability Rating (%)

Loss of one upper limb 50

Loss of one hand 45

Thumb amputation 23 (50% of one hand)
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incorporating in gross activities (used as a leaning surface, 
i.e., desk/paper task)

 •   0% Not wearing or using the prosthesis. This individual is 
choosing to be essentially unilaterally independent.
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Atkins1 Prosthetic Functional Adaption Rating Scale
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REHABILITATION AND 
PROSTHETIC RESTORATION  
IN LOWER LIMB AMPUTATION
Mark E. Huang, Laura Ann Miller, Robert Lipschutz, and Todd A. Kuiken
Lower limb amputation remains one of the classic reha-
bilitation diagnoses amenable to intervention by a phys-
iatrist. Rehabilitation and prosthetic interventions offer 
tremendous potential for improvement of amputee physi-
cal functioning, emotional well-being, and quality of life. 
Administering treatment to this population is profoundly 
rewarding.

Despite advances in medicine, industry, and technology, 
amputation remains a leading source of disability. Approx-
imately 159,000 lower limb amputations are performed 
each year,68 with peripheral vascular disease accounting for 
the vast majority of lower limb amputations. Amputations 
secondary to vascular conditions accounted for 82% of limb 
loss discharges, with the incidence increasing by 27% from 
1988 to 1996.23 Trauma-related amputations accounted 
for 16% of amputations, whereas those resulting from 
malignancy and congenital deformity were responsible for 
0.9% and 0.8% of amputations, respectively. Interestingly, 
the incidence of amputation secondary to a traumatic etiol-
ogy has not gone up significantly within the United States 
Armed Services personnel despite recent conflicts.90 The 
incidence of amputations is not expected to subside any-
time soon for a number of reasons, including the aging of 
the population and the increased incidence of diabetes in 
the United States. As the population ages, the number of 
amputations in persons older than 65 years is expected to 
double.36 Amputation prevalence is also expected to more 
than double from 2005 to 2050.106 Diabetes creates the 
greatest risk for amputation, surpassing the risks created 
by both smoking and hypertension. Diabetes is related to 
67% of all amputations.81 The age-adjusted amputation 
rate for persons with diabetes is as high as 18 to 28 times 
more than that of persons without diabetes.94

In terms of level of amputation, Dillingham et al.23 
reported that lower limb amputation accounted for 97% of 
all amputations between 1988 and 1996 with the follow-
ing distributions: 31.5% toes, 10.5% midfoot, 0.8% ankle 
disarticulation, 27.6% transtibial, 0.4% knee disarticula-
tion, 25.8% transfemoral, and 0.4% hip disarticulation. 
Other sources report that 64% to 73% of amputations 
were transtibial; 26% to 31%, transfemoral level; and 
4.5%, knee disarticulation.4,35 Patients with diabetes are at 
greater risk for a second amputation, with rates as high as 
18% at 2 years and 45% at 4 years.26 A second amputation 
is shown by more recent studies to be a conversion to a 
more proximal amputation level in 9%, with amputation 
of the contralateral limb in 11% to 21% of patients with 
amputation.4,35,49,91 In patients with vascular disease, 34% 
required more than one amputation procedure.80
277

Survival rates after amputation vary based on a variety of 
factors. Those who have amputations from trauma tend to 
have good long-term survival, but those who have amputa-
tions because of a vascular etiology face sobering survival 
statistics. After a vascular amputation, the 30-day mortality 
rate ranges from 9% to 21%,1,4,28,49,80 and long-term sur-
vival has recently been found to be 48% to 69% at 1 year, 
42% at 3 years, and 35% to 45% at 5 years.4,15,28,79,80 More 
proximal levels of amputation have also been associated 
with decreased survival rates.4,15,36,79 Diabetes and end-
stage renal disease have been shown to negatively affect 
survival, with 5-year survival rates as low as 30.9% and 
14.4%, respectively.4

The chances of prosthetic fitting vary depending on the 
etiology of amputation, the level of amputation, and the 
age. In a survey of individuals registered with the Amputee 
Coalition of America, 95% of respondents had a prosthesis 
and used it extensively.70 MacKenzie et al.58 found that 97% 
of all traumatic amputees were ambulating with a prosthe-
sis at 3 months. Success rates are lower for people with 
amputations resulting from vascular disease and diabetes. 
Overall success rates for prosthetic fitting in dysvascular 
patients have been reported to be greater than 80%.40,72 
Fletcher et al.36 reported a 78% success rate in transtibial 
patients and a 57% success rate in transfemoral patients 
for functional prosthetic use among people older than  
65 years who were referred to an amputee clinic. He noted 
that success of fitting diminished with age and level of 
amputation. Patients with transtibial amputation older  
than 85 years had less than a 2% chance of successful pros-
thetic fitting. Johannesson et al.49 reported that 43% of all 
patients received a prosthesis after primary amputation. 
Multiple limb amputees can be successful ambulators. Two 
studies have reported that 70% of bilateral transtibial ampu-
tees were able to use their prosthesis for ambulation.13,93

Regardless of its etiology, amputation remains a source 
of significant physical and psychological trauma in indi-
viduals facing limb loss. Although many patients and phy-
sicians alike might consider it to be a failure of medical 
and surgical management, amputation is a reconstructive 
surgery that maximizes the patient’s function and qual-
ity of life. Most patients have the potential for a successful 
outcome after amputation. Although elderly patients who 
have undergone vascular amputation might never run or 
participate in competitive sports, they can still have the 
potential for improved function with a prosthesis. For the 
young person with amputation, an active lifestyle with a 
prosthesis is expected. To illustrate the functional poten-
tial of a patient with amputation, the men’s record for the 
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100-m sprint for an athlete with an amputation is 10.91 
seconds. This was set in April 2007 by Oscar Pistorious, a 
man with bilateral transtibial amputations, who later peti-
tioned to qualify for the 2008 Olympics.57 Although he did 
not compete, that is not far behind the able-bodied record 
of 9.69 seconds set by Usain Bolt at the 2008 Olympics.107

Presurgical Management

Rehabilitation of the lower limb amputee should begin as 
soon as amputation is considered. The primary goals of 
the presurgical period are medical stabilization, patient 
assessment for amputation level, pain control, psychologi-
cal support, and initiation of a functional rehabilitation 
program. Whenever possible, the physiatrist should see 
the patient before surgery to conduct a patient evaluation, 
begin patient education about the rehabilitation process, 
and offer the patient emotional support.

Selection of Amputation Level

The quality and type of amputation performed greatly 
affects the overall outcome for the patient. When determin-
ing amputation level, all the factors affecting the patient’s 
function must be considered. These factors include not 
only tissue viability, but also prosthetic options, gait 
dynamics, cosmesis, and the biomechanics of the residual 
limb. The objective of preoperative evaluation is to deter-
mine the level at which healing will occur and maximal 
function will be restored after removal of all compromised 
or infected tissue. Preservation of tissue is balanced with 
restoration of function, as higher amputations result in 
increased morbidity and decreased rehabilitation poten-
tial. Prediction of healing requires careful evaluation of 
surgical technique, postoperative care, nutritional status, 
and arterial circulation—particularly tissue perfusion.

The earliest attempts to judge the appropriate level of 
amputation focused on the presence of palpable pulses, 
angiographic findings, skin color and temperature, charac-
ter and location of pain, and most notably, the presence 
of incisional skin bleeding at the time of surgery. Various 
diagnostic methods exist to help determine the level at 
which healing will occur. These include Doppler pressure 
measurements, pulse volume recordings, photoplethys-
mographic pressures, laser Doppler blood flow studies, 
xenon-133 skin blood flow studies, arterial angiography, 
and transcutaneous oxygen determinations (see Chapter 
57). However, these tests have not been more consistently 
reliable than clinical judgment in predicting wound heal-
ing at a given level.5,25 Most surgeons use a combination of 
objective data and assessment of the appearance of the tis-
sues at the time of surgery, particularly bleeding, to decide 
on the site of amputation.

Several other factors that influence the patient’s pros-
thetic function need to be considered when determin-
ing amputation level. For example, Chopart and Lisfranc 
amputations might allow some ambulation for short dis-
tances without a device, but they have a short forefoot 
lever arm, and they are difficult to fit with an adequate 
prosthesis biomechanically. They also have a high rate 
of equinovarus deformity. Alternatively, higher levels of 
amputation, such as a Syme’s or transtibial amputation, 
allow for better gait with a prosthesis and superior per-
formance in more demanding activities. Cosmesis is also 
an important consideration. Ankle and knee disarticula-
tions have the advantage of long lever arms for prosthesis 
control and end weight-bearing, but the prostheses have a 
considerably poorer appearance than that of transtibial or 
transfemoral prostheses. This can be a determining factor 
for some patients.

Amputations are classified into three categories: closed, 
open, and guillotine. Closed amputation is the most com-
monly used technique for amputations necessitated by 
arterial disease. For this procedure, an incision is made 
through presumably healthy tissues, and skin flaps are 
shaped for primary (sutured) closure. In contrast, open 
amputations are performed only in instances of severe 
trauma or overwhelming infection. This type of inter-
vention allows for appropriate drainage and observation 
of the wound. Finally, guillotine amputation is an open 
procedure in which all the tissues are cut at the same level 
by a circular incision. This type of amputation eventually 
requires a closed amputation performed at a higher level. 
Guillotine amputation is rarely necessary today and is 
reserved for extremely ill patients who require quick con-
trol of a rapidly spreading infection such as gas gangrene.

Functional Rehabilitation

There are often a few days or even weeks from the time 
a decision is made to do an amputation until it actually 
occurs. This time can be used to initiate a functional reha-
bilitation program before the amputation. It is easier to 
stretch out a tight or contracted joint using the entire limb 
length before the amputation, than it is after surgery when 
the limb is shortened and tender. Preoperative rehabili-
tation should emphasize ROM, conditioning remaining 
limb segments, increasing endurance, improving transfers, 
and training the patient in one-legged gait with an assis-
tive device. This can reduce or even eliminate the need for 
inpatient rehabilitation after the amputation.

Pain Control

Good perioperative pain control is essential for the patient 
facing limb loss. Beyond patient comfort, adequate pain 
control minimizes the patient’s stress, and allows the 
patient to participate more fully in a rehabilitation program. 
Uncontrolled pain can result in the development of central 
nervous system–mediated pain and chronic pain,60 as well 
as impair postoperative healing and immune functions.8,22

The mainstay of perioperative pain control treatment 
is opioid therapy. Oral opiates are usually sufficient, but 
there should be no hesitation to use more aggressive pain 
control measures including transdermal, subcutaneous, 
intramuscular, or intravenous routes. A scheduled dose 
of a long-acting agent in conjunction with an immediate-
release analgesic is recommended so that the patient has 
consistent pain relief. A sufficient dose of analgesia just 
before therapies often helps the patient fully participate. 
Caution, however, should be used in the geriatric popula-
tion given the risk of delirium in these individuals, and 
opiate use should be streamlined in these instances.
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Patient-controlled analgesia systems are useful for 
patients having severe pain in the perioperative period. 
They provide a continuous infusion of analgesic, with the 
ability of the patient to use a supplemental dose as needed. 
Patient-controlled analgesia provides excellent analgesia 
and can reduce some of the patient’s stress or fear related to 
pain. Continuous regional nerve blocks and epidural anes-
thesia can also be used for perioperative pain control,58 
although typically these cannot be continued in the post–
acute care setting.

Psychological Support

Psychological assessment and support for the patient fac-
ing limb loss should be a high priority. Assessment of the 
patient’s expectations and goals is important. Frequently, 
patients fear that they will never be able to walk again after 
amputation and might not expect to be able to accomplish 
more demanding occupational or recreational tasks. These 
perceptions are often unfounded because most amputees 
can do very well functionally. As noted above, several stud-
ies indicate that greater than 80% of amputees at all levels 
will be able to successfully walk with a prosthesis,40,63,72 
and this is consistent with our experience. Each patient’s 
specific long-term goals should be identified before sur-
gery, and a comprehensive rehabilitation program should 
be outlined to achieve these goals. Patients feel empowered 
and reassured when higher functions (such as sports) are 
recognized as legitimate goals, and the rehabilitation team 
helps them achieve these goals.

Describing the rehabilitation process in detail to 
patients and educating them about prostheses can help to 
allay their fear of the unknown. Providing educational lit-
erature and website addresses can be a valuable and calm-
ing service to patients and their families (Box 13-1). Some 
programs use a peer counseling program in which patients 
who are successful prosthesis users visit patients with new 
amputees on request. Finally, it is important to discuss 
phantom limb sensation and phantom limb pain with 
patients before surgery. Phantom limb sensation is the 
temporary nonpainful feeling that the amputated limb is 
still present. This feeling typically fades away over a period 
of weeks. Phantom pain is the usually temporary pain that 
can occur in a limb after its amputation, especially in a 
patient with a long history of preamputation limb pain. 
All patients need to be told to expect these sensations in 
the missing limb after surgery and to realize that they are 
normal.

Postsurgical Management

Wound Care

Wound healing is dependent on adequate tissue perfusion, 
good wound care, and adequate nutrition. Care for primary 
surgical wounds is straightforward. The limb should be 
washed on a daily basis either with normal saline or simple 
soap and water; antiseptic agents such as iodine solutions 
or hydrogen peroxide inhibit wound healing and should 
be avoided unless there are signs of infection. Dressings 
should be kept clean and changed daily.
279Rehabilitation and Prosthetic Restoration in Lower Limb Amputation

After traumatic amputations there are often large open 
wounds that could have been contaminated in the trauma, 
and additional coverage procedures such as flaps and grafts 
might have been performed. These wounds require close 
observation and meticulous wound care. They often cause 
a delay in the fitting of the initial lower limb prosthesis. 
Wounds do not need to be completely healed for the fitting 
of the prosthesis, but the viability of flaps and grafts needs 
to be established and monitored carefully.

In patients with vascular compromise, wound mar-
gin necrosis can develop. The limb should be monitored 
closely in these cases, kept clean, and protected from any 
trauma that could cause a dehiscence in such a fragile 
wound. Once the nonviable tissue is clearly demarcated, 
debridement can be considered. Adjuvant therapies such 
as negative pressure wound therapy and hyperbaric oxygen 
treatment are available options that have possible benefit 
but warrant further investigation to determine their effi-
cacy with this population.43,91,98

Good nutrition must be encouraged and supported with 
supplements when necessary. Eneroth30 found that when 
supplementary nutrition was given to malnourished patients, 
twice as many adequately nourished patients healed their 
residual limb wound when compared with controls.

Edema Control

Reducing postsurgical edema is important to promote 
wound healing, minimize postoperative pain, and shape 
the limb for prosthetic fitting. Postsurgical edema stretches 
a surgical wound, which stretches nerve endings and causes 
pain. Edema puts tension on the wound, compromising 
healing. Swelling gives a bulbous shape to the residual 
limb, which interferes with prosthetic fitting and can slow 
the patient’s functional recovery. An effective compressive 
dressing can minimize these problems.

Several different edema control systems are available. 
The most commonly used treatment is elastic wraps on the 
residual limb (e.g., Ace bandages). Although elastic wraps 
can provide effective compression, they are high-mainte-
nance items that must be properly applied and changed 
about every 4 to 6 hours to maintain consistent compres-
sion.61 This can be difficult and time-consuming for a 
patient, or even the health care team, to accomplish. Elastic 
wraps that are improperly applied or displaced in the nor-
mal course of regular movement can turn into tourniquets, 
causing pressure wounds and even limb ischemia. Conse-
quently the use of elastic wrapping is not recommended.

The use of elastic socks or elastic stockinette provides a 
better alternative than elastic wraps. Elastic stockinette (e.g., 
Compressigrip and Tubigrip) can be applied in multiple 
layers to give graded and increasing compression toward 
the end of the residual limb (Figure 13-1). It is inexpensive 
and easily applied. Premanufactured residual limb shrink-
ers can also be used. For transfemoral amputees, a residual 
limb shrinker with a waist belt must be used, because oth-
erwise the dressing tends to slide off the conical-shaped 
residual limb. The waist belt should be attached to the elas-
tic dressing at the side of the limb. If the attachment is worn 
in front, the shrinker will slide off during sitting.

Prosthetic elastomeric liners can also be used as com-
pression socks for edema reduction in amputees.49,51 They 
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BOX 13-1

Educational Resources Available for Amputees
can provide compression and also lend some degree of pro-
tection to the residual limb. Because of their suction fit, they 
can be used on the transfemoral amputee without a waist 
belt. When using any elastic dressing, bony prominences 
should be closely monitored because pressure can concen-
trate at protruding bony areas and lead to skin breakdown.

Rigid dressings provide additional benefits over soft 
dressings alone for transtibial amputees (Figure 13-2). 
Rigid dressings help protect the residual limb from any 
inadvertent trauma, such as a fall.31 They provide good 
compression to minimize edema, and the cast can be 
conformed to minimize pressure over bony prominences.  
Partial weight-bearing can also be started through the rigid 
dressing to help desensitize the limb and build tolerance 
to pressure.

A nonremovable rigid dressing is a cast that is applied 
over the fully extended residual limb up to the midthigh 
(see Figure 13-2, A). This type of cast is helpful in pre-
venting knee flexion contractures and can be used as an 
immediate postoperative prostheses (as discussed below). 
A nonremovable cast does not allow for wound inspec-
tion except at cast changes. It also does not allow patients 
to massage their residual limbs, an important part of the 
desensitization program.
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A B

FIGURE 13-1 Use of elastic stocki-
nette for edema control. (A) Place just 
over half of the length on the limb and 
twist a half turn. (B) Pull second half 
over leg to provide two layers of com-
pression.
A removable rigid dressing (RRD)104,105 is a custom-
made cast that covers the residual limb up to the knee (see 
Figure 13-2, B). It is held in place with either elastic stocki-
nette or a thigh cuff. As the limb shrinks, socks, shrinker 
socks, and elastic stockinette are added underneath the 
RRD to keep it snug. The RRD allows for frequent wound 
inspection and massage of the residual limb. It also helps 
to teach patients how to adjust sock ply, a necessary skill for 
using most types of prostheses. A suggested protocol is to 
start with a rigid nonremovable dressing applied immedi-
ately after surgery. After the first 3 to 6 days, the cast should 
be changed to an RRD, which should be used until most 

A

B

FIGURE 13-2 Rigid dressings for transtibial amputee. (A) Rigid dressing. (B) 
Rigid removable dressing.
of the edema is resolved and the wound is well healed. If 
more than 12 to 18 ply of sock is required to keep the RRD 
snug, a new RRD is recommended.

Functional Rehabilitation

Early rehabilitation management is critical in the postop-
erative period. Hopefully the rehabilitation team has been 
involved already, but if not, consultation with physiatry 
and involvement of physical therapy and occupational ther-
apy should begin as soon as possible. Therapy staff work 
on a variety of areas such as self-care, bed mobility, trans-
fers, wheelchair skills, ambulation, and patient and family 
teaching. Amputee rehabilitation principles include proper 
positioning, initiation of ROM, early mobilization, and eval-
uation for durable medical equipment and adaptive devices.

Patients should be educated in proper positioning. 
Prevention of hip and knee contractures is critical in this 
period. Patients should not have pillows placed under the 
knee because this can lead to knee flexion contracture. To 
prevent hip abduction contractures, pillows should not be 
placed between the legs. Dangling the residual limb over 
the side of the bed or wheelchair should be avoided. A knee 
extension board (Figure 13-3) can be fitted underneath the 
wheelchair or chair to promote knee extension and help 
prevent dependent edema. Wheelchair-elevating leg rests 
are generally less effective and more expensive than these 
boards. If knee flexion contractures are of great concern, a 
knee immobilizer while the patient is in bed can be used to 
maintain knee extension. Patients should be instructed to 
lie prone several times a day for 10 to 15 minutes at a time 
to prevent hip flexion contractures. Individuals who cannot 
tolerate prone positioning can lie supine on a mat while 
performing hip extension exercises of their affected limb.

ROM and strengthening exercises of the affected limb 
are important adjuncts to positioning. Muscles that oppose 
the common sites of contracture must be strengthened, 
especially knee and hip extensors. Other important mus-
cles groups that should be strengthened include the hip 
adductors and abductors. Because patients are increas-
ingly reliant on their arms to assist with mobility, arm 
strengthening and conditioning are needed. Specific exer-
cises include strengthening of the wrist, elbow extensors, 
and scapular stabilizers. This training prepares patients to 
properly execute transfers and to correctly use crutches or a 
walker. Initiation of aerobic exercise is needed to increase 
endurance and cardiovascular fitness, but given the high 
incidence of concomitant cardiovascular disease in indi-
viduals with a vascular etiology of amputation, adherence 
to cardiac precautions is important.
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Early mobilization facilitates early functional improve-
ments. Usually the first activities include bed mobility, 
transfers, and mobilization to a chair or wheelchair. As the 
patient progresses, the activities should increasingly focus 
on standing and balance exercises in the parallel bars, and 
hopping. The use of a walker or crutches is the next step in 
mobilization.

Early partial weight-bearing can begin in the first few 
days if there are no wound complications. For transtibial 
amputees with rigid dressings, limited weight-bearing can 
be performed through their cast using a strap across their 
wheelchair (Figure 13-4). When the patient is up in the 
parallel bars, weight-bearing can be done via a tire jack or 
adjustable footstool. Immediate postoperative prosthe-
ses can also be used for early weight-bearing as described 
below. Inspection after weight-bearing is important in 
monitoring wound tolerance of pressure. This is especially 
important in individuals with amputation from vascular 
disease or patients with impaired sensation.

Evaluation for appropriate adaptive equipment and 
durable medical equipment is important. Adaptive devices 
such as reachers, long handles, sponges, shoehorns, dress-
ing sticks, and sock aids can be issued as needed to assist 
with activities of daily living. Long-handled mirrors can 
also be helpful to allow patients to monitor the status of 
their residual limb easily. Because sitting in a wheelchair 
makes the amputee’s center of gravity higher and more 
posterior, rear wheels should be set posterior to the chair 
back and antitippers should be placed, to minimize the 
risk of tipping backwards and sustaining a head injury. 
This is particularly important for transfemoral and bilat-
eral amputees.

A plan for ongoing rehabilitation services needs to 
be made during the early postoperative period. Younger 
patients with unilateral amputations can usually be dis-
charged home as crutch ambulators with ongoing out-
patient rehabilitation. Older and marginally functioning 
patients and multilimb amputees usually need acute 

FIGURE 13-3 Knee extension board to prevent flexion contracture in trans-
tibial amputee.
inpatient rehabilitation before they can safely return home. 
These patients can generally be admitted to a rehabilita-
tion unit between postoperative days 3 through 7, after any 
drains are removed, pain is under control with oral medi-
cations, and they have the endurance to participate in a 
comprehensive rehabilitation program. The acute postop-
erative period prepares the patient for a safe return home 
with the temporary assistance of a wheelchair, walker, 
crutches, or with an early fitted prosthesis.

Patients need to be followed up closely for the first 12 to 
18 months. Early on, the key issues remain wound healing, 
edema control, psychological adjustment, and pain con-
trol. Prosthetic fitting and prosthetic gait training can usu-
ally be started within 3 to 6 weeks of surgery, and patients 
are usually able to ambulate independently (perhaps with 
an assistive device) within 1 month of starting therapy with 
their prosthesis. The residual limb continues to shrink dur-
ing the first 6 to 8 months. This requires constant moni-
toring to ensure an adequate fit of the device by both the 
patient and the rehabilitation team. After shrinkage abates 
in 6 to 8 months, the patient can then be fitted with a new, 
definitive prosthesis (or at least a new socket).

Most amputees need a full year to completely adjust to 
their limb loss. Regular physician visits during this time are 
needed. Follow-up should be done, if possible, in multi-
disciplinary amputee clinics by a physiatrist, prosthetist, 
nurse, and preferably, a physical therapist. A multidisci-
plinary clinic also gives amputees the opportunity to visit 
with others being seen in the clinic. This provides a peer 
support or “milieu therapy” that is very beneficial.

Pain Management

Identifying the etiology of postoperative limb pain is 
important for successful control of the pain. Because of 
nerve fiber damage and ongoing stimulation of the nerves 
in the residual limb, a generalized residual limb pain is 
initially expected secondary to the surgical incision and 

FIGURE 13-4 Partial weight-bearing with rigid dressing through strap on 
wheelchair armrests.
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postoperative edema. Ectopic activity at the cut end of 
nerves is expected and can be due to unstable sodium 
channels or the uncovering of new pathologic receptors.6,7 
Ephaptic transmission, which is the stimulation of afferent 
fibers (nociceptors) by efferent neurons (motor or sympa-
thetic), can also contribute to limb pain.48,77 This acute 
pain responds well to intravenous or intramuscular opi-
ates. It subsides fairly rapidly, and the parenteral opiates 
can usually be discontinued within 2 to 3 days. Scheduled 
doses of oral opiates with rescue medications as needed 
should be continued beyond this period and weaned 
slowly so that the patient continues to receive adequate 
pain control.

Desensitization techniques should be added to the treat-
ment plan within a few days of surgery. Patients should 
be instructed to start massaging and tapping their residual 
limb, which can be performed through any soft  dressing. 
This gentle stimulation can help to reduce  residual limb 
pain by closing the pain gate,60 and gives patients a 
 technique for controlling their pain independently. Self-
massage also forces patients to attend to their amputation; 
this can help with their new body image and psychological 
adjustment to limb loss.

When generalized residual limb pain does not subside 
as expected, the patient should be reevaluated. Wound 
infection and abscess must be excluded, and reevalua-
tion of the arterial system needs to be considered. Patients 
with peripheral vascular disease, diabetes, or both can 
have continued limb ischemia that is a form of claudi-
cation. This claudication can be constant or intermittent, 
resulting from activity. Patients with residual limb isch-
emia often exhibit poor skin color, and the residual limb 
pain is frequently dependent on the limb’s position. Over 
the course of weeks, ischemic pain often resolves as the 
swelling goes down, the circulation remodels with the 
decreased distal tissue load, and the limb heals. Some-
times reamputation to a higher level is required if the 
wound fails to heal, tissue necrosis progresses, or isch-
emic pain persists. During the interim, the patient needs 
to continue to receive adequate analgesia, although giv-
ing adequate pain relief without excessively sedating the 
patient can be difficult. When ischemic limb pain does 
not quickly subside, the patient, the family, and the entire 
rehabilitation team need to be made aware of the plan to 
wait and see whether the residual limb is salvageable or 
reamputation is necessary.

Even after the immediate postoperative period and resid-
ual limb healing, the incidence of pain is high in patients 
with amputation, with 68% reporting residual limb pain 
and 80% reporting phantom pain.32 The most common 
types of sensory problems reported include phantom pain, 
phantom sensation, and residual limb pain. The differ-
ential diagnoses for pain in an amputated lower limb are 
diverse, and treatment options differ significantly based on 
the etiology of pain. Consequently the source and mech-
anism of the pain must be investigated and identified so 
that an optimal treatment plan can be implemented.

Prosthesis use is a common cause of residual limb pain 
in individuals with amputation. In these instances, pain 
tends to be worse with prosthetic use and during ambula-
tion. Usually there is skin irritation that correlates with the 
area of the prosthesis causing the pain. Multiple factors can 
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contribute to prosthetic pain including socket fit, suspen-
sion, alignment, and gait pathology. Consideration must 
be given to all of these areas when there are complaints 
of pain in the residual limb during prosthetic use. As an 
example, Table 13-1 lists some of the common causes of 
distal tibial pain, a very common site for prosthesis-related 
pain in transtibial amputees. Addressing the prosthetic eti-
ology typically results in pain reduction.

Phantom limb sensation and pain are likely maintained 
by afferent, central, and efferent (sympathetic) dysfunc-
tion.54 Phantom limb sensation and pain are neuropathic 
perceptions in a portion of the limb that was amputated. 
Most amputees experience some degree of phantom limb 
sensation and pain, but the natural history is for these feel-
ings to diminish both in frequency and intensity over the 
first few weeks to months after the amputation.29 These 
sensations are highly variable in character. Phantom limb 
sensations are frequently described as numbness, tingling, 
pins and needles, or itching. Some amputees report the sen-
sation of the phantom limb becoming shorter, known as  
telescoping. Patients can also complain that the missing 
limb feels like it is moving or is in a cramped or awkward 
position. It is important to explain that these are normal 
sensations that will likely diminish with time. Sometimes 
patients do not consider the sensation to be painful, but 
uncomfortable or “bothersome.” These sensations can 
be severe enough to interfere with sleep, impair patients’ 
functioning, or significantly reduce their quality of life. At 
this point the phantom limb sensation should be treated 
as neuropathic pain. The character of phantom limb pain 
is often described as sharp, burning, stabbing, tingling, 
shooting, electric, or cramping. Patients frequently per-
ceive the same type of pain that they had before the ampu-
tation. For example, they might feel like they still have a 
painful foot ulcer.

Residual limb pain, previously referred to as stump 
pain, is another manifestation of central sensitization. 
 Preliminary work in the area suggests that it is a form 
of allodynia (i.e., pain evoked by previously innocuous 
stimuli) or a spontaneous pain of peripheral neuropathic 
origin, central neuropathic origin, or both. Spontaneous 
residual limb pain is usually described as aching, burning, 

Table 13-1   Prosthetic Adjustments for Distal Tibial Pain 
in the Transtibial Amputee

Contributing factors Treatment

Excessive socket pressure Socket relief.
Remove sock ply.

Pistoning in the socket Add socks to tighten fit.
Build up the liner.
Tighten socket.
Tighten suspension system.

Excessive pressure from liner Change suspension system.

Excessive early knee flexion Move foot forward.
Plantar flex foot.
Decrease socket flexion.
Soften heel of foot or shoe.
Add anteroposterior ankle motion.
Round heel of shoe or change shoe.
Strengthen quadriceps/hamstring 

muscles.
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or throbbing, whereas evoked pain can be electrical or 
shooting (which can easily be confused with a clinically 
significant neuroma).95 The pain is localized in the resid-
ual limb and can be associated with phantom limb pain. 
Edhe et al.29 reported residual limb pain to be as common 
as phantom limb pain in lower limb amputees, and often 
more distressing.

The first line of treatment for bothersome phantom limb 
sensation, phantom limb pain, and residual limb pain is 
desensitization techniques. Massaging, tapping, slapping, 
wrapping, and friction rubbing of the residual limb often 
diminish such sensations. Patients frequently find that 
their phantom limb pain diminishes with the stimulation 
of using a prosthesis. Anecdotally, many patients find that 
for a phantom itch, scratching the remaining leg in the 
same spot is helpful. For cramped or malpositioned limb 
sensations, hypnosis can be helpful.27,65,88 Under hypnosis, 
the patient might be able to alleviate a cramped phantom 
hand or move an awkwardly phantom positioned limb to 
a more comfortable position.

If desensitization techniques are insufficient and these 
pains are significantly interfering with quality of life, phar-
macologic treatment should be considered. Unfortunately, 
the literature is not robust with regards to demonstrat-
ing efficacy of any particular agent in treating phantom 
pain.69 However, the two primary categories of medicines 
generally used in clinical practice to treat chronic phan-
tom limb phenomenon are antidepressants and anti-
convulsants. Antidepressants have several advantages in 
addition to pain control. They can also treat depression, 
which is a common problem in new amputees. They gen-
erally have anxiolytic effects and, some being sedative, can 
improve sleep. They are convenient because they are usu-
ally taken just once per day, and they are generally less 
expensive than the newer antiseizure medications. Anal-
gesic antidepressants apparently need to have both nor-
adrenergic and serotonergic receptor activity to effectively 
treat neuropathic pain,33 which explains why the selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitors do not help with the treat-
ment of phantom limb pain. Tricyclic antidepressants 
have the most anecdotal and empirical support for treat-
ing pain, but they also have undesirable anticholinergic 
side effects.52,82 Some antidepressants have both seroto-
nergic and noradrenergic activity without the anticholin-
ergic activity (serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake 
inhibitors [SNRIs]), and might help in treating neuro-
pathic pain. Mirtazapine is an SNRI that can be useful for 
the treatment of phantom limb pain because it has no 
anticholinergic side effects, and it enhances sleep (night 
is often when phantom limb pain is most problematic). It 
is an effective antidepressant and an anxiolytic, although 
weight gain can be a significant side effect.85 Venlafaxine 
and the newer agent duloxetine are also SNRI-type agents 
that might have some value for the treatment of neuro-
pathic pain.

A number of anticonvulsants have been used to treat 
neuropathic pain syndromes.6 At present, gabapentin is 
probably the most widely prescribed neuropathic pain 
medicine in the United States. Despite its name, gabapen-
tin’s mechanism of action is unknown. Nevertheless, gaba-
pentin has demonstrated efficacy with neuropathic pain, 
has minimal side effects, and has been shown in a small 
study to have efficacy in phantom pain.10,45 However, it usu-
ally requires frequent dosing (generally three to four times 
a day). Traditional anticonvulsants such as carba mazepine 
and phenytoin are membrane stabilizing agents (sodium 
channel blockers) that have the widest historical use for the 
treatment of neuropathic pain syndromes.21,69 However, 
they have a high incidence of significant side effects. Other 
anticonvulsants that are being used to treat neuropathic 
pain include oxcarbazepine, topiramate, levetiracetam, and 
pregabalin, but few or no data exist yet concerning their 
efficacy. Anticonvulsants can also be used in combination 
with antidepressants or with each other to maximize relief 
from phantom limb pain. This must be done in a thought-
ful fashion that uses complementary mechanisms.

Some success has been reported with topical anesthetic 
agents such as various analgesic balms, sprays, and patches. 
Capsaicin, a substance P inhibitor, has been anecdotally 
reported to be effective for phantom limb pain and resid-
ual limb pain.51 Lidocaine cream, ointment, and patches 
have also been used with some success.

Other nonpharmacologic modalities exist for the treat-
ment of phantom limb pain such as stress-relaxation tech-
niques and biofeedback.37,50,87,88 Transcutaneous electrical 
nerve stimulation has also been shown to give temporary 
pain relief.35,56 Mirror therapy, while primarily used with 
upper limb amputations, has been attempted in patients 
with lower limb loss,16,19 with some success.

If these measures are unsuccessful or inadequate, then 
a judicious use of opioids can significantly improve the 
amputee’s quality of life. Care must be taken in prescription 
with consideration to addiction, tolerance, and side effects.

Neuromas are bundles of nerve endings that form after 
a nerve is cut, as is done during an amputation. They can 
produce sharp, focal pain under pressure or upon palpa-
tion (i.e., Tinel’s sign).22 If a neuroma is superficial, then 
a small, tender mass can be palpated. It can cause signifi-
cant pain and can preclude use of a prosthesis. Initially, 
prosthetic socket adjustments are used to relieve pressure 
over a neuroma. If this is unsuccessful, neuropathic pain 
medication, intralesional steroid and anesthetic injection, 
or neuroma ablation with phenol, alcohol or cryoablation 
can provide pain relief. However, literature demonstrat-
ing efficacy in patients with amputation remains severely 
limited. Ultrasound-guided phenol instillation has been 
shown in a small case series to provide some benefit in the 
treatment of neuroma pain.44 Radiofrequency ablation has 
also had some success in case reports for both neuroma 
and phantom limb–related pain.76,103

If these interventions are all ineffective, the neuroma can 
be surgically excised and the nerve endings buried deep in the 
soft tissue to protect them from mechanical pressures. Surgi-
cal resection has been found to be up to 80% successful.12,42

While the causal relationship between amputation and 
phantom limb pain or residual limb pain is obvious, other 
conditions can also cause pain in a phantom limb. In 
trauma, referred pain can be generated down the leg by a 
proximal nerve injury, plexopathy, radiculopathy, or occult 
fractures, even if the leg has been amputated. Referred leg 
pain from spinal stenosis or arthritis at the knee or hip can 
also be mistaken for phantom limb pain. These alternative 
diagnoses must be considered and clearly require different 
treatment plans.
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Psychological Adjustment

The emotional impact of limb loss is devastating and is 
frequently underestimated by the rehabilitation team. 
Grieving over the loss of one’s limb is necessary, and a brief 
exogenous (reactive) depression is expected. Amputees 
are at high risk of developing more severe psychological 
problems. The incidence of persistent clinical depression is 
estimated to be 21% to 35% for people with limb loss.20,83 
Risk factors for depression include low income, comorbid 
conditions, and the presence of phantom and back pain.20 
Posttraumatic stress disorder is a recognized complication 
after traumatic amputation, but frequently goes untreated. 
Nontraumatic amputees can also develop anxiety disorders 
from the stress related to limb loss.

The rehabilitation team should assist patients with their 
psychological adjustment by giving encouragement about 
prognosis, providing educational materials, and incorporat-
ing the patient’s specific goals into the rehabilitation plan. 
Team members can also reassure their patients by empha-
sizing gains made in therapy. They should also initiate dis-
cussions about prosthetic options with patients early on 
and impress upon patients that their input in the decision-
making process is necessary. This not only educates patients 
and optimizes their prosthetic prescriptions, but it also 
helps to empower them and give them a sense of control.

Peer counseling and amputee support groups are 
another important emotional support mechanism. The 
opportunity to talk to persons who have been through a 
similar amputation, and to see how well they are doing, 
can be very valuable to the patient. The Amputee Coalition 
of America (see Box 13-1) has a national peer network that 
provides peer counselor training sessions and lists ampu-
tee support groups by region.

The physician should regularly monitor the patient’s emo-
tional adjustment to amputation by assessing mood, appe-
tite, weight changes, quality of sleep, and the occurrence of 
nightmares. Any correlation between the patient’s perceived 
stress level and pain should be explored. Sometimes adjust-
ment issues will not become problematic until shock and 
denial wear off and time passes. Because studies have shown 
that the incidence of depression in younger amputees 
increases with time,38 continued monitoring by the rehabili-
tation team is necessary. The whole team must be involved 
in monitoring the patient’s emotional state, and not just the 
physician. In most cases the therapists and prosthetists will 
spend much more time with the patient and might have bet-
ter insight regarding a patient’s emotional status.

Each patient should be encouraged to have an evalua-
tion by an experienced psychologist. This evaluation should 
include an assessment of mood, pain, other stressors, coping 
skills, past psychological problems, alcohol and drug use, body 
image issues, and sexuality. When clinical depression, anxiety 
disorders, or adjustment disorders are identified, a compre-
hensive treatment plan should be initiated, with cognitive-
behavioral psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy as needed.

Skin Problems

Problems with skin are frequent in patients with amputa-
tion. It has been reported that 63% of patients experienced 
a skin problem in the past month in one questionnaire.61 
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Adequate treatment requires proper identification of etiol-
ogy and type of skin issue.

Pressure/Shear Ulcerations

A frequent skin disorder in the residual limbs of lower 
limb amputees is ulceration caused by excessive pressure, 
shear, or both. The most common places for pressure sores 
are over bony prominences and at the brim of the socket. 
Problematic bony prominences include the anterior sur-
face of midfoot amputations; the malleoli of ankle disar-
ticulations; the distal tibia, fibular head, and tibial crest of 
transtibial amputees; and the distal femur of transfemoral 
amputees (especially when myodesis and myoplasty have 
not been performed to stabilize the femur).

These wounds have a variety of etiologies. Patients 
might not be donning their prostheses correctly. Wrinkles 
in socks and liners, as well as too many sock ply, can cause 
excessive pressure. Insufficient sock ply can lead to piston-
ing (up and down movement in the socket), with bottom-
ing out on the bone as well as excessive shear. Socket fit 
is clearly important, and pressure-sensitive areas need to 
have adequate “reliefs” in the socket. The suspension sys-
tem must be adequate to prevent pistoning and rotational 
shear. Socket brims need to be rounded adequately in 
problematic areas and not cause excessive pressure on soft 
tissue. Finally, the patient’s biomechanics must be exam-
ined, because poor gait mechanics can lead to excessive 
pressures and shear, causing skin ulceration.

Bulky wound dressings should be avoided because they 
can put additional pressure on the ulcer when the limb 
is in the prosthesis. Transparent film dressing and elasto-
meric liners can reduce shear. If wounds are large or do not 
respond to initial treatments, then a decrease in wear time 
for the prosthesis is indicated. In refractory cases, a change 
to a different type of socket or suspension system should 
be considered.

Verrucose Hyperplasia

Verrucose hyperplasia (also termed verrucous hyperplasia) 
is the development of a wart-like lesion on the end of the 
residual limb (Figure 13-5). Cracks in the skin and even 
infection can occur in severe cases. Verrucose hyperplasia is 
most common in the transtibial amputee, but can occur with 
other levels of amputation. This dysplastic skin condition is 
thought to be due to choking effect on the residual limb. It 
is hypothesized that if the prosthesis fits tightly around the 
limb (circumferentially) and there is a lack of distal pres-
sure, then vascular congestion can occur that somehow leads 
to verrucose hyperplasia. The pathophysiology of the con-
dition remains unknown. Adjusting the prosthesis to cre-
ate adequate distal pressure usually resolves the verrucose 
hyperplasia within a few weeks or months. Adjustments 
such as simply adding an end pad to the socket can be suffi-
cient; otherwise a new total contact socket is recommended.

Contact Dermatitis

Contact dermatitis is inflammation of the skin mani-
fested by erythema and sometimes mild edema. It can 
be caused by an irritant that causes scaling, or an allergic 
reaction that induces vesiculation. Contact dermatitis is 
a common problem with prostheses, especially with the 
increased use of elastomeric liners. It is treated by locating 
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the causative agent and preventing it from contacting 
the residual limb. Hygiene of the residual limb and its 
prosthetic components must be considered first, because 
poor hygiene can allow the accumulation of allergens on 
the residual limb. Soaps can also be the causative agent, 
and the patient should wash the residual limb each night 
with a mild or hypoallergenic soap and then rinse the 
limb well. Similarly the skin interface system (e.g., socks, 
liners, or the socket itself) should be washed daily per 
the manufacturer’s recommendations, rinsed well, and 
allowed to dry before donning. If these simple measures 
fail, then a change in the skin interface system is needed. 
Wool socks can be changed to cotton or acrylic. Elasto-
meric liners made of different materials can be tried. If 
the contact dermatitis persists, then a change to a differ-
ent interface system must be considered. For acute contact 
dermatitis, a short course of topical steroids can decrease 
inflammation and discomfort. Because the use of topical 
steroids cannot be considered a long-term plan, the caus-
ative agent must be identified and eliminated.

Hyperhidrosis

Hyperhidrosis has been reported to be one of the most 
common skin issues in patients with amputation, with 
32% to 50% of patients reporting this as a symptom 
in one large study.59 It is usually associated with pros-
thetic use and can be seen with all types of suspension 
and liner materials, because heat dissipation is impaired 
with the use of a prosthetic device or material over the 
residual limb. Hyperhidrosis can be alleviated by using 
nylon sheaths as an interface with the liner material, and 
by using topical or spray antiperspirants. One case series 
showed promise with the use of botulinum toxin for alle-
viating this symptom.17

Infections

Bacterial or fungal infection can affect the residual limb 
at any point in the postoperative period. A superficial cel-
lulitis can be seen in the early postoperative period. This 
can present as erythema, persistent or new drainage at the 
incision line, or increased incisional tenderness. In most 
cases these can be treated with oral antibiotics. A boil or 

FIGURE 13-5 Severe verrucose hyperplasia.
abscess can form near the surgical incision site. In these 
cases an incision is necessary to allow the purulent mate-
rial to drain. Most cases require parenteral antibiotics for 
treatment in addition to local wound care. Fungal infec-
tions, such as those caused by Candida species, can accom-
pany a local cellulitis and might be seen early or late. These 
infections usually develop in moist areas, making it advis-
able to air out the limb when possible. Topical antifungal 
and moisture barrier combination agents are useful for 
treatment.

Once the residual limb is healed, other infections can 
arise. Aeration of the residual limb, good limb hygiene, 
good prosthetic hygiene, and proper prosthetic fitting can 
all prevent and treat such infections. Residual limbs tend 
to harbor more abundant bacterial flora than unaffected 
limbs.3 Folliculitis is a hair root infection that can occur 
in limbs with excessive perspiration and oily skin. This 
is aggravated by sweating and is worse in warmer, humid 
months. Skin maceration and moisture can allow bacte-
rial invasion of the hair follicles. This can eventually lead 
to cellulitis.51 Treatment consists of warm compresses and 
topical antimicrobials. More severe cases warrant the use 
of oral or parenteral antibiotics, and incision and drainage 
of boils.

Other fungal infections such as tinea corporis and cru-
ris can occur, especially in patients with a tendency to 
perspire. Treatment consists of topical agents such as keto-
conazole and terbinafine, with the latter preferred because 
of the shorter treatment duration. Once the infection is 
resolved, cornstarch, unscented talc, and antiperspirant 
agents (without a deodorant) can be useful in preven-
tion of recurrence. Prescription-strength antiperspirants 
(Drysol) are available when needed. Limiting prosthetic 
use until the infections are resolved or stop draining will 
facilitate recovery.

Epidermoid Cysts

Epidermoid cysts occur when sebaceous glands are 
plugged. These cysts are firm, round, mobile, subcutaneous 
nodules of variable size that are most commonly found in 
the popliteal fossa of transtibial amputees and the upper 
thigh of transfemoral amputees (Figure 13-6). They can 
be quite tender and can become inflamed by the pressure 
of the prosthesis. Sometimes bleeding into the cyst makes 
them appear dark. Ruptured epidermoid cysts have a puru-
lent or serosanguineous discharge. Treatment with topi-
cal or oral antifungal and/or antibacterial agents has been 
recommended.52 Treatment should also include minimiz-
ing pressure over the cysts by adjusting the prosthesis and 
ensuring an optimal fit. Sometimes larger inflamed cysts 
require incision and drainage. However, recurrences are 
frequent because incision and draining does not remove 
the keratin-producing lining of the cyst. A more defini-
tive treatment consists of surgical excision, but even this 
intervention cannot completely eliminate the possibility of 
recurrence.

Other Complications

Joint contractures are frequent complications during the 
rehabilitation of people with limb loss. Initial treatment 
consists of a stretching program both in therapy and at 
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A B FIGURE 13-6 Epidermoid cysts. (A) Early cyst. (Courtesy 
James Leonard, MD.) (B) Epidermoid cyst with hemorrhage.
home. For knee contractures, extension devices like knee 
immobilizers can provide relief. For hip flexion contrac-
tures, prone lying on a daily basis is helpful. Ultrasound 
heating can also be an effective therapy when combined 
with aggressive stretching, provided the patient’s vascu-
lature is adequate for vigorous heating. For transtibial 
patients who are expected to ambulate, the knee flexion 
contracture is initially accommodated in the prosthetic 
alignment. Once the patient is ambulating adequately, 
flexion is gradually taken out of the socket. This causes an 
extension stretch when the patient walks, and progressively 
reduces the contracture. In severe cases that do not respond 
to the above treatment, surgical release can be considered.

Bony growths at the end of the amputated bone are 
called bone spurs. They occur frequently and are usually 
asymptomatic. Similarly, heterotopic ossification (HO) is 
a spontaneous development of bone in soft tissue, usually 
occurring after traumatic amputations. The incidence of 
HO with traumatic amputation has been reported to be as 
high as 63% in recent armed conflicts.73 If a bone spur or 
HO protrudes distally and is not covered by adequate soft 
tissue, it can become painful and cause skin breakdown. 
Accommodating the spur or HO with a relief and/or pad-
ding in the socket might solve the problem. If this fails, 
surgical excision might be required.

Prostheses

Timing of Prosthetic Fitting

Prosthetic sponsorship must be considered as soon as pos-
sible, even before the patient is ready to be fitted with an 
artificial limb. Many insurers require preapproval before 
the patient can be fitted with a prosthesis. Such authoriza-
tion can sometimes take weeks (or even months) to obtain 
and cause detrimental delays in the rehabilitation of the 
amputee. Starting the required paperwork as soon as pos-
sible can minimize these delays. Some providers also have 
copayment restrictions in coverage that affect prosthetic 
prescription (preferred providers, component limitations, 
even a restriction of one prosthesis per lifetime). These 
restrictions need to be determined, considered, and dis-
cussed with the patient when designing a treatment plan.

Determining when to fit the lower limb amputee with a 
prosthesis and what kind of prosthesis to use are issues open 
to considerable debate. One option for transtibial amputees 
is to use an immediate postoperative prosthesis (IPOP). 
IPOPs traditionally have been thigh-high casts with a pylon 
and foot attached (Figure 13-7, A). Prefabricated devices are 
also now available (Figure 13-7, B and C). These devices 
allow for earlier bipedal ambulation. Although many 
claims have been made for the advantages of IPOPs over 
soft dressing management (including improved psychologi-
cal acceptance, reduction in pain, accelerated rehabilitation 
times, reduced revision rates, and time to healing), these 
claims have rarely been evaluated with controlled studies.89 
A review of 10 controlled studies yielded only two proven 
claims for the IPOP: (1) that rigid plaster casts result in 
accelerated rehabilitation times and significantly less edema 
compared with soft dressings; and (2) that prefabricated 
pneumatic prostheses were found to have significantly fewer 
postsurgical complications and fewer higher level revisions 
compared with soft gauze dressings. Only limited weight-
bearing can take place with an IPOP, and patient compliance 
is important for such success.89 Although weight-bearing is 
limited through IPOPs, patients clearly have greater stabil-
ity in standing and walking with the bipedal support. Some 
studies have shown an increase in wound dehiscence and 
infection with these devices.18 Frequently the residual limb 
is too tender and painful to allow early weight-bearing to 
take full advantage of these devices. With the nonremov-
able IPOPs, patients are unable to inspect or massage their 
residual limbs, which can interfere with desensitization and 
emotional adjustment to their amputation.

Another option is early fitting of a custom prosthesis, 
which requires a delay of 3 to 6 weeks until much of the 
surgical swelling has resolved and the wound has started 
to heal. Ideally the limb has also become cylindrically 
shaped (i.e., the circumference of the distal residual limb 
is equal to or less than the proximal size). It is preferable 
that the wound has also attained some integrity (although 
it need not be completely healed and sutures or staples do 
not need to be removed). Because most of the postsurgical 
pain has subsided by the time of early prosthetic fitting, 
patients are better able to tolerate weight-bearing. Much of 
the postoperative edema is gone, so the residual limb has 
a better shape for fitting with a prosthesis. A custom device 
is used so there is a more intimate and secure fit with the 
prosthesis, and full weight-bearing is allowed. However, 
the patient has only one leg for any support until the pros-
thesis is made, and is less stable for transfers and gait as 
compared with using an IPOP.

The most conservative option is to wait until the wound 
on the residual limb is completely healed and surgical 
edema has resolved before the patient is fitted with a cus-
tom prosthesis. This generally takes 3 to 6 months with 
dysvascular amputees. Although this approach can mini-
mize wound problems related to early weight-bearing, 
there is a higher risk of complications such as joint contrac-
ture, deconditioning, pressure ulcers, and an unnecessarily 
long delay in returning to functional ambulation.
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A B C

FIGURE 13-7 Immediate postoperative prostheses (IPOPs) for transtibial amputees. (A) Custom-made, full-length cast IPOP. (Courtesy Prosthetic Research 
Study.) (B and C) Prefabricated adjustable socket IPOPs. (B courtesy Flo-Tech O&P Systems; C courtesy Airlimb Inc.)
After 6 to 9 months, when the residual limb volume 
stabilizes, a new prosthesis, or at least a new socket, is rec-
ommended. At this point, different componentry can be 
considered. If a new prosthesis is made, the preparatory 
prosthesis can serve as a backup prosthesis.

All amputees will require prosthetic gait training from an 
experienced physical therapist. The therapist initially trains 
the patient to independently don and doff the prosthesis, 
monitor skin tolerance, and adjust sock ply fitting as the 
residual limb shrinks. The training maximizes the patient’s 
function. The level of performance will vary with each 
patient, but community ambulation and the negotiation 
of stairs and curbs are goals for most patients. A floor-to-sit 
transfer should also be a goal for most patients and is fre-
quently overlooked. Therapy does not need to stop with this 
level of performance. For more active amputees, continuing 
to work in therapy on vocational activities, running, bike rid-
ing, or other sports present more advanced therapeutic goals.

Factors Affecting Prosthetic Prescription

Prostheses are made up of several different components. 
Many factors determine which components should be 
used for each individual patient. Residual limb length and 
strength affect inherent limb stability and can inversely 
affect the need for added stability in the prosthesis. The 
quality of the residual limb tissue must be considered in 
selecting a residual limb interface system. Anatomical sta-
bility of joints is a further issue central to selecting socket 
types and suspension systems. Hand function can be an 
issue for donning and doffing the prosthesis. Addition-
ally, an amputee’s weight can limit component options, 
because many components are limited to a body weight 
of 250 to 300 lb. The desired activities of the amputee are 
clearly important in component selection; both work and 
leisure activities must be considered. A prosthesis with low 
maintenance might be necessary if the user lives in a rural 
area with poor access to a prosthetist. The relative impor-
tance of cosmesis is an issue, because some components 
have more natural contours than others regardless of any 
coverings. Good compliance is essential for using some 
systems such as gel liners, which require daily care for 
hygiene. Cognitive function is an important factor because 
cognitively impaired people require the use of simple don-
ning and doffing systems, and family or caregiver support 
can be necessary for the successful use of a prosthesis. 
Additionally, financial restrictions are sometimes placed 
on the availability for individuals to obtain their desired 
prosthetic components.

In 1994 the federal government attempted to clarify 
which knee, ankle, and foot components should be used 
for patients with particular functional abilities or func-
tional levels. The functional level is a measurement of the 
capacity and potential of the patient to accomplish his/
her expected postrehabilitation, daily function. This func-
tional classification was designed to assist the Durable 
Medical Equipment Regional Committees in determining 
appropriate reimbursement for prosthetic components.24 
It limits patients with lower functional abilities to simpler 
prosthetic components, while allowing more active people 
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to use more advanced (and expensive) devices. The deter-
mination of these levels is for individuals with unilateral 
lower limb amputations and is at the discretion of the pre-
scribing physician. Items to take into consideration are the 
patient’s medical history, present medical condition, and 
functional status, as well as future ambulation goals and 
expectations. The prescribing physician should keep an 
open mind regarding the potential or expected functional 
level, focusing on the patient’s current condition and how 
it may affect the goals. Documentation of function should 
be maintained in the patient’s records.

The functional levels (often referred to as the K-modi-
fiers) are listed in Box 13-2. These levels are based on the 
patient’s potential, not on the current level of function; even 
deconditioned patients can reach a higher level of function 
than anticipated with appropriate rehabilitation. Also, the 
K1 level includes the use of a prosthesis for assisting with 
transfers. Many low-functioning people with amputations 
below the knee or lower benefit from the use of a prosthesis. 
For higher levels of amputation, a prosthesis does not gener-
ally assist with transferring; instead, it often gets in the way.

The final determination of prosthetic components 
should be a team decision involving the physician, the 
prosthetist, and most importantly, the patient. The real goal 
is to educate patients and their families about reasonable, 
available options and their advantages and disadvantages. 
The decision should then be based primarily on what the 
patient desires.

Prosthesis Construction

Prosthesis design encompasses socket design, suspension, 
and construction. The socket, or interface, of a prosthesis 
is typically custom-made for the user. The socket can be 

K0 Does not have the ability or potential to ambu-
late or transfer safely with or without assistance, 
and a prosthesis does not enhance quality of life 
or mobility.

K1 Has the ability or potential to use a prosthesis for 
transfers or ambulation on level surfaces at fixed 
cadence. Typical of the limited and unlimited 
household ambulator.

K2 Has the ability or potential for ambulation with 
low-level environmental barriers such as curbs, 
stairs, and uneven surfaces. Typical of the limited 
community ambulator.

K3 Has the ability or potential for ambulation with 
variable cadence. Typical of the community 
ambulator who can traverse most environmental 
barriers and has vocational, therapeutic, or exer-
cise activity that demands prosthetic utilization 
beyond simple locomotion.

K4 Has the ability or potential for prosthetic 
ambulation that exceeds basic ambulation skills, 
exhibiting high impact, stress, or energy levels. 
Typical of the prosthetic demands of the child, 
active adult, or athlete. 

BOX 13-2

Description of the K-Level Modifiers
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constructed using a cast of the residual limb. The residual 
limb shape can also be recorded via manual measure-
ments only or by digital measurements that track the 
outer shape of the limb. This shape is then used to create 
the socket interface. In most sockets the goal is to achieve 
total contact with the residual limb. Total contact does not 
necessarily imply equal pressure distribution. Pressure-tol-
erant areas can receive higher pressures and pressure sensi-
tive areas can receive lower pressures. Total contact helps 
decrease edema, increase proprioception, and increase the 
overall weight-bearing surface. Open-ended, or plug fit, 
sockets have no distal contact and are no longer used. The 
exception to this is the individual who has traditionally 
had one and wants to continue to use this type of socket. 
With many socket designs, socks are worn over the resid-
ual limb to allow for adjustments to fit with small volume 
changes.

The interface of the residual limb with the socket can 
either be through a hard interface or a soft interface. Exam-
ples of soft interface materials are foam inserts, silicone 
liners, or other gel materials. Soft interface materials are 
indicated for most amputees. They provide a cushion for 
the residual limb and allow for adjustment and comfort 
if the volume of the residual limb changes. Soft inserts are 
often necessary for individuals with bilateral limb loss, 
who cannot transfer weight to a nonprosthetic limb, and 
individuals with bony or scarred residual limbs. Vascular 
amputees can also benefit from soft liners because sensitive 
tissue needs extra cushioning. Individuals with neuropa-
thy, who are unable to know when an extra sock should be 
added, can benefit as well. The disadvantage of soft inserts 
is that they are susceptible to wear and tear. They add bulk, 
and they can also absorb odors. A hard interface, on the 
other hand, consists of just the socket. These are most com-
monly used with transfemoral suction suspension, yet they 
can also be appropriate for other individuals where dam-
age of the liner could occur.

Suspension is the method by which the prosthesis is held 
onto a person’s residual limb. It can be provided through the 
anatomic shape of the limb, by a liner, by a sleeve, or with 
suction. An auxiliary suspension is often used, depending 
on the individual’s activities. For example, a transfemoral 
amputee with suction suspension might still wear a belt to 
provide suspension in activities where suction can be lost or 
where residual limb volume changes are possible.

The prosthetic socket is connected to the remaining 
components in two ways: through exoskeletal or endo-
skeletal construction (Figure 13-8). In the more com-
mon endoskeletal construction (see Figure 13-8, B), the 
socket connects to the remaining components through 
pipes called pylons. The modularity of these components 
allows for angular and linear changes in both the sagit-
tal and coronal planes, and makes it easy to adjust the 
height of the prosthesis if necessary. An important benefit 
of this modularity includes the ability to use many differ-
ent components (e.g., adapters and feet). At higher levels 
(transfemoral and higher) the endoskeletal design is also 
lighter in weight. Many endoskeletal systems have carbon 
fiber or titanium pylons, which are even lighter in weight 
than standard steel components. Endoskeletal pylons also 
allow the ability to finish the prosthesis with softer, more 
realistic covers.
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Exoskeletal construction (see Figure 13-8, A) uses a rigid 
exterior lamination from the socket down and has a light-
weight filler inside. This rigid lamination gives the device 
strength. Since exoskeletal designs do not have a soft foam 
cosmesis, they are more durable and can be indicated for 
heavy-duty use and for children. Fewer components are 
designed for exoskeletal construction, so this construc-
tion can limit foot and knee options, as well as long-term 
adjustability.

A plethora of prosthetic feet are available to prosthetists. 
Feet can be made out of many different materials including 
wood, plastic, foam, and carbon fiber. All of the feet can 
be classified into four different categories: SACH (solid-
ankle, cushion-heel), single axis, multiaxis, and dynamic 
response. Activity, weight, level of amputation, prosthesis 
construction, and foot size can all influence the choice of 
prosthetic foot for an amputee. These various choices are 
discussed in the section on transtibial amputation.

Prosthetic knee selection is also based on patient activity, 
weight, level of amputation, prosthesis construction, and 
the strength and ability of the patient to voluntarily control 
the knee. The five major classifications for the joint design 
are outside hinges, single axis, weight-activated stance con-
trol, polycentric, and manual locking. In addition to the 
joint design, prosthetic knees are designed to provide resis-
tance to knee flexion through either mechanical friction or 
fluid friction. This resistance helps to limit heel rise and the 
rate of knee extension. At higher speeds, the fluid friction 
provides cadence responsiveness by increasing resistance 
with increasing speed. Mechanical friction is constant for 
all speeds.

Additional add-on components designed to provide 
movement in specific ways can also benefit the amputee, 
such as shock absorbers for higher impact activities and 
rotation units for activities such as golf.

A B

FIGURE 13-8 Prosthesis construction. (A) Exoskeletal prosthesis. Strength 
is provided through the outer lamination. This design is more durable and often 
prescribed for heavy-duty use. (B) Endoskeletal prosthesis. This design has an 
inner pylon covered by a soft foam cover. It allows for changes to components 
and adjustability, and at higher levels it is a lighter prosthesis.
Fitting Considerations

Socks are a common interface material, and they are fre-
quently used to adjust for limb volume. They are made of 
wool, cotton, and synthetic materials and are also avail-
able with a soft gel layer similar to gel liners. Socks come 
in various thicknesses called ply, and it is useful to keep 
track of how many ply of sock the patient is using. Socks 
are very helpful when a patient is adjusting to changes in 
residual limb size. Many amputees add a sock part way 
through the day when their limb has reduced in volume 
with walking. Socks can also be added to keep a snug fit 
as the residual limb shrinks with time. It is important 
that amputees learn how to appropriately manage the use 
of socks. They must use clean socks only, avoid wrinkles 
when donning their prostheses, and use the correct num-
ber of sock ply.

Shoes affect the dynamics of prosthetic gait, and users 
need to be instructed in wearing appropriate footwear. 
A new amputee should begin with a good walking shoe 
(either a casual shoe or tennis shoe). Special attention 
should be paid to a patient’s heel height. Prosthetic feet are 
generally aligned for an average heel height of about one-
half inch. If the amputee then uses a shoe with less heel 
(or walks with no shoe), the foot experiences too much 
plantar flexion and the knee is pushed back. This can be 
compensated for by giving the user a heel lift to compen-
sate. Conversely, a higher heel puts the foot into too much 
dorsiflexion, pushing the knee forward. A toe lift for this 
generally will not fit into a shoe. If variable heel height 
is important to the amputee (e.g., for wearing dress high 
heels or cowboy boots), variable heel height feet are avail-
able. Another option is to set the amputee’s backup leg to a 
different heel height than the primary prosthesis.

Shoe characteristics also affect gait. A tennis shoe with 
a rounded heel has less of a knee flexion moment at heel 
strike than a stiffer dress shoe. The tightness of the shoe 
also affects gait mechanics and should fit securely, but not 
so tight as to cause compression of the soft cover or heel of 
the foot within the shoe.75 The prosthetic foot size should 
allow for easy donning of shoes.

Partial Foot Amputations

There are various levels of partial foot amputations includ-
ing toe amputations, ray amputations, transmetatarsal 
amputations, the tarsometatarsal disarticulation (Lisfranc) 
amputation, and the transtarsal disarticulation (Chopart) 
amputations (Figure 13-9). For many partial foot ampu-
tations it is necessary to fit orthopedic shoes or shoes 
with a large toe box, to allow for the extra material of the 
prosthesis.

For toe and ray amputations, a custom foot orthosis with 
a toe filler is usually needed to load the remaining foot in 
an acceptable manner. The orthosis should distribute the 
pressure more evenly under the foot with relatively less 
pressure under vulnerable bony prominences (e.g., the end 
of the amputated toes, rays, or remaining prominent distal 
metatarsal heads), while relatively more pressure should 
be placed under the arch of the foot. The toe filler will also 
prevent movement of the remaining foot inside the shoe, 
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reducing the possibility of frictional sores (blisters) from 
occurring. A carbon fiber footplate is often added to the 
insert, or a steel shank is built into the shoe to lengthen 
the foot’s lever arm. The longer lever arm prevents collapse 
of the shoe at the end of the amputation, and promotes a 
more even step length. Ray amputations are generally more 
successful with amputation of the fourth or fifth rays than 
with the first or second.

The transmetatarsal amputation is a very successful 
amputation level. In this case the forefoot is transversely 
amputated through the shaft of the metatarsals. The 
remaining portions are usually beveled inferiorly with 
a predominantly plantar skin flap. For transmetatarsal 
amputations, a custom-molded foot orthosis is essential. 
It should have good arch support to distribute pressure 
and a carbon fiber footplate or steel shank. A rocker bot-
tom shoe can be used to aid in roll over and to unweight 
the metatarsal ends.

The more proximal Chopart and Lisfranc amputations 
are problematic amputations for several reasons. First, the 
remaining foot is so short that there is no effective lever 
arm, and the remaining ankle motion is essentially non-
functional. These levels of amputation lead to equinovarus 
deformities and anterior bony prominences that are painful 
and prone to skin breakdown. Finally, these amputations are 
difficult to fit with an adequate prosthesis. Because of these 
difficulties, midfoot amputations are not recommended.

The Lisfranc is the highest level for which a shoe filler 
can be adequate. It often requires high-top shoes or a boot-
type prosthesis to provide suspension, and it can require 
an ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) with a filler to provide stabil-
ity and functional length.

At the higher Chopart level of amputation, an AFO-style 
prosthesis is usually required. The AFO extends up to the 
patellar tendon level to distribute the high forces that result 
from the torques in late stance. Lower trim-lines with an 
active patient will result in breakdown along the crest of the 
tibia. With the Chopart amputation, a boot-type device can 
occasionally be used if the ankle ROM and anterior tissues 
are good. Prosthetic fittings at both the Lisfranc and the 
Chopart levels can result in the need for a lift on the con-
tralateral side to accommodate the height of the prosthesis.

As with all vascular and diabetic patients, the contralat-
eral foot should be consistently monitored. Early treatment 
of foot wounds and pressure sores is essential to success-
fully prevent another amputation.

Symes

Boyd

Chopart

Lisfranc

Transmetatarsal

Pirigo�

FIGURE 13-9 Levels of partial foot amputations.
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Syme’s Amputation

The Syme’s amputation is an ankle disarticulation amputa-
tion in which the foot is removed and the calcaneal fat pad is 
anchored to the distal fibula or tibia. The medial and lateral 
malleoli are shaved down to reduce the bulbous nature of 
the residual limb. This has been described as a single-stage 
or two-stage amputation. The single stage is more frequently 
used. The main advantages of the Syme’s are that there is 
a long residual limb and that it is an end weight-bearing 
amputation. However, many Syme’s amputees cannot toler-
ate much full distal end weight-bearing. They either do not 
ambulate without a prosthesis, or weight-bearing is limited 
to transfers and walking short distances. The main disad-
vantages of the Syme’s amputation are the poor prosthetic 
cosmesis (because the distal residual limb is quite bulbous 
with a socket) and the limited prosthetic foot options.

Although the goal of the Syme’s is to have significant 
distal load bearing available, the amount of distal loading 
that is available is dependent on the individual. The Syme’s 
level prosthesis trim-lines should extend to the patellar 
tendon to increase the loading surface. Moments created 
by the lever of the foot can result in significant anterior 
loading. If the trim-lines do not extend proximally enough, 
they can dig into the crest of the tibia.

There are three conventional socket designs for the 
Syme’s level: posterior opening socket, medial opening 
socket, and a stovepipe construction (Figure 13-10). For 
the posterior opening socket, the posterior opening is cut 
down to the level of the malleoli and is constructed as a 
removable section that is held with Velcro. This is used for 
the more bulbous residual limbs. This is the weakest of the 
three designs because of the limited material in the sag-
ittal plane. The medial opening design has a window cut 
out to allow the malleoli to pass. Because of the increased 
material in the sagittal plane, the bending resistance is 
increased, and this is a stronger design than the posterior 
opening. The strongest design is the stovepipe design. With 
the stovepipe design, no flaps or windows are cut in the 
socket. Instead, a soft insert is built up into a tapered cyl-
inder to slide into a cylindrical socket, or an expandable 
wall is built into a cylindrical socket to allow passage of the 
malleoli. If the malleoli are not prominent, suspension is 
similar to transtibial prostheses.

Because of the limited space available distally, foot 
selection is limited for Syme’s level amputations. The two 
most common designs are specially designed, low-profile 
dynamic response feet and specially designed SACH feet. 
Both of these are made to bolt or bond directly to the bot-
tom of the socket.

The Boyd and Pirogoff amputations are variations of the 
Syme’s where part of the calcaneous is fused to the distal 
tibia to lengthen the limb further and reduce limb length 
discrepancy. The Boyd uses the inferior half of the calca-
neous, whereas the Pirogoff uses the posterior half. These 
amputations also allow distal weight-bearing, but the min-
imal limb shortening makes prosthetic fitting very chal-
lenging in adults. They can be useful in pediatric amputees 
when there is a desire to maintain length, or in situations 
where no prosthetic care would be available (e.g., develop-
ing countries).
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FIGURE 13-10 Three common Syme’s style prostheses: (A) posterior opening, (B) medial opening, and (C) stovepipe.
Transtibial (Below-Knee) 
Amputation

A standard transtibial amputation, as advocated by Burgess 
and Romano,14 is performed one third of the way down the 
tibia, and a posterior myocutaneous flap is used to cover 
the residual tibia. At this length, the bulk of the posterior 
compartment muscles are available for a flap, they provide 
good soft tissue coverage over the distal tibia, and the pri-
mary vascular structures for the lower limb are preserved 
in the flap.

Long transtibial amputations are sometimes performed 
to give patients a longer lever arm and more surface area  
for load distribution.101 However, no functional muscle 
attachments are saved with a long transtibial amputa-
tion, and it is associated with multiple complications 
and poorer cosmesis.67,86 A standard-length transtib-
ial amputation (from 35% to 50% of tibial length) is 
strongly recommended as the procedure of choice at 
this level. The fibula should be cut approximately 1 cm 
shorter than the tibia, and both bones should be beveled 
to eliminate sharp ends. Other suggested procedures, 
including skewed flaps and the Ertl procedure (a bone 
bridge between the tibia and fibula), have not gained 
widespread support.

Formulation of a prosthetic prescription for an individ-
ual with a transtibial amputation is dependent on many 
factors, some of which have been previously discussed. 
The four main aspects of a transtibial prosthesis that need 
to be determined are the socket construction, the suspen-
sion design, endoskeletal versus exoskeletal construction, 
and the foot-ankle mechanisms. The first two items are 
not mutually exclusive in that the design of the socket can 
influence or contribute to the means by which the prosthe-
sis is suspended.
Socket Designs

The transtibial socket designs available are intended to 
provide a means of comfortable weight acceptance of the 
residual limb during stance on the prosthetic side. These 
have evolved from plug-fit through patellar tendon–bear-
ing (PTB) and now include total surface–bearing (TSB) and 
hydrostatic designs. Each of these designs, with the excep-
tion of the plug-fit design, is intended to create a total con-
tact environment between the residual limb and the socket. 
Some of the socket designs also have added features that 
enable the socket to act as both a weight-acceptance and 
suspension mechanism.

Plug-Fit

The plug-fit design is not used anymore in the United States, 
but is still used in developing countries. Wood is hollowed 
out to approximate the shape of the transtibial limb and 
the end of the socket is left open. The limb is then inserted 
into the socket to fill the hole that was created. Much of the 
weight-bearing is distributed through a thigh-lacer, which 
can be attached to the prosthesis with metal uprights and a 
single-axis hinge. With an open-ended socket design, distal 
contact is obviously not achieved and many problems can 
arise.

Patellar Tendon–Bearing

The PTB design focuses on specific weight-bearing areas. 
Although the socket has total contact with the residual 
limb, it concentrates force in pressure-tolerant areas and 
relieves force in pressure-sensitive areas (Figure 13-11). 
The PTB design gets its name from the amount of force 
that is borne on the patellar ligament. The socket is 
designed with an anteriorly directed force, from pressure 
in the popliteal area, pushing the residual limb onto a 
“bar” that is created between the distal pole of the patella 
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FIGURE 13-11 Pressure-tolerant and pressure-sensitive areas for the patellar tendon–bearing socket.
and the tibial tubercle. Other regions of the residual limb 
that are used for distribution of forces (pressure-tolerant 
areas) include the pretibial and gastrocnemius muscula-
ture, the medial tibial flare, and the fibular shaft. Pressure-
sensitive areas include the patella, hamstring tendons, 
fibular head, femoral epicondyles, tibial shaft, distal tibia, 
and distal fibula. An essential part of the PTB design is the 
alignment of the socket and prosthesis. The PTB design 
was created to take advantage of normal, or perpendicular, 
forces on the patellar ligament. This is done by adding 
initial flexion of the socket to that which is present on 
the individual’s residual limb. This increased socket flex-
ion loads pressure-tolerant areas of the anterior surface by 
allowing the patellar ligament to be more parallel with the 
ground. This provides a surface that is more perpendicu-
lar to the ground reaction forces during stance phase. The 
foot is also aligned medially relative to the socket in order 
for the individual wearing the prosthesis to experience an 
external knee varus moment. This moment, in the coronal 
plane, simulates normal human locomotion and ensures 
that forces are distributed on the medial tibial flare and 
the fibular shaft, two of the pressure-tolerant areas on the 
transtibial limb.

Total Surface–Bearing

TSB designs are intended to use the total contact of the 
limb to more evenly distribute the forces that occur dur-
ing weight-bearing. Unlike the PTB design, the TSB design 
attempts to globally apply forces throughout the residual 
limb. Although there is some controversy regarding the 
even distribution of pressure throughout the limb, it is 
clear that the design varies from previous designs in that 
reliefs are not provided in the aforementioned pressure-
sensitive areas. Many of the TSB designs are those using gel-
type interfaces. These interfaces enhance the prosthetist’s 
ability to design the socket to use both the shear and par-
allel forces being applied to the entire residual limb. The 
magnitude of these individual forces is then much smaller 
than that of the PTB design because of the increased area 
about which these forces are being applied. Another dif-
ferentiation between the TSB and PTB design is the initial 
prosthetic bench alignment. The TSB socket is often set in 
less initial flexion in the sagittal plane, and the foot is less 
inset in the coronal plane. These two changes are directly 
related to the fact that the socket forces in the TSB design 
are not focused on specific pressure-tolerant areas.
Hydrostatic

Hydrostatic socket designs are similar to the TSB designs 
in that they attempt to use shear forces more than normal 
forces. Although the differences are somewhat ambiguous, 
even to prosthetists, the major difference in the hydrostatic 
design is the attempt to create an environment that does not 
permit translation of the bony anatomy within the soft tis-
sue. Many prosthetists designing hydrostatic sockets take an 
impression of the residual limb under vacuum. This proce-
dure is done to elongate the tissue surrounding the tibia and 
fibula distally, while theoretically increasing the pressure 
in the residual limb. This increased pressure is designed to 
provide a hydrostatic environment where the movement of 
tibial and soft tissue should be in unison. In order for wear-
ers to create this hydrostatic environment in their sockets, 
they must don the socket in such a manner that their limb 
becomes elongated, similar to that of the casting technique.

Suspension

There are several means of suspending transtibial prosthe-
ses. Suspension mechanisms can be external to the socket 
(e.g., a fork strap, cuff, or sleeve), integral with the socket 
(e.g., supracondylar or supracondylar-suprapatellar sus-
pension), or part of a system in which a locking mecha-
nism is incorporated into a prosthesis containing a pin or 
other attachment. Although one design may create a more 
positive seal than another, the better design is that which 
works best for the particular patient being fit.

Fork Strap With Waist Belt

A fork strap combined with a waist belt is a very simple 
suspension technique (Figure 13-12). The fork strap, some-
times referred to as a Y-strap, is attached to the medial and 
lateral aspects of the socket with the junction proximal to 
the patella. The upper portion of the strap often has some 
elastic component inherent in its design to permit freedom 
of knee flexion and extension throughout ambulation and 
sitting. There is no medial-lateral or anterior-posterior sup-
port provided by the fork strap. Its sole purpose is to suspend 
the prosthesis securely to the waist belt attachment. Because 
of the bulk and cosmesis of this suspension, it is typically 
used only when maximum security is required and no other 
suspension technique is viable (e.g., in obese patients).

The fork strap can be combined with a PTB socket design, 
thigh-lacer, and joints and rigid sidebars called a joint and 
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FIGURE 13-12 Fork strap and waist belt suspension for a transtibial 

FIGURE 13-13 Supracondylar cuff suspension for a transtibial prosthesis. 
Despite the name, the cuff suspends over the patella.
 prosthesis.
corset. This design has the maximum medial-lateral and 
anterior-posterior stability provided through the rigid side-
bars and mechanical stop of the joints, respectively. The  
joints and corset are required for an unstable knee associ-
ated with a traumatic amputation. The joints and corset 
can also be cinched tightly to provide significant weight- 
bearing. This can be useful in difficult cases where off- 
loading of the end of the residual limb is needed to help 
heal a problematic wound that has failed other measures, 
or to relieve a hyperpathic residual limb. However, the 
joints and corset suspension system is very heavy and often 
not tolerated well by patients

Cuff

Cuff suspension (Figure 13-13) has been used successfully 
for centuries for individuals with transtibial amputations. 
Although it is sometimes referred to as a supracondylar 
cuff or strap, the suspension is provided on the proximal 
border of the patella and not over the femoral epicondyles. 
The cuff is attached to the medial and lateral aspects of the 
socket, over the proximal aspect of the patella, and encir-
cles the distal thigh at a level just proximal to the femoral 
epicondyles. A prominent patella is required, making this 
design contraindicated for obese persons or those with 
excessive thigh musculature. When appropriately applied, 
the cuff provides an adequate means of suspension 
between 0 and 60 degrees of knee flexion, and loosens up 
after 60 degrees of knee flexion to permit comfortable sit-
ting. Similar to the fork strap, the supracondylar cuff pro-
vides minimal, if any, medial-lateral or anterior-posterior 
stability to the knee and has considerable pistoning in 
the socket. The tightness and width of the circumferential 
strap can contraindicate the cuff for individuals with vas-
cular compromise.

Sleeve

Suspension provided by a sleeve (Figure 13-14) is done 
with elastic and sometimes tacky material. The distal aspect 
of the sleeve is stretched over the proximal portion of the 
prosthesis and is held in place by the compression of the 
sleeve against the outer wall of the prosthesis. The proxi-
mal aspect of the sleeve is folded inside out and is reflected 
down beyond the trim-lines of the socket to facilitate don-
ning. Once the individual has seated the residual limb 
appropriately inside the socket, the sleeve can be pulled 
up or rolled up onto the distal thigh to create a bond with 
the person’s skin and body. These sleeves come in a variety 
of materials and fabrics including neoprene, latex, silicone, 
and urethane. Some of these sleeves can provide a vacuum 
seal inside the socket to provide enhanced suspension via 
suction. Although most sleeves provide an excellent means 
of suspension, they are often difficult to don, retain heat, 
and provide minimal to no stability about the knee. They 
are relatively inexpensive but require frequent replacement.

Supracondylar Suspension

Supracondylar suspension (Figure 13-15, A) is designed to 
use the anatomy as a means of suspension. A compression 
of medial-lateral dimensions of the prosthesis above the 
femoral epicondyles differentiates this design from those 
previously mentioned. A supracondylar wedge, mostly on 
the medial aspect of the prosthesis, is used to create this 
suspension. The wedge can be incorporated into the pros-
thesis in three ways. First, it can be incorporated into a soft 
insert made from a material such as foam. The foam liner is 
donned on the limb first, and then the limb and foam liner 
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are inserted into the hard socket. The hard socket keeps the 
wedge compressed against the medial distal thigh, thereby 
preventing the prosthesis from falling off.

The two other forms of supracondylar suspension are 
constructed with removable medial wedges or remov-
able medial brims. Removable medial wedges are placed 
between the outer hard socket and inner socket or limb. 
The user must push this wedge into place after the limb is 
inserted into the socket. Removable medial brims are fabri-
cated by creating a medial wall that can be quickly discon-
nected from the remainder of the socket. This wedge-shaped 
brim is removed to facilitate donning and is pushed into 
place once the limb is appropriately seated into the socket. 
Both of these latter designs are used when a large difference 
between the measured medial-lateral dimensions of the epi-
condyles and the area proximal to the epicondyle exists, or 
when a hard socket fit is desired. With this type of anatomic 
presentation, it would be very difficult to don supracondy-
lar suspension with the wedge incorporated into the insert.

Supracondylar suspension is a very popular design 
because it is easily donned and provides good medial-lat-
eral stability. However, problems can arise as a result of a 
tight lateral grasp, because the iliotibial band does not lend 
itself to pressure like the medial thigh does. Pressure and 
skin breakdown over and on the medial epicondyle can 
occur if insufficient and excessive sock ply, is worn. Supra-
condylar suspension is contraindicated for obese patients, 

FIGURE 13-14 Sleeve suspension for a transtibial prosthesis.
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those with large distal thigh contours that prevent the 
wedge from grasping above the femoral epicondyles, and 
those with superficial vascular bypass grafts that run close 
to the medial femoral condyle.

Supracondylar-Suprapatellar Suspension

Supracondylar-suprapatellar suspension (Figure 13-15, 
B) is similar to the supracondylar design with one major 
addition. The suprapatellar socket addition provides 
added suspension over the proximal aspect of the patella 
and can provide a “stop” to help prevent hyperextension 
of the knee. This stop is accomplished by cupping in over 
the patella and creating a quadriceps-bar that comes into 
contact with the distal quadriceps during knee extension. 
Supracondylar-suprapatellar designs are a good choice for 
individuals with short residual limbs because the forces 
are distributed over as large a surface area as possible. This 
encapsulation of the limb can restrict some ROM and is 
designed to restrict excessive extension.

Gel or Elastomeric Liner Suspension

Suction sock suspension is a very popular design of recent 
times that provides both suspension and weight distribu-
tion through the use of a gel liner and pin-locking mecha-
nism (Figure 13-16). The gel liners that are available, like 
the sleeves, are fabricated from various materials such as 
silicone, urethane and mineral oil gel. The liners come 
in different thicknesses, and some provide more padding 
in different areas than others. In addition to cushioning 
and suspension, these liners minimize shear on the limb. 
Custom-made liners are also available for use with residual 
limbs that have a complex shape (such as crevices from 
traumatic amputation) or other skin problems.

Appropriate donning of these gel liners is crucial to the 
comfort and maintenance of good skin integrity. Most of 
the liners need to be turned inside out so that the distal 
end of the inside of the liner is flat when it is applied to the 
distal residual limb. This is done so that no air becomes 
trapped between the distal limb and liner creating a nega-
tive pressure within the suction liner that can cause ery-
thema and capillary rupture. A well-fitting, appropriately 
donned gel liner provides a barrier of comfort and creates a 
suction environment between the limb and liner.

A B
FIGURE 13-15 Trim-lines for (A) the patellar tendon–supracondylar and 
(B) the supracondylar-suprapatellar socket suspension designs.
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With the gel liner donned on the limb in a suction 
design, the limb and liner then must be connected to the 
socket and prosthesis. There are a few methods of provid-
ing this connection. The most popular means of joining 
liner and socket is by means of a pin (stepped or smooth) 
attached to the distal end of the liner and a locking mecha-
nism built into the distal socket. As the limb and liner are 
inserted into the socket, the pin engages into the locking 
mechanism to create this mechanical bond. Most stepped 
pins create an audible click, which is necessary for some 
individuals wearing prostheses, while the smooth pin 
enters the locking mechanism quietly. When the prosthe-
sis has been donned completely and the individual wear-
ing the prosthesis feels that he or she is completely in the 
socket, the pin should be fully engaged into the locking 
mechanism, ensuring a total contact fit. This should not 
occur abruptly, but the limb should gradually work its way 
into the socket, creating a series of clicks in the stepped 
pin design. If the limb enters the socket too quickly, sock 
ply management needs to be addressed. When these pin 
locks are being used with a hydrostatic design, the wearer 
is encouraged to engage the pin into the lock and step on 
and off the prosthesis until the limb becomes fully seated 
inside the socket. This creates an elongated residual limb 
and approximates a hydrostatic environment where the 
bone is less apt to move within the surrounding soft tis-
sue. Another way of elongating this tissue is with the use 
of a clutch-type mechanism. The pin need only be engaged 
slightly into the lock, and the user, with the assistance of 
a key, can twist the locking mechanism to further seat the 
limb and locking pin into the prosthesis. This procedure 
also acts to elongate the limb. To remove the prosthesis, 

FIGURE 13-16 Gel liner and pin-locking suspension mechanism.
a release button is pushed that is built into the side of the 
prosthesis.

If there are space limitations for the locking mechanism 
or when engaging the pin proves difficult for the user, sus-
pension can also be achieved with a lanyard at the end of 
the liner. A lanyard is a cord or strap that is fed through the 
distal socket and attached to the exterior of the prosthesis. 
The user can pull the lanyard through the hole while sit-
ting, then tighten it when standing. For some elderly or 
obese people, the lanyard system proves easier then the pin 
system.

Gel liner suspension provides an excellent means of 
suspension, transmits great control of the prosthesis, 
offers better cushioning of the residual limb, decreases 
shear forces on the residual limb, and provides a low-pro-
file appearance, as it is inside the socket walls. There are 
a number of difficulties with liner use that must be con-
sidered. They can prove challenging to don and doff. In 
some cases, individuals have difficulty donning the liners 
appropriately. The pin can pierce the liner during donning, 
or the angle at which the pin is canted off of the distal 
liner can make it difficult to engage the locking mechanism 
properly. Patients with cylindrical limbs may have issues 
with rotation in the coronal plane, which can cause inter-
nal or external prosthetic rotation. The liners also retain 
heat, and people often experience excessive sweating when 
first using gel liners. Fortunately the limb usually accom-
modates in the first few weeks, and sweating declines. 
Antiperspirants can be used if needed. Good hygiene is 
imperative, or skin problems such as rash or infection can 
occur. If there is concern that a patient might have poor 
compliance with residual limb and liner care, then gel lin-
ers should be avoided. It should also be noted that liner 
suspension systems are expensive, and the liners require 
frequent replacement.

Suction Suspension

Suction can be achieved with the use of a one-way expul-
sion valve placed in the distal aspect of the socket. The 
valve allows air to escape from the socket but not enter 
into it. Some of these expulsion valves are used in con-
junction with gel liners only, whereas others require both 
the liner and an outer sleeve. As with gel liners, these are 
used when there are space limitations for the locking 
mechanism or when engaging the pin proves difficult for 
the user.

Vacuum Suspension Systems

Lastly, and fairly new to the market, are systems that pro-
vide an active means of expelling air from the inner socket. 
These designs require the user to wear a gel liner and a seal-
ing sleeve, and they have a valve at the distal end of the 
socket through which air is drawn. The removal of air to 
achieve a vacuum can be through a mechanical pump (a 
telescoping vertical compression unit built into the pylon 
section of the prosthesis) or a powered electric pump. This 
method has proven to be beneficial in the suspension of 
prostheses, while also maintaining limb volume through-
out the course of daily use.9 The downside of this suspen-
sion is that if a hole forms in the outer sleeve, the vacuum 
seal is lost. These systems also increase the cost and weight 
of the device.
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Foot-Ankle Assemblies

The number of prosthetic feet available on the market 
today has grown dramatically since the early 1980s. The 
introduction of the dynamic response (at that time called 
“energy storing”) foot started a revolution of prosthetic 
feet because they could provide users the ability to more 
easily return to their desired functional ability. The means 
by which feet are categorized is almost as vast as the num-
ber of feet themselves. For the purpose of this text, the feet 
have been divided into four categories: SACH feet, sin-
gle-axis feet, multiaxial feet, and dynamic response feet. 
Because of the advancements in prosthetic component 
designs, these categories, although differing in their basic 
descriptions, are not mutually exclusive of each other. 
Combinations of categories will be described in further 
detail.

Solid-Ankle, Cushion-Heel Feet

The SACH feet, introduced in 1956 by Foort and Radcliffe, 
are one of the most basic and widely used feet in prosthet-
ics (Figure 13-17). SACH feet have solid ankles in that there 
is no articulation within the foot. They attach to the distal 
aspect of the shank (endoskeletal pylon-ankle adapter or 
ankle block) in a way that permits no motion. It is impor-
tant to understand that motion in all planes is arrested. 
No plantar flexion, dorsiflexion, inversion, eversion or 
transverse plane motion is allowed during gait. The cush-
ion heel aspect of the foot allows for a simulated plantar 
flexion during initial contact-loading response by means 
of compression under loading. This compression lowers 
the forefoot to the ground and brings the ground reaction 
force anterior, simulating the function of true plantar flex-
ion. Heel compression also acts to absorb shock during 
loading response. With correct heel stiffness, shock absorp-
tion benefits all of the lower limb, especially the reduction 
of external knee flexion moment that would be caused by a 
stiffer heeled foot. External knee flexion moments directly 
correlate to increased quadriceps activity and decreased 
stability in individuals with transtibial and transfemoral 
amputations, respectively. A drawback of SACH feet is that 
most are designed with keels (the main inner structure 
of the foot) that are not flexible or are nonresponsive to 
the typical loads that they will encounter. These keels are 
usually made of wood or hard plastic. However, these feet 
are very durable and inexpensive (as compared with other 
designs). They can vary in heel height and stiffness, and 
they come in Syme’s varieties. For these reasons, they are 
still widely used.

Single-Axis Feet

Single-axis feet are named very appropriately because a 
single mechanical axis runs through the foot from medial 
to lateral, allowing motion in the sagittal plane. The sagit-
tal plane motion that is observed is mostly plantar flexion; 
however, some of the single-axis feet permit graded dorsi-
flexion as well.

The motion of ankle plantar flexion is very important to 
the stability of ambulation, especially for individuals with 
lower limb amputations. As the foot begins to plantar flex, 
the ground reaction force moves forward under the foot. 
It then moves from posterior to the knee to anterior to the 
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knee, providing for an external knee extension moment. 
This is good for individuals with transtibial prostheses who 
can have weak quadriceps, or for individuals with trans-
femoral amputations who do not have adequate control of 
the prosthetic knee joint (usually controlled via hip exten-
sor muscles). Ankle plantar flexion can also aid an indi-
vidual when walking down an incline. The rapid shifting 
anteriorly of the ground reaction force greatly reduces the 
external knee flexion moment. This allows an individual to 
descend the decline without the knee flexing as abruptly as 
it would with a nonarticulating foot. This allows the pros-
thetic user to descend ramps directly, rather than having to 
walk down hills sideways.

Ankle dorsiflexion is also permitted by some single-axis 
feet. This motion is not as crucial as the aforementioned 
plantar flexion, but it permits the individuals with lower 
limb amputations to walk more comfortably. Ankle dor-
siflexion is usually permitted in mid to late stance as the 
ground reaction forces begin to move anteriorly to the 
ankle. This permits the individual with a lower limb pros-
thesis to roll over the keel of the foot more readily. If this 
motion of dorsiflexion were not permitted, the individual 
would experience an excessive external knee extension 
moment and would have difficulty progressing into termi-
nal stance and preswing.

The usual method by which the ankle motion in a 
 single-axis foot is permitted is by bumpers that are installed 
anteriorly and posteriorly to the ankle (Figure 13-18). 
These bumpers regulate the amount and speed of motion 
in which the foot can rotate about the mechanical axis. The 
plantar flexion bumper is posterior to the ankle axis. As the 
bumper is compressed, the foot is permitted to slowly or 
quickly rotate about the axis, depending on whether the 
bumper is firm or soft, respectively. If the bumper is too 
stiff, the external knee flexion moment will be great and 
vice versa. The dorsiflexion bumper is mounted anterior to 
the ankle. As the ground reaction force moves anterior to 
the ankle, the bumper begins to compress to permit graded 
ankle dorsiflexion. The speed and degree of this motion 
can be varied as well with the stiffness of these dorsiflexion 
bumpers.

Multiaxial Feet

Multiaxial feet are designed to replicate the actions of 
the anatomic foot. Multiaxial motion can be obtained 
either with a foot that has a flexible keel or one that has 
true mechanical joint axes. A flexible keel foot allows 
the motion to occur within the keel itself as the ground 

FIGURE 13-17 Cutaway of a SACH foot.
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reaction forces cause deformation of the foot, especially  
on uneven terrain. This deformation is expected and is  
an inherent design of the foot. As the foot deforms, it  
maintains contact with the ground, thereby providing 
a stable base of support for the individual wearing the 
prosthesis.

True multiarticular feet are allow motion in all three 
planes: plantar flexion and dorsiflexion, inversion and 
eversion, and transverse plane motion. This is accom-
plished with the aid of adjustable bumpers. These bumpers 
are relatively durable and are designed to control similar 
motions to single-axis feet.

Multiaxial feet have now been fabricated with the mate-
rials necessary to enhance their energy return as well (Fig-
ure 13-19). These multiaxial, dynamic response feet can 
give an individual the benefits of compensating for uneven 
ground, absorbing shock, and providing some responsive-
ness to reduce energy expenditure during ambulation.

FIGURE 13-18 Single-axis foot. The bumpers allow plantar flexion and 
dorsiflexion movement.
Wood Reinforcement
Dynamic Response Feet

Dynamic response feet enhance the mobility of the user 
by using materials that are “energy storing.” Materials in 
the keel of these feet are required to deflect under load 
and return to their original shape. This return, while being 
unloaded, is what propels the foot and leg forward. In 
doing so, the foot is providing the response to users that 
lessens their energy expenditure.63 Single-speed, low- 
activity (often elderly) individuals do not have the ability 
to load the foot enough to warrant their use.

There are various types of dynamic response feet (Figure 
13-20). Some low-profile feet simply have a dynamic keel 
inside a foot shell providing a smaller spring. Other feet 
incorporate the pylon and keel as one flexible larger spring. 
These feet are indicated for variable cadence ambulators 
and are much better for high-level activities such as run-
ning and jumping.

Ankles

As mentioned previously, the feet can be designed to 
accommodate for motions that have been lost by the 
absence of the anatomic ankle. Stand-alone ankles have 
also been designed to replicate these lost motions. Ankle 
units (Figure 13-21, A) can be added to most solid keel 
feet (SACH or low-profile dynamic response feet) that 
can provide the user with multiaxial motion in addition 
to the functions provided by the foot itself. This addition 
allows the user to more easily traverse inclines, declines, 
and uneven terrain. More recent ankle components with 
adjustable ankles (Figure 13-21, B) can accommodate for 
shoes with varying heel heights. Actively powered ankle 
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FIGURE 13-19 Various flexible keel or multiaxial feet: (A) SAFE, (B) K2, (C) Journey, and (D) Trustep. These feet allow plantar flexion and dorsiflexion as well as 
inversion and eversion. This movement makes them better for walking on uneven terrain. (Courtesy Otto Bock HealthCare. College Park Industries.  All rights reserved.)
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components have also been marketed that provide active 
dorsiflexion and plantar flexion to accommodate for toe 
clearance in swing and transitional movements from sit 
to stand, and aid in stair and ramp ascent and descent 
(Figure 13-21, C).

Pylon Components

Other components are available for absorbing verti-
cal shock or transverse plane motion, or to perform a 
combination of both (Figure 13-22). Torsion adapters 
are incorporated into pylons or are stand-alone com-
ponents. These allow transverse plane rotation that 
simulates tibial rotation. The stiffness of the devices is 
adjustable based on the user’s size and activity level. 
They are particularly useful for people who do a lot of 
twisting motion (e.g., manual laborers), and for some 
sports, especially golf.

Vertical compression units (or vertical shock pylons) 
are pylon-integrated systems that incorporate vertical 
compression resistance. They serve as shock absorb-
ers to decrease the impact of initial contact and work 
much like the shock absorbers of an automobile. Some 
units combine torsional adaptation with vertical shock 
absorption. In other designs, the foot is integrated 
with a vertical shock pylon or tibial rotation capability,  
or both.

Gait Analysis

Gait patterns for individuals with transtibial amputations 
vary greatly from person to person. Many factors influence 
the way amputees walk. Physiologic factors include limb 
length, knee and hip muscle strength, ROM, and presence of 
contractures. Socket design, suspension, and foot selection 
are a few prosthetic factors that can greatly influence the way 
299Rehabilitation and Prosthetic Restoration in Lower Limb Amputation

in which an individual with a transtibial amputation can 
walk. Patients with amputations must also be trained to con-
dition their bodies and to use their prosthesis appropriately. 
The timing, quality, and quantity of physical therapy are very 
important. The clinic team attempts to minimize gait devia-
tions by selecting the most appropriate designs and compo-
nents for each individual, ensuring optimal alignment of the 
prosthesis and effectively training the amputee.

Many deviations occur secondary to muscle weakness 
and prosthetic alignment, and they vary greatly from per-
son to person. Gait deviations based on sound mechanical 
principles are listed in Table 13-2. These gait deviations are 
primarily due to an incorrect placement of the foot with 
relationship to the socket, or vice versa. Other factors in 
this table include component selection. Although it can be 
easy to decipher these deviations, it might not be consis-
tent in the gait pattern of the user. For example, an ampu-
tee might have had a wonderful gait pattern at one point 
of rehabilitation, only to present later with a dramatically 
changed gait pattern. Changes can be due to decreased or 
increased function by the user, a change in fit, or a change 
in shoe wear. The wearer might have had a contracture that 
has been reduced through use of the prosthesis and daily 
ambulation. This is an example where an increased func-
tion can lead to problems with the prosthesis. However, if 
the alignment of the prosthesis was rectified, the  prosthesis 
would accommodate this improved ROM and greatly 
improve the gait and overall function of the user.

Knee Disarticulation and Transcondylar
Supracondylar Amputation

The knee disarticulation amputation is a procedure that 
preserves the femoral condyles, either with or without 
the patella. This leaves a residual limb that serves as a 
A

B C

FIGURE 13-20 Various dynamic response feet: (A) Seattle Lite Foot, (B) Carbon Copy Foot, and (C) Modular 3 Flex Foot. These feet are designed to store and 
release energy and are indicated for variable cadence ambulators. (B courtesy Ohio Willow Wood Co, Mt. Sterling, OH; C courtesy Ossur International.)
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B C

A

FIGURE 13-21 (A) Multiaxial ankle unit, the Endolite Multiflex Ankle with the Endolite Dynamic Response Foot. (Courtesy Endolite.) (B) Adjustable heel height 
ankle. (C) Externally powered ankle and foot. (Courtesy Ossur America.)
long lever arm and provides for a stronger residual limb 
than a transfemoral amputation because the muscular 
attachments to the condyles are preserved as well. As a 
result of the long length and weight-bearing properties of 
a knee disarticulation amputation, the proximal socket 
trim lines are significantly lower than that of a traditional 

A B
FIGURE 13-22 Rotation and shock components. (A) Example of a shock 
absorber pylon incorporated into a foot, Ceterus, and (B) separate, Delta 
Twist. (Courtesy  Ossur  International  and  Otto  Bock  HealthCare.  All  rights 
reserved.)
amputation, often resulting in more comfort and greater 
ROM in the hip. The bulbous nature of the limb has a 
poorer cosmesis but can be helpful in using supracondy-
lar suspension of the prosthesis. Variations of knee disar-
ticulation amputations have been described in which the 
condyles are partially resected to reduce the bulk of the 
residual limb, but this can interfere with supracondylar 
suspension. The primary problem with the knee disar-
ticulation is the length at the knee. When a socket and 
prosthetic knee are added, the functional thigh length is 
too long. This mandates a poor appearance when sitting 
because the leg lengths are uneven. In addition, sitting in 
tight places such as church pews and public transporta-
tion is difficult, and kneeling is problematic. For these 
reasons the knee disarticulation amputation is rarely 
performed.

Socket Designs

The socket designs for the knee disarticulation limb are 
highly dependent on the musculature present and the 
size of the condyles. In designs similar to the transtibial 
supracondylar suspension, the knee disarticulation socket 
can be created with an insert to provide both cushion-
ing and suspension. This insert has a thickness of pad-
ding, or wedge, incorporated proximal to the femoral 
epicondyles that provides suspension when donned into 
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a hard socket. As is the case for a Syme’s prosthesis, a 
door can be cut out of the hard socket to permit don-
ning, and then a strap or elastic webbing can close the 
door to provide suspension of the prosthesis. If no large 
discrepancy exists between the femoral epicondyles and 
the region proximal to them, hard sockets can be used 
with socks over the residual limbs to facilitate donning 

Table 13-2  Gait Analysis of the Transtibial Amputee
Gait Deviation Prosthetic Causes Solutions

Delayed, abrupt, and 
limited knee flexion 
after heel strike

Heel wedge too soft
Foot too far  anterior
Foot keel too stiff

Stiffen heel wedge.
Move foot posterior.
Use more flexible 

keel foot.

Extended knee through-
out stance phase

Too much plantar 
flexion

Dorsiflex foot.

Toe stays off floor 
after heel strike

Heel wedge too stiff
Foot too anterior
Too much dorsiflexion

Soften heel wedge.
Move foot posterior.
Plantar flex foot.

“Hill-climbing” sensa-
tion toward end of 
stance phase

Heel wedge too soft
Foot too far anterior
Foot keel too stiff
Too much plantar 

flexion

Stiffen heel wedge.
Move foot posterior.
Use more flexible 

keel foot.
Dorsiflex foot.

High pressure against 
patella throughout 
most of the stance 
phase; heel off floor 
when patient stands

Too much plantar 
flexion

Dorsiflex foot.

Knee too forcefully 
and rapidly flexes 
after heel strike; 
high pressure against 
anterior-distal tibia 
and heel strike and/
or prolonged dis-
comfort at this point

Heel wedge too stiff
Foot too far posterior
Foot too dorsiflexed
Keel too soft

Soften heel.
Move foot anterior.
Plantar flex foot.
Use stiffer keel foot.

Hips level, but pros-
thesis seems short

Foot too far posterior
Foot too dorsiflexed

Move foot anterior.
Plantar flex foot.

Drop off at end of 
stance phase

Keel too soft Use stiffer keel foot.

Toe off of floor as 
patient stands, or 
knee flexed too 
much

Foot too dorsiflexed Plantar flex foot.

Valgus moment at 
knee during stance; 
excessive pressure 
on distal-medial limb 
and/or proximal- 
lateral surface of 
knee

Foot too outset Inset foot.

Excessive varus 
moment at knee 
during stance  
(a varus moment 
at the knee should 
occur in stance 
phase but should 
never be excessive); 
the distal-lateral and 
or proximal-medial 
residual limb is 
painful

Foot too inset
Medial-lateral 

 dimension of socket 
too large

Reduce inset of 
foot.

Fit of socket should 
be evaluated.

Courtesy Northwestern University Prosthetic-Orthotic Center, Chicago, IL.
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through the narrowing distal socket. Gel or foam liners 
have also been used to suspend the knee disarticulation 
prosthesis. When donning the hard socket, the liner dis-
places over the condyles to allow the residual limb to slip 
past the narrowing socket and then rebounds when the 
limb is fully seated into the socket.

Individuals with long transfemoral limbs (e.g., trans-
condylar or supracondylar) have the advantage of a more 
cylindrical limb. Without the presence of the femoral epi-
condyles, donning the prosthesis can be easier, and more 
traditional designs such as pull-in suction sockets can be 
used. However, these levels might sacrifice the adductor 
longus insertion and the associated stability that it offers. 
A gel liner can be used in these levels as well; however, 
there still might not be room for a locking mechanism. 
In these cases a lanyard system can be used to provide 
the mechanical connection between the gel liner and 
prosthesis.

Component Selection

Knee components are selected for the longer residual limb 
based on muscular control, limb length and cosmesis. 
Most individuals with long transfemoral limbs or knee 
disarticulation limbs have excellent control of their limbs 
in all planes, and when trained appropriately, can walk 
with a variety of component designs. The components 
for knee disarticulation prostheses are chosen to mini-
mize hardware distally, enhancing its aesthetics. Outside 
(single pivot) hinges (Figure 13-23) are often used in the 
exoskeletal-style knee disarticulation prosthesis. This offers 
the best opportunity to equalize femoral segment lengths, 
but the joints offer no resistance to flexion and extension. 
Low-profile polycentric joints are very popular for this level 
of amputation because they provide for a more natural- 
looking femoral section during sitting. This is because the 
linkages allow the knee unit to fold under the femoral sec-
tion. It must be noted, however, that these polycentric knee 
units also offer increased stability, which might not be nec-
essary for the individual with this residual limb length. 
Care must be taken to appropriately align the prosthesis to 
readily permit knee flexion during the preswing and swing 
phases.

Transfemoral (Above-Knee) 
Amputation

The primary surgical goal of a transfemoral amputation is to 
stabilize the femur while retaining maximal femur length. 
During this procedure the adductor magnus is pulled over 
the end of the femur, with myodesis (suturing muscle to 
bone) to the lateral femur. Myoplasty (suturing of muscle 
to muscle) of the quadriceps and the hamstrings is recom-
mended.41 This procedure provides optimal adductor mag-
nus function and padding of the distal femur. Myoplasty 
alone is inadequate because it does not optimize muscle 
length. It also does not allow for adequate control of the 
femur. If the femur is too mobile within the residual limb, 
the lateral distal femur can be a focus of excessive pressure, 
causing pain, and the transfer of energy into the prosthesis 
is probably compromised.
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Prosthetic Prescription

There are two standard socket designs for transfemoral 
prostheses: the quadrilateral design and the ischial con-
tainment design (Figure 13-24). The quadrilateral socket, 
described in 1955 by Charles Radcliff,74 is designed to 
allow for muscle function and to provide a seat for the 
ischium. The quadrilateral socket has four distinct walls 
with specific biomechanical objectives. The lateral wall 
supports the femur and provides a surface for the abduc-
tor muscles to fire against. The medial wall is in the line 
of progression and supports the adductor region. The 
posterior wall is angled away from the medial wall to 
allow for function of the gluteal tissue, which is critical 
for knee stability. The anterior wall is contoured to com-
press the Scarpa’s triangle bounded by the inguinal liga-
ment, the adductor tendon, and the sartorius. There is 
also relief built into the shape for function of the rectus 
femoris. Compression of the anterior surface provides 
the counter force that maintains the ischium on the pos-
terior shelf.

The ischial containment design was first described as 
the normal shape–normal alignment socket by Ivan Long 
in 1975. There are now multiple variations in the socket 
design for ischial containment sockets.46,66,84,96 However, 
the main biomechanical principle of this design is to 
provide for a bony lock of the ischium in the prosthetic 
socket. Preventing lateral movement of the socket through 
containment of the ischium increases medial lateral stabil-
ity during the stance phase and allows better adduction. 
This is helpful for all amputees, but is even more important 
for individuals with shorter residual limbs and for those 

FIGURE 13-23 Sketch of outside hinges for a knee disarticulation–level 
prosthesis.
ith mild hip abductor weakness. The ischial containment 
ocket is now the most commonly used design.

Ischial containment sockets are often made with a flex-
ble inner socket and external frame (Figure 13-25). The 
exible socket can be made out of a variety of thermoplas-
ic materials. It provides for increased comfort proximally, 
hich is important with the more aggressive ischial con-

ainment designs. The frame can be made out of stiffer 
hermoplastic or laminated materials. Cutouts can be 

ade in the frame posteriorly to provide increased sitting 
omfort, and along the anterior surface to provide freedom 
f movement for rectus femoris contraction.

uspension

uction Suspension

here are various methods for suspending a prosthesis, 
ncluding suction, liners, and belts. Suction suspension 
s the most secure suspension method. A one-way valve is 
laced distally in the socket to allow air to exit the socket 
ut not enter. To don a suction socket, a sock is placed on 
he limb and then the limb is slid into the socket. The sock 
s then pulled out of the valve opening, pulling the tissue 
nto the socket. Variations on the sock-donning method 
nclude the use of a special nylon sock, which makes don-
ing easier by reducing friction; the use of an elastic ban-
age spirally wrapped on the limb and then pulled out 
hrough the opening; and the “wet fit” method, in which 
otion is placed on the limb before it is slid down into the 
ocket. Although wet fit is an easier donning technique, if a 
arge amount of soft tissue is present, it can be pushed up 
nd out of the socket rather than being contained in the 
ocket. This can result in a medial adductor roll, which can 
e a long-term fitting obstacle. The advantage of suction 
uspension is that it is the most secure suspension available 
nd provides for the greatest control of the prosthesis. The 
isadvantage of suction is that it can be difficult to don and 
lso that volume stability is critical for suspension. Volume 
oss can result in loss of suspension, and volume (weight) 

B

IGURE 13-24 Sketch demonstrating location of ischium and pelvis for the 
uadrilateral and ischial containment-style transfemoral sockets.
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gain can result in an adductor roll, lack of distal contact, 
and/or erythema. A vacuum suspension system can also be 
fitted for those at this level of amputation.

Gel or Elastomeric Liner Suspension

As with transtibial prostheses, liners with pins or lanyards 
can be used to suspend a transfemoral prosthesis, and can 
be a useful alternative for those with volume fluctuations. 
If the socket is loose, socks can be added over the liner 
to make an appropriately snug fit. The advantage of the 
lanyard over the pin is that donning can be easier. Engag-
ing a pin into a lock with the presence of more mobile 
tissue of the thigh can be difficult. Additionally, the lock 
mechanism for the pin adds length to the femoral sec-
tion. For longer limbs the lanyard can decrease the added 
length, possibly increasing cosmesis. However, lanyards 
add bulk around the outside of the limb and disrupt the 
smoothness of the thigh section. For both the pin and 
the lanyard, the advantages of liners are the same as for 
transtibial, in that they provide increased shear control, 
increased cushioning, and good suspension. The disad-
vantages are that they require increased maintenance and 
replacement of liners, increase bulk, and pose significant 
hygiene issues. They also potentially decrease rotational 
control, because the covered liners have little friction 
against the socket wall.

Belt Suspension

Belts can be used to suspend a transfemoral prosthesis or 
provide increased medial-lateral stability. There are three 
main types of belts: a total elastic suspension belt, a Sile-
sian belt, and a hip joint and pelvic band (Figure 13-26). 

FIGURE 13-25 Flexible inner socket and rigid frame construction for the 
transfemoral-level prosthesis. This design provides comfort for the more 
aggressive ischial containment socket designs.
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Total elastic suspension belt belts, because they are elas-
tic, provide less secure suspension and medial-lateral 
control. They are typically used more for auxiliary sus-
pension and rotational control. The Silesian belt is made 
of Dacron webbing and can also be used for auxiliary 
suspension. When this belt is used alone for suspension, 
the socket is often worn with a sock ply fit. When better 
medial-lateral control is needed (for a short limb or for 
someone with mild hip abductor weakness), a Silesian 
belt should be used. A high lateral wall also increases 
the effectiveness of the belt in these cases. A hip joint 
and pelvic band should be worn for severe hip abduc-
tor weakness or by active individuals with a very short 
limb. The metal hip joint connects the socket to a metal 
pelvic band and leather belt. This provides the maximum 
medial-lateral stability; however, it also increases bulk 
and weight.

Prosthetic Knees

Knee units can be organized into five classes: outside 
hinges, single axis, polycentric, weight-activated stance, 
and locking. The designs vary in the amount of voluntary 
control required and the amount of inherent stability. Vol-
untary control refers to the ability of the hip extensors to 
actively pull the thigh into extension before and during 
stance phase. Voluntary control stabilizes the prosthetic 
knee unit. The more voluntary control that is available, the 
less inherent stability is required, and vice versa. Outside 
hinges were described in the previous section on knee dis-
articulation prostheses.

Knee mechanisms also have friction to provide resistance 
to excessive knee flexion (heel rise) in swing. Mechanical 
friction is constant and independent of speed, making it 
appropriate for single-speed ambulators. Younger individ-
uals tend to walk at variable speeds, while older individu-
als tend to adopt a single speed for most of their walking. 
For more active variable cadence ambulators, mechanical 
friction does not adapt and provide enough resistance as 
the walking speed is increased or for running. Fluid fric-
tion is used to provide friction proportionate to the veloc-
ity of movement. The fluid used can be air (pneumatic 
systems) or liquid (hydraulic systems). Pneumatic systems 
are lighter and do not need to be sealed, but they can seem 
“bouncy” for the more aggressive walkers because of the 
compressibility of air. Both pneumatic and hydraulic sys-
tems are more expensive and require more maintenance 
then mechanical friction units.

Some knee units also include an extension assist 
(Figure 13-27). An extension assist acts to help limit heel 
rise (similar to friction), and it also helps to initiate and 
ensure full extension. The extension assist can be built into 
the knee or in some cases can be an optional feature. Not 
all knee units can have an extension assist. They are more 
common on knees designed for individuals with less vol-
untary control.

Single-Axis Knees

Single-axis knees have a single axis of rotation similar to 
that of a basic door or hinge joint. Stability is achieved 
only through alignment and voluntary control. A single-
axis knee is typically aligned with the weight line slightly 
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A B C

FIGURE 13-26 Three transfemoral belts: (A) total elastic suspension belt, (B) Silesian belt, and (C) hip joint with pelvic band.
in front of the knee axis. As the voluntary control increases, 
the knee can be moved further anterior to the zero mark, 
where the weight line passes through the knee axis, often 
referred to as trigger. The knee should not be moved ahead 
of this point or instability can occur when the user is 
momentarily distracted.

FIGURE 13-27 Polycentric knee.
Polycentric Knees

Polycentric knees (see Figure 13-27) have more than one 
axis of rotation. Four-bar knees are a subclass of polycentric 
knees. Many polycentric knees have more than four axes. 
The advantages of polycentric knees are that they have a 
mobile center of rotation, provide an effective shortening 
of the prosthesis in swing phase, and fold under themselves 
for increased cosmesis in sitting. Polycentric knees can be 
designed for individuals with short residual limbs by  having 
a center of rotation that is proximal and posterior to the 
mechanical joint axes. This allows for increased stability 
(because the center is posterior) and more voluntary control 
(because the center is proximal and closer to the residual 
limb). They can also be designed for long limbs or knee dis-
articulation amputees, where the center of rotation is close 
to the knee joint but the knee is designed to fold under the 
thigh, leaving a lower sitting profile and improving cosmesis.

Weight-Activated Stance-Control Knees

Weight-activated stance-control knees have a braking 
mechanism that prevents further flexion when weight is 
applied (Figure 13-28). In this figure the extension assist is 
external to the knee along the anterior. The braking mecha-
nism is located internally and can be adjusted to be more 
or less sensitive to the weight required to engage the stance 
control. These knees have occasionally been referred to 
as “safety knees,” but because the possibility of knee flex-
ion remains, this is an inappropriate term and should not 
be used. The braking mechanism of these knees function 
when weight is applied and the knee is flexed less than 
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FIGURE 13-28 Stance-control single-axis knee with extension assist (the 

FIGURE 13-29 Example of a manual locking knee.
wire and springs in front of the knee).
approximately 20 degrees. The sensitivity of this adjust-
ment can be set for each individual user, allowing for 
momentary stability and stumble recovery for those with 
poor balance. The knee should not be aligned or used in a 
manner where every step relies on the breaking mechanism 
to prevent knee flexion, because the wear of the mecha-
nism can cause premature failure and falls.

Manual Locking Knees

Manual locking knees (Figure 13-29) are the most stable 
of the knee designs. These knees have a switch release for 
sitting and snap into place at full extension. They cannot 
be flexed again until the switch release is engaged. Manual 
locking knees compromise gait mechanics because the 
patient must walk with a straight leg. The leg should be 
shorter than the contralateral side to allow clearance. This 
design is only used for those where maximal stability is the 
main goal: those with significant weakness or instability, 
some bilateral amputees, and/or those using the prosthesis 
primarily for transfers.

Microprocessor-Controlled Knees

New microprocessor-controlled knee systems are also avail-
able. One example, the C-leg by Otto Bock (Figure 13-30, 
A), measures the knee joint angle and the forces in the 
pylon to determine the phase of the gait cycle and the speed 
at which the user is ambulating. The microprocessor then 
adjusts valves to control fluid flow within the hydraulic 
knee unit. Another computerized knee, the Rheo Knee by 
Ossur (Figure 13-30, B), is filled with a magnetorheologic 
fluid that changes flow characteristics when a magnetic field 
is applied. This knee also uses measured force and position 
data to determine how to adjust friction for speed or stum-
bling. Instead of controlling valves, however, the micropro-
cessor controls resistance by adjusting the magnetic field 

A B

FIGURE 13-30 Computer-controlled prosthetic knee joints: (A) the C-leg 
and (B) the Rheo. (A,  Courtesy  Otto  Bock  HealthCare. All  rights  reserved. 
B, Courtesy Ossur International.)
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around the fluid. The advantage of computerized knee 
systems is that they allow knee friction to be varied based 
on knee angle, forces, speed, and type of activity. When the 
microprocessor determines that the user is walking faster, 
it increases friction in swing phase, eliminating excessive 
knee flexion. If the microprocessor determines that the user 
has stumbled or is not in a phase of the gait cycle where the 
knee should bend, it can lock the knee (or increase friction 
substantially) to allow for recovery and improved stability. 
These knees can also be set to allow an appropriate friction 
for easier descent of stairs. As microprocessor computing 
power evolves, computer-controlled components will con-
tinue to allow for a more dynamic responsiveness and make 
inadvertent flexion of the knee less likely. The primary dis-
advantages of these microprocessor-controlled knees is that 
they are very expensive, require robust maintenance, and 
are not well suited for wet or grimy environments.

Considerations for Other Component 
Selection

Prosthetic feet and ankle assemblies are the same as for 
transtibial amputation. When additional components 
such as rotators and shock absorbers are used, they should 
be placed distal to the knee but as proximal as possible 
to reduce the apparent weight. An additional component 
available for transfemoral prostheses is a positional rota-
tor, which is added distal to the socket and proximal to the 
knee. By depressing a button, the lower leg can be rotated, 
permitting the legs to be crossed and increasing the ease of 
donning pants and entering and exiting tight spaces such 
as vehicles. Because it adds length to the proximal segment, 
however, it cannot be used for the longest residual limbs.

Transfemoral Prosthesis Alignment

Alignment of the transfemoral prosthesis depends on com-
ponent selection and user strength and ROM. The foot and 
knee are usually aligned outset with respect to the ischium 
in the coronal plane. The foot should be further outset 
(up to approximately the middle of the socket) for those 
with shorter residual limbs or mild abductor weakness. For 
those with moderate abductor weakness or for those with 
a very short limb, however, a Silesian belt or hip joint and 
pelvic band must be used. In the sagittal plane the socket 
should be preflexed 5 degrees from vertical beyond the 
amputee’s hip flexion range. For example, if the amputee 
has a 5 degrees flexion contracture, the prosthesis should be 
aligned with 10 degrees of flexion in the socket. This accom-
modates the loss of knee flexion in late stance at opposite 
heel contact and allows the user to take a normal sound 
side step. If this alignment is not made, the prosthetic user 
might take a short step and, if a flexion contracture is not 
accommodated, can also result in an unstable knee. For 
knee alignment with the quadrilateral socket fitting, the 
trochanter-knee-ankle line is used (Figure 13-31). For this 
alignment a single-axis knee should fall 6 mm posterior 
to a line connecting the greater trochanter and ankle. For 
ischial containment sockets a weight line is typically used. 
The starting point for alignment is a plumb line from the 
bisection of the socket at ischial level. Each knee design has 
a manufacturer-suggested alignment, but generally the knee 
axis should be posterior to this line. Moving the knee axis 
urther posterior increases the stability. A knee positioned 
loser to the weight line requires more voluntary control, 
ut allows easier knee flexion in late stance phase and a 
ore normal appearing gait. During dynamic alignment 

he goal is to have a knee that is stable but easy to control. 
he foot should progress from heel to toe smoothly, and in 
he coronal plane, the pelvis should be maintained close to 
evel, and the foot should be flat on the floor. A list of com-

on gait deviations is presented in Table 13-3.

ip Disarticulation and Transpelvic 
mputation (Hemipelvectomy)

ip disarticulation and hemipelvectomy amputations are 
sually performed on patients with femoral malignancy or 
evere trauma. The basic technique for hip disarticulation 
as described by Boyd.11 The wound is generally closed 
ith the gluteus maximus being sutured to remnant of the 

dductor muscles to provide padding to the residual tissue.
Hemipelvectomies vary greatly in the amount of bone 

emoved. They range from focal osteotomy to a complete 
ransaction of the pelvis that spares only the sacrum. Pelvic 
adiographs to determine which bony structures are miss-
ng and which remain for weight-bearing can be helpful for 
he prosthetic socket design.

For the hip disarticulation level of amputation, the pelvis 
hould be intact. In some cases, those with short transfemo-
al amputation (when there is not enough femur length to 
ontrol a transfemoral prosthesis) can be fitted with a hip 

IGURE 13-31 Trochanter-knee-ankle alignment. For the knee to be stable, 
he line between the trochanter mark and the ankle must pass in front of the 
nee axis.
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Table 13-3   Common Gait Deviations for the Patient With a Transtibial Amputation
Gait Deviation Prosthetic Causes Amputee Causes

Lateral trunk bending: excessive bending 
occurs laterally away from midline toward 
prosthetic side

Prosthesis too short
Improperly shaped lateral wall fails to support femur
Lack of ischial support (high medial wall cause amputee to hold 

prosthesis away to avoid ramus pressure)
Prosthesis aligned in abduction, causing a wide-based gait

Inadequate balance
Abduction contracture
Residual limb painful
Short limb can fail to provide sufficient 

lever arm for the pelvis.
Poor gait habit

Abducted gait: wide-based gait with prosthe-
sis held away from body at all time (stance 
and swing)

Prosthesis too long
Too much abduction built into prosthesis
Lack of ischial support (high medial wall can cause amputee to 

hold prosthesis away to avoid ramus pressure)
Improperly shaped lateral wall fails to support femur.
Pelvic band can be positioned too far away from the body.

Abduction contracture
Poor gait habit

Circumducted gait: the swinging of the pros-
thesis laterally in a wide arc, returning to 
vertical for stance phase

Prosthesis too long
Too much alignment stability or friction in the knee, making it 

difficult to bend in swing phase
Extension aid too strong

Abduction contracture
Lack of confidence for flexing the knee 

because of muscle weakness or fear 
of stubbing the toe

Poor gait habit

Vaulting Prosthesis too long
Inadequate suspension
Excessive knee stability caused by alignment, excessive knee 

 friction, or an excessive extension assist

Poor gait habit
Fear of stubbing the toe
Residual limb pain

Rotation of the prosthetic foot at heel strike Heel too firm
Too much toe out
Loose socket fit
Posterior socket tightness

User can extend limb too vigorously 
at heel strike.

Poor muscle control of the limb

Uneven arm swing, with arm on prosthetic 
side held close to the body

Improperly fitting socket
Poor suspension

Poor balance
Fear and insecurity accompanied by 

uneven timing
Poor gait habit

Uneven timing, characterized by a short 
stance phase on the prosthetic side

Improperly fitting socket
Weak extension aid or insufficient friction can cause excessive 

heel rise and result in a longer amount of time spent on the 
sound side.

Knee instability

Weak residual limb
User cannot have developed good 

balance.
Fear and insecurity
Pain

Uneven heel rise Knee joint can have insufficient friction.
Inadequate extension aid

User can be using more power than 
necessary to force the knee into 
flexion.

Terminal swing impact, characterized by rapid 
forward movement of the shin allowing 
the knee to reach maximum extension 
with too much force before heel strike

Insufficient knee friction
Knee extension aid can be too strong.

User can deliberately and forcibly 
extend residual limb to ensure full 
extension of knee.

Instability of the prosthetic knee, which cre-
ates a danger of falling

Knee joint can be aligned anterior to weight line or trochanter-
knee-ankle line.

Insufficient initial flexion can have been built into the socket.
Heel can be too firm, causing the knee to buckle at heel strike.
Foot keel can be too soft, allowing knee flexion to occur late in 

stance.

User can have weak hip extensors.
Severe flexion contracture can cause 

instability.

Medial or lateral whip: these are best 
observed as the user walks away. A medial 
whip is present when the heel travels 
medially on initial flexion at the beginning 
of swing phase, and a lateral whip exists 
when the heel moves laterally.

Lateral whips occur from excessive internal rotation of the knee 
with respect to the socket.

Medial whips can result from excessive external rotation of the 
knee.

Socket can fit too tightly, reflecting limb rotation.
Excessive valgus in the prosthesis can contribute.
Socket can have been donned improperly.

Faulty gait habits can result in whips.

Foot slap: a rapid descent of the anterior of 
the foot at heel strike

Plantar flexion resistance is too soft (heel too soft). User can be driving the prosthesis into 
the ground at heel strike to ensure 
knee stability.

Drop-off at the end of stance: downward 
movement of the trunk as the body moves 
forward over the prosthesis

Inadequate limitation of dorsiflexion of the foot
Keel of the foot can be too short or too soft.
Socket can have been placed too far anterior with respect to the 

foot.

None

Continued
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Gait Deviation Prosthetic Causes Amputee Causes

Long prosthetic step (or short sound side 
step): the user takes a longer step with the 
prosthesis than the sound leg.

Insufficient flexion included in the socket A flexion contracture that cannot be 
accommodated prosthetically

Excessive trunk extension: during stance 
phase the user creates excessive, active 
lumbar lordosis.

Improperly shaped posterior wall causing forward rotation of the 
pelvis to avoid full weight-bearing on the ischium

Insufficient initial flexion built into the socket

Hip flexor tightness
Weak hip extensors, substituted for by 

lumbar erector spinae
Weak abdominal muscles
Poor gait habit
Poor balance

External rotation of the foot at heel off: 
viewed from posterior, the heel is seen to 
rotate internally before swing phase.

Insufficient flexion included in the socket Hip flexor tightness

Courtesy Northwestern University Prosthetic-Orthotic Center, Chicago, IL.

Table 13-3   Common Gait Deviations—cont’d
A B

FIGURE 13-32 Hip disarticulation–level prosthesis. (A) Front view. (B) Side 
view.

disarticulation prosthesis. The hip disarticulation and hemi-
pelvectomy socket must allow for weight-bearing during 
stance phase, provide coronal plane stability during stance 
phase, and provide suspension during swing phase. When 
the ischium is present (for hip disarticulation and some 
hemipelvectomy cases), it can provide a loading surface and 
increase medial-lateral stability. Some weight must also be 
applied along the lateral surface of the torso. Typically the 
socket wraps around the pelvis (Figure 13-32), with loading 
occurring above the iliac crest, and medial-lateral stability 
occurring through loading of the iliac fossa. For hemipel-
vectomy fittings where a significant portion of the pelvis has 
been removed, the trim-lines should continue to just below 
the costal margin and further include the abdominal tissue. 
The higher trim-lines ensure more area for weight-bearing.

The hip joint is mounted anteriorly on the socket and 
the thigh, then folds forward for sitting. For ambulation 
the prosthesis length should be at least 0.5 to 1 inch shorter 
than the sound side to allow floor clearance. This is neces-
sary because it can be difficult to initiate prosthetic knee 
flexion. At heel contact the knee should be fully extended, 
and a soft heel should be used to further ensure knee 
stability. When the hip extension stop has been engaged 
and after opposite heel contact, the user pushes into the 
back of the socket to provide a knee flexion moment and 
allow knee flexion to be initiated. If the hip extension stop 
engages too early (before midstance), the knee can buckle. 
If it engages too late (after midstance), initiation of knee 
flexion can be difficult. During swing phase the knee has 
to fully extend before momentum can be transferred to the 
hip flexion. For this reason the leg should be initially set 
shorter than the sound side for clearance.

Translumbar Amputation 
(Hemicorporectomy)

The translumbar amputation is essentially an ablation of 
the caudal 50% of the human body, including the legs, pel-
vis, and genitourinary and reproductive organs. It is also 
termed hemicorporectomy, although in this case the “hemi” 
refers to the lower half of the body as opposed to half of 
one side being amputated. The lower half of the body with 
pelvis is removed, with creation of a colostomy and a uri-
nary diversion stoma for bowel and bladder elimination.99

Individuals with a translumbar level of amputation typ-
ically do not ambulate as a primary means of transporta-
tion. However, they can be fitted with a prosthetic socket 
to increase loading surface area for wheelchair sitting. This 
can help prevent the occurrence of decubitus ulceration 
and can also assist with upright posture. Some individu-
als can be fitted with prosthetic components, including hip 
joints and manual locking knees, so that they can ambu-
late with a walker and a swing-to gait pattern.

Bilateral Amputee Considerations

The occurrence of bilateral transtibial amputations unfor-
tunately is becoming increasingly common. Literature 
shows that between 28% and 51% of individuals with 
diabetic amputations lose their contralateral limb within 
5 years of their first limb amputation.78 This population 
of patients requires that attention be paid to techniques 
that preserve the alternate limb (see Chapter 57). Bilateral 
amputees do not have a noninvolved side to compensate 
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for the limitations of a prosthesis, especially the loss of 
ankle motion. A torsion pylon or foot with ankle motion 
in various planes is often recommended because it assists 
the patient in attempting to compensate for these lost 
motions. Multiaxial feet or ankles used to be thought of as 
being contraindicated for bilateral lower limb amputees, 
because it was thought that solid ankle systems were nec-
essary for the amputee to be able to stand stably within a 
secure base of support. However, with proper fitting and 
training, they have proven to be a beneficial addition. 
Without the sensory feedback, however, some individuals 
feel unsteady and prefer solid ankle systems.

Prosthetic alignment can enhance stability in the bilat-
eral amputee. Prosthetic feet can be placed further pos-
terior and in initial dorsiflexion to shift the individual’s 
center of mass forward during quiet standing. When fit-
ting ankles to this patient population, the component that 
contributes toward ankle plantar flexion should be soft 
to enable the foot to easily plantar flex. If the bumper is 
stiff, the foot will not plantar flex as easily, and the forces 
will be transmitted to the posterior aspect of the prosthetic 
knee. These forces will tend to create an external knee flex-
ion moment that must be controlled by the wearer. Con-
versely, the dorsiflexion bumper can be softer to allow 
individuals to lean into the prostheses during ambulation. 
This also enables them to traverse inclines easier because 
they can roll over the foot more easily. For all levels of 
bilateral lower limb loss, it is often recommended that the 
prostheses be set with less initial inset of the prosthetic 
feet with respect to the sockets. This allows individuals to 
maintain a wider base of support and thus create better 
stability while wearing their prostheses. Going from sit to 
stand is one of the most demanding tasks for a bilateral 
amputee. It is obvious that bilateral lower limb amputees 
can choose their height, and being willing to be a few 
inches shorter can be helpful in allowing for an easier sit-
to-stand transition. This also lowers the center of gravity a 
little, adding to stability in gait.

When a patient has had one transtibial and one trans-
femoral amputation, concerns with transfemoral fittings 
(such as control of the knee during initial contact and 
loading response) are even more problematic. Balance and 
stumble recovery are more difficult. The major difference 
in this type of fitting is the length of the prostheses. The 
user can have difficulty initiating knee flexion on the pros-
thetic knee. Therefore the transfemoral prosthesis should be 
made slightly shorter than the transtibial side so there are 
no issues with swing phase clearance of the transfemoral 
prosthesis.

Although gait with bilateral transfemoral prostheses can 
be difficult, younger, stronger people with long residual 
limbs can walk surprising well and become unlimited com-
munity ambulators without the use of a gait aid (although 
most use a cane outdoors). With shorter residual limbs 
a more supportive gait aid is generally needed, such as 
crutches or a walker. It is very difficult for bilateral trans-
femoral amputees secondary to vascular disease to ambu-
late with prostheses. Older amputees generally have less 
strength and more comorbidities (such as impaired cardiac 
function) that further impair their ability to use prosthe-
ses. Nevertheless, appropriate patients (those who are not 
obese, have reasonable residual limb length, and have fair 
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strength) who are very motivated and understand the poten-
tial risks of bilateral transfemoral amputee gait should be 
given the opportunity to attempt ambulation. Most of these 
patients will be successful, at least to some degree.

One way to facilitate a successful bilateral transfemoral 
prosthetic gait is to start with very short prostheses called 
“stubbies” (Figure 13-33). Stubbies are prostheses that are 
close to the ground, with the foot component attached 
directly to the distal end of the transfemoral socket (or 
close enough to make the height of the prosthesis even with  
the contralateral side). These training prostheses bring the 
center of mass closer to the ground, providing more stabil-
ity for ambulation. The feet are initially mounted in reverse 
to keep the center of mass farther back in the user’s base 
of support and to minimize the risk of falling backward. 
There are no knees in stubbies. Thus the user does not have 
to concentrate on controlling the prosthetic knee and pre-
venting the knee from flexing. Patients begin by focusing on 
socket fit and basic ambulation skills. As progress is made, 
the devices are raised to greater height, the feet are reversed 
to a forward-pointing direction, and knee units are added 
one at a time (usually on the longer residual limb first). 
Eventually the devices are raised to the desired final height, 
and the amputee can progress to using knees with less inher-
ent stability, as well as using less restrictive gait aids. This is 
a long and time-consuming process that demands commit-
ment from both the patient and the rehabilitation team.

Energy Expenditure

The effect of amputation on the energy cost of ambulation 
is significant. Typically the cost of ambulation is measured 
in oxygen consumption. Although various measurement 

FIGURE 13-33 Stubbies: bilateral transfemoral prosthesis with no knees and 
the feet mounted backward.
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techniques exist, usually the volume of air inhaled and 
the amount of carbon dioxide exhaled is used to calculate 
energy expenditure and is subsequently scaled as a func-
tion of body mass. The results can be reported as a function 
of distance or as a rate of oxygen consumption.

With respect to rate of oxygen consumption, individu-
als with an amputation typically walk slower to keep their 
rate of oxygen consumption comparable to that of healthy 
controls. Individuals with or without amputation tend to 
self-select a comfortable walking speed that provides a 
comparable rate of oxygen consumption.101 In addition, 
the relative energy cost, defined as the rate of consump-
tion divided by the maximum aerobic capacity, is compa-
rable for amputations with a traumatic etiology and those 
with a vascular etiology. the only exception being that 
transfemoral amputations with a vascular etiology have 
a higher relative energy cost.101 Some studies have found 
that younger patients with amputations related to trauma 
can walk with a higher oxygen consumption rate but at a 
faster pace than those with older patients with amputa-
tion or patients with amputation secondary to vascular 
problems, but at a slower pace than healthy controls.100

While the rate of oxygen consumption tends to be simi-
lar across individuals, those with amputation incur a larger 
oxygen cost per distance than a nonamputee walking at the 
same speed. Individuals with vascular amputations have 
higher oxygen consumption per distance than those with 
traumatic amputations.101 Unilateral traumatic transtibial 
amputees use approximately 25% more energy to walk the 
same distance as nonamputees. This increases to 63% for 
traumatic transfemoral amputees. Vascular transtibial and 
transfemoral amputees use up to 40% and 120% more 
energy, respectively.100,102

In addition to oxygen consumption and rate, maximal 
aerobic capacity influences an individual’s ability to per-
form with a prosthesis. This capacity decreases with both 
age and vascular involvement.101 As such, older patients 
with higher level amputations have less aerobic capacity and 
are closer to their anaerobic threshold when ambulating.

Recreational activities

People with lower limb loss can enjoy most recreational 
activities with conventional prostheses, but some compo-
nents are better suited than others for different activities. 
High-level activity functions require very secure suspen-
sion for safe participation. Suction-type suspension sys-
tems are generally preferred. Sports involving running and 
jumping are best served by high-profile dynamic response 
feet. For transfemoral amputees, running requires a high-
performance variable cadence (hydraulic) knee. Competi-
tive running is a sport where a dedicated prosthetic foot 
is seen. These feet are custom-made to provide the correct 
energy return for the individual’s weight and running style. 
Most designs lack a heel because during short runs, force is 
only applied to the toes (Figure 13-34). This makes stop-
ping and standing difficult, especially for bilateral ampu-
tees. Insurance companies rarely fund these dedicated 
devices, and cost can make personal purchase prohibitive. 
Competitive athletes that require dedicated devices like a 
running foot are often sponsored by companies that sup-
ply the componentry.
Golf is a very popular sport for many amputees, includ-
ing dysvascular amputees. The National Amputee Golf 
Association (see Box 13-1) exists to assist people with this 
sport and sponsors many events. While golfing can be done 
with most prostheses, the addition of a tibial rotation unit 
can be helpful because it allows the necessary tibial rota-
tion to occur during the swing of the golf club.

Racket sports are demanding, and the use of dynamic 
response feet is recommended. Amputees must decide 
which type of dynamic response foot works better for 
them. They can use the multiaxial dynamic response foot 
that allows medial-lateral motion for aggressive lateral 
motions, or the high-profile dynamic response foot that is 
better for running and jumping.

Although most amputees enjoy swimming without the 
use of a prosthesis, a water leg is useful for the beach or 
being around water. This can be a prosthesis with water-
resistant components or even just a pull-up covering that 
keeps the prosthesis reasonably dry. Prostheses for use with 
swimming are also made and include ankles that allow the 
foot to be plantar flexed for a kicking position. The Lei-
sure Activity Ankle (Figure 13-35) has a design that can be 
incorporated into modular prostheses. The design permits 
the ankle to be locked in a neutral or plantar-flexed pos-
ture with the turn of a lever. The neutral position is used 
for limited ambulation, while the plantar-flexed position is 
designed to be used in water activities such as scuba diving. 
Because most prosthetic devices are not waterproof, dedi-
cated sockets and attachments are required. Often hollow 
exoskeletal designs are used, which eliminate most of the 
metal components. It is also necessary to design a construc-
tion that can fill with water and drain easily to limit the 
effects of buoyancy of the limb. Some swimmers attach a 
fin directly to the end of their residual limb, eliminating the 
need for a dedicated prosthesis. All of these components 
are typically used by recreational swimmers and scuba div-
ers, because competitive swimmers are not allowed to use 
assistive devices.

Individuals with a prosthesis sometimes struggle with 
bike riding because the prosthetic foot is difficult to 
keep on the pedal, especially for transfemoral amputees. 

FIGURE 13-34 Sprinting foot (Cheetah foot). (Courtesy Ossur International.)
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Recreational bikers can either use cages to help keep the 
foot from sliding off the pedal, or biking shoes with cleats 
that lock onto the pedal. This creates a safety concern, how-
ever, because the lock can be difficult to disengage. Some-
times an old prosthesis can be dedicated to bike riding 
and aligned in a more advantageous position. Competitive 
cyclists are usually fitted with extremely rigid feet (to better 
transfer forces to the pedals) and shoe cleats that are built 
directly into the bottom of the foot.

Recreational activities should always be kept in mind 
when determining the functional level of the amputee and 
the recommended components. Although not all things 
can be done for all people because of limb length, weight, 
financial considerations, etc., an effort should be made to 
recommend a device that allows the amputee to return to 
as many activities as possible. Additional therapy should 
also be considered to assist the amputee with sport and 
leisure activities as needed.

Pediatric Amputation

General

Differences between fitting adults and fitting children with 
prostheses truly exist. Although it is important to involve 
family members of adults who have had amputations, it is 
imperative that the family, more specifically the parents, 
be involved in the decision making and fitting of their 
child’s prosthesis. These decisions will surround not only 
the prosthetic intervention, but in many limb anomalies 
will involve potential surgical intervention. The various 
limb anomalies and configurations without or after sur-
gery create challenges to the prosthetist. Additionally, the 
unpredictable growth of the child must be factored into the 
decision making of the design. In most instances, in pedi-
atric fittings, some type of growth compensation is made 
(e.g., growth liners, distal end pads and modular fittings).

The etiology behind pediatric amputations is much dif-
ferent than for in the adult populuation. Congenital anom-
alies are responsible for most pediatric amputations, and 

FIGURE 13-35 The Leisure Activity Ankle. This unit allows for locking in 
plantar flexion for swimming. (Courtesy Ortho Enterprises,  Abington, Oxford-
shire, UK.)
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most prosthetic fittings are made for children with these 
anomalies. Acquired amputation from trauma and tumors 
are less frequent in the pediatric population.

Classifications of Limb Deficiencies

There have been many ways of describing limb deficiencies 
in the past, but currently there are two main headings for 
these classifications under the International Organization 
for Standardization and the International Society for Pros-
thetics and Orthotics classification of congenital limb defi-
ciency: transverse and longitudinal.47 Transverse deficiencies 
are defined as normal development until the point of the 
deficiency, beyond which the normal anatomy does not 
exist. These transverse deficiencies present as guillotine-type 
amputations, in the fact that no segments distal to the ampu-
tation site exist. Most of the causes for these are unknown 
and are thought to have resulted from vascular disruptions 
in utero. Transverse deficiency can also result from amniotic 
band syndrome, where the limb bud is caught in a band 
that constricts it and prevents normal development. Other 
regions of the body can experience this banding as well.

Longitudinal deficiencies are defined as the absence 
of skeletal anatomy within the long axis of a limb and in 
some cases include normal anatomy distal to the affected 
bone or bones. As described, the longitudinal deficiencies 
are a random absence of bony structures. These types of 
deficiencies are usually of unknown origin and are com-
monly treated with some type of surgical correction. Lon-
gitudinal deficiencies are more common than transverse 
lower limb amputations and are described below in order 
of their frequency of occurrence.

Common Lower Limb Deficiencies

Longitudinal Deficiency of the Fibula

Longitudinal deficiency of the fibula is the most common 
long bone absence39 (Figure 13-36). It is often associated 
with other anomalies present including a deformed foot 
(usually with absent lateral ray[s]), valgus angulation at 
the knee, anterior (kyphoscoliotic) bowing of the tibia, 
a subcutaneous dimple over the apex of the tibia, ipsi-
lateral femoral shortening, and limited hip internal rota-
tion. The two most common treatments for this anomaly 
are some form of ankle disarticulation amputation, or 
lengthening with an external fixator and often subsequent 
ankle arthrodesis (fusion). There are conflicting opinions 
regarding the outcome of these two interventions. If the 
family elects to proceed with the ankle disarticulation, 
the child can be fitted with a prosthesis shortly thereaf-
ter. The more traditional Syme’s amputation for children 
with fibular deficiencies has proven to be very beneficial. 
Migration of the heel pad posterior-proximally has some-
times led surgeons to perform Boyd procedures to ensure 
the centralization of the heel pad. Once fitted with a pros-
thesis, the child is able to walk with a relatively normal 
gait. Although there are space limitations for prosthetic 
feet while the child is very young, the natural occurrence 
of ipsilateral femoral shortening or the use of an epiphys-
iodesis can lead to adequate room for most prosthetic 
foot designs as the child matures. Other factors that can 
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compromise the prosthetic fittings are the lack of ability 
to end-bear as the child gets larger, and the increased genu 
valgum resulting from the absence of a lateral stabilizer. 
This valgus attitude, combined with a long residual limb 
and an appropriate prosthetic alignment, creates a large 
bump on the lateral aspect of the prosthesis, compromis-
ing cosmesis.

Longitudinal Deficiency of the Femur (Proximal 
Femoral Focal Deficiency)

Proximal femoral focal deficiency (PFFD), the second 
most common congenital deficiency of the lower limb, 
is a prosthetic, surgical, and rehabilitative challenge. 
PFFD is a congenital deficiency that can present in a large 
variety of ways, primarily with a clinical presentation 
of hip flexion, abduction, and external rotation. Several 
methods of classifications for femoral malformation or 
PFFD have been described. Aitken’s method is the most 
broadly accepted (Figure 13-37).2 Aitken classified the 
PFFD levels according to acetabular and femoral involve-
ment. This classification of A through D is designed with 
class A being the least involved and class D being the 
most severely involved. In addition to the femoral and 
acetabular involvement, the aforementioned longitudinal 
deficiency of the fibula is present in a large percentage of 
individuals with PFFD. Because of this severe instability 
and proximal position of the foot, surgical intervention 
is often recommended to reshape the acetabulum, disar-
ticulate the foot, fuse the knee, and/or rotate the foot pos-
teriorly. These interventions vary based on clinical setting, 
geographic location, cultural issues related to body image, 
and parental wishes.

If no surgical intervention is performed, the prosthesis 
will be fitted around the involved hip and encompass the 
affected foot. This “foot-in-foot” prosthesis will require 
an ankle-foot type of socket and have a prosthetic foot 
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FIGURE 13-36 Amputation level commonly seen for a fibular deficiency.
distal to the socket. Many of these first fittings involve 
a shoe lift because of the lack of space distally, and will 
later progress into an extension prosthesis with the pros-
thetic foot distal to the socket. In early fittings, articulated 
joints can be added to provide a knee joint. This can be 
accomplished by using outside hinges, as an endoskeletal 
prosthetic knee will create a femoral length discrepancy. 
If the femoral length is short enough, there might eventu-
ally be space for an endoskeletal knee beneath the foot 
plate.

Syme’s amputation is commonly performed on the 
PFFD limb to ablate the foot and provide a bulbous 
residual end for end-bearing and suspension. This is per-
formed at approximately 1 year of age to prevent the child’s 
dependence on his or her foot and allow early prosthetic 
fitting. The same prosthetic designs are used as were used  
when fitting a child with Syme’s amputation when no 
surgical intervention was performed. Fitting without and 
with knee units progresses as the child grows and length 
permits. Subsequent surgeries are often performed in addi-
tion to the Syme’s amputation, including hip reconstruc-
tion, knee fusion to create a singular lever arm inside the 
prosthetic socket, and possibly epiphysiodeses to equalize 
femoral lengths at full maturity.

The third most common intervention for PFFD is to 
perform a rotationplasty of the foot 180 degrees (Figure 
13-38). This procedure, popularized by Van Nes,97 allows 
children to use their ankle as a knee unit. To ensure success 
of a rotationplasty, the hip joint and ankle joint integrity 
must not be compromised. The ankle dorsiflexors will be 
used as knee flexors, while the ankle plantar flexors will be 
used as knee extensors. It is critically important for these 
individuals to maintain ankle strength and ROM for this 
procedure to be a success. Once again, individuals can be 
successfully fitted with a prosthesis that has outside hinges. 
They might also need an endoskeletal knee below the foot 
complex to provide increased knee flexion to enter tight 
spaces such as cars.

Class A Class B Class C Class D

FIGURE 13-37 The classification levels for proximal femoral focal deficiency.
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Longitudinal Deficiency of the Tibia

A longitudinal deficiency of the tibia is the last of the three 
more common lower limb deficiencies. Tibial deficien-
cies also present in many different forms but are defined 
primarily by whether the tibia is completely or partially 
absent. This distinction, however, cannot be possible until 
the child is approximately 2 years of age because of the 
slow ossification rate of the proximal tibial.

Partial longitudinal deficiency of the tibia has a variety of 
recommended surgical interventions, most of which result 
in amputation surgery below the knee. If the fibular section 
is much longer than the tibial section, a surgical synostosis 
(bone fusion) can be performed between the tibia and fib-
ula, along with ablation of the foot, to create an ankle dis-
articulation–style limb. After osseous stabilization, these 
individuals would then require an ankle disarticulation 
prosthesis, with the benefit of having room at the distal 
end of their residual limb to incorporate a full-size pros-
thetic foot. If the fibula is approximately the same length 
as the tibia, the nonfunctional foot is usually amputated 
and the heel pad retained to provide a transtibial length 
residual limb with end-bearing capabilities. The outcomes 
of this level of amputation can be quite good with a few 
minor complications. Often the tibia and fibula syndes-
mose (form a union between bones with fibrous connec-
tive tissue) distally, creating a union that grows medially. 
The proximal fibula then begins to grow proximally and 
laterally, creating a lateral projection of the fibular head  
and a varus curvature to the limbs.

A complete longitudinal deficiency of the tibia pro-
vides the clinic team with one of the most obvious surgi-
cal recommendations. A knee disarticulation amputation 
is almost always recommended for these children, because 
the fibular segment will not be able to sustain the weight of 
the individual at full maturity. The child is then fitted with a 
knee disarticulation–style prosthesis after the amputation. 

Other leg or
knee location

Foot
rotation

Posterier

FIGURE 13-38 Example of the Van Nes rotationplasty technique that is per-
formed on individuals with proximal femoral focal deficiency. This technique 
uses the ankle to function as the knee.
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These knee disarticulation fittings and components are 
similar to those described in the previous section on knee 
disarticulations. The one difference is that early on in the 
fittings, the child will not have room for a knee, and smaller 
joints (e.g., upper limb single-pivot hinges) will be used for 
the child’s articulation.

Hip Disarticulation and Hemipelvectomy

It is rare to see a child with a congenital hip disarticula-
tion or hemipelvectomy. Many times these anomalies are 
associated with other involvements, such as sacral agen-
esis. The selection of components for these younger chil-
dren is quite limited, as is their ability to ambulate with 
the prostheses. It is essential for these children to remain 
well fitted, because any significant weight gain greatly 
decreases their ability to fit well into and ambulate with 
their prosthesis.

Acquired Amputations

Trauma

There are many ways a child can receive a traumatic ampu-
tation; however, a few occur more frequently than others. 
Accidents involving lawn mowers occur quite frequently 
and often psychologically involve additional family mem-
bers in the trauma. Usually the child was invited to assist 
with or ride on a lawn mower, and a partial foot amputa-
tion was the unfortunate result. These levels of partial feet 
vary, and treatment is similar to that of adult partial foot 
amputations. Trains are also a source of traumatic ampu-
tations in children. There still exists a fairly large appeal  
for adolescents and teens to try and jump onto trains. uni-
lateral and bilateral transfemoral amputations often result 
from these failed attempts. These limbs are also fitted simi-
lar to those of the adult population.

Tumors

The two most common tumor-related reasons for ampu-
tation in children are osteogenic sarcoma and Ewing sar-
coma. Osteogenic sarcoma can appear at any level, but is 
typically seen at or around the knee. The more common 
treatment for this malignancy is a transfemoral amputa-
tion above the site of the tumor. Ewing sarcoma tradition-
ally is found higher in the lower limb. If individuals survive 
the treatment, they often must undergo a hip disarticula-
tion amputation as part of the lifesaving process.

Training and  Treatment Goals

Training for children is, in most cases, playing outside 
and participating in daily activities. The initial training for 
children requiring prostheses below the knee is minimal. 
They will begin with a very abducted gait pattern at first 
and then progress to a more normal gait as they mature. 
Children with amputations above the knee, at various 
PFFD levels or hip disarticulation, require more formal-
ized gait training. All of these children are encouraged to 
use the prostheses for pull-to-stand activities, which occur 
anywhere from 8 to 18 months. The children’s progress 
will be based on their limb lengths, strength, and ROM in 
their affected limb.
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The goal for children with ankle disarticulation and 
transtibial fittings is to ambulate with a normal gait. Many 
of these children learn to walk very well and go unnoticed 
by the general population by the time they reach ado-
lescence. The children with PFFD limbs and prostheses 
often have to endure poor gait mechanics until their bone 
growth reaches an acceptable length for surgical interven-
tion. When the timing is appropriate, epiphysiodeses and 
fusions can be performed to create singular limb segments 
inside the prosthesis. This affords the child better leverage 
and control of the prosthesis. Children with transfemoral 
and hip disarticulation levels are encouraged to achieve as 
normal a gait as possible. Many of the children with trans-
femoral amputations from a congenital deficiency, trauma, 
or tumor can achieve a fairly normal gait pattern. Children 
with hip disarticulations are not as successful, relying on 
assistive devices such as canes, crutches, and wheelchairs.

Psychosocial Issues

The Family

A child under the care of a family member or guardian cre-
ates situations outside the prosthetic fitting that directly 
affect what transpires during the fitting. The guilt of giving 
birth to a child with a congenital limb deficiency weighs 
heavily on many of the parents. Parents need frequent reas-
surance that they did nothing wrong during pregnancy to 
cause the deformity; indeed, the causative agent is rarely 
ever known. Involvement in support groups and larger 
clinical settings is strongly encouraged so that families 
realize the benefits of prosthetic fitting and their successful 
outcomes. If these groups or larger clinics do not exist in 
their area, contact with other families via telephone or in 
person can prove very beneficial to a parent or expectant 
parent of a child with a limb deficiency. Professional fam-
ily and psychological counseling should be recommended 
when needed, and genetic counseling can be reassuring to 
families, especially if more children are desired.

The Child

The psychosocial adjustment of children with limb defi-
ciencies varies greatly from child to child and anomaly to 
anomaly. Some children are able to accept themselves as 
they are and function in society regardless of what others 
might think or say. Other children with congenital deficien-
cies or acquired amputations who become adults might 
attempt to hide their amputation and prosthetic fitting. 
This deception can drive some amputees to miss school or 
work because they do not want their fellow classmates or 
coworkers to know about their need for a prosthesis. The 
emotional well-being of all amputees should be closely 
monitored by the rehabilitation team. When problems 
occur, counseling, peer counseling, support groups, and 
even pharmacologic therapy should be initiated as needed.
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CHAPTER 14

UPPER LIMB ORTHOTIC DEVICES
Brian M. Kelly,  Atul T. Patel, and Carole V. Dodge
This chapter provides a guide for prescribing and the 
basic principles for using upper limb orthotic devices, 
commonly known as splints or braces. The word orthosis 
(derived from the Greek orthos, meaning to correct or make 
straight) encompasses the full spectrum of devices cur-
rently fabricated by therapists and orthotists.16 As defined 
by the International Standards Organization of the Inter-
national Society for Prosthetics and Orthotics, an orthosis 
is any externally applied device used to modify structural 
and functional characteristics of the neuromuscular skel-
etal system.30 Orthosis—or alternatively, orthotic device—is 
the preferred term.21 The terms splint and brace are less pre-
ferred because they imply mere immobilization and do not 
suggest either improved function or restoration of mobility. 
However, these terms remain common, and in this chapter 
we use the terms orthotic device and splint interchangeably.

Principles and Indications

The objectives of upper limb orthotic applications can be 
classified into three major areas: protection, correction, 
and assistance with function.
 •  Protection: Orthotic devices can provide compressive 

forces and traction in a controlled manner, protecting 
the impaired joint or body part. Restricting or prevent-
ing joint motion allows for corrective alignment and 
serves to prevent deformity. Protective orthoses can 
also stabilize unstable bony components and promote 
healing of soft tissues and bones.

 •  Correction: Orthoses help in correcting joint contrac-
tures and subluxation of joints or tendons, assisting in 
the prevention and reduction of joint deformities.

 •  Assistance with function: Orthoses can assist function 
by compensating for deformity, muscle weakness, or 
increased muscle tone.
Physicians prescribe orthotic devices based on their 

knowledge of diagnosis and preferred treatment. Other 
health professionals, including occupational therapists 
and orthotists, are involved in the design and application 
of these devices.

Classification

We use many different terms to describe upper limb orthotic 
devices. We call them by the joint they cover, the function 
they provide (e.g., immobilization), or the  condition they 
treat. Some are named by their appearance (e.g., banjo or 
sugar tong), and still others bear the name of the person 
who designed them (e.g., Kleinert).28
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Most splints are known by their common names (Table 
14-1)—names that have evolved over time. But such 
names are not fully informative, are not systematic, and 
are not even universally accepted. This lack of a universally 
accepted terminology often presents a communication 
barrier between the physician and other health profession-
als. Consequently, more systematic naming systems have 
been developed that classify orthotic devices according to 
anatomic region or to purpose and function. Table 14-1 
compares the common names of several orthotic devices 
with those in three other naming systems.

The simplest naming system is that developed by the 
International Organization for Standards. It reports the 
anatomic region the orthotic device encompasses. A 
 wrist-hand orthosis, for example, is called a WHO.32 This 
system, however, fails to define the purpose or function of 
the orthosis.

In 1991 the American Society of Hand Therapists 
(ASHT) published the ASHT Splint Classification System.1 
This system provides standard nomenclature for splints 
based on function. It classifies splints by characteristics 
(e.g., articular or nonarticular) and location of the body 
part covered. A humeral fracture brace, for example, is iden-
tified as a nonarticular splint—humerus. It also identifies 
the direction of the force applied, and whether the splint 
is for mobilization, immobilization, or restriction. In this 
system a long arm splint (Figure 14-1) is characterized as 
a 45-degree elbow flexion immobilization. The problem 
with the system is that one splint design can provide many 
different functions.10

Biomechanical and Anatomic 
Considerations

Health care personnel involved in the fabrication and 
application of orthotic devices need a good understand-
ing of biomechanics and anatomy as well as the physio-
logic response to tissue healing. They also need technical 
and creative skills that allow them to design and fabricate 
orthotic devices that can win the patient’s acceptance and 
satisfy the treatment goals. In the United States upper limb 
splinting is performed by occupational therapists, certified 
hand therapists, orthotists, and some physical therapists. 
Physicians ordering these devices need to understand the 
technical factors involved in fabrication and fitting. Some 
of these are listed here.
 •  The wrist will act as the keystone for hand position-

ing and outlines the basis for all splinting, except 
isolated digital splinting. The weight of the immobile 
hand, gravity, and resting muscle tension tend to pull 
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Table 14-1    Nomenclature Systems in Current Use

Common Name
American Society of Hand Therapists 
Splint Classification System1

International 
Organization for 
Standards32 McKee and Morgan28

Humeral fracture brace Nonarticular splint—humerus Not applicable Circumferential nonarticular humerus-
stabilizing

Tennis elbow splint or brace Nonarticular splint—proximal forearm Elbow orthosis Circumferential nonarticular proximal 
forearm strap

Long arm splint 45-degree elbow flexion immobilization;  
type 16

SEWHO Posterior static elbow-wrist orthosis

Resting hand splint Index through small finger PIP extension, thumb 
CMC palmar abduction mobilization;  
type 326

WHO Volar forearm-based static (or serial static) 
wrist-hand orthosis

Ulnar deviation splint Index through small finger MCP extension– 
radial deviation mobilization; type 028

Hand orthosis Circumferential hand-based dynamic 
traction D2-5 MCP corrective radial 
deviation orthosis

Kleinert splint, modified Kleinert 
splint, postoperative flexor 
tendon splint

Wrist, MCP, PIP, DIP flexion immobilization–
extension  restriction; type 019

WHO Dorsal forearm-based dynamic MCP-IP 
protective flexion and MCP extension-
blocking orthosis

Duran splint, postoperative flexor 
tendon splint

Wrist and finger flexion immobilization;  
type 028

WHO Dorsal forearm-based static MCP-IP 
protective flexion and MCP extension-
blocking orthosis

Postoperative dynamic extensor 
tendon splint

Wrist, MCP, PIP, DIP extension immobilization–
flexion restriction; type 019

WHO Volar–dorsal forearm-based dynamic MCP-
IP protective extension and flexion-
blocking orthosis

Swan neck splint Index finger PIP extension restriction; type 016 FO Finger-based static PIP extension-blocking 
orthosis

Postoperative MCP arthroplasty 
splint, Swanson splint

Index through small finger MCP extension– 
radial deviation mobilization; type 132

WHFO Dorsal forearm-based dynamic D2-5 MCP 
assisted extension–radial deviation 
orthosis

Radial nerve palsy splint Wrist extension, MCP flexion mobilization or 
MCP flexion, wrist extension mobilization; 
type 032

WHFO Dorsal forearm-based dynamic low-profile 
wrist and D1-5 MCP assistive extension 
orthosis

Ulnar nerve palsy splint Ring though small finger MCP extension 
 restriction; type 030

HFO Circumferential hand-based dynamic joint-
aligned coil spring D4-5 MCP assistive 
flexion orthosis

Median nerve palsy splint Index through small finger MCP flexion 
 mobilization and thumb CMC opposition 
mobilization; type 032

HFO Circumferential hand-based dynamic joint-
aligned coil spring D2-5 MCP assistive 
flexion and thumb assistive opposition 
orthosis

Flail arm splint Not classified SEWHO Not classified

Dynamic finger flexion splint, 
forearm-based

Index through small finger MCP flexion 
 mobilization; type 310

WHFO Volar hand-based dynamic MCP corrective-
flexion orthosis

Dynamic finger final flexion splint, 
hand-based

Index through small finger flexion mobilization; 
type 015

WHFO Volar forearm-based dynamic MCP, PIP, DIP 
corrective-flexion orthosis

Dynamic finger extension splint, 
forearm-based

Index through small PIP and DIP extension 
mobilization; type 219

WHFO Volar forearm-based dynamic MCP, PIP, DIP 
corrective-extension orthosis

Dynamic finger extension splint, 
hand-based

Index through small finger extension 
 mobilization; type 014

WHFO Circumferential hand-based dynamic D4-5 
MCP, PIP, DIP assistive flexion orthosis

Static progressive splint Index finger MCP flexion mobilization;  
type 128

WHFO Volar forearm-based static progressive 
MERiT screw MCP flexion orthosis

Dynamic wrist flexion splint Wrist flexion mobilization; type 016 WHO Dorsal forearm-based dynamic joint-
aligned wrist assistive flexion orthosis

Dynamic wrist extension splint Wrist extension mobilization; type 016 WHO Dorsal forearm-based dynamic joint-
aligned wrist assistive extension orthosis

Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago 
tenodesis splint

Not classified Functional orthosis Volar forearm-based tenodesis WHO

Elbow flexion splint Elbow flexion mobilization; type 016 EWO Posterior dynamic elbow corrective flex-
ion orthosis

Elbow extension splint Elbow extension mobilization; type 016 EWO Anterior serial static elbow corrective 
extension orthosis
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Table 14-1   Nomenclature Systems in Current Use—cont’d

Common Name
American Society of Hand Therapists 
Splint Classification System1

International 
Organization for 
Standards32 McKee and Morgan28

Dynamic pronation-supination 
splint

Forearm pronation-supination mobilization; 
type 221

Elbow-wrist-hand 
orthosis

Posterior forearm-based dynamic radius-
ulna corrective pronation-supination 
orthosis

Wrist splint, carpal tunnel splint Wrist extension immobilization; type 016 Wrist orthosis Volar forearm-based static wrist orthosis

Thumb spica splint Thumb MCP extension immobilization;  
type 221

Wrist-thumb 
orthosis

Volar forearm-based static wrist-thumb 
orthosis

Mallet finger splint, DIP extension 
splint, Stax splint

Index finger DIP extension immobilization;  
type 021

FO Volar finger-based static DIP flexion- 
blocking orthosis

Capener splint, LMB finger 
 extension splint

PIP extension mobilization; type 016 FO Three-point finger-based dynamic joint-
aligned coil spring PIP corrective exten-
sion orthosis

Figure-of-eight harness Nonarticular splint—axilla Shoulder orthosis Figure-of-eight nonarticular axilla orthosis

Airplane splint, gunslinger splint Shoulder abduction immobilization; type 328 SEWHO Lateral trunk-based static shoulder- elbow-
wrist orthosis

Mobile arm support Not classified SEWHO Not classified

Orthosis sugar tong Elbow extension immobilization; type 328 SEWHO Bivalved static elbow orthosis

CMC, Carpometacarpal; D, digit; DIP, distal interphalangeal; EWO, elbow-wrist orthosis; FO, finger orthosis; HFO, hand-finger orthosis; IP, interphalangeal; MCP, metacarpophalangeal; PIP,  proximal 

interphalangeal; SEWHO, shoulder-elbow-wrist-hand orthosis; WHFO, wrist-hand-finger orthosis; WHO, wrist-hand orthosis.
the wrist into flexion, which increases tension in the 
extrinsic extensor tendons, pulling the metacarpopha-
langeal (MCP) joints into hyperextension. Concur-
rently, the tension of the extrinsic flexor is maintained 
while forcing the interphalangeal (IP) joints (which 
include the proximal interphalangeal [PIP] and distal 
interphalangeal [DIP] joints) into flexion. The metacar-
pal arch of the hand flattens and the thumb falls into 
adduction. This results in a “claw hand” that is not 
functional. Prevention of this deformity is one goal of 
hand splinting.

 •  The MCP (some experts refer to this as the MP) joint 
is the key for finger function. When MCP joints are 
hyperextended, the IP joints flex because of the ten-
sion of the flexors and the delicate balance between 

FIGURE 14-1 Long arm splint used for cubital tunnel syndrome.
the finger extensors and flexors. Extension stability 
of the wrist is important for optimal function of the 
hand. The wrist should also be placed in slight exten-
sion to maintain flexor tendon length and to improve 
hand function (Figure 14-2). This position will place 
the MCP collateral ligaments on maximum stretch, 
preserve the anatomic arches of the hand and thus 
oppose the development of a “claw hand” deformity. 
This position is also referred to as the ”safe” or “intrin-
sic plus.”10 This position fosters the weaker intrinsic 
motions of the MCP flexion and IP extension that are 
difficult to obtain.

 •  The hand is used during functional activities through 
basic prehension patterns: to pinch, to grasp, or 
to hook objects. There are two basic types of hand 

FIGURE 14-2 Hand and wrist are positioned to keep the metacarpophalan-
geal joints flexed and the interphalangeal joint extended with the wrist in slight 
extension. This is also known as the “safe” or “intrinsic plus” position.
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FIGURE 14-3 Gel shell splint.

FIGURE 14-4 Wrist splint for carpal tunnel syndrome, with the wrist in a 
position of 0 to 5 degrees of extension; distal palmar crease free to allow for 
full metacarpophalangeal motion.

FIGURE 14-5 Hand-based static thumb splint with interphalangeal joint 
included for immobilization of a distal phalanx fracture.
grips: power and precision (which can be further 
subdivided). In power grip the wrist is held in dor-
siflexion with the fingers wrapped around an object 
held in the palm (such as holding a screwdriver with 
a cylindrical grip). The spherical grip is useful for 
holding a ball. The hook pattern is useful for car-
rying heavy objects. In precision grip, the thumb is 
held against the tip of the index and middle finger. 
Functional hand splinting is typically aimed at 
improving pinch. There are three types of pinch: (1) 
oppositional pinch (three-jaw chuck), (2) precision 
pinch, and (3) lateral key pinch. It is best to splint 
towards oppositional pinch. This allows the best 
compromise between fine precision pinch and strong 
lateral pinch. No  practical orthosis can substitute 
for or improve thumb  adduction.10 When making a 
splint, the therapist should fabricate it in a position 
that enhances prehension and does not force the 
thumb into a position of extension and radial abduc-
tion. This position causes the rest of the arm to have 
to compensate for poor thumb positioning.10

 •  When increasing joint range of motion with splinting, 
the angle of pull needs to be perpendicular to the bony 
axis that is being mobilized.6 Otherwise the forces on 
the skin and underlying structures can be sufficient 
to cause injury through excessive pressure on the skin 
and deforming stresses on the underlying healing 
structures.

 •  The improvement in range of motion is directly pro-
portional to the length of time a joint is held at its end 
range.18 This is referred to as the TERT principle and is 
used with static progressive splinting. The load should 
be low and the application long for effective tissue 
deformation. The clinically safe degree of force covers a 
very narrow range.

Design Categories

Orthotic devices can be classified by the support (or forces 
provided) to improve motion or function. The categories 
of splint design are listed below.34

Nonarticular

The nonarticular splint provides support to a body part 
without crossing any joints, and protects a bone or body 
part. For example, a humeral fracture splint provides cir-
cumferential support to the arm during fracture healing. 
Other examples are a sugar tong splint to immobilize a 
proximal radius fracture, or a gel shell splint (Figure 14-3) 
to exert pressure over a healing scar to prevent hypertro-
phic scarring.

Static

The static splint provides static support to hold a joint or 
joints stationary. For example, a volar wrist splint for acute 
carpal tunnel syndrome reduces motion and rests injured 
tissues (Figure 14-4). Static splints can be used to protect 
healing structures (Figure 14-5), to decrease or prevent 
deformity, and to reduce tone in spastic muscles.



Serial Static

The serial static splint is also static but is periodically 
changed to alter the joint angle at which the splint is posi-
tioned. The splints are applied with the tissue at its maxi-
mum length. For example, a wrist splint can be changed 
periodically to increase extension in a wrist with a flexion 
contracture after a wrist fracture. This serial repositioning 
provides a prolonged gentle stretch to involved structures, 
helping a stiff joint regain motion.

Static Motion-Blocking

The static motion-blocking splint permits motion in one 
direction but blocks motion in another. For example, a 
swan neck splint (Figures 14-6 and 14-7) is designed to 
allow flexion but block hyperextension of the PIP joint. 
(See the section on rheumatoid arthritis.)

FIGURE 14-6 Swan neck deformity with no splint support in place.

FIGURE 14-7 Swan neck splint: Oval 8 product of 3-Point Products; note 
that the deformity is reduced.
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Static Progressive

The static progressive splint is the one most commonly used 
for regaining joint motion. Unlike the serial static splint, 
the orthosis is not remolded to increase joint motion. These 
splints differ from serial splints in that they use nonelastic 
components such as static lines, hinges, screws, and turn-
buckles to place a force on a joint to induce progressive 
change. The MERiT static progressive component3 (available 
commercially) decreases the static line length as it is turned, 
thereby increasing the range of joint motion (Figure 14-8).

Dynamic

The dynamic splint provides an elastic force to help regain 
joint motion. An example of such an orthosis is a finger 
extension splint, which uses a spring coil or wire ten-
sion assist to increase extension in a PIP joint with a mild 
 contracture (Figure 14-9).

FIGURE 14-8 Static progressive flexion splint using a MERiT component.

FIGURE 14-9 LMB extension type of finger splint produces extension of 
the proximal interphalangeal or distal interphalangeal joints of the fingers and/
or thumb.
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Dynamic Motion-Blocking

The dynamic motion-blocking splint allows certain motions 
but blocks others. It uses a passive, elastic line of pull in the 
desired direction, but permits active motion in the opposite 
direction. An example is a Kleinert postoperative splint for 
flexor tendon repairs (Figure 14-10). It passively pulls the 
finger into flexion with an elastic thread or rubber band. 
It allows active digital extension, while parts of the splint 
block full extension of the MCP joint and the wrist.

Dynamic Traction

The dynamic traction splint offers traction to a joint while 
allowing controlled motion. An example is a splint for an 
intraarticular fracture. This a hand-based PIP extension 
splint with an outrigger (Figure 14-11), which gives con-
stant longitudinal traction while the joint is gently flexed 
and extended.

FIGURE 14-10 Kleinert splint used for postoperative care for patients with 
flexor tendon injuries. It allows for passive flexion, holding digits flexed at rest.

FIGURE 14-11 Hand-based PIP extension splint with low-profile outrigger 
placing dynamic traction on the digit while allowing for passive range of motion. 
(Courtesy Jeanne Riggs, OTR/L, CHT.)
Tenodesis

The tenodesis splint facilitates function in a hand that has 
lost motion because of nervous system injury. An example 
is the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago tenodesis splint 
(Figures 14-12 and 14-13), which assists the patient with a 
C6 level of spinal cord injury to achieve a functional pinch. 
Active extension of the wrist produces controlled passive 
flexion of the fingers against a static thumb post through a 
tenodesis action.

Continuous Passive Motion Orthoses

Continuous passive motion orthoses are electrically pow-
ered devices that mechanically move joints through a 
desired range of motion. This keeps the joints supple and 
maintains articular, ligamentous, and tendinous struc-
ture mobility during the healing phases after injury or 
surgery.

FIGURE 14-12 Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago tenodesis splint, used for 
functional pinch during activities of daily living; pinching to thumb post.

FIGURE 14-13 The splint uses a cord or string running from the wrist piece, 
across the palm, and up between the index and ring fingers. The string is lax 
when the wrist is released and tightens with wrist extension, bringing the fin-
gers closer to the immobilized thumb, creating three-jaw chuck prehension.



Adaptive or Functional Usage

Adaptive or functional usage devices promote functional 
use of the upper limb with impairment resulting from 
weakness, paralysis, or loss of a body part. An example is 
the universal cuff, which encompasses the hand and holds 
various small items such as a fork, a pen, or a toothbrush. 
This cuff allows patients to manipulate these items (known 
as activities of daily living tools), and enhances their degree 
of independence.

Diagnostic Categories and Splint 
Examples

There are many common clinical conditions for which 
orthotic intervention is appropriate. This section gives a 
brief overview of the features of specific diagnoses, followed 
by the type of splints commonly indicated for each diagno-
sis. This is not an all-inclusive list, and the reader is referred 
to comprehensive overviews of upper limb orthotic devices 
in splinting texts and other references.*

Musculoskeletal Conditions

Tendonitis,  Tenosynovitis, and Enthesopathy

Tendonitis (inflammation of the tendon), tenosynovitis 
(inflammation of the tendon sheaths), and enthesopathy 
(inflammation at a muscle or tendon origin or insertion) 
can all result from excessive repetitive movement or exter-
nal stressors. The upper limb tendons most commonly 
involved are the wrist extensors or the abductor pollicis 
longus and extensor pollicis brevis muscles of the thumb, 
commonly called de Quervain’s stenosing tenosynovitis. 
The goal of splints for these conditions is to immobilize 
the affected structures in order to facilitate healing and 
decrease inflammation. The thumb spica splint, forearm-
based, immobilizes the wrist, the carpometacarpal (CMC) 
joint, and the MCP joint of the thumb. The IP joint of the 
thumb does not need fixation because the affected tendons 
do not move this joint (Figure 14-14).

*References 1, 10, 11, 14, 19, 21-23, 26.

FIGURE 14-14 Forearm-based thumb spica splint used for de Quervain’s 
stenosing tenosynovitis. (Courtesy Jeanne Riggs, OTR/L, CHT.)
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Lateral epicondylitis is a more common enthesopathy of 
the upper limb.34 It can be treated by a tennis elbow ortho-
sis (Figure 14-15). This is a forearm band that changes 
the lever arm against which the wrist extensors pull. In 
essence, it puts the origin of the extensor muscles at rest 
and decreases the microtrauma from overuse. This orthotic 
device is placed approximately two fingerbreadths distal to 
the lateral epicondyle, and is a firm strap against which the 
extensors press against when contracting. A similar brace 
is used for medial epicondylitis (also known as golfer’s 
elbow). (See Chapter 38.)

Trigger finger causes a snapping sensation in the volar 
surface of the digits on release of grasp. It is usually a result 
of trauma to the flexor tendon sheath of the fingers or 
thumb, producing thickened tendinous sheaths and restric-
tion of motion. In advanced trigger finger, the digit can 
become “locked” in flexion. This can be due to an intense 
acute episode or repetitive trauma. The goal in this condi-
tion is to halt the repetitive motion temporarily to allow 
for healing. This is usually achieved by immobilization, 
but patients should have functional use of the hand while 
the affected digit is immobilized (Figure 14-16). The splint 
for trigger finger covers the proximal phalanx and the MCP 
joint of the involved digit. This splint decreases the tendi-
nous excursion through the first annular pulley, at the base 
of the MCP joint, and allows the inflamed structures to rest.

Sprains

Sprains are defined as momentary subluxations with spon-
taneous reduction that result in torn ligamentous structures. 
Patients experience pain, swelling, and decreased function. 
Sprains require joint immobilization in a position of func-
tion to allow for healing as well as functional use. Common 
sprains include dislocation of the IP and MCP joints caused 
by hyperextension injuries, often seen in sports injuries (see 
Chapter 45). For a first- or second-degree ligamentous tear, 
the goal is to protect and rest the area by applying func-
tional splinting. The goal for a third-degree tear is to fully 
immobilize and approximate the ligaments.

Common splints used for digital sprains are finger 
extension splints that hold the PIP joint in extension but 

FIGURE 14-15 BAND-IT brace by Pro Band Sports Industries, Inc. Used for 
lateral epicondylitis.
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FIGURE 14-18 Hinged elbow splint with stops to limit extremes of motion 
during the rehabilitation phase after a fracture.

FIGURE 14-16 Trigger finger splint used for conservative treatment.
FIGURE 14-17 Comfort cool splint made of perforated neoprene and terry 
cloth material is used to limit motion in the metacarpophalangeal and carpo-
metacarpal joint of the thumb.

FIGURE 14-19 Ulnar gutter splint to immobilize the fourth and fifth meta-
carpal (boxer’s) fracture. (Courtesy Jeanne Riggs, OTR/L, CHT.)
allow flexion of the DIP joint. This action keeps the oblique 
retinacular ligament and the terminal extensor tendon 
lengthened, preventing boutonnière deformities during 
healing. Ulnar collateral ligamentous injuries at the MCP 
joint of the thumb are treated with a hand-based thumb 
spica splint, producing immobilization during the healing 
phase (Figure 14-17). Wrist splints that place the wrist in 
slight extension are used for wrist sprains. For mild sprains, 
splints with no spline (metal bar insert) permit some 
motion but avoid creating significant stiffness. They also 
limit available range to about 40 degrees of total motion. 
Elbow neoprene sleeves are helpful for mild sprains at the 
elbow, because they limit the extremes of range but allow 
limited function.

Fractures

Most major fractures need total immobilization, requiring 
casting, surgical intervention, or both. Some fractures, how-
ever, do not need total limb immobilization and can be 
treated with orthotic devices (Figure 14-18). These devices 
should immobilize the body part or the joint sufficiently 
to promote healing, while also optimizing function. An 
example of such an orthotic device is the humeral fracture 
brace, which has a circumferential design to hold healing 
bony parts in alignment. This orthosis permits motion of 
the elbow, forearm, and hand, which is desirable because 
rigid arm immobilization can lead to the development of 
edema and resultant joint stiffness. A gutter splint is used 
primarily for phalangeal and metacarpal fractures. These 
splints extend from the proximal forearm to beyond the 
DIP joint and can be radial (immobilizing the index and 
long fingers) or ulnar (immobilizing the ring and little 
fingers, also called the boxer splint). The splint should be 
wide enough to surround both fingers and the wrist (Figure 
14-19). Other examples include the traction-type splints 
that allow for very controlled motion during the healing 
phase of intraarticular finger fractures treated with pinning. 
Joint movement has been credited with enhancing carti-
lage nutrition and preventing intraarticular adhesions (see 
Figure 14-5).17



Arthritis

Osteoarthritis is the most common disease affecting the 
joints in the upper limb. Joint diseases of the hand and 
wrist have the most significant impact on function. Chronic 
inflammation often exposes these digital joints to further 
risk of deformity and injury. Orthotic devices can provide 
functional positioning to prevent further deformity and 
loss of use in arthritic diseases, as well as protecting the 
joints from further injury.1

Rheumatoid Arthritis. Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic 
inflammatory disease that primarily affects synovial joints. 
The joints most frequently affected in the upper limb are the 
wrist, MCP joint, and PIP joint. Deformities include sublux-
ation and ulnar deviation at the MCP joints, subluxation 
and radial deviation at the wrist, and swan neck deformity 
and boutonnière deformity of the fingers. These deformities 
usually progress, especially if no attempt is made to rest and 
protect the affected joints from overuse. (See Chapter 36.)

Several options are available for splinting the rheuma-
toid hand. Ulnar deviation splints that pull the MCP joints 
toward radial deviation and increase the functional use of 
the hand are now lightweight and permit full MCP joint 
motion in flexion and extension. Wrist splints that provide 
light support for the wrist are usually tolerated very well 
(see Figure 14-17).9 Swan neck and boutonnière splints 
can be made from thermoplastics but are often bulky and 
cosmetically unpleasing. The swan neck splint allows for 
flexion of the digit but blocks hyperextension (see Figures 
14-6 and 14-7). The boutonnière splint holds the DIP or 
PIP joint in extension.

Osteoarthritis. Osteoarthritis, the most common form 
of arthritis, is primarily a disease of cartilage, not of the 
synovium. In the upper limb it most commonly involves 
the CMC joint of the thumb. A thumb spica hand-based 
(see Figure 14-17) or forearm-based (see Figure 14-14) 
splint can be prescribed for CMC joint osteoarthritis. 
By limiting motion at the base of the thumb, the splint 
decreases pain, especially with pinching-type activities.

Neuromuscular Conditions

Nerve Injuries

In a peripheral nerve injury, which can affect a nerve any-
where along its course, the level of injury determines the 
extent of deficit incurred. For example, in a distal median 
nerve injury, the type of deformity incurred is usually 
described as a simian hand, and the function most affected 
is thumb palmar abduction and opposition (Figure 14-20). 
The goal of an orthotic device is to help restore this func-
tion. The splint usually has a spring coil design holding the 
MCP joints in slight flexion but permitting MCP extension. 
This splint also has a portion to position the thumb in pal-
mar abduction.

With radial nerve injuries distal to the humeral spiral 
groove, the most common presenting condition is wrist 
drop and finger drop. The goal of an orthotic device is to 
enhance wrist and finger extension. A radial nerve palsy 
splint (Figure 14-21) is forearm-based with an outrigger 
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that holds the wrist, fingers, and thumb in extension and 
allows for flexion of the digits.21

With a proximal ulnar nerve injury the patient has what 
is called a “benediction hand,” featuring hyperextension 
of the fourth and fifth MCP joints and flexion of the PIP 
joints caused by the loss of balance between the extrinsic 
and intrinsic hand muscles. The goal of the orthotic device 
is to prevent fixed deformity of the fourth and fifth MCP 
joints and improve function. An ulnar nerve palsy splint 
holds the MCP joints of the fourth and fifth fingers in slight 
flexion by a spring coil or figure-of-eight splint design. The 
spring coil design assists MCP flexion and permits exten-
sion of the MCP joints but blocks hyperextension (Figure 
14-22). This can also be accomplished by using a static 
splint that prevents hyperextension of the MCP joints of 
the fourth and fifth digits with the use of a “lumbrical 
bar.” Thumb position is most often compromised in low 
median and ulnar nerve injuries, which leaves the patient 
with no or weakened ability to place the thumb in opposi-
tion and palmar abduction (Figure 14-23).

Incomplete nerve injuries can be caused by compres-
sion without producing complete paralysis as, for exam-
ple, in median nerve injury from carpal tunnel syndrome. 

FIGURE 14-20 Simian hand, as seen in low median and ulnar nerve injuries 
(also called the intrinsic minus hand).

FIGURE 14-21 The radial nerve palsy splint assists with wrist and digit 
extension to improve functional use of the hand.
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One cause of this is an overuse syndrome that produces an 
inflammatory response in the synovium surrounding the 
flexor tendons at the wrist, causing decreased blood supply 
to the median nerve. The purpose of the splint is to immo-
bilize the wrist to minimize swelling from overuse of the 
tendons. Complete resolution of this syndrome can occur 
if wrist orthoses are applied early, when symptoms first 
appear. The splint is molded to the patient from a thermo-
plastic that offers excellent conformity to hold the wrist in 
0 to 5 degrees of extension. Its common name, wrist cock-
up splint, is misleading and should be avoided because 
this name implies that the wrist should be placed in exten-
sion (see Figure 14-4). The patient should be instructed to 
reduce stresses at the wrist, and to wear the splint all night.

A word of caution is in order in using prefabricated wrist 
splints for carpal tunnel syndrome. Many of these splints 
have a metal spine formed to hold the wrist at a 45-degree 
angle of extension (Figure 14-24). This angle far exceeds 
the recommended 0 to 5 degrees of extension needed to 

FIGURE 14-22 Ulnar palsy splint. Allows extension but blocks hyperexten-
sion of the metacarpophalangeal joints of the ring and small fingers.

FIGURE 14-23 Combined median and ulnar nerve palsy splint blocking the 
metacarpophalangeal joint into slight flexion.
decrease pressure in the carpal tunnel. Patients need to be 
instructed to remove the metal spline, flatten it, and then 
replace it in the fabric sleeve. Usually, this splint should be 
worn for 4 to 6 weeks, with a gradual weaning from the 
splint, as well as a gradual return to activity with worksta-
tion modifications.

Cubital tunnel syndrome (compression of the ulnar 
nerve at the elbow) can be treated with long arm splints 
(see Figure 14-1) that hold the elbow in 45 degrees of flex-
ion, the forearm in neutral, and the wrist in 0 to 5 degrees 
of extension with thumb and fingers free.

In patients with multiple nerve injuries or brachial 
plexopathy with essentially a flail arm, the goal with 
orthotic devices is to provide some functional use. One 
type of orthosis is in the form of an exoskeleton on the 
arm, similar to a prosthesis; this device uses a shoulder har-
ness with scapular activation to produce elbow function, 
similar to scapular action in an above-elbow prosthesis.23

Brain Injury and Stroke

Depending on the area of brain injury and ensuing defi-
cits, particularly if there is a change in muscle tone, orthotic 
devices should be designed to prevent deformities and to 
help adjust muscle tone. Resting and positioning orthotic 
devices are also necessary to help prevent such complica-
tions as distal edema, joint subluxation, and contracture 
formation. In upper limb paralysis a resting hand splint is 
commonly used to position the wrist in slight extension, the 
MCP joints in slight flexion, and the IP joints in extension. 
The thumb is supported in a position between palmar and 
radial abduction. Full support of the first CMC joint pre-
vents ligamentous stresses on the thumb, especially in the 
insensate hand. This thumb position also uses the reflex-
inhibiting posture, which decreases tone in the hand (Fig-
ure 14-25). Botulinum toxin is now being used to decrease 
the tone in patients with focal spasticity, followed by serial 
or dynamic splinting to regain normal posture or position 
(Figure 14-26).12,22,25 The Ball antispasticity splint places the 
fingers and hand in a reflex-inhibiting position and serves to 
reduce tone (Figure 14-27).35 (See Chapters 49 and 50.)

FIGURE 14-24 Commercially available wrist splint. The preset angle, which 
can be appropriate in some patients with wrist sprains, far exceeds that recom-
mended for the treatment of acute carpal tunnel syndrome.



Some spastic tone can be translated into functional 
training and might augment neuroplasticity for motor 
recovery.29 The SaeboFlex31 is a dynamic orthosis with 
functional electrical stimulation that is most appropriate 
for patients who have some shoulder and elbow move-
ment but no hand function (i.e., lack of active finger exten-
sion). The SaeboFlex positions the wrist and fingers into 
extension in preparation for functional activities. Users are 
able to grasp an object by voluntarily flexing their fingers 
through recovery and aided by tone. The extension spring 
system assists in reopening the hand to release the object. 
Phase I trials have shown promise, with individuals dem-
onstrating improvements in movement at the shoulder 
and elbow. Wrist extension also improved, but wrist flexion 
and finger movement did not.15

A mobile arm support can be used to enhance function 
for patients with proximal upper limb weakness, espe-
cially when the weakness is profound and the outlook for 
recovery is guarded. A mobile arm support is particularly 
helpful when performing such activities of daily living as 
eating and grooming. When attached to a wheelchair with 
a swivel joint, this is often also called a balanced forearm 
orthosis.

Many types of slings are available for patients with 
decreased tone of the upper limb (Figure 14-28). Decreased 
tone can result in shoulder subluxation, and a sling can 
decrease this deformity. These slings restrict active motion 
of the shoulder by keeping the humerus in adduction and 
internal rotation and placing the elbow in flexion.33 They 

FIGURE 14-25 Resting hand splint.

FIGURE 14-26 Improved passive range of motion after botulinum toxin injec-
tion to reduce spasticity; splint is preinjection level for passive range of motion.
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are designed to unload the weight of the arm on the shoul-
der, but do not approximate the humeral head back into the 
glenoid fossa.18 Slings or half arm trays have not been found 
to correct the shoulder subluxation completely.19 A sling 
should not create new problems such as edema in the distal 
hand.20 The arm trough or half lap board is often preferred 
because it will not restrict use of the limb, and the humerus 
is more naturally approximated into the glenoid fossa.

Spinal Cord Injury

In patients with spinal cord injury, orthotic devices are 
needed to enhance function, help with positioning, or both. 
The type of such devices depends on the level of injury and 
the extent of neurologic compromise. With spinal cord 
injury at the C1-C3 level, the goal is to prevent contractures 
and to hold the wrist and digits in a position of function 
with a resting hand splint (see Figure 14-25). In a C4-level 
injury the goal is to use the available shoulder strength, pro-
viding a mobile arm support to enhance function as previ-
ously described. In a C5-level injury the goal is to statically 
position the wrist in extension with a ratchet-type hinged 
orthotic device to hold devices and use the shoulder mus-
culature for function. An orthotic device for a C6 tetraplegic 

FIGURE 14-27 Ball antispasticity splint to maintain hand and fingers in 
reflex-inhibiting position and wrist in neutral position to reduce spasticity. 
(Courtesy Linda Miner, OTR/L.)

FIGURE 14-28 Rolyan figure-of-eight sling used for reducing subluxation of 
the shoulder joint in a patient with hemiplegia.
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FIGURE 14-29 Extrinsic extensor stretching splint to increase finger flexion 
in combination with increasing increments of wrist flexion.

FIGURE 14-30 Joint Jack is a static progressive splint used to increase exten-
sion in the proximal interphalangeal joint.

FIGURE 14-31 Static progressive pronation-supination splint used to 
increase motion in the forearm. (Courtesy Nicole M. Weiss, CO, OTR.)
patient can enhance finger flexion using a tenodesis flexion 
effect from wrist extension. For example, a Rehabilitation 
Institute of Chicago tenodesis splint molded from thermo-
plastic materials has several positioning components (see 
Figures 14-12 and 14-13). A thumb post component posi-
tions the thumb in palmar abduction. A dorsal finger piece 
component, which is attached with a static line to a volar 
forearm component, holds the PIP joints of the index and 
long fingers in slight flexion. When the patient extends the 
wrist, the static line pulls the fingers toward the thumb post. 
This produces a three-point pinch, allowing the patient to 
grasp an object. When the patient flexes the wrist, the fin-
gers extend passively, releasing the object. The degree of 
pinch varies depending on the strength of the wrist exten-
sors and the degree of finger flexion, extension, and opposi-
tion. This custom-made thermoplastic tenodesis device is 
mainly used in training and practice. If a patient finds the 
device useful, a light metal custom-made tenodesis orthosis 
achieves better functional restoration. (See Chapter 55.)

FIGURE 14-32 Duran flexor tendon repair splint used for postoperative 
care. (Courtesy Jeanne Riggs, OTR/L, CHT.)

FIGURE 14-33 Indiana Protocol postoperative flexor tendon splint: tenode-
sis flexion exercises.



Orthoses for Other Injuries

Postsurgical and Postinjury Orthoses

Many types of splints have been developed to help regain 
motion in stiff joints. Examples of such splints include 
dynamic elbow flexion and extension splints during reha-
bilitation after upper arm or elbow fracture (see Figure 
14-18), dynamic wrist flexion and extension after a Col-
les fracture, and dynamic finger flexion (Figure 14-29) 
and extension splints for stiffness after crush injuries to 
the hand. Similar splints can be fabricated using a static 
progressive approach. Joints that have soft end feel do well 
with dynamic splints. Those with a hard end feel typically 
respond better to a static progressive approach. Examples 
of static progressive splints are the Joint Jack (Figure 14-30) 
or cinch straps and splints for PIP and DIP joint contrac-
tures using the MERiT components (see Figure 14-8).7 
Selection of forearm- or hand-based splints is determined 
by the need for stabilization. Generally the goal is to 
immobilize as few joints as feasible. Forearm pronation-
supination splints using both dynamic and static features 
(Figure 14-31) are very helpful in regaining motion after 
fractures of the radius and ulna.27

Several splint designs are currently used after repair of 
tendon injuries. The type of surgical procedure or injury 
level often dictates the type of splint used, so that the 
splints cannot be used interchangeably. For flexor tendon 
repair the Kleinert and Duran are commonly used. The 
Kleinert splint (see Figure 14-10) features dynamic traction 
into flexion, but allows active digit extension within the 
constraints of the splint. The Duran splint statically posi-
tions the wrist and MCP joints in flexion and the IP joints 
in extension (Figure 14-32). The Indiana Protocol splint 
can also be used (Figures 14-33 and 14-34). This splint, 
which adds to the above components a tenodesis-type 
action splint for a specific, active assisted range-of-motion 
exercises, can be used only if a specific surgical suture tech-
nique has been used.

The form of extensor tendon repair splints depends on 
the level of injury. A mallet finger injury can require only 

FIGURE 14-34 Indiana Protocol postoperative flexor tendon splint: tenode-
sis extension exercises.
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a Stax splint, which is a static splint holding the DIP joint 
in full extension. A more proximal injury, however, needs 
a splint that holds the wrist statically in extension with 
dynamic extension of MCP and IP joints (Figure 14-35). 
Such a splint permits active flexion of the MCP joints 
within the constraints of the splint to an angle of approxi-
mately 30 degrees. Injuries to the thumb flexor or exten-
sor tendons require more specific splinting (Figure 14-36), 
again dependent on the level of the injury.

Postoperative joint replacements for the PIP, DIP, or 
MCP joints of the hand require specific splints that pro-
mote healing or encapsulation of the joints while pre-
serving range of motion during the healing phases  
(Figure 14-37).

Orthoses for Burns

Burn patients typically prefer an adducted and flexed posi-
tion of the upper limbs to maintain comfort, but this pref-
erence can lead to loss of functional range of motion. In 

FIGURE 14-35 Extensor tendon splint used for postoperative care, allowing 
protected motion during the healing phase. (Courtesy Kelly Mikle, OTR/L, CHT.)

FIGURE 14-36 Postoperative splint for a patient with an extensor tendon 
pollicis longus repair. (Courtesy Kelly Mikle, OTR/L, CHT.)
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this case the splint acts to prevent contractures and defor-
mities from developing. This is especially important when 
the patient cannot voluntarily maintain the range or when 
soft tissues underlying the skin are exposed. With tendon 
exposure the splint plays a more protective role. It is impor-
tant to monitor these patients frequently and reassess the 
needs for splinting.

After burn injuries, body parts should be positioned 
to prevent the development of expected deformities. For 
example, in burns of the dorsal surface of the hand, the 
wrist is kept in 15 to 20 degrees of extension, the MCP 
joints in 60 to 70 degrees of flexion, the PIP and DIP 
joints in full extension, and the thumb between radial 
abduction and palmar abduction (see Figure 14-2). If 
tendons are exposed, position as above with the excep-
tion of MCP joints at 30 to 40 degrees of flexion to keep 
some slack in the tendons until there is wound closure.24 
Palmar hand burns require maximum stretching to pre-
vent the contracting forces of the healing burn.24 The 
antideformity position of a palmar burn consists of 15 
to 20 degrees of wrist extension, extension of the MCP 
and IP joints, digital abduction, and thumb abduction 
and extension. This can be referred to as an “open palm” 
or “pancake position.”24 To combat a tendency for shoul-
der adduction deformity after axillary burns, the shoul-
der should be held in abduction with an airplane splint. 
The tendency toward hypertrophic scarring after a burn is 
addressed with a selection of compression garments, elas-
tomer molds, facial splints, gel shell splints, and silicone 
gel sheeting. (See Chapter 58.)

FIGURE 14-37 The metacarpophalangeal arthroplasty postoperative splint 
positions fingers in extension with slight radial pull. (Courtesy  Jeanne  Riggs, 
OTR/L, CHT.)
Special Considerations

Cosmesis is often a problem for patients because they care 
about the way splints look. To ensure patient compliance, 
the splint has to be as cosmetically acceptable as pos-
sible. Patients should have every opportunity to assist in 
choosing the design and appearance. Patients often have 
very good ideas about the design of a splint and can sug-
gest good ways to strap it into place (as long as the splint 
mechanics are not altered).

Comfort is also important. The thinner the materi-
als used and the more care the therapist takes in making 
a close and comfortable fit, the better the acceptance of 
the splint. For example, areas around bony prominences 
need to be relieved to prevent pressure, while edges and 
joints frequently need to be padded to reduce skin irrita-
tion. Patients with arthritis who have been taking cortico-
steroids for long periods often have fragile skin, so their 
splints should be padded throughout. Stockinets worn 
under splints also helps, particularly with perspiration in 
warmer weather.

Splints can be perfectly designed and skillfully fabricated 
but are useless if not worn. The more choice and input 
patients have in splint design, the more compliant they are 
likely to be with splint wear. The wearing schedule depends 
on the goals you have for the splint and the patient’s toler-
ance for wear. For example, you have a patient with head 
injury who is “storming” (i.e., sweating excessively and 
being combative). In this case a resting hand splint for 
positioning might be worn just 30 minutes on and 3 hours 
off. In contrast, a patient with stroke and with mild spastic-
ity could wear a resting hand splint 2 hours on and 2 hours 
off during the day and keep it on all night. Static progres-
sive splint wear depends on the tissue response to gentle 
stretching. The stretch should be perceived as mild, and it 
should never awaken the patient at night. In a patient with 
both flexion and extension splinting needs, the flexion 
splint can be worn 1 hour on, 2 hours off during the day, 
and the extension splint can be worn at night. Patients tol-
erate the extension splint better and spend more daytime 
with the flexion splint off so they can do hand exercises 
and incorporate use.

A resting hand splint for positioning is often indicated 
when edema is present (see Figure 14-25). But a splint can 
also induce edema because of an inflammatory response 
caused by an overly aggressive stretch, particularly in a 
patient with increased tone. Splint design should address 
this possibility. Special strapping techniques often can 
lessen the response. Other tissue responses are also 
possible. Blueness or redness of the digits when wear-
ing a splint tells the observer that an overly aggressive 
stretch is being applied to the shortened neurovascular 
bundles. These structures sometimes shorten because of 
the joint contracture, in which case splint tension must 
be decreased and the contracture stretch should be less 
aggressive.20

Splint prescriptions should explain the diagnosis or 
problem to be addressed. A description of the function 
or motion desired helps to alleviate confusion. It can also 
facilitate discussion with the therapist, physician, and 
patient regarding the best design to meet mutually agreed 



goals. A good description can also help clarify misunder-
standings arising from conflicting naming systems (see 
Table 14-1).

Orthotic Materials

Most splinting materials are low-temperature thermo-
plastics. Many are known by their trademark names, such 
as Orthoplast, Aquaplast, and Orfit.2,4 Low-temperature 
thermoplastics become soft and pliable when exposed to 
relatively low temperatures, and can be shaped in a water 
bath at 150° to 180° F. High-temperature thermoplastics 
are more durable but require oven heating (up to 350° F) 
and placement over a mold to achieve the desired shape.8 
All splinting materials have certain characteristics deter-
mined by the temperature and material properties. Some, 
like Ezeform, are very rigid when cool.3 Others, such as 
Polyform, are very drapable when warm.3 Firm materials 
can be desirable for patients with increased tone, whereas 
drapable materials can be desirable when conformability is 
needed, as when splinting a finger. Some plastic materials 
have a great deal of “memory.” This means they return to 
their original shape when reheated. This characteristic can 
help control costs, especially those incurred when provid-
ing serial static splinting.4

International Considerations

People with a disability are often caught in a vicious cycle 
of poverty and disability, each being both cause and con-
sequence of the other. The World Health Organization 
estimates that only 5% to 15% of people with disabilities 
in Third World countries have access to assistive devices.6 
Low-income countries deliver assistive technology (includ-
ing orthotic devices) differently because of cost, availabil-
ity, materials, required skilled craftsmanship, health care 
access, and infrastructure issues. These factors represent the 
biggest and most difficult challenges to delivering orthotic 
devices to people in need. Training and retaining profes-
sionals current in orthotic principles, materials, and fabri-
cation techniques is challenging. The goal is to fabricate a 
“universal” splint that has broad applicability and requires 
minimal adaptations. This same device can go on to bene-
fit another person at another time. The availability of mate-
rials can be a different challenge in itself for many with 
limited resources. This can call for ingenuity on behalf of 
the fabricator to use local materials that might reduce cost, 
time of fabrication, or withstand the environment better 
than traditional plastics common to our appliances in the 
developed world. Donations of resources and old orthotic 
appliances are critical, although not all places have the 
infrastructure to deliver the donated items to the people in 
need. Recognizing the need for recycled orthotics through-
out the world, many charity or orthotic and prosthetic pro-
grams will donate old or unwanted assistive devices. These 
devices will find a second life helping individuals with lim-
ited access to care or resources.

Community-based rehabilitation is a strategy devel-
oped by the World Health Organization for improving dis-
ability services in low-income countries.13 This program 
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empowers local people to serve the disabled in their com-
munity, and includes teaching fabrication techniques for 
orthotic appliances.

Summary

This chapter has provided guidelines concerning the prin-
ciples for upper limb orthotic devices, as well as various 
classification systems and descriptions of design catego-
ries. To fabricate an orthosis, a sound understanding of 
the anatomy, biomechanics, and tissue physiology of the 
upper limb is required. Persons prescribing upper limb 
orthotic devices should have a thorough knowledge of the 
musculoskeletal and neurologic conditions amenable to 
treatment by orthoses. They must also understand other 
avenues of treatment, such as exercise therapy, and be alert 
to surgical indications.

The most important principle in the prescription of 
orthotic devices is gaining the cooperation of the patient. 
Through the attention and concern of the physician and 
therapist, the patient must be able to see the benefit of the 
orthosis. It also must fit comfortably and be cosmetically 
appealing. Everyone involved must have the same goals 
and purpose for the device, or it will end up being aban-
doned soon after it has been fitted.

As we continue to learn more about the biomechanics 
of the hand, we better understand how to redress externally 
the internal imbalance caused by disease and injury. Keep-
ing the internal dynamics of the hand in mind, we find 
that splinting is often the most efficient and effective way 
to redress this mechanical imbalance.23
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CHAPTER 15

LOWER LIMB ORTHOTIC 
DEVICES
William J. Hennessey
An orthosis is defined as a device attached or applied to the 
external surface of the body to improve function, restrict or 
enforce motion, or support a body segment.38 Lower limb 
orthoses are indicated to assist gait, reduce pain, decrease 
weight-bearing, control movement, and minimize progres-
sion of a deformity. Lower limb orthoses assist nonambu-
latory patients with transfer and mobility skills and assist 
ambulatory patients in becoming safe walkers. Ambulation 
aids can be used in combination with lower limb orthoses 
to help patients ambulate more safely. Ambulation aids 
represent extensions of the upper limb but are discussed in 
this chapter because of their importance in gait.

Principles of Lower Limb Orthoses

Orthoses should be used for the specific management of 
selected disorders. As in all fields of medicine, specific 
treatment should be based on a specific medical diagno-
sis, with an established goal of treatment.56 Placement of 
orthotic joints should approximate anatomic joints. Box 
15-1 outlines this principle as well as other common lower 
limb orthotic principles. Most orthoses use a three-point 
system to ensure proper positioning of the limb within 
the orthosis.27 For example, a knee that has a tendency to 
hyperextend, or “back knee,” can be treated with a knee 
orthosis that applies force posterior to the knee but also 
applies forces anteriorly along the leg and the thigh. Such 
an orthosis ensures adequate control of the knee by exert-
ing these forces proximal to, distal to, and at the knee joint.

Terminology for Lower Limb 
Orthoses

Orthoses are frequently and incorrectly referred to as 
orthotics. Orthotic is the adjective derived from the noun 
orthosis. An orthosis can be referred to as an orthotic device. 
An orthosis is also made in an orthotic laboratory.

Terminology pertinent to the anatomy of the lower limb 
is also frequently used incorrectly. The term lower extremity 
specifically refers to the foot. The term leg should be used 
to refer to the portion of the lower limb between the knee 
and ankle joints. The thigh is located between the hip and 
knee joints. Lower limb refers to the thigh, leg, and foot.

Pathologic abnormalities regarding angulation have 
also been referred to incorrectly as varus and valgus defor-
mities at the knee and hip. Correct use of the Latin-derived 
terminology for these deformities requires the suffix of -us 
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at the ankle, -um at the knee, and -a at the hip. Varus and 
valgus deformities of the foot are described for both the 
hindfoot and forefoot (i.e., hindfoot valgus or forefoot 
varus). A bowlegged condition is correctly referred to as 
genu varum. Deformity at the hip is referred to as coxa 
valga and coxa vara.

Lower limb orthoses are frequently referred to with 
abbreviations. Standard orthotic nomenclature uses the 
first letter of each joint the orthosis crosses from proximal 
to distal. It then lists the first letter of the limb to which it 
is affixed (i.e., “F” for foot). Lastly, the letter “O” is used to 
signify it is an orthosis. Thus AFO designates an ankle-foot 
orthosis; KAFO, a knee-ankle-foot orthosis; and HKAFO, a 
hip-knee-ankle-foot orthosis.

The orthotic literature uses variable medical terminol-
ogy. The calcaneus is frequently referred to as the os cal-
cis. A plantar flexion deformity is referred to as an equinus 
deformity. Torsion and rotation have incorrectly been used 
interchangeably. Torsion refers to twisting of a portion of 
a limb. Rotation of a limb occurs only at a joint. Pronation 
has been referred to as inrolling, whereas supination has 
been referred to as outrolling. An orthosis is not put on and 
taken off but rather donned and doffed. Checkout means an 
examination of the patient after the orthosis is fitted.

Shoes

The purpose of wearing shoes is to protect the feet. The 
normal foot does not require support from shoes. The sole 
should be pliable so as not to interfere with the normal 
biomechanics of the foot. A practical way of ensuring that 
a shoe is of adequate length is to determine whether the 
index finger can be placed between the tip of the great toe 
and the toe box.58 The presence of calluses indicates areas 
of friction from poorly fitting (loose) shoes. The presence 
of corns indicates areas of friction over bony prominences, 
most often caused by tight-fitting shoes. Leather shoes are 
good choices for all types of activity. They are durable, 
allow ventilation, and mold to the feet with time. A good 
pair of shoes can often eliminate the need for foot orthoses 
and should be considered before orthotic prescription.

Shoe Parts

Two types of dress shoes are commonly worn: the Blucher 
and the Bal (Figure 15-1). The tongue is part of the vamp in 
the Blucher shoe. The quarters overlap the vamp. A Blucher 
shoe is recommended for patients requiring an orthosis 
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because there is more room to don and doff the shoe and 
the orthosis because of the open throat.63 In the Bal shoe 
style the quarters meet at the throat. The vamp is stitched 
over the quarters at the throat, thereby limiting the ability 
of the shoe to open and accommodate an orthosis.

Foot Orthoses

Foot orthoses range from arch supports found at a local 
pharmacy or athletic store to customized orthoses fab-
ricated by an orthotist. The effectiveness of an orthosis 
depends on proper diagnosis of the foot condition, the 
appropriate selection of orthotic material, and proper 
molding. Foot orthoses affect the ground reactive forces 
acting on the joints of the lower limb. They also have an 
effect on rotational components of gait (Figure 15-2).

Mild conditions can be treated with over-the-counter 
orthoses. More severe problems and chronic medical con-
ditions require customized orthoses.61 These are available 
in three types. A soft type is most commonly used in over-
the-counter orthoses. Orthotists usually provide semirigid 
orthoses, which provide more support than the soft type 
but are still shock absorbing. A rigid orthosis is indicated 
only for a problem that requires aggressive bracing to con-
trol a deformity.

To make a custom foot orthosis, the subtalar joint 
should be placed in a neutral position before casting. 
This position minimizes abnormalities related to foot and 
ankle rotation, such as hyperpronation, and it is also the 
position in which the foot functions best.41 The subta-
lar neutral position is used to treat conditions associated 
with hyperpronation including pes planus, patellofemo-
ral pain.9,48 The foot is then covered with a parting agent 
such as stockinette or a clear plastic wrap. The foot is then 
wrapped in either plaster of Paris strips or fiberglass tape 
and allowed to harden. Fiberglass casting is also used for 
difficult orthotic cases where the fiberglass casting itself can 
be used as a temporary orthosis to determine whether the 
mold properly controls the deformity. This negative mold 
is then removed to allow a positive mold to be made from 
the negative mold. The positive mold can be modified 
to increase the effectiveness of the orthosis. The custom 
orthosis is obtained by heating and form-fitting (often by 
use of a vacuum) the plastic to the positive mold.

 1.  Use only as indicated and for as long as necessary.
 2.  Allow joint movement wherever possible and appropriate.
 3.  Orthoses should be functional throughout all phases of 

gait.
 4.  Orthotic ankle joint should be centered over tip of medial 

malleolus.
 5.  Orthotic knee joint should be centered over prominence 

of medial femoral condyle.
 6.  Orthotic hip joint should be in a position that allows 

patient to sit upright at 90 degrees.
 7.  Patient compliance will be enhanced if orthosis is com-

fortable, cosmetic, and functional.
 

BOX 15-1

Principles of Lower Limb Orthoses
Research has not determined the length of time an 
orthosis remains effective. The orthosis should be exam-
ined at each follow-up visit to determine when a new one 
is necessary.

Common Foot Conditions

Pes Planus (Flat Foot)

Symptomatic relief of pain is obtained by controlling 
excess pronation of the foot. Pronation of the foot can be 
defined as a rotation of the foot in the longitudinal axis 
resulting in a lowering of the medial aspect of the foot. 
Foot pronation is a component of eversion. Eversion 
involves pronation at the subtalar joint, dorsiflexion at 
the ankle joint, and abduction of the forefoot at the tarso-
metatarsal joints. The key to controlling excess pronation 
is controlling the calcaneus to keep the subtalar joint in a 
neutral position.
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FIGURE 15-1 Shoe types and components. The open throat of the Blucher 
shoe accommodates an orthosis better than the Bal shoe.



Pes planus can be due to abnormalities such as excessive 
internal torsion of the tibia (which results in pronation of 
the foot) or malalignment of the calcaneus. It is the inter-
action between the tibia and the foot at the subtalar joint 
that allows pathology outside the foot to cause inrolling of 
the foot (see Figure 15-2).

The reduction of pronation is accomplished by main-
taining the calcaneus and the subtalar joint in correct 
alignment. The subtalar joint should be in a neutral posi-
tion during the custom molding process. The subtalar joint 
neutral position prevents rotational deformities associated 
with excessive pronation or supination from occurring (see 
Figure 15-2, C and D). Elevation of the anteromedial cal-
caneus exerts an upward thrust against the sustentaculum 
tali to help prevent inrolling.6 The orthosis should extend 
beyond the metatarsal heads to provide better leverage 
for control of the deformity. A custom-made foot ortho-
sis designed to prevent hyperpronation is also referred 
to as a UCBL orthosis (or UCB), denoting the University 
of California Biomechanics Laboratory, where original 
work regarding this type of orthosis was performed in the 
1940s. There are two common mistakes noted in custom 
foot orthoses. First, some are not made by orthotists, who 
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FIGURE 15-2  Analogy of subtalar axes to an oblique hinge. (A and C) 
Outward rotation of the upper stick (tibia) results in inward rotation of 
the lower stick (calcaneus). This results in elevation of the medial border  
of the foot and depression of the lateral border. (B and D) Inward rotation of
the upper stick (tibia) results in outward rotation of the lower stick (calca-
neus). This results in depression of the medial side of the foot with elevation 
of the lateral side. (Modified from Mann RA. Biomechanics of the foot. In Ameri-
can Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, editors: Atlas of orthotic, St Louis 1985, 
Mosby–Year Book.)
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represent the profession best capable of making a proper 
foot orthosis. Second, some custom foot orthoses do not 
cup the calcaneus but rather merely serve as a platform to 
stand on. The orthosis must extend proximally enough on 
the calcaneus to cup and control the subtalar joint during 
gait.

Some cases of pes planus are due to ligamentous laxity 
within the foot. For these cases a medial longitudinal arch 
support can be helpful for alleviating pain. Initial use of an 
arch that is too high can cause discomfort. The height of 
the arch can be increased as necessary as the foot develops 
a tolerance for the inlay. A Thomas heel extension (term 
for increased medial length to heel) can also offer medial 
support, particularly for heavier individuals. A most practi-
cal piece of advice for runners who have hyperpronation 
or pes planus is to purchase a pair of running shoes with a 
firm medial heel counter as well as shoes with a wide last 
at the shank (see Figure 15-1). Each of these applications 
helps prevent pronation at the subtalar joint.

Pes Cavus (High-Arched Foot)

A typical complication of pes cavus is excess pressure 
along the heel and metatarsal head areas, which can lead 
to pain. This can be prevented by making the height of the 
longitudinal support just high enough to fill in the space 
between the shank of the shoe and the arch of the foot 
to distribute weight more effectively. Weight should also 
be evenly distributed over the metatarsal heads. The lift 
is extended just to the metatarsal head area to help dis-
tribute and alleviate pressure over the metatarsal weight-
bearing area. The high point of the arch is located at the 
talonavicular joint because there is no tendency to pro-
nate as in pes planus. If the tibia is externally rotated (see 
Figure 15-2), this can give the appearance of an elevated 
arch as the foot supinates and the lateral aspect of the foot 
assumes additional weight-bearing responsibility. In these 
cases a foot orthosis is custom molded with the subtalar 
joint in a neutral position to prevent excess supination 
from occurring.

Forefoot Pain (Metatarsalgia)

Relief of pain in the forefoot is accomplished by distribut-
ing the weight-bearing forces to an area proximal to the 
metatarsal heads. This can be done by either internal or 
external modification. A metatarsal pad (also referred to as 
a “cookie”) can be placed inside the shoe just proximal to 
the second, third, and fourth metatarsal heads. It should 
also be just proximal to the lateral aspect of the first meta-
tarsal head and medial to the fifth metatarsal head (Figure 
15-3). A metatarsal bar is recommended for cases in which 
the foot is too sensitive to tolerate a pad inside the shoe. 
The metatarsal bar is typically 1⁄4-inch thick and tapers dis-
tally. The distal edge should be proximal to the metatarsal 
heads. It is often applied to a leather or neoprene sole.35 
The metatarsal bar can also be used for forefoot pain asso-
ciated with pes cavus. A rocker bottom (Figure 15-4) can 
also be used for metatarsalgia to decrease the force on the 
metatarsal pad region at push off.

Prevention of forefoot pain should also be emphasized 
to patients. Patients should avoid shoes with high heels or 
pointed toes, which place excess stress on the metatarsal 
heads.4
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Heel Pain

The painful area can be alleviated by using an orthosis to 
help distribute weight. Rubber heel pads can be applied 
inside the shoe to offer relief in cases of minor discomfort. 
A calcaneal bar is recommended for cases in which the foot 
is too sensitive to tolerate a pad inside the shoe and the 
heel pain is associated with a chronic condition. The calca-
neal bar is placed distal to the painful area to prevent the 
calcaneus from assuming full weight-bearing status. The 
same can be accomplished with a shoe that has a spring for 

FIGURE 15-3 Metatarsal pad for forefoot pain. This should be placed proxi-
mal to the metatarsal heads to reduce weight distribution on the metatarsal 
heads.
the heel set on the anterior calcaneus (see Figure 15-4, A). 
The application of a rocker bottom shoe can also be used 
to help initiate heel strike anterior and the ground reaction 
force anterior to the painful calcaneus (see Figure 15-4, B). 
Both of these shoe types are now commercially available.

A common cause of heel pain along the anteromedial 
calcaneus is plantar fasciitis. Pain occurs at the attachment 
site of the fascia along the medial aspect of the heel.39 Point 
tenderness is located over the anteromedial calcaneus. It is 
common in people who hyperpronate their feet, thereby 
placing excess stress on the medial longitudinal arch. A cus-
tom-made orthosis with the subtalar joint in a neutral posi-
tion (such as that described for pes planus) helps prevent 
excessive inrolling from occurring and reduces the stress 
placed along the proximal arch. A custom-made UCB ortho-
sis is indicated for cases in which conservative treatment has 
failed. From an orthotic standpoint, conservative treatment 
should include the use of a pair of shoes with a firm medial 
heel counter and a wide shank (see Figure 15-1).

An additional orthotic intervention for plantar fasciitis 
is the application of a plantar fascia night splint, which is 
a prefabricated AFO placed in a few degrees of dorsiflex-
ion.16,42 This helps provide the plantar fascia and plantar 
flexors a therapeutic stretch during sleep hours, assuring 
the patient several hours of passive stretching daily. Such a 
device is recommended for as long as is necessary until the 
patient is asymptomatic (Figure 15-5).

Plantar fasciitis is also common in patients with high 
arches. For these patients the medial longitudinal arch 
undergoes marked stress during weight-bearing. This can 
be treated with either an elevated arch support or a heel 
well that helps distribute pressure along the medial longi-
tudinal arch.

Heel spurs are frequently mistaken as the source of heel 
pain. Heel spurs related to plantar fasciitis are the result of 
mechanical stress acting through the plantar fascia onto its 
origin at the calcaneus and are not the source of the pain.34 
Inferior heel spurs are related to advancing age and are not 
painful in nature.
A B

FIGURE 15-4 (A) A spring coil in this shoe located at the anterior heel can alleviate heel pain by moving the ground reaction force anterior to the painful portion 
of the calcaneus in addition to lessening impact at heel strike. This can help with knee stability also. The forefoot is also designed as a rocker bottom for forefoot 
comfort. (Courtesy Z-CoiL Footwear, Albuquerque, NM.) (B) Rocker bottom shoe. This is prescribed for patients with ankle fusions to help normalize their gait 
pattern by simulating plantar flexion. A rocker bottom can also be prescribed for heel pain because it helps move the contact point at heel strike anterior to the 
painful calcaneus. Hence, the ground reaction force is also moved anterior to the painful heel. For metatarsalgia it decreases force across the metatarsal heads at 
push off. This type of shoe can now be purchased in some shoe stores in addition to being custom built into an existing regular pair of shoes. 



Heel lifts help some causes of Achilles pain by decreas-
ing the amount of stretch placed on the Achilles tendon (by 
keeping the ankle joint plantar flexed). A heel lift can be 
used to treat the pain associated with Achilles enthesitis, an 
inflammatory reaction at the insertion of the tendon into the 
periosteum of the calcaneus. For Achilles enthesitis, a heel 
lift is meant to be used for weeks—not months—to prevent 
the development of a plantar flexion contracture. A heel lift 
can also be helpful for treating plantar flexion spasticity or 
contracture by increasing the total heel height to help ensure 
that the patient has a heel strike before toe touch during gait.

Toe Pain

The goal of orthotic intervention in toe pain is to decrease 
pain by immobilization. This is done by incorporating a 
full-length carbon insert along the sole of the shoe. Alterna-
tively a steel shank can be extended forward to reduce the 
mobility of the distal joints, particularly if metal AFO com-
ponentry is being used. Common conditions associated 
with toe pain include hallux rigidus, gout, and arthritis.

Leg Length Discrepancy

A symptomatic leg length discrepancy should first be evalu-
ated with proper measurement. True leg length is measured 
from the distal tip of the anterior superior iliac spine to the 
distal tip of the medial malleolus. Apparent leg length is 
measured from a midline point such as the pubic symphy-
sis or umbilicus to the distal tip of each malleolus. This can 
be abnormal in cases in which the true leg length is normal 
but pelvic obliquity is present secondary to conditions such 
as scoliosis, pelvic fracture, or muscle imbalance. There is 
no support in the medical literature for treating low back 

FIGURE 15-5 Plantar fascia night splint. This prefabricated AFO provides a 
therapeutic stretch to the plantar fascia and plantar flexors nightly to help 
alleviate anteromedial heel pain and facilitate a recovery. (Courtesy BREG, Inc, 
Vista, Calif and Elizur Corp, Pittsburgh, PA.)
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pain associated with an alleged leg length discrepancy. It 
is not advised unless there is a traumatic event, such as a 
femur fracture, resulting in a significant acute-onset “leg” 
(lower limb) length discrepancy.

Leg length discrepancies of less than 1⁄2 inch do not 
need correction. The total discrepancy is never corrected. 
At most, 75% of the leg length discrepancy should be cor-
rected. The first 1⁄2 inch of the discrepancy can be managed 
with a heel pad. Additional correction requires the heel to 
be built up externally. The sole should also be built up pro-
portionally when the heel is built up externally to provide 
a comfortable, stable gait.

Osteoarthritis of the Knee

Although osteoarthritis of the knee is not a foot condition, 
it is mentioned here because pain related to it can be alle-
viated with foot orthoses. Foot orthoses alter the ground 
reaction forces affecting the more proximal joints, such 
as the knee, and this relationship should be considered 
when prescribing a foot orthosis. Lateral heel wedges can 
be used for conservative treatment of osteoarthritis when 
medial compartment narrowing is present. The heel wedges 
used are 1⁄4-inch thick along the lateral border and taper 
medially. Relief was obtained with heel wedges in 74 of  
121 knees from 85 patients in one study.15 Relief of pain 
was most frequently obtained in patients with mild osteo-
arthritis, but it was also documented in some patients with 
complete obliteration of the medial joint space. Wedge use 
widened the gait pattern. This orthosis has not been studied 
in patients with medial meniscus injuries, but it might afford 
some pain relief with medial compartment unloading.

Pediatric Shoes

Children’s shoes should have a simple design. To facilitate 
gait a heel should not be present. Soft soles are recom-
mended to permit the natural development of feet. Tennis 
shoes are adequate for most children. A high quarter or 
three-quarter shoe will stay on a child’s foot better than a 
low-cut shoe and is recommended during the first few years 
of life.

It is a common misconception that all flat feet need to 
be treated in children. Flat feet are usual in infants, com-
mon in children, and occur occasionally in adults.50 Flat 
feet improve over time, in part because of the loss of sub-
cutaneous fat and the reduction of laxity of the joints that 
occur with growth50 and the maturation of the gait pattern. 
Intensive treatment with corrective shoes or inserts for a 
3-year period did not alter the natural history of flat feet in 
129 children who were 1 to 6 years of age.58 One cannot 
make the asymptomatic person feel any better. Frequent 
shoe size change is necessary in the first few years of life.59

Ankle-Foot Orthoses

AFOs are the most commonly prescribed lower limb ortho-
ses. They were formerly known decades ago as short leg 
braces. Metal or plastic AFOs can be used effectively to 
control ankle motion. Metal AFOs are relatively contra-
indicated in children because the weight of the brace can 
cause external tibial rotation. Plastic AFOs are now most 
common in all age-groups.
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AFOs should provide mediolateral stability as a safety 
feature.17 Although much emphasis with AFOs is placed on 
controlling the amount of dorsiflexion and plantar flexion, 
movements at the subtalar joint also significantly influence 
the biomechanics of gait. Inversion includes supination at 
the subtalar joint, adduction at the tarsometatarsal joints, 
and plantar flexion at the ankle joint, which results in the 
foot being in an equinovarus position. Eversion includes 
pronation at the subtalar joint, abduction of the forefoot 
at the tarsometatarsal joints, and dorsiflexion at the ankle 
joint, resulting in the foot being in a valgus position. Rota-
tion at the subtalar joint is also accompanied by rotation of 
the tibia (see Figure 15-2).

AFOs can also stabilize the knee during gait.23 They are 
prescribed for conditions affecting knee stability, such as 
genu recurvatum. An AFO should be considered for con-
ditions affecting the knee, particularly when a concurrent 
problem exists at the ankle or subtalar joints. A proper AFO 
prescription considers the biomechanical influence of the 
orthosis at the foot, ankle, and knee in all planes of move-
ment. It is very important to remember that plantar flexion cre-
ates a knee extension moment and dorsiflexion creates a knee 
flexion moment.

Metal Ankle-Foot Orthoses

Metal AFOs are now used much less commonly than the 
plastic type. They will be discussed for the following four 
reasons:
 1.  Much of the research regarding the biomechanical influ-

ence of AFOs on gait was performed with metal AFOs. 
These principles also apply to plastic orthoses.

 2.  Metal components (especially joints) are frequently 
used in combination with plastic orthoses.

 3.  Some older patients wish to continue to use the metal 
orthoses to which they have become accustomed.

 4.  Morbidly obese patients can require more if not all metal 
componentry for durability and subtalar joint stability.
Recent research has offered support that metal AFOs pro-

vide better stabilization of the ankle during the gait cycle.8
The metal AFO consists of a proximal calf band, two 

uprights, ankle joints, and an attachment to the shoe to 
anchor the AFO (Figure 15-6). The posterior metal por-
tion of the calf band should be 1.5 to 3 inches wide to 
adequately distribute pressure.11 The calf band should be 
1 inch below the fibular neck to prevent a compressive 
common peroneal nerve palsy. A leather strap with Velcro 
is used to close the calf band, because it provides ease of 
closure for patients with only one functional upper limb.

Ankle joint motion is controlled by pins or springs 
inserted into channels (Figures 15-7 through 15-10). The 
pins are adjusted with a screwdriver to set the desired 
amount of plantar flexion and dorsiflexion. The spring 
is also adjusted with a screwdriver to provide the proper 
amount of tension necessary to aid motion at the ankle 
joint (used to assist dorsiflexion). Longer channels help 
prevent the spring mechanism from ″bottoming out” and 
provide for more precise control of ankle motion.

A solid stirrup is a U-shaped metal piece perma-
nently attached to the shoe. Its two ends are bent upward 
to articulate with the medial and lateral ankle joints  
(see Figure 15-7). The proximal stirrup attachment sites are 
aped to enforce the desired movements at the ankle joint 
see Figure 15-8). The sole plate can be extended beyond 
e metatarsal head area for conditions requiring a longer 
ver arm for better control of plantar flexion (e.g., plantar 
asticity).
A split stirrup can be used instead of a solid stirrup (see 

igures 15-6 and 15-9). The split stirrup has a sole plate 

IGURE 15-6 Metal double-upright dorsiflexion assist AFO on right shoe with 
teral T strap for control of varus deformity. The metal dorsiflexion assist ankle 
int has also been referred to in the distant past as a Klenzak ankle joint. Note the 
lit stirrup in the heel that allows the wearing of the orthosis with other shoes.

FIGURE 15-7 Double-action metal ankle joint with solid stirrup.



with two flat channels for insertion of the uprights. The 
two uprights are now called calipers, as they can open and 
close distally to allow donning and doffing of the AFO. A 
split stirrup allows removal of the uprights from the shoes 
so that the AFO can be worn with other shoes (see Figure 
15-6). Other pairs of shoes should also have the sole plate 
with channels for calipers incorporated into the heel area. 
The split stirrup is not as stable as the solid stirrup, and the 
metal uprights can pop out, which is the main reason a 
split stirrup is infrequently used.

Ankle Stops and Assists

The ankle joint can be positioned so that it is in a neutral, 
dorsiflexed, or plantar-flexed position, depending on the 
gait disturbance. It can be set to permit a partial range of 
motion or to eliminate a certain motion. An understand-
ing of the effect on the placement of pins and screws into 
the two channels of an ankle joint (see Figure 15-10) facili-
tates the proper orthotic prescription for the patient. This 
section reviews the common uses of the posterior stop (via 
pin), anterior stop (via pin), and the posterior dorsiflexion 
assist (via spring) of the orthotic metal ankle joint (Table 
15-1). A spring in the anterior channel has not been dem-
onstrated to be of clinical value.

FIGURE 15-8 Double-action stirrup (left) and dorsiflexion assist stirrup 
(right), used with the ankle joints shown in Figures 15-7 and 15-6, respectively. 
(Courtesy USMC, Pasadena, CA.)

FIGURE 15-9 Split stirrup. The stirrup extends anteriorly to attach at the 
shank area of a shoe for stability. This stirrup is for dorsiflexion assist.
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Plantar Stop (Posterior Stop). The plantar stop is used 
to control plantar spasticity or help incrementally stretch 
plantar contractures. The plantar stop is most commonly 
set at 90 degrees. A pin is inserted into the posterior chan-
nel of an ankle joint, such as that in Figure 15-10, to limit 
plantar flexion. An AFO with a plantar stop at 90 degrees 
produces a flexion moment at the knee during heel strike. 
Because the dorsiflexors cannot eccentrically activate to per-
mit the foot to make contact with the ground, the ground 
reactive force remains posterior to the knee after heel strike, 
which creates a flexion moment at the knee (and possibly 
an unstable gait via buckling). The proximal portion of 
the AFO also has an effect on knee stability. The posterior 
portion of the proximal AFO exerts a forward push on the 
proximal leg to increase the knee flexion moment after heel 

Table 15-1  Clinical Indications for Various Metal Ankle 
Channel Components

Channel
Pin or  
Spring Function

Clinical  
Indications

Posterior Pin Limits plantar 
flexion

Plantar spasticity, toe 
drag, pain with ankle 
motion

Posterior Spring Assists dorsi-
flexion

Flaccid footdrop, knee 
hyperextension

Anterior Pin Limits dorsi-
flexion

Weak plantar flexors, 
weak knee exten-
sors, pain with ankle 
motion

Anterior Spring Assists plantar 
flexion

None

*Used in combination with an extended sole plate to metatarsal head area to help com-
pensate for weak plantar flexors.

Positioning
screw

Positioning
pin

Spring

Joint
bushing

nut

Joint
screw

Adjusting
screw

Ball

FIGURE 15-10 Schematic drawing of metal ankle joint components. This type 
of ankle joint is most commonly referred to as a double-action ankle joint. It has 
also been referred to in the distant past as a double Klenzak ankle joint or a BiCAAL 
(bichannel adjustable ankle locking) joint. (Courtesy USMC, Pasadena, CA.)
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strike (Figure 15-11). The opposite occurs at toe-off, with 
an extension moment created at the knee. This concept has 
been used to develop what has been referred to as a plastic 
ground reaction AFO, with a solid proximal anterior tibial 
closing that provides a greater influence on the knee. This 
device will be discussed in more detail later. The greater the 
plantar flexion resistance, the greater the flexion moment 
at the knee at heel strike, and the greater the need for active 
hip extensors to prevent the body from collapsing forward 
on a buckling knee.

Also, a solid ankle cushioned heel (SACH) heel wedge 
can be used to reduce the flexion moment at the knee. The 
term SACH is a misnomer borrowed from the prosthetic 
literature. The “SA” (solid ankle) refers to the type of 
prosthetic ankle joint. The SACH heel wedge in this case 
should be referred to only as a cushioned heel. A cush-
ioned heel serves as a shock absorber at heel strike and is 
able to partially substitute for the dorsiflexors, which can-
not be eccentrically activated when ankle plantar stops of 
an AFO are set at 90 degrees. A cushioned heel also helps 
move the ground reactive force more anteriorly at the 
foot and subsequently at the knee. In essence, a soft heel 
helps stabilize the knee. It helps keep the ground reac-
tion force anterior to the knee joint. A firm heel decreases 
knee stability via a knee flexion moment while moving 
the ground reaction force posterior to the knee joint. A 
cushioned heel can also be used with an AFO to minimize 
the amount of plantar flexion spasticity present after heel 
strike. A firm heel can be used with an AFO for a patient 
with genu recurvatum.

The posterior stop should be set at the minimal amount 
of plantar flexion required to clear the foot during swing-
through.18 Remember, plantar flexion creates a knee extension 
moment at the knee from midstance to toe-off. This provides a 
more stable knee during gait than when the ankle plantar 
stops are set in any degree of dorsiflexion.
A balanced decision should be made between provid-
ing resistance to plantar flexion to clear the foot during the 
swing phase of gait and the amount of instability at the 
knee during the stance phase of gait. No AFO is effective 
in reducing the amount of knee flexion to “normal” levels 
during the stance phase of gait.20

Dorsiflexion Stop (Anterior Stop). An anterior stop is 
used to substitute for the function of the gastrocnemius-
soleus complex (Figure 15-12). It is used in conditions 
with weak calf muscles or weak quadriceps (because of 
its effect on the knee). Weak calf musculature allows the 
ankle to enter dorsiflexion, and dorsiflexion creates a knee 
flexion moment after heel strike. The anterior stop set at 5 
degrees of dorsiflexion best substitutes for gastrocnemius-
soleus function.18,20 Three muscle groups help stabilize 
the knee during the gait cycle: the quadriceps, hamstrings, 
and gastrocnemius-soleus complex. All three of these mus-
cle groups cross the knee joint and should be clinically 
evaluated and considered when prescribing a lower limb 
orthosis.

The anterior stop assists with push-off and assists the 
knee joint into extension. It should be used in combina-
tion with a stirrup with a sole extension to the metatarsal 
heads, to simulate the action of the calf muscles. The dor-
siflexion stop simulates the gastrocnemius-soleus function 
by causing the heel to rise during the latter part of stance 
rather than remaining flat on the ground. The shoe pivots 
over the metatarsal heads, creating an extension moment 
at the knee that helps stabilize the knee from midstance 
to toe-off.

The earlier the dorsiflexion stop occurs during the 
stance phase, the greater the extension moment at the 
knee. This is useful in clinical situations where quadriceps 
weakness is also present. If the extension moment at the 
knee is too great for too long, genu recurvatum (“back 
Hyperextension
control

Ground r eaction
to stabilize
weak knee

Ankle medial–lateral
and r otary contr ol

Knee flexion
control

FIGURE 15-11 Ground reaction ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) dynamic illustration. Note the effect of the proximal portion of the AFO on the knee throughout gait. 
(Courtesy Oregon Orthotic System, Albany, OR.)
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knee”) can occur. A balance should be obtained such that 
the extension at the knee is sufficient to stabilize the knee 
in extension yet prevent genu recurvatum. If too much 
dorsiflexion is permitted by the anterior stop, there will 
be too much knee flexion during gait from midstance to 
toe-off.

Dorsiflexion Assist (Posterior Spring). The posterior 
spring (see Figure 15-6) serves two purposes. It substitutes 
for concentric contraction of dorsiflexors to prevent flaccid 
foot drop after toe-off. It also substitutes (inadequately) for 
the eccentric activation of the dorsiflexors after heel strike.

The posterior spring prevents rapid plantar flexion at 
heel strike during its compression in the posterior chan-
nel. The posterior spring is again compressed during plan-
tar flexion during late stance before toe-off. The posterior 
spring assists with toe clearance during the swing phase of 
gait by providing a downward thrust posterior to the ankle 
joint at toe-off, which results in dorsiflexion anterior to the 
ankle joint. The longer the channel, the greater the ability 
to control dorsiflexion.

A summary of some of the common indications for the 
various channel components is found in Table 15-1.

Metal Ankle-Foot Orthoses Varus-Valgus Control. 
Varus and valgus deformities are associated with rotation 
at the subtalar joint. A T strap is attached along the side 
of the shoe distal to the subtalar joint to help minimize 
the deformity (see Figure 15-6). T straps are also used to 
help prevent worsening of the deformity. T straps also 

B

A

FIGURE 15-12 Schematic drawing of anterior pin stop simulating plantar 
flexion. (A) Anterior channels of ankle-foot orthosis component of a knee-
ankle-foot orthosis left open in a spinal cord–injured patient. Note that the 
heel does not lift up (i.e., no plantar flexion). (B) Anterior channels of same 
orthosis with anterior pins in place set at 5 degrees of dorsiflexion and with 
metal sole plate. Note that the heel does lift up (i.e., plantar flexion) as momen-
tum causes the lower limb to “pole-vault” over the anterior pin setting.
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elp distribute pressure properly along the foot during 
eight-bearing.
T straps are referred to as being either medial or lateral. 

 lateral T strap is sewn to the lateral aspect of the shoe, 
nd the belt is cinched around the medial upright of the 
FO (see Figure 15-6). A lateral T strap is used to control a 
arus deformity. The belt is secured with a buckle around 
he medial upright. This helps create a force directing the 
ubtalar joint outward, which counteracts the supination 
nd adduction tendency that would result in excess varus. 
he opposite is true for a valgus deformity with the T strap 
eing medially located. A pressure ulcer can develop over 
he malleolus if the T strap is buckled too tightly.

The T strap inadequately substitutes for the foot prona-
ors, supinators, abductors, and adductors because it does 
ot have an attachment on the plantar surface of the foot 

o create the mechanical advantage offered by the plantar-
ttached tendons.

lastic Ankle-Foot Orthoses

lastic AFOs are the most commonly used AFOs because of 
heir cost, cosmesis, light weight, interchangeability with 
hoes, ability to control varus and valgus deformities, pro-
ision of better foot support with the customized foot por-
ion, and ability to achieve what is offered by the metal AFO 
Figure 15-13). Energy consumption is equal with a plas-
ic solid AFO or a metal double-upright AFO.3 Although 
 plastic orthosis weighs less than its metal counterpart, 
he weight of the orthosis is not as important as the influ-
nce of the ground reactive force created by the presence of 
he orthosis. The same orthotic principles apply to ortho-
es made of plastic or metal. The effect of the plastic AFO 
n knee stability should be recognized. The plastic AFO 

IGURE 15-13 Custom plastic solid (i.e., no ankle joint although still flexible) 
nkle-foot orthosis (AFO) with posterior trim line to allow some flexibility 
ith plantar flexion. This is the most commonly prescribed AFO for foot drop. 
 is also referred to as a posterior leaf spring AFO, and it is usually set in a few 
egrees of dorsiflexion.
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prescribed for toe clearance should be just rigid enough to
provide resistance for toe clearance. Excessive resistance to
plantar flexion can make the knee unstable (create a flex-
ion moment) after heel strike.21

Plastic AFOs can be prefabricated or custom made. The
reasons for prescribing a custom-molded orthosis include
long-term need, conformed molding for comfort or insen-
sate feet, placement of the orthosis in a fixed amount of
plantar or dorsiflexion, better control of rotational deformi-
ties, and further reduction of weight-bearing for a tibial frac-
ture or diabetic plantar ulcer. The custom process is similar
to that previously described in this chapter for foot orthoses,
with the positive mold serving as the model for the orthosis.

Some practical advice should be offered to the patient
regarding the use of a plastic AFO. If changing shoes, it is
best to have another pair with a similar heel height, to pre-
vent altering the biomechanical effects at the foot, ankle,
and knee. Tennis shoes are most accommodating for don-
ning and doffing of the AFO. However, if dress shoes are to
be worn, patients should also be told that their shoe size
might need to be one-half size greater and the next width
larger to accommodate the orthosis. A Blucher-style dress
shoe with its open tongue helps accommodate the orthosis
(see Figure 15-1).

Plastic Ankle-Foot Orthosis Components

The foot component of the AFO should extend beyond the
metatarsal heads. The footplate can be extended beyond
the toes to reduce spasticity aggravated by toe flexion. The
shape and molding of the foot portion influence the bio-
mechanics of more proximal joints.

The ankle and subtalar joints can be made more stable
under four circumstances: (1) extend the trim line more
anteriorly at the ankle level (a trim line is the anterior
border of the plastic AFO); (2) make the plastic material
thicker; (3) place carbon inserts along the medial and lat-
eral aspects of the ankle joint; and (4) incorporate corru-
gations within the posterior leaf of the AFO. The strength
of the AFO should be matched to the patient’s weight and
activity level.

Plastic AFOs can also be hinged at the ankle. Ankle
hinges allow full or partial ankle motion, which can per-
mit a more natural gait. They should be considered when
complete restriction of ankle motion is not required. Plas-
tic ankle joints are light and are a good choice for children.
Metal ankle joints are preferred for adults, particularly
heavy adults. Newer designs have a single midline poste-
rior pin or spring mechanism (Figure 15-14). This mid-
line spring functions like the more traditional medial and
lateral dual posterior spring assist mechanism (see Fig-
ures 15-8 and 15-9). This makes the AFO narrower in the
mediolateral direction and slightly longer in the anterior-
posterior direction, which better conforms to the design of
most pants. Hinging an AFO adds mediolateral stability. Con-
sider prescribing a hinged AFO for a patient with spastic-
ity with a tendency toward inversion, or for a patient with
multiplanar ankle and subtalar flaccidity accompanying a
foot drop with a history of twisting the ankle.

The leg component should encompass three quarters of
the leg and should be padded along its internal surface.11 The
proximal extent should end 1 inch below the fibular neck to
prevent a compressive common peroneal nerve palsy.
The Solid Plastic Ankle-Foot Orthosis. The solid plas-
tic AFO is the most commonly prescribed plastic AFO (see 
Figure 15-13). It can be made to serve several purposes. The 
term solid refers to an AFO that is made of a single piece 
of plastic. It does not have ankle joints. A solid AFO can 
still be flexible enough to allow some ankle motion, and 
it should be flexible with a posterior trim line for the treat-
ment of foot drop without mediolateral instability. A solid 
AFO should be truly solid (not flexible) for the treatment 
of some cases of plantar spasticity.

Solid AFOs set at 90 degrees are commonly used for 
foot drop. Less obvious but equally important is the abil-
ity of the solid AFO to treat conditions affecting the knee. 
Again, it should be remembered that plantar flexion creates knee 
extension, and dorsiflexion creates knee flexion at heel strike. 
The AFO can be fixed in a few degrees of plantar flexion 
to provide stability at the knee during the stance phase of 
gait. Genu recurvatum can also be treated with a solid AFO. 
The more rigid the AFO, the greater the flexion moment at 
the knee at heel strike, which helps reverse the extension 
moment at the knee associated with genu recurvatum. The 
flexion moment at the knee also becomes even greater dur-
ing midstance if the ankle is placed in a few degrees of dor-
siflexion. Table 15-2 summarizes the important orthotic 
factors involved in creating knee extension and flexion 
moments throughout the gait cycle.

Plastic Ankle-Foot Orthosis Varus-Valgus Control. The 
goal of orthotic intervention is to alter the ground reac-
tive forces with custom molding to help maintain proper 
alignment of the lower limb by “building up” selected por-
tions of the AFO. A three-point system is used to provide 
the counter forces necessary to oppose the forces of the 
deformity (Figure 15-15).27,30 Some orthotists think that 
an orthosis should be firm (“not conforming”) to control 

FIGURE 15-14 Midline posterior stop articulated ankle-foot orthosis. Note 
the use of a plastic ankle joint to further decrease weight. Plastic ankle joints 
are more common in children (lightweight individuals). The use of a plantar 
stop with ankle joints is recommended for an active lightweight patient with 
plantar spasticity (e.g., a child with cerebral palsy).
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a deformity. Pressure points should be present in expected 
areas at follow-up visits if the orthosis is serving its purpose. 
A custom ground reaction orthosis provides appropriate 
foot support that influences the rotation of more proximal 
joints (Figure 15-16). The anterior tibial shell closing helps 
stabilize the knee during gait (see Figure 15-11).

An equinovarus (or inversion) deformity is controlled 
by applying forces medially at the metatarsal head area and 
calcaneus. The next force is applied more proximally along 
the lateral aspect of the fibula. This helps prevent inversion 
at the subtalar and ankle joints. A more proximal medial 
tibial force is applied to provide stabilization of the leg 
portion of the plastic AFO by providing an opposing force 
to the fibular area (see Figure 15-15). A three-point system 
also exists at the foot level to help prevent supination of 
the foot related to the equinovarus deformity (see Figure 
15-15). A three-point system is again applied to control the 
plantar flexion deformity associated with equinovarus (see 
Figure 15-15).

The reverse of the above described three-point system 
to control varus can be used to control valgus at the foot. 
Movements in all joints should be considered when pre-
scribing an orthosis.

A B
FIGURE 15-15  Three-point system control of equinovarus deformity. 
A, Control of varus rotational component at the foot (stars) and subtalar joint 
(dots). B, Control of equinus deformity. (Modified from Marx HW: Lower limb 
orthotic designs for the spastic hemiplegic patient, Orthot Prosthet 28:14, 1974.)

Table 15-2  Orthotic Componentry With Knee Flexion 
and Extension Moments

Knee Extension Moment/
Stability

Knee Flexion Moment/
Instability

Cushioned heel Solid heel

AFO fixed in plantar flexion AFO fixed in dorsiflexion

Posterior trim line on AFO (flexible) Anterior trim line on AFO

Posterior offset knee joint —

AFO, Ankle-foot orthosis.
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Patellar Tendon–Bearing Ankle-Foot Orthoses

A patellar tendon–bearing (PTB) AFO uses the patellar 
tendon and the tibial condyles to partially relieve weight-
bearing stress on skeletal structures distally, with more 
weight-bearing distributed along the medial tibial condyle.25 
PTB is a misnomer for this orthosis because only about 10% 
of the weight is distributed along the patellar tendon and 
the medial tibial condyle. Most of the weight-bearing is dis-
tributed throughout the soft tissues of the leg that are com-
pressed by an appropriately fitted orthosis. Compression of 
the soft tissues of the leg is also responsible for maintaining 
alignment and length of the tibia after a fracture.45,46

PTB AFOs are often prescribed for diabetic ulcerations 
of the foot, tibial fractures, and relief of the weight-bearing 
surface in painful heel conditions such as calcaneal frac-
tures, postoperative ankle fusions, and avascular necrosis 
of the foot or ankle. The orthoses are made of plastic and 

FIGURE 15-16 Oregon Orthotic System rotational control ankle-foot 
orthosis. Note the corrugations that add strength to the orthosis. Also note 
the metal ankle joint that is similar to those in Figure 15-10. (Courtesy Oregon 
Orthotic System, Albany, OR.)
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are bivalved. They fit snugly with the use of Velcro straps 
(Figure 15-17) or buckles similar to those of ski boots. A 
custom-molded PTB AFO can reduce weight-bearing in the 
affected foot by up to 50%.

Custom-made PTB AFOs are indicated when maximum 
weight-bearing reduction is necessary to ensure proper 
healing (such as in a debrided diabetic heel ulcer) and 
reduction of pain. It should first be determined that the 
painful condition is associated with weight-bearing rather 
than with range of motion. If pain occurs with range of 
motion, then the pain-producing range of motion should 
be eliminated.

The solid plastic orthosis makes contact with the ground 
before the reactive force is absorbed significantly by the 
foot, and then distributes this force more proximally along 
the leg. Compared with a prefabricated AFO, a custom-
made PTB AFO more effectively distributes pressure over 
a greater surface contact area for maximal weight-bearing 
reduction.

Pressure Relief Ankle-Foot Orthoses

A pressure relief AFO is also known by its acronym, 
PRAFO (Figure 15-18). This type of AFO has different 
brand names depending on the company that furnished 
it, including PRAFO, Multi-podus AFO, and Lennard 
AFO. This orthosis serves two purposes: pressure relief 
and contracture prevention. Pressure relief is achieved at 
the heel by completely eliminating weight-bearing with 
the heel cut out, and also by using a hinged lever arm 
posteriorly that can be adjusted medially or laterally to 
prevent medial or lateral malleolar pressure sore devel-
opment. This should be applied on the immobilized or 
motionless affected lower limb at all times while in bed. 
A PRAFO is frequently used in demented patients with 
hip fractures who do not have much lower limb mobility, 

FIGURE 15-17 Custom bivalved patellar tendon–bearing ankle-foot ortho-
sis. Ten percent of the weight is transferred to the patellar tendon. Fifty per-
cent weight-bearing reduction is achieved by custom-fitted contact distributed 
throughout the leg. This was prescribed for a young girl after resection of a 
large, benign tumor of the left tibia.
as well as in patients with a stroke who have dense hemi-
plegia. Plantar flexion contracture prevention occurs by 
keeping the ankle joint in a neutral position while the 
AFO is donned.

Common Ankle-Foot Orthosis Prescriptions

The three most common physiatric AFO prescriptions are 
those for foot drop, plantar spasticity, and lumbar spi-
nal cord injury (Figure 15-19). The most common AFO 
prescription for foot drop is a custom nonhinged plas-
tic AFO set in a few degrees of dorsiflexion with a pos-
terior trim line. This is also referred to as a posterior leaf 
spring AFO. The few degrees of dorsiflexion ensures foot 
clearance during the swing phase of gait. It also helps the 
ankle “spring” into dorsiflexion after the foot is lifted 
off the ground in a plantar-flexed position from push-
off. The minimal weight and bulk of this AFO are highly 
desired by the patient with foot drop. The avoidance of 
hinging not only minimizes bulk, but from a practical 
standpoint it keeps the mediolateral dimension of the 
AFO narrow to best accommodate a variety of shoes 
and pants. If there is significant subtalar joint instability 
(e.g., a patient with a history of inversion injuries and 
falling), a hinged plastic AFO with metal double-action 
ankle joints (see Figure 15-10) with springs in the poste-
rior channels (dorsi-assist) would provide mediolateral 
stability yet also permit plantar flexion. Alternatively, a 
hinged midline posterior stop AFO that is spring-loaded 
(see Figure 15-14) can also provide mediolateral stability 
for the patient with foot drop.

The most common AFO prescription for plantar spas-
ticity is either a hinged custom plastic AFO with a single 
midline posterior stop or a hinged custom plastic AFO 
with pins in the posterior channels to provide plantar stop 

FIGURE 15-18 Pressure relief ankle-foot orthosis (PRAFO). The heel cut-
out provides complete heel pressure relief. The hinged posterior lever arm 
prevents ankle pressure sore development either medially or laterally and can 
be adjusted like a windshield wiper as necessary to prevent medial or lateral 
malleolar pressure.
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at 90 degrees. The former is more likely to be considered 
in milder cases of spasticity without a significant inversion 
deformity. The latter is more likely to be considered if a sig-
nificant inversion deformity is still present after all other 
medical treatment measures to manage the spasticity have 
been exhausted. Metal ankle joints with posterior pins in 
this case would provide better mediolateral support yet still 
permit some dorsiflexion with the anterior channels left 
open. Permitting dorsiflexion allows a more normalized 
gait and provides a therapeutic stretch to the plantar flexors 
from midstance to toe-off during gait. Recent research stud-
ies support the use of hinged AFOs with plantar stops at 
neutral (90 degrees) as a preferred AFO for an active pediat-
ric population with lower limb spasticity.37,40,49,53,54

The most common lumbar spinal cord injury AFO pre-
scription is bilateral custom plastic ground reaction (ante-
rior tibial shell closing) AFOs fixed in 10 degrees of plantar 
flexion. The anterior tibial shell closing and 10 degrees of 
plantar flexion both help create knee extension moments 
with weight-bearing to add stability to the knees during 
ambulation. A walker or bilateral Lofstrand forearm ortho-
ses are still needed to permit ambulation.

Checkout

The patient should be examined after fitting and use of the 
orthosis. The first and most obvious form of a checkout is 
to verify that the gait pattern is improved with the orthosis 
in comparison to without the orthosis. The orthotic ankle 
joint should coincide with the tip of the medial malleolus. 
The patient is to be checked for ease of donning and doff-
ing the orthosis, and while it is off, observed for areas of 
skin breakdown. If the AFO was prescribed to control spas-
ticity, the orthotic evaluation should include determining 
its effectiveness in a dynamic setting, because spasticity can 
worsen with ambulation. In cases where significant defor-
mity is being addressed with orthotic intervention, some 
redness can and should be present if the orthosis is doing 
its job. Some redness is acceptable as long as it is dispersed 
in as large an area as possible and as long as there is no skin 
breakdown.

A B
C

FIGURE 15-19 Common ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) prescriptions. (A) Foot 
drop AFO. (B) Plantar spasticity AFO. (C) Lumbar spinal cord injury AFO.
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Knee-Ankle-Foot Orthoses

Knee-ankle-foot orthoses (KAFOs) were formerly referred 
to decades ago as long leg braces. The components are 
the same as those of an AFO but also include knee joints, 
thigh uprights, and a proximal thigh band. Various knee 
joints and knee locks are available for a variety of condi-
tions. KAFOs are used in patients with severe knee exten-
sor and hamstring weakness, structural knee instability, and 
knee flexion spasticity. The purpose of the KAFO is to pro-
vide stability at the knee, ankle, and subtalar joints during 
ambulation. They are most commonly prescribed bilater-
ally for patients with spinal cord injuries and unilaterally 
for patients with polio. There is a common misconception 
that patients with a complete femoral neuropathy (i.e., no 
quadriceps function) should have their knees braced. From 
a functional anatomic standpoint, it should be kept in mind that 
there are three stabilizers to the knee: the quadriceps, the ham-
strings (via eccentric activation at heel strike), and the plantar 
flexors (plantar flexion creates a knee extension moment). These 
stabilizers should all be evaluated carefully by physical 
examination before a KAFO is prescribed.

KAFOs can be prescribed for functional ambulation, 
exercise, or both. The benefits of exercise to the patient 
requiring bilateral KAFOs include preventing lower limb 
contractures, enhancing cardiovascular fitness, maintaining 
upper body strength for activities of daily living, delaying 
the development of osteoporosis, and decreasing the risk for 
medical complications, such as deep venous thrombosis.

The use of KAFOs often complements the use of a wheel-
chair for ambulation. The proprioceptive level is a reliable 
indicator of which spinal cord–injured patients can achieve 
ambulation status.57 It is helpful to have sensation and 
proprioception in the lower limbs to ambulate safely with 
KAFOs. The level of the spinal cord injury is also important in 
predicting the ability to ambulate. Adult spinal cord–injured 
patients with lesions at or above T12 generally are not func-
tional ambulators because of the metabolic cost involved.33 
Children have a higher center of gravity and can have a func-
tional gait with a higher spinal cord lesion. Muscle function is 
a predictor of the quality of ambulation. Good trunk control 
and upper body strength are needed to ambulate with KAFOs 
because these devices are used in combination with ambula-
tion aids, such as walkers and Lofstrand forearm orthoses.

Some patients with paraplegia, such as those with lower lum-
bar lesions with some knee extensor strength, are able to ambu-
late without KAFOs. Ambulation in these patients can often be 
accomplished with the use of bilateral plastic ground reaction 
AFOs (see Figures 15-11 and 15-16) with the ankles fixed in 10 
to 15 degrees of plantar flexion. The plantar flexion provides 
an extension moment at the knee during gait for stability with 
ambulation. The proximal anterior tibial shell closing provides 
further stability at the knee from midstance to toe-off (see Fig-
ure 15-11, part 4). A walker or two Lofstrand forearm orthoses 
can be used for additional support and balance.

Knee Joints

There are three basic types of knee joints. The straight-set 
knee joint provides rotation about a single axis (Figure 
15-20). It allows free flexion but prevents hyperextension. 
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It is often used in combination with a drop lock, which 
keeps the knee in extension throughout all phases of gait 
for further stability.

The polycentric knee joint uses a double-axis system to 
simulate the flexion-extension movements of the femur and 
tibia at the knee joint (Figure 15-21). Although this concept 
is theoretically sound, the polycentric knee joint has not 
proved to be advantageous over the straight-set knee joint, 
and it is less commonly used. It also adds bulk to the ortho-
sis. It is most frequently used in sport knee orthoses.

The third type of knee joint is the posterior offset knee 
joint (Figures 15-22 and 15-23; see Table 15-2). It is pre-
scribed for patients with weak knee extensors and some 
hip extensor strength. It allows free flexion and extension 
of the knee during the swing phase of gait and helps keep 
the orthotic ground reactive force in front of the knee axis 
for stability during stance. The center of gravity is nor-
mally posterior to the knee at heel strike, creating a flex-
ion moment at the knee, which requires quadriceps and 
hamstring muscle contraction to counteract this force. The 
posterior offset knee joint component of the KAFO helps 
place the ground reactive force anterior to the orthotic 
knee joint, creating an extension moment at the knee dur-
ing stance to compensate for the weak knee extensors. The 
posterior offset knee joint should have a hyperextension 
stop to help prevent genu recurvatum.

Occasionally the offset knee joint does not provide ade-
quate stability at the knee. The ankle component of the 
KAFO can then be set in 10 to 15 degrees of plantar flexion 
to further help create an extension moment at the knee for 
stability. Lastly, if these measures are insufficient at provid-
ing knee stability, the posterior offset knee joints can be 
locked in extension with drop locks (see Figure 15-20).

FIGURE 15-20 Straight-set knee with drop lock.
Knee Locks

Knee locks are used to provide complete stability at the 
knee. There are four common types of knee locks; these are 
discussed in order of their frequency of use, beginning with 
the most commonly used.

The ratchet lock has recently become the most com-
monly prescribed knee lock (Figure 15-24). The ratchet 
lock has a catching mechanism that operates in 12-degree 
increments. As the user rises from a seated to a standing 

FIGURE 15-21 Polycentric knee joint.

FIGURE 15-22 Posterior offset knee joint.



position, if there is a tendency for the knee to become 
unstable and flex, the ratchet lock prevents that movement 
and keeps the gains made toward extension. Once the 
patient is standing with the knees extended, knee flexion 
is achieved by pressing down on either a release lever or by 
sliding the locking mechanism.

Before the development of the ratchet lock, the drop 
lock (ring lock) was used most commonly in both the 
medial and lateral uprights of the KAFO (see Figure 
15-20). Its advantage is simplicity of design without bulk. 

A B C
FIGURE 15-23 Ground reaction force (GRF) schematic drawing. The arrows 
depicted poining upward from the ground are representative of the GRF. The 
knee joint remains extended (e.g., stable) if the GRF is anterior to the knee.  
A knee flexion moment is created if the GRF is posterior to the knee. (A) GRF 
at stance. (B) GRF at heel strike. (C) Orthotic GRF at heel strike with pos-
terior offset orthotic knee joint. A solid heel also moves the GRF posteriorly  
(i.e., knee flexion moment/instability) and a soft heel moves the GRF anteriorly 
(i.e., knee extension moment/stability).
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However, fine motor coordination skills are needed to lock 
the knee in complete extension. In addition, there are two 
locks per side yet only two hands. The drop lock also can 
“settle” after ambulation and might be difficult to pull up 
to unlock the knee. The disadvantage of the drop lock in 
comparison with the ratchet lock is that there is no lock-
ing mechanism until full knee extension is obtained. Con-
sequently a patient’s knee can collapse into flexion when 
it is not sufficiently extended to activate the drop lock. A 
collapse into flexion does not occur with the ratchet lock, 
and so the patient is less likely to fall. A drop lock can be 
used unilaterally along the lateral upright if the patient is 
relatively lightweight and has a low activity level.

The bail lock (also known as the Swiss, French, 
Schweitzer, or pawl lock) provides the easiest method of 
simultaneously unlocking the medial and lateral knee 
joints of a KAFO (Figures 15-25 and 15-26). Two hands 
can be used for two bail locks, whereas there are a total 
of four ratchet locks or four drop locks with other bilat-
eral KAFOs. Lifting up the bail posteriorly releases the knee 
joint to permit flexion, allowing the patient to sit down. 
The patient can also alternatively catch the bail on the edge 
of a chair by leaning back to release the lock mechanism to 
permit sitting. The locking mechanism is spring-loaded to 
assist locking the knee into extension (see Figure 15-26). 
The bail is often padded with rubber to protect the cloth-
ing from being torn or soiled. The KAFO with a bail lock 
can be worn over or under clothes, depending on the size 
of the bail lock and the size of the clothing. On its down-
side, child cruelty can lead to one child kneeing the hand-
icapped child’s knee from behind and, with this type of 
lock, causing the child to fall—not a good practical joke.
FIGURE 15-24 Ratchet lock. The 12-degree increments gained with knee extension prevent the knee from going into flexion, thereby adding stability and a safety 
factor as one rises from a seated to a standing position. The mechanism is released by using the lever arm to allow one to resume a seated position.
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The dial lock (formerly known as a turn buckle) is used 
to stabilize the knee in varying amounts of flexion (Figure 
15-27). It can be adjusted in 6-degree increments and is 
more precise for the management of a knee with a flexion 
contracture than a KAFO with ratchet locks. Its uses include 
helping prevent progression of a flexion contracture or 
assisting with the gradual reduction of a flexion contracture.

The Thigh Component of a Knee-Ankle-Foot 
Orthosis

The thigh band needs to be wide enough to adequately dis-
tribute the pressure of the ground reactive force transmitted 
through the knee axis. A partial plastic thigh shell can pro-
vide a greater contact area and decrease high-pressure areas 
if properly fitted. Plastic-metal combination KAFOs also 
decrease the weight of the KAFO, which can increase patient 
comfort and usage. A low thigh band is used to prevent genu 
recurvatum.

Scott-Craig Orthosis

The Scott-Craig orthosis (Figure 15-28) was designed to 
provide the patient with paraplegia who has a complete 
lesion at L1 or higher, with a more functional and com-
fortable gait.47 It was also designed to reduce unnecessary 
hardware, to be a KAFO of lighter weight, and to be easy to 
don and doff. This orthosis was named after an orthotist, 

FIGURE 15-25 Padded spring-loaded bail lock. (Courtesy Becker Orthopedic 
Co, Troy, MI.)
Bruce Scott, who worked at Craig Hospital in Englewood, 
Colorado.

The orthotic design consists of an ankle joint with ante-
rior (permits 5 degrees of dorsiflexion to simulate plantar 
flexion) and posterior (set at 90 degrees to prevent toe drag) 
pin stops, a sole plate extending to the metatarsal heads, a 
crossbar added to the metatarsal head area for mediolateral 
stabilization, and an offset knee joint with a bail lock.47 A 
rigid anterior tibial band is positioned directly below the 
tibial tubercle. A rigid proximal thigh band is positioned 
posteriorly and is closed anteriorly with a soft strap secured 
with Velcro. These two bands should be shallow enough to 
hold the knee in extension. A three-point system helps keep 
the knee in extension by applying pressure at the proximal 
thigh posteriorly, the proximal tibia anteriorly, and at the 
calcaneus posteriorly.22 The ankle joint functions with a 

FIGURE 15-26 Spring-loaded bail lock mechanism. Lifting the bail permits 
free flexion for sitting, and the spring mechanism helps lock the knee joint into 
extension.

FIGURE 15-27 The dial lock may be adjusted every 6 degrees for precise 
control of knee flexion.



dorsiflexion stop used to simulate the triceps surae func-
tion as previously described, and with a posterior stop set 
at 90 degrees to prevent toe drag.

A group headed by Lehmann24 analyzed the Scott-Craig 
orthosis and found that it was the easiest of the KAFOs 
tested to don and doff. The original design of this orthosis 
is still being prescribed for patients with paraplegia.

Knee Orthoses

Swedish Knee Cage

The knee orthosis (KO) known as a Swedish knee cage (Figure 
15-29) is used to control minor to moderate genu recurvatum 
caused by ligamentous or capsular laxity. This articulated KO 
permits full knee flexion and prevents hyperextension. The 
Swedish knee cage uses a classic three-point orthotic system 
with two bands placed anterior to the knee axis (one above 
and one below the knee) and a third band posterior to the 
knee joint in the popliteal area. It also has an additional 
thigh band with longer uprights to obtain better leverage at 
the knee joint. Severe genu recurvatum might need to be con-
trolled with longer lever arms, such as that offered by a KAFO.

Genu recurvatum can also be controlled through addi-
tional orthotic measures, including a solid plastic AFO 
that resists plantar flexion. This can be used in cases where 

FIGURE 15-28 Scott-Craig knee-ankle-foot orthosis. (Courtesy Becker 
Orthopedic Co, Troy, MI.)
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pathology also affects the ankle or subtalar joints. The more 
rigid the AFO, the greater the flexion moment at the knee 
during heel strike (which counters the extension moment 
of a knee with recurvatum). A shoe with a solid heel also 
helps create a greater knee flexion moment, which is pre-
ferred in this case over a shoe with a cushioned heel, which 
would facilitate a knee flexion moment. An additional flex-
ion moment at the knee during midstance can be obtained 
by fixing the AFO in a few degrees of dorsiflexion.

Osteoarthritis Knee Orthoses

The same orthotic three-point principle that has been applied 
for years in the Swedish knee cage for genu recurvatum has 
recently also been applied to osteoarthritis of the knee, most 
commonly with medial compartment narrowing (Figure 
15-30). The three-point system distribution is achieved by a 
strap that is applied across the knee joint. In one study, 19 of 
20 patients with varying degrees of osteoarthritis experienced 
significant relief of knee pain.27 Radiographic improve-
ment in joint alignment was also noted. The limiting fac-
tor regarding this knee orthotic prescription is the patient’s 
weight. A morbidly obese patient with an abundance of fatty 
tissue around the knee will not support the KO adequately. 
In such cases where this KO and surgery are precluded, the 
foot orthoses with lateral buildup as described earlier in this 
chapter should be considered. The foot orthosis with a lat-
eral buildup is considered the preferred first-line orthotic 
treatment for osteoarthritis of the knee. (See Osteoarthritis 
of the Knee in the Foot Orthoses section.)

Sport Knee Orthoses

There is an increasing abundance of sport orthoses on the 
market. There is also a lack of definitive research regard-
ing their role in sports. This can lead to much confusion 

FIGURE 15-29 The articulated Swedish knee cage, which uses a three-point 
system to control genu recurvatum.
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regarding their prescription, unless the KO is reviewed sys-
tematically. Sport KOs can be divided into prophylactic, 
rehabilitative, and functional categories.31

Prophylactic knee bracing attempts to prevent or reduce 
the severity of knee injuries. There is currently no evidence 
to support the use or cost benefit of these orthoses. Some 
studies have found that the use of these orthoses actually 
increased the number of athletes with knee injuries.44,52 It 
is theorized that knee-braced players can put themselves 
in compromising positions because of overreliance on the 
orthosis and that this can contribute directly to the increas-
ing injury rates observed. The use of prophylactic knee 
bracing has also been associated with increased energy 
consumption, which can impair athletic performance.13

Rehabilitative knee bracing is used to allow protected 
motion within defined limits.36 It is useful for postopera-
tive and conservative management of knee injuries, and is 
most commonly applied postoperatively for anterior cruci-
ate ligament–reconstructed knees (Figure 15-31) and patel-
lofemoral pain syndrome.*

Functional knee bracing is designed to assist or pro-
vide stability for the unstable knee. Functional knee brac-
ing does not replace the need for rehabilitation of the 
knee. Knee braces are used most commonly to stabilize a 
laterally subluxing patella7,28 or an anterior cruciate liga-
ment–deficient knee.2,32,51 Their use has been shown to be 
effective only at loads much lower than those placed on the 
knee during athletic participation. In summary, functional 
knee bracing can possibly play a role in the treatment of 
pathologic laxity by possibly decreasing the frequency of 
unstable episodes.36

*References 2, 7, 28, 32, 51, 62.

FIGURE 15-30 The Generation II knee orthosis for tricompartmental osteo-
arthritis of the knee. This uses the standard orthotic three-point distribution 
system in a medial-lateral distribution rather than in an anterior-posterior dis-
tribution as was noted with the Swedish knee cage (see Figure 15-29).
Pediatric Orthoses

Caster Cart

The disabled child should identify early with motion so 
that ambulatory skills can progress naturally.1 Without 
familiarity with motion, disabled children lack the desire 
to ambulate once placed in a parapodium or reciprocating 
gait orthosis.

The caster cart (Figure 15-32) is used for children with 
a developmental delay in ambulatory skills, and it serves 

FIGURE 15-31 Fusion anterior cruciate ligament knee orthosis. This type of 
lightweight knee orthosis is designed to prevent hyperextension and also offer 
mediolateral stability at the knee. It may also offer some proprioceptive feed-
back. (Courtesy BREG, Inc, Vista, CA, and Elizur Corp, Pittsburgh, PA.)

FIGURE 15-32 Caster cart. This is an initial mobility aid for the disabled child. 
The child uses it as a “prewheelchair device” for mobility.



as an initial mobility aid. It is most often prescribed for 
children with spina bifida. Most children are upright and 
cruising by 10 months.14 Children with paraplegia should 
be fitted for a caster cart once they have obtained enough 
upper limb strength and trunk balance to propel them-
selves. If balance is a problem for the child, a deep seat 
bucket can be prescribed to help provide balance so that 
the child can use the upper limbs for propulsion.

The caster wheel at the back of the cart facilitates mul-
tidirectional movement. Initially the child can be pushed 
around in the cart with a handle attached posteriorly so 
that the cart serves as a stroller.

FIGURE 15-33 A standing frame for initial upright activities. Used by children 
who desire to stand, as determined by attempts to pull themselves upright.
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Standing Frame

The use of a standing frame (Figure 15-33) typically fol-
lows successful use of a caster cart. The age range for initial 
use is usually 8 to 15 months. Children can continue to use 
their caster carts during this time. Children who are pull-
ing themselves up along furniture are typically ready for a 
standing frame. This is the first sign that they are interested 
in standing and moving.14

The standing frame helps balance the body in space and 
allows free use of the upper limbs for participation in activities. 
Children with thoracic level lesions need AFOs to provide good 
ankle and foot support in the standing frame or parapodium. 
Initial gait training can occur with the use of the standing frame 
via a swing-through gait with the assistance of parallel bars.

Parapodium

The parapodium was also referred to in the past as a swivel 
orthosis (Figure 15-34). Before children are given a parapo-
dium, they should first demonstrate adequate use of a stand-
ing frame and exhibit a desire to ambulate. A child’s standing 
frame can be evaluated for wear and tear to determine whether 
it has been used sufficiently so that the child can advance to a 
parapodium. A frequently used standing frame (or any ortho-
sis) will show evidence of wear and tear that includes soil-
ing and scratches. It is important to note this, because parents 
frequently set expectations too high for the disabled child. A 
child who has not used a standing frame will likely be unable 
or unwilling to ambulate with a parapodium.

A parapodium is an appropriate prescription for children 
who are unlikely to become functional walkers because 
of the severity of their impairment. It often complements 
wheelchair use.26 It is most commonly prescribed for chil-
dren between 2.5 to 5 years of age.

A parapodium allows crutchless gait. Ambulation occurs by 
the child pivoting the hips and using “body English” to swivel 
A B

FIGURE 15-34 (A) Parapodium with hip and knee joints locked in extension. (B) Parapodium with hip and knee joints unlocked and in a flexed position. 
(Courtesy Variety Ability Systems, Inc, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.)
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one side of the oval-based stand forward and then repeating 
the same event for the other side. Its design is similar to the 
standing frame, but it has hip and knee joints. The hip and 
knee joints remain locked in extension to permit ambulation 
in the upright position but can be unlocked (simultaneously 
in some models) to permit sitting. The difficulties experienced 
with the use of this orthosis include donning and doffing and 
rising from a seated position to a standing position.

Reciprocating Gait Orthosis

The reciprocating gait orthosis (RGO) was formerly known 
as a hip-guided orthosis (Figure 15-35). It can also be referred 
to as a bilateral hip-knee-ankle-foot orthosis (HKAFO). The 
purpose of the RGO is to provide contralateral hip exten-
sion with ipsilateral hip flexion. The RGO is appropriate 
for children who have used the standing frame, developed 
good trunk control and coordination, can safely stand, and 
are mentally prepared for ambulation. Good upper limb 
strength, trunk balance, and active hip flexion are important 
positive variables for ambulation.12 Obesity, advanced age, 
lack of patient or family motivation, scoliosis, spasticity,8 
and contractures are significant negative factors in the long-
term use of the RGO. This type of orthosis clearly only com-
plements the use of a wheelchair for mobility purposes and 
serves therapeutic purposes of exercise and upright activi-
ties. One newer type of spinal cord injury orthosis is the 
Walkabout which has a scissoring mechanism in the groin 
area attaching two KAFOs via a hinge. The trade-off with this 
device is a lack of contralateral hip extension with ipsilateral 
hip flexion for a less bulky orthosis to don and doff.34

FIGURE 15-35 Isocentric reciprocating gait orthosis. (Courtesy Center for 
Orthotic Design, Redwood City, Calif, and Fillauer Companies, Inc, Chattanooga, TN.)
The neurologic level of spinal cord injury is not a very 
reliable predictor of ambulation capability for children. As 
children with spinal cord injuries grow taller, they might 
experience more difficulty walking as their center of gravity 
becomes lower.

The RGO is prescribed most commonly for children 
aged 3 to 6 years. The concept of the RGO was developed by 
researchers working with a patient who had active hip flex-
ion and no hip extension. Gait is initiated with unilateral 
hip flexion and can be assisted by swaying the trunk when 
hip flexion is inadequate. This type of gait pattern can also 
be considered to be a form of physical therapy, because 
hip extension occurs passively with each step, helping to 
reduce flexion contractures. Cables were initially used to 
provide the necessary hip motion, but newer mechanical 
methods of reciprocal gait use a “teeter-totter” concept (see 
Figure 15-35). This type of RGO has been reported to be 
more energy efficient than an RGO with cables.60

Crutches are used with the RGO to provide a control 
mechanism, taking advantage of the forward momentum to 
produce small propulsive forces when needed.29 This also is 
a disadvantage of this orthosis (compared with the parapo-
dium) because the upper limbs are not free for other activities. 
The patient with an RGO is able to negotiate a greater variety 
of surfaces than would be possible with the parapodium.43

The hip joints of the RGO have hip flexion and abduc-
tion capabilities on release of the locking mechanisms. It is 
recommended that one hip joint have abduction capabil-
ity to permit catheterization and to allow sitting in a hip-
flexed and abducted position.

Ambulation Aids

The purpose of using ambulation aids (Figures 15-36 and 
15-37) is to increase the area of support for patients who have 
difficulty maintaining their center of gravity safely over their 
own support area. A variety of aids are available for the indi-
vidual needs of patients. Ambulation aids improve balance, 

FIGURE 15-36  Ambulation aids. (Left to right) C cane, Lofstrand forearm 
orthosis, walker, crutch, and quad cane.



redistribute and extend the weight-bearing area, reduce lower 
limb pain, provide small propulsive forces, and provide sen-
sory feedback. They should be considered an extension of the 
upper limb. Their proper use requires adequate upper limb 
strength and coordination. An exercise program for the upper 
limbs is useful and can complement ambulation with the aid 
by increasing endurance and stability. A supervised period of 
training is recommended after prescription of an aid.

The type of aid needed depends on how much balance 
and weight-bearing assistance is needed. The body weight 
transmission for a unilateral cane opposite the affected 
side is 20% to 25%.4 It is 40% to 50% with the use of a 
forearm or arm cane.4 Body weight transmission with bilat-
eral crutches is estimated at up to 80%.5

Canes

To prescribe a cane:
 •  Measure the tip of the cane to the level of the greater 

trochanter with the patient in an upright position to 
determine the proper cane length.55

The elbow should be flexed approximately 20 degrees, 
which is a desirable elbow position for all ambulation aids. 
Canes are made of wood or aluminum, with the aluminum 
alloy cane having adjustable notches so that “one cane fits all.”

There are three common types of canes (see Figure 15-36). 
The C cane is most commonly used. It is also known as a 
crook top cane or a J cane. A functional grip cane offers the 
patient a grip that can be more comfortable than with the 
C cane. A quad cane provides an increased area of support 
compared with the other canes. Quad canes also come in 
narrow- and wide-based forms for different degrees of sup-
port. The lateral two legs are directed away from the body.

FIGURE 15-37 Wooden forearm orthosis (Kenny stick). The leather band 
encloses the proximal forearm. (Courtesy  Thomas Fetterman, Inc, Southampton, PA.)
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A cane is used on the side opposite the supporting lower 
limb. It is advanced with the opposite lower limb. It is usu-
ally held on the patient’s unaffected side. This can be done 
to lessen the force exerted on a hip with pathology. The load 
is increased by four times the body weight on the stance 
side during gait because of the gravitational forces and the 
gluteus medius–gluteus minimus force exerted across the 
weight-bearing hip.5 The cane helps decrease the force gen-
erated across the affected hip joint by decreasing the work of 
the gluteus medius-minimus complex. This occurs when the 
upper limb exerts force on the cane to help minimize pelvic 
drop on the side opposite the weight-bearing lower limb.

Patients should be instructed on how to ascend and 
descend stairs. The pneumonic “up with the good and 
down with the bad” serves as an easy reminder. The patient 
should always have the “good” lower limb assume the first 
full weight-bearing step on level surfaces.

Walker

To prescribe a walker:
 •  Place the front of the walker 12 inches in front of 

the patient (the walker should partially surround the 
patient).

 •  Determine the proper height of the walker by having 
the patient stand upright with the shoulders relaxed 
and the elbows flexed 20 degrees.55

A walker provides maximum support for the patient but 
also necessitates a slow gait. It is useful for hemiplegic and 
ataxic patients. Wheels can be added to the front legs to 
facilitate movement of the walker for those who lack coor-
dination in the upper limbs. Patients using wheeled mod-
els should be supervised initially to ensure safety. Some 
walkers also have a front U-shaped extension with extra 
supports to provide stability for stair climbing. A patient 
needs to be motivated and have good strength and coordi-
nation to use this model of walker.

Visual Impairment Cane

To prescribe a visual impairment cane:
 •  Instruct the patient to flex the shoulder until the upper 

limb is parallel with the floor.
 •  Measure the distance from the hand to the floor. That is 

the proper length.
A visual impairment cane should be lightweight, flex-

ible, and easily collapsible. The distal inches of the cane 
are red. Please also note the following additional physiat-
ric visual impairment pearl for elevator rides: two dings is 
“down” and one ding is “up.”

Crutches

To prescribe crutches:
 •  Crutch length: Measure the distance from the anterior 

axillary fold to a point 6 inches lateral to the fifth toe 
with the patient standing with the shoulders relaxed.

 •  Handpiece: Measure with the patient’s elbow flexed 30 
degrees, the wrist in maximal extension, and the fingers 
forming a fist. This is measured after the total crutch 
height is determined with the crutch 3 inches lateral to 
the foot.55
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A crutch is defined as a device that provides support 
from the axilla to the floor. Although there are different 
types of crutches and canes, they can all be referred to as 
orthoses because they are applied to the external surface of 
the body to improve function.

The patient should be able to raise the body 1 to 2 
inches by complete elbow extension. Despite the popular-
ity of padding the axillary area of the crutch, this should 
not be done. It needs to be emphasized to the patient that 
crutches are not designed to be rests for body support. This 
point should be made to the patient to reduce the inci-
dence of compressive radial neuropathies or plexopathies.

Nonaxillary Crutches

Nonaxillary crutches are more appropriately called fore-
arm or arm canes, or forearm or arm orthoses. The Loft-
strand forearm orthosis, Kenny sticks, the Everett or Warm 
Spring orthosis, the Canadian crutch, and the platform 
forearm orthosis will be discussed (see Figures 15-36 and 
15-37).

Forearm Orthoses

Lofstrand Forearm Orthosis

To prescribe a Lofstrand forearm orthosis:
 •  Measure the handpiece as described above for crutches, 

with the patient standing upright and the elbow in 20 
degrees of flexion.
The proximal portion of the orthosis is also angled at 20 

degrees to provide for a comfortable, stable fit. It is often 
made of tubular aluminum. It provides less support than 
crutches for ambulation, but is sufficient for many patients. 
Lofstrand forearm orthoses are most often used bilaterally. 
The open end of the cuff is placed on the lateral aspect of the 
forearm to permit elbow flexion and grasping without drop-
ping the orthoses. The advantages of this orthosis are that it 
is shorter than an axillary crutch, and the forearm cuff pivots 
to allow the patient to lean on the crutch for hand activities.

Wooden Forearm Orthosis (Kenny Stick)

Another forearm orthosis option is the Kenny stick (see Fig-
ure 15-37). It was named after Sister Kenny, who sawed off 
the top half of wooden crutches and placed a leather band 
around the proximal portion of the forearm. It was designed 
for polio patients who had satisfactory proximal upper limb 
musculature but were weak distally and unable to effectively 
hold and control the orthosis. Its advantage over the Loft-
strand orthosis is the presence of a closed leather band. This 
assures patients (more so than the Lofstrand forearm ortho-
sis does) that they will not drop the ambulation aid.

Platform Forearm Orthosis

To prescribe a platform forearm orthosis:
 •  Have the patient stand upright with the shoulders 

relaxed and the elbows flexed 90 degrees. The distance 
from the ground to the forearm rest is the proper 
length.
This orthosis is helpful for patients with painful wrist 
and hand conditions, as well as for those with elbow con-
tractures. Velcro straps are applied around the forearm, 
especially for patients with weak hand grips.

Triceps Weakness Orthoses (Arm Orthoses)

These orthoses, also known as triceps weakness crutches, 
were originally developed for patients with poliomyelitis. 
The metal version is known as a Warm Spring crutch or 
Everett crutch. The wooden version is known as a Canadian 
crutch. These crutches resemble the “axillary” crutches in 
style, but end proximally with a cuff at the midarm level. 
These ambulation aids help prevent flexion (buckling) of 
the elbow during gait.

Crutch Tips and Hand Grips

The purpose of crutch tips is to absorb shock and prevent 
slippage. Crutches are only as safe as the quality of their 
crutch tips. Special crutch tips are available for rainy and 
icy conditions (Figure 15-38). At each checkup the physi-
cian should make sure that the crutch tips are not worn out. 
Hand grips are used to reduce pressure on the hands and 
are also safety features because they help prevent slippage.

Prescription

A medical diagnosis with delineation of the impairment 
and any resulting disability should be made before an 
orthotic prescription is written. The orthotic goals should 
be documented for the orthotist. An AFO prescription 
should include the type of ankle (rigid, flexible, or jointed) 
and the position of the ankle (neutral, dorsiflexed, or plan-
tar flexed). If the ankle is jointed, the range of motion 
should be specified. In the case of a compressive peroneal 
nerve palsy, for example, the physical impairment would be 
a flaccid foot drop. The ankle should be flexible and held in 
a neutral position with a plastic AFO set in a few degrees of 
dorsiflexion. The goals include toe clearance during swing-
through and prevention of foot slap during early stance.19

From an orthotic prescription standpoint, most of this 
chapter is concisely summarized in Figure 15-39, a full-size 
prescription pad with convenient check boxes and room at 
the top of the page to copy this onto a letterhead for clini-
cal use. Adjacent to this sheet is a quick summary reference 

A B
FIGURE 15-38  A, Snow Boot crutch tip for use in snowy and icy condi-
tions. B, Rain Guard crutch tip for use in wet conditions. (Courtesy Hi-Trac 
Industries, Holley, MI.)
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Lower limb orthotic prescription

Name:       Age

Diagnosis: 

Orthotic goals:

Justification:

Orthotic company:

Referring physician:

FO AFO KAFO HKAFO KO

Right Left Bilateral

Custom

Plastic Metal Combination

Ankle type:   Solid (rigid) Hinged:    dorsiassist
   dorsistop
   plantar stop

Ankle ROM:   degrees

degrees

Knee type: Straight set Posterior offset Polycentric

Knee locks: Two per knee joint One per knee joint

Knee lock type: Drop lock Bail lock Dial lock

Hip joints with drop locks Standard Abduction

Miscellaneous

Physician name Date

Solid (flexible)

Plantar flexion

Dorsiflexion

Neutral (90°)

Ratchet lock

FIGURE 15-39 Lower limb orthotic prescription sheet. (For a printable version of this form, see the Expert Consult website.)
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Foot Orthosis
 •  UCBL (University of California Biomechanics Laboratory): 

Hyperpronating “flat” foot
 •  Metatarsal pad: Temporary mild to moderate metatarsalgia
 •  Metatarsal bar to shoe: Severe metatarsalgia (cannot stand 

something in shoe) or permanent metatarsalgia (e.g., 
arthritis)

 •  Heel lift: Temporary use for Achilles tendinitis or plantar 
fasciitis

 •  Heel cup: Fat pad syndrome (heel bruise)
 •  Lateral heel wedge: Osteoarthritis with medial compartment 

narrowing

Ankle-Foot Orthosis
 •  Over the counter: For a trial basis only
 •  Custom: For long-term use
 •  Plastic: For almost everyone
 •  Metal: For the patient >250 lb with a hinged AFO

Common Types
 •  Custom solid (flexible) AFO set at 90 degrees: Foot drop
 •  Custom solid (rigid) AFO set at 90 degrees: Plantar spasticity

Hinge Indications
 •  Significant mediolateral instability at subtalar joint but 

patient with ankle dorsiflexion and plantar flexion (rare)
 •  Tight plantar flexors in spastic patients with improving lower 

limb function (they can take advantage of a more “normal” 
gait via dorsiflexion from midstance to toe-off, and plantar 
stretching is therapeutic over this part of the gait cycle)

 •  An active patient with foot drop or plantar flexor spasticity 
can take advantage of the hinged feature during stair climb-
ing, rising from sit to stand, frequent walking, etc.

Knee-Ankle-Foot Orthosis
Knee Type
 •  Straight set: Most common; always used unless posterior 

offset is indicated
 •  Posterior offset: Patient with weak knee extensor triad (quad-

riceps, plantar flexors, and hamstrings)
 •  Polycentric: A two-joint system that theoretically simulates 

femur-tibia translation; standard on most sport orthoses 
for the above marketing purpose; no clear-cut indications

Knee Locks
 •  Ratchet lock: Most common.
 •  Drop lock: Can be difficult to pull up after “settling in” from 

walking
 •  Bail lock: Bulkier and less desirable then the drop locks for 

most patients but necessary for those without fine hand 
control

 •  Dial lock: Used to lock an unstable knee in extension, but 
they are adjusted to account for knee flexion contractures

Hip Joints (common to prescribe one of each of the below)
 •  Standard: Allows flexion and extension
 •  Abduction: Permits flexion and extension but also permits 

abduction to allow self-catheterization of the urinary 
 bladder and seating in a hip-flexed and abducted position

 

BOX 15-2

Summary Reference for Prescription Pad

AFO, Ankle-foot orthosis.
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
  
that can be copied onto the back of the prescription sheets
(Box 15-2).

Summary

An appropriate lower limb orthotic prescription requires
a thorough biomechanical analysis of gait and knowledge
of the available orthotic components available to treat spe-
cific conditions. The prescribing physician should maintain
a close working relationship with the certified orthotist to
make certain that the patient is receiving the best orthotic
options available.

Patient complaints about orthoses usually are related
to cosmesis, comfort, clothing soiling or damage, weight,
and difficulty with donning and doffing. All practitioners
should work toward the goal of achieving the ideal orthosis
for the patient that enhances comfort, cosmesis, and func-
tion. Accomplishing this will in turn enhance compliance.
The ideal orthosis would be weightless, invisible, with-
out cost, maintenance free, comfortable, and strong, and
would normalize the gait pattern while simultaneously
reducing energy consumption to within normal limits.
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CHAPTER 16

SPINAL ORTHOSES
Daniel P. Moore, Edward Tilley, and Paul Sugg
History of Spinal Orthotic 
Management

The first evidence of the use of spinal orthoses can be traced 
back to Galen (c.131 to 201 ad). Primitive orthotic devices 
were made of items that were readily available during this 
period (Figure 16-1). These items consisted of leather, 
whalebone, and tree bark. Spinal orthoses, although crude 
in their construction, have been recovered by archaeolo-
gists from the cliff dwellings of pre-Columbian Indians. 
The word orthosis is Greek and means “to make straight.”2 
Ambroise Paré (1510 to 1590) wrote about bracing and spi-
nal supports, and Nicholas Andry (1658 to 1742) coined 
the term orthopaedia, pertaining to the straightening of chil-
dren.4 Unstable areas such as fractures were often held in 
a corrected position with an orthosis, to allow for healing 
to occur. Normally fixed deformities were accommodated 
while flexible deformities were corrected. Orthopaedia was 
the predecessor to the field of orthotics.1

In the past there were no organized training programs 
in the fabrication and application of orthoses, and an 
orthotist began as an apprentice, much like the village 
blacksmith. The training process for orthotists is now well 
defined and rigorous, with a certification process in the 
United States. Orthotists are now required to have exten-
sive knowledge of pathologies and the proper fabrication 
and use of orthotic devices. Technology has revamped the 
field of orthotics, with new stronger and lighter materials. 
Although materials available for orthotic construction have 
changed, the types of pathologic conditions treated have 
remained virtually constant for years.

The primary goal of modern orthoses is to aid a weakened 
muscle group or correct a deformed body part. The orthosis 
can protect a body part to prevent further injury, or can cor-
rect the position (immediate term or long-term) of the body 
part. The same approach is true for spinal orthoses. The clini-
cian’s priority should be to determine which spinal motion to 
control. Good clinical outcomes can be maximized through 
the proper selection, use, and application of the orthosis. (See 
Chapters 14 and 15 for further information on orthoses.)

Terminology

Terminology is currently often misused in the field of 
orthotics. Definitions of some terms commonly used in the 
field are listed below:
 •  Orthosis: A singular device used to aid or align a weak-

ened body part
 •  Orthoses: Two or more devices used to aid or align a 

weakened body part(s)
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 •  Orthotics: The field of study of orthoses and their 
management

 •  Orthotic: An adjective used to describe a device (e.g., 
an orthotic knee immobilizer); this term is improperly 
used as a noun (e.g., “the patient was fitted with a foot 
orthotic”).

 •  Orthotist: A person trained in the proper fit and fabrica-
tion of orthoses

 •  Certified orthotist (e.g., American Board for Certification in 
Prosthetics and Orthotics): Presently in the United States, 
academic requirements can be fulfilled by a baccalaure-
ate degree in orthotics or a 4-year science degree followed 
by a postbaccalaureate certificate program in orthotics. A 
1-year residency program is required after the academic 
program. The National Commission on Orthotic and 
Prosthetic Education is moving toward a mandated 
entry-level master’s degree in prosthetics and orthotics by 
2010. Extensive training in the proper fit and fabrication 
of orthoses is required. After the education and residency 
is completed, a national examination for certification can 
be taken in the United States, supplied by the American 
Board for Certification in Prosthetics and Orthotics.
Acronyms are frequently used to describe orthoses. They 

are named for the parts of the body where they are located 
and have some influence on the motion in that body 
region. Some examples of spinal orthoses follow:
 •  CO: Cervical orthosis
 •  CTO: Cervicothoracic orthosis
 •  CTLSO: Cervicothoracolumbosacral orthosis
 •  TLSO: Thoracolumbosacral orthosis
 •  LSO: Lumbosacral orthosis
 •  SO: Sacral orthosis

Prefabricated Versus Custom 
Orthoses

The availability of prefabricated orthoses today presents 
the rehabilitation team with a variety of choices and some 
challenges. Many of the prefabricated orthoses come in 
various sizes and can be fitted to patients often with little 
or no adjustment. While this can be a benefit to the patient 
and the team in terms of time, care should be taken to 
ensure that the design and function of these orthoses are 
appropriate for the patient’s condition and not used purely 
for convenience. Custom orthoses, in most cases, provide 
a more comfortable fit with a higher degree of control, 
and can be designed to accommodate a patient’s unique 
body shape or deformities. Recognition of the time needed 
to fabricate the orthosis, the experience of the fabricator, 
the patient’s specific condition, and the expectations of 
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the patient are all factors that should be considered when 
ordering a custom orthosis.

Orthotic Prescription

The orthotic prescription allows for improved communica-
tion between clinicians, and it serves as a justification of 
the funding of the orthosis. Insurer-requested justification 
for the orthosis is becoming more common as medical 
costs have increased. Insurer approval of the prescription 
is more likely if the orthosis clearly increases indepen-
dence or helps prevent detrimental outcomes, such as a 
fall. The prescribing rehabilitation physician is responsible 
for the final order. The prescription should be accurate and 
descriptive, but not so descriptive as to limit the orthotic 
team’s independent ability to maximize functionality and 
patient acceptance.

Prescriptions should include the following items:
 •  Patient’s name, age, and gender
 •  Current date
 •  Date the orthosis is needed
 •  Vendor’s name
 •  Diagnosis
 •  Functional goal
 •  Orthosis description
 •  Precautions
 •  Physician’s name and unique physician identifier 

number
 •  Physician’s signature with office address and contact 

phone number
Prescriptions should include a justification, such as the 

correction of alignment, to decrease pain, or to improve 
function. Brand names and eponyms for the orthosis 
should be avoided. Established acronyms are acceptable 
(e.g., TLSO). Detailed descriptions of the orthosis, the 
joints involved, and the functional goals are important. For 
a nonarticulated orthosis the fixed angle should be indi-
cated. For an orthosis with a moveable joint, the range of 
motion desired, end limitations of range, and assistance 
(or resistance) through the range should be specified. 
Before the prescription is finalized, input from the patient, 
physician, therapist, and orthotist is needed. It is especially 

FIGURE 16-1 Traction device, 1889.
important for physicians to review the use, or lack of use, 
of past orthoses, because this will help guide their new 
prescription. If a patient discontinues the use of an ortho-
sis prematurely, the reason why this occurred should be 
investigated by the provider before additional resources are 
expended. Knowledge of the patient’s medical condition(s) 
is essential for a number of reasons. For example, the condi-
tion might be progressive, with further expected functional 
loss. On the other hand, the condition might be expected 
to improve partially or completely in the future.

Spinal Anatomy

The vertebral column is composed of 33 vertebrae, includ-
ing 7 cervical, 12 thoracic, 5 lumbar, 5 inferiorly fused ver-
tebrae that form the sacrum, and 5 coccygeal. The spinal 
column not only bears the weight of the body, but it also 
allows motion between body parts and serves to protect 
the spinal cord from injury. Before birth, there is a single 
C-shaped concave curve anteriorly. At birth, infants have 
only a small angle at the lumbosacral junction. As a child 
learns to stand and walk, lordotic curves develop in the cer-
vical and lumbar region (age 2 years). These changes can 
be attributed to the increase in weight-bearing and differ-
ences in the depth of the anterior and posterior regions of 
the vertebrae and disks.28,32

The cervical vertebrae are small and quadrangular, 
except for C1 and C2, which have some unique features. 
The cervical articular processes face upward and back-
ward, or downward and forward. The orientation of the 
facet joints is important to note, as it relates to limita-
tions of movement of the vertebral column. The thoracic 
vertebrae have heart-shaped bodies. The thoracic verte-
brae are intermittent in size but increase in size caudally. 
This is related to the increased weight-bearing require-
ments. The dorsal length of the thoracic vertebrae is 
approximately 2 mm more than the ventral side, which 
could account for the thoracic curve. Their superior artic-
ular processes face backward and outward, and the infe-
rior ones face forward and inward. The lumbar vertebrae 
have a large, kidney-shaped body. Their upper articular 
processes face medially and slightly posteriorly, and the 
lower ones face laterally and slightly anteriorly. The five 
sacral vertebrae are fused in a solid mass and do not con-
tain intervertebral disks. The sacral bony structure acts as 
a keystone, and weight-bearing increases the forces that 
maintain the sacrum as an integral part of the spinal pel-
vic complex.

The spine is composed of more than vertebral bodies. 
The intervertebral disk is composed of a nucleus pulpo-
sus, annulus fibrosus, and cartilaginous end plate. Disks 
make up approximately one third of the entire height of 
the vertebral column. The nucleus contains a matrix of col-
lagen fibers, mucoprotein, and mucopolysaccharides. They 
have hydrophilic properties, with a very high water content 
(90%) that decreases with age.27 The nucleus is centrally 
located in the cervical thoracic spine, but more poste-
riorly located in the lumbar spine. The annulus fibrosus 
has bands of fibrous laminated tissue in concentric direc-
tions, and the vertebral end plate is composed of hyaline 
cartilage.
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FIGURE 16-2 Representative values for range of motion of the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spine as summarized from the literature. (Data from White AA, 
Panjabi MM:  The lumbar spine. In:  White AA, Panjabi MM, editors: Clinical biomechanics of the spine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 1990, Lippincott.)
Normal Spine Biomechanics

Movement of the vertebral column occurs as a combina-
tion of small movements between vertebrae. The mobility 
occurs between the cartilaginous joints at the vertebral bod-
ies and between the articular facets on the vertebral arches. 
Range of motion is determined by muscle location, tendon 
insertion, ligamentous limitations, and bony prominences. 
In the cervical region, axial rotation occurs at the special-
ized atlantoaxial joint. At the lower cervical levels, flexion, 
extension, and lateral flexion occur freely. In these areas, 
however, the articular processes, which face anteriorly or 
posteriorly, limit rotation. In the thoracic region, move-
ment in all planes is possible, although to a lesser degree. 
In the lumbar region, flexion, extension, and lateral flex-
ion occur, but rotation is limited because of the inwardly 
facing articular facets.11 An understanding of the three-
column concept of spine stability/instability is helpful to 
ensure that the proper orthosis is prescribed. The anterior 
column consists of the anterior longitudinal ligament, 
annulus fibrosus, and the anterior half of the vertebral 
body. The middle column consists of the posterior longi-
tudinal ligament, annulus fibrosus and the posterior half 
of the vertebral body. The posterior column consists of the 
interspinous and supraspinous ligaments, the facet joints, 
lamina, pedicles, and the spinous processes. The loss of 
normal spinal anatomy can affect the stability of the spine.
Spine motion can be classified with reference to the 
horizontal, frontal, and sagittal planes. Spinal motion 
can shift the center of gravity, which is normally located 
approximately 2 to 3 cm anterior to the S1 vertebral body. 
White and Panjabi33 provided a summary of the current 
literature, revealing motion in flexion and extension, later-
ally, and axially (Figure 16-2). In the cervical spine, exten-
sion occurs predominantly at the occipital C1 junction. 
Lateral bending occurs mainly at the C3–C4 and C4–C5 
levels. Axial rotation occurs mostly at the C1–C2 levels. In 
the thoracic spine, flexion and extension occur primarily 
at the T11–T12 and T12–L1 levels. Lateral bending is fairly 
evenly distributed throughout the thoracic levels. Axial 
rotation occurs mostly at the T1–T2 level, with a gradual 
decrease toward the lumbar spine. The thoracic spine is 
the least mobile because of the restrictive nature of the rib 
cage. In the lumbar spinal segment, movement in the sag-
ittal plane occurs more at the distal segment, with lateral 
bending predominantly at the L3–L4 level. There is insig-
nificant axial rotation in the lumbar spinal segment.

Knowledge of the normal spinal range of motion helps 
in understanding how the various cervical orthoses can 
limit that range (Table 16-1). Soft collars provide very little 
restriction in any plane. The Philadelphia-type collar mostly 
limits flexion and extension. The four-poster brace and Yale 
orthosis have better restriction, especially with flexion-
extension and rotation. The halo brace and Minerva body 
jacket have the most restriction in all planes of motion.
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An interesting phenomenon related to movement in
the spine occurs during motion. If the movement along
one axis is consistently associated with movement around
another axis, coupling is occurring. For example, if a patient
performs left lateral movement (frontal plane) motion, the
middle and lower cervical and upper thoracic spine rotate
to the left in the axial plane (Figure 16-3). This causes the
spinous processes (posterior side of the body) to move to
the right. In the lower thoracic spinal segment, left lateral
movement in the frontal plane can cause rotation in the
axial plane, with the spinal processes moving in either
direction. The lumbar area has a contradictory movement
pattern when compared with the cervical spine. With left
lateral bending of the lumbar spine, the spinous processes
move to the left. A three-dimensional perspective is impor-
tant to maintain during examination. Patients with scoliosis
and patients who undergo radiologic testing would benefit
from an evaluation for the normal coupling patterns noted.

Nachemson21-23 performed the classic studies on nor-
mal adults that measured intradiskal pressures during a
variety of activities and positions. Standing pressure was
referenced as 100 in the lumbar disk. Lowest pressure mea-
surements were noted in the supine position, with pro-
gressively higher pressures in the following positions: side
lying, standing, sitting, standing with hip flexion, sitting
with forward flexion, standing with forward flexion, and
lifting a load while sitting with forward flexion.24

Description of Orthoses

Head Cervicothoracic Orthoses
Type: Halo Orthosis

Biomechanics. The halo orthosis (Figure 16-4) provides
flexion, extension, and rotational control of the cervical
region. Pressure systems are used for control of motion, as

Table 16-1  Normal Cervical Motion From Occiput 
to First Thoracic Vertebra and the Effects  
of Cervical Orthoses

Mean of Normal Motion (%)

Orthosis
Flexion or 
Extension

Lateral 
Bending Rotation

Normal* 100.0 100.0 100.0

Soft collar* 74.2 92.3 82.6

Philadelphia collar 28.9 66.4 43.7

Sternal occipital 
 mandibular immobilizer 
orthosis

27.7 65.6 33.6

Four-poster brace 20.6 45.9 27.1

Yale cervicothoracic 
brace

12.8 50.5 18.2

Halo device* 4.0 4.0 1.0

Halo device† 11.7 8.4 2.4

Minerva body jacket‡ 14.0 15.5 0

*Data from Johnson et al.12

†Data from Lysell.16

‡Data from Maiman et al.17
well as to provide slight distraction for immobilization of 
the cervical spine.

Design and Fabrication. The halo orthosis consists of pre-
fabricated components such as a halo ring, pins, uprights 
(or superstructure) and vest. The halo ring is fixed to the 
outer table of the skull bones with generally four or more 
metal pins. On the typical adult patient the pins are opti-
mally placed under local anesthesia, less than 1 inch above 
the lateral third of each eyebrow (to avoid the sinuses) and 
less than 1 inch above and just posterior to the top of each 
ear. Upright bars or superstructure connects the ring to a 
rigid plastic thoracic vest, which is lined with lamb’s wool.

The halo is adjustable for flexion, extension, anterior 
and posterior translation, rotation, and distraction. The 
vest wraps around the thoracic region of the spine and is 
fastened laterally, usually by buckles. The design is used to 
effectively immobilize the cervical spine.

This orthosis provides maximum restriction in motion 
of all the cervical orthoses. It is the most stable orthosis, 
especially in the superior cervical spine segment. A halo 
is used for approximately 3 months (10 to 12 weeks) to 
ensure healing of a fracture or of a spinal fusion. Usu-
ally a cervical collar is indicated after the halo is removed, 
because the muscles and ligaments supporting the head 
become weak after disuse. All pins on the halo ring should 
be checked to ensure tightness 24 to 48 hours after applica-
tion, and retorqued if necessary.
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FIGURE 16-3 Regional coupling patterns. Summary of the coupling of lateral 
bending and axial rotation in various subdivisions of the spine. In the middle and 
lower cervical spine as well as the upper thoracic spine, the same coupling pattern 
exists. In the middle and lower thoracic spine, the axial rotation, which is coupled 
with lateral bending, can be in either direction. In the lumbar spine, the spinous 
processes go to the left with left lateral bending. (Redrawn from White AA, Panjabi 
MM: the lumbar spine. In:  White AA, Panjabi MM, editors: Clinical biomechanics of the 
spine, ed 2, Philadelphia, 1990, Lippincott.)



Indications. The halo is generally used for unstable cervi-
cal fractures or postoperative management.

Contraindications. Contraindications are stable fractures 
or when other, less invasive management could be used. 
Patients with an extremely soft skull might not tolerate the 
pin placement.

Special Considerations. Skull density determines halo 
pin placement as well as the number of halo pins to be 
used. While four pins are used on average, more can be 
necessary in soft skulls (e.g., osteoporotic, fractured, or in 
an infant) to distribute the force over a broader area of the 
skull.

Cervical Orthoses

Type: Philadelphia or Miami J

Biomechanics. The Philadelphia (Figure 16-5) and Miami 
J (Figure 16-6) orthoses provide some control of flexion, 
extension, and lateral bending, and minimal rotational 
control of the cervical region. Pressure systems are used for 
control of motion, as well as to provide slight distraction 
for immobilization of the cervical spine. Circumferential 
pressure is also intended to provide warmth and as a kines-
thetic reminder for the patient.

FIGURE 16-4 Halo orthosis.
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Design and Fabrication. These orthoses are prefabricated, 
consisting of one or two pieces that are usually attached 
with Velcro straps. Two-piece designs have an anterior and 
posterior section. The anterior section supports the mandi-
ble and rests on the superior edge of the sternum. The pos-
terior aspect of the collar supports the head at the occipital 
level.

Indications. They are used primarily for cervical sprains, 
strains, or stable fractures. They can also be used for protec-
tion and to limit mobility after surgery to allow healing.

Contraindications. These orthoses are not indicated for 
unstable fractures.

Cervicothoracic Orthoses

Type: Sternal Occipital Mandibular Immobilizer

Biomechanics. The sternal occipital mandibular immo-
bilizer (SOMI; Figure 16-7) provides control of flexion, 
extension, lateral bending, and rotation of the cervical 

FIGURE 16-5 Philadelphia orthosis.

FIGURE 16-6 Miami J orthosis.
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spine. Pressure systems are used for control of motion, as 
well as to provide slight distraction for immobilization of 
the spine. A benefit of the SOMI orthosis is that it can be 
donned while the patient is in the supine position. The 
SOMI is a good choice for patients who are restricted to 
bed, because there are no posterior rods to interfere with 
comfort of the patient. A headband can be added so that 
the chin piece can be removed. This maintains stability but 
improves accessibility for daily hygiene and eating.

Design and Fabrication. The SOMI is prefabricated, con-
sisting of a cervical portion with removable chin piece 
and bars that curve over the shoulders. Also used are posts 
that fixate the cervical portion to the sternal portion of the 
orthosis. The anterior section supports the mandible and 
rests on the superior edge of the sternum, with the inferior 
anterior edge terminating at the level of the xiphoid. The 
posterior aspect of the orthosis supports the head at the 
occipital level.

Indications. The SOMI is used primarily for cervical 
sprains, strains, or stable fractures with intact ligaments. It 
can also be used for protection and to limit mobility dur-
ing the healing process in the postoperative patient.

Contraindications. This orthosis is not indicated for 
unstable fractures with ligament instability.

FIGURE 16-7 Sternal occipital mandibular immobilizer.
Yale

The Yale orthosis consists of chin and occipital pieces 
that extend higher on the skull in the posterior region; 
this increases comfort. The Yale orthosis is a modified 
Philadelphia collar with a thoracic extension. The exten-
sion consists of fiberglass that extends both anteriorly 
and posteriorly, and has thoracic straps that hold the 
sections together. The thoracic extension to the ortho-
sis helps to stabilize injuries at the vertebral levels of 
C6–T2.

Four-Poster

The four-poster is a rigid cervical orthosis with anterior and 
posterior sections consisting of pads that lie on the chest 
and are connected by leather straps. The struts on the ante-
rior and posterior sections are adjustable in height. Straps 
are used to connect the occipital and mandibular support 
pieces by way of the over-the-shoulder method.

Also note that some cervical orthoses can also incor-
porate a sternal extension addition, which converts them 
from a cervical orthosis to a cervicothoracic orthosis (e.g., 
Aspen, Philadelphia, Miami J).

Cervicothoracolumbosacral Orthoses

Type: Milwaukee Orthosis

Biomechanics. The Milwaukee orthosis is used for sco-
liosis management (scoliosis is discussed later in this 
chapter). The Milwaukee provides control of flexion, 
extension, and lateral bending of the cervical, thoracic, 
and lumber spine. It also provides some rotational con-
trol of the thoracic and lumbar spine. Pressure systems 
are used for control of motion, as well as to provide cor-
rection for the spine. The Milwaukee is a good choice 
for patients who need correction in the higher thoracic 
region of the spine.

Design and Fabrication. The Milwaukee is custom made, 
consisting of a cervical portion with the option of a remov-
able cervical ring. Also used is the thoracolumbar section 
of the orthosis in which the correction of the lower tho-
racic and lumbar spines is achieved.

Indications. The Milwaukee brace is used primarily for 
scoliotic management of the high thoracic curves along 
with thoracic and lumbar curves of the spine.

Contraindications. This orthosis is not indicated for 
lower thoracic and lumbar curves only. With lower thoracic 
and lumbar curves a thoracolumbar orthosis could be used 
without the use of the cervical component.

Thoracolumbosacral Orthoses

Type: Thoracolumbosacral Orthosis (Prefabricated)

Biomechanics. The thoracolumbosacral orthosis (TLSO; 
prefabricated) (Figure 16-8) provides control of flexion, 
extension, lateral bending, and rotation using three-point 
pressure systems and circumferential compression.



Design and Fabrication. This orthosis can be designed 
in modular forms, with anterior and posterior sections 
connected by padded lateral panels and fastened with Vel-
cro straps or pulley systems. Many of these are covered in 
breathable fabric and have a variety of different shapes and 
options, such as sternal pads or shoulder straps.

Indications. This orthosis can be used for treatment of 
traumatic or pathologic spinal fractures in the mid to lower 
thoracic region or lumbar region.

Contraindications. These include a body habitus that is 
obese with a pendulous abdomen, excessive lordosis, or a 
need for increased lateral stability.

Special Considerations. Cost is reduced in some models 
because of the mass production of prefabricated modules. 
The use of breathable material can increase compliance 
with wearing.

Type: Thoracolumbosacral Orthosis  
(Custom-Fabricated Body Jacket)

Biomechanics. The body jacket (Figure 16-9) provides 
control of flexion, extension, lateral bending, and rotation. 
It uses three-point pressure systems and circumferential 
compression.

Design and Fabrication. It is molded to fit the patient 
and designed for patient needs. Anterior trim lines are usu-
ally located inferior to the sternal notch and superior to the 
pubic symphysis. The posterior trim lines have a superior 
border at the spine of the scapula, and an inferior border at 
the level of the coccyx. These trim lines are adjusted during 
fitting to allow patients to sit comfortably and to use their 
arms as much as possible without compromising the func-
tion of the orthosis.

Indications. This orthosis can be used for treatment of 
traumatic or pathologic spinal fractures in the mid to lower 
thoracic region or lumbar region. Most are used for post-
surgical management of fractures, such as compression, 

FIGURE 16-8 Thoracolumbosacral orthosis (prefabricated).
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Chance, or burst. The brace is also used after surgical cor-
rection spondylolisthesis, scoliosis, spinal stenosis, herni-
ated disks, and disk infections.

Contraindications. Contraindications include applica-
tion of the orthosis over a chest tube, colostomy, or large 
dressings.

Special Considerations. Care must be taken to ensure that 
contact is maximized to decrease the pressure in any one 
area. Trim-line changes must be made in small increments 
to prevent loss of control in terms of both leverage and tis-
sue control. Ventilating holes are often made to improve 
airflow. Other factors to be considered when making the 
design include patients who might attempt to remove the 
orthosis when out of bed. The orthosis can be made with a 
posterior opening to reduce the risk.

Type: Cruciform Anterior Spinal Hyperextension 
Thoracolumbosacral Orthosis

Biomechanics. The cruciform anterior spinal hyperexten-
sion (CASH) TLSO (Figure 16-10) provides flexion control 
for the lower thoracic and lumbar regions. It accomplishes 
this by way of a three-point pressure system. The system 
consists of posteriorly directed forces through a sternal and 
suprapubic pad, and an anteriorly directed force applied 
through a thoracolumbar pad attached to a strap that 
extends to the horizontal anterior bar.

Design and Fabrication. The CASH is prefabricated, con-
sisting of an anterior frame in the form of a cross, from 
which pads are attached laterally on a horizontal bar and at 
the sternal and suprapubic areas. A thoracolumbar pad is 
attached to a strap that extends to the lateral sections of the 
horizontal bar and adjusts the tension on the body. When 
properly fitted, the sternal pad is one-half inch below the 
sternal notch, and the suprapubic pad is one-half inch 
above the symphysis pubis.

Indications. This orthosis is used primarily for the treat-
ment of mild compression fracture of the lower thoracic 
and thoracolumbar regions.

FIGURE 16-9 Thoracolumbosacral orthosis (custom-fabricated body jacket).
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Contraindications. The CASH is not indicated for unsta-
ble fractures or burst fractures.

Special Considerations. Excessive pressure on the sternum 
can result in poor compliance with wearing schedule. Sub-
clavicular pads may be added to help distribute this pressure.

Type: Jewett Hyperextension Thoracolumbosacral 
Orthosis

Biomechanics. The Jewett hyperextension TLSO (Figure 
16-11) provides flexion control for the lower thoracic and 
lumbar regions. This is done with a three-point pressure 
system consisting of posteriorly directed forces through 
a sternal and suprapubic pad, and an anteriorly directed 
force applied through a thoracolumbar pad attached to a 
strap that extends to the lateral uprights.

Design and Fabrication. It is prefabricated, consisting of 
an anterior and lateral frame to which pads are attached 
laterally on and at the sternal and suprapubic areas. A tho-
racolumbar pad is attached to a strap that extends to the 
lateral uprights and adjusts the tension on the body. When 
properly fit, the sternal pad will be one-half inch below the 
sternal notch, and the suprapubic pad will be one-half inch 
above the symphysis pubis.

Indications. The Jewett hyperextension TLSO is used pri-
marily for the treatment of mild compression fractures of 
the lower thoracic and thoracolumbar regions. The Jewett 
has more lateral support than the CASH .

Contraindications. It is not indicated for unstable frac-
tures or burst fractures.

Special Considerations. Excessive pressure on the sternum 
might result in poor compliance with wearing schedule. Sub-
clavicular pads can be added to help distribute this pressure.

Type: Taylor and Knight-Taylor

Biomechanics. The Taylor and Knight-Taylor orthoses pro-
vide control of flexion, extension, and a minimal axial rota-
tion via the three-point pressure systems for each direction 

FIGURE 16-10 Cruciform anterior spinal hyperextension thoracolumbo-
sacral orthosis.
of motion. For example, flexion is controlled by the pos-
teriorly directed forces applied through the axillary straps 
and the abdominal apron, and an anteriorly directed force 
through the paraspinal uprights.

Design and Fabrication. The design of the Taylor con-
sists of a posterior pelvic band extending past the midsagit-
tal plane and across the sacral area. Two paraspinal uprights 
extend to the spine of the scapula. An apron front extends 
from the xiphoid to just above the pubic area. There are straps 
extending from the top of the posterior uprights around the 
posterior axillary to the scapular bar and forward to the apron. 
Other straps extend from the paraspinal uprights to the apron.

The Knight-Taylor has an additional thoracic band that 
extends from the uprights just below the inferior angle of 
the scapula to the midsagittal plane, and a lateral upright 
on each side that connects the pelvic band and the thoracic 
band. These bands provide additional lateral support and 
motion control to the trunk.

Indications. These orthoses have been used for years for 
postsurgical support of traumatic fractures, spondylolis-
thesis, scoliosis, spinal stenosis, herniated disks, and disk 
infections. However, clinicians typically now prefer the 
custom-molded TLSO body jackets, because better control 
of position is obtained.

Contraindications. Contraindications are unstable frac-
tures that require maximum stabilization.

Special Considerations. Pressure per square inch is higher 
because of the width of the bands and uprights.

Lumbosacral Orthoses

Type: Lumbosacral Corset

Biomechanics. The lumbosacral corset (Figure 16-12) pro-
vides anterior and lateral trunk containment, and assists 
in the elevation of intraabdominal pressure. Restriction of 
flexion and extension can be achieved with the addition of 
steel stays posteriorly.

FIGURE 16-11 Jewett hyperextension thoracolumbosacral orthosis.



Design and Fabrication. This orthosis is usually made 
from cloth that wraps around the torso and hips. Adjust-
ments are done with laces on the sides, back, or front. 
Closure can be with hook and loop (Velcro) or hook and 
eye fasteners or snaps. Many different styles are available 
in prefabricated sizes, usually in 2-inch increments, and 
are designed to fit the body circumference at the level of 
the hips. The orthosis can be adjusted for body type and 
proper fit by taking tucks in the cloth, as needed. Steel stays 
must be contoured to the body shape to encourage a reduc-
tion of lordosis or to accommodate a deformity. Custom 
corsets can be fabricated based on careful measurements of 
the individual patient.

Indications. This orthosis is the most frequently pre-
scribed support for patients with low back pain.29 It has 
been used for herniated disks and lumbar muscle strain, 
and to control gross trunk motion for pain control after 
single-column compression fractures with one-third or less 
anterior height loss.34

Contraindications. The orthosis should not be used for 
unstable fractures, as well as fractures or conditions above 
the lower lumbar region.

Special Considerations. Long-term use of a lumbo-
sacral corset can cause an increase in motion in the seg-
ments above or below the area controlled by the orthosis.26 
Muscle atrophy can also potentially occur after long-term 
use, causing an increased risk of reinjury. Patients can also 
develop a psychologic dependence on the support after 
injury.15

Type: Lumbosacral Chair-Back Orthoses

Biomechanics. This brace (Figure 16-13) provides limita-
tion of flexion, extension, and lateral flexion. It also pro-
vides elevation of intraabdominal pressure.

Design and Fabrication. This orthosis has a pelvic band 
that lies posteriorly and extends laterally to just anterior to 
the midsagittal line. Laterally the ends fall midway between 
the iliac crest and the greater trochanter. The superior edge 

FIGURE 16-12 Lumbosacral corset.
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of the thoracic band is at the level of T9–T10 or just distal 
to the inferior angle of the scapulae. The pelvic and thoracic 
bands are connected by two paraspinal uprights posteriorly 
and a lateral upright on each side at the midsagittal line. 
Orthoses can be fabricated from a traditional aluminum 
frame covered in leather, or thermoplastic material molded 
into the same shape. Straps are connected in a variety of 
ways to the frame, providing attachment to the anterior 
apron front.

Indications. This brace is often used for lower lumbar 
pathologic conditions, including degenerative disk disease, 
herniated disk, spondylolisthesis, and mechanical low 
back pain, and for postsurgical supports for lumbar lami-
nectomies, fusions, or diskectomies.25

Contraindications. These are unstable fractures, or condi-
tions in the upper lumbar or thoracic area.

Special Considerations. Adequate clearance of the para-
spinal uprights is required to allow for some reduction of 
lumbar lordosis when the anterior apron is tightened and 
while sitting. Clearance on the lateral uprights over the 
iliac crests is also an area to be monitored.

Sacroiliac Orthoses

Type: Sacroiliac Orthosis or Sacral Orthosis

Biomechanics. The sacroiliac orthosis provides anterior 
and lateral trunk containment, and assists in the restriction 
of some pelvic flexion and extension. It also aids in com-
pression of the pelvis.

Design and Fabrication. This orthosis is usually made 
from cloth that wraps around the pelvis and hips. Some 
models also include laces on the side in which adjustments 
can be made, whereas others use straps for adjusting. Clo-
sure can be with hook and loop (Velcro) or hook and eye 
fasteners or snaps. Many different styles are available in 
prefabricated sizes, usually in 2-inch increments, and are 
designed to fit the circumference of the body at the level 

FIGURE 16-13 Lumbosacral orthosis chair-back brace.
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of the hips. The orthosis can be adjusted for body type and 
proper fit by taking tucks in the cloth, as needed. Custom 
orthoses can be fabricated based on careful measurements 
of the individual patient.

Indications. This orthosis is the most frequently pre-
scribed as a support for patients with pelvic fractures or 
symphysis pubis fractures or strains. It is useful to control 
motion and for pain control

Contraindications. The orthosis should not be used for 
unstable fractures, as well as fractures or conditions in the 
lumbar region.

Scoliosis

Idiopathic (infantile, juvenile, adolescent), congenital, 
and neuromuscular scoliosis have different etiologies, 
treatment approaches, and outcomes. Idiopathic sco-
liosis is the most common form.30 Idiopathic infantile 
scoliosis is typically described from birth to 3 years of 
age, juvenile is from 4 years until the onset of puberty, 
and the adolescent type from puberty to closure of the 
facets.

With idiopathic scoliosis the evaluation should reveal 
no anomalous vertebrae, spinal tumors, or other neuro-
logic abnormalities. Most cases remain stable for a long 
period and progress late in life when osteoporosis and 
degenerative spinal conditions normally have their onset. 
Progressive curves need to be treated, but there is not 
adequate evidence that scoliosis can be treated by elec-
trical stimulation, nutritional supplementation, exercise, 
or chiropractic treatment. There is evidence to indicate 
that an orthosis can slow the progression of idiopathic 
scoliosis, and it is therefore the nonoperative treatment 
of choice.

Juvenile idiopathic scoliosis is more likely to be 
associated with adult cor pulmonale and death. Treat-
ment should begin when curves reach approximately 25 
degrees. Because thoracic curves predominate, the Mil-
waukee brace might be more effective than the TLSO. 
The Milwaukee (CTLSO) brace has a pelvic section with 
close contact with the iliac crest and lumbar spine. Three 
uprights (one anterior and two posterior) typically con-
nect to a neck ring, throat mold and occipital pad. The 
Boston brace is a TLSO that uses symmetric standardized 
modules, eliminating the need for casting. It extends from 
below the breast to the beginning of the pelvic area and 
below the scapulae posteriorly. It maintains flexion of the 
lumbar area by increasing pressure on the abdomen, and 
is a popular TLSO brace.

Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis is the most common 
type for which an orthosis is indicated, usually for curves 
between 25 and 45 degrees. Curves with an apex at T9 or 
lower can be managed with a TLSO. Curves with a higher 
apex require a Milwaukee brace. Single lumbar curves are 
treated with a lumbosacral orthosis.8

Congenital scoliosis is secondary to a vertebral anom-
aly that is present at birth. Failure of part of the vertebrae 
to form (e.g., hemivertebrae) or failure of the vertebrae 
to properly segment (block vertebrae), or a combination 
of both, can occur. Congenital scoliosis is associated 
with abnormal development in the embryo, and associ-
ated developmental abnormalities in other organ systems 
should be considered, especially in the renal, urinary, and 
cardiac systems.19

Neuromuscular diseases are also associated with sco-
liosis. The prevalence of scoliosis in this population is 
much higher than with idiopathic scoliosis, from 25% 
to 100%. In pediatric patients with a spinal cord injury, 
almost 100% have scoliosis. In general, there is a signifi-
cant chance of progression in the presence of severe neu-
rologic disease. In adults, however, scoliosis curvatures 
tend to be relatively benign and of the C-type appearance, 
and are less likely to progress to the extent that they cause 
clinical cardiopulmonary problems. Progression of the 
curve can occur in adulthood, which is typical for sco-
liosis in general. Spasticity or flaccidity can be present, 
depending on whether there is upper versus lower motor 
neuron involvement. Multisystem involvement is more 
common in this group because these diseases are not iso-
lated to the spinal column. Consideration should also be 
made for the presence of contractures, hip dislocations, 
sensory abnormalities, mental retardation, and pressure 
ulcers.14

Scoliosis can continue to progress despite the proper 
use of an orthosis, and in these cases appropriate sur-
gical referrals should be made. An important factor to 
consider before surgery is the pulmonary function in a 
patient with neuromuscular disease. Before surgery is 
considered, the forced vital capacity and forced expira-
tory volume in 1 second should be at least 40% of that 
predicted for the patient’s age. Fusions are delayed as 
long as possible in an attempt to achieve maximal spinal 
growth (>10 years of age). Declining pulmonary func-
tion, however, is a consideration for performing surgery 
earlier.20

Duval-Beaupere7 followed the long-term progression of 
idiopathic scoliosis and noted that curve progression accel-
erated during growth spurts. He noted that the younger the 
child, the higher the risk of curve progression, because of a 
greater amount of growth that remained. It has also been 
shown that the greater the curve, the more likely the curve 
would increase.14 Curves measured from 5 to 29 degrees, 
and the curves from 20 to 29 degrees progressed in almost 
100% of the patients. Approximately 50% of the curves 
from 5 to 19 degrees appeared to progress.

Curve progression has been explained using Euler’s 
theory of elastic buckling of a slender column.31 Axial 
compressive forces evidently cause a column to buckle. 
This is associated with height growth and weight gain, 
especially increased upper limb weight during growth 
spurts. An increase in height and weight commonly 
occur together and might synergistically promote curve 
progression. It has been noted by these authors and oth-
ers that the condition of a child with a large curve is 
more likely to progress than that of a child with a small 
curve.

The timing for surgery in a child with scoliosis is con-
troversial. A child with a curve greater than 45 degrees, a 
child who is still growing, or a child who cannot or does 
not wear a brace are at a greater risk of curve progression 
and may be considered for surgery.



Type:  Thoracolumbosacral Low-Profile 
Scoliosis Orthoses

Boston Brace, Miami Orthosis, Wilmington Brace

Biomechanics. The TLSO low-profile scoliosis orthoses 
(Figure 16-14) provide dynamic action using three princi-
ples (end-point control, transverse loading, and curve correc-
tion) to prevent curve progression and to stabilize the spine.

Design and Fabrication. The use of orthoses or other 
devices to halt the curve progression of structural scoliosis 
has been reported as far back as Hippocrates.18 Many dif-
ferent types of orthoses have been described in the litera-
ture. The one that stands out as being the most successful 
is the Milwaukee orthosis, which was described previously.

The effective nonoperative treatment of idiopathic sco-
liosis using a low-profile TLSO has been demonstrated over 
the past 30 years. The most common of these orthoses is 
the Boston brace, introduced by Hall and Miller10 in 1975.3 
This system is available in prefabricated modules that are 
available in 30 sizes and can be ordered by measurement; 
they are then custom-fit to the patient. Modules can be used 
to fit approximately 85% of patients. Six of these sizes will 
fit approximately 60% of patients requiring an orthosis.9 
The orthosis can also be custom-fabricated from a mold 
of the patient’s body. Trim lines are established based on 
the patient’s curve; they are designed to provide pressure 
in specified areas to maximize corrective forces, and at the 
same time be less visible under the patient’s clothing.

Indications. This orthosis is indicated in patients with an 
immature skeleton and documented progression of a tho-
racic or thoracolumbar idiopathic scoliosis that measures 
25 to 35 degrees (measured by the Cobb method) and has 
an apex of T7 or lower.5

Contraindications. The orthosis is contraindicated in 
patients with curves that measure greater than 40 degrees 
and who are skeletally immature, or with curves in excess 
of 50 degrees after the end of growth. Both of these types of 
patients are typically candidates for surgery.6

FIGURE 16-14 Thoracolumbosacral low-profile scoliosis orthosis.
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Special Considerations. Idiopathic scoliosis occurs 
mostly in adolescent females. Treatment regimens, both 
nonoperative and operative, are major events for the 
patients and their families. To be successful, the treat-
ment team must be sensitive, supportive, honest, and 
communicate accurate information to patients and their 
families.

The effectiveness of any orthotic system depends on 
compliance with the wearing schedule. Most patients 
should wear the orthosis 23 to 24 hours per day for it to be 
effective. Some physicians allow time out of the orthosis 
to participate in athletic activities or swimming and some 
special occasions, and this seems to improve acceptance 
and compliance.

Future Technology

Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided 
Manufacturing

Technology is available to help the practitioner improve 
efficiency in design and fabrication, as well as reducing 
the invasiveness of orthotic measurement of the patients. 
The development of computer-aided design (CAD) and 
computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) has allowed the 
fabrication of orthoses today in less time than it took only 
a few years ago. The BioScanner Biosculptor is one of the 
CAD-CAM systems available (Figure 16-15). (BioScanner 
biosculptor information is available online at http://www.
biosculptor.com.) It combines CAD, laser scanning, three-
dimensional imagery, and motion-tracking technology to 
design orthotic and prosthetic devices. This is an alterna-
tive to traditional casting methods. The body part involved 
is scanned via a handheld scanning wand, which uses a 
motion-tracking device embedded in the scanner. The 
wand is passed over the body part. A three-dimensional 
image of the body part is transmitted to the computer, 
and the software interprets the data. Any portion of the 
body can be directly scanned. There is no size limitation. A 
miniature transmitter is placed on the body to accommo-
date for any movement. The BioScanner is able to image 

FIGURE 16-15 BioScanner handheld laser scanner system.
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negative and positive models, allowing the clinician to 
use the clinical techniques required for each patient. With 
scan-through-glass technology that the company provides 
for use with its scanner, the clinician can position the body 
horizontally for a TLSO. The BioScanner automatically 
corrects the refraction. The precision of the BioScanner 
captures shapes to an accuracy of 0.178 mm. It provides 
the clinician with detailed and accurate three-dimensional 
measurements. Patients can be scanned for spinal jackets 
without movement from supine to prone positions. An 
option in the computer software allows one hemisphere 
to be scanned, and then the computer develops the other 
hemisphere to form a complete image. The older plaster 
cast methods are becoming obsolete because of the fol-
lowing advantages of the scanning system: it is not messy, 
can be done quickly, minimizes pain for the patient, and 
is more accurate. Modifications to these scanned comput-
erized models can then be made before fabrication of the 
device begins.

Accuracy of measurement gives detailed surface infor-
mation often lost with a cast or mechanical digitizer. The 
patient’s scan is maintained in the computer database, 
allowing for rapid refitting and medical justification of new 
devices by showing volumetric changes.

Bone Stimulation

The CMF SpinaLogic bone growth stimulator is a porta-
ble, battery-powered, microcontrolled, noninvasive bone 
growth stimulator indicated for adjunct electromagnetic 
treatment to primary lumbar spinal fusion surgery for one 
or two levels (Figure 16-16). (Information about the CMF 
SpinaLogic is available at the website of DJO, Inc: http://
www.djortho.com.)

There are different bone stimulators on the market 
that are in use today. Some are used in conjunction with 
spinal orthoses and do not interfere with the control 
that the orthosis provides or the treatment protocol set 
by the physician. Some of the benefits of these bone 
stimulators are as follows: (1) they are lightweight, com-
fortable, and easy to use; (2) they can be used after an 
anterior or posterior approach in surgery; and (3) they 
are noninvasive.

This treatment has been shown to give a 21% point 
increase in healing over those who did not use the stimula-
tor. It also helps the body’s own healing process to begin 
working.

FIGURE 16-16 CMF SpinaLogic bone stimulator.
Summary

The proper prescription, construction, and fitting of a spi-
nal orthosis is a complicated process. It is important that a 
complete, clear, and agreed plan of care is constructed. Suc-
cess is likely to be limited if there is no agreement or under-
standing of the process and goals. The typical orthotic team 
in the United States includes the patient, orthotist, rehabil-
itation physician, and therapist. Experienced and knowl-
edgeable providers working in a team approach provide 
the maximum likelihood that the orthosis will contribute 
to the overall therapeutic goals for the patient.
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and Rory Cooper
There is a wide range of choices in wheelchairs. One can 
choose a wheelchair that is manual, geared, fully powered, 
power assisted, or standing. There is also an abundance of 
seating and postural support hardware that can be used to 
correct or accommodate a wide range of orthopedic defor-
mities and conditions. These include contoured cushions 
and backrests, tilt-in-space, recline, and custom-molded 
seating systems. The goals for a wheelchair or seating sys-
tem are listed in Box 17-1.

Maximize Functional Independence 
With Activities of Daily Living

The wheelchair or seating system should enable individu-
als to perform the activities of daily living (ADLs) that are 
important to them with minimal to no assistance and with 
the least amount of energy expenditure. Types of activities 
can include transfers, personal needs (e.g., bathing, toilet-
ing), working, preparing meals, cleaning, and shopping.

Minimize the Risk of Secondary 
Injuries

Tips and falls account for more than 70% of wheelchair-
related accidents.43 It is imperative that individuals be pro-
vided with mobility devices that comply with internationally 
recognized wheelchair standards and can be safely operated 
(as determined by a skilled therapist or assistive technol-
ogy professional). Seat belts, wheel locks, and a properly 
adjusted wheelchair can prevent serious wheelchair-related 
injuries. Pressure ulcers are also a significant risk for those 
who use wheelchairs. Advanced cushion designs and seat 
functions can provide adequate pressure relief for persons 
who cannot independently off-load the buttocks. Shoulder 
pathology and nerve compression injuries at the wrist are 
common among wheelchair users.41 Using proper wheel-
chair propulsion biomechanics and an optimal wheelchair 
setup can help delay the onset of overuse injuries.

Correct or Accommodate 
for Skeletal Deformities

When the skeletal deformity is “flexible,” the seat-
ing system should correct the deformity, and when the 
skeletal deformity is “fixed,” the seating system should 
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accommodate the deformity. The seating system should 
not create a “new” deformity such as a sacral posture (pos-
teriorly tilted pelvis), which results from sitting in a seat 
that is too long or using footrests that do not account for 
tight hamstrings.

Ensure Comfort

Along with mobility, comfort has been reported as the 
most important attribute or function of a wheelchair.16 
Research has shown that most wheelchair users experience 
regular discomfort. Many either ignore it or seek relief by 
getting out of the wheelchair, using pain medications, or 
doing weight shifting (either manually or with tilt and 
recline).16 A wheelchair that allows for “fine-tuning” of the 
adjustments provides greater options for achieving com-
fort, as well as meeting the individual’s postural and pres-
sure needs.

Promote Positive and Unobtrusive 
Self-Image

Because a wheelchair is often considered as an extension 
of one’s body, it should be as aesthetically appealing as 
possible. Wheelchair designers and manufacturers are 
using materials that not only have high-strength mechan-
ical properties, but also have finishes that are smooth, 
polished, sleek, and attractive. Power base systems are 
more compact than ever, with colorful and contoured 
plastic shrouds that cover the hardware and ergonomic 
seating systems. These look similar to the seats found in 
sports cars.

Manual Wheelchairs 

Persons with good upper body function and stam-
ina might well be able to use a manual wheelchair for 
mobility. Manual wheelchairs for daily use are often cat-
egorized by their design features and costs. Table 17-1 
provides an overview of each adult wheelchair category as 
defined by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS), which is the leading third-party payer for wheel-
chairs. The categories are outdated and are being revised 
to reflect the actual composition of manual wheelchairs 
on the market.
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The standard wheelchair (Figure 17-1) is designed for 
short-term, hospital or institutional use and should not be 
recommended for the patient to use as a personal wheel-
chair. As noted in Table 17-1, these can be rather heavy 
with limited sizes available. Figure 17-1 also illustrates the 
basic components of a wheelchair. The standard wheelchair 
folds for easy storage and transportability. A “hemi” wheel-
chair is essentially a standard wheelchair with a lower seat-
to-floor height for persons of shorter stature or who use 
one or both feet for propulsion. A lightweight wheelchair 
is slightly lighter in weight but with limited sizes. The first 
three models have few adjustable parts (some models have 
no adjustable parts) and generally have sling-type uphol-
stery. Sling upholstery has no capacity to provide pres-
sure relief, and the hammock effect that occurs from wear 
causes uncomfortable and unstable inward rotation of the 
hips. However, many users have been sitting in a sling seat-
ing system for years and have become accustomed to the 
hammock effect for comfort. Making the switch to a seat-
ing system that supports their posture better can be both 
frustrating and uncomfortable for these users.

The high-strength lightweight and ultralight wheelchairs 
are designed for long-term use by individuals who spend 
more than a couple of hours each day in a wheelchair. 
They have adjustable features, especially the ultralights. 
There are many advantages to using ultralight wheelchairs 
over the other wheelchair types. These are highlighted in 
the following sections that discuss selecting the appropri-
ate seat dimensions, setting up the wheelchair, propulsion 
mechanics, and transportability. An ultralight wheelchair is 
depicted in Figure 17-2.

The last two classes of manual wheelchairs listed in 
Table 17-1 pertain to persons who weigh more than 250 lb. 
These wheelchairs are heavier than the wheelchairs in the 

 •  Maximize functional independence with activities of daily 
living.

 •  Minimize the risk of secondary injuries.
 •  Correct or accommodate for skeletal deformities.
 •  Ensure comfort.
 •  Promote positive and unobtrusive self-image.

 

BOX 17-1

Goals for a Wheelchair and Seating System
other classes, to support more body weight. These catego-
ries are also outdated because of the increasing number of 
persons with disabilities who are overweight or obese and 
need wheelchairs. This trend has resulted in an expanded 
class of “extra–heavy-duty” wheelchairs, referred to as bar-
iatric wheelchairs, which are built to support individuals 
who weigh between 300 and 1000 lb.

Pediatric manual wheelchairs are similar to the adult 
wheelchairs but are smaller (seat width or depth <14 
inches). Many of these wheelchairs have adjustable frames 
or kits for accommodating the growth of the child (Fig-
ure 17-3). If the child is unable to self-propel the chair, 
a powered mobility device might provide independent 
mobility.37 Strollers equipped with a wide range of seating 
options (Figure 17-4) can also be used to transport chil-
dren with orthopedic deformities.

Sports wheelchairs are designed specifically for partici-
pating in such athletic endeavors as racing, rugby, tennis, 
and basketball. These wheelchairs are made of lightweight 
materials, and usually have very aggressive axle positions 
and camber. Some of the sport wheelchairs have only one 
wheel in the front, which allows quick turns and enhanced 
maneuverability (Figure 17-5). Wheelchairs equipped 
with arm crank mechanisms (called hand cycles) for exer-
cise are available from many manufacturers. Arm crank 
exercise can help improve cardiovascular fitness, with 
research showing that arm cranking is more efficient and 
less of a physical strain than conventional wheelchair 
propulsion.33

Basic Wheelchair Dimensions

Figure 17-6 shows the measurements that should be taken 
of the patient’s body for determining wheelchair dimen-
sions. These dimensions are required not only for deter-
mining the correct manual (or power) wheelchair size, but 
also for determining seating system sizes (e.g., cushion, 
back supports, leg rest lengths).

Seat Height

The seat should be just high enough to accommodate leg 
length while leaving enough space under the foot rests 
(about 2 inches or so) to clear obstacles.3 Persons with 
longer legs often need angled or elevating leg rests that 
extend the legs slightly outward instead of straight down 
Table 17-1  Types of Adult Manual Wheelchairs for Daily Mobility
Class* Weight (lb) Seat Widths (inches) Seat Heights (inches) Seat Depth (inches) Back Height (inches)

Standard >36 16, 18 >19 and <21 16 16, 17

Standard hemi >36 16, 18 >15 and <17 16 16, 17

Lightweight <36 16, 18 >17 and <21 16 16-17

High-strength 
lightweight

<34 14, 16, 18 >17 and <21 14, 16 15-19

Ultralightweight <30 14, 16, 18 >17 and <21 12-20 >8 and <21

Heavy duty Supports person 
weighing >250 lb

>18 >19 and <21 16, 17 16, 17

Extra–heavy 
duty

Supports person 
weighing >300 lb

>18 >19 and <21 16, 17 16, 17

*Manual wheelchair classes as defined by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (http://www.cignamedicare.com/dmerc/lmrp_lcd/index.html).

http://www.cignamedicare.com/dmerc/lmrp_lcd/index.html
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(knee angle of 90 degrees). This is needed to allow them 
to get their knees underneath tables. It is more difficult to 
do if the patient has tight hamstrings. The height of the 
seat should be adjusted so that the person has enough knee 
clearance to fit under tables, counters, and sinks at home, 
at work, at school, and in the community (the Americans 
with Disabilities Act mandates at least 27-inch-high knee 
clearance under tables and surfaces). Seat height is also 
an important consideration for persons who drive while 
seated in the wheelchair and need to be able to access the 
steering wheel or hand controls.

Seat Depth

The depth of the seat provides support for the thighs. A seat 
that is too shallow causes higher sitting pressures because 
less of the seat is in contact with the thighs. A seat that is too 
deep can cause excess pressure behind the knees and calves. 
There can also be a tendency for the pelvis to slide into a 
posterior tilt so that the back can be adequately supported 
by the backrest. A 1- to 2-inch gap between the popliteal 
area and front edge of the cushion is recommended, but 
might need to be more if the person propels with the feet.3

Seat Width

The wheelchair seat width should be about 1 inch wider 
than the width of the widest part of the buttocks. When 
sitting on the seat, the individual’s hips should be at or 
close to the edge of the cushion. If the seat is too narrow, 
the individual might develop pressure sores on the pelvic 
bony prominences. If the seat is too wide, the individual 
is forced to abduct their shoulders excessively, making it 
more difficult to push the chair.
Back Height

The height of the back is determined by the amount of 
postural support the person needs. The backrest should 
be low enough to provide adequate support, but still 
allow the upper limbs access to as much of the pushrims 
as possible. Many practitioners use the inferior angle of 
the scapula as a basis for determining backrest height. 
The backrest height should be below the inferior angle so 
that it does not impede arm movements. There are vari-
ous kinds of back supports (Table 17-2), and some have 
a tapered area that allows for greater freedom of scapular 
movement. Only the high-strength lightweight and ultra-
light wheelchairs permit the attachment of different kinds 
of back supports.

Armrest Height

The armrest height should be determined by measuring the 
distance between the forearm and buttocks. The forearm 
should be parallel to the ground when positioned on the 
armrest.

Manual Wheelchair Setup

Ultralight wheelchairs provide the highest degree of adjust-
ability. This makes it possible to optimize the fit of the 
wheelchair to the user, which is likely to have a positive 
impact on propulsion mechanics. In addition to the basic 
adjustments that can be made on most other wheelchairs 
(e.g., footrests, armrests), ultralight wheelchair adjust-
ments also allow for adjusting the seat and back angle, rear 
wheel camber, and rear axle position.
• Plastic mag wheels
• Sling seating
• Folding frame
• Nonstreamlined appearance

Push handle

Push rim

Wheel

Rear wheel axle

Caster wheels

Caster fork

Caster stem

Foot rest

Leg extension tube

Armrest

FIGURE 17-1 Standard manual wheelchair and components.
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FIGURE 17-3 Pediatric manual wheelchair.

FIGURE 17-4 Pediatric adaptive stroller. (Courtesy  Sunrise  Medical,  Long-
mont, CA)

FIGURE 17-5 Tennis sport wheelchair.

E

A

D

C

B

FIGURE 17-6 Body measurements. (A) Leg length: distance from bottom of heel to popliteal area. (B) Back 
height: distance from buttocks to the inferior angle of the scapula. (C) Armrest height: distance from buttocks to 
forearm with elbow at 90 degrees. (D) Seat depth: distance from back of buttocks to popliteal area. (E) Seat width: 
distance between the widest parts of the buttocks.

FIGURE 17-2 Ultralight manual wheelchair.
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Table 17-2   Back Supports
Back Support Type Image Application Benefits Limitations

Basic upholstery fabric (vinyl 
or nylon) sling back found 
on standard wheelchairs

Casual transport for multi-
ple patient

Inexpensive
Easy to fold

Nonadjustable in either height 
or width

“Hammock”-quality support

Fabric back with tension ties For consumers needing 
moderate customization

Relatively inexpensive
Easy to adjust without 

tools and readjust as 
needed

Limited support; still a suspen-
sion back

Firm back, minimum 
contour

Consumers with moderate 
trunk support needs

Remains firm longer than 
suspension systems

Option to choose height
Provides added support 

for propulsion and 
activities of daily living

More cost and weight than 
suspension support

Contour-molded foam over 
hard back

For persons with unstable 
trunks or back curva-
tures needing support

Provides lateral trunk as 
well as back support

Different size options

Higher cost and weight
Cannot be resized
More effort to break down 

chair for travel

Hardback with softer foam 
or gel central region

For consumers with asym-
metries or prone to pain

Higher comfort
Option to remove foam to 

obtain custom fit

Higher cost and more skill 
required of the practitioner

Thicker foam requires a larger 
size and a wider seat frame.
Seat and Back Angle Adjustments

The angle that the seat makes relative to the horizontal 
plane can be adjusted, as can the angle the back makes 
relative to the vertical plane. The adjustments separately or 
together are done to provide the best postural support and 
comfort for the wheelchair user. Adjusting the seat so that 
it slopes downward toward the rear of the wheelchair (also 
referred to as seat dump) can assist persons with limited 
trunk control by stabilizing their pelvis and spine, mak-
ing it easier to propel the wheelchair. Too much dump, 
however, can cause the pelvis to rotate backwards and 
the lumbar spine to flatten. This increases pressure on the 
sacrum, increases the risk of skin breakdown, and makes 
it more difficult to transfer into and out of the wheelchair. 
An increased back angle or reclined back might be needed 
when the person’s hips do not flex well or gravity is needed 
to assist with balancing the trunk. Using a combination of 
seat and back angle adjustments increases the number of 
possible postural accommodations.

Rear Wheel Camber

Camber is the angle of rear wheel tilt. Zero degrees of cam-
ber implies that the rear wheels line up vertically and with 
the side of the wheelchair. Angling the rear wheels so the top 
is tilted inward and the bottom outward (see Figure 17-5) 
results in increased camber and distance between the rear 
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wheels. Most wheelchairs generally have up to 8 degrees of 
camber. Although more camber is usually possible, it can 
impede the ability to enter and exit doors and openings. 
Box 17-2 lists the advantages and disadvantages of camber.

Rear Axle Position

Ultralight wheelchairs allow for customizing the rear axle 
horizontal and vertical position for optimal positioning of 
the seat with respect to the rear wheels relative to the body 
and arms. Both kinds of adjustments can have a dramatic 
influence on propulsion biomechanics.

Horizontal Axle Position

Moving the axle forward moves the seat back relative to 
the rear wheels. This results in a shift of the user’s weight 
to over or slightly behind the rear axles.9 A more forward 
axle position requires less muscle effort because rolling 
resistance is lowered when more weight is distributed over 
the larger rear wheels than the smaller front casters.31 This 
position also facilitates “popping a wheelie,” negotiating 
obstacles, and ascending or descending curbs. In contrast, 
moving the axle forward can make the wheelchair more 
“tippy” and difficult to push up a ramp because of the 
tendency to tip backward. For this reason, wheelchairs are 
usually delivered with the axle in the most rearward posi-
tion possible. This position usually needs to be changed, 
based on input from the patient and the practitioner. An 
antitipper (Figure 17-7) can help prevent rearward falls; 
but might also make it more difficult to negotiate a curb 
and pop a wheelie. Because of the effects on stability, the 
axle should be moved forward incrementally, provided the 
wheelchair user feels stable. Adding weight to the chair can 
also affect stability.27 This is why packages or backpacks 
ideally should be located underneath the seat of the chair.

Vertical Axle Position

Raising the axle has the effect of lowering the seat, while 
lowering the axle raises the seat. A lower seat position can 
improve propulsion biomechanics by increasing hand 
contact with the pushrim,5,44 lowering stroke frequency,5 
and increasing mechanical efficiency.44 Lowering the seat 
height also increases the stability of the wheelchair. If the 
seat height is too low, however, the patient has to push with 
the arm abducted. This can increase the risk of shoulder 
impingement, another upper limb injury common among 
manual wheelchair users. The ideal seat height is the point 

Advantages
 •  Brings wheels inward and closer to the body, which enables 

the arms to access more of the pushrim
 •  Reduces shoulder abduction because the wheels are closer 

to the body
 •  Increases lateral stability

Disadvantages
 •  Wider wheelchair, which can be problematic in tight areas
 •  Diminished traction and uneven tire wear on a conven-

tional tire (some tires have offset treads that accommodate 
for camber)

 

BOX 17-2

Advantages and Disadvantages of Camber
at which the angle between the upper arm and forearm is 
between 100 and 120 degrees when the hand is resting on 
the top and center of the pushrim (Figure 17-8, A).5,44 An 
alternative method that can be used to approximate the 
same position and angle is to have the individual rest with 
their arms hanging at the side. The fingertips should be at 
the same level as the axle of the wheel. If the seat height 
is too high, less of the pushrim can be accessed and more 
strokes are needed to go the desired speed (Figure 17-8, B).

Amputee Axle

Persons with lower limb amputations might need to have 
their axles adjusted further back than those without ampu-
tations to increase the stability of the wheelchair. This is 
because of the loss of the counterbalancing weight of the 
lower limbs. Amputee axle adapters can be attached to the 
wheelchair frame to add additional rearward axle positions.

Wheelchair Propulsion

The ability to effectively propel the wheelchair not only 
depends on the individual’s physical capabilities (e.g., 
strength, stamina, spasticity, fatigue), but also on such fac-
tors as the weight of the wheelchair, quality of the wheel-
chair and setup, and propulsion technique. These factors 
are discussed in more detail below.

Wheelchair Weight

The weight of the wheelchair is an important consid-
eration, especially when prescribing manual wheel-
chairs. Less propulsive force is needed to push a lighter 
wheelchair. Ultralight wheelchairs have frames and 
components made with materials having high strength-
to-weight ratios, so less material is needed. One study 
directly compared ultralight and standard wheelchairs, 
and found that ultralight wheelchair users pushed at 
faster speeds, traveled further distances, and used less 
energy.4 The reduction of force is even more important 
on inclines where gravitational forces add to the rolling 

FIGURE 17-7 Antitipper.
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BA

θ1 θ2

FIGURE 17-8 The differences in the elbow flexion angle (θ) and hand contact with the pushrim are shown after adjusting the height of the axle. (A) The rec-
ommended elbow angle (θ1 =100-120 degrees). (B) Angle θ2 is larger because the seat is too high (axle too low), resulting in less hand contact with the pushrim.

Arc Single loop over Double loop overSemicircular

A B C D

FIGURE 17-9 The four propulsion patterns identified from the hand motions of manual wheelchair users. The thick blue line on the wheel is the path followed by 
the hand, and the arrows indicate the direction the hand moves. The circles indicate hand-pushrim contact and hand release.
resistance. A light wheelchair is also easier to load into 
and out of a vehicle.

Quality of the Wheelchair and Setup

Ultralight wheelchairs have better components and are 
less likely to become misaligned with use, which helps 
minimize rolling resistance. Keeping the chair in good 
alignment might require other adjustments, such as to 
the brakes or caster alignment or height. Axle tubes on 
rigid ultralight frames can eliminate many of these prob-
lems. As discussed previously, a wheelchair that fits the 
user and is optimized for propulsion by adjusting the axle 
position makes it easier to push the wheelchair. Lower-
ing stroke frequency and forces through a combination of 
propulsion training, wheelchair setup, and proper choice 
of wheelchair can protect the median nerve from injury.7 
Instrumented wheels used in prior research15,36 are now 
available commercially for clinicians to use to objectively 
evaluate the quality of wheelchair setup and propulsion 
techniques.
Propulsion Technique

The propulsion techniques of manual wheelchair users 
have been examined in detail.6,38,40,46 Propulsive strokes 
are generally described in two phases: when the hand is 
in contact with the pushrim applying forces (push phase), 
and when the hand is off the rim and preparing for the next 
stroke (recovery phase). Four distinct propulsion patterns 
have been identified, which are defined by the path the 
hand takes during the recovery phase: arc, semicircular, sin-
gle-looping over, and double-looping over (Figure 17-9). 
The single-looping over form of propulsion, which consists 
of having the hand above the pushrim during recovery, is 
the most prevalent pattern in individuals with paraple-
gia.6 However, the semicircular pattern, in which the user’s 
hand drops below the pushrim during recovery, has better 
biomechanics (see Figure 17-9, A). The semicircular pat-
tern has been associated with lower stroke frequency and 
greater time spent in the push phase relative to the recovery 
phase.6 The semicircular pattern is preferred because the 
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hand follows an elliptical pattern, with no abrupt changes 
in direction and no extra hand movements. By applying 
forces to the pushrim in smooth, long strokes, the same 
amount of energy is imparted to the rim without high peak 
forces or a high rate of force loading. For example, a long 
stroke (see Figure 17-9, A), as opposed to a short stroke 
(see Figure 17-9, B), is likely to minimize the number of 
strokes needed to push at a desired speed.

Manual Wheelchair Transportability

There are basically two types of manual wheelchair frames: 
folding and rigid. Folding frames allow the wheelchair 
to collapse for storage (see Figure 17-1). Rigid frames are 
mainly available for ultralight wheelchairs (see Figure 
17-2) and for wheelchairs with special positioning aids 
(e.g., tilt or custom seating systems). Rigid frames tend 
to be more durable than folding because there are fewer 
moving parts. Fewer moving parts also mean that rigid 
frame wheelchairs tend to be lighter. The backrests on rigid 
frames are designed to fold down for improved compact-
ness. A “quick-release” axle allows for easy removal of the 
wheels on rigid frames and certain folding frames. This 
option is not available on standard and some lightweight 
wheelchair models.

Manual Wheelchair Components 
and Accessories

Refer also to the discussion on seating and positioning.

Wheels and Tires

There are several factors to consider when choosing the 
most suitable wheel and tire configuration for a wheelchair 
including type of indoor or outdoor terrain, activity level, 
maintenance, weight, and cost. Many standard and light-
weight wheelchairs come equipped with either mag-style or 
spoked wheels (Figure 17-10). Mag wheels are made from 
composite plastics or metal (initially they were made from 
magnesium, hence the term mag). They are usually heavier 
than spoked wheels but are more durable and require less 
maintenance. Newer types of mag wheels are composed of 
high-strength lightweight materials and can even be lighter 
than spoked wheels, but are more costly. Spoked wheels 
have a tendency to get out of alignment (wheel wobbles 
when spun), requiring a trip to a bicycle shop or a wheel-
chair dealer for the wheels to be trued.

Wheels are available in many different sizes. The most 
common rear tire diameters for manual wheelchairs are 
22, 24, and 26 inches. Smaller tires can be found on pedi-
atric manual wheelchairs and wheelchairs that are foot 
propelled to keep the seat-to-floor height at a minimum.

Tires are available in many different tread designs and 
widths to accommodate almost any type of terrain, as well 
as the individual’s mobility needs. Treads range from very 
smooth to extremely knobby, such as those typically seen 
on high-performance mountain bikes. Smoother tread and 
skinnier tires result in a lower rolling resistance. If the wheel-
chair is primarily used indoors, a smooth to lightly treaded 
skinny tire is most desirable. If the wheelchair will be used 
outdoors, however, a wider tire with a medium knobby 
tread provides increased traction on rougher surfaces. 
The inner part of the tire or insert can either be air filled 
(pneumatic) or solid foam. A pneumatic tire makes for a 
smoother ride for indoor or outdoor propulsion, but roll-
ing resistance is greater and more maintenance is required 
(e.g., need to be able to repair a flat). Many standard and 
lightweight wheelchairs are equipped with solid plastic or 
foam tires, which require less maintenance than air-filled 
tires but tend to be heavier than pneumatic wheels.

Caster wheels also come in various sizes and configu-
rations. Smaller casters provide for greater foot clearance 
and agility, but are more apt to get stuck in cracks and 
at bumps, or cause forward falls. They are often found 
on high- performance, ultralight, and sports wheelchairs. 
The smallest casters available for manual wheelchairs are 
approximately 2 inches in diameter and are the same kind 
used on most “in-line” skates. Casters are found to be as 
large as 8 inches in wheelchairs designed for daily use. 
The larger casters can provide the user with more security 
because they roll over changes in surface height more eas-
ily. Like the rear tires, casters can be either pneumatic or 
solid (usually made of polyurethane). The polyurethane 
casters are very durable but do not offer the user as much 
comfort as the pneumatic tires.

Wheel Locks

Wheel locks are also commonly referred to as brakes. They 
come in various styles but basically consist of two levers 
hinged together. When one lever is pulled (or pushed), 
the other presses against the wheel and holds it in place. 
Sometimes the levers are difficult for persons to reach, and 
devices called wheel lock extensions can be added to essen-
tially lengthen the lever. Wheel locks are essential for safety; 
however, some wheelchair users opt not to have them on 
their wheelchair. This is usually because the users’ hands 
interfere with the braking levers or parts when propelling 
the wheelchair. Not having wheel locks requires that users 
be able to stabilize themselves well enough with the upper 
body, either by grasping the tires or nearby surfaces, or 
both. This unfortunately can result in awkward postures 
and excessive strain on the upper body and back. A wheel-
chair without wheel locks also makes it more difficult to 
keep stable when transferring to and from the wheelchair.

Grade Aids

Grade aids are devices that attach to the frame and are 
used for persons who have difficulty with slopes and have 
a tendency to roll backward down hills. These devices only 

Spoked wheel Mag wheel

FIGURE 17-10 Mag and spoked wheels.
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FIGURE 17-11 (A) Pushrim with angled projections. (B) Contoured pushrim with large surface area for gripping.
prevent the wheelchair from rolling backward, and forward 
motion is unimpeded.

Pushrims

Pushrims are available in different sizes, shapes, and surface 
finishes. The pushrim most commonly found on wheel-
chairs is about ½ inch in diameter with a smooth surface 
finish and round cross-sectional area (see Figure 17-1). 
Persons who have limited gripping ability (e.g., low-level 
cervical injuries) might need a larger diameter pushrim or 
a high-friction surface finish (e.g., vinyl or foam), or both. 
Sometimes these individuals need a pushrim with vertical, 
horizontal, or angled projections (Figure 17-11, A) to be 
able to effectively propel their wheelchairs. New designs 
provide for greater surface area (Figure 17-11, B) and are 
also contoured for a more natural hand grip.

Lever Drives

Propelling the wheelchair using levers versus pushrims 
has proven to be more mechanically efficient. Dual-lever 
drive wheelchairs are more common in Europe, China, and 
other countries of the Far East. They are well suited for per-
sons who frequently propel long distances and over out-
door terrain (e.g., dirt roadways). The drawbacks to using 
a lever drive system include difficulties with maneuvering 
in tight places, transfers, and transportability. Single-lever 
drive systems are quite popular in the United States and 
allow for the wheelchair to be propelled using one arm 
(Figure 17-12).

Antitippers

Antitippers are devices that attach to the rear of the wheel-
chair frame and usually have adjustable length tubes with 
small wheels at the end (see Figure 17-7). These devices 
protect the user from tipping the wheelchair backward, but 
can make it difficult for the user to ascend a curb or pop 
a wheelie. The tube length can be adjusted to allow the 
user to traverse over small obstacles while still providing 
some stability. All new manual wheelchairs generally come 
equipped with antitippers; however, high-end users often 
remove them after receiving the wheelchair.
Geared and Power-Assisted 
Wheelchairs

Geared and power-assist devices are appropriate for individ-
uals who use or prefer their manual wheelchairs for mobility, 
but who need some assistance to reduce the physical effort 
required to self-propel. These devices are particularly likely to 
help those with muscle paralysis or weakness, overuse, and 
fatigue. They are also ideal for individuals who are apprehen-
sive about transitioning to a fully powered wheelchair. This 
can be due to not wanting to be viewed by peers as being 
“more disabled,” having homes that do not accommodate 
the increased size, lacking the financial resources, or having 
difficulties with transportation. A geared wheelchair does not 
require  batteries and works similar to a bicycle, allowing the 
user to shift into a lower gear when climbing hills or rolling 
over uneven or rough terrain. Power-assist devices include 

FIGURE 17-12 One-arm lever drive system.
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stand-alone powered units that are external to the wheel-
chair and that the wheelchair user holds on to. Another is 
a power add-on device that attaches to the wheelchair and 
has a steering mechanism or input device for controlling the 
wheelchair. Figure 17-13 shows a pushrim-activated system 
with motors in the wheelchair hubs. Geared and power-assist 
devices cost less than a fully powered wheelchair system, but 
require that the individual has a manual wheelchair that is 
compatible with the power-assist device.

Research has shown that using a geared or pushrim-
activated wheelchair results in significant reductions in the 
physical and physiologic demands of propulsion compared 
with using a manual wheelchair.11,22 Power-assist devices 
can increase the width or length of the manual wheelchair 
base a few inches. Both geared and power-assist devices 
are more difficult to transport than manual wheelchairs, 
mainly because the equipment adds between 10 and 50 
lb to the wheelchair. This is still considerably lighter, how-
ever, than a fully powered wheelchair.

FIGURE 17-13 Pushrim-activated power-assist wheelchair.

FIGURE 17-14 Conventional power wheelchair.
Power Wheelchairs

People who do not have the strength or stamina to propel 
manual wheelchairs typically need power wheelchairs for 
mobility independence. Power wheelchairs can be grouped 
into four broad categories based on wheelchair features 
and their intended use: (1) conventional power wheel-
chairs; (2) folding and transport power wheelchairs; (3) 
combination indoor-outdoor power wheelchairs; and (4) 
heavy-duty indoor-outdoor power wheelchairs.19

Conventional Power Wheelchairs

Conventional power wheelchairs are not programmable 
(e.g., no adjustments in acceleration or deceleration, turn-
ing speed, joystick sensitivity) and have very basic seating 
with limited sizes available (Figure 17-14). They are low 
cost and low quality (see the duscussion of wheelchair 
standards). They are appropriate for limited indoor use for 
individuals with good trunk control who do not need spe-
cialized seating.

Folding and Transport Power Wheelchairs

Folding and transport power wheelchairs are designed for 
easy disassembling to facilitate transport (Figure 17-15). 
They are usually compact for indoor use and have a small 

A

B

FIGURE 17-15 Transportable, lightweight power wheelchair.
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footprint (i.e., area connecting the wheels) for greater 
maneuverability in confined spaces. They might not, how-
ever, have the stability or power to negotiate obstacles out-
doors. The batteries are often housed in separate boxes 
having easy-to-separate electrical connectors. These wheel-
chairs are typically used by individuals with reasonably 
good trunk and upper body control.

Combination Indoor-Outdoor Power 
Wheelchairs

Combination indoor-outdoor power wheelchairs (Figure 
17-16) are often purchased by people who wish to have 
mobility indoors (home, school, work) and in the com-
munity, but who stay on finished surfaces (e.g., sidewalks, 
driveways, flooring). These wheelchairs are equipped with 
standard proportional joysticks and standard program-
mable electronics (e.g., speed adjustment, tremor damp-
ening, and acceleration control). They come with either 
standard seating (such as that shown in Figure 17-17) or 
rehabilitation seating (see Figure 17-16). Rehabilitation 
seating allows for the attachment of modular seating hard-
ware (e.g., backrests, cushions, laterals, hip guides, and 
headrests).

Heavy-Duty Indoor-Outdoor Power 
Wheelchairs

Heavy-duty indoor-outdoor power wheelchairs (Figure 
17-18) are for use by people who live in communities 
without finished surfaces. These wheelchairs usually have 
large-diameter drive wheels with heavily treaded tires or 
four-drive wheels for climbing obstacles and traversing 
rough terrains. Wheelchairs that can support persons who 

FIGURE 17-16 Indoor-outdoor power wheelchair shown with rehabilitation 
seating, a power tilt-in-space and recline seating system, headrest, and power-
elevating leg rests.
weigh more than 250 lb also fall under this category. These 
wheelchairs usually weigh 300 to 500 lb.

Power seating options, such as tilt-in-space, power 
recline, and seat elevation, can be integrated with wheel-
chairs in the last two categories to adapt for progressive 
medical conditions or severe disability. Another advantage 
of power wheelchairs in these latter categories is that the 
position of the wheels with respect to the seat can often be 
changed.

Power wheelchairs typically use two deep-cycle lead-
acid batteries in series, each producing 12 V, for a total of 
24 V. There are two types of lead-acid batteries: wet-cell 

FIGURE 17-17 Front-wheel drive power wheelchair.

FIGURE 17-18 Heavy-duty indoor-outdoor power wheelchair.
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batteries and gel-cell batteries. Gel-cell lead-acid batteries 
are generally recommended because there is no potential 
for chemical spills and they are maintenance free.

Power Wheelchair Base Selection

There are three basic drive configurations for power wheel-
chair bases: front-wheel, midwheel, and rear-wheel drive. 
The drive configuration of a power wheelchair plays an 
important role in how well a chosen power wheelchair fits 
the user’s lifestyle and environment.

Rear-Wheel Drive

Rear-wheel drive is characterized by large drive wheels in 
the rear and small pivoting casters in the front (Figure 
17-19). The rear-wheel drive power wheelchair steers and 
handles predictably, and naturally tracks straight, making it 
is the most appropriate drive configuration for high-speed 
applications. Additionally, because of its consistent track-
ing, it is preferred by people who drive with special input 
devices (chin joystick, head array, etc.) or have reduced fine 
motor coordination. The disadvantages of this configura-
tion include limited obstacle climbing by the small front 
casters. It also has the largest turning radius among the 
three configurations.

Front-Wheel Drive

The front-wheel drive power wheelchair features large 
drive wheels in the front and small pivoting casters in the 
rear (see Figure 17-17). It is a very stable setup for uneven 
terrain and hills. Of the three configurations, it has the 
best capability to climb forward over small obstacles. The 
overall turning radius is smaller than that of rear-wheel 
drive, but larger than that of the midwheel drive power 
base. However, the front-wheel drive power wheelchair 
has a tendency for the back of the chair to wander side 
to side (“fishtailing”), especially with increased speeds. 
This directional instability requires steering corrections, 

FIGURE 17-19 Rear-wheel drive power wheelchair.
which could make the wheelchair difficult for some users 
to steer.

Midwheel Drive

The midwheel drive power wheelchair (see Figure 17-16) 
has been one of the fastest growing power bases in the 
wheelchair industry. In this configuration the drive wheels 
are located near the center of the power wheelchair, allow-
ing the user to seemingly turn on center, dramatically 
increasing indoor maneuverability. With the drive wheels 
directly under the user, traction is also increased, and with 
the use of suspended front antitip wheels, the midwheel 
drive can be among the most effective at both ascending 
and descending obstacles for skilled, practiced users. One 
of the concerns, however, is that when riding on uneven 
terrain or up and down curb cuts with a steep transition, 
there is a possibility of getting “stuck” on the front or rear 
casters. This can suspend the drive wheel in midair with no 
contact with the ground.

Overall, there is no perfect drive configuration for a 
power wheelchair, as all have their benefits and drawbacks. 
By aligning a user’s needs with the benefits and disadvan-
tages of each configuration, and testing models within the 
categories, mobility can be optimized.

Input Methods

The interface between the wheelchair user and the wheel-
chair itself is often the most critical component of a power 
wheelchair. A safe, consistent, and reliable method of 
accessing powered mobility can sometimes be the most 
difficult step in wheelchair assessment and evaluation.8 
Newer plug-and-play technology allows clinicians to let 
users try different input devices during the evaluation. 
This technology also allows the input device to be changed 
without having to replace the electronics or wheelchair as 
the client’s medical condition changes.

There are different types of input methods for operat-
ing a power wheelchair. Commercially the most common 
available control interface between the user and the wheel-
chair is a joystick (Figure 17-20).

Proportional Control Versus Switched Control

A joystick can be either proportional control or switched 
control. Proportional control is usually the optimum 
solution for wheelchair control because it provides con-
tinuous adjustment of speed and direction. If the user 
does not have the fine motor skills necessary for reli-
able control of a proportional joystick, a switched con-
trol joystick could be chosen. Switched control joysticks 
respond to discrete positions of the joystick and usually 
have eight driving directions. These directions typically 
are forward, reverse, left and right, and the four diago-
nal directions. Speed is not directly controllable by joy-
stick position when the joystick is configured to act like 
a switch. For users with limited fine motor control, the 
switched control joystick can be mounted on a wheel-
chair and positioned to operate by chin, head, shoul-
der, elbow, arm, knee, foot, or tongue. Joysticks can be 
ordered in various sizes (e.g., “mini” for small move-
ments) and with different handles (e.g., round, oblong, 
goalpost shaped).
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Position-Sensing Versus Force-Sensing

For proportional control a joystick can use either the 
 position-sensing or force-sensing method. The control 
output from a position-sensing joystick is proportional to 
the deflection of the joystick from a neutral position. A 
change in electrical resistance or inductance can be used 
to signal the position of the joystick. The control output 
from a force-sensing joystick is proportional to the force 
exerted on the stick by the user.18 A strain gauge bridge 
is usually instrumented to the joystick shaft to mea-
sure forces. Force-sensing joysticks could be effective for 
individuals with tremors, spasms, and limited range of 
motion.

Sip and Puff. A sip-and-puff input device allows control 
of the wheelchair by sipping (breathing in) and puffing 
(breathing out) on a straw located near the mouth (Figure 
17-21). Generally a user will sip a specific number of times 
to indicate a direction, and puff to confirm the choice and 
activate the movement of the wheelchair.

Head Array. The head array device usually has a three-
piece headrest (two side pads and one center) with prox-
imity switches built into each pad. By being in proximity 
to the switch imbedded in the center pad, the client moves 
the wheelchair forward. Activating the side pads moves the 
wheelchair in the corresponding direction. A reset switch 
toggles between the forward and reverse functions. The 
head array does not offer full, but only four or eight direc-
tional controls.

Voice Control. A throat microphone picks up the vibra-
tions of the vocal cords when the user speaks the com-
mands. In some cases a headset microphone can also be 
used. The wheelchair can be driven with several distinct 
sounds to emulate the movements of a switched joystick.

The placement site of the input device is crucial in get-
ting the accuracy and consistency needed to use the wheel-
chair safely. Although chin or head control joysticks can 
be effective, they are visually intrusive and could obstruct 
some of the daily functional activities. They are also 

FIGURE 17-20 Conventional position-sensing joystick.
difficult to use to steer accurately over uneven and rough
surfaces because of the relative movements of joystick and
head. A head control device can use either proportiona
or switched control methods. With the proportional head
control, full directional and proportional speed contro
can be achieved. If clients do not have refined head con
trol, however, their speed might be erratic. Users also tend
to forcefully extend the neck and sustain pressure on the
headrest to move the wheelchair forward, which could
increase muscle tone and trigger other reflexive reactions
With the switched head control, the proximity switches
do not require any pressure to activate, preventing furthe
increases in muscle tone.

Integrated Controls

Wheelchair input devices are used for controlling both
wheelchairs and electronic aids to daily living or comput
ers. When a single control interface (e.g., joystick, head
switches, voice recognition system, or keypad) is used to
operate two or more assistive devices, the system is called
an integrated control system (Figure 17-22).20 While inte
grated control is beneficial, if the input device is broken
users can lose access to every operation mode. Using an
integrated controller might require additional training.

Programmability

Performance of a power wheelchair also depends on how
the wheelchair control module has been adjusted. Not al
power wheelchairs are programmable, but programming
or fine-tuning the wheelchair to meet the needs of the
individual user can improve control, safety, and maneu
verability. Fast and simple adjustments can be made
for directional control (forward, reverse, and turning)
speeds (acceleration and deceleration), and sensitivity o
the joystick. These adjustments affect how the wheelchai
responds to different commands.

The maximum speed of power wheelchairs varies sig
nificantly among different manufacturers and models

FIGURE 17-21 Sip-and-puff input device.
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Wheelchairs are typically tuned to higher speeds when they 
are used outdoors. A slow mode of operation is needed for 
maneuvering indoors. Braking or deceleration is another 
critical adjustment for maintaining a safe position for users 
in the wheelchair. An extreme hard setting can cause users 
to be thrown forward when they release the joystick, while 
an extreme soft setting can cause the wheelchair to coast 
and not stop in time to avoid an obstacle. The sensitivity 
of an input device can compensate for physical limitations 
or unintentional movements of users so that they have full 
and safe control over the devices.

Scooters

A scooter is designed to provide intermittent mobility sup-
port for individuals with good arm strength, trunk balance, 
and ability to transfer in and out of the device. Scooters 
typically have motors in the back and are steered with a 
tiller (which looks and acts like the handlebar on a bicy-
cle). The tiller can be tilted forward or back and locked at 
any desired position. Thumb levers are used to drive the 
scooter. Scooters are usually equipped with automatic 
braking (similar to power wheelchairs), and are not able 
to coast. Three-wheeled scooters (Figure 17-23) are more 
common than four-wheeled scooters (Figure 17-24), 
which can traverse more rugged terrain but are large for 
most indoor settings. Compared with power wheelchairs, 
many scooters are relatively easy to disassemble for storage 
in a car or trunk. Scooters also cost lesser than a typical 
power chair.

Scooters usually have a wide turning radius, therefore 
requiring more room and effort to maneuver in closed or 
tight environments. They lack the capacity to allow modi-
fication of seating to accommodate postural deformities 
and have limited control options. They cannot accom-
modate for changes as the user’s needs change, and are 
not recommended for persons with progressive medical 

• Electronic aids to daily
    living
•  Computer mouse
• Communication device

FIGURE 17-22 Diagram of integrated control system.
conditions such as multiple sclerosis and amyotrophic lat-
eral sclerosis.

Stand-Up Wheelchairs

Stand-up wheelchairs offer a variety of advantages over 
standard wheelchairs. The ability of a person to achieve 
an almost vertical position has several advantages, includ-
ing physiologic (i.e., pressure relief, improved circulation 
and digestion, and improved bone density), practical (i.e., 
improved reach to higher surfaces, which increases func-
tional independence), and psychological (i.e., interacting 
with colleagues face to face) (Figure 17-25).1

Stand-up wheelchairs are more complex than most 
manual or power wheelchairs. All power wheelchairs with 
a stand-up feature use a separate electric drive system for 

FIGURE 17-23 Three-wheeled scooter.

FIGURE 17-24 Four-wheeled scooter.
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the stand-up mechanism. Manually powered stand-up 
wheelchairs use a manual lifting mechanism or an electric-
powered lifting mechanism. When in the elevated posi-
tion, this type wheelchair has a very high center of gravity 
and can easily topple over. For this reason the user of a 
stand-up wheelchair should never transition into a stand-
up position when outdoors or when on a cracked, rough, 
or broken floor indoors. Stand-up wheelchairs are safe only 
on perfectly flat and smooth flooring, and only if the user 
is properly strapped and secured to the seat and seat back. 
People who have not stood for a long time might not have 
the hip, knee, or ankle range of motion to accommodate 
standing, and can experience orthostatic hypotension. The 
stand-up mechanism also adds weight to the wheelchair, 
making it more difficult to lift and transport.

Alternative Powered Mobility 
Systems

The Segway Personal Transporter is a small motorized vehi-
cle with a step-up platform (Figure 17-26). The rider stands 
on the platform, grips a vertical tiller, and controls the 
direction and speed of the Segway by leaning. The Segway 
was introduced in late 2002 with a primary intent to serve 
individuals in walking-intensive occupations (e.g., police 
foot patrols, mail carriers, and warehouse work). It is not 
a Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved device, 
nor is it being promoted as a form of wheeled mobility for 
individuals with disabilities. However, research supports 
considering the Segway as a potential alternative form 
of mobility to a wheelchair for individuals who are able 
to stand but have limited ambulation (e.g., persons with 
lower limb amputation, burns, mild traumatic brain injury, 
incomplete spinal cord injury, or multiple sclerosis).39 The 
Independence 4000 IBOT Transporter is an FDA-approved 
device based on similar technology as the Segway with 
multiple functions (e.g., stair and curb climbing ability), 
but accommodates individuals who are unable to stand 

FIGURE 17-25 Stand-up wheelchair.  (Courtesy Permobil, Lebanon,  TN)
and ambulate. Its high cost, large bulk (289 lb), and lim-
ited rehabilitation seating offerings dampened its market 
potential, and the company decided in early 2009 to stop 
manufacturing the device.

Power Wheelchair Transportation

Wheelchair transportation primarily involves two issues: 
how to transport a wheelchair or rider system onto a vehi-
cle, and how to secure the system while the vehicle is in 
motion. The two most common ways to get wheelchair 
users onto or out of vehicles are ramps and lift systems.

Ramps

Ramps are the inexpensive alternatives to vehicle lifts.42 
They can be portable or mounted inside the vehicle (non-
powered or powered), or integrated into the frame of the 
vehicle. They are usually installed on the side or at the 
rear of the vehicle, and have either a single track or double 
track with a nonslip surface. With powered ramps a remote 
entry button opens the door and extends the ramp. Vehi-
cles having powered ramps (Figure 17-27) can also have a 
“kneeling” feature that lowers the vehicle before extending 
the ramp to accommodate for ramp slope needs. Selection 
of a ramp is based on the size and weight of the user and 
wheelchair. Also, the user’s ability to push or drive up a 
ramp is usually a concern when choosing between ramps 
and lifts.

Lifts

For wheelchair users using personally owned vehicles, 
a vehicle equipped with an automatic lift can eliminate 
problems loading and unloading the wheelchair and pro-
vide easy transportation for nonfolding wheelchairs and 
heavy powered wheelchairs. There are also automated sys-
tems for eliminating difficult or awkward transfers into and 
out of the vehicle.

FIGURE 17-26 Segway Personal Transporter.  (Courtesy Seg Nets Disability 
Rights Advocates for Technology, San Antonio, TX)
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There are many variables and optional features to consider 
when choosing a vehicle lift. Two common types of mobility 
device lifts include the platform and overhead strap lift.

A platform lift (Figure 17-28, A) folds out from the van 
similar to a drawbridge, and requires perpendicular access 
to load or unload a wheelchair. It also uses minimal stor-
age space within the van, folding upright against the door. 
When using a pull-in type of parking space, the equivalent 
of two parking spaces (8 to 10 feet) is needed to lower the 
platform lift and load or unload a wheelchair. A platform 
lift can also be installed on the rear door of the van, but 
this often requires loading or unloading the wheelchair in 
a traffic lane. Rear door mounting also eliminates the use 
of space for extra passenger seats.

An overhead strap lift (Figure 17-28, C) uses an arm with 
nylon straps that attach to several points on the wheelchair 
and hook onto the arm of the lift. The lift has no platform 
and uses little storage space in the van. The wheelchair is 
loaded and unloaded perpendicular to the van, but less 
space is required because there is no platform to lower.

Several systems are available to ease transfers to the 
driver or passenger side seats. These systems provide a 
motorized option that allows for lowering and raising 
either the vehicle seat itself (Figure 17-28, C) or a platform 
that extends out from the vehicle (Figure 17-28, D) that the 
person can transfer to first. These systems usually do not 
require structural modifications to the vehicle and enable 
a safer and easier transfer because the surface the person is 
transferring to can be set at the same height as the wheel-
chair seat. Transferring to a higher surface is more difficult 
and strenuous because it requires greater force and range 
of motion to overcome the effects of gravity and should be 
avoided when possible. These system also allow for align-
ing the seat next to the wheelchair, reducing the space sep-
arating two surfaces, which further assists with transfers. 
For manual wheelchair users who are independent and 
drive, one potential solution would be to combine a trans-
fer system with an overhead strap life that attaches to side 
door opening of a van that can lift and stow the wheelchair 
behind the driver’s seat (Figure 17-28, E).

Compatibility is often an issue when selecting a proper 
lift system, because not all van lifts fit all models of vans. 

FIGURE 17-27 Modified minivan with powered ramp system.
The type of operation, such as electric or hydraulic, can 
also be an important determinant in extreme weather 
conditions.

To secure a wheelchair and its occupant in a moving 
vehicle, both the occupant restraint and the wheelchair 
securement must act together as an integral crash protection 
system for the user. There are essentially two basic secure-
ment approaches: attendant-operated securement systems 
and mechanical latching or docking devices. The atten-
dant-operated type is the recognized industry standard, 
dominated by the four strap–type system that attaches to 
the wheelchair frame. Use of docking securement devices 
is currently limited mainly to private vehicle applications, 
primarily because of the need to match wheelchair secure-
ment geometry with vehicle anchorage geometry.45

Occupant orientation in a vehicle is also important, 
and usually front facing is most practical and safe. Wher-
ever possible it is recommended that wheelchair occu-
pants transfer to a vehicle seat during a journey, with the 
wheelchair securely stored separately in a purpose-made 
storage area.

Tie Downs and Securement

If a wheelchair user is going to remain in a wheelchair 
while riding, special tie-down or restraint systems for the 
wheelchair and the occupant must be used for safety. 
Wheelchairs are not designed to withstand crash-level 
forces like automobile seats are, and can be tipped over 
easily by even a minor collision or sudden braking of the 
vehicle. A tie-down system with an occupant restraint as 
well as wheelchair anchorage provides the best protec-
tion (Figure 17-29, A). A typical four-point restraint sys-
tem has four webbing straps that are secured to the main 
frame of the chair. The preferred angles for rear wheelchair 
tie down are between 30 and 45 degrees to the horizontal 
plane. The preferred angles for front tie down are between 
40 and 60 degrees to the horizontal plane. The wheelchair 
tie-down system only stops the chair from tipping or mov-
ing; it does not stop the occupant from being thrown out 
of the wheelchair in a collision. In addition to the four-
point wheelchair restraint system, a pelvis belt is usually 
used as the occupant restraint. A properly positioned pel-
vis belt can prevent an occupant from being ejected from 
the vehicle. In addition, a shoulder belt fixed to the side 
wall of a vehicle can provide an upper torso restraint. It can 
reduce chest and head excursions in a crash environment.10 
Although the four-point, strap-type securement system has 
been shown to be one of the most effective and versatile 
methods for securing a wide range of wheelchairs, it is also 
a system that is difficult and time-consuming to use.

A docking system (Figure 17-29, B) is another type of 
wheelchair restraint system. For example, the EZ Lock 
wheelchair restraint system is a simple and effective dock-
ing system to secure an occupied wheelchair in a moving 
vehicle. The automatic locking mechanism simply requires 
that the occupant guides the wheelchair over the top of the 
lock until the interface on the wheelchair is fully engaged. A 
conveniently located push-button switch is used to release 
the wheelchair from the system. A dock-type restraint system 
requires matching components, one attached to the wheel-
chair frame and the other to the vehicle. The advantages 
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FIGURE 17-28  Vehicle lift systems. (A) Platform lift. (B) Overhead strap lift. (Courtesy Braun Corp., Winamac, Ind.) (C) Automated height adjustable vehicle seat. 
(D) Automated height adjustable  platform. (Courtesy St. Lambert, Quebec, Canada.) (E) Side-door overhead wheelchair lift system. 
are that it is quick and easy to operate, and offers increased 
user independence. However, it relies on having a location 
on the wheelchair frame to which one component of the 
securement system can be attached. It is also two to five 
times as expensive as standard belt restraint systems. Dock-
ing devices have been shown to work reasonably well for 
private (rather than public) vehicles in which the matching 
components can be individually configured to the specific 
wheelchair and vehicle. This has yet to happen in public 
vehicles that must be able to accept any wheelchair to be 
universally applicable.

Wheelchair Standards

Wheelchair standards were developed to provide a means 
to objectively compare the durability, strength, stability, 
and cost-effectiveness of commercial products. Wheelchair 
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FIGURE 17-29  Wheelchair tie-downs and securement. (A) Wheelchair and occupant restraint system. (B) Wheelchair docking system.
standards are voluntary in the United States, but the test 
results are accepted by the FDA, which approves com-
mercial marketability of the device. Most countries have 
adopted the International Organization for Standardiza-
tion (ISO), which acts to continually develop and refine 
wheelchair standards. The American National Standards 
Institute (ANSI) and the Rehabilitation Engineering and 
Assistive Technology Society of North America (RESNA) 
are member organizations of ISO for the United States.

Fatigue testing is one of the procedures used to assess the 
strength and durability of a wheelchair and its components. 
This test involves subjecting the wheelchair to a large number 
of low-level stresses, similar to stresses experienced during 
daily use of the wheelchair. This is accomplished with two 
machines: a double-drum tester and a curb-drop tester. The 
double-drum tester consists of two rollers with 12-mm-high, 
30-mm-wide slats attached to each drum to simulate bumps 
and small obstacles. The wheelchair or scooter is positioned 
over the rollers, which turn at 1 m/s for 200,000 cycles. The 
curb-drop tester lifts the wheelchair 5 cm and allows it to 
free-fall to a hard surface for a total of 6666 drops. The com-
bination of double-drum and curb-drop testing simulates 3 
to 5 years of wheelchair use. Some wheelchairs and scooters 
are tested until failure as opposed to stopping at the mini-
mum number of cycles or drops. This information is used to 
calculate their cost-effectiveness. Other tests include testing 
the durability and strength of wheelchair components (e.g., 
armrests, footrests, seat, backrest, wheels, casters, and push-
rims), as well as static and dynamic stability (how stable the 
wheelchair or user is on various slopes).

Manual Wheelchair Performance

Ultralight wheelchairs have been shown to last about 13 
times longer than standard wheelchairs and cost about three 
and a half times less to operate.11 Ultralights lasted about five 
times longer and cost approximately two times less to oper-
ate than lightweight wheelchairs.12 When tested to failure, 
ultralight wheelchairs had the longest survival rate and fewer 
catastrophic failures in comparison with standard and light-
weight wheelchairs.23 Using wheelchairs that are less prone 
to failure is safer for individuals.26,43 Ultralight models with 
suspension elements incorporated into the frame, the cas-
tors, or both, perform similarly to lightweight wheelchairs 
with respect to wheelchair durability and cost-effectiveness.29 
Models in which the frame and parts are composed of tita-
nium metal offer the lightest possible option in the ultralight 
category, and have other advantages such as anticorrosive 
properties and a smoother ride. However, manufacturers 
are not as experienced yet working with titanium as they are 
with aluminum. Titanium ultralights have failed to meet the 
minimum number of cycles for passing the fatigue test.30 
Improvements in the design and manufacturing techniques 
of titanium wheelchairs are necessary to increase their dura-
bility and cost-effectiveness, since wheelchairs made with 
titanium cost more than those made with aluminum.

Power Wheelchair Performance

Component failures and engineering factors are respon-
sible for 40% to 60% of the injuries to power wheelchair 
users.24,26 Power wheelchairs undergo all the same tests as 
manual wheelchairs, and also have a series of tests on the 
power and control systems and batteries.

Power wheelchair test results indicate that heavy-duty 
indoor-outdoor models perform better than the other cat-
egories of power wheelchairs in terms of durability (total 
equivalent cycles on the double-drum machine).21 Con-
ventional power wheelchairs performed the worst in sev-
eral areas (poorer durability and reliability, dynamically 
unstable, and prone to wiring failures).34 It is important 
to look at the test results in each area in relation to what 
is important to the individual. For instance, a wheelchair 
might outperform others in terms of durability but have 
poor static and dynamic stability results. If durability is an 
important factor (most health insurance companies limit 
the patient to one wheelchair per 5 years), the user might 
choose to sacrifice the wheelchair’s performance concern-
ing stability. Stability for certain individuals can be a more 
important factor than durability if the patient has a high 
risk for falling from the wheelchair or frequently traverses 
up and down steep ramps.

Power wheelchairs perform similarly to ultralight wheel-
chairs in terms of their durability.21 In regard to value, power 
wheelchairs are more costly than ultralight and lightweight 
manual wheelchairs. They are, however, more economical 
than standard wheelchairs, considering how long they last, 
the number of repairs, the cost of repairs, and the initial 
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cost of the device. Few test data have been reported on 
scooters and power-assist wheelchairs. Three-wheel scoot-
ers are less stable than power and manual wheelchairs in 
the lateral direction.35 Power-assisted wheelchairs vary 
widely in performance depending on the model.25

Seating and Positioning

Proper seating and positioning are a medical necessity and 
essential to daily living. A seating system should assure a 
comfortable, healthy, and functional sitting posture for 
work, study, and leisure. Disability can significantly affect 
the integrity and stability of the musculoskeletal system, 
putting the individual at risk for a number of secondary 
injuries. Failure to provide adequate seating can cause seri-
ous secondary injuries, which can require hospitalization 
or surgery to correct. The following sections outline com-
mercial seating and positioning technologies available and 
their indications.

Seat Cushions

Table 17-3 provides an overview of the types of cushions 
that are commercially available. Commercial cushions are 
composed of foam, air, gel, or a combination of these mate-
rials. If pressure sores remain a problem with these cush-
ions, more aggressive measures must be taken. Alternating 
pressure cushions are one alternative. These products have 
a small, battery-powered air compressor and an embedded 
microprocessor chip that directs the compressed air, alter-
nately inflating multiple air bladders and providing rolling 
pressure reduction at variable time intervals. Tilt-in-space, 
recline, or both, can also be used to redistribute weight for 
more effective pressure relief.

Back Cushions

A well-chosen back cushion should meet the following 
criteria:
 •  For folding chairs the backrest must be easily remov-

able from the frame with hand-operated fasteners or be 
collapsible.

 •  The backrest must be the proper width and contour 
to support the back for extended activities without 
discomfort.

 •  For manual wheelchairs the backrest must not impose 
any unnecessary weight burden. Newer materials (e.g., 
carbon fiber) are available to keep backrest weight to a 
minimum.

 •  Backrest height is a crucial feature and should be just 
high enough to maintain trunk stability. Unneeded 
extra height adds weight, blocks the ability to look 
over the shoulder during backing up, and increases the 
perception of medical frailty.
Table 17-2 reviews various types of back supports.

Custom-Molded Seating Systems

Certain disabilities result in complex and fixed orthopedic 
deformities and muscle tone and can only be managed 
with a custom-fabricated or custom-fitted seating system. 
The approach to custom-molded seating was borrowed 
from the prosthetics industry, where molds are made of 
the residual limb to achieve an exact socket match. A plas-
ter impression of the patient is used to make a positive 
model that serves as the foundation for sculpting a seating 
orthosis constructed of foam and fiberglass. A bead seat 
provides a faster and cleaner method of fabrication. The 
consumer sits on a large rubber “balloon” filled with tiny 
foam pellets similar to a “bean bag chair.” The therapist 
can freely push and shape the pellets or “beads” to obtain a 
comfortable, close-fitting contour. A vacuum pump draws 
the balloon tightly against the foam pellets to capture the 
contours of the body. The vacuum can be released and the 
beads repositioned. When the seat is perfected, an adhesive 
is drawn between the beads to make the shape permanent. 
Waterproof coatings and upholstery complete the seat.

Seat Functions: Tilt, Recline, and Elevation

Tilt and recline are useful for handling complex seating 
needs through pressure distribution management. If the 
individual has upper limb weakness or pain that limits 
independent weight relief (e.g., “push-up” or leaning 
to the side or forward), a wheelchair equipped with tilt 
or recline, or both, is needed.17 Seat elevators increase 
independence, productivity, and social interactions by 
extending reach capability, enabling and facilitating trans-
fers, and providing peer height at different ages.2 Table 
17-4 provides an overview of the seating configurations 
possible.

Tilt

Tilt is also called “tilt-in-space,” and refers to rotating the 
person’s entire body, the seat base, and back and front rig-
ging as a single unit in the sagittal plane. The traditional 
rocking chair provides an example of the tilt-in space 
maneuver. Both manual and power wheelchairs can be 
ordered with a tilt-in-space feature. Tilt provides weight 
relief for the sitting surfaces by redistributing the effects of 
gravity away from the buttocks and onto the back. Tilt can 
also provide a position of rest and relaxation. A wheelchair 
with tilt is less stressful to the body than a reclining wheel-
chair because shear forces to the skin are almost negligible.

Recline

Recline refers to a means of increasing the angle between 
the seat base and back, typically between 90 and 170 
degrees. Because the hinge between the chair seat and back 
and the natural folding of the human frame do not match 
completely, reclining forces some parts of the body to slide 
as well. This is a risk factor for skin injury in some indi-
viduals. Many power wheelchairs have special linkages or 
mechanical compensation to minimize skin shear during 
recline. Recline is less frequently prescribed for this reason, 
but is often required for self-catheterization.

Elevation

Seat elevators provide 6 to 9 inches of additional height 
and can make transfers easier by placing the wheelchair at 
the same height as the target surface. A seat elevator adds 
additional weight to the wheelchair and can increase the 
seat-to-floor height in some models.
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Table 17-3   Seat Cushions
Cushion Type Image Application Benefits Limitations

Plain rectangular foam Low-risk patients Inexpensive No pressure relief regions
Typically wears out in 6 

months to a year
Low maintenance

Contoured foam  
with skin

Provides cutaway regions to 
relieve pressure on bony 
prominences

Reduces risk of pressure 
ulcers

Less expensive than  
custom-made cushion

Application limited to  
individuals without  
asymmetries

Cushion has limited life 
expectancy.

Carve and assemble  
foam

For patients with asym-
metries needing custom 
cutouts

Low-cost method of custom 
fabrication

Lightweight

Custom fitted, hard to 
replicate

Contour molded with  
gel-filled inserts

Higher risk patients prone 
to ulcers

Semiliquid gel will mold to 
body contours.

Heavier than regular foam 
cushions

Uncomfortable when cold

Air cushion with insert 
padding

For patients with asym-
metries; the air-filled 
tetrahedron “balloons” 
can be nested together to 
build shape

Lightweight, personalized fit
No special tools required

Moderate cost
Lower life expectancy
Customization harder to 

replicate

Matrix of air-filled elastic 
capsules

High-risk patents who can-
not maintain skin integrity 
with foam products

Improved pressure relief
Bladders can be tied off to 

create pressure relief 
regions.

More expensive than foam 
cushion

Loss of trunk stability
Bladders can be punctured.
High maintenance

Alternating air cell inflation Very–high-risk patients with 
intractable ulcers

Battery-powered air 
compressor sequentially 
inflates and deflates cells.

Cost >$2000
Requires charging
Electronics add complexity.
Laterals

Laterals are frame-mounted pads used to stabilize the trunk 
and accommodate or correct asymmetric deformities. Fit-
ting laterals requires good communication skills with the 
client and knowledge of how gravity and other forces act 
on the trunk. Laterals that encircle the trunk should be 
equipped with mechanical releases so that they pivot out 
of the way during transfers. Laterals should be firm enough 
to provide trunk control but should not cause undue pres-
sure or tissue compression.

Armrests and Troughs

Standard wheelchairs have narrow armrests covered with 
fairly firm upholstery. The armrests on standard wheelchairs 
are integrated with the side frames and cannot be adjusted 
or removed. A wheelchair for long-term use should provide 
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height-adjustable armrests and the ability to remove them 
for side transfers. Armrests can be ordered with conven-
tional mounting hardware (Figure 17-30, A) or “space-
saving” hardware (Figure 17-30, B), which reduces the 
overall wheelchair width. Users of ultralight wheelchairs 
often choose not to have armrests, to improve access to the 
pushrims for propulsion. Another option found on high-
strength or ultralight wheelchairs are tubular armrests that 
pivot at the rear. These are lightweight and easy to swivel 
out of the way for desk access and transfers. Individuals 
using manual and power wheelchairs who need access to 
desks can order desk-style armrests, which are a few inches 
shorter in the front section to fit under a table or desk.

For individuals who cannot lift or self-stabilize the 
arm, arm troughs are available. An arm trough contains 
a hollow cavity that captures the forearm in a level posi-
tion and protects the arm from drifting into the wheels or 
being sideswiped by walls. Arm troughs are molded out of 

Table 17-4   Seating Configurations Possible With 
Tilt- in-Space, Recline, and Leg Rest Elevation

Position Image Use

Normal driving 
position

Travel position

Leg elevation Comfort and 
improved 
circulation

Recline Rest, pressure 
relief, self-
catheterization

Recline plus leg 
elevation

Rest, pressure 
relief, self-
catheterization

Tilt-in-space Rest, comfort, 
pressure relief

All combined:
Tilt-in-space
Recline
Leg elevation

Rest, comfort, 
sleep
polyurethane foam with a water-resistant “skin” or vinyl 
cover. These can be lined with natural or artificial fleece for 
additional comfort. Arm troughs can also improve joystick 
control by eliminating the need to lift the arm against grav-
ity while grasping the handle.

Footrests, Leg Rests, and Foot Plates

Also referred to collectively as front rigging, these compo-
nents provide support for the legs and feet. If an individual 
has remaining leg function that can be used to assist the arms 
in propulsion, the front riggings might need to be removed 
on one or both sides. For most wheelchairs the front rigging 
must be quickly detachable to facilitate transfers. Footrests 
have length adjustments, and models with angular adjust-
ments can be ordered. These allow fitting the footrests to the 
individual for optimum comfort. Individuals with impaired 
lower limb circulation and those having a powered recliner 
often use powered elevating leg rests with calf supports. It 
is important to consider the tightness of hamstring muscles 
when evaluating the type of leg rest. Overextending the 
legs in this case can lead to sacral  sitting. Table 17-5 shows 
examples of various types of front riggings.

Headrests

Individuals with unstable neck posture or with tilt and 
recline seat function benefit from a headrest. The following 
factors should be considered when choosing a headrest:
 •  It adds additional weight and can restrict rear vision.
 •  It increases the perception of medical frailty and disability.
 •  It must be well anchored and offer accurate positioning. A 

headrest mounted on a flexible surface offers little benefit.
 •  Headrests sometimes form the foundation for a “head 

array,” which is a driving control system for individuals 
who cannot use joysticks.

Seat Belts

Seat belts are typically in the form of a lap belt with a 
latch similar to those found in motor vehicles. They can 
help keep the buttocks back in the seat and keep the indi-
vidual from sliding forward. A seat belt or postural strap, 
if improperly used, can cause choking. Although many 
wheelchair users choose not to wear a seat belt, it can help 
prevent serious wheelchair-related injuries.14

Postural Straps, Harnesses, and Belts

Postural straps, harnesses, and belts fit around the torso 
and are sometimes used by persons with poor trunk con-
trol and balance to keep the trunk in a more upright posi-
tion in the wheelchair for performing ADLs. Different styles 
are available based on the person’s needs and preferences. 
These items should not be used as a safety restraint.

Seating and Mobility Assessment

The following sections describe and discuss the key ele-
ments of a wheelchair and seating system assessment, as 
well as the major variables that need to be considered.
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FIGURE 17-30 (A) Traditional armrest attachment. (B) Space-saver armrest attachment.
Professionals and Participants

Active participation by the end-user, the family, and/or care-
givers in all stages of the seating and mobility assessment is 
critical. A proper assessment begins with listening to their 
needs, concerns, and goals for a device. Optimal wheelchair 
prescription occurs when performed by an interdisciplinary 
team that includes a physiatrist, occupational therapists or 
physical therapists with specialty training or certification, 
and a good working knowledge of wheelchair seating and 
mobility needs. A rehabilitation engineer also plays an 
important role in understanding and assessing the capa-
bilities and application of various technologies. A qualified 
equipment supplier is another important team member to 
include early in the process, because the supplier is well 
versed in available devices and how they can be applied to 
solve problems and address needs. The supplier is also the 
team member who, in most service delivery models, orders, 
assembles, and delivers the equipment, and consults with 
the team regarding securing funding. The RESNA offers cer-
tifications for Assistive Technology Professional and Reha-
bilitation Engineering Technologist. These certifications are 
for clinicians, engineers, and suppliers who meet certain 
qualifications and who pass an examination to demon-
strate generalist knowledge in the area of assistive technol-
ogy. A subspecialty certification in the area of seating and 
mobility is also being developed. RESNA provides a direc-
tory of certified professionals (http://www.resna.org).

Initial Interview

Selecting the most appropriate wheelchair and seating 
system requires that information be obtained about type 
of disability, prognosis, physical capacity and limitations, 
involvement in work or related activities, physical and 
social environment, and means of transportation. Ques-
tioning about the history with wheelchair and seating tech-
nology can also provide an indication of what has and has 
not worked for the person.
Medical Variables

It is the role of the physiatrist to assess and share with the 
team the underlying medical conditions that require pre-
scription of a wheelchair. The prognoses for certain condi-
tions need to be considered in the prescription decision, 
especially if a condition is progressive. Equipment should 
ideally address current and future needs based on the 
anticipated natural progression of a disease or condition. 
In addition to age, other factors that need to be taken into 
account include pain, obesity, cardiopulmonary or mus-
culoskeletal problems, and risk for falls. Potential risks 
and secondary injuries such as pressure ulcers, postural 
deformities, or upper limb repetitive strain injuries associ-
ated with the use of equipment need to be assessed and 
considered.

Physical and Functional Variables

Obtaining a basic understanding of the wheelchair user’s 
capacities is an important step in considering equip-
ment needs. This includes a physical-motor assessment 
of strength, range of motion, coordination, balance, pos-
ture, tone, contractures, endurance, sitting posture, cogni-
tion, perception, and use of external orthoses. Clinic-based 
capacity assessments do not necessarily indicate conclu-
sively whether a person will be able to perform tasks with 
the equipment. This is often best assessed by giving the 
user an opportunity to try the equipment to determine 
how they perform. For example, persons with low vision 
are often capable of using powered mobility devices under 
appropriate circumstances and interventions, just as peo-
ple with low vision are able to ambulate with the use of a 
navigation cane.

Physical assessments should be followed by observation 
of performance in ADLs that are reported by the person 
or the family or caregiver as being essential. These include 
self-care, reaching, accessing surfaces at various heights, 
transferring to various surfaces, and functional mobility. 

http://www.resna.org
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Table 17-5   Front Riggings
Description Image Application Benefits Limitations

Fixed frame integrated Used on ultralights and 
sport frame chairs

Lightweight, no detachable 
parts

Limited to no adjustability
Minimal foot stabilization 

provided

Swing-away tubular foot-
rests with folding foot-
plates and heel loops

Standard hardware used on 
most manual wheelchairs

Tube lengths can be 
adjusted.

Easy removal for transfers
Footplates typically fold.
Convenient for travel

Additional weight
No footplate angle  

adjustments
Fixed angle tubing

Higher adjustability foot-
rests and calf supports

Elevating footrest provides 
leg and footplate angle 
adjustability.

Better foot support for 
individuals with lower 
limb abnormalities

Permits leg elevation for 
comfort

More expensive
More weight and complexity

Power-elevating leg rests Accessory for power chairs
Provides appropriate leg 

support for power tilt 
and recline users

Allows for independent 
positioning through 
joystick or other input 
method

Typically removable or 
swing away

Extra cost
Additional complexities of 

motor drive and requires 
power supply cable

Flip-up–flip-down footplate 
for power chairs

A

B

Unimpaired lower extremity 
posture

Less stigmatizing
Easier to operate
Improved driving clearances

Transfers might be more 
difficult
Functional mobility should be assessed in the user’s home 
and community. Ambulation should be assessed from the 
perspective of the surfaces and distances encountered in 
a routine day, and whether walking or pushing a manual 
wheelchair is safe and efficient. When considering manual 
wheelchair propulsion, stress applied to the upper limbs 
needs to be considered for manual wheelchair users, 
because this has been associated with repetitive strain 
injuries. There is no evidence that upper limb strength 
correlates with the ability to propel manual wheelchairs, 
especially when one considers people with cardiac or pul-
monary impairments, arthritis, multiple sclerosis, or cere-
bral palsy.
Obtaining proper seating includes observation of pos-
ture in a seat and on a therapy mat table to assess postural 
alignment and joint range of motion. This can determine 
what limitations are present and whether they are fixed or 
flexible. Assessment of pelvic alignment is critical because 
the pelvis becomes the base of seating support. An obliq-
uity of the pelvis to one side needs to be accommodated or 
corrected (if possible) to prevent leaning or development of 
spinal deformities. Likewise, spinal deformities need to be 
accommodated in the design of the backrest, to allow the 
user to tolerate sitting. The amount of available hip flexion 
determines what seat-to-back angle can be tolerated. The 
degree of knee extension with the hips flexed is important 
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because the hamstrings cross both these joints. Tight ham-
strings (common in many wheelchair users) significantly 
affect the positioning of foot supports. It is important that 
excessive tension not be placed on the hamstrings because 
this can be painful and pull the pelvis into a posterior tilt. 
It is also necessary to respect a person’s preference for dif-
ferent seated postures, even if these postures do not appear 
appropriate. Humans automatically find different alter-
native positions to sit to be comfortable, functional, and 
stable.

After the physical motor assessment, measurements of 
the body are taken (see “Basic Wheelchair Dimensions” 
section above). The various seating system options can 
then be considered. As described in the section “Seating 
and Positioning,” there are a wide variety of cushions, back 
supports, and custom seating systems available.

Environmental Variables

It is important to assess both the physical and social envi-
ronments. Physical accessibility to the home (and other 
environments where the device is commonly used such 
as work, school, or community) and within the home 
often has a major impact on the choices and feasibility of 
wheelchair and seating system options. A thorough assess-
ment and survey of the home is almost always warranted 
when considering various options. A home assessment is 
often needed to ensure that the device will be compatible, 
especially when there are stairs, narrow doorways and hall-
ways, or other tight spaces to be negotiated. The assess-
ment involves taking devices to the home, surveying the 
environment for accessibility, and having the user get into 
the device and maneuver it in the spaces used in a typical 
day. The home assessment should also involve having the 
wheelchair user complete specific tasks such as transferring 
to various surfaces, reaching for objects, cooking, pulling 
up to tables or work surfaces, and completing any other 
vital activity. The surfaces, terrains, and distances the user 
will encounter daily also need to be factored into the pre-
scription and decision-making process.

The social environmental assessment includes the roles, 
interests, responsibilities, and occupation important to 
the user. The roles include being a parent, spouse, worker, 
homemaker, or community volunteer. The level of avail-
able assistance from others needs to be assessed from the 
perspective of the ability to maintain and troubleshoot 
complex equipment. The physical capacity and health of 
caregivers need to be assessed. Family, social, and cultural 
values can be barriers or can facilitate a person’s inclusion 
in the community.

Aesthetics

Aesthetics is an increasingly extremely important factor 
in wheelchair prescription. This is because a wheelchair is 
such a personal and intimate product (both for children 
and adults). The appearance of the wheelchair is mainly a 
function of the frame design and materials. For example, 
titanium metal has a satin, polished finish and maintains 
a new, fresh look. Some users also choose to decorate 
the tires or casters. It is important that wheelchairs have 
as attractive an appearance as possible so that the user is 
pleased with using it and gains the most positive attention 
possible from peers and from the community.

Transportation Variables

The modularity of powered mobility devices, including 
scooters and portable power wheelchairs, now permits 
greater transportability in a car. The feasibility of assem-
bling and disassembling equipment by the user or caregiver, 
however, needs to be carefully assessed. The portable design 
can compromise durability as well as the capabilities of the 
device to negotiate uneven and soft surfaces. If transport-
ing the wheelchair and seating system is an essential goal, 
the person who will be stowing the device should get an 
opportunity to try it before the final prescription is written.

If wheelchair users plan to be transported by an acces-
sible vehicle such as a van with a lift or ramp, they should 
have a trial at driving the device into the vehicle, maneu-
vering it into an appropriate position for securement or 
transfer to another seat, and then exiting the vehicle. It is 
critical to make certain that the wheelchair and the vehicle 
have the appropriate and compliant (such as ANSI/RESNA 
WC-19 standards) attachment points to ensure optimal 
safety during transportation.

Seating Principles

What is traditionally known to be an ideal sitting position 
(knees at 90 degrees, hips at 90 degrees, and elbows at 90 
degrees) might not be functional or comfortable for many 
users. It might even be impossible for some because of skel-
etal deformity or physical limitation. Proper positioning of 
the pelvis and trunk provides a stable base for the upper 
limbs. Without this base of support, the arms might be at 
risk for injury from the extra work necessary to compensate 
for instability. The head and neck will also not be aligned 
with the spine. The pelvis should be stabilized on a cushion 
that provides postural support as well as pressure distribu-
tion. The cushion should be mounted onto a hard surface 
that maintains its position, as opposed to placing it directly 
onto a sling upholstery seat (unless otherwise preferred by 
the user). Solid seat inserts (thin wood boards) are often 
inserted into the cushion cover to provide a solid base for sit-
ting. For flexible deformities the pelvis should sit in as neutral 
a position as possible, with the trunk having normal lumbar 
and cervical lordosis. The seating system needs to accom-
modate a pelvis and trunk in positions other than neutral. 
Proper positioning support of the head and neck facilitates 
breathing and swallowing, and might prevent muscle pain 
caused by strained neck muscles. Tilt and recline systems 
should always be equipped with a headrest to support the 
head when adjusting the seat orientation and back angles.

Additional seating considerations are needed for 
patients with loss of sensation, paralysis and paresis, con-
tractures, and spasticity and high tone, as discussed below.

Loss of Sensation

When unimpaired persons sit on hard or irregular surfaces, 
they rapidly feel discomfort and alter their position to 
relieve the pressure, or they get up and stretch. If sensation 
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is impaired, the patient can be unaware that a particular 
contact area is being injured. An inadequate pressure-reliev-
ing seating system or technique can ultimately lead to ulcer 
formation.

Paralysis and Paresis

Paralysis and paresis prevent an individual from easily 
changing position and limit the increase in circulation 
normally stimulated by movement. Paralysis destabilizes 
body segments (trunk, legs, arms, and head). Unless these 
segments are supported and protected, they can collapse to 
a “gravity position.” This can lead to increased pressures on 
bony prominences, joint subluxations, and other second-
ary skeletal and joint deformities. Paralysis and paresis can 
also lead to entanglement of the limbs in the wheelchair if 
they are not properly supported.

Contractures

Contractures are best supported by adjustable hardware, 
such as adjustable-angle leg rests to support knee flex-
ion contractures, and seating systems that recline to open 
up the seat-to-back angle for those with hip extension 
contractures.

Spasticity and High Tone

Persons with spasticity and high tone usually require very 
aggressive and sturdy seating systems. It is not uncommon 
for the forces generated during extensor thrusts over time 
to damage the seat back. It is possible to manage spasticity 
and high tone in a seating system using custom-contoured 
seating systems. These provide total contact support, as 
well as dynamic seating components such as back support 
attachments that “give” and bounce back into place during 
and after an extensor thrust.

Pressure Mapping 
as an Assessment Tool

A pressure-mapping device is often used to supplement 
clinical observations and impressions. This is a thin mat 
with pressure sensors that can be placed over a surface 
where the person sits to determine interface pressures. 
The mat is connected to a computer that produces the 
topography of pressure that can be displayed on a moni-
tor (Figure 17-31). This can be helpful in comparing the 
pressure-relieving qualities of various cushions, or to 
verify the effectiveness of a custom-molded system. Pres-
sure mapping alone should not be the sole determinant 
for selecting a specific cushion, because there are perfor-
mance trade-offs with different designs and materials. 
Other factors need to weigh in the decision, especially 
user preference. For example, fluid- or air-filled cushions 
can provide optimal pressure distribution, but might be 
difficult to slide across for transfers, give the user a sense 
of instability, or require significant maintenance. Pres-
sure mapping can also serve as a biofeedback method 
to show the wheelchair user effective weight-shifting 
techniques.
Manual Wheelchair Versus Power 
Wheelchair Debate

For some people who have been long-term users of man-
ual wheelchairs, there comes a point when a transition 
to powered mobility is necessary because of upper limb 
repetitive strain injuries or the onset of comorbidities such 
as cardiopulmonary conditions. The same can occur with 
people who have progressive conditions. This can be a 
very difficult situation from both a psychological and fea-
sibility perspective. It can be difficult for a person with an 
existing impairment to emotionally deal with the onset 
of new impairments later in life. People with static dis-
abilities (such as spinal cord injury) experience the same 
conditions associated with aging as able-bodied people. 
Wheelchair users typically find these aging changes to be 
more debilitating because they have decreased functional 
capacity already. Some people with progressive conditions 
have a tendency to “fight” the disease and view having to 
use a wheelchair as giving in to the disease. They might use 
a manual wheelchair out of necessity, but refuse to go on 
to a powered chair because they feel it represents giving in 
to the disease process.

The feasibility of transitioning from a manual wheel-
chair to powered mobility is often a significant issue. 
Manual wheelchair users typically adapt their environ-
ment and daily routine around a manual wheelchair. 

A

B
FIGURE 17-31 Pressure mapping of the wheelchair seat–buttocks interface. 
(A) The backrest was in an upright position. (B) The backrest was reclined 
24 degrees. Areas of high pressure are denoted in yellow, orange, and red. 
Areas of low pressure are denoted in gray, blue, and green.
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This might include the type of vehicle they use, home 
and worksite accessibility, transfer methods, or popping 
wheelies to negotiate curbs. The use of a powered mobil-
ity device often requires a significant change in the way 
ADLs are performed, as well as the need to learn new skills. 
Other changes include procuring alternative transportation 
resources, such as using a ramp-equipped van or accessible 
public transportation, and modifying the home or relocat-
ing to a completely barrier-free living arrangement. Cli-
nicians need to recognize these issues and address them 
appropriately on a case-by-case basis.

Reimbursement

Wheelchairs and seating systems are reimbursed in a 
variety of ways, with health insurance the most common 
means of funding. The Medicare program is the largest 
payer of this equipment and sets the standard for coverage 
policies. These policies have recently undergone significant 
overhaul because of increased utilization of these benefits 
associated with an aging population, as well as direct-to-
consumer advertising by certain suppliers.

Wheelchairs and seating systems are considered a dura-
ble medical equipment benefit and require documentation 
as being medically necessary as defined by the Social Secu-
rity Act of 1965, section 1862(a)(1)(A). It is important for 
the physiatrist and therapists to document well the need for 
wheelchair and seating system interventions in clinic notes 
and in letters of medical necessity. A few basic strategies to 
follow in writing letters of medical necessity are to describe 
in detail the person’s medical condition and contextual 
situation, why the equipment is needed to compensate 
for functional deficits or address medical needs, and why 
lower cost alternatives are not appropriate.  Describing the 
potential ramifications if the wheelchair equipment is not 
funded, such as loss of further function and the onset of sec-
ondary medical problems, is important and helps to justify 
funding by third-party payers. Under more recent CMS pol-
icy, a wheeled mobility and seating device, referred by CMS 
as mobility assistive equipment, is covered if users have a 
mobility limitation that significantly impairs their ability 
to participate in one or more mobility-related ADLs (MRA-
DLs) in the home. A mobility limitation is one that (1) 
prevents the beneficiary from accomplishing the MRADLs 
entirely (independence); (2) places the beneficiary at rea-
sonably determined heightened risk of morbidity or mor-
tality secondary to the attempts to participate in  MRADLs 
(safety); or (3) prevents the beneficiary from completing 
the MRADLs within a reasonable time frame (quality).

Other payers, such as the Veterans Administration, Voca-
tional Rehabilitation, or Workers’ Compensation, might 
not be as restrictive and might consider the user’s needs 
beyond home-based ADLs, such as the need for commu-
nity mobility for work, school, or recreational pursuits.

Fitting and Delivery

When the wheelchair is delivered and is ready for use by 
the patient, the fitting should ideally take place in the pres-
ence of key team members. At a minimum this should 
include the therapist and supplier. During the fitting ses-
sion the goals established during the initial assessment 
should be reviewed, because a significant amount of time 
might have lapsed. The person using the equipment needs 
to feel comfortable, knowing adjustments can be made 
to optimize fit and address functional needs. The equip-
ment will often need to go back to the supplier’s shop for 
alteration before the final fit. During the final fitting the 
person and any caregivers need to be fully trained in and 
demonstrate the proper use and maintenance of the equip-
ment. The person should be advised of parties to contact 
in case of equipment failure. Training by a therapist might 
be necessary to ensure the safe and effective operation of a 
device. Follow-up appointments should be scheduled on a 
set basis to ensure the equipment is meeting the person’s 
needs and to identify any need for modification, preventive 
maintenance, or replacement.

Outcome Measures

As with most services in health care, the effectiveness of 
seating and mobility interventions needs to be demon-
strated. To meet this need, standardized outcome measures 
related to these interventions are evolving. These range 
from simple but validated self-report questionnaires, such 
as the Functioning Everyday with a Wheelchair,32 to more 
involved capacity and performance measures, such as the 
Wheelchair Skills Test.28 The tools can be administered 
before the provision of an intervention, yielding a numeric 
score, which can be compared with scores that are deter-
mined after the provision of the intervention.

Considerations for Select 
Populations

Pediatric

Children have special mobility needs. Childhood years are 
formative years in which every child is learning, growing, 
and acquiring a positive self-image. Early disability affects 
multiple spheres of living, including the ability to attend 
school, interact with peers, and access learning materials.

In terms of wheelchair and seating selection, children 
need the following:
 •  Wheeled mobility that can be adjusted to accommo-

date growth
 •  Mobility that can be managed by parents (i.e., 

wheelchairs that can be readily disassembled for car 
transport).

 •  Special technology to complete school assignments, 
such as augmentative communication aids, alterna-
tive computer access, and sensory aids. These devices 
are often mounted on the wheelchair so they can 
travel with the child to and from school.

 •  Wheelchairs that facilitate interaction with other chil-
dren. One example is a power wheelchair that lowers 
the seating surface to the floor so that the child is at 
eye level with peers and can participate in exploratory 
activities that unimpaired children carry out while 
seated on the floor (Figure 17-32).
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FIGURE 17-32 Pediatric power wheelchair with a seat that can be lowered to the floor for play.
 •  Early utilization of powered mobility as medically nec-
essary, to promote psychosocial development, reduce 
learned helplessness, and facilitate social and educa-
tional integration and independence37

Progressive Disorders

Progressive disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 
multiple sclerosis, or Parkinson’s disease require special 
consideration when prescribing a wheelchair and seating 
system. Although many individuals with these disorders 
begin with manual wheelchairs, they might have trouble 
at times because of fatigue, tremors, and weakness. Power 
wheelchairs with programmable functions are good choices 
because they can be tailored to the individual’s driving 
abilities as the disease progresses, and can accept multiple 
inputs (e.g., joystick, head array, sip and puff). From a seat-
ing perspective, these patients will need periodic seating 
updates as the disease progresses. Indoor-outdoor power 
wheelchairs allow for interchanging seating and position-
ing hardware, or adding a tilt or recline system, or both. 
It is important to think about power wheelchair use early 
and the funding source. For example, because of the type 
of funding they have, some patients wait 6 months before 
receiving their wheelchairs.

Vision Impairments

Individuals with low vision have an additional challenge 
when using wheeled mobility. When individuals with low 
vision walk, they typically use the upper extremities hapti-
cally to scan for hazards, either with hands outstretched or 
with a long cane. When using wheeled mobility, the arms 
can no longer explore ahead of the body and are partly 
occupied either with propulsion or using a joystick to drive. 
Driving safety with wheeled mobility has to be assessed on 
a case-by-case basis.

Weight Disparity

Individuals with chronic disabilities who use wheeled 
mobility are at risk for weight problems. Individuals 
with cerebral palsy who have athetoid movements and 
difficulty with mastication, for example, can end up 
chronically underweight. Reduced tissue thickness across 
bony prominences increases the risk of pressure sores. 
On the other end of the weight disparity spectrum, the 
sedentary lifestyle of wheeled mobility can result in poor 
fitness and obesity. In addition to the regular health risks, 
obesity has an impact on wheeled mobility in the follow-
ing ways:
 •  A wider, heavier wheelchair is required. This can 

impose navigation limits on access through narrow 
doorways and small rooms.

 •  Propulsion of manual wheelchairs is interfered with, 
and more force is required to overcome the increased 
rolling resistance.

 •  Transfers, pressure relief, and personal care are sub-
stantially more difficult, leading to an increased risk for 
skin breakdown and pressure ulcers.

 •  Third-party funding is sometimes delayed because 
some funding sources believe obesity is a preventable 
complication.

Older Adults

Aging can be thought of as a collection of progressive dis-
orders that can complicate wheelchair prescription and 
seating. Effects of aging vary widely, but pertinent prob-
lems include the following:
 •  Osteoporosis, stress fractures and arthritis. These can 

increase pain, limit range of motion, and reduce sitting 
tolerance.

 •  Impaired circulation resulting from coronary artery 
disease and diabetes, which can increase the risk of 
pressure ulcers

 •  Sedentary lifestyle, with weight gain and reduced mus-
cular strength

 •  Cognitive impairments and depression
 •  If an older patient relies on a partner for personal care, 

aging of the partner can limit this assistance and result 
in a caregiver injury during a strenuous procedure such 
as a transfer.

 •  Older patients are often on fixed incomes and might 
be unable to absorb the cost of chair accessories not 
covered by Medicare.
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In general, the older patient is frailer and requires extra 
diligence by the clinician. The partner should be included 
in the clinical decision-making, and it often necessary to 
have a home assessment made to determine additional 
hazards or accommodations required.

Wheelchair-Mounted Accessories: 
Assistive Technology

In addition to mobility, wheelchairs serve as a platform for 
assistive technology devices for many daily activities. They 
are often equipped with lap trays, tote bags, cell phones, 
portable entertainment devices, and even cup holders. In 
addition to these common accessories, wheelchairs fre-
quently carry advanced electronic assistive technology to 
enhance communication or provide medical care. Cat-
egories of communication devices include environmental 
control systems, computer access products, and electronic 
voice output communication aids. Medical assistive tech-
nology can include auxiliary oxygen and ventilators.

Electronic Aids to Daily Living

Because of the postural restrictions imposed by wheel-
chairs, consumers often have difficulty reaching standard 
doorknobs, switches, appliances and home entertainment 
systems, even if they have unimpaired arm function. Seat 
elevators and stand-up wheelchairs are one solution, but 
are costly and not always funded by third-party payers. One 
way to gain increased access to items in the environment is 
to use wireless electronic aids to daily living (EADL) units. 
These units operate by transmitting ultrasound, radio fre-
quency or infrared signals to receivers that are connected 
to the appliance or device to be controlled. Examples of 
devices include door openers, and controls for lights, tele-
vision, radio, fan, and thermostat. Some power wheelchairs 
are equipped with an “EADL” mode so that the individual 
can operate items directly from their wheelchair (see Chap-
ter 23).

Electronic Voice Communication Aids

Voice output communication aids are computer-based 
devices that provide an electronic voice for individuals 
unable to speak. These can be accessed by keypads of vari-
ous sizes, optical pointers, or with single-switch scanning 
strategies. To keep the device in reach, they are typically 
mounted on a swing away arm that attaches to the wheel-
chair frame. The control input method must be positioned 
so that the user can readily reach it, which can require addi-
tional wheelchair-mounting hardware.

Summary

Successful wheelchair prescription requires current knowl-
edge about the equipment available, the intended applica-
tion, and the seating and positioning parameters. It also 
requires an interdisciplinary team to execute a systematic 
approach to wheelchair assessment. The team should 
consider the person’s mobility goals; medical, physical, 
and functional variables; environments where the device 
will be used; transportation needs; past experience with 
wheelchair and seating technology; and reimbursement. 
Ideally the individual should try various technologies in 
the actual environments where the device will be used 
before making the final decision. Adequate fitting, train-
ing, and follow-up are key in ensuring comfort, satisfac-
tion, and a successful match between the individual and 
mobility device.
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CHAPTER 18

THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE
Robert P.  Wilder, Jeffrey G. Jenkins, Craig K. Seto, and Siobhan Statuta

I repeat my advice to take a great deal of exercise on foot. Health is the first requisite after morality.

Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of American Independence  
and the Statute of Virginia for Religious Freedom, and Father of the University of Virginia
General Principles

Regular physical activity is an important component of 
a healthy lifestyle. Increases in physical activity and car-
diorespiratory fitness have been shown to reduce the risk 
for death from coronary heart disease as well as from 
all causes. The primary focus on achieving these health-
related goals in the past has been on prescribing exercise 
to improve cardiorespiratory fitness, body composition, 
and strength. More recently the Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention (CDC) and the American College 
of Sports Medicine (ACSM) suggested that the focus be 
broadened to address the needs of more sedentary indi-
viduals, especially those who cannot or will not engage in 
structured exercise programs. There is increasing evidence 
showing that regular participation in moderate-intensity 
physical activity is associated with health benefits, even 
when aerobic fitness remains unchanged. To reflect this 
evidence, the CDC and ACSM are now recommending 
that every adult in the United States accumulate 30 min-
utes or more of moderate-intensity physical activity on 
most, and preferably all, days of the week. Those who 
follow these recommendations can experience many 
of the health-related benefits of physical activity, and if 
they are interested are ready to achieve higher levels of 
fitness.44,45,108,121

Important in prescribing exercise is an understand-
ing of the principles of specificity and periodization. The 
principle of specificity states that metabolic responses to 
exercise occur most specifically in those muscle groups 
being used. Furthermore, the types of adaptation will be 
reflective of the mode and intensity of exercise. The prin-
ciple of periodization reflects the importance of incorpo-
rating adequate rest to accompany harder training bouts. 
Overall training programs (macrocycles) are divided into 
phases (microcycles), each with specific desired effects 
(i.e., enhancing a particular energy system or sport- 
specific goal).

This chapter provides a brief overview of the basic 
fundamentals of exercise physiology, including the meta-
bolic energy systems, and the basic muscle and cardiore-
spiratory physiology associated with exercise. It will then 
provide an overview of the exercise prescription accord-
ing to the current ACSM guidelines, and the fundamen-
tals of exercise programming, including preexercise  
screening.
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Energy Systems

A 70-kg human has an energy expenditure at rest of about 
1.2 kcal/min, with less than 20% of the resting energy 
expenditure attributed to skeletal muscle. During intense 
exercise, however, total energy expenditure can increase 15 
to 25 times above resting values, resulting in a caloric expen-
diture between 18 and 30 kcal/min. Most of this increase is 
used to provide energy to the exercising muscles that can 
increase energy requirements by a factor of 200.26,103

The energy used to fuel biologic processes comes from 
the breakdown of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), specifi-
cally from the chemical energy stored in the bonds of the 
last two phosphates of the ATP molecules. When work is 
performed, the bond between the last two phosphates is 
broken, producing energy and heat:

ATP ADP  Pi  energyATPase⎯ →⎯⎯ + +

The limited stores of ATP in skeletal muscles can fuel 
approximately 5 to 10 seconds of high-intensity work (Fig-
ure 18-1). ATP must be continuously resynthesized from 
adenosine diphosphate (ADP) to allow exercise to con-
tinue.70,114 Muscle fibers contain three metabolic pathways 
for producing ATP: the creatine phosphate system, rapid 
glycolysis, and aerobic oxidation.26,103,108

Creatine Phosphate System

When limited stores of ATP are nearly depleted during 
high-intensity exercise (5 to 10 seconds), the creatine phos-
phate system transfers a high-energy phosphate from cre-
atine phosphate to rephosphorylate ATP from ADP:

ADP + creatine phosphate
          

ATP + crecreatine kinase⎯ →⎯⎯⎯ aatine

Because it involves a single reaction, this system can 
provide ATP at a very rapid rate. Because there is a limited 
supply of creatine phosphate in the muscle, however, the 
amount of ATP that can be produced is also limited.

There is enough creatine phosphate stored in skeletal 
muscle for approximately 25 seconds of high-intensity 
work (see Figure 18-1). The ATP–creatine phosphate sys-
tem lasts for about 30 seconds (5 seconds for the stored 
ATP and 25 seconds for creatine phosphate). This pro-
vides energy for activities such as sprinting and weight-
lifting. The creatine phosphate system is considered an 
anaerobic system, because oxygen is not required.26,103,108
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Rapid Glycolysis (Lactic Acid System)

Glycolysis uses carbohydrates primarily in the form of 
muscle glycogen as a fuel source. When glycolysis is rapid, 
the pathways that normally use oxygen to make energy 
are circumvented in favor of other, faster yet less efficient 
paths that do not require oxygen. As a result, only a small 
amount of ATP is produced anaerobically, and lactic acid is 
produced as a by-product of the reaction.

For many years, lactic acid was considered to be the waste 
product caused by inadequate oxygen supply. Lactic acid 
limited physical activity by building up in muscles and lead-
ing to fatigue and diminished performance. Since the early 
1980s, there has been a fundamental change in thought, 
and evidence now shows that a limited oxygen supply is not 
required for lactic acid production. Lactate is produced and 
used continuously under fully aerobic conditions. This is 
referred to as the cell-to-cell lactate shuttle in which lactate 
serves as a metabolic intermediate tying together glycolysis 
(as an end product) and oxidative metabolism.

Once lactic acid is formed, there are two possible venues 
it can take. The first involves conversion into pyruvic acid 
and subsequently into energy (ATP) under aerobic condi-
tions (see “Aerobic Oxidation System” section below). The 
second involves hepatic gluconeogenesis using lactate to 
produce glucose, which is known as the Cori cycle.

Anaerobic oxidation starts as soon as high-intensity 
exercise begins and dominates for approximately 1½ 
to 2 minutes (see Figure 18-1). It would fuel activities 
such as middle-distance sprints (400-, 600-, and 800-m 
runs) or events requiring sudden bursts of energy such as 
weightlifting.
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FIGURE 18-1 Energy sources in relation to duration of contraction. Muscu-
lar metabolism available from the various substrates participating in supplying 
energy during the first 2 minutes of an attempted maximal contraction. The 
relative contribution of each substrate at any moment is indicated. The inten-
sity of metabolic activity over the 2-minute period is adjusted to the change of 
the isometric tension produced during a sustained voluntary maximal contrac-
tion. (Redrawn from DeLateur BJ: Therapeutic exercise to develop strength and 
endurance. In: Kottke FJ, Stillwell GK, Lehmann JF, editors: Krusen’s handbook of 
physical medicine and rehabilitation, Philadelphia, 1982, Saunders, with permission.)
Although glycolysis is considered an anaerobic pathway, 
it can readily participate in the aerobic metabolism when 
oxygen is available and is considered the first step in the 
aerobic metabolism of carbohydrates.26,103,108

Aerobic Oxidation System

The final metabolic pathway for ATP production combines 
two complex metabolic processes: the Krebs cycle and the 
electron transport chain. The aerobic oxydation system 
resides in the mitochondria. It is capable of using carbohy-
drates, fat, and small amounts of protein to produce energy 
(ATP) during exercise, through a process called oxidative 
phosphorylation. During exercise, this pathway uses oxy-
gen to completely metabolize the carbohydrates to produce 
energy (ATP), leaving only carbon dioxide and water as 
byproducts. The aerobic oxidation system is complex and 
requires 2 to 3 minutes to adjust to a change in exercise 
intensity (see Figure 18-1). It has an almost unlimited abil-
ity to regenerate ATP, however, limited only by the amount 
of fuel and oxygen that is available to the cell. Maximal 
oxygen consumption, also known as Vo2max, is a measure 
of the power of the aerobic energy system, and is generally 
regarded as the best indicator of aerobic fitness.26,103,108

All the energy-producing pathways are active during 
most types of exercise, but different exercise types place 
greater demands on different pathways. The contribution 
of the anaerobic pathways (creatine phosphate system 
and glycolysis) to exercise energy metabolism is inversely 
related to the duration and intensity of the activity. The 
shorter and more intense the activity, the greater the con-
tribution of anaerobic energy production, whereas the 
longer the activity and the lower the intensity, the greater 
the contribution of aerobic energy production. In general, 
carbohydrates are used as the primary fuel at the onset of 
exercise and during high-intensity work. But during pro-
longed exercise of low to moderate intensity (longer than 
30 minutes), a gradual shift from carbohydrate toward an 
increasing reliance on fat as a substrate occurs. The greatest 
amount of fat use occurs at about 60% of maximal aerobic 
capacity ( Vo2max).26,103,108

Cardiovascular Exercise

Cardiorespiratory Physiology

The cardiorespiratory system consists of the heart, lungs, 
and blood vessels. The purpose of this system is the deliv-
ery of oxygen and nutrients to the cells, as well as the 
removal of metabolic waste products to maintain the inter-
nal equilibrium.70,103,108

Cardiac Function

Heart Rate

Normal resting heart rate (HR) is approximately 60 to 80 
beats/min. HR increases in a linear fashion with the work 
rate and oxygen uptake during exercise. The magnitude of 
HR response is related to age, body position, fitness, type of 
activity, the presence of heart disease, medications, blood 
volume, and environmental factors such as temperature 
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and humidity. HR during maximal exercise can exceed 
200 beats/min, depending on the person’s age and train-
ing state. With the onset of dynamic exercise, HR increases 
in proportion to the relative workload. The maximal 
HR (HRmax) decreases with age, and can be estimated in 
healthy men and women by using the following formula: 
HRmax = 220 – age. There is considerable variability in this 
estimation for any fixed age, with a standard deviation  
of ±10 beats/min.70,103,108

Stroke Volume

Stroke volume (SV) is the amount of blood ejected from 
the left ventricle in a single beat. SV is equal to the differ-
ence between end-diastolic volume and end-systolic vol-
ume. Greater diastolic filling (preload) will increase SV. 
Factors that resist ventricular outflow (afterload) will result 
in a reduced SV.

SV is greater in males than in females. At rest in the 
upright position, it generally ranges from 60 to 100 mL/
beat, while maximum SV approximates 100 to 120 mL/
beat. During exercise, SV increases curvilinearly with the 
work rate until it reaches near maximum at a level equiva-
lent to approximately 50% of aerobic capacity. SV starts to 
plateau, and further increases in workload do not result 
in increased SV, primarily because of reduced filling time 
during diastole.

SV is also affected by body position, with SV being 
greater in the supine or prone position and lower in the 
upright position. Static exercise (weight training) can also 
cause a slight decrease in SV because of increased intratho-
racic pressure.70,103,108

Cardiac Output

Cardiac output (Q) is the amount of blood pumped by 
the heart each minute. It is calculated by the following 
formula:

Q (L / min) =  HR (beats / min) ×  SV (mL / beat ).

Resting cardiac output in both trained and sedentary 
individuals is approximately 4 to 5 L/min, but during 
exercise the maximal cardiac output can reach 20 L/min. 
Maximal cardiac output in an individual depends on many 
factors, including age, posture, body size, presence of car-
diac disease, and physical conditioning. During dynamic 
exercise, cardiac output initially increases with increasing 
exercise intensity by increases in SV and HR. Increases in 
cardiac output initially beyond 40% to 50% of Vo2max, 
however, are accounted for only by increases in HR.70,103,108

Blood Flow

At rest, 15% to 20% of the cardiac output is distributed to 
the skeletal muscles, with the remainder going to visceral 
organs, the brain, and the heart. During exercise, 85% to 
90% of the cardiac output is selectively delivered to work-
ing muscles and shunted away from the skin and splanch-
nic vasculature. Myocardial blood flow can increase four to 
five times with exercise, whereas blood supply to the brain 
is maintained at resting levels. The difference between the 
oxygen content of arterial blood and the oxygen content of 
venous blood is termed the arteriovenous oxygen difference. 
It reflects the oxygen extracted from arterial blood by the 
tissues. The oxygen extraction at rest is approximately 25%, 
but at maximal exercise the oxygen extraction can reach 
75%.70,103,108

Venous Return

Venous return is maintained or increased during exercise 
by the following mechanisms70,103,108:
 •  Contracting skeletal muscle acts as a “pump” against 

the various structures that surround it, including deep 
veins, forcing blood back toward the heart.

 •  Smooth muscle around the venules contracts, causing 
venoconstriction. This increases the pressure on the 
venous side, maintaining blood flow toward the heart.

 •  Diaphragmatic contraction during exercise creates low-
ered intrathoracic pressure, facilitating blood flow from 
the abdominal area and lower extremities.

Blood Pressure

Blood pressure is the driving force behind blood flow. Sys-
tolic blood pressure (SBP) is the maximal force of the blood 
against the walls of the arteries when cardiac muscle is con-
tracting (systole). Normal resting SBP is less than 130 mm 
Hg. Diastolic blood pressure (DBP) is the force of the blood 
against the walls of the arteries when the heart is relaxing 
(diastole). Normal resting DBP is less than 85 mm Hg.103

SBP increases linearly with increasing work intensity, at 
8 to 12 mm Hg per metabolic equivalent (MET) (where 
1 MET = 3.5 mL of O2 per kilogram per minute). Maxi-
mal values typically reach 190 to 220 mm Hg. Maximal 
SBP should not be greater than 260 mm Hg. DBP remains 
unchanged or only slightly increases with exercise.70,103

Because blood pressure is directly related to cardiac out-
put and peripheral vascular resistance, it provides a nonin-
vasive way to monitor the inotropic performance (pumping 
capacity) of the heart. Failure of SBP to rise, decreased SBP 
with increasing work rates, or a significant increase in DBP 
are all abnormal responses to exercise, and indicate either 
severe exercise intolerance or underlying cardiovascular 
disease.70,103,108

Postural Considerations

In the supine position, gravity has less effect on return of 
blood to the heart, so the SBP is lower. When the body is 
upright, gravity works against the return of blood to the 
heart, so SBP increases. DBP does not change significantly 
with body position in healthy individuals.48,101,108

Effects of Arm Versus Leg Exercise

At similar oxygen consumptions, HR, SBP, and DBP are 
higher during arm work than during leg work. This is pri-
marily because the total muscle mass in the arms is smaller, 
and consequently a greater percentage of the available mass 
is recruited to perform the work. In addition, arm work is 
less mechanically efficient than leg work.70,103,108

Pulmonary Ventilation

Pulmonary ventilation ( Ve) is the volume of air exchanged 
per minute, and generally is approximately 6 L/min at rest 
in an average sedentary adult man. However, at maximal 
exercise, Ve increases 15- to 25-fold over resting values. 
During mild to moderate exercise, Ve increases primarily 
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by increasing tidal volume, but during vigorous activity it 
increases by increasing the respiratory rate.48,101

Increases in Ve are generally directly proportional to an 
increase in oxygen consumption ( Vo2) and carbon dioxide 
that is produced ( Vco2). At a critical exercise intensity (usu-
ally 47% to 64% of the Vo2max in healthy untrained individ-
uals and 70% to 90% Vo2max in highly trained individuals), 
however, Ve increases disproportionately relative to the Vo2 
(paralleling an abrupt increase in serum lactate and Vco2). 
This is called the anaerobic (ventilatory) threshold.48,101,108

The Anaerobic Threshold

The anaerobic threshold signifies the onset of metabolic 
acidosis during exercise, and traditionally has been deter-
mined by serial measurements of blood lactate. It can be 
noninvasively determined by assessment of expired gases 
during exercise testing, specifically Ve and carbon dioxide 
production ( Vco2). The anaerobic threshold signifies the 
peak work rate or oxygen consumption at which the energy 
demands exceed the circulatory ability to sustain aerobic 
metabolism.48,101,108

Maximal Oxygen Consumption

The most widely recognized measure of cardiopulmonary 
fitness is the aerobic capacity, or Vo2max. This variable is 
defined physiologically as the highest rate of oxygen trans-
port and use that can be achieved at maximal physical 
exertion.

The resting oxygen consumption of an individual 
(250 mL/min) divided by body weight (70 kg) gives the 
resting energy requirement, 1 MET (about 3.5 mL/kg per 
minute). Multiples of this value are used to quantify levels 
of energy expenditure. For example, running a 6-mph pace 
requires 10 times the resting energy expenditure, giving an 
aerobic cost of 10 METs, or 35 mL/kg per minute. Because 
there is little variation in HRmax and maximal systemic 
arteriovenous oxygen difference with physical training,  
Vo2max virtually defines the pumping capacity of the heart. 
When expressed as milliliters of oxygen per kilogram of 
body weight per minute (mL/kg per minute) or in METs, 
it is considered the best index of physical work capacity or 
cardiorespiratory fitness.48,101,108

Oxygen Pulse

The oxygen pulse (mL/beat) is the ratio of Vo2 (mL/min) to 
HR (beats/min), when both measures are obtained simul-
taneously. Oxygen pulse increases with increasing work 
effort. A low value during exercise indicates an excessive 
HR for workload and can be an indicator of heart disease.29

Respiratory Quotient and Respiratory 
Exchange Ratio

The respiratory quotient (RQ) is the ratio of CO2 produced 
by cellular metabolism to O2 used by tissues. It quantifies 
the relative amounts of carbohydrate and fatty acids being 
oxidized for energy. An RQ of 0.7 implies dependence on 
free fatty acids. An RQ of 1.0 indicates dependence on car-
bohydrate. The RQ does not exceed 1.0.
The respiratory exchange ratio (RER) reflects pulmonary 
exchange of CO2 and O2 at rest and during exercise. The 
RER also ranges between 0.7 and 1.0 during rest, and can 
also reflect substrate preference. During strenuous exer-
cise, however, the RER can exceed 1.0 because of increas-
ing metabolic activity not matched by Vo2 and additional 
CO2 derived from bicarbonate buffering of lactic acid. The 
terms RQ and RER are often used interchangeably, but 
their distinction is important.29

Effects of Exercise Training

Cardiovascular System

The effects of regular exercise on cardiovascular activity can 
be grouped into changes that occur at rest, during submaxi-
mal exercise, and during maximal work (Box 18-1).103,108 
Regular exercise can also affect a number of physiologic 
parameters (Box 18-2).

Detraining

The changes induced by regular exercise training generally 
are lost after 4 to 8 weeks of detraining. If training is re-
established, the rate at which the training effects occur does 
not appear to be faster.103,108

Overtraining

Overtraining fatigue syndrome presents as a prolonged decreased 
sport-specific performance, usually lasting greater than 2 
weeks. It is characterized by premature fatigability, emotional 
and mood changes, lack of motivation, infections, and over-
use injuries. Recovery is markedly longer and variable among 
affected athletes, sometimes taking months before the athlete 
returns to baseline performance (Box 18-3).103,108

Exercise Prescriptions

Exercise prescriptions are designed to enhance physical fit-
ness, promote health by reducing risk factors for chronic 
disease, and ensure safety during exercise participation. The 
fundamental objective of the prescription is to bring about 
a change in personal health behavior to include habitual 
physical activity. The optimal exercise prescription for an 
individual is determined from an objective evaluation of 
that individual’s response to exercise, including observa-
tions of HR, blood pressure, rating of perceived exertion 
(RPE) to exercise, electrocardiogram when appropriate, and 
Vo2max measured directly or estimated during a graded 
exercise test. The exercise prescription should be developed 
with careful consideration of the individual’s health status, 
medications, risk factor profile, behavioral characteristics, 
personal goals, and exercise preferences.45,108,121

Components of an Exercise Prescription

 •  Mode is the particular form or type of exercise. The 
selection of mode should be based on the desired 
outcomes, focusing on exercises that are most likely to 
sustain participation and enjoyment.

 •  Intensity is the relative physiologic difficulty of the exer-
cise. Intensity and duration of exercise interact and are 
inversely related.
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 •  Duration or time is the length of an exercise session.
 •  Frequency refers to the number of exercise sessions per 

day and per week.
 •  Progression (overload) is the increase in activity dur-

ing exercise training, which, over time, stimulates 
adaptation.45,103,108,121

These five essential components apply when developing 
an exercise prescription for persons of all ages and fitness 
levels. Each component of fitness (e.g., cardiorespiratory 
endurance, muscular strength and endurance, and flex-
ibility) has its own specific exercise prescription associated 
with it. The following section reviews the ACSM guidelines 
for each component of fitness.

Exercise Prescription for Cardiorespiratory 
Endurance

Cardiorespiratory endurance is the ability to take in, 
deliver, and use oxygen. It is dependent on the function 
of the cardiorespiratory system (heart and lungs) and 

Changes at Rest
 •  Heart rate decreases, probably secondary to decreased 

sympathetic tone, increased parasympathetic tone, and a 
decreased intrinsic firing rate of the sinoatrial node.

 •  Stroke volume increases secondary to increased myocardial 
contractility.

 •  Cardiac output is unchanged at rest.
 •  Oxygen consumption does not change at rest.103,108

Changes at Submaximal Work*

 •  Heart rate decreases, at any given workload, because of the 
increased stroke volume and decreased sympathetic drive.

 •  Stroke volume increases because of increased myocardial 
contractility.

 •  Cardiac output does not change significantly because the 
oxygen requirements for a fixed workload are similar. The 
same cardiac output is generated, however, with a lower 
heart rate and higher stroke volume.

 •  Submaximal oxygen consumption does not change signifi-
cantly because the oxygen requirement is similar for a fixed 
workload.

 •  Arteriovenous oxygen (avo2) difference increases during 
submaximal work.

 •  Lactate levels are decreased because of metabolic efficiency 
and increased lactate clearance rates.103,108

Changes at Maximal Work
 •  Maximal heart rate does not change with exercise training.
 •  Stroke volume increases because of increased contractility 

and/or increased heart size.
 •  Maximal cardiac output increases because of increased 

stroke volume.
 •  Maximal oxygen consumption ( V o2max) increases primar-

ily because of increased stroke volume.
 •  Ability of the local mitochondria to use oxygen is 

improved.103,108 (Because measured avO2 difference repre-
sents whole-body avO2 difference, there is generally little 
change in the measured avO2 difference.)

 

BOX 18-1

Effects of Regular Exercise on Cardiovascular Activity

*Submaximal work is defined as a workload during which a steady state 
is achieved.
the cellular metabolic capacities. The degree of improve-
ment that can be expected in cardiorespiratory fitness 
is directly related to the frequency, intensity, duration, 
and mode of exercise. Vo2max can increase between 5% 
and 30% with training. It has become apparent recently, 
however, that the level of physical activity necessary 
to achieve the majority of health benefits is less than 
that needed to attain a high level of cardiorespiratory 
fitness.45,108,121

Blood Pressure
 •  In normotensive individuals, regular exercise does not 

appear to have a significant impact on resting or exercising 
blood pressure. In hypertensive individuals, there can be 
a modest reduction in resting blood pressure as a result of 
regular exercise.103,108

Blood Volume Changes
 •  Total blood volume increases because of an increased 

number of red blood cells and expansion of the plasma 
volume.103,108

Blood Lipids
 •  Total cholesterol can be decreased in individuals with 

hypercholesterolemia.
 •  High-density lipoprotein cholesterol increases with exercise 

training.
 •  Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol can remain the same 

or decrease with regular exercise.
 •  Triglycerides can decrease in those with elevated triglycer-

ides initially. This change is facilitated by weight  
loss.103,108

Body Composition
 •  Total body weight usually decreases with regular exercise.
 •  Fat-free weight does not normally change.
 •  Percent body fat declines.103,108

Biochemical Changes
 •  Stored muscle glycogen increases.
 •  The percentage of fast- and slow-twitch fibers does not 

change, but the cross-sectional area occupied by these 
fibers may change because of selective hypertrophy of 
either fast- or slow-twitch fibers.103,108

Energy System Changes
 •  Specificity of training refers to the fact that the changes that 

occur are specific to the muscles and energy systems that are 
being used.

 •  Chronic anaerobic training using the ATP–creatine phos-
phate system results in improved capacity and power of 
this system because of enhancement of enzyme activity and 
increases in the amount of ATP and creatine phosphate in 
the muscle.

 •  Anaerobic glycolysis is improved if the training program 
uses this system, resulting in increased stores of muscle 
glycogen and improved ability of enzymes in the  
system.

 •  Regular aerobic training improves V o2max. It increases 
muscle glycogen and triglyceride stores, as well as the rate 
at which carbohydrates and fat are metabolized.103,108

 

BOX 18-2

Physiologic Changes After a Regular Exercise 
Program

ATP, Adenosine triphosphate; V o2max  , maximal oxygen consumption.
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ACSM Recommendations for 
Cardiorespiratory Endurance Training

Mode

 •  The best improvements in cardiorespiratory endurance 
occur when large muscle groups are engaged in rhyth-
mic aerobic activity.

 •  Various activities can be incorporated into an exercise 
program to increase enjoyment and improve compliance.

 •  Appropriate activities include walking, jogging, cycling, 
rowing, stair climbing, aerobic dance (“aerobics”), 
water exercise, and cross-country skiing.45,108,121

Intensity

 •  ACSM recommendations describe minimum exercise 
intensity as exercise of at least moderate intensity (i.e., 
40% to 60% of Vo2max that noticeably increases HR 
and breathing).

 •  A combination of moderate and vigorous exercise 
(≥60% of Vo2max that results in substantial increases 
in HR and breathing) is ideal for the attainment 
of improvements in health and fitness in most 
adults.45,108,121

Calculating Intensity. Because of limitations in using 
Vo2 calculations for prescribing intensity, the most com-
mon methods of setting the intensity of exercise to 
improve or maintain cardiorespiratory fitness use HR and 
RPE.45,100,108

Heart Rate Methods. Heart rate is used as a guide to set 
exercise intensity, because of the relatively linear relation-
ship between HR and percentage of Vo2max. It is best to 
measure HRmax during a progressive exercise test whenever 
possible, because HRmax declines with age. HRmax can be esti-
mated by using the following equation: HRmax = 220 – age. 
This estimation has significant variance, with a standard 
deviation of 10 beats/min.45,100,108,121

MaxiMal heart rate Method. One of the oldest 
methods of setting the target HR range uses a straight 
percentage of the HRmax. Using 70% to 85% of an indi-
vidual’s HRmax approximates 55% to 75% of Vo2max and 
provides the stimulus needed to improve or maintain 
cardiorespiratory fitness.45,100,108,121 For example, if the 
HRmax is 180 beats/min, then the target HR (70% to 85% 
of HRmax) would range from 126 to 153 beats/min. (See 
also Chapter 33.)

heart rate reserve Method. The HR reserve (HRR) 
method is also known as the Karvonen method. In this 

 •  Sudden decline in quality of work or exercise performance
 •  Extreme fatigue
 •  Elevated resting heart rate
 •  Early onset of blood lactate accumulation
 •  Altered mood states
 •  Unexplained weight loss
 •  Insomnia
 •  Injuries related to overuse

 

BOX 18-3

Symptoms of Overtraining Syndrome
method the target range is calculated as follows: subtract 
standing resting HR (HRrest) from HRmax to obtain HRR. 
Calculate 50% and 85% of the HRR. Add each of these val-
ues to the HRrest to obtain the target range. Therefore the 
target range is as follows:

Low target HR  =  [(HRmax  −  HRrest)  ×  0.50]  +   HRrest
High target HR  =  [(HRmax  −  HRrest)  ×  0.85]  +   HRrest

The small but systematic differences between the two 
HR methods occur because the percentage HRmax is 55% to 
75% of Vo2max, whereas the percentage HRRmax is 60% to 
80% of Vo2max. Either method can be used to approximate 
the range of exercise intensities known to increase or main-
tain cardiorespiratory fitness or Vo2max.45,108,121

Rating of Perceived Exertion. The RPE is a subjective 
grading of how hard individuals feel they are exercising. 
Use of RPE is considered an adjunct to monitoring HR. 
It has proven to be a valuable aid in prescribing exercise 
for individuals who have difficulty with HR palpation, 
and in cases where the HR response to exercise may have 
been altered because of a change in medication. The most 
commonly used scale of perceived exertion is the Borg 
Scale (see Table 18-1). The average RPE range associ-
ated with physiologic adaptation to exercise is 13 to 16 
(“somewhat hard” to “hard”) on the Borg Scale category. 
One should suit the RPE to the individual on a specific 
mode of exercise, and not expect an exact matching of 
the RPE to a percentage HRmax or percentage HRR. It 
should be used only as a guideline in setting the exercise 
intensity.45,94,100,108,121

The appropriate exercise intensity is one that is safe and 
compatible with a long-term active lifestyle for that indi-
vidual and achieves the desired outcome given the time 
constraints of the exercise session. The ACSM recommends 
an intensity that will elicit an RPE within a range of 12 to 
16 on the original 6 to 20 Borg Scale (Table 18-1).

Table 18-1  Borg Scale of Perceived Exertion94

Level Perceived Exertion

6 —

7 Very, very light

8

9 Fairly light

10

11

12

13 Somewhat hard

14

15 Hard

16

17 Very hard

18

19 Very, very hard

20
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Duration

 •  Duration can be measured by duration of physical 
activity or by the total caloric expenditure.

 •  A dose-response relationship exists between the num-
ber of calories used during activity and the health and 
fitness benefits.

 •  Physical activity may be continuous or intermittently 
accumulated during a day through one or more ses-
sions of activity lasting greater than 10 minutes.

 •  ACSM recommends the following quantity of physi-
cal activity for most healthy adults: 1000 kcal/wk (or 
approximately 150 min/wk or 30 min/day).

 •  For most adults, larger quantities of exercise (i.e., 
≥2000 kcal/wk or ≥250 min/wk or 50 to 60 min/day) 
results in greater health benefits.45,100,108,121

Frequency

 •  As above, activity can be continuous or intermittent 
and accumulated over the course of a day through 
more than one session of activity lasting greater than 
10 minutes.

 •  The ACSM recommends exercise 3 to 5 days a week.
 •  Less conditioned people can benefit from lower 

intensity, shorter duration exercise performed at higher 
frequencies per day and/or per week.45,108,121

Progression

 •  The rate of progression depends on health and fitness 
status, individual goals, and compliance rates.

 •  Frequency, intensity and/or duration can be increased 
to provide overload.

 •  The ACSM notes a 5- to 10-minute increase every 1 to 2 
weeks over the first 4 to 6weeks of an exercise is reason-
able for a healthy adult.45,108,121

Medical Clearance

Exercise training might not be appropriate for everyone. 
Patients whose adaptive reserves are severely limited by 
disease processes might not be able to adapt to or benefit 
from exercise. In this small subpopulation of people with 
severe or unstable cardiac, respiratory, metabolic, systemic, 
or musculoskeletal disease, exercise programming can be 
fatal, injurious, or simply not beneficial, depending on the 
clinical status and condition of the individual.46,121

The recommended level of screening before beginning or 
increasing an exercise program depends on the risk for the 
individual and the intensity of the planned physical activ-
ity. For individuals planning to engage in low- to moderate- 
intensity activities, the Physical Activities Readiness Ques-
tionnaire (PAR-Q) (Box 18-4) should be considered the min-
imal level of screening. The PAR-Q was designed to identify 
the small number of adults for whom physical activity might 
be inappropriate or those who should receive medical advice 
concerning the most suitable type of activity.46,108,121

Preexercise Evaluation

A preexercise evaluation by a physician is more compre-
hensive and should include a patient history and a determi-
nation of whether the patient needs an exercise stress test.
Patient History

 •  Current and previous exercise patterns
 •  Discussion of motivations and barriers to exercise
 •  Beliefs regarding risks and benefits of exercise
 •  Preferred types of exercise activity
 •  Review of heart disease risk factors:
 •  Family history of heart disease before the age of 50 

years
 •  Diabetes, hypertension, smoking, and 

hyperlipidemia
 •  Sedentary lifestyle and obesity
 •  Physical limitations
 •  Current medical problems (cardiac, pulmonary, and 

musculoskeletal)
 •  History of exercise-induced symptoms (chest pain, 

shortness of breath, and hives)
 •  Time and scheduling considerations
 •  Social support for exercise
 •  Current medications47,121

Identification of Those Who Need an Exercise 
Stress Test

Indications for an exercise stress test according to the 
American College of Cardiology and American Heart Asso-
ciation are as follows114:
 •  To evaluate patients for suspected coronary artery dis-

ease (typical and atypical angina pectoris)
 •  To evaluate patients with known coronary artery dis-

ease after myocardial infarction or intervention
 •  To evaluate patients with suspected or confirmed pul-

monary limitations
 •  To evaluate healthy, asymptomatic individuals in the 

following categories:
 •  Individuals in high-risk occupations such as pilot, 

firefighter, law enforcement officer, and mass transit 
operator

 •  Men older than 40 years and women older than 50 
years who are sedentary and plan to start vigorous 
exercise

 •  Has your doctor ever said that you have a heart condition 
and that you should only do physical activity recom-
mended by a doctor?

 •  Do you feel pain in your chest when you   do physical 
activity?

 •  In the past month, have you had chest pain when you were 
not doing physical activity?

 •  Do you lose your balance because of dizziness or do you 
ever lose consciousness?

 •  Do you have a bone or joint problem that could be made 
worse by a change in your physical activity?

 •  Is your doctor currently prescribing drugs (e.g., water pills) 
for your blood pressure or heart condition?

 •  Do you know of any other reason why you should not do 
physical activity?

 

BOX 18-4

Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire*

*A “yes” answer to any of the questions indicates the necessity of a 
physician’s referral for a preexercise evaluation before the person begins 
or increases physical activity.46,121
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 •  Individuals with multiple cardiac risk factors or con-
current chronic diseases

 •  To evaluate exercise capacity in patients with valvular 
heart disease (except severe aortic stenosis)

 •  Individuals with cardiac rhythm disorders for the fol-
lowing reasons:

 •  To evaluate response to treatment of exercise-
induced arrhythmia

 •  To evaluate response of rate-adaptive pacemaker 
setting.

The ACSM guidelines are summarized in Box 18-5 and 
Tables 18-2 and 18-3.78,121 Contraindications to exercise 
testing are listed in Box 18-6.

Muscle Physiology

Each skeletal muscle is made of many muscle fibers, which 
range in diameter between 10 and 80 μm. Each muscle 
fiber, in turn, contains hundreds to thousands of myofi-
brils. Each myofibril comprises about 1500 myosin (thick) 
filaments and 3000 actin (thin) filaments, which are 
responsible for muscle contraction (Figure 18-2).61,120

 •  Pain and discomfort (or other anginal equivalent) in the 
chest, neck, jaw, arms, or other areas that may be ischemic 
in nature

 •  Shortness of breath at rest or with mild exertion
 •  Dizziness or syncope
 •  Orthopnea or paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea
 •  Ankle edema
 •  Palpitations or tachycardia
 •  Intermittent claudication
 •  Known heart murmur
 •  Unusual fatigue or shortness of breath with usual activities

 

BOX 18-5

Major Symptoms or Signs Suggestive  
of Cardiopulmonary Disease78,121

From Kenny W, Humphrey R, Bryant C: ACSM’s guidelines for exercise test-
ing and prescription, ed 5, Philadelphia, 1995, Williams & Wilkins, 1995, 
with permission of Williams & Wilkins.
Myosin and actin filaments partially interdigitate, caus-
ing myofibrils to have alternate light and dark bands. The 
light bands contain only actin filaments and are called 
I bands (because they are isotropic to polarized light). 
Dark bands contain myosin as well as the ends of the 
actin filaments where they overlap the myosin, and are 
called A bands (because they are anisotropic to polarized 
light). Small projections, called cross-bridges, protrude 
from the surface of myosin filaments along their entire 
length, except in the very center. The interaction between 
the myosin cross-bridge and the actin filaments results in 
contraction.61,120

The ends of actin filaments are attached to Z disks. From 
the Z disk, actin filaments extend in either direction, inter-
digitating with the myosin filaments. The Z disk passes 
from myofibril to myofibril, attaching the myofibrils across 
the muscle fiber. Thus the entire muscle fiber has light and 
dark bands, as do individual myofibrils, and thus the stri-
ated appearance of the muscle fiber.61,120

The portion of a myofibril or the whole muscle fiber 
between two Z disks is called a sarcomere. The myofi-
brils within the muscle fibers are suspended in a matrix 
called sarcoplasm. The sarcoplasm contains potassium, 
magnesium, phosphate, enzymes, and mitochondria. The 
sarcoplasm also contains the sarcoplasmic reticulum, an 
extensive endoplasmic reticulum important in the control 
of muscle contraction.57,120

Physiology of Muscle Contraction

Sliding Filament Mechanism

Muscle contraction occurs by a sliding filament mechanism. 
In the relaxed state the ends of actin filaments derived from 
two successive Z disks barely overlap each other, while at 
the same time completely overlapping the myosin fila-
ments. In the contracted state the actin filaments overlap 
each other to a great extent, and the Z disks are pulled up 
to the end of the myosin filaments (Figure 18-3).

The muscle contraction is initiated by the release of 
acetylcholine from the motor nerve. Acetylcholine opens 
protein channels in the muscle fiber membrane, allowing 
Table 18-2  American College of Sports Medicine Recommendations for Medical Examination and Exercise Testing Before 
Participation and for Physician Supervision of Exercise Tests

Apparently Healthy Increased Riska

Guideline Youngerb Older No Symptoms Symptoms Known Diseasec

Medical examination and clinical 
exercise test recommended  
prior to participation

Moderate exercised 
Vigorous exercisef

Noe

No
No
Yesg

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Physician supervision recommended 
during exercise test

Submaximal testing  
Maximal testing

Noe

No
No
Yesg

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

From Kenny W, Humphrey R, Bryant C: ACSM’s guidelines for exercise testing and prescription, ed 5, Philadelphia,1995, Williams & Wilkins, with permission of Williams & Wilkins.
aPersons with two or more risk factors (see Table 18-3) or one or more signs or symptoms (see Box 18-5).
bPersons with known cardiac, pulmonary, or metabolic disease.
cYounger implies ≤40 years for men, ≤50 years for women.
dModerate exercise as defined by an intensity of 40%-60% of �Vo2max; if intensity is uncertain, moderate exercise may alternatively be defined as one that has an intensity well within the indi-
vidual’s current capacity, that can be comfortably sustained for a prolonged period of time (i.e., 60 minutes), that has a gradual initiation and progression, and that is generally noncompetitive.
eA “No” response means that an item is deemed not necessary, and is generally noncompetitive.
f Vigorous exercise is defined by an exercise intensity >60% of �Vo2max; if intensity is uncertain, vigorous exercise may alternatively be defined as exercise intense enough to represent a substantial 
cardiorespiratory challenge or if it results in fatigue within 20 minutes.
gA “Yes” response means that an item is recommended. For physician supervision, this suggests that a physician is in close proximity and readily available should there be an emergent need.
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sodium to flow into the muscle fiber membrane and initiat-
ing a muscle action potential. The action potential depolar-
izes the muscle fiber membrane, causing the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum to release calcium. Calcium, in turn, generates 
attraction between actin and myosin cross-bridges, causing 
them to slide together.61,71,120

Molecular Characteristics of the Contractile 
Filaments

Each myosin filament is composed of 200 or more myosin 
molecules. Each myosin molecule is composed of six poly-
peptide chains: two heavy chains and four light chains. The 
two heavy chains are wrapped around each other to form a 
double helix, the tail and arm of the myosin molecule. One 
end of each of the chains is folded into a globular mass 
called the myosin head. Therefore two myosin heads are 
lying side by side. The four light chains are also parts of the 
myosin heads, two to each head (Figure 18-4).

Table 18.3   Coronary Artery Disease Risk Factor 
Thresholds for Use With ACSM Risk 
Stratification

Risk Factors Defining Criteria

Positive

Family history Myocardial infarction, coronary revasculariza-
tion, or sudden death before 55 years of age 
in father or other male first-degree relative 
(i.e., brother or son) or before 65 years of 
age in mother or other female first-degree 
relative(i.e., sister or daughter)

Cigarette smoking Current cigarette smoker or those who quit 
within the previous 6 months

Hypertension Systolic blood pressure of ≥140 mm Hg or 
diastolic ≥90 mm Hg, confirmed by measure-
ments on at least two separate occasions, or 
on antihypertensive medication

Hypercholesterolemia Total serum cholesterol of >200 mg dL (5.2 
mmoL/L) or high-density lipoprotein cho-
lesterol of <35 mg/dL (0.9 mmoL/L) or on 
lipid-lowering medication. If low-density lipo-
protein cholesterol is available, use >130 mg/
dL (3.4 mmoL/L) rather than total cholesterol 
of >200 mg/dL

Impaired fasting 
glucose

Fasting blood glucose of ≥110 mg/dL (6.1 
mmoL/L) confirmed by measurements on at 
least two separate occasions

Obesity* Body mass index of ≥30 kg · m–2, or waist girth 
of >100cm

Sedentary lifestyle Persons not participating in a regular exercise 
program or meeting the minimal physical 
activity recommendations in the U.S. Sure-
geon General’s report

Negative

High serum HDL 
cholesterol†

>60 mg/dL (1.6 mmoL/L)

Modified from Glass SC: Health appraisal and fitness testing in Bibi KW, Niederproein MG 
(eds) ACSM’s Certification review, 3rd ed, Philadelphia, 2010, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.
*Professional opinions vary regarding the most appropriate markers and thresholds for 
obesity; therefore exercise professionals should use clinical judgment when evaluating this 
risk factor.
†Accumulating 30 minutes or more of moderate physical activity on most days of the week. 
It is common to sum risk factors in making clinical judgments. If high-density lipoprotein 
(HDL) cholesterol is high, subtract one risk factor from the sum of positive risk factors 
because high HDL decreases coronary artery disease (CAD) risk.3
The tails of myosin molecules are bonded together, 
forming the body of the myosin filament. Protruding from 
the body, the arm and heads of the myosin molecules are 
called cross-bridges, which are flexible at two points called 
hinges. In addition to serving as a component of the cross-
bridge, the myosin head also functions as adenosine tri-
phosphatase (ATPase), allowing the head to cleave ATP and 
energize contraction (Figure 18-5).

Actin filaments are composed of three protein compo-
nents: actin, tropomyosin, and troponin (Figure 18-6). Several 
G-actin molecules form strands of F-actin. Two F-actin strands 
are then wound in a double helix. One molecule of ADP is 
attached to each G-actin molecule. These ADP molecules rep-
resent the active sites of the actin filaments with which myo-
sin cross-bridges interact to cause muscle contraction.

Tropomyosin molecules are wrapped around the F-actin 
helix. In the resting state, tropomyosin covers the active 
sites of the actin strands, preventing contraction. Attached 
near one end of each tropomyosin molecule is a troponin 
molecule. Each troponin molecule consists of three protein 
subunits. Troponin I has a strong affinity for actin, tropo-
nin T for tropomyosin, and troponin C for calcium.

In the resting state the troponin-tropomyosin com-
plex is thought to cover the active sites of actin,  inhibiting 

Absolute
 •  A recent significant change in the resting electrocardiogram 

suggesting significant ischemia, recent myocardial infarc-
tion (within 2 days), or other acute cardiac event

 •  Unstable angina
 •  Uncontrolled cardiac dysrhythmias causing symptoms or 

hemodynamic compromise
 •  Symptomatic, severe aortic stenosis
 •  Uncontrolled symptomatic heart failure
 •  Acute pulmonary embolus or pulmonary infarction
 •  Acute myocarditis or pericarditis
 •  Suspected or known dissecting aneurysm
 •  Acute systemic infection accompanied by fever, body aches, 

or swollen lymph glands

Relative
 •  Left main coronary stenosis
 •  Moderate stenotic valvular heart disease
 •  Electrolyte abnormalities
 •  Severe arterial hypertension (i.e., systolic blood pressure 

>200 mm Hg and/or a diastolic blood pressure >110 mm 
Hg) at rest

 •  Tachydysrhythmia or bradydysrhythmia
 •  Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and other forms of outflow 

tract obstruction
 •  Neuromuscular, musculoskeletal, or rheumatoid disorders 

that are exacerbated by exercise
 •  High-degree atrioventricular block
 •  Ventricular aneurysm
 •  Uncontrolled metabolic disease (i.e., diabetes, thyrotoxico-

sis, or myxedema)
 •  Chronic infectious disease (i.e., mononucleosis, hepatitis, 

acquired immunodeficiency syndrome)
 •  Mental or physical impairment leading to inability to exer-

cise adequately
 

BOX 18-6

Contraindications to Exercise Testing47,121
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FIGURE 18-2 Structure of skeletal muscle. A, Skeletal muscle organ, composed 
of bundles of contractile muscle fibers held together by connective tissue. B, 
Greater magnification of a single fiber, showing smaller units, myofibrils, in the sar-
coplasm. Note the sarcoplasmic reticulum and T tubules forming a three-part struc-
ture called a triad. C, A myofibril magnified further to show sarcomere between 
successive Z lines. Cross-striae are visible. D, Molecular structure of a myofibril, 
showing thick myofilaments and thin myofilaments. (Redrawn from Thibodeau GA, 
Patton KT: Anatomy and physiology, St Louis, 1999, Mosby, with permission.)
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FIGURE 18-3 Sliding filament theory. During contraction, myosin cross-
bridges pull the thin filaments toward the center of each sarcomere, thus short-
ening the myofibril and the entire muscle fiber. (Redrawn from Thibodeau GA, 
Patton KT: Anatomy and physiology, St Louis, 1999, Mosby, with permission.)
 contraction. In the presence of calcium, this inhibitory 
effect is removed, allowing contraction to proceed.61,120

Muscle Fiber Types

Muscle fibers can be characterized based on their speed 
of contraction or twitch. Type 1 fibers (slow oxidative) 
are best suited for endurance activities requiring aerobic 
metabolism. Type 2 fibers (fast twitch) are most active dur-
ing activities requiring strength and speed. Type 2 fibers are 
further categorized into type 2A (fast, oxidative glycolytic) 
and type 2B (fast glycolytic). Type 2A represents a type of 
hybrid that retains some oxidative capacity. Features of 
each muscle type are summarized in Table 18-4.

During anaerobic activity, slow oxidative fibers (type 1) are 
used almost exclusively at intensities below 70% of Vo2max. 
Beyond this intensity, anaerobic pathways are stimulated. At 
Vo2max, both type 1 and type 2 are relied on, and oxygen 
debt eventually occurs secondary to aerobic metabolism.

During isometric contractions, type 2 fibers are gener-
ally recruited when force exceeds 20% of the maximal vol-
untary contraction. If sustained for long periods, however, 
type 2 units can be recruited at thresholds below 20% of 
maximal voluntary contraction.24,57,120

Muscle Fiber Orientation

Parallel muscles have their fibers arranged parallel to the 
length of the muscle and produce a greater range of motion 
than similar-sized muscles with pennate arrangement. Pen-
nate muscles have shorter fibers that are arranged obliquely 
to their tendons (similar to the makeup of a feather), 
increasing cross-sectional area and the power produced.

Types of Muscle Contraction

Isometric contractions are contractions in which there is no 
change in the length of the muscle. No joint or limb motion 
occurs. Isotonic contractions occur when the muscle changes 

Tail

Head

Two heavy chains
Light

        chainsA

Actin filaments

Cross-bridges Hinges Body

Myosin filamentB
FIGURE 18-4 The myosin filament. A, The myosin molecule. B, The combi-
nation of many myosin molecules to form a myosin filament. Also shown are 
the cross-bridges and the interaction between the heads of the cross-bridges 
and adjacent actin filaments. (Redrawn from Guyton A: Textbook of medical physi-
ology, Philadelphia, 1996, Saunders, with permission.)
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FIGURE 18-5 The molecular basis of muscle contraction. A, Each myosin cross-bridge in the thick filament moves into a resting position after an ATP binds and 
transfers its energy. B, Calcium ions released from the sarcoplasmic reticulum bind to troponin in the thin filament, allowing tropomyosin to shift from its position 
blocking the active sites of actin molecules. C, Each myosin cross-bridge then binds to an active site on a thin filament, displacing the remnants of ATP hydrolysis: 
ADP and inorganic phosphate. D, The release of stored energy from step A provides the force needed for each cross-bridge to move back to its original position, 
pulling actin along with it. Each cross-bridge will remain bound to actin until another ATP binds to it and pulls it back to its resting position (A). (Redrawn from 
Thibodeau GA, Patton KT: Anatomy and physiology, St Louis, 1999, Mosby, with permission.)
length, producing limb motion. Concentric contractions 
occur when the muscle shortens. Eccentric contractions 
occur when the muscle lengthens. More fast-twitch fibers 
are recruited during eccentric contractions. Isokinetic con-
tractions occur when muscle contraction is performed at a 
constant velocity. This can be done only with the assistance 
of a preset rate-limiting device. This type of exercise does 
not exist in nature.

Factors Affecting Muscle Strength 
and Performance

Determinants of Strength

A muscle’s ability to produce force is directly proportional 
to its cross-sectional area. For parallel muscles, this corre-
sponds to the cross-section at the bulkiest part of the mus-
cle. For pennate muscles, multiple cross-sections are taken 
at right angles to each of the muscle fibers. Pennate muscles 
are particularly adapted to force production because many 
more muscle fibers are contained in pennate muscles and 
these fibers are shorter.78

Length-Tension Relationship

Maximum force of contraction occurs when a muscle is 
at its normal resting muscle length. For the muscles, this 
corresponds to about midrange of joint motion or slightly 
longer, and is the length at which tension just begins to 
exceed zero. If a muscle is stretched to much greater than 
resting length before contraction, resting tension develops, 
and active tension (the increase in tension during contrac-
tion) decreases.

Active sites Troponin complex

F-actin Tropomysin

FIGURE 18-6 Tropomyosin molecules. The actin filament, composed of two 
helical strands of F-actin and tropomyosin molecules that fit loosely in the grooves 
between the actin strands. Attached to one end of each tropomyosin molecule 
is a troponin complex that initiates contraction. (Redrawn from Guyton A:. 
Textbook of medical physiology, Philadelphia, 1996, Saunders, with permission.)
Efficiency (percentage of energy that is converted into 
work instead of heat) occurs at a velocity of contraction of 
about 30% of maximum.23,24

Torque-Velocity Relationship

The greatest amount of force is generated by a muscle dur-
ing fast eccentric (lengthening) contractions.23,24 The least 
amount of force is produced during fast concentric (short-
ening) contractions. The amount of force developed in the 
order of most force to least force can be summarized as 
follows: fast eccentric, isometric, slow concentric, and fast 
concentric.(Figure 18-7).

Effects of Exercise Training

The SAID principle (specific adaptations to imposed 
demands) states that a muscle will adapt to a specific 
demand imposed on it, making it better able to handle the 
greater load.

Neural Adaptations

Observed strength gains within the first few weeks of a 
weightlifting program are mostly because of neuromuscular 
adaptations. The nervous system recruits larger motor units 
with higher frequencies of stimulation to provide the force 
necessary to overcome the imposed resistance. Early strength 
gains and increased muscle tension production from training 
therefore result from a more efficient neural recruitment pro-
cess. This means that most of the improvement in strength-
related functional activities gained on inpatient rehabilitation 
units are due to neural recruitment rather than muscle hyper-
trophy, due to the relatively short length of stays.82

Muscle Hypertrophy

Muscle hypertrophy represents enlargement of total mus-
cle mass and cross-sectional area. Muscle hypertrophy is 
more common in fast-twitch than in slow-twitch muscles. 
Type 2A fibers exhibit the greatest growth, more so than 
type 2B and type 1 fibers. Muscle hypertrophy is typically 
experienced after 6 to 7 weeks of resistance training.28,65 
Conversely, muscle atrophy resulting from disuse occurs 
primarily in type 2 fibers.

Virtually all muscle hypertrophy occurs from hypertro-
phy of the individual muscle fibers. During muscle hyper-
trophy the rate of muscle contractile protein synthesis is 
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Table 18-4  Skeletal Muscle Fiber Characteristics

Type 1 (Slow Oxidative) Type 2B (Fast Glycolytic)
Type 2A (Fast Oxidative 
Glycolytic)

Major source of ATP Oxidative phosphorylation Glycolysis Oxidative phosphorylation

Mitochondria High Low High

Myoglobin content High Low High

Capillarity High Low High

Muscle color Red White Red

Glycogen content Low High Intermediate

Glycolytic enzyme activity Low High Intermediate

Myosin ATPase activity Low High High

Speed of contraction Slow Fast Fast

Rate of fatigue Slow Fast Intermediate

Muscle fiber diameter Small Large Intermediate
greater than decay, leading to greater numbers of actin and 
myosin filaments in the myofibrils. The myofibrils within 
each muscle fiber split, resulting in more myofibrils in each 
muscle fiber. Only under very rare conditions of extreme 
muscle force generation do the numbers of muscle fibers 
increase (fiber hyperplasia), and even then by only a few 
percent.24,61

Another type of muscle hypertrophy occurs when mus-
cles are stretched to a greater-than-normal length, causing 
new sarcomeres to be added at the ends of muscle fibers 
where they attach to the tendons. Conversely, when a mus-
cle remains shortened at less than its resting length, sarco-
meres at the end of the muscle fibers disappear.22,24

Exercise Prescription

Advancing in a training program can include increasing 
the amount of weight lifted (progressive resistive exercise), 
increasing repetitions, or increasing the velocity of training. 
A commonly used term to express a person’s current strength 
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FIGURE 18-7 Relationship of maximal force of human elbow flexor muscles 
to velocity of contraction. Velocity on the abscissa is designated as a percentage 
of arm length per second. (Redrawn from Knuttgen HG: Development of mus-
cular strength and endurance. In Knuttgen HG, editor : Neuromuscular mechanisms 
for therapeutic and conditioning exercises, 1976, Baltimore, University Park Press, 
with permission.)
level is the one-repetition maximum (RM), which is the 
most weight that can be lifted one time. The current strength 
fitness level for a particular exercise can be expressed in 
terms of a person’s multiple RM (e.g., 10 RM is the amount 
of weight that a person is capable of lifting 10 times).

Progressive Resistance Exercise

Popular protocols include the DeLorme, Oxford, and daily 
adjusted progressive resistance exercise (DAPRE) methods.

DeLorme. In the DeLorme method, three sets are per-
formed for each exercise. Ten repetitions are performed in 
each set. The weight for the first set is 50% of the 10 RM; 
the second set, 75% of the 10 RM; and the third set, 100% 
of the 10 RM.25 This is usually referred to clinically as pro-
gressive resistive exercise.

Oxford. In the Oxford technique, a person starts with 10 
repetitions at 100% of the 10 RM, then 10 repetitions at 
75% of the 10 RM, then a third set of 10 repetitions at 50% 
of the 10 RM. This is usually referred to in the clinical set-
ting as regressive resistive exercise.

Daily Adjusted Progressive Resistance Exercise. The 
DAPRE method of strength training guides the athlete 
through four sets of exercise per muscle group. The first set 
in DAPRE involves 10 repetitions at 50% of the athlete’s 
predetermined 6 RM. The second set consists of six repeti-
tions at 75% of the athlete’s 6 RM. The third set consists 
of as many repetitions as can be performed at the athlete’s  
6 RM. The number of repetitions performed in the third 
set determines the resistance for the fourth set. If five to 
seven repetitions were performed in the third set, resis-
tance stays the same. If fewer than five repetitions were 
performed in the third set, the weight is lowered by 5 lb. 
If more than seven repetitions are performed in the third 
set, the weight is raised by 5 lb. The fourth set consists of 
as many repetitions as can be performed to fatigue. The 
working weight for the next day is established based on 
the athlete’s performance during the fourth set, using the 
same formula for determining resistance change from the 
third to the fourth set.65,81
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It is important to note that none of these three types 
of resistive training programs have been determined to be 
superior to the others.

Increasing Number of Repetitions or Rate

Critical to developing muscle strength is to exercise to 
the point of fatigue. Both high weight–low repetition and 
low weight–high repetition programs can be effective in 
achieving strength as long as exercise proceeds to muscle 
fatigue. Far more repetitions must be carried out with low 
weights to reach this point of fatigue. In fact, the amount 
of mechanical work required by low weight–high rep-
etition exercise to reach muscle fatigue might be much 
greater than during higher weight exercise. Although cir-
cumstances exist where low weight–high repetition exer-
cise can be appropriate for training (such as during injury 
or when training for a highly repetitive task), in general the 
use of higher weights to fatigue is a more effective means 
of strength training.

Hellebrandt and Houtz67 advocate increasing the rate 
of contraction (controlled by a metronome) each session 
while lifting the same number of repetitions (10 to 20).24

Effects of Aging

Although it was previously believed that strength train-
ing in the elderly was due only to learning or neural fac-
tors,92 reports have also demonstrated that the muscles of 
older persons can demonstrate hypertrophy after strength 
training.49,78

Exercise for Fat Reduction

The threshold for change in body weight appears to be 
30 minutes of exercise per day, with more marked losses 
noted with 60 min/day. Land-based exercise such as 
cycling and walking appear effective choices. Swimming in 
the absence of caloric restriction did not appear to result 
in weight loss. In fact, subjects gained weight, although 
this appeared to be all muscle weight, thus increasing lean 
body mass. It stands to reason, however, that swimming 
can be effective in weight loss if combined with caloric 
restriction.24,62

ACSM Guidelines for Prescription 
of Strength-Training Exercise

Muscular strength and endurance can be developed with 
both dynamic and static exercise. Both forms have their 
indications, but for most persons dynamic exercise is 
recommended. Strength exercise should be rhythmic, 
performed at low to moderate speed, and performed 
through a full range of motion. Normal breathing 
should be maintained. Heavy resistance training associ-
ated with breath holding can result in dramatic rises in 
SBP and DBP.

Specific technique for each exercise should be closely 
adhered to. Both the lifting (concentric) and lowering 
(eccentric) phases of resistance exercise should be per-
formed in a controlled fashion. When possible, training 
with a partner can provide feedback, assistance, motiva-
tion, and safety.

Recommended guidelines for strength training are listed 
in Table 18-5.
Flexibility

Flexibility generally describes the range of motion com-
monly present in a joint or group of joints that allows 
normal and unimpaired function.17 More specifically, flex-
ibility has been defined as “the total achievable excursion 
(within limits of pain) of a body part through its range of 
motion.”104 With regard to flexibility, the following gener-
alizations can be made. Flexibility is an individually vari-
able, joint-specific, inherited characteristic that decreases 
with age; varies by gender and ethnic group; bears little 
relationship with body proportion or limb length; and 
most importantly for the purposes of this chapter, can be 
acquired through training.17,52,58-60,126

From a developmental standpoint, flexibility is great-
est during infancy and early childhood. Flexibility reaches 
minimal levels between 10 and 12 years of age. It then 
improves again toward early adulthood, but not suffi-
ciently to allow ranges of motion seen in childhood.33 The 
early adolescent growth spurt results in short-term tight-
ness of the joints, probably as a result of increased tension 
in the connective tissue. Girls are generally more flexible 
than boys,80,97,102 and this advantage probably persists into 
adulthood.

Achieving a maximal functional range of motion is an 
important goal of many therapeutic exercise regimens. 
Most typically, increased range of motion is achieved via 
the process of stretching. The term stretching defines an 
activity that applies a deforming force along the rotational 
or translational planes of motion of a joint.104 Stretching 
should respect the lines of geometry of the joint as well 
as its planes of stability. In addition to stretching, mobili-
zation is used to maintain flexibility. Mobilization moves 
a joint through its range of motion without applying a 
deforming force.

Importance of Flexibility

Flexibility has only recently been identified as an important 
component of therapeutic exercise. Cureton21 emphasized 
flexibility as an important component of physical fitness 
after working with swimmers during the 1932 Olympic 
Games. Later, Kraus84 stressed the importance of flexibility 
in preventing low back pain. His work inspired much of 
the subsequent research on flexibility. It was not until 1964 
that Fleishman42 proved flexibility to be an independent 

Table 18-5  Recommended Guidelines for Strength 
Training121

Component Details

Mode Perform a minimum of 8-10 exercises that train the 
major muscle groups.

Intensity One set of 8-12 repetitions resulting in volitional 
fatigue for each exercise*

Duration The entire program should last no more that 1 hour. 
Programs lasting greater than 1 hour are associ-
ated with a higher dropout rate.

Frequency At least 2 days per week*

*Although more frequent training with additional sets or repetitions might elicit additional 
strength gains, the additional improvement is considered relatively small.75
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factor in physical fitness that was unrelated to other factors, 
including strength, power, endurance, and coordination. 
During the same decade and in another landmark work, 
DeVries and Housh32 proved the value of passive stretching 
in improving flexibility and range of motion. Subsequent 
study has demonstrated the value of flexibility training for 
patients in the industrial and athletic settings, for patients 
with back pain, and for patients who are status post ortho-
pedic surgical procedures.

Subsequent to Kraus’s work, biomechanical studies have 
shown that lower limb flexibility is needed for the preven-
tion of lumbar spine injuries.40 An increased frequency of 
spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis in subjects with severe 
hamstring inflexibility has been reported .96 Cady et al.12 
demonstrated an inverse relationship between flexibility 
and the incidence of back injuries and workers’ compen-
sation costs in a cohort study of firefighters placed on a 
fitness program.

The work of Salter and associates79,106,127 has empha-
sized the importance of maintaining motion and flex-
ibility postoperatively in patients who have undergone 
orthopedic procedures. The benefits of the mobilization of 
postoperative joints to the surrounding ligamentous and 
musculotendinous structures have been well established.

In the realm of athletic training, flexibility has been 
both extensively applied and extensively studied. The 
proposed benefits of flexibility to athletes include injury 
prevention, reduced muscle soreness, skill enhancement, 
and muscle relaxation.* With regard to injury preven-
tion, muscles possessing greater extensibility are less likely 
to be overstretched during athletic activity, lessening the 
likelihood of injury. A 1987 review of all studies of soccer 
injuries suggested an important role for flexibility in the 
prevention of injury, and attributed up to 11% of all inju-
ries to poor flexibility.77 A prospective study of a flexibil-
ity program in soccer players demonstrated a correlation 
between improvement in range of motion and reduction 
in incidence of muscle tears.38 There is some evidence that 
delayed muscular soreness can be prevented and treated by 
static stretching.30,31

Flexibility has generally been hypothesized to improve 
athletic performance through skill enhancement. For 
example, mastery of the serve in tennis requires sufficient 
shoulder flexibility. Similarly, proficient golf skills require 
flexibility throughout the hips, trunk, and shoulders.16 On 
the biomechanical level, prestretching a muscle has been 
shown in several studies to enhance the force of muscle 
contraction.8,9,13,14

There is, however, considerable uncertainty regarding 
two of the most important proposed benefits of flexibil-
ity training for athletes: prevention of injury and improve-
ment of performance. Although currently held teaching 
states that stretching is a preventive measure for athletic 
injury, it has been pointed out that little conclusive epi-
demiologic evidence supports this idea.63,66 In fact, it has 
been proposed that a certain degree of tightness might pro-
tect against injury by allowing load sharing when joints are 
stressed.66 Hypermobility or excessive stretching could the-
oretically result in increased stress on the ligaments, bone, 

*References 11, 16, 22, 34, 35, 38, 53, 73.
and cartilage at the joint, resulting in injury or arthritis.58,93 
In support of this is the fact that there is general agreement 
that the major predictive factor for joint injury is a previ-
ous joint injury or indeed the presence of excessive joint 
laxity, rather than inadequate flexibility.* Presently the role 
of preexercise stretching in the prevention of sports-related 
injury is unclear. A systematic review performed by Thacker 
et al.119 for the ACSM failed to find “sufficient evidence to 
endorse or discontinue routine stretching before or after 
exercise to prevent injury among competitive or recre-
ational athletes.”

With regard to athletic performance, several laboratories 
have shown that among runners, less flexible individuals 
have a lower rate of oxygen consumption while covering 
the same distance at the same speed as their more flexible 
cohorts.18 In addition, the aforementioned improvement 
in contraction strength resulting from prestretching has not 
been consistently observed in the world of athletics. In fact, 
it has been shown repeatedly that passive stretching can 
result in an acute loss of strength.✝ Along the same lines, 
a recent study of elite female soccer players demonstrated 
that static stretching before sprinting resulted in worsened 
performance.107 Prior stretching does appear to have one 
reproducible benefit with regard to performance, however: 
maintenance of strength with the muscle in a lengthened 
position during and after eccentric exercise.91 This benefit 
might be important in resisting injurious muscle elonga-
tion during continued sport performance.91

The athletic literature seems to show in general that flex-
ibility training, when used appropriately, plays a positive 
role in sports injury and performance. However, excessive 
flexibility can actually be both a risk factor for injury and a 
detriment to performance. Stiff structures appear to benefit 
from stretching, while hypermobile structures require sta-
bilization rather than additional mobilization.

Determinants of Flexibility

The determinants of joint mobility can be subdivided into 
static and dynamic factors. Static factors include the types 
of tissues involved, the types and state of collagen subunits 
in the tissue, the presence or absence of inflammation, and 
the temperature of the tissue. Dynamic factors include neu-
romuscular variables such as voluntary muscle control and 
the length-tension “thermostat” of the musculotendinous 
unit, as well as external factors such as pain associated with 
injury.104

Static Factors

The most important tissue with regard to flexibility is the 
muscle-tendon unit, which is the primary target of flex-
ibility training.104 This structure includes the full length 
of the muscle and its supporting tissue, the musculoten-
dinous junction, and the full length of the tendon to the 
tendon-bone junction. Within the muscle-tendon unit, it is 
the muscle that has the largest capacity for percent length-
ening72,115,116 of the tissues involved in a stretch. A ratio 
of 95% to 5% for the muscle-to-tendon length change has 
been demonstrated.116

*References 37, 38, 54, 76, 77, 109.
✝References 19, 20, 39, 43, 83, 89.
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From a mechanical standpoint, muscle is composed 
of contractile and elastic elements arranged in parallel.61 
Muscle can respond to an applied force or stretch with per-
manent elongation. Animal studies have shown that this 
results from an increase in the number of sarcomeres, which 
translates to increased peak tension of a muscle at longer 
resting lengths. By contrast, muscle at rest has a tendency 
to shorten because of its contractile element. This shorten-
ing can be permanent and is associated with a reduction 
in sarcomeres.56,58,128 Tendon has a much more limited 
capacity for lengthening than muscle, probably because of 
its proteoglycan content and collagen cross-links (2% to 
3% of its length, compared with 20% for muscle).115,116,130 
Of the external static factors, temperature has been studied 
the most. Warmer tissues are generally more distensible 
than cold ones.36,124,126

Dynamic Factors

Perhaps the most clinically and physiologically significant 
dynamic determinant of flexibility is the muscle length–
tension thermostat or feedback control system. Intrafusal 
fibers (muscle spindles), innervated by gamma motor neu-
rons, lie in parallel with extrafusal contractile fibers. The 
intrafusal fibers serve the purpose of regulating the tension 
and length of the muscle as a whole. Muscle spindle length 
and tension are regulated by the gamma motor neuron, 
which in turn is subject to influences from the central ner-
vous system. These include segmental input at the spinal 
cord level and suprasegmental input from the cerebellum 
and cortex. Consequently, muscle length and tension can 
be subject to multiple influences simultaneously.

An additional complicating factor is that receptors in 
the musculotendinous unit called the Golgi tendon organs 
act to inhibit muscle contraction at the point of critical 
stresses to the structure. The Golgi tendon organs allow 
lengthening and facilitate relaxation. When acting in con-
junction, these dynamic mechanisms facilitate a response 
to a stretch in the following way. As the muscle spindle is 
initially stretched, it sends impulses to the spinal cord that 
result in reflex muscle contraction. If the stretch is main-
tained longer than 6 seconds, the Golgi tendon organ fires, 
causing relaxation.104

The relative contribution of static muscle factors and 
dynamic neural factors to flexibility remains somewhat 
controversial. It seems clear that the changes in flexibility 
noted immediately after the institution of a stretching pro-
gram occur too rapidly to be attributable solely to struc-
tural alteration of the muscle and connective tissue. The 
consensus view is that neural factors probably play the 
major role in this early flexibility. After prolonged periods 
of training, changes in sarcomere number can play a role 
in the establishment of a new elongated muscle length.104

Assessment of Flexibility

Flexibility is generally assessed in terms of joint range of 
motion. Joint range of motion in turn is generally assessed 
with a goniometer or similar device. A goniometer consists 
of a 180-degree protractor designed for easy application to 
joints. The methods used when using a goniometer, as well 
as the normal ranges of motion encountered with these 
methods, are well standardized.37,99 Interobserver and 
intraobserver reliability are good.35 Limitations of the stan-
dard goniometer include application to only single joints 
at a given time, static measurements only, and difficulty of 
application to certain joints (e.g., costoclavicular).

The Leighton Flexometer contains a rotating circular 
dial marked in degrees and a pointer counterbalanced to 
remain vertical. It can be strapped to a body segment, and 
range of motion is determined with respect to the perpen-
dicular. Its reliability is good but is not quite equivalent to 
that of the standard goniometer.64

The electrogoniometer substitutes a potentiometer for 
a protractor. The potentiometer provides an electrical sig-
nal that is directly proportional to the angle of the joint. 
This device is able to give continuous recordings during a 
variety of activities, allowing a more realistic assessment of 
functional flexibility and dynamic range of motion during 
actual physical activity.

With regard to measuring trunk flexibility, goniometric 
devices are generally considered inadequate. The Schober 
test, originally designed to measure spinal flexion and 
extension in patients with ankylosing spondylitis, is com-
monly used, as modified by Moll and Wright. Two marks 
are made along the proximal and distal ends of the lum-
bar spine, and tape measurements are made between them 
with the spine in flexion, neutral, and extension. This test 
has been shown to be more reliable than other methods, 
including fingertip to floor measurements and the Loebl 
inclinometer technique. “Eyeball” measurements show 
marked variability. These tests of trunk flexibility are all 
nonspecific, and each is limited to a gross measurement 
of compound motion of the entire thoracolumbar spine. 
None of these methods can assess articular mobility in the 
translational and rotational planes.104 The optimal mea-
surement of trunk flexibility is probably that obtained with 
plain films, but these have the obvious disadvantages of 
cost and radiation exposure.

Methods of Stretching

It is important to take several factors into consideration 
when using a stretching program. Prevention of injury and 
treatment of specific joint injury, as well as the presence 
and effects of pain or muscle spasm, require modification 
of the program. Stretching can be dangerous, and might 
result in significant injury if performed incorrectly.105,109,110 
As with any form of therapeutic exercise, flexibility training 
must be approached within a program aimed at addressing 
the specific functional needs of the individual.

Numerous options now abound for improving flexibil-
ity with stretching techniques. A distinct superiority of any 
one method has not been demonstrated. For the purposes 
of this chapter, stretching techniques are divided into the 
following four categories: ballistic, static, passive, and neu-
romuscular facilitation.

Ballistic

Ballistic stretching uses the repetitive rapid application 
of force in a bouncing or jerking maneuver. Momentum 
carries the body part through the range of motion until 
the muscles are stretched to the limits. This method is less 
efficient than other methods, because muscle will contract 
under these stresses to protect itself from overstretching. 
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Additionally, the rapid increase in force can cause 
injury.109,118 An example would be the 10-count bouncing 
toe touches popularized in the 1970s, but since abandoned 
because of lack of efficacy and risk for injury.

Passive

Passive stretching is done by a partner or therapist who 
applies a stretch to a relaxed joint or extremity. This 
method requires excellent communication and the slow 
and sensitive application of force. This method is most 
appropriately and most safely used in the training room 
or in a physical or occupational therapy context. Outside 
these contexts, passive stretching can be dangerous for rec-
reational or competitive athletes because of an increased 
risk for injury.

Static

Static stretching applies a steady force for a period of 15 to 
60 seconds. This method is the easiest and probably the 
safest type of stretching. Static stretching seems to be par-
ticularly helpful as a warmup to any other form of thera-
peutic or recreational exercise, including athletic activity. 
Static stretching has the added advantage here of being 
associated with decreased muscle soreness after exercise.

Neuromuscular Facilitation

The efficacy of stretching afforded by neuromuscular 
facilitation techniques has been documented in several 
studies.105,117 These methods typically require a trained ther-
apist, aide, or trainer. The specific activities most frequently 
used include hold-relax and contract-relax techniques, 
characterized by an isometric or concentric contraction of 
the musculotendinous unit followed by a passive or static 
stretch. The prestretch contraction is thought to facilitate 
relaxation and flexibility via the muscle length–tension 
thermostat discussed previously in this chapter.

ACSM Guidelines for Prescription of 
Exercise for Musculoskeletal Flexibility

Optimal musculoskeletal function requires that adequate 
range of motion be maintained in all joints. Particularly 
important is maintenance of flexibility in the low back and 
posterior thigh muscles. Poor flexibility in these regions 
can predispose to low back pain.78,121

Some common stretching exercises might not be appro-
priate for all people, particularly those with a prior injury, 
joint insufficiency, or other conditions that could place 
them at risk for injury. Furthermore, exercises requiring 
substantial flexibility or skill are not recommended for 
older, less flexible, or less experienced persons.75

Recommended guidelines for flexibility training are 
listed in Table 18-6.78,121

Plyometrics

Plyometrics is a relatively recent addition to the panoply of 
therapeutic exercise. This class of exercises is used primar-
ily in the training of athletes. Proponents of plyometrics 
advocate it because of its apparent muscle-strengthening 
and injury prevention effects. Plyometric exercises are gen-
erally defined as brief, explosive maneuvers that consist of 
an eccentric muscle contraction followed immediately by a 
concentric contraction. An example is the action of plant-
ing and jumping during sport activity. Here, the process of 
planting the feet and flexing the hips, knees, and ankles 
while loading the lower extremities (eccentric contraction) 
is followed by a quick changeover to concentric contrac-
tions as these joints are extended to propel upward into a 
jump. This type of stretch-shortening cycle is analogous to 
a spring coiling and uncoiling.

Plyometrics allows the body to store elastic energy 
briefly in the muscle during the eccentric phase. This stored 
energy, combined with activation of the myotatic stretch 
reflex, results in a more powerful concentric contraction 
than is otherwise possible. This type of relatively complex 
action relies more heavily on the interplay between central 
nervous system and muscular system than do many other 
forms of exercise. Feedback from the central nervous sys-
tem to the muscles influences the length of each muscle 
at any point during the movement, as well as the tension 
required for maintaining postural stability and initiating 
or stopping movement.15 With training, according to pro-
ponents of plyometrics, this neuromuscular interplay can 
be finely tuned. The widespread use of plyometric training 
in the athletic community suggests general acceptance of 
these methods by trainers, therapists, and athletes. How-
ever, many techniques in use have not been adequately 
studied. Results of research so far have generally been 
promising.

Hewett et al.69 have reported that plyometric jump 
training improved lower body strength in high school–age 
girls. Specifically, hamstring isokinetic strength and verti-
cal jump height were improved after a 6-week program. A 
22% decrease in peak ground reaction forces and a 50% 
decrease in the abduction-adduction moments at the knee 
during landing were also observed. In a later study using 
the same plyometric program, Hewett et al.68 prospectively 
analyzed the effect of this neuromuscular training on the 
incidence of serious knee injuries in female athletes. The 
authors reported a statistically significant decrease in the 
number of knee injuries sustained by the trained group ver-
sus matched control subjects.

Plyometric exercises vary in intensity, from simple, 
two-footed, in-place jumps, to hopping and bounding for 
maximum distance, to depth jumps from boxes of vary-
ing height. Plyometrics has been shown to result in ground 
reaction forces of four to seven times the body weight.7,129 
Clearly these exercises should be approached with caution 

Table 18-6  Recommended Guidelines for Flexibility 
Training121

Component Details

Mode Static, dynamic, and PNF stretching of major muscle 
groups including the low back and posterior thigh

Intensity To a mild degree of tightness without discomfort

Duration Static stretches are held 15-60 seconds. A 6-second 
contraction followed by 10-30 seconds assisted 
stretch for PNF.

Frequency At least 2-3 days per week

Repetitions Four or more per muscle group

PNF, Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation.
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and begun at an elementary level. Progression to more 
advanced exercises should be based on the patient’s profi-
ciency with the basic movements, taking into account base-
line levels of strength, stability, and coordination.

Proprioception

Proprioception denotes the process by which informa-
tion about the position and movement of body parts 
is related to the central nervous system. Proprioceptive 
organs, including muscle (particularly intrafusal spindle 
fibers), skin, ligaments, and joint capsules, generate affer-
ent information that is crucial to the effective and safe per-
formance of motor tasks. The process of proprioception is 
unfortunately subject to impairment from injury and dis-
ease. For example, knee and ankle ligament injuries have 
been shown to reduce proprioception. The same is true for 
both osteoarthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.6,41 Neuropa-
thies, most notably diabetic neuropathy, can also cause sig-
nificant loss of proprioception.111 Proprioception has also 
been shown to decrease with age.112

The importance of proprioception to injury preven-
tion and rehabilitation from injury is generally accepted. 
Impaired proprioception has been associated with an 
increased risk for joint damage, athletic injury, and falls. 
Decreased joint proprioception is thought to influence 
the progressive joint deterioration associated with osteo-
arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and Charcot disease.5,6 In 
a study of soccer players, a significantly greater incidence 
of ankle injury was observed among players with abnor-
mal proprioceptive testing results as compared with those 
who tested within normal parameters.123 Some findings 
also suggest that return to sport after knee injury might be 
more dependent on proprioception than on ligament ten-
sion.6 It has also been demonstrated in several studies that 
the risk for falling in the elderly population correlates with 
postural sway, a variable that is determined in large part by 
proprioception.85,87,88,122

Proprioceptive exercise regimens, by definition, seek to 
improve joint and limb position sense. These exercises are 
typically used after an injury has occurred to a joint that 
has resulted in a deficit in proprioception. For example, 
the tilt or wobble board is commonly used after ankle liga-
mentous injuries. Classically, the unidirectional boards are 
used first, with a progression to multidirectional boards. 
This type of training has led to measurably improved posi-
tion sense in athletes.51 Other proprioceptive exercises 
include carioca (sideways running) and backward walk-
ing or running. It has also been shown that elastic ban-
daging improves position sense in subjects with previously 
impaired proprioception,6 perhaps through stimulation of 
proprioceptors in the skin.

Neurofacilitation Techniques

Central nervous system dysfunction poses a unique set of 
challenges to both the patient and the treatment team. The 
following therapeutic exercise techniques were developed 
specifically for patients with central nervous system impair-
ment, particularly impairment resulting from an acquired 
cortical lesion (i.e., stroke or brain injury).
Proprioceptive Neuromuscular Facilitation

This form of therapy uses resistance to indirectly facilitate 
movement. The therapist provides maximal resistance to 
the stronger motor components of specific spiral and diag-
onal movement patterns, thereby facilitating the weaker 
components of the patterns. Proprioceptive neuromuscu-
lar facilitation techniques are best applied to patients with 
hypotonia associated with supraspinal lesions to promote 
normalization of tone. In patients with spasticity, these 
techniques can actually further increase tone in a poten-
tially detrimental fashion.74,75

Brunnstrom

These techniques use resistance and primitive postural 
reactions to facilitate gross synergistic movement patterns 
and increase muscle tone during early recovery from central 
nervous system injury.10 During later stages, Brunnstrom 
techniques emphasize development of isolated movement 
and control. Like proprioceptive neuromuscular facilita-
tion, this approach is thought to be effective in normaliz-
ing tone in a hypotonic or flaccid hemiplegic patient.

Bobath

The neurodevelopmental techniques developed by the 
Bobaths differ significantly from proprioceptive neuro-
muscular facilitation and Brunnstrom methods. Bobath 
techniques use reflex inhibitory movement patterns to 
inhibit increased tone. These inhibitory patterns, which are 
generally antagonistic to the primitive synergistic patterns, 
are performed without resistance. Neurodevelopmental 
techniques also incorporate advanced postural reactions 
to stimulate recovery. Advocates of these techniques claim 
reduction of hypertonicity and facilitation of motor recov-
ery as their primary benefits.50

The techniques described above are all in common clin-
ical use, with most therapists using an eclectic approach, 
borrowing some from each. There is no convincing evi-
dence, however, that any of these methods actually alter the 
natural history of recovery from neurologic insult. These 
approaches to therapy seem to be most useful in providing 
compensatory techniques during the course of recovery. 
Using these methods, patients are able to improve perfor-
mance in and gain independence with such tasks as making 
transfers, stretching, bed mobility, and safe ambulation.50

Exercise for Special Populations

Pregnancy

Special considerations exist during pregnancy because 
of the possible competition between exercising mater-
nal muscle and the fetus for blood flow, oxygen delivery, 
glucose availability, and heat dissipation. Metabolic and 
cardiorespiratory adaptations to pregnancy can alter the 
responses from exercise training. The acute physiologic 
responses to exercise are generally increased during preg-
nancy compared with prepregnancy levels. There are no 
data in humans to indicate that pregnant women should 
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or should not limit exercise intensity and lower target 
HRs because of potential adverse effects.78,121 Healthy, 
pregnant women without exercise contraindications are 
encouraged to exercise throughout the pregnancy. Regu-
lar exercise during pregnancy provides health and fitness 
benefits to the mother and child.27,121 Exercise might also 
reduce the risk for developing conditions associated with 
pregnancy, such as pregnancy-induced hypertension and 
gestational diabetes mellitus.27,98 For women who do not 
have any additional risk factors for adverse maternal or 
perinatal outcomes, the American College of Obstetri-
cians and Gynecologists (ACOG) has established guide-
lines for the safe prescription of exercise.1,2 The Canadian 
Society for Exercise Physiology Physical Activity Readiness 
Medical Examination, termed the PARmed-X for Pregnancy, 
should be used for the health screening of pregnant women 
before their participation in exercise programs.121 Partici-
pation in a wide range of recreational activities appears 
to be safe during pregnancy. The safety of each sport is 
determined largely by the specific movements required by 
that sport. Participation in recreational sports with a high 
potential for contact, such as ice hockey, soccer, and bas-
ketball, could result in trauma to both the woman and 
the fetus. Recreational activities with an increased risk 
for falling, such as gymnastics, horseback riding, down-
hill skiing, and vigorous racquet sports, have an inher-
ently high risk for trauma in pregnant and nonpregnant 
women. Those activities with a high risk for falling or for 
abdominal trauma should be avoided during pregnancy. 
Scuba diving should be avoided throughout pregnancy, 
because during this activity the fetus is at increased risk 
for decompression sickness secondary to the inability of 
the fetal pulmonary circulation to filter bubble formation. 
Exertion at altitudes of up to 6000 feet appears to be safe, 
but engaging in physical activities at higher altitudes car-
ries various risks.
 •  During pregnancy, women can continue to exercise 

and derive health benefits even from mild to moderate 
exercise routines. Regular exercise (at least three times 
per week) is preferable to intermittent activity. Thirty 
minutes or more of moderate exercise a day on most, if 
not all, days is recommended.

 •  Women should avoid exercise in the supine position 
after the first trimester. Such a position is associ-
ated with decreased cardiac output in most pregnant 
women. Because the remaining cardiac output is prefer-
entially distributed away from splanchnic beds (includ-
ing the uterus) during vigorous exercise, such regimens 
are best avoided during pregnancy. Prolonged periods 
of motionless standing should also be avoided.

 •  Women should be aware of the decreased oxygen 
available for aerobic exercise during pregnancy. They 
should be encouraged to modify the intensity of their 
exercise according to maternal symptoms. Pregnant 
women should stop exercising when fatigued and not 
exercise to exhaustion. Weight-bearing exercises can 
under some circumstances be continued at intensities 
similar to those before pregnancy throughout the preg-
nancy. Non–weight-bearing exercises, such as station-
ary cycling or swimming, will minimize the risk for 
injury and facilitate the continuation of exercise during 
pregnancy.
 •  Exercise should be terminated should any of the fol-
lowing occur: vaginal bleeding, dyspnea before exer-
tion, dizziness, headache, chest pain, muscle weakness, 
calf pain or swelling, preterm labor, decreased fetal 
movement, and amniotic fluid leakage. In the case of 
calf pain and swelling, thrombophlebitis should be 
ruled out.

 •  Pregnant women may participate in a strength-training 
program that incorporates all major muscle groups, 
with a resistance that permits multiple repetitions 
(i.e., 12 to 15 repetitions) to be performed to a point 
of moderate fatigue. Isometric muscle actions and the 
Valsalva maneuver should be avoided, as should the 
supine position after the first trimester.

 •  Morphologic changes in pregnancy should serve as a 
relative contraindication to types of exercise in which 
loss of balance could be detrimental to maternal or 
fetal well-being, especially in the third trimester. Any 
type of exercise involving the potential for even mild 
abdominal trauma should be avoided.

 •  Pregnancy requires an additional 300 kcal/day to main-
tain metabolic homeostasis. Women who exercise dur-
ing pregnancy should be particularly careful to ensure 
an adequate diet.

 •  Pregnant women who exercise in the first trimester 
should augment heat dissipation by ensuring adequate 
hydration, appropriate clothing, and optimal environ-
mental surroundings during exercise (exercising in cool 
environments whenever possible).121

The ACOG recommends that women who currently 
participate in a regular exercise program can continue 
their training during pregnancy, following the above rec-
ommendations. Studies have demonstrated that women 
naturally decrease their exercise duration and intensity as 
their pregnancy advances. Those who begin an exercise 
program after becoming pregnant are advised to receive 
physician authorization and begin exercising with low-
intensity, low-impact (or nonimpact) activities, such as 
walking and swimming.1,2 Contraindications for exercise 
during pregnancy have also been established by the ACOG 
(Box 18-7).2,121

Many of the physiologic and morphologic changes of 
pregnancy persist 4 to 6 weeks postpartum. Therefore the 
ACSM recommends in general to resume exercise 4 to 6 
weeks after delivery. This will vary from one individual to 
another, with some women able to resume an exercise rou-
tine within days of delivery. There are no published studies 
to indicate that, in the absence of medical complications, 
rapid resumption of activities will result in adverse affects. 
Having undergone detraining, resumption of activities 
should be gradual. No known maternal complications are 
associated with resumption of training.121

The Elderly

The elderly can demonstrate improvements in aerobic 
capacity and muscle strength when given a sufficient train-
ing stimulus. Resistance training can enable elderly individ-
uals to perform activities of daily living with greater ease, 
and counteract muscle loss and frailty in “older elderly” per-
sons. The same general principles of exercise prescription 
apply to individuals of all ages. The wide range of health 
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and fitness levels observed among older adults, however, 
make generic exercise prescription more problematic.78,121 
Care must be taken in establishing the type, intensity, dura-
tion, and frequency of exercise. Specific recommendations 
for the elderly are outlined in Table 18-7.78,121

Individualization of resistance training prescriptions is 
also essential and should be based on the health and fitness 
status and specific goals of the participant. Some guidelines 
follow, with reference to the intensity, frequency, and dura-
tion of exercise (Table 18-8).78,121

Regardless of which specific protocol is adopted, several 
common-sense guidelines pertaining to resistance training 
for older adults should be followed.78,121

 •  The major goal of the resistance training program is 
to develop sufficient muscular fitness to enhance an 
individual’s ability to live a physically independent 
lifestyle.

 •  The first several resistance training sessions should be 
closely supervised and monitored by trained personnel 
who are sensitive to the special needs and capabilities 
of the elderly.

Absolute Contraindications
 •  Hemodynamically significant heart disease
 •  Restrictive lung disease
 •  Incompetent cervix or cerclage
 •  Multiple gestation at risk for premature labor
 •  Persistent second- or third-trimester bleeding
 •  Placenta previa after 26 weeks’ gestation
 •  Premature labor during the current pregnancy
 •  Ruptured membranes
 •  Preeclampsia or pregnancy-induced hypertension

Relative Contraindications
 •  Severe anemia
 •  Unevaluated maternal cardiac arrhythmia
 •  Chronic bronchitis
 •  Poorly controlled type 1 diabetes
 •  Extreme morbid obesity
 •  Extreme underweight (body mass index <12 kg/m2)
 •  History of extremely sedentary lifestyle
 •  Intrauterine growth restriction in current pregnancy
 •  Poorly controlled hypertension
 •  Orthopedic limitations
 •  Poorly controlled seizure disorder
 •  Poorly controlled hyperthyroidism
 •  Heavy smoker

Further Reasons to Discontinue Exercise and Seek 
Medical Advice During Pregnancy2,78,121

 •  Vaginal bleeding
 •  Dyspnea before exertion
 •  Dizziness
 •  Headache
 •  Chest pain
 •  Muscle weakness
 •  Calf pain or swelling (need to rule out thrombophlebitis)
 •  Preterm labor
 •  Decreased fetal movement
 •  Amniotic fluid leakage

 

BOX 18-7

Contraindications to Aerobic Exercise During 
Pregnancy121
 •  Begin (the first 8 weeks) with minimal resistance to 
allow for adaptations of the connective tissue elements.

 •  Teach proper training techniques for all the exercises to 
be used in the program.

 •  Instruct older participants to maintain their normal 
breathing pattern while exercising.

 •  As a training effect occurs, achieve an overload initially 
by increasing the number of repetitions, and then by 
increasing the resistance.

Table 18-7  Guidelines for Aerobic Exercise Prescription 
for the Elderly121

Component Details

Mode The exercise modality should be one that does not 
impose significant orthopedic stress.

The activity should be accessible, convenient, and 
enjoyable to the participant—all factors directly 
related to exercise adherence.

Consider walking, stationary cycling, water exercise, 
swimming, or machine-based stair climbing.

Intensity Intensity must be sufficient to stress (overload) the 
cardiovascular, pulmonary, and musculoskeletal 
systems without overtaxing them.

High variability exists for maximal heart rates in per-
sons older than 65 years. It is always better to use 
a measured HRmax rather than age-predicted HRmax 
whenever possible.

For similar reasons the HR reserve method is recom-
mended for establishing a training HR in older indi-
viduals, rather than a straight percentage of HRmax.

The recommended intensity for older adults is 50%-
70% of HR reserve.

Because many older persons have a variety of medical 
conditions, a conservative approach to prescribing 
aerobic exercise is warranted.

Duration During the initial stages of an exercise program, some 
older adults can have difficulty sustaining aerobic 
exercise for 20 minutes. One viable option can be 
to perform the exercise in several 10-minute bouts 
throughout the day.

To avoid injury and ensure safety, older individuals should 
initially increase exercise duration rather than intensity.

Frequency Alternate between days that involve primarily weight-
bearing and non–weight-bearing exercise.

HRmax, Maximal heart rate.

Table 18-8  Guidelines for Resistance Exercise 
Prescription for the Elderly121

Component Details

Intensity Perform one set of 8-10 exercises that train all the 
major muscle groups (e.g., gluteals, quadriceps, 
hamstrings, pectorals, latissimus dorsi, deltoids, and 
abdominals). Each set should involve 8-12 repeti-
tions that elicit a perceived exertion rating of 12-13 
(somewhat hard).

Frequency Resistance training should be performed at least twice a 
week, with at least 48 hours of rest between sessions.

Duration Sessions lasting longer than 60 minutes can have a 
detrimental effect on exercise adherence. Follow-
ing the above guidelines should permit individuals 
to complete total body resistance training sessions 
within 20-30 minutes.
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 •  Never use a resistance that is so heavy that the exerciser 
cannot perform at least eight repetitions.

 •  Stress that all exercises should be performed in a man-
ner in which the speed is controlled (no ballistic move-
ments should be allowed).

 •  Perform the exercises in a range of motion that is 
within a “pain-free arc” (i.e., the maximum range of 
motion that does not elicit pain or discomfort).

 •  Perform multijoint exercises (as opposed to single-joint 
exercises).

 •  Given a choice, use machines to resistance train, as 
opposed to free weights (machines require less skill to 
use, protect the back by stabilizing the user’s body posi-
tion, and allow the user to start with lower resistances, 
to increase by smaller increments, and to more eas-
ily control the exercise range on motion). Heavy free 
weights should be used only by those who have had 
special training in how to lift properly, and who have a 
spotter with them during the exercise.

 •  Do not overtrain. Two strength-training sessions per 
week are the minimum number required to produce 
positive physiologic adaptations. Depending on the 
circumstances, more sessions might not be productive.

 •  Participants with arthritis should never participate in 
strength-training exercises during active periods of joint 
pain or inflammation.

 •  Engage in a year-round resistance-training program on 
a regular basis.

 •  When returning from a layoff, start with resistances of 
less than 50% of the intensity at which the participant 
had been previously training (as tolerated), then gradu-
ally increase the resistance.

 •  Flexibility exercises should be performed on major 
muscle groups with prolonged (not ballistic) stretch-
ing at an intensity of 5/10 to 6/10 at least 2 days/wk. 
Balance exercises should be incorporated for frequent 
fallers or those with mobility problems.

Children

Children tend to be more active than adults, and accord-
ingly tend to maintain adequate levels of physical fitness. 
Healthy children should be encouraged, nonetheless, to 
engage in physical activity on a regular basis. However, 
because children are anatomically, physiologically, and 
psychologically immature, special precautions should be 
applied when designing exercise programs. Children can 
experience a higher incidence of overuse injuries, or dam-
age the epiphyseal growth plates if endurance exercise is 
excessive. The risk for injury can be significantly decreased 
by ensuring appropriate matching of competition in terms 
of size, maturation or skill level, the use of properly fitted 
protective equipment, liberal adaptation of rules toward 
safety, proper conditioning, and appropriate skill develop-
ment. Children have less efficient thermoregulation than 
that of adults, and are more prone to hyperthermia and 
hypothermia.78,121

The current rise in childhood obesity underscores the 
importance of regular exercise. In the United States 32% of 
children are overweight or obese.86,95 This increase in obe-
sity has been linked to increases in comorbidities includ-
ing glucose intolerance, type-2 diabetes, hypertension, 
and hyperlipidemia.86 Studies have demonstrated that 
monitored programs of moderate to vigorous exercise can 
result in a decrease in percent body fat and improvement 
of insulin resistance.90 Consensus guidelines for 2005 rec-
ommend that schools provide for 30 to 34 minutes of daily 
vigorous activity.113 The Endocrine Society recommends 60 
minutes of daily vigorous activity.4

Specific considerations for children include the 
following121:
 •  Children and adolescents may safely participate in 

strength-training activities after proper instruction and 
supervision. Eight to 15 repetitions of an exercise should 
be performed to the point of moderate fatigue with 
good mechanical form before the resistance is increased.

 •  Because of immature thermoregulatory systems, youth 
should exercise in thermoneutral environments and be 
properly hydrated.

 •  Children and adolescents who are overweight or physi-
cally inactive may not be able to achieve 60 min/day of 
physical activity. Therefore gradually increase the fre-
quency and time of physical activity to achieve this goal.

 •  Efforts should be made to decrease sedentary activities 
(i.e., television and video games) and increase activities 
that promote lifelong activity and fitness (i.e., walking 
and cycling).
ACSM guidelines for exercise prescription in children 

are detailed in Table 18-9.121

Hypertension

The ACSM makes the following recommendations 
re garding exercise testing and training of persons with 
hypertension78,121:
 •  Mass exercise testing is not advocated to determine 

those individuals at high risk for developing hyperten-
sion in the future as a result of an exaggerated exercise 
blood pressure response. However, if exercise test results 
are available and an individual has an exercise blood 
pressure response above the 85th percentile, this infor-
mation does provide some indication of risk stratifica-
tion for that patient and the necessity for appropriate 
lifestyle behavior counseling to ameliorate this increase.

 •  Endurance exercise training by individuals who are at 
high risk for developing hypertension can reduce the 
rise in blood pressure that occurs with time, justifying 
its use as a nonpharmacologic strategy to reduce the 
incidence of hypertension in susceptible individuals.

Table 18-9  Guidelines for Strength Training in Children121

Component Details

Frequency At least 3-4 days/wk and preferably daily

Intensity Moderate (physical activity that noticeably increases 
breathing, sweating, and HR) to vigorous (physical 
activity that substantially increases breathing, sweat-
ing, and HR) intensity

Time 30 min/day of moderate and 30 min/day of vigorous 
intensity to total 60 min/day of accumulated physical 
activity

Type A variety of activities that are enjoyable and develop-
mentally appropriate for the child or adolescent

HR, Heart rate.
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 •  Endurance exercise training elicits an average reduction 
of 10 mm Hg for both SBPs and DBPs in individuals 
with mild essential hypertension (blood pressures in 
the range of 140/90 to 180/105 mm Hg) and second-
ary hypertension resulting from renal dysfunction.

 •  The recommended mode, frequency, duration, and 
intensity of exercise are generally the same as those 
for apparently healthy individuals. Exercise training at 
somewhat lower intensities (e.g., 40% to 70% of  
Vo2max) appears to lower blood pressure as much, or 
more, than exercise at higher intensities. This can be 
especially important in specific hypertensive popula-
tions, such as the elderly.

 •  Based on the high number of exercise-related health 
benefits and low risk for morbidity and mortality, it 
seems reasonable to recommend exercise as part of the 
initial treatment strategy for individuals with mild to 
moderate essential hypertension.

 •  Individuals with marked elevations in blood pressure 
should add endurance exercise training to their treat-
ment regimen only after a physician’s evaluation and 
the initiation of pharmacologic therapy. Exercise can 
reduce their blood pressure further, allowing them 
to decrease their antihypertensive medications, and 
attenuate their risk for premature mortality.

 •  Resistance training is not recommended as the primary 
form of exercise training for hypertensive individuals. 
With the exception of circuit weight training, resistance 
training has not consistently been shown to lower 
blood pressure. Resistance training is recommended as 
a component of a well-rounded fitness program, but it 
should not be the only form of exercise in the program.

 •  If resting SBP is greater than 200 mm Hg and/or DBP is 
greater than 110 mm Hg, do not exercise. When exercis-
ing, it appears prudent to maintain a SBP of 220 mm 
Hg or less, and/or a DBP of 105 mm Hg or less.
Specific guidelines for exercise in patients with hyper-

tension are as listed in Table 18-10.78,121

Peripheral Vascular Disease

Patients with peripheral vascular disease experience isch-
emic pain (claudication) during physical activity as a result 
of a mismatch between active muscle oxygen supply and 
demand. The symptoms can be described as burning, sear-
ing, aching, tightness, or cramping. Pain is most often 
experienced in the calf, but can begin in the buttock region 

Table 18-10  Guidelines for Exercise Prescription 
in Patients With Hypertension121

Component Details

Frequency Aerobic exercise on most (preferably all days of the 
week; resistance exercise 2-3 days/wk)

Intensity Moderate-intensity aerobic exercise (i.e., 40% to <60% 
Vo2R) supplemented by resistance training at 

 60%-80% 1-RM

Time 30-60 min/day of continuous or intermittent aerobic 
exercise; if intermittent, use a minimum of 10-minute 
bouts.

Type Emphasis should be placed on aerobic activities.

RM, Repetition maximum; �Vo2R, oxygen uptake reserve.
and radiate down the leg. The symptoms typically disap-
pear on cessation of exercise, although some patients can 
have claudication at rest in severe cases.

Severe peripheral vascular disease is treated initially 
with exercise and medications that decrease blood viscos-
ity. Treatment with angioplasty or bypass grafting might 
also be indicated. Weight-bearing exercise is preferred to 
facilitate greater functional changes, but might not be well 
tolerated initially. Prescription of non–weight-bearing 
exercise (which can permit a greater intensity or longer 
duration) is a suitable alternative.78,121 Specific guidelines 
for exercise in patients with peripheral vascular disease are 
listed in Table 18-11.78,121

Diabetes

The response to exercise in the patient with type 1 diabe-
tes mellitus depends on a variety of factors, including the 
adequacy of control by exogenous insulin. If the patient is 
under appropriate control or only slightly hyperglycemic 
without ketosis, exercise can decrease blood glucose con-
centration and lower the insulin dosage required. Patients 
with type 1 diabetes mellitus must be under adequate con-
trol before beginning an exercise program. Serum glucose 
concentrations in the general range of 200 to 400 mg% 
(mg/dL) require medical supervision during exercise, and 
exercise is contraindicated for those with fasting serum 
values greater than 400 mg%. Exercised-induced hypogly-
cemia is the most common problem experienced by exer-
cising patients with diabetes.

Hypoglycemia can occur not only during the exercise 
but for up to 4 to 6 hours after an exercise bout.78,121 The 
risk for hypoglycemic events can be minimized by taking 
the following precautions:
 •  Monitor blood glucose frequently when initiating an 

exercise program.
 •  Decrease insulin dose (by 1 to 2 units as prescribed by 

the physician) or increase carbohydrate intake (10 to 
15 g carbohydrate per 30 minutes of exercise) before an 
exercise bout.

Table 18-11  Guidelines for Exercise Prescription 
in Patients With Peripheral Vascular Disease121

Component Details

Frequency Weight-bearing aerobic exercise 3-5 days/wk; resis-
tance exercise at least 2 days/wk

Intensity
Moderate intensity (i.e., 40% to <60% Vo2R) that 

allows patients to walk until they reaches a pain 
score of 3 (i.e., intense pain) on the 4-point pain 
scale.122 Between bouts of activity, individuals should 
be given time to allow ischemic pain to subside 
before resuming exercise.55,122

Time 30-60 min/day, but initially some patients may need to 
start with 10-minute bouts

Type Weight-bearing aerobic exercise, such as walking, and 
non–weight-bearing activity, such as arm ergometry. 
Cycling may be used as a warmup, but should not 
be the primary type of activity. Resistance training 
is recommended to enhance and maintain muscular 
strength and endurance.

�V o2R, Oxygen uptake reserve.
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 •  Inject insulin in an area such as the abdomen that is 
relatively inactive during exercise.

 •  Avoid exercise during periods of peak insulin activity.
 •  Eat carbohydrate snacks before and during prolonged 

exercise bouts.
 •  Be knowledgeable of the signs and symptoms of hypo-

glycemia and hyperglycemia.
 •  Exercise with a partner.

Other precautions that should be taken include the 
following78,121:
 •  Use proper footwear and practice good foot hygiene.
 •  Be aware that β-blockers and other medications can 

interfere with the patient’s ability to discern hypoglyce-
mic symptoms and/or angina.

 •  Be aware that exercise in excessive heat can cause prob-
lems in diabetic patients with peripheral neuropathy.

 •  Patients with advanced retinopathy should not per-
form activities that cause excessive jarring or marked 
increases in blood pressure.

 •  Patients should have physician approval to resume 
exercise training after laser treatment.
Specific guidelines for exercise in patients with diabetes 

are listed in Table 18-12.78,121

Conclusion

The benefits of exercise for health and human performance 
are well known. Applying appropriate exercise prescrip-
tions based on the physiologic response to exercises and 

Table 18-12  Guidelines for Exercise Prescription 
in Patients With Diabetes121

Component Details

Frequency 3-7 days/wk

Intensity 50%-80% Vo2R or HRR corre-
sponding to an RPE of 12-16 on 
a scale from 6 to 2024

Time 20-60 min/day continuous or 
accumulated in bouts of at least 
10 minutes to total 150 min/wk 
of moderate physical activity, with 
additional benefits of increas-
ing to 300 minutes or more 
of  moderate-intensity physical 
activity

Type Emphasize activities that use large 
muscle groups.

Resistance training should be 
encouraged for people with 
diabetes mellitus in the absence 
of contraindications, retinopathy, 
and recent laser treatments.

Frequency 2-3 days/wk with at least 48 hours 
separating the exercise sessions

Intensity 2-3 sets of 8-12 repetitions at 
 60%-80% 1-RM

Time 8-10 multijoint exercises of all 
major muscle groups in the same 
session (whole body) or sessions 
split into selected muscle groups

HRR, Heart rate reserve; RM, repetition maximum; RPE, rating of perceived exertion; 
�V o2R, oxygen uptake reserve.
the principle of specificity of training will ensure an appro-
priate training response and minimize the risk for injury. 
Special populations, including the young, the elderly, and 
those with disease states, might require specific modifica-
tions in exercise programs to maximize safety.
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CHAPTER 19

MANIPULATION, TRACTION, 
AND MASSAGE
Jeffrey S. Brault, Robert E. Kappler, and Brian E. Grogg
The “laying on of hands” has been a diagnostic and ther-
apeutic modality used since antiquity, and has created a 
special bond between practitioner and patient. Over the 
millennia a multitude of “hands-on” techniques have 
been used to treat human suffering. Although they have 
waxed and waned in popularity, these modalities and tech-
niques have been gaining acceptance in recent years. These 
methods have been used as an “aggressive” nonsurgical 
approach to the treatment of musculoskeletal disorders, 
particularly neck and low back pain. Neck and low back 
pain have reached epidemic proportions in many indus-
trialized nations. It has been estimated that approximately 
80% of all adults will experience low back pain in their 
lives, and approximately 50% of individuals will experi-
ence neck pain in their lives.58 This escalation of axial pain 
has created great financial ramifications for society. In 
recent years, there has been an attempt to reduce morbid-
ity and improve the cost-effectiveness of therapy options.

Many physiatrists use these modalities or lead a multi-
disciplinary team that does. Understanding the basic prin-
ciples behind manipulation, traction, and massage, their 
application, and their potential for complications is highly 
important in physiatric practice.

Manipulation

Definition and Goals

The International Federation of Manual Medicine3 defines 
manipulation as “the use of the hands in the patient man-
agement process using instructions and maneuvers to 
maintain maximal, painless movement of the musculo-
skeletal system in postural balance.” The goal of manip-
ulation or manual medicine is to help maintain optimal 
body mechanics and to improve motion in restricted areas. 
Enhancing maximal, pain-free movement in a balanced 
posture and optimizing function are major goals.43,69,128 
These goals are accomplished by treatments that attempt 
to restore the mechanical function of a joint and normalize 
altered reflex patterns,107,128 as evidenced by optimal range 
of motion, body symmetry, and tissue texture. The indi-
cations for successful use of manual medicine techniques 
are determined by structural evaluation before and after 
treatment.69,103

Manual medicine can involve manipulation of spinal 
and peripheral joints as well as myofascial tissues (muscles 
and fascia). The most fundamental use of manual medi-
cine is to relieve motion restriction and improve motion 
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asymmetry. Improved motion and flexibility are helpful 
in restoring optimal muscle function and ease of motion. 
A decrease in pain is often associated with restoration of 
normal motion. Sometimes therapy is directed at reduc-
tion of afferent (nociceptive) input to the spinal cord. 
Endorphin release increases pain threshold and reduces 
pain severity.68,87,107

The ultimate goal of manipulation is to improve the 
function and well-being of the patient. Examples of this 
include reduction of pain, improved ambulatory ability, 
and improved efficiency of biomechanical motion. The 
most basic enabling objective is to improve motion. There 
are physiologic objectives, such as decreasing nocicep-
tive input, decreasing gamma gain, enhancing lymphatic 
return, and improving circulation to the tissues.

Manual medicine continues to be widely practiced and 
is in high demand by patients.44 It is estimated that 12 to 
17.6 million Americans130,135 receive manipulations each 
year, with a high degree of patient satisfaction.26

Overview of Various Types of Manual 
Medicine

Manual medicine techniques can be classified in different 
ways. Techniques may be classified as soft tissue technique, 
articulatory technique, or specific joint mobilization.103 
The objective to be accomplished can be used as a type of 
technique, such as movement of fluids. The terms direct and 
indirect are used to classify technique, with several types 
of technique in each category. Direct technique means 
that the practitioner moves the body part(s) in the direc-
tion of the restrictive barrier. Indirect technique means the 
practitioner moves the body part away from the restrictive 
barrier.

Direct techniques include the following:
 •  Thrust (impulse, high velocity, low amplitude): The final 

activating force is operator force.
 •  Articulation: Low velocity, high amplitude
 •  Muscle energy (direct isometric types): The final activating 

force is a patient contraction.
 •  Direct myofascial release: Load (stretch) tissues, hold, 

and wait for release.
Indirect techniques include the following:

 •  Strain-counterstrain
 •  Indirect balancing
 •  Multiple names (functional, balanced ligamentous 

tension)
 •  Indirect myofascial release
 •  Craniosacral
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Normal joint

Injury

Restrictive barrier

Somatic dysfunction
Position  – right
Freer motion  – right
Restriction  – left

Restriction

Contracted

Thrust technique
Engage barrier; thrust

Patient force Physician holding force

Muscle energy
Engage barrier, hold.
Patient contracts against holding force
(short muscle contracting).
Relax; repeat process.

* Take to the ‘feather’ edge of the barrier

Equal tension both sides

Indirect balancing
Postion in direction of freer motion,
balance tension on all sides,
hold – release via inherent forces.

*Don't take it too far; otherwise, the dysfunction
is exaggerated!

Force

Force

Stretched

Freer

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)
Historical Perspective and Practitioners

Manual medicine has regained popularity over the past 30 
to 40 years, but its practice dates back to the time of Hip-
pocrates (460 to 377 bc) and Galen (131 to 202 bc).73,76 
Many other physicians (e.g., Sydenham, Hahnemann, 
Boerhaave, and Shultes) deviated from the traditional dis-
ease-oriented form of medicine during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries,76 but manual medicine fell out of 
favor until the nineteenth century. The pioneers of manual 
medicine at that time included the “bonesetters” of Eng-
land—Richard Hutton, Wharton Hood, and Sir Herbert 
Baker23,76—followed by Andrew Taylor Still, the founder of 
osteopathic medicine in 1874,69 and Daniel David Palmer, 
the founder of chiropractic medicine in 1895.69,76

Still’s philosophy stressed wellness and wholeness of the 
body.110 Osteopathic principles describe the body as a unit 
that possesses self-healing mechanisms, and that structure 
and function are interrelated. All of these principles are 
incorporated into practice.164 Manual medicine was and is 
an integral part of this treatment.

“Traditional” medical professionals have also shown 
interest in manual medicine. Mennell119 and his son John 
M. Mennell,119 as well as Edgar and James Cyriax,37 have 
espoused the use of joint manipulation within the Brit-
ish medical community. Beginning in the 1940s, James 
Cyriax,37 a British orthopedic surgeon, published several 
works related to manipulation, incorporating massage, 
traction, and injections. Travell’s use of manual techniques 
for examination purposes has been widely accepted.158 
Today, the Fédération Internationale de Médecine Manu-
elle represents manual medicine practitioners throughout 
the world.

FIGURE 19-1 A model of somatic dysfunction. The first three panels depict 
production of somatic dysfunction from a mechanical cause. The last three panels 
depict treatment positions using thrust technique, isometric muscle energy 
technique, and indirect balancing. A, A normal joint is positioned in the center, 
with free motion available in either direction. The shaded area at either end 
depicts the end of permitted motion. The outside line is termed the anatomic 
barrier. If joint motion goes beyond this point, structural damage will occur. 
The Glossary of Osteopathic Terminology describes the anatomic barrier as the 
end point of passive motion, and the physiologic barrier as the end point of 
active motion. B, This panel, injury, shows a force moving the center of the 
joint to the right. C, The third panel, somatic dysfunction, shows the effect of 
the injury. The neutral point is now positioned to the right. The muscle on the 
right is contracted and shortened; the muscle on the left is stretched (strained). 
Motion to the right is freer; motion to the left exhibits bind or restriction. This 
is asymmetric motion, which is typical of spinal somatic dysfunction. There is 
restriction of motion to the left, so that the range of motion is impaired. The 
end point of this restriction of motion to the left is termed the restrictive bar-
rier. Think of the barrier as a series of restrainers that are preventing motion 
to the left, as contrasted to a brick wall preventing motion. The short, tight 
muscle on the right prevents full motion to the left. The last three panels show 
treatment position. D, Thrust technique (impulse, high velocity, low amplitude) 
is a direct technique. The barrier is engaged by moving the joint to the left. The 
final corrective force is a practitioner force. E, Direct isometric muscle energy 
technique looks very similar on the panel. The barrier is engaged by moving the 
joint to the left. The physician holds and asks the patient to contract against 
the holding force. The shortened, contracted muscle is the one that is contract-
ing. F, Indirect balancing involves moving the joint to the right, away from the 
restrictive barrier. The tension should be balanced on both sides. Final correc-
tive force is a release by inherent forces.
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Barrier Concept

The barrier concept recognizes limitation of motion of 
a normal joint in which asymmetric motion is present. 
Motion is relatively free in one direction, with loss of 
some motion in the other direction. Motion loss occurs 
within the normal range of motion for that joint (Figure 
19-1).

The barrier concept implies that something is preventing a 
full range of motion of a joint. The term pathologic barrier was 
initially used to describe that point where normal motion 
is limited. The current term used is restrictive barrier, which 
means there is no organic pathology that might be seen under 
the microscope; these are functional restrictions. The motion 
restriction associated with somatic dysfunction occurs within 
the normal range of motion of the joint. The new neutral 
position has shifted in the direction of less restricted motion. 
This gives rise to positional asymmetry. The lay terms “out” 
or “out of place” are often used to describe this positional 
asymmetry. Manipulation is designed to restore normal 
motion. Manipulation does not put the joint back in place. 
If a joint is dislocated, this is not somatic dysfunction. Dislo-
cation involves movement beyond the anatomic barrier and 
involves associated tissue damage.

Normal and Abnormal Coupled 
Spinal Motion

Motion of the spine follows principles of spinal motion 
often attributed to Harrison H. Fryette.57 Flexion (for-
ward bending) and extension (backward bending) are 
sagittal plane motions and are not coupled. However, 
rotation and side bending are coupled. The amount of 
pure rotation or pure side bending of spinal joints is lim-
ited. Rotation and side bending occur together in normal 
spinal joints. Fryette stated that when there is an absence 
of marked flexion or extension (termed neutral) and side 
bending is introduced, a group of vertebrae rotate into 
the produced convexity, with maximum rotation at the 
apex. Rotation and side bending occur to opposite sides 
when compared with the original starting position. This 
is sometimes referred to as neutral mechanics or type 
1 dysfunction. Nonneutral or type 2 mechanics involve 
a component of flexion or extension with rotation and 
side bending to the same side. This is usually single-
segment motion, although several segments may be 
involved. The cervical spine (C2–C7) exhibits rotation 
and side bending to the same side whether flexed, neu-
tral, or extended.

Some atypical joints (occiput, atlas, and sacrum) do not 
have an intervertebral disk. Their motion patterns are dic-
tated by anatomy. The major motions of the occiput are 
flexion and extension. Rotation and side bending occur to 
opposite sides because of the anatomic construction of the 
joint. The major motion of the atlas is rotation. The atlas 
rotates around the dens (odontoid process). Half the rota-
tion of the cervical spine occurs at the atlas. Flexion and 
extension occur but are not involved in motion restriction 
of the atlas. The atlas does not side bend as it rotates. Actu-
ally, both sides of the atlas translate inferiorly during rota-
tion, but side bending does not occur. Trauma can produce 
atypical motion patterns.
Nomenclature

Somatic Dysfunction

Manual medicine or manipulation involves treating motion 
restrictions. Nomenclature to describe this motion restric-
tion has changed. The term manipulatable lesion is a generic 
term to describe musculoskeletal dysfunction that might 
respond to manipulation. Previous terms included osteo-
pathic lesion, subluxation, joint blockage, loss of joint play, and 
joint dysfunction.106,107,128

Somatic dysfunction is a diagnostic term listed in the 
International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision 
classification of diagnoses. It is defined as impaired or 
altered function of related components of the somatic 
(body framework) system: skeletal, arthrodial, and myo-
fascial structures, and related vascular, lymphatic, and 
neural elements.69 Somatic dysfunction represents a 
critical concept in manipulative medicine. Somatic dys-
function is diagnosed by palpation. Dysfunctions that 
are palpated include changes in tissue texture, increased 
sensitivity to touch (hyperalgesia), altered ease or range 
of motion, and anatomic asymmetry or positional 
change.166

The Glossary of Osteopathic Terminology164 describes three 
ways of naming somatic dysfunction:

Type 1: Where is it or what position is it in (e.g., right 
rotated)?

Type 2: What will it do or what is the direction of freer 
motion (e.g., right strain)?

Type 3: What won’t it do or what is the direction of 
restriction (e.g., restriction of left rotation)?

A dysfunction should be named in three planes of 
motion, with the upper segment described in relation to 
the lower. For type 2 dysfunctions, an example of proper 
nomenclature would be T3 in relation to T4, flexed, 
rotated, and side bent right. Abbreviations are often used. 
An example of naming a type 1 group curve would be  
“L1–L5 neutral, rotated right, side bent left.” This would be 
a lateral curve convex right.

The Educational Council on Osteopathic Principles 
has described the point for naming vertebral motion as 
the most anterior superior part of the vertebral body. For 
flexion, this point moves forward; for extension, it moves 
backward. For side bending right, the point moves to the 
right. Naming rotation is the most common problem. 
Right rotation involves this point moving right. With left 
rotation, this point moves left. With right rotation, the 
right transverse process moves posteriorly. Some practi-
tioners describe rotation using movement of the spinous 
process. An easy way to remember rotation is to consider 
riding a bicycle. The handlebars represent the transverse 
processes. How do you turn the handlebars to turn right? 
Turning right is an example of right rotation.

Segmental dysfunctions are named for the anterior 
superior portion of the upper vertebrae in relation to the 
lower (e.g., T3 in relation to T4). Nomenclature can be 
expanded to include the three planes of motion (e.g., “T3 
flexed, rotated, and side bent right”). Group curves as in 
scoliosis are traditionally named for the convex side. For 
example, a right thoracic curve is a “thoracic curve convex 
right.” It can also be termed dextroscoliosis.
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Physiologic Rationale for Manual Therapies

Gamma System

Two types of motor neurons exit the spinal cord through 
the ventral rami to innervate skeletal muscle. Alpha motor 
neurons innervate large skeletal muscle fibers. A motor 
unit consists of a single alpha motor neuron and the skel-
etal muscle fibers it innervates. Gamma motor neurons 
innervate intrafusal fibers in the muscle spindle. These 
intrafusal fibers have annulospiral and flower spray end-
ings that report information about muscle length or rate 
of change of muscle length. Increased gamma activity of 
the muscle spindles results in increased alpha motor neu-
ron activity to extrafusal fibers of skeletal muscle. From a 
clinical perspective, if a muscle is too tight, the practitio-
ner attempts to bring about muscle relaxation. Decreas-
ing gamma gain activity is one mechanism that results in 
muscle relaxation.42

Golgi Tendon Reflex

Golgi tendon organs are encapsulated sensory mechanore-
ceptors located in tendons between the muscle and tendon 
insertions. These receptors report on tension, and at the 
spinal cord level they synapse with inhibitory interneu-
rons. Increased tension in a skeletal muscle inhibits alpha 
motor neurons to that muscle, which causes decreased fir-
ing of motor units.

If the muscle spindle is stretched, increased activity 
of the gamma system stimulates muscle activity. This is 
just the opposite activity of the Golgi tendon reflex. The 
gamma system functions to prevent tearing or overstretch-
ing of the belly of a muscle. The Golgi apparatus serves to 
protect the tendon. If a muscle is shortened sufficiently, the 
stretch receptors cease firing and the alpha motor neurons 
are turned off.

Muscle Stretch Reflexes

Muscle stretch reflexes, such as the patellar tendon reflex, 
are considered to be monosynaptic. With the knee flexed 
to 90 degrees, the quadriceps muscle is placed in a mild 
stretch. A sudden strike of a hammer against the tendon 
results in a dynamic stretch. This stimulates the alpha 
motor neurons to contract the quadriceps muscle, extend-
ing the knee.

Spinal Facilitation

Spinal cord facilitation is maintenance of a pool of neu-
rons in a state of subthreshold excitation. In this state, less 
afferent stimulation is required to produce a response. 
Consider a model of a sound system with a microphone, 
amplifier, and speaker. Facilitation acts as if the gain con-
trol on the amplifier is turned up. Given a normal input to 
the microphone, the speaker is too loud. In patients with 
somatic dysfunction, the muscles are hypertonic and short-
ened. Spinal facilitation results in hyperactivity of both 
the general somatic system and the sympathetic nervous 
systems.

Early research studies on facilitation demonstrate how 
behavior of the spinal cord is altered. Korr106 applied 
pressure to spinous processes and measured how much 
pressure was necessary to produce an electromyographic 
response in the muscle. A facilitated segment requires less 
pressure to produce a response. The sympathetic nervous 
system innervates sweat glands (although this is a cholin-
ergic response). Spinal cord facilitation results in increased 
sweating at the segmental level. Other factors affect spinal 
cord behavior. Patterson132 demonstrated that the spinal 
cord has “memory” that results in conditioned reflexes.  
If a stimulus is maintained for a certain period, then 
removal of the stimulus does not eliminate the response. 
At one time it was considered that the amount of affer-
ent input produced facilitation. However, when the mix 
of afferent input is altered, it is as if the cord listens more 
carefully to the signals (sensitization) coming in. Affer-
ent input from dysfunctional visceral structures produces 
 viscerosomatic reflexes and facilitation.

What maintains facilitation? At one time it was thought 
that the muscle spindle with increased gamma tone was the 
basic factor in maintaining facilitation. Subsequent studies 
have shown that nociception maintains facilitation.160 Ani-
mal studies have been conducted in which afferent fibers  
from the spindle to the cord were cut, and facilitation con-
tinued. Blocking nociceptive input tends to cause facilita-
tion to disappear.

The previous discussion of neurophysiology only scratches 
the surface. The spinal cord is connected to the brain. There 
is a vertical component to nerve conduction to and from 
the brain, as well as a horizontal component between dorsal 
and ventral roots. There is a neuroendocrine immune system 
at work. Neuropeptides can sensitize primary afferent fibers, 
as well as fibers within the central nervous system. The prac-
titioner needs to understand the physiologic mechanisms 
behind muscle tightness, motion restriction, nociception, 
and inflammation that create dysfunction. Manipulation is 
one of the treatments used to decrease dysfunction and help 
the patient. Much of the data necessary to use manipula-
tion effectively come from palpatory assessment rather than 
high-tech testing. Simple soft tissue techniques are designed 
to relax tight muscles and fascia. Forces applied too fast or 
too heavy will cause the muscle to fight back. The response 
to the application of force is continuously monitored to 
make sure the muscle relaxes. The focus of the practitioner 
during treatment is to assess how the patient is responding 
to the treatment rather than whether the gamma gain has 
been reduced. Figure 19-1 illustrates how a shortened and 
contracted muscle can restrict motion.

Indications and Goals of Treatment

Somatic dysfunction is the indication for manual medi-
cine and is diagnosed by palpatory examination. If manual 
medicine is being considered as a treatment option, there 
is an overriding question: is there a significant musculosk-
eletal component to the patient’s problem(s)?

Somatic dysfunction can coexist with “orthopedic dis-
ease” (e.g., osteoarthritis or disk disease).63 Manual medi-
cine treatment helps the somatic dysfunction and helps 
the patient, but the underlying orthopedic disease process 
will remain. Other confounding factors are causes for the 
somatic dysfunction. The patient might have an anatomic 
short leg, which will continue to maintain sacroiliac and 
low back dysfunction. Certain activities might be too 
stressful for the musculoskeletal system. In a controlled 
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study of low back pain, it is impossible to control for these 
confounding factors.

Examination and Diagnosis

An examination is a process of data gathering. Subjective 
data can be obtained by taking a history. Patient complaints 
are elicited. Sometimes complaints or concerns are held 
back by the patient. The practitioner should be aware of 
these possibilities and attempt to elicit an accurate history. 
Pain, discomfort, or functional loss is a frequent complaint.

Physical examination includes acquiring a sufficient 
physical examination database to enable appropriate diag-
nosis and treatment. Patients in the emergency department 
routinely undergo examination of the head, eyes, ears, nose, 
and throat (HEENT), heart, lungs, and abdomen. The mus-
culoskeletal examination goes beyond looking for problems 
in a system. The practitioner should look for clues about the 
health status and function of the patient. Is there a somatic 
component(s) to the patient’s problem(s)? The musculosk-
eletal screening examination looks at gait, posture, and sym-
metry or asymmetry. This is ordinarily done with the patient 
standing. A standardized 12 step biomechanical screening 
examination may be done,69 or the screening examination 
may be nonstandard, using a systematic approach to evalu-
ate all body regions. This examination can be integrated 
into a comprehensive physical examination.

Experienced physicians often raise questions, and the 
examination is tailored to finding answers to the questions. 
Students ordinarily follow a standardized process when 
doing an examination. For efficiency the patient should be 
examined in multiple positions: standing, seated, supine, 
and prone. To conserve time and enhance efficiency, all tests 
should be completed with the patient in one position before 
moving the patient to the next position. The mnemonic for a 
musculoskeletal examination is TART: T, tenderness or sensi-
tivity; A, asymmetry (look); R, restriction of motion (move); 
T, tissue texture abnormality (feel). The diagnosis of somatic 
dysfunction is based on a palpatory examination using TART.

Palpation for Tissue Texture Abnormality

Tissue texture abnormality is palpable evidence of physi-
ologic dysfunction. The approach to palpation is to compare 
right versus left and above versus below. When evaluating a 
single area without comparing with adjacent areas, it is dif-
ficult to come to a meaningful conclusion. Palpation is done 
in layers, projecting your sense of touch to the depth required.

Acute tissue texture change can be described and 
remembered by thinking of acute inflammation and the 
four cardinal signs: red, puffy, painful or tender, and warm. 
With acute tissue texture changes, sweating is increased 
and the skin is usually moist (increased sympathetic tone). 
Chronic tissue texture abnormality is associated with thin, 
dry, atrophic skin that is cool. The palpatory quality is firm 
or fibrotic. Motion testing reveals motion loss.

Paraspinal viscerosomatic reflexes have palpatory quali-
ties that are characteristic and allow the experienced clinician 
to conclude that these changes are due to visceral distur-
bances. The maximum intensity of the findings is reported 
to be at the costotransverse and rib angle areas. The greatest 
number of findings is in the skin and subcutaneous tissue. 
Kimberly103 described these findings as “minimal motion 
loss lesions.” Chronic viscerosomatic findings take on the 
characteristics of any chronic somatic dysfunction. Clini-
cally, findings present as an acute exacerbation of a chronic 
problem, with the superficial puffiness of acute change and 
the motion restriction of chronic somatic dysfunction. In 
the interscapular area, failure to move the scapula laterally 
to allow adequate palpation of the rib angles will result in 
failure to detect musculoskeletal findings.

Palpating for tissue texture abnormalities can be an accu-
rate and efficient method of identifying problem areas in the 
musculoskeletal system that require further examination.

Motion Testing

There are multiple methods for motion testing. Because 
manipulative treatment has as its immediate objective the 
improvement of motion, motion testing skills and treat-
ment skills become intertwined. Norman J. Larson, DO, 
stated, “Your ability to treat is directly proportional to your 
ability to palpate” (N.J. Larson, personal communication).

Types of motion testing include the following:
 •  Inspection of active motion
 •  Palpation of active motion with palpating fingers over 

the facet area
 •  Rib motion, which is often tested by palpating motion 

as the patient inhales and exhales
 •  Active hand–passive hand, which is motion testing in 

which one hand does the moving and the other hand 
assesses motion (e.g., moving the head and neck while 
palpating in the upper thoracic spine)

 •  Direct passive motion testing in which the physician’s 
hands provide the force and also monitor response to 
this force. Terms to describe the “feel” might be ease 
and bind or freedom and resistance (Figure 19-2).

FIGURE 19-2 Motion testing or articulatory treatment of the thoracic spine. 
The patient is seated, and the practitioner stands behind the patient. The prac-
titioner’s left arm is draped over the patient’s shoulder girdles. This enables 
the practitioner to introduce forces from above: rotation, side bending, lateral 
translation, and flexion-extension. The practitioner’s other hand contacts the 
right side of the thoracic spine. This position is useful for motion evaluation 
with the patient seated. Articulatory treatment involving left rotation can be 
done with a combination of force with both the practitioner’s arms or hands.
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The muscle energy type of motion testing looks for the 
most posterior transverse process. Place the palpating fin-
gers on the transverse process area of both sides of the seg-
ment to be tested. Instruct the patient to flex and extend. 
For example, assume T3 is extended, rotated, and side bent 
right. When T3 is flexed (this is the barrier), the muscle on 
the right side “balls up” under the palpating finger, and 
the right transverse process becomes more posterior. When 
T3 is extended, the findings on either side are decreased. 
The concept demonstrated is that positional asymmetry is 
increased when the barrier is engaged.

Using the same example of T3 extended, rotated, and 
side bent right, flex T3 by flexing the head and neck. 
Attempt to rotate right and left. Left rotation will be very 
restricted. Extend T3 and again rotate. Left rotation will be 
much freer. This confirms that the barrier is flexion, and the 
dysfunction is extended.

Functional Technique Assessment

The tissues on either side of the dysfunction are palpated 
for tension with the joint close to the midline and not close 
to the barriers. Tension is evaluated in the three cardinal 
planes, three translations, and respiration.19,93 The position 
for indirect treatment involves equal tension on both sides.

Assessment of Fascia

Fascia has unique features that include the formation of 
sheets with multidirectional fibers giving it tensile strength, 
and sheets with nonlinear motion that allow for shorten-
ing and elongating, thus accounting for its flexibility and 
pliability. In contrast, there is little or no motion in scar 
tissue. Fascia is three-dimensional and can form sleeves to 
compartmentalize, act as cables, or form diaphragms. All 
these properties must be considered when assessing fascia.

Assessment of fascia starts with placement of the hands 
to perceive the combined vector force in the tissue.45 Hand 
placement varies depending on the area to be assessed and 
treated. Assessment of an extremity would start with hand 
placement proximal and distal to the area. An example of 
this would be the assessment of the forearm. One hand 
grasps the patient’s hand and the other hand grasps the 
proximal forearm near the elbow.

In the assessment of a three-dimensional region such as 
the chest cage, the hands will start with one anterior and the 
other posterior on the thorax. The hands should be placed 
in such a manner that they are 180 degrees to one another. 
Assessment of a large area, such as the thoracolumbar fas-
cia, might begin with the hands placed in the same direc-
tion, on either side of the spine, adjacent to each other.

Once the hands are placed, the fascia must be “entered” 
by adding tension to the area to engage the viscoelastic 
property of fascia. The viscoelastic property allows fas-
cia to deform. With tension in place, the practitioner can 
now “read” the tissue and simultaneously assess and treat. 
The practitioner can move the fascia to a tightened posi-
tion by combining multiple motion vectors (clockwise-
counterclockwise rotation, anterior-posterior motion, 
cephalad-caudad motion, pronation-supination) as in a 
direct release, or follow the combined vector to a point of 
balance as in an indirect release. Examination of the fascia 
and myofascial structures may include looking for special 
“points” or “triggers.” These include counterstrain tender 
points, the myofascial triggers of Simon and Travell, and 
acupuncture points.

Types of Technique

Overview of Various Types of Manual Medicine

As mentioned earlier, manual medicine techniques can be 
classified in different ways, including soft tissue technique, 
articulatory technique, or specific joint mobilization. These 
are applied directly or indirectly. Combined technique starts 
with indirect technique, and once the release has occurred, the 
practitioner may switch to direct technique. Detailed descrip-
tions of the most commonly used techniques are listed below.

Direct Techniques

Soft Tissue Technique. The purpose of soft tissue tech-
nique is to relax muscles and fascia. There are an infinite 
number of modifications of soft tissue technique. Usually 
they involve lateral force to stretch the muscle, direct lon-
gitudinal stretching, or careful kneading. Sensitive hands 
and experience are necessary to assess the response of the 
tissues to the treatment. Apply forces slowly and release 
slowly. Do not allow tissues to snap back quickly or spasm 
might occur. Do not allow your fingers to slide over the 
skin. Avoid excess force per unit area; instead, spread the 
forces out. Avoid direct pressure over bony prominences. 
Soft tissue technique can be the primary approach. It can 
be used to prepare an area for specific mobilization. It can 
be used to facilitate movement of fluids. It can reduce or 
modify pain. This is similar to massage, but there is a dif-
ferent end point of the treatment. The focus here is on 
moving tissue rather than relaxing muscles.

Articulatory Treatment. This procedure moves a joint 
back and forth repeatedly to increase freedom of range of 
motion. Articulatory treatment may be classified as a low-
velocity, high-amplitude approach. Sometimes articula-
tory treatment is a form of soft tissue treatment in which 
the only way to access deep muscles is to move origin and 
insertion (see Figure 19-2). Articulatory treatment is very 
useful for stiff joints and for older patients. It might be the 
only form of treatment applicable for some patients. There 
are many modifications to articulatory technique.

Mobilization With Impulse (Thrust; High Velocity, Low 
Amplitude). Thrust technique is often considered synony-
mous with manipulation. In Europe, thrust techniques are 
reserved for the physician, whereas other techniques are 
termed mobilization. Given an expansion of the various forms 
of techniques other than thrust, these techniques are some-
times termed soft manipulation. Thrust techniques are appli-
cable for restriction of motion in joints. Thrust technique 
is often the quickest form of addressing restriction of joint 
motion. An audible pop can occur with application of the 
technique. The noise has no effect on treatment outcome. To 
assess the effectiveness of treatment, reevaluation is required.

A diagnosis of motion restriction is essential before 
application of thrust technique, and this diagnosis should 
incorporate the three planes of motion: flexion-extension, 
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rotation, and side bending. The first principle of thrust 
technique is to engage the barrier. With an accurate diag-
nosis, engaging the barrier is specific. The barrier must 
feel solid, not rubbery. A thrust should not be applied if 
the barrier does not feel solid. Instead of addressing the 
restriction of motion of the joint, the force is dissipated 
by muscles and fascia. The thrust must be low amplitude, 
meaning a very short distance. The thrust should be high 
velocity (Figures 19-3 through 19-5). There is no place for 
high-velocity, high-amplitude technique.

The tissues should be prepared for thrusting technique. 
Soft tissue treatment is often a precursor to thrust tech-
nique. If the tissues are not properly prepared, it is more 
difficult to engage the barrier and more force is used. The 
dissipation of excess force can cause iatrogenic problems. 
The patient must be relaxed. There is no substitute for 
skilled hands that allow the patient to relax. Often the 
thrust is given during exhalation, because the tissues are 
more relaxed at this time. The final activating force is oper-
ator force.

Muscle Energy: Direct Isometric Types. Muscle energy 
technique65,123 was introduced by Fred Mitchell, Sr.121 Mus-
cle energy technique involves the patient voluntarily mov-
ing the body as specifically directed by the practitioner. This 
directed patient action is from a precisely controlled posi-
tion against a defined resistance by the practitioner. The ini-
tial classification of muscle energy techniques was based on 
whether the force was equal (isometric), greater (isotonic), 
or less (isolytic) than the patient force. Most muscle energy 
techniques used by physicians are direct isometric tech-
niques. This technique has been used extensively by thera-
pists and is often referred to as contract relax technique.

Muscle energy technique requires a specific diagnosis. 
The first step is moving the dysfunctional component into 
the restrictive barrier. Fred Mitchell, Jr,122 emphasizes that 

FIGURE 19-3 Treatment of cervical spine C2–C7. In this example, the diag-
nosis is C4 flexed, rotated, and side bent right. The right lateral mass of C4 is 
contacted with the index finger. An extension break at C4–C5 keeps force 
localized to the segment. The force is directed toward the patient’s eye. This 
force is rotation left, side bending left, following the principles of physiologic 
motion of the cervical spine. Additionally, the plane of the facets angles up 
toward the eye. The force follows the plane of the facets, rather than jamming 
the facets, which would occur if proper side bending was not considered.
the practitioner moves the dysfunctional component to 
the “feather edge” of the barrier. The practitioner holds this 
position and instructs the patient to contract against the 
holding force. The patient controls the amount of force, so 
injury is not likely. Additionally, the manner in which the 
practitioner holds the patient position suggests the amount 
of force. A heavy-handed vice grip will suggest more force 
than a lighter touch. The muscle contraction is held for 3 
to 5 seconds. Then there is a period of relaxation, some-
times termed postisometric relaxation. The practitioner then 
reengages a new barrier, and the process is repeated several 
times. If there is no further increase in the range of motion, 
it is time to stop. Three repetitions are the usual number, 
followed by reassessment.

Most direct isometric muscle energy techniques involve 
the patient actively contracting the shortened (sometimes 
referred to as the “sick”) muscle. The usual mistakes in using 
muscle energy technique are failure to properly engage the 
barrier, application of too much force, or not allowing 
enough time for postisometric relaxation. Although engag-
ing the barrier involves three planes of motion, the patient 
contraction may be in one, two, or three planes. Often the 
patient contraction will be a flexion or extension. In mus-
cle energy technique the final activating force is a patient 
muscle contraction.

Direct Myofascial Release. The goal of myofascial tech-
nique is to identify tissue restriction and to remove the 
restriction. This requires sensing arms and hands. Direct 
myofascial technique involves loading the myofascial tis-
sues (stretch), holding the tissues in position, and waiting 
for release. Release is by inherent forces. When collagen is 
stretched, the viscoelastic properties of collagen allow the 
tissues to slowly stretch. The term creep is applied to this 
phenomenon. When release occurs, there is additional 
lengthening of the tissues without an increase of force 
being applied. This phenomenon takes several seconds. 
This release might be likened to an ice cube melting. The 
release is perceived by the practitioner treating the patient. 
Reevaluation of the patient reveals a decrease of the restric-
tion being treated, with increased freedom of range of 
motion.

Indirect Techniques

Strain-Counterstrain. Counterstrain is a type of manip-
ulative treatment that uses spontaneous release by posi-
tioning, and uses tender points serving as a monitor to 
achieve the proper position. Lawrence Jones, DO,94 devel-
oped this method of treatment. Counterstrain is classified 
as an indirect technique. The objective is to relieve painful 
dysfunction through a reduction of inappropriate affer-
ent proprioception activity. Referring to Figure 19-1, the 
shortened muscle remains shortened because of inappro-
priate proprioceptive activity. Tender points are located 
in the muscle belly, tendon (usually at or near the bony 
attachment of the tendon), or dermatome of the short-
ened muscle. Treatment position further shortens the 
short muscle, as a “counterstrain” is applied to the origi-
nally strained muscle on the other side. The neurophysi-
ologic mechanism is based on the fact that shortening the 
muscle quiets the muscle and breaks into the inappropri-
ate strain reflex.
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FIGURE 19-4 Treatment of thoracic somatic dysfunction, patient supine. There are multiple variations of this technique, sometimes referred to as the “Kirksville 
krunch.” It is used for thoracic type 1 and type 2 dysfunctions, as well as ribs. The technique pictured involves T7 flexed, rotated, and side bent left. The practitioner 
stands on the left side of the supine patient. The patient’s arms are folded across the chest or, as in this demonstration, the patient’s hands are placed behind the neck 
with fingers clasped together and elbows approximated. The practitioner’s fulcrum hand is placed over T8 right (segment below, side opposite) (A). The patient’s 
torso is rolled back, and the corrective force is applied through the patient’s arms (B). Note: many practitioners place the fulcrum directly over the posterior 
transverse process or the posterior rib. If the thoracic dysfunction is extended, care must be given to maintain a flexed position at the site of the somatic dysfunc-
tion. The fulcrum tends to produce extension.
Tender points are related to specific dysfunctions. The 
practitioner must know where to look for these specific 
points.95 For example, if the patient has a dysfunction at L3 
that is flexed, rotated, and side bent left, an anterior lumbar 
tender point is located in the abdominal wall in the vicin-
ity of the anterior inferior iliac spine. The use of counter-
strain requires a structural evaluation and assessment for 

FIGURE 19-5 Treatment of lumbar somatic dysfunction, patient on side. The 
literature contains multiple approaches for side lumbar techniques. The tech-
nique being demonstrated follows principles of physiologic motion of the spine. 
The dysfunction is L2 flexed, rotated, and side bent right. The posterior trans-
verse process is placed down (right side down). The patient’s torso is perpen-
dicular to the table. The patient’s hips and knees are flexed, the upper leg flexed 
more. Extension at L2 is obtained from above. Side bending is maintained by 
stretching out the right side. Rotation from below is obtained by contacting 
the patient’s iliac crest, rotating toward the operator, and applying side bending 
by pushing cephalad. Rotation from above is obtained by pushing the shoul-
der posteriorly. Additional localization is obtained by having the patient look 
toward the ceiling. The final corrective force on the iliac crest emphasizes side 
bending toward the patient’s head; rotation is automatic.
tender points. Tender points are tissue areas that are tender 
to palpation. They are sometimes described as “pealike” 
areas of tension. The common denominator is the tissue 
change and tenderness.

Treatment involves identifying the tender point, main-
taining a palpating finger on the tender point, and placing 
the patient in a position so that tenderness in this point 
is eliminated or reduced significantly. This position is in 
a pain-free direction of ease. Also, the position places the 
patient in the original position of injury. Counterstrain 
is not a form of acupressure. The monitoring finger con-
tinues to palpate and assess the point, but pressure is not 
applied. The amount of time that the treatment position 
is held is 90 seconds, 120 seconds for ribs. It is essential 
that the patient be slowly returned from the treatment 
position to the starting point. The patient should remain 
passive during the entire process. After return, the ten-
der point is reassessed. If the physician’s palpating finger 
stays on the tender point, and tenderness is now absent,  
both  practitioner and patient know that a change was 
made (Figure 19-6).

Counterstrain is a very gentle technique with an extremely
low risk of injury. However, patients can become very 
sore after counterstrain treatment. It is appropriate to 
caution patients that they might become sore after treat-
ment. Sometimes analgesics are used to treat the soreness. 
Patients are often advised to drink plenty of water to main-
tain adequate hydration. Counterstrain can be used to treat 
tenderness that remains after other manual treatments 
have addressed motion restriction.

Indirect Balancing. There are multiple names to describe 
types of indirect technique. These names include func-
tional technique and balanced ligamentous tension. The 
common denominator in all these technique types is that 
they are indirect, in that the dysfunction is positioned in a 
direction of freer motion away from the restrictive barrier. 
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The positioning involves achieving a balance of tension on 
all sides of the dysfunction. The functional technique of 
Johnston93 involves balancing tension in the three trans-
lations (front-back, side to side, up-down) and respira-
tion. The more perfect this balance, the quicker the release. 
Release is by inherent forces.

Indirect balance techniques are difficult for some prac-
titioners and much easier for others. With counterstrain, 
a tender point helps in finding the proper treatment posi-
tion. Achieving the proper treatment position with other 
forms of indirect technique can be a challenge. Functional 
technique involves continuously palpating for tension on 
both sides. Proper position for some indirect techniques 
“feels right” to the practitioner. The exact mechanism 
involved in this perception is not documented. However, 
when release occurs, this is very apparent to the treating 
clinician because there is a decrease of overall tension sur-
rounding the dysfunction.

Some forms of indirect technique use various methods 
to facilitate a release. Facilitated positional release, devel-
oped by DiGovanna, Schiowitz, and Downing,42 is an indi-
rect technique that uses a facilitating force (compression, 
distraction, or torque) to speed the release. DiGiovanna 
was once asked about the difference between counter-
strain and facilitated positional release. She thought for  
a moment and replied, “About 85 seconds!”

Combined technique or a combined approach is often 
used with indirect technique. As release is occurring, the origi-
nal barrier is softening, and the dysfunction is moved into the 
restrictive barrier. Combined technique means that one starts 
with indirect technique and finishes with direct technique.

Indirect Myofascial Release. In this case the focus is on mus-
cles and fascia as contrasted to a specific joint. Take the tis-
sues in a direction of freer motion to a point of balance, hold, 
and wait for release. Sometimes the principle is described as 
“unload and follow.” Release is by inherent forces.

FIGURE 19-6 Hamstring release technique, counterstrain. The technique fol-
lows the principles of counterstrain without looking for a tender point. The 
patient is prone, and the monitoring fingers contact the hamstring tendons 
close to the knee. The knee is flexed until the rectus femoris muscle is loaded, 
preventing increased flexion of the knee. The hamstrings are unloaded, the 
rectus femoris is loaded. Hold and wait for release, as monitored by contact 
over the hamstring tendons.
Craniosacral. Craniosacral technique is applied to the 
bony calvarium and the sacrum. Most of the techniques 
are indirect. For example, if the patient has a right torsion 
with the right sphenoid and the left occiput high, take the 
cranial mechanism into right torsion, which is the freer 
motion. Hold, and wait for release. Some cranial tech-
niques are direct—for example, disengagement of sutural 
impaction (Figure 19-7).

Summary of the Principles of Indirect Technique

Strain-Counterstrain. Identify a counterstrain tender 
point. They are located in the muscle belly, tendon, or 
dermatome of the shortened muscle that is maintaining 
restriction. Move the body part(s) in a direction of freer 
motion (also the direction of the original injury) until ten-
derness in the tender point is absent or minimal. Hold for 
90 seconds. Return to the original position slowly. Recheck. 
(Note: the first article by Jones was titled “Spontaneous 
Release by Positioning.”)

Indirect Balancing. Move the body part(s) away from the 
restrictive barrier and in a direction of freer motion. The 
proper position is obtained when tension is equal on all 
sides of the dysfunction. Hold, and wait for release. Release 
is described as occurring as the result of intrinsic forces.

Combined Technique. Start with indirect technique and, 
as release occurs, move the part(s) slowly toward the origi-
nal barrier. The combined approach can be applied to most 
forms of indirect technique.

Evidence-Based Use of Manual Therapies 
in Practice

The effectiveness as well as the risks of manual medicine 
continue to generate controversy. Adequate randomized 
controlled studies to determine long-term benefit are not 

FIGURE 19-7 Vault hold. The vault hold is used for cranial diagnosis and 
treatment. The index finger contacts the great wing of the sphenoid, the middle 
finger is in front of the ear, the ring finger contacts the temporal bone, and the 
fifth digit contacts the occiput. If the physician’s hands are large enough, cross 
the thumbs together but keep them off the skull. Pressure with the thumbs 
impairs cranial motion.
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available. Available studies have been limited by the het-
erogeneity of patients, duration of pain, variety of man-
ual medicine techniques used, difficulty of “blinding”  
patients, and lack of widely accepted or validated outcome 
measures.* Recent reviews of manual medicine studies† 
indicate effectiveness in some subpopulations, especially 
in persons with low back pain of 2 to 4 weeks’ dura-
tion.72,116 These reports contributed to the support for their 
use in Guidelines for Acute Low Back Problems by the Agency 
for Health Care Policy and Research.10 There are no cur-
rent guidelines for treatment regimens for the cervical and 
thoracic spine. However, several studies support the use of 
manipulation in these areas.6,25,70,88 A recent study by Mills 
et al.120 supports the effectiveness of manipulation in the 
treatment of acute otitis media.

Contraindications and Side Effects

Perhaps the most serious complication of cervical manipu-
lation is stroke associated with vertebrobasilar artery dis-
section.47 Approximately 275 cases of adverse events with 
cervical spine manipulation have been reported in the litera-
ture since 1925.4,75,162 It has been suggested that there might 
be an underreporting of adverse events.74 The number of cer-
vical spine manipulations is estimated to be from a low of 
33 million to a high of 193 million annually in the United 
States and Canada.88 The estimated risk for an adverse 
outcome after cervical spine manipulation ranges from 1 
in 400,000 manipulations to 1 in 3.85 million manipula-
tions.108 The risk for a vertebrobasilar accident occurring 
spontaneously is nearly twice the risk for a vertebrobasilar 
accident resulting from cervical spine manipulation.88

In an attempt to identify patients who might be at risk 
for vertebral artery injury from cervical spine manipulation, 
some provocative tests were developed. The DeKline test 
was the most popular. This test and others like it have been 
found to be unreliable.34 Complications from cervical spine 
manipulation most often occur in patients who have had 
prior cervical spine manipulation uneventfully and without 
obvious risk factors for vertebrobasilar artery dissection.88 
The most common risk factors for vertebrobasilar artery dis-
section are migraine, hypertension, use of oral contracep-
tives, and smoking.74 Most vertebrobasilar dissections occur 
in the absence of cervical manipulation, either spontane-
ously or after trivial trauma or common daily movements 
of the neck, such as backing out of a driveway, painting the 
ceiling, playing tennis, sneezing, or engaging in yoga.75

Unfortunately, accidents do occur. What can be done to 
minimize the occurrence of accidents from cervical spine 
manipulation? H.D. Wolff, president of the German Man-
ual Medicine Society, conducted a study for the German 
government of 40 accidents.3 Manipulations were done by 
manual medicine physicians, chiropractors, and therapists. 
Two problems were common to all 40 cases. At least one 
or both problems existed in every case. First, a diagnosis 
of blockage (motion restriction) was not made. Second, 
the barrier was not engaged before thrusting. Instead, a 
high-amplitude, high-velocity, high-force thrust was used 
(whipping the neck around). This study establishes two 

*References 15, 55, 70, 82, 118, 153, 159, 170, 171.
†References 1, 2, 4, 8, 14, 88, 105, 113, 145.
rules: never manipulate without first diagnosing, and if 
direct technique is used, carefully engage the barrier before 
a high-velocity, low-amplitude thrust. The author proposes 
two more rules:
 1.  Treat the upper thoracic, upper rib area before treating 

the neck.
 2.  Use indirect technique if these skills are available to you.

Most complications are associated with high-velocity 
thrusting techniques. Box 19-1 is a list of conditions that 
are contraindications to thrusting technique. Contraindi-
cations can arise from several causes. Practitioner errors 
involve diagnostic errors, lack of manual skill, and fail-
ure to obtain a needed consultation. There are patient 
pathologies that contraindicate thrusting techniques. 
There are other patient-related problems of a psychologic 
or behavioral nature that are also contraindications to the 
technique. Side effects can occur with manipulation and 
are not always complications. Patients sometime experi-
ence a rebound phenomenon with a temporary increase 
of symptoms, which often occurs several hours after the 
treatment. These symptoms subside spontaneously, and 
the patient is usually much improved after the rebound 
symptoms subside. Counterstrain technique is a gentle, 
nontraumatic technique. Posttreatment pain can occur 
several hours later. Patients should be informed that they 
might experience this posttreatment pain and that it will 
subside.

The practitioner must consider the risks versus the 
potential benefits whenever manipulation is considered. A 
comprehensive list of contraindications does not replace 
this assessment by the physician. Experience in treating 
patients with manipulation is helpful in making these 
judgments. There is also a possibility of an overdose of 

 •  Unstable fractures
 •  Severe osteoporosis
 •  Multiple myeloma
 •  Osteomyelitis
 •  Primary bone tumors
 •  Paget disease
 •  Any progressive neurologic deficit
 •  Spinal cord tumors
 •  Cauda equina compression
 •  Central cervical intervertebral disk herniation
 •  Hypermobile joints
 •  Rheumatoid arthritis
 •  Inflammatory phase of ankylosing spondylitis
 •  Psoriatic arthritis
 •  Reiter syndrome
 •  Anticoagulant therapy
 •  Congenital bleeding disorder
 •  Acquired bleeding disorder
 •  Inadequate physical and spinal examination
 •  Poor manipulative skills

 

BOX 19-1

Contraindications for High-Velocity Manipulation 
Techniques

From Haldeman S: Spinal manipulative therapy in the management of 
low back pain. In Finneson editor: Low back pain, Philadelphia, 1980, JB 
 Lippincott, with permission of JB Lippincott.
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manipulative treatment. The dose must be limited by the 
ability of the patient to respond to the treatment.

Traction

Definition

Traction is a technique used to stretch soft tissues and 
to separate joint surfaces or bone fragments by use of a 
pulling force.81 The force applied must be of sufficient 
magnitude and duration in the proper direction, while 
resisting movement of the body with an equal and oppo-
site force.

Historical Perspective

Traction dates back to the time of Hippocrates, who rec-
ommended its use for scoliosis, kyphosis, and fractures of 
the femur.81,84 Throughout history, it has most commonly 
been used to reduce fractures and dislocations. For many 
centuries after Hippocrates, it was the preferred method of 
treating femur fractures. During the past 150 years, traction 
methods have continuously been modified for the treat-
ment of fractures.79

The use of traction to treat spinal disorders has become 
more widespread in the past 50 years, being popularized 
by Cyriax.37,38 He proposed traction for the treatment of 
lumbar disk disorders. He hypothesized that it should be 
constant traction for at least 20 minutes to produce stretch 
and decompression of spinal structures. Judovich97-99 
stated that higher forces were poorly tolerated with con-
stant traction, and that the greater forces to overcome sur-
face resistance were best used with intermittent traction. 
He discovered that 20 to 25 lb were required to produce 
distraction in the cervical spine. In the 1960s, Colachis 
and Strohm29-32 studied the biomechanics of traction and 
attempted to define the optimal angle of pull for cervical 
traction, as well as the optimal duration of traction for 
both the lumbar and the cervical regions. They concluded 
that 24 degrees of flexion intermittently for 25 minutes 
produced optimal distraction. Further studies regarding 
the optimal angle of pull, duration, and force have pro-
duced varying results.9,36,84

Traction continues to be used in the treatment of cervical and 
lumbar pain disorders. More recent advances have included 
inversion techniques,61 motorized  systems,140,144,150,168 and 
the development of stabilizing tables.62,140,150,156

Types of Traction

Traction can be delivered by several different methods, 
including manual, mechanized,81 motorized or hydrau-
lic,140,144,150,168 or with the assistance of gravity via inver-
sion.61 Irrespective of the method, the surface resistance 
must be overcome. It is approximately equal to half the 
weight of the body segment.97,98 The force can be continu-
ous, sustained, or intermittent. Continuous traction uses a 
low force over a long period, such as 30 to 40 hours.81 Con-
tinuous traction is typically not well tolerated and is not 
used very commonly. Sustained traction uses a larger force 
but for a shorter period (typically 30 to 60 minutes).81 
Sustained traction is still difficult to tolerate, but is com-
monly used in the lumbar spine with a split traction or 
autotraction table. Intermittent traction uses greater forces 
over shorter periods.81 The traction force can be increased 
or decreased during each treatment cycle, and the duration 
of pull can be adjusted. The cycle is usually repeated for 
15 to 25 minutes, with the traction phase ranging from  
5 to 60 seconds, and the rest phase ranging from 5 to  
15 seconds.30,31 The magnitude, duration, and direction of 
the pull can be varied.

Cervical traction is commonly performed manually, 
mechanically, or motorized with a head or chin sling, or 
with a supine posterior distraction unit.81 The optimal 
angle of pull ranges between 20 and 30°of flexion,29,36 
while 25 lb of force is required to reverse the normal cer-
vical lordosis and bring about the earliest distraction of 
vertebral segments.97 Mechanical cervical traction can be 
applied in the supine position, which reduces the weight 
of the head but increases the frictional resistance. This 
position also allows for better control of the head by 
the patient, and is typically more comfortable (Figure 
19-8).168 Traction in the sitting position allows more accu-
rate positioning for the correct angle of pull, but usually 
affords less head control and is less comfortable. Cervical 
traction can be used at home with a traditional over-the-
door unit (Figure 19-9) or a supine posterior distraction 
unit (Figure 19-10). The posterior distraction is becoming 
more popular.

Lumbar traction requires significantly greater force to 
create distraction of the vertebral segments than does cervi-
cal traction. Common traction systems include a thoracic 
or chest belt with a pelvic belt (Figure 19-11), inversion, a 
split traction table, or an autotraction table.150 Split trac-
tion tables have a mobile and a stationary half. The lower 
body rests on the mobile half, which separates from the 
stationary portion. The force necessary to overcome resis-
tance is reduced, and the force required for distraction 
is significantly less.81,84,98,140,150 The autotraction table 
allows both segments of the table to move and is con-
trolled by the patient. The patient assumes the most pain-
free position and performs the active traction by pulling 

FIGURE 19-8 Mechanical cervical traction. Cervical traction can be per-
formed using a mechanical device. The patient is placed in a comfortable supine 
position with the neck flexed slightly.
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FIGURE 19-9 Home cervical traction. A, Cervical traction performed using an over-the-door pulley system. This type of traction is performed with the patient 
facing the door to allow for the cervical spine to be slightly flexed. Movement of the door should be avoided during treatment. B, Intermittent traction can be 
performed by resting the weight (water bag) on the patient’s lap, producing a slack in the tension rope. The cervical posture is maintained throughout the course of 
traction. C, The patient is improperly positioned, with the back to the door. This can lead to extension and possible worsening of the cervical condition.
on an overhead bar. The patient then uses his or her feet to 
activate a bar, which alternates compressive and distracting 
forces.156 There has been no study of lumbar traction to 
determine the most efficacious angle of pull, magnitude, 
or duration of pull.

Vertebral axial decompression (VAX-D) has been more 
recently advocated for lumbar pain with or without leg 
pain. This method of traction uses a split traction table 
with the patient lying prone. An initial study by Ramos 
and Martin140 suggested that negative intradiskal pres-
sures in the order of 100 mm Hg could be obtained during 

FIGURE 19-10 Alternative home traction device. The patient is placed in a 
supine position with gravity eliminated. The neck is positioned in slight flex-
ion against a padded groove. The edges of the groove come in contact with 
the base of the skull. The amount of distraction pressure is controlled by the 
patient, using a hand pump.
VAX-D treatment. However, Nachemson127 stated that 
these results were probably invalid because of improper 
calibration, lack of accounting for temperature, and the 
fact that this was not a closed system. Three clinical stud-
ies suggest clinical efficacy for back or leg pain, or both, 
but none were blinded.66,139,151 Only one of the studies 
was randomized, being compared with transcutaneous 
electrical stimulation. One case report of an enlarged disk 
herniation during VAX-D treatment has been published.86 
Despite its rising popularity, the definitive benefit is still 
unknown.

FIGURE 19-11 Motorized lumbar traction. The patient is placed in a supine 
position with the hips and knees flexed. The distraction force is mechanically 
created by pulling on a pelvic belt. The upper body is stabilized by another strap 
around the chest. Additional distraction force can be accomplished on a trac-
tion table that allows the upper and lower segments to separate.
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Another decompression device, the DRX9000, has 
received significant attention in the lay literature. It is pro-
moted for treating lumbar pain with or without leg pain. A 
study by Macario et al.115 retrospectively reviewed the med-
ical records of 100 patients who had received a 2-month 
course of DRX9000 treatments for diskogenic low back 
pain of greater than 12 weeks’ duration. The primary out-
come measure was a verbal numerical pain intensity rating 
(0 to 10) before and after the 8-week treatment. The mean 
numerical pain intensity rating equaled 6.05 at presenta-
tion and decreased to 0.89 at the completion of treatment. 
There have not been any randomized, placebo-controlled 
trials involving the DRX9000. Its definitive efficacy is still 
unknown.

Physiologic Effects

The physiologic effects of traction have been extensively 
evaluated and reported. Traction can stretch muscles and 
ligaments, tighten the posterior longitudinal ligament to 
exert a centripetal force on the annulus fibrosis,81 enlarge 
the intervertebral space,29 enlarge the intervertebral foram-
ina,29-32 and separate apophyseal joints.29-32 It naturally 
follows that indications for traction include conditions in 
which these physiologic effects would be deemed beneficial.

Indications, Goals of Treatment, and Efficacy

There is no consensus on the definitive indications for trac-
tion, but the condition having the most support for its use 
is cervical radiculopathy. The use of traction with lumbar 
radiculopathy, neck pain, and low back pain is more con-
troversial, with contradictions existing in the literature.81 
In the absence of contraindications, traction can be used 
to treat any condition in which the physiologic effects of 
traction would theoretically be beneficial. Traction is most 
commonly prescribed to treat cervical radiculopathies.147 
The literature supporting this practice is scant, with two 
case series suggesting good resolution of symptoms.33,124 
The utilization of traction for axial neck pain is even less 
well established. Three articles extensively reviewed this 
topic and concluded that the efficacy of traction in treating 
cervical pain is unknown.86,161

The popularity of lumbar traction in treating low back 
pain, with or without radicular features, has declined over 
the past few decades.41 This change came about because of 
the lack of efficacy and an emphasis on more active treat-
ment programs. A case series of 49 patients with sciatica of 
greater than 6 weeks’ duration found 79% improvement 
with traction, but the study was uncontrolled.62 One study 
compared traction with a sham treatment,9 while another 
compared traction plus physical therapy with physical 
therapy alone.18 Both these studies found no difference in 
outcome between the respective treatment groups. Giana-
kopoulos et al.61 found improvement in 13 of 16 patients 
with low back pain treated with an inversion device. Side 
effects, however, including elevated blood pressure, head-
aches, and periorbital and pharyngeal petechiae, were sig-
nificant. Three review articles concluded that there was not 
enough information to support the use of traction for lum-
bar spine disorders, or that there simply was no indication 
for its use.97,117,161
Contraindications

Absolute contraindications to traction include malignancy, 
infection such as osteomyelitis or diskitis, osteoporosis, 
inflammatory arthritis, fracture, pregnancy, cord compres-
sion, uncontrolled hypertension or cardiovascular disease, 
and in the setting of carotid or vertebral artery disease.81,97 
Caution should also be used in the elderly, in the setting 
of midline disk herniations, and in the lumbar region 
when abdominal problems are present. Inversion traction 
involves more risks because increases in blood pressure 
and decreases in heart rate are known to occur,61 leading 
to headaches and periorbital petechiae. Most practitio-
ners agree that traction should be discontinued if there is 
exacerbation of symptoms, discomfort from the traction 
device, or with production of systemic symptoms such as 
dizziness.

Massage

Definition

The application of a “soothing hand” to a sick person can be 
considered the prototype of any therapeutic treatment.104 
Massage is the term used to describe certain manipula-
tions of the soft tissue of the body. Massage has further 
been defined as a group of procedures, which are usually 
done with the hands, and include friction, kneading, roll-
ing, and percussion of the external tissues of the body. This 
is done in a variety of ways, with a curative, palliative, or 
hygienic objective in view.67 Massage is administered for 
the purpose of producing effects on the nervous and mus-
cular systems, as well as the effects on the local and general 
circulation of the blood and lymph.7

Massage and manipulation have common historical 
roots. In early descriptions of these two techniques, the 
words are used interchangeably. More recently they have 
been separated into two distinct modalities, but continue 
to share similar terminology, philosophy, and technique.

History

Massage has waxed and waned in popularity throughout 
the millennia in different cultures. Even the etymology 
of the term massage fosters debate.102 The postulated ori-
gins of this word include the Arabic verb massa, which 
means “to touch”; the Greek word massein, meaning 
“to knead”; or the Sanskrit term makek, which means 
“to press or condense.”67,102 All these terms were derived 
at different times and in different cultures, depicting 
the significant role that massage played in these societ-
ies. The earliest known reference to massage is in cave 
paintings in the Pyrenees that date back to 15,000 bc, 
which depict the use of hands for therapeutic touch.35 
The ancient medical records depicting massage as a ther-
apeutic intervention originate out of China, India, and 
Babylon.

In a Chinese text written on kung fu in 2700 bc, refer-
ences are made on the use of massage for the relief of ailing 
muscles.102 In 1000 bc, Nei Ching, also known as The Yellow 
Emperor’s Classic of Internal Medicine, describes how massage 
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of the skin and flesh and breathing exercises were used in 
the treatment of complete paralysis.102,125 The Ayur Veda 
(1500 to 1200 bc) is considered the oldest medical text 
written in India, and it makes frequent reference to mas-
sage. In Babylon of Assyria, around 900 bc, massage was 
prescribed to expel demons and to aid in healing.102

The ancient Greek and Roman medical literature makes 
abundant references to the use of massage as a therapeutic 
modality. Hippocrates (460 to 375 bc), who is generally 
considered the father of modern medicine, wrote exten-
sively on the use of massage in his book On Articulations.102 
Plato (427 to 347 bc) and Socrates (470 to 399 bc) made 
reference to anointing with oils when performing mas-
sage. The Greek physician Asclepiades (129 to 40 bc), who 
practiced in Rome and is considered the father of physical 
medicine, wrote about hydrotherapy, exercise, and massage 
as the three most important therapeutic modalities to use 
in the treatment of patients.102

In the Middle Ages the “Church of Rome” discouraged 
the use of massage as a healing practice, and it fell out 
of favor.136 Massage practitioners during this time were 
thought to be practicing quackery by the medical profes-
sion. This dealt a crushing blow to the advancement of 
massage as a therapeutic modality. During the Renais-
sance, medical scholars resurrected massage and attempted 
to understand the physiology and anatomy this modality 
affected. The French medical community embraced “fric-
tion of the skin” and described many different techniques 
for providing massage. Many of the terms for these tech-
niques, such as effleurage, pétrissage, tapotement, and friction 
massage, are still in use today.102

The roots of modern-day massage are derived from the 
work of Per Henking Ling (1776 to 1839) of Sweden.102 He 
was the founder of curative gymnastics, an approach that 
incorporated massage and exercise. Ling used many of the 
previously described French techniques and nomenclature. 
He also used terms such as rolling, sliding, pinching, shak-
ing, and vibration to define massage techniques. Ling was 
instrumental in establishing the Central Royal Institute for 
Gymnastics, which practiced, taught, and promoted what 
has become known as “Swedish” massage. Several of Ling’s 
students emigrated to New York and established the Swed-
ish Institute of Massage in 1916.102

In the past century, two physicians strongly advocated 
the use of massage in their orthopedic practices. James 
Mennell wrote the book Physical Treatment by Movements, 
Manipulation, and Massage in 1917.102 This book greatly 
influenced the field of physical therapy to use massage as 
a therapeutic modality. James Cyriax wrote extensively on 
the use of manipulation and deep friction massage, which 
today is used for the treatment of musculoskeletal and 
other sports injuries.102,134

The popularity of massage as a therapeutic intervention 
has continued to fluctuate over the past several decades. 
This fluctuation has been influenced by the medical pro-
fession, which believed that medication and surgical pro-
cedures were needed to improve disease and suffering. In 
recent years, however, there has been a resurgence of inter-
est in massage that has generated scientific inquiry into its 
usage as a therapeutic modality.*

*References 28, 44, 46, 59, 89, 130, 136, 166.
Indications and Goals of Treatment

Massage has multiple effects on the body, including 
mechanical, reflexive, neurologic, and psychologic.23,39,169 
The exact therapeutic mechanism by which massage works 
is not fully understood, and probably represents a com-
bination of the above. The method and application of 
massage correlate with the magnitude of these effects. The 
goals of therapeutic massage are to produce relaxation, 
relieve muscle tension, reduce pain, increase mobility of 
soft tissues, and improve circulation. These techniques can 
be used on patients who would benefit from mobilization 
of tissues and reduction of swelling and discomfort. Mas-
sage for patients with cancer has been providing these ben-
efits and reducing the need for additional pain-relieving 
medications.111,114,146,165

Mechanical and Physiologic Effects

The mechanical effects of massage are the most apparent 
and are well understood. These effects are brought on by 
the physical forces applied to the body tissues, such as 
compression, shearing, or vibration. The mechanical pres-
sure created by massage moves fluid from areas of relative 
stasis (low pressure) to higher pressure areas by creating 
a hydrostatic pressure gradient. Once fluids leave the cells 
or interstitial fluid, they can enter the lymphatic or vascu-
lar system. Valves within the lymphatic and venous system 
prevent return of the fluid to the tissue.24,134,167

Massage can have an immediate effect on cutaneous 
blood flow, with hyperemia being noticed even with super-
ficial techniques.63 The mechanism of action for this is not 
well understood, but is most likely due to stimulation of the 
mast cells and release of histamines. This local histamine 
release causes the triple response of Lewis, including flare, 
redness, and wheal formation at the site of stimulation.

Deep massage has an effect on the underlying fascia and 
deep connective tissues.23,169 Injury to this deeper tissue 
can result in restrictions, adhesions, and scarring. These 
fascial constrictions can potentially cause restriction of 
fluid movement within the vasculature, as well as reduc-
tion in muscle activity. Deep massage can help to release 
these restrictions, adhesions, and microscarring.169

Pain, inactivity, and debilitation result in insufficient 
muscle to mobilize fluids.169 This hypomobility can result 
in increased fluid stasis, producing a self-perpetuating feed-
back loop. This hypomobility can result in fluid accumula-
tion, but just as important can result in the accumulation 
of metabolic by-products. These metabolic by-products 
can create an osmotic influence on fluid shifts and result in 
stimulation of pain fibers. Massage increases the mobility 
of these metabolic by-products and the dispersion of fluid 
accumulations. Once this self-perpetuating cycle of pain, 
stasis, and hypomobility is broken, the body can restore its 
normal healing mechanism.16,71

It has been postulated that massage results in neural 
reflex reactions.12,106,107,131 It is thought that these reac-
tions are what account for the global effects produced 
with massage techniques. Somatic afferent nerve fibers 
carry information from the somatic system to the spinal 
cord. Dysfunction within the somatic structure can result 
in increased afferent neural input. This increased input 
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results in a change in the efferent activity at the same spi-
nal cord level through interneurons. This increased efferent 
activity can result in muscle hypertonicity and contraction. 
This hypertonic region can localize to a specific spinal cord 
level. This has been considered by many to be called “facili-
tative spinal segment” and is discussed extensively in the 
manipulation section.

Types of Massage

A vast array of techniques has been used to perform a ther-
apeutic massage. These techniques can be categorized by 
geographic region of origin, either classic western (Euro-
pean) or eastern (Asian) forms of massage. The most com-
mon western (European) techniques are those outlined 
by the Swedish system. These four basic massage strokes 
are effleurage, pétrissage, friction massage, and tapotement 
as originally described by the French. Several treatment, 
schemes combine massage with other techniques, such as 
structural reintegration, function restoration, and move-
ment therapies.

Western Forms of Massage

Effleurage. Effleurage involves gliding the palms, finger-
tips, and/or thumbs over the skin in a rhythmic circular 
pattern with varying degrees of pressure.39,83,169 This stroke 
is performed by maintaining continuous contact with the 
skin and stroking from a distal to a proximal position 
on the extremities, torso, or spine (Figure 19-12). Once 
the proximal position is reached, the hands can be gen-
tly dragged over the skin and repositioned over the distal 
position and the process repeated. This technique is often 
used as a prelude to more aggressive massage techniques 
or manipulation.

Effleurage performed superficially can result in reflex-
ive and psychologic changes. The blood flow to the area is 
increased, introducing relaxation when done slowly, and 
stimulation when done more quickly. Deeper mechani-
cal stroking can result in mechanical effects on the circu-
latory and deep myofascial systems. Effleurage is used to 
stimulate lymphatic drainage and to relieve joint sprain–
type pain, muscle strains, and bruising, as well as vascular 

FIGURE 19-12 Effleurage massage. This type of massage being performed on 
the patient’s posterior shoulder is a rhythmic, circular motion with the finger-
tips. Pressure can be varied to massage deeper structures.
congestion related to surgery, peripheral vascular disease, 
or complex regional pain syndrome.

Pétrissage. Pétrissage is also known as “kneading mas-
sage.” It involves both hands compressing the skin between 
the thumb and fingers.39,69,83,169 The tissue is grasped from 
the underlying skeletal structures, lifted, and massaged. 
Both hands alternate rhythmically in a rolling motion. The 
depth of pétrissage can determine the mechanical effect. 
Superficial techniques promote relaxation, whereas deeper 
techniques increase blood flow, mobilize fluid and tissue 
deposits, decrease adhesions, and increase tissue pliability.

Pétrissage is also considered compression massage, 
and several variations exist, including kneading or pick-
ing up, wringing, rolling, or shaking the tissue. “Kneading” 
involves circular movements of one hand superimposed 
on the other. The finger pads and thumb compress tis-
sue and distract it from the deeper underlying structures. 
“Picking up” involves four basic steps: compression of the 
soft tissue against the underlying structures, grasping the 
soft tissue and compression, release, and repositioning the 
hands in a more proximal position to repeat the process. 
“Wringing” resembles picking up, except that once tissue is 
grasped, one hand pushes while the other one pulls, cre-
ating a shearing-type force in the tissue planes. “Rolling” 
involves grabbing a small amount of tissue between the 
finger pads and thumb, and rolling the tissue as if moving 
a small object under the skin (Figure 19-13). “Shaking” is 
a technique in which the tissue is grabbed and vigorously 
shaken between the hands. The hands are then reposi-
tioned along the course of the muscle being treated.

Tapotement. Tapotement, or percussion massage, uses 
rhythmic alternating contact of varying pressure between 
the hands and the body’s soft tissue.39,83,169 Various tech-
niques are used to produce this type of massage, includ-
ing hacking, clapping, beating, pounding, and vibration. 
“Hacking” involves using the ulnar aspect of the hands 
to alternately strike the body tissues. These rapid strokes 
at 2 to 6 Hz are delivered in a sequential pattern along 
the entire region to be treated (Figure 19-14). “Cupping” 
involves the use of a cupped palm, which is percussed 

FIGURE 19-13 Pétrissage massage: “rolling.” In this form of pétrissage, the 
skin or muscle is gathered up between the fingers and thumb, and rolled con-
tinuously, gathering new skin and muscle.
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against the chest wall. This technique is frequently used to 
loosen secretions in disease processes such as cystic fibrosis 
(Figure 19-15). “Beating” involves using a clenched fist to 
repetitively pummel the tissue. This is a very aggressive type 
of tapotement and is not frequently used. “Tapping” uses 
the finger pads, typically of the index and middle fingers, 
to percuss. The finger pads strike the underlying tissue in 
rapid succession. This technique is frequently used over the 
sinuses to loosen secretions.

Friction Massage. Friction massage is a circular, longitu-
dinal, or transverse pressure applied by the fingers, thumb, 
or hypothenar region of the hand to small areas.69,83,169 
Cross-friction massage is perpendicular to the fibers and 
was used extensively by Cyriax.39 Very little motion occurs 
at the fingertips overlying the skin. The tissues are mas-
saged from superficial to deep by increasing the pressure 
applied. The goal of friction massage is to break down 
adhesions in scar tissue, loosen ligaments, and disable 
trigger points. It is often uncomfortable and can even 
result in some bruising. Despite this, it is an effective 
treatment for tendonitis or tendinopathy, subacromial 
bursitis, plantar fasciitis, and trigger points as described 
by Travell158 (Figure 19-16).

FIGURE 19-14 Tapotement massage:  “hacking.” Hacking involves striking the 
body at right angles with the ulnar aspect of the hands.

FIGURE 19-15 Tapotement massage: “cupping.” Cupping is frequently 
 performed over the rib cage to loosen secretions in the lungs.
Other Western Techniques

Other techniques that integrate massage, structure, func-
tion, and movement into a rehabilitation program include 
Tager psychologic integration, Alexander and Feldenkrais 
techniques, “Rolfing,” myofascial release, and manual lym-
phatic drainage (MLD). Although these techniques are not 
used as much as the common Swedish techniques, they are 
gaining in popularity.

Tager Psychologic Integration. This treatment method 
was developed by Milton Tager, MD, in the 1940s. This 
technique combines the use of gentle hands-on tissue 
work and reintegration of movement through reeducation 
and relaxation exercises. The technique teaches patients 
to move with ease and efficiency. The hands-on work con-
sists of gently rocking, stretching, or rolling movements 
to relax and diminish tension. The movement component 
of the Tager technique is coined “mentastics,” which is a 
combination of mental, psychologic, and gymnastic ele-
ments, and focuses on making movements lighter and 
easier.35

Tager therapists use “hook-up,” which involves the ther-
apist attaining a calm and focused state of mind. They use 
this hook-up to connect with the patient’s needs and how 
the patient is responding to treatment. Information is com-
municated from the therapist’s hands to the patient’s body 
and assists in easing movements.

Alexander Technique. F.M. Alexander (1869 to 1955) 
was a Shakespearean actor who had recurrent neck and 
vocal problems. After much self-reflection and postural 
 reeducation, he noted that his vocal problems could be 
corrected by postural reeducation. He developed a series 
of techniques for the treatment of chronic neck and low 
back pain.35

His approach centers on balance between head and 
neck movement “primary control,” and a state of dynamic 
postures and breathing exercises. This technique teaches 
patients to engage their mind to understand beneficial pat-
terns and overcome motion patterns, which are considered 
automatic. It is thought that these nonbeneficial patterns 
can be broken through conscious training.91,149

FIGURE 19-16 Friction massage. Friction massage being performed on the 
lateral epicondyle to promote tendon healing.
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Feldenkrais Pattern. Moshe Feldenkrais, DSc (1880 to 
1967), was a physicist and mechanical engineer who had 
a knee dysfunction and was told that he most likely would 
have to be a wheelchair user. Using his black belt judo 
techniques and physics background, he studied movement 
and the interrelationship between muscle contraction and 
motion. Through self-rehabilitation of his knee problem, 
he developed several techniques.35 He began teaching his 
students these simple exercises that could be performed 
during functional tasks. The goals of these techniques are 
to learn efficient and pain-free motion. Feldenkrais empha-
sizes multiple repetitions to lay down new neuromuscular 
patterns, and considers the entire body, even in the sim-
plest of movements. 91

Rolfing Structural Integration. Ida Rolf (1896 to 1979), 
a chemist who had health problems was inspired by such 
medical philosophies as osteopathy, Alexander technique, 
and yoga. She viewed the body as a group of units and stud-
ied their relationship to each other. Rolf saw gravity as one 
of the primary causes of dysfunction. The primary tenet of 
her structural integration system was to help clients achieve 
proper vertical alignment and efficient movement.35 The 
typical regimen consists of a series of ten 60- to 90-minute 
sessions. Superficial massage is performed initially, with 
progression to deeper friction massage. This is in an attempt 
to stretch fascia and allow muscles to relax and lengthen. 
The sessions build on one another, and additional treat-
ments are frequently required to accommodate for the 
changes promoted. The deep friction massage traditionally 
performed with Rolfing techniques can be painful. Newer 
techniques have been implemented, which are less painful 
and less invasive. Other techniques have been influenced 
by Rolfing, including Kellerwork and Aston patterning.

Myofascial Release. The term myofascial release was coined 
by Robert Ward, DO, in the 1960s163 and further developed 
by John Barnes, PT.5 This technique is founded on the prem-
ise that the body is encased in connective tissue (i.e., fascia). 
Fascia is the ground substance that interconnects all bones, 
muscles, nerves, and other internal organs and tissues. 
Injury or tension within one area of the fascia can result in 
pain and tenderness. Because of the interconnections, injury 
in one area of the fascia can result in pain and dysfunction at 
a distant point. Practitioners of myofascial release use gentle 
stretching and massage to release the fascial tension, and 
can often work on areas that seem unrelated to the primary 
pain or injury. Myofascial release is frequently used to treat 
chronic pain and restore normal range of motion.

Manual Lymphatic Drainage. Manual lymphatic drain-
age (MLD) was developed in Europe in the 1930s by 
Danish physiotherapists Estrid and Emil Vodder as a tech-
nique to control postmastectomy lymphedema. MLD is a 
gentle and superficially focused massage where lymph is 
moved from areas of lymphatic vessel damage to watershed 
regions.17 The first part of the treatment involves massage 
of the proximal region of the extremity to be treated. This 
is thought to dilate the watershed lymph vessels and allows 
them to accept fluid from distal areas. After proximal areas 
have been gently massaged, a more rhythmic massage is 
performed from a distal to a proximal part of the extremity. 
The typical session lasts 45 to 60 minutes. Complex lymph-
edema therapy includes MLD combined with other modal-
ities, such as sequential pumping, low-tension wraps, skin 
care, compressive garments, and exercise.109 Long-term 
maintenance is required for sustained edema control. It has 
been demonstrated that the limb volume can be reduced 
by as much as 25% to 63% after this treatment.17,92 MLD is 
quickly becoming popular in the United States, and many 
therapists have become trained in these techniques.

Eastern Forms of Massage

Acupressure. Acupressure has been defined as digital 
pressure performed in a circular motion to treat areas that 
are typically treated with acupuncture needles and for the 
same reason.155 Acupuncture was developed more than 
3000 years ago in China. The basic philosophy behind this 
technique is to restore energy flow or qi. Qi has two basic 
components that flow along 12 meridians: yin is associ-
ated with passivity, rest, and cold, whereas yang is asso-
ciated with activity, stimulation, and heat. A balance of 
these forces is thought to be associated with health, and an 
imbalance with disease.

The goal of treatment is to restore energy balance or 
homeostasis. Acupressure is performed with the patient 
lying on a table. Deep pressure is applied to the acupunc-
ture points in a circular fashion without the use of lubrica-
tion. Acupressure can be used for the treatment of nausea 
and vomiting associated with chemotherapy, to decrease 
postoperative pain, for the treatment of headaches, and to 
decrease temporomandibular joint pain. Acupressure is a 
technique that can easily be converted to a self-performed 
treatment modality.

Shiatsu. Shi (meaning finger) atsu (meaning pressure) is 
the Japanese type of body work based on acupuncture.155 
This technique was initially practiced by visually impaired 
clinicians. Pressure is applied in particular meridians simi-
lar to acupuncture. This type of treatment has been west-
ernized and is being increasingly used in the United States.

Reflexology. Ancient medical practitioners hypothesized 
that there is a homuncular representation of the body on 
the sole of the feet.155 This philosophy probably dates back 
to ancient Egypt, but the Chinese medical literature dem-
onstrated a homunculus of the body on the ears, feet, and 
hands. Palpations of specific areas on the feet were thought 
to be tender if their corresponding body part was dysfunc-
tional. Reflexology is the application of deep circular pres-
sure applied to specific dysfunctional points on the soles of 
the feet. This is considered a separate discipline in the United 
States, but is used by some Swedish massage practitioners to 
treat areas of extreme tenderness. It has been used to treat 
hypertension, stress, fatigue, and digestive complaints.

Evidence-Based Use of Massage

Massage has been used in multiple forms for the treatment 
of many conditions. Traditional research is difficult to per-
form on these techniques because of the lack of a standard-
ized sham treatment. Although there is a paucity of quality 
research on these techniques, there has been a renewed 
interest in establishing the efficacy of massage.
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At least one large randomized controlled trial supports 
the use of massage in the treatment of anxiety and stress*; 
arthralgias and various arthritides49,51,133; fibromyalgia20; 
lymphedema21; musculoskeletal disorders such as whip-
lash, low back pain,59 and sports-related injuries27,90,101,137; 
and sleep disorders.141,142

There are recommendations suggesting that massage 
therapy might be useful as an adjunct treatment or pos-
sible alternative treatment for the following conditions 
(research data for these are less compelling than a random-
ized controlled trial): burn care,50,53,80 care of people with 
cancer,11,21,48,111,165 chronic pain,40,60,100 exercise-induced 
injury,† headaches,137 and human immunodeficiency virus 
infection and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome.13,148 
Although massage therapy is obviously not curative in 
these conditions, it might enhance the effectiveness of 
other therapeutic interventions.

Contraindications to Massage

Massage therapy is a relatively safe modality. Complications 
are rare and usually not serious. There are several absolute 
and relative contraindications to traditional Swedish mas-
sage. Potential complications for shiatsu, reflexology, and 
acupuncture have not been specifically delineated. Mas-
sage should not be performed over areas of malignancy, 
cellulitis, or lymphangitis.104 The effect of massage on 
these regions can cause mobilization of tumor cells into 
the vascular lymphatic supply or the spread of infection.

Areas of trauma or recent bleeding should not be treated 
with deep tissue massage. Mobilization of these areas can 
increase the propensity for rebleeding. Patients who are 
taking anticoagulants should be treated with gentler tech-
niques and observed for bruising and ecchymoses. Deep 
tissue work should be used with extreme caution in those 
receiving anticoagulants or who have a bleeding diathesis.

Massage should not be used over areas of known deep 
venous thrombosis or atherosclerotic plaques. This could 
result in dislodgment of these vascular thrombi, result-
ing in embolic infarcts affecting the pulmonary, cerebral, 
or peripheral systems. Special care should be observed in 
patients with osteoarthritis or severe osteoporosis to avoid 
any excess range of motion or stretching that could alter 
articulating surfaces. Patients with low blood pressure 
might experience postural hypotension after treatment 
and should be observed carefully. Patients who have been 
physically or sexually abused can reexperience elements of 
trauma during treatment. Special care regarding touch is 
especially warranted with these individuals. People with 
edema should not undergo deep tissue massage or any 
other massage technique that could result in local accumu-
lation of interstitial fluid.

Conclusion

 Manipulation, traction, and massage have been an inte-
gral part of health care since ancient times. The popular-
ity of these techniques ebbs and flows with changes in 

*References 28, 48, 52, 54, 56, 79, 96, 129.
†References 22, 78, 85, 143, 152, 154, 157.
the traditional medical paradigm of the time. They have 
enjoyed a resurgence in popularity in recent years. Research 
efforts, while in their infancy, have shown that a spectrum 
of beneficial physiologic and clinical changes can be asso-
ciated with these modalities. Manipulation, traction and 
massage are becoming increasingly recognized as a valu-
able adjunct to standard medical care. Many medical 
centers now have dedicated departments to the practice, 
education, and research of these modalities.
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CHAPTER 20

PHYSICAL AGENT MODALITIES
David C. Weber and Kurtis M. Hoppe
Modalities are physical agents that are used to produce 
a therapeutic response in tissue. They include heat, cold, 
water, sound, electricity, and electromagnetic waves 
(including infrared, visible, or ultraviolet light; shortwaves; 
and microwaves) (Figure 20-1). This chapter focuses on 
these physical agent modalities, except for most of the ther-
apeutic uses of electrical stimulation (which are covered 
in Chapter 21). These modalities are generally considered 
adjunctive treatments rather than primary curative inter-
ventions. This chapter reviews the physiologic effects, com-
mon uses, techniques of application, and precautions for 
the therapeutic use of modalities. Although there is a grow-
ing body of literature to support the use of physical agent 
modalities, further research is needed to more specifically 
define the efficacy and indications for these agents.17,159-162

Modality Prescription

The elements of a prescription for heat or cold are listed in 
Box 20-1. The condition for which the modality is being 
used should be clearly indicated. The location to be treated 
influences modality selection, in that large areas can pre-
clude the use of modalities such as ultrasound or ice mas-
sage. The surface to be treated can also influence selection. 
If using ultrasound over an irregular surface, degassed 
water might be preferred over a gel coupling agent. If using 
superficial heat over an irregular surface, hot packs or heat-
ing pads can result in focal heating over prominences, so 
radiant heat might be preferred. Intensity should be indi-
cated where appropriate (e.g., ultrasound power output, 
hydrotherapy, fluidotherapy, and paraffin bath tempera-
ture). Most modalities allow only qualitative dosimetry 
as currently used in physical medicine, and therefore rely 
on patient perception of thermal intensity for safety. The 
duration for most modalities is 20 to 30 minutes, except 
for ultrasound, which is typically 5 to 10 minutes per site. 
Frequency is based on the severity of the condition being 
treated and on clinical judgment. Although information 
about duration and intensity of treatment is noted in this 
chapter, it is intended only as a guideline, and should be 
modified by clinical experience and the clinical condition.

Modality selection is influenced by multiple factors 
(Box 20-2). In selecting a modality, one should recognize 
that there are few well-designed clinical trials demonstrat-
ing the efficacy of specific modalities in specific conditions. 
There are, however, numerous studies that review the phys-
iologic effects of modalities. Having a firm understanding 
of the physiologic effects of a particular modality allows 
one to make an educated selection. One must understand 
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the heating or cooling capabilities of the various modali-
ties to ensure the selection of the proper modality for the 
target tissue. Body habitus influences modality selection in 
that subcutaneous adipose affects the depth of penetration 
of many modalities. Comorbid conditions should also 
be considered. For example, both cold and heat can have 
adverse effects in the patient with significant arterial insuffi-
ciency. Cold can have harmful effects via the production of 
arterial vasoconstriction, and heat can cause complications 
via the production of increased metabolic activity, which 
can exceed the potential increase in blood supply and pro-
duce ischemia. Age is also a factor in modality selection. In 
the pediatric population, ultrasound should generally be 
avoided near open epiphyses.186 In the elderly population, 
there can be comorbidities that affect modality choice. 
Gender can also play a role in modality use, because fetal 
malformations have been reported after ultrasound near a 
gravid uterus.133

Heat

Forms of heat can be broadly classified by depth of pen-
etration and form of heat transfer (Table 20-1). Depth of 
penetration is arbitrarily divided into superficial and deep. 
Superficial heat includes hot packs, heating pads, paraffin 
baths, fluidotherapy, whirlpool baths, and radiant heat. 
Deep heating agents (or diathermies) include ultrasound, 
shortwave, and microwave. Mechanisms of heat transfer 
include conduction, convection, radiation, evaporation, 
and conversion (Figure 20-2). Conduction is the transfer 
of thermal energy between two bodies in direct contact. 
Convection uses movement of a medium (e.g., water, air, 
or blood) to transport thermal energy, although the actual 
transfer of thermal energy is ultimately by conduction. 
Radiation refers to the thermal radiation emitted from any 
body whose surface temperature is above absolute zero 
(–273.15° C or –459.67° F). Evaporation involves the trans-
formation of a liquid into a gas, a process that requires 
thermal energy. Evaporation is actually a process of heat 
dissipation, and plays a role in cooling modalities such as 
vapocoolant sprays. For each gram of water that evaporates 
from the body surface, approximately 0.6 cal (calorie) of 
heat is lost.81 Conversion refers to the transformation of 
energy (e.g., sound or electromagnetic) to heat. Likewise, 
the human body converts protein, carbohydrates, and fats 
to thermal energy via numerous metabolic processes. The 
next section reviews the physiologic effects (Box 20-3) of 
the therapeutic use of heat, followed by discussions of the 
general uses of heat (Box 20-4), some general precautions 
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FIGURE 20-1  Electromagnetic spectrum. MWD, Microwave diathermy; SWD, shortwave diathermy.
(Box 20-5), and descriptions of the agents currently used in 
physical medicine.

Physiologic Effects of Heat

Hemodynamic

Localized heating produces a variety of hemodynamic 
effects. A twofold to threefold increase in forearm blood 
flow has been demonstrated after hydrotherapy at 44°  

 •  Target tissue
 •  Depth of heating or cooling desired
 •  Intensity of heating or cooling desired
 •  Body habitus (i.e., amount of subcutaneous adipose)
 •  Comorbid conditions (e.g., cancer, vascular disease, 

neuropathy)
 •  Specific patient features (e.g., metal implants, pacemaker, 

cold allergy)
 •  Age (e.g., open epiphyses)
 •  Sex (e.g., pregnant woman)

 

BOX 20-2

Factors to Consider in Modality Selection

 •  Indication or diagnosis
 •  Modality
 •  Location
 •  Intensity
 •  Duration
 •  Frequency

 

BOX 20-1

Elements of a Prescription for Heat or Cold

to 45° C (111.2° to 113° F) or shortwave diathermy 
(SWD).1 This vasodilatation results in increased ingress of 
nutrients, leukocytes, and antibodies, and increased egress 
of metabolic byproducts and tissue debris, and can facili-
tate resolution of inflammatory conditions.80,173 Vasodi-
latation with heating can unfortunately also contribute to 
increased bleeding and increased edema formation, and 
can exacerbate acute inflammatory conditions.173 A num-
ber of experimental animal models of acute and chronic 
inflammation support the general clinical impression that 
acute inflammatory conditions tend to react unfavorably 
to heat, whereas chronic inflammatory conditions tend to 
benefit from heat.173

Neuromuscular

Animal experiments of localized heating have demon-
strated increased firing rates in all group 1a fibers (muscle 
spindle) and many group 1b (Golgi tendon organ) fibers, 
and decreased firing rates in most group 2 fibers (muscle 
spindle).136 It should be noted that all experiments on 
muscle spindle and Golgi tendon organ firing rates are sig-
nificantly influenced by the length and tension at which 
they are performed. This factor probably accounts for 
many of the differences among investigators.63,136 In con-
trast, the effects of temperature change on nerve conduc-
tion velocity are much more consistent. Heating produces 
modest increases in conduction velocity, whereas cooling 
is capable of producing dramatic decreases in conduction 
velocity. Abramson et al.1 noted increases in conduction 
velocity of up to 7.5 m/s after hydrotherapy at 44° to 45° 
C (111.2° to 113° F) or SWD, whereas cooling produced 
conduction velocity decreases of up to 35.8 m/s. The effects 
of temperature in clinical neurophysiology are succinctly 
summarized elsewhere.49
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Joint and Connective Tissue

In vitro experiments demonstrate the importance of com-
bined heating and stretching to maximize tendon extensibil-
ity. Lehmann et al.119 measured tendon extensibility under a 
variety of temperature and loading conditions. Tendon exten-
sibility was greater at 45° C (113° F) than at 25° C (77° F).  
Furthermore, simultaneous use of heating and stretching 
produced significantly increased tendon extensibility when 
compared with the isolated use of either agent. Sustaining 
stretching during the cooldown period also facilitated tendon 
elongation. Other investigators have demonstrated metacar-
pophalangeal joint stiffness to decrease by as much as 20% 
at 45° C (113° F) compared with at 33° C (91.4° F).205 Tem-
perature also affects enzymatic activity. In vitro experiments 
have shown a fourfold increase in collagenase activity with a 
temperature increase from 33° to 36° C (91.4° to 96.8° F).82

Miscellaneous Effects of Heat

It is generally accepted that heat produces an analgesic 
effect. A variety of mechanisms for the analgesic effect of 
heat have been postulated.65,112 These include a cutaneous 

Table 20-1   Classification of Various Types of Heating

Type of Heating Depth
Main Mechanism  
of Energy Transfer

Hot packs or  
heating pads

Superficial Conduction

Paraffin baths Superficial Conduction

Fluidotherapy Superficial Convection

Whirlpool baths Superficial Convection

Radiant heat Superficial Radiation

Ultrasound Deep Conversion

Shortwave diathermy Deep Conversion

Microwave Deep Conversion

Walls

Radiation (60%)
Heat waves

Evaporation (22%)

Conduction
to objects
(3%)

Conduction
to air (15%)

Air currents
(convection)

FIGURE 20-2  Mechanisms of heat transfer. (Redrawn from Guyton AC: Body 
temperature, temperature regulation, and fever. In Guyton AC, edition: Textbook 
of medical physiology, 8th ed, Philadelphia, 1991, Saunders.)
counterirritant effect, vasodilatation resulting in decreased 
ischemic pain, vasodilatation resulting in washout of pain 
mediators, an endorphin-mediated response, alteration 
of nerve conduction, and alteration of cell membrane 
permeability. Elevation of the pain threshold has been 
demonstrated after therapeutic application of ultrasound, 
microwave, and infrared radiation.113 Many patients also 
find heat to have a general relaxation effect, although the 
specific mechanisms are not well defined.

Hemodynamic
 •  Increased blood flow
 •  Decreased chronic inflammation
 •  Increased acute inflammation
 •  Increased edema
 •  Increased bleeding

Neuromuscular
 •  ?Increased group 1a fiber firing rates (muscle spindle)
 •  ?Decreased group 2 fiber firing rates (muscle spindle)
 •  ?Increased group 1b fiber firing rates (Golgi tendon organ)
 •  Increased nerve conduction velocity

Joint and Connective Tissue
 •  Increased tendon extensibility
 •  Increased collagenase activity
 •  Decreased joint stiffness

Miscellaneous
 •  Decreased pain
 •  General relaxation

 

BOX 20-3

Physiologic Effects of Heat

 •  Musculoskeletal conditions (tendonitis, tenosynovitis, 
bursitis, capsulitis, etc.)

 •  Pain (neck, low back, myofascial, neuromas, postherpetic 
neuralgia, etc.)

 •  Arthritis
 •  Contracture
 •  Muscle relaxation
 •  Chronic inflammation

 

BOX 20-4

General Uses of Heat in Physical Medicine

 •  Acute trauma, inflammation
 •  Impaired circulation
 •  Bleeding diatheses
 •  Edema
 •  Large scars
 •  Impaired sensation
 •  Malignancy
 •  Cognitive or communication deficits that preclude 

 reporting of pain
 

BOX 20-5

General Precautions for the Use of Heat
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General Uses of Heat in Physical Medicine

The general uses of heat are summarized in Box 20-4. 
These uses are based on the physiologic effects previously 
described. Heat is used in a variety of musculoskeletal condi-
tions because of its potential to produce analgesia and mus-
cle relaxation, and to facilitate resolution of inflammation. 
Increased soft tissue extensibility and decreased joint stiffness 
make heat useful in contractures and a variety of arthritides.

General Precautions for the Use of Heat

The general precautions for the use of heat are listed in Box 
20-5. As noted earlier, heat can exacerbate acute inflam-
mation and should generally be avoided in the acute man-
agement stage.173 In the patient with impaired circulation, 
increased metabolic activity with heating can exceed the 
capacity of arterial supply, so heat should be used with cau-
tion in this patient population. Vasodilatation from heat 
can result in increased bleeding in persons with bleed-
ing diatheses. Vasodilatation can also produce increased 
edema. Because scars can be relatively avascular and have 
a reduced ability to dissipate heat, they can be selectively 
heated. Heat should generally be avoided in areas of 
impaired sensation because of the obvious potential for 
thermal injury as a result of the lack of precise dosimetry 
in modality use. This same reason justifies caution in using 
heat in patients with impaired cognition or communica-
tion, which precludes reporting of pain.  Lehmann112 cau-
tioned against the use of heat over malignancies because 
of the potential for increased rate of tumor growth or 
hyperemia increasing hematogenous spread. However, 
this should be distinguished from the use of specific local 
hyperthermia in the adjunctive treatment of malignan-
cies.155 It also does not preclude the use of heat for adjunc-
tive analgesia in the terminally ill cancer patient.

Superficial Heat

Superficial heating agents achieve their maximum tissue 
temperatures in skin and subcutaneous fat. Deeper tissue 
heating is limited by vasodilatation (which dissipates heat) 
and the insulating properties of fat. Superficial heating 
agents can heat via conduction (hot packs, heating pads, 
and paraffin baths), radiation (heat lamps), or convection 
(fluidotherapy and whirlpool baths). Superficial heat is 
used in osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, neck pain, low 
back pain, muscle pain syndromes, and a variety of muscu-
loskeletal conditions.112

Hot Packs

Commercially available hot packs, such as Hydrocollator 
packs, typically contain silicon dioxide encased in a can-
vas pack. They come in a variety of sizes and styles for use 
over different areas. Hot packs are immersed in tanks at 
74.5° C (166° F) and applied over several layers of insu-
lating towels.122 After several minutes the skin should be 
inspected briefly to ensure that the heating is not exces-
sive. Total treatment time is usually 30 minutes. Lehmann  
et al.122 showed that the 30-minute application of a hydro-
collator pack to the posterior thigh produced approximately 
3.3° and 1.3° C tissue temperature elevations at depths 
of 1 and 2 cm, respectively. Other investigators observed 
a 1.1° C temperature rise 4 cm deep in the brachioradia-
lis muscle after a 30-minute application of a hydrocolla-
tor pack.2 A 1.2° C increase in intraarticular temperature 
(knee) has also been demonstrated after hot pack applica-
tion.199 General heat precautions should be observed. The 
patient should not lie on the pack. This can squeeze water 
from the pack, wetting the insulating towels, thereby rais-
ing their thermal conductivity and increasing the risk of 
burns. The focal pressure from lying on a hot pack can also 
produce increased heating over bony prominences. Lying 
on the hot pack also puts the pressure of the weight of the 
body on the skin next to the pack. This pressure exceeds 
capillary pressure and makes it difficult for blood to come 
into the area to carry away the heat. Hot packs are among 
the more common causes of burns in physical therapy. This 
is because heat has sedative effects, and the patient is typi-
cally not directly supervised when this modality is used.

Heating Pads

Two main types of heating pad are available: electric heat-
ing pads and circulating fluid pads. Electric heating pads 
usually control heat output by regulating current flow. Cir-
culating fluid (e.g., water) heating pads usually control heat 
output thermostatically. Peak temperatures of nearly 52° C 
(125° F) were achieved with an electric heating pad set on 
the lowest setting.50 Periodic temperature oscillations of up 
to 5° C were also noted.50 General heat precautions should 
be observed with heating pads. There is an obvious poten-
tial for electric shock, particularly when used in conjunction 
with moist toweling. Many commercially available heating 
pads are designed to be used in conjunction with moist tow-
eling, but caution should be taken to inspect them regularly 
to ensure that all insulating materials are intact. The patient 
should not lie on a heating pad because this can result in 
focal temperature increases, leading to burns. This is of par-
ticular concern in the slender or cachectic patient with min-
imal subcutaneous adipose over bony prominences. Figure 
20-3 shows a typical heating pad burn. The patient was an 
elderly woman who had not received adequate instruction 
in home use of her modalities, and had been repeatedly 
lying supine on an electric heating pad. Repeated and pro-
longed skin exposure to heat can result in erythema ab igne, 
a skin condition characterized by reticular pigmentation 
and telangiectasia, which has been noted after the use of a 
variety of superficial heating modalities.52

Radiant Heat

Radiant energy, including infrared radiation, is emitted 
from any substance with a temperature above absolute 
zero. Infrared is the portion of the electromagnetic spec-
trum adjacent to the long-wavelength, low-frequency 
(red) end of the visible spectrum. Luminous infrared heat 
lamps emit radiation in the near-infrared spectrum (wave-
length 770 to 1500 nm), and nonluminous infrared heat 
lamps emit radiation in the far-infrared spectrum (wave-
length 1500 to 12,500 nm).112 Infrared produces heating 
by inducing molecular vibration.52 A 1.3° C temperature 
rise has been noted at a depth of 2 cm after heat lamp 
application.122

The main determinants of intensity of radiant heating 
are distance and angle of delivery. The inverse square law 
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states that the intensity of radiation varies inversely with 
the square of the distance from the source (Figure 20-4). 
This means that doubling the distance from a heat lamp 
reduces the heating intensity by a factor of four. Conversely, 
decreasing the distance from the heat lamp by half would 
increase the intensity fourfold. Typical distances are 30 to 
60 cm from the patient’s body, depending on heat lamp 
wattage.112 The angle of delivery also affects the intensity 
of thermal radiation. Maximal radiation is applied when 
the source of radiation is perpendicular to the surface. As 
the angle away from perpendicular increases, the intensity 
of radiation decreases in proportion to the cosine of the 
angle.

Radiant heat is often preferable in patients who cannot 
tolerate the weight of hot packs. Caveats for the use of radi-
ant heat include general heat precautions, light sensitivity, 
skin drying, and dermal photoaging.52,112 Some laboratory 
data suggest a potential for infrared acting synergistically 
with ultraviolet radiation in cutaneous photocarcinogen-
esis, but the clinical significance of this, if any, remains to 
be determined.52

Fluidotherapy

Fluidotherapy is a superficial, dry heating modality that 
uses convective heating with forced hot air and a bed of 
finely divided solid particles.20 This solid-gas system report-
edly behaves like a heterogeneous fluid of low viscosity, 
a phenomenon labeled fluidization.19 Reputed advan-
tages include the massaging action of the highly turbulent 
solid-gas mixture and the freedom to perform range-of-
motion exercises.19 Peak hand muscle and joint capsule 
temperatures of nearly 42° C (107.6° F), and peak foot 
muscle and joint capsule temperatures of approximately 
39.5° C (103.1° F), have been achieved after 20 minutes 
of fluidotherapy at 47.8° C (118° F).20 Both the tem-
perature and the amount of agitation can be controlled. 

FIGURE 20-3  Typical heating pad burn. Note the focal hypopigmentation 
from burns at areas of increased pressure. Also note the more diffuse hyper-
pigmentation changes (erythema ab igne).
The typical temperature range is 46.1° to 48.9° C  
(115° to 120° F). Decreased degrees of agitation can be 
used for sensitive areas. Although fluidotherapy is touted 
for use in a variety of conditions, further study is needed 
to more objectively define its role in physical medicine.89 
General heat precautions should be observed, and infected 
wounds should probably be avoided because of the risk of 
cross-contamination.

Paraffin Baths

A paraffin bath is a superficial heating agent that uses con-
duction as the primary form of heat transfer. Paraffin wax 
and mineral oil are mixed in a ratio of 6:1 or 7:1.112 Treat-
ment temperatures are 52.2° to 54.4° C (126° to 130° F). 
These are tolerated because of the low heat conductivity of 
the paraffin mixture.112 A thermometer should be used to 
ensure proper temperature. A thin film of unmelted paraf-
fin on the tank walls generally indicates a safe temperature. 
Methods of application include dipping, immersion, and 
brushing. After removing all jewelry, thoroughly wash and 
dry the area to be treated. The dipping method involves 7 to 
12 dips followed by wrapping in plastic and towels or insu-
lated mitts to retain heat.2 The immersion method involves 
several dips to form a thin glove of paraffin, followed by 
immersion for 30 minutes.2 The brushing method involves 
brushing on several coats of paraffin, followed by covering 
with towels. The brushing method is more cumbersome, 
and infrequently used in the adult population. However, 
children often find paraffin brushing to be fun, thereby 
improving their treatment compliance. Paraffin brushing 
can also be useful for areas difficult to immerse. For home 
treatment, patients can use a double boiler, although com-
mercial paraffin tanks are reasonably inexpensive, probably 

15 cm: intensity 4x

30 cm: intensity x

60 cm: intensity 0.25x

FIGURE 20-4  Example of inverse square law, with the intensity arbitrarily 
defined as x at a distance of 30 cm. With a change in distance from the heat 
source, the area of heating changes, and therefore the heat intensity per unit 
of area changes.
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safer, and more convenient. The equipment safety precau-
tions should be carefully reviewed. General heat precau-
tions apply to paraffin use. Open wounds and infected 
areas should be avoided.

The immersion method produces the greatest quantity 
and duration of temperature increase, with peak forearm 
subcutaneous tissue temperatures of 5.5° C over baseline, 
and brachioradialis temperatures of 2.4° C over baseline.2 
The dip method produces a 4.4° C peak forearm subcuta-
neous tissue temperature rise and a 1.0° C brachioradia-
lis temperature rise, but these temperature rises decrease 
significantly by 15 to 20 minutes postdipping.2 In a study 
of patients with scleroderma, paraffin baths in conjunc-
tion with friction massage and active range-of-motion 
exercise resulted in statistically significant improvement in 
skin compliance and overall hand function.6 In a study of 
patients with rheumatoid arthritis, statistically significant 
improvements in range of motion and grip function were 
noted after paraffin treatment in conjunction with active 
range-of-motion exercises, whereas paraffin baths alone 
had no statistically significant effect.47 This again empha-
sizes the importance of using exercise in combination with 
the modality.200,201

Deep Heat

Diathermy is derived from dia (“through”) and therme 
(“heat”), and refers to several forms of deep heating, 
namely shortwave, microwave, and ultrasound. Because 
the target tissue in physical medicine is generally muscle, 
tendon, ligament, or bone (rather than skin or subcutane-
ous fat), the goal of early investigators was to discover a 
mode of heating that minimized skin and subcutaneous 
tissue heating but maximized heating of deeper tissues.80 
The challenge of diathermy developers was to discover a 
modality that could penetrate the skin and subcutaneous 
fat to produce a maximum temperature rise in underlying 
soft tissues. Conversely, the modality should not produce 
excessive temperatures in more superficial tissues (sub-
cutaneous fat, being relatively avascular compared with 
muscle, is unable to adequately dissipate heat via vasodi-
latation). The therapeutic target temperature is generally 
considered to be 40° to 45° C (104° to 113° F).80 Lower 
temperatures might not produce adequate vasodilatation 
and increased metabolism, whereas higher temperatures 
can result in tissue damage. Because the thermal pain 
threshold is approximately 45° C (113° F), pain percep-
tion can be used to monitor intensity of heating in the 
neurologically intact and alert person.80 One gradually 
increases modality intensity to the earliest pain perception, 
then slightly decreases intensity. There is, however, only a 
fine line between the therapeutic temperature range and 
potential thermal injury.

Ultrasound

Ultrasound is defined as acoustic vibration with frequencies 
above the audible range (i.e., >20,000 Hz). Medical uses 
of ultrasound can be diagnostic or therapeutic. Diagnostic 
ultrasound is used for a variety of obstetric, urologic, car-
diovascular, and other imaging studies, and is outside the 
scope of this chapter. Therapeutic ultrasound involves the 
use of high-frequency acoustic energy to produce thermal 
and nonthermal effects in tissue. Ultrasonic signals are 
typically generated using the reverse piezoelectric effect. 
Certain quartz crystals and synthetic ceramics have piezo-
electric characteristics, such that when they vibrate they 
produce an electric current.188 The reverse happens when 
an electric current is passed across such crystals, causing 
vibration at a specific frequency.

As ultrasonic waves travel through tissue, they lose a 
proportion of their energy, a process called attenuation.208 
Attenuation in tissue is produced by several mechanisms: 
absorption, beam divergence, and deflection.208 Absorption 
is the major cause of ultrasound attenuation.208 Ultrasonic 
energy is absorbed by the tissue and is ultimately converted 
into heat.208 For most tissues, attenuation increases as fre-
quency increases, so a 1.0-MHz signal would penetrate 
deeper than a 3.0-MHz signal because of its lower attenua-
tion by the tissue.208 Beam divergence is the amount that the 
beam spreads out from the transducer. Beam divergence 
decreases as frequency increases, so a higher frequency sig-
nal has a more focused beam.

Deflection includes the processes of reflection, refraction, 
and scattering.208 The angle of the reflected wave is equal 
to the angle of the incident wave (Figure 20-5). The mag-
nitude of the reflected wave depends on the difference in 
acoustic impedance between the tissues on each side of the 
reflecting surface.208 Acoustic impedance is a measure of 
the resistance to the transmission of a sound wave, and is 
the product of the velocity of sound and the density of the 
medium.188,208 The magnitude of the reflected wave is pro-
portional to the following formula208:

A2  −  A1 / A2  +  A1

where A2 is the acoustic impedance of tissue 2 and A1 is 
the acoustic impedance of tissue 1. The greater the mis-
match of acoustic impedance of the two tissues, the greater 
the magnitude of the reflected wave. Because the imped-
ance mismatch between skin and air is extremely high, 
essentially all the acoustic signal is reflected if a coupling 
agent is not used (see below).208 Refraction is a deviation of 
beam direction as it is transmitted between two media (see 
 Figure 20-5). The angle of the transmitted (refracted) wave 
is determined by the velocity of sound in the two media, 
and is given by Snell’s law208:

sine 1 / sine 2  =  velocity 1 / velocity 2

where sine 1 is the sine of the incident wave, sine 2 is 
the sine of the transmitted wave, velocity 1 is the velocity 
of sound in the first tissue, and velocity 2 is the veloc-
ity of sound in the second tissue. Scattering is the last 

Incident wave

Tissue 1

Tissue 2 Transmitted wave

Reflected wave
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FIGURE 20-5  Example of reflection and refraction at a tissue interface. ϕi, 
Angle of incident wave; ϕr , angle of reflected wave; ϕt, angle of transmitted wave.
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mechanism of beam deflection. It occurs when surface 
irregularities scatter the signal. Scattering is minimized 
when surface irregularities are small with respect to the 
wavelength.

Parameters for therapeutic ultrasound are noted in 
Table 20-2. Frequency is generally in the range of millions 
of cycles per second (or megahertz). The most commonly 
used frequencies in the United States are in the range of 
0.8 to 1.1 MHz, although frequencies around 3.0 MHz 
are also fairly common. Power is total energy per unit 
time, whereas intensity is power per unit area. Intensity 
can be expressed in terms of peak or average intensity, 
and spatial or temporal intensity, and is indicated in units 
of watts per square centimeter. These different measures 
of intensity are defined in Table 20-2. The World Health 
Organization and the International Electrical Commis-
sion both recommend limiting spatial average intensity 
to 3 W/cm2.88 Most clinically used intensities of thera-
peutic ultrasound are in the range of 0.5 to 2.0 W/cm2. 
Temperatures of up to 46° C (114.8° F) in deep tissues 
(e.g., bone-muscle interface) are easily achieved with 
ultrasound.115-117 If very deep heating (e.g., of the hip 
joint) is the goal, ultrasound appears to be superior to 
microwave or SWD.121

Ultrasound delivery can be continuous or pulsed. Pulsed 
delivery involves the emission of brief bursts or pulses of 
ultrasound, interspersed with periods of silence (Figure 
20-6). For pulsed ultrasound delivery, additional param-
eters should be indicated.188 These include pulse dura-
tion, pulse repetition period, pulse repetition frequency, 
and duty factor, and are defined in Table 20-2. In most 
machines available for use in the United States, selecting 
a duty factor automatically determines the other param-
eters. Duty factor commonly ranges from 10% to 50%. For 
example, a 2-ms pulse duration might be interspersed with  
8 ms of silence. The pulse repetition period would be 10 ms,  
the pulse repetition frequency would be 100 Hz, and the 

Table 20-2   Ultrasound Parameters
Parameter Details

Frequency Millions of cycles per second (MHz)

Power Total energy per unit time (W)

Effective radiating area The area of the transducer that actually 
 radiates ultrasonic waves (cm2)

Intensity
Spatial average intensity
Spatial peak intensity
Temporal average 

intensity
Temporal peak intensity

May be expressed in terms of peak or average 
and spatial or temporal (W/cm2)

Total power output divided by effective 
 radiating area

Maximal intensity anywhere within the beam
Average intensity of “on” and “off” periods of 

a pulsed signal
Maximal intensity of “on” period of a pulsed 

signal

Duration Generally 5-10 minutes per site

Additional parameters 
for pulsed ultrasound

Pulse duration
Pulse repetition period
Pulse repetition fre-

quency
Duty factor

Time of actual ultrasound pulse (“time on”)
Time interval from one pulse to the next 

(“time on” and “time off”)
Number of pulses per second
Fraction of total time during which ultrasound 

is emitted (calculated by dividing pulse 
duration by pulse repetition period)
duty factor would be 20%. Pulsed delivery, especially at 
low duty factors, results in less heating than  continuous 
wave ultrasound, and thereby presumably emphasizes 
nonthermal effects.

The physiologic effects of ultrasound can be divided 
into thermal and nonthermal effects. Thermal effects are 
produced when acoustic energy is absorbed, producing 
molecular vibration, which results in heat production.36 
Nonthermal effects include cavitation, media motion 
(acoustic streaming, microstreaming), and standing waves. 
Cavitation is the production of gas bubbles in a sound 
field.36 These bubbles can expand and contract with alter-
nating compressions and rarefactions of a sound wave.36 
Stable cavitation refers to bubbles that oscillate in size 
within the sound field.57 Unstable cavitation refers to bub-
bles that continue to grow in size and then collapse. The 
high temperatures and pressures generated by this can pro-
duce platelet aggregation, localized tissue damage, and cell 
death.57 Both forms of cavitation are capable of mechani-
cal distortion, movement of material, and alteration of 
cellular function, but their clinical significance is not yet 
clearly defined.36,138

Media motion includes acoustic streaming and micro-
streaming. Acoustic streaming is defined as unidirectional 
movement in an ultrasonic pressure field, and results 
from an ultrasonic wave traveling through a compressible 
medium.57 Acoustic microstreaming is produced by stable 
cavitation. As the stable cavitation bubbles oscillate in size, 
the surrounding fluid is set in motion, with nearby par-
ticles being attracted to the oscillating bubble.57 In addi-
tion to movement of material, acoustic streaming and 
microstreaming can result in cell membrane damage and 
accelerate metabolic processes.57

Standing waves are produced by the superimposition 
of incident and reflected sound waves, and can result in 
focal heating at tissue interfaces of different densities.57 
Stasis of red blood cells at one-half wavelength intervals 
in a sound field has also been demonstrated in the labora-
tory.58 Although numerous subcellular, cellular, and tissue 
nonthermal ultrasound effects have been reported, their 
clinical significance remains to be elucidated.36,43,57,58,138 
Certain measures can minimize the nonthermal effects of 
ultrasound. Higher frequency, lower intensity, and pulsed 
delivery mode minimizes acoustic cavitation.43 Strok-
ing technique of application minimizes standing wave 
formation.57

As noted previously, the amount of ultrasound reflected 
at an interface between two media depends on the differ-
ence in acoustic impedance, so the ideal coupling medium 
is one with acoustic impedance similar to that of tissue. 
Three factors have an impact on the effectiveness of a cou-
pling medium:

Pulse
duration

Pulse repetition period

FIGURE 20-6  Example of a pulsed ultrasound signal.
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 1.  Absorption by the medium, which attenuates the ultra-
sound power

 2.  Impedance match between the coupling media and the 
transmitter sound head, which determines the amount 
of power reflected into the ultrasound source

 3.  Impedance match between the coupling medium and 
the body tissue, which determines the amount of power 
reflected into the medium8

Degassed water is a commonly used coupling medium 
and is used to prevent bubble formation on the skin surface. 
Allowing tap water to stand overnight typically allows for 
adequate gas evaporation. In tests of acoustic transmissiv-
ity, mineral oil and several commercially available coupling 
gels had similar transmissivities to the reference standard 
of distilled degassed water.195 However, the hydrocortisone 
phonophoresis coupling agents tested had a significantly 
lower transmissivity, presumably related to microscopic air 
bubbles introduced into the media. Variation in transducer 
pressure produced dramatic differences in transmissiv-
ity, which outweighed the differences between the various 
coupling media. The investigators concluded that coupling 
media can be chosen primarily on the basis of cost and 
convenience, without compromising function.195 Encased 
silicon gel shows promise for use as a coupling agent over 
irregular body surfaces, sensitive skin areas, and open 
wounds, if the issue of impedance mismatch with the sound 
head can be rectified.8 In addition to accommodating for 
impedance mismatches, coupling media also lubricate to 
permit smooth movement of the transducer over the skin.

The most common technique of ultrasound application 
is the stroking technique. It allows a more even energy dis-
tribution over the site being treated. The applicator is moved 
slowly over an area of approximately 25 cm2 (4 square 
inches) in a circular or longitudinal manner.112 The appli-
cator size (usually 5 to 10 cm2) limits the size of the area 
that can be treated, so multiple fields of treatment might be 
needed for larger areas (i.e., shoulder and hip may require 
anterior, lateral, and posterior ports). The stationary tech-
nique generally should be avoided because of the potential 
for standing waves and the production of hot spots.148 Inten-
sity is indicated by specifying the particular watts per square 
centimeter or by titrating to just below pain threshold. In sur-
veys of performance of ultrasonic therapy equipment, varia-
tions in frequency and power output were common.88,182 
Although the frequency of commercially available ultra-
sound applicators was typically within 5% of manufacturer’s 
specifications, the overwhelming majority (85%) of appli-
cators tested had power output variations of over 20%.182 
Consequently it is important to have ultrasound applicators 
recalibrated regularly.

More than 35 clinical uses of ultrasound have been 
described, but many of these are not well supported by exper-
imental evidence.186 More recent systematic reviews have not 
conclusively shown the benefits of ultrasound in the care of a 
number of musculoskeletal and related conditions, for simi-
lar lack of evidential support.* The purported clinical uses of 
ultrasound continue to expand, however, as witnessed by the 
current clinical interest in fracture healing, especially of bony 
nonunions,63,64,102 104 and in chronic wound healing.†

*References 21, 28, 84, 130, 192, 193.
†References 24, 61, 78, 86, 105, 111, 120, 145.
Ultrasound precautions are summarized in Box 
20-6.133,148,186 Concern about the use of heat near malig-
nancies was discussed previously. Deep heating over an 
open epiphysis could result in either increased growth 
(from hyperemia) or decreased growth (from thermal 
injury). Avoiding ultrasound near pacemakers is reason-
able because of potential thermal or mechanical injury to 
the pacemaker. Ultrasound over laminectomy sites could 
theoretically result in spinal cord heating. Ultrasound 
at therapeutic dosage over the peroneal nerve has been 
shown to produce a reversible conduction block in some 
patients with polyneuropathy.94 There are also case reports 
of increased radicular pain with ultrasound.72 There are 
even case reports of patient abuse of ultrasound.125 The 
concern with ultrasound use over arthroplasties and other 
metallic implants is the potential for focal heating. Ger-
sten71 reported that temperature rises near metal were actu-
ally lower than temperature rises near bone, so metal per se 
should not be a contraindication to ultrasound.  Lehmann112 
cautioned against the use of ultrasound near methyl meth-
acrylate or high-density polyethylene because of their high 
coefficient of absorption. The effect of ultrasound on bony 
ingrowth arthroplasties is not yet well defined. Because the 
effects of ultrasound on arthroplasties are not yet completely 
delineated, the most prudent course would be to avoid ultra-
sound over these areas whenever possible.

Shortwave Diathermy

SWD is a modality that produces deep heating via conver-
sion of electromagnetic energy to thermal energy. Oscil-
lation of high-frequency electrical and magnetic fields 
produces movement of ions, rotation of polar molecules, 
and distortion of nonpolar molecules, with resultant heat 
generation.73,99 The Federal Communications Commission 
limits industrial, scientific, and medical use to 13.56 MHz  
(wavelength, 22 m), 27.12 MHz (wavelength, 11 m), 
and 40.68 MHz (wavelength, 7.5 m).101 The 27.12-MHz 
 frequency is most commonly used. The heating pattern 
produced depends on the type of shortwave unit and on 
the water content and electrical properties of the tissue. 
 Tissues can be grossly divided into those with high water 
content (muscle, skin, blood, etc.) and those with low 
water content (bone, fat, etc.).99

SWD units can be inductive or capacitive. Inductive 
applicators use induction coils that apply a magnetic field to 
induce circular electrical fields in the tissue.80 They achieve 
higher temperatures in water-rich tissues with higher con-
ductivity.101 These applicators typically have a cable or drum 

 •  General heat precautions
 •  Near brain, eyes, reproductive organs
 •  Gravid or menstruating uterus
 •  Near pacemaker
 •  Near spine, laminectomy sites
 •  Malignancy
 •  Skeletal immaturity
 •  ? Arthroplasties
 •  ? Methyl methacrylate or high-density polyethylene

 

BOX 20-6

Ultrasound Precautions
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configuration.101 Cables are semiflexible induction coils 
that can be formed to the contour of the area to be treated. 
Drum applicators consist of induction coils enclosed in 
a rigid housing or drum. For a capacitive applicator, the 
patient is placed between two metal condenser plates (Fig-
ure 20-7). The plates and the patient’s intervening tissue act 
as a capacitor (an object that stores electrical charge), and 
heat is generated by rapid oscillations in the electric field 
from one plate to the other.73 Capacitive applicators might 
achieve higher temperatures in water-poor tissues such as 
subcutaneous adipose tissue.80,101

Currently available shortwave applicators do not allow 
precise dosimetry, so initial pain perception is used to 
monitor intensity. Terrycloth towels are used for spacing 
and to absorb sweat, which is highly conductive and could 
result in potentially severe focal heating.112 Typical treat-
ment time is 20 to 30 minutes. Specific applicator configu-
ration can greatly affect the distribution of heating.101,120 In 
a review of several different induction applicators, the ratio 
of muscle heating versus fat heating ranged from 0.39 to 
2.67 for the various applicators tested.120

Lehmann et al.114 evaluated the effect of subcutaneous 
fat thickness and technique of SWD application. In compar-
ing distance from the applicator, 2 cm of air space between 
patient and applicator produced a more desirable heating 
pattern than did 3 mm of terrycloth between patient and 
applicator. Depth of subcutaneous fat also had a significant 
effect on temperature distribution. Muscle temperature rise 
in subjects with less than 1 cm of subcutaneous fat was 
9.5° C, compared with 5.6° C in subjects with more than 
2 cm of subcutaneous fat.114 After application of pulsed 
SWD, Draper et al.54 noted mean temperature increases of 
1.36° C at 5 minutes, 2.87° C at 10 minutes, 3.78° C at 
15 minutes, and 3.49° C at 20 minutes, at a depth of 3 cm  
in the gastrocnemius muscle. SWD may also decrease 
musculotendinous stiffness and facilitate soft tissue exten-
sibility.139,168 SWD has been purported to be useful in a 
variety of musculoskeletal conditions, although, as with 
most of the physical agent modalities, there are conflict-
ing data regarding efficacy.* SWD precautions are listed in 
Box 20-7. Metal can result in focal heating and should be 
strictly avoided. All jewelry should be removed, and the 

*References 29, 53, 59, 66, 73, 97, 131, 141, 165.

FIGURE 20-7  Example of shortwave diathermy application with capaci-
tive applicator (condenser plates). (From Kotke FJ, Lehmann JF, editors: Krusen’s 
handbook of physical medicine and rehabilitation, ed 4, Philadelphia, 1990, Saunders,  
with permission.)
treatment table ideally should not contain metal. Like-
wise, electromagnetic energy can seriously interfere with 
pacemaker function, so a pacemaker is an absolute con-
traindication. Severe central nervous system damage has 
been reported after use of SWD near a deep brain stimula-
tor.147 Contact lenses are a concern because of the poten-
tial for focal heating.174 The other precautions listed are 
self-explanatory. Regular maintenance and calibration of 
equipment should be performed to ensure safe operation 
of SWD.5 Special attention should also be given to ensure 
operator safety during SWD use.177,179

Microwave Diathermy

Microwave diathermy is another form of electromagnetic 
energy that uses conversion as its primary form of heat pro-
duction. Thermal energy is produced by increased kinetic 
energy of molecules within the microwave field.153 Federal 
Communications Commission–approved frequencies for 
therapeutic microwave are 915 MHz (wavelength, 33 cm)  
and 2456 MHz (wavelength, 12 cm).112 The lower fre-
quency has the advantage of increased depth of penetra-
tion but also the disadvantages of greater beam dispersion 
and the requirement of larger applicators.153

Temperature distribution in a particular tissue is affected 
largely by its water content. The fraction of power absorbed 
in a particular tissue depends on several factors, including 
the frequency of the electromagnetic wave, the dielectric 
constant, and the electrical conductivity of the tissue.153 
In general, tissues with high water content absorb greater 
amounts of energy and are selectively heated.112 If muscle 
heating is a primary objective, 915-MHz applicators are 
preferable to 2456-MHz applicators.118 Nonthermal effects 
of microwave diathermy have been documented, but 
Lehmann112 points out that there is no evidence that these 
are of any therapeutic significance. Average temperatures of 
approximately 41°C (105.8°F) at a depth of 1 to 3 cm have 
been demonstrated.46 Microwave, although once quite 
popular, has been largely replaced by other modalities.177

General heat precautions should be observed with 
microwave. Metal implants, pacemakers, sites of skeletal 
immaturity, reproductive organs and brain, and fluid-filled 
cavities (eye, bullae, effusions, etc.) should be avoided.100,112

Cryotherapy

All forms of cryotherapy (therapeutic use of cold) are consid-
ered superficial cooling agents, usually transferring thermal 
energy by conduction. Exceptions include convective cool-
ing in the whirlpool and evaporative cooling with vapocool-
ant sprays (Table 20-3). This section reviews the physiologic 

 •  General heat precautions
 •  Metal (jewelry, pacemakers, intrauterine devices, surgical 

implants, deep brain stimulators, etc.)
 •  Contact lenses
 •  Gravid or menstruating uterus
 •  Skeletal immaturity

 

BOX 20-7

Shortwave Precautions
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effects (Box 20-8), general uses (Box 20-9), and general pre-
cautions (Box 20-10) for cryotherapy, followed by a discus-
sion of the agents currently used in physical medicine.

Physiologic Effects of Cold

Hemodynamic

Application of cold to the skin results in immediate cuta-
neous vasoconstriction through sympathetically mediated 
reflex mechanisms and by directly stimulating smooth 
muscle contraction.81,156 Lewis127 observed phasic oscil-
lations of temperature in the fingers after initial vaso-
constriction during cold water immersion. The initial 
vasoconstriction is thought to be due to a cold-induced 
increase in the affinity of the postjunctional α-adrenergic 
receptors for existing norepinephrine in vascular smooth 
muscle.178 Reactive vasodilatation occurs as further cooling 
interrupts noradrenaline release. Vasodilatation warms the 
tissues, again releasing norepinephrine to sensitized recep-
tors, and the cycle repeats. This “hunting” of temperature is 
believed to be a mechanism by which peripheral exposed 

Table 20-3   Classification of Various Types of Cooling

Type of Cooling Depth
Main Form of 
Energy Transfer

Cold packs Superficial Conduction

Ice massage Superficial Conduction

Cold water immersion Superficial Conduction

Cryotherapy-compression units Superficial Conduction

Vapocoolant spray Superficial Evaporation

Whirlpool baths Superficial Convection

Hemodynamic
 •  Immediate cutaneous vasoconstriction
 •  Delayed reactive vasodilatation
 •  Decreased acute inflammation

Neuromuscular
 •  Slowing of conduction velocity
 •  Conduction block and axonal degeneration with pro-

longed exposure
 •  Decreased group 1a fiber firing rates (muscle spindle)
 •  Decreased group 2 fiber firing rates (muscle spindle)
 •  Decreased group 1b fiber firing rates (Golgi tendon organ)
 •  Decreased muscle stretch reflex amplitudes
 •  Increased maximal isometric strength
 •  Decreased muscle fatigue
 •  Temporarily reduced spasticity

Joint and Connective Tissue
 •  Increased joint stiffness
 •  Decreased tendon extensibility
 •  Decreased collagenase activity

Miscellaneous
 •  Decreased pain
 •  General relaxation

 

BOX 20-8

Physiologic Effects of Cold
parts of the body are protected from cold injury. Others 
have demonstrated vasodilatation after cooling of the hand 
and forearm, without the phasic oscillations observed by 
Lewis.35,67 The effects of localized cooling on heart rate and 
blood pressure are variable and have been summarized 
elsewhere.134 Cryotherapy has also been shown to moder-
ate inflammation, more effectively in the acute phase than 
in the chronic phase.173

Neuromuscular

The initial response of peripheral nerves to cold applica-
tion is a marked slowing of conduction velocity.1,49 With 
more prolonged exposure, there is conduction block, 
cessation of axoplasmic transport, and eventual axonal 
degeneration.146 Decreased muscle spindle (both group 
1a and 2 fibers) and Golgi tendon organ (group 1b fibers) 
firing rates have been demonstrated after local cooling 
in animals.62 The clinical neuromuscular effects of cool-
ing include a decrease in gastrocnemius muscle stretch 
reflex amplitude,17,109 an increase in maximal isometric 
strength,34,132 and slowing in the rate of muscle fatigue.34 
Cold has also been shown to temporarily reduce spasticity 
in patients with hemiplegia and multiple sclerosis, improv-
ing exercise tolerance and enhancing function.87,137 Other 
investigators, however, have noted increased spasticity after 
cold application in some subjects.31,164

Joint and Connective Tissue

Topical cold application (approximately 4° C) to the knee 
in dogs induced significant and sustained depression of 
intraarticular temperature without significant effect on core 
temperature.18 Synovial collagenase activity also decreases 
with temperature. In vitro experiments demonstrate neg-
ligible synovial collagenase activity after cooling to 30° C 
(86° F), suggesting that therapy that decreases intraarticu-
lar temperature in inflammatory arthropathies could slow 

 •  Musculoskeletal conditions (sprains, strains, tendonitis, 
tenosynovitis, bursitis, capsulitis, etc.)

 •  Myofascial pain
 •  After certain orthopedic surgeries
 •  Component of spasticity management
 •  Emergency treatment of minor burns

 

BOX 20-9

General Uses of Cryotherapy in Physical Medicine

 •  Cold intolerance
 •  Cryotherapy-induced neurapraxia or axonotmesis
 •  Arterial insufficiency
 •  Impaired sensation
 •  Cognitive or communication deficits that preclude 

 reporting of pain
 •  Cryopathies
 •  Cryoglobulinemia
 •  Paroxysmal cold hemoglobinuria
 •  Cold hypersensitivity
 •  Raynaud disease or phenomenon

 

BOX 20-10

General Precautions for the Use of Cold
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the rate of collagenolysis.82 It should be noted, however, 
that in one study of the use of cryotherapy after cruciate 
ligament surgery, skin temperature had to be lowered to 
20° C to produce significant intraarticular temperature 
declines.41 Potentially negative effects such as decreased 
tendon extensibility and increased joint stiffness have also 
been demonstrated after cooling.119,205

Miscellaneous Effects of Cold

The analgesic effect of cold can be related to reflex muscle 
relaxation, cutaneous counterirritation, or its effects on 
nerve conduction.134 As with heat, some patients note cold 
to produce a general relaxation, although the mechanisms 
are not well defined.

General Uses of Cryotherapy in Physical 
Medicine

The general uses for therapeutic cold are summarized in Box 
20-9. Cryotherapy is most commonly used acutely after mus-
culoskeletal injury to minimize formation of edema, and for 
symptomatic relief in painful soft tissue and articular inflam-
matory states.75,92,134,135,189 Two recent reviews nicely sum-
marize the use of modalities in arthritis.83,151 Studies of the 
use of cryotherapy after orthopedic procedures have produced 
mixed results: some investigators report favorable effects on 
factors such as range of motion, pain, analgesic use, swelling, 
postoperative blood loss, and hospital length of stay, while 
others demonstrate no significant effect from cryotherapy.* 
There have also been mixed results with the use of cryother-
apy in spasticity management.31,87,137,164,196 Cryotherapy in 
the form of immediate ice water immersion is advocated as 
emergent primary treatment for minor burns.181

General Precautions for the Use of Cold

The general precautions for the use of cold are outlined in 
Box 20-10. The most common relative contraindication to 
the use of cold is simple cold intolerance. A patient who 
does not tolerate cold application will tend to increase mus-
cle guarding and cocontraction, which is directly counter-
productive to the therapeutic goals. Simple cold intolerance 
should be distinguished from true cold hypersensitivity, 
which is discussed below. Caution should also be used when 
applying cold over the course of superficial nerves, because 
peroneal and ulnar palsies have been reported after cryo-
therapy.55 Application of cold over areas of compromised 
arterial vascularity can theoretically produce further isch-
emia from local vasoconstriction and should be avoided. 
Likewise, because of the potential for cold injury, cryother-
apy should be used with caution in areas of impaired sensa-
tion or in patients who have cognitive or communication 
deficits that preclude reporting of pain.

The cryopathies are also contraindications to the use of 
cold.167 Cryoglobulinemia is a condition that results in the 
precipitation of immune complexes at low temperatures. 
Paroxysmal cold hemoglobinuria is a rare disorder resulting 
from an antibody directed against a red blood cell surface 
antigen, with hemolysis precipitated by cold exposure. Cold 
hypersensitivity is a mast cell–mediated process producing 

*References 10, 37, 42, 60, 85, 96, 124, 126, 170, 198, 203.
urticaria and angioedema on exposure to cold. Raynaud 
disease is an idiopathic condition characterized by arterio-
lar spasm precipitated by cold exposure or stress. Raynaud 
phenomenon is secondary to other rheumatologic conditions 
(rheumatoid arthritis, scleroderma, systemic lupus erythe-
matosus, etc.) and is classically manifested by digital pallor, 
followed by cyanosis and eventual reactive hyperemia.

Cryotherapy Agents

Cold packs

Cold packs include hydrocollator packs, endothermic 
chemical gel packs, and ice packs. Hydrocollator packs 
are cooled in a freezer to –12° C (10° F) and applied over 
a moist towel.109 Endothermic chemical gel packs have 
separate compartments with compounds such as ammo-
nium nitrate and water that when mixed, undergo a heat-
absorbing reaction. They are portable, pliable, and easily 
used in the field. Although many endothermic chemical 
gel packs are designed for one-time use, some have the 
advantage that they can be refrozen and reused as a simple 
cryogel pack. Ice packs are easily used at home and might 
be best applied by elastic bandage or tape, as external com-
pression appears to increase their cooling effectiveness.12 
The duration of application is typically 20 to 30 minutes. 
With application of a cooled hydrocollator pack, the skin 
is cooled immediately, subcutaneous tissues are cooled 
within minutes, and muscle at a depth of 2 cm is cooled 
by approximately 5° C after 20 minutes.109 Precautions for 
cold packs are as listed in Box 20-10.

Ice Massage

Ice massage is the direct application of ice to the skin using 
gentle stroking motions. It combines the therapeutic effects 
of cooling with the mechanical effects of massage. Water is 
frozen in a paper cup, with the ice being exposed by tear-
ing the top rim of paper off as the ice melts (Figure 20-8). 
Alternatively, a wooden tongue depressor can be placed 
in the water, to be used as a handle after the water is fro-
zen. Ice massage is generally used for localized symptoms 
and applied for 5 to 10 minutes per site, depending on the 
amount of subcutaneous adipose tissue.129 There is typically 
a phasic response to ice massage, beginning with an initial 
perception of coolness, followed by a burning or aching, then 
hypoesthesia and analgesia.75 Intramuscular temperatures at 
a depth of 2 cm after 5 minutes of ice massage have been 
reported to be reduced by 4.1° C in the posterior thigh197 
to as much as 15.9° C in the biceps brachii muscle.129 In his 
initial description of ice massage, Grant75 reported a “satis-
factory treatment result” in over 80% of a series of more than 
7000 patients with a variety of painful musculoskeletal con-
ditions treated with ice massage and mobilization exercises, 
although no statistical analysis was reported. Precautions for 
ice massage are as listed under general cold precautions.

Cold Water Immersion

Immersion in cold water is best suited for circumfer-
ential cooling of the limbs, usually at temperatures of  
5° to 13° C (41° to 55.4° F).181 It is often uncomfortable 
and poorly tolerated, although reportedly effective with 
localized burns, as skin temperature rapidly approaches 
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water temperature.181 Gastrocnemius muscle temperature 
decreases to approximately 6° C below baseline after 30 
minutes of cold water immersion.137,158 Precautions for 
cold water immersion are listed in Box 20-10.

Cryotherapy-Compression Units

Cryotherapy-compression units consist of a cuff or boot 
through which cold water is circulated, and can be pneu-
matically compressed statically or in a serial, distal-to-
proximal pumping action. They are designed to combine 
the beneficial effects of cryotherapy with the advantages 
of pneumatic compression. They are used primarily after 
acute musculoskeletal injury with soft tissue swelling, and 
after some surgical procedures.171 Typical temperatures of 
7.2° C (45° F) and pressures up to 60 mm Hg are used.

Vapocoolant Spray

Vapocoolant spray and stretch methods are used by some 
practitioners to treat myofascial and musculoskeletal pain 
syndromes. The technique consists of a series of unidirec-
tional applications of Fluori-Methane spray, which has 
replaced the highly flammable ethyl chloride spray in clinical 
usage.189 Treatment begins in the “trigger area” (area of deep 
myofascial hypersensitivity) and extends over the “reference 
zone” (area of referred pain) while passively stretching the 
muscle.189 The spray and stretch are performed parallel to the 
muscle fibers, at an approximate rate of 4 inches/s. Waiting 
briefly between applications helps prevent skin freezing. The 
therapeutic effect of spray and stretch is postulated to result 
from a counterirritant phenomenon.189 Precautions include 
general cold precautions and avoidance of cutaneous freezing.

Hydrotherapy

Hydrotherapy is defined as the external application of hot 
or cold water, in any form, for the treatment of disease.69 
The main forms of hydrotherapy are whirlpool baths, the 
Hubbard tank, the shower cart, and contrast baths. Their 

FIGURE 20-8  Example of ice massage.
primary uses are in arthritis and a variety of musculoskel-
etal conditions, and in the cleansing and debridement of 
burns and other dermal injuries.

Whirlpool Baths and Hubbard Tanks

Whirlpool baths and Hubbard tanks control water temper-
ature and agitate it by aeration, dispersing thermal energy 
by convection (although as noted previously, the actual 
transfer of heat to or from the body is by conduction). 
Whirlpool baths come in a variety of sizes and are typically 
used for treatment of a limb or localized lesion. Because 
only a portion of the body is immersed, greater extremes 
of temperature can be tolerated without significant core 
body temperature change.69,158 As more body surface area 
is immersed and the extremes of temperature increase, 
there is increasing potential for alteration of core body 
temperature. Hubbard tanks are larger tanks generally used 
for whole-body immersion, so neutral temperatures (34° 
to 36° C, 93° to 97° F) should be used to prevent core 
temperature fluctuations.

An immersed body experiences a vertical antigravity 
force equal to that of the volume of the displaced water, 
decreasing stress on bones and joints.69 This property, 
along with the therapeutic effects of the water temperature, 
makes hydrotherapy appropriate for adjunctive treatment 
of degenerative arthritis, acute musculoskeletal injuries, 
burns, and skin ulceration23 and infection.69 Antiseptic con-
ditions can be used for hydrotherapy of burns or infected 
areas, but truly sterile conditions are not easily achieved, 
necessitating provider vigilance in patient selection, given 
reports of Pseudomonas infections.190 Sodium hypochlorite 
is the most commonly used antibacterial solution used in 
burn programs.187 For Hubbard tank treatment of large 
wounds, salt can also be added to minimize fluid shifts. Iso-
tonic saline is 0.9% sodium chloride (0.9 g of NaCl, 100 mL  
of H2O), so 900 g (approximately 2 lb) of salt should be 
added per 100 L (approximately 25 gallons) of water.

Shower Cart

Hydrotherapy has several features that are desirable for 
treatment of burns or other wounds. It loosens adherent 
dressings to facilitate removal, allows for removal of anti-
microbial cream before reapplication, and softens eschar to 
facilitate debridement.194 There is a risk for autocontamina-
tion and cross-contamination, however, with conventional 
whirlpool baths or Hubbard tanks.194 The shower cart was 
developed in response to this risk.194 It allows for gentle 
spray or shower hydrotherapy during mechanical debride-
ment of large surface area burns and other wounds under 
relatively sterile conditions.194 Typical units have overhead 
retractable shower heads (Figure 20-9), with independently 
adjustable water temperature and pressure. A shower cart 
also uses significantly less water and less space, and requires 
less maintenance than a Hubbard tank (see Chapter 58).

Contrast Baths

Contrast baths consist of alternating immersion of the 
distal limbs in hot (42° to 45° C, 108° to 113° F) then 
cold (8.5° to 12.5° C, 47° to 55° F) water.204 The effect 
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is thought to be related to the cyclic vasoconstriction and 
vasodilatation produced by the temperature extremes. 
Thirty-minute treatment sessions are typical, beginning 
with a 10-minute immersion in hot water, followed by 
alternating immersions of 1 minute in cold and 4 min-
utes in hot water, and ending the session with a cold water 
immersion to theoretically limit swelling. The technique 
might be beneficial in the treatment of rheumatologic dis-
ease, neuropathic pain, or other chronic pain syndromes 
such as complex regional pain syndrome.

Other Modalities

Ultraviolet

Ultraviolet radiation is that part of the electromagnetic spec-
trum adjacent to the short-wavelength, high-frequency (vio-
let) end of the visible light spectrum. Ultraviolet radiation 
has historically been used in physical medicine for the treat-
ment of skin ulcers, but now its therapeutic use is almost 
exclusively dermatologic.143 Most current treatments with 
ultraviolet radiation use either ultraviolet A (wavelength 320 
to 400 nm) or ultraviolet B (wavelength 290 to 320 nm) 
radiation.143 The minimal erythema dose can be used to 
titrate intensity, and is determined by exposing small areas 
of skin to different durations of ultraviolet radiation. The 
minimal erythema dose is that duration of exposure that 
produces erythema. Although originally used mainly in the 
treatment of psoriasis, there are now more than 30 dermato-
logic disorders for which ultraviolet radiation could be effi-
cacious.143 Potential adverse effects include premature aging 
of the skin, nonmelanoma skin cancer, and cataracts.143

Iontophoresis

Iontophoresis is the migration of charged particles across 
biologic membranes under an imposed electrical field.123 
Its primary use has been in transcutaneous systemic or local 

FIGURE 20-9  Shower cart.
delivery of medicines. For systemic drug delivery, it avoids 
the problems associated with oral or intravenous routes 
such as gastric irritation, first-pass hepatic metabolism, and 
variable serum concentrations.32,33 Iontophoresis in physi-
cal medicine is used to deliver medicines directly to soft tis-
sues, limiting systemic absorption.30,38,128 Ionic medications 
(local anesthetics, corticosteroids, analgesics, and antibiot-
ics) or plain tap water has been used with this technique. 
The ionic solution to be iontophoresed is placed on the 
electrode of the same polarity, and then the negative, posi-
tive, and ground electrodes are applied to the skin. A direct 
current, typically between 10 and 30 mA, is applied to drive 
the solution away from the electrode and into the surround-
ing tissues.180 The quantity of solution transported appears 
to be dependent on the local current density, the duration 
of treatment, and the solution concentration.150 Although 
the mechanism of action and the clinical efficacy of ionto-
phoresis continue to be debated, it is a modality commonly 
used by practitioners to treat a variety of conditions.* Ionto-
phoresis is generally well tolerated, although miliariasis has 
been reported when treating hyperhydrosis.180

Phonophoresis

Phonophoresis involves the use of ultrasound to facilitate 
transdermal migration of topically administered medica-
tions. Corticosteroids are the most frequently used phono-
phoresis agents. The antiinflammatory effects of ultrasound 
and corticosteroids are thought to be synergistic.144 The 
actual mechanism of transdermal migration has not been 
well defined but could involve increased cell permeabil-
ity from the thermal effects of ultrasound.144 Ultrasonic 
coupling gel is mixed with various chemical substances 
to produce the phonophoresis coupling agent.144 Studies 
have documented significant differences in acoustic trans-
mission among different phonophoresis agents, and these 
differences should be considered in choosing an agent.27 
Typical phonophoresis treatment parameters are similar to 
those of standard ultrasound: pulsed mode, 1-MHz trans-
ducer frequency, stroking technique, at 1.0 to 1.5 W/cm2, 
for approximately 5 minutes per site.144 There is also low-
frequency phonophoresis that typically uses frequencies 
less than 100 kHz.140 Proposed indications for phonopho-
resis include osteoarthritis, bursitis, capsulitis, tendonitis, 
strains, fasciitis, epicondylitis, tenosynovitis, contracture, 
scar tissue, neuromas, and adhesions.77,144 Phonophoresis 
is a modality with some measure of clinical effectiveness, 
but there continue to be differences of opinion about its 
mechanism of action, clinical efficacy, and the extent of 
transdermal migration of agents.† The precautions for and 
contraindications to phonophoresis are listed in Box 20-6.

Low-Energy Laser

Laser is the acronym for light amplification by stimulated 
emission of radiation. It consists of a coherent (in phase), 
collimated (restricted in area) beam of photons of iden-
tical frequency. Low-energy lasers typically deliver less 

*References 9, 30, 38, 40, 48, 79, 90, 128, 142, 152, 157, 166, 180, 183, 
184, 206.

†References 11, 25, 26, 44, 90, 93, 106, 154, 169.
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than 90 mW and should be distinguished from the higher 
power (10 to 100+ W) lasers used in surgery, dermatol-
ogy, and ophthalmology. Low-energy lasers deliver mini-
mal energies (between 1 and 4 J) and can be considered 
a form of intense, focal light therapy.13 They have been 
shown to affect many subcellular and cellular processes, 
although the mechanisms have not been well defined.13 
However, it is important to note that the low-energy laser 
does not produce significant tissue temperature changes, 
so any potential physiologic effects appear to be nonther-
mal. Low-intensity laser therapy has been used experimen-
tally to treat a wide variety of clinical conditions, but no 
consensus regarding indication or effectiveness has been 
established.* There is also wide variation in equipment, 
experimental design, and stimulation parameters reported 
in the low-energy laser therapy literature, and some think 
this may be responsible for the conflicting results.13,172 The 
low-energy laser was recently approved by the Food and 
Drug Administration for selected indications. Protective 
goggles should be worn by both the patient and the treat-
ing therapist to protect against potential retinal injury.

Interferential Current Therapy

Interferential current therapy (IFC) is a modality that uses 
two alternating current signals of slightly different fre-
quency. To understand the mechanism of IFC, one must 
have an understanding of how waves interact. Figure 20-10 
illustrates that interaction. At the intersection of two sinu-
soidal waveforms, the “interference” of the two waves 
produces a summated wave. When the two waves are in 
phase, there is constructive interference; the summated wave 
has an amplitude equal to the sum of the individual wave 
amplitudes.74 When the two waves are out of phase, there 
is destructive interference; the summated wave has a lower 
amplitude because the opposite polarities of the waves par-
tially cancel each other.74 When two waves of equal ampli-
tude and frequency are exactly in phase, the amplitude of 
the summated wave is exactly twice that of the individual 
waves. When two waves of equal amplitude and frequency 
are out of phase by exactly one-half wavelength (i.e., the 
peak of one wave intersects with the trough of the other 
wave), the amplitude of the summated wave is zero. As 
noted, IFC uses two alternating current signals of slightly 
different frequencies. As these two waveforms intersect, 
they are periodically in phase (constructive interference) 
and periodically out of phase (destructive interference). 
This periodic interference results in a new wave with cyclic 
modulation of amplitude, because of the cyclic construc-
tive and destructive interference. The amplitude of the 
summated wave modulates at a beat frequency, equal to 
the difference in frequency between the two signals.74 For 
example, if one applicator channel frequency is 5100 Hz 
and the other is 5000 Hz, the beat frequency would be 100 
Hz (5100 – 5000 = 100).

IFC machines typically use medium-frequency cur-
rents of approximately 4000 to 5000 Hz. Alternating cur-
rents of medium frequency (1000 to 10,000 Hz) have 
lower skin resistance than low-frequency currents (<1000 
Hz); it is therefore postulated that they penetrate tissue 

*References 14, 15, 22, 39, 45, 70, 91, 207.
more easily.74,176 However, many factors other than sig-
nal frequency also affect skin resistance and depth of 
penetration.4,107,108 Most IFC machines use two, four, or 
six applicators. These can be arranged in the same plane 
(planar), as in the lumbar area, or in different planes 
(coplanar), as in the shoulder. Figure 20-11 demonstrates a 
typical quadripolar IFC application. The classic “cloverleaf” 
pattern of interference produced between two circuits in a 
perfectly homogeneous medium is diagrammed. However, 
because of the marked heterogeneity of electrical conduc-
tance of human tissues, the actual summation is unlikely to 
occur as precisely as in this diagrammatic representation.4

IFC parameters that can be manipulated include sig-
nal frequency, beat frequency, amplitude, and cycle time. 
IFC machines allow for either a fixed frequency difference 
(most machines are capable of producing beat frequencies 
from 1 to 120 Hz) or a modulated frequency difference, 
where the beat frequency varies over time.107 Frequency 
modulation is sometimes referred to as “sweep.”175 In the-
ory, the use of frequency modulation limits neural adap-
tation.108 Amplitude can also be fixed or modulated. By 
manipulating the amplitude, the point of maximal ampli-
tude interference changes. As Figure 20-12 shows, with 
equal amplitude in each circuit, the field of interference 
is at a 45-degree angle to the circuits. If the amplitude of 
circuit 1 is increased, the field will rotate toward circuit 1. 
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Conversely, if the amplitude in circuit 1 is decreased, the 
field will rotate away from circuit 1. Amplitude modula-
tion is sometimes referred to as “scan.”175 IFC scan mode 
might be preferable when the treatment area is large or 
poorly localized; theoretically, the area of tissue stimula-
tion is larger with modulated amplitude than with fixed 
amplitude IFC.175 Some IFC machines also allow for on-
off cycling. IFC treatment parameters can be manipulated 
to produce stimulation parameters similar to the different 
categories of transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation 
(TENS) delivery: conventional, acupuncture-like, hyper-
stimulation, or burst modes.107,108 But Kloth107 notes that a 
major difference between IFC and TENS might be the abil-
ity of IFC to deliver higher currents than those of TENS.

Some have reported that IFC is useful in a variety of mus-
culoskeletal conditions, in neurologic conditions, and in 
the management of urinary incontinence,* although other 
literature fails to demonstrate its superiority over other 
interventions or placebo.149,185,191 As with many areas of 
physical agent modalities, further research is needed to 
define the role of IFC.163

Precautions and contraindications for IFC are the 
same as those for other forms of transcutaneous electrical 
stimulation.74,107 IFC should not be used near implanted 
stimulators (pacemakers, intrathecal pumps, spinal cord 
stimulators, etc.) because of the potential for interfer-
ence with the function of these devices.74,107 One should 
be aware of the potential for vascular responses when IFC 
is used near sympathetic ganglia or the carotid sinus.107 
IFC should not be used near open incisions or abrasions 
because of the potential for concentration of electrical 
current.107 It should not be used near the gravid uterus 

*References 56, 76, 95, 98, 107, 176, 202.
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because of concern about potential adverse effects on 
fetal development or the potential for stimulating uterine 
contractions.74,107 In the presence of venous thrombosis, 
IFC could result in mechanical stimulation of vascular 
smooth muscle, with the theoretic potential of precipitat-
ing emboli.74,107 It should not be used in an insensate area 
or in a patient cognitively incapable of accurately reporting 
pain.107 Ford68 reported on a case of full-thickness burn with 
IFC use near knee arthroplasty. Additionally, IFC should 
not be used near SWD because of the potential for interfer-
ence with resultant excessive electrical stimulation.107

Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the physiologic effects, common 
uses, techniques of application, and precautions for the 
therapeutic use of modalities. It is important to remem-
ber that these modalities are adjunctive treatments, to be 
used in conjunction with appropriate therapeutic exercise 
and medications. Because of the potential for deleterious 
effects, their use should generally be preceded by appropri-
ate professional evaluation. Having a firm understanding 
of the physiologic basis of modality selection is crucial to 
their proper use.
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CHAPTER 21

ELECTRICAL STIMULATION
David  T.  Yu
This chapter provides an overview of clinical applications 
using electrical stimulation that are relevant to the prac-
tice of physical medicine and rehabilitation. Advances in 
the neurosciences and technology development have led 
to the rapid expansion of clinical applications of electrical 
stimulation over the past decades. Several new applications 
are now commercially available and have been introduced 
into clinical practice. Many new applications are undergo-
ing development and evaluation at the time of this writing. 
Because this chapter is oriented toward physiatric clinical 
practice, and given the space limitations for this chapter, 
greater emphasis will be placed on interventions that have 
reached a level of clinical implementation. Promising inter-
ventions that have not been implemented clinically will be 
discussed briefly. Because the field of electrical stimulation 
is rapidly advancing, the reader is directed to review the 
literature for more detailed, up-to-date information regard-
ing electrical stimulation interventions, particularly those 
that are under development at the time of this writing.

History

Electricity has been applied to human disease for centuries. 
As early as 400 bc, torpedo fish possessing paired organs 
capable of generating up to 220 V of electricity, and amber, 
a fossilized resin that produces electrical current when 
rubbed, were used to treat a wide variety of conditions rang-
ing from headaches to hemorrhoids.15,23,86 “Electricity” was 
derived from the Latin word for amber, “electrica.” In 1744 
Kratzenstein, a German physician, reported the first use of 
static electricity to treat paralysis.65 Beginning in 1745 with 
the invention of the Leyden jar, a precursor to the capaci-
tor, technological advances provided a growing capacity 
to harness, store and modulate electricity. In 1831 Faraday 
constructed an electromagnetic machine, a forerunner of 
the electric generator and many electrotherapeutic devices 
that are currently in use.65 Because of ongoing technologi-
cal development and the invention of devices such as the 
battery, the latter half of the nineteenth century became 
an era where electrotherapeutic treatments expanded in 
a largely unregulated fashion, possibly contributing to a 
backlash of skepticism occurring later. Around 1840 elec-
trical stimulation of muscle began its development as a 
diagnostic tool. Although electrical changes corresponding 
to the human heartbeat had been demonstrated decades 
earlier, Einthoven (inventor of the string galvanometer) in 
1903 began electrical recordings of the human heart and 
coined the term “electrocardiogram.” Zoll demonstrated 
that an artificial pacemaker could sustain a human heart-
beat in 1952, and in 1958 the first human heart was paced 
for 96 days. Liberson et al.58 reported the first practical 
application of electrical stimulation in rehabilitation in 
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1961. He described the application of external current to 
the peroneal nerve to correct foot drop in a hemiparetic 
patient. Today there are three electrical stimulation sys-
tems to correct foot drop that are commercially available 
in the United States. A wide variety of electrical stimulation 
applications have been clinically implemented to address 
many rehabilitation issues, and many more are currently 
in development.

Physiology

A comprehensive discussion of the neurophysiologic basis 
of electrical stimulation in medicine is beyond the scope 
of this chapter. Several key issues warrant discussion, how-
ever, in order to provide a background for understanding 
the mechanisms of action and limitations of electrical 
stimulation interventions. Electrical stimulation in phys-
iatric practice can be placed into four general categories 
whereby external current is applied to (1) the peripheral 
nervous system to induce muscle activation; (2) the cen-
tral nervous system to induce muscle activation; (3) the 
central or peripheral nervous system to modulate sensory 
input, primarily to reduce pain; and (4) the skin to induce 
wound healing. Peripheral nerve stimulation to activate 
muscle, also known as neuromuscular electrical stimula-
tion (NMES), is by far the most common.

With NMES the point of stimulation can occur any-
where along the axon of the lower motor neuron including 
the motor points or the terminal branches of the nerve. 
Stimulation-induced muscle activation requires an intact 
motor unit—that is, the lower motor neuron (α-motor 
neuron), neuromuscular junction and corresponding 
muscle fibers. The threshold for muscle fiber stimulation is 
100 to 1000 times higher than that for nerve fiber stimula-
tion.69 For clinical purposes, direct stimulation of muscle 
fibers to induce contraction cannot be safely performed 
with available technology. Consequently NMES cannot 
induce muscle contraction in denervated muscle in clinical 
applications, and is generally best suited for upper motor 
neuron diseases to induce muscle activation in paralyzed 
muscle where the motor unit remains intact.

The generation of an action potential in the α-motor 
neuron follows the “all-or-none” principle for NMES, just 
as it does for normal physiologic excitation. The order of 
recruitment of motor units with NMES is reversed, how-
ever, in comparison with normal physiologic excitation. 
This is because the threshold for excitation with an exter-
nally applied current is inversely proportional to the nerve 
fiber diameter.92 During normal volitional muscle con-
traction, motor units with low conduction velocity, slow 
twitch force, long contraction time, low force generation, 
and greater resistance to fatigue are recruited first. With 
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increasing volitional force generation, motor units with 
higher conduction velocity, greater force generation, and 
less resistance to fatigue are recruited.7,41,42 The orderly 
recruitment of motor units during normal volitional mus-
cle contraction facilitates gradations in muscle force gen-
eration, smooth movement, and resistance to fatigue. With 
NMES the motor units containing larger nerve fibers are 
recruited first, followed by motor units containing smaller 
nerve fibers. As a result, NMES first recruits motor units with 
higher conduction velocities, greater force generation, and 
lower resistance to fatigue, followed by motor units with 
slower conduction velocities, lower force generation, and 
greater resistance to fatigue.92 NMES-induced recruitment, 
the reverse of normal recruitment, can pose challenges in 
clinical applications such as abrupt force generation and 
rapid onset of fatigue that can be only partially compen-
sated for by adjusting stimulation parameters to modulate 
the delivery of the external current. For example, a longer 
stimulus ramp-on time can induce more gradual force 
generation, and lower stimulus frequencies can minimize 
muscle fatigue. The modulation of stimulation parameters 
relevant to the clinical use of NMES is discussed in subse-
quent sections.

Muscle fiber types can change in response to NMES. 
Although most data come from studies in mammalian ani-
mal models, the consistency of the results suggests that the 
data can be generalized to all mammals including humans. 
Skeletal muscle can be classified into types I, IIa, and IIb 
based on metabolic, histochemical, and functional char-
acteristics (Table 21-1).64 All muscle fibers are histologi-
cally identical within a motor unit, but muscle fiber types 
vary within a muscle and convey unique metabolic and 
contractile characteristics.14 Continuous (24 hr/day) low- 
frequency (10 Hz) stimulation results in the transformation 
of fast-twitch type IIb fibers into slow-twitch type I fibers. 
Histologic changes are seen within 2 to 4 days of stimu-
lation onset, beginning in the sarcoplasmic reticulum.40 
Fiber type conversion is completed within 8 weeks.77

The timing and sequence of histochemical and ultra-
structural changes suggest that the regulation of fiber type 
transformation occurs at the level of gene transcription. 
The fiber type changes are accompanied by associated 
metabolic changes from the glycolytic pathway of type IIb 
fibers to the Krebs cycle pathway of type I fibers. Capillary 
density and oxygen utilization are increased.13,45 The fiber 
type transformation is accompanied by characteristic func-
tional changes, including greater resistance to fatigue.44 

Table 21-1   Muscle Fiber Types
Property Type I Type IIa Type IIb

Twitch Slow Fast Fast

Fatigue Slow Intermediate Rapid

Metabolism Oxidative 
(aerobic)

Oxidative-glycolytic 
(mixed)

Glycolytic 
(anaerobic)

Glycogen Low Intermediate High

Mitochondria High High Low

Capillary density High Intermediate Low

Morphology Red Intermediate White
A reduction in daily stimulation time (noncontinuous, 8 
hr/day) results in similar but delayed changes in muscle 
fiber type.78 When the electrical stimulation is discontin-
ued, muscle fibers return to their prestimulation type in a 
first-in, last-out sequence. Functional characteristics such 
as contractile properties return within 6 weeks, and meta-
bolic changes are reversed within 12 weeks, but changes in 
capillary density may persist for several months.87

Electrical stimulation delivered at higher frequencies 
(40 to 60 Hz) results in similar fiber type changes if the 
total number of stimuli remains constant.46,93 An increase 
in frequency (100 Hz) and number of stimuli has been 
shown to result in conversion of slow-twitch to fast-twitch 
fiber in denervated rodent muscle, but similar effects have 
not been demonstrated in innervated muscle.60

Stimulation Variables 
and Parameters

Externally applied electrical current can be characterized 
by a number of parameters including waveform, ampli-
tude, pulse width, frequency, and duty cycle. Electrical 
current can be direct (DC), alternating (AC), or pulsed. 
DC current involves a continuous, unidirectional flow of 
charge that is generally not applicable to NMES. However, 
stimulation of the brain cortex with DC current has been 
investigated for treatment of depression and various cog-
nitive impairments.9,53,61 AC current involves a continu-
ous, bidirectional flow of charge. Pulsed current is most 
commonly used in NMES and involves a pulsed, inter-
rupted flow of charge that can take on a variety of wave-
forms. Pulsed waveforms can be monophasic or biphasic. 
Biphasic waveforms can be symmetric or asymmetric with 
respect to baseline. Waveform asymmetry can be related 
to any aspect of the waveform shape including current 
amplitude, duration, rise, and decay. Electrical current 
delivered via implanted electrodes requires special wave-
form considerations to avoid charge accumulation that 
can result in electrode corrosion, tissue injury, or both.69 
Consequently devices designed to deliver transcutaneous 
stimulation might not be safely used with percutaneous or 
other implanted electrodes. Pulsed or AC current can be 
delivered in trains or bursts, where the frequency of bursts 
is known as the carrier frequency. Waveforms have been 
studied extensively with respect to stimulation-induced 
pain and tolerance because transcutaneous stimulation, 
despite preferential recruitment of larger nerve fibers, tends 
to stimulate smaller cutaneous pain fibers because of their 
proximity. Results have varied, however, and no consensus 
has been reached regarding the most tolerable waveform. 
Electrical stimulation delivered via implanted electrodes 
can bypass cutaneous nociceptive nerve fibers and results 
in significantly less discomfort.105 Waveform examples are 
shown in Figure 21-1.

Stimulation intensity is typically regulated via current 
amplitude, voltage, or pulse width. Increasing these param-
eters generates greater contractile force with associated 
stimulation-induced pain.12,43,57 Stimulators are either 
current or voltage regulated. Current-regulated stimulation 
provides (adjustable) constant current despite changing 
resistance that can be because of reduced contact between 
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electrode and skin interface or variable impedance result-
ing from tissue movement. Current-regulated stimula-
tors have safety mechanisms that prevent the delivery of 
excessively high voltage when excessive impedance is 
encountered. Increasing stimulation frequency also results 
in greater contractile force but is associated with greater 
muscle fatigue and stimulation-induced pain.11,49 The low-
est stimulation intensity and frequency that achieves the 
desired physiologic or functional effect is generally recom-
mended. The lowest stimulation frequency that results in 
fused muscle contraction can be as low as 12 Hz. Frequen-
cies of 12 to 16 Hz for upper limb applications and 18 to 25 
Hz for lower limb applications have been recommended.89 
The duty cycle refers to “on” and “off” time during cyclic 
stimulation. The duty cycle can be described by on:off time 
(e.g., 10 seconds:10 seconds) or as a percentage of on time 
(e.g., 50%.) Stimulation is typically ramped on by linear 
increases in stimulus intensity, with effects on graduated 
force generation. Stimulation can also be ramped off.

System Components

NMES systems are basically composed of a stimulator, 
a power source, electrodes, and either wired or wireless 
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FIGURE 21-1 Diagrammatic representations of waveforms and modulations.
connections between these components. Wireless con-
nections commonly use a radiofrequency link. Electrodes 
are either external, placed on the skin surface (transcuta-
neous), or implanted, where the electrically active surface 
of the electrode is placed internally, near or on the target 
nerve structure. The latter are referred to as “implanted 
systems,” although not all the system components are 
necessarily implanted. Implanted systems have expanded 
rapidly because of inherent advantages that include less 
stimulation-induced pain, more reliable electrode place-
ment, the capacity to selectively stimulate deeper struc-
tures, no need to don and doff implanted components, 
and greater practicality (particularly for interventions that 
require a larger number of stimulation channels). Many 
electrical stimulation applications, whether functional or 
therapeutic, require hours of daily use. In these cases the 
issues surrounding practical and reliable implementation 
at home and in the community are paramount.

Although implanted systems are expanding rapidly, 
transcutaneous NMES systems are more commonly used 
in clinical practice because of their availability, lower cost, 
safety, and noninvasive implementation. Optimal clini-
cal use of transcutaneous NMES requires experience and 
knowledge beyond the scope of this chapter. Clinicians 
who use transcutaneous NMES in clinical practice are 
referred to a practical guide developed at Rancho Los Ami-
gos National Rehabilitation Center.7 A number of factors 
determine whether current delivered through a transcuta-
neous electrode will be adequate to cause neural excitation 
and subsequent muscle activation. The neural excitation 
will occur if the accumulation of charge (charge density) at 
the target neural structure reaches a threshold for depolar-
ization that initiates an action potential (stimulus thresh-
old.) The sum of the resistive and capacitive elements (i.e., 
electrode or tissue impedance) that oppose the flow of cur-
rent affects charge density at the target neural structure and 
can be influenced by electrode size, orientation, configura-
tion, and location. Current flows in a path of least resis-
tance (Kirchoff’s principle). Most of the applied current 
bypasses the target nerve and dissipates through intersti-
tial fluids. Humans are composed of heterogenous tissues 
with variable electrical resistance and capacitance (i.e., 
impedance). Tissue impedance is inversely proportional to 
water content. The water content of muscle, fat, epidermis 
or bone are approximately 75%, 15%, and 5% to 16%, 
respectively.91 Even a given type of tissue such as muscle 
is nonhomogenous with respect to tissue impedance. Cur-
rent conducts about four times better in parallel to muscle 
fiber orientation compared with transversely across fibers. 
The clinical implications of this for electrode orientation 
and configuration are most significant when stimulating 
larger muscles.34,91

Transcutaneous electrodes come in a variety of sizes 
and shapes. The impedance within the water-based gel 
on the conducting surface of the electrode is much less 
than that of epidermis and subcutaneous fat. Electrode 
size, shape, and orientation influence the electrical field 
as it enters the body. The cathode is the negative elec-
trode. Positively charged ions are drawn to the cathode, 
creating a negatively charged environment external to the 
neuron that results in a reduction in the transmembrane 
potential. If the stimulus threshold is reached, explosive 
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opening of voltage-dependent sodium ion (Na+) chan-
nels results in the generation of an action potential. The 
relatively greater neuromuscular activation at the cathode 
compared with the anode should be considered in clinical 
applications. For example, during transcutaneous NMES 
to reduce shoulder subluxation in hemiplegia, the cath-
ode is applied to the posterior deltoid where the greatest 
muscle activation is desired. The anode is applied over the 
supraspinatus fossa to minimize activation of the upper 
trapezius muscle, which lies superficial to the supraspina-
tus muscle, thereby minimizing uncomfortable shoulder 
shrugging. Electrode configuration is often referred to as 
monopolar or bipolar. In a monopolar configuration, the 
cathode (“active”) is placed over the target stimulation 
site and the anode (“inactive”) is placed remotely, usually 
on the muscle tendon. Current density is high near the 
cathode, and volumetric dispersion is large, with only a 
fraction of the current returning through the anode. In a 
bipolar configuration, where the anode and cathode are 
placed in close proximity (typically a few centimeters), 
the current density between electrodes is maximized.39 
Maximizing current density to the target neural structure 
is desirable to minimize the overall current delivered, 
because muscle activation will occur with less pain. When 
the target neural structure is deep, current dispersion over 
a larger volume might be needed, requiring a greater dis-
tance between electrodes.

Implanted NMES systems take on many different 
forms. The number and variety of implanted systems have 
expanded rapidly. A standardized nomenclature has yet to 
be developed. Conventional terms tend to be descriptive 
but can lead to confusion. For example, percutaneous can 
refer to the method of implantation or an electrode with 
percutaneous leads. All implanted systems use electrodes 
where the stimulating surface is placed internally, but other 
components might be internal or external. Implanted sys-
tems range from those that use electrodes with percutane-
ous leads in conjunction with other components that are 
not implanted, to systems that are fully implanted within 
the body. Implantation of some devices requires surgery 
with general anesthesia, whereas other devices can be 
implanted using a percutaneous approach with local anes-
thesia during a brief outpatient procedure. From a clinical 
practice standpoint, a detailed discussion for implanted 
systems is not as relevant as for transcutaneous systems, 
because implanted systems are implemented either under 
research protocols or with special training and technical 
support. Various implanted systems are described in sub-
sequent sections.

Clinical Applications for the Upper 
Limb

Clinical NMES applications have been historically catego-
rized as therapeutic or functional. Although the goal of 
most, if not all, rehabilitation interventions is to enhance 
function, therapeutic electrical stimulation (TES) applica-
tions are designed to directly provide therapeutic benefits 
such as promoting neurologic recovery or reducing pain. 
Therapeutic benefits are intended to persist after TES is 
discontinued. Improvement in function occurs indirectly 
as the result of the therapeutic effects. Functional electri-
cal stimulation (FES) provides functional benefits directly 
while the electrical stimulation is being delivered, but the 
benefits do not persist when stimulation is discontinued. 
The concepts of TES and FES will likely merge in the near 
future, particularly for stroke motor recovery, because adap-
tive neural plasticity is optimized when movement occurs 
within a functional context. Typical FES applications are 
based on stimulation of various muscles in a coordinated 
sequence to perform functional tasks under the user’s con-
trol. The classic example of FES is the upper limb neuro-
prosthesis, which has been generally applied to persons 
with cervical spine injury and more recently to survivors of 
hemiparetic stroke.

Neuroprostheses

An advanced, surgically implanted neuroprosthesis has 
been developed for spinal cord–injured individuals with 
C5–C6 motor levels, or more precisely, groups 0, 1, and 
2 of the International Classification for Surgery of the Hand 
in Tetraplegia.59 These are individuals who retain suf-
ficient volitional movement of the shoulder and elbow 
(often with posterior deltoid to triceps tendon transfer to 
improve elbow extension) but who lack volitional control 
of muscles below the elbow to benefit from tendon trans-
fer surgery to improve prehensile function. The system, 
formerly known as the Freehand System (NeuroControl 
Corp, Valley View, OH), was commercially available in the 
United States and Europe for several years (Figure 21-2). 
The Freehand system included eight channels of stimula-
tion to provide grasp and release in palmar prehension for 
larger objects, such as a drinking glass, and lateral pinch for 
smaller objects such as an eating utensil. The electrodes, 
receiver-stimulator, and leads were surgically implanted. 
A radiofrequency inductive link to the receiver-stimulator 
provided power and real-time proportional control of 
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FIGURE 21-2 The Freehand system, a surgically implanted neuroprosthesis 
for spinal cord–injured individuals with C5–C6 motor levels.
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prehensile function. The system was controlled by the user 
through a device worn on the contralateral shoulder that 
could detect various shoulder movements. A multicenter 
clinical trial of 50 subjects implanted with the neuropros-
thesis demonstrated significant improvement in activities, 
regular use of the device in the community, and greater 
than 90% satisfaction among users.74 Satisfaction and 
patterns of use persisted beyond 4 years for most users.104 
There were no reported cases of neuroprosthesis failure. 
Lead failure and infection rates were less than 1% and 2%, 
respectively.89 The Freehand was commercially available 
for several years, but eventually was removed from the mar-
ket by the manufacturer for many reasons that need to be 
understood by those who seek clinical implementation of 
such devices. Suffice it to say that developing an effective 
electrical stimulation intervention and conducting sound 
science to demonstrate efficacy and safety are not enough 
to ensure societal benefit. Many factors beyond science 
and engineering affect medical utilization and commercial 
viability.

Upper limb neuroprostheses for high tetraplegia (C1–
C4 neurologic level) have been evaluated to a much lesser 
extent. One case report describes a C3 tetraplegic indi-
vidual who was able to feed himself using a percutane-
ously implanted eight-channel neuroprosthesis, a mobile 
arm support, and a universal cuff after setup following an 
8-week program of stimulated muscle conditioning.108 
Musculoskeletal modeling suggests that 24 channels might 
be needed, including four channels for electromyographic 
(EMG) control from face and neck muscles.52 The overall 
feasibility of an upper limb neuroprosthesis for high tet-
raplegia remains questionable for a number of reasons, 

FIGURE 21-3 The Bioness H200. (Courtesy Bioness, Inc, Valencia, CA.)
including the need for stimulation of muscles to provide 
shoulder and elbow control, and the need for more stimu-
lation channels and fewer options for user control. Further, 
denervation to critical myotomes is more prohibitive, com-
pared with lower cervical neurologic levels. Traumatic spi-
nal cord injury (SCI) often results in a zone of injury where 
injury to anterior horn cells results in lower motor neuron 
injury that can encompass three to four spinal segments 
adjacent to the neurologic level. Although this is a poten-
tial challenge for FES at any neurologic level, C1–C4 neu-
rologic levels are often accompanied by an injury zone that 
results in denervation to critical myotomes responsible for 
control of the shoulder and elbow. An effective upper limb 
neuroprosthesis for individuals with high tetraplegia has 
not yet been developed.

Several upper limb neuroprostheses have been devel-
oped for survivors of hemiparetic stroke by using transcuta-
neous or percutaneously placed intramuscular electrodes, 
with suggested improvements in motor impairment and 
selected laboratory-based activities in small, nonblinded 
clinical trials.3,19,67,85 These studies provide proof-in- 
concept that a neuroprosthesis can be developed for 
stroke survivors with upper limb paresis. The barriers 
to developing an effective upper limb neuroprosthesis 
for persons with stroke need to be addressed, however, 
before significant improvements in community-based 
activities can be expected. First, synergistic patterns of 
muscle activation and spasticity inhibit volitional move-
ment after stroke and tend to be exacerbated during the 
performance of functional tasks, particularly when greater 
amounts of effort are required. As a result, electrically 
stimulated movement tends to be more easily controlled 
when the limb is at rest, but abnormal muscle activation 
patterns can become prohibitive during neuroprosthesis-
facilitated, goal-oriented movement. Traditional spas-
molytic medications have not been effective adjuncts to 
improve targeted movement while using a neuropros-
thesis.89 Focal, dose-dependent chemodenervation with 
botulinum toxin and other neurolytic procedures warrant 
further evaluation as adjuncts to the use of upper limb 
neuroprostheses in hemiparetic persons. Second, control 
strategies should not limit functional use of the neurolog-
ically intact limb. Third, the functional demands of a neu-
roprosthesis in the setting of unilateral (hemiplegia) as 
compared with bilateral (tetraplegia) upper limb paresis 
might be higher. At the minimum a neuroprosthesis for 
stroke must facilitate simple bimanual tasks. The NESS 
H200 (Bioness, Inc, Valencia, CA) is an exoskeletal device 
marketed as an upper limb neuroprosthesis (Figure 21-3). 
The H200 is the only commercially available device that 
has been shown to improve selected laboratory-based 
activities in stroke and tetraplegia, and bears mentioning 
for this reason.2,3 Transcutaneous electrodes are fastened 
into the exoskeleton, resulting in more reliable electrode 
placement and thus easier donning that facilitates repeti-
tive stimulation to prehensile muscles in a coordinated 
sequence. However, the device remains subject to the 
clinical barriers described earlier. Available control strate-
gies limit its utility for performing functional activities in 
the real world. An upper limb neuroprosthesis for stroke 
that improves community-based activities has yet to be 
developed.
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Motor Recovery

Therapeutic interventions in the upper limb have pri-
marily addressed motor recovery and shoulder pain after 
stroke. TES for motor recovery after stroke is discussed 
extensively in Chapter 50. The past decades have wit-
nessed a paradigm shift in stroke rehabilitation. Thera-
peutic strategies to induce neurologic recovery are being 
incorporated into rehabilitation programs, which histori-
cally have been dominated by compensatory strategies 
that expedite functional independence but often over-
look recovery of the impaired limb. This has been par-
ticularly true of the hemiparetic upper limb because many 
basic self-care activities can be performed with a single 
neurologically intact upper limb. Ambulation, however, 
requires both lower limbs. This paradigm shift is based 
on cumulative preclinical and clinical data that have led 
to the widespread acceptance that the adult human brain 
is capable of significant adaptive reorganization after 
acquired injury, and that these changes can be influenced 
by appropriate behavioral interventions. Current knowl-
edge regarding the critical components and mechanisms 
of interventions that maximize recovery of motor function 
is incomplete. Basic tenets, however, include learned non-
use that can be overcome by forced use of the paretic limb, 
massed practice whereby many repetitions are needed to 
induce adaptive changes, and skill acquisition whereby 
new or lost skills must be acquired during movement 
tasks. Electrically stimulated movement can be format-
ted to follow these tenets. Further, limb movement can 
be electrically stimulated even when severe motor impair-
ment after stroke precludes participation in therapies that 
require volitional movement.

Upper limb TES interventions to promote motor recov-
ery fall into three general categories: (1) cyclic NMES 
where stimulated movement occurs repetitively without 
user input; (2) EMG-linked NMES where the user either 
initiates stimulated movement by generating an EMG sig-
nal that exceeds a preset threshold (EMG triggered), or 
less accessibly, controls movement proportional to the 
EMG signal (EMG controlled); or (3) a neuroprosthesis. 
These categories represent incremental increases in cog-
nitive input from the user and theoretically improve the 
potential to induce recovery. It should also be noted that 
task-specific movement and use of real-world objects 
have been shown to optimize therapeutic approaches to 
enhance motor recovery. A neuroprosthetic approach can 
facilitate task-specific, goal-directed movement using real-
world objects. For cyclic or EMG-linked NMES, the typical 
application involves stimulation of wrist and finger exten-
sors to induce hand opening. This approach was devel-
oped because motor recovery after stroke typically follows 
a proximal to distal gradient and upper limb movement 
often involves a flexor synergy pattern. Many stroke sur-
vivors have sufficient proximal control to position the 
hand within a reasonable work environment and retain 
sufficient grasp strength, but do not have prehensile func-
tion because of the lack of hand opening. The EMG signal 
typically comes from wrist and finger extensors and can 
therefore only be used when paretic muscles generate an 
adequate EMG signal. Systems using transcutaneous and 
implanted electrodes have been evaluated.
TES for upper limb motor recovery after stroke has been 
studied extensively but has yet to be studied rigorously. 
Methodologic limitations among studies include small 
sample sizes, inconsistent evaluator and subject blinding, 
inadequate controls, and inconsistent use of intention-to-
treat analyses.66,89 Available data support an effect of TES on 
reducing motor impairment, but the effect on clinically rel-
evant outcomes such as activities has been less consistent.* 
Cortical mapping with functional magnetic resonance 
imaging or transcranial magnetic stimulation consistently 
demonstrates enhanced brain activity with TES interven-
tions, supporting a mechanism of cortical plasticity.16,17,51 
Effects seem to be greater in the acute phase rather than 
the chronic phase after stroke.95 Although post hoc sub-
set analysis in one study suggested that TES effects seem 
to be greater for stroke survivors with mild to moderate as 
compared with severe motor impairment,80 another trial 
demonstrated efficacy for severely impaired subjects (but 
only during the acute phase of recovery).95 Six clinical trials 
evaluating EMG-triggered NMES reported improvement in 
motor impairment. Two of these that evaluated clinically 
relevant outcomes also reported improvement in activi-
ties. However, the only study directly comparing EMG-
triggered NMES with cyclic NMES did not demonstrate 
a difference, but the lack of statistical significance might 
have been because of a lack of statistical power.26 Although 
few clinical trials have evaluated the therapeutic effect of 
a neuroprosthesis, available data suggest a therapeutic 
benefit with respect to improvements in motor impair-
ment and activities.4,79 Available data make it difficult to 
draw definitive conclusions, but clinicians are nevertheless 
challenged to provide patients with stroke with the best 
possible care. Given a consistent effect of TES on motor 
impairment, neurophysiologic data supporting brain plas-
ticity, clinical data demonstrating safety, and clinical avail-
ability of systems using transcutaneous electrodes, TES 
should be used selectively in clinical practice. TES should 
not supplant therapies requiring volitional movement, but 
it can be considered as an adjunct. TES should be strongly 
considered in motivated patients who are too impaired 
to benefit from therapies requiring volitional movement. 
TES, when appropriate, should be implemented early after 
stroke. When practical, TES should be EMG triggered or 
more closely coupled to cognitive control by the user.

Poststroke Shoulder Pain

Poststroke shoulder pain (PSP) is a common complication 
after stroke that inhibits functional recovery and reduces 
quality of life (see Chapter 50). Many causes of shoulder 
pain have been postulated, including shoulder sublux-
ation, bicipital tendonitis, supraspinatus tendonitis, sub-
acromial bursitis, impingement syndrome, rotator cuff tear, 
spasticity, capsulitis, and complex regional pain syndrome. 
The pathogenesis of PSP has yet to be studied rigorously. 
Among various types of pathophysiology that have been 
correlated with PSP, more severe motor impairment has 
been the most highly correlated.33,84,102 The role of shoul-
der subluxation as a cause of pain remains controversial, 
particularly as a direct cause of pain. Studies correlating 

*References 16-18, 32, 35, 51, 55, 80, 95.
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shoulder subluxation with other types of pathology sug-
gest that subluxation might also cause pain indirectly by 
predisposing to the development of other painful condi-
tions such as rotator cuff tear and complex regional pain 
syndrome.22,29,70 Direct therapeutic goals for TES have 
included reduction of subluxation, reduction of pain, or 
both. Motor recovery has also been evaluated, but TES for 
PSP has not been designed to promote motor recovery. 
The resulting stimulated muscle activation does not occur 
through a functional range of motion. The mechanisms 
underlying pain reduction have yet to be fully elucidated, 
but might include sensory neuromodulation, as well as 
biomechanical effects that stabilize the glenohumeral joint.

In 1986 Baker and Parker6 published the first article 
evaluating the use of electrical stimulation for treating 
poststroke shoulder subluxation and pain. An external 
stimulator delivered electrical current to the supraspina-
tus and posterior deltoid muscles via transcutaneous elec-
trodes for 6 hours daily over 6 weeks. Several additional 
studies using similar protocols have been published since 
that time. The potential clinical benefits of TES applied to 
the shoulder region in hemiparetic stroke survivors include 
reduction of shoulder pain, improvement in range of 
motion, reduction of subluxation, and recovery of motor 
function.21,30,54,100 The clinical practicality of TES for treat-
ing PSP using transcutaneous electrodes, however, has 
been questioned. Transcutaneous electrical stimulation 
in the shoulder region can be painful because of stimula-
tion of cutaneous nociceptors, and can limit tolerance and 
compliance in a significant number of cases.54 Although 
methods to enhance tolerance of TES for treating PSP that 
include gradual increases in stimulation time and intensity 
have been developed, stimulation-induced pain continues 
to preclude clinical use in a significant number of cases.47 
Further, stimulation of deeper muscles might be limited by 
unwanted stimulation of more superficial muscles that are 
positioned between the transcutaneous electrode and target 
muscle. Lastly, many patients have difficulty applying TES 
in the home environment because of technical difficulty 
with electrode placement and proper adjustment of stimu-
lation parameters. This is a particularly important consid-
eration for treating PSP because studies suggest that hours 
of daily treatment over weeks might be required to achieve 
clinical benefit (necessitating home-based treatment). For 
these reasons, even the first investigators of TES for PSP 
recognized the need for implanted systems. They stated in 
their first publication in 1986 that “until implanted elec-
trode systems become available, however, long-term use of 
surface electrical stimulation can be managed by only a few 
patients with hemiparesis and their families.”6

Partially and fully implanted electrical stimulation sys-
tems have been developed to address the limitations of 
systems that use transcutaneous electrodes. None, however, 
are commercially available at the time of this writing. The 
efficacy of implanted TES for treating PSP and associated 
activities limitations has been demonstrated in an evalua-
tor-blinded, randomized clinical trial of 61 subjects.106 Pain 
reduction persists for at least 12 months after completing 
treatment.20 In this trial, intramuscular electrodes with per-
cutaneous leads were placed near supraspinatus, posterior 
deltoid, middle deltoid, and upper trapezius motor points. 
Electrical stimulation was delivered for 6 hours daily over 
6 weeks. There was no clear plateau in pain reduction that 
would suggest that treatment over a longer period could 
reduce pain further. Adverse events using intramuscular 
electrodes with percutaneous leads include accidental dis-
placement, infection, and foreign body reaction. Despite 
data supporting efficacy, this partially implanted system 
was not commercialized because of concerns regarding 
adverse events relating to the intramuscular electrodes 
with percutaneous leads. Systems using fully implanted 
microstimulators powered by an external power source via 
a radiofrequency link90 and using fully implanted micro-
stimulators containing an internal battery105 are currently 
under evaluation.

Because of the existence of multiple studies with low 
statistical power, attempts to pool data and provide clini-
cal recommendations have been published. A Cochrane 
review concluded that electrical stimulation increases pain-
free passive range of motion, a pain measure used in some 
studies, and reduces glenohumeral subluxation. There did 
not appear to be any negative effects of electrical stimu-
lation. Effects on spasticity and motor recovery were not 
supported.81 In a meta-analysis evaluating TES on shoul-
der subluxation, the effects were greater for prevention of 
subluxation in the acute phase rather than with treatment 
in the chronic phase after stroke.1 In terms of practical rec-
ommendations for clinical use, only external systems using 
transcutaneous electrodes are available at this time. They 
are safe and relatively inexpensive.

In light of the limitations of alternative prevention and 
treatment for shoulder subluxation after stroke, TES should 
be prescribed for hemiparetic patients with shoulder sub-
luxation or at risk for shoulder subluxation (i.e., flaccid, 
severe motor impairment) when home-based treatment 
is feasible, and this should begin as early as possible. TES 
should be considered for the treatment of shoulder pain 
when refractory to other available treatments. Stimulation 
should be delivered to the posterior deltoid and supraspi-
natus muscles for 6 hours daily over at least 6 weeks, in 
divided doses if needed. Care should be taken to avoid 
overstimulation that could result in impingement-related 
pain. The lowest stimulation intensity and frequency that 
result in fused muscle contraction should be used.

Clinical Applications for the Lower 
Limb

In contrast to electrical stimulation for the upper limb, 
where clinical applications fall into three categories focused 
on neuroprosthetic effects, motor recovery, or hemiparetic 
shoulder pain, lower limb applications have predomi-
nately focused on neuroprosthetic effects to enhance stand-
ing and walking. Although motor recovery resulting from 
use of a lower limb neuroprosthesis has been reported 
frequently, formal experimentation to evaluate this thera-
peutic effect is in the early stages. The evolution of lower 
limb neuroprostheses has followed an interesting path. In 
1961 Liberson et al.58 reported the first electrical stimula-
tion application in neurologic rehabilitation—stimulation 
of the peroneal nerve to correct foot drop in hemiplegia. 
A great deal of interest in electrical stimulation was gener-
ated soon after, but was directed largely toward restoration 
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of walking in paraplegia (a seductive clinical problem with 
deceptively evident solutions because of the stereotyped 
movement patterns of bipedal locomotion). Because the 
restoration of gait in paraplegia met with numerous bar-
riers, the pendulum seems to have swung back toward 
simpler applications including standing in paraplegia, 
restoration of gait in hemiplegia, and correction of foot 
drop. A number of electrical stimulation applications are 
under investigation for transfers, standing, walking, and 
motor recovery in stroke and SCI, but the following section 
focuses on devices that may be relevant to current clinical 
practice.

Presently three external FES systems for correction of 
foot drop are commercially available in the United States: 
the Odstock Drop Foot Stimulator (Odstock Medical 
Ltd, Wiltshire, England), the WalkAide (Innovative Neu-
rotronics, Inc, Austin, TX) (Figure 21-4), and the Bioness 
L300 (Bioness, Inc) (Figure 21-5). Implanted systems 
that are available in Europe include the StimUStep (Fine-
tech Medical, Welwyn Garden City, England) and the  
Acti-Gate (Neurodan, Aalborg SV, Denmark). All systems 
are based on electrical stimulation of the peroneal nerve 
or its branches, including motor points of the ankle dorsi-
flexors and evertors. By clinical necessity, these are closed 
loop systems where the device must be able to sense the 
gait cycle to stimulate during the swing phase of gait. Sen-
sors include pressure sensors worn under the heel and tilt 
sensors (accelerometers) worn below the knee. The design 
features of each device convey unique clinical benefits. 
The WalkAide uses a tilt sensor worn below the knee that 
removes the need for a heel sensor for individuals with suf-
ficient knee flexion during swing phase, allowing users to 
walk barefoot or with a wider range of shoe types. Exces-
sive extensor hypertonia and certain compensatory strate-
gies such as hip circumduction, however, might render the 
tilt sensor ineffective. In these cases the WalkAide can be 
used with a pressure sensor worn under the heel connected 
by external leads to the stimulator worn below the knee. 
The L300 uses a heel pressure sensor but does not require 
external connection with the stimulator because it uses a 
radiofrequency link. The L300 also features a garment for 
the stimulator and electrodes that conforms anatomically 
to the patella, potentially making the device easier to don 
and improving the reliability of electrode placement and 
the resulting muscle activation. Programming features are 
also different for the various devices, making some better 
for wider variations in terrain and activity. A number of 
small clinical trials have demonstrated improvement in 
gait parameters with use of various FES devices to correct 
foot drop. Large, well-controlled clinical trials comparing 
FES with the standard of care (the ankle-foot orthosis) 
have yet to be reported. For many patients, it seems that 
a personal trial of an FES foot drop device compared with 
an ankle-foot orthosis might be more compelling than sci-
entific data.

Several transcutaneous and implanted FES systems have 
been developed with the goal of restoration of walking for 
persons with thoracic level SCI. Work in this area began 
in the 1970s with systems using transcutaneous electrodes, 
where standing is achieved with bilateral quadriceps acti-
vation in conjunction with support from the upper limbs. 
While unilateral quadriceps activation is maintained, a 
flexion withdrawal reflex is induced in the contralateral 
lower limb to initiate a step. Activation of the knee exten-
sors in the swing phase limb completes the stride.5,56,99 
This sequence of stimulated movement is used in the 
Parastep (Sigmedics, Inc, Fairborn, OH), which is com-
mercially available in the United States (Figure 21-6). This 
sequence of stimulated movement commonly encoun-
ters several barriers. First, undesirable hip flexion caused 
by rectus femoris activation adversely affects posture dur-
ing standing. Second, the flexion withdrawal reflex can be 
inadequate even after conditioning. Third, the latter half of 

FIGURE 21-4 The WalkAide system. (Courtesy Innovative Neurotronics, Aus-
tin, TX.)

FIGURE 21-5 The Bioness L300. (Courtesy Bioness, Inc, Valencia, CA.)
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FIGURE 21-6 The Parastep system. (Courtesy Sigmedics, Inc, Fairborn, OH.)
swing phase is difficult to control because of the mass flex-
ion response. Moreover, this strategy is subject to excessive 
energy costs and early muscle fatigue because of preferen-
tial recruitment of fast-fatiguing type II fibers that compli-
cate all FES applications for walking in SCI. It has been 
estimated that FES walking systems require up to 75% of 
maximum aerobic capacity, a level of energy consumption 
that might rival the use of mechanical orthoses that require 
up to ninefold the energy consumption of normal walk-
ing.23,63 To overcome barriers associated with activation 
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of a flexion withdrawal reflex, individual muscles can be 
activated, a strategy that requires a larger number of stimu-
lation channels. The practicality of transcutaneous stimula-
tion declines with the need for more channels, leading to 
the development of a number of implanted FES systems 
for walking. The implanted systems have grown in their 
complexity and have yielded incremental improvements 
in walking as well as standing and transfers. Because of 
the limitations described above, however, FES for ambula-
tion in SCI remains elusive for functional distances and is 
unlikely to replace the mobility conferred by wheelchair 
use in the immediate future.10

FES cycle ergometry is distinct from the neuropros-
thetic applications discussed above, but bears mentioning 
because of its current clinical relevance. Several systems are 
commercially available. Some combine upper limb with 
lower limb training. One system uses transcutaneous elec-
trodes placed on the quadriceps, hamstrings, and gluteal 
muscles bilaterally to maintain cycling against resistance 
at 35 to 50 rpm for spinal cord–injured persons. A number 
of benefits have been shown including reversal of muscle 
atrophy, changes in muscle function, increased strength, 
improved vascular supply, increased lean body mass, and 
improved aerobic capacity.* Clinicians are encouraged to 
consider FES cycle ergometry as a means for individuals 
with central nervous system injury to enjoy the multitude 
of benefits that exercise involving large muscle groups can 
provide for able bodied persons.

Clinical Applications 
for the Bladder

Sacral nerve stimulation can produce effective micturition 
in persons with suprasacral SCI.48 A surgically implanted 
system is clinically available in the United States and in 
Europe. Electrodes are placed on anterior sacral nerve roots 
or on mixed sacral nerves after exposure by lumbar or sacral 
laminectomy. Subcutaneous leads connect the electrodes 
to a subcutaneous receiver-stimulator in the abdomen or 
chest. Stimulation results in co-contraction of detrusor and 
external sphincter muscles. The somatic sphincter relaxes 
faster than the detrusor, however, resulting in micturition 
when pulsed trains of stimulation are applied at appropri-
ate intervals. A dorsal rhizotomy is often performed con-
comitantly to abolish reflex detrusor activity that can cause 
incontinence, but this also eliminates reflex erections. The 
system is powered and controlled by a hand-held remote 
control. More than 2000 individuals worldwide use this 
device.96 Urinary continence occurs in greater than 85% of 
users.97 Additional benefits include improvement in bowel 
evacuation, decreased incidence of symptomatic urinary 
tract infection, decreased incidence of upper and lower uri-
nary tract complications and fewer episodes of autonomic 
dysreflexia.62,96 The greatest clinical benefit is conveyed to 
users who can independently transfer to the toilet, have suf-
ficient hand function to operate the remote control, and are 
not affected by the loss of reflex erections. Use of this sys-
tem including dorsal rhizotomy has been shown to be cost-
effective after 5 years compared with customary care.24,25

*References 8, 39, 72, 73, 76, 82, 83.
Electroejaculation

Ejaculation induced by electrical stimulation via a rec-
tal probe is one of several standard techniques to collect 
semen in spinal cord–injured persons with ejaculatory 
failure. This technique does not adversely affect sperm 
motility, but retrograde and bidirectional ejaculation can 
occur.101 In these cases the ejaculate can be retrieved from 
the bladder with a catheter. Electroejaculation appears safe 
from the standpoint of mucosal injury and autonomic dys-
reflexia, but might not be well tolerated in persons with 
preserved rectal sensation.75,88

Clinical Applications 
for Respiration

Breathing and secretion management are complex physi-
ologic functions that can be affected by SCI at cervical (and 
thoracic) levels. Dysfunction of primary as well as acces-
sory muscles of respiration must be considered. The effects 
of autonomic nervous system dysfunction can be critical 
because parasympathetic input through the vagus nerve is 
typically spared, while sympathetic input can be affected 
by injury at any cervical level. The primary muscle of res-
piration, the diaphragm, is innervated by cervical segments  
C3–C5. Neurologic levels of SCI above C5 can result in vari-
able degrees of diaphragm paralysis and necessitate mechan-
ical ventilation. Phrenic nerve stimulation, also known as 
phrenic nerve pacing (PNP), can restore cyclic diaphragm 
contraction and replace mechanical ventilation in select 
patients. Backup mechanical ventilation is still required in 
case of system failure. Electrophysiologic testing is useful in 
determining whether neuromuscular pathways are intact. 
Injury to the phrenic nerve or the anterior horn cells of  
C3–C5 can diminish diaphragm activation in response to 
PNP. Diaphragm movement is visualized under fluoroscopy 
or diaphragm EMG is recorded during transcutaneous stim-
ulation of the phrenic nerve in the neck, or both.

Surgically implanted PNP systems are commercially 
available and have been applied to more than 1200 indi-
viduals with cervical SCI worldwide.36,37,94 PNP is typically 
done bilaterally. Unilateral PNP combined with intercos-
tal nerve stimulation can be considered, however, if only 
one phrenic nerve is intact.28 Electrodes can be implanted 
onto the phrenic nerves through a cervical or transthoracic 
approach. Although the latter requires a thoracotomy and 
is technically more difficult, it is preferable because the cer-
vical approach can be hampered by inadequate nerve stim-
ulation, unwanted stimulation of other nerves, and neck 
movement that can affect implanted components.27,31,98 
The electrodes are wired to a radiofrequency receiver that is 
typically placed subcutaneously in the anterior chest wall. 
Stimulated diaphragm conditioning is required to improve 
strength and endurance after device implantation.38 In a 
cohort study of 14 tetraplegic PNP users, the average dura-
tion of successful ventilation by PNP was 7.6 years, and 
the longest use was 15 years. Although invasive mechanical 
ventilation has been associated with significant morbidity 
and mortality, data directly comparing invasive mechanical 
ventilation with PNP are not currently available.
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Many factors must be considered in respiratory man-
agement after SCI, particularly in high tetraplegia. The 
potential for complete or partial weaning from mechani-
cal ventilation in a manner that facilitates conditioning of 
respiratory muscles, noninvasive positive-pressure ventila-
tion, management of respiratory secretions, communica-
tion capabilities, patient motivation, stable social support, 
and access to technical support must be considered in 
the decision to pursue PNP. PNP is a viable alternative to 
mechanical ventilation in select patients when evaluated 
by a program with experience in respiratory management 
of patients with high tetraplegia.

Other Effects and Applications

A number of additional interventions have not become 
standard in clinical practice but warrant mentioning. Elec-
trical stimulation has been evaluated to enhance healing of 
wounds including pressure ulcers, diabetic ulcers, and vas-
cular ulcers. Although the efficacy data have been equivocal, 
selection of appropriate stimulation parameters is likely to 
be important and has varied widely. A placebo-controlled 
randomized trial evaluating low-intensity pulsed current 
(0.3 to 0.6 mA) demonstrated significant healing of pres-
sure ulcers.103 NMES to the distal lower limb has been 
evaluated for deep venous thrombosis prevention, with 
demonstrated reduction in venous stasis and therapeu-
tic benefit in conjunction with low-dose unfractionated 
heparin.50,68 Studies comparing adjunctive NMES with 
sequential compression plus low-molecular-weight hepa-
rins (that have become the standard of care for acute SCI 
and many orthopedic procedures) have yet to be reported. 
Although the benefits of electrically induced muscle condi-
tioning after central nervous system injury have been eluci-
dated, similar benefits in neurologically intact individuals 
capable of volitional exercise remain questionable.73 The 
reversal of normal physiologic motor unit recruitment and 
muscle fiber type changes with NMES must be considered 
carefully. Under most conditions, neurologically intact 
humans are capable of volitional maximal motor unit 
recruitment and changes in muscle fiber types in response 
to functional demands. NMES-induced muscle condition-
ing might have a role in conditions that prohibit volitional 
exercise, as occurs during pain inhibition or limb immobi-
lization as a result of orthopedic conditions.

Conclusion

It is a fascinating irony that early pioneers of electric-
ity considered electricity mostly within the context of its 
potential biologic effects, whereas today we primarily con-
sider electricity within the context of providing light and 
powering machinery, and have only begun to explore its 
biologic effects. The human body functions within mul-
tiple domains, from anatomic to molecular to subatomic 
domains. Just as knowledge of biochemical interactions 
has spawned a multitude of pharmacologic interventions, 
our growing knowledge of neurophysiology and applied 
electrical stimulation has the tremendous potential to pro-
foundly affect human health, disease, and function. The 
spectrum of electrical stimulation applications that have 
been developed over the past decades represents the begin-
ning of our exploration into a relatively new and prom-
ising domain. Continued progress in this field will occur 
as technology advances, a greater understanding of neu-
ral plasticity is achieved, and therapeutic mechanisms of 
action are elucidated.
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CHAPTER 22

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE 
IN REHABILITATION
Ralph E. Gay, Brent A. Bauer, and Robert K. Yang
Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) is a group 
of diverse medical and health care systems, practices, and 
products that are not presently considered to be part of 
conventional medicine. These therapies are either comple-
mentary to standard medical therapies (used with) or alter-
native to (used in place of) orthodox treatments. CAM is 
popular in both North America16,49 and Europe. The U.S. 
National Institutes of Health organized the National Cen-
ter for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM; 
http://nccam.nih.gov/)17,101,103 in 1998 to advance the 
study of these therapies.

The term integrative medicine is now widely used to 
describe the practice of combining mainstream medi-
cal therapies and CAM therapies for which there is some 
high-quality scientific evidence of safety and effective-
ness.17,101,103 Although many CAM treatments have not 
been properly studied, there are many that can be safely 
integrated into physical medicine and rehabilitation 
practice.

CAM therapies have been categorized by NCCAM17,101,103 
into the following groups:
 •  Alternative medical systems that are “built upon complete 

systems of theory and practice”
 •  Mind-body interventions, which include “a variety of 

techniques designed to enhance the mind’s capacity to 
affect bodily function and symptoms”

 •  Biologically based therapies that “use substances found in 
nature, such as herbs, foods, and vitamins”

 •  Manipulative and body-based therapies, which are treat-
ment methods “based on manipulation and/or move-
ment of one or more parts of the body”

 •  Energy therapies, which involve the use of energy 
fields and include both biofield therapies and 
 bioelectromagnetic-based therapies

Alternative Medical Systems

Alternative medical systems often incorporate concepts and 
ideas that can be quite different from conventional medi-
cine precepts. They are generally based on empiric observa-
tion, and underlying scientific principles often have yet to 
be verified through well-designed scientific studies. Given 
the empiric nature of some allopathic and osteopathic 
treatments, the boundary between CAM and conventional 
medicine is often indistinct.

Many different schools of thought regarding optimal 
practice have developed over time. As a result, there can 
be considerable variability between alternative medicine 
providers. Most systems posit an innate ability of the body 
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to heal itself, and attempt to stimulate or enhance that 
natural ability. All the systems discussed in this chapter 
are holistic, created to treat the entire person rather than 
a single complaint. Some incorporate elements of cultures 
that are quite different from our own, and many have an 
extensive history dating back thousands of years.

Chiropractic

Chiropractic is a profession founded on the theory that 
minor spinal misalignments can detrimentally affect the 
neurologic function of spinal nerves and the organs and 
structures supplied by those nerves (see Chapter 19). These 
misalignments are often called subluxations. The chiroprac-
tic use of the term subluxation is not congruent with the 
medical definition, which requires partial dislocation of a 
joint. This disparity not uncommonly leads to confusion 
between practitioners and patients when discussing their 
condition. Chiropractors treat subluxations with various 
interventions, the most common being spinal manipula-
tion. Although much is written about subluxations, there 
is little agreement among chiropractors on how to define, 
detect, or treat them. Because these proposed lesions can-
not be reliably measured or detected (and are therefore dif-
ficult to study), their effect on health is unclear. Despite 
this, there are many randomized controlled studies of chi-
ropractic treatments for various conditions, particularly 
musculoskeletal disorders such as back pain and neck 
pain. Spinal manipulation is considered to be the active 
intervention in most of those studies.

Chiropractors often incorporate other techniques, such 
as massage and exercise prescription, in treatment. They 
also use radiography to aid in diagnosis. Chiropractors 
do not dispense prescription medications or perform sur-
gery or invasive treatments. A comprehensive report has 
detailed the chiropractic profession in the United States.38 
There were approximately 53,000 chiropractors practic-
ing in the United States in 2006.6 Many others practice in 
countries such as Australia, New Zealand, the United King-
dom, Japan, and most northern European countries.

Osteopathic Medicine

Osteopathic medicine was founded in the United States in 
the late nineteenth century about the same time as chiro-
practic and has a similar underlying theory. Osteopathic 
theory holds that somatic lesions (similar in concept to the 
chiropractic subluxation) occur in the musculoskeletal sys-
tem and can be treated by various forms of manual therapy, 
including spinal manipulation. In many ways osteopathic 

http://nccam.nih.gov/
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physicians are now indistinguishable from traditionally 
trained medical physicians because they have adopted 
most practices of Western medicine including prescription 
medicines and surgery. A subgroup of osteopaths, however, 
continues to use manual therapies to treat disease.

Homeopathy

Homeopathy originated as a medical system in Germany in 
the late 1700s based on the theories of a physician, Samuel 
Hahnemann. Immunization against smallpox was being 
successfully demonstrated at about the same time, and it is 
likely that the theories of immunology influenced the the-
ories underlying homeopathy. Much of the development 
of homeopathy occurred in Europe and culminated in a 
decision in 1996 by the European Commission’s Home-
opathy Medicine Research Group to integrate homeopathy 
into medical practice.

Homeopathy’s central tenets are the principle of similars 
and the principle of dilution. The principle of similars, or 
“like begets like,” can be found in many systems of magi-
cal thought. In application the idea is that small quantities 
of an agent can ameliorate the same symptoms that are 
evoked in a healthy patient when given in larger quanti-
ties. For some practitioners, determination of the causative 
agent is as critical as matching the symptoms that are being 
treated (i.e., the complaint might not have been caused by 
a bee sting, but the patient is responding just like he or 
she was stung). The principle of dilution states that highly 
dilute solutions have biologic activity, and the more dilute 
the solution, the more potent the remedy. Some remedies 
are diluted but still possess measurable biologic activity. 
Others might be diluted to the point that efficacy could 
not be explained by conventional science (a solution could 
be so dilute that not every dose contains a single molecule 
of the active substance). Although most of these remedies 
are safe, their potential for interaction with other ingested 
substances can be difficult to predict. Homeopaths typi-
cally seek to identify substances or agents that can repro-
duce the patient’s symptoms. Many substances are studied 
and cross-referenced in the homeopathic literature. Com-
puterized tools are available for matching symptoms to 
a specific remedy to aid the homeopath in the selection 
of an appropriate treatment. Despite this practice being 
incongruent with science, there is some evidence of effect. 
A double-blind, randomized controlled trial demonstrated 
benefit from homeopathic treatment of mild traumatic 
brain injury.37 Another trial found benefit in treating tendi-
nopathy.121 Other studies have not found benefit. A study 
of homeopathic therapy after knee ligament reconstruction 
failed to find benefit.109 Similarly, a trial of homeopathy 
to improve muscle tone in children with cerebral palsy 
also failed to find a significant effect.120 Although there are 
some intriguing possibilities represented in the literature, 
current evidence does not appear to be sufficient to suggest 
a significant role for homeopathy in medical practices.

Naturopathy

Naturopaths use a multimodal approach to health prob-
lems. Most of the principles espoused by naturopaths are 
familiar to physicians: do no harm, identify and treat the 
cause of disease, prevent disease, and treat the whole indi-
vidual. One primary difference is the belief in the healing 
power of nature as demonstrated in the ability of living 
things to heal themselves. The naturopath views the physi-
cian’s role as removing obstacles to health and fostering a 
supportive environment for healthy living. A naturopath 
might use many different techniques to achieve this objec-
tive. They range from common medical interventions such 
as diet and lifestyle counseling, to less accepted treatments 
such as acupuncture and homeopathy. This openness to 
diverse approaches to health care is integrative and often 
calls for several different modes of treatment. The profes-
sion uses scientific principles to help determine which 
treatments to administer.

Ayurveda

Ayurvedic medicine (literally means the science of life) 
developed in India. Early Ayurvedic texts date to 1500 bc. 
Ayurvedic philosophy describes a relationship between all 
the matter in the universe. There are three doshas (life forces 
or energies) that must be at equilibrium for good health. 
Imbalances in these doshas are responsible for disease. 
Both intrinsic and extrinsic factors can contribute to health 
problems. A very complex taxonomy categorizes the orga-
nization and interaction of matter, energy, and spirit.

Ayurvedic medicine often uses multiple modalities. 
The Ayurvedic concept of physical fitness refers as much 
to resistance to a hostile environment as to strength and 
flexibility. Diet, sleep, sexual activity, personal hygiene, and 
exercises such as yoga are used to increase physical fitness. 
Mental discipline and spirituality are also important com-
ponents to maintaining good health. Ayurvedic medicines 
encompass a gamut of herbal and mineral preparations, 
and are prescribed based on the energetic qualities of the 
preparation.

Traditional Chinese Medicine

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) is a system of health 
care based on traditional Chinese beliefs about the uni-
verse. One of the fundamental principles of this system is 
that two opposite forces (yin and yang) balance in nature. 
Disease states reflect a disturbance in the balance of yin 
and yang that can be extrinsic or intrinsic to the body.

Proper function of the human body requires proper 
functioning in physical, energetic, and spiritual aspects of 
an individual. TCM posits energy, called qi, that infuses 
living tissue. Qi is not a homogenous entity, as there are 
many different types of qi in the body. Each has different 
functions, from aiding in digestion to protecting against 
harmful outside agents. These energies support the mate-
rial substances of the body such as blood and tissues. There 
is a complex interaction between the different types of qi 
and the symptoms that are produced by disturbances in qi.

Disease can manifest in a number of different ways. 
Sometimes disturbances have a material manifestation, 
altering blood, tissues, or the organs. At other times they 
manifest as more energetic (qi) symptoms such as fatigue, 
anxiety, or depression. Diagnosis of disease focuses on 
eliciting a history to determine the underlying distur-
bance. The TCM examination might include determining 
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the characteristics of pulses at specific locations on the 
body, the appearance of the tongue, and the characteristics 
of olfaction, as well as carefully palpating the body. This 
information aids the TCM practitioner in the diagnosis of 
an individual’s complaint. A diagnosis in TCM (such as 
ascending fire of the liver or kidney qi deficiency) might 
have no analog in the allopathic model.

The primary goal of TCM is the restoration of the bal-
ance of these forces. This rebalancing can be achieved 
through a number of different therapeutic options, includ-
ing diet, exercise, herbal medicines, massage, and acu-
puncture. Although treatments are initiated to treat disease 
states, they are also designed to preserve health. Qi gong 
and t´ai chi were developed as methods of strengthening 
the qi or energy of the body to prevent disease and prolong 
life. A proper balance in diet promotes the harmonious 
flow of energy through the body. Although acupuncture is 
the most well-known modality used in TCM, it is only a 
single aspect of it and is often used in combination with 
other modalities.

Mind-Body Therapies

NCCAM identifies mind-body practices as those that 
“focus on the interactions among the brain, mind, body, 
and behavior, with the intent to use the mind to affect 
physical functioning and promote health.”103 Included in 
this group are such therapies as cognitive-behavioral ther-
apy, meditation, prayer, and guided imagery, and therapies 
using creative outlets (e.g., art, music, and dance therapies).

Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy

Although often included as a CAM therapy, cognitive-
behavioral therapy has moved into the mainstream of 
conventional medical practice. It integrates the cognitive 
restructuring approach of cognitive therapy with the behav-
ioral modification techniques of behavioral therapy. A 
therapist typically works with patients to identify thoughts 
and behaviors that are maladaptive and attempts to change 
their thought patterns, leading to a change in behavior. 
Cognitive-behavioral therapy has been successfully used 
for a variety of conditions, including insomnia,131 fibromy-
algia,144 headache,3 pain,47 and low back pain.41,89

Meditation

The definition of the act of meditation according to the 
American Heritage Dictionary2 is ”to train, calm, or empty 
the mind, often by achieving an altered state, as by focusing 
on a single object.” Meditation is also frequently described 
as self-regulation of attention. It is perhaps one of the most 
commonly used mind-body modalities and is a significant 
component of many of the world’s major religions. There 
are numerous types of meditation (e.g., transcendental, 
mindfulness, and focused meditation). Much of the cur-
rent interest in meditation can be traced to the 1970s 
work of Dr. Herbert Benson, who studied the physiologic 
responses to meditation. It was this early work by Benson22 
that led to the identification of the “relaxation response.” 
Most patients use meditation to help manage stress and 
anxiety.18,34,116 However, there are numerous specific appli-
cations such as helping deal with pain,13 improving quality 
of life after brain injury,20 and improving irritable bowel 
syndrome.71 A small study found that older adults with 
chronic back pain benefited from meditation.98 A study 
of practitioners of transcendental meditation revealed that 
over a span of 5 years, health care utilization was signifi-
cantly reduced in those who meditated regularly.108

Guided Imagery

Guided imagery is a technique that uses images or sym-
bols to train the mind to create a physiologic or psycho-
logic effect. This process, often guided by a practitioner 
or audiotape, has been used to reduce anxiety and pain, 
and to relieve physical problems caused by stress. Stud-
ies suggest it might have benefit in treating headaches,94 
recurrent abdominal pain in children,14 depression,128 and 
fibromyalgia.54

Spirituality

Spirituality has been described as an awareness of some-
thing greater than the individual self. Some have argued 
against the inclusion of spirituality in the CAM realm, 
recognizing that spirituality is a part of normal life for a 
majority of people, regardless of cultural origin. The mind-
body-spirit emphasis frequently found in CAM disciplines, 
however, has usually led to its inclusion in CAM therapy 
discussions. Although spirituality can take many forms, 
typically it involves prayer, either for one’s self or another. 
It can be pursued alone or in a group (e.g., church or syna-
gogue). There are many possible psychologic benefits of 
spiritual awareness and focus, including reduction of stress 
and anxiety and the creation of a positive attitude. How-
ever, rigorous scientific studies of the effects of spirituality 
are relatively few. One study reported that spirituality can 
play an important role in rehabilitation.35

Aromatherapy

Aromatherapy uses essential oils, distilled from plants, to 
improve mood, health, or both. Scents can be inhaled or 
applied in oil during massage. For inhalation a few drops 
of the essential oil are placed in steaming water, diffusers, 
or humidifiers that are used to spread the steam-oil com-
bination throughout the room. They can also be added to 
bath water. For application to the skin, the oils are com-
bined with a carrier, usually vegetable oil. Early clinical 
trials suggest aromatherapy might have some benefit as 
a complementary treatment in reducing stress, pain, and 
depression.33,76

Expression- and Art-Based Therapies

The American Art Therapy Association defines art therapy 
as the “therapeutic use of art making, within a professional 
relationship, by people who experience illness, trauma, 
or challenges in living, and by people who seek personal 
development.”4 It uses creative activities to help patients 
with physical and emotional problems. Proponents claim 
that both the creative process and the final work can help 
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express and heal trauma. Patients can create paintings, 
drawings, sculptures, and other types of artwork, and can 
work individually or in groups. Art therapists typically 
have a master’s degree in art therapy or a related field. They 
help patients express themselves through the art they cre-
ate. They also discuss emotions and concerns that patients 
might identify as they work on their art.

Music therapy is the use of specific music (with specific 
vibration frequencies) to promote relaxation and healing. 
Although most healing music is soft and soothing, indi-
vidual patient preferences (jazz, classical, etc.) can also be 
relaxing and healing to that individual. Music is used to 
help patients express deep-set emotions, both positive and 
negative. It is thought to be helpful in treating autism, men-
tally or emotionally disturbed children and adults, elderly 
and physically challenged persons, and patients with 
schizophrenia, nervous disorders, or stress. Music therapists 
design music sessions for individuals and groups based on 
individual needs and tastes. Some aspects of music therapy 
include music improvisation, receptive music listening, 
song writing, lyric discussion, imagery, music performance, 
and learning through music. Individuals can also perform 
their own music therapy at home by listening to music or 
sounds that help relieve their symptoms.80,141

Dance therapy is “the psychotherapeutic use of move-
ment to promote emotional, cognitive, physical and 
social integration of individuals.”12 It is sometimes also 
referred to as movement therapy. From a physical stand-
point, dance therapy can provide exercise, improve mobil-
ity and muscle coordination, and reduce muscle tension. 
From an emotional standpoint, dance therapy has been 
reported to improve self-awareness, self-confidence, and 
interpersonal interaction, and is an outlet for communi-
cating feelings.66

Biologically Based Therapies

Patients undergoing rehabilitative treatment are just as 
likely to use dietary supplements as the rest of the popula-
tion. In fact, most studies suggest that patients with chronic 
disorders are even more likely to use CAM therapies, includ-
ing herbs. Therefore it is important to have a basic under-
standing of herbs and dietary supplements, so that helpful 
information can be shared with patients to enable them 
to make informed decisions. Because the possible num-
ber of supplements a patient can use is practically endless, 
this review focuses only on the dietary supplements most 
likely to be encountered in a physiatric practice. Specific 
attention is paid to herbs and dietary supplements used for 
arthritis and pain.

Select Dietary Supplements Frequently 
Encountered in Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation Practice

Chondroitin Sulfate

Evidence. Numerous studies have been conducted on 
chondroitin, chondroitin and glucosamine, and glucos-
amine. Most indicate that these two supplements, either 
in combination or by themselves, are modestly effective 
at relieving symptoms of osteoarthritis. The multicenter, 
 double-blind, placebo- and celecoxib-controlled Glucos-
amine/chondroitin Arthritis Intervention Trial (GAIT) 
reported on 1583 patients with knee arthritis.42 Signifi-
cant effects were seen in the subgroup of patients with 
the most severe pain, but not in those with lesser symp-
toms. Although it was reported as a “negative” trial, several 
concerns emerged after the study was reported, including 
that the placebo response was unexplainably high. Con-
sequently there is still active debate about the proper role 
of these agents in the management of arthritis symptoms.

Proponents believe that chondroitin acts as a substrate 
needed for joint matrix structure.72 If this mechanism is 
indeed correct, the finding that it could require at least 2 
to 4 months of therapy before significant improvement is 
noted is not surprising.84 A number of studies have sug-
gested that adding chondroitin sulfate to a conventional 
analgesic or nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug (NSAID) 
is synergistic, possibly allowing reduction or elimination 
of those agents.84,99

Adverse Effects. Toxicity appears to be very limited. The 
most commonly reported side effects are gastrointestinal 
and include nausea and epigastric discomfort.

Glucosamine Sulfate

Evidence. Studies of efficacy have been centered on knee 
osteoarthritis. Most studies evaluating glucosamine sul-
fate for knee osteoarthritis have been positive.96 Glucos-
amine was found to be effective for osteoarthritis of the 
lumbar spine in one study.53 Some studies suggest efficacy 
equivalent to certain NSAIDs.90 Like chondroitin, onset of 
relief is generally delayed, requiring up to 8 weeks for full 
effect. In addition to symptom control, glucosamine might 
also have disease-modifying properties. Long-term stud-
ies suggest that treatment with glucosamine might result 
in significantly less joint space narrowing and knee joint 
degeneration as compared with placebo.115

Adverse Effects. Mild gastrointestinal symptoms (e.g., 
nausea, heartburn, diarrhea, and constipation) are not 
uncommon, but are usually self-limited and rarely require 
discontinuation.

S-Adenosyl-l-Methionine

Evidence. A number of clinical trials suggest that S-adeno-
syl-l-methionine (SAMe) is superior to placebo and com-
parable to NSAIDs for decreasing symptoms associated 
with osteoarthritis.59,77,102 The full effect might require 
up to 1 month of treatment. The mechanism of action is 
thought to include stimulation of articular cartilage growth 
and repair.27

Adverse Effects. Gastrointestinal symptoms (e.g., flatu-
lence, nausea, diarrhea, and constipation), dry mouth, 
headache, mild insomnia, and nervousness have been 
reported.7

Bromelain (Ananas comosus)

Evidence. Bromelain, taken in conjunction with trypsin 
and rutin, resulted in decreased pain and improved knee 
function in patients with osteoarthritis.73 A study of knee 
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pain in otherwise healthy adults also showed evidence of 
benefit.138 However, a subsequent trial of bromelain alone 
did not demonstrate any benefit in patients with knee 
osteoarthritis.30

Adverse Effects. Gastrointestinal upset and diarrhea can 
occur.

Camphor (Cinnamomum camphora)

Evidence. Camphor is Food and Drug Administration–
approved as a topical analgesic. A topical cream contain-
ing camphor, glucosamine sulfate, and chondroitin sulfate 
was found to provide reduction in pain caused by osteo-
arthritis.43 Because there is no evidence that glucosamine 
and chondroitin can be absorbed topically, the relief might 
have resulted from the counterirritant effect of camphor, 
but these data should be considered inconclusive.

Adverse Effects. Occasional contact irritation has been 
reported.

Cat’s Claw (Uncaria tomentosa)

Evidence. Found in Peru, cat’s claw is a large vine with 
curved thorns, resembling the claws of a cat. It is touted 
as an effective remedy for a number of conditions. In the 
United States many patients have been attracted to claims 
of its antiinflammatory effects, but there are no well-
designed studies in this regard. One study found that a 
freeze-dried cat’s claw extract relieved knee pain related to 
physical activity, but did not affect pain at rest.112 Modest 
effects were seen in another trial of patients with rheuma-
toid arthritis.100 The mechanism of action is uncertain but 
might be inhibition of the production of prostaglandin E2 
and tumor necrosis factor-α.

Adverse Effects. Adverse effects include headache, dizzi-
ness, and vomiting.112

Devil’s Claw (Harpagophytum procumbens)

Evidence. A growing body of evidence suggests that devil’s 
claw decreases osteoarthritis-related pain.31,37,42,140,142 As 
with glucosamine and chondroitin, a reduction in the need 
for NSAIDs might be possible with devil’s claw after several 
weeks of use.

Adverse Effects. Although generally well tolerated, Devil’s 
claw has been associated with diarrhea.36 Other reported 
side effects include nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain.

Dimethylsulfoxide

Evidence. Although not as popular as in the 1980s and 
1990s, dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) is still used by many 
patients as a topical treatment for osteoarthritis. There 
is limited evidence that it might have efficacy in this 
regard.118,135

Adverse Effects. DMSO is readily absorbed through the 
skin, so even topical application can result in systemic 
effects. Adverse effects include sedation, headache, dizziness, 
drowsiness, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, constipation, and 
anorexia. Many people also experience skin changes (ery-
thema, pruritus, burning, blistering, drying, and scaling).144
Evening Primrose Oil (Oenothera biennis)

Evidence. In a double-blind, placebo-controlled study of 
rheumatoid arthritis, evening primrose oil resulted in a 
significant reduction of symptoms.21 Evening primrose oil 
contains γ-linolenic acid), which is thought to have antiin-
flammatory properties.

Adverse Effects. There are no reports of significant side 
effects.

The Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act of 
1994 created a separate supplement classification known 
as “dietary supplements” that covers the use of herbs, vita-
mins, amino acids, and even certain hormones such as 
dehydroepiandrosterone and melatonin. As dietary supple-
ments, they are neither subject to the stringent food safety 
rules nor are they considered over-the-counter medications 
or drugs. This permits them to escape traditional oversight 
mechanisms in the United States. As a result, it is difficult 
for physicians to monitor patient use of these products. Fur-
ther, the Act specifically states that manufacturers of dietary 
supplements are not required to prove the safety and effi-
cacy of their products before going to market, which has 
created a true “caveat emptor” requirement on the part of 
the consumer when purchasing dietary supplements. For-
tunately, in 2007, the United States Food and Drug Admin-
istration passed a Good Manufacturing Practices rule. This 
rule requires that dietary supplements sold in the United 
States be “manufactured consistently as to identity, purity, 
strength, and composition.”5 When fully implemented in 
2010, this rule will help ensure the quality of these products 
in the United States.

Manipulation and Body-Based 
Therapies

Manipulation and body-based therapies typically affect 
health by the application of movement. This can be pas-
sive movement of a joint or tissue (e.g., massage, spinal 
manipulation or mobilization) or active movement of the 
body as a unit (e.g., Feldenkrais).

Manipulation and Mobilization

Manipulation (typically inferring to high-velocity thrust 
techniques applied to a joint) and mobilization (non-
thrust, oscillatory techniques) have been used for centuries 
to treat various conditions. In North America and Europe, 
they are often used by chiropractors, physical therapists, 
and physicians to treat musculoskeletal conditions, most 
commonly low back pain. Although the systems of patient 
evaluation and treatment vary and the taxonomies are 
often different, the techniques used are remarkably similar. 
There is no evidence that manipulation or mobilization 
applied by one profession is more or less beneficial than 
when provided by a competing profession. The goal of 
these therapies is to normalize motion and tension about 
a joint. Some professions, chiropractic in particular, infer 
health benefits beyond the reduction of pain and improve-
ment in musculoskeletal function, but evidence for these 
claims is very limited. (See also Chapter 19.)

http://vm.cfsan.fda.gov/%7Edms/dietsupp.html)%3C%3Bcomment%3E
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Minor side effects of spinal manipulation are common. 
At least one unpleasant reaction was experienced after 
manipulation by more than half of patients, with the most 
frequent being local discomfort (53%), headache (12%), 
tiredness (11%), and radiating discomfort (10%). Reac-
tions were mild or moderate in 85%, and were typically 
short-lived (74% resolved within 24 hours). Uncommon 
reactions such as dizziness and nausea accounted for less 
than 5% of the symptoms, and no serious complications 
were reported.122

Spinal manipulation, although generally safe, is not 
risk free. Risks and complications have been thoroughly 
discussed in the literature, but estimates of complication 
frequency have typically been based on poorly designed 
surveys. Complications result almost exclusively from 
high-velocity manipulation. Complications rarely occur 
with low-velocity and mobilization techniques.

Complications of thoracic and lumbar  manipulation 
are listed in Box 22-1. They are rare, and investigators 
agree that the risk-to-benefit ratio of manipulation for 
low back pain is acceptable in most patients.8,114 The 
most serious complication of lumbar manipulation is 
cauda equina syndrome. About half of the reported cases 
occurred during manipulation under anesthesia.8 Halde-
man and Rubinstein63 noted 10 cases of cauda equina syn-
drome that were not associated with manipulation under 
anesthesia, and reported three additional cases. Those 
cases represented treatment by chiropractors, osteopathic 
and allopathic physicians. The frequency of cauda equina 
syndrome has been estimated to be one in several million 
treatments.63,124

Complications of cervical manipulation are also listed in 
Box 22-1. Although relatively rare, they are often more seri-
ous than those associated with lumbar or thoracic manipu-
lation. Noncerebrovascular complications can usually be 
prevented by excluding patients with contraindications 
to manipulation.9 The most controversial issue concern-
ing spinal manipulation is the relationship between cer-
vical manipulation and stroke. Cervical manipulation can 
cause mechanical stress on the vertebral arteries, resulting 
in vertebrobasilar stroke.9 The most common site of injury 
appears to be the extracranial third segment of the vertebral 
artery.19,67,79 Permanent and severe neurologic injury and 
even death can result. For this reason, some have argued 
that the risk-to-benefit ratio of cervical manipulation is 
unacceptable.114 Proposed risk factors such as vessel anom-
alies, spondylosis, and hypertension have been largely 
absent in persons sustaining vertebral artery injury.55 It 
is difficult to study the frequency of stroke after a single 
cervical manipulation, but it has been estimated to be 1 
case per 400,000 to 3 million cervical manipulation.48,125 
Hurwitz et al.68 estimated 5 to 10 serious complications 
and 3 deaths for every 10 million cervical spine manipula-
tions. A Danish study found the risk of death or permanent 
sequelae to be 1 in 1.3 million treatments.74

A screening test using neck extension and rotation has 
been thought to predict patients at risk of vertebrobasilar 
stroke, but its value is questionable at best.44 Haldeman 
et al.62 reviewed the literature related to vertebrobasilar 
artery dissection and found no specific neck movement, 
position, or type of manipulation to be associated with it, 
and a specific population at risk for dissection could not 
be identified. They concluded that although some unique 
but as yet unidentified factor might predispose to verte-
brobasilar dissection, there is little evidence to support the 
contention that cervical manipulation or any other neck 
motion, position, or injury is a significant risk for these 
occurrences.

Relative and absolute contraindications for spinal 
manipulation are listed in Box 22-2.9,64 Although most 
past recommendations have been based on sound ratio-
nale, some have not been supported by scientific evidence. 
For example, disk herniation has often been listed as a con-
traindication for lumbar manipulation, but chiropractors 
and therapists commonly use it to treat persons with disk 
herniation. Another reported contraindication is lumbar 
spondylolisthesis, but these patients appear to respond as 
well as those with normal spinal anatomy.97

The most common condition treated with manipula-
tion and mobilization is low back pain. Because the effect 
size is small (as it is for all treatments for back pain), trials 
have sometimes reached conflicting conclusions. This has 
resulted in many metaanalyses attempting to determine the 
appropriate use of manual therapy techniques. The reviews 
with higher methodologic quality that have concentrated 
on randomized controlled trials have reached overall posi-
tive conclusions.10 The best evidence supports the use of 
manipulation for most types of uncomplicated acute and 
chronic low back pain,82 but there is no compelling evi-
dence that it is more efficacious than other commonly used 
therapies.11

After low back pain, neck pain is the next most common 
complaint treated with manipulation and mobilization. 
The data are far less convincing than those for low back 
pain. Recent metaanalyses have found limited evidence of 
efficacy and have arrived at nearly the same conclusions: 
(1) there are very few high-quality studies, and (2) there is 
some evidence for the effectiveness of manipulation and 

Thoracic/Lumbar
 •  Cauda equina syndrome
 •  Lumbar pedicle fracture
 •  Lumbar/thoracic compression fracture
 •  Rib fracture
 •  Lumbar/thoracic disk herniation

Cervical
 •  Vertebrobasilar insufficiency/stroke
 •  Lateral medullary infarction
 •  Internal carotid artery dissection
 •  Cerebral infarct
 •  Cervical myelopathy
 •  Cervical radiculopathy
 •  Long thoracic nerve palsy
 •  Diaphragmatic palsy
 •  Central retinal artery occlusion
 •  Cervical fracture/dislocation
 •  Epidural hematoma
 •  Intervertebral disk herniation
 •  Tracheal rupture

 

BOX 22-1

Reported Complications of Spinal Manipulation
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mobilization for neck pain especially when combined with 
exercise.60,137

Data from a variety of sources indicate that many patients 
with headache seek manual therapy. A survey by Eisenberg 
et al.50 found that 27% of subjects with headaches used 
a nonmedical therapy within the previous 12 months, 
and chiropractic was sought most often. The use of spinal 
manipulation as treatment for headaches is predicated on 
the cervical spine being a contributing factor in the eti-
ology of headaches. This theoretic mechanism is based 
on the convergence of two peripheral systems of nocicep-
tion: the trigeminal system and the cervical spinal nerves 
(particularly from C1 to C3). The functional effect of this 
convergence is that the nociceptive input from these two 
systems is poorly localized, and pain arising from one sys-
tem can be interpreted subjectively as coming from the 
other. In this model, cervical spine dysfunction that pro-
duces pain can be experienced as a headache.24,25 Bovim 
et al.29 were able to demonstrate experimentally that disor-
ders of the cervical spine could cause headaches. Another 
possible connection between the cervical spine and headache 
is an anatomic connection between the rectus capitus poste-
rior minor muscle and the spinal dura via a dense connective 
tissue bridge at the level of the occiput-atlas junction.61

The evidence for the use of spinal manipulation for 
headache is primarily from five randomized clinical trials. 
Two studies104,110 examined migraine headache; two,26,28 
tension-type headache; and one,106 cervicogenic headache. 
When compared with some forms of medical prophylaxis 
for both tension-type and migraine headaches, spinal 
manipulation appears to offer similar relief. It is not clear 
to what extent nonspecific treatment effects contribute to 
this benefit. There are no known factors that differentiate 

Absolute Contraindications
 •  Active inflammatory arthropathy
 •  Acute spondyloarthropathy
 •  Demineralization
 •  Ligamentous laxity with subluxation/dislocation
 •  Tumor/metastasis
 •  Spinal infection/osteomyelitis
 •  Acute fracture/dislocation
 •  Severe osteoporosis
 •  Acute myelopathy
 •  Cauda equina syndrome

Relative Contraindications
 •  Severe spondylosis
 •  Known malignancy
 •  Benign bone tumor
 •  Spinal trauma
 •  Spinal hypermobility
 •  Acute disk herniation
 •  Ankylosing spondylitis/spondyloarthropathy
 •  History of spinal surgery
 •  Acute soft tissue injury
 •  Blood dyscrasia
 •  Anticoagulation
 •  History/symptoms of vertebrobasilar insufficiency
 •  Bone demineralization/osteopenia

 

BOX 22-2

Contraindications to Spinal Manipulation
headache patients who benefit from manipulation and 
mobilization from those who do not. The long-term ben-
efits (>1 month) are unknown. These treatments do not 
appear to be effective in aborting headaches.

There is little evidence to suggest that manipulation 
or mobilization can correct or reduce idiopathic sco-
liosis.107,113 There is, however, a suggestion that spinal 
manipulation therapy is helpful in controlling chronic 
mechanical back pain associated with scoliosis.133

Although manual medicine practitioners have reported 
alleviation of symptoms caused by carpal tunnel syndrome 
and normalization of nerve conduction studies,136 there is 
little evidence to suggest a therapeutic effect.45

Shekelle123 has noted that “there appears to be little 
evidence to support the value of spinal manipulation for 
nonmusculoskeletal conditions.” Randomized controlled 
trials of chiropractic treatment for asthma have demon-
strated no change in measured lung functions in either 
children15 or adults.105 Although otitis media is sometimes 
treated by chiropractors, there have been no randomized 
trials. A review of the literature concluded that the effect 
of spinal manipulation on enuresis is similar to the nat-
ural remission rate.78 Primary dysmenorrhea has been 
reported to respond to spinal manipulative therapy.32,85 
A single randomized trial demonstrated reduction in pain 
and menstrual distress. The control (sham manipulation) 
and treatment groups had similar elevations in circulating 
prostaglandins, indicating that the effect may have been 
the result of nonspecific factors.75 There is no evidence that 
manual therapies are beneficial for central nervous system–
based disorders such as epilepsy.

Movement Therapies

Feldenkrais Method

The Feldenkrais Method is a system of body movement 
education that is believed to enhance awareness of move-
ment and improve functional movement. The underlying 
theory is that poor habitual movement patterns result 
in injury and pain. The expected results of Feldenkrais 
therapy (awareness through movement classes or func-
tional integration sessions) are that a person will be able 
to move more efficiently and comfortably, and with less 
pain. Feldenkrais practitioners undergo an extensive 
apprentice-like training program. Although the popular 
press promotes this therapy for many conditions, there 
are few randomized studies of the Feldenkrais Method. A 
nonrandomized study in patients with nonspecific mus-
culoskeletal pain syndromes found no difference between 
conventional physical therapy, body awareness therapy, 
and the Feldenkrais Method as reflected by medical out-
comes study 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey sub-
scale scores.92 A small randomized study of the effect of 
Feldenkrais on pain found the affective dimension (atti-
tude toward the pain) to be reduced, but no change was 
measured in other dimensions.129 A small randomized 
trial found patients with neck and shoulder complaints 
to benefit more from Feldenkrais than physical therapy.91 
There is theoretic potential for benefit in numerous condi-
tions because of possible effects on motor control, but this 
therapeutic paradigm has been inadequately studied.69
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Alexander Technique

The Alexander technique is a psychophysical reeduca-
tion method that proposes to relieve muscular tension 
and improve the efficiency of movement. The technique 
involves examination of posture, breathing, balance, and 
coordination, and has three underlying principles: (1) an 
organism functions as a whole; (2) a person’s ability to 
function optimally is dependent on the relationship of the 
head, neck, and spine; and (3) body function is affected by 
habitual patterns of use. The Alexander technique is often 
advocated in the treatment of asthma, headaches, arthri-
tis, and pain, and is often used by performing artists.51 The 
evidence supporting the use of the Alexander technique is 
very limited and at this point inconclusive,52 although at 
least one randomized trial has demonstrated benefit for 
persons with chronic low back pain.89

T'ai Chi

Tái chi is an ancient exercise form that originated in China. 
Various forms of it are practiced today, and it has become 
a popular physical activity in North America and Europe. 
It has been advocated as a therapeutic exercise, particu-
larly in the elderly. Tái chi has been reported to improve 
balance, flexibility, and cardiovascular fitness in geriatric 
patients.139,145,146 A Cochrane systematic review found 
only four trials that had appropriate control groups. No 
statistically significant or clinically meaningful effect was 
found for most outcomes measured, although significant 
increases in range of motion were noted.65 In spite of this, 
tái chi appears to be a safe form of exercise for most indi-
viduals, even the elderly.

Pilates

Pilates exercises were originally designed for and used by 
performance artists, but have enjoyed wider popularity in 
recent years. It is estimated that 5 million people now use 
them, largely because of mass marketing. There are at least 
two randomized studies examining the effects of Pilates 
exercises on back pain. A randomized controlled trial  
(n = 39) with 12-month follow-up comparing specific Pilates 
exercises (using specialized exercise equipment) with usual 
medical care found the Pilates group to have lower disabil-
ity scores and pain ratings after the intervention, with the 
improved disability scores maintained at 12 months.119 In 
another study 53 subjects were randomized to receive either 
pilates treatment or referral to a back school and exercise 
program for chronic low back pain, with blinded observers 
and 6-month follow-up. Both groups improved similarly 
in regard to disability and pain, although the Pilates group 
had better compliance and perceived benefit.47

Yoga

Yoga is part mind-body therapy and part stretching and 
breathing exercise. It is most appropriately addressed with 
movement therapies. It is commonly advocated as treat-
ment for musculoskeletal conditions including arthritis58 
and carpal tunnel syndrome.58 There are few controlled 
studies in the literature. Yoga appears to have some ben-
eficial effect on asthma, but the mechanism of effect is 
unclear.95 It might be beneficial for hypertension as well.111 
A randomized trial of yoga, exercise, or a self-care book for  
low back pain found the yoga group to have improved 
function compared with the book and exercise groups at 
12 weeks, but there were no significant differences in the 
“bothersomeness” of symptoms. At 26 weeks, back-related 
function in the yoga group continued to be superior to the 
book group.126

Energy Therapies

Acupuncture

Originating in ancient China, acupuncture is one of the 
best recognized CAM treatments. Acupuncture consists of 
the insertion of thin, flexible needles into the body at spe-
cific points to improve health (Figure 22-1). The needles 
are inserted to varying depths and angles, and typically are 
inserted superficially (Figure 22-2). The needles can be fur-
ther stimulated in a number of ways, including twirling the 
needles, electrical stimulation, or burning an herb placed 
on the end of the needle outside the patient. In the United 
States acupuncture is most widely used for analgesia or 
relief of pain, but it is also used to treat a wide range of 
other conditions including asthma, fatigue, gastrointesti-
nal disturbance, and infertility.

A wide range of practitioners perform acupuncture. State 
laws vary, but acupuncture practitioners include physi-
cians (MDs), osteopaths (DOs), chiropractors (DCs), and 
licensed acupuncturists (LAcs). In some states, acupunc-
ture can be performed as part of a religious ceremony. With 
such a diverse group of practitioners, there is considerable 

A B C D E

FIGURE 22-1 Acupuncture needles. A, A 30-mm stainless steel needle with 
green plastic handle (diameter, 0.14 mm). B, A 30-mm stainless steel needle 
with pipestem handle (diameter, 0.20 mm). C, A 30-mm stainless steel needle 
with wire-wrapped handle (diameter, 0.20 mm). D, A 40-mm stainless steel 
needle with copper wire–wrapped handle (diameter, 0.25 mm). E, A 125-mm 
stainless steel needle (diameter, 0.30 mm).
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FIGURE 22-2 A, The acupuncture needle sits in a guide tube on the patient’s skin. The length of the needle is slightly longer than the guide tube. The guide tube 
acts to guide the needle, keep the skin taut, and when tapped, provide a sensation that distracts from the needle insertion. B, The needle has been tapped into the 
skin and the guide tube removed. The tip of the needle is subcutaneous but has not reached the muscle. The needle is almost parallel to the skin, as it has not been 
inserted deeply enough to support its weight. C, The needle tip has been advanced into the first dorsal interosseous muscle. It is now able to stand perpendicular 
to the skin surface.
variability in the approach to acupuncture. Given its histori-
cal origin, acupuncture is most commonly associated with 
TCM (see earlier discussion). Acupuncture in this setting is 
often provided with recommendations regarding diet, herbal 
remedies, exercises, massage, and lifestyle modification.

Qi flows through the body in specific patterns, and 
these pathways are known as meridians. Meridian-based 
acupuncture is invoked to alter the flow of qi or energy 
through the body. The specific technique to produce the 
desired result requires knowledge of the nature of the qi cir-
culation, a diagnosis (often based on TCM), and an under-
standing of how insertion of the needles affects such flows. 
Another common style of acupuncture is termed neuro-
anatomic acupuncture. This style incorporates a modern 
understanding of the nervous and musculoskeletal systems 
with empiric knowledge of acupuncture point selection. 
For example, the point stomach 31 can relieve lateral thigh 
pain and lies over the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve.

Although the classic interpretation of acupuncture’s 
mechanism of effect has been a change in the qi of the body, 
scientific studies have uncovered many different mecha-
nisms of action. These range from local effects such as 
vasodilation, torsion of the connective tissue, and changes 
in local autonomic activity, to more remote endocrine 
effects. The endocrine effects include release of endorphins 
and influence of the hypothalamic-pituitary axis. Remote 
neurologic effects can also occur, such as changes on func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain.

Acupuncture is a modality that is generally safe, with 
a growing but not definitive evidence base regarding its 
effectiveness for many conditions frequently seen in a 
physical medicine and rehabilitation practice. Condi-
tions commonly treated with acupuncture in the rehabili-
tation medicine setting are listed in Box 22-3. It is most 
often used after therapies with more evidence of efficacy 
have been tried and failed. There is considerable anec-
dotal evidence and a large number of clinical trials that 
support its use. In the 1990s, high-quality evidence for 
the efficacy of acupuncture was scant.1 Individual studies 
often demonstrated benefit for multiple conditions, but 
they were usually small, less rigorous, and difficult to 
reproduce. In addition, there was a question of publication 
bias; Asian studies tended to report more favorable results 
than those studies performed in the United States. Larger, 
more rigorous trials have now demonstrated less favorable 
results for many conditions. Several difficulties continue 
to produce controversy in acupuncture research. The dif-
ficulty of establishing adequate sham procedures and the 
variability in study design continue to be of concern. Also, 
the precision of the diagnosis is lacking, because patients 
are classified by symptoms rather than by objective criteria 
or specific medical diagnoses. Acknowledging this complex 
background, recent trials show a generally positive effect 
on knee osteoarthritis symptoms,22,70,93,117 chronic low 
back pain,56 and headaches.86,87 There is also evidence that 
acupuncture added to standard treatment is beneficial for 
fibromyalgia.132

The literature regarding acupuncture safety indicates only 
a low rate of complications, even among acupuncture stu-
dents.1 Risks for acupuncture include bleeding, infection, 
and organ puncture (including pneumothorax).81 Needle 
shock is an uncommon side effect that typically occurs dur-
ing the first acupuncture treatment. The description of this 
event is similar to a vasovagal episode: sweating, flushing, 

 •  Back pain (upper and lower)
 •  Neck pain
 •  Headaches
 •  Perioperative pain
 •  Osteoarthritic pain
 •  Tennis elbow (lateral epicondylitis)
 •  Fibromyalgia
 •  Myofascial pain

 

BOX 22-3

Conditions Commonly Treated by Acupuncturists  
in North America
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and the sensation that the world is being seen from down 
a long tunnel. Treatment of needle shock is the immedi-
ate removal of the needles. A technique that is particularly 
prone to complications is the permanent placement of 
needles. These needles are inserted, and the handles are 
broken off.39 Unfortunately, they can migrate and cause 
damage to internal organs.

Acupressure

Acupressure is similar to acupuncture in terms of its analy-
sis of the human body, but it uses pressure rather than nee-
dles to achieve its effects. Acupressure is used for many of 
the same complaints and conditions as acupuncture, and 
is thought to produce similar effects. Acupressure practi-
tioners might incorporate massage as part of their prac-
tice. Japanese shiatsu massage and Chinese tui na both use 
acupressure principles. Direct manipulation of the tissues 
is believed to open up channels to the flow of qi. Topical 
herbal treatments and salves can be used as well.

Compared with acupuncture, acupressure can be applied 
differently, which may be advantageous in some patients. 
Most obviously, the lack of needles eliminates the poten-
tial complications of bleeding and infection, and expands 
the range of patients who might benefit from this treat-
ment to include individuals receiving anticoagulants, those 
with needle phobia, and those who are severely immuno-
suppressed. Acupressure can also be taught to the patient, 
who can subsequently apply self-treatment on a more fre-
quent basis. This can be very helpful in the early stages of 
treatment when the duration of the relief from acupressure 
might be short-lived. Acupuncture needles are currently 
classified as class II devices by the Food and Drug Admin-
istration, limiting their sale to acupuncture practitioners. 
They cannot be given to a patient so they can administer 
the treatment at home. Acupressure forces a practitioner to 
treat each individual area sequentially, whereas acupunc-
ture allows more points to be simultaneously stimulated. 
This potentially allows a practitioner to determine which 
points are more effective in achieving the desired effect. 
Studies on acupressure and evidence of benefit are limited 
at present.

Reiki and Healing Touch

Reiki and healing touch are both energy-based methods of 
healing. They both posit the ability of one human being 
to positively influence the energy field of another individ-
ual and thus improve that individual’s health. This energy 
influence or transfer is also an “intelligent” one, as the spe-
cifics of energy manipulation are automatic for the most 
part. Healing touch requires specific hand positions only 
for certain conditions. Both disciplines propose the pos-
sibility of healing at a distance, as close physical contact is 
not always required.

A number of trials using reiki and healing touch are cur-
rently being conducted by the National Institutes of Health. 
Completed studies suggest that both of these modalities 
might be effective in reducing psychologic sequelae of dis-
ease, such as pain. A Cochrane review concluded that use of 
reiki (versus other touch modalities) by experienced prac-
titioners might result in a greater degree of pain relief.131
Reflexology

Reflexology is a healing art based on the theory that there 
are reflexes in the feet and hands that correspond to every 
part of the body. Reflexology relies on the concept of a 
microsystem, with the entire body mapped out on a small 
part of the brain. This concept is seen in conventional med-
icine, such as the topographic mapping of the somatosen-
sory cortex in the brain. Pressure can be applied to specific 
parts of the hands and feet to influence the parts of the 
body being treated.

Research on reflexology has produced mixed results. 
As with many of the other energy treatments listed above, 
methodological flaws are prevalent in a large number of 
studies. Large well-designed studies are not available. Small 
studies suggest that it might be helpful for some condi-
tions. For instance, it can possibly help spasticity, pares-
thesias, and urinary symptoms associated with multiple 
sclerosis.127 Yet it was found not to be helpful for irritable 
bowel syndrome.134 It is uncertain whether this variability 
is secondary to reflexology’s efficacy, the variation in how 
reflexology is practiced, or poor study design.

Electromagnetic Fields and Magnets

Unlike the energy medicine techniques discussed above 
that defy scientific attempts to characterize their energies, 
electromagnetic fields are well-defined physical phenom-
ena that are widely used in technology. Electromagnetic 
fields are very familiar to physical medicine and rehabilita-
tion physicians and are used in testing, such as MRI scans, 
electromyography, and electrocardiograms. The human 
body is composed of multiple structures and molecules 
that are highly charged and therefore particularly sensitive 
to strong magnetic fields. Magnets of varying field strengths 
and polarity can be applied to the body. Although the the-
oretic framework is in place, clinical effects of magnetic 
therapy have not been demonstrated. The data from trials 
on this modality are mixed, with the majority reporting 
no significant improvement in the condition being stud-
ied. Most studies have investigated magnetic therapy as a 
treatment for a specific condition, such as rotator cuff dis-
order,23,83 rather than for a general class of conditions.

In summary, biofield CAM treatments are safe, but sys-
tematic studies regarding their efficacy are lacking, with a 
few notable exceptions. This suggests that these modalities 
might be appropriate as second-line therapies, to be used 
when proven or better studied treatments have not been 
shown to be effective.

How to Discuss Integrative 
Medicine With Your Patient

Many physicians feel challenged by CAM topics, particularly 
those whose training occurred before the boom in interest in 
CAM. They can feel inadequately trained or educated to make 
sound recommendations regarding the use or avoidance of 
supplements, interventions, or both. At the same time, many 
patients feel that they have been dismissed when raising 
questions regarding CAM or integrative medicine. As a result, 
they become “gun shy” about asking such questions of their 
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physician. Additionally, surveys have shown that patients fre-
quently consider therapies such as herbs “natural” and there-
fore not of interest to their physician. As a result, patients 
may withhold information because they do not recognize 
the importance of their physician knowing about their use 
of CAM therapies. Either way, both physicians and patients 
need to make a concerted effort to discuss integrative medi-
cine approaches as part of the physician-patient encounter.

Perhaps one of the most important first steps in discuss-
ing integrative medicine with a patient is to simply incor-
porate questions regarding integrative medicine into the 
routine patient interview. In the medical setting, physicians 
routinely inquire about a patient’s medication use. This 
simple nonjudgmental question can be easily expanded 
by inquiring about the use of herbs, dietary supplements, 
medicinal teas, megadoses of vitamins, and other supple-
ments. By asking the question simultaneously with inqui-
ries about medication use, patients are taught that these 
other substances are important and are of interest to their 
medical provider. If asked in a nonjudgmental tone, it typi-
cally allows patients to be forthcoming and to openly and 
freely share their interests in or use of such therapies.
Some physicians find that this a natural point to also ask 
about other modalities or therapies that the patient might 
be using. This can also be done in a nonjudgmental fashion 
by simply asking, in the context of herbs and other dietary 
supplements, whether the patient is using other techniques 
or therapies to improve health or deal with any ongoing 
issues. The physician can then list a few common examples 
that the patient might identify with, such as meditation, 
chiropractic, or massage therapy. By specifying a few con-
crete examples, the patient can see that this is an important 
topic that the physician is willing to discuss.

The obvious challenge in this setting is for the physician 
who has not had significant training in integrative medi-
cine or CAM to know how to respond when the patient 
does reply in the affirmative to these inquiries. Many insti-
tutions have physicians or pharmacists who have received 
extra training in dietary supplements, including their risks 
and potential benefits. These individuals can be excellent 
resources. For dietary supplements, there is a wealth of reli-
able websites that can be queried. Online sources are of 
particular help in finding information regarding other spe-
cific therapies as well (Table 22-1).
Table 22-1  CAM and Integrative Medicine Information on the Web (Selected References)

Databases URL Cost/yr Comments

Natural Medicines
Comprehensive Database

www.naturaldatabase.com $92  ▪  Very comprehensive (herbs and DS only)
 ▪  Up-to-date, well-referenced, good pt handouts

Herbmed http://www.herbmed.org Free  ▪  Moderately comprehensive (herbs and DS only)
 ▪  Well-referenced, not as intuitive to navigate as above 

 database

MD Anderson Complementary/
Integrative Medicine

www.mdanderson.org/departments/
CIMER

Free  ▪  Mod. comprehensive (herbs, DS and therapies)
 ▪  Cancer-specific, well-referenced

Memorial Sloan Cancer Center 
IM Service Herb/Botanical 
Info

http://www.mskcc.org/mskcc/html/
11570.cfm

Free  ▪  Small database (herbs and DS only)
 ▪  Cancer-specific, brief monographs

MayoClinic.com www.mayoclinic.com Free  ▪  Small database (herbs, DS and therapies)
 ▪  Patient-friendly language, not referenced

Dr. Duke’s Phytochemical and 
Ethnobotanical Databases

http://www.ars-grin.gov/duke/ Free  ▪  Detailed summary of chemical constituents and biological 
activity

 ▪  Research-focused

On-line Tools

MayoClinic.com “Take a Break to 
Meditate”

http://mayoclinic.com/health/meditation/
MM00623

Free  ▪  Nice, brief video introduction to meditation

General Information

NIH www.healthfinder.gov/ Free  ▪  Guide to reliable consumer health information

National Center for CAM 
(NCCAM)

http://nccam.nih.gov Free  ▪  Growing number of articles and references
 ▪  Many links to other quality sites

NIH-NLM http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/
druginfo/herb_All.html

Free  ▪  Content from Natural Standard

The Office of Cancer CAM 
(OCCAM) – NCI

http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/
treatment/cam

Free  ▪  Mod. comprehensive (herbs, DS and therapies)

ACS http://www.cancer.org/docroot/ETO/
ETO_5.asp?sitearea=ETO

Free  ▪  Mod. comprehensive (herbs, DS and therapies)

CAM on PubMed http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.
fcgi?db=PubMed&orig_db=PubMed&cmd_
current=Limits&pmfilter_Subsets=Com
plementary+Medicine

Free  ▪  Limits searches to articles that are identified as having 
Complementary Medicine theme

IOM Report on CAM http://www.iom.edu/CMS/3793/4829/
24487.aspx

Free/$  ▪  Institute of Medicine report on CAM
 ▪  Can be read online or downloaded for ~$50

Continued
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Databases URL Cost/yr Comments

The Consortium of Academic 
Health Centers for Int. Med.

http://www.imconsortium.org/ Free  ▪  Membership currently includes 33 academic medical 
centers

 ▪  Integrative Medicine curriculum guide

Quackwatch http://www.quackwatch.org Free  ▪  Nonprofit corporation whose purpose is to “combat 
health-related frauds, myths, fads, and fallacies”

Mayo Clinic CIM Program http://mayoresearch.mayo.edu/mayo/
research/cimp/

Free  ▪  Summary of Complementary and Integrative Medicine 
research activities at Mayo Clinic

Books

Mayo Clinic Book of Alternative 
Medicine

http://bookstore.mayoclinic.com/products/
bookDetails.cfm?mpid=35

$30  ▪  Written by Mayo Clinic clinicians and researchers
 ▪  A good, basic introduction to CAM and Integrative 

 Medicine

Log On: Two Steps to Mindful 
Awareness

http://www.amazon.com $26  ▪  Author is Director of Research for Mayo CIM Program
 ▪  Scientific review of the benefits of meditation

DVDs

Mayo Clinic Wellness Solutions http://bookstore.mayoclinic.com/products/
bookDetails.cfm?mpid=45

$20  ▪  Integrating yoga, meditation and nutrition into care plans
 ▪  Heart health, insomnia, arthritis, back pain, weight loss, etc.

Downloads

Mayo Clinic Meditation http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mayo-clinic-
mediatation/id348265081?mt=8

$5  ▪  Basic introduction to meditation
 ▪  More useful if user has already undergone training in 

meditation

Herb Quality Info.

ConsumerLab.com www.consumerlab.com $24  ▪  Provides independent test results on many dietary supple-
ments

 ▪  Products that pass testing can display the CL Seal of 
Approval

Consumer Reports www.consumerreports.org $24  ▪  Occasional articles on herbs, DS

United States Pharmacopeia www.usp.org Free  ▪  Discusses the Dietary Supplement Verification Program 
and the meaning of the USP label

Internet Info. Quality

AMA www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/category/19
05.html

Free  ▪  Guidelines for Medical and Health Information Sites on 
the Internet

Health on the Net Foundation www.hon.ch Free  ▪  Promotes guidelines that create a “code of conduct” for 
websites delivering medical information

Regulatory Info.

FDA http://www.cfsan.fda.gov/~dms/
supplmnt.html

Free  ▪  Nice background on DSHEA, current regulatory environ-
ment in US

 ▪  Recent adverse events associate with DS reported here

FTC www.ftc.gov Free  ▪  Reviews regulations re: advertising DS
 ▪  Link to file complaints

Spa

International Spa Association http://www.experienceispa.com/ Free  ▪  Excellent resource for information regarding spas as part 
of a wellness lifestyle

Practitioners

Massage therapist http://www.amtasmassage.org/
findamassage/locator.htm

Free  ▪  Maintained by AMTA

Licenced acupuncturist http://www.aaoma.org/45000.asp Free  ▪  Maintained by AAOM

Yoga class http://www.yogafinder.com/index.html Free  ▪  Commercial site

Table 22-1  CAM and Integrative Medicine Information on the Web (Selected References)—cont’d
The goal of discussing integrative medicine with a patient 
is to provide patient education. This is a critically important 
goal. Much of the information that patients are otherwise 
exposed to is commercial in intent and fraught with misin-
formation. The physician can fulfill the classic role of heal-
ers throughout the centuries, that of a teacher, by providing 
a safe environment for the patient to obtain information 
about these CAM therapies. By providing the patient with 
reliable, evidence-based information about the risks and 
benefits of a therapy, and by collaborating with the patient, 
the clinician can be an ally to the patient who is trying to 
navigate the complex realm of integrative medicine.
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CHAPTER 23

COMPUTER ASSISTIVE DEVICES 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONTROLS
Cathy Bodine
This chapter provides an overview of assistive technology 
(AT) devices and services, including definitions, history, 
and legislation. It also discusses the use of AT by people 
with communication disorders, impaired mobility, hear-
ing and visual impairments, and cognitive and learn-
ing disabilities. It describes the selection of appropriate 
technology and training in its use, suggests ways to avoid 
the abandonment of AT by clients and caregivers, and 
discusses the principles of clinical assessment and physi-
cian responsibility. Finally, it briefly discusses the future 
in terms of research and development, and application 
of emerging technologies to the needs of people with 
disabilities.

Defining Assistive Technology

The term assistive technology is fairly new, although his-
tory records the use of tools to enable people with dis-
abilities to walk, eat, and see as far back as the sixth or 
seventh century bc.14,17 Public Law 100-40725 defines 
AT as “any item, piece of equipment or product system 
whether acquired commercially off the shelf, modified, 
or customized that is used to increase or improve func-
tional capabilities of individuals with disabilities.” This 
definition also includes a second component defining 
AT services as “any service that directly assists an indi-
vidual with a disability in the selection, acquisition or 
use of an AT device.” Public Law 100-407 specifies the 
following:
 •  Evaluate individuals with disabilities in terms of their 

goals, needs, and functional abilities in their customary 
environments.

 •  Purchase, lease, or otherwise provide for the acquisi-
tion of AT by persons with disabilities.

 •  Select, design, fit, customize, adapt, apply, retain, 
repair, or replace AT devices.

 •  Coordinate and use other therapies, interventions, 
or services with AT devices, such as those associated 
with existing education and rehabilitation plans and 
programs.

 •  Provide training or technical assistance for persons 
with disabilities or, if appropriate, their families.

 •  Provide training or technical assistance for profes-
sionals (including individuals providing education or 
rehabilitation services), employers, or other individu-
als who provide services to, employ, or are otherwise 
substantially involved in the major life functions of 
children with disabilities.25
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Since 1988, this definition has also been used in other 
federal legislation authorizing services or supports for per-
sons with disabilities. The Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act3 (IDEA) and Reauthorization of the Reha-
bilitation Act24 are both examples of legislation that fur-
ther codifies Public Law 100-407.

History, Legislation, and Utilization 
of Assistive Technology

Education: The Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act

IDEA originated in 1997 and was reauthorized most 
recently as Public Law 108-446 by the 108th Congress. 
IDEA strengthens academic expectations and accountabil-
ity for the nation’s 5.8 million children with disabilities. 
One important impact of IDEA legislation is that it speci-
fies that AT devices and services be provided to children 
from birth to 21 years of age to facilitate education in a reg-
ular classroom if such devices and services are required as 
part of the student’s special education, related services, or 
supplementary aids and services (Code of Federal Regula-
tions, Title 34, Sections 300.308) (Box 23-1). For students 
with disabilities, AT supports their acquisition of a free and 
appropriate public education. All individualized educa-
tion plans developed for children needing special educa-
tion services must indicate that AT has been considered as 
a way “to provide meaningful access to the general curricu-
lum.”27 AT devices and services included as a component 
of an individualized education plan must also be provided 
at no cost to the student or parents. The school, however, 
can use other public and private funding sources that are 
available to fund the AT (34 CFR).

Part C of IDEA also includes children before they 
start school. It covers the needs of children as soon as 
their developmental differences are noted. It intends that 
infants and toddlers receive services in the home or in 
other places, such as preschool settings, where possible. 
The services provided for these children are described in 
individualized family service plans. Individualized family 
service plans include parents, extended family, and early 
childhood interventionists and other related services per-
sonnel in planning and identifying goals and necessary ser-
vices. IDEA also recognizes that coordination is needed to 
help families and children with the transition from infant 
and toddler programs to preschool programs. As a result, 
students with disabilities are being educated in preschool 
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settings along with typically developing children in an 
effort to help all children reach the same developmental 
milestones.

The Americans with Disabilities Act and the 
Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act

The American Rehabilitation Act with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) was originally passed in 1990, and clarified the 
civil rights of persons with disabilities and specified equal 
access to public places, employment, transportation, and 
telecommunications. The ADA built on the foundation 
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (updated in 2003 as the 
Reauthorization of the Rehabilitation Act) in recognizing 
the role of employment in enabling individuals with dis-
abilities to become economically self-sufficient and inte-
grated into communities. The ADA was amended in 2008, 
and these amendments became effective January 1, 2009. 
The amended ADA retains the original Act’s basic defini-
tion of “disability” as an impairment that substantially 
limits one or more major life activities, a record of such an 
impairment, or being regarded as having such an impair-
ment.38,39 However, it changes the way that these statutory 
terms should be interpreted in several ways. Most signifi-
cantly, the amended Act does the following:
 •  Directs the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-

sion (EEOC) to revise that portion of its regulations 
defining the term “substantially limits”

 •  Expands the definition of “major life activities” by 
including two nonexhaustive lists:

 •  The first list includes many activities that the EEOC 
has recognized (e.g., walking) as well as activities 
that the EEOC has not specifically recognized (e.g., 
reading, bending, and communicating).

 •  The second list includes major bodily functions (e.g., 
“functions of the immune system, normal cell growth, 
digestive, bowel, bladder, neurologic, brain, respiratory, 
circulatory, endocrine, and reproductive functions”).

 •  States that mitigating measures other than “ordinary 
eyeglasses or contact lenses” shall not be considered in 
assessing whether an individual has a disability

 •  Clarifies that an impairment that is episodic or in 
remission is a disability if it would substantially limit a 
major life activity when active

 •  Assistive technology (AT) must be provided by the school 
district at no cost to the family.

 •  AT must be determined on a case-by-case basis; if needed 
to ensure access to free and appropriate public education, 
AT is required.

 •  If the individual education plan team determines that AT 
is needed for home use to ensure free and appropriate public 
education, it must be provided.

 •  The student’s individual education plan must reflect the 
nature of the AT and the amount of supportive AT services 
required.

 •  A parent is accorded an extensive set of procedural safe-
guards, including the provision of AT to the child.

BOX 23-1

Summary of the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act Assistive Technology Requirements

 

 •  Changes the definition of “regarded as” so that it no 
longer requires showing that the employer perceived 
the individual to be substantially limited in a major life 
activity, and instead says that an applicant or employee 
is “regarded as” disabled if he or she is subject to an 
action prohibited by the ADA (e.g., failure to hire or 
termination) based on an impairment that is not tran-
sitory and minor

 •  Provides that individuals covered only under the 
“regarded as” prong are not entitled to reasonable 
accommodation (For more information regarding the 
ADA, please see the following website: http://www.eeoc
.gov/types/ada.html)
Vocational rehabilitation services are often the key to 

enabling employment for adults with disabilities. The 
Rehabilitation Act mandates that AT devices and services 
should be considered and provided as a means to acquire 
vocational training, as well as to enter into and maintain 
employment. It also requires that AT be considered during 
the development and implementation of the Individual-
ized Written Rehabilitation Plan, the document that guides 
a person’s vocational rehabilitation process. For example, if 
an individual has limited sight and needs to fill out paper-
work to determine eligibility for vocational rehabilitation 
services, assistive devices to facilitate reading must be pro-
vided at that time. In recent years the Offices of Vocational 
Rehabilitation have become an important source of fund-
ing for AT devices and services to support employment for 
adults with disabilities.37

Assistive Technology and the International 
Classification of Functioning

The term disability is not always precise and quantifiable. 
The concept of disability is not even agreed on by persons 
who self-identify as having a disability, by professionals 
who study disability, or by the general public.23 This lack 
of agreement creates an obstacle to the study of disability 
and to the fair and effective administration of programs 
and policies intended for people with disabilities.4-8,18 
With this issue in mind, the World Health Organization 
(WHO) developed a global common health language, one 
that includes physical, mental, and social well-being. The 
International Classification of Impairment, Disabilities, and 
Handicaps was first published by the WHO in 1980 as a 
tool for classification of the “consequences of disease.” 
The newest version, International Classification of Function-
ing, Disability and Health (ICF), moves away from a “conse-
quence of disease” classification (1980 version) to a more 
positive “components of health” classification. This latest 
version provides a common framework and language for 
the description of health and health-related domains and 
uses the following language:
 •  Body functions are the physiologic functions of body 

systems (including psychologic functions).
 •  Body structures are anatomic parts of the body such as 

organs, limbs, and their components.
 •  Impairments are problems in body function or structure 

such as a significant deviation or loss.
 •  Activity is the execution of a task or action by an 

individual.
 •  Participation is involvement in a life situation.

http://www.eeoc.gov/types/ada.html
http://www.eeoc.gov/types/ada.html
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 •  Activity limitations are difficulties an individual might 
have in executing activities.

 •  Participation restrictions are problems an individual 
might experience in involvement in life situations.

 •  Environmental factors make up the physical, social, and 
attitudinal environments in which people live and 
conduct their lives.41

The ICF and its language help professionals define the 
need for health care and related services, such as the pro-
vision of AT. It recognizes that physical, mental, social, 
economic, or environmental interventions can improve 
lives and levels of functioning for persons with diseases. 
These might include medical, rehabilitation, psychosocial, 
or other person-based interventions.41 It also characterizes 
physical, mental, social, economic or environmental inter-
ventions that will improve lives and levels of functioning. 
Because AT has the potential to improve daily activities and 
participation in social and physical environments and thus 
improve the quality of life of individuals with disabilities, 
it clearly fits within the ICF. The WHO common health lan-
guage is used throughout this chapter to discuss the poten-
tial impact of appropriate AT.

Overview of Assistive Technology 
Devices

AT devices are designed to facilitate functional abilities and 
to meet the needs of humans throughout their varied life 
stages and roles. It is important to remember that AT device 
usage and requirements will change over time as individu-
als mature and take on different life roles. Consequently 
there is no “one size fits all” technology available.

The Human-Technology Interface

AT devices have the potential to compensate for immobil-
ity; low endurance; difficulty reaching, grasping, or accu-
rately touching keys or switches; and problems with seeing 
or hearing, verbal communication, and the complex skills 
necessary for reading, writing, and learning. This section 
focuses on specific categories of AT devices as they are 
related to these areas of human function.

Considering one’s own interaction with technology 
gives insight into the issues involved in the concept of 
the human-technology interface. Devices await activation 
or input from the people who use them. This commonly 
occurs through dials, switches, keyboards, handlebars, joy-
sticks, or handgrips. This interface typically requires fine 
motor control, adequate hearing, vision, or both. People 
know they have successfully interacted with devices by the 
physical, visual, or auditory feedback these devices provide 
(e.g., the sight of brewing coffee, images on a computer 
monitor, or the sound of a phone ringing).

Individuals with impairments that affect their inter-
action with items in their environment need special 
consideration in the design, function, or placement of 
the devices they want or need to use. It is essential for 
many individuals to first be seated or positioned by using 
orthotic or ergonomic seating and positioning interven-
tions, so they can optimally use their residual abilities17 
(see Chapter 17).
Direct Selection

Once optimal positioning is established, assessment of an 
individual’s reliable, low-effort, high-accuracy hand move-
ments, vision, communication, and hearing will help an 
evaluator decide whether the individual is able to use a typ-
ical “interface” or needs one that is adapted. Using a typi-
cal interface (e.g., a computer keyboard, steering wheel, or 
television remote control) is typically called direct selection, 
because all possible options are presented at once and can 
be directly selected by the individual. For those without the 
ability to accurately choose an intended item within the 
available selection set, a different selection method must 
be considered.

Indirect Selection

Scanning is the most common indirect selection method 
used by persons with significant motor impairments. A 
selection set is presented on a display (e.g., a series of pic-
tures or letters) and is sequentially scanned by a light or 
cursor on the device. The user chooses the desired item by 
pressing a switch when the indicator reaches the desired 
location or choice on the display.

Switches come in many styles and are selected based on 
the body part that will be activating them (e.g., elbow or 
chin) and the task or setting for using them (e.g., watching 
television in bed or using a communication device while 
eating). A switch can be as simple as a “wobble” switch that 
is activated by a gross motor movement such as hitting the 
switch with the head (Figure 23-1), hand, arm, leg, or knee. 
Other switches are activated by tongue touch, by sipping 
and puffing on a straw, or through very fine movements 
such as an eye blink or a single muscle twitch. Regardless, 
switch use and timing accuracy can be very difficult for 
new users and must be taught. One common method to 
teach switch activation and use is to interface a switch with 
battery-operated toys and games, or home or work appli-
ances to increase motivation and teach the concepts used 
in indirect selection.

Fairly recent developments include eye-gaze switches, 
which calibrate intentional eye movement patterns and 
select targets such as individual keys on an onscreen 

FIGURE 23-1  A head switch.
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keyboard. Other new developments include brain wave 
technology (Eye and Muscle Operated Switch [EMOS]) 
that responds to excitation of alpha waves to trigger a 
selection.

Displays

The human-technology interface also applies to complet-
ing the feedback loop from devices back to the user. Exam-
ples include software that enlarges images on a computer 
display for persons with low vision, installing flashing 
alarms for persons without hearing, and using devices that 
convert printed text into synthesized speech or Braille for 
persons with blindness or learning disabilities.

These human-technology interface concepts apply to all 
forms of AT, whether it is being used for seating, mobil-
ity, communication, computer operation, or control of 
the environment. Good assessment skills and a focus on 
clients and their goals and needs are essential for human-
technology interface success and prevention of assistive 
devices abandonment.33

Assistive Technology for 
Communication Disorders

Vocal communication allows humans to interact, form 
relationships, and direct the events of their lives to enable 
choice and participation. Human communication is based 
on having both receptive and expressive language abilities 
and the physical capacity to reliably produce intelligible 
speech sounds. Communication impairment can result 
from congenital conditions such as mental retardation, 
cerebral palsy, developmental verbal apraxia, and devel-
opmental language disorders. Other impairments can be 
acquired through traumatic brain injury, stroke, multiple 
sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, tetraplegia, venti-
lator dependence, and laryngectomy resulting from can-
cer.3 AT devices that meet the needs of persons with many 
types of speech and language impairment are commonly 
called augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) 
devices, because they can either support or substitute for 
expressive language impairments. More recently the term 
speech-generating device has entered into the medical vocab-
ulary to differentiate AAC devices from basic computer 
devices, especially when seeking third-party funding such 
as that from Medicaid and Medicare.8

Some individuals are completely unable to speak or 
have such severe expressive difficulties that only those very 
familiar with them are able to communicate effectively 
with them. Many devices are available for these individuals, 
ranging from simple, low-tech picture books to high-end, 
sophisticated electronic devices with digitally recorded or 
synthetic text-to-speech output capable of producing com-
plex language interactions (Figure 23-2).

Although AAC devices are extremely useful to non-
speaking individuals, they do not replace natural commu-
nication. AAC device use should be encouraged along with 
all other available communication modalities such as ges-
tures, vocalizations, sign language, and eye gaze.28

There are no firm cognitive, physical, or develop-
mental prerequisites for using an AAC device. Instead, 
comprehensive evaluation techniques are used to match 
the individual’s abilities and communication needs with 
the appropriate AAC technologies. A qualified team of cli-
nicians performs this evaluation, with input from the indi-
vidual, family members, teachers, employers, and others. 
Because speaking is considered to be a critical human func-
tion, many parents and family members wait to seek out 
AAC devices in the hope that natural speech will develop. 
Research shows, however, that using an AAC device can 
actually support verbal language development, and can, in 
fact, increase the potential for natural speech to develop.3 
Children and adults with severe communication impair-
ments can benefit socially, emotionally, academically, and 
vocationally from using a device that allows them to com-
municate their thoughts, learn and share ideas, and partici-
pate in life activities.2

Nonelectronic Systems

Low-tech, nonelectronic AAC systems are often used in 
addition to an electronic voice output system (or as a 
backup system in case an electronic device fails or cannot 
be used during certain activities, such as during a swim-
ming lesson). Low-tech systems can be made by using 
digital photographs, pictures from books or catalogs, or 
by simply using a marker to draw letters, words, phrases, 
or pictures. Picture library software is also available com-
mercially. These software programs (e.g., BoardMaker 
and PCS Symbols) incorporate thousands of line draw-
ings and pictures that can be used to quickly and eas-
ily fabricate a low-tech, nonelectronic communication 
system.

Adults with progressive diseases such as amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis or multiple sclerosis can also choose to use 
low-tech picture or alphabet boards as a supplement to 
verbal communication when they are fatigued, or as their 
ability to verbally communicate decreases. Many of these 
adults choose to use both low- and high-tech communi-
cation systems depending on their environment and their 
comfort level with technology.9

FIGURE 23-2  Use of the Liberator, an augmentative and alternative com-
munication device.
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Electronic Voice Output Systems: Digital 
Speech

A variation in low-tech communication systems has devel-
oped as a result of the manufacture of low-cost micropro-
cessors capable of storing digitized speech. These low-tech, 
digital voice output devices work like a tape recorder, allow-
ing recording and storing of simple phrases into memory 
within the device. When users want to speak, they sim-
ply press a button and the device speaks the prerecorded 
message.

Devices such as One Step, Step by Step, and Big Mac 
(Figure 23-3) are simple and relatively inexpensive, and are 
designed to communicate quick, simple messages such as 
“hi,” “let’s play,” or “leave me alone.” These technologies 
are often used by very young children who are beginning 
communicators, or by those who have significant cogni-
tive impairments. They are not appropriate for individu-
als needing or wanting to communicate complex thoughts 
and feelings.12

Complex digitized devices store several minutes of 
recorded voice that is usually associated with represen-
tative pictures or icons on a keyboard. These devices are 
often used by people who are not yet literate, have develop-
mental disabilities, or simply wish to have a simple device 
to use when going to the store or out to eat. Examples 
are the SuperTalker, the ChatBox (Figure 23-4), and the 
Springboard.

Synthesized speech is created by software that uses rules 
of phonics and pronunciation to translate alphanumeric 
text into spoken output through speech synthesizer hard-
ware. Voice output systems such as Tango, VMax, and ECO2 
are examples of high-tech text-to-speech devices with built-
in speech synthesis that speak words and phrases that have 
been typed or previously stored in the device, or both. The 
advantage of these systems is that they allow users to speak 
on any topic and use any words they wish to use. These sys-
tems, which can encode several thousand words, phrases, 
and sentences, are expensive ($6000 to $9000). They form, 
however, an essential link to the world for people with 
severe expressive communication disabilities.

All of these voice output systems, whether digital or text-
to-speech, can be activated by direct selection (e.g., using a 
finger or a pointing device such as a mouth stick or head 

FIGURE 23-3  The Big Mac electronic voice output system.
pointer). They can also be activated using indirect selection 
(e.g., using a scanning strategy or an infrared or wireless 
switch). In AAC device use, individuals will most com-
monly use a scanning strategy called row-column scanning, 
in which they activate a switch to begin the scan. When the 
row containing the desired key or icon is highlighted, the 
user hits the switch again to scan by column. The process 
is repeated until the desired word or phrase is assembled. 
Although the process can be slow and tedious, indirect 
selection often provides the only means many people have 
to communicate with others.

Among the latest developments for persons who are 
completely locked in are speech-generating devices that 
can be activated by a simple eye blink, or by visually gaz-
ing or “dwelling” on the desired area of the screen. The 
DynaVox EyeMax System is one example of this new, 
advanced access method for communicators who use the 
DynaVox Vmax. It comprises two parts: a DynaVox VMax 
and a DynaVox EyeMax Accessory.

AAC devices differ in the mapping and encoding strat-
egies used to represent language, and in the storing and 
retrieving methods used for vocabulary. However, all sys-
tems use either orthographic or pictographic symbols, 
which vary in ease of learning. When selecting a set of 
symbols for an individual as part of the user interface, it 
is important to consider these factors and compare them 
with the individual’s cognitive and perceptual abilities.

Portable Amplification Systems

For people who speak quietly because of low breath sup-
port or other difficulties with phonation, portable amplifi-
cation systems that function like a sound system in a large 

FIGURE 23-4 The ChatBox electronic voice output system.
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lecture hall are available. The Speech Enhancer processes 
speech sounds for people with dysarthria and enables 
improved recognition by others. Users wear a headset with 
a microphone attached to a portable device, and their clari-
fied voice is projected via speakers attached to the unit.

Assistive Technology for Mobility 
Impairments

Motor impairments greatly affect the ability of individuals 
to interact with their environment. Infants are compelled 
to roll, then crawl and toddle, to explore their surround-
ings. Any motor impairment can greatly affect overall 
development. This is often the situation with cerebral 
palsy, spina bifida, arthogryposis, and other diagnoses that 
affect motor skills. Early intervention, and having support-
ive families able to create modifications and incorporate 
AT devices into activities, can help children achieve devel-
opmental milestones.

The loss of acquired motor abilities through trauma 
or disease is experienced as a severe loss for children and 
adults and occurs with spinal cord injury, stroke, multiple 
sclerosis, and amputation. There are many forms of AT 
that help compensate for impaired motor skills, and they 
should be introduced as early as possible in rehabilitation 
to ensure the best outcome possible.

Upper Body Mobility Devices

Given the importance of computer use in education, train-
ing, and employment, many AT devices have been devel-
oped to provide access to computers for individuals with 
upper body mobility impairment, such as poor hand con-
trol or paralysis. For individuals who are unable to use a 
standard mouse and keyboard, multiple AT options are 
available.

Alternate computer keyboards come in many shapes 
and sizes. Expanded keyboards such as the Intellikeys (Fig-
ure 23-5) provide a larger target or key surrounded by inac-
tive space than is found in a standard keyboard. Options 
such as delayed activation response help individuals who 
have difficulty with pointing accuracy or removing a finger 
after activating a key. Individuals unfamiliar with a stan-
dard QWERTY keyboard layout have the option for alpha-
betical layout. This is often helpful for young children who 
are developing literacy skills, as well as for adults with cog-
nitive or visual impairments.

There are also smaller keyboards (e.g., Tash Mini Key-
board) designed for persons with limited range of motion 
and endurance. They are also helpful for individuals who 
type with one hand, or use a head pointer or mouth stick 
to type. These keyboards use a “frequency of occurrence” 
layout. The home or middle row in the center of the key-
board holds the space bar and the letters in English words 
that occur most frequently (e.g., “a” and “e”). All other 
characters, numbers, and functions (including mouse con-
trol) fan out from the center of the keyboard based on how 
frequently they are used in common computer tasks.

Voice recognition (VR) is a mass-market technology 
that has become essential for computer access for many 
persons with motor impairment. Instead of writing via the 
keyboard, VR users write by speaking words into a micro-
phone. The computer processor uses information from the 
user’s individual voice file, compares it with digital models 
of words and phrases, and produces computer text. If the 
words are accurate, the user proceeds; if not, the user cor-
rects the words to match what was said. As the process con-
tinues, the computer updates its voice file and VR accuracy 
improves. This software is cognitively demanding yet can 
offer “hands-free” or greatly reduced keyboarding to many 
individuals with motor impairment.

Another group of computer input methods includes 
devices that rely on an onscreen keyboard visible on the 
computer monitor, such as the Head Mouse Extreme and 
TrackerPro. The user wears a head-mounted signaling 
device or a reflective dot on the forehead to select keys 
on the onscreen keyboard, choose commands from pull-
down menus, or direct mouse movement. Onscreen key-
boards are typically paired with rate enhancement options 
like word prediction or abbreviation expansion to increase 
a user’s word-per-minute rate. Because so many tasks can 
be accomplished through computers, individuals with dis-
abilities—even those with the most severe motor impair-
ments—can fully participate in life. They can perform 
education- and work-related tasks, and monitor and con-
trol an unlimited array of devices and appliances at home, 
work, and school.

Lower Body Mobility Devices

Individuals with spinal cord injury, spina bifida or cere-
bral palsy often have lower body mobility impairments. AT 
solutions can include crutches, a rolling walker, a powered 
scooter, or a manual or powered wheelchair (see Chapter 
17). Simple environmental modifications or adaptations, 
such as installing a ramp instead of stairs, raising the height 
of a desk, or widening doorways, can be critical facilitators 
for these individuals and might be all that is needed. For 
other activities or to increase participation, adding auto-
mobile hand controls, adapting saddles for horseback rid-
ing, or using sit-down forms of downhill skiing is possible 
(Figure 23-6).

FIGURE 23-5 The Intellikeys expanded keyboard.
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Literally thousands of low-tech assistive devices are 
available for persons with motor impairments. Com-
monly referred to as aids or adaptive devices for com-
pleting activities of daily living, these devices include 
weighted spoons and scoop plates to facilitate eating, 
aids for personal hygiene such as bath chairs and long-
handled hairbrushes, items for dressing such as sock aides 
and one-handed buttoners, adapted toys for play, built-
up pencil grips for writing and drawing, and many others. 
Many low-tech mobility aids can be handmade for just a 
few dollars, whereas others, such as an adult rolling bath 
chair, can cost several hundred dollars. All share the com-
mon goal of reducing barriers and increasing participation 
in daily life.

Assistive Technology for 
Ergonomics and Prevention  
of Secondary Injuries

A rapidly growing area of concern for AT practitioners is 
the development of repetitive strain injuries (RSIs) among 
both able-bodied and disabled individuals. Although spe-
cialized keyboards and mouse control have provided com-
puter access for many individuals, the pervasiveness of 
computer technology has also increased the possibility of 
RSIs. During the past few years, an entire industry of AT has 
developed to deal with repetitive motion disorders.

Computer desks, tables, and chairs used in computer 
laboratories, classrooms, and offices do not always match 
the physical needs of users. When people with and without 
disabilities spend hours repetitively performing the same 
motor movement, they can and do develop RSIs. Poten-
tial solutions include properly supporting seated posture, 
raising or lowering a chair or desk for optimal fit, imple-
menting routine breaks, and using ergonomically designed 
keyboards and other assistive technologies.

Many of the AT devices described in this chapter (i.e., 
alternate and specially designed ergonomic keyboards, VR 

FIGURE 23-6 The hand bike, an example of a low-tech recreation aid.
software, and other technologies designed to minimize 
keystrokes) can also provide useful solutions for individu-
als with RSIs. There are also Internet-based resources that 
target ergonomic issues, such as those found in Table 23-1.

Electronic Aids to Daily Living

Electronic aids to daily living (EADLs) provide alterna-
tive control of electrical devices within the environment 
and increase independence in tasks of daily living. This 
technology is also referred to as environmental con-
trol units (ECUs). Within the home, EADLs can control 
audiovisual equipment (e.g., television, video players 
and recorders, cable, digital satellite systems, stereo), 
communication equipment (e.g., telephone, intercom, 
and call bells), doors, electric beds, security equipment, 
lights, and appliances (e.g., fan, wave machine). EADLs 
are controlled directly by pressing a button with a fin-
ger or pointer or by voice command, or indirectly by 
scanning and switch activation. Some AAC devices or 
computer systems also provide EADL control of devices 
within the environment.

Almost anyone with limited control over his or her envi-
ronment can benefit from this technology. Children and 
adults with developmental delays often benefit from low-
tech EADLs that increase independence in play through 
intermittent switch control of battery-operated toys or 
electrical devices, such as a disco light. For those unable 
to operate a television remote control, switches or voice 
commands to an EADL device allow access to devices they 
would otherwise be unable to control. Many EADLs also 
accommodate cognitive and visual deficits. For example, 
an AAC device can display an icon instead of text for a cli-
ent without literacy or who cannot read English. The same 
device can also use auditory scanning so that choices can 
be heard if the client has impaired vision.

EADLs are primarily used in the home, but can also be 
used in a work or school setting. An individual can use 
EADL technology to turn on the lights at a workstation and 
use the telephone. A child who uses a switch can partici-
pate more fully in the classroom by advancing slides for a 
presentation or by activating a tape player with a story on 
cassette for the class.

The term EADL was chosen over ECU for two primary 
reasons. First, the term more accurately defines this area of 
AT by emphasizing the task (e.g., communication is a daily 
living activity) rather than the item being controlled (e.g., 
the telephone). Second, the term was chosen to improve 
reimbursement by third-party providers because the cat-
egory of ECUs has been poorly funded in the past. In con-
trast, aids to daily living (ADL) equipment is traditionally 
funded very well. ADL equipment, which is designed to 
make the client more independent in a specific daily liv-
ing task, includes bath seats, toileting aids, built-up spoon 
handles, and zipper pulls. This equipment is defined by the 
“daily living” task it “aids.”

ECU devices had the same general goal, but the name 
failed to reflect the goal, particularly to funding agencies. 
EADLs expand ADL equipment to include equipment that 
happens to use batteries or plug into the wall, but still 
shares the same goal—increasing independence in tasks of 
daily living.
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Table 23-1   Internet-Based Resources for Ergonomics
Organization Website Address

Government Sites

NASA Ergo Resources http://ohp.ksc.nasa.gov/topics/ergo/

NIOSH Web http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/ergonomics/

OSHA Web http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/ergonomics/index.html

Military Sites

Department of Defense Design Criteria MIL-1472F http://safetycenter.navy.mil/instructions/osh/MILSTD1472F.pdf

Educational Institution Sites

Cornell University Ergonomics http://ergo.human.cornell.edu/

Ergonomic Design Standard—University of Melbourne http://www.unimelb.edu.au/ehsm/Ergonomic_design.pdf

Ergonomic Guidelines for Video Display Terminal http://www.fiu.edu/~ehs/general_safety/general_ergonomics_video.htm

Ergonomic Standard and Guidelines—University of Maryland http://www.otal.umd.edu/guse/standards.html

Ergonomic Workstation Guidelines—NC State University http://www.ncsu.edu/ehs/www99/right/handsMan/office/ergonomic.html

Loughborough University Ergonomics http://www.lboro.ac.uk/research/esri/

Louisville University Ergonomics http://louisville.edu/speed/ergonomics/

Office Ergo Guidelines—University of Sydney http://www.usyd.edu.au/ohs/ohs_manual/ergonomics/ergoguide.shtml

Office Ergonomic Standard—University of Toronto http://www.ehs.utoronto.ca/services/Ergonomics.htm

Ohio State University Ergonomics http://ergonomics.osu.edu/#

University of California, Berkeley, San Francisco Ergonomics http://ergo.berkeley.edu/

University of California Los Angeles Ergonomics http://ergonomics.ucla.edu/

University of Michigan Ergonomics http://www.engin.umich.edu/dept/ioe/C4E/

University of Nebraska Ergonomics http://eeshop.unl.edu/rsi.html

Additional Ergonomic Resources

ANSI BHMA Search http://www.buildershardware.com/20.html

Ergonomics for Notebooks http://www.ergoindemand.com/laptop-workstation-ergonomics.htm

Human Factors Standards http://www.12207.com/human_factors.htm

Ergonomic Edge http://www.ergonomicedge.com/

Ergonomic Product Guidelines http://www.cccd.edu/facultystaff/riskservices/erg_resource_center.aspx

Ergonomic Resources http://www.ergoweb.com/

Ergonomics for Teacher and Student http://www.ergonomics4schools.com/

Next Gen Ergo http://www.nexgenergo.com/

Stress Ergonomics http://www.spineuniverse.com/displayarticle.php/article1484.html

Industry Sites

3MErgo http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/ergonomics/home/advice/
workspacecomfortguide/

American Ergonomics Corporation http://americanergonomics.com/

Basic Ergo Standard http://www.ergoweb.com/resources/reference/guidelines/

Ergonomic for Writers and Editors http://www.sfwa.org/ergonomics/

Hewlett Packard Ergo Guidelines-Working in Comfort http://www.hp.com/ergo/and http://www.hp.com/ergo/pdfs/
297660-002.pdf

IBM Ergo Guide-Healthy Computing http://www.pc.ibm.com/ww/healthycomputing/

Office Ergonomics Training http://www.office-ergo.com/

Office Ergonomics http://www.healthycomputing.com/office/

Repetitive Strain Injury FAQs by CTD Resource Network, Inc http://www.tifaq.org/information.html

Work-Related Musculoskeletal Disorders http://www.nsc.org/osh/Training/ergonomics.aspx

ANSI, Almerican National Standards Institute; BHMA, Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association; FAQs, frequently asked questions; NASA, National Aeronautics and Space Administration; 
NIOSH, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; OSHA, Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

http://ohp.ksc.nasa.gov/topics/ergo/
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/topics/ergonomics/
http://www.osha.gov/SLTC/ergonomics/index.html
http://safetycenter.navy.mil/instructions/osh/MILSTD1472F.pdf
http://ergo.human.cornell.edu/
http://www.unimelb.edu.au/ehsm/Ergonomic_design.pdf
http://www.fiu.edu/%7Eehs/general_safety/general_ergonomics_video.htm
http://www.otal.umd.edu/guse/standards.html
http://www.ncsu.edu/ehs/www99/right/handsMan/office/ergonomic.html
http://www.lboro.ac.uk/research/esri/
http://louisville.edu/speed/ergonomics/
http://www.usyd.edu.au/ohs/ohs_manual/ergonomics/ergoguide.shtml
http://www.ehs.utoronto.ca/services/Ergonomics.htm
http://ergonomics.osu.edu/#
http://ergo.berkeley.edu/
http://ergonomics.ucla.edu/
http://www.engin.umich.edu/dept/ioe/C4E/
http://eeshop.unl.edu/rsi.html
http://www.buildershardware.com/20.html
http://www.ergoindemand.com/laptop-workstation-ergonomics.htm
http://www.12207.com/human_factors.htm
http://www.ergonomicedge.com/
http://www.cccd.edu/facultystaff/riskservices/erg_resource_center.aspx
http://www.ergoweb.com/
http://www.ergonomics4schools.com/
http://www.nexgenergo.com/
http://www.spineuniverse.com/displayarticle.php/article1484.html
http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/ergonomics/home/advice/workspacecomfortguide/
http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/ergonomics/home/advice/workspacecomfortguide/
http://americanergonomics.com/
http://www.ergoweb.com/resources/reference/guidelines/
http://www.sfwa.org/ergonomics/
http://www.hp.com/ergo/and
http://www.hp.com/ergo/pdfs/297660-002.pdf
http://www.hp.com/ergo/pdfs/297660-002.pdf
http://www.pc.ibm.com/ww/healthycomputing/
http://www.office-ergo.com/
http://www.healthycomputing.com/office/
http://www.tifaq.org/information.html
http://www.nsc.org/osh/Training/ergonomics.aspx
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Assistive Technology for Hearing 
Impairments

Hearing impairment and deafness affect the feedback loop 
in the human environment interaction. Because most indi-
viduals can hear, it is commonly recognized as a significant 
barrier in communication and can compromise safety in 
situations where sound is used to warn of danger.

Hearing Aids

Individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing deal with two 
major issues: lack of auditory input and compromised abil-
ity to monitor speech output and environmental sound. AT 
devices such as hearing aids and frequency modulation (or 
radio wave) systems can be used to facilitate both auditory 
input and speech output. Other types of AT devices pro-
vide a visual representation of the auditory signal. These 
include flashing lights as an alternative emergency alarm 
(e.g., for fire or tornado) or the ring of a phone or doorbell.

Cochlear Implants

When the hearing system is impaired at the level of the 
middle ear or the cochlea, a highly specialized form of AT 
is used to create an alternate means of stimulating the audi-
tory nerve. This technology is implanted surgically with an 
electrode array placed within or around the cochlear struc-
ture. The external portion, a microphone, relays speech and 
environmental sound to the implanted portion, which is 
programmed to process, synchronize, and stimulate elec-
trodes appropriately. This system requires a battery pack 
worn on the body or behind the ear.8 It also requires an 
experienced audiologist to teach the individual to use the 
acoustic cues produced by the cochlear implant as a substi-
tute for natural hearing.

Other Hearing Technologies

Another recent adaptation for persons with significant 
hearing impairments is computer-assisted real-time trans-
lation. This AT solution involves a specially trained typist 
or stenographer who captures what is being spoken on a 
computer. The text is then projected onto a display, result-
ing in close to “real-time” translation. The advantage of this 
technology is that it can be used by hearing-impaired indi-
viduals who are not fluent in sign language, as well as oth-
ers who might need listening help, such as those who use 
English as a second language. In addition to use in group 
environments like conferences or meetings, a variation of 
this technology can be used to assist a single student or 
employee in a small setting.

Environmental Adaptations

For individuals who wear hearing aids, additional technol-
ogies are available that can facilitate hearing in large rooms 
or in noisy, crowded environments such as a restaurant. 
The Conference Mate and Whisper Voice are especially 
designed for these environments. In the case of the Confer-
ence Mate, the person with the hearing loss wears a “neck 
loop,” which acts as an antenna and is capable of broad-
casting directly to a hearing aid. A microphone placed near 
the speaker transmits directly to the neck loop, eliminating 
background sound. This is also an excellent solution for 
office and school environments. The Whisper Voice is simi-
lar, except it uses a smaller microphone and is more por-
table. It can be passed from speaker to speaker with sound 
transmitted to the neck loop and then to the hearing aid 
for amplification.

Environmental adaptations can frequently support indi-
viduals who are deaf or hard of hearing. For example, a per-
son speaking to someone who has difficulty hearing can 
take care not to stand in front of a light source (windows, 
lamps, etc.) and not to overexaggerate or hide lip move-
ments. Gestures can also be helpful.

Assistive Technology for Visual 
Impairments

The term visual impairment technically encompasses all 
types of permanent vision loss, including total blindness. 
Low vision refers to a vision loss that is severe enough to 
impede performing everyday tasks, but still provides some 
useable visual information. Low vision cannot be corrected 
to normal by eyeglasses or contact lenses.

Low-Tech Visual Aids

A variety of AT devices and strategies can help individuals 
with visual impairments become more mobile; perform 
daily activities, such as reading, writing, and personal care; 
and participate in recreational activities. Among low-tech 
solutions are simple handheld magnifiers, the use of large 
print, and mobility devices for safe and efficient travel (e.g., 
a white cane; Figure 23-7). High-contrast tape or markers 
can also be used to indicate hazards, what an item is, or 
where it is located.

FIGURE 23-7 Use of a cane by a person with visual impairment.
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Other low-tech solutions include using wind chimes 
to help with direction finding, using easily legible type 
fonts such as Verdana (16 point or larger), and using beige 
paper rather than white to improve the visibility of text. 
In recreational activities, solutions include beeper balls, 
three-dimensional puzzles, and outdoor trails with signage 
(called “Braille trails”) designed to improve access to wil-
derness and other outdoor activities.

Braille text is still the first choice of many individuals for 
reading, although it is less used than in the past because of 
the advances in computer and other technologies. Many 
restaurants now provide large-print, Braille, and picture-
based menus for customers with a variety of abilities.

Books on tape are another resource for individuals 
with severe visual impairments. In addition to commer-
cially available tapes for sale and at public libraries, special 
libraries provide print materials in alternate formats for 
persons with visual, physical, and learning impairments. 
Borrowers can arrange to have textbooks and other mate-
rials translated into alternate formats. For more informa-
tion, contact the American Federation for the Blind or the 
National Library Service for the Blind and Physically Hand-
icapped (http://www.loc.gov/nls/) (Box 23-2).

High-Tech Visual Aids

Numerous high-tech solutions exist for persons with visual 
impairments. Computers outfitted with a speech synthe-
sizer and specialized software, such as Jaws or Window-
Eyes, allow navigation of the desktop, operating system, 
applications, and documents, as well as the entire Internet. 
Any digital text can be heard aloud by the person using this 
 •  American Academy of Ophthalmology
PO Box 7424
San Francisco, CA 94120
Tel 415 561-8500
http://www.eyenet.org

 •  American Council of the Blind
2200 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 650
Arlington, VA 22201
Tel 202 467-5081
http://www.acb.org

 •  American Council of the Blind in Colorado
1536 Wynkoop Street, Suite 201
Denver, CO 80202
Tel 888 775-2221
http://www.acbco.org

 •  American Foundation for the Blind
11 Penn Plaza, Suite 300
New York, NY 10001 
Tel 800 232-5463
http://www.afb.org

 •  American Printing House for the Blind
1839 Frankfort Avenue
Louisville, KY 40206
Tel 502 895-2405
http://www.aph.org

 •  National Association for Visually Handicapped
22 West 21st Street, 6th Floor
New York, NY 10010
Tel 212 889-3141
http://www.navh.org

 •  National Braille Association, Inc
95 Allen Creek Road, Building 1, Suite 202
Rochester, NY 14618
Tel 585 427-8260
http://www.nationalbraille.org

 •  National Braille Press, Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115
Tel 617 266-6160
http://www.nbp.org

 •  Recordings for the Blind and Dyslexic
20 Roszel Road
Princeton, NJ 08540
Tel 866 732-3585
http://www.rfbd.org

 •  Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive Technology 
Society of North America State Technology Projects
1700 N Moore Street, Suite 1540
Arlington, VA 22209-1903
Tel 703 524-6866
http://www.resna.org

 •  Aspen Braille Nature Trail
White River National Forest
Aspen, CO 81611
Tel 970 945-2521
http://www.fs.fed.us/r2/whiteriver

 •  Assistive Technology Partners
601 East 18th Avenue, Suite 130
Denver, CO 80203
Tel 303-315-1280
http://www.uchsc.edu/atp

 •  Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc.
PO Box 151200
San Rafael, CA 94915-1200
Tel 415 499-4000
http://www.guidedogs.com

 •  Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc.
32901 Southeast Kelso Road
Boring, OR 97009
Tel 503 668-2100
http://www.guidedogs.com

 •  Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youth 
and Adults
141 Middle Neck Road
Sand Point, NY 11050
Tel 516 944-8900
http://www.helenkeller.org

 •  National Federation of the Blind
1800 Johnson Street
Baltimore, MD 21230
Tel 410 659-9314
http://www.nfb.org

 •  National Library Services for the Blind–Physically 
Handicapped
Library of Congress
1291 Taylor Street, Northwest
Washington, DC 20011
Tel 888 657-7323
www.loc.gov/nls

 

BOX 23-2

Resources for Persons With Low Vision or Blindness

http://www.loc.gov/nls/
http://www.eyenet.org
http://www.acb.org
http://www.acbco.org
http://www.afb.org
http://www.aph.org
http://www.navh.org
http://www.nationalbraille.org
http://www.nbp.org
http://www.rfbd.org
http://www.resna.org
http://www.fs.fed.us/r2/whiteriver
http://www.uchsc.edu/atp
http://www.guidedogs.com
http://www.guidedogs.com
http://www.helenkeller.org
http://www.nfb.org
http://www.loc.gov/nls
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software. For text that is printed, such as menus, memos, 
and letters, using a technology called optical character rec-
ognition allows a page scanner and software to convert 
print into digital form. It can then be listened to through 
the computer’s speech synthesizer or converted to Braille 
or large print.

Another category of high-tech aids is portable note tak-
ers with either Braille or speech synthesizer feedback for 
the user. These devices are specialized personal digital assis-
tants with calendars, contacts, and memo and document 
capabilities, and can be purchased with either a QWERTY 
or Braille keyboard.

For individuals with some degree of visual ability, screen 
magnification software such as Zoomtext (Figure 23-8) or 
MAGic enables the user to choose the amount (2 to 20 
times) and type of magnification preferred for optimal 
computer access. Many magnification applications com-
bine enlargement with speech synthesis or text to speech.

A recent addition to the list of screen magnification soft-
ware is called Bigshot. This software is less expensive ($99) 
and provides fewer features than some other programs. 
However, it appears to be a highly affordable alternative 
for users who do not need access to the more sophisticated 
computer functions.

Environmental Adaptations

Persons with visual impairments usually keep the setup of 
their home and work environments constant because this 
helps in locating items. However, they usually need spe-
cialized training for mobility in the community. They learn 
to use environmental cues such as traffic sounds, echoes, or 
texture of the sidewalk in combination with mobility aids 
such as a white cane or a guide dog.

To supplement these less technical aids, some individ-
uals use electron ic travel aids that have the capability of 
detecting obstacles missed by a cane, such as overhanging 
branches or objects that have fallen. This technology (Talk-
ing Signs) uses ultrasound or information embedded in the 
environment expressly for users who have limited vision. 
The demands for independence in community mobility 

FIGURE 23-8 Zoomtext screen magnification software for the visually 
impaired.
by persons with significant visual impairments are huge 
because of the high cognitive demand for remembering 
routes and because environments constantly change. Many 
individuals use these types of technologies to increase their 
independent mobility in both familiar areas and the larger 
community.

Assistive Technology for Cognitive 
and Learning Disabilities

Cognitive disabilities include disorders such as traumatic 
brain injury, mental retardation, developmental disabili-
ties, autism, Alzheimer disease, learning disability, fragile 
X syndrome, and other disorders, both developmental 
and acquired. Most individuals in this group have not 
had the benefit of using AT devices because relatively few 
products have been specifically developed for intellectual 
impairments. In addition, families, teachers, and others 
providing support services for individuals with cognitive 
impairments have generally not been aware of the poten-
tial usefulness of AT.40

Most have looked to simple solutions for persons with 
learning impairments, cognitive impairments, or both, 
using strategies such as colored highlighter tape, pencil 
grips, enlarged text, reminder lists, and calendars. Others 
try low-tech adaptations such as using a copyholder to 
hold print materials for easy viewing, and making card-
board windows to help the eyes follow text when reading.

In 2004 the U.S. Department of Education, National Insti-
tute on Disability Research and Rehabilitation, recognizing 
the need to increase AT development for persons with cog-
nitive disabilities by funding, funded the nation’s first Reha-
bilitation Engineering Research Center for the Advancement 
of Cognitive Technologies (RERC-ACT; www.rerc-act.org). 
The RERC-ACT is developing a wide range of new ATs 
designed to facilitate vocational and literacy skills, service 
provision, and enhanced caregiving supports for persons 
with significant cognitive impairments.

One of the newer developments from the RERC-ACT is 
the use of intelligent agents to interactively help people 
with everyday tasks in education, health care, and work-
force training. The systems are designed to assess, instruct, 
or assist new readers and learners, as well as people who 
have speech, language, reading, or cognitive difficulties. 
The intelligent or “animated” agent is available on desktop 
or mobile computing devices. It is being used to assist per-
sons with cognitive disabilities to learn new job tasks or to 
prompt them through various steps within a task, or both 
(Figure 23-9).

Other RERC-ACT work includes the development of 
“batteryless” micropower sensors. Access to low levels of 
power and the elimination of batteries in sensor tech-
nologies for persons with cognitive and physical disabili-
ties enable additional prompts or inputs based on time, 
weight, location awareness, and other context-aware sen-
soring capabilities. This technology enables developers to 
use context-aware sensors in a multitude of environments 
and other ATs to facilitate the safety, capacity, and well-
being of persons with cognitive disabilities. This new field 
of “cognitive technologies” promises numerous advances 
during the next decade.

http://www.rerc-act.org
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Literacy Technologies

A number of both low- and high-technology solutions are 
available to assist literacy development. Individuals who 
are unable to read print materials often use books on tape 
or some of the text-to-speech software solutions mentioned 
earlier, such as Jaws. Co:Writer is an example of a specially 
designed application that predicts the word or phrase an 
individual is trying to spell as he or she begins to type a 
word. Other applications (e.g., Write Outloud and Kurz-
weil 3000) provide multisensory feedback by both visually 
highlighting and speaking the text an individual is generat-
ing on the computer.

In addition to helping persons with mobility impair-
ment, VR software can sometimes be helpful for persons 
with learning disabilities so significant they are unable to 
develop writing skills. VR software enables such individuals 
to speak words, phrases, or sentences into a standard com-
puter word-processing program such as Microsoft Word. A 
review or playback feature in the application allows writers 
to hear the text they have written.

Although VR software is a rapidly developing technol-
ogy, the user must currently have a fifth grade reading 
ability to read the text used to generate a voice file, which 
hinders its usability by those with significant learning dis-
abilities. Dragon Naturally Speaking has developed a VR 
version for children 9 years and older, but its success rate 
for children with learning and other cognitive disabilities 
has not yet been published.

Other limitations of VR include reduced accuracy in the 
presence of ambient noise, such as that found in a typical 
classroom, and fluctuating vocal abilities related to fatigue 
or some types of disabilities. In general, it takes more than 
20 hours to train the software to an acceptable level of 
accuracy (greater than 90%). Caution is currently in order 
when prescribing this type of software, but the rapid pace 
of development bodes well for future use of this type of 
software for persons with disabilities.

Other applications for persons with cognitive impair-
ment focus on a range of topics, including academics, 
money management, personal skills development, behav-
ior training, development of cognitive skills, memory 
improvement, problem solving, time concepts, safety 
awareness, speech and language therapy, telephone usage, 
and recreation and games.

FIGURE 23-9 An example of a handheld intelligent animated agent. These 
devices are used to help persons with cognitive disabilities to learn new job 
tasks or to prompt them through various steps within a task, or both. (Cour-
tesy Sarel Van Vuuren, PhD, University of Colorado.)
Prompting Technologies

Recent mainstream technology developments include 
handheld personal digital assistants. AbleLink Technolo-
gies, Inc. have used this technology and developed software 
applications (PocketCoach; Figure 23-10) that provide 
auditory prompts for individuals with cognitive disabili-
ties. This software can be set up to prompt an individual 
through each step of a task as simple as mopping a floor, 
or a task as complex as solving a math problem. The lat-
est version of this software combines both voice prompts 
with visual prompts (Visual Assistant). The individual set-
ting up the system for a user can simply take digital pic-
tures with the accompanying camera and combine them 
with digitally recorded voice prompts to further facilitate 
memory and cognition.

Selecting Appropriate Assistive 
Technologies

 Abandonment

Practitioners are sometimes surprised to learn that not 
everyone with a disability enjoys using technology, how-
ever useful it might appear. Depending on the type of tech-
nology, nonuse or abandonment can be as low as 8% or 
as high as 75%. On average, one third of more optional 
assistive technologies are abandoned, most within the first 
3 months.23

Research has not yet been done to determine the number 
of individuals who are unhappy with their devices, but who 
must continue to use them because they cannot abandon 
them without severe consequences.22,29-31 For example, an 
individual who has just received a new wheelchair that does 
not meet expectations simply cannot stop using the chair, 
but must wait until third-party funding becomes available 
again (typically several years). Alternatively, the individual 
must engage in potentially difficult and unproductive dis-
cussions with the vendor, who has more than likely pro-
vided the chair as it was prescribed by the assessment team.

FIGURE 23-10 Prompting technology: the Pocket Coach.
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Research does tell us that the main reason individu-
als with disabilities choose not to use assistive devices is 
because practitioners failed to consider their opinions and 
preferences during the process of selecting the device. In 
other words, the person with a disability was not included 
as an active member of the team during the evaluation 
process.10,11,22,27

Principles of Clinical Assessment

The goal of an AT evaluation is to determine whether AT 
devices and services have the potential to help an individ-
ual meet his or her activity or participation goals at home, 
school, work, or play. Other goals include (1) providing 
a safe and supportive environment for the person with a 
disability and his or her family to learn about and review 
available assistive devices; (2) identifying the need for AT 
services, such as training support staff or integrating an AT 
device into daily activities; (3) determining the modifica-
tion or customization needed to make the equipment effec-
tive; and (4) developing a potential list of recommended 
devices for trial usage before a final selection of technol-
ogy is made. In addition, the individual and family, as well 
as the AT team, should specify exactly what they hope to 
achieve as a result of the evaluation (e.g., equipment ideas, 
potential success with vocational or educational objectives).

When selecting team members to conduct an AT evalu-
ation, professional disciplines should be chosen based on 
the identified needs of the person with the disability. For 
example, if the individual has both severe motor and com-
munication impairments, team members should include 
an occupational or physical therapist with expertise in 
human-technology interface, as well as a speech-language 
pathologist with a background in working with persons 
with severe communication impairments and alternative 
forms of communication. If a cognitive impairment has 
been identified, someone versed in learning processes, 
such as a psychologist, neurolinguist, teacher, or special 
educator, would be an appropriate member of the team. 
If there is an ergonomic issue (e.g., repetitive stress injury), 
an evaluator with training in ergonomic assessment or a 
background in physical or occupational therapy is a neces-
sary component for a successful experience.

It is not appropriate for an AT vendor to be called in 
to perform an AT evaluation. Although vendors can and 
should be members of the evaluation team, it must be rec-
ognized that they have a conflict of interest because they 
earn a living by selling products. When working with a 
manufacturer or vendor, it is important to work with a cre-
dentialed provider. When requested by the team, vendors 
demonstrate their products, discuss pertinent features, and 
assist in setting up the equipment for evaluation and trial 
usage. However, other team members, including the end 
user and family, should perform the evaluation and make 
the final recommendations.

Phase 1 of the Assessment Process

Knowledge within the field of AT continues to expand and 
change, sometimes on a daily basis. This directly affects 
whether the AT device recommended by the assessment 
team will be used or abandoned by the consumer.15,19 As a 
result of rapidly changing information, the evaluation pro-
cess continues to be refined. Many researchers are working 
to develop standardized AT measurement tools,* but the 
fact remains that few resources are available to guide prac-
titioners who have not received formalized training in AT 
assessment.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the most common 
reason AT is abandoned is because the needs and prefer-
ences of the consumer are not taken into account during 
the evaluation process. Other reasons cited for abandon-
ment of devices include the following22:
 •  Changes in consumer functional abilities or activities
 •  Lack of consumer motivation to use the device or do 

the task
 •  Lack of meaningful training on how to use the device
 •  Ineffective device performance or frequent breakdown 

of the device
 •  Environmental obstacles to use, such as narrow 

doorways
 •  Lack of access to and information about repair and 

maintenance
 •  Lack of sufficient need for the device functions
 •  Device aesthetics: Device’s weight, size, and appearance

Given the relationship that must develop between indi-
viduals and AT devices, it is common sense that these fac-
tors be considered during the evaluation process. The AT 
assessment process has evolved from a random process of 
trying out any number of devices with the individual, to a 
team process that begins with the technology out of sight.

Phase 1 of the assessment process begins when a referral 
is received. Standard demographic and impairment-related 
information is collected, usually over the phone. In most 
cases, cognitive, motor, vision, and other standard clinical 
assessments have already been performed, and a release of 
information is requested from the individual or caregiver 
so information can be forwarded to the team. If appropri-
ate assessments have not been conducted, they are sched-
uled as a component of phase 2 of the assessment process.

Based on the preliminary information, an appropriate 
team of professionals is assembled, and a date is chosen 
for the evaluation. The team leader takes responsibility for 
ensuring that the individual with the disability, the fam-
ily, and any other significant individuals are invited to the 
evaluation.

At the initial meeting, team members spend some time 
getting to know the individual. Using methods described 
by Cook and Hussey8 and Galvin and Scherer,10 the team 
identifies the life roles of the consumer (e.g., student, 
brother, or musician) and the specific activities engaged in 
by the individual to fulfill that life role. For example, if a 
young man is a “brother,” that means he might play hide 
and seek with a sibling, squabble over toys, or otherwise 
engage in brotherly activities. If he is a musician, then he 
might want or need to have access to musical instruments, 
sheet music, or simply a radio.

Next, the team identifies any problems that might occur 
during the individual’s daily activities. For example, the 
musician might not have enough hand control to manage 
recording equipment, or could experience visual or cogni-
tive difficulties with sheet music. The team asks specific 

*References 7, 10, 15, 20, 21, 30, 31, 34-36.
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questions about where and when these difficulties occur 
(activity limitations). Perhaps problems occur when the 
individual is tired or not properly positioned, or when 
trying to communicate with others. The individual is also 
asked to describe instances of success with these activities 
and to discuss what made them successful (prior history 
with and without technology). By now the team is usu-
ally able to recognize patterns of success and failure from 
the individual’s perspective as common limitations across 
environments emerge.

Finally, the team prioritizes the order in which to 
address barriers to participation, and a specific plan of 
action is developed. This specific plan of action contains 
“must statements” such as “the device must have a visible 
display in sunlight,” or “the technology chosen must weigh 
less than 2 lb.”

It is at this point that the team might be reconfigured. 
For example, if the individual is not properly seated and 
positioned, he or she is referred to the occupational or 
physical therapist for a seating and positioning evaluation 
before proceeding further. Some members of the team may 
leave after determining that further assessment from their 
perspective is not needed. In other situations as additional 
needs becomes apparent, new members are invited to join 
the team (e.g., a vision specialist). At all times the assess-
ment team includes the individual and caregivers as the 
primary members.

Phase 2 of the Assistive Technology 
Assessment

Once the team has agreed on the specific plan of action 
and those things that “must” occur, phase 2 of the assess-
ment process begins. The person with the disability, the 
caregivers, or both, are asked to preview any number of AT 
devices that might serve to reduce activity limitations and 
increase participation in chosen environments. These AT 
devices are tried along with various adaptations, modifica-
tions, and placements to ensure an appropriate match of 
the technology to the individual.

It is at this point that the clinician’s AT skills become 
critical. If trial devices are not properly configured or if 
the wrong information is given to the consumer, he or she 
will be unable to make an appropriate selection. Because 
many devices require extensive training and follow-up, it 
is essential that realistic information about training and 
learning time is provided and appropriate resources within 
the local community identified. With very few exceptions 
the wise course of action involves borrowing or renting 
the AT device before making a final purchase decision. For 
many individuals the actual use of technologies on a day-
to-day basis raises new issues that must be resolved. For 
instance, there might not be the local supports necessary 
for the technology that appears to be best for an individual. 
In these cases it is best to first identify local resources or 
local AT professionals willing to seek additional training 
before sending the device home with the user. Consum-
ers and their families should always be informed so they 
can make the final decision regarding when and where the 
equipment will be delivered.

Unexpected benefits of trial use occur as a result of 
improved functioning, including changes in role and 
status. In some cases these unexpected benefits create an 
entirely new set of problems. For most individuals these 
problems can be resolved with time, energy, and patience. 
Others decide that they either prefer the old way of doing 
things or that they are interested in adding or changing 
the technology once they have had a chance to experiment 
with it in different settings.

AT professionals, in consultation with the physician, 
should also anticipate future needs (e.g., physical and 
cognitive maturation), and final decisions should con-
sider both the expected performance and durability of the 
device.31

Writing the Report

The evaluation report documents the AT assessment pro-
cess and must include several components. It is important 
to use layman’s terms to help case managers, educators, 
and others unfamiliar with ATs understand the process.

In cases where medical insurance is being used to pur-
chase technology, it is essential to document the medical 
need for the device(s) within the report. This information 
will be included in the “letter of medical necessity” required 
by medical insurers before funding approval. For example, 
the evaluation report might state, “Mr. Jones will use this 
wheelchair to enable safe and independent mobility in the 
home and community and to meet the functional or activi-
ties of daily living goals as listed.” In instances where educa-
tional or vocational funding is being requested to purchase 
the technology, the report should focus on the educational 
or vocational benefit of the assistive devices and how rel-
evant goals will be met with the recommended equipment.

It is also extremely important that all components of the 
AT device be included in the list of recommended equip-
ment (e.g., cables, ancillary peripherals, and consumable 
supplies). In many instances devices are recommended 
for purchase as a “system.” As a result, acquisition can be 
delayed for months because an item was not included in 
the initial list. An estimate of the amount of time, cost, 
and source of training should also be included at this 
point. Purchasing AT devices without paying for the AT 
services needed to learn how to use and integrate the 
devices into identified life activities will result in low use 
or abandonment.29-31

Finally, it is also important to include contact infor-
mation for the vendors who sell the equipment. Many 
purchasers are unfamiliar with rehabilitation technology 
supply companies, and acquisition can be delayed if this 
information is not included in the report.

Physician Responsibilities

Prescribing the Technologies

The American Medical Association36 recommends the 
following items be considered when prescribing AT and 
certifying medical necessity: The physician must provide 
evidence of individual medical necessity for the specific 
AT being prescribed and be prepared to talk with insur-
ance company representatives about the medical necessity 
of complex assistive technologies (e.g., power wheelchairs 
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and AAC devices). Reviewing a comprehensive assessment 
report from the AT assessment team should supply all the 
needed information.

Health insurance requires an “appropriate” prescription 
that includes mention of the comprehensive assessment 
process, the individual’s motivation, the availability of train-
ing, and the potential functional outcomes for the patient, 
as compared with the cost of the products. Success with 
reimbursement also includes using the appropriate medical 
necessity forms and prior authorization procedures.

Documentation in the Medical Record

In addition to prescribing and certifying medical neces-
sity on various forms, physicians must maintain complete 
patient records that include the following:
 •  Patient diagnosis or diagnoses
 •  Duration of the patient’s condition
 •  Expected clinical course
 •  Prognosis
 •  Nature and extent of functional limitations
 •  Therapeutic interventions and results
 •  Past experience with related items
 •  Consultations and reports from other physicians, an 

interdisciplinary team, home health agencies, etc.
 •  A complete listing of all assistive devices the patient is 

using, including copies of prescriptions and certifica-
tion forms or letters

 •  A system to track device performance, including follow-
up assessment schedules and lists of professionals and 
vendors to contact if problems occur
This comprehensive medical record supplies the back-

ground information needed to substantiate the need for 
the AT devices and services regardless of the funding source.

Letters of Medical Necessity

Physicians are frequently asked to write “letters of medi-
cal necessity.” Well-written letters of medical necessity help 
ensure that the AT needs of patients are met. These letters 
should include the diagnoses (International Classification 
of Diseases codes) and the functional limitations of the 
individual (e.g., balance disorder or developmental delay). 
There should also be a statement about the patient’s inabil-
ity to perform specific tasks, such as activities of daily liv-
ing, work activities, and the ability to walk functionally.

For example, individuals with severe communication 
disorders typically cannot communicate verbally and/or 
in writing, and are often unable to communicate inde-
pendently over the phone. This would also mean they are 
unable to adequately communicate their health care needs 
to medical personnel and are therefore unsafe or at risk. 
These details should be included in a letter of medical 
necessity.

The letter should also include a paragraph stating why 
the equipment is necessary. For example, the use of the 
equipment will allow the patient to do the following:
 •  Function independently or improve the ability to 

function
 •  Perform independent wheelchair mobility in the home 

and community
 •  Return home or move to a less expensive level of care
Sometimes the equipment may simply be required as a 
lifetime need, such as a wheelchair or specialized medical 
bed.

Next, the letter needs a rationale for choosing the spe-
cific equipment. This requires describing the specific equip-
ment features and listing all required components. This 
might include the following:
 •  Features that provide safety or safe positioning for an 

activity
 •  Cost-effectiveness of preventing secondary complica-

tions (e.g., pressure ulcers)
 •  Mobility restrictions preventing independent activity
 •  Access to areas in home, such as bathroom and kitchen
 •  Durability of the product over its alternatives
 •  Past experience, interventions, and results (failure of 

less expensive solutions)

Funding Assistive Technology

The funding sources for AT devices and services fall into 
several categories. The AT assessment process often helps to 
identify which source will be used. One source is private or 
government medical or health insurance. Health insurance 
defines AT as “medical equipment necessary for treatment 
of a specific illness or injury,” and a physician’s prescription 
is usually required. When writing a prescription for an AT 
device, it is important that physicians are aware of the costs 
and benefits of the devices and be prepared to justify their 
prescriptions to third-party payers. Funding includes not 
only the initial cost of the device, but the expense involved 
in equipment maintenance and patient education or train-
ing, as well as the potential economic benefits it provides 
to the patient (e.g., a return to work).

AT is usually covered under policy provisions for durable 
medical equipment, orthoses and prostheses, or ADL and 
mobility aids. With private health insurance and with gov-
ernment insurance programs, such as Medicaid and Medi-
care, coverage is based on existing law and regulations. In 
2002, AAC devices were included for reimbursement by 
Medicare. AT professionals and other health care providers 
should continually advocate for adequate coverage of AT in 
all health care plans

Funding for AT is also available from other federal and 
state government entities, such as the Veterans Administra-
tion, State Vocational Rehabilitation Agencies, State Indepen-
dent Living Rehabilitation Centers, and State Department of 
Education Services. Local school districts might also fund 
education-related AT for children.13

Each agency or program sets criteria for the funding of 
AT devices based on its mission and the purpose of the 
technology. For example, vocational rehabilitation agencies 
pay for AT devices and services that facilitate or help main-
tain paid employment, and education systems fund AT that 
enables students to perform or participate in school.

Funding is generally available for AT, but persistence 
and advocacy by the AT provider are required for suc-
cess.32,35 The AT provider must also keep abreast of the 
requirements of various funding sources, to direct the cli-
ent to appropriate organizations. Private funding is often 
available through subsidized loan programs, churches, 
charitable organizations, and disability-related nonprofit 
groups. Often funding from several sources is needed to 
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reduce personal out-of-pocket costs. It is important that 
the presumed availability of funding not drive the evalua-
tion process and limit the options that are considered for 
an individual. When the need and justification for a partic-
ular AT solution are clear, it becomes much easier to locate 
a source of funding and make the case for purchase of the 
AT device or service.

Beukelman and Mirenda3 identify five steps in develop-
ing a funding strategy:
 1.  Survey the funding resources available to the individual.
 2.  Identify various funding sources for the various steps 

in the AT intervention (i.e., assessment, funding, and 
training).

 3.  Prepare a funding plan with the client and family mem-
bers or advocates.

 4.  Assign responsibility to specific individuals for the fund-
ing of each step of the AT intervention.

 5.  Prepare the necessary written documentation for the 
funding source so there is a record in the event an appeal 
is needed.3

Summary and Future Directions

The world of AT is moving at a very rapid pace, fed in large 
part by the growth in mainstream technologies and the 
culture of inclusion that is changing traditional concepts 
about disability and impairment. Space travel, satellite-
supported telecommunications, wireless networks, robot-
ics, new materials with advanced performance properties, 
miniaturization of integrated circuits, and innovation in 
batteries and power sources are all crossing over into the 
field of AT. Federal funding supports Rehabilitation and 
Engineering Research Centers for the development and 
testing of new AT concepts. Funds also support the transfer 
of technologies from the federal laboratory system to AT 
manufacturers. The convergence of these factors is leading 
to AT products more likely to meet the needs of persons 
with disabilities.
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CHAPTER 24

PERIPHERAL JOINT AND SOFT 
TISSUE INJECTION TECHNIQUES
Paul Lento, Joseph Ihm, David J, Kennedy, and Christopher J.  Visco
Physical medicine and rehabilitation specialists often 
inject soft tissues and peripheral joints when treating vari-
ous musculoskeletal conditions. This chapter reviews the 
more common techniques used to perform these injec-
tions, as well as the properties of the medications used, 
their adverse effects, and efficacy rates. Because the injec-
tions have a known “miss rate” when done without image 
guidance, techniques using both fluoroscopy and ultra-
sound (US) guidance are described. Where applicable, the 
literature regarding the efficacy of these various injections 
is reviewed.

Overview and History

The first published description of intraarticular cortico-
steroid injection was by Hollander et al.79 in 1951, who 
demonstrated clinical improvement with the injection of 
hydrocortisone in a case series of patients with inflamma-
tory joint conditions. Hollander78 subsequently reported 
on 250,000 injections in 8000 patients and was the first 
to describe complications associated with intraarticular 
corticosteroid injections. These included postinjection 
flare, aseptic necrosis in weight-bearing joints, and infec-
tion (infections occurred at a frequency of 1 in 15,000 
injections). Practitioners have since expanded the use of 
corticosteroids to include injections near tendon inser-
tions for enthesitis and other periarticular structures such 
as bursae.183 These injections have other known complica-
tions including localized fat atrophy and tendon rupture.25 
Despite these known complications, physicians continue 
to use corticosteroids as evidenced by a survey showing 
that 89% of physiatrists171 and 93% of rheumatologists 
use intraarticular and soft tissue corticosteroid injections 
for the treatment of pain.75 Fortunately, other medications 
such as local anesthetics and hyaluronan derivatives are 
available that can also be used to help with musculoskel-
etal pain conditions when corticosteroids are not indicated 
or are not beneficial.

Purpose: Diagnostic 
or Therapeutic

Intraarticular space or soft tissue injections can be used 
either for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes. Obtain-
ing fluid from a joint, bursa, or cystic structure can help 
determine the cause of a fluid collection. Although a 
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complete discussion is beyond the scope of this chapter, 
certain laboratory studies and bedside analyses can help 
categorize the nature of the fluid (Table 24-1). Cell count 
classifies the type of fluid as being noninflammatory, 
inflammatory, infectious, or septic. Culture and sensitiv-
ity help in the identification of a specific organism and 
its susceptibility to antibiotics. Birefringence classifies 
the type of crystals present. Although laboratory analy-
sis is the most specific and sensitive way to analyze aspi-
rated fluid, the string test allows for a nonspecific bedside 
screen for inflammation. Because of its highly viscous 
nature, healthy synovial fluid should be able to stretch 
at least 2.5 cm before breaking when dripped from a 
syringe. Inflammation decreases the overall viscosity and 
makes the fluid drip instead of stretch. If the aspirated 
fluid is noninflammatory, it should be clear enough 
to read 0.25-inch font through a test tube.134 The fluid 
should be sent for formal analysis when an infection or a 
crystal arthropathy is suspected, or when the cause of the 
fluid collection is uncertain.92

Although aspiration can help classify the etiology of the 
fluid, injecting an anesthetic into a structure might aid in 
identifying or confirming whether the structure is a pain 
generator.94 For example, a diagnostic injection into the 
hip joint using fluoroscopic guidance can help distinguish 
whether pain is emanating from a pathologic disorder of 
the hip joint or is referred from the lumbar spine. Because 
single anesthetic diagnostic injections have a known false-
positive rate, a second confirmatory injection might be 
necessary.45

Not only can injections be used for diagnostic pur-
poses, they can also be effective in the treatment of painful 
conditions. Although isolated aspiration of accumulated 
fluid can be helpful in some cases, any benefits obtained 
from solely removing fluid are often short-lived.201 Con-
sequently various injected medications and preparations 
have been used alone or in combination to provide a 
longer therapeutic benefit for various musculoskeletal 
conditions. Performing these injections should help 
lessen the need for oral medication, improve function, 
and reduce disability. Optimally injections should not be 
performed in isolation, but in combination with physi-
cal therapy and exercise.26 Injected medications such as 
anesthetics, corticosteroids, and various preparations 
of viscosupplementation have different adverse effects, 
durations of action, and costs. These factors should be 
thoroughly understood before use of injections in the 
clinical setting.
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Table 24-1   Synovial Fluid Analysis
Synovial  
Fluid Common Diseases Clarity Color Viscosity

WBC Count 
(cc) % Polys Crystals

Normal Clear Yellow High 0-200 <25 Absent

Noninflammatory Osteoarthritis, trauma, 
osteochondritis, sickle  
cell disease

Slightly 
turbid

Yellow Reduced 0-2000 <30 Absent

Inflammatory Rheumatoid arthritis, SLE, 
reactive arthritis, ankylos-
ing spondylitis, ulcerative 
colitis, psoriasis

Turbid Yellow Low 2000-100,000 >50 Absent

Septic Bacteria, fungi, mycobacteria Turbid Gray-green Low 50,000-200,000 >90 Absent

Hemorrhagic Trauma, hemophilia, hem-
angioma, anticoagulant 
therapy, tumors

Turbid Red-brown Reduced 50-10,000 <50 Absent

Crystal Gout, pseudogout Bloody Yellow 
milky

Low 500-200,000 <90 Positive
Gout: Needle shaped 

with negative  
birefringence

Pseudogout: Rhomboi-
dal, with weak positive 
birefringence

Polys, Polymorphonuclear leukocytes; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; WBC, white blood cell.
Medications

Corticosteroids
Mechanisms, Types, and Adverse Effects

Corticosteroids are commonly used for intraarticular or 
soft tissue musculoskeletal conditions and have multiple 
mechanisms of action. Although corticosteroids can cause 
various systemic effects, the antiinflammatory and immu-
nosuppression properties are due to the glucocorticoid 
effects. Although glucocorticoids act directly on nuclear 
steroid receptors to control the rate of synthesis of mes-
senger ribonucleic acid and proteins in T and B cells, they 
also produce changes in white blood cell traffic and altera-
tions in levels of cytokines and enzymes, and inhibit the 
function of phospholipase A2. The overall effect of these 
reactions is a reduction in proinflammatory derivatives 
such as bradykinin, histamine, prostaglandins, and leuko-
trienes. Bradykinin and histamine are capable of directly 
stimulating primary afferent nociceptive fibers, whereas  
prostaglandins and leukotrienes sensitize nociceptors.37 
One objective measure of these antiinflammatory effects 
is the reduction of erythrocyte sedimentation rates and 
C-reactive protein levels.188 In addition to the effect on 
inflammation, corticosteroids have also been reported to 
have a direct stabilizing effect on neural membranes and 
inhibit C-fiber transmission, thereby reducing ectopic dis-
charges from neural fibers, including those from within 
the spinal cord.128,150 This could help explain how corti-
costeroids might have antinociceptive effects even in non-
inflammatory conditions.86 These antiinflammatory and 
antinociceptive effects are often delayed, explaining why 
the therapeutic onset of corticosteroids can take 24 to 48 
hours to produce any benefit.206

Multiple corticosteroids are available, each varying in 
potency, solubility, and duration of action. In one survey of 
rheumatologists, methylprednisolone acetate was the most 
frequently used corticosteroid at 35%, followed closely by 
triamcinolone hexacetonide (31%) and triamcinolone ace-
tonide (22%). Each corticosteroid preparation has known 
properties pertaining to potency, relative doses, half-life, 
and solubility (Table 24-2).

Corticosteroid solubility is a key feature that varies 
among the preparations available. It is postulated that 
corticosteroids with lower solubility (such as depot prep-
arations) might remain at the injection site longer and 
maintain higher effective synovial levels.34 In fact, corti-
costeroid depot preparations have such low solubility that 
their crystals have been found at the site of an injection up 
to 1 month postinjection.63 Because of their lower solubil-
ity and greater duration of action, there can be a greater 
concern that injecting depot corticosteroids around soft 

Table 24-2   Corticosteroids27,34,163

Type Solubility
Equivalent 
Dose (mg)*

Serum 
Half-Life

Prednisolone acetate Relatively 
insoluble

5 2-3 hours

Triamcinolone acetate 
(Kenalog)

Relatively 
insoluble

4 88 minutes

Triamcinolone hexace-
tonide (Aristospan)

Relatively 
insoluble

4 88 minutes

Methylprednisolone ace-
tate  (Depo-Medrol)

Slightly 
soluble

4 18-26 
hours

Triamcinolone diacetate 
(Aristocort Forte)

Slightly 
soluble

4 88 minutes

Dexamethasone sodium 
phosphate

Soluble 0.75 36-54 
hours

Betamethasone sodium 
phosphate and acetate 
(Celestone Soluspan)

Combination 0.60 6.5 hours

*  The amount equal to 5 mg of prednisolone.
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tissue structures might lead to local adverse effects.34 This 
is in contrast to more water soluble corticosteroids like 
dexamethasone, which can diffuse away more easily and 
potentially create more systemic effects.34

Intraarticular injections have generally demonstrated 
an excellent safety record and are described by the Ameri-
can College of Rheumatology as “safe and effective when 
administered by an experienced physician.”10 Corti-
costeroid injections do, however, have known adverse 
effects. A postinjection flare can occur in 2% to 6% of 
patients63 and is thought to be the result of a chemi-
cal synovitis from the injected particulate corticosteroid 
crystals.81,116 Although this postinjection flare typically 
occurs within 24 hours, it is usually self-limited and can 
be effectively managed with ice packs, analgesic therapy, 
or in rare cases, aspiration of joint fluid.164 Corticoste-
roids can also cause fat atrophy and skin changes, but at 
a rate less than 1%.97 There are case reports of less com-
mon adverse effects, including tendon rupture with direct 
intratendon injection* and avascular necrosis.3,56,67,72,127 
Recent evidence has also shown that patients who receive 
intraarticular corticosteroids in the 6 months preceding 
total joint arthroplasty have an increased risk of infection 
postoperatively.43,104,138,200

Corticosteroids also have known adverse systemic 
effects. Facial flushing occurs in up to 15% of patients, 
and has an onset within hours and can linger for sev-
eral days.140 Intraarticular corticosteroid injections have 
also been shown to suppress the hypothalamic-pituitary- 
adrenal (HPA) axis.99,135,157 Although usually mild and 
transient, prolonged HPA suppression can last up to 11 
weeks and in one case has caused Cushing’s syndrome.135 
Other systemic effects include increased hepatic glucose 
synthesis and antagonism of insulin for up to 2 weeks after 
the injection, potentially worsening any preexisting hyper-
glycemia.132 Any potential effect on bone metabolism 
appears to be transient and mild, without known clinical 
relevance.49 There have been no case reports of corticoste-
roid-induced myopathy after intraarticular injections.

There is a concern that intraarticular injections can 
cause joint degradation because of the direct catabolic 
effect of the corticosteroid, or because of the increased use 
of the less painful but still diseased joint. In rabbits, cor-
ticosteroids have been shown to damage chondrocytes,137 
but this effect has not been confirmed in primates.60 In 
a prospective trial comparing intraarticular injections of 
either saline or triamcinolone every 2 months for up to 
2 years in patients with knee osteoarthritis, there were no 
differences in joint space narrowing seen in either group 
at the 2-year follow-up.154 In another study in patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis, there was no difference in joint 
arthroplasty rates between those who received four or 
more intraarticular injections annually and those receiv-
ing less frequent injections.159 In children with juvenile 
rheumatoid arthritis, intraarticular injections of cortico-
steroids did not appear to affect cartilage integrity.82,182 
Because of the known and unknown adverse effects, it is 
generally accepted that physicians should limit the total 
number of corticosteroid injections to three or four annu-
ally per patient.10,143

*References 16, 30, 120, 133, 145, 173, 184.
Efficacy

Most reviews andTM large prospective studies have dem-
onstrated a positive efficacy of corticosteroid injections in 
inflammatory conditions at the shoulder,12,22 hip,58,151,213 
and knee joints.11,14,62,213 There are additional uncon-
trolled trials and reports for small joints23,123,205 and soft 
tissues70,91,142,162,172 that mostly consist of heterogeneous 
studies with small patient populations, differing disease 
pathology, and varying methodological quality.14 When 
taken as a whole, the literature demonstrates that corti-
costeroids may provide short-term pain relief for various 
musculoskeletal conditions.8,108,113,158 Currently the Amer-
ican College of Rheumatology guidelines recommend 
intraarticular corticosteroid injections for selected patients 
with signs of inflammation.10 Too few studies are available 
to make a recommendation for a specific corticosteroid 
preparation (i.e., triamcinolone vs. betamethasone).213

Carette et al.26 studied the effect of fluoroscopically 
guided corticosteroid shoulder joint injections on symp-
toms from adhesive capsulitis. Patients were randomly 
assigned to one of four groups: corticosteroid injection 
and physical therapy, corticosteroid injection alone, saline 
injection and physical therapy, and saline injection alone. 
At 6 weeks the group that received the corticosteroid injec-
tion and physical therapy had significant improvements in 
pain and range of motion, but by 1 year all four groups 
had similar results. The data suggested that a corticosteroid 
injection helped pain in the short-term but did not affect 
long-term outcomes.

Studies using US-guided subacromial bursa corticosteroid 
injections have demonstrated variable efficacy.29,31,48,129,161 
No studies to date have analyzed the efficacy of US-guided 
corticosteroid injections into the biceps tendon sheath, gle-
nohumeral joint, or acromioclavicular (AC) joint.

Corticosteroid injections have been studied extensively 
for carpal tunnel syndrome.8,108,113 A prospective study of 
surgical decompression versus local corticosteroid injec-
tion in patients with carpal tunnel syndrome resulted in 
symptomatic relief in both groups followed up for 1 year.108 
A Cochrane Review looked at 12 studies of carpal tunnel 
syndrome and determined that “local corticosteroid injec-
tion provides significantly greater clinical improvement 
than oral corticosteroid for up to three months,” includ-
ing improvements in pain and paresthesias.113 There also 
could be long-term improvement in hand function and 
electrophysiologic studies.8

Corticosteroid injections can be considered a definitive 
treatment for certain conditions, such as de Quervain’s 
tenosynovitis.158 Kullenberg et al.96 conducted a prospec-
tive, randomized, blinded trial comparing the use of either 
80 mg triamcinolone acetonide or mepivacaine 1% in 
patients with osteoarthritis who were awaiting hip replace-
ment surgery. Injection with corticosteroids under fluoro-
scopic guidance resulted in the greatest improvement in 
pain and function at 3 weeks and 12 weeks. The group that 
received mepivacaine did not show significant improve-
ment in either parameter at 3 weeks and withdrew from 
the study before 12 weeks because of lack of effect. Robin-
son et al.160 compared 56 patients with hip pain injected 
under fluoroscopic guidance with 40 mg of methylprednis-
olone, and 36 patients with hip pain injected with 80 mg 
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of methylprednisolone, with follow-up at weeks 6 and 12. 
When the doses were compared, the group that received the 
80-mg dose demonstrated a significant improvement com-
pared with the 40-mg group at 6 and 12 weeks. Imaging 
findings did not relate to severity of symptoms or response 
to injections. Plant et al.146 studied the effect of 80 mg of 
methylprednisolone and lignocaine on pain at the hip 
from osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and ankylosing 
spondylitis. Fluoroscopic guidance was used to confirm 
needle placement in the hip joint. At 12 weeks those with 
some evidence of a hypertrophic (visible osteophytes) pat-
tern on plain radiographs had a significant response to the 
injection.96 In a controlled pilot study, Qvistgaard et al.151 
showed that patients treated with repeated corticosteroid 
injections into the hip using US guidance had significant 
improvement during the study period, which indicated a 
moderate clinical effect.

Several studies have shown that intraarticular corticoste-
roid knee injections provide 1 to 4 weeks of relief of pain 
for osteoarthritis of the knee.11,37 Sustained relief has not 
been demonstrated in the literature. There is a paucity of 
studies examining the efficacy of various conditions with 
US-guided knee injections. Bliddal20 compared the efficacy 
of US-guided injections of methylprednisolone with that 
of etanercept in multiple joints of patients with rheuma-
toid arthritis. Although a subgroup analysis was not com-
pleted specifically for the knee, no significant differences 
were found between the two groups for the relief of pain. 
Another uncontrolled trial showed good short-term out-
comes when US guidance was used to aspirate and inject 
corticosteroids into perimeniscal cysts.109

Viscosupplementation

Mechanisms, Types, and Adverse Effects

In osteoarthritis the hyaluronic acid found in synovial fluid 
decreases in both molecular weight and concentration. 
Because of this reduction, injectable hyaluronan derivatives 
(collectively known as viscosupplementation) were devel-
oped for therapeutic purposes. Although their exact mecha-
nism of action is unclear, some theories do exist including 
possible antiinflammatory or antinociceptive effects, or 
stimulation of in vivo hyaluronic acid synthesis.207 Resto-
ration of the viscoelastic properties of the synovial fluid 
appears the most logical explanation, but other mecha-
nisms must exist because studies show that the injected 
hyaluronic acid only remains in the joint space for hours 
to days.32 In fact, an optimal effect might only develop 
after repeated weekly injections, but can persist for several 
months.194

Multiple formulations of viscosupplementation are 
currently available. Relatively few studies compare these 
products directly, and their comparative efficacy is dif-
ficult to determine. These products differ in cost, poten-
tial for adverse reactions, and the number of injections 
recommended.

Adverse reactions associated with these medications are 
uncommon, and no long-term systemic effects have been 
reported.155 The most common adverse reaction reported 
is a pseudoseptic reaction that occurs 24 to 72 hours after 
the injection, but at a rate of less than 3%.185 This reaction 
should be differentiated from the much less frequent com-
plication of an infected joint.

Efficacy

The literature on the efficacy of intraarticular viscosupple-
mentation is primarily focused on the knee, with limited 
studies of other joints. Although the literature covering 
viscosupplementation for knee osteoarthritis has been 
conflicting and has a known publication bias,15,105 meta-
analyses suggest an improvement in pain compared 
with placebo.105 In patients who have failed conserva-
tive treatment, there is evidence that viscosupplementa-
tion is beneficial for the treatment of knee pain caused 
by osteoarthritis.15,105 In one large placebo-controlled, 
randomized trial of 660 patients with moderate to severe 
shoulder pain caused by osteoarthritis, rotator cuff tear, 
or adhesive capsulitis, a significant improvement in pain 
relief was found in all groups up to 13 weeks after vis-
cosupplementation.18 Thirty patients with symptomatic 
osteoarthritis of the shoulder who failed conservative 
treatment and were treated with intraarticular viscosup-
plementation demonstrated improvement in function 
and pain levels.170

Although viscosupplementation has been studied 
extensively and with high-quality studies for knee osteo-
arthritis,105 few high-quality studies have evaluated its use 
in the treatment of hip osteoarthritis. Van den Bekerom 
et al.194 performed a systematic review of 16 studies, with 
only two high-quality studies of viscosupplementation 
injections for hip osteoarthritis using fluoroscopic or US 
guidance. In the level 1 study that was done, the efficacy 
of low-molecular-weight viscosupplementation was com-
pared with that of high-molecular-weight viscosupple-
mentation but not with placebo.190 Patients had significant 
improvements with both types of viscosupplementation 
for up to 6 months. Because the placebo effect can be 
significant,105 these results should be viewed cautiously. 
In uncontrolled trials using different US approaches, 
repeated viscosupplementation injections demonstrate 
significant improvement in visual analogue scale (VAS) 
and functional outcomes.24,124,125,149,191 Despite the lack 
of high-quality research, viscosupplementation has been 
shown to improve symptoms in uncontrolled studies and 
can be considered on an individual basis.

Anesthetics

Mechanisms, Types, and Adverse Effects

Local anesthetics are frequently used in intraarticular 
and soft tissue injections to not only decrease the pain 
from the injection but also for diagnostic purposes. There 
are two classes of anesthetics, the esters and the amides. 
They differ in solubility, pH, and vasodilatory effects, 
resulting in unique onset of action, potency, and dura-
tion (Table  24-3). These properties can be altered by the 
addition of other agents such as epinephrine and sodium 
bicarbonate. Epinephrine and sodium bicarbonate can 
increase the pH, thereby prolonging the duration of action 
of local anesthetics. Epinephrine acting via vasoconstric-
tion prolongs the duration of action and decreases sys-
temic absorption.98
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Anesthetic dosage is determined by the target tissue and 
the desired level of local anesthesia (Table 24-4). Increas-
ing the dose shortens the onset of action and increases the 
potency and duration, but also increases the possibility of 
an adverse reaction.98

Anesthetics can have adverse effects on the central ner-
vous system, cardiovascular system, and immune system. 
Cardiovascular effects include direct myocardial depres-
sion and bradycardia, which can lead to cardiovascular 
collapse. Patients who have renal or hepatic compromise, 
are older or pregnant, or who have preexisting cardiac 
disease can be at an increased risk of toxicity. The biggest 
cause of toxicity is direct intravascular injection, mak-
ing it necessary to routinely aspirate before injection. 
Lower concentrations of local anesthetics are typically 
used for joint and infiltrative soft tissue injections (see 
Table 24-4). Given the small doses for joint injections 
and these lower concentrations, systemic toxicity should 
be exceedingly rare.

The esters are derivatives of para-aminobenzoic acid 
and have been associated with significantly higher rates 
of allergic reactions than the amide anesthetics. For this 
reason, most physicians prefer using amide anesthetics.98 
Recent animal and in vitro studies have demonstrated a 
dose- and time-dependent toxicity on cartilage that has not 
Table 24-3   Local Anesthetics

Agent Duration of Action
Maximum Dose  
(per Procedure)

Esters

Procaine 
 (Novocain)

Short (15-60 minutes) 7 mg/kg; not to exceed  
350-600 mg

Chloroprocaine 
(Nesacaine)

Short (15-60 minutes) Without epinephrine:  
11 mg/kg; not to exceed 
800 mg total dose

With epinephrine: 14 mg/kg; 
not to exceed 1000 mg

Amides

Lidocaine 
 (Xylocaine)

Medium (30-60 
minutes)

Long (120-360 minutes 
with epinephrine)

Without epinephrine:  
4.5 mg/kg; not to exceed 
300 mg

With epinephrine: 7 mg/kg

Mepivacaine 
(Polocaine, 
Carbocaine)

Medium (45-90 
minutes)

Long (120-360 minutes 
with epinephrine)

7 mg/kg; not to exceed 
400 mg

Bupivacaine 
(Marcaine)

Long (120-240 
 minutes)

Long (180-420 
minutes with 
 epinephrine)

Without epinephrine:  
2.5 mg/kg; not to exceed 
175 mg total dose

With epinephrine: Not to 
exceed 225 mg total dose
Table 24-4   Common Injections, Medications, and Equipment

Target Tissue/Joint Needle Length* (in) Needle Gauge Syringe† (mL) Lidocaine‡
Triamcinolone§ 
40 mg/mL (mL)

Large Joints

Glenohumeral and knee 1.5-2 20-22 5-10 3-4 mL of 1% or 2% 1

Ulnohumeral 1.5-2 22-25 5- 2 mL of 1% 1

Femoroacetabular 3.5 spinal 22 5-10 3-4 mL of 1% or 2% 1-2

Talocrural 1.5-2 22-25 5 2 mL of 1% 1

Small Joints

Acromioclavicular 1.5 22-25 3 0.5 mL of 1% 0.5

Sternoclavicular 0.5 25 3 0.5 mL of 1% 0.5

Hand and wrist 1-1.5 25 5 0.5-1 mL of 1% 0.5-1

Tendon

Biceps tendon sheath 1.5-2 22-25 5 2 mL of 1% 1

Calcific tendonitis 1.5-2 18-20 5-10 2-5 mL of 1% 1

Distal iliotibial band 1.5-2 22-25 5 1 mL of 1% 0.5

Lateral epicondyle 1.5-2 22-25 5 1 mL of 1% 1

Bursae

Subacromial 1.5-2 22-25 5 2 mL of 1% 1

Olecranon 1-2 20-25 5 2 mL of 1% 1

Greater trochanteric and 
iliopsoas

3.5 22-25 5 4 mL of 1% 1

Other Soft Tissue

Baker’s cyst 1-1.5 18-22 20 1-2 mL of 1% 1

Morton’s neuroma, tarsal 
tunnel, or plantar fascia

1.5 25 5 2-3 mL of 1% 0.5-1

*If US-guided injection, larger body habitus, or more oblique approach, a longer needle might be needed.
†Consider using a larger volume syringe if aspirating fluid.
‡Lidocaine is commonly used; 0.25% to 0.5% bupivacaine may also be used. Refer to Table 24-3 for anesthetic properties.
§Triamcinolone is listed for simplicity. Please refer to Table 24-2 for information on dosing of other corticosteroids.
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been demonstrated in vivo.44,90,167 There is also a concern 
that local anesthetics might be directly neurotoxic.95

General Considerations

Before any injection, several factors must be appropriately 
addressed, including the equipment needed and obtaining 
informed consent. Specific needle type, length, and gauge 
will vary depending on the target tissue, type, and volume of 
fluid to be injected or aspirated (see Table 24-4). Informed 
consent should include all potential risks and benefits of 
the procedure, including possible alternative treatments. 
The risk profile will vary depending on the medication 
given, and should be adjusted accordingly. Aside from the 
previously mentioned adverse effects of the medications, 
there are also risks associated with insertion of a needle 
through the skin, including infection, bleeding, hematoma 
formation, and neurovascular injury.

Joint infections are rare, with an incidence from 1 in 
3000 to 1 in 50,000.28 Symptoms typically occur 3 to 
4 days postinjection, whereas postinjection flares usually 
are reported within the first 24 hours.163 Infection can be 
minimized through the use of sterile technique.

Bleeding can be minimized through proper technique, 
the use of epinephrine in the local anesthetic, and assess-
ing for any bleeding diathesis. Patients receiving warfarin 
only have a mild increased bleeding risk if the international 
normalized ratio is at an appropriate therapeutic level. For 
this reason some practitioners state that it is not typically 
necessary to discontinue warfarin before a peripheral joint 
injection.189

To avoid any potential neurovascular injury, it is essen-
tial that the practitioner have a thorough knowledge of 
anatomy and superficial landmarks. If contrast is used dur-
ing fluoroscopic guidance, there is a risk of an allergic reac-
tion ranging from mild to severe anaphylaxis.

Non–Image-Guided Injections

Most practitioners do not use any image guidance for the 
majority of peripheral joint injections. The overall accuracy 
of a non–image-guided “blind injection” varies between 
joints, approach, and experience. Overall the literature 
demonstrates a 10% to 40% “miss rate” of blind injections 
when compared with US-guided or fluoroscopic-guided 
injections. Although the use of either fluoroscopic or US 
image guidance has been shown to enhance the accuracy 
of injections, it has not been conclusively proven that 
enhanced accuracy is related to an enhanced efficacy.68

There are, however, instances when image guidance is 
required for optimal injection technique. Guidance should 
be strongly considered when inserting a needle into an area 
near neurovascular structures. If a structure is not superfi-
cial, such as the hip joint, guidance should be routinely 
used. Previously failed injections or concern for inadver-
tent injection of nontargeted tissues can be an indication 
for the use of image guidance. Although the addition of 
image guidance does increase the accuracy of the injection 
and might decrease potential complications, its use is asso-
ciated with increased cost and radiation exposure when 
fluoroscopy is used.
Ultrasound-Guided Injections

With improved technology and subsequently better resolu-
tion, musculoskeletal US has been increasingly used to help 
guide peripheral joint and soft tissue injections.4,7,87,177,202

Unlike other imaging modalities, US has the unique 
advantage of being able to visualize soft tissues, bony land-
marks, and the needle with real-time scanning, thereby 
allowing dynamic visualization.4,7,87,177

Unlike fluoroscopy, which uses radiation and primarily 
visualizes bone and joints, diagnostic US is unique because 
it uses acoustic waves, which are safe in all patient popu-
lations. US offers superb soft tissue resolution, surpassing 
that of magnetic resonance imaging for certain condi-
tions.130 With this superb resolution, nearby neurovascular 
structures can be localized and avoided during any injec-
tion. Doppler imaging not only helps identify normal vas-
culature, but also aids in identifying the neovascularization 
that has been associated with pathologic conditions such 
as tendinopathy.46 Studies have suggested that US-guided 
destruction of these neovessels results in clinical and mor-
phologic improvements.76,103,212

The biggest disadvantage of using musculoskeletal US 
is that it is largely operator dependent, requiring proper 
technique to adequately visualize and inject underlying 
 structures.84,118,195 Most injections using US are performed 
with the “free hand technique,” where one hand holds the 
probe while the other hand positions the needle.7,87,180 
Because of this, performing US-guided injections requires 
manual dexterity and has a documented learning curve.141 
It is highly recommended that before attempting US-guided 
injections, individuals gain experience with diagnostic US 
imaging and have an understanding of its capabilities and 
limitations. Injection experience can be obtained by prac-
ticing on phantom models or participating in instructional 
courses; however, these are not equivalent to hands-on 
supervised training.

A strong knowledge of musculoskeletal anatomy and 
the ability to discern pertinent structures with diagnostic 
US are essential. An important step that helps in identify-
ing these structures is selecting the most appropriate trans-
ducer or probe.84,177 For example, high-frequency (5 to 
12 MHz) linear array transducers are helpful for imaging 
more superficial structures, whereas low-frequency (3 to 
5 MHz) curvilinear transducers might be needed for injec-
tions of deeper structures such as the hip joint.102,175 The 
“hockey” stick probe with its smaller footprint, however, 
might better enable visualization of superficial structures 
near the wrist and ankle (Figure 24-1).177

It is recommended that a preliminary scan be carried 
out before performing any US-guided injection. This pre-
liminary scan serves several purposes. The first purpose is 
to identify any neurovascular structures that need to be 
avoided during the procedure. The preliminary scan also 
allows adjustment of the depth, focus, gain, and time-
gain compensation so that optimal visualization of the 
intended target can be obtained.84,177,196,197 The decision 
can then be made regarding the best approach, with mark-
ing of the planned entry site.84

For each US-guided injection, various approaches can be 
used, each having advantages and disadvantages.7,118,180  The 
chosen approach is often dependent on the practitioner’s 
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comfort level, training, and experience. Because there are 
numerous approaches to injecting musculoskeletal struc-
tures, the techniques described below are merely sugges-
tions, and crucial concepts will be highlighted.

US can image an injection needle in longitudinal 
or transverse planes.7,177 When the longitudinal view 
is used, the transducer lies parallel to the needle. This is 
often referred to as the needle being “in plane” with the 
transducer.177 With the short axis or transverse view of 
the needle, the transducer is oriented perpendicular to the 
needle, and the needle is considered to be “out of plane” 
(Figure 24-2).177 Because a longitudinal view of the needle 
should yield consistent visualization of the needle shaft 
and tip, this is the preferred approach and is especially 
useful when first learning US-guided procedures.177 The 
out-of-plane technique makes identifying the needle tip 
difficult because the shaft will appear the same anywhere 
it is viewed along its length. To identify the needle tip, the 
acoustic outline of the bevel must be visualized, which can 
be challenging.4,87,177,181 It cannot be stressed enough that 
when performing an US-guided injection, it is crucial that 
the needle tip be constantly visualized.87 Without constant 

FIGURE 24-1 Transducers, from left to right—hockey stick, linear array, cur-
vilinear array.

FIGURE 24-2 Needle short axis to transducer.
visualization of the needle tip, injury to nearby structures 
and inaccurate placement of medication can occur.

Proper visualization of the needle tip can sometimes 
be improved by slightly spinning or by jiggling the needle 
gently to see perturbations of the nearby tissue, with or 
without the use of Doppler imaging. Hydrodissection can 
also lead to better identification of the needle tip. With this 
technique a small amount of sterile saline or local anes-
thetic can be injected during the US-guided procedure.7,177 
The relatively hypoechoic fluid provides a darker back-
ground compared with the relatively hyperechoic needle, 
making the needle more conspicuous.

Certain factors affect the brightness or echogenicity of 
the needle, including needle depth and obliquity, with 
needle gauge being less important. When the US beam 
does not strike the needle at a 90-degree angle, some of the 
beam will be reflected away from the transducer, and the 
needle will appear less bright or hypoechoic.7,84,118,177,196 
Consequently, it is ideal to keep the transducer and US 
beam perpendicular to the needle to make it as bright or 
hyperechoic as possible.7,84,177 Deeper tissues often require 
the needle to be directed at an oblique angle, resulting in 
the US beam striking the needle at an angle other than 90 
degrees. Regardless of its gauge, the needle will appear less 
echogenic with a more oblique approach, and visualizing 
the needle while injecting deeper tissues can be more dif-
ficult (Figure 24-3). These injections might be better suited 
for the more experienced ultrasonographer.7

Injecting very superficial targets such as tendon sheaths, 
cystic structures, and some joints can also be technically 
demanding. When an intended target lies close to the skin 
surface, there is often not enough subcutaneous tissue to 
place an injection needle under the transducer. This can 
be circumvented by using a standoff approach. With this 
technique, sterile US gel is heaped up on the skin under the 
probe overlying the superficial target. Then the injection 
needle is placed directly into the gel, providing initial visu-
alization under the probe and eventually guided down into 
the intended target (Figure 24-4).4 Essentially the standoff 
gel serves as a vehicle that helps to place the needle under 

A. Superficial B. Deep

FIGURE 24-3 Ultrasound demonstration of oblique needle position in 
deeper tissue. Note the conspicuous needle superficially. (Courtesy BK Medical, 
Herlev, Denmark.)
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the probe near the superficial structure without having to 
traverse the needle through tissue. Angling the transducer 
as needed serves to improve the echogenicity of the needle 
even before its entering into the skin.

Because needle echogenicity is highly dependent on 
technique, commercially prepared echogenic needles might 
not be worth the added expense. It is much more impor-
tant that the needle be visualized perpendicular to the US 
beam. With this in mind, a 27-gauge needle can be as eas-
ily recognized on US as some larger gauge needles.87,177

Although there are no absolute recommendations as to 
whether to perform these injections with sterile technique, 
every attempt at minimizing the risk of infection should 
be undertaken.4 Commercially prepared packets that con-
tain both sterile US gel and sterile transducer covers are 
available. Although this might limit the risk of infection, 
patients can perceive such an elaborate setup as somewhat 
overwhelming. Other patients will be reassured knowing 
that this injection will be placed accurately, because the 
needle and pertinent tissue will be visualized during the 
entire procedure. Although some US-guided injections can 
be performed with the patient in a seated position, having 
the patient lie down can help ease any anxiety and also 
mitigate a potential vasovagal reaction. Proper technique 
includes gripping the transducer while maintaining good 
contact with the patient’s skin. This reduces hand fatigue 
and, more importantly, provides tactile feedback to the cli-
nician.177 Although no absolute standard exists, there are 
guidelines that recommend appropriate documentation of 
the study.131 This can include archiving preinjection and 
postinjection images, as well as images that verify needle 
position at the time of the actual injection.

Having an assistant present during the procedure 
can be vital. This individual can assist with drawing up 

FIGURE 24-4 Standoff demonstration: acromioclavicular joint injection with 
ultrasound guidance using hockey stick probe.
medications, preparing the sterile transducer cover, adjust-
ing the US parameters during the injection, and archiving 
images. Because most US-guided injections are performed 
with the “free hand technique,” the assistant can also help 
with removing any stylets, as well as switching syringes that 
might be used for aspiration, local anesthetic infiltration, 
or corticosteroid injection.

Fluoroscopic-Guided Injections

A discussion regarding the technical aspects and general 
considerations of fluoroscopy is beyond the scope of this 
chapter. The reader should refer to Chapters 7 and 25 for 
additional information.

Technical Guide

Upper Limb Techniques
Glenohumeral Joint

There are multiple ways to perform blind glenohumeral 
joint injections.51,69,148,168,169 Among these techniques, 
the accuracy of an anterior approach ranges from 27% to 
99%, and a posterior approach ranges from 50% to 91%. 
When a blind posterior approach is used, the patient is 
seated with the ipsilateral hand and forearm resting on 
the lap. A 1½- or 2-inch needle then is placed into the 
skin 1 to 1½ inches below the posterolateral aspect of 
the acromion (Figure 24-5). The needle is then advanced 
anteriorly and slightly medially toward the coracoid pro-
cess until it is felt to rest within the joint. For the ante-
rior approach, the needle is inserted just lateral to the 
coracoid process and advanced posteriorly and slightly 
medially (see Figure 24-5). The typical volumes used for 
glenohumeral joint injections are found in Table 24-4. 
In cases of adhesive capsulitis, the overall volume of the 
glenohumeral joint is reduced, but injecting as much vol-
ume as tolerated will help in breaking up the adhesions 
limiting the range of motion and contributing to this 
condition.193

Fluoroscopic guidance can help with placing injections 
accurately within the glenohumeral joint. One way of per-
forming this injection is to first have the patient lie prone 
with the arm hanging off the table. The C-arm is next ori-
ented so that a true anteroposterior view of the glenohu-
meral joint is obtained. After sterilizing and draping the 
skin, a mark is made over the most posteromedial por-
tion of the humeral head near the glenoid. With the use 
of adequate local anesthetic, a 1½-inch needle or longer is 
guided down the beam of the fluoroscope until periosteum 
is contacted. A longer needle might be needed in patients 
with a larger body habitus. After the injected contrast yields 
an arthrogram, medication is injected.

With the use of US guidance, the glenohumeral joint 
can be injected with the patient prone and the affected 
arm hanging off the table, or alternatively with the patient 
side-lying with the affected side up. A posterior short-axis 
approach provides the best access into the joint.4,102 The 
needle enters the skin in plane with the transducer from 
a lateral approach and enters the joint posterior to the 
humeral head (Figure 24-6). Because of the relative depth 
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FIGURE 24-5  Glenohumeral joint injection. A, Anterior approach identifying the coracoid (arrow), acromion (a), and clavicle (c). B, Posterior approach directed 
medially toward coracoid.
of this joint, a spinal needle often is needed to perform this 
injection.4,55

Subacromial Bursa

Several studies have evaluated the accuracy of blind sub-
acromial injections using various techniques, including 
posterior, lateral, and anterior approaches.* Accuracy rates 
for these blind approaches are 70% to 91%, 29% to 90%, 
and 69% to 83%, respectively.51 Although any of these 
approaches can place the medication into the subacro-
mial bursa, some studies demonstrated that frequently the 
medication is actually injected into the rotator cuff.139 The 
ramifications of placing corticosteroid into the rotator cuff 
are unclear at this time.

To perform the lateral subacromial injection, the needle 
is inserted at the midpoint and just inferior to the lateral 

*References 51, 69, 74, 89, 115, 139, 161, 209.

HUM

GLN

FIGURE 24-6 Ultrasound-guided glenohumeral joint injection. Arrows depict 
needle. Note tip between humerus (HUM) and glenoid (GLN). (Courtesy 
Dr. Jay Smith.)
aspect of the acromion (Figure 24-7). Once through the 
skin, the needle is advanced medially under the acromion. 
If significant resistance is felt while injecting the medica-
tion, then the needle might be near bone or in tendon and 
should be repositioned. For the posterior approach, a 1½- 
to 2-inch needle is inserted approximately 2 cm inferior 
to the posterolateral aspect of the acromion and advanced 
anteriorly and slightly medially under the acromion where 
the medication is then injected (see Figure 24-7).

The US-guided subacromial bursa injection can be 
performed with the patient upright or side-lying with the 
affected side up. If tolerated, the arm should be placed into 
extension and internal rotation to optimize visualization 
of the supraspinatus and overlying subacromial bursa. The 
transducer is placed on the shoulder so that a longitudinal 
view of the subacromial bursa and supraspinatus tendon is 
obtained. The bursa is identified as a hypoechoic structure 
deep to the more hyperechoic bony acromion and peri-
bursal fat but superficial to the supraspinatus tendon.7,118 
A 22- to 25-gauge needle is then placed under the skin par-
allel to the transducer via the anterolateral approach and 
directed into the subacromial bursa. A helpful tip while 
performing this injection is to infiltrate anesthetic locally 
while visualizing needle entry into the bursa. While fluid 
is injected, the bursa will fill, causing delamination of the 
bursa away from the overlying hyperechoic peribursal fat, 
making identification of the needle easier and confirming 
proper placement (Figure 24-8).4

Acromioclavicular Joint

The accuracy of blind injections into the AC joint is 60%.to 
67%.17,139 Being a superficial structure, the AC joint space is 
accessible from the superior aspect of the joint. To determine 
the point of entry, the distal aspect of the clavicle is palpated. 
Here there is usually a slight depression between the distal 
clavicle and the adjacent acromion, defining the borders of 
the AC joint. The needle is advanced into this depression 
inferiorly until the needle is in the joint (Figure 24-9). Fluo-
roscopic guidance is not routinely used for this joint, but use 
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FIGURE 24-7  Subacromial bursa injection. A, Lateral approach—coracoid (arrow), acromion (a), and clavicle (c). B, Posterior approach.
of image guidance should be considered if the injection is 
being done for diagnostic purposes.

The AC joint can be injected with US guidance, with the 
patient again in the seated or side-lying position. The joint 
is most easily imaged with the transducer lying across the 
joint where the hyperechoic bony acoustic landmarks of 
the acromion and clavicle meet with the interposition of 
the hypoechoic joint and overlying hyperechoic capsule. 
The joint is injected using a standoff approach as described 
above. A 22- to 25-gauge needle enters into the gel in par-
allel with the transducer, then punctures the skin and AC 
joint capsule. Once into the joint, usually only a small 
amount of fluid is injected (see Table 24-4; Figure 24-10). 
This technique can also be used for any small articulation.

An alternative US approach to the AC joint can be per-
formed by first obtaining a long axis view of the joint.4 The 
skin over the bony articulation on either side of the joint 
is labeled with a marking pen. The transducer is rotated 
90 degrees, and a needle is then placed between the marks 
into the joint in plane with the probe. The US is then 
rotated back 90 degrees to the long-axis view of the joint, 
confirming placement of the needle within the joint.4

FIGURE 24-8 Ultrasound-guided subacromial subdeltoid bursa injection. GT, 
Great tuberosity; Med, medial. (Courtesy Dr. Jay Smith.)
Sternoclavicular Joint

The sternoclavicular joint can be approached anteriorly 
with the patient supine or sitting. To avoid injuring the 
lung, a ½- to ⅝-inch needle is advanced posteriorly into the 
joint (see Figure 24-9). Fluoroscopic guidance is not used 
routinely for the injection. A similar approach described 
above for the AC joint can be used for US-guided sternocla-
vicular joint injection.

Biceps Tendon

With the patient seated or supine, the superior aspect of 
the intertubercular groove is palpated between the greater 
and lesser tuberosities of the humerus. A 25-gauge needle 
is then inserted and advanced posteriorly until contact is 
made with the periosteum. The needle is then withdrawn 
slightly and the medication injected (see Table 24-4; 
Figure 24-11). Fluoroscopic guidance is not used routinely 
for this injection.

The biceps tendon sheath can be injected with US guid-
ance using a transverse view, with the patient supine and 
the forearm supinated.4 A 22- to 25-gauge needle is then 
placed in plane with the transducer from a lateral approach 
into the subcutaneous tissues and guided down into the 
tendon sheath where the medication is injected. After 
medication has been injected, a halo of hypoechoic fluid 
may be noticeable around the tendon, thereby confirming 
placement of the medication in the tendon sheath.4

Calcific Tendonitis

Calcific tendonitis of the shoulder is caused by hydroxyap-
atite crystal deposition within the rotator cuff tendon and 
is quite readily identified with US imaging.4,9,87,118 This 
deposition is identified as a hyperechoic mass within the 
tendon accompanied by acoustic shadowing. Occasionally 
these deposits can result in a significant mass effect, result-
ing in painful subacromial impingement. Multiple studies 
have demonstrated excellent short and long-term out-
comes when treating this painful disabling condition with 
aspiration or fragmentation.9,38,54,101 This procedure can be 
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FIGURE 24-9  Sternoclavicular and acromioclavicular joint injections. A, Sternoclavicular joint injection between manubrium (white arrow) and clavicle (c). 
B, Acromioclavicular joint injection between acromion (a) and clavicle (c). Note coracoid (arrow).
performed with the patient in a position similar to that 
used for the subacromial injection. Adequate local anes-
thesia should be achieved before and while performing the 
treatment. Although smaller gauge needles have been used9 
and might be better tolerated, typically an 18- to 20-gauge 
needle is placed into the center of the calcification.53,54,87 
A 5- to 10-mL syringe filled with 1% lidocaine is then used 
to repeatedly lavage the area under direct visualization  
(Figure 24-12).53 The aspirated crystals appear as white and 
chalky when they return back into the syringe, and have a 
tendency to deposit into the bottom of the syringe. It is 
therefore advisable to keep the syringe parallel to the floor 
so that the crystals are not reinjected into the tendon.9 An 
alternate technique that avoids the accumulation of the 
crystals in the syringe is to use a two-needle technique as 
described by Joines et al.87 Lavage continues until no more 
chalky material is obtained. If the calcifications are well 

CLV

ACR

FIGURE 24-10 Ultrasound-guided acromioclavicular joint injection, long-axis 
approach. Needle passes lateral to medial, penetrating hypertrophic capsule. 
Arrows delineate needle.  ACR, Acromion; CLV, clavicle. (Courtesy Dr.  Jay Smith.)
formed and hard, they can be repeatedly probed with the 
needle tip to fragment them.87 After either the lavage or 
fragmentation, it is highly recommended that a subacro-
mial corticosteroid be placed to help reduce a postproce-
dure pain flare.87

Ulnohumeral Joint

Multiple approaches have been used to inject this joint 
blindly.52 The posterolateral approach is relatively simple 
to perform and because of the absence of pertinent neuro-
vascular structures, it is also the safest.55 The elbow is flexed 
into a comfortable position. Next the bony landmarks of 
the olecranon, radial head, and lateral epicondyle are pal-
pated, marked, and connected. The soft spot in the center 

FIGURE 24-11 Biceps tendon sheath injection; intertubercular groove indi-
cated (arrowheads).
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of this triangle demarcates the entry point for a relatively 
small gauge needle. The needle is advanced until it enters 
the joint space (Figure 24-13). Fluoroscopic guidance is 
not used routinely for this injection, but could be used to 
confirm intraarticular placement.

*

FIGURE 24-13 Ulnohumeral joint injection. Needle inserted between olec-
ranon (arrow) and lateral epicondyle (arrowhead). Note position of the radial 
head (asterisk).

HUM

FIGURE 24-12 Ultrasound-guided needle within supraspinatus calcific 
deposit. Needle depicted by arrows. Note central cavitation of previously solid 
calcific and aspiration, HUM, Humerus. (Courtesy Dr.  Jay Smith.)
With US guidance, the posterior elbow joint can be 
injected easily with the arm supported and the elbow 
placed into 90 degrees of flexion.118 A longitudinal view of 
the humerus and posterior elbow joint is then obtained. A 
needle is then placed in plane with the transducer, enter-
ing proximally and proceeding distally into the posterior 
ulnohumeral articulation.118 Effusions, if present, can be 
aspirated from this location.

Wrist Extensor or Flexor Origin Pain

Although long-term relief has been inconsistent, injec-
tions of corticosteroid for medial or lateral epicondylar 
pain can help with short-term pain relief, especially when 
symptoms are refractory to other conservative measures.172 
The lateral epicondyle is injected at the area of maximal 
tenderness near the origin of the common wrist extensors. 
Typically the needle contacts the periosteum of the lateral 
epicondyle, then is withdrawn slightly before injecting 
medication (Figure 24-14). A similar technique is used for 
medial epicondylar pain.52 Direct injection of the tendon 
is generally not recommended.

If US guidance is deemed necessary, the common wrist 
extensor mass can be approached with an in-plane tech-
nique. The first step is to obtain a longitudinal view of the 
radiocapitellar joint.118 Just proximal to this is the bony 
acoustic landmark of the lateral epicondyle. The com-
mon extensor tendon origin lies just superficial to this and 
can be injected from either a proximal or distal approach  
(Figure 24-15). The origin of the common flexor mass can 
be injected in a similar manner, except that the medial epi-
condyle is used as the bony landmark.

Olecranon Bursa

The normal olecranon bursa is usually not palpable or 
visible with US. Pathologic conditions caused by trauma, 
rheumatologic conditions, and infection, however, can 
result in distension of this bursa. Because patients who 
receive this injection will likely have swelling of the bursa, 
the swelling over the olecranon dictates placement of the 
needle. After sterilizing the skin, a 22- to 25-gauge needle is 
typically sufficient for an injection. In cases in which com-
plex fluid is to be aspirated, however, a larger gauge needle 
A B

FIGURE 24-14  Lateral and medial epicondyle injections. A, Injection to the lateral epicondyle (arrowhead). B, Medial epicondyle (arrow).
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might be needed (Figure 24-16).52 Depending on the con-
dition, corticosteroid with or without local anesthetic can 
then be injected.

Carpal Tunnel Injections

The most significant complication of a carpal tunnel injec-
tion is needle injury to the median nerve. Using a blind 
approach, Dubert and Racasan47 attempted to determine 
the best way to enter the carpal tunnel without contacting 
the median nerve. This was done by evaluating the anat-
omy of 124 consecutive patients undergoing carpal tunnel 
release surgery. Given the proximity of the median nerve to 
the palmaris longus, a 25-gauge needle placed through the 
flexor carpi radialis (FCR) via a lateral or medial approach 
was determined to be the best approach to the carpal 

Rad head

Lat epi

FIGURE 24-15 Ultrasound-guided lateral epicondyle injection, longitudinal 
view in plane with transducer. Lat epi, Lateral epicondyle; Rad head, radial head. 
(Courtesy BK Medical, Herlev, Denmark.)

FIGURE 24-16 Olecranon bursa injection.
tunnel. In a cadaveric study, Ozturk et al.136 examined 
three blind approaches to determine the safest and most 
accurate approach into the carpal tunnel. They found that 
injecting through the FCR tendon resulted in no needle 
injuries to the median nerve and produced a 96% accu-
racy rate. With this approach, the needle is inserted 1 cm 
proximal to the wrist crease at a 45-degree angle from the 
skin and directed distally in an ulnar direction through 
the FCR tendon (Figure 24-17). When there is no more 
resistance, the needle is thought to be in the carpal tunnel. 
Alternatively, the needle can be inserted 1 cm proximal to 
the wrist crease medial to the palmaris longus and angled 
30 degrees from the skin toward the carpal tunnel52 (see 
Figure 24-17). Unfortunately, any of these techniques can 
potentially injure the median nerve. Therefore if paresthe-
sias are experienced by the patient, the needle should be 
withdrawn slightly.

Smith et al.176 have described an US-guided technique 
whereby the carpal tunnel is injected with an ulnar-sided 
approach while using a short-axis view of the distal wrist 
crease. With this approach, a 27-gauge needle passes 
superficial to the ulnar nerve and artery in plane with the 
transducer and places the medication both superficially 
and deep to the median nerve (Figure 24-18). In addition 
to the therapeutic effects of the corticosteroid, using this 
approach can mechanically separate the nerve from the 
restrictive connective tissue.176 Grassi et al.64 have shown 
improvement with US-guided corticosteroid injections for 
carpal tunnel syndrome in a subset of rheumatoid patients 
with flexor tenosynovitis.

Abductor Pollicis Longus and Extensor Pollicis Brevis 
Tenosynovitis (de Quervain’s Tenosynovitis)

To inject the sheath around the abductor pollicis longus 
and extensor pollicis brevis tendons, the needle is inserted 
1 cm proximal to the radial styloid process at a 30- to 
45-degree angle from the skin and parallel to the direction 

A

B

FIGURE 24-17  Carpal tunnel injection. A, Through the flexor carpi radialis 
tendon. B, Medial to the palmaris longus tendon.
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of the tendons (Figure 24-19). In order not to penetrate 
the tendon, the needle is advanced only slightly in either 
a proximal or distal direction. If paresthesias are experi-
enced, the needle should be repositioned to avoid injuring 
the superficial radial nerve.52

Because there is a known miss rate with blind injec-
tions,214 the first dorsal wrist compartment can be injected 
with US guidance. Although the thumb extensor sheath 
can be injected with either a longitudinal or short-axis 
view of the tendon, the transverse view is preferred (hav-
ing the needle entering the sheath while in plane with the 
transducer).Using a standoff approach enables the needle 
to enter directly into the sheath without having to traverse 
a large amount of subcutaneous tissue. Ideally when fluid 
is injected, it will be seen distending the sheath, confirm-
ing proper placement of the medication.118 US has been 
shown to be helpful in identifying intertendinous septa, 
which if present, can theoretically limit the spread of med-
ication.40 Although no studies exist examining the efficacy 
of US-guided injections for de Quervain’s syndrome, Zin-
gas et al.214 have shown that accurate US-guided place-
ment of medication in this condition results in greater 
clinical improvement than does blind injection.

RAD

*

FIGURE 24-18 Ultrasound-guided carpal tunnel injection, ulnar approach. 
Arrows depict needle. Note displacement of median nerve (asterisk) from 
underlying flexor tendons as a result of hydrodissection as injectate is deliv-
ered to the underside of the median nerve. (Courtesy Dr.  Jay Smith.)

FIGURE 24-19 First dorsal compartment injection (de Quervain’s). Abduc-
tor pollicis longus and extensor pollicis brevis (black arrow); extensor pollicis 
longus (white arrow); distal radius (arrowhead).
Carpometacarpal Joint

Osteoarthritis of the first carpometacarpal joint is a com-
mon source of wrist pain. If symptoms are refractory to 
usual treatments, a corticosteroid injection might help 
with pain relief. The needle enters the skin just proximal 
to the first metacarpal on the extensor surface, between the 
first metacarpal and trapezium bones. Care must be taken 
to avoid the radial artery and the extensor pollicis tendons. 
To avoid the radial artery, the needle should enter toward 
the ulnar side of the extensor pollicis brevis tendon. If the 
needle doesn’t fall into the joint, traction can be applied, 
which can further open the joint space (Figure 24-20) This 
approach was described by Mandl et al.110 and Tallia and 
Cardone.186

Because approximately 10% to 40% of blind carpometa-
carpal joint injections are misplaced,73,110,144,147 US guid-
ance can ensure more accurate placement of medication. 
Injecting small joints about the wrist and hand with US 
can be performed using a similar approach as described 
above for the AC joint.7 The only difference is that the bony 
landmarks of the targeted joint as well as any important 
neurovascular structures must be properly identified before 
the actual injection.

Stenosing Flexor Tenosynovitis (Trigger Finger)

Symptomatic trigger fingers are typically caused by abnor-
mal thickening of the A1 pulley near the metacarpophalan-
geal joint and are associated with stenosing tenosynovitis 
of the finger flexors.61,66,166 Although some patients might 
benefit from just a subcutaneous placement of corticoste-
roid for this condition, some authors have suggested that 
accurate placement of the corticosteroid could improve 
outcomes.61,187 The A1 pulley on US appears thickened 
with decreased echogenicity and hypervascularity.66 One 
US-guided technique begins with having the patient lie 
supine with the palm up. A longitudinal view of the fin-
ger flexor tendon and a subsequent transverse view of the 
A1 pulley are then obtained.61 With the use of an in-plane 
technique with sterile standoff gel, the A1 pulley is injected 
under direct visualization. Although surgical release of the 
pulley88 has been described using a similar approach, no 
controlled studies exist examining the efficacy of US-guided 

FIGURE 24-20 Carpometacarpal joint injection. Abductor pollicis longus and 
extensor pollicis brevis (black arrow); extensor pollicis longus (white arrow); dis-
tal radius (arrowhead).
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corticosteroid injections of the trigger finger compared 
with the efficacy of blind injections.

Lower Limb Techniques

Femoroacetabular Joint

When the femoroacetabular joint is injected without image 
guidance, the miss rate is relatively high,41,42 and the femo-
ral nerve can be injured about 30% of the time.100 Con-
sequently it is highly suggested that image guidance be 
used. With a fluoroscopic approach, the patient first lies 
in a supine position with the hip in a neutral position. 
An anteroposterior view of the hip is used to visualize the 
head of the femur and adjacent acetabulum. Before placing 
a marker over the skin to determine the entrance point for 
the needle, it is prudent to verify the location of the femo-
ral pulse so that it is avoided. Once the skin is prepared and 
draped sterilely, a marker is placed over the superior and 
lateral aspect of the femoral head, away from the femoro-
acetabular articulation. A 22-gauge, 3½-inch needle can be 
advanced posteriorly until it is felt that the needle has hit 
bone. Another approach is to advance the needle toward 
the head-neck junction of the femur, which minimizes the 
chance of injuring the articular cartilage. A common pat-
tern of contrast flow is seen in (Figure 24-21). Typical vol-
umes of injectate are similar to that used for the knee joint 
(see Table 24-4).

Aspiration and injection of the hip joint can also be 
performed with US guidance.149,177 Sonography of the 
hip joint can help identify joint effusions, bursitis, and 
tendinopathy, as well as the nearby femoral vessels and 
nerve.111,199 To perform a sonographically guided hip 
injection, the patient is placed supine with the hip in neu-
tral alignment. Because the joint is deep, a low-frequency 
curvilinear transducer might be needed. It is placed in 
parallel with the femoral neck, yielding a longitudinal 
view of the femoral head–neck junction.174 After local 
anesthesia is placed, a 22-gauge spinal needle is then 
directed under sonographic guidance in parallel with the 
transducer into the anterior synovial recess of the hip joint 

FIGURE 24-21 Femoroacetabular joint fluoroscopic contrast flow pattern.
(Figure 24-22). Because of the oblique direction of this 
injection, the needle is not as echogenic as with a more 
superficial injection. Injection of a small amount of anes-
thetic into the joint confirms placement when free intraar-
ticular flow is identified.174 It takes about 10 injections to 
typically become proficient at performing US-guided hip 
injections.13

Greater Trochanteric Bursa

There are more than 20 different bursae about the hip, 
many of which can cause clinical symptoms.119 The greater 
trochanteric bursa is composed of three separate bursae, 
with the subgluteus maximus being the largest and located 
posterior to the greater trochanter.199 Although no random-
ized trial exists examining efficacy, some studies suggest 
some short-term improvement of symptoms in patients 
who receive a local corticosteroid injection.21 Cohen et al.33 
studied the accuracy of blind trochanteric bursa injections. 
A bursagram seen by fluoroscopy confirmed accurate place-
ment 53% of the time when the injection was performed 
by experienced physicians. The greater trochanteric bursa 
can be injected blindly with the patient side-lying with the 
affected side up. Next the area of maximal tenderness over 
the greater trochanter is palpated and the needle directed 
toward this area until periosteum is contacted. The needle 
is then pulled back slightly and the medication injected 
(Figure 24-23). Depending on the body habitus, a 3½-inch 
needle might be needed. Fluoroscopic guidance is not rou-
tinely used for this type of injection.

Because these are potential spaces, they are only clearly 
identified on US when abnormal.198 To inject the subglu-
teus maximus bursa, the patient lies in a lateral decubi-
tus position with the affected hip up. Depending on the 
patient’s size, either a linear or curvilinear transducer is 
placed longitudinally over the greater trochanter. The 
transducer is then moved posterior to the greater trochan-
ter and rotated 90 degrees, localizing the subgluteus maxi-
mus bursa. Then a 22-gauge spinal needle is directed in 
plane from a posterior to anterior approach until the bursa 
is entered. If the gluteus medius or minimus bursa is to be 
injected, a similar approach is performed except that these 

FEM

A

FIGURE 24-22 Ultrasound-guided femoroacetabular joint injection. Needle 
depicted by arrows, passing through anterior hip capsule into the anterior 
synovial recess, at the femoral head–neck junction. A, Acetabulum; FEM, femur. 
(Courtesy Dr.  Jay Smith.)
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bursae are located more anteriorly.118 The needle enters 
from an anterior approach and is directed posteriorly 
towards the greater trochanter. No studies examining the 
effectiveness of US-guided bursa injections are available.

Iliopsoas Bursa

The iliopsoas bursa is the largest bursa in the body, located 
between the hip capsule and the iliacus and psoas mus-
cles.57,199 This bursa is not normally visualized unless it 
is pathologically enlarged. Iliopsoas bursitis can produce 
pain, neuropathy, and a palpable mass, and has been 
implicated in snapping hip syndrome.19,198 Adler and 
Finzel6 have described an US-guided bursa technique that 
can provide relief for patients with or without previous hip 
replacement who have anterior hip and groin pain caused 
by iliopsoas bursitis. The patient is placed supine, and a 
linear or curvilinear transducer is used, depending on the 
patient’s size. The tendon is visualized in short axis at the 
iliopectineal eminence of the acetabulum. If fluid is pres-
ent, a 20- or 22-gauge needle is then positioned in plane 
with the transducer by using a lateral approach into the 
bursa. If the bursa is not visible, then the needle is posi-
tioned between the tendon and hip capsule. If the needle 
is placed accurately and fluid is injected, bursal distension 
should occur.6 Patients who get relief after iliopsoas bursa 
injection can benefit from surgical release of the tendon, 
especially if they have had previous hip arthroplasty.6,19,203

Knee Joint

At least seven different blind injection approaches into the 
tibiofemoral joint have been described in the literature. These 
include the modified Waddell, lateral midpatellar, antero-
lateral, anteromedial, medial midpatellar, superolateral, and 

FIGURE 24-23 Greater trochanter injection; iliac crest (arrow).
superomedial approaches.* In these studies the success rates 
varied from 43% to 100%, depending on the approach and 
means of confirming accurate placement within the joint. 
Although no study compared different needle lengths, it 
appears that using a 2-inch needle provides more accurate 
placement than when using a 1½-inch needle. Because they 
are more accurate than the other approaches mentioned 
above, only the superolateral, lateral midpatellar, and 
anteromedial approaches will be described. The anterome-
dial approach is the least accurate of these three, with stud-
ies showing accuracy rates from 55% to 75%.50,83,191

For the lateral midpatellar approach, the patient lies 
supine with the knee extended (Figure 24-24). Before steril-
izing the skin, a mark is made over the lateral midportion 
of the patella. A needle is then placed just posterior to the 
patella, entering into the joint just anterior to the lateral 
femoral condyle. For the superolateral approach, the knee 
remains in the extended position; however, the needle enters 
the skin 1 cm lateral to the patella at the junction of the 
superior one third and inferior two thirds of the patella and 
posterolateral to the attachment of the quadriceps tendon 
(see Figure 24-24). The needle is then advanced at an angle 
of 45 degrees and directed toward the center of the joint. 
For the anteromedial approach, the patient is lying supine 
with the knee bent anywhere from 60 to 90 degrees (see 
Figure 24-24). Although the entrance point of the needle is 
inferior and medial to the patella, it is directed posteriorly 
or posterolaterally toward the intercondylar notch. Once 
the needle is deep enough or hits periosteum, the medi-
cation is injected. Because the injectate should flow eas-
ily, if any resistance is encountered during injection of the 
medication, the needle should be withdrawn slightly and 
then redirected. Care should be taken with this approach 
because superficial injections can place the medication into 
Hoffa’s fat pad, potentially resulting in atrophy if cortico-
steroid is used. Fluoroscopy, if needed, helps guide needle 
placement and confirms proper intraarticular needle place-
ment, and can be used with any of these three approaches 
(Figure 24-25). Typical medications and volumes used for 
intraarticular knee injections are shown in Table 24-4.

Because the suprapatellar recess communicates with the 
knee joint proper in 85% of adult knees, it is an ideal loca-
tion to detect joint effusions with US.85,118 Cadaveric studies 
have demonstrated that effusions of 7 mL or more can be 
detected on US.39 Although this recess can be accessed with 
either a longitudinal or short-axis view, the needle can be 
obscured by the overlying patella when a longitudinal view 
is used.55,118 Therefore a short-axis view of the suprapatel-
lar bursa with an in-plane view of the needle is preferred 
when injecting or aspirating fluid from this space. With this 
approach, the knee is supported in slight flexion, and the 
needle enters the suprapatellar recess laterally in plane with 
the transducer (Figure 24-26).55 The length and gauge of 
the needle used will depend on the body habitus of the 
patient and the nature of fluid being aspirated or injected.

Baker’s Cyst

When distended, the semimembranosus–medial gastroc-
nemius bursa is referred to as a Baker’s cyst. It commu-
nicates with the knee joint in 50% of adults older than 

*References 20, 50, 83, 106, 107, 191, 208.
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FIGURE 24-24  Knee and iliotibial band injections; joint line (arrowheads), patellar tendon (asterisk). A, Lateral approach. B, Superolateral approach. 
C, Anteromedial approach. D, Iliotibial band (arrow) injection.
50 years.85 Symptoms related to this cyst include posterior 
knee pain, swelling, and stiffness or tightness often aggra-
vated by activity.70 Because of a valve-like mechanism, 
fluid can become trapped in the bursa with repetitive 
knee flexion and extension.70 Potential injury to nearby 
popliteal neurovascular structures makes a blind injection 
into this area risky. The use of US allows confirmation of 
a Baker’s cyst, which appears as a well-defined hypoechoic 

FIGURE 24-25 Knee fluoroscopic contrast flow pattern.
structure located between the medial head of the gas-
trocnemius and semimembranosus tendon, and which 
communicates with the posterior knee joint adjacent to 
the medial femoral condyle.7,177,198,204 The use of sono-
graphic guidance to aspirate or inject these cysts helps not 
only to locate the nearby popliteal neurovascular struc-
tures, but also to identify septae within the cyst that can 
limit the effectiveness of the injection.36 The procedure 
is performed with the patient lying prone with the knee 
in slight flexion. Then using a longitudinal view of the 
cyst, an 18-gauge needle is placed into the cyst proximally, 
entering in plane with the transducer (Figure 24-27). 
Local anesthetic infiltration during the injection can help 

PFF

FEM
LAT

*

FIGURE 24-26 Ultrasound-guided aspiration using transverse view of supra-
patellar recess with in-plane lateral needle approach (arrows). Asterisks indi-
cates effusion. FEM, Femur; AT, lateral; PFF, prefemoral fat. (Courtesy  Dr.  Jay 
Smith.)
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not only with local pain control, but also with identifica-
tion of septae or borders of the cyst. The length of the nee-
dle required depends on the size of the patient. Although 
intraarticular corticosteroid injections are known to effec-
tively reduce the size of Baker’s cysts,1 no study has been 
done showing the effectiveness of direct US-guided injec-
tions for this disorder.

Distal Iliotibial Band or Lateral Femoral Epicondyle

For distal iliotibial band (ITB) syndrome, in which pain 
occurs from friction between the ITB and lateral femoral 
epicondyle, a blind or US-guided injection can be done 
with the patient supine and the knee extended. An alter-
native approach is with the patient side-lying with the 
affected side up. After the lateral femoral epicondyle is 
located superior to the lateral tibiofemoral joint line, the 
needle is directed towards this bony prominence. Once the 
needle contacts the periosteum, the needle is withdrawn 

FIGURE 24-27 Ultrasound-guided aspiration of longitudinal view of Baker’s 
cyst using in-plane approach.
slightly to allow for injection of medication (see Figure 
24-24).

An US-guided injection can also be carried out with the 
patient in the lateral decubitus position with the affected 
side up. After localizing the peroneal nerve, a transverse 
view of the ITB is obtained. Then a 25- to 27-gauge nee-
dle enters posteriorly in plane with the transducer and is 
directed anteriorly under the ITB near the periosteum of 
the lateral femoral condyle. The injectate is then placed 
under direct visualization.

Talocrural Joint

Either an anteromedial or anterolateral approach can be 
used to inject the talocrural joint.52 The patient is typically 
supine with the ankle either in neutral or slight plantar 
flexion. With the anteromedial approach, the needle enters 
the skin just lateral to the medial malleolus, but medial 
to the tendon of the tibialis anterior, along an imaginary 
line connecting the medial and lateral malleoli. The needle 
is advanced laterally, superiorly, and posteriorly (Figure 
24-28). The needle should be advanced until it is felt to 
be in the joint and a decrease in resistance is appreciated. 
With the anterolateral approach, the needle is inserted 
into the skin anterior and medial to the lateral malleo-
lus, but lateral to the extensor digitorum longus (along 
the line between the medial and lateral malleoli) (see 
Figure 24-28). The needle is directed medially, superiorly, 
and posteriorly. Fluoroscopic guidance can be used with 
either of these approaches. Obtaining relief from a fluoro-
scopically placed ankle injection can help determine the 
source of ankle pain, which in turn can help guide surgical 
interventions.93

Sonographic guidance can also assist with the accurate 
placement of injections about the foot and ankle.156,180 
The anterior ankle joint can be injected using US guidance 
with the patient again in the supine position with the foot 
in slight plantar flexion.55,117 A longitudinal view of the 
tibiotalar joint is then obtained. The needle enters distally 
A B

FIGURE 24-28  Ankle injection. A, Anterolateral approach; line connecting medial and lateral malleoli (arrow). B, Anteromedial approach.
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in plane with the transducer into the anterior synovial 
recess while avoiding the overlying ankle dorsiflexors.55,156 
Because some ankle effusions can be complex, the gauge 
of the needle used will depend on what is being injected 
or aspirated.

Tarsal Tunnel

Although using US is recommended, the tarsal tunnel can 
be injected with a blind approach.52 The patient is either 
lying on the side of the limb to be injected or is lying supine 
with the limb externally rotated to expose the medial 
ankle. Because the posterior tibial nerve lies posterior to 
the tendon of the posterior tibialis, the needle should be 
angled 30 degrees from the skin and directed posterior to 
the medial malleolus and the tendon of the posterior tibi-
alis (Figure 24-29). If paresthesias are provoked, the needle 
should be withdrawn and redirected.

The posteromedial malleolar structures can be injected 
with US guidance using a transverse view of the posterior 
medial malleolar structures. The needle is placed posteri-
orly in plane with the transducer and directed toward the 
visualized tibial nerve if tarsal tunnel syndrome is sus-
pected, or into the sheaths of any of the posterior malleolar 
tendons if treating tenosynovitis.178 The use of a standoff 
approach with sterile gel as described above can help with 
needle placement.

Intermetatarsal Head (for Morton’s Neuroma)

Morton’s neuroma is due to fibrosis of the interdigital 
nerve causing symptoms of pain in the forefoot pain 
and paresthesias in the toes. Typically the neuroma is 
located between the third and fourth metatarsals and 
can be treated with various nonsurgical methods, includ-
ing corticosteroid injections.65,71,112,153 A symptomatic 
Morton’s neuroma can be injected with the patient lying 
supine. With a dorsal approach, the needle is placed  
1 cm proximal to the metatarsal web space and advanced 
between the heads of the adjacent metatarsals, where the 
medication is injected around the common digital nerve 

FIGURE 24-29 Tarsal tunnel injection, posterior to the medial malleolus 
(arrow).
(Figure 24-30). Care should be taken not to advance the 
needle too far, because it might then enter the plantar fat 
pad, potentially resulting in fat pad atrophy if corticoste-
roid is injected.52

Some studies have demonstrated that US-guided injec-
tions for Morton’s neuroma can result in better clinical 
outcomes and delay the need for surgery.71,80,112,179 With 
the patient supine, a longitudinal dorsal view is obtained 
of the intermetatarsal space. A 25-gauge needle then is 
directed volarly, entering the neuroma in plane with the 
transducer from either a distal or proximal approach.80

Plantar Fascia

The plantar fascia is a common source of heel pain, which 
typically is worse with the first few steps taken in the morn-
ing. If treatment with conservative measures fails, a cortico-
steroid injection might help provide clinical improvement. 
There is, however, a documented association of increased 
fascia rupture after this procedure.2,165,210 To perform an 
injection for plantar fasciitis, the patient can either be in 
a side-lying position or supine with the limb externally 
rotated to expose the medial heel. After obtaining adequate 
anesthesia either by local infiltration or by performing a 
tibial nerve block, a 25-gauge needle is inserted medially 
and directed laterally on the plantar surface just superior 
and anterior to the calcaneous. The needle is advanced to 
the periosteum of the anterior aspect of the calcaneous and 
withdrawn slightly (Figure 24-31). Care should be taken to 
avoid injecting corticosteroid into the calcaneal or plantar 
fat pad.52

US findings of plantar fasciitis include thickening of 
the plantar fascia with concomitant fat pad edema.59 The 
plantar fascia tissue can be injected with either a transverse 
or longitudinal view.180 Care should be taken not to inject 
directly into the plantar fascia.180 With a transverse view of 
the plantar fascia, the needle enters medially on the plan-
tar surface in plane with the transducer, just distal to the 
calcaneus. There is evidence that US-guided plantar fascia 
injection can help with a reduction in plantar fascia thick-
ness and a reduction in pain.210

FIGURE 24-30 Morton neuroma injection.
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Novel Treatments for Tendinopathy

Chronic tendinopathy on US appears as a thickened struc-
ture with decreased echogenicity often associated with neo-
vascularization.5,46,77,114,192 Patients who are refractory to 
traditional forms of treatment such as medication, physical 
therapy, and corticosteroid injections might benefit from 
nontraditional forms of interventional musculoskeletal US 
procedures.152 McShane et al.121,122 have shown improve-
ment in patients with chronic elbow extensor tendinosis 
with US-guided percutaneous tenotomy. Others have used 
either autologous blood injections or platelet-rich plasma 
injections placed under US guidance for the same diagno-
sis, noting an improvement not only in pain scores but also 
morphology.35,126 Destruction of neovascularization with 
sclerosing medications placed under US guidance resulted 
in a significant improvement in knee function in patients 
with refractory patellar tendinopathy76 and also reduced 
pain in patients with wrist extensor, patellar, and Achilles 
tendinopathy.76,103,211
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CHAPTER 25

SPINAL INJECTION TECHNIQUES
Alison Stout, Nelson Hager, and Marla S. Kaufman
Spine pain is a common reason for physician visits, as 
approximately one fourth of Americans report at least  
1 day of low back pain in the last 3 months, and 14% 
have similar reports of neck pain.59 Low back pain is the 
main reason that patients younger than 45 years limit their 
activities.39,126 Although 90% of episodes of low back pain 
resolve within 6 weeks, there is a 60% to 80% rate of recur-
rence within 2 years.185

Direct costs of low back pain have been estimated to be 
between $20 and $50 billion per year, with indirect costs 
reaching more than $100 billion.58,147,185 In addition, 
there has been a large increase in utilization of invasive 
interventional procedures.77,200 Within the Medicare popu-
lation, lumbar epidural injections increased by 271% and 
lumbar zygapophysial joint injections increased by 231% 
from 1994 to 2001.77

As the population has been growing older and liv-
ing longer, these treatments have become increasingly 
popular. We advocate a comprehensive multidisciplinary 
approach to the treatment of spinal pain. Spinal interven-
tional procedures certainly have a role, but should be used 
judiciously within the armamentarium of the physiatrist’s 
nonsurgical treatments. Careful patient selection is impera-
tive to increase efficacy, decrease risk, and reduce cost of 
unnecessary procedures. The following chapter is not 
intended to substitute for clinical and technical experience. 
Because these procedures are clearly an integral part of the 
rehabilitation management program for spinal pain, we 
aim to provide a basis for understanding the indications 
and techniques for interventional spine procedures, their 
potential side effects and complications, and data regard-
ing their efficacy.

General Procedural 
Considerations

Primum non nocere: “First, do no harm.” All spinal interven-
tions carry inherent risk and have the potential to cause 
complications ranging from mild medication side effects to 
significant morbidity and mortality. The practitioner must 
be able to recognize risks in order to minimize them and 
weigh them against the potential benefit of the planned 
procedure for each patient.

The absolute contraindications to spinal injections 
include pregnancy, infection within the procedural field, 
and the inability of the patient to give informed consent.25 
Informed consent must be obtained from the patient 
before all spinal procedures. The patient must understand 
the purpose of the intervention as well as the associated 
risks.
541

Preprocedural Risk Assessment

Red Flags

Considering underlying medical conditions such as 
tumor, infection, inflammatory disease, or trauma as a 
cause of spinal pain is important before performing spi-
nal  procedures.60,151,176,187 Although the incidence of these 
conditions is low, any delay in diagnosis can worsen the 
prognosis.60 Red flags are signs associated with an increased 
likelihood of an underlying medical condition as a cause 
of pain. These include the following101,180,190:
 •  Age of onset less than 20 years or more than 55 years
 •  Recent history of trauma
 •  Constant progressive, nonmechanical pain (no relief or 

even worsening with bed rest)
 •  Thoracic pain
 •  Medical history of malignancy
 •  Prolonged use of corticosteroids
 •  Drug abuse, immunosuppression, human 

 immunodeficiency virus infection
 •  Systemically unwell
 •  Unexplained weight loss
 •  Bowel or bladder incontinence, saddle anesthesia
 •  Fever

If red flags are present, further investigation should 
be considered as clinically appropriate for the suspected 
underlying pathologic condition, before interventional 
procedures.

Bleeding Risk

Coagulopathy. Spinal interventions carry an inherent risk 
of bleeding complications because of the highly vascular 
nature of the spine. The reported incidence of a clinically 
significant epidural hematoma is rather low (1 in 70,000 to 
1 in 190,000).3,205 However, severe morbidity such as para-
paresis or quadriparesis can be associated with an epidural 
hematoma.32,202

Identifying patients with an increased bleeding tendency 
is essential, and several guidelines exist for performing 
spinal procedures in patients with an increased bleeding 
tendency.97,121 Information including a medical and fam-
ily history of coagulation disorders, a careful medication 
history to identify the use of anticoagulants, and a history 
of prolonged bleeding after trauma or prior surgery should 
be obtained from every patient. If a coagulation disorder 
is diagnosed and managed, spinal procedures may be con-
sidered after evaluation and disclosure of the expected risks 
and benefits.181,196

Antiplatelet Medication. Existing guidelines for spinal pro-
cedures in patients receiving antiplatelet and anticoagulant 
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therapy vary by the type of medication.96,97,108,121 Non-
steroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), including 
aspirin, reduce platelet aggregation, but have not been 
implicated in increased bleeding risk or complications in 
lumbar epidural injections.96 In patients with otherwise 
normal coagulation status, discontinuation of these drugs 
is not required.

Clopidogrel (Plavix) and ticlopidine (Ticlid) inhibit 
adenosine diphosphate–induced platelet aggregation, but 
bleeding risk after spinal injection has not been studied. 
Based on labeling precautions, surgical literature, and 
interventional cardiology and radiology data, it is recom-
mended that before spinal intervention, clopidogrel be dis-
continued for 7 days and ticlopidine for 14 days.108,121

Glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor antagonists such as 
abciximab, eptifibatide, and tirofiban inhibit the bind-
ing of thrombocytes to fibrinogen and von Willebrand 
factor, thereby inhibiting platelet aggregation. This class 
of medications is an absolute contraindication to spinal 
procedures. Because these medications are used in the 
management of acute coronary syndromes, the physician 
is unlikely to encounter them when assessing for a spinal 
procedure. Discontinuation of eptifibatide and tirofiban 
for 8 hours before an intervention, and for 24 to 48 hours 
for abciximab, is recommended by guidelines for regional 
anesthesia.97

Anticoagulants. Warfarin has a profound impact on 
coagulation as a vitamin K antagonist. Active use of war-
farin results in an increased risk of spinal hematoma after 
lumbar puncture.97 The use of warfarin for therapeutic 
anticoagulation is therefore considered a contraindica-
tion for spinal interventions. Warfarin should be discon-
tinued for 4 to 5 days before any spinal intervention to 
allow the prothrombin time and international normalized 
ratio to return to the normal range. For invasive procedures 
such as spinal interventions and surgery, an international 
normalized ratio of 1.5 or less is considered safe in most 
guidelines.97,108

Low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) is adminis-
tered either for thrombus prophylaxis or therapeutically 
at higher doses. After a prophylactic dose of LMWH, it is 
recommended that spinal procedures be postponed for 
12 hours. The medication must be held at least 24 hours 
before the procedure when a patient is receiving a thera-
peutic dose of LMWH, and cannot be administered until 
24 hours after the procedure.125

Unfractionated heparin is administered either as a 
prophylactic or therapeutic dose. Prophylactic low-dose 
unfractionated heparin is not a contraindication for spinal 
procedures.192 Therapeutic doses of heparin should be dis-
continued 2 to 4 hours before any spinal procedure and a 
normal activated partial thromboplastin time documented 
before the procedure. Heparin may be restarted 1 hour 
after the procedure.125

Bleeding: Diagnosis and Management. The risk for 
a spinal hematoma is present regardless of the patient’s 
hemostasis status. The outcome after spinal hematoma is 
highly dependent on the time interval between symptom 
onset and treatment with surgical decompression. The 
prognosis of spinal hematoma is poor without definitive 
treatment within 8 to 12 hours after onset of symptoms.161 
Warning symptoms include sensory and/or motor block 
longer than expected, recurrence of sensory and/or motor 
block after initial resolution, diffuse sensory and/or motor 
block beyond what was expected, and unexplained spine 
pain with or without radicular pain.116,161 These symptoms 
are not specific and can present immediately or be delayed 
several hours to days.116 Specific postprocedure instruc-
tions, including a contact if symptoms are encountered, 
are essential. Emergent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
is required for diagnostic evaluation, followed by emergent 
decompressive surgery if a spinal hematoma is present.

Allergy

Review for any prior history of allergic reaction to medi-
cation is essential. Assessing the type of reaction for each 
medication can prove helpful. A positive history for urti-
caria, swelling, rashes, or breathing problems should be 
considered severe and potentially of the anaphylactic type. 
Although many “reactions” to medications are not truly 
allergic, it is prudent to clarify this if the patient consents 
to receive a similar medication.

Often the first medication administered in the proce-
dure suite is a sedative. One case of a severe anaphylactoid 
reaction to midazolam has been reported,78 although the 
risk for an allergic reaction to sedatives is exceedingly low.

Allergy to contrast is more common and is usually an 
anaphylactoid type of reaction. There are several mistaken 
beliefs about contrast allergy. Iodine is present in ionic and 
nonionic contrast agents, and many who believe they are 
allergic to contrast dye believe incorrectly that they have 
an allergy to iodine. Iodine is a naturally occurring sub-
stance found throughout the body and in table salt, and 
true iodine allergy has not been cited. Another misconcep-
tion is that those who are allergic to shellfish are allergic to 
iodinated contrast. The allergy to shellfish is to the muscle 
protein tropomyosin, which does not correlate to an iodin-
ated contrast agent allergy.114 Likewise, allergy to topical 
iodine solutions is not an allergy to iodine, but to other 
agents within the solution.114 Similarly, allergy to iodin-
ated contrast dye is not actually due to iodine.6 Conse-
quently a patient should not be considered allergic unless 
the patient has had an allergy to contrast dye.

Anaphylactic food allergies in general (including shell-
fish, fish, eggs, milk, and chocolate), however, do correlate 
with an increased risk of contrast allergy, with a 5.7% inci-
dence, whereas persons with allergic asthma have a 7.7% 
incidence.114 Screening for atopic reactions of any kind can 
help determine those at higher risk of a contrast allergy.

If patients have a history of a contrast allergy, they can 
be premedicated with prednisone, 20 to 50 mg orally via 
several different regimens. Oral administration must be 
given, however, at least 6 hours before contrast adminis-
tration. Intravenous dosing immediately before the proce-
dure is not effective.114 Ranitidine, 50 mg orally 2 hours 
precontrast, and diphenhydramine, 25 to 50 mg orally 2 
hours precontrast or intravenously 10 minutes precontrast, 
can also be helpful. Use of gadolinium is also considered 
acceptable. However, these measures do not completely 
prevent an anaphylactoid reaction.134

Anesthetics can also cause an allergic reaction. The ester 
subgroup is metabolized by plasma pseudocholinesterase 
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into para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA). This can lead to 
an allergic reaction in persons sensitive to PABA in other 
products (such as sunscreen). It is important to realize that 
those with an allergy to esters are not usually allergic to 
amide anesthetics, and vice versa.

An allergic reaction to corticosteroid is rare, but a case of 
sustained urticaria after spinal injections has been reported 
in which the patient skin tested positive to 21 of 26 
 corticosteroids.154 Also, adjuvants and preservatives com-
monly added to glucocorticoids could potentially cause an 
allergic reaction.

Treatment of Allergic Reaction. Allergic reactions might 
not be avoidable, and preparation including basic moni-
toring and advanced cardiac life support training is recom-
mended. Unfortunately, many practitioners are unaware of 
what is considered appropriate treatment.198

Treatment with high–flow rate oxygen delivered by face-
mask is appropriate when oxygen saturation falls below 
92%.198 Fluid is administered regardless of whether hypo-
tension is present, because allergic reactions, especially 
those caused by contrast agents, are worsened by dehy-
dration.198 Subcutaneous or intravenous epinephrine is 
indicated, although the intravenous route has a more 
dependable uptake, particularly when a patient becomes 
hypotensive.198 Diphenhydramine can be given, but is 
contraindicated if the patient is hypotensive. Consequently 
it has limited use in an emergent anaphylactic reaction.7 
Corticosteroids do not modify the acute symptoms in an 
anaphylactoid reaction and should not be given as the sole 
treatment.198

Procedural Risks

Medication Interactions and Toxicity

Sedatives. The use pattern of sedatives for spinal proce-
dures is variable. Some physicians think sedatives cloud the 
diagnostic value of injections, while others think they are 
necessary and decrease anxiety and the incidence of vaso-
vagal reactions.68 Their use should be judicious, in view of 
the obvious risk of respiratory depression from overdose. 
Many procedures require a responsive patient to minimize 
risk, and oversedation could lead to serious complications. 
Some patients are more susceptible to conscious sedation 
than others; therefore slow titration is recommended.127

The use of sedatives requires that there are no gastric 
contents at risk of being aspirated. The recommendation, 
therefore, is that the patient should have no clear liquids 
for 2 hours and no solids for 6 hours before the procedure. 
This guideline is generally followed even when sedation is 
not planned. Patients who have not followed this recom-
mendation should have their procedures delayed.8

Contrast Agents. Using the lowest possible dose of the 
nonionic form of contrast in most spinal procedures helps 
to minimize the risk of developing renal toxicity. In those 
patients with normal renal function, even in the setting 
of diabetes mellitus, multiple myeloma, and metformin 
treatment, the risk of renal toxicity is low.114 Minimizing 
the dose and ensuring precontrast hydration are recom-
mended to decrease nephrotoxicity.49
Various medications can interact with iodinated contrast 
agents. Metformin can increase the risk of renal toxicity 
and precipitate severe lactic acidosis in diabetic patients. 
It might be prudent to withhold metformin after use of 
iodinated contrast agents in spinal procedures as well.  
Combining iodinated contrast administration with any 
nephrotoxic medication (even NSAIDs) increases the risk 
of toxicity.134 Neural, cardiac, and osmotic toxicity are also 
possible but more rare.114

In spinal procedures, 0.2 to 15 mL of contrast contain-
ing between 200 and 300 mg/mL of iodine is generally 
used. Keeping the iodine dose below 3 g minimizes toxic-
ity.114 Gadolinium can be used in place of iodinated con-
trast and has less toxicity.

Corticosteroids. Corticosteroids are thought to relieve 
pain by reducing inflammation and by blocking transmis-
sion of nociceptive C-fiber input. They have been shown 
to directly inhibit the activity of phospholipase A2 within 
the inflammatory cascade.93 In addition to their antiin-
flammatory actions, corticosteroids also have another 
pain-relieving mechanism of action via nerve membrane 
stabilization through inhibition of ectopic impulses, ion 
conductance, C-fiber transmission, and hyperpolarized 
spinal neurons.57,88,89,104

Local tissue toxicity has been demonstrated with corti-
costeroids. Dexamethasone was shown to decrease proteo-
glycan concentration in human chondrocytes.183 Although 
there had been some concern about neural toxicity with 
spinal administration, no concrete evidence of neurotox-
icity from intrathecally administered corticosteroids has 
been reported.94

Corticosteroids have systemic side effects that should 
be considered when assessing risk. A single epidural ste-
roid injection (ESI) can cause adrenal suppression and 
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis imbalances for 1 to 5 
weeks.136 Complete adrenal suppression is usually limited 
to 4 to 7 days, but the level of incomplete suppression can 
be similar to that of low-dose oral corticosteroids. Some 
individuals are more susceptible to suppression and long-
term effects, but clinical prediction of these individuals is 
not possible.69 An ESI precipitates more prolonged sup-
pression than does an intraarticular injection.209 Intraar-
ticular injection studies have shown that the duration of 
both systemic and local effects increased with decreased 
corticosteroid solubility. The degree of cortisol suppression 
was dependent on the number of joints injected, indepen-
dent of the corticosteroid dose.10

Specific guidelines for the acceptable cumulative dose of 
spinal corticosteroids do not exist. Many physicians advise 
no more than three ESIs per year or a 6-month limit of 5 
mg per kilogram of body weight.182 There are no published 
data, however, of an evidence-based definitive guideline. 
Nonetheless, judicious use is recommended because the 
additive local effect on the spinal structures is unknown, 
and the systemic effects of prolonged adrenal suppression 
are detrimental.

Endocrine. Patients with diabetes mellitus have an 
increased risk from the effects of adrenocortical suppression. 
After an ESI, persons with diabetes can have elevated blood 
glucose levels particularly during the first 4 to 7 days postin-
jection. Some studies have found the severity of this glucose 
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increase related to the hemoglobin A1c level at the time of 
injection.209 Blood glucose levels can exceed 400 mg/dL, 
with an attendant risk of ketoacidosis.

Cardiovascular. Corticosteroids increase cardiac out-
put and vascular tone, resulting in increased blood pres-
sure. Another effect can be increased demand on the 
myocardium.209

Immune System. The general infection risk is elevated 
in all patients after glucocorticoid injection, secondary to 
immunosuppression. An almost immediate suppression of 
T lymphocytes occurs.209 Newly acquired viral infections and 
reactivation of latent herpes virus are more likely to occur after 
glucocorticoid administration. Any existing infection is a con-
traindication to injection of glucocorticoids. Local infection 
at the site of proposed injection is a contraindication to injec-
tion, even when glucocorticoids are not being administered.

Preexisting immunosuppression in a patient requires 
careful assessment. All patients with diabetes mellitus are 
relatively immunosuppressed, and this varies with their 
blood glucose levels. The patient should also be screened for 
other causes of immunosuppression in the medical history.

Skeletal System. Long-term effects such as osteoporosis 
can occur with ESIs. No large clinical studies have assessed 
this risk. However, the fact that systemic absorption can 
approximate the effects of low oral dosing for at least 
30 days suggests that bone density loss is likely after ESIs.182

Gastrointestinal System. Glucocorticoids potentiate the 
risk of gastrointestinal bleeding, especially when used in 
conjunction with NSAIDs. Although no data clearly indi-
cate that patients have to discontinue NSAIDs before spi-
nal procedures because of the risk for bleeding at the site of 
injection,96 several studies have reported approximately a 
twofold increase in gastrointestinal bleeding risk for those 
taking NSAIDs and glucocorticoids combined compared 
with NSAIDs alone.145,195 This may provide enough reason 
to withhold NSAIDs when performing spinal procedures 
with glucocorticoids.

Corticosteroid Particles. The particulate size of cortico-
steroids is another property that can contribute to adverse 
events during epidural injection.165 Accidental intraarte-
rial injection of particulates can cause serious harm in the 
cervical, thoracic, and even the lumbosacral spine by caus-
ing a spinal cord infarction.182 The cervical transforaminal 
epidural approach with particulate corticosteroid has been 
associated with serious neurologic compromise including 
death, stroke, and quadriplegia in at least 70 cases.165

All corticosteroid preparations used for epidural injection 
are particulate except dexamethasone and betamethasone 
sodium phosphate.21 Dexamethasone has not been impli-
cated in any of the embolic events associated with epidural 
injection. Although no large-scale studies have compared the 
efficacy of different corticosteroids, one smaller study suggests 
some slightly longer term effects with particulate corticoste-
roid in the cervical spine compared with dexamethasone.62

Anesthetics. Anesthetics inhibit migration of sodium ions 
into the axon to slow conduction, and reduce the potas-
sium conductance to slow repolarization. Anesthetics have 
known systemic toxicity, which limits the total dose (Table 
25-1). There are two chemical subgroups of anesthetics, the 
amides and the esters. The amides are metabolized in the 
liver and excreted in the urine, whereas the esters are metab-
olized by plasma pseudocholinesterase into PABA.54,148 
Systemic toxicity for all anesthetics affects the central ner-
vous system (CNS). The initial symptoms frequently are 
uneasiness, tinnitus, metallic taste, and visual auras. These 
symptoms can progress to shivering and then to seizures. 
The management of CNS toxicity is airway protection and 
benzodiazepine administration for control of seizures.148

Cardiac effects of anesthetic toxicity are manifested through 
decreased cardiac conduction and atrioventricular block. 
Bupivacaine is 16 times more potent for cardiac QRS prolon-
gation than is lidocaine. Bupivacaine also has a slow “on” and 
slow “off” binding to the sodium channels, which makes its 
duration of action longer for the anesthetic affect, but also for 
its toxicity. Cardiac toxicity with bupivacaine often precedes 
the CNS toxicity, and once present is rarely reversed, with a 
high fatality rate despite adequate resuscitation efforts.148

Epidural anesthetics have been shown to locally inhibit 
platelets, fibrinolysis, and leukocyte function. It has been 
proposed that reduced granulocyte migration and meta-
bolic activation at surgical sites infiltrated with lidocaine 
might be a mechanism of decreased pain postsurgically. 
This could also be a mechanism for the duration of pain 
relief exceeding the anesthetic action in spinal proce-
dures.148 Lidocaine and bupivacaine have been shown to 
have an antiinflammatory effect on nucleus pulposus–
induced nerve injury, and to increase intraradicular blood 
flow in an animal nerve root compression model.206,207

Infection

Prevention of infection starts with the proper preparation, 
including a sterile procedural field and maintaining ster-
ile equipment and medications. Risk of infection cannot 
be completely eliminated and might occur with any spi-
nal injection. A 1% to 2% infection rate is reported for all 
spinal injections, but only a 0.01% to 0.1% rate for severe 
infections.65 The infection can spread through Batson’s 
plexus. Malposition of the needle, such as into the pelvic 
cavity, could cause infection with enteric organisms.203

Needle Malpositioning

Placement of the spinal needle outside the target area can 
result in deleterious consequences. Dural puncture, disk 
entry, intraabdominal puncture, pelvic puncture, pneu-
mothorax, intravascular injection, nerve trauma, and spi-
nal cord trauma are all possible with spinal interventions. 
They are best avoided with proper use of fluoroscopy and 
radiopaque contrast.85

Table 25-1   Anesthetic Pharmacokinetics

Anesthetic pKa Onset Duration (min)
Maximum 
Dose (mg/kg)

Procaine 9.1 Slow 30-60 10

Lidocaine 7.9 Rapid 60-120 5

Prilocaine 7.9 Medium 60-240 7

Bupivacaine 8.1 Slow 120-240 2.5

Ropivacaine 7.8 Slow 120-360 3.5

Data from Derby R, Kine G, Saal JA, et al: Response to steroid and duration of radicular 
pain as predictors of surgical outcome, Spine (Phila Pa 1976) 17(6 suppl):S176-S183, 1992; 
and Nguyen H, Garber JE, Hassenbusch SJ: Spinal analgesics, Anesthesiol Clin North America 
21(4):805-816, 2003. 
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Fluoroscopy

The use of fluoroscopy is essential for spinal procedures. 
Radiation exposure is inherent and must be considered as 
part of the risk for both the patient and the intervention-
alist. Radiation doses to the interventionalist are approxi-
mately 0.39 mrem at the glasses per 100 cases, with a mean 
of 15 seconds per case.38 This is well within radiation expo-
sure safety guidelines, but protective lead aprons, thyroid 
shields, and glasses are recommended along with increas-
ing distance from the x-ray beam.38 Patients have higher 
levels of exposure per procedure, and consent for the proce-
dure should include radiation exposure.71 Pregnancy is an 
absolute contraindication to fluoroscopy. The radiation risk 
should be taken even more seriously in younger patients.

Epidural Steroid Injections

General
Background

The concept of injecting medication into the epidural 
space has been around since the early 1950s.123 Initial 
reports in the United States from the 1960s described treat-
ment for sciatica using the caudal and interlaminar (IL) 
approaches.20,83 By the mid 1970s and 1980s, nerve root 
injections were described for the treatment of radicular 
pain. The transforaminal (TF) route of administering med-
ication to the epidural space has become more popular in 
the past decade. This was largely prompted by the introduc-
tion of fluoroscopic guidance and reviews reporting that 
epidural corticosteroids administered by the conventional 
routes were not as effective as claimed in uncontrolled 
studies.27,109,113 Studies by Derby et al.56 and others in the 
1990s described outcome improvements with prospec-
tive studies evaluating the TF route for radicular pain.132 
The last decade has been characterized by a more detailed 
look at the efficacy of epidural steroids, with a number 
of reviews conducted. The proportion of these published 
studies that were randomized controlled trials, however, 
remains very small. The findings of many of these studies 
are described below.

The usefulness of cervical, thoracic, and lumbar epidu-
ral injections remains controversial. Underlying this con-
troversy is the dramatic increase in lumbosacral injections 
in the Medicare population from 1994 to 2001. Friedly et 
al.77 reported that less than half of these epidural injec-
tions were performed for sciatica or radiculopathy, where 
the greatest evidence of benefit is available.

Epidural Anatomy

The epidural space is a tissue plane between the dura mater 
and periosteum and ligaments within the vertebral canal. 
It is contained anteriorly by the posterior longitudinal 
ligament and the vertebral bodies, and posteriorly by the 
laminae and ligamentum flavum. Its lateral borders are the 
pedicles and intervertebral foramina (Figure 25-1).

The epidural space contains the spinal nerve roots and 
their dural sleeves, the internal vertebral venous plexus, 
loose areolar tissue, segmental blood supply, and lymphat-
ics. The epidural veins form an arcuate pattern, positioned 
laterally at the level of each vertebral body. This is an impor-
tant consideration for ESIs because venous puncture is more 
likely to occur laterally than with midline approaches.158

Key anatomic features of the cervical spine include a thin 
ligamentum flavum (unfused in the midline in approxi-
mately half of individuals), absence of the interspinous 
ligament, and a small posterior epidural space (distance 
between the ligamentum flavum and dura mater).95,158 At 
C6–C7 and C7–T1 the epidural space has a mean width of 
3 mm (1 to 4 mm).5

The laminae and spinous processes overlap in the mid-
thoracic region, making a midline approach extremely dif-
ficult. The posterior epidural space is about 2 mm in the 
upper thoracic region and increases to about 5 to 6 mm in 
the lumbar region.

The artery of Adamkiewicz is a concern for thoracic and 
lumbar interventional procedures. It is the largest radicu-
lomedullary artery and the major supplier of the anterior 
spinal artery in the lumbar region. The artery enters the 
spinal canal through a single intervertebral foramen in 
85% of individuals between T9 and L2,53,98 and is located 
63% of the time on the left side.29 This structure has been 
implicated in paraplegia after lumbar nerve root block.98

Pathophysiology

The primary cause of radicular pain is attributed to the 
inflammatory effect on the nerve from the nearby disk 
herniation. During surgery and on myelography, nerve 
roots appear swollen in patients with radiculopathy.22,163 
A herniated nucleus pulposus induces marked inflamma-
tory responses in the dura, nerve roots, and the spinal cord 
with high levels of phospholipase A2 activity.164 The level 
of phospholipase A2 activity in extracts from human disk 
herniations was found to be 20 to 10,000 times more than 
that in any other human source.164 Herniated disk speci-
mens have also demonstrated increased levels of matrix 
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body; vr, ventral rami; zj, zygapophysial joint.
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metalloproteinase activity, nitric oxide, prostaglandin E2, 
and interleukin-6.82,106

Injectant

Unfortunately, there are no standardized practices for 
administering an ESI (Table 25-2). Across disciplines and 
institutions the content and volume of the injectant vary sig-
nificantly. A Corticosteroid–local anesthetic mixture is the 
most common medication used for ESIs in both academic 
institutions and private practices. The results for other medi-
cations vary, with a minority of centers adding opioids cloni-
dine, or using local anesthetic alone for their injections.51

The volume of the injectant varies based on the approach 
used. In cervical and thoracic epidural injections, a total of 
up to 3 to 5 mL might be used for ESIs in which the IL 
approach is used. In cervical and thoracic TF ESIs, however, 
clinicians generally use a maximum total volume of 1.5 to 
2 mL. The volume used for lumbar ESIs is slightly greater, 
generally not exceeding 3 to 4 mL for TF ESIs, 6 to 10 mL 
for IL ESIs, and 20 mL for a caudal approach.48

General Indications

ESIs have been used to treat a variety of spinal disorders. 
They are primarily and most effectively used to treat radicu-
lar symptoms. Currently, supportive evidence is lacking for 
the utility of ESIs in conditions such as postlaminectomy 
syndrome, degenerative disk disease, annular tears, spon-
dylosis, spondylolisthesis, and vertebral fractures.

Complications

These procedures are not without risks, and some of the 
complications can be catastrophic, although infrequent. 
Transient complications encountered during epidural 
injections include insomnia, nonpositional headaches, 
increased back pain, facial flushing, vasovagal reactions, 
nausea, and increased leg pain.36 Reported complications 
with lumbar ESIs include infection, hematoma, intravascu-
lar injection of medication, direct nerve trauma, subdural 
injection of medication, air embolism, disk entry, urinary 

Table 25-2   Percentage of Institutions Using Given 
Medication for Epidural Steroid Injection  
by Spinal Region

Cervical 
(%)

Thoracic 
(%)

Lumbar 
(%)

Caudal 
(%)

Corticosteroid/local 
 anesthetic

32/54* 39/57 35/54 33/55

Corticosteroid/local 
 anesthetic/saline

18/4 20/14 27/12 29/14

Corticosteroid/saline 31/17 0/10 17/8 17/5

Corticosteroid 13/17 54/14 14/15 14/14

Local  anesthetic 2/8 2/5 2/12 2/14

Corticosteroid/opioid 2/0 0/0 2/0 2/0

Corticosteroid/local 
anesthetic/opioid/
clonidine

2/0 2/0 2/0 2/0

Local  anesthetic/opioid 0/0 2/0 2/0 2/0

From Conners JWJ: Interventional neuroradiology: strategies and practical techniques, 
 Philadelphia, 1999, WB Saunders.
*Data are presented as academic/private.
retention, radiation exposure, and hypersensitivity reac-
tions.36 Cervical TF or IL injections are associated with 
relatively frequent minor adverse events (5% to 20%); how-
ever, serious adverse events are very uncommon (<1%).46 
In a 2008 review of complications of lumbar IL and TF ESI, 
Goodman et al.85 concluded that most if not all serious 
adverse events can be avoided by careful technique, sterile 
precautions, and a thorough understanding of the relevant 
anatomy and fluoroscopic contrast patterns.

Approaches, Evidence, and Efficacy

Various technical approaches are available to access the 
cervical, thoracic, and lumbosacral epidural space. Despite 
the body of evidence that supports the use of fluoroscopy 
and the utility of the TF approach, the technical approach 
for ESIs varies widely. The three most common approaches 
include IL, TF, and caudal. The following technique descrip-
tions are not intended to serve as a stand-alone reference 
for conducting the procedures.

In a 2002 survey of academic and private practices, a 
significant variance in the use of fluoroscopy for spinal 
procedures was noted. Private practices used fluoroscopy 
with more regularity than academic institutions, most 
notably in the cervical region where 73% of private prac-
tices and only 39% of academic institutions polled used 
fluoroscopy.51

Thoracic Epidural Steroid Injection

A paucity of literature on thoracic epidurals is available. 
This is most likely due to the significantly smaller incidence 
of acute herniated disks in the more stable thoracic spine. 
The incidence of thoracic disk injuries is 1 in 1 million per-
sons per year, and these injuries account for only 0.25% to 
0.75% of all disk herniations.9 IL and TF approaches are 
described for this region. Often a cervical technique is used 
for the upper thoracic region, and a lumbar technique is 
used for the lower thoracic region.

Access to the epidural space in the thoracic spine is 
somewhat more difficult secondary to the unique ana-
tomic properties of the thoracic region. These include the 
closer proximity of the spinal cord and a narrower epidu-
ral space than the lumbar region. The overlapping lami-
nae and spinous processes in this region limit midline 
access to the epidural space. It is also difficult to view the IL 
space on radiographs or using fluoroscopy. Botwin et al.35 
describe an overall prevalence of complications per injec-
tion of 20.5%. All were transient and resolved without any 
residual morbidity.

Interlaminar Versus Transforaminal Technique

Injectant Flow. One argument for using the TF approach 
in preference to the IL approach is the ability to deliver the 
medication directly to the ventral epidural space. Injectant 
within the epidural space will tend to flow in the direction 
of least resistance. Studies evaluating contrast patterns gen-
erally support this concept, although some conclusions are 
conflicting.

Kim et al.111 conducted a recent analysis of epidurography 
contrast patterns for cervical IL epidural injections using the 
midline approach. The rate of ventral epidural spread from 
this posterior approach was 56.7% with 1 mL of injectant 
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FIGURE 25-2 Lumbar interlaminar epidural steroid injection. A, Anteroposterior view. B, Lateral view.
and 90% with 2 mL. Botwin et al.37 evaluated the contrast 
patterns in lumbar IL injections in 2004 and found that 
approximately one third revealed ventral contrast flow and 
16% were bilateral. In contrast, Manchikanti et al.139 evalu-
ated lumbar TF ESI flow patterns and demonstrated ventral 
epidural filling in 88% of the procedures and nerve root 
sleeve filling in 97% of procedures. In a prospective evalua-
tion of contrast flow patterns with fluoroscopically guided 
lumbar ESI via the lateral parasagittal IL approach versus 
the TF epidural approach, Candido et al.43 found the para-
sagittal IL approach superior to the TF approach for placing 
contrast into the ventral epidural space, with reduced fluo-
roscopy times and improved spread.

Effectiveness. The effectiveness of TF versus IL ESIs has 
been compared, and the results are mixed. Schaufele et 
al.166 evaluated the effectiveness of TF versus IL ESI for 
the treatment of symptomatic lumbar disk herniations 
and found TF injections resulted in better short-term pain 
improvement and fewer long-term surgical interventions 
than the IL ESI. A literature review on the management 
of cervical radiculitis with IL versus TF ESI concluded that 
there was insufficient evidence supported by prospective 
studies to determine whether one technique was more 
effective or safer than the other.100 Ackerman and Ahmad4 
compared TF, IL, and caudal approaches for the treatment 
of lumbar disk herniations and found that pain relief was 
significantly more effective with TF injections.4

Interlaminar

Technique. The IL technique achieves access to the epidural 
space using the paramedian or midline approaches. The route 
of penetration from superficial to deep includes the skin, sub-
cutaneous tissue, paraspinal muscles (paramedian approach) 
or interspinous ligament (midline approach), ligamentum 
flavum, and then entry into the epidural space. The most 
common technique includes a “loss of resistance approach” 
used to identify entry into the epidural space. Fluoroscopy 
with contrast is used to confirm the location (Figure 25-2).

Evidence. The evidence is moderate for short- and long-
term relief in managing cervical radiculopathy. In managing 
lumbar radiculopathy, the evidence is strong for short-term 
relief and limited for long-term relief.2,33 The evidence is 
indeterminate in the management of neck pain, low back 
pain, and lumbar spinal stenosis.

For the treatment of diskogenic pain without radiculitis, 
the evidence is lacking (level III) for short- and long-term 
relief.19

Transforaminal

Technique. The lumbar TF approach is considered to be 
more specific and allows for the smallest aliquot of injec-
tant to be delivered to the site of pathology. The technique 
involves using fluoroscopy to identify a subpedicular target 
within the intervertebral foramen. The needle is advanced to 
achieve a perineural location in the “safe” triangle that lies 
just below the pedicle and above the dural sleeve of the tar-
get nerve root (Figure 25-3). Precautions are taken to avoid 
advancing the needle tip medial to the “six-o’clock” posi-
tion of the pedicle in the anteroposterior view (Figure 25-4).

A slightly different technique is used to deliver medica-
tion to the S1 nerve root in its foramen. The approach is 
analogous to that of the subpedicular approach at lumbar 
levels. The target point for an S1 TF injection is on the 
caudal border of the S1 pedicle, just dorsal to the internal 
opening of the S1 anterior sacral foramen. The needle is 
inserted into the posterior sacral foramen just short of the 
floor of the sacral canal.25

The technique for cervical TF injections is similar to that 
for lumbar TF injections. The correct oblique view of the 
target foramen is obtained with fluoroscopy. An entry point 
overlying the posterior half of the target foramen is used for 
initial needle placement. Care is taken to ensure that the 
tip of the needle is positioned over the anterior half of the 
superior articular process to ensure that it is not prematurely 
inserted too far into the foramen. The needle is advanced to 
the superior articular process and then readjusted to enter the 
foramen tangential to its posterior wall, opposite the equa-
tor of the foramen. Accurate placement is confirmed in mul-
tiple planes with radiopaque contrast and fluoroscopy.159

Selective Nerve Root Block. Epidural injection litera-
ture uses the terms selective nerve root block (SNRB) and 
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TF injection interchangeably. The term SNRB implies selec-
tivity of the TF approach, enabling the interventionalist to 
implicate a specific nerve root as a pain generator by anes-
thetizing it. It has recently been demonstrated that L4 and 
L5 SNRBs are often nonselective or at least only partially 
selective.193 Furman et al.81 observed that with as little as 
0.5 mL of contrast, 30% of lumbosacral TF ESIs were no 
longer selective for the specified root level. The selective 
nature of the nerve root block applies to where the injec-
tant travels, and the literature demonstrates that this might 
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FIGURE 25-3 Lumbar epidural “safe” triangle.
not be confined to a specific nerve root. The use of the term 
SNRB should consider these observations.

Evidence. Although the evidence in the literature is often 
conflicting, two recent randomized controlled trials sup-
port the efficacy of TF ESI. The first is a study by Riew et 
al.160 that considered avoidance of surgery as the outcome 
measure, comparing patients treated with lumbar TF injec-
tions of bupivacaine plus betamethasone with those treated 
with bupivacaine alone. Significantly fewer (29%) of the 
patients treated with corticosteroid preparation than those 
treated with bupivacaine alone (67%) required surgery. 
The second study compared outcomes of patients treated 
with lumbar TF injections of corticosteroids with those 
treated with paraspinal injections of saline. At 12 months’ 
follow-up, 84% in the TF ESI group reported greater than 
50% reduction in pain scores, compared with 48% treated 
with paraspinal injections.186

The evidence for cervical TF ESI in managing cervi-
cal nerve root pain is moderate for short- and long-term 
improvement. For lumbar TF ESI, the evidence for man-
aging lumbar nerve root pain is strong for short-term and 
moderate for long-term improvement. The evidence is lim-
ited in managing lumbar radicular pain in post–lumbar 
laminectomy syndrome. The evidence is indeterminate in 
managing axial low back pain, axial neck pain, and lumbar 
disk extrusions.2 In a systematic review of TF ESI for low 
back and lower limb pain, the evidence for TF lumbar ESI 
is Level II-1 for short-term relief and Level II-2 for long-
term improvement (Table 25-3).40

Caudal

Technique. Caudal ESIs have the least risk for dural punc-
ture, and access is relatively easily to achieve. Because the 
access point for this procedure is more distal to the pre-
sumed in most cases, larger volumes of injectant are usually 
instilled typically to treat the pathologic lesion at L4–L5 or 
L5–S1 levels. Patients are placed in the prone position, and 
the caudal space is identified using palpation of the sacral 
hiatus and fluoroscopy. The spinal needle is introduced 
A B

FIGURE 25-4 Lumbar transforaminal epidural steroid injection. A, Anteroposterior view. B, Lateral view.
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through the sacral hiatus, and accurate needle placement is 
ensured using contrast and fluoroscopy (Figure 25-5). Given 
that the dural sac typically ends at the S2 level, to avoid dural 
puncture the needle should not be advanced higher than S3.

Evidence. The evidence for caudal ESIs in managing 
chronic low back and radicular pain is strong for short-term 
relief and moderate for long-term relief, whereas the evi-
dence for post–lumbar laminectomy syndrome and spinal 
stenosis evidence is limited.2 A recent randomized equiva-
lence trial found that between 79% and 91% of patients 
had significant pain relief and improvement in functional 
status with caudal injections in managing chronic low back 
pain for disk herniation with radiculitis.138 Preliminary 
findings of a randomized, double-blind equivalence trial 
investigating patients with spinal stenosis who had chronic 
function-limiting low back and lower limb pain, showed 
that fluoroscopically guided caudal ESIs were effective in 
approximately 60% of subjects.140 In a prospective cohort 
study of patients with bilateral radicular pain from spinal 
stenosis, caudal ESIs were found to reduce radicular pain 
and improve standing and walking tolerance.34 The results 
of this study are limited by the lack of a placebo group. 
Other studies concluded that the effectiveness of caudal 

Table 25-3   Evidence of Epidural Steroid Injection 
Efficacy

Transforaminal Interlaminar Caudal

Lumbar radicu-
lopathy

Strong— 
short-term

Moderate— 
long-term

Strong— 
short-term

Moderate— 
long-term

Moderate

Cervical radicu-
lopathy

Moderate—
short-term 
and long-term

Moderate—
short-term 
and long-term

N/A

Axial spine pain Insufficient Insufficient Insufficient

Spinal stenosis Insufficient Insufficient Insufficient

Postlaminectomy Insufficient Insufficient Insufficient

N/A, Not applicable.
ESIs in managing lumbar radiculopathy was moderate (see 
Table 25-3).173

Conclusion

Most studies collectively demonstrate ESIs in the lumbar 
spine to be effective in providing a more rapid resolution 
of acute to subacute radicular leg pain caused by a herni-
ated nucleus pulposus. Evidence that ESIs have any benefi-
cial effect, however, is limited in patients with acute axial 
low back pain or in those with chronic axial low back or 
radicular pain. Furthermore, studies have failed to demon-
strate that ESIs reduce long-term pain or obviate the need 
for surgery.173 The success rates for cervical epidural injec-
tions for symptomatic cervical disk herniations appear to 
be very similar to prior studies of lumbar epidural injec-
tions for symptomatic disk herniations.124

It appears that ESIs can provide diagnostic and therapeutic 
benefits with certain limitations. They might be considered a 
diagnostic tool to determine whether factors within the epi-
dural space are contributing to the pain syndrome. They may 
be considered for therapeutic effect when other noninterven-
tional management has failed. ESIs should be considered 
earlier in the treatment algorithm to facilitate rehabilitation 
management in certain conditions such as acute radiculitis, 
or when oral medications cannot be used or are ineffective. 
ESIs should complement rehabilitation management in all 
cases and should not be considered a substitute for a well-
directed and well-designed spinal rehabilitation program.

Summary

See Table 25-3.
 •  ESI can provide both diagnostic and therapeutic effects.
 •  ESI is most effective for treating radicular pain from a 

disk herniation in the lumbar and cervical spine.
 •  Currently studies have failed to demonstrate that ESI 

effectively reduces chronic axial back pain or degenera-
tive conditions of the spine.

 •  ESI should be used in combination with a rehabilita-
tion management program.
A B

FIGURE 25-5 Caudal epidural injection. A, Lateral view. B, Anteroposterior view.
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Zygapophysial Joint Interventions

General
Background

The zygapophysial joint is a known pain source with dis-
tinct innervation and pain referral maps in the cervical, 
thoracic, and lumbar spine.67,79,80 Although the anatomy is 
similar throughout the spine, the prevalence of zygapophy-
sial joint–mediated pain and the utility of zygapophysial 
joint procedures differ between spinal regions.

The prevalence of cervical zygapophysial joint pain 
has been studied in patients with whiplash injuries and 
was found to be 54% to 60% using double-blind dual or 
triple medial branch blocks (MBBs).16,130 Thoracic spine 
prevalence has been cited at 48%.137 In the lumbar spine, 
the incidence of zygapophysial joint pain is between 15% 
and 40% in patients with chronic low back pain.169,171 
In younger injured workers with chronic back pain, the 
prevalence of zygapophysial joint pain is approximately 
15%.171 The prevalence increases with age, reaching up 
to 40% in noninjured individuals with a median age of  
59 years.171

Anatomy

Understanding zygapophysial joint anatomy is key to 
understanding the procedures targeting this structure. It is 
a synovial joint composed of the inferior articular process 
of the vertebra above and the superior articular process of 
the vertebra below with articular cartilage and a capsule. 
In the cervical spine, a small meniscus is also present.208 
Innervation is via the medial branches of the dorsal rami.

The cervical zygapophysial joint innervation has been 
described by Bogduk.24 For C3–T1, the medial branches 
of the primary dorsal rami of the corresponding joint 
travel along the waist of the articular pillars to innervate 
the corresponding joint (e.g., C5–C6 zygapophysial joint 
is innervated by C5 and C6 medial branches). The excep-
tions include the C2–C3 joint, which is innervated by the 
third occipital nerve (TON), and C0–C2 articulations, 
which are innervated by branches of the C1 and C2 ven-
tral rami.

In the lumbar spine, as the medial branch courses infe-
riorly, it lies at the junction of the superior articular process 
and transverse process under the mamilloaccessory liga-
ment of the vertebra below (e.g., the L3 medial branch lies 
on the L4 vertebra). Each zygapophysial joint is innervated 
by two medial branches, one from the level above and one 
from the corresponding level (e.g., the L4–L5 joint is inner-
vated by the L3 and L4 medial branches) (Figure 25-6). 
The exception is L5–S1, which is innervated by the L4 
medial branch and the L5 dorsal primary ramus, which 
lies at the junction of the sacral ala and the S1 superior 
articular process.28

Indications and Principles

No history or physical examination findings, includ-
ing rotation plus extension, have been shown to predict 
 placebo-controlled or comparative block–established cer-
vical, thoracic, or lumbar zygapophysial joint pain.105 Also, 
no imaging studies can provide a diagnosis; consequently 
the first role of zygapophysial injections is for diagnostic 
purposes. Zygapophysial joint injections are appropri-
ate only after adequate noninterventional care, including 
medications, a physical therapy program, and patient edu-
cation, has failed.

Complications

General risks applicable to all spinal procedures have been 
described previously in this chapter. Zygapophysial joint 
injections have common risks of temporary increased 
pain, vasovagal reaction, and bruising. Less common risks 
include infection, bleeding, and intravascular injection.

Severe complications of zygapophysial joint injections 
are rare. Using multiplanar fluoroscopy with little or no 
sedation nearly eliminates the risk for nerve root injury 
or entry into the spinal canal, although secondary lumbar 
radiculopathy, paraspinal abscess, epidural abscess, infec-
tive diskitis, and septic zygapophysial joint arthritis have 
been described.172,179 There are no case reports of compli-
cations from MBBs.

Zygapophysial Intraarticular Injection

Technique

The target joint is visualized fluoroscopically. The exact 
view varies between spinal levels, between individuals, and 
even from side to side. The needle is advanced to lie at the 
joint line and within the capsule. The joint capsule is redun-
dant, and capsular flow can be obtained without visualiza-
tion of the joint line. Confirmation of placement must be 
made using the smallest amount of contrast adequate to 
confirm placement within the joint space (0.1 to 0.3 mL). 
Next a preparation of corticosteroid mixed with anesthetic 
is administered into the joint until capsular resistance is 
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FIGURE 25-6 Lumbar zygapophysial anatomy and innervation. DPR, Dorsal 
primary ramus; I, inferior articular process; MAL, mamilloaccessory ligament; 
NR, nerve root; S, superior articular process; TP, transverse process.
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FIGURE 25-7 Lumbar zygapophysial medial branch blocks. A, Oblique view. B, Anteroposterior view.
encountered (0.5 to 1.75 mL). Care is taken not to overdis-
tend and disrupt the capsule.25

Evidence

No studies have compared the diagnostic utility of cervi-
cal intraarticular injection with that of cervical MBBs, but 
there is a theoretical risk of needle placement or capsular 
leakage into or near the vertebral foramen with intraar-
ticular injection, and consequently less specificity.112 
Intraarticular injection with corticosteroid and anesthetic 
is routinely performed for diagnostic purposes, but has 
not been validated. In uncontrolled studies, intraarticular 
injection has shown some therapeutic efficacy.110,175 Only 
one randomized controlled trial (RCT) of therapeutic cer-
vical zygapophysial intraarticular injections has been pub-
lished, and interestingly, corticosteroid was not shown to 
be superior to the injection of bupivacaine alone.15

Data regarding thoracic intraarticular injections are not 
sufficient to make any conclusions on their efficacy.12 In a 
recent review of lumbar zygapophysial joint injection pro-
cedures, there were no intraarticular studies of sufficient 
quality to be entered into the analysis.44,55

Diagnostic Zygapophysial Joint Intervention

Background

MBBs are considered the primary means to test a hypoth-
esis that pain is zygapophysial joint mediated by deliver-
ing anesthetic specifically to the medial branches. Modified 
dual comparative blocks are considered the criterion stan-
dard for diagnosing zygapophysial joint–mediated pain, 
giving the highest positive predictive value (PPV) and the 
lowest false-positive (FP) rate. This technique uses two 
separate injections with anesthetics of differing lengths of 
action. A positive test requires that a minimum length of 
relief is obtained with each (e.g., 1 to 2 hours of relief with 
lidocaine and ≥3 hours’ relief with bupivacaine), in addi-
tion to a high level of relief (>80%).63 Diagnostic blocks 
are generally a precursor to more definitive treatment with 
medial branch radiofrequency neurotomy.
Technique

After proper preparation the target medial branch at its 
osseous landmarks is viewed fluoroscopically. The spinal 
needle is advanced in the oblique view (Figure 25-7, A), 
and placement is confirmed in multiple planes with radi-
opaque contrast and fluoroscopy (Figure 25-7, B). Vascular 
uptake is ruled out, because limitation to the procedure 
exists if venous uptake occurs (even if needle position is 
corrected with lack of subsequent venous uptake), incur-
ring an associated 50% false-negative rate.107 Once place-
ment is confirmed and without vascular uptake, a small 
amount (0.3 to 0.5 mL) of anesthetic is injected.

In the cervical spine, anesthetic blockade of the TON is 
used for diagnosing C2–C3 joint pain, or anesthetic block-
ade of the two corresponding medial branches is used 
for diagnosng C3–C4 to C7–T1 pain. No validated MBB 
technique exists for the thoracic spine. Current technique 
is based on principles from validated cervical and lumbar 
techniques.12 In the lumbar spine, anesthetic blockade of 
the two corresponding medial branches (or the L5 primary 
dorsal ramus) is performed for each joint.25

Postprocedure provocative maneuvers are essential to 
determine the result of diagnostic injections. Patients must 
rate their pain at regular intervals in a pain diary. A posi-
tive response is considered when the duration of relief is 
commensurate with the anesthetic used and there is greater 
than 80% pain relief.

Evidence

In the cervical spine, with the use of comparative blocks 
as the criterion standard, the PPV of a single cervical MBB 
has been cited at 60% to 73%, with an FP rate of 27% to 
40%.13,14,129,137 With placebo injections used as the crite-
rion standard, the PPV increases dramatically for compara-
tive MBBs to 81%, with a FP occurrence rate of 19%.129

The FP rate in the thoracic spine is also high. By using 
comparative or modified comparative blocks and by 
requiring at least 75% pain relief, the single block FP rate is 
between 42% and 58%.12

The specificity of lumbar MBBs for achieving the targeted 
nerve has been established using computed tomography 
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(CT) confirmation of contrast flow postprocedure. With 
fluoroscopically guided precise needle position, injected 
contrast incorporates the lumbar medial branches and the 
L5 dorsal ramus without spread to alternative structures 
that are also potential pain generators.65

Quantifying the amount and length of relief is essential 
in evaluating lumbar zygapophysial joint blocks. Schwar-
zer et al.170 found that the PPV was 31%, with a 69% occur-
rence of FP responses without the use of standard modified 
comparative blocks. Dreyfuss,65 however, found that with 
the use of modified comparative blocks, the PPV was 68%, 
with a 32% occurrence of FP responses. Requiring a dura-
tion of improvement coincident with the type of anesthetic 
used and requiring high-grade relief substantially improves 
the PPV and decreases the occurrence of FP responses.

Sacroiliac Joint Interventions

Background

The sacroiliac joint (SIJ) is a synovial joint with docu-
mented, clinical nociceptive capacity. Nociception from 
the articular cartilage, as well as from the posterior joint 
capsule and ligaments, has been supported.168 The preva-
lence of SIJ-mediated pain in those with suspected SIJ pain 
by physical examination is only about 15%.135,141,168 The 
incidence of the SIJ as the primary pain generator of lum-
bopelvic pain is lower than that of radicular or zygapoph-
ysial origin. The incidence, however, might increase after 
trauma as well as in the peripartum period.156

The SIJ is innervated by the posterior rami of primarily S1 
and S2 via the lateral branches. The L5 dorsal ramus and the 
S3 lateral branch have a documented contribution, but to a 
lesser extent. S4 has been shown to contribute in some stud-
ies, but not in others.72,201 The lateral branches were found 
to innervate the posterior joint capsule and ligaments.

Indications

No historical features or physical examination tests for SIJ 
pain have been validated with confirmatory SIJ blocks. SIJ-
mediated pain also cannot be diagnosed by imaging. Bone 
scintigraphy has the best specificity of 90% to 100%, but a 
sensitivity of only 12% to 46%.177 Consequently diagnos-
tic blocks are the only means of diagnosis.*

If the patient has pain above the level of L5 and does not 
have pain over the sacral sulcus (SIJ) sulcus or point to the 
posterior superior iliac spine as the primary pain source, 
then the likelihood of SIJ-mediated pain is low (<10%).64 
It was noted, however, that SIJ pain can refer into the lower 
limb. If none of the six provocation tests (distraction, com-
pression; thigh thrust; Gaenslen’s; flexion, abduction, exter-
nal rotation [FABERs]; sacral thrust) are positive, the SIJ can 
be ruled out as a pain source.118 If maximal pain is below 
the level of L5 and three or more of these six provocation 
tests are positive, the PPV of having SIJ pain is 77%.188

The utility of an intraarticular SIJ injection with corti-
costeroids is debatable. As noted below, evidence supports 
its use in those with inflammatory sacroiliitis. However, in 

*References 64, 118, 119, 174, 178, 188.
others, the etiology might not be inflammatory, and corti-
costeroids might be of little or no benefit. Consequently SIJ 
injection should be performed only after a trial of and in 
conjunction with noninterventional care.

Technique

Fluoroscopy is used to identify the inferior border of the joint 
at a point where the anterior and posterior joint lines over-
lap. The exact angles to find this hyperlucent area vary from 
patient to patient. Nonfluoroscopically guided SIJ injections 
have been shown to be intraarticular only 22% of the time, 
with undesired epidural flow 24% of the time. Consequently 
fluoroscopy is required to perform an SIJ intraarticular injec-
tion.162 SIJ injections done without fluoroscopy are properly 
described as ligamentous or trigger point injections.

Once the spinal needle is advanced to the inferior bor-
der of the joint and intraarticular placement is expected, 
needle placement is confirmed with radiopaque contrast 
and fluoroscopy (Figure 25-8, A). Views are taken in mul-
tiple planes to be certain flow is intraarticular and non-
vascular. A lateral view (Figure 25-8, B) is taken to show 
whether there is a ventral defect in the capsule that could 
allow spread of the medication to the lumbosacral plexus. 
Extraarticular extravasation has been cited at 61%.73 A cor-
ticosteroid and anesthetic mixture is usually injected until 
capsular resistance is encountered (0.8 to 2.5 mL).73

Documentation of quantitative pain relief and postpro-
cedure provocative maneuvers during the anesthetic phase 
are essential when administering diagnostic injections. 
Patients then continue to rate their pain at regular intervals 
in a pain diary, with a positive response demonstrating a 
duration of relief that is consistent with the anesthetic used.

Evidence

In those with true sacroiliitis, three of four RCTs show ben-
efit from intraarticular corticosteroids.31,133,143 Evidence 
of therapeutic efficacy of intraarticualr injection for other 
causes for SIJ pain is not conclusive, although one study 
suggests additional extraarticular pain generators such as 
the posterior interosseous ligaments. This study showed a 
modest benefit of a combined intraarticular and extraar-
ticular technique.31 There is conjecture that the posterior 
ligaments are a major contributor to SIJ pain.

The ability to reliably block the innervation of the 
SIJ has not been demonstrated. Controlled studies have 
shown that the diagnosis of SIJ pain cannot be made via 
attempted blockade of the lateral branch divisions of the 
L5–S3 dorsal rami.61 Intraarticular injection is used as the 
diagnostic block for the SIJs until a reliable lateral branch 
block technique can be established.

Zygapophysial and Sacroiliac 
Joint Summary

 •  Single intraarticular injections or MBBs cannot reliably 
diagnose zygapophysial or SIJ pain.

 •  In the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spine, using 
intraarticular blocks instead of MBBs is associated with 
an increased FP rate and a decreased PPV.
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FIGURE 25-8 Sacroiliac joint intraarticular injection. A, Anteroposterior view. B, Lateral view.
 •  Relief of at least 80% of the pain is recommended from 
the first MBB or SIJ injection to proceed with a second 
confirmatory block; less than 80% relief increases the 
rate of FP and decreases PPV.

 •  True comparative blocks enhance specificity (88%), but 
at the sacrifice of sensitivity (54%) as judged against 
placebo.

Radiofrequency Neurotomy

Background

Radiofrequency neurotomy (RFN) of the medial branches 
of the dorsal primary rami aims to destroy the afferent 
nerve supply to the zygapophysial joints via heat lesioning. 
It uses radiofrequency current to create heat. The lesion is 
performed at 85° C for 60 to 90 seconds.194 Nerve regenera-
tion is assumed to occur in 9 to 12 months, and pain might 
recur. The same lesion can be repeated, however, and again 
pain relief is usually obtained.99,167

RFN has been used for structures other than the medial 
branches for zygapophysial joint pain. Other studies have 
included RFN of the lateral branches of the dorsal primary 
rami of S1–S4 for SIJ pain and the dorsal root ganglion, 
which is beyond the scope of this chapter.

Thermal RFN uses a noninsulated electrode tip delivering 
electrical current to the tissue. Heat is generated as a result of 
the current flow through the tissues, which causes charged 
molecules to oscillate rapidly, producing friction. The lesion 
produced is an ellipse along the length of the noninsulated tip 
with a diameter 1 to 1.5 times the size of the tip. Accordingly, 
needle placement parallel to the target nerve is required.120

Pulsed Radiofrequency

A potential risk of thermal RFN is that it might cause a 
painful neuritis from coagulation of the dorsal root gan-
glion. Some practitioners have proposed that spinal insta-
bility results from denervation of the multifidi muscles.146 
Pulsed RF, performed at temperatures not exceeding  
42° C, has been proposed as a method to achieve pain 
interruption with less risk. A study of pulsed RF in the cer-
vical and lumbar spine reported a 60% success rate (pain 
reduction >50%), with pain relief lasting approximately 6 
months.146 Consequently the routine use of pulsed RFN is 
not recommended because thermal RFN has shown much 
better outcomes with little risk.

Technique

Proper patient selection is a prerequisite for RFN as dis-
cussed below. Fluoroscopic guidance with the use of radi-
opaque contrast is required. RFN is often more painful than 
other spinal procedures, and conscious sedation is typi-
cally administered. Physiologic monitoring is mandatory. 
The needle electrode is positioned over the proper osseous 
anatomy, parallel with the nerve, using fluoroscopic guid-
ance (Figure 25-9). Motor and sensory stimulation is often 
used to rule out placement near the nerve root or dorsal 
root ganglion. The nerve is anesthetized, and finally several 
overlapping lesions are performed.

A cadaveric study of 30 nerve locations in six cadavers 
determined precise placement for RFN, and it was recom-
mended that needles larger than 22 gauge with a 10-mm 
active tip would be the most effective.120

No techniques for the C0–C1 or C1–C2 articulations 
have been studied. For C2–T1, the locations of the medial 
branch nerves are more variable than in the lumbar spine, 
and the specific location is dependent on the vertebral level. 
No techniques for thoracic medial branch RFN have been 
validated, but RFN is performed based on the cervical and 
lumbar literature.

A postprocedure evaluation is carried out with the 
patient, who is usually prescribed oral analgesics for post-
procedural pain that can last 2 to 3 weeks.

Complications

Serious complications of RFN are rare. Inadvertent place-
ment of the probe near the dorsal root ganglion or nerve 
root, however, can cause serious injury.1 Proper needle 
placement as established by multiplanar imaging, motor 
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FIGURE 25-9 Third occipital nerve radiofrequency neurotomy. A, Anteroposterior view. B, Lateral view.
stimulation prelesioning, and a responsive patient provide 
for safe lesioning.

Excluding treatment of the TON, review of 83 cervical 
RFN procedures documented postoperative pain in 97%, 
ataxia in 23%, numbness in 80% at C3–C4 and in 19% 
at lower levels, and dysesthesias in 30% at C3–C4 and in 
17% at lower levels.128 In 51 RFN procedures to the TON, 
side effects included numbness in 97%, ataxia in 95%, dys-
esthesias in 55%, hypersensitivities in 15%, and pruritus 
in 10%. Most of these side effects were limited to 2 weeks 
postprocedure and lasted up to 4 weeks in one patient.86 
Complications of lumbar RFN have been studied, and in 
116 procedures, the incidence of local pain lasting more 
than 2 weeks was 0.5%, and the incidence of neuritic pain 
lasting more than 2 weeks was 0.5%.115

Conjecture that RFN could cause multifidus atrophy 
and therefore spinal instability146 is unfounded. A recent 
observational study, although small, did not show iden-
tifiable segmental multifidus atrophy by MRI 17 to 24 
months after successful lumbar medial branch denervation 
with RFN despite segmental denervation documented by 
electromyography (EMG) 6 weeks after RFN. Patients had 
sustained pain relief.66

Evidence

Evidence supporting cervical RFN is substantial. Lord et 
al.131 studied 24 patients with chronic neck pain selected 
from comparative MBBs and lack of relief with saline injec-
tions under double-blind conditions. With a 22-gauge 
needle, RFN with four to six lesions per medial branch was 
performed to accommodate for variations in nerve posi-
tion. Eight percent of the control group and 58% of the 
active group had greater than 90% relief, and the median 
time until pain returned to a level of at least 50% of the 
pretreatment level was 263 days (8.8 months) in the active 
group and 8 days in the placebo group (p = 0.04). Stovner 
et al.184 compared sham and active RFN in patients with 
cervicogenic headache, but did not use any diagnostic 
blocks for selection. Results did not show statistical signifi-
cance, highlighting the need for proper patient selection.
A second RFN is successful for patients who have relief 
from the initial RFN. If patients had at least 90 days of 
relief from the first RFN, then the chance of a second RFN 
being successful RF was 82%. If pain relief from the first RF 
was for less than 90 days, then the success rate for a second 
RFN was only 33%.144

Neurotomy of the TON for pain mediated by C2–C3 
had poor outcomes initially. However, with a new tech-
nique using a larger 16-gauge needle and multiple parallel 
lesions to account for variability of nerve location, the suc-
cess rate was doubled from 40% to 80%. Govind et al.86 
treated 49 patients who had been selected with compara-
tive TON blocks, and achieved complete relief of pain for 
at least 90 days in 88% of the patients. The median dura-
tion of relief was 297 days.

Unfortunately, much of the literature available on the 
efficacy of RFN has used a single-block technique to iden-
tify patients for study inclusion, particularly in the lumbar 
spine. By using a single MBB technique with only 50% relief 
required, the best results are greater than 50% pain relief in 
46% of the active group versus 12% of the sham group at 
1 year.189 Other studies that have used single intraarticular 
blocks without high-grade relief for patient selection fare 
worse, with no active patients having obtained benefit after 
RFN.122,191 When substantially more stringent selection cri-
teria are used, however, favorable results have been docu-
mented. In a study by Dreyfuss et al.,63 of 41 patients who met 
the initial inclusion criteria, only 15 were included for lumbar 
RFN after modified comparative blocks. After RFN the mean 
visual analog scale (VAS) score dropped 88% (VAS score, 0.5) 
at 6 weeks and 76% (VAS score, 1) at 1 year. Eighty-seven 
percent of patients had at least 60% relief at 1-year follow-up 
and did not seek ancillary treatment for their pain. The small 
number of patients extracted (15 of 138 total patients with 
back pain [11%]) for lumbar RFN from the initial population 
with nonradicular low back pain reflects the low prevalence 
of pure zygapophysial joint pain in the lumbar spine. A dou-
ble-blind RCT was performed by Nath et al.149 comparing 
lumbar RFN with sham treatment in patients with modified 
comparative block–proven zygapophysial-mediated pain, 
establishing that lumbar RFN is superior to placebo.
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Appropriate RFN technique is also relevant to its effi-
cacy. Lesion size sufficient to denervate the medial branch 
within its osseous territory is far more likely by using larger 
radiofrequency probes (16 to 18 gauge) and with a longer 
(e.g.,10 mm) active tip. The lumbar RF study by Dreyfuss 
et al.63 used a 16-gauge, 5-mm tip needle, but two contigu-
ous lesions were performed to ensure a 10-mm-long lesion. 
Technical success, as measured by presegmental- and post-
segmental-specific multifidus EMG, was 90%. The study 
by Nath et al.149 used a 22-gauge electrode needle with a 
5-mm active tip, and two contiguous lesions (equating to 
a 10-mm lesion) were made at three different locations for 
each medial branch. The inaccuracies of the RFN technique 
used in other studies could have had a negative effect on 
the outcomes.

Sacroiliac Joint Radiofrequency Neurotomy

Background

Because intraarticular sacroiliac joint (SIJ) injections have 
not offered long-term relief of SIJ-mediated pain, RFN has 
been postulated for longer term pain management because 
of its effectiveness in the cervical and lumbar spine. Retro-
spective studies of CT or fluoroscopically guided “dener-
vation” along the posterior SIJ line or in the interosseous 
ligament did not show benefit. This technique is flawed, 
however, because the lateral branches are not accessible at 
these locations.70,84

Technique

Overall the technique is similar to that for medial branch 
RFN procedures. The lateral branch anatomy, however, is 
less consistent. New techniques are currently being devel-
oped to obtain more reliable lesioning, which is beyond 
the scope of this chapter.

Evidence

Cohen and Abdi52 reported retrospectively in 2003 on 
18 subjects who had greater than 80% relief with SIJ 
intraarticular blocks. Nine of the 18 subjects had greater 
than 50% relief from L4 medial branch, L5 dorsal ramus, 
and S1–S3 lateral branch blocks. Eight of these 9 patients 
who subsequently underwent SIJ RFN had greater than 
50% pain relief that was persistent at 9 months’ follow-
up. A prospective cohort study of bipolar lesioning 
showed little result for decreasing pain.41 Consequently 
the evidence for RFN to manage SIJ pain is still quite 
limited.

Summary

 •  Optimal RFN results occur when very stringent selec-
tion criteria are used.

 •  Technical success is maximized with parallel needle 
placement, larger gauge needles, and a multiple lesion 
technique to account for variable nerve location.

 •  The PPV for SIJ injections is much less and the occur-
rence of FP responses much higher than for MBBs. The 
use of an anatomic control injection (e.g., MBBs with 
or without discography) or a placebo injection should 
be strongly considered before SIJ RFN.
Discography

The differential diagnosis of axial low back pain is pre-
sented in Chapter 40. Interventional strategies are used 
for both the diagnosis and management of diskogenic 
pain. Patients with degenerative disk disease diagnosed 
via imaging, such as MRI or CT, can be asymptom-
atic.23,102 No physical examination finding is diagnostic 
for diskogenic pain, and it is difficult to attribute a specific 
disk level to these symptoms. Abnormal-appearing disks 
have also been seen in both symptomatic and asymp-
tomatic subjects, leading to uncertainty about whether a 
specific disk can be precisely pinpointed as a focal pain 
 generator.11,76,87 Lumbar provocation discography is a 
technique designed to attempt to diagnose a “symptom-
atic” disk.

Discography was originally described by Lindblom to 
diagnose a herniated lumbar intervertebral disk, and has 
been used clinically since the 1940s. During early discog-
raphy procedures, patients were noted to commonly report 
reproduction of their typical pain25 with stimulation, 
and abnormal disks were rarely painful in asymptomatic 
controls.142

Lumbar discography is known by several names, includ-
ing lumbar disk stimulation or provocation discography. 
Because this procedure serves as both an imaging and 
provocation study, provocation discography should be 
considered the valid term. The ultimate goal of lumbar 
provocation discography is to identify a painful lumbar 
intervertebral disk. It is purely a diagnostic study. Dis-
cography involves insertion of a needle into the nucleus 
pulposus of the target disk, followed by the instillation of 
contrast dye to outline the morphology and evaluate for 
internal disruption. Disk provocation refers to the record-
ing of a patient’s response to the injection. Manometry is 
typically incorporated to measure opening pressure and 
intraprocedure pressure changes. Additional information 
regarding the morphology of the disk can be obtained with 
postinjection CT.

The premise of the procedure is that if a disk is indeed 
symptomatic, provocation should reproduce the usual, 
or concordant, pain. If stressing that disk either does not 
cause pain, or produces pain that is not concordant with 
the usual pain, then the etiology of the patient’s pain can-
not be attributed to that disk. However, even if stimulation 
of the disk results in concordant pain, it does not reveal the 
pathoanatomic nature of that pain.

According to the International Association for the Study 
of Pain and the International Spine Intervention Society, 
diagnostic criteria for diskogenic pain using provocation 
discography are as follows: (1) provocation of the target 
disk reproduces the patient’s typical pain, and (2) prov-
ocation of adjacent disks does not reproduce pain. Pain 
provocation at control levels yields an equivocal test, as 
does discordant pain. As with other provocation tests, there 
can be an inherent issue with FP results. In an attempt to 
minimize this concern, intervertebral disks at adjacent lev-
els should be tested, to serve as controls. Pain at adjacent 
levels does not necessarily exclude diskogenic pain, but the 
diagnosis cannot be made with certainty.

Risks, contraindications, and potential complications 
are similar to those common to all interventional spine 
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procedures. Unique to discography is a higher risk for 
infection.

Antibiotic prophylaxis was not routinely used for lum-
bar discography in the past. At that time the rate of diskitis 
was reported to be 0.1% to 2.3% per patient, and 0.05% to 
1.3% per disk.26 Typically infections were caused by Staph-
ylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, and Escherichia 
coli. With current techniques, including routine prophylac-
tic antibiotics, the rate of diskitis has been lowered.75

The validity of discography has been evaluated in sev-
eral studies, but still remains controversial. Discography 
has been performed in both symptomatic and asymptom-
atic subjects, to analyze its validity and concordance. Walsh 
et al.197 in 1990 reported a FP rate of 0% in asymptomatic 
controls, and a true-positive rate of 89% in symptomatic 
subjects. Conversely, Carragee et al.47 in 2006 reported that 
the best-case PPV for discography was 50% to 60%. More 
recently Wolfer et al.,204 in a metaanalysis of 11 studies, 
reported FP rates of 9.3% per patient and 6.0% per disk. 
In data pooled from asymptomatic patients, the FP rate 
was 3.0% per patient and 2.1% per disk. They reported 
an improvement in the FP rate with low-pressure positive 
criteria (≤15 psi). They calculated an overall specificity 
of 94% (95% confidence interval, 0.88 to 0.98) and a FP 
rate of 6%. Another study has suggested discography as a 
potential cause of accelerated disk degeneration changes.45

The usage of discography remains controversial, but in 
properly selected patients with proper technique and stan-
dards it appears to have diagnostic value.

Summary

 •  The goal of lumbar provocation discography is to iden-
tify a painful lumbar intervertebral disk.

 •  Abnormal-appearing disks are seen in both symptom-
atic and asymptomatic subjects.

 •  Risks, contraindications, and potential complications 
are similar to those common to all interventional 
spine procedures, but also includes a higher risk for 
infection.

 •  The validity of discography remains controversial.

Intrathecal Delivery Systems

Intrathecal drug delivery systems such as implantable sub-
cutaneous pumps are being used for patients who have 
chronic pain that is resistant to management with oral or 
parenteral medications. As early as 1979, both epidural 
and intradural opioid delivery systems had been reported 
in the literature.17,199 Delivery of agents directly to opioid 
receptors was noted to decrease the systemic effects of the 
medications and also to decrease the dosage needed to 
achieve analgesia.

For pain treatment, three classes of medications are 
used for intrathecal delivery: opioids, local anesthetics, and 
nonopioid agents such as adrenergic receptor agonists or 
NMDA (N-methyl-d-aspartate) receptor antagonists. Infu-
sion of opioids is the most frequently used.157 Intrathecal 
morphine infusion has been shown to be safe at moderate 
concentrations, with favorable efficacy data.18,150,153 There 
is, however, increasing interest in using hydromorphone 
because it is five times as potent as morphine with a better 
side effect profile.150 Bupivacaine and clonidine also dem-
onstrate favorable efficacy and toxicology.90,91

According to Prager,155 indications for intraspinal drug 
delivery include chronic pain with known pathophysiology, 
sensitivity of pain to the medication being used, failure of 
more conservative therapy, a favorable psychosocial evalua-
tion, and a favorable response to a screening trial. Contrain-
dications include systemic infection, coagulopathy, allergy 
to the medication being used, inappropriate drug habitu-
ation (untreated), failure to obtain pain relief in a screen-
ing trial, unusual observed behavior during the screening 
trial, poor personal hygiene, and poor patient compliance. 
Although rare, granuloma formation is a potentially severe 
complication of intrathecal delivery systems.

Summary

 •  Intrathecal drug delivery systems are used for patients 
with chronic pain that is resistant to management with 
oral or parenteral medications.

 •  Opioids, local anesthetics, and nonopioid agents (i.e., 
adrenergic receptor agonists or NMDA receptor antago-
nists) can be used for intrathecal delivery.

Spinal Cord Stimulation

Spinal cord stimulation is a procedure using electrodes 
placed within the epidural space adjacent to the area of 
the spinal cord or root presumed to be the source of pain. 
An electric current is then applied to achieve sympatholytic 
and other neuromodulatory effects.50 The premise of spi-
nal cord stimulation is based on the gate control theory of 
pain.42 The “gates” that control nociceptive input can be 
“closed” via stimulation of low-threshold primary afferent 
fibers.

Studies evaluating spinal cord stimulation in patients 
who have failed back syndrome with persistent radicu-
lar pain have demonstrated positive outcomes, including 
decreased opioid use and increased pain relief as compared 
with reoperation.117,152 Randomized trials for the treatment 
of low back pain using spinal cord stimulators in nonfailed 
back syndrome, or failed back  surgery syndrome without 
radicular pain, are not found in the current literature.50

Summary

 •  Based on the gate control theory of pain, spinal 
cord stimulation uses an electric current for pain 
management.

 •  Spinal cord stimulators might have a role in persistent 
radicular pain after surgery.

Sympathetic Blocks

The study of the sympathetic nervous system began with 
Galen in the second century ad. Much of the work on sym-
pathetic nerve blocks blossomed from necessity of treat-
ment of traumatic casualties during World War II. In 1953 
Bonica103 proposed guidelines for neural blockade.
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To understand the proper usage of sympathetic blocks, 
one must study the basic anatomy of the sympathetic 
nervous system. Briefly, the autonomic nervous system is 
composed of the sympathetic and parasympathetic sys-
tems. Cervical ganglia are located ventral to the transverse 
processes; thoracic ganglia reside ventral to the head/neck 
of the ribs; lumbar ganglia are located anterolateral to the 
vertebral bodies and anteromedial to the psoas muscle; 
and sacral ganglia lie on the anterior sacrum, medial to the 
anterior sacral foramina.

Sympathetic blocks interrupt both efferent (sympathetic 
motor) and afferent fibers, causing interruption of noci-
ceptive pathways as well as the sympathetic vasomotor, 
sudomotor, and visceromotor nerves. Low concentrations 
of local anesthetic block small myelinated Aδ fibers, unmy-
elinated C fibers, and preganglionic efferent sympathetic B 
fibers, but do not block somatic motor nerves.

Nerve blocks use two different medications: anesthetic 
agents and neurolytic agents. Local anesthetics work 
through a reversible block of the axon’s sodium channels. 
The extent of blockade depends on the specific characteris-
tics of the medication used. Neurolytic agents used in the 
United States include alcohol and phenol, which block 
both the sensory and motor nerves. Because of its onset 
of action, a 12- to 24-hour observation period is required 
before determining the efficacy of an alcohol block. Patients 
often report an intense burning on injection. Radiographic 
contrast can also be added to view the spread of the injec-
tate. Phenol does not produce the same burning side effects 
on injection as alcohol does. Because it has local anesthetic 
effects, it can result in pain relief immediately on injection; 
but long-term pain relief cannot be determined for 24 to 
48 hours postinjection.

Stellate ganglion blockade can be used for both diag-
nostic and therapeutic purposes for sympathetic-mediated 
pain. Typical indications include complex regional pain 
syndrome (CRPS) I and II, acute herpes zoster, and phan-
tom limb pain causing symptoms involving the head, neck, 
face, and upper limbs. (It should be noted that sympathetic 
block in CRPS is controversial because of the lack of evi-
dence that the sympathetic system is involved in CRPS. 
This is one of the reasons the International Association 
for the Study of Pain changed the name of reflex sympa-
thetic dystrophy to CRPS I.) The stellate ganglion is located 
anterior to the transverse process of C7, posterior to the 
neck of the first rib and just below the subclavian artery. 
Specific techniques are beyond the scope of this chapter. 
However, given the proximity of the stellate ganglion to 

Table 25-4   Summary of Sympathetic Nerve Blocks
Function Indication

Diagnostic  1.  Ascertain specific nociceptive pathway
 2.  Define mechanism for chronic pain
 3.  Elucidate differential diagnosis of pain
 4.  Distinguish between true sympathetic pain and partial 

sympathetically mediated pain

Prognostic Predict effects of prolonged interruption of sympathetics 
from a neurolytic block or surgery

Therapeutic  1.  Stellate ganglion
 2.  Celiac plexus
 3.  Lumbar plexus
vital structures, fluoroscopy should be used, and patients 
should be fully monitored during the procedure.

Lumbar sympathetic blocks can be used both diagnosti-
cally and therapeutically for pain in the pelvis and lower 
limbs related to CRPS and phantom limb pain. The lum-
bar sympathetic ganglion is located along the anterolateral 
surface of the lumbar vertebral bodies, anteromedial to 
the psoas muscle. Injection at L2 blocks sympathetics to 
the bilateral lower limbs and the pelvis. These procedures 
should be performed with the assistance of fluoroscopy, 
and the patients should be monitored throughout.

The ganglion impar, also called the ganglion of Walther, 
is located in the sacrococcygeal region. The pelvic portion 
of each sympathetic trunk runs anterior to the sacrum, 
medial to the anterior sacral foramina. The two pelvic sym-
pathetic trunks converge at the distal sacrum and terminate 
on the anterior surface of the coccyx in a small ganglion 
called the ganglion impar. Foye et al.74 reported that a sin-
gle local nerve block of the ganglion of impar can provide 
100% relief of coccydynia.

As with any interventional procedure, there is a risk of 
complications. Accidental subarachnoid or epidural block-
ade can occur with any injection performed close to the 
spine, and injections in the cervical or thoracic region carry 
a risk of pneumothorax from an improperly placed nee-
dle. In the lumbar spine, large vessels can be inadvertently 
punctured.

Summary

 •  Sympathetic nerve blocks use anesthetic agents and/
or neurolytic agents for diagnostic, prognostic, and/or 
therapeutic purposes (Table 25-4).

Additional Procedures 
and Emerging Interventions

With a growing population that is living longer, the 
prevalence and incidence of low back pain are certain to 
increase. Spinal procedures will need to adapt, and new 
technology must emerge to improve both evaluation and 
treatment. In addition to the most common interventions 
described previously in this chapter, a number of other 
procedures are being used including chemonucleolysis, 
intradiskal corticosteroid injection, coblation nucleoplasty, 
intradiskal electrothermal therapy (IDET), percutaneous 
intradiskal radiofrequency therapy, and biacuplasty.50 
These procedures have not been shown to be effective in 
 randomized, placebo-controlled trials, but are mentioned 
for completeness.

Chemonucleolysis is the treatment of a herniated disk 
with intradiskal injection of proteolytic enzymes. One 
such enzyme is chymopapain, extracted from papaya, 
which works to digest the nucleus pulposus but without 
damaging the annulus fibrosis. Intradiskal corticosteroid 
injections have been reported in the literature, but are not 
widely used because they have not been found to be effi-
cacious. Coblation nucleoplasty involves using a bipolar 
radiofrequency current to decrease the volume of disk tis-
sue. IDET is performed by placing an electrode or cath-
eter into the annulus of the intervertebral disk to apply 
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electrothermal energy that destroys adjacent pain receptors. 
Percutaneous intradiskal radiofrequency therapy is similar 
to IDET, as it requires placement of an electrode or cath-
eter into the intervertebral disk, but an alternating radiofre-
quency  current is applied. Biacuplasty is a new technique 
that is currently under investigation for disk-mediated 
pain. Early studies seemed promising, but follow-up stud-
ies have not proven to be supportive of initial findings.92 
More outcomes-based research of these newer techniques 
needs to be completed in human subjects.

Summary

 •  Chemonucleolysis, intradiskal corticosteroid injection, 
coblation nucleoplasty, IDET, percutaneous intradiskal 
radiofrequency therapy, and biacuplasty are pain man-
agement procedures that need further study, particu-
larly with human subjects, before widespread use can 
be recommended.

Conclusion

Various interventional procedures are available to the reha-
bilitation physician to help diagnose and treat spinal con-
ditions. Each procedure has a unique set of diagnostic and/
or therapeutic capabilities, risks, limitations and evidence 
of efficacy. It is imperative that the physiatrist be familiar 
with all of these attributes when integrating these proce-
dures into the rehabilitation management plan. Indiscrim-
inate and casual use of these procedures subjects patients 
to unnecessary risks and contributes to the escalation of 
health care costs.
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CHAPTER 26

ACHIEVING FUNCTIONAL 
INDEPENDENCE
Ellen Guess, Debra Paul, and Alison E. Lane 
Functional  independence  is  the  ability  to  perform  daily 
living  tasks  without  help.  The  achievement  of  functional 
independence  ensures  that  individuals  can  participate 
fully in life situations that are meaningful and purposeful. 
Whether experiencing a physical disability or not, participa-
tion in activities of daily living or life occupations is essen-
tial to health and well-being.3 Anthropologists have noted 
that involvement in the daily routines of self-maintenance, 
production,  and  leisure  enables  humans  to  express  them-
selves, establish relationships, and build self-identity.5 The 
World Health Organization has recognized the importance 
of participation in life situations to health by reframing the 
International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities, and 
Handicaps31  as  the  International Classification of Function-
ing, Disability and Health.30  In  doing  this,  understandings 
of  health  have  shifted  significantly  from  definitions  relat-
ing to the absence of disease or impairment. This embraces 
the notion of an individual engaging with and functioning 
in her or his world  even with  the presence of  a disability 
and  physical  challenges.  Supporting  this  shift  is  emerging 
evidence  of  the  powerful  therapeutic  benefit  of  participa-
tion in meaningful daily occupations.5 Individuals who are 
able  to  achieve  meaningful  participation  in  life  situations 
are more likely to experience and report increased personal 
satisfaction  and  quality  of  life,  increased  levels  of  energy, 
fewer physical ailments, reduced pain, and improved physi-
cal  functioning.17 Ultimately,  this  impact can decrease  the 
costs of health associated with burden of care, the treatment 
of physical symptomatology, and poor emotional health.

The  goal  of  medical  rehabilitation  programs  for  per-
sons experiencing physical disability as a  result of  injury, 
illness,  or  a  developmental  condition  is  to  maximize 
functional  independence  over  time.7  All  members  of  the 
rehabilitation team are focused on restoring or enhancing 
functional capacity such that individuals can engage opti-
mally in daily life tasks that are meaningful and purpose-
ful.  Because  of  the  subjective  nature  of  what  constitutes 
“meaningful” and “purposeful,” it is important to adopt a 
family- or client-centered frame of reference for care. This 
frame of reference defines a set of philosophies, attitudes, 
and approaches to care for persons with special needs and 
their families.8 It refers to a relationship between the per-
son, family, and health care professional that builds on the 
person’s and family’s priorities and that responds to their 
mutual  goals.4  Some  key  elements  in  family-  or  client-
centered care include recognizing family strengths, respect-
ing  different  methods  of  coping,  facilitating  family  and 
professional collaboration at all levels of health care, and 
sharing complete and unbiased information with families 
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on  a  continuing  basis  and  in  a  supportive  manner.  By 
adopting this frame of reference in practice, the rehabilita-
tion team will be able to plan an evaluation and treatment 
process that matches the individual’s life goals and priori-
ties. Rehabilitation programs that focus their interventions 
in this way are more likely to achieve the desired outcomes 
of enhancing productive living, promoting efficient recov-
ery, and reducing the burden of care for individuals with 
physical disabilities over the long term.10,16,26

The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview of the 
current  evaluation  and  treatment  principles  used  by  the 
rehabilitation  team  to  assist  an  individual  experiencing 
physical disability to achieve functional independence.

Evaluation

Using a family- or client-centered approach, evaluation of 
an individual’s functional independence necessarily begins 
with the determination of that person’s life goals, premor-
bid  roles  and  activities,  priorities  for  recovery,  and  con-
textual  or  cultural  influences.  From  here,  a  more  specific 
assessment can be conducted that evaluates the individual’s 
actual performance abilities and limitations in key areas of 
function. It also measures components of functional skill, 
including strength, range of motion, tone, sensation, bal-
ance, coordination, visual perception, and cognition. This 
type of evaluation process  is  referred  to as  the  top-down 
approach and is considered “the best fit for the emerging 
system of health-care delivery.”14 The top-down approach 
has the advantage of focusing clearly on the roles and activ-
ities that are meaningful for patients, which increases moti-
vation  for participation  in  the  rehabilitation process and 
increases the understanding of the relevance of rehabilita-
tion to daily life. The top-down evaluation approach also 
allows for documentation of outcomes of rehabilitation in 
terms that are most likely to receive maximum reimburse-
ment.  Payers  specifically  seek  outcomes  of  therapy  that 
allow  the  patient  to  function  most  efficiently  and  effec-
tively  in daily  contexts.14 Top-down evaluation  results  in 
the medical  team addressing rehabilitation goals  that are 
directly related to the individual’s performance in life roles.

Evaluating Meaningful Life Roles 
and Activities

Assessment of a person’s life goals, valued functional roles 
and activities, and priorities for recovery is a complex one. 
Because of  the subjective nature of  the content,  there are 
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few evaluation tools  that provide  the rehabilitation  team 
with succinct, quantifiable data relating to this issue. Infor-
mation about the person’s priorities and premorbid activ-
ity is usually gained through discussion and interview with 
the  person  and/or  caregivers.  It  is  important  that  those 
team members charged with  the  responsibility of gather-
ing this information are skilled in techniques of interview-
ing and counseling to ensure that the individual is able to 
clearly communicate personal needs and wants.

Within the field of occupational therapy, an evaluation 
tool  has  been  developed  specifically  for  the  purpose  of 
assisting occupational therapists to establish occupational 
performance (functional performance) goals and priorities 
with their clients. The Canadian Occupational Performance 
Measure (COPM)18 was developed using a client-centered 
frame of reference and consists of a semistructured inter-
view approach for gathering patients’ perspectives on their 
needs  and  wants  in  areas  of  self-care,  productive  living, 
and leisure. The evaluation process encourages patients to 
rate their perceptions of their current levels of performance 
and satisfaction with participation in key functional tasks. 
These  are  then  reevaluated and  rerated at  the  end of  the 
rehabilitative process to provide outcome data relating to 
the patient’s perspective on recovery. Evaluation tools such 
as the COPM provide broad, descriptive information about 
the person’s functional independence needs, which allows 
the  rehabilitation  team  to  target  specific  areas  requiring 
further evaluation and focus in treatment.

Evaluating Specific Performance Abilities

Once the patient’s valued life roles and activities have been 
identified  and  goals  for  rehabilitation  determined,  more 
specific  evaluations  are  then  completed  to  establish  what 
performance  limitations  and  abilities  exist.  A  variety  of 
methods  can  be  used  to  assess  functional  skills.  In  many 
cases,  therapists  use  guided  observation  and  task  analysis 
to determine the level of functional independence demon-
strated by the patient. A number of  formal measures have 
been  developed  for  the  purpose  of  measuring  functional 
capacity. The most commonly used tool in this area is the 
functional  independence  measure  (FIM).2  The  FIM  con-
sists of 18 items examining the functional areas of self-care, 
sphincter  control,  transfers,  locomotion,  communication, 
and social cognition. Scores on the FIM provide an indicator 
of  level of disability within motor and cognitive domains 
based on the level of assistance a patient requires to perform 
key  functional  tasks.21  A  pediatric  version  of  the  FIM,  the 
WeeFIM,1 has been developed for children aged 6 months 
to 7 years. It uses a similar structure to the FIM but modifies 
the items to account for developmental differences in social 
cognition and communication domains. Data from the FIM 
and the WeeFIM are being compiled in the Uniform Data 
System  for  Medical  Rehabilitation  to  provide  a  repository 
of  information  regarding  the  functional  independence  of 
adults and children experiencing physical disability. Other 
tools  used  in  rehabilitation  settings  to  measure  the  func-
tional abilities of patients include the following:
 •   The Barthel Index: This index measures activity of daily 

living skills, including feeding, transfers, personal 
hygiene, toileting, bathing, ambulation, stair climbing, 
dressing, and bowel and bladder control.19
 •   The Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS): This 
observational tool allows for the evaluation of motor 
skills with a concurrent evaluation of process skills nec-
essary to complete a task.9 The therapist chooses two 
or three activities of daily living tasks based on their 
relevance to the patient. Motor skills observed include 
stabilization, alignment, positioning, walking, reach-
ing, bending, coordination, manipulation, endurance, 
and grip. Process skills observed include pacing, atten-
tion, choice making, initiation, adjustment, sequenc-
ing, organization, navigation, and accommodation.

 •   The Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI): 
This measure assesses functional performance in chil-
dren aged 6 months to 7.5 years in the areas of self-
care, mobility, and social function.13 Scoring includes 
a rating of functional skill, level of caregiver assis-
tance required, and use of modifications or adaptive 
equipment.

 •   The Functional Rehabilitation Evaluation of Sensori-Neuro-
logic Outcomes (FRESNO): This tool assesses functional 
performance in 0- to 18-year-olds across self-care, 
motor, communication, cognition, and socialization 
domains involving 196 items and including a rating of 
caregiver assistance and adaptive equipment required.25

Evaluation tools such as those discussed above provide 
the rehabilitation team with an overview of the functional 
skill competence of the patient and can provide a basis on 
which to measure the overall effectiveness of the rehabilita-
tion program. These tools can provide information about 
a  patient’s  functional  limitations,  but  they  do  not  allow 
the members of the rehabilitation team to determine the 
specific components of functional performance that might 
require remediation.

Evaluation of Components of Performance

The final step in the top-down evaluation process involves 
the  detailed  assessment  of  the  component  skills  that  are 
necessary for functional independence. Depending on the 
identified  priorities  for  rehabilitation  of  the  patient  and 
the results of the functional independence measures, all or 
only  some  of  these  component  skills  might  be  assessed. 
Information gathered from this stage of the evaluation will 
assist the team in determining the most appropriate course 
for treatment. The following component skills are typically 
included in an evaluation:
 •   Joint measurement: Passive and active range of motion 

is evaluated in joints required for the performance of 
functional skills. The evaluation seeks to determine 
any limitations in range of motion in upper and lower 
limbs that might impact patient function and require 
the need for remediation or adaptive equipment.

 •   Muscle strength: Muscle strength is often affected in 
disorders of the lower motor neuron system or the 
muscles themselves. Muscle weakness can significantly 
limit functional performance. Good to normal muscle 
strength is generally considered necessary for the inde-
pendent performance of functional tasks.22

 •   Muscle tone, reflexes and reactions, and coordination: 
Normal muscle tone is essential for the stabilization 
of joints, movement against gravity, and the ability to 
shift from stable to dynamic postures. These movement 
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components are necessary for independent perfor-
mance of functional tasks. Evaluation of the degree of 
hypotonicity or hypertonicity, the presence or absence 
of incoordinated movements (such as tremor, ataxia, 
or athetosis), and the presence or absence of immature 
reflexes and reactions allow the therapist to determine 
what measures might be necessary to promote inde-
pendent function.

 •   Sensation and perception: Intact sensation and percep-
tion are essential to the safe and accurate performance 
of daily living tasks. Elements of sensation commonly 
assessed include pain, light touch, pressure, thermal 
sensitivity, discrimination, olfaction, and gustatory sen-
sation.15,28 Evaluation of perception, including proprio-
ception, stereognosis, body scheme, unilateral neglect, 
visual form, space perception, and praxis, is necessary 
to determine the impact on functional performance. A 
combination of both clinical observation and standard-
ized testing can be used to assess these components.

 •   Cognition: Cognitive skills such as memory, sequenc-
ing, problem solving, judgment and decision mak-
ing, abstract thinking, and calculation impact the 
capacity of a person to participate in many produc-
tive activities. These can include home management, 
paid employment, schooling, and volunteer work. 
Standardized testing is available to measure cognitive 
skill level. Observations of processing skills during the 
performance of routine tasks can also reveal cognitive 
impairments.

 •   Oral–motor and swallow function: Intact oral–motor 
skills, oral sensory skills, and swallowing function are 
essential for safe and independent eating and drink-
ing. Evaluations in this area are generally carried out 
by specialized occupational and speech therapists. 
Oral muscle tone, oral sensation, and coordination are 
assessed to determine whether food can be effectively 
and efficiently managed in the mouth. Observation of 
gagging, choking, or coughing while eating can indicate 
swallowing dysfunction. For diagnosis of swallowing 
disorders, a videofluroscopic study, such as an upright 
modified barium swallow study, should be carried out 
(see Chapter 27).
Using a top-down approach to evaluation, the rehabili-

tation team can quickly formulate a plan for intervention 
that  involves  patients  and  their  families  in  key  decision 
making that is likely to result in the most effective approach 
to treatment.

Treatment

A  number  of  treatment  approaches  can  be  used  to  assist 
an  individual  experiencing  physical  disability  to  achieve 
functional  independence.  The  treatment  approach  chosen 
by the therapist and team depends on the specific goals set 
by the individual, the degree of functional limitation expe-
rienced,  and  the  type and  severity of  the  component  skill 
impairments noted. Multiple treatment approaches can be 
used simultaneously with an individual to address different 
goals. Treatment approaches can generally be understood to 
fall into two main categories: restorative or compensatory.14 
The goal of a restorative or facilitatory treatment approach 
is  to  restore  the  person’s  capacity  to  perform  functional 
skills by restoring the impaired component skills. The aim 
of this approach is to retrain the individual to perform func-
tional tasks in the same way as was done premorbidly. It is 
an appropriate  treatment  strategy when complete or  close 
to  complete  recovery  is  expected  and  few  environmental 
or  contextual  barriers  to  functional  independence  exist. 
A  number  of  frames  of  reference  for  intervention  can  be 
adopted depending on the impairments experienced by the 
individual. The most common frames of reference used in 
physical rehabilitation are as follows:
 •   Developmental: This frame of reference assumes that 

recovery occurs following a hierarchic, sequential 
approach where simpler skills form the building blocks 
for complex ones. Therapy facilitates this progression 
by assisting in the attainment of developmentally eas-
ier skills before embarking on more complex routines. 
Examples of treatment techniques that use a develop-
mental frame of reference include sensory integration, 
neurodevelopmental therapy (Bobath), propriocep-
tive neuromotor facilitation, Brunnstrom’s movement 
therapy, and Rood’s sensorimotor approaches.11

 •   Biomechanical: This frame of reference assumes that 
remediation of the specific component skills that are 
impaired will result in a return to functional inde-
pendence. Treatment techniques using this frame of 
reference prescribe specific interventions such as exer-
cises and graded activities to restore range of motion, 
strength, endurance, and normalization of tone. One 
example of this approach includes using botulinum 
toxin type A to weaken hypertonic muscles that impair 
function. Another approach might include serial casting 
to increase the length and number of muscle fibers in a 
hypertonic muscle to reduce tone and increase function.

 •   Psychosocial: Increasingly in physical medicine and 
rehabilitation a psychosocial frame of reference is 
used alongside more traditional physical rehabilitative 
approaches. This is in recognition of the importance 
of addressing issues surrounding adjustment to illness 
or injury, social support, and the increased likelihood 
of chronic emotional disturbance in individuals with 
significant and life-limiting disabilities. Treatment tech-
niques using this frame of reference can include indi-
vidual counseling, family therapy, social skills training, 
and education to patients and significant others about 
disease or condition processes. These techniques aim to 
restore the emotional well-being of the individual and, 
by doing so, to enhance participation in the rehabilita-
tive plan and prevent secondary illnesses.
The  goal  of  a  compensatory  or  adaptive  approach  in 

rehabilitation  is  to  facilitate  functional  independence 
through  the  adaptation  or  modification  of  a  routine  or 
task, or use of  adaptive  equipment  that  aids  in  compen-
sation  for  functional  skill  limitations.  Compensatory  or 
adaptive  approaches  are  useful  when  full  recovery  is  not 
expected or significant permanent disability is likely. This 
approach can involve a variety of therapeutic strategies for 
functional difficulties, including the following:
 •   Changing the method by which a task is completed 

(e.g., using the tenodesis action to allow gross grasp 
and release with someone with a spinal cord injury, or 
teaching a one-handed dressing technique)
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 •   Adapting objects needed for a task or prescribing an 
assistive device (e.g., building up the handles on eating 
utensils, or using a long-handled reacher to retrieve 
objects out of reach)

 •   Modifying the environment (e.g., redesigning an 
entire home environment or workplace to allow access 
for someone in a wheelchair, or removing mats and 
rugs to prevent falling and allow more independent 
mobility)12,14

With  the  enormous  progress  made  in  recent  years  in 
technology, individuals with physical disabilities are now 
able  to  achieve  much  higher  levels  of  functional  inde-
pendence  than  was  previously  possible  through  the  use 
of  technologic  aids.  The  area  of  assistive  technology  is  a 
dedicated field within rehabilitation that specializes in fit-
ting  individuals  with  physical  and  cognitive  disabilities 
with both low- and high-tech solutions to enhance mobil-
ity, communication, community access, and learning. The 
application of assistive technology in physical disability is 
discussed in Chapters 17 and 23 of this text.

The  remainder  of  this  chapter  reviews  treatment  prin-
ciples  and  goals  in  key  areas  of  functional  performance, 
and outlines commonly used adaptive equipment relevant 
to each area.

Self-Maintenance

Feeding

Feeding  is  a  primary  task  of  daily  living  essential  for 
maintaining adequate nutrition and for participation in 
significant  social and cultural  routines. Mealtime man-
agement is generally identified by patients, families, and 
the  rehabilitation  team  as  a  priority  for  intervention. 
Within  the  area  of  feeding,  treatment  might  focus  on 
developing:
 •   Underlying oral–motor and oral–pharyngeal coordina-

tion necessary for safe oral intake and swallowing
 •   Required physical skills for independent self-feeding
 •   Routines and strategies essential to manage the social 

and behavioral aspects of mealtimes
Treatment techniques incorporate both restorative and 

compensatory  approaches.  Where  significant  behavioral 
concerns  exist,  counseling,  parent  education,  behavior 
management, and group therapy might also be indicated. 
Adaptive equipment commonly used to facilitate indepen-
dence in feeding might include the following:
 •   Nonslip matting: This is useful to stabilize dishes when 

bilateral coordination or strength is compromised.
 •   Scoop dishes or plate guards: These allow food to be 

stabilized against the raised side, facilitating indepen-
dence for individuals with functional use of just one 
hand (Figure 26-1).

 •   Weighted utensils and cups, and swivel utensils: These 
assist in compensating for limited hand control, ataxia, 
or movement disorders.

 •   Rocker knife: This is useful when bilateral upper limb 
functional skills are impaired, as seen with involve-
ment in the patient with hemiplegia or with a spinal 
cord injury. A rocker knife is used by pushing the knife 
down into food and rocking the knife until the food is 
cut. This avoids the traditional sliding method, while 
stabilizing the food with a fork in the opposite hand 
(Figure 26-2).

 •   Adapted and built-up utensils, utensil cuffs, and splints with 
utensil slots: This equipment assists individuals with 
weak or absent grasp (see Figures 26-2 and 26-3).

 •   Mobile arm supports or suspension slings: These systems 
support the forearm while assisting and maximizing 
motions such as shoulder flexion and extension, hori-
zontal abduction and adduction, external and internal 
rotation, and elbow flexion and extension. For individ-
uals with limited range of motion for hand to mouth 
activity, these devices may support independence (see 
Figure 26-3).

 •   Sippy cups, cutout cups, spouted cups, and various bottle 
systems: A variety of bottles and cups are available 
to assist children without adequate oral–motor or 
oral pharyngeal skills such as sucking and lip closure 
 (Figure 26-4).

Dressing

Achieving functional independence in dressing is also com-
monly a high priority  for patients  and  the  rehabilitation 
team. Independence in this daily task reduces the physical 
and time demands of caring for individuals with a disabil-
ity,  and  maintains  the  dignity  and  privacy  of  those  indi-
viduals. Within the area of dressing, treatment can focus on 
developing skills in:
 •   Undressing or doffing clothing
 •   Dressing or donning clothing
 •   Managing fasteners (e.g., buttons, zippers, and snaps) 

and accessories (e.g., belts and shoes)
Treatment  techniques  incorporate  both  restorative  and 

compensatory  approaches.  Substantial  gains  can  be  made 
toward  independence  through  the use of  simple  compen-
satory techniques. For example, one-handed dressing tech-
niques that require neither caregiver assistance nor adaptive 
equipment can be taught to an individual with hemiplegia. 
The  careful  selection  of  clothing,  such  as  avoiding  com-
plex  fasteners,  can  also  promote  increased  independence. 
Modified clothing is now commercially available; however, 
homemade modifications can also be effective. For example, 
when hand strength is limited, putting loops on socks is use-
ful  to assist  in pulling  them up. Velcro  fasteners on pants 
can  facilitate  toileting.  In  the  case  of  perceptual  or  cogni-
tive problems, labeling clothes helps the person distinguish 

FIGURE 26-1 A scoop dish and a plate with plate guard are used by pushing 
food against the rim to scoop; it also helps as a guide.
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front  from  back.  Adaptive  equipment  commonly  used  to 
facilitate independence in dressing includes the following:
 •   Button aids: These devices consist of a wire loop that 

hooks around the button and is then pulled through 
the hole (Figure 26-5). They work especially well for 
those individuals with reduced manipulation and bilat-
eral motor skills.

 •   Zipper pulls: These are simple to make and can be cho-
sen or designed by the individual and can be as simple 
as a loop tied to the zipper or a wire hook used to pull 
up the zipper (see Figure 26-5). They are used primarily 
by individuals with limited prehension.

 •   Elastic shoelaces: These are similar to regular cloth laces, 
except that the elastic laces do not need to be untied or 
retied each time (see Figure 26-5). The laces stretch to 
allow the foot to enter the shoe.

 •   Reacher: This is useful for retrieving items of clothing 
when a person has limited reach and mobility (Figure 
26-6). A reacher is an extended stick, usually made of 

A B
C

D

FIGURE 26-2 Adapted utensils: custom-made handle (A), rocker knife (B), 
spoon with plastic shallow bowl (C), and weighted utensil (D).

FIGURE 26-3 The mobile arm support promotes upper limb function when 
shoulder or forearm strength is weak. This individual also has a long opponens 
splint with a utensil and a vertical holder for a spoon to allow independent 
eating.
lightweight aluminum, with a grasping unit at the end. 
It is operated by squeezing the handle, which activates 
the gripper position to open and close. Reachers come 
in many lengths and handle types to adapt to a per-
son’s ability to grasp.

 •   Dressing sticks: These are used to aid in pulling up pants 
and socks.

 •   Stocking aids: These devices reduce the need to bend at 
the hips to don socks (Figure 26-7). They consist of a 
sock holder and an attached rope. The sock is placed 
over the sock holder. The foot is slid into the sock 
holder, and then the rope is used to pull the sock over 
the person’s foot.

Bathing and Grooming

In a  similar  fashion  to dressing,  achieving  independence 
in bathing and grooming significantly decreases the physi-
cal and time burden on caregivers of individuals with dis-
abilities. This also helps to maintain the individual’s sense 
of dignity and privacy. The bathroom can be a safety risk 
area for an individual with significant physical or cognitive 
disability. To gain independence in this environment, the 
individual must be able to safely negotiate slippery floors 
and  small  spaces  and  use  safety  strategies  around  use  of 

FIGURE 26-4 Bottles/specialized feeding systems designed to help chil-
dren without adequate oral–motor or oral pharyngeal skills. (Courtesy The 
 Children’s Hospital, Aurora, Colo.)

A B

C

D

FIGURE 26-5 Fastener adaptations: button aid (A), knob handle button aid 
(B), zipper pull (C), and elastic laces (D).
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various temperatures of water. Within the area of bathing 
and grooming, treatment focuses on the development of:
 •   The motor coordination and balance required for per-

formance of various grooming and bathing tasks
 •   Cognitive and behavioral skills necessary to minimize 

injury and harm (e.g., from hot water or power outlets)
 •   Environmental redesign to maximize safety and access 

in the performance of grooming and bathing tasks
Restorative treatment approaches can be used to promote 

physical skill competence. Compensatory techniques such as 
task and environmental modifications are most likely to be 
used  to optimize  the  independence of  the  individual with 
physical  and  cognitive  impairments  to  promote  bathroom 
safety (e.g., turning down the temperature on the home hot 
water system to minimize scalds). Major bathroom renova-
tion is often necessary to achieve independence in bathing 
and grooming for an individual using a wheelchair for ambu-
lation (Figure 26-8). Adaptive equipment commonly used to 
facilitate independence in grooming includes the following:
 •   Utensil cuffs and adaptations (e.g., built-up handles and 

long handles): These allow for independent grasp of 
tools such as brushes, razors, or toothbrushes when 
grasp is weak, and enhance reach when range of 
motion is diminished.

 •   Electric shavers and toothbrushes: Without adaptation, 
these devices can assist those whose strength and 
endurance are limited.

FIGURE 26-6 A reacher is used to assist in picking up objects from the floor. 
A reacher helps persons with limited lower limb and upper limb mobility.
 •   Liquid soap or use of wash mitts with soap pocket: These 
allow for the secure grasp of soap to complete face and 
body washing.

 •   Suction cups: These can be used to attach tools such as 
nail clippers, brushes, and emery boards to facilitate 
one-handed use or to compensate for reduced bilateral 
hand function.

 •   Nonslip matting: This can be used to secure bath mats 
on a tiled floor or within a bath or shower to prevent 
slipping.

 •   Grab bars or rails: These can be mounted at various 
places in the bathroom to facilitate safe transferring 
into and out of a bath, shower, or onto or off of the 
toilet.

 •   Handheld shower heads: These allow for reaching all 
parts of the body with greater ease while in a seated 
position for individuals with limited mobility.

FIGURE 26-7 A stocking aid is used when a person is limited in reaching 
down to the feet or when lower limb mobility limits bringing the foot near to 
the hands. A person places the stocking over the sock holder, places the holder 
in front of the foot, and pulls at the rope to pull it up.

FIGURE 26-8 Sink with infrared sensor for easily turning water on and off 
when performing grooming and hygiene activities at the sink.
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 •   Bath chairs or rings: These provide supported position-
ing for the individual when in the bath or shower 
while allowing access to all parts of the body for thor-
ough cleaning (Figure 26-9).

Hygiene and Health Routine Maintenance

Bowel  and  bladder  management,  menstrual  care,  and 
the management of health routines and procedures (e.g., 
skin care and medication regimens) are activities of daily 
living  that  are  highly  personal  and  intimate  in  nature. 
Achieving  functional  independence  in  these  areas  pro-
tects the individual’s sense of dignity and privacy, ensures 
maintenance of social participation and acceptance, and 
optimizes physical health and well-being. Skills required 
for  dressing,  bathing,  and  grooming  are  also  required 
to  perform  basic  hygiene  and  health  routine  tasks.  To 
enhance  independence  in  these areas,  treatment  focuses 
on developing:
 •   Upper limb range of motion, hand function, mobility, 

and endurance
 •   Upper and lower body dressing skills
 •   Modified routines to account for physical or cognitive 

limitations
 •   Adapted dispensing equipment or garments
 •   Cognitive and behavioral skills to reliably comply with 

socially accepted hygiene standards
Restorative  treatment  approaches  would  be  primar-

ily  used  to  promote  improved  upper  limb  dressing  and 
cognitive  and  behavioral  performance.  Compensatory 
techniques would be used to address the modification of 
routines,  equipment,  and  garments  to  enhance  indepen-
dence.  Adaptive  equipment  commonly  used  to  facilitate 
independence in maintaining hygiene and health includes 
the following:
 •   Reaching aids: These devices can assist with dressing, 

hygiene, and toileting tasks.
 •   Commode chairs, raised toilet seats, and potty chairs: These 

adapted chairs can assist positioning on the toilet when 
use of a standard toilet is not possible.

 •   Splints: Various splints can be manufactured to facilitate 
self-catheterization or the placement of hygiene prod-
ucts for menstrual care.

FIGURE 26-9 A bath chair provides supported positioning for an individual 
in the bath or shower. (Courtesy The Children’s Hospital, Aurora, Colo.)
 •   Catheter inserters, clamps, and adapted leg bag emptiers: 
These facilitate independent management of urinary 
incontinence in individuals with spinal defects or 
injuries.

 •   Adapted suppository inserters and digital stimulators: These 
devices can be useful for those with weak hand strength 
or incoordination in managing fecal incontinence.

 •   Long-handled mirror: This allows for personal inspection 
of skin to check for pressure areas or inspection for 
appropriate placement of hygiene products.

 •   Timers: These can be useful in providing an auditory 
reminder to perform health routines (e.g., weight shifts 
to assist in preventing pressure sores, cathing, insulin 
injections, and medication taking).

Functional Mobility

Functional  mobility  is  the  capacity  to  move  from  one 
position  in space (e.g.,  sitting,  lying down, or standing) 
to  another  position  to  enable  participation  in  normal 
daily routines and activities. Functional mobility includes 
bed  mobility,  transfers,  ambulation,  wheelchair  mobil-
ity, driving,  and  taking public  transportation. Achieving 
independence with functional mobility tasks significantly 
reduces the level of long-term care required by the indi-
vidual with a disability. Independence allows the individ-
ual to participate in a range of self-care, productive, and 
leisure activities, thereby promoting a sense of self-worth 
and actualization.

Bed Mobility

Bed mobility includes rolling in bed; scooting up, down, 
or toward either edge of the bed; and coming to a sitting 
position at the edge of the bed. Full independence in bed 
mobility  requires being able  to  get  into bed, position or 
reposition oneself to sleep, and get out of bed without the 
assistance of another person. Treatment to encourage inde-
pendence in bed mobility focuses on:
 •   Developing head control, upper and lower body 

strength, and improving motor planning skills
 •   Improving physical endurance
 •   Adapting tasks to optimize the use of residual skills
 •   Providing modifications to bedroom layout and furni-

ture to assist independent function
A  combination  of  restorative  and  adaptive  treatment 

approaches  can  be  used  to  enhance  independent  bed 
mobility. Adaptive equipment commonly used in this area 
includes the following:
 •   Loops: Loops attached along the edge of the bed or onto 

the bed railing can conserve one’s energy by providing 
an anchorage or lever point for the individual. Loops 
can be useful in both repositioning within the bed and 
getting into and out of bed.

 •   Overhead trapeze bar: This fixture can help a person to 
sit at the edge of the bed or to scoot up or down in 
bed.

 •   Step stool: When placed on the floor at the edge of the 
bed, a step stool can make it easier to get into and out 
of bed. A step stool also allows for appropriate posi-
tioning when sitting at the edge of the bed.
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 •   Powered hospital bed: This piece of equipment might be 
required to improve independence in an individual 
with significant physical disability. This bed allows for 
motorized raising or lowering of the head of the bed, 
bringing the person to a sitting position, and can assist 
with more comfortable positioning for sleep.

Transfers

The ability to transfer is necessary for anyone who uses a 
wheelchair for mobility. For a person to be independent in 
daily  living  tasks,  transfers  must  be  performed  to  wheel-
chair, bed, commode, bath tub, shower, and car (if a van 
is not adapted for the wheelchair). It is also desirable that 
all wheelchair users are adept at wheelchair  to floor, and 
floor to wheelchair transfers in case of a fall. This is espe-
cially helpful for children who often need to be able to get 
on the floor to participate in activities with other children. 
A  person  can  perform  a  transfer  in  many  different  ways. 
Depending on the functional limitations, certain transfers 
are faster and more efficient than others, and can change 
as the person’s abilities change. Transfers generally require 
good  upper  body  strength  and  sitting  balance.  Transfer 
training can involve:
 •   Development of improved upper body strength and 

sitting balance
 •   Determination of the most practical and efficient 

method of transferring within different daily routines 
and contexts.
Some  of  the  more  common  methods  of  performing 

transfers are described below:
 •   Stand–pivot transfer: For persons who can attain and 

maintain standing for short periods, the stand–pivot 
transfer is the most efficient method. Adequate hip 
and knee extension and good sitting balance are 
required. In this transfer, the person rises from a 
seated to a standing position and pivots to the adja-
cent chair to sit down. A modification of the stand–
pivot transfer is the sit–pivot transfer, in which 
good sitting balance and upper body strength are 
used to lift the hips up and across to another chair 
without standing. The feet are usually positioned on 
the floor. If the legs are too short to reach the floor 
(frequently the case in children), the feet can remain 
positioned on the footrests of the wheelchair or on a 
step stool.

 •   Sliding board transfer: Sliding boards bridge the gap 
between transferring surfaces.20 One end of the sliding 
board must be positioned securely under the individ-
ual’s buttocks, and the opposite end placed solidly on 
the other surface. Once the board is positioned securely 
between the surfaces, the person scoots his or her hips 
across the board to the new surface (Figure 26-10). As 
with the sit–pivot transfer, the feet can be positioned 
on the floor or remain on the footrests of the wheel-
chair. Sliding boards are available in many shapes and 
sizes, and adaptations can be added according to a 
person’s individual situation.

 •   Wheelchair to floor transfers: Various methods can 
be used to transfer from the wheelchair to the floor. 
Using the forward method, the footrests are rotated 
to the side and the feet are placed on the floor. Then, 
flexing far forward in the wheelchair, individuals 
place their hands on the floor and lower themselves 
to the floor.
Pivoting to the floor is another method. With the foot-

rests  removed  or  rotated  to  the  side,  the  person  scoots 
to the edge of the wheelchair and pivots the hips so that 
she or he is sitting on one buttock. Hands are placed on 
the seat of the wheelchair. The body is pivoted out of the 
wheelchair, and the knees are lowered to the floor. From 
the  kneeling  position  facing  the  wheelchair,  the  person 
can  then  lower  the  hips  to  the  floor  into  a  side-sitting 
position.

Yet  another  method  is  used  when  long  leg  braces  are 
worn. In this case, the footrests must be removed or rotated 
to the side; hips are moved to the edge of the wheelchair; 
and  the knees are extended with  the heels placed on  the 
floor. Placing the hands on the forward-most frame of the 
wheelchair,  the  person  lowers  the  hips  to  the  floor.  This 
method requires good upper body strength and long arms 
for  leverage  to  control  the  lowering  movement  for  the 
entire  distance  to  the  floor.  Pediatric  wheelchairs,  with  a 
lower floor to seat height, can help some children perform 
this type of transfer.

The first two methods can be reversed to transfer from 
the floor back into the wheelchair. The last method is more 
difficult because very good upper body strength and lever-
age are important for success.

Ambulation

A person’s level of functional independence can be signifi-
cantly affected by the ability to ambulate. To ambulate, one 
must have sufficient lower body and trunk strength, as well 
as balance, coordination, and cognitive skills for safety and 
timing. Treatment focuses on:
 •   Restoring the underlying physical skills required for 

independent ambulation
 •   Gait analysis (see Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion of 

this process)

FIGURE 26-10 Sliding board transfer. The sliding board bridges the gap 
between the wheelchair and bed. The person uses upper limbs to scoot across 
the surface from the wheelchair to the bed.
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 •   Gait training to promote efficient gait motion
Independent ambulation is not time or energy efficient 

in some cases, and the use of orthoses and other adaptive 
equipment  might  be  required  (lower  limb  orthoses  are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 16 of this text). Commonly 
used walking aids include the following:
 •   Crutches: These devices can compensate for an inef-

ficient gait as a result of reduced muscle power, pain, 
impaired balance, or joint damage (Figure 26-11).29

 •   Walkers: A variety of walkers provide differing levels 
of support for an individual who has unilateral or 
generalized weakness, has incoordination of the lower 
limbs, or requires a temporary aid to build confidence 
(Figures 26-12 and 26-13).29

Wheelchair Mobility

For  people  who  are  unable  to  ambulate  or  are  able  to 
ambulate only short distances, the use of a wheelchair for 
mobility can allow increased functional  independence in 
the community. The process for evaluating and prescribing 
a wheelchair for an individual with a disability is described 
in detail in Chapter 17 of this text. Many factors affect the 
type  of  chair  prescribed,  including  many  aspects  of  the 
individual’s skills and abilities,  the contexts  in which the 
chair will be used,  transportation options,  and  the avail-
ability  of  maintenance  support.29  After  the  wheelchair  is 
prescribed, a period of training might be required to fully 
develop  the  individual’s  skills  in  independent  use.  With 
the  variety  of  technologies  currently  available  in  manual 
and power wheelchairs, it is now possible for individuals 
with high degrees of physical disability  to  independently 
mobilize in a wheelchair.

A B C

FIGURE 26-11 A, Axillary crutches are used by individuals with good bal-
ance and coordination; the length of time these crutches are required is usually 
short. B, Forearm crutches have a cuff around the forearm that is open at the 
front or side and are used mostly by individuals needing crutches on a long-
term basis (e.g., an individual with paraplegia who may require bracing with 
ambulation). C, Kenny crutches are used mostly by children who need total 
contact around their forearm.
Driving

Being able to drive or be transported in a private vehicle is 
often an identified priority for individuals with disabili-
ties  and  their  families.  Achieving  this  level  of  indepen-
dence in mobility means that individuals have access to 
a broader range of productive and leisure activities. Indi-
viduals can then easily attend social occasions, participate 
in vacations, and complete routine daily errands. A com-
pensatory  approach  is  most  commonly  used  to  address 

A B

FIGURE 26-12 A, Rolling walker with platform attachments for a person 
with limited upper limb strength and range of motion. The person’s forearms 
rest on the pads and accept the person’s weight as the lower limbs take “steps.” 
The wheels allow the walker to be pushed forward without having to lift the 
walker. B, Standard walker. The person must have significant hand strength and 
range of motion to grip the walker, as well as good standing balance and upper 
limb strength to lift the walker to advance it forward.

FIGURE 26-13 A reverse walker is used to facilitate an extension posture 
with a person who tends to maintain a flexed posture while standing.
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issues of independence in driving or traveling in a private 
vehicle.  For  self-driving,  careful  evaluation  of  residual 
physical  and  cognitive  skills  will  determine  the  level  of 
accommodation  needed  in  car  controls  and  operation. 
Commonly used car adaptations include the following23:
 •   Mechanical hand controls: These allow an individual 

without lower limb function to perform acceleration 
and braking functions using the upper limbs.

 •   Foot controls: In a similar fashion to hand controls, 
these devices allow for the steering of the car using the 
lower limbs when upper limb function is insufficient to 
perform this task.

 •   Power seats, steering, brakes, and windows: These adapta-
tions may compensate for reduced or weakened motor 
function.

 •   Steering wheel knobs and cuffs: These allow for one-
handed steering operation or promote better grasp and 
control of the steering wheel.

 •   Handles and levers: Small handles and levers can be 
attached to key functions in the car (e.g., windshield 
wiper stick) to enhance access.
For children or other individuals not able to self-drive, 

various adaptations can be made to support transportation 
in a private vehicle. Some examples are as follows:
 •   Custom car seats: These seats allow an older child with 

a disability to be appropriately positioned and trans-
ported safely in a car or a van.

 •   Wheelchair tie-down systems: These systems usually 
require significant modifications to be made to the 
private car or van but allow secure transportation of an 
individual in a wheelchair inside a vehicle.

 •   Power lifts and ramps: These devices allow easier access 
by a person using a wheelchair into and out of the car.

Public Transportation

The capacity to use public transportation independently can 
offer  older  children  and  adults  with  disabilities  and  their 
families or caregivers additional convenience in the comple-
tion of daily routines. Many public transportation systems, 
including buses, trains, and ferries, make specific accommo-
dations for people with physical and cognitive disabilities. 
Training in the independent use of these facilities involves:
 •   Determining the availability of suitable public trans-

portation options in the local area
 •   Understanding the physical and cognitive abilities of 

the client and his or her ability to access public trans-
portation appropriately and safely

 •   Prescribing appropriate adaptations to wheelchairs to 
allow for use of tie-down systems

 •   Developing organizational, memory, and money 
management skills to facilitate timetable reading and 
payment of fares

Productive Activity

Paid or Volunteer Work

Participation  in  productive  activity  via  paid  or  volunteer 
work can be important to individuals for a number of rea-
sons. It might allow them to be self-sufficient financially; 
acquire  a  sense  of  self-esteem,  social  status,  and  group 
membership; and add structure and routine to their daily 
lives.11 Issues surrounding the employment of people with 
disabilities are discussed in more detail in another chapter 
of this text. In general, however, to optimize the achieve-
ment of functional independence in this area it will require 
consideration of:
 •   The physical and cognitive requirements of work tasks, 

and their match with the individual’s current skills
 •   The physical access to the work environment and nec-

essary work equipment
 •   The individual’s ability to participate in necessary 

work-related behaviors, for example, timely and reli-
able attendance, concentration and application to task, 
and establishment of appropriate workplace relation-
ships (see Chapter 35)

Household Management

Household management is an important aspect of main-
taining daily routines and for many adults represents their 
primary  source  of  productive  activity.  Assisting  an  indi-
vidual  to  gain  functional  independence  in  this  area  can 
promote  a  sense  of  role  identity  lost  because  of  illness 
or  injury.  Restoring  the  motor  skills  required  for  home 
maintenance  tasks might not be possible or  sufficient  to 
ensure  full  independence  in many  cases.  Integral  to  suc-
cessful  household  management  is  the  combination  of 
motor  proficiency  (particularly  upper  limb  proficiency) 
with planning, organization, safety awareness, and money 
management  skills.6,11  Most  commonly,  a  compensatory 
approach is required. This generally takes two forms. First, 
the  physical  setup  of  the  home  has  to  be  considered  in 
relation to whether it supports access of the individual to 
all areas of  the home  to perform cleaning,  laundry, yard 
maintenance,  and  meal  preparation  tasks.  Second,  tasks 
performed have to be analyzed and modified as necessary 
to  conserve  energy  and  allow  independent  completion 
despite physical or cognitive limitations.6 Clear and open 
communication  with  the  individual  is  essential  in  this 
process  to  identify  priority  household  tasks  for  comple-
tion because home routines are highly individualized and 
value based. Commonly used adaptations and modifica-
tions  that enhance  independent household management 
include the following:
 •   Home modifications and redesign: Extensive modifica-

tions might be required to make a house accessible 
for an individual using a wheelchair. Installing ramps, 
widening hallways, lowering counter tops, and remov-
ing under-sink cabinetry (Figure 26-14) are examples 
of modifications that might be required to maximize 
an individual’s independence.

 •   Wheeled carts: These can be used extensively through-
out the home to minimize the energy and strength 
required in lifting heavy objects (e.g., a basket of laun-
dry, plates and utensils).

 •   Nonslip matting and suction cups: These can be used to 
help stabilize pots, jars, or dishes during meal prepara-
tion or cleaning.

 •   Adapted utensils: These can provide for easier 
 completion of tasks requiring cutting, mixing, and 
reaching.
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 •   Sitting as a preferred position: This position allows for an 
individual who experiences endurance or mobility dif-
ficulties to complete tasks more efficiently.

 •   Electric appliances: Food processors and electric mix-
ers reduce the labor intensity required for many meal 
preparation tasks.

 •   Reorganization of household items: Task efficiency can 
often be gained through reorganizing the placement 
and storage of essential equipment. For example, plac-
ing hangers near a dryer so that clothes can be hung 
immediately can reduce the need for ironing; reduc-
ing overall clutter minimizes dusting and the need to 
search for items; and removing potential obstacles such 
as mats and potted plants makes movement through 
the living space easier.

Play and School

For  a  child,  participating  in  typical  play  experiences  and 
attending a formal education program constitute produc-
tive  activity.  Children  with  disabilities  require  access  to 
both of these experiences to ensure that there is an oppor-
tunity for socialization, learning, and continued develop-
ment  of  their  skills.  Within  most  public  school  settings, 
inclusion of children with disabilities into an individual-
ized educational program is required by public law (in the 
United States, the Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act, Public Law 92-142). The rehabilitation team needs to 
work with local schools and childcare settings to establish 
an environment in which children can play and learn in a 
relatively unrestricted manner. Issues that require consid-
eration when planning for the integration of a child with 
disabilities  into a play or educational  setting  include  the 
following:
 •   Can the child physically enter and exit and mobilize 

within the school or play environment?
 •   Do any of the facilities and equipment (e.g., restrooms, 

computers, desks, water fountain, and playground 
equipment) need to be modified or adapted to allow 
usage by the child?

FIGURE 26-14 A house with a wheelchair-accessible cooking area, so that a 
child with physical limitations can participate in cooking activities such as mix-
ing ingredients for a cake.
 •   Do the play or educational experiences offer the “just 
right” challenge to the child, such that learning and 
development are enhanced?
Treatment  approaches  used  to  facilitate  independent 

participation  by  children  in  play  or  educational  pro-
grams  use  a  combination  of  restorative  and  compensa-
tory  approaches.  When  possible,  a  child’s  motor  and 
cognitive  abilities  will  be  improved  through  a  therapy 
program  addressing  specific  skills  required  for  meaning-
ful participation, such as fine motor skills for handwriting 
and  computer  access,  attention and  concentration  skills, 
socialization  skills,  and  self-toileting.  Compensatory 
approaches are often required when a disability is signifi-
cant.  Commonly  used  adaptations  and  modifications  to 
facilitate typical play and educational experiences include 
the following:
 •   Positioning devices: These devices can range from foam 

wedges to customized seating systems that allow the 
child to participate in activities with improved stability 
and support (Figure 26-15).

 •   Environmental modifications: Ramps, widened hallways, 
and modified playground equipment can enhance 
access to playground and school facilities for a child in 
a wheelchair (Figure 26-16).

 •   Equipment modifications: Adapted pencils, computer 
mice and keyboards, adjustable-height tables, and 
adapted playground equipment can all assist a child 
with a disability to participate in typical play and edu-
cational activities (Figures 26-17 through 26-19).

 •   Curriculum redesign and accommodations: Depending on 
the child’s skills and abilities, adaptations to the edu-
cational curriculum might need to be made to enhance 
independent performance. This could be as simple as 
allowing a child more time to complete a writing task 
when weakness or dexterity is a difficulty, or changing 
the sequence of activities completed in the day so that 
more demanding tasks are performed early on to allow 
for the likelihood of increased fatigue. A child might 
need an individualized curriculum plan including 
reduced content and modified expectations to achieve 
educational success.

Leisure

Time spent in leisure and recreation is considered essential 
to  an  individual’s psychologic well-being.5  Leisure  activ-
ity  is  activity participated  in  for  its own  sake and where 
enjoyment  is  the  primary  goal.  The  authors  believe  that 
leisure  is  important  for  self-expression,  creativity,  relax-
ation, belongingness, and experience of novelty.27 Mean-
ingful  participation  in  leisure  activities  by  people  with 
disabilities  is  highly  motivating  and  can  also  facilitate 
the achievement of  independence  in other areas  such as 
community  integration,  self-maintenance,  mobility,  and 
organizational and problem-solving skills. The rehabilita-
tion  team  should  consider  leisure  as  both  a  means  and 
an  end  in  terms  of  the  achievement  of  functional  inde-
pendence.24 Leisure can take a number of forms and can 
include  quiet  recreational  activities  such  as  hobbies  or 
crafts or more active recreation such as sports and travel. 
Many  organizations  now  exist  to  facilitate  the  inclusion 
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of people with disabilities into recreational activities. For 
example,  some  communities  have  established  programs 
specifically designed for people with physical and cogni-
tive disabilities that are run within community recreation 
centers. Various advocacy groups and foundations sponsor 
camping and sports programs  for  individuals with brain 
injuries,  burns,  or  chronic  conditions.  In  recent  years, 
more  attention  has  been  focused  on  competitive  sports 
participation by people with disabilities. This is available 
at local, national, and international levels, culminating in 
events such as the Paralympics. As in other areas of func-
tional independence, consideration must be given to the 
interests, priorities, and available resources of individuals 
and their families; individuals’ specific motor and cogni-
tive  skills  and  limitations;  and  the  potential  for  adapta-
tion of the activity before planning interventions relating 
to  leisure  participation.  Figures  26-20  through  26-24 
show examples of adaptations made  to  common  leisure 
pursuits,  enabling  people  with  disabilities  to  experience 
enjoyment and achievement.

B

A

FIGURE 26-15 Positioning devices. (A) Customized seating system. (B) 
Foam wedges. (Courtesy The Children’s Hospital,  Aurora, CO.)
Conclusion

Assisting an individual to achieve optimal functional inde-
pendence should be the goal of all medical rehabilitation 
programs. The benefits to individuals and their families or 
caregivers are clear. For the individual, an increased sense of 
personal satisfaction, self-worth, and self-actualization are 
all coupled with decreased physical ailments and increased 
vitality. For caregivers, the physical and emotional burden 
of care associated with physical disability can be reduced 
or  minimized.  For  rehabilitation  programs,  a  focus  on 
improving  outcomes  related  to  functional  independence 
translates  into an  increased  likelihood of  reimbursement 
and enhanced patient  satisfaction. A number of possible 
approaches  can  be  used  to  facilitate  functional  indepen-
dence in persons with disabilities that are typically either 
restorative or compensatory in focus. As further advances 
in technology are made, opportunities for individuals with 
significant levels of disability will emerge to allow them to 
participate fully in their life Situations.

FIGURE 26-16 Playground equipment accessible by wheelchair, with plat-
forms and ramps.
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FIGURE 26-17 An adapted swing. The movement of the swing is achieved by 
pushing or pulling on the handles, using the arms.

FIGURE 26-18 A built-up handle made of setting putty conformed to a per-
son’s grasp to facilitate functional tripod grasp for writing. Modifications can 
vary from application of foam to commercially available plastic grips.
A

B

FIGURE 26-19 Adaptive equipment can include a Dynavox, PowerLink, and 
7-Level Communication Builder (A) and various switches to improve patient 
access to activities and nurse call systems (B).  (A and B Courtesy The Chil-
dren’s Hospital, Aurora, Colo.)

FIGURE 26-20 Outrigger skis are used for skiing by a person who has dif-
ficulty shifting weight, maintaining upright stance, and maintaining their balance. 
A person must be able to stand independently but may have difficulty with 
coordination.
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CHAPTER 27

REHABILITATION OF PATIENTS 
WITH SWALLOWING 
DISORDERS
Jeffrey B. Palmer, Cathy A. Pelletier, and Koichiro Matsuo
Swallowing is a complex biologic function essential to 
human life. Dysphagia, or impaired swallowing, is a com-
mon symptom in many disorders. Dysphagia can lead to 
serious sequelae, such as malnutrition and pneumonia, 
and can dramatically alter quality of life when it prevents 
the individual from participating in mealtimes. Dysphagia 
rehabilitation focuses on the use of therapy and compensa-
tory strategies to improve swallowing and prevent compli-
cations. Development of an individualized rehabilitation 
program requires an understanding of the anatomy and 
physiology of swallowing, the pathophysiology of swallow-
ing dysfunction, and the nature of the underlying disease 
process, as well as individual and environmental factors.106 
This chapter focuses on oral and pharyngeal swallowing 
dysfunction, because these are commonly amenable to the 
rehabilitation approach. We start with the physiology of 
normal and abnormal swallowing, then discuss the evalu-
ation of swallowing, and finally discuss the treatment of 
dysphagia.

Normal Swallowing

Physiology

The anatomy of the oral cavity, larynx, and pharynx is 
shown in Figures 27-1 and 27-2. The swallowing process is 
traditionally divided into oral, pharyngeal, and esophageal 
stages (Figure 27-3). The oral stage is further subdivided 
into oral preparatory and oral propulsive stages.79

When swallowing liquids, food is taken into the mouth 
and mixed with saliva during the oral preparatory stage. The 
bolus is collected by the tongue and positioned between 
the surface of the tongue and the palate in a “swallow-
ready” position. Premature leakage of food from the oral 
cavity to the pharynx is prevented by tongue-palate contact 
behind the bolus.

During the oral propulsive stage, the bolus is propelled 
from the oral cavity to the pharynx, passing through the 
faucial isthmus. The tongue surface contacts the palate 
anteriorly, just behind the upper teeth. The tongue sur-
face moves upward, beginning with the anterior part of 
the tongue and moving sequentially backward. The area of 
tongue-palate contact expands posteriorly, squeezing the 
bolus into the pharynx.

The process is somewhat different when eating solid 
food (Figure 27-4).28,45,110 When the bite of food enters 
the mouth, it is moved into position for chewing via a 
581

mechanism known as stage 1 transport (see Figure 27-4, A). 
During stage 1 transport, the food is first placed on the sur-
face of the tongue. The entire tongue shifts bodily back-
ward in the mouth, carrying the food to the molar region. 
The tongue then rotates (around the anteroposterior axis) 
and deposits the bite of food on the occlusal surface of the 
lower molar teeth.

After stage 1 transport is food processing, in which food 
particles are reduced in size by mastication and softened 
with saliva. This is accomplished by rhythmic, linked move-
ments of the jaw, tongue, cheek, and soft palate.10,46,92,97,107 
The jaw opens and closes cyclically. The food is compressed 
during jaw closing. The tongue and cheek work in con-
junction during jaw opening to reposition between the 
teeth.10,97

When a portion of the food reaches a swallow-ready con-
sistency, it is positioned on the surface of the tongue and 
squeezed back into the pharynx by a mechanism known 
as stage 2 transport (see Figure 27-4, B). The soft palate 
lifts away from the tongue surface rhythmically during 
food processing and stage 2 transport to allow bolus trans-
port through the faucial isthmus. The basic mechanism of 
food propulsion is nearly identical to that described for 
the oral propulsive phase with a liquid bolus: the tongue 
compresses the bolus against the palate, and the area of 
tongue-palate contact expands from anterior to posterior, 
squeezing the bolus into the oropharynx. Food processing 
can continue while food accumulates in the oropharynx 
during multiple stage 2 transport cycles. Bolus aggregation 
in the oropharynx can last as long as 10 seconds in normal 
individuals eating solid food.45

In the pharyngeal stage of swallowing, the bolus is 
propelled from the pharynx into the esophagus (see Fig-
ure 27-3). The pharyngeal stage depends on sequential 
activation of muscles in the oral cavity, tongue, pharynx, 
and larynx.18,26,59,114 The soft palate elevates and presses 
against the lateral and posterior wall of the pharynx, clos-
ing off the nasopharynx. The tongue base retracts (pushes 
backward) to compress the bolus against the pharyngeal 
wall. The pharyngeal constrictor muscles contract around 
the bolus sequentially from top to bottom, creating a wave 
of contraction that squeezes the bolus downward.58 The 
pharynx also shortens to reduce pharyngeal volume.111 The 
larynx closes to prevent aspiration. The upper esophageal 
sphincter (UES) opens, permitting the bolus to enter the 
esophagus.

The hyoid bone and larynx are pulled upward and for-
ward by contraction of the suprahyoid and hypothyroid 
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FIGURE 27-1 Anatomy of the oral cavity and pharynx. A, Divisions of the pharynx. B, Posterior view of the pharynx. (Modified from Banks JC, Nava PB, Petersen 
D, et al: Atlas of clinical gross anatomy, St Louis, 2005, Mosby, with permission.)
muscles. These motions are important for protecting the 
airway and opening the UES. Upward movement of the 
hyoid is highly variable and is influenced by the initial 
food consistency, whereas the forward movement is less 
variable and is related to the opening of the UES.17,54

Several protective mechanisms prevent aspiration dur-
ing swallowing. Breathing pauses briefly during swallow-
ing.125 The duration of this swallow apnea typically ranges 
from 0.3 to 1.0 seconds and increases with bolus vol-
ume.48,118 The hyoid bone and larynx are pulled upward 
and forward by contraction of the suprahyoid and thyro-
hyoid muscles. This tucks the larynx under the base of the 
tongue. The vocal folds close to seal the glottis.101 The ary-
tenoids tilt forward to contact the base of the epiglottis,80 
and the epiglottis folds backward. This deflects food away 
from the laryngeal airway.

The UES is held closed between swallows by tonic con-
traction of the cricopharyngeus muscle, but it opens briefly 
during each swallow.31 Three main factors contribute to 
UES opening17:
 1.  Relaxation of the cricopharyngeus muscle permits the 

sphincter to open.
 2.  Contraction of the suprahyoid and thyrohyoid muscles 

pulls the larynx forward, opening the sphincter.
 3.  Hydrostatic pressure of the descending bolus pushes 

outward on the UES, assisting its opening.
The esophagus is quite different from the pharynx 

because it is primarily composed of striated muscle in its 
cervical portion and smooth muscle in its thoracic portion. 
Because the thoracic esophagus is largely smooth muscle, 
it has intrinsic contractile activity that can be increased or 
inhibited by autonomic nerves. Once the bolus has passed 
through the UES, it is propelled down the esophagus by 
peristalsis (defined as a wave of inhibition followed by a 
wave of excitation that propels material down a hollow 
viscus).44 In the upright position, gravity assists peristal-
sis. The lower esophageal sphincter is held closed by tonic 
muscle contraction between swallows. It relaxes during a 
swallow and is pushed open by the pressure of the descend-
ing bolus.

Neuroanatomy

Mastication, swallowing, and respiration are controlled by 
central pattern generators.9,55,86,144 The neural organiza-
tion of swallowing requires integration of sensory input, 
cortical modification, reflexes, and all three of these central 
pattern generators. The central pattern generator for pha-
ryngeal swallowing is located in the brainstem reticular 
formation.55 Sensory information gathered from mechano-
receptors, chemoreceptors, and thermoreceptors in the oral 
cavity, pharynx, and larynx facilitate swallowing and protect 
the airway.95,126 Sensation is carried through the maxillary 
and mandibular branch of the trigeminal nerve, the glos-
sopharyngeal nerve, and the vagus nerve to a central pattern 
generator for swallowing. This central pattern generator is 
located in the nucleus tractus solitarius of the medulla.55

When a swallow is initiated, motor neurons in the brain-
stem produce coordinated contraction of striated muscle 
fibers in the oropharynx. Swallowing consists of sequen-
tial excitation and inhibition of more than 50 muscles. 
Table 27-1 shows the innervation of major muscles related 
to swallowing. These lower motor neurons have their cell 
bodies in the trigeminal (V), facial (VII), and hypoglossal 
(XII) nuclei, and in the nucleus ambiguus (IX and X).

Human Development and Aging

Swallowing in Infants

The upper aerodigestive tract of the newborn exhibits ana-
tomic differences from the adult, and these differences 
support early feeding skills (Figure 27-5). These differences 
include a smaller, retracted lower jaw; a smaller oral cavity 
almost completely filled by the tongue; and buccal “sucking 
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FIGURE 27-2 Images of the oral cavity, larynx, and pharynx. A, Lateral projection in a videofluorographic image (A1) and a drawing (A2). B, Posteroanterior 
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FIGURE 27-3 Normal swallowing of a liquid bolus. These drawings are based on an actual videofluorographic sequence recorded in the lateral projection. A, The 
bolus is held between the anterior surface of the tongue and hard palate, in a “swallow-ready” position. The tongue presses against the palate both in front of and 
behind the bolus to prevent spillage. B, The bolus is propelled from the oral cavity to the pharynx through the fauces. The anterior tongue pushes the bolus against 
the hard palate just behind the upper incisor. The posterior tongue drops away from the palate. C, The soft palate elevates, closing off the nasopharynx. The area of 
tongue-palate contact spreads posteriorly, squeezing the bolus backward to the pharynx. The larynx elevates and the epiglottis tilts downward. D, The upper esoph-
ageal sphincter (UES) opens. The tongue base retracts to contact the pharyngeal wall, which contracts around the bolus, starting superiorly and then progressing 
downward toward the esophagus. E, The soft palate descends, and the larynx and pharynx reopen. The UES returns to its usual closed state after the bolus passes.
pads” to create stability for early sucking patterns. The 
larynx rests higher in the neck, and the epiglottis approx-
imates and even slightly overlaps the soft palate. This sepa-
rates the airway and food way between swallows, allowing 
the nasopharynx to communicate with the trachea while 
food can collect in the valleculae, thereby decreasing the 
risk for aspiration.65,99 The hyoid bone and larynx descend 
in the neck during infancy and childhood, and the contact 
between the epiglottis and the soft palate is lost.76

The earliest swallowing pattern is suckling, in which the 
tongue moves in a backward-forward licking motion. As 
the infant anatomy develops and buccal pads are resorbed, 
a sucking pattern develops. Labial strength is increased, 
and an upward-downward tongue movement emerges. Jaw 
movement patterns evolve along with developing anatomy. 
The early phasic up-down jaw motion pattern evolves into a 
diagonal movement by 6 to 9 months of age, and to a rotary 
chewing pattern (in the coronal plane) around 24 months. 
Oral motor skills continue to mature, and by 24 months 
infants have established an almost mature oral motor 
control for swallowing liquids. Maturation for chewing is 
slower. A mature pattern is reached at 6 or 7 years of age.

Swallowing in the Elderly

Oral, pharyngeal, and esophageal changes occur in the 
elderly, related to motor performance and respiratory con-
trol during swallowing. Labial and lingual strength and 
coordination decrease, resulting in slower oral manipu-
lation of food. Dentition is often reduced, resulting in 
increased mastication time and reduced efficiency.43 Mul-
tiple gestures of the tongue base and hyoid can occur 
before pharyngeal swallow initiation, along with increased 
duration of hyoid motion during swallows. An increased 
latency might be observed from entry of the bolus into the 
pharynx until onset of laryngeal elevation. Reduction in 
esophageal function occurs, with a decreased amplitude 
of esophageal peristaltic waves and an increased incidence 
of sliding hiatal hernia. Altered respiratory patterns in the 
elderly are characterized by an earlier onset and a longer 
duration of swallow apnea, an increased incidence of swal-
low initiation in the inspiratory phase of respiration, and 
an increased respiratory rate immediately after the swal-
low.47,48,125 An increased frequency of laryngeal penetra-
tion is seen in older adults on consecutive swallows, and 
might be a normal variation.19

Pathophysiology of Swallowing 
Dysfunction

Dysphagia can be caused by a wide variety of diseases 
and disorders affecting the structure and/or function of 
the oral cavity, larynx, pharynx, or esophagus. Structural 
deficits can masquerade as functional disorders, so careful 
diagnostic evaluation is necessary in every case. Dysphagia 
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FIGURE 27-4 Mechanisms of food transport in a normal subject eating solid food. A, Stage 1 transport: the tongue carries the bite of food back to the postcanine 
region and then rotates to place it on the occlusal surfaces. B, Stage 2 transport: the tongue squeezes the bolus backward along the palate, through the fauces, and 
into the pharynx.
is commonly classified according to the anatomic region 
affected—that is, oral, pharyngeal, or esophageal dyspha-
gia. Dysfunction of the oral cavity commonly co-occurs 
with pharyngeal dysfunction. This is commonly termed 
oropharyngeal dysphagia (although the problem is not lim-
ited to the oropharynx). Regardless of site, it is useful to 
consider whether a given impairment of swallowing affects 
food transport (preparation and propulsion of the bolus), 
airway protection (prevention of laryngeal aspiration), 
or both, because these have implications for treatment. 
Aspiration of food can occur in structural or functional 
impairments of the oral cavity, pharynx, or esophagus. It 
is important to recognize dysphagia because it can cause 
dehydration, malnutrition, or respiratory sequelae.

Oral or pharyngeal dysfunction most commonly results 
from stroke or neurologic disorders. It can also be caused by 
structural deficits, such as congenital clefts or webs, diver-
ticulae, surgical ablations, cranial nerve injuries, and radia-
tion fibrosis. Impaired oral function can hamper eating, 
drinking, and swallowing. It might be difficult to maneuver 
solids or liquids in the mouth; determine whether a bolus 
is ready for swallowing; contain the bolus in the oral cavity, 
resulting in leakage from the lips (anteriorly) or into the 
pharynx (posteriorly); propel the bolus into the pharynx; 
or initiate swallowing. Deficits in mastication can ham-
per bolus preparation for swallowing, making the intake 
of solid food difficult. These are usually manifestations of 
tongue weakness or incoordination, but sensory impair-
ments can produce similar effects, including excessive 
retention of food in the oral cavity after swallowing.

Dysfunction of the pharynx can produce impaired swal-
low initiation, ineffective bolus propulsion, and retention 
of a portion of the bolus in the pharynx after swallowing. 
Velopharyngeal incompetence is the inability to close the 
velopharyngeal isthmus by elevating the soft palate and 
contracting the pharyngeal walls around it to close off the 
nasopharynx. In velopharyngeal incompetence, the bolus 
might be misdirected into the nasal cavity (nasal regurgi-
tation). When tongue base retraction is weak, pharyngeal 
propulsive force can be inadequate, resulting in retention 
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of all or part of the bolus in the pharyngeal recesses after 
swallowing. Similar findings can be produced by weakness 
of the pharyngeal constrictor musculature. If the epiglottis 
does not invert during swallowing, it might act as a physi-
cal barrier, resulting in retention of part of the bolus in the 
valleculae after swallowing.

Another cause of food retention in the pharynx after 
swallowing is impaired opening of the UES. This can be 
caused by increased stiffness of the UES, as in fibrosis or 
inflammation, or failure to relax the sphincter’s closing 
muscle (primarily the cricopharyngeus muscle). Because 
UES opening is an active process, failure of opening can 
also be caused by weakness of the muscles of sphincter 
opening, particularly the anterior suprahyoid musculature. 
This is rarely an isolated finding. Dyscoordination of the 
swallow can also lead to failure of UES opening. Because 
the UES is ordinarily closed between swallows, its opening 
is obligatory for swallowing to occur. This means that fail-
ure of UES relaxation and opening can produce obstruc-
tion of the food pathway.

Airway protection is a critical function of swallowing. 
But airway protection mechanisms are not always effec-
tive. The failure of laryngeal protective mechanisms can 
reflect reduced laryngeal elevation, incomplete closure of 
the laryngeal vestibule, or inadequate vocal fold closure 
caused by weakness, paralysis, or anatomic fixation. For 
the purpose of dysphagia rehabilitation, laryngeal penetra-
tion is defined as passage of material into the larynx but not 
through the vocal folds. Aspiration is defined as passage of 
material through the vocal folds (Figure 27-6). Laryngeal 
penetration can be observed in normal individuals. Aspira-
tion of microscopic quantities occurs in normal individuals, 
but aspiration that is visible on fluoroscopy or endoscopy 
is pathologic, and is associated with an increased risk for 
aspiration pneumonia or airway obstruction.87 The normal 
response to aspiration is a strong reflex coughing or throat 
clearing. Laryngeal sensation is often abnormal, however, 
in individuals with severe dysphagia.36 Silent aspiration, 

Table 27-1   Innervation of Major Muscles Related 
to Swallowing

Cranial Nerve Muscles

Trigeminal nerve (V) Masticatory muscles
Mylohyoid
Tensor veli palatini
Anterior belly of digastrics

Facial nerve (VII) Facial muscle
Stylohyoid
Posterior belly of digastrics

Glossopharyngeal nerve (IX) Stylopharyngeus

Vagus nerve (X) Levator veli palatini
Palatopharyngeus
Salpingopharyngeus
Intrinsic laryngeal muscles
Cricopharyngeus
Pharyngeal constrictors

Hypoglossal nerve (XII) Intrinsic tongue muscles
Hyoglossus
Geniohyoid
Genioglossus
Styloglossus
Thyrohyoid
or aspiration in the absence of visible response, has been 
reported in 25% to 30% of patients referred for dyspha-
gia evaluations.36,72,129 The effects of aspiration are highly 
variable, and some individuals tolerate small amounts of 
aspiration without apparent ill effects.37 Several factors 
determine the effect of aspiration in a given individual, 
including the quantity of the aspirate, the depth of the 
aspiration material in the airway, the physical properties of 
the aspirate (acidic material is most damaging to the lung), 

A B

FIGURE 27-5 Comparison of infant and adult anatomy: the oral cavity and 
pharynx in the infant (A) and the adult (B). In the infant, the epiglottis and soft 
palate are in contact, and the hyoid bone and larynx are in a relatively higher 
position. The larynx descends during the first few years of life, so the epiglottis 
and soft palate lose contact.

A

B

FIGURE 27-6 Videofluorographic images of laryngeal penetration (A, thin 
arrow) and aspiration (B, thick arrow) in dysphagic individuals swallowing liquid 
barium.
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and the individual’s pulmonary clearance mechanism.105 
Predictors of aspiration pneumonia risk include diagnoses 
of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and congestive 
heart failure, presence of a feeding tube, oral-dental status, 
bedbound status, and presence of dysphagia.50,67,88

Dysphagia can result from a wide variety of disorders64; 
see Box 27-1 for a partial list.11 A major cause of dysphagia 
is stroke. Dysphagia is found in about half of individuals 
with a recent stroke.39,103,116 Most recover within the first 2 
weeks, but dysphagia can be severe and persistent. Brain-
stem lesions can result in particularly severe dysphagia, 
given their proximity to the major swallow centers.27,55,140 
Reduced laryngeal elevation, insufficient UES opening, 
vocal fold weakness, and severe weakness of oropharyn-
geal muscles are common in patients with stroke. Cerebral 
lesions can result in dyscoordination of the swallow, with 
impaired oropharyngeal bolus propulsion and airway pro-
tection. Swallowing dysfunction is typically more severe in 
bilateral cerebral lesions, because there is bilateral cortical 
representation for swallow function. On the other hand, 
the brainstem motor nuclei innervate only ipsilateral mus-
cles, so lesions of cranial nerves or their nuclei can result 
in unilateral sensory or lower motor neuron dysfunction.3

In neurodegenerative disorders, dysphagia can be the 
first symptom.5 Oral-stage dysphagia is common in Parkin-
son disease, characterized by lingual tremor and tongue-
pumping behaviors, which hamper oral food transport.74 
Alzheimer disease can result in agnosia for food within the 
oral cavity, characterized by oral holding and incoordina-
tion of swallowing. In motor neuron disease, progressive 

Neurologic Disorder and Stroke
 •  Cerebral infarction
 •  Brainstem infarction
 •  Intracranial hemorrhage
 •  Parkinson disease
 •  Multiple sclerosis
 •  Motor neuron disease
 •  Poliomyelitis
 •  Myasthenia gravis
 •  Dementias

Structural Lesions
 •  Thyromegaly
 •  Cervical hypertosis
 •  Congenital web
 •  Zenker diverticulum
 •  Ingestion of caustic material
 •  Neoplasm
 •  Edema after anterior cervical fusion

Psychiatric Disorder
 •  Psychogenic dysphagia

Connective Tissue Diseases
 •  Polymyositis
 •  Muscular dystrophy

Iatrogenic Causes
 •  Surgical resection
 •  Radiation fibrosis
 •  Medications

 

BOX 27-1

Selected Causes of Oral and Pharyngeal Dysphagia
degeneration of motor neurons in the brain and spinal 
cord results in weakness in the muscles of mastication, res-
piration, and swallowing. Inflammatory muscle diseases, 
including dermatomyositis and polymyositis, commonly 
affect striated muscles, resulting in weakness of the pharynx. 
Progressive systemic sclerosis, on the other hand, affects 
smooth muscle. It commonly produces esophageal dysfunc-
tion, including reduced peristalsis, dilatation of the lower 
esophagus, and gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD).

Tumors of the oral cavity, pharynx, and larynx can be 
treated with surgical excision, deletion of anatomic struc-
tures, chemotherapy, and/or radiation therapy. Dysphagia 
occurs from tissue loss or dysfunction. Oral cavity cancer 
often requires partial or complete glossectomy and man-
dibulectomy, which can limit lingual and mandibular func-
tion for bolus formation and propulsion, and significantly 
increase aspiration risk. Pharyngeal tumor excision can 
require removal of structures critical for swallowing, includ-
ing the faucial arches, hyoid bone, epiglottis, and pharyngeal 
constrictors. Ineffective laryngeal protection and reduced 
pharyngeal transport are common. Supraglottic laryngec-
tomy, a common cancer surgery, spares the true vocal cords 
but eliminates the epiglottis, laryngeal vestibule, and false 
vocal folds. Without these laryngeal protective mechanisms, 
individuals are at increased aspiration risk. Pharyngeal 
transport problems are also common. Total laryngectomy 
separates the airway from the pharynx with a permanent 
tracheostomy. Although there is no risk for aspiration, pha-
ryngeal transport problems resulting from weakness, tissue 
fixation, and cricopharyngeal dysfunction are common.

Radiation therapy can cause fibrosis of the oral cavity, 
pharynx, and larynx immediately after radiation or, in 
some cases, years later. Xerostomia and edema are common 
when salivary glands are within the radiation field, ham-
pering bolus formation and timing of oral and pharyngeal 
transport. The salivary changes are often permanent. Fibro-
sis can result in delayed swallow initiation, decreased pha-
ryngeal transport, and ineffective laryngeal protection.62

Structural abnormalities, whether congenital or acquired, 
can impair swallow function. Birth defects such as clefts of 
the lip and palate often produce inadequate labial control 
for sucking and bolus control, or velopharyngeal insuffi-
ciency with nasal regurgitation. The resulting dysphagia can 
lead to malnutrition, requiring surgical repair of the defect 
during infancy. Nasogastric tube feedings can be used for 
short-term alimentation and hydration in severe cases 
while awaiting surgery.

Structural abnormalities can impair pharyngeal trans-
port and airway protection. Cervical osteophytes are 
common in the elderly and can impinge on the pharynx 
(Figure 27-7).25 This can also be seen with edema or hema-
toma after anterior cervical fusion. Webs and strictures can 
obstruct the food pathway. Diverticulae can form along the 
pharyngeal or esophageal walls. The Zenker diverticulum 
is a pulsion diverticulum of the hypopharynx. Its mouth 
is located just above the cricopharyngeus muscle, but the 
body of the pouch can extend much lower. Food or liquid 
collects in the diverticulum and can be regurgitated to the 
mouth or result in aspiration.

Esophageal dysfunction is common and is often asymp-
tomatic. Webs, rings, or strictures of the esophagus can 
obstruct the lumen and might require dilatation. Esophageal 
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motor disorders include conditions of either hyperactivity 
(e.g., esophageal spasm) or hypoactivity (e.g., weakness) of 
the esophageal musculature. Either of these can lead to inef-
fective peristalsis with retention of material in the esopha-
gus after swallowing. Retention can result in regurgitation 
of material from the esophagus back into the pharynx, with 
aspiration of the regurgitated material.

GERD can affect swallowing indirectly. In GERD the lower 
esophageal sphincter has insufficient tone, rendering it inef-
fective for preventing gastric contents from passing back 
through the lower esophageal sphincter into the esophagus. 
Because the esophageal lining is not resistant to acid (as is 
the stomach lining), reflux of highly acidic stomach contents 
can result in inflammation (esophagitis) or scarring (stric-
ture) of the esophagus. This can lead to pain or obstructive 
symptoms. In severe cases the refluxate can pass all the way 
up the esophagus and into the pharynx, passing through the 
UES. The individual with severe GERD is particularly vul-
nerable at night, when protective reflexes are less effective. 
Under these conditions the refluxate can be aspirated, caus-
ing inflammation or scarring of these vital airway structures. 
Although GERD is not a swallowing disorder per se, it can be 
an underlying cause of dysphagia or aspiration pneumonia.

Dysphagia is often iatrogenic. Several medications can 
cause dysphagia through sedation, pharyngeal or esopha-
geal muscle weakness, movement disorders, sensory loss, 
or impaired salivation (Table 27-2).128,135 Postsurgical 
dysphagia is a common complication of anterior cervi-
cal fusion, occurring in about half of the patients.131 The 
mechanism is unclear but might be related to injury of the 

FIGURE 27-7 Videofluorographic image of a partially obstructive C6–C7 
anterior osteophyte. It impinges on the column of barium, narrowing the lumen 
by more than 50%.

Table 27-2  Drug-Induced Dysphagia
Medication Effect on Oropharyngeal Swallowing

Central nervous system 
 depressants

Depressed brainstem function and control 
of swallowing

Neuromuscular blockade Weakness of oropharyngeal musculature 
and cough

Dopamine antagonists Extrapyramidal reactions (dystonia, 
dyskinesia)

Anticholinergic medications Salivary changes, impaired esophageal 
peristalsis

Anesthesia Suppressed laryngeal cough reflex
pharyngeal constrictor muscles or their innervation. Most 
patients recover within the first 2 months. Dysphagia can 
also be a complication of carotid endarterectomy or sur-
gery for cancer of the esophagus or the head and neck.6

Compromised and altered respiratory function increases 
the risk for dysphagia. Chronic obstructive pulmonary 
disease alters the coordination of respiration and deglu-
tition.98,125 Exacerbations can lead to aspiration. Endo-
tracheal intubation and ventilator dependency can cause 
decreased laryngeal sensation, pooling of secretions in 
the pharynx and larynx, impaired swallow initiation, and 
aspiration.142 The presence of a tracheostomy tube alters 
normal pharyngeal aerodynamics, eliminating the positive 
subglottic pressure normally associated with swallowing 
and hampering laryngeal protective reflexes. An inflated 
cuff does not fully eliminate aspiration,40,63 because 
secretions can still leak around the cuff into the trachea. 
A cuffless tracheostomy tube is often better tolerated. A 
unidirectional tracheostomy speaking valve prevents expi-
ratory airflow through the tracheostomy tube, providing 
expiratory flow through the larynx and upper airway, and 
restoring positive subglottic air pressure (Figure 27-8). Use 
of a unidirectional valve can improve swallow safety by 
reducing laryngeal penetration and aspiration.40

A number of disorders can mimic dysphagia. GERD 
with heartburn and retrosternal pain is often accompanied 
by complaints of dysphagia.85 Thoracic chest pain resulting 
from dysphagia must be differentiated from cardiac dis-
ease. Esophageal disorders can occur in up to 50% of indi-
viduals who complain of thoracic pain.84 Globus sensation 
(the feeling of “a lump in the throat” in the absence of 
actual retention of food) can be produced by distal esopha-
geal lesions or hiatal hernia.41

Medical History

Dysphagia presents with a variety of symptoms (Box 27-2). 
A thorough clinical evaluation, including medical history, 
physical examination, and swallow assessment, is neces-
sary for an accurate diagnosis and rehabilitation plan. The 
medical history contains information regarding the indi-
vidual’s current swallowing and nutritional status, includ-
ing a description of complaints related to swallowing. It 

Inhale ExhaleA B

FIGURE 27-8 Drawing of a tracheostomy tube with speaking valve. The valve 
permits inspiratory flow (A) but prevents expiratory airflow through the tra-
cheostomy tube, providing expiratory flow (B) through the larynx and restor-
ing positive subglottic air pressure.
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is especially important to elicit complaints of coughing, 
choking, or pain with swallowing; change in dietary hab-
its; weight loss; the sensation of food sticking in the neck 
or chest; or symptoms of GERD (heartburn, and sour or 
bitter regurgitation). The location of the symptoms (i.e., 
in the neck versus the chest) is not always a reliable deter-
minant for the location of the pathology or dysfunction. 
Complaints of thoracic dysphagia are highly suggestive of 
esophageal dysfunction, but complaints of cervical dys-
phagia can be caused by either pharyngeal or esophageal 
disorders. Information on previous swallowing evalua-
tions and results, family history of genetic disorders, the 
patient’s neurologic and surgical history, radiation therapy, 
and respiratory conditions are important in diagnosis. 
Current and past medications are noted, because some 
medications can weaken muscles or exacerbate preexisting 
conditions. Social history is important in a dysphagia reha-
bilitation evaluation. The physical and psychologic impact 
of dysphagia on an individual’s family, social, and profes-
sional life can shape management decisions (e.g., tube 
feeding vs. altered diets).

Physical Examination

A general physical examination with examination of all 
major body systems is essential to a complete dysphagia 
assessment. Note the general appearance of the patient, 
including body posturing and respiratory status. Because 
there is a high rate of cognitive dysfunction in patients with 
feeding and swallowing disorders, cognition and commu-
nication function should be evaluated.89

Examination of the oral mechanism involves identify-
ing structural abnormalities in the head and neck regions, 
such as the presence of abnormal spinal curvatures or 
masses. Palpate the neck, including the hyoid bone and 
the thyroid and cricoid cartilages, for structural abnormali-
ties. Inspect the oral cavity for structural abnormalities, 
adequacy of dentition, oral lesions, and secretion man-
agement. Respiratory patterns and phonatory function 
are screened for signs of structural or functional incom-
petence. A neurologic examination should be conducted, 
including a detailed cranial nerve evaluation. Pupillary 
constriction, extraocular movements, and visual fields are 

Overt
 •  Coughing
 •  Choking
 •  Pain with swallowing
 •  Throat clearing
 •  Feeling of food stuck in throat
 •  Nasal regurgitation
 •  Difficulty chewing

Subtle
 •  Shortness of breath
 •  Changes in vocal quality
 •  Slowed rate of eating
 •  Changes in dietary habits
 •  Difficulty managing saliva

 

BOX 27-2

Symptoms of Oropharyngeal Dysphagia
tested. Hearing should be present bilaterally. Assess facial 
sensation, palpate muscles of mastication, and observe the 
muscles of facial expression. Evaluate lingual strength and 
range of motion in isolated movements and coordinated 
speech tasks. Evaluate the soft palate and posterior pharyn-
geal wall for sensation, and for symmetry at rest and with 
movement, by having the patient phonate and by eliciting 
a gag reflex. The pharynx and soft palate should contract 
symmetrically with gagging. The presence or absence of a 
gag reflex, however, should not be considered an indica-
tor of safe swallowing. The reason for this is that normal 
individuals might have no gag reflex, and individuals with 
severe dysphagia can have a normal gag reflex.70

Bedside Swallow Evaluation

The bedside swallow evaluation (BSE) is an important step 
in the clinical evaluation. The BSE includes observation of 
a dry swallow, as well as trial swallows of food and liquid, 
and trials of behavioral and dietary modifications. Trials of 
liquid swallows begin with a small sip of water. If tolerated, 
larger sips and solid consistencies are observed. The fre-
quently cited “water test” involves continuously drinking 
a determined amount of water and monitoring for aspi-
ration or penetration symptoms, including coughing, dys-
pnea, and throat clearing.22,141,147 Although this test can be 
useful in screening for dysphagia, it does not detect silent 
aspiration or assess swallowing with more advanced con-
sistencies. Most importantly, it does not reveal the mecha-
nism of dysphagia.

During the oral-phase evaluation, note the labial seal, 
rotary mastication, and presence of oral residue, as well 
as the duration of the oral phase. Pharyngeal signs of dys-
phagia include delayed swallow onset, coughing or throat 
clearing after swallows, wet vocal quality, or dyspnea after 
trials. Silent aspiration poses a serious problem in clinical 
assessments, because there are no accurate clinical signs.77 
The clinician’s role becomes one of detecting risk factors 
for aspiration. These include a compromised respiratory 
system; an ineffective protective mechanism, as demon-
strated by impaired vocal cord movement and weak cough; 
and a reduced cognitive status (especially related to sedat-
ing medications, which can diminish motor control).

Supplemental measures of swallowing contribute to 
the overall clinical picture. Palpating the hyoid bone and 
larynx during trial swallows allows the examiner to eval-
uate swallow timing and presence of laryngeal elevation 
(although this examination is not reliable for evaluating 
the amount of laryngeal elevation) (Figure 27-9). Cervical 
auscultation allows the clinician to listen to the “sounds 
of swallowing.” With a stethoscope placed on the anterior 
neck, the examiner can listen to characteristics of respira-
tion before and after the swallow, the timing of the swal-
low in relation to the phase of respiration, and swallow 
coordination. However, a clear classification of the sounds 
and their significance is lacking.75,136 A decrease in oxygen 
saturation level has been said to indicate aspiration, but 
this claim has been disputed.71,130

The BSE relies on indirect information to make judg-
ments about swallowing safety. Judgments that oral events 
are abnormal or that pharyngeal swallowing is abnor-
mal are generally reliable, but the presence or absence 
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of aspiration cannot be determined reliably at the bed-
side.71,79,141 The best predictors of aspiration appear to be 
a strong cough response after swallow, and the clinician’s 
overall estimate of the likelihood of aspiration.83,94 Given 
the unreliability of BSE alone at identifying aspiration, 
instrumental examination is essential to the evaluation of 
individuals with dysphagia.

Videofluorography

The videofluorographic swallow study (VFSS) is the crite-
rion standard in dysphagia diagnosis and management. 
This procedure is typically performed and interpreted 

Mandible

Hyoid bone

Thyroid cartilage

Cricoid cartilage

FIGURE 27-9 Palpating the larynx during swallowing. The middle finger 
touches the hyoid bone. The fourth finger touches the top of the thyroid car-
tilage. The fifth finger touches the cricothyroid notch.
jointly by a speech-language pathologist and physician 
(physiatrist or radiologist). During the VFSS, the patient 
ingests radiopaque foods and liquids, and oral, pharyn-
geal, and esophageal stages of swallowing physiology are 
observed and evaluated.

The equipment includes a standard fluoroscopy appara-
tus, a seating system to allow the patient to sit fully upright 
or be reclined as needed, a videotape or DVD recorder with 
slow motion and freeze-frame capability, a video timer (to 
insert the actual time on each frame of video), and a micro-
phone (to document activities) (Figure 27-10).

Using a standardized protocol for the VFSS improves 
the reliability and clinical utility of the examination (Box 
27-3). Imaging in both lateral and anteroposterior pro-
jections is essential to avoid missing major structural or 
functional abnormalities. Imaging in the lateral projection 
alone is inadequate because function and structure on the 
right and left sides can differ, and they are superimposed in 
the lateral projection.

The VFSS has two key purposes:
 1.  To identify structural or functional abnormalities related 

to swallowing
 2.  To identify the circumstances for safe and efficient 

swallowing
The VFSS is not merely a tool to determine whether the 

patient is aspirating.104 The VFSS is not a “pass or fail” 
examination; it is instead a tool to be used in conjunc-
tion with clinical data to develop a rehabilitation program. 
The examination is not automatically terminated when a 
patient aspirates. A thorough VFSS includes trials of altered 
consistencies and appropriate compensatory techniques 
to improve swallow efficiency and safety (see Box 27-3). 
The results of the study are used to develop a plan for an 
appropriate diet, therapeutic compensations and exercises, 
and additional diagnostic studies as needed. In occasional 
cases, it might be necessary to terminate the study prema-
turely in the interest of patient safety. Palmer et al.109 have 
developed specific criteria for deviating from the standard 
VFSS protocol in the interest of patient safety. Arvedson 
A B

FIGURE 27-10 Sitting position for a videofluorographic swallowing study in the lateral projection (A) and posteroanterior projection (B).
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and Lefton-Greif2 have done the same for the VFSS in 
children.

Videofluoroscopy is the optimal instrumental assess-
ment tool because it allows for observation of the oral, 
pharyngeal, and esophageal phases of swallowing. The 
limitations of VFSS relate to radiation exposure. The radia-
tion dose is quite low, however, and is rarely a limiting fac-
tor in adults.13,146 Pediatric VFSS protocols are designed to 
further limit radiation exposure.2

Lateral Projection, Patient Sitting Upright in Usual 
Position of Comfort
 •  Speech sample (“candy, candy”) to visualize velar motion
 •  Command swallow: 5 mL of thin liquid from a spoon
 •  Drink thin liquid from a cup (patient controls rate and 

volume).
 •  Command swallow: 5 mL of nectar-thick liquid from a 

spoon
 •  Drink nectar-thick liquid from a cup (patient controls rate 

and volume).
 •  Eat 1 teaspoon of pudding from a spoon.
 •  Eat 1 teaspoon of soft food (e.g., chicken salad sandwich 

spread) from a spoon.
 •  Eat shortbread cookie (e.g., half of a Lorna Doone).
 •  Compensatory techniques as appropriate
 •  Other food consistencies as indicated

Anteroposterior Projection, Sitting Upright  
(Neck Slightly Extended if Safe)
 •  Phonation of “e” (as in “he”) several times in succession to 

visualize vocal fold and arytenoids motion
 •  Command swallow: thin or nectar-thick liquid, 5 or 10 mL
 •  Compensatory techniques or other foods as appropriate
 •  Additional swallows as needed for imaging the esophagus

 

BOX 27-3

The Videofluorographic Swallow Study Protocol83
Fiberoptic Endoscopic Evaluation 
of Swallowing

The fiberoptic endoscopic evaluation of swallowing (FEES) 
is an instrumental swallowing evaluation tool in which a 
flexible laryngoscope is passed transnasally to the phar-
ynx to view swallowing events (Figure 27-11).66 Although 
VFSS is considered the instrumental tool of choice for oro-
pharyngeal dysphagia assessment, FEES can also provide 
valuable information. FEES is particularly useful for evalu-
ation of pharyngeal and laryngeal anatomy, and for evalu-
ation of vocal fold function.60,66 It is also highly sensitive 
for detecting aspiration.72 Individuals with physical limi-
tations that prevent fluoroscopy can benefit from FEES. 
FEES can also be beneficial for more lengthy assessments 
because there is no x-ray exposure. The FEES has significant 
limitations:
 •  It does not permit visualization of the oral and esopha-

geal stages of swallowing.
 •  It does not demonstrate critical events of pharyngeal 

swallowing, including UES opening, elevation of the 
larynx, or contraction of the pharynx (Box 27-4).
Standard FEES equipment includes a flexible laryngo-

scope, a separate light source, and a chip camera for video 
viewing and recording. Topical anesthesia or a nasal vaso-
constrictor might make the FEES more comfortable. Foods 
and liquids of various consistencies are colored with blue 
or green dye to maximize visibility.

Esophagoscopy

Endoscopy is useful for visualizing anatomy but does not 
directly demonstrate esophageal function. Morphologic 
changes in the mucosa, such as in tumors and esophagi-
tis, can be observed and biopsies taken under direct endo-
scopic guidance. Functional disorders are better assessed 
with radiologic or manometric studies.
A
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FIGURE 27-11 A fibrotic endoscopic image of the pharynx (A) and drawing (B) of a healthy young subject. A, Arytenoid; E, epiglottis; PS, pyriform sinus; PW, 
posterior pharyngeal wall; SP, soft palate; TB, tongue base; Tr, trachea; UES, upper esophageal sphincter; V, valleculae; VF, vocal folds.
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Manometry

Manometry measures pressures in the food way. It is well 
established as a tool for the evaluation of motor disorders 
of the esophagus.12 Pharyngeal manometry has proven to 
be extraordinarily useful in research on pharyngeal dynam-
ics, but it is technically challenging and seldom used in 
the clinical setting.78 Concurrent videofluoroscopy ensures 
accurate placement of pressure sensors and accurate inter-
pretation of pressure changes.102

Electromyography

Electromyography (EMG) has two main applications 
related to swallowing:
 1.  EMG is useful in diagnostic evaluation because dyspha-

gia can be caused by motor unit disorders.114

 2.  EMG can be used in biofeedback as an adjunct to dys-
phagia therapy.
EMG of the muscles of the pharynx and larynx is a reli-

able method for detecting lower motor neuron dysfunc-
tion.108 EMG is not a sufficient test for demonstration of 
swallow physiology, however, and should be used only as 
an adjunct to other instrumental assessments.

Treatment of Dysphagia

Dysphagia treatment rests on five principles:
 1.  Amelioration of the underlying disease process (e.g., 

with corticosteroids in polymyositis)
 2.  Prevention of complications
 3.  Improvement of swallowing via therapy
 4.  Compensations to improve swallowing safety and 

efficiency
 5.  Environmental modifications

These are not necessarily applied in a temporal sequence, 
and it is often necessary to proceed with all five approaches 
at the same time. Early treatment of dysphagia has been 
shown to reduce the patient’s risk for aspiration pneumonia, 
to reduce medical complications related to malnutrition 
and dehydration, and to reduce the length of the hospital 
stay.30,117 Treatment of dysphagia, as with its evaluation, is 
best performed by an interdisciplinary team that includes a 
speech pathologist, a physiatrist, an occupational therapist, 

Advantages
 •  No radiation exposure
 •  Portability of equipment
 •  Direct visualization of vocal cord movement
 •  Direct visualization of anatomy
 •  Sensitive for showing aspiration
 •  Sensitive for showing retention in pharynx after swallowing

Disadvantages
 •  Cannot visualize oral cavity or esophagus
 •  Cannot visualize the pharyngeal stage of swallowing
 •  In general, cannot show the mechanism for dysfunction
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Advantages and Disadvantages of Fiberoptic 
Endoscopic Evaluation of Swallowing
a nurse, a nutritionist, a psychologist, and other subspecial-
ists as needed. Swallowing rehabilitation is not designed 
to address only the symptoms of dysphagia. Treatment is 
driven by a comprehensive understanding of the under-
lying physiology of the swallowing problem.52 Equally 
important is the amelioration of barriers that decrease an 
individual’s ability to participate in and enjoy the plea-
sures of eating orally. Small physiologic improvements in 
swallowing that do not result in an increase in quality of 
life miss the true goal of rehabilitation.8,53 Rehabilitation 
of swallowing can involve exercise training, compensatory 
strategies, surgical management, and pharmacologic man-
agement. An essential component in dysphagia rehabilita-
tion is maintaining adequate alimentation and hydration, 
and good oral care. Because the treatment of dysphagia in 
children is quite different from that in adults, and is beyond 
the scope of this chapter, we will only discuss rehabilitative 
techniques designed for adults. The reader is encouraged 
to read other excellent resources for more information on 
dysphagia rehabilitation in pediatrics.73,138

Exercise Training in Swallowing 
Rehabilitation

The role of exercise in treating oropharyngeal dysphagia 
has an intriguing history. Application of exercise physi-
ology to the swallowing musculature requires an under-
standing of the principles of strength training and the type 
of muscle fibers involved.8,15 Clinicians should be care-
ful to differentially diagnose the type of neuromuscular 
problems present in a patient with dysphagia. Weakness 
(reduced strength) should be differentiated from altered 
tone (resistance to passive stretch). The absence of muscle 
spindles from some oral musculature might suggest differ-
ent treatments. For example, increased or decreased tone in 
the lips or tongue is not likely to benefit from treatments 
such as tapping, quick and slow stretch, passive range of 
movement, cold, or vibration because stretch reflexes and 
the muscle spindle patterns responsive to these treatments 
are absent in these structures.15 The jaw adductor muscles, 
however, might respond to these treatments.15 If weakness 
is observed, strength training could be beneficial.

One of the main elements of strength training involves 
increased intensity of muscle work.8 The intensity must be 
sufficient to evoke an adaptive response in the muscle. This 
can be achieved by increasing the resistive load, the number 
of repetitions, and the duration of loading. Other compo-
nents of strength training involve specificity and transference. 
Specificity refers to how closely the task being performed is 
related to the desired behavior. In other words, if improved 
swallowing skill is desired, then the task being practiced 
should mimic normative swallowing behaviors as much 
as possible. Transference refers to how well a nonswallow 
exercise might generalize to improved swallowing skill and 
safety. It is important to remember that many of the same 
muscles used to eat and swallow are also used to speak and 
breathe. The multiple functions of these muscles mandate 
great coordination and efficiency between the respiratory, 
phonatory, and swallowing systems. Because of improved 
neuromuscular activation patterns and somatosensory 
perception, transference to improved swallowing skill and 
safety can be realized by cross-training in another system.8
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Table 27-3  Exercises in Swallowing Rehabilitation
Abnormal Physiology Exercise Procedure Benefit(s)

Decreased UES opening
Decreased laryngeal 

 elevation

Mendelsohn 
 maneuver

Hold laryngeal elevation at height of swallow for 
as long as possible. Increase length of hold with 
repetition.

Prolongs UES opening; increases hyoid supe-
rior movement and laryngeal elevation58; 
surface electromyography biofeedback 
appears beneficial to train manuever.*,†

Shaker exercise Lying supine, lift head to look at feet for 1 minute  
3 times with 1 minute of rest between trials, then 
30 consecutive rapid head raises.

Increases hyolaryngeal excursion and UES 
opening, decreases pharyngeal residue 
and postswallow aspiration124

Decreased base of tongue 
retraction

Masako maneuver Protrude tongue tip between teeth and swallow  
as tongue is protruded.

Increases posterior pharyngeal wall 
 constriction to compensate for decreased 
tongue base retraction‡

Decreased tongue  
strength

Isometric lingual 
 exercise

Compress air-filled bulb with tongue tip or poste-
rior tongue 3 times a day, 3 times per week for 8 
weeks; goal of 60% maximum pressure generated 
1 time for first week and 80% of maximum  
pressure the remaining 7 weeks

Increases tongue strength68,119; increases 
swallowing pressures, decreases 
 oropharyngeal residue and airway 
 invasion119

Decreased laryngeal 
 elevation

Decreased pharyngeal 
contraction

Effortful swallow Place tongue on hard palate behind upper teeth  
and push “hard” as you swallow.

Generates more force to drive bolus 
through pharynx with more speed; this 
results in greater efficiency and  clearance 
from pharynx.133

Decreased velar elevation Velar strengthening Straw-suck increasingly viscous liquids/purees; cut 
straw length initially to increase success and 
gradually use longer straw.

No evidence available

Inadequate laryngeal  
closure

Lee Silverman Voice 
 Treatment

Structured high-intensity voice treatment designed 
for Parkinson’s patients; 4 weeks of intense vocal 
effort to speak loudly, increase maximum phona-
tion duration and pitch range

Increases vocal intensity, improves oral tran-
sit and reduces oropharyngeal residue§

Weak cough/expiratory 
pressure

Expiratory muscle 
strength training

Exhale into device with one-way spring-loaded 
pressure-release valve where the threshold to 
allow valve release is set between 60% and 80% 
maximum expiratory pressure.

Improves expiratory drive for cough14

*Crary MA: A direct intervention program for chronic neurogenic dysphagia secondary to brainstem dysphagia, Dysphagia10:6-18, 1995.
†Huckabee ML, Cannito MP: Outcomes of swallowing rehabilitation in chronic brainstem dysphagia: a retrospective evaluation, Dysphagia 14:93-109, 1995.
‡Fujiu M, Logemann JA, Pauloski BR: Post-operative posterior pharyngeal wall movement in patients with anterior oral cancer: preliminary findings and possible implications for treatment, 
Am J Speech Lang Pathol 4:24-30, 1995.
§Sharkawai A, Ramig L, Logemann JA, et al: Swallowing and voice effects of Lee Silverman Voice Treatment (LSVT): a pilot study, J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 72:31-36, 2002.
UES, Upper esophageal sphincter.
A host of swallowing rehabilitation techniques that 
involve exercise are commonly applied in clinical practice 
(Table 27-3). Examples of exercise training that incorpo-
rate increased intensity of resistance are the isometric lin-
gual exercise, expiratory muscle strength training (EMST), 
effortful swallow, Mendelsohn maneuver, Masako maneu-
ver, and Shaker exercise (Figure 27-12).* With regard to 
specificity, several of these techniques do not involve a 
swallow and are to be completed without a bolus. The 
principle of transference, however, might account for the 
improved swallowing physiology observed after practic-
ing isolated muscle exercises such as the Lee Silverman 
Voice Treatment, isometric lingual strengthening, Shaker 
exercise, or expiratory muscle strength training.8 Current 
research is examining the effectiveness of these exercises, 
given the principles of strength training. So far the results 
are encouraging, although the ability to quantify resistive 
load over the course of treatment is difficult for several of 
these exercise regimens. It is hoped that future research 
will show how to best devise an exercise program geared 
to specific physiologic abnormalities. Until then, clinicians 
should rely on the best evidence to date in formulating an 

*References 14, 34, 58, 68, 119, 124, 133.
individual exercise program designed to ameliorate spe-
cific physiologic problems observed.

The use of neuromuscular electrical stimulation to treat 
oropharyngeal dysphagia has been advocated by some cli-
nicians over the past few years and has stirred great interest 

FIGURE 27-12 The Shaker exercise for augmenting upper esophageal 
sphincter opening by strengthening the anterior suprahyoid muscles. Starting 
in the supine position, the neck is flexed without raising the shoulders. The 
head is raised enough to see the toes without lifting the shoulders.
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Table 27-4  Postural and Behavioral Compensatory Strategies
Abnormal Physiology Strategy Procedure Benefit(s)

Decreased oral bolus control
Delayed pharyngeal swallow
Decreased tongue base retraction
Decreased airway protection

Chin tuck Tuck chin down toward the chest 
while keeping the spine erect.

Because of a posterior shift of anterior pharyngeal 
structures, reduces vallecular residue and aspira-
tion in some patients but increases it in othersa-c; 
 instrumental assessment required to verify benefit

Decreased oral transit Neck extension While holding a breath, tip head 
backward to allow gravity to 
transfer the bolus into the 
pharynx and trigger a swallow.

Increases speed and efficiency of oral transit, but 
 contraindicated in those patients who cannot protect 
their airway adequately as assessed instrumentallyd,e

Decreased pharyngeal constriction
Decreased UES opening

Head rotation Turn head toward the weaker  
side (see Figure 27-13).

Decreases aspiration by directing bolus toward more 
sensate and stronger side of pharynx and opening 
UESf,g; rotating to stronger side also clinically reported 
as beneficial52

Decreased oral control
Decreased pharyngeal constriction

Head tilt Tilt head toward stronger  
side.

Directs bolus toward more sensate and stronger side of 
oral cavity and pharynx for more efficient propulsiona

Inadequate airway protection Supraglottic 
 swallow

Take a deep breath and hold 
it during swallow.  Forcefully 
cough/exhale. Inhale and 
 swallow again.

Decreases aspiration given arytenoid approximation and 
true vocal cord closureh

Super-supraglottic 
swallow

Similar instructions to  supraglottic 
swallow but  additional effort 
added during breath hold

Decreases aspiration given true and false vocal fold 
approximation with anterior arytenoid tilting 
observedh

UES, Upper esophageal sphincter.
aLogemann JA: Evaluation and treatment of swallowing disorders, Austin, TX, 1983, Pro-Ed.
bShanahan TK, Logemann JA, Rademaker AW, et al: Chin-down posture effect on aspiration in dysphagic patients, Arch Phys Med Rehabil 74:736-739, 1993.
cWelch MV, Logemann JA, Rademaker AW, et al: Changes in pharyngeal dimensions effected by chin tuck, Arch Phys Med Rehabil 74:178-181, 1993.
dCastell JA, Castell DO, Schultz AR, et al: Effect of head position on the dynamics of the upper esophageal sphincter and pharynx, Dysphagia 8:1-6, 1993.
eEkberg O: Posture of the head and pharyngeal swallowing, Acta Radiol Diagn (Stockh) 27:691-696, 1996.
fLogemann JA, Kahrilas PJ, Kobara M, et al: The benefit of head rotation on pharyngoesophageal dysphagi, Arch Phys Med Rehabil 70:767-771, 1989.
gOhmae Y, Ogura M, Kitahara S: Effects of head rotation on pharyngeal function during normal swallow, Ann Otol Rhinol Laryngol 107:344-348, 1998.
hMartin BJW, Logemann JA, Shaker R, et al: Normal laryngeal valving patterns during three breath-hold maneuvers:  a pilot investigation, Dysphagia 8:11-20, 1993.
in the technique.33 In a typical treatment session, surface 
electrodes are taped to the skin overlying the submental or 
anterior cervical strap muscles. With a commercial device 
marketed specifically for dysphagia therapy, pulsed elec-
trical stimulation is delivered in a controlled, structured 
manner (59 seconds stimulation on, 1 second off for 60 
continuous minutes daily).

The application of electrical stimulation to improve 
muscle function is not new in rehabilitative medicine 
and is biologically plausible in theory for dysphagia treat-
ment. However, sound evidence regarding its efficacy in 
dysphagia treatment has not yet been demonstrated. The 
single published report used nonstandardized assessment 
tools of uncertain validity and an inadequately controlled 
research design.33 As described in two comprehensive 
reviews of this topic, we are beginning to better understand 
how this novel treatment might or might not benefit our 
patients.51,134 Because of its possible deleterious effect on 
swallow and our current inadequate knowledge regarding 
its use as a rehabilitative technique, however, we do not 
recommend neuromuscular electrical stimulation for use 
with patients at this time.

Compensatory Strategies in Swallowing 
Rehabilitation

Compensatory strategies are designed to increase safe swal-
lowing in the presence of abnormal physiology. They are 
to be performed with every swallow or just before a meal, 
as in the case of a novel approach pioneered by Japanese 
physiatrists. Patients are taught to perform self-dilatation 
of the UES when the sphincter does not relax satisfactorily 
during a swallow. This is accomplished by patients insert-
ing a balloon catheter into their UES before each meal.49 It 
is unclear at this point whether the potential benefits of fre-
quent dilatation outweigh the risks. Another compensatory 
strategy that is performed before eating is thermal tactile 
stimulation. This strategy is recommended when delayed 
pharyngeal swallow is observed. A chilled laryngeal mirror 
is used to stroke the anterior faucial pillars five to six times 
before a meal and intermittently throughout the meal.21,56 
Improved timing of swallow initiation has been demon-
strated to occur for up to three swallows after application, 
but long-term benefits of thermal tactile stimulation have 
not been observed.120-122 This treatment should be viewed 
as a short-term compensatory strategy.

Table 27-4 provides examples of postural and behav-
ioral compensatory strategies that are selected based on 
the abnormalities of swallowing observed in a specific 
patient. Probably the most common compensatory strat-
egy used in clinical practice is modification of food and 
liquid properties (in terms of texture and viscosity) and 
presentation (volume and temperature), although most 
clinicians agree these should be the treatments of last 
resort.52,79 The National Dysphagia Diet, published by the 
American Dietetic Association, proposes standardized ter-
minology for liquid viscosities and food texture diets to 
increase the reliability of diet modification across facilities 
and practitioners.93 For patients who have decreased oral 
strength or coordination, soft solid foods such as chopped 
or pureed food might increase the safety and ease of con-
sumption. In patients with neurogenic dysphagia, thin 
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FIGURE 27-13 Effectiveness of the head rotation maneuver shown with videofluorography image sequences in an individual with lateral medullary infarction. 
A, Severe left-sided pharyngeal weakness results in retention of barium after swallowing. B, When the same individual turns the head toward the weak left side, 
the barium is directed preferentially to the stronger right side. This reduces the amount retained after swallowing. The right side of the image is the left side of the 
patient.
liquids can be aspirated because of poor bolus control, 
reduced lingual propulsion, delayed pharyngeal swallow, 
or a combination of these factors. It appears that increased 
viscosity of liquids coupled with measured volume presen-
tations improves swallowing safety by strengthening lin-
gual propulsion and oropharyngeal pressures to clear the 
bolus.69,96,115 However, some patients tend to retain more 
viscous liquids in the pharynx after swallowing, and then 
aspirate the retained material. Imaging of the swallow is 
necessary to determine the safest diet in these individuals. 
Development of an individualized modified diet requires 
careful assessment of each patient to integrate the clinical 
and instrumental evaluation results.

Other food properties such as taste and chemesthesis 
appear to increase oral and pharyngeal transit in patients 
with dysphagia.82,112,113 Chemesthesis is oral irritation 
mediated by the trigeminal nerve, and is responsible for the 
perception of the hotness of chili pepper and the coolness 
of menthol and carbonation.23,38 Carbonation has been 
reported to improve pharyngeal transit and decrease pharyn-
geal residue and aspiration in one study.7 To date, only a very 
sour taste that also has chemesthetic properties has been 
shown to elicit normative swallowing behaviors in patients 
with neurogenic dysphagia.82,113 A palatable sweet-sour taste 
(similar to the lemon products sold commercially) was not 
found to elicit any positive change in swallowing in one 
small pilot study.113

Intraoral prostheses compensate for velopharyngeal 
insufficiency, loss of lingual or velar tissue resulting from 
resection, and velar and lingual paralysis. A palatal obtu-
rator can replace a portion of the palate after resection, 
improving mastication. A palatal augmentation prosthesis 
effectively lowers the oral surface of the hard palate, maxi-
mizing lingual contact with the palate and improving oral 
food transport.81 A palatal lift prosthesis elevates the soft 
palate, reducing velopharyngeal insufficiency. This can 
potentially improve bolus propulsion and reduce nasal 
regurgitation during swallow, but the effectiveness of this 
approach has not been established. In individuals with tra-
cheostomy, use of a one-way speaking valve restores expira-
tory airflow through the larynx and upper airway, restoring 
the ability to cough and clear the airway in response to 
aspiration (see Figure 27-8).137

Special adaptive equipment might be needed to max-
imize the ability to self-feed (Figure 27-14). For infants, 
adaptive nipples control the amount and force needed 
for an infant to suck liquid. Bottles contain adaptations 
to improve the ability to hold the bottle, or angled necks 
to increase natural chin tuck with drinking. Both children 
and adults with motor incoordination and weakness can 
benefit from adaptive bowls, plates, cups, and utensils to 
improve motor stability and efficiency during self-feeding. 
Nutrition is a concern for individuals with dysphagia, 
because changes in diet can lead to loss of essential nutri-
ents. Nutritional status should be closely monitored by fol-
lowing body weight and blood chemistry values.35

Surgery for Dysphagia

Surgery is rarely indicated for treatment of oropharyn-
geal dysphagia. Dilatation can be indicated in cases of 
UES stenosis when rehabilitation has been unsuccessful. 
Surgery is often performed for Zenker diverticulum when 
the diverticulum is large enough to interfere significantly 
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with eating and drinking.42,145 Cricopharyngeal myotomy 
is a procedure that disrupts the cricopharyngeus muscle 
for the purpose of reducing UES pressure, thereby decreas-
ing resistance to flow from the pharynx to the esophagus. 
However, evidence of its effectiveness is limited.16 Botu-
linum toxin injections are sometimes used to treat dys-
phagia, especially in cases of oromandibular or lingual 
dystonia, trismus, or cricopharyngeal dysfunction with 
failure of UES relaxation.149 In severe and chronic aspira-
tion, surgery can be necessary to separate the airway from 
the food way.132,139 This can be accomplished by combin-
ing a permanent tracheostomy with a laryngectomy or 
another procedure to close the larynx.143 Although this 
definitively prevents aspiration, it has the serious conse-
quence of preventing phonation and can result in signifi-
cant dysphagia.

Pharyngeal Bypass

When adequate and safe oral intake is not possible, pha-
ryngeal bypass procedures eliminate the need for swallow-
ing and provide alternative means for achieving nutrition 
and hydration (Table 27-5).61 Short-term feeding options 
include nasogastric and orogastric tubes, whereas jeju-
nostomy and gastrostomy tubes are medium- and long-
term feeding options. Nasogastric feeding tubes should 
be used when alternative nutrition will be required for  
6 weeks or less. Gastrostomy tube feeding is used safely 
by thousands of individuals with severe dysphagia.4 

FIGURE 27-14 Adaptive equipment to support self-feeding.
However, the use of feeding tubes does not necessarily 
prevent aspiration, and tube feeding might in fact pro-
mote gastroesophageal reflux with secondary aspiration 
of stomach contents. In one study, pneumonia devel-
oped in up to 44% of patients with acute stroke who 
were fed with gastrostomy. Furthermore, 66% of these 
patients continued to aspirate chronically, with mortal-
ity rates greater than 50% after 1 year.24,29,57 Measures 
to minimize aspiration include head elevation, good 
hygiene with bag and line handling, use of slow, con-
tinuous feeding rather than bolus, and monitoring for 
gastric residue.20 Presence of a jejunostomy or gastros-
tomy permits simultaneous oral feeding. Of note, dys-
phagia rehabilitation is often successful in individuals 
who have been receiving tube feedings for an extended 
period.

Prevention of Aspiration 
Pneumonia

Aspiration pneumonia is one of the serious complica-
tions that can occur in patients with dysphagia. Preventing 
aspiration pneumonia is essential to a dysphagia reha-
bilitation program. Physicians should be aware that tube 
feeding does not prevent aspiration pneumonia. Patients 
might aspirate food or saliva from the mouth, or materials 
from the stomach (especially in the recumbent position). 
With tube feeding, food is not aspirated from the mouth 
because nutrition goes directly to the stomach. Saliva can 
be aspirated continuously, however, in patients receiving 
tube feedings. Airway protective reflexes are less effective 
during sleep, so patients are more likely to aspirate saliva 
while sleeping. If oral hygiene is poorly controlled, bac-
teria in the oral cavity can be aspirated with saliva, which 
increases the risk for aspiration pneumonia. Proper oral 
care reduces potentially pathogenic bacterial colonization, 
thereby reducing the risk for aspiration pneumonia.32,88,148 
Upright positioning during and after meals is also critical 
to reduce the aspiration risk from food as well as refluxed 
material, and to maximize the effectiveness of rehabilita-
tion techniques.91

Several drugs are reported to reduce the incidence 
of aspiration pneumonia in poststroke patients. Cilostazol, 
a phosphodiesterase inhibitor with antiplatelet action, is 
used to prevent recurrent cerebral infarction. One multicen -
ter, randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind study  
reported that cilostazol also reduced the incidence of 
pneumonia in patients with stroke (relative risk reduction, 
Table 27-5  Alternative Feeding Options
Feeding Tube Insertion Indication Possible Complications

Nasogastric Inserted transnasally at bedside; confirmed 
via stethoscope or x-ray film

Short-term feeding Easily dislodged; can lead to ulcer-
ation and stricture

Orogastric Inserted transorally at bedside Short-term feeding; unable to use nasal passage —

Gastrostomy Generally inserted endoscopically Long-term nutrition and hydration Infection, bleeding, perforation, clog-
ging, and aspiration

Jejunostomy Inserted surgically into small intestine Absence of or inability to use the stomach; 
severe reflux aspiration

Clogging, diarrhea; questionable 
benefit for reducing aspiration
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78.3%).127 The angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors 
(antihypertensive drugs) and amantadine (an antiparkin-
sonian drug) can also reduce the risk for pneumonia.100,123 
The mechanisms by which pneumonia is prevented are 
still unclear but probably are associated with blood and 
sputum substance P levels. Substance P is a transmitter in 
the nucleus of the solitary tract in the brainstem. Cerebral 
infarction may reduce the expression of substance P at the 
glossopharyngeal nerve and at the cervical parasympa-
thetic ganglion of the sensory branch of the nerve. Increas-
ing substance P levels can augment swallow and cough 
reflexes. The effects of medications in reducing the risk for 
pneumonia after stroke remain controversial.

The duration of a meal should be considered to avoid 
aspiration pneumonia. A meal that lasts too long can 
fatigue the patient with dysphagia, increasing the risk for 
aspiration. Alternatively, if the patient eats too quickly 
and impulsively, these behaviors can also increase the risk 
for aspiration. These factors are often assessed during the 
clinical swallowing evaluation and follow-up treatment. It 
is important that family and staff caregivers be educated 
about these risk factors and trained to help prevent aspira-
tion or aspiration pneumonia.

Psychologic Considerations

Recent research by Martino et al.90 compared the per-
ceptions that clinicians, caregivers, and patients have 
about the medical consequences of dysphagia, and 
found that patients do not hold the same views as cli-
nicians. Although clinicians and caregivers believe that 
poor nutrition and physical health are the most seri-
ous consequences of dysphagia (and spend a lot of time 
discussing these issues with patients), individuals with 
dysphagia of recent onset worry most about choking to 
death, believing that their nutrition and overall health 
status will be monitored and effectively maintained by 
the medical staff. If their dysphagia becomes chronic, 
however, their focus of concern changes, and they no lon-
ger focus on fear of choking to death because they have 
learned effective strategies that have kept them safe over 
time. Instead they focus on the debilitating social embar-
rassment and loss of enjoyment in sharing a meal with 
friends and family. These results have important impli-
cations for medical personnel who work with patients 
in acute care settings as opposed to outpatient clinics. 
For the acute care patient with dysphagia, the most reas-
suring information might be to provide education and 
reassurance regarding the risk for airway obstruction. In 
the outpatient setting, patients need help with social and 
community reintegration in the face of severe dysphagia. 
These issues are integral to the rehabilitation process in 
dysphagia and should not be ignored.

Severe dysphagia causes significant disruption of social 
and psychologic function. This disruption can lead to an 
affective disorder and significantly affect participation in 
therapy. It can exacerbate social isolation, with a nega-
tive impact on family and social relationships. Clinicians 
should be attentive to the mental health of individuals 
with dysphagia, and psychologic consultation should 
be requested when appropriate. Cognitive problems can 
also occur in individuals with dysphagia because of the 
nature of the underlying disease. Cognitive impairment 
can make it difficult for patients to participate effec-
tively in therapy programs and to use strategies for safe 
swallowing.

Given the variety of disorders that can cause dysphagia, 
and the serious complications that can result, a compre-
hensive understanding of normal and abnormal swallow 
function and prognosis is essential. A team approach to 
addressing the medical, cognitive, physical, and psycho-
social aspects of swallowing facilitates as near a return to 
independence as possible.
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CHAPTER 28

MANAGEMENT OF BLADDER 
DYSFUNCTION
Diana D. Cardenas,  Anthony Chiodo, and Gregory Samson
The primary functions of the urinary bladder are storage of 
urine and coordinated emptying. Incontinence and urinary 
retention are common presenting symptoms of bladder 
dysfunction, especially in patients with neurogenic disor-
ders commonly cared for by physiatrists.

Optimum management of the neurogenic bladder requires 
understanding the neuroanatomy, physiology, and classifi-
cation of neurogenic bladder types. Clinical evaluation and 
customized management ranging from behavioral and phar-
macologic to surgical techniques are outlined with common 
complications reviewed.

Neuroanatomy and Physiology

Detrusor and Sphincter Muscle 
Characteristics
The detrusor muscle in humans is said to have no gap 
junctions, which suggests a one-to-one nerve-to-muscle 
cell innervation ratio. Contraction of the detrusor muscle 
is started by phosphorylation of the light myosin chain 
and relaxed by dephosphorylation. Contraction is initiated 
by an increase in intracellular calcium concentration from 
release of calcium from intracellular sources and, more 
importantly, from an influx of calcium into the cell. This 
influx is controlled by as many as four calcium channels 
(three voltage sensitive and one receptor sensitive). This 
probably explains why calcium channel blockers are not 
effective inhibitors of detrusor activity in the clinical set-
ting. Relaxation of the detrusor is associated with the influx 
of potassium into the cell. In addition to smooth muscle, 
collagen forms nearly 50% of the bladder wall in healthy 
subjects, and this proportion increases considerably in dis-
ease states. In the striated muscle of the distal sphincter 
the majority of fibers are slow twitch, whereas those in the 
pelvic floor are a mixture of fast and slow twitch.

Receptors and Neurotransmitters

The bladder contains cholinergic muscarinic and nicotinic 
receptors and α- and β-adrenergic receptors.

The receptors active during bladder contraction are 
cholinergic muscarinic (M2 and M3) receptors widely dis-
tributed in the body of the bladder, trigone, bladder neck, 
and urethra. The M2 receptors predominate structurally 
in normal bladders, but the M3 receptors might be more 
important functionally. The cholinergic nicotinic receptors 
are primarily located in the striated sphincter. Adrenergic 
receptors are concentrated in the trigone, bladder neck, and 
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urethra and are predominantly α1. These have recently been 
subdivided into α1a, α1b, and α1d. Identification of these α1 
subgroups should allow increased specificity with regard 
to future therapeutic agents. Norepinephrine-containing 
nerve cells are also found in the paravesical and intramu-
ral ganglia. Some authors describe norepinephrine termi-
nals in the striated muscle of the distal sphincter, although 
most would dispute this. When these cells are active, they 
have excitatory effects and maintain continence by con-
traction of the bladder neck and urethral smooth muscle. 
β2- and β3-adrenergic receptors are found in the bladder 
neck and also in the body of the bladder. These receptors 
are inhibitory when activated and can produce relaxation 
at the bladder neck on initiation of voiding and relax the 
bladder body to enhance storage (Figure 28-1). In humans, 
however, the storage role seems to be a minor one.

Other lower tract transmitters have been considered, but 
much of the evidence for their presence and activity is from 
animal preparations. The role of these other transmitters 
in normal and disease states in humans is uncertain. Many 
lower tract transmitters have opposing effects on lower tract 
function, depending on their site of action. Purine receptors 
(P1, stimulated by adenosine, and P2, stimulated by adenos-
ine triphosphate) have their effects at the pelvic ganglia and 
the neuroeffector junction, and have inhibitory and facilita-
tive effects, respectively, on the detrusor muscle. Vasointesti-
nal polypeptide, on the other hand, enhances transmission 
of acetylcholine in pelvic ganglia and inhibits acetylcholine-
mediated contraction in the detrusor. Neuropeptide Y has 
excitatory functions on detrusor muscle and indirect facilita-
tive effects by inhibiting norepinephrine release. This trans-
mitter also has inhibitory effects by blocking acetylcholine 
release and blocks the atropine-resistant bladder contraction. 
Tachykinins are found mostly in afferent nerves, where their 
effects are to augment the micturition reflex and also trans-
mit pain sensation. Tachykinins augment the contractile and 
vascular response in inflammatory states. Prostaglandins 
cause the slow onset of contractions of the detrusor, whereas 
parathyroid hormone–related peptide causes a relaxation.

The main effector transmitter for contraction of the ure-
thra is norepinephrine, via the α1 receptors. Smooth muscle 
relaxation is mediated by the effects of acetylcholine in the 
pelvic ganglia. This releases nitric oxide in the urethral wall, 
resulting in relaxation of urethral smooth muscle. Prosta-
glandins, in contrast to their effects on the detrusor, cause a 
relaxation of the urethral muscle. Prostaglandins have been 
tried in various clinical states of urinary retention but with-
out consistent results. Serotonin appears to be an antago-
nist that causes urethral muscle contraction. It might be 
important in the production of irritable urethral symptoms. 
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FIGURE 28-1 A, Distribution of the α-adrenergic receptors, with few in the dome of the bladder and more in the base of the bladder and prostrate. B, Distri-
bution of the β-receptors, which are largely in the dome. C, Distribution of the cholinergic receptors, which are widely distributed throughout the dome and the 
base of the bladder and the urethra.
The role of estrogens on the lower urinary tract in women 
is confined to the modification of tissues and receptors. 
Apparently estrogens have no direct transmitter effects. 
In the brainstem and spinal cord the various transmitters 
described above can have a variety of inhibitory and facili-
tative actions, depending on their site of action. Serotonin 
might have inhibitory detrusor effects at the midbrain level, 
and uptake of serotonin might be blocked by tricyclics (used 
in treating nocturnal enuresis). Activation of opiate recep-
tors in the brainstem and sacral spinal cord inhibits voiding. 
This might partly explain the retention of urine seen with 
the use of these agents.35 The pudendal motor neuron bod-
ies are situated in the lateral border of the ventral horn of the 
sacral cord (Onuf ’s nucleus). Serotonin and norepinephrine 
reuptake inhibitors prolong the effect of these agents in the 
synaptic cleft of Onuf ’s nucleus and increase the activity of 
the external sphincter. (Such a dual agent [duloxetine] is 
currently under trial for stress incontinence in women and 
might be useful for some neurologic bladder conditions.15)

A complete discussion of the pharmacology of the lower 
urinary tract can be found in Steers.35

Peripheral Innervation

The afferent and efferent peripheral pathways include the 
autonomic fibers traversing the pelvic (parasympathetic) 
and hypogastric (sympathetic) nerves, and the somatic 
fibers traversing the pudendal nerves (Figure 28-2 and 
Table 28-1). In healthy individuals the volume of the blad-
der and the normal voiding reflex is routed via the afferent 
Aδ fibers. In pathologic states, stimulation of capsaicin or 
vanilloid receptor subtype 1 (VR1) (receptors expressed by 
unmyelinated afferents in the bladder) lead to excitation of 
C-afferent fibers, possibly mediating bladder dysfunction 
as a result of inflammatory reactions. These receptors are 
cation channels, expressed almost exclusively by the pri-
mary sensory neurons involved in nociception and neuro-
genic inflammation, and can also be activated by noxious 
heat and changes in pH. In suprasacral neurogenic blad-
der disease these capsaicin-sensitive vanilloid receptors 
and C-afferent fibers have a major role in the pathogen-
esis of hyperactivity. Intravesical capsaicin and resinifera-
toxin, which block transmission through C-afferent fibers 
for several months, have been used experimentally to treat 
hyperactivity when it does not respond to the usual phar-
macologic agents.20,23
Central Connections and Control

The reflex center for the bladder lies in the pons along with 
the other autonomic centers (Figure 28-3). Not shown 
in Figure 28-3 is a reflex with afferent axons originating 
from the bladder and synapsing on the pudendal nerve 
nucleus at S2, S3, and S4 (Onuf ’s nucleus). This allows 
inhibition of pelvic floor activity during voiding. Another 
important reflex uses the local segmental innervation of 
the external sphincter with afferents from the urethra, 
sphincter, and pelvic floor and efferents in the pudendal 
nerve. Higher (voluntary) control over the pelvic floor is 
achieved through afferents that ascend to the sensory cor-
tex. Descending fibers from the motor cortex synapse with 
the pudendal motor nucleus.6

Bladder Function

Urodynamic studies in both healthy people and those with 
neurologic disease have yielded clinical insights into the 
normal and abnormal function of the lower urinary tract 
over the course of life (Figure 28-4).
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FIGURE 28-2 The parasympathetic, sympathetic, and somatic nerve supply 
to the bladder, urethra, and pelvic floor. (Redrawn from Blaivas JG: Management 
of bladder dysfunction in multiple sclerosis, Neurology 30:12-18, 1980.)
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Table 28-1  Bladder Afferent Pathways
Receptor Pelvic (Parasympathetic) Hypogastric (Sympathetic) Pudendal (Somatic)

Bladder wall tension + — —

Bladder mucosal nociception (pain, temperature, 
chemical irritation)

+ + —

Urethral mucosal sensation (pain, temperature, 
passage of urine)

— — +
Infant and Young Child

Neonates and infants have reflex bladders that empty at 
approximately 50- to 100-mL volumes. Sometime after the 
first year of life, the child begins to show some awareness 
of bladder evacuation and can begin to delay urination for 
a brief period by contracting the voluntary sphincter. For 
normal control, the detrusor reflex has to be inhibited by 
the higher centers at the level of the pontine nucleus. By 
5 years of age, approximately 90% of children have nor-
mal control. The remaining 10% have a more infantile or 
immature pattern, with detrusor activity between volun-
tary voidings that produces frequency, urgency, and occa-
sionally urge incontinence and nocturnal enuresis. Most of 
these children gradually develop inhibition of the detrusor 
reflex by the onset of puberty.

Frontal
cortex

Anterior
vermis of
cerebellum

Pontine
mesencephalic

reticular formation

Reticulo
spinal tracts

FIGURE 28-3 The central connections of the bladder reflex are shown, with 
the afferents ascending possibly in the reticulospinal tracts or the posterior 
columns to the pontine mesencephalic reticular formation and the efferents 
running down to the sacral outflow in the reticulospinal tracts. The pontine 
center is largely influenced by the cortex but also by other areas of the brain, 
particularly the cerebellum and basal ganglia. (Redrawn from Bradley WE, Brant-
ley SF: Physiology of the urinary bladder. In: Campbell’s urology, ed 4, Philadelphia, 
1978,  WB Saunders.)
Adult

With bladder filling, there is only a minimal increase in 
intravesical pressure (known as accommodation) together 
with an increase in recruitment of activity in the pelvic 
floor and voluntary sphincter. Normal voiding is initiated 
by voluntary relaxation of the pelvic floor with subsequent 
release of inhibition of the detrusor reflex at the pontine 
level. The detrusor contraction is maintained steadily 
throughout voiding, and the pelvic floor remains quiescent.

Elderly

Frequency, urgency, and incontinence with incomplete 
emptying are common in elderly persons. Urodynamic 
studies show that many elderly persons have bladder 
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FIGURE 28-4 Diagrams of external sphincter electromyography (EMG) and 
bladder pressure during filling and voiding in a 2-year-old boy (A), a normal 
male adult (B), and an elderly male (C). A, A bladder contraction occurs dur-
ing filling, which the child attempts to suppress to stay continent by contract-
ing his external sphincter. B, No contractions occur during filling. Voiding is 
initiated by relaxation of the sphincter before the bladder contracts. C, Con-
tractions occur during filling, which the patient tries to suppress. The voiding 
contraction is low pressure and poorly sustained leading to incomplete empty-
ing, a condition frequently found in elderly persons.
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contractions during filling, producing frequency, urgency, 
and incontinence. These contractions are poorly sustained 
during voiding and result in incomplete evacuation. 
Elderly men can have prostatic obstruction, and women 
can have incontinence related to impaired sphincter activ-
ity or stress incontinence. In the absence of these mechani-
cal factors, changes in bladder function in elderly persons 
have been ascribed to loss of cerebral control as a result 
of minor strokes and changes in the bladder wall caused 
by collagen deposition. Changes in bladder function can 
also result from polyuria secondary to reduced renal con-
centrating ability, diuretic use, lack of normal increase in 
antidiuretic hormone secretion at night, and mobilization 
of lower extremity edema during sleep.

Neurogenic Bladder Dysfunction 
and Classification

The neurogenic bladder has been classified in a variety 
of ways, beginning with the anatomic classification of 
Bors and Comarr.5 The first functional classification was 
based on cystometric findings, and five basic groups were 
described: (1) reflex, (2) uninhibited, (3) autonomous,  
(4) motor paralytic, and (5) sensory neurogenic bladders.31 
Later a more anatomic classification system was proposed 
in which the neurogenic bladder was subdivided into 
types including supraspinal, suprasacral spinal, infrasacral, 
peripheral autonomic, and muscular lesions (Figure 28-5). 
At the same time others developed functional classifica-
tions, all of which were based on conventional urodynamic 
evaluations. This was an attempt to categorize the lower 
urinary tract according to the passive storage ability of the 
bladder and the activities and coordination of the detru-
sor and sphincter mechanisms (Table 28-2). In practice it 
is common to use a combination of both anatomic and 
functional classifications. Clinical management is based on 
functional changes demonstrated by urodynamic testing.

Supraspinal Pontine micturition
center

Suprasacral

Conal S2, 3, and 4

Infrasacral

Cauda equinal

Autonomic
neuropathy

Pelvic

FIGURE 28-5 Anatomic classification of the neurogenic bladder.
Evaluation

History and Physical Examination

Although the symptoms associated with neuropatho-
logic bladder processes are often misleading and correlate 
poorly with objective findings, relief of symptoms is one 
of the patient’s main concerns. It is often helpful to have 
the patient or attendant record fluid intake, output, and 
incontinence episodes over several 24-hour periods. A his-
tory of recurrent urinary tract infection (UTI) can indicate 
episodes of urinary retention. The patient’s ability to sense 
bladder fullness and note incontinence can also be use-
ful. The history should help determine whether there were 
voiding symptoms before the causative neurologic event 
or any premorbid conditions such as diabetes, stroke, and 
previous urologic or pelvic surgery. The neurologic diagno-
sis, especially the level of the lesion and its completeness, 
is important in predicting the type of lower urinary tract 
dysfunction that might be expected.

The physical examination should assess mental status 
and confirm the level of the neurologic deficit (if present). 
Perineal sensation and pelvic floor muscle tone are partic-
ularly important. Reflexes are also important, but the bul-
bocavernous, cremasteric, and anal reflexes are sometimes 
difficult to elicit, even in neurologically intact patients. 
The skin of the perineum and the state of bladder support 
should be assessed. In women, a standard pelvic examina-
tion is warranted to assess for adequate estrogenization 
and any evidence of vaginal wall support defects. Good 
estrogenization is evidenced by a pink and moist vaginal 
mucosa with good rugae, whereas lack of estrogenization 
reveals a pale, dry, and smooth vaginal mucosa. Evidence 
of cystocele or pelvic organ prolapse can be seen in vagi-
nal wall support defects. The prostate in males should be 
evaluated, but prostate size or consistency alone is not 
a good indicator of obstruction. It is also important to 
assess the patient’s motivation, lifestyle, body habitus, 
and other physical impairments including an assessment 
of upper limb function, lower limb function, and spine 
range of motion.

Table 28-2  Functional Classification of the Neurogenic 
Bladder

Type of Failure Bladder Factors Outlet Factors

Failure to store Hyperactivity

Decreased  
compliance

Denervated pelvic floor

Bladder neck descent

Intrinsic bladder neck sphinc-
ter failure

Failure to empty Areflexia

Hypocontractility Detrusor–sphincter dyssyner-
gia (striated sphincter and 
bladder neck)

Nonrelaxing voluntary 
sphincter

Mechanical  obstruction 
(benign prostatic 
 hypertrophy or stricture)
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Diagnostic Tests

Indications. The extent of upper and lower urinary tract 
testing has to be individualized for each patient and each 
neurologic condition. The upper tracts need evaluation if 
there are symptoms suggestive of pyelonephritis or his-
tory of renal disease. Some neurologic conditions such as 
stroke, Parkinson’s disease, and multiple sclerosis rarely or 
only occasionally cause upper tract involvement. For these 
conditions, a simple baseline screening test such as renal 
ultrasonography (US) is sufficient. Conditions such as 
those involving a complete spinal cord lesion and myelo-
dysplasia need more extensive and regular upper tract 
surveillance with both structural and functional tests. The 
lower urinary tract evaluation can be simple, from urinaly-
sis to urine culture to measurement of postvoid residual. A 
full urodynamic evaluation might be necessary, however, 
especially if incomplete bladder emptying, incontinence, 
recurrent bacteriuria, or upper tract changes are present.

The bladder findings on urodynamic studies cannot be 
used alone to determine the level of neurologic lesion. For 
example, a suprasacral neurogenic bladder from a com-
plete spinal cord injury can remain areflexic, and a conal 
or cauda equinal bladder can exhibit high pressures from 
poor compliance (Table 28-3). Although the anatomic 
level of the neurologic lesion can suggest to the clinician 
the most likely pattern of bladder dysfunction, urody-
namic testing should be performed to confirm this. Func-
tional bladder studies in traumatic spinal cord injury are 
best deferred until spinal shock has cleared.

Upper Tract Tests
Ultrasonography. US is a low-risk and relatively low-

cost test for routine evaluation of the upper urinary tract 
that is easy for the patient as well. It is not sensitive enough 

Table 28-3  Urodynamic Definitions
Term Definition

Bladder
Hyperactivity Contractions of the detrusor during filling

Hypocontractility Unsustained contractions causing failure to 
empty

Areflexia Absent contractions with attempt to void

Compliance Change in volume divided by change in base-
line pressure with filling (<10 mL/cm H2O 
abnormal; 10 to 20 mL/cm H2O borderline 
if capacity reduced)

Outlet
Detrusor–sphincter dyssynergia
1. At bladder neck Usually in high tetraplegic patients with auto-

nomic hyperactivity

2. At striated sphincter Uncoordinated pelvic floor and striated 
sphincter contraction with detrusor con-
traction during attempts to void

Nonrelaxing sphincter Poor voluntary relaxation of voluntary sphinc-
ter in patients with areflexia attempting to 
void by the Valsalva maneuver

Decreased outlet 
resistance

Incontinence caused by damage to the blad-
der neck or striated sphincter, pelvic floor 
descent, or denervation
to evaluate acute ureteral obstruction, and in this clinical 
setting non–contrast-enhanced computed tomography 
(CT) should be performed. US is adequate for imaging 
chronic obstruction and dilation, scarring, renal masses 
(both cystic and solid), and renal stones. The ureter is seen 
on US imaging only if dilated. The bladder, if partially 
filled, can be evaluated for wall thickness, irregularity, and 
the presence of bladder stones.

Plain Radiography of the Urinary Tract—Kidneys, Ure-
ter, and Bladder. A kidneys, ureter, and bladder (KUB) study 
is often combined with US to identify any possible radi-
opaque calculi in the ureter or bladder stones not seen on US.

Computed Tomography. CT is often performed without 
contrast agent enhancement (CT-KUB) and has replaced 
regular KUB, US, and excretory urography in the evaluation 
of the upper tracts when acute obstruction from stones is a 
possibility. It is also the most sensitive study for detecting 
small bladder stones in patients with an indwelling cath-
eter in whom the bladder is collapsed around the catheter.

Excretory Urography or Computed Tomography/
Intravenous Pyelogram. A CT without and then with 
intravenous contrast, with a delayed plain KUB film, has 
largely replaced the excretory urogram. If the serum cre-
atinine concentration is more than 1.5 mg/dL, or if the 
patient has insulin-dependent diabetes, intravenous con-
trast agent administration increases the risk of contrast-
related nephropathy. In these cases, alternative studies 
include US, radioisotope renography, and possibly cystos-
copy with retrograde pyelography.

Creatinine Clearance Time. This has been the gold stan-
dard for assessing renal function and is said to approximate 
the glomerular filtration rate (GFR). Its accuracy depends 
on meticulous urine collection. It can also be mislead-
ing in some clinical situations. For example, in tetraplegic 
patients with low muscle mass and a 24-hour creatinine 
excretion of less than 1000 mg, the calculated creatinine 
clearance time can be too inaccurate to be clinically use-
ful. Because of such limitations, more endogenous markers 
of GFR have been proposed. Chief among these has been 
serum cystatin C, which is a low-molecular-weight protein 
filtered at the glomerulus. It is produced by all nucleated 
cells, and its production rate is not affected in inflamma-
tory conditions. Unlike creatinine, it is not secreted by the 
renal tubule and is not affected by muscle mass.

Isotope Studies. The technetium-99m dimercaptosuc-
cinic acid (DMSA) scan is still the best study for both dif-
ferential function and evaluation of the functioning areas 
of the renal cortex. The renogram obtained with techne-
tium-99m mertiatide (MAG-3) also gives information on 
urinary tract drainage, as well as a good assessment of dif-
ferential function. In patients who might have ureteral 
reflux, these studies should be done only after the bladder 
has been drained with an indwelling catheter. Iothalamate 
is another contrast medium used in excretory urography. It 
is of low molecular weight and is handled by the kidney in 
a manner identical to inulin. Both unlabeled and radioiso-
topic iothalamate have been used to measure GFR.

Lower Tract Tests
Urinalysis, Culture, and Sensitivity Testing. These tests 

are done routinely for all patients with neurogenic blad-
der disease and should be repeated as often as necessary 
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or at the very least at routine follow-up annually. These 
would also be recommended before invasive procedures in 
cases of suspected UTI (i.e., with cloudy, foul smelling, or 
bloody urine) or with new lower urinary tract symptoms 
such as incontinence, frequency, etc. Bacteriuria should 
be treated before any invasive urologic procedure or test is 
performed.

Postvoid Residual. By itself, a low postvoid residual 
(PVR) of less than 20% of capacity is not indicative of a 
“balanced” bladder as it was once defined because high 
intravesical pressures can be present despite low PVR val-
ues. The PVR is simple to determine and clinically use-
ful, especially when compared with previous recordings 
and considered in conjunction with the bladder pressure, 
clinical symptoms, and the appearance of the bladder wall. 
PVRs can vary throughout the day. A catheter insertion has 
been used for PVR in the past, but there are now simple US 
machines that noninvasively obtain the PVR.9

Cystography. This study is usually performed to test 
for the presence or absence of ureteral reflux, and it also 
shows the outline and shape of the bladder. The procedure 
is usually performed in the radiology department, and 
often with no control over the rate of bladder filling and 
without any monitoring of intravesical pressure. It is fre-
quently helpful in planning management to know the level 
of intravesical pressure at which ureteral reflux occurred. 
Significant bacteriuria should be treated before the test is 
performed. Blood pressure should be monitored through-
out the test in all patients with spinal cord lesions above T6 
who are at risk for autonomic dysreflexia. In many cases a 
full videourodynamic study, which includes fluoroscopy of 
the bladder and monitoring of the intravesical pressure, is 
more clinically useful. This study is described later.

Cystometrography. Cystometrography (CMG) is a fill-
ing study and gives little information about the voiding 
phase of bladder function. Although carbon dioxide (CO2) 
as a filling medium is convenient with the commercially 
available apparatus, this type of testing has shown consid-
erable variability, poor reproducibility, and the presence of 
artifacts caused by leakage of CO2 gas around the catheter. 
An advantage of the CO2 CMG is that any size of catheter 
can be used because there is little resistance to flow and 
therefore no pressure artifact from the pump.

Water CMGs are best obtained with a two-channel cath-
eter, with one channel used for filling and the other for 
pressure recording. A rectal pressure trace is also helpful 
in many patients to help distinguish intravesical pressure 
variations (resulting from intraabdominal transmission) 
from contractions of the detrusor itself. Reported filling 
rates vary but usually range from 25 to 60 mL/min. Dur-
ing filling, patients are asked to suppress voiding. Normal 
values include a capacity of 300 to 600 mL, with an initial 
sensation of filling at approximately 50% of capacity. The 
sensation of normal fullness is said to be appreciated in the 
lower abdomen with a sense of urgency in the perineum. 
The change in volume divided by the increase in baseline 
pressure during filling (i.e., in the absence of a detrusor 
contraction) describes the bladder’s compliance. This value 
should be greater than 10 mL/cm H2O, and 10 to 20 mL/
cm H2O is considered borderline if the bladder capacity is 
reduced. The patient is asked to suppress detrusor contrac-
tions during this test. Any detrusor contraction during the 
test, usually defined as a phasic pressure change of more 
than 15 cm H2O, is abnormal. If the patient is neurologi-
cally intact, these contractions are referred to as uninhib-
ited. If the patient has a suprasacral or supraspinal lesion, 
these contractions are called hyperreflexic.2 Overactive or 
hyperactive are terms now used to describe both types of 
contractions.

Although patients can be instructed to try to void at 
capacity, many are unable to generate a detrusor contrac-
tion. The presence of an easily obtainable involuntary 
detrusor contraction confirms the presence of hyperactiv-
ity in a patient with a suprasacral or supraspinal lesion, 
although the absence of a contraction does not necessarily 
imply true areflexia in a patient with an infrasacral lesion. 
The CO2 CMG is a useful bedside test to monitor the return 
of a detrusor reflex in the spinal shock phase of spinal cord 
injury, and to confirm the presence of detrusor hyperactiv-
ity in patients with supraspinal or cerebral insult before 
pharmacotherapy is started.

Urethral Pressure Profiles. Urethral pressure profiles 
are obtained by withdrawing a measuring device (microtip 
transducer or perfused side-hole catheter) gradually down 
the urethra and measuring the centrally oriented forces. It 
has limited value except in determining whether a sphinc-
ter-active area is still present after a sphincterotomy, which 
can also be evaluated by videourodynamics.

Sphincter Electromyography. Sphincter electromyog-
raphy (EMG) can be combined with the CMG or prefer-
ably with a full multichannel videourodynamic study.28 
Recordings have been made with a variety of electrodes 
(monopolar, coaxial needle, and surface electrodes) from 
the levator, perianal, or periurethral muscles. Because some 
authors claim there is a functional dissociation between 
these muscle groups, periurethral recordings are preferred. 
The integrated EMG is displayed on the same trace as the 
bladder pressure. EMG activity gradually increases as blad-
der capacity is reached during bladder filling, and then 
becomes silent just before voiding. Low levels of EMG 
activity with no recruitment during filling are a common 
pattern in complete spinal cord injury. When a reflex detru-
sor contraction occurs in these patients, the EMG activity 
in the sphincter can increase rather than decrease. With 
this detrusor–sphincter dyssynergia, voiding often occurs 
toward the end of the detrusor contraction because the 
striated sphincter relaxes more quickly than the smooth 
muscle of the bladder. This type of sphincter EMG does 
not display individual motor units and cannot be used for 
the evaluation of infrasacral denervation of the pelvic floor 
musculature (for which standard needle EMG is needed). 
Diagnostic integrated EMG recordings from the external 
urethral sphincter are difficult to obtain and are invasive 
and painful in patients who are sensate. The fluoroscopic 
appearance of the urethra is an alternative method of deter-
mining sphincter dysfunction and is preferred after distal 
sphincterotomy if recurrent distal sphincter dyssynergia is 
suspected (Figure 28-6).

Videourodynamics. This study is designed to give 
the maximum information about the filling and voiding 
phases of lower urinary tract function, and every effort is 
made to make it as physiologic as possible.4 A videouro-
dynamic study is indicated in the following patients: those 
with incomplete spinal cord lesions with incontinence 
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FIGURE 28-6 A, A videourodynamic study in a male patient with tetraplegia showing recurrent distal sphincter dyssynergia. B, A study in a similar patient show-
ing no evidence of dyssynergia.
who have some ability to void and inhibit voiding volun-
tarily but empty incompletely; persons with mechanical 
obstruction (e.g., benign prostatic hyperplasia) with neu-
ropathy; candidates for sphincterotomy, to assess detrusor 
contraction and the presence or absence of bladder neck 
obstruction in addition to striated sphincter dyssynergia; 
those who fail to respond to pharmacotherapy; those who 
may be candidates for surgical procedures such as aug-
mentation, continent diversion, or placement of an artifi-
cial sphincter or a suprapubic catheter; patients who have 
deterioration of the upper tracts; and patients who relapse 
frequently with symptomatic bacteriuria. The procedure 
requires placement of a 7-French two-channel catheter in 
the bladder and an 8-French balloon catheter in the rec-
tum. EMG of the sphincter can be recorded along with 
bladder, rectal, and detrusor (bladder minus rectal) pres-
sures. A contrast solution delivered at 50 mL/min is used 
to fill the bladder, with the patient sitting or lying as appro-
priate. The blood pressure is recorded in patients with spi-
nal cord lesions above T6 to determine whether there is 
any autonomic dysreflexia. The bladder image is moni-
tored intermittently with fluoroscopy, and the combined 
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radiographic and urodynamic image is mixed on the same 
screen and can be recorded on videotape (see Figure 28-6). 
If the patient can sit and void during the study, a flow rate 
can also be recorded. A videourodynamic study in children 
with myelodysplasia or spinal cord injury might have to 
be modified, and adequate clinical information can often 
be obtained by recording bladder pressure combined with 
fluoroscopy. Table 28-3 lists urodynamic terms used to cat-
egorize bladder and outlet abnormalities.

Cystoscopy. The only routine indication for cystoscopy 
is the presence of a long-term indwelling suprapubic or ure-
thral catheter because the presence of the catheter increases 
the risk for bladder tumor development.35 Cystoscopy is 
recommended after 5 years in high-risk patients, such as 
smokers, or after 10 years in those with no risk factors. Cys-
toscopy should also be performed after CT–  intravenous 
pyelography (CT-IVP) in patients who have gross or micro-
scopic hematuria that cannot be clearly associated with 
UTI, stones, or trauma. Often CT-KUB is the only study that 
will pick up small bladder stones, especially if the bladder 
is collapsed around an indwelling catheter. Repeated lower 
tract infections can be an indication for cystoscopy and can 
reveal nonopaque foreign bodies, such as hairs, that have 
been introduced by catheterization.

Management

General Principles

Bladder management should be undertaken in the context 
of the whole person. Patient goals are to empty the blad-
der not more than every 3 to 4 hours, remain continent, 
sleep without interference from incontinence or a urinary 
drainage system, and avoid recurrent UTI or other compli-
cations. Less than optimal bladder management decreases 
the person’s social, vocational, and avocational potential. 
The following discussion describes specific management 
approaches (Table 28-4).
Table 28-4  Bladder Management Options
Problem Options

Failure to store
Bladder factors
Behavioral Timed voids

Collecting devices Diaper, condom catheter, indwelling catheter

CIC With medications to lower bladder pressure

Medications Anticholinergics, intrathecal baclofen,* calcium channel blockers,* intravesical vanilloids  
(resiniferatoxin),* botulinum A injection*

Surgery Augmentation, continent diversion, denervation procedures*

Outlet factors
Behavioral Timed voids, pelvic floor exercises

Collecting devices Diaper, condom catheter, indwelling catheter

Medications α-Agonists, imipramine, estrogens

Surgery Collagen injection, fascial sling, artificial sphincter,  Teflon injection*

Failure to empty
Bladder factors

Behavioral Timed voids, bladder stimulation, Valsalva and Credé maneuvers

Collecting devices Indwelling catheter

CIC

Medications Bethanechol

Surgery Neurostimulation*

Outlet factors
Behavioral Anal stretch void

Collecting devices Indwelling catheters

CIC

Medications α-Blockers, oral striated muscle relaxant, intrathecal baclofen*

Surgery Sphincterotomy incision, stent sphincterotomy, bladder neck incision, prostate resection, 
pudendal neurectomy*

Failure of storage and emptying with nonusable urethra
Surgery Suprapubic catheter with or without bladder neck closure, ileal conduit, continent diversion

CIC, Clean intermittent catheterization.
*Experimental or nonstandard management.
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Behavioral Management

Timed Voiding. For patients with hyperactivity producing 
urgency or reflex incontinence, a timed voiding program 
can help by having the patient urinate before the antici-
pated detrusor contraction. The limitation to this program 
is that persons with dementia need continual reminding. It 
is also useful in patients with sphincter weakness because 
the incontinence is worse when the bladder is full, and 
timed voiding reduces the amount of urine leakage. This 
can be combined with monitoring fluid intake patterns 
and educating the patient in the relationship between fluid 
intake and urine output.

Bladder Stimulation. Various maneuvers have been tried 
to stimulate the bladder. Stroking or pinching the peri-
neal skin to cause reflex stimulation is only rarely effec-
tive. Suprapubic tapping or jabbing over the bladder causes 
a mechanical stretch of the bladder wall and subsequent 
contraction. Controlled studies have shown that deeper 
indentation of the bladder with a jabbing technique is 
the most effective maneuver.10 This can be used by spinal 
cord–injured patients with condom catheters. It is most 
effective in patients with paraplegia who have good upper 
limb function.

Valsalva and Credé Maneuvers. Patients with areflexia 
and some denervation of the pelvic floor (infrasacral 
lesions) are able to void by doing a Valsalva maneuver or 
straining. This is most effective in women because even the 
partially paralyzed pelvic floor descends with straining, 
and the bladder neck opens, although over time the pelvic 
floor descent increases as the paralyzed muscles atrophy 
and stretch, and the patient complains of worsening stress 
incontinence. In men complete flaccidity of the pelvic floor 
can allow emptying by straining. The Credé maneuver, usu-
ally performed by an attendant, mechanically pushes urine 
out of the bladder in patients with tetraplegia. The abdom-
inal wall must be relaxed to allow the Credé maneuver to 
be effective, and there is a theoretical risk of producing ure-
teral reflux by the long-term use of this method.

Anal Stretch Voiding. In patients with paraplegia who 
have a spastic pelvic floor, effective voiding has been 
achieved by an anal stretch technique. This technique 
involves relaxing the pelvic floor by first stretching the anal 
sphincter and then emptying the bladder by the Valsalva 
maneuver.24 It requires transfer onto a toilet for bladder 
emptying, absence of anal sensation, and the ability to gen-
erate adequate intraabdominal pressure. For these reasons 
it is not widely used, even though the technique was well 
described more than 30 years ago.

Pelvic Floor Exercises. Kegel exercises are effective only in 
female patients with stress incontinence resulting from pel-
vic floor descent. Most patients with infrasacral neuropathy 
need surgery to achieve continence.

Urine Collection Devices

External Condom Catheters. External condom catheters 
are convenient and often the best management for men with 
tetraplegia who are unable to perform self-catheterization, 
provided that any outflow obstruction is adequately treated. 
Problems with skin breakdown and urethral damage can 
occur if the condom is applied too tightly. An increased risk 
of UTI can result from poor hygiene.

Indwelling Catheters. Indwelling catheters can be either 
urethral or suprapubic and are typically used either 
because other programs have failed or for patient conve-
nience. The combination of sphincterotomy and condom 
drainage, although ideal for men with tetraplegia, often 
fails because of inadequate detrusor contractions or penile 
skin problems. In the past, indwelling catheters had a jus-
tifiably negative reputation, but there are recent reports 
that some patients with indwelling catheters do no worse 
than those using other methods of management.14,17 This 
change is due to a number of factors, including improved 
catheter materials. Good catheter care is still very impor-
tant. Some of the important aspects of care include 
monthly catheter changes, copious fluid intake, control 
of hyperactivity with medication, sterilization of the col-
lecting bags with bleach, and avoidance of traction on the 
catheter. The prevalence of squamous cell carcinoma of 
the bladder associated with an indwelling catheter might 
be lower than reported.37

Adult Diapers and Other Protective Garments. Protec-
tive garments have improved considerably over the past 
few years, and a high-absorbency gel-impregnated material 
is now used that allows the lining against the patient’s peri-
neal skin to stay dry. Protective garments are commonly 
used in incontinent patients with dementia who have ade-
quate bladder emptying.

Clean Intermittent Catheterization. Intermittent cath-
eterization using a sterile technique was introduced by 
Guttmann and Frankel in the 1950s for the management 
of patients with acute spinal cord injury. Lapides et al.25 in 
1972 proposed a nonsterile but “clean” technique for the 
management of chronic retention and infection. The tech-
nique has since been used extensively for neurogenic blad-
der disease. An intermittent catheter program requires a 
low-pressure bladder of adequate capacity (>300 mL) and 
enough outflow resistance to maintain continence with 
normal daily activities. If the bladder is not sufficiently 
areflexic and compliant, anticholinergics can be used. If 
these fail, some form of surgery, such as augmentation, 
can be done to achieve a low-pressure reservoir. Men with 
lesions at C6 and below and women with lesions at C7 and 
below can usually manage self-catheterization. Although 
attendants and family members can perform intermit-
tent catheterization in persons who cannot manage self- 
catheterization, the program often breaks down if the 
patient is at school or work. Patients should restrict fluid 
intake to maintain an output of not more than 600 mL in 
the period chosen. Some patients have enough sensation 
to be able to catheterize on demand, but most have to do 
so on a timed schedule. A minimum of three catheteriza-
tions per 24 hours is recommended because longer inter-
vals between catheterizations theoretically increase the risk 
of symptomatic bacteriuria. Most patients wash their cath-
eters with soap and tap water and reuse the catheters. In 
those patients with recurrent UTIs, other types of catheters 
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(touchless, enclosed systems, or hydrophilic catheters) or 
sterilization of catheters can be helpful in reducing infec-
tions, although evidence for the efficacy of hydrophilic 
catheters is scant. A completely sterile technique can also 
be used but is rarely done in clinical practice.

The most common problems with self-catheterization 
are symptomatic bacteriuria, urethral trauma, and inconti-
nence. Occasionally a bladder stone formed on a nidus of 
hair or lint is found, and patients should be warned to avoid 
introducing foreign material into the bladder with the cath-
eter. Urethral trauma and catheterization difficulties are 
usually caused by sphincter spasm. This can be managed 
by using extra lubrication and local anesthetic urethral gel 
(lidocaine 2%). Sometimes a curved-tip (coudé) catheter is 
helpful. Repeated urethral bleeding suggests the presence 
of a break in the urethral mucosa or a false passage, and 
using an indwelling urethral catheter for a period of time 
might be necessary for this to resolve. Urethroscopy and 
unroofing of a false passage is occasionally necessary.

Medications

Many drugs for lower urinary tract management have been 
tried, with the rationale for their use often based on animal 
and organ bath experiments. Bladder management drugs 
in humans have generally been disappointing. The most 
effective groups are those that inhibit detrusor activity.

Anticholinergic Agents. Anticholinergic agents have been 
used for many years for the suppression of detrusor activ-
ity. Propantheline bromide (15 to 30 mg three times a day) 
is the prototype, and hyoscyamine (0.125 to 0.25 mg three 
or four times a day) has also been used. Oxybutynin is cur-
rently the most commonly used agent. Oxybutynin hydro-
chloride can be taken at up to 5 mg four times a day or 
sustained release 15 mg once or twice daily in patients with 
no renal impairment concerns. Lower doses are needed in 
patients with severe hepatic impairment. Oxybutynin in 
solution can be administered as an intravesical instilla-
tion in patients requiring intermittent catheterization. It 
appears to be effective, although somewhat delayed serum 
levels result that are almost as high as when given orally. 
The side effects include mostly dry mouth and constipa-
tion, and appear to be less severe than when the drug is 
given orally.27 A problem with this technique is that, at 
present, there is no sterile liquid form, and the 5-mg tablet 
has to be dissolved in sterile water. An oxybutynin trans-
dermal preparation is available, which avoids much of the 
drug being broken down in the liver (which occurs after 
oral administration). This is important because the side 
effects are caused by the breakdown product. Although this 
is a promising treatment, skin irritation might limit its use. 
Tolterodine is a muscarinic receptor antagonist used at a 
dose of 2 mg twice daily or 1 mg twice daily for patients 
with severe renal or hepatic impairment or with concomi-
tant ketoconazole administration. A long-acting formula-
tion is also available.

Several new muscarinic receptor antagonists are now avail-
able for clinical use. Darifenacin is available as an extended 
release tablet (7.5 to 15 mg daily), which binds M3 receptors 
to a much greater extent. No renal adjustment is needed with 
limitation to the 7.5-mg dose in hepatic impairment and 
with concomitant ketoconazole use. Solifenacin is available 
at 5 to 10 mg daily. It should not be used in cases of severe 
hepatic impairment; only 5 mg should be used in cases of 
severe renal impairment and when used concurrently with 
ketoconazole. Trospium is used at a dose of 20 mg twice 
daily or sustained release at 60 mg daily, but it cannot be 
used in cases of severe hepatic impairment and must be lim-
ited to 20 mg every other day in cases of severe renal impair-
ment. Major side effects include dry mouth, blurry vision, 
constipation, and trospium should be used with caution 
in patients with narrow-angle glaucoma. At the time of this 
writing trospium is not yet approved for use in the United 
States. Imipramine is recommended by several authors for 
its presumed anticholinergic actions. It is said to be additive 
in its effectiveness when combined with other anticholiner-
gic agents. It does not seem to increase side effects.

Cholinergic Agents. The detrusor is innervated by cho-
linergic muscarinic (M2 and M3) receptors. Bethanechol, 
a cholinergic agonist, can be helpful in detrusor areflexia 
by increasing detrusor activity. Although a pharmacologic 
effect can be seen with a parenteral dose when the bladder 
is partially innervated, oral doses are not effective at levels 
that can be tolerated by patients. Double-blind, controlled 
clinical trials have not been performed, and the use of this 
drug has declined.18

Adrenergic Antagonists. The α-adrenergic receptor 
antagonist phenoxybenzamine (10 to 30 mg daily) has 
α1- and α2-blocking actions and has been used for inhib-
iting smooth muscle activity at the bladder neck and in 
the prostate. Newer agents with more specific α1-blocking 
actions are available, such as prazosin, terazosin, and doxa-
zosin.38 These are typically given in doses of 1 to 20 mg 
daily as tolerated. These agents have a number of effects. 
They appear to reduce the irritative symptoms in men with 
obstruction resulting from benign prostatic hyperplasia, 
and to increase emptying in patients with neurogenic void-
ing dysfunction. A more specific agent, tamsulosin (0.4 to 
0.8 mg daily), has been used for the treatment of benign 
prostatic hyperplasia. This agent has fewer vascular effects 
and rarely causes hypotension. After suprasacral spinal 
cord injury it improved bladder storage and emptying and 
decreased the symptoms of autonomic dysreflexia.1 All of 
these agents are effective in control of the vascular manifes-
tations of autonomic dysreflexia. Phenoxybenzamine, with 
its α1- and α2-blocking action, might be a better choice in 
this regard than the pure α1-blocking agents.

Adrenergic Agonists. Adrenergic agonists have been used 
to increase urethral resistance in patients with mild stress 
incontinence. Anecdotally, ephedrine (25 to 75 mg/day) 
has been effective in controlling mild stress incontinence 
in children with myelodysplasia, but controlled studies 
are lacking. This is also a consideration when treating con-
gestion from upper respiratory infections in patients with 
spinal cord injury, depending on their bladder emptying 
system. Adrenergic agonists are rarely used in adults with 
bladder neuropathy. Prolongation of the α-adrenergic 
effects on the external urethral sphincter could be pos-
sible in the future using duloxetine, a serotonin and 
 norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor, which acts on the 
pudendal (Onuf ’s) nucleus in the sacral cord.
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Estrogens. Postmenopausal women often have atrophy of 
the urethral submucosa, which can lead to stress inconti-
nence. Estrogen administration by local application often 
restores or maintains this tissue and can be helpful in 
women with a partially denervated pelvic floor and stress 
incontinence.

Muscle Relaxants. Baclofen, tizanidine, and dantrolene 
sodium are frequently used for skeletal muscle spasticity 
(see Chapter 30) but have never been shown to be effec-
tive in controlled studies in patients with detrusor-striated 
sphincter dyssynergia. Baclofen given intrathecally by infu-
sion pump for severe lower extremity spasticity depresses 
pelvic floor reflexes but also depresses the detrusor reflex.36 
This net result is a lower-pressure bladder that might empty 
less effectively. Insofar as intrathecal baclofen is indicated 
in some patients with tetraplegia, this overall decrease in 
bladder emptying might not be desirable.

Intravesical Therapy. Botulinum A toxin, given by injec-
tion at 30 to 40 sites in the bladder wall up to a total dose 
of 300 units, reduces or abolishes hyperactivity for up to 
6 months. Repeated injections have been given with suc-
cess. Although botulinum A toxin is widely available, it is 
an off-label use and might not be covered by insurance.26 
Resiniferatoxin instillations are also under trial. These are 
not as effective as botulinum A toxin but are simpler to 
administer.20,23

Surgery

To Increase Bladder Capacity
Bowel Procedures
AugmentAtion. Bladder augmentation is often recom-

mended for patients who have detrusor hyperactivity or 
reduced compliance that fails to respond to anticholinergic 
drugs.34 The patient must be motivated to continue indefi-
nitely with clean intermittent catheterization and must 
have adequate outflow resistance. The patient must be fully 
informed of the immediate surgical risks and the possible 
long-term sequelae of this procedure. Immediate surgi-
cal risks include prolonged intestinal ileus or obstruction, 
anastomotic leak with peritonitis, wound infection, and 
pulmonary complications such as pneumonia and deep 
venous thrombosis with pulmonary emboli. Bladder aug-
mentation has only been performed since the 1950s. The 
long-term complications reported so far have included 
chronic bacteriuria, a theoretical risk of neoplastic change, 
possible diarrhea or malabsorption from a shortened gut 
or decreased intestinal transit time, and hyperchloremic 
acidosis caused by absorption of urine with secondary 
mobilization of skeletal calcium (acting as a buffer).

The bladder is opened widely in this procedure, and a 
detubularized and reconfigured segment of bowel is sewn 
in. A 20- to 30-cm segment of distal ileum is usually used, 
but an ileocecal segment, sigmoid, or even a wedge of 
stomach also can be used (Figure 28-7). The procedure is 
intended to result in a 600-mL, low-pressure reservoir with-
out the use of any drugs. Mucus production is the main 
day-to-day problem initially, especially in those with active 
urinary infection. Mucus production is rarely a problem 
after the first 3 months if good intermittent catheteriza-
tion technique and bladder irrigations are used as needed. 
Because the risk of neoplastic change is unknown with this 
procedure, yearly cystoscopy should probably begin 10 to 
15 years after the augmentation.

Continent Diversion. In this procedure, a section of 
bowel is used not just to increase effective bladder capacity 
but also to form a continent catheterizable channel that 
opens onto the abdominal wall. It is particularly useful in 
women for whom intermittent self-catheterization via the 
30 cm

Bivalved
bladder

Ileal patch
Augmented

bladder

FIGURE 28-7 Augmentation cystoplasty. A 30-cm segment of small bowel is opened and reconstructed as a U-shaped patch and then sewn into the bivalved 
bladder.
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urethra is difficult or impossible because of leg spasticity, 
body habitus, severe urethral incontinence, or the need to 
transfer from a wheelchair. Men who are unable to perform 
intermittent catheterization because of strictures, false pas-
sages, or fistulas are also potential candidates. Severe ure-
thral disease in men is frequently the result of poor personal 
care, and it is inappropriate to perform these procedures 
on patients who cannot or will not follow through with 
appropriate techniques. If the patient fails to catheterize 
after augmentation and continent diversion, the bowel seg-
ment can rupture internally before overflow incontinence 
occurs through the urethra or catheterizable channel.

The procedure involves enlarging the bladder and con-
structing some form of continent catheterizable channel. 
The terminal ileum and the ileocecal valve work well, but 
intussuscepted small bowel, the appendix, and a defunc-
tioned segment of ureter have all been used. The bladder 
neck might require closure if there is sphincter-related 
incontinence.

urinAry Diversion. If the bladder cannot be preserved 
because of malignant disease, contracture, or ureteral reflux, 
a standard bowel conduit is recommended with removal of 
the bladder in most cases. Usually a 10- to 15-cm segment 
of small bowel is used. Because a nonrefluxing ureteroin-
testinal anastomosis is desired, the ileocecal segment sig-
moid colon segment is preferred.

Denervation Procedures. The denervation technique 
for bladder hyperactivity is theoretically attractive but is 
not widely used. Operative approaches include section-
ing of the sacral nerve roots or interrupting the peripheral 
nerve supply near the bladder. Selective sacral rhizotomies 
have been attempted. The technique involves identifying 
the nerve root (usually S3 on one side) that carries the 
detrusor reflex by doing differential sacral local anesthetic 
blocks while monitoring the detrusor reflex with CMG. 
Surgical or chemical destruction of S3 usually results in 
only temporary areflexia. Over time the detrusor reflex typ-
ically reroutes through the intact sacral nerves. Bilateral S2, 
S3, and S4 rhizotomies permanently abolish the reflex but 
at the expense of loss of reflex erections and worsening of 
the bowel evacuation problem.19

Peripheral denervation of the detrusor has been 
attempted by transecting the detrusor above the trigone 
and resuturing it, by removing the paravesical ganglia via 
a vaginal approach, or by overdistending the bladder with 
the intent of damaging the intramural nerves and muscle 
fibers. In one clinical study of patients with complete para-
plegia, the bladder was intentionally distended in the spi-
nal shock phase with the intent of preventing the return 
of the bladder reflex. The prevalence of areflexia in the 
short term following distention was 63% compared with 
an expected 15%.22 None of these peripheral denervation 
procedures have become commonly accepted, and long-
term results of intentional overdistention of the bladder in 
spinal shock have not yet been reported. Chemical dener-
vation procedures have been discussed under intravesical 
therapy.

To Increase Bladder Contraction
Electrical Stimulation. Attempts have been made to 

stimulate detrusor contraction using electrodes implanted 
on the bladder wall, pelvic nerves, sacral roots, and 
conus. At present, the only site being used clinically is the 
sacral roots, and most of the reported series come from 
Europe.7 The electrodes are placed on the anterior roots 
either intradurally or extradurally. To prevent spontane-
ous hyperactive contractions and antidromic reflex con-
tractions, bilateral S2, S3, and S4 dorsal rhizotomies are 
usually performed. Pelvic floor contraction with anterior 
root stimulation will still obstruct voiding, and European 
centers have elected to stimulate intermittently. This leads 
to intermittent voiding, as the striated pelvic floor muscle 
relaxes more quickly than the smooth muscle detrusor. 
In a center developing this device in the United States, 
pudendal neurectomies were performed to decrease out-
flow resistance.39 Adequate bladder emptying at accept-
able intravesical pressures with preservation of the 
bladder wall and upper tract morphology and function 
has been reported.7 One important disadvantage of bilat-
eral S2, S3, and S4 rhizotomies is that reflex erections are 
abolished, and usable erections occurring as a result of 
sacral root stimulation occur in less than 30% of patients. 
Bowel evacuation, however, is improved in many patients. 
Further refinements such as supraselective rhizotomies, 
with modification of stimulus parameters and electrode 
design, are future possibilities. This technique is approved 
for routine clinical use in the USA, but there is no com-
pany marketing the device at this time.

To Increase Outlet Resistance. Incontinence resulting 
from decreased outlet resistance is relatively uncommon 
in bladder dysfunction secondary to neurologic disease. 
It is seen in children with myelodysplasia and in women 
with infrasacral lesions and a denervated pelvic floor. It can 
occur in active men with complete pelvic floor denervation, 
but this is rare. Although α-adrenergic agonists might help 
minor incontinence, more severe leakage typically requires 
some form of urethral compressive procedure. The options 
include injection therapy into the bladder neck and ure-
thra to increase the bulk of tissue under and around the 
bladder neck muscle, a fascial sling, or an artificial sphinc-
ter. Electrical stimulation of pelvic floor muscles or nerves 
via rectal, vaginal, or implanted electrodes has been tried 
but has not been effective enough to achieve widespread 
popularity.

Injection Therapy. Injections of Teflon (DuPont, Wilm-
ington, DE) have been used for years in the urethra for 
certain types of stress incontinence, but their use has 
recently declined because of the danger of particle migra-
tion. Autologous fat and bovine collagen have been tried 
recently, and one to three injections seem to help some 
proportion of patients. The procedure has few potential 
side effects and is especially suitable for elderly and poor-
risk patients.

External Compressive Procedures. In the fascial sling 
procedure, a 2-cm strip of fascia is taken from the anterior 
rectus abdominis fascia or tensor fascia lata. It is wrapped 
around the bladder neck and fixed anteriorly to the abdom-
inal fascia or pubic tubercle. Patients who are candidates 
for this procedure must have compliant low-pressure blad-
ders. They will be unable to void by the Valsalva maneuver 
after a successful sling procedure and must be willing to 
perform self-catheterization indefinitely in exchange for 
being continent.
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The artificial urinary sphincter consists of a cuff, a 
 pressure-regulating balloon, and a control pump. The 
cuff is usually implanted around the bladder neck in both 
sexes and less commonly around the bulbar urethra in 
men. The pump in the labia or scrotum allows the patient 
to open the cuff for voiding. Reinflation of the cuff is auto-
matic and takes about 3 to 5 minutes. Mechanical failure, 
cuff erosion, and infection can occur with this device. 
Patients can use the Valsalva maneuver to void and do 
not usually have to be on self-catheterization. In patients 
with myelodysplasia, uncontrolled hyperactivity occurs 
in 10% in the first year after implantation of an artifi-
cial sphincter. This is despite the fact that preoperatively 
the detrusor was naturally areflexic or was rendered so by 
drugs. This probably results from activation of dormant 
urethrovesical reflexes. Careful follow-up evaluation is 
essential, and if hyperactivity occurs, an augmentation 
procedure can be done secondarily. It is possible that in 
the future some intravesical therapy might be helpful in 
this situation.

To Decrease Outlet Resistance
Sphincterotomy. In male spinal cord–injured patients 

unable or unwilling to do self-catheterization, the use of 
a condom catheter is a practical alternative. Because it is 
unusual to find a lower urinary tract that has adequate 
detrusor contraction and a coordinated pelvic floor in 
these patients, some procedure to decrease outflow resis-
tance is usually indicated. The results are poor in patients 
without adequate detrusor contractions. Preoperative 
parameters suggested for a good outcome are presented 
in Box 28-1. Ablation of the striated sphincter, usually by 
incision, is the standard procedure. It is now performed 
anteriorly to avoid the cavernous artery and nerve, which 
lie lateral to the membranous urethra. Damage of the 
cavernous artery and nerve can lead to impotence. Some 
patients also have bladder neck obstruction. This can 
be due to primary hyperactivity (e.g., high tetraplegic 
patients) or total bladder wall hypertrophy (which fol-
lows striated sphincter dyssynergia). These patients need 
bladder neck ablation either by resection or by incision. 
In older men, prostatic obstruction from benign disease 
can also contribute to increased outflow resistance and 
might require prostatic resection. The immediate morbid-
ity from sphincterotomy—bleeding, clot retention, and 
infection—is relatively high. The long-term results can 
be compromised because of recurrent obstruction from 
stricture or recurrent dyssynergia. An implantable stainless 
steel stent is now available and should reduce morbidity 
and improve long-term results. This stent material is inert, 
and the epithelium grows through the spaces between the 
wires of the stent, completely covering it.30 Unfortunately, 
the stent is not well tolerated in men with sensory incom-
plete spinal cord injury.

Other Methods of Decreasing Outflow Resistance. 
Intrathecal baclofen given for severe spasticity decreases 
the pudendal reflexes, but the detrusor reflex and contrac-
tions are reduced as well. Consequently, it cannot be used 
as a chemical sphincterotomy. Botulinum A toxin injected 
into the striated sphincter has also been used experimen-
tally, but (as in the bladder) its effects last only a few 
months.16
Management of Specific Diseases

Diseases of the Brain
Stroke

After an initial period of areflexia, stroke patients typically 
have hyperactivity with frequency and urge incontinence 
but coordinated voiding and complete emptying (see 
Chapter 50). Anticholinergics frequently help ameliorate 
symptoms without adversely affecting emptying. Persistent 
areflexia and retention can occur with bilateral lesions. 
Prostatic obstruction can cause retention in elderly men 
after a stroke. Videourodynamic studies are helpful in dif-
ferentiating these conditions.

Parkinson’s Disease

The prevalence of bladder symptoms in patients with 
Parkinson’s disease is high (70%) (see Chapter 51). Most 
have frequency, urgency, and urge incontinence, and 50% 
complain of difficulty voiding. Evaluation typically shows 
bladder hyperactivity, but the contractions are poorly sus-
tained and result in incomplete emptying. Failure to empty 
can also be caused by bradykinesia, secondary to failure of 
pelvic floor relaxation, adrenergic effects of levodopa, or 
even the anticholinergic effects of other antiparkinsonian 
drugs.3 Treatment is difficult because there is frequently a 
combination of incontinence and retention. Detrusor inhi-
bition with drugs makes emptying worse, and α-adrenergic 
blockers have a marginal effect in decreasing outflow resis-
tance.38 Intermittent catheterization and detrusor inhibi-
tion are often the best choice, but many patients do not 
have sufficient upper extremity dexterity to catheterize 
independently.

Dementia, Brain Tumors, and Trauma

Dementia, brain tumors, and trauma can all cause hyperac-
tivity with reflex or urge incontinence with complete emp-
tying. If cognitive impairment is severe, incontinence often 
persists despite detrusor inhibition. Some type of collect-
ing device is appropriate for many of these patients (see 
Chapter 49).

Diseases of the Brain and Spinal Cord

Multiple sclerosis is the most common disease in this cat-
egory, with 90% of patients developing urinary manifesta-
tions in the course of the disease (see Chapter 52). The 
bladder symptoms usually present because of an incom-
plete spinal cord lesion with hyperactivity and hypocon-
tractility. Detrusor inhibition with drugs worsens emptying 
in this case. In the rare, predominantly encephalopathic 
variety of multiple sclerosis, these agents might be useful. 

Spontaneous contraction with:
•  Volume: <200 mL
•  Rise time: <20 seconds
•  Amplitude: >50 cm H2O
•  Duration: >2 minutes

 

BOX 28-1

Preoperative Parameters for Sphincterotomy
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Patients with multiple sclerosis and a predominantly conal 
lesion have bladder areflexia. Intermittent catheterization 
is eventually indicated in most patients with multiple scle-
rosis, but few are able to undertake it because of poor upper 
extremity strength and coordination. High-pressure blad-
ders resulting from hyperactivity and detrusor–sphincter 
dyssynergia are rare, but sphincterotomy in men is some-
times indicated.29

Diseases of the Spinal Cord

Injury, tumors, and vascular lesions of the spinal cord 
cause the majority of suprasacral neurogenic bladder prob-
lems (see Chapter 55). The detrusor reflex typically returns 
after a varying period of spinal shock. The center for the 
detrusor reflex develops in the sacral cord in patients with 
complete injury. Inhibitory control by the higher center is 
impaired, and because the long-routed detrusor reflex is 
interrupted, the detrusor contraction might not be com-
pletely sustained. Coordination and control of the pelvic 
floor are also impaired, leading to lack of voluntary con-
traction and relaxation. In complete lesions there is often 
dyscoordinated activity during voiding. This dyscoordi-
nation or detrusor–sphincter dyssynergia affects the stri-
ated voluntary sphincter, but in high complete tetraplegic 
patients excessive sympathetic activity can also lead to 
detrusor–bladder neck dyssynergia. Incomplete spinal cord 
lesions can produce the supraspinal pattern with urgency 
and adequate emptying, whereas patients with complete 
lesions have reflex incontinence and incomplete emptying 
because of detrusor–sphincter dyssynergia (in most cases). 
Some patients have hypocontractility or areflexia and 
retention. A truly balanced bladder with sustained detrusor 
contraction and coordinated pelvic floor is uncommon.

The onset and severity of the symptoms vary with the 
cause of spinal cord dysfunction, but the management dis-
cussed here is in relation to traumatic spinal cord injury. An 
indwelling catheter is typically maintained until the patient’s 
medical state is stable and fluid intake can be regulated to 
achieve a urine output of 1500 to 2000 mL per day. Inter-
mittent sterile catheterization is then started, preferably by 
a dedicated catheterization team. The patient should learn 
self-catheterization when able to do so. A sterile technique 
is ideal in the hospital, but a clean technique can be used 
when the patient is discharged home. Maximum allowable 
bladder volume is 600 mL. In some of these patients, how-
ever, retention of interstitial fluid in the lower limbs when 
the patient is upright, with subsequent mobilization and 
dumping at night, is frequently a problem. The use of anti-
embolism stockings such as TED hose, recumbency early in 
the evening, and an extra catheterization in the middle of 
the night might all be necessary to manage this.

In the majority of spinal cord–injured patients, the 
detrusor reflex returns usually within the first 6 months. 
Its return is often indicated by episodes of incontinence, 
but the presence of the detrusor reflex should be confirmed 
by CMG. Anticholinergics can be given to suppress the 
reflex and allow intermittent catheterization to continue. 
Patients with lesions at the level of C7 and below who can 
do self-catheterization can continue this in the long term. 
If the detrusor reflex cannot be suppressed, the patient 
should consider augmentation, which remains the stan-
dard method today for achieving a low-pressure reservoir 
if medications fail. Intravesical therapy might be an option 
in the future.

In male patients unable or unwilling to do self-cathe-
terization, as well as for those who refuse augmentation, 
sphincterotomy followed by use of an external catheter is 
probably the best alternative. Other options include inter-
mittent catheterization by an attendant, although this has 
a greater risk of febrile UTIs.11 Wearing an external collec-
tor alone can be considered, but only 15% of men with 
spinal cord injury have a suitable, truly “balanced” bladder 
with coordinated voiding at low pressure. Some men with 
tetraplegia end up with an indwelling catheter because of 
sphincterotomy failure, inadequate detrusor contractions, 
or skin breakdown on the penile shaft. Women using 
intermittent catheterization but unable to control urinary 
incontinence with medications might also choose to use 
an indwelling catheter. A regular long-term urinary tract 
surveillance program (Box 28-2) should be set up for spi-
nal cord–injured patients who might, with good care, have 
a near-normal life expectancy.

Diseases of the Conus, Cauda Equina, 
and Peripheral Nerves

Trauma, disk disease, lumbar stenosis, arachnoiditis, and 
tumors are some of the mechanical lesions that can affect 
this region of the spinal canal. The resulting bladder is typi-
cally areflexic or noncontractile and insensate. Pelvic floor 
innervation is frequently affected in conal lesions, which 
can lead to incontinence, especially in females. In cauda 
equina lesions, the nonmyelinated pelvic nerve roots are 
more easily damaged and pelvic floor innervation is usu-
ally relatively more intact than the detrusor nerve supply. 
In autonomic neuropathy secondary to diabetes and mul-
tiple system atrophy, the detrusor afferents and efferents 
are affected, and because of lack of sensation, overstretch-
ing contributes to the end result, which is a noncontractile 
and insensate bladder.

Intermittent catheterization is the initial treatment in all 
cases if in retention. If the pelvic floor is severely paralyzed, 
patients might be able to void by straining. Men can be 
helped by α-adrenergic blocking agents to decrease outflow 
resistance. Women can often empty by straining but tend 
to develop severe stress incontinence. Some patients can be 
candidates for a fascial sling or artificial sphincter. Reduced 
bladder compliance, usually found in patients after radical 
pelvic surgery, does not respond well to medications. An 
augmentation might be indicated in these cases, particu-
larly if the outflow resistance is high and the upper tracts 
begin to dilate. In the early stages of diabetes patients can 
often maintain bladder function and contractility and 
avoid overdistention by timed voidings.

Diseases of the Spinal Cord and Conus

Myelodysplasia is the most common disease producing a 
mixed pattern of lower urinary tract dysfunction. Any com-
bination of detrusor and sphincter activity can be found, 
but it is most common to have a hyperactive or noncom-
pliant bladder with dyssynergia or a nonrelaxing sphinc-
ter. Intermittent catheterization is used initially along 
with medication in infancy and childhood. In many cases, 
reconstructive surgery is necessary early if more conserva-
tive measures fail.
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Management of Complications

Bacteriuria

About half of all hospital-acquired infections originate 
in the urinary tract in association with urinary catheters 
and other drainage devices. UTIs are a common source of 
morbidity in patients with neurogenic bladders. Frequent 
exposure to antibiotics increases the risk of infection with 
antibiotic-resistant organisms, further complicating the 
treatment of UTI. The diagnosis of UTI can be delayed 
or missed in patients with neurologic disorders affecting 
bladder sensation. In patients with spinal cord disorders, 
signs and symptoms suggestive of UTI include fever, onset 
of urinary incontinence, increased spasticity, autonomic 
dysreflexia, increased sweating, cloudy and odorous urine, 
malaise, lethargy, and sense of unease.32 Unexplained signs 
and symptoms suggestive of UTI in the presence of pyuria 
warrant empirical therapy for UTI. The absence of pyuria 
makes the diagnosis of UTI unlikely but does not exclude it.

Asymptomatic bacteriuria is very common in patients 
with neurogenic bladder, especially those using inter-
mittent or indwelling catheterization. Most authorities 
recommend against routine treatment of asymptomatic 
bacteriuria, although the presence of significant bacteriuria 
with urease-producing organisms that are associated with 
stone formation might warrant treatment.33

The spectrum of uropathogens that cause catheter- 
associated UTI is much broader than that causing uncom-
plicated UTI. Escherichia coli bacteria cause the majority of 

Initial Rehabilitation Admission
 •  Urinalysis, initial and as needed
 •  Urine culture and sensitivity, weekly
 •  Renal and bladder ultrasound; add KUB in patients  

with a Foley catheter
 •  CT-IVP only if US is abnormal
 •  PVR if voiding
 •  CMG or urodynamics if clinically indicated
 •  CrCl, 24-hour urine

Routine Evaluations (yearly for the first 5 years and,  
if stable, every other year thereafter)
 •  Renal US and KUB for all annual evaluations
 •  CT-IVP only if indicated by clinical status or US findings
 •  Urodynamics determined on individual basis (often 

needed annually for the first few years)
 •  CrCl, 24-hour urine, annually
 •  PVR if voiding
 •  Other tests of renal function as needed

Cystoscopy
Generally performed in patients after 10 years of chronic, 
continuous indwelling catheterizations (urethral or suprapu-
bic), or earlier (at 5 years) if at high risk (heavy smoker, age 
> 40 years, or history of complicated UTIs) or in any patient 
with symptoms that warrant such a procedure.

 

BOX 28-2

Routine Urinary Tract Surveillance After Spinal Cord 
Injury

CT-IVP, Computerized tomography–intravenous pyelography; SCI, 
spinal cord injury; CMG, cystometrography; PVR, postvoid residuals; US, 
ultrasound; CrCl, creatine clearance; KUB, kidneys, ureters, and bladder, 
plain film study; IC, intermittent catheterization.
uncomplicated UTIs. E. coli and organisms such as  species 
of Proteus, Klebsiella, Pseudomonas, Serratia, Providencia, 
enterococci, and staphylococci are relatively more common 
in patients with catheter-associated UTI.32 Polymicrobic 
bacteriuria is the rule in patients with indwelling catheters.

Patients with mild to moderate illness can be treated 
with an oral fluoroquinolone such as ciprofloxacin, levo-
floxacin, or gatifloxacin. It should be noted that these can 
be associated with an increased risk of tendonitis and 
tendon rupture in patients of all ages, but risk is further 
increased in those aged more than 60 years, with con-
comitant steroid use, or with kidney, heart, or lung trans-
plant. This group of antibiotics provides coverage for most 
expected pathogens, including most strains of Pseudomo-
nas aeruginosa. Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole is another 
commonly used antibiotic for less ill patients, but it does 
not provide coverage against P. aeruginosa. It is less expen-
sive than the fluoroquinolones and can be used empirically 
and continued according to the results of susceptibility 
testing. Amoxicillin, nitrofurantoin, and sulfa drugs are 
poor choices for empirical therapy because of the high 
prevalence of resistance to these agents among uropatho-
gens typically involved in complicated UTIs.

In more seriously ill, hospitalized patients, piperacillin 
plus tazobactam, ampicillin plus gentamicin, or imipe-
nem plus cilastatin provide coverage against most expected 
pathogens, including P. aeruginosa and most enterococci.8 
A number of other parenteral antimicrobial agents can 
also be used. Patients can be switched to oral treatment 
after clinical improvement. At least 7 to 14 days of therapy 
is generally recommended, depending on the severity of 
the infection.33 No convincing evidence shows that regi-
mens longer than this are beneficial. Patients undergoing 
effective treatment for UTI with an antibiotic to which 
the infecting pathogen is susceptible should have definite 
improvement within 24 to 48 hours. If not, a repeat urine 
culture and imaging studies (US or CT) are indicated.

In a patient who has had UTI with high fever or hemody-
namic changes suggestive of sepsis, or who is having recur-
rent symptomatic UTIs, a CT-KUB, cystogram, or urodynamic 
evaluation might be indicated after successful treatment to 
look for correctable anatomic or functional abnormalities.

Autonomic Dysreflexia

Paroxysmal hypertension, sweating, piloerection, head-
ache, and reflex bradycardia are brought on by increased 
stimulation into and sympathetic output from the isolated 
spinal cord below a complete lesion. Spinal cord injuries 
below T6 are rarely associated with this problem. Stimula-
tion from the bladder from high pressures or overdistention 
is the most common cause of autonomic dysreflexia. The 
best treatment is prevention of such stimuli. If symptoms 
persist when the bladder has been emptied or if the blood 
pressure is at a dangerously high level, 10 mg of sublin-
gual nifedipine, a calcium channel blocking agent, can be 
given. It is often safer to apply 1⁄2 to 1 inch of nitroglycerin 
ointment on the skin because this can be wiped off if the 
blood pressure response is too exaggerated. If a patient has 
recently ingested sildenafil, then prazosin or captopril can 
be used instead.12 Long-term management with phenoxy-
benzamine (10 to 30 mg daily) has been used to prevent 
autonomic dysreflexia when all findable causes have been 
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FIGURE 28-8 A CT-KUB (A and B) and a standard KUB (C) showing renal and bladder stones in a patient with tetraplegia. The stones can be seen on the 
standard KUB in this patient, but in many patients visualization is difficult because of the size and density of the stones, the size of the patient, and the state of the 
overlying bowel. CT-KUB is more sensitive.
eliminated (see Chapter 55 for further explanation of the 
treatment of autonomic dysreflexia).

Hypercalciuria and Stones

Loss of calcium from the bones occurs in all spinal cord–
injured patients and is worse in young males. Increased 
urinary calcium (>200 mg/24 hours) begins about 4 weeks 
after injury, reaches a maximum at 16 weeks, and can per-
sist for 12 to 18 months. Renal stone incidence in the first 9 
months is approximately 1.0% to 1.5% and is due mainly 
to hypercalciuria. Over the next 10 years upper tract stones 
are found in 8%, with many of these secondary to infec-
tion. The incidence of bladder stones in the first 9 months 
in patients on intermittent catheterization is 2.3%. In the 
presence of an indwelling catheter, and despite greater 
urine output, the prevalence is much higher (8.8%).13
Bladder stones are effectively treated with cystoscopy 
and holmium:yttrium–aluminum–garnet laser lithotripsy. 
Small stones and particles can be dissolved by daily blad-
der irrigations with 30 mL of 10% hemiacidrin (Renacidin) 
solution, which is left in the bladder for 30 minutes. Some 
patients with recurrent stones use this once or twice a week 
for prophylaxis. In patients who have ureteral reflux, it 
should be used with caution because of potential neph-
rotoxicity and absorption of magnesium. Calyceal calculi 
that are small (<1 cm) and asymptomatic can be followed 
expectantly, but 50% of these patients become symptom-
atic over 5 years, and half of these will need some sort of 
invasive procedure.21 Calculi that are growing or that are 
located in the renal pelvis should probably be treated 
before they pass into the ureter and cause obstruction (Fig-
ure 28-8). Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) is 
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FIGURE 28-9 A CT-KUB (A) and a prone antegrade nephrostogram (B) demonstrating right hydronephrosis with a dilated ureter down to the ureteroileal 
junction. The patient is a male with spina bifida whose bladder was augmented and the ureters reimplanted 10 years before. The cause of the obstruction was an 
inflammatory stricture.
the standard treatment. For large stones (>3 cm diameter), 
a percutaneous approach is preferred because clearance of 
fragments is poor if patients are inactive.

Ureteral stones are potentially dangerous in patients 
with no renal sensation. These can be managed expec-
tantly if they pass down within 2 to 3 weeks. Patients 
with reduced sensation might not perceive continuous 
pain, which would normally suggest severe continuing 
obstruction. This results in an increased risk of renal dam-
age. When obstruction and infection occur together, they 
require a drainage procedure as an emergency with a percu-
taneous nephrostomy or a retrograde stent. This is typically 
followed by an endoscopic lithotripsy, stone removal, or 
ESWL.

Lower Urinary Tract Changes

Trabeculation occurs in the majority of patients after spi-
nal cord injury. In many cases trabeculation happens 
despite appropriate management strategies. Sacculation 
and diverticula can occur when obstruction and high pres-
sure are severe. If a diverticulum occurs at the ureteral hia-
tus, ureteral reflux is almost inevitable. Chronic infection 
of dilated prostatic ducts can be an important source for 
relapsing UTIs in men.

Ureteral Reflux and Upper Tract Dilation

Ureteral reflux or high bladder pressure in the absence of 
reflux can cause upper tract dilation (Figure 28-9). Dila-
tion without reflux is said to be caused by decreased com-
pliance, but data from long-term monitoring suggest that 
baseline pressure elevations are minimal with natural 
rates of filling, and that increased phasic activity might be 
more important.40 With reflux, or ureteral dilation with-
out reflux, the bladder pressure should be lowered with 
intermittent catheterization and anticholinergics. If blad-
der pressure responds but reflux fails to improve, a surgical 
procedure to repair the reflux can be considered. If bladder 
pressures do not improve, the options are to augment the 
bladder or, in men, to perform a sphincterotomy and rely 
on free drainage.

Summary

The ultimate goal of bladder management is to create a 
bladder management system for the patient that optimizes 
quality of life while preventing renal deterioration and 
reducing morbidity such as UTIs. A history and physical 
examination followed by appropriate testing will allow 
classification of the patient’s bladder dysfunction. This will 
allow, with careful consideration of other medical prob-
lems and social issues, choice of the best method of blad-
der management to meet these stated goals.
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CHAPTER 29

NEUROGENIC BOWEL: 
DYSFUNCTION AND 
REHABILITATION
Gianna Rodriguez, John C. King, and Steven A. Stiens
Gastrointestinal dysfunction is most often characterized 
by a conglomeration of symptoms that most often indi-
cate lower gastrointestinal impairment, including consti-
pation, diarrhea, and fecal incontinence (FI). It can also 
present as upper gastrointestinal impairment heralded by 
bloating, nausea, early satiety, burning, and gaseousness. 
Neurogenic bowel dysfunction can be a clinically elusive 
impairment. It is often eclipsed by other, more noticeable 
associated motor deficits. Neurogenic bowel dysfunction 
itself can be particularly life-limiting if it is not thoroughly 
assessed and treated using rehabilitation principles. Inter-
disciplinary rehabilitative interventions focus on establish-
ing a total management plan for bowel function, termed a 
bowel program, and for assisted defecation, known as bowel 
care.107 Sensation and mobility might be limited, affecting 
a person’s ability to anticipate the need for and to physi-
cally perform independent bowel care and hygiene.

In spite of many abilities regained during the rehabili-
tation process, bowel care capabilities at the time of dis-
charge are not always comparable to other skills that would 
be expected for a given level of function. Bowel inconti-
nence is one of the greatest predictors of return to home 
for stroke survivors.29 In fact, bowel management has been 
found to be one of the areas of least competence among 
rehabilitated persons with spinal cord injury (SCI).14,50 
More than one third of surveyed persons with SCI rated 
bowel and bladder dysfunction as having the most signifi-
cant effect on their lives after SCI.51 In a recent Swedish 
review of medical problems after SCI, 41% of subjects rated 
bowel dysfunction as a moderately to severely life-limiting 
problem.74

Epidemiology

Gastrointestinal dysfunction is frequently seen in per-
sons with neurologic diseases who require rehabilitation. 
Besides the direct effects of neurologic disease on gut func-
tion, other factors can also play a huge role in the develop-
ment of enteric problems, including debility, insufficient 
fluid intake, and the use of anticholinergics and other med-
ications. Digestive tract problems in stroke, brain injury, 
multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, neuromuscular dis-
eases, dysautonomias, peripheral nerve injuries, SCIs, and 
other neurologic disorders have been shown to be difficult 
and challenging to manage. Neurogenic bowel difficulties 
can be a primary disabling and handicapping feature for 
619

patients with SCI, stroke, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 
multiple sclerosis, diabetes mellitus, myelomeningocele, 
and muscular dystrophy.*

Neurogenic bowel dysfunction results from autonomic 
and somatic denervation, and produces FI, constipation, 
and difficulty with evacuation (DWE). These symptoms 
are common. The prevalence of FI and fecal impaction 
ranges from 0.3% to 5.0% in the general population. The 
prevalence of DWE ranges from 10% to 50% among the 
hospitalized or institutionalized elderly.100,115 Although 
many gastrointestinal disorders can contribute to FI or 
DWE, disorders that impair the extrinsic (sympathetic, 
parasympathetic, or somatic) nervous control of the bowel 
and anorectal mechanisms are more common among the 
patient populations seen by physiatrists.

Impact

Living with nausea, vomiting, bloating, abdominal pain, 
constipation, diarrhea, or FI profoundly affects the quality 
of life. It significantly affects nutrition, overall health, and 
sense of well-being. Loss of voluntary control over bowel 
function alters every facet of a person’s life at home, at 
work, and in the community. The ability to spontaneously 
regulate and direct bowel function is essential for partici-
pation in everyday activities at home, work, or school. It 
plays a major role in one’s ability to create and maintain 
relationships. It has a significant effect on such activities 
as recreation or travel. Problems with constipation and FI 
can create considerable psychologic, social, and emotional 
trauma.

FI decreases the return-to-home rates for stroke 
patients.49 Almost one third of persons with SCI report 
or exhibit worsening of bowel function 5 years beyond 
their injury, with 33% developing megacolon, suggesting 
inadequate long-term management.52,110 Recent evidence 
has shown some improvement in outcomes for SCI bowel 
management.67  When restoring normal defecation is not 
possible, social continence becomes the goal. Social conti-
nence is defined as predictable, scheduled, adequate def-
ecations without incontinence at other times. It is often 
achievable by persons with neurogenic bowel dysfunction. 
Embarrassment and humiliation from FI frequently result 

*References 2, 20, 29, 61, 107, 119.
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in extreme vocational and social disability. Vocational dis-
ability and excessive institutionalization add substantial 
costs to the care related to neurogenic bowel dysfunction. 
Nursing home costs are higher for patients with FI.115 A 
1983 report estimated that $8 billion per year is spent in 
the United States for the care of fecally incontinent institu-
tionalized patients.100

Neuroanatomy and Physiology 
of the Gastrointestinal Tract

In the last two decades, there has been significant advance-
ment in the science of neurogastroenterology. This includes 
new discoveries in the basic physiology of the gastrointes-
tinal tract and interactions with the brain and spinal cord, 
autonomic and enteric nervous systems, and somatomotor 
system (pharyngeal muscles and swallowing, pelvic floor 
muscles and defecation, continence and pelvic pain).

Normal functioning of the stomach and intestines entails 
coordination of muscle contraction, digestion and absorp-
tion of nutrients, and regulation of blood flow. The neural 
schema of the gastrointestinal tract is much more complex 
than previously thought. Neural control of the gastrointes-
tinal tract is an extremely organized and integrated hierar-
chy of mechanisms that involve the central nervous system 
(CNS; brain and spinal cord), autonomic nervous system 
(sympathetic and parasympathetic), and enteric nervous 
system (ENS) (Figures 29-1 and 29-2).123,126

Enteric Nervous System

The ENS is a distinct system that has its own set of neu-
rons that coordinate sensory and motor functions. In the 
ENS the ganglia are interconnected, which allows for inte-
gration and processing of data (as opposed to autonomic 
ganglia, which only serve as relay centers for stimuli trans-
mitted from the CNS). There are three different types of 
neurons in the ENS based on function: sensory neurons, 
interneurons, and motor neurons.123,126 Sensory neurons 
perceive thermal, chemical, or mechanical stimuli and 
transform these sensations into action potentials that are 
conducted to the nervous system. Interneurons serve as 
conduits between the sensory and motor neurons. The 
numerous synapses between interneurons create a highly 
organized circuitry that processes sensory input from the 
gut and other parts of the nervous system, and integrates 
and generates reflex responses to these stimuli. Motor 
neurons are the final common pathway. They receive and 
translate signals to the gut (mucosa, muscle, vasculature) 
that affect digestive, interdigestive, and emetic functions 
based on the transmitters released.123,126

Automatic feedback control is present in the ENS, with 
the neurons being in close proximity to the stomach and 
intestines. This can be manifested as reflex circuits that 
systematize reflex responses to sensory signals, as inte-
grative circuits that coordinate motor patterns (migrating 
motor complex, digestive activity, giant migratory contrac-
tions),123,126 or as a pattern-generating activity occurring 
when a “command neuron” is actuated with a resulting 
rhythmic, repetitive behavior.11,126
The ENS is the key to proper functioning of the entire gas-
trointestinal tract. This collection of highly organized neurons 
is situated in two primary layers: the submucosal (Meissner’s) 
plexus and the intramuscular myenteric (Auerbach’s) plexus. 
These plexi have an estimated 10 to 100 million neurons, 
plus two to three glial cells per neuron. The ENS glial cells 
resemble CNS astrocytes and are much less abundant than 
the 20 to 50 glial cells per neuron in the CNS.46 The coor-
dination of segment-to-segment function is largely regulated 
by the ENS.121 The ENS also has its own blood-nerve barrier, 
similar to the blood-brain barrier of the CNS.24

Gastrointestinal Neurosensory 
System

Enteric Nervous System Sensory Neurons

The ENS relays chemical, mechanical, and thermal sensory 
information to the CNS through vagal afferents and spinal 
afferents. Vagal and spinal sensory neuron endings supply 
the muscle, mucosa, and ganglia of the ENS. Spinal sensory 
neurons also supply the serosa and mesentery and their 
blood vessels.11,47

Vagal afferent nerve endings act as chemical, thermal, 
and mechanical receptors. These directly monitor various 
changes in the gastrointestinal tract such as chemical milieu, 
temperature, muscle tension, and mucosal brushing.11,47

Brain

Spinal cord

Autonomic

Intrinsic

Gut

Somatic

IS

ES

FIGURE 29-1 The bowel has three nervous systems: somatic, autonomic, 
and enteric. ES, External sphincter; IS, internal sphincter.
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shown is the enteric nervous system, which travels along the bowel wall from esophagus to internal anal sphincter and forms the final common pathway to control 
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Chemical receptors are located in the mucosal epithe-
lium of the stomach and intestinal lumen in close proxim-
ity with the lamina propria, constantly determining acidity, 
osmolarity, and the concentration of glucose, fatty acids, 
and amino acids.11,47 The existence of nociceptors (C or 
Aδ fibers) in the gastrointestinal tract has not been estab-
lished.21,22,126 Temperature change in the lumen is detected 
by thermoreceptors that play a role in the brain’s percep-
tion and regulation of core temperature.126

Mechanical receptors are classified as intramuscular 
arrays or intraganglionic laminar endings. Intramuscular 
arrays are adjacent to the intramuscular interstitial cells of 
Cajal and run contiguously with the long muscle layers.43,47 
Intraganglionic laminar endings that follow circular and 
longitudinal muscle fibers provide data on distention or 
contraction, and connect with myenteric ganglia.47,129 
They are also found in rectal muscles and contribute to 
pelvic innervation.47,78

Spinal afferent nerve endings are distributed exten-
sively throughout the bowel, relaying chemical, thermal, 
and mechanical information. In the mucosa they detect 
chemical changes related to injury, ischemia, infection, or 
inflammation that contribute to pain and discomfort.47,66 
Spinal nerve endings express receptors for bradykinin, 
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), adenosine, prostaglandins, 
leukotrienes, histamine, mast cell proteases, and sero-
tonin 5-hydroxytryptamine3 (5-HT3). In the serosa and 
mesentery, they recognize visceral distention and contrac-
tion.70,82,83 Those that innervate the blood vessels and ENS 
ganglia release neurotransmitters that affect gastrointesti-
nal blood flow, motility, and secretory reflexes.47,83

Mechanoreceptors (whether derived from vagal or spi-
nal afferents) are either low or high in threshold.101 Low-
threshold receptors detect normal nonconscious and 
conscious sensations such as satiety, hunger, gaseousness, 
and nausea. High-threshold receptors detect distention or 
contraction beyond a set threshold and perceive painful 
stimuli, eliciting acute, sharp visceral pain. Actuation of 
both low- and high-threshold receptors contributes to the 
range of symptoms that are felt along the gastrointestinal 
tract.21,22,44,47 In the setting of inflammation or ischemia, 
chronic pain can develop from sensitization of both types 
of receptors and activation of silent receptors (notable 
only in pathologic states). Vagal afferents are primarily 
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implicated in the emetic response, and spinal afferents are 
primarily implicated in the sensation of nausea.44,47

Enteric Nervous System 
Relationship to the Spinal Cord 
and Brain

Sensory information from vagal afferents in the ENS is 
relayed to the nodose ganglia (caudal ganglion of the 
vagus) and consequently to the nucleus tractus solitarius 
(NTS) and area postrema in the medullary area of the 
brainstem. The NTS and the area postrema send signals to 
the rostral centers in the brain.123,126 The brain processes 
the data and projects descending connections to the dor-
sal vagal complex. The brain also participates in vago-vagal 
reflex circuits that continuously monitor and promptly 
modify responses to changes in the chemical, thermal, and 
mechanical environment in the whole gut (mostly in the 
esophagus, stomach, duodenum, gallbladder, and pan-
creas). Sensory stimulation through this vagal circuit does 
not appear to reach the level of consciousness.123,126

Besides making connections with the NTS and the area 
postrema in the brainstem, vagal afferents synapse with 
the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus and the nucleus 
ambiguus, creating the dorsal vagal complex. The incom-
ing sensory information is integrated and shared with 
the forebrain and brainstem by the dorsal vagal complex. 
Brain coordination and influences (conscious and non-
conscious) are translated to the dorsal vagal complex, 
where the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus and nucleus 
ambiguus represent the efferent arm of the reflex pathway. 
It is the final common pathway from the brain responsible 
for precise control of muscular, glandular and circulatory 
responses of the gastrointestinal tract.123,124,126 Multiple 
neurotransmitters are involved in the intricate conduc-
tion of impulses between the neuronal circuits in the dor-
sal vagal complex. Approximately 30 are identified and 
include acetylcholine, biogenic amines, amino acids, nitric 
oxide, and peptides.123,126

Spinal afferents (splanchnic and pelvic) send sensory 
impulses to the dorsal root ganglia (or prevertebral sympa-
thetic ganglia) that are then conducted to the dorsal horn 
(laminae I, II, V, X) of the spinal cord and the dorsal col-
umn nuclei.47,88 The dorsal column is thought to play a 
greater role in nociceptive transmission of messages from 
the gut than the spinothalamic or spinoreticular tracts. The 
conscious perception of pain in the digestive tract is largely 
mediated through spinal afferents. The spinal cord modu-
lates the conduction of neural messages (both nociceptive 
and nonnociceptive) to the higher brain.47 Other somatic 
and visceral sensory stimuli from the vagina, uterus, blad-
der, colon, and rectum are conveyed through the dorsal 
horn and dorsal column in the spinal cord as well. Like-
wise, somatic afferents supply sensory input from the mus-
cles of the pelvic floor through the pudendal nerve to the 
sacral region of the spinal cord.10,47,88,89

Brain centers modulate the nociceptive impulses from the 
bowel that are relayed to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. 
These descending pathways are facilitatory, inhibitory, or both, 
based on the visceral stimulus, and can alter the perception 
of pain in the digestive tract.47,97 The neurotransmitters sero-
tonin, noradrenalin, and dopamine are released by these 
descending pathways as they synapse with the spinal cord.126

The secondary somatosensory cortex and, to a lesser 
extent, the paralimbic and limbic areas (anterior insular, 
anterior and posterior cingulate, prefrontal and orbito-
frontal cortices) mediate emotional, volitional, and psy-
chologic responses to sensory input from the gut. These 
are manifested by abdominal pain, anorexia, nausea, vom-
iting, hyperphagia, constipation, or diarrhea.47,73,104 The 
somatosensory cortex regulates the awareness and recogni-
tion of pain, and the paralimbic and limbic areas contrib-
ute to the cognitive and affective aspects of pain.47,104,126

Data from the brain and descending vagal pathways are 
conducted to the spinal cord, and then with the pregan-
glionic neurons in the thoracolumbar area (modulates the 
sympathetic response) and the sacral area (modulates the 
parasympathetic response). Sympathetic or parasympa-
thetic output is translated to the neurons in the ENS circuitry, 
which can be excitatory or inhibitory to motor neurons, 
gastric or digestive glands, and secretory mechanisms.47,126

Gastrointestinal Neuromotor 
System

The muscles of the gastrointestinal tract carry out essential 
functions throughout the gut, including propulsion, grind-
ing, mixing, absorption, storage, and disposal. These mus-
cles are composed of “self-excitable” smooth muscles that 
contract in an all-in-one manner. These smooth muscles 
spontaneously responds to stretch and can be independent 
of neural or endocrine control. The interstitial cells of Cajal 
act like a pacemaker and allow propagation of electrical 
slow waves into the circular muscle layer, which generates 
spreading muscle contraction. These smooth muscles act 
like an electrical syncytium where action potentials are 
conducted in three dimensions from one smooth muscle 
fiber to another through gap junctions.47,126

The gastrointestinal tract muscles respond to influences 
of the vagal efferents and the ENS microcircuitry based on 
excitatory or inhibitory innervation of motor neurons. Con-
traction is mediated by the release of excitatory neurotrans-
mitters by vagal afferents at the neuromuscular junctions, 
acetylcholine (at the muscarinic receptor), and substance 
P (at the neurokinin-1 receptor).26,47,82,126 Conversely, the 
release of nitric oxide, ATP, and vasoactive intestinal pep-
tide from the inhibitory motor neurons (which express the 
serotonergic 5-HT1 receptor) impedes contractile activity 
and facilitates relaxation. The aboral direction of propul-
sive activity throughout the digestive tract is achieved by 
segmental inactivation of inhibitory motor neurons dis-
tally.15,16,47,58,126 Contraction can only occur in the seg-
ments where the inhibitory motor neurons are inactivated. 
With passing of the food bolus or stool, the esophageal and 
internal anal sphincters (smooth muscle sphincters), and 
inhibitory motor neurons are usually shut off and are inac-
tivated. During vomiting, however, the inhibitory motor 
neurons are deactivated in the opposite direction.47,126

The sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems 
seem to modulate the ENS, rather than directly controlling 
the smooth muscles of the bowel.121 The smooth muscles 
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of the bowel also have their own electromechanical auto-
maticity, which is directly modulated by the inhibitory 
control of the ENS.24,46 Sympathetic nervous system stimu-
lation tends to promote the storage function by enhancing 
anal tone and inhibiting colonic contractions, although lit-
tle clinical deficit occurs from bilateral sympathectomy.32 
Parasympathetic activity enhances colonic motility, and its 
loss is often associated with DWE, including impactions 
and functional obstructions, such as Ogilvie’s pseudo-
obstructive syndrome.32

The ENS and sympathetic postganglionic neurons trans-
mit excitatory or inhibitory messages to secretomotor neu-
rons. These secretomotor neurons release acetylcholine 
and vasoactive intestinal polypeptide when there is excit-
atory activation from paracrine stimulation by mucosal 
and submucosal cells such as enterochromaffin cells, mast 
cells, and other immune and inflammatory cells. Acetyl-
choline and vasoactive intestinal polypeptide are released 
at the neuroepithelial and neurovascular junctions. This 
promotes secretion into the gut of water, sodium chloride, 
bicarbonate, and mucus drawn from the intestinal glands. 
In addition, dilatation and an increase in blood flow occur 
with the release of nitric oxide from the vascular endothe-
lium.6,13,47 The inhibitory influence reduces neuronal fir-
ing from secretomotor neurons by hyperpolarization of 
membranes. Sympathetic release of norepinephrine from 
nerve endings of the α2-noradrenergic receptors inhibits 
secretomotor actuation, preventing the release of excitatory 
neurotransmitters. As a result, there is a decrease in secre-
tion of water and electrolytes into the lumen and a con-
gruent shunting of blood from the splanchnic to systemic 
circulation.47,76,91

Gastric Motility

Based on its motility pattern the stomach is divided into an 
upper and lower portion. The upper portion (fundus) has 
sustained, low-frequency contractions and has a tonic pat-
tern. The lower portion (antrum) has intermittent, power-
ful contractions and has a phasic pattern. The fundus acts as 
reservoir and accommodates incoming food, which inhib-
its contraction and allows the stomach to stretch without a 
significant increase in pressure. The antrum is a mixer that 
generates propulsive waves that accelerate as food is prop-
agated towards the pylorus. The amount and consistency 
of food in the fundus regulates excitatory and inhibitory 
influences and adjustments to volume and pressure.47,69

Intestinal Motility

The ENS is designed to control the various patterns of 
motility in the intestinal tract. The interdigestive migrating 
motor complex pattern occurs during fasting in the stom-
ach and the small intestine.47,120 It seems to be influenced 
by the hormone motilin, and is responsible for removal 
of waste from the intestinal lumen throughout the fast-
ing period.47,77 When a meal is ingested, the postprandial 
segmentation (“mixing”) pattern of motility commences 
as digestion transpires. The brainstem sends signals that 
are transmitted to vagal efferents, which convert migrat-
ing motor complex motility to segmentation motility 
with the increase in bulk and nutrients, especially lipids 
(medium-chain triglycerides). This subsequently becomes 
peristaltic motility, which is propagated through brief seg-
ments of intestine at a time.30,47 Peristaltic activity gradually 
evolves into powerful contractions sustained through long 
portions of circular muscle along the small and large bowel. 
These “giant migratory contractions” (GMCs) propel waste 
through the lumen, particularly in the large intestine.47,59,99

Motility of the Anus, Rectum, and Pelvic 
Floor

Normal defecation and maintenance of fecal continence 
entail a highly coordinated mechanism that involves the 
levator ani, puborectalis, and the external (EAS) and inter-
nal anal sphincter (IAS) muscles. The pelvic floor is com-
posed of the levator ani, the underlying sheets of which 
form a sling. The levator ani, puborectalis, and EAS are 
skeletal muscles that constantly maintain tone and sus-
tain pelvic organs in place against the forces of gravity.35,47 
Simultaneous contraction of these muscles prevents the 
involuntary loss of stool and helps maintain the regular 
pattern of defecation.41,47

Physiology of Normal Defecation

The colon is a reservoir for food waste until it is convenient 
for elimination. It also acts as a storage device as long as 
the colonic pressure is less than that of the anal sphincter 
mechanism. Fecal elimination occurs when colonic pres-
sure exceeds that of the anal sphincter mechanism. Other 
functions of the colon are to reabsorb fluids (up to 30 L/
day can be reabsorbed from the large and small bowel 
walls, with typically only 100 mL of water loss in feces) 
and gases (90% of the 7 to 10 L of gases produced by intra-
colonic fermentation is absorbed rather than expelled). 
The colon also provides an environment for the growth of 
bacteria needed to assist in digestion, and serves to absorb 
certain bacterial breakdown products as well.48 The layers 
of the colon wall are depicted in Figure 29-3.

The rectum is usually empty until just before defecation. 
Perception of rectal contents and pressures105 is essential 
for signaling voluntary contraction of the anal sphincter. 
Normal defecation begins with reflexes triggered by recto-
sigmoid distention produced by approximately 200 mL of 
feces (Figure 29-4).94 A rectorectal reflex occurs in which 
the bowel proximal to the distending bolus contracts and 
the bowel wall distally relaxes, serving to propel the bolus 
further caudad. Reflex relaxation of the IAS also occurs, 
which is enhanced by, but does not require, an extrinsic 
nerve supply. This relaxation, called the  rectoanal inhibitory 
reflex, correlates with the urge labeled “the call to stool.”121 
One can then volitionally contract the levator ani to open 
the proximal anal canal and relax the EAS and puborectalis 
muscles. This allows a straighter, shorter, and more open 
anorectal passage (see Figure 29-4), which permits the 
bolus to pass. Increasing the intraabdominal pressure by 
squatting and by Valsalva’s maneuver assists bolus elimina-
tion. For 90% of normal individuals, only the contents of 
the rectum are expulsed, whereas 10% will clear the entire 
contents of the left side of the colon from the splenic flex-
ure distally.33
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One can elect to defer defecation, however, by volition-
ally contracting the puborectalis muscle and EAS. The 
reflexive IAS relaxation subsequently fades, usually within 
15 seconds, and the urge resolves until the IAS relaxation is 
again triggered. The rectal wall accommodates to the bolus 
by decreasing its wall tension with time, resulting in less 
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FIGURE 29-3 A transverse section of the gut, showing the enteric plexus and 
the distribution of adrenergic neurons. Note the ganglionic plexuses of Auer-
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rology of the gut. In: Sleisenger MH, Fordtram JS, editors: Gastrointestinal disease, 
Philadelphia, 1989, WB Saunders, with permission.)
sensory input and less reflex triggering from that particular 
accommodated bolus. This continence and reflex process is 
somewhat analogous to the function of the striated external 
urethral sphincter in volitional control of urinary voiding 
(see Chapter 28).

The EAS generally tenses in response to small rectal dis-
tentions via a spinal reflex, although reflexive relaxation of 
the EAS occurs in the presence of greater distentions.105 These 
spinal cord reflexes are centered in the conus medullaris and 
are augmented and modulated by higher cortical influences. 
When cortical control is disrupted, as by SCI, the EAS reflexes 
usually persist and allow spontaneous defection. During 
sleep the colonic activity, anal tone, and protective responses 
to abdominal pressure elevations are all decreased, while rec-
tal tone increases.24,121

The gastrocolonic response or gastrocolic reflex refers to the 
increased colonic activity (GMCs and mass movements) in 
the first 30 to 60 minutes after a meal. This increased colonic 
activity appears to be modulated both by hormonal effects, 
from release of peptides from the upper gastrointestinal tract 
(gastrin, motilin, cholecystokinin) that increase the contrac-
tility of the colonic smooth musculature, and by a reduc-
tion in the threshold for spinal cord–mediated vesicovesical 
reflexes.24 Upper gastrointestinal receptor stimulation also 
results in increased activity in the colon, possibly because 
of reflexively increased parasympathetic efferent activity to 
the colon. The possibility of a purely ENS-mediated acti-
vation exists, although the small bowel and colon motor 
activities do not seem to be synchronized. In persons with 
SCI the measured increase in colonic activity after a meal 
is blunted as compared with that in normal subjects.24 The 
gastrocolonic response is often used therapeutically, even in 
patients with SCI, to enhance bowel evacuation during this  
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FIGURE 29-4 A, Defecation is prevented by a statically increased tone of the internal anal sphincter (IAS) and puborectalis, as well as by the mechanical effects 
of the acute anorectal angle. Dynamic responses of the external anal sphincter (EAS) and puborectalis to rectal distention reflexes or increased intraabdominal 
pressures further impede defecation. B, To initiate defecation, the puborectalis muscle and EAS relax while intraabdominal pressure is increased by Valsalva’s maneu-
ver, which is facilitated by squatting. The levator ani helps reduce the acute anorectal angle to open the distal anal canal to receive the stool bolus. C, Intrarectal 
reflexes result in continued IAS relaxation and rectal propulsive contractions, which help expel the bolus through the open canal. (Modified from Schiller LR: Fecal 
incontinence. In: Sleisenger MH, Fordtran JS, editors: Gastrointestinal disease, Philadelphia, 1993,  WB Saunders.)
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30- to 60-minute postprandial time frame.1,34 Occasionally 
certain foods can serve as trigger foods that are especially 
likely to induce bowel evacuation shortly after consumption.

The resting anal canal pressure is largely determined by 
the angulation and pressure at the anorectal junction by 
the puborectalis sling and smooth muscle IAS tone. Conti-
nence is maintained by the anal sphincter mechanism,81,107 
which consists of the IAS, EAS, and puborectalis muscle.81 
Only about 20% of the anal canal pressure is due to the 
static contraction of the somatically innervated striated 
EAS.9 The EAS and puborectalis muscle are the only stri-
ated skeletal muscles whose normal resting state is tonic 
contraction, and these muscles consist mainly of slow-
twitch, fatigue-resistant type I fibers (unlike the situation 
in nonupright animals such as the cat or dog, in which 
these muscles consist of predominately type II fibers).9 
Anal pressure can be increased volitionally by contracting 
the EAS and puborectalis muscles. Maximum volitional 
squeeze pressures, however, are not as high as can be 
generated reflexively against Valsalva pressure. The EAS is 
physically larger than the IAS, and its contraction is under 
both reflex and volitional control. The volitional control is 
learned during the course of normal maturation. Normal 
baseline reflex action of the anorectal mechanism allows 
spontaneous stool elimination.102 The EAS is innervated by 
the S2 through S4 nerve roots via the pudendal nerve, and 
the puborectalis muscle is innervated by direct branches 
from the S1 to S5 roots (see Figures 29-1 and 29-2).92 The 
remarkable degree of learned EAS coordination allows the 
selective discrete passage of gas while juggling a variable 
mixture of solids, liquids, and gases.

Pathophysiology of 
Gastrointestinal Dysfunction

A whole range of neurologic diseases affecting central, 
peripheral, and intrinsic enteric nervous innervation can 
cause disorders that affect various segments of the bowel. 
These are predominantly characterized by disturbances in 
gastroesophageal, small or large intestinal motility and by 
disturbances in sensation. Symptoms of dysphagia, vomit-
ing, bloating, abdominal discomfort and pain, constipa-
tion, and incontinence have been described in individuals 
with neurologic ailments.5,18,19,93

Exact and detailed pathophysiologic mechanisms of gas-
trointestinal dysfunction in the various neurologic diseases 
are not very well understood. Recent studies, however, have 
been able to identify various mechanisms of symptom pro-
duction that might facilitate therapeutic strategies.

Nausea, Vomiting, and Bloating

The syndrome of nausea, vomiting, bloating, and early 
satiety in the setting of neurologic conditions without 
mechanical obstruction can herald motility problems in 
the gastrointestinal tract. Neurologic dysfunction that 
affects the inhibitory motor neurons in the ENS at any 
level of the neural axis from the brain, spinal cord, affer-
ent nerves, or efferent nerves can lead to spasticity of the 
gastric or intestinal and colonic musculature. The diges-
tive muscles perform as an electrical syncytium. Inhibitory 
motor neurons allow propagation of contractile activity in 
an organized, segmental, and aboral pattern. When inhibi-
tory motor neurons are inactivated or destroyed by disease, 
the circular muscles contract continuously and nonsys-
tematically. These contractions are incapable of forward 
propulsion, causing functional obstruction.123,125 This can 
be manifested as dysphagia, gastroparesis, or chronic intes-
tinal or colonic pseudoobstruction, which might be asso-
ciated with anorexia, abdominal pain, and diarrhea and 
constipation (these symptoms can occur together). Inhibi-
tory motor neurons can be affected by autonomic neurop-
athy, dysfunction of neurons in the myenteric plexus, or 
degeneration of smooth muscle.*

Abdominal Pain and Discomfort

Abdominal pain and discomfort arise from gastrointestinal 
tract distention and powerful contractions. High-threshold 
and silent mechanoreceptors sense severe distention and 
intense contractions when there is ischemia, injury, or inflam-
mation. Mechanical and chemical irritants stimulate mecha-
noreceptors in the ENS and translate signals to the brain and 
spinal cord from muscle stretching and contractions.11,89,125

The presence and persistence of ischemia, injury, and 
inflammation can elicit abdominal pain from the follow-
ing mechanisms:
 1.  The spinal afferent nerves express receptors for inflam-

matory mediators. Release of bradykinin, ATP, adenos-
ine, prostaglandins, leukotrienes, histamine, and mast 
cell proteases heighten the sensitivity of the spinal sen-
sory endings.125

 2.  Amplified levels of 5-HT3 released from hyperactive 
5-HT3 receptors at the vagal and spinal nerve endings 
facilitate production of pain. On the other hand, there 
can be an excessive induction of serotonergic receptors by 
5-HT3 because of a defective serotonin transporter.56,70,125

 3.  Central sensitization occurs in the spinal cord from con-
stant stimulation of the C fibers in the dorsal horn and dor-
sal column nuclei. Neurons become hypersensitive and are 
persistently activated. The “wind-up” phenomenon devel-
ops with the actuation of N-methyl-d- aspartate (NMDA) 
receptors from the release of  glutamate from C fibers. The 
reactive state of dorsal horn and dorsal column neurons 
becomes a memory imprint in the spinal cord.3,4,125

 4.  Mechanoreceptors in the gut wall can receive a deluge 
of signals from mechanical irritation. This barrage of 
impulses conducted to the brain can be inferred as noci-
ceptive because of the overwhelming stimulation.125,126

 5.  The descending facilitative modulation of the brain 
through the dorsal horn can promote recognition of 
ordinary sensory input as innocuous. The brain mis-
reads normal nonconscious signals relayed from mecha-
noreceptors as noxious.97,125

Diarrhea

Neurologic dysfunction can present with frequent pas-
sage of watery stools. Diarrhea occurs when there is over-
stimulation of secretomotor neurons by histamine from 

*References 7, 27, 54, 55, 106, 116, 125.
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inflammatory and immune-mediated cells in the mucosa 
and submucosa, or overstimulation by vasoactive intes-
tinal peptide and serotonin from mucosal enterochro-
maffin cells, or overstimulation by all three substances. 
Moreover, these substances influence presynaptic inhibi-
tory receptors to block the release of norepinephrine from 
the postganglionic sympathetic fibers that inhibit secreto-
motor neurons.124,125 Bacterial overgrowth in the gut can 
be a factor in chronic inflammatory states presenting with 
diarrhea.7,27

Defecation Dysfunction

Constipation

Constipation can be a huge enigma in neurologic states. 
Infrequent, incomplete emptying of hard stools is due 
to decreased water and electrolyte secretion into the 
lumen, resulting from reduced excitation of the secreto-
motor neurons in the ENS. Norepinephrine released by 
sympathetic stimulation inhibits the firing of secretomo-
tor neurons by hyperpolarization. Release of excitatory 
neurotransmitters is reduced in the secretory epithelium, 
decreasing the secretion of water and electrolytes.125,126 
A lack of rectal sensation and a decreased urge to def-
ecate can be strongly associated with constipation in 
various conditions that present with lesions in the brain, 
spinal cord, sacral nerves, and hypogastric and pudendal 
nerves. Outlet obstruction can ensue because of delayed 
colonic transit times and lack of perineal and rectoanal 
sensation.125

Fecal Incontinence

True FI, described as an unconscious loss of stool, often 
occurs in neurologic conditions with lesions affecting the 
lumbar spinal cord, cauda equina, S2–S4 nerves, puden-
dal nerve, and pelvic floor nerves. Denervation leads to 
impaired perineal and rectoanal sensation, aberrant con-
traction, loss of tone, and weakening of the pelvic floor 
muscles and the EAS. These contribute to unexpected loss 
of stool and abnormal defecation, and diminished support 
for pelvic structures.25,47 Parasympathetic augmentation 
can occur and might further complicate matters, since it 
contributes to weakness in the IAS and increases the risk 
for incontinence. It is always important to rule out over-
flow incontinence resulting from constipation.

Upper Motor Neurogenic Bowel

Any destructive CNS process above the conus, from SCI to 
dementia, can lead to the upper motor neurogenic bowel 
(UMNB) pattern of dysfunction. Spinal cortical sensory 
pathway deficits lead to a decreased ability to sense the 
urge to defecate. Most persons with SCI, however, sense a 
vague discomfort when excessive rectal or colonic disten-
tion occurs. It has been reported that 43% of persons with 
SCI have chronic complaints of a vague discomfort caused 
by abdominal distention that eases with bowel evacu-
ation.80,110 These sensations might be mediated by auto-
nomic nervous system afferent fibers bypassing the zone of 
SCI via the paraspinal sympathetic chain, or by means of 
vagal parasympathetic afferents.
Colonic compliance and sphincter tone102 have been 
experimentally evaluated in subjects with SCI. Studies 
of colonic compliance in response to a continuous infu-
sion of saline initially suggested rapid pressure rises and a 
 hyperreflexic response.87,117 More recent studies have dem-
onstrated normal colonic compliances in subjects with SCI 
who have UMNB.79,90 Passive filling of the rectum leads to 
increases in the resting sphincter tone.114 These increases 
are associated with increased EAS pressure development 
resulting from sacral reflexes that can be abolished by 
pudendal block.9 This form of rectal sphincter  dyssynergia 
has unfortunately been labeled decreased colonic com-
pliance, even though intermittent or slow filling in the 
rectum appears to be associated with normal bolus accom-
modation and pressure relaxation.79,100 This contrasts with 
“true” decreased rectal wall compliance caused by fibrosis 
resulting from ischemia or inflammation, where there is no 
accomodation and relaxation of the rectal wall regardless 
of flow rates.

Colonic motility and stool propulsion are known to 
be affected by SCI. De Looze et al.29 used a questionnaire 
method to study subjects with SCI levels above L2, and 
found 58% of subjects with chronic SCI had constipation 
(defined as two or less bowel movements per week or the 
requirement for digital evacuation). Only 30% (p = 0.002) 
of patients with paraplegia below T10 and above L2, how-
ever, were prone to constipation. Actual stool propulsion 
was studied later by Krogh et al.71 using swallowed mark-
ers and serial radiographs. In subjects with chronic SCI 
with supraconal lesions, transit times were significantly 
prolonged in the ascending, transverse, and descend-
ing colon and rectosigmoid. Total gastrointestinal transit 
time averaged 3.93 days (control subjects, 1.76 days) for 
chronic complete SCI above the conus. In an attempt to 
demonstrate a difference that might have been conferred by 
sympathetic innervation, mean total gastrointestinal tran-
sit times were compared in patients with lesions above T9 
(2.92 ± 2.41 days) and in those with lesions from T10 to 
L2 (2.84 ± 1.93 days). No significant differences could be 
found even with comparison of transit times for individual 
colonic segments.

Subjects with SCI who had complete upper motor neu-
ron bowel lesions were studied during the acute phase (5 to 
21 days) after SCI. These same patients were reevaluated 6 to 
14 months later. Total gastrointestinal transit time was longer 
during the acute rather than the chronic phase. The upper 
motor neuron neurogenic colon tended to have slower transit 
throughout the colon, with less severe rectosigmoid dysfunc-
tion.71 Patients with UMNB have spared reflex arc control of 
the rectosigmoid and pelvic floor. IAS relaxation on rectal 
distention occurs in persons with SCI as well as in neurologi-
cally intact persons. Sufficient rectal distention might cause 
the EAS to completely relax, resulting in expulsion of the fecal 
bolus. Rectal sphincter dyssynergia does not necessarily cor-
relate with bladder sphincter dyssynergia, but it often results 
in DWE.92 The protective vesicorectal reflex, in which the EAS 
pressure increases in response to increased intraabdominal 
pressure, is usually intact (Table 29-1).9 Patients with UMNB 
also have normal or increased anal sphincter tone, intact ano-
cutaneous (or “anal wink”) and bulbocavernosus reflexes,107 
a palpable puborectalis muscle sling, and normal anal verge 
appearance (Figure 29-5).
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Table 29-1    Features of Colorectal Function in Normal Subjects and in Those With UMNB, UMNB With Posterior 
Rhizotomy, and LMNB

Normal UMNB
UMNB and Posterior 
Rhizotomy LMNB

Bowel dysfunction Normal colon activity and 
defecation

Chronic intractable consti-
pation, fecal impaction, 
reflex defecation with or 
without incontinence

Chronic constipation;  
no reflex defecation

Chronic constipation; fecal 
impaction maximal in the 
rectum

Transit time (cecum to 
anus)

12-48 hr Prolonged >72 hr Very prolonged unless sacral 
nerve stimulator used

Prolonged >6 days, especially 
left side of colon

Colonic motility at rest GMCs approximately
4 per 24 hr

GMCs might be reduced 
in frequency

Reduced GMCs Reduced GMCs

Colonic motility in  
response to stimuli

GMCs facilitated by  
defecation, exercise,  
and food ingestion

Less GMC facilitation by 
defecation, exercise, or 
food ingestion

Less GMC facilitation by 
defecation, exercise, or 
food ingestion

Less GMC facilitation by 
defecation, exercise, or 
food ingestion

Anal Sphincter Pressure 
(mm Hg)

Resting tone >30 >30 Normal Reduced

Volitional squeeze >30 (up to 1800) Absent Absent Absent

Rectal compliance Normal Normal but sigmoid  
compliance decreased

Normal or increased Rectum dilated; increased 
distention volume; 
increased compliance

Rectal balloon distention

Effect on IAS Normal rectoanal  
inhibitory reflex

Normal rectoanal inhibitory 
reflex

Normal rectoanal inhibitory 
reflex

Normal rectoanal inhibitory 
reflex

Effect on EAS Causes contraction Causes contraction No contraction No contraction

Sensory perception  
threshold

<20 mL volume None None None

Stimulation of rectal  
contraction

Induced by balloon  
distention

Giant rectal contractions 
stimulated readily

Rectal contraction  
stimulation

Rectal contraction stimula-
tion

Vesicoanal reflex Present (>50 mm Hg) Present Absent Absent

Valsalva Protective 
Reflex

Reflex defecation Yes Yes Impaired lmpaired

Perianal sensation (cutane-
ous sensation of touch, 
pinprick)

Normal No sensory perception No sensory perception Loss of perianal and buttock 
sensation resulting from 
injury to sacral nerves

Anocutaneous reflex 
(“anal wink”)

Present Present; might be increased Absent Absent because of injury to 
afferent or efferent sacral 
pathways

Bulbocavernosus reflex Present Present; might be increased Absent Absent

Anal appearance Normal Normal Normal Flattened, scalloped, because 
of loss of EAS bulk

Modified from Banwell JG, Creasey GH, Aggarwal AM, et al: Management of the neurogenic bowel in patients with spinal cord injury. Urol Clin North Am 20(3):517-526, 1993; and Schiller LR: 
Fecal incontinence. In: Sleisenger MH, Fordtran JS, editors. Gastrointestinal disease, Philadelphia, 1993, WB Saunders.
EAS, External anal sphincter ; GMCs, giant migratory contractions; IAS, internal anal sphincter ; LMNB, lower motor neurogenic bowel; UMNB, upper motor neurogenic bowel.
Lower Motor Neurogenic Bowel

Polyneuropathy, conus medullaris or cauda equina lesions, 
pelvic surgery, vaginal delivery, or even chronic straining 
during defecation can impair the somatic innervation of 
the anal sphincter mechanism. Persons with benign joint 
hypermobility syndrome might be more predisposed to 
these lesions.84 These conditions can also produce sym-
pathetic and parasympathetic innervation deficits. If an 
isolated pudendal insult has occurred, colonic transit 
times are normal and FI predominates. Distal colonic slug-
gishness can occur as a result of loss of parasympathetic 
supply. Segmental stool transit studies demonstrate pro-
longed transit through the rectosigmoid segments result-
ing from the lack of direct innervation from the conus.71 
The addition of constipation and DWE to FI compounds 
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difficulties. This is an especially problematic combina-
tion because the accumulation of a large amount of hard 
stool that can result from such colonic inertia can over-
stretch the weakened anal mechanism. This can result in 
a gaping, patulous, incompetent anal orifice, often with 
associated rectal prolapse. The denervation, atrophy, and 
overstretching of the EAS and IAS lead to loss of the pro-
tective IAS tone, which can result in stool soilage from the 
increased abdominal pressures associated with everyday 
activities. Rectal distention leads to the expected IAS relax-
ation, but attenuated or absent EAS protective contrac-
tions can result in FI or fecal smearing whenever boluses 
are present at the rectum. The presence of a large bolus 
in the rectal vault can further compromise the rectoanal 
angulation at the pelvic floor and contribute to paradoxi-
cal liquid incontinence around a low impaction, called 
the ball-valve effect.9,112,127

Patients with lower motor neurogenic bowel (LMNB) 
dysfunction have decreased anal tone because of the 
smooth muscle that makes up the IAS. If no tone is found 
initially on inserting the examining finger, the examiner 
should wait up to 15 seconds to allow IAS reflex relax-
ation to recover and restore tone. Chronic overstretch-
ing has probably occurred if tone does not return. The 
anal-to-buttock contour typically appears flattened and 
“scalloped” (see Figure 29-5) because of atrophy of the 
pudendal-innervated pelvic floor muscles and EAS.9 The 
anocutaneous reflex is absent or decreased (depend-
ing on the completeness of the lesion). The bulbocav-
ernosus reflex is also weak if present (see Table 29-1). 
The anal canal is shortened (as compared with the  
normal 2.5- to 4.5-cm length), and the puborectalis 
muscle ridge might not be palpable. Excessive perineal 
descent and even rectal prolapse can occur with Valsalva’s 
maneuver.

A

C

B

D

FIGURE 29-5 Upper motor neurogenic bowel presents an appearance simi-
lar to normal (A, rear view; B, profile from above).  Anal contour of the lower 
motor neurogenic bowel (C, rear view; D, profile from above), with its atro-
phic external anal sphincter, shows a flattened, scalloped-appearing anal area.
Gastrointestinal Dysfunction in 
Common Neurologic Disorders

Brain Disorders  

Strokes (ischemic or hemorrhagic), cerebral trauma, 
masses, infections, and other lesions cause a whole range 
of neurologic damage and complications to many areas 
of the brain. These disorders commonly present with dys-
phagia, delays in gastric emptying and ileus (intestinal 
pseudoobstruction), constipation, and FI. Brainstem or 
cranial nerve involvement often causes dysphagia. Stud-
ies report that dysphagia occurs in approximately 45% 
of patients with stroke during the acute phase. Cerebral 
edema and increased intracranial pressure play a role 
in gastrointestinal ulceration, gastroparesis, and ileus 
through unknown mechanisms. Depending on the sever-
ity of the cerebral or brainstem involvement, dysphagia 
and ileus progressively improve. About 23% of patients 
with stroke were shown to have FI in stroke research, and 
constipation has been observed to be very common in 
clinical practice.5,19,53,93

Parkinson’s Disease and Parkinson’s-Plus 
Diseases

Parkinson’s disease and Parkinson’s-plus diseases (mul-
tiple system atrophy, progressive supranuclear palsy, 
corticobasal degeneration) are neurodegenerative dis-
eases that affect various parts of the nervous system 
including the cerebral cortex, basal ganglia, brainstem, 
cerebral cortex, cerebellum, and spinal cord. They are 
characterized by dementia, muscle rigidity, bradykine-
sia, resting tremor, dystonia, shuffling gait, and dyspha-
gia. They also have dysautonomia, which is manifested 
as orthostatic hypotension, sexual incompetence, gas-
tric dysmotility, and constipation (see Chapter 51). Up 
to 50% of persons with Parkinson’s disease have been 
found to have dysphagia and problems with defecation 
in a study of 98 persons. In this group, 52.1% had dys-
phagia, 28.7% had constipation, and 65% had problems 
with defecation. These gastrointestinal problems can be 
severe enough to compromise nutrition and cause severe 
morbidity.25,36-38,72,95

Multiple Sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis is a demyelinating disease caused by an 
autoimmune process that involves different regions of the 
brain and spinal cord (see Chapter 52). Presentation can 
be any neurologic sign or symptom, which can consist of 
paresis, spasticity, ataxia, paresthesias, visual problems, 
cognitive deficits, mood disorders, dysphagia, gut dys-
motility, urinary incontinence or retention, FI, diarrhea, or 
constipation. In a study of patients with multiple sclerosis, 
68% were reported to have gastrointestinal problems, with 
43% having constipation and 53% having FI. The bowel 
and bladder problems in multiple sclerosis are believed 
to be caused by supraspinal or spinal lesions associated 
with autonomic sympathetic and parasympathetic system 
impairment.19,25,42,118
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Spinal Cord Disorders

Trauma, masses, infection, hemorrhage, or ischemia involv-
ing the spinal cord and causing tetraplegia or paraplegia, 
primarily affects colonic motility and perineal and anorec-
tal sensation and function during the acute and chronic 
phases (see Chapter 55). Upper gastrointestinal tract prob-
lems resulting from disorders of the spinal cord, however, 
are increasingly being recognized. Depending on the level 
of the injury, brain and autonomic modulation of the ENS 
is impaired. The bowel dysfunction is principally one of 
motility rather than secretion or absorption. The upper 
digestive tract is more involved in persons with tetraplegia 
rather than with paraplegia, and is characterized by gastro-
paresis, impaired gastric emptying, and delayed gastrointes-
tinal times. Dysphagia is common in persons with cervical 
cord lesions during the acute phase, and often eventually 
resolves. Gastric and duodenal ulcerations have been preva-
lent as well in persons with myelopathy. Across all levels of 
injury, there is a loss of voluntary control over bowel move-
ments, with a scenario of constipation or FI. For lesions 
occurring above the conus medullaris (above T12), recto-
anal reflexes are preserved with the sphincters being spastic. 
This is usually called the UMNB. Lesions below the conus 
medullaris (below T12) display flaccidity of the sphincters 
with loss of reflexes. This is referred to as the lower motor 
neuron bowel (LMNB).*

Peripheral Neuropathy

Peripheral neuropathy has multiple causes including meta-
bolic, viral, traumatic, toxic, metastatic, and genetic (see 
chapter 47). Sensory and motor deficits are associated with 
autonomic involvement. Disturbances in gastrointestinal 
transit are most often caused by peripheral neuropathies. 
Motility problems might result in diarrhea (from bacterial 
overgrowth) or in constipation. Well-known complica-
tions of diabetes include gastroparesis and decreased intes-
tinal motility primarily from autonomic dysfunction. In 
paraneoplastic syndromes caused by small cell carcinoma 
of the lung or pulmonary carcinoid, immunoglobulin G 
antibody against enteric neurons has been found to be 
responsible for esophageal dysmotility, gastroparesis, and 
constipation. Injury to the pudendal nerve (from child-
birth or persistent and protracted straining), S2–S4 nerve 
root lesions, or cauda equina compromise under FI and 
abnormal defecation.5,18,24,86

Comprehensive Evaluation

History

A comprehensive investigation for nausea, vomiting, bloat-
ing, early satiety, abdominal pain, diarrhea, constipation, 
and FI must be completed.27,50,109 The gastrointestinal his-
tory should not only review for cardinal symptoms, but 
should also address the patient’s general neuromuscular 
and gastrointestinal function. A detailed review of the 

*References 5, 12, 19, 23, 62, 123.
patient’s bowel program includes an assessment of fluids, 
diet, activity, medications, and aspects of bowel care.65 
Careful consideration must be given to drugs that seriously 
decrease gastrointestinal motility such as opiates, anticho-
linergics, tricyclics, antihistamines, calcium channel block-
ers, and phenothiazines.27,50,109 A review of the technique 
and outcome of bowel care should include a description 
of schedule, initiation method (chemical or mechanical 
stimulation), facilitative techniques, time requirements, 
and characteristics of stool results.107 The history should 
include premorbid bowel pattern information such as def-
ecation frequency, typical time(s) of the day, associated 
predefecatory activities, bowel medications and techniques 
or trigger foods, and stool consistency. It is important to 
elicit any history of premorbid gastrointestinal disease or 
dysfunction. The presence of gastrointestinal sensations or 
pain, warning sensations for defecation, a sense of urgency, 
and an ability to prevent stool loss during Valsalva activities 
such as laughing, sneezing, coughing, or transfers should 
be noted. Excessively large-caliber, hard stool can be ascer-
tained by a history of toilet plugging.86 The patient’s goals 
and willingness to alter prior bowel patterns or manage-
ment need to be established.63

The approach to the problems associated with neu-
rogenic bowel is the same as for all issues that confront 
the patient in the rehabilitation process. All aspects of 
impairment and disability that limit a person’s ability 
to maintain continence and volitionally defecate must 
be assessed within the perspective of the entire person. 
This includes an appraisal of the patient’s activity level, 
bowel pattern, and dietary habits. All aspects of personal 
performance should be addressed in person-centered 
rehabilitation, with the overall goal of maximizing inde-
pendence in bowel management or direction of a bowel 
program.98,100

Physical Examination

The physical examination should include the gastrointesti-
nal system and the associated parts of the musculoskeletal 
and nervous systems required for independent manage-
ment of the bowel program. The examination should be 
completed at the onset and then annually for SCI.65 The 
purpose of the examination is to detect functional changes, 
screen for complications, and identify any new masses or 
lesions.

The abdomen should be inspected for distention, her-
nias, and other abnormalities. Careful assessment for the 
presence or absence of bowel sounds should be done. 
Percussion and auscultation should precede palpation for 
masses and tenderness. With the abdomen relaxed, the 
examiner transabdominally palpates the colon for hard 
stool. Palpable hard stool should not be present on the 
right side of the abdomen (ascending colon). Gastroparesis 
and intestinal pseudoobstruction present with a distended 
abdomen that is tympanitic with hypoactive bowel sounds, 
and with generalized abdominal tenderness (which can be 
accompanied by autonomic dysreflexia in persons with 
SCI). The patient can show signs of malnutrition and dehy-
dration, including loss of weight, pale skin, dry mucous 
membranes, poor skin turgor, orthostatic hypotension, 
and tachycardia.33,65,117
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The rehabilitation evaluation should be interdisciplin-
ary in approach and include assessment not only of colon 
and pelvic floor dysfunction, but also of impairments of 
other organs or systems that could affect rehabilitative 
strategies to make bowel care independent or prevent 
unplanned bowel movements.

Physical examination continues with inspection of the 
anus. A patulous, gaping orifice suggests a history of over-
distention and trauma by a previous regimen. A normal 
anal-buttock contour (see Figure 29-5) suggests an intact 
EAS muscle mass, whereas its loss results in a flattened, 
fanned-out, scalloped-appearing anal region. The patient 
should perform a Valsalva maneuver while the examiner 
observes the anus and perineum for excessive descent.113 
Perianal cutaneous sharp stimulation normally results in 
an externally visible anal sphincter reflexive contraction. 
This is the anocutaneous reflex, mediated by the inferior 
hemorrhoidal branch of the pudendal nerve (S2–S5). 
Sensation to pinprick is tested at the same time. The tone 
and voluntary squeeze strength of the EAS and tone of 
the IAS should be assessed. Integrity of the pelvic floor 
muscles can be examined by the ability to contract and 
relax. The length of the anus, where pressure is sensed, 
is normally 2.5 to 4.5 cm. The point where the pressure 
decreases marks the anorectal junction. Along the poste-
rior wall, 1.5 to 2.5 cm from the anal verge, the puborec-
talis muscular sling can be palpated as a ridge that will 
push the finger forward as the subject resists defecation. 
No palpable ridge or push suggests puborectalis atrophy 
or dysfunction. A shortened length of anal pressure zone 
suggests EAS muscle atrophy. With the examiner’s finger 
in place, the bulbocavernosus reflex can be elicited by rap-
idly tapping or squeezing the clitoris or glans penis. The 
response can be delayed up to a few seconds in patho-
logic conditions. A consistent response to the stimulus 
indicates an intact bulbocavernosus reflex, although the 
reflex extinguishes when repeatedly elicited. Insertion 
of the finger in the anal canal occasionally triggers IAS 
relaxation, but more often triggers a tightening squeeze 
that is efferently equivalent to the bulbocavernosus reflex.  
Ask the patient to volitionally squeeze the anus before 
removing the finger (“resist defecation”) to check for voli-
tional EAS and puborectalis tone and control. In addi-
tion, ask the patient to bear down and relax alternately to 
evaluate contraction, relaxation, and coordination of the 
pelvic muscles.

Diagnostic Testing

The history and physical examination provide most of the 
necessary information. The clinical cause of neurogenic 
bowel dysfunction in most patients who are referred 
to physiatrists is readily apparent. Additional objective 
laboratory testing can be helpful when the cause of FI 
or DWE is obscure, the history appears doubtful, con-
servative interventions fail, or surgical interventions are 
contemplated. Table 29-2 lists some of the many tests 
available.

Basic laboratory tests complement the physical examina-
tion. A stool guaiac test is helpful to rule out the presence 
of blood in the stool. False-positive results are common 
after SCI because of hemorrhoids, as well as from anal 
trauma secondary to bowel care.107 A flat plate radiograph 
of the abdomen can be helpful to rule out impaction,127 
megacolon, obstruction, and a perforated viscus.

Management

Management of Nausea, Vomiting, Bloating, 
and Early Satiety

Nausea, vomiting, bloating, and early satiety typically 
indicate gastroparesis or a small intestinal or colonic pseu-
doobstruction in persons with neurologic disease. Acute or 
chronic episodes of subocclusion can occur. During epi-
sodes of acuity, there are findings of distended bowel loops 
and air-fluid levels requiring gastrointestinal decompres-
sion with nasogastric and rectal tubes. The patient must be 
placed on bowel rest and take nothing by mouth. Nutri-
tional, fluid, and electrolyte support must be provided with 
an intravenous infusion. Drugs such as opiates, anticholin-
ergics, tricyclics, antihistamines, calcium channel blockers, 
and phenothiazines (all of which profoundly diminish 
motility) must be discontinued or minimized. Once decom-
pression is achieved, feeding is slowly advanced to a gen-
eral diet. Prokinetic agents such as metoclopramide and 
domperidone (dopamine antagonists) and erythromycin 
(macrolide antibiotic, motilin receptor agonist) have been 
found to be beneficial in facilitating gastric emptying and 
intestinal motility and improving symptoms. Bethanechol 
and neostigmine have been shown to have limited success. 
Effects of tegaserod (Zelnorm) and cisapride (Propulsid), 
5-HT4 receptor agonists, were more favorable, but these 
drugs were pulled out of the U.S. market because of serious 
cardiovascular adverse events, including myocardial isch-
emia, acute angina, arrhythmias, and stroke.* For chronic 
subocclusive states, enteral nutrition is preferred in patients 
with satisfactory digestive function. Meals should be small; 
frequent; liquid; contain polypeptide and hydrolyzed pro-
tein; be low in fat, fiber, and lactose; and contain multi-
vitamins (iron, folate, calcium, vitamins D, K, and B12). If 
oral intake is not tolerated, enterostomies can be helpful 
to optimize nutrition. Total parenteral nutrition to satisfy 
nutritional requirements should be reserved for very severe 
cases. It generates various complications such as pancreati-
tis, glomerulonephritis, liver abnormalities, and septicemia 
or thrombosis from long-term catheter use.†

Management of Diarrhea

Occurrence of diarrhea in neurologic disease is commonly 
caused by bacterial overgrowth. Treatment with 4 weeks of 
antibiotics is helpful in relieving diarrhea, thus prevent-
ing malnutrition. Alternating 1-week courses (for a period 
of 2 to 4 weeks) of various antibiotics, including metro-
nidazole, co-trimoxazole, ciprofloxacin, doxycycline, and 
amoxicillin-clavulanate, is recommended. Broad-spectrum 
antibiotics have been shown to be effective in a limited 
number of patients.7,33,117

*References 7, 10, 33, 60, 65, 117, 129.
†References 7, 33, 60, 65, 117, 129.
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Table 29-2   Diagnostic Tests for Gastrointestinal Dysfunction

Techniques for Delivery of Gastrointestinal Tract Sensory Stimulation

Category of Stimulus Experimental Technique

Mechanical* (pressure or volume) Intraluminal balloon or bag distention with air
Intraluminal gas perfusion (e.g., nitrogen/carbon dioxide/oxygen with nonabsorbable marker)
Fluid loading (e.g., water or nutrient drink test)

Chemical* Oral, intraluminal, and intravenous delivery of macronutrients, specific dietary components, and so forth

Pharmacologic* Oral, intraluminal, intravenous, inhaled, and transcutaneous delivery of drugs, peptides, and so forth

Electrical Transmucosal electrical stimulation

Thermal Intraluminal bags with recirculated warm or cold water

Invasive Techniques for Measurement of Gastrointestinal Tract Motility

Category of Technique Physiologic Measure Main Region (Application)

Manometry* Contractile activity

(intraluminal pressure)

Water perfused All regions

Solid state All regions

Barostat* Tone or compliance All regions

Tensostat Wall tension All regions

Electromyography Myoelectric activity

Intraluminal or needle Stomach

Anal sphincter (pelvic floor)

Intraluminal gas perfusion Gas transit Small bowel and colon

Intraluminal impedance Bolus transit Esophagus, antropyloroduodenum

(multichannel) Esophageal reflux (liquid, gas)

Noninvasive Techniques for Measurement of Gastrointestinal Tract Motility

Category of Technique Physiologic Measure Main Region (Application)

Imaging Transit, wall motion, volume

Scintigraphy* All regions

Barium radiopaque markers and 
radiography*

Colon (transit)

Videofluoroscopy* Esophagus (transit or bolus movement)

Anorectum (defecography)

Ultrasonography Gastroduodenum (wall motion)

Antrum or proximal stomach (area or volume)

MRI Stomach (wall motion)

SPECT Stomach (volume or accommodation)

Other marker techniques Transit

C-substrate breath tests Stomach (gastric emptying)

Acetaminophen (plasma) Stomach (gastric emptying)

Lactulose breath test Small bowel (orocecal transit)

Sulfasalazine (plasma) Small bowel (orocecal transit)

Elecytromyography Myoelectric activity

Surface Stomach

Modified from Kellow JE: Principles of motility and sensation testing, Gastroenterol Clin North Am 32:733-750, 2003
MRI, Magnetic resonance imaging; SPECT, three-dimensional single photon emission computed tomography.
*Most commonly used techniques.
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Management of Defecation Dysfunction: 
Constipation and Fecal Incontinence

A bowel program is a comprehensive, individualized patient-
centered treatment plan focused on preventing inconti-
nence, achieving effective and efficient colonic evacuation, 
and preventing the complications of neurogenic bowel 
dysfunction.107 The subcomponents of a bowel program 
address diet, fluids, exercise, medications, and scheduled 
bowel care. Bowel care is the individually developed and 
prescribed procedure for defecation that is carried out by 
the patient or attendant.107

Neurogenic bowel dysfunction results in problems 
with fecal storage and elimination. Inability to volition-
ally inhibit spontaneous defecations leads to incontinence, 
whereas the inability to adequately empty leads to con-
stipation and impactions. Paradoxically, impactions can 
result in diarrhea and incontinence. Providing adequate, 
timely emptying must be combined with the inhibition 
of spontaneous defecations, except at desired times, to 
achieve social continence.

The role of the individual that occurs after the acute 
rehabilitation process is complete determines the timing 
and content of the bowel care schedule. The demands of 
life activities, the duration of bowel care, and the needs of 
other members of the household should all be considered 
in scheduling the bowel program.

Goals of the Bowel Program

It is essential to outline the goals of the bowel program. 
Each person responds differently to various techniques 
and medications used to treat constipation and FI. Regular 
bowel emptying is recommended as the primary means for 
enhancing both elimination and decreasing incontinence 
between stooling. The goals of the bowel program should 
include the following:
 1.  Regular passage of stool on a daily or every-other-day 

basis
 2.  Bowel evacuation at a consistent time of day (am or pm)
 3.  Complete emptying of the rectal vault with every bowel 

program
 4.  Stools that are soft, formed, and bulky
 5.  Completion of the bowel program within half an hour 

(at most within 1 hour)
Fully appreciating an individual’s premorbid “normal” 

bowel function is important in the planning and goal set-
ting for a new neurogenic bowel program. A wide range of 
“normal” bowel patterns exist. Ninety-five percent of indi-
viduals have a frequency of between three times per day 
and three times per week.33,96 Stool consistencies vary from 
liquid to pudding, pasty, semisolid, soft-formed, medium-
formed, and hard-formed.

The choice of the frequency and specific timing of bowel 
care to induce adequate colonic emptying can be based on 
previous elimination patterns. It is best, however, to plan 
for everyday or every-other-day bowel movements to avoid 
episodes of fecal impaction. Waiting more than 2 days to 
have a bowel movement increases episodes of constipa-
tion and incomplete emptying of the rectum. Establish-
ing a consistent schedule for the bowel program facilitates 
predictability and planning. Ensuring complete emptying 
of the rectum decreases incontinence or multiple stooling 
during the course of the day. Incontinence is reduced by 
less stool accumulation, because stool is not presented to 
the rectum between desired defecation times. Adequate 
emptying is accomplished by making stools easier to move 
by means of softening, adding bowel stimulant medication 
if needed, and triggering the defecatory reflex at consistent, 
desired times to promote habituation. If the defecatory 
reflex cannot be used, mechanical means should be used 
to clean out stools.

Bowel programs and techniques for bowel care training 
can be more effectively pursued during inpatient rehabili-
tation. Some patients need attendants to help with bowel 
care, and the attendants must also be well trained.108,109 
The burden of care for persons with neurogenic bowel is 
much higher if continence is not achieved or if bowel care 
evacuation times are excessive.118,127 It is crucial that the 
patient takes a decisive leadership role in designing a bowel 
program that includes a convenient bowel care schedule. 
Educating patients about their altered neurogenic bowel 
physiology empowers them with options and techniques 
to construct a bowel care regimen compatible with their 
daily routine. Making them independent with their bowel 
care is an important aspect of the overall rehabilitation 
process.

Dietary Considerations

Food and fluid choices are important when colonic tran-
sit time is prolonged, as in SCI, where the transit time is 
often 96 hours versus the 30 hours typically found in nor-
mal subjects.9,12,95 The main goal of dietary choices is to 
achieve soft but well-formed, bulky stools. Excessive fluid 
resorption can result in stool hardening and subsequent 
constipation. Gases and liquids are propelled 30 to 100 
times faster than solids by the colon. Stools that have lost 
their plasticity might not be kneaded and folded properly 
by the haustra, impeding the transit time. Stool softeners, 
both docusate and food fiber, have been used to maintain 
a more fluid content. Fiber increases stool bulk and plas-
ticity, especially the more physically coarse forms of fiber, 
which also tend to decrease colonic pressures.9 Control of 
excessive stool hardness requires higher fiber foods in pref-
erence to lower residual foods. It is important to remember, 
however, that sufficient intake of fluids (preferably water) 
is imperative when consuming a high-fiber diet. Drinking 
at least 2 to 3 L of fluids per day is recommended. Oth-
erwise, a high-fiber diet with insufficient intake of fluids 
can promote constipation. It should also be remembered 
that highly caffeinated fluids such as coffee, tea, and energy 
drinks can lead to dehydration from diuresis.

A diet that contains at least 15 g of fiber daily is rec-
ommended.65 Aside from fiber from vegetables, fruits, and 
grains, artificial fiber products such as psyllium (Metamu-
cil, Fiberall), calcium polycarbophil (Fibercon), and meth-
ylcellulose (Citrucel) can be used. Increases in the fiber 
content of the diets of persons with SCI do not decrease 
colonic transit time,17 but enhance the rectoanal inhibitory 
reflex.33 The effects of fiber intake on stool consistency, fre-
quency, and efficacy of evacuation should be evaluated in 
each individual patient, and fiber intake should be titrated 
accordingly. High pressures involved in moving solid feces 
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probably contribute to the 90% incidence of hemorrhoids 
in Americans, and to premature diverticula formation and 
hemorrhoidal complications in more than 70% of patients 
with SCI.110 Constant straining at stool can contribute to 
peripheral neuropathic deficits in the anal sphincteric mus-
culature.33 Acceptance of softer stools from a higher fiber 
diet might help reduce these complications and is often 
recommended for their treatment.

Treatment Approaches and Rationale

To select the best treatment approach, the UMNB must be 
delineated from the LMNB. Brain disease and spinal cord 
disorders above T12 present with UMNB, and peripheral 
neuropathy and spinal cord disorders below T12 present 
with LMNB. Colonic transit time and fecal elimination are 
enhanced by softer stool. If the stool becomes too liquid, 
however, the protective angle provided by the puborec-
talis becomes less effective, and greater EAS pressures are 
required to maintain continence. Neurogenic bowel resting 
anal pressures are usually normal to slightly decreased, but 
are unable to develop the protective increases in EAS tone 
needed to control more liquid stool.9 Some degree of stool 
firmness must be tolerated to prevent incontinence. To 
avoid incontinence on straining, more firmness (medium-
formed) is required for the weaker anal sphincter mech-
anism of the LMNB than for the UMNB (semiformed to 
soft-formed).

Docusate is often used to try to increase fluid content 
and plasticity of the stool, although its clinical efficacy 
should be individually monitored. Fiber more consistently 
softens stool but also adds bulk. Bulkier stools can help 
stimulate the defecatory response more easily in LMNB, 
although less stimulus is needed in UMNB.41,83 The pre-
sentation of stool to the rectum, triggering defecation, can 
be associated with GMCs and mass movements more than 
with the slow accumulation of sufficient rectal stool to trig-
ger reflex defecation. The GMC might be what is actually 
habituated.100

Choosing long intervals between elimination allows 
more fluid reabsorption, resulting in harder stools, which 
can worsen DWE. Because 95% of unimpaired persons def-
ecate three or more times per week, choosing a frequency of 
at least as often as every other day would seem more physi-
ologic and less likely to contribute to constipation.40,71,105 
One study of patients with well-managed SCI found fre-
quencies of bowel care to be chosen as daily by 24%, every 
other day by 46%, and more often than three times a week 
by 85%.67 The desire to avoid the unpleasant task of stool 
elimination leads some to elect longer intervals between 
bowel care sessions, but this carries the attendant risk for 
impaction or sphincter damage caused by rectal distention 
by larger-caliber, harder stools.

Management of Upper Motor Neuron Defecatory 
Dysfunction

In the UMNB the defecatory reflex is intact, so that trig-
gering of defecation can be accomplished by digital stimu-
lation, rectal stimulant medications, enemas, or electrical 
stimulation. All of these cause reflex relaxation of the IAS, 
and if strong enough can reflexly relax the EAS as well. This 
initiates the rectorectal reflex that helps to eliminate any 
stool that is present. The GMC and mass movement associ-
ated with the “call to stool” for many intact persons often 
occurs at consistent times, which can be trainable.

Digital rectal stimulation is done by inserting a gloved, 
lubricated finger into the rectum and stimulating the rec-
tal wall with gentle circular movements. This should be 
done for 20 seconds and repeated every 5 to 10 minutes 
until the bowel program is completed and the rectal vault 
is emptied.

Various rectally administered medications are used 
to trigger and sustain reflex defecation. These are usu-
ally inserted into the rectum approximately 30 minutes 
before the intended bowel program, followed by digital 
rectal stimulation. The rationale for this prescription is 
to use the least irritating and most easily inserted and 
retained medication. Suppositories that are typically used 
include glycerine, vegetable oil–based bisacodyl (Dul-
colax), and polyethylene glycol–based (PGB) bisacodyl 
(Magic Bullet). Options for minienema-triggered bowel 
care include small-volume phospho-soda enema, bisaco-
dyl enema, and Enemeez. Clinical efficacy studies have 
been conducted in attempts to measure efficiency and 
effectiveness of bowel care using various rectally admin-
istered triggering medications. In a randomized blinded 
study, hydrogenated vegetable oil–based (HVB) bisacodyl 
suppositories were compared with PGB suppositories and 
the Therevac minienema.57 Subjects with UMNB dysfunc-
tion were studied with the events and intervals of bowel 
care.57 Bowel care trials with PGB suppositories showed 
an average time to defection of approximately 22 min-
utes, and a total bowel care time of 50 minutes. This 
was much shorter than the average time to defecation 
of 40 minutes and total bowel care time of 85 minutes 
observed with HVB bisacodyl suppository trials. The use 
of minienemas had an efficiency similar to that of PGB 
suppositories and have been since replaced by Enemeez. 
Results vary in individual patients, and the use of digital 
stimulation alone is efficient for many SCI persons with 
UMNB.

In the UMNB, digital stimulation to induce defeca-
tory reflexes should be favored over manual disimpaction, 
because the latter can easily result in inadvertent over-
stretching of the insensate and more delicate anal mech-
anisms of the neurogenic bowel. Local rectal stimulant 
suppositories and minienemas with bisacodyl or glycerin 
do not carry the same risk as oral stimulant medications 
and do not appear to lead to chronic inflammatory changes 
of the rectal mucosa.

Oral bowel stimulants can be used, however, when digi-
tal rectal stimulation and rectal medications are not suf-
ficient to achieve the goals of the bowel program. Senna 
(Senokot), bisacodyl, polyethylene glycol (Miralax), and 
magnesium derivatives (Milk of Magnesia, magnesium 
citrate) are commonly used. Determining the most appro-
priate oral medication is usually done by trial and error 
based on type, dosage, quantity, and duration of efficacy. 
Constantly being aware of the goals of the bowel program 
assists with titration, revision, and timing of intake of oral 
medications. Judicious use of these medications is war-
ranted because certain stimulants, especially in the anthra-
quinone family (senna, cascara, aloes), have been shown to 
damage myenteric neurons with chronic use and can cause 
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atonic “cathartic bowel” syndrome.35,116 It has not been 
definitively established whether late complications from 
chronic use of oral bowel stimulant medications occur in 
those with neurogenic bowel dysfunction. Approaches that 
appear effective initially need longer-term studies to verify 
their continued benefits, especially because there is a high 
incidence of late gastrointestinal problems reported in an 
initially successfully managed SCI population.110

Management of Lower Motor Neuron Defecatory 
Dysfunction

In the LMNB the bowel is areflexic, and the most effective 
way of completely emptying the rectum is through man-
ual disimpaction or the use of cleansing enemas (water, 
soapsuds, mineral oil) that are done daily or twice a day. 
Sphincter and pelvic floor muscle tone is lost, increasing 
the likelihood of FI. Consequently it is imperative to keep 
the stools well formed and bulky, and to empty the rectal 
vault more regularly. Use of oral medications as outlined 
for the UMNB might likewise be warranted if stool is not 
efficiently reaching the rectum in a timely manner.

One approach to initiating neurogenic bowel training 
is outlined in Box 29-1. Each step is added only after 2 
weeks’ consistent trial of the previous step has been inef-
fective. In this stepwise approach, obtaining elimination at 
the desired time is emphasized as the first step, and usually 
precedes development of complete continence by several 
weeks. This regimen is designed to enhance responsiveness 
and emptying at the habituated time, with less stool pre-
sentation between bowel care sessions.

Intrinsic loss of the ENS in any segment, or surgical 
reanastomosis, can result in loss of the rectoanal inhibitory 
reflex, causing DWE. Oral laxative abuse can cause dysfunc-
tion of the ENS.35,116 If bowel training is not accomplishing 
defecation at the desired times, or if repeated involuntary 
incontinence occurs, further diagnostic evaluation might 
be indicated (see Table 29-2).

When neurogenic bowel deficits are incomplete and 
some degree of control and sensation is present, bio-
feedback might offer a means of enhancing the patient’s 
residual sensory and motor abilities. Improved sensory 
awareness after biofeedback training is an indicator of suc-
cess. This typically requires only a few sessions, and most 
patients improve after just one session.100 Among more 
severely impaired nonselected children with myelomenin-
gocele, biofeedback and behavioral training are equally 
effective in restoring continence.100 For selected individu-
als with some degree of volitional EAS activation and some 
degree of anorectal sensation, biofeedback can be a tool 
to help restore not just social continence, but also normal 
defecatory control.

Surgical Options

Gastric Electrical Stimulation

Treatment of gastroparesis with electrical pacemakers has 
been studied. The most promising device was surgically 
implanted in nine subjects with gastroparesis in whom 
conservative pharmacologic treatment had been unsuccess-
ful. The causes of gastroparesis were diabetes in 5 subjects, 
idiopathic causes in 3, and postoperative complications in 
1 subject. This device delivered high-energy electric pulses 
at a frequency higher than normal slow-wave impulses. 
Results showed improvement in gastric emptying and dis-
continuation of enterostomal feedings. Unfortunately, the 
device was too large to be implanted and was impractical 
for long-term use. Research is ongoing for a more feasible 
device.60,62,129

Gastrostomies and Enterostomies

Optimization of nutrition via gastrostomies and enteros-
tomies has been found to be beneficial in patients with 
gastroparesis or intestinal or colonic pseudoobstruction. 
It not only helps prevent malnutrition, it also alleviates 
discomfort from nausea, vomiting, and abdominal disten-
tion. For persons receiving parenteral nutrition, a venting 
enterostomy provides symptomatic relief from gaseous dis-
tention and bloating.*

Surgeries for Chronic Intestinal or Colonic 
Pseudoobstruction

During acute subocclusive episodes, colonoscopic decom-
pression is successful in 75% to 90% of cases where 
nasogastric or rectal tubes were ineffective. A colonic 
decompression tube with suctioning can be used for those 
requiring repeated decompression. Decompression of the 
gastrointestinal tract also improves forward motility and 
coordinated propulsion. For cases in which conservative 
treatment has been unsuccessful, subtotal colectomy with 

*References 7, 33, 60, 62, 65, 129.

 1.  Perform bowel cleanout if stool is present in the rectal 
vault or palpable proximal to the descending colon, by 
multiple enemas or oral cathartic.

 2.  Titrate to soft stool consistency with diet and bulking 
agents (fiber) and stool softeners (docusate).

 3.  Trigger defecation with a glycerin suppository or by digital 
stimulation 20 to 30 minutes after a meal; 10 minutes 
later, have the patient attempt defecation on the toilet, 
limited to less than 40 minutes, and relieving skin pres-
sure every 10 minutes.

 4.  If defecation is not initiated, a trial of a bisacodyl supposi-
tory per rectum is initiated.

 5.  Digital stimulation. Start 20 minutes after suppository 
placement and repeat every 5 minutes.

 6.  Timed oral medications. Administer casanthranol– 
docusate sodium (Peri-Colace), senna (Senokot), or 
bisacodyl (Dulcolax) tablets timed so that bowel move-
ment would otherwise result 30 minutes to 1 hour after 
anticipated triggered bowel timing.

 7.  If defecation occurs in less than 10 minutes after supposi-
tory insertion, transition to digital stimulation technique 
only. Once the patient is well habituated, straining alone 
may rarely trigger defecations at a desired time.

 

BOX 29-1

Protocol for Progressive Steps in Bowel Habituation 
Program

Note: Steps 1 through 3 are initial interventions and are always fol-
lowed, with steps 4 through 6 incorporated only as needed. At least 2 
weeks trial with proper technique is pursued before advancing to the 
next step.
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ileorectostomy has been found to be the most effective 
treatment for chronic colonic pseudoobstruction. Intes-
tinal transplantation is another option for patients with 
complete small intestinal failure who cannot receive total 
parenteral nutrition. Intestinal transplantation is often 
accompanied by liver transplantation for patients with liver 
failure that developed because of total parenteral nutrition. 
These patients have to receive lifelong immunosuppressive 
therapy. Survival rates have improved with the use of tacro-
limus (FK506) rather than cyclosporine for immunosup-
pressive therapy.7,33,65,117

Pelvic Floor Sling

Sacral nerve deficits interfere with the action of the puborec-
talis, levator ani, and EAS (see Figure 29-2). The resulting 
pelvic floor descent impairs the protective puborectalis 
sling angle and decreases the efficacy of protective EAS con-
tractions. Some patients have benefited from transposition 
of innervated gracilis, adductor longus, gluteus maximus, 
or free muscle graft palmaris longus to replace puborecta-
lis function and restore the acute anorectal junction angle 
that this sling provides. Chronic electrical stimulation to 
enhance development of fatigue resistance is used with 
these transplants. Sensory deficits are not improved, but 
continence is somewhat restored with the ability to inhibit 
defecation if some degree of sensation remains.88,110

Internal Anal Sphincter and Partial External Anal 
Sphincter Myotomy

Incomplete EAS relaxation during defecation (dyssyner-
gia) results in a functional outlet obstruction and DWE. 
A prolonged descending colon transit time occurs, which 
improves with an IAS and partial EAS myotomy.32 This 
procedure relieves constipation in 62% of patients, but 
results in FI in 16%. As a consequence of the FI complica-
tion, it has not become a popular option.85

Electroprosthesis

Stimulation of anterior sacral roots S2, S3, and S4 by trans-
rectal electric stimulation or via a stimulator surgically 
placed for micturition has been performed.17,27,50,86 Stimu-
lation of S2 tends to promote nonperistaltic, low-pressure 
colorectal motor activity. Stimulation of S3 causes occa-
sional high-pressure peristaltic waves, especially with repet-
itive stimulation. Stimulation of S4 increases both rectal 
and anal tone.86,128 Electrodefecation has been obtainable 
by sacral root stimulation in up to 50% of patients, but 
remains unpredictable.8,17,27,29 A reliable electroprosthesis 
for defecation remains an elusive goal.8,50 An electropros-
thesis for both bowel and bladder control has been found 
to be cost-effective in suprasacral spinal cord–injured per-
sons, although it is unclear how much of this benefit was 
from improved bowel control.28 Artificial anal sphincters 
with a subcutaneous pump reservoir similar to urinary 
artificial sphincters have high complication rates and poor 
outcomes, and their use has only been investigative.81

Antegrade Continence Enema

The options of the antegrade continence enema should 
be considered in clinical scenarios of prolonged bowel 
care time, recurrent fecal impactions, or poor or inter-
mittent response to rectal medications to initiate bowel 
care.29,76,91,125 This is an alternative method of antegrade 
enema delivery that requires the surgical construction of 
a catheterizable appendicocecostomy stoma. The appen-
dix and the right side of the colon are mobilized through 
a horizontal right lower quadrant incision and brought 
against the abdominal wall. The tip of the appendix is then 
amputated, and the opening into the appendix lumen is 
modified into a catheterizable stoma on the abdominal 
wall. This procedure can now also be performed laparo-
scopically.60 This stoma can be catheterized and infused 
with 200 to 600 mL of tap water to trigger a propulsive 
colonic peristalsis and defecation within 10 to 20 min-
utes.128 Bowel care can then be additionally facilitated with 
digital stimulation in the usual fashion.

Colostomy

Colostomy has been shown to reduce bowel care time, 
especially when offered to those with chronic DWE.107,122 
It can be indicated in four general scenarios:
 1.  When conservative medical measures and training have 

failed71,118

 2.  When intrinsic bowel deficits exist, such as in 
Hirschsprung’s disease, Chagas’ disease, and “cathartic 
colon”

 3.  When pressure ulcers or other skin lesions occur that 
cannot be effectively healed because of frequent soiling

 4.  When recurrent urinary tract seeding by repetitive bowel 
impactions occurs38,107,122

Although diversion for pressure ulcer healing is usually 
anticipated to be reversed, those with neurogenic bowel 
often elect to maintain the colostomy even after the pres-
sure ulcer has healed.99,111 Colostomy carries a surgical 
risk, is cosmetically disfiguring, and is seldom necessary to 
achieve adequate social continence. It remains as a proce-
dure of last resort for the treatment of FI or DWE.8,31,65,107,110

Complications

For persons with gastroparesis or intestinal pseudoobstruc-
tion, the primary complications are chronic malnutrition, 
dehydration, and electrolyte imbalance. It is important to 
optimize nutrition and hydration, and monitor weight, 
vitamin, and electrolyte levels regularly. Oral and enteral 
feedings must provide adequate calories, protein, elec-
trolytes, and vitamins despite being liquid in consis-
tency; low in fat, fiber, and lactose; high in polypeptides 
and hydrolyzed protein; and received in small, frequent 
amounts.33,62,117,129

In acute subocclusive episodes of colonic pseudoob-
struction, it is important to achieve decompression as soon 
as possible. Failure to do so can result in progressive disten-
tion and cecal ischemia, causing perforation. The risk for 
perforation is increased when cecal diameters are 12 cm 
or greater. Colonic perforation requires emergent explor-
atory laparotomy and intestinal resection. The mortality 
rate is approximately 36% to 44% and is determined by 
age, diameter of the cecum, delay of decompression, and 
comorbidities.10,109

Significant bowel complications requiring medical treat-
ment or lifestyle alterations are reported by 27% of persons 
with SCI by 5 years or greater beyond their injury, even if 
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bowel management was satisfactory during the first 5 years. 
More than 80% of persons with SCI reported bowel impac-
tions, and 20% had chronic bowel impaction and DWE 
problems.110 Impactions have been reported to be compli-
cated by perforation or even death.127 Impactions have a 
morbidity rate ranging up to 6% in the “normal” popula-
tion, being higher in the cognitively impaired elderly.127 
Other late gastrointestinal complications reported by 
patients with SCI include gastroesophageal reflux, pre-
mature diverticulosis, and autonomic dysreflexia.45,68,110 
Morbidity from colonic perforation by enema use has also 
been reported.75

Hemorrhoids are more symptomatic when patients have 
intact sensation, but in one study, rectal bleeding caused by 
hemorrhoids was reported by 74% of patients with SCI.110 
Hemorrhoids develop because of frequent high pressures 
in the anorectal marginal veins and are associated with 
constipated hard stool passage. Stool softening is the best 
preventive and chronic treatment measure, but it should be 
balanced with the requirement to modulate stool consis-
tency to maintain continence.

An overstretched, patulous, noncompetent sphincter 
associated with rectal prolapse often is the end result of 
chronic passage of very large, hard stools through a weak-
ened anorectal mechanism in LMNB. Overdistention of the 
weakened neurogenic anal mechanism should be avoided 
by use of stool softening and gentle care to dilate the 
sphincter whenever manual disimpaction is required, to 
minimize trauma to these denervated structures. Although 
the anus can be significantly dilated to accommodate two 
fingers for breaking up low impactions, anorectal overdis-
tention has been hypothesized to lead to atonic segments 
similar to bladder overdistention. The bowel, however, 
cannot be as easily decompressed and rested to allow 
recovery as can the bladder. The IAS is smooth muscle that 
will shorten and remodel to eventually regain competent 
closure if the overstretching can be eliminated. Unfortu-
nately, this might require months of incontinent, liquid 
to soft pasty stools, which is seldom tolerated.50,67 Should 
the patient require a temporary colostomy for some other 
disease process, it might be possible after many months 
to then train toward social continence with the decom-
pressed and restored IAS. Such patients have usually had 
long courses of constant soiling, however, and often prefer 
to keep their colostomy and continence rather than pursue 
surgical reversal and training.98,111

Autonomic dysreflexia occurs in patients with SCI who 
have lesions at or above the midthoracic region. FI is a 
common and potentially dangerous cause of autonomic 
dysreflexia because of the substantial time that can be 
required for its clearance (see Chapter 55).12 If manual 
disimpaction is required, lubrication with lidocaine gel is 
recommended to decrease additional nociceptive sensory 
input from the richly innervated anal region.

Bloating and abdominal distention are common com-
plaints of patients with neurogenic bowel dysfunction.40,54 
These complaints can be reduced in patients with SCI by 
increasing the frequency of bowel care. This complaint 
can be especially severe in those with hyperactive EAS 
protective responses to rectal distention, which can pre-
clude the passing of flatus. Digital release of flatus might 
be required, in addition to diet modification to eliminate 
foods that produce excessive gases. The workup should 
also include assessment for any contributing aerophagia 
(air swallowing).

Treatment Outcomes

Bowel habituation training in children with myelomenin-
gocele by means of suppositories, digital stimulation, or 
both, resulted in 83% of compliant patients having less 
than one incontinent stool per month.64 The continence 
catheter enema, which has a distal rectal balloon to avoid 
immediate enema expulsion, when used daily or every 
other day, reduced FI to fewer than three episodes per 
month in children with myelomeningocele.39,103

Nursing home residents with FI and dementia evalu-
ated to have UMNB were treated by medically constipating 
them (with codeine) and giving biweekly enemas. Those 
with diagnosed LMNB had their stools softened with lact-
ulose and received weekly enemas. Fecal continence was 
restored in 80% of those who were consistently treated 
with these protocols.115

Although all patients with complete SCI have episodic 
FI,80 this is a chronic problem for only 2%.108 DWE appears 
to be a progressive problem that develops 5 years or more 
after SCI. This is rarely reported after training in the first 
4 years but occurs in 20% by a mean of 17 years after 
injury.108 Gastrointestinal problems in SCI are not merely 
nuisances, because they also account for 10% of SCI late 
mortality.45

Patients with multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, or 
muscular dystrophy have also been helped by methods 
to enhance bowel storage or elimination in the setting of 
deteriorating neuromuscular and anorectal function.8,20,119 
Colostomy can also provide a means of achieving social 
continence in these patients. As noted above, colostomy 
complications include embarrassing gas problems, appli-
ance loosening and leakage, and cosmetic difficulties.

Patients who develop social bowel continence are able 
to venture into public without fear of malodorous embar-
rassment and unpredictable social disasters that humiliate 
as well as require substantial cleanup time. When fear of 
such adverse events persists, full social and vocational rein-
tegration is impeded. A major hurdle that many patients 
with neuromuscular compromise can overcome is control 
of the seemingly automatic neurogenic functions of def-
ecation and bowel elimination. Such patients should not 
needlessly suffer because inadequate attention has been 
paid by care providers to this potentially functionally 
impairing and socially disabling deficit.

Many solutions are yet to come for the large number of 
persons who cope with neurogenic bowel dysfunction. The 
colon will continue to be a fertile area for research.107
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CHAPTER 30

SPASTICITY MANAGEMENT
Patricia W. Nance, Lalith Satkunam, and Karen Ethans
Spasticity is a common sequela to an insult to the upper 
motor neuron (UMN) in the central nervous system.

The definition of spasticity is most commonly cited as 
follows135:

Spasticity is a motor disorder that is characterized by a veloc-
ity dependent increase in tonic stretch reflexes (muscle tone) 
with exaggerated tendon jerks, resulting from hyperexcitabil-
ity of the stretch reflex, as one component of the upper motor 
neuron syndrome.

American Academy of Neurology (1990)2

The specific behavioral features of the UMN syndrome 
can vary depending on the underlying cause, for example spi-
nal cord injury (SCI) versus cerebral vascular damage. Spinal 
interneurons, sensory afferents, and modulatory and motor 
efferent pathways normally interact to control, coordinate, 
and modulate spinal motor neuronal activation. The medi-
cal literature supports the notion that insufficient descending 
inhibition results in structural and physiologic reorganiza-
tion of segmental circuits following injury or dysfunction 
within the UMN pathways, such as alterations of intrinsic 
and extrinsic properties of motor neurons and interneurons.

From a clinical standpoint, it is important to distinguish 
between the positive symptoms related to the UMN syn-
drome (e.g., spastic dystonia, flexor spasms, exaggerated 
cutaneous reflexes, and autonomic hyperreflexia) and the 
negative symptoms (e.g., paresis, loss of fine dexterity, 
and fatigability).245 This difference relates directly to the 
expectations of outcome following treatment for a positive 
symptom of spasticity, without necessarily worsening the 
negative symptom of weakness.246

The successful management of spasticity can be a thera-
peutic challenge. When severe, spastic muscular movements 
can be violent and uncontrolled, resulting in severe com-
plications such as chronic pain, contractures, long bone 
fracture, joint dislocations, and chronic skin ulceration. 
Undesirable complications such as these can be anticipated, 
prevented, and treated with appropriate management. The 
effects of spasticity, however, might not always be negative. 
For example, spasticity can assist weakened legs, allowing the 
person to stand or transfer and have improved bed mobility.

This review focuses on a rehabilitative approach to spas-
ticity treatment. One must first establish whether there is a 
functional problem caused by the spasticity and what are 
the related goals of treatment. All spasticity-aggravating 
factors must be treated, and the medical therapy must be 
matched to the specific needs of the patient. Finally, one 
must reevaluate the patient to ensure that the goal of ther-
apy has been met.
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Causes of Spasticity

Like the UMN syndrome, spasticity can accompany diffuse 
or localized cerebral or spinal pathology. Anoxic, toxic, 
or metabolic encephalopathies can cause diffuse cerebral 
abnormalities,2 whereas localized cerebral injury can occur 
with tumor, abscess, cyst, vascular malformations, infarc-
tion, hemorrhage, or trauma. Trauma, inflammation, 
demyelinating disease, and degenerative and familial dis-
orders, as well as compression by a mass (e.g., neoplasm, 
infection, or cyst) are examples of spinal cord disorders. An 
example of a combination of UMN and lower motor neuron 
pathology is amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, where spasticity 
can be the dominant feature in some patients. Spasticity 
is often cited as a significant problem in multiple sclerosis 
(see Chapter 52), traumatic brain injury (see Chapter 49), 
cerebral palsy (see Chapter 53), SCI (see Chapter 55), and 
stroke (see Chapter 50). Problematic spasticity occurs in 
40% to 60% of patients with SCI and multiple sclerosis, 
which results in a significant impact on activities of daily 
living and patient independence. Almost two thirds of  
patients with cerebral palsy present with “spastic diplegia.”*

Changes in the characteristics of a person’s regular 
spasticity can help to alert those affected and caregiv-
ers of problems in parts of the body where the patient 
no longer has voluntary movement or sensory apprecia-
tion; for example, an increase in spasm frequency in a 
person with complete tetraplegia who has developed an 
otherwise asymptomatic urinary tract infection. In neu-
rolathyrism, a rare disorder, spasticity can be the main 
presenting symptom.166 Physiatrists are often asked to 
evaluate the patient who presents with the sudden wors-
ening of spasticity, possibly a result of the onset of a new 
pathologic process, such as a urinary tract infection, uro-
lithiasis, stool implication, pressure sore, fracture, dislo-
cation, ingrown toe nail, excessively restrictive clothing, 
irritating condom drainage appliance, or even thyro-
toxicosis.208 If there is a remediable cause of spasticity, 
it must be discovered and treated. If problematic spas-
ticity persists in the absence of a remediable cause, then 
it is appropriate to pursue treatment until a therapeutic 
response is obtained. Inevitable complications are the 
natural history of suboptimal treatment of severe spastic-
ity. These complications include skin breakdown, infec-
tion, bone fracture or dislocation, and more frequent 
inpatient hospitalization.17,180

*References 28, 36, 155, 192, 245, 246.
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Evaluation and Measurement

Of the many clinical monitoring tools described in the lit-
erature to assess the severity of spasticity, most research-
ers agree that assessment tools should be tailored to meet 
the individual characteristics of a given patient. A number 
of spasticity-measuring tools are used, which range from 
simple questionnaires and goniometry evaluations to 
more technologically complicated electromyographic and 
biomechanical analysis of limb resistance to mechanical 
displacement, and even video monitoring assessments of 
joint mobility.32,43,98,186

The Ashworth Scale,10,73,139 Oswestry Scale of Grading,91 
and Degree of Adductor Muscle Tone224 are some of the 
tone intensity scales used to assess spasticity in SCI. As pro-
posed originally, the Ashworth Scale is a simple five-point 
Likert scale in which the observer’s subjective opinion of 
the subject’s resting muscle tone ranges from “normal” at 
the lowest grade to “rigid” at the highest10 (Table 30-1). The 
original scale was modified by adjusting the lowest number 
from 0 to 1 and the highest scale from 4 to 5. Another mod-
ification from the original scoring scheme was the addition 
of a point between 1 and 2, where 1 was a “catch” at the end 
of joint motion range and 1+ was a catch earlier in the joint 
motion range nearer to midpoint.24 The Ashworth Scale has 
the advantage of ease of use in the clinical setting. This asset 
has been used in a number of pharmaceutical trials of anti-
spasticity medications in which a simple measurement tool 
can be used easily by the participating clinicians to assess 
the efficacy of the intervention. A recent comprehensive 
review of engineering and medical literature concluded that 
the Ashworth Scale is in common use and has significant 
interrater agreement and good reliability, but it is not a 
functional outcome measure and can be biased by evalua-
tor subjectivity.73 A monitoring test should be able not only 
to assess the change in spasticity during therapy but also 
to assess the functional effects of interventions. Such a test 
should have a well-defined scoring system, be reliable and 
sensitive to change, and have standard instructions.186

Another method of observing the spasticity phenome-
non is to assess the number of episodic spasms as reported 
by the patient. The Penn Spasm Frequency Score195 is an 
ordinal ranking of the frequency of leg spasms per day and 
per hour. One problem with this scale is that patients usu-
ally report that the number of spasms occurring per hour 
is often affected by their activity at the time. For example, 
they tend to report few spasms if resting comfortably or 
more if physically active. The duration of each spasm is 
also not considered.

The casual observation of the free swing of the knee in 
the “pendulum test” was formalized and provided objec-
tive data by the use of videomotion analysis. The advan-
tages of videomotion analysis of the pendulum test include 
the ability to do the analysis anywhere a video recorder 
is available, freedom from the attachment of cumbersome 
recording devices to the patient, and processing by a non-
biased “blinded” observer who has had no contact with the 
patient.105,179

Pain can be assessed, whether or not it is associated 
with spasticity, by a self-administered test such as the Pain 
Intensity Descriptor Scale95 or by using a 10-cm visual 
analog scale.40,117 It is important to decipher whether the 
pain is from the spasticity itself or caused by other factors 
such as with neuropathic pain in SCI or multiple sclero-
sis, thalamic pain syndromes, or frozen shoulder in stroke. 
Standardized assessments of functional ability or caregiver 
burden might or might not be sensitive to changes in rela-
tive levels of spasticity. These include the Sickness Impact 
Profile,22 the 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey,6 the func-
tional independence measure (FIM),5 and the Caregiver 
Dependency Scale.4 The Canadian Occupational Perfor-
mance Measure (COPM)200 and the Goal Attainment Scale 
(GAS) have been shown to be sensitive to detect changes 
following intervention in cerebral palsy.49 The GAS has 
been shown to have potential of detecting functional 
changes.9 A multicenter trial of intrathecal baclofen with 
138 patients reported improvement in both the perfor-
mance and satisfaction scores on the COPM.101

Physiologic Mechanisms

No single pathophysiologic mechanism accounts for all 
the observable aspects of spasticity. Dysfunction within 
the central nervous system of descending pathways to 
and within the spinal cord causes a UMN syndrome that 
is often associated with exaggerated reflexes and spastic-
ity, which includes velocity-dependent increased muscle 
tone.135 Although enhanced reflexes are sufficiently com-
mon and associated with the spasticity phenomenon to be 
part of its definition, measurement of the reflex amplitude 
in some patients (such as patients with stroke or neurologi-
cally complete SCI) has shown reductions compared with 
that in able-bodied subjects.176,178,207

Although the spinal α-motor neuron is considered to 
be the final common pathway for expression of spasticity, 
one should consider the more complex motor pathways 
involved in the disordered movements of spastic brain-
injured patients. Spastic hypertonia encompasses a vari-
ety of conditions, including dystonia, rigidity, myoclonus, 
muscle spasm, clonus, cocontraction, posturing, and spas-
ticity.109,158,174 The following sections briefly review the 
physiology of segmental reflexes.

The Monosynaptic Reflex

The physiologic components involved in the spinal stretch 
reflex response include the muscle spindle stretch recep-
tor, the myelinated sensory neuron, the synapse, the 

Table 30-1  The Ashworth Scale
Score Definition

0 No increase in muscle tone

1 Slight increase in muscle tone, manifested by a catch and 
release

2 More marked increase in muscle tone through most of the 
range of motion, but affected limb is easily moved

3 Considerable increase in muscle tone—passive movement 
difficult

4 Limb rigid in flexion or extension

 Form Ashworth B: Preliminary trial of carisoprodol in multiple sclerosis, Practitioner 
192:540-542, 1964.
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homonymous α-motor neuron, and the muscle it inner-
vates. As originally described in the decerebrate cat model, 
the stretch reflex shows a dramatic increase in extensor 
muscle tone on passive flexion of the extended hindlimbs. 
This stretch reflex has two components: a brisk, short- acting 
phasic component that responds to the initial dynamic 
change in length, and a weaker, longer-acting tonic com-
ponent that responds to the steady stretch of the muscle at 
a new length.144

A change in muscle length can evoke a stretch reflex. 
Modified muscle fibers (intrafusal receptor organs) that 
detect changes in muscle length are called muscle spindles. 
Nuclear bag fibers and nuclear chain fibers are two types 
of specialized muscle spindle fibers (Figure 30-1). Nuclear 
bag fibers are further subdivided into dynamic and static 
nuclear bag fibers. Dynamic nuclear bag fibers are highly 
sensitive to the rate of change in muscle length, provid-
ing velocity sensitivity to muscle stretch.151 Static nuclear 
bag fibers and nuclear chain fibers are more sensitive to 
the steady-state, static or tonic, muscle length. The struc-
tural differences between these fibers are responsible for 
the physiologic differences in their sensitivities and for the 
two different components, phasic and tonic, of the stretch 
reflex. Intracellular muscle fibers are observed to undergo 
changes as a result of spasticity, as does the extracellular 
matrix.145

Group Ia and group II fibers are two types of myelin-
ated sensory afferent fibers that innervate intrafusal 
fibers. Group Ia, or primary sensory, afferents convey 
both phasic and tonic stretch information. Group II 
fibers innervate static nuclear bag and nuclear chain 
fibers and convey information on the tonic or static 
change in muscle length. Contained within the mus-
cle spindle unit are contractile elements that stiffen 
the region of the nuclear bag fibers. These contractile 
elements maintain spindle sensitivity during skeletal 
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FIGURE 30-1 Nuclear bag and nuclear chair fibers of the muscle spindle.
muscle contraction. They are innervated by special motor 
neurons known as the γ-motor neurons.

The Inverse Stretch Reflex

The Golgi tendon organ is sensitive to intramuscular ten-
sion and is innervated by myelinated Ib sensory afferents. 
The Golgi tendon organ is particularly sensitive to muscle 
tension created by active muscle contraction but has a high 
threshold for detecting passive stretch. Stimulation of Ib 
afferents leads to inhibition of the homonymous α-motor 
neuron and of its synergists. The excitation of its antagonis-
tic motor neurons also stimulates Ib afferents. This behav-
ior has been called the inverse myotactic reflex because its 
actions oppose those of the stretch (myotactic) reflex. It is 
also called Ib nonreciprocal inhibition. It should be noted 
that this reflex is stimulated by muscle tension, whereas the 
stretch reflex is stimulated by a change in muscle length. 
The Golgi tendon organ has been hypothesized to function 
as part of a muscle tension feedback system.137

Elevated Reflex Activity

The stretch reflex can be viewed as a feedback system with 
muscle length as the regulated variable. Normally the gain, 
or input–output relationship, of the stretch reflex to a given 
change in muscle length is kept low by descending influ-
ences when the individual is at rest. The gain is enhanced 
when physical demand for performance is needed. Hyper-
reflexia is an example of segmental reflex dysregulation 
associated with an upper motor lesion. Hyperreflexia can 
theoretically result from a number of mechanisms, includ-
ing decreased spinal inhibitory mechanisms from brain 
centers, hyperexcitability of α-motor neurons, peripheral 
nerve sprouting, and increased γ-fiber activity.

Long-term reductions in inhibition can contribute to 
hyperreflexia. Examples of inhibition types are as follows: 
recurrent Renshaw inhibition, reciprocal Ia inhibition, 
presynaptic inhibition, nonreciprocal Ib inhibition, and 
inhibition from group II afferents. Various lines of research 
have supported deficient presynaptic and nonreciprocal 
inhibition as significant contributors to spasticity. The sup-
portive evidence for it being caused by deficient group II 
afferent-related and Renshaw inhibition is lacking.153 Pre-
synaptic inhibition is mediated via a γ-aminobutyric acid 
(GABA)ergic mechanism that decreases the efficacy of Ia 
afferent transmitter release. Inhibitory interneurons syn-
apse with the presynaptic terminal of the Ia afferent via an 
axoaxonic synapse where GABA is the neurotransmitter. 
Inhibitory interneurons involved in presynaptic inhibition 
are modulated by descending pathways. The loss or reduc-
tion of rostral control can reduce tonic levels of descend-
ing facilitation on inhibitory interneurons, leading to 
increased α-motor response to normal Ia afferent input.245

The Ia afferent presynaptic inhibitory interneurons are 
normally controlled by descending excitatory pathways. 
Reciprocal Ia inhibition decreases the chance for cocon-
traction of antagonistic and agonistic muscles during the 
stretch reflex or during voluntary movement. Evidence 
exists for decreased excitability of the inhibitory neurons 
after rostral lesions of the central nervous system. This 
dysfunction could lead to an increased cocontraction and 
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weakness of voluntary movement.44 Nonreciprocal Ib inhi-
bition has been found to be decreased or even replaced 
by facilitation in patients with spastic paresis and spastic 
dystonia, in this case both stroke and SCI subjects, but not 
in subjects without spastic dytonia.59

Patients with spastic paresis from SCI show increased 
rather than decreased levels of recurrent Renshaw inhibi-
tion. Renshaw cells are inhibitory neurons that are stimu-
lated by collateral axons from α-motor neurons. When an 
α-motor neuron fires, it stimulates a Renshaw cell that in 
turn inhibits the initiating motor neuron and its synergists. 
The Renshaw cell also inhibits the IIa afferents presynaptic 
inhibitory interneuron associated with the initiating motor 
neuron. Because the Renshaw cell inhibits the inhibitory 
interneurons as well as agonist α-motor neurons, increased 
Renshaw cell activity might contribute to spasticity by 
decreasing reciprocal Ia inhibition.211 Hyperexcitability of 
α-motor neurons might contribute to spasticity. Examples 
of primary changes in membrane properties that would be 
expected to produce increased α-motor neuron discharge 
include a reduction in the area of dendritic membranes, 
deafferentation dendritic hyperexcitability, and an increase 
in the number of excitatory synaptic inputs as a result of 
sprouting (Figure 30-2).245

Multisynaptic Segmental Connections

The majority of spinal segmental connections are polysyn-
aptic. In addition to the muscle spindle afferents making 
direct contact with the α-motor neuron of the agonist mus-
cle, interposed interneurons connect these afferents and 
antagonistic α-motor neurons to opposing muscle groups, 
resulting in a polysynaptic connection. As mentioned 
above, the Golgi tendon organ contributes to this via Ib 
nonreciprocal inhibition. These reflex pathways coordinate 
muscle action around the joint. Interneurons also receive 
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FIGURE 30-2 Influences on the stretch reflex. (Redrawn from Satkunam LE: 
Rehabilitation medicine. 3. Management of adult spasticity, CMAJ 169:1173-1179, 
2003.)
excitatory and inhibitory signals from descending path-
ways. Supraspinal centers can control joint stiffness through 
the modulation of excitatory and inhibitory input to seg-
mental interneurons and interneuronal networks.41,108

The interneurons that mediate Ib nonreciprocal inhi-
bition connect inhibitory agonist and excitatory antago-
nistic motor neurons. At rest, Ib nonreciprocal inhibition 
opposes the actions of the stretch reflex. Convergent input 
from Ia spindle afferents is received by Ib interneu-
rons, along with low-threshold cutaneous afferents and 
joint afferents and excitatory and inhibitory inputs from 
descending pathways. The Golgi tendon organ afferents 
make polysynaptic connections via the Ib inhibitory inter-
neuron with the homonymous α-motor neurons and via 
other interneurons with the antagonist motor neurons. 
Because of Golgi tendon organ sensitivity to active muscle 
tension and the short-latency convergent input from Ia 
spindle afferents that Ib interneurons receive, cutaneous 
afferents, joint afferents, modulating descending path-
ways, and spinal interneuronal networks are likely to play 
an important role in exploratory movements of the limbs. 
A functional example of this network organization would 
be the reduction of muscle contraction if a limb encoun-
tered an unexpected obstacle. The interneuron receiving Ib 
afferent information would mediate the inhibition of the 
agonist, which would reduce the force against the impedi-
ment. Ib inhibition could also function to decrease muscle 
contraction at the extreme range of joint motion. The net 
effect of Ib inhibition during volitional activity depends on 
inputs from multiple sources.

Recurrent Renshaw inhibition takes place via polysynap-
tic connections to α-motor neurons. Renshaw cells not only 
directly inhibit the homonymous α-motor neuron but also 
disinhibit the antagonist α-motor neuron via Ia inhibitory 
interneurons. The Renshaw cells are also influenced by the 
descending pathways. These polysynaptic connections also 
help to coordinate the action of muscles around a joint.

The majority of group II afferent connections are 
polysynaptic and involve several classes of interneurons. 
These interneurons typically arise from muscle spindles, 
but some afferents originate as free nerve endings or in 
other types of receptors. Their activation tends to activate 
flexor synergistic muscles and inhibit physiologic exten-
sors. Unopposed, group II-mediated activity produces 
tonic activation of physiologic limb flexors. Group III 
(Aδ fibers) and IV (C fibers) afferents originate from deep 
muscle and cutaneous receptors. Group III fibers are thinly 
myelinated. Group IV fibers are small-diameter afferents, 
often unmyelinated, and originate as free nerve endings 
serving nociceptive and thermoregulatory functions. Both 
types of fibers convey impulses generated by extreme pres-
sure, heat, and cold. Similar to type II responses, the reflex 
responses to these stimuli are bilateral flexion predomi-
nantly and are typically proportionate to the stimulus 
intensity.

The afferent fibers that produce generalized reflexive 
flexor movements have become known collectively as 
flexor reflex afferents. Interestingly, the response to cuta-
neous stimuli is not always one of generalized flexion. 
The vestibulocollic and cervicocollic reflexes produce pat-
terns of coordinated ipsilateral limb flexion accompanied 
by contralateral limb extension with activation of group 
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II and III fibers to either keep the head level during body 
tilt or to oppose a fall. Different modalities of stimuli can 
have differential effects, particularly evident after a neuro-
logic injury. For example, after certain neurologic lesions, 
pressure applied to the plantar surface of the foot pro-
duces a marked extension of the leg, known as extensor 
thrust. In contrast, a pinprick in the same area leads to 
flexion withdrawal of the limb. The spinal circuits respon-
sible for ipsilateral flexion and crossed limb extension also 
receive descending inputs and coordinate voluntary limb 
movements.

A cutaneous stimulus can modulate the activity of par-
ticular motor neurons. Touching an area of skin can cause a 
reflex contraction of specific muscles, usually those beneath 
the area of stimulation. This is an example of an extero-
ceptive response. Cutaneous stimuli might not always pro-
duce observable contractions. They can have subthreshold 
or facilitative effects. Proprioceptive information is trans-
mitted from muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs via 
group Ia, II, and Ib afferents. Finally, there are indications 
that pathway connectivity and neurotransmitter distribu-
tion might account for differential responses comparing 
the upper limbs with the lower limbs.159

Goal Setting

Because spasticity results from neurologic dysfunction 
within several regions in the central nervous system, the 
associated loss of voluntary motor function can be highly 
variable among patients with symptomatic spasticity. Pre-
diction of the functional impact resulting from the presence 
of spasticity consequently can be challenging. Compare an 
individual with C4 tetraplegia who uses a mouth stick or 
suck and puff actuator to operate a computer, telephone, 
and numerous adapted electronic devices, as well as a head 
controller to operate an electric wheelchair, for example, 
with a person with T10 paraplegia. The presence of mild 
to moderate spasticity can alter the sitting position so that 
the control over the adaptive devices is lost for the person 
with tetraplegia, whereas the paraplegic person does not 
experience the same functional impact to that level of spas-
ticity intensity. The functional goal for spasticity treatment 
should be one within the ability of the patient when the 
performance of the function is limited mainly by spastic-
ity. Common examples of spasticity-limited functional 
goals are to improve speed and safety of wheelchair trans-
fers, to improve the performance of activities of daily liv-
ing such as dressing, and to facilitate perineal hygiene by 
reducing thigh adductor or pectoral muscle spasticity, thus 
facilitating ease of caregiver assistance. One must consider 
also the extent to which the spasticity helps the individual 
functionally; therefore the goal of functional improvement 
must consider the balance of treatment effects. Spastic-
ity can be protective against skeletal muscle atrophy and 
indirectly affect functional independence, ambulation, 
and incidence of fracture.93 Spasticity has been reported to 
increase glucose uptake and thereby reduce the risk for dia-
betes in those with SCI.20

One potential functional goal might be the improve-
ment of gait. Although patients with spasticity are reported 
to have disturbances of gait speed, timing, kinematics, and 
electromyographic patterns, the relative impact of spasticity 
on gait remains controversial.76,78,133,196 Although it seems 
logical that knee extensor muscle torque should correlate 
with the speed of “comfortable” walking, by experimental 
measurement it accounts for only 30% of the variance in 
gait speed in spastic stroke patients.23 Young244 concluded 
that not all abnormalities underlying “spastic gait” are 
caused by spasticity, and consequently are not affected by 
antispasticity drug treatment.

Pain and fatigue are examples of other factors that can 
contribute to functional limitations. Spasticity can be 
caused or exacerbated by pain. The presence of pain is 
widely acknowledged as a significant negative contributor 
to the quality of life. The time and energy required to com-
plete a task also could change more with the presence of 
spasticity and its treatment than with the actual ability or 
inability to complete the task. Spasticity can significantly 
disturb sleep, contributing even more to fatigue. If there are 
treatable goals such as improving function, hygiene, ease 
of care, and seating and positioning, as well as decreasing 
pain, contractures, or sleep disturbance, then treatment 
options can be offered as follows.

Nonpharmacologic Treatments

A regular exercise routine that includes daily range of 
motion exercise must be done, with a focus on muscle 
stretching. This can be accomplished with assistance from a 
therapist in the short term, but in the long term the exercise 
should be taught to be done by self or caregivers.31,102,197 
Immediate reduction in spasticity can be seen objectively 
from passive movements or from stretch.187,220 Any spastic-
ity-aggravating factors (e.g., urinary tract infection, consti-
pation, skin ulceration, ingrown nails, and fractures) must 
be identified and treated.

A number of other helpful physical treatments can be 
used. Casting a joint with the muscle in a lengthened posi-
tion can help maintain muscle length, with serial casting 
allowing for progressive improvement in joint range. With 
this treatment, however, one must be extremely vigilant 
not to cause skin breakdown from pressure points in the 
insensate limb. Externally applied repetitive cycling move-
ments to the lower limbs using a motorized exercise bicycle 
has allowed some subjective improvements but no objec-
tive changes in torque resistance response to movement.121 
Another approach to spasticity reduction is hippotherapy, 
which involves the rhythmic movements associated with 
riding a horse to regulate muscle tone. The short-term 
effect of hippotherapy has been shown in decreasing spas-
ticity of the lower limb as noted by the Ashworth Scale and 
self-reported spasticity with a small crossover randomized 
clinical trial.138 In a recent review of the literature pertain-
ing to randomized trials of antispasticity treatments for 
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, the recommended treatment 
included individualized, moderate-intensity, endurance-
type exercises for the trunk and limbs.11 Electrical stimu-
lation of the spinal cord has been reported to result in 
reduction of spasticity,15,103 although the measurement 
of spasticity in these studies has been questioned.61 Sev-
eral investigators have shown that electrical stimulation 
of the peripheral nerves can decrease spasticity in patients 
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with SCI, stroke, or traumatic brain injury.* Other physical 
modalities that have been reported to ameliorate spasticity 
include application of tendon pressure,140 cold, warmth, 
vibration, splinting, bandaging, massage, low-power laser, 
and acupuncture.90,96 Some success has also been reported 
with magnetic stimulation over the thoracic spinal cord185 
and topical application of 20% benzocaine,206 although 
these are not mainstays of therapy at this point.

Pharmacologic Treatments

The first treatment that usually springs to mind for spas-
ticity is pharmacologic. It is hoped that, after reading the 
preceding paragraphs, what also comes to mind is excellent 
medical management, treatment of aggravating factors, 
and use of physical modalities. Nevertheless, pharmaco-
logic treatment is often required in the management of 
spasticity, and it is important to have a thorough under-
standing of the various effects of the medications in this 
class of therapeutics. The specific pharmacologic effects 
can be directed toward alteration of transmitters or neu-
romodulators by suppression of excitation (glutamate), 
enhancement of inhibition (GABA or glycine), a combi-
nation of noradrenaline (norepinephrine), serotonin, ade-
nosine, and various neuropeptides, or action on peripheral 
neuromuscular sites. Although numerous substances have 
potential antispasticity effects, the USA Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has approved only four prescription 
pharmaceuticals for the treatment of spasticity related to 
central nervous system disorder. These are baclofen, tizani-
dine, dantrolene sodium, and diazepam. These four agents 
will be discussed first, followed by other pharmaceuti-
cals with similar pharmacologic actions but without an  
FDA-approved antispasticity indication.

Enhancement of Segmental Inhibition 
via GABA

The main inhibitory neurotransmitters in the central ner-
vous system are GABA and glycine. The physiologic action 
of GABA on the Ia-mediated spinal reflex is by presynaptic 
inhibition, as was shown in the 1940s by Sir John Eccles. 
GABA-containing cells are typically small interneurons. 
Localized ischemia is a common experimental methodol-
ogy for eliminating these small GABA-containing interneu-
rons while leaving long tracts intact. A spinal transection, 
on the other hand, disrupts long tract function but does 
not decrease the number of GABA interneurons or the 
concentration of GABA in spinal tissue below the level of 
transection. Once GABA is released by GABAergic inter-
neurons, free GABA is released to bind to receptors on the 
postsynaptic membrane. The classic GABAA receptor has 
been characterized as having a number of cell membrane 
protein subunits: α, β, and γ. GABA binding activates the 
receptor, which stimulates the chloride ionophore chan-
nel, resulting in membrane hyperpolarization. When an 
axonal connection exists between a GABAergic interneu-
ron and the terminal of a Ia afferent, then hyperpolariza-
tion of that membrane will result in decreased excitability, 

*References 12, 63, 141, 142, 204, 205, 213, 243.
decreased excitatory transmitter release, and subsequently 
reduced motor neuron firing. For this reason, presynaptic 
inhibition of the afferent neuronal terminal reduces motor 
neuron output without direct inhibition of motor neuron 
excitability. Because GABA does not cross the blood-brain 
barrier, it would not be useful as an oral antispasticity 
agent.

Medications With GABA-Mimetic 
and GABA-Like Actions

Baclofen (Lioresal). Baclofen is β-4-chlorophenyl GABA, 
which binds to and activates the bicuculline-insensitive 
GABAB receptors. Bicuculline is a toxin that antagonizes the 
inhibitory effects of endogenous GABA at GABAA receptors, 
which cause treated animals to convulse. Once a presyn-
aptic GABAB receptor is activated, potassium conductance 
is altered, resulting in a net membrane hyperpolarization 
and a reduction in endogenous transmitter release.53,112 For 
example, in a presynaptic sensory neuron, release of GABA 
by a local interneuron and binding at the receptor on the 
sensory neuron produce inhibition of the primary afferent 
terminal, and result in a decrease in excitatory neurotrans-
mitter release. Baclofen activation of receptors postsynapti-
cally inhibits calcium conductance and causes inhibition 
of γ-motor neuron activity, reduced drive to intrafusal 
muscle fibers, and reduced muscle spindle sensitivity.234 
The overall inhibitory effect of baclofen administration at 
the spinal cord level reduces sensory and motor neuron 
activation. It also reduces the activation of monosynaptic 
spinal reflexes and, to a lesser extent, polysynaptic spinal 
reflexes. Numerous clinical reports note the antispasticity 
effects of oral baclofen for patients with multiple sclerosis 
or SCI.* Orally delivered baclofen has recently been stud-
ied in patients with cerebral disorders and was found to 
have selective efficacy on lower limb spasticity but not on 
spasticity in the upper limbs.159 Short-term studies with 
multiple sclerosis patients suggest that gait enhancement 
is observable with effective spasticity treatment in selected 
patients.189,222

Baclofen absorption after oral administration occurs 
mainly in the proximal small intestine. This probably 
involves two different amino acid transporter systems as a 
result of competitive inhibition of absorption by the neu-
tral and β amino acids. The kidney normally excretes the 
baclofen essentially unchanged, but the liver can metabo-
lize as much as 15% of a given dose. This is why periodic 
liver function testing is advisable during baclofen treat-
ment, and the dosage should be reduced in patients with 
impaired renal function. The average therapeutic half-life 
of baclofen is 3.5 hours but ranges from 2 to 6 hours. 
Baclofen dosing is usually initiated as 5 mg three times 
per day and increased gradually to a therapeutic level. The 
recommended maximum dosage is 80 mg/day in four 
divided doses.127 Reports of improved therapeutic effects 
with higher dosages have been published.1,128,222 Because 
baclofen treatment can produce sedation, patients should 
be cautioned regarding the operation of automobiles or 
other dangerous machinery and activities made hazard-
ous by decreased alertness. Baclofen is excreted by the kid-
neys, so patients with renal impairment will likely require 

*References 1, 66, 77, 113, 118, 120, 128, 194, 215, 216.
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a lower dosage. The effects of chronic baclofen treatment 
during human pregnancy are largely unknown. In some 
patients, seizure control has been lost during treatment 
with baclofen.131 Abrupt discontinuation of baclofen can 
produce seizures, confusion, hallucinations, and rebound 
muscle spasticity with fever.231

Oral baclofen is a widely prescribed pharmaceutical in 
North America, and there are few reports of major toxic-
ity. Massive overdose with oral baclofen has been reported, 
however, including a case report of a 57-year-old woman 
who ingested 2 g of baclofen, causing coma and hypoven-
tilation. She was given naloxone, 50% dextrose, and acti-
vated charcoal. Initially her blood pressure was low, and 
later systolic hypertension was noted, followed 16 hours 
later by bradycardia and hypotension. Her pupils were 
small and unresponsive, and muscle stretch reflexes were 
absent. Plasma baclofen concentrations over time showed 
first-order elimination kinetics and a half-life of 8 hours.89

Modulating the Monoamines

Tizanidine (Zanaflex)

Tizanidine is an imidazoline derivative and agonist that 
binds to α2-receptor sites both spinally and supraspi-
nally,46,210 similar to the α2-adrenergic agonist clonidine 
(see description following). The medical literature supports 
the notion that the pharmacologic effects include the resto-
ration or enhancement of presynaptic inhibitory modula-
tion of spinal reflexes in patients with spasticity.57,175,182,227 
Tizanidine has been shown to decrease reflex activity, espe-
cially polysynaptic reflex activity.54,55,227 Tizanidine also 
has an antinociceptive effect as shown in animal mod-
els.54-56,122 Several European and American studies have 
shown that tizanidine is equal in effectiveness to baclofen 
and diazepam but with a more favorable tolerability pro-
file. The main advantage appears to be fewer complaints 
of treatment-related weakness. Furthermore, two clinical 
trials demonstrated that patients with spasticity improved 
muscle strength during tizanidine treatment.129,162 Gelber 
et al.87 describe a statistically significant improvement in 
upper limb spasticity, pain intensity, and quality of life in 
stroke patients by titrating dosages in 2-mg intervals, mind-
ful of withdrawal rebound effects.

Tizanidine has been tested in a number of clinical trials 
in Europe and has been found to be safe, well tolerated, 
and beneficial in treating spasticity of various etiologies.74 
Tizanidine is an α2 agonist like clonidine but has a much 
reduced potency and does not consistently induce a reduc-
tion in blood pressure or pulse, as clonidine does.33 Symp-
tomatic hypotension has been reported when tizanidine is 
taken with an antihypertensive drug; thus the concomitant 
administration of tizanidine and antihypertensive drugs 
should be avoided. An important drug interaction between 
ciprofloxacin, an antibiotic, and tizanidine has prompted 
the USA FDA to approve safety labeling. As a result of 
 ciprofloxacin-induced inhibition of cytochrome P450 1A2, 
hepatic metabolism of tizanidine is decreased. The result-
ing increase in tizanidine plasma concentration and clini-
cally significant adverse events is a contraindication to the 
coadministration of tizanidine, taken orally, and ciproflox-
acin, given intravenously.
Tizanidine is well absorbed after an oral dose, with exten-
sive first-pass hepatic metabolism to inactive compounds 
that are subsequently eliminated in the urine. Therefore 
tizanidine should be used with caution in patients with 
known liver abnormality. Because the most common side 
effects reported during the clinical trials with tizanidine 
include dizziness and drowsiness, it is recommended that 
tizanidine therapy begin with a single dose of 2 to 4 mg at 
bedtime. The titration of tizanidine should be tailored to 
the patient. The maintenance dosage is the one at which 
the therapeutic goals have been met with the fewest side 
effects. The scored tizanidine tablets contain 4 mg. Dosage 
increases of 2 to 4 mg every 2 to 4 days are recommended; 
most clinicians experienced with tizanidine, however, rec-
ommend a slower and more gradual upward titration. This 
is particularly the case for patients with multiple sclerosis, 
who tend to experience side effects at lower dosages. The 
maximum recommended dosage is 36 mg/day. All trials, 
including those in people with SCI, multiple sclerosis, or 
cerebral disorders, have reported somnolence consistently 
in 42% to 46% of the patients.162,179,221

Alteration of Ion Channels

Dantrolene Sodium (Dantrium)

Dantrolene sodium is a hydantoin derivative whose pri-
mary pharmacologic effect is to reduce calcium flux across 
the sarcoplasmic reticulum of skeletal muscle. This action 
uncouples motor nerve excitation and skeletal muscle 
contraction.71,238 It is indicated for use in chronic disor-
ders characterized by skeletal muscle spasticity, such as 
SCI, stroke, cerebral palsy, and multiple sclerosis. The 
oral formulation is prepared as a hydrated sodium salt to 
enhance absorption (approximately 70%), which occurs 
primarily in the small intestine. After a dose of 100 mg, 
the peak blood concentration of the free acid, dantrolene, 
occurs in 3 to 6 hours. The compound is hydroxylated, and 
the active metabolite, 5-hydroxydantrolene, peaks in 4 to 
8 hours. Dantrolene sodium has been shown to produce 
a dose-dependent decrease in the stretch reflex109 and a 
percentage decrease of grip strength.79 Dantrolene is lipo-
philic and crosses cell membranes well, achieving wide 
distribution and significant placental concentration in the 
pregnant patient. Liver metabolism by mixed function oxi-
dase and cytochrome P450 produces a 5-hydroxylation of 
the hydantoin ring and reduction of the nitro group to an 
amine, which is then acetylated. Urinary elimination of 
15% to 25% of the unmetabolized drug is followed by uri-
nary excretion of the metabolites after oral administration 
of the drug. The median elimination half-life is 15.5 hours 
after an oral dose and 12.1 hours after an intravenous dose.

The majority of placebo-controlled clinical trials of dan-
trolene have shown a reduction of muscle tone, stretch 
reflexes, and increased passive motion. The most consistent 
finding has been a reduction of clonus in patients with clo-
nus.198 Mixed conclusions have been drawn regarding the 
effects of dantrolene sodium on gross motor performance 
and strength. In comparative trials with spasticity of differ-
ent etiologies, some have suggested that the best respond-
ers to dantrolene sodium are those with stroke and cerebral 
palsy, and that patients with SCI improve the least, if at 
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all. Most investigators agree, however, that patients with 
multiple sclerosis do not generally benefit from dantrolene 
treatment.148 In four trials of children with cerebral palsy, 
dantrolene sodium was found to be superior to placebo. 
The degree of improvement appeared greater in children 
than in adults. One study found dantrolene to be superior 
to baclofen, and another suggested equal efficacy to diaz-
epam. In addition to its antispasticity effects, dantrolene 
has been used in the treatment of malignant hyperthermia 
and the neuroleptic malignant syndrome.231 Dantrolene 
has also been reported to be useful in the treatment of 
hyperthermia following abrupt baclofen withdrawal.126,148

At least 13 clinical reports of overt hepatotoxicity appear 
in the literature, five of which report hepatonecrosis. The 
overall incidence of hepatotoxicity in a large group of 
patients receiving dantrolene sodium for more than 2 
months is reported to be 1.8%, with symptomatic hepatitis 
occurring in 0.6% and fatal hepatitis in 0.3%. The greatest 
risk was in women older than 30 years who were taking 
more than 300 mg/day for more than 60 days. Initiation 
of antispasticity treatment with dantrolene sodium should 
begin with 25 mg once daily, increasing every 4 to 7 days by 
25-mg increments to 100 mg four times per day. The dosage 
at which the anticipated therapeutic response occurs with 
the fewest side effects should be the maintenance dose.

Benzodiazepines

The pharmacologic and antispasticity effects of benzo-
diazepines are generally mediated by a functionally cou-
pled benzodiazepine–GABA receptor chloride ionophore 
complex.45,188,212 As described above, the GABAA receptor 
supramolecular structure is envisioned as a heteropenta-
meric glycoprotein of about 275 kDa, whose subunits 
react with GABA, benzodiazepines, steroids, barbiturates, 
and picrotoxin-like convulsants.146 More specifically, the 
duration of action is related to the receptor and pharmaco-
dynamics; certain benzodiazepine subunits are either high-
affinity or low-affinity receptors, as well as long-acting and 
short-acting benzodiazepines. Benzodiazepines enhance 
GABAA receptor current, which increases the opening fre-
quency of the chloride ionophore without altering chan-
nel conductance or open duration.228 The relative length of 
action is also related to the duration of activity and rate of 
metabolism of the pharmacologically active metabolites. 
Examples of long-acting benzodiazepines are diazepam, 
chlordiazepoxide, and clonazepam. Oxazepam, alprazo-
lam, and lorazepam are considered to be short acting 
without significant production of active metabolites. Ben-
zodiazepines cross the placental barrier and are secreted 
into breast milk. Microsomal enzymes of the liver metabo-
lize the benzodiazepines extensively.

Diazepam (Valium). Diazepam is a benzodiazepine that 
is sedating, reducing agitation and anxiety. It decreases 
polysynaptic reflexes and has muscle relaxant, sedation, 
and antispasticity effects.58,148,193 Long used as a treat-
ment for stiff person syndrome, its effects diminish over 
time, requiring alternative treatment such as intravenous 
propafol.107 Diazepam is usually started with a bedtime 
dose of 5 mg, increased to 10 mg as needed for adults, 
but is found to be effective when given 0.1 to 0.05 mg/kg 
and excessively sedating in children when given in excess 
of 1 mg/kg.150 Diazepam is well absorbed after an oral 
dose, with the peak blood level occurring typically in 1 
hour. Diazepam is metabolized to the active compound 
 N-desmethyldiazepam (nordiazepam) and then to oxaz-
epam. The half-life of diazepam and its active metabolites 
is 20 to 80 hours, and it is 98% to 99% protein-bound. In 
patients with low serum albumin and lower protein-bind-
ing capacity, such as is often the case in patients with SCI or 
stroke, the incidence of undesirable sedation is increased. 
Daytime therapy is initiated with 2 mg and increased as 
needed; a clinical trial of children with cerebral palsy, 
however, suggests that a single bedtime dose was sufficient 
to improve passive stretching exercises throughout the 
day with the additional benefit of being a relatively low-
cost pharmaceutical.150 Intravenous diazepam is reported 
to have been effective in the attenuation of intrathecal 
baclofen withdrawal.48

Diazepam intoxication causes a range of symptoms from 
somnolence to coma. Although it is generally regarded as 
having a wide margin of safety, treatment of patients with 
myelopathy has been linked to increased body weight.84 
Benzodiazepine poisoning also has been reported.214 
Near-term infants born with benzodiazepine intoxication 
are at risk. A case report notes a young mother at term who 
consumed a diazepam overdose of 250 to 300 mg and 
became drowsy but responsive. The fetal heart rate showed 
decreased variability and absence of accelerations. The 
benzodiazepine antagonist flumazenil, 0.3 mg, was given 
to the mother intravenously. Within 5 minutes, behavioral 
arousal in the mother and improved fetal heart rate vari-
ability were observed.225

Typical symptoms of patients in withdrawal from 
high-dose diazepam (>40 mg/day) are anxiety and agita-
tion; restlessness; irritability; tremor; muscle fasciculation; 
twitching; nausea; hypersensitivity to touch, taste, smell, 
light, and sound; insomnia; nightmares; seizures; hyper-
pyrexia; and psychosis. The intensity of the symptoms and 
risk for death are related to the prewithdrawal dose. Symp-
toms of withdrawal from low-dose benzodiazepine (<40 
mg/day) are more likely if the patient has taken the drug 
consistently for more than 8 months. Long-term usage of 
diazepam is common. In a study of 23 SCI treatment facili-
ties with the Department of Veterans Affairs, 70% routinely 
used diazepam as an antispasticity treatment, and 67% of 
patients had been using it for more than 6 years.29 Onset 
of withdrawal symptoms occurs 1 to 2 days after a short-
acting benzodiazepine is stopped or 2 to 4 days for a long-
acting benzodiazepine. Even when the benzodiazepines 
are withdrawn slowly over 4 to 6 weeks, withdrawal symp-
toms can persist for 6 months.88

Clonazepam (Klonopin, Rivotril). Clonazepam is a ben-
zodiazepine that is indicated for the suppression of myo-
clonic, akinetic, or petit mal seizure activity. It can be used 
alone or as an adjunct for the treatment of spasticity and 
torsion dystonia.114 Well absorbed after an oral dose, the 
maximum blood concentrations of clonazepam occur in 
1 to 2 hours. It is highly protein-bound and is metabo-
lized in the liver. The half-life of clonazepam and its active 
7-amino metabolite is 18 to 28 hours. Clonazepam, if used 
to treat spasticity, can be useful in suppressing spasms that 
disturb sleep at night. It is most commonly prescribed as 
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0.5 to 1 mg at night. If morning sedation is excessive, the 
tablet can be broken in half and 0.25 mg taken at night.

Gabapentin (Neurontin)

Gabapentin is an approved adjunctive treatment for epi-
leptic seizure disorder. It is a structural derivative of GABA, 
but the mechanisms of gabapentin action are not fully 
elucidated. The off-label use of gabapentin for the treat-
ment of spasticity, spastic hypertonia, and central pain 
syndromes in patients with SCI and multiple sclerosis has 
been cited in the literature.* Formica et al.80 conducted 
a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial 
regarding the efficacy and safety of gabapentin for treat-
ment of spasticity in UMN injury. In this study, gabapentin 
was found to improve Ashworth Scale scores in the experi-
mental versus control groups. These effects were found to 
occur with doses between 2700 and 3600 mg/day.80 The 
plasma level of gabapentin after oral administration peaks 
at 2 to 3 hours and has a half-life of 5 to 7 hours. Typically 
the required antispasticity dosage is 400 mg three times 
daily or higher to reduce tone in the multiple sclerosis 
and SCI population.67,99,168,201 Gabapentin can be associ-
ated with mild cognitive or behavioral effects and central 
nervous system depression, including somnolence, dizzi-
ness, ataxia, and fatigue. These adverse effects have been 
reported regardless of whether the medication is rapidly or 
slowly titrated. Gabapentin might also cause agitation in 
cognitively impaired patients.37 Abrupt cessation must be 
avoided because it can cause seizures in patients with brain 
lesions. Gabapentin awaits a demonstration of efficacy in 
the pediatric population but is suggested to be beneficial in 
treating elderly patients.14,183

Vigabatrin (Sabril)

Vigabatrin is approved in Canada for the treatment of 
drug-resistant seizures. It is γ-vinyl GABA (4-amino-hex-5-
enoic acid) that irreversibly inhibits the activity of GABA 
transaminase. GABA transaminase exists in neurons and 
glia to regulate the intracellular balance of GABA, gluta-
mate, and intermediate substances in energy metabolism 
such as α-ketoglutarate. Inhibition of GABA transaminase 
results in an elevation of GABA levels in the brain.72,97,100 
Vigabatrin is well absorbed after an oral dose, and the peak 
plasma concentrations occur within 2 hours. It is widely 
distributed in the body and eliminated mainly by the kid-
ney. The plasma half-life is 5 to 8 hours in young adults and 
12 to 13 hours in elderly persons. The initial starting dose 
of vigabatrin is 500 mg twice per day and is often sedating. 
It is well absorbed orally, with peak plasma concentration 
within 2 hours. Like most antiepileptics, somnolence and 
drowsiness (28%) are unwanted side effects. Other adverse 
effects associated with vigabatrin are fatigue (28%), diz-
ziness (21%), nystagmus (15%), abnormal vision (11%), 
agitation (11%), amnesia (10%), depression (10%), and 
paresthesia (9%).19,237

Pregabalin (Lyrica)

Pregabalin is approved in the United States and Europe for 
adjunctive therapy of partial seizures in adults and treatment 
of pain from diabetic neuropathy, postherpetic neuralgia, 

*References 50, 67, 82, 99, 157, 168, 184, 201.
and fibromyalgia in adults. Pregabalin is structurally related 
to gabapentin, and the likely site of action of both drugs is 
similar, the α2-δ protein, an auxiliary subunit of voltage-
gated calcium channels that reduces neuronal excitabil-
ity.229 Bradley et al.26 highlight the difficulty in evaluating 
the efficacy of antispastic drugs when they conducted a 
retrospective case series reviewing a GABA analogue, pre-
gabalin. In reviewing 22 patients who received pregabalin 
for spasticity, it was found the drug reduced symptoms, but 
there was difficulty in assessing the actual impact on the 
rehabilitation of patients because there is a bridge between 
clinical symptoms and functional recovery.26

Topiramate (Topamax)

Topiramate, another antiepileptic treatment, is a sulfamate-
substituted monosaccharide (2,3:4,5-di-O-isopropylidene-
β-d-fructopyranose sulfamate). It has been reported to 
be useful in the treatment of seizures and spasticity in 
children with Canavan disease, a rare autosomal reces-
sive disease causing early-onset leukoencephalopathy 
and megalencephaly, as well as the infantile spasms of 
West syndrome when combined with vigabatrin.30,232 It 
has also been reported to be of therapeutic benefit in an 
elderly patient with vascular hemichorea–hemiballism.86 
Topiramate is thought to have three possible mechanisms: 
blockade of state-dependent sodium channels, enhance-
ment of GABAA receptor activation, and reduction of non-
N-methyl-d-aspartic acid (NMDA) excitatory amino acid 
action. It is rapidly absorbed following oral administra-
tion, with approximately 80% bioavailability. Peak plasma 
concentration following a 400-mg dose occurs at approxi-
mately 2 hours. The half-life is 21 hours, and steady state is 
achieved after approximately 4 days. Topiramate is elimi-
nated unchanged, primarily in the urine. Renal impair-
ment can significantly prolong the elimination half-life 
of topiramate. Somnolence, dizziness, ataxia, and fatigue 
were the most frequently reported adverse reactions during 
clinical trials. The recommended initial dose of topiramate 
is 50 mg, usually in the evening, with dose increases by 
50 mg/day each week to a maximum of 200 mg twice per 
day. Topiramate is available as 15- or 25-mg capsules or as 
sprinkle capsules.

Lamotrigine (Lamictal)

Lamotrigine is thought to act at voltage-sensitive sodium 
channels to stabilize neuronal membranes and inhibit 
the release of excitatory amino acid transmitters; it conse-
quently has anticonvulsant effects. Lamotrigine has shown 
analgesic action in animal models of acute and chronic 
pain.172 Recent clinical trials with lamotrigine have shown 
promise in the treatment of chronic pain states and spas-
ticity and concomitant chronic central pain.25 Skin-related 
adverse events have been reported during lamotrigine treat-
ment, particularly in patients taking valproic acid.

Riluzole (Rilutec)

Riluzole is approved for symptomatic treatment of amy-
otrophic lateral sclerosis. It reportedly blocks the action 
of voltage-sensitive sodium channels, thereby preventing 
release of excitatory amino acids and producing a reduc-
tion in the stiffness associated with amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis.21
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Clonidine (Catapres, Dixarit)

Clonidine is best known as a treatment for hypertension. 
Because of its effects on the autonomic nervous system, 
however, clonidine has a number of effects on homeostatic 
processes. The most commonly described mechanism 
by which clonidine lowers blood pressure and heart rate 
appears to be an α2-mediated inhibition of locus coeru-
leus neurons and the intermediolateral cell column in the 
spinal cord. Clonidine has been termed a partial agonist 
because, when injected intravenously, the blood pressure 
increases as the α-receptors on blood vessels cause vaso-
constriction and a brief increase in systemic blood pressure. 
Once the discharge rate of sympathetic preganglionic fibers 
is decreased via the central mechanism, the blood pressure 
decreases and the heart contraction rate slows.130,219,226,233

Clonidine’s effect on spinal reflex circuitry is to inhibit 
short-latency α-motor neuron response to group II mus-
cle afferents, probably by augmenting presynaptic inhibi-
tion.211 It is likely that the antispasticity effect of clonidine 
is related to its α2-mediated presynaptic inhibition of sen-
sory afferents.64,181,182 Clonidine is absorbed well from the 
gut, as well as through the skin, and has high bioavailability 
after an oral dose. The half-life is 5 to 19 hours, and 62% is 
excreted in the urine. Some patients with postural hypoten-
sion can develop symptomatic hypotension during cloni-
dine treatment, and some patients can have an improvement 
of hypotension; therefore initial dosage should be low to 
evaluate the patient’s blood pressure response. A 25-mcg 
formulation is available in Canada (Dixarit) that can be 
taken orally twice per day to begin treatment. Alternatively, a  
0.1-mg tablet can be cut into fourths (0.025 mg). The dose 
can be increased every 3 days by 0.05 mg/day as a three or 
four times per day dosage regimen. Clonidine is also avail-
able as a transdermal patch with two dosage formulations: 
0.1 or 0.2 mg/day. The clonidine patch has been reported 
to be a useful treatment for spasticity.239,242 The patch is 
designed to deliver the indicated amount of clonidine daily 
for 7 days. Precaution should be used with individuals who 
develop an allergic skin reaction to the patch because they 
might have become sensitized to clonidine. A recent FDA 
alert warns physicians and patients to be aware of the poten-
tial burn hazard posed by wearing certain medication patches 
while being scanned in a magnetic resonance imager (MRI) 
because of the presence of metallic fibers in the patch. It is 
currently a recommendation for patients using transdermal 
clonidine to remove their patch during MRI examination 
to avoid a potential burn. A cautionary note for insulin-
dependent diabetic patients is that clonidine can retard a 
tachycardia induced by a hypoglycemic reaction to insulin, 
which can delay the diagnosis. Additional side effects are 
dry mouth, ankle edema, and depression.

Cyproheptadine (Periactin)

Cyproheptadine has been a prescription pharmaceuti-
cal for many years, approved for the treatment of vascular 
headache, anorexia, and itching associated with hives. It 
is a nonselective compound with histamine and serotonin 
antagonist effects. It is deemed safe to use in pregnant 
women; in fact, it has been used in the treatment of repeti-
tive spontaneous abortion. Cyproheptadine can decrease 
the duration of clonus in people with spasticity caused 
by SCI or multiple sclerosis.11 Cyproheptadine is reported 
to improve muscle firing patterns and increase walking 
speed in patients whose gait was limited by clonus.236 In 
a comparative clinical trial, cyproheptadine had similar 
antispasticity efficacy to that of clonidine and baclofen in 
spinal cord–injured patients.173 A recent report described 
a patient who was symptomatic from intrathecal baclofen 
withdrawal and who showed significant amelioration of 
symptoms by the use of cyproheptadine.165

Cyproheptadine comes only in a 4-mg size. Treatment 
should be initiated at 4 mg at bedtime, increasing by a 
4-mg dose every 3 to 4 days. The most commonly effective 
and tolerable dose is 16 mg in divided doses, such as 4 mg 
four times per day. The maximum recommended dose is 
36 mg/day. The initiation of treatment at full maintenance 
dosage will produce significant sedation. Patients who take 
cyproheptadine will also gain weight, typically 10 lb in the 
first 2 weeks of treatment.

Chlorpromazine (Thorazine, Largactil)

Chlorpromazine, a phenothiazine derivative developed in 
1949, is a well-known sedative–antipsychotic drug that can 
depress reflex activity.27 Chlorpromazine is rarely used as 
an antispasticity treatment, but in an open clinical trial, 
resting muscle tone decreased with chlorpromazine and 
phenytoin (Dilantin) treatment.42 Adverse effects of chlor-
promazine include sedation and the potential risk for tar-
dive dyskinesia.

Inhibition of Excitatory Amino Acids

Orphenadrine Citrate (Norflex) and Memantine 
(Namenda)

Orphenadrine citrate is most commonly used as a “muscle 
relaxant,” but it has shown some efficacy as an antispastic-
ity treatment in patients with SCI when given as an intra-
venous infusion.35 A related compound, orphenadrine 
hydrochloride (Disipal), is a treatment for Parkinson dis-
ease. Patch-clamp and binding studies have revealed that 
orphenadrine is an uncompetitive NMDA-type glutamate 
antagonist. Memantine (1-amino-3,5-dimethyladamantane) 
has anticonvulsant properties and has been used to treat 
Parkinson disease and dementia.7 Similar to orphenad-
rine, memantine inhibits binding of the NMDA antagonist 
MK-801.

Carisoprodol (Soma)

Similar to orphenadrine, metaxalone (Skelaxin), and cyclo-
benzaprine (Flexeril), carisoprodol is a “centrally acting” 
muscle relaxant. The antispasticity effects of carisoprodol, 
an isopropyl derivative of meprobamate, were tested by 
the then newly described Ashworth Scale in 1964.10 In that 
trial of 24 patients with multiple sclerosis, 1 patient was 
much improved, 16 improved, 2 slightly improved, and 5 
showed no change. With an average dose of 350 mg four 
times per day, drowsiness is the main side effect.

Cannabinoids

Cannabis (Cesamet, Marinol, Sativex). Great contro-
versy exists in the United States concerning the medicinal 
use of marijuana, despite the long history of the use the 
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leaves of the Cannabis sativa plant.170 The medicinal uses of 
this plant were discovered by China’s emperor around 2800 
bc, Shen Nung, who wrote about its numerous therapeutic 
uses. O’Shaughnessy190 reported the use of hemp extract to 
treat muscle spasms associated with tetanus in 1842. Reyn-
olds subsequently described the toxic effects and therapeu-
tic use of cannabis in the treatment of epilepsy, chorea, and 
nocturnal spasms in 1890.203 The most studied of the vari-
ous active alkaloids is Δ-9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), 
available as a prescription pharmaceutical dronabinol 
(Marinol), as the synthetic cannabinoid nabilone (Cesa-
met), or in Canada as a sublingual spray Sativex (THC 
and cannabidiol). The clinical indication for dronabinol 
and nabilone is nausea related to chemotherapy treatment 
and for Sativex is neuropathic pain in multiple sclerosis, 
although these compounds have been used clinically for 
spasticity.

Anecdotal reports suggest that smoking marijuana has a 
muscle-relaxing effect in people with SCI or multiple scle-
rosis, but users might experience significant rebound spas-
ticity between doses.34,68 Numerous survey-type reports 
indicate improvement of spasticity with the use of canna-
bis in SCI, multiple sclerosis, and amyotrophic lateral scle-
rosis.3,34,39,147 An on-again, off-again study of one subject 
with SCI consistently showed reduced spasticity while on 
THC.154 Some placebo-controlled clinical trials of orally 
administered compounds might cast doubt on the effi-
cacy of THC in objectively reducing spasticity in patients 
with multiple sclerosis.223 It might be, however, that the 
detection of the subjective relaxation was not measured by 
the Ashworth Scale but rather by the secondary outcome 
measure of the patient-reported treatment effect that was 
significantly improved compared with placebo.247 A small, 
essentially open-label study of people with SCI suggests 
that spasticity is reduced with THC.104

Bioavailability of dronabinol after an oral dose is 4% 
to 12% with less than 1% excreted via the urine, and 95% 
of the drug is bound to plasma proteins. The half-life is 20 
to 44 hours. It is formulated in 2.5-, 5-, or 10-mg capsules. 
Nabilone is formulated as a pulvule containing 1 mg, with 
a recommended dose of 1 to 2 mg twice per day. With the 
discovery of the endocannabinoid system and the potential 
development of selective agonists and endocannabinoid 
degradation inhibitors, there might be greater future use 
of cannabinoids medicinally than that presently.69 Further 
studies on the use of cannabinoids in SCI and other people 
with spasticity are warranted.

Injectable Pharmacologic Therapy

The advantage of an injected, locally administered agent 
is to limit systemic effects while targeting a specific nerve 
or muscle. A good rationale exists for local therapy in 
the treatment of spasticity. Local treatment provides the 
opportunity to target specific muscles and body regions. 
For example, in a patient with severely spastic distal hand 
muscles, one can perform intramuscular injections of a 
given therapeutic agent to achieve a finely graded result. 
Additional benefits of local therapy include the preven-
tion or amelioration of contracture and reduction of 
pain associated with spasticity. Specific targeted altera-
tion of spastic muscle tone can improve sitting posture 
and reduce the need for splinting or bracing. For example, 
reducing spastic thigh adductor tone can improve perineal 
hygiene and ease of nursing care.224 Local therapies and 
oral or intrathecal antispasticity treatment can be used in 
conjunction.

Phenol and Alcohol

Before the introduction of botulinum toxin and intrathe-
cal baclofen, phenol was the most widely used injectable 
agent in the treatment of spasticity.241 Phenol denatures 
the protein of nerve fibers and in low concentrations has 
the property of a reversible local anesthetic. By contrast, 
alcohol is thought to have a dehydration effect on nerve 
tissue, resulting in sclerosis of nerve fibers and the myelin 
sheath. These agents can be injected at motor points identi-
fied by electrical stimulation, or directly into or onto nerve. 
The potential complications of phenol or alcohol injec-
tion include pain, dysesthesias that can last from weeks 
to months, arrhythmias, variable duration of effect, and 
incomplete irreversibility. Subarachnoid block has been 
performed with intrathecal phenol or alcohol, although 
this therapy can result in severe weakness and reduced 
sphincter function.177

Botulinum Toxin Therapy (Botox, Dysport, Xeomin, 
Myobloc)

Botulinum toxin is a neurotoxin and the biologic product 
of the action of an anaerobic bacterium, Clostridium botuli-
num. The toxin is one of the world’s most deadly poisons. It 
is an extremely potent neuromuscular blocking agent when 
injected into the area of a motor point. It is approved by 
the FDA for the treatment of strabismus, blepharospasm, 
and facial, cervical, and laryngeal dystonia.18,83 Seven iden-
tified serotypes include botulinum toxin A through G. The 
neurotoxin itself is a 150-kDa single-chain protein that is 
secreted as a large complex with nontoxic neurotoxin-asso-
ciated proteins (NAPs) (Figure 30-3). Interestingly, the tet-
anus neurotoxin secreted by Clostridium tetani is not known 
to have NAPs. The 150-kDa botulinum neurotoxin is con-
figured and looped to form a di-chain consisting of a heavy 

FIGURE 30-3 Crystallographic structure of botulinum neurotoxin (Botox). 
(From Lacy DB, Tepp W, Cohen AC, et al: Crystal structure of botulinum neuro-
toxin type A and implications for toxicity, Nat Struct Biol 5:898-902, 1998.)
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chain and a light chain that are linked by a disulphide (S-S) 
bridge. Whereas the heavy chain is responsible for getting 
the whole molecule close to its target, it is the light chain 
that is responsible for the toxicity. The light chains bring 
about their toxicity by inhibiting the release of acetylcho-
line at the neuromuscular junction by affecting the SNARE 
(Soluable N-ethyl-maleimide sensitive factor Attachment 
REceptor) proteins. The SNARE proteins consist of ves-
icle-associated membrane protein (VAMP, also known as 
synaptobrevin-2), synaptosomal associated protein with a 
molecular mass of 25 kDa (SNAP-25), and syntaxin (a pro-
tein inserted into the plasma membrane primarily protrud-
ing into the cytosol). The serotypes (A through G) differ in 
their mechanism of action by damaging one or more of the 
SNARE proteins, ultimately bringing about neuromuscular 
blockade (Figure 30-4).

The botulinum toxin serotypes A and B are currently 
available in clinical practice. When injected intramus-
cularly the heavy chain of the toxin has an affinity for 
cholinergic nerve terminals. It is actively taken up by 
receptor- mediated endocytosis at the nerve terminal bou-
ton of a motor nerve forming a toxin-containing vesicle. 
The light chain of the toxin is then actively extruded 
into the cytosol through the plasma membrane of the 
vesicle by a process of translocation. During this process 
there is cleavage of the disulphide (S-S) bridge to release 
the light chain from the heavy chain. The light chain of 
botulinum toxin A specifically cleaves the SNAP-25 pro-
tein, whereas botulinum toxin B cleaves the VAMP. In either 
case as the SNARE proteins are cleaved there is interference 
with the binding of the acetylcholine-filled vesicle with the 
terminal membrane, preventing its release via exocytosis. 
This neuromuscular junction blockade results in effective 
chemical denervation of muscle fibers and failure of con-
traction. Intrafusal muscle fibers can also be similarly para-
lyzed, resulting in decreased afferent spindle discharge 
and decreased reflex activity. Following blockage of the 
neuromuscular junction with botulinum toxin A, within 
days the motor neuron axon begins to sprout and forms 
synaptic contacts that peak over the next 5 to 10 weeks. 
Subsequently the parent axon reestablishes contact and 
begins to recover while the sprouts regress and become less 
active.115,191,218 The duration of clinical benefits with toxin 
A is variable but generally lasts 2 to 4 months.51,52

Around the world botulinum toxin serotype A is mar-
keted as Botox, Dysport, Xeomin, and BTXA, whereas 
botulinum toxin B is marketed as Myobloc and NeuroB-
loc. At present only Botox and Myobloc are approved by 
the FDA, with a new drug application for Dysport recently 
submitted. Botulinum toxin serotype A (Botox) use has 
been approved by the FDA for the treatment of strabismus, 
blepharospasm, and primary axillary hyperhydrosis. Botu-
linum toxin serotype B (Myobloc) is approved for the treat-
ment of cervical dystonia. Botulinum toxin A and B have 
been demonstrated to be safe and effective for other focal 
dystonias, such as spasmodic dysphonia (laryngeal dysto-
nia). Botulinum toxin serotypes A and B also have been 
used in the treatment of spasticity.18,83 Caution with dos-
ing is advised when switching between different products 
even within the same serotype because they do not have a 
uniform measure.

Generally a dose–effect relationship exists such that a 
greater toxin load per muscle results in a higher degree of 
weakness. A higher dose of botulinum toxin, for example, 
is typically required to weaken a larger spastic muscle, 
such as hamstring muscle, than a dystonic finger flexor. 
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Therapy must be individualized for each patient, taking 
into account the body weight, muscle size, location of 
muscle, and degree of spasticity. It should also be noted 
that the serotype, concentration, and volume of the toxin 
can affect the amount of spread of the toxin and the inten-
sity of the resulting muscle-weakening effect.

In 10 nonambulatory patients with spastic contraction 
of the thigh adductor muscles caused by multiple sclerosis, 
botulinum toxin improved sitting, positioning, and ease 
of attaining thigh abduction for urethral catheterization 
and perineal hygiene.224 Hyman et al.116 demonstrated 
efficacy of Botox in the treatment of hip adductor spastic-
ity in multiple sclerosis, and Pittock et al.199 demonstrated 
effectiveness of Botox in the treatment of spastic equin-
ovarus deformity after stroke. Electromyography-guided 
botulinum toxin (20 to 80 units) injections of the urethral 
rhabdosphincter are reported to reduce detrusor–sphincter 
dyssynergia in men with SCI.70 Transient hematuria was 
noted following the injection. In children with spastic 
plantar flexors caused by cerebral palsy, injection of a total 
dose of 4 units/kg resulted in significant improvement of 
ankle position and gait.38

A systematic review undertaken by van Kuijk et al.235 
in 2002 reported that botulinum toxin treatment in post-
stroke spasticity was effective in reducing muscle tone 
(modified Ashworth Scale) and improving joint range, 
without improvement in functional abilities. An evi-
dence-based review of stroke rehabilitation undertaken by   
Teasell et al.230 concluded that in the upper limb botulinum 
toxin alone or in combination with therapy significantly 
reduces spasticity. It is not clear whether the improvements 
are sustained, however, nor is there significant evidence 
that there is improved function and quality of life.217 In the 
lower limb, although there is strong evidence of reduction 
of spasticity,60 there is conflicting evidence of improved 
function. To enhance its effectiveness, an additional elec-
trical stimulation protocol seems promising.16,113,119 In the 
literature one of the limitations in measuring functional 
outcome has been the lack of an appropriate functional 
measure tool. Use of goal-oriented outcome measures such 
as the GAS is promising. Further studies to evaluate goal-
oriented functional outcomes are in progress.

Botulinum toxin A has been extensively used in clinical 
practice and is relatively safe. Side effects can occur as a 
result of the injection itself or the toxin. Rarely allergic reac-
tions can occur, although systemic anaphylaxis is extremely 
rare. One death was reported in a woman following injec-
tion of Botox–lidocaine mixture for chronic back and neck 
pain, although a direct causal relationship to Botox was not 
established.143 Distant spread of the toxin can occur, and 
widespread single-fiber electromyography abnormalities 
have been shown away from the site of injection, although 
the magnitude of the increased jitter did not correlate with 
the dose of the toxin.136 A survey of American physicians 
reported 30 births after exposure to therapeutic botulinum 
toxin injections during pregnancy, with 27 normal deliver-
ies, 2 miscarriages, and 1 premature birth.167 It is best to 
avoid treatment with botulinum toxins during pregnancy 
given the limited information. Rarely patients can develop 
antibodies to the toxins. The true prevalence is not known 
given the difficulties in variation in dose, concentration 
and frequency, and defining secondary nonresponse.
In recent years botulinum toxin A has become an impor-
tant armament in the management of spasticity-related 
focal problems. In select situations it could be the first 
line of treatment. Keeping in mind it is only symptomatic 
management and not a cure, caution is advised in muscle 
selection, doses, and frequency of injections. The manu-
facturer of Botox recommends not to exceed 6 units/kg up 
to a maximum of 360 units in a 3-month period. In clini-
cal practice many physicians use higher doses. A European 
consensus on the use of botulinum toxin A in adult spastic-
ity recommends not exceeding a total dose of 600 units of 
Botox per treatment session.240

Chronic Infusion of Medications 
Into the Intrathecal Space

Intrathecal Baclofen (Lioresal)

Intrathecal baclofen therapy (ITB) therapy is the use of liq-
uid baclofen delivered from a pump in the lower abdomi-
nal wall, through a catheter tunneled around to the spine, 
and then into the intrathecal space around the lumbar spi-
nal cord (around T10 vertebral level). This allows a 100-
fold increase in potency65 at the tissues most responsible 
for the spasticity, with little exposure of the brain to the 
medication, thus allowing for excellent lower body spastic-
ity control without the significant sedating side effects of 
oral medications.

Several prospective, randomized studies have demon-
strated the effectiveness of intrathecal baclofen for the 
treatment of spasticity.* Although this form of antispas-
ticity therapy is highly effective, its use is limited by the 
invasive nature of the treatment, the cost of the implant-
able devices, and the risk for complications. However, for 
patients in whom severe spasticity is the cause for hospi-
talization, intrathecal baclofen can be cost-effective by 
reducing the need for inpatient hospitalization or 24-hour 
nursing care.17,179 The indication for considering a person 
for IBT is severe, intractable, problematic spasticity, resis-
tant to tolerable doses of oral medication or other therapy. 
The spasticity must be problematic to the patient or givers, 
and IBT should never be instituted unless the spasticity is 
deemed to be problematic. The patient and family must be 
committed to the long-term follow-up care required, and 
be reliable to do so.

Because the catheter is usually threaded up to approxi-
mately the T10 vertebral body (where the lumbar spinal 
cord is situated), ITB is most beneficial in treating lower 
body spasticity such as for spinal cord injury, multiple scle-
rosis, and cerebral palsy diplegia. In those with both prob-
lematic upper and lower limb spasticity, the upper limb 
spasticity will not be as greatly affected. In these cases, one 
can use either concomitant treatment to the upper limbs 
with botulinum toxin, continued use of concomitant oral 
therapy, or threading the ITB treatment catheter up to the 
midthoracic area (T6–T7), affecting both upper and lower 
limb tone. This has been used in treating spasticity from 
quadriparetic cerebral palsy, tetraplegia from SCI, post-
stroke hemiplegia, and acquired brain injury.† Once it is 

*References 17, 40, 65, 106, 132, 161, 164, 169, 174, 180, 195.
†References 81, 94, 161, 163, 164, 202.
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decided that intrathecal baclofen is recommended, a test 
dose via lumbar puncture is given, starting at 50 mcg. The 
muscle tone of the patient should be evaluated hourly for 
6 hours. A decrease in the Ashworth Scale score of a prese-
lected muscle group by one or two grades is often cited as 
evidence of a threshold dose of intrathecal baclofen.160,180 
If a therapeutic response is not obtained, then trials with 
75 or 100 mcg could be conducted on following successive 
days until a therapeutic response is observed. Two meth-
ods are used to predict the initial 24-hour dose. One is to 
double the threshold dose and deliver over 24 hours. The 
other is to consider the duration of the antispasticity effect. 
If the effect of the test injection persisted for 8 hours, or 
one third of a 24-hour period, then the estimated 24-hour 
dose would be three times the test dose.

Two types of pump delivery systems are used. The elec-
tronic, programmable type has the benefit of flexibility of 
dosing and ability to frequently change doses for fine-tun-
ing the patient’s optimal dose. The mechanical, constant 
flow type has the benefit of being gas driven, does not need 
replacement as a result of battery failure, and does not need 
a programmer to refill. This allows geographically removed 
patients to benefit from ITB. Once implanted, the patient 
is expected to return for periodic pump refills. When using 
the electronic, programmable pump, the refill interval is 
based on the programmed daily dosage and flow rate, and 
can vary from a few weeks to up to 5 months. For the non-
programmable, gas-driven pump, rate is constant and dos-
age can only be changed with change of the concentration 
of baclofen used. The refill procedure must be done with 
strict sterile technique and is done by puncture through 
the skin and subcutaneous tissue overlying the pump, then 
through the rubber septum of the pump into the medi-
cation chamber. Following the refill, the pump must be 
updated and reprogrammed if needed.

Complications are unfortunately common and usually 
result in underdosing, causing withdrawal associated with 
significant effects of pruritus, dramatic increase in spastic-
ity, agitation, seizures, and mortality. The most common 
complications are catheter related: fracture, kink, or dis-
placement, causing abrupt decrease in baclofen dosing. 
Other common complications are the pump running dry 
as a result of patient noncompliance or miscalculating 
the refill day, or battery failure, also causing acute loss of 
baclofen. With any complication resulting in acute with-
drawal of intrathecal baclofen, high oral doses of baclofen 
must be used until the problem is resolved. Overdose is 
rare and is usually caused by human error.

Intrathecal Morphine (Infumorph) and Midazolam 
(Versed)

The use of morphine by direct infusion into the epidural or 
intrathecal space has been reported to be a highly effective 
antispasticity and analgesic treatment.75 In a series of four 
patients with the combination of severe pain and spastic-
ity, both conditions were controlled for up to 8 months 
with daily dosages of 2 to 4 mg. Tolerance, pruritus, nausea, 
hypotension, urinary retention, and respiratory depres-
sion can occur, however, with an intrathecal morphine 
bolus dose as low as 0.4 mg.47,123 Intrathecal midazolam 
(Versed) has also been reported to be effective but is lim-
ited by sedation.170
Surgical Interventions

Orthopedics and neurosurgery are the two most com-
monly involved surgical subspecialties involved in the 
treatment of spasticity. Common goals of surgery are usu-
ally to increase mobility, decrease the use of external aids, 
correct or prevent deformity, and ultimately maximize 
function.123 Musculoskeletal compensatory techniques 
used by the orthopedic surgeons include tendon lengthen-
ing, muscle–tendon transfer (e.g., the split anterior tibial 
transfer), contracture release, capsulotomy, osteotomy, 
resection arthroplasty, arthrodesis, epiphyseodesis, ankle 
fusion, and spine fusion.85,123,125,149 The neuroablative 
techniques used by the neurosurgeons involve the inter-
ruption of the spinal reflex arc by neurectomy, neurotomy, 
rhizotomy, selective rhizotomy, dorsal root entry zone 
lesion, and myelotomy (Bischoff or T-shaped). An anec-
dotal report details two stroke patients with painful spastic 
hemiparetic leg who experienced improved pain manage-
ment following unilateral selective posterior rhizotomy.85 
Other procedures include cordotomy, cordectomy, implan-
tation of stimulators, or drug infusion devices. Ideally the 
procedure would be low in cost, extremely safe, require a 
small operation with complete relief of spasticity, and yet 
produce total preservation of voluntary movement, sensa-
tion, and sphincter and sexual function. A surgical therapy 
that could achieve this optimal outcome unfortunately 
remains a future goal.124

Conclusion

Spasticity, like the underlying neuropathology it repre-
sents, is in an evolving state of change. Initially the indi-
vidual patient should be thoroughly assessed, the goal 
of treatment determined by agreement between the prac-
titioner and the patient, and a comprehensive treatment 
plan initiated. This plan should include the avoidance of 
 spasticity-aggravating factors, and frequent range of motion 
exercise.105 Patients receiving antispasticity medication 
should be reviewed periodically to assess response to treat-
ment, as well as side effects and adverse effects; to monitor 
the optimal use of mobility aids and wheelchair seating (if 
applicable); and to monitor the accompanying neurologic 
impairment. Patients who are surgical candidates require 
a thorough initial investigation. This investigation should 
establish that skeletal growth and postoperative compli-
ance have been considered, and that the best medical treat-
ment, where appropriate, has failed to benefit the patient. 
In summary, aggressive diagnosis and management of 
spasticity, accompanied by the setting of appropriate goals 
established by dialogue between the physician, patient, 
and caregivers, can lead to substantial improvement in 
quality of life in affected individuals.

The use of any treatment modality should be tailored to 
the patient and the diagnosis. A drug that is recommended 
for a patient with SCI might not be the first-line treatment 
for a patient with a cerebral cause or spastic hypertonia 
caused by other aspects of the patient’s condition (e.g., 
relative intolerance for sedation as a side effect).70 Another 
consideration should be whether these agents, particu-
larly those that have an effect on glutamate (necessary for 
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learning), might slow neurorecovery in the first months 
following central nervous system injury or illness. For 
example, consider the observation that α-noradrenergic 
agonists, benzodiazepines, baclofen, and antiepileptic 
agents might impair neurorecovery in the first weeks and 
months after injury or illness.62,92 Considerable research 
in the different impairment populations, as well as the 
timing of interventions, remains an ongoing challenge in 
neurorehabilitation.
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CHAPTER 31
SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION 
AND DISABILITY
Kelly M. Scott and Colleen M. Fitzgerald
Sexuality is one of the most complex aspects of human life, 
with a myriad of organic and psychosocial influences. It 
is a topic that is difficult to discuss in a physician’s office. 
It often promotes feelings of embarrassment and discom-
fort on the part of the patient and the practitioner, and 
yet is one of the most important determinants of quality 
of life. Disability often has a dramatic negative impact on 
sexual functioning, but it does not change the inherent 
human yearning for intimacy, companionship, and physi-
cal satisfaction that sexuality affords. The physiatrist who 
has the courage and knowledge to openly address issues 
of sexual dysfunction with patients will enrich their lives 
immeasurably.

The goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of 
sexual function and dysfunction, with an emphasis on the 
sexual challenges faced by people with disabilities. Great 
care has been taken to give equal treatment to the sexual 
dysfunctions of both men and women, as female sexuality 
is too often overlooked, both in society and in the medical 
literature.

Sexual Response and Behavior

Human Sexual Response

The classic model of human sexual response was formu-
lated by Masters and Johnson146 in the 1960s based on 
a study of 600 able-bodied men and women. The model 
depicts women and men as having similar sexual responses 
throughout four phases: excitement, plateau, orgasm, and 
resolution (Table 31-1).148 In the Masters and Johnson 
model, men tend to pass through each phase faster than 
women and achieve only one orgasm per cycle, often with 
a very short plateau phase. Women can achieve multiple 
orgasms in the same sexual response cycle. Masters and 
Johnson146 also noted that women could also become 
“stalled” at the plateau phase and then pass straight to res-
olution without achieving orgasm.

There have been many critics of the Masters and 
 Johnson sexual response model, primarily because it 
places too much emphasis on genital responses and does 
not acknowledge the role of central neurophysiologic 
 control.19,136,188,236 In the late 1970s, Kaplan devised a new 
model of sexual response with three phases: desire, excite-
ment, and orgasm.119 In the Kaplan model, desire always 
precedes arousal, and is described as “the specific sensa-
tions that motivate the individual to initiate or become 
responsive to sexual stimulation.”119,125,188 The Kaplan 
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model, like that of Masters and Johnson, proposes that 
human sexual response is linear and basically invariant 
between men and women.125

More recent research has furthered our understanding of 
human sexual response, particularly in regard to the ways 
in which the sexual response cycle is different in women 
and men. The Masters and Johnson, and Kaplan models 
ignore major components of women’s sexual satisfaction, 
such as the importance of trust, intimacy, affection, respect, 
and communication.19 Basson19-22 proposed a new model 
for the female sexual response to address these gender dif-
ferences in 2000 to 2001 (Figure 31-1).125

Basson’s circular model emphasizes that sexual response 
in women is much more complex than in men. In women a 
sexual encounter does not necessarily start from a place of 
spontaneous sexual drive or desire. Women often approach 
becoming intimate from a point of sexual neutrality, and 
the decision to become sexually engaged can result from 
numerous and varied factors, including a wish to emotion-
ally connect with their partner.19,125 Sexual arousal and 
sexual satisfaction often do not occur solely through physi-
cal means such as clitoral stimulation and orgasm, but can 
also be dependent on intangible factors such as the ability 
to focus the mind on the present moment and a feeling 
of security or psychologic well-being.25 The circular sexual 
response cycle might be repeated many times within the 
same sexual encounter.25 Janssen et al.112 have also pro-
posed a circular model of human sexual response that is 
similar to that of Basson, but that might be more appli-
cable to both genders.

Sexual Behavior and Aging

The frequency of sexual activity has been well documented 
to decline with age.116 Recent research has shown that the 
degree of decline is much less than was previously thought 
and that sexuality remains an important contributor to 
quality of life throughout the entire lifespan.44,116 An 
important reason for the discrepancy is that older studies 
tended to quantify sexual activity only as intercourse, but 
more modern research looks at all aspects of sexuality.116 
One study of men and women aged 80 to 102 years found 
that 63% of men and 30% of women continued to engage 
in sexual intercourse, whereas 83% of men and 64% of 
women participated in touching and caressing activities 
without intercourse, and 72% of men and 40% of women 
engaged in masturbation.44

Many medical factors influence sexual activity in the 
elderly, including sexual dysfunction caused by medical 
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illness, increasing frailty, and the side effects of medica-
tions. Postmenopausal women tend to experience vulvo-
vaginal atrophy and vaginal dryness, which causes pain 
with vaginal penetration.118 Men have decreased testoster-
one with advancing age, which contributes to diminished 
sexual drive and also has physical effects that contribute to 

Table 31-1   Masters and Johnson Model of Sexual 
Response

Excitement  •  Associated with the senses, memory, and fantasy
 •  Increases in heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate
 •  Myotonia develops late in the arousal phase
 •  Men: Engorgement of the corpus cavernosa of the penis, 

testicular elevation, scrotal skin flattening, possible nipple 
erection

 •  Women: Clitoral enlargement, vaginal lubrication, 
 constriction of the lower third of the vagina with dilation 
of the upper two-thirds, uterine elevation out  
of the deep pelvis, nipple erection, areolar enlargement

Plateau  •  Further increases in heart rate, respiratory rate, muscle 
tone

 •  Sex flush may develop (rash over the chest, neck,  
and face)

 •  Men: Increase in diameter and color of the glans penis, 
increase in testicular elevation and size of 50%-100% 
over baseline

 •  Women: Breast engorgement by up to 50% and clitoral 
shaft and glans retraction

 •  Lasts seconds to minutes, and is often described as a 
“general sense of well-being”

Orgasm  •  Further increases in heart rate, respiratory rate, blood 
pressure

 •  Involuntary rhythmic contractions of the pelvic floor 
muscles

 •  Men: Only one orgasm per cycle
 •  Women: Can have multiple orgasms per cycle or can skip 

this phase altogether and go straight from plateau to 
resolution

Resolution  •  Generalized perspiration in conjunction with gradual 
reversal of the above changes in heart rate, blood  
pressure, and respiratory rate

 •  Lasts 5-15 minutes, but the penis does not return  
to its normal size for 30-60 minutes after orgasm

Modified from Masters WH, Johnson VE: Human sexual response, Boston, 1980, Bantam 
Books. 
increased frailty.117 Psychosocial barriers to sexual activity 
in the elderly are numerous, including decreased partner 
availability, alterations in body image and change in self-
perception, cognitive decline, and environmental issues 
such as the loss of privacy experienced in many residential 
settings.79,117

Types of Sexual Dysfunction

Classification Systems

Sexual dysfunction is most frequently classified according 
to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition, Text 
Revision (DSM-IV-TR).10 To qualify as a sexual dysfunction, 
a person’s sexual problem must cause “marked distress or 
interpersonal difficulty.” This distinction is important to 
remember for patients with disabilities, because they might 
experience altered sexual response but not have a sexual 
dysfunction in need of further workup or treatment.219 In 
the same way that spasticity after stroke or phantom sensa-
tions after amputation are not always problems that need 
to be addressed by the physician, a patient’s sexual difficul-
ties only need to be treated when the patient’s quality of 
life is adversely affected.

The DSM-IV-TR allows for three subtypes to be applied 
to all primary diagnoses to further clarify the nature of the 
sexual dysfunction. The first subtype describes the onset 
of the disorder—lifelong or acquired (which means it 
developed after a period of normal functioning). The sec-
ond subtype is used to designate the context in which the 
dysfunction occurs—generalized or situational (meaning 
limited to certain types of stimulation, situations, or part-
ners). The third subtype delineates the etiologic factors 
associated with the sexual dysfunction—the practitioner 
must decide whether the problem is due to psychologic 
factors alone, or due to a combination of psychologic fac-
tors and the pathologic effects of a general medical condi-
tion. If the sexual disorder is fully explained by a general 
medical condition or substance abuse, without psycho-
genic factors, then it is coded separately. The DSM-IV-TR 
sexual dysfunctions are summarized in Table 31-2.10 There 
Emotional
intimacy Seeking out and

being receptive to

Spontaneous
sexual drive

Emotional and
physical satisfaction

Arousal and
sexual desire

Sexual
stimuli

Biologic

Psychologic

Sexual
arousal

FEMALE SEXUAL RESPONSE CYCLE

FIGURE 31-1 Female sexual response cycle. (Redrawn from Kingsberg 
SA,  Janata  JW. Female sexual disorders: assessment, diagnosis, and treat-
ment, Urol Clin North Am 34:497-506, 2007.)
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has been recent scholarly debate about the clinical useful-
ness of the DSM-IV-TR system of classification.13,27,28 It 
is based on the Masters and Johnson, and Kaplan linear 
models of human sexual response, and therefore often 
criticized as not being representative of the true nature 
of human sexual response, particularly for female sexual 
dysfunction.19 Another problem with the DSM-IV-TR cri-
teria is that sexual disorders, particularly erectile dysfunc-
tion and dyspareunia, are typically diagnosed independent 
of etiology. Sexual disorders are difficult to fully classify 
according to criteria which mandate that the etiology is 
known before diagnosis.27 In addition, research has shown 
that there is often a high degree of overlap or comorbidity 
among the sexual disorders, particularly in women, and 
the DSM-IV-TR classification system does not allow for 
these findings.27,135,190,206

A number of international consensus conferences have 
been held to address these concerns.26,27,140,141 Their guide-
lines follow the same general format as the DSV-IV-TR (pri-
marily to retain consistency for research purposes), but 
they introduced updated definitions of the disorders. The 
DSM-V is set to be published in 2012, but until that time 
the reports of these consensus conferences contain the 

Table 31-2   Sexual Dysfunctions in the DSM-IV-TR
Sexual Desire Disorders

302.71 Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder

302.79 Sexual Aversion Disorder

Sexual Arousal Disorders

302.72 Female Sexual Arousal Disorder

302.72 Male Erectile Disorder

Orgasmic Disorders

302.73 Female Orgasmic Disorder

302.74 Male Orgasmic Disorder

302.75 Premature Ejaculation

Sexual Pain Disorders

302.76 Dyspareunia (not due to a general medical condition)

306.51 Vaginismus (not due to a general medical condition

Sexual Dysfunction Due to a General Medical Condition

625.8 Female Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder due to a general 
medical condition

608.89 Male Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder due to a general 
medical condition

607.84 Male Erectile Disorder due to a general medical condition

625.0 Female Dyspareunia due to a general medical condition

608.89 Male Dyspareunia due to a general medical condition

625.8 Other Female Sexual Dysfunction due to a general medical 
condition

608.89 Other Male Sexual Dysfunction due to a general medical 
condition

___.__ Substance-Induced Sexual Dysfunction (coding is substance-
specific)

302.70 Sexual Dysfunction Not Otherwise Specified

From American Psychiatric Association: Diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorders, 
fourth edition, text revision (DSM-IV-TR), Washington, DC 2000, American Psychiatric 
Association.
current best set of definitions of sexual dysfunction, and 
are summarized and expanded on below.11

Male Sexual Dysfunction

The main focus of both clinical care and research for men 
with sexual dysfunction has traditionally been centered on 
performance problems, particularly erectile dysfunction 
and premature ejaculation. There has been a major para-
digm shift in the past two decades away from the psychiatric 
understanding of most sexual disorders in men and toward 
a medicalization of male sexuality (particularly with the 
advent of proerection medications).150,156,192 Purely psy-
chogenic male sexual disorders are much more underrepre-
sented in the medical literature and are often misdiagnosed 
as erectile dysfunction by health practitioners.157 Types of 
male sexual dysfunction include the following:
 •  Hypoactive sexual desire disorder (HSDD): Persistent or 

recurrent absence or deficit of sexual fantasies and desire 
for sexual activity, accounting for factors that affect 
sexual function, such as age and life context. HSDD has 
been reported in 0% to 15% of men, with one recent 
metaanalysis by Simons and Carey216 indicating a preva-
lence of 0% to 3% from community samples.157,187

 •  Sexual aversion disorder: Persistent or recurrent extreme 
aversion to, and avoidance of, all (or almost all) genital 
sexual contact with a sexual partner.

 •  Male erectile disorder (erectile dysfunction [ED]):  Persistent 
or recurrent inability to attain, or to  maintain until com-
pletion of the sexual activity, an adequate erection. The 
diagnosis is primarily based on the patient’s self-report, 
and ED must occur on a recurrent basis for a minimum 
of 3 months to establish the diagnosis, (unless there is 
a history of trauma or surgically induced ED).141 Preva-
lence estimates for ED vary greatly, from 0% to 5%, to 
52%.71,205,216 Results of the Massachusetts Male Aging 
Study in 1994 showed that 35% of men aged 40 to 70 
years demonstrated moderate to severe ED, with another 
25% exhibiting mild symptoms.75 The 2006 National 
Health and Nutrition Examination Study was tailored 
to create a racially diverse sample population, and 
found ED in one of every five respondents older than 20 
years.199 ED is known to be associated with advanced 
age, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, dyslipidemia, smok-
ing, obesity, and depression, so the prevalence of this 
disorder is predicted to grow in keeping with the preva-
lence of these conditions.205 ED was previously known 
as impotence, but the term has been phased out because 
of its pejorative implications and lack of precision.167,205

 •  Premature ejaculation disorder (PE): Persistent or recur-
rent ejaculation with minimal sexual stimulation 
before, on, or shortly after penetration and before the 
person wishes it. Factors that affect duration of the 
excitement phase must be taken into account, such 
as age, novelty of the sexual partner or situation, and 
recent frequency of sexual activity. Recent consensus 
has determined that three other conditions must be 
met to diagnose PE: (1) ejaculatory latency of within  
1 to 1.5 minutes of vaginal penetration;  
(2) lack of control over the ability to delay ejaculatory 
response; and (3) psychologic distress in the patient, 
the patient’s partner, or both.141,154,193 PE is among 
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the most common of the male sexual dysfunctions, 
with estimates ranging from 15% to 30% across  
all age cohorts.135,189,193 About 30% of men with 
PE have concomitant ED, which typically results in 
early ejaculation without full erection.97 PE is often 
caused by a combination of organic, psychogenic, and 
 relationship-based causes.193

 •  Male orgasmic disorder (MOD): Persistent or recur-
rent delay in, or absence of, orgasm after a normal 
sexual excitement phase during sexual activity, which 
is adequate in focus, intensity, and duration. MOD 
is usually further broken down into the following 
disorders: inhibited ejaculation (also known as delayed 
ejaculation), anejaculation, anorgasmia, retrograde 
ejaculation, and age-related penile hypoesthesia.141,153 
MOD can originate through a variety of anatomic, 
neurogenic, and endocrine-related causes, as well as 
medication-related side effects and psychogenic  
etiologies.153 The prevalence of MOD in the general 
population is thought to be low, from 0% to 9%.216

 •  Dyspareunia: Recurrent or persistent genital pain 
associated with sexual intercourse. Dyspareunia in men 
is much less prevalent than in women, with estimates 
ranging from 0.2% to 8%.216 In gay men, the preva-
lence has been estimated at 3% (insertive) and 16% 
(receptive).191

 •  Priapism: An unwanted erection not associated with 
sexual desire or sexual stimulation and lasting for more 
than four hours. There are three different types of pria-
pism: (1) low-flow or ischemic priapism, (2) high-flow 
or well-oxygenated priapism, and (3) recurrent or stut-
tering priapism.141 Low-flow priapism is the most com-
mon type. It is an example of compartment syndrome 
and can lead to necrosis of the cavernous muscle if not 
treated urgently. High-flow priapism is less prevalent 
and can be congenital, idiopathic, or occur after surgi-
cal treatment or pelvic trauma. Stuttering priapism 
occurs most frequently in sickle cell disease and is 
usually high flow. Priapism is a relatively rare condition 
and is usually associated with the use of drugs and with 
vascular dysfunction.139

 •  Peyronie’s disease: An acquired disorder of the tunica 
albuginea characterized by the formation of a plaque 
of fibrous tissue and often accompanied by penile 
pain and deformity on erection. There can be excessive 
penile curvature that causes difficulty with penetra-
tion and impairment in erectile capacity.141 Peyronie’s 
disease is typically related to trauma to the penis. The 
incidence has been reported to be 1% in the general 
population and increases with age.114 It is estimated 
that Peyronie’s disease will develop in 5% of men older 
than 50 years.226

Female Sexual Dysfunction

Female sexual dysfunction is very common, with a reported 
prevalence of 40% to 50% in multiple population-based 
studies.13,135 Sexual dysfunction in women has become a 
focus of renewed research interest in the past decade, in 
part based on the new understanding of the female sexual 
response cycle proposed by Basson,19 and the implications 
of that understanding toward diagnosis and treatment.150 
In contrast to sexual dysfunction in men, the psychologic 
aspect of women’s sexual functioning typically receives far 
more attention than organic etiologies of dysfunction. This 
discrepancy is partially because of institutional bias, but it 
is also based on a growing body of data suggesting that psy-
chologic factors correlate more strongly with sexual dys-
function in women than do medical problems.26,135 It is 
especially important to remember that personal distress is 
necessary to make a diagnosis of sexual dysfunction when 
dealing with female patients. Up to 50% of women who 
report a problem with sexual functioning do not have any 
associated personal distress, and so they cannot be clas-
sified as having a sexual dysfunction.207 Types of female 
sexual dysfunction include the following:
 •  HSDD (also known as women’s sexual interest/desire 

disorder): Absent or diminished feelings of sexual 
interest or desire, absent sexual thoughts or fantasies, 
and a lack of responsive desire. Motivations (defined as 
reasons or incentives) for attempting to have sexual 
arousal are scarce or absent. The lack of interest must 
be beyond what would be considered normal for the 
woman’s age and relationship duration, and must be a 
frequent and persistent problem not related to changes 
in life situation or relationship dynamics.26,207 The lack 
of responsive desire is the key to diagnosis, because 
many normal women do not have spontaneous sexual 
thinking, fantasizing, or desire ahead of sexual activ-
ity.23 HSDD in women has traditionally been linked 
with menopause, but recent population studies have 
not found a strong association with menopause. It is 
unclear whether menopausal status or even increas-
ing age are directly related to the development of 
HSDD.103,125,207 Prevalence estimates vary widely in 
population-based studies, and are typically quoted  
at 24% to 43%. Segraves and Woodard,207 however, 
estimate that prevalence is likely much lower (closer  
to 5.4% to 13.6%) if strict criteria for the diagnosis  
of HSDD are applied.

 •  Sexual aversion disorder: Persistent or recurrent phobic 
aversion and avoidance of sexual contact. It is often 
accompanied by physiologic responses to attempted 
sexual relations, such as panic attacks, nausea, revul-
sion, and shortness of breath.125 A history of sexual 
trauma or physical or sexual abuse usually underlies 
the development of the disorder.8 The prevalence is 
unknown, and the disorder is considered rare by some 
and widespread by others.60,80

 •  Female sexual arousal disorder: Persistent or recurrent 
inability to attain or to maintain until completion of 
the sexual activity, sufficient sexual excitement. This 
can be expressed as a lack of subjective excitement, or 
as a lack of adequate genital (lubrication-swelling) or 
other somatic response.27 Three subtypes to this diag-
nosis have recently been proposed: (1) subjective sexual 
arousal disorder (with maintained vaginal lubrication 
but lack of subjective feelings of sexual excitement),  
(2) combined genital and subjective arousal disorder 
(no subjective or physiologic arousal), and (3) genital 
sexual arousal disorder (absent genital lubrication-
swelling response with the presence of subjective sexual 
excitement from nongenital stimuli).26,125 The preva-
lence is estimated to be 6% to 21%.216
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 •  Persistent sexual arousal disorder: Spontaneous intrusive 
and unwanted genital arousal (such as tingling, throb-
bing, or pulsating) in the absence of sexual interest 
and desire. Any awareness of subjective arousal is 
typically but not invariably unpleasant. The arousal is 
usually unrelieved by orgasm and persists for hours to 
days.26

 •  Female orgasmic disorder: Persistent or recurrent lack 
of orgasm, markedly diminished intensity of orgas-
mic sensations, or marked delay of orgasm from any 
kind of stimulation despite the self-report of high 
sexual arousal or excitement.26 Orgasmic disorder in 
women is often difficult to distinguish from arousal 
disorder without a careful history, because women 
with decreased arousal will also not be able to achieve 
orgasm.125 Many women are situationally orgasmic, in 
that they can reliably achieve orgasm with some forms 
of stimulation but not others. Intercourse alone is not 
a reliable way for many women to achieve orgasm.125 
The prevalence of female orgasmic disorder was 
estimated at 24% in the National Health and Social 
Life Survey.135 Other estimates range from 4% to 42% 
based on research setting and methodology.216

 •  Vaginismus: The persistent or recurrent difficulties of 
the woman to allow vaginal entry of a penis, a finger, 
and/or any object, despite the woman’s expressed wish 
to do so. There is often phobic avoidance of penetra-
tion and the anticipation or fear of pain in addition 
to the possible experience of pain, along with variable 
involuntary pelvic muscle contraction or spasm.26 
Structural or physical abnormalities must be ruled out 
or addressed. Vaginismus was previously defined as 
persistent spasm of the outer third of the vaginal mus-
culature that interferes with vaginal penetration, and 
it is often classified as a sexual pain disorder. Recent 
research and consensus opinion dispute the classic 
definition because muscle spasm and even pain are not 
always present.10,26,125,182 Prevalence rates are reported 
at 1% to 6%.140

 •  Dyspareunia: Persistent or recurrent pain with attempted 
or complete vaginal entry, penile vaginal intercourse, or 
both.26 Dyspareunia was previously thought to be pri-
marily of psychogenic origin, but it is now known that 
biologic factors often contribute to the presentation.125 
Some even characterize dyspareunia as a pain disorder 
that interferes with sexuality instead of a sexual disor-
der characterized by pain.37,125 The differential diag-
nosis of dyspareunia in women includes vulvovaginal 
atrophy, postmenopausal vaginal dryness, and pelvic 
floor myofascial pain or dysfunction. Other common 
causes of dyspareunia include vulvodynia (vulvar pain 
without visible signs of pathologic condition and with 
no known etiologic diagnosis), vestibulodynia (a type 
of vulvodynia localized only to the vulvar vestibule), 
and vulval vestibulitis syndrome (vestibulodynia with 
associated inflammatory changes visible on physi-
cal examination).29,91,125 Urethral disorders, cystitis, 
bladder pain syndrome (formerly known as chronic 
interstitial cystitis), anatomic variations, pelvic adhe-
sions, infections, endometriosis, inflammatory bowel 
disease, abdominal wall pain, cancer, late effects of 
pelvic radiation, vulvovaginal dermatologic diseases 
(such as lichen sclerosis or lichen planus), and pelvic 
congestion syndrome can also cause chronic dyspareu-
nia.29,125,241 Dyspareunia prevalence estimates range 
from 3% to 18% in the general population, 3% to 46% 
in a primary care setting, and 9% to 21% in postmeno-
pausal women.216

 •  Noncoital sexual pain disorder: Recurrent or persistent 
genital pain induced by noncoital sexual stimulation. 
Differential diagnosis includes inflammatory, dermato-
logic, and anatomic conditions as well as trauma.13

Sexual Dysfunction in Disability 
and Chronic Disease

The development of sexual dysfunction after the onset of 
disability is usually related to a myriad of diverse etiologic 
factors that can grouped into five different categories: pri-
mary physical changes, secondary physical limitations, psy-
chosocial contributions, the effect of comorbid conditions, 
and medication-related factors.

Primary physical changes derive from the disease patho-
physiology and directly affect sexual response. These 
primary physical changes could include altered genital sen-
sation, decreased vaginal lubrication, ED, or anorgasmia. 
Secondary physical limitations also play a significant role 
in the development of sexual difficulties after disability. 
These are indirect effects of the disease process that do not 
affect genital function or sexual response, but that make 
sexual activity unpleasant or challenging. Examples of sec-
ondary physical limitations include fatigue, pain, weak-
ness, spasticity, contractures, ataxia, bowel and bladder 
dysfunction, and cognitive impairment. The psychosocial 
contribution to the development of sexual dysfunction 
includes psychologic, emotional, relational, situational, 
social, and cultural factors. People with disabilities often 
have difficulty adjusting to their new life circumstances. 
They can have poor self-esteem and body image, fear of 
isolation and abandonment, anger, shame, guilt, strained 
relationships with loved ones, anxiety, and depression. All 
of these issues can affect sexual functioning. The fourth cat-
egory to consider is the effect of comorbid conditions, par-
ticularly diabetes, cardiovascular disease, and depression, 
which can cause sexual dysfunction independent of the 
pathology of the primary disability. Finally, many medica-
tions commonly prescribed for people with disabilities can 
lead to the development of sexual dysfunction (as detailed 
later in this chapter).

It is important for the practitioner to consider factors 
from all five categories when diagnosing and treating a dis-
abled patient with sexual dysfunction. Disability-specific 
sexual dysfunctions are discussed below.

Spinal Cord Injury

In contrast to many of the other disabilities discussed in 
this chapter, sexual dysfunction in patients with spinal cord 
injury (SCI) has been well studied in both genders (see 
Chapter 55). The type of sexual dysfunction the patient will 
ultimately experience depends in large part on the spinal 
cord level and the degree of completeness of the injury.162 
Multiple studies have shown that the frequency of sexual 
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activity and the level of sexual satisfaction decrease in both 
men and women after sustaining an SCI.5,53,221

Upper motor neuron (UMN) SCI allows for reflexogenic 
erection to occur in men, because the parasympathetic 
sacral reflex arc is intact. Psychogenic erection, however, 
is usually not possible unless the injury is incomplete. 
Ejaculation is difficult for these patients because it is sym-
pathetically mediated from T11–L2. Lower motor neuron 
(LMN) SCI has preserved integrity of the thoracolumbar 
sympathetic outflow tract, and psychogenic erections and 
ejaculation are theoretically more likely to be intact, but 
reflexogenic erections are not.

Bors and Comarr41 conducted a pivotal study in 1960 
detailing the prevalence of erectile and orgasmic dys-
function in 529 men with SCI. They found that in men 
with complete UMN lesions, 93% of patients were able 
to achieve reflexogenic erections, and none were able to 
attain psychogenic erections. Anterograde ejaculation 
in complete UMN SCI was seen in 4% of patients. Men 
with incomplete UMN SCI achieved erections 99% of the 
time, with 80% of men having only reflexogenic erections 
and 19% having combined reflex and psychogenic erec-
tions. Ejaculation was possible in 32% of patients with 
incomplete UMN SCI, with 72% of those occurring after 
reflexogenic erection and 26% occurring after psychogenic 
erection. Complete LMN lesions showed a very different 
picture, with 26% of patients able to achieve psychogenic 
erections and none attaining reflexogenic ones. Ejacula-
tion was possible in 18% of these men. Incomplete LMN 
lesions fared far better, with 90% of men retaining the abil-
ity to achieve erection and 70% the ability to ejaculate. The 
results of the Bors and Comarr study are summarized in 
Figures 31-2 and 31-3.

Orgasmic ability has been shown to be preserved in 
38% to 50% of men with complete UMN SCI, 78% to 
84% of men with incomplete UMN injury, and 0% of men 
with complete LMN injury.5,6,178,218 It should be noted, 
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FIGURE 31-2 Percentage of men with spinal cord injury able to achieve 
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however, that most studies of men have focused on the 
ability to ejaculate instead of the ability to have an orgasm, 
which have more recently been noted to be separate occur-
rences.6 Some men are also occasionally able to achieve 
orgasm without anterograde ejaculation, possibly indicat-
ing either anejaculation or retrograde ejaculation into the 
bladder.218

Women with SCI have more recently been shown to 
have sexual responses that are similar to those of men, 
with arousal and vaginal lubrication as the female cor-
relate to penile erection.222,223 In women with complete 
UMN injuries, reflexogenic but not psychogenic lubrica-
tion is preserved.223 Sensation to light touch and pinprick 
in the T11–L2 dermatomes was found to be predictive 
of the ability for psychogenic vaginal lubrication (which 
is thought to be sympathetically mediated).222 From 
44% to 54% of women with SCI have been shown to be 
able to achieve orgasm, although orgasm is much less 
likely in women with LMN injuries affecting the S3–S5 
segments.53,110,221,222

Fertility in men with SCI is impaired, in part because 
of a decreased ability to ejaculate.181 Semen quality 
has also been found to be poor in men with SCI, with 
decreased sperm motility, decreased mitochondrial activ-
ity, and increased sperm DNA fragmentation.183 Reasons 
for altered semen quality have been postulated to include 
seminal fluid stasis, testicular hyperthermia, recurrent gen-
itourinary tract infections, and hormonal dysfunction.183 
Fertility in women with SCI is preserved once menstrua-
tion resumes, on average about 5 months postinjury.15

Stroke

Stroke is the world’s second leading cause of death and 
the leading cause of adult disability.54 Sexual dysfunc-
tion is a common finding after stroke in both men and 
women (see Chapter 50). The most common findings for 
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men are erectile and ejaculatory dysfunction (in 40% to 
50%) and decreased sexual drive.115,127,145,233 Women tend 
to experience decreased sexual drive, decreased vaginal 
lubrication (in approximately 50%), decreased orgasm (in 
about 20% to 30%), and decreased overall sexual satisfac-
tion.123,127,145,233 The prevalence of decreased sexual drive 
has been reported to be between about 25% and 60% in 
both genders after stroke.123,127 Stroke also leads to sig-
nificantly decreased frequency of sexual activity in both 
genders, and in one study, approximately 50% of stroke 
survivors reported no sexual activity whatsoever by 1 year 
poststroke.86,127,233

The physical effects of stroke that contribute to sexual 
dysfunction include hemiparesis with its effect on body 
positioning and movement, hemineglect, hemianopsia, 
neurogenic bowel and bladder, and spasticity.163,181 Not 
much is known about the functional neuroanatomy of 
sexual behavior and control, but some studies have indi-
cated that the right cerebral hemisphere might play a 
more important role in sexual functioning than the left 
side.57,83,115 Many studies have suggested that sexual dys-
function after stroke is related to the presence of medical 
comorbidities (cardiac disease, diabetes, hypercholes-
terolemia, depression), medications, and psychosocial 
factors (inability to discuss sexuality with the partner, 
unwillingness for sexual activity, fear of another stroke, 
sexuality being unimportant) rather than the direct effect 
of stroke.*

Traumatic Brain Injury

The prevalence of sexual dysfunction after traumatic brain 
injury has been reported at 4% to 71%, a wide range that 
likely represents the limited number of quality studies 
and the varied types and severities of injury that are pos-
sible201 (see Chapter 49). Types of sexual dysfunction 
reported have been similar to those seen in patients with 
stroke, including reduced sexual desire and frequency 
of sexual activity in both genders, ED and ejaculatory 
dysfunction in men, and dyspareunia, anorgasmia, and 
reduced lubrication in women.104,128,181,201 In addition, 
brain injury can cause hypersexual behavior such as 
excessive masturbation. This can occur in particular with 
injury to the limbic system or prefrontal regions, which 
can cause disinhibition; or to bilateral temporal poles, 
which produces the Klüver-Bucy syndrome of hypersexu-
ality and hyperorality.46,137,217 The prevalence and type of 
sexual dysfunction can be associated with both the global 
amount of brain tissue destroyed and the focality of inju-
ries.181 Sexual dysfunction does not seem to correlate 
with the amount of cognitive impairment, the length of 
posttraumatic amnesia, or the burden of neurologic dis-
ability.40,181,201 Medications, particularly anticonvulsants, 
can greatly contribute to the sexual dysfunction witnessed 
after brain injury.89 Psychosocial factors seems to play a 
major role in sexual functioning after brain injury, with 
the presence of depression being the most sensitive indi-
cator for sexual dysfunction.104 Other important psycho-
logic factors include perceived health status and quality 

*References 55, 86, 115, 123, 127, 181.
of life, low self-esteem, anxiety, and perceived decline in 
personal sex appeal.104,129

Multiple Sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis (MS)-induced sexual dysfunction is pres-
ent in 40% to 80% of women and 50% to 90% of men66 
(see Chapter 52). Women tend to have decreased sexual 
desire, anorgasmia, decreased vaginal lubrication, and 
increased spasticity with sexual activity.61,107,181 Many of 
these symptoms are thought to be related to the decreased 
genital sensitivity experienced by 62% of women with 
advanced MS.107 Men with MS have ED, ejaculatory dys-
function (premature, delayed, or absent), orgasmic dys-
function, decreased genital sensation, and decreased sexual 
drive.61,181

The sexual disorders have historically been attributed 
directly to the location and duration of the spinal cord or 
brain lesion, but more recent research tends to describe a 
multitude of other factors that also contribute to the devel-
opment of sexual dysfunction in MS. These include sec-
ondary physical limitations, psychologic factors, and the 
side effects of MS medications.134,227 In one study, sexual 
dysfunction in men with MS was found to be positively 
correlated with lower-limb disability and bladder dys-
function, but in women the sexual disorders were most 
strongly correlated with fatigue.80 Secondary physical limi-
tations include fatigue, bowel and bladder dysfunction, 
muscle weakness, spasticity, poor coordination, inabil-
ity to properly position oneself for an enjoyable sexual 
encounter, numbness, paresthesias, pain, and cognitive 
impairment.134,227 Psychosocial factors that significantly 
contribute to MS-related sexual dysfunction include poor 
self-image, poor self-esteem, fear of isolation and aban-
donment, shame, dependency on one’s partner to provide 
for one’s basic needs, and depression.204,227

Other Neurologic Disorders

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is often associated with low tes-
tosterone levels, and therefore decreased sexual drive163 
(see Chapter 51). In one study of young men with PD 
(ages 36 to 56 years), up to 40% had low sexual desire. 
Men with PD also can experience ED and PE.181 Treatment 
with dopamine and dopamine agonist medications, on the 
other hand, has been documented to cause hypersexual 
behavior, which often accompanies mania.238 Hypersexu-
ality has also been described with deep brain stimulation 
of the subthalamic nucleus.185

Patients with epilepsy can exhibit involuntary sexual 
gestures, erotic feelings, and orgasm during seizure activ-
ity.181 These dysfunctions are most commonly seen with 
complex partial seizures arising from the temporolim-
bic or frontolimbic circuitry.181 Ictal genital automatisms 
(such as self-fondling or pelvic thrusting) were reported 
in one study to occur in 11% of patients observed with 
video electroencephalographic monitoring.69 Ictal orgasm 
has been reported much more frequently in women than 
in men.181

Peripheral neuropathy can cause sexual dysfunction, par-
ticularly when the etiology is diabetes, amyloid, and some 
of the inherited neuropathies with urogenital symptoms as 
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prominent early features.181 Guillain-Barré syndrome has 
been linked to ED when there is residual neurologic deficit 
or disability after recovery.50

Chronic Pain

The reasons for sexual dysfunction in patients with chronic 
pain are multifactorial, often related to physiologic, phar-
macologic, and psychologic factors173 (see Chapter 42). In 
one study, 73% of patients with chronic pain had pain-
related difficulty with sexual activity. The reasons for this 
included decreased arousal, positioning issues, exacerba-
tions of pain, low confidence, performance worries, and 
relationship issues.9 In another study, sexual problems were 
reported in 46% of patients with low back pain.71 Women 
with low back pain have been shown to have decreased 
frequency of sexual activity, more pain during sexual 
intercourse, and decreased sexual desire compared with 
men with low back pain or patients of either gender with 
neck pain.143 Sexual dysfunction in patients with chronic 
pain has been correlated most strongly with the presence 
of depression, poor coping skills, and shorter pain dura-
tion.130 Many of the medications used to treat chronic pain 
(including opioids, antidepressants, and anticonvulsants) 
can independently contribute to sexual dysfunction.235 
Chronic pelvic pain in women, which frequently causes 
dyspareunia and other sexual dysfunctions, can be related 
to childhood physical abuse, sexual abuse, and emotional 
neglect. It can also have an organic etiology (as detailed 
previously in this chapter).133

Rheumatologic Disease

Osteoarthritis affects sexual function primarily through 
associated joint pain, stiffness, and fatigue, and the hip 
joint is the most often implicated in leading to sexual dif-
ficulties38,60,163 (see Chapter 36). Total hip replacement 
often significantly improves sexual functioning; in one 
study, 65% of patients found relief from sexual difficulties 
after the surgery.231 It is important to instruct patients in 
proper positioning after joint replacement to reduce the 
risk of dislocation, and many surgeons instruct patients to 
refrain from sexual intercourse for 1 to 2 months after hip 
replacement for this reason.220

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA), like osteoarthritis, can cause 
problems in sexual functioning through joint pain, stiff-
ness, and fatigue.166 RA in men has also been shown to 
be associated with decreased sexual desire and ED dur-
ing periods of active inflammation.93 One recent study of 
women with RA identified 62% with difficulties in sexual 
performance caused by joint pain and stiffness, and 92% 
with diminished sexual desire or satisfaction.2 Difficulties 
in sexual performance were related to the overall level of 
disability and hip involvement, whereas decreased sexual 
desire and satisfaction were correlated more with perceived 
pain, age, and depression.

The effect of fibromyalgia on sexual dysfunction in 
women has been looked at in one recent study,172 which 
found that 97% of women with fibromyalgia reported sex-
ual dysfunction, including decreased sexual desire, arousal, 
and orgasm. The degree of sexual difficulty was found to 
be very strongly correlated with the degree of depression. 
Other correlates included level of anxiety, age, pain inten-
sity, and marital and work status.

Amputation

Patients with limb amputation usually have preserved sex-
ual genital functioning (unless there is a comorbid condi-
tion such as diabetes or cardiac disease, or the side effects 
of their medications play a significant detrimental role)108 
(see Chapters 12 and 13). But their sexual life can be signif-
icantly affected by a variety of factors associated with their 
amputation, including depression, poor self-esteem and 
body image, phantom sensations and pain, problems with 
balance and movement, and difficulties with body posi-
tioning during sexual activity.212 Preservation of the knee 
joint can be helpful for maintaining balance during sexual 
intercourse, although transfemoral amputees can use pil-
lows to aid in positioning.48 Upper limb amputees would 
benefit from side-lying or supine positioning to allow for 
free movement of both the intact arm and the residual 
limb.220

Diabetes

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is one of the major comorbidities 
affecting people with disabilities, because its presence is a 
significant risk factor for subsequent stroke and amputa-
tion. DM plays a clear role in the development of sexual 
dysfunction in men. ED is three times more common in 
men with DM than in the general population, with preva-
lence estimates ranging from 35% to 75%.30,144,227 PE has 
also been documented in 40% and hypoactive sexual desire 
in 25% of men with diabetes.144 Diabetes-related sexual 
dysfunction in men is strongly correlated with glycemic 
control, duration of disease, and burden of diabetic com-
plications.30 The pathogenesis of sexual dysfunction in DM 
is likely multifactorial, including vasculopathy, autonomic 
neuropathy, and diminished nitric oxide production, 
which leads to decreased neurogenic vasodilation.13,227

Diabetes in women has a much less clear effect on sex-
ual functioning, as research is limited and at times con-
tradictory.163 The most commonly reported condition is 
sexual arousal disorder, with its accompanying decreased 
vaginal lubrication.13 Low sexual desire, decreased cli-
toral sensation, orgasmic dysfunction, and dyspareunia 
have also been infrequently reported.51 Factors for the 
development of sexual dysfunction in women with dia-
betes have been analyzed, and a far different picture has 
emerged than for men with diabetes. There has been no 
documented correlation to body mass index, presence  
of diabetic complications, length of disability, or level of 
glycemic control.13,72,73 Associations have been shown for 
cardiovascular comorbidity, depression, and age.240

Cardiac Disease

Cardiovascular disease is another common comorbidity in 
patients with disabilities (see Chapter 33). Hypertension, 
coronary artery disease, and congestive heart failure have 
all been associated with an increased prevalence of sexual 
dysfunction.34,39,227 Hypertension is the most prevalent 
comorbidity among men with ED.49,227 ED has been noted 
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in 40% to 95% of hypertensive men and is correlated with 
duration of hypertensive disease.75,159 Control of blood 
pressure often leads to restoration of erectile function.163 
ED is also common in cardiac disease, with a prevalence 
of 42% to 75%.180 ED is often one of the earliest indica-
tors of cardiovascular disease, and men (with or without 
disabilities) who have ED with no obvious cause should 
be worked up for this potentially deadly comorbidity.227 It 
has been reported that 25% to 63% of women with cardiac 
disease experience sexual dysfunction, including decreased 
sexual desire, vaginal dryness, dyspareunia, decreased geni-
tal sensation, and decreased orgasmic ability.3,34,227

Cardiac disease, especially after myocardial infarction 
has been sustained, is often associated with depression and 
anxiety, which can contribute to sexual dysfunction.82,92,186 
Other psychologic factors that likely play a role include a 
fear of recurrence of cardiac symptoms or a fear of death 
with resumption of sexual activity.103 Cardiovascular 
deaths during sexual intercourse are actually very rare, with 
the rate in men estimated to be 0.2 per 100,000 and the 
risk in women 12 times lower than in men.177

Many cardiovascular medications (including antihyper-
tensives and digoxin) have been known to contribute to 
the sexual dysfunction seen in cardiac disease.235

Depression

Depression is one of the most common comorbidities 
in patients with all types of disabilities, and it has been 
shown to contribute to sexual dysfunction in a variety of 
ways, including medical, pharmacologic, and psychoso-
cial.57 There has been intense research and publicity about 
the sexual side effects of antidepressant medications, but 
untreated depression has also been strongly correlated 
with sexual dysfunction.210 In one study of 134 patients 
with major depressive disorder who were not taking any 
medication to treat their illness, hypoactive sexual desire 
was seen in 40% to 50% of men and women, decreased 
arousal was observed in 40% of women, ED was seen in 
50% of depressed men, and ejaculatory or orgasm diffi-
culties were seen in 15% to 20% of men and women.121 
Psychosocial factors in depressed patients that likely play 
a role in the development of sexual dysfunction include 
interpersonal relationship difficulties and poor body image 
and self-esteem.56

Sexual Dysfunction 
and Medications

Sexual dysfunction is a common side effect of many medi-
cations used routinely in patients with disabilities. It is 
important for the practitioner to maintain open commu-
nication with patients, understand these sexual side effects, 
and explain the risks to patients before prescribing these 
drugs. If sexual dysfunction occurs secondary to the use of 
a medication, it is often necessary to switch to a different 
class of medications to regain the function that has been 
lost or altered. Another alternative, especially in men, is to 
use a medication such as a phosphodiesterase-5 (PDE-5) 
inhibitor to counteract the sexual side effects of the ini-
tial medication. Table 31-3 presents an overview of the 
sexual dysfunctions associated with various classes of med-
ications commonly encountered in a physiatry practice. It 
should be noted that a majority of the research in this area 
has been focused on male sexual dysfunction, so less is 
known about the effects of these medications on sexuality 
in women.

Antihypertensive and Cardiovascular 
Medications

Sexual side effects are one of the main reasons for noncom-
pliance with antihypertensive drugs.43 Diuretics have been 
linked to ED, impaired ejaculation, and diminished sexual 
desire, particularly with spironolactone, thiazides, chlortha-
lidone, and loop diuretics. The frequency of reported 
sexual dysfunction with diuretics averages about 5%.235  
Thiazides can also cause retrograde ejaculation. Sympa-
tholytic agents have also been implicated, particularly 

Table 31-3   Medications and Sexual Dysfunction
Drug Class Impact on Sexual Function

Diuretics (thiazides, 
spironolactone,  
loop diuretics, 
chlorthalidone)

Erectile dysfunction, decreased sexual 
desire, impaired ejaculation, retrograde 
ejaculation

Centrally acting sympa-
tholytics (clonidine, 
α-methyldopa)

Erectile dysfunction, decreased sexual desire

β-Blockers Erectile dysfunction, decreased sexual desire 
(men and women)

α-Blockers (prazosin, 
terazosin)

Erectile dysfunction, priapism (rare), 
 retrograde ejaculation

Vasodilators (hydralazine) Priapism (rare)

Antiarrhythmics (digoxin, 
disopyramide)

Erectile dysfunction, decreased sexual desire

Anticholesterolemics Erectile dysfunction, decreased sexual desire

Selective serotonin  
reuptake inhibitors

Ejaculatory dysfunction, anorgasmia (men 
and women), decreased sexual desire 
(men and women), erectile dysfunction

Tricyclic antidepressants Decreased sexual desire, erectile 
 dysfunction

Trazodone Priapism

Antipsychotics Decreased sexual drive (men and women), 
ejaculatory dysfunction, erectile 
 dysfunction, priapism

H2-Blockers (especially 
cimetidine)

Erectile dysfunction, decreased sexual 
desire, painful erections, gynecomastia

Baclofen Ejaculatory and erectile dysfunction, 
decreased orgasmic function (men and 
women)

Gabapentin Ejaculatory dysfunction, anorgasmia (men 
and women), and decreased sexual desire 
(men and women)

Opioids Decreased sexual desire, anorgasmia,  
erectile dysfunction

Benzodiazepines Orgasmic dysfunction (women), delayed 
ejaculation, decreased sexual desire

Neurostimulants  
(methylphenidate, 
amantadine)

Hypersexual behavior
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with centrally acting medications such as α-methyldopa 
and clonidine, which cause ED or decreased sexual drive 
in up to 20% to 30% of patients.158,235 β-Blockers produce 
sexual dysfunction (primarily ED in men and decreased 
sexual desire in both men and women) through their effect 
on the sympatholytic and vascular system. This effect is 
worse with nonselective agents and is thought to be dose 
related.77,158,235 These medications caused significant sex-
ual dysfunction in the past when complete β-blockade was 
achieved through very high doses of these medications, 
but recent studies have shown that the sexual side effects 
of these medications at modern dosages are much more 
limited and comparable to those of other antihypertensive 
classes.31,111,126,230 α-Blockers such as prazosin and terazo-
sin have been implicated in ED, retrograde ejaculation, and 
priapism in a few case reports.29,235 There have been no sig-
nificant reports of sexual dysfunction with calcium chan-
nel blockers, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, 
or angiotensin receptor blockers. Hydralazine, which is a 
vasodilator, has been linked to rare cases of priapism.235

Digoxin has been shown to cause decreased desire and 
ED in up to 36% of patients.165 It is has a chemical structure 
similar to that of the sex hormones and has been associ-
ated with decreased testosterone and luteinizing hormone 
levels, increased estrogen levels, and gynecomastia.82,235 
The antiarrythmic drug disopyramide has been associated 
with ED.7,152

Several medications used to treat hypercholesterolemia 
have been implicated in ED and decreased sexual drive. 
These include statins, fibrates, and niacin.158,184 The mech-
anism for this effect is unclear, but these drugs likely affect 
the substrates for sex hormones. 235

Antidepressant Medications

Many different classes of antidepressant medications can 
cause sexual dysfunction. It can be difficult to distinguish 
whether a patient’s sexual dysfunction is secondary to the 
depression itself or to the antidepressant medication.17

Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) tend to 
cause ejaculatory dysfunction in men (delayed or absent 
ejaculation and orgasm) and delayed or absent orgasm in 
women.29,209 Low sexual desire is another significant sex-
ual dysfunction reported in patients of both genders taking 
SSRIs.29 SSRIs can also cause ED, but it is usually to a much 
lesser extent than ejaculatory dysfunction.235,239 Prevalence 
estimates for sexual dysfunction in patients taking SSRIs 
range from 16% to 73%, with a higher prevalence in men 
than in women.12,209 There does not appear to be signifi-
cant differences among individual drugs of this class, as 
the rate of ejaculatory dysfunction has been reported to be 
20% to 75% for fluoxetine, 20% to 67% for sertraline, and 
20% to 30% for paroxetine.208

Tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs), used for the treatment 
of depression and neuropathic pain, can cause ED as well 
as low desire.158 The effect is mediated through anticholin-
ergic mechanisms.235 Of all the TCAs, desipramine seems 
to have the lowest incidence of sexual side effects.208 Trazo-
done, which has a heterocyclic structure similar to TCAs, has 
been associated with priapism.235 Heterocyclic monoamine 
oxidase inhibitors have been associated with the highest 
incidence of sexual dysfunction of all the antidepressants.235 
Serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake in hibitors also can cause 
sexual dysfunction, particularly ED and low desire, although 
venlafaxine has significantly more sexual side effects than 
duloxetine.242 Lithium has been shown to cause sexual dys-
function in 14% of patients when administered alone, but 
in 49% of patients who were also given benzodiazepines.84 
Bupropion and mirtazapine seem to have the least effect on 
sexual functioning of all the antidepressants.56,160

Antipsychotic Medications

Neuroleptic drugs have been reported to cause significant 
sexual dysfunction because of the increased prolactin lev-
els caused by dopamine antagonism.235 Both conventional 
and atypical antipsychotic medications have been impli-
cated, and the most common side effect is decreased sex-
ual desire, which occurs in 20% to 73% of patients.14,142 
Ejaculatory dysfunction, ED, and priapism have been 
reported with most of the antipsychotic drugs, including 
haloperidol, risperidone, chlorpromazine, and thiorida-
zine.29,45,232,235 Retrograde ejaculation in men and delayed 
or absent orgasm in women are also concerns with these 
medications.29 For the atypical antipsychotics, the risk of 
sexual dysfunction has been reported to be between 18% 
and 96%, and risperidone seems to be associated with the 
most sexual dysfunction and quetiapine the least.97

Gastrointestinal Medications

The histamine-2 (H2) blocker cimetidine has been reported 
to cause ED, painful erections, low sexual desire, gynecomas-
tia, and decreased sperm count.168,235,243 The mechanism is 
thought to be through its antiandrogen effect.235 Other H2-
blockers such as ranitidine and famotidine have also been 
implicated in ED, but to a lesser extent.235 The proton pump 
inhibitor omeprazole can cause gynecomastia and ED, but 
the mechanism is unknown.52,138 Metoclopramide can lead 
to decreased sexual drive and ED in men, with a presumed 
mechanism of inducement of hyperprolactinemia.235

Other Medications Used in Physiatry 
Practice

Baclofen, particularly with intrathecal administration, has 
been shown to be associated with erectile and ejaculatory 
dysfunction.67,113,203 There have been case reports of oral 
baclofen administration associated with decreased orgas-
mic function in men and women, which could be related 
to its negative effect on pelvic floor contraction, given that 
it acts as a true muscle relaxant.151

Anticonvulsant medications induce the cytochrome 
P450 pathway, which increases the metabolism of andro-
gens and can lead to sexual dysfunction.235 Primidone, phe-
nobarbital, carbamazepine, and phenytoin have all been 
associated with ED and decreased sexual drive.29,158,235 
Gabapentin, an anticonvulsant used more frequently for 
the treatment of neuropathic pain, has been reported to 
cause decreased sexual desire and anorgasmia in men and 
women, and ejaculatory dysfunction in men.62,94,132 Pre-
gabalin was linked to ED in a case series of five patients.105

Opioids decrease sexual drive and cause anorgasmia in 
men and women, and can also cause ED and decreased 
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sexual desire and subjective arousal.29,235 The mechanism 
is thought to be related to a decrease in testosterone levels 
and hypogonadism seen with long-term opiate administra-
tion.63,235 These effects have also been seen with intrathecal 
opioid administration, and in men receiving methadone 
and buprenorphine maintenance treatment for drug addic-
tion.47,98,174 Tramadol has been associated with delayed 
ejaculation and anejaculation.200 Nonsteroidal antiinflam-
matory drugs have been linked to ED.215

Benzodiazepines, including alprazolam, diazepam, 
and clonazepam, have been noted to cause delayed 
orgasm and anorgasmia in women and delayed ejacula-
tion in men.12,170,202 They have also been associated with 
decreased sexual desire and arousal.237

The neurostimulants methylphenidate and aman-
tadine have both been reported to cause hypersexual 
behavior.35,76,229

Corticosteroids have been reported to cause low sex-
ual desire.158 Methotrexate has been implicated in ED, 
decreased sexual drive, and gynecomastia.4

Evaluation of Sexual Dysfunction

Sexual History Taking

The idea of obtaining a sexual history can be a daunting 
one to some practitioners. The most important thing to 
remember is that patients’ quality of life can be signifi-
cantly improved if their physician is unafraid to discuss 
this topic with them. Because sexuality is a sensitive topic, 
it is best to maintain an attitude of openness and flexibil-
ity throughout the interview. The “ALLOW,” “PLISSIT,” and 
“BETTER” models are three different approaches for facili-
tating such a conversation (Box 31-1).79,100,106

When asking a patient about sexual dysfunction, it is 
important to assess the nature of the problem and the time 
course of the complaint (including whether it started in 
relation to a certain disability, medical comorbidity, or 
medication administration). It is equally vital to learn 
whether the patient is experiencing dissatisfaction or dis-
ruption of quality of life as a result of the sexual dysfunc-
tion. The Brief Sexual Symptom Checklist is a self-report 
tool that can be a useful adjunct to the practitioner’s com-
prehensive sexual history (Figure 31-4).100

A thorough inquiry into the patient’s sexual dysfunction 
also includes obtaining information about the medical, sex-
ual, and psychosocial history of the patient.100,118 The basic 
medical history includes both medical and surgical history, 
medication use (including over-the-counter and herbal 
medications), substance use (smoking, alcohol abuse, 
and recreational drug use), and family medical history.80 
Important medical conditions to inquire about include 
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hypertension, hyperlipid-
emia, cancer, benign prostatic hyperplasia or the presence 
of lower urinary tract symptoms, neurologic diseases (SCI, 
MS, traumatic brain injury, stroke), thyroid conditions, and 
endocrine deficiencies (such as hypogonadism, androgen 
insufficiency, or estrogen deficiency).31,100,124,205 In women, 
it is also necessary to ask about reproductive history, his-
tory of gynecologic diseases such as fibroids or endome-
triosis, and current menstrual status.124
The basic sexual history includes age of first sexual experi-
ence, types of sexual practices, gender of partners, history of 
sexually transmitted diseases, inquiry into safe sex practices, 
and type of birth control used.18 It should never be assumed 
that the patient is heterosexual, and gender-neutral terms 
(such as “partner” instead of “boyfriend” or “wife”) are pref-
erable until the issue has been clarified by the patient.18,118

The psychosocial history relevant to sexual dysfunction 
includes a history of depression, anxiety, disordered sleep, 
or other psychiatric illness.31 Major life stressors and rela-
tionship dynamics should be discussed.102,124 Any history of 
abuse (physical, sexual, verbal, or emotional), sexual trauma, 
or domestic violence should also be sensitively explored.118

Physical Examination

Although physical examination findings can be normal in 
patients with sexual dysfunction, it is important to do a 
thorough evaluation to identify pathologic conditions as 
well as to educate patients about what is normal for their 
disability or disease state.79 A comprehensive examination 
includes determination of height, weight, and vital signs; 
auscultation of the heart and lungs; examination of the 
thyroid, lymph nodes, breasts, and abdomen; a check of 

A – Ask the patient about sexual function and activity.
L – Legitimize the patient’s problem and acknowledge that 
sexual dysfunction is a relevant clinical issue.
L – Limitations in the evaluation of the sexual dysfunction 
should be identified.
O – Open up the discussion: potentially refer the patient 
to a subspecialist.
W – Work together to develop goals and a treatment plan.

P – Permission should be obtained from the patient to 
discuss sexuality.
LI – Limited Information should be given (e.g., about 
normal sexual functioning and effects of disability).
SS – Specific Suggestions should be given about the patient’s 
particular complaint.
IT – Intensive Therapy may be required, including referral 
to a subspecialist or therapist.

B – Bring up the topic of sexuality.
E – Explain that sexuality is important and that you are open 
to discussion of it with your patient.
T – Tell your patient about resources that you will use 
to assist them.
T – Time the discussion to the patient’s preference.
E – Educate the patient about the side effects of treatment 
medications and the disability itself.
R – Record that you had a conversation about sexuality 
in the patient’s medical record.

 

BOX 31-1

ALLOW, PLISSIT, and BETTER Models for Facilitating 
Communication About Sexuality

Data from Frank JE, Mistretta P, Will J: Diagnosis and treatment  
of female sexual dysfunction, Am Fam Physician 77:635-645, 2008; 
Feldman HA, Goldstein I, Hatzichristou DG, et al: Impotence and its 
medical and psychosocial correlates: results of the Massachusetts Male 
Aging Study, J Urol 151:54-61, 1994 and Hordern A. Intimacy 
and sexuality after cancer: a critical review of the literature, Cancer Nurs 
31:E9-E17, 2008.
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Please answer the following questions about your overall sexual function in the past 3 months or more.

1. Are you satisfied with your sexual function?
 Yes No
    If no, please continue.
2. How long have you been dissatisfied with your sexual function?

3a. The problem(s) with your sexual function is: (mark one or more)
 1 Problems with little or no interest in sex
 2 Problems with erection
 3 Problems with ejaculating too early during sexual activity
 4 Problems taking too long, or not being able to ejaculate or have orgasm
 5 Problems with pain during sex
 6 Problems with penile curvature during erection
 7 Other:
3b. Which problem is most bothersome (circle)  1  2  3  4  5  6  7
4. Would you like to talk about it with your doctor?
 Yes No

Brief sexual symptom checklist: men’s version

Please answer the following questions about your overall sexual function in the past 3 months or more.

1. Are you satisfied with your sexual function?
 Yes No
    If no, please continue.
2. How long have you been dissatisfied with your sexual function?

3a. The problem(s) with your sexual function is: (mark one or more)
 1 Problems with little or no interest in sex
 2 Problems with decreased genital sensation (feeling)
 3 Problems with decreased vaginal lubrication (dryness)
 4 Problems reaching orgasm
 5 Problems with pain during sex
 6 Other:
3b. Which problem is most bothersome (circle) 1  2  3  4  5  6
4. Would you like to talk about it with your doctor?
 Yes No

Brief sexual symptom checklist: women’s version

FIGURE 31-4 The Brief Sexual 
Symptom Checklist for men and 
women. (Redrawn  from  Hatzichristou 
D, Rosen RC, Broderick G, et al. Clini-
cal  evaluation  and  management  strat-
egy for sexual dysfunction  in men and 
women, J Sex Med 1:49-57, 2004.)
peripheral pulses; evaluation for lower extremity edema;  
a neurologic examination; and a thorough genital exami-
nation.205,244 In particular, it is important to look for signs 
of cardiovascular disease (obesity, hypertension, dimin-
ished peripheral pulses, lower extremity edema) and endo-
crinopathies (thyromegaly, gynecomastia).31

The neurologic examination should include mental sta-
tus, motor, and sensory testing; measurement of the range 
of motion of joints; and evaluation of muscle tone and 
reflexes.244 Range-of-motion measurements of the hips, 
knees, shoulders, and hands are particularly important. It 
is necessary to note whether the patient has UMN or LMN 
findings. Sensory testing should include light touch, pin-
prick, and proprioception in the lower limbs.244 Paying 
particular attention to the sensory evaluation of T11–L2 
and S2–S5 is especially important because they represent 
the sympathetic and parasympathetic outflow tracts.222,244 
Reflexes should be checked in the upper and lower limbs. 
The anal wink and bulbocavernosus reflexes both evalu-
ate the integrity of the pudendal nerve and should be per-
formed in both men and women.175,205

In men the genital examination consists of examining 
the penis for lesions and urethral position.205 The penis 
should also be palpated in the stretched position to detect 
fibrous plaques consistent with Peyronie’s disease.31 The 
testes should be checked for size, masses, and position, 
and the rectum evaluated for sphincter tone, pelvic floor 
muscle tenderness and strength, prostate size, masses, and 
lesions.205,244

In the genital examination of women, it is important to 
check for the appearance of the external genitalia, inflam-
mation or atrophy of the vulva, episiotomy or childbirth 
laceration scarring or strictures, and external dermatologic 
lesions.118,124 A vaginal examination with one or two fin-
gers inserted into the vagina is a good way to assess many 
of the common problems associated with female sexual 
dysfunction.244 Vaginismus can be appreciated by resis-
tance or inability to insert a finger into the vagina.118 Ten-
derness of the levator ani and obturator internus muscles 
can be assessed, as well as pelvic floor muscle strength, 
coordination, and hypotonicity or hypertonicity.79,244 
The presence of pelvic organ prolapse should be noted.119 
Bimanual examination can be performed to assess for uter-
ine and adnexal abnormalities, including tenderness and 
masses.118,124 Rectal examination should also be performed 
to assess for anal sphincter muscle tone, pelvic floor mus-
cle tenderness, and voluntary and involuntary pelvic floor 
muscle contraction and relaxation ability.244
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In both women and men the practitioner should check 
for signs of infection or sexually transmitted diseases, 
including discharge, rashes, or ulcerations.118

Diagnostic Evaluation

A large number of laboratory tests, as well as specialized 
diagnostic procedures, can be used to determine the patho-
logic origin of a patient’s sexual dysfunction. In general, 
however, the selection of treatment options is based on 
the presenting complaint and not the etiology behind the 
sexual dysfunction. Consequently complicated diagnostic 
testing is usually unnecessary. Recommended laboratory 
testing for all men and women with sexual dysfunction 
includes a complete blood cell count, chemistry panel, 
fasting blood glucose level, and fasting lipid profile.100,118 
Other laboratory testing can be warranted based on the 
history and physical examination findings, including thy-
roid studies and serum free testosterone, prolactin, and 
prostate-specific antigen levels.8,31,100,164,205 Measurement 
of other sex hormones such as estrogen, follicle-stimulat-
ing hormone, luteinizing hormone, or total testosterone 
has been shown to have far less utility in a majority of 
cases.8,164 Vaginal wet mount testing or screens for gonor-
rhea, chlamydia, or human immunodeficiency virus can be 
done if infection is clinically suspicted.118

For men with ED, a variety of specialized diagnostic 
procedures are used to determine the specific etiology of 
disease, usually in preparation for surgical treatment.100 
The utilization of these tests has declined since the advent 
of oral PDE-5 inhibitor medications, with their ease of 
use, high level of effectiveness, and low side effect profile. 
The procedures include penile color duplex ultrasound, 
nocturnal penile tumescence monitoring, pharmacoarte-
riography, pharmacocavernosometry or pharmacocaver-
nosography (PHCAS or PHCAG), and electrodiagnostic 
 testing.86 Penile color duplex ultrasound is the most practi-
cal and commonly used diagnostic modality. It is a good 
tool to diagnose vasculogenic ED and is minimally inva-
sive.86 Nocturnal penile tumescence measures sleep-related 
erections and has traditionally been used to distinguish 
psychogenic and organic ED.85,100 Penile pharmacoarte-
riography, PHCAS or PHCAG, and electrodiagnostic testing 
such as dorsal nerve stimulation or somatosensory evoked 
potentials are more invasive and time-consuming and are 
rarely used.85,225

In women, pelvic ultrasound can be indicated if uter-
ine or adnexal pathologic disorders are suspected. The use 
of objective measures of genital blood flow, as measured 
by vaginal photoplethysmography, and advanced imaging 
techniques such as functional magnetic resonance imaging 
are currently primarily limited to the research setting.8,131

Treatment of Sexual Dysfunction

Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder in Men

Very little research has been done about HSDD in men, so 
little is known about treatment options. Secondary HSDD 
in men is thought to develop most frequently in response 
to another type of sexual dysfunction, usually ED or PE.150 
It follows that treatment of the primary sexual dysfunc-
tion would improve desire. Secondary HSDD is also often 
related to medication side effects, so changing the drug 
dose or category will often improve the patient’s sexual 
drive. Primary HSDD is thought to relate to a “sexual 
secret” such as a variant arousal pattern (e.g., a man who is 
aroused by Internet pornography but not by his partner), a 
preference for masturbatory sex over partner sex, a history 
of poorly processed sexual trauma, or conflict about sexual 
orientation.150 Treating these psychosocial factors and get-
ting the patient to be honest with himself and his partner 
about his true motivations will be helpful.

Hypogonadism and low testosterone levels certainly 
contribute to HSDD in men, and treatment with testoster-
one supplementation is beneficial.157 It is less clear whether 
treatment with testosterone in eugonadal men with HSDD 
can improve their sexual drive, but at least two studies have 
shown this to be the case.16,171

Erectile Dysfunction

The treatment of ED was revolutionized in 1998 with Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) approval of sildenafil, 
the first of the now ubiquitous PDE-5 inhibitors, which 
have low side effect profiles and excellent efficacy across 
the spectrum of disease states that cause ED.141 Three 
PDE-5 inhibitors are currently approved for use: sildena-
fil (Viagra), vardenafil (Levitra), and tadalafil (Cialis). Sil-
denafil and vardenafil have similar pharmacokinetics, with 
an onset of action within 30 to 120 minutes and a dura-
tion of efficacy of 4 to 5 hours.71 Tadalafil has an onset of 
action of 30 to 60 minutes and a duration of efficacy of 12 
to 36 hours.71 Tadalafil has been approved for on-demand 
or daily dosing.71 PDE-5 inhibitors have been studied and 
proven effective in patients with cardiovascular disease, 
hypertension, diabetes, SCI, MS, and depression.71 PDE-5 
inhibitors have been reported to significantly improve erec-
tile function in 60% to 70% of patients.101 Men with SCI 
achieve 80% success rates.65,88 Side effects reported with 
PDE-5 inhibitors include headache, flushing, rhinitis, back 
pain, hearing loss, and visual loss in the form of nonar-
teritic anterior ischemic optic neuropathy.71 These medica-
tions are strictly contraindicated in patients taking nitrates 
for chest pain.141 New PDE-5 inhibitors such as avanafil, 
udenafil, and mirodenafil are currently undergoing clinical 
trials.101

PDE-5 inhibitors are known to be less effective in 
patients with very severe ED, uncontrolled diabetes with 
neuropathy, and severe vascular disease, and in those who 
have undergone radical prostatectomy. Currently few other 
oral agents show treatment benefit. The ones currently 
available include sublingual apomorphine and yohim-
bine.141 Bremelanotide, a melanocortin receptor agonist, 
was efficacious in multiple clinical trials, including in 
patients who had been unsuccessfully treated with sildena-
fil.198,211 Development of this drug was halted in 2008 after 
concerns arose over the side effect of increased blood pres-
sure. Future oral therapies potentially include other mela-
nocortin receptor agonists, dopamine receptor agonists, 
and Rho-kinase inhibitors.101

Second-line treatments after PDE-5 inhibitor treat-
ment failure include intracavernosal injection therapy, 
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intraurethral alprostadil (medicated urethral system for 
erection [MUSE]) therapy, topical alprostadil, and vacuum 
constriction devices.

Intracavernosal penile injections have been used for 
decades, with treatment satisfaction rates of 87% to 
93.5%, relatively few adverse effects, and a rapid onset of 
action (Figure 31-5).71,141 High discontinuation rates have 
been noted, and the complications that can occur include 
priapism and Peyronie’s disease.71 The most commonly 
injected medications are alprostadil, papaverine, and 
phentolamine in various combinations.141

Intraurethral treatment of alprostadil with the MUSE 
system can be an alternative in patients who cannot take 
PDE-5 inhibitors and who do not want to try intracaver-
nosal injection therapy (Figure 31-6). Its efficacy is only 
30%, and it rarely has been associated with hypotension 
and syncope.71,141 Topical alprostadil formulations are 
currently undergoing clinical trials with modest efficacy 
results, but with side effects of penile burning and partner 
vaginal pain.101

Vacuum constriction devices apply a negative  pressure 
to draw blood into the corpora cavernosa, which is then 
retained by the application of a constriction band at 
the base of the penis (Figure 31-7).141 Efficacy rates are 
as high as 90%, but satisfaction rates tend to be lower 
because of penile pain and trapped ejaculate.71 Antico-
agulant therapy is a relative contraindication.141 These 
devices are often preferred in men who do not want to 
take medications. The constriction band cannot be left 
in place longer than 30 minutes because of the risk for 
ischemia, especially in patients who are insensate such as 
those with SCI.71

FIGURE 31-5 Penile injection.

FIGURE 31-6 Intraurethral therapy.
Third-line treatments for ED include surgical options 
such as penile prostheses (Figure 31-8). Penile prostheses 
come in two types: semirigid (malleable) and inflatable. 
Semirigid prostheses have malleable silicone elastomer 
rods with central metal cables that can be bent or straight-
ened to produce an erection.71 Inflatable prostheses have 
cylinders that are implanted into the corpora cavernosa, 
a reservoir with fluid, and a pump that is placed in the 
scrotum.71 Erection is achieved by compressing the scrotal 
pump to transfer fluid from the reservoir to the cylinders.71 

A

B

C

D
FIGURE 31-7 Use of a vacuum-assisted device. Patient instructions are as 
follows: A, Place your penis inside the cylinder and use the ErecAid system’s 
specially designed pump to produce the vacuum that pulls blood into the penis. 
B, The vacuum allows you to create a near-natural erection within a few min-
utes. C, After you slip the tension ring off the cylinder and onto the base of 
your penis and remove the cylinder, you can safely and easily keep the erection 
for up to 30 minutes, using only the tension ring. D, Once you remove the ten-
sion ring, your penis returns to its soft state.
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FIGURE 31-8 Penile prostheses.
Infection rates have been reduced to approximately 1% 
because of antibiotic and hydrophilic coatings that are now 
available on the prostheses.71 Mechanical failure rates are 
5% at 1 year, 20% by 5 years, and 50% at 10 years.141

Premature Ejaculation

The mainstay of treatment until recently for PE was cog-
nitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) and psychologic counsel-
ing. Various CBT approaches include the start-pause and 
frenulum squeeze techniques, as well as experimentation 
with positioning, rhythm, speed, breathing, and depth of 
penile penetration.176,193 These strategies have success rates 
of up to 70% in the short-term, but long-term treatment 
satisfaction has only been reported at 25% to 60%.193 
Cognitive-behavioral approaches to treatment are often 
very time-consuming, expensive, and perceived as intrusive 
and mechanistic, affecting intimacy and spontaneity dur-
ing a sexual encounter.176,193

Although no medications are FDA approved for the 
treatment of PE, many pharmacologic approaches have 
been well studied and show significant benefit. (It should 
be noted that the following medications are “off-label” 
for the treatment of PE.) SSRIs are the most commonly 
used medications for PE, with paroxetine being the most 
effective, followed by fluoxetine and sertraline.195 The 
TCA clomipramine has also been used successfully, but 
anticholinergic side effects limit its tolerance.176 Both 
SSRIs and clomipramine are usually given daily because 
of their slow onset of action (5 hours), long half-lives, 
and long treatment time (up to 4 weeks) to achieve a 
steady-state.176,195

On-demand treatment for PE has been the holy grail 
of research into this disorder, and some recent advances 
have been promising. Conventional SSRIs have been stud-
ied for “as-needed” use, and results have been mixed.195 
Dapoxetine is a new, short-acting SSRI developed specifi-
cally for as-needed use for PE. It achieves a peak plasma 
concentration within 1 hour and has a half-life of 1.5 
hours.176 It has been shown to significantly increase the 
time to ejaculation and improve patient satisfaction.120,176 
Dapoxetine has been approved for use in some European 
countries, but is not yet available in the United States. Tra-
madol has also been shown to be an excellent on-demand 
treatment for PE, with one study showing a 13-fold 
increase in mean time to ejaculation.195,197 Topical agents 
such as lidocaine or EMLA cream can be helpful by decreas-
ing sensory perception in the penis, thereby prolonging  
ejaculation.195

Anejaculation and Anorgasmia in Men

Assisted ejaculation methods that have been proven effec-
tive for fertility treatment in men with SCI, MS, and other 
disabilities include penile vibratory stimulation (PVS) 
and rectal probe electroejaculation (EEJ) (Figures 31-9 
and 31-10).228 PVS is the most commonly used technique 
because it is able produces superior sperm quality, is more 
comfortable and preferable to patients, and can be used in 
a home setting.58,183 PVS only produces ejaculation in 60% 
to 80% of cases, whereas EEJ is 80% to 100% successful.183 
EEJ is usually only used in patients in whom PVS has been 
unsuccessful, because it produces lower quality semen, 
must be conducted in a physician’s office setting, and often 
requires the use of anesthesia to perform the procedure 
and retrieve ejaculate.58,183 Chemically assisted ejaculation 
is also a possibility, particularly with the use of midodrine 
to improve ejaculation success rates in combination with 
PVS.59 A recent study showed that vardenafil can improve 
the ejaculation rate in men with SCI.87 Care must be taken 
to monitor blood pressure and look for signs of autonomic 

FIGURE 31-9 Vibrator disc position during penile vibratory stimulation. 
(Redrawn  from  Sonksen  J,  Ohl  DA:  Penile  vibratory  stimulation  and  electro-
ejaculation in the treatment of ejaculatory dysfunction, Int J Androl 25:324, 2002.)
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dysreflexia in spinal cord–injured men undergoing assisted 
ejaculation.2

Ejaculatory and orgasmic dysfunction in men is much 
harder to treat when the goal is enhanced sexual func-
tion as opposed to fertility. Pharmacologic treatment for 
ejaculatory and orgasmic dysfunction in men is still largely 
unproven, although there have been some case series 
and small controlled trials with sildenafil, bupropion, 
amantadine, buspirone, cyproheptadine, and yohimbine 
that showed modest benefits.153,161 Cognitive-behavioral 
modification and psychotherapy are indicated in men 
with psychogenic (situational or relational) orgasmic 
dysfunction.141

Priapism

Low-flow (or ischemic) priapism is a medical emergency, 
and patients with an erection lasting greater than 4 hours 
should be directed to go to the nearest hospital without 
delay. Treatment is usually through decompression of the 
corpora by the slow aspiration of blood over a 1-hour 
period, followed by injection of an α-adrenergic agonist to 
cause contraction of the smooth muscle.141 High-flow and 
stuttering priapism are usually benign conditions that are 
self-limiting and do not require treatment.141

Peyronie’s Disease

Surgical excision of fibrous plaque and correction of penile 
curvature is the criterion standard for treatment of Pey-
ronie’s disease, but should only be undertaken once the 
disease has been stable for more than 6 months to ensure 
long-term efficacy.234 Intralesional injection of verapamil 
has been proven beneficial in multiple randomized con-
trolled trials.226 Other therapies with less proven success 
records include oral medication administration (includ-
ing colchicines and aminobenzoate potassium [Potaba]),  

FIGURE 31-10 Rectal probe position during an electroejaculation proce-
dure. (Redrawn from Sonksen J, Ohl DA. Penile vibratory stimulation and elec-
troejaculation  in  the  treatment  of  ejaculatory  dysfunction,  Int J Androl  25:324, 
2002.)
intralesional injections of varied medications, iontophore-
sis, and extracorporeal shock wave therapy.226,234

Hypoactive Sexual Desire Disorder 
in Women

When considering treatment for women with low sexual 
desire, it is important to remember that the sexual desire 
of women is very different from that of men and is also 
very different from what is often portrayed in the medi-
cal literature. Many women experience only responsive, 
as opposed to spontaneous, sexual desire.22 The first 
step in treating a woman with a complaint of low sexual 
desire is educating her as to what is normal for women, 
because there are many misconceptions fueled by popular 
culture about what a woman should feel.79 Referring the 
patient to the work of Dr. Rosemary Basson is often very 
enlightening.19,21,22

The major pharmacologic treatment for HSDD in 
women is testosterone therapy. Many treatment prepara-
tions are available, but a transdermal patch is the most 
commonly studied and prescribed.1 Many studies have 
confirmed the effectiveness of transdermal testosterone for 
increasing sexual desire and satisfaction in postmenopausal 
women or “surgically menopausal” women who have had 
bilateral oophorectomies. Few studies, however, have been 
conducted in those who are premenopausal.42,74,214 Side 
effects are usually related to masculinization, such as with 
hirsutism and acne. The FDA has not approved the use of 
testosterone to treat HSDD in women despite its effective-
ness and relatively low side effect profile, largely because 
long-term safety data have not been established.74 Theo-
retically testosterone administration might increase the 
risk for breast cancer, and a recent study that monitored 
women for 52 weeks of continuous use of a testosterone 
patch did find a possible slight increased risk for breast 
cancer in the treatment population.64 Other concerns with 
long-term use include the effect on lipid profiles and car-
diovascular health.1 Further research on the use of testos-
terone in women is necessary.

Other medications that show promise for treating 
HSDD in women include tibolone (a synthetic steroid) 
and melanocortins.68,149,211

Female Arousal Disorder

Lack of subjective feelings of arousal and inadequate 
vaginal lubrication during sexual activity have tradition-
ally been linked more with psychosocial factors than 
with organic etiologies. Sexual behavioral techniques, sex 
therapy, and couple’s counseling (originally conceived by 
Masters and Johnson147) have proven benefit by helping to 
reduce anxiety and exaggerated sexual expectations.149

Pharmacologic interventions for female arousal disor-
ders have been increasingly studied in recent years, with 
mixed results. Given that the physiology of female arousal 
should theoretically parallel that of male erectile function, 
there was much anticipation that sildenafil would prove 
to be a promising treatment option. Research trials have 
been largely disappointing, however, especially compared 
with the effectiveness of PDE-5 inhibitors in men with ED. 
The medication has been well tolerated, but the overall 
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summation of research conducted to date does not show 
a benefit for sildenafil in most women with generalized 
arousal disorder without a known organic cause.149,213 In 
women with disabilities, however, PDE-5 inhibitors remain 
a viable treatment option, because trials have been positive 
in limited, small populations of women with acquired gen-
ital arousal disorder of an organic nature (premenopausal 
type 1 diabetics, spinal cord–injured women, patients with 
MS, and women taking SSRIs).51,149,169,224 More research 
is needed on PDE-5 inhibitors in women, both with and 
without acquired disabilities.

Other medications have shown more promise than 
sildenafil for female arousal disorder in the general pop-
ulation, particularly in postmenopausal women. These 
include melanocortins, phentolamine, l-arginine, and 
alprostadil.* Acquired arousal disorder in postmenopausal 
women is often treated with systemic or local estrogen 
therapy to improve vaginal lubrication and blood flow.125 
Mechanical devices can also aid in increasing arousal, 
including vibratory stimulators and the Eros Clitoral Ther-
apy Device, a clitoral vacuum that has been approved by 
the FDA to augment female arousal and orgasm (Figure 
31-11).36

Female Orgasmic Dysfunction

Female orgasmic dysfunction in the absence of a concomi-
tant arousal disorder is usually considered to be a psycho-
genic problem. Beneficial treatments include CBT (to focus 
on decreasing anxiety and promoting changes in attitudes 
and sexual thoughts), sensate focus therapy (which guides 
a woman and her partner through a series of exercises 
with increasing levels of sexual intimacy), and directed 
masturbation (educating a woman that masturbation is 
healthy and normal, and having  her use  self- stimulation  
to  discover what is effective for her).79,125 These behav-
ioral treatments have been shown to be effective in 60% 
of women.155 Bupropion has been shown in at least one 
study to help orgasmic dysfunction in women.161 As with 
decreased arousal, mechanical devices can help with attain-
ment of orgasm.36

Dyspareunia

Dyspareunia has a variety of organic and psychogenic 
causes, especially in women. A description of the various 
treatments for all of these disorders is beyond the scope of 
this chapter. One of the most common etiologies, vulvar 
pain, is discussed below.

Vulvodynia and vestibulodynia (formerly known as 
vulvar vestibulitis syndrome) can be treated through a 
variety of treatment modalities. Topical 5% lidocaine 
ointment has been proven effective to provide symp-
tomatic relief in up to 57% of patients, and is espe-
cially useful if applied overnight or 30 minutes before 
sexual intercourse.91,245 Oral medications such as tricy-
clic and other antidepressants, and gabapentin have all 
been demonstrated to be similarly successful in treating 
women with vulvar pain, with improvement in 47% to 
54%.91,179 Pelvic floor physical therapy, vaginal surface 

*References 68, 109, 122, 194, 196, 211.
electromyographic biofeedback, or a combination of 
these treatments has been shown to be successful in 
35% to 86% of patients (Figure 31-12).32,33,81,90,100 Trig-
ger point and botulinum toxin type A (Botox) injections 
have been reported to provide modest benefits, but are 
poorly tolerated by the patients.91 Surgical vestibulec-
tomy has high rates of treatment success for vestibulo-
dynia, with an average reported response rate of at least 
80%, but should only be reserved for chronic cases in 
which conservative treatment has been unsuccessful.91 
Five percent of surgical patients have worsened pain 
after vestibulectomy, particularly when they have levator 
ani hypertonia present on physical examination before 
surgery.91,179

Vaginismus

The treatment of choice for vaginismus has traditionally 
been one of systematic desensitization to the fear of vag-
inal penetration.125 In this approach the patient slowly 
progresses from self-touch at the introitus to insertion 
of a finger into the vagina, and then uses various-sized 
vaginal dilator inserts to progressively increase the diam-
eter of her vagina (Figure 31-13).241 The eventual eas-
ing of vaginal tightness is thought to be the result of the 
gradual reduction in reflex protective involuntary pelvic 
floor muscle contractions.241 As patients with vaginismus 
often have accompanying pelvic floor myofascial pain 
and levatorani hypertonia, physical therapists can also 
employ myofascial release techniques and pelvic surface 
electromyographic biofeedback to help the patient learn 
to release levator ani tightness.81,95 Adjunctive psycho-
therapy is often useful to help the patient overcome her 
fears and deal with any past psychologic trauma such as a 
history of abuse.79,133

FIGURE 31-11 The Eros-CTD. (Redrawn  from  Eros  website,  Available  at 
http://www.eros-therapy.com.)
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FIGURE 31-12 Pelvic biofeedback with an intravaginal sensor of surface electromyographic activity.
Conclusion

Having a disability doesn’t automatically diminish the 
importance of sexuality to the overall quality of a patient’s 
life. A thorough understanding of the diagnosis and treat-
ment of sexual dysfunction within the context of disability, 
and the willingness to be open to discussions about sexual-
ity with patients will enable the practitioner to have a sig-
nificant impact on their quality of life and bring a measure 
of comfort and hope to those who need it most.
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CHAPTER 32
PREVENTION AND 
MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC 
WOUNDS
Richard Salcido, Chulhyun Ahn, Sam S. H. Wu, and Robert J. Goldman
The financial burden of chronic wound care is immense 
and will continue to increase as the population increases, 
particularly in industrialized countries. In the United States 
alone the total annual direct cost of chronic wound care 
(including professional expenses, hospital costs, and com-
plications) is estimated to be $20 to 25 billion.35,75,98 Four 
ulcer types account for most of this economic burden: pres-
sure ulcers ($5 to 8.5 billion), ischemic and neuropathic 
ulcers ($7 billion), and venous ulcers ($1.9 to 2.5 bil-
lion).72,168 Because prevention and aggressive treatment of 
early ulcers reduces costs, there is an economic impetus for 
the growth of outpatient wound centers. During the past 
two decades, the number of wound care treatment centers 
has increased from very few to more than 900.5

Another trend in wound care derives from the current 
revolution in molecular biology, gene therapy, biomate-
rials, bioengineering, tissue engineering, and stem cell 
research. Stem cells are now being applied to chronic 
wounds in animal model research and in human trials as 
well. Chronic wound products derived from recombinant 
DNA technology have been in place since the late 1990s.85 
Dramatic changes in wound care will continue to occur as 
gene therapy involving growth factors undergoes human 
trials. A diversity of synthetic and natural skin grafts is now 
commercially available for various wound types.181 Phys-
iatrists can potentially use all these interventions in the 
care of patients in the postacute setting.

Physiatrists should maintain chronic wound care as a 
clinical competency because of the specialty’s focus on 
optimizing the function of patients, managing rehabili-
tation teams, prescribing orthoses and modalities, and 
understanding gait biomechanics and protected weight 
bearing. All these skills are critical components of con-
servative or nonsurgical chronic wound care. This chapter 
emphasizes the role of the physiatrist as wound care con-
sultant, promoting limb salvage and functional preserva-
tion of the largest organ of the body—the skin.

Scope of the Problem

Definitions

The National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP) 
defines a pressure ulcer as localized injury to the skin and/
or underlying tissue, usually over a bony prominence as a 
result of pressure or pressure combined with shear and/
or friction.7 Pressure ulcers are associated with immobility, 
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impaired mental status or sensation, poor hygiene or nutri-
tion, dark skin color (associated with difficulty in detecting 
early-stage ulcers), and multiple comorbidity factors. High 
standards of nursing and medical management are a key to 
prevention of ulcers in immobilized patients.

Chronic venous or edematous ulcers of the leg typically arise 
on the lower third of the leg (“gator area”). They are associ-
ated with impaired venous return, incompetence of venous 
perforators, or loss of integrity of the leg fascia (e.g., from 
trauma) in patients with normal arterial inflow. The cor-
nerstone for this treatment is compression.

Neuropathic ulcers result from repetitive trauma to hypo-
sensate distal extremities (e.g., feet), usually on weight-
bearing bony prominences such as metatarsal heads. In the 
case of uncomplicated neuropathic ulcers, the circulation 
is usually functionally intact.95 A cornerstone for this treat-
ment is mitigating abnormal repetitive pressure and shear 
stress and addressing the causative and treatment factors 
associated with the underlying neuropathy.

Ischemic ulcers occur on limbs with impaired arterial 
inflow caused by arteriosclerotic disease and, in the set-
ting of diabetes, microvascular disease. Often initiated by 
minor trauma or shoe pressure on the medial or lateral 
foot margins, they are typically painful and blanched. Isch-
emic ulcers are frequently associated with neuropathy or 
edema. Healing of these ulcers primarily depends on rees-
tablishing arterial circulation.

Epidemiology of Chronic Wounds

Pressure Ulcers

A national survey of 116 acute care facilities involving 
17,560 patients reported an incidence for pressure ulcers of 
7% and a prevalence of 15%. This survey also indicated that 
90% of the ulcers were at stage I or II, and 73% occurred 
in patients older than 65 years.206 Patients in critical care 
units could run a higher risk for developing pressure ulcers, 
as evidenced by an incidence range from 38% to 124% in 
a recent study.179

Long-term facilities are frequently the disposition for 
patients with pressure ulcers sustained during acute hospi-
talization. In one large study involving 92 nursing homes 
and 2343 patients, prevalence rates for all stages of pres-
sure ulcers were 8.52%, and those in stage II or greater 
were 5.31%.44 A “do not resuscitate” (DNR) order confers 
a significant risk factor for pressure ulcer formation.162 It is 
notable that most pressure ulcers heal within 1 year.28
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The wide variation in the prevalence of pressure ulcers 
in long-term care facilities of 2.6% to 24%28 can be par-
tially explained by the variable implementation of policies 
and procedures related to incontinence, inspection, turn-
ing, positioning, range of motion, and nutrition. Because 
of this wide disparity, the prevalence of pressure ulcers 
is seen or accepted as an important index of care qual-
ity and is monitored by federal and state governments in 
the Minimum Data Set (MDS). It is now becoming recog-
nized, however, that some pressure ulcers might be inevi-
table, occurring near death in what has been termed “skin 
failure.”210

Individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) and associated 
comorbidity are at increased risk for the formation of pres-
sure ulcers. These patients are paralyzed below a certain 
level of the body, which limits their ability to relieve the 
pressure acting on the immobile portions of the body. The 
sensory loss that results from SCI also renders the patients 
unaware of the impending or existing injury caused by 
prolonged pressure. Another factor is that the neural and 
metabolic regulatory mechanisms for the maintenance of 
adequate tissue blood flow are impaired in patients with 
SCI.118,164 The overall consequence is an incidence of such 
ulcers ranging from 23% to 33% or more per year and a life-
time prevalence of up to 95% in these individuals.76,78,192

Another group at risk for pressure ulceration is the elderly 
population. The prevalence of pressure ulcers among those 
65 years of age and older varies from 0.31% to 0.70% and 
is even higher in individuals 85 years and older.125

The incidence and prevalence of pressure ulcers in the 
pediatric population are lower than in adults.12 Pressure 
ulcers can still pose significant complications in children, 
however, particularly in the setting of severe illnesses and 
in those with neurologic impairments consequent to 
cerebral palsy, spina bifida, and traumatic and acquired 
SCI.12,145,215

Diabetic, Ischemic, and Neuropathic Ulcers

Neuropathy, arteriosclerosis, and microvascular disease are 
part of the natural history of diabetes. These comorbidities 
create a high risk for development of ischemic or neuro-
pathic ulcers in individuals with diabetes, as evidenced by 
a 12% to 25% lifetime risk for developing a foot ulcer.185 
Diabetic foot ulcers in turn increase the likelihood of lower 
limb amputations. Hospitalization rates for lower limb 
amputation are 13 times higher for persons with diabe-
tes than for the general Medicare population.39 The age-
adjusted nontraumatic lower limb amputation rate in 2005 
was 3.9 per 1000 persons with diabetes.38 The first major 
limb amputation for those with diabetes is often followed 
by a second major amputation, because 28% to 51% have 
a contralateral amputation within 5 years.167 There were 
approximately 71,000 U.S. hospital discharges for nontrau-
matic lower limb amputations in persons with diabetes in 
2005.40

The cost of a single major amputation is conservatively 
estimated at $100,000, including the acute hospital stay, 
surgeries, rehabilitation, and prostheses.212  Multiplying the 
cost per amputation and number of amputations among 
those with diabetes from the latest Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention (CDC) data (2005), the cost burden 
is $7 billion. In the 1990s the U.S. Public Health Service 
called for a 40% reduction in diabetic-related amputations 
by the year 2000 and urged prevention and earlier treat-
ment to achieve that goal.6 Unfortunately the CDC data 
indicated that there was actually a 42% increase in hospi-
tal discharges for nontraumatic lower limb amputations 
in persons with diabetes between 1990 and 2005.29 These 
disappointing trends suggest that preventive and early 
intervention strategies elaborated in this chapter need to 
be more systematically implemented.

Venous Stasis Ulcer

Approximately 1% of the U.S. population and 3% of the 
population aged over 65 have venous stasis ulcers, with 
the incidence rate twice as high for women compared with 
men.124 An estimated 3 million Americans now suffer from 
venous ulcers. Because only 600,000 per year are treated, 
the majority of chronic venous ulcers go untreated. The 
cost of treatment per patient runs at a median of $3036 
per year.149 Of venous ulcers, 20% to 30% are intractable, 
are present for more than 1 year, and have a surface area 
exceeding 10 cm2. Intractable venous ulcers incur higher 
costs, approaching $10,000 per case.148 At an average 
cost of $3000 per ulcer, the total direct cost is estimated 
at $2 billion (which does not include the hidden costs of 
untreated ulcers). Venous ulcers also cause an estimated 2 
million lost workdays.155

Wound Physiology 
and Pathophysiology

Definitions

The Wound Healing Society defines healing as complete 
closing of the integument.117 Skin wounds that heal by pri-
mary intention are similar to incisions that are created surgi-
cally and then heal rapidly and without complication in 3 
to 14 days. More complicated are the wounds that heal by 
secondary intention. Secondary intention wounds are large 
tissue defects that fill by granulation followed by epitheli-
alization. Wound closure occurs to some extent because of 
wound contraction.

Process of Normal Healing

The major phases of wound healing are inflammation, pro-
liferation/provisional matrix formation, repair, and remod-
eling.85 After tissue injury, the body reacts to impede the 
blood loss. Platelets that come in touch with the injured 
vascular surface form platelet plugs and release chemi-
cal stimuli, including several growth factors. At the same 
time a complex cascade of procoagulant molecule activa-
tion culminates in the conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin, 
which creates a fibrin mesh that forms the scaffolding of 
blood clot that further traps platelets that increase growth 
factor stimulation. Inflammation is characterized by break-
down of the preexisting tissue scaffolding and cleanup of 
extracellular and pathogen debris. Matrix breakdown also 
enables migration of neutrophils, macrophages, epidermal 
cells, and fibroblasts into the site of injury, enabling its 
ultimate repair. Repair is analogous to the construction of 
a new building, with a framework of extracellular matrix 
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components (a provisional matrix of glycosaminogly-
cans, which are protein–sugar complexes and fibronectin) 
attached to “rivets” (cell attachment sites called integrins). 
On this framework are laid reinforced “girders” of type I 
collagen, which are secreted in sections (fibrils) and self-
assemble extracellularly. Over this structure (while under 
construction), a “roof” of epidermal cells advances over 
the defect to provide a durable cover, and a “plumbing” 
network of neovessels begins to form to supply oxygen 
and nutrients (i.e., neoangiogenesis). Remodeling of the 
dermal matrix occurs after closure, during which collagen 
fibers are preferentially retained along lines of stress.

Each stage of wound healing is governed by precisely 
timed signaling between cells and matrix components 
(dynamic reciprocity). These signaling components include 
cytokines, growth factors, proteases, and protease inhibitors.

Biochemistry of Normal Healing

Wound healing is a complex but orderly process involv-
ing initial inflammation, proliferation of parenchymal and 
connective tissue cells, and remodeling.49 As noted earlier, 
after tissue injury the body reacts to impede the blood loss. 
Platelets that come in contact with the injured vascular sur-
face form platelet plugs and release chemical stimuli such 
as platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), vascular endo-
thelial growth factor (VEGF), and transforming growth 
factor–β (TGF-β). In a parallel process, a complex cascade 
of procoagulant molecule activation culminates in the con-
version of fibrinogen to fibrin, creating a fibrin mesh that 
forms the scaffolding of blood clot.49

Growth factors such as TGF-β, PDGF, fibroblast growth 
factor (FGF), and cytokines (including interleukin-1 [IL-1] 
and tumor necrosis factor–α [TNF-α]) stimulate the fibro-
blasts to migrate to the injury site, proliferate, and secrete 
matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). The released MMPs aid 
in the breakdown of extracellular matrix (ECM). Degrada-
tion of ECM results in the release and activation of growth 
factors such as TGF-β1, PDGF, basic fibroblast growth fac-
tor (bFGF), and interferon-γ (IFN-γ).49

Various immune cells including neutrophils, monocytes, 
macrophages, mast cells, and lymphocytes are recruited to 
the wound site by growth factors derived from platelets and 
ECM. These cells clear tissue debris, bacteria, and foreign 
materials from the wound site by phagocytosis and synthe-
size various growth factors and cytokines. Neovasculariza-
tion also is promoted by VEGF.49

Activated fibroblasts further synthesize and deposit 
major ECM components such as collagen and fibronec-
tin that impart strength to the healing wound. Collagen 
is secreted into the ECM in the form of tropocollagen. 
Three strands of tropocollagen then polymerize to form 
collagen.49

A portion of fibroblasts are converted to myofibro-
blasts under the combined influence of mechanical ten-
sion, TGF-β, and cellular fibronectin extra domain type 
A (ED-A).77 Myofibroblasts aid in shrinking and closing 
the wound by using an actin–myosin contractile system 
involving α–smooth muscle actin. These cells also syn-
thesize collagen types I and III. Myofibroblasts disappear 
after epithelialization via apoptosis (preprogrammed cell 
death).104
In parallel with the changes in the wound stroma, the 
epithelial cells around the wound margin migrate over the 
defect to provide a durable cover of the wound. The epi-
thelial cells undergo a series of phenotypic changes termed 
epithelial–mesenchymal transition. In this transition epi-
thelial cells assume a fibroblast-like appearance and gain 
motility and invasiveness. E-cadherin molecules facilitate 
epithelial adhesion to the basement membrane and to 
adjacent epithelial cells; correspondingly adhesion is sup-
pressed by suppressed, N-cadherin molecules found in the 
mesenchymal cells.204

The stimuli that trigger the migration of epithelial cells 
include gradients of chemoattractants, pressure from adja-
cent cells, and endogenous microelectric fields.218 Base-
ment membrane components are deposited as the cells 
move. After the migrating fibroblast-like cells have covered 
the wound site, they revert to epithelial cells through a pro-
cess known as mesenchymal–epithelial transition.204

Pathophysiology of Chronic Wounds

Chronic wounds appear to be in a chronic inflammatory 
state synonymous with healing arrest. Six commonly iden-
tified factors dynamically interact to arrest healing and 
perpetuate wound stasis: (1) pathomechanics, (2) chronic 
hypoxia, (3) reperfusion injury, (4) edema and impaired 
oxygen and nutrient exchange, (5) growth factor abnor-
malities, and (6) chronic inflammation.

Pathomechanics

Pathomechanics implies noxious application of pressure 
on and shear stress tangential to the skin surface. Unre-
lieved pressure is the critical factor in development of pres-
sure ulcers. Prolonged pressure leads to ulcers if it exceeds 
the tissue capillary pressure of 32 mm Hg. Known as the 
critical tissue interface pressure, this benchmark is 75 years 
old and serves as a basis for design of clinical pressure-
relieving surfaces.174

The critical interface pressure is the pressure above which 
a tissue cannot be loaded for an indefinite period without 
resulting ulceration. An inverse, hyperbolic relationship 
exists between pressure and the duration of pressure appli-
cation necessary to cause ulcers. Unrelieved pressure 4 to 
6 times the systolic blood pressure causes necrosis in less 
than 1 hour. Pressure below systolic blood pressure, how-
ever, might require 12 hours to produce a similar lesion. 
This hyperbolic relationship has been confirmed for sev-
eral animal models115 and can serve as the basis for turning 
patients every 2 hours.169

The surface pressure, however, might not be a good 
measure of the true pressure in deep tissues.26 Deep mus-
cle layers that cover bony prominences are often exposed 
to higher stresses than overlying skin surfaces. Prolonged 
compression increases muscle stiffness around the bone–
muscle interface, which further stresses the muscles. This 
makes the muscle even more prone to ischemia and infarc-
tion. The injury progresses from deep to superficial tissues 
in an inverted cone shape. As a result, when we see the 
injury on the skin, it is literally “the tip of the iceberg.”82

Shear stresses exacerbate the tendency for ulceration 
caused by pressure by lowering the ulceration threshold 
sixfold.57 The classic example of shear stress generation is 
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when a patient reclines in a hospital bed with the head 
of the bed elevated—the human–machine interface. This 
position places the sacrum at increased risk for tissue 
breakdown. Once ulcers form, they are empirically more 
sensitive to pressure and shear stress than intact skin.

Recent evidence from cell and tissue culture studies sug-
gest that sustained cellular deformation can cause tissue 
death primarily as a result of apoptosis even under nor-
mal supply of nutrients and oxygen.24,25,202 These results 
indicate that pure compression without any metabolic 
derangements associated with hypoxia/ischemia might be 
an etiologic factor leading to tissue damage. In particular, 
this mechanism of injury is implicated in the formation of 
deep tissue injuries.81

Chronic Hypoxia

Chronic hypoxia results from poor inflow of blood typi-
cally as a result of arteriosclerotic narrowing proximal to 
hypoxic skin. Chronic ischemia blunts granulation tissue 
deposition, proliferation of fibroblasts, mononuclear cell 
infiltration, delayed epithelialization, and probability of 
wound closure.152,213,214 On the subcellular level, α1(I) 
procollagen is down-regulated, and TGF-β signaling in 
fibroblasts is altered (e.g., lower TGF-β1 mRNA levels and 
down-regulated TGF-β type II receptors) under the condi-
tion of chronic hypoxia.114,182 These changes associated 
with chronic hypoxia contrast with the stimulatory effect 
of acute hypoxia on wound healing.193

Reperfusion Injury

The current practice for managing pressure ulcers is turn-
ing the patient every 2 hours.160 This practice invokes a 
hypothesis that repositioning the patient every 2 hours 
could be too infrequent and could result in cycles of alter-
nating ischemia and reperfusion in loaded tissues, thereby 
increasing the risk of ischemia–reperfusion injury. The 
question still remains about the appropriate turning fre-
quency for patients at risk because of an inadequate evi-
dence base for turning schedules.

Ischemia–reperfusion injury involves reactive oxygen 
species that overwhelm endogenous antioxidants, result-
ing in a cascade of events including mast cell degranula-
tion, recruitment of neutrophils to the endothelial wall, 
arteriolar constriction that limits tissue perfusion, and 
increased vascular permeability that leads to inflammation 
and edema.94,173

Animal studies have shown that in young animals, che-
motaxis, oxidant release, and phagocytosis by neutrophils 
play key roles in tissue damage after reperfusion. In older 
animals, increases in oxidative stress and mast cell density 
and action appear to have a more significant perturbation 
on the antioxidant defense.94,173

Patients with diabetes mellitus are at increased risk of 
reperfusion injury because there are decreased levels of 
microvessel nitric oxide (which is a potent vasodilator 
that protects the vascular endothelium from reperfusion 
injury).200

Edema, Impaired Oxygen, and Nutrient Exchange

Edema is one of the major factors associated with the patho-
genesis and maintenance of chronic wounds. Venous ulcers 
extravasate fibrinogen and fluid across the microvasculature 
endothelium due to venous congestion and back pressure, 
leading to excess protein-rich interstitial fluid. The excess 
osmotic pressure of interstitial fluid is thought to seques-
ter growth factors, which are then unavailable to heal 
the edematous skin.68 Venous congestion can also lead 
to endothelial damage, causing neutrophils to marginate 
and release free radicals and collagenases. This process  
further increases membrane permeability to macromol-
ecules, osmotic pressure and fluid shifts, and worsening 
edema.66

Growth Factor Abnormalities

Growth factor abnormalities can occur in one of four 
categories: (1) reduced synthesis, (2) increased protein 
or matrix sequestration, (3) increased breakdown, or 
(4) insensitivity of target cells (i.e., reduced growth fac-
tor receptor concentration). As wounds heal with opti-
mum conservative treatment, these abnormalities tend to 
resolve.

Chronic wounds contain elevated levels of a vari-
ety of proteases such as interstitial collagenases (MMP-1 
and MMP-8), gelatinases (MMP-2 and MMP-9), and the 
stromelysins (MMP-3, MMP-10, and MMP-11). Chronic 
wounds also have various levels of serine proteases and 
elastases, all of which collectively degrade the ECM of 
the wound bed.217 Tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase, 
plasminogen activator inhibitor, α1-protease inhibitor, 
α1-antichymotrypsin, and α2-macroglobin usually bal-
ance the activity of the MMPs but are overwhelmed in a 
chronic wound mainly by the influx of large numbers of 
neutrophils.

Chronic Inflammation

Although colonization with bacteria is normal and can even 
be helpful during the initial healing phase, critical coloni-
zation and local infection impede healing. Wounds that 
have greater than 105 organisms per gram of tissue tend not 
to heal98 and are “stuck” in the inflammatory stage. The 
process of decreasing bacterial bioburden through “wound 
bed preparation” is discussed below.

Comorbidities

The factors that contribute to chronic wound persistence 
are diverse, interactive, and cumulative, and they affect 
the whole person. Predisposing conditions include aging, 
SCI, and diabetes, among many others (Table 32-1). These 
comorbidities interact and are cumulative at many levels to 
contribute to pathomechanics, hypoxia, reperfusion injury, 
and local inflammation. Pressure ulcers in individuals with 
SCI are slow to heal. This slow healing process is thought 
to be caused by neural and metabolic derangements in the 
denervated skin such as a limited inflammatory response 
as a result of vascular impairments, decreased availability 
of oxygen, reduced synthesis of collagen molecules, and 
decreased fibronectin resulting in impaired fibroblast activ-
ity.161 Aging is also associated with slower wound healing 
and subsequent functional wound closure. Reduced pro-
liferation of fibroblasts, keratinocytes, and vascular endo-
thelial cells, decreased collagen synthesis, and diminished 
fibroblast response to growth factors are associated with 
advanced age.90,159,165
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Clinical Wound Assessment

Wound Area and Volume Assessment

Assessments are performed weekly or biweekly to docu-
ment the effectiveness of therapy, make changes in treat-
ment if necessary, and support the overall treatment plan.

Wound Area

The most straightforward technique is to document the 
wound’s perpendicular linear dimensions (typically in cen-
timeters); the maximum distance is length, and perpendic-
ular distance is width.2 Although linear dimensions can be 
performed rapidly, they have limited sensitivity to change 
in wound size, limited information about shape, and over-
estimate the wound area by up to 25%.88 Because of these 
concerns, serial wound outlines are often performed. Man-
ual tracing, a useful and inexpensive technique, involves 
drawing the wound outline on clear plastic (e.g., acetate 

Table 32-1   Comorbidities Associated With Chronic 
Wounds

Condition Pathophysiologic Effect Related  
to Wound Healing

Spinal cord injury Vasomotor instability (>T6 level), insensitivity, 
denervation atrophy, spasticity, contrac-
tures, bowel/bladder alterations78

Elderly Reduced skin elasticity and altered skin 
microcirculation,199 co-morbidities, reduced 
healing rate noted clinically and in animal 
models90

Diabetes Insensitivity, microangiopathy and altered 
inflammatory response,139 foot deformities 
(intrinsic minus, Charcot), blunted reac-
tive hyperemia, reduced incision breaking 
strength,154 and contraction92 in animal 
models

Malnutrition Negative nitrogen balance, cachexia, 
 immunosuppression

Anemia Local hypoxia

Arteriosclerosis Local hypoxia

End-stage renal disease Transient dialysis-related hypoperfusion, 
 arteriosclerosis, microangiopathy

Steroid  medications Reduced healing rate in animal models, 
 immunosuppression

Transplant  recipients Immunosuppression

Smoking Hypoxia, vasoconstriction, increased blood 
viscosity

Parkinson disease Immobility

Osteoporosis Bony prominences

Upper motor neuron 
disease

Immobility, contractures, bowel/bladder 
alterations

Dementia Immobility, malnutrition, contractures, bowel/
bladder alterations

Acutely ill  (intensive 
care unit related)

Hypotension, immobility, bowel/bladder 
alteration, malnutrition, increased metabolic 
demands

Noncompliance, abuse 
and neglect

Multifactorial
sheet for transparencies) with an indelible marker. Count-
ing the number of squares inside the wound periphery on 
the acetate sheet gives an estimate of wound area.2 These 
drawings then become part of the patient’s permanent 
record. Inspection allows immediate appraisal of progress, 
and if the wound has increased in size, the clinician can 
modify the treatment without delay.

Wound Volume

For a first approximation of volume, area is multiplied by 
depth to find volume. The volume of a rectangular solid 
calculated in this manner overestimates the volume of 
pressure ulcers. Computing volume of a spheroid is more 
accurate.88 By either calculation, using depth is most accu-
rate for deep cavities and least accurate for shallow, irregu-
larly shaped wounds.

Wound Appearance

To describe wound appearance, the red–yellow–black sys-
tem is often used (wounds classically transform from black, 
to yellow, to red as they heal; Figure 32-1). One method is 
to classify a wound as the least advantageous of the three 
colors that it displays.123 This method has been criticized as 
simplistic. The color of the wound surface can be alterna-
tively described as a relative percentage of the three colors. 
Digital photography makes it convenient to serially classify 
with wound color.

Computerized Assessment of Wound Geometry

Computerized systems have been developed for more 
accurate and automated assessment of wound geometries. 
Digital planimetry enables automatic calculation of the 
wound area once the wound edge is traced manually or 
digitally.95 Excellent interrater and intrarater reliabilities 
and concurrent validity have been reported for computer-
ized planimetry compared with other methods of wound 
area determination.83,116,216 Stereophotographic systems 
use multiple cameras to reconstruct the three-dimen-
sional shape of the wound (Figure 32-2). This gives the 
most exhaustive representation of the geometry of the 
wound surface because virtually no loss of information is 
involved. To assess the volume and depth of the wound, 
the geometry of the original intact skin overlying the 
wound is required. The wound volume is the volume of 
the region enclosed by the recorded wound surface and 
the surface of the original intact skin. Because the origi-
nal skin surface has already been destroyed, it is recon-
structed computationally by interpolating the normal 
skin neighboring the wound. Regions of fast and slow 
healing (e.g., via granulation tissue induction) can also be 
tracked by following the geometry of the wound surface 
(Figure 32-3).

In summary, wound measurement techniques need 
to be accurate, reliable, and reproducible. When used for 
clinical and research purposes, any measurement tech-
nique must possess a high level of sensitivity and speci-
ficity. Measurement techniques must also be easy to use. 
Volumetric wound assessment is paramount for the refine-
ment and advancement of modern wound measurement 
techniques., The current state-of-the-art stereographic vol-
umetric systems, however, are not yet readily available to 
the clinician.
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FIGURE 32-1 Illustrated is the transformation of wound bed from black eschar, to yellow slough, to beefy red granulating base. As the wound bed granulates, area 
(determined by serial outlines) first increases, then stabilizes, then decreases as epithelialization commences over a granulating wound base. Of the 16 weeks spent 
in healing this wound, almost half was devoted to wound bed preparation and half to epithelialization. Patient is a 38-year-old man with type 1 diabetes and “small 
vessel disease,” which is often associated with black eschar. Lines connect the wound photographs to corresponding time points. (From Goldman R, Salcido R: More 
than one way to measure a wound: an overview of tools and techniques, Adv Skin Wound Care 15:236-243, 2002.)
Perfusion Assessment

It is exceedingly rare that large vessel disease contributes 
to the formation of pressure ulcers of the trunk, occiput, 
hips, or buttocks. As a result, perfusion is more commonly 
assessed on distal wounds of the leg and foot. It is very 
important to have a regional assessment of perfusion 
because (1) in the setting of poor perfusion, therapeutic 

FIGURE 32-2 The three-dimensional geometry of a wound reconstructed by 
a stereophotographic wound measurement system (MAVIS-II). (Courtesy Dr. 
Peter Plassmann, University of Glamorgan, Pontypridd, U.K.)
compression might cause pressure necrosis; and (2) the 
degree of perfusion is predictive of wound closure.

Macrocirculation

Macrocirculation refers to blood flow through named ana-
tomic arteries, such as the iliac, femoral, posterior tibial, 
and plantar arteries.

Ankle–Brachial Index and Pulse Volume Recording. 
Ankle–brachial index (ABI) is the ratio of systolic blood 
pressure of the ankle to that of the arm (brachium).88 Nor-
mal ABI is 0.8 to 1.3 and can be determined by a portable 
Doppler instrument and a blood pressure cuff. A series 
of cuffs can be used to obtain a pulse volume recording 
(PVR), which is continuous monitoring of pressure within 
cuffs applied to the thigh, calf, and ankle. These segmen-
tal pressure traces are checked for bilateral symmetry and 
waveform morphology. Pulse pressure curves of normal 
arteries resemble steep isosceles triangles. Flattened pulse 
pressure waveforms or asymmetric indices suggest proxi-
mal flow compromise from arteriosclerosis. For patients 
with diabetes, calcinosis of the tunica media often falsely 
elevates ABI. Because calcinosis is less likely to involve foot 
arteries, it is often helpful to determine toe pressures. To 
determine toe pressure, a tiny cuff fits over the hallux and a 
Doppler probe records systolic pressure. A pressure greater 
than 40 mm Hg is a good prognostic indicator of healing 
a foot ulcer. Toe pressure and ABI determination use a por-
table Doppler instrument and do not require a dedicated 
vascular laboratory.23
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FIGURE 32-3 Monitoring the change in the elevation/depression of the wound geometry (from baseline) using a stereophotographic wound measurement 
system (DigiSkin). (Modified with permission from Körber A, Reitkötter J, Grabbe S, et al:  Three-dimensional documentation of wound healing: first results of a new 
objective method for measurement, J Dtsch Dermatol Ges 4:848-854, 2006.)
Angiography. Angiography typically involves injecting 
radiopaque dye into the proximal arterial tree. Conven-
tional dye angiography is the gold standard for imaging 
macrovessels. It is an accurate prognosticator of limb sal-
vage based on burden of arteriosclerosis visualized in the 
lower extremity.64 A noninvasive alternative to conventional 
angiography is magnetic resonance angiography, which 
requires no contrast dye and is superior to conventional 
angiography in visualizing arteries of the ankle and foot.129

Microcirculation

In the skin, blood flows through arterioles, capillaries, and 
venules in the papillary and reticular dermis.32 A direct 
and absolute measure of microcirculation is transcutane-
ous oxygen (Tcpo2). Tcpo2 is in essence a “blood gas” of 
the skin. The normal Tcpo2 is greater than 50 mm Hg, with 
the ischemic level less than 20 mm Hg.152 A typical pattern 
of electrode placement is the upper leg, foot dorsum, and 
periwound (Figure 32-4).

Tcpo2 prognosticates the healing rate of neuropathic 
and ischemic ulcers. Its predictive value is uniquely strong 
for patients with diabetes who typically have distal arterial 
calcinosis.152 For this population, Tcpo2 is more accurate 
than toe pressures to prognosticate healing.110 The surgi-
cal literature reports that Tcpo2 also prognosticates suc-
cess of incisional healing at the transtibial level170 and 
foot level.156 A disadvantage of Tcpo2 is that the technique 
gives values that are inaccurately low over areas of callus 
and transiently low in the setting of infection80 and in 
the immediate postoperative situation. Tcpo2 measuring 
instruments are expensive ($2500 to $5000 per channel) 
and time-consuming (20 minutes to 1 hour to obtain a 
reading).
The most complete picture of lower extremity perfusion 
comes from combining Tcpo22 and segmental pressures. 
For example, very low distal segmental pressures (i.e., ABI 
<0.4) but normal foot Tcpo2 can indicate collateralization 
around an arterial blockage. Under these conditions, nor-
mal Tcpo2 suggests good healing prognosis and a favorable 
chance of limb salvage despite the low ABI.88

Pressure and Shear Stress Assessment

Sensor arrays and point sensors are commercially available 
that can help to ensure that insoles and seating cushions 
distribute pressure over a maximum surface area.88 Two-
dimensional sensor arrays (e.g., resistive, capacitive, and 
piezoresistive types) provide accuracy and good resolution 
of pressure distribution. Although pressure is well quanti-
fied, transducers for shear stress have yet to be perfected for 
routine clinical use.

Skin Biopsy

Although there are many biopsy types (e.g., excisional, 
incisional, and shave), the 3-mm punch technique is 
amenable for physiatric practice (low risk of bleeding 
and small skin defect). The method for biopsy involves 
selecting a site over soft tissue that is distant from sub-
cutaneous arteries, fascia, or bone. The site selected 
should include periwound skin and a small sample of 
the wound base. Lidocaine without epinephrine (1 to 
2 mL) is infused through intact periwound skin toward 
the wound center. The punch is inserted with a pressing, 
twisting motion, and a sample is harvested for histologic 
analysis.193
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FIGURE 32-4 Electrode placement for transcutaneous oxygen determination on a 39-year-old man status post–iliac artery angioplasty and medial ankle wound 
of 8 months duration. He also presented with “blue toe syndrome” (note the violet discoloration over toes and medial ankle in a mottled pattern representing 
livido). Tcpo2 at the medial ankle was 0 mm Hg, foot dorsum 40 mm Hg, and upper leg (not shown) 50 mm Hg. The wound closed after 4 months, coincident with 
normalization of Tcpo2.
General Principles of Treatment

Wound Bed Preparation

Chronic wounds (unlike acute wounds) tend to be heav-
ily colonized by bacteria. Colonization, however, does not 
equal infection.133 Wounds exist on a continuum between 
frank bacterial invasion, critical colonization, coloniza-
tion, and healing. As wounds heal (and bacterial virulence 
decreases), wound appearance transforms from black, to 
yellow, to dull red, to bright red (see Figure 32-1). With 
beefy granulation tissue formation, there is a substantial 
decrease of drainage and pain, with management impli-
cations. The therapeutic processes for “coaxing” a chronic 
wound to granulate have been referred to as “wound bed 
preparation.”67 Once the wound bed is prepared, the goal 
is to maintain a moist environment. In a moist environ-
ment the epithelium advances and adjoins without having 
to digest eschar (i.e., “scab”), which optimizes the rate of 
healing.209 Wound fluid is also rich in growth factors that 
help promote closure.

Debridement

Surgical Debridement

Surgical debridement is well established as an approach to 
the care of pressure ulcers and other chronic wounds. Sur-
gical debridement is performed under general or regional 
anesthesia as needed. It is indicated for abscesses or wounds 
that traverse tissue planes and has a moderate to high risk 
for significant bleeding.

Sharps Debridement

Less aggressive outpatient or bedside sharps debride-
ment is performed by professionals from many disci-
plines, including physiatrists, and has been recognized as 
a distinct debridement method in a recent clinical practice 
guideline.78 A series of sharps debridements is typically 
required to have the same effect as one surgical debride-
ment. Sharps debridement is commonly performed in 
the outpatient setting as part of routine wound care with 
minimal blood loss. Any pain concerns are managed 
with topical analgesia. A local anesthetic, lidocaine 5%, 
or EMLA cream (lidocaine 2.5% and prilocaine 2.5%)34 
can be applied 5 to 15 minutes before debridement. Pre-
medication with a fast-acting oral nonopiate and/or oral 
opiate analgesic can also be helpful. Debridements should 
be performed at regular intervals to ward off infection 
because devitalized tissue supports the proliferation and 
growth of pathogens.

Pain is usually not a problem for patients with neuro-
pathic ulcers. These ulcers develop callus or a pseudocap-
sule that is debrided in an inverted-cone pattern using a 
scalpel and forceps, which is referred to as “saucerization.” 
Debridements should be done periodically because neu-
ropathic ulcers readily form calluses even with very little 
weight bearing, and a callus increases the mechanical ten-
sion in the wound.95 Venous ulcers do not develop calluses 
but frequently produce a yellow fibrinous slough over the 
wound bed (which can be removed with curettage). If a 
stasis-like leg ulcer expands after debridement, the diagno-
sis of pyoderma gangrenosum should be considered.162

Note that slough and necrosis can be similarly removed 
from pressure ulcers. Because pressure ulcers tend to be 
deeper than they are wide, knowledge of pelvic anatomy is 
essential, such as the location of the inferior gluteal artery. 
Particular concern is raised if the pressure ulcer is “unstage-
able” (e.g., when it has a 100% yellow surface). A com-
pletely nonviable surface raises concern that the pressure 
ulcer extends well into deep tissue planes. Such wounds 
should be sharp debrided with great care (because of the 
risk of bleeding), with a very low threshold for surgical 
referral.
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Ischemic wounds also must be sharp debrided with 
great care because the blood supply might not be adequate 
to support a repair response (which can lead to further 
necrosis). If eschar appears to be contiguous with bone 
(e.g., black eschar over the calcaneus), that bone will likely 
not heal if exposed. In this circumstance, the eschar should 
be left dry unless infection supervenes. Where black eschar 
overlies soft tissue and reperfusion is possible, the authors 
advocate topical use of silver sulfadiazine, which has a 
broad antibacterial spectrum and softens eschar. This forms 
“pseudoeschar,”140 which can self-dislodge or is readily 
removed by careful periodic sharps debridement.86,87,133

Mechanical Debridement

Mechanical debridement is accomplished by whirlpool 
treatments, forceful irrigation, or use of wet-to-dry dress-
ings. Wet-to-dry dressings involve placing unraveled, moist 
gauze into the lesion so that all sections of it are touch-
ing the dressing, then allowing the dressing to dry. When 
the dry dressing is subsequently removed, necrotic tissue is 
removed with it. Although wet-to-dry mechanical debride-
ment is a ubiquitous method, it is increasingly criticized as 
inefficient and unnecessarily painful.151

Enzymatic Debridement

Several major types of enzymatic debridement agents are 
currently on the market. These include collagenase (e.g., 
Santyl) and papain-urea (e.g., Accuzyme and Gladase). 
Urea denatures protein, which increases the effectiveness 
of the nonspecific protease papain. Collagenase is said 
to be better for preparing the wound bed because it does 
not digest growth factors or matrix proteins.67 The use of 
enzymatic debriding agents can be the most cost-effec-
tive method for treating well-perfused partially necrotic 
pressure ulcers where sharps debridement is not readily 
available, such as in the skilled care setting.133 They are 
applied with daily change of dressings, until wounds are 
free of slough or eschar. It should be noted that enzymatic 
debridement might increase pain and drainage, requiring 
adjustments to dressing change schedules. The efficiency 
of enzymatic debriding agents is increased by “cross-hatch-
ing” the eschar with a scalpel.183

Autolytic Debridement

Autolytic debridement involves the use of natural proteases 
and collagenases in wound fluid to digest nonviable mate-
rial. This method can be very effective when used under 
semiocclusive or occlusive dressings. Autolytic debridement 
is contraindicated, however, when wounds are infected or 
critically colonized. It should also be kept in mind that 
if slough or necrotic material is excessive, drainage can 
accelerate the maceration of periwound skin and increase 
wound size. As a rule of thumb, in a healing wound, the 
area of viable granulating base should be greater than 50% 
of the entire wound surface.133

Dressings

Dressings are typically applied in layers.102 The primary 
dressing is contiguous with the wound surface. A second-
ary dressing is applied external to the primary for absorp-
tion, protection, or fixation. For primary or secondary 
application, the dressing categories in Table 32-2 roughly 
correspond to the order in which they would be used in the 
process of wound bed preparation. The dressing categories 
in Table 32-2 are organized from most to least absorptive. 
Note the following caveats: (1) It is unusual to use more 
than a few categories for a given wound; (2) composites, 
specialty absorptives, and foams are more likely to be used 
for a longer period, or until healing; and (3) in small, clean 
stage II and III wounds, use of hydrocolloids, hydrogels, 
and films is the norm.

Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) refers to systemic 
exposure of the body to 100% oxygen at a level higher than 
atmospheric pressure. The rationale of HBOT is to increase 
the amount of oxygen delivered to the wound area. Treat-
ment significantly increases the oxygen concentration in 
the plasma but not the oxygen carried by hemoglobin mol-
ecules.113 Oxygen dissolved in the plasma can reach even 
poorly perfused wounds. Hyperoxic vasoconstriction in 
the surrounding normal tissue also diverts blood to poorly 
perfused wounds.194 Therapeutic effects at each stage of the 
healing process have been reported, such as increased col-
lagen synthesis, improved bactericide, and reduction of leu-
kocyte activation and adhesion on reperfusion of ischemic 
tissue.194 HBOT typically involves a series of daily “dives” 
in 100% oxygen at 2 atmospheres for a 4- to 6-week period. 
HBOT has been demonstrated to reduce the incidence of 
major lower limb amputations among persons with dia-
betes.103 Although the evidence supporting the efficacy of 
HBOT in treating chronic wounds is largely limited to dia-
betic wounds, HBOT also has been recommended for isch-
emic wounds and osteomyelitis.194

Gene Therapy and Exogenous Application 
of Growth Factors

Exogenous application of growth factors has been pro-
posed as a means of promoting wound healing because 
these factors are often deficient in chronic wound environ-
ments. Despite the obvious rationale, clinical application 
of recombinant growth factors has been limited, partly 
because the growth factors tend to get digested by the pro-
teolytic enzymes in the wound bed, and only a small frac-
tion of these factors survive and diffuse into the wound 
tissue. Recombinant human platelet-derived growth fac-
tor BB (PDGF-BB) was approved by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) for use in diabetic ulcers. For the 
recombinant PDGF to reach therapeutic levels in the 
wound site, however, a dose 50 times the minimum effec-
tive dose is required.121 Clinical trials testing the efficacy 
of recombinant human keratinocyte growth factor–2 and 
recombinant human granulocyte colony-stimulating factor 
are underway.127,171

Gene therapy refers to the insertion of a desired gene into 
recipient cells. The large surface area and superficial loca-
tion of wounds renders the skin a good candidate for gene 
therapy. Gene therapy has been introduced to wound care 
practice for more efficient delivery of growth factors. Perma-
nent insertion of DNA to the genome of recipient cells and 
transient transformation for short-term expression of a gene 
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Table 32-2   Advantages, Disadvantages, and Examples of Dressing Types100

Product 
Type Structure Advantages Disadvantages Examples5

Composites Combine physi-
cally distinct 
components 
into one dress-
ing, include an 
adhesive border

Well reimbursed
Absorbent
May be used on infected 

wounds
Are easy to apply and 

remove
Used also in children

Requires a border 
of intact skin for 
anchoring the 
 dressing

Alldress (Molnlycke Health Care)
Telfa Island (Tyco Healthcare/Kendall)
3M Tegaderm + Pad Transparent Dressing with Absorbent 

Pad (3M Health Care)
CovRSite Plus (Smith+Nephew Wound Management)
Stratasorb (Medline Industries, Inc.)

Antimicrobials Release ionic 
silver or 
polyhexethylene 
biguanide to 
reduce bacterial 
virulence

Provides a broad range 
of antibacterial activity

Reduces infection
Used also in children

May cause  staining, 
stinging, or 
 sensitization

Expensive, not covered 
by all payers

Acticoat* Antimicrobial Dressing (Smith+Nephew Wound 
Management)

Contreet Foam Cavity Dressing with Silver (Coloplast 
Corporation)

TELFA AMD (Tyco Healthcare/Kendall)
Silvasorb hydrogel (Medline Industries, Inc.)
Maxorb (Medline Industries, Inc.)

Specialty 
Absorptives

Unitized, multilay-
ered fibers of 
absorbent cel-
lulose, cotton, 
or rayon; gauze 
dressings of this 
type

Very absorbent
Can be used as 

 secondary dressings
Are semiadherent or 

nonadherent
Easy to apply and remove
May have an adhesive 

border
Used also in children

May not be appropriate 
as a primary dressing 
for deep or under-
mining wounds

Tendersorb Wet-Pruf Abdominal Pads (Tyco Healthcare/
Kendall)

Primapore Specialty Absorptive Dressing (Smith+Nephew 
Wound Management)

BreakAway Wound Dressing (Winfield Laboratories, Inc.)

Alginates Packaged dry, 
derived from 
brown seaweed, 
absorbs up to 
20 times its 
own weight

Very absorbent
Fills in dead space
Are easy to apply and 

remove
Used also in children

Can dehydrate the 
wound bed

Requires a secondary 
dressing

Aquacel Hydrofiber Wound Dressing (ConvaTec)
Sorbsan (Bertex Pharmaceuticals)
3M Tegagen HI Alginate Dressing (3M Health Care)
Algisite M (Smith+Nephew Wound Management)
Maxorb (Medline Industries, Inc.)
SeaSorb (Coloplast Corporation)

Foams Foam of polyure-
thane, silicone, 
etc.

Very absorbent
May repel contaminants
May be used under 

compression
Used also in children

Not effective for dry 
wounds

May macerate 
periwound skin if 
saturated

No adhesive, requires 
secondary dressing 
for fixation

Alevyn Allevyn Adhesive Hydrocellular Polyurethane 
Dressings (Smith+Nephew Wound Management)

Mepilex Border Self-adherent Soft Silicone Foam Dressing 
(Molnlycke Health Care)

PolyMem (Ferris Mfg. Corp.)
3M Foam dressing (3M Health Care)
Lyofoam (ConvaTec)
Optifoam (Medline Industries, Inc.)

Wound Fillers Beads, pasts, 
powders, gels 
and pads; 
they absorb 
several time 
their weight in 
exudates

Very absorbent, reduces 
odor

Promotes autolytic 
debridement

Easy to apply and remove
Fills dead space

Not recommended for 
use in dry wounds

Requires secondary 
dressing

FlexiGel Strands Absorbent Wound Dressing 
(Smith+Nephew Wound Management)

Iodoflex Pad/Iodoflex Gel (Healthpoint)
Multidex Maltodextrin Wound Dressing Gel or Powder 

(DeRoyal)

Collagens Sheets, pads, par-
ticles, and gels

Promote granulation
Are absorbent
Maintain a moist 

 environment
May combine with   

topical agents

Not recommended for 
black wounds

Requires a secondary 
dressing

BCG Matrix Wound Dressing (Brennen Medical, Inc.)
FIBRACOL PLUS Collagen Wound Dressing with Alginate 

(Johnson and Johnson Wound Management)
Kollagen-Medifil Pads (Biocore Medical Technologies, Inc.)
PROMOGRAN Matrix (Johnson and Johnson Wound 

Management)

Contact 
 Layers

Thin, porous inter-
face between 
wound and 
dressing

Can protect the fragile 
wound base

May be applied beneath 
topical medications, 
wound fillers, or gauze 
dressings for easy 
removal

Not recommended 
for stage I pressure 
ulcers or dry wounds

Requires a secondary 
dressing

Mepitel Soft Silicone Wound Contact Layer (Molnlycke 
Health Care)

Profore Wound Contact Layer (Smith+Nephew Wound 
Management)

Silon-TSR Temporary Skin Replacement (Bio-Med Sciences, 
Inc.)

Hydrocolloids Occlusive hydro-
active wafers, 
beads, pastes or 
granules, forms 
gel on contact 
with wound

Provides minimal to 
moderate absorption

Promote autolytic 
debridement

Are self-adhesive and 
protective

May be used under 
 compression products

Used also in children

Not for infection, heavy 
exudates or high 
percentage eschar

Not for exposed 
 tendon or bone

May injure fragile skin 
upon removal

Not for most stage III 
or IV wounds

Comfeel Plus Hydrocolloid Ulcer Dressing (Coloplast 
Corporation)

DuoDERM SignaDress (ConvaTec)
Exuderm (Medline Industries, Inc.)
Replicare Hydrocolloid Dressing (Smith+Nephew Wound 

Management)
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Table 32-2   Advantages, Disadvantages, and Examples of Dressing Types100—cont’d
Product 
Type Structure Advantages Disadvantages Examples5

Hydrogels Glycerin and 
water-based 
products 
for wound 
 hydration

Provides minimal to 
moderate absorption

Facilitates autolytic 
debridement

Fills in dead space 
(Hydrogel gauzes)

Easy to applied and 
remove

Used also in children

Some require second-
ary dressing

Dehydrates easily if not 
covered

Some might be difficult 
to secure

Some might cause 
maceration

CarraSmart Gel Wound Dressing with Acemannan Hydro-
gel (Carrington Laboratories, Inc.)

ClearSite Hydrogel Wound Dressing (CONMED Corpora-
tion)

Curagel (Tyco Healthcare/Kendall)
Dermagran Hydrophilic Wound Dressing (Derma Sciences, 

Inc.)
Vigilon Primary Wound Dressing (Bard Medical Division, 

C.R. Bard, Inc.)
Intrasite (Smith+Nephew Wound Management)
Skintegrity Hydrogel (Medline Industries, Inc.)
Tegagel (3M Healthcare)

Transparent 
Films

Semipermeable 
polyurethane 
membrane 
dressings, 
transparent and 
waterproof

For wounds with minimal 
drainage

Retain moisture
Facilitates autolytic 

debridement
Allows wound observa-

tion
Does not require sec-

ondary dressings
Used also in children

Not indicated for 
infected wounds, nor 
on fragile skin

Requires a border of 
intact skin

May be difficult to apply 
and handle

May dislodge in high-
friction areas

Bioclusive Transparent Dressing (Johnson and Johnson 
Wound Management)

Mefilm (Molnlycke Health Care)
Opsite (Smith+Nephew Wound Management)
3M Tegaderm Transparent Dressing (3M Healthcare)
SureSite (Medline Industries, Inc.)

Note that no single product provides optimum coverage for all wounds. Therefore practitioners are urged to understand dressing characteristics and functions. This table is not intended as an 
exhaustive list nor does it imply endorsement of any product.
are two approaches to reach this goal.30 A variety of tech-
niques, such as viral transfection, naked DNA application, 
liposomal delivery, and high-pressure injection, have been 
applied to facilitate the transfer of growth factor genes to the 
target wounds. High-pressure injection applied to cationic 
cholesterol-containing liposomal constructs, in particular, 
has shown great promise.29

Stem Cell Therapy

In the course of normal wound healing, multipotent stem 
cells in the bulge area of the hair follicle, epidermal stem 
cells in the basal layer of the epidermis, and the bone 
marrow–derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) all par-
ticipate in regenerating the cutaneous tissue.111,172 Bulge 
cells can reconstitute the epidermis, epidermal layers of the 
hair follicle, and the sebaceous glands. A subset of bone 
marrow–derived cells are found as dendritic cells and 
fibrocytes in the healed wound.41 In chronic, nonhealing 
wounds, dermal fibroblasts frequently display abnormal 
phenotypes and do not respond to PDGF-BB and TGF-
β1.1,99 Stem cell therapy offers the possibility to remedy 
this abnormal wound healing milieu.

Autologous bone marrow–derived MSCs were cultured 
and applied topically to acute and nonhealing wounds in 
a study involving humans and murine models.69 A strong 
positive correlation was observed between the number of 
cells applied and the subsequent decrease in wound size. 
Randomized controlled trials to test the efficacy of these 
approaches and the exploration of the potential of mul-
tipotent bulge cells in stem cell therapy are anticipated.41

Phototherapy

Low-power laser in the visible or near-infrared (NIR) spec-
trum, ultraviolet light, and polarized light have been used 
in the clinical setting to foster healing of chronic wounds. 
Low-power laser therapy (LPLT) was reported to modulate 
inflammatory response, cellular respiration, and promote 
angiogenesis, fibroblast proliferation, collagen synthesis, 
and reepithelialization.4 Compared with visible light laser, 
NIR laser can penetrate deeper into tissues that are active 
during wound-healing processes.186 Polarized light ther-
apy involves linearly polarized, polychromatic light con-
taining infrared and visible spectrums. Polarized light can 
rearrange the polar heads of lipid bilayer in the cell mem-
branes, thereby influencing cell surface enzymatic activi-
ties.58 Ultraviolet C light, which only reaches the upper 
layers of the epidermis, is noted for its bactericidal effect.63 
In humans, the beneficial effects of LPLT in wound healing 
reported by small case series have not yet been reproduced 
in larger trials.161 A meta-study pooling two trials compar-
ing LPLT with sham laser therapy on leg ulcers found no 
significant benefit of laser therapy (relative risk [RR] = 1.21; 
95% confidence interval [CI], 0.73 to 2.03).51

Therapeutic Ultrasound

Ultrasound usage on wounds results in two types of thera-
peutic effect: thermal and nonthermal. Thermal effects are 
generated by high-intensity ultrasound and are manifested 
as increased tissue temperature. Thermal effect include 
increased blood flow and collagen extensibility.13 Non-
thermal effects are largely due to acoustic streaming and 
cavitation. Streaming refers to the bulk fluid flow that 
can displace biomolecules and is due to the sound forces. 
Cavitation involves the formation and oscillation of micro-
bubbles. Both streaming and cavitation appear to alter cell 
membrane activity, cell signaling, and cellular metabolism. 
Nonthermal effects of ultrasound include stimulation of 
protein synthesis, proliferation of fibroblasts and inflam-
matory cells, increased angiogenesis, collagen deposi-
tion and fibrinolysis, and release of cytokines and growth 
factors.13,178
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High-frequency ultrasound (1 to 3 MHz) at intensities 
of 0.5 to 1 W/cm2 has been used in wound care, particu-
larly on periwound tissues. A metaanalysis pooling four 
trials compared ultrasonic therapy with standard/sham 
therapies in the care of venous leg ulcers. The number of 
ulcers healed was greater (RR = 1.51; 95% CI, 1.09 to 2.09), 
and the percentage of remaining ulcer area was smaller 
(weighted mean differences = −5.34%; 95% CI, −8.38 
to −2.30) in the ultrasound treatment group than in the 
control group.3 Therapeutic ultrasound for the treatment 
of pressure ulcers was compared with sham therapy in a 
metaanalysis pooling two studies involving 128 patients 
with pressure ulcers. No significant benefit of ultrasound 
on pressure ulcer healing rates was found (RR = 0.97; 95% 
CI, 0.65 to 1.45).51

The use of low-frequency (40 kHz), noncontact ultra-
sound was recently approved by the FDA for use in the treat-
ment of wounds. Ultrasound is delivered to the wound bed 
via a saline mist without direct contact of the ultrasound 
transducer with the body. Mechanical energy at this fre-
quency range is believed to exert debriding and cleansing 
action, as well as bactericidal activity through enhanced 
cavitation and streaming.178 Randomized, controlled trials 
have shown that this therapy accelerates healing and allevi-
ates pain in chronic wounds of diverse causes.17,62,112

Electrical Stimulation and Electromagnetic 
Therapy

The rationale behind the use of electrical stimulation in the 
management of wounds is based on the observation that 
the endogenous microelectric field created in the wound 
serves as a sentinel cue to guide the migration of epithelial 
cells in the process of wound healing.218 In a wound with 
disrupted epithelium, the normal transepithelial poten-
tial is short-circuited. This results in a decrease in electric 
potential in the exposed stroma and results in an endog-
enous electric field that points to the center of the wound. 
Application of an externally generated electric potential 
that amplifies this endogenous electric field toward the 
wound center is expected to facilitate the migration of epi-
thelial cells and promote wound healing. Electrotherapy 
was approved in the United States for the treatment of 
pressure, arterial, diabetic, and venous stasis ulcers. A vari-
ety of modes for delivering electric fields to the wound bed 
have been developed, for example, continuous or pulsed 
currents, high or low voltage, and direct or alternating 
currents.14

Electromagnetic therapy provides a low-frequency field 
effect rather than direct current of electric stimulation or 
high-frequency radiation of laser therapy. Low-frequency 
electromagnetic field is known to influence the biologic tis-
sue in a variety of ways: change in the permeability of cell 
membrane ion channels and signal transduction, altered 
expression of genes controlling cellular proliferation such 
as fos, myc, jun, and p53, increased cellular proliferation 
and epithelialization, and enhanced angiogenesis via up-
regulation of FGF-2.10,35

Randomized controlled studies in the 1990s failed to 
provide evidence of significant benefit of electromag-
netic therapy for healing of venous and pressure ulcers.51 
More recently, however, a number of studies consisting 
of stringent instrumental parameters and treatment regi-
mens have been tried and have shown some promise in the 
use of electromagnetic therapy for wound care in animal 
models.10,35,198

Negative Pressure Wound Therapy

Topical negative pressure (TNP) treatment involves nega-
tive pressure on the wound surface to promote wound 
healing. TNP is indicated for acute, chronic, traumatic, 
and dehisced wounds, partial-thickness burns, flaps, and 
grafts.163 The following have been proposed as mecha-
nisms of action of TNP: increase in local blood flow, reduc-
tion of edema and wound exudates, decrease in bacterial 
colonization, stimulation of cell proliferation, induction 
of granulation tissue, and provision of moist wound envi-
ronment.109,163 A pressure of −125 mm Hg is commonly 
used because this level of pressure has been demonstrated 
to promote maximum increase in tissue blood flow and 
maximum granulation tissue formation.142,143 A metaanal-
ysis involving 7 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and 
10 non-RCTs concluded that: “NPWT may improve wound 
healing, but the strength of evidence available is insuffi-
cient to clearly prove an additional benefit of NPWT.”93

Skin Substitutes

Skin substitutes afford rapid temporary or permanent cov-
erage of various types of wounds by providing epidermal 
or dermal components to the wound base. They are via-
ble in a less vascularized wound bed and can enhance the 
tempo of healing, improve survival rate, and improve the 
function and appearance of the wound.15 Living keratino-
cytes and fibroblasts embedded in cellular substitutes can 
secrete collagen and other ECM components, supply cyto-
kines and growth factors for angiogenesis and induction 
of host fibroblast proliferation, and produce antimicrobial 
host defense peptides.11,177 Some skin substitutes further 
improve the healing environment by absorbing inhibitory 
factors from the wound bed.181 New products are in the 
pipeline, and currently a variety of xenografts, autografts 
(split-thickness, full-thickness, and cultured autologous), 
allografts (epithelial/epidermal, acellular dermal, cellular 
dermal, and composite), and synthetic monolayer/bilayer 
substitutes are available in the market (Table 32-3).181

Diagnosis and Treatment 
of Specific Ulcer Types

Pressure Ulcers
Presentation

According to NPUAP’s Pressure Ulcer Staging System, pres-
sure ulcers are staged based on the extent of the lesion as 
revealed by clinical observation.21 Stage I pressure ulcers are 
characterized by intact skin with nonblanchable redness of 
a localized area, usually over a bony prominence. Stage II or 
above requires that the integrity of dermis is compromised. 
Lesions with partial- and full-thickness loss of dermis are 
classified as stage II and III pressure ulcers, respectively. In 
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Table 32-3   Examples of Commercially Available Skin Substitutes

Categories of Skin Substitutes Product Uses in Wound Management

Xenograft Permacol Temporary coverage of burn and clean partial-thickness wounds

OASIS Temporary coverage of burns and chronic wounds

Autograft Cultured autologous skin Epicel Deep partial- and full-thickness burns >30% TBSA

Laserskin Chronic wounds, deep partial- and full-thickness burns >30% TBSA

Allograft Acellular dermal allograft AlloDerm Deep partial- and full-thickness burns

Cellular dermal allograft TransCyte Superficial partial-thickness wounds not requiring skin grafts, deep wounds requiring subse-
quent skin grafts

Composite allograft Apligraf Chronic wounds, excision sites, epidermolysis bullosa

OrCel Skin graft donor sites, chronic wounds, epidermolysis bullosa

Synthetic monolayer substitute Suprathel Split-thickness skin graft donor sites, partial-thickness burns

Synthetic bilayer substitute Biobrane Superficial partial thickness burns, temporary coverage of excised wounds, split-thickness 
skin graft donor sites

Integra Coverage after excision of deep burns, chronic wounds, traumatic wounds, draining wounds

TBSA, Total body surface area.
stage IV pressure ulcers, bone, tendon, or muscle is exposed. 
Full-thickness lesions with wound bed covered with slough 
or eschar are called “unstageable.” Recently added to the 
staging system is suspected deep tissue injury (DTI), where 
the skin is intact but discolored. DTI can also be present 
when a blood-filled blister is present as a result of damage 
of underlying soft tissue. DTIs are lesions confined to the 
deep tissues but with intact skin. They arise in deep muscle 
layers covering bony prominences as a result of high tissue 
stresses adjacent to the prominences and are aggravated by 
muscle stiffening caused by prolonged compression.81,82 
The vulnerability of skeletal muscles to ischemia/hypoxia 
as described previously is an etiologic factor of DTI. The 
pressure ulcer staging system is illustrated in Figure 32-6.

Decubitus ulcer and bed sore are terms used interchange-
ably with pressure ulcers. These terms, however, have a 
connotation of describing pressure ulcers arising in bedrid-
den patients only and consequently are not recommended.

Patients with intact sensorimotor function can use peri-
odic movements to relieve noxious mechanical stimuli 
prone to cause pressure ulcers. However, patients who are 
comatose, severely demented, or who are insensate (e.g., 
patients with SCI) are at increased risk. Spasticity, con-
tractures, immobility, incontinence, cachexia, diabetes, 
and advanced age also increase risk. It has been suggested 
that patients with darkly pigmented skin are at higher risk 
because nonblanching erythema of stage I pressure ulcers 
might not be readily visible on casual inspection.187

The most common sites of pressure ulcer formation are 
ischium (28%), sacrum (17% to 27%), trochanter (12% 
to 19%), and heel (9% to 18%). A case history of a sacral 
pressure ulcer on a geriatric patient is provided in Figure 
32-5. Sacral and trochanteric pressure ulcers are also com-
mon in patients with SCI.

For more information regarding the staging systems, 
there are two excellent guidelines for pressure ulcer assess-
ment and treatment,18,78 the more recent focusing on pres-
sure ulcers in the setting of SCI.

Pressure ulcers in children often occur in the setting of 
severe illnesses or neurologic impairments.12,145,215 Pedi-
atric pressure ulcers also frequently result from the use of 
equipment and devices.208 Potential locations for skin 
breakdown are points of contact with objects such as 
wheelchairs, orthoses, prostheses, traction boots, casts, 
identification bands, blood pressure cuffs, continuous pos-
itive airway pressure equipment, nasogastric and orogastric 
tubes, and tracheostomy plates.208 In neonates pressure 
ulcers are more prevalent in the head area (31%) because 
of the disproportionately large head compared with the 
rest of the developing body. In neonates the buttock/
sacral area and foot area account for only 20% and 19%, 
respectively.12,136,184

Treatment

The mainstay of pressure ulcer treatment is evidenced-based 
medical and nursing care, including continence care. In the 
long-term care setting or at home, the debilitated or partially 
dependent patient with a pressure ulcer should be turned 
at a minimum every 2 hours.169 The side-lying position 
should be avoided as much as possible, however, because 
of high pressures against the trochanteric region. Much 
lower pressures are recorded for the 30-degree side-lying 
positions, between which patients should be transferred 
during position changes.53 Wound area, depth, undermin-
ing, and appearance should be assessed at least weekly, and 
treatment should be modified as necessary to maintain 
healing rate. Nutritional management is a critical issue for 
patients with pressure ulcers (see discussion of nutrition in 
this chapter). Total enteral nutrition should be considered if 
oral intake is inadequate and likely to remain so.

Pressure ulcers with necrosis or fibrin must be peri-
odically debrided (e.g., sharp, mechanical, or enzymatic). 
Deep wounds should be irrigated. Irrigation can also be 
done at the bedside with normal saline using a 50-mL 
syringe with a 19-gauge flexible catheter. After irrigation, all 
“dead space” should be loosely packed. Significant drain-
age is managed with foams, alginates, or specialty absorp-
tives at an adequate change schedule, so that the dressing 
can be moist (but not soaked). Hydrogels are appropriate 
once drainage has diminished and is minimal to moder-
ate, and the wound is completely granulating. Without an 
underlying absorptive layer, hydrocolloids (e.g., Duoderm) 
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are appropriate by themselves for stage II ulcers or small, 
clean stage III wounds.

Pressure relief in bed includes placing pillows or other 
cushioning between trochanteric prominences and bed 
surface for side-lying, keeping the bed as horizontal 
as possible, and using heel protectors. The efficiency of 
pressure and shear stress relief correlates positively with 
cost (Table 32-4). The most expensive systems are called 
“pressure relieving” because they theoretically maintain 
tissue interface pressure below capillary closing pressure 
of 32 mm Hg. Those systems with peak pressures more 
than 32 mm Hg but that are better than hospital mat-
tresses are called “pressure reducing.” Pressure-reducing 
surfaces work by using air, gel, water, or foam to passively 

Stage I

Stage II

Stage III

Stage IV

FIGURE 32-5 Pressure ulcer staging system. Although there is no consensus 
on generalizing the Shea Index to leg ulcer types, for reimbursement purposes, 
practitioners are frequently asked to describe stasis or neuropathic wounds 
according to the Shea Index. (Modified with permission of the National Pressure 
Ulcer Advisory Panel, Washington, DC.)
redistribute pressure and are referred to as “static” types of 
devices. Pressure-relieving devices can also be “dynamic” 
(i.e., they require an energy source to redistribute pres-
sure). An example of a dynamic system is a low air loss 
(e.g., the SAR Low Air Loss Mattress System). Pressure-
relieving, dynamic systems are required for high-risk 
patients (e.g., those with complete SCI) who cannot turn 
themselves off the ulcerated surface (i.e., they need assis-
tance for bed mobility).

Seating systems for wheelchairs are prescribed to many 
patients who lack protective sensation. Examples include 
air-filled villous cushions (e.g., Roho), contoured foam 
with a gel insert (e.g., Jay), or contoured foam on a solid-
seat wheelchair (e.g., polyurethane). For patients who 
cannot perform weight shifts, mechanical weight shift 
devices (i.e., tilt-in-space) are appropriate. “Doughnut-
type” devices should be avoided because they might be 
more likely to cause pressure ulcers than prevent them.50

In a comprehensive study including 19,889 elderly resi-
dents in 51 nursing homes, 28% of stage III and 20% of 
stage IV ulcers were healed using optimal treatment strate-
gies after 3 months of treatment, with the majority healed 
within 1 year.28,201 This report illustrates that pressure 
ulcers are challenging to heal. The report also indicates 
that healing is possible with careful attention to wound 
bed preparation, pressure relief, moisture balance, and 
nutrition (all elements of conservative, nonsurgical stan-
dard care). Recent studies on adjunctive treatments have 
the goal of improving these outcomes. Those therapies that 
are commercially available and are supported by prospec-
tive randomized controlled clinical trials include electric 
stimulation70,79,94 and normal temperature therapy.205 
The use of growth factor therapy PDGF-BB for pressure 
ulcers, although supported by several randomized clinical 
trials,166 remains controversial.85,150 The increased use of 
negative pressure wound therapy and the strength of evi-
dence for its clinical use is evolving.73,203

Prevention

A good argument can be made that some pressure ulcers 
cannot be avoided, especially on moribund patients.210 
One large hospital-based cohort study found that hav-
ing a DNR order was a significant risk factor for pressure 
ulcer formation.147 Formation of multiple stage III and IV 
pressure ulcers near the end of life has been termed “skin 
failure.”210

For patients with advanced age and with a reasonable 
chance of long-term survival, education, inspection, and 
continued pressure and shear stress optimization are the 
keys to prevent the first or recurrent ulcerations. In the 
long-term care setting, assessments by the Norton147 or 
Braden19 Scales are reliable and valid. The Braden Scale 
might be more cost-effective21 and is widely used in the 
United States. It comprises six subscales that reflect sen-
sory perception, skin moisture, activity, mobility, shear 
force, and nutritional status. A score of 12 or less indicates 
high risk necessitating aggressive inspection, nutritional, 
and support surface interventions. For the assessment of 
pressure ulcer risk in the pediatric population, Braden Q 
Scale, Neonatal Skin Risk Assessment Scale, and Glamor-
gan Scale have been clinically validated in terms of efficacy 
and reliability.12
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FIGURE 32-6 The course toward healing for a 66-year-old woman with type 2 diabetes mellitus who developed a stage III sacral pressure ulcer during a pro-
longed acute hospitalization for bilateral iliofemoral bypass complicated by congestive heart failure. On initial evaluation, 2 months postoperatively, the wound had 
a foul odor and was covered with yellow-green eschar laterally. Wound size was 4 × 8 cm and 2.5 cm deep (A). The patient received a pressure-relieving surface, 
nutritional interventions, two sharps debridements, and saline/dilute Betadine (1:100) wet to dry. B, Wound 3 weeks after initial evaluation, after the second sharps 
debridement. After this, topical treatment included papain-urea-chlorophyllin copper complex (Panafil) with a specialty adsorptive (ABD) and overlying composite 
(Alldress), changed daily at first. Nine weeks later the wound is actively contracting (C). With contraction, wound reached 95% closure 28 weeks after initial evalu-

ation but took an additional 12 weeks to achieve full closure (D).
Surgery of greater than 4 hours duration is associated 
with the development of pressure ulcers that involve the 
heels and sacrum.176 A program of risk assessment, pressure 
ulcer grading, pressure-reducing mattress, and an educa-
tional awareness program reduces pressure ulcer incidence 
by 50%.105 Another high-risk group is patients with SCI. An 
incidence of pressure ulcers ranging from 23% to 30% in 
patients with SCI and a cumulative prevalence of 85.7% in 
patients with paraplegia have been observed.78,192 An SCI 
consensus panel advocates education, daily skin inspec-
tion, frequent weight shifts, and pressure-reducing or pres-
sure-relieving support surfaces for prophylaxis.78

Screening of Pressure Ulcers

Detection of early-stage pressure ulcers is an important 
goal because in stage I pressure ulcers the skin is still intact 
and recovery is typically easier than in later stages. The 
early detection of pressure ulcers has recently become even 
more crucial in light of the Inpatient Prospective Payment 
System of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS). The Hospital-Acquired Conditions provision in the 
regulation requires hospitals to identify whether certain 
specified diagnoses such as pressure ulcer are present when 
the patient is admitted. For discharges occurring on or after 
October 1, 2008, CMS full reimbursement might not be 
available to hospitals to cover for the extra cost incurred in 
the treatment of stage III or IV pressure ulcers that had not 
been documented on admission.2

The clinical procedure for identifying a stage I pressure 
ulcer is the manual blanch test. A stage I pressure ulcer is 
diagnosed when redness persists after the release of pres-
sure exerted by the finger on that area suspected of having 
a pressure ulcer. The disadvantage of this test is its limited 
use in patients with dark skin color in whom redness is 
often difficult to observe. This might be a contributing 
cause of the high proportion of patients developing stage 
III and IV pressure ulcers in African-American and His-
panic populations.120,138

A multitude of screening tools drawing on various tech-
nologies are being developed to detect stage I pressure 
ulcers irrespective of the patient’s skin tone, although none 
are yet ready to be used in the clinical setting. These tech-
nologies purport to detect substantive biophysical changes 
in skin tissue that accompany ulcerations.

Uncomplicated Chronic Venous Ulcers

Presentation

Patients with chronic venous ulcers usually have a his-
tory of previous venous ulcer, dependent edema, previous 
deep venous thrombosis, pelvic surgery, vein stripping, 
or vein harvest for coronary artery bypass graft. Periph-
eral pulses are typically intact (although it is sometimes 
difficult to palpate pulses through edematous skin). A 
well-granulating ulcer with irregular borders positioned 
about the medial malleolus is typical of saphenous vein 
dysfunction. Although the “gator area” (i.e., lower third 
of the leg) is typical, venous ulcers can be located any-
where on the lower leg, ankle, or edematous foot dorsum. 
Frequently associated with the venous ulcer are lower leg 
hyperpigmentation and a “knobby” induration of sub-
cutaneous tissue called lipidermosclerosis.66 Edema of 
the leg is a hallmark of venous stasis disease, and stasis 
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Table 32-4   Advantages and Disadvantages of Support 
Surfaces

Surface Advantages Disadvantages

Static overlays

Air Low maintenance Can be punctured

Inexpensive Requires proper inflation

Multipatient use

Durable

Gel Low maintenance Heavy

Easy to clean Expensive

Multipatient use Little research

Resists puncture

Foam Lightweight Retains heat

Resists puncture Retains moisture

No maintenance Limited life

Water Readily available in the 
community

Requires heater

Transfers are difficult
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ulceration is the end result of longstanding venous con-
gestion (Figure 32-7).

Normally the contraction of skeletal muscles in the lower 
limb results in the compression of deep veins and cephalad 
propulsion of blood in the deep venous system. This muscle 
pump is powered by the contraction mainly of calf muscles 
within an unyielding leg fascial envelope, creating cyclic 
pressure peaks, which can reach 100 mm Hg.119 During mus-
cle relaxation, blood in the superficial venous system drains 
into deep veins through perforator veins, which are aided by 
valves in the perforator veins that resist blood flow from deep 
to superficial veins. This siphoning effect lowers the superfi-
cial venous pressure in the lower limb during standing.

The valves in deep venous system and perforator veins 
can become incompetent, however, because of the presence 
of an old clot or proximal vein occlusion (e.g., from orga-
nized clot, pelvic mass, or fibrosis). The ensuing superficial 
venous hypertension during standing in turn is transmitted 
to dermal exchange vessels. The venoarteriolar reflex (which 
is arteriolar constriction in response to an increase in pre-
capillary pressure) also is often abnormal in cases of severe 
chronic venous insufficiency. This results in failure to pre-
vent the increased arterial pressure during standing from 
being transmitted to dermal capillaries.132 The increased 
hydrostatic pressure in the superficial microvasculature 
results in fluid filtration and extravasation of plasma pro-
teins into extracellular matrix, which can overwhelm the 
lymphatic drainage system and cause protein-rich edema 
that limits nutrient delivery. Extravasated fibrinogen mol-
ecules aided by suboptimal fibrinolytic activity form fibrin 
cuffs around dermal capillaries. The microenvironment in 
the edematous region can also induce fibroblast dysfunc-
tion and can impede wound healing.52 Furthermore, cap-
illary plugging by white blood cells reduces the number 
of perfused capillaries and can cause epithelial injury and 
inflammation. This further decreases tissue nutritional 
support and aggravates edema.

The differential diagnosis of venous stasis ulcers includes 
ulcers related to congestive heart failure, lymphedema, or 
sickle cell anemia. Other diagnoses requiring alternative 
treatment approaches include squamous or basal cell car-
cinoma, cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, Kaposi sarcoma,197 
cutaneous tuberculosis, vasculitis (such as in the setting 
of rheumatoid arthritis), and pyoderma granulosum. If a 
wound does not respond within 4 to 6 weeks or occurs on 
an unusual location (i.e., popliteal fossa, foot dorsum), a 
biopsy might be indicated (Figure 32-8).156

Diagnostic Tests

The centerpiece of a recent venous leg ulcer guideline is pre-
treatment determination of ABI.134 For a normal ABI, stan-
dard care including compression (see later discussion) works 
well for most stasis ulcers. If arterial disease is suspected, 
segmental studies (e.g., pulse volume recordings or arterial 
Doppler studies) are useful to ensure that therapeutic com-
pression is safe. Measurement of Tcpo2 is considered when 
the ABI is less than 0.8 or where microcirculation might 
be impaired (e.g., diabetes mellitus or end-stage renal dis-
ease). If the presentation warrants, venous studies including 
Doppler and venogram are useful to rule out acute venous 
thrombosis on an urgent basis. A venous duplex study might 
confirm venous insufficiency or postphlebitic syndrome.
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FIGURE 32-7 The course of healing a venous stasis ulcer of 1 year duration and area greater than 100 cm2 on a 81-year-old woman with good blood flow (ABI = 
1.2). On initial presentation, pain was significant (20 mg hydrocodone/day) as was edema (+4 pitting). Dramatic edema is also evident in the initial appearance (A). 
Initial care included a course of systemic antibiotics for wound infection without systemic signs (amoxicillin/clavulanate). Topical care included silver sulfadiazine to 
the wound with rolled gauze (Kerlex) and loose long-stretch compression bandaging toe to knee (Coban), with substantial reduction of edema by week 4 of treat-
ment (B). Over the first 4 weeks, to decrease eschar burden there were twice per week curettage debridements, with daily dressing changes because of significant 
drainage. Also at 4 weeks and with a moderately red base, silver sulfadiazine was changed to a hydrocolloid with an overlying specialty absorptive dressing. Compres-
sion was tapered up to 1.5 rolls of Coban/leg at 4 weeks and 2 rolls at 8 weeks of treatment. The wound at week 12 is illustrated (C). Opiate intake continued to 
decrease: At 12 weeks she consumed hydrocodone 5 to 10 mg per day, and at 16 weeks, 5 mg/week. With pain decrease, drainage also decreased, resulting in need 
for dressing changes twice per week by week 20 and once per week by week 23. The wound closed by week 26 (D).
Treatment

Compression therapy has emerged over time as the stan-
dard of care for venous stasis ulcers. Edema reduction 
typically results in pain reduction and wound healing. A 
common denominator for applying compression is appli-
cation from toe to knee (distal to proximal). Two major 
types of compression are used: elastic and nonelastic (using 
long-stretch and nonstretch bandaging, respectively). Non-
elastic nonstretch compression, classically the Unna paste 
boot, is effective.119 Edema is reduced by the inelastic dress-
ing, which serves as a “fascial envelope” against which calf 
muscles can increase pressure during ambulation and rees-
tablish a venous ankle pump. Ambulators obtain the best 
edema reduction.

Elastic compression provides compression of 30 to 
40 mm Hg continuously, depending on the elastic com-
pression brand. Because of the “high” static pressure, 
elastic dressings typically have three layers to increase tol-
erability: (1) a primary dressing over the wound; (2) a sec-
ondary layer of padding from toe to knee, applied distal to 
proximal (e.g., bulky 4-inch Kerlex); and (3) an overlying 
long-stretch compression layer (e.g., Coban). The entire 
three-layer system can be purchased as a unit (e.g., Pro-
fore). Over-the-counter elastic wraps (e.g., ACE) tend not 
to supply an adequate and uniform compression needed 
to heal venous ulcers, unless the patient can adhere to a 
most-of-the-day schedule of waist-level leg elevation.

A common error in the treatment of venous ulcers is 
inadequate attention to drainage management, such as in 
the presence of infection. If infection is suspected and is 
being treated, compression therapy can be used with fre-
quent dressing changes and debridements, or with primary 
dressings that are more efficient at collecting or “wick-
ing away” drainage. Frequent dressing changes are also 
required for draining wounds to prevent maceration of 
surrounding tissues and shear stress.

Inadequate drainage management is a likely com-
mon reason for failure of the weekly applied Unna boot. 
Although the Unna boot is durable, a disadvantage is that 
it requires training to apply. The Unna boot increases inter-
stitial leg pressure during the toe-off phase of the gait cycle 
as a substitute for the leg’s natural ankle pump, which 
facilitates the flow of venous blood back to the central cir-
culation. Because of the cyclic rather than constant pres-
sure, the Unna boot could be the most appropriate method 
for mixed venous–arterial ulcers. Elastic compression is, in 
contrast, relatively easy to apply by caregivers in the home 
setting (with training). Elastic compression is best for those 
who are nonambulators.

McGuckin et al.135 have incorporated the above set of 
treatments into a guideline that demonstrates efficacy; if 
the guideline is not used, the healing time is 4 times longer 
and costs 6 times more. With treatment consistent with this 
guideline, approximately 50% of ulcers heal after 12 weeks 
of treatment, and another 35% heal after 24 weeks.122 
Wounds that do not close typically have these character-
istics in common: ulcer size greater than 10 cm2, wound 
present more than 12 months, and ABI less than 0.8.
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FIGURE 32-8 Differential diagnosis of venous stasis ulceration: basal cell carcinoma established by 3-mm punch biopsy for stasis-like ulcer on posterior leg of an 
elderly man with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (A); Kaposi sarcoma (by wedge biopsy) on a 45-year-old man with epidemic AIDS, on medial ankle (B). 
Both lesions were unresponsive to compression therapy.
For intractable wounds for which the wound bed is opti-
mally prepared,65 bioengineered skin substitutes can be 
applied beneath compressive dressings with a bolster and 
without suturing.59 Because of their high cost, prudence 
dictates that skin substitutes should be reserved for venous 
ulcers that remain open for an extended period despite the 
best conservative treatment outlined above.

Prevention: Compression Stockings

Once venous ulcers heal, the patient remains at risk for 
recurrence because the underlying venous or fascial ana-
tomic defect remains. Compression must be a lifelong 
practice. Compression garments (e.g., Jobst and Juzo) look 
and feel like stiff stockings and come in many sizes, col-
ors, and pressures. Most patients do well with 20 to 30 
mm Hg pressure. If an adherent patient ulcerates at the 
20 to 30 mm Hg level, they are then prescribed the 30 to 
40 mm Hg level. Using this stepwise approach, only a few 
patients will require 40 to 50 mm Hg compression. Most 
garments are off the shelf, and only very obese patients or 
those with unusual-shaped legs (e.g., posttrauma) require 
custom-fitted stockings. Several pairs of stockings should 
be purchased to allow washing and rotation, and stockings 
should be replaced at 6-month intervals. Patient education 
and “buy-in” are key to long-term ulcer prevention, and 
follow-up evaluation at 6-month intervals can maximize 
adherence.

Uncomplicated Neuropathic Ulcers

Presentation

Neuropathic or “insensate” foot ulcers can occur as a result 
of neuropathy of any cause (e.g., diabetes, leprosy45) or 
congenital sensory neuropathy (e.g., heredity sensory 
motor neuropathy type 2, lumbar meningomyelocele). The 
most common type in the United States, however, is neu-
ropathy secondary to diabetes mellitus (Figure 32-9). The 
sensorimotor neuropathy of diabetes is a “dying back” dis-
tal neuropathy leading to preferential denervation atrophy 
of intrinsic foot muscles (intrinsic minus foot). This results 
in an unbalanced pull of long flexors and extensors lead-
ing to pes cavus, claw toes, and subluxation of the metatar-
sal heads. This “intrinsic minus” deformity increases the 
pressure on bony prominences of already insensate feet. 
Insensitivity most often affects the plantar forefoot first, so 
neuropathic ulcers commonly affect plantar toes, hallux, 
or metatarsal heads. Neurotrophic osteoarthropathy, or 
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FIGURE 32-9 Presentations of neuropathic ulceration as circular or ovoid granular wounds surrounded by callus on weight-bearing bony prominences. For each 
example, weight bearing is excessive because of foot deformity such as claw toe (A), subluxation of first metatarsal head (B), and Charcot foot with calcaneal 
bony prominence (C). These patients have diabetes mellitus with peripheral neuropathy and local insensitivity to the 5.07 monofilament. D, A 31-year-old with 
lumbar meningomyelocele with a left medial malleolar “fat pad” as an adaptation to ambulation on pronated feet as a child.  As an adult he no longer ambulates, but 
a neuropathic ulcer has occurred on this prominence as a result of repetitive trauma.
Charcot foot, frequently causes midfoot collapse and plan-
tar-grade subluxation of the navicular or cuboid, leading to 
especially problematic neuropathic midfoot ulcers.95

The physical examination of an uncomplicated foot 
ulcer typically shows peripheral pulses to be intact, but 
sensation is diminished or absent in the vicinity of the 
ulcer, as measured by the Semmes 5.07 monofilament. 
Ulcers most frequently are located on bony prominences 
of the plantar metatarsals, midfoot, or heel. Ulcers can 
also be associated with digital abnormalities such as claw 
toes or hallux rigidus. Ulcers usually have regular borders 
and exuberant surrounding callus formation (see Figure 
32-9 for examples of neuropathic ulcers). Sensory neu-
ropathy and high plantar pressures (>6 kg/cm2) are inde-
pendently associated with ulceration in a diverse diabetic 
population.74

Diagnostic Tests

Segmental arterial pressures, including toe pressures, are 
often used to assess perfusion. If these are equivocal, Tcpo2 
can prognosticate healing as long as hyperkeratotic skin is 
avoided (e.g., the plantar foot). If there is clinical suspi-
cion of osteomyelitis, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
or combined indium-leukocyte bone scan is useful before 
initiating conservative treatment.
Treatment

Treatment strategies involve “off-weighting” the ulcer; 
which promotes healing by reducing mechanical irritation, 
inflammation, and edema. Neuropathic patients might not 
feel pain on ambulation, making it challenging to adhere 
to weight-bearing restrictions. Limited weight bearing must 
be implemented after a complete physiatric assessment. 
This assessment should result in prescriptions for orthoses, 
assistive devices, weight-relief shoes, physical therapy, and 
limited weight bearing.

Local care of neuropathic ulcers follows general “good 
wound care” principles. The moist wound environment 
can be maintained by antibiotic ointments, such as mupi-
rocin (Bactroban), or a hydrogel. Debridement (i.e., “sau-
cerization”) is also used on a weekly or biweekly basis (see 
Debridement section in this chapter).

Using standard methods, about 24% of neuropathic 
wounds are healed at 12 weeks and 31% to 47% at 
20 weeks.128 Factors positively associated with healing 
are wound areas less than 2 cm2 and duration at time of 
presentation of less than 2 months.124 The disappointing 
results with standard care have prompted many clinicians 
to seek adjunctive and complementary treatment strategies 
for their patients with neuropathic wounds.
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A very popular and effective treatment for recalcitrant 
neuropathic ulcers with good circulation is total contact 
casting (TCC), which many consider to be the “gold stan-
dard” of care.45,144 TCC uses very little padding, usually 
only around the toes, the malleoli, and the tibial crest. In 
contrast to a conventional orthopedic cast for fractures, 
TCC is lightweight and is mainly designed for protection, 
immobility, and uniform pressure application. Pressure 
concentration is avoided by virtue of the custom contour of 
the set plaster, and there is minimal shear stress because of 
negligible amount of space inside the cast to allow move-
ment. TCC is contraindicated where Tcpo2 is less than 
35 mm Hg or ABI is less than 0.45 in the affected leg.101

The effectiveness of TCC has been documented in clini-
cal trials. An open-labeled, controlled trial revealed that in 
the casting group 90% of neuropathic ulcers healed dur-
ing 12 weeks of observation. This is in contrast to a con-
ventional treatment group, wherein only 26% (p <0.05) 
healed in the same period.142 Although results using TCC 
are impressive, the cast application is a time-consuming, 
labor-intensive, expensive, and technically challenging 
process. Even in specialized centers, the technique might 
be best reserved until other, simpler methods fail to be 
effective.

Because of the difficulties associated with casting, sim-
pler off-loading techniques are commonly used. These 
include the healing shoe, the forefoot relief shoe (i.e., 
“half-shoe”), the removable cast walker, and the DH 
walker. The DH walker is a well-padded knee-high “boot” 
with a unique insole. The insole comprises hundreds of 
removable hexagonal pieces, each of which moves freely 
in multiple directions to reduce shear stress. For wounds 
at the toes or metatarsal heads, the DH walker might be as 
effective as TCC.

Healing shoe insoles have prominences proximal to or 
surrounding plantar ulcers to relieve high pressure. If pre-
pared by trained professionals, healing shoes can be effec-
tive in healing digital plantar ulcers. The IPOS forefoot 
relief shoe (half shoe) reduces pressure to forefoot ulcers 
because the forefoot is “hanging in space.” The half shoe 
can be effective if used as directed, but not as effective as 
TCC. In a prospective trial, after 12 weeks of observation, 
58.3% and 89.5% of wounds healed, respectively.9 One 
problem with healing shoes, half shoes, and walker boots 
is that they are removable: patients tend to “cheat,” and 
only a few steps taken without them can defeat the healing 
process.45

An alternative and very novel strategy is recombinant 
growth factor technology. Regranex, a formulation of 
recombinant PDGF-BB isoform (rh-PDGF-BB), has been 
approved by the FDA for healing of foot ulcers of neuro-
pathic and diabetic etiology. In a randomized, prospective, 
double-blind, placebo-controlled trial and after 20 weeks 
of treatment, 45% of wounds closed in the rh-PDGF-BB 
group compared with 25% closure for the standard care 
group.188 Application of Regranex is straightforward (topi-
cal, once per day, alternated with standard topical care). 
Disadvantages include the expense ($400 per tube) and 
the fact that it requires refrigerated storage. Because of the 
requirement for daily application, it cannot be used with 
casting, which is arguably a much more effective technique 
based on the evidence. If a patient with a well-perfused 
neuropathic ulcer cannot be casted, however, topical 
PDGF-BB might be a good choice.

Another method of treatment is application of bio-
engineered skin substitutes. Skin substitutes can be used 
with TCC. Where casting is to be done on an immunosup-
pressed patient with an expected slow healing rate, a skin 
substitute might be considered.

Prevention

The most cost-effective predictor of risk of neuropathic 
ulceration is testing with the 5.07 Semmes-Weinstein 
monofilament. If positive, the subject is at risk of the devel-
opment of a wound or a recurrence. Neuropathic ulcers 
often recur without periodic follow-up evaluation42 and by 
not prescribing orthopedic oxford shoes. Even if the shoe 
prescription is filled correctly so that pressure and shear 
stress are minimized, there is a recurrence rate of up to 30% 
per year, even with good compliance.146 Recurrence rates are 
at least double for patients who refuse to wear prescription 
shoes.43,60 Every effort should be made to optimize the shoe 
prescription and to educate the patient about the benefits to 
his or her health by adhering to the treatment strategies that 
have been proven to minimize or eliminate the risk.

During the period of skin maturation, a shoe prescrip-
tion can be filled by a certified pedorthist. A pedorthist has 
been specifically trained and certified in making specialty 
shoes and is well versed in insole and outsole modifica-
tions. A typical accommodative shoe prescription is for 
orthopedic oxford shoes with high toe box, removable 
PPT-Plastizote insoles, and modified rocker bottom. Each 
element is important.107 Rocker bottoms reduce pressure 
at the metatarsal heads.116 Insoles should be replaced at 
3-month intervals (because of a tendency to “bottom out”), 
and shoes should be replaced at 1-year intervals. Patient 
education involves daily inspection of the feet and legs 
to make sure there are no ecchymoses or excessive callus, 
which are harbingers of reulceration. Emollients, such as 
lanolin or Lac-Hydrin, help prevent the drying and crack-
ing of skin, especially between toes, that can be portals 
for entry of pathogens.139 A professional (e.g., podiatrist) 
should perform nail and callus debridements every 2 to 3 
months on routine follow-up evaluation.

Ischemic Ulcers

Presentation

Patients with ischemic ulcers typically have peripheral arte-
rial disease, that is, calcification, stenosis, or blockage of 
named arteries anywhere from the aortic bifurcation to 
the plantar and digital arteries. Peripheral arterial disease 
and cardiovascular disease have similar risk factors, includ-
ing hypertension, diabetes, smoking, hypercholesterol-
emia, and family history.105 In addition to arteriosclerosis, 
patients with ischemic wounds (including those with dia-
betes and end-stage renal disease) have microvascular dis-
ease or microcirculation abnormality, which contributes to 
chronic local hypoxia. Classic ischemic symptoms such as 
intermittent claudication are uncommon,105 partly because 
patients with ischemic ulcers have limited mobility or they 
have peripheral neuropathy and sometimes can be insen-
sate to pain.



Ischemic leg and foot ulcers are of multiple subtypes: 
pure, postsurgical, venous, pressure, or neuroischemic. 
Neuroischemic ulcers (i.e., neuropathy is present) typi-
cally occur at areas of trauma or repeated pressure. Neu-
roischemic ulcers do not occur on the plantar surface but 
on the foot margins (e.g., lateral heel, lateral fifth metatar-
sal head, and medial hallux).158 Also occurring at the foot 
margins are pressure-related ischemic wounds. A particu-
larly common scenario seen in the rehabilitation setting is 
pressure necrosis of the lateral heel margins as a result of 
prolonged immobility during anesthesia or on the operat-
ing table).

A postsurgical ischemic wound can occur as a result of 
dehiscence of a residual limb incision within an ischemic 
region. Venous ischemic wounds can occur anywhere on 
the leg and foot and are associated with edema or venous 
insufficiency (see Figure 32-10 for examples of ischemic 
ulcers). Pure ischemic ulcers occur in the setting of acute 
proximal arterial blockage, distal emboli, or macroangi-
opathy or microangiopathy not otherwise classified (see 
Figure 32-4).

Ischemic ulcers tend to be exceedingly painful for sen-
sate patients and are exacerbated by leg elevation and 
relieved by placing the leg in a dependant position. Some 
patients with painful ischemic ulcers are able to sleep only 
in the sitting position. In addition to wound pain, the skin 
over the affected area is hairless and appears fragile and 
friable. The ischemic ulcer frequently has a blanched base, 
has a “punched out” appearance, and is painful to probe, 
and the area surrounding the ulcer might have a bright or 
dusky red hue that has been termed ischemic livedo. The 
color can be purple or black, signaling the onset of gan-
grene. Any suspicion of gangrene or cellulitis requires an 
urgent surgical referral.
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The natural history and the healing course of ischemic 
wounds are highly variable, much more than might be 
expected for other wound types. They might heal slowly, 
be quasistable for an indefinite period, or aggressively 
increase in size. Ischemic wounds that expand can lead to 
deep soft tissue infection, osteomyelitis, and limb loss.87 
An ischemic wound typically has a periwound Tcpo2 less 
than 20 mm Hg,152 with the most hypoxic wounds (i.e., 
Tcpo2 <10 mm Hg) typically demonstrating the most omi-
nous course. A particularly aggressive form of cutaneous 
gangrene is calciphylaxis, an unusual and grave condition 
noted in the setting of renal osteodystrophy130 in dialysis 
patients.160

Diagnostic Tests

Vascular studies are critical to establish a prognosis for con-
servative healing. Pulse volume recordings might show an 
asymmetrically low value, and an ABI less than 0.4 is not 
uncommon and tends to carry a poor prognosis. A useful 
definition of ischemia is periwound Tcpo2 less than 20 mm 
Hg.86 Healing requires oxygenating the wound by increas-
ing the blood supply.

Treatment

If the wound is truly ischemic, a vascular surgical referral 
is needed to determine whether proximal flow can be rees-
tablished by angioplasty or a bypass procedure. The out-
come in terms of healing and limb salvage is much more 
favorable with successful revascularization.195 Whether 
or not the surgical consultant concludes that bypass or 
angioplasty is indicated, noninvasive methods contribute 
immeasurably to reversal of wound area expansion and 
even to healing. Conservative, nonsurgical, standard wound 
care must be optimized, including liberal use of padding 
CA B

FIGURE 32-10 Examples of ischemic ulcers. A, An ischemic postsurgical wound on a 70-year-old man with adult-onset diabetes and peripheral neuropathy who 
presented with hallux gangrene and an occluded femoral-popliteal bypass. B, A stasis-ischemic wound on an elderly nursing home resident, which responded to 
leg elevation rather than compression. C, An ischemic hallux on an elderly woman with end-stage renal disease. For each case, initial periwound Tcpo2 was less 
than 10 mm Hg; each patient had documented peripheral arterial disease, and each ultimately healed coincident with increase of Tcpo2 out of ischemic range. In 
addition to standard care, Case C received a 24-week course of daily HVPC electrotherapy;  Case A received 4 weeks of hyperbaric oxygen and then 28 weeks 
of HVPC.
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and weight-relief strategies. The usual guidelines concern-
ing the “moist wound environment,” however, do not 
hold for ischemic wounds. Many have advocated keeping 
ischemic wounds dry in an effort to avoid “wet gangrene.” 
Others use dilute Betadine, which is a strong antimicrobial 
and desiccating agent. A good argument exists to use silver 
sulfadiazine sparingly (an eschar-softening agent, broad-
spectrum antimicrobial that is usually well tolerated) on 
ischemic wounds for which the goal is healing but around 
which ischemia has not yet resolved.133,140

Techniques that address pathomechanics are critical and 
involve optimizing gait mechanics, with limited weight 
bearing to or near the ischemic wound (i.e., limited weight 
bearing with an assist device). Overly aggressive rehabili-
tation of a patient with an ischemic wound can be detri-
mental. For example, consider the common scenario of a 
patient with a “black heel” undergoing preprosthetic inpa-
tient rehabilitation. (A “black heel” should be considered 
ischemic until proven otherwise.) Progressive ambulation 
that involves “hopping” and repetitive trauma on the isch-
emic heel wound could worsen inflammation, pain, and 
ischemia and cause wound expansion and loss of the func-
tional remaining limb. In this case, the short-term goal 
might best be downgraded to transfer activity.

The evidence base is expanding for noninvasive tech-
niques to promote oxygenation and blood flow to isch-
emic wounds. These treatments are intended for patients 
for whom revascularization does not lead to healing, who 
experience graft failure, or who are not revascularization 
candidates because of multiple high-risk comorbidi-
ties. Currently available treatments include hyperbaric 
oxygen, the circulator boot, and high-volt pulsed cur-
rent (HVPC) electrotherapy. HVPC has been shown in 
case series,87,89 a controlled retrospective trial,87 and a 
small prospective randomized study86 to prevent area 
expansion and promote healing of nonsurgical ischemic 
wounds. Positive outcomes are associated with long-last-
ing resolution of hypoxia according to serial Tcpo2 deter-
mination (Figure 32-11).

Tcpo2 can be helpful in assessing which patients will 
respond to systemic HBOT.177 A sea-level air Tcpo2 less than 
15 mm Hg combined with an in-chamber Tcpo2 less than 
400 mm Hg predicts failure of HBOT with reliability and a 
positive predictive value of 75%.71 The circulator boot has 
been suggested as efficacious based on a large uncontrolled 
retrospective case series.56

Prevention

Prevention of ischemic wounds requires a high index of 
suspicion. For ischemic wounds with a neuropathic, pres-
sure, or venous component, similar guidelines apply as for 
uncomplicated wounds of these respective types. For pre-
vention of ischemic pressure wounds, the Braden Scale is 
helpful but might not predict formation of ischemic heel 
wounds. Frequent skin checks and vigilance are required. In 
the posthealing phase of venous ischemic wounds, careful 
attention should be paid to compression pressure to avoid 
necrosis (i.e., use 5 to 10 mm Hg antiembolism stockings 
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FIGURE 32-11 Dramatic example of area expansion of ischemic wounds.89 This wound is on the posterior leg of a 68-year-old female with end-stage renal 
disease on hemodialysis (biopsy negative for calciphylaxis). Simultaneously the patient developed an ipsilateral heel wound that expanded and healed in similar 
fashion. Two months previously, the patient developed a contralateral ischemic calf ulcer that necessitated transfemoral amputation. Both wounds contralateral to 
the transfemoral amputation were treated with daily high-volt pulsed current (HVPC) beginning at the vertical line of the graph. The graph reveals reversal of area 
expansion coincident with start of HVPC (solid line), with subsequent normalization of Tcpo2 (dotted line). (Modified with permission from Goldman RJ, Brewley BI, 
Cohen R, et al: Use of electrotherapy to reverse expanding cutaneous gangrene in end-stage renal disease, Adv Skin Wound Care 16:363-366, 2003.)
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or 10 to 20 mm Hg compression hose, rather than 20 to 
30 mm Hg stockings). Cigarette smoking lowers Tcpo2,191 
which complicates healing of chronic wounds (especially 
ischemic wounds) and makes recurrence more likely.

Infection, Surgical Repair, and the 
Transition From Outpatient to 
Acute Inpatient Management

Presentation

It is critical to make the distinction between wounds that 
are static (i.e., healing “arrest”) because they are critically 
colonized or locally infected, and those with frank tissue 
invasion with systemic signs and symptoms of infection. 
Patients with systemic infection benefit from hospitaliza-
tion, close monitoring, and intravenous antibiotics. Oral 
antibiotics, debridement, and topical therapies best man-
age locally infected wounds. The signs and symptoms of 
local infection are increased pain, friable granulation tis-
sue, wound breakdown (i.e., small openings in newly 
formed epithelial tissue not caused by reinjury or trauma), 
and foul odor.80 These “secondary” signs and symptoms 
have better sensitivity, specificity, and a positive predictive 
value than the classic signs of infection (i.e., heat, pain, 
redness, and swelling).

Systemic signs of inflammation or infection indicate 
the need for acute care or hospitalization. These include 
fever, chills, sweats, nausea, vomiting, or loss of appetite; 
elevated or depressed temperature; elevated white count; 
change in mental status; and/or increased glucose intol-
erance in patients with diabetes. For patients with diabe-
tes or immunosuppressed status (e.g., patients with HIV, 
organ transplant recipients, and those with end-stage renal 
disease), there is a lower threshold for hospitalization. 
For venous leg ulcers, cellulitis is an indication for hospi-
talization when erythema extends more than 2 cm from 
the ulcer margin with systemic signs. Frank purulence or 
abscess necessitates an urgent surgical referral.

Soft Tissue Infections:  Wound Culture, 
Microbiology, and Antibiotic Therapy

Because the surfaces of all ulcers are colonized by bacteria, 
ulcer cultures should not be routinely performed. Routine 
cultures do not have meaning in the absence of suspected 
“critical colonization” or infection. For identifying the caus-
ative organisms, there are five major culturing techniques: 
semiquantitative swab, quantitative swab, needle aspira-
tion, curettage, and quantitative culture. Quantitative cul-
tures are obtained by performing a punch biopsy. Results 
are described in terms of colony-forming units per gram of 
tissue. Many consider quantitative culture to be the “gold 
standard.” A high false-positive rate is observed, however, 
for quantitative culture of burn wounds.133 Another prob-
lem is that not all microbiology laboratories are able to 
perform the technique. In contrast, nearly all microbiology 
laboratories can analyze swabs. Semiquantitative swabs are 
readily available, and their use is straightforward, but they 
have a sensitivity, specificity, and predictive value of less 
than 50%. Quantitative swabs are more accurate, in that 
they correlate with quantitative culture if wounds are pre-
washed before swabbing.133

Mixed bacterial infections can also occur in patients who 
are not diabetic or immunosuppressed. Infection involving 
deep tissue invasion and hospitalization is almost always 
polymicrobial, including strict anaerobes and facultative 
aerobes. Aerobic organisms are usually found in surface 
swabs, whereas anaerobes are more often isolated from 
deep tissue or in larger pressure ulcers. Deep tissue isolates 
can reveal Proteus mirabilis, group B or D streptococci, Esch-
erichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, 
Peptostreptococcus species, Clostridia, and Bacteroides fragi-
lis.32 B. fragilis is often found in blood cultures associated 
with clinical sepsis. Surgical diabetic foot infections often 
reveal similar organisms.34 In recent years, methicillin-
resistant S. aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant Entero-
coccus have emerged as important virulent organisms within 
wounds.133

Debridement, antimicrobial dressings, or topical anti-
biotic agents are required for clinically infected wounds. 
Outpatient management of infections requires treatment 
with broad-spectrum oral antibiotics that cover gram- 
positives, gram-negatives, and anaerobes.36 Choices for aer-
obes include cephalexin, sulfamethoxazole-trimethoprim, 
and quinolone (e.g., ciprofloxacin or levofloxacin). For 
anaerobes, choices include metronidazole and clindamy-
cin. Clindamycin also covers some gram-positives and can 
be used in simple infections as a single agent.32 Another 
choice as a single agent is amoxicillin trihydrate-clavulanate 
potassium. Linezolid is a member of the oxazolidinones 
antibiotic class, can be used for MRSA, and is broadly active 
against gram-positive bacteria, with the advantage of being 
an oral agent.189 Intravenous antibiotics for inpatient infec-
tions are typically best determined in conjunction with 
infectious disease or internal medicine consultants.

Osteomyelitis

Subclinical untreated osteomyelitis often leads to nonheal-
ing ulcers. Approximately 25% of all nonhealing ulcers 
contain bone infection,84 and osteomyelitis should be con-
sidered and ruled out on the initial presentation if there 
is a reasonable suspicion. Although bone biopsy is 96% 
sensitive,54 surgeons are often reluctant to perform one 
unless there is some other compelling indication to oper-
ate. In the outpatient setting, osteomyelitis is most easily 
diagnosed by imaging studies.

Imaging Studies

Plain films are positive for osteomyelitis if they show reac-
tive bone formation and periosteal elevation. Plain films 
are the least expensive imaging study but have a sensitivity 
of 78% and specificity of only 50%. Because of the defi-
ciencies of plain films, test combinations have been sug-
gested. A combination of the leukocyte count, erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate, and plain films provided a combined 
sensitivity of 89% and specificity of 88%. If all three test 
results are positive, the positive predictive value of this 
combination is 69%. If all are negative, the negative pre-
dictive value is 96%.54 The combination is less helpful if 
only one or two tests are positive.
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Conventional three-phase bone scan is more sensitive 
for osteomyelitis than plain films, but specificity is still 
only 50%. Specificity is low because bone scans are poor at 
differentiating osteomyelitis from soft tissue infection con-
tiguous to bone.141 Indium leukocyte scanning has been 
reported to overcome this deficiency, with a sensitivity of 
89%. When combined with a three-phase bone scan, the 
sensitivity of indium white blood cell scanning is 100% 
and the specificity is 81%.32 Radionuclide tests either sin-
gly or in combination have the drawback of not revealing 
anatomic detail.

MRI reveals anatomic detail and is extremely sensi-
tive to the presence of marrow edema on the T2-weighted 
image. An analysis of 11 studies investigating the diagnosis 
of osteomyelitis by MRI showed a sensitivity of 95% and 
a specificity of 88%. One study that used histopathologic 
findings as the “gold standard” found excellent predictive 
value, with a sensitivity of 98% and specificity of 75%.61 
Because the specificity rating of MRI is not 100%, other 
entities that cause marrow edema, such as resolving frac-
ture or recent surgery, have to be considered.

Adjunctive Treatment for Osteomyelitis

After a surgical evaluation, with or without surgical 
debridement and biopsy, management of osteomyelitis 
requires 6 weeks of antibiotics. Such treatment for up to 
12 weeks has been suggested for more aggressive treatment 
of osteomyelitis for persons with diabetes.36 For recurrent 
osteomyelitis or an initial presentation of osteomyelitis in 
an immunosuppressed patient (e.g., transplant recipient), 
hyperbaric oxygen therapy is considered in parallel with 
intravenous antibiotics.190 An oxygen-rich environment 
in bone enhances leukocytic killing and is synergistic with 
antibiotics.

Surgical Management

The physiatrist on the “front line” of wound care under-
stands that many, if not most, chronic wounds heal with 
conservative care. While the physiatrist focuses on the 
functional aspects of medical management, the physi-
cal medicine and rehabilitation services must have access 
to consultants to effectively manage infections. Although 
conservative care has its place, it might not be prudent for 
scenarios illustrated in the following paragraphs, and oth-
ers as professional judgment dictates.

Surgical Management of Infection

At no time is the surgeon more critical than on presentation 
of a wound with frank tissue invasion, abscess, frank puru-
lence, fistulae, or acute osteomyelitis, any of which might 
lead to sepsis (Figure 32-12). These infections require 
operating room debridement and culture (see discussion 
of debridement in this chapter) because the infection will 
not resolve with antibiotics alone.

Soft Tissue Reconstruction

Musculocutaneous flaps are usually the best choice for 
stage IV pressure ulcers of the buttocks8 in patients with 
SCI, or when the concomitant loss of muscle function does 
not contribute to comorbidity or deficits in functional sta-
tus. Tissue expanders serve to optimize wound coverage.27 
Musculocutaneous flaps are also occasionally used for 
well-vascularized pressure ulcers of the heel. Musculocu-
taneous flaps can help heal osteomyelitis and limit further 
damage caused by shearing, friction, and pressure.129 Split-
thickness skin grafts can also be used to repair recalcitrant 
venous ulcers175 and neuropathic ulcers.

In persons with advanced age or chronically ill patients, 
the benefits of reconstructive surgery might be outweighed 
by the risks. In addition to the risk of surgery, musculocuta-
neous flaps have a significant recurrence rate in ulceration, 
with short-term failure rate (most commonly the result of 
suture line dehiscence) from 5% to 36%. The long-term 
recurrence rate can be as high as 61%.173 The recurrence 
rate can be minimized by careful attending to mechanical 
factors. If the biomechanical defect that led to ulcer in the 
first place is not corrected (by means of specialty shoes, 
orthoses, stockings, seating systems, or beds), the ulcer is 
likely to recur postoperatively.

Bone Repair and Reconstruction

The diabetic foot has deformities that predispose to ulcer-
ation. If the ulcer heals and then recurs several times, the 
orthopedic or podiatric surgeon should evaluate the patient 
for foot reconstruction, osteotomies, or tendon recessions 
to relieve the source of pathomechanical risk factors.

Revascularization

Advances in bypass of infrapopliteal stenoses using fem-
oral–distal bypass techniques and procedures make these 
options essential for consideration.36 Revascularization is 
the standard of care for patients with ischemic or gangre-
nous wounds, understanding that the most appropriate 
intervention might occasionally be nonsurgical because 
many high-risk patients are not candidates for arterial 
bypass. A less invasive option is angioplasty and minimally 
invasive endovascular surgery.

Amputation

Amputation secondary to significant dysvascular disease 
can be done at the digital, transmetatarsal, Symes, trans-
tibial, or transfemoral level for rapidly expanding gangrene 
or overwhelming infection. In these situations, amputation 
is considered “curative.” The physiatrist should be involved 
in “staging” the amputation. The team approach should to 
take into account the patient’s function, ambulation, the 
cardiopulmonary burden arising from increased energy 
expenditure, and oxygen consumption associated with pre-
prosthetic and postprosthetic gait training.

Nutrition

A major sign of poor nutrition is body weight less than 90% 
of ideal body weight. Laboratory markers include albumin 
less than 3.5 g/mL and prealbumin less than 15 mg/mL.47 
An established link exists between poor nutrition and pres-
sure ulcer formation.24

Nutritional therapy for patients with stage III or IV pres-
sure ulcers includes (1) 30 to 35 kcal/kg/day; (2) 1.2 to 
1.5 g/kg/day protein by means of oral, enteral, or paren-
teral routes; and (3) fluid intake at 1 mL/kcal.137 Patients 
with SCI or AIDS wasting syndrome and pressure ulcers 
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FIGURE 32-12 An example of a case requiring surgical referral: A 51-year-old man with L3 meningomyelocele complained of a 2-week history of chills and poor 
appetite. On presentation to the wound clinic he was afebrile with a warm, blistered erythematous foot (A). A podiatric surgeon was immediately called, who per-
formed a sharps debridement (B) and admitted the patient for treatment of abscess/cellulitis with intravenous antibiotics, surgical debridement, and split-thickness 
skin grafting, which ultimately achieved closure.
might additionally benefit from oxandrolone to build lean 
muscle mass. Oxandrolone is an anabolic steroid that is 
approved by the FDA to promote weight gain after severe 
physiologic stress (recommended dose of 10 to 15 mg/day). 
Oxandrolone is not, however, specifically FDA approved 
for treatment of pressure ulcers and should probably be 
considered as an off-label use.48

The evidence base for vitamin and mineral supple-
mentation is not established for patients without specific 
vitamin deficits. The relative safety of these compounds, 
however, suggests that it is reasonable to include them in 
a complete wound-healing nutritional program. Arginine 
might enhance collagen concentration and wound break-
ing strength.211

Vitamin C is an essential nutrient in wound healing 
because of its role as a cosubstrate in the hydroxylation of 
proline and lysine, which form collagen cross-links. When 
specific deficiencies are diagnosed, it is reasonable to rec-
ommend up to 750 mg/day for women and 900 mg/day 
for men).46 Vitamin A deficiency results in delayed wound 
healing and increased susceptibility to infection, espe-
cially in patients treated with corticosteroids.106 Zinc is a 
zymogen for DNA syntheses and metalloproteinases. Oral 
zinc might have a beneficial effect on healing of venous 
ulcers in people with lower serum zinc level at baseline.207 
A reasonable dosage of zinc sulfate is 220 mg/day.

Wound Pain

Wound pain bears similarities to both acute and chronic 
pain: chronic, because the pain is considered long last-
ing; acute, because the pain (with few exceptions) resolves 
when the wound heals. Because the acute pain is of moder-
ate to severe intensity, most patients receive opiate analge-
sics. They make the patient comfortable, foster sleep, and 
improve adherence to treatment. In the absence of sub-
stance abuse history, nearly all patients easily wean off opi-
ates after the wound heals. (For elderly persons or those at 
fall risk, it is reasonable to prescribe nonopiate analgesics.)

The patient can be dispensed “as needed” codeine (e.g., 
30 mg), oxycodone (e.g., 5 mg), morphine sulfate (e.g., 
15 mg), or hydromorphone (e.g., 2 mg), depending on 
the patient’s history of allergies, adverse reactions, opiate 
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tolerance, and physician experience. If the oral morphine-
equivalent intake per day exceeds 30 mg, the physician 
should consider using long-acting opiates based on opi-
ate equivalence. Choices include oxycodone slow release 
(10 mg every 12 hours) or morphine sulfate slow release 
(15 mg every 12 hours), or fentanyl transdermal patches (a 
25-mcg patch applied to the skin every 3 days). Long-acting 
opioids avoid the high peak/low trough effect associated 
with on-demand dosing. “Breakthrough” doses should 
follow predictable patterns, but total equivalent dose per 
week should gradually decrease as inflammation subsides 
and the wound heals. Wound pain requires an assessment 
scale to judge the effectiveness of treatment. The most basic 
assessment is a numerical rating scale that is an 11-point 
scale where 0 is no pain and 10 is the worst possible pain. 
Patients are asked to quantify their pain levels by choosing 
a single number from the 11-point scale.108 The number of 
“pain pills” per day consumed by the patient is a concrete 
and readily understood measure of patient discomfort. The 
American Pain Society coined the phrase “pain: the fifth 
vital sign” to elevate awareness of pain treatment among 
health care professionals. The Joint Commission has 
declared that pain should be treated as a vital sign. The tra-
ditional vital signs—pulse, blood pressure, respiration, and 
temperature—are called signs for a reason. They follow the 
medical axiom that signs must be objective, measurable, 
and quantifiable. Pain is not a sign; it is a symptom. Symp-
toms are what patients describe subjectively as a feeling, 
and feelings are not easy to quantify. We should, however, 
measure and treat our patients’ pain with the same degree 
of urgency as we do the other vital signs. 

Wound Care Centers

The wound care center concept is probably more than a 
century old, but it was not until recently that this clinic 
concept was widely used. In the United States, there are 
currently approximately 900 wound care centers.5 Wound 
clinics typically have a multidisciplinary staff that can 
include physicians, podiatrists, physical therapists, nurses, 
and others. It is said that the ideal wound care clinic “drives 
an interdisciplinary conduit through institutional silos.” 
Close periodic follow-up evaluation of individual patients 
is most effective because patients with wounds that get reg-
ular nursing follow-up evaluation have an amputation rate 
40% lower than expected.153

The business aspects of wound care are outside the scope 
of this chapter. It should be noted, however, that a success-
ful wound clinic must optimize billing practices to mirror 
the reality that wound care has (1) a medical decision-
making component and (2) a supply and personnel (i.e., 
“technical”) component. In the United States, the CMS 
separately reimburses the professional and the hospital.

Conclusion

Prevention and early, aggressive intervention are the cor-
nerstones of chronic wound management. The “medical” 
wound care outlined in this chapter can be used by phys-
iatrists to heal difficult wounds in the outpatient setting, 
with a minimum of complications, and to proactively save 
limbs. Chronic wound care offers new practice opportuni-
ties for physiatrists in the twenty-first century.
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CHAPTER 33
CARDIAC REHABILITATION
Jonathan H. Whiteson and Gisli Einarsson
Definition and Goals

Cardiac rehabilitation (CR) is an interdisciplinary team 
approach to patients with functional limitations secondary 
to heart disease (HD). The focus is on restoring patients 
to their optimal medical, physical, mental, psychologic, 
social, emotional, sexual, vocational, and economic status 
compatible with the severity of their HD. Primary preven-
tion of HD involves screening healthy people to identify 
and treat risk factors before these illnesses develop. Sec-
ondary prevention is initiated during CR to improve HD 
risk factors and limit further morbidity and mortality.

Historical Development

Herrick first described a myocardial infarction (MI) in 
1912. Bed rest for 2 months was prescribed because activity 
was believed to induce congestive heart failure (CHF), ven-
tricular aneurysm, cardiac rupture, and sudden death. By 
1930, pathologic studies revealed stable scar formation by 
6 weeks.133 Bed rest was recommended for 6 weeks, stren-
uous activity limited for longer, and return to an active 
lifestyle or work was infrequent. By the 1950s, early ambu-
lation programs at 4 weeks157 and then at 14 days35 after 
MI were implemented. These reduced the complications 
of prolonged bed rest, including deconditioning, venous 
thrombosis, and pulmonary embolism. During the 1970s 
and 1980s, hospital lengths of stay shortened because of 
economic pressures and studies on determinants of return 
to social functioning.240 Similar outcomes and safety with 
early ambulation were noted, with no significant difference 
in occurrence of angina, reinfarction, CHF, or death.1

Formalization of post-MI activities into what is now 
considered phase 1 inpatient CR was initially described by 
Wenger et al.236 Patients progressed from bed rest to inde-
pendence in activities of daily living (ADL), household 
ambulation, and stair climbing within 2 weeks. Patients 
were then discharged home.

Advances in technology and medical management 
have significantly reduced hospital lengths of stay for MI. 
Changes in managed care and Medicare policy, the pro-
spective payment system for inpatient rehabilitation, and 
the “75% rule” for admission to inpatient rehabilitation 
units have also influenced hospital lengths of stay and 
inpatient CR. According to Medicare claims in the United 
States, CR use is relatively low among beneficiaries despite 
convincing evidence of its benefits.200 To assess the benefits 
of CR in an older diverse population, analysis of more than 
600,000 U.S. Medicare beneficiaries who were hospitalized 
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for HD or a revascularization procedure was conducted. 
Mortality rates at 1 and 5 years were compared in CR users 
and nonusers. Depending on the analysis method, CR 
reduced 5-year mortality by 21% to 34%. Moreover, a sur-
vival benefit was apparent in all demographic and clinical 
subgroups of patients, including those with MI, those who 
underwent revascularization, and those with heart failure. 
On final analysis, subjects who completed 25 or more ses-
sions of CR were 19% less likely to die over 5 years than 
matched users who completed fewer sessions (p < 0.001). 
Just 12.2% of subjects used CR, and the average number of 
sessions was 24.201 Patients are now discharged within 3 to 
5 days after an uncomplicated MI, and 5 to 7 days after car-
diac surgery. Reductions in hospital lengths of stay greatly 
affect the early phases of CR.

Epidemiology of Cardiovascular 
Disease

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of mor-
bidity and mortality in men and women in the United 
States. In 2006 an estimated 81.1 million American adults 
(more than 1 in 3) had 1 or more types of CVD. Of these, 
38.1 million were estimated to be 60 years or older.126 
Prevalence increases with advancing age: 51% of men and 
48% of women between the ages of 55 and 64 years have 
CVD, and 71% of men and 79% of women older than 
75 years are affected.43 In the United States there is one 
coronary event every 26 seconds, and one death every min-
ute from HD. There are more than 600,000 new MIs each 
year, and more than 300,000 recurrent MIs. In 2006 a total 
of 935,000 new and recurrent MIs occurred.126 Within 
1 year of an MI, 25% of men and 38% of women will die, 
and 50% will die within 8 years. An average of 11.5 years of 
life is lost secondary to an MI.

From 1996 to 2006, the total number of inpatient 
cardiovascular operations and procedures in the United 
States increased 33%, from 5,444,000 to 7,235,000 
annually. Hospital-based interventions for the manage-
ment of HD show that in the United States the number 
of cardiac catheterizations decreased slightly from 1996 
to 2006, from 1,161,000 to 1,115,000 annually. In 2006 
an estimated 1,313,000 percutaneous coronary interven-
tions (previously referred to as percutaneous transluminal 
angioplasty) were performed in the United States. Also 
in 2006, 253,000 patients underwent a total of 448,000 
coronary artery bypass procedures (defined by procedure 
codes). Coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) volumes have 
declined nationally over the past decade. A total of 2163 
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heart transplantations (HTs) were performed in 2008, 
virtually the same number that were performed annually 
for almost two decades. In 2006, 114,000 implantable 
cardioverter defibrillators and 418,000 pacemakers were 
placed.126

Economic costs are also rising in the United States, with 
costs in 2010 for all HD estimated to be $316.4 billion. 
Half is for hospital, physician, and medication costs, and 
half is due to the lost productivity resulting from morbidity 
and mortality. The estimated total direct and indirect cost 
of CVD and stroke in the United States for 2010 is $503.2 
billion.126

By modifying risk factors for HD, mortality rates have 
fallen from 228 per 100,000 population in 1970, to 178 
per 100,000 in 2001, to 142 per 100,000 in 2006. Life 
expectancy in the United States is currently 77.7 years 
(2006 population data).126 If all CVD was eliminated, the 
estimated life expectancy would increase by 7 years8 (based 
on turn-of-the-century mortality and population data). The 
impact of CVD is not limited to the United States. Globally 
the World Health Organization estimates nearly 20 million 
people die annually of CVD, contributing to nearly a third 
of all deaths.

Types of Heart Disease

MI remains the primary reason for referral for CR. Increas-
ingly patients with angina, post–catheter-based interven-
tion, CABG, valve surgery, CHF, arrhythmia, and HT are 
being referred. With an in-depth understanding of the 
pathophysiology of CVD and the benefits of early mobi-
lization and exercise, there are very few clinical situations 
where CR is absolutely contraindicated.

Risk Factors for Coronary 
Artery Disease

Risk factors for coronary artery disease (CAD) are summa-
rized in Box 33-1.

Physical Inactivity

Physical inactivity accounts for 250,000 deaths  annually. 
More than 60% of adults in the United States do not par-
ticipate in regular physical activity. Single women, the 
elderly, the less educated, the less affluent, African Ameri-
cans, and Hispanics are more likely to be inactive.216 The 
American College of Sports Medicine recommends at least 
30  minutes of moderate-intensity physical activity on most 
days of the week, approximating to 600 to 1200 calories 
expended per week through exercise. Total energy expendi-
ture, rather than duration or type of activity, has the great-
est influence on the development of CAD. Higher levels of 
energy expenditure predict significantly lower CAD risk.121

Physical activity improves other modifiable risk factors 
for CAD (Box 33-2). Physical activity also reduces the inci-
dence of CAD25,120 and associated morbidity.216 A study of 
more than 40,000 men in the United States shows that a 
healthy lifestyle might prevent a majority of coronary heart 
disease events.45 The protective effect is maintained only 
with lifelong exercise.163 Physical activity and exercise in 
adults without HD is extremely safe, with the risk for a car-
diac event ranging between 1 in 400,000 and 1 in 800,000 
hours of exercise. The risk for an event is significantly lower 
among regular exercisers.64 In a study of more than 6200 
men, exercise capacity was found to be a more powerful 
predictor of mortality than other established risk factors for 
CVD.152 A cohort of more than 5700 women followed up 
over 8 years determined that the same applies to women.86

Hypertension

Normal blood pressure and hypertension are classified in 
Table 33-1.

Approximately one billion people worldwide have 
hypertension, and 7.1 million die annually of its compli-
cations. Hypertension is the most significant risk factor for 
death worldwide.251 It affects mostly elderly people,38 and 
the incidence increases with age.225 Nearly 25% of adults 
in the United States have hypertension that requires treat-
ment.90 Despite intensive education campaigns, however, 
30% of people with hypertension do not know they have 
it. Hypertension is suboptimally controlled with medica-
tion in 25% of patients, and 11% are not medicated. Only 

Modifiable
 •  Physical inactivity
 •  Hypertension
 •  Smoking
 •  Dyslipidemia
 •  Overweight or obesity
 •  Diabetes
 •  Metabolic syndrome
 •  Emerging factors (see below)

Nonmodifiable
 •  Increasing age
 •  Gender: Male > female
 •  Prior history: Cardiac, peripheral vascular, or cerebrovascu-

lar disease
 •  Family history: Genetics
 •  Cultural or socioeconomic

 

BOX 33-1

Risk Factors for Coronary Artery Disease

 •  Low-density lipoprotein and triglyceride levels reduced 
3%-5%123

 •  High-density lipoprotein levels increased by 4.6%122

 •  Systolic and diastolic resting blood pressures reduced up 
to 3.4 mm Hg (greater reduction seen in hypertensive 
patients)61

 •  Diabetic control improved: Reduction of glycosylated 
hemoglobin up to 1%210

 •  Weight loss and subsequent weight maintenance 
enhanced241

 •  Rates of smoking cessation and maintenance of abstinence 
improved134

 

BOX 33-2

Benefits of Physical Activity on Risk Factors  
for Coronary Artery Disease
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one third of patients with hypertension have their blood 
pressure controlled with medication,44 and many elderly 
patients are not treated to an optimal level.24 Recent pub-
lic health programs have improved awareness of and treat-
ment rates for hypertension.

Risk for MI and death increase as blood pressure rises 
above 115/75 mm Hg.125 The presence of other CAD risk 
factors compounds the risk from hypertension.7 It is signif-
icant that a blood pressure reduction of 5 mm Hg produces 
a 9% reduction in mortality from CAD.238

Management of hypertension requires lifestyle modifi-
cations, including increased physical activity and dietary 
changes238 for weight management, as well as restriction 
of sodium and alcohol intake. Among other benefits, high-
intensity interval walking might be protective against age-
associated increases in blood pressure.156

In an extensive review of the evidence for prescribing 
exercise as therapy in chronic disease, strong evidence was 
found for the positive effects of training on the pathogene-
sis, symptoms specific to the diagnosis, physical fitness and 
strength, and quality of life (QOL) in hypertension.166 Life-
style modification without medication is recommended in 
stage 1 hypertension for 12 months in those with no other 
risk factors, or 6 months in people with other risk factors. 
It can lower systolic blood pressure (SBP) between 3.7 and 
4.3 mm Hg.10 Medications are recommended for stage 2 
hypertension, or when lifestyle modifications do not nor-
malize blood pressure.

Smoking

Cigarette smoking is the leading preventable cause of ill-
ness and premature death in the United States. More than 
a third of all smoking-related deaths are caused by CVD,42 
and up to 30% of all CAD deaths in the United States annu-
ally are attributable to smoking.215 Patients who continue 
to smoke after CABG have increased morbidity and mor-
tality compared with those who stop smoking.102 Finan-
cial costs are also significant, with more than $157 billion 
annually in medical care and lost productivity.42

Prevention of smoking and smoking cessation are essen-
tial. With education, fewer youths are starting to smoke, 
and since 1965 smoking rates have dropped 40% in Amer-
ican adults. Of the 45% of patients who stop smoking 
spontaneously after a coronary event, 70% relapse within 
1 year.176 A nicotine withdrawal syndrome is responsible 
for the significant difficulty most people have in quit-
ting smoking.6 The benefits of smoking cessation are sig-
nificant. The risk for developing CAD is reduced by 50% 
within 1 year, and there is a substantial decrease in CAD 
mortality.79,184,192 Mortality rates by 3 to 5 years after MI 
are reduced by 50%,248 and sudden cardiac deaths are also 

Table 33-1   Classification of Hypertension
Systolic Blood 
Pressure (mm Hg)

Diastolic Blood 
Pressure (mm Hg)

Normal <120 <80

Prehypertension 120-139 80-89

Stage 1 hypertension 140-159 90-99

Stage 2 hypertension >160 >100
reduced.76 A combination of behavioral support, nicotine 
replacement, and bupropion provides the highest success 
rates for smoking cessation, approaching 20%.173

Dyslipidemia

Dyslipidemia is defined in Table 33-2.153

About 105 million adults in the United States have total 
cholesterol levels of 200 mg/dL or higher, and 50% have 
a low-density lipoprotein (LDL) level of 130 mg/dL or 
higher. Up to 40% of white men have a high-density lipo-
protein (HDL) level below 40 mg/dL. A raised LDL level 
over 100 mg/dL is an independent risk factor for CAD245 
and predicts risk for recurrent events in preexisting CAD.250 
Reducing the LDL level is associated with fewer CAD 
events.33 Elevated triglyceride levels are also correlated with 
CAD.14 A low HDL level is an independent risk factor for 
CAD, reversed by raising HDL.245 Although genetics is the 
main factor, 50% of HDL levels are accounted for by over-
weight, inactivity, smoking, and diabetes.

Achievement of optimal lipid levels is initially done by 
lifestyle modification, including dietary changes, increased 
physical activity, and weight loss. Aerobic exercise, includ-
ing the use of a bicycle ergometer,50 and strength training 
can lower LDL and triglyceride levels, raise the HDL level, 
and reduce the risk for CAD. This benefit is maintained 
as long as exercise is ongoing.212 The effects of therapeutic 
exercise on the pathogenesis of dyslipidemia, as well as on 
specific symptoms of the condition, physical fitness, and 
strength are supported by strong evidence.166

Reduction of LDL levels through dietary changes reduces 
CAD incidence. Plant stanols and sterols, and soluble fibers 
including oats, barley, and psyllium can lower LDL levels.78 
Dietary guidelines for lipid management are summarized 
in Table 33-3. Medications, including statins,188 are also 
effective in reducing total cholesterol, LDL, and triglyceride 
levels, and increasing HDL levels, as well as reducing the 
risk for developing CAD and recurrent events.184

Overweight and Obesity

More than 60% of American adults are overweight, defined 
as a body mass index greater than 25 kg/m2. Approxi-
mately 30% of all white and African American men, and 
50% of African American women are obese (body mass 
index >30 kg/m2). Increasing numbers of children are 
overweight. Currently 22% of African American children 
are overweight.196 Childhood obesity is linked to a greater 
risk for adult mortality from CVD.

Overweight is associated with 300,000 deaths annu-
ally from all causes.4 Obesity is also related to increased 
morbidity and poorer QOL.65,67 Overweight contributes 
to hypertension, dyslipidemia, diabetes, and the meta-
bolic syndrome. A 10-lb weight gain increases the risk for 
CVD and mortality.134 Conversely, a weight loss of 10% 
reduces risk factors for CAD.154 Direct economic costs of 
obesity-related CAD, diabetes, and hypertension approach 
$43 billion. Indirect costs total $31 billion, approximately 
9.4% of the U.S. health care expenditure.48 Strong evidence 
for the positive effect of training has been established on 
pathogenesis, diagnosis-specific symptoms, physical fitness 
and strength, and QOL in obesity.166
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Table 33-2    Classification of Dyslipidemia
Total Cholesterol 
(mg/dL)

Low-Density Lipoprotein  
(mg/dL)

Triglycerides 
(mg/dL)

High-Density Lipoprotein 
(mg/dL)

Optimal <200 <100 <150 >60

Near optimal — 100-129 — —

Borderline 200-239 130-159 150-199 —

Abnormal >240 160-189 200-299 <40

Hazardous — >190 >500 —
Diabetes

A fasting blood glucose level greater than 125 mg/dL 
defines diabetes. A normal fasting blood glucose level 
is less than 110 mg/dL, and a level between 110 and 125 
mg/dL is considered an impaired fasting glucose level.60 
About 17 million people in the United States and 5% of 
all adults have diabetes, and 14.5 million have impaired 
fasting glucose levels. There are 800,000 new cases of type 
2 diabetes diagnosed annually. One third of all people 
with diabetes are undiagnosed and untreated.95 African 
Americans and Hispanic Americans have twice the inci-
dence of diabetes as that of white persons.193 The preva-
lence of diabetes in the United States is currently 7%, and 
increasing in parallel with increasing rates of obesity and 
physical inactivity.94

Impaired fasting glucose229 and diabetes increase the 
incidence of and mortality from CAD.39 In 65% of patients 
with diabetes, mortality is due to CAD.73 CAD can go 
undetected because myocardial ischemia is often silent 
in people with diabetes as a result of autonomic dysfunc-
tion.247 Adequate diabetic control in patients with CAD 
reduces the incidence of MI, decreases the need for cardiac 
interventions and surgery, improves QOL, and extends sur-
vival.190 Dietary modification for weight loss and increased 
physical activity are first-line therapy for hyperglycemia. 
Strong evidence supports the prescription of therapeutic 
exercise in type 2 diabetes, improving outcome on patho-
genesis, symptoms specific to the diagnosis, physical fitness 
and strength, as well as QOL.166 The addition of oral medi-
cations or injectable insulin might be needed to optimize 
control.

The metabolic syndrome (see following discussion) is 
a combination of insulin resistance with dyslipidemia, 
hypertension, and a prothrombotic state.81 This syndrome 
can precede the development of overt diabetes.

Table 33-3    Dietary Guidelines for Lipid Management
Calorie Source Total Daily Calories (%)

Total fat 30

Polyunsaturated fat 10

Monounsaturated fat 20

Saturated fat <7

Carbohydrates 50

Proteins 15

Cholesterol <200 mg/day

Fiber 20-30 g/day
Metabolic Syndrome

Key components of the metabolic syndrome are noted in 
Box 33-3. Three or more of components 1 through 5 must 
be present for diagnosis.153 Approximately 47 million peo-
ple in the United States have metabolic syndrome. Preva-
lence increases with age. It is noted in nearly 45% of people 
older than 60 years and in one third of overweight or obese 
people.66 Metabolic syndrome is an independent risk factor 
for CAD89 and predisposes to diabetes and increased mortal-
ity.116 Treatment focuses on management of underlying risk 
factors including overweight, physical inactivity, and poor 
diet. Medications for dyslipidemia, hypertension, hypergly-
cemia, and thrombosis are considered to optimize control. 
There is strong evidence that in the metabolic syndrome, the 
pathogenesis of insulin resistance, specific symptoms, physi-
cal fitness, strength, and QOL are all affected by exercise.166

Emerging Risk Factors

Other emerging factors associated with CAD risk are sum-
marized in Table 33-4.

Nonmodifiable Risk Factors

The risk for CAD increases with age, and men have higher 
rates of CAD at any age than those of women. Women 
lag about 10 to 15 years behind men in the incidence of 
CAD.245 A previous personal history of CAD, peripheral 
vascular disease (PVD), and CVD increases the chance of 
a future cardiac event. Family history also correlates with 
risk for CAD, although the influence of genetic predisposi-
tion is not easily separated from environmental factors and 
learned behaviors.187 Men and postmenopausal women 
are more likely to develop CAD, as are many minorities, 
partly because of higher rates of hypertension, obesity, and 
diabetes in these populations.

 1.  Abdominal obesity: Waist circumference >102 cm (men), 
>88 cm (women)

 2.  Triglycerides >150 mg/dL
 3.  High-density lipoprotein <40 mg/dL (men), <50 mg/dL 

(women)
 4.  Hypertension: Blood pressure >130/85 mm Hg
 5.  Insulin resistance: Fasting blood glucose >110 mg/dL
 6.  Proinflammatory state
 7.  Prothrombotic state

 

BOX 33-3

Components of the Metabolic Syndrome85
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Exercise Physiology

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is used to power all organ 
function, and is produced by one of two metabolic path-
ways: the aerobic and the anaerobic. Unlike anaerobic 
metabolism, aerobic metabolism is dependent on oxygen 
to drive the process.

Energy Substrates

Energy substrates are the fuels used in metabolic pathways 
(Table 33-5).

Carbohydrates and fats are the primary sources of meta-
bolic fuel. Protein and amino acids are used as an energy 
source only with severe caloric deprivation, starvation diet-
ing, or “overexercising.” Oxygen is required to maximize 
energy production from carbohydrates and fats. At intense 
external “work rates,” the body’s physiologic mechanisms 
cannot provide oxygen at the rate it is required by the 
metabolizing tissues. Aerobic pathways are limited, and 
anaerobic pathways take over.

Muscles store energy in the form of ATP and phospho-
creatine in sufficient quantities to support short bursts 
(10 seconds) of intense activity. Use of stored ATP and 
phosphocreatine is considered anaerobic metabolism. 
After burst activity, restoration of these stores occurs 
through aerobic pathways. The production of pyruvate 
from any substrate does not require oxygen and is also con-
sidered anaerobic metabolism. Transport of pyruvate into 
the mitochondria is oxygen dependent. The anaerobic con-
version of pyruvate to lactic acid by lactate dehydrogenase 
also occurs, but has a very limited capacity to produce ATP. 
The accumulation of lactic acid is associated with impair-
ment of cellular metabolic pathways, muscle soreness, 
fatigue, significant respiratory stimulation, and a “forced” 
decrement or cessation of exercise. Cardiac arrhythmias are 
more likely to occur under anaerobic conditions.

To limit lactic acid accumulation, at least two mecha-
nisms exist to increase its degradation. First is the Cori 
cycle, where lactate is transported to the liver, converted 
back into pyruvate and then into glucose, and released for 
further muscle metabolism. Second are buffering systems 
that are important in the energy process. With the produc-
tion of lactic acid the pH of the local milieu is lowered, 
activating buffering mechanisms. Sodium bicarbonate 
(NaHCO3) is the most abundant and active buffering sys-
tem for lactic acid, with the production of sodium lactate 
and carbonic acid (H2CO3):

Lactic acid + NaHCO3 → Sodium lactate + H2CO3

Table 33-4    Emerging Risk Factors for the Development 
of Coronary Artery Disease

Risk Factor Treatment

Lipoprotein (a)52 Nicotinic acid9

Homocysteine239 Folic acid, vitamins B6 and B12
132

Prothrombotic states144 Aspirin101

High-sensitivity C-reactive protein114 Statins147,160,175
Carbonic acid is rapidly converted to water (H2O) and 
carbon dioxide (CO2):

H2CO3 carbonic acid dehydrogenase → H2O + CO2

Sodium lactate is converted back to lactic acid and then 
to pyruvate when aerobic conditions are restored.

Detection of a spike in CO2 production ( Vco2) with 
a metabolic gas analysis identifies the transition from 
aerobic to predominantly anaerobic metabolism. Dur-
ing exercise testing the intensity of exercise when Vco2 
exceeds oxygen consumption ( Vo2) is considered the 
anaerobic threshold. Anaerobic threshold is one of the 
key determinants of functional and exercise performance. 
Because patients with HD do not feel well under anaero-
bic conditions, exercise intensities should be set below 
anaerobic threshold.

Oxygen Consumption
Vo2 is measured using a metabolic cart, and is the vol-
ume of oxygen consumed at any level of activity. Under 
controlled conditions, at rest, an average 70-kg man con-
sumes 3.5 mL of oxygen per minute for every kilogram of 
body weight. The unit of oxygen consumption at resting, 
or “basal metabolic rate,” is referred to as one metabolic 
equivalent (1 MET). Any increment in activity will produce 
greater oxygen consumption, or METs. Many tables exist of 
the MET level equivalent for varying intensities of exercise 
and different activities, such as in Table 33-6.

For any given level of aerobic training, as exercise 
intensity increases past a critical point, the ability of phys-
iologic systems to provide oxygen is outstripped by the 
body’s oxygen requirements. This represents anaerobic 
threshold, and using metabolic gas analysis, no further 
increase in Vo2 is seen (Figure 33-1). A rate of maximal 
Vo2 has been reached ( Vo2max, or aerobic capacity). If 
further exercise is done after this point, anaerobic mecha-
nisms produce the energy required. Because of lactic acid 
accumulation, only a short duration of further exercise is 
possible.

The Fick Equation

Complex multicellular organisms use organ systems to 
transport oxygen from the atmosphere to the site of energy 
production. The efficiency of these systems at any given 
level of aerobic fitness determines the Vo2max and the 
maximal functional capacity. The Fick equation links the 
significant organ systems involved in the transportation 
of oxygen—lungs, cardiovascular, and muscle—and is the 
central theme underlying the enhanced function achieved 
with aerobic exercise training:

Oxygen consumption Cardiac output Arteriovenous
oxygen diff

= ¥
eerence

Cardiac output at any degree of aerobic training is a 
product of the heart rate (HR) and stroke volume (SV; the 
volume of blood expelled by the left ventricle during one 
contraction). The major determinant of SV is the diastolic 
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Table 33-5    Substrates Used in Metabolic Pathways
Stored as Circulating as Converted to Metabolic Pathways Net ATP Produced

Carbohydrate Glycogen: liver, muscle Glucose Pyruvate, acetyl
coenzyme A

Citric acid cycle in
mitochondria

36

Fat Triglycerides: adipose tissue Free fatty acids,
glycerol

Acetyl coenzyme A, 
glucose

β-Oxidation, citric
acid cycle

460

Protein Muscle Amino acids Pyruvate or acetyl
coenzyme A

Deamination —

ATP, Adenosine triphosphate.
Table 33-6  The Metabolic Equivalent Energy Expenditure of Varying Intensity Activities
Level Self-care Household Recreational Vocational

Light (1-3 METS) Sponge bathing
Shaving
Dressing or undressing

Preparing light meals  
Setting table

Dusting

Walking 2 mph
Writing
Reading
Playing piano

Typing
Light machine work
Lifting <10 lb
Using a sewing machine

Light to moderate 
(3-4 METS)

Showering
Climbing stairs
Driving

Light gardening
Ironing
Vacuuming
Grocery shopping

Walking 3 mph
Slow bicycling
Golfing with cart

Light carpentry
Working on an assembly line
Lifting <20 lb
Bricklaying

Moderate  
(4-5 METS)

Having sexual intercourse Heavy gardening
Waxing floors
Moving furniture
Raking leaves
Washing car

Walking 3.5 mph
Playing doubles tennis
Slow dancing
Easy swimming
Bicycling 8 mph

Light shoveling
Mixing cement
Light farming
Lifting <50 lb

Heavy (5-7 METS) — Splitting wood
Shoveling snow
Climbing ladder

Walking 4-5 mph
Playing singles tennis
Cross-country skiing at 2.5 mph
Doing gymnastics

Heavy farming
Heavy industry
Lifting 50-100 lb

Very heavy  
(>7 METS)

— Moving heavy furniture
Pushing or pulling hard

Jogging at 5 mph
Playing soccer  
Playing basketball
Horseback riding

Heavy construction
Lifting 100 lb

METS, Metabolic equivalents.
filling volume. However, diastolic filling volume decreases 
as HR increases. With slow HR at low exercise intensities, 
cardiac output initially increases because of increased 
SV, but at higher intensity levels it increases because of 
increased HR.63

The relationship of exercise intensity to cardiac output 
is essentially linear (Figure 33-2). HR also increases in a 
linear relationship to exercise intensity (Figure 33-3).
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FIGURE 33-1  Relationship between oxygen consumption and intensity of 
work being performed.
Maximal HR is physiologically determined by a person’s 
age, and is estimated by subtracting age in years from 220. 
However, this estimation is never used to determine training HR 
in CR.

The arteriovenous oxygen difference reflects the ability 
of the muscle to extract oxygen from the blood for use with 
muscle metabolism and energy production. Determinants 
include the pulmonary, hematopoietic, vascular, and mus-
cular systems (Box 33-4).

Aerobic Training

Aerobic training is a habitual dynamic physical activity of 
sufficient intensity, duration, and frequency to produce 
physiologic adjustments in the cardiopulmonary response 
to exercise. For sedentary individuals, aerobic training 
might constitute increasing levels of general activity and 
walking. For most active individuals, aerobic training 
requires progressive exercise. Aerobic training protocols for 
healthy individuals recommend exercise most days of the 
week, for 30 to 60 minutes, at intensity levels that do not 
exceed 50% to 80% of Vo2max.

Training is “muscle group–specific,” and changes in the 
cardiopulmonary response to exercise will be noted only 
when the trained muscle groups are tested. For example, a 
treadmill training program will not significantly improve 
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the cardiovascular response to bicycling. When design-
ing aerobic training programs, a combination of different 
aerobic machines using multiple muscle groups is recom-
mended. Significant functional, musculoskeletal, cardio-
vascular, and psychologic adaptations are noted in 6 to 10 
weeks after training is started, depending on the intensity 
and frequency (see Box 33-4). Biochemical changes are 
noted within 10 days of starting training. Lack of activity 
or bed rest can significantly reverse these beneficial effects 
over the course of 2 to 3 weeks.

In patients with HD, symptomatic limitation of activity 
produces a steady decline in aerobic capacity. After a car-
diac event, especially if associated with prolonged bed rest, 
a further significant decline in aerobic capacity occurs. Rest-
ing tachycardia is noted, and an exaggerated HR response 
to lower level activity is common because of reduced vagal 
tone and enhanced sympathetic drive from circulating cat-
echolamines. Return of HR to normal after completion 
of exercise is also delayed. Blood pressure responses are 
variable, but postural hypotension with reduced cardiac 
output secondary to peripheral blood pooling and loss 
of vasopostural reflexes is common. Cardiac output can 
be reduced after MI or with significant fluid overload, as 
in CHF. Cardiac output is typically improved after valve 
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FIGURE 33-2  Relationship between cardiac output and oxygen consump-
tion.
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FIGURE 33-3  Relationship between heart rate and oxygen consumption.
correction surgery or with resolution of CHF. Myocardial 
blood flow can be impaired because of progressive coro-
nary narrowing or occlusion, or improved secondary to 
angioplasty, stent placement, or CABG. Arteriovenous O2 
difference rapidly declines with bed rest and accounts for 
most of the significant decline in aerobic capacity seen 
when patients are hospitalized for HD.

Significant muscle changes are noted in CHF, includ-
ing altered cellular structure, depletion of phosphocreatine 
and oxidative capacity, and muscle fiber atrophy. Vasomo-
tor changes are common, including increased vasocon-
striction and impaired arterial dilatation with increasing 
exercise intensity.

Cardiac physiology and response to exercise change sig-
nificantly after HT. Resting tachycardia is noted because 
vagal tone to the sinoatrial node is lost. The rate of increase 
in HR and cardiac output with exercise is blunted, as the 
denervated heart relies on increases in circulating catechol-
amines to augment these parameters. Peak HR is 25% 
lower than in age-matched control subjects, and Vo2max is 
33% of predicted. At maximum effort the peak work capac-
ity, cardiac output, HR, and SBP are significantly reduced.

Aerobic training influences all determinants of the Fick 
equation. After a standard aerobic training program, a 
small but significant increase is noted in cardiac output 
at higher work intensities. At rest and submaximal work 
intensities, however, cardiac output remains the same as 
that before training (Figure 33-4).

HR at rest and submaximal work intensities are actu-
ally reduced compared with the untrained state, because of 
enhanced vagal tone producing cardiac slowing. So it is the 
increased SV noted at rest and at submaximal and maxi-
mal work intensities after training that is responsible for 
the increased cardiac output. The reduced HR allows for a 

Functional
 •  Higher peak work rate
 •  Reduced disturbance of body function
 •  Enhanced rate of recovery after exercise

Cardiovascular and Pulmonary
 •  Increased stroke volume and peak cardiac output
 •  Increased respiratory muscle strength, maximal voluntary 

ventilation
 •  Reduced dyspnea

Musculoskeletal
 •  Increased flexibility
 •  Increased muscle, tendon, and cartilage strength
 •  Increased bone density
 •  Increased lean muscle mass
 •  Reduced body fat percentage

Biochemical
 •  Increased aerobic enzyme concentration

Endocrine
 •  Reduced stress hormone release

Psychologic
 •  Improved depression and anxiety

 

BOX 33-4

Adaptations Noted With Aerobic Training
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longer diastolic filling time (Figure 33-5). The arteriovenous 
O2 difference is also increased after training (Box 33-5).

The increased peripheral oxygen utilization by aero-
bically trained muscles accounts for the majority of the 
increase in Vo2max seen after aerobic training programs. 
At rest and during submaximal levels of exercise intensity, 
however, there is no difference in Vo2 before and after the 
aerobic training program (Figure 33-6).

Myocardial Oxygen Consumption

Myocardial oxygen consumption (M Vo2) increases in a 
linear fashion with increasing exercise intensity. In a nor-
mal heart the supply of blood and oxygen matches the  
M Vo2. The major determinant of myocardial blood flow 
is the diameter of the coronary arteries, which normally 
dilate to increase capacity as myocardial oxygen demand 
increases. In coronary arteries affected by atherosclero-
sis, a point is reached where the supply can no longer be 
increased, and further demand produces a relative lack of 
myocardial oxygen, or ischemia or angina. The exercise 
intensity when this point is reached is considered the isch-
emic or anginal threshold (Figure 33-7).
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FIGURE 33-4  Effect of training on the relationship between cardiac output 
and oxygen consumption.
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FIGURE 33-5  Effect of training on the relationship between heart rate and 
oxygen consumption.
Ischemia is noted on an electrocardiogram (ECG) as ST-
segment depression, on echocardiography as wall motion 
abnormalities, and on nuclear imaging as reversible perfu-
sion deficits. Ischemia can be present before the symptom 
of angina is perceived, and is a more sensitive indicator of 
myocardial hypoperfusion than angina. Without CAD, the 
ischemic threshold is not reached, and Vo2max determines 
maximum M Vo2. Patients with CAD have narrowed arter-
ies that do not dilate with exercise. Myocardial blood flow 
is significantly reduced, and at low levels of exercise the  
M Vo2 overcomes supply, and the ischemic threshold is 
subsequently low.

The muscle group performing the exercise also influ-
ences M Vo2. M Vo2 is greater for the same exercise intensity 
performed by the upper limbs as compared with the lower 
limbs. M Vo2 is also greater at higher exercise intensities of 
upright (treadmill) compared with supine (reclining bike) 
exercise. Exercises with a significant isometric component 
(rowing machine) generate a higher M Vo2 compared with 
the same intensity of exercise without the isometric com-
ponent (such as with the step machine).

Measurements of myocardial blood flow and M Vo2 
are only possible with invasive techniques and are not 

 •  Increased:
 •  Hemoglobin oxygen saturation
 •  Red blood cell hemoglobin concentration
 •  Size of arteries perfusing type 1 fiber muscles
 •  Capillary density
 •  Blood supply to type 1 muscle fiber beds
 •  Size of the type 1 muscle fibers
 •  Muscle fiber myoglobin concentration
 •  Mitochondrial size and concentration
 •  Aerobic enzymes concentration
 •  Enhanced minute ventilation

 

BOX 33-5

Adaptations Enhancing Arteriovenous Oxygen 
Difference After Aerobic Training
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FIGURE 33-6  Effect of training on the relationship between oxygen con-
sumption and workload.
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clinically applicable. An estimation of M Vo2 can be 
made from the product of HR and SBP, or the double  
product (DP):

MVO 2 =  DP = HR  SBP¥

This equation is useful in clinical situations in which isch-
emia is noted or angina is experienced. If the SBP and HR are 
recorded when ischemia or angina is noted, the DP can be 
calculated at the ischemic threshold. Future exercise should 
be completed at a HR at least 10 beats below this point.

Exercise training does not affect the ischemic threshold. 
Only catheter-based coronary interventions or CABG will 
alter the anatomy of the coronary arteries and enhance 
blood flow. Combined intensive programs of lifestyle 
changes, very-low-fat vegetarian diets, aerobic exercise, 
stress management, smoking cessation, and group psycho-
logic support have also produced significant regression of 
coronary atherosclerosis compared with control subjects, 
with a significant decline in cardiac events.162

M Vo2 after an aerobic training program is lower at rest 
and submaximal levels of exercise intensity. This is clini-
cally relevant for patients with CAD, who will be able to 
perform activities at a greater intensity after an aerobic 
training program before reaching ischemic threshold as 
compared with before training. For the same intensity of 
activity performed after training, a lower M Vo2 is achieved, 
providing a wider margin of safety for those with CAD 
(Figure 33-8).

Cardiac Evaluation

History

The initial evaluation of the patient referred for CR includes 
a thorough history and physical examination, as well as a 
review of the available laboratory and physiologic testing 
data.

The history is the initiation of the physician-patient 
relationship that nurtures the patient’s trust in the physi-
cian and promotes adherence with the CR prescription.  
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FIGURE 33-7  Relationship between myocardial oxygen demand and total 
body oxygen consumption.
A patient’s trust in the physiatrist’s therapeutic recommen-
dations is essential for compliance with a heart-healthy 
lifestyle. Specific questions identify key areas that influ-
ence the CR prescription. Nonsolicited information from 
the patient can provide insight into emotional concerns, 
as well as disability and handicap. Some patients overlook 
symptoms that, in hindsight, were cardiac related. Failure 
to recognize and report cardiac symptoms is a significant 
challenge in HD management. A syndrome of overcompen-
sation is typical after a cardiac event, with hypervigilance, 
anxiety, and overreporting of trivial symptoms. Correlation 
of these symptoms with physiologic and ECG data during 
CR helps allay fears and refocus on potential significant 
symptoms. Education and counseling are beneficial.

Cardiac causes of chest pain must be differentiated from 
noncardiac causes (Table 33-7). Besides chest pain, cardi-
nal symptoms likely to materialize in CR, such as palpita-
tions, dyspnea, edema, cough, and dizziness, are important 
to evaluate. For their significance, relevant textbooks in 
cardiology are recommended. It is also important to note 
that deconditioning, depression, medications including 
β-blockers, and poor sleep are common noncardiac causes 
of fatigue. Patient education that cardiac fatigue worsens 
with further rest and improves with physical exertion is 
important for compliance with exercise recommendations.

Physical Examination

The physiatric examination before CR includes all organ 
systems that influence the rehabilitation process. Particular 
attention should be paid to the following.

Pulse rhythm and rate are important. A normal sinus 
rhythm is a regular pulse between 60 and 100 beats/min 
with a P wave preceding every QRS complex on the ECG. 
Bradycardia is a rate less than 60 beats/min. It can be physi-
ologic in athletes because of increased vagal tone to the 
heart, and can be pharmacologic as a result of medications 
including β-blockers. It can also be pathologic, as in sick 
sinus syndrome, heart block, and junctional or ventricular 
escape rhythms. Tachycardia, a rate above 100 beats/min, 
is normal only after exertion. Other causes include pain, 
dehydration, anemia, CHF, hypotension, and hyperthy-
roidism. Fear and anxiety can also play a role during CR in 
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FIGURE 33-8  Effect of training on the relationship between myocardial oxy-
gen demand and total body oxygen consumption.
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Table 33-7   Cardiac Versus Noncardiac Causes of Chest Pain
Feature Cardiac Musculoskeletal Gastrointestinal Pulmonary

Quality Squeezing, heavy, dull burning Sharp, stabbing, aching Visceral, burning tightness Sharp tightness

Nature Persistent Intermittent Variable Variable

Location Central chest, diffuse Discrete pinpoint Epigastric, retrosternal Discrete pinpoint

Radiation Neck, back, arms Dermatomal myotomal Throat, back Rare

Duration Angina <10 minutes, myocardial 
infarction >20 minutes

Minutes to days Minutes to hours Minutes to hours

Exacerbating factors Exercise, emotions  
(sadness, stress, fear)

Palpation, specific movements  
and positions

Fasting, spicy foods Breathing, coughing

Relieving factors Rest, nitroglycerin Rest, analgesics, antiinflammatory 
drugs

Antacids, food Rest, controlled breathing
a patient who is unfamiliar with the rehabilitation process. 
Medication (β-blocker and calcium channel blocker) non-
compliance can produce rebound tachycardia.

Sinus arrhythmia is a normal physiologic variant in 
which the HR increases with inspiration and slows with 
expiration. An irregularly irregular HR can indicate atrial 
fibrillation. Atrial flutter, premature atrial contractions, 
premature ventricular contractions, and second-degree 
heart block can also produce an irregular pulse.

Arrhythmias are significant if they result in symptoms 
or signs of ischemia or low SBP. Appropriate treatment 
must be instituted rapidly to prevent MI or syncope. When 
there are no hemodynamic consequences, arrhythmias can 
be considered more benign. A wide complex tachycardia 
on ECG indicates a more malignant ventricular complex 
arrhythmia.

Blood pressure normally is 120/70 mm Hg. Hyperten-
sion is defined by a blood pressure greater than 140/90 
mm Hg. In those patients with significant vasculopathy, 
recording blood pressure from both arms can result in sig-
nificantly different values because of subclavian artery ste-
nosis. Coarctation of the aorta produces similar findings. 
A “low” blood pressure at rest (i.e., 90/60 mm Hg) that is 
asymptomatic and that increases with walking and exercise 
is normal and acceptable. Any blood pressure associated 
with dizziness or fatigue, or that drops on standing or exer-
cise is abnormal. Deconditioning, dehydration, anemia, 
and medications are reversible causes of hypotension. Test-
ing for orthostatic hypotension is important. Pulsus para-
doxus, which is a fall in SBP greater than 10 mm Hg with 
inspiration, can indicate pericardial effusion and tampon-
ade requiring urgent surgical evaluation.

A resting blood pressure greater than 200/110 mm Hg 
is a contraindication to exercise. Many patients, however, 
present for exercise with an elevated blood pressure main-
tained by anxiety. A patient with an asymptomatic elevated 
blood pressure might be allowed to start CR under close 
observation, realizing that the pressure most likely will 
fall toward normal as anxiety dissipates with the onset of 
exercise.

Heart and lungs are an important part of the physical 
examination. Auscultation of the heart should correlate 
with the history of HD. New and unexpected or changed 
murmurs require further evaluation with echocardiogra-
phy before the patient can be cleared for exercise. A harsh 
ejection systolic murmur heard over the aortic region can 
suggest critical aortic stenosis, a contraindication to CR. 
Pericardial rubs after heart surgery are suggestive of peri-
carditis, the treatment of which includes antiinflammatory 
medication. Diminished breath sounds in the lung bases 
are suggestive of pleural effusions. Wheezes, rales, and 
rhonchi are suggestive of interstitial edema, pulmonary 
congestion, and retained secretions or mucus. An oxygen 
saturation below 90% on pulse oximetry requires supple-
mental oxygen and treatment of the causative cardiopul-
monary pathology. Coexistent lung disease, asthma, and 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease require appropriate 
treatment.

Limb examination is also helpful, especially when there 
is bilateral, symmetric lower limb edema that implies fluid 
retention. In this case fluid and sodium restriction and 
diuretic therapy should be considered. Daily weight gain 
supports a diagnosis of CHF. Asymmetric lower extrem-
ity edema often occurs in the limb where vein grafts were 
removed. Local cellulitis and deep venous thrombosis 
should be considered, especially when there is unilateral 
upper limb swelling.

Peripheral pulses should be examined. Carotid bruits 
and diminished or absent lower extremity pulses indi-
cate widespread vasculopathy. Skin integrity of the feet 
can be impaired, producing ulceration and gangrene (see 
 Chapter 56). Lower limb amputation requires special con-
sideration when planning CR.

Musculoskeletal examination is needed to detect gener-
alized or focal muscle atrophy and weakness, significant 
arthritic conditions, and postoperative myofascial findings 
(most commonly in the shoulders) and sternal pain (cos-
tochondritis). If not successfully treated, these conditions 
can require modification of the CR program.

Neurologic examination is important because cerebrovas-
cular disease is often associated with CAD. Preexisting or 
perioperative strokes are not uncommon, especially with 
atrial fibrillation. Evaluation for focal sensory and motor 
deficits is essential. Gait and balance disorders also influ-
ence planning of the CR program. Peripheral neuropathy is 
also frequently present in patients with diabetes.

Cognitive examination is helpful, because atherosclero-
sis underlies CAD, CVD, and some dementias. Post-MI or 
post-CABG confusion can be caused by preexisting demen-
tia or indicate a new cerebral event. Anesthesia, hypoxia, 
and medications can result in significant temporary or 
permanent cognitive deficits, with safety and dependency 
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issues. “Pump head” is a slang term for an acute confusional 
state after cardiopulmonary bypass used for cardiac surger-
ies. Some patients who go through surgery “off pump” also 
experience confusional states. A fluctuating cognitive state 
after a cardiac event or surgery is consistent with a toxic 
encephalopathy. This usually resolves over days to weeks. 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain can also 
reveal a “shower” of cerebral emboli, originating from an 
aortic atheroma or the left ventricle during surgery. Recov-
ery is usually complete. Monitoring for safe use of exercise 
equipment is necessary during CR in cognitively impaired 
patients.

Cardiac Testing

Rest and exercise tests are required before prescribing CR. 
Cardiac evaluation during exercise provides a more func-
tional evaluation of cardiovascular responses than at rest. 
Resting ECG identifies abnormalities including left ventric-
ular (LV) hypertrophy, prior MI, conduction abnormalities, 
and arrhythmias. Comparison can be made to exercise-
induced changes.

Chest roentgenograms identify cardiomegaly, pulmonary 
edema, and pleural effusions. Unilateral effusions are com-
mon after minimally invasive heart surgery. Other post-
operative findings include atelectasis, consolidation, and 
pneumothorax.

Echocardiograms allow evaluation of the myocardium 
and valvular apparatus, including ejection fraction (EF), 
wall motion abnormalities, valve stenosis or regurgitation, 
and pericardial effusion.

Ambulatory 24-hour Holter monitoring identifies intermit-
tent arrhythmias and assists in monitoring results of antiar-
rhythmic treatments.

Coronary angiography is used to determine the extent of 
CAD and guide interventions. Standard catheters identify 
luminal narrowing. Catheters with intravascular ultra-
sound transducers can identify subendothelial lipid-laden 
plaques. These might not cause luminal narrowing but are 
at high risk for rupture and subsequent MI. LV and valvu-
lar function are quantified. Patients with diabetes can have 
diffuse CAD that is not amenable to intervention, requir-
ing modification of the CR prescription.

Electrophysiologic stimulation allows evaluation of the 
myocardial conducting system. Arrhythmias and accessory 
pathways can be ablated. Inducible ventricular arrhythmias 
can warrant the placement of an intraventricular cardiac 
device (ICD).

Cardiac electroshock therapy (EST) is generally safe, and 
adverse outcomes are infrequent.197 Absolute and relative 
contraindications to EST are summarized in Box 33-6.75

Exercise stress testing has been performed safely within 
3 days after MI.185 A low-level submaximal exercise stress 
test (EST) performed before hospital discharge can quan-
tify functional activity tolerance.224 Protocols have a pre-
determined endpoint, such as a peak HR of 120 beats/
min, 70% of the predicted maximum HR, or a peak MET 
level of 5.93 Before commencing outpatient CR, a symptom- 
limited maximal EST provides data for exercise risk evalu-
ation and individualization of the CR program. Patients 
should refrain from eating or drinking caffeinated drinks 
for 3 hours before the EST. Cardiac medications are taken 
as scheduled. ECG and vital signs are recorded before, dur-
ing, and after testing. SBP normally rises during an EST by 
10 to 30 mm Hg, with a peak greater than 140 mm Hg. 
Diastolic blood pressure remains stable or decreases.

A normal EST is terminated when 85% of age- and 
 gender-predicted maximum HR is achieved. Other indica-
tions for terminating an EST are summarized in Box 33-7.75 
A poor prognosis is predicted by abnormalities detected on 
the EST (Table 33-8).

Maximum exercise tolerance is influenced by resting and 
exercise-induced LV dysfunction. Markers of exercise capac-
ity include exercise duration, MET level, and maximum HR 
and DP. Translating exercise duration into aerobic capac-
ity, METs, provides a consistent measure of function and 
performance regardless of exercise modality or protocol. 
Serial ESTs allow documentation of physiologic and func-
tional improvements, and modification of the exercise 
prescription.

Exercise Protocols

Exercise stress testing involves cardiac stimulation and 
cardiac imaging. For a functional evaluation, stimula-
tion is best performed with exercise. Arm ergometry EST 
is performed when treadmill or bicycle ergometry EST is 
not possible because of spinal cord injury, amputation, 
PVD, arthritis, and recent orthopedic surgery. Arm exercise 
produces an exaggerated HR and SBP response compared 
with similar workloads performed by the legs. Peak HR, 
however, is only 70% of that achieved with leg testing. 
The elevated DP is relevant for patients with ischemia. CR 
protocols will predominantly use arm exercises, and post-
CR EST will also be with arm ergometry. This consistency 
allows accurate evaluation of physiologic changes.

Absolute
 •  Acute myocardial infarction (within 2 days)
 •  High-risk unstable angina
 •  Uncontrolled cardiac arrhythmias causing symptoms of 

hemodynamic compromise
 •  Symptomatic severe aortic stenosis
 •  Uncontrolled symptomatic congestive heart failure
 •  Acute pulmonary embolus or pulmonary infarction
 •  Acute myocarditis or pericarditis
 •  Acute aortic dissection

Relative
 •  Left main coronary artery disease
 •  Moderate stenotic valvular heart disease
 •  Electrolyte abnormalities
 •  Severe arterial hypertension (>200 mm Hg systolic blood 

pressure and/or 110 mm Hg diastolic blood pressure)
 •  Tachyarrhythmias or bradyarrhythmias
 •  Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and other forms of left ven-

tricular outflow tract obstruction
 •  Mental or physical impairment leading to inability to exer-

cise adequately
 •  High-degree atrioventricular block

 

BOX 33-6

Contraindications to Exercise Stress Testing
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Bicycle ergometry EST can be performed upright or 
supine. The supine position is most convenient for use 
with echocardiographic monitoring, and increases the 
sensitivity of nuclear imaging.51 The bicycle is either 
mechanically or electronically braked, and workload is 
calibrated in watts or kilopond meters per minute. Most 
protocols begin at a workload of 25 W and increase in 
25-W increments every 2 minutes. Benefits of bicycle 
ergometry include stability of the thorax, producing less 
muscle artifact on ECG monitoring, easier blood pres-
sure recording, less influence of a patient’s weight on 
the exercise capacity as compared with treadmill testing, 
and less anxiety. Cycle ergometers are also smaller, qui-
eter, and less expensive than treadmills. Patients are less 
likely to reach Vo2max or peak predicted target HR, how-
ever, on a bicycle as compared with on a treadmill, and 
early fatigue of the quadriceps muscle on the bicycle is 
a greater limiting factor than seen with the treadmill.163 
Bicycle ergometry is also associated with a lower Vo2max 
and anaerobic threshold than with the treadmill. Tread-
mill testing applies a more physiologic workload, and in 
practice, treadmill protocols are used more widely in the 
evaluation of patients with CAD.

The most frequently used treadmill EST protocol is the 
Bruce, which starts at 1.7 mph on a 10% grade and increases 
at 3-minute intervals.34 Limitations of this more aggres-
sive treadmill protocol include the large increases in Vo2 
between stages (5 METs), and the additional energy cost of 

Absolute
 •  Drop in SBP of >10 mm Hg from baseline, despite an 

increase in workload, with ischemia
 •  Moderate to severe angina
 •  Increasing nervous system symptoms (e.g., ataxia, dizzi-

ness, or near-syncope)
 •  Signs of poor perfusion (cyanosis or pallor)
 •  Technical difficulties in monitoring electrocardiogram or 

SBP
 •  Subject’s desire to stop
 •  Sustained VT
 •  ST elevation >1.0 mm in leads without diagnostic Q waves 

(other than V1 or aVR)

Relative
 •  Drop in SBP of >10 mm Hg from baseline, despite an 

increase in workload, without ischemia
 •  ST or QRS changes such as excessive ST depression >2 mm 

of horizontal, or downsloping ST-segment depression or 
marked axis shift

 •  Arrhythmias other than sustained VT, including multifocal 
premature ventricular contractions, triplets, or supraventricu-
lar tachycardia, heart block, or bradyarrhythmias

 •  Fatigue, shortness of breath, wheezing, leg cramps, 
claudication

 •  Development of bundle branch block or intraventricular 
conduction delay that cannot be distinguished from VT

 •  Increasing chest pain
 •  Hypertensive response: Systolic blood pressure >250 mm 

Hg and/or diastolic blood pressure >115 mm Hg
 

BOX 33-7

Indications for Terminating Exercise Stress Testing

SBP, Systolic blood pressure; VT, Ventricular tachycardia.
running as compared with walking that occurs beyond stage 
3. The modified Bruce has two 3-minute warmup stages at 
1.7 mph and 0% grade and 1.7 mph and 5% grade. Other 
protocols, including Naughton,155 Weber and Janicki,235 
Balke-Ware,15 and Cornell,161 have been developed for 
patients with CHF, those who are deconditioned, or those 
who have other causes of limited exercise tolerance.

In patients with an ICD for ventricular arrhythmias, the 
peak HR must be kept below that which initiates the anti-
tachycardia pacing component of the ICD and eventual 
discharge. Alternatively, the ICD can be deactivated during 
the EST to allow the HR to increase while monitoring for 
the onset of arrhythmias. If ventricular tachycardia (VT) or 
ventricular fibrillation (VF) is identified, the device can be 
reactivated to terminate the arrhythmia.

Other Modalities in Stress Testing

Pharmacologic stress testing is indicated when EST is not 
possible because of physical limitations, or in patients 
receiving β-blockers who are unable to increase their HR 
adequately. Intravenous dipyridamole124 blocks the cellu-
lar reuptake of adenosine, a potent vasodilator, increasing 
local concentrations. Atherosclerotic vessels do not vaso-
dilate with adenosine, whereas normal vessels do, creating 
relative hypoperfusion in the myocardium supplied by the 
diseased vessel—a coronary steal syndrome. Adenosine can 
be infused directly with similar results.16 Dipyrida mole 
and adenosine are contraindicated in patients with pul-
monary disease because they cause bronchoconstriction.  

Table33-8    Exercise Stress Test Findings Associated 
With Poor Prognosis

Exercise Stress Test Finding Associated Outcome(s)

Post–myocardial infarction,  
exercise-induced angina 
 symptoms

Stable angina within 1 year53,207

Achieving <85% of age-pre-
dicted maximum heart rate

Increased 2-year mortality119

Delayed heart rate recovery 
after exercise stress test

Increased 6-year mortality49

Delayed fall in systolic blood 
pressure after exercise  
stress test

Increased mortality137

Post–myocardial infarction inad-
equate increase of systolic 
blood pressure

Left ventricular dysfunction58,227

Post–myocardial infarction rate-
pressure product <21,700

Increased 6-month mortality228

A 2-mm ischemic ST-segment 
depression

Increased incidence of myocardial 
infarction115,183

1% annual increased mortality207,233

Multivessel disease on angiography142

Early 1-mm ST-segment 
 depression

Increased incidence of myocardial 
infarction139

5% annual mortality235

Unable to tolerate exercise 
stress test

Highest adverse cardiac event rate130

Achieve <5 metabolic 
 equivalents

Increased mortality158,194
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In such cases dobutamine, a cardiac β-agonist that increases 
M Vo2, can be used instead.180 In myocardium supplied 
by diseased vessels, M Vo2 will exceed supply. Functional 
information, including duration of exercise, exercise capac-
ity, and symptoms, is not obtained from pharmacologic 
stimulation. Peak HR is lower without exercise.

Cardiac Imaging in Stress Testing

Cardiac imaging in EST is usually accomplished with 
ECG, unless it is difficult to interpret (Box 33-8). Echo-
cardiographic imaging of the myocardium overcomes 
these limitations and is especially useful in women who 
are prone to a false-positive ECG EST. A baseline echocar-
diogram is performed before stimulation, noting resting 
abnormalities. Stimulation is with EST or pharmacologic 
agents. Exercise protocols for stress echocardiography 
are available for supine98 and upright169 bicycles, and 
the treadmill.242 A second echocardiogram is performed 
immediately after the exercise to identify changes in myo-
cardial contractility compared with in the resting study. 
The myocardium should contract normally at rest and be 
hyperdynamic after exercise. New wall motion abnormali-
ties after exercise indicate ischemia. Echocardiography is 
more sensitive and specific in identifying ischemia than is 
ECG monitoring.181

Myocardial perfusion can be visualized using radiophar-
maceuticals that accumulate in the myocardium in pro-
portion to blood flow. Nuclear imaging is more accurate 
than stress echocardiography.177 Examples of radiolabels 
include thallium-201 and technetium-99m. Imaging is per-
formed with single-photon emission computed tomogra-
phy (SPECT), where a series of planar images are obtained 
over a 180-degree arc around the patient’s thorax. Only 
one injection of thallium-201 is required at peak exercise, 
with initial imaging performed within 5 minutes of the 
injection.230 Images reflect peak exercise myocardial blood 
flow. Imaging is repeated 2 to 4 hours later, reflecting myo-
cardial viability. Two separate injections are given with 
technetium-99m. The first is given during exercise, and 
imaging within 15 minutes of this time reflects myocardial 
perfusion. The second injection is given at rest to evaluate 
perfusion at this time. Comparison is made between the 
two images, with regional blood flow abnormalities indi-
cating areas of ischemia.

A normal SPECT image reveals homogeneous uptake of 
the radiopharmaceutical throughout the myocardium. A 
relative decrease in uptake signifies a defect. If the defect 
is present on the initial stress image but reduced or absent 
from the rest study, reversible ischemia is diagnosed. An 
unchanged defect, present on both stress and rest images, 
signifies MI and scar tissue. Detection of LV dilatation on 
SPECT imaging immediately after exercise is highly indica-
tive of multivessel CAD.235 Evidence of transient ischemia 
rather than fixed deficits, and the number of defects and 
degree of reversibility are all associated with future cardiac 
events.32

A normal exercise response is defined by an increase in 
EF by at least 5%. A fall in EF with exercise detected on 
nuclear imaging from rest to exercise is associated with a 
poor prognosis.27 The ventricular response to exercise can 
have a greater prognostic significance than the extent of 
CAD.136
Computed Tomography and Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging in Coronary Artery 
Disease

Computed tomography218 and MRI186 are increasingly use-
ful in the detection of CAD. Catheter-based angiography 
is invasive, and intravascular ultrasound transducers are 
required to quantify coronary plaque burden, the stron-
gest determinant of cardiac events.96 EST is less invasive, 
but also less sensitive in detecting CAD. Calcium pres-
ent in coronary plaques can be detected and quantified3 
using a noninvasive electron beam computed tomography 
(EBCT). A higher total coronary artery calcification score 
(CACS) correlates well with coronary events.11 Event rates 
in asymptomatic patients are significantly higher in those 
with the highest CACS compared with those with the 
lowest.170 Progression of the CACS also identifies greater 
risk for coronary events compared with stable scores.171 
Electron beam computed tomography allows reliable 
interpretation of the coronary arteries.174 The absence of 
calcification, however, does not exclude a vulnerable coro-
nary plaque.54

MRI is not as accurate as CT in detecting coronary 
stenosis.133,222

Pulmonary function testing including arterial blood 
gas analysis is useful in the differentiation of cardiac and 
pulmonary diseases, or in confirming the presence of 
both. It completes the evaluation of a dyspneic cardiac 
patient.

Medications in Cardiac 
Rehabilitation

The indications and effects of medications commonly 
taken by patients involved in CR programs are summarized 
in Table 33-9.

Cardiac Rehabilitation 
as a Continuum of Care

CR was traditionally applied in four distinct phases: acute 
inpatient care, home-based recuperation, outpatient pro-
gram, and independent self-care. Programs now represent 
a flowing continuum of care, individualized according to 
diagnosis, medical stability, functional ability, and goals, 
and can be modified based on progress.

 •  Conduction abnormalities
 •  Digoxin
 •  Left bundle branch block
 •  Left ventricular hypertrophy
 •  Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome
 •  Very low voltage (common after anterior wall infarction)
 •  Prior bypass surgery

 

BOX 33-8

Cardiac Conditions That Limit Interpretation  
of the Electrocardiogram
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Table 33-9    Profile of Co
Class Example( )

β-Blockers Atenolol
Metoprolo
Carvedilol

tients: asymptomatic hypoglycemia
vascular disease worsens peripheral 
n

ACE inhibitors Enalapril
Lisinopril
Ramipril

 renal function in chronic renal insufficiency 
l artery stenosis

Angiotensin 
receptor 
blockers

Losartan  renal function in chronic renal insufficiency 
l artery stenosis

Calcium chan-
nel blockers

Verapamil
Diltiazem
Nifedipine

ffects of β-blockers

Nitrates Isosorbide
or dinitr

Sublingual 
Nitro-past

otension with sildenafil

Statins Lovastatin
Pravastatin
Simvastatin
Atorvastat

eness

Diuretics Furosemid
Hydrochlo
Spironolac

n and hypotension, especially with ACE 

Cardiac 
 glycosides

Digoxin ia induces toxic effects at lower drug 
ation

Antiarrhyth-
mics

Amiodaron  the effects of warfarin (Coumadin) and 

alf-life
e 200 mg/day

Anticoagulants Warfarin  by other drugs— amiodarone, 
azole

Aspirin  bleeding disorder if combined with other 
lants

Clopidogre

Hypoglycemics Insulin
Metformin
Glyburide
Glipizide

Sildenafil Sildenafil

Vitamins Folic acid

ACE, Angiotensin-converting enzyme; 
 consumption.
mmon Medications Prescribed in Patients Involved in Cardiac Rehabilitation
s) Physiologic Effect(s) Indication(s) Side Effect(s) Caution(s

l
Reduced heart rate, afterload,  

M Vo2, arrhythmias
Improved ejection fraction, left 

ventricular remodeling

Hypertension
Angina
Myocardial infarction
CHF
Arrhythmia

Fatigue
Depression
Bradycardia
Sexual dysfunction

Diabetic pa
Peripheral 

 circulatio

Inhibits conversion of angiotensin 
I to angiotensin II, a powerful 
vasoconstrictor

CHF 
CAD
Hypertension

Dry cough
Angioedema

Worsening
and rena

Blocks the angiotensin II receptor Substitute for ACE inhibitor 
when not tolerated

None greater than 
placebo

Worsening
and rena

Blocks the slow calcium channel, 
prolonging conduction time 
through the atrioventricular 
node

Atrial fibrillation-
Hypertension

Hypotension
Bradycardia
Asystole
Peripheral edema

Augments e

 mononitrate  
ate
nitroglycerin
e or patch

Coronary vasodilatation Acute to chronic stable 
angina

Headaches
Hypotension

Severe hyp

in

HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors Elevated total cholesterol 
and low-density lipo-
protein

Reduced high-density 
lipoprotein

Hepatotoxicity
Myopathy
Rhabdomyolysis

Muscle sor

e
rothiazide
tone

Salt and water excretion Hypertension
CHF

Electrolyte abnormalities
Worsening renal failure

Dehydratio
inhibitor

Increased cardiac inotropy
Decreased atrioventricular node 

conduction velocity

Rate control in atrial 
 fibrillation

Symptomatic improvement 
in CHF

Arrhythmias
Nausea
Anorexia

Hypokalem
concentr

e Prolongs action potential duration 
and refractoriness of all cardiac 
fibers

Supraventricular 
 tachycardias

Ventricular arrhythmias

Pulmonary toxicity
Liver failure
Thyroid dysfunction
Arrhythmias

Potentiates
digoxin

Very long h
Maintenanc

Inhibits vitamin K carboxylation
Inhibits clotting factors II, VII, IX, 

and X

Prevention of stroke in 
atrial fibrillation, clotting 
on new prosthetic heart 
valves, and clots in dilated 
cardiomyopathy

Treatment of deep venous 
thrombosis and pulmo-
nary embolism

Bleeding disorders Potentiated
 metronid

Inhibits thromboxane A2 
formation to inhibit platelet 

Secondary prevention of 
CAD

Bleeding disorders Potentiates
anticoagu
 aggregation Primary prevention of 
CAD if uncontrolled risk 
factors

Acute myocardial infarction

l Inhibits ADP- induced platelet 
aggregation

Prevention of stent 
 thrombosis

Acute myocardial infarction

Bleeding disorders Potentiates bleeding disorder if combined with other 
anticoagulants

Reduces blood glucose by 
increasing circulating insulin or 
peripheral effects of insulin

Diabetes Hypoglycemia Renal insufficiency (metformin), asymptomatic hypogly-
cemia in patients on β-blockers

Inhibits cyclic GMP-specific 
phosphodiesterase, resulting 
in smooth muscle relaxation, 
vasodilatation, and enhanced 
penile erection

Male erectile dysfunction Headache
Flushing
Mild to severe 

 hypotension

Avoid in those taking nitrates, as combination 
increases the risk for severe hypotension

Regulates metabolic pathway 
involved in the metabolism of 
homocysteine

Treatment of elevated 
homocysteine as a risk 
factor for CAD

None —

ADP, adenosine diphosphate; CAD, coronary artery disease; CHF, congestive heart failure; GMP, guanosine monophosphate; HMG-CoA, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A; M o2, myocardial oxygen 
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Table 33-9    Profile of Common Medications Prescribed in Patients Involved in Cardiac Rehabilitation
Class Example(s) Physiologic Effect(s) Indication(s) Side Effect(s) Caution(s)

β-Blockers Atenolol
Metoprolol
Carvedilol

Reduced heart rate, afterload,  
M o2, arrhythmias

Improved ejection fraction, left 
ventricular remodeling

Hypertension
Angina
Myocardial infarction
CHF
Arrhythmia

Fatigue
Depression
Bradycardia
Sexual dysfunction

Diabetic patients: asymptomatic hypoglycemia
Peripheral vascular disease worsens peripheral 

 circulation

ACE inhibitors Enalapril
Lisinopril
Ramipril

Inhibits conversion of angiotensin 
I to angiotensin II, a powerful 
vasoconstrictor

CHF 
CAD
Hypertension

Dry cough
Angioedema

Worsening renal function in chronic renal insufficiency 
and renal artery stenosis

Angiotensin 
receptor 
blockers

Losartan Blocks the angiotensin II receptor Substitute for ACE inhibitor 
when not tolerated

None greater than 
placebo

Worsening renal function in chronic renal insufficiency 
and renal artery stenosis

Calcium chan-
nel blockers

Verapamil
Diltiazem
Nifedipine

Blocks the slow calcium channel, 
prolonging conduction time 
through the atrioventricular 
node

Atrial fibrillation-
Hypertension

Hypotension
Bradycardia
Asystole
Peripheral edema

Augments effects of β-blockers

Nitrates Isosorbide mononitrate  
or dinitrate

Sublingual nitroglycerin
Nitro-paste or patch

Coronary vasodilatation Acute to chronic stable 
angina

Headaches
Hypotension

Severe hypotension with sildenafil

Statins Lovastatin
Pravastatin
Simvastatin
Atorvastatin

HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors Elevated total cholesterol 
and low-density lipo-
protein

Reduced high-density 
lipoprotein

Hepatotoxicity
Myopathy
Rhabdomyolysis

Muscle soreness

Diuretics Furosemide
Hydrochlorothiazide
Spironolactone

Salt and water excretion Hypertension
CHF

Electrolyte abnormalities
Worsening renal failure

Dehydration and hypotension, especially with ACE 
inhibitor

Cardiac 
 glycosides

Digoxin Increased cardiac inotropy
Decreased atrioventricular node 

conduction velocity

Rate control in atrial 
 fibrillation

Symptomatic improvement 
in CHF

Arrhythmias
Nausea
Anorexia

Hypokalemia induces toxic effects at lower drug 
concentration

Antiarrhyth-
mics

Amiodarone Prolongs action potential duration 
and refractoriness of all cardiac 
fibers

Supraventricular 
 tachycardias

Ventricular arrhythmias

Pulmonary toxicity
Liver failure
Thyroid dysfunction
Arrhythmias

Potentiates the effects of warfarin (Coumadin) and 
digoxin

Very long half-life
Maintenance 200 mg/day

ke in 
, clotting 
tic heart 
 in dilated 

 venous 
 pulmo-

Bleeding disorders Potentiated by other drugs— amiodarone, 
 metronidazole

ion of 

n of 
olled risk 

infarction

Bleeding disorders Potentiates bleeding disorder if combined with other 
anticoagulants

t 

infarction

Bleeding disorders Potentiates bleeding disorder if combined with other 
anticoagulants

Hypoglycemia Renal insufficiency (metformin), asymptomatic hypogly-
cemia in patients on β-blockers

nction Headache
Flushing
Mild to severe 

 hypotension

Avoid in those taking nitrates, as combination 
increases the risk for severe hypotension

ted 
s a risk 

None —

MP, guanosine monophosphate; HMG-CoA, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A; M Vo2, myocardial oxygen 
Anticoagulants Warfarin Inhibits vitamin K carboxylation
Inhibits clotting factors II, VII, IX, 

and X

Prevention of stro
atrial fibrillation
on new prosthe
valves, and clots
cardiomyopathy

Treatment of deep
thrombosis and
nary embolism

Aspirin Inhibits thromboxane A2 
formation to inhibit platelet 
 aggregation

Secondary prevent
CAD

Primary preventio
CAD if uncontr
factors

Acute myocardial 

Clopidogrel Inhibits ADP- induced platelet 
aggregation

Prevention of sten
 thrombosis

Acute myocardial 

Hypoglycemics Insulin
Metformin
Glyburide
Glipizide

Reduces blood glucose by 
increasing circulating insulin or 
peripheral effects of insulin

Diabetes

Sildenafil Sildenafil Inhibits cyclic GMP-specific 
phosphodiesterase, resulting 
in smooth muscle relaxation, 
vasodilatation, and enhanced 
penile erection

Male erectile dysfu

Vitamins Folic acid Regulates metabolic pathway 
involved in the metabolism of 
homocysteine

Treatment of eleva
homocysteine a
factor for CAD

ACE, Angiotensin-converting enzyme; ADP, adenosine diphosphate; CAD, coronary artery disease; CHF, congestive heart failure; G
 consumption.
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Inpatient Acute Medical Setting

Goals are to prevent physiologic deconditioning, achieve 
safe mobility, and determine disposition (home vs. acute 
rehabilitation). CR is initiated as soon as the patient is 
medically stable after a cardiac event. Passive range of 
motion exercises to maintain muscular tone and prevent 
joint contractures are appropriate for patients in inten-
sive care. Early mobilization to 2 to 3 METs prevents loss 
of cardiovascular reflexes associated with prolonged bed 
rest. Chest physical therapy, including breathing exercises, 
incentive spirometry, and manual techniques, promotes 
secretion clearance. Nasal cannula oxygen is prescribed 
to keep oxygen saturations greater than 90%. Telemetry-
monitored seated activities, standing, and ambulation 
at 3 to 4 METs follows. Training in ADL to 4 to 6 METs 
is initiated, focusing on energy conservation and pac-
ing. Education is initiated regarding nutrition, risk fac-
tor modification, potential medical complications, and 
the ongoing CR process. Lengths of stay range from 3 to 
7 days, depending on medical stability, functional abil-
ity, and insurance issues. Patients transition home or to 
inpatient CR.

Inpatient Acute Rehabilitation Setting

Goals include achievement of medical stability, functional 
independence, and initiation of aerobic conditioning. The 
ideal setting is a dedicated CR or medically complex unit.

The multidisciplinary team and roles optimally include 
the following:
 •  Exercise physiologist: EST, training HR prescription, 

supervision of aerobic training sessions, and intensity 
progression

 •  Physical therapist: Functional independence measure 
scoring; treatment of physical comorbidities; balance, 
gait, and stair training; supervision of aerobic training 
sessions; chest physical therapy; and home equipment 
recommendations

 •  Occupational therapist: Functional independence 
measure scoring, treatment of physical comorbidities, 
cognitive and safety evaluation, ADL training, energy 
conservation and pacing education, relaxation and 
breathing exercises, use of assistive devices, and home 
equipment recommendations

 •  Psychologist: Cognitive and psychosocial evaluation 
and therapy, behavioral modification, and smoking 
cessation

 •  Social worker: Psychosocial counseling, patient and 
family education, discharge planning, and smoking 
cessation

 •  Nutritionist: Dietary evaluation, education, and 
counseling

 •  Rehabilitation nurse: Wound and skin care, pain man-
agement, safety education, and medication education

 •  Nurse educator: CVD and risk factor education
 •  Physiatrist: Prescription of CR program, team supervi-

sion and CR program modification, coordination of 
medical care, and patient education
Functional and aerobic training is prescribed, based on 

an admission submaximal EST. Acute CR typically includes 
60 minutes of telemetry-monitored aerobic exercise and 
60 minutes each of individual physical and occupational 
therapy daily. Vital signs are recorded frequently. Patient 
education and risk factor modification continue. The 
national average length of stay for CR is 11 to 13 days. An 
“exit” submaximal EST on the day of discharge identifies 
improvements in aerobic capacity and guides activity dur-
ing the transitional period.

Transitional Period

Goals include reintegration into full community activities 
and preparation for outpatient CR. The transition period 
allows for complete wound healing, medical stabiliza-
tion, and continued functional gains. Patients transition 
from hospitalization to community independence. Visit-
ing nurse care and home physical therapy are applicable. 
Unmonitored aerobic exercise is discouraged at this time. 
The length of the transition period varies depending on 
medical and functional recovery.

Outpatient Rehabilitation

Goals include progressive aerobic conditioning, education, 
atherosclerosis risk factor and lifestyle modification, and 
return to vocational and avocational practices. A symptom-
limited EST is performed before outpatient CR to complete 
risk factor stratification.

Risk Factor Stratification

Risk factor stratification is the extrapolation of medi-
cal, functional, and physiologic performance into a safe 
exercise prescription, limiting the risk for acute cardio-
vascular complications during exercise training. Patients 
are assigned low, moderate, or high risk for complications, 
and prescribed an appropriate exercise intensity. Exercise 
training in patients with poor LV function, ventricular 
arrythmias, or a non–ST-elevation MI should be carefully 
monitored because of an increased risk for later ischemic 
events.68 Noncompliance with the exercise prescription179 
and poor compliance with the prescribed training HR105 
also increase the risk for mortality. The risk for arrhythmias 
and ischemia can be highest during recovery after exercise 
training.47,243

Historical data report a range from 1 major complication 
(cardiac arrest and nonfatal MI) in 26,715 patient exercise 
hours97 to 1 in 81100 exercise hours.219 More recent data indi-
cate a frequency of 1 major complication per 58,451 exer-
cise hours.69 Acute cardiac events might be more likely 
during the early morning hours.148 Despite an increased 
risk for cardiac events during exercise in patients with HD, 
the overall mortality of patients with HD who exercise regu-
larly is significantly lower than in those who do not.209

Risk stratification guidelines are published by the 
American Association of Cardiovascular and Pulmonary 
Rehabilitation.5 Individual CR programs can modify these 
guidelines. Risk stratification starts with a complete history 
and physical examination. All test data are reviewed, includ-
ing ECGs, echocardiograms, Holter monitor, coronary 
angiography, pharmacologic, and EST. Major cardiovascu-
lar complications include ongoing ischemia, arrhythmia, 
and pump failure—failure of the exercising myocardium 
to maintain adequate cardiac output. These complications 
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Table 33-10   Risk Assignment for Cardiovascular Complications That Can Develop With Exercise
No Risk Low Risk Moderate Risk High Risk

Ischemia No atherosclerosis risk factors
No history of coronary artery 

disease
Normal electrocardiogram, echo-

cardiogram, angiogram, and EST

Atherosclerosis risk factors
History of coronary artery 

disease but no current 
ischemia or electrocardio-
gram, echocardiogram, or 
angiographic evidence of 
atherosclerosis or prior 
cardiac event

EF >50%
Normal EST

Ischemia or angina at moderate 
to high exercise intensity (>7 
METs) on EST, controlled 
at lower intensity exercise 
levels with medications

Stable after an ischemic event, 
coronary artery bypass graft, 
or angiographic intervention

EF 40%-50%

Ischemia or angina at low-
intensity exercise levels 
(<5 METs) on EST despite 
optimal medications

Complex coronary anatomy 
not amenable to interven-
tion or revascularization

EF <40%

Arrhythmia No history or finding of arrhyth-
mia on testing

Nonsustained, rate-controlled 
supraventricular arrhyth-
mias with no hemodynamic 
compromise

Unifocal, infrequent premature 
ventricular contractions

Rapid supraventricular arrhyth-
mias with or without symp-
toms but no hemodynamic 
compromise

Mutifocal premature ventricu-
lar contractions, couplets, 
triplets, or history of 
nonsustained ventricular 
tachycardia

Paced rhythms

Any arrhythmia with hemo-
dynamic compromise

Recent history of ven-
tricular tachycardia, 
ventricular fibrillation, or 
asystole, with or without 
an implantable cardio-
verter defibrillator

Pump failure No evidence of CHF
Normal rise in systolic blood 

pressure >20 mm Hg with 
moderate-intensity exercise

Normal EF and left ventricular 
wall motion on imaging

Remote history of CHF con-
trolled with medications

Asymptomatic at rest, but mild 
symptoms at moderate- to 
high- intensity exercise

Mild left ventricular dysfunc-
tion, but EF >50%

Normal or blunted rise 
(5-20 mm Hg) in systolic 
blood pressure with moder-
ate-intensity exercise

Active CHF controlled with 
medications

Symptoms with mild- to 
moderate-intensity exercise

Blunted or no rise (0-5 mm 
Hg) in systolic blood pres-
sure with mild- to moderate- 
intensity exercise

Moderate left ventricular dys-
function with EF 40%-50%

CHF at rest or with mild-
intensity exercise

Recent history of a fall in 
systolic blood pressure 
with or after exercise

Moderate to severe left ven-
tricular dysfunction with 
EF <40%

CHF, Congestive heart failure; EF, ejection fraction; EST, exercise stress test; METS, metabolic equivalents.
are often seen in combination. From all available data a 
risk is assigned for the development of each complication 
during exercise (Table 33-10).

Contraindications to Exercise

Contraindications include unstable angina, resting ST 
depression greater than 2 mm, uncontrolled arrhythmias 
(rate or hemodynamic compromise), critical aortic steno-
sis, uncompensated CHF, resting SBP greater than 200 mm 
Hg or diastolic blood pressure greater than 110 mm Hg, 
decrease in SBP greater than 10 mm Hg with exercise, and 
symptomatic orthostatic SBP decrease of 10 to 20 mm Hg.

Comorbidities Affecting the Safety of Exercise

Diabetes. Blood glucose is tested before and after exercise, 
and during training if hypoglycemia is suspected. Signifi-
cant hypoglycemia while exercising is frequent in patients 
with insulin-dependent diabetes, but is most common 
several hours after completion of exercise.128 Guidelines 
exist to prevent hypoglycemia during exercise.70 A patient 
with diabetes who has a blood glucose level of less than 
100 mg/dL before exercise should eat a carbohydrate 
snack and monitor blood glucose levels during the exer-
cise session. If the blood glucose level is greater than 350 
mg/dL, exercise is postponed because glucose utilization 
is compromised.

Anticoagulation. Unless bruising is progressive, patients 
taking aspirin and clopidogrel can exercise normally. Those 
taking warfarin who have an international normalized 
ratio greater than 5.0 are not allowed to exercise until 
values normalize, to prevent hemarthrosis and muscle 
hematoma.

Visual and Cognitive Impairment. Visual and cognitive 
impairment are not absolute contraindications to exercise, 
but close supervision with the use of aerobic machines is 
required.

Wound and Skin Integrity. Sternal and vein graft 
wounds should be healing and stable before moderate-
intensity exercise is allowed. With peripheral neuropa-
thy the skin of the feet must be inspected before and 
after exercise. Exercise is not allowed if skin integrity is 
compromised.

Rheumatologic, Neurologic, Orthopedic, or Balance 
Disorders. These also warrant close attention and can 
require modification of the CR program.

Based on the evaluated risk for ischemia, arrhythmia, 
and pump failure with exercise training, a combined single 
risk is assigned. This can be no, low, moderate, or high. It is 
prudent to assign a high-risk class even if the patient was 
high risk for only one parameter. Moderate risk is assigned 
so long as there were no high-risk parameters, and low risk 
so long as there were no moderate- or high-risk parameters. 
There is no indication for monitored CR for those in the 
no-risk class. The assignment of a single risk allows trans-
lation of the risk stratification process into a safe exercise 
training intensity. The HR reserve method described by 
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Karvonen et al.111 is used to determine the training HR as a 
measure of exercise intensity:

Training HR = RHR + [(PHR − RHR) × I]

where RHR is resting HR from the EST, PHR is peak HR 
from the EST, and I is a coefficient expressed as a percent-
age based on risk stratification class (low risk, 70% to 85%; 
moderate risk, 55% to 70%; and high risk, 40% to 55%).

The higher the risk for complications, the lower the 
initial training HR intensity. The training HR can slowly 
be increased as patients exercise without complication, or 
reduced if complications develop.

Other methods exist to determine the training intensity. 
With a benign EST endpoint, a training HR up to 85% of 
the maximum HR can be used. More complex endpoints 
warrant 60% of maximum HR as an initial training HR. 
When ischemia limits the EST, a training HR is set 10 beats 
below the ischemic threshold (the HR when ischemia is 
first noted). For patients on HR-limiting medications 
(β-blockers) with a blunted HR response to exercise, a 
training HR is set 10 to 20 beats above resting.

After an HT, abnormal physiologic responses to exercise 
result in unreliable HR-determined training intensities. The 
EST in HT recipients should include ventilatory gas analy-
sis, and a target training intensity of 50% to 65% of Vo2max 
should be set. This correlates with a Borg rate of perceived 
exertion of 12 to 14, or “somewhat hard.”28

An intense program of education, behavioral and life-
style modification, smoking cessation, psychologic sup-
port, and nutritional counseling continues during the 
outpatient program. Patients prepare for independent, 
unsupervised, community-based maintenance exercise. 
Introduction to local and national peer support groups 
promotes adherence to a heart-healthy lifestyle.

Maintenance

On completion of outpatient CR, the EST is repeated. The 
new physiologic data enable modification to the training 
HR and exercise prescription. To maintain achieved gains, 
exercise must continue at least twice a week. Exercise three 
to five times a week is needed to continue the training pro-
cess. Self-monitoring of the training HR using a “wrist and 
chest strap” heart monitor is recommended. Maintenance 
CR is lifelong. Frequent follow-up visits to guide progress 
are recommended. An annual EST is recommended to 
update risk stratification and training HR.

Prescription Writing for Cardiac 
Rehabilitation

Each phase of the CR program requires a physician-directed 
prescription. All phases require cardiac precautions and 
telemetry monitoring (except maintenance).

During the inpatient acute medical setting, occupational 
therapists, physical therapists, and chest therapists each 
treat the patient for 15 to 20 minutes. Goals and an outline 
of the treatment program have been described above.

The inpatient acute CR program lasts 10 to 14 days. Both 
the occupational therapist and the physical therapist pro-
vide 60 minutes each of individual therapy. The physical 
therapist and exercise physiologist supervise the daily aero-
bic program, including a 10-minute callisthenic warmup, 
45 to 60 minutes of low-impact aerobic training (three or 
four modalities up to 15 minutes each), and a 10-minute 
cooldown that includes stretching. The warmup prepares 
the body for more intense aerobic exercise, and might 
help prevent development of exercise-induced ventricular 
arrhythmias. The cooldown minimizes postexercise hypo-
tension and subsequent myocardial ischemia. Gentle mus-
cle and joint stretching before and after exercise minimizes 
postexercise soreness and improves flexibility. The intensity 
of aerobic exercise training was discussed above. Aerobic 
modalities typically include a stationary bicycle (e.g., Sch-
winn Airdyne), a step machine, a rowing machine, ergome-
ter, arms-and-legs climbing machine (e.g., a Versaclimber), 
and a treadmill. Training advances initially with duration 
and then intensity of exercise. Valsalva maneuvers, heavy 
resistance, and anaerobic exercise are avoided.

The psychologist, social worker, nutritionist, rehabili-
tation nurse, and nurse educator coordinate further care, 
depending on the individual needs of the patient.

In the transitional period, regular daily activities are 
resumed over several weeks. Orders from the home-care 
visiting nurse, physical therapist, and occupational thera-
pist are provided if indicated. Patients do not participate in 
any aerobic exercise during this period.

During outpatient CR, patients attend three exercise ses-
sions per week, supervised by the physical therapist and 
exercise physiologist, for a total of 36 sessions (depend-
ing at times on insurance coverage). The aerobic exercise 
prescription is as it was for inpatient acute CR. Light free-
weight resistance exercises can be prescribed. Ongoing 
education is provided by all members of the rehabilitation 
team.

During maintenance, patients continue with self-
directed aerobic training three to five times per week. Train-
ing principles and progression mirror previous phases. The 
exercise prescription, however thoroughly tested, has been 
challenged for being vague and overly restrictive, thus lim-
iting daily activity achievements after cardiac events. In 13 
common resistance exercises, improvements have been 
proposed for stratifying risks in MI, cardioverter implants, 
and CABG, resulting in accelerated returns to desired levels 
of daily activity.2

Cardiac Rehabilitation for Specific 
Groups

The principles of evaluation, risk stratification, prescrip-
tion writing, risk factor modification, patient education, 
and support discussed previously are central to all pro-
grams of CR.

Coronary Artery Disease

Stable Angina

Aerobic training reduces the myocardial oxygen demand 
for the same activity, because more intense activity can 
be performed before the ischemic threshold is reached 
(see Figure 33-8). If anginal symptoms are noted, a brief 
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examination and ECG are indicated before exercise is per-
mitted. Patients who experience exercise-induced angina 
can take sublingual nitroglycerin before exercise. Longer-
acting antianginal medications require a 3-hour interval 
before exercising to allow for maximum effect. Exercise 
intensity is calculated by the Karvonen method, or set 10 
beats below the ischemic threshold HR from the EST. CR 
in patients with CAD is associated with a reduction in 
morbidity and mortality,109 in part because of improved 
autonomic regulation of the heart.127 Improvement in LV 
contractile function is also noted.56 Inpatient CR for severe 
angina improves physical performance and improves rates 
of return to work.222

Myocardial Infarction

In patients with MI, other vessels are also likely to be ste-
nosed, and the exercise prescription is similar to that for 
stable angina. Exercise training is initiated within 2 to 4 
weeks according to the prescription guidelines previously 
outlined. After a large MI, exercise training is delayed 4 to 6 
weeks, and a lower intensity level and frequent clinical and 
echocardiographic monitoring are recommended.

Combined resistance and aerobic training improves aer-
obic fitness and muscle strength more than aerobic train-
ing alone, without adverse outcomes.195 Health-related 
QOL,106 survival in patients with depression, and rates of 
nonfatal reinfarction26 are also improved. β-Blocker ther-
apy, which is a standard of care after an MI to reduce mor-
tality, does not attenuate the benefits of exercise training.165

After MI a change in LV dimensions (remodeling) occurs 
over weeks to months in the infarcted area. It is associated 
with deteriorating LV function, ventricular arrhythmias, 
aneurysm formation, and higher mortality. Larger MIs 
and elevated ventricular pressures increase remodeling. 
Despite increasing ventricular pressures with moderate-
intensity aerobic exercise, training soon after a small MI 
does not exacerbate remodeling.41 In a study of 27 patients 
with stable postinfarction heart failure who trained mod-
erately and continuously three times per week for 12 
weeks, exercise intensity was shown to be an important 
factor for reversing LV remodeling and improving aerobic 
capacity, endothelial function, and QOL.248 In another 
study, exercise frequency was shown to have no effect.189 
Angiotensin- converting enzyme inhibitors limit remodel-
ing and improve survival. CR also improves myocardial 
perfusion87 and LV electrophysiologic parameters, reduc-
ing the risk for malignant ventricular arrhythmias and 
sudden cardiac death after MI.110 Overall, after MI, 95% of 
patients who participate in CR survive 3 years, compared 
with 64% for nonparticipants.249

Angioplasty and Stenting

Coronary restenosis after angioplasty is common, with 
early stenosis caused by acute stent thrombosis, and later 
(6 to 12 months) stenosis caused by intimal hyperplasia. 
Treatment with clopidogrel and aspirin to prevent throm-
bosis, and the use of drug-eluting stents to inhibit coronary 
intimal hyperplasia reduce the rates of acute thrombosis 
to 0.5% and later stenosis to 2.5%. Close monitoring for 
symptoms and signs of recurrent ischemia during CR is 
important. Despite concern that exercise is prothrombotic, 
there is no increase in the rate of stent restenosis when EST 
is completed within 1 month of stent placement,80,178 or 
with CR participation.22 Aerobic training programs after 
angioplasty improve Vo2max and functional capacity.117 In 
a controlled study, 95 postangioplasty patients who under-
went 6 months of exercise training improved respiratory 
efficiency and LV systolic function, attenuated negative 
remodeling, and stopped further coronary heart disease 
and CHF progression.226

Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery

Surgical site integrity and pain initially limit upper body 
exercise after CABG. Inappropriate transfer techniques or 
forceful upper body exercises can cause sternal dehiscence. 
By 6 weeks, postoperative sternal knitting is complete, 
and upper body exercise can be liberalized. Wound break-
down is less of a concern with minimally invasive surgi-
cal approaches. Inpatient CR after CABG is well tolerated, 
and attendance at outpatient sessions is greater than 80%. 
More intense programs are associated with a more rapid 
achievement of functional goals and greater patient sat-
isfaction.220 Improved myocardial perfusion is associated 
with an increased ischemic threshold.71 Typical changes in 
exercise physiologic parameters are noted, with peripheral 
adaptations accounting for the majority of improvement 
in Vo2max.77,118

Arrhythmias are noted in one third of patients during 
inpatient CR. Predisposing features include hypertension, 
diabetes, hyperlipidemia, older age, and discontinuation 
of amiodarone. These comorbidities should be included 
in risk stratification models for CR, especially if significant 
arrhythmias were previously noted.77 Autonomic dysfunc-
tion is associated with an increased risk for sudden death 
after MI and CABG as a result of ventricular arrhythmias. 
Aerobic exercise after CABG improves autonomic func-
tion203 and reduces the incidence of arrhythmias.

To overcome strength deficits after CABG, moderate-
intensity resistance weight training is safe and effective, 
but does not increase Vo2

131 without the concomitant use 
of aerobic exercise. Interval training, consisting of higher-
intensity bursts of exercise interspersed with a brief “rest” 
at a lower-intensity level of training, is also beneficial after 
CABG and gives a more rapid increase in exercise capacity 
compared with steady-state aerobic training.140

Similar sternal wound precautions are also important 
during CR after heart valve surgery. Prolonged valvular 
abnormalities and presurgical CHF cause significant decon-
ditioning. After surgery, CR proceeds as for CABG if the EF 
is normal, but proceeds as for CHF if the EF is reduced. 
With anticoagulation after valve surgery, care must be taken 
to avoid trauma, such as in high-impact exercises that can 
cause hemarthrosis and bruising.

Cardiomyopathy

Despite EFs of less than 20%, patients with severe isch-
emic cardiomyopathy tolerate CR, with increased Vo2max,18 
improved LV systolic and diastolic17 function, and enhanced 
QOL.20 Typically, fewer ventricular arrhythmias129 and no 
further myocardial damage are noted. The risk for subse-
quent cardiac events is inversely related to the degree of 
functional improvement with CR.21 Participation also 
improves survival in a dose–response relationship.237
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Congestive Heart Failure

A significant increase in Vo2max and exercise tolerance is 
noted with CR for CHF. Most improvement occurs within 3 
weeks, but continues for up to 6 months if training contin-
ues.21 This is associated with increased muscle mitochon-
dria,92 decreased ventilation,46 reduced catecholamine 
levels, and improved autonomic function.91 CR for CHF 
also improves myocardial perfusion. CR results in fewer 
cardiac events, significantly lower rates of hospital readmis-
sion for CHF, reduced cardiac mortality,19,167 and improved 
QOL.241 Attenuated LV remodeling underlies these ben-
efits.74 In a metaanalysis, aerobic training was found to 
reverse LV remodeling in clinically stable individuals with 
CHF, a benefit not found in an aerobic-strength training 
combination.99

Most aerobic programs for CHF use a continuous, steady-
state training protocol.46 Interval training, such as with 
short 60- to 120-second bursts of intense “work” exercise 
phases interspersed with 30- to 60-second “recovery” exer-
cise phases, also improves Vo2max and muscle strength.141 
Resistance weight training with weight machines, combined 
with aerobic training, produces greater improvements in 
LV function, Vo2max, and strength compared with aerobic 
training alone.55 Aerobic training combined with interval 
and strength training maximizes clinical, physiologic, and 
functional benefits in CHF.

More than 40% of patients with CHF have conduction 
abnormalities that can exacerbate the CHF. Implantation 
of a biventricular pacemaker with leads placed in both ven-
tricles improves LVEF significantly. Biventricular pacemak-
ers are often combined with ICDs in one “box,” because 
both are frequently required. Combination devices signifi-
cantly improve mortality rates compared with biventricular 
pacing alone.31,252

Exercise tolerance, Vo2max, anaerobic threshold, and 
QOL improve with CR in patients with a biventricular 
pacemaker. Fewer CHF exacerbations requiring hospital-
ization are noted. These benefits are long-lasting and asso-
ciated with significant functional improvements. Improved 
LV function and physiologic chronotropic response to exer-
cise underlie these gains.88

Heart Transplantation

With improved survival rates after HT, there are increas-
ing numbers of significantly debilitated patients requiring 
CR. CR is safe for patients receiving intravenous inotro-
pic support who are awaiting transplantation.12 CR is rec-
ommended both before and after HT,217 and protocols 
include aerobic and resistive exercises30,113 and respiratory 
muscle training.40 The postoperative program is similar 
to the post-CABG program. Because of the abnormal HR 
response to exercise and significant limitations in Vo2max, 
early exercise intensity is set at a Borg score of 11 to 13, 
increasing to 13 to 15 as tolerated.168 A significant increase 
in Vo2max and work capacity with CR is noted.113 Consid-
ering the accelerated rate of atherosclerosis seen after HT, 
ongoing aerobic exercise needs to be stressed. Long-term 
continuing care from a multidisciplinary HT-specialized 
CR team is necessary to accommodate the unique needs 
of these recipients. Needs include the management of 
complex medication regimens, psychologic adjustment 
that deals especially with rejection episodes, vocational 
rehabilitation, and care of significant musculoskeletal and 
neurologic issues.

Left Ventricular Assist Device

As a bridge to HT, use of the pneumatic LV assist device 
(LVAD) is increasingly popular for end-stage CHF. An 
LVAD can delay the need for HT, allowing time for medi-
cal and functional improvements in patients otherwise 
too sick for surgery. Ambulation is safely initiated within 
7 to 10 days of insertion of the LVAD, with treadmill train-
ing by 3 weeks. Resumption of ADL up to 5 METs is pos-
sible within 6 weeks.146 Patients can survive for more than 
2 years with an LVAD, and exercise during long-term LVAD 
support is safe.107 Functional status, however, is more 
significantly enhanced after HT compared with LVAD 
insertion, and transplantation should not be delayed if a 
suitable organ becomes available.107

Arrhythmia

Atrial tachyarrhythmias develop immediately after car-
diac surgery in one third of patients. Atrial fibrillation is 
the tachyarrhythmia that most commonly occurs, and it 
frequently persists during acute inpatient CR. If conver-
sion back to sinus rhythm is not achieved, rate control 
is essential, because cardiac output is reduced as a result 
of impaired LV filling. An HR of less than 100 beats/min 
is ideal, but in asymptomatic patients with a good blood 
pressure and a resting HR of 100 to 120 beats/min, exer-
cise can be initiated at low-intensity levels with close 
supervision. An HR of greater than 120 beats/min at rest 
or exceeding 140 beats/min with light activities is a con-
traindication to further exercise until the HR response is 
controlled.

After MI and CABG, the incidence of ventricular arrhyth-
mias is related to the presence of diabetes, hyperlipidemia, 
and hypertension, and an age greater than 70 years.72 Fre-
quent premature ventricular contractions are associated 
with an increased risk for VT and sudden death. The occur-
rence of VT and VF within 30 days of CABG is rare but 
accounts for a significant number of deaths. This is of sig-
nificance to the CR team because this coincides with the 
period for inpatient CR. Approximately 5% of patients 
undergoing CR after CABG do not complete the program 
because of the development of arrhythmias, 25% of which 
are ventricular.

Aerobic exercise itself can be arrhythmogenic because of 
a decrease in vagal tone, increased sympathetic neural activ-
ity, and increased circulating catecholamines. A prolonged 
(10-minute) warmup and cool down before and after exer-
cise training can reduce the frequency of these arrhyth-
mias. Ventricular arrhythmias are far more likely to create 
significant complications during CR in patients with only 
minimally reduced EFs with good exercise tolerance, even 
compared to patients with very limited exercise capacity. 
Decreasing the exercise intensity and increasing the dura-
tion and frequency of the exercise is indicated.112 Exercise 
therapy after MI110 and in patients with an EF of less than 
20%129 can reduce the risk for ventricular arrhythmias.
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During inpatient CR, VT develops in nearly 20% of 
patients with a recent history of ventricular arrhythmias. 
During outpatient CR, VT develops in nearly 30% of these 
patients. However, there are very few fatalities noted during 
EST and CR from ventricular arrhythmias. ICDs are used to 
manage malignant ventricular arrhythmias. Current indi-
cations for an ICD include recurrent or life-threatening VT 
or VF, and inducible VT or VF on electrophysiologic test-
ing. The mortality rate from VT after MI in patients with a 
reduced EF and treated with an ICD is significantly lower 
(4%) compared with that for pharmacologic management 
(60%).82 This represents a 27% risk reduction in total mor-
tality with ICD therapy.82

Supine exercise is more likely to induce ventricular 
arrhythmias than is upright exercise. Patients prone to 
arrhythmias and those with ICDs should exercise with 
upright activities (walking, biking, and stair climbing) 
rather than in the recumbent position.117 CR for patients 
with an ICD is safe and effective with careful supervision 
and constant monitoring.62 Patients with an ICD tolerate 
an exercise training intensity equal to that for patients with-
out a device, with a significant increase in Vo2max. About 
5% of patients will experience ICD discharge during CR.223

Initially after ICD implantation, fear of life- threatening 
arrhythmias decreases and QOL improves. Increased time-
span as well as increased number of ICD discharges predict 
increasing severity of anxiety, depression, and impairment 
of QOL. Fear of exercising with an ICD is also common. 
Social support groups and CR can reverse this fear and 
improve QOL.231

Cognitive and Mood Disorders 
in Cardiac Rehabilitation

Pre-CABG cognitive testing often reveals significant cog-
nitive deficits, especially affecting verbal memory. These 
deficits are probably related to the presence of coexist-
ing vascular disease.172 CVD and PVD are risk factors for 
cognitive decline after CABG.103 After CABG, up to 80% 
of patients experience further cognitive impairments in 
attention, concentration, short-term memory, and speed of 
mental responses. Neuropsychologic performance typically 
declines by day 3 after CABG, with recovery over a week.151 
Cognitive decline within a week after CABG, however, is 
a strong indicator of decline at 3 months.221 Cognitive 
changes can still be noted 5 years out.199 A similar pattern 
is seen after valve surgery.83 Severe cognitive impairment 
with encephalopathy is noted in approximately 7% of 
patients, and is associated with an increased length of stay 
and a mortality rate five times higher than that of cogni-
tively intact patients.138 Encephalopathy is associated with 
a history of previous stroke, hypertension, diabetes, carotid 
bruit, and longer time on cardiopulmonary bypass.

Metabolic neuronal disturbances indicated by abnor-
malities on magnetic resonance spectroscopy correlate 
closely with postoperative cognitive deficits. Anatomic 
ischemic lesions on MRI, however, do not correlate with 
impairments.23

“Off-pump” surgical techniques and minimally invasive 
procedures have reduced the incidence of post-CABG cog-
nitive deficits,253 with equivalent outcomes to on-pump 
techniques regarding survival and freedom from stroke, 
MI, and coronary reintervention.

Cognitive dysfunction is also seen with CHF and is 
associated with a fivefold increase in mortality. In-hospital 
death for patients with CHF is significantly increased when 
a cognitive disorder is present.254

Depression is closely related to HD, including CAD, 
arrhythmias, MI, CHF, and sudden death.84 Almost 40% 
of patients awaiting CABG are depressed. Within 1 week 
after surgery, 50% are depressed. The incidence of depres-
sion falls to 23% by 12 months after surgery. The presence 
or absence of preoperative depression is a strong indicator 
for the presence or absence, respectively, of postoperative 
depression.211 Pre-CABG depression also correlates with 
repeated cardiac hospitalizations, continued surgical pain, 
failure to resume previous activity levels,36 and increased 
2-year cardiovascular mortality.37 Depression also predicts 
greater levels of medical comorbidity after MI,232 but regu-
lar exercise reduces rates of MI and mortality.26

A comprehensive neurocognitive and psychosocial 
evaluation of patients in CR can be done by a mental 
health team that optimally includes a psychiatrist, a psy-
chologist, a social worker, and an occupational therapist. 
If cognitive deficits are detected, remediation is provided. 
Outcome studies evaluating efficacy, however, are lacking. 
Patient and family education is essential because cognitive 
deficits affect functioning and safety at home. Differen-
tiation of anxiety and depression from cognitive dysfunc-
tion is important because anxiety and depression can also 
present with temporary cognitive changes. Psychiatric 
treatment of anxiety or depression improves overall out-
come. Continuation of cognitive and psychiatric care in 
outpatient CR is recommended. Behavioral modification 
for coronary risk factor management should be integrated 
into the mental health program (see also Chapter 4).

Women and Cardiac 
Rehabilitation

In 2006, 433,000 women died each year from CVD in the 
United States.126 More women die of CAD than from all 
forms of cancer combined, yet most women consider CAD 
a remote risk. In patients with unstable angina and after 
MI, women have poorer outcomes than do men.98 Women 
are also less likely to be referred for CR after MI and CABG, 
and are less strongly encouraged to participate in CR than 
are men. Only 7% of the women referred for CR after MI, 
and only 20% after CABG, actually enroll.208 Obstacles to 
participation specific to women include older age, transpor-
tation difficulties, a dependent spouse, and lack of spousal 
support. Once enrolled, however, women have adherence 
rates to CR equivalent to those of men.213 After completion 
of CR, 25% of women stop exercising altogether, and only 
48% still exercise after 3 months. Greater social support 
improves adherence rates.145

Education regarding the prevalence and impact of car-
diac diseases on women is needed, as well as more aggres-
sive referral styles to encourage women to participate in 
CR. Programs should be modified to meet the needs of 
women, and support and education provided to improve 
lifelong exercise adherence.
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Diffuse Atherosclerotic Vascular 
Disease

Atherosclerosis affects all vascular beds, and underlying risk 
factors were identified above. Endothelial dysfunction in 
nonobstructive CAD is associated with an increased risk for 
cardiovascular events.205 Atherosclerotic diseases include 
CAD, PVD, cerebrovascular disease, renal artery stenosis, 
and abdominal aortic aneurysm. In patients hospitalized 
with CAD, 40% have PVD on testing the ankle–brachial 
index.56 With more advanced CAD, the greater the likeli-
hood of PVD.13 In patients admitted for vascular surgery, 
CAD is noted in 46%, carotid stenosis in 32%, and renal 
artery stenosis in 5%.229 In patients with abdominal aortic 
aneurysm, 71% have CAD, 46% have PVD, and 27% have 
cerebrovascular disease.202

CR programs must take into account the diffuse nature 
of atherosclerosis. In addition, cardiac precautions should 
be stipulated during the rehabilitation of patients with 
thrombotic strokes, PVD, and dysvascular amputation (see 
Chapters 12, 13, 50, and 56).

Return to Work

Patients living with CAD are predominantly 35 to 74 years 
of age and employed when their HD first presents. Lost 
productivity is a significant part of the $77 billion cost of 
CAD disease in the United States.104 Returning a patient 
with CAD to employment is a major goal of CR, but con-
ventional programs have minimal success in achieving this. 
Conventional CR improves perception of improved health, 
but has less influence on return to work.59 CR programs that 
simulate elements of work, including flexibility and dex-
terity exercises, return 100% of patients to work compared 
with 60% for conventional programs. Work simulation CR 
is also more likely to return patients to the same work they 
performed before the cardiac event. Both programs pro-
duce equivalent strength and physiologic improvements.143

Psychosocial factors are also closely related to return to 
work.214 Additional factors include age, perceived impor-
tance of the job, and support from friends and family.29 
Most cardiac patients return to work by 6 months. This 
occurs earlier for those with sedentary jobs, as compared 
with those with more physically demanding work. More 
patients return to sedentary (83%) than to heavy (67%) 
work.240

Issues of return to work should be discussed with 
patients early in the rehabilitation process (see Chapter 
35). Return to sedentary or light work is delayed 2 to 4 
weeks after discharge from inpatient CR. An initial modi-
fied schedule is recommended, slowly building to a full 
schedule over a further 2 to 4 weeks. For physically demand-
ing jobs, return to work is delayed 4 to 6 weeks, allowing 
for surgical wound healing and greater functional recovery. 
A symptom-limited EST is completed before resumption 
of a physically demanding job to ensure the job MET level 
requirement is achieved safely. Vocational counseling is 
indicated if return to prior employment is not feasible. If 
patients cannot return safely to work, a disability evalua-
tion is indicated (see Chapter 6).191
Sexual Rehabilitation in Cardiac 
Rehabilitation

After CABG, 91% of patients resume sexual activity within 
8 weeks, albeit at a decreased frequency.164 After an MI, 
25% of patients report no sexual activity, and 50% report 
a decreased frequency. In those patients with CHF, 40% 
report they are unable to have sex.206 A significant concern 
for patients and partners is whether sexual activity will pro-
voke a further cardiac event. Sexual activity is stated to be 
as safe as climbing two flights of stairs,204 but such advice 
does not reduce the fear of sexual activity. After CABG, 17% 
of patients and 35% of partners express concern about 
resumption of sexual activity (see Chapter 31).

Most patients report no specific sexual activity in the 2 
hours before an MI, and only 1% report the MI began dur-
ing sexual activity. It is encouraging to note that the risk for 
MI during or immediately after sexual activity is reduced 
or eliminated by regular physical exercise.150 Despite con-
cerns over sexual activity, up to 90% of 70- to 90-year-old 
men with CAD report interest in sexual activity. After an 
MI, sexual intercourse is not recommended for 2 weeks. 
Tolerance for sexual activities should be guided by an EST. 
Sexual intercourse between partners who know each other 
and in a familiar place requires up to 5 METs of energy 
expenditure. Achieving 6 METs on a stress test indicates a 
low risk for a cardiac event during sexual intercourse. Sex-
ual position is not related to safety, but sex in an unfamiliar 
place or with a different partner produces increased physi-
ologic stress and is more likely to trigger a cardiac event.206

One member of the CR team should be a resource for 
questions and concerns regarding resumption of sexual 
activities. A slow progression from reestablishing a roman-
tic relationship, to foreplay, and then a more intense physi-
cally intimate relationship is emphasized. Reassurance that 
sexual activity in people with CAD is relatively safe, and 
encouragement to participate in CR are both suggested.149

Erectile dysfunction should be discussed. Medica-
tions such as antidepressants and antihypertensives (i.e., 
β-blockers) can induce erectile dysfunction. Prescription of 
sildenafil and other erectile dysfunction medicines should 
be done only in consultation with the patient’s cardiologist.

Summary

Over the past four decades, there have been many advance-
ments in the care of patients with cardiac conditions. Care 
of these patients has gone from being relatively passive, 
to emphasizing active and direct interventions that have 
greatly improved the chances of survival for these patients. 
The QOL and ultimate longevity of patients with cardiac 
conditions can be optimized by the use of CR services, 
especially if administered by an interdisciplinary team.
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CHAPTER 34
PULMONARY REHABILITATION
Randall E. Keyser, Leighton Chan, Joshua G. Woolstenhulme, Michelle Kennedy,  
and Bart E. Drinkard
Principles

The most common form of lung disease in the United 
States is chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), 
primarily because of its link to smoking. In 2007 the 
American Cancer Society reported that 19.8% of adults 18 
years of age or older were current smokers compared with 
41.9% in 1965. Unfortunately, in 2006 it was reported that 
20% of high school and 6.3% of middle school students 
smoked. COPD is very rare in nonsmokers, and the vast 
majority of the deaths from this disease can be attributed 
to cigarette smoking. Statistics regarding COPD are shown 
in Box 34-1.66

Restrictive pulmonary disease is most commonly caused 
by neuromuscular and orthopedic disorders, such as spi-
nal cord injury (SCI) and scoliosis. According to statistics 
available from the National Spinal Cord Injury Association 
Resource Center, as of March 2009 there are an estimated 
250,000 to 400,000 persons with an SCI or spinal cord 
dysfunction in the United States. Of these patients, 82% 
are male, 17.5% have complete tetraplegia, and 31.2% have 
incomplete tetraplegia. Duchenne muscular dystrophy 
(DMD) is one of the more common neuromuscular dis-
eases that cause restrictive pulmonary dysfunction, with an 
incidence of 1 per 3600 male infants in the United States.

Pulmonary rehabilitation is defined as a multidisci-
plinary program that provides persons with the ability to 
adapt to their chronic lung disease.13 It includes physical 
conditioning, ongoing medical management, training in 
coping skills, and psychosocial support. Fear of dyspnea 
can lead to panic, which increases the work of breathing. 
Dyspnea also causes progressive inactivity, which fur-
ther weakens the individual. Pulmonary rehabilitation 
addresses this fear and uses a greater tolerance of dys-
pnea to increase strength, endurance, and quality of life.

When advanced pulmonary impairment occurs, other 
treatment options, including mechanical ventilation, can 
be used. If the impairment is caused by intrinsic lung dis-
ease, partial lung resection (lung volume reduction surgery 
[LVRS]) and lung transplant might be helpful.

Treatment Options in Pulmonary 
Rehabilitation

Several treatment modalities are used in pulmonary reha-
bilitation. These include general medical management, 
oxygen therapy, chest physical therapy, exercise training, 
and nutritional and psychosocial support.
741

General Medical Management

Pharmacologic therapy for COPD can include vaccination 
against influenza and pneumococcal  pneumonia, inhaled 
quaternary anticholinergic and/or β2-adrenergic agonist 
bronchodilators, and inhaled corticosteroids. Oral theoph-
ylline can improve respiratory muscle endurance and pro-
vide ventilatory stimulation. Exposure to environmental 
and occupational pollution must be prevented. For those 
with emphysema resulting from α1-antitrypsin deficiency, 
α1-antitrypsin augmentation therapy is efficacious.56 In 
addition, several treatments prolong life or reduce pro-
gression in this disease.14 These include smoking cessa-
tion, noninvasive mechanical ventilation, LVRS, combined 
long- acting β-agonists with inhaled corticosteroids,16 and 
oxygen therapy.

Oxygen Therapy

Long-term oxygen therapy (LTOT), provided more 
than 15 hr/day, improves survival and quality of life 
in COPD if hypoxemia is present with arterial oxygen 
saturation (Sao2) less than 88%. It can also increase 
exercise tolerance and cognitive outcomes.14 LTOT is 
also needed if the patient’s Sao2 is less than 89% and 
there is evidence of pulmonary hypertension or periph-
eral edema, suggesting congestive cardiac failure, or 
polycythemia.29

Oxygen concentrators have become the most popu-
lar method of providing oxygen in the home. Portable 
models are readily available and can be used with an AC 
or a DC inverter. Some models are as light as 6 lb, with 
the average weight ranging between 6 and 20 lb. Most 
models have batteries that can be recharged in as little 
as 2 hours and have battery running times as long as 6 
hours. Portable concentrators can easily be carried on a 
pull cart or on the body with a shoulder strap or waist 
harness. Most units are able to deliver 1 to 6 L/min. Some 
companies have produced models that provide up to 8 
L/min of oxygen and have two flowmeters so that two 
persons can use oxygen from the same concentrator if the 
total use is no more than 8 L/min. Other systems incor-
porate a refill station as part of the concentrator, so that 
portable oxygen cylinders can be filled over a couple of 
hours. An oxygen-conserving regulator allows the oxygen 
to last 4 times as long. An oxygen cylinder can now be 
safely mounted on a motorized wheelchair if the motors 
and batteries are sealed and both are covered by a rigid 
housing.
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Chest Physical Therapy

A good understanding of pulmonary function tests (Table 
34-1 and Figure 34-1), as well as the mechanics and work 
of breathing in normal and diseased states, is essential in 
planning an effective therapy program for persons with 
pulmonary disease.32 Breathing exercises begin with relax-
ation techniques, which then become the foundation for 
breathing retraining. Retraining techniques for persons 
with COPD include pursed lip breathing, head down 
and bending forward postures, slow deep breathing, and 
localized expansion exercises or segmental breathing. 
These techniques maintain positive airway pressure dur-
ing exhalation and help reduce overinflation. Although 
diaphragmatic breathing is widely taught, it has been 
shown to increase the work of breathing and dyspnea com-
pared with the natural pattern of breathing in the patient 
with COPD.13 The other component occasionally used to 
reduce fatigue is respiratory muscle endurance training, 
which usually concentrates on inspiratory resistance train-
ing. Training of the expiratory muscles, however, has also 
been found to be of some value.43

Airway clearance strategies are indicated for persons 
with (1) abnormal cough mechanics (e.g., muscle weak-
ness), (2) altered mucus rheology (e.g., cystic fibrosis), 
(3) structural airway defects (e.g., bronchiectasis), and (4) 
altered mucociliary clearance (e.g., primary ciliary dyski-
nesia).42 Clearance of secretions is mandatory to reduce 
the work of breathing, improve gas exchange, and limit 
infection and atelectasis. For chest physical therapy to be 
effective, mucoactive medications must be given.62 These 
include expectorants, mucolytics, bronchodilators, surfac-
tants, and mucoregulatory agents that reduce the volume 
of mucus secretion. Antitussives must be used for uncon-
trolled coughing, which can precipitate dynamic airway 
collapse, bronchospasm, or syncope.

Techniques for clearing secretions include postural 
drainage, manual or device-induced chest percussion and 
vibration, device-induced airway oscillation, incentive spi-
rometry, and other devices and measures that improve the 
ability to cough. Head-down tilt positions for postural 
drainage should be used with caution in persons with 
severe heart disease.47 In a manually assisted cough, the 
patient’s abdomen is compressed while the patient con-
trols the depth of inspiration and the timing of opening 

 •  The majority of patients with chronic obstructive pulmo-
nary disease (COPD) have asthma.

 •  Asthma is the most common childhood chronic disease.
 •  Causes of COPD: asthma, chronic bronchitis, emphysema, 

singly or in combination.
 •  Between 50,000 and 70,000 cases of COPD in the United 

States are due to α1-antitrypsin deficiency; this disorder is 
underrecognized by physicians.

 •  COPD is the fifth leading cause of death worldwide.
 •  Annual worldwide adult deaths from COPD: 2.9 million.
 •  As of 2000, more women than men die of COPD in the 

United States.
 

BOX 34-1

Facts Regarding Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disease
and closing the upper airway. Noninvasive intermittent 
positive-pressure ventilation (NIPPV) with air stacking or 
glossopharyngeal breathing (GPB) is used to increase the 
depth of inspiration when inspiratory muscles are too weak 
to produce a deep breath. Air stacking is holding a portion 
of two or more breaths to fully inflate the lungs before 
exhalation. In GPB, the person uses the tongue to breathe. 
The technique is described more fully later in this chapter. 
When an upper motor neuron lesion above the midthoracic 
level has paralyzed the abdominal muscles, functional elec-
trical stimulation of these muscles can produce a cough.34

Positive expiratory pressure mask therapy followed by 
“huff coughing” is a useful technique when other methods 
of mobilizing secretions are not tolerated.39 Autogenic drain-
age is a secretion clearance technique that combines variable 
tidal breathing at three distinct lung volume levels, con-
trolled expiratory airflow, and huff coughing. The CoughAs-
sist Mechanical In-Exsufflator cough machine  (Figure 
34-2), manufactured by the Philips HealthCare Respiron-
ics  (Murraysville, PA) provides deep inspiration through a 
face mask or mouthpiece, or with an adapter, to a patient’s 
endotracheal or tracheostomy tube, followed rapidly by con-
trolled suction. It has been shown to provide highly effective 
secretion removal.4 The device must be used with caution 
and is contraindicated in patients with bullous emphysema 
or a history of pneumothorax or pneumomediastinum in 
the recent past, especially if they are the result of barotrauma.

Exercise Conditioning: General 
Considerations

Aerobic exercise is the backbone of any pulmonary rehabili-
tation program. The inclusion criteria for exercise in pulmo-
nary rehabilitation are straightforward. A candidate must 
demonstrate a decrease in functional exercise capacity as a 
result of pulmonary disease and be able to participate safely 
in a rigorous cardiorespiratory endurance training program. 
Cardiopulmonary exercise testing is necessary for the selec-
tion and evaluation of individuals in several circumstances 
before exercise conditioning. Indications for cardiopulmo-
nary exercise testing have been adopted by the  American Tho-
racic Society and the American College of Chest Physicians 

Table 34-1   Characteristic Physiologic Changes 
Associated With Pulmonary Disorders

Measure
Obstructive 
Disorders

Restrictive 
Disorders Mixed Disorders

FEV1/FVC Decreased Normal or 
increased

Decreased

FEV1 Decreased Decreased, normal, 
or increased

Decreased

FVC Decreased or 
normal

Decreased Decreased or 
normal

TLC Normal or 
increased

Decreased Decreased, normal, 
or increased

RV Normal or 
increased

Decreased Decreased, normal, 
or increased

From The Merck manual for healthcare professionals, The Merck Manuals Online Medical 
Library.
FEV1, Forced expiratory volume in 1 sec; FVC, forced vital capacity; RV, residual volue; TLC, 
total lung capacity.
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FIGURE 34-1 Lung volumes in health and disease. The breathing pattern is read from right to left. The obstructive pattern demonstrates prolonged expiration. 
FRC, Functional residual capacity; RV, residual volume; TLC, total lung capacity; VC, vital capacity.
(Box 34-2).77 The pulmonary disease should be relatively 
stable. Medical comorbidities that contraindicate exercise 
should be absent. Patients should not have orthopedic or 
cognitive disabilities that prevent exercise. Patients must be 
motivated to exercise on a consistent basis. Finally, patients 
should abstain from tobacco products.

Exercise Prescription for Pulmonary 
Rehabilitation

Exercise prescription guidelines are largely based on pro-
grams in which the majority of participants are patients with 
COPD. These guidelines, however, appear to be appropriate 

FIGURE 34-2 CoughAssist Mechanical In-Exsufflator cough machine with 
mother and child. The mother is using the machine at the child’s tracheostomy.
for patients who have other pulmonary diseases as well. 
Exertional dyspnea is among the most frequently experi-
enced symptoms of pulmonary diseases and leads to physi-
cal disability and functional impairment. Cardiorespiratory 
exercise training is often effective for decreasing exertional 
dyspnea. Provided the cardiovascular, respiratory, and neu-
romuscular systems have adequate reserve to undergo a 

BOX 34-2

America Thoracic Society–American College of Chest 
Physicians Indications for Cardiopulmonary Exercise 
Testing

 •  Evaluation of exercise intolerance
 •  Unexplained dyspnea
 •  Evaluation of patients with cardiovascular disease
 •  Evaluation of patients with respiratory disease
 •  COPD
 •  Interstitial lung disease
 •  Chronic pulmonary vascular disease
 •  Cystic fibrosis
 •  Exercise-induced bronchospasm
 •  Preoperative evaluation
 •  Preoperative evaluation for lung cancer resectional surgery
 •  LVRS
 •  Evaluation for lung or heart–lung transplantation; preop-

erative evaluation of other procedures
 •  Exercise prescription for pulmonary rehabilitation
 •  Evaluation of impairment or disability

  
Modified from Weisman IM, Marciniuk D, Martinez FJ, et al: II. Indica-
tions for cardiopulmonary exercise testing. ATS/ACCP statement on 
cardiopulmonary exercise testing, Am J Respir Crit Care Med 167:211-277, 
2003.
COPD, Chronic obstructive lung disease, LVRS, lung volume reduction 
surgery;
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program of progressive exercise, skeletal muscles can develop 
an increased ability to sustain physical activity. After train-
ing, muscle oxygenation might be improved, which lowers 
blood lactate levels at any given level of strenuous exercise. 
The confluence of increased oxygen extraction by the mus-
cles and lower blood lactate lessens carbon dioxide produc-
tion and the ventilatory requirement for a given workload.

The American Thoracic Society,48 the American College 
of Chest Physicians,60 and the American College of Sports 
Medicine78 have provided recommendations for pulmonary 
rehabilitation exercise. In general, pulmonary rehabilita-
tion exercise programs should include cardiorespiratory 
endurance training of larger muscle groups. Over-ground or 
treadmill walking is generally the preferred method because 
walking is a functional activity. Leg-cycling is an acceptable 
alternative. Arm-cycling can also be incorporated. Many 
patients, however, might have difficulty tolerating arm-
cycling because of an increased ventilatory drive that could 
worsen the patient’s dyspnea during the activity. Resistance 
and flexibility exercises might also improve functional 
capacity in patients with pulmonary diseases. The most spe-
cific exercise prescription guidelines have been provided by 
the American College of Sports Medicine (Table 34-2).

It is imperative that the personnel supervising the exer-
cise program be appropriately trained in the implemen-
tation of exercise prescriptions in people with chronic 
illnesses and special needs. The American College of Sports 
Medicine offers certification programs to those with appro-
priate backgrounds such as exercise science or kinesiol-
ogy, nursing, occupational therapy, physical therapy, and 
respiratory therapy. In the initial exercise sessions, the indi-
viduals supervising the exercise program should monitor 
patients closely and adjust the intensity or duration of the 
session according to the appearance of exertional symp-
toms. After the patient is established at an appropriate 
intensity and duration, the progression of the patient must 
be monitored and evaluated to adjust the prescription for 
optimal effectiveness. The goal of the program should be 
a safe, effective, and enjoyable exercise regimen. Although 
beneficial results have been observed with exercise pro-
grams of 8 to 12 weeks in healthy individuals, those with 
pulmonary diseases might require longer periods of par-
ticipation to show substantial results.

Exercise in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 
Disease

All studies of exercise in COPD take into account the sever-
ity of the respiratory disability (Table 34-3).40 Numerous 
studies have been carried out on the effects of exercise 
on patients with COPD over the past quarter century  
(Box 34-3).* In patients with COPD, cardiorespiratory 
endurance exercise therapy has been shown to improve 
maximum or symptom-limited aerobic capacity, timed 
walk distance, and health-related quality of life. Adding 
resistance training to the rehabilitative regimen can pro-
vide additional benefits such as increased fat-free mass and 
muscle strength.

Several adjunct modalities might reduce the extreme 
breathlessness and peripheral muscle fatigue that prevent 

*References 10, 12, 21, 26, 27, 55, 82.
patients with severe COPD from exercising at higher inten-
sities.1 Continuous positive airway pressure and NIPPV 
during exercise might reduce the perception of dyspnea. 
Taking part of the work of breathing away from the respira-
tory muscles and reducing intrinsic positive end-expiratory 
pressure are considered two mechanisms by which these 
techniques relieve dyspnea. Nocturnal NIPPV in selected 
patients can improve their ability to exercise during the 
day. Adding electrical stimulation to strength exercises for 
peripheral muscles has been shown to further improve 
muscle strength in patients with COPD. Interval training 
with rest periods is capable of producing training effects 
in those who cannot tolerate a sustained period of exer-
cise. Oxygen supplementation, even in patients who do 
not desaturate during exercise, allows for higher exercise 
intensities and produces a superior training effect. High-
intensity physical group training in water can produce sig-
nificant benefits as well.75

After an initial exercise rehabilitation program, patients 
must continue to participate in routine exercise to prevent 

Table 34-2   Summary of ACSM Guidelines for Exercise 
Prescription

Component Cardiorespiratory Endurance Training

Activity Dynamic exercise of large muscle groups

Mode Over-ground or treadmill walking

Stationary leg-cycling or outdoor bicycling

Stair climbing

Frequency 3-5 days/wk

Duration 20-60 min/session

Intensity 50%-85% heart rate reserve

65%-90% maximum heart rate

RPE = 12-16 (category scale)

RPE = 4-8 (category-ratio scale)*

Component Strength and Muscle Endurance Training

Activity Resistance training: low resistance with high repetition

Mode Variable resistance or hydraulic weight machines

Isotonic weight machines

Free weights

Frequency 2-3 days/wk

Duration One set of 3-20 repetitions on 8-10 exercises that 
include all of the major muscle groups

Intensity Volitional exhaustion on each set, or

Stop two to three reps before volitional exhaustion

Component Flexibility

Activity Static stretching of all major muscle groups

Frequency Minimum of 2-3 days/wk

Ideally 5-7 days/wk

Duration 15-30 s/exercise, 2-4 stretching exercise sets

Intensity Stretch to tightness at the end of the range of motion 
but not to pain

Modified from Whaley MH, Brubaker PH, Otto RM, editors: ACSM’s guidelines for exercise 
testing and prescription, ed 7, Philadelphia, 2006, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.
*Warburton et al., 2006.76

RPE, Rate of perceived exertion.



the positive effects of exercise from being lost. Continuous 
outpatient exercise training, home-based or community-
based exercise programs, or exercise training in groups of 
persons with COPD is necessary to sustain the benefits 
acquired during the initial rehabilitation program.67

Exercise in Asthma

Asthma severity guidelines published in 1997 and updated 
in 2002 by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute 
are based on clinical symptoms during the day and at 
night, and on the results of pulmonary function testing.17 
The two major categories of asthma patients are those who 
have it intermittently and those with persistent asthma. 
Bronchial biopsies in patients with intermittent asthma 
show evidence of ongoing airway inflammation. Studies 
have shown that aerobic exercise improves overall fitness 
and health of asthmatic patients.

A mouse model of asthma has been developed in 
which the effects of exercise have been studied.53 Exercise 
decreased the activation of the transcription factor nuclear 
factor-κB in the lungs of the mice. This factor regulates the 
expression of a variety of genes that encode inflamma-
tory mediators. Moderate-intensity aerobic exercise train-
ing of the mice decreased leukocyte infiltration, cytokine 
production, adhesion molecule expression, and structural 

Table 34-3   Classification Scheme for Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease Severity: National Heart, 
Lung, and Blood Institute–World Health 
Organization Global Initiative for Chronic 
Obstructive Lung Disease Criteria

Stage Criterion*

0 Normal lung function

1 (Mild) FEV1 ≥80% of predicted

2 (Moderate) 50%-79% of predicted

3 (Severe) 30%-49% of predicted

4 (Very severe) FEV1 <30% of predicted or presence of respiratory 
failure or clinical signs of right-sided heart failure

*In the presence of FEV1/FVC ratio less than 70%.

Inspiratory muscle training
 •  Increased maximal inspiratory mouth pressure
 •  Increased strength of the diaphragm

Pulmonary rehabilitation with or without inspiratory 
muscle training
 •  Increased maximal workload
 •  Improved activities of daily living scores
 •  Improved anxiety and depression scores
 •  Increased 6- or 12-minute walking distance

Pulmonary rehabilitation (cycle ergometry, 70 W)
 •  Minute volume decrease of 2.5 L/min per blood lactate 

decrease of 1 mEq/L (normal: minute volume decrease of 
7.2 L/min per blood lactate decrease of 1 mEq/L)
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remodeling within the lungs. It is suggested that aero-
bic exercise in patients with asthma might reduce airway 
inflammation in a similar manner. On the other hand, 
exercise itself can induce bronchoconstriction in some 
asthmatic patients.

A study in patients with asthma found that airway vas-
cular hyperpermeability, eosinophilic inflammation, and 
bronchial hyperactivity are independent factors predict-
ing the severity of exercise-induced bronchoconstriction.52 
Rundell et al.63 have described a laboratory method, eucap-
nic voluntary hyperpnea (EVH), that identifies 90% of ath-
letes who have exercise-induced bronchoconstriction. The 
test is done by having athletes breathe 5% carbon dioxide 
and attempt to breathe for 6 minutes at a target ventila-
tion equivalent to 30 times the baseline forced expiratory 
volume in 1 second (FEV1). If EVH is positive, there is a 
decrease in FEV1 of 10% to19%.

Because exercising in cold air is known to increase bron-
chial responsiveness compared with exercising in warm 
air, a study was done to determine whether facial cooling 
plays a role in asthmatic children.81 It was found that facial 
cooling, combined with either cold or warm air inhala-
tion, caused greater exercise-induced bronchoconstriction 
than with cold air inhalation. This could indicate that vagal 
mechanisms play a role in exercise-induced asthma.

Barriero et al.5 have studied the perception of dyspnea 
in near-fatal asthma patients at both rest and the end point 
of various forms of exercise compared with other asthmatic 
patients. Exercise tolerance was similarly reduced in both 
groups, but perception of dyspnea both at rest and at peak 
exercise was significantly lower in the near-fatal asthma 
group.

Exercise in Cystic Fibrosis

An estimated 30,000 persons in the United States suffer 
from cystic fibrosis, which is an autosomal recessive dis-
order. The basic defect is one of chloride transport, which 
produces viscous mucus that inhibits the capability of the 
lungs to clear infection. The patient ultimately suffers from 
severe combined obstructive–restrictive pulmonary dis-
ease. The abnormal viscosity of the cystic fibrosis secretions 
is caused to a great extent by degenerating neutrophils that 
produce extracellular DNA. Dornase alfa (Pulmozyme), 
or recombinant human deoxyribonuclease, is an enzyme 
capable of digesting extracellular DNA. It is used daily by 
long-term nebulization for patients older than 5 years and 
whose forced vital capacity (FVC) is greater than 40%. 
Chest physical therapy of all pulmonary segments from 
one to four times daily is indicated, with increased fre-
quency during exacerbations.

The Vest airway clearance system (Hill-Rom, St. Paul, MN) 
has become a popular method of providing the percussion 
and vibration necessary to loosen secretions. An air pulse 
generator rapidly inflates and deflates an inflatable vest, 
compressing and releasing the chest wall. This process is 
called high-frequency chest wall oscillation. It eliminates the 
need for intensive physical involvement by a caregiver. It also 
increases airflow velocities, which create repetitive cough-
like shear forces and decrease the viscosity of secretions.

Children with cystic fibrosis have reduced anaerobic 
performance and do not participate in activities requiring 
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short bouts of high-energy expenditure to the same extent 
as healthy children. Klijn et al.35 recently carried out a 
study of anaerobic training on children with cystic fibrosis 
older than 12 years. No child had an FEV1 less than 55% of 
the predicted level. Subjects were trained 2 days/wk for 12 
weeks, with sessions lasting 30 to 45 minutes. Each anaero-
bic activity lasted 20 to 30 seconds. Three months after the 
end of training, anaerobic performance and quality of life 
were significantly higher in the trained group. A measur-
able improvement in aerobic performance, however, was 
not sustained.

Children with cystic fibrosis are now surviving into 
adulthood, with the median survival in 2004 being approx-
imately 32 years.80 For patients born in the 1990s, the 
median survival is predicted to be more than 40 years. The 
cornerstones of treatment that have produced this increase 
in survival are airway clearance, nutritional support, and 
antibiotic therapy.

The lung function of adults with cystic fibrosis has been 
studied using FEV1. Thirty-six percent were found to have 
normal or mild lung dysfunction (FEV1, 70% predicted), 
39% had moderate dysfunction (FEV1, 40% to 69% pre-
dicted), and 25% had severe dysfunction (FEV1, <40% 
predicted). One third of adults with cystic fibrosis have 
multiple-resistance gram-negative organisms. A 3-year study 
of regular aerobic exercise in adults with cystic fibrosis has 
found that it reduced the expected decline in pulmonary 
function throughout that period. Appropriate vigorous aer-
obic exercise enhances cardiovascular fitness, increases func-
tional capacity, and improves quality of life. Patients with 
cystic fibrosis should rarely be exercised in close proximity 
to one another, however, because of the possibility of trans-
mission of Burkholderia cepacia, a highly transmissible bac-
terium that frequently infects patients with cystic fibrosis.

Survival in cystic fibrosis is correlated with maximal oxy-
gen uptake. Blau et al.7 have found that an intensive 4-week 
summer camp program for both children and young adults 
improved exercise tolerance and nutrition in patients with 
cystic fibrosis.

Exercise in Disorders of Chest Wall Function

Numerous causes of chest wall dysfunction exist with 
both mechanical and neuromuscular components. The 
chest wall can be viewed as encompassing the rib cage, 
spine, diaphragm, abdomen, shoulder girdles, and neck. 
Distortions of the trunk are reflected in distortions of 
the heart, lungs, airway, and abdominal contents as well. 
Many conditions negatively affect the chest wall, includ-
ing ankylosing spondylitis, pectus excavatum, obesity, 
the sequelae of thoracoplasty or phrenic nerve crush for 
the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis, neuromuscular 
diseases with weakness of the respiratory bellows mecha-
nism and superimposed spinal curvatures, and Parkinson 
disease. Ventilatory muscle training in these disorders can 
reduce respiratory muscle fatigue. Persons with Parkinson 
disease have shown overall improvement with pulmonary 
rehabilitation.11 Patients with developmental disorders are 
a heterogeneous group in which severe scoliosis is com-
monly seen. Exercise and other ongoing rehabilitation 
techniques, such as positioning, and management of spas-
ticity and dysphagia, are of value in their treatment.72
Exercise in Paradoxical Vocal Fold 
Dysfunction

Paradoxical vocal fold dysfunction (PVFD) is caused by 
the vocal folds coming together during inspiration, instead 
of opening normally. The diagnosis of PVFD is based on 
patient history and laryngoscopy. The disorder can occur 
from adolescence to old age. In one study by Patel,54 90% 
of the patients were female, 56% of them had asthma, 
12% had laryngeal findings suggestive of gastroesophageal 
reflux disease, 12% had findings of chronic laryngitis, and 
33% had additional findings of laryngomalacia, vocal fold 
motion impairment, sulcus vocalis, nodules, and subglot-
tic stenosis. These additional findings were mostly seen in 
the exercise-induced group. If the patient is symptomatic 
during the examination, a flow-volume loop of the FVC 
shows a flattening of the inspiratory loop, indicative of the 
low flow associated with partial obstruction in this area 
during inspiration. Neurologically based dystonias are also 
a common cause. Throat tightness, dysphonia, and inspi-
ratory difficulty can occur. Speech therapy can provide 
respiratory retraining. Acute exacerbations can be relieved 
by administration of helium–oxygen (70%:30%) with or 
without NIPPV. Direct vocal cord injection of botulinum 
toxin A is also used.74

Nutritional Issues

In moderate to severe COPD, weight loss is common and 
is related to decreased exercise capacity and health status 
and increased morbidity and mortality. To determine the 
exact cause of weight loss it is important to look at the 
underlying mechanism of weight loss and specific tissue 
loss. Weight loss could be a result of high insulin resis-
tance, high catecholamine levels, and dyslipidemia.2 More 
specifically loss of fat mass is generally caused by energy 
imbalance, whereas fat-free mass loss could be a result of 
substrate and protein metabolism.24,64

Creutzberg et al.18 studied nutritional treatment of the 
severely underweight patient in an inpatient program. 
Nutritional supplementation therapy with two or three 
200-mL oral liquid nutritional supplements daily in these 
nutritionally depleted patients with COPD produced 
increases in body weight, fat-free mass, maximal inspira-
tory mouth pressure, handgrip strength, and peak work-
load. Symptoms and impact scores on the St. George’s 
Respiratory Questionnaire were improved as well. Main-
tenance oral glucocorticosteroid treatment blunted the 
response with respect to maximal inspiratory mouth pres-
sure and peak workload, as well as the symptom score.

Studies after Creutzberg’s work found that total daily 
energy expenditure in patients with COPD, whether they 
were underweight or not, has been shown to be no dif-
ferent than in healthy persons.70 Insufficient food intake 
was found to be the cause of the malnutrition. Patients 
had greater success gaining weight when their total energy 
intake was 1.3 times higher than their resting energy expen-
diture.57 It was also found that smaller doses (125 mL) of 
a dietary supplement led to greater improvements. The 
smaller doses caused less bloating and satiety, which was 
found to be less compromising to diaphragmatic move-
ment, and patients were less likely to cut out meals.8
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The energy cost of the exercise associated with a pul-
monary rehabilitation program was estimated to be 191 
kcal/day. Protein supplements with a high proportion of 
carbohydrates over fat are necessary when vigorous exer-
cise training results in negative energy balance and weight 
loss.68 In selected well-nourished patients, it might actually 
increase the shuttle walking performance.

Diet counseling and self-management with changes in 
dietary behavior should start early in the course, when the 
patient with COPD is still under the care of a primary phy-
sician.9 Practical suggestions for shopping, food prepara-
tion, and eating smaller, more frequent meals should be 
offered. When fatigue, dyspnea, swallowing, or poor appe-
tite interferes with eating, a dietitian can be helpful. Invol-
untary weight loss is best addressed preventively.

Psychosocial Support

Biopsychosocial considerations for persons with pulmo-
nary dysfunction include the ongoing education of the 
patient and family, vocational counseling, and disability 
evaluation. Occupational therapy also can provide patients 
with severe respiratory disease counseling on energy con-
servation and techniques for performing the basic activities 
of daily living.38 Depression and anxiety are very common 
comorbidities associated with COPD because of the often 
drastic limitations in functional activities and the panic 
associated with severe dyspnea. Antidepressant and anxio-
lytic medications are often useful adjuncts to counseling.

Table 34-4 presents a summary of recommendations, 
statements, and grades in the Evidence-Based Guidelines 
on Pulmonary Rehabilitation with Strength of Evidence/
Balance of Benefits Grading System.

Management Options 
for Individuals With Severe  
Lung Disease

Mechanical Ventilation

Within the past 25 years, there has been a dramatic reduc-
tion in the use of body ventilators (iron lungs). Their main 
function is to simulate the function of the inspiratory mus-
cles. The intermittent abdominal pressure ventilator simu-
lates the function of the expiratory muscles. Intermittent 
positive-pressure ventilation (IPPV) via noninvasive nasal–
mouth interfaces or via tracheostomy is now the method 
of choice because the equipment is lightweight and por-
table, and powered by either AC or DC current. No contact 
is made with the individual other than the nasal–mouth 
interface or the attachment to the tracheostomy tube  
(Figures 34-3 through 34-6).

Portable ventilators are volume ventilators designed 
25 years ago, high-span bilevel positive airway pressure 
units, and laptop volume ventilators (Figure 34-7). For 
 further information on the wide range of noninvasive venti-
lator choices, the reader is referred to a recent publication.6

Air stacking (adding consecutive quantities of air into 
the lungs), maximal insufflations (passively inflating the 
patient’s lungs to maximal capacity), assisted coughing, 
and noninvasive ventilation are described as respiratory 
muscle aids by Bach.3 He has also developed an oxime-
try feedback respiratory aid protocol. In this protocol, the 
oximeter is used to provide patients and their families with 
feedback to maintain oxyhemoglobin saturation by pulse 
oximeter (Spo2) greater than 94%. This is accomplished by 
maintaining effective alveolar ventilation and eliminating 
airway secretion. If the Spo2 decreases to less than 95% in 
the patient with neuromuscular disease, it is due to one 
or more of three causes: (1) hypoventilation during which 
there will also be hypercapnia, (2) secretions, or (3) the 
development of intrinsic lung disease (usually gross atel-
ectasis or pneumonia). Patients and families are taught to 
pursue airway clearance techniques conscientiously and to 
use NIPPV continuously. If these measures fail to bring the 
Spo2 back to normal or to baseline levels, patients must 
be evaluated by their clinician or in the emergency room. 
They should be admitted if necessary. Family members or 
primary care providers need to remain with the patient in 
the hospital to perform the ongoing routine of secretion 
removal. The routine itself is typically too time-consuming 
for hospital personnel to be able to remove secretions with 
the frequency that is necessary during an acute respiratory 
infection. When there is inadequate social support, hos-
pital personnel usually find it necessary to intubate the 
patient for secretion removal and ventilation.

Diaphragmatic pacing (Figure 34-8) is an alternative 
method of ventilation that has been available for more 
than 35 years. The system attained a higher level of reliabil-
ity and broader application in the early 1990s. Infection 
and component failure are now rare complications. The 
need for the patient to retain a tracheostomy because of 
obstructive sleep apnea remains common. Approximately 
1500 phrenic nerve pacers have been implanted worldwide 
in persons of all ages. Many users have been successfully 
paced for more than 20 years.25 Diaphragmatic pacing 
is indicated in patients with congenital central hypoven-
tilation syndrome (or Ondine’s curse), acquired central 
hypoventilation syndrome, and high SCI injury.22 Patients 
with inadequate social or financial support, poor motiva-
tion, or associated medical problems might not be good 
candidates. Although it is not common, the patient with 
a diaphragmatic pacer can require a mechanical ventilator 
as a backup during severe respiratory tract infections.

The pacing system consists of an external transmitter 
and antenna, and implanted electrodes and receiver. The 
working life expectancy of the receiver is for the lifetime 
of the patient, and batteries last for 2 to 3 weeks. A bipo-
lar electrode is available for use in persons who already 
have demand cardiac pacers. Advanced warning is given of 
transmitter battery failure, with a gradual decrease in tidal 
volume over several days. The cervical implant is recom-
mended in the older child and adult, with “customized” 
stimulation parameters that enable pacing with small 
numbers of residual fibers. Surgery in the supraclavicular 
region of the neck is relatively simple, and hospitaliza-
tion is typical, although the procedure can be performed 
in an outpatient setting. Although thoracic phrenic nerve 
implants for infants and younger children have required 
thoracotomy in the past, thoracoscopic placement of the 
electrodes has now been reported in children as young as 5 
years.65 Remote monitoring can be used to assess effective-
ness and to diagnosis problems.
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Table 34-4   Summary of Recommendations, Statements, and Grades in the Evidence-Based Guidelines on Pulmonary 
Rehabilitation With Strength of Evidence/Balance of Benefits Grading System

Recommendation or Statement

Strength of Evidence/
Recommendation 
Grade

  1.  A program of exercise training of the ambulation muscles is a mandatory component of pulmonary rehabilitation  
for patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

  2.  Pulmonary rehabilitation improves dyspnea in patients with COPD.
  3.  Pulmonary rehabilitation improves health-related quality of life in patients with COPD.
  4.  Pulmonary rehabilitation reduces the number of hospital days and other measures of health care use in patients  

with COPD.
  5.  Pulmonary rehabilitation is cost-effective in patients with COPD.
  6.  Insufficient evidence exists to determine whether pulmonary rehabilitation improves survival in patients with  

COPD.
  7.  Psychosocial benefits result from comprehensive pulmonary rehabilitation programs in patients with COPD.
 8A.  Six to 12 weeks of pulmonary rehabilitation produces benefits in several outcomes, but these benefits decline  

gradually over 12-18 months.
 8B.  Somebenefits, such as health-related quality of life, remain above control at 12-18 months.
  9.  Longer (>12 weeks) pulmonary rehabilitation programs produce greater sustained benefits than do shorter 

programs.
 10.  Maintenance strategies after pulmonary rehabilitation have a modest effect on long-term outcomes.
 11.  Lower-extremity exercise training at a higher exercise intensity produces greater physiologic benefits than lower-intensity 

training in patients with COPD.
 12.  Both low-intensity and high-intensity exercise training produce clinical benefits for patients with COPD.
 13.  Addition of a strength-training component to pulmonary rehabilitation increases muscle strength and muscle  

mass.
 14.  Current evidence does not support the routine use of anabolic agents in pulmonary rehabilitation for patients  

with COPD.
 15.  Unsupported endurance training of the upper extremities benefits patients with COPD and should be included.
 16.  The evidence does not support the routine use of inspiratory muscle training as an essential component.
 17.  Education is an integral component of pulmonary rehabilitation and should include information on collaborative 

self-management and prevention and treatment of exacerbations.
 18.  Minimal evidence supports the benefits of psychosocial interventions as a single therapeutic modality.
 19.  Although evidence is lacking, current practice and expert opinion support the inclusion of psychosocial  

interventions for patients with COPD.
 20.  Use supplemental oxygen rehabilitation exercise training in patients with severe exercise-induced hypoxemia.
 21.  In patients without exercise-induced hypoxemia, supplemental oxygen during a high-intensity exercise program  

can improve gains in exercise endurance.
 22.  In selected patients with severe COPD, noninvasive ventilatory support from a mechanical ventilator might  

modestly improve exercise performance.
 23.  Insufficient evidence exists to support the routine use of nutritional supplementation in pulmonary rehabilitation 

of patients with COPD.
 24.  Pulmonary rehabilitation benefits some patients with chronic respiratory diseases other than COPD.
 25.  Although evidence is lacking, current practice and expert opinion suggest that pulmonary rehabilitation for  

patients with chronic respiratory diseases other than COPD should be modified to include treatment strategies specific to 
individual diseases and patients, in addition to the treatments used with patients with COPD.
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1A
2B

2C
No recommendation

2B
1A

1C
2C

2C
1B

1A
1A
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1B

2C
No recommendation
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2C
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No recommendation

1B
No recommendation
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Grading system:
Balance of Benefits to Risks and Burdens

Benefits Outweigh Risks/Bur-
dens*

Risks/Burdens Outweigh 
Benefits†

Risks/Burdens and Benefits 
Balanced‡

Uncertain§

High 1A: Strong recommendation 1A: Strong recommendation 2A:  Weak recommendation

Moderate 1B:  Strong recommendation 1B: Strong recommendation 2B:  Weak recommendation

Low 1C:  Strong recommendation 1C: Strong recommendation 2C:  Weak recommendation 2C:  Weak 
 recommendation

Modified from Ries AL: Pulmonary rehabilitation: summary of an evidence-based guidelines. Respir Care 53:1203-1207, 2008, used with permission from RESPIRATORY CARE and The Ameri-
can Association for Respiratory Care. Originally modified from Guyatt et al., 200631 and Ries et al., 2007.60

*Benefits clearly outweigh the risks and burdens (certainty of imbalance).
†Risks and burdens clearly outweigh the benefits (certainty of imbalance).
‡Risks/burdens and benefits are closely balanced (less certainty).
§Balance of benefits to risks and burdens is uncertain.
Krieger et al.36 reported performing 10 nerve trans-
fers in six patients with SCI at the C3–C5 level, with 
axonal loss in the phrenic nerves to the extent that 
pacing was not possible. In their technique, the fourth 
intercostal nerve was attached to the distal segment 
of the phrenic nerve 5 cm above the diaphragm. The 
pacemaker was implanted on the phrenic nerve distal 
to the anastomosis. The average interval from surgery 
to diaphragmatic response to electrical stimulation was 
9 months. All patients were able to tolerate diaphrag-
matic pacing as an alternative to IPPV.

Intramuscular diaphragm electrodes implanted via 
laparoscopic surgery were reported to successfully stim-
ulate the phrenic nerves in one ventilator-dependent 
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Full inspiration

Airway (–)

Airway (+)

Forced expiration

Body (–)

Body (+)

Airway ventilators
IPPV   

Volume ventilator — console
Volume ventilator — portable

High-span bilevel PAP
Manual ventilator (resuscitator)

Mouth to mouth, to mouth — nose,
to tracheostomy

Cough-Assist machine (positive phase)
High frequency ventilator

Body ventilators
   NPBV
   Inspiratory muscles
   Iron lung or “portable” iron lung
   Poncho or wrap
   Cuirass or chest shell
   Rocking bed — head up
   Phrenic nerve stimulation

Suctioning
Suction machine

GPB reversed
CoughAssist machine

(negative phase)

   PPBV
   Expiratory muscles
   Intermittent abdominal pressure
   Ventilator (IAPV)
   Rocking bed — head down
   Manual body resuscitation

GPB   

FIGURE 34-3 Respiratory assistive devices superimposed on a graphic representation of the vital capacity and tidal volume. Airway (−), ventilation by negative 
pressure on airway, producing suctioning; airway (+), ventilation by positive pressure on airway, producing inspiration; body (−), ventilation by negative pressure on 
body, producing inspiration; body (+), ventilation by positive pressure on body, producing expiration. GPB, Glossopharyngeal breathing; IPPV, intermittent positive-
pressure ventilation; NPBV, negative-pressure body ventilator; PAP, positive airway pressure; PPBV, positive-pressure body ventilator.
patient with tetraplegia.23 In patients having only a 
single phrenic nerve that can be paced, combined inter-
costal muscle and unilateral phrenic nerve stimulation 
has also been shown to maintain ventilatory support.65

FIGURE 34-4 Nasal intermittent positive-pressure ventilation in a tetraple-
gic ventilator user with postpolio syndrome. The ventilator is a typical portable 
volume ventilator.
Lung Volume Reduction Surgery

LVRS is used in patients with advanced emphysema. In 
LVRS, 20% to 30% of one or both lungs (usually at the 
apices) is removed. Decramer20 has reported the short-
term results of six randomized studies, including the 
National Emphysema Treatment Trial. These studies have 
shown reduced hyperinflation (residual volume and total 
lung capacity decreased) and improved FEV1 and FVC. The 
6-minute walk increased significantly, and quality of life 
improved. In general, inspiratory muscle function (maxi-
mal inspiratory pressure and maximal transdiaphragmatic 
pressure) also improved. Combining LVRS with exercise 
produces greater benefits than exercise alone.33

Not all patients will benefit from LVRS. Patients with an 
FEV1 less than 20% predicted and homogeneous disease, 

FIGURE 34-5 Mouth intermittent positive-pressure ventilation with angu-
lated mouthpiece in a tetraplegic ventilator user with postpolio syndrome. The 
mouthpiece is held with teeth and lips.
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or a diffusion capacity less than 20% predicted, experience 
an increased mortality rate after LVRS. Additional studies 
suggest that patients getting the most benefit from LVRS are 
those with emphysema predominately in upper lobes who 
also present with low postrehabilitation exercise capac-
ity.46 Conversely, patients with non–upper lobe involve-
ment and high postrehabilitation measures of maximal 
work received little benefit from LVRS.46 The results of 
the National Emphysema Treatment Trial suggest that all 
LVRS candidates should first enroll in a pulmonary reha-
bilitation program because some patients can improve 
to the point that they might not qualify for the surgery.45 
Furthermore, participation in a pulmonary rehabilitation 
program before LVRS helps to both identify appropriate 
surgical candidates61 and helps to ensure that candidates 

FIGURE 34-6 Mouth intermittent positive-pressure ventilation IPPV with 
angulated mouthpiece and without lip seal in a ventilator user with postpolio 
syndrome. She is taking a nap in her wheelchair. She can hold the IPPV hose 
with her hands on her chest. She has some ability to breathe on her own and 
is a good frog breather when she is awake.

FIGURE 34-7 Mouth intermittent positive-pressure ventilation (IPPV) in a 
laptop ventilator user with “upside-down polio” (upper trunk weaker than 
lower trunk and legs) and severe kyphoscoliosis. He is breathing continuously, 
with abdominal muscles when erect. The ventilator allows the muscles to rest. 
It is mounted in front of the scooter seat. He uses console volume ventilator 
and tracheostomy IPPV at night. Supine, he has no “free time” off the ventilator.
have appropriate levels of compliance and an understand-
ing of their condition.69

Maxfield41 has discussed bronchoscopic LVRS as an 
alternative treatment option. Stapling and plication of the 
most emphysematous tissue are carried out. Atelectasis can 
also be induced in these areas by using endobronchial seal-
ants, occluders, or valves. Extraanatomic tracts between the 
major airways and the emphysematous tissue are created 
and prevented from collapsing with stents to facilitate expi-
ratory airflow.

Lung Transplant

Lung transplants are now performed worldwide. Living 
donor, lobar, and split-lung procedures are more common 
in children than in adults. Cystic fibrosis and primary pul-
monary hypertension are the two main diseases of children 
for which lung transplant is performed. COPD is the main 
reason for lung transplant in adults, although pulmonary 
hypertension and pulmonary fibrosis are also common 
presenting diagnoses. Ongoing smoking is an absolute 
contraindication to lung transplant. Relative contraindica-
tions in most programs include previous cancer, psychi-
atric diagnosis, obesity, and correctable coronary artery 
disease.37 Fifty-eight percent of programs in North America 
that have been queried have a minimum requirement for 
exercise capacity to be considered for lung transplant. Cov-
ering a minimum of 600 feet on a 6-minute walk test is 
the most common requirement, although some programs 
require only 250 feet. If an individual can only transfer 
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FIGURE 34-8 Bilateral diaphragmatic pacemaker use in a child with central 
hypoventilation syndrome.
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from bed to chair, 46% of lung transplant centers consider 
this an absolute contraindication to lung transplant, and 
52% consider it a relative contraindication.

Special Considerations

Obesity-Related Pulmonary Dysfunction

Data from the 2003 to 2004 National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey indicate an estimated 66% of adults in 
the United States were overweight or obese (body mass index  
[BMI] > 25).50 Seventeen percent of U.S. children and ado-
lescents are estimated to be overweight.50 All racial and eth-
nic groups and both genders are affected. Primary respiratory 
complications associated with obesity include obstructive 
sleep apnea, obesity-hypoventilation syndrome (OHS), and 
asthma.44 Chronic hypoxemia related to OHS can lead to 
polycythemia, pulmonary hypertension, cardiac dysrhyth-
mias, and right heart failure. One study reported that three 
of four adults who presented to the emergency department 
with acute asthma were either overweight (BMI = 25 to 29.9; 
30%) or obese (BMI > 30; 44%).71 Other conditions that 
can be associated with obesity include atelectasis, pneu-
monia, venous thrombosis, and pulmonary embolism.44 
Daily physical activity is important in preventing and treat-
ing overweight and obesity because many of the aforemen-
tioned conditions are improved with weight loss.

Obesity increases the metabolic requirements of breath-
ing and physical activity, resulting in decreased exercise 
tolerance. The weight relative maximal volume of oxygen 
consumption (Vo2max) in obese persons can be signifi-
cantly decreased compared with controls. Norman et al.49 
studied severely obese adolescents (BMI >40) and found 
that although absolute Vo2max (mL O2/min) was similar 
to controls, walk/run distance was approximately 60% of 
the control average. Although obese adults with COPD 
might have greater fatigue, functional impairment, and 
significantly lower 6-minute walk distance compared with 
normal-weight individuals with COPD, similar relative 
improvements in walk distance are seen after pulmonary 
rehabilitation.58

Spinal Cord Injury and Pulmonary 
Dysfunction

In SCI, there is diminished cardiopulmonary and circula-
tory function, as well as lower limb muscle atrophy and 
bone mass reduction. Patients with high cervical cord 
injuries, including children as young as 3 years, can learn 
neck breathing28 or GPB as forms of voluntary respira-
tion. This allows some time off the ventilator. In GPB 
(or frog breathing), air is pumped into the lungs by the 
patient using the tongue as a piston (Figure 34-9). This 
technique is known as glottic press to speech pathologists. 
They teach it to patients who have had a laryngectomy, 
to pump air into the esophagus for esophageal speech. 
GPB can be used for a number of purposes in addition to 
being an alternative form of breathing. GPB can improve 
vocal volume and flow of speech to allow the patient to 
call for help, and to provide the deep breath needed for an 
assisted cough.
Long-Term Results of Pulmonary 
Rehabilitation

Long-Term Outcomes of Mechanical 
Ventilation

Many patients are now surviving significant illness only to 
become chronically ventilator-dependent. The number of 
long-term care hospitals in the United States has increased to 
more than 250 in the past 15 years to care for these patients. 
Acute lung injury survivors weaned from the ventilator have 
been studied 1 year after hospital discharge.19 Thirty per-
cent still have generalized cognitive dysfunction, and 78% 
have decrements in attention, memory, concentration, and/
or mental-processing speed. Many also have musculoskele-
tal complications such as weakness and numbness resulting 
from critical illness neuropathy and steroid-induced myop-
athy. Acute respiratory distress syndrome survivors weaned 
from the ventilator have been studied 1 year after hospital 
discharge.19 Emotional dysfunction included the presence 
of depression, anxiety, and posttraumatic stress disorder.

Long-term outcomes of diaphragm paralysis after acute 
SCI have been reported.51 Over a 16-year period, 107 
patients required assisted ventilation in the acute phase of 
injury. Of this group, 31% (33 patients) with a level of injury 
between C1 and C4 (scale A in the American Spinal Injury 
Association impairment scale) had diaphragmatic paraly-
sis at the time of respiratory failure. Twenty-one percent 
of the 33 patients were able to breathe independently 
after 4 to 14 months, with a vital capacity greater than  
15 mL/kg. Another 15% (five patients) had some recov-
ery that took more time and for whom the vital capacity 
remained less than 10 mL/kg.

Bach3 has described in detail the long-term outcomes 
of NIPPV in neuromuscular disease. No patient with DMD 
has been tracheostomized since 1983 at the Center for 
Ventilator Management Alternatives and Pulmonary Reha-
bilitation of the University Hospital in Newark, New Jersey. 
Some have been using 24-hour mechanical ventilation 
for up to 15 to 25 years. Cardiomyopathy has become the 
limiting factor for survival in this population as respiratory 
deaths are being avoided.

Wijkstra et al.79 reported the long-term outcomes of 
inpatients with chronic assisted ventilatory care over 15 
years. Thirty-six percent of their 50 patients left the hospital 
to enter a more independent community-based environ-
ment. Better outcomes were seen among patients with SCI 
and neuromuscular disease than in patients with COPD 
and thoracic restriction.

Gonzalez et al.30 studied long-term NIPPV in kyphosco-
liotic ventilatory insufficiency (thoracic restriction) over 3 
years. Patients showed improved blood gas levels and respi-
ratory muscle performance and reduced hypoventilation- 
based symptoms and number of hospital days.

Long-Term Results for Lung Volume 
Reduction Surgery

Naunheim et al.46 provided evidence that the distribution 
of emphysematic changes in lung parenchyma (measured 
by high-resolution computed tomography) and measures 
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FIGURE 34-9 Glossopharyngeal breathing (GPB) tracing and results compared with pulmonary function tests without GPB in a tetraplegic ventilator user with 
postpolio syndrome. ERV, Expiratory reserve volume; f, frequency; gulp, volume or single GPB stroke; VE, minute ventilation; Vt, tidal volume.
of exercise capacity after rehabilitation are important fac-
tors in predicting the long-term effects of LVRS. Patients who 
received LVRS and had emphysema predominantly in the 
upper lobes with lower levels of exercise capacity continued 
to have improved survival rates after 4 years, improved func-
tion after 3 years, and improved dyspnea after 5 years. Patients 
with upper lobe involvement and high levels of exercise 
capacity after rehabilitation continued to have symptomatic 
improvements when assessed after 4 years. Patients with non–
upper lobe emphysema and low exercise capacity primarily 
experienced improvements in health-related quality of life 
that became insignificant after 3 years. Patients with non–
upper lobe emphysema and high exercise capacity did not 
experience significant benefits from LVRS, and actually experi-
enced a higher mortality rate during the first 3 years. Improve-
ments in all groups were no longer significant after 5 years.
Long-Term Results in Lung Transplant

Survival rates for all lung transplants from 1994 through 
mid-2005 were 78% at 1 year, 50% at 5 years, and 26% 
at 10 years, with the highest mortality rate occurring dur-
ing the first year.73 Although perioperative mortality rates 
are not significantly different for all age-groups, patients 
older than 50 years tend to experience a lower survival rate 
beyond the first year.73 Sepsis and bronchiolitis obliter-
ans remain the two most common causes of death. These 
results, however, should be tempered with the knowledge 
that the mortality rate for those on the transplant wait list 
is also high. For example, the 3-year survival rate for those 
in the sickest category of the COPD BODE Index (Body 
mass index, Degree of airflow Obstruction, functional Dys-
pnea, Exercise capacity) is only 50%.15
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Summary

To practice pulmonary rehabilitation, physiatrists need a 
basic knowledge of the anatomy and pathophysiology of 
the cardiovascular and respiratory systems, as well as of 
exercise physiology. Patient assessment skills include profi-
ciency in the electromyography of the respiratory muscles 
and an understanding of the rapidly expanding field of car-
diopulmonary imaging.

The practice of pulmonary rehabilitation can be in a 
setting limited to this subspecialty but more commonly is 
practiced as a component of general rehabilitation, where 
patients have pulmonary dysfunction as a complication 
of their neurologic or musculoskeletal disabilities or as a 
medical comorbidity. General rehabilitative therapeutic 
approaches apply in either setting.

Health policy, legislation, and regulations, including 
current health care delivery systems, must take into account 
the need for pulmonary rehabilitation at all ages in society. 
An informed public can facilitate change in this regard. The 
public is more informed now because of the development 
of online interest groups, Internet bulletin boards, and 
almost 350,000 articles pertaining to pulmonary rehabili-
tation on the Internet.
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CHAPTER 35
EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS 
WITH DISABILITIES
Heidi Klingbeil and Kevin Sperber 
Disability is a significant public health and social issue in 
the United States. The number of Americans who experi-
ence disability, activity limitations secondary to chronic ill-
nesses, or impairments has increased, whereas mortality has 
decreased. A U.S. Census Bureau report found in 2005 that 
of a total population of 291.1 million, approximately 54.4 
million (18.7%) individuals reported some degree of mental 
or physical disability.40 This represents an increase from the 
51.2 million who reported a disability in 2002.40 In the 2005 
report, 35 million people—or 12% of U.S. residents—were 
classified as severely disabled.40 Given these findings, dis-
ability ranks as the nation’s largest public health problem.*

The growing numbers of Americans with disabilities 
present new medical, social, and political challenges. The 
major activity limitations found in those with disabilities 
include an inability to manage personal care, the inability 
to work and be financially self-supporting, and the inability 
to integrate socially and enjoy leisure.38 These limitations 
have medical, behavioral, social, and economic implica-
tions. To help those with disabilities restore functional 
capacity, prevent further deterioration in functioning, 
and maintain or improve their quality of life, programs of 
any type should emphasize rehabilitation and prevention 
of secondary conditions.30 These programs must respect 
disability as multifaceted and foster an interdisciplinary 
approach to treatment.

Within the medical arena, the specialty of physical 
medicine and rehabilitation has been concerned with the 
establishment of physiologic, psychologic, and social equi-
librium for persons with disabilities.19 According to Rusk, 
“A rehabilitation program is designed to take a disabled 
person from his bed back to his job, fitting him for the best 
life possible commensurate with his disability and more 
importantly with his ability.”33 To help all persons with 
disabilities achieve their maximum level of independence, 
avert further deterioration in functioning, and maintain or 
improve their quality of life, the physiatrist and the medi-
cal rehabilitation team must appreciate the multifaceted 
character of disability. We must accept the responsibility 
to initiate appropriate referrals to other collaborating pro-
grams that can support these goals beyond the medical 
arena. One such program is vocational rehabilitation.

In this chapter, we examine the subject of employment 
of people with disabilities. Specifically, we:
 •  Discuss the concept of disability
 •  Review national data on disability and employment
 •  Consider the economic impact of disability

*References 8, 21, 22, 25, 30, 33, 40, 52.
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 •  Review policies supporting employment of persons 
with disabilities

 •  Discuss economic assistance strategies
 •  Discuss vocational rehabilitation strategies
 •  Enumerate the incentives and disincentives for return-

ing to work
 •  Postulate that vocational rehabilitation serves as a reha-

bilitation treatment and disability prevention strategy 
for people with disabilities

The Concept of Disability

Disability itself is not always quantifiable. In the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act of 1990 an individual with a dis-
ability is defined as a person who has a physical or mental 
impairment that substantially limits one or more major 
life activities.40 The concept of disability differs among 
persons who consider themselves to have a disability, pro-
fessionals who study disability, and the general public.22 
This lack of agreement is an obstacle to all studies of dis-
ability, as well as to the equitable and effective adminis-
tration of programs and policies intended for people with 
disabilities.12,13,22,28,30

The World Health Organization (WHO) has a man-
date to develop a global common health language—
one that is understood to include physical, mental, and 
social well-being. The International Classification of 
Impairments, Disabilities, and Handicaps (ICIDH-2)  
was developed by WHO as a tool for classification of 
the “consequences of disease.” The ICIDH-2 reflects the 
biopsychosocial model of disablement, viewing disable-
ment and functioning as outcomes of an interaction 
between a person’s physical or mental condition and the 
social and physical environment. Human functioning is 
characterized at three levels: the body or body part, the 
whole person, and the whole person in social context. 
Disablements are the dimensions of dysfunctioning that 
result for an individual at these three levels; these include 
impairment, losses, or abnormalities of bodily function 
and structure; limitations of activities; and restrictions of 
participation.

This biopsychosocial model regards functioning 
and disablement as outcomes of interactions between 
health conditions (disorders or diseases) and concep-
tual factors such as social and physical environmental 
factors and personal factors. The interactions in this 
paradigm are dynamic, complex, and bidirectional 
(Figure 35-1).
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Dimensions of dysfunctioning are defined as follows.
 •  Impairment is the loss or abnormality of body struc-

ture or of a physiologic or psychologic function.
 •  Activity is the nature and extent of functioning at the 

level of the person.
 •  Participation is the nature and extent of a person’s 

involvement in life situations in relation to impair-
ment, activities, health conditions, and contextual 
factors, and can be restricted in nature, duration, and 
quality.46

The concept of disability or disablement continues to 
be one about which there are many interpretations and 
opinions. This lack of agreement about the concept of 
disablement affects epidemiologic studies of disablement 
and the development of effective treatment and preven-
tion strategies. The biopsychosocial model and the com-
mon language of the ICIDH-2 helped to define the need 
for health care and related services; define health out-
comes in terms of body, person, and social functioning; 
provide a common framework for research, clinical work, 
and social policy; ensure the cost-effective provision and 
management of health care and related services; and char-
acterize physical, mental, social, economic, and environ-
mental interventions that would improve lives and levels 
of functioning.51

The 2001 World Health Assembly subsequently endorsed 
a revised system, the International Classification of Func-
tioning, Disability and Health (ICF). This is a classification 
of health and health-related domains, which are classified 
from body, individual, and societal perspectives using a list 
of body functions and structure, as well as a list of domains 
of activity and participation. The ICF also includes a list 
of environmental factors to provide context for the disabil-
ity.53 The ICF provides a common transcultural language 
across health care systems and is intended to allow compar-
ison of international data and the measurement of health 
outcomes, quality, and cost, as well as health disparities.

Data: Impairment and Disability

The U.S. Census Bureau provides extensive information on 
the number and characteristics of people with disabilities. 
Data from the Americans with Disabilities Report of 2005 
indicate that 54.4 million people, or 18.7% of the U.S. 
population,40 have some level of disability. Among those 

Health condition

Impairment Activity Participation

Conceptual factors

FIGURE 35-1 Biopsychosocial model of disablement.
15 years or older, inability to walk without an assistive 
device was reported by 10.2 million individuals, and 3.3 
million individuals required a wheelchair. Requiring help 
with one or more activities of daily living was reported by 
4.1 million.40

Impairments resulting from chronic disease have 
become increasingly significant risk factors of disability.8,22 
Table 35-1 lists the 15 conditions with the highest preva-
lence of functional compromise or disability.22 The preva-
lence of disability with these conditions appears to be due 
to the prevalence of the condition itself and the chance 
that the condition will cause a disability. Table 35-2 shows 
the ranking of persons, by percentage of specific condi-
tions, who have functional limitations secondary to that 
condition.22 In general, many of the conditions that are 
significant risk factors for disability are low in prevalence.  

Table 35-1   Conditions With the Highest Prevalence 
of Activity Limitation

Main Cause Percentage

Orthopedic impairments 16.0

Arthritis 12.3

Heart disease 22.5

Visual impairments  4.4

Intervertebral disk disorders  4.4

Asthma  4.3

Nervous disorders  4.0

Mental disorders  3.9

Hypertension  3.8

Mental retardation  2.9

Diabetes  2.7

Hearing impairments  2.5

Emphysema  2.0

Cerebrovascular disease  1.9

Osteomyelitis or bone disorders  1.1

All Causes

Orthopedic impairments 21.5

Arthritis 18.8

Heart disease 17.1

Hypertension 10.8

Visual impairments  8.9

Diabetes  6.5

Mental disorders  5.6

Asthma  5.5

Intervertebral disk disorders  5.2

Nervous disorders  4.9

Hearing impairments  4.3

Mental retardation  3.2

Emphysema  3.1

Cerebrovascular disease  2.9

Abdominal hernia  1.8

From La Plante MP: The demographics of disability, Milbank Q 69:55-77, 1991, with permission.
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Table 35-2   Conditions With the Highest Risk for Disability

Chronic Condition

Number of 
Conditions 
(in 1000s)

Causes 
Activity 
Limitation (%) Rank

Causes Major 
Activity 
Limitation (%) Rank

Causes Need for 
Help in Basic Life 
Activities (%) Rank

Mental retardation 1202 84.1 1 80.0 1 19.91* 9

Absence of leg(s)* 289 83.3 2 73.1 2 39.0* 2

Lung or bronchial cancer 200 74.8 3 63.5 3 34.5* 4

Multiple sclerosis* 171 70.6 4 63.3 4 40.7* 1

Cerebral palsy* 274 69.7 5 62.2 5 22.8* 8

Blind in both eyes 396 64.5 6 58.8 6 38.1* 3

Partial paralysis in extremity* 578 59.6 7 47.2 7 27.5* 5

Other orthopedic impairments* 316 58.7 8 42.6 8 14.3† 12

Complete paralysis in extremity* 617 52.7 9 45.5 9 26.1* 6

Rheumatoid arthritis* 1223 51.0 10 39.4 12 14.9* 11

Intervertebral disk disorders* 3987 48.7 11 38.2 14 5.3* —

Paralysis in other sites (complete or 
partial)*

247 47.8 12 43.7 10 14.1† 13

Other heart disease disorders‡ 4708 46.9 13 35.1 15 13.6* 14

Cancer of digestive tract 228 45.3 14 40.3 11 15.9† 15

Emphysema 2074 43.6 15 29.8 — 9.6* 15

Absence of arm(s) or hand(s)* 84 43.1 — 39.0 13 4.1* —

Cerebrovascular disease* 2599 38.2 — 33.3 — 22.9* 7

From La Plante MP:  The demographics of disability, Milbank Q 69:55-77, 1991, with permission.
*Conditions frequently managed by physiatrists.
†Figure has low statistical reliability or precision (relative standard error >39%).
‡Heart failure (9.8%), valve disorders (15.3%), congenital disorders (15.0%), other ill-defined heart conditions (59.9%).
For example, multiple sclerosis has a low overall prevalence 
but is a significant risk factor for disability. Examination of 
this ranking shows 7 of the top 10 disabling conditions are 
conditions frequently managed by the physiatrist and the 
rehabilitation team. These conditions or diseases are typi-
cally chronic, requiring a lifetime of rehabilitative manage-
ment to have an effect on the disabling process, prevent 
secondary conditions, and maintain quality of life.

Socioeconomic Effect of Disability

Disablement has significant socioeconomic consequences 
for the individual with disabilities and for society. When 
a person is unable to participate in her or his social role 
as a worker or homemaker because of a physical or men-
tal condition, that person is said to have a work disability 
or a work participation restriction.7,54 Work participation 
restriction results in dependency and loss of productivity 
for that person. Society, in turn, incurs direct and indirect 
costs.

Direct expenditures include those for medical and per-
sonal care, architectural modification, assistive technology, 
and institutional care, as well as income support for the 
person with a disability. For the individual, these expenses 
contribute to impoverishment.6,49 Society’s response to the 
expenditures related to disablement includes disability- 
related programs such as Social Security Disability 
Insurance (SSDI), Supplemental Security Income (SSI), 
Medicare, and Medicaid. In 2002, federal and federal–state 
programs for working-aged people with disabilities were 
estimated to cost $276 billion, or 2.7% of the gross domes-
tic product (GDP) of the United States.11

Disablement is costly to the individual and to society 
because of the loss of productivity. People with disabilities 
are more likely to be unemployed or underemployed and 
have lower average salaries than their nondisabled peers 
(Table 35-3). The indirect monetary costs for the individual 
are reckoned in terms of losses in earnings and homemaker 
services.55 A 2006 study by researchers at the University 
of California, using 1997 as an example year, found that 
people with disabilities were estimated to spend an average 
of 4.5 times as much on medical expenses55 and that the 
overall net salary loss associated with disability was $115.3 
billion, or 1.4% of the 1997 GDP.55

Disablement is associated with poverty. In 2007, 21% of 
disabled people 5 years and older were below the poverty 
level as opposed to only 10.9% of those without a disabil-
ity.41 In 2005, people 21 to 64 years of age without a dis-
ability had median monthly earnings of $2539. Those with 
a nonsevere disability had $2250 median monthly earn-
ings, and those with a severe disability had $1458 median 
monthly earnings (Table 35-3).40 The indirect monetary 
cost to society is loss from the labor force.6 For example, in 
1996, spinal cord injury alone was estimated to have cost 
the U.S. economy $9.73 billion, including $2.6 billion in 
lost productivity.24

Disablement imposes indirect nonmonetary costs to 
the individual and to society. Fifty-seven percent of per-
sons with disabilities believed their disability prevented 
them from reaching their full potential.14 Restriction in 
work participation, in particular, places the individual in 
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a position of dependency on insurance payments or gov-
ernment benefits for income support and medical care. 
Dependency affects people’s feelings about themselves and 
their overall satisfaction with life.

Pressure from various customers, and especially the 
third-party payers, for accountability in medical care 
focuses attention on outcome and cost-effectiveness. Inter-
ventions directed at disablement should be assessed with 
measures of both outcome and cost-effectiveness. Disable-
ment is more than a medical phenomenon: It is a complex 
socioeconomic process. Assessment of the outcome and 
cost-effectiveness of an intervention should take into con-
sideration the quality of life and indirect monetary costs, as 
well as direct expenditures.

Vocational rehabilitation is an intervention that can 
limit restrictions in work participation. In 1993, the Social 
Security Administration estimated that for every dollar 
spent on vocational rehabilitation services, five dollars in 
future direct expenditures was saved.23 A 2006 analysis 
of spending by the New Mexico Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation found a total benefit/cost ratio of 5.63.29 
Although employment is the expected outcome of voca-
tional rehabilitation, the impact of this intervention goes 
beyond simple employment and saving of direct expen-
ditures. The positive effects of working are demonstrated 
when the characteristics of working and nonworking per-
sons with disabilities are compared. Those who work are 
better educated, have more money, are less likely to con-
sider themselves disabled, and in general are more satisfied 
with life.14

Comprehensive rehabilitation of persons with disabili-
ties should include strategies that reduce work restrictions, 
such as vocational rehabilitation. The outcomes include 
increased independence and increased productivity. The 
cost-effectiveness of comprehensive rehabilitation should 
be measured in direct and indirect monetary and nonmon-
etary costs over the lifetime of the individual.3

Disability-Related Programs 
and Policies

Programs

A plethora of disability-related programs and policies 
exist. Each program and policy has its own definition of 
disablement and disability, and differs in the eligibility and 

Table 35-3   Employment and Earnings
Employment 
Rate of 
People 21-64 
Years Old (%)

Median 
Monthly 
Earnings 21-64 
Years Old ($)

Median 
Monthly Family 
Income 21-64 
Years Old ($)

No disability 83.5 2539 4669

Any dis-
ability

45.6

Nonsevere 
disability

75.2 2250 3801

Severe dis-
ability

30.9 1458 2182

From U.S. Census Bureau:  Americans with disabilities: 2005 report, issued December 2008.
application criteria. The programs can be characterized as 
ameliorative or corrective.16 Ameliorative programs pro-
vide payment for income support and medical care. Cor-
rective programs facilitate the individual’s ability to return 
to work and to reduce or remove the disablement. Whether 
ameliorative or corrective, all programs influence the bio-
psychosocial model of disablement.

Disability-related programs can be categorized into 
three basic types: cash transfers, medical care programs, 
and direct service programs. Table 35-4 presents specific 
programs within these three basic types.7 Estimates of the 
expenditures of these disability-related programs provide 
insight into expenditure trends. In 1970, 61.4% of the dis-
ability dollar went for cash transfers, 33% for medical care, 
and 5.4% for direct services. By 1986, the proportion of the 
disability dollar for direct services had decreased to 2.1%, 
while the proportion for medical care had increased.7 In 
2002, of the estimated $276 billion spent, 41.9% went to 
income maintenance, 54.2% went to health care programs, 
2% went to housing and food, and 1.5% for education 
training and employment.11 The trend toward ameliorative 
programs’ capturing more of the resources is a concern. 
Studies of the socioeconomic consequences of disability 
support the utility of rehabilitating people with disabili-
ties, allowing them to enter the labor market and thereby 
decrease their dependency and loss of productivity.

The physiatrist has an important supportive role in ini-
tiating referrals to the corrective programs. These programs 
are in keeping with the philosophy of rehabilitation, which 
is to maximize individual functioning and lessen disability.

Table 35-4   Disability-Related Programs
Type of Program Specific Programs

Cash transfer Social insurance: Social Security Disability  
Insurance

Private insurance

Indemnity compensation

Income support: Supplemental Security Income, 
veterans’ pensions,  Aid to Families with Depen-
dent Children

Medical care Medicare

Private disability insurance

Veterans’ programs

Workers’ compensation

Tort settlements

Medicaid

Direct services Rehabilitation and vocational education veterans’ 
programs

Services for persons with specific impairments

General funded programs (e.g., food stamps, devel-
opmental disabilities, blind, mentally ill)

Employment assistance programs (i.e., comprehen-
sive employment training program)

From Berkowitz M, Hill MA: Disability and the labor market: an overview. In Berkowitz M, 
Hill MA, editors: Disability and the labor market: economic problems, policies, and programs, 
New York, 1989, ILR Press, with permission.
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Public Disability Policies

Public policy in the United States has begun to recognize 
that many barriers to integration faced by persons with 
disabilities are the result of discriminatory policy and 
practices. Some also have the view that disability is an 
interaction between an individual and the environment. 
This has played a fundamental role in shaping public pol-
icy toward disability during the past 20 years. Since the 
late 1960s, Congress has passed a series of laws aimed at 
enhancing the quality of life for persons with disabilities. 
These laws have mandated that housing and transporta-
tion be accessible, that education for children with dis-
abilities be appropriate, and that employment practices be 
nondiscriminatory.1,10,47

Three legislative actions deserve to be highlighted. The 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 extended civil rights protection 
to persons with disabilities. This legislation included anti-
discrimination and affirmative action in employment. The 
Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1978 broadened the 
responsibility of the Rehabilitation Services Administration 
to include independent living programs, and created the 
National Council of the Handicapped (the National Coun-
cil of the Handicapped became the National Council on 
Disability in January 1989). The capstone of this legislative 
tradition is the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 
1990. This legislation established a clear and comprehensive 
prohibition of discrimination based on disability.10,45,47,50

More recent legislation, such as the Workforce Invest-
ment Act and the Ticket to Work and Work Incentives 
Improvement Acts of 1998, continue to attempt to elim-
inate the barriers that prevent disabled individuals from 
working.

Table 35-5 reviews the prominent federal disability laws.

Vocational Rehabilitation

The objective of vocational rehabilitation is to allow 
persons with physical disabilities to engage in gainful 
employment. Historically, formal vocational rehabilitation 
services were instituted to provide returning World War II 
veterans with disabilities assistance in obtaining suitable 
occupations.47

Before the 1970s, jobs earmarked for persons with dis-
abilities were provided through government-subsidized 
sheltered workshops. The Comprehensive Employment 
Training Act of 1973 (CETA) provided public service jobs 
for persons with disabilities and for the disadvantaged, 
along with training programs for this population. At its 
peak in 1980, CETA and sheltered workshops provided 
more than 1 million jobs for a broadly defined “disabled” 
population. The CETA program lasted from 1973 to 1982, 
when the federal government subsequently returned to 
state-run vocational rehabilitation agencies for provision 
of these services to persons with disabilities.

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 authorized federal fund-
ing for state rehabilitation agencies to provide a variety of 
services to qualified persons with disabilities. The federal 
government supplies 80% of the funding for state voca-
tional rehabilitation agencies, whereas the states must 
provide the remaining 20%. State agencies administer the 
programs under the Rehabilitation Services Administra-
tion in the Department of Education. The intent of the 
Rehabilitation Act was to provide services to persons with 
disabilities, with emphasis placed on serving those with 
more severe disabilities (General Accounting Office tes-
timony).46 State agencies are usually located in the state 
division or bureau of vocational rehabilitation. The state 
division provides direct services and also refers individu-
als to private rehabilitation agencies and training programs 
when indicated.

Table 35-5   Federal Disability Laws

Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 
1990

Prohibits discrimination on the basis of disability 
in employment, state and local government, 
public accommodations, commercial facilities, 
transportation, and telecommunications

Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996

Require manufacturers of telecommunications 
equipment and providers of telecommunica-
tions services to ensure that such equipment 
and services are accessible to and usable by 
persons with disabilities, if readily achievable

Fair Housing 
Amendments Act 
of 1988

Prohibits housing discrimination on the basis of 
race, color, religion, sex, disability, familial status, 
and national origin

Air Carrier Access 
Act of 1986

Prohibits discrimination in air transportation by 
domestic and foreign air carriers against indi-
viduals with physical or mental impairments

Voting Accessibility 
for the Elderly 
and Handicapped 
Act of 1984

Attempts to ensure polling places across the 
United States to be physically accessible to 
people with disabilities for federal elections; 
this law also requires states to make available 
registration and voting aids for disabled and 
elderly voters

National Voter 
Registration Act 
of 1993 (Motor 
Voter Act)

Attempts to improve the low registration rates 
of minorities and persons with disabilities that 
have resulted from discrimination; all offices 
of state-funded programs that are primarily 
engaged in providing services to persons with 
disabilities are required to provide all program 
applicants with voter registration forms, 
assistance in completing the forms, and to 
transmit completed forms to the appropriate 
state official

Civil Rights of 
Institutionalized 
Persons Act

Authorizes the U.S. Attorney General to inves-
tigate conditions of confinement at state and 
local government institutions such as prisons, 
jails, pretrial detention centers, juvenile cor-
rectional facilities, publicly operated nursing 
homes, and institutions for people with psychi-
atric or developmental disabilities

Individuals with 
Disabilities Edu-
cation Act

Requires public schools to make available to chil-
dren with disabilities a free appropriate public 
education in the least restrictive environment 
appropriate to their individual needs

Rehabilitation Act 
of 1973

The Rehabilitation Act prohibits discrimination on 
the basis of disability in programs conducted by 
federal agencies, in programs receiving federal 
financial assistance, in federal employment, 
and in the employment practices of federal 
contractors

Architectural Barri-
ers Act of 1968

Requires that buildings and facilities that are 
designed, constructed, or altered with federal 
funds, or leased by a federal agency, comply 
with federal standards for physical accessibility

From U.S. Department of Justice Civil Rights Division:  A guide to disability rights laws, 
September 2005.
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Traditional Approaches to Vocational 
Rehabilitation

A variety of approaches to vocational rehabilitation have 
been developed over the years. The traditional approach 
begins with referral of a person with a disability to a voca-
tional rehabilitation counselor. This referral can be gener-
ated by the person with a disability, a physician, a social 
worker, or a case manager. The initial referral includes 
medical records, documentation of disabilities and capa-
bilities, and neuropsychologic testing (if available).

The initial interview between the counselor and the 
client (person with a disability) establishes rapport and 
provides background information about previous job 
skills and experiences. The interview also provides infor-
mation about the individual’s educational level, moti-
vation, perceived abilities and disabilities, and areas of 
interest. If the client was employed before the onset of 
disability, there is often potential for placement with 
the former employer. This previous employer should be 
contacted to learn of employment opportunities for the 
person with a disability. The vocational rehabilitation 
counselor also assesses the skills the person had premor-
bidly and the skills needed before placement in a suitable 
position. If no positions are available, vocational testing 
is performed.

Aptitude Matching Versus Work Sample

Vocational testing is performed to assess the client’s level 
of general intelligence, achievement, aptitudes, interests, 
and work skills. Formal testing consists of administering 
a battery of paper-and-pencil standardized tests, examples 
of which are listed in Table 35-6. This type of approach 
is known as aptitude matching. It determines the client’s 
aptitudes or traits in the areas of general intelligence, visuo-
spatial perception, eye–hand coordination, motor coordi-
nation, and dexterity. Performance on the tests is compared 
against a list of essential aptitudes, grouped by occupation, 
in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles published by the 
Department of Labor.26 When a client’s aptitudes match 
a particular occupation, a job search is undertaken by the 
counselor.

Diagnosis and evaluation
 •  Counseling and guidance
 •  Restoration*
 •  Transportation
 •  College or university training
 •  Income maintenance

Adjustment training
 •  Business or vocational training
 •  Miscellaneous training
 •  Placement
 •  Referrals
 •  On-the-job training

 

BOX 35-1

Services Provided by Vocational Rehabilitation 
Specialists

*Includes medical treatment, prosthetic devices, or medically necessary 
services to correct or modify a physical or mental disorder.
 A work sample approach is often used in conjunc-

tion with aptitude batteries. The work sample approach 
measures general characteristics such as size discrimina-
tion, multilevel sorting, eye–hand–foot coordination, 
and dexterity. The Valpar Component Work Sample 
Series (VCWSS) is a good example of the work sample 
approach. The VCWSS uses complex work apparatus to 
measure almost exclusively motor responses. Less focus 
is applied to general intelligence, aptitude, and academic 
performance. Work samples can also evaluate the type 
of “work group” in which the client is most skilled. This 
simulated work requires performance of a series of tasks, 
such as drill press operation or circuit board or bench 
assembly.26

Once the client’s skills have been evaluated and inter-
ests explored, a vocational goal is developed. The require-
ments of the potential position must first be determined. 
This is accomplished by performing a job analysis of 
the position, then identifying the physical and mental 
requirements and any necessary job site modifications 
(e.g., adaptive equipment). If training is proposed, it must 
be accessible and available to the client. Transportation 
should be arranged and can be paid for by the vocational 
rehabilitation agency. Tuition, books, and adaptive equip-
ment to allow performance of the position can also be 
provided by the agency.

Training programs vary in length depending on the 
potential vocational goal. They can last from a few weeks to 
several years. Training can be conducted at a trade school, 
college, university, or on the job with state vocational reha-
bilitation agency funding.

On-the-job training requires job development. The 
counselor or the client explores community business 
resources to develop suitable positions. Tax incentives for 
potential employers can help convince industry to offer 
training. Sliding-scale wages can be arranged to assist in 
developing positions. For example, the state rehabilitation 
agency might fund 100% of salary for 3 to 6 months. The 
employer gradually assumes that responsibility over the 
next 3 to 6 months as the new employee becomes trained. 
Many employers want to keep the employees they have 
trained, but some prefer to act in the capacity of trainers 
for a series of persons with disabilities. In this case, the 
counselor still has the task of placing the newly trained 
people.

Table 35-6  Tests Administered by Vocational Rehabilitation 
Counselors or Neuropsychologists

Test Type

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale—Revised Intelligence

General Aptitude Test Battery Aptitude

Differential Aptitude Test Aptitude

Wide Range Achievement Test Achievement

Strong–Campbell Interest Inventory Interest

Career Assessment Inventory Interest

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory Personality

Halstead–Reitan Cognitive evaluation

Luria–Nebraska Cognitive evaluation
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Once an individual has completed training and has 
been placed for 60 days, the state vocational rehabilitation 
agency considers the case a “success” and closes its file. No 
follow-up evaluation is typically provided.

Sheltered Workshops

One of the problems with the traditional approach of the 
vocational rehabilitation agency has been its poor record of 
success, especially for persons with severe disabilities. Forty-
five percent fewer people were successfully vocationally reha-
bilitated in 1988 than in 1974, despite increased financial 
support and larger numbers of persons with disabilities.47 A 
1987 General Accounting Office survey found that of SSDI 
recipients receiving vocational rehabilitation, less than 1% 
left the SSDI rolls.37 Although now a bit better, these num-
bers remain small. A 2007 General Accounting Office report 
to Congress noted that by 2005 an average of 7% of Social 
Security Administration (SSA) beneficiaries had left the roles 
after vocational rehabilitation. The International Center for 
the Disabled (ICD) survey reported that although 60% of 
persons with disabilities knew about vocational rehabilita-
tion services, only 10% took advantage of those services. Of 
those using the services, more than 50% believed they were 
not useful in securing gainful employment.14

As a result of the poor placement record, alternative 
strategies have been developed for enabling persons with 
disabilities to obtain gainful employment. These include 
sheltered workshops, day programs, transitional and sup-
ported employment, Projects with Industry, independent 
living center (ILC)–directed employment, and others. 
Funding for these programs has come from public, non-
profit, and private industry, state and federal social service 
programs, religious entities, corporate and foundation 
contributions, and individual donations.

A sheltered workshop is a “public non-profit organization 
certified by the U.S. Department of Labor to pay ‘submini-
mum’ wages to persons with diminished earning capac-
ity.”17 More than 5000 of these workshops exist, including 
Goodwill, Inc., serving approximately 250,000 persons 
with disabilities. This form of employment serves persons 
with severe disabilities, including limited vision, mental ill-
ness, mental retardation, and alcoholism. Although shel-
tered workshops provide job experience and income, critics 
report that sheltered workshops rarely lead to competitive, 
integrated employment. People with severe disabilities can 
be competitively employed in the community through the 
use of some modern strategies, as outlined below.

Day Programs

Day programs have existed since before the 1970s and are 
meant to provide supervised vocational activity for per-
sons with severe disabilities, usually those with mental 
retardation or mental illness. These programs are funded 
by private and corporate sponsors, as well as by state and 
federal agencies. They are not designed as a transition into 
competitive employment, nor do they allow community 
integration. They are geared toward providing supervised 
day activities while the caretakers of these persons work or 
perform their own daily routines. Activities are performed 
in facilities that serve only persons with disabilities.
Home-Based Programs

Another more traditional method for assisting persons with 
severe disabilities to obtain employment is the home-based 
program. Home-based programs can be funded by state 
vocational rehabilitation, insurance carriers, foundations, 
and societies, or by other agencies. The person with a dis-
ability can perform a variety of jobs, including telephone 
solicitation, typing, or computer-assisted occupations. 
Some examples include graphics, accounting, or drafting.

Of these programs—sheltered workshops, day  programs, 
and homebound programs—none emphasizes gainful 
employment in a nonsheltered integrated setting. It was 
the failure of these programs to reintegrate their clients 
into competitive community employment that resulted in 
the emergence of transitional and supported employment 
models.

Other Programs for Employment

Projects with Industry

Projects with Industry is a federally sponsored collaborative 
program established by the Vocational Rehabilitation Act. 
Employers design and provide training projects for specific 
job skills in cooperation with rehabilitation agencies. The 
goal of Projects with Industry is competitive employment 
for the participants.

Job fairs have been somewhat successful in matching 
vacant positions with capable individuals with disabili-
ties. Businesses in a community spend 1 day interviewing 
applicants with disabilities who have been prescreened by 
a participating placement agency. The placement agency 
might provide further services, such as transportation for 
the potential employee, and make recommendations for 
work accommodations to the potential employer.

Transitional and Supported Employment

Two newer strategies for returning disabled persons to 
competitive, integrated gainful employment are transi-
tional and supported employment. Transitional employ-
ment consists of providing the job placement, training, 
and support services necessary to help persons move into 
independent or supported employment.39 Independent 
employment provides at least a minimum wage to the 
employee and requires no job subsidy or ongoing support. 
Transitional employment is a short-term provision of ser-
vices for a period not to exceed 18 months, and culminates 
in an independent or supported employment position.

Supported employment has been used as a successful 
strategy for placing or returning the most severely dis-
abled individuals to competitive, integrated community 
employment. It requires ongoing support after placement, 
including counseling for the employee and co-workers, 
and assistance with transportation, housing, and other 
non–work-related activities. It began as an alternative to 
sheltered workshops and day programs and has grown to 
have modest federal funding and broad community sup-
port. This support comes from groups of persons with dis-
abilities, state vocational rehabilitation agencies, and state 
departments for the developmentally disabled. This con-
cept became a permanent part of the Rehabilitation Act of 
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1973 with the passage of the 1986 amendments and addi-
tional regulations published in June 1992.51

Supported employment is meant to provide ongoing 
support for persons with severe disabilities. According to 
Wehman et al.,51 it must meet five critical criteria (Box 
35-2). The first is that all interventions, including train-
ing, placement, and counseling, be provided at the job site 
rather than in a therapy room or vocational school. Second, 
the intervention and services are provided on a permanent 
or long-term basis as the individual requires them. Third, 
these programs are intended to serve only those individu-
als with the most severe disabilities who have been unable 
to enter the competitive labor market with their disability 
in the past. Fourth, the work provided is real and meaning-
ful for the employee, and compensation is received equal 
to that of an able-bodied co-worker for the same duties. 
Fifth, work must occur in an integrated setting allowing 
interaction with co-workers without disabilities.51

The Department of Education’s operational definition 
of supported employment requires that employees be paid 
for working an average of at least 20 hours per week in a 
position that provides interactions with persons who are 
not disabled and are not paid caregivers. There must be 
eight or fewer people with disabilities working together 
at the job site, and there must be ongoing public funding 
for providing intervention directly related to sustaining 
employment. Supportive employment defines the type and 
level of support needed by an individual to be employable 
now, not after a nonintegrated training program.

Four models of supported employment have been 
developed. The enclave model consists of a small group of 
persons with disabilities working together at an integrated 
job site. The mobile work crew model uses a small group 
of workers who travel from job to job and offer contrac-
tual services under the direction of a supervisor. The small 
business or entrepreneurial model creates a new small 
business that produces goods or services using both work-
ers with disabilities and those without them. The most 
frequently used model is the job coach with individual 
placement.17

The job coach, or employment specialist, is an employee 
of the agency providing supported employment services. 
The coach works with an individual at the job site to pro-
vide interpersonal and coping skills, as well as job skills. 
The coach performs job development before placement. 
Once placement occurs, job training and ongoing job 
retention services are provided. Job coaches might initially 
be required to complete the duties not yet mastered by the 
worker with a disability.

BOX 35-2

Critical Criteria for Supported Employment

 •  Interventions provided at the job site
 •  Assistance long term or permanent
 •  Programs serve only the severely disabled
 •  Real pay for real work
 •  Work performed in an integrated setting

 
From Wehman P, Sherron P, Kregel J, et al: Return to work for per-
sons following severe traumatic brain injury: supported employment 
outcomes after five years, Am J Phys Med Rehabil 72:355-363, 1993, with 
permission.
Depending on the disability, behavior modification 
or cognitive training might be required to enable learn-
ing of vital skills. These become the responsibility of the 
job coach. The job coach should be able to evaluate the 
ecology of the job site, including attitudes of co-workers, 
accessibility of the job site, and the necessity for adaptive 
equipment. The job coach should then be able to educate 
co-workers and ensure implementation of appropriate 
accommodations for the person with a disability.

Job coach intervention time can be very significant 
(almost 8 hr/day) initially. Wehman et al.51 conducted a 
5-year study of supported employment for persons with 
traumatic brain injury. They documented an average 
requirement of 249.1 hr/person of job coach time over 
6 months. The job coach’s intervention time decreased 
steadily with time on the job to an average of less than  
3 hr/wk/person after 30 weeks of employment.

Some persons require continued significant interven-
tion to assist them in meeting difficulties that arise from 
changes at the job site; that is, new job duties or changes 
in personnel or goods produced. Some workers are able to 
depend on support from employers and co-workers, how-
ever, and require little or no further direct job coach sup-
port. Supportive employment has been highly successful 
in allowing persons with severe disabilities to participate 
competitively in the job market and improve their quality 
of life and economic situation.

Independent Living Centers

The ILC movement has traditionally provided a core of 
nonvocational services such as housing, independent liv-
ing skills, advocacy, and peer counseling. Just as supported 
employment has broadened its scope, so has the ILC move-
ment. Both provide a combination of nonvocational and 
vocational services to persons with severe disabilities. 
ILCs often employ workers with disabilities as peer coun-
selors and program administrators. The small business 
approach of supported employment has been successfully 
implemented by ILCs to place their clients in competi-
tive community employment. As these two philosophies 
continue to merge and provide similar services to persons 
with severe disabilities, cooperative ventures between them 
allow persons with severe disabilities to fully achieve their 
maximum level of independence.

Provision of vocational rehabilitation services to per-
sons with disabilities requires a diversity of strategies. The 
more severe the disability, the more intensive the sup-
port and services have to be. Full participation in society 
is a right of all people. This participation includes being 
employed in a meaningful job that gives satisfaction to the 
worker and contributes to society as a whole. The meth-
ods for returning persons with disabilities to work vary, but 
creative strategies have proved significantly more successful 
than noncreative strategies.

Disincentives for Vocational 
Rehabilitation

Public and political opinion has changed in recent years 
regarding the ability of persons with disabilities to work. 
Both persons with disabilities and policy makers have 
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demonstrated a desire to return persons with disabilities to 
gainful employment. Statements of past presidents of the 
United States reflect the change of opinion. In 1973, Rich-
ard M. Nixon spoke concerning the Rehabilitation Act of 
1973, saying it “would cruelly raise the hopes of the handi-
capped [for gainful employment] in a way that we could 
never hope to fulfill.”17 Advocacy by groups for the rights 
of persons with disabilities has achieved significant policy 
changes, as reflected by Ronald Reagan’s November 1983 
proclamation of the Decade of Disabled Persons, in which 
the economic independence of all people with disabilities 
was to become a “clear national goal.”39 With the passage 
of the ADA in July 1990, George H. W. Bush proclaimed the 
“end to the unjustified segregation and exclusion of people 
with disabilities from the mainstream of American life.”17

Despite the obvious changes in public and political 
policies and attitudes, disincentives to entering “the main-
stream” abound for persons with disabilities. To become 
eligible for cash and medical benefits through SSI and 
SSDI, persons with disabilities must prove that they have 
total and permanent or long-term disability and must meet 
strict eligibility criteria. Before meeting those criteria, the 
individual and the family typically must have suffered a 
series of indignities, including exhausting all personal 
resources and submitting to significant bureaucratic red 
tape. “Red tape” means completing substantial paperwork, 
obtaining medical reports verifying disability, and endur-
ing long waiting periods for commencement of benefits. 
This is usually a long and arduous process. Once the per-
son with a disability finally achieves a modest degree of 
security, an “opportunity” to give it all up and enter the 
workforce is made available. Naturally, the person with a 
disability is suspicious about the assurance that benefits 
will be preserved and eligibility will not be taken away 
because of returning to or entering the job market.

Stereotypes about persons with disabilities being unpro-
ductive in society are pervasive. Individuals with disabilities 
often come to view themselves as totally dependent and 
unable to work. After all, they are placed in a position to 
prove their dependency and inability to be productive. The 
government disability entitlement policies state that if you are 
unable to work, the government will take care of you. In fact, 
many government policy makers believe that the person with 
a disability cannot and should not be expected to work. Some 
even believe that sending a person with a disability a check is 
much simpler than implementing the provisions of the ADA.

Employers’ attitudes serve as another disincentive. 
Obstacles to qualified applicants with disabilities who want 
to participate in the workforce include employers’ igno-
rance about the capabilities of a potential employee with 
a disability, inaccessible work sites, transportation inacces-
sibility, and discrimination in hiring. The ADA is instru-
mental in changing much of this behavior and removing 
some of these disincentives. As disabled employees take 
their places, employers and co-workers will become edu-
cated and attitudes will change.

The physiatrist and other physicians can also provide 
disincentives for persons with disabilities by labeling them 
as “totally and permanently disabled” or by restricting 
their activities. Emphasis should be on the capabilities of 
persons with disabilities and documentation of their func-
tional abilities, both mental and physical.
Incentives for Vocational 
Rehabilitation

In an effort to overcome disincentives, government policy 
makers have created incentives for persons with disabilities 
and for potential employers. These incentives often have a 
long list of requirements and are very specific in wording 
to prevent abuse.

Incentives for the Individual

Since the inception of the SSI program in 1974, only a small 
number of beneficiaries have been employed. Social Security 
bulletins note that in 1976 approximately 71,000 beneficia-
ries were working. By 2006, that number had increased to 
349,000. During the same years, the Supplemental Security 
Income (SSI) blind and disabled caseload increased from 2 
million to 6.1 million. It appears that in 2006 about 6% of 
those who received an SSI payment were employed. Because 
these low numbers have been believed to reflect actual dis-
incentives built into the current SSI payment system, a num-
ber of incentive programs have been implemented.20

Incentive programs are applicable depending on 
whether the person with a disability receives SSDI or SSI 
benefits, or both. SSDI work incentives are discussed first. 
Table 35-7 presents a summary of the terminology and 
abbreviations for easy reference. Additional references are 
given here for those wanting more detailed information.*

The initial incentive toward return to work involves a 
trial work period (TWP). The TWP lets people test their 
ability to work or run a business without affecting their 

*References 27, 31, 32, 35, 37, 42, 43.

Table 35-7   Summary of Incentives for the Individual 
Receiving Benefits to Enter Work Activities

Incentive Details

Social Security 
 Disability 
 Insurance (SSDI)

Disability benefits program based on medical 
disability and a worker’s earnings covered by 
social security (Title II—Social Security Act)

Supplemental Secu-
rity Income (SSI)

Disability benefits program based on medical 
disability and the amount of income a person 
receives (Title XVI—Social Security Act)

Trial work period 
(TWP)

Allows trial return to work to test work ability 
without affecting benefits (SSDI)

Substantial gainful 
activity (SGA)

Performance of significant and productive physi-
cal or mental work for pay or profit (>$700/
month for nonblind [SSDI and SSI] and $810/
month for blind recipients [SSDI only])

Extended period of 
eligibility

Allows reinstatement of cash benefits without 
a waiting period if the worker’s earnings fall 
below SGA level within 36 months after TWP 
(SSDI)

Impairment-related 
work expenses

Allows costs for certain items to be deducted 
from earnings when figuring SGA level (SSI 
and SSDI)

Earned income  
exclusion

Allows exclusion of a portion of earned income 
when figuring an individual’s monthly benefit 
(SSI)

Blind work expenses Allows work-related expenses when figuring 
benefits (SSI)
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benefits. This TWP maintains cash benefits for 9 months 
(not necessarily consecutive) of trial work in a 60-month 
period. During this period, beneficiaries can earn up to 
$530 per month.4

On completion of the TWP and continued employment 
at or above the substantial gainful activity (SGA) level, ben-
efits continue to be paid for an additional 3 months and 
are then terminated.27,42,43 Any earnings from work below 
the monetary limit of the SGA level described in Table 35-7 
are excluded when figuring monthly benefit amounts. The 
SGA dollar amount was increased in 1999 from $500 to 
$700, and a formula was adopted to link this amount in 
the future to the national average wage index.4

The extended period of eligibility (EPE) is a period of 
36 consecutive months during which cash benefits can 
be reinstated if, during that period, the individual’s earn-
ings fall below the SGA level. If the individual is unable to 
maintain earnings at the SGA level, benefits resume auto-
matically and no waiting periods are required. Benefits 
cease at the end of the EPE, but Medicare continues for an 
additional 3 months.27,42,43 The elimination of a second 
waiting period for both cash benefits and Medicare benefits 
is also an incentive to perform a trial of work.

Under certain circumstances, the person might be able 
to participate in a Medicare “buy-in.” The client must have 
completed both the TWP and the EPE. In addition, the 
extended 3 months of Medicare benefits must have passed. 
Once these conditions are met, Medicare A and B coverage 
can be purchased. This medical coverage is for those who 
cannot otherwise obtain health insurance because of pre-
existing conditions.27 In March of 2010, President Obama 
signed the Affordable Care Act. This law includes the Pre-
Existing Insurance Plan. When implemented, this plan is 
inteded to provide a new coverage option to individuals 
who have been uninsured for at least 6 months because of 
preexisting condition.

Another major incentive program for those receiving 
SSDI or SSI is for impairment-related work expenses. This 
allows the cost of certain items and services to be deducted 
from earnings when determining the SGA level. Examples 
include attendant care, medical devices, equipment, and 
prostheses.27

For those persons with disabilities receiving SSI bene-
fits, a different, but often similar, set of incentives applies. 
These incentives provide SSI recipients with assurances that 
working will not disadvantage them. Section 1619 of the 
Social Security Act was made permanent by the Employ-
ment Opportunities for Disabled Americans Act passed 
in November 1986. The incentive of Section 1619 allows 
receipt of SSI cash benefits, even though earned income 
exceeds the SGA level. Cash benefits are calculated using 
the earned income exclusion discussed below. Medicaid 
benefits continue as an additional incentive even after 
wages become high enough to cause cessation of SSI cash 
benefits, provided their continuation is needed to allow 
the recipient to maintain employment.27,42,43

The earned income exclusion allows most of a recipi-
ent’s earned income to be excluded, including pay received 
from a sheltered workshop or day activity center, when fig-
uring the SSI monthly amount.37 “Blind” work expenses is 
an incentive that allows a person who has visual impair-
ment to pay for work expenses, such as visual aids, guide 
dogs, or Braille translations. These allowable expenses are 
then excluded when calculating benefit amounts.

In an effort to prevent work disincentives, benefit caps 
have been implemented to decrease excessively generous 
benefits. These caps use various formulas to reduce or limit 
maximum benefits paid by social security. These formulas 
take into account other sources of income, such as workers’ 
compensation benefits, but do not exclude veterans’ ben-
efits or disability pensions from government jobs.

Another incentive program, Plans for Achieving Self-
Support, allows an SSI recipient to set aside income and 
resources necessary to achieve a work goal.31,42,43

Incentives for Industry

Government policy makers have made various attempts to 
offer tax incentives to business and industry. These incen-
tives have mainly been directed at making the workplace 
accessible. Section 190 of the Internal Revenue Code, 
enacted in 1976 and revised by the Revenue Reconciliation 
Act of 1990, allows a set amount per year to be deduct-
ible for any expenses incurred in barrier removal (making 
a business or public transportation accessible).34

The Revenue Reconciliation Act of 1990 (which was 
passed 3 months after the ADA) allows an “access” tax credit 
with Section 44 of the Internal Revenue Code for small 
businesses. It allows credit against income taxes for eligible 
expenditures (auxiliary services for the disabled employee 
and aids are covered). This access credit is allowed only for 
expenses incurred for the purpose of enabling a business to 
comply with the ADA.34

Tax credits have also been used as incentives to encour-
age hiring of target groups, including the “hard core” 
unemployed: persons with disabilities and the homeless. 
The Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC), originally enacted in 
1978, is meant to encourage employers to hire members 
of these groups. It provides a tax credit for targeted per-
sons, including those persons receiving SSI benefits and 
vocational rehabilitation referrals (both groups containing 
large numbers of persons with disabilities). This credit only 
provides benefits to an employer for 1 year per employee. 
Many employers use the credit as a windfall; that is, hiring 
anyone they want and later checking to see whether the 
new employee falls into a targeted group. This practice is 
called “retroactive certification.”34

The TJTC has, unfortunately, not been particularly useful 
in increasing the number of disabled people hired. In fact, 
legislative incentives in general have not been very success-
ful in achieving the goal of vocationally rehabilitating per-
sons with disabilities. Ongoing efforts in Congress, however, 
are working to improve the incentives for persons with dis-
abilities to return to work. For example, the Work Incentives 
Improvement Act of 1999 (S.331) provides adequate and 
affordable health insurance when a person on SSI or SSDI 
goes to work by expanding Medicaid options for states and 
by continuing access to Medicare after returning to work. It 
encourages SSDI beneficiaries to return to work by ensuring 
that cash benefits remain available if employment proves 
unsuccessful. An expedited eligibility process is proposed 
for SSDI beneficiaries who lose benefits because of work 
and need reinstatement of benefits later. A “ticket” program 
would provide a new payment system for SSDI and SSI ben-
eficiaries for employment services. It reimburses vocational 
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rehabilitation, training, and employment service providers 
a portion of benefit payments saved when the beneficiary 
earns more than the SGA level, currently $700 per month 
($1000 for blind beneficiaries).4,19 This program originally 
called for sanctions (deductions against social security ben-
efits or suspension of SSI benefits) for refusal of vocational 
rehabilitation, but this was eliminated as of January 1, 2001.5

Approximately 80% of SSI recipients work before apply-
ing for SSI, and 20% work after they start receiving pay-
ments.35 Scott Muller of the Social Security Administration 
performed a retrospective analysis of a cohort of more 
than 4000 people who were initially entitled to benefits.27 
Approximately 10% worked during the initial period of 
entitlement. Of those, 84% were granted a TWP, and of that 
group, more than 70% completed the TWP. More than 50% 
did not leave the rolls as a result of their efforts. Less than 
3% had benefits terminated as a result of return to work.24

It is clear from the research conducted by the Social 
Security Administration that legislating incentives is not 
the complete answer to rehabilitating persons with work 
disability. Potential employers and persons with disabili-
ties alike must take the initiative. But the search for fea-
sible means to return work-disabled persons to work is 
well worth it. The General Accounting Office estimates that 
removing even 1% of disabled beneficiaries from the SSDI 
and SSI programs each year would result in estimated life-
time savings of $3 billion.36

Disability Prevention

With disability ranking as the nation’s largest public health 
problem, it seems reasonable to interface the public health 
model of prevention with the ICIDH-2 model of disable-
ment. The public health model defines three categories of 
prevention: primary, secondary, and tertiary.

Primary prevention is intended for healthy persons, 
helping them to avoid the onset of a pathologic condition. 
In persons with disabilities, primary prevention comprises 
efforts toward preventing a worsening of impairments.

Secondary prevention is aimed at early identification 
and treatment of a pathologic condition and reduction of 
risk factors for disablement. For persons with disabilities, 
there are many opportunities for preventing impairment 
from limiting one or more activities. The ameliorative and 
corrective programs discussed above, including vocational 
rehabilitation strategies, are aimed at reducing activity 
limitation. These programs have been effective not only 
in returning the unemployed person to work, but also in 
preventing job loss in those workers with a disability.2 
Interventions in medical rehabilitation focused on the 
enhancement of activity, such as provision of assistive tech-
nology, can be considered secondary prevention.

The General Accounting Office has studied return-to-
work strategies used by Germany and Sweden, and recom-
mends that intervention occur as soon as possible after an 
actual or potentially disabling event to promote and facili-
tate return to work. Because the current SSI benefit structure 
in the United States includes a lengthy application pro-
cess, and then benefits linked to full, permanent disability 
only, intervention often is only offered long after an appli-
cant has been removed from the workforce—a situation 
numerous studies have shown to significantly decrease the 
chance of a successful return to the workforce.36

Tertiary prevention focuses on arresting the progression 
of a pathologic condition and on limiting further disable-
ment. For people with disabilities, tertiary prevention is 
designed to limit the restriction of a person’s participa-
tion in some area by the provision of a facilitator or the 
removal of a barrier.54 Environmental modifications, pro-
vision of services, removal of physical barriers, changes 
in social attitudes, and reform in legislation and policy 
are tertiary prevention strategies. Medical rehabilitation 
is traditionally considered a tertiary prevention strategy. 
The public disability policies, such as the ADA, are also 
efforts to reduce environmental and social barriers to 
participation.30,48,54

Considering functioning and disablement as outcomes 
of interactions between health conditions (disorders or 
diseases) and conceptual factors (social, environmental, 
and personal), there are many opportunities for the phys-
iatrist and the medical rehabilitation team to intervene. 
Rehabilitation interventions aimed at prevention of activ-
ity limitation or prevention of participation restriction are 
secondary and tertiary prevention strategies that push the 
dynamic model of disablement in the direction of func-
tion. Some physiatrists feel a responsibility to be actively 
involved in therapeutic and public health management of 
disablement to develop and support policies that encour-
age improved function.18

Conclusion

Comprehensive rehabilitation is an intervention directed 
at human functioning. The desired outcome is to maxi-
mize the physical, mental, social, and economic function 
of the individual with disabilities. The physiatrist as team 
leader has the responsibility of encouraging the team to 
take a holistic approach to the person with disabilities. The 
holistic approach includes collaboration with profession-
als outside the traditional medical rehabilitation team, 
such as those who can facilitate vocational rehabilitation 
for persons with disabilities.

Vocational rehabilitation is an intervention aimed at 
preventing impairment from limiting activities and lim-
iting participation in work. Limitation in work participa-
tion has significant socioeconomic consequences for the 
individual and for society. Employment of persons with 
disabilities supports a better quality of life and promotes 
function. Even for people with severe disabilities, voca-
tional rehabilitation strategies have been successful in 
facilitation of work participation.

Disability is the largest public health problem in the 
United States. The demands of this public health issue have 
captured the attention of public policy makers. This has 
resulted in implementation of significant federal disability 
laws. The nation’s public policies on disability reflect the 
policy makers’ acceptance of disability as a complex process. 
Disablement is considered to be the result of a dynamic, 
complex, and bidirectional interaction between health 
conditions and conceptual factors for each individual.

The physiatrist is positioned to serve a primary role in 
the functioning and disablement paradigm. As persons 
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with disabilities become a greater segment of our soci-
ety, the opportunities for physiatrists’ involvement are 
expanded. It is the physiatrist’s responsibility to be active 
in disability prevention, in care and advocacy for persons 
with disabilities, and in the development of public policy 
on disablement.
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CHAPTER 36
RHEUMATIC DISEASES
Santiago D. Toledo, Kathleen Trapani, and Elizabeth Feldbruegge
General Introduction 
to Rheumatic Diseases

Rheumatic diseases are among the oldest diseases rec-
ognized, and more than 100 diverse disorders affect the 
muscles, bony joints, and supporting structures of the 
musculoskeletal system (Table 36-1). The classification 
of rheumatic diseases is often difficult because of their 
unknown etiology and heterogeneity in their clinical pre-
sentation. Some of them are relatively more common, 
whereas many other conditions are rare (e.g., connective 
tissue diseases and disorders of collagen metabolism). This 
chapter focuses on the rheumatic diseases most likely to be 
seen by a physiatrist, in particular osteoarthritis (OA) and 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Both conditions are variable in 
manifestation, chronic in status, widespread in nature, and 
often take a progressive course. Other disorders, such as 
fibromyalgia, complex regional pain syndrome, and osteo-
porosis, are described in other chapters in this textbook.

OA and RA are the two most common rheumatic dis-
eases and account for a large proportion of disability 
worldwide. Impairment to the musculoskeletal organ sys-
tems as a result of rheumatic conditions is the primary 
cause of functional limitations in the adult population. 
OA has been estimated to be the eighth leading cause of 
disability in the world and accounts for 2.8% of the total 
number of years of living with a disability. RA affects up to 
1% of the adult population in developed countries, with 
10% of these patients having severe disability. The preva-
lence of overall disability has been estimated at 20% of the 
adult and aging population.

The physical impairments, functional decline or lack 
of ability, decreased quality of life, lost productivity, and 
staggering costs of health care for rheumatic diseases 
such as OA and RA affect both the individual and soci-
ety. The economic and social burden of these diseases can 
be overwhelming. This overall impact can be expected to 
increase with the incremental pace of aging of our world’s 
population.

One of the many challenges in studying rheumatic dis-
eases is deriving epidemiologic data that can be used to 
better understand the factors that contribute to the initia-
tion and progression of these diseases. With these data, 
significant progress can be made in the clinical diagnosis, 
medical management, surgical interventions, and rehabili-
tative care of patients.

The goal of this chapter is to describe the fundamen-
tal concepts and basic principles that a physiatrist needs to 
know to effectively address the impairments and disabil-
ity that are associated with rheumatic diseases. We recom-
mend that the rehabilitation-centered approach to these 
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chronic and progressive illnesses include the following: (1) 
patient-defined problems are identified along with clini-
cal and functional problems diagnosed by clinicians; (2) 
patients and providers focus on a specific problem, set real-
istic objectives, and develop an action plan for attaining 
these objectives in the context of patient preferences and 
readiness; (3) patients have access to educational services 
that teach the skills needed to carry out medical regimens, 
guide health behavior changes, and provide emotional 
and psychologic support; and (4) patients are contacted at 
specified intervals to monitor health status, identify poten-
tial complications, and check and reinforce progress in 
implementing the care plan. The rehabilitation of patients 
with rheumatic diseases demands an appropriately rea-
sonable, systematically organized, and comprehensively 
coordinated approach that is both multidisciplinary and 
collaborative.

Kinesiology:  The Structure 
and Function of Joints

Kinesiology is a significant part of the foundation for the 
practice of physical medicine and rehabilitation. It involves 
knowledge from anatomy, biomechanics, and physiology. 
The human body is composed of more than 200 joints, 
each with different shapes and functions. Joints are links 
between bones in the human body that control the move-
ment of bony segments and provide stability. The knee 
joint, for example, joins the femur and tibia and allows the 
lower leg to swing freely. It also allows it to be stable dur-
ing the stance phase of gait. Some joints provide the body 
with stability, whereas others provide with mobility. Most 
joints provide both mobility and stability. All the joints in 
the human body can be affected by rheumatic diseases. For 
this chapter, we will divide joints into three classifications: 
diarthrosis, amphiarthrosis, and synarthrosis.

A diarthrosis joint, also known as a synovial joint, con-
sists of two reciprocally shaped bony articular surfaces and 
is a freely movable joint. The knee joint is an example of 
a diarthrosis joint. The ends of the adjoining bones are 
covered with a thin cartilaginous sheet, and the bones are 
linked by a ligament lined with synovial membrane. The 
synovial membrane secretes synovial fluid. Synovial fluid 
lubricates and smoothes the tendon movement.

The amphiarthrosis joint, sometimes called a fibrocarti-
laginous joint, is a junction between bones that is formed 
primarily by a fibrocartilage or hyaline cartilage. The 
interbody joint in the spine is an example. The amphiar-
throsis joint is only slightly movable, allowing relatively 
restrained movements. It can also transmit and disperse 
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Table 36-1  The Main Types of Rheumatic Diseases
Disease Group Description Examples

Degenerative and overuse 
syndromes

Diseases in which the predominant feature is repetitive trauma and/or “wear and tear” of 
cartilage or periarticular tissues, with minor secondary inflammation

Osteoarthritis
Tendonitis
Bursitis

Inflammatory 
 arthropathies

Diseases characterized by chronic or recurrent joint inflammation of unknown cause; 
 classified according to the pattern of joint involvement and associated features

Rheumatoid arthritis
Psoriatic arthritis
Spondyloarthropathies

Extraarticular rheumatism Poorly understood disorders characterized by chronic or recurrent pain with no evidence 
of inflammation; primary pathology might be in the perception of pain rather than in the 
soft tissues

Fibromyalgia
Nonspecific neck pain
Nonspecific back pain

Connective tissue diseases Autoimmune diseases of unknown etiology characterized by multisystem inflammation 
and damage

Systemic lupus erythematosus
Polymyositis or dermatomyo-

sitis
Scleroderma
Vasculitis

Inherited disorders of 
 connective tissue

Rare diseases caused by genetic abnormalities affecting the synthesis of structural 
 molecules of the bone and connective tissues

Collagenopathies
Mucopolysaccharidoses
Osteogenesis imperfecta
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome

Crystal-associated 
 arthropathies

Diseases characterized by acute or recurrent inflammation caused by deposition  
of  crystals in or around the joints

Gout
Calcium pyrophosphate crystals
Hydroxyapatite crystals

Infectious arthropathies Diseases caused by invasion of joint tissues by microorganisms Viral
Bacterial
Tuberculosis and fungi

Postinfectious 
 arthropathies

Diseases triggered by previous exposure to infectious agents Poststreptococcal
Postchlamydial
Postviral
forces between the bones separated by the fibrocartilage or 
hyaline cartilage.

The synarthrosis, or synarthodial, joint functions pri-
marily to allow forces to be dispersed across a relatively 
large area of contact, thereby reducing the possibility of 
injury. The interosseous membrane of the radial–ulnar and 
tibial–fibular joints is a good example.

OA is a rheumatic disease that can affect one or multiple 
joints in the human body. OA is commonly seen in diar-
throsis and amphiarthrosis joints, such as the hand, hip, 
knee, shoulder, and spine. The predominant feature of OA 
is the causal relationship between repetitive trauma, the 
“wear and tear” of the cartilage and periarticular tissues, 
with minor secondary inflammation.

RA is usually seen in multiple joints and presents sym-
metrically. RA is one of the rheumatic diseases that are 
characterized by chronic or recurrent joint inflammation 
of unknown cause. Similar to OA, RA is seen in all types 
of joints.

Joints of the human body can be affected by injury, 
increased demand, immobilization, or long-term bed rest. 
Diseases such as OA and RA also affect joints. Injury can 
occur if a large stress or load is placed on a joint. Constant 
excessive loading, repetitive over time, can also change the 
joint structure, leading to breakdown. Immobilization or 
long-term bed rest causes muscles around the joints to 
atrophy and weaken. It is just as important to understand 
that joints and articular surfaces need some load, such as 
gravity, to maintain proper integrity. If a load is not pres-
ent, over time articular surfaces will progressively weaken 
and degenerate because of a lack of stimulus. Inflamma-
tory disease processes can also disrupt the integrity of the 
joint. The above problems can affect and impair joint struc-
ture and eventually disrupt functions such as standing and 
walking. Severely advanced or progressive joint degrada-
tion can lead to disability.

An Overview of Common 
Rheumatic Diseases

Osteoarthritis

OA is the most common form of arthritis and affects 
nearly 21 million people in the United States. OA is the 
leading cause of chronic disability. The number of people 
diagnosed with OA is increasing steadily. The aging of the 
population, the increase in obesity, and the sports-related 
injuries of active baby boomers can be attributed to this 
increase. OA is a disease that involves degeneration in 
various structures of the joint, including cartilage, bone, 
synovium, muscles, and ligaments. This can result in stiff-
ness, loss of mobility, swelling, and pain. In contrast to RA, 
OA is primarily a noninflammatory disorder, but inflam-
mation eventually occurs and is progressive. OA generally 
occurs in weight-bearing joints, such as hips, knees, and 
the lower back. It also commonly occurs in the neck, the 
fingers, the base of the thumb, and the great toe. It rarely 
occurs elsewhere in the absence of stress or injury.

No single known cause of OA exists. Factors that might 
contribute to a diagnosis of OA include genetic disposi-
tion, age, injury, weight, stress on the joint, and previous 
surgery involving the joint. Age is the most commonly 
identified risk factor for OA of all joints. The prevalence 
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of OA increases sharply for women after age 40 years and 
after age 50 for men. OA of the hand is more prevalent 
in women, whereas men are slightly more likely to have 
hip OA. Genetics is likely to contribute to the develop-
ment of primary OA. Inhibited bone abnormalities or 
inherited traits (e.g., dysplasia, malalignment) that subject 
the joint to unusual stress increase the likelihood of its 
development.

No standard definition of OA is used by researchers and 
clinicians. A review of the literature showed the validity of 
the various definitions of hip OA has been barely inves-
tigated. Despite precise and extensive development, the 
American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria showed 
poor reliability and cross-validity in a primary care setting. 
No agreed criteria exist for knee OA in population studies. 
The radiographic scoring system of Kellgren and Lawrence15 
(Table 36-2) has been most used in the past. Although other 
methods have been developed, comparisons have not been 
performed. Data suggest that the presence or absence of a 
definite osteophyte read on a weight-bearing radiograph is 
the best method of defining knee OA for epidemiologic 
studies. Assessment of joint space narrowing might be bet-
ter used in evaluating the disease severity.

The typical progression of OA involves the following 
events: (1) loss of cartilage matrix, which makes the joint 
more susceptible to further injury; (2) alterations to under-
lying bone associated with wear on the cartilage, with 
the development of osteophytes at the periphery of the 
affected joint; (3) release of debris of cartilage or bone frag-
ments into the joint; (4) cartilage breakdown associated 
with synovial inflammation, which can lead to release of 
cytokines and enzymes that exacerbate the cartilage dam-
age. Some examples of OA in different joints can be seen 
in Figure 36-1.

Goals of OA therapy are to decrease pain, increase func-
tion in activities of daily living (ADL) and mobility, pre-
vent and correct deformity, and slow disease progression. 
The treatment approach varies because of lack of inflam-
mation and the influence of degeneration in joint integrity. 
Many pharmacologic options can be used for the treatment 
of OA. Conditioning muscles around joints with physi-
cal therapy and weight loss have been shown to improve 
symptoms and ADL. Application of heat and cold therapy 
and use of assistive devices have specific benefits. If OA 
progresses where conservative measures are not successful, 
joint replacement surgery is an option.

Box 36-1 lists the criteria for classification of OA of the 
hand, hip, and knee.

Rheumatoid Arthritis

RA is defined as an autoimmune disease in which the joint 
lining and occasionally other tissues become inflamed as 
a result of overactivity of the body’s immune system.5,7 RA 
is a chronic, systemic, inflammatory disorder of unknown 
etiology that primarily involves the joints. RA begins insid-
iously with generalized weakness, anorexia, fatigue, and 
vague musculoskeletal symptoms before the appearance of 
synovitis. RA affects about 1% of the adult population but 
causes more than 250,000 hospitalizations annually. RA is 
one of the most serious and disabling types of arthritic dis-
eases and affects women 2 to 3 times more often than men. 
Like OA, RA encompasses a combination of events or a pat-
tern of reactions that can result in joint injury.26

Although RA is universal and found in all populations, 
prevalence and incidence rates vary in different ethnic 
groups. A low prevalence is found among African blacks, 
and a high prevalence is seen in rural Germany. Prevalence 
rates are influenced according to which set of criteria is used 
to diagnose RA and whether the RA is definite or probable. 
Genetic studies of RA show that there is a limited concor-
dance of the disease in twins. No specific pattern of inheri-
tance exists, although there is a twofold increase among 
first-degree relatives of patients with RA. Some examples of 
its effects on the hands and feet are shown in Figure 36-2.

Review of the literature presents various quantitative 
measures to assess RA in research trials and clinical care. 
No single “gold standard” is used to assess and monitor 
the status of patients with RA. Different measures have 
been used in research and clinical care, including labora-
tory tests, radiographic scores, formal joint counts, physical 
measures of functional status, global measures, and patient 
self-report questionnaires. These measures or assessment 
tools can address the activity of the disease, damage to the 
joint, both activity and damage, or long-term outcomes. 
Measures of disease activity (e.g., joint swelling) are revers-
ible and can be improved over time, whereas measures of 
joint damage (e.g., radiographic scores) indicate disease 
progression.22,23

In evaluating new therapies for RA, randomized con-
trolled trials provide the optimal method by comparing a 
therapy with a placebo or another therapy without selecting 
patients for specific therapies. Randomized trials in chronic 
diseases have important limitations. Examples of these 
limitations include relatively short observation, patient 
selection for inclusion and exclusion criteria, inflexible 
dosage schedules, influence of the design on results despite 
a control group, emphasis on group data instead of indi-
vidual variations in treatment responses, and nonstandard-
ized interpretation of adverse effects. Clinical trials in RA 
must be supplemented by long-term observational studies 
to assess the results of therapy in regard to long-term out-
comes. Long-term outcomes include work disability, joint 
replacement surgery, and premature mortality. The patient 
self-report questionnaire is the most simple and effec-
tive method of collecting important long-term data from 
patients in routine clinical care.

Goals of RA therapy are to prevent or control joint dam-
age, prevent loss of function, and decrease pain. Treatment 

Table 36-2   Kellgren-Lawrence Radiographic Grading 
Scale for Osteoarthritis of the Tibiofemoral 
Joint

Grade of 
Osteoarthritis Description

0 No radiographic findings of osteoarthritis

1 Minute osteophytes of doubtful clinical significance

2 Definite osteophytes with unimpaired joint space

3 Definite osteophytes with moderate joint space 
narrowing

4 Definite osteophytes with severe joint space 
 narrowing and subchondral sclerosis
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FIGURE 36-1 Typical deformities and x-ray findings in osteoarthritis of the spine (A), hands (B), hip (C), and knee (D).
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Classification criteria for osteoarthritis of the hand, 
traditional format
Hand pain, aching, or stiffness, and at least three of the  
following:
 •  Hard tissue enlargement of 2 or more of 10 selected joints
 •  Hard tissue enlargement of 2 or more DIP joints
 •  Fewer than 3 swollen MCP joints
 •  Deformity of at least 1 of 10 selected joints

Classification criteria for osteoarthritis of the hip, 
traditional format
Hip pain and at least two of the following:
 •  ESR (Westergren) <29 mm/hr
 •  Radiographic femoral or acetabular osteophytes
 •  Radiographic joint space narrowing (superior, axial, and/or 

medial)

Classification criteria for idiopathic osteoarthritis of the 
knee
Clinical and laboratory
Knee pain plus at least five of the following (92% sensitive, 
75% specific):
 •  Age >50 yr
 •  Stiffness <30 min

 •  Crepitus
 •  Bony tenderness
 •  Bony enlargement
 •  No palpable warmth
 •  ESR (Westergren) <40 mm/hr
 •  Rheumatoid factor <1:40
 •  Synovial fluid signs of osteoarthritis (clear, viscous, or 

white blood cell count <2000/mm3)

Clinical and radiographic
Knee pain plus at least one of the following (91% sensitive, 
86% specific):
 •  Age >50 yr
 •  Stiffness <30 min
 •  Crepitus plus osteophytes

Clinical
Knee pain plus at least three of the following (95% sensitive, 
69% specific):
 •  Age >50 yr
 •  Stiffness <30 min
 •  Crepitus
 •  Bony tenderness
 •  Bony enlargement
 •  No palpable warmth

BOX 36-1

The American College of Rheumatology Criteria for the Classification of Osteoarthritis of the Hand, Hip,  
and Knee

 
DIP, Distal interphalangeal; ESR, erythrocyte sedimentation rate; MCP, metacarpophalangeal.
measures are aimed at ameliorating inflammation after 
identifying active disease. Treatment is not considered cura-
tive, only palliative, aiming to relieve signs and symptoms 
of the disease. Management initially includes patient edu-
cation, disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) 
within 3 months, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs), low-dose systemic steroids, and physical and 
occupational therapy. Disease activity must be reassessed, 
and if the response to drugs is inadequate, then metho-
trexate or a biologic response modifier (BRM) should be 
considered. Surgery might be an option if drug failure is 
evident, the patient is more symptomatic, and structural 
joint damage occurs.

Box 36-2 lists the criteria for classification of RA.

Less Common Rheumatic 
Diseases

Lupus Arthritis

Arthritis is one of the most common manifestations of sys-
temic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and is frequently pres-
ent at the time of diagnosis.10,21 The incidence in various 
series of SLE patients ranges from 69% to 95%. Although 
the arthritis tends to be less inflammatory than is seen with 
RA, deformities in the joints can occur. The hand and knee 
are most typically involved, although nearly all joints can 
be affected by SLE. Periarticular structures can be inflamed, 
leading to tendonitis, tenosynovitis, and tendon rupture. 
Avascular necrosis (AVN) typically occurs in larger joints 
such as the hip and knee. It is an important consideration 
in the differential diagnosis of joint pain causing disability. 
Arthritis in SLE can often be managed with NSAIDs, anti-
malarial drugs, and low-dose corticosteroids. Randomized 
controlled trials are needed to determine the best approach 
to the treatment of AVN in SLE. Current research agenda 
include therapies targeted specifically to the treatment of 
joint manifestations.

Fibromyalgia

Chronic widespread pain is the core symptom of fibromy-
algia.2,3,20,32 It is described by patients as arising from mus-
cles and joints, accompanied by tender skin. The 1990 ACR 
classification paper listed many other commonly reported 
symptoms, including paresthesia, anxiety, headaches, irri-
table bowel, urinary urgency, sicca symptoms, noise and 
cold intolerance, dysmenorrhea, depression, low back 
pain, neck pain, Raynaud’s phenomenon, and weather-
related effects. A survey conducted by the National Fibro-
myalgia Association and a similar questionnaire presented 
from the German Fibromyalgia Association show that there 
has been an impressive advancement in our understanding 
of symptoms of fibromyalgia. Further study and rigorous 
evaluation are still in process as part of the Outcome Mea-
sures in Rheumatology Clinical Trials.

Gout and Calcium Pyrophosphate Dihydrate 
Arthropathies

Arthritis associated with crystal deposition can be classified 
as hereditary, sporadic (idiopathic), metabolically associ-
ated, or traumatic.14,27 Gout is the result of deposition of 
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interphalangeal joint
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B
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joints

C
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Boutonnière  deformities

FIGURE 36-2 Typical deformities and x-ray findings in rheumatoid arthritis of the hands and feet: swan-neck deformities (A), boutonnière deformities (B), ulnar 
deviations (C), and foot deformities (D).



monosodium urate or uric acid in supersaturated extra-
cellular fluids. It is predominately a disease of adult men 
with a peak incidence in the fifth decade. It is prevalent in 
countries with a high standard of living and is reported to 
have an association with hypertension in black men. Clini-
cal manifestations include recurrent attacks of articular 
and periarticular inflammation (gouty arthritis); articular,   
osseous, soft tissue, and cartilaginous deposits (tophi) 
(Figure 36-3); uric acid calculi in the urinary tract; and 
interstitial nephropathy.

Calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate (CPPD) crystals 
in articular cartilage are believed to be the most com-
mon intrinsic crystal associated with arthropathy. The 
following terms might also apply: chondrocalcinosis, 
pyrophosphate arthropathy, or pseudogout. CPPD crys-
tals are deposited in synovial linings, ligaments, ten-
dons, and rarely in periarticular soft tissue. Aging is the 
only true risk factor for CPPD crystal deposition, with 
a typical onset between the ages of 60 and 70 years. A 
hallmark of CPPD in the elderly population is a recur-
ring marked acute inflammatory component, commonly 
with fever. The knees are affected more commonly than 
the wrist, shoulders, ankles, elbows, hips, midtarsal, and 

From Arnett FC, Edworthy SM, Bloch DA, et al: The American Rheuma-
tism Association 1987 revised criteria for the classification of rheuma-
toid arthritis, Arthritis Rheum 31:315-324, 1988.
MCP, metacarpophalangeal; MTP, metatarsophalangeal; PIP, Proximal 
interphalangeal.
For classification purposes, patients shall be said to have rheumatoid 
arthritis if they have satisfied at least four of these seven criteria. Criteria 
1 through 4 must have been present for at least 6 weeks. Patients with 
two clinical diagnoses are not excluded. Designation as classic, definite, 
or probable rheumatoid arthritis is not to be made.

BOX 36-2

American College of Rheumatology Criteria  
for the Classification of Rheumatoid Arthritis

 1.  Morning stiffness: Morning stiffness in and around 
the joints, lasting at least 1 hour, before maximal 
improvement.

 2.  Arthritis of three or more joint areas: Soft tissue swelling 
or fluid (not bony overgrowth alone) observed by a physi-
cian in at least three joint areas simultaneously. The 14 
possible areas are right or left PIP, MCP, wrist, elbow, knee, 
ankle, and MTP joints.

 3.  Arthritis of hand joints: At least one area swollen (as 
defined above) in a wrist, MCP, or PIP joint.

 4.  Symmetric arthritis: Simultaneous involvement of the 
same joint areas (as defined above for criterion 2) on both 
sides of the body (bilateral involvement of PIP, MCP, or 
MTP joints is acceptable without absolute symmetry).

 5.  Rheumatoid nodules: Subcutaneous nodules, over bony 
prominences, on exterior surfaces, or in juxtaarticular 
regions, observed by a physician.

 6.  Serum rheumatoid factor: Demonstration of abnormal 
amounts of serum rheumatoid factor by any method for 
which the result has been positive in <5% of normal con-
trol subjects.

 7.  Radiographic changes: Radiographic changes typical of 
rheumatoid arthritis on posteroanterior hand and wrist 
radiographs, which must include erosion or unequivocal 
bony decalcification localized in or most marked adjacent 
to the involved joints (osteoarthritis changes alone do not 
qualify).
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metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints. The site of involve-
ment can distinguish CPPD from OA.

The clinical presentation and treatment share some com-
mon features despite the underlying differences in the patho-
genesis of gout and CPPD disease.24,25 Optimal treatment for 
both requires prompt resolution of acute synovitis, reduc-
tion of chronic joint damage, and therapeutic interventions 
and strategies in the management of associated conditions.

Inflammatory Myopathies

Dermatomyositis (DM), inclusion body myositis (IBM), 
and polymyositis (PM) are principal subtypes of diseases 
in which muscle appears to be injured by the immune sys-
tem (see Chapter 43).9 The diagnosis is based on a com-
bination of clinical presentation, laboratory studies, and 
pathologic findings in muscle biopsy. Presenting features 
are symptoms of muscle weakness (e.g., such as difficulty 
rising from a low chair, climbing up or down stairs, getting 
into a car, washing hair, brushing teeth, or gripping objects 
[IBM]) and skin rash (DM) (Figure 36-4). Patients who 
present with prominently diffuse pain usually do not have 
an inflammatory myopathy. Physical findings such as pro-
nounced lumbar lordosis, waddling gait, facial weakness, 
and scapular winging should lead to considerations other 
than an inflammatory myopathy. Corticosteroids are first-
line agents for treatment of DM and PM. Osteoporosis has 
been the single most debilitating effect of chronic steroid 
use, with the greatest bone loss occurring in the first 3 to 6 
months of treatment. Opportunistic infections also pose a 
significant risk during the treatment of these patients.

Psoriatic Arthritis

The seronegative spondyloarthropathies are a group of disor-
ders sharing common clinical features, the hallmark of which 
is sacroiliitis. Controversy has existed about which patients 
should be included within this disease group, and how it 
is related to the other spondyloarthropathies, since psoriatic 
arthritis was recognized more than 40 years ago.12,13,29,30

The only validated criteria for classifying psoriatic  arthritis 
derived from patient data were developed by  Fournie et al.6 
(Box 36-3). The major drawback was the inclusion of human 
leukocyte antigen (HLA) data as a criterion, although it is 

FIGURE 36-3 Monoarticular gout, tophi deposits. (From Oddis CV, Medsger 
TA  Jr : Clinical  features,  classification and epidemiology of  inflammatory muscle 
disease.  In Hochberg MC, et al, editors: Rheumatology, ed 4, Philadelphia, 2008, 
Elsevier.)
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possible to attain the threshold of 11 points on clinical data 
alone. The European Spondyloarthropathy Study Group 
derived classification criteria (Box 36-4) from consecutive 
patients with rheumatologist-diagnosed spondyloarthropa-
thy and controls with other rheumatic diseases.

Management Options 
for Osteoarthritis

Medications

Despite the progress in knowledge of the pathophysiology 
of OA, the management of OA-mediated pain continues to 
challenge clinicians.8,17,19 The first line of pharmacother-
apy is acetaminophen or NSAIDs. Toxicities are associated 

BOX 36-3

Criteria for the Classification of Psoriatic Arthritis  
of Fournie and Co-workers

The cutoff for a diagnosis of psoriatic arthritis is 11 points.
 1.  Psoriasis antedating or concomitant with joint symptom 

onset, 6 points
 2.  Family history of psoriasis (if criterion 1 is negative) or 

psoriasis postdating joint symptom onset, 3 points
 3.  Arthritis of a distal interphalangeal joint, 3 points
 4.  Inflammatory involvement of cervical and thoracic spine, 

3 points
 5.  Asymmetric monoarthritis or oligoarthritis, 1 point
 6.  Buttock pain, heel pain, spontaneous anterior chest wall 

pain, diffuse inflammatory pain in the entheses, 2 points
 7.  Radiologic criterion, any one present, 5 points: erosion 

distal interphalangeal, osteolysis, ankylosis, juxtaarticular 
periostitis, phalangeal tuft resorption

 8.  HLA B16 (38, 39) or B17, 6 points
 9.  Negative RF, 4 points

 
From Fournie B, Crogneir L, Arnaud C, et al: Proposed classification 
criteria of psoriatic arthritis: A preliminary study in 260 patients, Rev 
Rheum Engl Ed 66:446-456, 1999.
HLA, Human leukocyte antigen; RF, rheumatoid factor.
with long-term use of these drugs. Gastrointestinal and 
renal side effects have limited the use of these medications. 
Concern also exists regarding the cardiovascular effects of 
cyclooxygenase–2 inhibitors. In patients for whom NSAIDs 
are contraindicated, or when combined acetaminophen 
and NSAID therapy is ineffective, tramadol can be started 
or a low-dose opioid and titrated as needed and tolerated. 
Evidence supports the use of opioids in OA pain manage-
ment when initial interventions are insufficient. NSAIDs 
and opioids are mutually dose-sparing, and combining 
low doses of a drug from each class provides synergistic 
analgesia while limiting toxicities.

Additional therapies might include the external applica-
tion of local anesthetics and topical NSAIDs as a patch or 
gel over the painful joint. Evidence exists to support glu-
cosamine as an adjunct in treating OA. Evidence is lacking 
to support the use of chondroitin, S-adenosyl-methionine, 
or dimethyl sulfoxide in OA pain management.

Intraarticular Injections

Injections of corticosteroids into the knee joint (intraartic-
ular [IA]) might relieve inflammation and reduce pain and 
disability.1 Comparisons of IA corticosteroids in certain 
studies showed triamcinolone hexacetonide is superior to 
betamethasone, with patients reporting less pain up to 4 
weeks postinjection. Evidence also supports viscosupple-
mentation with hyaluronic acid (HA), hyaluronan, and 
hylan derivatives injected into the knee joint for OA pain 
management. Short-term benefits of IA corticosteroids in 
the treatment of knee OA are well established, with few 
side effects reported. Longer-term benefits have not yet 
been confirmed. In other clinical trials, viscosupplementa-
tion had more prolonged effects than IA corticosteroids, 
and the response to HA products appears more durable.

Physical Agents

The treatment efficacy of physical agents in OA pain has 
been largely unknown. Nonpharmacologic treatment 
recommendations by the Osteoarthritis Research Society 
A B

FIGURE 36-4 A,  A patient with inclusion body myositis demonstrating focal quadriceps atrophy and weakness. B,  A patient with dermatomyositis demonstrating 
finger flexor weakness. (A, From Needham M, Mastaglia FL: Inclusion body myositis: current pathogenetic concepts and diagnostic and therapeutic approaches, Lancet 
Neurol 6:620-631, 2007; B, Courtesy Neuromuscular Disease Center,  Washington University, St Louis, MO.)
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International include thermal modalities, acupuncture, 
and transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation. Evi-
dence shows that manual acupuncture, static mag-
nets, and ultrasound therapies did not offer significant 
short-term pain relief. Transcutaneous electrical nerve 
stimulation, electroacupuncture, and low-level laser 
therapy administered with optimal doses in an intensive 
2- to 4-week treatment regimen seem to offer clinically 

 •  Inflammatory spinal pain, OR
 •  Synovitis, asymmetric or predominantly lower limb, AND
 •  One or more of the following:
 •  Positive family history
 •  Psoriasis
 •  Inflammatory bowel disease
 •  Urethritis, cervicitis, or acute diarrhea within 1 month 

before arthritis
 •  Buttock pain alternating between right and left gluteal 

areas
 •  Enthesopathy
 •  Sacroiliitis

 

BOX 36-4

European Spondyloarthropathy Study Group (ESSG) 
Criteria for the Diagnosis of Psoriatic Arthritis
relevant short-term pain relief from OA of the knee (see 
Chapter 20).

Surgery

The most common surgical options for OA are listed in 
Box 36-5.

Patients with unicompartmental OA of the knee can be 
treated effectively and safely with a correction osteotomy. 
The goal of this minimally invasive surgery is to transfer 
the load bearing from the pathologic to the normal com-
partment of the knee. A successful outcome of this surgi-
cal procedure depends on proper patient selection, stage 
of OA, and the achievement and maintenance of adequate 
operative correction. Current literature shows no evidence 

 •  Osteotomy
 •  Arthroscopy
 •  Knee fusion
 •  Patellectomy
 •  Unicompartmental knee replacement
 •  Total knee replacement

 

BOX 36-5

Common Surgical Procedures for Osteoarthritis
Table 36-3   Medication Options for the Treatment of Osteoarthritis

Drug Class
Generic  
(Trade Name) Dose

Place in 
Therapy Side Effects Other Comments

Topicals Capsaicin (Zostrix) 0.025% or 0.075% cream  
3 or 4 times daily

First line Topical burning, itching, cough Continuous dosing for 
needed effect

Analgesics Acetaminophen 
(Tylenol)

650 mg 4-6 times a day 
(max 4 g/day)

First line Hepatic caution

Tramadol (Ultram) 50-75 mg 4 times daily Third line Dizziness, constipation, headache Need adequate hydration

NSAIDs Aspirin 325-650 mg 4 times daily 
(max 4 g/day)

Second line GI irritation, ulcerations, kidney 
dysfunction with chronic use

Not suitable for children 
(Reye syndrome)

Ibuprofen (Motrin, 
Advil)

200-400 mg every 4-6 hr 
(max 3.2 g/day)

Headache, fatigue, nervousness, 
rash

Naproxen 
(Naprosyn,  Aleve)

250-500 mg twice daily 
(max 1.5 g/day)

Headache, nervousness, pruritus, 
nausea, GI bleeding

Possible cardiovascular 
risk; black box warning

Ketoprofen 
 (Orudis)

50-75 mg 3 or 4 times daily 
(max 300 mg/day)

Dyspepsia

COX-2 
 inhibitors

Celecoxib 
 (Celebrex)

200 mg daily Third line Headache, dyspepsia, diarrhea Possible cardiovascular 
risk; black box warning

Hyaluronic acid 
injectables

Hylan G-F 20 
(Synvisc)

2 mL into knee weekly for 
total of three injections

Third line Pain, swelling, heat, redness, fluid 
buildup around knee

Hyaluronate 
 (Hyalgan)

20 mg/2 mL into knee 
weekly for total of five 
Injections

Pain, heat, swelling, redness Avoid in poultry-allergy 
individuals

Corticosteroid 
injectables

Triamcinolone (Ken-
alog,  Aristocort)

2.5-40 mg intrasynovial no 
more than 3-4 times/yr

Repeat injections can 
result in cartilage 
damage

Opioids Propoxyphene 
(Darvocet- 
acetaminophen)

100 mg (propoxyphene) 
every 4 hr (max 600 
mg/day)

Fourth line Pruritis, constipation, drowsiness, 
rash

Tolerance can develop

Hydrocodone- 
combination 
tablets (Vicodin)

2.5-10 mg hydrocodone  
4 times daily (max  
60 mg/day)

Tolerance can develop

COX-2, Cyclooxygenase–2; GI, gastrointestinal; NSAID, nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drug.
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whether an osteotomy is more effective than conservative 
treatment. Results of recent studies do not justify specific 
conclusions about the effectiveness of specific surgical 
techniques.

Medications

The most common medication options for treating OA are 
listed in Table 36-3.

Management Options 
for Rheumatoid Arthritis

Management options for RA include medications, nonsur-
gical treatments, and surgery (Box 36-6). The most com-
monly used DMARDs are listed in Table 36-4.The BRMs are 
listed in Table 36-5.

Exercises, Equipment, and 
Education for the Management  
of Rheumatic Diseases

The exercise, equipment, and education treatment options 
in rheumatic diseases of all types are listed in Box 36-7 
and shown in Figures 36-5 and 36-6. Self-management 
programs in the lay community are becoming wide-
spread in an attempt to promote self-care for people 
with chronic conditions such as rheumatic diseases. 
The literature shows that such educational programs 
can lead to small, short-term improvements in partici-
pants’ self-efficacy, self-rated health, cognitive symptom 
management, and the frequency of aerobic exercise. Cur-
rently no evidence exists to suggest that such programs 
improve psychologic health, symptoms of health-related 
quality of life, or that they significantly alter health care 
use.4,16,18
Clinical Outcome Measures

The outcome measures used to evaluate the efficacy of treat-
ments of OA have been extensively tested for reliability and 
reproducibility and incorporate subjective assessments of 
pain and function. These validated outcome measures are 
listed in Box 36-8.

The outcome measures used to specifically evaluate the 
efficacy of treatment of RA include (1) counts of the num-
ber of tender and swollen joints; (2) patient and physician 
global assessment of disease activity; (3) pain assessment 
using a visual analogue scale; (4) a validated measure of 
disability; and (5) an acute phase reactant (e.g., erythrocyte 
sedimentation rate or C-reactive protein).

Functional Status and Health 
Status Measures

The central aspect of rheumatic disease treatment is the func-
tioning of a patient. An assessment of functional status origi-
nated in the clinical practice of rehabilitation medicine. An 
assessment of health status is a growing part of health ser-
vices research and grew from the need to survey the health of 
large populations. These two domains share many common 
interests, conceptual and methodologic issues, and aim to 
broaden the value of rehabilitation medicine. Health status 
measures might not be appropriate for clinical management 
but can be useful as indicators for quality of care and out-
come. No consensus exists on how quality of life should be 
defined and measured. Numerous scales have been devel-
oped, and journal articles have been published describing 
the conceptual model of quality of life. Professional soci-
eties have been organized, such as the International Soci-
ety for Quality of Life Research, and specialty journals have 
been established, such as the Quality of Life Research. Many 
researchers in rehabilitation medicine continue to place a 
greater emphasis on measures of functional status.4,16,18
Medication
DMARDs (see Table 36-4)
BRMs (see Table 36-5)

Passive treatments
Cold/heat
Compression and elevation
Massage
TENS
Acupuncture
Orthosis

Surgery
Synovectomy
Arthrodesis
Tendon reconstruction

 

BOX 36-6

Treatment Options for Rheumatoid Arthritis

BRM, Biologic response modifier; DMARD, disease-modifying antirheu-
matic drug; TENS, transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation.
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Drug
Nam Comments

Auran
(Ri

s, CBC, platelets, minimize sun exposure

Azath
(Im

nts, 
s, 

CBC, platelet count, total bilirubin, 
 alkaline phosphatase; response can 
takeup to 3 mo

Chlor
(Le

Liver function tests, CBC, platelets, serum 
uric acid

Cyclo
(Cy

orrhea, 
ts, 

CBC with differential, platelet count, 
BUN, UA, serum electrolytes, SrCr

Cyclo
(Ne

norexia, Monitor blood pressure, SrCr after 
 dosage changes; renal (irreversible), 
avoid grapefruit, grapefruit juice, 
St. John’s wort

Gold 
 thio
 (Au

s, skin CBC with differential, platelet count, 
urinalysis; response can take up to 
3 mo to appear

Hydro
(Pla

ntation 
l cramps, 

Ophthalmologic examination, baseline 
and at 6-12 mo for retinal changes, 
CBC

Leflun Avoid if pregnant; baseline hepatic 
 function

Metho Baseline hepatic function;  WBC and 
platelet count every 4 wk, CBC, Cr, 
LFT every 3-4 mo

Minoc
(Mi

Not FDA approved for arthritis, check 
for tetracycline sensitivity

Penic
(Cu
De

Urinalysis, hepatic function, platelet count, 
CBC with differential

Sulfas
(Az

, 
ible 

Inadequate fluid intake can cause urine 
crystals

BUN, Blo t; PO, oral; SrCr, serum creatinine; UA urinalysis; WBC, white blood 
cell.
 36-4   Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drugs

 (Brand 
e[s])

Response 
Rate; Onset 
of Action

Magnitude 
of Efficacy 
0 to ++++ Dosage Special Instructions Common Side Effects

ofin  
daura)

6-9 mg daily in1 or  
2 doses

Take with milk or water, 
avoid alcohol

Proteinurea, pruritus, rash, stomatiti
 conjunctivitis

ioprine  
uran)

30%-50%  
2-3 mo

++ 50-150 mg daily in 
1-3 doses

Take with food Fever, chills, anorexia, low blood cou
vomiting, nausea, fatigue, weaknes
 hepatotoxicity

ambucil  
ukeran)

2-8 mg/day in 1 or  
2 doses

Adequate  hydration, 
avoid crowds, 
 exposure to infection

Alopecia, low blood counts, nausea, 
 amenorrhea

phosphamide 
toxan)

50-150 mg in a single 
dose PO  
or IV

Adequate hydration, 
empty bladder before 
bedtime

Alopecia, hemorrhagic cystitis,  amen
nausea, vomiting, low blood coun
 darkening of skin and fingernails

sporine  
oral)

30%
2-3 mo

++ 100-400 mg/day in 
2 doses

Take at same time every 
day, with or between 
meals

Hypertension, headache, hirsutism, a
renal dysfunction, nephropathy

sodium 
malate 
rolate)

30%
3-6 mo

++ 10 mg first wk, 25 mg 
2nd wk, then 25-50 
mg/wk IM × 6 mo

Metallic taste, minimize 
sun exposure

Stomatitis, glossitis, gingivitis, pruritu
rash, hematologic, renal

xychloroquine 
quenil)

30%-50%
2-6 mo

++ 200-600 mg/day in  
1 or 2 doses

Take with milk or food, 
wear sunglasses in 
bright light

Blurred vision, headache, skin pigme
changes, rash, anorexia, abdomina
nausea, vomiting

omide (Arava) 50%
2-3 mo

++ 10-20 mg daily, single 
dose

Loading dose of 100 mg/
day for 3 days

Alopecia, headache, HTN, skin rash

trexate >70%
6-8 wk

+++ 7.5-20 mg/wk in a 
single dose

Avoid alcohol, folic 
acid intake; adequate 
hydration

Alopecia, headache, oral ulcers, 
 photosensitivity, vasculitis, 
 thrombocytopenia

ycline 
nocin, Dynacin)

200 mg/day Avoid antacid, iron, and 
dairy products

Photosensitivity, dizziness

illamine 
primine, 

pen)

125-250 mg/day; max 
1500 mg

Take on an empty 
 stomach 1 hr before 
meals

Rash, pruritus, hypogeusia, arthralgia

alazine  
ulfidine)

>30%
2-3 mo

++ 500-3000 mg daily; 
max 3 g in divided 
doses

Take after meals, can 
permanently stain soft 
contact lenses yellow

Headache, photosensitivity, diarrhea
 vomiting, nausea, anorexia, revers
oligospermia

od urea nitrogen; CBC, complete blood count; Cr, creatinine; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; HTN, hypertension; IM, intramuscular ; IV, intravenous; LFT, liver function tes
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Table 36-5   Biologic Response Modifiers
Drug 
(Brand 
Name) TNF 
Inhibitors

Response 
Rate; 
Onset of 
Action

Magnitude 
of Efficacy 
0 to ++++ Dosage Special Instructions Common Side Effects Other Comments

Adalimumab 
(Humira)

40 mg weekly 
subcutaneously if 
only drug;  
40 mg every 2 
wk if taken with 
methotrexate

Refrigerated prefilled 
syringes; can inject 
into thigh, abdomen, 
or upper arm

Headache, rash, sinusitis, 
upper respiratory 
tract infections

Note: The FDA approved 
as first-line treatment 
on 10/04/05 for rheu-
matoid arthritis and 
psoriatic arthritis; do 
not concurrently give 
live vaccines; Pneu-
movax or flu can be 
given safely

Etanercept 
(Enbrel)

50%-70%; 
2-4 wk

+++ 25 mg subcuta-
neously on 2 
different days per 
week, or 50 mg 
once weekly

Refrigerated, mix 
powder with diluent 
before use (do not 
shake), swirl, can 
inject into thigh, 
abdomen, or upper 
arm

Headache, respiratory 
tract infection, upper 
respiratory tract infec-
tion, rhinitis, infection, 
injection site reaction

Use with caution in 
patients with preexist-
ing or recent-onset 
CNS disorders

Infliximab 
(Remicade)

50%-70%; 
2-14 wk

+++ 3 mg/kg by IV 
infusion for first 
dose, followed 
by 3 mg/kg at 
weeks 2 and 6, 
then repeat every 
8 wk

Infuse at least over  
2 hr; patient should 
also take methotrex-
ate once a week

Headache, fatigue, fever, 
rash, nausea, diarrhea, 
abdominal pain, local 
infusion reactions, 
upper respiratory 
tract infections, cough, 
sinusitis, pharyngitis

Do not treat patients 
with existing congestive 
heart failure; use with 
caution in patients with 
preexisting or recent-
onset CNS disorders

Anakinra 
(Kineret)

30% 1-3 mo + to ++ 100 mg subcutane-
ously once daily

Prefilled syringe, do 
not shake; rotate 
sites, thigh, abdomen, 
upper arm at least  
I in from previous 
site

Headache, infection, local 
injection site reaction 
(can last 14-28 days)

Do not concurrently give 
live vaccines; baseline 
neutrophils, repeat 
monthly for first 3 mo, 
then every 3 mo for 
12 mo

CNS, Central nervous system; FDA, Food and Drug Administration; IV, intravenous.
Three of the most frequently used health status mea-
sures in RA are (1) the Health Assessment Questionnaire 
(HAQ) disability index, (2) the Arthritis Impact Measure-
ment Scales 2 (AIMS2), and (3) the Short Form health 
survey (SF-36) based on the International Classification 
of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF). The ICF pro-
vides a framework to conduct the evaluation by defining 
six domains of interest: rheumatic disease and comorbidi-
ties, impairments, activities, participation, environmental 
factors, and personal factors.11,28,31 The key components 
of the rehabilitation evaluation of patients with rheumatic 
diseases are listed in Box 36-9.
Conclusion

Until a cure for rheumatic diseases is found, rehabilita-
tion interventions will continue to be a critical part of the 
management of these patients. Great strides in manage-
ment have been made in the recent past, and it is likely 
that research will lead to better medical and rehabilitation 
interventions in the future that will maximize functional-
ity, cosmesis, and comfort.
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FIGURE 36-5 Upper limb orthoses and manipulation aids commonly used by patients with rheumatic diseases. A, Ring orthoses to correct swan-neck and bou-
tonnière deformities. B, Orthosis to correct ulnar deviation of the fingers. C, Resting orthosis to decrease pain in acutely inflamed joints. D, Broad-handle utensils 
to facilitate meal consumption and opening of faucets.
Exercises
LE strengthening
Walking
Whole-body physical activity
Jogging in water
Combined LE strengthening, flexibility, and mobility
Aerobic exercises
LE range of motion, mobility, or flexibility
Manual therapy with exercises

Equipment (see Figures 36-5 and 36-6)
Adaptive for ADL
Assistive for ambulation
Appropriate footwear or insoles

Education
Self-management
Weight loss (if obese)
Activity management or joint protection
Social support
Stress management/relaxation

 

BOX 36-7

Exercise, Equipment, and Education Treatment 
Options in Rheumatoid Arthritis

ADL, activities of daily living; LE, Lower extremity.
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FIGURE 36-6 Lower limb orthoses and mobility aids. A, Extradepth 
shoes and molded insoles to accommodate rheumatic foot deformities. 
B, Ankle–foot orthosis to provide mediolateral ankle support or pre-
vent tripping. C, Knee brace to unload the medial knee compartment. 
D, Canes and crutches to facilitate ambulation.
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 •  Visual analogue scale or Likert scale
 •  WOMAC osteoarthritis index: widely used standardized 

outcome measure of pain, limitation of physical function, 
and stiffness in the knee and hip

 •  Global assessment of disease activity by the patient or phy-
sician using a 5-point scale where 0 is the best and 4 is the 
worst outcome

 •  The use of rescue medications
 •  Quality of life as measured with the SF-36 questionnaire 

covering categories of health such as physical functioning, 
physical body pain, general health, vitality, social function-
ing, emotion, and mental health

 

BOX 36-8

Commonly Used Outcome Measures of Efficacy  
of Treatment in Rheumatic Disease Treatment

SF-36, Short Form health survey; WOMAC, Western Ontario McMaster 
Questionnaire.

BOX 36-9

Key Components of the Rehabilitation Evaluation  
of Patients With Rheumatic Diseases

Disease and comorbidities
Current diagnosis
Current disease activity
Cardiovascular-

comorbidities
Gastrointestinal 

 comorbidities
Depression
Other

Impairments: Problems in 
body function or structure

Pain
Tender joint count
Swollen joint count
Range of motion
Deformities
Muscle strength
X-ray: Erosions, loss of 

joint spaces, osteophyte

Activities: Execution of a 
task or action

Reaching
Manipulation
Timed button test
Six-minute walking test
HAQ 
AIMS 
WOMAC

Participation: Involvement 
in life situations

Self-care
Domestic life
Occupation

Education
Leisure
Subscales of HAQ and 

AIMS
WHODAS  
CHART  
Other

Environmental factors: 
External features of the 
physical, social, and 
attitudinal world

Home physical 
 environment

Workstation setup
Broad-handle utensils
Assistive devices and 

mobility aids
Interpersonal 

 environment
Social support
Societal policies and regu-

lations

Personal factors: Features 
of individual and not part 
of health condition

Personal identity
Occupation
Goal
Beliefs about arthritis
Coping style
Self-efficacy
Religious and spiritual 

beliefs
 

AIMS, Arthritis Impact Measurement Scales; CHART, Craig Handicap 
Assessment Reporting Technique; HAQ, Health Assessment Question-
naire; WHODAS, World Health Organization Disability Assessment 
Schedule; WOMAC, Western Ontario McMaster Questionnaire.
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CHAPTER 37
COMMON NECK PROBLEMS
Michael J. DePalma and Curtis W. Slipman
Introduction and Epidemiology

Successful  treatment  of  painful  cervical  spinal  disorders 
hinges on the accurate assessment of the underlying tissue 
injury, which can involve a broad range of biomechanical 
and biochemical disorders. The clinician needs to concep-
tualize a process of diagnosis and treatment that incorpo-
rates an understanding of the pathophysiology of cervical 
spine  injury and the associated potential  symptom mani-
festations,  an  awareness  of  the  advantages  and  disadvan-
tages of  the myriad of diagnostic  tools,  and a knowledge 
of the potential therapeutic options. The initial step in this 
process  is  the history  taking.  It  is  important  that one dis-
tinguish between cervical axial pain (neck pain) and upper 
limb pain. As eloquently stated by Bogduk,25 the neck is not 
the upper limb, and the upper limb is not the neck. Pain in 
the upper limb is not pain in the neck, and vice versa.

Cervical  axial  pain  must  not  be  mistaken  for  cervical 
radicular pain. Cervical axial pain is defined as pain occur-
ring  in  all  or  part  of  a  corridor  extending  from  the  infe-
rior occiput inferiorly to the superior interscapular region, 
localizing to the midline or just paramidline. The patient 
perceives it as stemming from the neck. Cervical radicular 
pain, defined as pain involving the shoulder girdle, distal 
areas or both, manifests as pain in the upper limb. The eti-
ologies of these two different sets of symptoms vary, as does 
the diagnosis and management of each. Equating cervical 
axial and cervical radicular pain can result in misdiagnosis, 
inappropriate investigation, and institution of suboptimal 
treatment.25 Such confusion can easily occur because both 
disorders result  from injury to the cervical spine. Each of 
these  injuries or conditions differs  in occurrence, mecha-
nism, pathophysiology, treatment, and rehabilitation.

Epidemiologic reports have sometimes clustered neck and 
limb pain, but neck complaints are ubiquitous. The preva-
lence of neck pain with or without upper limb pain ranges 
from 9% to 18% of the general population,130,145,238,248 and 
one  of  three  individuals  can  recall  at  least  one  incidence 
of neck pain in their lifetime.130 Cervical pain is more fre-
quently  encountered  in  clinical  practice  than  is  low  back 
pain,256  and  traumatic  neck  pain  becomes  chronic  in  up 
to  40%  of  patients,  with  8%  to  10%  experiencing  severe 
pain.55  The  occurrence  increases  in  the  workplace,  with 
a  prevalence  of  35%  to  71%  among  Swedish  forest  and 
industrial workers.98,99 The frequency of occupational cer-
vical  complaints  increases  with  age.  Approximately  25% 
to 30% of workers younger than 30 years report neck stiff-
ness, and 50% of workers older than 45 years report similar 
complaints.100,238,248
787

Cervical  radiculopathy occurs  less  commonly, with an 
annual incidence of 83.2 per 100,000, and peaks at 50 to 
54 years of age.187 Five to ten percent of workers younger 
than  30  years  complain  of  pain  referring  into  the  upper 
limb, whereas 25%  to 40% of  those older  than 45 years 
experience pain in the upper limb.100 Overall, 23% of work-
ing  men  have  experienced  at  least  one  episode  of  upper 
limb  pain.100  Neck  pain,  cervical  radicular  pain,  or  both 
are common complaints across different patient profiles.

Evaluating  and  treating  common  cervical  spine  con-
ditions  calls  for  a  probability  analysis  of  what  injured 
structure  is  most  likely  responsible  for  the  patient’s  pre-
sentation. An astute spine clinician recognizes  individual 
symptom  composites  to  accurately  diagnose  and  treat 
these injuries. This chapter is intended to be a foundation 
for approaching common painful cervical spinal disorders, 
and provides a view of a  tiered  treatment algorithm  that 
incorporates  appropriate  therapeutic  interventions  across 
a spectrum of care.

Pathophysiology and the 
Significance of Pain Referral 
Patterns

A  working  knowledge  of  the  anatomic  interrelationships 
within  the  cervical  spine  (Figure  37-1)  is  important,  to 
comprehend  the  pathomechanisms  of  cervical  spine  dis-
orders. The cervical spine is a discrete segment of the axial 
skeleton (see Figure 37-1), and  functions  to support and 
stabilize  the  head;  allow  the  head  to  move  in  all  planes 
of motion; and protect the spinal cord, nerve roots, spinal 
nerves,  and  vertebral  arteries.163  There  are  seven  cervical 
vertebrae and eight cervical nerve roots. The atlantooccipi-
tal  (C0–1) articulation permits 10 degrees of flexion and 
25 degrees of extension. The C1–2 level or the atlantoaxial 
joint (Figure 37-2) forms the upper cervical segment and 
is responsible for 40% to 50% of all cervical axial rotation, 
demonstrated clinically by 45 degrees of rotation in either 
direction.61,62,65,70,249 Below the C2–3 level, lateral flexion 
of the cervical spine is coupled with rotation in the same 
direction.  This  spinal  segment  marks  a  transition  where 
permitted motion changes from rotation to flexion, exten-
sion,  and  lateral bending.70,242 This  combined motion  is 
facilitated by the 45 degrees sagittal inclination of the cer-
vical  zygapophyseal  joints  (see  Figure  37-1).147  The  zyg-
apophyseal joints allow motion within the cervical spine, 
connect each vertebral  segment,216 and are  innervated by 
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medial  branches  from  the  cervical  dorsal  rami  (Figure 
37-3).21  In  addition,  the C0–1  joint  is  innervated by  the 
C1  ventral  ramus,122  and  the  C1–2  joint  by  the  C2  ven-
tral ramus laterally131 and the sinuvertebral nerves of C1, 
C2,  and  C3  medially.120  The  greatest  amount  of  flexion 
occurs  at  C4–5  and  C5–6,  while  lateral  bending  occurs 
primarily at C3–4 and C4–5.70,242 The  lower cervical ver-
tebrae  (C3–7)  have  unique  synovial  joint-like  articula-
tions,  uncovertebral  joints  or  joints  of  Luschka,  located 
between  the  uncinate  processes  (Figure  37-4).165  These 
joints  commonly  develop  osteoarthritic  changes,  which 
can  narrow  the  diameter  of  the  intervertebral  foramina  
(Figure  37-5).80,97,234  These  intervertebral  foramina  are 
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widest at the C2–3 level and progressively decrease in size 
to  the  C6–7  level.  The  radicular  complex  of  dorsal  root 
ganglia, nerve roots, spinal nerve, and surrounding sheath 
accounts for 20% to 35% of the cross-sectional area of the 
intervertebral  foramina.80,97,234  The  remaining  interver-
tebral  foramina  volume  is  filled  by  loose  areolar  or  adi-
pose  tissue,  Hoffman’s  ligaments,  radicular  artery,  and 
numerous venous conduits that usually encircle the nerve 
roots.216 The neuroforamina are bordered anteromedially 
by the uncovertebral joint, superiorly and inferiorly by suc-
cessive pedicles, and medially by the edge of the vertebral 
end plate and intervertebral disk (see Figure 37-5).216

The intervertebral disks are located between the vertebral 
bodies of C2  through C7. Each  is  composed of an outer 
annulus fibrosis innervated posterolaterally by the sinuver-
tebral nerve, comprising branches from the vertebral nerve 
and ventral ramus, and innervated anteriorly by the verte-
bral nerve (Figure 37-6).30 The inner portions of the disks 
comprise the gelatinous nucleus pulposus, providing trans-
mission of axial loads to dissipate forces throughout vari-
ous ranges of motion.216 Each intervertebral disk is thicker 
anteriorly than posteriorly, which contributes to the natu-
ral  cervical  lordotic  curvature.216  Normal  cervical  spine 
anatomy can undergo degenerative or  traumatic changes, 
leading to various cervical spine disorders.

Three  essential  requirements  are  needed  for  a  struc-
ture  to  serve  as  a  source  of  pain.  It  must  be  innervated, 
capable of producing pain  similar  to  that  seen  clinically, 
and susceptible to disease or injury known to be painful.23 

C2

VA

TON

C7

FIGURE 37-3  Target zones for cervical medial branch block. Lateral illus-
tration of the cervical spine, showing target zones (arrows pointing to circles) 
located at the midportion of the C2 through C7 articular pillars. The third 
occipital nerve (TON) is a relatively large nerve branch that may require three 
separate blocks at the level of the C2 inferior facet–C3 superior facet and 
where it courses lateral to the C2–3 facet joint. VA, Vertebral artery.
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A B

FIGURE 37-4  Luschka’s (uncovertebral) joints. A, The cervical spine, displaying Luschka’s joint (arrow). B, Proximity of uncovertebral joints (UV) to cervical nerve 
roots (NR). (Panel B redrawn from Macnab I, McCulloch J: Neck Ache and Shoulder Pain, Baltimore, 1994, Williams & Wilkins.)
Nonneural structures of the neck, such as the intervertebral 
disk, zygapophyseal joint, posterior longitudinal ligament, 
and  muscles,  can  serve  as  a  nidus  for  pain  and  produce 
somatic referral of pain into the upper limb.38,69,116-118,128 
Classic  experiments  have  demonstrated  that  stimulation 
of  these posterior midline  structures produces  local neck 
pain  as  well  as  somatically  referred  pain  into  the  upper 
limb.38,69,116-118,128  Kellegren117,118  was  first  to  investigate 
the pain referral patterns of nonneural spinal structures by 
stimulating  periosteum,  fascia,  tendon,  and  muscle  with 
hypertonic saline. He hypothesized that a central nervous 
system phenomenon mediated  the pain  referral,  because 
anesthetizing the corresponding peripheral nerve distal to 
the site of stimulation did not diminish the distally referred 
pain. These experiments were the first to demonstrate this 
phenomenon  of  somatically  referred  pain,  and  that  cer-
vical  spinal  disorders  could  produce  pain  in  the  upper 
limb  as  well  as  headache.38,69,116-118,128  These  symptoms 
were  produced  without  irritation  of  neural  tissue.  Such 
pain  referral has been  termed  somatic,  previously  labeled 
as  sclerotomal,  and  occurs  when  a  mesodermal  struc-
ture  such as  a  ligament,  joint  capsule,  intervertebral disk 
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FIGURE 37-5  Axial view of the seventh cervical vertebrae, illustrating the 
intervertebral foramen (black arrow).
annulus, or periosteum is stimulated, leading to symptoms 
referred into another mesodermal tissue structure of simi-
lar  embryonic  origin.216  This  mechanism  of  somatically 
referred symptoms involves convergence.25 Afferents from 
both the cervical spine and the distal upper limb converge 
on second-order neurons within the spinal cord, allowing 
spinal pain to be misperceived as arising from those distal 
limb sites.25 It is via this mechanism that cervical interver-
tebral  disks  and  zygapophyseal  joints  create  upper  limb 
symptoms.216

It  is  thought  that  biomechanical  and/or   biochemical 
insults to nonneural structures can trigger nociceptive nerve 
fibers, via compression or inflammation,  causing pain refer-
ral.216 Mechanical  stimulation of  the  cervical  zygapophy-
seal  joints or  their  innervating nerves has been  shown  to 
produce head and neck pain with upper limb referral pat-
terns  (Figure  37-7).10,59,63,73  Anesthetizing  symptomatic 
joints has revealed similar patterns of symptomatic referral 
from the cervical joints.28,219

Pain emanating from the cervical zygapophyseal joints 
tends to follow relatively constant and recognizable refer-
ral  patterns.  The  C1–2  and  C2–3  levels  refer  rostrally  to 
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FIGURE 37-6  Nerve supply of the cervical intervertebral disk. ALL, Anterior 
longitudinal ligament; PLL, posterior longitudinal ligament; SVN, sinuvertebral 
nerve. (Redrawn from Bogduk N, Twomey LT: Clinical Anatomy of the Lumbar 
Spine, New York, 1991, Churchill Livingstone, with permission.)
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the occiput. The C3–4 and C4–5 joints produce symptoms 
over the posterior neck. Pain from the C5–6 joint spreads 
over the supraspinatus fossa of the scapula, whereas pain 
from  the  C6–7  joint  spreads  further  caudally  over  the 
scapula.* Additionally, C1–2, C2–3, C3–4, and C4–5 zyg-
apophyseal  joints  can  refer  pain  to  the  face,  and  C3–4, 
C4–5, and C5–6 can refer symptoms to the head.28 Each 
joint can produce unilateral or bilateral symptomatology. 
It is not intuitive that a unilateral joint could trigger only 
contralateral pain, and this manifestation has never been 
formally investigated.218

Very  similar  pain  patterns  have  been  produced  by 
mechanical stimulation of the cervical intervertebral disks 
(Figure 37-8 and Table 37-1).45,78,203,224 In our experience, 
bilateral paramidline upper neck pain without associated 
headaches  is  commonly  caused  by  cervical  intervertebral 
disk disruption (CIDD) rather than zygapophyseal joint–
mediated pain. Our observations are supported by Grubb 
and  Kelly’s recent study78 that found that 34% to 50% of 
cervical disks produced bilateral pain at each cervical disk 
level.  Furthermore,  a more detailed  study  from  the Penn 
Spine Center  revealed  that 30%  to 62% of  cervical disks 
produced  bilateral  pain  during  cervical  discography.224 
When  taken  together,  these  findings  support  the  notion 
that the pattern of pain stemming from a particular struc-
ture is a consequence of that structure’s innervation rather 
than the structure itself.25 In line with this logic is the find-
ing that stimulation of the upper cervical musculature can 
produce  pain  in  the  head.52  Discriminating  CIDD-medi-
ated pain from zygapophyseal joint pain or pain emanat-
ing from the cervical spine soft tissues requires systematic 

*References 10, 25, 28, 59, 63, 73.

C2–3

C4–5

C3–4

C5–6

C6–7

FIGURE 37-7  Pain referral from C2–C3 through C6–C7 facet joints. 
(Redrawn from Dwyer A, Aprill C, Bogduk N: Cervical zygapophyseal joint 
pain patterns. I: A study in normal volunteers, Spine 15:453-457, 1990, with 
 permission.)
and  meticulous  interpretation  of  history  and  physical 
examination findings.

Cervical radicular pain is a fundamentally different clini-
cal picture because the presenting chief complaint is typically 
upper limb pain more severe than axial pain. The etiology of 
upper limb symptoms can be confusing when a nonradicu-
lar disorder creates symptoms in a radicular distribution, or 
when a usually radicular disorder causes pain in an unchar-
acteristic  dynatomal  pattern  (dynatomal  pattern—pattern 
of referred symptoms).225 Regardless, radicular pain is most 
consistent with upper limb symptoms that are more intense 
than axial complaints.216 Upper limb pain caused by cervi-
cal radiculopathy can refer symptoms into the arm, forearm, 
and/or hand (Figure 37-9).64 However, periscapular or trape-
zial pain greater than neck pain can be caused by upper cer-
vical nerve root involvement such as C4 or C5.225 Radicular 
pain from C5 tends to remain in the arm, but pain from C6, 
C7, and C8 extends  into  the  forearm and hand. Neverthe-
less, pain that is primarily in the upper back with or without 
arm symptoms can emanate from the C4 through C6 roots. 
When experienced in the middle to lower aspect of the ipsi-
lateral scapula, the C7 or C8 roots could be the culprit.
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FIGURE 37-8  Pain referral patterns from cervical intervertebral discs stim-
ulated during cervical provocation discography. Pain referral into each area 
demarked by a number was recorded during disc stimulation (see Table 37-1). 
(Redrawn from Slipman CW, Plastaras C, Patel R, et al: Provocative cervical dis-
cography symptom mapping, Spine J 5[4]:381-388, 2005, with permission.)
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Table 37-1 Distribution frequency of evoked pain by cervical disc level

Disc number  
Body region

Numerical 
coordinates 
by body 
region (see 
Figure 37-8) C2–3 N = 10 C3–4 N = 19 C4–5 N = 27 C5–6 N = 27 C6–7 N = 16 C7–T1 N = 2

Posterior head 1

2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Occipital 3

4 1 1 2 2 1 0

Suboccipital 5

6 6 5 6 6 1 0

Posterior neck 7

8 9 17 23 20 9 0

Posterior inferior necl 9

10 2 15 23 17 13 1

Superior posterior trapezius 11

12 0 9 17 12 7 0

Superior periscapula 13

14 0 4 11 11 9 0

Inferior periscapula 15

16 0 1 6 5 5 0

Superior interscapula 17

18 0 1 9 11 12 1

Inferior periscapula 19

20 0 1 4 3 6 1

Posterior shoulder 21

22 1 5 11 12 7 0

Upper arm 23

24 0 3 8 4 4 0

Forearm 25

26 0 2 1 2 2 0

Hand 27

28 0 2 0 0 1 0

Lower thoracie 29

30 0 1 3 1 2 0

Temporal-parictal 31

32 0 0 2 0 0 0

Frontal 33

34 0 0 1 1 0 0

Ear 35

36 0 0 1 1 0 0

Face 37

38 1 1 4 3 0 0

Anterior neck 39

40 2 4 4 4 2 0

Chest 41

42 0 0 4 5 2 0

Continued
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Disc number  
Body region

Numerical 
coordinates 
by body 
region (see 
Figure 37-8) C2–3 N = 10 C3–4 N = 19 C4–5 N = 27 C5–6 N = 27 C6–7 N = 16 C7–T1 N = 2

Anterior shoulder 43

44 0 2 6 7 3 0

Anterior trapezius 45

46 0 1 5 6 3 0

Lumbar 47

48 0 0 0 0 1 0

Redrawn from Slipman CW, Plastaras C, Patel R, et al: Provocative cervical discography symptom mapping, Spine J 5[4]:381-388, 2005, with permission.

Table 37-1  Distribution frequency of evoked pain by cervical disc level — cont’d
A B

DC

FIGURE 37-9 Dynatomal mapping of cervical radicular pain from mechanical stimulation of cervical nerve roots C4 (A), C5 (B), C6 (C), and C7 (D). (Courtesy 
C. W. Slipman, MD.)
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Nerve  vulnerability  within  the  intervertebral  foram-
ina  arises  consequent  to  changes  in  one  or  more  of 
three  separate  structures:  the  zygapophyseal  joints,  the 
uncovertebral  joints,  and  the  intervertebral  disk.  The 
most common cause of cervical  radiculopathy  is a her-
niated  cervical  intervertebral disk,102  followed by  cervi-
cal  spondylosis259 with or without  cervical myelopathy 
(Box 37-1). The precise mechanism by which disk herni-
ation or spondylosis causes radicular pain is still some-
what unclear. Direct neurocompression of the nerve root 
does  not  necessarily  cause  pain,96  and  pure  myotomal 
weakness  can  occur.137  Proposed  mechanisms  for  pain 
in  cervical  radiculopathy  include  nerve  root  inflamma-
tion,25  increased discharge of  the dorsal  root ganglion, 
mechanosensitivity or chemosensitivity of the nerve root 
itself, or direct pressure on chronically injured axons or 
on  a  normal  dorsal  root  ganglion.96,189  Other  poten-
tial  causes  of  cervical  radiculopathy  include  tumor,245 
trauma,182 sarcoidosis,11 arteritis,200 and athetoid or dys-
tonic cerebral palsy.72

Cervical  intervertebral  disk  injury  can  be  categorized 
into  two  broad  categories:  internal  disruption  and  her-
niation.  Disk herniation  is  a  generalized  term,  which  is 
further divided into protrusion, extrusion, and sequestra-
tion   (Figure 37-10). A more  thorough discussion of disk 
herniation follows. Internal disk disruption is a descriptive 
phrase  used  to  detail  derangement  of  the  internal  archi-
tecture of the nucleus pulposus and/or annular fibers with 
little  or  no  external  deformation.51  The  process  of  disk 
degeneration occurs over a spectrum of disk abnormalities 
(Figure 37-11). Initially, circumferential outer annular tears 
secondary  to  repetitive  microtrauma  are  associated  with 
interruption  in blood and nutritional supply  to  the disk. 
These tears eventually coalesce to form radial tears occur-
ring concurrently with a decrement in the water-imbibing 
ability of  the nucleus pulposus. The mechanical  integrity 
of the intervertebral disk suffers as the disk space narrows, 
more tears develop, and type 2 proteoglycans continue to 
degrade.121  Biochemical  insults  have  been  purported  to 
occur before  these biomechanical  alterations.198 The  end 
result  is a cervical disk  that  is biomechanically  incompe-
tent and prone to biochemical insult.

Cervical zygapophyseal joint injury can occur because of 
osteoarthritis or trauma resulting from both macrotraumatic 
and microtraumatic events. Acceleration-deceleration zyg-
apophyseal  joint  injuries  can  result  in  osseous  injury  to 
BOX 37-1

Disorders Affecting the Neck

Mechanical
 •   Cervical sprain
 •   Cervical strain
 •   Herniated nucleus pulposus
 •   Osteoarthritis
 •   Cervical spondylosis
 •   Cervical stenosis

Rheumatologic
 •   Ankylosing spondylitis
 •   Reiter syndrome
 •   Psoriatic arthritis
 •   Enteropathic arthritis
 •   Rheumatoid arthritis
 •   Diffuse idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis
 •   Polymyalgia rheumatica
 •   Fibrositis (fibromyalgia)

Infectious
 •   Vertebral osteomyelitis
 •   Diskitis
 •   Herpes zoster
 •   Infective endocarditis
 •   Granulomatous process
 •   Epidural, intradural, and subdural abscesses
 •   Retropharyngeal abscess
 •   Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome

Endocrinologic and Metabolic
 •   Osteoporosis
 •   Osteomalacia
 •   Parathyroid disease
 •   Paget disease
 •   Pituitary disease

Tumors
Benign Tumors
 •   Osteochondroma
 •   Osteoid osteoma

 •   Osteoblastoma
 •   Giant cell tumor
 •   Aneurysmal bone cyst
 •   Hemangioma
 •   Eosinophilic granuloma
 •   Gaucher disease

Malignant Tumors
 •   Multiple myeloma
 •   Solitary plasmacytoma
 •   Chondrosarcoma
 •   Ewing sarcoma
 •   Chordoma
 •   Lymphoma
 •   Metastases

Extradural Tumors
 •   Epidural hemangioma
 •   Epidural lipoma
 •   Meningioma
 •   Neurofibroma
 •   Lymphoma

Intradural tumors
 •   Extramedullary, intradural
  •   Neurofibroma
  •   Meningioma
  •   Ependymoma
  •   Sarcoma
 •   Intramedullary
  •   Ependymoma
  •   Astrocytoma

Others
 •   Arteriovenous malformations
 •   Syringomyelia
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A B C
FIGURE 37-10  Cervical intervertebral disk herniations. A, Small subligamentous herniation or protrusion. B, Extrusion. C, Sequestered fragment (arrow).
Sagittal view
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B
FIGURE 37-11  Intervertebral disk degeneration. A, Sagittal view. Concen-
tric tears eventually coalesce to form radial tears. B, This leads to disk space 
collapse.
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FIGURE 37-12  The more common lesions affecting the cervical spine after 
whiplash: AF, Tear of the annulus fibrosus of the intervertebral disk; AL, tear 
of the anterior longitudinal ligament; AP, articular pillar fracture; AS, fracture 
involving the articular surface; EP, end plate avulsion/fracture; IM, contusion 
of the intraarticular meniscus of the zygapophyseal joint; SC, fracture of the 
subchondral plate; VB, vertebral body fracture; ZC, rupture or tear of the zyg-
apophyseal joint capsule; ZH, hemarthrosis of the zygapophyseal joint.
the articular pillars, articular surface, or subchondral bone; 
intraarticular hemarthrosis; contusion of the intraarticular 
meniscus; or tears of the zygapophyseal joint capsule (Fig-
ure 37-12).* We have successfully treated patients with cer-
vical zygapophyseal  joint synovitis, who had experienced 
the onset of symptoms on awakening after sleeping in an 
awkward  position.  Painful  cervical  zygapophyseal  joint 
arthropathy can result as a consequence of cervical  inter-
vertebral disk degeneration as well. Biochemical and bio-
mechanical effects can both cause cervical zygapophyseal 
joint symptom manifestation.

Common Clinical Disorders

Cervical Strain and Sprains
Epidemiology

A cervical strain is a musculotendinous injury produced by 
an overload injury resulting from excessive forces imposed 
on  the  cervical  spine.48  In  contrast,  cervical  sprains  are 
overstretching or tearing injuries of spinal ligaments. Mus-
cular strains are seen most frequently because many cervi-
cal muscles do not terminate in tendons, but rather attach 
directly  to  bone  via  myofascial  tissue  that  blends  seam-
lessly with periosteum.183 Cervical sprain and strain inju-
ries account for approximately 85% of neck pain resulting 
from  acute,  repetitive,  or  chronic  neck  injuries.105  These 
injuries are the most common type of injury to motor vehi-
cle occupants  in  the United States,185 and are one of  the 
most common causes of pain after noncatastrophic sports 
injuries.48 Approximately one third of individuals involved 
in  motor  vehicle  collisions  develop  neck  pain  within  24 
hours  of  the  injury.207  Automobile-related  cervical  strain 
and sprain  injuries are more common  in Western  societ-
ies  and  in  metropolitan  areas  having  higher  densities  of 
motor vehicles.233 The incidence is higher in women and 
individuals aged 30 to 50 years.233

Pathophysiology

Differing  pathomechanisms  are  causal  in  cervical  strain 
and sprain injuries, depending on the nature of the abnor-
mal  stress  applied  to  the  cervical  spine.  Acceleration- 
deceleration  injuries  result  in  excursions  of  the  cervical 
spine  that  result  in an S-shaped curvature approximately 
100 ms after a rear-end impact.113 By 200 to 250 ms after 
impact, the head initiates forward flexion of the neck after 
maximally  extending  to  approximately  45  degrees.154 

*References 1, 2, 19, 43, 106, 129.
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44 ms S-shape

Axis

110 ms

FIGURE 37-13  The appearance of sequential radiographs of the cervical spine during the extension phase of whiplash. At 110 ms, the C5 vertebra rotates about 
an abnormally high axis of rotation, causing the vertebral body to separate anteriorly from C6 (white arrow), and the inferior articular process of C5 to chisel into 
the superior articular process of C6 (black arrow). (Modified from Kaneoka K, Ono L, Inami S, et al: Abnormal segmental motion of the cervical spine during whiplash 
loading. J Jpn Orthop Assoc 1997; 71:S1680, with permission.)
Posterior neck muscle activation occurs by 90 to 120 ms237 
and  coincides  with  the  deceleration  of  the  head  moving 
forward.154  As  the  head  continues  to  move  forward,  the 
neck  extensors  eccentrically  contract  to  decelerate  the 
head,  placing  them  at  increased  risk  for  injury  (Figure 
37-13).168 These experimental findings lend support for a 
simple muscle or ligamentous strain injury during motor 
vehicle  collisions.  Partial  and  complete  muscle  tears  and 
hemorrhage  have  been  visualized  by  ultrasound151  and 
magnetic  resonance  imaging  (MRI),180  and  observed  in 
postmortem  examinations.110  Tears  of  the  anterior  longi-
tudinal  ligament  have  been  reported  in  surgical  explora-
tions34 and identified at postmortem.33 Anatomic studies 
have demonstrated that the anterior longitudinal ligament 
merges imperceptibly with the intervertebral disks and can 
be injured with injury to the cervical disk.190

Physiologic forces acting on a relatively normal cervical 
spine result in typical soft tissue strain seen in nonathletes. 
In  individuals  with  thoracic  kyphosis  and  consequential 
cervical  lordosis and extension,  strain occurs  in  the  leva-
tor scapulae, superior trapezius, sternocleidomastoid, sca-
lene,  and  suboccipital  muscles.48  Traumatic  blows  often 
incurred in sporting injuries can result in a more acute cer-
vical strain or sprain.48 Repetitive motions, as occur in rec-
reational  activities,  can  tax  shortened and deconditioned 
cervical rotators, extensors, and lateral flexors that are fre-
quently present in those with cervical spondylosis.48

Diagnosis

The  history  and  physical  examination  findings  guide  the 
treating  clinician  in  diagnosing  cervical  soft  tissue  injury. 
A thorough history of the mechanism of  injury should be 
elicited  from  the  patient.  An  acute  event  such  as  a  motor 
vehicle  collision,  sports  injury,  fall,  or  industrial  accident 
can  create  forces  significant  enough  to  injure  cervical  soft 
tissues. Details that should be sought are the exact onset of 
pain relative to a traumatic event, location of the symptoms, 
any referral pattern, or other associated symptoms. Cervical 
strain and sprain injuries can be associated with headaches. 
These headaches are typically sharp or dull and localize to 
the cervical or shoulder girdle musculature. The patient can 
also report neck fatigue or stiffness that lessens with gradual 
activity. Aggravating factors include passive or active motion.
Decreased cervical range of motion can be detected on 
gross  examination. This occurs because of muscle  guard-
ing and splinting to avoid pain. Palpation of the involved 
region  is  usually  uncomfortable  or  moderately  painful. 
The most commonly involved areas are the upper trapezius 
and  sternocleidomastoid  muscles.  Neurologic  signs  are 
typically  absent,  and  neuroforaminal  closure  techniques 
should not elicit  referral pain  into  the distal upper  limb. 
Motor examination can reveal give-way weakness because 
of  pain,  but  this  pattern  can  be  differentiated  from  true 
neuromuscular weakness.

Further diagnostic testing such as imaging or electrodi-
agnostic evaluations are not indicated unless neurologic or 
motor abnormalities are detected, or significant pain into 
the limbs is reported. Plain radiography would be ordered 
first  to  evaluate  for bony malalignment or  fractures.  It  is 
reasonable  to  examine  cervical  flexion  and  extension 
radiographs  to  evaluate  for  instability  before  prescribing 
functional  restoration.  In  most  instances  these  images 
are  normal  or  reveal  nonspecific  loss  of  cervical  lordosis 
because of muscle splinting (Figure 37-14).

Treatment

Initial  care  includes  controlling  pain  and  inflammation 
to curb the injury response, mitigate deconditioning, and 
facilitate  active  participation  in  a  functional  restoration 
program. Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 
and  acetaminophen  (paracetamol)  aid  in  controlling 
pain  and  nurturing  restorative  sleep  patterns.  We  do  not 
typically  prescribe  muscle  relaxants,  but  some  clinicians 
use these medications for 5 to 7 days to improve sleep. If 
patients complain of substantial “spasm” not ameliorated 
by analgesics and proper positioning, tizanidine or tricyclic 
antidepressants might be helpful.

Physical  modalities  such  as  massage,  superficial  and 
deep heat, electrical stimulation, and a soft cervical col-
lar can be used in the treatment program. Light massage 
causes sedation, reduction of adhesions, muscular relax-
ation,  and  vascular  changes  (see  Chapter  20)255  Super-
ficial  heat133  and  deep  heat  with  ultrasound67  produce 
analgesia and muscle relaxation, help resolve inflamma-
tion, and increase connective tissue elasticity (see Chap-
ter  21).192  Transcutaneous  electrical  nerve  stimulation 
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FIGURE 37-14  Lateral plain radiographs of the cervical spine, showing decreased lordosis (A), extension (B), neutral (C), and flexion (D).
(TENS) can also be effective in modulating musculoskel-
etal pain (see Chapter 22).146 A soft cervical collar (Figure 
37-15)  can  be  prescribed  to  ease  painful  sleep  distur-
bances and reduce further neck strain. The collar can be 
worn while awake, but should be restricted to the first 72 
hours after the injury to minimize interference with heal-
ing and prevent development of soft tissue tightening.156 
A gradual return to activities should be initiated by 2 to 4 
weeks after injury, and should include a functional resto-
ration program to address postural reeducation and func-
tional biomechanical deficits.48

Once  the acute pain has  improved, proper  spinal bio-
mechanics  must  be  restored  with  the  establishment  of 
proper  movement  patterns.  Healthy  cervical  segmental 
motion requires efficient stabilization throughout the cer-
vical  and  thoracic  spines.  Proprioceptive  retraining,  bal-
ance,  and  postural  conditioning  should  be  incorporated 
into the exercise regimen. Flexibility and range of motion 
are improved by mobilization and stretching exercises. Pro-
prioception  is  improved  by  using  visual  feedback  during 
exercises and functional tasks. These should be performed 
with simultaneous dynamic demands on the patient’s base 
of support.48,124 Such a program (Table 37-2) enhances the 
healthy dissipation of forces across the cervical spine with 
efficient myofascial efforts.
Cervical Radiculopathy and Radicular Pain

Epidemiology

Cervical  radiculopathy  is  a  pathologic  process  involving 
neurophysiologic  dysfunction  of  the  nerve  root.64  Signs 
and  symptoms  of  cervical  radiculopathy  include  myo-
tomal  weakness,  paresthesias,  sensory  disturbances,  and 
depressed muscle stretch reflexes.64 Cervical radicular pain 
represents a hyperexcitable state of the affected nerve root. 
Cervical radiculopathy, on the other hand, involves reflex 
and  strength  deficits  marking  a  hypofunctional  nerve 
root as a result of pathologic changes in nerve root func-
tion.25  Separating  cervical  radicular  pain  from  cervical 
radiculopathy  is  important,  because  treatment  strategies 
will vary depending on the presence or absence of the two 
conditions.

A large epidemiologic study of 561 patients in Roches-
ter, Minnesota, found an average annual age-adjusted inci-
dence  of  cervical  radiculopathy  of  83.2  per  100,000.187 
The  peak  incidence  occurred  between  the  ages  of  50 
and 54 years in the study cohort.187 A history of trauma 
or  physical  exertion  preceding  the  onset  of  symptoms 
occurred  in  just under 15% of patients.187  The order of 
decreasing  frequency of  involved  levels was C7, C6, C8, 
and C5.187



Pathophysiology

Cervical  nerve  root  injury  is  most  commonly  caused  by 
cervical  intervertebral  disk  herniation  (CIDH),102  with 
spondylitic  spinal  changes  the next most  common cause 
(Figure  37-16).167,259  The  causal  role  of  neural  compres-
sion in CIDH-induced radiculopathy was first introduced 
by  Semmes  and  Murphey208  in  1943.  Subsequent  radio-
logic  studies  have  demonstrated  the  existence  of  asymp-
tomatic cervical disk abnormalities.20,152,157,240 A growing 
body of evidence has emerged attesting to the etiologic role 
of an inflammatory response to a CIDH in some way trig-
gering painful radicular signs and symptoms.74,114,115 Ani-
mal  studies have  shown disrupted nerve  root physiology 
caused  by  gradient  pressure197  and  inflammation  in  the 
absence  of  compression.172  Nerve  roots  are  anatomically 
less  resilient  than peripheral nerves  to both biomechani-
cal and biochemical insults, and respond to each with the 
same pathologic sequence of events.166

Cervical  spondylosis  (or  degenerative  osteoarthritic 
changes) is manifested by ligamentous hypertrophy, hyperos-
tosis (bony overgrowth), disk degeneration, and zygapophy-
seal joint arthropathy.259 Hypertrophy of the zygapophyseal 
joints  and  uncovertebral  joints  results  in  intervertebral 
foramina  stenosis and nerve  root   impingement.216,259 Ver-
tebral body osteophytes and disk material can form a “hard 
disk” that can also compress the adjacent nerve root.187,259 
Although  cervical  zygapophyseal  joint  cysts  are  rare,142 
patients with cervical zygapophyseal joint-induced radicu-
lopathy have been treated at  the Penn Spine Center (Fig-
ure  37-17).  In  these  cases  it  is  not  clear  to  what  extent 

FIGURE 37-15  Cervical orthosis. A cervical soft collar with the widest side 
posteriorly and the narrowest side anteriorly.
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biochemical  versus  biomechanical  influences  affect  the 
neural elements.

Diagnosis

History and Physical Examination. Patients with acute 
CIDH-related  radiculopathy  typically  report  a  history  of 
axial  cervical  pain  that  is  then  followed  by  an  explosive 
onset of upper limb pain. In contrast, spondylitic radicular 
pain presents more gradually. Cervical radicular pain can 
masquerade as a deep dull ache or sharp lancinating pain. 
It can occur in a number of locations, including the medial 
scapular edge (C5, C6, or C7),  superior  trapezius (C5 or 
C6), precordium (C5 or C6), deltoid and lateral arm (C5 
or C6), posteromedial arm (C7, C8, or T1), anterolateral 
forearm (C6 or C7), posterior forearm (C7 or C8), and any 
of the upper extremity digits (C6, C7, C8, or T1).64,225

Exacerbating  factors  include  activities  that  raise  sub-
arachnoid  pressure,  such  as  coughing,  sneezing,  or  Val-
salva  maneuvers.  If  a  significant  component  of  stenosis 
is  present,  cervical  extension  can  amplify  the  symptoms. 
Alleviation of the radicular pain by elevating the ipsilateral 
humerus  is known as  the  shoulder abduction  relief  sign, 
which aids in the diagnosis and can be used as a therapeu-
tic manuever.54,68

The physical examination begins with the clinical obser-
vation  of  neck  position,  as  patients  characteristically  tilt 
toward  the  side  of  the  disk  herniation.  Atrophy  can  be 
detected with more severe or longstanding lesions. Muscle 
wasting in the suprascapular or infrascapular fossae or del-
toid suggests C5 or C6 involvement; muscle wasting in the 
triceps, C7 injury; in the thenar eminence, C8 injury; and 
in the first dorsal  interossei, T1  injury.187 Manual muscle 
testing has greater specificity than reflex or sensory abnor-
malities (Table 37-3),257 and might need to be performed 
repetitively or with the muscle at a mechanical disadvan-
tage to elicit subtle weakness. Severe weakness (<3/5 Medi-
cal Research Council [MRC]) is less consistent with a single 
root lesion and should alert the clinician to the presence of 
a possible multilevel  radiculopathy, α motor neuron dis-
ease, plexopathy, or focal peripheral neuropathy. Sensation 
to light touch, pinprick, and vibration can be altered. The 
patient  should  be  assessed  for  the  presence  of  long  tract 
signs  such  as  Hoffman’s  sign  and  Babinski’s  response  to 
ensure that there is no spinal cord involvement.

Provocative  maneuvers  such  as  neuroforaminal  clo-
sure and root tension signs help localize the lesion to the 
cervical  spine.  Spurling’s  maneuver,231  cervical  extension, 
lateral  flexion,  and  ipsilateral  axial  rotation  reproducing 
radicular  symptoms  are  highly  specific  but  not  sensitive 
for  cervical  radiculopathy.246  Nerve  root  tension,  contra-
lateral  cervical  axial  rotation  concurrent  with  ipsilateral 
glenohumeral  abduction/extension with elbow and wrist 
extension, can help detect radicular pain. If this examina-
tion reveals radicular pain, presumably the imposed neural 
tension is provocative as a result of nerve root inflamma-
tion. Root tension–induced radicular pain might be more 
sensitive  than  Spurling’s  maneuver  but  less  specific,195 
and should be performed bilaterally to ensure absence of 
contralateral symptoms. Systematic studies comparing the 
utility of these two examination maneuvers have not been 
published.  L’hermitte’s  sign,13526  which  is  rapid  passive 
cervical flexion while the patient is seated, can produce an 
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Table 37-2  Cervicothoracic Stabilization Exercises

Cervicothoracic Stabilization Level

Type of Exercise Level 2 (Basic) Level 2 (Intermediate) Level 3 (Advanced)

Direct cervical stabilization Cervical active range of motion
Cervical isometrics

Cervical gravity
Resisted isometrics

Cervical active
Range gravity-resisted

Indirect Cervical Stabilization Exercises

Supine, head supported Theraband chest press
Bilateral arm raise
Supported dying bug

Unsupported dying bug Chest flies
Bench press
Incline dumbbell press

Sit Reciprocal arm raise
Unilateral arm raise
Bilateral arm raise
Seated row
Latissimus pull-down

Swiss ball reciprocal
Arm raises
Chest press

Swiss ball bilateral
Shoulder shrugs
Supraspinatus raises

Stand Theraband reciprocal
Chest press
Theraband straight arm latissimus pull-down
Theraband chest press
Theraband latissimus pull-down
Standing rowing
Crossovers
Triceps press

Standing rowing
Biceps pull-down

Upright row
Shoulder shrugs
Supraspinatus raises

Flexed hip-hinge position 0-30  degrees
Reciprocal arm raise
Unilateral arm raise
Bilateral arm raise
Interscapular flies

30-60  degrees
Incline prone flies
Reciprocal deltoid raise
Cable crossovers

60-90  degrees
Bilateral anterior
Deltoid raises
Interscapular flies

Prone Reciprocal arm raise
Unilateral arm raise
Bilateral arm raise

Quadruped
Head unsupported
Swiss ball bilateral
Anterior deltoid raises
Swiss ball prone
Rowing
Swiss ball prone flies

Head supported
Prone flies
Latissimus flies

Supine, head unsupported Not advised for level 1 Partial sit-ups
Arm raises

Swiss ball chest flies
Swiss ball reciprocal

From Sweeney T, Prentice C, Saal JA, et al. Cervicothoracic muscular stabilizing technique, Phys Med Rehabil State Art Rev 4:335-360, 1990, with permission of Hanley & Belfus.
A CB

FIGURE 37-16  Axial (A) and sagittal (B) magnetic resonance imaging views revealing a central and rightward C5–6 intervertebral disk extrusion. C, Axial 
computed tomography view of the C3–4 segmental level, revealing moderate to severe left C4 foraminal stenosis caused by zygapophyseal joint arthrosis and 
uncovertebral joint hypertrophy.
electric shock sensation down the spine and occasionally 
into the limbs in patients with cervical cord involvement 
as a result of tumor, spondylosis, or multiple sclerosis.176

Imaging Studies.  Although  plain  cervical  radiogra-
phy  is  not  very  sensitive  in  detecting  disk  pathology,  it 
remains  the  initial  radiographic  examination  in  almost 
every assessment of musculoskeletal injury.163 Plain films 
of  anteroposterior,  lateral,  open  mouth,  and  flexion  and 
extension views are indicated to evaluate spinal stability in 
cases of  rheumatoid arthritis or ankylosing  spondylitis,64 
spondylolisthesis, after fusion, or after traumatic injury.163 
Computed  tomographic  myelography  is  regarded  as  the 
criterion standard against which other imaging modalities 



ought to be judged in evaluating degenerative cervical spine 
conditions.196  However,  most  clinicians  reserve  unen-
hanced computed tomography (CT) for the evaluation of 
osseous details such as foraminal stenosis,163 bone tumors, 
and fractures.112

MRI  is  the  imaging  modality  of  choice  in  investigat-
ing  cervical  radiculopathy,112,150  because  it  details  diskal, 
 ligamentous,  osseous,  and  neural  tissue  very  well  (see 
Chapter 7).164 MRI is noninvasive and does not expose the 
patient to radiation. Although it has become a widely pre-
scribed imaging test, it is expensive, requires patient coop-
eration to minimize artifact, and is often not tolerated by 
claustrophobic patients. Patients with embedded metallic 
objects such as pacemakers or prosthetic heart valves can-
not  undergo  MRI.  Contrast-enhanced  CT  can  accurately 
evaluate disk pathology163 in these cases. Because cervical 
intervertebral  disk  abnormalities  occur  in  asymptomatic 
patients,20,93,152,157,240 the clinical findings have to be cor-
related with the imaging findings to accurately diagnose the 
lesion responsible for the patient’s signs and symptoms.

Electrodiagnostic Evaluation. Nerve conduction studies 
and electromyography can be used to assess the neurophys-
iologic function of the nerve roots, plexus, and peripheral 
nerves.  Electrodiagnostic  examinations,  if  performed  by 
an appropriately trained physician, can clarify or confirm 
the suspected diagnosis. Electrodiagnostic examination is 
also helpful in determining the prognosis of nerve injury. 
The American Association of Neuromuscular and Electro-
diagnostic  Medicine  guidelines  for  the  electrodiagnostic 
examination for a radiculopathy include abnormalities in 
two or more muscles innervated by the same root but dif-
ferent peripheral nerves, provided that normal findings are 
observed in muscles innervated by adjacent nerve roots.252 
At least one corresponding motor and sensory nerve con-
duction study should be performed in the involved limb to 
ensure the absence of a concomitant plexus or peripheral 
process. If abnormalities are found, the correlating contra-
lateral muscle and nerves should be examined to exclude a 
generalized process such as peripheral neuropathy or motor 
neuron disease. A screening examination of six upper limb 
muscles in addition to the cervical paraspinals can identify 
94% to 99% of cervical radiculopathies.57 These studies can 
effectively exclude other diagnoses such as brachial plexus 
lesions  (such  as  Pancoast  tumor  or  Parsonage-Turner 

FIGURE 37-17  Axial view of the C7–T1 intervertebral disk, revealing an 
apparent zygapophyseal joint cyst (black arrow) emanating from the right C7–
T1 joint.
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syndrome) and focal peripheral entrapments (such as car-
pal  tunnel  syndrome and ulnar entrapment at  the elbow 
or  wrist).  If  the  amplitude  of  the  affected  muscle’s  com-
pound muscle action potential is reduced by less than 50% 
of that of the contralateral limb (Figure 37-18), functional 
motor recovery will probably return with conservative care, 
and studies can be repeated to document neurophysiologic 
healing (see Chapters 9 through 11).108

Treatment

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation.  The  primary 
objectives  of  treatment  of  cervical  radiculopathy  include 
the  resolution of pain,  improvement  in myotomal weak-
ness,  avoidance  of  spinal  cord  complications,64,254  and 
prevention of recurrence.254 Despite  few outcome studies 
comparing surgical to medical rehabilitation and interven-
tional (conservative) care, accumulated evidence supports 
the natural resolution of cervical radicular symptoms with 
conservative care.53,87,199,217 The treatment approach must 
be molded to the individual patient. A definitive indication 
for a surgical approach is a progressive neurologic deficit. 
Otherwise  the  patient’s  necessary  level  of  posttreatment 
function  can  help  dictate  how  aggressively  to  intervene. 
For example, a relatively sedentary patient might decide to 

FIGURE 37-18  Oscilloscope screen waveform of bilateral abductor pollicis 
brevis compound muscle action potential (CMAP) amplitudes. The top trace 
demonstrates a healthy waveform with normal amplitude and duration. The 
bottom trace illustrates a 65% reduction of the CMAP amplitude of the contra-
lateral muscle, with slightly increased duration.

Table 37-3  Nerve Root Levels, Peripheral Nerves, and 
Muscles of the Upper Limb Commonly 
Evaluated in the Patient With Neck Pain

Nerve Root Level Nerve Muscle

C5, C6 Axillary Deltoid

C5, C6 Musculocutaneous Biceps brachii

C5, C6 Suprascapular
Suprascapular

Supraspinatus
Infraspinatus

C7 Radial
Median

Triceps
Pronator teres

C8, T1 Median
Ulnar

Abductor pollicis brevis
First dorsal interossei
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tolerate  a  low  level  of  discomfort  after  conservative  care. 
An athlete, on the other hand, might not want to settle for 
symptoms that are exacerbated by extreme physical activity. 
The design of the treatment plan has to take into account 
how the individual functions at home, at work, and in the 
community.

Modalities. Patient education, activity modification, and 
relief of pain  are  the  initial  treatment  steps.  The  treating 
physician should explain to the patient the mechanism of 
how the injury occurred and the most likely treatment out-
comes. This explanation should emphasize the importance 
of proper posture, biomechanics, and the utility of an ergo-
nomic evaluation.254

Repetitive and heavy lifting must be avoided, as well as 
positioning the cervical spine in extension, axial rotation, 
and ipsilateral flexion. Severe pain can prohibit continued 
work or athletic activity, and restrict activities of daily liv-
ing. Mild to moderate symptoms can usually be tolerated 
by the patient, allowing continued but restricted activities.

Thermotherapy is often used to modulate pain and to 
increase  muscle  relaxation.134,161  No  definitive  guideline 
has  been  published  to  date  regarding  the  role  of  ther-
mal  modalities  in  cervical  radiculopathy.191  Cold  can  be 
applied for 15 to 30 minutes one to four times a day, and 
superficial  heat  can  be  applied  up  to  30  minutes  two  to 
three  times  a  day.  The  decision  regarding  which  thermal 
agent to use is driven by the patient’s perception of which 
provides  the  best  pain  relief.132  Deep  heating  modalities 
such  as  ultrasound  should  be  avoided  in  the  treatment 
of cervical radiculopathy, because an increased metabolic 
response and subsequent inflammation can aggravate the 
nerve root injury.134,191

TENS is helpful in the management of various musculo-
skeletal and neurogenic disorders (see Chapters 20 through 
22). It can be used early in the treatment course of cervi-
cal  radiculopathy  to  help  modulate  pain  and  enable  the 
patient to engage in other therapeutic modalities. TENS is 
believed to act via the gate theory. Stimulating large myelin-
ated fibers presumably blocks nociceptive transmission in 
smaller fibers at  the  level of  the spinothalamic  tract neu-
rons.159 Although TENS has been shown to provide some 
relief of low back pain,229 no studies have been published 
demonstrating conclusive evidence of its efficacy in cervical 
radicular pain.

Cervical  orthoses  function  to  limit  painful  range  of 
motion  and  facilitate  patient  comfort  during  the  acute 
injury phase (see Chapter 16).191 Soft cervical collars limit 
flexion  and  extension  by  approximately  26%,109  and  are 
prescribed as kinesthetic reminders of proper cervical posi-
tioning.254  The  narrower  segment  should  be  positioned 
anteriorly  to maintain  the neck  in  the neutral or  slightly 
flexed position (see Figure 37-15).64,199,254 The exceptions 
to  this  include  patients  with  a  positive  L’hermitte’s  sign 
and those with rheumatoid arthritis or atlantoaxial sublux-
ation. The use of a soft collar should be limited to the first 
week or  two of  symptoms54,127  to minimize adverse out-
comes related to further soft tissue deconditioning.

Cervical  traction  applies  a  distractive  force  across  the 
cervical  intervertebral  disk  space.  It  is  commonly  used 
by  patients  with  cervical  radiculopathy,  despite  a  lack 
of  proven  efficacy.64,254  It  is  presumed  to  work  via  the 
decompression  of  cervical  soft  tissues  and  intervertebral 
disks.47,236 Superficial heat, massage, and/or TENS therapy 
can  be  performed  before  and  during  traction  to  relieve 
pain and to help relax the muscles.46,47 A force of 25 lb is 
required to distract the midcervical segments when applied 
for 25 minutes at an angle of pull of 24 degrees.46 Cervical 
traction can be executed with an intermittent heavyweight 
or a continuous lightweight regimen in the therapy gym or 
home setting.47 Traction is contraindicated in patients with 
myelopathy, positive L’hermitte’s sign, rheumatoid arthri-
tis, or atlantoaxial subluxation (see Chapter 20).47

Medications. A role for antiinflammatory medications is 
logical  in  light of  the evidence of an  inflammatory com-
ponent  to  CIDH-related  radiculopathy.74,114,115  NSAIDs 
are the first line of pharmacologic intervention prescribed 
to treat cervical radiculopathy. At low doses, they provide 
an analgesic effect, and at high doses an antiinflammatory 
effect. Side effects associated with the use of NSAIDs relate 
to  their  irritation  of  the  gastrointestinal  mucosa,  platelet 
inhibition,  and  renal  function.  Antiinflammatory  agents 
that  target  the  cyclooxygenase-2  pathway  provide  similar 
analgesia and antiinflammatory properties to those of their 
nonselective counterparts, but with better gastrointestinal 
tolerability and less antiplatelet effect.85 For these reasons 
these newer agents may be preferable to traditional NSAIDs 
for cervical radiculopathy patients, and because diagnostic 
and therapeutic spinal  injections can be performed with-
out  interrupting  these  therapeutic medications. However, 
recent  findings  have  emerged  suggesting  that  caution 
should  be  exercised  when  prescribing  celecoxib  at  high 
doses for an extended period, because of an increased car-
diovascular risk (National Cancer Institute Adenoma Pre-
vention with Celecoxib trial).

Adjunct medications are often used in conjunction with 
antiinflammatory  medications  and  include  muscle  relax-
ants,  tricyclic  antidepressants,  and  antiepileptics.  Muscle 
relaxers are sedating and secondarily relax skeletal muscle. 
They  can  be  used  to  aid  sleep  for  5  to  7  days  if  sleep  is 
disrupted  by  painful  muscular  guarding.  Low-dose  tricy-
clic  antidepressant  medications  such  as  amitriptyline  or 
nortriptyline, prescribed at 10 to 25 mg at bedtime, can be 
beneficial in decreasing radicular pain and aiding sleep.64 
Associated side effects are  largely anticholinergic, such as 
dry  mouth,  urinary  retention,  drowsiness,  and  constipa-
tion. Antiepileptic medication such as gabapentin can be 
effective in modulating neuropathic pain. The therapeutic 
dose varies from 300 to 900 mg/day up to 3600 mg/day. 
The most common side effects are lethargy, fatigue, ataxia, 
and dry mouth. Hence it is recommended to start at a low 
dose, 300 mg at bedtime, and  titrate upward until  either 
symptoms are controlled or side effects curtail the dosage 
curve. A newer agent, pregabalin (Lyrica), is an option and 
does not interfere with hepatic metabolism. Other options 
include tiagabine (Gabitril), zonisamide (Zonegran), and 
oxcarbazepine (Trileptal). We typically reserve antiepileptic 
medications for patients suffering with persistent radicular 
pain postoperatively or who are not  appropriate  surgical 
candidates after failure of other therapeutic interventions.

Opiate analgesics can be necessary at times when radic-
ular pain is severe and disrupts sleep. Short-acting opioid-
analgesic  combination  medications  can  be  prescribed  to 
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facilitate restorative sleep patterns by controlling the radic-
ular pain (sometimes in conjunction with the use of a soft 
cervical collar). Opiate medications typically should not be 
prescribed  after  the  acute  phase,  and  other  interventions 
should be maximized before resorting to long-term use of 
opioids (see Chapter 42).

Stabilization and Functional Restoration.  Rehabilita-
tion requires approaching the patient as a whole, address-
ing  both  the  psychologic  and  behavioral  consequences 
of  injury,  in  addition  to  the  physical  impairments  (E.W. 
Johnson,  personal  communication,  Columbus,  2002). 
Functional  restoration  includes  biomechanical  concerns, 
physical  conditioning,  and  strength  training. All of  these 
are needed  to  facilitate  injury healing and prevent  recur-
rence of injury.

Cervicothoracic  stabilization  is  the  functional  resto-
ration of  spinal biomechanics, and  is used  to  limit pain, 
maximize  function,  and  prevent  injury  progression  or 
recurrence.48,235 Integral parts of this stabilization include 
restoration of spinal flexibility, postural  reeducation, and 
conditioning. Normal range of motion and good posture 
are  essential  to  prevent  repetitive  microtrauma  to  cervi-
cal  structures  caused  by  poor  movement  patterns.36  The 
patient must be taught how to control activity throughout 
the  kinetic  chain.  The  stabilization  program  is  initiated 
by  establishing  the  pain-free  interval  of  cervical  range  of 
motion, and then progressively adding motion outside this 
range as the symptoms subside. Any restriction of range of 
motion  in  the  spine or  soft  tissues  is aggressively  treated 
to achieve full or functional range of motion. Proper cer-
vical  biomechanics  are  restored  using  passive  range  of 
motion,  spine  and  soft  tissue  mobilization  techniques, 
self- stretching,  and  correct  posture.  Improved  neuromus-
cular control is developed first for static positions, and then 
advanced to dynamic and functional activities.48

Cervical  strengthening  begins  with  isometric  exercises 
of  the  flexor,  extensor,  rotator,  and  lateral  flexor  muscles. 
The exercises are performed first in the supine position and 
then progressed to the seated and standing positions.48 The 
patient  is  carefully  progressed  to  concentric  isotonic  exer-
cises, avoiding combined movements unless pain-free. Mus-
cles that are stretched or weakened as a result of poor posture 
are targeted during this phase.48 One of the main goals of 
the exercise program is improved muscular balance and flex-
ibility of the cervicothoracic and capital muscle groups.48

Attention is also paid to the shoulder girdles and upper 
limb conditioning. Mid to upper cervical  radiculopathies 
with myotomal weakness can disrupt scapulothoracic and 
glenohumeral  stabilization.  The  trapezius,  serratus  ante-
rior, rhomboid, and rotator cuff muscles must be strength-
ened.48 Proper scapulothoracic kinetics and glenohumeral 
coupling  allow  mechanically  efficient  spinal  posture,  as 
well as efficient dissipation of energy by the upper  limbs 
during functional activities.

Interventional Spine Physiatry.  Interventional  spine 
physiatry is a relatively young and developing subspecialty 
within the field of physiatry. The scope of this subspecialty 
involves the judicious use of precision, image-guided spi-
nal  procedures  to  both  diagnose  and  treat  painful  spi-
nal  disorders.  Interventional  spine  physiatrists  rely  on  a 
 knowledge-based  algorithmic  approach,  which  is  a  com-
bination of evidence-based medicine and extensive clinical 
experience. The interventional spine care specialist, there-
fore,  approaches  patient  care  within  the  framework  of  a 
disease-based or tissue injury medical model rather than a 
symptom-oriented medical model.

Diagnostic Selective Nerve Root Block. If imaging reveals 
a structural lesion at the nerve root level that corroborates 
the physical examination findings, and an electrodiagnostic 
evaluation confirms the clinical suspicion, therapeutic inter-
ventions  can  be  pursued.  However,  if  the  physical  exami-
nation  and  electrodiagnostic  studies  are  equivocal  in  the 
setting of an abnormal MRI, the diagnosis can often be clari-
fied with a fluoroscopically guided diagnostic selective nerve 
root block (SNRB) at the suspected segmental level (Figure 
37-19). If the diagnostic block is negative, the next step in 
the diagnostic algorithm is investigated.216 The specificity of 
cervical diagnostic SNRBs has been suggested to range from 
87% to 100%,6,119 and the sensitivity has been shown to be 
100%.6  The  utility  of  diagnostic  lumbar  SNRBs  has  been 
explored in the literature,* and the observed specificity and 
sensitivity values for lumbar diagnostic SNRBs closely mir-
ror these values for their cervical counterparts. A diagnostic 
SNRB  is  a  functional diagnostic  test, because  the patient’s 
cooperation  and  understanding  is  imperative  in  gaining 
accurate and valid diagnostic  information.202 Because of a 
relative lack of methodologic investigations configuring the 
sensitivity  and  specificity of  cervical diagnostic SNRBs, we 
must extrapolate from the lumbar data (see Chapter 25).

Therapeutic Selective Nerve Root Injection. The natural 
history of radiculopathy caused by CIDH or spondylosis is 
a gradual resolution of symptoms with conservative care in 
65% to 83% of patients.87,187,199,222 However, two of these 
 studies,199,222  incorporated  fluoroscopically  guided  cervi-
cal  epidural  or  selective  nerve  root  injections  (SNRIs)  of 
corticosteroids. Heckmann et al.87 retrospectively observed 
that 65% of 60 patients with cervical radiculopathy (90% 
caused  by  CIDH,  10%  caused  by  spondylosis)  improved 
significantly  with  conservative  care  that  did  not  involve 
spinal injections. Several studies have examined the utility 
of  cervical  therapeutic SNRIs  to  treat  cervical  radiculopa-
thy after failure of more conservative care.† Good to excel-
lent results have ranged from 50% to 83%, with follow-up 
intervals  from  6  to  21  months.‡  More  successful  results 
have been obtained in the presence of CIDH35,53,199 than 
with spondylotic changes.17,53,221,243 Not surprisingly, trau-
matically induced cervical radiculopathy portends a poorer 
prognosis.220,222  “Whiplash”-induced  cervical  radicular 
pain in the absence of concomitant foraminal stenosis, and 
traumatic  spondylotic  cervical  radicular pain are  success-
fully treated with conservative care, including up to two to 
four SNRIs in 14%222 and 20%220 of cases, respectively. In 
this patient profile, if an initial SNRI achieves no improve-
ment in radicular pain, then further injections might not 
be warranted, as probably  less  than 20% of patients will 
respond  to  further  injections.220,222  More  recently,  the 

*References 58, 84, 127, 205, 232, 244.
†References 17, 35, 53, 199, 221, 243.
‡References 17, 35, 53, 125, 199, 221, 243.
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injection  of  local  anesthetic  alone  has  demonstrated  an 
efficacy equal to that of anesthetic and corticosteroid com-
bined,7 and an equal reduction in avoiding surgery.193

Despite a growing concern regarding the safety of cervi-
cal SNRIs, when performed properly,27 they have been dem-
onstrated to be safe104 and offer a valid, minimally invasive 
treatment intervention to treat painful, nontraumatic cervi-
cal  radicular  symptoms. The goal of SNRI  is  to modulate 
the  inflammatory  response  to  the CIDH by  injecting cor-
ticosteroids  close  to  the  disk–nerve  root  interface.  This  is 
intended to control pain and to start the process of nerve 
root healing, while the intervertebral disk herniation natu-
rally  resorbs, becomes  inert  tissue, or both. A proportion 
of cases will eventually require decompression because of 
persistent intervertebral disk herniation volume, continua-
tion of the inflammatory response, or both.

Percutaneous Diskectomy and/or Disk Decompression. 
Percutaneous diskectomy has been investigated as a nonsur-
gical alternative for treating persistent cervical radiculopa-
thy  caused  by  a  corroborative  focal  herniation.*  Various 
technologies  have  been  used  to  achieve  cervical  interver-
tebral  disk  decompression,  including  laser,41,83,95,123,211 
enzymatic,89  and  mechanical41,95  decompression.  The 
follow-up  intervals  have  been  relatively  short83,89,211  or 
unspecified.95  The  two  studies  with  the  longest  outcome 
data  demonstrated  disparate  results41,123  and  included  a 
heterogeneous study cohort.123

Nucleoplasty  is  a  technology  that  uses  coblation 
energy to vaporize nuclear tissue into gaseous elementary 
molecules.  It  has  recently  been  developed  and  applied 
to  the  spine.209  In  a  recent  study  conducted  at  the  Penn 
Spine  Center,217  nucleoplasty  was  combined  with  SNRI 
to  treat  both  the  biomechanical  and  biochemical  causes 
of  CIDH-related  cervical  radicular  pain  that  had  been 
unresponsive to conservative care. These patients demon-
strated a contained CIDH without stenosis and persistent 
radicular pain, and had been deemed appropriate surgical 

*References 41, 83, 89, 95, 123, 211.

FIGURE 37-19  Fluoroscopic image of a diagnostic C6 selective nerve root 
block.
 candidates. At 6 months, 91% to 95% of these 21 patients 

experienced an average 83% reduction in their pain level, 
with the greatest rate of reduction occurring within the first 
2 weeks.217 At 12 months, 17 of 21 had a good or excel-
lent result. It should be noted that each of the 21 patients 
in this consecutive cohort had been considered candidates 
for surgery by a fellowship-trained spine surgeon, yet only 
two ultimately  required surgery. No major complications 
were encountered, and the procedure was performed with 
light  intravenous  sedation  on  an  outpatient  basis.  These 
findings have been corroborated by subsequent studies of 
nucleoplasty  performed  without  an  SNRI  in  which  81% 
to  85%  of  patients  experienced  good  to  excellent  results 
at  6  to  12  months  and  significant  reduction  in  radicular 
pain.31,136  More  recently,  a  randomized,  controlled  trial 
of  115  patients  demonstrated  a  significant  reduction  in 
pain  and  disability  at  3,  6,  and  12  months  after  nucleo-
plasty  compared with TENS, physical  therapy,  analgesics, 
and/or  NSAIDs,  without  complications.39  Percutaneous 
diskectomy with coblation technology combined with or 
without SNRI can be safe and effective in relieving cervical 
radicular pain caused by a corroborative intervertebral disk 
protrusion. It can be offered as a nonoperative alternative 
to surgery if more conservative measures fail.

Surgery.  Indications  for  surgical  treatment  of  CIDH  or 
spondylotic-related cervical radiculopathy include intrac-
table  pain,  severe  myotomal  deficit  (progressive  or  sta-
ble),  or  progression  to  myelopathy.  Surgical  outcome 
studies  have  demonstrated  good  or  excellent  results  in 
80%  to  96%  of  patients.4,76,90,122  At  3  months  postop-
eratively,  surgical  intervention,  such  as  anterior  cervi-
cal  diskectomy  and  fusion  (Figure  37-20)  or  posterior 
foraminotomy,  has  achieved  quicker  improvement  in 
radicular pain, strength, and sensation than has conser-
vative care.179 These differences between conservative and 
surgical approaches equalize at 1 year.179 Artificial cervi-
cal  disk  replacement  has  performed  comparably  to  tra-
ditional anterior cervical diskectomy and fusion.202 Our 
goal  is  to  effectively  modulate  and  enhance  the  body’s 
natural response to a CIDH, beginning with conservative 
antiinflammatory  measures,  then  moving  to  minimally 

FIGURE 37-20  Anterior cervical diskectomy and fusion using the Smith-
Robinson technique. The offending disk has been removed, and the block of 
bone graft is placed into the intervertebral level. The graft increases the disk 
height, thereby opening the foramen, and allows fusion. (Redrawn from An 
HS, Simpson JM: Surgery of the Cervical Spine, London, 1994, Martin-Dunitz, with 
 permission.)
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invasive interventions, and culminating in open surgical 
decompression if necessary.

Cervical Joint Pain

Epidemiology

The  prevalence  of  cervical  facet  joint–mediated  pain  in 
patients  with  complaints  of  neck  pain  ranges  from  36% 
to  60%.15,141,149,228  The  most  commonly  symptomatic 
level, determined by controlled diagnostic blocks, is C2-3 
(36%), followed by C5–6 (35%) and C6–7 (17%). Joints at 
C1–2, C3–4, and C4–5 are each symptomatic in less than 
5%  of  cases.49  In  patients  with  cervical  facet  joint  pain, 
52%  have  only  one  symptomatic  joint,  and  only  rarely 
are  two or more  consecutive  joints  symptomatic.49  Simi-
larly,  cervical  zygapophyseal  joints are a  common source 
of  chronic  posttraumatic  neck  pain.9  Chronic,  traumatic 
cervical  zygapophyseal  joint–mediated  neck  pain  has  an 
estimated prevalence of 54%  to 64%.15,26,141 Painful  cer-
vical zygapophyseal joints most commonly occur in asso-
ciation with a symptomatic intervertebral disk at the same 
level.26 In patients with chronic zygapophyseal joint pain, 
58%  to  88%  complain  of  associated  headaches.15,140,141 
The prevalence of C2–3 zygapophyseal joint pain has been 
estimated to be 50% to 53% in patients whose chief com-
plaint  is  posterior  headaches  after  whiplash  injury.140,141 
Traumatically  induced  lower  cervical  pain  attributable  to 
a zygapophyseal joint most commonly involves the C5–6 
level.15,26,141  More  than  one  structure  can  be  injured  in 
traumatically induced cervical zygapophyseal joint pain.216 
Spontaneous (nontraumatic) cervical zygapophyseal joint 
pain affects usually one joint and can be caused by spondy-
losis or improper biomechanics.

Diagnosis

History and Physical Examination. A detailed examina-
tion should be completed on any patient who sustains a 
whiplash injury, to understand the mechanism of injury 
and to exclude spinal cord injury, plexopathy, or traumatic 
brain  injury. Details of  the accident,  including  the neck 
position  at  the  time  of  impact,  can  help  predict  which 
structures are the most likely to be injured. However, the 
clinical history  cannot provide pathognomonic findings 
to  distinguish  zygapophyseal  joint-mediated  pain  from 
other sources of axial neck pain.28 In our experience, trau-
matic upper zygapophyseal joint involvement such as at 
the C2–3 joint is more likely to cause unilateral occipital 
headaches rather than neck pain. Unilateral paramidline 
neck pain, with or without periscapular  symptoms,  that 
is more painful than any associated headaches is sugges-
tive of zygapophyseal joint pain rather than disk or root 
injury.

The physical examination must assess neurologic func-
tion  and  cervical  range  of  motion.  The  clinician  should 
suspect  zygapophyseal  joint  injury  when  the  patient  can 
pinpoint  a  localized  spot  of  maximal  pain,  or  define  an 
area of pain  typical  for  the  referral distribution of a par-
ticular  zygapophyseal  joint.  Focal  tenderness  to  palpa-
tion posterolaterally over a joint lends further support for 
an  underlying  painful  zygapophyseal  joint.111  Increased 
focal suboccipital pain that occurs or  is exacerbated with  
45 degrees of cervical flexion and sequential axial rotation 
is suggestive of a painful C1–2 joint.59 Despite these sug-
gestions, to date there have been no well-designed investi-
gations of clinical examination findings that are diagnostic 
of cervical zygapophyseal joint pain.

Imaging Studies.  Cervical  zygapophyseal  joint  sublux-
ation  can  be  detected  by  plain  radiography,  and  CT  can 
better delineate joint fracture. Soft tissue injury, however, is 
largely undetected by advanced imaging. This means that 
imaging  has  a  limited  role  in  determining  the  pain  gen-
erator.32,239 Nuclear imaging might demonstrate increased 
radiotracer  uptake  if  there  is  an  abnormality  within  the 
zygapophyseal  joint,  but  it  cannot  discriminate  between 
symptomatic and asymptomatic abnormalities.

Treatment

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation. During the acute 
phase  of  injury  the  treatment  focuses  on  analgesia  and 
antiinflammatory modalities. NSAIDs are indicated to pro-
vide pharmacologic control of pain and inflammation. If 
the pain is not controlled with these medications, opiates 
can be prescribed short-term to facilitate restorative sleep 
patterns and participation in functional restoration. Physi-
cal modalities should be used in the acute phase of injury 
to modulate pain and inflammation, and can be used to 
reduce or eliminate the need for opiates.

Superficial  cryotherapy  such  as  with  ice  application  is 
preferred  to  superficial heat, because of  its  analgesic  and 
antiinflammatory qualities. Although superficial heat has 
analgesic effects and relaxes muscles, its metabolic effects 
preclude  its  use  in  treating  acute  cervical  zygapophyseal 
joint injuries. Cryotherapy should initially be applied for 
20 minutes three or four times a day to cause vasoconstric-
tion  and  decrease  the  release  of  pain  and  inflammatory 
mediators.133  Soft  tissue  mobilization  and  massage  can 
help break muscular guarding or splinting, but should not 
be  the mainstay of  treatment. Soft cervical collars can be 
worn for a short period of time, up to 72 hours after the 
initial injury. These are used for comfort, especially when 
sleeping.  Patient  education  regarding  proper  positioning 
to avoid aggravating factors should occur concurrently with 
analgesic and antiinflammatory medications.

The  restorative  phase  encompasses  stabilization  and 
functional restoration by normalizing the range of motion, 
soft tissue length, and biomechanical deficits, and strength-
ening  the  spinal  musculature.  Transition  to  this  phase 
begins after there is a reduction in pain caused by the acute 
injury. Restoration of cervical spine motion helps achieve a 
balanced posture that decreases strain of the injured joints 
and also allows optimal  strengthening  to occur. Cervico-
thoracic stabilization addresses flexibility, posture reeduca-
tion, and strengthening, all of which reduce pain, improve 
function,  and  prevent  recurrent  injury.235  Proprioceptive 
skills  are  implemented  during  strengthening  exercises  to 
achieve these goals.48 The patient is discharged to a home 
exercise  maintenance  program  to  maintain  mobility  and 
strength.

Interventional Spine Physiatry.  The  natural  history 
of  whiplash-induced  neck  pain  is  of  gradual  recovery  in 
most patients.  It  is  imperative, however,  that  an  accurate 
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diagnosis is formulated to maximize treatment if a patient’s 
pain is moderate or severe, or persists beyond this natural 
historical time frame. Determining which exact joints are 
the source of symptoms requires the meticulous use of flu-
oroscopically guided target-specific injections.

Diagnostic Zygapophyseal Joint Blocks. The close ana-
tomic  relationship  and  overlapping  referral  patterns  of 
spinal  structures  necessitate  the  use  of  fluoroscopically 
guided  diagnostic  zygapophyseal  joint  blocks  (Figure 
37-21) to confirm a clinically suspected painful joint. Diag-
nostic blocks offer  a definitive means by which  to  target 
 symptomatic  joints. Local anesthetic can be  injected  into 
the joint or on the innervating medial branch nerves to the  
joint to anesthetize a joint. The diagnosis is based on the  
concept  that  if  the  symptomatic  structure  is  blocked,  
the patient’s pain will be relieved. If the pain is unrelieved, 
the tested joint is excluded as the source of the symptoms. 
Approximately one third of responders can represent false-
positive  results.13  Consequently,  comparative  blocks139 
using anesthetics of varying duration of effect need to be 
performed  before  considering  more  invasive  treatment 
options.  Our  approach  to  cervical  zygapophyseal  joint 
pain entails instituting therapeutic injections after a posi-
tive single  intraarticular diagnostic block.  If  intraarticular 
injections  of  corticosteroid  are  ineffective,  comparative 
blocks  incorporating  a  placebo  injection  are  performed 
before performing a medial branch neurotomy.
Therapeutic Zygapophyseal Joint Injections. Therapeu-
tic intraarticular cervical zygapophyseal joint injections can 
be appropriate in individuals who have not improved from 
pharmacologic  and  physical  modalities.  Barnsley  et  al.14 
reported  that  single  intraarticular  steroid  injections  were 
not effective for the treatment of chronic whiplash-related 
cervical zygapophyseal  joint pain. However,  in  this  study 
the  authors  treated  patients  with  only  one  therapeutic 
injection, used one outcome measure, and did not restrict 
physical therapy exercises.14 In our experience, fluoroscopi-
cally  guided  therapeutic  intraarticular  steroid  injections 
have  been  efficacious  in  treating  cervical  zygapophyseal 
joint pain. Slipman et al.223 demonstrated good to excel-
lent results in 61% of patients who were having daily whip-
lash-related occipital headaches originating from the C2–3 
joints. Patients who benefited from these injections under-
went an average of two therapeutic injections.

Percutaneous Radiofrequency Ablation Medial Branch 
Neurotomy.  If  patients  do  not  obtain  satisfactory  relief 
from  steroid  injections,  then  radiofrequency  ablation  of 
the  joint’s  innervating  medial  branches  can  be  offered. 
Lord  et  al.138  established  the  efficacy  of  radiofrequency 
neurotomy  in  patients  with  chronic  cervical  zygapophy-
seal  joint  pain  through  a  randomized,  double-blind, 
placebo-controlled  trial.  The  median  time  that  elapsed 
before return of pain to preneurotomy level in the treat-
ment group was 9 months, compared with 1 week in the 
G
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FIGURE 37-21  Cervical facet injections. A, Needle placement for medial branch nerve and intraarticular zygapophyseal injections. Left: posterior view of the 
cervical spine, showing the location of the C2 ganglion (G) behind the lateral atlantoaxial joint (LAAJ), the C2 ventral ramus (C2VR), and the location of the medial 
branches of the cervical dorsal rami (MB), their articular branches (A), and the third occipital nerve (TON). Needles are positioned for injection of the C4 and C6 
medial branches and the TON. The articular pillar of C7 may be obscured by the shadow of the large C7 transverse process, in which case the C7 medial branch 
can be located midway between the lateral convexities of the C6–7 and C7–T1 zygapophyseal joints. Right: lateral view of the cervical spine, showing the course 
of the needle in the facet joint cavity of the C5–6 facet joint, using a posterior approach. B, Lateral cervical radiograph showing precise needle placement into 
the zygapophyseal joint, producing a characteristic arthrogram. The joint was entered using a lateral approach to the cervical spine. (From Bogduk N: Back pain: 
zygapophyseal joint blocks and epidural steroids. In Cousins MJ, Bridenbaugh PO, editors: Neural Blockade in Clinical Anesthesia and Pain Management, ed 2, Philadelphia: 
JB Lippincott; 1988, with permission of JB Lippincott.)
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sham  control  group.  A  subsequent  study  by  McDonald 
et  al.155  observed  that  a  second  neurotomy  can  provide 
the  same  pain  relief  if  the  patient’s  symptoms  returned 
after an initially successful procedure. However, approxi-
mately  50%  of  patients  can  require  repeat  neurotomy 
procedures.103  Procedures  that  are  repeated  achieve  sim-
ilar  periods  of  symptom  reduction  as  the  initial  treat-
ment  procedure.103,155  Radiofrequency  neurotomies  of 
the  atlantooccipital,  atlantoaxial,  and  C2–3  joints  have 
not been investigated. There is currently no technique for 
denervating  the  atlantooccipital  and  atlantoaxial  joints, 
and denervation of  the C2–3 joint has not been studied 
because  of  the  adverse  effect  of  suboccipital  hypoesthe-
sia from neurotomy of the third occipital nerve. We have 
successfully used radiofrequency neurotomy of the C2–3 
zygapophyseal joint, and most patients are not distressed 
by the suboccipital hypoesthesia.

Cervical Internal Disk Disruption

Epidemiology

Internal  disk  disruption  was  first  described  by  Crock51 
more  than 30 years ago, and indicates  that an  interverte-
bral disk has lost its normal internal architecture but main-
tains a preserved external contour in the absence of nerve 
root compression.  In  traumatically  induced chronic neck 
pain, 20% of patients might have CIDD, and another 41% 
might have CIDD and a concomitant zygapophyseal joint 
injury.26  Litigation  might  adversely  affect  treatment  out-
comes  for CIDD,56 but  this potential  litigation effect has 
not been substantiated in other investigations.170,186,201 In 
nonlitigation cases, nonoperative and operative outcomes 
are similar to those for CIDD.56

Diagnosis

History and Physical Examination. The symptom com-
plex of CIDD includes posterior neck pain, occipital and 
suboccipital pain, upper trapezial pain, interscapular and 
periscapular  pain,  nonradicular  arm  pain,224  vertigo,  tin-
nitus, ocular dysfunction, dysphagia, facial pain, and ante-
rior chest wall pain.75,204 Patients often report a history of 
preceding trauma, such as a motor vehicle collision, with 
acute onset. In the absence of a precipitating event, CIDD 
symptoms can start spontaneously and gradually, or explo-
sively. If referral symptoms are present, the patient’s chief 
complaint  is primarily axial pain associated with nonde-
script upper limb symptoms. Exacerbating factors usually 
include prolonged sitting, and coughing, sneezing, or lift-
ing. Lying supine with head support typically alleviates the 
patient’s symptoms.

The  physical  examination  can  show  only  subtle  cervi-
cal  range-of-motion  restrictions,  unless  there  has  been 
prior  cervical  surgery.  A  thorough  neuromusculoskeletal 
examination should be performed to exclude myelopathy 
or radiculopathy. If spondylosis is present, cervical exten-
sion and  lateral bending are more  restricted  than flexion 
and axial rotation are. Palpation over the cervical spinous 
processes of the involved level can elicit pain in that region 
or  a  portion  of  the  patient’s  axial  pain.  Separating  these 
patients  from  those  with  nonorganic  neck  pain  can  be 
achieved by eliciting nonorganic signs, such as superficial 
or nonanatomic tenderness, pain with rotation of the head 
and  pelvis  together,  nonanatomic  sensory  loss,  give-way 
weakness, and overreaction.227

Imaging Studies. Distinguishing painful from nonpainful 
cervical disks solely on imaging characteristics can be diffi-
cult. Disk abnormalities have been noted in asymptomatic 
patients,20,152,240 and CIDD by definition displays an age-
appropriate  appearance  on  MRI.51  Plain  films  can  reveal 
hyperostosis  and  disk  space  collapse  but  frequently  do 
not  correlate with pain  symptoms. Disk desiccation,  loss 
of disk height, annular fissure, osteophytosis, and reactive 
end-plate changes are markers of disk degeneration (Figure 
37-22).163  A  decreased  intradiskal  signal  on  T2-weighted 
images correlates well with histologic degeneration of the 
disk.163 MRI features are not useful, however, in detecting 
symptomatic  cervical  disks.203  Consequently,  functional 
diagnostic testing such as provocation diskography is used 
to diagnose  the painful disk  level. Our understanding of 
pain  distribution  from  CIDD  or  degenerative  disks  has 
been  expanded  by  studies  of  these  functional  diagnostic 
tests.45,78,203,224

Treatment

Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

Treating  cervical  intervertebral  disk  injury  without  radic-
ulopathy  is  similar  to  treating  radicular  symptoms.  The 
initial  step  is  to control pain and  inflammation. NSAIDs 
can be used on a short-term basis unless contraindicated 
because of renal disease or gastrointestinal intolerance to 
NSAIDs.  The  American  College  of  Rheumatology  guide-
lines state that renal function in healthy patients should be 
checked at 6 weeks after  initiating NSAIDs.  If  renal  func-
tion is normal at 6 weeks, it should be checked again at 12 
months. Adjunct medications such as tricyclic antidepres-
sants can help modulate pain and aid in sleep regulation. 
Opiate analgesics are typically used sparingly and only for 
short periods.

Physical  modalities  can  be  prescribed  to  modulate 
pain and transition the patient from passive treatment to 
active  functional  restoration.  Superficial  modalities  and 

FIGURE 37-22  Magnetic resonance imaging scan depicting degenerative 
intervertebral disk space changes such as desiccation and mild loss of disk 
height.
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TENS  therapy  can be used  for pain. Heat modalities  can 
also  be  used  to  increase  soft  tissue  elasticity  before  and 
during  cervical  traction.  In  uncontrolled  studies,  electri-
cal  stimulation  (TENS)  has  been  found  to  be  helpful  in 
cervical  pain.  Traction  might  be  beneficial  by  distracting 
painful  intervertebral disks. Traction should be used cau-
tiously, however, because distracting injured annular tissue 
can provoke painful  symptoms. Cervical  collars  can help 
maintain comfortable positioning but should not be worn 
by the patient for more than 72 hours to minimize further 
deconditioning. These passive modalities should be used 
early  in the treatment process and later, on an as-needed 
basis, and should not replace activity-based therapies.

As  with  all  other  mechanical  cervical  pain  disorders, 
CIDD  requires  a  thorough  evaluation  of  spinal  biome-
chanics. As the acute pain starts to subside, the patient is 
enrolled in an active stretching and flexibility program with 
transition to conditioning and stabilization. The indepen-
dent effects of exercise and stabilization, specifically in the 
treatment of cervical disk injury, have not been scientifically 
validated.230  However,  a  role  for  cervical  spine  stabiliza-
tion  rather  than  just  stretching and strengthening  is  sup-
ported.60,81 The effects can also be inferred from a lumbar 
stabilization  research  report  that  demonstrated  a  statisti-
cally significant reduction in pain and disability in a group 
of patients with spondylosis and  spondylolisthesis.173 The 
only  methodologically  correct  way  to  study  outcomes  in 
patients  with  true  cervical  diskogenic  pain  would  be  to 
enroll  and  treat  a  cohort  of  patients  after  diskography-
proven concordant axial neck pain. No such studies exist.

Interventional Spine Physiatry

Provocation Discography.  Provocation  discography  is 
a  functional  diagnostic  test  in  which  the  accuracy  of  the 
investigation  relies  heavily  on  patient  input.  Smith  and 
Nichols226 first described cervical discography in the early 
1950s, and its utility has been contested ever since.26 Prov-
ocation discography  is  the only  test  that  can address  the 
symptomatic status of the disk, and is typically used when 
CIDD is in question. It is also used as a presurgical evalu-
ation. A positive  response  requires  structural  evidence of 
internal derangement that corroborates production of the 
patient’s  usual  cervical  and  referred  pain  (a  concordant 
response).

Proponents  of  discography  suggest  that  healthy  disks 
accept  a  finite  volume  of  contrast  and  do  not  produce 
symptoms  with  mechanical  stimulation.206,251  Discogra-
phy should be considered valid only when an asymptom-
atic  control  disk  injection  accompanies  a  concordantly 
painful disk injection. Although false-positive results have 
been  demonstrated  in  asymptomatic  volunteers,94  these 
findings can be dismissed because of technical insufficien-
cies.  Cervical  provocation  discography  has  not  produced 
false-positive  pain  responses  in  asymptomatic  volun-
teers.203 On occasion, a provocative discogram can produce 
a false-positive response in the presence of a painful cervi-
cal zygapophyseal  joint.26 Bogduk and Aprill26 warn  that 
deducing  that  a  positive  cervical  discogram  in  traumatic 
chronic  cervical  pain  is  conclusive  might  be  misleading, 
and  recommend  completing  diagnostic  zygapophyseal 
joint blocks at the level of the painful disk before pursuing 
treatment interventions. Cervical intervertebral disks have 
been shown to refer pain into the head and face both uni-
laterally  and  bilaterally,224  and  overlap  pain  referral  pat-
terns produced by painful zygapophyseal joints.63

Transforaminal Epidural Steroid Injections.  Instilla-
tion of  steroids  into  the anterior epidural  space  to bathe 
the  posterolateral  margins  of  the  annular  surface  of  the 
intervertebral  disks  and  posterior  longitudinal  ligament 
can  address  biochemically  stimulated  nociception.216  A 
C7  transforaminal  epidural  steroid  injection  (TFESI)  is 
performed if the symptoms are consistent with diskogenic 
pain and are primarily located at the base, or refer outward 
from the base, of the cervical spine. The identical procedure 
is performed at the C5 or C6 level to treat upper neck pain 
with or without headaches, and facial or upper limb symp-
toms.216 If a corticosteroid effect, defined as a 50% reduc-
tion in preinjection pain level lasting for 2 days within 7 
days after the procedure, is not experienced by the patient, 
cervical  discography  or  diagnostic  zygapophyseal  joint 
blocks are typically pursued.

The efficacy of TFESIs has not been systematically stud-
ied.  Interlaminar  epidural  steroid  injections  have  been 
investigated  in  a  heterogeneous  group  of  patients  with 
axial  and  radicular  pain.42,184,194,210  Most  of  the  patients 
in  these  studies  had  ill-defined  symptoms  of  axial  pain, 
radicular  pain,  or  both.  The  injections  were  completed 
posteriorly  via  the  interlaminar  approach  without  fluo-
roscopic  guidance, using  the  loss-of-resistance  technique. 
Outcomes were successful  in approximately 40% to 84% 
of treated patients.16,42,184,194,210 Medication injected poste-
riorly between the laminae might not diffuse anteriorly126 
to  reach  the  potential  pain  generator.  Despite  the  pau-
city of literature regarding the utility of TFESIs in treating 
diskogenic  cervical  pain,  we  typically  perform  two  injec-
tions  initially  before  assessing  the  clinical  response.  In 
our experience, approximately 50% of patients experience 
significant and  lasting  relief. The more acute or  subacute 
the symptom duration, the better the results, presumably 
because of a relatively acute inflammatory disk injury.

Surgery

Patients who have severe and recalcitrant axial cervical pain 
thought to be diskogenic in origin might be candidates for 
surgery.  Our  approach  to  patients  with  CIDD  is  to  con-
sider cervical discography if the patient does not realize a 
pain-relieving corticosteroid effect after two TFESIs. If the 
diskogram reveals one or two contiguous levels producing 
concordant pain, then the patient might be a surgical can-
didate.  If  three or more  levels  are  concordant,  two  levels 
are noncontiguous, or any concordantly painful disks are 
lobular, then the patient requires a comprehensive chronic 
pain-modulation program.

The  only  surgical  treatment  for  CIDD  or  symptomatic 
cervical degenerative disks  is  fusion,77,101,149,250 which can 
be accomplished by anterior cervical diskectomy and fusion 
or by posterior  fusion. The  rationale  is  that by  fusing  the 
bony  vertebral  elements,  motion  is  eliminated,  thereby 
reducing diskogenic pain. The utility of provocation discog-
raphy to determine the level(s) to fuse is controversial. Some 
authors have reported “good or excellent” results in 70% to 
96% of patients after  cervical  fusion of  levels determined 
by  discography.76,125,206,212,251  Seibenrock  and  Aebi206 
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observed a pain reduction of greater than 75% in 96% of 
27 patients who underwent cervical fusion of a total of 39 
levels. The review was retrospective, and the authors might 
have  included some patients who had primarily radicular 
complaints. Garvey et al.75 found that 82% of 87 patients 
reported  their self-perceived outcome as good, very good, 
or  excellent  at  a  mean  of  4.4  years  after  fusion.  Ninety-
three percent of these patients reported a greater than 50% 
reduction in their pain rating postsurgically. Interestingly, a 
statistically significant difference was obtained for patients 
who were treated based on a truly positive diskogram. An 
extensive literature review concluded that controlled cervi-
cal discography improves surgical outcomes.148

Cervical Myelopathy and Myeloradiculopathy

Epidemiology

Cervical spondylitic myelopathy is the most common cer-
vical cord lesion after middle age,253 but not as common as 
spondylitic cervical radiculopathy.3 The average age at onset 
is after 50 years, and men predominate.44 Other causes of 
myelopathy have to be ruled out, including multiple scle-
rosis, motor neuron disease, vasculitis, neurosyphilis, sub-
acute  combined  degeneration,  syringomyelia,  and  spinal 
tumors.259 One of  these other  conditions  can be present 
in up to 17% of patients having spondylitic myelopathy.37

Diagnosis

History and Physical Examination.  Symptom  onset 
is  typically  insidious,  although  a  minority  of  patients 
can  experience  acute  onset  with  or  without  a  preced-
ing  traumatic  event.  Myelopathic  patients  often  com-
plain  of  numbness  and  paresthesias  in  the  distal  limbs 
and extremities, weakness more often  in  the  lower  than 
upper  limbs,  and  intrinsic hand muscle wasting.259 Cer-
vical  axial  pain  can  be  the  primary  complaint  in  up  to 
70% of patients at one point in the disease course.259 The 
natural history typically involves an initial deterioration, 
followed by a  static period  that  can  last  several  years.171 
Bladder function disturbances occur in approximately one 
third of cases and are suggestive of more severe spinal cord 
injury.259 Patients can concurrently complain of unilateral 
or bilateral  radicular pain  caused by nerve  root  involve-
ment at the stenotic  level. The combination of cord and 
radicular involvement is referred to as cervical spondylitic 
myeloradiculopathy.

A common examination finding is myelopathic weak-
ness  in  the  lower  limbs  and,  to  a  lesser  extent,  in  the 
upper  limbs.  The  upper  extremities  will  demonstrate 
intrinsic  hand  muscle  weakness  and  wasting  resulting 
from anterior horn cell damage.259 Pain and temperature 
disturbances  representing  injury  to  the  spinothalamic 
tracts appear as a level of sensory disruption in the tho-
racic  or  lumbar  region,  or  “glove  and  stocking”  distri-
bution.  Proprioception  and  vibratory  deficits  indicating 
posterior column malfunction are more common in the 
lower  limbs  than  in  the  upper.259  Upper  motor  neuron 
signs  such as Hoffman’s  sign, brisk  reflexes,  and Babin-
ski’s  signs  are  often  present.  The  signs  and  symptoms 
might  or  might  not  be  symmetric,  and  complete  spar-
ing of the upper limbs is rare. The clinical level of spinal 
involvement might not correlate with the radiologic level 
of maximum compression, and there can be a difference 
of  one  to  two  segments.259  Asymmetric  reflexes  in  the 
upper  limbs,  or  myotomal  weakness,  can  indicate  con-
comitant radiculopathy.

Imaging Studies. Radiographic evaluations typically dem-
onstrate  the cervical cord compression. Most are spondy-
litic in nature. Other causes include a superimposed CIDH 
impinging on  the  thecal  sac, or ossification of  the poste-
rior longitudinal ligament (the etiology in 27% of middle-
aged patients241). Plain radiography provides information 
regarding  the  osseous  diameter  of  the  central  canal  and 
decreased height of the intervertebral disk spaces, and the 
presence  of  posterior  hyperostosis,  foraminal  encroach-
ment, and subluxation. A central canal diameter of less than 
10 mm in a symptomatic patient supports the existence of 
myelopathy.259 Asymptomatic central cervical spinal steno-
sis has been observed in 16% of individuals younger than 
64 years.240 A 30% reduction in the cross-sectional area of 
the cervical spine is the minimum decrement in symptom-
atic patients.178 To accurately diagnose cervical spondylitic 
myelopathy, approximately one  third of  the central canal 
must be compromised, and objective central canal changes 
ought to be evident. These include a complete lack of cere-
brospinal  fluid  flow,  cord  deformation,  or  intracord  sig-
nal abnormalities. MRI allows detection of myelomalacia, 
which reflects progressive cord compression, signal altera-
tion, atrophy,188 and the amount of cerebrospinal fluid vol-
ume surrounding the cord (Figure 37-23). The preoperative 
transverse  area  of  the  spinal  cord  at  the  site  of  maximal 
compression  tends  to  correlate  with  the  eventual  clini-
cal outcome, whereas the postoperative dimension of the  
cord strongly correlates with clinical recovery.166

Electrodiagnostic Evaluation.  Electromyography  and 
nerve  conduction  studies  can  be  performed  to  diagnose 
nerve  root  injury,  as  discussed  in  the  section  on  cervical 
radiculopathy. In cases of cervical myelopathy, the needle 
electrode examination can reveal rate-coding abnormalities 
in muscles below the injured segment, in which the patient 
recruits normal-appearing motor unit potentials but  in a 
less than full interference pattern at maximal effort, indica-
tive of upper motor neuron injury.

The  utility  of  somatosensory  evoked  potentials  to 
evaluate  cervical  myelopathy  has  been  investigated.40,258 
Somatosensory evoked potentials with the median, ulnar, 
and  posterior  tibial  nerve  stimulation  are  more  sensitive 
in detecting posterior column dysfunction than is clinical 
testing.  Somatosensory  evoked  potentials  can  be  used  to 
detect subclinical cord involvement, when the chief com-
plaint is cervical axial or radicular pain. Cervical myelop-
athy  can  be  distinguished  from  multiple  sclerosis  by  the 
pattern  of  abnormalities  obtained  by  somatosensory 
evoked potentials. Changes in peripheral nerve conduction 
studies, when combined with central slowing, are indica-
tive of myeloradiculopathy.40,258

Treatment

Nonoperative Care.  Conservative  care  can  include 
physical  therapy  and  cervical  orthoses  in  patients  with 
mild  or  static  symptoms  without  hard  evidence  of  gait 
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disturbances  or  pathologic  reflexes.66,181  Improvement 
of  sensory  and  motor  deficits  occurs  in  33%  to  50%  of 
patients.37,44,181

Surgery.  Surgery  is  indicated  for patients with  severe or 
progressive  symptoms,  or  those  for  whom  conservative 
measures  have  been  unsuccessful.107  If  a  CIDH  alone  is 
causing  cord  compression,  then  anterior  cervical  diskec-
tomy and fusion at the appropriate level(s) is indicated.91 
In the case of impingement from degenerative spondylo-
sis or ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament, 

FIGURE 37-23  Sagittal magnetic resonance imaging scan of central spinal 
stenosis and myelomalacia. Notice the lack of cerebrospinal fluid anterior and 

posterior to the cord at C3–4 and C4–5.
surgical intervention aims to remove either the offending 
anterior  structures  (such  as  osteophytes)  or  the  calcified 
posterior  longitudinal  ligament  (to  decompress  posteri-
orly). Both  these  interventions allow more space  for  the 
cord. Anterior decompression is frequently accomplished 
by corpectomy,  in which a vertebral body  is  removed  in 
addition to the adjacent intervertebral disks, and the seg-
ment is then fused with a fibula autograft or allograft of 
a  bone  cage.18  Posterior  decompression  involves  lami-
nectomy with or without  fusion,79 or  laminoplasty (Fig-
ure 37-24).92 Extensive  laminectomy without  fusion can 
lead to postoperative deformity and kyphosis.162 This has 
led to the frequent use of the technique of laminoplasty, 
in  which  deformity  and  kyphosis  are  much  less  com-
mon, and motion  is preserved because of an absence of 
a fusion.162

The decision to decompress anteriorly or posteriorly is 
predicated on the number of stenotic levels and the con-
tour of  the  cervical  spine.  If  three or  fewer  levels are  ste-
notic,  anterior  corpectomy  and  fusion  is  preferred.91  In 
cases  of  three  or  more  stenotic  levels  with  lordosis  pre-
served,  laminoplasty  is preferred.5,91  If, however,  three or 
more levels are involved, with loss of normal cervical lor-
dosis,  laminectomy and posterior  fusion  is performed  to 
maintain cervical spinal stability.234

Effective  treatment  is  afforded  by  anterior  decom-
pression,  with  symptomatic  improvement  in  85%  to 
99% of patients.143,153 Performing corpectomy at more 
than two levels can result in a less stable construct, and 
is  generally  avoided  because  of  complications  arising 
A

B
FIGURE 37-24 Laminectomy and laminoplasty. A, Laminectomy involves excision of the posterior elements laterally to the level of the pedicles. B, Laminoplasty 
is achieved by completely cutting the laminae on one side while burring the contralateral laminae, allowing this side to act as a hinge. The posterior elements will 
eventually heal with a widened canal as a graft is placed in the opening.
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from  dislodgment  of  the  graft91  or  nonunion.88  Lami-
noplasty has been found to be more effective than lami-
nectomy,  with  fewer  complications  in  treating  cervical 
myelopathy.88

Cervicogenic Headaches

Cervicogenic  headaches  are  a  constellation  of  symptoms 
that  represent  the  common  referral  patterns  of  cervical 
spinal  structures.  The  term  cervicogenic headache  was  first 
coined  in  1983.215  Its  definition  has  been  augmented  or 
adjusted  several  times  since.86,158,160,214  This  underscores 
the  myriad  of  pain  generators  and  manifestations  that 
comprise cervicogenic headaches, and also points out the 
lack of consensus regarding the definition.

Epidemiology and Pathophysiology

The prevalence of cervicogenic headache has been reported 
to range from 0.4% to 2.5% in the general population,213 
to as high as 36.2% in patients with a complaint of head-
aches.8,169 Women are more commonly affected (79.1%) 
than men (20.9%),247 with a mean age of 42.9 years and 
an average symptom duration of 6.8 years.82

Various spinal structures have been implicated in cervi-
cogenic headache, including nerve roots and spinal nerves, 
dorsal  root  ganglia,  uncovertebral  joints,  intervertebral 
disks, facet joints, ligaments, and muscles.215 Circumstan-
tial  evidence  supports  the  convergence  theory  to  explain 
why  cranial  symptoms  can  occur  as  a  result  of  cervical 
spine  pain  generators.  Convergence  of  two  separate  pri-
mary  afferents  derived  from  two  different  body  regions 
on the same second-order intraspinal neurons allows the 
nociceptive  activity of one afferent nerve  to be perceived 
as  pain  in  the  distribution  of  the  other  afferent  nerve.24 
The  cervicogenic  headache  can  be  due  to  degenerative 
changes,  a  direct  result  of  trauma,  or  occur  without  any 
underlying  biomechanical  insult  to  the  various  cervi-
cal  spinal  structures  subserved  by  cervical  afferent  fibers. 
The C2–3 zygapophyseal joint140,141 and the C2–3, C3–4, 
C4–5, and C5–6 intervertebral disks224 have been primar-
ily implicated as sources of cervicogenic headache.

Diagnosis

History and Physical Examination. Support for a struc-
tural source within the cervical spine as the etiology of the 
patient’s headaches is obtained by eliciting any history of 
prior  head  or  neck  trauma  such  as  a  whiplash  event.214 
Whiplash  events  such  as  motor  vehicle  collisions  have 
been associated with injury to the cervical zygapophyseal 
joints,  intervertebral disks, or nerve roots, either  in  isola-
tion  or  in  combination.15,141,239  Cervicogenic  headaches 
have been conceptualized as being primarily unilateral and 
stemming from the posterior occipital region. The referral 
of pain is toward the vertex of the scalp, ipsilateral antero-
lateral  temple,  forehead,  midface,  or  ipsilateral  shoulder 
girdle.214,218,219,224  Symptoms  can  spread  to  involve  the 
contralateral  side,218  but  typically  the  side  of  the  initial 
referral  source  remains  most  intense.214  The  character  of 
the pain can vary from a deep ache to sharp and stabbing. 
The duration of the painful symptoms fluctuates from ini-
tial  episodic  bouts  of  pain,  progressing  to  more  chronic 
and  constant  pain.  Patients  often  describe  the  pain  as 
initiating  in  the cervical  region and traveling  to  the head 
and the neck as the pain becomes severe. The cervicogenic 
headache can  then become  the primary complaint, over-
shadowing the original cervical axial pain.

The duration of the symptoms ranges from a few hours 
to a few weeks, but characteristically lasts longer than that 
associated with migraine headaches. The pain intensity in 
cervicogenic headache is less excruciating than for cluster 
headaches,  and  is  usually  nonthrobbing  in  character.214 
Autonomic complaints such as photophobia, phonopho-
bia, and nausea are less apparent than in a migraine attack 
but can still occur.71,214 Accompanying complaints of diz-
ziness or vertigo sometimes associated with near-syncopal 
episodes have also been described but are not common.71

Physical examination of the patient with complaints of 
cervicogenic  headache  typically  reveals  a  reduced  active 
range  of  motion  because  of  muscle  guarding,  arthritic 
changes, or soft tissue inflexibility. If the cervicogenic head-
ache is being produced by a cervical zygapophyseal joint, 
the patient  can usually pinpoint with one finger or with 
the palm of  the hand a unilateral  area of maximal pain. 
Cervical  intervertebral  disk–induced  cervicogenic  head-
ache  typically begins as midline pain  that  spreads across 
the  spine  and  into  the  head  or  face.  However,  unilateral 
occipital  headache  symptoms  that  are  greater  than  the 
neck  pain  after  a  traumatic  event  are  more  suggestive  of 
zygapophyseal joint pain than diskogenic symptoms.15,141 
Certain head and neck movements can precipitate painful 
symptoms, such as axial rotation or cervical extension. We 
have commonly seen patients report an onset after sleep-
ing in an awkward position. Spurling’s maneuver does not 
reproduce  upper  limb  radicular  symptoms  but  usually 
aggravates the axial pain, and patients report reproduction 
of  their  paramidline  zygapophyseal  joint-mediated  pain. 
This pain can also often be reproduced with deep palpa-
tion over the involved joint.

Imaging Studies. A history of trauma requires cervical flex-
ion and extension lateral radiographs to detect abnormal 
segmental motion.  It also  requires anteroposterior views, 
including  an  open  mouth  view  of  the  odontoid  process, 
to  rule out  fractures  (Figure 37-25).163 Any  suspicion  for 
fracture mandates a subsequent cervical CT scan performed 
with multiplanar reformatted images to better delineate the 
osseous injury.163 MRI is better than CT at evaluating the 
intervertebral disks for desiccation, decreased disk height, 
and  frank  herniation.  However,  MRI  has  a  false-positive 
rate of 51% and a false-negative rate of 27% in detecting 
painful  disks  identified  by  discography.260  Abnormalities 
seen  on  imaging  studies  should  be  clinically  correlated, 
because such findings can occur in lifelong asymptomatic 
individuals.20,152,240

Functional Diagnostic Tests and Treatment. Once the 
etiology of cervicogenic headache has been identified, the 
offending structure is treated in a similar fashion as that 
outlined above. Cervicogenic headaches caused by upper 
cervical zygapophyseal joint pain can be studied with con-
firmatory diagnostic blockade. The  traditional algorithm 
includes  intraarticular  diagnostic  injections  performed 
sequentially  in  the  C2–3,  C3–4,  and  C1–2  joints.15 
After a zygapophyseal joint mapping study, we now also 
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FIGURE 37-25 Open mouth view of the cervical spine, showing a burst fracture of the atlas (Jefferson fracture). Offsetting of the lateral masses of the atlas with 
those of the axis (arrowheads) confirms the burst fracture. (From Pavlov H, Torg JS: Roentgen examination of cervical spine injuries in the athlete, Clin Sports Med 6:761, 
1987, with permission.)
incorporate  blockade  of  C4–5  zygapophyseal  joints  if 
the headaches include anterior head or facial symptoms. 
Once the painful joint is identified, therapeutic injections 
are performed as outlined in the section on treatment of 
cervical  zygapophyseal  joint  pain.  If  patients  experience 
short-term relief from a minimum of two and a maximum 
of  four  therapeutic  intraarticular  injections,  a  double-
block  paradigm  is  exercised  to  minimize  the  false-posi-
tive rate of single diagnostic injections.13 Radiofrequency 
ablation of the medial branches to the painful joint can be 
successful in alleviating cervicogenic headaches caused by 
cervical zygapophyseal joint injury that does not respond 
to  other  measures.138  Radiofrequency  ablation  of  the 
third occipital nerve  to  treat C2–3 zygapophyseal  joint–
mediated  headaches  has  been  successfully  performed  at 
the Penn Spine Center, but this has not been studied in a 
large cohort.138

Whiplash Syndrome

Whiplash  (hyperflexion-hyperextension)  should  be  con-
ceptualized  as  having  three  components.  The  whiplash 
event is the biomechanical effect incurred by the occupants 
of one vehicle when struck by another vehicle. The whip-
lash injury  is  the  impairment, or  injured  structure,  result-
ing from the whiplash event. The whiplash syndrome is the 
set of symptoms arising from the whiplash injury.12 Dur-
ing a whiplash event, the head and neck do not sustain a 
direct blow, but  each undergoes  an excursion because of 
the inertial response of the body to forces imparted on it.12 
Rear-end collisions represent the most common pattern of 
whiplash-related injury, but injury caused by head-on and 
side collisions can also occur.12

Regardless of the direction of impact, whiplash is defined 
by the passive movement of the neck. Muscular control to 
stabilize the cervical spine does not react quickly enough 
to prevent injurious forces from occurring across the cervi-
cal functional spinal units. Both the lack of muscular pil-
laring and the generation of abnormal forces resulting in 
movements around abnormal axes of rotation subject the 
passive restraining structures to abnormal strain.12,113 For 
example,  at  110  ms  after  rear-end  impact,  the  C5–6  disk 
space widens anteriorly, causing abutment of the articular 
processes of the C5–6 zygapophyseal joint113 and posterior 
shear  within  the  disk.174  The  anterior  disk,  anterior  lon-
gitudinal  ligament,  posterior  disk  or  annulus,  and  cervi-
cal zygapophyseal joints are all at risk for injury during a 
whiplash  event.12,113,174  Injury  also  occurs  to  the  cervical 
soft tissues, resulting in strain and sprain injuries.168 These 
injuries  typically  heal  over  a  relatively  short  period,  as 
would  be  expected  for  soft  tissue  injury.  The  most  com-
monly  reported  symptoms  of  whiplash  injury  include 
neck  pain  and  headaches,  followed  by  shoulder  girdle 
pain,  upper  limb  paresthesias,  and  weakness.  Less  com-
mon symptoms include dizziness, visual disturbances, and 
tinnitus.12

Most patients with whiplash syndrome are destined to 
recover within the first 2 to 3 months after the injury, and 
after  2  years  82%  are  symptom  free.186  Severely  affected 
patients  account  for  only  6%  of  all  whiplash  patients  at 
3 months, and this percentage decreases minimally to 4% 
at 2 years.186 Studies have demonstrated that chronicity of 
whiplash symptoms develops independent of litigation,170 
and litigation does not alter the response to treatment.201 
The  clinician  should pursue  evaluation and  treatment of 
whiplash-related  symptoms,  rather  than  just  assume  that 
the pain is a result of mitigating circumstances such as sec-
ondary gain considerations.

Conclusion

Neck  pain  is  one  of  the  most  common  complaints  of 
patients  seeking  medical  attention.  Knowledge  of  spinal 
biomechanics  and  pathophysiology  helps  determine  the 
most likely pain generators in each case. A variety of spinal 
structures can produce overlapping or obscure symptom-
atology.  An  accurate  diagnosis  provides  the  best  oppor-
tunity  for  effective  treatment.  The  building  blocks  for 
successful  therapeutic  interventions  include  controlling 
pain and inflammation while at the same time educating 
the patient about the injury, the treatment objectives, and 
the prognosis. As technology advances and our knowledge 
of cervical spine disorders grows, our clinical pathways for 
treatment of cervical problems will continue to evolve and 
improve.  It  is  important  to  view  the  patient  as  a  whole, 
and  institute  physical,  pharmacologic,  behavioral,  and 
interventional treatments in the broad context of achieving 
what is best for the patient’s physiologic and psychologic 
well-being.
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CHAPTER 38
MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS 
OF THE UPPER LIMB
Jonathan T. Finnoff
“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” This state-
ment is surely reflected in the upper limb. Through the 
complex interplay of neuromusculoskeletal elements in 
the upper limb, activities as dichotomous as playing a 
piano and throwing a shot put can be achieved. The diver-
sity of functional roles played by the upper limb is reflected 
by the multitude of injuries that can occur in this anatomic 
region.

Upper Limb Physical Examination

Shoulder Special Tests
Anterior Apprehension and Relocation Tests

These are tests for anterior glenohumeral joint instability. 
The patient is placed in the supine position. The examiner 
abducts the patient’s shoulder 90 degrees and flexes the 
elbow 90 degrees. The examiner uses one hand to slowly 
externally rotate the patient’s humerus using the patient’s 
forearm as the lever. At the same time, the examiner’s other 
hand is placed posterior to the patient’s proximal humerus 
and exerts an anteriorly directed force on the humeral 
head. The test result is considered positive if the patient 
indicates a feeling of impending anterior dislocation. If 
the examiner removes the hand from behind the proximal 
humerus and places it over the anterior proximal humerus 
and then exerts a posteriorly directed force, and the patient 
subsequently reports a reduction in apprehension, then a 
positive relocation test has occurred.101

Posterior Apprehension Test

This test evaluates posterior glenohumeral joint stabil-
ity. The patient’s affected shoulder is forward flexed to 90 
degrees and then maximally internally rotated. A posteri-
orly directed force is then placed on the patient’s elbow by 
the examiner. A positive test result causes a 50% or greater 
posterior translation of the humeral head or a feeling of 
apprehension in the patient.101

Sulcus Sign

The sulcus sign is used to evaluate inferior glenohumeral 
joint instability. The patient is seated or standing with the 
arm relaxed in shoulder adduction. The patient’s forearm 
is grasped by the examiner, and a distal traction force is 
placed through the patient’s arm. In the presence of infe-
rior instability, a sulcus will develop between the humeral 
head and the acromion.101
817

O’Brien Test

This test evaluates for acromioclavicular (AC) joint and 
labral abnormalities. The shoulder is flexed to 90 degrees 
with the elbow fully extended. The arm is then adducted 15 
degrees, and the shoulder is internally rotated so that the 
patient’s thumb is pointing down. The examiner applies 
a downward force against the arm, which the patient is 
instructed to resist. The shoulder is then externally rotated 
so that the patient’s palm is facing up, and the examiner 
applies a downward force on the patient’s arm, which the 
patient is instructed to resist. A positive test result is indi-
cated by pain during the first part of the maneuver with the 
patient’s thumb pointing down, which is then lessened or 
eliminated when the patient resists a downward force with 
the palm facing up. Pain in the region of the AC joint indi-
cates AC pathology, whereas pain or painful clicking deep 
inside the shoulder suggests labral pathology.128

Horizontal Adduction Test

The shoulder is passively flexed to 90 degrees and then 
horizontally adducted across the chest. Pain located in 
the region of the AC joint suggests AC joint pathology, 
whereas posterior shoulder pain suggests posterior capsu-
lar tightness.105

Speed’s Test

This test is for biceps tendonitis. The patient’s shoul-
der is forward flexed to 90 degrees with the elbow fully 
extended and the palm facing up. The examiner applies 
a downward force against the patient’s active resistance. 
Pain in the region of the bicipital groove suggests bicipital 
tendonitis.101

Yergason’s Test

With the patient’s arm at the side, the elbow is flexed to 
90 degrees and the forearm is pronated. The patient then 
tries to simultaneously supinate the forearm and exter-
nally rotate the shoulder against the examiner’s resistance. 
This test can provoke bicipital region pain in patients with 
bicipital tendonitis, and a painful “pop” in patients with 
bicipital tendon instability.101

Neer-Walsh Impingement Test

The patient’s shoulder is internally rotated while at the 
side. The examiner passively forward flexes the patient’s 
shoulder to 180 degrees while maintaining internal rota-
tion. Pain in the subacromial area suggests rotator cuff 
tendonitis.101
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Hawkins-Kennedy Impingement Test

The patient’s shoulder and elbow are each passively flexed 
to 90 degrees, respectively. The examiner then grasps the 
patient’s forearm, stabilizes the patient’s scapulothoracic 
joint, and uses the forearm as a lever arm to internally 
rotate the glenohumeral joint. A positive test result is indi-
cated by pain in the subacromial region occurring with the 
internal rotation.101

Drop Arm Test

The examiner passively abducts the patient’s shoulder 90 
degrees. The patient is then asked to slowly lower the arm 
back to the side. A positive test result is indicated by pain 
and an inability to slowly lower the arm to the side, sug-
gesting a rotator cuff tear.101

Elbow Special Tests

Cozen’s Test

The patient is asked to fully extend the elbow, pronate the 
forearm, and make a fist. The examiner then resists the 
patient’s attempt to extend and radially deviate the wrist. 
Pain over the lateral epicondyle represents a positive test 
result and suggests the presence of lateral epicondylitis.99

Ligamentous Instability Test

The examiner flexes the patient’s elbow 20 to 30 degrees 
and stabilizes the patient’s arm by placing a hand at the 
elbow and a hand on the distal forearm. Varus and val-
gus forces are placed across the elbow by the examiner to 
test the stability of the radial and ulnar collateral ligaments 
(UCL), respectively.99

Wrist and Hand Special Tests

Finkelstein Test

This test is used to detect tenosynovitis of the extensor 
pollicis brevis and abductor pollicis longus tendons (de 
Quervain’s tenosynovitis). The patient makes a fist with the 
thumb inside the fingers, and the examiner passively devi-
ates the wrist in an ulnar direction. A positive test result 
causes pain in the affected tendons.100

Watson Test

This test assesses scapholunate stability. The patient’s wrist 
begins in an ulnarly deviated position. The examiner places 
a dorsally directed force against the proximal volar pole of 
the scaphoid. The examiner then radially deviates the wrist 
while continuing to place the same force against the scaph-
oid. A “pop” or subluxation of the scaphoid indicates a 
positive test result.100

Rehabilitation Principles of Upper 
Limb Injury

The importance of making the correct diagnoses in plan-
ning an appropriate treatment program cannot be over-
emphasized. A complete diagnosis includes whether the 
injury is acute, chronic, or an acute exacerbation of a 
chronic injury. Understanding the mechanism of injury is 
important. Tissues that are overloaded by the injury, as well 
as those directly injured, must be identified. Functional 
biomechanical deficits such as strength and flexibility 
imbalances are frequently present. The patient often tries 
to compensate for the injury by altering movement pat-
terns and using muscle substitutions, which leads to reduc-
tion in functional performance and secondary injuries at 
distant sites in the kinetic chain.

Once an accurate diagnosis has been made with a 
thorough history, physical examination, and appropriate 
diagnostic testing, an effective treatment program can be 
developed. Kibler83 has proposed three broad stages of 
rehabilitation, including the acute stage, recovery stage, 
and the functional stage. The acute stage of rehabilitation 
focuses on reducing the patient’s symptoms and facilitat-
ing tissue healing. In specific circumstances, immobiliza-
tion through splinting or casting might be used during the 
acute stage of rehabilitation.

RICE (rest, ice, compression, and elevation) is fre-
quently used in this phase of rehabilitation. Rest should 
not be absolute. It is important for the patient to main-
tain cardiovascular fitness, strength, and flexibility dur-
ing this phase. In fact, core strengthening and aerobic 
conditioning should be emphasized during this phase 
of rehabilitation. The patient should be instructed on 
appropriate activities that can be performed during the 
acute stage of rehabilitation that will not aggravate symp-
toms nor be detrimental to tissue healing. For example, 
if a volleyball player has rotator cuff tendonitis, activities 
that could be done include passive glenohumeral joint 
range-of-motion (ROM) exercises to maintain flexibility 
and glenohumeral joint health, riding a stationary bicycle 
for cardiovascular fitness, and performing scapular stabi-
lizing exercises in preparation for more advanced reha-
bilitative exercises of the shoulder. Kinetic chain deficits 
should be identified and treated during the acute reha-
bilitation stage.

During the acute phase of rehabilitation, cryotherapy 
can be used for acute injuries to decrease pain, inflamma-
tion, muscle guarding, edema, and local blood flow.70,82 
Heat increases blood flow, reduces muscle “spasm,” reduces 
pain, and can be used in the acute phase of rehabilitation 
for chronic injuries.82 High-frequency electrical  stimulation 
is often used during the acute phase of rehabilitation to 
reduce muscle guarding and increase local circulation.189

Opioid and nonopioid analgesics might be required 
for pain control during the acute phase of rehabilita-
tion. Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 
are often used for their analgesic and antiinflammatory 
properties. Randomized, placebo-controlled trials have 
demonstrated reduced pain, edema, and tenderness, 
and a faster return to activity in NSAID-treated athletes 
than in those treated with placebo.4,186 It is important to 
remember, however, that NSAIDs are not entirely benign 
and can cause significant gastrointestinal, renal, cardio-
vascular, hematologic, dermatologic, and neurologic 
side effects.32,60,175 Because of these concerns, NSAIDs 
should be used only if local physical modalities and 
less toxic medications such as acetaminophen are not 
effective.
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Oral and injected corticosteroids have also been used 
for pain control and reduction of inflammation during 
the acute phase of rehabilitation. Because of the possibil-
ity of significant systemic and localized consequences of 
corticosteroid use, however, their use should be limited to 
very select cases.53,156 These side effects include suppres-
sion of the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis, osteopo-
rosis, avascular necrosis, infection, and tendon or ligament 
rupture.

The patient can advance to the recovery phase of reha-
bilitation when the pain has been adequately controlled 
and tissue healing has occurred.83 This is indicated by full 
pain-free ROM and the ability to participate in strength-
ening exercises for the injured limb. The emphasis of the 
recovery phase of rehabilitation involves the restoration 
of flexibility, strength, and proprioception in the injured 
limb. Strength and flexibility imbalances and maladap-
tive movement patterns and muscle substitutions should 
be corrected in this phase of rehabilitation. Open kinetic 
chain exercises can be beneficial when correcting strength 
imbalances, whereas closed chain exercises are frequently 
used to provide joint stabilization through muscle co-
contraction. Cardiovascular and general fitness should be 
maintained. Progression to functional activities is begun 
toward the end of this phase.

The patient can begin the functional stage of rehabilita-
tion when the injured limb has regained 75% to 80% of 
normal strength compared with the uninjured limb, and 
when there are no strength and flexibility imbalances.83 
The patient’s rehabilitation needs to continue to address 
maladaptive movement patterns and muscle substitutions, 
and full strength should be obtained. Functional activities 
should be incorporated into the rehabilitation program 
with a vocational/avocational-specific progression that 
eventually leads to a return to normal activities.

Musculoskeletal Problems 
of the Upper Limb

Conditions of the Shoulder
Sternoclavicular Joint Sprains

Sternoclavicular joint dislocations account for less than 
1% of all joint dislocations. Two thirds of sternoclavicu-
lar joint dislocations occur anteriorly, whereas one third 
of dislocations occur posteriorly. The etiology is usually 
traumatic.38

The diagnosis of sternoclavicular joint injuries is made 
with an accurate history, physical examination, and radio-
logic evaluation. Anterior sternoclavicular joint injuries 
can cause the medial end of the clavicle to become more 
prominent, whereas posterior joint injuries typically have 
more pain with a less prominent medial clavicular end. 
Posterior dislocations can also be associated with vascular 
compromise to the ipsilateral upper limb, neck and upper 
limb venous congestion, difficulty breathing, or difficulty 
swallowing.

Ligament injuries are commonly graded on a scale of 
1 to 3 (Table 38-1).38 The presence of tenderness at the 
sternoclavicular joint without subluxation or dislocation 
indicates a grade 1 injury; tenderness with subluxation 
indicates a grade 2 injury; and tenderness with associated 
dislocation indicates a grade 3 injury.190

The radiologic evaluation of sternoclavicular joint inju-
ries includes an anteroposterior radiograph of the chest 
or sternoclavicular joint and a serendipity view, which 
involves a 40-degree cephalic tilt view of the sternocla-
vicular joints (Figure 38-1).157 Often standard radiographs 
leave the diagnosis in question, and computed tomogra-
phy (CT) scan is frequently used for definitive evaluation 
of sternoclavicular joint injuries.

The treatment of grade 1 and 2 injuries is nonoperative 
and involves the application of the previously described 
rehabilitation principles. Sling immobilization can be 
used for comfort and protection during the acute reha-
bilitation phase. Activity can progress as tolerated with an 
anticipated return to activity after 1 to 2 weeks for a grade 
1 injury and 4 to 6 weeks for a grade 2 injury.

Grade 3 sternoclavicular joint sprains frequently can be 
treated nonoperatively as described for grade 1 and 2 inju-
ries.41 Those that remain unstable postreduction, however, 
might require surgical intervention.190 Because complica-
tions frequently arise with grade 3 posterior dislocations, 
a thorough evaluation to rule out pulmonary or vascular 
damage should be undertaken. If mediastinal compression 
is present, posterior grade 3 dislocations require immedi-
ate surgical intervention.190 Because of the significant risk 
of vascular complications, posterior sternoclavicular joint 
dislocations should be reduced in the hospital setting with 
a vascular surgeon present.

Clavicle Fractures

A majority of clavicular fractures occur in childhood and 
adults less than 25 years of age. Eighty percent of clavicular 
fractures occur in the middle third of the clavicle, whereas 
approximately 15% occur in the lateral one third and 5% 
in the medial one third. Most clavicular fractures occur as a 
result of a direct blow to the point of the shoulder, but a small 
percentage occur from a fall onto an outstretched arm.17

Most patients know when they have fractured their clavi-
cle. It is important to rule out associated neurovascular and 
pulmonary injuries during the physical examination and 
radiologic evaluation. Routine anteroposterior radiographs 

Table 38-1   Ligamentous Injury Grading Scale
Grade Signs

1 Tenderness to palpation without joint laxity

2 Tenderness to palpation with joint laxity but a good endpoint

3 Tenderness to palpation with significant joint laxity and no 
endpoint

40 degrees

45-60 degrees

FIGURE 38-1 The serendipity view of the sternoclavicular joints.
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of the clavicle are usually adequate for visualization of cla-
vicular middle third fractures. For proximal third fractures, 
the addition of a serendipity view is often used. When a 
lateral third fracture is suspected, a 15-degree cephalic tilt 
anteroposterior view centered on the AC joint using a soft 
tissue technique (Zanca view) and an axillary lateral view 
are usually diagnostic when combined with anteroposte-
rior radiographs. Occasionally, CT scanning is required for 
more definitive evaluation.17

If the fracture has good alignment, partial immobiliza-
tion is the treatment of choice using an immobilization 
device such as a sling or figure-of-eight bandage. If 15 to 20 
mm of shortening occurs as a result of displacement, surgi-
cal intervention should be considered.143 Other common 
indications for surgical intervention include displaced frac-
tures with tissue interposition between the fracture ends, 
open fractures, neurovascular compromise, tenting of the 
skin over the fracture site that might lead to tissue necrosis, 
and displaced fractures located in the lateral third of the 
clavicle.17

Acromioclavicular Joint Sprains

AC joint sprains account for only 9% of all shoulder inju-
ries, are most frequent in males in their third decade of 
life, and are usually partial rather than complete sprains.105 
Most injuries occur as a result of direct trauma from a fall 
or blow to the acromion. Physical examination demon-
strates point tenderness, a positive horizontal adduction 
test, and a positive O’Brien test.

Rockwood158 classified AC joint sprains into six types 
(Figure 38-2). Type 1 sprains involve a mild injury to the 
AC ligaments, and radiologic evaluation is normal. Type 
2 injuries involve the complete disruption of the AC liga-
ments but with intact coracoclavicular ligaments. Radio-
graphs might demonstrate clavicular elevation relative 
to the acromion but less than 25% displacement. Type  
3 sprains result in the complete disruption of the AC and 
coracoclavicular ligaments, but the deltotrapezial fascia 
remains intact. Radiographs reveal a 25% to 100% increase 
in the coracoclavicular interspace relative to the normal 
shoulder. Type 4 sprains involve complete disruption of 
the coracoclavicular and AC ligaments, with posterior dis-
placement of the distal clavicle into the trapezius muscle. 
In type 5 sprains, the coracoclavicular and AC ligaments 
are fully disrupted along with a rupture of the deltotrape-
zial fascia. This results in an increase in the coracoclavicu-
lar interspace to greater than 100% of the normal shoulder. 
Type 6 sprains involve complete disruption of the coraco-
clavicular and AC ligaments, as well as the deltotrapezial 
muscular attachments, with displacement of the distal 
clavicle below the acromion or the coracoid process.

Radiographic evaluation of the AC joint should include 
anteroposterior and lateral views of the AC joint, and a 
Zanca view. Stress views do not provide additional clini-
cally useful information.105

Type 1, 2, and 3 AC joint sprains are usually treated 
nonoperatively, using the previously described principles 
of rehabilitation. A brief period of sling immobilization 
might be required for pain control. Indications for surgi-
cal intervention for type 3 sprains include persistent pain 
or unsatisfactory cosmetic results. Some authors advocate 
operative treatment of type 3 sprains in heavy laborers and 
athletes who participate in sports that place a high demand 
on the upper limbs,30,89,141 but the current literature favors 
nonoperative treatment for type 3 sprains because of the 
similar outcomes between operative and nonoperative 
management and higher complication rates after opera-
tive intervention.171 Type 4, 5, or 6 sprains require surgical 
treatment.105

Intraarticular AC joint fractures are treated similarly to 
type 1 through 3 AC joint sprains, unless the injury is open 
or involves neurovascular compromise. Posttraumatic 
arthrosis in the AC joint can occur. Persistent pain, despite 
an appropriate nonoperative treatment program, necessi-
tates surgical resection of the distal clavicle.105

Osteolysis of the Distal Clavicle

Repetitive overload of the distal clavicle can result in 
osteolysis. Young weight lifters who perform a significant 
amount of bench press and military press lifts are the most 
susceptible to this condition.26 The athlete usually presents 
with gradual onset of AC joint pain that is increased with 
overhead presses or bench press, particularly when the bar 
is lowered all the way to the chest because this results in a 
significant sheer stress to the AC joint. It frequently occurs 
bilaterally.167

Radiographic evaluation is the same as for AC joint inju-
ries. The pathologic changes found on radiographs include 
distal clavicular subchondral bone loss and cystic changes. 

Normal

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

Type 6

FIGURE 38-2 The Rockwood classification of acromioclavicular joint sprains.
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Widening of the AC joint can occur in late stages. Bone 
scans are positive during active disease and can be used to 
confirm the diagnosis.105

Nonoperative treatment of distal clavicular osteolysis 
involves avoidance of the aggravating activities, and appli-
cation of the previously discussed rehabilitation principles. 
Occasionally, AC joint intraarticular corticosteroid injec-
tions can assist in pain control. For many athletes, however, 
activity modification is not practical or does not result in 
significant pain relief. In those athletes who fail to improve 
with nonoperative measures or are unable to adequately 
modify their activities, distal clavicular resection is the sur-
gical procedure of choice.167

Scapulothoracic Crepitus

Multiple authors have reported the occurrence of patho-
logic sounds at the scapulothoracic joint, often referred to 
as a snapping scapula or scapular crepitus.116,140,144 The 
three primary types of sound that can occur at this joint 
include a gentle friction sound, a louder grating sound, 
and a loud snapping. Although the gentle friction sound 
is probably physiologic, a loud grating sound suggests soft 
tissue disease such as bursitis, fibrotic muscle, muscular 
atrophy, or anomalous muscular insertions.116 Occasion-
ally an excessive thoracic kyphosis or thoracic scoliosis can 
cause pathologic crepitus at the scapulothoracic articula-
tion. Scapulothoracic dyskinesis or scapular winging can 
also cause painful friction between the scapula and the 
thorax.84 A loud snapping sound is frequently caused by 
bony pathology such as an osteophyte, a rib or scapular 
osteochondroma, hooked superomedial angle of the scap-
ula, or malunion of rib fractures.117,140,154

The physical examination of individuals with symptom-
atic scapulothoracic crepitus or snapping should include 
localization of pain and crepitus or snapping through 
palpation, evaluation of scapulothoracic mechanics for 
quality and quantity of scapulothoracic motion, and a 
neurologic examination of the upper limb. Electrodiagnos-
tic studies should be used when nerve injury is suspected. 
Tangential and anteroposterior radiographic evaluation of 
the scapula might identify osseous causes of the scapular 
crepitus or snapping. The radiologic workup might require 
further evaluation by CT or magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) for selected cases.

Treatment is warranted when the scapular snapping or 
crepitus is symptomatic. Nonoperative treatment involves 
correction of biomechanical deficits such as scapulotho-
racic dyskinesis, strength and flexibility imbalances, and 
poor posture. Soft tissue mobilization, NSAIDs, and local 
modalities might assist in pain control. An injection of cor-
ticosteroids into the painful area has been advocated by 
some authors,33,106 but caution must be exercised because 
complications such as pneumothorax can occur. For those 
who fail to improve with nonoperative measures, several 
surgical procedures have been described for treatment of 
this condition.106

Rotator Cuff Tendonitis and Impingement

Injuries to the rotator cuff are common. Although mac-
rotrauma can cause rotator cuff injuries, repetitive micro-
trauma and outlet impingement between the acromion and 
greater tuberosity of the humerus are more common.115 
Neer categorized this type of rotator cuff injury into three 
stages.122 Stage 1 injuries involved inflammation and 
edema in the rotator cuff. Stage 2 rotator cuff injuries had 
progressed to fibrosis and tendonitis. When a partial or 
complete rotator cuff tear occurred, this was considered a 
stage 3 injury. In the overhead athlete, underlying insta-
bility patterns of the glenohumeral joint with associated 
excessive translation of the humeral head frequently led to 
outlet impingement and rotator cuff disease.6

On cadaveric examination, Bigliani21 found a relation-
ship between the acromial shape and the presence of 
rotator cuff tears. He classified the acromions into three 
types (Figure 38-3). Type 1 acromions were relatively flat, 
whereas type 2 acromions demonstrated a curve, and type 
3 acromions were hooked. The incidence of rotator cuff 
tears increased as the acromion progressed from a type 
1 to a type 3 shape. This was presumably related to the 
greater outlet impingement of the rotator cuff caused by an 
increasing acromial curve.

A phenomenon referred to as internal impingement has 
recently been reported in young overhead athletes.40,184 
When the arm is abducted 90 degrees and maximally exter-
nally rotated, there is contact between the undersurface of 
the rotator cuff and the posterosuperior glenoid rim. This 
is augmented by anterior glenohumeral joint instability 
and posterior glenohumeral joint capsular tightness. Inter-
nal impingement causes pathologic changes to the under-
surface of the rotator cuff.

Impingement can be primary or secondary. Examples 
of causative factors leading to primary impingement 
include a hooked acromion or a thick coracoacromial 
ligament. Secondary impingement has many causes, 
including glenohumeral joint instability, weak scapular 
stabilizers, or scapulothoracic dyskinesis and instabil-
ity.66,67 Lack of adequate scapular control or weakness in 
the scapular stabilizers can lead to poor scapular posi-
tioning during arm elevation. This can result in an acro-
mion that does not retract during overhead activities, 
creating secondary impingement. Regardless of whether 
the impingement is primary or secondary, the underlying 
cause must be determined to formulate an appropriate 
treatment program.

Rotator cuff microtrauma can also be caused by “eccen-
tric overload” of the shoulder external rotators during the 
deceleration phase of throwing.

A B
FIGURE 38-3 A, Type 1 acromion. B, Type 3 acromion.
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Microvascular studies of the rotator cuff have found a 
hypovascular zone in the leading edge of the supraspinatus 
tendon during shoulder adduction compared with shoul-
der abduction and on the articular compared with bursal 
surface of the supraspinatus.97,149 These hypovascular areas 
have been implicated as a cause of rotator cuff degenera-
tion and correlate with the higher incidence of articular-
sided partial-thickness tears of the rotator cuff.

Patients with rotator cuff injuries frequently note ante-
rior or lateral shoulder pain that occurs with overhead activ-
ity and also at night while trying to sleep. Symptoms such 
as stiffness, weakness, and catching might also be present. 
It is important to try to elicit any symptoms of underlying 
glenohumeral joint instability such as numbness, tingling, 
feelings of subluxation, or previous “dead arm” episodes.

The physical examination of patients with suspected 
rotator cuff pathology should include an evaluation of the 
cervical spine because problems originating in the cervical 
spine frequently refer symptoms to the shoulder. During 
inspection, the examiner should be sure to assess for proper 
scapulothoracic mechanics. Strength testing of the rotator 
cuff muscles can detect weakness as a result of a rotator cuff 
tear or pain inhibition caused by tendonitis or tendinosis. 
The Neer-Walsh and Hawkins-Kennedy impingement tests 
should be performed. Elimination of the pain provoked by 
impingement testing after injection of 10 mL of 1% lido-
caine into the subacromial space confirms the diagnosis of 
impingement.

The examination of individuals with suspected rotator 
cuff pathology should also include maneuvers to detect 
underlying glenohumeral joint instability. The anterior 
apprehension test can be used to detect both anterior 
instability of the glenohumeral joint and also internal 
impingement. If the patient has a sensation of anterior 
apprehension during the test that is relieved with the relo-
cation test, then there is likely anterior instability. If, how-
ever, there is pain in the posterior aspect of the shoulder 
during the anterior apprehension test that is relieved with 
the relocation test, then internal impingement is occurring.

Radiographic evaluation of patients with suspected rota-
tor cuff pathology should include anteroposterior, supra-
spinatus outlet, and axillary radiographs. Anteroposterior 
radiographs should be performed in the neutral, external, 
and internal rotation positions to adequately visualize the 
glenohumeral joint and the greater and lesser tuberosities. 
Large rotator cuff tears can be indicated by an acromiohum-
eral distance of less than 7 mm and sclerosis on the under-
surface of the acromion. The supraspinatus outlet view 
allows for categorization of the acromion type and will 
reveal AC joint osteophytes. Double-contrast arthrograms 
identify full-thickness rotator cuff tears, partial-thickness 
articular surface tears, and biceps tendon pathology. Bur-
sal surface and intrasubstance partial-thickness rotator cuff 
tears are poorly evaluated with this technique. Ultrasound 
and MRI have high levels of sensitivity and specificity for 
rotator cuff pathology.13,73

Nonoperative treatment should include application 
of the previously described rehabilitation principles. 
Strengthening exercises for the scapular stabilizing mus-
cles rather than the rotator cuff should be emphasized 
in the acute rehabilitation stage. Specifically, strength-
ening muscles that retract and depress the scapula  
(e.g., serratus anterior and inferior trapezius) and stretch-
ing muscles that protract and elevate the scapula (e.g., pec-
toralis minor and upper trapezius) reduce impingement. 
Posterior glenohumeral joint capsular tightness should be 
corrected, particularly in patients with internal impinge-
ment. It is imperative to reestablish normal scapulotho-
racic kinematics through neuromuscular retraining. This 
can begin once shoulder ROM is pain-free. Rotator cuff 
muscle strengthening should begin with closed chain 
exercises to promote stability and proprioception. Open 
chain exercises can be used to correct strength imbalances, 
such as weakness of the shoulder external rotators relative 
to the internal rotators. Some patients benefit from a sub-
acromial corticosteroid injection, although studies of cor-
ticosteroid injections have shown mixed results.68,112,121 
Patients recalcitrant to these measures might benefit from 
extracorporeal shock-wave therapy or, if calcific tendonitis 
is present, ultrasound-guided percutaneous lavage and 
aspiration of the calcification.42,130 If the patient fails to 
respond to the above measures, surgical evaluation should 
be considered.

Patients who have sustained an acute full-thickness 
rotator cuff tear should receive early surgical interven-
tion to maximize their postoperative recovery potential. 
If the rotator cuff tear is chronic or degenerative, an ini-
tial trial of nonoperative rehabilitation measures can be 
used with the goal of restoring the patient to a functional 
level. In the young or active subgroups, however, nonop-
erative measures frequently fail to restore the patient to 
an adequate level of function, and surgical intervention 
is required.

Long Head of the Biceps Tendon Strains

Rupture of the long head of the biceps brachii tendon 
usually occurs in patients more than 40 years of age with 
a prolonged history of outlet impingement and rotator 
cuff disease. The patient frequently experiences a “pop” 
at the time of the injury, which often occurs during lifting 
or pulling activities. Some patients, however, just present 
with a painless retraction of the biceps distally resulting 
in an exaggeration of the biceps muscle contour. Pain can 
occur with an acute rupture but is not usually a factor in 
chronic cases. Because rupture of the long head of the 
biceps brachii tendon results in a loss of approximately 
8% of elbow flexion strength and 21% of supination 
strength,103 function is not significantly affected in most 
individuals.

This injury is best evaluated radiographically with MRI 
or ultrasound, which demonstrate the biceps tendon’s 
absence in the bicipital groove.

Treatment in patients more than 40 years of age who 
are relatively sedentary includes sling immobilization for 
comfort and application of the rehabilitation principles 
previously described. Strengthening exercises of the rota-
tor cuff, shoulder girdle, and arm musculature should be 
undertaken when the patient is able to tolerate it. This 
allows for maximal restoration of function.

In younger or physically active patients, early surgical 
intervention might be warranted. Mariani et al.103 reported 
that 93% of the surgically treated patients and 63% of the 
nonsurgically treated patients were able to return to full 
work capacity.
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Pectoralis Major Strain

Pectoralis major muscle strains are most commonly seen 
in athletes who perform forceful shoulder adduction and/
or internal rotation against resistance, such as weight lift-
ers and football players.110 Pectoralis muscular strains can 
be categorized into three grades, with grade 1 being mini-
mal muscle disruption and grade 3 a complete rupture. The 
strain can be located in the muscle belly, musculotendi-
nous junction, or tendon.

Pectoralis major muscle strains are characterized by sud-
den pain in the pectoral region during a forceful shoulder 
adduction or internal rotation. Chest wall and proximal 
anterior arm region edema and ecchymosis can develop, 
and the anterior axillary fold often demonstrates a vis-
ible defect when the shoulder is abducted 90 degrees. The 
defect in the muscle can also be palpated on examination. 
Weakness and pain with shoulder adduction and inter-
nal rotation are usually present. Radiographs are normal, 
but ultrasound or MRI examinations can demonstrate the 
injury.

Treatment is conservative for grade 1 or grade 2 strains, 
intramuscular grade 3 strain, or rupture from the sternal or 
clavicular origins. Conservative treatment should use the 
previously described rehabilitation principles.

If the patient sustains a complete rupture of the pecto-
ralis major tendon at the humeral insertion, nonathletes 
can undergo a conservative treatment program if they are 
willing to accept permanent shoulder adduction and inter-
nal rotation weakness. In athletes and those who wish to 
improve their postinjury strength potential, however, surgi-
cal intervention is needed.

Glenohumeral Joint Instability

The glenohumeral joint is a diathroidal joint with a rather 
large humeral head in relation to the small glenoid fossa. 
This anatomic relationship allows for the significant mobil-
ity seen in the glenohumeral joint but comes at the price 
of poor bony stability. Glenohumeral joint stability is pro-
vided by a combination of static and dynamic stabilizers.

The static stabilizers of the glenohumeral joint include 
the bony congruence between the humeral head and the 
glenoid fossa, the glenoid labrum, the negative intraarticu-
lar pressure, the glenohumeral joint capsule, and the gle-
nohumeral ligaments.1

The dynamic stabilizers of the glenohumeral joint 
include the scapular stabilizing muscles, the rotator cuff 
muscles, and the long head of the biceps.90 The impor-
tance of optimal scapular function for glenohumeral joint 
stability cannot be overemphasized. The scapular stabiliz-
ing muscles orient the scapula properly in relation to the 
humerus for optimal static and dynamic stability of the gle-
nohumeral joint and stabilize the scapula during glenohu-
meral joint movements.51 The primary scapular stabilizing 
muscles include the serratus anterior, trapezius, pectoralis 
minor, rhomboideus minor and major, latissimus dorsi, 
and levator scapulae.51

The rotator cuff muscles include the supraspinatus, 
infraspinatus, subscapularis, and teres minor. These mus-
cles contribute to dynamic glenohumeral joint stability 
through a number of mechanisms. Concavity compression, 
first described by Lippitt et al.,95 refers to the compressive 
forces placed on the glenohumeral joint during rotator cuff 
muscle co-contractions. These forces press the humeral 
head into the glenoid fossa, center the humeral head 
within the glenoid fossa, and help resist glenohumeral 
translation. Because the glenohumeral ligaments are lax in 
the midranges of glenohumeral joint motion, coordinated 
rotator cuff muscle contraction and concavity compression 
are particularly important mechanisms for glenohumeral 
joint stability in these ranges.90

At the distal insertion of the rotator cuff muscles on the 
humerus, there is an intertwining of the joint capsule with 
the rotator cuff tendons. With rotator cuff muscle contrac-
tion, it is possible that the glenohumeral joint capsule 
develops tension and increases in stiffness, consequently 
acting as a dynamic musculoligamentous stabilizing 
system.90

The rotator cuff muscles also provide glenohumeral 
joint stability through passive muscle tension and act as 
barriers to glenohumeral joint translation during active 
motion.25,31 The subscapularis appears to be an especially 
important stabilizer for both anterior and posterior gleno-
humeral joint stability.22,43

Proprioception and neuromuscular control refer to the 
mechanism by which the position and movements of the 
shoulder girdle are sensed (proprioception), processed, and 
result in an appropriate motor response (neuromuscular 
control).120 Glenohumeral joint instability is often associ-
ated with a concomitant decrement in proprioception.93 
The abnormal proprioception is restored after surgical cor-
rection of the joint instability, suggesting that one of the 
mechanisms causing proprioceptive deficits in unstable gle-
nohumeral joints is a lack of appropriate capsuloligamen-
tous tension.94

The classification of glenohumeral joint instability 
includes the degree, frequency, etiology, and direction of 
instability.14 The degree includes dislocation, subluxation, 
or microinstability. A dislocation implies that the humeral 
head is disassociated from the glenoid fossa and often 
requires manual reduction. A subluxation occurs when the 
humeral head translates to the edge of the glenoid, beyond 
normal physiologic limits, followed by self- reduction. 
Microinstability is due to excessive capsular laxity, is mul-
tidirectional, and is frequently associated with internal 
impingement of the rotator cuff.14

The frequency of instability can be either acute or 
chronic.14 Acute instability involves a new injury result-
ing in subluxation or dislocation of the glenohumeral 
joint. Chronic instability refers to repetitive instability 
episodes.

The etiology of glenohumeral joint instability can be 
traumatic or atraumatic.14 Unidirectional instability is fre-
quently caused by a traumatic event resulting in disruption 
of the glenohumeral joint. Atraumatic instability refers to 
glenohumeral joint instability resulting from congenital 
capsular laxity or repetitive microtrauma. Atraumatic insta-
bility can be subclassified into voluntary and involuntary 
categories. Voluntary instability refers to an individual who 
volitionally subluxes or dislocates his or her glenohumeral 
joint, whereas those with involuntary instability do not. 
Some patients with voluntary instability have associated 
psychologic pathology, which often portends a poor out-
come if surgical stabilization is performed.161
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Glenohumeral joint instability can be unidirectional or 
multidirectional. Unidirectional instability refers to insta-
bility only in one direction. The most frequent type of uni-
directional instability is traumatic anterior instability.14 
Multidirectional instability is instability in two or more 
directions and is usually due to congenital capsular laxity 
or chronic repetitive microtrauma.14

Traumatic anterior glenohumeral dislocation frequently 
tears the anterior–inferior glenohumeral joint capsule (e.g., 
the middle glenohumeral ligament and/or anterior band 
of the inferior glenohumeral ligament [IGHL]) and avulses 
the anterior–inferior glenoid labrum with or without some 
underlying bone from the glenoid rim.90 The latter of these 
two entities is frequently referred to as a Bankart lesion.16 
Other anatomic lesions that contribute to anterior gleno-
humeral joint instability include humeral avulsion of the 
glenohumeral ligament, superior labral anterior to poste-
rior (SLAP) lesions, injury to the rotator interval, or rota-
tor cuff tears (particularly to the subscapularis muscle).90 
Acute anterior glenohumeral joint dislocations are also 
frequently associated with a compression fracture of the 
posterolateral aspect of the humeral head, referred to as a 
Hill-Sachs defect.163

Inferior glenohumeral joint instability typically does 
not occur in isolation. Causes of inferior glenohumeral 
joint instability, however, include capsuloligamentous lax-
ity, absence of the glenoid fossa upward tilt, and lesions to 
the rotator interval, IGHL, superior glenohumeral ligament 
(SGHL), coracohumeral ligament (CHL), and the inferior 
glenoid labrum.

Congenital glenoid hypoplasia or excessive glenoid or 
humeral retroversion has been reported to contribute to 
posterior glenohumeral joint instability. The more com-
mon lesions that lead to posterior glenohumeral joint 
instability, however, include excessive capsuloligamentous 
laxity, or an injury to the rotator interval, SGHL, posterior 
band of the IGHL, coracohumeral (CHL), or subscapularis 
muscle.9 A tear of the posterior inferior glenoid labrum 
causing separation from the glenoid fossa rim, often 
referred to as a “reverse Bankart lesion,” or a fracture of the 
posterior inferior glenoid fossa rim can also cause posterior 
glenohumeral joint instability.9,146 A “reverse Hill-Sachs 
defect” can also be present, representing an impaction frac-
ture of the anterior humeral head.9,146

Multidirectional instability can be caused by primary 
or secondary capsuloligamentous laxity. It is frequently 
seen bilaterally and can be accompanied by generalized 
ligamentous laxity.14 Recurrent unilateral joint instability 
occasionally stretches the glenohumeral capsuloligamen-
tous structures to the point that multidirectional insta-
bility develops secondarily.14 Another possible cause for 
secondary multidirectional instability is the presence of 
an underlying connective tissue disorder such as Marfan or 
Ehlers-Danlos syndromes.14

Although many patients with glenohumeral joint 
instability have vague symptoms, common complaints of 
patients with shoulder instability include pain, popping, 
catching, locking, an unstable sensation, stiffness, and 
swelling.18 A history of acute trauma or chronic, repetitive 
microtrauma should be obtained. Some patients might 
have a history of glenohumeral joint dislocation, and the 
examiner should find out the direction of dislocation, 
the duration of the dislocation, whether it has recurred, 
and whether it required manual reduction or spontane-
ously reduced. Subluxation episodes are commonly asso-
ciated with a burning or aching dead feeling in the arm. 
Repetitive overhead activities such as baseball pitching can 
cause enough microtrauma to lead to symptomatic lax-
ity.18 Patients should be asked whether they or their family 
members have a history of generalized ligamentous laxity 
or connective tissue disorders.

The physical examination should include inspection, 
palpation, glenohumeral joint ROM, analysis of scapulo-
thoracic kinesis, upper limb strength, sensation (including 
proprioception), reflex evaluations, and special tests for 
glenohumeral joint instability.

The most common initial radiographic views for the 
evaluation of glenohumeral joint instability include the 
anteroposterior shoulder view, axillary lateral view, and 
scapular “Y” view.14 The anteroposterior view allows visu-
alization of the osseous structures of the shoulder, includ-
ing the scapula, clavicle, upper ribs, humeral head, and 
glenoid rim.163 With internal rotation, the anteroposterior 
view can also allow visualization of a Hill-Sachs defect.163 
The scapular Y view can help in the assessment of gleno-
humeral joint alignment after acute dislocations.163 The 
axillary lateral view can assess anterior or posterior sub-
luxation or dislocation, as well as fractures of the ante-
rior or posterior glenoid rim.163 Other specialized views 
include the Garth view and the West Point view, both of 
which are useful in the detection of Bankart fractures. The 
Stryker Notch view can be used for evaluation of Hill-
Sachs defects and stress views for the documentation of 
the degree of glenohumeral joint instability.163Magnetic 
resonance arthrography provides optimal visualization of 
the labrum, cartilage, and joint capsule. Imaging of non-
displaced injuries to the IGHL and anteroinferior glenoid 
labrum is improved by placing the arm in an abducted and 
externally rotated position.

The treatment options for glenohumeral joint insta-
bility and dislocation include nonoperative and opera-
tive approaches. After glenohumeral joint subluxation 
episodes and in patients with multidirectional instability 
or unidirectional posterior or inferior instability, a com-
prehensive rehabilitation program that addresses kinetic 
chain deficits, scapulothoracic mechanics, and shoulder 
girdle strength, flexibility, and neuromuscular control is 
appropriate. Operative intervention should be considered 
only in those patients who have failed to improve after a 
comprehensive nonoperative treatment program.

For patients with glenohumeral joint instability, the 
strengthening program should begin with closed chain 
exercises that promote co-contraction of the glenohumeral 
joint–stabilizing musculature. The patient can eventually 
progress to functional open chain exercises as stability is 
achieved. Proprioceptive closed and open chain exercises 
are also important to recoordinate the stabilizing shoulder 
girdle musculature and attain engrams that respond appro-
priately to a dynamically changing environment.

For patients who have suffered a first-time traumatic 
anterior glenohumeral joint dislocation, the decision 
between a trial of nonoperative treatment versus immedi-
ate surgical stabilization is more controversial. In the older, 
less active patient, nonoperative management frequently is 
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successful.3 In the younger, more active patient involved in 
contact sports, studies have shown a very high redisloca-
tion rate in those treated nonoperatively compared with 
those receiving early operative intervention.11,12,85,173

Regardless of whether a patient opts for early surgical 
intervention, closed reduction confirmed by radiologic 
examination should be performed on all patients who 
sustain an acute glenohumeral joint dislocation that does 
not spontaneously reduce. Radiologic studies should be 
performed in two planes, such as anteroposterior with the 
humerus in internal rotation and axillary lateral views, to 
confirm relocation and exclude an associated fracture.163 
Sensory testing over the deltoid muscle is important to rule 
out an associated axillary nerve injury.14

Standard sling immobilization can be used for com-
fort but does not change future redislocation rates.71,72,166 
If initiated within the first 24 hours postinjury, 3 weeks 
of shoulder immobilization with the humerus externally 
rotated 30 degrees can reduce the risk of recurrent disloca-
tion by nearly 100%, but the benefits of this type of immo-
bilization are not statistically significant if begun after the 
first day.75-78 The previously described shoulder instability 
rehabilitation program can be used to treat patients who opt 
for nonoperative treatment of their shoulder dislocation.

Adhesive Capsulitis

Adhesive capsulitis, or “frozen shoulder,” is character-
ized by painful, restricted shoulder ROM in patients with 
normal radiographs.61,123 Adhesive capsulitis occurs in 
approximately 2% to 5% of the general population, is 2 to 
4 times more common in women than men, and is most 
frequently seen in individuals between 40 and 60 years of 
age.27,35

Adhesive capsulitis is usually an idiopathic condition 
but can be associated with diabetes mellitus, inflamma-
tory arthritis, trauma, prolonged immobilization, thyroid 
disease, cerebrovascular accident, myocardial infarction, 
or autoimmune disease. Pathologic evaluation can reveal 
perivascular inflammation, but the predominant abnor-
mality is fibroblastic proliferation with increased collagen 
and nodular band formation.27

Adhesive capsulitis has been divided into four stages 
(Table 38-2).64 Stage 1 occurs for the first 1 to 3 months 
and involves pain with shoulder movements but no signifi-
cant glenohumeral joint ROM restriction when examined 
under anesthesia. In stage 2, the “freezing stage,” symp-
toms have been present for 3 to 9 months and are char-
acterized by pain with shoulder motion and progressive 

Table 38-2   Stages of Adhesive Capsulitis

Stage
Symptom 
Duration Signs and Symptoms

1 1-3 mo Painful shoulder movement, minimal restriction 
in motion

2 3-9 mo Painful shoulder movement, progressive loss of 
glenohumeral joint motion

3 9-15 mo Reduced pain with shoulder movement, severely 
restricted glenohumeral joint motion

4 15-24 mo Minimal pain, progressive normalization of 
glenohumeral joint motion
glenohumeral joint ROM restriction in forward flexion, 
abduction, and internal and external rotation. During 
stage 3, or the “frozen stage,” symptoms have been present 
for 9 to 15 months and include a significant reduction in 
pain but maintenance of the restricted glenohumeral joint 
ROM. In stage 4, frequently referred to as the “thawing 
stage,” symptoms have been present for approximately 15 
to 24 months and ROM gradually improves.

Routine radiographic evaluation is usually normal, but 
glenohumeral joint arthrography typically shows a signifi-
cant reduction in the capsular volume.

Treatment during stages 1 and 2 of adhesive capsulitis 
includes physical modalities, analgesics, and activity modi-
fication to reduce pain and inflammation. Up to three 
intraarticular corticosteroid injections can be used during 
stages 1 and 2 of adhesive capsulitis to reduce inflamma-
tion and pain, facilitate rehabilitation, and shorten the 
duration of this condition.64,165 Postural retraining to 
reduce kyphotic posture and forward humeral positioning 
should be undertaken. Aggressive ROM exercises should be 
avoided until the patient’s pain has been adequately con-
trolled.178 Otherwise, the patient’s symptoms can worsen, 
leading the patient to immobilize his or her shoulder, thus 
resulting in a further loss of shoulder ROM. Early in the 
rehabilitation process, however, passive joint glides and 
nonpainful passive ROM exercises might be beneficial. 
Early scapular stability exercises and closed chain rotator 
cuff exercises can be instituted. As the patient’s symptoms 
improve, active-assisted and active ROM activities can be 
added, along with open chain and proprioceptive exer-
cises. Most patients will have restoration of normal func-
tion over a 12- to 14-month period.63,118 In patients who 
do not improve after 6 months of nonoperative treatment, 
more aggressive treatments such as capsular hydrodilata-
tion, manipulation under anesthesia, and arthroscopic 
lysis of adhesions can be considered.*

Superior Labral Anterior to Posterior Lesions

Andrews et al.7 were the first to report the importance 
of the superior labrum and biceps tendon complex as 
a source of pain and shoulder dysfunction. The term 
SLAP lesion, which stands for superior labral anterior to 
posterior injury, has been used to name injuries to the 
superior labrum and biceps tendon complex.169 The gle-
noid labrum, which serves to deepen the glenoid socket, 
increases the contact area of the humeral head by approxi-
mately 70%.145 In addition to increasing the static stabil-
ity of the glenohumeral joint, the superior aspect of the 
glenoid labrum serves as an attachment point for the long 
head of the biceps tendon. Research has demonstrated the 
importance of the long head of the biceps in providing 
dynamic stability to both anterior–posterior and superior–
inferior humeral head translation.135,159

Snyder et al.169 proposed a classification system for 
SLAP lesions (Figure 38-4). Type 1 lesions involve a fray-
ing injury to the superior labrum without detachment of 
the biceps tendon. In type 2 lesions, the biceps tendon is 
detached from the supraglenoid tubercle. Type 3 lesions 
are characterized by bucket handle tearing of the superior 
labrum without detachment of the biceps tendon. Type 4 

*References 20, 35, 62, 64, 131, 142, 148, 178.
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lesions involve a tear of the superior labrum that extends 
into the biceps tendon.

Mechanisms of injury for SLAP lesions include falling 
on an outstretched arm, traction injuries, torsional peel-
ing back of the labrum during the late cocking phase of 
overhead throwing, and traction forces from the long head 
of the biceps tendon during the deceleration phase of over-
head throwing.7,28,98,169,178

The most common complaints of individuals with 
a SLAP lesion are pain with overhead throwing, and 
mechanical symptoms such as clicking, catching, or grind-
ing. SLAP lesions can, however, mimic the symptoms of 
many different diagnoses, such as impingement, AC joint 
pain, bicipital tendonitis, or glenohumeral joint instabil-
ity. Consequently a high degree of suspicion is important 
to make this diagnosis. Physical examination often shows 
an underlying glenohumeral joint instability. A positive 
O’Brien test also suggests a SLAP lesion.

Standard radiographic imaging of the shoulder is usu-
ally normal. Gadolinium-enhanced MRI scans of the 
shoulder have improved the ability to detect SLAP lesions. 
The gold standard for diagnosing SLAP lesions, however, 
remains arthroscopy.

There currently are no studies of nonoperative SLAP 
lesion treatment, and surgery is the standard treatment. 
Patients who have been diagnosed with clinically signifi-
cant SLAP lesions should be referred for surgical consulta-
tion to receive definitive treatment. Correction of strength 
and flexibility deficits and normalization of scapulotho-
racic mechanics should help with the postsurgical recovery.

Type 1 Type 2

Type 3 Type 4

FIGURE 38-4 Classification of superior labral anterior to posterior (SLAP) 
lesions.
Conditions of the Elbow

Lateral Epicondylitis

Lateral epicondylitis is a common tendinopathy of the lat-
eral elbow and is frequently referred to as tennis elbow. 
This malady dates back to 1883 when it was described as an 
injury resulting from lawn tennis.38 It is reported to occur 
in up to 50% of tennis players.126 Any activity that places 
excessive repetitive stress on the lateral forearm muscula-
ture, however, can cause this condition.

Lateral epicondylitis is more common in patients more 
than 35 years of age and peaks in those between 40 and 50 
years old.81,125 It is more common in male than in female 
tennis players but does not display a gender predilection 
in the general population.37 When lateral epicondylitis 
results from a work-related injury, conservative measures 
are less successful, and surgical intervention occurs more 
frequently.58

Lateral epicondylitis is a misnomer for this condition 
because the pathologic changes (i.e., angiofibroblastic 
hyperplasia) are not inflammatory but rather degenera-
tive.125,151 A more appropriate term for this condition is 
lateral epicondylosis rather than epicondylitis. The degen-
erative changes occur most commonly in the origin of the 
extensor carpi radialis brevis but also involve the extensor 
digitorum communis origin in 30% of cases.125 The origins 
of the extensor carpi radialis longus or extensor carpi ulna-
ris are only rarely involved.

Patients with lateral epicondylosis frequently report a 
gradual onset of symptoms, which usually occur after spe-
cific activities. Traumatic or sudden onset of symptoms can 
also occur. The backhand swing in tennis frequently exac-
erbates the symptoms, as does gripping and activities that 
require repetitive wrist extension and forearm pronation 
and supination. Physical examination can reveal point ten-
derness over the lateral epicondyle and a positive Cozen’s 
test. Entrapment of the posterior interosseous branch of 
the radial nerve can mimic lateral epicondylosis, but the 
tenderness associated with this condition is 3 to 4 cm distal 
to the lateral epicondyle rather than directly over it.187

Although standard anteroposterior and lateral radio-
graphs are usually normal, an oblique view of the lateral 
epicondyle might reveal punctuate calcifications in the 
extensor tendon origin.37

Treatment involves discontinuation of provocative 
activities, oral analgesics, physical modalities, and bracing 
(e.g., lateral counter-force strap or neutral wrist splint). It is 
important to correct kinetic chain deficits, training errors, 
and inappropriate tennis racquet grip size and string ten-
sion. Eccentric strengthening of the wrist extensors appears 
to be the most effective exercise regimen for the treatment 
of lateral epicondylosis.177 Peritendinous corticosteroid 
injections are occasionally used, but their long-term effi-
cacy is questionable.5,124 Promising new treatments include 
ultrasound-guided percutaneous needle tenotomy, autolo-
gous blood injections, and platelet-rich plasma injec-
tions.48,113,119 Extracorporeal shock-wave therapy for lateral 
epicondylosis has been reported to be successful in 48% 
to 73% of cases recalcitrant to other nonoperative mea-
sures.130 Recalcitrant cases can also be treated with surgical 
debridement of the degenerative tissue with approximately 
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85% of surgically treated patients reporting good to excel-
lent results and only 3% reporting no improvement.47,126

Medial Epicondylitis

Medial epicondylitis, frequently referred to as golfer’s 
elbow, has the same degenerative pathologic changes as 
those described in lateral epicondylitis and is more cor-
rectly termed medial epicondylosis.132 This condition 
occurs 3 to 7 times less frequently than lateral epicondy-
losis, and the degenerative changes are most frequently 
found in the pronator teres and flexor carpi radialis (FCR) 
origins.132 Risk factors for medial epicondylosis include 
training errors, faulty equipment, repetitive activities 
requiring wrist flexion and forearm pronation, and biome-
chanical abnormalities (such as poor strength, flexibility 
imbalances, and joint instability).

Patients often report a gradual onset of pain over the 
medial epicondyle that is exacerbated by activities that 
require repetitive gripping, wrist flexion, and forearm pro-
nation and supination. The patient might report a feel-
ing of grip strength weakness. This condition occasionally 
occurs traumatically as a result of an acute rupture of the 
UCL of the elbow. Symptoms of a concomitant ulnar neu-
ropathy can also be present. Physical examination demon-
strates tenderness to palpation over the medial epicondyle, 
weakness in grip strength, pain when a tight fist is made, 
and pain with resisted wrist flexion and forearm pronation.

Oblique radiographs of the medial epicondyle can 
reveal punctuate calcifications in the region of the flexor 
tendon origins.37 It is also important to rule out degenera-
tive changes in the posterior medial aspect of the olecra-
non because this condition can cause symptoms similar to 
those seen with medial epicondylosis.

Nonoperative treatment should include discontinuation 
of aggravating activities and use of analgesic medications, 
physical modalities, bracing (e.g., medial counter-force 
strap and neutral wrist splint) for pain control, and cor-
recting kinetic chain deficits and training errors. Eccentric 
exercises can be used for the treatment of tendinopathy. 
Corticosteroid injections have been used to treat this con-
dition but can lead to further tendon degeneration and 
predispose to tendon rupture. Autologous blood injec-
tions might be beneficial.176 Medial epicondylosis can also 
be responsive to extracorporeal shock-wave therapy.130 
Operative treatment can be warranted for those who fail to 
improve with conservative measures.

Distal Biceps Tendonitis and Rupture

Distal biceps brachii tendonitis is uncommon and can 
develop as a result of eccentric overload of the biceps dur-
ing the deceleration and follow-through phases of throw-
ing. Patients report antecubital fossa pain during repetitive 
elbow bending activities and the follow-through phase of 
throwing. Physical examination typically shows tenderness 
to palpation over the distal biceps tendon and pain with 
resisted elbow flexion and/or forearm supination. Radio-
logic evaluation is usually normal.

Initial treatment includes activity modification, ice, 
and analgesics. Kinetic chain abnormalities should also 
be addressed early in the rehabilitation process. When the 
patient is able to participate in an active strengthening pro-
gram, eccentric exercises should be used. The patient should 
resume functional activities in a planned, gradually escalat-
ing manner and should not return to full unrestricted activ-
ity until full strength and ROM has been restored.

Rupture of the distal biceps brachii tendon is also an 
uncommon injury. This usually occurs in patients between 
30 and 50 years of age, with a significant predilection for 
men and the dominant limb.10,15,44 The injury usually 
occurs during a heavy lifting activity while the elbow is at 
90 degrees of flexion.56 The rupture usually involves the 
distal biceps brachii tendon at the radial tuberosity inser-
tion site, with variable involvement of the lacertus fibro-
sus.44 Although prodromal symptoms are usually absent, 
pathologic examination of the avulsed tendon frequently 
shows degenerative changes in the distal biceps brachii 
tendon.147

A distal biceps brachii tendon rupture causes acute pain 
and a popping or tearing sensation in the antecubital fossa 
during a heavy lifting activity. The patient might report a 
reduction in elbow flexion or forearm supination strength. 
Clinical findings include ecchymosis, edema, and ery-
thema in the antecubital fossa, and a palpable absence of 
the distal biceps brachii tendon. The biceps brachii muscle 
belly might have a deformity during contraction as a result 
of balling up of the muscle, but elbow flexion and forearm 
supination should still be intact because of the presence of 
the brachialis and supinator muscles, respectively.

Radiologic evaluation should be performed to rule out 
an avulsion fracture from the radial tuberosity. MRI or 
ultrasound can be helpful in cases where the diagnosis is 
not clear.

Treatment of biceps brachii tendon ruptures is surgical, 
and early intervention is recommended.

Distal Triceps Tendonitis and Rupture

Activities that require repetitive elbow extension such as 
throwing, weight lifting, or using a hammer can result 
in distal triceps brachii tendonitis. This condition can be 
found in conjunction with loose bodies in the posterior 
compartment of the elbow or with lateral epicondylitis.170

Symptoms of triceps brachii tendonitis include ach-
ing and burning pain in the distal triceps. The pain fre-
quently occurs after specific aggravating activities in the 
early manifestations of this condition, but eventually the 
symptoms are experienced during activity. Physical exami-
nation shows tenderness over the distal triceps tendon and 
pain with resisted elbow extension. Radiologic evaluation 
is usually normal.

Treatment for triceps tendonitis includes activity modi-
fication, physical modalities, and analgesics for pain con-
trol. ROM exercises should be used initially, and a more 
aggressive strengthening program should be started as the 
pain resolves. Eccentric strengthening exercises of the tri-
ceps brachii should be considered in those who have expe-
rienced chronic symptoms. Surgical intervention is rarely 
required.

Triceps tendon rupture can occur in individuals who 
fall onto an outstretched hand or receive a direct blow to 
the distal triceps brachii tendon. An audible “pop” might 
occur at the time of the injury. Elbow extension weakness, 
erythema, ecchymosis, and edema at the area of the ten-
don rupture are usually present. Minimal trauma might 
be all that is required for tendon disruption in those who 
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have received previous corticoteroid injections around the 
distal triceps tendon, or in people who have been treated 
with chronic oral corticoteroids for other system condi-
tions.170,183 The most common site of disruption is at the 
distal insertion site on the olecranon, and a small avulsion 
fracture from the olecranon might be present.

Physical examination demonstrates these findings, 
along with a palpable defect. The ability to actively extend 
the elbow is typically still present because of an intact anco-
neus muscle, but strength will be significantly reduced.

Standard radiographs of the elbow might reveal a small 
avulsion fracture on the lateral view.52 Ultrasonography or 
MRI readily demonstrates the pathology.179

Surgical repair of the disrupted triceps tendon is 
recommended.

Snapping Triceps Tendon

Occasionally a pathologic band over the medial side of 
the distal triceps can cause a snapping sensation over the 
medial epicondyle during elbow flexion and extension.46 
The astute clinician should try to differentiate this condi-
tion from ulnar nerve subluxation, but both conditions can 
occur at the same time. The patient might report a history 
of medial elbow popping or snapping during elbow flex-
ion and extension activities. The snapping of the band over 
the medial epicondyle is frequently palpable on examina-
tion. Conservative treatment for this condition includes 
deep tissue massage, stretching of the triceps muscle, and 
occasionally local corticosteroid injection. Patients who 
do not respond to this regimen might require surgical 
intervention.

Olecranon Bursitis

The olecranon bursa lies subcutaneously over the olecra-
non process. Olecranon bursitis can be septic or aseptic. 
Aseptic bursitis is either acute hemorrhagic bursitis result-
ing from a macrotraumatic insult to the bursa or chronic 
bursitis caused by repetitive microtrauma. Aseptic bursitis 
is frequently seen in athletes who participate in football or 
hockey.87

Aseptic bursitis can begin with a direct blow to the area, 
but some patients report an insidious onset of symptoms 
after a small abrasion or laceration to the area. If the injury 
is chronic and recurrent, the patient can experience an ini-
tial period of swelling that feels like a small liquid pouch. 
This pouch eventually organizes into a permanently thick-
ened bursa with intrabursal bands.

Septic bursitis can occur as a result of a localized or sys-
temic infection. It is associated with significant edema, ery-
thema, and hyperthermia in the area of the infected bursa 
and is frequently accompanied by systemic symptoms of 
infection. Physical examination reveals an edematous area 
over the olecranon that is usually tender to palpation. 
Elbow ROM can be limited because of tissue tightness and 
pain. If the bursa is infected, the area can feel warm, and 
the patient can have an increased white blood cell count.

Radiographic evaluation should be performed to deter-
mine whether the patient has an osteophyte over the tip of 
the olecranon or calcification within the bursal sac.

The initial treatment of an acute traumatic aseptic bur-
sitis includes sterile aspiration of the bursa followed by 
application of a compressive dressing. The patient should 
begin an NSAID medication and frequently apply ice to 
the area. The olecranon should be protected from further 
insult by using an elbow pad.

For those with chronic bursitis, treatment should include 
ice, intermittent NSAIDs, and protection of the area from 
further insult. If edema is present, a compressive dressing 
should be applied. An intrabursal injection of cortico-
steroid medications can be helpful. For aseptic bursitis that 
is recalcitrant to standard treatment, sclerotherapy using a 
tetracycline injection into the bursa has been advocated.65 
Surgical excision is also an option for patients who do not 
obtain relief with the above measures.

For patients with septic bursitis, the bursa should be 
aspirated for symptomatic relief and to obtain a fluid sam-
ple for laboratory analysis, including Gram stain, culture 
and sensitivity, and crystal analysis. The area should then 
be wrapped in a compressive dressing, and the patient 
should be instructed to elevate the arm. Intravenous anti-
biotics are warranted in patients with systemic symptoms, 
but oral antibiotics might be adequate for those experi-
encing only localized symptoms. If the patient does not 
improve with the above measures, referral for incision and 
drainage should be made.

Ulnar Collateral Ligament Sprain

Injuries to the UCL of the elbow are a result of valgus stress 
to the elbow. This can be caused by a single traumatic 
episode but is frequently seen with the repetitive micro-
trauma associated with throwing. The late cocking phase 
of overhead throwing is characterized by a valgus torque 
of approximately 64 N-m across the elbow.54 During the 
acceleration phase of overhead throwing, the valgus forces 
across the elbow are increased, leading to further stress on 
the UCL.

The UCL is composed of an anterior, posterior, and 
transverse bundle. It is primarily stabilized by the anterior 
bundle.180 The anterior bundle has a thin superficial and 
thick deep layer, and the superficial or deep layer can be 
torn individually or as a unit.181

Patients with UCL injuries complain of medial elbow 
pain exacerbated by the late cocking and acceleration 
phases of throwing. If the injury was acute, an audible 
pop might have been heard. More frequently, however, the 
symptoms have an insidious onset. Throwing athletes can 
experience a decrement in throwing velocity and accuracy. 
Ulnar nerve traction and neuritis can occur because of the 
increased laxity of the elbow. Physical examination fre-
quently shows a 5-degree elbow flexion contracture, UCL 
tenderness, and pain with or without laxity during UCL 
instability testing.

Anteroposterior, lateral, and oblique radiographs of the 
elbow should be obtained. Calcification of the UCL can 
occur, and avulsions from the humeral or ulnar attach-
ments should be ruled out.164 CT or MRI arthrograms can 
further define the injury, particularly if the injury is a par-
tial tear of the UCL that only involves the deep fibers.164 
MRI has the advantage of excellent soft tissue visualization.

Partial UCL injuries should be initially treated with 
nonoperative measures. Conservative treatment includes 
discontinuation of throwing activities for 3 to 6 weeks 
and initiation of gentle elbow ROM, modalities, and anal-
gesics. Progressive strengthening of the medial forearm 
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musculature should be done because these muscles are 
dynamic stabilizers of the medial elbow against valgus 
stress. Occasionally a hinged elbow brace is used for ini-
tial support and comfort. Taping the medial elbow to resist 
valgus stress can be helpful. When the patient has full 
pain-free ROM and symmetric strength, an interval throw-
ing program can be initiated with the overhead-throwing 
athlete (Box 38-1). Proper throwing mechanics should be 
ensured. Patients who fail to improve after conservative 
management can be candidates for UCL reconstruction.

Patients with full-thickness UCL injuries are less likely to 
respond favorably to nonoperative measures, and ligament 
reconstruction is often required for definitive treatment.

Valgus Extension Overload of the Elbow

Valgus extension overload (VEO) is a common disorder in 
overhead-throwing athletes, accounting for approximately 
65% of surgeries for medial elbow pain in professional 
baseball players.8 This disorder is characterized by impinge-
ment of the posteromedial olecranon against the medial 
wall of the olecranon fossa from the valgus elbow stress 
during overhead throwing. Over time, repetitive impinge-
ment at this site can result in olecranon osteophyte forma-
tion, intraarticular loose bodies, and deposition of fibrous 
tissue in the olecranon fossa (Figure 38-5).188

Athletes are allowed to progress from one phase to the next as 
soon as they are able to complete the phase pain-free.

45-ft phase
 •  Step 1: Warm up, 25 45-ft throws × 2 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  Step 2: Warm up, 25 45-ft throws × 3 with 15-min rest 

between sets

60-ft phase
 •  Step 1: Warm up, 25 60-ft throws × 2 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  Step 2: Warm up, 25 60-ft throws × 3 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  90-ft phase
 •  Step 1: Warm up, 25 90-ft throws × 2 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  Step 2: Warm up, 25 90-ft throws × 3 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  120-ft phase
 •  Step 1: Warm up, 25 120-ft throws × 2 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  Step 2: Warm up, 25 120-ft throws × 3 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  150-ft phase
 •  Step 1: Warm up, 25 150-ft throws × 2 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  Step 2: Warm up, 25 150-ft throws × 3 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  180-ft phase
 •  Step 1: Warm up, 25 180-ft throws × 2 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  Step 2: Warm up, 25 180-ft throws × 3 with 15-min rest 

between sets
 •  Step 3: Begin throwing off of the mound or return to the 

athlete’s respective positions
 

BOX 38-1

Interval Throwing Program
The patient often presents with posteromedial elbow 
pain during the acceleration phase or follow-through 
phase of throwing. Physical examination shows tenderness 
to palpation over the posterior medial tip of the olecranon, 
and pain during passive elbow hyperextension with a val-
gus loading.

Radiographic evaluation should include anteroposte-
rior, lateral, and axial radiographs. These can demonstrate 
an olecranon osteophyte or intraarticular loose bodies. 
Osteophytes are best viewed on lateral radiographs. MRI 
can provide further delineation of the pathologic lesions, 
but normal radiographs and MRI do not exclude this 
condition.

The initial treatment of VEO is conservative. The patient 
should discontinue aggravating activities, particularly 
throwing, and localized modalities and ROM exercises 
should be initiated. Analgesics can reduce the pain and 
facilitate rehabilitation. It is important to address kinetic 
chain deficits (particularly of the scapula and core), ensure 
proper throwing mechanics, and strengthen the medial 
forearm musculature to reduce the valgus stress across the 
elbow during throwing. Once all these factors have been 
addressed and the patient has full pain-free elbow ROM 
and strength, an interval throwing program can be initiated 
(see Box 38-1). Symptoms frequently return when the ath-
lete returns to throwing activities, and surgical intervention 
might be required.

Medial Epicondylar Traction Apophysitis and Stress 
Fracture

Injuries to the medial elbow in young throwing athletes 
have been referred to as “little leaguer’s elbow” and include 
medial epicondylitis, traction apophysitis, stress fractures 
through the medial epicondylar epiphyses, and avulsion 
fractures of the medial epicondyle.24 These injuries clas-
sically occur in the dominant arm of throwing athletes 
between the ages of 9 and 12 years.23 Excessive throwing can 
cause chronic repetitive valgus stress to medial elbow, result-
ing in a traction injury to the immature medial epicondyle. 
The medial epicondylar apophysis does not close until 14 
years of age in females and 17 years of age in males, and is 
the last elbow physis to close (Figure 38-6).23 Following the 
currently recommended number of pitches and rest inter-
vals for young overhead-throwing athletes might prevent 
this type of injury.111 The currently recommended number 
of pitches and rest intervals by Little League can be found 
at: http://www.littleleague.org/Assets/old_assets/media/RS_
Pitching_Regulation_Changes_Baseball_2008.pdf.

Ulna

Radius

Olecranon
Humerus

Osteophytes

FIGURE 38-5 Posteromedial osteophytes of the olecranon caused by valgus 
extension overload.

http://www.littleleague.org/Assets/old_assets/media/RS_Pitching_Regulation_Changes_Baseball_2008.pdf
http://www.littleleague.org/Assets/old_assets/media/RS_Pitching_Regulation_Changes_Baseball_2008.pdf
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The patient frequently presents with medial elbow pain 
that is exacerbated by throwing. Physical examination 
reveals tenderness over the medial epicondyle, and there 
can also be mild edema in the painful region and a slight 
flexion contracture of the elbow.

Radiologic evaluation should include anteroposterior, 
lateral, axial, and comparison views of the elbow. Com-
mon radiologic abnormalities include medial epicondylar 
enlargement, fragmentation, beaking, and avulsion of the 
medial epicondyle (Figure 38-7).24 In the past, three-phase 
bone scan followed by tomograms or CT scan through the 
areas of increased activity have been used. MRI, however, 
currently has the advantage of evaluating for both osseous 
and soft tissue injuries that might not be identified with 
other techniques.

The initial treatment is 4 to 8 weeks of rest from throw-
ing activities. Ice, analgesics, elbow ROM exercises, and 
correction of kinetic chain deficits should be instituted 
early. As symptoms reside, progressive strengthening of 
the medial forearm musculature should be performed. An 
interval throwing program can begin when full pain-free 
ROM has been restored, and there are no strength asymme-
tries (see Box 38-1). When pitching is resumed, the athlete 
should follow the currently recommended rest intervals 
and limitations on the number of pitches to prevent injury 
recurrence (refer to the earlier mentioned Little League 
website).111 If pain resumes with throwing activities, several 
months of rest from throwing activities should be initiated. 
This should be followed by the same gradually progres-
sive resumption of throwing activities. If after 6 months of 
treatment the patient is still symptomatic, surgical consul-
tation is warranted.

If a displaced avulsion fracture occurs, surgical treat-
ment for appropriate anatomic reduction is required.

Osteochondrosis and Osteochondritis Desiccans 
of the Capitellum

Panner’s disease is an osteochondrosis of the capitellum 
that occurs in children 7 to 10 years of age. It begins with 
degeneration or necrosis of the capitellum, followed by 
regeneration and calcification of this area.139 The cause of 
Panner’s disease is unknown, but it appears to be related to 

Humerus

Girls 14+ years
Boys 17+ years

Girls 10+ years
Boys 12+ years

Girls 10+ years
Boys 12+ years

Girls 12–14 years
Boys 13–16 years

FIGURE 38-6 The average age for distal humeral ossification centers to fuse.
disordered endochondral ossification in association with 
trauma or vascular impairment.

Patients with Panner’s disease present with dull, aching 
lateral elbow pain that is aggravated by throwing activities. 
Effusion of the elbow is frequently present, but ROM is 
usually not restricted.

Treatment of Panner’s disease is nonoperative and 
initially involves discontinuation of throwing activities. 
Occasionally a posterior long arm splint is used for pain 
control. Repeat radiographs should be performed to ensure 
adequate healing because late articular collapse of the capi-
tellum, although uncommon, can occur.

Osteochondritis desiccans of the capitellum can also 
occur and has several unique characteristics that enable 
clinicians to differentiate it from osteochondrosis of the 
capitellum. Osteochondritis desiccans occurs in throw-
ing athletes 9 to 15 years of age, whereas osteochondro-
sis occurs in 7 to 10 year olds.23 Osteochondritis desiccans 
involves focal lesions to the capitellum, whereas osteo-
chondrosis involves the entire capitellum.23 Osteochon-
dritis desiccans frequently leads to loose body formation. 
Osteochondrosis is usually self-limited and resolves with 
rest and time.23

Patients with osteochondritis desiccans present with the 
insidious onset of lateral elbow pain, accompanied by an 
elbow flexion contracture of 15 degrees or more. Catching 
or locking of the elbow can also be present. An elbow effu-
sion might also be present.

Radiographic evaluation should include anteroposte-
rior, lateral, and oblique views of the elbow. Although CT 
arthrogram and tomograms were previously used to define 
the lesion, MRI is quickly becoming the study of choice for 
osteochondritis desiccans.

Treatment should begin with rest, ice, and analgesics. 
Elbow immobilization with a posterior long arm splint 
might provide symptomatic relief. Gentle progressive ROM 
and strengthening exercises should begin once pain has 
resolved, and protection from forceful activities should 
continue for a minimum of 6 weeks to allow healing. Once 
full strength and ROM have been restored, the patient can 
begin a gradual return to functional activities. Serial radio-
graphic evaluation should be performed to ensure adequate 
healing of the lesion, although in some cases symptom-
atic improvement can occur despite persistent radiologic 
abnormalities. In patients with large loose bodies, persis-
tent mechanical symptoms, or pain recalcitrant to nonop-
erative measures, surgical intervention might be required.

Radius

Ulna

Humerus

Avulsion fracture

FIGURE 38-7 Valgus stress to the immature elbow can result in an avulsion 
fracture of the medial epicondylar ossification center.
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Elbow Dislocations

Elbow dislocations involving the proximal ulna and distal 
humerus most frequently occur in a posterolateral direc-
tion and are a result of a fall on an outstretched arm with 
the elbow in hyperextension (Figure 38-8).129 Anterior, 
lateral, and posteromedial dislocations also occur but are 
much less frequent. When a posterolateral elbow disloca-
tion occurs, associated injuries include disruption of the 
ulnar and radial collateral ligaments of the elbow, and occa-
sionally disruption of the flexor pronator forearm muscu-
lature, or periarticular and intraarticular fractures.80,127,182 
Injuries to the brachial artery or to the median, ulnar, or 
radial nerve should be identified and treated. Acute ante-
rior forearm compartment syndrome can also occur with 
elbow dislocations.

Clinical evaluation should include a complete neuro-
vascular examination of the injured limb and standard 
anterior–posterior, lateral, and oblique radiographs to cor-
rectly classify the direction of the dislocation to identify 
any associated fractures.

Treatment should begin with reduction of the dislo-
cation. Prereduction and postreduction films should be 
obtained to ensure proper reduction. If the elbow can-
not be reduced in a closed manner, then open reduction 
should be performed. Postreduction neurovascular exami-
nation is very important to rule out new or continued neu-
rovascular compromise. If the flexor–pronator musculature 
has been disrupted along with the UCL, early surgical 
intervention is warranted.127 Gross medial elbow instabil-
ity without flexor–pronator musculature rupture can be 
treated nonoperatively if the patient does not participate 
in overhead-throwing sports. Overhead-throwing athletes 
with complete disruption of the UCL, however, frequently 
require surgical intervention to reduce their postinjury 
morbidity.

Conservative treatment of elbow dislocations includes a 
sling or posterior long arm splint for 2 to 3 days followed 
by progressive ROM exercises. Prolonged immobilization 
should be avoided because flexion contractures are a fre-
quent complication of this injury. A hinged elbow brace 
that allows flexion and extension of the elbow can be used 
to facilitate early ROM activities. Ice and analgesics can 
assist in patient comfort. Progressive strengthening activi-
ties should begin when the patient’s pain level allows, 
and full return to activities should be expected in approxi-
mately 8 weeks. A majority of patients have had 90% resto-
ration of function by 3 months postinjury.79,155 In addition 
to the surgical indications previously mentioned, surgical 
intervention can be warranted in patients who experience 
chronic recurrent elbow instability.

Conditions of the Forearm and Wrist

The following are general treatment strategies for many 
forearm and wrist disorders: activity modification, modali-
ties, analgesics, and rehabilitation. Wrist and hand orthoses 
are commonly used and will be listed under each specific 
diagnosis. When prescribing such an orthosis, the patient 
should be reminded to remove the splint at least twice 
daily to allow for wrist and finger ROM to prevent compli-
cations of immobility. Some recalcitrant cases respond to 
corticosteroid injections, but the potential complications 
of steroid injections should be kept in mind. Once there is 
adequate pain control, a rehabilitation program to correct 
strength, endurance, and flexibility deficits of the forearm 
musculature should be used. Kinetic chain deficits should 
be identified and corrected. It is important to ensure that 
athletes use correct technique in their sport and that they 
train appropriately. A gradually progressive return to func-
tional activity should occur as the patient’s symptoms 
resolve.

Flexor Carpi Ulnaris Tendonitis

Flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU) tendonitis occurs as a result of 
repetitive microtrauma from activities requiring wrist flex-
ion and ulnar deviation such as racquet sports or golf.69 
Because the pisiform bone is embedded in the FCU ten-
don, pisotriquetral compression syndrome with eventual 
pisotriquetral osteoarthritis can be associated with this 
condition.153

Patients with FCU tendonitis typically report the insidi-
ous onset of volar ulnar wrist pain. Activities requiring 
repetitive wrist flexion and ulnar deviation frequently 
aggravate this condition. The patient might also experience 
crepitus in the region of the pisotriquetral joint during 
wrist movements. Physical examination can show localized 
edema and tenderness to palpation over the distal FCU ten-
don. Compression of the pisiform against the triquetrum 
can cause pain if osteoarthritis is present in this joint. Lat-
eral wrist radiographs with slight supination and extension 
can also demonstrate pisotriquetral joint osteoarthritis.153

Wrist hand orthoses with the wrist in 25 degrees of flex-
ion can assist in symptom control.153

Patients who do not respond to a comprehensive nonop-
erative treatment program can consider surgical resection 
of the pisiform bone with or without Z-plasty lengthening 
of the FCU tendon.138

Flexor Carpi Radialis Tendonitis

The FCR tendon passes through a tunnel formed by the 
transverse carpal ligament, trapezial ridge, and scaph-
oid tuberosity before inserting on the second metacarpal 
base.153 Although tendonitis in the FCR is relatively uncom-
mon, activities that require repetitive gripping with wrist 
flexion and radial deviation predispose to this condition.45

Humerus

Ulna Olecranon

FIGURE 38-8 Posterior dislocation of the elbow.
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Symptoms usually develop slowly and include radial 
wrist pain with gripping, and forceful wrist flexion with 
radial deviation. Physical examination reveals tenderness 
to palpation over the distal FCR tendon and pain with pas-
sive wrist extension or with resisted wrist flexion combined 
with radial deviation.

If splinting is required, a wrist hand orthosis with 25 
degrees of wrist flexion is appropriate.153

De Quervain’s Syndrome

The first dorsal compartment of the wrist contains the 
abductor pollicis longus and extensor pollicis brevis ten-
dons. These tendons run beneath a sheath over the dorsal 
aspect of the radial styloid process, along the inferior por-
tion of the anatomic snuff box. Shear and repetitive micro-
trauma in this area can result in a stenosing tenosynovitis 
referred to as de Quervain’s syndrome.153 De Quervain’s 
syndrome is the most common tendonitis of the wrist and 
is most frequently seen in patients who perform activi-
ties requiring forceful gripping with ulnar deviation of the 
wrist or repetitive use of the thumb.34,96

Patients with this condition present with insidious 
onset of pain over the dorsal radial aspect of the wrist 
aggravated by activities such as racquet sports, golf, or fly 
fishing. Patients can also report a sensation of wrist crepi-
tus. Physical examination frequently demonstrates mild 
edema localized to the dorsal radial wrist and tenderness 
to palpation over the first dorsal compartment. Finkel-
stein’s test is pathognomonic for the diagnosis.153 Finkel-
stein’s test is performed by placing the patient’s elbow in 
extension, with the forearm in neutral rotation and the 
wrist in radial deviation. The patient should be asked to 
place the thumb in the palm and grip the thumb with 
the fingers. The examiner should then passively bring 
the wrist into ulnar deviation. A positive test results in 
pain provocation in the first dorsal wrist compartment 
tendons.

Treatment for de Quervain’s syndrome includes rest, 
modalities, analgesics, and a thumb spica splint. First dor-
sal compartment peritendinous corticosteroid injection 
reduces symptoms in 62% to 100% of cases.86,191

Intersection Syndrome

The abductor pollicis longus and extensor pollicis brevis 
tendons cross the extensor carpi radialis longus and brevis 
tendons 4 to 6 cm proximal to Lister’s tubercle. An inflam-
matory condition can develop at this crossing as a result of 
the friction from the tendons repetitively rubbing against 
each other. This condition is called intersection syndrome 
and is most frequently seen in oarsmen, weight lifters, and 
racquet sport athletes.36,134,153

Intersection syndrome presents with the insidious onset 
of dorsoradial distal forearm pain aggravated by activities 
requiring repetitive wrist extension.153 Physical examina-
tion reveals mild edema and acute tenderness 4 to 6 cm 
proximal to Lister’s tubercle, frequently associated with 
crepitation during wrist flexion and extension.

A neutral wrist–hand orthosis is commonly used in 
treatment. Corticosteroid injection into the point of maxi-
mal tenderness is used if the patient does not respond 
to initial treatment. Rarely does intersection syndrome 
require surgical intervention.
Extensor Carpi Ulnaris Tendonitis and Subluxation

The second most frequent tendonitis of the wrist is extensor 
carpi ulnaris (ECU) tendonitis. Repetitive wrist extension 
with ulnar deviation, such as occurs in the nondominant 
hand of the tennis two-handed backhand, predisposes to 
this condition.153 Rupture or attenuation of the overly-
ing tendon sheath can result in subluxation of the ECU 
tendon.162

ECU tendonitis usually presents with insidious onset of 
dorsoulnar wrist pain that occurs during activities requiring 
forceful or repetitive wrist extension and ulnar deviation. 
Patients with tendon subluxation often report a history of 
a “pop” after a forceful volar wrist flexion and ulnar devia-
tion with subsequent pain.162 Physical examination reveals 
tenderness to palpation over the ECU tendon and pain 
with resisted wrist extension with ulnar deviation. Sublux-
ation can be induced by having the patient perform active 
ulnar wrist deviation while the forearm is fully supinated. 
The ECU tendon might palpably and/or visually sublux 
ulnarly over the ulnar styloid process.153

A neutral wrist–hand orthosis is commonly used in 
treatment. If the patient does not respond to the typical 
conservative treatment program, a search for other diagno-
ses that mimic ECU tendonitis, such as triangular fibrocar-
tilage complex injury, should be undertaken.

Acute ECU tendon subluxations can be treated with cast 
immobilization of the wrist in a pronated and dorsiflexed 
position for 6 weeks.29 Early surgical repair for acute inju-
ries, however, has also been advocated to improve predict-
ability of outcome.162 In injuries characterized by chronic 
recurrent subluxation, surgical reconstruction of the sub-
sheath should be performed.

Scapholunate Instability

Scapholunate instability resulting from ligamentous injury 
is the most common type of wrist ligament injury.104 This 
can occur when a person falls on a pronated outstretched 
hand with the wrist in extension and ulnar deviation. 
After scapholunate ligament disruption, the scaphoid 
moves into a flexed position, whereas the lunate and tri-
quetrum become extended. This pattern is referred to as 
dorsal intercalated segmental instability, or a “DISI” pat-
tern (Figure 38-9).92 If this injury is not diagnosed early 
and treated properly, joint stress will ultimately lead to 
progressive wrist arthrosis and scapholunate advanced 
collapse.152

Patients who sustain a scapholunate injury typically 
report falling on their outstretched hand with subsequent 
wrist edema, ecchymosis, and restricted ROM. Physical 
examination shows tenderness over the scapholunate joint, 
particularly on the dorsum of the wrist. The patient typically 
has a positive result on the Watson test.100 To perform the 
Watson test, the patient’s wrist should be placed passively 
into ulnar deviation. The examiner should place his or her 
thumb over the scaphoid tubercle, located on the volar 
surface of the wrist. The patient’s wrist should be brought 
passively from ulnar to radial deviation while the examiner 
places a dorsally directed force against the scaphoid tubercle 
with his or her thumb. A positive test result is indicated by a 
painful click and dorsal shift of the scaphoid bone relative to 
the lunate bone during this movement.
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Radiographic evaluation should include anteroposterior, 
anteroposterior with a clenched fist, lateral, and oblique 
radiographs.152 The presence of associated fractures should 
be assessed. The lateral radiograph can reveal the presence 
of a DISI pattern injury (see Figure 38-9). This is character-
ized by a scapholunate angle of more than 60 degrees.152 
A gap of more than 3 mm between the scaphoid and lunate 
on anteroposterior radiographs is also diagnostic for scaph-
olunate instability (Figure 38-10).152 The clenched fist view 
exaggerates this finding. Radiographic evaluation should 
include comparison studies with the opposite wrist.

If standard radiographs are not diagnostic, further stud-
ies including arthrography or MRI can be obtained. The 
sensitivity and specificity of these studies, however, are 
variable.152 Wrist arthroscopy has become the gold stan-
dard for diagnosing this entity.

Acute scapholunate ligament injuries should be treated 
surgically. Chronic scapholunate injuries are more difficult 
to treat but also require surgical intervention. Partial wrist 
arthrodesis can improve chronic scapholunate instability, 
and a proximal row carpectomy is frequently used to treat 
advanced scapholunate collapse.152

Scaphoid Fracture

Approximately 6% of all fractures involve the carpal bones, 
and 70% of carpal fractures involve the scaphoid.49 The 
scaphoid is positioned distal to the radius and is part of 
the proximal row of carpals. The scaphoid is the primary 
restraint to excessive wrist extension and is therefore prone 
to injury. The scaphoid fractures in the middle third 80% 
of the time, the proximal third 15% of the time, and the 
distal third 4% of the time. Only 1% of scaphoid fractures 
occur through the distal tubercle.49

The scaphoid receives its blood supply from a branch of 
the radial artery that enters the scaphoid through its distal 
pole. Consequently, proximal or middle third fractures of 
the scaphoid are prone to avascular necrosis and nonunion 
as a result of a disruption in the blood supply.49

Patients who sustain scaphoid fractures usually fall on 
an extended wrist and experience dorsal radial wrist pain, 
mild anatomic snuff box edema, and ecchymosis. On phys-
ical examination, the anatomic snuff box will be tender to 
palpation. Neurovascular function should be assessed.

A

B
FIGURE 38-9 A, Normal scapholunate angle between 30 and 60 degrees. 
B, Scapholunate angle greater than 60 degrees indicating a dorsal intercalated 
segmental instability (DISI) pattern suggestive of scapholunate dissociation.
Radiologic evaluation of the wrist should include 
anteroposterior, lateral, right and left oblique, and antero-
posterior clenched fist views.49 Scaphoid fractures can be 
very subtle and not readily apparent on radiographs. Asso-
ciated carpal instability patterns should be assessed radio-
graphically with particular attention paid to scapholunate 
dissociation, which is suggested by a 3-mm or larger gap 
between the scaphoid and lunate during clenched fist 
anteroposterior views, or with a DISI pattern on lateral 
radiographs.49

Because minimal edema occurs with this fracture, early 
cast immobilization can be used. For nondisplaced middle 
or proximal third fractures, the first 6 weeks of immobili-
zation should use a long arm–thumb spica cast with the 
elbow in 90 degrees of flexion and the wrist in neutral 
 flexion–extension and neutral deviation incorporating the 
first metacarpophalangeal joint with the thumb in slight 
extension and abduction.49

If the fracture occurs in the distal third of the scaphoid, 
or if there is a high index of suspicion for a scaphoid frac-
ture that was not seen on radiographs, a short arm–thumb 
spica cast with the wrist and thumb positioned the same as 
described previously can be used.49

Patients with nondisplaced middle or proximal third 
fractures can be switched from the long arm–thumb spica 
cast to a short arm–thumb spica cast after 6 weeks, with the 
total duration of immobilization being for 12 to 20 weeks 
depending on when radiographic union occurs.49 Patients 
with nondisplaced distal third fractures typically require 
between 10 and 12 weeks of immobilization in a short arm–
thumb spica cast.49 Radiographs should be repeated every 
2 to 3 weeks until radiographic union is documented.49

If a scaphoid fracture is suspected, and after 2 weeks of 
short arm–thumb spica cast immobilization the patient 
continues to have anatomic snuff box tenderness and 
repeat radiographs are still negative, then a bone scan or 
MRI can be performed to confirm or exclude this diagno-
sis. If the bone scan or MRI reveals a nondisplaced frac-
ture, then standard treatment as outlined above should be 
performed.

During cast immobilization, the patient should be 
encouraged to perform ROM and strengthening exercises 

FIGURE 38-10 A gap between the scaphoid and lunate on anteroposterior 
radiographs indicates scapholunate dissociation.
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of the nonimmobilized upper limb regions. After immo-
bilization, the patient should begin an exercise program to 
restore full pain-free ROM of the immobilized joints and 
strengthening the immobilized musculature.

Patients with displaced fractures, those who sustain 
scapholunate dissociation, or those who develop avascular 
necrosis or a nonunion should be referred to an orthope-
dist for management.

Distal Radial Fractures

The distal radius is one of the most frequently fractured 
areas of the body. Postmenopausal women and children 
appear to be particularly susceptible to this fracture.50 The 
distal radius has three articulations, including the distal 
radioulnar joint, the radioscaphoid joint, and the radio-
lunate joint. The distal radius normally displays a volar tilt 
of approximately 11 degrees, a radial inclination along the 
articular surface as viewed on the anterior–posterior radio-
graph that is 23 degrees, and a 12-mm distance between 
the tip of the radial styloid process to a line drawn per-
pendicular to the distal ulnar articular surface (this can 
be measured on a standard anteroposterior radiographic 
image) (Figure 38-11).50

Frykman proposed a classification system for distal radial 
fractures in which types 1 and 2 are extraarticular fractures 
and types 3 and 4 are intraarticular fractures involving the 
radiocarpal joint.50 Type 5 and 6 fractures are intraarticu-
lar fractures involving the radioulnar joint, whereas types 
7 and 8 are intraarticular fractures that involve both the 
radioulnar and radiocarpal joints (Figure 38-12). The even-
numbered fractures indicate the presence of an associated 
ulnar styloid fracture. The potential for adverse outcome 
increases as the Frykman classification number increases.

A majority of patients who sustain a distal radius fracture 
report falling on an extended wrist. Physical examination 
often reveals localized edema, ecchymosis, and deformity 
at the fracture site. The fracture site is tender to palpation. It 
is important to document normal neurovascular function 
during the examination.

Distal radial fractures can be assessed using anteropos-
terior, lateral, and oblique radiographs.50 The anteropos-
terior view allows measurements of the radial inclination 
and length, whereas the lateral view allows evaluation of 
the volar tilt.

The most common distal radius fracture is a Frykman 
type 1 fracture called the Colles fracture.50 This fracture is 
characterized by a fracture line 2 cm proximal to the distal 
radius with dorsal angulation of the distal fragment and 
radial shortening. Minimally displaced Frykman type 1 
or 2 fractures can be managed with closed reduction and 
immobilization with a double sugar-tong splint with the 
wrist in slight flexion and ulnar deviation.50 The forearm 
should be in a neutral position, and the elbow should be 
flexed 90 degrees.50 Satisfactory reduction requires that 
there is less than 5 mm of radial shortening, no dorsal tilt 
of the distal radius, and less than 2 mm of displacement of 
fracture fragments. The patient should be evaluated again 
in 3 days for repeat radiographs.50

By approximately 3 days postinjury, patients with a 
nondisplaced fracture can be placed in a short arm cast 
with the wrist in a neutral position for approximately 6 
weeks, with repeat radiographs every 2 weeks for the first 6 
weeks.50 Patients with a minimally displaced fracture who 
are  status postreduction should receive repeat radiographs 
at the 3-day follow-up evaluation to ensure maintenance 
of the reduction, and should be placed in a long arm cast 
with the wrist in slight flexion and ulnar deviation, the 
forearm in a neutral position, and the elbow flexed to 90 
degrees for 3 to 4 weeks.50 This can then be switched to a 
short arm cast with the wrist in a neutral position for 3 to 
4 more weeks until healing has occurred.50 Patients with 
minimally displaced fractures status postreduction should 
receive repeat radiographs weekly for the first 3 weeks and 
then every 2 weeks until healing is complete.50

The patient should be instructed on ROM exercises for 
the joints that are not immobilized, and after discontinu-
ation of the cast, a rehabilitation program should be insti-
tuted to ensure restoration of full joint ROM and upper 
limb strength.

Patients with Frykman type 3 fractures or higher, commi-
nuted fractures, or fractures with significant displacement 
or that are unstable should be referred to an orthopedist 
for management.

Kienbock’s Disease

Kienbock first described a condition characterized by pro-
gressive collapse of the lunate in 1910.107 This entity, now 
commonly referred to as Kienbock’s disease, is hypothesized 

11°

FIGURE 38-11 Normal scaphoid volar tilt is approximately 11 degrees.

Type 1 Type 2

Type 3 Type 4

FIGURE 38-12 Frykman classification of distal radius fractures.



to result from repetitive compressive forces to the wrist 
causing microfractures in the lunate leading to vascular 
compromise, avascular necrosis, and eventual collapse 
of the lunate.57,107 This condition occurs more frequently 
in patients who have ulnar-minus variant wrists (Figure 
38-13).57 Kienbock’s disease presents with pain and stiff-
ness in the wrist. Physical examination can reveal limited 
wrist ROM and tenderness to palpation over the lunate on 
the dorsum of the wrist.

Radiographic evaluation typically reveals an ulnar-
minus variant in the wrist.57 The lunate can appear normal 
in early cases but frequently becomes sclerotic with cystic 
changes, followed by fragmentation and collapse.107 Bone 
scans might demonstrate increased uptake even when 
radiographs are still negative.107 MRI can also be helpful in 
diagnosing Kienbock’s disease.

In early cases of Kienbock’s disease, the wrist should 
also be immobilized in an attempt to allow revasculariza-
tion.172 If the patient has an ulnar-minus wrist variant, an 
attempt at relieving lunate trauma through an ulnar length-
ening procedure or radial shortening procedure can be per-
formed.107 For more advanced cases of Kienbock’s disease, 
partial wrist arthrodesis or lunate excision with soft tissue 
or silicone replacement might be required.107

Triangular Fibrocartilage Complex Injuries

The triangular fibrocartilage complex (TFCC) is composed 
of an avascular central articular disc and vascular dorsal 
and palmar radioulnar ligaments.152 The TFCC is the pri-
mary stabilizer of the distal radioulnar joint and can be 
injured in an acute traumatic event such as falling on an 
outstretched hand or through repetitive microtrauma such 
as in gymnastics. Axially loading the wrist results in 18% 
of the load being born through the TFCC and the remain-
ing 82% through the radiocarpal joint.137 A positive ulnar 
variance results in an increase in the load-bearing function 
of the TFCC, which results in a higher incidence of TFCC 
injuries (see Figure 38-13).137

Patients who sustain a TFCC injury might report either 
an insidious onset or a single traumatic event. Traumatic 
tears occur more frequently in young athletes, whereas 
degenerative tears are more common in older patients. 

Plus

Neutral

Minus

FIGURE 38-13 Ulnar-minus variant.
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Patients with acute injuries often report an axial load to 
the wrist associated with rotational stress.152 The patient 
can also report wrist catching and locking. The physical 
examination can show tenderness to palpation in the hol-
low between the FCU tendon and the extensor carpi ulna-
ris tendon, just distal to the ulnar styloid process.152

Radiographic evaluation of the wrist can reveal an ulnar-
plus variant on the anteroposterior view. Tricompartment 
wrist arthrogram, MRI, and MRI arthrogram can provide 
more specific information regarding TFCC pathology.152

When the central articular disc of the TFCC has been 
acutely injured, surgical debridement is the treatment of 
choice. A 90% good-to-excellent result with this treatment 
was reported by Bednar and Osterman.19 Peripheral tears 
of the TFCC also respond well to surgical intervention, but 
the postoperative recovery process is slower than for central 
articular disc injuries.152 Patients with degenerative tears 
of the TFCC should be evaluated for an ulnar-plus vari-
ant, and if this is present, an ulnar shortening procedure 
should be considered along with surgical debridement of 
the TFCC.152

Conditions of the Hand and Fingers

Extensor Tendon Central Slip Disruption

A rupture of the central slip of the extensor tendon at the 
base of the middle phalanx results in a boutonnière injury 
(Figure 38-14). A boutonnière injury is characterized by 
the inability to actively extend the proximal interpha-
langeal (PIP) joint, but patients with this injury are able 
to maintain full PIP joint extension if they are passively 
placed in this position.59 The reason the PIP joint is held 
in flexion is due to the migration of the lateral bands of the 
extensor mechanism volarly below the axis of rotation in 
the PIP joint resulting in a flexion force at this joint.59 The 
lateral bands, however, continue to exert an extension force 
on the distal interphalangeal (DIP) joint.

This injury can result from a rupture of the central slip 
tendon itself or an avulsion fracture at the central slip’s 
insertion on the dorsal proximal aspect of the middle pha-
lanx. Mechanisms of injury include a crush injury, forced 
flexion of the interphalangeal joints, or lateral volar PIP 
joint dislocation.153

The patient usually reports a specific injury to the digit 
resulting in an inability to extend the flexed PIP joint. 
Physical examination will reveal a boutonnière deformity 
of the affected digit and can reveal tenderness to palpa-
tion over the dorsum of the PIP joint. In acute cases, when 
the PIP joint is fully extended, the patient will be able to 
actively maintain the extension. This deformity can occur 
without antecedent trauma in patients with uncontrolled 
rheumatoid arthritis.

Standard radiographic evaluation of the PIP joint 
should be performed to check for an associated avulsion 
fracture of the dorsal proximal aspect of the middle pha-
lanx. If the injury is evaluated within approximately 6 
weeks, and the patient has full passive extension of the PIP 
joint, then treatment should involve continuous extension 
splinting of the PIP joint for 5 to 6 weeks (Figure 38-15).59 
The DIP joint can be left unsplinted, and flexion exercises 
of the DIP joint should be initiated early in the treatment 
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program. It is important to educate the patient that even a 
single episode of PIP joint flexion over this time period can 
prevent successful treatment of this condition, as compli-
ance is critical.

In patients who have a chronic boutonnière deformity, or 
if the PIP joint is not able to be passively extended, an aggres-
sive rehabilitation program involving serial casting or splint-
ing to restore full passive ROM should be implemented.153 If 
adequate passive joint ROM is obtained and symptoms are 
minimal, no further treatment is required. If the patient is 
not able to regain significant PIP joint extension ROM, how-
ever, then surgical intervention to repair the extensor mecha-
nism can be warranted. Surgical results are variable, however, 
and a trial of nonoperative treatment should be used in all 
patients before considering surgical intervention.59

If a large displaced avulsion fracture from the dorsal 
proximal aspect of the middle phalanx accompanies the 
boutonnière deformity, early surgical intervention is the 
treatment of choice.153

Terminal Extensor Tendon Disruption

Disruption of the distal extensor tendon at its insertion on 
the dorsal proximal aspect of the distal phalanx results in 
an injury called a mallet finger (Figure 38-16).59 This can 
be caused by a tendon rupture or an avulsion fracture of the 
dorsal proximal distal phalanx. This injury usually occurs 
as a result of a hyperflexion force to an extended DIP joint. 
A zone of hypovascularity within the distal extensor ten-
don predisposes to this injury.185

The patient frequently reports an injury resulting in DIP 
joint pain and the inability to extend the DIP joint. Physical 

FIGURE 38-14 A boutonnière deformity caused by rupture of the central 
slip and volar migration of the lateral bands.

FIGURE 38-15 Dorsal extension splint of the proximal interphalangeal joint.
examination reveals a DIP joint in a flexed position that 
the patient is unable to extend actively. The patient might 
experience tenderness to palpation over the dorsal aspect 
of the DIP joint, and if the injury was recent, there can be 
accompanying erythema, ecchymosis, and edema.

Radiologic studies of the DIP joint should be performed 
to check for an avulsion fracture of the dorsal proximal 
aspect of the distal phalanx.

The treatment for this injury is usually nonoperative 
unless a large avulsion fracture is present, in which case 
surgical intervention can be required.59 Nonoperative treat-
ment involves splinting the DIP joint in extension 24 hr/
day for 6 to 8 weeks (Figure 38-17).59 The patient should 
be reminded of the importance of never allowing DIP flex-
ion during this period because any flexion can prevent 
adequate healing and predispose to a permanent exten-
sion lag. After an adequate period of splinting, the patient 
should be placed in a rehabilitation program to restore full 
joint ROM and to ensure adequate strength, flexibility, and 
endurance in the forearm and hand musculature.

Flexor Digitorum Profundus Rupture

Distal disruption of the flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) 
tendon can occur with vigorous gripping activities, such as 
when a football player is making a tackle by gripping the 
opponent’s jersey. Because of this mechanism of injury, 
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B
FIGURE 38-16 A, An extensor tendon rupture (top) or avulsion fracture 
(bottom) resulting in a mallet finger deformity (B).
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distal FDP tendon disruptions are frequently referred to 
as a “jersey finger.”88 Biomechanical studies have revealed 
that the flexor digitorum tendon to the ring finger has a 
lower breaking strength than the other FDP tendons, which 
might explain the increased incidence of disruption in the 
tendon to this digit compared with other digits.102

The history of patients with a jersey finger usually 
includes a vigorous gripping activity resulting in a sud-
den severe pain, frequently associated with a “pop.” The 
patient will subsequently be unable to actively flex the 
affected DIP joint. Physical examination shows an inabil-
ity to actively flex the DIP joint, which becomes apparent 
when the patient is asked to make a fist (Figure 38-18). 
The retracted tendon mass can be palpable in the palm of 
the hand.

Radiographic evaluation of the DIP joint should be per-
formed to rule out an associated avulsion fracture of the 
proximal volar aspect of the distal phalanx.

The primary treatment for this injury is surgical repair. 
If the tendon has retracted to the palm, then the repair 
should be performed within 7 to 10 days of the injury 
to prevent adhesion formation.88 If the tendon does not 
retract below the PIP joint, however, then delayed repair 
can be performed within 6 to 8 weeks of the injury.88 Asso-
ciated fractures should be addressed at the time of surgery.

Proximal Interphalangeal Joint Dislocations

The PIP joint is the most frequently dislocated joint in 
the hand.59 Dislocations can occur in dorsal, volar, and 
lateral directions, with dorsal dislocations being the most 
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FIGURE 38-17 The distal interphalangeal joint can be splinted in extension 
with a dorsal padded aluminum splint (A), a volar aluminum splint without a 
pad (B), or a stack splint (C).
frequent.153 Dorsal dislocations occur as a result of an axial 
load to the joint combined with hyperextension.153 Dorsal 
dislocations result in various levels of injuries to the volar 
plate of the PIP joint and radial and UCLs and can also be 
accompanied by a fracture.

Volar PIP joint dislocations are usually due to a varus or 
valgus force across the joint combined with a volar force to 
the middle phalynx.153 Associated injuries with volar PIP 
joint dislocations include radial and UCL sprains, central 
slip injuries, partial volar plate injuries, and fractures.

Dislocations usually present with deformity, pain, ecchy-
mosis, and edema. The patient can report falling on the 
affected joint. Physical examination reveals tenderness to 
palpation over the injured structures. After reduction, the 
radial and UCL injuries can be assessed by performing varus 
and valgus stress to the PIP joint. Disruption of the central 
slip can be assessed by determining whether the patient is 
able to passively extend a flexed PIP joint. Dorsal and volar 
instability can be determined by performing a digital block 
for anesthesia followed by stabilizing the proximal phalanx 
and exerting a translational volar and dorsal force to the 
middle phalanx.

Radiologic evaluation should include standard radio-
graphs of the PIP joint to assess for associated fractures. 
Avulsion fractures from the volar proximal aspect of the 
middle phalanx are commonly seen with dorsal disloca-
tions. Postreduction films should also be performed to 
ensure that adequate reduction has been achieved. After a 
digital block for local anesthesia, the joint’s stability can be 
assessed by having the patient actively flex and extend the 
PIP joint under fluoroscopy.59

After relocation, treatment for dorsal dislocations of the 
PIP joint includes a 45-degree extension block splint of the 
PIP joint to allow for healing of the volar plate injury and 
associated collateral ligament injuries (Figure 38-19).59 
The extension block splint angle can be reduced by 10 
degrees each week, with a return to full extension in the 
fifth week. When the splinting is discontinued, buddy tap-
ing the injured finger to the adjacent finger for a few weeks 
can provide some stability for the joint as tissue healing 
continues and ROM exercises are instituted.

If stable closed reduction of a volar PIP joint dislocation 
can be attained, then nonoperative treatment can proceed 
with splinting of the PIP joint in full extension for 4 to 5 
weeks (see Figure 38-15).59 This can be followed by buddy 

FIGURE 38-18 When asked to make a fist, patients with a ruptured flexor 
digitorum profundus tendon will be unable to flex the affected digit (in this 
case, the ring finger).
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taping the injured finger to an adjacent digit for approxi-
mately 2 weeks and resumption of normal activities as 
tolerated.

Surgical indications for PIP joint injuries include radio-
logic or gross instability after reduction, fractures involving 
greater than 50% of the articular surface, inability to reduce 
the dislocation, pilon fractures (i.e., fractures that extend 
from the volar to dorsal aspects of the phalanx, include 
intraarticular involvement, and are usually comminuted), 
or recurrent instability.59

First Metacarpophalangeal Joint Ulnar Collateral 
Ligament Sprain

Radially directed forces across the first metacarpophalan-
geal (MCP) joint can result in an UCL injury. This injury, 
often referred to as “gamekeeper’s thumb,” is frequently 
seen in skiers and athletes who participate in sports such 
as basketball and football.153 UCL injuries to the first MCP 
joint can be categorized into a three-grade severity scale of 
ligament sprains (see Table 38-1).

When a grade 3 UCL sprain of the first MCP joint occurs 
as a result of avulsion of the distal end of the ligament from 
the base of the first proximal phalanx, there is the possi-
bility of interposition of the adductor pollicis aponeuro-
sis between the base of the first proximal phalanx and the 
ruptured end of the UCL.174 This is called a Stener lesion 
and can prevent adequate healing of this injury, leading to 
chronic joint pain and instability.

Patients who sustain first MCP joint UCL injuries report 
a radially directed force across the first MCP joint. They 
might report an associated “pop” and a feeling of instabil-
ity in the joint. Physical examination reveals tenderness to 
palpation over the UCL. If a Stener lesion is present, a pal-
pable mass on the ulnar side of the first MCP joint might 
be present, representing the avulsed UCL.2

UCL stress examination should be performed after local 
anesthesia via a wrist block, although an initial examination 
without local anesthesia can be attempted. The stress exami-
nation should be performed with the joint in both full exten-
sion and 30 degrees of flexion. A complete tear is indicated 
by an angular difference between the injured and uninjured 
first MCP joint during stress examination of greater than 15 
to 30 degrees.74,136 A lack of an endpoint during stress exam-
ination also suggests complete UCL disruption.

Radiologic evaluation should include anteroposterior, 
lateral, and oblique radiographs to detect the presence of 
fractures or joint subluxation. MRI allows better visualiza-
tion of the soft tissue injuries, but its sensitivity and speci-
ficity for this condition is still being examined.

4 weeks

3 weeks

2 weeks

1 week

FIGURE 38-19 A dorsal extension splint with a reduction in extension block 
by 10 degrees each week for 4 weeks.
Treatment of partial tears involves modalities, analge-
sics, and immobilization in a thumb spica cast for 10 to 
14 days, followed by a wrist–hand–thumb spica orthosis 
for 2 weeks and a hand-based thumb spica orthosis for 
2 to 4 more weeks.59 Patients who participate in contact 
sports should continue to wear a thumb spica splint during 
competition for the remainder of the season. Local taping 
for stability during activity can be used after the period of 
splinting is completed. Gentle progressive ROM exercises 
should begin after cast immobilization by removing the 
splint twice daily, and activity should be progressed as 
tolerated.

Early surgical repair has been advocated for complete 
ruptures of the UCL, particularly if a Stener lesion is pres-
ent.55,91,108,133,168 Surgery is also indicated for individuals 
with an avulsion fracture of the base of the proximal pha-
lanx with angulation and displacement greater than 3 mm, 
or with chronic recurrent instability.114

Collateral Ligament Injuries of the Second to Fifth 
Digits Proximal and Distal Interphalangeal Joints

Radial and UCL injuries to the PIP and DIP joints can be 
associated with multiple ligament injuries and disloca-
tion, but they can also occur in isolation. Collateral liga-
ment injuries of the interphalangeal joints can be classified 
according to the standard three-grade ligamentous sprain 
scale (see Table 38-1).

The mechanism of injury for the ulnar or radial collat-
eral ligaments of the PIP or DIP joints is a radial or ulnar 
stress to the joint, respectively. Physical examination reveals 
associated tenderness over the injured ligament, and liga-
ment stability can be assessed with radial or ulnar stress to 
the joint after a digital block for local anesthesia.

Radiologic evaluation of radial or UCL injuries involves 
standard anteroposterior, lateral, and oblique radiographs 
to assess for a fracture. If the dynamic stability of the joint 
is in question, active flexion and extension of the joint can 
be performed under fluoroscopy while the joint is anesthe-
tized with a digital block.

Partial tears of the radial or UCLs of the PIP or DIP joints 
can be treated with modalities, analgesics, and buddy tap-
ing the digit to an adjacent digit for 3 to 6 weeks. Activities 
can be allowed as tolerated. If there is a complete disrup-
tion of the ligament with significant instability, an attempt 
at nonoperative treatment can be performed, but some 
authors advocate early open repair of this injury.109,150,160

Conclusion

There are many common upper limb injuries and syn-
dromes. Although most can be treated nonoperatively, 
some require surgical intervention. Accurate diagnosis 
and initiation of appropriate treatment will enhance the 
patient’s recovery.
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CHAPTER 39

MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS 
OF THE LOWER LIMB
Pamela A. Hansen and Stuart E. Willick
This chapter reviews musculoskeletal disorders of 
the lower limb, including soft tissue, bone, and joint 
 pathologic condition. The chapter is organized by ana-
tomic region. The authors recognize there are many 
conditions, particularly involving muscles and tendons, 
where the pathologic condition can span more than 
one region. An example of this is dysfunction of the 
iliotibial band, where the hip, thigh, and knee regions 
can all be involved. We chose to discuss osteoarthritis 
and stress fractures in the lower limbs as specific diag-
nostic categories given that the principles of pathology, 
diagnosis, and treatment are similar.

Although the chapter is organized by anatomic 
region, it is important to keep in mind that dysfunction 
in one region can lead to problems at a distant loca-
tion along the kinetic chain. Therefore it is necessary to 
examine the patient proximally and distally to the site 
of pain. Only by evaluating the entire kinetic chain can 
one identify all the relevant pathology and abnormal 
biomechanics, and thus formulate an appropriate diag-
nosis and rehabilitation plan. The authors acknowledge 
that space does not permit a comprehensive discussion 
of all musculoskeletal disorders of the lower limbs. 
The conditions of primary interest to the practitioner 
of musculoskeletal and sports medicine are covered in 
greater detail.

Lower Limb Physical Examination

The general examination should first evaluate the indi-
vidual standing. Soft tissue or bony contour abnormalities, 
atrophy, edema, skin discoloration, and scars should be 
noted. Alignment and symmetry of the pelvis, hips, knees, 
ankles, and feet should be noted. The patient’s gait should 
be evaluated in the sagittal and frontal planes. Palpatory 
examination can reveal areas of tenderness, warmth, or 
swelling. Strength and range of motion testing might reveal 
gross deficits or subtle side-to-side differences that can be 
important. Findings on the general assessment should 
guide a more focused examination. Observing the patient 
during sport-specific activity can often be helpful in assess-
ing his or her biomechanics.

Although space does not allow for a comprehensive 
review of all physical examination maneuvers for lower 
limb pathologic conditions, there are several special tests 
that are commonly used when evaluating the lower limbs 
with which the reader should be familiar.
843

Hip Tests

Thomas Test

The patient lies supine with the pelvis near the end of the 
exam table. The hips and knees are flexed, and the patient 
is asked to hold the knees to the chest to flatten the lumbar 
lordosis. The patient is asked to continue holding one knee 
to the chest and let the limb being tested fall toward the 
table. With tight hip flexors, the limb being tested will not 
fall to reach the table.

Modified Thomas Test

The modified Thomas test uses the same positioning as 
the Thomas test, but the examiner also assesses for a tight 
iliotibial band (knee is pulled to the ipsilateral side) and a 
tight rectus femoris (knee does not easily fall into flexion). 
This test can be used to assess the flexibility of multiple 
muscle groups about the hip.

Ely Test

The patient lies prone while the examiner passively flexes 
the patient’s knee. On flexion of the knee, the patient’s hip 
on the same side spontaneously flexes, indicating the rec-
tus femoris is tight on that side.

Ober Test

The patient lies on the side, with the thigh next to the table 
flexed to reduce lumbar lordosis. The upper leg being tested 
is positioned with the knee flexed to 90 degrees. The exam-
iner takes hold of the ankle with one hand and steadies 
the patient’s hip with the other. The upper leg is abducted 
and extended. If there is a tight iliotibial band, the leg will 
remain passively abducted.

Faber or Patrick Test

The patient lies supine and the hip is flexed, abducted, and 
externally rotated with the ankle resting on the contralat-
eral knee. The examiner applies pressure to the contralat-
eral ilium and ipsilateral knee to further externally rotated 
the hip. The test is positive for sacroiliac joint pathologic 
findings if the patient’s buttock pain is reproduced. The 
test is positive for hip pathologic findings if the patient’s 
groin pain is reproduced.
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Scour Test

The patient lies supine, and the examiner flexes and 
adducts the hip to the end range where resistance is felt. 
The examiner then moves the hip into abduction while 
maintaining the flexed position. The motion from adduc-
tion to abduction should be in a circular arc while applying 
an axial load down the shaft of the femur. Reproduction 
of pain, locking, crepitus, or clicking is considered positive 
and indicates a hip joint pathologic condition.

Knee Tests

Lachman Test

The patient lies supine with the examiner holding the knee 
in 15 degrees of flexion. The femur is stabilized with one 
hand while pressure is applied to the posterior aspect of 
the proximal tibia in an attempt to translate it anteriorly.  
A positive test occurs when excessive anterior translation of 
the tibia occurs with a soft endpoint.

Posterior Drawer Test

The patient lies supine with the hip flexed to 45 degrees, 
the knee flexed to 90 degrees, and the foot in neutral posi-
tion on the table. The examiner stabilizes the foot by sit-
ting on it while placing both hands behind the proximal 
tibia and thumbs on the tibial plateau. A posterior force is 
applied to the proximal tibia. With a torn posterior cruciate 
ligament (PCL), increased posterior tibial displacement is 
noted.

Valgus and Varus Stress Tests

The patient lies supine on the exam table. For valgus test-
ing, the examiner takes the leg, placing one hand over the 
lateral aspect of the knee and holding the ankle with the 
other hand. A valgus stress is applied to the knee with 
30 degrees of knee flexion. For varus testing, one hand is 
placed over the medial knee with the ankle being held by 
the other. The knee is again stressed in varus alignment 
with the knee flexed to 30 degrees. Excess motion or lack of 
a firm endpoint suggests a medial or lateral collateral liga-
ment tear, respectively.

Patellofemoral Grind Test

The patient is positioned supine with knees extended. The 
examiner places the web space of the thumb on the supe-
rior aspect of the patella. The subject is asked to contract 
the quadriceps muscle while the examiner applies down-
ward and inferior pressure on the patella. Reproduction 
of anterior knee pain suggests patellofemoral dysfunction. 
This test is frequently uncomfortable and should be used 
and interpreted with caution.

McMurray Test

With the patient lying supine, the knee is flexed and stead-
ied by the examiner’s hand, which is placed along the 
medial and lateral joint lines. With the other hand, the 
examiner holds the foot by the heel and rotates the leg on 
the thigh with the knee remaining in flexion. By externally 
rotating the leg, the medial cartilage is tested. By internally 
rotating the leg, the lateral cartilage is tested. By altering 
the degree of flexion of the knee, various aspects of the car-
tilage can be assessed. If a click occurs and reproduces the 
patient’s pain, this is suggestive of a torn meniscus.

Ankle Tests

Anterior Drawer Test

With the patient sitting at the edge of the examination 
table and the ankle positioned at 90 degrees, the ankle is 
held on the tibial side by one hand. The index finger of this 
hand is placed over the talus with the middle finger over 
the tibial malleolus. The heel of this hand braces the ante-
rior leg while the heel is pulled anteriorly with the other 
hand. Relative anteroposterior motion between the talus 
and the tibia can be palpated or visualized. This test is per-
formed to assess the integrity of the lateral ankle ligaments, 
in particular the anterior talofibular ligament.

Talar Tilt Test

Positioning is the same as for the anterior drawer test. The 
ankle is held on the tibial side by one hand while the other 
hand grasps the heel and applies a supination force to the 
hindfoot. This test assesses for lateral ligament rupture.

Syndesmosis Squeeze Test

This test is performed by compressing the fibula to the 
tibia above. Reproduction of pain over the tibiofibular liga-
ments suggests a syndesmotic injury.

Thompson’s Test

The patient is placed in a prone position with his or her feet 
hanging loosely over the end of the table. The calf muscles 
are squeezed. Passive plantar movement is seen normally. 
A positive test occurs when there is no plantar movement 
of the foot and indicates rupture of the Achilles tendon.

Rehabilitation Principles of Lower 
Limb Injury

The goal in evaluating each patient is to understand the 
mechanism of injury and what tissues are being overloaded 
or injured through a thorough history, physical examina-
tion, and appropriate diagnostic testing. Only by making a 
correct diagnosis can a proper rehabilitation plan be devel-
oped. We discuss rehabilitation principles of specific con-
ditions as they are presented throughout the chapter.

Several terms are used throughout the chapter that 
might not be familiar to all readers. For the sake of clar-
ity, we would like to first define some of these terms. First 
and foremost, the term kinetic chain refers to the model of 
human motion that analyzes and treats dysfunction along 
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connected anatomic regions, rather than focusing only on 
the location of pain. This model recognizes that dysfunc-
tion in one anatomic region can cause dysfunction in other 
anatomic regions that are linked to the first region during 
motion. Treatment plans that address only the painful site, 
and ignore underlying pathologic conditions at other sites 
along the motion chain, have less chance of success than 
a treatment plan that restores proper function along the 
entire chain. Kinetic chain considerations are most relevant 
when discussing muscle and tendon pathologic conditions 
but should not be ignored when addressing bone and joint 
pathologic findings.

The term biomechanical deficit refers to any deficiencies in 
range of motion, flexibility, strength, endurance, or motor 
control. The term muscle imbalance refers to the divergence 
from normal function of different muscle groups that work 
as agonists or antagonists to stabilize a body part or create 
motion. Muscle imbalances often occur between muscles 
on the anterior versus posterior side of a joint, such as the 
hip flexors versus the hip extensors, or the medial versus 
lateral side of a joint, such as hip adductors versus hip 
abductors. Some authors have suggested that these types 
of muscle imbalances predispose to sports injuries.33,71,142

The term functional exercise refers to exercise move-
ments that stimulate muscle groups to work in a way that 
they normally work during functional or athletic activities. 
Functional exercise is distinguished from more conven-
tional types of exercise that tend to isolate muscle groups 
rather than have various muscle groups within a kinetic 
chain working together. For example, a previously accepted 
method to strengthen the peroneal muscles after a lateral 
ankle sprain was to have the patient evert the foot against the 
resistance of an elastic band. Although this method is effec-
tive in strengthening the peroneal muscles, it is not a motion 
that people normally perform during everyday activities 
or athletic activities. A more sophisticated and functional 
ankle rehabilitation exercise program might have the patient 
standing on the affected leg while performing movements 
with the other leg, or standing on the affected leg while 
performing movements with the upper limbs and torso in 
patterns that the body uses during real life activities. “Sport-
specific” exercises are functional exercises that use motion 
patterns that athletes must perform in their athletic events.

It is important to mention a precaution that should be 
taken into account when treating patients. It has been com-
mon practice to use nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs) to treat musculoskeletal injuries to control pain 
and reduce inflammation. Evidence shows that NSAIDs 
can impair muscle healing by inhibiting the fusion of myo-
genic precursor cells, and this knowledge should be con-
sidered before prescribing these medications.101,132

Musculoskeletal Disorders 
of the Lower Limb

General Approach to Osteoarthritis 
in the Lower Limb
Osteoarthritis in the weight-bearing joints is common. 
Osteoarthritis affecting the hip, knee, ankle, and foot are 
discussed together because the principles of diagnosis and 
treatment are similar. Patients with lower limb osteoar-
thritis typically complain of joint pain that is worse with 
weight-bearing and improved with rest. Pain and stiff-
ness are common first thing in the morning but typically 
last less than 1 hour. This is in contrast to inflammatory 
arthropathies, in which morning pain often lasts longer 
than 1 hour. Joint effusions can be noted with overuse of 
an arthritic joint. Joint trauma, malalignment, and obesity 
predispose an individual to developing osteoarthritis in 
the weight-bearing joints. A clear genetic predisposition to 
early and diffuse osteoarthritis exists in some families.

Pain from hip osteoarthritis is often felt in the groin 
region and is less commonly described as being posterior 
or lateral. The pain can be referred into the anterior thigh. 
The differential diagnosis of hip osteoarthritis includes 
referred pain from the lumbar spine. The physical exami-
nation is most notable for an antalgic gait on the affected 
side and reproduction of groin pain with passive hip inter-
nal rotation.

Knee osteoarthritis can affect the medial tibiofemo-
ral compartment, the lateral tibiofemoral compartment, 
the patellofemoral joint, or all three compartments. The 
medial compartment is often involved first, with varus 
alignment noted on inspection or radiographs. Other find-
ings can include joint line tenderness, crepitus, and pal-
pable osteophytosis. Ankle and foot arthritis often occur 
years after trauma to these joints or with malalignment 
that loads joints abnormally. Frequent locations of osteo-
arthritis include the first metatarsophalangeal joint of the 
great toe, the subtalar joint, and the tibiotalar joint. Osteo-
arthritis of the first metatarsophalangeal joint (hallux rigi-
dus) results in loss of dorsiflexion, joint swelling, and pain. 
Pain from subtalar arthritis is appreciated when walking on 
uneven surfaces and is often especially painful. Tibiotalar 
joint arthritis is characterized by pain, swelling, and stiff-
ness in the anterior ankle.

Plain films are the study of choice to assess for osteoar-
thritis. The radiologic hallmarks of osteoarthritis include 
decreased joint space, marginal osteophytosis, subchondral 
cyst formation, and subchondral sclerosis (Figure 39-1).88

Many treatment options are available for lower limb 
osteoarthritis. A patient can sometimes diminish symp-
toms simply by modifying activities. Switching from 
higher impact activities such as basketball to lower impact 
activities such as bicycling or swimming can decrease 
or eliminate joint pain.83,148 Ice, acetaminophen, and 
NSAIDs can all reduce joint pain. Glucosamine and chon-
droitin sulfate have shown mixed results for reducing pain 
in knee osteoarthritis.82,93,125,126,145 Strength training and 
aerobic exercise can improve joint control and decrease 
pain.113 Strategies aimed at reducing loads on joints 
include weight loss, cushioned shoes, and walking aids 
such as a cane.151 Intraarticular injection of anesthetic and 
steroid can be helpful both diagnostically and therapeuti-
cally.115,139 Recent evidence shows that bupivacaine in con-
centrations 0.5% or more is chondrotoxic, and it would 
seem judicious to avoid its use in joint injections.31 Injec-
tions of the foot, ankle, and hip joints are best performed 
under fluoroscopic guidance with contrast confirmation. 
Several investigations looking at knee osteoarthritis have 
concluded that intraarticular injections of hyaluronate 
relieve pain and improve function in patients with mild 
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FIGURE 39-1 Examples of osteoarthritis. Anteroposterior (A) and lateral (B) radiographs of the ankle, showing advanced osteoarthritis in the ankle joint. Large 
dorsal spurs, small intraarticular calcific bodies, and varus alignment are present at the joint, with widening of the joint space laterally, consistent with chronic liga-
mentous laxity. C, Lateral radiograph of the ankle, showing advanced osteoarthritis of the posterior subtalar joint. Significant irregularity of the joint margins, with 
subchondral sclerosis and cyst formation, is seen. D, Anteroposterior radiograph of the hip, showing severe osteoarthritis, with near-complete obliteration of the 

joint space and extensive remodeling of the femoral head.
and moderate knee osteoarthritis.2,63,74,86 For patients 
with recalcitrant pain or severe functional limitations, 
arthroplasty can provide substantial improvement in pain 
and function.

Stress Reactions and Stress Fractures 
in the Lower Limb

Repetitive overload injuries to the bones of the lower limb 
are common in physically active individuals, especially 
those who participate in endurance activities such as dis-
tance running. In cases of repetitive stress, or in the set-
ting of impaired bone metabolism, bone strain occurs on 
a continuum from “stress response” or “stress reaction” 
to overt stress fracture. Bone overload can occur in any 
location in the lower limb (Figure 39-2). The ability of 
bone to withstand repetitive forces without breaking down 
depends on several factors. The stronger the bone is before 
being subjected to repetitive loading, the better it is able to 
withstand the loads applied to it. Both intrinsic and extrin-
sic factors are important to consider in determining the risk 
for stress reactions or stress fractures. Intrinsic risk factors 
include poor dietary habits, altered menstrual status, and 
biomechanical abnormalities that do not allow for proper 
distribution of forces along the kinetic chain. Extrinsic fac-
tors can include hard training surfaces, training errors, and 
improper footwear and insoles.

Athletes report a greater frequency of disordered eating 
patterns than the general population, especially in sports 
emphasizing leanness.121 Individuals with disordered 
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FIGURE 39-2 Examples of stress responses and stress fractures. A, T2-weighted, fat suppression, coronal magnetic resonance image of the legs shows increased 
signal in the medullary cavity of both tibiae (arrows), consistent with stress response or stress reaction. No discrete line indicates a stress fracture. The patient was 
a Division 1 cross-country runner with oligomenorrhea and disordered eating. B, T2-weighted, fat suppression MRI of the foot, showing increased signal in the 
calcaneus (arrow), consistent with a stress response. The patient was an Olympic freestyle skiing aerialist who had bilateral heel pain. The contralateral heel MRI 
had a similar appearance. T2-weighted, fat suppression, sagittal (C) (arrow) and T1-weighted, axial (D) MRIs showing a calcaneal stress fracture (arrow). The patient 
was a 29-year-old ultramarathoner.
eating can have insufficient dietary intake of calories, 
protein, calcium, and other nutrients needed to achieve 
optimal bone quality. The triad of disordered eating, amen-
orrhea, and low bone density that occurs in athletic females 
is referred to as the female athlete triad. Restrictive eating 
behaviors increase the likelihood of stress fractures in 
women.14,15,46,105 Low caloric intake with negative protein 
balance has been hypothesized as one of the mechanisms 
for menstrual disturbances in female athletes.155 Evidence 
shows that menstrual and hormonal disturbances increase 
the risk of stress fracture and lead to premature bone loss, 
particularly at trabecular sites.64,103

Flexibility, although difficult to study, can play a role in 
fracture risk. Some studies have suggested that increased 
hip external rotation and decreased ankle dorsiflex-
ion might increase the risk for stress fractures in certain 
populations.50,51,60

Skeletal alignment affects the amount of force absorbed 
by the foot, and how much force is transferred to proximal 
structures during ground contact. A rigid pes cavus foot is 
less able to absorb shock during and just after heel strike, 
and can transmit greater forces to proximal bones than a 
foot that is able to undergo normal pronation. Similarly, a 
pes planus foot does not allow the normal pronation mech-
anism to properly absorb forces. Either foot alignment can 
increase the risk of a stress fracture, the location of which 
can vary depending on the foot type and  activity.91,134 
Other studies looking at alignment have suggested that leg 
length discrepancy and increased Q angle can increase the 
risk of stress fracture.27

Although it is clear that training errors contribute to 
stress fractures, there is limited research identifying the 
contribution of various training components. Further-
more, appropriate training regimens vary greatly among 
individuals. Athletes should be encouraged to keep train-
ing logs documenting type of training, volume, intensity, 
and rest  periods. A rapid increase in training volume and 
intensity often precedes a stress fracture, just as it might 
precede a muscle–tendon overload injury. Articles about 
training in military recruits have shown that elimination 
of running and marching on concrete, preentry physical 
conditioning, and inclusion of rest periods reduced stress 
fracture risk.54,130,131

Shoes and insoles can be an important component in 
minimizing stress fracture risk. Proper shoe fit that matches 
an individual’s foot type, as well as adequate support and 
shock absorption, is essential. Studies looking at the effect 
of insoles or other footwear modifications on the preven-
tion of stress fractures have shown a reduction in the num-
ber of stress fractures by more than 50%.52,96,97
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The patient presenting with a suspected stress fracture 
usually provides a history of a recent acceleration in the 
intensity or duration of training before the onset of symp-
toms. The patient most frequently complains of insidious 
onset of focal pain that is exacerbated with weight-bearing 
activities. In cases of certain stress fractures, such as femoral 
neck and navicular fractures, symptoms can be vague, thus 
increasing the time to diagnosis.

Imaging studies are not always necessary. A 6-week 
period of relative rest with nonimpact rehabilitation and 
alternative training methods such as pool running can be 
instituted. Imaging can be reserved for individuals who 
remain symptomatic and are unable to return to full activi-
ties. In these cases, or when definitive diagnosis is required 
sooner, the initial imaging study of choice is radiographs. 
It should be kept in mind, however, that plain films are 
relatively insensitive and detect less than 50% of stress 
 fractures.75,76 When radiographs are normal but the sus-
picion for stress fracture remains high, advanced imaging 
studies are appropriate. Bone scans are sensitive for detect-
ing stress fractures but lack anatomic definition. They can 
also remain positive long after symptoms have resolved. 
This limits the ability of bone scans to aid in return-to-sport 
decisions.138 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides 
excellent anatomic information and can be more useful in 
grading lesions and assessing soft tissue structures.6 At our 
institution, MRI is the study of choice to look for stress 
fractures. Computed tomography (CT) provides optimal 
definition of bony architecture.

Multiple factors influence the length of time required to 
safely return to full activities after a stress fracture. These 
include duration of symptoms, stage of stress reaction, 
site of stress fracture, and level of activity or competition. 
Most stress fractures heal without complication with activ-
ity modification, and allow return to sport in 4 to 8 weeks 
with a few exceptions mentioned below.

Initial treatment includes pain management, activity 
modification, strengthening, fitness maintenance, and risk 
factor modification. Once healing is well underway and 
pain is minimal, the gradual resumption of the impact-
loading phase of rehabilitation begins.

Pain can be a problem with lower limb stress fractures, 
mainly during weight-bearing. It might be appropriate to 
use crutches to minimize weight-bearing for the first 7 to 
10 days. Modalities such as ice can also be helpful. Analge-
sics such as acetaminophen are appropriate. Some debate 
exists about the use of NSAID medications after a stress 
fracture. On a theoretical basis at least, the mode of action 
of these medications might prevent optimal repair of  
the stress fracture as a result of a reduction in the bone-
remodeling process.

Activity modification includes eliminating impact activ-
ities for a period until daily ambulation is pain free. It is 
important to continue muscle strengthening and cross-
training during this time, to keep the cardiopulmonary 
system fit.

Reduced muscle size and strength have been shown 
to predispose to stress fractures.59 In endurance events, 
muscle fatigue can increase the strain on bone.154 Muscle 
mass is important to build and maintain because the load 
placed on bone can be reduced at sites when muscles are 
better able to absorb repetitive impact.129 A strengthening 
program should begin immediately after a diagnosis of 
stress fracture is made. The exercises prescribed should not 
cause pain at the fracture site.

Inactivity has negative consequences on the cardiovas-
cular system, metabolism, and skeletal muscle after even 
brief periods of rest. It is important that fitness be main-
tained in ways that avoid overloading the bone. The most 
common cross-training activities include cycling, swim-
ming, water running, rowing, and Stairmaster. The more 
sport specific the cross-training, the better the carryover 
effect of the training. It is for this reason that deep water 
running has become so popular among runners with stress 
fractures. Studies have shown no significant differences 
in maximal oxygen uptake, anaerobic threshold, running 
economy, stride length, and 2-mile performance after 4 to 
8 weeks of land versus deep water running training.38,58,153 
In sports requiring specific skills, the neuromuscular adap-
tations are not easily duplicated with cross-training, and 
it is important to find appropriate ways to resume these 
isolated sport-specific skills as soon as possible.

When walking is pain free, the graduated impact phase 
of rehabilitation should progress on an individualized 
basis according to fracture site and symptoms. A progres-
sive increase in load is necessary to allow bone to adapt 
with increases in strength. Resumption of activity should 
not be accompanied by pain, but it is not uncommon to 
have some mild discomfort at the fracture site. If bony pain 
occurs, then activity should be stopped for 1 to 2 days. 
When the individual is pain free while walking, the activ-
ity is resumed at a level before symptoms occurred. When 
training resumes, it is important to allow adequate recov-
ery time after hard sessions or hard weeks of training. 
Progress should be monitored clinically by the presence or 
absence of symptoms and local signs. It is not necessary to 
monitor progress by imaging studies. Radiologic healing 
lags behind clinical healing.

Although most stress fractures heal without incident 
using the above treatment strategies, there are particular 
stress fractures that tend to develop complications and 
require specific treatment. These include stress fractures 
of the femoral neck, anterior cortex of the middle third of 
the tibia, navicular, and proximal fifth metatarsal fractures. 
These are discussed in their respective anatomic regions 
below. Stress fractures of the lower limbs are common and 
should be recognized and treated early to maximize suc-
cessful outcome.

Conditions of the Hip Region

Femoral Neck Stress Fractures

With femoral neck stress fractures, symptoms are often 
vague, and one should have a high index of suspicion to 
catch this diagnosis early and avoid complications such as 
displacement or avascular necrosis. If suspicion is present, 
an MRI should be obtained (Figure 39-3). Fractures on the 
tension side (lateral) are less common and require imme-
diate surgical referral. Fractures on the compression side 
(medial) are more common. If the fracture line extends 
more than 50% of the width of the femoral neck, percuta-
neous fixation should be considered because the likelihood 
of displacement is higher.6,32,133 When the fracture line is 
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less than 50% of the width of the femoral neck, strict non–
weight-bearing status is necessary for about 4 to 6 weeks 
until the patient is pain free. This should be followed by 
functional rehabilitation with progressive weight-bearing 
over the next 4 to 8 weeks according to symptoms. If the 
athlete is not progressing as expected, additional radiologic 
evaluation should be considered.

Avascular Necrosis

Avascular necrosis, also called osteonecrosis, is the death of 
bone resulting from a lack of blood supply. This can lead 
to microfractures and eventually collapse of the bone. The 
femoral head is the most commonly affected location. Dis-
ruption of the normal blood supply to the femoral head 
can be caused by various conditions including trauma, 
high doses of corticosteroids, alcohol abuse, and systemic 
illness (such as diabetes, lupus, and sickle cell anemia).84 
The severity of symptoms with avascular necrosis is usu-
ally related to the degree of articular surface disruption. 
Symptoms are similar to those experienced with hip osteo-
arthritis, including groin pain that increases with weight-
bearing. Often there is limited motion and pain with 
internal rotation, flexion, and adduction of the hip. Radio-
graphs can reveal sclerosis of the femoral head or, in severe 
cases, collapse of the femoral head (Figure 39-4). In mild 
cases, the plain films can be normal. MRI and CT can detect 
the condition in its earlier stages. Conservative treatment 
might include minimizing weight-bearing of the affected 
joint and use of pain medications. Once collapse occurs, 
joint replacement surgery is indicated.

Legg-Calvé-Perthes Disease

Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease is idiopathic osteonecrosis of 
the femoral head in children. It occurs most frequently in 
boys between the ages of 4 and 8 years. Because bone repair 
is relatively rapid in children, the prognosis is significantly 
better compared with adults with avascular necrosis. Signs 
of Legg-Calvé-Perthes disease in a child include limping 

FIGURE 39-3 T2-weighted, fat suppression, coronal magnetic resonance 
imaging of the pelvis, showing increased signal in the right femoral neck (arrow) 
 consistent with stress fracture. The patient was an elite cross-country ski racer 
who had onset of symptoms after “bounding” exercises, which involve running 
uphill on one leg.
and restriction in hip motion, especially hip abduction. 
The child might complain of groin or thigh pain. Healing 
can occur in children with revascularization of the femoral 
head and remodeling of the bone. The prognosis is better 
in younger children and those with milder involvement. In 
children under the age of 6 years, observation and use of an 
abduction brace to maintain the femoral head in a spheri-
cal state is reasonable. Osteotomy is sometimes performed 
in older children.85

Slipped Capital Femoral Epiphysis

The most common hip disorder in adolescents is slipped 
capital femoral epiphysis. Injury to the physeal plate of the 
proximal femur with medial displacement of the femo-
ral head relative to the femoral shaft can be due to acute 
trauma or repetitive microtrauma. Slipped capital femoral 
epiphysis is rare in boys under age 11 years and girls under 
age 9 years, and is more common in overweight boys.85 
There can be an association with hypothyroidism and 
renal osteodystrophy.48 Slipped capital femoral epiphysis 
is bilateral about 50% of the time.85 An adolescent with 
an acute slip typically presents with severe hip pain that is 
exacerbated with any motion. The individual tends to hold 
the hip flexed and externally rotated. Anteroposterior and 
lateral radiographs confirm the diagnosis (Figure 39-5). 

FIGURE 39-4 Anteroposterior radiograph of the pelvis, showing advanced 
avascular necrosis of both femoral heads.

FIGURE 39-5 Anteroposterior radiograph of a severe, acute slipped capital 
femoral epiphysis.
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A mild slip can be treated conservatively.127 Otherwise, one 
attempt at closed reduction can be done. If this is unsuc-
cessful, open reduction should be done. After reduction, 
gentle range of motion can be started within a few days, 
but weight-bearing is restricted for 4 to 6 weeks.127 After 
this period, gradually progressive strengthening and func-
tional exercises can be advanced. Complications include 
nonunion, avascular necrosis of the femoral head, rota-
tional deformity, and osteoarthritis.85,137

Hip Dislocation

Because of the depth of the acetabulum, dislocation of the 
femoral–acetabular joint requires significant trauma. In 
children, hip dislocation is more common than hip frac-
tures. In adults, fractures of the acetabulum often accom-
pany hip dislocations. Most commonly, the head of the 
femur dislocates posteriorly relative to the acetabulum.102 
The patient with an acute posterior hip dislocation presents 
with severe hip pain and tends to hold the hip in flexion, 
internal rotation, and adduction. With the less common 
anterior dislocations, the hip is held in an extended, 
abducted, and externally rotated position.

On physical examination, there will be an obvious 
deformity. The patient will not tolerate range of motion or 
resistance testing because of pain. A complete neurologic 
examination should be performed to assess for lumbosa-
cral plexopathy, sciatic neuropathy, and femoral neuropa-
thy.92 One should always assess for associated injuries, in 
particular spine and ipsilateral knee trauma, which can 
be masked by hip pain. Radiographs are indicated to con-
firm the clinical diagnosis and look for associated injuries. 
Hip dislocations are an orthopedic emergency, and closed 
reduction under anesthesia should be performed as soon 
as possible. Postreduction radiographs are obtained to con-
firm anatomic alignment. At times, CT or MRI is obtained 
if further characterization of associated injuries is needed.

Surgery is indicated if attempts at closed reduction are 
unsuccessful. The surgical goals are to repair displaced 
or comminuted fractures and remove intraarticular loose 
bodies.36 Most clinicians recommend non–weight-bearing 
for 3 to 4 weeks, followed by protected weight-bearing 
for an additional 3 weeks.127 Gradually progressive reha-
bilitation can start a few days to a couple of weeks after 
reduction, depending on the patient’s comfort level and 
whether surgery was performed. The most concerning 
complications of hip dislocation include posttraumatic 
osteoarthritis and avascular necrosis, which occurs in up to 
10% of patients.137 The risk of avascular necrosis increases 
with age, reduction delayed greater than 6 hours, and more 
severe trauma to the hip joint.

Labral Injuries

Acetabular labral tears are analogous to glenoid labral 
tears, with some notable exceptions. Patients with ace-
tabular labral tears often present with painful catching of 
the hip, especially when the hip is at a particular angle.90 
There might be a clear history of acute or repetitive trauma. 
Femoral–acetabular grind maneuvers might reproduce 
symptoms. Historical features and physical examina-
tion maneuvers are even less specific for acetabular labral 
tears than they are for glenoid labral tears. This might be 
because the hip is a larger, deeper joint with less sensitive 
innervation than the shoulder joint. Magnetic resonance 
arthrography with gadolinium contrast is the imaging 
study of choice to assess for these injuries (Figure 39-6). 
Definitive diagnosis is by arthroscopy or open surgery.

Treatments can include acetaminophen or NSAIDs, 
relative rest, intraarticular steroid injections, and surgical 
debridement or repair. The arthroscopic and open surgi-
cal approaches to labral injuries of the hip continue to 
evolve.20,21,39,69

Femoroacetabular Impingement Syndrome

In recent years, there has been greater attention given to the 
concept of femoroacetabular impingement. The condition 
is characterized by early contact during hip motion between 
skeletal prominences, limiting range of motion (particularly 
in flexion and internal rotation). Two types of impinge-
ment exist. Pincer impingement is the acetabular cause of 
impingement and is characterized by overcoverage of the 
femoral head. Cam impingement is the femoral cause and 
is due to an aspherical portion of the femoral head–neck 
junction. Currently, most authorities think that repetitive 
stress to these osseous prominences leads to chondral dam-
age over time with resultant early osteoarthritis of the hip 
if the underlying cause of impingement is not addressed.47

Athletic Pubalgia and Sportsman’s Hernia

Athletic pubalgia and sportsman’s hernia refer to a spec-
trum of disorders that cause pain in the lower abdomen 
and groin. Pain generators can include overload of one or 
more of the lower abdominal muscles near the superior 
pubic ramus, a strain of the hip flexors and/or hip adduc-
tors, stress response or stress fracture of the pubic rami, 
and pubic symphysitis (Figure 39-7).8,44,45,68,87 A defect in 
the fascia of the lower anterior abdominal wall has also 
been described. Overload injury in this region is most 
commonly seen in football, soccer, and hockey.* There 
can be a delay in accurate diagnosis, and rehabilitation is 
often incomplete. Because symptoms of athletic pubalgia 
can easily become chronic, it is imperative to establish an 
accurate and complete diagnosis and to institute compre-
hensive rehabilitation as early as possible. Maximizing 
core stability and restoring full range of motion, strength, 
endurance, and motor control of the core muscles, hip flex-
ors, and hip adductors are keys to successful rehabilitation. 

*References 7, 35, 45, 53, 80, 95.

FIGURE 39-6 Gadolinium-enhanced sagittal magnetic resonance image of 
the hip, showing an anterior labral tear.
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A B C

FIGURE 39-7 Examples of the spectrum of conditions seen in athletic pubalgia. A, T2-weighted, short tau, inversion recovery, coronal magnetic resonance image 
(MRI) of a college football placekicker, showing a hemorrhagic tear (arrow) of the right hip adductor muscles off the pubic ramus. B, T2-weighted, fat suppression, 
coronal MRI of the pelvis of a collegiate pole vaulter, showing increased signal intensity in both pubic rami and the pubic symphysis, consistent with stress responses 
of the superior pubic rami and pubic symphysitis. C, Anteroposterior radiograph of the pelvis, showing irregularity, subchondral cyst formation, and subchondral 
sclerosis of the symphysis pubis (arrow), consistent with symphysitis. The patient was a 22-year-old soccer player with chronic, bilateral groin pain.
A key tenet of the rehabilitation of athletic pubalgia is bal-
ancing abdominal strength with hip girdle flexibility to 
theoretically reduce sheer forces across the anterior pelvis. 
Functional exercises involving these muscle groups should 
be started as soon as the patient is able to tolerate them. 
Surgical consultation should be considered if there is a sus-
picion for a fascial defect of the anterior abdominal wall 
or a true inguinal hernia.135 Impact or repetitive loading 
activities should be avoided in the setting of bone over-
load, such as pelvic stress response or stress fracture.

Rectus Femoris Avulsion From the Anterior Inferior 
Iliac Spine

A forceful contraction of rectus femoris can result in an 
avulsion fracture of the anterior inferior iliac spine. This 
diagnosis is distinguished from a simple muscle strain by 
radiographs, but treatment follows the same rehabilitation 
guidelines: with ice, relative rest, and gently progressive 
stretching and strengthening exercises as tolerated. Surgery 
is indicated only for dramatically displaced avulsion frag-
ments, which are uncommon.99,100

Conditions of the Thigh Region

Disorders of the Iliotibial Band, 
Including Trochanteric Bursitis

The iliotibial band (ITB) is a strong fascial band that runs 
along the lateral aspect of the thigh from the level of the 
greater trochanter to the proximal, anterolateral tibia (Figure 
39-8). ITB motion is controlled proximally primarily by the 
gluteus maximus and tensor fascia lata, the two muscles that 
insert into it. The ITB inserts distally onto a bony prominence 
at the proximal, anterolateral tibia called Gerdy’s tubercle. 
Therefore the ITB can exert forces at the hip and knee. Con-
versely, alterations in various lower limb mechanics, such 
as genu valgum, pes planus, and tibial internal or external 
rotation, can affect ITB function. Three clinically important 
bursae are related to the ITB.112 The proximal bursa is posi-
tioned to decrease friction between the ITB and the greater 
trochanter of the femur. Another site of potential friction is 
where the ITB runs over the lateral epicondyle of the femur.18 
The third lies at the ITB’s distal attachment on the tibia.

Although a bursa can become inflamed from sudden, 
direct trauma, it is far more common for a bursa to become 
gradually inflamed as a result of improper training tech-
niques or abnormal biomechanics. In these cases, the 
bursal inflammation is not a primary process but rather 
secondary to muscle imbalance around the hip girdle or 
other abnormalities along the kinetic chain. The purpose 
of a bursa is to allow for low-friction gliding of soft tissues 
over a bony prominence. Any imbalance or dysfunction of 
the hip muscles can result in abnormal ITB motion and 
trochanteric bursitis. Patients with trochanteric bursitis can 
usually localize pain to the lateral hip. The pain is some-
times felt along the path of the ITB in the lateral thigh. On 
examination, there is tenderness to palpation directly over 
the greater trochanter or immediately posterior to it. Often 
weakness of the gluteus medius and the hip external rota-
tors is seen, which can be detected with manual resistance 
testing.43 A typical hip girdle muscle imbalance seen in the 
setting of trochanteric bursitis includes tensor fascia lata 
tightness and gluteus maximus inhibition or weakness.

The modified Thomas test is an excellent physical exami-
nation maneuver to assess for inflexibility around the hip 
girdle. One should always check the function of the deep 
hip external rotators and muscle function along the entire 
kinetic chain, from the core region to the ankle. The func-
tion of the hip external rotators can be tested statically and 
dynamically. In runners and cyclists with ITB symptoms, it 
is important to perform a biomechanical assessment while 
the patient is running or riding. Occasionally an audible 
snap can be heard as the ITB rubs over the greater trochan-
ter. This is sometimes referred to as lateral snapping hip 
syndrome. This condition is contrasted with the so-called 
internal snapping hip syndrome, in which a deeper, more 
medial snap is appreciated by the patient.55 Internal snap-
ping hip is thought to be due to the iliopsoas tendon rub-
bing over the iliopectineal eminence or the femoral head. 
The same kinetic chain abnormalities that can cause ITB 
pain at the lateral hip can also cause pain and tenderness 
where the ITB passes over the lateral epicondyle of the 
femur, or at its insertion on to Gerdy’s tubercle. Symptoms 
are exacerbated by repetitive activities such as running or 
cycling.

Regardless of the location of symptoms related to ITB 
dysfunction, the treatment principles remain the same. 
The patient should reduce or eliminate the exacerbating 
activities. Ice is helpful for reducing pain and inflamma-
tion, and for facilitating a rehabilitation program. The 
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FIGURE 39-8 The iliotibial band is a strong fascial band that runs from the lateral hip to the lateral knee.
exercise prescription should be based on the patient’s rel-
evant biomechanical deficits, which are determined by the 
office examination and a functional examination of the 
patient while she or he is participating in activities. Merely 
providing standardized exercise handouts or prescribing 
nonspecific rehabilitation protocols can result in poor 
patient outcomes. One common example of prescribing 
nonspecific exercises for an ITB problem is to prescribe ITB 
stretches when the primary deficit is hip abductor weak-
ness. Another common mistake is to focus on hip abductor 
strengthening if the most relevant biomechanical deficit 
is impaired eccentric control of the hip external rotators. 
Because all the hip girdle muscles originate on the pelvis, 
the core musculature must be able to adequately stabilize 
the pelvis for the hip girdle muscles to perform their func-
tions during dynamic activities.

Other interventions, such as ITB massage (with a foam 
roll), myofascial release, ultrasound, and local injection of 
a corticosteroid, can facilitate the patient’s rehabilitation 
program. Off-the-shelf and custom-made foot orthoses can 
be helpful in reducing impact and improving subtalar posi-
tioning and tibial rotation. If errors in training technique 
are thought to have contributed to the onset of symptoms, 
then appropriate training regimens should be discussed 
with the patient.

Disorders of the Hamstring Muscle Group

Strains of the thigh muscles are common in individuals 
participating in ballistic activities. The most commonly 
strained muscle group in the thigh is the hamstring group. 
The hamstring group includes the semimembranosus, sem-
itendinosus, and short and long head of the biceps femo-
ris. Hamstring strains most commonly occur with forceful 
eccentric contraction of the hamstring muscles, especially 
when the muscle is at a mechanical disadvantage near full 
flexion or full extension (Figure 39-9). The patient will usu-
ally be able to describe an acute overload mechanism. The 
hamstring pain can be reproduced by passive stretch of the 
muscle, by resistance testing of the muscle, and by direct 
palpation of the injured area. The strain can occur near the 
hamstring origin at the ischial tuberosity, in the belly of 
the muscle, or in the region of the distal musculotendinous 
junction. Severe hamstring strains will produce visible 
ecchymosis at and distal to the site of injury. A large muscle 
tear might produce a palpable defect. Imaging is usually 
not necessary to establish the diagnosis. If needed, MRI is 
the imaging modality of choice.78,136,149 Acute treatment 
consists of relative rest, ice, early gentle range of motion 
exercises, and gently progressive strengthening exercises as 
tolerated. Exercises should be progressed to higher weight 
and include more ballistic and sport- specific movements 
when tolerated. It is not uncommon for an acute ham-
string strain to keep an individual from his or her usual 
athletic activities for 6 weeks or more.

With proximal hamstring injuries, occasionally the 
bone fails before the muscle or tendon fails, resulting in an 
ischial avulsion injury. The most common age-group for 
ischial avulsion fractures is 15 to 25 years of age.23,150 The 
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FIGURE 39-9 The primary function of the hamstring muscle group is to slow down knee extension during open kinetic chain movements. This muscle group is 
at risk for acute overload during ballistic activities.
most common activities that cause ischial avulsion frac-
tures include gymnastics, hurdling, and dance. The patient 
can usually describe sudden onset of pain at the ischial 
tuberosity after a forceful movement involving hamstring 
contraction while the muscle was at maximum length with 
full hip flexion and knee extension. On physical exami-
nation, there is typically point tenderness at the ischial 
tuberosity, pain with passive hamstring stretch, and pain 
with knee flexion or hip extension against resistance. Plain 
films are usually adequate to visualize the avulsion (Figure 
39-10). These fractures usually do not need surgery and can 
be treated similarly to other hamstring injuries, although 
the period of relative rest might be longer to allow for 
bone healing. If initial symptoms are severe enough to 
prevent comfortable ambulation, crutches can be used for 
a few days. Ice should be applied frequently over the first 
few days to decrease pain and swelling. Although surgi-
cal intervention is rarely needed, orthopedic consultation 
should be obtained if the avulsion fragment is displaced 
more than 2 cm, or if resolution of symptoms does not 
occur in the expected period. As pain decreases over the 
first 1 to 2 weeks, slowly progressive hamstring stretching 
and strengthening should be started. The rehabilitation 
program must be undertaken cautiously during the first 
several weeks to avoid further displacement of the avul-
sion. No amount of time, however, that one should wait 
before starting a stretching and strengthening program for 
the hamstring muscle group after this injury has been pre-
determined.14,28,144 A general guideline is that the patient 
should experience no discomfort or only mild discomfort 
with the rehabilitation program.

In skeletally mature individuals, the proximal ham-
string tendon might avulse because in these individu-
als the weakest link is the tendon rather than the bone. 
The mechanism of injury is the same as described earlier.  
A

B

FIGURE 39-10 Examples of ischial avulsion fractures. A, Anteroposterior 
radiograph of the pelvis, showing an old ischial avulsion fracture (arrow). The 
patient was a 17-year-old female cheerleader who had sudden onset of but-
tock pain with a high-kicking maneuver 9 months before presentation. B, 
Anteroposterior radiograph of the pelvis, showing irregularity of the right 
ischial tuberosity (arrow). The patient was a 14-year-old cheerleader with 
acute onset of right buttock pain after a high-kicking maneuver. In both 
cases, symptoms resolved completely after a period of relative rest followed 
by progressive rehabilitation.
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In high-demand athletes, surgical reattachment is usually 
indicated. Although late repair is feasible, early identifi-
cation and surgical intervention usually produce the best 
outcomes.144

Hamstring muscle disorders can also have an insidious 
onset. Hamstring tendinopathy can occur at the ischial 
tuberosity or distally in the medial or lateral hamstring 
tendons. The terms tendinopathy and tendonitis, although 
sometimes used interchangeably, more correctly refer 
to chronic overload conditions and acute inflammation 
of tendons, respectively.79,108 In addition to pain with 
activities, a careful history often reveals a change in the 
patient’s activity level, such as a recent, rapid increase in 
running. The physical examination findings are similar to, 
but usually less dramatic than, those seen with an acute 
hamstring strain. In addition to the usual rehabilitation 
protocols such as relative rest, ice, and hamstring stretch-
ing and strengthening, one should try to identify and cor-
rect errors in training technique, running gait, cycling or 
jumping mechanics, and relevant biomechanical deficits. 
Eccentric training of the hamstring group helps the muscle 
to absorb more loading force, and restoring as much bal-
ance as possible to the quadriceps–hamstring force couple 
is also important. A local injection of steroid in the region 
of the ischial bursa might help facilitate the active exercise 
program during rehabilitation, but potential side effects 
need to be kept in mind.

Disorders of the Adductor Muscle Group

The adductor muscle group consists of adductor magnus, 
adductor longus, adductor brevis, sartorius, gracilis, and 
pectineus. As with other muscle or tendon injuries, strains 
of the hip adductor muscles usually occur with forceful 
activation of the muscles, especially when in a lengthened 
position. Adductor strains can be due to acute or repetitive 
overload. These injuries can occur in anyone but are par-
ticularly common in those involved in soccer, hockey, and 
skiing.34,147 Strains of the adductor group most commonly 
occur at or near their origin at the inferior pubic ramus. 
Intramuscular strains also occur. The adductor longus is 
the most commonly involved muscle.94,107 Isolated sarto-
rius muscle strains can also occur. A sudden, forceful con-
traction of sartorius can result in an avulsion fracture at the 
muscle’s proximal attachment at the anterior superior iliac 
spine. This injury is treated similarly to other acute tendon 
strains, although a longer period of relative rest might be 
required before progressing the patient to stretching and 
strengthening exercises.

The pain can typically be reproduced by passive stretch 
and active resistance testing of the adductor group. Radio-
graphs are not needed to establish a diagnosis of adductor 
strain but are useful when looking for bone injuries such as 
avulsion factures. If needed, MRI can frequently show sig-
nal change in the area of injury (Figure 39-11). Treatment 
includes early, gradually progressive range of motion exer-
cises and careful strengthening exercises, with return-to-
sport–specific exercises when tolerated. If the rehabilitation 
program is performed too aggressively in the early stages, 
there is a risk of further injury. Although the rehabilitation 
program focuses on the adductor muscle group, one needs 
to address the entire kinetic chain and the hip adductor–
abductor force couple to decrease the chance of recurrent 
injury. Because the adductors arise from the pelvis, the pel-
vis must be stabilized with a core exercise program. The 
rehabilitation program should also seek to maximize flex-
ibility, strength, motor control, and endurance of the hip 
flexors, hamstrings, hip abductors, and hip extensors. One 
should check for and correct tightness of the ITB, which if 
present can inhibit strengthening of the adductors.

Quadriceps Contusions and Myositis Ossificans

Contusions of the quadriceps muscle group resulting from 
a direct and forceful blow to the area are fairly common 
(Figure 39-12). The patient can usually provide a history of 
direct trauma to the front of the thigh. The patient typically 
reports pain at the site of the injury and might report stiff-
ness and difficulty with weight-bearing. An antalgic gait 
is usually noted, along with tenderness, ecchymosis, and 
swelling in the anterior thigh. Knee flexion can be severely 
restricted. Extension is often preserved. Radiographs should 
be obtained to look for an underlying femur fracture. Ice 
should be applied aggressively to decrease swelling and 
pain. Early range of motion exercises should be started as 
soon as tolerated to decrease muscle stiffness, which invari-
ably ensues. Some practitioners advocate immobilizing the 
knee in flexion for a few days to decrease contracture of the 
quadriceps muscle.61

B

A

FIGURE 39-11 Examples of adductor strains. A, T2-weighted axial magnetic 
resonance image of the proximal thigh, showing a hemorrhagic tear in the 
proximal adductor muscle group (arrow). The patient was an Olympic hockey 
player who got checked from the right side while the right leg was in an 
abducted position. B, T2-weighted coronal MRI of the thighs, showing a more 
distal, less severe strain of the left adductor muscle group than that seen in A 
(arrow). This patient was also a hockey player.



After a severe quadriceps contusion, the intramuscular 
hematoma can undergo calcific transformation, resulting 
in myositis ossificans.11,12,29 Myositis ossificans occurs in 
up to 10% to 20% of all thigh contusions, and the quadri-
ceps is the most common location for myositis ossificans 
to occur.73 Aspirin and standard antiinflammatory medica-
tions should be avoided in the first few days because of 
the theoretically increased risk of promoting additional 
bleeding into the injury site. If pain and stiffness persist or 
worsen after several weeks of appropriate care, consider-
ation should be given to repeating radiographs and obtain-
ing advanced imaging with a bone scan or MRI to look for 

A

B

FIGURE 39-12 Quadriceps contusion. T2-weighted axial (A) and sagittal 
(B) magnetic resonance images of the thigh, showing a massive contusion of 
the vastus intermedius muscle. The patient was a female Olympic hockey player 
who was struck by the knee of a male player during a scrimmage. The forces 
were efficiently transferred through the superficial quadriceps muscles, which 
were spared during injury, to the deep quadriceps muscle. With aggressive 
rehabilitation, the athlete was able to compete during the Olympics and led 
her team in scoring. She did not develop myositis ossificans, demonstrating the 
capricious nature of the condition.
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calcification in the muscle. Bone scan and MRI are more 
sensitive in the early stages of myositis ossificans than plain 
films.

If myositis ossificans develops, first-line treatment in-
cludes progressive range of motion and medication. Radia-
tion therapy can be tried for recalcitrant symptoms. Surgical 
resection of the calcified tissue is indicated for unrespon-
sive cases but should not be undertaken before maturation 
of the mass because of the high risk for recurrence. A cold 
bone scan provides evidence that osteoblastic activity has 
ceased.

Conditions of the Knee Region

Patellofemoral Arthralgia

As its name implies, the term patellofemoral arthralgia refers 
to pain in the joint between the patella and the femur. Other 
terms that have been used to refer to this condition include 
patellofemoral pain syndrome and chondromalacia. The latter 
term is discouraged because it lacks specificity. Patellofem-
oral arthralgia is the most common cause of knee pain seen 
in the younger population. Although patellofemoral pain 
can arise from an acute traumatic event, such as a fall onto 
the knee with injury to the bone or subchondral cartilage, 
it is more commonly gradual in onset. As the knee goes 
through flexion and extension, the patella normally tracks 
proximally and distally within the trochlear groove.

Abnormal mechanics along the kinetic chain can cause 
improper tracking of the patella. One should look for sev-
eral typical biomechanical abnormalities during a compre-
hensive assessment. A tight quadriceps muscle can cause 
the patella to ride high within the trochlear groove and 
therefore create abnormal forces on the retropatellar carti-
lage. A tight ITB, via fibers that attach to the lateral retinac-
ulum of the patella, can cause the patella to track laterally. 
An ineffective oblique portion of the vastus medialis will 
not be able to oppose the lateral pulling of a tight ITB. Pes 
planus is associated with tibial internal rotation, which can 
position the patella medially within the trochlear groove 
through the pull of the patella tendon. On the proximal 
side of the kinetic chain, ineffective eccentric function of 
the hip external rotators might fail to adequately control 
femoral internal rotation during running, which can also 
cause abnormal patellofemoral tracking, and weak hip 
abductors can place increased load on the ITB.

The patient with patellofemoral arthralgia can usually 
localize the pain to the anterior knee, or even say that the 
pain is “under the kneecap.” Sometimes one can elicit a 
history of a recent increase in activity, such as putting in 
a new floor without using knee pads, or a rapid increase 
in running distance. A mainstay of clinical diagnosis is 
tenderness with palpation under the medial and lateral 
aspects of the patella. Pain or apprehension with medial–
lateral glide and tilt maneuvers of the patella also supports 
the diagnosis. The functional examination should look for 
all the biomechanical deficits listed in the previous para-
graph. Single-leg and double-leg squats and lunges are par-
ticularly useful in the functional examination of a patient 
with patellofemoral symptoms. Conditions that share 
predisposing biomechanical risk factors, such as patel-
lar tendonitis, can coexist with patellofemoral arthralgia.  
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The differential diagnosis includes infrapatellar or supra-
patellar bursitis, synovial plica, quadriceps tendonitis, 
patellar tendonitis, Sinding-Larsen-Johansson disease, and 
intraarticular pathology such as a meniscus tear.

Initial treatment protocols use the usual principles of 
musculoskeletal rehabilitation, including ice, acetamin-
ophen or NSAIDs, strengthening weak or imbalanced 
muscle groups in the core and lower limbs, and stretch-
ing tight structures such as the ITB. Activity modification 
is important, such as temporarily substituting swimming 
for running. Many advocate the use of patellofemoral 
taping techniques to improve patellofemoral tracking 
and decrease pain. Specific patellofemoral control braces 
can also decrease pain and improve muscle activation in 
up to 50% of patients.122 Two prospective studies have 
shown that improving quadriceps strength strongly corre-
lates with symptomatic improvement.67,104 Patellofemoral 
forces can be minimized during quadriceps strengthening 
by performing closed kinetic chain strengthening exercises 
between 0 and 30 degrees of flexion.140

Despite the best efforts of the patient and the treatment 
team, patellofemoral symptoms can become refractory. 
Because of this, some sports rehabilitation profession-
als have placed less of an emphasis on direct knee reha-
bilitation and more on the hip girdle musculature, which 
controls knee function proximally. Although there is not 
sufficient literature to support their use, consideration 
should be given for trials of steroid injection, hyaluro-
nate injections, acupuncture, and arthroscopy if a patient 
fails to respond noninterventional measures. In carefully 
selected patients, surgical release of the lateral retinaculum 
and tightening or reconstruction of the medial patellofem-
oral ligament can improve patellar positioning within the 
groove and improve symptoms.

Chondral and Osteochondral Lesions

Articular cartilage lines the joints and provides a smooth, 
low-friction surface and stress distribution during load 
bearing. Articular cartilage injuries occur commonly in the 
knee. Injuries can be limited to the articular cartilage or 
can involve disruption of the subchondral bone as well. 
The lack of vascular supply to articular cartilage creates a 
limited environment for repair. Injuries that do penetrate 
the subchondral bone, however, can initiate a vascular pro-
liferative response that produces new but inferior “scar” 
fibrocartilage.19

Osteochondritis dissecans is a lesion of subchondral 
bone with or without involvement of the overlying articu-
lar cartilage. These lesions are classified into four categories. 
Grade 1 involves compression of subchondral trabeculae 
with preservation of the cartilage. Grade 2 involves incom-
plete detachment of an osteochondral fragment. Grade 3 
involves complete avulsion of an osteochondral fragment 
without dislocation. Grade 4 involves complete avulsion 
of an osteochondral fragment with dislocation (loose 
body).16 The most common site for osteochondritis disse-
cans is the inferior portion of the medial femoral condyle, 
but they can also occur in the lateral femoral condyle or 
retropatellar cartilage. Symptoms include focal pain and 
swelling with activity that is lessened with rest. Mechanical 
symptoms (locking, catching, crepitus, grinding) can occur 
as a result of irregularities of the articular surface.
Cartilage injuries can occur with other injuries, such as 
meniscus tears and ligament injuries; therefore formal diag-
nosis usually awaits imaging studies or direct arthroscopic 
visualization. Treatment depends on the grading of the 
lesion and the severity of symptoms and can include any-
thing from relative rest to surgery.42 Surgical techniques 
can be palliative (arthroscopic debridement), reparative 
(microfracture), or restorative (autologous chondrocyte 
implantation, osteochondral graft). Advanced osteoar-
thritis is a contraindication for articular cartilage restora-
tion procedures. Concomitant management of associated 
pathology such as malalignment is essential for a success-
ful outcome.

Meniscal Injuries

Injuries to the menisci are common. They can be the result 
of acute trauma or gradual degeneration. A sudden or force-
ful twisting motion on a planted foot is the most common 
mechanism of injury for acute meniscus tears. The patient 
typically reports a slow onset of swelling after the injury 
(often the day after injury), pain with weight-bearing and 
twisting maneuvers, and sometimes clicking within the 
knee. Locking of the knee suggests the presence of a bucket 
handle meniscus tear that has flipped up into the intercon-
dylar notch (Figure 39-13). The hallmarks of the physical 
examination include medial or lateral joint line tenderness, 
effusion, and a positive McMurray’s test. MRI is the study of 
choice to look for meniscus tears. Initial treatments include 
ice, elevation, NSAIDs, and bracing. Additional treatments 
depend on healing potential and the patient’s goals. Simple 
tears have a greater chance of healing than complex tears. 
Tears in the outer portion of the meniscus, referred to as the 
vascularized “red zone,” have greater healing potential than 
tears located centrally in the avascular “white zone.” Vascu-
lar zone tears in younger individuals can be amenable to 
arthroscopic primary repair procedures. In older athletes, if 

FIGURE 39-13 T1 sagittal magnetic resonance image of a knee, showing a 
bucket handle meniscus tear that flipped up into the intercondylar notch, cre-
ating the so-called double posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) sign. The patient 
was an Olympic alpine ski racer who had a previous anterior cruciate ligament 
(ACL) reconstruction and who sustained this meniscus injury during competi-
tion. The tibial tunnel and screw were not placed anterior enough in the tibia, 
essentially creating a nonfunctional ACL graft and leaving the knee unstable. 
The superior black line, denoted by the white arrow, is the real PCL. The infe-
rior black line, denoted by the black arrow, is the bucket handle meniscus tear 
that displaced into the notch.
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there are no mechanical symptoms present, it is reasonable 
to allow 3 to 6 weeks of relative rest and rehabilitation to see 
whether symptoms improve. Referral for consideration of 
arthroscopic intervention is indicated if the patient remains 
limited in function, has persistent mechanical symptoms, 
or has recurrent episodes of pain and swelling. Patients 
who need to return to full activities quickly, such as elite 
athletes, can proceed with arthroscopy sooner. Arthroscopic 
treatment options include repair of the meniscus tear versus 
debridement of the meniscus with partial meniscectomy.

Knee Ligament Injuries

Four ligaments provide static stability to the knee. The most 
commonly injured knee ligaments are the medial collateral 
ligament (MCL) and the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL). 
The MCL courses from the medial femoral condyle to the 
proximal, medial tibia, and provides restraint against val-
gus force. Patients presenting with an MCL sprain might 
be able to describe sustaining a sudden valgus force with 
the foot planted. They will often be able to localize the 
pain to the medial side of the knee. The physical examina-
tion will be most notable for tenderness along the course 
of the MCL and a positive valgus stress test. If the patient is 
apprehensive with valgus stress testing but a firm end feel is 
appreciated, then the injury is most likely a grade 1 sprain 
with no gross tearing of the ligament (Figure 39-14). If the 
medial joint line opens up without apparent restraint, the 
injury is a grade 3 sprain, representing complete disrup-
tion of the ligament. Depending on the degree of liga-
ment injury, medial knee swelling might be present, but 
an intraarticular effusion is absent in isolated MCL sprains 
because the MCL is extraarticular. Although plain films are 
usually unremarkable in an isolated MCL injury, antero-
posterior and lateral radiographs are useful to rule out an 
associated bony injury. MRI is the imaging study of choice 
to evaluate the MCL but is usually obtained only if other 
injuries are suspected or if the patient is an elite athlete. 
Initial treatment most commonly consists of aggressive use 
of ice and elevation to decrease swelling and pain. A knee 
immobilizer can be used for 1 to 2 weeks to provide joint 
stability and allow reparative scar tissue to begin form-
ing. Early, gentle knee flexion and extension exercises are 
initiated in the first 1 to 2 weeks, and gradual return to 
full activities as tolerated is progressed over 1 to 4 weeks, 
depending on the severity of the injury. Isolated MCL tears, 
even grade 3, rarely, if ever, require surgery.56

Tears of the ACL are the most functionally devastating 
because of the ACL’s crucial role in the dynamic stabil-
ity of the knee, especially during activities involving side-
to-side or cutting maneuvers. The ACL courses from the 
medial wall of the lateral femoral condyle anteromedi-
ally to the anterior spine of the tibial plateau. The ACL 
restrains anterior displacement of the tibia relative to the 
femur, and internal rotation of the tibia relative to the 
femur.110 ACL tears can occur as the result of contact or 
noncontact injuries. Although different mechanisms can 
place the ACL at risk, the individual is often rotated on a 
planted foot with the knee in flexion and the quadriceps 
activating strongly.26 The patient will often report hearing 
or feeling a “pop” followed by the development of an effu-
sion. The patient will also describe a sense of knee insta-
bility, especially with twisting activities such as changing 
direction when walking. Return to sports participation can 
be difficult and associated with repeated episodes of insta-
bility. In the acute setting, pain might not be a prominent 
symptom. When significant pain is present acutely, it can 
suggest the presence of an associated injury such as a bone 
contusion or meniscus tear. On physical examination, an 
effusion is usually present, and the anterior drawer and 
Lachman’s test reveal increased anterior displacement of 
the tibia relative to the femur. Lachman’s test is reported 
to have greater sensitivity for detecting ACL insufficiency 
compared with the anterior drawer test.146 Plain films can 
show an effusion. The presence of a small capsular avul-
sion fracture of the lateral tibial plateau is termed a Segond 
fracture and is considered pathognomic of the presence of 
an ACL tear (Figure 39-15).26 An MRI is often obtained 
to confirm the clinical diagnosis and look for associated 
rge 
iga-
FIGURE 39-14 T2-weighted, fat suppression, coronal magnetic resonance 
image of the knee, showing increased signal surrounding the medial collat-
eral ligament with intact fibers of the ligament, consistent with grade 1 strain 
(arrow). The patient was a football player who sustained a valgus injury to the 
knee with his foot planted on the ground.

FIGURE 39-15 Anteroposterior radiograph of the knee, showing a la
Segond fracture (arrow), indicating the presence of an anterior cruciate l
ment tear.
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injuries, such as meniscal tears, capsular injuries, other 
ligament injuries, bone bruises, and popliteus injuries 
(Figure 39-16).

The management of acute ACL tears includes aggressive 
use of ice, elevation, and compression. A knee immobilizer 
or hinged knee brace can be used initially to provide sta-
bility. Crutches can also be used if needed. Early, gentle 
knee flexion and extension exercises can minimize the 
development of stiffness. Quadriceps inhibition is almost 
ubiquitous after ACL tears, and atrophy in this muscle 
group can be fairly dramatic even within a few weeks of 
injury. Straight leg raises performed in the knee immobi-
lizer promote safe quadriceps activation and decrease the 
development of atrophy. The longer-term treatment of ACL 
tears depends primarily on the patient’s desired activity 
level. Young healthy individuals who participate in cutting 
sports should strongly consider ligament reconstruction to 
increase knee stability and decrease the chance of devel-
oping posttraumatic osteoarthritis from a chronically 
unstable knee.4,24 Sedentary individuals or individuals 
participating primarily in straight-ahead activities such as 
walking and cycling might opt for aggressive rehabilitation 
to maximize muscular control of the joint. It is also rea-
sonable for patients to pursue aggressive rehabilitation and 
defer surgical reconstruction if they are not experiencing 
episodes of instability and are willing to avoid impact and 
aggressive cut–pivot activities. Most knee surgeons recom-
mend waiting at least 1 to 2 weeks before reconstruction to 
allow time for swelling and stiffness to decrease. The use 
of functional knee braces in ACL-deficient patients seems 
to provide some benefit in moderate activities and appears 
to limit subluxation events, although the mechanism for 
this is unclear. No evidence shows that these braces prevent 
ACL injury.25

Injuries of the PCL are less common than injuries to 
the ACL. PCL deficiency generally results in less significant 
functional limitations compared with the ACL-deficient 
knee. The PCL courses posteriorly and inferiorly from the 
femoral intercondylar notch to the posterior tibial spine. It 
serves to restrain posterior displacement of the tibia relative 
to the femur. A common mechanism for PCL disruption is 
a forceful blow to the proximal, anterior leg. This can drive 
the tibia posterior relative to the femur. PCL disruptions 
have occurred in soccer goalkeepers who get kicked in the 
shin when sliding to make a save, in individuals who fall 
onto their shins, and in motor vehicle accidents when a 
front-seat passenger has the shin driven into the dashboard 
(the so-called “dashboard injury”). The clinical diagnosis 
of a PCL tear is primarily based on a positive posterior 
drawer test. Plain films are usually negative in isolated PCL 
injuries. MRI can be obtained to confirm the diagnosis and 
look for associated injuries. Acute management includes 
DC

A B

FIGURE 39-16 Examples of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) tears and associated injuries. A, T1 sagittal magnetic resonance image showing a mid-substance 
tear of the ACL (arrow). B, T1 sagittal MRI showing an ACL tear from the proximal attachment site on the femur (arrow). C, Coronal T1-weighted MRI showing a 
 nondisplaced tibial plateau fracture that was associated with an ACL injury. D, The fracture was not appreciated on initial radiographs, which were normal.
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ice, elevation, pain control if needed, and early gentle range 
of motion exercises. If the individual is having difficulty 
walking, a knee immobilizer and crutches can be used for 1 
to 2 weeks. Most individuals with isolated PCL injuries can 
return to full activities, including athletics, after functional 
rehabilitation.117 On rare occasions, surgical reconstruc-
tion of the PCL is undertaken if the individual continues to 
experience instability symptoms or functional limitations.

The lateral collateral ligament, also called the fibular col-
lateral ligament, courses from the lateral femoral condyle 
to the fibular head and resists varus forces at the knee.66 
The lateral collateral ligament is rarely injured in isola-
tion but can be torn in multiligament injuries and knee 
dislocations.

Posterolateral Corner Injuries

The posterolateral corner of the knee has received increas-
ing attention during the past decade. This is a compli-
cated anatomic region that includes the lateral collateral 
ligament, popliteus tendon, posterolateral joint capsule, 
biceps femoris tendon, peroneal nerve, lateral head of 
gastrocnemius, lateral meniscus, and posterior menisco-
femoral ligament. Injury to any or all of these structures 
can accompany a severe knee sprain such as an ACL tear 
or a knee dislocation. Accurate diagnosis of injuries to the 
posterolateral corner of the knee can be difficult but is 
important to ensure complete management of these types 
of injuries. MRI is helpful to determine the extent of struc-
tural involvement, and early surgical evaluation is impor-
tant to optimize outcome.

Prepatellar Bursitis

Prepatellar bursitis, also known as housemaid’s knee, is a 
common cause of swelling and pain anterior to the patella. 
The term housemaid’s knee comes from its association with 
individuals whose work necessitates kneeling for extended 
periods. Prepatellar bursitis is common in activities such as 
carpet laying and gardening, and is also seen in wrestlers 
secondary to irritation or friction from the wrestling mat. 
Knee range of motion can be mildly limited. The swell-
ing is within the bursa, not within the knee joint itself. 
Treatment of prepatellar bursitis begins with avoiding the 
aggravating activities. Ice, compression, and NSAIDs are 
useful to decrease swelling and pain. Aspiration followed 
by instillation of corticosteroid can be helpful, but a sep-
tic bursitis should be ruled out first. In some individuals, 
drainage or excision of the bursa might be indicated.

Pes Anserine Tendonitis or Bursitis

One hamstring muscle (semitendinosus) and two adductor 
muscles (sartorius and gracilis) course together along the 
medial aspect of the knee to insert on the proximal, antero-
medial tibia (Figure 39-17). The anatomist who coined the 
name pes anserinus thought that the insertion of these three 
tendons looked like a goose’s foot. Acute inflammation of 
one or more of these three tendons near their insertion is 
called pes anserine tendonitis. Subacute or chronic irritation 
of one or more of these tendons near their tibial attach-
ment is called pes anserine tendinosis. Inflammation of the 
bursa that lies just under the tendons near their insertion is 
termed pes anserine bursitis. Clinical differentiation between 
these conditions is difficult or impossible. Bursal pathology 
is usually secondary to dysfunction of the overlying ten-
dons. The patient typically complains of pain in the region 
of the pes anserine insertion. The patient might provide a 
history of a sudden increase in activity level. On palpation, 
there is usually local tenderness at the pes anserine inser-
tion. Common biomechanical deficits that are associated 
with this condition include a weak core, weak medial ham-
strings, and weak hip adductors. Initial treatment includes 
ice and acetaminophen or NSAIDS to decrease pain and 
swelling. Although the rehabilitation program focuses on 
maximizing flexibility, strength, endurance, and motor 
control of the pes anserine muscles, the entire kinetic chain 
must be addressed. Core control should be maximized to 
allow for proper hamstring and hip adductor function. 
Anterior to posterior and medial to lateral muscle imbal-
ances should be identified and rehabilitated. Impaired sub-
talar motion and abnormal tibial rotation should also be 
addressed. In runners and cyclists, running gait and cycling 
mechanics need to be observed and modified if necessary. 
Running shoes and inserts need to be appropriate for each 
individual’s biomechanical characteristics. Imaging is usu-
ally not indicated unless there is suspicion for stress frac-
ture or intraarticular pathology, such as an injury to the 
meniscus. A local steroid injection can help facilitate the 
active exercise program at times.

Patellar Tendinopathy

A common term for patella tendinopathy is jumper’s knee. 
Symptoms of patella tendon overload most commonly 
start insidiously. When the patient is able to localize a 
point of maximal pain, it is usually at the inferior pole of 
the patella. The pain, however, can occur anywhere along 
the course of the tendon. Individuals at risk for patella ten-
don overload include those who participate in repetitive 
knee flexion and extension activities, such as basketball 
players, volleyball players, bicyclists, rowers, and mogul 
skiers.62 The diagnosis is usually made primarily by his-
tory. Patients might have tenderness along the course of 
the tendon. The examiner should look for biomechanical 

Pes anserinus bursa

FIGURE 39-17 The semitendinosus, sartorius, and gracilis tendons form a 
conjoined tendon on the anteromedial aspect of the proximal tibia referred 
to as the pes anserinus.
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deficits that can lead to unequal distribution of forces along 
the links in the kinetic chain that are most involved with 
jumping. For example, the knee extensor mechanism can 
become overloaded during repetitive flexion and extension 
if more proximal muscle groups, such as the lumbar and 
hip extensors, are not adequately activating. Distally, the 
knee extensor mechanism can be placed at a biomechani-
cal disadvantage if the individual lacks adequate ankle dor-
siflexion, which is a necessary motion for squatting. Ankle 
dorsiflexion is also necessary for maximal activation of the 
calf muscles, which assist the quadriceps in jumping and 
eccentrically controlling the landing motion. The muscle 
groups involved in the jumping motion should be evalu-
ated for their eccentric and concentric function because 
both types of muscle action are involved in jumping and 
landing. Imaging is usually not necessary to make the diag-
nosis. For refractory cases or when the clinical diagnosis is 
in question, MRI and ultrasound provide adequate visual-
ization of the tendon (Figure 39-18).

Treatments include ice, NSAIDs, cross-friction massage, 
modalities, quadriceps stretching, strengthening exercises, 
and addressing relevant biomechanical deficits. Some 
patients gain symptomatic relief from a patellar tendon or 
“Cho-Pat” strap. Identifying and correcting errors in train-
ing technique can prevent recurrence. For longstanding, 
refractory cases that will not respond to an appropriate 
rehabilitation program, surgical debridement of the ten-
don might be of benefit.

Osgood-Schlatter Disease and Sinding-Larsen-
Johansson Disease

When an adolescent presents with pain at the tibial tuber-
osity that is exacerbated with activities and direct contact, 
Osgood-Schlatter disease should be considered. The under-
lying cause of this relatively common condition is not clear, 
but repetitive overload at the patella tendon insertion can 
cause inflammation, irregularity, and/or partial avulsions 

FIGURE 39-18 T1-weighted sagittal magnetic resonance imaging of the knee, 
showing extensive signal change within the distal patellar tendon, consistent 
with patellar tendonosis. The patient was a 37-year-old ultramarathoner whose 
symptoms failed to improve with cessation of running, appropriate physical 
therapy, various nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, and modalities includ-
ing extracorporeal shockwave treatment. He ultimately underwent surgical 
debridement of the tendon and was able to return to running 6 months later.
of the secondary ossification center of the tibial tuberosity. 
Clinically, the diagnosis is made when there is significant 
pain and tenderness at the tibial tubercle. The radiographic 
hallmark of Osgood-Schlatter disease is irregularity and frag-
mentation of the tibial tuberosity (Figure 39-19). Although 
far less common than Osgood-Schlatter disease, similar find-
ings can be seen at the origin of the patella tendon at the infe-
rior pole of the patella, in which case the condition is called 
Sinding-Larsen-Johansson disease. For both conditions, 
the mainstays of treatment include ice, gently progressive 
quadriceps stretching, careful pain-free quadriceps strength-
ening, and activity modification. Activity modification is 
sometimes the most difficult part of the treatment regimen 
because the individuals who suffer from these conditions 
are usually active adolescents. Realistically, activity modifica-
tion can mean encouraging the patient to participate in one 
sport per season rather than two or three. Symptoms might 
be intermittent or persistent until the growth plates close, at 
which point symptoms usually resolve spontaneously.

Quadriceps and Patella Tendon Rupture

Forceful quadriceps contraction with the foot planted can 
cause injury to the quadriceps muscle itself or failure of 
either the quadriceps or patella tendon (Figure 39-20).62 
The patient can usually describe an appropriate mechanism 
of injury and might describe a sense of having an unstable 
knee. On examination, there is anterior knee swelling and 
a palpable defect just proximal or just distal to the patella. 
The patient will be unable to extend the knee. When the 
patient is asked to do so, the patella will not move if there is 
a quadriceps tendon rupture but will elevate without caus-
ing knee extension in the setting of a patella tendon rupture. 
A careful musculoskeletal and neurovascular examination 

FIGURE 39-19 Lateral radiograph of the knee, showing the typical appear-
ance of Osgood-Schlatter disease. Irregularity and fragmentation of the tibial 
tuberosity are noted (arrow). The patient was a 16-year-old wrestler with a 
3-month history of increasing anterior knee pain. His other knee and his broth-
er’s knees all had a similar radiographic appearance.
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should be performed to assess for associated injuries such as 
an ACL tear or femoral neuropathy. A patient with an acute 
quadriceps or patella tendon rupture should be placed in 
a knee immobilizer and made non–weight-bearing with 
crutches. Rupture of the quadriceps or patella tendons 
requires surgical repair within a few days for optimal results.

Conditions of the Leg

Tibial Stress Fractures

The “dreaded black line” is a tension-type stress fracture of 
the anterior cortex of the middle third of the tibia. These 
fractures are well known for their progression to nonunion 
or complete fracture. With continued activity, the risk of 
complete fracture is 60%.10 Even with appropriate activ-
ity modification for 9 to 12 months, nonsurgical treat-
ment fails in 25% to 60% of cases.9 Initial treatment might 
consist of activity modification and pneumatic leg splints. 
Intramedullary fixation, however, should also be consid-
ered as an appropriate initial treatment.17

Achilles Tendinopathy and Rupture

Any of the muscles of the deep or superficial compartments 
of the posterior leg can become acutely or insidiously over-
loaded.5 As with other overload injuries, these muscles 
are more prone to sudden or repetitive eccentric overload. 
Achilles tendon overload is common and can be either 
chronic or acute. In the chronic setting, typical changes 
of tendinosis can be seen clinically by way of a swollen, 
nodular, tender Achilles tendon.65 Although not usually 
necessary for diagnosis, ultrasound and MRI show typical 
changes that correspond to microscopic features of break-
down in the normal collagen orientation, vacuole forma-
tion, and microscopic tearing (Figure 39-21). Treatment 
consists of ice, NSAIDs, activity modification, stretching, 
and strengthening exercises. Muscle groups along the 
kinetic chain that work synergistically with the ankle plan-
tar flexors must also be tested and rehabilitated, if indi-
cated. For example, in the running, jumping, and cycling 
motions, the ankle plantar flexors work synergistically with 

FIGURE 39-20 Lateral radiograph of the knee, showing an abnormally 
 high-riding patella after an acute patella tendon rupture. The patient was a 
40-year-old airline pilot who described “landing a little aft of center” while 
alpine skiing. A sudden forceful quadriceps contraction while attempting to 
regain balance resulted in this injury.
g 
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FIGURE 39-21 Achilles tendinopathy. T2-weighted, fat suppression, sagittal (A) and axial (B) magnetic resonance image of the ankle, showing diffuse thickenin
and increased signal in the Achilles tendon consistent with Achilles tendinosis. The patient was a 42-year-old ultradistance runner who presented with acute on
chronic posterior heel pain.
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the knee and hip extensors. Errors in training technique 
should also be addressed, such as increasing the volume 
of running or jumping too rapidly, as well as technique 
issues such as toe running. Toe running can place excessive 
eccentric demands on the ankle plantar flexors. Eccentric 
strength training has been shown to be especially effective 
in the rehabilitation of chronic Achilles tendinopathy.1

A sudden, powerful eccentric force can cause an acute 
rupture of the Achilles tendon. Patients can almost always 
describe such a mechanism, usually during ballistic sport-
ing activities such as basketball. The event is sometimes 
accompanied by an audible pop, with inability to continue 
the activity. Patients commonly relate that they feel as if 
they were “kicked in the calf.” Examination typically shows 
swelling in the region of the Achilles tendon and often the 
examiner can appreciate a palpable defect in the tendon. 
The patient typically has difficulty with plantar flexion, 
although some plantar flexion activity might be provided 
by the other posterior leg muscles. The treatment of acute 
Achilles tendon rupture includes surgical reconstruction 
followed by immobilization and then aggressive rehabili-
tation, versus immobilization followed by aggressive reha-
bilitation.116 The period of immobilization can be as long 
as 3 months. Which treatment to pursue depends on mul-
tiple factors, including the age, health, and activity level of 
the patient; the presence of a partial versus complete tear; 
the amount of retraction of the torn ends; and the prefer-
ence of the patient and practitioner. Although good out-
comes have been reported with and without surgery, the 
incidence of a repeat Achilles tendon rupture is lower after 
surgical reconstruction.8,77,106,109,152

Tibialis Posterior Overload or Medial Tibial Stress 
Syndrome (Shin Splints)

Dysfunction of the tibialis posterior muscle is common. 
The muscle serves many roles. It functions concentrically as 
an ankle inverter and weak plantar flexor. It creates a force 
couple with tibialis anterior to support the medial longitu-
dinal arch. It can easily be placed at a biomechanical dis-
advantage in the setting of anatomic abnormalities such 
as pes planus and calcaneal eversion. Certain conditions, 
most notably rheumatoid arthritis, are associated with dys-
function and pathologic rupture of the tibialis posterior 
tendon. One can assess for tibialis posterior function by 
performing a resistance test of ankle inversion combined 
with plantar flexion, and by viewing calcaneal motion from 
behind as the patient performs slow heel raises. A normally 
functioning tibialis posterior tendon will permit the calca-
neus to rise in line with the leg or in slight calcaneal varus. 
A dysfunctional tibialis posterior allows the calcaneus to 
rise in valgus.

A spectrum of overload pathology in the medial leg is 
collectively referred to as medial tibial stress syndrome. The 
common term is shin splints. Several tissues can be involved 
when a patient presents with medial or posteromedial leg 
pain. As mentioned above, tibialis posterior can hurt along 
its origin at the posteromedial border of the tibia. Overload 
of medial gastrocnemius or medial soleus can also cause 
pain in this region. Persistent stress can cause progression 
of pathology to involve the periosteum of the tibia, a con-
dition called periostitis. When further stress is placed on the 
bone, frank breakdown of the osseous microarchitecture 
ensues, resulting in stress reaction in the bone and finally 
stress fracture.

Patients with medial tibial stress syndrome present with 
pain and tenderness along the medial and/or postero-
medial border of the tibia. One can often elicit a history 
of a rapid increase in running or other athletic activities. 
Walking and running gait evaluations might show that the 
patient is a toe walker or a toe runner, which can cause 
excessive eccentric overload to the ankle plantar flexors. 
One should look for static and dynamic pes planus, which 
can place the tibialis posterior at a biomechanical disad-
vantage. Conversely, if tibialis anterior is weak or inhibited, 
it might be unable to perform its function as a supporter 
of the medial longitudinal arch of the foot. A kinetic chain 
evaluation should focus on other muscle groups that work 
synergistically with tibialis posterior during functional 
activities.

It can be difficult or impossible to clinically distin-
guish exactly which of the above-mentioned tissues are 
involved in the overload process when a patient presents 
with medial leg pain. Clinically, one often proceeds with 
a course of rehabilitation at the time of the initial evalua-
tion. Usual rehabilitation principles apply, including ice, 
activity modification, tibialis posterior strengthening, and 
kinetic chain functional exercises, if needed. Off-the-shelf 
or custom-made foot orthoses can be helpful to provide 
shock absorption and accommodate for a pes planus foot. 
A gradual return to higher level activities is prescribed. If 
the patient fails to adequately improve with an appropri-
ate rehabilitation program, consideration should be made 
for imaging to look for periostitis, stress reaction, or stress 
fracture. These bone overload conditions are rarely appreci-
ated with plain films. MRI has replaced bone scan in most 
centers as the study of choice to look for stress reaction and 
stress fracture. If the patient initially presents with point 
tenderness or risk factors for stress fracture, such as the 
female athlete triad, one should proceed with imaging at 
the time of the initial visit.

Compartment Syndrome

The term compartment syndrome refers to a condition in 
which the pressure within a given muscle compartment 
is abnormally elevated. Two types of compartment syn-
drome exist: acute and chronic. Acute compartment syn-
drome is usually caused by significant trauma, such as 
a fracture or crush injury, and is a surgical emergency. 
Chronic exertional compartment syndrome (CECS) of 
the lower limb is seen most commonly in high-volume 
runners.120 Symptoms can mimic those of tendinopa-
thy or stress fracture. Patients with CECS complain of 
recurrent leg cramping or pain with activities. Symptoms 
usually come on at a predictable time point in their exer-
cise routine. Occasionally the patient can localize the 
cramping to a particular compartment of the leg (ante-
rior, lateral, superficial posterior, and deep posterior). 
More often, however, the cramping is difficult to local-
ize. Neurologic symptoms, such as temporary foot weak-
ness during activities, can occur when high compartment 
pressures cause ischemia to the tibial or peroneal nerves. 
Definitive diagnosis is by intramuscular compartment 
pressure testing. In addition to a history and physical 
examination that are consistent with CECS, one or more 
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of the following criteria must be met to formally estab-
lish the diagnosis:
 •  Preexercise pressure ≥15 mm Hg
 •  One-minute postexercise pressure ≥30 mm Hg
 •  Five-minute postexercise pressure ≥20 mm Hg120

Newer MRI techniques that measure increased T2 sig-
nal in a specific compartment after exercise might provide 
a noninvasive way of documenting selective compartment 
pressure increase.3,37,81,114 Treatment can be challenging. 
The primary nonsurgical treatment is avoiding the inciting 
activities. Massage therapy can sometimes be helpful. If pro-
longed activity modification and rehabilitation are unsuc-
cessful, fasciotomy or fasciectomy should be considered. In 
carefully selected patients, surgery can be effective.141

Fibularis Longus and Brevis Injuries

The correct anatomic name for the peroneus muscle has 
been changed to fibularis. However, for the purpose of this 
discussion we will refer to this muscle group in terms of 
its widespread usage, which is peroneus. The peroneal mus-
cles can be injured either from a sudden, forceful contrac-
tion or from repetitive overload. Acute injuries sometimes 
occur at the time of a lateral ankle sprain, when the pero-
neal muscles will activate eccentrically to counteract the 
inversion moment.118,119 On physical examination, there 
is tenderness over the lateral leg, usually approximately 
12 cm proximal to the lateral malleolus at the level of the 
musculotendinous junction. On MRI, a longitudinal tear 
of peroneus longus, peroneus brevis, or both can be seen 
(Figure 39-22). Although many of these injuries respond 
well to ankle rehabilitation, persistent cases can require 
surgical intervention.

Two other conditions of the peroneal muscles should 
be familiar to the musculoskeletal physician. The pero-
neal muscles are held in place behind the lateral malleo-
lus of the ankle by the superior peroneal retinaculum. An 
incompetent retinaculum allows for subluxation of a pero-
neal tendon around the lateral malleolus. Damage to the 
retinaculum that causes peroneal tendon subluxation can 
occur with a severe ankle sprain. If subluxation is recur-
rent, symptoms are often best addressed with a surgical 

FIGURE 39-22 T2-weighted sagittal short inversion time–inversion recovery 
magnetic resonance image of the ankle, showing a longitudinal split tear of the 
peroneus brevis tendon (arrow).
procedure entailing peroneal tendon groove deepening 
and retinacular repair. Rarely, the peroneus longus muscle 
herniates through a fascial defect on the lateral aspect of 
the leg, usually near the junction of the middle and distal 
thirds. This is usually a benign condition and infrequently 
requires surgical consultation.

Conditions of the Ankle and Foot Region

Navicular Stress Fractures

Navicular fractures have a higher likelihood of delayed 
union, nonunion, or avascular necrosis than other stress 
fractures. Evidence shows that continued weight-bearing on 
a tarsal navicular fracture is associated with a 74% failure 
rate of healing.70 Therefore early diagnosis and treatment 
are important. Radiographs are often normal, and an MRI 
or bone scan might be necessary to confirm the diagnosis. 
A CT scan is often the most appropriate study to optimally 
visualize the bone. Navicular fractures involving a cortical 
break at the dorsal aspect of the navicular alone have the 
best prognosis, typically healing by 3 months. With propa-
gation of the fracture into the navicular body, healing time 
is slightly longer. Initial management of these fractures con-
sists of non–weight-bearing with boot immobilization for 
6 to 8 weeks. If symptoms persist, one should consider use 
of a bone stimulator or surgical fixation.57 Navicular frac-
tures that propagate across the body and involve another 
cortex have a significantly higher risk of complication, and 
early surgical intervention should be considered.124,125

Fifth Metatarsal Stress Fractures

Stress fractures of the fifth metatarsal are prone to non-
union and refracture (Figure 39-23). Early stress fractures 
(bony edema only) are typically treated with non–weight-
bearing immobilization for 6 weeks, followed by 6 weeks of 
protected weight-bearing. If healing still has not occurred, 
surgical fixation is appropriate. Surgery is usually consid-
ered as first-line treatment in cases where a clear fracture 
line is present or in elite athletes.17,111

Osteochondral Lesions of the Ankle

The talus ranks third in location after the knee and elbow 
for osteochondral lesions. Osteochondral lesions occur in 
about 6.5% of all ankle sprains. A history of trauma is noted 
in about 80% of cases.143 Patients present with deep ankle 
pain that is worse with weight-bearing and improved with 
rest. Tenderness can sometimes be elicited with palpation 
in the region of the subtalar joint and with subtalar joint 
play maneuvers. MRI is more sensitive than plain films for 
visualizing the lesion and assessing soft tissue structures 
(Figure 39-24). Osteochondral lesions can affect the medial 
or lateral talus. Medial lesions usually occur after a com-
pressive force with an inversion–flexion movement. Medial 
lesions are less commonly related to acute trauma, tend to 
be less severe, and are more likely to undergo spontane-
ous healing. Lateral talus osteochondral lesions often occur 
after forced eversion and dorsiflexion. Symptoms are more 
pronounced, and self-healing occurs less frequently. Osteo-
arthritic changes can develop earlier in these patients. Non-
operative treatment of symptomatic osteochondral lesions 
of the talus fails in 30% to 40% of patients. Generally, 
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stage 1 disease is treated nonoperatively. Stage 4 is treated 
operatively. Stages 2 and 3 are treated conservatively on the 
medial side and surgically on the lateral side.143

Sprains

Ankle sprains are the most common musculoskeletal 
injury in the lower limb. They account for up to 25% of all 
sports injuries. The strongest predictor of ankle sprains is 
a history of previous sprain. The most commonly injured 

FIGURE 39-24 Sagittal T1-weighted magnetic resonance image of the ankle, 
showing a large osteochondral lesion (arrow) in the inferior posterior talus.

B

A

FIGURE 39-23 A, T2-weighted, short inversion time–inversion recovery, fat 
suppression, axial magnetic resonance image of the foot, showing increased 
signal in the fifth metatarsal consistent with stress fracture. B, No lesion in the 
bone was appreciated on the initial radiographs.
ligament is the anterior talofibular ligament, which has 
the weakest tensile strength of the lateral ankle ligament 
complex. The most common mechanism for ankle sprains 
is inversion, usually combined with plantar flexion. Syn-
desmotic injuries involving the thick ligaments connecting 
the tibia and fibula are often referred to as “high” ankle 
sprains; they require more time to heal and are more likely 
to require surgical stabilization. Sprains of the deltoid liga-
ment on the medial aspect of the ankle are far less com-
mon than lateral ankle sprains. These occur during forceful 
and sudden ankle eversion.

Ankle injuries are graded from simple distortion or par-
tial tear in the ligament with no instability (grade 1) to 
partial or complete tear of the ligament with instability 
(grades 2 and 3, respectively). Accurate diagnosis can be 
difficult immediately after an injury because of the pres-
ence of pain and swelling. Grading the degree of ligament 
damage with the physical examination is sometimes more 
reliable several days after the injury. The combination of 
pain over the anterior talofibular ligament, hematoma 
discoloration, and a positive anterior drawer test has a 
sensitivity of 96% and specificity of 84% for diagnosing 
a grade 2 or 3 sprain.30 A positive squeeze test (compress-
ing the tibia and fibula at midcalf) and external rotation 
test (externally rotating the dorsiflexed foot) are suggestive 
of a syndesmotic injury. When tenderness is present over 
the distal fibula, ankle joint, syndesmosis, base of the fifth 
metatarsal, or other bony structures, radiographs should be 
obtained to rule out fracture. Avulsion fractures of the base 
of the fifth metatarsal can occur from the pull of peroneus 
brevis (Figure 39-25). If nondisplaced or mildly displaced, 
these fractures can usually be treated nonoperatively with 

FIGURE 39-25 Anteroposterior radiograph of the foot, showing a mini-
mally displaced avulsion fracture of the base of the fifth metatarsal (arrow). 
The patient was a Division 1 cross-country runner who sustained an inversion 
ankle sprain during a race. This injury is usually treated nonoperatively with 
short-term immobilization and progressive ankle rehabilitation.
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use of an orthopedic shoe for 1 to 2 weeks or until pain 
subsides. Greater displacement of the avulsion fragment 
might require screw or pin fixation.

Acute treatment of lateral ankle sprains includes icing 
and compressive wrapping of the ankle. Icing and elevation 
can help minimize swelling. Early mobilization and use of a 
brace for support can be helpful initially. Crutches are used 
only when pain precludes full weight-bearing. Sensorimo-
tor control is reduced in persons with persistent instability 
complaints after injury. Balance and proprioceptive train-
ing improves sensorimotor control and can reduce the risk 
of future injury. As a patient progresses in therapy, dynamic 
strengthening and sport-specific functional drills should be 
incorporated into the exercise program.89 Functional tests 
to determine readiness to return to activity include “shuttle 
runs” and single-leg hopping. In returning to sport, taping 
or bracing has been shown in some studies to be helpful 
in reducing the risk of recurrent ankle sprains. These effects 
are probably due to mechanical restriction and neuromus-
cular and sensory mechanisms. Bracing is often favored 
over taping because it better restricts ankle motion without 
affecting performance; it retains its restrictive property lon-
ger; and it is more cost-effective in the long term.13,22,40,98 
Medial ankle sprains and syndesmotic injuries require lon-
ger healing times than lateral sprains. A walking boot can 
be used for the first 2 to 4 weeks with these injuries. About 
one third of patients have mild to moderate residual pain 
with activity. In cases of a complete syndesmotic injury, 
screw fixation is indicated. Most other ankle sprains heal 
without complication.

With a functional rehabilitation program, the patient 
can return to full activity within a few days to weeks, 
depending on the severity of the sprain. Residual symp-
toms are more likely if the rehabilitation is incomplete. 
It has been reported that up to 40% of ankle sprains lead 
to persistent problems with pain and instability.49 Occult 
injuries must be suspected in these individuals. The most 
commonly overlooked injuries include fractures, osteo-
chondral lesions, injuries to the subtalar joint or syndes-
mosis, peroneal tendinopathy or rupture, proprioceptive 
deficit, and impingement syndrome. Pain is the most 
common cause of subjective or “functional” instability. 
In these patients, physiologic range is not exceeded on 
examination. A few of the common causes include pero-
neal muscle weakness, proprioceptive deficit, and subtalar 
instability. If pain is not present between episodes of insta-
bility, there might be true mechanical instability. These 
patients have ankle mobility beyond the physiologic range 
of motion, with abnormal laxity on examination. Studies 
have shown that balance exercises and peroneal strength-
ening can restore functional stability to even the mechani-
cally unstable ankle. Surgery can be indicated after failure 
of an extended period of appropriate aggressive ankle 
strength and stability treatment in patients with symptom-
atic mechanical instability.

Sever’s Disease

Sever’s disease is a traction apophysitis of the Achil-
les tendon insertion on the posterior calcaneus. Like 
Osgood-Schlatter disease, it is most commonly seen 
in active adolescents at a time of rapid growth, during 
which muscles and tendons become tighter as bones 
become longer. The primary symptom is pain at the 
Achilles insertion that is exacerbated with activities and 
improved with rest. The primary physical examination 
finding is tenderness at the Achilles insertion. The gas-
trocnemius–soleus complex can be tight. Radiographs 
are usually not necessary to make the diagnosis but can 
reveal irregularity of the posterior calcaneus apophysis. 
Treatment includes ice, relative rest, gently progressive 
heel cord stretching, and gently progressive pain-free 
calf-strengthening exercises. A heel lift can be used for a 
short period to unload the area. Symptoms resolve with 
skeletal maturity.

Flexor Hallucis Longus Overload

Overload of the flexor hallucis longus tendon is seen in 
dancers, gymnasts, and other active individuals who per-
form repetitive and forceful toe flexion.123 The patient 
can present with pain anywhere along the course of the 
flexor hallucis longus muscle–tendon unit. Symptoms are 
reproduced with flexion of the great toe against resistance 
and direct palpation of the tendon. Passive stretch of the 
muscle–tendon does not reproduce symptoms as reliably 
as with some other injuries, such as hamstring strains. 
Imaging studies are not initially indicated, but when nec-
essary, MRI is the study of choice (Figure 39-26). As with 
other muscle and tendon overload conditions, treatment 
consists of ice, acetaminophen or NSAIDs, activity modifi-
cation, and strengthening exercises. Local injection of anes-
thetic and corticosteroid around the tendon can decrease 
pain and inflammation, and facilitate progress with the 
exercise program.

Injury to the Plantar Foot Muscles and Plantar 
Fascia; Plantar Fasciitis

Four plantar foot muscles take their origin from the volar 
calcaneus: adductor hallucis, quadratus plantae, flexor 
digitorum brevis, and abductor digiti minimi quinti. 

FIGURE 39-26 T2 axial magnetic resonance image of the ankle, showing 
increased signal around the flexor hallucis longus tendon (arrow). The patient 
was a professional dancer.
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Overload of these muscles can result in an enthesopa-
thy at the calcaneus, causing volar heel pain. The same 
process can cause inflammation and pain in the plan-
tar fascia. This condition is referred to as plantar fasci-
itis. Patients with plantar fasciitis present with volar heel 
pain that is often, but not always, worse with their first 
few steps in the morning. Tenderness to palpation is 
present at the volar aspect of the heel, usually slightly 
medial to midline. Imaging studies are usually not indi-
cated unless there is a history of acute trauma or symp-
toms become recalcitrant. The presence or absence of a 
calcaneal traction spur correlates poorly with symptoms 
of plantar fasciitis.72

As with other musculotendinous injuries, a similar 
biomechanical approach should be taken when treating 
plantar fasciitis. The rehabilitation plan should focus 
on restoring range of motion, strength, endurance, and 
motor control of the heel cord and foot intrinsic mus-
cles. If pain with the first few steps in the morning is a 
prominent symptom, then a resting night splint can be 
helpful in preventing overnight tightening of the heel 
cord and plantar structures (Figure 39-27). A kinetic 
chain evaluation might reveal predisposing biomechani-
cal deficits. If the patient is a toe runner, then the foot 
intrinsic muscles can become eccentrically overloaded. 
Similarly, a tight heel cord or a tight hamstring can pre-
vent proper heel strike and result in excessive forces being 
placed on the plantar foot muscles. If tibialis posterior 
and tibialis anterior are not doing their assigned job of 
supporting the medial longitudinal arch, the plantar foot 
muscles can become overloaded as they try to compen-
sate for their more proximal agonists. More proximally 
still, the dynamic function of the hip external rotators 
should be assessed. The hip external rotators eccentri-
cally control femoral internal rotation during the weight-
bearing phase of running and have an indirect effect on 
tibial rotation and subtalar pronation. Local injection of 
corticosteroid can assist in decreasing local inflammation 
and pain, but the patient must be cautioned that cortico-
steroid can increase the risk of rupture of the plantar  
fascia (Figure 39-28).

FIGURE 39-27 A resting night splint can significantly improve symptoms of 
plantar fasciitis.
Morton’s Interdigital Neuroma, Metatarsalgia, 
and Sesamoiditis

Although distinct clinical entities, these conditions are 
reviewed jointly because they have similar presentations. 
Morton’s neuroma is caused by irritation of one of the inter-
digital nerves of the foot as it passes below the transverse lig-
ament of the metatarsal heads. The most common location 
for an interdigital neuroma is between the third and fourth 
metatarsal heads, but it can also occur between the other 
metatarsal heads.41 Symptoms usually start insidiously. 
The patient typically presents with pain in the region of the 
metatarsal heads. There can be referral of pain or paresthe-
sias into the two toes innervated by the interdigital nerve in 
question. Patients sometimes describe a sensation of hav-
ing a pebble in their shoe or a wrinkle in their sock. Pain is 
exacerbated with forefoot weight-bearing, narrow toe boxes, 
and high heels, all of which can load the region of the meta-
tarsal heads and interdigital nerves. If there are no neuro-
logic symptoms referred to the toes, the challenge of the 
physical examination is to distinguish between pain coming 
from between two metatarsal heads and pain coming from 
the metatarsal heads themselves, which would be more 
consistent with metatarsalgia. Occasionally the examiner 
appreciates a click when palpating a large or firm neuroma, 
especially when palpation is combined with squeezing the 
metatarsal heads together from the medial and lateral sides. 
Metatarsalgia, as its name implies, is pain coming from the 
metatarsal heads. Jumping, toe running, and high heels 
can all cause overload of the metatarsal heads, just as they 
can cause entrapment or irritation of the interdigital nerve 
beneath the transverse metatarsal ligament. The second 
metatarsal head is the most commonly involved.

When the pain is in the region of the first metatarsal 
head, the differential diagnosis includes injury to the sesa-
moid bones in the flexor hallucis tendon, such as stress 
response or stress fracture. Pain coming from an injured 
sesamoid bone is sometimes referred to as sesamoiditis. 
Distinguishing between metatarsalgia, sesamoid stress 
response, and sesamoid fracture can be clinically challeng-
ing. A bipartite sesamoid seen on plain films can be a nor-
mal variant, and advanced imaging with MRI or bone scan 
might be required to diagnose a fracture of the sesamoid.

FIGURE 39-28 T2-weighted fat suppression magnetic resonance image 
of the foot, showing increased signal in the midportion of the plantar fascia 
(arrow), indicating an acute rupture of that structure. The patient was an Olym-
pic bobsledder who was unable to compete with this injury.



For interdigital neuromas, metatarsalgia, and sesamoid-
itis, first-line interventions aim to unload the forefoot. 
Avoiding high heels is recommended. Shoes that have larger 
toe boxes can also be helpful. Gel inserts are effective at dis-
tributing forces more evenly. Custom-made foot orthoses 
with premetatarsal pads, or simply using premetatarsal pads 
alone, can transfer forces from the region of the metatarsal 
heads to slightly more proximal and therefore unload the 
painful area. Local injection with anesthetic and steroid can 
be useful both diagnostically and therapeutically for interdig-
ital neuroma. No role exists for injections for metatarsalgia. 
For recalcitrant neuroma symptoms that are unresponsive to 
these measures, surgical excision can be considered, with the 
understanding that recurrence can occur.

Turf   Toe

Sudden and forceful hyperextension (or less commonly 
hyperflexion) of the first metatarsophalangeal joint can 
cause a sprain of the joint capsule and ligaments, with sub-
sequent swelling and pain. The incidence of this injury has 
increased since the advent of artificial turf. Radiographs 
should be obtained to exclude fracture. Initial treatment 
consists of ice and stiff-soled shoes to protect the joint. 
Although many of these injuries resolve within 3 to 4 
weeks, some can result in functional limitations for a much 
greater period.

Conclusion

Having a sound understanding of anatomy and kinetic 
chain biomechanics, in conjunction with fundamental his-
tory and physical examination skills, permits a practitioner 
to establish appropriate diagnoses for patients present-
ing with soft tissue, bone, and joint disorders of the lower 
limbs. Ancillary testing, such as imaging studies, can help 
confirm or disprove clinical diagnoses and establish the 
severity of injury. The majority of lower limb injuries can 
be successfully treated with nonoperative measures that 
include medications, activity modification, and intelligent 
exercise strategies. The practitioner should be able to recog-
nize injuries that require surgical consultation.
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CHAPTER 40
LOW BACK PAIN
Karen P. Barr and Mark A. Harrast

Low back pain has become a costly burden to society and 
a leading cause of disability and loss of productivity. This 
chapter outlines the anatomy and biomechanics of the 
lumbar spine and our current understanding of the physi-
ology of low back pain. We discuss the clinical evaluation 
and treatment of various etiologies of low back pain and 
leg pain caused by lumbar spine disease.

Epidemiology

Low back pain is a symptom, not a disease, and has many 
causes. It is generally described as pain between the cos-
tal margin and the gluteal folds. It is extremely common. 
About 40% of people say that they have had low back pain 
within the past 6 months.233 Studies have shown a lifetime 
prevalence as high as 84%.240 Onset usually begins in the 
teens to early 40s. Most patients have short attacks of pain 
that are mild or moderate and do not limit activities, but 
these tend to recur over many years. Most episodes resolve 
with or without treatment. The median time off work for a 
back injury is 7 days, and many people with low back pain 
never alter their activity. A small percentage of low back pain 
becomes chronic, however, and causes significant disability. 
In most studies about half of the sick days used for back pain 
are accounted for by the 15% of people who are home from 
work for more than 1 month. Between 80% and 90% of the 
health care and social costs of back pain are for the 10% who 
develop chronic low back pain and disability. Just over 1% 
of adults in the United States are permanently disabled by 
back pain, and another 1% are temporarily disabled.151

The percentage of patients disabled by back pain, as well 
as the cost of low back pain, has steadily increased dur-
ing the past 30 years. This appears to be more from social 
causes than from a change in the conditions that cause low 
back pain. The two most commonly cited factors are the 
increasing societal acceptance of back pain as a reason to 
become disabled, and changes in the social system that pay 
benefits to patients with back pain.238

Anatomy and Biomechanics 
of the Lumbar Spine

General Concepts

The lumbar spine has a dichotomous role in terms of func-
tion, which is strength coupled with flexibility. The spine per-
forms a major role in support and protection (strength) of the 
spinal canal contents (spinal cord, conus, and cauda equina) 
but also give us inherent flexibility, allowing us to place our 
limbs in appropriate positions for everyday functions.
871

The strength of the spine results from the size and 
arrangements of the bones, as well as from the arrange-
ment of the ligaments and muscles. The inherent flexibility 
results from the large number of joints placed so closely 
together in series. Each vertebral segment can be thought 
of as a three-joint complex—one intervertebral disk with 
vertebral end plates, and two zygapophyseal joints. The 
typical lordotic framework of the lumbar spine assists with 
this flexibility but also increases the ability of the lumbar 
spine to absorb shock.

The Vertebrae

The bony anatomy of the lumbar spine consists of five lum-
bar vertebrae. A smaller percentage of the population has 
four (the fifth vertebrae is sacralized) or six (the first sacral 
segment is lumbarized). Anatomic variants also exist consist-
ing of a partially lumbarized S1. The lumbar vertebrae have 
distinct components, which include the vertebral body, the 
neural arch, and the posterior elements (Figure 40-1). The 
vertebral bodies increase in size as you travel caudally in 
the spine. The lower three are typically more wedge-shaped 
(taller anteriorly), which helps create the normal lumbar 
lordosis. The structure of these large vertebral bodies serves 
its weight-bearing function well to support axially directed 
loads; however, they would fracture more routinely were it 
not for the shock-absorbing intervertebral disks placed stra-
tegically between the vertebral bodies.

The sides of the bony neural arch are the pedicles, which 
are thick pillars that connect the posterior elements to the 
vertebral bodies. They are designed to resist bending and 
to transmit forces back and forth from the vertebral bodies 
to the posterior elements. The posterior elements consist of 
the laminae, the articular processes, and the spinous pro-
cesses. The superior and inferior articular processes of adja-
cent vertebrae create the zygapophyseal joints. The pars 
interarticularis is a part of the lamina between the supe-
rior and inferior articular processes (Figure 40-2). The pars 
is the site of stress fractures (spondylolysis) because it is 
subjected to large bending forces. This occurs as the forces 
transmitted by the vertically oriented lamina undergo a 
change in direction into the horizontally oriented pedicle.23

The Joints

The Intervertebral Disk

The intervertebral disk and its attachment to the vertebral 
end plate are considered a secondary cartilaginous joint, or 
symphysis. The disk consists of the internal nucleus pulpo-
sus and the outer annulus fibrosus. The nucleus pulposus 
is the gelatinous inner section of the disk. It consists of 
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water, proteoglycans, and collagen. The nucleus pulposus 
is 90% water at birth. Disks desiccate and degenerate as we 
age and lose some of their height, which is one reason we 
are slightly shorter in our geriatric years.

The annulus fibrosus consists of concentric layers of 
fibers at oblique angles to each other, which help to with-
stand strains in any direction. The outer fibers of the annu-
lus have more collagen and less proteoglycans and water 
than the inner fibers.19 The varying composition supports 
the functional role of the outer fibers in acting like a liga-
ment to resist flexion, extension, rotation, and distraction 
forces.

The main function of the intervertebral disk is shock 
absorption (Figure 40-3). It is primarily the annulus, not 
the nucleus, that acts as the shock absorber. (The nucleus 
is primarily a liquid and is incompressible.) When an axial 
load occurs, the increase in force in the incompressible 
nucleus pushes on the annulus and stretches its fibers. If 
the fibers break, then a herniated nucleus pulposus results.

The Zygapophyseal Joints

The zygapophyseal joints (also known as Z joints and 
facet joints) are paired synovial joints, that is, they have a 
synovium and a capsule (Figure 40-4). Their alignment or 
direction of joint articulation determines the direction of 
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FIGURE 40-1 Lateral view of the lumbar vertebrae. (Modified from Parke 
WW: Applied anatomy of the spine. In Rothman RH, Simeone FA, editors: The 
spine, ed 4, Philadelphia, 1999, Saunders.)
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FIGURE 40-2 An oblique dorsal view of an L5 vertebra, showing the parts 
of the vertebral arch: 1, pars interarticularis (crosshatched area); 2, pars lami-
naris; and 3, pars pedicularis. The dotted line indicates the most frequent site 
of mechanical failure of the pars interarticularis. (Modified from Parke WW: 
Applied anatomy of the spine. In Rothman RH, Simeone FA, editors: The spine, 
ed 4, Philadelphia, 1999, Saunders.)
motion of the adjacent vertebrae. The lumbar zygapophy-
seal joints lie in the sagittal plane and thus primarily allow 
flexion and extension. Some lateral bending and very little 
rotation are allowed, which limits torsional stress on the 
lumbar disks. Rotation is more a component of thoracic 
spine motion. The majority of spinal flexion and exten-
sion (90%) occurs at the L4–L5 and L5–S1 levels, which 
contributes to the high incidence of disk problems at these 
levels.

Biomechanics

Because flexion loads the anterior disk, the nucleus is dis-
placed posteriorly.111 If the forces are great enough, the 
nucleus can herniate through the posterior annular fibers. 
The lateral fibers of the posterior longitudinal ligaments 
are thinnest, however, making posterolateral disk hernia-
tions the most common (Figure 40-5). The posterolateral 
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FIGURE 40-3 The mechanism of weight transmission in an intervertebral 
disk. A, Compression increases the pressure in the nucleus pulposus. This 
is exerted radially onto the annulus fibrosus, and the tension in the annulus 
increases. B, The tension in the annulus is exerted on the nucleus, preventing it 
from expanding radially. Nuclear pressure is then exerted on the vertebral end 
plates. C, Weight is borne, in part, by the annulus fibrosus and by the nucleus 
pulposus. D, The radial pressure in the nucleus braces the annulus, and the 
pressure on the end plates transmits the load from one vertebra to the next. 
(Modified from Bogduk N: The inter-body joint and the intervertebral discs. In 
Bogduk N, editor : Clinical anatomy of the lumbar spine and sacrum, ed 3, Edinburgh, 
UK, 1977, Churchill Livingstone.)
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portion of the disk is most at risk when there is forward 
flexion accompanied by lateral bending (i.e., bending and 
twisting). The zygapophyseal joints cannot resist rotation 
when the spine is in flexion. This increases torsional shear 
forces in the lumbar spine, making rotary movements in 
a forward-flexed posture probably the most risky for lum-
bar disks.

The Ligaments

The two main sets of ligaments of the lumbar spine are the 
longitudinal ligaments and the segmental ligaments. The 
two longitudinal ligaments are the anterior and posterior 
longitudinal ligaments. They are named according to their 
position on the vertebral body. The anterior longitudinal 
ligament acts to resist extension, translation, and rotation. 
The posterior longitudinal ligament acts to resist flexion. 
Disruption of either ligament primarily occurs with rota-
tion rather than with flexion or extension. The anterior 
longitudinal ligament is twice as strong as the posterior 
longitudinal ligament.

The main segmental ligament is the ligamentum fla-
vum, which is a paired structure joining adjacent laminae. 
It is the ligament that is pierced when performing lumbar 
punctures. It is a very strong ligament but is elastic enough 
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FIGURE 40-4 A posterior view of the L3–L4 zygapophyseal joints. On the 
left, the capsule of the joint (C) is intact. On the right, the posterior capsule 
has been resected to reveal the joint cavity, the articular cartilages (AC), and 
the line of attachment of the joint capsule (dashed line). The upper joint capsule 
(C) attaches further from the articular margin than the posterior capsule does. 
(Modified from Bogduk N: The zygapophysial joints. In Bogduk N, editor : Clinical 
anatomy of the lumbar spine and sacrum, ed 3, Edinburgh, UK, 1977, Churchill 
Livingstone.)
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FIGURE 40-5 Posterolateral intervertebral disk herniation.

to allow flexion. Flexing the lumbar spine puts this liga-
ment on stretch, decreasing its redundancy and making it 
easier to pierce during a lumbar puncture.

The other segmental ligaments are the supraspinous, 
interspinous, and intertransverse. The supraspinous liga-
ments are the strong ligaments that join the tips of adjacent 
spinous processes and act to resist flexion. These ligaments, 
along with the ligamentum flavum, act to restrain the spine 
and prevent excessive shear forces in forward bending. This 
is supported by electromyographic studies that have shown 
that there is no active contraction of the erector spinae and 
hip extensor muscles when resting in lumbar flexion.

The Muscles

Muscles With Origins on the Lumbar Spine

These muscles can be divided anatomically into posterior 
and anterior muscles. The posterior muscles include the 
latissimus dorsi and the paraspinals. The lumbar paraspi-
nals consist of the erector spinae (iliocostalis, longissimus, 
and spinalis), which act as the chief extensors of the spine, 
and the deep layer (rotators and multifidi) (Figures 40-6 
and 40-7). The multifidi are tiny segmental stabilizers that 
act to control lumbar flexion because they cannot produce 
enough force to truly extend the spine. Their most impor-
tant function has been hypothesized to be that of a sensory 
organ to provide proprioception for the spine, given the 
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FIGURE 40-6 The intermediate layer of back muscles: the erector spinae.
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predominance of muscle spindles seen histologically in 
these muscles.

The anterior muscles of the lumbar spine include the 
psoas and quadratus lumborum. Because of the direct 
attachment of the psoas on the lumbar spine, tighten-
ing this muscle accentuates the normal lumbar lordosis. 

Semispinalis capitis

Semispinalis cervicis

Spinalis thoracis
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FIGURE 40-7 The deep back muscles: the multifidi.
This can increase forces on the posterior elements and can 
contribute to zygapophyseal joint pain. The quadratus 
lumborum acts in side bending and can assist in lumbar 
flexion.

Abdominal Musculature

The superficial abdominals include the rectus abdominis 
and external obliques (Figure 40-8, A). The deep layer con-
sists of internal obliques and the transversus abdominis 
(Figure 40-8, B). The transversus abdominis has received 
significant attention recently as an important muscle to 
train in treating low back pain. Its connection to the thora-
columbar fascia (and consequently its ability to act on the 
lumbar spine) has probably been the major reason it has 
received such attention of late.

Thoracolumbar Fascia

The thoracolumbar fascia, with its attachments to the 
transversus abdominis and internal obliques, acts as an 
abdominal and lumbar “brace.” It decreases some of the 
shear forces that other muscles and lumbar motions cre-
ate. This abdominal bracing mechanism results from con-
traction of these deep abdominal muscles, which creates 
tension in the thoracolumbar fascia, which then creates 
an extension force on the lumbar spine without increasing 
shear forces.75

Pelvic Stabilizers

The pelvic stabilizers are considered “core” muscles 
because of their indirect effect on the lumbar spine, even 
though they do not have a direct attachment to the spine. 
The gluteus medius stabilizes the pelvis during gait. 
Weakness or inhibition of this muscle results in pelvic 
“instability,” which introduces lumbar side bending and 
rotation, creating increased shear or torsional forces on 
the lumbar disks.

The piriformis is a hip and sacral rotator and can cause 
excessive external rotation of the hip and sacrum when 
it is tight. This can result in increased shear forces at the 
lumbosacral junction (i.e., the L5–S1 disk or Z joints). 
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Some practitioners also believe that other pelvic floor 
muscles act to maintain proper positioning of the spine 
and are an important focus of some spine rehabilitation 
programs.

Biomechanical Lifting in Relation to Muscular 
Activity and Disk Loads

The activity of the lumbar muscles correlates well with 
intradiskal pressures (i.e., when back muscles contract, 
there is an associated increase in disk pressure). These pres-
sures change depending on spine posture and the activity 
undertaken. Figure 40-9 demonstrates the changes in L3 
disk pressure under various positions and exercises.149,150 
Adding rotation to the already flexed posture increases the 
disk pressure substantially. Comparing lifting maneuvers, 
it has been shown that there is not a significant difference 
in disk pressure when lifting with the legs (i.e., with the 
back straight and knees bent) versus lifting with the back 
(i.e., with a forward-flexed back and straight legs).6,7 What 
decreases the forces on the lumbar spine is lifting the load 
close to your body because the farther the load is from the 
chest, the greater the stress on the lumbar spine.7

The Nerves

The conus medullaris ends at about bony level L2, and 
below this level is the cauda equina. The cauda equina con-
sists of the dorsal and ventral rootlets, which join together 
in the intervertebral neuroforamen to become the spinal 
nerves (Figure 40-10). The spinal nerve gives off the ventral 
primary ramus. The ventral primary rami from multiple 
levels form the lumbar and lumbosacral plexus to inner-
vate the limbs. The dorsal primary ramus, with its three 
branches (medial, intermediate, and lateral), innervates 
the posterior half of the vertebral body, the paraspinal 
muscles, and the zygapophyseal joints, and provides sen-
sation to the back. The medial branch is the most impor-
tant to remember because it innervates the zygapophyseal 
joints and lumbar multifidi and is the target during radio-
frequency neurotomy for presumed zygapophyseal joint 
pain (Figure 40-11).24
Pathophysiology and Pain 
Generation

The Degenerative Spine Cascade

Kirkaldy-Willis et al.108 have supplied us with the most 
accepted theory describing the cascade of events in degen-
erative lumbar spine disease that results in spondylotic 
changes, disk herniations, and eventually multilevel spinal 
stenosis (Figure 40-12). At the heart of this theory is the 
fact that, although the posterior zygapophyseal joints and 
the anterior intervertebral disks are separated anatomically, 
forces and lesions affecting one certainly alter and affect 
the other. For example, axial compressing injuries can 
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damage the vertebral end plates, which can lead to degen-
erative disk disease, which eventually stresses the posterior 
joints, leading to the common degenerative changes seen 
in them over time. Torsional stress can injure the posterior 
joints and the disks, which in turn leads to increased stress 
on both these elements, resulting in further degenerative 
changes over time. When these degenerative changes affect 
one level, such as L4–L5, a chain reaction occurs, placing 
stress on the levels above and below the currently affected 
level, and eventually resulting in more generalized multi-
level spondylotic changes.

In studying lumbar degenerative disease, the question of 
which came first (disk degeneration or zygapophyseal joint 
degeneration) always arises. Fujiwara67 has answered this 
by studying multiple magnetic resonance images (MRIs) of 
aging spines. He hypothesizes that disk degeneration pre-
cedes zygapophyseal joint osteoarthritis, and that it might 
take 20 years for zygapophyseal joint disease to occur after 
the onset of disk degeneration.

To describe the degenerative cascade in more detail, we 
will separate our discussion of the changes that occur in 
the posterior joints from those in the disk, but fully real-
izing that they both can occur simultaneously and affect 
each other (see Figure 40-12). The degenerative changes 
that occur in the zygapophyseal joints from aging and 
repetitive microtrauma are similar to those that occur in 
the appendicular skeletal joints. The process begins with 
synovial hypertrophy, which eventually results in cartilage 
degeneration and destruction. With lessened and weak-
ened cartilage and capsular laxity, the joint can become 
unstable. With the repetitive abnormal joint motion that 
results from this instability, the bony joint hypertrophies. 
This narrows the central canal and lateral recesses, poten-
tially impinging nerve roots.

A similar process occurs anteriorly at the disk level from 
repetitive microtrauma of primarily shearing forces. Tears 
in the annulus are thought to be the first anatomic sign of 
degenerative wear. When the annulus is weakened enough, 
typically posterolaterally, the internal nucleus pulposus 
can herniate. Internal disk disruption can occur without 
herniation, however, because age and repeated stresses act-
ing on the spine cause the gelatinous nucleus to become 
more fibrous over time. Tears in the annulus can progress 
to tears in the fibrous disk material, resulting in “internal 
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FIGURE 40-11 Observe that the innervation of the zygapophyseal joints 
derives from the medial branch off the dorsal primary ramus.
disk disruption” without frank herniation. All this results 
in a loss of disk height, which causes instability (because 
the end-plate connection to the disk is degenerated), as 
well as lateral recess and foraminal narrowing and poten-
tial nerve root impingement. The loss of disk height also 
places new stresses on the posterior elements, resulting in 
further instability of the zygapophyseal joints and further 
degeneration and nerve root impingement.

Although this theory offers an explanation as to how 
the spine ages, it is still unclear why there is such a marked 
disconnect between the anatomic changes in the spine 
associated with aging, and back pain. Many patients with 
normal spine anatomy suffer from back pain, occasionally 
disabling pain, and many patients with marked degenera-
tive changes on imaging are nearly or fully pain free. As a 
result, several theories have been developed to explain the 
occurrence of back pain.
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factors. Structural changes from tissue damage, such as 
strained or failed ligaments that cause joint laxity, vertebral 
Radiculitis and Radiculopathy

Many patients with radicular pain have no neural impinge-
ment noted on MRI. Studies have shown that disk hernia-
tions can cause an inflammatory response.131,136,187 The 
mechanism stems from the fact that the nucleus pulpo-
sus is highly antigenic as a result of being in an immu-
noprotected setting in nonpathologic states. When the 
fluid of the nucleus pulposus is exposed to neural tissue 
of the spinal canal and neuroforamen through a defect in 
the annular fibers, an autoimmune-mediated inflamma-
tory cascade begins. The inflammatory mediators gener-
ated can cause swelling of the nerves. This can alter their 
electrophysiologic function, sensitizing these neurons and 
enhancing pain generation without specific mechanical 
compression.

The mechanism of mechanical compression of the 
nerve roots has been studied as well.13,184,185 Compression 
of nerve roots can induce structural and vascular changes 
as well as inflammation.150 Neural compression can result 
in impairment of intraneural blood flow, subsequently 
decreased nutrient supply to the neural tissue, local isch-
emia, and formation of intraneural edema. This can set 
off an inflammatory cascade similar to that described 
above. Mechanical stimulation of lumbar nerve roots has 
also been shown to stimulate production of substance P, 
the neuropeptide known to modulate sensory nocicep-
tive feedback.13 With these biochemical reactions, the 
local structural effects of mechanical compression (demy-
elination and axonal transport block) just compound the 
symptomatic response.

Pain of Spinal Stenosis

These mechanisms could also be responsible for neuro-
genic claudication symptoms of lumbar stenosis. Newer 
theories, however, also support a spinal vascular role in 
stenosis symptoms.

If mechanical compression were the sole problem in 
spinal stenosis, decompressive surgeries would be the 
only needed cure. We know that this is untrue, and conse-
quently alternative theories on the pathogenesis of symp-
tomatic spinal stenosis have been studied. Two theories 
supporting a vascular component to symptoms of spinal 
stenosis are the venous engorgement and arterial insuffi-
ciency theories.1

In the venous engorgement theory, the spinal veins of 
patients with stenosis dilate, causing venous congestion 
and stagnating blood flow.45 This pooling of blood in the 
spinal veins increases epidural and intrathecal pressures, 
leading to a microcirculatory, neuroischemic insult (i.e., an 
ischemic neuritis), which in turn leads to the typical neu-
rogenic claudication symptoms of stenosis.

The arterial insufficiency theory of spinal stenosis is 
based on the arterial dilatation of the lumbar radicular 
vessels during lower limb exercise to provide increased 
blood flow and nourishment to the nerve roots. In 
patients with spinal stenosis, this reflex dilatation 
might be defective.14Because patients with spinal steno-
sis are typically elderly, they are also at higher risk for 
atherosclerosis, which in turn just amplifies the arterial 
insufficiency.
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Pain Generators of the Lumbar Spine

The low back is an anatomically diverse set of structures, 
and there are many potential sources of pain. One useful 
strategy to clarify these potential sources of pain is learning 
what low back structures are innervated (and can transmit 
pain through neural pain fibers) and what structures have 
no innervation (Box 40-1).

The sinuvertebral nerve innervates the anterior vertebral 
body, the external annulus, and the posterior longitudinal 
ligament. The posterior longitudinal ligament is a highly 
innervated structure and can play a significant role in low 
back pain perception with lumbar disk herniations. The 
medial branch of the dorsal primary ramus innervates the 
zygapophyseal joints and interspinous ligaments, as well as 
the lumbar multifidi. The other small branches of the dor-
sal primary ramus innervate the posterior vertebral body 
and other lumbar paraspinal musculature and fascia. The 
anterior longitudinal ligament is innervated by the gray 
rami communicans, which branch off the lumbar sym-
pathetic chain. The internal annulus fibrosus and nucleus 
pulposus do not have innervation and in nondisease states 
cannot transmit pain.

Because many structures are potentially a source of pain, 
theories have been developed to help practitioners deter-
mine the cause of a particular patient’s pain. Some of the 
most common ones are described below.

Segmental Dysfunction

Segmental dysfunction can occur when either a segment is 
too stiff or too mobile. A segment encompasses the disk, 
the vertebrae on each side of the disk, and the muscles and 
ligaments that act across this area. Excessive stiffness is 
thought to be caused by arthritic and ligamentous changes. 
Excessive mobility, also called instability, or potentially 
better termed “functional instability,” can be the result of 
tissue damage, poor muscular endurance, or poor mus-
cular control, and is usually a combination of all three 

A useful classification system to understand the  potential 
sources of low back pain depends on knowing what 
 structures are innervated (and can transmit pain) and what 
structures have no innervation.

Innervated structures
 •  Bone: Vertebrae
 •  Joints: Zygapophyseal
 •  Disk: Only the external annulus and potentially diseased 

disk
 •  Ligaments: Anterior longitudinal ligament, posterior 

 longitudinal ligament, interspinous
 •  Muscles and fascia
 •  Nerve root

Noninnervated structures
 •  Ligamentum flavum
 •  Internal annulus
 •  Disk: Nucleus pulposus

 

BOX 40-1

Potential Pain Generators of the Back
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end-plate fractures, and loss of disk height, can lead to seg-
mental dysfunction because of the altered anatomy. Mus-
cles also provide a critical component of spinal stability. 
This is of particular interest to the physiatrist because it can 
be affected by exercise. In normal situations, only a small 
amount of muscular coactivation (about 10% of maxi-
mal contraction) is needed to provide segmental stability. 
In a segment damaged by ligamentous laxity or disk dis-
ease, slightly more muscle coactivation might be needed. 
Because of the relatively gentle forces required to perform 
the activities of daily living, muscular endurance is more 
important than absolute muscle strength for most patients. 
Some strength reserve, however, is needed for unpredict-
able activities such as a fall, a sudden load to the spine, 
or quick movements. In sports and heavy physical work, 
both strength and endurance needs increase. For example, 
in rapid breathing caused by exertion, there is rhythmic 
contraction and relaxation of the abdominal wall. A fit 
person can simultaneously provide spine support with 
abdominal wall muscles and meet breathing demands, but 
a less-fit person might not be able to do so and therefore 
could more easily become injured or have pain.139 This 
biomechanical model is particularly complex in the spine 
because of the presence of global movement patterns and 
segmental movement patterns. Two interrelated muscular 
tasks must be carried out at the same time: maintaining 
overall posture and position of the spine, and control of 
individual intersegmental relationships. Sufficient but not 
excessive joint stiffness is required at the segmental level 
to prevent injury and allow for efficient movement. This 
stiffness is achieved with specific patterns of muscle activ-
ity, which differ depending on the position of the joint and 
the load on the spine. The inability to achieve this stiffness, 
and the resulting segmental problems, is thought to be a 
factor in low back pain.178

Muscular Imbalances and Neural Procession 
Problems

There appear to be consistent muscular problems in 
patients with chronic low back pain. Some of these factors 
might exist preinjury and make the spine more suscepti-
ble to injury, and some are adaptations to injury. Just as is 
seen in other areas of the body (such as the knee), muscle 
function and strength around the spine are altered after 
injury.177 Studies have shown abnormal firing patterns in 
the deep stabilizers of the spine and transversus abdomi-
nus with activities such as limb movements, accepting a 
heavy load, and responding to balance challenges. Other 
researchers have found strength ratio abnormalities and 
endurance deficits in patients with low back pain, such as 
abnormal flexion to extension strength ratios and lack of 
endurance of torso muscles.140

Studies of lumbar paraspinals have found several abnor-
malities in patients with low back pain. Multiple imaging 
studies have demonstrated paraspinal muscle atrophy, 
particularly of the multifidi, in patients with chronic low 
back pain.178 Recovery of the multifidi does not appear to 
occur spontaneously with the resolution of back pain.91 
Biopsies of multifidi in patients with low back pain also 
show abnormalities. Atrophy of type 2 muscle fibers is 
found, and internal structural changes of type 1 fibers that 
give them a moth-eaten appearance are seen. In a study 
of patients undergoing surgery for lumbar disk hernia-
tions with duration of symptoms from 3 weeks to 1 year, 
multifidi biopsies collected at the time of surgery showed 
type 2 muscle atrophy and type 1 fiber structural changes. 
Biopsies were repeated 5 years postoperatively. Type 2 fiber 
atrophy was still found in all patients, in both those who 
had improved with surgery and those who had not. In the 
positive outcome group, however, the percentage of type 
1 fibers with abnormal structures had decreased, and in 
the negative outcome group there was a marked increase 
in abnormal type 1 fibers.175 Increasingly strong scientific 
support is found for the multifactorial nature of low back 
pain, which includes both structural and dynamic factors.

This gives a theoretical basis for treatment aimed at 
improving spine biomechanics as a means of treating low 
back pain, along with other treatments aimed at pain man-
agement. The research in this area is intriguing but not yet 
conclusive. It is unclear whether these muscular abnormal-
ities are the result of back pathology that leads to pain, 
or the cause of back pain. Study results conflict regarding 
consistent deficits in patients with back pain. This again 
reflects the heterogeneous nature of the group of patients 
classified as having low back pain, and that different fac-
tors predominate for different patients.

Psychosocial Factors and Low Back Pain

Pain is an individual experience, and biomechanical and 
neurologic factors alone do not explain much of the vari-
ance seen clinically in patients with back pain. Multiple 
psychosocial factors have been found to play a role in 
low back pain. This is briefly discussed here and more 
thoroughly discussed in the chapter on chronic pain (see 
Chapter 42), as these issues are shared by multiple painful 
conditions and not just low back pain.

Depression, Anxiety, and Anger. It appears that between 
30% and 40% of those with chronic back pain also have 
depression.115 This rate is so high because depressed 
patients are more likely to develop back pain and to 
become more disabled by pain, and because some patients 
with persistent pain become depressed. Patients who are 
depressed are at increased risk of developing back and neck 
pain. In a recent analysis of factors leading to the onset 
of back and neck pain, those in the highest quartile for 
depression scores had a fourfold increased risk of devel-
oping low back pain than those in the lowest quartile for 
depression scores.39 Strong evidence also shows that psy-
chosocial factors are closely linked to the transition from 
acute pain to chronic pain and disability. In a study of 
1628 patients with back pain seen at a pain clinic, those 
with a comorbid diagnosis of depression were more than 
3 times more likely to be in the worst quartiles of physi-
cal and emotional functioning on the 36-Item Short-Form 
Health Survey than those who were not depressed.70 Mul-
tiple other studies have found that depression, anxiety, and 
distress are strongly related to pain intensity, duration, and 
disability.118

Research has also shown a high correlation with anger 
measurements and pain, thought to be related to deficient 
opioid modulation in those with high anxiety, anger, and 
fear reactivity.32 Patients with posttraumatic stress disorder 
have a high incidence of chronic low back pain as well.201



Patient Beliefs About Pain and Pain Cognition. Beliefs 
about back pain can be highly individual and are often 
not based on facts. Some patients with back pain, espe-
cially those with chronic low back pain that keeps them 
from working, have a great deal of fear about back pain. 
These include fears that their pain will be permanent, that 
it is related to activity, and that exercise will damage their 
back. This set of beliefs is referred to as fear avoidance. For 
example, studies have found that patients with chronic 
low back pain who perform poorly on treadmill exercise 
tests,191 walk slower on treadmill tests,2 and perform more 
poorly on spinal isometric exercise testing3 were the ones 
with more anticipation of pain than those who did well on 
these tests. Fear-avoidance beliefs rather than actual pain 
during testing predicted their performance. Fear-avoidance 
levels explain self-reported disability and time off work 
more accurately than actual pain levels or medical diagno-
sis does.127 This finding has led Waddell and other experts 
to state that “the fear of pain may be more disabling than 
pain itself.”234

A large, population-based study found that subjects with 
high levels of pain catastrophizing, characterized by exces-
sively negative thoughts about pain and high fear of move-
ment and injury or reinjury (kinesophobia), who had back 
pain at baseline were much more likely to have especially 
severe or disabling pain at follow-up evaluation compared 
with those who did not catastrophize. For those without 
back pain at the initial questionnaire, catastrophizers were 
more likely to have developed low back pain with disabil-
ity at follow-up evaluation than noncatastrophizers.171 
Thought processes, such as the presence of catastrophizing, 
are not limited to back pain and are often part of a larger 
pattern of relationships and thought processes.

Patients’ beliefs about pain and their approach to deal-
ing with pain have been consistently found to affect out-
comes. Fortunately, changes in these beliefs and cognitive 
patterns are possible. Multidisciplinary pain programs 
have proven effective in decreasing fear-avoidant beliefs 
and catastrophizing (see Chapter 42).205

These changes in beliefs can also improve function. For 
example, a study in which a group of patients with chronic 
low back pain underwent a cognitive behavioral treatment 
program found that, although there were not significant 
changes in pain intensity, those with reductions of fear-
avoidance beliefs had significant reductions in disability. 
Changes in fear-avoidant beliefs accounted for 71% of the 
variance in reduction in disability in this study.252

Centralization and Pain

The experience of nociception is processed by the body in 
complex ways. The theory that pain is a simple loop from 
injury to perception of injury is much too simplistic. Pain 
processing begins in the spinal cord and continues exten-
sively in the brain, and the ultimate pain that someone 
experiences is the sum of multiple descending and ascend-
ing faciliatory and inhibitory pathways. Extensive evidence 
now supports the theory that persistent pain might be 
caused by central sensitization, which could help explain 
why often no pain generator is found in chronic low back 
pain.46
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The History and Physical 
Examination of the Low Back

A complete history and physical examination is important 
in the evaluation of low back pain to determine the cause 
of the symptoms, rule out serious medical pathology, and 
determine whether further diagnostic evaluation is needed.

The History

As with any pain history, features of back pain that should be 
explored include location; character; severity; timing, includ-
ing onset, duration, and frequency; alleviating and aggra-
vating factors; and associated signs and symptoms. Each of 
these features can assist the clinician in obtaining a diagnosis 
and prognosis and determining the appropriate treatment. 
The causes of back pain are often very difficult to determine. 
For as many as 85% of patients, no specific cause for back 
pain is found.50 One of the main purposes of the history is 
to rule out rare but serious causes of back pain. Elements of 
historical information that suggest a serious underlying con-
dition as the cause of the pain such as cancer, infection, long 
tract signs, and fracture are called red flags (Box 40-2). When 
these are present, further workup is necessary (Table 40-1).

 •  Children <18 years old with considerable pain, or new 
onset in those >55 years old

 •  History of violent trauma
 •  Nonmechanical nature of pain (i.e., constant pain not 

affected by movement, pain at night)
 •  History of cancer
 •  Systemic steroid use
 •  Drug abuse
 •  HIV infection or other immunocompromised patients
 •  Unintentional weight loss
 •  Systemically ill, particularly signs of infection such as fever 

or night sweats
 •  Persisting severe restriction of motion or intense pain with 

minimal motion
 •  Structural deformity
 •  Difficulty with micturition
 •  Loss of anal sphincter tone or fecal incontinence, saddle 

anesthesia
 • Progressive motor weakness or gait disturbance
 •  Marked morning stiffness
 •  Peripheral joint involvement
 •  Iritis, skin rashes, colitis, urethral discharge, or other 

 symptoms of rheumatologic disease
 •  Inflammatory disorder such as ankylosing spondylitis 

suspected
 •  Family history of rheumatologic disease or structural 

abnormality
 

BOX 40-2

“Red Flags”: Most Common Indications From 
History and Examination for Pathologic Findings 
Needing Special Attention and Sometimes Immediate 
Action (Including Imaging)

Modified from Nachemson A, Vingard E: Assessment of patients with neck 
and back pain: A best-evidence synthesis. In Nachemson AL,  Johnsson B, 
editors: Neck and back pain: the scientific evidence of causes, diagnosis, and 
treatment, Philadelphia, 2001, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.
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Besides determining a diagnosis, a purpose of the 
history is to explore the patient’s perspective and ill-
ness experience. Certain psychosocial factors are valu-
able in determining prognosis (Box 40-3). Factors such 
as poor job satisfaction, catastrophic thinking patterns 
about pain, the presence of depression, and excessive 
rest or downtime are much more common in patients 
in whom back pain becomes disabling. These are called 
yellow flags because the clinician should proceed with 
caution, and further psychologic evaluation or treat-
ment should be considered if they are present. Some of 
these psychosocial factors are addressed by specific ques-
tions, and some become evident through statements that 
patients make during the history as they describe their 
illness experience. Questions about, for example, what 
patients believe is causing the pain, their fear and feel-
ings surrounding this belief, their expectations about the 
pain and its treatment, and how back pain is affecting 
their lives (including work and home life) can yield valu-
able information. Many of these yellow flags are better 
prognostic indicators than the more traditional medical 
diagnoses.235

Table 40-1  Sensitivities and Specificities of Different 
Elements of the History and Examination  
for Some Specific Causes of Low Back Pain

Disease or 
Group of 
Diseases

Symptom  
or Sign Sensitivity Specificity

Spinal 
 malignancy

Age >50 yr 0.77 0.71

Previous history of 
cancer

0.31 0.98

Unexplained weight 
loss

0.15 0.94

Pain unrelieved by bed 
rest

0.90 0.46

Pain lasting >1 mo 0.50 0.81

Failure to improve with 
1 mo of conservative 
therapy

0.31 0.90

Erythrocyte sedimenta-
tion rate >20 mm

0.78 0.67

Spinal 
 infection

Intravenous drug abuse, 
urinary tract infec-
tion, skin infection

0.4

Fever 0.27-0.83* 0.98

Vertebral tenderness “Reasonable” “Low”

Age >50 yr 0.84 0.61

Compression 
fracture

Age >70 yr 0.22 0.96

Corticosteroid use 0.66 0.99

Herniated 
interverte-
bral disk

Sciatica 0.95 0.88

From Nachemson A, Vingard E: Assessment of patients with neck and back pain: A best-
evidence synthesis. In Nachemson AL, Johnsson B, editors: Neck and back pain: the scientific 
evidence of causes, diagnosis, and treatment, Philadelphia, 2001, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.
*The sensitivity of “fever.”
The Physical Examination

Table 40-2 outlines a thorough examination of the lumbar 
spine.

Observation

Observation should include a survey of the skin, muscle 
mass, and bony structures, as well as observation of overall 
posture (Figures 40-13 and 40-14), and the position of the 
lumbar spine in particular. Gait should also be observed 
for clues regarding etiology and contributing factors.

Palpation

Palpation should begin superficially and progress to deeper 
tissues. It can be done with the patient standing. To ensure 
that the back muscles (Figure 40-15) are fully relaxed, pal-
pation is often done with the patient lying prone, perhaps 
with a pillow under the abdomen to slightly flex the spine 
into a position of comfort. It should proceed systematically 
to determine what structures are tender to palpation.

Range of Motion

Quantity of Range of Motion. Several methods can be 
used to measure spinal range of motion (ROM). These 
include using a single or double inclinometer; measuring 
the distance of fingertips to floor; and, for forward flexion, 
the Schober test (measuring distraction between two marks 
on the skin during forward flexion). Of these methods, the 
double inclinometer has been shown to correlate the clos-
est to measurements on radiographs.77,210 Fingertip to floor 
has good interrater and intrarater reliability, but this takes 
into account the movement of the pelvis and is affected by 
structures outside the spine, such as tight hamstrings.168 
The Schober test is commonly used to assess a decrease in 
forward flexion in ankylosing spondylitis. It is sensitive for 
this condition but is not specific. General figures for nor-
mal ROM are forward flexion, 40 to 60 degrees; extension, 
20 to 35 degrees; lateral flexion, 15 to 20 degrees; and rota-
tion, 3 to 18 degrees. Studies to determine normal ROM 
in asymptomatic adults have found large variations within 
the normal range.165 It is unclear what the significance of 
decreased ROM is in patients with back pain because many 
people without back pain also have limited range. ROM 

 •  Presence of catastrophic thinking: there is no way the 
patient can control the pain, that disaster will occur if the 
pain continues, etc.

 •  Expectations that the pain will only worsen with work  
or activity

 •  Behaviors such as avoidance of normal activity, and 
extended rest

 •  Poor sleep
 •  Compensation issues
 •  Emotions such as stress and anxiety
 •  Work issues, such as poor job satisfaction and poor 

 relationship with supervisors
 •  Extended time off work

 

BOX 40-3

Some Common “Yellow Flags” Associated With the 
Development of Chronic Disabling Pain Suggesting 
Additional Attention May Be Necessary
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Table 40-2  Physical Examination for Low Back Pain
Examination Component Specific Activity Reason for This Part of the Examination

Observation Observation of overall posture Determine whether structural abnormality or muscle imbalances are 
 present

Observation of lumbar spine Further define muscle imbalance and habitual posture

Observation of the skin Search for diagnoses such as psoriasis, shingles, or vascular disease as cause 
of the pain

Observation of gait Screen the kinetic chain and determine whether muscular, neurologic,  
or joint problems are contributing to symptoms

Palpation Bones Search for bony problems such as infection or fracture

Facet joints Identify whether specific levels are tender

Ligaments and intradiskal spaces Determine whether these are tender

Muscles Search for trigger points, muscle spasms, muscle atrophy

Active range of motion Forward flexion Amount, quality if painful

Extension —

Side bending Same, also side to side differences

Rotation —

Neurologic examination Manual muscle testing of L1–S1 myotomes Determine weakness

Pinprick and light touch sensation, L1–S1 
dermatomes

Determine sensory loss

Reflexes: patellar, hamstring, Achilles Test injury to L4, L5, or S1 roots if diminished, upper motor neuron disease 
if brisk

Balance and coordination testing Signs of upper motor neuron disease

Plantar responses Same

Straight leg raise Neural tension at L5 or S1

Femoral nerve arch Neural tension at L3 or L4

Orthopedic special tests Abdominal muscle strength Determines weakness and deconditioning

Pelvis stabilizer strength, i.e., gluteus medius, 
maximus, etc.

Determines weakness and deconditioning

Tightness or stiffness of hamstrings Determines areas of poor flexibility

Tightness or stiffness of hip flexors —

Tightness or stiffness of hip rotators —

Prone instability test Signs of instability
can also change depending on the time of day, the effort 
the patient expends, and many other factors.255

Quality of Range of Motion. The examiner should record 
whether there are abnormalities in the patient’s movement 
pattern during ROM, such as a “catch” in the range or 
whether it causes pain. This might give clues to the diagno-
sis. For example, pain with forward flexion can signify disk 
disease, and pain with extension can indicate spondylolis-
thesis, zygapophyseal joint disease, or spinal stenosis.

The Neurologic Examination

The neurologic examination of the lower limbs can rule 
out clinically significant nerve root impingement and other 
neurologic causes of leg pain (Tables 40-3 and 40-4). The 
physical examination should logically proceed to discover 
whether a particular root level is affected by combining the 
findings of weakness, sensory loss, diminished or absent 
reflexes, and special tests such as straight leg-raising sign. 
Upper motor neuron abnormalities should also be ruled 
out. The accuracy of the neurologic examination in diag-
nosing herniated disk is moderate. The accuracy can be 
increased considerably, however, with combinations of find-
ings.50 The sensitivity and specificity of different findings for 
lumbar radiculopathy have been well studied (Table 40-5).

Orthopedic Special Tests to Assess for Relative 
Strength and Flexibility

Back pain can be caused by deconditioning, poor endur-
ance, and muscle imbalances. This makes it important to 
identify any inefficient or abnormal movement patterns of 
muscles that control the movement of the spine and the 
position of the pelvis.

Because of their stabilizing effect on the spine, abdomi-
nal muscle strength and endurance is important. Several 
different ways can be used to measure abdominal muscle 
strength and control (Figures 40-16 and 40-17). One grad-
ing system assesses whether the patient is able to maintain 
a neutral spine position while adding increasingly more 
challenging leg movements (Figure 40-18).
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Besides determining the strength of the abdominals, 
strength testing of the back muscles and pelvic stabiliz-
ers, such as the hip abductors, can be useful. Assessing 
for areas of relative inflexibility is also important. Com-
monly performed tests are hip flexor flexibility, hamstring 
flexibility, other hip extensors’ length, and gastrocnemius/
soleus length. Balance challenges, such as the ability to 
maintain single-footed stance, the ability to lunge or squat, 
and other functional tests are also helpful to determine a 
patient’s baseline status.

Orthopedic Special Tests for Lumbar Segmental 
Instability

Many clinicians and researchers believe that one cause 
of mechanical low back pain is segmental instability that 
responds to specific stabilization treatments. Therefore accu-
rately identifying this group from other forms of low back 
pain could be important. These special tests include passive 
intervertebral motion testing and the prone instability test.

Passive Intervertebral Motion Testing. The patient lies 
prone. The examiner applies a firm steady pressure over 
the spinous process anteriorly and assesses the amount 
of vertebral motion and whether pain is provoked.90

Prone Instability Test. The patient lies prone, with 
the torso on the examining table and the legs over the 
edge of the table with the feet resting on the floor. The 
examiner performs passive intervertebral motion test-
ing at each level and notes provocation of pain. Then 
the patient lifts the legs off the floor, and the painful 
levels are repeated. A positive test is when the pain dis-
appears when the legs are lifted off the table. This is 

A B C D
FIGURE 40-13 The four types of postural alignment: Ideal alignment (A), 
kyphosis–lordosis posture (B), flat back posture (C), and sway-back posture 
(D). (Modified from Kendall FP, McCreary EK: Trunk muscles in muscle testing and 
function, Philadelphia, 1983, Williams & Wilkins.)
because the extensors are able to stabilize the spine in 
this position.90,138

Examining the Area Above and Below the Lumbar 
Spine

Generally in musculoskeletal medicine, the joint above 
and the joint below the painful area should be assessed 
to make sure nothing is missed. This is a good idea for 
the examination of the lumbar spine as well. ROM of the 
hip joints should be assessed, and a quick screen of the 
knee and ankle joint can determine whether pathology in 
these areas is contributing to the back problem. The tho-
racic spine can be quickly screened as well during ROM 
and palpation.

>30°30°<30°

A B C D

E F G
FIGURE 40-14 Faulty pelvic alignment as a result of weak and long abdomi-
nal muscles (A), short and stiff hip flexors (B), apparent anterior tilt (C), and 
posterior tilt (D). The effect of pelvic tilting on the inclination of the base of 
the sacrum to the transverse plane (sacral angle) during upright standing is 
shown. E, Tilting the pelvis backward reduces the sacral angle and flattens the 
lumbar spine. F, During relaxed standing, the sacral angle is about 30 degrees. 
G, Tilting the pelvis forward increases the sacral angle and accentuates the 
lumbar spine. (Modified from Sahrmann SA: Movement impairment syndromes 
of the lumbar spine: diagnosis and treatment of movement impairment syndromes, 
St Louis, 2002, Mosby.)
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Illness Behavior and Nonorganic Signs Seen 
on Physical Examination

Multiple reasons can explain why patients with back pain 
might display symptoms out of proportion to injury. Ill-
ness behaviors are learned behaviors and are responses 
that some patients use to convey their distress. Several stud-
ies have found that patients with chronic low back pain 
and chronic pain syndrome experience significant anxiety 
during the physical examination, even to the level expe-
rienced during panic attacks. This complicates the assess-
ment by altering the clinical presentation of the condition. 
This anxiety is generally manifest as avoidance behavior, 
such as decreased ROM or poor effort with muscle test-
ing.81 Other reasons for illness behavior include a desire to 
prove to physicians how disabling the pain is and malin-
gering. One way to assess for illness behavior on physical 

Table 40-3  Factors That Affect Posture
Reason for Abnormality Clinical Example

Bone structure Compression fractures

Scheuermann disease

Ligamentous laxity Hyperextension of the knees, elbows

Muscle and fascial length Tight hamstrings that cause a posterior 
pelvic tilt

Weak and long abdominal muscles that 
allow an anterior pelvic tilt

Body habitus Obesity or pregnancy causes changes in 
force and increased lumbar lordosis

Neurologic disease Spasticity causes an extension pattern  
of the lower limb

Mood Depression causes forward slumped 
shoulders

Habit Long-distance cyclists have increased 
thoracic kyphosis and flat spine from 
prolonged positioning while riding

Erector spinae
muscles

Iliac
crest

L4–5 intervertebral
joint

Sacroiliac 
joint

FIGURE 40-15 Anatomy of the low back surface anatomy.
examination is to perform parts of the examination to 
search for Waddell’s signs. Waddell’s signs are forms of ill-
ness behavior.234 They are nonorganic findings on physical 
examination that correlate with psychologic distress. They 
are as follows:
 •  Inappropriate tenderness that is widespread or 

superficial
 •  Pain on testing that only simulates loading the spine, 

such as light pressure applied to the top of the head, 
which reproduces back pain, or rotating the hips and 
shoulders together to simulate twisting without actu-
ally moving the spine, which reproduces back pain

 •  Inconsistent performance when testing the same thing 
in different positions, such as a difference in outcome 
of the straight leg-raising test with the patient supine 
versus sitting

 •  Regional deficits in strength or sensation that do not 
have an anatomic basis

 •  Overreaction during the physical examination
Findings in three of these five categories suggest psy-

chologic distress and also suggest that other parts of the 
physical exam that require patient effort or reporting of 
symptoms might be inaccurate.

Clinical Evaluation: Diagnostics

Imaging Studies

Imaging of the lumbar spine should be used in the evalua-
tion of low back pain if specific pathology needs to be con-
firmed after a thorough history and physical examination.

Plain Radiography

Conventional radiographs are indicated in trauma to eval-
uate for fracture and to look for bony lesions such as tumor 
when red flags are present in the history. As an initial screen-
ing tool for lumbar spine pathology, however, they have 
very low sensitivity and specificity.73 Anterior–posterior 
and lateral views are the two commonly obtained views. 
Oblique views can be obtained to examine for a spondy-
lolysis by visualizing the pars interarticularis and the “Scot-
tie dog” appearance of the lumbar spine (Figure 40-19). 
Lateral flexion–extension views are obtained to check for 
dynamic instability, although the literature does not sup-
port their usefulness.55 They are potentially most helpful 
from a surgical screening perspective when evaluating a 
spondylolisthesis. They are commonly obtained in post-
trauma and postsurgical patients.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MRI is the preeminent imaging method for evaluating 
degenerative disk disease, disk herniations, and radiculop-
athy (Figure 40-20) (see also Chapter 7). On T2-weighted 
imaging, the annulus can be differentiated from the inter-
nal nucleus, and annular tears can be seen as high-intensity 
zones. These zones are of unclear clinical significance but 
are thought to be potential pain generators.

Adding gadolinium contrast enhancement helps to 
identify structures with increased vascularity. Contrast is 
always indicated in evaluating for tumor or infection or 
to determine scar tissue (vascular) versus recurrent disk 
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Table 40-4  Lumbar Root Syndromes

Root Dermatome Muscle Weakness
Reflexes or Special Tests 
Affected Paresthesias

L1 Back, over trochanter, groin None None Groin, after holding posture, 
which causes pain

L2 Back, front of thigh to knee Psoas, hip abductor None Occasionally front of thigh

L3 Back, upper buttock, front of thigh 
and knee, medial lower leg

Psoas, quadriceps–thigh wasting Knee jerks sluggish, protein kinase 
B-positive, pain on full straight 
leg raise

Inner knee, anterior lower leg

L4 Inner buttock, outer thigh, inside  
of leg, dorsum of foot, big toe

Tibialis anterior, extensor 
hallucis

Straight leg raise limited, neck 
flexion pain, weak knee jerk, 
side flexion limited

Medial aspect of calf and ankle

L5 Buttock, back and side of thigh, 
lateral aspect of leg, dorsum of 
foot, inner half of sole, and first, 
second, and third toes

Extensor hallucis, peroneals, 
gluteus medius, ankle 
 dorsiflexors, hamstrings–calf 
wasting

Straight leg raise limited to 
one side, neck flexion pain, 
ankle jerk decreased, crossed 
 leg-raising pain

Lateral aspect of leg, medial three 
toes

S1 Buttock, back of thigh, and lower leg Calf and hamstrings, wasting  
of gluteals, peroneals, plantar 
flexor

Straight leg raise limited Lateral two toes, lateral foot, 
lateral leg to knee, plantar 
aspect of foot

S2 Same as S1 Same as S1, except peroneals Same as S1 Lateral leg, knee, heel

S3 Groin, inner thigh to knee None None None

S4 Perineum: genitals, lower sacrum Bladder, rectum None Saddle area, genitals, anus, 
 impotence

From Maguire JH: Osteomyelitis. In Braunwald E, Fauci AS, Kasper DL, et al, editors: Harrison’s principles of internal medicine, ed 15, New York, 2001, McGraw-Hill.
Table 40-5  Lumbosacral Radiculopathy in Patients With Sciatica*

Finding† Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
Positive Lumbrosacral  
Radiculopathy

Negative Lumbrosacral 
Radiculopathy

Motor examination

Weak ankle dorsiflexion 54 89 4.9 0.5

Ipsilateral calf wasting 29 94 5.2 0.8

Sensory examination

Leg sensation abnormal 16 86 NS NS

Reflex examination

Abnormal ankle jerk 48 89 4.3 0.6

Other tests

Straight leg-raising maneuver 73-98 11-61 NS 0.2

Crossed straight leg-raising maneuver 23-43 88-98 4.3 0.8

From McGee SR: Evidence-based physical diagnosis, Philadelphia, 2001, Saunders.
NS, Not significant.
*Diagnostic standard: for lumbosacral radiculopathy, surgical finding of disk herniation compressing the nerve root.
†Definition of findings: for ipsilateral calf wasting, maximum calf circumference at least 1 cm smaller than on contralateral side; for straight leg-raising maneuvers, flexion at hip of supine 
patient’s leg, extended at the knee, causes radiating pain in affected leg (pain confined to back or hip is a negative response); for crossed straight leg-raising maneuver, raising contralateral leg 
provokes pain in the affected leg.
herniation (avascular) in postsurgical patients with recur-
rent radicular symptoms.

The downside of MRI is that, although it is a very sen-
sitive test, it is not very specific in determining a definite 
source of pain. It is well established that many people with-
out back pain have degenerative changes, disk bulges, and 
protrusions on MRI. Boden et al.21 demonstrated that one 
third of 67 asymptomatic subjects were found to have a 
“substantial abnormality” on MRI of the lumbar spine. Of 
the subjects younger than 60 years, 20% had a disk hernia-
tion, and 36% of those older than 60 had a disk herniation 
and 21% had spinal stenosis. Bulging and degenerative 
disks were even more commonly found. In another study 
of lumbar MRI findings in people without back pain, Jen-
sen et al.97 demonstrated that only 36% of 98 patients had 
normal disks. They found that bulges and protrusions were 
very common in asymptomatic subjects, but that extru-
sions were not. In a more recent study in 2001, Jarvik con-
firmed these findings.96

Computed Tomography

Because of the resolution of anatomic structures in MRI, 
it has essentially replaced computed tomography (CT) 
scanning as the imaging study of choice for low back pain 
and radiculopathy. CT scanning is still more useful than 
MRI, however, in evaluating bony lesions. CT scans are 



also useful in the postsurgical patient with excessive hard-
ware that can obscure MRIs, and in patients with implants 
(aneurysm clips or pacemakers) that preclude MRI.

Myelography

In myelography, contrast dye is injected into the dural sac 
and plain radiographs are performed to produce images of 
the borders and contents of the dural sac (Figure 40-21). 
CT images can also be obtained after contrast injection 
to produce axial cross-sectional images of the spine that 
enhance the distinction between the dural sac and its sur-
rounding structures. This is typically reserved as a potential 
presurgical screening tool but has been used less with the 
advancement of MRI.

Scintigraphy

Radionuclear bone scanning is a fairly sensitive but not 
specific imaging modality that can be used to detect 
occult fractures, bony metastases, and infections. To 
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FIGURE 40-16 Trunk raising forward: grading. The curl trunk sit-up is per-
formed with the patient lying supine and with the leg extended. The patient 
posteriorly tilts the pelvis and flexes the spine, and slowly completes a curled 
trunk sit-up. Kendall states that the “crucial point in the test for the abdominal 
muscle strength is at the moment the hip flexors come into strong action. The 
abdominal muscle at this point must be able to oppose the force of the hip 
flexors in addition to maintain the trunk curl.” At the point where the hip flex-
ors strongly contract, patients with weak abdominal muscles will tilt the pelvis 
anteriorly and extend the low back. A, A 100% or normal grade is the ability 
to maintain spinal flexion and come into the sitting position with the hands 
clasped behind the head. B, An 80% or good grade is the ability to do this with 
the forearms folded across the chest. C, A 60% or fair grade is the ability to 
do this with the forearms extended forward.  A 50% or fair grade is the ability 
to begin flexion but not maintain spinal flexion with the forearms extended 
forward. (Modified from Kendall FP, McCreary EK: Trunk muscles in muscle testing 
and function, Philadelphia, 1983, Williams and Wilkins.)
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increase anatomic specificity, single-photon emission 
computed tomography (SPECT) bone scanning is used 
to obtain bone scans with axial slices. This allows the 
diagnostician to differentiate uptake in the posterior ele-
ments from more anterior structures of the spine. The 
diagnostic use of this study with regard to altering clini-
cal decision-making is controversial. Studies have been 
published demonstrating that the use of SPECT can help 
identify patients with low back pain who might benefit 
from Z-joint injections.172
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FIGURE 40-17 Leg lowering: grading. In the second test, the patient raises 
the legs one at a time to a right angle, and then flattens them back on the 
table. The patient slowly lowers the legs while holding the back flat. A 100% 
or normal grade is the ability to hold the low back flat on the table as the 
legs are lowered to the fully extended position. An 80% or good grade is the 
ability to hold the low back flat and lower the legs to a 30-degree angle. A, A 
60% or fair plus grade is the ability to lower the legs to 60 degrees with the 
low back flat. B, The pelvis tilted anteriorly and the low back arched as the 
legs were lowered. C, The final position. Kendall notes that this second test is 
more important than the first (see Figure 40-16) in grading muscles essential to 
proper posture, and that often patients who do well on the first test do poorly 
on the second. (Modified from Kendall FP, McCreary EK: Trunk muscles in muscle 
testing and function, Philadelphia, 1983, Williams and Wilkins.)
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A

B C

D E
FIGURE 40-18 Abdominal strength grading. A, The patient lies supine with the knees bent (supine crook lying). The physician cues the patient to activate the 
transversus abdominis (“Pull your belly button toward your backbone”), and a very slight lumbar lordosis is maintained in a neutral position in which the spine is 
neither flexed nor extended. The ability to maintain the neutral spine is progressively challenged by loading the spine via lower extremity movements. Grading is as 
follows. B, Grade 1: The patient is able to maintain a neutral spine while extending one leg by dragging the heel along the table; the other leg remains in the starting 
position. C, Grade 2: The patient is able to maintain a neutral spine while holding both legs flexed 90 degrees at the hip and 90 degrees at the knee, and touching 
one foot to the mat and then the other. D, Grade 3: The patient is able to maintain a neutral spine while extending one leg by dragging the heel along the table. The 
other leg is off the mat and flexed 90 degrees at the hip and 90 degrees at the knee. E, Grade 4: The patient is able to maintain a neutral spine while extending one 
leg hovered an inch or two above the table, while the other leg is off the mat and flexed 90 degrees at the hip and 90 degrees at the knee. Grade 5: The patient is 
able to extend both legs a few inches off the mat and back again while maintaining the spine in neutral.
Electromyography

Electromyography is useful in evaluating radiculopathy 
because it provides a physiologic measure for detecting 
neurogenic changes and denervation with good sensitivity 
and high specificity. It can help to provide information as 
to which anatomic lesions found in imaging studies are 

Superior articular process
(ear of Scottie dog)

Transverse process
(nose)

Pedicle
(eye)

Defect at pars interarticularis
(collar or broken neck) 

Inferior articular process
(foot)

FIGURE 40-19 Oblique drawing of the lumbosacral junction, outlining the 
“Scottie dog” and the area of spondylolysis.
truly physiologically significant.181 See Chapters 9 through 
11 for further details.

Laboratory Studies

Blood tests are rarely used in isolation as a diagnostic strat-
egy for low back pain. Some blood tests are helpful as an 
adjunct in diagnosing inflammatory disease of the spine 
(with such markers of inflammation as sedimentation 
rates and C-reactive proteins), as well as some neoplastic 
disorders, such as multiple myeloma with a serum protein 
electrophoresis and urine protein electrophoresis.

Differential Diagnosis and 
Treatment:  The Prototype of Back 
Pain Greater Than Leg Pain

Mechanical Low Back Pain

Nearly 85% of those who seek medical care for low back 
pain do not receive a specific diagnosis.50 The majority of 
these patients most probably have a multifactorial cause 
for back pain, which includes deconditioning; poor muscle 
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FIGURE 40-20 Disk extrusion in a 48-year-old woman with back and left leg pain. A and B, Sagittal T2- and T1-weighted magnetic resonance image (MRI) showing 
L5–S1 disk extrusion with caudal extension. C, Axial T2-weighted MRI showing the extrusion is left paracentral in the lateral recess, occupying the space where 
the S1 root resides.
recruitment; emotional stress; and changes associated with 
aging and injury such as disk degeneration, arthritis, and 
ligamentous hypertrophy. This type of back pain can be 
given many names; simple backache, nonspecific low back 
pain, lumbar strain, and spinal degeneration are a few of 
the common names for this condition. The name given 
to a condition sends certain messages to the patient who 
receives the diagnosis. The term simple backache might 
cause a patient to think that the physician misunderstands 
because, from the patient’s perspective, the pain is not 
simple if it has not resolved in a few days. The label non-
specific low back pain can cause the patient to continue to 
seek care from multiple providers to receive a specific diag-
nosis. Lumbar strain suggests that the condition was caused 
by overactivity, which is often not the case, and that further 
physical activity would cause it to recur, which is not true. 
Spinal degeneration sends the message that the changes are 
permanent and will probably worsen.235 The term mechani-
cal low back pain is perhaps the best term for this multifac-
torial axial backache. It suggests the mechanism of injury 
better than terms such as strain or sprain, and it does not 
imply permanence.

The biomechanics of the spine are not unlike the bio-
mechanics of other systems, in that longevity of the com-
ponents and efficiency of the system depend on precise 
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FIGURE 40-21 Anteroposterior (A) and lateral (B) myelograms of a 
59-year-old woman with severe L4–L5 central stenosis caused by a large left 
L4–L5 zygapophyseal joint synovial cyst. Note the obvious filling defect at the 
L4–L5 level. She had symptoms of cauda equina syndrome and regained full 
neurologic function after decompression surgery.
movements of each segment. In the spine, this means both 
an alignment in sustained postures and movement pat-
terns that reduce tissue strain and allow for efficient muscle 
action without trauma to the joints or soft tissue.189 Clini-
cians and researchers alike theorize that when alignment 
and movement patterns deviate from the ideal, degenera-
tion and tissue overload is more likely. This is analogous to 
the abnormal tire wear that occurs on a car when the wheels 
are out of alignment. Unlike machinery, the body can adapt 
over the course of time to stress on the segments. This 
adaptation can be the healthy response of tissue to loading 
(as is seen with exercise), such as muscle hypertrophy or 
increased bone density. It can also, however, begin a cycle 
of microtrauma that can lead to macrotrauma.125,140,189 The 
theoretic model for this approach is strong, and research is 
beginning to validate many of these concepts, although this 
is not easy given the complex nature of the system.

History, Physical Examination, and Diagnostic Tests 
in Mechanical Low Back Pain

The history and physical examination in mechanical low 
back pain are variable. No specific diagnostic tests exist for 
mechanical low back pain. Tests and imaging are used to 
exclude other diagnoses.

Treatment of Low Back Pain

Most studies of the various treatments for low back pain, 
particularly chronic low back pain, unfortunately have 
shown limited efficacy. Even the most commonly pre-
scribed treatments, such as medications, exercise, and 
manipulation, in large trials tend to show improvements 
of only 10 to 20 points on a 100-point pain visual ana-
logue scale. For this reason, most clinicians use multiple 
treatments on a particular patient in the hope that their 
cumulative effect will provide sufficient pain relief and an 
improvement in symptoms. The most common treatments 
for low back pain are discussed below.

Reassurance and Patient Education. Education should 
include providing as much of an explanation as patients 
need in terms they can understand. The physician should 
also provide empathy and support and impart a positive 
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message. Reassurance that there is no serious underlying 
pathology, that the prognosis is good, and that the patient 
can stay active and get on with life despite the pain can 
help counter negative thoughts and misinformation that 
the patient might have about back pain.235

Strong evidence from systematic reviews indicates that 
the advice to continue ordinary activity as normally as pos-
sible fosters faster recovery and can lead to less disability 
than the advice to rest and “let pain be your guide.”236 It is 
controversial whether patients with low back pain fare bet-
ter with a specific diagnosis or not. Education and explana-
tions, however, should be adequate. As Waddell states in 
his book The Back Pain Revolution, “Simply saying that ‘I 
can’t find anything wrong’ might imply that you are not 
sure and make patients worry more!”235 On the other 
hand, some diagnoses carry negative messages to patients 
that suggest permanent damage and the need to “get fixed,” 
such as degenerative disk disease or arthritis.235 Mechanical 
low back pain is a useful diagnostic term because it implies 
the mechanism of the pain and the way it is best treated 
without suggesting permanence.

Beyond a diagnosis, there is other information that 
patients want about low back pain. In a study of patients 
who presented with low back pain to their primary care 
doctors in a health maintenance organization setting, 
the information that patients wanted from their doctor 
included the likely course of their back pain, how to man-
age their pain, how to return to usual activity quickly, and 
how to minimize the frequency and severity of recurrences. 
They ranked each of these areas of education a higher pri-
ority than finding a cause or receiving a diagnosis for their 
pain.235 Providing this information in an amount and in a 
way that patients can understand helps build a therapeutic 
doctor–patient relationship and, it is hoped, helps reduce 
anxiety and speed recovery.

Back Schools. The term back school is generally used for 
group classes that provide education about back pain. The 
content and length of these classes varies a great deal, but 
generally they include information about the anatomy 
and function of the spine, common sources of low back 
pain, proper lifting technique and ergonomic training, and 
sometimes advice about exercise and remaining active. 
Studies have generally found back schools to be effective 
in reducing disability and pain for those with chronic low 
back pain.224

Exercise. No well-controlled studies show that exercise is 
effective for the treatment of acute low back pain. Many 
practitioners believe that exercise for patients with acute 
low back pain is appropriate to prevent deconditioning, 
to reduce the chance of recurrence of symptoms, and to 
reduce the risk of the development of chronic pain and dis-
ability. This is consistent with rehabilitation principles for 
other acute injuries, such as sports-related injuries or reha-
bilitation after joint replacement surgery.239 This principle 
is not yet supported by scientific research, perhaps because 
of problems with long-term exercise compliance, the over-
all favorable prognosis for each episode of acute back pain, 
or the outcome measures used.

Multiple high-quality studies have found, however, that 
exercise results in positive outcomes in the treatment of 
chronic low back pain.226 This includes pain relief (although 
this relief is modest, with a recent metaanalysis of 43 tri-
als showing a mean difference of 10 points on a 100-point 
scale), improvement in function, and slightly reduced sick 
leave.43,87 It appears that the most effective exercise for low 
back pain includes an individualized regimen learned and 
performed under supervision that includes stretching and 
strengthening.87 This is not surprising because it is gener-
ally believed that the purpose of exercises for the treatment 
of low back pain is to strengthen and increase endurance 
of muscles that support the spine and improve flexibility 
in areas where this is lacking. This is combined with motor 
retraining to establish normal patterns of muscle activity, 
and treatment of deficits of the kinetic chain that interfere 
with biomechanical efficiency. One reason that studies 
have not been able to determine what exercises are best for 
patients with low back pain could be that multiple forms 
of exercise can achieve the goal of restoring function and 
regaining physical fitness.116,225,239

The exact dose of exercise, how much exercises should 
be advanced, and the ideal length of supervised treatment 
is not known. Because endurance is a significant problem 
with many patients with persistent back pain, activity lev-
els should be increased in planned, fixed increments based 
on realistic goals rather than on symptoms. This is because 
it is normal in the course of low back pain that there will 
be temporary exacerbations of pain along the way. Beyond 
the physiologic benefits of exercise, increasing activity has 
positive effects on beliefs and behaviors about pain. Small 
doses of exercise that are not sufficient to cause physi-
ologic change have been found to increase function and 
decrease pain. When specifically studied, this appeared 
to be from decreased fear-avoidance beliefs and reduced 
anxiety. By exposing fearful patients to physical activity 
through gradually increasing activity levels despite pain, 
they receive positive reinforcement by meeting goals, and 
personal experience can reduce fear of movement, reinjury, 
and catastrophizing.22 Adverse effects of exercise for low 
back pain are rarely reported, so it is generally a very safe 
form of treatment.

Specific Exercise Treatment for Low Back Pain.  Exercise 
prescriptions for mechanical low back pain generally 
begin with the goal of improving alignment and posture. 
Although researchers have not been able to consistently 
identify which specific postural faults are associated with 
chronic low back pain,56 the correction of posture could be 
important for at least two reasons. One is that exercises are 
more effective if they are done from a position of proper 
alignment that promotes optimal joint function and move-
ment patterns. The second is that, for virtually all patients, 
much more time will be spent in habitual postures such as 
sitting and standing than will ever be spent exercising. If 
these habitual postures can reduce abnormal tissue strains, 
there is a better chance of reducing pain and promoting 
healing.188

Research on measuring posture, especially in regard to 
what is “normal” posture and whether exercise can influ-
ence posture, is difficult to conduct, and there are few stud-
ies to guide us in this area. In general, posture is evaluated 
in both sitting and standing positions, and an attempt to 
correct faulty posture is made. Some of these postural faults 
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are habitual and can be improved with education, cuing, 
and practice. Some postural faults are structural problems 
that do not change with exercise, such as the kyphosis of 
Scheuermann disease or idiopathic scoliosis, and should 
be addressed with aids such as higher armrests or a chair 
with increased lumbar support. Many postural faults begin 
as habitual, and then become structural as tight muscles 
and tendons do not allow immediate correction with 
cuing, and weak muscles cannot maintain the proper posi-
tion even if it can be reached. This is what is seen with typi-
cal postural faults such as long-standing lordosis, in which 
hip flexors and lumbar paraspinals become tight from pro-
longed positioning in lordosis, and abdominal muscles 
become long and weak from disuse and their prolonged 
lengthened position.

These types of faults can be addressed with the proper 
exercises to stretch tight areas and strengthen weak areas. 
This is harder, however, to achieve in patients with persis-
tent back pain. Multiple studies have shown that subjects 
with chronic low back pain have deficits in spinal proprio-
ception and make repositioning errors. For example, in 
a study in which asymptomatic patients were compared 
with patients with chronic low back pain in an activity in 
which participants were assisted into neutral spine posture 
and then asked to reproduce this position after periods of 
relaxed full lumbar flexion, the group with back pain had 
significantly more repositioning errors.157 This has impor-
tant implications for treatment because those with back 
pain might need extensive training by a physical therapist 
to change their posture, rather than just education regard-
ing posture or a few simple demonstrations.

Lumbar stabilization and core strengthening exercises 
that strengthen the muscles that support the spine are 
the most common exercises used to treat low back pain. 
A wide range of exercises can be used to strengthen these 
tissues. Because of research that shows that the deep stabi-
lizers, such as the multifidi and transversus abdominus, do 
not function as well in those with low back pain, some pro-
grams emphasize beginning training of these muscles in 
the treatment of low back pain. Typically the exercise pro-
gram is then progressed to include more complex dynamic 
and functional tasks. These are sometimes called motor 
control exercises because of the emphasis on precision 
of movement, rather than simply gaining global strength 
or flexibility. Multiple randomized controlled trials have 
shown that lumbar stabilization exercises, core strengthen-
ing, and motor control exercises are beneficial in reducing 
pain and improving function in patients with persistent 
low back pain. It is not clear whether these types of exer-
cises are superior to other types.121

Modifications for Those in Whom Exercises  Aggravate 
Pain. McGill138 has done extensive research evaluating spi-
nal forces generated during exercise. For example, sit-ups 
cause more than 3000 N of compressive loads on the spine 
because of psoas activity, about the same as moderately 
heavy lifting. Leg raises also cause relatively high compres-
sive forces. Curl-ups cause lower forces on the spine, so they 
are a better choice for anterior abdominal strengthening 
in the early stages of rehabilitation, or in those who have 
increased pain and cannot tolerate exercises with increased 
spinal loading. Lying prone and extending the spine while 
extending the arms and legs causes more than 6000 N of 
compression to the spine and might be much too intense 
for those with back injuries. The quadruped position with 
the leg extended, however, also activates spinal extensors 
but causes less than half the amount of spinal compression 
if done properly with the abdominal muscles engaged and 
the spine in neutral.138 These examples show how modi-
fication of exercises can reduce spinal forces and increase 
exercise tolerance.

Some patients, especially those with persistent pain, can 
have high fear-avoidant behavior and develop kinesopho-
bia (a fear of movement and a belief that movement will 
increase pain or cause them to be injured). This fear of pain, 
rather than forces on the spine or spinal pathology, leads to 
poor exercise tolerance. If this is the reason for poor exer-
cise tolerance, it can be addressed by graded reactivation 
and gradual increases in activity. A positive experience with 
this might decrease fears. For more severe cases, a multidis-
ciplinary approach that includes psychologic counseling 
to explore these dysfunctional thought processes might be 
needed. The physician should emphasize to patients that 
exercise needs to become a daily habit. Lack of compliance 
is one of the main reasons why exercise treatments fail. The 
health benefits of the exercise program beyond pain relief 
should be discussed, and patients should be reminded that 
exercising needs to continue even after symptoms decrease 
or resolve.

Flexion Exercises for Low Back Pain. Once popular for 
the treatment of acute low back pain, using a series of flex-
ion exercises has not been found to be more helpful for 
acute low back pain than other interventions, such as spi-
nal manipulation, in several studies. No research has been 
done on the effectiveness of flexion exercises for chronic 
low back pain.223

Extension Exercises for Low Back Pain. Still commonly 
used by therapists in the treatment of low back pain, and 
in particular back pain accompanied by radicular leg pain, 
extension-based exercises are often done using the prin-
ciples of the McKenzie method of physical therapy. This 
therapy approach divides the diagnosis for back pain into 
three categories: derangement, dysfunction, and postural 
syndrome. The most common of these are derangements, 
and exercises are chosen that centralize the pain, that is, 
move the pain from the leg or buttock into the low back. 
Although early studies were very promising, later studies 
have found this type of physical therapy to be helpful for 
low back pain but no more effective than other types of 
exercise.40,223

Aerobic Activity. Increasing aerobic activity is a corner-
stone of most exercise programs for low back pain. Studies 
in this area are often difficult to interpret because, both in 
the clinical and research settings, aerobic activity is usually 
combined with strengthening and flexibility exercise. Stud-
ies have shown that group classes that combine low-impact 
aerobics with strengthening and stretching floor exercises 
can be as effective in reducing pain and decreasing dis-
ability as individualized physical therapy and strengthen-
ing with weight machines.128 Many clinicians have found 
that patients with chronic low back pain tend to have very 
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low fitness levels, but research in this area has had conflict-
ing results. For example, in one study in which prediction 
equations to estimated Vo2max (a measure of aerobic fit-
ness) in patients with chronic low back pain were com-
pared with normal values, the values for chronic low back 
pain patients did not differ from age-matched normal 
values for sedentary men and women.250,251 This could be 
because those who agreed to participate in the study were 
not representative of all patients with chronic low back 
pain, or it might simply demonstrate the poor aerobic fit-
ness of sedentary people in general. Perhaps this poor fit-
ness level is related more to lifestyle than to back pain.

No particular type of aerobic activity has been found 
to be more effective for gaining fitness or decreasing pain 
than another for patients with back pain. A willingness to 
regularly participate in the activity at an intensity level to 
improve fitness is a more important factor than the specific 
type of exercise. One small study that compared symptom-
limited exercise tests performed on the treadmill, sta-
tionary bicycle, or upper extremity ergometer by patients 
with low back pain found that pain scores were higher at 
the end of the treadmill test than the tests on the other 
two pieces of equipment. This appeared to occur because 
patients prematurely stopped the bicycle and arm ergom-
eter tests because of muscular fatigue, and patients were 
able to reach significantly higher heart rates and peak Vo2 
on the treadmill test despite pain complaints.251 If increas-
ing aerobic fitness in a commonly used activity is the goal, 
then walking might be the best way to achieve this, despite 
pain complaints in patients with back pain. Patients with 
chronic low back pain tend to walk slower during gait 
analysis than those without pain. This is linked more with 
fear of pain and high scores on fear-avoidance and cata-
strophic thinking scales than with pain ratings.3 Interest-
ingly, a slow stroll reduces spine motion and causes almost 
static loading of tissues, overall higher spine loading, and 
therefore more pain than faster walking with arm swings. 
Faster walking causes cyclic loading of tissues and results in 
lower spine torques, muscle activity, and loading. Swing-
ing the arms facilitates efficient storage and use of elastic 
energy, which reduces the need for concentric muscle con-
tractions with each step.140 Fast walking has been shown 
to be therapeutic for low back pain, as has other aerobic 
activity.140,195

Aquatic Exercises for Mechanical Low Back Pain. 
Patients who have not tolerated land-based exercises are 
often able to participate in pool exercises. Exercising in 
water has several benefits. One is buoyancy and reduction 
of gravitational stress. The greater the amount of the body 
that is submerged, the greater the effect. For example, there 
is a 90% reduction in gravitational stresses when exercis-
ing in the vertical position when the patient is immersed 
to the neck.110 Water can also decrease pain via the gate 
theory, in which the sensory input from the water tempera-
ture, hydrostatic pressure, and turbulence cause the patient 
to feel less pain. Muscle guarding and muscle overactivity 
might also be decreased in warm water. For those patients 
fearful of movement and reinjury, moving in the pool can 
increase their confidence as they see that they can progress 
without pain. The same principles for progressing therapy 
apply to aquatic exercise as to land-based exercise. Patients 
can learn neutral position, stabilizing, and other strength-
ening exercise, and by walking, jogging (these can be done 
in deep water using a buoyancy belt or vest), or swimming 
can add an aerobic component.110 Multiple studies have 
found a beneficial effect on pain and function for patients 
with low back pain who exercise in the water.11,110,241

Exercise After Spine Surgery. Most of the research in 
this area has been done on patients who have under-
gone lumbar disk surgery. One systematic review of this 
subject found no evidence that exercising after disk sur-
gery increases injury rate or need to reoperate.160 Overall, 
exercise appears effective in decreasing pain and increas-
ing return to work rates. Those who used high-intensity 
exercise compared with low-intensity exercise resulted in 
significantly better short-term pain relief, functional status, 
and faster return to work. No difference was found, how-
ever, between the high- and low-intensity groups at 1-year 
follow-up evaluation, perhaps because of long-term com-
pliance issues with the high-intensity exercises. Another 
study found home exercise programs equally effective to a 
supervised exercise program when all patients are given the 
same exercises.160

Exercise has generally been found to be one of the most 
effective treatments for decreasing pain and increasing 
function in chronic low back pain. The many other health 
benefits of exercise, along with the low risk of causing 
harm, make it a first-line treatment for mechanical low 
back pain.

Medication
Nonsteroidal Antiinflammatory Drugs. Multiple studies 
provide strong evidence that nonsteroidal antiinflamma-
tory drugs (NSAIDs) prescribed at regular intervals pro-
vide pain relief for both acute and chronic low back pain. 
Studies comparing the effectiveness of NSAIDs have not 
found any particular NSAID to be superior to others.225,229 
NSAIDs are associated with some risk, including gastroin-
testinal bleeding, decreased hemostasis, and renal dysfunc-
tion or failure in patients with abnormal renal function 
or hypovolemia.16 The cardiovascular risks of NSAIDs are 
also becoming more evident. Data on the long-term ben-
efits and side effects associated with NSAIDs for low back 
pain are lacking. For example, of 51 trials included in the 
Cochrane Review on NSAIDs and low back pain, the lon-
gest trial evaluated only 6 weeks of therapy.43

Muscle Relaxants. The use of muscle relaxants remains 
controversial. One reason is that it is unclear what role 
muscle “spasms” play in mechanical low back pain. Some 
object to the term muscle spasm for skeletal muscle because 
only smooth muscles have the syncytial innervation pat-
tern needed to actually spasm. They prefer the term muscle 
guarding. Other experts do not believe that pain in the low 
back is generally caused by muscles. Despite this contro-
versy, 35% of patients who visit a primary care physician 
for low back pain are prescribed muscle relaxants.228 These 
medications fall into three classes of drug: the benzodiaz-
epines, the nonbenzodiazepines that are antispasmodics, 
and antispasticity medication.

The mechanism of action for benzodiazepines is the 
enhancement of γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) inhibi-
tory activity. The limited research done on this class of 
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medication has found them to be effective for both acute 
and chronic low back pain for short-term pain relief 
(trials generally lasted from 5 to 14 days). They have 
significant adverse effects, however, such as sedation, diz-
ziness, and mood disturbances. Rapid withdrawal can 
cause seizures. These medications have serious abuse and 
addiction potential, and they are not recommended for 
mechanical low back pain except in unusual cases for a 
short time.44,228 No evidence exists to support that they 
are more effective than other muscle relaxants such as 
cyclobenzaprine.43,154

Nonbenzodiazapine antispasmodics include medi-
cations with multiple mechanisms of action. Cyclo-
benzaprine has a structure similar to that of tricyclic 
antidepressants and is believed to act in the brain stem. 
Carisoprodol blocks interneuronal activity in the spinal 
cord and descending reticular formation. The mechanism 
of action of methocarbamol is not known but could be 
due to central nervous system depression.8 Multiple high-
quality studies show that these medications are effective 
for patients with acute low back pain for short-term pain 
relief (usually 2 to 4 days’ duration). The most common 
side effects are drowsiness and dizziness. Currently no 
evidence shows that one is more efficacious than another. 
Carisoprodol is metabolized to meprobamate, an antianx-
iety agent. It has significant potential for abuse and can 
result in psychologic and physical dependence.228 Because 
of this risk, and the fact that it is not more efficacious than 
other muscle relaxants, it should not be used except in rare 
cases. Little literature exists on the use of muscle relaxants 
for chronic pain. The drug manufacturers in this class state 
that they are not for long-term use.44,170

Antispasticity medication has also been used to treat 
low back pain. Baclofen is a GABA derivative that inhib-
its transmission at the spinal level and brain. One study 
has shown this medication to be effective for short-term 
pain relief in those with acute low back pain. Dantrolene 
works on the muscle, blockading the sarcoplasmic reticu-
lum calcium channels. A small study of 20 patients found 
it to be effective for acute low back pain. It does not have 
the drowsiness side effect of the other muscle relaxants, 
but there is a risk of severe hepatotoxicity.228 Tizanidine, 
a centrally acting α2 agonist developed to treat spasticity. 
has been shown to be effective for acute low back pain in 
multiple trials. No studies support its use for chronic low 
back pain.43

Antidepressants. Tricyclic antidepressants are an effec-
tive treatment for many painful conditions, such as dia-
betic neuropathy, postherpetic neuralgia, fibromyalgia, 
and headaches. No adequate studies show whether they 
are effective for the treatment of acute low back pain. Mul-
tiple studies and reviews have shown their effectiveness, 
however, for chronic low back pain. Staiger et al.206 did a 
best evidence synthesis of randomized, placebo-controlled 
trials on this topic, which included 440 patients. They 
found that the tricyclics and tetracyclics had significant 
effects in reducing pain. These reductions were seen in 
studies in which depressed patients were excluded, so the 
mechanism is independent of any treatment of underlying 
depression. The doses used in almost all these studies were 
within the Agency for Health Care Policy and Research 
guidelines for treatment of depression. The most common 
side effects seen with the use of tricyclic antidepressants are 
dry mouth, blurry vision, constipation, dizziness, tremors, 
and urinary disturbances.

The selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and trazo-
done are not effective in treating chronic low back pain, 
which is consistent with the findings in studies for other 
painful conditions, such as diabetic neuropathy.206

Opioids. Many providers use short-acting opioids to 
treat acute low back pain. The use of opioids for chronic 
nonmalignant pain is much more controversial. Opioid 
use for chronic back pain varies a great deal by treatment 
setting, ranging from 3% to 66%, with the highest num-
bers in specialty treatment centers.132 Studies regarding the 
efficacy of opioids for chronic low back pain have not dem-
onstrated that they are significantly better than placebo or 
other nonopioid medications.48,132 Studies also have not 
been able to demonstrate improvements in function with 
opioid use for chronic low back pain.132 Opiate side effects 
are substantial, and in many studies occur in more than 
half the participants. These effects include nausea, consti-
pation, somnolence, dizziness, and pruritus.17 In studies 
that have compared long-acting with short-acting opioids, 
the long-acting medications appear to generally give better 
pain relief, are better tolerated, and are thought to have less 
abuse potential. Because of side effects, abuse potential, 
tolerance, unknown long-term effects on pain and neuro-
nal functioning, and questionable efficacy, opioid medica-
tions are generally avoided, and a more global approach 
to mechanical low back pain is used. As with other treat-
ments, long-term opioid treatment should be used only 
after careful analysis of the positive and negative impacts 
on function and quality of life. Outcomes beyond simple 
pain reduction should be used, and a rational endpoint of 
treatment and criteria for tapering and discontinuing the 
medications should be determined. Opioid medications 
should not be used without regular follow-up evaluation 
(see Chapter 42).16,17

Anticonvulsants. The anticonvulsants, particularly gab-
apentin and pregabalin, are widely used for neuropathic 
pain. Large randomized, controlled trials have not yet 
been conducted with these medications for the treatment 
of low back pain. One study of topiramate showed small 
improvement in chronic low back pain. Side effects include 
sedation and diarrhea.106,147

Tramadol. One study has shown it to be helpful for 
short-term treatment of chronic low back pain with a low 
rate of side effects.192

Systemic Steroids. Multiple studies have found them 
not to be effective for low back pain.43

Herbal Medicines for Low Back Pain. Several herbal 
medicines are used in the treatment of low back pain. Lit-
erature studies in this area tend to be of low quality, but 
several herbal preparations seem to reduce pain more than 
placebo, including Capsicum frutescens (cayenne) in a topi-
cal preparation, Salix albab (white willow bark), and Harp-
agophytum procumbens (devil’s claw). More research in this 
area is necessary.69

Topical Treatments. Lidocaine (lignocaine) patches 
have been found effective by some patients for the treat-
ment of back pain. No large studies have proved or dis-
proved its efficacy. A variety of creams and lotions are 
used by patients, including irritants and antiinflammatory 
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creams. Some people find them effective, but they have 
not been subjected to extensive research. These treatments 
carry little risk and have a low incidence of side effects.

Injections and Needle Therapy for Mechanical Low
Back Pain
Myofascial Pain and Trigger Point Injections. The 
 theory that irritable foci in skeletal muscle can cause both 
local and referred pain is generally accepted, although 
some physicians doubt the diagnosis of myofascial pain 
because, in general, the research supporting the biochem-
ical and mechanical basis of trigger points is inconclu-
sive (see Chapter 43). In regard to mechanical low back 
pain, it is thought that acute trauma or overload, chronic 
overwork and fatigue, or altered neurologic input causes 
trigger points to develop. They are treated by a combina-
tion of techniques, which include reducing biomechani-
cal stress in the area by avoiding tissue overload, making 
postural changes, ischemic compression, stretching, and 
injections.217,218 The injection component has been the 
most studied. A Cochrane review of injection therapy for 
low back pain pooled the results of multiple studies that 
have found injections of trigger points to be effective in 
the treatment of low back pain. These included studies 
that evaluated dry needling, lidocaine (lignocaine) alone, 
and lidocaine with steroid injections. The reviewers con-
cluded that trigger point injections are better than pla-
cebo injections for long-term pain relief based on these 
studies.152

Acupuncture. Acupuncture has been used for the treat-
ment of pain conditions for thousands of years. From a 
Western medicine perspective, it appears to have multiple 
mechanisms of action, including effects on the endog-
enous opioid peptide system, an effect on the sympathetic 
nervous system, and alterations in pain processing in the 
spinal cord and brain.89 The efficacy of acupuncture in the 
treatment of low back pain is difficult to determine. Like 
other physical treatments, it is difficult to perform blinded 
studies. When comparing acupuncture with other stan-
dard treatments for low back pain, such as exercise, the 
results are difficult to interpret because the placebo effect is 
thought to increase with more invasive procedures. Great 
variations exist in the diagnosis and treatment of low back 
pain by acupuncturists. Much like other treatments for 
low back pain, such as physical therapy and medication 
regimens, treatments are patient- and provider-specific, 
and acupuncture treatments vary from one another by the 
points chosen, what type of needle stimulation is done, 
and the duration of the treatment.92,99

Despite these difficulties, the effectiveness of acupunc-
ture to treat low back pain is increasingly being studied. 
It has also been the subject of multiple systematic reviews 
and metaanalyses. Most of these reviews comment primar-
ily on the quality of studies done, and most studies are 
considered to be of poor quality; therefore only limited 
conclusions on the efficacy of acupuncture can be made. 
There seems to be general consensus in multiple reviews, 
however, that the evidence for acupuncture in relieving low 
back pain is either positive or inconclusive. For example, 
the British Medical Association’s rigorous analysis in 2002 
of acupuncture found it to be effective for low back pain, 
whereas the Canadian/Alberta Health Authorities report’s 
rigorous analysis done the same year found the results 
inconclusive for low back pain.20

More recent systematic reviews have also yielded 
mixed results with the consensus being that acupunc-
ture can be a useful supplement to other forms of treat-
ment, but it is unclear whether sham acupuncture can 
be as effective as true acupuncture.254 More high-quality 
definitive studies and clinical experience are obviously 
needed to reach a final conclusion in this area. Acupunc-
ture is safe for the treatment of low back pain, with very 
low complication rates and few side effects. The most 
common side effects are bruising and pain at the site of 
needle insertion.20

Experimental Injection Procedures. Botulinum toxin 
injections are increasingly being used to treat low back 
pain. The mechanism of action could be through changes 
in sympathetic tone, reduction of muscle spasms, or 
another unknown mechanism. Studies in this area are cur-
rently small, and the results are inconclusive as to whether 
this will be an effective treatment for back pain.

Prolotherapy is another controversial procedure gaining 
popularity in certain parts of the country. It consists of a 
series of injections into spinal ligaments to cause inflam-
mation and thickening of the ligaments. Based on the sci-
entific literature, the ability of this procedure to treat low 
back pain has not yet been validated.

Steroid Injections and Other Spinal Procedures. See 
Chapter 25 for other specific spinal procedures used in the 
treatment of low back pain.

Manual Mobilization or Manipulation. Historical refer-
ences to manual medicine go back more than 4000 years. 
In the nineteenth century, an increased interest in manual 
medicine began in Great Britain and the United States. 
Multiple theories exist as to how manual medicine works. 
One theory is that it restores normal motion to restricted 
segments. Another is that it changes neurologic control via 
reflex mechanisms, especially the interaction between the 
autonomic nervous system and the spinal cord.76

Multiple randomized controlled trials and systematic 
reviews have been done to assess the efficacy of manual 
therapy. In most countries with national guidelines for the 
treatment of low back pain, spinal manipulation is recom-
mended for acute low back pain,237,238 although this is not 
universal. The recommendations for chronic back pain are 
much more varied. Assendelft et al.12 performed a meta-
analysis of the effectiveness of this treatment for low back 
pain and found many high-quality studies. This metaanaly-
sis had weaknesses common to all metaanalyses, including 
the variety in quality of the studies, the possibility of publi-
cation bias, and statistical issues. Its strengths were the size 
of the patient pool, thoroughness, and inclusion of the most 
recent available data up to 2002. The metaanalysis included 
a total of 5486 patients. For both acute and chronic low 
back pain, the authors found spinal manipulation more 
effective than placebo (which was either sham manipula-
tion or treatments judged to be ineffective) for short-term 
pain relief. An improvement in function was noted, but this 
did not reach statistical significance. When spinal manipu-
lation was compared with other treatments known to be 
effective, such as analgesics, exercise, and physical therapy, 
the authors could find no statistically significant benefits 



compared with other therapies. Results did not change 
when they looked at studies in which only manipulation 
and not mobilization was used. They also could not identify 
any particular subgroup of patients for whom manipula-
tion was particularly effective, although they theorized that 
if such a group existed, it would be small (see Chapter 22).  
The authors also did not find other commonly used treat-
ments, such as physical therapy and medication, to be sta-
tistically more effective than spinal manipulation. Their 
conclusion was that spinal manipulation is more effective 
than placebo, and is one of several options of modest effec-
tiveness for patients with low back pain.

Traction. The literature in this area has been criticized 
because of disagreement as to whether studies done have 
used the appropriate weight of traction, frequency of 
treatment, and length of treatment session. Many stud-
ies have been of traction used once per week, and some 
practitioners believe traction should be done daily and 
that outcomes of studies with frequency less than this 
are invalid.85 Multiple randomized controlled trials using 
different doses of traction have been done, however, and 
most have not found traction to be effective for the treat-
ment of back pain. No well-done study has shown that 
a specific weight or frequency of traction is effective over 
sham treatment.225,229

Lumbar Supports. Lumbar supports are used to both 
treat and prevent low back pain. Multiple types of lumbar 
support can be used. They vary from a simple elastic wrap 
to custom-molded plastic braces. High-quality studies 
comparing the effectiveness of different braces are gener-
ally lacking, although one study showed that patients who 
wore a lumbar support plus a rigid insert in the back had 
more subjective improvement than those who wore a brace 
without a rigid support.144

Several mechanisms of action have been proposed as 
to why lumbar supports would be effective. One hypoth-
esis is that they prevent excessive spinal motion, either 
by physically blocking extremes of motion or by provid-
ing sensory feedback to remind the patient not to bend 
excessively. Another theory is that they increase intraab-
dominal pressure without increasing abdominal muscle 
activity, and therefore could reduce muscle force, fatigue, 
and compressive loading on the spine.222 A review of the 
literature regarding the mechanisms of action of lumbar 
supports showed that neither of these theories has been 
proven. In general, lumbar supports decrease ROM, but the 
results are not consistent. Decreases in ROM vary between 
subjects, with some subjects even showing increased range 
while wearing a brace. The plane of motion that is reduced 
also varies between subjects and the types of braces tested. 
Some types of brace reduce rotation, whereas others reduce 
flexion and extension. No evidence exists that lumbar sup-
ports actually increase intraabdominal pressure or decrease 
muscle forces and fatigue.222 Regarding the efficacy of lum-
bar supports, there is limited evidence that lumbar supports 
provide some pain relief for low back pain when compared 
with no treatment, but when compared with other treat-
ments they are no more effective. Studies also have shown 
that generally there is poor compliance for subjects to con-
sistently wear lumbar supports. No consistent evidence 
exists that lumbar supports prevent the occurrence of back 
pain (see Chapter 16).226
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Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation. The 
development of transcutaneous electrical nerve stimu-
lation (TENS) was based on the gate theory of pain of 
Melzack and Wall. In this theory, the stimulation of large 
afferent fibers inhibits small nociceptive fibers, caus-
ing the patient to feel less pain. Multiple types of TENS 
applications can be used, such as high frequency mod-
erate intensity, low frequency high intensity, and burst 
frequency (see Chapter 21). Many patients find TENS 
helpful for temporary relief of low back pain. Evaluat-
ing the research in this area is difficult because of the dif-
ficulty of an equivalent placebo and the different types 
of TENS applications used between studies, and because 
most studies use patients’ memory of their pain (which 
is frequently inaccurate as an outcome measure).30 
 Metaanalyses of TENS outcomes show trends toward 
better pain reduction, better function, and satisfaction 
with treatment compared with placebo. These trends do 
not reach statistical significance, however, and, given the 
small changes, are of unclear clinical significance. Larger 
and methodologically sound studies are still needed to 
evaluate the efficacy of this treatment.145

Massage. Massage is one of the most commonly used 
complementary therapies for low back pain. The mecha-
nism of action is thought to include relaxation, the ther-
apeutic benefits of touch, and beneficial effects on the 
structure or function of tissues.68 Research that included 
massage has generally fallen into two categories: studies 
that measure the effect of massage and studies that assess 
the effectiveness of other interventions and use massage as 
a control with hands-on effects. In studies in which mas-
sage was used as the control, massage was not generally 
found to be more beneficial. This could be because of the 
effectiveness of both interventions, explaining why no dif-
ferences were found, or it could have been due to publica-
tion bias. In studies in which massage was one of the main 
interventions, massage has been found to be effective for 
pain relief and in restoring function. For example, Cher-
kin et al.41 performed an interesting study that compared 
massage, acupuncture, and self-care education for chronic 
low back pain. After 10 weeks in which up to 10 treat-
ments were allowed, the massage group showed improve-
ments on disability scales, had decreased medication use, 
and had less time with restricted activity than the control 
group. After 1 year, many of these gains were maintained.41 
Other high-quality studies have also found massage to be 
effective for improving symptoms and functions in those 
with subacute and chronic low back pain.68 High-quality 
studies on the effects of massage on acute low back pain 
have not yet been done.

Complementary Movement Therapies. Many move-
ment therapies are used in the treatment of low back pain. 
A few of the most commonly used therapies are listed 
below. These therapies have been found helpful in case 
series but have not been subjected to stringent randomized 
controlled trials.
 •  Yoga: This is both an exercise system and philosophy 

that promotes relaxation, acceptance, and breathing 
techniques while various stretching and strengthening 
exercises are done. Multiple studies have found this to 
be as effective for low back pain as other group exercise 
programs.200,214
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 •  Pilates: This is a form of core-strengthening exercises 
that stress alignment and proper form. Positive results 
from small studies suggest that this might be an effec-
tive type of treatment for low back pain.183

 •  Alexander technique: This is an educational approach 
to posture and normalizing movement patterns. One 
recent randomized controlled trial of this technique 
showed short- and long-term effectiveness (up to  
1 year) with this treatment.119

 •  Feldenkrais method: This is a combination of classes and 
hands-on work with therapeutic exercise to promote 
natural and comfortable movement patterns and 
improve body awareness.

Multidisciplinary Pain Treatment Programs. Strong 
evidence exists that a multidisciplinary program with 
a goal of functional restoration is helpful for severe 
chronic pain.225 This is discussed further in Chapter 42 
on chronic pain.

Treatment of Comorbidities. Multiple comorbidities are 
often seen with back pain. Issues commonly associated 
with low back pain include depression, anxiety, and sleep 
disturbances. Treating these conditions often decreases 
pain and increases function. Those who suffer from low 
back pain often also have other illnesses associated with 
an unhealthy and sedentary lifestyle, such as obesity, non–
insulin-dependent diabetes, and cardiovascular disease. 
These comorbidities must be taken into account when for-
mulating a rehabilitation plan.

Prognosis of Low Back Pain

Prognosis is difficult to fully ascertain for several reasons. 
One is that low back pain is a symptom caused by a vast 
spectrum of pathology with a variety of prognostic out-
comes. Another is that the pain experience is individual, 
and treatment expectations vary. A huge body of medical 
literature highlights the complex cultural, psychologic, 
social support, and economic factors that influence pain 
and rehabilitation outcome.117

That being taken into account, the prognosis for low 
back pain is being better defined. The much quoted view 
that 90% of cases of acute low back pain will recover within 
6 weeks does not include the entire story of low back pain, 
either in clinical practice or in reviews of the scientific lit-
erature. Most studies are performed with subjects who 
seek medical care for their low back pain, and this might 
be a select population not generalizable to all those who 
develop back pain. A recent metaanalysis of patients who 
sought medical care for back pain of less than 3 weeks’ 
duration was done. They included both those in treatment 
arms of studies and in the placebo arms, so that both the 
natural course and the clinical course of back pain could 
be evaluated. The study found that most patients rapidly 
improved within 1 month, and that most continued to 
have pain decrease, although more slowly, until about 3 
months. From 3 months to 1 year, little change in pain 
was seen. The risk of a recurrence within 3 months var-
ied between 19% and 34%, and the risk of a recurrence 
within 1 year was between 66% and 84%. This was a 
heterogeneous diagnostic population, although the vast 
majority of patients fell under the diagnosis of mechanical 
low back pain.

Other Causes of Back Pain Greater 
Than Leg Pain

Lumbar Spondylosis

The degenerative cascade of Kirkaldy-Willis has already 
been described above. Because degenerative disease of the 
zygapophyseal joints generally coexists with degenerative 
disk disease, it is difficult to separate the two entities. Both 
can cause axial back pain. Both can also cause referred pain 
into the buttocks and legs. Mooney and Robertson146 and 
McCall et al.135 have studied the sclerotomal distribution 
of zygapophyseal joint pain in detail. Zygapophyseal joint 
pain has even been reported to refer below the knee in 
some cases.

Delineating a degenerative zygapophyseal joint as the 
primary pain generator in axial low back pain, however, 
is difficult. Imaging studies are not particularly useful 
because many asymptomatic people have spondylotic 
changes in their spines. This diagnosis is also made more 
commonly in older patients. Older individuals have mul-
tiple findings in their history, in their physical examina-
tion, and on imaging studies that complicate arriving at 
specific diagnoses or specific pain generators as the cause 
of their complaints. Spondylotic zygapophyseal joints are 
seen commonly with other potential sources of low back 
pain, such as degenerative disks and lumbar stenosis. On 
physical examination, patients with these imaging findings 
commonly have postural abnormalities, poor pelvic girdle 
mechanics, and potentially multiple myofascial sources for 
pain. They typically have an accentuated lumbar lordosis, 
in part because of tight hip flexors, which exacerbates the 
problem by increasing stress on the posterior elements.

From biomechanical studies and knowledge of anat-
omy, we know that lumbar extension and rotation increase 
forces placed on the posterior zygapophyseal joints. This 
specific maneuver, however, has not been shown to be 
diagnostic for zygapophyseal joint pain in clinical settings 
(by either history or examination). No unique identifying 
features are found in the history, physical examination, and 
radiologic imaging that are diagnostic for zygapophyseal 
joint pain. The only diagnostic maneuvers for zygapophy-
seal joint pain are fluoroscopically guided zygapophyseal 
joint injections with local anesthetic, and medial branch 
blocks (i.e., local anesthetic blocks of the medial branches 
of the dorsal primary rami that innervate the zygapophy-
seal joints).52,130 Using these injection techniques, the 
prevalence of facet-mediated pain in chronic low back 
pain sufferers has been estimated to be 15% in the younger 
population and 40% in older age groups.193,194 Schwarzer 
et al.’s 1994 study193 demonstrated that the vast majority 
of lumbar zygapophyseal joint pain originates from the 
L4–L5 and L5–S1 zygapophyseal joints. Consequently, if 
injections are used as treatment, most can be directed to 
those two lumbar levels.

More conservative management options for the spondy-
lotic spine and facet-mediated pain should be tried before 
resorting to invasive procedures such as intraarticular 



zygapophyseal joint corticosteroid injections or medial 
branch neurotomies. The conservative treatments are simi-
lar to treatments for osteoarthritic joints and can be cate-
gorized as lifestyle and activity modification, medications, 
and exercise.

Lifestyle and activity modifications include weight con-
trol, relative rest, and initially limiting activities that result 
in increased pain (e.g., sleeping prone generally is to be 
avoided). Medications used include analgesics such as 
acetaminophen and NSAIDs. A role for glucosamine might 
exist because it has demonstrated a significant response 
for pain relief with knee osteoarthritis. Exercise programs 
are generally designed to decrease the forces acting on the 
zygapophyseal joints. This can include improving postural 
control by reducing any exaggerated lumbar lordosis. This 
is done through hip flexor stretching, pelvic tilts, and by 
developing the spine’s supportive musculature (including 
the deep abdominals, quadratus lumborum, and gluteal 
muscles) to stabilize the pelvis and lessen potential shear-
ing forces in the lumbar spine. No single proven exercise 
program exists, however, for an exercise protocol for zyg-
apophyseal joint-mediated pain. If land-based exercise is 
initially too aggravating, aquatic therapy can be the best 
starting place. Lumbar braces or corsets have not proven 
useful in the long term, but for an overweight patient with 
a protuberant abdomen or large pannus (which can cer-
tainly increase zygapophyseal joint stress by increasing the 
lordotic posture) one of these could be the best alternative.

Interventional treatments for zygapophyseal joint pain 
have been briefly mentioned above. A more detailed dis-
cussion can be found in the chapter on interventional pain 
management chapter (see Chapter 25).

Lumbar Disk Disease

Diskogenic causes of low back pain generally fall into one 
of three categories: degenerative disk disease, internal disk 
disruption, and disk herniation. Diskogenic pain is clas-
sically described as bandlike and exacerbated by lumbar 
flexion, but this is not always the case. It can be unilateral, 
can radiate to the buttock, and can even be worsened by 
extension or side bending (depending on the site of disk 
pathology).

Internal Disk Disruption

Bogduk23 defines internal disk disruption as a condition in 
which the internal architecture of the disk is disrupted, but 
its external surface remains essentially normal (i.e., there is 
no bulge or herniation). It is characterized by degradation 
of the nucleus pulposus and radial fissures that extend to 
the outer third of the annulus (high-intensity zone areas 
on MRI).9 It can be diagnosed only by postdiskography CT, 
which shows the degradation of the nucleus and the pres-
ence and extent of the annular fissures. Although the use 
of diskography is controversial, most believe that annu-
lar tears (especially those that reach the outer third of the 
annulus, i.e., the innervated fibers) can be a source of low 
back pain. It must be remembered, however, that like most 
abnormalities on lumbar spine imaging, annular tears or 
high-intensity zones are seen commonly in asymptomatic 
subjects.

The proposed mechanisms for pain generation from 
internal disk disruption are similar to those previously 
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described for disk herniation and radiculopathy; that is, 
chemical nociception from inflammatory mediators and 
mechanical stimulation.

Disk Herniation

The terminology used to describe disk material that extends 
beyond the intervertebral disk space is confusing. Herniated 
disk, herniated nucleus pulposus, disk protrusion, disk bulge, 
ruptured disk, and prolapsed disk are all commonly used 
terms, and sometimes are incorrectly used synonymously. 
Displaced disk material can be initially classified as a bulge 
(disk material is displaced >50% of its circumference) or as 
a herniation (<50% of its circumference) (Figure 41-22).57 
Disk herniations can then be subclassified into protrusions 
or extrusions. A disk protrusion is defined as a herniation 
with the distance of the edges of the herniated material 
less than the distance of the edges at its base. A disk extru-
sion occurs when the distance of the edges of the herniated 
material is greater than the distance of the edges at its base. 
A disk extrusion can be further subclassified as seques-
trated if the extruded disk material has no continuity with 
the disk of origin. Disk herniations can also be described 
as contained or uncontained depending on the integrity of 
the outer annular fibers. If the outer annular fibers are still 
intact, it is described as a contained disk herniation. This 
classification has no relevance to the integrity of the poste-
rior longitudinal ligament.

More than 95% of lumbar disk herniations occur at the 
L4–L5 and L5–S1 levels.49,204 Next most common is L3–
L4, followed by L2–L3. The most common lumbosacral 
radiculopathies are consequently L5 and S1. Posterolateral 
disk herniations are most common because the annulus 
fibrosus is weakest posterolaterally. Posterolateral disks can 
affect the nerve root as it descends in the lateral recess or 
just before it enters the neural foramen. Far lateral or extra-
foraminal herniations can affect the nerve root as it exits 
the neural foramen, and central disk herniations can affect 
any part of the cauda equina, depending on the level.

Disk herniations can cause an inflammatory response 
that can affect the nerve root, or there can be mechani-
cal compression, both of which can cause radicular 

Normal disk Diffuse bulge Broad-based
protrusion (25%-50%

of circumference)

Focal protrusion
(<25% of circumference)

Extrusion
(b>a) 

b

Sequestration
(loss of contact
with parent disk)

a

FIGURE 40-22 Disk herniation, protrusion, and extrusion. (Modified from 
Maus TP: Imaging of the spine and nerve roots. In Kraft GH, editor : Physical medi-
cine and rehabilitation clinics of North America, Philadelphia, 2002, Saunders.)
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symptoms. Disk herniations, however, can also cause 
solely axial pain. Diagnosing diskogenic low back pain is 
a challenge because we know asymptomatic subjects can 
have disk herniations present on MRI.21,96,97 Discography 
is a controversial diagnostic tool for diskogenic pain (see 
Chapter 25). It is typically used as a presurgical screening 
tool.

Treatment Diskogenic Back Pain

The mainstay of treatment for diskogenic back pain is con-
servative. Because of the difficulty of definitively diagnos-
ing this as a source of low back pain there are no proven 
specific treatments. As a consequence, many conservative 
treatments for diskogenic pain are similar to those for 
“mechanical low back pain” as mentioned above.

Even when it is agreed that the etiology of low back 
pain is diskogenic, patients still respond differently to vari-
ous exercise regimens, primarily because the location of 
the disk herniation typically dictates which lumbar spine 
movements can enhance pain and which do not (i.e., 
posterolateral disks cause more pain with flexion; central 
disks are usually more painful in extension; and for lat-
eral disks there is more pain with ipsilateral side bending). 
It is appropriate to individualize rehabilitation programs 
according to which movements patients can do with little 
pain, and slowly progress their exercise program or move-
ment patterns to include more planes of motion (that 
might initially have been painful) to improve the patients’ 
functioning with less pain.

Most patients with diskogenic pain do well with con-
servative management. However, there are still some 
patients who do not respond to these conservative mea-
sures. Over the past few years, there have been a number 
of interventional procedures used to tackle the problem 
of diskogenic back pain, aimed at preventing the need for 
surgical management. Growing literature supports epidu-
ral steroid injections as a pain management strategy for 
disk herniations with radiculitis. Because it is well accepted 
that a disk herniation can cause an inflammatory response, 
epidural steroid injections for diskogenic pain (i.e., with-
out radicular symptoms) have been used and probably 
are indicated, although there is no literature to prove this. 
Buttermann37 has supplied us with some potential crite-
ria for the role of epidural steroid injections in presump-
tively symptomatic degenerative disks. Many percutaneous 
disk procedures are in use, and new ones are continually 
being developed to treat patients with diskogenic pain that 
has failed to respond to more conservative management 
(Boxes 40-4 and 40-5).173,203 None of these, however, has 
definitively been shown to have better results than a sur-
gical micro-diskectomy. The literature on surgical man-
agement for diskogenic pain is similar to that regarding 
epidural steroid injections, that is, surgery is most effective 
in improving radicular leg symptoms and is less impres-
sive for axial back complaints. The most common surgical 
procedure is diskectomy. If there is concern for instability 
(i.e., in patients with significant multilevel degenerative 
disease), however, spinal fusion is sometimes considered 
as well. Recently prosthetic disk replacements have been 
considered as a replacement for spinal fusion. The litera-
ture, however, does not demonstrate better outcomes with 
disk arthroplasty compared with fusion, only equal out-
comes. The potential complications with disk arthroplasty 
are significantly more concerning, however, and it is cur-
rently unclear who would benefit from a disk arthroplasty 
over lumbar fusion.

Spondylolysis

Spondylolysis is a defect of the pars interarticularis and 
is a common cause of back pain in children and adoles-
cents. The most common hypothesized mechanism of 
injury is repetitive hyperextension loading in the immature 
spine, and is commonly reported in adolescent gymnasts 
and football linemen.60,94 Acute fracture from a severe 
hyperextension injury is also possible but less commonly 
reported.59 Pars defects have been reported in nonathletic 
individuals as well. In growing children, the defect is rarely 
seen before walking begins and most commonly occurs at 
age 7 to 8 years.153 An increase in incidence occurs during 
the adolescent growth spurt between ages 11 and 15 years. 
The pars defect appears to result from a combination of 
hereditary dysplasia of the pars and repetitive stressing of 
the spine by walking and extension loading.51 Unilateral or 
bilateral defects can occur, but bilateral involvement might 
result in spondylolisthesis. Ninety percent of these lesions 
occur at the L5–S1 level.

Patients typically present with low back pain that is 
exacerbated by extension and alleviated by rest or activity 
limitation. Physical examination can demonstrate focal 
tenderness, pain with lumbar extension, and hamstring 
tightness (Figure 40-23). The neurologic examination is 
usually normal. If a spondylolisthesis is present, a palpable 
step-off with examination of the spinous processes might 
be evident.

 •  Epidural steroid injections
 •  Percutaneous disk decompression procedures
 •  Chemonucleolysis

 �  Ozone
 •  Thermal

 �  Laser
 •  Mechanical

 �  Automated devices
 �  Radiofrequency nucleoplasty: coblation

 •  Surgery
 •  Microdiskectomy

 

BOX 40-4

Procedures for Disk Herniations and Radiculopathy 
(Leg Pain >> Axial Pain)

 •  Intradiskal steroids
 •  Annuloplasty
 •  Lumbar fusion
 •  Disk arthroplasty

 

BOX 40-5

Procedures for Diskogenic Low Back Pain (Internal 
Disk Disruption) (Axial Pain >> Leg Pain)



The ideal radiographic assessment of a suspected pars 
injury is debated. Plain radiographs are of limited use in 
diagnosing a symptomatic spondylolysis. Oblique views 
can show a pars defect well; however, the sensitivity of 
detection on plain films does not increase much, and the 
radiation exposure is significantly greater.174 Standing 
anteroposterior and lateral radiographs can be obtained 
initially to identify a spondylolisthesis or any gross bony 
abnormalities.207 SPECT is more sensitive than plain radi-
ography and planar bone scans. A positive bone scan or 
SPECT scan correlates with a painful pars lesion.86 In most 
retrospective analyses, however, increased uptake is pres-
ent for approximately 1 year after the occurrence of the 
fracture.174 If the SPECT study is consistent with an active 
pars injury, a thin-slice CT through the abnormal level can 
be helpful to confirm the diagnosis and stage the lesion. 
Staging the lesion according to chronicity is helpful to pre-
dict healing. The Tokushima classification grades defects 
by CT as acute, progressive, or terminal (Box 40-6).66 
A recent metaanalysis demonstrated by using this classi-
fication system 68% of acute defects healed, 28% of pro-
gressive lesions healed, and no terminal lesions healed.109 
Determining chronicity can help the clinician decide how 
quickly the athlete should progress through treatment. The 
use of MRI in diagnosing spondylolysis has garnered much 
attention in recent years. Standard magnetic resonance 
sequences identify only 80% of pars lesion seen on SPECT 
and should be used to look for other pathology.133 Camp-
bell et al.,38 however, showed that nonstandard magnetic 
resonance sequences (oblique sagittal images) found 39 of 
40 pars defects seen on CT and SPECT, but still MRI only 
correctly staged the lesion.29

A number of successful management strategies for 
spondylolysis have been used. Conservative management 

FIGURE 40-23 The standing one-leg hyperextension test.
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is most common, typically beginning with relative rest 
and avoidance of activities that increase pain (especially 
repetitive extension). Patients typically are advised to rest 
for 3 months.207 This is the shortest amount of time over 
which healing of a pars lesion has been identified on serial 
imaging.253 Bracing, although a very commonly cited treat-
ment, is not absolutely necessary. A recent metaanalysis 
demonstrated 84% of 665 patients with a spondylolysis 
treated nonoperatively were able to return to pain-free 
unrestricted activity by 1 year. No significant difference in 
clinical outcomes was seen between the braced and not-
braced groups.109 A rigid brace might be considered after 
2 weeks of rest if symptoms are not resolving.207 A radio-
graphically stable bony union is the obvious goal but is 
not an absolute necessity, given many young athletes can 
become symptom-free in sports and everyday life even with 
a persistent pars defect. That same metaanalysis studied 
847 defects and showed a 28% radiographic healing rate, 
with 71% of the unilateral defects healed and only 18% of 
the bilateral defects healed.109

In any event, braced or not, the young athlete is at risk 
for deconditioning. When pain allows, the patient should 
be encouraged to begin aerobic conditioning and eventu-
ally enter a spinal rehabilitation program before return to 
a sport. Once the athlete has mastered a basic core stabi-
lization program, functional progression back to the spe-
cific sport is appropriate, with a focus on neuromuscular 
proprioceptive control and sport-specific drills before full 
return to play. For the patient with chronic low back pain 
and spondylolysis, O’Sullivan et al.158 demonstrated that 
a specific exercise program focused on training the lum-
bar multifidi and deep abdominals can be very effective. 
Surgical treatment is rarely indicated for the patient with 
spondylolysis alone but is more common in the setting of 
spondylolisthesis and/or radiculopathy.

The natural history of spondylolysis and low-grade (<2) 
spondylolisthesis is benign, that is, it is rare to have pro-
gressive slippage. Saraste190 demonstrated this in a study of 
225 patients with a 20-year follow-up period. Most cases 
of progressive slippage occur during the adolescent growth 
spurt, however, so very young athletes should be moni-
tored with lateral flexion–extension plain films. Besides 
the adolescent growth spurt, a listhesis greater than 50% is 
considered a risk factor for progressive slip.

Spondylolisthesis

Lumbar spondylolisthesis or anterior slippage of one ver-
tebra on another can result from many causes. Spondy-
lolisthesis can be grouped into six different categories by 
etiology. The most common is the isthmic spondylolisthe-
sis (Figure 40-24). The isthmic slip occurs as a result of 

 •  Acute (early): Hairline defect
 •  Progressive: Moderately wide defect with round margins
 •  Terminal (chronic): Wide effect with sclerotic margins

 

BOX 40-6

Tokushima Classification for Grading Pars Defects

Modified from Fujii K, Katoh S, Sairyo K, et al: Union of defects in the 
pars interarticularis of the lumbar, J Bone Joint Surg Br 86:225-231, 2004.
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a spondylolysis or “stress fracture” of the pars interarticu-
laris (as described above). The dysplastic spondylolisthe-
sis is a congenital slip and is caused by dysplasia of the 
facet joints of the upper sacrum, leading to an inability 
to resist shear stresses and forward slippage. Degenerative 
spondylolisthesis is seen in the older spine and is related 
to long-standing intersegmental instability from degenera-
tive facet or disk disease. The most common level affected 
in a degenerative slip is the L4–L5 level. Traumatic spon-
dylolisthesis is rare and is caused by acute fracture sec-
ondary to trauma. Pathologic spondylolisthesis is due to 
medical causes of generalized or local bone disease that 
can cause decreased bony strength. This form can present 
as an isthmic defect or an elongated, intact pars. The final 
category is postsurgical and is due to resulting instability 
from an extensive decompression, which is uncommon 
now because of the amount of hardware used for fusions 
after extensive decompressions.

The patient with spondylolisthesis typically presents 
with low back pain. Sometimes there is a complaint of 
intermittent radicular symptoms related to a dynamic 
radiculitis, that is, nerve root irritation caused by subtle 
instability at the listhetic segment. Physical examination 
is not different from that seen in spondylolysis. When 
imaging a patient with suspected spondylolisthesis, lateral 
flexion–extension views are helpful for presurgical screen-
ing. With lateral plain films, the degree of slip is graded 1 
through 5 (Table 40-6).

The natural history of spondylolisthesis is spontaneous 
stabilization. It is generally accepted that significant slip 
progression rarely occurs in adults.190,196 Some contro-
versy exists regarding slip progression in adolescents. Har-
ris and Weinstein84 studied youths with grade 3 or 4 slips 
in a long-term follow-up study and noted that there was 
a higher incidence of progression of the slip until skeletal 
maturity was reached. Saraste190 and Seitsalo196 had simi-
larly large long-term observational studies that demon-
strated that slip progression in youths and adults was small 
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FIGURE 40-24 Grade 1 isthmic spondylolisthesis.
overall. Possible factors positively correlating with slip pro-
gression include degree of slip, degenerative disk disease 
at the level of slip, adolescent age, and ligamentous laxity 
that manifests as hypermobility on imaging (i.e., motion 
on flexion–extension views).

Treatment for an isthmic spondylolisthesis in a young 
patient is similar to that for the athlete with spondyloly-
sis, as described in the previous section. Fusion surgery is 
generally considered in adolescents if the slip is grade 3 
or greater. For degenerative spondylolisthesis, nonopera-
tive management with a rehabilitation program similar 
to that described in the section on degenerative zyg-
apophyseal joint and disk disease is appropriate because 
both are typical findings with a degenerative slip. Opera-
tive intervention with fusion is generally considered 
only for recalcitrant pain after an appropriate rehabili-
tation program, persistent radiculopathy, or progressive 
instability.

Other Spinal Fractures

Many other types of spinal fracture can occur, the most 
common of which are briefly discussed below. Many are 
secondary to trauma. Evidence-based guidelines have not 
yet been developed for the treatment of traumatic spine 
fractures. Current literature in this area is mainly of retro-
spective case series. Outcomes appear to be most depen-
dent on the amount of neurologic injury at the time of 
injury, and on the time elapsed between injury and surgery 
if a neurologic injury exists.230

The three-column structural concept of Denis is the 
most common way to classify spinal fractures. This con-
cept divides the spine into anterior, middle, and posterior 
columns. The anterior column is made up of the anterior 
longitudinal ligament and the anterior half of the verte-
bral body and disk. The middle column is made up of the 
posterior longitudinal ligament and the posterior half of 
the vertebral body and disk. The posterior column is made 
up of the rest of the bony and soft tissues of the spine. 
If two of the three columns are intact, the spine is stable 
and treatment with pain management and rehabilitation is 
generally indicated.

Posterior Column Fractures

This includes transverse process and spinous process frac-
tures. These are stable injuries. They are treated by pain 
management techniques and avoiding contact sports until 
the fractures have healed.

Table 40-6  Meyerding’s Grading System 
for Spondylolisthesis*

Grade Percentage Slip

1 <25

2 25-49

3 50-74

4 75-99

5 ≥100 (spondyloptosis)

*Meyerding divided the anterior–posterior diameter of the superior surface of the first 
sacral vertebral into quarters and assigned the grade accordingly.249



Anterior Column Fractures

These are compression fractures and generally are caused 
by flexion injuries. These fractures usually do not cause 
neurologic deficits and do not require surgery. If greater 
than 50% of the height of the vertebral body is lost, there 
is an increased chance that the fracture can be unstable 
because posterior injury might also be involved, and fur-
ther investigation can be warranted. The treatment of trau-
matic compression fractures remains controversial.

Anterior and Middle Column Fractures

These are burst fractures and are usually the result of com-
pression and flexion injuries. Instability and cord compres-
sion should be ruled out with plain films, a CT scan, and a 
thorough neurologic assessment. If patients are neurologi-
cally intact and there is no evidence of posterior instability, 
they can often be treated with a brace, usually a thoracic–
lumbar–sacral orthosis for 12 weeks. If there is injury to 
the posterior longitudinal ligament, then surgery is usu-
ally required. Burst fractures in which there is loss of 50% 
or more of the height of the vertebral body, greater than 
50% impingement into the spinal canal, or greater than 
20 degrees of kyphosis require surgery to achieve stability.

Anterior and Posterior Column Fractures

These are caused by flexion and distraction injuries, and are 
called chance fractures. They are usually caused by seat belt 
injuries in high-impact motor vehicle accidents. They are 
unstable fractures and are sometimes treated with bracing 
but often require surgery.166

Osteoporotic Compression Fractures

Osteoporotic compression fractures are important to diag-
nose, both because they are a significant source of morbid-
ity and because they also can herald the risk for subsequent 
fractures, particularly hip fractures, which have high mor-
bidity and mortality rates. Patients who have had a previ-
ous vertebral fracture have 3.8 times the risk of suffering a 
hip fracture compared with those who have not. The risk of 
compression fractures increases as bone density decreases. 
Genetic factors account for much of the risk, as well as 
exercise, calcium intake, smoking, alcohol use, and age at 
puberty (see Chapter 41).

Compression fractures can be a significant cause of pain 
and are generally the reason that there is a higher incidence 
of back pain in elderly women compared with men. Pain 
is especially prevalent if three or more fractures are pres-
ent. These subjects have twice as much back pain as those 
without compression fractures.65 Fractures can be asymp-
tomatic or can present with sudden onset of severe pain. 
Pain can radiate anteriorly and usually gradually improves 
over several weeks.

Diagnostic Evaluation for Vertebral Fractures. Up to 
30% of those with osteoporotic compression fractures have 
an underlining cause, which is called secondary osteopo-
rosis. Common causes of secondary osteoporosis are use 
of oral steroids, hyperthyroidism, metastases, and multiple 
myeloma. An underlying cause should always be ruled out. 
This can be done with a complete blood count, sedimen-
tation rate, reactive protein, thyroid function tests, bone 
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profile, and biochemical profile (such as liver function test, 
electrolytes, and albumin).159 Bone mineral density mea-
surements are useful to confirm the diagnosis of osteopo-
rosis and to assess the efficacy of treatment.

Treatment. A balance should be found between allevi-
ating pain and the pain medication side effects. Calcito-
nin, either subcutaneous or intranasal, has been found in 
multiple studies to decrease pain without significant side 
effects. Adjunct treatment and modalities such as TENS 
might be helpful. Intercostal nerve blocks are sometimes 
used to treat the pain.

Vertebroplasty is a procedure in which bone cement 
is injected into the bone for pain relief and to strengthen 
the bone. Studies so far have mainly been case series or 
uncontrolled prospective studies, but it appears that up 
to 80% of patients treated obtain significant pain relief, 
and complications are rare. The complications can include 
compression of the spinal nerve roots and spinal cord, and 
pulmonary embolism.65

Osteoporosis requires treatment with a combination 
of medication, lifestyle modification, and exercise (see 
Chapter 41).

Cancer and Low Back Pain

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United 
States, and two thirds of patients with cancer develop 
metastases. The spine is the most common site for bony 
metastases, and vertebral body metastases are found in 
more than one third of cancer patients. The most common 
cancers that involve the spine are lung, breast, prostate, and 
renal cell.167

Back pain is by far the most common symptom of meta-
static disease. It is caused by stretching of the periosteum 
and tumor mass effect. The thoracic region of the spine is 
most commonly involved, although the lumbar spine is a 
more common site for colorectal cancer.176 The pain can 
start gradually and increase as the bone is destroyed. It is 
a constant ache not exacerbated by movement. Sometimes 
the pain has a more sudden onset because of a pathologic 
fracture, and this type of pain can be worse with move-
ment, especially if the spine is unstable. Deyo et al.50  found 
that the most specific historical feature for malignancy as 
a source of back pain is a previous history of cancer (98% 
specific), and the authors considered it prudent to consider 
new-onset back pain in a patient with a history of cancer to 
be malignant disease until proven otherwise. This historical 
feature has a sensitivity of only 0.31, however, so only about 
one third of patients with spinal malignant neoplasm have 
a history of cancer. Consequently, other features suggestive 
of malignancy must be explored in the history. Back pain 
unrelieved by bed rest is greater than 90% sensitive, so if 
the pain is relieved by bed rest, malignancy is unlikely. This 
is not specific, however, so many patients without malig-
nancy also complain that their pain is not relieved by bed 
rest. Other historical features related to cancer include 
unexplained weight loss and failure to improve with con-
servative care. New onset of back pain after age 50 is suspi-
cious for malignancy because many other common causes 
of back pain begin at an earlier age. These features can be 
combined to give the clinician confidence in determining 
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whether cancer should be included in the differential diag-
nosis.50 Neurologic deficits occur in 5% to 10% of patients 
with spinal metastases either from the mechanical pres-
sure of the tumor or from bone extruded from a collapsed 
vertebral body.220 Neurologic deficits often occur several 
months after the back pain began.72MRI is the imaging 
modality of choice for a full evaluation of spinal metasta-
ses. It is very sensitive and can show early changes in the 
bone marrow. It also shows both bony destruction and 
neural compression.72,176

Spinal Infections

Spinal infections include osteomyelitis, diskitis, pyogenic 
facet arthropathy, and epidural infections. These structures 
are often all infected at the same time. The incidence of 
spinal infections is increasing. Some of the causes of this 
include the growing numbers of immunocompromised 
patients who are at high risk, drug resistance of some infec-
tions, and recent increases in tuberculosis.212 It is important 
to diagnose and treat spinal infections quickly to prevent 
increased morbidity and mortality, and to prevent compli-
cations such as epidural abscesses that can cause paraly-
sis.105 However, this is not always easy. In Tali’s review 
article of spinal infection,212 he describes the “rule of 50” 
to assist in the diagnosis of spinal infections: 50% of the 
patients are older than 50, 50% will have a fever, and 50% 
will have a normal white blood count. The urinary tract is 
the source in 50%; Staphylococcus aureus is the organism in 
50%; the lumbar spine is affected in 50%; and symptoms 
are present for greater than 3 months in 50%.212

Vertebral osteomyelitis can occur from hematogenous 
spread or be secondary to a contiguous focus of infection. 
Hematogenous spread occurs via spinal arteries, and infec-
tion can quickly spread from the end plate of one vertebral 
body into the disk and then into the adjacent vertebral 
body. The most common source is urinary tract infections, 
often caused by Escherichia coli and other enteric bacilli. 
Hematogenous spread is also seen from other sources, 
such as infected intravenous lines or endocarditis. Patients 
with diabetes, those on hemodialysis, intravenous drug 
users, and other immunocompromised patients are at 
increased risk.126,212 The most common location is the 
lumbar spine, and the most common symptom is back 
pain, although 15% of patients also have radicular pain. 
Symptoms can begin slowly and progress over months. 
Many patients do not have a fever or elevated white blood 
count. The erythrocyte sedimentation rate, however, is 
usually elevated. The infection can spread to surrounding 
tissues, and epidural, paraspinal, and psoas abscesses can 
also be present.

Plain films are usually normal the first 2 weeks, and 
then the first sign is a periosteal reaction. As the infec-
tion progresses, plain films show irregular erosions in the 
end plates of adjacent vertebral bodies and narrowing of 
the disk space. This appearance is nearly pathognomonic 
for infection because tumors and other causes of irregu-
lar erosions rarely cross the disk space. Bone scan shows 
changes as soon as 24 hours after symptoms begin but are 
not specific. MRI is as sensitive as bone scan and can give 
important anatomic information; therefore it is generally 
the imaging technique that should be used.105,108
Treatment for spinal infections is usually a 4- to 6-week 
course of intravenous antibiotics. Sensitivity can often be 
determined by blood cultures, but if these are negative, 
samples from a bone biopsy might be necessary. Follow-
ing the erythrocyte sedimentation rate is helpful to deter-
mine the effectiveness of treatment. Surgery is generally 
necessary only if the spine has become unstable, there are 
progressive neurologic deficits, or medical treatment fails. 
Spontaneous fusion of the infected segments often occurs 
after treatment.105

Osteomyelitis secondary to a contiguous focus of infec-
tion is seen after surgical procedures and with extension 
of infection from adjacent soft tissue. The most common 
organism is S. aureus.126,212 Risk factors for development 
of postoperative osteomyelitis include history of smok-
ing, obesity, poor nutrition, uncontrolled diabetes, admin-
istration of steroids, history of malignancy, and radiation 
treatment in the area of surgery.105 These infections usually 
present about 14 to 30 days after surgery.105 Diagnosis is 
sometimes difficult because symptoms such as pain or fever 
can be attributed to soft tissue infection or the surgical pro-
cedure. Imaging studies can also be less conclusive because 
of surgical or soft tissue changes. The erythrocyte sedimen-
tation rate is usually elevated after surgery, so it is not as use-
ful in making the diagnosis in the first weeks after surgery.105 
Treatment for these types of infection usually requires surgi-
cal debridement and then a course of antibiotics.126,212

Diskitis can occur from contiguous spread of infection 
or iatrogenically from procedures such as diskectomy and 
diskography. The incidence of these types of infection is low, 
as studies report a 0% to 3% incidence with procedures, but 
morbidity if infection occurs is significant. One study found 
that 55% to 87% of patients were unable to return to their 
normal work after diskitis. One reason for this poor out-
come is the difficulty of using antibiotics to treat the infec-
tion because of the relative avascularity of disks.31

Spondyloarthropathies

Spondyloarthropathies are a group of diseases associated 
with the HLA-B27 allele. They include ankylosing spondy-
litis, Reiter syndrome, reactive arthritis, psoriatic arthritis, 
enteropathic arthritis, and undifferentiated spondyloar-
thropathy. It is hypothesized that, in genetically susceptible 
individuals, an interplay of environmental and immuno-
logic factors leads to clinical manifestations. Although the 
diseases are grouped together, each has unique features on 
clinical presentation.102

Ankylosing Spondylitis

Ankylosing spondylitis is the prototype for the spondylo-
arthropathies. It is 3 times more common in men than in 
women. Symptoms usually begin in the late teens or 20s. 
It generally first presents with morning stiffness and a dull 
ache in the low back or buttocks. On physical examination, 
there is decreased spinal mobility, decreased chest expan-
sion, and tenderness of the sacroiliac joints with direct 
pressure and with maneuvers that stress the joints.102

Findings outside the spine are also common. Hip or 
shoulder arthritis is seen in about 30% of patients, and 
asymmetric peripheral joint arthritis is also seen in about 
30% of patients. Bony tenderness and enthesitis at multiple 



sites, such as the heels, greater trochanters, iliac crests, and 
tibial tuberosities, are common. Systemic disease manifes-
tations include anterior uveitis, heart disease, and inflam-
matory bowel disease.213

Radiographs help establish the diagnosis by showing 
erosions and sclerosis of the sacroiliac joints. As the disease 
progresses, these changes are also seen in the lumbar spine. 
This can lead to squaring of the vertebral body and eventu-
ally to bony bridging between vertebrae.213 Blood work can 
be helpful in establishing the diagnosis. The HLA-B27 gene 
is present in 90% of patients with ankylosing spondylitis. 
Most patients also have an elevated sedimentation rate.

The initial treatment includes exercises that promote 
spinal extension. Evidence exists that exercise promotes 
mobility, improves function, and prevents severe defor-
mity in many cases.213 NSAIDs are helpful to relieve pain 
and inflammation, so that the exercises can be done and 
function maintained. Indomethacin is particularly effec-
tive for this condition. Sulfasalazine and methotrexate are 
sometimes used, especially if there is peripheral arthritis. 
Disease-modifying agents such as the tumor necrosis fac-
tor inhibitors are also used to treat ankylosing spondylitis. 
They appear to be effective in controlling articular inflam-
mation but do not appear to prevent joint ankylosis.95 Sac-
roiliac injections under fluoroscopy can reduce symptoms 
acutely but do not have long-term benefit.213

Other Spondyloarthropathies

 •  Reiter syndrome and reactive arthritis can affect the 
spine. Asymmetric sacroiliitis and discontinuous spon-
dylitis are seen. These usually begin after a genitouri-
nary or gastrointestinal infection. Systemic symptoms 
are common, and conjunctivitis is seen in up to 50% of 
patients.

 •  Psoriatic arthritis can affect the spine, but an oligoar-
ticular pattern of distal joints is much more common.

 •  Enteropathic spondyloarthropathies occur in about 
20% of patients with inflammatory bowel disease and 
can be indistinguishable from ankylosing spondylitis.

 •  Undifferentiated spondyloarthropathies are said to 
occur if a patient has some features of, but does not 
fully meet, the diagnostic criteria for a well-defined 
spondyloarthropathy. Treatment of these conditions 
from a rehabilitation standpoint is similar to the treat-
ment of ankylosing spondylitis.102

Differential Diagnosis and 
Treatment: Leg Pain Greater  
Than Back Pain

The differential diagnosis for those with leg pain greater 
than back pain is shorter than that for whom back pain 
predominates. Common causes of this are discussed below, 
as are common mimickers of radicular pain.

Lumbosacral Radiculopathy

Radicular symptoms can be the result of overt mechani-
cal compression of a nerve root or a chemically mediated 
inflammatory process. The most common compressing 
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lesion by far is a disk protrusion. Fewer than 1% of patients 
who present with radicular symptoms have other causes, 
including infection, malignancy, or fracture.47 Rare presen-
tations of radiculopathy, that is, those with fever, weight 
loss, night pain, cancer history, or osteoporosis risk fac-
tors, certainly warrant special attention to evaluate for the 
less common but potentially more catastrophic causes of 
radiculopathy.

The most common levels of disk herniation are L4–L5 
and L5–S1, with L5 and S1 being the most common nerve 
roots involved in radiculopathy. Multiple nerve roots can 
be affected by a single disk herniation, given the organi-
zation of the cauda equina. Central disk herniations can 
also affect nerve rootlets that are descending in the cauda 
equina. The affected nerve root level might not correlate 
with the level of the disk herniation. For example, a central 
L3–L4 disk herniation could impact the L5 or S1 rootlets 
as they descend through the thecal sac before exiting out 
of their expected neural foramen. True cauda equina syn-
drome occurs when the lowest sacral rootlets are affected, 
resulting in bowel, bladder, and sexual dysfunction. Up 
to 1% of all disk herniations present as cauda equina syn-
drome.198 In the appropriate clinical setting, a large post-
void residual of urine is a good predictor of cauda equina 
syndrome.47 Cauda equina syndrome is a surgical emer-
gency. Recovery of neurologic deficits, including bowel and 
bladder dysfunction, is greatest if decompressive surgery is 
performed within 48 hours.240

The natural history of lumbosacral radiculopathy result-
ing from disk herniation tends to favor spontaneous resolu-
tion of symptoms over time.36 Multiple reports have shown 
that disk protrusions and extrusions can regress without 
surgical treatment.215 Conservative treatment is best used 
to decrease pain and improve the patient’s level of func-
tioning during acute management of radiculopathy. Even 
with some neurologic injury, conservative management 
should be considered because various studies have docu-
mented the same neurologic recovery in groups treated sur-
gically and nonsurgically.244

The specifics of conservative management of lumbosa-
cral radiculopathies, however, are still debatable. NSAIDs 
have not been found to be effective in patients with radicu-
lopathy.43,227 No definite support exists for oral steroids in 
the treatment of acute radiculopathy.42 The neuropathic 
pain agents (anticonvulsants and tricyclic antidepressants) 
are often used for radicular pain.42 Small studies have 
found gabapentin and topiramate to be associated with 
small improvements in pain scores.43

Although exercise therapy has not specifically been dem-
onstrated to alter the course of acute radiculopathy, there 
is probably a role for exercise.223 Saal et al.186 reported very 
favorable outcomes using aggressive nonoperative care (an 
active exercise program potentially with epidural steroid 
injections) in the treatment of lumbar disk herniation with 
radiculopathy. Their protocol is the basis for many exercise 
programs used in the treatment of lumbar disk herniations 
with radiculopathy today.

Lumbar epidural steroid injections have become a com-
mon adjuvant for the treatment of lumbosacral radicu-
lopathy. The more recent literature supports the use of 
fluoroscopically guided transforaminal epidural injections 
for early pain relief and potentially a more rapid recovery 
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FIGURE 40-25 Algorithmic approach 
to acute lumbosacral radiculopathy 
(without cauda equina). (Modified from 
Chiodo A, Haig AJ: Lumbosacral radicu-
lopathies: Conservative approaches to 
management, Phys Med Rehabil Clin N 
Am 13:vii, 609-621, 2002.)
and reduced need for surgical intervention.101,120,179,221 
They are best used in combination with an active rehabili-
tation program and are commonly used to facilitate active 
therapy by decreasing pain and inflammation.

Surgical management of lumbosacral radiculopathy is 
best reserved for those patients who have significant per-
sistent radicular symptoms despite 6 to 8 weeks of maxi-
mized conservative management, neurologic progression, 
or cauda equina syndrome. Common decompressive 
procedures with favorable outcomes include lumbar 
hemilaminotomy with diskectomy, and lumbar hemilam-
inectomy.208 The highly anticipated Spine Patient Out-
come Research Trial was a randomized trial evaluating the 
effect of surgery over individualized nonoperative treat-
ment involving 13 spine centers across the United States 
with 501 surgical candidates with lumbar radicular symp-
toms for at least 6 weeks caused by a disk herniation.247 
Subjects randomized to either surgery or nonoperative 
treatment improved substantially over the 2-year period 
of the study, and the primary outcomes were not statisti-
cally different between groups. A secondary outcome of 
sciatica severity, however, did show statistical significance 
in favor of surgery. Patients need to be counseled regard-
ing appropriate expectations after surgery for lumbar disk 
herniation with radiculopathy. Surgery might slightly 
accelerate the resolution of neurologic deficits for the 
typical radiculopathy; however, the major benefit of surgi-
cal intervention is pain relief.49 Relief of leg pain should 
be expected; however, back pain relief is more difficult to 
predict. Patients should be counseled that they are likely 
to have recurrent back difficulties even after a successful 
decompressive surgery. Figure 40-25 shows a useful algo-
rithmic approach to the management of acute lumbosa-
cral radiculopathy.
Lumbar Spinal Stenosis

The symptoms of spinal stenosis result from a complex 
series of changes within the lumbar spine.71 These changes 
are generally related to aging. The narrowing of the spi-
nal canal that occurs in stenosis results from the degen-
erative changes described by Kirkaldy-Willis et al.108 Not 
all patients with significant narrowing, however, have 
symptoms. Vascular and biochemical factors are prob-
ably involved that add to the mechanical compression 
(resulting from narrowing of the canal), which ultimately 
leads to symptomatic spinal stenosis. These have been 
described earlier in this chapter. Box 40-7 gives a classifica-
tion schema for spinal stenosis, and Table 40-7 outlines 
a radiologic grading scale. Electrodiagnostic studies are 
often performed in patients with spinal stenosis. In addi-
tion to ruling out other reasons for leg symptoms (such as 
peripheral neuropathy), they can be helpful in fully char-
acterizing the stenosis. In one recent study, H reflexes and 
F waves were shown to correlate with anatomic changes 
on MRI of spinal stenosis, whereas limb electromyography 
did not.42 This is consistent with the clinical observation 
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that MRI findings and radicular complaints often do not 
correlate.

The variable symptoms of spinal stenosis are due to 
the fact that a single nerve or multiple nerve roots can be 
affected at one or multiple locations within the lumbar 
spine. Mechanical compression of the nerves can occur as 
a result of central canal narrowing, lateral recess narrow-
ing, and intervertebral foraminal narrowing. This results 
in variable symptoms, from a monoradiculopathy to poly-
radiculopathy to the hallmark symptoms of neurogenic 
claudication.

Neurologic claudication is the most common present-
ing symptom of lumbar stenosis and results from central 
canal narrowing. It is classically described as bilateral leg 
pain initiated by walking, prolonged standing, and walk-
ing downhill (relative lumbar extension). It is typically 
relieved by sitting or bending forward. If foraminal or lat-
eral recess stenosis is the primary pathologic issue, then 
patients can present with more standard radicular pain in 
the typical dermatomal distribution. Most patients default 
to a forward-flexed posture to widen the central canal, sub-
sequently decreasing mechanical compression of the nerve 
roots. This can lead to significant hip flexion contractures.

The natural history of lumbar spinal stenosis is fairly 
favorable overall. Johnsson et al.98 followed patients 
with lumbar stenosis over a 4-year period with conserva-
tive treatment. Based on subjective patient reports, 70% 
remained unchanged, 15% improved, and 15% worsened. 
Walking capacity improved in 42% of patients, remained 
unchanged in 32%, and decreased in 26%. Amundsen et al.5 
reported on a 10-year study of patients randomly assigned 
to surgical or nonsurgical treatment. Nonsurgical treat-
ment consisted of bracing for 1 month followed by physical 
therapy. They demonstrated that neurologic deterioration 
was rare, that delaying surgery (with conservative manage-
ment) had no effect on postoperative outcomes, and that, 
at 4 years, half the conservative treatment group and four 
fifths of the surgical group had favorable outcomes. During 
the final 6 years of study, clinical deterioration of symp-
toms was rare. In general, most patients with symptom-
atic stenosis remain unchanged, whereas some improved 
and others worsened. It is impossible to predict which 
patients will fall into each of these categories. It is useful 
information that a diagnosis of lumbar stenosis does not 
mean rapid neurologic deterioration, and that conservative 
management for those with mild to moderate symptoms 
is warranted.

The primary goals of conservative management are pain 
control and reducing the functional limitations that result 
from the lessened activity and the pain of stenosis. Multi-
ple facets are used in this management program, including 
oral medications, epidural steroids, and a comprehensive 

Table 40-7  Grading Lumbar Stenosis on Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging

Grade Percentage of the Anteroposterior 
Canal Dimensions at a Normal Level

Mild 75-99

Moderate 50-74

Severe <50
functional rehabilitation program. The oral medications 
are no different than what have been described previ-
ously for treatment of radiculopathy. Even more attention 
needs to be placed on side effects, however, because most 
patients with lumbar stenosis are elderly and potentially 
have multiple medical problems that already require mul-
tiple medications.

Botwin et al.28 have demonstrated that there probably 
is a role for epidural steroid injections in the nonopera-
tive treatment of symptomatic lumbar stenosis. They per-
formed transforaminal epidural steroid injections in 
stenosis patients who were deemed surgical candidates. 
Patients also received oral medications and physical 
therapy. Even at 1-year follow-up evaluation, 64% of the 
patients felt subjectively better. Only 17% of patients went 
on to surgery within the 1-year follow-up period.

Although there is a paucity of studies examining spe-
cific rehabilitation protocols, there is certainly a role for a 
therapeutic exercise program in the management of lum-
bar spinal stenosis. The basis of any protocol should be 
flexion-based lumbar stabilization exercises. This includes 
strengthening the abdominals and pelvic girdle stabilizers, 
including the gluteals. Improving hip mobility through 
stretching, especially of the anterior muscles (iliopsoas and 
rectus femoris), is also key. Aerobic conditioning is the final 
component of a comprehensive rehabilitation program for 
stenosis. Bracing with an abdominal corset might be ben-
eficial for overweight patients with a protuberant abdomen 
to lessen the forces creating an exaggerated lordotic pos-
ture. However, there is a lack of clear data supporting the 
role of lumbosacral orthoses in spinal stenosis.

Surgical consideration for lumbar stenosis should be 
given to patients with intractable pain resistant to nonop-
erative management, profound or progressive neurologic 
deficit, or lifestyle impairment. A recent study comparing 
surgical management of spinal stenosis versus “usual care” 
showed that by 3 months postsurgery, the surgical group 
had better pain control than the conservative care group 
and that this improvement in pain persisted for years. No 
improvement, however, was seen in function in the surgi-
cal group compared with the conservative care group.248 
Of note, this was not a placebo-controlled study, and other 
studies involving surgery have shown profound placebo 
effects with surgery.182 Age is not a contraindication to 
surgery, although the patient’s general health status must 
be considered.10,88 Laminectomies are the most common 
decompressive procedures.182 When spinal stenosis is 
associated with instability, degenerative spondylolisthesis, 
deformity, or recurrent stenosis, fusion is often performed. 
Instrumentation often improves the fusion rate but does 
not influence the clinical outcome.197 If selectively chosen, 
most patients with neurogenic claudication do well with 
surgical management. If the chief symptomatic complaint 
is axial low back pain, however, the surgical outcome is 
generally poorer.103

Nonlumbar Spine Causes of  “Radicular” 
Leg Symptoms

A number of nonspinal disorders mimic lumbar radicu-
lopathy because they generate pain referral patterns similar 
to lumbosacral dermatomes. Their etiology is diverse and 
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includes joint, soft tissue, vascular, and peripheral nerve 
sources. A thorough history and physical examination can 
typically help differentiate these disorders from lumbosa-
cral radiculopathy; however, other diagnostic studies might 
be necessary.

Joint Disorders

The sacroiliac joint is now generally accepted as a potential 
pain generator that can refer pain into the lower limb. Other 
than true sacroiliitis (associated with the spondyloarthrop-
athies), the exact pathologic structure or source of pain 
from the sacroiliac joint is still uncertain. Vilensky et al.231 
reported in 2002 that substance P can be found in the 
posterior sacroiliac ligament. It is still not known, how-
ever, whether it is the synovium, the articular cartilage, the 
capsule, the ligamentous structures, the muscular support 
of the sacroiliac joint, or a combination of these that is 
the primary source of pain referred to as sacroiliac joint 
pain.

Although there are multiple physical examination maneu-
vers created to stress the sacroiliac joint and reproduce pain, 
rigorous studies have demonstrated that no one physical 
examination maneuver (nor combination) correlates well 
to diagnose sacroiliac joint pain confirmed from diagnostic 
local anesthetic injections into the joint.53 The gold stan-
dard for diagnosing sacroiliac joint pain is a fluoroscopically 
guided injection of local anesthetic into the sacroiliac joint.

Guided injections have helped to delineate the scleroto-
mal referral pattern of pain emanating from the sacroiliac 
joint.63,64 Sacroiliac joint pain generally does not radiate 
above the lumbosacral junction. It can radiate into the 
groin, thigh, and even below the knee, with significant 
overlap of lumbosacral radicular pain patterns.

Disorders involving the hip joint generally refer pain 
into the groin and sometimes the anterior thigh. The pro-
totypical disorder is osteoarthritis of the hip. This pain 
pattern is easily confused with L1–L2 to L3 nerve root 
involvement. Plain films of the hip and hip ROM on physi-
cal examination are generally most helpful in differentiat-
ing an intraarticular hip source of pain from spinal referred 
pain.

Soft Tissue Disorders

Piriformis syndrome is thought to cause sciatica via the pir-
iformis muscle putting local pressure on the sciatic nerve in 
the pelvis. Pain generally radiates into the posterior thigh 
but can refer below the knee in an L5 or S1 dermatomal 
pattern. The patient also describes buttock pain and typi-
cally has tenderness over the sciatic notch. Multiple exami-
nation maneuvers are used to reproduce sciatica resulting 
from piriformis syndrome.18 Pace’s maneuver is described 
as resisted abduction and external rotation of the thigh. 
Freiberg’s maneuver is forceful internal rotation of the 
extended thigh. Beatty described his maneuver as deep 
buttock pain produced by the side-lying patient holding a 
flexed knee several inches off the table. Fishman described 
an electrophysiologic approach to diagnose piriformis syn-
drome using H waves.62

Greater trochanteric pain syndrome is a descriptive term 
for a regional pain syndrome focused about the greater 
trochanter, buttock, and lateral thigh.199 It is often ini-
tially diagnosed as trochanteric bursitis but is probably 
multifactorial in etiology. An association probably exists 
with gluteal muscle (medius and minimus) pathology, 
potentially tendonopathy, tears, or myofascial pain. Physi-
cal examination shows generalized tenderness in the 
region, and typically there is significant gluteal muscle 
inhibition and deconditioning that can manifest as hip 
abductor weakness. A comprehensive rehabilitation pro-
gram focusing initially on pain control and neuromuscu-
lar reeducation of the gluteal muscles is important before 
progressing to strength-building exercises for the gluteals.

Iliotibial band syndrome can be confused with an L4 
or L5 radiculopathy. The iliotibial band is an extension of 
the tensor fascia lata that traverses the lateral aspect of the 
thigh, attaching at Gerdy’s tubercle on the proximal lateral 
tibia. Iliotibial band syndrome typically presents as lat-
eral knee pain, but it can also present with more proximal 
(lateral thigh) pain or radiate distally into the calf. When 
the iliotibial band is tight, it can also exacerbate trochan-
teric bursitis and be associated with lateral hip and but-
tock pain. Iliotibial band tightness is evaluated with Ober’s 
maneuver.124

Myofascial pain syndromes are common and are thought 
to arise from active trigger points within a muscle or its fas-
cia.202 Activation of trigger points in various muscles have 
typical pain referral patterns that can mimic lumbosacral 
dermatomes (see Chapter 43).

Vascular Disorders

Vascular claudication from peripheral vascular disease can 
be difficult to differentiate from neurogenic claudication 
secondary to lumbar spinal stenosis, especially because 
both are common in elderly patients. Symptoms from both 
are exacerbated by walking. A major difference, however, is 
that spinal forward flexion or sitting is necessary to allevi-
ate the symptoms of neurogenic claudication. The pain of 
intermittent claudication typically resolves when walking 
is discontinued, even if the patient remains standing. Lean-
ing forward on a grocery cart or walker while ambulating 
can also reduce neurogenic claudication but does not help 
with vascular claudication. The bicycle test can be used to 
differentiate between the two because any lower limb exer-
cise should exacerbate vascular claudication, but station-
ary cycling (while sitting with lumbar flexion) should not 
exacerbate neurogenic claudication. A patient with neuro-
genic claudication also typically has more pain with down-
hill walking because of the relative lumbar extension and 
resultant narrowing of the spinal canal. Uphill walking is 
more strenuous and can rapidly bring on symptoms of vas-
cular disease.

Peripheral Nerve Disorders

Peripheral polyneuropathy is a common cause of pares-
thesias in the distal lower limbs and feet that can mimic 
symptoms of lumbar stenosis. They are often seen together 
in elderly patients with diabetes. Electrodiagnostic studies 
can be used to diagnose a superimposed peripheral poly-
neuropathy in patients who have MRI findings of lumbar 
stenosis. Epidural steroid injections can sometimes be 
helpful in this situation to help determine how much of 
the patient’s leg and foot symptoms are related to spinal 
stenosis over peripheral polyneuropathy. The reason for 
this is that an epidural steroid injection often improves the 
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symptoms of spinal stenosis syndrome but has no impact 
on the symptoms of peripheral neuropathy.

Low Back Pain in Special 
Populations

Low Back Pain in Pregnancy

Low back pain is a common problem in pregnancy. Patients 
are generally divided into two categories: those with low 
back pain and those with pelvic girdle pain (pain below 
the iliac crest, such as sacroiliac joint-related pain). Multi-
ple studies have estimated the prevalence of low back pain 
in pregnancy at 49% to 76%.58,112,162,163,242 Risk factors 
include a history of previous back pain, previous pregnancy-
related back pain, and low back pain during menses.33,242 
Low back pain can begin at any time during the pregnancy 
and generally reaches a peak at 36 weeks.112,163,242 Pain 
decreases after this point and in most patients is substan-
tially improved by 3 months postpartum.163

A small group of patients will have persistent pain even 
after postpartum recovery. Risk factors for persistent back 
pain after pregnancy include having both low back pain 
and pelvic girdle pain, pain occurring in early pregnancy, 
weakness of back extensors, older patients, and those with 
work dissatisfaction.79

The etiology of low back pain in the pregnant woman is 
hypothesized to be due to increased biomechanical strain 
or to an altered hormonal influence. The biomechanical 
alterations are due to changes in spine posture related to 
the anterior movement of the pregnant woman’s center of 
gravity. An argument against purely biomechanical factors 
as the primary cause, however, is that the back pain often 
starts before significant weight gain by the mother, and the 
incidence does not parallel the weight gain.34 A hormonal 
influence probably exists in the etiology of low back pain 
in pregnancy. This etiology’s hypothesis is that the hor-
monal changes during pregnancy alter the lumbopelvic lig-
aments, which influences the stability of the lumbosacral 
spine and makes it more vulnerable to loading.112 A direct 
correlation between circulating levels of the hormone 
relaxin and pelvic and back pain, however, is controver-
sial.4,82,113,123 The prevalence of disk abnormalities on MRI 
is the same for pregnant and nonpregnant women, so this 
might be a source of pain for some pregnant women.246 
Only a few high-quality studies have evaluated therapeu-
tic interventions in pregnancy-related low back pain, and 
there is not much evidence on which to base recommenda-
tions for management.209 Individualized physical therapy, 
water aerobics, acupuncture, and massage therapy can be 
recommended to decrease pain.61,107,156,245 Instruction on 
a home exercise program, use of a sacroiliac belt, and back 
school have not been shown to significantly decrease pain 
intensity.54,129,142,155 No data support the use of lumbar–
abdominal orthoses that are designed to support the preg-
nant woman’s abdomen. A full discussion regarding the 
use of medication during pregnancy is beyond the scope 
of this chapter. In general, any medication use should be 
discussed with the patient’s obstetrician. Even medications 
generally thought of as safe and well tolerated can have 
unexpected consequences during pregnancy. For example, 
the use of NSAIDs in late pregnancy can cause premature 
closure of the ductus arteriosus and neonatal renal fail-
ure.169 Most antidepressants have not been approved for 
use during pregnancy, and for most antiseizure medica-
tions, such as gabapentin, there is evidence for increased 
incidence of birth defects in animals, and they have not 
been well studied in humans.100

Pediatric Low Back Pain

In the past back pain in the pediatric population has tra-
ditionally been considered to be relatively rare, and when 
present raised a concern for serious pathology. This belief 
is now known to be untrue. In a subset of studies involving 
more than 300 children each, the prevalence of back pain 
was cited between 30% and 51%.15,74 Severe back pain, 
which is either relapsing or permanent, was reported in 
3% to 15%.15 An increase in back pain prevalence is noted 
as the child ages. In a Finnish cohort study, back pain prev-
alence was reported as 1% in children 7 years old, 6% in 
those 10 years old, and 18% when 14 years old.211 Another 
reported the prevalence at 12% for 11-year-old children 
and 50% for those 15 to 18 years old, which approaches 
the adult prevalence.35 The same study reported that the 
pain is often recurrent but that the experience of back pain 
is frequently forgotten. Other studies demonstrate that 
the prevalence of low back pain has the greatest increase 
during puberty and the time of the maximum growth 
spurt.114,232 Risk factors for nonspecific low back pain in 
the pediatric population include increase in age, female 
gender, parents with low back pain, hyperlordotic pos-
ture, history of spinal trauma, participation in competitive 
sports, a high level of physical activity, and depression.15 
The literature does not support the following as risk fac-
tors for pediatric back pain: being overweight, hamstring 
tightness, a low level of physical activity, and poor school 
performance.15 Sitting appears to be the main exacerbat-
ing factor of low back pain in the pediatric population.15 
There also appears to be a positive correlation between 
low back pain in adolescence and the presence of pain as 
an adult.83

There has been more recent attention focused on the role 
of backpack use in the development of pediatric low back 
pain; however, there is still not a proven correlation. Car-
rying a backpack greater than 7.5% to 15% of the wearer’s 
body weight increases the metabolic demands over what is 
required to move a person’s body weight alone.122,180 The 
general recommendation for a child’s backpack weight is 
limited to 10% of body weight.122 This limit is based on 
concerns of increasing metabolic costs and not on the risk 
of back pain development (there are conflicting reports 
in the literature regarding backpack weight and back 
pain).80,122,219,243 Many new backpack designs improve 
ergonomic fit; however, there are no studies demonstrat-
ing their effectiveness in reducing back pain.122

Some of the specific causes of low back pain in the pedi-
atric population are listed in Box 40-8. Spondylolysis and 
isthmic spondylolisthesis often present in young athletes 
with back pain and have been reported as the most com-
mon underlying cause of persistent low back pain among 
children and adolescents.143 Most believe the etiology is 
from overuse, particularly during the growth spurt. The 
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presence of isthmic defects in children in the Western 
world is between 2% and 7%, and as high as 30% in elite 
athletes.161

Scheuermann disease typically presents in the adoles-
cent as painless exaggerated thoracic kyphosis. From a 
postural standpoint, the teenager typically presents with 
excessive thoracic kyphosis (which is demonstrated to 
be fixed in attempted hyperextension), with a compen-
satory lumbar hyperlordosis. Radiographic criteria for 
the diagnosis of Scheuermann disease include anterior 
wedging of at least three adjacent vertebrae, end-plate 
irregularities, Schmorl’s nodes, and disk space narrow-
ing.78 These findings are present equally in the adoles-
cent population without back pain, but there is a higher 
prevalence of concomitant degenerative disk changes in 
those with pain.216

The etiology of Scheuermann disease is uncertain. Some 
believe that it is due to repetitive loading of the immature 
spine that might have some preexisting abnormality of the 
cartilaginous end plate.93 There does appear to be a famil-
ial link.141 Scheuermann disease can have a benign course, 
although some untreated patients develop progressive 
structural kyphosis. Brace wearing is recommended until 
skeletal maturity is reached to help prevent the progressive 
kyphosis.

Idiopathic scoliosis is not generally painful. If associ-
ated with pain, often there is more serious underlying 
pathology such as tumor, infection, or spondylolisthesis. 
The curve direction in idiopathic scoliosis is typically right 
thoracic and left lumbar. If an atypical curve is encoun-
tered, further evaluation beyond plain films is generally 
warranted.

Neoplastic disease of the pediatric spine is fortunately 
rare. Most pediatric spinal tumors are primary (not 
metastatic) benign bone tumors arising from the verte-
brae.93 The most common tumors of the pediatric spine 
include osteoid osteoma, osteoblastoma, and aneurysmal 
bone cysts. The classic pain of osteoid osteoma is noc-
turnal pain that responds to aspirin. The most frequent 
malignant lesion affecting the pediatric spine is Ewing’s 
sarcoma.
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 •  Nonspecific
 •  Spondylolysis with or without spondylolisthesis
 •  Lumbar disk herniation
 •  Slipped vertebral apophysis
 •  Scheuermann disease
 •  Diskitis
 •  Vertebral osteomyelitis
 •  Neoplasm
 •  Rheumatic disease
 •  Somatization

 

BOX 40-8

Etiology of Pediatric Low Back Pain
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CHAPTER 41

OSTEOPOROSIS
Mehrsheed Sinaki

Bone, to be maintained, needs to be mechanically strained—within its biomechanical competence.

Mehrsheed Sinaki, MD
Osteoporosis consists of a heterogeneous group of syn-
dromes in which bone mass per unit volume is reduced in 
otherwise healthy bone, resulting in fragile bone. The incre-
ment in bone porosity results in architectural instability of 
bone and increases the likelihood of fracture. The mineral/
matrix ratio is normal in osteoporosis, but in osteomalacia 
the mineral content is markedly reduced.

Clinicians can add quality to the years of life of patients 
with osteoporosis through the use of an interdisciplinary 
approach. This condition is the most prevalent metabolic 
bone disease in the United States and is a major public 
health problem. The direct and indirect cost of osteoporo-
sis in the United States alone is estimated to be more than 
$14 billion annually.53 Much of this expense relates to hip 
fractures. In 15% to 20% of hip fracture cases, the outcome 
is fatal.57,62

The World Health Organization has defined osteoporo-
sis as bone mineral density (BMD) of 2.5 standard devia-
tions below the peak mean bone mass of young healthy 
adults.107 The T score shows the amount of one’s bone 
density compared with a young adult (at the age of 35) of 
the same gender with peak bone mass. The Z score is cal-
culated in the same way, but the comparison is made with 
someone of the same age, sex, race, height, and weight. The 
Z score is adjusted for an individual’s age, and the T score 
is not. For example, a 75-year-old woman with a Z score 
of −1.0 is one standard deviation below the BMD of an 
average 75-year-old woman, but her T score may be −3.0 
because she is three standard deviations below the BMD of 
an average 35-year-old woman. Normal BMD is a T score 
−1 or greater; osteopenia, a T score between −1 and −2.5; 
osteoporosis, a T score −2.5 or less; and severe osteoporo-
sis, a T score −2.5 or less with fracture. In the asymptomatic 
stage, osteoporosis is characterized simply by decreased 
bone mass without fracture. Osteoporosis becomes clini-
cally problematic only when the bone fractures.

Bone Function and Structure

Bone serves as a mechanical support for musculoskeletal 
structures, as protection for vital organs, and as a metabolic 
source of ions, especially calcium and phosphate. Despite 
its appearance, bone is an active tissue. To maintain its 
biomechanical competence, bone tissue undergoes con-
tinuous change and renewal so that older bone tissue is 
replaced by newly formed bone tissue. Approximately 20% 
of bone tissue is replaced annually by this cyclic process. 
There are two types of bone cells: osteoclasts, which resorb 
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the calcified matrix, and osteoblasts, which synthesize new 
bone matrix.65

Osteoclasts are localized on the endosteal bone surfaces. 
Their origin is hematopoietic, and they share a common 
precursor with the monocyte macrophage. Osteoclasts 
are large multinucleated cells with an average of 10 to 20 
nuclei. They have a special cell membrane with folds that 
invaginate at the interface with bone surface, called the ruf-
fled border. To induce resorption of bone and the mineral-
ized bone matrix, osteoclasts produce proteolytic enzymes 
in this ruffled border.

Osteoblasts are derived from mesenchymal cells. The 
role of osteoblasts is mineralization of the matrix through 
budding of vesicles from their cytoplasmic membrane. 
These vesicles are rich in alkaline phosphatase. Osteoblasts 
secrete all the growth factors that are trapped in the matrix.

Bone Remodeling

Bone remodeling is a process that allows removal of old 
bone and replacement with new bone tissue. This process 
allows maintenance of the biomechanical integrity of the 
skeleton, and it supports the role of bone in the provision 
of an ionic bank for the body and mechanical support. 
Bone remodeling has five phases.
 1.  Activation: Osteoclastic activity is recruited.
 2.  Resorption: Osteoclasts erode bone and form a cavity.
 3.  Reversal: Osteoblasts are recruited.
 4.  Formation: Osteoblasts replace the cavity with new bone.
 5.  Quiescence: Bone tissue remains dormant until the next 

cycle starts.
This process is cyclical, starting with bone resorption and 

finishing with bone formation. In adult human bone, each 
cycle of remodeling lasts 3 to 12 months. The signal that stops 
osteoclastic activity is not yet completely defined. After bone 
resorption, the reversal phase starts, which involves osteo-
blastic activity. Then the osteoblasts start to fill the resorp-
tion cavity. During the process of osteoclastic activity, the 
growth factors that are stored in the bone matrix are released 
and subsequently stimulate osteoblastic proliferation.

This process of bone resorption and formation is called 
coupling. The ideal situation in the coupling process is 
equilibrated bone formation and resorption. In osteopo-
rosis, however, there is disequilibrium between resorption 
and formation. In osteoporosis the coupling favors resorp-
tion that results in bone loss.

The number of active remodeling units in trabecular 
bone is about 3 times greater than in cortical bone. The 
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physical endurance of any bone is affected by the percent-
age of cortical bone involved in its structure. Trabecu-
lar bone is more active metabolically than cortical bone 
because of the considerable surface exposure areas. Conse-
quently, more bone loss occurs at the trabecular areas when 
resorption is greater than formation. The vertebrae consist 
of 50% trabecular bone and 50% cortical bone, whereas 
the femoral neck consists of 30% trabecular bone and 70% 
cortical bone. When bone turnover increases, bone loss 
and osteoporosis occur in the vertebrae before they occur 
in the femoral neck.

Pathogenesis

Peak adult bone mass is achieved between ages 30 and 35 
years. Bone mass at any point in life thereafter is the differ-
ence between the peak adult bone mass and the amount 
that has been lost since the peak was reached. Age-related 
bone loss is a universal phenomenon in humans. Any cir-
cumstances that limit bone formation or increase bone 
loss increase the likelihood that osteoporosis will develop 
later in life. Measures that can maximize peak adult bone 
mass are clearly desirable.

Trabecular (or cancellous) bone represents about 20% 
of skeletal bone mass and makes up 80% of the turnover 
media. The cortex makes up only 20% of the turnover 
media and is made of compact bone. It represents 80% of 
skeletal bone mass. In both cortical and trabecular bone, 
bone remodeling is initiated with the activation of osteo-
clasts. The resulting resorption sites are then refilled by 
osteoblastic activities, a process called bone formation. If the 
amount of bone resorbed equals the amount formed, the 
bone loss is zero. The remodeling process does not result in 
zero balance after age 30 to 35 years, however, and after this 
age the normal process of remodeling results in bone loss.63

Certain conditions, such as hyperparathyroidism or thy-
rotoxicosis, can increase the rate of bone remodeling. These 
conditions increase the rate of bone loss, which results in 
high-turnover osteoporosis. The secondary causes of osteo-
porosis are associated with an increased rate of activation 
of the remodeling cycle. Although factors such as calcium 
intake, smoking, alcohol consumption, physical exer-
cise, and menopause are important factors in determin-
ing BMD, genetic factors are the major determinant and 
contribute to 80% of the variance in peak BMD.16 Fracture 
incidence related to osteoporosis is lower in men than in 
women because the diameter of vertebral bodies and long 
bones is greater in men at maturity and bone loss is less 
(about half that of women) throughout life.67

Classification of Osteoporosis

Osteoporosis can be primary or secondary to other disor-
ders that result in bone loss. The most common causes of 
osteoporosis are listed in Box 41-1. The most common type 
of osteoporosis is either postmenopausal or age related.56

Primary osteoporosis is the rare disorder of idiopathic 
juvenile osteoporosis. This type of osteoporosis typically 
occurs before puberty (between ages 8 and 14 years), and 
patients present with osteoporosis that is progressive over 
2 to 4 years in association with multiple axial or axioap-
pendicular fractures. Remission usually occurs by the end 
of the 2- to 4-year course.36 In this type of osteoporosis, 
the process of bone formation is normal but osteoclastic 
activity increases, resulting in increased bone resorption. 
This type of osteoporosis is most evident in the thoracic 
and lumbar spine and needs to be distinguished from juve-
nile epiphysitis or Scheuermann disease. It is usually self-
limiting, but the radiographic appearance might not return 
to normal. The laboratory values are typically normal, and 
the diagnosis is made by exclusion.

Hormones and Physiology of Bone

The rate of bone remodeling can be increased by parathy-
roid hormone (PTH), thyroxine, growth hormone, and vita-
min D (1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3 [1,25(OH)2D3]). It can 
be decreased by calcitonin, estrogen, and glucocorticoids.46

The major hormone for calcium homeostasis is PTH. 
It is secreted by the parathyroid glands, which are located 
behind the thyroid glands. The level of plasma calcium is the 
major moderator of the secretion of PTH, which regulates 
the plasma calcium ion (Ca2+) concentration in three ways:
 1.  In the presence of active vitamin D, PTH stimulates bone 

resorption and the release of calcium and phosphate.

Hereditary, Congenital
 •  Osteogenesis imperfecta, neurologic disturbances (myo-

tonia congenita, Werdnig-Hoffmann disease), gonadal 
dysgenesis

Acquired (Primary and Secondary)
Generalized
 •  Idiopathic (in premenopausal women and middle-aged or 

young men; juvenile osteoporosis)
 •  Postmenopausal
 •  Age-related
 •  Endocrine disorders: Acromegaly, hyperthyroidism, Cush-

ing syndrome (iatrogenic or endogenous), hyperparathy-
roidism, diabetes mellitus (?), hypogonadism

 •  Nutritional problems: Malnutrition, anorexia or bulimia, 
vitamin deficiency (C or D), vitamin overuse (A or D), cal-
cium deficiency, high sodium intake, high caffeine intake, 
high protein intake, high phosphate intake, alcohol abuse

 •  Sedentary lifestyle, immobility, smoking
 •  Gastrointestinal diseases (liver disease, malabsorption 

syndromes, alactasia, subtotal gastrectomy) or small-bowel 
resection

 •  Nephropathies
 •  Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
 •  Malignancy (multiple myeloma, disseminated carcinoma)
 •  Drug use: Phenytoin, barbiturates, cholestyramine, hepa-

rin, excess thyroid hormone replacement, glucocorticoids

Localized
 •  Inflammatory arthritis, fractures and immobilization in 

cast, limb dystrophies, muscular paralysis
 

BOX 41-1

Common Causes of Osteoporosis

Modified from Sinaki M: Metabolic bone disease. In Sinaki M,  editor: 
Basic clinical rehabilitation medicine, ed 2, St Louis, 1993, Mosby. Used 
with permission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research.



 2.  Through production of calcitriol in the kidneys, it indi-
rectly increases intestinal absorption of calcium and
phosphate.

 3.  It increases active reabsorption of calcium ions in the
renal distal tubal area.
PTH also reduces proximal tubular reabsorption of

phosphate. In general, PTH increases serum calcium con-
centration and mostly tends to decrease serum phosphate
concentration.

Calcitonin is a hormone secreted by the parafollicular
cells of the thyroid gland. The major stimulus of calcito-
nin production is the serum level of calcium. Calcito-
nin directly prohibits calcium and phosphate resorption
through inhibition of osteoclastic activity, lowering the
serum calcium level.

The main regulators of vitamin D synthesis are the
serum concentrations of 1,25(OH)2D3, calcium, phos-
phate, and PTH. Vitamin D also can be synthesized
through exposure to the sun and conversion in the liver.
PTH is the major inducer of the production of the active
form of vitamin D in the kidney. This function is accom-
plished through the effect of the enzyme 1-α-hydroxylase,
which transforms the inactive form of vitamin D to the
potent form. The active form of vitamin D increases intes-
tinal absorption of calcium and phosphate. Vitamin D also
is required for appropriate bone mineralization. The influ-
ence of the active form of vitamin D is both a direct effect
through stimulating osteoblastic activity and an indirect
effect through increasing the intestinal absorption of cal-
cium and phosphorus.

Role of Sex Steroids

The main endocrine function that occurs at menopause
is loss of secretion of estrogen and progesterone from the
ovaries.34,46,67 The premenopausal ovary produces primar-
ily estradiol. Progesterone secretion, which occurs cycli-
cally after ovulation in the premenopausal stage, also
decreases to very low levels in the postmenopausal stage.
These changes in circulating sex steroids are gradual in a
woman’s sexual reproductive life. The premenopausal
ovary also produces androgens, especially testosterone. The
circulating testosterone levels decrease after menopause.
The major source of estrogen in postmenopausal women is
conversion from dihydroepiandrostenedione. The latter is
then converted into androstenedione, which changes into
estrone in fat cells. Estrone is the major source of estrogen
in postmenopausal women.

Men do not have the equivalent of menopause, but
in some elderly men bone mass decreases along with a
decline in gonadal function. The testosterone level in men
decreases with age as a result of a decreased number of Ley-
dig cells in the testes. Male hypogonadism is typically asso-
ciated with bone loss.41

Other Factors Affecting Bone Mass

Several other factors can contribute to the reduction of
sex-related steroid levels. In hyperprolactinemia, which
is due to a prolactin-secreting pituitary tumor, failure
915CHAPTER 41 Osteoporosis

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

of the gonadal axis results in a substantial loss of bone. 
Amenorrheic athletes who exercise excessively, such as 
high- mileage runners or ballet dancers who have lower-
than-normal body weight, have lower circulating estra-
diol, progesterone, and prolactin levels. Their amenorrhea 
is associated with hypothalamic hypogonadism, which 
leads to excessive bone loss. This bone loss can be mostly 
reversed when training distances are decreased.14,44 With 
weight gain and improvement in nutrition, these young 
women can facilitate resumption of menses and reversal of 
bone loss.7,21,106 Reduction of sex steroid concentrations is 
not the only cause of bone loss. Other factors such as race, 
genetics, nutrition, physical exercise, and lifestyle can also 
contribute to the rate of bone loss after an ovariectomy or 
natural menopause.72 It is well known that bone must be 
physically stressed to be maintained. A considerable body 
of data shows that the rate of change in strain also influ-
ences bone growth and remodeling.52

Effect of Aging on Bone Mass

In the normal aging process, there is a deficit between 
resorption and formation because osteoblastic activity is 
not equal to osteoclastic activity. The result of the remod-
eling process is bone loss during each cycle of remodel-
ing. Bone loss occurs even when the remodeling process 
is not increased. In fact, activation of skeletal remodeling 
is decreased as a result of the aging process. This decreased 
activation gives rise to the concept of low-turnover osteopo-
rosis, which occurs concomitantly with the aging process.

Age plays a significant role in the rate of bone turn-
over. It has been clearly determined that bone turnover 
increases in women at menopause, but bone turnover does 
not increase significantly in men with aging. Most studies 
have shown that plasma levels of the active form of vita-
min D—1,25(OH)2D3—decrease with age by about 50% 
in both men and women.

Growth hormone stimulates renal production of 
1,25(OH)2D3. Growth hormone production decreases 
with age. Secretion of growth hormone is reduced in 
patients with osteoporosis. Growth hormone and insulin-
like growth factor 1 have several positive effects on calcium 
homeostasis, including synthesis of 1,25(OH)2D3, osteo-
blast proliferation, osteoclast differentiation, and bone 
resorption.

It appears that special forms of vitamin K therapy in 
elderly persons can be associated with a reduction in the 
rate of bone resorption, demonstrated by decreased excre-
tion of urinary hydroxyproline. Further studies are needed 
in this area. Studies have shown that calcium absorption 
is less efficient in elderly people.32 Bone loss also has 
been related to deficiencies in trace metal elements, such 
as copper, zinc, and magnesium, but this issue is not fully 
resolved.

Plasma calcitonin levels are higher in men than in 
women. Calcitonin levels do not change with age. Stud-
ies have shown that estrogens stimulate calcitonin secre-
tion.99,100 Thyroid hormone levels typically show no 
change or are slightly decreased with age. The PTH level 
increases with age, perhaps because of mild hypocalce-
mia and decreased 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration. This 
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reduction in the active form of vitamin D can be due to 
decreased consumption of dietary vitamin D, decreased 
exposure to sunlight, decreased skin capacity for vitamin 
D conversion, reduced intestinal absorption, and reduced 
1-α-hydroxylase activity.

Several studies have shown that the level of physical 
activity decreases with aging.73 This is important because 
physical strain and mechanical load also positively affect 
bone mass.23 Exercise is known to stimulate the release of 
growth hormone or other trophic factors that can stimu-
late osteoblastic activity.20 Optimal nutrition and physical 
activity are necessary to achieve the genetic potential for 
bone mass. The peak bone mass attained by young adult-
hood is a major determinant of bone mass in later life. 
Female gymnasts, both children and college-aged athletes, 
reportedly have higher BMD than swimmers.6,19 Nutrition 
also can affect both bone matrix formation and bone min-
eralization. In general, in estrogen-deficient women, cal-
cium intake of 1500 mg/day and 800 international units/
day of vitamin D are recommended.

Clinical Manifestations 
of Osteoporosis

Osteoporosis is typically a “silent disease” until fractures 
occur. Osteoporotic vertebral fractures can go unnoticed 
until they are incidentally seen on a chest radiograph. Appen-
dicular fractures, however, typically require immediate 
attention. The fact that a fracture resulted from osteoporosis 
should not affect the orthopedic method of management. 
The most common areas for osteoporotic fractures are the 
midthoracic and upper-lumbar spine (Figure 41-1),81 hip 
(proximal femur), and distal forearm (Colles fracture). 
The highest incidence of fractures is in white women. The 
female/male ratio is about 7:1 for vertebral fractures, 2:1 
for hip fractures, and 5:1 for Colles fractures. It has been 
estimated that after menopause a woman’s lifetime risk of 
sustaining an osteoporotic fracture is 1 in 2 or 3.51

Hip fracture is the greatest concern clinically because 
the risk of death with osteoporotic hip fracture is 15% to 
20%. This is despite all the modern developments in surgi-
cal and nonsurgical intervention. The management of an 
osteoporotic spine fracture requires immobilization of the 
involved vertebral bodies and analgesia. Fortunately, these 
fractures heal through becoming more condensed and, 
unlike appendicular fractures, typically do not require any 
specific treatment. If there is nonunion of the appendicular 
fracture, one needs to look for conditions other than osteo-
porosis, such as osteomalacia or hyperparathyroidism. The 
duration of immobilization should be for only a limited 
time, sufficient to ensure the primary fracture-healing pro-
cess. Prolonged immobilization is discouraged because it 
can contribute to additional osteoporosis.

The orthopedic management for most osteoporotic 
fractures is generally noncontroversial, except for the man-
agement of hip fracture. The management of femoral neck 
fracture creates a great deal of controversy because of the 
high complication rate. Efforts are ongoing to solve these 
controversies through prospective studies. Despite these 
efforts, the treatment of hip fracture remains a challenge, 
and each case creates an emergency situation. Shoulder 
fracture, especially fracture in the surgical neck of the 
proximal humerus, is not uncommon in elderly women. 
This type of fracture usually occurs from an impact force 
directly to the shoulder during a fall. A conservative treat-
ment regimen typically suffices for this fracture.

Fractures and Management

The relationship between bone mass and spinal fractures 
has been extensively studied, and it is known that fracture 
risk increases as bone mass decreases. For every standard 
deviation of decrease in BMD, the risk of osteoporotic 
fracture of the spine increases 1.5- to 2-fold, and the risk 
of hip fracture increases 2.6-fold.30 Another predictor of 
fracture risk is age itself. The risk of fracture as a result of 
osteoporosis doubles every 5 to 7 years.30 It is not clear 
whether age-related changes in bone density or bone 
quality are factors that increase the risk of fractures caused 
by falls.
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FIGURE 41-1 Incidence of wedging and compression fractures at various levels of the spine. (Modified from Sinaki M, Mikkelsen BA: Postmenopausal spinal osteo-
porosis: flexion versus extension exercises, Arch Phys Med Rehabil 65:593-596, 1984, with permission.)
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Vertebral Fracture

The incidence of vertebral fractures is poorly understood 
because 50% of these fractures can be subclinical and the 
patient might not seek medical attention. Vertebral frac-
tures can create both acute and chronic pain.

Acute pain that occurs in the absence of a previous frac-
ture is usually due to compression fractures of the vertebrae. 
Sometimes a minor fall or even an affectionate hug can cause 
a compression fracture. The compressed vertebrae might 
not be apparent on radiographs for up to 4 weeks after the 
injury.56 Compression fractures usually result in acute pain 
that later resolves (Box 41-2).71 The spinal deformity that 
can result from these fractures can produce chronic pain.71

Kyphotic postural change is the most physically disfig-
uring and psychologically damaging effect of osteoporo-
sis.85 The incidence of osteoporosis can be substantially 
decreased only by early detection and subsequent interven-
tion in high-risk patients.

Extrinsic
 •  Environmental: Obstacles, slippery floors, uneven sur-

faces, poor illumination, stairs not well defined, pets, icy 
sidewalks

 •  Extraskeletal: Inappropriate footwear, obstructive clothing

Intrinsic
 •  Intraskeletal: Lower-extremity weakness (neurogenic or 

myopathic), balance disorder (vestibular dysequilibrium, 
peripheral neuropathy, hyperkyphosis), visual impair-
ment, bifocals use, vestibular changes, cognitive decline, 
decreased coordination (cerebellar degeneration), postural 
changes, imbalance, gait unsteadiness, gait apraxia, reduced 
muscle strength, reduced flexibility, orthopnea, postural 
hypotension, cardiovascular deconditioning, iatrogenically 
reduced alertness

 

BOX 41-3

Factors Contributing to Risk for Falls

Modified from Sinaki M: Falls, fractures, and hip pads, Curr Osteoporos 
Rep 2:131-137, 2004, with permission.

 •  Bed rest (2 days): Substantial bone loss is not likely to 
occur with 2 days of bed rest

 •  Analgesics: Avoid constipating medicines, such as codeine 
derivatives

 •  Avoidance of constipation
 •  Physical therapy: Initially cold packs, then mild heat and 

stroking massage
 •  Avoidance of exertional exercises
 •  Knowledge of lifting and standing principles to avoid 

excessive spinal strain
 •  Back supports if needed to decrease pain and expedite 

ambulation
 •  Gait aids if needed

 

BOX 41-2

Management of Acute Pain in Patients  
With Osteoporosis

Modified from Sinaki M: Metabolic bone disease. In Sinaki M, edi-
tor: Basic clinical rehabilitation medicine, ed 2, St Louis, 1993, Mosby. 
Used with permission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and 
Research.
Disproportionate weakness in back extensor muscu-
lature relative to body weight or spinal flexor strength 
considerably increases the possibility of compressing the 
vertebrae in the fragile osteoporotic spine. Recognition 
and improvement of decreased back extensor strength 
can enhance the ability to maintain proper vertical align-
ment.69 The geriatric population has an increased risk of 
debilitating postural changes because of several factors, the 
two most apparent being a greater prevalence of osteopo-
rosis and an involutional loss of functional muscle motor 
units.27,50 Development of kyphotic posture not only can 
predispose to postural back pain but also can increase the 
risk of falls.48 Several other factors also can contribute to 
the risk for falls (Box 41-3).

Chronic spinal pain can be due to the deformity caused 
by vertebral wedging and compression, as well as by sec-
ondary ligamentous strain. These deformities are often 
difficult to distinguish from the usually associated disk 
deterioration. The intervertebral disks undergo the most 
dramatic age-related changes of all connective tissues.1 
With aging, there is an increase in the number and diam-
eter of the collagen fibrils in the disk. This change is accom-
panied by a progressive decrease in disk resilience. Loss of 
distinction between the nucleus pulposus and the annulus 
fibrosus eventually occurs.

Chronic back pain secondary to osteoporosis is related 
to postural changes resulting from vertebral fractures.85 
Strong back muscles contribute to good posture and skel-
etal support (Figure 41-2).33,84,89 One controlled study 
showed the long-term effects of back extensor resistance 
training 8 years after cessation of the exercise.86,91 The 
women in the study were not receiving hormone replace-
ment therapy. Compared with the exercise group, the con-
trol group had a 2.7 times greater number of vertebral 
fractures at 10-year follow-up evaluation.91 The pain and 
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FIGURE 41-2 Correlation between change in back extensor strength and 
change in thoracic kyphosis in 29 healthy estrogen-deficient women with 
hyperkyphosis (≥34.1 degrees). A significant negative correlation was found. 
(Modified from Itoi E, Sinaki M: Effect of back-strengthening exercise on posture 
in healthy women 49 to 65 years of age, Mayo Clin Proc 69:1054-1059, 1994, with 
permission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research.)
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FIGURE 41-3 At 10-year follow-up evaluation, vertebral compression fractures were found in 14 of 322 vertebral bodies examined (4.3%) in the control group 
and 6 of 378 vertebral bodies examined (1.6%) in the back extension exercise group (χ2 test, p = 0.029). The number of control subjects with vertebral fractures 
was 3 times greater in the control group than in the back exercise group. (Modified from Sinaki M: Critical appraisal of physical rehabilitation measures after osteopo-
rotic vertebral fracture, Osteoporos Int 14:773-779, 2003. Erratum: Osteoporos Int 17(11):1702, 2006, used with permission.)
skeletal deformity associated with osteoporosis might sec-
ondarily reduce muscle strength. The reduction in muscle 
strength can further exacerbate the postural abnormalities 
associated with this condition (Figure 41-3).

Chronic pain can also be due to microfractures that are 
visible only on bone scanning and which can occur con-
tinuously. Management of chronic osteoporosis-related 
pain is outlined in Box 41-4. Prescription of opiate anal-
gesics, such as codeine sulfate or its derivatives, should 
be undertaken judiciously because their use can cause 
constipation.68

New Hypothesis on the Most Effective 
Exercise to Reduce the Risk for Vertebral 
Fracture

After a 10-year follow-up study,91 the author developed 
the following hypothesis: “Back strengthening exercises 
performed in a prone position rather than in vertical 

 •  Improve faulty posture; may need weighted 
kypho-orthosis.

 •  Manage pain (ultrasound, massage, or transcutaneous 
electrical nerve stimulation).

 •  If cause of pain is beyond correction, apply back support to 
decrease painful stretch of ligaments.

 •  Advise the patient to avoid physical activities that exert 
extreme vertical compression forces on vertebrae.

 •  Prescribe a patient-specific therapeutic exercise program.
 •  Start appropriate pharmacologic intervention.

 

BOX 41-4

Management of Chronic Pain in Patients  
With Osteoporosis

Modified from Sinaki M: Metabolic bone disease. In Sinaki M,  editor: 
Basic clinical rehabilitation medicine, ed 2, St Louis, 1993, Mosby. Used with 
permission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research.
position (nonloading) can decrease risk of vertebral 
fractures through improvement of horizontal trabecu-
lar connections.”79 The exercise needs to be progressive, 
resistive, and nonloading to avoid vertebral compression 
fracture.

Vertebroplasty and Kyphoplasty

Vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty procedures are used for 
the management of vertebral fractures. These procedures 
involve the injection of acrylic cement (such as polymeth-
ylmethacrylate) into a partially collapsed vertebral body. 
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FIGURE 41-4 Composite score of computerized dynamic posturography in 
control subjects and subjects with osteoporosis-kyphosis at baseline and at 
follow-up evaluation. Kyphotic subjects improved significantly after a 4-week 
trial of a spinal proprioceptive extension exercise dynamic program and spinal 
weighted kypho-orthosis. Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. 
A score of 68 or more is normal for ages 60 years or older. (From Sinaki M, 
Brey RH, Hughes CA, et al: Significant reduction in risk of falls and back pain in 
osteoporotic-kyphotic women through a Spinal Proprioceptive Extension Exer-
cise Dynamic (SPEED) program, Mayo Clin Proc 80:849-855, 2005, used with per-
mission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research.)
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A B

FIGURE 41-5 A, The right femur with medial displacement of a large fragment containing the lesser trochanter and with lateral angulation across the fracture. 
B, Internal nail, plate, and screw fixation in the same patient.
Jensen et al.35 found that 63% of osteoporotic patients 
who underwent vertebroplasty decreased their use of opi-
ates and analgesics for pain control, 7% increased their 
use, and 30% continued on the same use. More recently, 
two multicenter randomized controlled trials evaluat-
ing vertebroplasty demonstrated no significant difference 
in pain relief when compared with a sham procedure.5,37 
Vertebroplasty does not substitute for rehabilitative mea-
sures that are needed after fracture.31,59 One study showed 
significantly fewer vertebral refractures after vertebroplasty 
in patients who received instruction for back extension 
exercises.31 The author recommends a rehabilitation pro-
gram, especially back extension exercises, for osteoporosis 
management.

Hip Fracture

Falls and hip fractures can be life threatening.55,101 In addi-
tion to weakness of the lower limbs, one of the contrib-
uting factors to falls is disequilibrium of individuals with 
spinal kyphotic posture.78 The kyphotic posture places the 
center of gravity closer to the limit of stability.93 Measures 
that reduce instability, such as proper exercise program and 
use of a weighted kypho-orthosis (WKO), can reduce both 
the fear of falls and the risk of falls (Figure 41-4).93

Hip fracture is an emergency situation. In typical cases, 
the limb is rotated outward (externally rotated) and short-
ened. It is difficult to tell from the clinical evaluation 
whether the fracture is intracapsular (femoral neck frac-
ture) or extracapsular (trochanteric fracture). Radiographs 
are necessary to make this distinction because the opera-
tive treatment and the outcome of intracapsular versus 
extracapsular hip fractures differ considerably. The consen-
sus is that surgery is the treatment of choice for both fem-
oral neck fracture and trochanteric hip fractures. In some 
unusual cases of impacted fracture, however, conserva-
tive treatment might be advisable. This is particularly true 
when the patient is severely debilitated and has impaired 
general health.

Femoral neck fracture requires fixation, and the type of 
fixation differs among surgeons. Because of the high inci-
dence of operative failures after internal fixation of these 
fractures, most orthopedists prefer arthroplasties. Some 
orthopedists prefer total joint replacement, whereas 
some prefer hemiarthroplasty only for the femoral neck 
and head. The rationale is that total hip arthroplasties 
are considered to stay intact longer than hemiarthroplas-
ties. The hemiarthroplasty, however, is a considerably 
smaller surgical trauma for the patient and is advocated 
for the very old or frail patient with a prognosis of limited 
mobility.

The trochanteric hip fracture creates fewer problems, 
despite the fact that the fracture engages more bone than 
the femoral neck fracture. The operative treatment of choice 
is internal fixation (Figure 41-5). The postoperative course 
for all hip fractures, regardless of whether internal fixation 
or joint arthroplasty is done, is less eventful if physical 
therapeutic measures are used postoperatively, includ-
ing the use of gait aids with partial weight-bearing on the 
operative side. Only for patients with severely comminuted 
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fractures or fractures in which the operative result has been 
unsatisfactory is the restriction of weight-bearing to no 
weight-bearing needed.

Hip Pads for Fracture Prophylaxis

There is conflicting evidence as to whether hip protectors 
can reduce the incidence of hip fractures in the elderly, 
high-risk population. One randomized controlled trial 
showed that hip protector pads can protect against hip 
fractures in an elderly nursing home population (average 
age, 81 years), but compliance with use of the hip protec-
tors has been a concern.38 Another study showed no sig-
nificant difference in the incidence of hip fractures, even 
in the participants who were compliant with the use of 
the hip protectors.103 It appears that at-risk elderly indi-
viduals, especially those with a history of falls, impaired 
balance, and decreased cognition, would benefit from 
use of hip pads, in addition to use of gait aids.77 Also, 
rehabilitation for patients to learn how to fall and land 
safely can decrease the risk of hip fracture resulting from 
high-impact contact during a fall. Landing on the but-
tocks is less traumatic to hips than landing on the greater 
trochanters.64

Sacral Insufficiency Fracture

Other axial skeletal fractures, such as fractures of the sacral 
alae and pubic rami, can also occur (Figure 41-6). Pelvic 
fractures are particularly common in patients with osteo-
porosis. Fractures of the pubic rami can occur with mini-
mal strain, and most patients can hardly recall having a 
traumatic event or an incident of severe strain. Healing 
typically occurs without invasive procedures. Ambulatory 
activities are reduced temporarily, and a wheeled walker is 
initially recommended to decrease pain. Later in the treat-
ment, crutches and a cane can be used. Weight-bearing is 
limited, as dictated by the level of pain in the pelvic area. 
Fracture of the sacrum with minimal trauma can also occur, 
and the goal of management is to decrease weight-bearing 
pain with use of proper assistive devices for ambulation.71 
For management of pelvic pain, physical therapeutic mea-
sures are recommended.

Diagnostic Studies in Osteoporosis

Who is at risk? The National Osteoporosis Foundation 
recommends that individuals who are at risk for osteopo-
rosis have a BMD evaluation. This group includes estrogen-
deficient women with risk factors, women aged 65 years or 
older (regardless of risk factors), women in the postmeno-
pausal stage who have at least one risk factor for osteopo-
rosis, including having fractured a bone, and persons who 
have a vertebral abnormality indicative of bone loss or take 
a medication such as prednisone that can cause osteopo-
rosis. This group also includes individuals who have type 
1 diabetes mellitus, liver disease, kidney disease, thyroid 
disease, or family history of osteoporosis, as well as women 
who had early menopause. In addition to the above recom-
mendations, it is thought that individuals who abuse alco-
hol or are cigarette smokers are at increased risk. Follow-up 
BMD study should be done after 2 years or longer, depend-
ing on the baseline T score and the patient’s risk factors. 
Bone markers can also be used for additional information 
on follow-up evaluations, especially those for shorter inter-
vals (i.e., <3 months).

The diagnosis of osteoporosis requires a thorough his-
tory and physical examination, including family history of 
osteoporosis, type and location of musculoskeletal pain, 
general dietary calcium intake, level of physical activity, 
and height and weight measurements (Table 41-1).

Several biochemical indices also are used in the dif-
ferential diagnosis of metabolic bone disease or, in some 
instances, for therapeutic follow-up.12 For example, bio-
chemical markers for bone formation are calcium, phos-
phorus, PTH, bone-specific alkaline phosphatase, and 
serum osteocalcin. Resorption markers include 24-hour uri-
nary calcium excretion (corrected by creatinine excretion), 
hydroxyproline, and pyridinium cross-links (in urine).24 
The interpretation of these tests is unfortunately clouded in 
patients with osteoporosis because the intraindividual and 
interindividual variations are substantial for these param-
eters. Indices of bone turnover show seasonal and circadian 
variations (see Table 41-1).

Radiographic findings of osteoporosis consist of in -
creased lucency of the vertebral bodies with loss of hori-
zontal trabeculae, increased prominence of the cortical end 
plates, vertically oriented trabeculae, reduction in cortex 
thickness, and anterior wedging of vertebral bodies.13,25 
The degree of wedging that indicates a true fracture varies 
from a 15% to 25% reduction in anterior height relative 

FIGURE 41-6 Insufficiency fractures (arrows) of the left pubic bone and both 
sacral alae in a 75-year-old woman with osteoporosis. (Modified from Sinaki M: 
Musculoskeletal challenges of osteoporosis, Aging Clin Exp Res 10:249-262, 1998, 
used with permission.)
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to the posterior height of the same vertebra. Other mor-
phologic changes occur, such as biconcavity of vertebral 
bodies and complete compression fractures (reduction in 
both anterior and posterior heights by at least 25% com-
pared with adjacent normal vertebrae).25,66 Bone scan and 
magnetic resonance imaging can further define the cause of 
bone loss (Figure 41-7), if needed.

Osteoporosis is typically not visible on conventional radio-
graphs until at least 25% to 30% of bone mineral has been 
lost. Consequently, evaluation of BMD through absorptiom-
etry techniques is recommended.104 These measurements 

Table 41-1  Some of the Diagnostic Evaluations 
for Osteoporosis

Evaluation Details

History and physical 
examination

Family history of osteoporosis, type and loca-
tion of pain, general dietary calcium intake, 
level of physical activity, height and weight

Radiographs of chest 
and spine

To rule out lymphomas, rib fractures, com-
pression fractures, etc.

Bone mineral density 
(spine and hip)

At menopause and every 2 years for high-risk 
patients and every 5 years for low-risk 
patients

Complete blood cell 
count

To rule out anemias associated with malig-
nancy, etc.

Chemistry group 
(serum calcium, 
phosphorus, vitamin 
D, parathyroid hor-
mone, bone-specific 
alkaline phosphatase, 
osteocalcin)

To assess the level of alkaline phosphatase, 
which may be increased in osteomalacia, 
Paget disease, bony metastasis and fracture, 
intestinal malabsorption, vitamin D defi-
ciency, chronic liver disease, alcohol abuse, 
phenytoin (Dilantin) therapy, hypercalcemia 
of hyperparathyroidism, hypophosphatemia 
of hyperparathyroidism and osteomalacia, 
malabsorption, or malnutrition

Erythrocyte sedimenta-
tion rate and serum
protein 
 electrophoresis

To determine changes indicative of multiple 
myeloma or other gammopathies

Total thyroxine Increased total thyroxine concentration may 
be a cause of osteoporosis because of 
increased bone turnover

Immunoreactive para-
thyroid hormone

Hyperparathyroidism (accompanied by 
 hypercalcemia)

25-Hydroxyvitamin 
D and 1,25-dihy-
droxyvitamin D3

Gastrointestinal disease, osteomalacia

Urinalysis and 24-hr 
urine

To check for proteinuria caused by nephrotic 
syndrome and for low pH resulting from 
renal tubular acidosis; a 24-hr urine test 
can exclude hypercalciuria (normal calcium 
value in men is 25-300 mg/specimen; in 
women, 20-275 mg/specimen62)

Optional: Bone scan, 
iliac crest biopsy

After tetracycline double-labeling for bone 
histomorphometry, bone marrow biopsy 
may be indicated to exclude multiple 
myeloma and metastatic malignancy

Biochemical markers 
of bone turnover 
(Eastell)

Formation: Serum osteocalcin, alkaline phos-
phatase (bone), procollagen type 1, C and N 
propeptides

Resorption: Serum acid phosphatase, pyridi-
noline, deoxypyridinoline, hydroxyproline, 
cross-linked telopeptides of type 1 collagen, 
urinary calcium, or creatinine
are also helpful in treatment because calculated bone loss 
or gain is required in therapeutic trials of agents affecting 
bone mass. The different methods for evaluation of bone 
mass have different levels of precision.105 Available methods 
include photon absorptiometry (single or dual), finger x-ray 
spectrometry, ultrasound densitometry, qualitative com-
puted tomography, and dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry. 
The most commonly used technique is dual-energy x-ray 
absorptiometry. It has high precision and is frequently used 
for research and clinical evaluations to measure the BMD of 
the spine and hips (Figure 41-8). More commonly measured 
is the BMD of the femoral neck because spinal bone den-
sity can be erroneously high as a result of osteoarthritis of 
the spine. It also can be used to measure total-body bone 
mass. It is x-ray–based and has a precision of about 1%. The 
amount of radiation used is less than 3 mrad.104

Treatment

Osteoporosis treatment is best done with a team approach 
because it is a multifactorial condition.4 Endocrine consul-
tation is needed, along with interventions from specialists 
in physical medicine and rehabilitation, pharmacology, 
psychology, and nutrition.44 The World Health Organi-
zation has defined osteoporosis as a T score of less than 
−2.5. Detailed definitions of normal BMD, osteopenia, and 
osteoporosis are provided earlier in the text of this chapter. 
These definitions facilitate decision making for therapeu-
tic trials. They are also helpful for prescription of a proper 
exercise program.

Because fractures generally occur with falls, the preven-
tion of falls decreases the risk of fracture.66 A recent study 
showed that patients with osteoporosis who had kyphosis 
were significantly more at risk for falls than control subjects 
without osteoporosis-kyphosis.92 A recent controlled trial 
demonstrated significant improvement in risk for falls.93 
The spinal proprioceptive extension exercise dynamic 
(SPEED) program shows decreased step width, improved 
steadiness of gait on gait laboratory testing, decreased risk 
for falls at obstacles, and increased velocity, cadence, and 
stride length.93 Through use of a WKO and SPEED pro-
gram, back pain decreased and level of physical activity 
increased. The SPEED program opens a new area of inves-
tigation for reducing risk for falls in kyphotic, osteoporotic 
individuals with balance disorder.93

Exercise

The efficacy of exercise for improving bone mass is sup-
ported by hormonal and nutritional factors (Box 41-5). 
To meet the challenge of mechanical load, skeletal tissue 
must have enough bone mass and proper architecture to 
withstand the physical strain that is imposed on it. Normal 
musculoskeletal structure is highly adaptable and can meet 
the challenge of usual mechanical loads. The challenge 
from mechanical load and strain might not be tolerated in 
those with osteopenia and osteoporosis without damage 
to the architecture of bone. A supervised, nonstrenuous, 
progressive, resistive exercise program can improve bone 
mass in inactive individuals.88 By understanding both the 
benefits and the shortcomings of nutritional and exercise 
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A B

FIGURE 41-7 A, Lateral radiograph of the spine in a 77-year-old man with persistent back pain. No evidence of metastatic lesion was identified. B, Magnetic 
resonance image demonstrating extensive skeletal metastases from T3 through lower lumbar spine, with involvement of nearly every vertebral body. The most 
extensive involvement is at T3, T8 through T11, T12, and L4.
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FIGURE 41-8 Reports of bone mineral density (BMD) studies with dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry of spine and hip in a patient with osteoporosis. A, Lumbar 
spine BMD. B, Femoral neck BMD. The BMD of the spine may be erroneously high because of osteoarthritis of the spine.

*Age- and sex-matched.

BMC, Bone mineral content; T, peak bone mass; Z, age-matched.



approaches for musculoskeletal management of osteopo-
rosis, we can create an improved prophylactic program for 
patients with osteoporosis.96

High rates and magnitude of bone strain are produced 
during high-impact sports activities, such as gymnastics, 
badminton, tennis, volleyball, and basketball. The high-
impact bone loading results in site-specific increases in 
BMD. One study showed a significant difference in BMD 
between gymnasts and volleyball players. The lower limbs 
are loaded differently in these two athletic activities.19 

SD, Standard deviation; SPEED, spinal proprioceptive extension exercise 
dynamic; WKO, weighted kypho-orthosis.

Reduction to −1 SD (Normal)
 •  No treatment
 •  Patient education, preventive measures
 •  Lifting techniques
 •  Proper diet (calcium and vitamin D)
 •  Jogging (short distances)
 •  Weight training
 •  Aerobics
 •  Abdominal and back-strengthening exercises†
 •  Conditioning of erector spinae muscles

Reduction to −1 to −2.5 SD (Osteopenia)‡
 •  Consultation for treatment
 •  Patient education, preventive interventions
 •  Pain management
 •  Back-strengthening exercises
 •  Limit load lifting (≤10-20 lb)
 •  Aerobic exercises: Walking 40 min/day
 •  Strengthening exercises: Weight training three times a week
 •  Postural exercises: WKO combined with pelvic tilt and back 

extension
 •  Frenkel exercises, prevention of falls
 •  T’ai chi if desired
 •  Antiresorptive agents; if required

Reduction to −2.5 SD or More (Osteoporosis)‡
 •  Pharmacologic intervention
 •  Pain management
 •  Range of motion, strengthening, coordination
 •  Midday rest, heat or cold, stroking massage, if needed
 •  Back extensor strengthening
 •  Walking 40 min/day, as tolerated; Frenkel exercises
 •  Aquatic exercises once or twice a week
 •  Fall prevention program (see Box 41-3)
 •  Postural exercises: WKO program with pelvic tilt and back 

extension
 •  Prevention of vertebral compression fractures (orthoses, as 

needed)
 •  Prevention of spinal strain (lifting ≤5-10 lb)
 •  Evaluation of balance, gait aid
 •  Safety and facilitation of self-care through modification of 

bathrooms (grab bars) and kitchen (counter adjustment), 
occupational therapy consultation

 •  Start strengthening program with 1-2 lb and increase, as 
tolerated, to 5 lb in each hand

 •  SPEED program, if needed
 •  Hip protective measures

 

BOX 41-5

Suggested Rehabilitation Guidelines Based on Bone 
Mineral Density T Scores*

*T score: SD below peak normal bone mass in young adults.
†See Figures 41-10 and 41-11 for proper exercise program and posture.
‡Osteopenia or osteoporosis as defined by the World Health Organization.88
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Gymnasts had higher BMD than volleyball players, except 
in the pelvic bone. Swimming can improve muscle strength 
but not bone mass.17 According to the theory of Frost,22 a 
minimum threshold of mechanical loading is needed to 
evoke an increased level of BMD. This theory is referred to 
as that of the minimum effective strain stimulus. Lanyon43 
suggested that the greatest osteogenic effect from mechani-
cal loading occurs when the strain is vigorous (high strain), 
repeated daily, short in duration, and applied to a specific 
bone site. Mechanical loading, when applied properly, can 
stimulate osteogenic activity. Axial loading of the skeleton 
during lifting activities at a person’s job or in the care of 
children can be as osteogenic as mechanical loading exer-
cises in a gym (Figure 41-9).94 Individuals with normal 
BMD can perform high-impact exercises, such as aerobics, 
jogging, and skiing. For persons with osteoporosis, non-
straining exercises are recommended, such as walking for 
45 minutes three times a week or for 30 minutes daily. 
Aquatic exercises are recommended for patients who are 
unable to perform antigravity exercises because of pain or 
weakness. The nonstrenuous, low-resistance exercises can 
be advanced to antigravity and strengthening exercises as 
permitted by a patient’s musculoskeletal status.

Spinal extension exercises should be used along with 
exercises to reduce lumbar lordosis.78,86 One study showed 
that progressive resistive back-strengthening exercises can 
improve back strength significantly.84 The most effective 
back-strengthening exercise continues to be progressive 
resistive back extension exercise.29 Weakness in abdominal 
muscles adds to the problems of poor posture and pro-
truded abdomen. To complement a posture training exer-
cise program, isometric abdominal muscle-strengthening 
exercises should be included (Figures 41-10 and 41-11). 
The author’s osteoporosis back exercise program has been 
studied extensively through controlled trials and has been 
proven to be safe and effective.29,33,81,95,91

r = 0.378
P = 0.047
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FIGURE 41-9 Job-related physical activity score (PAS) significantly corre-
lated with spinal bone mineral density (BMD). (Modified from Sinaki M, Fitz-
patrick LA, Ritchie CK, et al: Site-specificity of bone mineral density and muscle 
strength in women: job-related physical activity, Am J Phys Med Rehabil 77:470-476, 
1998, used with permission.)
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FIGURE 41-10 Nonstrenuous progressive exercises for patients with severe osteoporosis. A to C, Upper back and shoulder extension exercise performed 
with spine supported. D and E, Flexibility of the shoulder joint may contribute to improvement of upper-back posture. To avoid upper-back and neck strain in a 
fragile skeleton, shoulder rotation exercises can be performed in the supine position. F1 and F2, Pectoral stretching exercise performed in the sitting position. This 
exercise is used to reduce kyphotic posturing. G1 and G2, Back extension exercise in the sitting position. This position avoids or minimizes pain in patients with 
severe osteoporosis. H1 and H2, Deep-breathing exercise combined with pectoral stretching and back extension exercise. The patient sits on chair, places hands 
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Lifting DrivingE F
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Working at a desk (seated) SleepingDC

FIGURE 41-11 Static and dynamic correct postures. (Modified from Sinaki M, Mokri B: Low back pain and disorders of the lumbar spine. In Braddom RL, editor : 
Physical medicine and rehabilitation, Philadelphia, 1996, WB Saunders, used with permission.)

FIGURE 41-10 cont’d at head level, and inhales deeply while gently extending the elbows backward. While exhaling, the patient returns the arms to the starting 
position. This exercise is repeated 10 to 15 times. I, Exercise to decrease lumbar lordosis with isometric contraction of lumbar flexors. J1 and J2, Isometric exer-
cise to strengthen abdominal muscles. K1 to K3, Extension exercises in the prone position with a pillow under the abdomen (to avoid hyperextension). Exercise 
(K3) helps to increase the effect of back extension strengthening, and weight is added. L, Exercise for improving strength in lumbar extensors and gluteus maximus 
muscles. M1 and M2, Specificity of exercises is for muscle strengthening and weight loading that may decrease bone loss. (These exercises were developed for the 
osteopenic spine by M. Sinaki through a grant from the Retirement Research Foundation. These techniques are designed to decrease strain on the spine despite 
weight lifting.) Note: The amount of weight lifted is about 1 to 2 lb in each hand, not to exceed 5 lb in each hand. The amount of weight needs to be prescribed 
according to the patient’s bone mineral density (status of osteoporosis) and the condition of the upper extremities. In exercise M1, shoulder extensors contribute 
to reduction of kyphotic posturing. Shoulder extensors can be strengthened with a proper combination of weight-lifting and weight-bearing exercises while bal-
ance is maintained. One knee is bent to avoid lumbar strain. To avoid spine strain and to maintain balance, leaning or holding onto a steady object for support is 
recommended. Exercise M2 is a bilateral or unilateral spine and hip weight-loading exercise. When weight is lifted above the head, the knees should be bent slightly 
to avoid straining the lumbar spine. (A to H2, L, and M modified from Sinaki M: Metabolic bone disease. In Sinaki M, editor : Basic clinical rehabilitation medicine, ed 2, St, 
Louis, 1993, Mosby, used with permission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research; I, J, K1, and K2 modified from Sinaki M: Exercise and physical therapy. 
In Riggs BL, Melton LJ 3rd, editors: Osteoporosis: etiology, diagnosis, and management. New York, 1988, Raven Press, used with permission of Mayo Foundation for Medi-
cal Education and Research; K3 modified from Sinaki M: PTS: posture training support brochure, Camp International, 1993, Jackson, MI, used with permission of Mayo 
Foundation for Medical Education and Research.)
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Strenuous spinal flexion and spinal flexion exercises 
should be avoided in patients with osteoporosis (Figure 
41-12).81 In a study by Sinaki and Mikkelsen81 comparing 
the effect of flexion and extension exercises on the spine, 
it was demonstrated that, even without pharmacotherapy, 
patients with osteoporosis who performed back extension 
exercises (see Figure 41-10, K) had a significantly lower rate 
of fracture than those who performed spinal flexion exer-
cises or no exercise. Osteoporotic women generally have 
weaker back extensors than healthy women of compara-
ble age (Figure 41-13). The choice of physical activity is 
important and has to be individualized. Fitness programs, 
such as swimming or short periods of stationary biking, 
are not sufficiently osteogenic58 but can fulfill the need for 
cardiovascular fitness without straining the osteoporotic 
frame. Walking for 40 minutes at least three times a week is 
effective for maintaining lower-limb bone density. Knowl-
edge of a person’s BMD is helpful before recommending a 
weight-training program.88
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FIGURE 41-12 Percentage of patients with new vertebral fracture after 
spinal extension exercise, spinal flexion exercise, extension and flexion exer-
cise, and no exercise. (Data from Sinaki M, Mikkelsen BA: Postmenopausal spinal 
osteoporosis: flexion versus extension exercises, Arch Phys Med Rehabil 65:593-
596, 1984.)
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Posture Training Program and the 
Osteoporotic Skeletal Frame

Any support that can improve posture and decrease pain-
related paraspinal muscle cocontraction is desirable. The 
number and diameter of collagen fibrils of the interverte-
bral disks decrease with aging. This reduction results in loss 
of resiliency of the disks. In addition, reduced paraspinal 
muscle strength90 and forward tendency of head and trunk 
related to the effect of gravity can cause iliocostal friction 
syndrome and flank pain. This pain does not respond to 
the use of conventional orthoses. Indeed, orthoses such as 
corsets can make the pain worse through pressure over the 
lower rib cage (Figure 41-14). Postural training programs 
that are intended to decrease kyphosis can also subse-
quently reduce iliocostal friction syndrome.39,74 One study 
showed that use of a WKO and exercise increased back 
strength more significantly (p <0.02) than back exercise 
alone.39 The same study also showed that use of a thora-
columbar support interfered with improving back strength 
with exercise (Figure 41-15). Posture training programs, 
such as the application of a WKO for 20 minutes two to 
three times a day in cases of severe kyphosis or less fre-
quently in milder cases while contracting the back exten-
sors, can provide reeducation of the paraspinal muscles 
for improvement of kyphotic posturing and reduction 
of the risk of falls (Figure 41-16).83 In some severe cases, 
back extension is not possible without use of a WKO. The 
SPEED program is also based on reeducation of the back 
extensors and proprioceptors of the spine.93 Furthermore, 
proper use of WKO can decrease back and flank pavin and 
osteoporosis.74,76

A B

FIGURE 41-14 A, Severe kyphosis can result in iliocostal contact or ilio-
costal friction syndrome. B, Application of a weighted kypho-orthosis pro-
vides counteracting forces, which enable users to contract their erector spinae 
muscles better and decrease kyphotic posturing. (Modified from Sinaki M: The 
influence of exercise on bone and the rehabilitation of osteoporotic patients. In 
Passeri M, editor : The opinion of the orthopedist and physiatrist, Pavia, Italy, 1995, 
EDIMES Publishing, used with permission.)
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Acute compression fracture usually results in severe pain 
and, if not managed well, can lead to prolonged immobil-
ity. The final outcome is creation of chronic pain behav-
ior and subsequent psychologic consequences. Acute 
pain needs to be actively managed with proper physical 
measures. Sedative physical therapy, including applica-
tion of initially cold and later heat, and isometric muscle 
contractions of the paraspinal muscles can be helpful. 
Rigid thoracolumbar orthoses to promote extension of 
the spine are helpful (Figure 41-17) (also see Chapter 
16). If thoracolumbar orthoses are not tolerated because 
of postural changes, a thoracic WKO (Figure 41-18) or a 
combination of a kypho-orthosis and lower-back support 
(elastic abdominal support) might suffice. In some cases, 
long-distance ambulatory activities might require use of a 
cane or a wheeled walker. Temporary use of a wheelchair 
with a supportive back cushion is indicated in some cases. 
Every effort needs to be taken to prevent falls, including 
having the patient confined to one room or under pro-
longed bed rest. Immobility should be limited to avoid 
its resulting reactive depression. Safety during ambulation 
is paramount, and prevention of falls and fracture should 
be taught in the rehabilitative program for patients with 
osteoporosis. Implementation of the SPEED program can 
decrease posture-related back pain and increase the level of 
physical activity.93

Pharmacologic Interventions

Pharmacotherapy is essential for improving bone mass, 
but its efficacy in prevention of skeletal deformities 
depends on musculoskeletal rehabilitation. Over the 
years, through many research studies, the efficacy of mea-
sures implemented in rehabilitation of osteoporosis has 
been substantiated. Of course, the best osteoporosis treat-
ment is prevention by improving back strength76,82 and 
peak bone mass before the age of 30 years87 and reduc-
ing bone loss thereafter. Muscle strength and exercise play 
significant roles in the prevention of vertebral fractures91 
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FIGURE 41-15 Comparison of the three study groups that all performed 
back extensor strengthening (BES) exercise for 4 months. At the end of the 
study, stronger back was achieved in the weighted kypho-orthosis (WKO) 
group and the control group than in the thoracolumbar support group, who 
had no significant (NS) improvement in back strength. (Data from Kaplan RS, 
Sinaki M, Hameister MD: Effect of back supports on back strength in patients with 
osteoporosis: a pilot study, Mayo Clin Proc 71:235-241, 1996.)
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and falls.78 Calcium, vitamin D, and bisphosphonates 
are the most commonly advocated pharmacologic treat-
ments for involutional osteoporosis. Antiresorptive agents 
include estrogens, androgens, calcitonin, and bisphospho-
nates. Osteoblast stimulator agents include fluoride and 
PTH. Fluoride is not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration at this time for the treatment of osteopo-
rosis because of an increased risk of appendicular fractures 
(Table 41-2).

Studies on the effect of PTH(1-34) (teriparatide) on 
fractures and BMD have been very promising. Teripara-
tide and PTH(1-34) decrease the risk of vertebral fractures 
and increase vertebral, femoral, and total body BMD.40,42 
PTH is self-administered through subcutaneous injections. 
To maintain PTH-induced gains after an 18- to 24-month 
drug therapy course, antiresorptive agents need to be con-
sidered.54 There can reportedly be a 9% to 13% increase in 
BMD of the spine and a 65% to 69% reduction in risk of 
new vertebral fractures in patients receiving the treatment 
compared with those receiving placebo.54 PTH therapy 
is contraindicated in patients who have a history of can-
cer. Adverse effects include nausea, dizziness, leg cramps, 
headache, and hypercalcemia. Investigators are currently 
evaluating new agents that might improve bone mass. In 
one randomized study, receipt of a 15-minute infusion of 
zoledronate (5 mg) or placebo once yearly showed reduced 
incidence of vertebral fracture by 70% and of hip fracture 
by 41% in the treatment group compared with the placebo 
group over the 3-year trial.3 Osteonecrosis of the jaw has 
been reported to occur in patients taking bisphosphonates, 

Table 41-2  FDA-Approved Medications for Use 
in Postmenopausal Osteoporosis

Medication Prevention Treatment (Dose)

Bone-Antiresorptive 
Agents

Estrogen ? No

Alendronate (Fosamax) Yes 10 mg/day or 70 mg/wk orally

Risedronate (Actonel) Yes 5 mg/day or 35 mg/wk orally

Ibandronate sodium 
(Boniva)

Yes 150 mg/mo orally or 3 mg 
intravenously every 3 mo

Zoledronic acid No 5 mg intravenously  
every 12 mo

Raloxifene (Evista) Yes 60 mg/day orally

Calcitonin (Miacalcin) No 200 international units/day 
intranasally

Bone-Forming 
Agent

Teriparatide (Forteo) No 20 mcg/day subcutaneously

Also Required

Calcium
Vitamin D

Yes
Yes

1500 mg/day*
800-1000 international  

units/day*

FDA, Food and Drug Administration.
*Includes food and supplements.
Side effects:
Estrogen: Breast cancer, endometrial cancer, etc., if used without progestin therapy.
Bisphosphonates: Esophagitis, rare occurrence of jaw osteonecrosis.
Raloxifene: Deep vein thrombosis, hot flashes, nausea, leg cramps, cerebrovascular accident.
Calcitonin: See chapter text.
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A B

C D

FIGURE 41-16 An 86-year-old woman with osteoporosis. A, Radiograph of the spine depicts osteoporotic and postural changes. B, Severe kyphotic posturing, 
which made ambulation difficult. C, The same woman wearing a weighted kypho-orthosis. D, The same woman’s postural correction at age 92 after a 6-year trial 
with weighted kypho-orthosis and posture training program; the patient is not wearing the kypho-orthosis. (A and D modified from Sinaki M: Musculoskeletal chal-
lenges of osteoporosis, Aging Clin Exp Res 10:249-262, 1998, used with permission; B and C modified from Sinaki M: Rehabilitation of osteoporotic fractures of the spine, 
Phys Med Rehabil 9:105-123, 1995, used with permission.)
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A B

FIGURE 41-17 A, Rigid back support: bivalved body jacket. The brace is made of polypropylene and is custom-fitted. B, Cruciform anterior spinal hyperexten-
sion (CASH) brace. This patient with osteoporosis of the spine and compression fractures was unable to tolerate increased intraabdominal pressure with use 
of abdominal back support because of hiatal hernia. The patient was fitted with a CASH brace satisfactorily. (A modified from Sinaki M: Prevention of hip fracture: 
physical activity. In Ringe J, Meunier PJ, Baudoin C, editors: Osteoporotic fractures in the elderly: clinical management and prevention, Stuttgart, Germany, 1996, Georg Thieme 
Verlag, used with permission; B modified from Sinaki M: Exercise and physical therapy. In Riggs BL, Melton LJ 3rd, editors: Osteoporosis: etiology, diagnosis, and management, 
New York, 1988, Raven Press, pp 457-479, used with permission of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research.)
and a warning regarding this adverse effect has recently 
been added to the labeling of all bisphosphonates.

Cessation of tobacco and alcohol abuse is necessary. An 
adequate calcium intake is required to permit normal bone 
development and, potentially, to decrease bone loss. Ade-
quate calcium and vitamin D intakes appear to have only 
a modest effect on bone loss after menopause. Inadequate 
intakes of calcium and vitamin D are common, especially 
in elderly residents of nursing homes. One study showed 
the efficacy of supplementation of calcium and vitamin D 
for reduction of the risk of hip fracture in elderly subjects.8 
Typical recommendations for women with hormone defi-
ciency are 1500 mg of elemental calcium daily in divided 
doses and between 800 and 1000 international units of 
vitamin D daily. The recommended dose of vitamin D var-
ies and depends on the patient’s exposure to the sun and 
dietary intake of vitamin D. It is necessary to determine the 
serum level of 1,25(OH)2D3 in some cases (normal levels 
are at least 30 to 35 ng/mL and preferably 25 to 75 ng/mL). 
These values can differ in different laboratories and loca-
tions of the United States.

Estrogen acts directly on bone cells and is an antiresorp-
tive agent that has been shown to decrease the rate of bone 
loss and fractures in postmenopausal women, whether 
their menopause is natural or surgical. Estrogen is not as 
commonly used now because of the alarming results of the 
Women’s Health Initiative studies.2,18,26 When a patient 
with an intact uterus is treated with estrogen, progesterone 
also should be used under a proper regimen to prevent 
endometrial hyperplasia and possibly endometrial car-
cinoma. There are several regimens for estrogen and pro-
gesterone use. These agents may be used concurrently 
(combination pills) or cyclically. The proper regimen needs 
to be individualized.

Minimal effective doses of some form of oral estrogen 
are usually used (conjugated equine estrogens, 0.3 mg/day; 
estradiol, 50 mg/day). Parenteral estrogens can be admin-
istered as patches, implants, or gels. Implants are not popu-
lar in the United States. Estrogen patches deliver estradiol 
through the skin and are changed once or twice weekly. 
The advantage of parenteral estrogen is that metabolism in 
the liver is bypassed, making smaller doses sufficient. The 
strength of the commonly used transdermal estradiol-17 
(patch) can vary from 0.05 mg (usual dose) to 0.1 mg (high 
dose). In some instances, a low dose of 0.025 mg is used.

Contraindications to estrogen replacement therapy 
include liver or gallbladder disease, recent history of throm-
boembolism or thrombophlebitis, and suspected breast or 
endometrial carcinoma. Estrogens also can have an adverse 
effect on existing hypertension, hyperlipidemia, migraine 
headaches, chronic thrombophlebitis, and endometriosis. 
Administration of progestins can result in uncomfortable 
adverse effects, such as fatigue, depression, breast tender-
ness, bloating, menstrual cramps, and headaches.60 Other 
potential adverse effects are weight gain, depression or 
mood change, increased serum triglyceride and glucose 
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FIGURE 41-18 A, Thoracolumbar support (rigid stays). A problem with fitting was due to spinal deformities. B, Posture training support (weighted kypho-
orthosis) vest sometimes is tolerated better than conventional thoracolumbar support. Weight in the pouch can range from 1 to 2.5 lb, as required.
levels, and abnormal vaginal bleeding. The role of hor-
mone replacement therapy for prevention and treatment 
of osteoporosis has been modified extensively.

Estrogen protects against both osteoporosis and cardio-
vascular disease. However, many postmenopausal women 
discontinued their use of hormone replacement therapy 
after the results of the Women’s Health Initiative stud-
ies became available.10,41 Of all breast cancer cases, 78% 
occur in women after age 50 years. There are reports that 
hormone replacement therapy increases the risk of breast 
cancer by 2.3% per year, and this risk increases to 3.5% 
per year after 5 years. Women who have cardiovascular 
disease should not use hormone replacement therapy for 
prevention. Estrogen therapy should also be discontinued 
if a woman has an acute cardiovascular event. In general, 
decision making for use of the therapy is better based on 
noncoronary benefit. The patient’s preference is important 
for management of menopausal symptoms. Prevention of 
osteoporosis is no longer considered an indication for use 
of estrogen therapy.

Calcitonin, an antiresorptive agent, acts directly on the 
osteoclasts. Calcitonin has a few disadvantages that limit 
its use.61 It is most effective in patients whose rate of bone 
turnover is high. Calcitonin is approved for treatment 
of established osteoporosis, but the long-term fracture-
reducing efficacy of calcitonin has not been clearly dem-
onstrated. The subcutaneous or intramuscular injection of 
50 to 100 units of salmon calcitonin or 0.5 mg of human 
calcitonin, given every other day, is commonly used. Use of 
nasal calcitonin might improve a patient’s compliance; the 
adverse effects of parenteral use, such as flushing and nau-
sea, and development of antibodies may limit its use. The 
nasal spray may cause nasal irritation, crusting, and ulcer-
ations, which usually require discontinuation of its use.

Bisphosphonates affect trabecular bone, especially in 
the lumbar spine, where BMD increases of 5% to 10% 
occur during the first 2 years of treatment (see Table 41-2). 
Alendronate sodium, an aminobisphosphonate, has been 
shown to normalize the rate of bone turnover and increase 
bone mass.9 Alendronate (10 mg/day or a once-a-week 
dose of 70 mg) must be taken with a full glass of water 
on awakening. The patient should not eat or recline for 30 
to 45 minutes after taking the medication because of the 
risk of esophageal irritation. Patient education and compli-
ance are important for the proper use of alendronate. Rise-
dronate is another bisphosphonate that has been used for 
the treatment of osteoporosis. Treatment with risedronate  
(5 mg/day or a once-a-week dose of 35 mg) has been shown 
to significantly decrease the incidence of vertebral and 
nonvertebral fractures in postmenopausal osteoporosis.28 
Weekly doses of bisphosphonates are commonly recom-
mended. One potential adverse effect of oral bisphospho-
nates is esophageal irritation, particularly in patients with 
reflux or other esophageal dysfunction.102 Anabolic andro-
genic steroids (e.g., testosterone) can increase bone and 
muscle mass in women with hypogonadism98 but can pro-
duce unacceptable adverse effects. Low-dose testosterone 
therapy has been used by some women. Anabolic steroids 



have an osteoblastic effect. They are used only under the 
most extreme circumstances, however, because they can 
have marked androgenic effects and induce liver function 
abnormalities. Thiazide diuretics inhibit urinary excretion 
of calcium and can retard bone loss and reduce the rate of 
fractures in patients with osteoporosis.

Sodium fluoride stimulates osteoblastic activity. It can 
increase bone density annually by up to 8% in the lumbar 
spine and 4% in the proximal femur; however, it decreases 
cortical bone density in the radius by approximately  
2% per year. There also have been reports of an increased 
rate of nonvertebral fractures in patients treated with 
fluoride. Sodium fluoride is used as a therapeutic mea-
sure for osteoporosis in some European countries but 
is not used as a routine form of treatment in the United  
States.

The estrogen receptor mixed agonist–antagonists tamox-
ifen and raloxifene protect against bone loss in ovariecto-
mized rats. They have an antiestrogenic effect on breast 
tissue. These agents also are known as selective estrogen 
receptor modulators.11 The mechanism by which these 
compounds affect bone is not completely defined. Recent 
studies in humans have been  promising,47 but the percent-
age increment in BMD has not been as much as that with 
alendronate sodium. One of the adverse effects related to 
tamoxifen treatment is uterine hyperplasia, but this effect 
is not a concern with raloxifene treatment. Raloxifene 
decreases serum total cholesterol and low-density lipo-
protein cholesterol levels. Raloxifene (60 mg/day orally) 
is currently used only in the postmenopausal stage of 
osteoporosis. Potential adverse effects are leg cramps, hot 
flashes, and deep vein thrombosis.

Treatment of osteoporosis in men includes the usual 
supplementation with calcium (1200 to 1500 mg/day) 
and vitamin D (1000 international units/day), limitation 
of alcohol use, and cessation of smoking. In cases of hypo-
gonadism in men, endocrine consultation is necessary, and 
testosterone replacement therapy is a possibility. Bisphos-
phonates have also been helpful as antiresorptive agents 
for management of osteoporosis in men.

Management of steroid-induced osteoporosis requires 
calcium and vitamin D supplementation, use of oral anti-
resorptive agents such as alendronate sodium (70 mg 
once a week) or risedronate (35 mg once a week), and 
implementation of a proper weight-bearing and weight-
training exercise program. In advanced stages of bone 
loss and muscle weakness, when fragility occurs, use of 
assistive devices or a wheelchair might be necessary.68 If 
hyperparathyroidism or thyrotoxicosis is present, proper 
management should be implemented. In the case of 
hyperparathyroidism, surgical removal of the parathyroid 
adenoma is recommended.

A balanced diet is needed for maintenance of muscu-
loskeletal health. Excessive dietary intake of sodium and 
phosphorus should be avoided. Studies of young women 
with malnutrition caused by anorexia nervosa have dem-
onstrated irregularity of menstrual periods, estrogen defi-
ciency, poor muscle strength, and significant loss of bone 
mass.

In regard to osteoporosis, the distinct effects of nutri-
tion, exercise, hormones, and lifestyle cannot be sepa-
rated.73 A patient’s quality of life can certainly be affected 
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by musculoskeletal challenges related to osteoporosis. 
Practical treatment of patients with osteoporosis requires 
pharmacologic interventions, physical and rehabilitative 
measures, and good nutrition. It also requires consider-
ation of the psychologic consequences and reactions expe-
rienced by the patient. Public education can contribute to 
prevention, better understanding, and management of the 
consequences of osteoporosis. The National Osteoporosis 
Foundation and the International Osteoporosis Founda-
tion are excellent educational sources.
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CHAPTER 42

CHRONIC PAIN
Steven P. Stanos, Mark D. Tyburski, and R. Norman Harden 

There are among us those who haply please
to think our business is to treat disease.

And all unknowingly lack this lesson still
’tis not the body, but the man is ill.
Historical Overview

Pain Defined

Pain is a subjective and entirely individually personal expe-
rience influenced by learning, context, and multiple psy-
chosocial variables.201 Pain is not merely the end product 
of peripheral receptor stimulation and afferent signaling, 
but a complicated dynamic process of neural interplay with 
the noxious environment along ascending and descending 
peripheral, spinal cord, and brain networks. The Interna-
tional Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) defines pain 
as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associ-
ated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described in 
terms of such damage.”203 Pain serves an adaptive function, 
a warning system designed to protect the organism from 
harm. With chronicity and neuraxial pathology, however, 
the nociceptive system can become maladaptive and reflect 
endogenous pathology instead of an exogenous state.265 
Acute pain is usually a response to a “noxious” event (i.e., 
a mechanical, thermal, or chemical insult) causing depo-
larization of the nonspecialized transducers (the nocicep-
tors). It is time-limited, and treatment should be aimed at 
removing the underlying pathologic process. Concurrent 
behaviors will be designed to avoid or remove the offending 
noxious stimulus. In contrast, chronic pain is designated 3 to 
6 months after the initiating event and in many cases might 
not be associated with any obvious ongoing noxious event 
or pathologic process.219 Behavior can become pathologic 
as attempts to avoid the noxious element fail, fight or flight 
responses escalate to no purpose, etc. Chronic pain can differ 
from acute pain conditions in that underlying tissue pathol-
ogy or injury begins to less directly correlate with levels of 
pain report. Whereas acute pain can be considered a physi-
ologic response to tissue trauma or damage, chronic pain 
involves a more dynamic interplay of additional psychologic 
and behavioral mechanisms (Table 42-1).48 Chronic pain 
often is associated with disrupted sleep and declining func-
tion, and eventually can cease to serve any protective role. At 
this point pain can become a source of dysfunctional behav-
iors, suffering, and disability, often completely perplexing to 
the patient, as well as to the unprepared physician.

Environmental and affective factors can contribute to 
the persistence of pain and subsequent illness behaviors. 
The individual’s subjective response to chronic pain is 
shaped by the cognitive repertoire involved in attending 

S. Weir Mitchell (cited by Schofield 1902)
to and anticipating noxious sensory signals, as well as in 
appraising events associated with those signals (Figure 
42-1). Chronic painful conditions, when left untreated, 
can result in multiple problems, including unnecessary 
personal suffering for the patient, increased medical care 
use, overuse or misuse of psychoactive medications, iatro-
genic complications secondary to inappropriate surgeries, 
excess disability, comorbid emotional problems (includ-
ing increased risk of suicide), and increased economic and 
social costs. A multidisciplinary approach that addresses 
psychosocial and biologic factors and focuses on func-
tional restoration in all areas of life is sine qua non.

The prepared physiatrist can offer a unique perspective 
and skill set to the assessment and management of chronic 
pain and the psychosocial sequelae. The rehabilitative 
interdisciplinary team approach, a model for the treat-
ment of other chronic disability conditions (e.g., spinal 
cord injury, stroke-related disorders, and amputee-related 
conditions), is focused on maximizing independent physi-
cal function, improving psychosocial state, and returning 
patients to work and previous leisure pursuits, as well as 
maximizing patients’ reintegration into the community 
and subsequent improvement of general quality of life. To 
achieve these ambitious goals, as well as adding the goal 
of decreasing the pain to tolerable levels, the physiatrist 
must thoroughly understand and appreciate the biologic, 
psychologic, and socioeconomic implications of pain and 
pain-related disability. A list of pain terminology and defi-
nitions is included for review (Table 42-2).

This chapter offers the foundation for comprehensive 
pain management skills; a review of historical aspects 
that shaped the field of pain management and research; 
a review of our current understanding of both physiologic 
and pathophysiologic mechanisms of pain, the impact of 
psychosocial factors on the experience of pain, and their 
role in pain assessment and treatment; and a review of 
multidisciplinary treatment options that pertain to various 
chronic pain conditions. A multidisciplinary approach will 
be proposed as unequivocally the best model for successful 
and comprehensive chronic pain management.

Prevalence

Chronic pain and related suffering and disability represent 
an accelerating public health concern and a fiscal “black 
hole” in the U.S. economy. Prevalence rates of chronic 
935
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Table 42-1   Basic Differentiation of Major Temporal Pain Classifications
Character Acute Subchronic Chronic

Duration Seconds Hours to days Months to years

Temporal features Instantaneous and simultaneous 
to cause

Resolves on recovery Persistent, long-term disease; may exceed 
 resolution of tissue damage

Major characteristics Proportional to cause Primary and secondary hyperalgesia, 
allodynia, spontaneous pain

Subchronic characteristics plus paresthesias, 
 dysesthesias, pronounced affective component

Class Nociceptive Principally nociceptive, neuropathic Principally neuropathic, nociceptive

Source of pain Transient nociceptive activation Peripheral and central mechanisms Peripheral and central mechanisms

Adaptive value High, preventive Protective, recovery None, maladaptive

Adaptive response Withdrawal, escape Quiescence, avoidance of contact with 
injured tissue

Cognitive-behavioral, catastrophizing, pain-related 
anxiety and fear, helplessness

Examples Contact with hot surface Inflamed wound Chronic low back pain, muscle pain syndromes

From Millan MJ: The induction of pain: an integrative review, Prog Neurobiol 57:1-164, 1999, with permission.
pain vary widely, from 2% to 55% in general population 
studies,43,74,121,309 and probably realistically represent 30% 
to 40%.5,29 Prosaic diagnoses (i.e., chronic arthritic and 
musculoskeletal conditions and spine-related disorders) 
account for a large portion of reported pain and corre-
late with a high concurrent risk for disability.326 By 2030, 
physician-diagnosed arthritis and related disability is pre-
dicted to affect 71 million Americans. Chronic pain is an 
important cause of health-related loss of productivity in 
the workplace, in addition to medical, pharmacy costs, and 
absenteeism, surpassing combined costs related to cancer, 
hypertension, and depression.165 Projected expansion of 
the elderly population, as well as increased survival rates  
of the disabled population and individuals with life- 
shortening or previously terminal conditions, will lead to 
further increases in prevalence.

Reviews of chronic pain as a secondary problem in 
patients with a primary disability, such as spinal cord 
injury, amputation, cerebral palsy, and multiple sclerosis, 
have demonstrated even higher prevalence rates of intol-
erable pain (>70%), which can substantially add to dis-
ability. For example, a longitudinal study of chronic pain 
in adult cerebral palsy patients found that pain remained 
steady over a 2-year period, and that pain was unlikely to 
decrease spontaneously without treatment.132 Pain associ-
ated with rehabilitation diagnoses is often reported in mul-
tiple sites, not just the focal site of the primary injury,73,303 
and can contribute to a more generalized loss of function 
and related disability.

Pain
behaviors

Pain Suffering

Psychosocial
factors
(exogenous/
environmental
stress)

Nociceptive
pathways

Tissue factors
(endogenous

stress)

FIGURE 42-1 Processes of chronic pain. (Modified from Kidd BL, Urban LA: 
Mechanisms of inflammatory pain, Br J Anaesth 87:3-11, 2001, with permission.)
The Cost of Chronic Pain

The progression from acute to chronic pain inevitably 
includes a greater impact in related psychologic and social 
functioning. Chronic pain-related impairment and disabil-
ity have significant socioeconomic consequences as a result 
of high health care costs, lost wages and productivity, and 
the growing costs of disability benefits and other compensa-
tion.307 Conservative estimates of cost related to health care 
expenditure and lost productivity range from $70 to $120 
billion annually.94,222 Chronic pain is responsible for 90 
million physician visits, 14% of all prescriptions, and 50 
million lost workdays per year.24,54 One third of the pop-
ulation suffers from chronic pain-related conditions, at a 
cost of $100 billion in related compensation, health care, 
and litigation costs.167 Stewart et al.287 found that 75% of 
pain-related productivity loss was on the job, not a result of 
absence from work.

History

The concept of pain has been part of the human experience 
closely woven into the cultural fabric of philosophy, poli-
tics, and religion since early times, including documented 
periods in ancient China, India, and Egypt. In a quest for 
analgesia and decreased suffering, individuals have toler-
ated rather barbaric and ineffective treatments, including 
purging, cupping, blistering, bleeding, leeching, heating, 
and freezing.271 In ancient Greece, Hippocrates (460 to 
370 bc) hypothesized that four bodily fluids (“humors”) 
were responsible for the state of one’s personality, and 
with any physical and psychologic illness an imbalance of 
these humors could lead to pain. Early medical practitio-
ners continued this quest for relief from pain and suffering 
with the use of various concoctions including the use of 
mandrake, one of the earliest known medicinal plants, as a 
means of inducing analgesia and anesthesia. Crude forms 
of opium have also been used. The “somniferant” sponge, 
a sponge saturated with a mixture of opium juices, man-
drake root, and other plant extracts, was used for pain relief 
and in everyday medical treatments, and as a crude anes-
thetic for the inevitable and almost always painful surgical 
procedures.23



The history of our understanding of pain physiology 
and treatments evolved in parallel (to some extent) with 
general advancements in the field of medicine. During the 
European Dark Ages (400 to 1300 ad), a time of little prog-
ress in any field of science, Middle Eastern medicine and 
the treatment of pain flourished. For example, the writ-
ings of Turkish surgeon Sabuncuoğlu eloquently described 
procedures involving “cauterization” for the treatment 
of migraine headaches, dental pain, low back pain, and 
“sciatica.”102

The seventeenth century Renaissance offered a more 
biomedical reductionism approach, separating mind 
from body, spearheaded by advancements in modern 
science (anatomy, physiology, and physics). Physicians 
slowly began to break away from the galvanic tradition 
of bodily humors. Still, by the eighteenth century, pain 
management was primarily relegated to the practice of 
quackery. Charlatans used various concoctions and ton-
ics, with many including opium. Opium continued to be 
used widely for a number of pain and non–pain-related 
ailments, including diarrhea and dysentery. Animal stud-
ies led to significant advancement in the understanding of 
neurophysiology, including work by Charles Bell describ-
ing sensory responses of posterior spinal nerves and motor 
responses associated with anterior spinal nerves.

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries included impor-
tant advances in pharmacologic treatment for pain. Before 
this, crude forms of analgesia included the use of lauda-
num, a mixture of opium, alcohol, and other ingredients 
given with whiskey or other types of alcohol, for analge-
sia and also before surgical procedures. Serturner isolated 
morphine from opium in 1806, leading to advancement 
in isolation techniques and the subsequent production of 
morphine (in the 1820s), codeine (in 1832), and synthetic 
opioids such as methadone and fentanyl (in the 1940s). 
The chemist Felix Hoffman developed acetylsalicylic acid 
(aspirin) from extracts of willow tree bark as the first reli-
able analgesic for the relief of moderate pain.56 Alexan-
der Wood’s development of the syringe made parenteral 
administration practical and convenient but also led to 
increased abuse and misuse of the opioids. Diacetylated 
morphine (heroin) was later introduced by the Bayer 
Company in 1898 as a cough suppressant.123 Abusers soon 
learned that the compound could be crushed into a powder 
and snorted, injected, or smoked with significant euphoric 
effects. The Harrison Narcotic Control Act was passed in 
1914, limiting the use of morphine and other opiates to 
the care of a physician. Controversies related to the use of 
opioid medications for ongoing treatment of chronic non-
malignant and cancer-related pain have been a primary 
focus of federal regulatory and legislative scrutiny. Fear 
of iatrogenic addiction in the use of chronic opioid man-
agement, as well as variability between federal, state, and 
community-based laws, has led to ongoing physician fears 
for aggressive management of pain-related conditions. It 
remains an important evolving contemporary issue related 
to the treatment of chronic pain.

Many of the advancements in anesthesiology pain man-
agement developed from experiences in treating injured 
soldiers. Twentieth century surgical advancements included 
the works of René Leriche and his experience with treating 
wounded World War I soldiers. He eloquently described 
937CHAPTER 42 Chronic Pain

chronic pain states including phantom limb pain. His 
work also included descriptions of “sympathetic pain” aris-
ing from smooth muscle in peripheral blood vessels. Leri-
che championed surgical procedures directed at relieving 
 sympathetic-mediated pain, with aggressive surgical proce-
dures involving sympathetic ganglia and surgical “periarte-
rial” sympathectomies. Another surgeon, William K. Beecher,  

Table 42-2      Terminology Used in the Discussion of Pain
Term Definition

Addiction A chronic biopsychosocial disease characterized 
by impaired control over drug use, compulsive 
use, continued use despite harm, and craving

Allodynia Pain caused by a stimulus that does not normally 
provoke pain

Analgesia Absence of pain in response to stimulation that 
would normally be painful

Central pain Pain initiated or caused by a primary lesion or 
dysfunction in the central nervous system

Dependence A maladaptive pattern of drug use marked by 
tolerance and a drug class-specific withdrawal 
syndrome that can be produced by abrupt  
cessation, rapid dose reduction, decreasing blood 
levels of drug, or administration of an antagonist

Dysesthesia An unpleasant abnormal sensation, whether spon-
taneous or evoked

Hyperalgesia An increased response to a stimulus that is 
 normally painful

Hyperesthesia Increased sensitivity to stimulation, excluding the 
special senses

Neurogenic pain Pain initiated or caused by a primary lesion, 
dysfunction, or transitory perturbation in the 
peripheral or central nervous system

Neuropathic pain Pain initiated or caused by a primary lesion or 
dysfunction in the nervous system*

Nociception A receptor preferentially sensitive to a  noxious 
stimulus that would become noxious if 
 prolonged

Noxious stimulus A noxious stimulus is one that is damaging to 
normal tissues

Pain An unpleasant sensory and emotional  
experience associated with actual or potential 
tissue damage

Paresthesia An abnormal sensation, whether spontaneous or 
evoked, that is not unpleasant

Peripheral 
 neurogenic pain

Pain initiated or caused by a primary lesion, 
dysfunction, or transitory perturbation in the 
peripheral nervous system

Peripheral 
 neuropathic pain

Pain initiated or caused by a primary lesion or 
dysfunction in the peripheral nervous system

Psychogenic pain Pain not caused by an identifiable, somatic origin 
and that may reflect psychologic factors

Tolerance A state of adaptation in which exposure to a drug 
induces changes that result in diminution of one 
or more of the drug’s effects over time

From Merskey H, Bogduk N: IASP Task Force on Taxonomy classification of chronic pain: 
 description of chronic pain syndromes and definition of pain terms, Seattle, 1994, IASP Press, 
with permission.
*See also neurogenic pain and central pain. Peripheral neuropathic pain occurs when the 
lesion or dysfunction affects the peripheral nervous system. Central pain may be retained as 
the term when the lesion or dysfunction affects the central nervous system.
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helped to put forward the importance of psychologic fac-
tors in the experience of pain. As a young army physician in 
World War II, he observed significantly less pain reported 
and fewer requests for pain medication by soldiers severely 
wounded in battle compared with civilian patients in his 
practice with similar injuries.20 He went on to describe the 
“power of placebo,” underscoring the importance of mean-
ing and distraction as important factors in the experience 
of pain.

The success of the gate control theory in the 1960s 
helped initiate pain management as a formal field of study. 
John Bonica formalized the idea of pain management as a 
multidisciplinary collaboration in the late 1940s. In 1974, 
Bonica organized a scientific meeting of leaders in the field 
of pain medicine, which established the IASP. The publica-
tion of the IASP’s journal, Pain, occurred 1 year later. The 
IASP created the first Taxonomy of Pain in 1979 and con-
tinues to publish clinical updates and guidelines regarding 
a number of pain-related conditions (i.e., headache, cancer 
pain, chronic nonmalignant pain, and complex regional 
pain syndrome). It also cultivates research related to further 
understanding of pain mechanisms and treatment devel-
opments. A number of agencies and professional societies 
remain active in the field of pain science and treatment, 
including the American Pain Society, American Academy 
of Pain Medicine, and multispecialty spine intervention-
based societies such as the North American Spine Society 
and International Spinal Injection Society. In the past 2 
decades, there has been an explosive growth of modern 
neuroscience that has led to advancement in understand-
ing pain mechanisms and treatment. This is due in part 
to the financial impetus from the analgesic area, as well 
as the development of new tools such as functional imag-
ing studies (positron emission tomography and functional 
magnetic resonance imaging), which have helped to dem-
onstrate evidence of complex cortical networks related to 
pain perception.236,239

Recently the number of physiatrists becoming inter-
ested in pain medicine as a subspecialty has exponentially 
increased, with many pursuing formal fellowship train-
ing. Subspecialty certification in pain medicine is now 
offered by the American Board of Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation in cooperation with the American Board 
of Psychiatry and Neurology and the American Board of 
Anesthesiology. With the growing availability of pain fel-
lowships and the increasing number of physiatrists spe-
cializing solely in pain medicine, advanced interventional 
pain management procedures (including fluoroscopically 
guided spinal interventions and placement of implantable 
pain devices) are increasingly being performed by physiat-
rists as part of a comprehensive treatment plan for chronic 
pain disorders (see Chapter 25).

Early History of Pain Theory:  A Peripheral 
Perspective

The development of pain medicine as a more formal science 
has been closely related to advancements in pain theory. 
Understanding historical factors related to the works of sci-
entists and physicians can help the clinician better under-
stand the complexities of the multidimensional experience 
of pain and suffering. Below is an overview of key factors 
related to pain theory, beginning with specificity theory up 
through and including contemporary theories.

The dualistic or mind–body controversy started with 
René Descartes’ (1596 to 1650) biomedical theories and 
can be seen as a precursor to specificity theory. He likened 
the pain system to a bell-ringing mechanism. The individ-
ual on the ground pulls the rope, ringing the bell in the 
tower. Similarly, placing the foot next to a burning flame 
would set particles in the foot in motion, traveling up the 
leg, back, and to the head, causing activation of pain. This 
theory, traditionally ascribed to Descartes, actually has ear-
lier antecedents of Galen, based on the central position of 
the pineal gland, the center of the soul, and the sensory 
motor system.199

The specificity theory remained somewhat unchallenged 
until the nineteenth century, with the emergence of physi-
ology as a more formal scientific field of study. Magendie 
(1783 to 1855) and his student, Claude Bernard (1813 to 
1878), revolutionized the field of physiology by codifying 
the principles of observation, data recording, and analysis 
(considered heretic at the time!). Bernard was the first to 
publish observations about the relationship of the auto-
nomic nervous system to pain, and one of his students, 
the American Civil War surgeon Silas Weir Mitchell, would 
go on to elucidate what he called causalgia (now complex 
regional pain syndrome type 2). The qualities of pain expe-
rience were thought to be associated with properties of 
sensory nerves. Johannes Müller was the first to elaborate 
on more specific neural pathways for pain in his theory of 
specific nerve energies (1842). Müller’s concept included the 
distinction of four major cutaneous modalities (i.e., touch, 
warmth, cold, and pain), each with its own projection sys-
tem to the brain.199

Max von Frey expanded Müller’s idea of specific nerve 
energies to include a theory based on specific receptors. 
Von Frey proposed the presence of cutaneous sensitivity 
maps on the skin “mapped out” by anatomists of the day 
with a brand new experimental device, the microscope. 
First, a spotlike distribution of warmth and cold cutaneous 
sensitivity was mapped out with two devices: a pin on a 
string, to gauge pressure thresholds for pain, and snippets 
of horsetail hairs attached to a piece of wood, to map out 
distributions of “touch spots.” More formal standardized 
versions of these instruments continue to be used in con-
temporary sensory testing (i.e., von Frey filaments and von 
Frey hairs, respectively). Second, von Frey included his the-
ory, later disproved, that there were specific pain receptors 
(free nerve endings) that varied in their distribution on the 
body to complement other specialized receptors identified 
around the same time (Meissner corpuscles, touch; Krause 
end bulbs, cold; and Ruffini end organs, warmth). Sher-
rington272 later postulated the existence of specialized cells 
or “nociceptors,” which could detect noxious sensations in 
terms of the lowest “lumen” or threshold.

An alternative to these specificity theories, the inten-
sive (summation) theory, was formulated by Erb in 1874. 
Intensive theory proposed that each sensory transducer was 
capable of producing pain only if the stimulus reached a 
sufficient intensity.27 Goldscheider later (1894) refined the 
stimulus intensity and summation theories and proposed 
the pattern theory. In pattern theory, pain results after total 
output at the cellular level reaches a critical level, either by 



stimulation by nonnoxious stimuli or by pathologic condi-
tions that enhance summation. The theory centered on the 
contention that all nerve fibers are alike, and that pain is 
produced by spatiotemporal patterns of neuronal impulses 
versus activity on “specific” nerve fibers.

Central Theories of Pain

Until the late 1800s, pain theory was based primarily on 
peripheral mechanisms and failed to explain persistent 
pain states. William Livingston’s work with injured soldiers 
in World War II, and later in chronic work-related injuries, 
suggested that some portion of chronic pain mechanisms 
might be related to more specific central nervous system 
dysfunction.164 Livingston’s summation theory stated that 
pathologic stimulation of sensory nerves after nerve injury 
could lead to reverberating circuits in neuron pools of the 
spinal cord, which could later be triggered by peripheral 
nonnoxious inputs. This volley of nerve impulses could 
lead to a vicious cycle between central and peripheral 
processes.158

Although debate continued among three basic pain the-
ories, specificity ultimately prevailed and was universally 
accepted and practiced. An appreciation for cognitive and 
psychologic aspects of pain processing, although secondary, 
slowly emerged within the fourth theory of pain, proposed 
by Hardy, Wolff, and Goodell. Pain was separated into two 
components: the perception of pain (afferent) and the 
reaction to pain (efferent). Pain perception was thought as 
a more hardwired physiologic process, whereas reaction to 
pain was under the influence of complex psychologic and 
physiologic processes influenced by past experiences, the 
environment, and emotional state.119

The Dutch surgeon Willem Noordenbos suggested 
that pain transmission was not a one to one synaptic 
transmission system but rather involved a multisynap-
tic modification process with complex interactions (such 
as convergence) between synapses. The sensory interac-
tion theory of Noordenbos (1959) proposed two systems 
involving transmission of pain and other sensory informa-
tion: a slow system (unmyelinated and thinly myelinated 
fibers) and a fast-acting system (large myelinated fibers). 
Large fibers could inhibit transmission of impulses from 
small fibers. This set the stage for Melzack and Wall’s semi-
nal work on the gate control theory of pain modulation 
in 1965 (discussed in more detail below). Although con-
troversial then and now, it brought an emphasis to a more 
convergent view of central pain processing at the spinal 
cord and cerebral levels.

Melzack and Wall’s gate control theory championed a 
more convergent view of pain processing. The spinal cord 
is not just a passive conduit for pain transmission but 
also an active modulator of pain signals. Activity in large 
myelinated afferent fibers theoretically activates dorsal 
horn encephalogenic interneurons that inhibit cepha-
lad transmission in small unmyelinated primary afferent 
nociceptive fibers and the secondary transmission cells in 
the lateral spinothalamic tracts.202 Somatic afferents acti-
vate convergent wide dynamic range cells deep in the dor-
sal horn (lamina V), which project in the spinothalamic 
tract to higher somatosensory processing in the thalamus 
and cortex. In theory, inhibiting pain by rubbing the skin 
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activates large-diameter afferents inhibiting small-diameter 
fiber activation of wide dynamic range cells, that is, “clos-
ing the gate.”

Additional work by Melzack and Casey 3 years later 
emphasized motivational, affective, and cognitive aspects 
of the pain experience. Neural pathways could activate 
both sensory discriminative information about the loca-
tion and intensity of pain, as well as more emotional and 
motivational effects of pain experience. Descending inhi-
bition from cortical structures could also influence pain. 
Descending modulation of the gate theoretically could 
block nociceptive signals at the dorsal horn and provide 
the basis for behavioral-induced reduction of pain. In turn, 
psychologic processes such as depression could potentially 
increase pain by “opening” gating mechanisms at the dor-
sal horn. This modulation, carried down to the dorsal horn 
in the dorsolateral funiculus and ramifying throughout 
the entire neuraxis, provides a way for the central nervous 
system to actively modulate the afferent input at multiple 
levels of the central nervous system. This affects all aspects 
of the pain experience, including affective, subjective, and 
evaluative components. The gate control theory offered a 
new model for the successful integration of experimen-
tal and clinical observations related to the study of pain. 
The gate control theory, although challenged as somewhat 
incomplete, has remained the core of contemporary pain 
science. It has spurred the development of new clinical 
treatments, including neurophysiologically based proce-
dures (transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation, spi-
nal cord stimulation), and pharmacologic, cognitive, and 
behavioral treatments.

Melzack has extended his work with the gate control 
theory to include the more central neuromatrix theory 
based on concepts from cognitive neuroscience network 
theory.254 Dimensions of the pain experience are con-
sidered as output of the neuromatrix, which proposes a 
neurosignature of pain experience that is unique to each 
individual and is influenced by sensory, psychosocial, and 
genetic factors. This pattern is modulated by various sen-
sory inputs from the environment and by cognitive events 
such as psychologic stress. In turn, these multiple parallel 
processing inputs contribute to the sensory, affective, and 
cognitive dimensions of the pain experience and subse-
quent behavior.

Recent advances in neuroimaging and the explod-
ing field of neuroscience networking have offered greater 
insight into higher-level cerebral plasticity related to acute 
and chronic pain. Apkarian et al.6 studied brain morpho-
logic changes with the use of high-resolution magnetic 
resonance imaging in a group of patients with chronic 
low back pain. Significant evidence of discrete central ner-
vous system degeneration (gray matter atrophy) in the 
chronic pain patient group was demonstrated. Discrete 
thalamic and prefrontal cortex atrophy was reported at a 
rate approximately 5 to 10 times greater than that of nor-
mal age-related atrophy. This underscores the importance 
of appropriate and aggressive treatment of pain as a means 
of preventing possible long-term or permanent central ner-
vous system changes. In addition, these findings add to the 
ongoing developments in neural plasticity of pain because 
these changes are not plastic but are perhaps permanent 
(Figure 42-2). The use of positron emission tomography 
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and functional magnetic resonance imaging has offered 
accelerating insight into the main cerebral components of 
human nociceptive processing and networking at the brain 
and spinal cord levels.138

History of Contemporary Advancements 
in Psychologic Aspects of Pain

The twentieth century also provided significant growth 
in the fields of psychiatry and psychosomatic medicine. 
Sigmund Freud emphasized the potential link between 
psychologic and physical factors in a number of medical 
conditions. Later, disenchantment with Freud’s psycho-
analytic principles led to the development of the field of 
psychosomatic medicine and the subsequent rapid devel-
opment of the fields of health psychology and behavioral 
medicine in the 1970s.105 Physicians such as George Engel 
(1959) challenged the biomedical model of disease as 
inadequate, in that it failed to include the social, psycho-
logic, and behavioral dimensions of illness. Engel’s clas-
sic article “Psychogenic” Pain and the Pain-Prone Patient 
discussed various contextual meanings of persistent pain 
and the importance of an individual’s interpretation of his 
or her pain. Sternbach argued that physiologic and affec-
tive perceptions of pain should be understood as learned 
responses under the control of environmental forces, and 
addressed psychophysiologic pain syndromes, including 
“stress-induced pain disorders.”286 Wilbert Fordyce later 
proposed an operant conditioning model of chronic pain 
based on an ends approach of identifying and treating 
pain behaviors. More contemporaneously, higher cognitive 
functioning in pain states (such as memory and emotive 
components) were embraced in the cognitive behavioral 
approach, led by health psychologists such as Dennis Turk 
and Frances Keefe, emphasizing the role of attributions, 
efficacy, personal control, and problem solving. Thoughts 
and beliefs could influence, and be influenced by, emo-
tional and physiologic responses.302 This has contributed 
to the evolution of a more clinically pragmatic school 
of pain assessment and treatment: the biopsychosocial 
model. This model incorporates the physical, cognitive, 
affective, and behavioral components related to ongoing 
pain experience. In this context, biologic factors can initiate 
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FIGURE 42-2 Regional gray matter density decreases in subjects with 
chronic low back pain. (From  Apkarian  AV,  Sosa Y,  Sonty  S,  et  al:  Chronic 
back pain is associated with decreased prefrontal and thalamic gray matter den-
sity, J Neurosci 24:10410-10415, 2004, with permission.)
a physical disturbance, but psychosocial factors often influ-
ence pain perception, pain behavior, and the ongoing pain 
experience.86,301

Physiology and Pathophysiology 
of Pain

In a normal homeostatic state, cutaneous, visceral, and 
musculoskeletal pain serve as an alarm system to the body 
that indicates damage or potential damage in the environ-
ment. The purpose of nociception is to alert the organism 
to this potential damage so that avoidance behavior can be 
initiated. In contrast, chronic pain states might represent 
an alteration involving damage or injury to the central ner-
vous system that serves no real protective role, reflecting a 
pathologic as opposed to physiologic state. The complex inter-
action between the initial stimulus of tissue injury and the 
subjective experience of nociception and acute and chronic 
pain can be described by four general processes known as 
transduction, transmission, modulation, and perception 
(Table 42-3).

Normal pain, or nociception, is characterized primarily 
by the processes of transduction and transmission, with 
minimal emphasis on modulation and a “normal” percep-
tion process. With chronic or persistent pain states, there is 
a shift of focus to the processes of modulation and percep-
tion. These four general processes are reviewed below and 
serve as an important foundation for a more clear under-
standing of complex pain mechanisms and possible ratio-
nal pharmacotherapeutic, interventional, and cognitive 
behavioral treatment approaches.

Transduction

The principal receptors for pain are the branched endings 
of C and Aδ fibers (Table 42-4) in the skin, muscles, and 
joints. Damaging (or potentially damaging) energy in the 
cellular environment impacts the free nerve endings, and 
the complicated cellular processes of nociceptive trans-
duction occur. Inflammatory cascades are concurrently 
activated (e.g., prostaglandin, leukotriene) and immedi-
ately become principal players in the transduction process. 

Table 42-3   Signal Processing
Stage Description

Transduction 
(receptor 
activation)

One form of energy (thermal, mechanical, or chemical 
stimulus) is converted electrochemically into nerve 
impulses (action potentials) in primary afferents

Transmission Coded information is transferred from primary afferent 
fibers to spinal cord dorsal horn and onto brain stem, 
thalamus, and higher cortical structures

Modulation Involves activity- and signal-induced dorsal horn neural 
plasticity, which includes altered receptor and chan-
nel function (i.e., wind-up and central sensitization), 
gene expression,328 and changes in brain-mediated 
descending inhibition and facilitation

Perception Begins with activation of sensory cortex. The cortex is 
in intimate communication with motor and prefrontal 
cortices, which initiate efferent responses, as well as 
more primitive structures involved in the emotive 
aspects of pain
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Table 42-4   Nerve Fiber Classification
Sensory And 
Motor Fibers

Sensory 
Fibers

Diameter 
(μm) Myelinated

Velocity 
(m/s) Motor Function Sensory Function

Aα 1a 10-20 Yes 0-120 α-Motor neurons Muscle spindle afferents

1b 10-20 Yes 50-120 — Golgi tendon organs, touch, pressure

Aβ 2 4-12 Yes 25-100 Motor neurons to intrafusal and 
extrafusal muscle fibers

Secondary muscle spindle afferents, 
touch, pressure, vibration

Aγ 2-8 Yes 10-50 Motor neurons to intrafusal muscle 
fibers

—

Aδ (types 1 
and 2)

3 1-5 Lightly 3-30 — Touch, pain, and temperature

B 1-3 No 3-15 Preganglionic autonomic fibers —

C 4 <1 No 0.5-2 Postganglionic autonomic fibers Pain and temperature
Recent histochemical studies have revealed two broad cat-
egories of C fibers: peptidergic and isolectin B4 binding. 
Peptidergic fibers contain a variety of peptide neurotrans-
mitters, including substance P and calcitonin gene-related 
peptide (CGRP), and express tyrosine receptor kinase A 
receptors, which show high affinity for nerve growth factors. 
Peptidergic neurons appear to be key players in neurogenic 
inflammation (where the transduction cells themselves 
become active participants in the local inflammatory pro-
cess) and other chronic inflammatory states.39,64,329 The 
other class, isolectin B4 binding, contains few neuropep-
tides but expresses a surface carbohydrate group selectivity 
binding to the plant lectin isolectin B4 and is supported by 
glial-derived neurotrophic factor.290 Isolectin B4 expresses 
P2X3 receptors, a subtype of ATP-gated ion channels.144 
Differences in supporting trophic factors might be respon-
sible for differing functional responses to painful stimuli 
between these distinct C-fiber types. Neurotrophins have 
emerged as potential factors for activity-dependent changes 
at the synapse and possibly subsequent central nervous sys-
tem plasticity.169

Multiple arachidonic acid residue receptors are prob-
ably involved (e.g., prostaglandin, leukotriene), and the 
“chaos” level of complexity is further complicated by the 
very active presence of the support cells (glia and myelin) 
and the efferent input by the central nervous system itself, 
primarily via the sympathetic nervous system. Noradrener-
gic receptors are on the transduction cell, and these can be 
“uncovered” or activated in inflamed tissue.

Aδ nociceptors (also responders to noxious, thermal, and 
chemical stimuli) are most easily classified on  functional 
grounds. Type 2 exhibit short response latencies to heat 
and are activated at relatively higher thresholds (43° C). 
Type 2 Aδ are responsible for the initial sensation of a burn 
stimulus. Type 1 Aδ exhibit longer response latencies and 
are activated at much higher temperatures (>50° C). Type 
1 Aδ and nociceptive C fibers are more commonly associ-
ated with persistent painful sensations.44

Transmission

Cutaneous peripheral afferent neurons can be classified 
into three types based on diameter, structure, and con-
duction velocity of action potentials. In general, C fibers 
(thin, unmyelinated, slowly conducting; 0.5 to 2.0 m/s) 
and Aδ fibers (medium, thinly myelinated, rapidly con-
ducting; 12 to 30 m/s) carry noxious stimuli, and Aβ fibers 
(large, myelinated, and fast; 30 to 100 m/s) carry innocu-
ous stimuli (touch, vibration, and pressure), except in 
situations of peripheral or central sensitization (see Table 
42-4). The percentage of distribution of nociceptors in the 
skin is roughly proportioned 70%, 10%, and 20%, respec-
tively. With peripheral and central neuroplastic changes in 
Aβ fibers, innocuous stimuli might be perceived as painful, 
resulting in allodynia. Aδ nociceptors respond to intense 
mechanical and temperature stimuli, and with sensitiza-
tion contribute to the process called hyperpathia, in which 
noxious stimuli become frankly more painful and the pain 
perception can last longer, even after the initial stimulus 
is removed. Most C fibers are polymodal transducers. Aβ 
fibers demonstrate encapsulated nerve endings involved in 
nonnociceptive function. Aδ fibers mediate the fast, prick-
ling quality of pain, whereas C fibers mediate the slow, 
burning quality of pain. An additional class of nocicep-
tors, the so-called silent or sleeping nociceptors, makes up 
approximately 10% to 20% of C fibers in the skin, joints, 
and viscera, and is normally unresponsive to acute nox-
ious stimuli. With inflammation and tissue injury, these 
“silent” nociceptors are sensitized via activation of second-
messenger systems and the release of a number of local 
chemical mediators (i.e., bradykinin, prostaglandins, sero-
tonin, and histamine) and can contribute to temporal and 
spatial summation, increasing afferent input at the dorsal 
horn.46,106,265

Peripheral Sensitization

C fibers and Aδ receptors undergo changes in response to 
tissue injury such as inflammation, ischemia, and com-
pression. These changes are marked at the peripheral ter-
minals by the release of chemical mediators from damaged 
and inflammatory cells. The so-called inflammatory soup, 
rich in analgesic substances, causes a lowering of thresh-
old for activation and subsequent evoked pain. Algogenic 
substances also activate second-messenger systems, which 
induce gene expression in the cell. Excitatory amino acids 
and neuropeptides (substance P, CGRP, and neurokinins) 
are released by peripheral and central nociceptive C fibers, 
inducing neurogenic inflammation. Neurogenic inflam-
mation involves retrograde release of algogenic substances, 
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which in turn excites other nearby nociceptors, creating 
local feed-forward loops of sensitization and activation.

Modulation

Primary afferents subserving distinct input from cutane-
ous, muscle, and visceral tissues converge at the dorsal 
horn. Several ascending pathways are involved in transfer-
ring and modulating this nociceptive input. At the cellu-
lar level, the influx of sodium is fundamental to electrical 
signaling and subsequent generation of action poten-
tials and excitatory postsynaptic potentials. This is fol-
lowed by calcium channel opening, contributing to more 
prolonged depolarization, as well as second-messenger 
molecular changes involved in more permanent neuro-
plastic central nervous system changes. At the synaptic 
terminal of the axon, action potentials lead to the release 
of neurotransmitters. Neurotransmitter release depends 
on specific ion channels, which are either ligand-gated, 
opening in response to binding of ligands to receptors, or 
voltage-gated, opening in response to changes in mem-
brane potentials.258 Other targeted receptor and ion chan-
nels include vanilloid (capsaicin) receptor, heat-activated, 
ATP-gated purinergic receptor (P2X), proton-gated or acid-
sensing ion channels, and voltage-gated sodium channels. 
The vanilloid receptor is a nonselective cation channel 
(vanilloid receptor 1) activated by elevated temperature 
(>43° C) and acidification.

Aδ and C fibers convey nociceptive information pri-
marily to superficial laminae (I and II) and deep laminae 
(V and VI) of the dorsal horn. Lamina I plays an important 
role in relaying information on the current state of tissues, 
including damaging mechanical stress, heat and cold, local 
metabolism (acid pH, hypoxia), cell breakdown (ATP, glu-
tamate), mast cell activation (serotonin, bradykinin), and 
immune activity (cytokines).57 Aβ fibers transmit innocu-
ous, mechanical stimuli to deeper laminae (III through VI). 
Lamina I cells are activated by nociceptive-specific neurons, 
whereas lamina V cells respond to wide dynamic range 
neurons of “wide” stimulus intensities. Wide dynamic 
range neurons receive input from mechanoreceptive Aβ 
fibers and nociceptive (Aδ and C) fibers (Figure 42-3). Nor-
mal synaptic transmission conduction of action potentials 
at the dorsal horn initiates neurotransmitter release. Low-
intensity stimulations (i.e., brush, touch, or vibration) 
activate Aβ fibers only, releasing fast, glutamate-mediated 
postsynaptic currents. Fast excitatory transmission gluta-
mate is coreleased presynaptically with neuropeptides such 
as substance P, CGRP, cholecystokinin, proteins (brain-
derived neurotrophic factor), and glial-derived factors.179 
Glutamate acts on a range of transmission cell receptors, 
such as N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) (slow current), 
α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid 
(AMPA) (fast current), metabotropic glutamate receptors, 
and kainate ligand-gated ion channels. With normal trans-
mission, sodium flows only through the AMPA receptor, 
whereas the NMDA receptor is blocked by magnesium. 
Prolonged depolarization of the postsynaptic cell causes 
voltage-dependent magnesium removal, opening the chan-
nel and allowing additional sodium and calcium to enter 
the cell. This amplified evoked response to subsequent 
input describes the process of wind-up.179
Central Sensitization

The term central sensitization describes a complex set of 
activation-dependent posttranslational changes occurring 
at the dorsal horn, brain stem, and higher cerebral sites. 
For example, at the dorsal horn, nociceptors release neu-
rotransmitters (glutamate, substance P, and brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor) onto the transmission cells, which 
results in changes in activation of related receptors and 
channels (as described above). This results in an increase 
in calcium influx (and efflux from cytoplasmic organelles), 
contributing to potentiation of the cell by activation of 
calcium-dependent enzyme protein kinases (e.g., protein 
kinase C, cyclic AMP, and tyrosine receptor kinase).175 
Posttranslational changes also include phosphorylation 
of NMDA and AMPA receptors, activation of second mes-
sengers such as nitric oxide, and central prostaglandin 
production.328

Ascending and Descending Modulation

Melzack and Casey’s classic descriptions of neuroana-
tomic pathways make a distinction between the lateral and 
medial pain systems corresponding to their relationship 
with the thalamus.201 The two systems are highly interde-
pendent, the lateral (neospinothalamic) system generally 
representing sensory-discriminative dimensions, versus the 
medial (paleospinothalamic) system involving more moti-
vational-affective and cognitive-evaluative dimensions of 
the pain experience. Additional ascending pathways, includ-
ing the spinothalamic, spinomesencephalic, spinoreticular, 
spinolimbic, spinocervical, and dorsal column pathways, 
are described elsewhere.323

The lateral system projects to the ventral posterolateral 
and ventral posteromedial thalamic nuclei before pro-
jecting to the somatosensory and premotor cortices. The 
motor input is nearly as large as the sensory input, and this 
theoretically prepares the recipient of the painful input for 
the appropriate efferent (behavioral) response. The more 
medial pathway projects to the medial thalamic nuclei 
and limbic cortices, which include the anterior cingulated 
cortex, orbitofrontal cortex, and amygdala. The medial sys-
tem involves important connections with periaqueductal 
gray, a key area involved in modulating nociceptive inhi-
bition and behavioral responses to potentially threatening 
stimuli.219 Animal and human studies have identified the 
anterior cingulated cortex in regulating avoidance behav-
iors and the perception of pain unpleasantness.155 Only a 
small portion of these action potentials normally reach the 
thalamus and higher brain centers as a result of significant 
modulating or filtering effects at the spinal cord and brain 
stem. Of course, with prolonged pathology and inflam-
mation these filters “break down,” contributing to central 
sensitization.

In addition to descending inhibition, the endogenous 
inhibitory system also includes local endogenous opioids 
(from periaqueductal gray), biogenic amines (serotonin 
and noradrenaline [norepinephrine]), and γ-aminobutyric 
acid (GABA), which generally act to inhibit pain signals. 
Important excitatory transmitters in this system include 
glutamate and substance P.151, 327 Besides descending inhi-
bition from cortical areas, recent studies have suggested 
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FIGURE 42-3 Organization of cutaneous, primary afferent input to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. (Modified from Millan MJ: The induction of pain: an integrative 
review, Prog Neurobiol 57:1-164, 1999, with permission.)
that descending facilitatory pathways might link brain 
stem and spinal cord areas via pronociceptive serotoner-
gic281 and opioid mechanisms.79 These pronociceptive 
pathways could help explain the possible mechanism of 
persistent pain signs and symptoms, such as allodynia 
and hyperalgesia, that are common to chronic pain 
conditions.235

Pathways originating from the spinal cord dorsal horn 
activate brain structures involved in rudimentary aspects of 
the autonomic system response (i.e., escape, arousal, and 
fear), including the medulla and midbrain reticular for-
mation, amygdala, hypothalamus, and thalamic nuclei.239 
Activation of somatosensory cortices (S1–S2) provides 
information regarding the quality and intensity of pain.124 
Affective aspects of the pain experience, such as pain 
unpleasantness, reflect more of the aversive qualities of the 
pain experience, such as the suffering component. Higher 
processing involves parietal and insular regions, contribut-
ing to an overall sense of intrusion and unpleasantness.243 
Finally, convergence of these pathways with more frontal 
regions, such as the anterior cingulate cortex, is responsi-
ble for attention and emotional valence of the overall pain 
experience.

Although cutaneous and visceral pain share com-
mon cortical and subcortical networks, differences in 
response pattern, frequency, and processing might under-
lie differences in quality, affect, and resultant behavioral 
responses.289 Visceral pain has a more indistinct quality, 
poor localization, and in general is associated with auto-
nomic markers such as bradycardia and hypotension. 
Cutaneous nociceptive reactions more classically involve 
protective reflexes such as tachycardia and hypertension.
Psychologic Issues Related 
to Chronic Pain

The physiatric approach to chronic pain conditions must 
include an understanding of the wide array of important 
psychologic (affective and cognitive) factors that impact 
the multidimensional experience of pain. Psychologic fac-
tors can serve to decrease or increase the subjective per-
ception of pain and adjustment to ongoing pain-related 
disability. Affective factors usually include more negative 
emotions, such as depression, pain-related anxiety, and 
anger. Cognitive factors include catastrophizing, fear, help-
lessness, decreased self-efficacy, pain coping, readiness to 
change, and acceptance (Figure 42-4).

Affective Factors

Depression

A strong association between chronic pain and depression 
has been suggested.106,249,291 The prevalence estimates of 
major depression in patients with chronic pain conditions 
vary from 5% to 87%, and this variation could be due to 
a number of analytic factors, including the diagnostic cri-
teria used, type of pain studied, and selection bias.9,83,99 
Somatic symptoms of major depressive disorder can also 
be common in patients with chronic pain (i.e., change 
in appetite, change in weight, loss of energy, and sleep 
disturbance). The incidence of depression among chronic 
pain patients can be higher than with other chronic medi-
cal conditions.14 The presence of chronic pain might be 
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related to longer durations of depressive symptoms.75,220 
In general, most systematic reviews on the relation-
ship between pain and depression suggest that chronic 
pain precedes depression.82 Predictors of depression in 
chronic pain include pain intensity, number of painful 
areas reported, frequency the severe pain is experienced, 
and a number of related psychosocial factors. Depressed 
patients can report higher levels of pain, be less active, 
report greater disability and life interference related to 
pain, and are more likely to display overt pain behav-
iors.148,156 Brown et al.32 examined the mediating factors 
of the relationship between chronic pain in patients with 
rheumatoid arthritis and decreased cognitive function-
ing, which included measures of inductive reasoning and 
working memory. Elevated depression mediated the rela-
tionship between higher levels of pain and reduced cog-
nitive functioning,32 underscoring the importance of the 
complex relationship between depression, chronic pain, 
and functional impairment.

Anxiety

Anxiety related to pain is an important factor involved in 
maladaptive responses, behavioral interference, and affec-
tive distress. Heightened pain-related anxiety has been 
described as one of the most disabling aspects of ongo-
ing chronic pain. It is closely related to avoidance activi-
ties (discussed below), which serve to promote ongoing 
pain, physical deconditioning, and social isolation.117 Anx-
iety as a psychologic construct in chronic pain has been 
developed by McCracken et al.188 as pain-related anxiety. 
Pain-related anxiety encompasses fear reactions across the 
cognitive, behavioral, and physiologic dimensions of pain. 
In chronic pain, it has been found to be a significant pre-
dictor of pain severity, disability, and pain behaviors.188
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FIGURE 42-4 Factors associated with adjustment to pain. (Modified  from 
Keefe FJ, Rumble ME, Scipio CD, et  al: Psychological  aspects of persistent pain: 
 current state of the science, J Pain 5:195–211, 2004, with permission.)
Anger

Ongoing failure to achieve pain relief and repeated unsuc-
cessful attempts to escape pain have been shown to be 
associated with increased levels of anger and physiologic 
responses to pain, independent of pain intensity.3,131 In 
a study of patients presenting for chronic pain manage-
ment, Okifuji et al.221 reported 70% of participants with 
angry feelings, most commonly with themselves (74%) 
and health care professionals (62%). In this study, anger 
toward oneself was associated with pain and depression, 
whereas “only anger” was related to perceived disability.

Conceptualizations of anger in chronic pain vary. A more 
classic definition of anger has been described as a “feeling 
involving a belief that a person one cares for has, intention-
ally or through neglect, been treated without respect, and a 
want to have that respect reestablished.”276 Anger as a con-
struct has also been considered to be related to personality 
dispositions associated with unconscious conflicts,93 or as 
a reaction to the presence of ongoing unrelieved pain.78 
Others have suggested that chronic pain might develop as 
a conversion-like symptom to suppress feelings of anger, 
and suppressed anger could be related negatively to adjust-
ment to ongoing chronic pain.149 In contrast, “anger out” 
has also been linked to poor adjustment.35 These styles of 
anger management—suppression (anger in) and expression 
(anger out)—are distinguished from overt hostility. Hostility 
has been defined as “an attitude of cynical mistrustfulness, 
resentment, and interpersonal antagonism.”279 Burns35 
has demonstrated how anger management style and hos-
tility can affect maintenance and exacerbation of chronic 
low back pain via symptom-specific physiologic responses 
(i.e., increased muscle stress reactivity in lumbar paraspi-
nals in patients with low back pain). This work was based 
on the studies of Flor et al.,85,87 who showed that patients 
with chronic low back pain exhibited greater stress-induced 
increases in electromyogram readings in lower paraspinal 
muscles compared with normal subjects. Anger and related 
physiologic responses are additional targets for pharmaco-
logic and behavioral treatments, including relaxation train-
ing and other mind–body treatments.

Cognitive Factors

Many patients with chronic pain demonstrate a reduction 
in goal-directed activities and assume a more passive sed-
entary lifestyle. This further contributes to a downward 
spiral of inactivity, deconditioning, and increased somatic 
focus. Individual responses to pain are recognized as 
important variables of the pain experience and can be asso-
ciated with a greater risk of maintaining pain-related dis-
ability. Patients who frequently have excessively negative 
thoughts about themselves, others, and the future are more 
likely to experience high levels of depression, low levels 
of activity, and increased tension.107,293 Pain beliefs (pain-
related fear and self-efficacy), anger, and passive coping are 
important affective factors, which can significantly affect 
pain response, behavior, and function. Other neurocogni-
tive factors, unique to each patient, including attention, 
expectation or anticipation, and appraisals, can contribute 
to maladaptive behaviors and can represent important tar-
gets for cognitive and behavioral interventions.29



Learning Factors

Operant Learning

Fordyce’s operant conditioning approach to pain serves as
one of the earliest psychologic models for chronic pain.88

The model focuses primarily on observable behavioral
manifestations of pain, which are subject to both rein-
forcement and avoidance learning. When an individual
is exposed to a stimulus that causes tissue damage, an
immediate response occurs that involves withdrawal or
attempts to escape the stimulus. By successfully avoiding
pain (i.e., “punishment”), the individual achieves a reduc-
tion in pain, thus rewarding the avoidance behavior. The
acquisition of pain behaviors can be determined initially
by the history of learned avoidance behaviors. In these
cases, pain becomes a discriminating stimulus signaling
behaviors that are pain reducing, such as rest and analgesic
medication consumption. With time, pain-eliciting situa-
tions such as movement and activity cause anticipatory fear
and are avoided. Over time, pain avoidance behaviors can
generalize to other potentially painful stimuli, contribut-
ing to more inactivity and passivity.163,314 In a similar way,
verbal expression of pain (e.g., complaining) and nonver-
bal pain behaviors (e.g., limping and grimacing) can be
maintained by external reinforcement contingencies such
as subtle rewards by significant others or family members
who respond to these behaviors.

Waddell et al.315 identified a set of “nonorganic” signs
that can be used as a simple clinical screening tool to help
identify signs and symptoms of pain behavior (tenderness,
simulation, distraction, and regional sensory and motor
impairments). Although controversial, a study of nonor-
ganic signs in a group of patients with low back pain found
that demonstration of at least three of the five signs corre-
lated with psychologic distress.315

Respondent Learning

The development of chronic pain can also be initiated and
maintained by classical or respondent learning. In this
case, an aversive stimulus is paired with a neutral stimulus
and, with repeated exposures over time, the neutral stimu-
lus will come to elicit an aversive response (i.e., fear). For
example, a work-related lifting injury elicits an automatic
response such as increased muscle tension and sympathetic
arousal (fear and anxiety). Over time, fear and anxiety
become associated with the once neutral stimuli of simple
work-related activities, and lead to increased avoidance of
the behavior.313 With chronic pain, the patient learns to
anticipate negative consequences of activity, even in the
absence of the noxious stimulus.

Fear of Movement

Kinesophobia, a term that describes an irrational and exces-
sive fear of movement, physical activity, and reinjury, is
exhibited by many patients with chronic pain.154 Fear of
movement can be initially induced by classical condition-
ing but is reinforced through operant learning; by avoiding
the conditioned anxiety and fear associated with move-
ment, the patient never extinguishes the fear. It has been
shown in studies to strongly correlate with other responses,
such as catastrophic thinking and subsequent increased
945CHAPTER 42 Chronic Pain

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

fear and avoidance behaviors in chronic low back pain 
patients. In this way, increased levels of fear and disability 
can occur independently of the experienced pain inten-
sity.312 McCracken et al.190 found that increased fear and 
anxiety in low back pain subjects correlated with decreased 
range of motion and increased expectation of pain. Other 
studies in chronic low back pain have found pain-related 
fear and fear-avoidance beliefs as predictors of disability, 
decreased activities of daily living, and lost work time.193 
In a Dutch study of patients presenting to a primary care 
clinic with chronic low back pain, approximately 70% of 
participants agreed to the statement “Simply being care-
ful not to make unnecessary movements is the safest thing 
I can do to prevent back pain,” and approximately 50% 
endorsed the statement “Back pain always means that the 
body is injured.” In addition, patients who reported pain-
related fear had increased risk for disability at 6 months 
(odds ratio = 4.6, 95% confidence interval).230

A cognitive behavioral model emphasizes two oppos-
ing behavioral responses: confrontation and avoidance. 
Waddell et al.’s conclusion that “fear of pain and what we 
do about pain can be more disabling than pain itself”316 
underscores the importance of identifying and treating 
such maladaptive thinking and behavior in a physiatric 
approach to effectively managing chronic pain.

Behavioral Treatment Approaches

Operant Behavioral Techniques

Operant behavioral therapy refers to interventions focused 
on the observed behavior of the patient. As proposed by 
Fordyce,88 operant models of pain are based on both posi-
tive and negative reinforcement contingencies. Environ-
ment and social factors serve to maintain pain behaviors. 
For example, the verbal expression of pain and nonverbal 
pain behaviors (e.g., grimacing and guarding) can be main-
tained by both positive (attention from others, potential 
monetary gain) and negative reinforcement (nonoccur-
rence of aversive stimuli, avoidance of activity).146 Once 
identified, these behaviors serve as targets for treatment. 
Many times these behaviors need to be reinforced only 
intermittently. Operant behavioral therapy can be most 
useful and practical with patients demonstrating exces-
sive pain behaviors despite limited tissue pathology, poor 
insight into the relationship of their own behavior and 
subjective experiences of pain, and operant-related issues 
(secondary gain).

Goals of operant behavioral therapy include encour-
aging the development and acquisition of more adaptive 
pain management strategies, which include establishing 
wellness behaviors and discouraging or reducing reinforce-
ment of pain behaviors.55 The theory suggests that both 
wellness and pain behaviors can be shaped. Management 
techniques target unlearning these behaviors and serve as 
the basis of most functional restoration-based programs 
developed by Mayer and Gatchel.185 Operant behavioral 
therapy approaches can be delivered in individual ses-
sions and in group settings. Operant behavioral therapy 
techniques that patients can master and apply include pac-
ing and graded exercise, scheduling and/or limiting pain 
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medications and passive treatments, and social reinforce-
ment via spouse and family training.

Cognitive Behavioral Techniques

Cognitive therapy techniques are based on the notion that 
one’s cognitions can have an impact on mood, behavior, 
and physiologic function.17 Techniques used in pain man-
agement are designed to help patients notice and modify 
the negative thought patterns that contribute to ongoing 
pain and affective distress. These include cognitive restruc-
turing, problem solving, distraction, and relapse preven-
tion.318 Five primary assumptions underlie all cognitive 
behavioral therapy interventions (Box 42-1).28 Cognitive 
behavioral therapy is a flexible, viable, and empirically vali-
dated approach for effectively treating patients with persis-
tent pain.55,211

Sleep and Chronic Pain

Sleep is a dynamic, complex physiologic process that is 
required for survival. During sleep there is decreased sensi-
tivity to the external environment and increased activity of 
the parasympathetic nervous system. Sympathetic nervous 
system activity is similar to that in wakefulness, except for 
during periods of rapid eye movement (REM). Breathing 
is irregular, and control of body temperature is altered. 
Sleep comprises alternating REM and non-REM (NREM) 
states that cycle at an ultradian rhythm of approximately 
90 minutes.252

Sleep of 8 to 8.5 hours is considered restorative in 
adults. Sleep is entered through NREM, and the NREM–
REM cycle occurs three to six times during a normal 8-hour 
sleep period. The stages of sleep are stage 1 (light sleep), 
stage 2, stage 3, stage 4 (deep or delta-wave sleep), and 
REM sleep. Stage 1 is a transitional stage between wakeful-
ness and sleep. It comprises 2% to 5% of total sleep time 
and occurs when initially falling asleep and during brief 
arousal periods within sleep. Stage 2 is marked by sleep 
spindles and K complexes and occurs throughout the sleep 
period, accounting for 45% to 55% of total sleep time. 

 1.  Individuals actively process information regarding internal 
stimuli and environmental events.

 2.  Cognitions interact with emotional and physiologic reac-
tions as well as with behavior.

 3.  Reciprocal interactions occur between an individual’s 
behavior and environmental responses.

 4.  Effective treatment interventions must address the cogni-
tive, emotional, and behavioral dimensions of the presenting 
problem.

 5.  It is necessary to help individuals become active partici-
pants in learning adaptive methods of responding to their 
problems.

 

BOX 42-1

Five Primary Assumptions That Underlie All 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy Interventions

From Bradley LA, McKendree-Smith NL, Cianfrini LR: Cognitive-
behavioral therapy interventions for pain associated with chronic illness, 
Semin Pain Med 1:44-54, 2003, with permission.
NREM stages 3 and 4 occur primarily during the first third 
of sleep and are commonly referred to as delta-wave, slow-
wave, or deep sleep. They account for approximately 20% 
of total sleep time. REM sleep is characterized by fast elec-
troencephalograph activity, skeletal muscle atonia, REM, 
and bursts of autonomic activity. The last third of sleep is 
primarily spent in REM.252

The determinants of sleep are numerous and include 
homeostasis, the circadian rhythm, control via the ventro-
lateral preoptic nucleus, age, drugs, external temperature, 
medical and psychiatric disease, and other environmental 
factors.252,256 The ventrolateral preoptic nucleus has been 
shown to contain GABAergic and galaninergic neurons that 
are necessary for normal sleep.263 Lesions to this region 
have been shown to decrease both REM and NREM sleep 
by 55%, verifying their function in inhibiting the firing of 
cells involved in wakefulness.170 These inhibited neurons 
contain the neurotransmitters histamine, norepinephrine, 
serotonin, hypocretin, and glutamate. Age represents a 
strong determinant of sleep, as time spent in stages 3 and 
4 decreases by 10% to 15%, latency to fall asleep increases, 
and the number and duration of overnight arousal periods 
increase in elderly persons compared with young adults.256

The interrelationship between disturbed sleep and 
chronic pain conditions is well documented for both 
adults and adolescents.208,209,226,231,278 Prevalence esti-
mates of disturbed sleep range from approximately 50% 
to 90% depending on the clinical study population under 
evaluation.38,208,209 Although the nature of the relationship 
between pain and disturbed sleep is not well understood, 
a reciprocal association is suggested.2,278 Current research 
suggests a multifactorial relationship including depres-
sion, fear-avoidance behaviors, catastrophizing, and even 
treatments such as benzodiazepines and chronic opioid 
therapy.174 Patients with chronic pain can display frequent 
sleep fragmentation, longer sleep latency, and decreased 
overall quality of sleep.37 Sleep fragmentation is charac-
terized by repetitive short interruptions in sleep and is a 
recognized factor in the cause of excessive daytime sleepi-
ness.284 This inability to maintain sleep can be the most 
important factor in the treatment of disturbed sleep in 
individuals with chronic pain. The strength of this rela-
tionship between disturbed sleep and chronic pain cannot 
be underestimated. In fact, a study of 679 subjects with 
chronic widespread pain (CWP) found that although rapid 
onset of sleep, absence of early awakening, and restorative 
sleep were associated with the resolution of CWP, after 
adjusting for the effects of psychosocial factors, restorative 
sleep was independently associated with the resolution of 
chronic widespread pain.63

Assessment

The assessment of chronic pain involves a thorough physi-
cal examination and a comprehensive evaluation of pain 
intensity and psychosocial factors related to ongoing pain 
experience and interference with sleep, daily activities, fam-
ily life, and employment. Subjective reports of pain intensity 
are an important part of the initial assessment and subse-
quent visits, and can include pain intensity numeric rating 
scales, visual and verbal analogue scales, and pain drawings. 



Self-monitored pain intensity ratings are both reliable and 
valid.133 Patient variability remains, however, when inter-
preting self-report measurement scales. Recent work has 
examined the level of change that best represents a clini-
cally important improvement with the use of the numeric 
rating scale in monitoring pain response with drug treat-
ment trials. Farrar et al.76 found that a reduction of approxi-
mately 30% represented a clinically important difference. 
A commonly used comprehensive measure of pain inten-
sity, the McGill Pain Questionnaire Short Form, measures 
three dimensions of pain: sensory, affective, and evaluative. 
It uses 20 subclasses or groupings of pain adjectives, includ-
ing sensory (e.g., “sharp,” “dull,” and “heavy”) and affec-
tive (e.g., “annoying,” “tiring,” and “exhausting”); it also 
includes pain drawings and the visual analogue scale.200

Additional psychometric measures can also be included 
in the initial assessment focusing on psychosocial factors 
such as mood (depression, anxiety, and anger), attitudes, 
beliefs, functional capacity, activity interference, and per-
sonality traits (Table 42-5). The use and combination of 
these different methods depend largely on the goal of the 
assessment. A semistructured interview by an experienced 
psychologist is the most comprehensive means of evaluat-
ing the psychologic state of the patient.28 A packet of self-
reported questionnaires completed by the patient before 
the evaluation, measuring a wide spectrum of the multidi-
mensional factors related to pain, can be used in isolation 
or as an adjunct to the psychologic and medical interview.

The comprehensive evaluation should include a com-
plete medical history and physical examination identifying 
related impairments, pain behaviors, and postural and soft 
tissue abnormalities (i.e., regional myofascial pain). The 
psychologic interview, administered by a psychiatrist or 
pain psychologist (structured or semistructured), can lead 
to the diagnosis according to the Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual Fourth Edition criteria. The pain disorder criteria 
include the following:
 •  Pain is in one or more anatomic sites.
 •  Pain causes clinically significant distress or impairment.
 •  Psychologic factors are judged to play an important role.
 •  Symptoms(s) are not intentionally produced.
 •  Pain is not better accounted for by another condition.

Pain disorder can be associated with a psychologic and/
or a general medical condition.4

Treatment

The ultimate goal of a rehabilitation-based approach to 
chronic pain is the reduction of pain and the restoration of 
function. The physiatrist plays a critical role in the assess-
ment and management of chronic pain conditions and 
leads the team of health care professionals in achieving 
this goal of maximal functional recovery. The treatment of 
chronic pain conditions has been practiced according to a 
number of different patient care models. Regardless of the 
setting, recent data suggest that chronic pain management 
is best addressed using a biopsychosocial assessment and 
approach to treatment.106,192,299 The traditional biomedi-
cal model fails because it focuses on the identification and 
treatment of a specific anatomic pain generator without 
accounting for the psychologic determinants involved in 
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the pain experience. The treatment goals of chronic pain 
management encompass the acceptance and reduction of 
pain, maximal restoration of functional mobility, resto-
ration of sleep, improvement in mood, return to leisure 
activity, and return to work (Box 42-2).

Pain Treatment Programs

The IASP classifies four types of pain treatment programs 
(Table 42-6).166 In general, multidisciplinary treatment 
centers or clinics might or might not include a formal 
interdisciplinary collaboration model. Although the terms 
multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary are many times used 
interchangeably, multidisciplinary more formally refers to col-
laboration with members of different disciplines (including 
various medical specialists and therapists) managed by a 
leader who directs a range of ancillary services. Team mem-
bers assess and treat patients independently and then share 
information. Interdisciplinary describes a deeper level of a 
consensus-based collaboration where the entire process 
(i.e., evaluation, goal setting, and treatment delivery) is 
orchestrated by the team, facilitated by regular face-to-face 
meetings, and primarily delivered within a single facility.186 
Multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary program facilities 
can be accredited by the Commission on Accreditation of 
Rehabilitation Facilities, with established treatment stan-
dards and ongoing outcome measurement. The interdis-
ciplinary team is commonly led by a physiatrist or other 
pain specialist and includes physical and occupational 
therapists, pain psychologists, relaxation training experts, 
vocational rehabilitation and therapeutic recreational spe-
cialists, social workers, and nurse educators (Box 42-3). A 
key process in multidisciplinary treatment is the compre-
hensive evaluation. This usually incorporates a thorough 
musculoskeletal evaluation, psychologic assessment, and, 
in patients with work-related injuries, a vocational reha-
bilitation interview. The evaluation enables the team to 
assess patient motivation and realistic goals for return to 
function and/or work. Those patients accepted for treat-
ment are placed in a structured outpatient environment 
with one-on-one and group-based treatments.

Multidisciplinary and Interdisciplinary 
Approaches

Interdisciplinary Treatment

Interdisciplinary biopsychosocial rehabilitation-based pro-
grams have been increasingly and successfully used in the 
treatment of patients with chronic pain and related psycho-
social dysfunction.8,103,116,141,247 Comprehensive reviews 
of the clinical and cost-effectiveness of interdisciplinary 
programs have demonstrated significant improvements 
in return to work, function, reduced health care use, and 
closure of disability claims.19,299 Positive functional results 
have been shown in patients classified as having both 
short-term and long-term disability at the onset of care.141 
These comprehensive programs have also shown clear ben-
efits over conventional management in regard to decreas-
ing pain behavior and improving mood.

Scope and intensity varies, with most outpatient-based 
centers offering part-time (2 days/wk) or full-time (5 days/wk,  
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6 to 8 hr/day) programs lasting 4 to 6 weeks in total dura-
tion. The interdisciplinary model provides ongoing com-
munication for all members of the treatment team, helping 
to facilitate patient progress while they progress the behav-
ioral, cognitive, and active therapy treatments. Patients are 
discussed individually in a team conference format on a 
weekly basis, enabling ongoing communication of prog-
ress and adjustment of treatment goals. Physician follow-
up visits two or three times per week are ideal for ongoing 
pharmacologic trials (targeted for improving mood, dis-
turbed sleep, and analgesia) and encouraging progress 
across the multiple therapy domains.

At completion of treatment, patients are encouraged 
to continue with their own individually structured home 
exercise, aerobic, and stretching program. They should also 
be independent in their own use of various relaxation and 
pacing techniques. The identification of a chronic pain 
condition as a chronic disease imparts an important facet 
Table 42-5    Psychometric Assessment Tools
Psychometric 
Measure

Psychometric Assessment 
Tool Description Reference

Pain intensity Numeric rating scale 0-10, 0-100, “no pain” to “worst pain” —

Visual analogue scale Straight line, 0-10 cm

Verbal rating scale List of adjectives or descriptors

Pain affect McGill Pain Questionnaire–
Short Form (MPQ-SF)

20 descriptors (sensory, affective, evaluative), pain drawing, visual 
analogue scale; 4-point Likert scale from 0 (none) to 3 (severe)

Melzack200

Brief Pain Inventory (BPI) and 
Brief Pain Inventory–Short 
Form (BPI-SF)

Measures the impact of pain on everyday activities and mood Cleeland and Ryan53

Anxiety and coping Pain Anxiety Symptoms Scale 
(PASS)

40 items; anxiety related to pain on 6-point scale, subscales: 
 cognitive anxiety symptoms, escape and avoidance, fearful 
appraisals, physiologic symptoms

McCracken et al.193

Spielberger State–Trait  Anxiety 
Inventory (STAI)

40 items; differentiates between the temporary condition of “state 
anxiety” and the more general and longstanding quality of “trait 
anxiety”

Spielberger et al.281

Survey of Pain  Attitudes 
(SOPA)

57-item, 5-point scale assessing control, disability, medical cures, 
solicitude, medication, emotion, and harm

Jensen et al.134

Depression Beck Depression  Inventory 
(BDI)

21-item, 4-point scale assessing mood and neurovegetative 
 dimensions of depression

Beck and Steer18

Center for Epidemiologic 
 Studies Depression Scale 
(CES-D)

Less compromised validity by somatic symptoms compared with 
the Beck Depression Inventory, more sensitive to changes in 
severity of depression

Radloff242

Zung Self-Rating Depression 
Scale

20-item, rapid assessment tool for severity of depression Zung334

Mood and personality Minnesota Multiphasic  
Personality Inventory (MMPI)

567 true-false items, 60-90 min to administer Butcher et al.36

Symptom Checklist 90 
 (SCL-90-R)

90-item, 5-point scale, global index score, and 9 subscales of 
general emotional distress

Derogatis67

Millon Behavioral Health 
Inventory

150 true–false items, assesses styles of relating to providers, 
psychosocial stressors, and response to illness

Millon et al.206

Functional capacity and 
activity interference

Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) 136 items, 12 dimensions of function Bergener et al.22

36-Item Short-Form Health 
Survey (SF-36)

Eight scales to measure limitations in physical and social activities 
caused by physical and emotional problems, bodily pain, vitality, 
and general health perceptions

Ware and Sherbourne317

West Haven-Yale 
 Multidimensional Pain 
 Inventory (WHYMPI  
or MPI)

52-item, 7-point scale, 12 dimensions (pain experience,  
perceptions of others, common daily activities),  classifies 
patients primarily into three classes (dysfunctional, 
 interpersonally distressed, and adaptive copers)

Kerns et al.182

Pain Disability Index (PDI) Seven questions: degree of interference with functioning, home, 
recreation, social activities, occupations, sexual behavior, 
 self-care, life support

Trait et al.298

Oswestry Disability 
 Questionnaire

10 sections, assesses the effect of back and leg pain on activities  
of daily living and patient’s everyday life

Leclaire et al.161

Coping and beliefs Coping Strategies 
 Questionnaire (CSQ)

50 items, cognitive and behavioral coping strategies assessed Rosenstiel and Keefe250

Survey of Pain 
 Attitudes (SOPA)

57 items, subscales (control, disability, medical cures, solicitude, 
medication, emotion, and harm)

Jensen et al.134



into the continued care of these patients. As with a chronic 
disease such as diabetes or hypertension, self-control and 
self-management of symptoms are critical for successful 
treatment. It logically follows that chronic pain should be 
treated as any other chronic disease or illness, in that regu-
lar follow-up evaluation and reassessment of psychosocial 
and physical function be performed.21,159,299

Multidisciplinary Team

Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy. Physical 
and occupational therapists use active and passive thera-
peutic exercises, manual techniques, and passive physical 
modalities (Table 42-7) to address deficits in flexibility, 
strength, balance, neuromuscular control, posture, func-
tional mobility, locomotion, and endurance. Both types 
of therapists help patients to overcome fear of movement. 
Although there is some crossover between the skill sets of 
physical and occupational therapists, they possess estab-
lished core competencies that are fairly universal. Physi-
cal therapists specialize in gait training and locomotion, 
core stability, lower extremity biomechanics, and func-
tional mobility, as well as activities of daily living such 

 •  Maximize and maintain physical activity and function
 •  Reduce the misuse or abuse of dependency- 

producing medications, invasive procedures, and passive 
modalities, fostered by a change toward active patient 
self-management

 •  Return to previous levels of activity at home, in the work-
place, and in leisure pursuits

 •  Reduce subjective reported pain intensity and maladaptive 
pain behaviors

 •  Assist patients in obtaining resolution and/or closure of 
contentious work-related or litigation aspects of the pain 
condition
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Chronic Pain Management: Goals of Treatment
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as bed mobility and transfers. They are also experts in the 
development of aerobic conditioning programs aimed at 
improving cardiopulmonary health and endurance. Occu-
pational therapists typically concentrate on educating 
patients regarding proper posture and ergonomics related 
to upper limb functional activities such as lifting and com-
puter usage. They address upper extremity-related activities 
of daily living including feeding, hygiene, grooming, bath-
ing, and dressing. Physical and occupational therapists also 
play a primary role in the education of patients, family 
members, and other caregivers.

Physical and occupational therapists involved in inter-
disciplinary chronic pain treatment programs must be 
adept in their ability to assess initial levels of functional 
ability, and then monitor and progressively increase the 
level and complexity of therapeutic exercises. The major-
ity of chronic pain patients have secondary impairments 
in addition to their primary pain-related diagnoses (i.e., 
general inflexibility, deconditioning, myofascial pain, 
and other postural abnormalities), which are important 
focuses of treatment. A functional cognitive behaviorally 
mediated therapeutic approach might be necessary to 
maximize outcomes. This approach can help foster patient 
optimism, decrease fear of reinjury, and maximize patient 
compliance.

Psychology. Pain psychology assessment and therapeutic 
interventions focus on both cognitive and behavioral fac-
tors related to pain. As noted earlier, key psychologic factors 
involved in the development of and adaptation to chronic 
pain include anxiety and fear-avoidance behavior,147,189,313 
pain catastrophizing,147,270,292,304 and helplessness.147 Fac-
tors identified with improvement in adjustment to chronic 
pain include self-efficacy, pain coping strategies, readiness 
to change, and acceptance.147 Psychologic intervention 
focuses on unlearning maladaptive responses and reactions 
to pain, while fostering self-efficacy, wellness, improved 
coping, perceived control, decreased catastrophizing, and 
Table 42-6     Classification of Pain Treatment Centers

Multidisciplinary Pain Center Multidisciplinary Pain Clinic Pain Clinic
Modality-Oriented 
Clinic

Comprehensive 
assessment and 
management

Yes Yes Yes No

Physicians Multispecialty Multispecialty Single specialty Single specialty

Psychologists Yes Yes Variable No

Other health care 
professionals

Physical, occupational, recreation thera-
pists; nurses; biofeedback, relaxation 
specialists; movement-based therapy 
practitioners; vocational counselors; 
other specialists

Physical, occupational, recreation 
therapists; nurses; biofeedback, 
relaxation specialists; movement-
based therapy practitioners; 
vocational counselors; other 
specialists

Variable No

Therapeutic 
modalities

Multiple Multiple Variable Focused

Affiliation Major health science institutions Variable Variable Variable

Research and edu-
cational activity

Yes Variable, not typical Variable, not typical Variable, not typical

General or specific 
focus of care

Comprehensive, acute and chronic pain Comprehensive, chronic pain Specific, chronic pain 
(i.e., regional focus 
such as headaches)

Specific, acute and 
chronic pain (i.e., 
nerve block clinics)
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acceptance (see Figure 42-4).147 Phases of individual and 
group-based treatment include education, skills training, 
application, and relapse prevention.

Relaxation training can be provided by a number of 
team disciplines, including psychology, physical therapy, 
nursing, or certified biofeedback specialists. Formal tech-
niques include guided relaxation response training (guided 
imagery, visual or auditory guided biofeedback), medita-
tion, and hypnosis. These techniques help to encourage 

 •  Physiatrist
 •  Physical therapist
 •  Occupational therapist
 •  Pain psychologist
 •  Social worker
 •  Recreational therapist
 •  Biofeedback specialist
 •  Nursing educator
 •  Vocational counselor

 

BOX 42-3

Interdisciplinary Pain Team Members
the patient’s role as an active participant in ongoing self-
management (see Mind–Body Medicine section in this 
chapter).

Vocational Rehabilitation. The Centers for Medicare and 
Medicaid Service define vocational rehabilitation as “the 
process of facilitating an individual in the choice of or 
return to a suitable vocation.”45 Title I of the Rehabilita-
tion Act of 1973 describes the goods or services provided to 
render a individual with handicap employable. Vocational 
rehabilitation counselors should be involved with patient 
care early in the process of chronic pain management to 
ensure identification of employment as a long-term goal 
for the patient.

Vocational counselors participate in the analysis of cur-
rent or previous job descriptions, provide suggestions for 
work accommodation or modification, and if necessary 
facilitate vocational testing and targeted retraining. At the 
end of the rehabilitation process, vocational rehabilitation 
can help coordinate functional capacity evaluation test-
ing and finalize return to work issues (i.e., restrictions and 
level of work). Vocational rehabilitation counselors acquire 
Table 42-7   Modalities Used in the Treatment of Chronic Pain

Modality
Superficial 
or Deep

Mechanism  
of Action Example Indication

Precautions and 
Contraindications

Heat Superficial Conduction Hydrocollator 
packs

Pain, contracture, hematoma, 
muscle spasm, arthritis, before 
stretching program to increase 
collagen extensibility

Acute trauma, hemorrhage, 
bleeding diathesis, impaired 
sensation, altered thermal 
regulation, malignancy, ischemia, 
cognitive deficits, or inability to 
report pain

Conduction Paraffin baths

Convection Whirlpool baths

Convection Fluid therapy

Deep Conversion Ultrasound

Conversion Shortwave 
 diathermy

Conversion Microwave

Cold Superficial Conduction Ice Pain, acute trauma, acute inflamma-
tion, joint effusion, hemorrhage, 
muscle spasm, spasticity

Cold hypersensitivity, ischemia, 
impaired sensation, cognitive 
deficits, areas over superficial 
peripheral nerves, Raynaud phe-
nomenon or disease, cryoglobu-
linema, arterial vascular disease

Conduction Cold packs

Conduction Cryotherapy-
compression 
units

Convection Whirlpool baths

Evaporative Vapocoolant spray

Electrical 
stimulation

Superficial Gate control, endoge-
nous opioid release, 
direct peripheral 
effects

Transcutaneous 
electrical nerve 
stimulation

Rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, 
deafferentation pain syndromes, 
visceral pain, sympathetically 
mediated pain, tension headache, 
acute postoperative pain, 
Raynaud disease, ischemic pain, 
urogenital dysfunction

Demand-type cardiac pacemaker; 
carotid sinus, laryngeal or 
pharyngeal muscles, eyes, and 
mucosal membranes; cognitive 
deficits; abdominal, lumbro-
sacral, or pelvic areas of 
pregnant women; edema; open 
wounds or skin irritation

Direct stimulation of 
muscle fibers

Interferential 
 current therapy



information from the physical therapists, occupational ther-
apists, and physicians to address instructions as to limita-
tion of duty (full or limited) and the functional restrictions 
or modifications that might be required. These restrictions 
or modifications include sitting or standing tolerance, walk-
ing, pushing, pulling, stair usage, bending at the waist, sus-
tained postures, hot or cold tolerance, data entry or other 
repetitive tasks, grip, tool usage, and vibration factors.

Nurse Facilitator. The program nurse or nursing staff mem-
ber plays an essential role in coordinating patient progress 
and care during evaluation, treatment, and ongoing follow-
up evaluation. Nursing plays a critical role in educational 
aspects of treatment, including basic instruction on pain 
pathways, pharmacology, nutrition, and sleep hygiene. 
The nurse facilitator can also serve as a patient advocate in 
ongoing communication with all team members.

Therapeutic Recreation. Therapeutic recreation special-
ists evaluate and plan leisure activities for the promotion 
of mental and physical health. They help patients establish 
and incorporate the functional and cognitive behavioral 
pain management strategies learned from other disciplines 
of treatment into social and community situations. Tech-
niques incorporated from other disciplines include biome-
chanical and postural correction, pacing, and relaxation 
strategies. An individualized recreational assessment with 
short- and long-term goal setting is typically followed by 
individual and group projects, as well as supervised outings.

Medications

Pharmacotherapy is a critical component in the treat-
ment of chronic pain conditions. The importance of spe-
cific treatment targets can vary considerably from those 
addressed in acute pain treatment paradigms. Whereas 
acute pain treatment primarily focuses on analgesia and 
control of inflammation, drug therapy in chronic pain 
states requires a more comprehensive focus including 
mood and sleep disturbances. A mechanistic approach to 
rational pharmacology is an important component of the 
practitioner’s armamentarium for managing the diverse 
nature of chronic pain. This approach incorporates the use 
of oral and topical medications, including traditional and 
newer-generation antidepressants, anticonvulsants, sleep 
agents, nonopioid analgesics, antiinflammatories, and, in 
selected cases, chronic opioid therapy.

This section reviews current updates in pharmacotherapy 
as it applies to a broad range of chronic pain conditions, 
including neuropathic pain and manifestations of chronic 
pain conditions (e.g., pain, affective distress, and sleep dis-
turbance). The section includes an overview related to con-
troversies in the use of cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 inhibitors 
and pharmacologic use of opioids, tricyclic antidepressants 
(TCAs) and novel antidepressants, anticonvulsant medica-
tions, sleep-related drugs, and topical analgesics.

Nonsteroidal Antiinflammatory Drugs 
and Cyclooxygenase-2 Inhibitors

Conventional (i.e., nonspecific) nonsteroidal antiinflam-
matory drugs (NSAIDs) have been a first-line treatment for 
analgesia and the treatment of inflammatory conditions, 
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including osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and the vari-
ous musculoskeletal-related conditions.288,308 COX-1 and 
COX-2 isoforms catalyze the conversion of arachidonic  
acid to prostaglandins. More recent classification of 
NSAIDs is as follows:
 •  Conventional or nonselective NSAIDs, those that 

inhibit both the COX-1 isoenzyme and the COX-2 
isoenzyme

 •  NSAIDs that are more selective for the COX-2 isoen-
zyme (COX-2 inhibitors)
Conventional nonselective NSAIDs were found to offer 

effective analgesic responses but are limited by potential 
upper gastrointestinal bleeding and ulceration, renal toxic-
ity, and platelet dysfunction.49

The isolation of the COX-2 protein in the early 1990s 
led to the development and release of a new class of 
NSAIDs, the COX-2 inhibitors. The oral COX-2 inhibitors 
available and approved by the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA) at some time in the United States include 
celecoxib (Celebrex), rofecoxib (Vioxx), and valdecoxib 
(Bextra). Only celecoxib remains on the market in the 
United States. Meloxicam (Mobic) is an NSAID with pref-
erential COX-2 selectivity that spares COX-1 at approved 
doses. It can be considered as a special agent in the COX-2 
class (Table 42-8).225 COX-1 is constitutively expressed in 
most tissues, being responsible for homeostatic functions 
such as platelet aggregation and the maintenance of upper 
gastrointestinal mucosa integrity by producing protective 
prostaglandins. COX-2, a largely cytokine “inducible” con-
stitutive isoenzyme, is primarily responsible for producing 
inflammation and pain. Animal neuropathic pain mod-
els have demonstrated up-regulation of COX-2 by early 
inflammatory changes in various types of peripheral nerve 
injury,173 as well as COX-2 induction in dorsal horn neu-
rons and other regions of the central nervous system.261 
This suggests COX-2 involvement with peripheral and cen-
tral sensitization processes, as well as involvement in key 
mechanisms underlying neuroplastic changes in chronic 
pain states.

Major studies, including the Vioxx Gastrointestinal Out-
comes Research (VIGOR) trial, the Celecoxib Long-term 
Arthritis Safety Study (CLASS), and the Safety and Effi-
cacy Large-Scale Evaluation of COX Inhibition Therapies 
(SELECT) trial, demonstrated significant safety benefits 
of COX-2 inhibitors compared with nonselective NSAIDs 
with regard to reduced incidence of symptomatic gas-
tric ulcers and renal toxicity.26,66,228,273 The VIGOR trial, 
however, reported a 2.38-fold increase in relative risk of 
cardiovascular events among study patients with rheuma-
toid arthritis randomly assigned to rofecoxib treatment.26 
Reevaluation of the VIGOR study suggested that the higher 
rate of cardiovascular events in the treatment group (rofe-
coxib) compared with in the naproxen group could be 
due to additional cardioprotective effects of naproxen,59 
although ongoing questions remain.

Despite billions of dollars in sales and the wide-
spread use of COX-2 inhibitors, questions and concerns 
reemerged regarding the potential increased risk of cardiac 
events, including myocardial infarction and sudden  cardiac 
death.152,213 Some have proposed that selective COX-2 
inhibitors can decrease vascular prostacyclin (PGI2) produc-
tion, interfering with the balance between prothrombotic 
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Does not inhibit platelet aggregation; 
crosses placenta; sulfonamide moiety

Does not generally affect platelet counts, 
prothrombin time, or partial thrombo-
plastin time; patients with coagulation 
disorders or patients receiving antico-
agulants should be carefully monitored

Analgesic action at dosages <1600 mg/
day; doses >1600 mg/day needed for 
antiinflammatory action; available in 
 over-the-counter preparation

Available in over-the-counter preparations

Relative COX-2 activity

Also available in intravenous, ophthalmic, 
and oral formulations; oral indicated only 
for continuation of parenteral therapy; 
not for chronic use—total treatment 
should exceed 5 days

Alternate formulation; diclofenac with 
misoprostol (Arthrotec)

Therapeutic response may take 2 weeks for 
arthritis treatment

Does not inhibit platelet aggregation; onset of 
antiinflammatory action in 3-4 days

Several adverse effects include hepatic and 
renal failure; available in alternate forms 
(rectal, drops, elixir)

Risk of psychologic of physical dependence
Table 42-8   Commonly Prescribed Nonsteroidal Antiinflammatory Medications

Class Generic Name (Trade Name) Dose (Elderly/Adult)
Half-life 
(Onset) Mechanism of Action

Cyclooxy-
genase-2 
 inhibitors

Celecoxib (Celebrex) 100/100-200 mg twice 
daily or 200 mg daily

9-10 hr  
(<60 min)

Suppresses prostaglandin synthesis; selective 
COX-2 inhibition; analgesic, antipyretic, and 
antiinflammatory actions

Oxicam 
 derivatives

Meloxicam (Mobic) 7.5/7.5-15 mg daily 15-20 hr Prostaglandin synthetase inhibition; some selec-
tivity for COX-2; analgesic, antipyretic, and 
antiinflammatory actions

Propionic acid 
derivatives

Ibuprofen (Motril, Advil, Ibuprin, Nuprin, Rufen, 
Saleto)

200/200-800 mg four 
times daily

2-4 hr (30 min) Reversible nonselective COX inhibitor—inhibits 
formation of prostaglandin and thromboxane 
A2; various effects on leukotriene production; 
inhibition of platelet aggregation

Naproxen (Anaprox, Naprelan, Naprosyn, 
Aleve)

250/250-500 mg twice 
daily; acute pain  
1.5 g/day in divided 
doses

12-15 hr  
(60 min)

Reversible nonselective COX inhibitor—inhibits 
formation of prostaglandin and thromboxane 
A2; various effects on leukotriene production; 
inhibition of platelet aggregation

Acetic acid 
derivatives

Etodolac (Lodine) 400/400-600 mg twice 
daily

7.3 hr (30 min) Reversible nonselective COX inhibitor—inhibits 
formation of prostaglandin and thromboxane 
A2; various effects on leukotriene production; 
inhibition of platelet aggregation

Ketorolac (Toradol, Acular [ophthalmic]) Intramuscular single dose 
30/60 mg; intramuscular 
multidose (maximum 5 
days) 15/30 mg every 
6 hr (maximum 120 
mg/day)

2.4-8.6 hr (10 
min intra-
muscularly)

Reversible nonselective COX inhibitor—inhibits 
formation of prostaglandin and thromboxane 
A2; various effects on leukotriene production; 
inhibition of platelet aggregation

Diclofenac (Cataflam, Voltaren, Solaraze; with 
misoprostol, Arthrotec)

50 mg twice daily/50 mg 2 
to 4 times daily, or 75 
mg twice daily

2 hr (30 min) Reversible nonselective COX inhibitor—inhibits 
formation of prostaglandin and thromboxane 
A2; various effects on leukotriene production; 
inhibition of platelet aggregation

Salicylate 
 derivatives

Aspirin (Aspirin CR, Easprin, Ascriptin, Bayer, 
Ecotrin, Empirin, Bufferin)

325/325-650 mg/day 
(maximum 4 g/day)

3-6 hr (15-30 
min)

Inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis and release, 
formation of thromboxane A2; inhibition of 
platelet aggregation

Salsalate (Amigesic, Disalcid, Argesic-SA, 
Salflex, Mono-Gesic, Salsitab)

500/500-750 mg 2 or 3 
times daily (maximum 
3 g/day)

7-8 hr Inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis

Para-aminophe-
nol derivatives

Acetaminophen (Tylenol, Panadol, Neopap, 
Apacet, Acephen)

325-1000 mg every 4-6 hr 
(4 g daily maximum)

3-4 hr (10-30 
min)

COX inhibitor in central nervous system, 
analgesic and antipyretic, no antiinflammatory 
properties

Barbituric acid 
derivatives

Butalbital compounds (butalbital plus acet-
aminophen or aspirin plus caffeine); with acet-
aminophen and caffeine (Fioricet, Medigesic, 
Endolor, Americet); with codeine (Fioricet 
with codeine); with acetaminophen (Phrenilin, 
Triaprin); with acetylsalicylic acid and caffeine 
(Fiorinal, Farbital); with codeine (Fiorinal with 
codeine)

1 or 2 tablets every 4 hr 
(maximum 6 tablets/
day)

3-4 hr Analgesic properties of acetaminophen, aspirin, 
caffeine; anxiolytic and muscle relaxant prop-
erties of butalbital

COX, Cyclooxygenase.



and antithrombotic eicosanoids (thromboxane A2) and 
increasing the likelihood of a prothrombotic state mani-
fested by possible cardiac events.118 Merck voluntarily 
withdrew rofecoxib from the market in 2004, after a trial 
involving the use of high-dose rofecoxib in adenomatous 
polyp disease found an increased risk for serious cardio-
vascular events in patients taking the drug compared with 
those patients on a traditional NSAID. Other studies have 
found conflicting results when looking at other agents and 
possible “class effects” with increased incidence of myocar-
dial and renal events. Other studies subsequently demon-
strated similar cardiac effects with naproxen, causing many 
practitioners to reassess the long-term use of nonselective 
NSAIDs and COX-2 inhibitors for management of chronic 
spine and osteoarthritic conditions.

Based on a 2004 review of available data from long-term 
placebo- and active-controlled clinical trials of NSAIDs, 
the U.S. FDA concluded that an increased risk of serious 
adverse cardiovascular events might be a class effect for 
NSAIDs (excluding aspirin) and requested that the pack-
age insert for all NSAIDs be revised to include a boxed 
warning to highlight the potential increased risk of car-
diovascular events and the risk of serious and potentially 
life-threatening gastrointestinal bleeding.294 A number of 
topical diclofenac preparations have been approved in the 
United States for the management of sprains (diclofenac 
epolamine patch 1.3% [Flector Patch]) and pain related 
to osteoarthritis in joints amenable to topicals (diclofenac 
sodium gel 1% [Voltaren gel]). These topical preparations 
and over-the-counter products all carry the identical black 
box warning, although systemic effects of topical agents 
are much less than oral preparations (5% to 10%). Physi-
cians need to assess relative risks versus potential benefits 
(analgesia, decreased stiffness, and improved function) on 
a case-by-case basis. Ongoing monitoring of blood pres-
sure, cardiac, and renal status is recommended with acute 
and chronic use of both nonselective NSAIDs and selective 
COX-2 inhibitors.10,234

Opioid Analgesics

Opioid and opioid-like medications are potent analgesics 
(Table 42-9). Opioids work by binding to three receptor 
types (μ, δ, and κ) belonging to a G-protein receptor fam-
ily. Presynaptic effects of opioids decrease calcium into 
the cell, inhibiting subsequent release of excitatory neu-
rotransmitters (serotonin, norepinephrine, substance P, 
and glutamate). Postsynaptic effects include increasing 
potassium efflux, resulting in hyperpolarization of the neu-
ron, decreasing synaptic transmission.279 At the brain stem 
level, opioids inhibit GABAergic transmission, leading to 
excitation of descending inhibition.126

The use of chronic opioid analgesic therapy (COAT) in 
chronic pain management should incorporate the use of 
longer-acting medications and the judicious use of short-
acting medications for breakthrough pain episodes. Main-
taining steady serum levels with long-acting agents can 
help to maintain consistent opioid serum levels. This offers 
numerous advantages, including convenient dosing sched-
ules, more sustained analgesia, and uninterrupted sleep. 
It also limits frequent episodes of breakthrough pain and 
overreliance on the use of excessive daily consumption of 
short-acting opioids.
953CHAPTER 42 Chronic Pain

Longer-acting oral opioid medications are available and 
include extended release morphine (MS Contin, Avinza, 
and Kadian), oxycodone (OxyContin), oxymorphone 
(Opana) formulations, and transdermal fentanyl prod-
ucts (Duragesic). Transdermal fentanyl systems deliver the 
medication across the skin into a drug reservoir or depot 
beneath the dermis, enabling steady release directly into 
the bloodstream over a 72-hour period, again bypassing 
first-pass metabolism. Recent advancements in opioid 
management include rapid-onset fentanyl transmucosal 
and transbuccal (Actiq, Fentora, Onsolis) formulations 
approved by the FDA more specifically for breakthrough 
cancer-related pain. The highly lipophilic character of fen-
tanyl allows for rapid absorption across the buccal mucosa, 
with transmucosal delivery providing peak serum levels 
less than approximately 25 minutes after initiating dos-
ing depending on the formulation type. Abuse-resistant 
and -deterrent formulations are presently under develop-
ment as a means of decreasing the abuse liability of an 
opioid. Morphine sulfate and naltrexone extended-release 
capsules (Embeda, King Pharmaceuticals, Bristol, Tenn.), 
extended-release morphine formulations combined with a 
sequestered low-dose naltrexone core, were the first of this 
potentially promising class of opioid to be approved by 
the FDA in 2009 for the management of pain. Crushing 
Embeda leads to significant release of the sequestered nal-
trexone, an opioid antagonist, decreasing the liking effect 
of the medicine, as studied in recreational drug users.283 
The formulations’ ability to limit abuse and addiction has 
not been proven and will depend on subsequent postmar-
keting data surveillance.

Short-acting opioids include morphine, hydromor-
phone, and many combination opioid products that com-
bine hydrocodone or oxycodone with acetaminophen or 
ibuprofen (Vicodin, Lortab, Percocet, and Vicoprofen). 
Tapentadol (Nucynta), approved by the FDA in 2009, is a 
short-acting opioid with a dual mechanism of action: tradi-
tional μ-agonism and norepinephrine reuptake inhibition. 
Noradrenergic effects can include increasing descending 
inhibition via blocking reuptake of norepinephrine cen-
trally and/or norepinephrine effects more peripherally, 
limiting gastrointestinal adverse effects (i.e., nausea and 
vomiting).61,305 It is important to understand basic phar-
macologic principles related to these agents, including 
absorption, bioavailability, plasma half-life, peak onset, 
and duration of analgesia, when selecting appropriate 
agents (see Table 42-9). For example, sustained-release 
oxycodone as sustained-release OxyContin provides a 
bimodal release system with bimodal peak serum release 
at 0.6 and 6.8 hours dosed on a twice-daily schedule. Vari-
ability of pharmacokinetics between patients can necessi-
tate adjustment from standard dosing regimens. A recent 
survey of a large university-based chronic pain clinic found 
that a significant number of patients on chronic sustained-
release oxycodone management required dosing more 
frequently than twice daily (every 8-hour dosing) (67%). 
Many patients in this clinic required greater than half the 
amount of rescue medication compared with the every 
12-hour dosing group.181 Oxymorphone (Opana ER), a 
ketone-substituted morphine, is relatively more lipophilic 
than morphine and is relatively more potent with a longer 
duration of action.
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tiple 
al-
al 
 δ 
ic 

Sustained-release oral form available; 
epidural or intrathecal injectable 
solution available: treat overdose 
with naloxone 0.2-0.8 mg  
intravenous

tiple Controlled-release morphine, if 
crushed, rapid release of morphine 
and naltrexone may cause decrease 
liking

tiple 
al-
al 
 δ 
ic 

Compared with MSO4: decreased 
analgesia, constipation, respiratory 
distress, sedation, emesis, and physi-
cal dependence; increased antitussive 
effects

tiple 
al-
al 
 δ 
ic 

Compared with MSO4: decreased 
analgesia, respiratory depression, 
and physical dependency; equivalent 
antitussive effects

tiple 
al-
al 
 δ 
ic 

Compared with MSO4: equivalent anal-
gesia, constipation, antitussive effects, 
respiratory depression, sedation, 
emesis, and physical dependence
Table 42-9   Commonly Prescribed Opioid Analgesics
Class Name (Trade Name) Dose (Elderly/Adult) Half-life (Onset) Mechanism of Action

Natural opium 
alkaloids

Morphine (Astromorph, Avinza, 
Duramorph, Infumorph, Kadian, MS 
Contin, MSIR, Oramorph SR, RMS, 
Roxanol)

Oral: 5-30 mg every 4 hr
Subcutaneous/intramuscular: 4-15 

mg in 4-5 mL of H2O for injection 
over 5 min

Rectal: 10-20 mg every 4 hr
Oral, sustained release: 15-60 mg 

every 8-12 hr (based on 24-hr 
requirements of immediate-
release oral MSO4)

2.5-3 hr (subcutane-
ous/intramuscular, 
10-30 min; intra-
venous, rectal or 
oral suspension)

Opioid agonist activity at mul
receptors; μ (supraspinal an
gesia and euphoria), κ (spin
analgesia and sedation), and
(dysphoria, psychotomimet
effects)

Morphine/naltrexone [sequestered] 
(Embeda)

Oral (mg morphine/mg naltrex-
one): (20/0.8, 30/1.2, 50/2; 60/2.4, 
80/3.2, 100/4)

28.8 hr (Tmax, 7.5 hr) Opioid agonist activity at mul
receptors: μ, κ, δ

Codeine (with acetaminophen or 
acetylsalicylic acid) (Tylenol #2, #3, 
#4; Empirin #3, #4; Robitussin AC; 
Capital, Aceta, Phenaphen, Fioricet 
with codeine, Fiorinal with codeine)

Oral: 15-60 mg every 4 hr 
 (maximum daily acetaminophen/
acetylsalicylic acid dose 4 g)

2.5-3.5 hr (orally 
30-60 min)

Opioid agonist activity at mul
receptors: μ (supraspinal an
gesia and euphoria), κ (spin
analgesia and sedation), and
(dysphoria, psychotomimet
effects)

(Pyridomorphi-
nan)

Oxymorphine ER (Opana ER) Oral: 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 mg 9-11 hr (orally 30 
min)

Oxymorphone (Opana) Oral: 5, 10 mg 7-9 hr (orally 30 
min)

Phenanthrene 
derivatives

Hydrocodone (with acetylsalicylic acid 
or acetaminophen) (Lortab, Lortab 
ASA, Vicodin, Norco, Vicoprofin, 
Entuss-D, Ztuss, S-T Forte, P-V-
Tussin, Tussanil, Tusssafed HC)

Oral: 5-10 mg every 4-6 hr 
 (maximum daily acetaminophen/
acetylsalicylic acid dose 4 g)

3.8 hr (10-30 min) Opioid agonist activity at mul
receptors: μ (supraspinal an
gesia and euphoria), κ (spin
analgesia and sedation), and
(dysphoria, psychotomimet
effects)

Oxycodone (± acetaminophen or 
acetylsalicylic acid) (OxyContin 
[CR], Oxy IR, Percolone, OxyFast, 
Roxicodone); with acetylsalicylic 
acid (Percodan, Endodan, Roxiprin); 
with acetaminophen (Percocet, 
Endocet, Tylox, Roxicet, Roxilox)

Oral: 5 mg every 6 hr (4 g maximum 
dose of acetylsalicylic acid or 
acetaminophen)

Controlled release: 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 
50, 60, 70, 80 mg every 12 hr

2-5 hr (10-15 min) Opioid agonist activity at mul
receptors: μ (supraspinal an
gesia and euphoria), κ (spin
analgesia and sedation), and
(dysphoria, psychotomimet
effects)
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le Compared with MSO4: equivalent 
analgesia, constipation, sedation, 
respiratory depression; decreased 
emesis; available in intravenous, 
intramuscular, and subcutaneous 
formulations; sustained-release 
preparation recently Food and Drug 
Administration-approved with 24-hr 
dosing schedule

Dipheny
deriva

le Compared with MSO4: equivalent 
analgesia, antitussive effects, 
respiratory distress, and constipa-
tion; less sedation, emesis, physical 
dependence; commonly used for the 
detoxification and maintenance of 
opiate dependence; possibly NMDA 
antagonist effects of reduced central 
sensitization and reduced opioid 
tolerance

le Compared with MSO4: less analgesia, 
sedation, emesis, respiratory depres-
sion, and physical dependence

Phenylpi
deriva

le Compared with MSO4: equivalent 
analgesia; less respiratory depression 
and emesis; transdermal delivery for 
use in chronic pain—other forms 
used for perioperative anesthesia

Other le 
 

ER, Extende
Hydromorphone (Dilaudid)
Hydromorphone hydrochloride–ER 

(Exalgo) 

Oral: 1-4 mg every 4-6 hr
ER: 8, 12, 16 mg every 24 hr
Rectal: 3 mg every 6-8 hr

2.6 hr (<15 min) Opioid agonist activity at multip
receptors: μ (supraspinal anal-
gesia and euphoria), κ (spinal 
analgesia and sedation), and δ 
(dysphoria, psychotomimetic 
effects)

lheptane 
tive

Methadone (Dolophine) Oral: 2.5-10 mg every 6 hr
Subcutaneous/intramuscular:  

2.5-10 mg every 3-4 hr
Maintenance of dependency, oral: 

20-120 mg/day

13-47 hr (orally 
30-60 min; 
subcutaneously/
intramuscularly 
10-20 min)

Opioid agonist activity at multip
receptors: μ (supraspinal anal-
gesia and euphoria), κ (spinal 
analgesia and sedation), and δ 
(dysphoria, psychotomimetic 
effects); NMDA receptor 
antagonist

Propoxyphene (± acetaminophen) 
(Darvon, Dolene; Darvon-N); with 
acetaminophen (Darvocet, Propa-
cet, Wygesic)

Oral: 65 mg every 4 hr (maximum 
390 mg/day)

Napsylate: 100 mg every 4 hr 
 (maximum 600 mg/day)

6-12 hr (15-60 min) Opioid agonist activity at multip
receptors: μ (supraspinal anal-
gesia and euphoria), κ (spinal 
analgesia and sedation), and δ 
(dysphoria, psychotomimetic 
effects)

peridine 
tive

Fentanyl (Sublimaze); transdermal 
(Duragesic); transmucosal (Actiq, 
Oralet)

Transdermal: 25/25-100 mcg/hr 
every 72 hr

Transmucosal: 200, 400, 600, 800, 
1200, 1400, 1600 mcg

2.5-4 hr (orally  
5-15 min; intra-
muscularly, 7-15 
min; intravenously, 
1-2 min)

Transdermal: half-life 
17 hr after patch 
removal, steady 
state at 24 hr

Opioid agonist activity at multip
receptors: μ (supraspinal anal-
gesia and euphoria), κ (spinal 
analgesia and sedation), and δ 
(dysphoria, psychotomimetic 
effects)

Tapentadol (Nycynta) Oral: 50, 75, 100 mg 4 hr (orally Tmax 
1.2 hr)

Opioid agonist activity at multip
receptors and norepinephrine
reuptake inhibition

d release; NMDA, N-methyl-D-aspartate; I max, time after administration of drug when maximum plasma concentration is reached.
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Methadone. The use of methadone has experienced a 
rebirth in its use as a “novel” opioid analgesic. Long used 
in addiction medicine and opioid maintenance programs, 
this synthetic opioid has a number of potentially unique 
advantages compared with other opioids. Methadone 
hydrochloride is a relatively potent NMDA receptor antag-
onist. NMDA activation has been implicated as a key player 
in neural plasticity (i.e., central sensitization)194 and as a 
mediator of opioid tolerance.115 Methadone offers other 
potential advantages, including low price and no active 
metabolites. Clinicians prescribing methadone need to use 
caution,321 however, because methadone accumulates in 
tissues with repeated dosing, creating an extensive reservoir, 
and is highly protein-bound. Half-life varies from 7 hours 
to 5 days. Dosing changes must be done at least every 5 
to 6 days. Morley and Makin210 describe standardized con-
version regimens for converting oral morphine equivalents 
to methadone; for example, with 24-hour doses less than  
300 mg, a fixed dose one tenth the actual morphine dose 
every 3 hours as required for 5 days. On day 6, the amount 
taken over the previous 2 days is averaged to a daily dose, 
which is then taken on a regular fixed twice-daily schedule.210

Outcomes of Opioid Management for Chronic Pain. 
Controversy continues regarding the use of long-term opi-
oid therapy for chronic nonmalignant pain, and relates 
primarily to fears of possible development of iatrogenic 
addiction and abuse.140,300 Clinical practice guidelines 
support an underlying assumption that safe and effective 
therapy requires clinical skills and knowledge in both the 
principles of prescribing, ongoing assessment, and manage-
ment of risks of opioid treatment (including abuse, addic-
tion, and diversion).50 Important areas of management 
include patient risk stratification, informed consent and 
patient-centered goal setting, opioid trial and plan for dis-
continuation, abuse and diversion monitoring (urine toxi-
cology screening), boundary setting and closer monitoring 
with high-risk patients, and understanding and effectively 
treating opioid-related adverse effects (i.e., constipation, 
nausea, somnolence, and endocrine dysfunction). Stud-
ies have demonstrated modest to moderate levels of anal-
gesia in chronic pain but varied results when examining 
improvement in functional status.131,237,267 Moulin et al.212 
examined the effects of sustained-release morphine with 
active placebo in a double-blind randomized controlled 
trial in soft tissue or musculoskeletal pain, and failed to 
demonstrate any functional or psychologic improvements 
despite significant pain reduction. In a study of patients 
on long-term opioid therapy, stable long-term pain control 
was achieved in those patients who finished a 12-month 
trial (56%) with sustained transdermal fentanyl at doses of 
approximately 90 mcg/hr.205 Others have demonstrated that 
chronic opioid therapy can lead to a so-called pain opioid 
downhill spiral characterized by loss of functional capacity 
and corresponding increase in depressed mood.267 Studies 
attempting to corroborate these findings found support for 
the downhill spiral but also that opioid use independently 
failed to explain a comparable amount of variance in ill-
ness behavior. On the contrary, associated benzodiazepine 
use was found to be associated with functional impair-
ment, increased health care use, depression, and pain.51 
Assessing patients’ individual psychosocial factors and 
analgesic response to COAT should incorporate ongoing 
monitoring of functional improvements and assessment 
for signs or symptoms of possible addictive or aberrant use 
(see Table 42-2 for definitions).319 The physician should be 
aware of local, state, and federal laws and regulations guid-
ing controlled substance use. Careful individual patient 
assessment and monitoring, which can include urine and 
serum toxicology testing, are recommended.139

Legislative and Federal Scrutiny. The more liberal pre-
scribing practices of the late 1990s have been slowed after 
the realization of increased incidence of addiction, abuse, 
recreational drug use among nonpain patients, and diver-
sion. Increased focus on more comprehensive patient pain 
and psychologic assessment, as well as standardized office 
screening and monitoring practices (formal patient–physi-
cian treatment agreements), have become basic standards 
of practice for physicians choosing to prescribe opioids 
and other controlled substances. A “universal precautions” 
(Box 42-4) approach based on a similar approach to limit-
ing the risk for infection in the infectious disease model 
has been developed as the basis for a more comprehensive 
assessment, monitoring, and treatment approach in pre-
scribing opioids.112

Patient–physician treatment agreements have been pub-
lished by a number of national pain organizations, includ-
ing the American Pain Society and the American Academy 
of Pain Medicine. Potential complications of agreements 
include perpetuating stigmas on the patient as a result of 
the patient believing opioid prescribing to be a problem, 
the binding nature of contracts remaining unclear, and the 
existence of significant variability among the content of 
agreements. This variability includes many contracts with 
statements limiting driving, although such limitations are 
not clearly supported in the literature.84 The use of a trilat-
eral opioid contract has been proposed, which includes the 
collaboration of the primary care physician, the pain physi-
cian, and the patient, as a means of effectively transferring 
care and responsibility for long-term opioid management 
back to the primary care physician once the individual opi-
oid regimen is stabilized.84

Controversies Related to Chronic Opioid Analgesic 
Therapy. Physicians continue to disagree about COAT and 
the level of symptom relief and physical and psychologic 
functioning. Questions remain regarding impaired cogni-
tive functioning, endocrine effects, and the possible iatro-
genic contribution of opioid-induced hypersensitivity with 
long-term high-dose opioid management.

Cognitive Functioning With Opioid Therapy. Contro-
versy remains regarding the effects of COAT on psychomo-
tor functioning.331 Haythornthwaite et al.122 studied the 
effects of chronic opioid therapy on cognition and mood 
in a group of chronic pain patients before and after achiev-
ing stable opioid doses. Besides reducing pain, long-acting 
opioid medication reduced anxiety and hostility without 
declines in cognition, while demonstrating improvements 
on measures of psychomotor speed and sustained atten-
tion.122 Fishbain et al.’s recent comprehensive review of 
studies81 found that there was moderate, generally consis-
tent evidence for no impairment of psychomotor abilities, 



inconclusive evidence for no impairment on cognitive 
functioning, and strong consistent findings of no evidence 
of greater incidence of motor vehicle accidents or viola-
tions. Others have argued that transient cognitive and psy-
chomotor impairment can be more evident during dose 
escalation and in opioid-naive patients.33

Endocrine Effects of Long-Term High-Dose Opi-
oid Management. Animal models and some case study 
reviews in humans have suggested that chronic high-dose 
opioid therapy can cause abnormalities in hypothalamic–
pituitary–adrenal axis and in hypothalamic–pituitary–
go nad al secretion.60,248 Endocrine effects can include 
deceased testosterone, progesterone, and estradiol (result-
ing in decreased libido in men and women); amenorrhea; 
and reduced cortisol response to stress. These effects can 
be more common with administration of intraspinal opi-
oids.1,224 The syndrome of opioid-induced androgen defi-
ciency has been described in case series and can require 
additional screening and treatment (testosterone supple-
mentation) by the prescribing physician.

Opioid Hyperalgesia and Pronociceptive Effects. 
Progress in understanding cellular and neuromodulatory 
mechanisms involved in addiction and pain treatment 
point to possible pronociceptive effects of chronic opioid 
therapy, independent of more widely accepted and under-
stood neural mechanisms involved with the desensitiza-
tion process of tolerance (a pharmacologic phenomenon 
characterized by the need to increase the dose over time to 
maintain the same opioid analgesic effect). Several mech-
anisms contribute to these cellular adaptive processes, 
including receptor desensitization most probably medi-
ated by the NMDA receptor cascade.180 Repeated admin-
istration of opioids might not only contribute to tolerance 
but might also lead to a pronociceptive cascade of events 
(opioid-induced abnormal pain sensitivity) representing a 
sensitization process supported by evidence of increased 
spinal dynorphin, descending central facilitation, and acti-
vation of pronociceptive glutamate. Some clinicians have 
suggested maintaining opioid doses at the lowest level 
required to achieve analgesia as a means of limiting these 
cellular processes. Periodic opioid rotation and the use of 
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NMDA receptor antagonists and other nonopioid medica-
tions within a rational polypharmacy approach have been 
suggested to limit escalating doses of opioids and possible 
pronociceptive and tolerance effects.13 Opioids with pos-
sible NMDA antagonist effects include methadone and 
propoxyphene. Nonopioid NMDA antagonists include 
dextromethorphan, ketamine, and memantine. Formal 
randomized placebo-controlled studies are lacking on the 
use of these medications.

Anticonvulsant Medications as a Treatment 
for Neuropathic Pain Conditions

Neuropathic pain has been defined as pain “initiated or 
caused by a primary lesion or dysfunction in the nervous 
system.”203 Neuropathic pain manifests as spontaneous 
pain (stimulus-independent, i.e., paresthesia and dyses-
thesia) or pain hypersensitivity caused by a stimulus after 
damage or changes in the sensory neurons (stimulus-
evoked pain, i.e., allodynia and hyperalgesia).71 Periph-
eral mechanisms include sensitization of nociceptors by 
local chemical inflammatory changes (substance P, sero-
tonin, bradykinin, histamine, and COX and lipoxygenase 
pathways); ectopic activity from damaged, demyelinated, 
or regenerating nerve sprouts; noradrenergic sensitivity; 
lowering of neuronal threshold for firing at ectopic areas 
by accumulation of sodium and calcium channels; and 
changes at the more proximal dorsal root ganglion (i.e., 
spontaneous activity).15 Peripheral changes can also lead 
to loss of central GABAergic inhibition, opioid receptor 
down-regulation, and interneuron cell death.322 Central 
nervous system changes are primarily due to phenotypic 
changes of Aβ and C fibers, sprouting of nerve fibers in 
deeper layers of dorsal horn laminae,330 and effects of cen-
tral sensitization. Central sensitization is primarily medi-
ated by the release of neurotransmitters (e.g., substance P, 
glutamate, CGRP, neurokinin A, and GABA), increased cal-
cium flux, and activation of NMDA receptors.282

Understanding the basic physiologic neurotransmitter 
changes can help target the use of a single or a number 
of anticonvulsants in the management of chronic neu-
ropathic pain states, including postherpetic neuralgia, 
diabetic peripheral neuropathy, spinal radiculopathy, tri-
geminal neuralgia, HIV-related neuropathic pain states, 
and small-fiber neuropathy. Recent treatment recom-
mendations highlight the importance of a mechanistic 
approach to diagnosis and treatment, as well as to pro-
posed first-line medications (i.e., gabapentin, 5% lidocaine 
[lignocaine] patch, opioid analgesics, tramadol, and TCAs) 
based on positive results from multiple randomized trials, 
and to second-line agents based on positive results from a 
single randomized controlled trial or inconsistent finding. 
Second-line agents in some cases have shown greater effi-
cacy but are awaiting future randomized controlled trials.71

First-generation anticonvulsants include phenytoin and 
carbamazepine, which exert membrane-stabilizing effects 
by blocking sodium channels and reducing neuronal excit-
ability, presumably in sensitized C nociceptors.68 The 
use of newer-generation anticonvulsants has made their 
incorporation into outpatient management more prac-
tical, given their more favorable metabolic and interac-
tion profiles compared with traditional anticonvulsants.  
The older- generation antiepileptic drugs (i.e., phenytoin, 
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phenobarbital, carbamazepine, and valproic acid) are 
effective agents for a number of seizure-related disorders, 
but they might be less practical options in outpatient 
chronic pain management because of much less favorable 
metabolic and interaction profiles compared with newer-
generation agents, which can necessitate serum blood level 
and organ monitoring during titration.229 A brief update 
follows on newer-generation anticonvulsant and neuro-
pathic agents, including key individual pharmacokinetic 
profiles and suggested therapeutic doses for chronic pain 
conditions. Most of the anticonvulsant agents have been 
used off-label, except those with FDA approval, including 
the 5% lidocaine patch (Lidoderm), gabapentin (Neuron-
tin), and pregabalin (Lyrica) for postherpetic neuralgia and 
carbamazepine (Tegretol) for trigeminal neuralgia.

Gabapentin has also found wide off-label use for a 
number of chronic neuropathic pain conditions. Ran-
domized, double-blind, placebo-controlled studies have 
demonstrated efficacy with analgesia in diabetic periph-
eral neuropathy (titrated from 900 to 3600 mg/day)11 and 
postherpetic neuralgia.253 These studies showed significant 
improvement in pain (average daily pain 4.2 vs. 6.0 with 
placebo), sleep, and physical function at similar maximum 
doses of 3600 mg/day and heterogeneous groups of neuro-
pathic pain.269 Gabapentin, although structurally related to 
GABA, is an α2δ ligand. The α2δ receptor is a protein associ-
ated with neuronal voltage-gated calcium channels. Bind-
ing to this channel reduces presynaptic calcium influx into 
the cell at the dorsal horn, reducing the release of several 
neurotransmitters (glutamate, substance P, norepineph-
rine, and CGRP). A number of indirect GABAergic mech-
anisms have also been proposed. Multiple studies have 
demonstrated significantly reduced pain and improved 
sleep, mood, and quality of life at dosages between 1800 
and 3600 mg/day. Side effects include somnolence and 
dizziness. Gabapentin’s unique pharmacokinetics lend to 
the necessity of using higher doses compared with other 
newer-generation anticonvulsants. With escalating dose 
titration, the intestinal active transport absorption system 
becomes saturated, decreasing the percentage of bioavail-
ability, resulting in a nonlinear relationship between serum 
concentration and dosage. When this occurs, a significant 
increase in dosage is needed to see a relative increase in 
therapeutic response.

Pregabalin is also an α2δ ligand and is structurally 
related to gabapentin but with no intrinsic GABA activity. 
Studies have demonstrated efficacy in the management 
of postherpetic neuralgia,72,84,257 diabetic peripheral neu-
ropathy,90,246,251 general peripheral neuropathy,92,128 and 
generalized anxiety disorder72,251 with doses between 150 
and 600 mg/day. Pregabalin demonstrates linear phar-
macokinetics and has a rapid onset of actions (within  
1 hour), stable bioavailability independent of dose (approx-
imately 90%), and an affinity for the α2δ subunit that is 
6 times greater than that of gabapentin. Pregabalin appears 
to work by modulating voltage-gated calcium channels, 
decreasing calcium influx into the cell, and limiting release 
of excitatory neurotransmitters (substance P, glutamate, 
aspartate, and norepinephrine).80 Pregabalin (Lyrica) is 
approved by the FDA for postherpetic neuralgia, diabetic 
peripheral neuropathy, and the management of fibromyal-
gia in the United States. It is approved for neuropathic pain 
in Europe. Pregabalin’s relatively increased potency, linear 
pharmacokinetics, and stable bioavailability, compared 
with gabapentin, might diminish the need for prolonged 
dose titration.

Lamotrigine blocks voltage-dependent sodium chan-
nels and N-type calcium channels, and inhibits glutamate 
release.114,169 Dosages range from 50 to 400 mg/day. Effi-
cacy has been demonstrated in studies of patients with 
trigeminal neuralgia332 and central poststroke pain310 
 resistant to other therapies.

Oxcarbazepine is an analogue of carbamazepine, with-
out the epoxide metabolite. It is thought that the epoxide 
metabolite is a possible contributor to drug interactions 
and adverse events associated with carbamazepine use.195 
Oxcarbazepine has shown efficacy in patients with posther-
petic neuralgia, trigeminal neuralgia, and diabetic periph-
eral neuropathy at doses averaging between 600 and 1200 
mg/day.42

Tiagabine is a novel selective GABA reuptake inhibitor, 
indicated for partial seizures, that has also been used off-
label for chronic neuropathic pain, anxiety, and insomnia. 
Theoretically, increasing GABA levels at the synaptic cleft 
(dorsal horn and brain) might help to increase GABA’s 
inhibitory effects on neuronal excitability. Increased GABA 
levels have been associated with improved sleep, character-
ized by increasing time in NREM stage 3 and 4 sleep.182

Topiramate and zonisamide are broad-spectrum anti-
convulsants with a number of proposed mechanisms, 
including inhibition of voltage-gated sodium channels, 
potentiation of GABAergic inhibition, and blocking excit-
atory glutamate activity and voltage-gated calcium chan-
nels. Inhibition of carbonic anhydrase and antiglutamate 
effects have been considered as mechanisms responsible 
for the clinically significant weight loss associated with 
these medications.30,95 The mechanism of levetiracetam, 
an agent with a chemical structure unrelated to that of 
other anticonvulsants, remains unclear but might include 
calcium channel effects.171 It is similar to gabapentin, hav-
ing minimal drug–drug interactions, and is easily renally 
excreted.

Antidepressants

Antidepressants have demonstrated mixed efficacy in a 
number of chronic pain-related conditions (i.e., nocicep-
tive, neuropathic, inflammatory, poststroke pain conditions, 
central pain states, and headache) and chronic pain-related 
disorders (i.e., depression, anxiety, and insomnia).41,259 
Antidepressants can be divided into general classes: TCAs, 
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), selective 
serotonin–norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs), 
and triazolopyridines (i.e., trazodone and nefazodone). 
Analgesic effects of antidepressants have primarily been 
associated with peripheral and central norepinephrine and 
serotonin effects, but might also involve binding to opi-
oid and NMDA receptor complexes, reducing intracellular 
Ca2+ accumulation, as well as binding to α-adrenoceptors 
and a number of ion channels (i.e., Na+, Ca2+, and K+).264 
Emotional and painful symptoms of depression might 
be regulated by overlapping pathways for serotonin 
and norepinephrine at the brain and spinal cord, affect-
ing mood, sleep, coping, and painful symptoms. A more 
divergent view of transmitter effects has also suggested 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

that the noradrenergic system is involved with motiva-
tional activities, including energy, interest, and concen-
tration, compared with serotonergic systems influencing
behavioral activity (i.e., sexual function, appetite, and
impulsiveness).65

Tricyclic Antidepressants and Selective Serotonin Re up-
take Inhibitors. Tricyclic antidepressants have been found
to be effective in controlled trials for a variety of chronic
pain conditions.172 Their use as both potent antidepres-
sants and sedating medications can fit into a number
of therapeutic targets related to symptom management
of chronic pain syndrome (e.g., pain, depression, and
disturbed sleep) (Table 42-10). Dosing these medica-
tions initially at night can be of benefit for the relatively
potent serotonergic, noradrenergic, and antihistaminergic
effects. Noradrenergic side effects can be associated with
autonomic (i.e., orthostatic hypotension, dizziness, and
urinary retention), cardiac (i.e., tachycardia), and ocu-
lar (i.e., blurred vision) disturbances. Serotonergic effects
can include increased gastric distress, agitation, and head-
aches.232 Antihistamine-mediated effects can include
decreased gastric acid secretion and sedation. The so-
called serotonin syndrome285 is a rare, reversible clinical
syndrome and medical emergency associated with toxic
serum and cerebrospinal fluid levels of serotonin. The syn-
drome is characterized by mental state dysfunction and
autonomic and neurologic symptoms, and can occur with
concomitant use of TCAs and other medications, including
SSRIs207 and tramadol (a synthetic codeine analogue with
noradrenergic and serotonergic effects).109,245

Analgesic effects of TCAs can be evident within 1
week of dose initiation, followed later by antidepres-
sant effects with escalating dose titration.172,233 Although
SSRI use has surpassed the use of traditional antidepres-
sants because of a more tolerable side effect profile, anal-
gesic effects of these compounds have been mixed in a
number of controlled studies, including diabetic periph-
eral neuropathy183,184,274,275,277 and fibromyalgia.111,325

Studies involving the use of triazolopyridines, which are
compounds with similar chemical properties to those of
TCAs (including trazodone and nefazodone), have dem-
onstrated little to no analgesic effects, although they can
be beneficial in restoring sleep.62,91 A more rational poly-
pharmacy approach can include the use of SSRIs dosed in
the morning in conjunction with a more sedating TCA or
TCA-like medication at night for pain-related insomnia.

Serotonin–Norepinephrine Reuptake Inhibitors. The
newest class of antidepressants, dual monoamine reuptake
inhibitors, was developed for the treatment of depression
with a goal of providing shorter onset of antidepressant
effects and fewer side effects as a result of their relative
serotonin and norepinephrine selectivity. Mirtazapine is
a potent antagonist of central α2-adrenergic receptors, an
antagonist of 5-HT2 and 5-HT3 receptors, and an enhancer
of norepinephrine and serotonin neurotransmission. Mir-
tazapine is indicated for the treatment of depression and
can be used to enhance the efficacy of SSRIs. Its relatively
sedating effects can have additional benefits for improving
sleep in patients with chronic pain. Venlafaxine is a potent
dual reuptake inhibitor of serotonin (at lower doses) and of
959CHAPTER 42 Chronic Pain

norepinephrine and possibly dopamine (at higher doses), 
without binding to cholinergic, histaminic, or α1-adrenergic 
receptor sites. Analgesic effects have been found in animal 
models160 and in human studies, including a number of 
case reports and case series of heterogeneous chronic pain 
conditions,280,296 neuropathic pain states,295 and fibromy-
algia.70 Duloxetine is a potent balanced reuptake inhibitor 
of both serotonin and norepinephrine and demonstrates a 
higher affinity for monoamine transporters compared with 
venlafaxine.37 In the United States, duloxetine is indicated 
for major depressive disorder, diabetic peripheral neu-
ropathy, and management of fibromyalgia. A randomized, 
double-blind, placebo-controlled study of patients with 
primary fibromyalgia (60 mg twice daily) demonstrated 
improved fibromyalgia-related symptoms and pain sever-
ity independent of baseline depression in women greater 
than in men.7 Milnacipran (Savella), an SNRI, is approved 
for the management of fibromyalgia in the United States 
and for the treatment of depression in Europe and Asia. 
Studies in fibromyalgia patients (100 mg in divided doses) 
demonstrated clinically meaningful improvement in pain 
reduction, patient global impression of change, and physi-
cal function.52,196

Medication for Insomnia

Pain is an important factor related to sleep problems in 
community-based studies110 and can reflect a bidirectional 
relationship where pain might interrupt onset and qual-
ity of sleep, while pain intensity might be exacerbated by 
insufficient or nonrestorative sleep patterns.2 Pain clinic 
studies report more than 70% of patients report disturbed 
sleep.209,231 In one study of patients with chronic pain, 
McCracken and Iverson191 reported at least 90% of patients 
reporting at least one sleep disturbance. Severity of sleep 
disturbance has also been correlated with greater pain, 
depression, and disability.191,209,324 To complicate this rela-
tionship further, the effects of chronic opioid therapy on 
disordered sleep reveal conflicting results. Whereas multiple 
studies have noted that effective opioid analgesia results in 
improved sleep measures,31 in a study of patients on chronic 
methadone, long-term opioid therapy correlated with sleep 
apnea and apnea severity.320 Multiple classes of medica-
tions with a number of differing mechanisms are available 
for pain-related insomnia and can be incorporated into a 
rational polypharmacy approach (see Table 42-10).

From a historical perspective, treatment for pain-related 
insomnia has primarily relied on pharmacotherapy. Bar-
biturates, barbiturate-like compounds, and antihistamines 
were commonly used until the introduction of the ben-
zodiazepines, which had fewer safety concerns and less 
potential for the development of tolerance. During the past 
decade, however, the use of benzodiazepines has decreased 
with the introduction of the nonbenzodiazepine hypnot-
ics, also commonly referred to as the “Z drugs” (zolpidem 
and zaleplon).266 Like the benzodiazepines, the Z drugs 
facilitate GABAA transmission by preferential binding at 
the 1a receptor subunits (corresponding to benzodiazepine 
receptor subtype 1), and therefore are devoid of the signifi-
cant muscle relaxant, anxiolytic, and anticonvulsant activ-
ity of traditional full-agonist benzodiazepines.262 A third 
nonbenzodiazepine hypnotic, eszopiclone, is approved by 
the FDA for the long-term management of insomnia and 
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Table 42-10    Commonly Used Medications for the Treatment of Disturbed Sleep

Class Drug

Typical Dose 
(Elderly/
Adult) Half-life Mechanism of Action Comments

Nonbenzodiaze-
pine hypnotics

Zaleplon (Sonata) 5/10 mg 1 hr Interacts with GABA–benzodi-
azepine complex to facilitate 
GABA transmission

Especially suitable for sleep initia-
tion disorders

Zolpidem (Ambien) 5/10 mg 2-4 hr Interacts with GABA-benzodi-
azepine complex to facilitate 
GABA transmission

Useful for initiation of sleep; few 
residual effects with dosages up 
to 30 mg

Eszopiclone (Lunesta) 2/3 mg 4-6 hr Exact mechanism unknown; 
interacts with GABA– 
benzodiazepine complex to 
facilitate GABA transmission

Binds BZD-I receptor with 
greater affinity than benzodiaz-
epines; FDA-approved for long-
term management of insomnia

Benzodiazepines Triazolam (Halcion) 0.125/0.25 mg 1.5-5.5 hr Enhances inhibitory action of 
GABA

Useful for initiation of sleep; 
anterograde amnesia with 
higher dosages; no active 
metabolites

Temazepam (Restoril) 7.5-15/15-30 mg 8-15 hr Enhances inhibitory action of 
GABA

Useful for initiation of sleep; inter-
mediate duration; no active 
metabolites

Lorazepam (Ativan) 0.5-1/1-2 mg 12-15 hr Enhances inhibitory action of 
GABA

No active metabolites; not mar-
keted as a hypnotic

Flurazepam (Dalmane) 7.5-15/15-30 mg 30-100 hr Enhances inhibitory action of 
GABA

Risk of significant accumulation, 
especially in the elderly

Tricyclic 
antidepres-
sants: tertiary 
amines

Doxepin (Sinequan, 
Adapin)

25/50-100 mg 8-24 hr Serotonin > noradrenaline 
(norepinephrine) reuptake 
inhibition, strong anticholin-
ergic effect, antagonize α2 and 
H1 receptors, Na+ channel 
blockade

Sedative effect at lower doses 
than antidepressant effect

Amitriptyline (Elavil); 
with chlordiaz-
epoxide (Limbitrol); 
with perphenazine 
(Triavil)

25/50-100 mg 10-28 hr (nor-
tryptyline 
metabolite 
18-60 hr)

Serotonin > noradrenaline 
(norepinephrine) reuptake 
inhibition, strong anticholin-
ergic effect, antagonize α2 and 
H1 receptors, Na+ channel 
blockade

Beneficial for patients with 
depression and early morning 
awakening; neuropathic pain; 
strong anticholinergic action; 
sedative effect at lower doses 
than antidepressant effect

Imipramine (Tofranil, 
Tofranil PM)

10/25-75 mg 6-20 hr Serotonin > noradrenaline 
(norepinephrine) reuptake 
inhibition, strong anticholin-
ergic effect, antagonize α2 and 
H1 receptors Na+ channel 
blockade

Sedative effect at lower doses 
than antidepressant effect

Tricyclic anti-
depressants: 
secondary 
amines

Nortriptyline (Aventyl, 
Pamelor)

10/25 mg 28-31 hr Serotonin > noradrenaline 
(norepinephrine) reuptake 
inhibition, anticholinergic 
effects, antagonize α2 and 
H1 receptors, Na+ channel 
blockade

Less sedation and fewer anticho-
linergic effects

Desipramine  
(Norpramin)

10/25 mg 14-62 hr Noradrenaline  (norepinephrine) 
> serotonin reuptake 
 inhibition, anticholinergic 
effects, antagonize α2 and H1 
receptors, Na+ blockade

Less sedation and fewer anticho-
linergic effects

Triazolopyridine 
derivatives

Trazodone (Desyrel) 25/50-100 mg Biphasic (3-6 hr, 
5-9 hr)

Serotonin receptor antagonist, 
serotonin reuptake inhibition

Shorter half-life than tricyclic 
antidepressants; lower anticho-
linergic profile

Nonprescription 
antihistamines

Diphenhydramine 
(Benadryl, Banaril, 
Dytuss, Hyrexin), 
with acetamino-
phen (Excedrin 
PM, Tylenol PM, 
Sominex Pain 
Relief)

12.5/25-50 mg 3.5-17.5 hr Antihistamine, H1 receptor Mild sedation; effect may be lost 
after 3-4 days of use; strong 
anticholinergic effects

BZD-I, Benzodiazepine-I; GABA, γ-aminobutyric acid, FDA, Food and Drug Administration.



retains a greater half-life (5 to 5.8 hours) with evidence of 
greater sleep maintenance efficacy compared with the cur-
rent relatively shorter half-life Z drugs.333 Some evidence 
suggests that eszopiclone (3 mg) might also have a positive 
effect on depression, anxiety, and quality of life. Whether 
these are primary effects of the medication or secondary 
effects of the improved sleep parameters is unclear.136 In 
addition to medications that affect the benzodiazepine 
receptor complex, there are a number of other drugs that 
have profound effects on sleep and wakefulness. Medica-
tions such as the TCAs and trazodone are especially useful 
in patients with disturbed sleep that is present with con-
current chronic conditions such as elevated anxiety levels, 
depression, and myofascial or neuropathic pain. These 
drugs increase total sleep time and NREM stage 2 sleep. They 
act by inhibition of norepinephrine and serotonin uptake 
and block histamine and acetylcholine. When choosing a 
medication to address disturbed sleep, the half-life of the 
medication should be considered to ensure that the medi-
cation is appropriate for the particular sleep disturbance. 
Patients with trouble initiating sleep might require shorter-
acting medications, whereas those with fragmented sleep 
and frequent awakenings could more ideally benefit from 
medications with an intermediate to long half-life.

Little evidence supports the long-term use of benzo-
diazepines for the management of insomnia and anxiety 
in chronic pain.113 Some have suggested that chronic use 
might simply prevent rebound insomnia rather than pro-
mote restorative sleep.238,260 Chronic benzodiazepine use 
can lead to associated cognitive impairment, and it can 
increase risk for falls, produce rebound insomnia with 
prolonged use, disrupt normal sleep architecture, and 
promote misuse and abuse in patients with histories of 
substance-related disorders.113,142,157,255 Medications with 
other secondary sedating qualities might also be consid-
ered as part of this approach (i.e., muscle relaxers, TCAs 
and tricyclic-like antidepressants, and novel antidepres-
sants). Older- and newer-generation anticonvulsants have 
been shown to decrease sleep latency and to increase total 
sleep time and slow-wave sleep.241 In general, opiates 
tend to produce sedation and have the effect of increas-
ing sleep fragmentation and decreasing REM and stage 
2 sleep. Antidepressants in the SSRI class are associated 
with both insomnia and somnolence, depending on the 
specific medication. They generally tend to decrease total 
sleep time and are less sedating than the TCAs. SSRIs can 
reduce REM sleep. A complete sleep history can help 
determine behavioral issues impacting insomnia, as well 
as the excessive use of nicotine and alcohol before bed-
time. Nicotine use can lead to delayed sleep onset. Alco-
hol’s relatively sedating qualities might facilitate sleep by 
increasing slow-wave and reducing REM sleep, but it also 
might cause a rebound increase in sleep fragmentation 
later in the sleep cycle.

Novel mediation treatments for insomnia are currently in 
development. Orexin receptor antagonists are currently in 
Phase III clinical trials for the treatment of primary insom-
nia. This novel approach targets the orexin peptides pro-
duced by lateral hypothalamic neurons that are prominently 
involved in the maintenance of wakefulness. Pharmacologic 
blockade of orexin-1 and orexin-2 receptors has been shown 
to promote sleep in animals and humans.68,218
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Topical Analgesics

The use of over-the-counter and prescription topical anal-
gesics continues to grow. An increased understanding of 
nociceptor physiology, including a greater understanding 
of thermosensation, has been spurred by identification of 
proteins called vanilloid receptors, detectors of noxious 
heat, and subsequent identification of a new family of 
thermosensation receptors, the transient receptor protein 
vanilloid channel (TRPV) family.143 The vanilloid receptor 
(TRPV1) is a nonselective cation receptor activated by cap-
saicin, the pungent agent found in chili peppers. Another 
TRPV receptor, the cold- and menthol-sensitive recep-
tor, has been identified and might contribute to a better 
understanding of cold thermosensation and the possible 
development of targeted cold-producing analgesics. Phar-
macologic studies of menthol have suggested a possible 
κ-opioid receptor effect, providing additional analgesic 
properties to the substance.97 A number of prescription 
and over-the-counter topical therapies are available for the 
treatment of musculoskeletal and neuropathic pain states, 
including the lidocaine (lignocaine) patch, topical TCAs, 
capsaicin creams, and topical NSAIDs.

Prescription medications include lidocaine 5% patches 
that are indicated for postherpetic neuralgia. Lidocaine acts 
peripherally by blocking sodium channels. Randomized 
placebo-controlled studies have demonstrated analgesic 
efficacy in postherpetic neuralgia253 and focal peripheral 
neuropathic pain syndromes.198 Safety and decreased risk 
for systemic effects with multiple patches worn up to 24 
hours at a time has more recently been reported.100

More widely used in Europe, topical TCAs such as dox-
epin and amitriptyline have demonstrated efficacy in a 
number of neuropathic pain states.108,187 Topical capsa-
icin, which depletes substance P and CGRP to produce a 
pharmacologic desensitization of nociceptors, has dem-
onstrated efficacy in a number of trials, including diabetic 
peripheral neuropathy, HIV-associated neuropathic pain, 
and painful distal polyneuropathy.40,168,223 More wide-
spread use in those with chronic pain is limited by poor 
patient tolerability of the necessary desensitization appli-
cation process.

Over-the-counter topical analgesics include NSAIDs, 
capsaicin, and menthol-based products. Compounding 
pharmacies can serve a unique service in providing cus-
tomized compounding of various creams and gels for topi-
cal use, including ketamine, gabapentin, cyclobenzaprine, 
and various NSAIDs.139

Mind–Body Medicine

Mind–body medicine describes a subset of medical care 
that attempts to tie together methods of ancient traditional 
Eastern healing techniques with the modern biopsycho-
social model of health care. Therapies that fall under the 
guise of mind–body medicine include but are not limited 
to relaxation therapy, biofeedback, meditation, hypnosis, 
guided imagery, yoga, and t’ai chi. Many of these meth-
ods, such as meditation and relaxation therapy, display sig-
nificant overlap in basic theory and mechanism, whereas 
other methods, such as t’ai chi and yoga, can be further 
subclassified as movement-based therapies. Two of the 
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more commonly used mind–body medicine techniques, 
relaxation training and biofeedback, are described below.

Relaxation Training

Relaxation techniques are incorporated to some extent as 
an element of almost all mind–body medicine therapies, 
most notably in meditation, guided imagery, hypnosis, 
and biofeedback. The technique of progressive muscle 
relaxation as developed by Jacobson in 1938129 is perhaps 
the most popular form of relaxation training, although it 
has been modified and abbreviated by various practitio-
ners. Progressive muscle relaxation teaches the patient to 
sequentially voluntarily contract and then relax various 
muscle groups. Through this voluntary cycle, the patient 
gains insight into the sensation of muscle tension, which 
can then facilitate subsequent muscular relaxation.

Progressive muscle relaxation has been studied in vari-
ous chronic conditions, with strong support for its use in 
the treatment of anxiety, depression, headache, and insom-
nia, as well as chronic pain.12,16,25,125,215 Treatments are 
commonly combined with guided imagery or meditation, 
and a brief form of progressive muscle relaxation known as 
self-control relaxation can be taught to patients to practice 
during periods of acute flare-ups. Relaxation therapies are 
ideal behavioral techniques for patients with chronic pain 
conditions because they are easy to learn, use minimal 
health care resources, and are without side effects.

Biofeedback

Biofeedback is a therapeutic technique that uses various 
forms of auditory and visual physiologic monitoring to 
teach patients to modify physiologic functions that are 
not normally under conscious control. Common target 
responses include heart rate, blood pressure, skin tempera-
ture, and muscle tension. Clinical approaches used during 
biofeedback training are similar to those used in relaxation 
therapy and include diaphragmatic breathing, imagery, 
progressive muscle relaxation, and autogenic training.

The positive effects of biofeedback have been docu-
mented in numerous chronic pain conditions, including 
low back pain, headache, temporomandibular disorders, 
and fibromyalgia.16,34,58,311 It is an important form of 
therapeutic training for chronic pain conditions because it 
allows and encourages the patient to achieve an improved 
sense of self-control and self-efficacy.

Movement-Based Therapies

Aquatic Rehabilitation

The physical properties of water make it an ideal setting for 
the rehabilitation of selected chronic pain patients, such 
as those with significant fear and anxiety related to move-
ment. The pool-based environment affords numerous 
advantages to land-based therapy because of the buoyancy 
and viscosity provided by water. The buoyant force reduces 
the effective weight of the patient in proportion to the 
depth of water. Weight-bearing loads are reduced to 40% 
of total body weight when standing in chest-deep water.120 
With the patient in a floating state, the effects of gravity 
are eliminated. Aquatic-based therapy programs allow for 
graduated loads to tissue by progressively decreasing the 
depth at which therapy is performed. The viscosity of water 
provides resistance to movement equal to that of the force 
exerted by the patient. This resistance also varies with the 
speed of movement performed.240

Reduced self-reported levels of pain, anxiety, and depres-
sion have been shown in patients with fibromyalgia who 
participated in a pool-based physical therapy program.135 
Other studies have reported improvements in pain, fatigue, 
social and physical function, and quality of life.177,178 
Effects can last up to 24 months after participation in a 
pool-based exercise program.168 Other benefits include 
muscle relaxation, improved body awareness, cardiorespi-
ratory fitness, balance, and coordination.240

Pilates

The Pilates method was developed by Joseph Pilates in the 
early 1920s as a training process that uses specially designed 
resistance training equipment to perform ordered exercise 
sequences that focus on core strengthening, power, concen-
tration, breathing, and kinesthetic awareness. Although the 
method has traditionally been practiced by ballet dancers, 
it has now progressed to the mainstream world of fitness.

A scant body of literature supports its role in the treat-
ment of chronic pain syndromes, and its use is experien-
tial. Improvements in strength and flexibility, as well as 
static and dynamic posture in selected populations, have 
been reported.127

Yoga

With its name derived from the Sanskrit yug, which means 
“to join,” yoga dates back to the third century bc. The Yoga 
Sutra, a philosophic guidebook for the practice of yoga, 
was initially compiled by the Indian sage Patanjali, who 
is considered to be the father of classic yoga. He described 
eight limbs of the philosophy to be followed for achieving 
a moral, meaningful life: yama (moral behavior), niyama 
(healthy habit), asana (physical postures), pranayama 
(breathing exercises), pratyahara (sense withdrawal), dha-
rana (concentration), dhyana (contemplation), and sama-
dhi (higher consciousness). The six branches of yoga offer 
a particular approach to life. Raja yoga calls for strict adher-
ence to the eight limbs described in the Yoga Sutra, whereas 
hatha yoga techniques focus more on physical postures 
(asanas).

Although there are a number of different yoga styles, the 
most popular forms of yoga focus on the performance of 
various postures (asanas), stretches, and controlled breath-
ing (pranayamas). Yoga programs have been reported to 
improve balance and flexibility96,244; decrease disability 
and depression96; reduce blood pressure, heart rate, and 
anxiety244; and improve range of motion, muscular endur-
ance, and lung capacity.244 The beneficial effects on pain 
might be derived from the control of stress and depres-
sion, and the relaxation, stretching, and strengthening of 
targeted muscles.96,103,104,216 Yoga can also be practiced in a 
group setting or with individual instruction.

Feldenkrais Method

The Feldenkrais method is a system of body retraining cre-
ated by Moshe Feldenkrais, a Russian-born Israeli physi-
cist. The method incorporates gentle stretching, reaching, 
and postural change sequences with a goal of improved 



kinesthetic awareness and psychologic well-being. The two 
complementary components of the Feldenkrais method—
“awareness through movement,” which consists of verbal 
cues to movement, and “functional integration,” which 
involves touch to facilitate movement—can be prac-
ticed together or independently of each other. Movement 
sequences can replicate activities of daily living or can be 
abstract in nature.

Feldenkrais therapy has been reported to improve health-
related quality of life and self-efficacy of pain in patients 
with persistent nonspecific musculoskeletal complaints.176 
Other effects of the Feldenkrais method include decreased 
perceived stress, lowered anxiety,137 and improvement in 
mood.217 The slow, fluid movements can be performed by 
patients at any functional level. In addition, the technique 
can be taught in gravity-eliminated positions such as lying 
down.

T’ai Chi

T’ai chi chuan, commonly referred to as t’ai chi, translates 
as “supreme ultimate boxing.” However, the method itself 
incorporates both a health regimen and a Chinese martial 
art with a common set of principles and movements. T’ai 
chi is known for the integration of sharp mental focus with 
slow, rhythmic, dancelike movement sequences and pos-
tures that unite the mind and body by facilitating the flow 
of qi throughout the body. The gentle nature of the tech-
nique allows for the practice by patients of various func-
tional levels and chronic disease processes.

In a sample of women diagnosed and treated for breast 
cancer, those involved in a program of t’ai chi demon-
strated improvements in health-related quality of life and 
self-esteem compared with those who solely received psy-
chosocial support.214 Other reported beneficial effects of 
t’ai chi include improved functional balance,153,162 qual-
ity of life, activity tolerance, cardiovascular function, pain 
management, flexibility, strength, and kinesthetic sense.146

Conclusion

The quest to relieve pain and suffering has challenged 
humankind for centuries. Treatment and a better under-
standing of the complex multidimensional experience of 
pain have historically evolved with the growth in under-
standing of anatomy and physiology, psychology, and 
behavioral and cognitive aspects of human behavior. A 
crude understanding of basic pain pathways as a peripheral 
specific mechanism has evolved into a more central com-
prehensive understanding of the nature of complicated 
pain pathways, cellular mechanisms of pain transmission 
(peripheral and central sensitization), complex interac-
tions of cerebral inputs into pain processing, and effects of 
previous experiences in shaping the experience of pain and 
pain-related suffering.

A biopsychosocial physiatric approach to understanding 
and treating pain (acute or chronic) can be the most prag-
matic one. Psychologic factors, including levels of affec-
tive distress, maladaptive beliefs, operant issues, fears, and 
level of social support, can be important contributors to 
the subjective experience of pain and are therefore appro-
priate targets for treatment. A thorough pain assessment 
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and likelihood of a more accurate clinical diagnosis can 
be achieved with the incorporation of related psychometric 
measures and diagnostic tests in conjunction with a com-
prehensive history and physical examination.

A rational approach to treatment incorporates goals 
for achieving realistic levels of analgesia, improvement 
of mood and sleep, and restoration of function with the 
use of one or a number of medications with complemen-
tary pharmacologic activity at different sites along the 
pain pathway. Successful use of a rational polypharmacy 
approach (i.e., TCAs, NSAIDs, novel antidepressants, and 
opioids) is based on appropriate patient selection, under-
standing of medication mechanisms of action, pharma-
cokinetics, pharmacodynamics, side effect profiles, and 
risks for potential aberrant use, addiction, and diversion. 
Appropriate goal-oriented treatment can include active 
and passive therapies, cognitive behavioral therapy, relax-
ation training, and other mind–body therapies. Formal 
multidisciplinary and/or interdisciplinary functional res-
toration treatment programs might be necessary for those 
patients who have failed more unimodal approaches. The 
physiatrist is encouraged to approach all patients with per-
sistent pain from a diagnostic and therapeutic perspective 
in a multidisciplinary biopsychosocial manner as a means 
of improving psychosocial function, decreasing pain, and 
improving quality of life.
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CHAPTER 43

MUSCLE PAIN SYNDROMES
Chang-Zern Hong
Muscle pain is common in clinical practice. The most fre-
quently described muscle pain syndromes are myofascial 
pain syndrome (MPS) and fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS). 
Many question whether these two syndromes exist,13,158 
but in the past 2 decades many well-controlled studies 
have strongly supported their existence. In light of this con-
troversy, it is best to consider myofascial pain and fibro-
myalgia as clinical syndromes rather than distinct disease 
entities.

Both MPS and fibromyalgia can be caused by many dif-
ferent etiologies. If one considers a myofascial trigger point 
(MTrP) to be a local lesion containing sensitized (centrally 
or peripherally) or persistently irritated nociceptors, with 
associated phenomena (e.g., taut band, referred pain, local 
twitch response [LTR]), many unnecessary arguments can 
be avoided. It is well recognized that pain is elicited by irri-
tation or sensitization of nociceptors. This chapter will fea-
ture this concept to describe muscle pain, with an emphasis 
on the pain encountered in MPS and fibromyalgia.

Etiology and Classification 
of Muscle Pain

Pathophysiologic Considerations 
in Muscle Pain

Muscle pain can be elicited by any irritation of the pain 
pathway from the muscle to the cerebral cortex. This can 
include peripheral sensitization of nociceptors in the mus-
cle or central sensitization in the central nervous system 
(CNS).4,37,149

A basic peripheral “sensory unit” is defined as the dor-
sal root ganglion plus the peripheral nerve fibers (the 
peripheral axon and the centrally extended dendrite) and 
the supplied nociceptors (Figure 43-1). The location of 
pain is determined by the traditional physiologic concept 
of the law of projection. The cerebral cortex can perceive 
pain at a certain site via transmission of stimuli from 
the corresponding sensory unit to the dorsal horn of the 
spinal cord, and then via the spinothalamic tract to the 
thalamus and brain (Figure 43-2). The intensity of pain is 
determined by both the spatial and temporal summation 
of action potentials generated by the sensory unit (Figure 
43-3). The discrimination of the character of pain is based 
on the simultaneous stimulation on two or more different 
sensory units with different entities (Figure 43-4).

The pain pathway for muscle pain appears to be dif-
ferent from that of skin. In fact, there is no evidence for 
the existence of an ascending tract that exclusively medi-
ates muscle pain.149 After the first synapse with the dorsal 
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horn cell in the spinal cord, the nociceptive information 
from muscle is largely mixed with information from other 
tissues. The dorsal horn cells receiving information from 
muscles are convergent neurons (both wide dynamic range 
neurons and nociceptive-specific neurons). The spinotha-
lamic tract is the main ascending pathway for muscle pain 
in the spinal cord, but it also mediates pain from other 
tissues. A specific cortical “center” for muscle pain does not 
seem to exist.149 The cortical perception of the site, inten-
sity, or characteristic of muscle pain is a complex process 
probably involving areas such as the anterior cingulate cor-
tex, in addition to the primary sensory cortex.149

The ability of the CNS to react to a short-duration 
input of noxious stimulation with a long-lasting devia-
tion from normal synaptic function (neuroplasticity) is par-
ticularly obvious in the case of muscle pain.4,149 Increased 
muscle sensitivity can be manifested as (1) increased pain 
intensity evoked by a noxious stimulus (hyperalgesia), (2) 
pain evoked by an innocuous stimulus (allodynia), or (3) 
increased size and number of referred pain areas with asso-
ciated somatosensory changes.4

Referred pain can be elicited by a strong stimulation 
to a sensory unit with spread to the sensory pathways of 
different sensory units at the spinal cord (or higher) level 
of the CNS (Figure 43-5). Peripheral sensitization (noci-
ceptor sensitization) occurs when there is an increase of 
excitability in the nociceptors of a sensory unit as a result 
of  peripheral irritation (Figure 43-6). Central sensitiza-
tion occurs when there is an increase of excitability of the 
spinal dorsal horn neuron (or higher center) for a long 
period.4,149 This is why a mild stimulus to a sensory unit 
can cause a cortical perception of severe pain in its recep-
tive field ( Figure 43-7).

Etiologic Classification of Muscle Pain

Based on its site along the pain pathway, muscle pain can 
be divided into five categories:
 1.  Peripheral irritation or sensitization of the nociceptors 

in the muscle: The muscle tissues can be injured by a 
sudden powerful overcontraction or stretch (strain) or by 
an external agent (e.g., contusion, wound, burn). Acute 
inflammation of injured tissues can irritate the muscle 
nociceptors. An incompletely repaired acute lesion or 
a chronic repetitive minor trauma can cause chronic 
inflammatory reaction in the muscle tissues. The inflam-
matory substances can cause direct biochemical irrita-
tion or peripheral sensitization of muscle nociceptors. 
Muscle soreness or pain can also occur after overactivity 
or doing unaccustomed exercise. The proposed causes 
of this include excessive production of lactic acid and 
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minor injury to the muscle fascia. Many muscle diseases 
(myopathies) can also result in either direct compres-
sion or biochemical irritation of the muscle nociceptors 
to elicit muscle pain.

 2.  Irritation of the peripheral nerves involved in the trans-
mission of pain messages to the CNS: This is a type of 
neuropathic pain. Many other tissues (e.g., skin, liga-
ment, joint capsule, and tendon) other than muscle 
tissue can also be painful if supplied by the same irri-
tated nerve. Direct trauma or chronic entrapment of the 
sensory nerves that supply a muscle can cause pain in 
that muscle. Examples include severe carpal tunnel syn-
drome with thenar muscle pain, as well as radiculopa-
thy with soreness or pain in the innervated muscles.

 3.  Irritation of the pain pathway in the CNS: This is also 
a type of neuropathic pain, sometimes called central pain. 
Many CNS lesions can cause pain in the muscles when 
the central sensory pathway is affected by the lesion. The 
muscle and other tissues (e.g., skin, ligament, joint cap-
sule, and tendon) that are supplied by the same irritated 
neural pathway can also be painful.

 4.  Central sensitization in the spinal cord or a higher CNS 
center: A muscle can be painful without having a local 
lesion or a CNS lesion in its pain pathway as a result 
of a lesion that is remote from this muscle via central 
sensitization. When the pain intensity in the remote 
lesion is strong enough, the pain message can spread to 
the pain pathway of that muscle. The remote lesion can 
be at another muscle or in other tissues such as tendon, 
ligament, bursa, joint, or bone. It can also be induced by 
an increased excitability of a certain site in the pain path-
way as a result of an unknown cause. Central sensitiza-
tion can cause referred pain, hyperalgesia, and allodynia.4 
Central sensitization is also an important mechanism for 
the activation of an MTrP and will be explained below.

 5.  Systemic decrease of the pain threshold: This type of 
muscle pain can also be considered to be a consequence 
of central sensitization. The exact mechanism, however, 
is still not clear. The major clinical findings in fibro-
myalgia are due to a generalized decrease in the pain 
threshold.
In summary, any irritation or sensitization of the mus-

cle nociceptors or the muscle pain pathway can result in 
muscle pain (Figure 43-8). The causes of muscle pain are 
listed in Box 43-1. Russell has developed a system to clas-
sify soft tissue pain.162,163 In his system, focal muscle pain 
is localized pain, myofascial pain syndrome is regional pain, 
and fibromyalgia is generalized pain. Although this classifi-
cation is convenient for clinical practice, it cannot provide 
the mechanism of muscle pain.
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Myofascial Pain Syndrome

Definition of Myofascial Pain Syndrome

Clinically MPS has been defined as a regional pain syn-
drome characterized by muscle pain caused by MTrPs.* In 
a broader sense, however, MPS includes a regional muscle 
pain syndrome of any soft tissue origin that is associated 
with muscle tenderness.53,149 In this chapter, MPS includes 
any pain phenomenon that is due to the activation of latent 
MTrPs. This can be secondary to pathologic conditions such 
as chronic repetitive minor muscle strain, poor  posture, 
systemic diseases, and neuromusculoskeletal lesions (such 

*References 53, 56, 75, 84, 98, 149, 159, 184, 187, 193.
as strain, sprain, enthesopathy, bursitis, arthritis, spinal 
disk lesion, etc.).87,98 Considerable evidence exists to sug-
gest that myofascial pain syndrome is frequently caused by 
or related to a lesion in another soft tissue, as described in 
the next section.

Association of Myofascial Pain and Other 
Lesions (The Underlying Pathologic Lesions)

It can be observed clinically that although myofascial pain 
can be suppressed by an effective myofascial pain therapy, 
such as an MTrP injection, the pain often recurs a few 
days or weeks later if the related pathologic lesion is not 
eliminated.84,87,88 When the underlying etiologic lesion 
is completely eliminated, the MTrPs can be inactivated 
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FIGURE 43-7 Central sensitization (one example).
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FIGURE 43-8 Etiology of muscle pain.
“permanently” unless reinjured. The underlying patho-
logic lesions are usually found in other regions remote to 
the activated MTrP. This remote activation of MTrP is due 
to central sensitization. Overuse or inappropriate use of 
a muscle can activate the MTrP in that muscle as a result 
of peripheral sensitization. Repetitive use of a muscle can 
reduce the pain threshold of the MTrP in that muscle.25 
A recent study demonstrated that an MTrP (a sensitive 
spot in a palpable taut band with reduced pressure–pain 
threshold) of the extensor digitorum muscle can be induced 
by repeated eccentric exercise of that muscle.120 The MTrP 
can be successfully inactivated, however, by the avoidance 
of overuse or inappropriate use. Persistent or recurrent 
MTrPs are usually related to remote lesions, rather than to 
lesions in the affected muscle.

It has been reported that the number and pain inten-
sity of MTrPs were significantly reduced after physical 
therapy or surgery for lumbar disk herniation.202 The 
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association of active MTrPs with cervical disk lesions,111 
cervical facet lesions,12 cervical radiculopathy,19 lumbar 
disk lesions,170 osteoarthritis of knee,6 teres minor tendi-
nitis,199 lateral epicondylitis,47 floating kidney,109 septic 
arthritis,196 and herpes zoster26 has been demonstrated. 
Spinal adjustment107 and local injection132 of a cervical 
facet can effectively relieve the pain caused by MTrPs. It 
has been suggested that facet nociceptors and MTrP noci-
ceptors might be connected in the spinal cord and might 
use the same nociceptive pathway to the higher center.12 
Suppressing the facet pain suppresses the MTrP pain, and 
vice versa. However, during physical examination, com-
pression of the related level facet joint can elicit pain in 
the MTrP regions, but needle stimulation to the associated 
MTrP can rarely induce pain in the correlated facet joint. 
Therefore facet dysfunction could be one of the important 
causes of the activation of MTrPs. It appears that, at least 
in some cases, MTrP pain is caused by the facet lesion or 
another musculoskeletal cause. It less frequently occurs as 
a consequence of primary muscle lesion.89,90,98 Activation 

Peripheral irritation or sensitization of the nociceptors 
in the muscle
 •  Muscle trauma (strain)
 •  Actively induced: Acute strain, chronic strain, chronic 

repetitive minor trauma
 •  Passively induced: Mechanical (e.g., contusion, 

 compression, laceration, penetration, traction),  chemical 
(e.g., strong acid), thermal (burns or hypothermia), 
electrical (burns), radiation, etc.

 •  Inappropriate muscle activity (delayed onset muscular 
soreness): Overactivity, inaccurate activity (unaccustomed 
exercise)

 •  Muscle diseases (myopathies): Polymyositis,  myotonia, 
muscular dystrophy, congenital myopathy, muscle 
 infection, muscle tumors, etc.

Peripheral irritation (mechanical or chemical) to the 
peripheral nerve
 •  Nerve traumas: Compression, traction, laceration, etc.
 •  Nerve entrapments: Carpal tunnel syndrome with thenar 

muscle pain, radiculopathy with soreness or pain in the 
innervated muscles, piriformis syndrome with pain in the 
ipsilateral lower limb, etc.

 •  Other nerve lesions

Central irritation to the pain pathway in the CNS
 •  CNS traumas
 •  CNS diseases
 •  Other CNS lesions

Central sensitization in the spinal cord or a higher CNS 
center
 •  Referred pain
 •  Hyperalgesia
 •  Allodynia
 •  Activation of MTrPs
 •  Other

Systemic decrease of pain threshold
 •  Fibromyalgia
 •  Other

 

BOX 43-1

Etiologic Classification of Muscle Pain

CNS, Central nervous system; MTrP, myofascial trigger point.
of MTrPs can cause pain to avoid any movement that could 
interfere with the healing process of the primary lesion. 
Muscle pain can be an important defense mechanism to 
avoid further injury before complete healing of the etio-
logic lesion.89,98

Myofascial Pain Syndrome Controversies

The most important controversy in MPS is the problem of 
the lack of a set of specific diagnostic criteria. This set of 
agreed-on specific diagnostic criteria is required if different 
clinicians are to be able to agree on when it is present (with 
acceptable interrater reliability).152,158 Acceptable interra-
ter reliability of many of the indicators of MTrPs appears 
to be obtainable only after the examiners have undergone 
special training.59

Although identification of an MTrP is clinically difficult, 
recent advances in MTrP research provide strong evidence 
that MTrPs exist. The electrophysiologic and morphologic 
findings of MTrPs cannot realistically be part of the criteria 
for the diagnosis of MTrP184 because they are expensive 
and time consuming. The practical diagnostic procedure 
still has to depend on a palpatory examination, which 
requires special clinical skills. Nonexpensive and simple 
devices for the measurement of MTrP characteristics are 
essential, and it is hoped that they can be developed in the 
near future.

Myofascial Trigger Point

Definition

Travell and Simons defined MTrP as the most tender 
(hyperirritable) circumscribed spot in a palpable taut band 
of skeletal muscle fibers.184,193 Pressure stimulation of a 
typical MTrP can elicit pain, referred pain, and LTR (brisk 
contraction of the muscle fibers in its taut band). The 
pain elicited by compression of this spot is familiar to the 
patient as the usual pain complaint (pain recognition).174

Latent MTrPs are tender but not spontaneously pain-
ful.184,193 They can be identified in most normal adult 
skeletal muscles but not in newborns or babies less than 
1 year old.119 Active MTrPs are painful spontaneously or in 
response to movement of the involved muscle and are often 
so painful on palpation that the patient jumps (the “jump 
sign”). A latent MTrP can be observed clinically to evolve 
into an active MTrP. When an active MTrP is suppressed 
with treatment, it is still tender but not spontaneously 
painful because it has become a latent MTrP. Compression 
of the MTrP can reproduce or aggravate the patient’s usual 
complaint (pain recognition174), and elimination of the 
MTrP (or more appropriately, inactivation of the MTrP) 
can relieve the pain and other symptoms.

A myofascial pain patient can have many active MTrPs. 
Typically the syndrome begins with the patient having 
only one active MTrP in the affected muscle as a result of 
a soft tissue lesion. If it is not appropriately treated or the 
associated underlying pathologic lesion is not eliminated, 
the pain region can expand to other regions and develop 
additional active MTrPs. The original MTrP is called the 
primary MTrP or key MTrP, and the ones that occur later 
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are called secondary MTrPs or satellite MTrPs.184 Inactiva-
tion of a key MTrP can subsequently eliminate the satellite 
MTrPs.84,184

Characteristics of Myofascial Trigger Points

The chief characteristics of latent and active MTrPs are 
listed in Table 43-1. In clinical practice, active MTrPs can 
be further classified into categories based on the severity of 
pain and other characteristics. A clear-cut distinction exists 
between a latent MTrP and an active one, that being the 
existence of spontaneous pain. No clear distinctions, how-
ever, exist to categorize the severity of active MTrPs.

The separation of active MTrPs into three categories 
(mildly, moderately, and severely active MTrPs, listed in 
Table 43-1) is artificial. The common characteristics of any 
MTrP include taut band, spot tenderness, referred tender-
ness, LTR, and restricted range of stretch. Referred tender-
ness, LTR, and restricted range of stretch, however, are not 
always elicited in latent MTrPs. In a mildly active MTrP, it is 
painful, but the referred pain is often not obvious. In a mod-
erately active MTrP, referred pain usually develops. Patients 
with severely active MTrPs typically show motor dysfunc-
tion and autonomic phenomena. As seen in Figure 43-9, for 
MTrPs the change in symptom severity is continuously vari-
able. The degree of sensitized nociceptors in an MTrP region 
is the most important factor in determining the degree of 
MTrP severity.90 Any MTrP phenomenon (characteristic) 
shown in Figure 43-9 can be continuously variable and not 
necessarily follow the straight lines seen in the figure.

MTrPs are usually located within the end-plate zone 
because end-plate noise (EPN) can usually be recorded 
electromyographically in an MTrP region much more 
frequently than in other areas of normal muscle tis-
sue.174,180,181,184 Simons defined this typical MTrP occur-
ring in the end-plate zone as a central MTrP, and the trigger 
points in other locations in the muscle or tendon attach-
ment region as attachment trigger points (A-TrP).184 The 
A-TrPs do not have all the characteristics of central MTrPs. 

Table 43-1   Characteristics of Latent and Active 
Myofascial Trigger Points

Characteristics 
of MTrP

Latent 
MTrPs

Active MTrPs

Mild Moderate Severe

Taut band (tension) + ++ +++ ++++

Tenderness + ++ +++ ++++

Referred 
 tenderness

+/− + ++ +++

Local twitch 
response

+/− + ++ +++

Restricted range of 
stretch

+/− + ++ +++

Pain (spontaneous) − + ++ +++

Referred pain 
(spontaneous)

− +/− + ++

Motor dysfunction − +/− +/− +

Autonomic 
 phenomena

− − − +/−

MTrP, Myofascial trigger point.
A-TrPs are always located at the end of a taut band. Pain, 
referred pain, and LTR can be elicited, but EPN cannot be 
recorded from an A-TrP region of muscle.

Clinical Characteristics of Myofascial Trigger 
Points

Painful or Tender Spot

The most important characteristic of an MTrP is a circum-
scribed spot in the muscle with pain or tenderness. For 
most muscles, this spot can be identified in approximately 
the same region in different persons.193,194 The exact loca-
tion of the MTrP in almost every skeletal muscle has been 
demonstrated in the “Trigger Point Manual.”184,193,194

Taut Band

Simons et al.174,184 have considered that an MTrP is always 
found in a taut band of skeletal muscle fibers, and a taut 
band is the precursor of an MTrP. A taut band is an essen-
tial component of the definition of an MTrP.174,184,193,194 
Restriction of stretch with reduced range of motion can 
occur in a muscle with one or more tense taut bands that 
produced pain during stretch. This is different from mus-
cle shortening caused by contraction because no muscle 
action potentials can be recorded from the muscle fibers 
in a taut band.149

Referred Tenderness and Referred Pain

Referred tenderness occurs when a distant muscle has pain 
in response to compression of an MTrP. Referred pain 
occurs when spontaneous pain is referred to remote sites 
from an MTrP.184 The occurrence of referred tenderness 
depends on two factors: the irritability of the MTrP and the 
pressure of compression.82,95,97 “Spontaneous” referred 
pain usually occurs clinically in relatively severe cases of 
MPS (see Figure 43-9).82 Each muscle tends to have the 
same area of referred pain in different persons.184,193,194 
Figure 43-10 shows one example of the distribution of 
referred pain from an MTrP in the upper trapezius muscle. 
Regarding the location and referred pain pattern for all 
the exact muscles, please refer to the Travell and Simons 
texts.184,193,194
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FIGURE 43-9 Latent versus active myofascial trigger points (MTrPs).
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TrP2 TrP3

T12

TrP1

FIGURE 43-10 Referred pain pattern of myofascial trigger points in the upper trapezius muscle. (Modified from Simons DG, Travell JG, Simons LS: trapezius muscle.
In Travell & Simons’ myofascial pain and dysfunction: the trigger point manual, vol 1, ed 2, Baltimore, 1999, Williams & Wilkins, with permission.)
Local Twitch Responses

LTR is a sudden brisk contraction of a group of muscle fibers 
(usually in a taut band) in response to snapping palpation 
(quick compression across the muscle fibers perpendicu-
larly of the MTrP) (Figure 43-11).184,193 The occurrence of 
the LTR also depends on the irritability of the MTrP and the 
pressure applied for eliciting LTR. High pressure is required 
to elicit an LTR in an MTrP with low irritability, and vice 
versa. A needle tip can provide high pressure stimulation to 
the MTrP and can elicit LTR much easier than using finger 
palpation.97,179

Motor Dysfunction

The clinically observed reduced muscle strength (weak-
ness) caused by an MTrP is neither a true neurogenic nor 
a myogenic weakness. It is a pain-induced weakness and 
usually occurs only in severe cases of myofascial pain. Dis-
use muscle atrophy occurs rarely, mainly in cases of MPS 
with persistent severe pain.184 Other motor dysfunctions 
related to MTrP include increased responsiveness (mus-
cle hyperactivity, referred muscle hyperactivity, referred 
inhibition), delayed relaxation, and increased fatigabil-
ity (accelerated fatigability, delayed recovery).4,149 Mense 
and Simons149 called this hyperresponsiveness “muscle 
spasm” and “referred muscle spasm” and defined muscle 
spasm as involuntary contraction (with electromyographic 
[EMG] activity) of a muscle that is not dependent on 
posture.

Autonomic Phenomena

In extremely severe cases of MPS, autonomic phenom-
ena (including abnormal sweating, abnormal tearing, 
abnormal salivation, increased vasomotor response, and 
increased pilomotor response) can be observed. For exam-
ple, an MTrP in the sternocleidomastoideus muscle with 
high irritability can result in a discharge of tears and red-
ness of the conjunctiva.193
The Basic Science of Myofascial 
Trigger Points

Myofascial Trigger Points Have Multiple 
Sensitive Loci

The concept of multiple sensitive loci in an MTrP region 
was first described by Hong88 and was based on clinical 
observations during MTrP injections. Using the traditional 
technique for MTrP injection with slow movement of the 
needle, pain and sometimes referred pain can be elicited 
when the needle tip encounters the tiny sensitive locus, 
but LTR can rarely be elicited by low-pressure stimulation 
(Figure 43-12). Hong84,86 has suggested a new injection 
technique by moving the needle in and out in a straight 
track and rapidly to avoid damage to the muscle fibers 

Local twitch 
of band

Local twitch r esponse

FIGURE 43-11 Local twitch response elicited by snapping palpation. (Modi-
fied from Simons DG, Travell JG, Simons LS: Apropros of all muscles. In Travell & 
Simons’ myofascial pain and dysfunction: the trigger point manual, vol 1, ed 2, Balti-
more, 1999, Williams & Wilkins, with permission.)



caused by side movement of the sharp-edged needle or 
resulting from the grabbing of the needle by an elicited 
LTR.184 An LTR can be easily elicited during rapid needle 
insertion (high-pressure stimulation because pressure =  
force/area, and force = mass × acceleration) when the 
needle tip encounters a sensitive locus (see Figure 43-12). 
Many LTRs can be elicited by needle insertions into dif-
ferent sensitive loci. More LTRs can be elicited in a pain-
ful MTrP region than in a region having low-grade pain. 
This is because the more sensitive loci (sensitized nocicep-
tors) are located in the MTrP with high irritability rather 
than low irritability (see Figure 43-9). The sensitive locus 
has also been defined as an LTR locus because an LTR can 
be elicited by a strong pressure stimulation on this tiny 
locus.98 Histologic study revealed a nerve ending (noci-
ceptor) at the LTR locus (Figure 43-13).93 Injection of cer-
tain dyes into the area of the nociceptors can cause the dye 
to spread up to the sensory neurons.128

Animal Models for Myofascial Trigger Point 
Studies

An animal model for myofascial pain study was initially 
reported in 1994.99 A sensitive spot could be found in 
the biceps femoris muscle of a rabbit. When this sensitive 

Slow needle movement
→ local pain

Multiple sensitive locus (sensitized nociceptors)
In a myofascial trigger point (MTrP) region

Faster needle movement
→ referred pain

Rapid needle movement
→ local twitch response

MTrP region

FIGURE 43-12 Pain, referred pain, and local twitch responses elicited during 
myofascial trigger point injection.

FIGURE 43-13 A small nerve ending (pointed by the black arrow) found in 
the vicinity of the iron deposit site (purple stain, pointed by the blue arrow) 
from where a local twitch response was elicited.
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spot was compressed before anesthesia, the rabbit kicked 
and exhibited signs of pain. This spot was marked, and 
under anesthesia, a brisk muscle twitch that was similar 
to LTRs elicited in human skeletal muscle could be elicited 
by needle stimuli in the marked spot but rarely in other 
unmarked spots.99 Similar to human studies, spontaneous 
electrical activity (SEA), including EPN and end-plate spike 
(EPS), could be frequently recorded in this marked sensi-
tive spot, but rarely from other sites in the end-plate zone 
and never in the non–end-plate zone.180,181 To distinguish 
it from human MTrP, this sensitive spot in the rabbit was 
defined as a myofascial trigger spot (MTrS).99 This animal 
model provided at least three important characteristics 
similar to human MTrP: pain, LTR, and SEA (Figure 43-14). 
Other similarities exist between human MTrP and rabbit 
MTrS as described below.98

Studies on Taut Band

Electron microscopy has shown morphologic evidence 
of taut bands and contraction knots (or locally short-
ened sarcomeres) in the MTrP region (end-plate zone) of 
human muscles.157 In a light microscopic study with tri-
chrome stain on canine muscles, Simons and Stolov182 
demonstrated the contraction knot (Figure 43-15). A light 
microscopic study on rat muscles,150 an ultrasonic study 
on human muscles,58 and an magnetic resonance elastog-
raphy study on human muscles24 have all shown the exis-
tence of taut band.

Studies on Myofascial Trigger Point Pain

To assess the effectiveness of a certain therapeutic modal-
ity or technique for myofascial pain relief, subjective pain 
intensity can be assessed with a numerical rating scale or 
a visual analogue scale (VAS). The scale usually ranges from 
0 to 10, with 0 representing no pain and 10 the worst pain 
that could be experienced. The numerical rating scale is 
verbally reported by the patient based on the feeling of 
pain intensity. For VAS assessment, the patient is requested 
to mark the subjective feeling of pain at a 10-cm line on a 
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FIGURE 43-14 Myofascial trigger spot (MTrS) in rabbit skeletal muscle.
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card. The two ends of the line are marked with 0 and 10 
to represent “no pain” and “worst pain,” respectively. The 
pain intensity is assessed by reading the distance between 
the 0 point and the marked point using the scale on the 
reverse side of the card.

Pressure algometer, developed by Andrew Fischer, is a 
useful tool to document MTrP irritability.49,51,82 The pres-
sure applied on the MTrP can be read from a scale on this 
device as soon as the patient reports pain. Three consecu-
tive measurements separated by intervals of at least a few 
minutes are required to confirm the consistency of repeated 
measures. This device can provide a semiobjective mea-
surement because the patient cannot see the scale on the 
algometer. It has been reported that the pressure algom-
eter is a reliable and valid device to help assess myofascial 
pain.154 The pressure algometer is also useful in assessing 
the effectiveness of MTrP therapy.*

Spontaneous Electrical Activity Assessment

Recent studies have suggested that the irritability of an 
MTrP is proportional to the prevalence129 and the ampli-
tude29 of EPN recorded from that MTrP region. It is likely 
that the measurement of SEA (including EPN) in an MTrP 
region can be used for the assessment of the effectiveness 
of a certain therapeutic method.†

Studies on Referred Pain

Referred pain from a muscle to another distant muscle has 
been demonstrated in animal studies.80,81,144-150 Pain sig-
nals from peripheral stimuli can be electrophysiologically 
recorded from sensory neurons in the dorsal horn of the 
spinal cord in a rat. The receptive field of a dorsal horn 
neuron can be identified by mapping the peripheral sites 
receiving stimuli. In a study by Hoheisel et al.81 (Figure 
43-16) the original receptive field could be expanded to 

*References 86, 103, 106, 108, 110, 131.
†References 22, 23, 102, 122, 127, 195.

FIGURE 43-15 Microscopic finding of a contraction knot; sarcomeres in the 
end-plate region are shortened, and sarcomeres in the non–end-plate regions 
(in the other two ends) are relatively elongated. (Modified  from Simons DG, 
Travell JG, Simons LS: General overview. In Travell & Simons’ myofascial pain and 
dysfunction: the trigger point manual, vol 1, ed 2, Baltimore, 1999, Williams & Wilkins, 
with permission.)
other sites 5 minutes after a noxious chemical substance 
was injected into another distant muscle. It appears that 
the brain can perceive pain at other sites in addition to the 
originally stimulated site. Fifteen minutes after a noxious 
injection, an innocuous stimulation could also induce a 
response in the original receptive field (allodynia). This 
phenomenon cannot be simply explained by the traditional 
“convergence–projection theory” (synaptic connections of 
a dorsal horn neuron with two separate innervation areas) 
because the size, number, and nature (high threshold or 
low threshold) of receptive fields for a dorsal horn neuron 
can be changed rapidly in the presence of noxious stimuli 
to muscle.80,112,149 Mense144,146,147 considered this mecha-
nism to be secondary to the unmasking of formerly ineffec-
tive synaptic connections among neurons corresponding 
to different receptive fields. Many synaptic connections 
described in the convergence–projection theory are not 
functionally effective in a normal situation. However, some 
of these connections can become effective under the influ-
ence of certain conditions, such as a longstanding pain-
ful stimulus or a particularly strong painful stimulus.149 
A strong noxious stimulus can send the impulse to the 
corresponding dorsal horn neuron and induce it to release 
substance P and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), 
which diffuse to other dorsal horn neurons and promote 
silent synaptic connections.148 This is a type of central 
sensitization.

In human studies, referred tenderness could also be 
elicited from a latent MTrP region or even normal muscle 
tissues if a strong pressure was applied.95,197 The pressure 
required to elicit referred pain from a compressed site is 
proportional to the degree of irritability (amount of sensi-
tized nociceptors) at that site (Figures 43-17 to 43-21). The 
concept demonstrated in Figure 43-9 has been developed 
based on the above important studies.95,197 However, it is 
unclear why referred pain can also be elicited from a non-
MTrP region, especially for that near an active MTrP. The 
non-MTrP region might also contain few nociceptors (see 
Figure 43-18). It is also likely that the high-pressure com-
pression can indirectly stretch the muscle fibers in the taut 
band containing the MTrP.

Studies on the Local Twitch Response

EMG activity of an LTR elicited by stimulation of an MTrP 
can be recorded in the taut band containing that MTrP.54,179 
LTR is most easily elicited when the MTrP, but not any 
other site, is mechanically stimulated (Figure 43-22) and is 
best recorded electromyographically in the taut band (Fig-
ure 43-23).99 In one case study, the LTR could not be elec-
tromyographically recorded from the extensor digitorum 
communis muscle in a patient with brachial plexus injury 
involving the posterior cord.91 The injured nerve partially 
recovered 6 months later, and then the LTR could be par-
tially recorded.

Animal studies have also demonstrated that LTRs can be 
elicited and electromyographically recorded from a mus-
cle only if the innervated nerve is intact with a complete 
connection with the spinal cord (Figure 43-24).99 LTRs 
recorded from a muscle could be transiently suppressed 
after a complete transection of the spinal cord at a level 
higher than that providing innervation to that muscle but 
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FIGURE 43-16 Unmasking of receptive field (RF) of a dorsal horn neuron (DHN) by a painful stimulation (injection of bradykinin) to muscle. (Modified from 
Hoheisel U, Mense S, Simons DG, et al: Appearance of new receptive fields in rat dorsal horn neurons following noxious stimulation of skeletal muscle: a model for refer-
ral of muscle pain? Neurosci Lett 153:9-12, 1993.)
nearly completely recovered after the spinal shock period 
(Figure 43-25).100 It has been concluded that LTR is medi-
ated via a spinal cord reflex.85,98,100 LTR can also be moni-
tored by sonography.58

Surface Electromyographic Studies on 
Myofascial Trigger Point–Related Motor 
Dysfunction

As demonstrated in surface EMG, MTrP, as well as other soft 
tissue lesions such as ligamentous sprain or articular dys-
function, can induce muscle hyperactivity (so-called “mus-
cle spasm”) in associated muscles.41,61,76,78,117 Because of 
muscle hyperactivity, the surface EMG amplitude recorded 
over a muscle with MTrP was 20% greater than the asymp-
tomatic muscle. Headley76 further demonstrated that when 
pressure was applied on the MTrP of the supraspinatus 
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FIGURE 43-17 Referred pain threshold is proportionate to pain intensity of 
a myofascial trigger point.
muscle, a referred muscle hyperactivity could identified 
from surface EMG recordings in a distant muscle. Carlson 
et al.20 also found a significant reduction in surface EMG 
activity of the masseter muscle after MTrP injection of the 
trapezius muscle. On the other hand, referred inhibition 
of gluteal muscle hyperactivity by an active MTrP in the 
quadratus lumborum was demonstrated in surface EMG 
recordings.78 In studies on experimental acute muscle pain 
by Arendt-Nielsen’s group, reduced activation of the painful 
muscle was frequently observed.4,45,46,66,190 It is unclear why 
this finding is opposite to that seen in patients with chronic 
pain conditions.

Delayed relaxation of a muscle with active MTrP can 
occur during a repetitive exercise (alternative contraction 
and relaxation), and loss of relaxation at each end of con-
traction can be found.77,149

Acceleration fatigability with delayed recovery has been 
demonstrated in surface EMG studies.73,77,149 Evidence of 
initial fatigue (increased amplitude and reduced median 
power frequency of surface EMG activity) was found in a 
work tolerance study on the upper trapezius muscle with 
painful MTrPs compared with the contralateral pain-free 
muscle.73

Electrophysiologic Findings in a Myofascial 
Trigger Point Region: Spontaneous Electrical 
Activity (End-Plate Noise + End-Plate Spikes)

Hubbard and Berkoff114 were the first to record SEA from 
an MTrP region of the upper trapezius muscle in 1993. 
They suggested that SEA were potentials recorded from a 
muscle spindle.113 SEA can be recorded only in the end-
plate zone, more frequently from an MTrP region than 
from other regions, including normal muscle tissues.* 
Further studies by Simons et al.180,181 indicated that there 
are two components in the SEA recorded from the MTrP 

*References 38, 126, 175, 176, 180, 181, 184.
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FIGURE 43-18 In normal muscle (rare nociceptors), stimulation at point A with light intensity (top) induces no pain sensation, with moderate intensity (middle
induces mild pain sensation at A, and with strong intensity (bottom) induces moderate pain sensation at A with referred pain at B.
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FIGURE 43-19 In latent myofascial trigger point (few nociceptors), stimulation at point A with light intensity (second) induces mild pain sensation, with moderate 
intensity (third) induces moderate pain sensation at A with referred pain at B, and with high intensity (bottom) induces severe pain sensation at A with referred pain 
at B and C.
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FIGURE 43-20 In mild active myofascial trigger point (some nociceptors), stimulation at point A with light intensity (second) induces moderate pain sensation at 
A with referred pain at B, with moderate intensity (third) induces severe pain sensation at A with referred pain at B and C, and with high intensity (bottom) induces 
extreme pain sensation at A with strong referred pain at B and C.
region, including the low-grade continuous electrical 
activity and few sharp spikes with much higher ampli-
tude (Figure 43-26). The low-grade continuous activity 
is the EPN, which is an accumulation of nonpropagated 
miniature end-plate potentials (MEPPs), and the spike is 
an EPS, which is a propagated action potential generated 
from the end-plate.174,176 EPS is probably elicited by a 
strong irritation of the recording needle on the “hyperir-
ritable” end-plate because it occurs much frequently in 
hyperirritable active MTrPs than latent ones.129,174,176,180 
When the SEA is recorded by an EMG needle, the patient 
always complains of a sharp pain sensation.180 This 
painful locus from where SEA is recorded was originally 
defined as an active locus,181 and later as an SEA locus98 
or EPN locus.127 Simons174 has suggested that the occur-
rence of EPN indicates excessive leakage of acetylcho-
line (ACh) in the end-plate region based on extensive 
reviews of old literature. Previous studies indicated that 
only MEPPs were observed in a normal end-plate, and 
EPN were recorded only after a mechanical or chemical 
stimulation to the end-plate that induced excessive ACh 
leakage.116,138 These ACh molecules can cause calcium 
release from the t-tubules of the sarcomeres in the end-
plate zone but not in other portions of muscle fibers. 
This is because EPN potentials are not propagated action 
potentials (no action potential can be recorded from 
a taut band). Muscle tension from a taut band is com-
pletely different from that caused by muscle hyperactivity 
(“spasm”) because propagated action potentials can be 
recorded from a muscle with hyperactivity secondary to a 
hyperirritable active MTrP.

This focal contracture of sarcomeres can produce a con-
traction knot as shown in the electron microscopic find-
ings (see Figure 43-15).182 Based on this finding, Simons183 
brought an “energy crisis” hypothesis to explain the forma-
tion of a taut band (Figure 43-27). Sarcomere contracture 
can cause an increase in metabolism and a decrease in local 
circulation, so that the sarcomere cannot relax because of 
an inadequate energy supply. Sarcomere shortening occurs 
only in the end-plate region, but the sarcomeres outside 
the end-plate zone in either direction become somewhat 
elongated (because the muscle fiber length is unchanged) 
(see Figure 43-15). In this way, the muscle tension in the 
end-plate region is increased.

In an animal study, SEA persisted after transection 
of peripheral nerve and a high-level spinal cord.101 This 
results in the leakage of ACh in the end-plate region not 
being under the immediate control of the nervous system. 
In a single-fiber EMG study in rabbits, Kuan et al.130 found 
no increase in neuromuscular jitter in the MTrS region and 
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FIGURE 43-21 In severe active myofascial trigger point (many nociceptors), stimulation at point A with light intensity (second) induces severe pain sensation at A 
with referred pain at B and C, with moderate intensity (third) induces extreme pain sensation at A with strong referred pain at B, and with high intensity (bottom) 
induces severe pain sensation at A with very strong referred pain at B and C.
suggested that the neuromuscular transmission itself was 
not impaired. This would indicate that the excessive ACh 
leakage is a secondary phenomenon and not caused by an 
abnormality in neuromuscular transmission. These find-
ings support the theory that energy crisis in the MTrP region 
is a focal reaction and not related to neural controls. Once 
the nociceptors are involved in the integrated mechanism 
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FIGURE 43-22 Local twitch responses (LTR) can be recorded only when the 
myofascial trigger point (MTrP) is stimulated.
(see below), however, the spinal cord is involved in the 
mechanism of central phenomena such as pain, referred 
pain, and LTR. In a recent single-fiber EMG study, Chang 
et al.21 found evidence of degeneration in motor nerve end-
ings in the MTrP region. Further study is required to clarify 
whether any motor nerve lesion is involved in the patho-
genesis of MTrP.
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FIGURE 43-23 Local twitch responses (LTR) can be best recorded only in 
the taut band.



Biochemicals Associated With Pain 
and Inflammation in a Myofascial 
Trigger Point Region

Using a microanalytic technique, Shah et al.171,172 mea-
sured biochemicals (associated with pain and inflamma-
tion) at GB-21 (acupuncture point in the MTrP region) in 
the upper trapezius muscle in subjects identified as active 
(having neck pain and MTrP), latent (no neck pain but with 
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FIGURE 43-24 Local twitch response (LTR) is a reflex that cannot be elicited 
after nerve block.
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FIGURE 43-25 Local twitch response (LTR) is a reflex at the spinal cord level.
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FIGURE 43-26 Spontaneous electrical activity (SEA) including end-plate noise 
(EPN) and end-plate spikes (EPS) recorded in a myofascial trigger point region.
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MTrP), or normal (no neck pain and no MTrP). They found 
that concentrations of all analyzed biochemicals were sig-
nificantly higher in active than latent or normal subjects. 
It appears that substances related to either pain or inflam-
mation are elevated in the vicinity of active MTrPs. These 
findings strongly support Simons’ integrated hypothesis of 
“energy crisis.”171,172 They also found a marked elevation 
of biochemicals during the LTR followed by a slow, variable 
return to baseline. Substance P and CGRP were the only 
two analytes for which concentrations during the recovery 
period after the LTR were significantly below the baseline 
concentrations.172 This interesting finding could possibly 
explain the immediate relief of pain (reduced substance P 
and CGRP) after eliciting LTRs during MTrP injection, but 
the overall mechanism is still unclear.

Studies on Myofascial Trigger Points in Early 
Life and Formation of Myofascial Trigger 
Points

Kao172 was the first to report that no latent MTrPs could be 
identified in children less than 1 year of age. It appears that 
latent MTrPs develop as the child is growing up. It is still 
unclear, however, when and how the nociceptors in the MTrP 
region become sensitized in later life. Gunn68,69 suggested 
that the formation of MTrP is due to minor lesions in the 
peripheral nerve, especially in the nerve root. This hypothesis 
cannot be generalized for all kinds of MTrPs because MTrPs 
can be activated as a result of a lesion other than nerve.83,98 It 
is not unlikely, however, that the formation of a latent MTrP 
in early life is related to minor peripheral nerve injury during 
the growing-up period.83 In clinical observation, the author 
has found that many adult patients with diffuse MTrPs in 
the upper back and shoulders related to cervical facet lesions 
have related neck injuries in early life.

Summary of Myofascial Pain Theory

Multiple Myofascial Trigger Point Loci 
in the Myofascial Trigger Point Region

It has been hypothesized that there are multiple MTrP loci 
in an MTrP region (Figure 43-28).98 An MTrP locus contains 
a sensory component (the sensitive locus or LTR locus) and 
a motor component (the active locus or SEA locus). An LTR 
locus is a sensitized nociceptor (free nerve ending),93 and 
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FIGURE 43-27 Excessive acetylcholine (ACh) leakage to cause energy crisis 
and taut band formation.
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an SEA locus is a dysfunctional end-plate.174,176 An SEA 
locus is in the close vicinity of an LTR locus. They interact 
mutually for the formation of a taut band. Stimulation of 
an LTR locus can elicit pain, referred pain (as a result of 
central sensitization), and LTR (via spinal cord reflex).

Simons’ Integrated Hypothesis of Myofascial Trigger 
Point

Based on the studies mentioned above, Simons et al.149,184 
has postulated three essential features of MTrPs: excessive 
ACh release, sarcomere shortening, and release of sensi-
tizing substances. These three essential features relate to 
one another in a positive feedback cycle (Figure 43-29) 
that is self- perpetuating once it is started (but which can 
be interrupted at several points in the cycle in a number 
of ways).149,177,178,184 An increased ACh release in the neu-
romuscular junctions (motor end-plates) can cause an 
increase of the muscle fiber tension. This results in a taut 
band that contains an MTrP and subsequently can cause 
“energy crisis” with increased metabolism and local isch-
emia with hypoxia, which can then induce secretion of 
sensitizing substances to cause pain. The sensitizing sub-
stances can then cause abnormal ACh release so that a 
vicious cycle is activated. It is unclear, however, whether 
the abnormal ACh release initially occurs to trigger the 
sensitization of nociceptors (peripheral sensitization) or 
the inflammatory reaction initially causes the release of 
inflammatory and pain substance171,172 and then induces 
abnormal ACh release. This is a “chicken–egg” question. In 
fact, Shah’s findings171,172 can support either one because 
the inflammation reaction can be secondary to the isch-
emic reaction in the contracture knot.

“MTrP Circuit”—Spinal Cord Mechanism of Pain, 
Referred Pain, and Local Twitch Response

Irritation or sensitization of nociceptors can cause sponta-
neous pain. Central sensitization can also cause spontane-
ous pain without stimulation of the nociceptors. Central 
sensitization is the main cause of MTrP activation in a 
remote lesion. Nociceptors in an MTrP region connect to a 
group of dorsal horn cells (sensory neurons) in the spinal 

Taut band

MTrP r egion

LTR locus = sensitive locus = sensitized nociceptor
SEA locus = active locus = dysfunctional endplat e
MTrP locus = L TR locus + SEA locus

FIGURE 43-28 Multiple MTrP loci in an MTrP region. LTR, Local twitch 
response; MTrP, myofascial trigger point; SEA, spontaneous electrical activity 
recorded from an end-plate.
cord. These MTrP-related sensory neurons are responsible for 
central sensitization and for transmission of pain informa-
tion to the brain. The neural network with connections 
among these MTrP-related sensory neurons is defined as 
an MTrP circuit (Figure 43-30).87,92 These MTrP-related 
sensory neurons also send nerve branches to connect with 
the other groups of dorsal horn neurons corresponding 
to other MTrPs. These connections are silent (ineffective 
synaptic connections) in normal situations. When a strong 
stimulation is applied on a nociceptor of this MTrP, how-
ever, strong impulses are transmitted to these MTrP-related 
sensory neurons and also spread to MTrP-related sensory 
neurons corresponding to other MTrPs to induce referred 
pain, and even spread to corresponding motor neurons in 
the anterior horn to elicit an LTR via the spinal cord reflex. 
The MTrP circuit for an MTrP is responsible for all MTrP 
phenomena, including pain, referred pain, LTR, motor dys-
function, and autonomic phenomena.
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FIGURE 43-29 Simons’ integrated hypothesis of myofascial trigger point.
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FIGURE 43-30 Connection of “myofascial trigger point circuit” (“MTrP cir-
cuit”) in the spinal cord.



Evidence for the Existence of Myofascial 
Trigger Points

Based on the above scientific findings, the existence of 
MTrP is obvious. The evidence for the existence of MTrP is 
summarized in Box 43-2.

Diagnosis of Myofascial Pain

Diagnostic Criteria for the Myofascial 
Trigger Point

In clinical practice, the identification of MTrPs depends on 
manual palpation and clinical judgment. Because manual 
palpation has been considered to be an unreliable tech-
nique,152 special training is usually required to obtain 
interrater reliability and common agreement regarding the 
palpation criteria.59

It has been suggested that spot tenderness, taut band, 
and pain recognition are the three most important criteria 
for the diagnosis of MTrP (Box 43-3).59 In other words, an 
exquisitely tender spot in a taut band with pain in response 
to digital compression that can induce or aggravate the 
patient’s usual clinical complaint is an MTrP responsible for 
the clinical symptoms. Referred pain and LTRs can be con-
firmatory signs of MTrP diagnosis.59 For an MTrP with low 
irritability, high-pressure stimulation is required to elicit a 
referred pain or an LTR. Applying high-pressure compres-
sion during palpation is not recommended because some 
patients cannot tolerate the high pressure.

The tender spot can always be pointed out by the patient 
using one finger. When it is associated with a referred pain, 

Clinical observations
 •  Pain recognition only with compression at an MTrP region
 •  Consistent location of an MTrP in each individual muscle 

across different persons
 •  Consistent referred pain pattern for an MTrP in each indi-

vidual muscle across different persons
 •  Multiple tiny loci (nociceptors) in an MTrP region
 •  Pain, referred pain, and local twitch response elicited by 

stimulation of a sensitive tiny locus in the MTrP region 
(depending on the intensity of pressure stimulation)

 •  Immediate pain relief after appropriate treatment of the 
responsible MTrP

Experimental studies
 •  SEA (EPN + EPS) recorded in the MTrP region
 •  High concentration of biochemicals associated with pain 

and inflammation in the active MTrP region
 •  Nerve ending (nociceptor) in the locus for eliciting LTR 

(LTR locus)
 •  Connection between LTR locus and sensory neuron
 •  Morphologic evidence of taut band and contracture knot in 

the MTrP region
 

BOX 43-2

Summary of the Evidence for the Existence 
of Myofascial Trigger Points

EPN, End-plate noise; EPS, end-plate spike; LTR, local twitch response; 
MTrP, myofascial trigger point; SEA, spontaneous electrical activity.
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however, it can be difficult to point out this spot clearly 
because the pain has spread out to the surrounding area. 
When performing palpatory examination on the MTrP, it 
is important to confirm that the pain elicited from this 
tender spot is similar to the patient’s usual clinical com-
plaint (pain recognition) so that the correct MTrP can be 
treated.174,184 In some cases, two or more MTrPs in one or 
more muscles are responsible for the clinical pain, and the 
patient might not be able to point out those spots exactly 
and thus reports that the whole area is painful.

To identify a primary (key) MTrP among many MTrPs, 
provocative testing can be applied. Compression of a pri-
mary MTrP can also cause pain in secondary (satellite) 
MTrPs. Compression of any secondary MTrP, however, can-
not elicit pain in the primary MTrP. In many cases, second-
ary MTrPs are found in the referred zone (area of referred 
pain) of the primary MTrP.84

Physicians treating MPS should be familiar with the 
anatomic location of MTrPs of all the commonly affected 
muscles and the distribution of referred pain patterns for 
these muscles. In many cases, MTrPs can be identified accu-
rately and quickly just based on the patient’s description 
of the pain pattern, and can then be confirmed by apply-
ing the three basic criteria (spot tenderness, taut band, and 
pain recognition).

Laboratory Findings of Myofascial Trigger 
Points

Routine blood chemistries and radiographic studies are 
not helpful for the diagnosis of myofascial pain. Thermog-
raphy has been used to assess MTrPs, but its use is still con-
troversial.125,184,191 The use of innovative techniques for 
MTrP assessment includes the measurement of biochemi-
cals associated with pain or inflammation in the MTrP 
region,171,172 the sonographic study of MTrP,58 and the 
magnetic resonance elastography for taut band images.24 

Basic diagnostic criteria
 •  Exquisite spot tenderness
 •  Pain recognition
 •  Taut band

Confirmatory signs
 •  Referred pain
 •  Local twitch response

History and physical examination
 •  Pain distribution pattern
 •  Pointed out by the patient
 •  Palpation: Tender spot, taut band, referred pain, local 

twitch response
 •  Provocative tests: Pain recognition, secondary MTrPs

Laboratory findings
 •  Biochemicals associated with pain and inflammation
 •  Thermography
 •  Sonography
 •  Magnetic resonance elastography

 

BOX 43-3

Diagnosis of Myofascial Trigger Points

MTrP, Myofascial trigger point.
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Although these techniques might become important in the 
objective assessment of MTrP in the future, they are rela-
tively expensive at this time.

Identification of the Underlying Pathologic 
Lesion of Myofascial Pain

As soon as a patient has confirmed MTrPs, the treating phy-
sician should attempt to identify the underlying etiologic 
lesion. This requires a careful medical history and physi-
cal examination as described below, and includes the items 
listed in Box 43-4.

Medical History

It is important to gather information regarding history of 
trauma and disease, occupation (any particular posture at 
work), sports, and other injuries. This can help identify the 
underlying etiology of MTrP activation.

Identification of Etiologic Lesions Based on Clinical 
Presentation of Active Myofascial Trigger Point

Mapping the distribution of MTrPs can help discover the 
basic pathologic lesion causing activation of MTrPs. MTrPs 
found in the muscles corresponding to a certain myotome 
can be caused by radiculopathy.170 MTrPs around a joint 
can be caused by a lesion of that joint.6 MTrPs in a group of 
agonists can be caused by a lesion in the common tendon 
of those muscles. For example, MTrPs in the wrist and hand 
extensors are often due to lateral or medial epicondylitis 
of the elbow. MTrPs in the upper trapezius and rhomboid 
muscles are most frequently related to cervical facet joint 

Medical history
 •  Pain distribution
 •  History of injury and disease
 •  Sports
 •  Occupation
 •  Others

Distribution of MTrPs
 •  MTrPs in muscles innervated by the same nerve root → 

radiculopathy
 •  MTrPs surrounding joints → arthropathy of that joint, or 

ligament lesions around that joint
 •  MTrPs in agonists → lesion of the common tendon
 •  MTrPs in certain muscles related to facet joints → facet joint 

lesion

Provocative tests
 •  MTrP pain during compression of a spot with a soft tissue 

lesion → soft tissue lesion at that spot
 •  MTrP pain during active contraction → tendinopathy of the 

contracting muscle
 •  MTrP pain during stretching of a ligament → lesion of that 

ligament
 •  MTrP pain during compression of a bursa → lesion of that 

bursa
 •  MTrP pain during facet joint compression/stretch → facet 

lesion
 

BOX 43-4

Identification of Underlying Etiologic Lesion-
Induced Myofascial Trigger Points

MTrP, Myofascial trigger point.
lesions.12,92,132 MTrPs in the gluteal muscles are frequently 
secondary to lumbar facet joint lesions.92

Provocative tests to cause reproduction or aggravation of 
pain in an MTrP are frequently used to identify the lesion 
causing MTrP activation. If the MTrP pain can be reproduced 
or aggravated by digital compression of a spot over a soft tis-
sue lesion, this soft tissue lesion is responsible for the activa-
tion of MTrP pain. MTrP pain elicited during contraction of 
the involved muscle is frequently due to a strain or tendinitis 
of that muscle. Similarly, if MTrP pain can be reproduced by 
stretching of a ligament or compression of a bursa, the MTrP 
pain is usually caused by a lesion of that ligament or bursa.

An MTrP in a specific muscle can be associated with a 
specific level of a facet joint lesion. This can be confirmed 
by provocative tests that irritate the facet joint to repro-
duce or aggravate pain in that MTrP. Irritation of a facet 
joint can be performed by a direct finger compression (for 
a cervical facet joint) or by immobilizing the lower verte-
bra of that facet joint and then rotating the neck to the 
involved side, followed by an extension movement of the 
neck (facet sign).28,92,132 An MTrP in the upper trapezius 
or levator scapula muscle is frequently related to a C4–C5 
facet joint lesion, and an MTrP in the rhomboid minor 
muscle is often related to a C5–C6 facet joint lesion.12 In 
the lower limb, an MTrP in the gluteus minimus muscle is 
often related to a lesion in the L4–L5 facet joint. An MTrP 
in the piriformis muscle is frequently related to a lesion in 
the L5–S1 facet joint.92

Provocative tests can also be used to make an accurate 
diagnosis of certain types of soft tissue lesions that can 
cause activation of MTrPs. Stretching a ligament or tendon 
can cause pain in the ligament or tendon having a patho-
logic lesion. For example, pain in the dorsal aspect of the 
thumb can be elicited by extreme flexion of the thumb 
metacarpal phalangeal joint (MCP joint) if a pathologic 
lesion is in either a dorsal ligament of the thumb MCP 
joint or a tendon lesion in the dorsal surface of thumb 
MCP. Pain caused by a tendon lesion can be reproduced 
or aggravated by a resistive isometric contraction of the 
muscles attached to that tendon, but pain caused by the 
dorsal ligament lesion typically does not occur with such 
a muscle contraction. In this way, the ligament or tendon 
lesion over the same region can be distinguished. If the 
lesion is arthropathy, the pain can be elicited by grinding 
this joint. Pain caused by bursitis or tenosynovitis can be 
aggravated by compression of the synovial tissues in the 
bursa or tendon sheath. Appropriate provocative tests can 
be used to make an accurate diagnosis of soft tissue lesions.

Management of Myofascial Pain 
Syndrome

Basic Principles in the Management 
of Myofascial Pain

Treating the underlying etiologic lesions that cause the 
activation of MTrPs is the most important strategy in 
MPS therapy.* If the underlying pathology is not appro-
priately and completely treated, the MTrP can only be 

*References 55, 84, 87, 92, 98, 184.



inactivated temporarily, and never completely. Treatment 
(inactivation) of active MTrPs, however, is necessary in 
certain situations (Box 43-5), including the presence of 
severe intolerable pain, pain or discomfort that interferes 
with functional activities, persistent pain and tightness 
(can interfere with the healing process of the injured tis-
sue) in the MTrP region after the underlying etiologic 
lesion is appropriately treated, difficulty in identifying 
the underlying pathology, and failure in treating the 
underlying pathology. Release of muscle tightness after 
inactivation of MTrPs often improves the local circula-
tion to facilitate the healing process of the underlying 
etiologic lesion. Whether treating active MTrPs or their 
underlying pathology, conservative treatment (such as 
manual therapy or physical therapy modalities) should 
be performed before more aggressive therapy (such as 
needling), especially for acute or mild lesions.14,87,92,123 
It is also important to eliminate any perpetuating fac-
tor that might cause persistent existence or recurrence 
of active MTrPs, and to provide adequate education and 
home programs to patients, so that recurrent or chronic 
pain can be avoided. 57,184

 •  Unable to identify the underlying pathology of MTrP 
activation

 •  Failure in treating the underlying pathologic lesion
 •  Persistent pain resulting from MTrP even after complete 

elimination of the underlying pathology
 •  Persistent tightness caused by MTrP even after complete 

elimination of the underlying pathology
 •  Intolerable pain resulting from MTrP
 •  Pain or discomfort interfering with functional activity

 

BOX 43-5

Indications for Inactivation of Myofascial Trigger 
Points

MTrP, Myofascial trigger point.
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Treatment of the Underlying Pathologic 
Lesions Producing Myofascial Pain

Treatment of soft tissue lesions or others that can cause 
activation of MTrP has been described in other chapters of 
this book. In this chapter, only those treatments related to 
chronic recurrent MTrPs will be discussed.

For any acute lesion, it is important to facilitate the heal-
ing process by using appropriate local therapies such as 
icing and stabilization. Physical therapy including thermo-
therapy and manual therapy can begin as soon as any active 
bleeding or local heat has subsided. Immobilization in the 
acute stage might be required to avoid reinjury during the 
healing period. Frequently some MTrPs can be found in 
the acute stage. It is not necessary, however, to treat these 
MTrPs because they can be part of a defense mechanism as 
mentioned above.

If an acute lesion is not well controlled (usually as a 
result of severe tissue damage, repeat injury, or inadequate 
treatment), it can become a chronic lesion with progres-
sive scar tissue formation. This scar tissue is the major 
cause of degenerative lesions, which can be a source of 
MTrP activation in later life.18 The pathogenesis of soft 
tissue lesions is demonstrated in Figure 43-31. Degenera-
tion can develop at middle age or even younger if previ-
ous injury was severe or not treated appropriately (Figure 
43-32). Degenerative tissue resulting from previous injury 
is vulnerable to reinjury, especially in elderly persons (Fig-
ure 43-33). Consequently, appropriate treatment of an 
injured soft tissue lesion is important to avoid chronic 
myofascial pain.

The suggested physical therapy for an injured soft tissue 
(without active bleeding or acute inflammation) includes 
thermotherapy and manual therapy.18,92 Local steroid 
injection is often helpful if the injured lesion responds 
poorly to conservative treatment. Spinal facet joint injec-
tion can inactivate many MTrPs simultaneously if those 
active MTrPs can be triggered by spinal facet irritation 
based on provocative tests.87,92,132
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FIGURE 43-31 Pathogenesis of soft tissue lesions as related to activation of myofascial trigger points.
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Perpetuating Factors

Two major categories of factors that can perpetuate pain 
are the mechanical and the systemic.57,184,193 Mechanical 
factors include abnormal posture, leg length discrepancy, 
scoliosis, etc.57,193 These factors can cause repetitive minor 
trauma to muscles, tendons, and ligaments that can per-
petuate the activation of MTrPs. It has been suggested that 
systemic factors include nutritional deficiency, vitamin 
deficiency, anemia, and endocrine disorders (e.g., hypothy-
roidism, estrogen deficiency).57,193 For chronic or recurrent 
myofascial pain, it is important to identify any perpetuat-
ing factors and eliminate them if possible to avoid persis-
tence or recurrence of active MTrPs.

Patient Education and Home Program

Patient education is critical in the treatment of myofas-
cial pain. The patient should be schooled in the causes of 
MTrPs, principles of treatment, and prevention strategies 
(e.g., body mechanics). Demonstrations about self-stretch 
techniques, focal massage, local heat application, thera-
peutic home exercise program, etc. are also required to 
help the patient eliminate or control pain.
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FIGURE 43-33 The force required to cause damage to soft tissue is related 
to age, strength of soft tissue, speed of force, and severity of previous injury.
Inactivation of Active Myofascial 
Trigger Points

Commonly Applied Techniques to Inactivate 
(Immediately Release) Myofascial Trigger 
Points

The management of myofascial pain caused by MTrPs 
has been extensively reviewed by many authorities.* The 
commonly used methods for inactivating MTrPs are listed 
in Box 43-6. The conservative programs for myofascial 
pain recommended by Simons et al.184 and Travell and 
Simons193 include intermittent cold and stretch (spray and 
stretch), deep pressure soft tissue massage, trigger point 
pressure release, and postisometric relaxation. Simons 
et al.184 also recommend the use of thermotherapy, elec-
trotherapy, laser therapy, muscle energy technique (con-
tract–relax), reciprocal inhibition, or spinal manipulation 
as an adjunct for myofascial pain therapy. Needling of 
MTrP (MTrP injection, dry needling, or acupuncture) can 
be effective techniques for MTrP pain control if applied 
appropriately and accurately.† A combination of various 
methods is typically used to treat myofascial pain in clini-
cal practice because there is no single treatment that is suc-
cessful in every case.

Physical Therapy Modalities for Inactivating 
Myofascial Trigger Points

Effective modalities for treating myofascial pain have tra-
ditionally included ultrasound and electrotherapy.‡ It has 
been demonstrated that ultrasound can provide immedi-
ate pain relief 94,131 or immediate increase of pressure pain 
threshold.188 In addition to the thermal effect, ultrasound 
might also provide mechanical stimulation from the sound 
waves.

Electrical stimulation to the nerve, such as transcutane-
ous nerve stimulation, can assist in pain control via the 
gate-control mechanism if low-intensity currents are given 
or via counterirritation (hyperstimulation analgesia) if 
high-intensity currents are applied. Electrical stimulation 
to the muscle, such as interferential current therapy, can 
provide a massage effect from intermittent muscle contrac-
tions. It has been suggested that electrical muscle stimu-
lation can be used for release of tight muscles with taut 
bands.110 Combined therapy with electrotherapy and ultra-
sound can provide better effectiveness together than when 
used alone.131 It is also suggested that thermotherapy be 
applied before and after any manual therapy.87,184 Applica-
tion of heat can improve focal circulation through reflex 
vasodilatation.121

Low-power laser therapy has also been applied in treat-
ing MTrPs with good results in some studies,30,71,74,185,186 
but no significant effect in other studies.3,42 This discrep-
ancy could be due to the different dosages applied in 
different studies. The mechanism of laser therapy is still 
unclear. In a recent animal study, Chen et al.23 showed that 

*References 14, 50, 52, 53, 57, 75, 87, 123, 149, 159, 161, 184, 187, 193.
†References 7, 8, 31-33, 40, 50, 52, 68-70, 84, 86-88, 92, 136, 193.
‡References 14, 65, 87, 94, 110, 131, 184, 192.



the prevalence of EPN in the trigger point region was sig-
nificantly reduced after application of low-power laser on 
the trigger spot (animal equivalent to the human MTrP). 
Although the studies on the use of low power laser on an 
MTrP are still unclear, it is frequently helpful in practice in 
the author’s experience.

Shockwave therapy is another newly developed device 
used to help inactive MTrPs.9 Its efficacy and the mecha-
nism involved in the treatment of MTrPs are also still 
unclear.

Manual Therapy for the Inactivation 
of Myofascial Trigger Points

Manual therapy is commonly used for myofascial pain 
therapy and has been described by various authorities.* 
Frequently applied techniques include stretch with inter-
mittent cold spray,184 deep pressure massage,94 ischemic 
compression,103,123 trigger point pressure release (modified 
myotherapy),134 manipulation,106,107,134 and postisometric 
relaxation.135,137

The traditional method of stretch with intermittent 
cold spray is the “spray and stretch” technique recom-
mended by Travell and Simons.193 The taut band is often 
released immediately after stretch with cold spray. The cold 
spray can inhibit cutaneous nociceptors that can cause 
reflex muscle hyperactivity during stretch.193 Stretch with 

*References 123, 124, 134, 184, 193, 194.

Manual therapy
 •  Stretching: Intermittent cold and stretch
 •  Deep pressure soft tissue massage
 •  Trigger point pressure release (modified myotherapy)
 •  Ischemic compression, acupressure, myotherapy, shiatsu
 •  Spinal and joint manipulation and mobilization
 •  Voluntary contraction and release methods
 •  Muscle energy technique
 •  Reciprocal inhibition
 •  Postisometric relaxation

Others

Modality application (physical medicine)
 •  Thermotherapy: Hydrocollator hot pack, ultrasound, etc.
 •  Electrotherapy: Interferential current, transcutaneous nerve 

stimulation, etc.
 •  Laser therapy: Cold laser
 •  Others

Needling
 •  Traditional acupuncture
 •  Dry needling 7,32,69

 •  Myofascial trigger point injection88,184,193 and preinjection 
block50

Others: Medication, exercise therapy, biofeedback, 
hypnosis, etc.

Combination
 

BOX 43-6

Treatment Methods for Active Myofascial Trigger 
Points

MTrP, Myofascial trigger point.
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intermittent ice massage is an alternative method of releas-
ing muscle tightness.

Deep pressure massage on the MTrP region can provide 
a focal stretch effect in addition to improving local circula-
tion. One controlled study has shown that deep pressure 
massage was the most effective treatment for an immediate 
relief of pain of the MTrP compared with the use of hot 
packs, ultrasound, and stretch.94 Ischemic compression 
might not be favorable for some patients because it can 
cause severe pain with local ecchymosis.184 Many of the 
commonly used myofascial release techniques are modi-
fied massage therapies.

Spinal manipulation can provide immediate relief of 
certain types of pain caused by MTrPs.106,107,134 The strong 
mechanical stimulation to the facet joint during a quick 
manipulative thrust might provide an effect similar to 
 needling (hyperstimulation analgesia).143

Alternating contraction–relaxation techniques include 
muscle energy techniques, postisometric relaxation, recipro-
cal inhibition, and some myofascial release techniques.184 
It has been suggested that the postisometric relaxation 
technique developed by Lewit et al.135,137 is effective for 
stretch of a taut band and for pain relief. It is a combi-
nation of contraction and relaxation alternately. The tight 
muscle fibers can typically be stretched easily immediately 
after an isometric contraction.

Many other techniques have been claimed to be effec-
tive in treating myofascial pain. In clinical practice, many 
patients reported good results after treatment with some 
of these unfamiliar techniques. As of yet, however, none of 
them have controlled studies showing long-term effective-
ness from those therapies.

Needling for Inactivation of Myofascial 
Trigger Points

The traditional MTrP injection technique was described by 
Travell and Simons.193 The needle technique was “move 
in-and-out to multiple directions” to encounter the sen-
sitive loci in an MTrP region. MTrP pain can typically be 
eliminated nearly completely immediately after injection 
of local anesthetic. Hong88 has modified the traditional 
MTrP injection method with quick needle movement as 
mentioned above. This new injection technique has been 
recommended by Simons184 and will be described in detail 
in the next section.

Gunn69 used an acupuncture needle and Chu31 used an 
EMG needle to perform dry needling to avoid the tissue 
damage that can be done by the sharp edge of the inject-
ing needle. This technique has been further modified by 
adding electrical stimulation during treatment (electri-
cal twitch-obtaining intramuscular stimulation).34,35 This 
modified technique is similar to electrical acupuncture. 
The technique of superficial dry needling (inserting the 
needle into the subcutaneous but not the muscle tissues) 
has also been suggested for treating myofascial pain.7,8,63

Several authors reported the therapeutic effectiveness 
of pain control by MTrP injection with botulinum toxin 
A.1,27,62,200,203 Botulinum toxin A can presynaptically 
block the ACh release and relieve the taut band in the 
MTrP region. In a controlled animal study, EPNs recorded 
in the MTrP region were suppressed after the injection of 
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botulinum toxin A.127 The effectiveness of botulinum toxin 
A on the myofascial pain relief, however, is probably only 
due to the needling effect because some studies indicated 
no benefit from botulinum toxin injection compared with 
dry needling118,133 or bupivacaine injection.64

Chou et al.28 have recently developed a new technique 
of acupuncture therapy. This technique is similar to MTrP 
dry needling by insertion of the acupuncture needle into 
multiple sites of the MTrP region with a fast insertion speed 
(high pressure) to elicit LTRs. Simultaneous rotation of 
the needle (fast screwed-in and screwed-out technique) is also 
performed to facilitate the needle movement and to avoid 
bending of the small-diameter acupuncture needle. Use of 
a small-diameter acupuncture needle can reduce focal tis-
sue damage and decrease postinjection pain or discomfort. 
Because the temporary postinjection discomfort was much 
stronger in patients with FMS than in others, and lasted lon-
ger in patients with FMS compared with patients with sim-
ple MPS,96 it was suggested that this new treatment might 
be particularly beneficial to patients with FMS.28

Many authors have indicated the importance of eliciting 
LTRs during needling to obtain immediate and complete 
pain relief.* When an LTR is elicited, the patient usually 
feels a sharp pain with referred pain and muscle twitch-
ing. Such feeling is similar to that when a “De-Qui” effect 
is obtained during acupuncture therapy. Eliciting an LTR 
indicates that a sensitive locus (nociceptor) is encountered 
by the needle tip. In an animal study, both LTR and SEA 
were suppressed after repeated needling on the same locus 
in the rabbit MTrS region.22,180 It appears that after a sensi-
tive locus is encountered and an LTR is elicited, the irrita-
bility of this sensitive locus (nociceptor) can be suppressed. 
Needling of a key MTrP could also inhibit the irritability 
of satellite MTrPs as a result of the central desensitization 
phenomenon.108

The most likely mechanism of pain relief by needle 
stimulation is hyperstimulation analgesia.143 The strong pres-
sure stimulation to the MTrP loci (nociceptors) can pro-
vide strong neural impulses to the dorsal horn cells in the 
spinal cord, which might then break the vicious cycle of 
the “MTrP circuit.”87,92

Recommended Myofascial Trigger 
Point Injection Techniques

Basic Principles of Myofascial Trigger Point 
Injection
The important principles of MTrP injection are listed in 
Box 43-7. Before injecting an MTrP, it is important to con-
firm that the underlying pathologic lesion has been elimi-
nated and conservative therapies for MTrP inactivation 
have been tried. Then the key MTrP in the muscle should 
be identified, and pain recognition on this MTrP should 
be confirmed. During MTrP injection, the exact location 
of the MTrP should be identified. Then the needle tip is 
directed toward the MTrP region and moved in and out 
quickly to ensure that side-to-side movement of the needle 
is minimized. The quick needle movement can minimize 

*References 32, 33, 69, 84, 86, 88, 89.
tissue damage and can also provide a high-pressure stimu-
lation to facilitate the occurrence of LTRs. After completion 
of MTrP injection, both the skin-penetrating site and nee-
dle insertion sites should be compressed firmly to reduce 
bleeding (excessive bleeding can cause postinjection pain 
or soreness).

Preparation for Myofascial Trigger Point 
Injection

The recommended solution for MTrP injection is 0.5% 
lidocaine without epinephrine.84,184 Injection of local anes-
thetic might reduce the postinjection sore pain.86 Usually 
0.5 to 1 mL of solution is enough to inject one MTrP region. 
A 25-gauge needle that is 1.5 inches long can be used for 
deep muscles, or a 27-gauge needle that is 1.25 inches long 
can be used for superficial muscles. A 5- or 10-mL syringe 
can be held most comfortably for the MTrP injection.

The patient should be recumbent or in a comfortable 
sitting position for injection.84 A recumbent position is rec-
ommended for a patient with no previous experience in 
MTrP injection to avoid vasovagal syncope. The physician 
who performs MTrP injection should be in a comfortable 
sitting position with elbows (or forearms) and wrists (or 
hands) well supported. A pillow or blanket can be placed 
on the patient’s body part to aid this support if the physi-
cian has to put the wrist or hand on a certain body part of 
the patient.

Myofascial Trigger Point Injection Procedure

The injection procedure is outlined in Box 43-8. The exact 
site of the MTrP should be carefully located for needle pen-
etration by the index or long finger of the nondominant 
hand. The fingertip compresses the MTrP region firmly 
to direct the needle tip placement. The syringe is held 
tightly by the dominant hand with its thumb and long 
fingers, allowing the index finger to control the moving 
part of syringe for either a pushing or pulling movement 

Before considering MTrP injection
 •  Treat etiologic lesions
 •  Treat with conservative techniques for MTrP inactivation
 •  Pain recognition
 •  Identification of key trigger points

During MTrP injection
 •  Accurately localize the area of sharp tenderness and taut 

band
 •  Accurate placement of the needle tip
 •  Quick movement of the needle (fast-in and fast-out 

technique)
 •  Multiple needle insertions to elicit as many local twitch 

responses as possible

After MTrP injection
 •  Hemostasis: Firm compression on the area of injection
 •  Home program
 •  Physical therapy as indicated

 

BOX 43-7

Basic Principles of Myofascial Trigger Point Injection

MTrP, Myofascial trigger point.



(Figure 43-34). After skin sterilization, the needle is pushed 
through the skin at a site about 0.5 to 1.0 cm (depending 
on the depth of the MTrP) from the center of the MTrP with 
the needle approximately 45 degrees oblique to the skin 
surface. The oblique angle can be smaller if a deep muscle 
is injected. The needle is initially placed in the subcuta-
neous tissue layer in a direction toward the MTrP region 
under the site compressed by the directing the fingertip of 
the nondominant hand (Figures 43-35 and 43-36). Then 
the needle is moved quickly (about 20 to 30 mm/s) into 
the MTrP region. The solution is then injected into the 
sensitive locus when an LTR is elicited. A drop of solution 
(about 0.02 to 0.05 mL) is enough to inject into a sensitive 
locus (and the needle track). Injection of the solution into 
a site with no LTR elicited (nonsensitive locus) is not neces-
sary but is also not harmful. As soon as a drop of solution 
is injected, the needle is quickly pulled back to the subcu-
taneous layer. Then the needle is turned into a different 
direction for another in-and-out movement to search for 
another sensitive locus. This in-and-out needle movement 
is repeated many times to elicit as many LTRs as possible. 
Excessive insertions are unnecessary, however, and can 
cause tissue damage with subsequent excessive bleeding. 
If no LTRs can be elicited in several subsequent insertions 
in different sites (loci), the needle can be pulled out, and 
the injection procedure is completed. An experienced phy-
sician can make an accurate judgment about the adequacy 
of needle insertions by palpation of the MTrP to feel the 
consistency of the taut band. Immediately after injection, 
both epidermal and intramuscular sites of needle insertion 
should be compressed firmly for at least 3 minutes. A cold 
pack can be applied if there is any swelling at the injection 
site or excessive bleeding.

Preventing Adverse Effects of Myofascial 
Trigger Point Injection

The possible adverse effects of MTrP injection are listed in 
Box 43-9. The most likely complication of MTrP injection 
is the damage to muscle fibers with subsequently scar tissue 
formation (fibrosis). The muscle fiber is much smaller than 
the needle, and a direct cut of the muscle fibers is unlikely. 

 •  Identification of the MTrP
 •  Skin preparation: Sterilization (and analgesia)
 •  Skin penetration: To subcutaneous tissue layer
 •  Palpation of MTrP: Firm compression of MTrP with index 

or middle finger of the nondominant hand to direct the 
needle placement

 •  Insertion of the needle into the minute tender site with a 
“fast-in and fast-out” technique for searching sensitive loci 
(eliciting LTRs)

 •  Pulling the needle back to the subcutaneous layer after 
each insertion

 •  Injection of MTrP with a drop of 0.5% lidocaine if an LTR 
elicited

 •  Eliciting as many LTRs as possible by repeated needle 
insertions

 

BOX 43-8

Procedure of Myofascial Trigger Point Injection

LTR, Local twitch response; MTrP, myofascial trigger point.
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A large-bore needle or a side movement of the needle, how-
ever, can cause a stretching injury that can break the mus-
cle fibers. This can be prevented by straight, quick needle 
movements and by using a needle with a small diameter.

Another possible complication is an injury to the nerve 
fibers. Nerve fibers are even smaller than the muscle fibers. 
Nerve injury is prevented by the same methods used above 
to prevent muscle injury. When a nerve is penetrated or 
encountered by the injection needle, the patient will com-
plain of a tingling sensation similar to electrical shock. The 
feeling only lasts for a few seconds and then completely 
subsides.

Pull up Push down

FIGURE 43-34 Control of syringe—injection and withdrawal.

Subcutaneous tissue

Muscle fibers

MTrP

FIGURE 43-35 Injection of myofascial trigger point (MTrP).

Thick fat tissue

Muscle fibers

MTrP

FIGURE 43-36 Injection of a myofascial trigger point (MTrP) covered under 
thick subcutaneous tissue (fat).
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An injury to the surrounding blood vessels should also 
be avoided. Injection to a high vascularity region should 
be avoided. The pulsations of a large artery can be felt by a 
careful palpation. In case a small vessel is penetrated, firm 
compression on the injected region for several minutes 
can avoid excessive bleeding. Infection over the injected 
region can be avoided by careful sterilization. Occasionally 
patient can faint during or immediately after MTrP injec-
tion as a result of vasovagal syncope (e.g., fear of needle). 
Keeping the patient in a recumbent position during injec-
tion can avoid syncope. Other possible reasons of fainting 
include an excessive dose of local anesthetics or acciden-
tal intravenous injection of local anesthetics. The dosage 
for injection to each site is 0.5 to 1 mL of 0.5% lidocaine, 
which is a relatively low dosage.

Potential Causes of an Unsuccessful Myofascial 
Trigger Point Injection

Cause of Failure in Immediate Pain Relief

Most patients can have nearly complete pain relief imme-
diately after an injection using the above technique (Box 
43-10). If the palpation technique is unsatisfactory, how-
ever, the precise location of MTrP cannot be located, and 
either no or an inadequate number of sensitive loci will 
be encountered to elicit LTRs. Excessive needle insertions 

 •  Injury to muscle fibers
 •  Injury to nerve fibers
 •  Injury to blood vessels: Ecchymosis and/or hematoma
 •  Infection, rarely
 •  Syncope or anaphylactic reaction
 •  Internal organ injury

 

BOX 43-9

Possible Adverse Effects of Myofascial Trigger Point 
Injection

MTrP, Myofascial trigger point.

Technical factors
 •  No precise location of an MTrP
 •  Failure to elicit LTRs (not encountering the nociceptors)
 •  Incomplete inactivation of all sensitive loci in an MTrP 

region
 •  Excessive damage to muscle fibers, nerve fibers, or blood 

vessels

Diagnostic factors
 •  Inappropriate determination of a responsible MTrP (pain 

recognition)
 •  Inappropriate determination of a key MTrP
 •  Unreliable information from patients (e.g., pain location, 

intensity)
 •  Superimposed fibromyalgia syndrome
 •  Neurogenic pain or central pain

 

BOX 43-10

Causes of Failure in Immediate Pain Relief 
After Myofascial Trigger Point Injection

LTR, Local twitch response; MTrP, myofascial trigger point.
can cause muscle fiber damage and bleeding. Other fac-
tors are related to the inaccurate diagnosis of the key MTrP 
responsible for all clinical complaints (pain recognition) 
as a result of inappropriate provocative tests or inaccurate 
information from the patient. Patients with FMS, neuro-
genic pain, or central pain typically cannot have complete 
pain relief immediately after an MTrP injection.

Causes of Early Recurrence

If the underlying etiologic lesion cannot be eliminated, 
the duration of effectiveness of one MTrP injection is usu-
ally about 2 weeks.84,86 For the reasons listed in Box 43-11, 
however, MTrP pain recurrence after injection can occur 
earlier. The most likely factors causing an early return of the 
pain are incomplete inactivation of sensitive loci, excessive 
needle insertions that can cause bleeding, and inadequate 
hemostasis after injection. The self-care and home care are 
also essential in avoiding early recurrence of pain. Some 
conditions such as long-standing myofascial pain, FMS, 
neuropathic pain, or central pain, as well as existence of 
perpetuating factors, can also cause early recurrence after 
injection.

Summary of Myofascial Pain Therapy

The first step to treat myofascial pain is identifying and 
treating the underlying pathologic lesions that cause acti-
vation of MTrPs. To inactivate an MTrP, conservative treat-
ments including manual therapy combined with physical 
therapy modalities should be tried before aggressive pro-
cedures such as needling. Thermotherapy should be given 
before and after any manual therapy. Needling can provide 
immediate and complete relief of myofascial pain if it is 

Technical factors
 •  Incomplete inactivation of all sensitive loci in an MTrP 

region
 •  Excessive damage to muscle fibers, nerve fibers, or blood 

vessels
 •  Inadequate hemostasis after injection

Diagnostic factors
 •  Inaccurate diagnosis of the etiologic lesions
 •  Inappropriate treatment of the etiologic lesions
 •  Inappropriate evaluation and control of perpetuating factor
 •  Long-standing or chronic myofascial pain
 •  Superimposed fibromyalgia syndrome
 •  Neuralgic pain or central pain

Aftercare factors
 •  Inappropriate (excessive, inadequate, or inaccurate) medi-

cal care
 •  Medication, physical therapy, etc.
 •  Inadequate or inappropriate home program
 •  Inappropriate physical and/or mental activity
 •  Posture, daily living activity, working status (body 

mechanics, working environment, etc.), exercise, recre-
ation, social activity, etc.

 

BOX 43-11

Causes of Early Recurrence After Myofascial Trigger 
Point Injection

MTrP, Myofascial trigger point.



performed appropriately and accurately. Selection of treat-
ment procedures should be individualized.

Fibromyalgia Syndrome

Definition of Fibromyalgia Syndrome

FMS is a generalized chronic pain syndrome character-
ized by widespread pain and tenderness to palpation at 
multiple anatomically defined soft tissue body sites.163 Its 
comorbidities include depression, anxiety, insomnia, cog-
nitive dysfunction, chronic fatigue, endocrinopathies, irri-
table bowel syndrome, and dysfunction of the autonomic 
system. Primary FMS is defined as “pure” FMS having no 
association with any other medical condition. In some 
patients, FMS can accompany and complicate a variety of 
medical conditions, such as rheumatoid arthritis, systemic 
lupus erythematosus, and hypothyroidism. FMS associated 
with another medical condition is secondary FMS. The diag-
nosis of FMS is based on the American College of Rheuma-
tology (ACR) 1990 criteria for the classification of FMS (Box 
43-12).201 The major problem with these criteria is the lack 
of a gold standard diagnostic test for FMS. However, the 
development of ACR criteria has facilitated research regard-
ing this common painful condition, and these criteria have 
been applied to community clinical care.11

From history: Widespread musculoskeletal pain
Definition: For the past 3 months, pain has been experienced 
in four quadrants; the locations are counted as follows: both 
sides of the body, above and below the waist, in the trunk 
(e.g., cervical spine, anterior chest, thoracic spine, low back 
areas). Shoulder and buttock involvement count for both 
sides of the body. “Low back” counts as lower segment.

From examination: Pain induced by palpation of tender 
points
Definition: Pain must be inducible at 11 or more of the fol-
lowing 18 (9 bilateral) tender point sites:
1, 2. Occipitus: At the suboccipital muscle insertion
3, 4. Low cervical: At the anterior aspects of the intertrans-
verse spaces at C5–C7
5, 6. Trapezius: At the midpoint of the upper muscle border
7, 8. Supraspinatus: Near the origins, above the spine of the 
scapula
9, 10. Second rib: Upper surface just lateral to the second 
costochondral junction
11, 12. Lateral epicondyle: Extensor muscle, 2 cm distal to the 
epicondyle
13, 14. Gluteal: In upper outer quadrants of buttocks in ante-
rior fold of muscle
15, 16. Greater trochanter: Posterior to the trochanteric 
prominence
17, 18. Knees: At the medial fat pad proximal to the joint line 
and condyle

 

BOX 43-12

The 1990 American College of Rheumatology Criteria 
for the Classification of Fibromyalgia Syndrome

Modified from Wolfe F, Smythe HA, Yunus MB, et al: The American Col-
lege of Rheumatology 1990 criteria for the classification of fibromyalgia, 
Arthritis Rheum 33:160-172, 1990.
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Pathogenesis of Fibromyalgia Syndrome

The cause of FMS is still unclear. In the past, FMS was con-
sidered to be a somatic manifestation of an affective dis-
order.115,155 More evidence is accumulating, however, that 
FMS patients have reactive depression in response to this 
devastatingly painful illness.72,79,163,164

Some evidence has shown anatomic abnormality139 
and energy deficit10,140 in the skeletal muscles of people 
with FMS, but others have considered these abnormal find-
ings the result of the chronic deconditioning that typically 
occurs in FMS.173,204 It has been suggested that patients 
with FMS have low chemical energy levels because lower-
than-normal adenosine triphosphate levels in red blood 
cells have been detected.43,169

Neuroendocrine dysfunctions, such as functional abnor-
malities in the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis, sympa-
thoadrenal gland, and in the hypothalamic–pituitary–growth 
hormone axis, have been reported.2,39,48,67 Some FMS patients 
complain of dizziness and lightheadedness resulting from 
orthostatic hypotension.15,163 Measures of heart rate variabil-
ity (ratio of low frequency band divided by high frequency 
band = sympathetic activity/ parasympathetic activity) have 
shown persistently high sympathetic activity at night.141 This 
finding could be related to insomnia, morning stiffness, and 
daytime fatigue in FMS patients.163

The above phenomena could be directly related to or 
secondary to the basic cause of fibromyalgia. The most 
important characteristic finding relating to the patho-
genesis of FMS is neurosensory dysfunction.163 The neuro-
chemicals probably involved in the pathogenesis of FMS 
are serotonin (5-HT) and substance P. Serotonin is a neu-
rotransmitter for the descending antinociceptive system 
from brainstem raphe nuclei to the spinal cord. Activated 
Aδ and C fiber afferent neurons release substance P into 
the spinal cord dorsal horn. Substance P can contact with 
the neurokinin-1 receptors and facilitate nociception. In 
the spinal cord, 5.HT can inhibit the release of substance P. 
A dysfunction of the descending antinociceptive system is the 
most likely mechanism for the pain of fibromyalgia.5,36,163

In 1978, Moldofsky and Warsh151 first suggested that 
5-HT might be involved in the pathogenesis of FMS. This 
was based on the finding of a clinical correlation between 
FMS pain and the plasma concentration of tryptophan 
that can be metabolized by oxidative decarboxylation to 
5-HT.151 The serum and CSF concentrations of tryptophan 
were lower in FMS patients than in normal subjects.166,168 
Low serum concentration of 5HT was also found in FMS 
patients.105,165

It was found that the CSF concentration of substance 
P was higher in FMS patients than in normal subjects.167 
It has been suggested that CSF substance P is integrally 
related to changes in the severity of the symptomatic pain 
of FMS.163

A new development was the finding of elevated CSF 
level of nerve growth factor in some primary FMS patients 
but not in secondary FMS patients.60 Nerve growth fac-
tor can facilitate the growth of substance P–containing 
neurons and is involved in the process of neuroplasticity. 
It is likely that nerve growth factor can be important for 
the initiation or perpetuation of the painful symptoms of 
FMS.163
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Genetic predisposition in FMS patients has been found 
in a few studies.16,17,156,160,205 Evidence produced by fam-
ily studies has suggested that heritable, etiologic factors 
are shared by FMS and psychiatric disorders that tend to 
co-occur within individuals and their family members.16 
Recent studies of the genetic linkage of FMS clinical pat-
terns has provided strong support for the concept that 
there are subgroups of FMS, which present with unique but 
overlapping clinical manifestations.16,36,162

A much higher prevalence of FMS among females than 
among males can be explained by the fact that females 
have lower antinociceptive activity than males.163 This is 
supported by a study showing that a higher conversion rate 
of 5-HT to methylated 5-hydroxyindole acetic acid was sig-
nificantly lower in women than in men.153

Fibromyalgia Versus Myofascial Pain

The difference between myofascial pain syndrome and FMS 
is the pathogenesis: MPS is soft tissue injury induced by 
activation of MTrPs, whereas FMS is caused by a lower pain 
threshold related to dysfunction of the descending anti-
nociceptive system. Because FMS has lower pain thresh-
old, all nociceptors in the body are hyperirritable.163,198 In 
addition to the sensitized nociceptors in the MTrP region, 
a patient with FMS also has sensitized nociceptors (usually 
centrally sensitized) in other tissues (Figure 43-37). Theo-
retically the pain intensity should be symmetrical. Many 
FMS patients have asymmetrical pain, however, because 
of the FMS pain being superimposed on previous trauma. 
Before the onset of fibromyalgia, those affected might have 
no symptomatic pain (“cured”) from previous injury, but 
they still have lower threshold at the tender spots in the 
injured region. When they suffer FMS with generalized 
decrease of pain threshold, this previously injured region 
should be much more painful than the noninjured spots 
in the other side.

Tender Point Versus Trigger Point

In a broad sense, any point with tenderness is a tender 
point. Rheumatologic definition of a tender point, how-
ever, is “one of the eighteen designated soft tissue body 
sites that, when tender to palpation, help to identify fibro-
myalgia.”149 In fact, some of these defined tender points are 
MTrPs (points 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, and 14 in Box 43-12). 
A tender point should contain nociceptors and can have 
some characteristics of MTrP such as pain, referred tender-
ness, and referred pain.82 In many FMS patients, however, 
the pain distribution is so intense and widespread that 
referred pain cannot be perceived.

Clinical Manifestation of Fibromyalgia 
Syndrome

A typical FMS patient complains of chronic widespread 
severe pain involving bilateral body sites including the 
posterior neck, anterior chest, upper and lower back, shoul-
ders, buttock, and extremities.163 Most patients have pain 
for longer than 3 months. The pain description includes 
aching, throbbing, stabbing, lancing, or burning.163 The 
other common symptoms associated with FMS are listed in 
Box 43-13. These symptoms can “mix or match” at differ-
ent times in a given patient, but none of them is required 
for classifying a patient as having FMS.163

Management of Fibromyalgia Syndrome

The suggested approach to an FMS patient is summa-
rized in Box 43-14.163 Both the treating physician and 
the patient should accept the concept and the fact of FMS 

 •  Widespread pain
 •  Chronic insomnia
 •  Depression, anxiety
 •  Daytime tiredness resembling physical fatigue
 •  Prolonged morning stiffness
 •  Lightheadedness, dizziness, syncope
 •  Irritable bowel, abdominal pain, diarrhea
 •  Urinary frequency, urgency, sterile dysuria
 •  Others

 

BOX 43-13

Common Symptoms of Fibromyalgia Syndrome
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FIGURE 43-37 Myofascial trigger point (MTrP) and fibromyalgia tender points (TPs).



before management can be successful. The next step is to 
establish a diagnosis of FMS based on medical history, as 
well as careful examination according to the criteria sug-
gested by ACR (see Box 43-12). Laboratory and imaging 
studies should be used as needed to exclude other pos-
sible diseases. After that, the patient and family should 
be educated regarding the nature of FMS, options of 
treatment, prognosis, self-care programs, family support, 
interaction with the society, etc. Many education materi-
als are now available.163,189 It is important to educate the 
patient to take responsibility for the overall management 
of FMS.

A recently developed cognitive behavior therapy has 
been used in the control of pain for FMS patients.44 Patients 
treated with this cognitive behavior therapy program 
needed significantly fewer analgesics, and they achieved 
better responses in respect to depression and mental health 
than the control subjects.44

Many FMS patients have MTrPs in the painful regions 
and can be treated with physical therapy as mentioned 
above. A general exercise program has been recommended 
for FMS patients.142 It has been demonstrated that con-
ditioning exercise can activate the endogenous opioid 
system.104 Unaccustomed physical exertion, however, can 
induce severe body pain for several days.163

The most commonly advocated medication programs 
involve the use of low-dose tricyclic, sedative, hypnotic 
medication and analgesic-level dosage of a nonsteroidal 
antiinflammatory drug (NSAID).163 Amitriptyline, cyclo-
benzaprine, alprazolam, trazodone, and fluoxetine can 
increase serotonin availability. Hypnotic medication is 
used for sleep disorder, and low-dose NSAID is used for 
pain. Recent studies suggest that different subgroups of 
FMS patients might respond to different drugs, and some 
patients can benefit from the concurrent use of education, 
cognitive behavior, and exercise programs that address the 
comorbid problems frequently seen in FMS patients.36 
Close and regular follow-up evaluation is important in the 
management of these patients.

In conclusion, the pathogenesis of FMS is still uncertain, 
and the management is mainly focused on pain control. 
Most patients with FMS require long-term care. Further 
research studies on the pathology and management are 
critically necessary.

 •  Accepting the existence of fibromyalgia syndrome by both 
physician and patient

 •  Making accurate diagnosis via comprehensive evaluation
 •  Educating the patient, family, and society
 •  Encouraging patient to take an active role in self-care
 •  Supporting patient with psychologic or psychiatric 

management
 •  Treating patient with rehabilitation programs (including 

physical therapy, occupational therapy)
 •  Treating patient with medication
 •  Monitoring progress via regular follow-up evaluation

 

BOX 43-14

Suggested Management of Fibromyalgia Syndrome

Modified from Russell IJ: Fibromyalgia syndrome. In Mense S, Simons 
DG, editors: Muscle pain: understanding its nature, diagnosis, and treatment, 
Philadelphia, 2001, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins.
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CHAPTER 44

SPORTS MEDICINE
Mark A. Harrast, Scott Laker, and Erin Maslowski 
Physiatrists are uniquely qualified to serve as sports medi-
cine physicians and care for the recreational and competi-
tive athlete as well as those who exercise for health-related 
benefits. Physiatrists are trained extensively in musculo-
skeletal medicine and injury, functional rehabilitation, 
and coordinating and leading a team of professionals to 
optimize the care of patients. The sports medicine team 
includes the athlete, his or her family, specialty and pri-
mary care physicians, athletic trainers, physical and mas-
sage therapists, chiropractors, dieticians, psychologists, 
and coaches. Physiatrists are also skilled in prehabilitation, 
or preventive rehabilitation, which is an important aspect 
of the care for any athlete involved in routine physical 
training.
Exercise physiology, emergency medical care, and more 
routine medical care are also important to any well-
rounded sports medicine physician. This chapter covers 
the breadth of sports medicine for the physiatrist, includ-
ing the general role and medicolegal aspects of being a 
team physician, sporting event administration with a 
particular focus on emergency preparedness, athletic con-
ditioning and training principles, injury prevention and 
functional rehabilitation, biomechanics of sports, phar-
macology in sports, emergency assessment and care of the 
athlete, common medical and neurologic conditions seen 
in athletes, and finally a review of specific populations 
of athletes and their common ailments. This chapter is 
not intended to be a musculoskeletal medicine chapter 
because other chapters in this text cover in-depth mus-
culoskeletal issues that overlap with the musculoskeletal 
injuries seen in athletes.

Role of the Team Physician

The team physician has multiple, overlapping roles 
within the framework of the team itself, the individual 
athletes and their families, the school or overseeing orga-
nization, and the community. The primary responsibility 
is caring for the health and well-being of the individual 
athlete. The chief duties are to determine initial medi-
cal eligibility, provide care for the injured athlete, facili-
tate and determine return to play, create and maintain 
emergency preparedness, oversee the healthfulness of the 
team’s overall training program, supervise the personnel 
providing health care for the team, and protect against 
institutional and personal liability.124 The role of inter-
mediary for each of these groups is both a challenging 
and rewarding one. The team physician is responsible for 
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conveying information to other medical specialists, allied 
health professionals, athletic trainers, and coaches, as 
well as for creating and coordinating health care plans for 
the athletes.3

These multiple roles can at times be in conflict, and it is 
essential to recognize that the primary obligation is always 
to the athlete as patient. The specific details of confidential-
ity and the flow of information are defined by the Health 
Information Privacy and Portability Act. Specifically, the 
components of consent for treatment and the authoriza-
tion to release information are most pertinent to the team 
physician. It is prudent to review this document and the 
applicable state law as well as to discuss these matters with 
all involved parties (e.g., athletes, coaches, families) before 
issues arise.

Beyond the medical obligation to the athlete, there is an 
assumed medicolegal responsibility of a team physician. 
Physicians receiving financial or other obvious remunera-
tion for services are bound by normal medicolegal respon-
sibilities. The physician might be held legally liable if injury 
occurs as a result of negligence or treatment below the pro-
fessional standard of care. Those physicians who volun-
teer their services are typically covered by Good Samaritan 
laws, although these are not present in every state and vary 
from state to state. These laws often state that the services 
provided must meet the accepted standard of care to be 
protected.41 Professional organizations, universities, high 
schools, and individual physicians also have all been held 
liable for inadequate emergency preparedness.124 Prepar-
ticipation evaluations (PPEs) are not covered under Good 
Samaritan laws. In some cases, athletes might be legally 
allowed to participate despite a disqualifying PPE.

The team physician is also responsible for the final deci-
sion regarding clearance to play or return to play (RTP) 
after injury. These issues can be complex, and several 
fundamentals must be met before the athlete should be 
cleared. When recovering from an injury, the athlete must 
have completed appropriate rehabilitation; a health care 
professional must document the athlete’s recovery; and 
the risks of return must be discussed and documented. The 
team physician must obtain the appropriate consultant 
opinions when dealing with conditions or injuries outside 
the scope of his or her practice. Although some states have 
determined that athletic participation implies assumed 
risk, this is not universal. Team physicians have been held 
liable for injury occurring after full RTP has been granted. 
In cases of differing opinion of the team physician and a 
consultant, the final responsibility typically lies with the 
team physician.
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Event Administration

The two most common competition venues for the sports
medicine physician to practice are on the sidelines of a
sporting event (e.g., football, soccer, gymnastics) and at
mass participation endurance events (e.g., marathons, road
races, triathlons). These are unique venues that require
appropriate planning, organization, rehearsal, and com-
munication to provide optimal medical care for the event.

Both require significant preseason or pre-event plan-
ning.72 From an administrative perspective, it is essential
that the team physician or chief medical officer develops a
chain of command that defines the responsibilities of the
medical providers, emergency medical services, event offi-
cials, and other parties involved in the athletic event and
athlete care. Establishing and regularly rehearsing an emer-
gency action plan (EAP) is critical. Reviewing the medical
equipment that will be available at the event as well as the
protocols for attending to an injured athlete are standard
components of preparation. The team physician must also
assess environmental concerns and playing conditions and
have a policy to modify or suspend practice or competition
if adverse conditions exist.

Administering care at a mass participation endurance
event such as a marathon requires unique planning given
the sheer number of participants, the unique medical ill-
nesses encountered, the length of the course, the number of
medical sites needed, and the large medical team required
to staff such an event. Given its size, the potential impact
of the event on the community and its resources needs to
be accounted for in planning and implementation of such
events. These large mass participation events require the
coordination of public, private, and medical agencies, as
well as effective communication between them during race
planning and race day.

Although any marathon has a known number of people
requiring medical assistance (2% to 20% of participants
depending on event size, duration, and weather condi-
tions), if these numbers should increase unexpectedly,
there is a potential for the community resources to become
overwhelmed if not allocated appropriately.30,133 For this
reason, communication among the medical team, race
officials, emergency medical services, local hospitals, and
participants is critical to help prevent and respond to inci-
dents during the race. It is the role of the chief medical
officer of the event to coordinate these effective lines of
communication.

Medical staff of such events needs to be familiar with
the more common ailments that runners can present with
during or after the race to have the appropriate equipment
available in advance for appropriate treatment. Exercise-
associated collapse, a common medical entity seen in
marathon medical tents, has a broad differential diagnosis,
which includes fairly benign to potentially life-threatening
disorders (see below). Appropriate medical equipment for
a marathon includes devices for rapid electrolyte blood
testing, cardiac monitoring capabilities, automated elec-
tronic defibrillators (AEDs), rectal thermometers, rapid
warming and cooling protocols and equipment, and per-
sonnel and equipment for starting intravenous therapy.

Prevention of medical tent encounters is an even better
way to enhance the safety of the event. Preventing race day
maladies in marathoners requires education of the racers 
and properly coordinating appropriate resources (aid and 
fluid replacement stations) along the course. Educating the 
runners in the months, weeks, and even the day before and 
day of the event to “listen to their bodies,” train adequately, 
determine/estimate fluid needs before the race and stick to 
a plan during the race, and adjust race/time expectations if 
the weather conditions are adverse is an important strategy 
to lessen morbidity (and potentially mortality) during and 
after the race.

Principles of Conditioning 
and Training

Effective training programs require a fundamental under-
standing of strength, flexibility, and endurance devel-
opment, as well as the basic principles of specificity, 
individuality, periodization, overload, and tapering. Please 
refer to Chapter 18 on Therapeutic Exercise for an overview 
of strength, flexibility, and endurance training.

The body’s adaptation to physical training is metaboli-
cally and neuromuscularly specific to the exercise per-
formed. The principle of sport specificity highlights the 
importance of training in the same sport that the athlete 
will be competing in. For example, although cycling and 
cross-country skiing are valuable forms of aerobic exer-
cise, an athlete who is training to run a marathon needs to 
focus on running as the major component of training to 
ultimately maximize running performance. It must be real-
ized, however, that individuals respond differently to the 
same training stimulus. For example, a less-conditioned 
athlete will make larger gains in fitness than a more condi-
tioned athlete who embarks on a training program.

The principle of overload requires that the training stim-
ulus be greater than what the athlete normally performs 
in competition. Exercise frequency, duration, and intensity 
are manipulated to produce overload. These specific train-
ing variables (frequency, duration, and intensity) must be 
periodically increased for an athlete to progress (Box 44-1).

Periodization

Periodization is one structured training approach that 
highlights this concept. It was developed by a Russian phys-
iologist in the 1960s but has had a significant resurgence 
in today’s training programs (Figure 44-1). In periodiza-
tion, training is divided into defined “periods” to allow 
buildup of training stresses, time for rest and adaptation to 
training, and continual progression of fitness. These peri-
ods include macrocycles (commonly lasting 1 year), which 

F Frequency of training
I Intensity of training
T Type of exercise mode
T Time of exercise duration

 

BOX 44-1

Training Program Design Variables: FITT

From Frontera WR, et al: Clinical sports medicine: medical management and 
rehabilitation, Philadelphia, 2007, Saunders.



are divided into shorter mesocycles (commonly lasting 1 
month), which are then subdivided into microcycles (com-
monly lasting 1 week). Microcycles are generally the weekly 
training programs. Each mesocycle can be made up of four 
weekly microcycles with a gradual buildup of training fre-
quency and intensity over the first 3 weeks and then a slight 
decrease in the fourth week to allow for rest and the subse-
quent metabolic training adaptations to occur. The athlete 
is then ready to enter the next 4-week mesocycle and prog-
ress through another four weekly microcycles. The amount 
and intensity of training occurring in each mesocycle 
depend on where the athlete is in relationship to the com-
petitive season, which is how macrocycles are structured.

A typical year-long training program will have three 
macrocycles: preseason or “build-up phase,” competitive 
season or “maintenance and fine-tuning phase,” and finally 
a postseason or “recovery phase.” The preseason macrocy-
cle is typically the longest, occurring before the competi-
tive season. It is designed to develop fitness in anticipation 
of the more intense training to follow.162 During the pre-
season macrocycle the athlete generally focuses on higher 
volume and lower intensity exercise.

The competitive season macrocycle follows the pre-
season period. The focus of this cycle is to develop and 
maintain peak fitness with a focus on high-intensity train-
ing and sport-specific technique drills.162 Because of the 
higher intensity training, the volume must be significantly 
reduced.

Finally, the postseason macrocycle is a time for the 
athlete to recover from the previous year’s training and 
physically and mentally prepare for the next year of train-
ing and competition.162 The early portion of this period 
necessitates “active rest.” The athlete generally participates 
in unstructured, non–sport-specific recreational activities 
to allow for recovery from the stresses of the competi-
tive season. This is an important period for the athlete to 
adequately recover from injuries, prevent overtraining, and 
take a “mental break” from the competitive season.

During the competitive season, a typical microcycle 
includes a tapering period just before competition. The 
taper is a short period of reduced training before an impor-
tant competition with the goal of optimizing performance. 
Although it is well recognized that a reduction in training 
before competition improves performance, it not defini-
tively known what is the most ideal taper strategy regard-
ing altering training volume, intensity, and frequency.8,77,113 

A 12-month plan

Macro-
cycles Preseason Competitive Postseason

Meso-
cycles

Micro-
cycles

FIGURE 44-1 A template for a periodized training program. (From Bachl N, 
Baron R, Smekal G: Principles of exercise physiology and conditioning. In Frontera 
WR, et al, Clinical sports medicine: medical management and rehabilitation, Philadel-
phia, 2007, Saunders.)
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A recent metaanalysis demonstrated that the most efficient 
strategy to maximize performance gains appears to be a 
2-week taper during which training volume is exponentially 
reduced by 41% to 60%.19 This study found that the ideal 
taper for endurance athletes kept training intensity and fre-
quency stable, with only volume being progressively reduced.

Overtraining Syndrome

An important set of symptoms to be aware of for any 
athlete, coach, or sports medicine physician is that related 
to overtraining syndrome. When prolonged, excessive 
training occurs concurrently with insufficient recovery, 
the athlete might have unexplainable performance dec-
rements resulting in chronic maladaptations leading to 
overtraining syndrome.109 Common symptoms of over-
training syndrome in addition to an unexplained per-
formance decrement include generalized fatigue, mood 
disturbance, poor sleep, and increased rates of illness 
and injury. By definition, these symptoms persist despite 
more than 2 weeks of rest.158 The treatment is rest, from 
weeks to months, with gradual resumption of training. 
Prevention, however, is the best treatment, and following 
a periodized training program is one method to ensure 
adequate rest from more intense bouts of training.

Altitude Training

Altitude/hypoxic training is a controversial area of research 
and sports performance. Many elite endurance athletes 
incorporate altitude training into their typical training 
program in hope of enhancing performance in competi-
tion. For those athletes who do not live in mountainous 
areas, there are a variety of “altitude tents” on the market 
that can be used to simulate living at high altitude. Some 
controversy arose in 2006 when the World Anti-Doping 
Agency (WADA) considered placing “artificially-induced 
hypoxic conditions” on the Prohibited List of Substances/
Methods.166 Another area of controversy is the uncertain 
primary physiologic mechanism(s) responsible for the 
effect of altitude training on sea-level performance. The 
proposed mechanisms include accelerated erythropoiesis 
(increased erythrocyte volume) as the primary hematologic 
effect, as well as nonhematologic factors such as improved 
muscle efficiency at the mitochondrial level, glucose trans-
port alterations, and enhanced muscle-buffering capacity 
via pH regulation.60

Most scientists agree that the most effective form of alti-
tude/hypoxic training is the “live high–train low” method, 
whereby athletes “live high” to stimulate erythropoietin 
and subsequently increase erythrocyte volume and “train 
low” to train at a higher intensity with improved oxygen 
flux to induce beneficial metabolic and neuromuscular 
training adaptations.167 The controversy here comes from 
not knowing what the optimal “dose” of altitude train-
ing truly is. So far the research suggests that for athletes 
to derive the most beneficial hematologic effects while 
using natural altitude, they need to live at an elevation of 
2000 to 2500 meters for 22 hr/day for 4 weeks. For those 
using simulated altitude environments, 12 to 16 hours of 
hypoxic exposure might be necessary but at a higher eleva-
tion (2500 to 3000 meters).167
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Injury Prevention 
and Rehabilitation

Injuries that occur in the course of an athlete’s life will be
due to a multitude of causes. These include acute trauma,
overuse, and injuries secondary to poor technique. Cer-
tain injuries are predictable and even preventable in many
cases.

Kinetic Chain Assessment

The kinetic chain model is based on the idea that each
complex, athletic movement is the summation of its
constituent parts. For example, a quarterback’s throwing
motion is created through the action of feet on the play-
ing surface, loading of the lower limbs, rotation of the hips
and abdominal muscles, activation of the latissimus dorsi,
stabilization of the glenohumeral joint by the periscapular
muscles, loading of the throwing arm through the deltoid
and biceps, and finally from the upper limb motion of
elbow extension and wrist flexion. The upper limb acts as
a “funnel” for the energy generated by the core and lower
limbs.85 Each of the “links” in the chain must function well
to optimize performance and minimize potential tissue
trauma.

“Catch-up” occurs when an athlete tries to compensate
with one segment for a deficiency in a separate segment.
This phenomenon puts higher stress on the tissues of the
distal segment and predisposes it to injury.85 For example,
a runner mighty present with patellofemoral pain for a
variety of these reasons. This could simply be an overtrain-
ing phenomenon, or it might be due to weak or inhibited
hip musculature, abnormal foot and ankle biomechan-
ics, or poor running technique.105 Relief can be achieved
through resting the athlete temporarily, but the pain might
consistently return unless the causative issue is corrected.
The experienced sports medicine physician will identify
the tissue diagnosis and treat it appropriately, but will also
identify and correct all predisposing factors. It is important
that the physician is able to explain these concepts to the
athlete and the treatment team to achieve optimal results.

Rather than view all similar overuse injuries as the same
issue, the sports medicine physiatrist is able to break down
the complex motions of the athlete into the constituent
parts, identify the maladaptive pattern, and create a reha-
bilitation program that will prevent the injury from recur-
ring. When examining the injured athlete, it is vital to make
a biomechanical diagnosis rather than to focus exclusively
on the injured tissue. Although it is easy to focus exclusively
on the painful tissue, it is essential to assess the entire ath-
lete and his or her mechanics to make appropriate tissue
and biomechanical diagnoses (Table 44-1).

Evaluating an injured athlete involves a thorough dis-
cussion of the current problem, previous athletic injuries
in the same area, as well as potentially other seemingly
unrelated injuries. Discussion of training patterns, includ-
ing intensity and volume, as well as competition details
is important. Proper equipment fit and technique should
also be assessed. Differentiating between a slowly wors-
ening insidious process and a more acute injury is key
to creating an appropriate treatment plan. These subtle
distinctions can frequently reveal the underlying cause of 
the current injury.

The physical examination of the athlete must be focused 
on finding the biomechanical culprit, rather than focusing 
solely on the painful tissue. The athlete must be examined in 
detail to fully assess the possible causes of the injury. Select 
upper limb tests that help determine the role of the scapula 
in upper limb injuries include the scapular assistance test 
and the scapular retraction test.87 Core muscle function 
must be assessed dynamically and addressed as part of the 
rehabilitation plan.88 Examples of physical examination 
maneuvers to evaluate core muscular function in the ath-
lete are demonstrated in Figures 44-2 to 44-5. The kinetic 
chain assessment is designed to assess flexibility, strength, 
and functionality of the affected limb. The examination 

Table 44-1  Tissue Diagnosis and Biomechanical Diagnosis
Tissue Diagnosis Potential Biomechanical Diagnosis

Lateral/medial epicondylitis Posterior deltoid weakness

Hamstring strain Overly tight hamstring, weak gluteal 
musculature

Metatarsal stress fracture Supinated foot

Athletic pubalgia Weak core musculature, tight hip girdle

Shoulder impingement with 
 rotator cuff strain

Periscapular weakness or inhibition

Patellofemoral syndrome— 
patellar cartilage irritation 
or  chondromalacia

Quadriceps and gluteal weakness or 
inhibition, overpronation

Repetitive ankle sprains— 
anteriotalofibular ligament 
FL laxity

Weak peroneals, proprioceptive 
 dysfunction

FIGURE 44-2 Single leg squat.



essentially assesses multiplane sports-specific dynamics 
rather than single-plane, solitary joint movements.

Proprioception and neuromuscular control are vital, 
and often unrecognized, components of athletic activity, 
and loss of these is increasingly noted as a predisposing 
factor for injury. Commonly called “muscle memory,” 
these abilities help an athlete control the limbs throughout 

FIGURE 44-3 Sagittal plane evaluation.

FIGURE 44-4 Frontal plane evaluation.
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the full spectrum of motion. Deficits here can be subtle 
and difficult to assess in the typical office visit. Testing must 
be multiplanar and mimic the athlete’s typical motion 
patterns.

It is vital for the examining physician to have a thor-
ough understanding of the motions involved in the ath-
lete’s sport to make the appropriate changes; for example, a 
difference of 10 degrees in knee extension during the cock-
ing phase of a tennis serve increases the valgus load at the 
elbow by 21%.50 When necessary, this can be accomplished 
through discussion with the athlete, parent, coach, and/or 
trainer.

Prehabilitation

Prehabilitation is based on the concept that many sports 
injuries can be prevented if the athlete engages in an 
appropriate preseason “prehabilitation” program. Most 
of the scientific literature regarding prehabilitation pro-
grams focuses on noncontact anterior cruciate ligament 
tears.73,74,97 Poor form is also linked to numerous athletic 
injuries. Balance perturbation, plyometric training, and 
stretching programs all have a role in the prehabilitation 
of the athlete. Ideally, some of these issues can be assessed 
during the preseason physical examination and corrected 
before the start of the season. A large proportion of sports 
injuries are related to overuse, and it is wise to have a dis-
cussion of these issues with athletes and coaches in the pre-
season. Off-season cross-training, core muscle work, and 
cardiovascular preparation are generally considered key to 
a healthy season.

Prehabilitation can be viewed as an injury prevention 
program. These programs are sport-specific, and often 
position-specific, but always address the basic compo-
nents of all athletic movements and the potential “breaks” 
in the kinetic chain: (1) flexibility, (2) strength, and (3) 
endurance. These programs can be used preseason, post-
season, or during the season to treat previous injury or to 
prevent future injuries. For example, a soccer prehabilita-
tion program could involve daily postactivity stretching, 
strength and plyometric training three times per week, and 
cardiovascular exercise three times per week. A thrower’s 
prehabilitation program might involve a focus on daily 
postexercise range of motion (ROM), strength training two 
times per week, and daily technique practice, with pitch/
throw volumes increasing weekly. Additional focus can be 
placed on any component based on the individual athlete’s 
needs.

Injury Phases

Rehabilitation is guided by the status of the injured tissue, 
so an understanding of the timing of injury and recovery 
is essential. Injuries can be acute, subacute, chronic, or an 
exacerbation of a chronic condition. A detailed history is 
required because athletes will present at varying points 
of their tissue healing, and the treatment plan will have 
to be created appropriately. Four general phases are typi-
cally seen in tissue injury and repair. The physician caters 
the treatment to the individual tissue and the timing of  
the injury. The first phase involves the initial injury and the 
subsequent inflammation, edema, and pain. This phase is 
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A B

FIGURE 44-5 A, Plank. B, Side plank evaluation.
typically short, lasting days, depending on the severity of 
the injury. The reparative phase of the injured tissue might 
last from 6 to 8 weeks. It involves cell proliferation, granu-
lation tissue formation, and neovascularization. The last 
phase is remodeling, which occurs as the tissue matures 
and realigns.

Excessive inflammatory response or exuberant repair 
can result in poor outcomes. For example, problems expe-
rienced during the remodeling phase can result in excessive 
scar tissue formation and the development of recurrent/
chronic injury. Many athletes return before the tissue itself 
is adequately healed and experience reinjury or an exacer-
bation of their previous symptoms. This likely occurs if the 
injured tissue is not fully healed or if the new tissue has not 
adapted to tolerate the desired motion or inherent stresses 
of the sport.

Stages of Rehabilitation

Rehabilitation can be viewed as a three-stage spectrum from 
the acute stage to the recovery stage, and then to the final 
functional stage through return to full play (Table 44-2).86 
Each stage has individual goals that lead to the overall 
goal of RTP. The acute stage of rehabilitation is focused on 
managing the symptoms and signs of the injury. The classic 
PRICE (protection, rest, ice, compression, and elevation) 
approach is often followed. Medications, manual therapy, 
and physical modalities are also used during this phase. 
If necessary, bracing, injection, or surgery is performed to 
facilitate protection and future healing. ROM, strength, 
and cardiovascular fitness must be maintained as much 
as is possible and tolerated. This can be accomplished 
by exercising the upper body of an athlete with a lower 
body injury. Passive ROM must be viewed with caution in 
the acute to subacute injury phase because it might injure 
the tissue, leading to increased pain and inflammation. 
Isometric strength exercises can be prescribed during this 
stage, if tolerated, to decrease pain, edema, and potential 
atrophy. The athlete can advance to the next stage of reha-
bilitation if adequate pain control and near-normal ROM 
is achieved.

The recovery stage is often the longest part of the reha-
bilitation program and shifts the focus from symptom 
management to the restoration of strength and endurance 
as it applies to function. Tissue healing can continue at this 
time and will dictate the type of treatments recommended. 
Therapies move from passive to active during this stage. 
Flexibility, strength, symmetry, and proprioception are all 
addressed at this time.

Strength exercises advance from isometric to isotonic, 
including both concentric and eccentric movements. Open-
chain exercises are ones in which the distal segment is free, 
whereas closed-chain exercises are ones in which the dis-
tal segment is fixed. Closed-chain activities are designed to 
stabilize an injured segment or to decrease the force pass-
ing across a joint. They also allow for a stepwise approach 
to kinetic chain rehabilitation. The rehabilitation program 
should typically focus on correcting erroneous movement 
patterns rather than creating completely new patterns for 
the athlete to learn.

In the case of an athlete with a shoulder injury, the 
rehabilitation program moves from predominantly closed-
chain exercises, to axial-loaded exercises, to open kinetic 
chain exercises, to full sport-specific rehabilitation.108 
Kinetic chain rehabilitation is modified to the individual 
athlete’s symptoms and dysfunction. Rather than view 
this type of rehabilitation as a series of discrete steps, the 
physiatrist should consider it as a transition from dysfunc-
tion to function and adjust the treatment plan and timing 
accordingly.108

The parameters of the strength training program (rep-
etitions, resistance, speed, multijoint movements) can be 
adapted during this time, depending on the clinical sce-
nario. Preexisting kinetic chain issues or tissue overload 
issues from the current injury are addressed at this time 
as well. As the rehabilitation program continues, increas-
ingly athletic maneuvers (running, jumping, cutting) are 
used. Neuromuscular control (NMC) involves propriocep-
tion, muscle control, and the interplay between the two. 
Without sufficient NMC, the athlete might continue to 
be predisposed to future injury. This recovery phase is the 
most variable and has the highest potential for reinjury, 

Table 44-2  Typical Return-to-Play Phases
Phase Goal Timing

Phase 1 
(acute)

Allow injured tissue time to heal; decrease 
symptoms, maintain range of motion

<72 hr

Phase 2 
(recovery)

Increasing demands on the athlete; flexibil-
ity, strength, endurance training; kinetic 
chain corrections; maintain cardiovascu-
lar fitness through cross-training

Variable

Phase 3 
( functional)

Advance toward full return to play, advance 
cardiovascular fitness

2-4 wk
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FIGURE 44-6 The six phases of the baseball pitch.
as the tissue is actively remodeling. The athlete must be 
reevaluated frequently during this phase because setbacks 
are common and can require modification of the rehabili-
tation plan. The athlete can advance to the final stage once 
pain-free ROM is achieved and strength is 75% to 80% or 
greater (compared with the noninjured side).

During the final functional stage of rehabilitation, the 
focus remains on kinetic chain issues and technique errors. 
Strength balance, power, endurance, functional ROM, and 
NMC are aggressively addressed. Sport-specific drills are 
used during this stage and advanced to include practice. 
Full RTP is achieved when the injury is no longer painful; 
when there is normal flexibility, strength, and propriocep-
tion; and when appropriate sport-specific mechanics and 
sport-specific skills are achieved and reproducible. In many 
cases, this rehabilitation phase becomes the maintenance 
program.56

Biomechanics of Sports

Throwing

Pitching a baseball is a classic example of the body acting as 
a kinetic chain of motion where foot placement and ankle 
ROM will affect how the pitcher uses his or her shoulder 
girdle and subsequently throws the ball. If there is a “weak 
link” in the pitcher’s kinetic chain, there can be a predispo-
sition to injury because of the repetitive nature of pitching. 
Whole body activity is involved in transferring momentum 
from the body to the ball. The momentum begins with a 
drive from the large leg muscles and rotation at the hips, 
progressing through segmental rotation of the trunk and 
shoulder girdle, transferring energy through elbow exten-
sion, next through the small forearm and hand muscles, 
and finally to the ball. This transfer of momentum and 
subsequent energy is related to a series of body segment 
accelerations and decelerations. When an initial segment 
of the body (e.g., trunk) accelerates, the next segment (e.g., 
arm) within the kinetic chain is left behind. When the 
trunk decelerates, the momentum is transferred to the arm 
with an increased velocity of the arm that is accentuated by 
the forces acting on the shoulder/arm. This motion and the 
forces are ultimately transferred to the ball.

Approximately 50% of the velocity of a pitch results 
from the step and body rotation (from the potential energy 
stored in the large leg and trunk musculature).154 The other 
50% comes from the smaller muscles of the shoulder, 
elbow, wrist, and hand. When forward stride is not allowed, 
the peak velocity of a pitched ball decreases to 84%. When 
the lower body is restricted, it decreases to 64%. Peak veloc-
ities in water polo are approximately 50% that of baseball 
because of the lack of a ground reaction force.

The baseball pitch is composed of six phases (Figure 
44-6). Understanding these phases is critical to under-
standing, diagnosing, preventing, and treating throwing 
sports’ injuries.

Windup begins when the pitcher initiates motion and 
ends with maximum knee lift of the lead leg when the ball 
is removed from the glove. Push off of the stride leg allows 
the center of gravity of the body to move forward. Few inju-
ries occur in this early phase because the shoulder mus-
culature is relatively inactive and most forces arise in the 
lower half of the body.

Early cocking is next and is often called the stride 
phase.110 The stride leg extends toward the batter, as does 
the knee and hip of the pivot leg, propelling the body for-
ward into the stride. As the hips rotate forward, the trunk 
follows and subsequently, the throwing shoulder abducts, 
extends, and externally rotates, leaving the shoulder in a 
“semicocked” position. Again, in this early phase, there is 
less risk of injury because most forces are still being gener-
ated in the trunk and lower limbs; however, shoulder activ-
ity does become more evident. The trapezius and serratus 
anterior demonstrate moderate to high activity to protract 
and upwardly rotate the scapula. The middle deltoid gener-
ates the abduction force, and the supraspinatus fine-tunes 
humeral head positioning within the glenoid.

The next phase is late cocking. The hallmark of this phase 
is when maximal shoulder external rotation is obtained. 
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The shoulder begins this phase in approximately 50 
degrees of external rotation and ends in about 175 degrees 
at maximal external rotation. This extreme amount of rota-
tion allows the greatest accelerating force to the ball over 
the greatest possible distance. The amount of external rota-
tion obtained correlates with the speed of the pitched ball. 
A majority of injuries occur in the late cocking and decel-
eration phases of throwing (Box 44-2).121 For late cocking, 
this is due to the forces needed to stabilize the shoulder 
in this extreme ROM. The dynamic stabilizers of the ante-
rior shoulder (long head of the biceps, subscapularis, and 
pectoralis major) are very active in this phase. The static 
stabilizers (glenohumeral ligaments, capsule, and labrum) 
are active as well. The glenohumeral ligaments and capsule 
increase in laxity because of the extreme ROM in the over-
head athlete. This laxity is necessary for performance; how-
ever, overstretching these ligaments enhances the work of 
the dynamic stabilizers with a resultant potential for injury 
to them.

During the acceleration phase, the shoulder is powerfully 
internally rotated from 175 degrees of external rotation to 
90 to 100 degrees at ball release. Shoulder abduction is rela-
tively fixed in all throwers at 90 degrees. Trunk lateral flexion 
(and not shoulder abduction) generally determines what 
position the arm is in relative to the vertical plane. “Over 
the top” throwers have a greater amount of contralateral 
trunk flexion, and “sidearm” throwers have less contralateral 
trunk flexion. If there is less than 90 degrees of abduction as 
a result of fatigue, weakness, or just poor form, the common 
observation is a “dropped elbow.” “Hanging” or dropping 
the elbow results in a reduced pitch velocity and an increased 
risk of injury to the shoulder (rotator cuff) and the elbow 
(ulnar collateral ligament injury). Another common injury 
from the acceleration phase, particularly in older pitchers, is 
due to subacromial impingement as they internally rotate 
and adduct the abducted arm during acceleration.

The deceleration phase is manifested by large eccentric 
muscular forces of the posterior shoulder girdle to deceler-
ate that rapid internal rotation of the acceleration phase.20 
Deceleration begins after ball release and ends when the 
arm reaches 0 degrees of internal rotation. The posterior 
shoulder girdle is active in this phase, including the scapu-
lar muscles, rotator cuff external rotators (particularly the 
teres minor), and the posterior deltoid. Because of these 
large eccentric contractions, injury is common in this 
phase (Box 44-3).

The final phase of pitching is the follow-through phase. 
This is a “passive” phase where the body is merely catching 

 •  Anterior instability
 •  Internal (posterior-superior) impingement
 •  Type II SLAP lesion
 •  Articular surface rotator cuff tears
 •  Bicipital tendinopathy
 •  Medial tension injuries at the elbow
 •  Ulnar collateral ligament injury

 

BOX 44-2

Common Injuries in the Late Cocking Phase  
of Pitching

SLAP, Superior labrum, anterior to posterior.
up with the throwing arm. Low-grade eccentric loading of 
the shoulder musculature and little risk of injury are noted 
during this phase.

Because of the high risk of overuse injury in the young 
pitcher’s throwing arm, U.S. baseball has developed age-based 
pitch count guidelines to decrease this risk (Table 44-3).83 
For similar reasons, curve balls and sliders should not be 
pitched until the athlete reaches puberty. It is also recom-
mended that young pitchers not compete in baseball more 
than 9 months per year. During those 3 “off” months, they 
should not compete in other overhead arm sports, such as 
competitive swimming or javelin throwing.

Running

Notable differences are observed between a walking gait 
cycle (see Chapter 5) and a running gait cycle.120 One in 
particular is a third phase in running called the float phase. 
Float is a period when neither foot is in contact with the 
ground. It occurs at the beginning of initial swing and the 
end of terminal swing (Figure 44-7).

The walking gait cycle has a period of double limb sup-
port, which is not present in running, that occurs in the 
first and last 10% of the stance phase. The stance phase of 
gait is decreased from 60% while walking to 30% while 
running and 20% while sprinting. Consequently, as speed 
increases, the stance phase decreases. As speed increases, 
the velocity and range of lower limb motion increases, 
which in turn serve to minimize vertical displacement and 
improve efficiency. The body lowers its center of gravity 
by increasing hip flexion, knee flexion, and ankle dorsi-
flexion; consequently, the major kinematic difference 
between walking and running occurs in the sagittal plane 
of motion.

Faster running also changes foot contact.168 In slower 
running and walking, contact is typically heel to toe. As 
running speed increases, foot strike occurs with the forefoot 
and heel simultaneously, or the forefoot strikes initially 
followed by the heel lowering to the ground. In sprinting, 
the athlete maintains weight-bearing on the forefoot from 
loading response to toe-off.

Table 44-3  Age-Based Pitch Counts

Age
Pitches  
Per Game Per Week Per Season Per Year

9-10 50 75 1000 2000

11-12 75 100 1000 3000

13-14 75 125 1000 3000

Modified from USA Baseball Medical and Safety Advisory Committee, 2006.

 •  Posterior instability
 •  Isolated rotator cuff tears
 •  SLAP lesions
 

BOX 44-3

Common Injuries in the Deceleration Phase  
of Pitching

SLAP, Superior labrum, anterior to posterior.
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FIGURE 44-7 A comparison of the walking (A) and running (B) gait cycles. (Modified from Ounpuu S:  The biomechanics of walking and running, Clin Sports Med 
13(4): 843-863, 1994.)
The angle of gait is different between walking and run-
ning. This is the angle between the longitudinal bisection 
of the foot and the line of progression. This angle is 10 
degrees in walking. In running, this angle approaches 0 
degrees as foot strike is on the line of progression to allow 
more efficient locomotion by limiting deviation of the cen-
ter of gravity.

Swimming

Four competitive strokes are used in swimming: freestyle 
(crawl), backstroke, butterfly, and breaststroke. Four phases 
of the swim stroke are common to freestyle, backstroke, 
and butterfly. The first phase is the entry or catch. This 
encompasses hand entry into the water until the beginning 
of its backward movement. The propulsive phase is divided 
into two separate phases: pull and push. The pull phase 
ends as the hand arrives in the vertical plane of the shoul-
der. During the push phase, the hand is positioned below 
the shoulder and pushes through the water until its exit 
from the water historically at the level of the greater tro-
chanter. The final phase is the recovery phase, which entails 
the aerial return of the hand.

During the propulsive phases of swimming, the arm 
is moved through adduction and internal rotation start-
ing from a stretched position of abduction and external 
rotation. The pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi are the 
major contributors to this motion; however, the serratus 
anterior and the internal rotator function of the subscapu-
laris and teres major assist.156
During the recovery phase, scapular retraction is provided 
by the rhomboids and middle trapezius, whereby shoulder 
external rotation is provided by the posterior deltoid, teres 
minor, and infraspinatus. In preparation for hand entry dur-
ing midrecovery, the serratus anterior and upper trapezius 
upwardly rotate the scapula for shoulder stabilization.

Kick patterns are also an important part of swimming 
mechanics. In the flutter kick for the freestyle stroke, the 
knees should flex only about 30 to 40 degrees, and hip flex-
ion should be minimal. The breaststroke kick is a whip-kick 
that creates a significant valgus moment at the knee. Because 
of this increased knee valgus, medial knee injuries in breast-
strokers are common. The pain can be from a medial col-
lateral ligament sprain or a medial plica/synovitis.

General rehabilitation and prehabilitation principles 
have been established for swimmers with shoulder pain 
with which all sports medicine clinicians should be famil-
iar. The overarching principle is that most shoulder pain in 
swimmers (impingement and rotator cuff tendinopathy) 
is due to dynamic muscle imbalances, weakness, and bio-
mechanical faults, and not hard anatomic factors. A major 
tenet of shoulder rehabilitation for the swimmer is scapu-
lar stabilization, with a prime focus on endurance training 
of the serratus anterior and lower trapezius. The serratus 
anterior is a muscle of particular focus because it has been 
demonstrated to function at 75% of its maximum test abil-
ity in swimming and is active throughout the swim stroke 
cycle.143 Other tenets of shoulder rehabilitation in swim-
mers include stretching the internal rotators and posterior 
capsule and cervical and thoracic mobilization.
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Jumping and Landing

The biomechanics of jumping and landing in sports is 
particularly well researched in the setting of noncontact 
anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries of the knee. Non-
contact ACL injuries occur more frequently with the knee in 
less flexion.172 In this position there are greater knee exten-
sor loads with greater forces creating anterior tibial trans-
lation and subsequent ACL injury. A well-defined gender 
difference is observed in jumping and landing mechanics 
that is likely one reason for the higher rate of noncontact 
ACL injuries in female athletes.29 Female athletes land more 
erect with less knee and hip flexion. They land with less hip 
external rotation and abduction. They also generally have 
an imbalance of increased quadriceps to hamstrings activa-
tion ratio, creating greater knee extension and lesser knee 
flexion forces. One goal of ACL injury prevention programs 
is to improve jumping and landing technique by increas-
ing knee and hip flexion during landing and balancing the 
quadriceps to hamstring activation ratio.

Pharmacology in Sports

“Doping” refers to any substance or method used to increase 
performance, possibly at the detriment of the health of the 
athlete or the ethics of the competition.43 WADA was cre-
ated to unify the control of the fight against doping. WADA 
rulings are accepted by all National Olympic committees, 
the International Olympic Committee (IOC), Paralympics 
committee, national governments, and international sports 
federations. The agency, based in Montreal, Canada, con-
sists of government representatives from all continents and 
members of the Olympic movement. The World Anti-Dop-
ing Code was developed in 2003 and enforced in 2004, with 
a complete listing of banned substances and methods.43 A 
brief history of doping in sports is presented in Box 44-4.

A summarized list of substances banned by WADA is 
available online. Banned substances are divided into those 
that are banned in and out of competition and those that 
are banned in competition only.170 The lists of drugs and 
supplements banned by the National Football League 
(NFL), National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), 
and other organizations are also available online.114

When an athlete has an illness or condition that requires 
treatment with a banned medication, a therapeutic use 
exemption (TUE) can give that athlete the authorization 
to take the needed medicine. Per WADA, all international 
federations and national antidoping organizations must 
have a process in place whereby athletes with documented 
medical conditions can request a TUE.69

The following is a brief overview of therapeutic and 
 performance-enhancing drugs and supplements, all of 
which are given careful consideration by these agencies.

Therapeutic Drugs

Analgesics

Acetaminophen can be linked to decreased muscle build-
ing after exercise (to an extent similar to that of ibupro-
fen). Prostaglandins are normally released after eccentric 
resistance exercise. This response might be blunted after 
consumption of maximal doses of ibuprofen or acetamin-
ophen, profoundly influencing the anabolic response of 
muscle to this type of exercise.155

Antiinflammatories

One study found that 15% of high school football play-
ers used nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) 
daily.160 Although the pain relief provided by NSAIDs 
might enhance performance, NSAIDs are not considered 
ergogenic. NSAIDs can mask pain and interrupt a natural 
defense mechanism for preventing injury. Because of their 
antiinflammatory effects, NSAIDs likely inhibit the pro-
duction of prostaglandin E2, which is known to play a role 
in bone healing.125 Consequently, in those with suspected 
or known fractures, NSAIDs might be contraindicated.

Corticosteroids are potent antiinflammatories. In gen-
eral, their use is prohibited by WADA when given orally, 
rectally, intravenously, or by intramuscular injection. Topi-
cal preparations for skin, eye, ear, nose, or buccal cavity, or 
for iontophoresis are allowed. For applicable athletes, epi-
dural or intraarticular steroid injections or inhaled steroids 
require a TUE.170

Antihypertensives

Experts recommend diuretics as first-line treatment of 
hypertension, possibly with early addition of a β-blocker 
or angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor (ACE-I).150 
Because of the side effect profile diuretics and β-blockers 
portend to athletes, however, ACE-I or calcium channel 
blockers can be considered first-line agents. The detection 
and management of hypertension and the efficacy of vari-
ous agents are beyond the scope of this chapter. Rather, this 
discussion will focus on the aspects of these medications 
that impact athletes.

Diuretics can decrease plasma volume, cardiac out-
put, and peripheral vascular resistance. Dehydration and 

 •  World War II—Steroids used in the belief that male hor-
mones could benefit the emaciated prisoners rescued from 
concentration camps

 •  1950s–1960s—Amphetamines and anabolic steroids 
widely used by athletes

 •  1962—International Olympic Committee passed a resolu-
tion against doping, banned steroid use

 •  1967—Medical commission started medical controls in 
1968 Olympics

 •  1976—Anabolic steroids controlled for the first time in 
Olympics

 •  1988—First gold medal to be stripped in track and field 
because of doping

 •  1990—The Anabolic Steroid Act passed
 •  1998—The World Anti-Doping Agency formed in Montreal
 •  2003—The World Anti-Doping Code is passed

 

BOX 44-4

History of Doping and Drug Monitoring

Modified from Calfee R, Fadale P: Popular ergogenic drugs and supple-
ments in young athletes, Pediatrics 117(3):e577-589, 2006; de Rose 
EH: Doping and sports. In Clinical sports medicine, Philadelphia, 2007, 
Saunders; Silver MD: Use of ergogenic aids by athletes, J Am Acad Orthop 
Surg 9(1):61-70, 2001.
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electrolyte alterations might result in cramps or even heat 
stroke. For amateur athletes, the benefits of antihyperten-
sive therapy with diuretics likely outweigh the risks. In the 
case of elite athletes, diuretics are banned in part for their 
theoretical ability to increase urine output and mask use of 
other banned agents (although this method rarely works 
optimally).125

β-Blockers can reduce exercise tolerance by increasing 
perceived effort. They can also inhibit glycolysis and gly-
cogenolysis with resulting hypoglycemia after exercise. The 
negative chronotropic effects of β-blockers can decrease 
heart rate recovery after exercise. β-Blockers are banned in 
certain sports because of their anxiolytic effects.125

Diabetes Drugs

Insulin doses might need to be adjusted for persons 
with insulin-dependent diabetes starting a new exercise 
program. A 20% to 40% reduction is typical because of 
increased insulin sensitivity with exercise. High-intensity 
exercise (i.e., greater than 80% Vo2max) can cause a tem-
porary increase in blood glucose secondary to increased 
sympathoadrenal activation. In that situation, supplemen-
tal insulin, if used, should be given at a smaller dose than 
given for hyperglycemia at rest.13,81

Intramuscular injections of insulin should be avoided 
because muscle contraction can accelerate insulin absorp-
tion. Heat can increase absorption rates of insulin, whereas 
cold can decrease absorption rates. Therefore athletes with 
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus should avoid modali-
ties that use extremes of temperature, for example, hot or 
cold whirlpools. Extreme ambient temperature can also 
reduce insulin action in athletes.81

Asthma Drugs

Exercise-induced bronchospasm (EIB) can be treated effec-
tively with a short-acting β-agonist, such as albuterol, within 
15 minutes before exercise.150 If not sufficient to prevent 
symptoms, cromolyn (a mast cell stabilizer) can be added. 
Inhalation of either cromolyn sodium or a β-agonist, or 
both, 15 minutes before exercise is almost always success-
ful in blocking EIB and airway inflammation.93

For patients who have chronic persistent asthma (forced 
expiratory volume in 1 second <80% of predicted and 
symptoms greater than twice a week), inhaled corticoste-
roids are standard treatment. Inhaled corticosteroids do 
not appear to have ergogenic or anabolic effects.125

Performance-Enhancing Drugs

Anabolic Steroids

It is estimated that 1 to 3 million athletes in the United 
States alone have used anabolic steroids (AS),145 with 
annual market sales well in excess of $100 million.152 The 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention found an over-
all prevalence of lifetime steroid use in females, grades 9 to 
12, to be 3.2%.104 Furthermore, as many as 1 in 10 steroid 
users is a teenager.94 One study found that 6.3% of high 
school varsity football players were current or former AS 
users.63

AS have three general effects that enhance athletic per-
formance. By binding androgen receptors, AS stimulate 
messenger RNA synthesis, increasing structural and con-
tractile protein synthesis94,152 and producing an anabolic 
state.22 AS are also anticatabolic via competitive inhibi-
tion of the glucocorticoid receptor, inhibiting the catabolic 
effects of cortisol,152 preserving muscle mass.22 Finally, 
AS have emotional effects, pushing athletes to train more 
intensely and more often.22

Because AS are illegal, studying their health risks and 
side effects is a challenge. Inconsistent formulations, dos-
ing, and training habits make it difficult to derive statis-
tically sound conclusions. Some studies show minimal 
effects on body composition and strength, whereas others 
show that supraphysiologic doses of testosterone (or its 
derivatives) can lead to an increase in lean mass and mus-
cle size in humans (Table 44-4).152 Typical users of steroids 
can take 10 to 40 times the prescribed dosage for disease 
states.63,80,104,152 Users often share needles, at a rate of up 
to 25% in adolescent users, with reports of HIV, hepatitis 
B and C, and abcesses.152 Premature deaths have resulted 
from AS use, most commonly as a result of suicide and 
acute myocardial infarction.80

The Anabolic Steroid Control Act of 1990 prohibited 
the use of steroids for any use other than disease treat-
ment, thereby classifying “AS” as Schedule III drugs within 

Table 44-4  Negative Effects of Anabolic Steroids
System Effects

Cardiovascular Increases in total LDL
Decreases in HDL
Hypertension
Myocardial ischemia (imbalance between 

 myocardial oxygen supply and demand)
Myocardial infarction
Cerebrovascular accident

Hepatic Hepatocellular dysfunction (abnormal liver 
function tests)

Peliosis hepatis (benign intrahepatic vascular 
disorder)

Hepatocellular carcinoma

Male reproductive Oligospermia, azoospermia
Gynecomastia
Decreased testicular size

Female reproductive Decreased LH, FSH
Decreased progesterone
Menstrual irregularities
Male pattern alopecia
Hirsutism (irreversible)
Clitoromegaly (irreversible)
Deepening voice (irreversible)

Skeletal Premature closure of the epiphyses

Skin Acne (increased number of sebaceous glands)
Striae

Psychologic Decreased libido
Mood swings
Hypermania/hypomania
Aggressive behavior (“roid rage”)
Withdrawal
Depression
Addiction

From Laos C, Metzl JD: Performance-enhancing drug use in young athletes, Adolesc Med Clin 
17(3):719-731, abstract xii, 2006.
FSH, Follicle-stimulating hormone; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; LDL, low-density 
 lipoprotein; LH, luteinizing hormone.
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the Controlled Substances Act. AS are banned by all major
sporting leagues,104 the IOC, and the NCAA.80

Erythropoietin and Blood Doping

Endurance athletes are particularly sensitive to the oxygen-
carrying capacity in their blood. For years, athletes sought
a competitive advantage by training at altitude or sleeping
in altitude tents. This effect can be reproduced by blood
doping, blood transfusion, or administration of the drug
recombinant human erythropoietin (rhEPO).27,152

Erythropoietin (EPO) is a glycoprotein hormone pro-
duced mainly in the kidney in response to tissue hypoxia.
EPO is part of a negative feedback cycle that controls tissue
oxygen delivery by controlling the number of erythrocytes
in the blood.136 Both rhEPO and transfusions have been
shown to increase Vo2max.16,152

The risks of artificially elevated hemoglobin/hemato-
crit include stroke, myocardial infarction, and pulmonary
embolism. Blood transfusions, even conducted according
to hospital procedures, carry risks for infection, including
HIV and hepatitis, as well as transfusion reaction.152

Stimulants

Stimulants might be the most common and underrecog-
nized supplement used by high school athletes. Common
stimulants include caffeine, ephedrine (ephedra or ma
huang), pseudoephedrine, neosynephrine, amphetamines,
and methamphetamines.63 Stimulants increase arousal,
respiratory rate, heart rate, and blood pressure. Side effects
include dizziness, insomnia, agitation, restlessness, anxiety,
confusion, paranoia, hallucinations, dyskinesias, gastroin-
testinal disturbances, heat intolerance, stroke, myocardial
infarction, arrhythmia, and death.63

Pseudoephedrine (Sudafed) is a commonly used drug in
this class. Although improved cycling power output10 and
pace in a 10-km run11 have been demonstrated in studies of
this drug, other trials contradict these findings.59 Pseudo-
ephedrine is a chemical precursor in the illicit manufacture
of methamphetamine. Federal policies now restrict sales by
limiting purchase quantities to consumers of a minimum
age.55 Pseudoephedrine is monitored in competition but is
not included on the prohibited list.115

The herbals ephedra and ma huang have similar struc-
tural properties and physiologic effects to pseudoephed-
rine.55 Ephedra and ephedra-containing products were
taken off the market in 2004.104 Ephedra is banned by the
NCAA, IOC, and major league organizations.104

Caffeine is an adenosine receptor antagonist with stim-
ulant properties.55 Studies have shown that caffeine is
ergogenic in most, if not all, exercise situations, with few
negative effects during exercise.62 Caffeine acts by binding
to adenosine receptors in most tissues, including brain,
heart, smooth muscle, fat, and skeletal muscle, with a wide
spectrum of interacting responses. Caffeine also stimulates
the secretion of epinephrine62 and the central nervous sys-
tem and enhances peripheral neuromuscular transmission
and muscle contractility.55 Side effects of caffeine include
nausea, heart palpitations, headache, and muscle tension.
Caffeine might also act as a diuretic, although no stud-
ies have shown a risk for dehydration in athletes.55 Caf-
feine is monitored in competition but is not prohibited by
WADA.170
Supplements

A drug is any substance that exerts an effect on a body sys-
tem, but a supplement is defined as a substance taken to 
augment the diet. Regulatory bodies within the U.S. gov-
ernment handle drugs and supplements differently, and 
supplement manufacturers are not held to the same stan-
dards as drug companies. Supplement manufacturing is 
overseen by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and 
treated as food as long as no drug claims are made.63

Most experts agree that a well-balanced, isocaloric diet 
of commonly available food is sufficient to guarantee 
basic nutritional requirements for most athletes, including 
macronutrients (carbohydrates, proteins, and lipids) and 
micronutrients (vitamins, minerals, and trace elements).45 
Despite this, many athletes take mega-doses of essential 
nutrients as dietary supplements (amino acids, vitamins, 
minerals), at times above tolerable levels.45 The supple-
ment industry was estimated to earn $1.2 to $3 billion per 
year.94 Studies have found that 25% to 38% of high school 
athletes surveyed used supplements.63 A 2002 metaanalysis 
found that of the more than 250 dietary products available, 
only β-hydroxy-β-methylbutyrate and creatine supple-
ments have sufficient scientific evidence to conclude that 
they significantly augment lean body mass and strength 
with resistance training.118

Creatine

According to one source, 90% of weightlifters and body-
builders in the United States are regular users of creatine 
(Cr). They tend to be male, have an average age of 32 
years, attended college, and have a substantial income.127 
In a survey of NFL trainers and team physicians, all teams 
had players actively taking the supplement, with estimated 
usage 33% to 90%.152

Cr, a naturally occurring compound made from amino 
acids glycine, arginine, and methionine, is the most 
popular nutritional supplement on the market.94,152 It 
is proposed that Cr phosphate supplementation ben-
efits short- duration, high-intensity, repetitive exercise by 
enhancing adenosine triphosphate regeneration.94,125

Cr appears to be most effective for activities that involve 
repeated short bouts of high-intensity physical activ-
ity,63,152 such as jumping, sprinting, and cycling.12 When 
maximal force or strength is the outcome measure, Cr has 
consistently been found to significantly impact force pro-
duction regardless of sport, sex, or age.152

Common side effects of Cr include muscle cramping 
and gastrointestinal distress.127 A number of cases of renal 
failure have been reversed with withdrawal of Cr supple-
mentation.94,152 It is notable that most studies in the lit-
erature were short term with healthy subjects. Also, there 
are insufficient data on the possible effects of Cr on other 
Cr-containing tissues, such as the brain, cardiac muscle, or 
the testes.152

Because it is not classified as a drug, Cr is not under 
direct regulation by the FDA and is widely available over 
the counter.152 The NCAA does not allow member teams 
to provide Cr to its players. According to one survey, 40% 
of NFL teams provided Cr for their players.152

For a summary of drugs and supplements used in sports, 
see Table 44-5.
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Table 44-5  A Summary of Drugs and Supplements Used in Sports
Drug/Supplement 
(Street Name in 
Parenthesis) Postulated Effect

Evidence of 
Effectiveness Adverse Effects Legal Status

Anabolic steroids 
 (testosterone or “T,” 
designer steroids)

Increase lean muscle mass Effective Significant, multiple systems Illegal unless prescribed  
for disease state

Androstenedione and DHEA 
(Andro)

Increase testosterone and lean 
muscle mass

No effect with 
 androstenedione; DHEA 
with some benefits in 
patients >70 yr old

Possible cardiovascular effects Prohibited by WADA, 
NFL, and NCAA; 
 androstenedione  
is illegal

β-Hydroxy-β-methylbutyrate 
(HMB)

Decrease protein breakdown; 
increase synthesis

Mixed None, but long-term data 
lacking

Legal

Blood transfusion or 
 erythropoietin (doping, 
EPO)

Increase endurance and 
 oxygen delivery

Effective Significant cardiovascular risks Prohibited by WADA, 
NFL, and NCAA

Caffeine Increases energy, systemic 
effects not fully known

Effective Minimal Legal

Creatine Increase muscle mass and 
strength

Effective Few case reports of renal 
failure; proposed risk of 
dehydration

Legal

Ephedrine, pseudoephedrine 
(Ma huang, guarana)

Increases energy, metabolism, 
decreases fatigue

Mixed Significant cardiovascular, 
 psychiatric risks, and others

Prohibited by WADA,  
NFL, and NCAA

Human growth hormone Increase muscle protein 
 synthesis and strength

Lack of evidence Significant Illegal unless prescribed  
for disease state

Modified from Bemben MG, Lamont HS: Creatine supplementation and exercise performance: recent findings, Sports Med 35(2):107-125, 2005; Fields J, Turner JL: Performance-enhancing 
sports supplements. In Sports medicine and rehabilitation: A sport specific approach, ed 2, Philadelphia, 2009, Wolters Kluwer Lippincott Williams & Wilkins; Jenkinson DM, Harbert AJ: Supple-
ments and sports, Am Fam Physician 78(9):1039-46, 2008.
DHEA, Dehydroepiandrosterone; WADA, World Anti-Doping Agency; NFL, National Football League; NCAA, National Collegiate Athletic Association.
Preparticipation Examination

The primary goals of the PPE are to (1) identify life- 
threatening conditions, (2) identify conditions that can 
limit competition, (3) identify factors that predispose the 
athlete to injury, and (4) meet the legal requirements of the 
institution and state. Added opportunities of the PPE are to 
discuss preventative health, high-risk behaviors, establish 
rapport with the athlete, and evaluate the general health of 
a potentially underserved population. The Preparticipation 
Physical Evaluation is a consensus publication by the major 
sports medicine associations and is an excellent guide for 
the team physician.4 The PPE encourages safe participation 
and disqualifies fewer than 1% of high school athletes and 
0.2% of college athletes. However, 14% of athletes have 
been found to require further evaluation.61 The PPE should 
be performed with enough lead time to allow appropriate 
subsequent investigation before the season begins.

The PPE is not intended as a substitute for a comprehen-
sive visit with a primary care physician. It typically does not 
allow for extended time for individual education, but it is a 
potential opportunity for the sports medicine physician to 
identify factors that are associated with future injury. When 
appropriate, the athlete should have an extended muscu-
loskeletal examination assessing flexibility, strength, tech-
nique, and neuromuscular control. If abnormalities are 
found, the athlete should be referred to physical therapy 
for a prehabilitation program.

The most common settings for the PPE include indi-
vidual examinations performed in the physician’s office, 
station-based examinations, and group locker room exam-
inations. Although individual examinations are the most 
commonly performed, station-based examinations might 
lead to more effective identification of musculoskeletal 
issues.48 Individual examinations have the advantage of 
added privacy and offer more opportunity to discuss other 
general health and safety issues.

Current review of systems, medical history, surgical his-
tory, injury history, gynecologic history, family history, 
and vaccination history are recorded. Screening questions 
in regard to performance-enhancing drugs/supplements, 
nutrition, drug, alcohol, and medication (including over the 
counter and supplement) use are also reviewed.

Height, weight, vital signs, hearing examination, and 
visual examination are performed and recorded. Normal 
values for blood pressure in the adolescent and pediatric 
population should be available for the examiner. The phys-
ical examination can be performed by different providers 
but must include the head, ears, eyes, nose, throat, cardio-
vascular examination, pulmonary auscultation, abdominal 
examination, genitalia (males only) examination, hernia 
palpation, skin examination, neurologic examination, and 
musculoskeletal examination (Figure 44-8). The female 
genitourinary examination is deferred to the primary care 
physician.

Many subspecialties might be involved in the PPE. 
It must be decided who is the lead physician before the 
decision-making process. It is also vital for the individual 
providers to be able to identify suspicious findings outside 
of their own area of specialty and refer to the appropriate 
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Blood pressure Heart rate Respirations Height Weight Vision Hearing

System

HEENT

Cardiovascular

Pulmonary

Abdomen

Extremities

Musculoskeletal

Neurological

Skin

Full-clearance, no restrictions

Cleared with the following restrictions

Not cleared for participation.

Not cleared for participation.

Recommend further consultation with

Normal Abnormal findings

FIGURE 44-8 Example of a preparticipation examination form.
specialists when necessary. A provider who is unsure of a 
finding should always refer to a specialist for further inves-
tigation or consultation on final clearance to play, rather 
than make the decision on his or her own.

Clearance to Play

The lead physician must make the determination to clear 
the athlete without restrictions or with recommendations 
for further evaluation or treatment. Alternatively, athletes 
might not be cleared for participation in certain sports or 
might not be cleared for participation in any sport.

Cardiovascular Screening

Sudden cardiac death (SCD) is a rare and devastating 
condition seen at all levels of sport. The American Heart 
Association’s (AHA) recommendations for cardiovascu-
lar screening include specific questions regarding family 
history, personal history, and a thorough physical exami-
nation (Box 44-5). Controversy exists in sports medicine 
regarding screening electrocardiograms (ECG) and echo-
cardiography. The AHA currently does not recommend 
screening 12-lead ECG, echocardiograms, or exercise stress 
testing for athletes without risk factors.102 The IOC and 
the European Society of Cardiology recommend screening 
ECG as part of the PPE, in part because of different eti-
ologies of SCD between the United States and Europe.38 
The AHA decision not to recommend this extra screening 
is based on the low prevalence of SCD, limited resources, 
impracticality of mass screening, and the lack of a physi-
cian base to interpret the ECG, as well as the consequences 
of false-positive test results.38,102 Hypertrophic cardio-
myopathy (HCM) is the most common cause of SCD in 
American athletes. It is an autosomal dominant disease, 
and detailed family history might detect premature cardiac 
death and lead to further diagnostic testing in the athlete. 
Echocardiography is the most effective way of diagnosing 
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HCM but would require the screening of 200,000 athletes 
before finding one with the condition.51

Medicolegal Aspects of the Preparticipation 
Evaluation

The majority of the responsibilities of a volunteer team 
physician are covered by Good Samaritan laws. The PPE 
is a notable exception. A physician might be held liable 
for malpractice if an athlete is cleared to play despite the 
presence of a medically contraindicated condition. Liabil-
ity waivers and similar documentation are not acceptable 
in the presence of medically contraindicated conditions. 
Athletes can legally challenge physician nonclearance 
decisions and have occasionally won the right to partici-
pate despite medical judgment. In the presence of a life- 
threatening condition, physicians are advised to follow 
their medical judgment and not clear the athlete for play.

Emergency Assessment and Care

The first tenet of care for a sports medical emergency is pre-
paring, developing, and rehearsing an emergency action 
plan (EAP). The EAP is designed to develop comfort and 
control in the potential chaos of an emergency. The plan 
must be reviewed and practiced at least annually with all 
members of the sports medicine team. Those designated 
as “first responders” should be adequately trained in car-
diopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and AED use. One goal 
is to have access to early defibrillation within 3 minutes 
from collapse to the first shock. During the initial evalua-
tion and triage of a downed athlete, rapid recognition to 
determine whether the EAP or routine management should 
be enacted is critical. Having the sports medicine physician 
on the sidelines of an event is crucial to be able to witness 

Medical history
Personal medical history
 1.  Exertional chest pain/discomfort
 2.  Unexplained syncope/near syncope
 3.  Excessive exertional and unexplained dyspnea/fatigue
 4.  Previous recognition of heart murmur
 5.  Elevated systemic blood pressure

Family history
 1.  Premature death (sudden and unexpected, or otherwise) 

before 50 years as a result of heart disease, in >1 relative
 2.  Disability from heart disease in a close relative <50 years 

of age
 3.  Specific knowledge of certain cardiac conditions in fam-

ily members: hypertrophic or dilated cardiomyopathy, 
long-QT syndrome, or other ion channelopathies, Marfan 
syndrome, or clinically important arrhythmias

Physical examination
 1.  Heart murmur
 2.  Femoral pulses to exclude aortic coarctation
 3.  Physical stigmata of Marfan syndrome
 4.  Brachial artery blood pressure (sitting position)

 

BOX 44-5

American Heart Association Recommendations for 
Cardiovascular Screening of Competitive Athletes
the mechanism of injury. Being an eyewitness allows one 
to determine whether there was contact or a collision 
involved in the collapse and whether the collapse occurred 
during activity or after the play was over. Quickly determin-
ing whether additional providers or transport is necessary 
through emergency medical services is important at this 
stage as well. This section presents the basics of emergency 
assessment and care, including a review of CPR guidelines 
and sudden cardiac arrest in athletes. It then discusses spe-
cific emergency scenarios, including the initial assessment of 
the athlete with a cervical spine injury in contact sports and 
exercise-associated collapse in athletic endurance events.

The most recent Consensus Conference on CPR (in 
2005) made some important changes to CPR guidelines.78 
The primary goal of these changes is to maximize blood 
flow during CPR by provision of effective and uninterrupted 
chest compressions for longer periods. Recent clinical stud-
ies have demonstrated improved survival when a period 
of 90 to 120 seconds of CPR is used before shock delivery 
in which the rescuer’s arrival to the patient is greater than 
5 mintues.165 Perfusing the myocardium with oxygenated 
blood before defibrillation improves survival. If the collapse 
is witnessed (and the victim is down for less than 5 min-
utes), immediate defibrillation is still indicated. The empha-
sis of CPR has been taken away from ventilation and placed 
further on chest compressions as noted by the new com-
pression to ventilation ratio of 30:2 (Table 44-6). In some 
locations, ventilations have been completed dismissed in 
favor of solely chest compressions, begging a name change 
from CPR to CCR (cardiocerebral resuscitation).52

Sudden Cardiac Arrest in Athletes

The leading cause of death in young athletes is sudden car-
diac arrest (SCA), typically as a result of a structural car-
diac abnormality. In a cohort of 387 young athletes, HCM 
was the most common cause of SCA, accounting for 26% 
of deaths; commotio cordis was second at 20%; and coro-
nary artery anomalies was the third most common cause at 

Table 44-6  2005 Consensus Conference 
on CPR—Important Changes*

Measure
2000 
Recommendation

2005 
Recommendation

Immediate 
 defibrillation 
for  unwitnessed 
 cardiac arrest†

Recommended Five cycles of CPR 
before shock is 
recommended  
(~2 min)

Compression/ 
ventilation ratio

15:2 30:2

Sequence of 
 defibrillation

Three stacked 
shocks

One shock only fol-
lowed by immediate 
CPR

Rhythm/pulse check After each shock After 5 cycles of CPR 
following each shock

CPR, Cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
The goal of the changes is to maximize blood flow during CPR by provision of effective and 
uninterrupted chest compressions for longer periods.
*New 2010 American Heart Association Guidelines are expected to be released in 
November, 2010.
†Recent clinical studies demonstrate improved survival when a period of 90 to 120 seconds 
of CPR is used before shock delivery in which the rescuer’s arrival to the patient is more 
than 5 minutes
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14%.100 Coronary artery anomalies are the most common 
cause of SCA in young female athletes. In athletes over the 
age of 35, coronary artery disease is by far the most com-
mon cause of SCA at 75%. Nonstructural causes, such as 
inherited arrhythmia syndromes and ion channel disor-
ders, are much less common sources of SCA in young ath-
letes, making up only 2% of deaths in that cohort.

The incidence of SCA in high school–aged athletes is 
1:100,000 to 1:200,000, and in college-aged athletes it is 
1:65,000 to 1:69,000. A higher incidence is seen in males 
(5:1, males/females). Vigorous exercise appears to be a 
trigger for lethal arrhythmias because 90% of SCA occurs 
during training or competition. It is unfortunately very dif-
ficult to prevent, given that most athletes are asymptomatic 
until the fatal event. Most patients with SCA are found in 
asystole of pulseless electrical activity (PEA), both non-
shockable rhythms. The next most common are ventricu-
lar fibrillation (VF) and ventricular tachycardia (VT) (both 
shockable rhythms). It is likely that most victims start in 
VF or rapid VT at the time of collapse, but the rhythm has 
already deteriorated to asystole or PEA before the first 
rhythm analysis. The probability of successful defibril-
lation from VF decreases rapidly over time, with survival 
rates declining 7% to 10% for every minute defibrillation 
is delayed, which emphasizes the importance of AEDs and 
a well-rehearsed EAP.

Survival after SCA is dismal. In a cohort of 486 young 
athletes (ages 5 to 22), the survival rate was only 11%.46 
Besides the inherently poor prognosis, another factor 
affecting survival in SCA is delayed early recognition and 
consequently delayed defibrillation. Three main factors are 
known to delay treatment in SCA that all medical person-
nel need to understand. The first is agonal or occasional 
gasping mistaken for breathing. Second, many lay rescuers 
falsely identify the presence of a pulse; consequently the 
updated CPR guidelines eliminate lay rescuer assessment 
of the pulse and recommend cardiac arrest be assumed if 
the victim does not demonstrate normal breathing. Finally, 
the third factor is myoclonic activity falsely identified as 
seizure and not cardiac arrest. Seizure activity is present in 
approximately 20% of patients with cardiogenic collapse.47

Cervical Spine

Cervical spinal cord injuries are one of the most cata-
strophic injuries in all of sports medicine. They have the 
potential to occur in any sport but are predominantly 
seen in football, gymnastics, and ice hockey. The data 
are most robust for high school and collegiate football, 
and the annual incidence of cervical spinal cord injury is 
6:100,000 and 4:100,000, respectively.112 Advances in hel-
met technology have decreased the incidence of intracra-
nial hemorrhage but paradoxically increased the incidence 
of cervical spine injury. Rule changes, including the ban-
ning of spear-tackling, have been effective at decreasing 
this rise. The risk of injury can never be fully avoided in 
contact sports, but the minutes that follow the injury itself 
are vital to prevent secondary neurologic or cardiopulmo-
nary sequelae.17,153

As with all injuries, the athlete should be assessed for 
the need of basic life support (BLS). If BLS will be needed, 
emergency personnel should be contacted and the EAP 
activated. Any athlete who is unconscious or unable to move 
must be treated as having a spinal cord injury or unstable 
fracture until proven otherwise. The athlete should not be 
moved unless absolutely essential to maintain the airway, 
breathing, or circulation. If the athlete must be moved, the 
spine should be kept in a neutral position, and the ath-
lete should be placed supine. Athletes found prone must 
be moved safely into a supine position by a minimum of 
four trained individuals. These transfers are stressful, not 
intuitive, and must be practiced by the team physician and 
training staff to be performed safely and correctly.

Removal of the facemask must be done as soon as is 
prudent to ensure access to the airway, regardless of the 
patient’s current respiratory status. Current recommen-
dations advise against removal of an athlete’s helmet or 
shoulder pads in an uncontrolled environment because of 
the amount of cervical movement that is created.90

Any athlete having significant spine pain, neurologic 
deficit, or diminished level of consciousness should be 
transported in the appropriate manner for further obser-
vation and testing. A written plan must be established for 
the care and transfer to a medical facility of a potentially 
spinal cord–injured athlete. Coaches and athletic trainers 
should have BLS skills and should be active participants in 
preparing a plan for the stabilization of an injured player. 
The athlete’s equipment must be properly maintained, and 
the medical personnel that will assess players on the field 
must have the ability, skill, and tools necessary to remove 
the athlete’s equipment if necessary.

Exercise-Associated Collapse in Athletic 
Endurance Events

Exercise-associated collapse (EAC) in the endurance ath-
lete has a broad differential diagnosis (Box 44-6). Given 
space constraints, this section focuses on benign EAC, 
exercise-associated hyponatremia, cardiogenic collapse, 
and heat-related illnesses. In general, when an athlete 
collapses before the finish line in a race while still run-
ning, the diagnosis is more ominous. The assessment of a 
collapsed athlete starts with assessing the level of respon-
siveness and checking airway, breathing, and circulation 
(ABCs). Depending on the severity of the presentation, 
specific symptoms, and vital signs, a diagnostic workup 
can include an assessment of cardiac rhythm, rectal tem-
perature, and blood glucose and sodium levels.

The most common cause of collapse in a marathon run-
ner after crossing the finish line is benign EAC. This is gen-
erally considered a form of postural hypotension. While 
running, the leg muscles act as a venous pump to improve 
blood flow return to the central circulation. When the ath-
lete stops running, venous pooling of blood in the legs 
can occur, resulting in a decrease in blood pressure and a 
subsequent collapse. This is exacerbated in warm environ-
ments because blood flow is shunted from the core to the 
skin to facilitate cooling. It is important to keep the athlete 
walking after crossing the finish line to keep the muscular 
venous pump engaged. Treating EAC means treating the 
primary cause of collapse and providing supportive care. 
If the underlying cause of the collapse is determined to be 
benign EAC, oral rehydration and lying the athlete down 
on a stretcher with legs and pelvis elevated above heart 



level are typically all that is needed. If the athlete does not 
improve within 15 to 30 minutes, a search for a more omi-
nous cause of collapse should be undertaken, including 
orthostatics, if possible, and an electrolyte assessment, fol-
lowed potentially by administration of intravenous fluids. 
It is rare to definitively need intravenous fluids after run-
ning a marathon.

Exercise-associated hyponatremia (EAH) was first re -
ported in the 1981 Comrades Run (90-km ultramarathon) 
in South Africa; however, national and international 
media attention publicized it after the death of a 28-year-
old female runner in the 2002 Boston Marathon. It is a 
hypervolemic hyponatremia causing early symptoms of 
lightheadedness, a nauseated feeling, later a progressive 
headache, vomiting, confusion, and finally obtundation, 
seizures, and death. The pathophysiology is fluid shifts 
from low osmotic pressure in the blood causing cerebral 
edema and then neurogenic pulmonary edema. The early 
symptoms are nonspecific, so medical providers must 
have an index of suspicion in any marathoner who is not 
feeling well after the race. Risk factors for EAH include 
weight gain during the race, marathon race time more 
than 4 hours, and body mass index extremes.2 Those at 
risk are runners who ingest too many fluids on the race 
course and subsequently gain weight. Slower runners have 
more of an opportunity to drink excessively, and smaller 
runners generally need less fluid to dilute their serum 
sodium levels.

Once the diagnosis is made, treatment is indicated 
according to the severity of presentation and serum sodium 
level. For those runners who are fluid overloaded with low 
serum sodium but have minimal symptoms, close observa-
tion and fluid restriction are indicated as a natural diuresis 
occurs. If the sodium level is low or is not reversing, obser-
vation in the hospital might be indicated. If the same ath-
lete has progressive encephalopathic symptoms, treatment 
would include high flow oxygen, a bolus of hypertonic 
saline (3% NaCl), and quick transport to an emergency 
facility.

Prevention of EAH should be the ultimate goal for any 
medical director of an endurance athletic event such as a 
marathon. Prevention starts with educating athletes about 
the risk of overdrinking on the course and teaching athletes 
to use their training in the months before the event to deter-
mine their individual fluid needs. Emphasizing individual 

 •  Benign exercise-associated collapse
 •  Cardiac arrest*
 •  Heat-related illness
 •  Heat exhaustion
 •  Heat stroke*
 •  Hypoglycemia*
 •  Hyponatremia*
 •  Hypothermia
 •  Muscle cramps
 •  Other medical/neurologic conditions

 

BOX 44-6

Differential Diagnosis of Exercise-Associated 
Collapse

*Medical emergency.
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differences and reminding the athletes to replace what they 
need (sweat losses) and not necessarily more is appropri-
ate (Box 44-7). The mantra “drink when you are thirsty” 
is generally safe for slower and at-risk runners. Only if the 
athlete is a very salty sweater or if the competition lasts 
more than 6 hours should sodium or electrolyte replace-
ment be necessary. Spacing the water/aid stations on the 
course about every 1.5 miles is another way to limit exces-
sive drinking and potentially prevent EAH.

Given the continued popularity of marathons and other 
mass participation endurance events, the lay press com-
monly reports on deaths in these races. With more events 
and more press coverage, there is an appearance of an 
increase in marathon-related deaths. The often-quoted risk 
of SCA in a marathon is 1:50,000. This is an old statistic 
that came from a study evaluating cardiac-related deaths 
in the Twin Cities Marathon and Marine Corp Marathon 
from 1976 to 1994.101 These marathons presented follow-
up data from 1995 to 2004, demonstrating a new rate of 
cardiac-related deaths of 1:220,000.134 The London Mar-
athon also published its rate of 1:80,000 from 1981 to 
2006.157 Even though there are more marathons and mara-
thoners, the rate of SCA has improved during the past 10 to 
15 years. This could be related to earlier recognition, better 
preparation, and AED use.

Heat-related illness is another etiology of EAC. Heat 
exhaustion is the inability to continue to exercise in the 
heat but is not related to body temperature. It represents 
the failure of the cardiovascular response to workload, 
high environmental temperatures, and dehydration. No 
chronic or harmful effects are known. In contrast, heat 
stroke is a medical emergency. Heat stroke is defined as 
multiorgan system failure secondary to hyperthermia. The 
rectal core temperature in an athlete with heat stroke is 
generally more than 39° C. Treatment is immediate total 
body cooling. Disagreement exists on which cooling 
method is most efficient. Ice bath/cold water immersion, 
the “taco method” using wet sheets and ice, and finally 
administering ice to the head, neck, axilla, and groin are 
all common cooling methods used in the field (at races 
and in the military). Whatever method is used, it should 
be simple and safe, provide adequate cooling, and not 
restrict other forms of treatment, including CPR, defibril-
lation, and intravenous cannulation.26 The mortality rate 
and organ damage in athletes with heat stroke are pro-
portional to the length of time between core tempera-
ture elevation and the onset of cooling therapy. Finally, 
it is important to note that heat stroke can occur in cool 
environments and might be more of a genetic predisposi-
tion to excessive endothermy (i.e., endogenous heat pro-
duction) and not just a factor of extreme environmental 
conditions.129

 •  Drink when you are thirsty
 •  400-800 mL (14-27 oz) per hour of racing
 •  The low end is for smaller, slower runners
 •  The high end is for larger, faster runners

 

BOX 44-7

General Fluid Replacement Guidelines in a Marathon
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Specific Diagnoses in Sports 
Medicine

Sports Concussion

Concussions are mild traumatic brain injuries sustained as 
a result of direct blows to the head or forces transmitted 
through the head and neck. The Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention estimates 1.6 to 3.8 million sports- and 
recreation-related traumatic brain injuries occur each year. 
They occur in all sports but are most common in contact 
and collision sports. Concussions can result in symptoms, 
physical signs, behavioral changes, cognitive impairment, 
and sleep disturbance (Box 44-8). These symptoms are typ-
ically due to a functional disturbance of the brain rather 
than a true structural injury. It is vital to recognize that con-
cussions rarely result in a loss of consciousness. Concus-
sion symptoms are generally transient, although chronic 
sequelae might occur.

Pathophysiologically the concussed brain exhibits 
increased metabolic needs combined with decreased cere-
bral blood flow.14 This mismatch of “supply and demand” 
creates a state of tissue vulnerability. Second-impact syn-
drome is a rare and catastrophic outcome of concussion 
that might be due to this mismatch. This phenomenon is 
seen when a youth athlete receives a second impact before 
the symptoms of the first concussion have subsided. These 
rare injuries have only been reported in youth athletes and 
result in severe brain injury and even death from malig-
nant cerebral swelling.

The most vital component of concussion care is the 
prompt recognition of the injury itself. Athletes, coaches, 
trainers, and family members should have some degree of 
education regarding the most common signs and symp-
toms. An athlete with a suspected concussion should be 
removed from play immediately and evaluated on the side-
line. The Standardized Assessment of Concussion, pocket 
Sport Concussion Assessment Tool 2, and Maddocks’ ques-
tions are commonly used sideline tools. These screening 
tools do not replace the value of a more thorough assess-
ment that can detect more subtle abnormalities.107 Current 
consensus recommends that athletes less than 18 years of 
age should not RTP on the same day as a concussion. In 
certain professional athletic settings, adult athletes can RTP 
on the same day.107

Imaging is initially reserved for situations in which an 
intracranial abnormality is suspected, including prolonged 
loss of consciousness, focal neurologic deficit, or progres-
sive decline in neurologic status. In athletes with pro-
longed or severe symptoms, magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) can be used to evaluate for other intracranial abnor-
malities. Newer imaging protocols, such as functional and 
diffusion-weighted MRI, positron emission tomography, 
and diffusion tensor imaging, are emerging but have yet to 
be a part of current concussion management.

Neuropsychologic (NP) testing is a useful component 
in the management of concussions. Cognitive and somatic 
symptoms typically improve in parallel but often com-
pletely resolve at different times. As such, NP testing can 
give added information that cannot be gained in a typi-
cal clinical setting. Neuropsychologists are best suited to 
interpret these data, but in situations where no neuropsy-
chologist is available, other medical professionals can be 
trained to perform the interpretation.49 NP testing is only 
one component of concussion management, however, and 
the decision to RTP is ultimately a medical one.

Athletes with concussions are managed with both physi-
cal and mental rest. This includes the limitation of activities 
that require concentration and attention such as scholastic 
activity, video games, computer usage, text messaging, etc. 
These activities often exacerbate the athlete’s symptoms 
and can prolong the final resolution of symptoms. Youth 
athletes might require individualized schoolwork adapta-
tions and the cooperation of school administration (e.g., 
extended test-taking time, tutors, limited class schedules). 
Section 504 of the Americans with Disabilities Act is part of 
a federal law that protects students with disabilities and is 
often used to create plans to help concussed athletes con-
tinue to participate in school.

Prognosis after concussion is typically excellent with 
80% to 90% of athletes free of symptoms within 7 to 10 
days.106 Children and adolescents are a notable exception 
and might exhibit a longer recovery time.107 RTP deci-
sions can be challenging and must be made by practitio-
ners familiar with concussion management. No athlete 
should RTP until all the symptoms of the concussion have 
resolved. Once the athlete is asymptomatic at rest, a step-
wise approach RTP protocol must be completed before 
competition is resumed (Table 44-7). The athlete will 
be asked to have a 24-hour symptom-free period before 
advancing to the next step in the protocol. No athlete 
should be returned to competition while still symptomatic.

Athletes with repeated concussions must be evaluated 
on an individual basis. These athletes typically have a pro-
longed recovery course and might have higher symptom 
severity.36,37,39,147 An increasing body of literature suggests 

 •  Headache
 •  Neck pain
 •  Nausea and/or vomiting
 •  Vision changes
 •  Balance problems
 •  Sensitivity to light
 •  Sensitivity to noise
 •  Feeling “slowed down”
 •  Feeling “in a fog”
 •  “Don’t feel right”
 •  Difficulty concentrating
 •  Difficulty remembering
 •  Fatigue
 •  Confusion
 •  Drowsiness
 •  Trouble falling asleep
 •  Changes in emotionality
 •  Irritability
 •  Sadness
 •  Nervousness or anxiety

 

BOX 44-8

Symptoms Reported After Concussion

Modified from McCrory P, Meeuwisse W, Johnston K, et al: Consensus 
statement on concussion in sport—The 3rd international conference on 
concussion in sport held in Zurich, November 2008. PM R 1(5):406-
420, 2009.



concussions are an independent risk factor for long-term 
deficits in executive function and processing speed.37,65 
The phenomenon of athletes suffering increasingly severe 
concussions with decreasing impact severity should raise 
significant concerns for the physician. These athletes might 
need to consider giving up contact sports and might not be 
cleared to participate.23

Physiatrists have a unique expertise in brain injury, 
sports medicine, and the complexities of managing the 
expectations of the multiple involved parties in the care of 
a concussed athlete. Emerging recognition has been noted 
of concussion as a significant public health concern that 
can result in significant long-term deficits in a young, vul-
nerable patient population. The Zackery Lystedt Law is the 
first concussion management law, passed by the state of 
Washington in 2009, stating that all youth athletes with 
suspected concussion must be removed from play, evalu-
ated, and cleared by a medical professional before return-
ing to play.

Stingers

The stinger, or sometimes termed a burner, is probably one 
of the most common but least understood peripheral nerve 
injuries that occur in sports. Stingers are nerve injuries that 
occur within the peripheral neural axis at a specific but 
variable point from the nerve root to the brachial plexus. 
The true incidence of stingers is unknown; however, it is 
estimated that more than 50% of collegiate football players 
sustain a stinger each year.34

A great deal of controversy exists regarding the patho-
physiology of stingers. The symptoms can result from a 
tensile (stretch) or compressive injury to the cervical nerve 
root or brachial plexus. Of the two, the cervical nerve root 
appears to be at greater risk for both tensile and compressive 

Table 44-7  Return-to-Play Protocol

Rehabilitation 
Stage

Functional Exercise 
at Each Stage of 
Rehabilitation Objective

1. No activity Complete physical and 
mental rest

Recovery and 
resolution of 
symptoms

2.  Light aerobic 
exercise

Walking, swimming, or 
stationary cycling; low 
intensity, no resistance 
training

Increase heart rate

3.  Sport-specific 
exercise

Drills, no head impact 
activities

Add movement to 
test coordina-
tion and more 
complex motor 
skills

4.  Noncontact 
training drills

Progression to more com-
plex training drills, add 
resistance exercise

Exercise, coordina-
tion, and cogni-
tive load

5.  Full contact 
practice

After medical clearance, 
participate in normal 
training

Restore confidence 
and assess func-
tional skills

6.  Return to play Normal game play

Modified from McCrory P, Meeuwisse W, Johnston K, et al: Consensus statement on concus-
sion in sport—The 3rd international conference on concussion in sport held in Zurich, 
November 2008. Phys Med Rehabil 1(5):406-420, 2009.
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injury than the brachial plexus. However, the literature 
slightly favors brachial plexus tensile overload* over nerve 
root stretch,32,103,149 nerve root compression,126,138,163 and 
direct brachial plexus compression44,99 as the primary 
mechanism of injury in stingers. The pathomechanics of 
each injury vary by the age and experience of the athlete 
as well as by specific sport. Tensile injuries typically occur 
in younger athletes with less experience who have weaker 
neck and shoulder girdle musculature, leaving them vul-
nerable to forceful contralateral neck lateral bending with 
ipsilateral shoulder and arm depression. Cervical root 
compression is likely to occur in the older, stronger, and 
more experienced athlete during forceful cervical extension 
and rotation, narrowing the neuroforamen. This scenario 
is more commonly seen in professional football defensive 
backs and offensive lineman. Least commonly, a compres-
sive blow to the brachial plexus can result from equipment 
issues such as padding.

The patient with a stinger classically presents with sud-
den onset of a lancinating, burning pain in one upper limb 
after a traumatic event. The symptoms typically follow a 
single dermatomal distribution, most commonly in a C5, 
C6, or C7 pattern. The pain usually lasts seconds to min-
utes, with the sensory disturbance usually resolving quickly, 
whereas weakness can be more persistent. Simultaneous, 
bilateral stingers are very uncommon; therefore any ath-
lete with bilateral upper limb paresthesias or dysesthesias 
should be evaluated for a spinal cord injury. With the first 
occurrence of a stinger, symptoms generally resolve quickly 
and no medical attention is sought. With each subsequent 
recurrence, more distinct neurologic sequelae might result, 
including persistent motor weakness. Motor impairment 
(particularly in the deltoid and biceps, i.e., C5 myotome) 
is the more common residual neurologic symptom of an 
athlete with a stinger.68

The initial sideline evaluation includes determining the 
specific mechanism of injury and the precise distribution 
and duration of symptoms. The sideline physical exami-
nation includes cervical active range of motion (AROM) 
to assess pain provocation and rigidity, palpation for ten-
derness, and a detailed neurologic examination with close 
attention to the C5–C7 myotomes.

The duration of any given episode can vary from sec-
onds to hours, much less commonly lasting for days or 
longer. Serial assessments are critical for RTP and manage-
ment decisions. If symptoms progressively worsen over the 
first few days or if weakness persists more than 10 to 14 
days, additional ancillary testing and specialty consulta-
tion would be indicated to precisely determine the site of 
injury and the degree of axonal damage.

If the athlete’s symptoms resolve very quickly (within 
seconds to minutes) and physical examination demon-
strates no abnormality (including full pain-free cervical 
ROM), then no additional testing might be necessary. Per-
sistent symptoms or signs and recurrent stingers are indica-
tions for further workup.

Although plain radiographs of the cervical spine provide 
limited information in this setting, they can reveal clues 
to pathoanatomy contributing to the symptoms. A higher 
incidence of degenerative changes (creating central canal 

*References 7, 34, 57, 79, 135, 171.
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and neuroforaminal stenosis concomitantly) is noted in 
more experienced athletes who sustain stingers.95 Levitz 
et al.95 studied a cohort of football players with chronic 
stingers and demonstrated that 93% of these players 
had significant cervical disk disease or neural foraminal 
narrowing.

Advanced imaging with MRI or computed tomography 
is indicated if the athlete experiences severe, unrelenting 
pain, persistent symptoms, or abnormal neurologic find-
ings on examination. Electrodiagnostic testing (EDX) is 
complementary to imaging studies. EDX can provide quan-
tification of neural dysfunction and can help to determine 
the site of nerve injury. EDX is most useful in the athlete 
with persistent or progressive weakness beyond 2 weeks 
postinjury or in the setting of recurrent stingers. As with 
other nerve injuries, 7 to 10 days might be required for the 
axonal damage to manifest on electromyography (EMG), 
so this is not a test used immediately postinjury.

Treatment of stingers includes pain control, antiinflam-
matories, strengthening, and rehabilitation of postural 
faults and muscle imbalances that might have contrib-
uted to the athlete’s risk of sustaining the stinger. Persis-
tent symptoms can be treated with fluoroscopically guided 
epidural steroid injections, surgical decompression of neu-
roforaminal stenosis, or even anterior cervical diskectomy 
and fusion. Equipment modifications should be consid-
ered for prevention of recurrent injury, although research 
is lacking to support their effectiveness.68

Well-established return to competition guidelines do not 
exist for stingers. The following is an approach based on a 
combination of clinical experience, neurophysiologic prin-
ciples, and extrapolation of information from other periph-
eral nerve injuries. After an initial stinger, if full recovery 
is demonstrated within 15 minutes, return to same game 
competition is allowed. If full recovery occurs within 1 week 
after the initial stinger, then return to competition that next 
week is allowed. A limited rehabilitation program to address 
postural dysfunction and relative weaknesses should be 
prescribed during the in-season strength and conditioning 
program and definitely in a more comprehensive fashion in 
the off-season. If the athlete has sustained recurrent sting-
ers, a general rule is to hold the player from competition 
for the number of weeks that corresponds to the number of 
stingers sustained in a given season (e.g., 2 weeks for a sec-
ond stinger). If more than three stingers occur in a season, 
ending the season should be considered, especially if there 
is significant weakness, axonopathy on EMG, or focal disk 
herniation or foraminal stenosis noted on MRI.67

Exercise-Induced Bronchospasm

EIB describes airway narrowing that occurs in association 
with exercise. EIB can be present with chronic asthma but 
generally is a separate entity. The prevalence of EIB is sig-
nificantly higher in athletes than the general population. A 
diagnosis based solely on clinical symptoms is often inac-
curate, and pulmonary function testing and consultation 
with an asthma specialist is important to definitively diag-
nose and optimally treat EIB.139

Symptoms can include breathlessness with or without 
coughing and wheezing or even solely the vaguer symp-
tom of decreased performance during vigorous endurance 
training or competition. Cross-country skiers and other 
winter sport athletes are most common to present with 
EIB, although runners are not far behind. EIB is much less 
common in swimmers. Cold, dry air is much more likely 
than warm, humid air to precipitate symptoms.

The mechanism of EIB is not fully understood but is cer-
tainly different than that of chronic asthma, which is caused 
by inflammation resulting from overly reactive airways to 
inhaled stimulants. EIB is thought to result from water loss 
and cooling in the airway that occurs with hyperventila-
tion, which subsequently triggers bronchoconstriction.24

A variety of diagnostic testing options are available for 
those in whom EIB is suspected by history but the physi-
cal examination is normal (Box 44-9).24 Once a diagno-
sis of EIB is made, treatment is multifaceted. An adequate 
warm-up has been demonstrated to reduce the severity 
of EIB. Some recommend inducing a refractory period by 
briefly precipitating symptoms with short, vigorous bursts 
of exercise lasting 15 to 20 minutes before the competitive 
endurance event. The mainstay of pharmacologic therapy 
is a short-acting β-agonist 15 minutes before exercise. If 
this is ineffective, adding cromolyn, a mast cell stabilizer, 
is indicated first, then inhaled corticosteroids for the final 
addition to preexercise therapy. If EIB is refractory to the 
aforementioned treatment, daily chronic asthma therapy 
should be added to the regimen. This includes inhaled cor-
ticosteroids first, and then long-acting β-agonists and leu-
kotriene receptor antagonists can be added.25

Anemia

The three most common causes of anemia in the athlete 
are iron-deficiency anemia (IDA), physiologic anemia or 
pseudoanemia, and foot-strike hemolysis.

IDA is most common in menstruating women, and 
female athletes can be more prone to developing it. The eti-
ology is either blood loss or poor iron intake. Many athletes 
consume restrictive diets that can have too little iron to meet 
daily needs. A complete history and physical examination are 
still important, however, to evaluate for “nonathletic” causes 
such as significant gastrointestinal or genitourinary blood 
losses. Usually a serologic workup is diagnostic and includes 

 •  Spirometry
 •  Formal PFTs
 •  Challenge testing
 •  Eucapnic voluntary hyperventilation challenge
 �  Breathing in 4.5% CO2 for eucapnia, then measure 

FEV1
 �  Any decrease in FEV1 is diagnostic for EIB
 •  Exercise challenge in the field or laboratory
 �  Useful because it simulates the sport-specific 

temperature/environment
 •  Methacholine challenge
 �  Good to classify the severity of asthma
 �  Not specific for EIB

 

BOX 44-9

Diagnostic Testing for Exercise-Induced 
Bronchospasm

EIB, Exercise-induced bronchospasm; FEV1, forced  expiratory volume 
in 1 second; PFT, pulmonary function test. 



complete blood count (CBC), serum ferritin, and total iron 
binding capacity (TIBC). The CBC will show a microcytic 
anemia.89 Serum ferritin levels that are less than 30 ng/mL in 
athletes are considered suggestive of IDA.53 The TIBC will be 
elevated. If IDA is diagnosed, a trial of oral iron supplemen-
tation (typically ferrous sulfate or ferrous gluconate, 325 mg 
three times daily) is undertaken.35 Iron is best absorbed in 
an acidic environment, so it is concomitantly administered 
with vitamin C, usually for a 2- to 3-month course.

Physiologic anemia is considered a pseudoanemia seen 
commonly in endurance athletes. Endurance athletes tend 
to have a lower hemoglobin concentration than the gen-
eral population because of an expansion of plasma volume 
with a dilutional effect. It is an adaptation to exercise and is 
not considered to inhibit athletic performance. It generally 
normalizes with training cessation of 3 to 5 days. If IDA is 
ruled out, there is no necessary treatment.

Foot-strike hemolysis refers to red blood cell destruc-
tion in the feet from running impact. However, intravas-
cular hemolysis is seen in swimmers, cyclists, and runners, 
and whether actual mechanical red blood cell trauma is 
the source is questionable. Possible reasons are intramus-
cular destruction, osmotic stress, and membrane lipid 
peroxidation caused by free radicals released by activated 
leukocytes. Intravascular hemolysis can even be regarded 
as a physiologic means to provide heme and proteins for 
muscle growth in athletes.137 Generally the hemolysis is 
mild, and treatment is rarely required.

Specific Populations

Women in Sports

Until puberty, boys and girls are similar in body size, 
shape, and physiology.18 On average, women have a larger 
surface area-to-mass ratio, lower bone mass, and a wider, 
shallower pelvis than men. Because of these differences, 
women might tolerate heat better than men, might be more 
prone to osteoporosis, and might develop knee problems 
more frequently.18 The following discussion highlights one 
issue unique to the female athlete: the female athlete triad.

The Female Athlete Triad

The female athlete triad is a constellation of interrelated 
findings of inadequate eating, menstrual abnormalities, 
and skeletal demineralization.119 The definition of the 
triad does not require the simultaneous occurrence of all 
three components. Each facet, in isolation or combination, 
needs to be considered and treated.117

Inadequate eating describes women who eat insuffi-
cient calories for the amount of calories burned, as well as 
women with frank anorexia or bulimia (Box 44-10). Dimin-
ished athletic performance often results, and a vicious cycle 
develops in which psychologic distress and depression can 
develop.116 A higher incidence of eating disorders has been 
reported in female athletes compared with the general popu-
lation.18,64 Female athletes are also more likely to have disor-
dered eating than their male counterparts.64 A higher rate of 
eating disorders has been reported among athletes in sports 
emphasizing leanness, such as gymnastics, figure skating, 
dancers, distance runners, divers, and swimmers.9,18,116,117
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Athletic women are 3 times as likely to develop primary 
or secondary amenorrhea as their nonathletic counter-
parts.128 Menstrual irregularities range from reduction in 
luteal phase length and suppression of luteal function to 
amenorrhea.18 Women with athletic amenorrhea present 
with a reduction in luteinizing hormone pulse frequencies, 
which depend on energy availability.116 Dietary supple-
mentation (i.e., providing adequate energy sources) can 
prevent or eliminate menstrual disturbances.18,64

Skeletal demineralization is the third component of the 
triad and can lead to premature osteoporosis. The preva-
lence of osteopenia in female athletes has been reported 
to be 22% to 50%, whereas the prevalence of osteoporosis 
remains relatively low.84 Bone undergoes continual resorp-
tion and formation, a process called remodeling. Hormonal 
status, weight-bearing physical activity, and dietary intake 
(particularly calcium) influence remodeling. Stress frac-
tures pose a health risk to amenorrheic athletes as a result 
of reduced bone mass. The relative risk for stress fractures 
is 2 to 4 times greater for amenorrheic athletes compared 
with those with regular menses.117

Peak bone mass is achieved during the first 3 decades of 
life, with Tanner stages II and III (early to mid puberty) as 
the maturational stage in which physical activity has the 
strongest impact on bone.117 Young athletes with primary 
amenorrhea might be unable to build bone during forma-
tive years, with the end result being that peak bone mass 
might never be achieved.18

Dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry is the most widely 
used and validated technique to assess bone mineral 

Anorexia
 •  Body weight 15% below expected
 •  Morbid fear of fatness
 •  Feeling fat when thin
 •  Amenorrhea

Bulimia nervosa
 •  Binge eating twice per week for at least 3 months
 •  Loss of control overeating
 •  Purging behavior
 •  Overconcern with body shape

Eating disorders not otherwise specified
 •  All criteria for anorexia nervosa are met except amenor-

rhea, or the individual’s current weight is within the nor-
mal range

 •  All criteria for bulimia nervosa are met except that binge 
and purge cycles occur at a frequency less than twice a week 
for a duration of <3 months

 •  An individual of normal body weight uses purging behav-
iors after eating small amounts of food

 •  An individual repeatedly chews and spits out, but does not 
swallow, large amounts of food

 

BOX 44-10

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders–IV Definitions of Anorexia, Bulimia 
Nervosa, and Eating Disorders Not Otherwise 
Specified6

Modified from American Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and statistical 
manual of medical disorders, IV, Arlington, VA 1994 American Psychiatric 
Association.
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Table 44-8  Current Recommendations for the Diagnosis of Low Bone Mineral Density and Osteoporosis in Premenopausal 
and Postmenopausal Women and Young Athletes

World Health 
Organization

International Society of Clinical 
Densitometry International Olympic Committee

Targeted population Postmenopausal women Premenopausal women Young, premenopausal athletes

Terminology Osteopenia BMD below expected range for age BMD below expected range for age

Proposed cutoff score T-score: −1 to −2.5 >20 years of age: Z-score*: ≤ −2 >20 years of age: Z- or T-score: ≤ −1 
should be of concern

Terminology Osteoporosis Low BMD for chronologic age or below 
expected range for age

Osteoporosis in athlete with amenorrhea

Proposed cutoff score T-score: ≤ −2.5 <20 years of age: Z-score*: ≤ −2 >20 years of age: Z-score*: −2.5

Modified from Beals KA, Meyer NL: Female athlete triad update, Clin Sports Med 26(1):69-89, 2007.
BMD, Bone mineral density.
*Z- score and T-score might be similar in young women >20 years old.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

density (BMD).82,117 The World Health Organization
defines osteoporosis as a BMD greater than 2.5 standard
deviations (SD) below the youthful mean (T-score less
than or equal to −2.5 SD).82 Osteopenia is defined as a
BMD between 1.0 and 2.5 SDs below the youthful mean
(T-score 1.0 to 2.5) (Table 44-8).82 Notably, normative
data for adolescent girls are not available to definitively
define pathologic bone loss in this group; hence Z-scores
are best used in the skeletally immature athlete because
the Z-score is age matched and the T-score is compared
with a 35 year old.9,18

Randomized controlled trials have shown that oral
contraceptive pills might increase lumbar and total body
BMD in patients with hypothalamic amenorrhea.71,161 In
addition, 1200 to 1500 mg of calcium and 400 to 800
international units of vitamin D supplementation per
day are recommended (see Chapter 41).64More recently,
attention has turned to the cardiovascular risks associated
with the hypoestrogenic state in women with hypotha-
lamic amenorrhea. Estrogen has cardioprotective effects,
such as increasing high-density lipoprotein and decreas-
ing low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.159 Estrogens also
stimulate the production of nitric oxide (NO), a potent
vasodilator and inhibitor of platelet aggregation, leuko-
cyte adhesion, and vascular smooth muscle proliferation
and migration, all of which are part of the atherosclerotic
process. Flow-mediated vasodilatation (FMD) results from
NO release in response to shear stress and increased blood
flow.76 Athletic amenorrhea is associated with decreased
endothelium-dependent dilation of the brachial artery (a
measure of FMD)131,173 and unfavorable lipid profile.131

Treatment with oral contraceptive pills has been associated
with improved FMD.132

Female athletes presenting with features of the female
athlete triad require appropriate workup and referrals
( Figure 44-9). Although referrals to a nutritionist, psy-
chologist/therapist, and other medical specialists, such as
endocrinologists, cardiologists, and gastroenterologists,
might be necessary, a primary treatment focus should be
to restore energy balance by improving caloric intake and
potentially decreasing energy expenditure (limiting aero-
bic exercise). Finally, pregnancy should be excluded in any
amenorrheic female of childbearing age.
The Pediatric and Adolescent Athlete

According to one estimate, 30 million children and adoles-
cents participate in organized sports activities in the United 
States.1,70 As athletic involvement increases, the incidence 
of sports-related injuries also increases.91,148

Physically active adults had better standardized fitness 
scores as children,42 suggesting that an active lifestyle as a 
child promotes continued lifelong physical fitness. Physi-
cal activity in children and adolescents prevents osteo-
porosis, improves self-esteem, and reduces anxiety and 
depression.15,28 Furthermore, there is a positive relation-
ship between physical fitness and academic achievement in 
English and mathematics.31 High school athletes are more 
likely to engage in positive health behaviors and less likely 
to engage in negative health behaviors compared with 
nonathletes.123

When advising pediatric athletes in their training pro-
gram, the physiologic and anatomic differences between 
children and adults must be considered. Strength training 
has been historically discouraged in the pediatric popu-
lation because of concerns of growth disturbance and 
potential for other injuries.91 According to a position state-
ment by the American Academy of Pediatrics Committee 
on Sports Medicine, “short-term programs in which pre-
pubescent athletes are trained and supervised by knowl-
edgeable adults can increase strength without significant 
injury risk.”5 Although growth plate disturbances have 
been reported, these have been attributed to poor lifting 
techniques, lifting maximal weights, and lack of adult 
supervision.66

Training programs for pediatric athletes should include 
stretching routines. Children tend to lose flexibility with 
age, with the greatest losses occurring at puberty because of 
muscle–tendon imbalances that occur with rapid growth.92 
Loss of flexibility can make the athlete vulnerable to acute 
and overuse injuries involving the low back, pelvis, and 
knee.111 Excessive flexibility, however, is associated with 
increased risk of sports-related injury, especially in sports 
that necessitate rapid change of direction or acceleration.111

The pediatric skeletal system is distinguished from 
that of adults by the presence of the active growth plate, 
or physis. The physis is situated between the epiphysis 
and metaphysis. Two types of epiphyses exist: traction 
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Identification of athlete at risk/affected
with the female athlete triad

Complete history and physical
by team physician

Workup for
menstrual abnormalities

Consider HRT in particular if
skeletal demineralization

Limit participation
as appropriate

Limit participation
as appropriate

Modify diet
and training

Balance diet, supplement
calcium, vitamin D

Manage
stress fractures

Refer to
psychologist

Refer to
nutritionist

Diagnostic workup for
demineralization/osteoporosis

Diagnostic workup for medical
co-morbidities of eating disorder

Menstrual abnormalities Bone demineralizationDisordered eating

Refer to gynecologist

FIGURE 44-9 Overview of the management of the female athlete triad. HRT, Hormone-replacement therapy.  (Modified from Borg-Stein J, Dugan SA, Solomon JL: Special 
considerations in the female athlete. In Frontera WR, Micheli LJ, Herring SA, et al, editors: Clinical sports medicine: medical management and rehabilitation, Philadelphia, 2007, 
Elsevier.)
and pressure.21 The traction epiphysis, also known as the 
apophysis, is the point of attachment of a tendon to bone.1 
Because apophyses contribute to bone shape, but not bone 
length, acute or chronic injuries involving apophyses are 
not usually associated with growth disturbance. Osgood-
Schlatter disease, Sever’s disease, and medial epicondylop-
athy are examples.1,21

Pressure epiphyses are found at the end of long bones 
such as the distal femur and proximal tibia (Figure 44-10). 
In contrast to apophyseal injuries, injuries to active pressure 
epiphysis can result in limb-length discrepancies or angu-
lar deformities.21,146 The most common cause of injury to 
the pressure epiphysis acutely is a fall. Acute physeal inju-
ries are widely described using the system described by 
Salter and Harris (Figure 44-11). Chronic injuries result 
from ongoing stress to the physis, as is seen in distal radial 
injuries in young gymnasts (Figure 44-12).21

Older Athlete

According to the Healthy People 2000 report, 60% of 
adults 65 and older engage in leisure-time physical activ-
ity.75 Popular activities among seniors include garden-
ing, dancing, golf, hunting, fishing, woodworking, tennis, 
bowling, biking, and swimming. Masters athletes have 
achieved impressive improvements in peak exercise per-
formance. In fact, athletes more than 70 years of age have 
surpassed the winning time at the first modern Olympic 
Games held in Athens in running events from 100 meters 
to the marathon.151
Benefits of Exercise in the Elderly

The benefits of exercise in elderly persons are many, 
although not entirely understood. Higher levels of physical 
activity are associated with lower rates of many afflictions 
associated with aging, including coronary heart disease 
and incidence of cancer, although the underlying mecha-
nisms for these findings are largely unknown.98 One theory 

Distal femoral physis

Distal femoral epiphysis

Proximal tibial epiphysis
Proximal

tibial physis

Tibial tuber cle
apophysis

FIGURE 44-10 Physes of the distal femur and proximal tibia. (Modified from 
Caine D, DiFiori J, Maffulli N: Physeal injuries in children’s and youth sports: rea-
sons for concern? Br J Sports Med 40[9]:749-760, 2006.)
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is that exercise might reduce inflammation and oxidative 
stress, both of which are known to increase with aging.33 
Even short bouts of exercise might boost immune function, 
decreasing the likelihood of acute infection.141 Weight-
bearing exercise increases BMD.117 A 2009 Cochrane 
Review found exercise programs focusing on strength, bal-
ance, flexibility, and endurance were effective in reducing 
falls in elderly individuals living in the community.58

Together, these benefits confer to the elderly individual a 
lower risk of mortality. A 2006 study of healthy older adults 
living in the community found that for every 287 kcal/
day in activity energy expenditure, there is approximately 
a 30% lower risk of mortality.98 Exercise also provides a 
sense of psychologic well-being and enhanced quality of 
life. In one survey, 68% of athletic seniors regarded their 
quality of life as much better than that of their sedentary 
friends.144

The observed benefits are not limited to the very healthy 
in this age-group. A 2002 systematic review of randomized 
controlled trials of exercise training in elderly, institution-
alized adults found strong evidence to support that exer-
cise increases strength and mobility in this population.140 
Moderate evidence was found for an effect on ROM, and 

Type I Type II Type III Type IV Type V

FIGURE 44-11 Growth plate injuries as described by Salter and Harris.142 
(Modified from Caine D, DiFiori J, Maffulli N: Physeal injuries in children’s and 
youth sports: reasons for concern? Br J Sports Med 40[9]:749-760, 2006.)

FIGURE 44-12 Radiograph of a chronic distal radius injury resulting from 
ongoing stress to the physis.
contradictory evidence was seen regarding gait, activi-
ties of daily living, balance, and endurance. The authors 
concluded that more research is necessary to know the 
extent of possible advantages of exercise in this popula-
tion. Notably, there were no ill effects reported as a result 
of exercise.140

Table 44-9  Classification System for Training 
the Disabled Athlete

Cycling

 •  Visual impairment

 •  Men or women Tandem bike with sighted pilot

 •  Mixed gender Tandem bike with sighted pilot

 •  Locomotor impairment

 •  L1 Minor or no lower limb impairment

 •  L2 Disability in one leg but able to pedal nor-
mally with or without prosthesis

 •  L3 Lower extremity disability, pedal using one 
leg, with or without upper limb disability

 •  L4 Severe disability affecting both lower limbs, 
with or without upper limb disability

 •  Cerebral palsy

 •  Division 4 Athletes with least severe disability (CP 
Class 8, 7), competing on bicycles

 •  Division 3 Athletes in Division 3 (CP Class 6, 5), com-
peting on tricycles

 •  Division 2 Athletes in Division 2 (CP Class 6, 5), com-
peting on tricycles

 •  Division 1 Athletes with more severe disability (CP 
Class 4-1), competing on tricycles

Alpine Skiing

 •  Visual impairment

 •  B1 Totally blind

 •  B2 Partially sighted with little remaining sight

 •  B3 Partially sighted with more remaining sight

 •  Standing

 •  LW1 Double above-knee amputees

 •  LW2 Outrigger skiers

 •  LW3 Double below-knee amputees

 •  LW4 Skiers with prosthesis

 •  LW6/7 Skiers without poles

 •  LW5/8 Skiers with one pole

 •  LW9/1 Disability of arm and leg (after amputation)

 •  LW9/2 Disability of arm and leg (cerebral palsy)

 •  Sitting

 •  LW10 Monoskiers—high degree of paraplegia

 •  LW11 Monoskiers—lower degree of paraplegia

 •  LW12/1 Monoskiers—lower degree of paraplegia

 •  LW12/2 Monoskiers—double above-knee amputees

From Crandell DM: Special considerations in the disabled athlete. In Frontera WR, et al, 
editors: Clinical sports medicine: medical management and rehabilitation, Philadelphia 2007, 
Saunders.
CP, Cerebral palsy.



Athletes With Disabilities

Physiatrists are uniquely equipped to treat athletes with 
disabilities, given their training in disabling diseases and 
musculoskeletal problems. Organized athletic competi-
tion among disabled persons dates back to 1944, when Sir 
 Ludwig Guttmann formally introduced sporting activities 
as part of a rehabilitation program at Stoke Mandeville Hos-
pital in England. He believed that “by restoring activity of 
mind and body—by instilling self respect, self discipline, a 
competitive spirit and comradeship—sport develops men-
tal attitudes that are essential for social reintegration.”164

The Paralympic Games provide opportunities for thou-
sands of elite athletes with various disabilities to compete. 
The first games took place in Rome in 1960.40 Currently 
people with spinal cord injuries, amputations, cerebral 
palsy, and visual impairments compete in the Paralympic 
Games. People with other disabilities participate as well, in 
a group collectively known as Les Autres (“the others”). This 
group includes those athletes with multiple sclerosis, mus-
cular dystrophy, Friedreich’s ataxia, arthrogryposis, osteo-
genesis imperfecta, and Ehlers-Danlos syndrome.40

Organized competitions use a classification system to 
ensure that training and skill provide the advantage, not 
level of disability. Various classification schemes are based 
on medical, disability-specific, combined, or functional/
sport-specific models. Table 44-9 is one example of such 
a system.

Several studies have shown that disabled persons can 
participate in competitive sports with low rates of injury. 
A study of disabled high school students reported a rate 
of 2.0 injuries per 1000 athlete exposures.130 A survey of 
athletes who competed in the Junior National Wheelchair 
Games reported injuries ranging from minor (bruises, 
blisters, and abrasions) to more serious problems (blad-
der infections, hyperthermia, and soft tissue injuries).169 
To date, no catastrophic injuries have been reported.40 A 
review of injury data from the Paralympic Games dating 
back to 1976 found that the number and type of injuries 
and illnesses were not significantly different from elite ath-
letes without disabilities.54

These athletes require disability-specific evaluation and 
counseling before participation, often as part of the prepar-
ticipation physical. For example, 15% of people with Down 
syndrome have atlantoaxial instability caused by abnormal 
collagen resulting in ligamentous laxity and hypotonia. As 
a result, the Special Olympics require that all athletes with 
Down syndrome be screened with lateral neck radiographs 
before participating in sports programs.122
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CHAPTER 45

OCCUPATIONAL 
REHABILITATION
Brian S. Foley
History

Occupational health and safety is not a new concept. Many 
Occupational rehabilitation is a field for which physiat-
rists are uniquely qualified. Clinicians treating injured 
workers must thoroughly understand medical principles; 
they also must be adept at working as a team member, 
taking detailed histories, and performing evaluations 
emphasizing the musculoskeletal and neuromuscular 
systems. In each of those areas, physical medicine and 
rehabilitation doctors have significant training. Physiat-
rists should be comfortable in treating musculoskeletal 
injuries regardless of whether the injury occurs at work. 
Their diagnoses and treatments are similar to injuries 
that are not occupational. The differences arise regarding 
the laws because in the United States, workers’ compen-
sation systems are generally governed by state law. The 
treating physician needs to understand the background 
and structure of his or her local workers’ compensation 
system.

Epidemiology

Occupational injuries are both common and expensive. 
For example, occupational low back pain occurs in 2% 
of workers per year. In those younger than 45 years, low 
back pain is the most common cause of disability. Direct 
costs include medical expenses; indirect costs include lost 
worker productivity. The total annual direct costs are in 
excess of $65 billion; indirect costs are more than $106 
billion. Occupational injuries and illnesses are insuf-
ficiently appreciated contributors to the total burden of 
health care costs.18

The largest and most expensive source of injuries is 
work-related musculoskeletal disorders. A National 
Acad  emy of Sciences study found that musculoskeletal 
disorders of the back and arm cause more than 1 mil-
lion workers to miss time from their job each year, at 
an annual cost of more than $50 billion.25 When one 
takes into account such indirect costs as reduced pro-
ductivity, loss of customers as a result of errors made 
by replacement workers, and regulatory compliance, the 
total yearly cost of all workplace injuries is estimated to 
be well over $1 trillion, or 10% of the U.S. gross domes-
tic product.23,24,26 A small percentage of injured work-
ers account for a large percentage of costs. For example, 
7.4% of cases of absence from work for 6 months in a 
cohort of occupational back pain claimants accounted 
for about 70% of lost days, medical costs, and wage 
replacement costs.1
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of our common treatments—such as splints, surgery, dress-
ings, and ointments—were referred to in the Edwin Smith 
papyrus, dating to about 3000 bc. The Code of Hammu-
rabi in Babylon, around 2000 bc, contained clauses deal-
ing with proper handling of injuries, physician fees, and 
monetary damages for those who harm others.

The Egyptians established the first fully staffed “occu-
pational health clinic” under the guidance of Ramses 
II in about 1500 bc. To maintain a healthy workforce to 
build temples and canals, the pharaoh had physician civil 
servants who regularly examined the workers, enforced 
hygiene, and isolated the sick. Treatments were further 
advanced by the Greek physicians Hippocrates and Galen, 
who documented more environmental hazards. The 
Romans’ concern over work site dangers prompted them to 
make many improvements in ventilation, waste disposal, 
and construction methods.

The basic principles of compensation for injury began 
in the Middle Ages. The code of King Rothari in 643 clari-
fied a sliding scale of payments for various injuries and 
disabilities, part of which went to the victim. King Canute 
specified payments for specific injuries that gave rise to our 
current impairment guides. For example, the compensa-
tion for the loss of a thumb was twice that for the loss 
of the second digit, and 2.5 times that given for the loss 
of the third digit. The first monograph dealing with the 
diseases of a specific occupational group, On the Miners’ 
Sickness and Other Miners’ Diseases by Paracelsus, was pub-
lished in 1567.

Many observers in the seventeenth century commented 
on the diseases of certain workers. In the eighteenth cen-
tury these observations were published in the first com-
prehensive treatise on the diseases of workers. Bernardino 
Ramazzini noted in his Discourse on the Diseases of Work-
ers that workers could be harmed by either “the harmful 
character of the materials that they handle” or “certain 
violent and irregular motions and unnatural postures of 
the body, by reason of which the natural structure of the 
vital machine is so impaired that serious diseases gradually 
develop therefrom.” Ramazzini consistently emphasized 
the link between occupation and health, earning him the 
title “father of occupational medicine.”

Workers’ compensation acts were passed near the end of 
the nineteenth century in Germany (1884), Austria (1887), 
Great Britain (1897), and France (1898). In the United 
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States, the Bureau of Labor Statistics was established in 
1869 to study industrial accidents. The Employer’s Liability 
Law (1877) established the potential for employer liability 
in workplace accidents. After a long study of the German 
insurance plan, workers’ compensation legislation was 
finally passed into law in the United States in 1911. Further 
concerns over workers’ safety led to the formation of the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.10,12

Before the current workers’ compensation system, an 
injured worker’s only recourse against an employer was to 
sue. Eighty percent of these plaintiff lawsuits were unsuc-
cessful. The injured worker often had, for long periods, no 
income or medical benefits. Unsuccessful lawsuits often 
resulted in the worker being fired. On the employer’s side, 
in the event that the injury suit was successful, there was 
tremendous unlimited liability. The injured worker had to 
prove that the injury was the fault of the employer.

The current system in the United States is a no fault sys-
tem. This means that the injured worker does not need to 
prove that the employer is at fault, and vice versa. Under 
the current system, if the injury occurred at work, covered 
costs include medical expenses and partial payment of lost 
income. The amount of income covered varies with each 
state but generally does not replace 100% of the workers’ 
entire salary or wage. Workers who are required to be off 
work receive medical treatment for the injury and a portion 
of their normal wage.

Because workers’ compensation is state run, the rules of 
coverage vary. Each state can decide for itself how to define 
a work injury, how cases will be managed, and what ben-
efits are provided. The federal government oversees work-
ers’ compensation only for small specific groups such as 
railroad workers. This varied approach to injured workers 
is even more marked in other countries. In economies with 
a strong social benefit system, such as France, the injured 
workers do not return to work so quickly. Throughout much 
of the world, low back pain is considered a normal part of 
life rather than a severely disabling injury. This approach 
to low back pain is probably healthier and more cost- 
effective. Given the same level of back injury, compared 
with those in other countries, individuals in the United 
States are more disabled.30

Workers who receive workers’ compensation benefits 
must forgo their right to sue their employer. The employee 
still has the right to sue third parties. For example, a truck 
driver injured in a motor vehicle accident because of a 
faulty tire can accept workers’ compensation benefits for 
lost earnings and medical expenses. The worker would 
not be able to sue the employer (the trucking company) 
but might still have a product liability case against the tire 
manufacturer.

Principles

An injury occurs after a specific event can be pinpointed at 
a particular place and time. This generally refers to minor 
trauma or a specific lifting injury. An example of an occu-
pational injury would be a nurse’s aide hurting her back 
while lifting a patient. An occupational illness, on the other 
hand, comes on gradually. This can occur after repetitive 
microtrauma and can result in a cumulative trauma disorder 
such as carpal tunnel syndrome. Cumulative trauma disor-
der, repetitive motion disorder, and repetitive strain injury are 
among the terms used to refer to the work-related mus-
culoskeletal disorders associated with occupational illness. 
Cumulative trauma disorder causation is multifactorial and 
generally is thought to include diagnoses such as carpal 
tunnel syndrome and lateral epicondylitis. A cumulative 
trauma disorder is not a specific medical diagnosis but is 
a general description. A pathoanatomic diagnosis is often 
not possible. Compared with other workers’ compensation 
cases, the mean cost per case of upper limb cumulative 
trauma disorders is nearly 10 times higher. Sixty percent 
of new occupational illnesses are associated with repetitive 
motion.21

Although occupational risk factors have been identified, 
recent literature shows less of a direct causation of over-
use syndromes than was previously thought. For example, 
studies have shown that computer use does not pose a 
severe occupational hazard for developing symptoms of 
carpal tunnel syndrome.2 Although there are psychologic 
risk factors for developing symptoms, there appears to be 
little scientific evidence for the effectiveness of biopsycho-
social rehabilitation on repetitive strain injuries.16

Few high-quality studies of effective injury prevention 
have been published. One such large-scale, randomized, 
controlled trial of an educational program to prevent work-
associated low back injury found no long-term benefits 
associated with training.3 Many employers include educa-
tion regarding lifting techniques in new employee orien-
tation. Nurses with mechanical lifting devices and lifting 
teams in their workplace are significantly less likely to have 
a musculoskeletal injury or disorder.8,13,14,32

Multiple risk factors are known for occupational injury 
claims. These include smoking, low educational status, job 
dissatisfaction, lower socioeconomic status, decondition-
ing, and previous history of injuries or disabilities. Other 
physical risk factors include repetitive motion, improper 
positioning, forceful movement, contact stresses, whole 
body vibration, cold temperatures, and unaccustomed 
work. It is less well known how altering these risk factors 
will affect injury rates.25 Workers with the greatest physical 
work requirements and those with the shortest duration of 
employment are at the highest risk of back injuries.11

Improving one’s flexibility, strength, and aerobic fitness 
reduces pain, improves sleep, and improves workplace 
functioning. A review of controlled trials looking at edu-
cation, lumbar supports, exercises, ergonomics, and risk 
factor modification found that only exercise demonstrated 
sufficient evidence of back or neck pain prevention.19,33 A 
cohort study suggested that correct dynamic trunk exten-
sion performance can protect against back-related perma-
nent work disability.29

Musculoskeletal fitness is a vital component of the 
overall health-related fitness equation that has not been 
fully appreciated. Achieving an adequate level of muscle 
strength and flexibility enhances dynamic joint stabiliza-
tion. Joint stabilization helps prevent excessive load trans-
mission across joints and reduces the abnormal movement 
patterns that can predispose one to injury.15

Personal modifiable factors are major influences in 
the recovery from work-related disorders. A relationship 
exists between subjective well-being and work ability in 



the general population. Life dissatisfaction predicts sub-
sequent work disability, especially among the physically 
healthy.17 Factors associated with better recovery include 
exercise or physical activity outside work and lower stress 
levels. Factors associated with higher disability levels over 
time are cigarette smoking and bed rest.28 Although risk 
factors for developing occupational disability have been 
identified, overall there has been low predictive power of 
such regression models.27

Risk factors for delayed recovery have been identified 
and have been called yellow flags. Identifying yellow flags 
in individuals and using aggressive case management with 
them can be helpful in reducing workers’ compensation 
costs. Focusing on reducing the perception of disability at 
the time of injury is critical to preventing time loss.31 Non–
return to work is associated with higher psychosocial mor-
bidity.20 The doctor’s proactive communication regarding 
return to work can improve outcomes. According to a pro-
spective study on doctor–patient communication, during 
the subacute or chronic phase (>30 days of disability), a 
60% higher return to work rate was achieved from a posi-
tive return to work recommendation.4

One conceptual model to improve functional out-
comes in occupational injuries (and reduce costs) is called 
BICEPS. This acronym stands for brevity, immediacy, cen-
trality, expectancy, proximity, and simplicity.
 •  Brevity: The initial and subsequent visits should be 

brief and problem focused.
 •  Immediacy: Early intervention correlates with early 

resolution.
 •  Centrality: Evaluations and treatments should ideally 

occur in one convenient location.

FIGURE 45-1 Demonstration of improper lifting technique. Note her 
straight knees and flexed spine.
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 •  Expectancy: The physician must be clear in communi-
cating an expectation of recovery. The physician’s state-
ment that a full and speedy recovery is expected helps 
the injured worker toward that goal.

 •  Proximity: The worker should remain at work as much 
as possible. This allows the worker to maintain the 
ability to produce, continue appropriate work habits, 
maintain a feeling of self-worth, and continue relation-
ships with fellow workers.

 •  Simplicity: Return to healthy functioning can be facili-
tated by clear explanations and reassurance.

Evaluations

Job descriptions are generally available for each injured 
worker and should be reviewed to help identify whether 
that person can return to his or her regular job. Job site 
analyses done by ergonomists and occupational therapists 
can help to evaluate whether a worker can perform the par-
ticular job safely. These analyses can also help determine 
whether job modifications are needed to permit the worker 
to perform the job safely. Ergonomics refers to the study 
of how the human body interacts with the environment. 
Certain physical arrangements increase work-related mus-
culoskeletal disorders. Ergonomists are experts in making 
modifications and suggestions to reduce the risks of injury 
(Figures 45-1 and 45-2).

Preplacement evaluations can be helpful in finding work 
for an individual who has a higher than average risk for 
injury. Such persons should not be placed in a job that is 
known to have a high injury rate. Many employers, such 

FIGURE 45-2 Demonstration of proper lifting technique. Note that she 
flexed her knees, not her spine.
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as automotive manufacturers, perform median nerve con-
duction studies on new hires. These tests are considered a 
baseline and can be used for comparison purposes later if 
the employees develop carpal tunnel symptoms.

Functional baseline testing (human performance evalua-
tions) can be done to clarify the individual’s physical abil-
ity and to help guide safe job placement. The testing is less 
extensive than a functional capacity evaluation (FCE; see 
later explanation) and does not include consistency and 
validity testing.

Restricted duty allows the injured worker to maintain 
current function and employment without risking further 
injury. This is often a better option than being off work. 
The Department of Labor has published a book called the 
Dictionary of Occupational Titles34 that clarifies categories of 
work. They are as follow: sedentary, light, medium, heavy, 
and very heavy. The occasional maximal lifting that cor-
responds to each of these is 10 lb, 20 lb, 50 lb, 100 lb, and 
more than 100 lb, respectively (Tables 45-1 and 45-2).

Independent Medical 
Examinations

Independent medical examinations (IMEs) are sometimes 
required in workers’ compensation cases. An IME involves 
an independent review of a complex medical case. An IME 
can clarify controversies regarding causation, maximal med-
ical improvement (MMI), work restrictions, impairments, 
and disability. An IME combines a thorough review of all 
available medical records and tests with an extensive his-
tory and physical examination. An IME does not establish a  
doctor–patient relationship. IMEs should not be done by any 
physician with a treatment role with the patient. Although 
the diagnosis and recommendations sections of the IME 
report are often detailed, no treatment is ordered by the 
examining physician. The IME report’s concluding remarks 
should be stated in layman’s language with as little medical 
jargon as possible because the reader of these reports is typi-
cally an insurance adjuster or an attorney. The most useful 
IMEs are thorough, unbiased, clear, and legally defensible.

Treatment

Acute Injury

An acute injury is often defined as one that has persisted 
for up to 6 months. For musculoskeletal or work-related 
injuries, the acute phase can be considered much shorter. 

Table 45-1   Material Handling Limits
Percentage of Day Handling Repetitions

Infrequent 1-2 1-4

Occasional 3-33 5-32

Frequent 34-66 33-250

Constant 67-100 251-2000

Modified from U.S. Department of Labor: Dictionary of occupational titles, Washington, DC, 
1986, U.S. Government Printing Office, with permission of the U.S. Government Printing 
Office.
A condition becomes chronic when it persists beyond the 
expected normal healing time. Musculoskeletal injuries 
generally resolve within 12 weeks and should be consid-
ered chronic beyond 3 months. Many consider the sub-
acute phase to be between 6 and 12 weeks.

Longer durations of the initial episode of care or work 
disability are among the most powerful predictors of 
recurrence. This implies that shorter episodes of care and 
early return to work contribute to better outcomes.35 A 
direct correlation exists between the number of days to 
first recheck and the days to final release of patients with 
back pain injuries. On average, reducing time between ini-
tial visit and first recheck by 1 day shortens the number 
of days to final release by 3.1 days.6 One study of occu-
pational medicine physicians found that those with the 
best patient outcomes placed only 35% of their patients 
with low back pain on restrictions and kept less than 1% 
off work.7

Subacute Phase of Care

The subacute stage of care has been increasingly studied 
and found to be a critical period in preventing disability. 
Interventions in this stage that address maladaptive cogni-
tions and behavior, as well as focus on return to work, have 
demonstrated reductions in lost work time and disability.9 
Because of the incidence of serious pathology during the 
subacute phase, there is often an indication for imaging. 
In addition to imaging, injections can be helpful for both 
diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. Injections can be 
performed with an anesthetic agent or a steroid medica-
tion, depending on the intended purposes. Maximizing 
functional recovery can be achieved with physical therapy.  

Table 45-2   Material Handling Limits for Different 
Demands of Work

Physical 
Demand Occasionally Frequently Constantly

Sedentary duty Lift or carry up to 
10 lb

Negligible Negligible

Sit 6-8 hr — —

Stand or walk 
0-2 hr

— —

Light duty Lift or carry up to 
20 lb

Up to 10 lb Negligible

Stand 4-8 hr — —

Walk 0-4 hr — —

Medium duty Lift or carry up to 
50 lb

Up to 20 lb Up to 10 lb

Stand or walk 8 hr — —

Heavy duty Lift or carry up to 
100 lb

Up to 50 lb Up to 20 lb

Stand or walk 8 hr — —

Very heavy duty Lift or carry over 
100 lb

Over 50 lb Over 20 lb

Stand or walk 8 hr — —

Modified from U.S. Department of Labor: Dictionary of occupational titles, Washington, DC, 
1986, U.S. Government Printing Office, with permission of the U.S. Government Printing 
Office.



The physical therapy goals are to reduce pain as well as 
restore function and prevent reinjury.

Chronic Phase of Care

Illness behaviors are often seen in the patient with chronic 
pain syndrome. In chronic pain syndrome, the symptoms 
become the central focus of the patient’s life. The behav-
iors can include grimacing, loud sighing, inconsistency 
on examination, slow movements, doting family mem-
bers, etc. Pain management might be the only treatment 
indicated for ongoing pain; this can be appropriate even 
after a worker’s injury case is “closed.” Chronic pain can be 
associated with depression and anxiety. Patients should be 
screened for psychologic issues such as borderline person-
ality disorders, somatoform disorders, antisocial personal-
ity disorder, and histrionic personality.

Case Closure

Case closure is considered by employers, insurers, and case 
managers to be the ultimate goal for any workers’ com-
pensation case. Although case closure is important, there 
should be other goals as well. The goals and incentives are 
somewhat different for each stakeholder. The physician 
would like injured workers to be either fully recovered or 
independent in their functioning. The employer would like 
workers to return to their job or to another job within the 
company. The case manager and insurer have an incentive 
to return injured workers as soon as is safely possible to 
their maximal level of functioning. Injured workers need 
to put the injury behind them as quickly as possible and 
move on.

Workers’ compensation cases ultimately end at the 
point after which minimal change over the course of the 
following year is expected. Maximal medical improvement is 
attained once the medical condition has resolved or has 
become fixed and stable (also known as permanent and 
stationary). At this point, further diagnostic testing and 
intervention are not recommended. At MMI, the injured 
worker is not expected to significantly change in pain level 
or functional ability in the near future.

A permanent partial impairment (PPI) rating might be 
appropriate once the point of MMI has been attained. The 
PPI rating is designed to compensate the individual for any 

Table 45-3  Terminology of Apportionment
Term Definition

Precipitation Injury causes a “latent” disease process to appear

Acceleration Injury hastens appearance of an underlying disease 
process

Aggravation Permanent worsening of a previous condition by a 
particular event

Exacerbation Temporary worsening of a previous condition by an 
injury

Recurrence Signs or symptoms of a previous illness or injury 
occur in the absence of a new provocative event

Modified from Demeter SL, Andersson GBJ, editors: Disability evaluation, ed 2, St Louis, 
2003, Mosby, with permission.
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future lost earnings as a result of their residual dysfunction 
after the work-related injury. If there was a preexisting con-
dition, an adjustment or apportionment might be needed 
(Table 45-3). The most widely accepted methodology for 
evaluating impairment is the AMA Guides to the Evalua-
tion of Permanent Impairment, published by the American 
Medical Association. It is updated periodically and is cur-
rently in its sixth edition. Several states require its use in 
PPI determinations, whereas other states allow or require 
the use of other editions or their own state guide.

A number of tools can be used for measuring impair-
ments. Goniometry measures joint angle and documents 
restricted range of motion. Dynamometry measures such 
voluntary forces as grip strength. Validity tests can be used 
to measure the consistency of grip strength testing with a 
dynamometer (most commonly the Jamar dynamometer). 
Inclinometry can be used to measure the range of motion in 
the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar spine. Specific techniques 
and normal values are illustrated in the AMA Guides.

Work conditioning might be needed after a prolonged 
period of decreased activity to increase the injured work-
er’s strength and cardiovascular fitness. Work conditioning 
prepares the worker for return to full employment but is 
not tailored toward a particular job. Work hardening also 
improves strength, conditioning, flexibility, and overall 
functional ability by preparing a particular worker for a 
specific job. Job matching is used to select specific jobs for 
particular workers with unique abilities.

Functional Capacity Evaluations

Functional capacity evaluations are extensive and formal-
ized physical and occupational testing. FCEs are done by 
specially trained physical and occupational therapists. 
These evaluations last anywhere from 4 hours to 2 days. 
They assess many aspects of the person’s functioning. FCEs 
emphasize validity and consistency, overall functional abil-
ity, and the ability to perform a particular type of employ-
ment. The FCE often can guide or clarify what Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles category job the injured worker can 
perform. FCE testing is helpful in documenting inconsis-
tencies, decreased effort, and lack of validity on repeat test-
ing (Figures 45-3 to 45-10).

Disability

Disability is defined as a patient’s deficits in functional 
activities. Disability can result from impairment. It takes 
into account other aspects of a person’s function, such as 
education, age, occupational history, and skills. An applica-
tion for social security disability income can be appropri-
ate in severely disabled individuals.

Vocational Rehabilitation

Vocational rehabilitation varies regionally in its avail-
ability and quality. Vocational rehabilitation is often rec-
ommended, after case closure has been reached, if an 
individual has persistent impairment and disability limit-
ing his or her potential employment. Vocational rehabili-
tation is particularly helpful when workers are unable to 
return to their previous employment.
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Medicolegal Aspects of 
Occupational Rehabilitation

Workers’ compensation involves an interaction between 
the medical and legal systems. Physiatrists are often thrown 
into this environment; it is helpful to learn some basics of 
the legal system to practice more effectively. A few of these 
critical legal concepts are detailed in the next sections.

FIGURE 45-4 Sustained overhead work activities.

FIGURE 45-3 Operating a dolly up a ramp.
Americans with Disabilities Act

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a federal law 
designed to help protect the rights of disabled citizens. 
Employers cannot avoid hiring impaired persons solely 
because of their impairment and disability, as long as they 
are able to perform the key components of the job. Preem-
ployment physicals are not allowed under the ADA. After 
an individual has been hired, however, a preplacement 

FIGURE 45-5 Testing fine motor skills.

FIGURE 45-6 Measuring tolerance to weighted pushing activity.



physical can be used to help find the most appropriate 
job for that individual. Employers are also responsible for 
making reasonable accommodations to allow disabled indi-
viduals to perform their job functions. An approved list 
notes diagnoses that are considered disabilities. The list 
also includes some diagnoses that can be perceived as dis-
abilities (e.g., an able-bodied HIV-positive worker). This 
federal legislation is broad-sweeping and has not yet been 
fully tested in the courts, although case law continues to 
accumulate.

FIGURE 45-7 Testing weighted low carry ability.

FIGURE 45-8 Testing weighted high carry ability.
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FIGURE 45-9 Testing weighted stair climb carry.

FIGURE 45-10 Testing functional work activities.
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Depositions and Testimony

Workers’ compensation cases are sometimes contested and 
might require the physician to perform a deposition, video 
deposition, or courtroom testimony. Before providing tes-
timony, it is important to thoroughly review all medical 
records of the case and be comfortable with the legal pro-
tocols. Remember the five Ps: “Proper preparation prevents 
poor performance.”

Although the treating physician often needs to provide 
testimony or deposition, an appearance in court is rarely 
needed. Issues in question typically involve the mecha-
nism of injury, preexisting conditions, contributing fac-
tors, and whether the resulting impairment or disability is 
consistent with the injury. Although expert witnesses are 
not usually involved in this process, physiatrists often have 
the opportunity to perform in the role of medical expert. 
Recent controversies over the reliability of expert testimony 
in lawsuits have resulted in efforts to encourage evidence-
based testimony.

Daubert refers to a federal Supreme Court case decision 
that has had a major impact on giving expert testimony. 
Expert witnesses will now be held to the Daubert standard 
and can be subject to a Daubert hearing. This process is 
designed to eliminate testimony that is based on only the 
expert’s opinion. It is believed that juries can be too easily 
persuaded to accept “junk science,” so it should never be 
allowed into the courtroom. Information given by expert 
testimony must be generally well accepted in the medical 
community, published in peer-reviewed literature, have a 
scientific basis, and have a known error rate. If these four 
criteria are not met, the expert witness can be barred from 
testifying.

Fraud

Malingering is the intentional misrepresentation of signs or 
symptoms with the intent to receive secondary gain. Malin-
gering is a fraudulent activity and is uncommon. The term 
malingering should not be used to describe subtle exag-
geration of symptoms, functional overlay, or even symp-
tom magnification. The term should be used rarely and 
only when proper documentation supports such a serious 
accusation.

Surveillance can be used to document malingering. 
Occasionally insurance companies or other interested par-
ties will hire a private investigator to observe an injured 
worker for 1 or 2 days. The videos might record activities 
that are inconsistent with the injured worker’s reported 
abilities. Although such video footage can provide startling 
evidence of functional ability, it needs to be used with great 
caution because of the implication of fraud.

Causation

When doctors state their opinions on a medicolegal issue, 
they need to state them within “a reasonable degree of 
medical certainty.” This reasonable certainty means that, 
based on the available evidence, the truth of the statement 
is more likely than not. This corresponds to the civil law 
standard of “preponderance of the evidence.” Physicians’ 
scientific training prepares them to meet a higher standard 
of certainty (normally 95%). This corresponds to the crim-
inal law standard of “beyond a reasonable doubt.” Doctors 
are not expected to be that certain in medicolegal cases.22

Future Role of the Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation 
Physician

The future of physiatrists in occupational rehabilitation is 
bright. The quality, availability, and variety of educational 
and training programs in occupational rehabilitation are 
expanding. A high level of interest in occupational reha-
bilitation exists among a growing number of “outpatient” 
physiatrists. Because of their extensive training in team-
work and musculoskeletal evaluations, physiatrists are well 
positioned to be future leaders of occupational rehabilita-
tion. The growing emphasis on evidence-based medicine 
provides opportunities for basic and clinical research in 
improving rehabilitation of the injured worker.
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USEFUL WEBSITES

In addition to the listed references, there are many excellent websites and 
organizations that can provide additional information in the field of reha-
bilitation of the injured worker. Some of them are as follows:
 •  American Academy of Disability Evaluating Physicians (http://www.

aadep.org)
 •  American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 

(http://www.aapmr.org)
 •  American Board of Independent Medical Examiners (http://www.

abime.org)
 •  American College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine 

(http://www.acoem.org)
 •  The Cochrane Collaboration (http://www.cochrane.org)
 •  SEAK, Inc. (http://www.seak.com)
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MOTOR NEURON DISEASES
Nanette Joyce, and Gregory T. Carter
On July 4, 1939, approximately 100 years after Sir Charles 
Bell first identified the motor function of the corticospi-
nal tract and published pathologic findings from a mid-
dle-aged woman with limb paralysis, intact sensation, and 
anterior spinal cord degeneration, Lou Gehrig tearfully 
announced his retirement from baseball to a packed crowd 
in Yankee Stadium, proclaiming himself “the luckiest 
man in the world.”9,113 The United States watched as their 
beloved baseball hero nicknamed “the iron horse” suffered 
the ravaging effects of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), 
the motor neuron disease (MND) with which his name 
remains synonymous. In 1941, at the age of 36, he suc-
cumbed to the disease, leaving his wife Eleanor to establish 
the ALS division of the Muscular Dystrophy Association in 
her pursuit of an illusive cure.

Lou Gehrig died from arguably what is now the most 
widely known MND in the United States. Although the 
term motor neuron disease has been used interchangeably 
with ALS since 1962, when Lord Brain of Great Britain 
proposed the new nomenclature, MND also refers to a 
heterogenous group of disorders holding in common 
the nearly selective destruction of motor neurons along 
the neuraxis. MNDs can be acquired through familial 
inheritance, immune-mediated, infectious, toxic, malig-
nant, or sporadic causes. Also included are diseases that 
exclusively afflict lower motor neurons (LMNs) or upper 
motor neurons (UMNs), as well as ALS with its relent-
less destruction of both. The objective of this chapter 
will be to provide the reader with a framework for the 
evaluation, diagnosis, management, and rehabilita-
tion of patients with motor neuron disorders. We will 
introduce a select group of diseases as illustrative of the 
larger group as a whole. It is beyond the scope of this 
chapter to provide a detailed review of all motor neuron 
disorders.

Classification of Motor Neuron 
Diseases

No universally accepted classification system exists for 
MNDs. Often the diseases are stratified into categories 
based on whether dysfunction is localized to UMNs, 
LMNs, or both. This strategy is complicated by the atypi-
cal MNDs such as progressive bulbar palsy (PBP), primary 
muscular atrophy (PMA), and progressive lateral sclerosis 
(PLS). These blur boundaries because their course often 
progresses from exclusively UMN or LMN involvement to 
frank ALS. Other strategies sort MND into categories based 
on pathologic process or group them under the umbrella 
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terms typical and atypical motor neuron disease. Being famil-
iar with the various organizational strategies is helpful 
when navigating the literature because it enables the reader 
to identify an author’s vocabulary bias and avoid unneces-
sary confusion (Box 46-1).

Upper and Lower Motor Neuron Disorders

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

ALS can be defined as a rapidly progressive neurode-
generative disease characterized by weakness, spastic-
ity, and muscular atrophy with subsequent respiratory 
compromise leading to premature death. It is caused by 
the destruction of motor neurons in the primary motor 
cortex, brain stem, and spinal cord (Figure 46-1).8,113,139 
ALS was identified as a clinical entity by Charcot in 1874 
based on the gross histologic and clinical findings from 
5 autopsies and 15 patient cases.113 “Amyotrophy” refers 
to muscular atrophy occurring from the degeneration of 
anterior horn cells in the spinal cord with muscle fiber 
denervation. “Lateral sclerosis” describes the resultant 
hardening of the anterior and lateral corticospinal tracts 
caused by replacement of dying motor neurons with sub-
sequent gliosis.139

Onset of ALS is insidious and most commonly presents 
with painless asymmetric limb weakness. ALS most often 
afflicts people between 40 and 60 years of age with a mean 
age of onset of 58 years.100,106,109 Five percent of cases have 
onset before age 30.139 Men are affected more commonly 
than women with a ratio of 1.5:1.0. The worldwide preva-
lence is 5 to 7/100,000, making ALS one of the most com-
mon neuromuscular diseases in the world.40

Familial Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. The vast major-
ity of ALS cases are presumably acquired and occur sporad-
ically. Approximately 5% to 10% of all ALS cases, however, 
are familial (FALS) and most commonly have an autoso-
mal dominant inheritance pattern, although autosomal 
recessive, X-linked, and mitochondrial inheritance pat-
terns have been reported.104,117,121 The age of onset of FALS 
occurs a decade earlier than sporadic cases, and progres-
sion of the disease is more rapid.80,93,134 Males and females 
are equally affected. About 20% of FALS cases result 
from a copper–zinc superoxide dismutase (SOD1) gene 
defect.9,110,134 These mutations are thought to cause disease 
by leading to a toxic gain of function from the abnormal 
tertiary structure, misfolding, of the protein rather than 
direct impairment in the antioxidant function of the SOD1 
enzyme.8,119 More than 100 unique SOD1 mutations have 
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been described.8,69,119,139 Other disease-causing genetic 
mutations have more recently been identified. These muta-
tions have been found in genes encoding for angiogenin, 
chromatin-modifying protein, dynactin, vesicle-associated 
membrane protein, and TAR DNA-binding protein.139

Juvenile Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. Juvenile-onset 
ALS by definition presents before age 25.139 It is a rarely 
occurring form of FALS. The progression of the disease is 
typically much slower than adult-onset ALS and can pres-
ent initially with either UMN or LMN signs. Inevitably the 
disease progresses to encompass both UMNs and LMNs. 

Typical motor neuron disease
Upper and lower motor neuron involvement
 •  Sporadic
 •  Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
 •  Hereditary
 •  Familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
 •  Juvenile amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

Atypical motor neuron disease
Upper and/or lower motor neuron involvement
 •  Sporadic
 •  Western Pacific amyotrophic lateral sclerosis with fronto-

temporal dementia
 •  Hereditary
 •  Hexosaminidase A deficiency
 •  Trauma
 •  Motor neuron disease associated with electrical injury
 •  Paraneoplastic
 •  May be associated with lymphoma, breast, small cell, 

and ovarian

Upper motor neuron
 •  Sporadic
 •  Progressive lateral sclerosis
 •  Hereditary
 •  Spastic paraplegia
 •  Infectious
 •  Human T-lymphotropic virus (HTLV-1)-associated 

myelopathy (tropical spastic paraparesis)

Lower motor neuron
 •  Sporadic
 •  Progressive muscular atrophy
 •  Progressive bulbar palsy
 •  Monomelic amyotrophy (Hirayama disease)
 •  Brachial amyotrophic diplegia
 •  Hereditary
 •  Spinal muscular atrophy
 •  Bulbar spinal muscular atrophy
 •  Fazio-Londe disease
 •  Infectious
 •  Poliomyelitis with postpoliomyelitis syndrome
 •  West Nile virus
 •  Herpes zoster
 •  Immune-mediated motor neuropathies
 •  Multifocal motor neuropathy with conduction block
 •  Endocrine
 •  Hyperparathyroidism
 •  Toxic
 •  Lead

 

BOX 46-1

Motor Neuron Disorders
Patients often maintain their ability to ambulate into 
midlife and can have a normal life span.

Two autosomal recessive and one autosomal dominant 
form of juvenile ALS have been described. The most com-
mon is ALS5, which is inherited as an autosomal recessive 
trait. The disease-causing mutation has been mapped to 
chromosome 15q. ALS5 typically presents in the teenage 
years with progressive limb spasticity, distal limb weak-
ness, and muscle atrophy.

ALS2 is also inherited as an autosomal recessive trait. 
The disease-causing mutation has been linked to chromo-
some 2q33.41,139 Thus far, nine distinct mutations have 
been identified, all in the gene encoding for the protein 
alsin. Each mutation results in a premature stop codon 
causing production of a truncated, poorly functional 
protein product. Current research suggests that alsin is 
involved in vesicle transport and membrane trafficking.41 
Disease onset typically begins before age 10. Prominent 
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FIGURE 46-1 Axons of the motor cortex, comprising the corticospinal and 
corticobulbar tracts, descend through the internal capsule, cerebral peduncle, 
basal pons, and medullary pyramids before decussating at the spinomedullary 
junction. The axons continue their descent into the spinal cord, terminating on 
the anterior horn cells of the peripheral nerves. Motor neuron disease may 
occur anywhere along this path resulting in an upper motor, lower motor, or 
mixed upper and lower motor neuron disorder.



symptoms include limb and facial spasticity accompanied 
by pseudobulbar affect.

The autosomal dominant form of juvenile ALS, ALS4, 
presents with severe distal muscle weakness and pyramidal 
signs in the absence of bulbar and sensory abnormalities. 
It is caused by a mutation in the senataxin gene found on 
chromosome 9q34.41,139 The senataxin protein is known to 
have a role in RNA processing.41

Sporadic Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. The etiol-
ogy of sporadic ALS is unknown and likely multifactorial 
with a complex interplay of pathogenic cellular mecha-
nisms.44,118 In a recent review by Wijesekera and Leigh139 
published in 2009, they summarized nine cellular mecha-
nisms for which there is mounting evidence to implicate 
their role in the pathogenesis of motor neuron degenera-
tion. Included were genetic factors (already discussed), 
excitotoxicity resulting from excessive glutamate activity 
in the brain and spinal cord causing calcium influx into 
neurons with subsequent neuronal death, oxidative stress 
with accumulation of reactive oxygen species, mitochon-
drial dysfunction, impaired axonal transport, neurofila-
ment aggregation, protein aggregation causing cytoplasmic 
inclusions, inflammatory dysfunction with abnormal 
microglial and dendritic cell activation, and deficits in neu-
rotrophic factors with dysfunction of signaling pathways 
causing early cell apoptosis.

Population studies from the second half of the twenti-
eth century suggested that the incidence of ALS was increas-
ing. This was probably due, in large part, to increased life 
span and better recognition of the diagnosis.94,95 More 
recent population studies from multiple European coun-
tries have all demonstrated stable incidence.1,5,42,55,81 
Many epidemiologic studies have been undertaken to find 
causal associations with minimal success. Consistent asso-
ciation between cigarette smoking and ALS, however, has 
been demonstrated.63 In a population-based case–control 
study conducted in three counties of western Washing-
ton state from 1990 to 1994, a twofold increase in risk 
was associated with a history of cigarette smoking, and a 
greater than threefold increased risk was observed for cur-
rent smokers. Further, the authors found that alcohol con-
sumption was not associated with increased risk of ALS; 
dietary fat intake was associated with an increased risk; 
and dietary fiber intake was associated with a decreased 
risk.96,97 Interestingly, consumption of antioxidant vita-
mins from diet or supplement sources did not alter the 
risk, but glutamate intake was associated with an increased 
risk of ALS.83,200,201 The finding that cigarette smoking 
and glutamate consumption increase risk for ALS appears 
consistent with current etiologic theories that implicate 
glutamate excitotoxicity and oxidative stress in the patho-
genesis of ALS.

The hypothesis for an environmental cause of sporadic 
ALS has partially been spurred by evidence of consider-
able disease clustering demonstrated most profoundly in 
the Western Pacific region of the world.40,94,95 The preva-
lence in this region is 50 to 100 times higher than else-
where. These populations include the Chamorro people of 
Guam and Marianas Island, the Kii Peninsula of Honshu 
Island, and the Auyu and Jakai people of southwest New 
Guinea, in whom ALS is associated with parkinsonism 
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and dementia.139 Other sporadic cluster cases have been 
reported but without obvious environmental or causal 
factors.40

Clinical Features. Patients with UMN pathology often 
complain of loss of dexterity or a feeling of stiffness in the 
limbs. They might note weakness, which is caused by spas-
ticity resulting from disinhibition of brain stem control of 
the vestibulospinal and reticulospinal tracts. Patients with 
LMN pathology usually present complaining of muscle 
weakness. In addition, they might note muscle atrophy, 
fasciculations, and muscle cramping. Cramping can occur 
anywhere in the body, including the thighs, arms, and 
abdomen. Cramping of abdominal or other trunk muscles 
raises a red flag urging the clinician to consider a diagnosis 
of ALS.

Signs and symptoms suggesting bulbar muscle weak-
ness include dysarthria, dysphagia, drooling, and aspira-
tion. These signs and symptoms might be caused by UMN 
and/or LMN dysfunction involving the bulbar muscles. 
Signs of spastic dysarthria, indicating UMN pathology, 
include a strained and strangled quality of speech, reduced 
rate, low pitch, imprecise consonant pronunciation, vowel 
distortion, and breaks in pitch. LMN dysfunction creates 
flaccid dysarthria in which speech has a nasal and/or wet 
quality, pitch and intensity are monotone, phrases abnor-
mally short, and inspiration audible. Patients might com-
plain of intermittent gagging sensations caused by muscle 
weakness with drooping of the soft palate. Complaints of 
difficulty chewing and swallowing, nasal regurgitation, or 
coughing when drinking liquids can all indicate dysphagia.

Other signs and symptoms frequently associated with 
ALS are cachexia, fatigue, and musculoskeletal complaints. 
The term ALS cachexia refers to a phenomenon experienced 
by some patients in which weight loss occurs in excess of 
that caused by muscle atrophy and reduced caloric intake. 
Both subcutaneous fat and peritoneal fat are lost, pre-
sumably because of acceleration of the basal metabolic 
rate.116 In patients with ALS cachexia, more than 20% of 
body weight is typically lost over a 6-month period. Many 
patients with ALS feel an overwhelming sense of muscle 
fatigue, which is probably due to a combination of block-
ing of neuromuscular transmission in reinnervated nerve 
terminal sprouts and impairment of excitation contraction 
coupling.116 Some patients seek initial medical attention 
because of fractures or sprains that do not heal. In real-
ity, these patients probably sustained their initial injury 
because of a fall or other injury (e.g., sprained ankle) that 
occurred because of underlying muscle weakness; they 
were then unable to recover to their premorbid level of 
function because of that weakness.

Rare signs and symptoms that usually occur only in 
advanced ALS include sensory impairment, autonomic 
dysfunction, bowel and bladder dysfunction, extraocu-
lar muscle paralysis, pressure ulcer formation, and severe 
dementia. Although ALS is discussed as a pure motor dis-
order, there is mounting evidence that it is a multisystem 
disease.

Poor prognostic factors include older age at time of 
onset, bulbar and/or pulmonary dysfunction early in the 
clinical course of the disease, short period from symptom 
onset to diagnosis, and predominance of LMN findings at 
diagnosis.40,100,107,109 More women than men present with 
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bulbar symptoms, and the progression of bulbar palsy 
appears to be more rapid in women.96,97 Overall median 
survival from onset of symptoms in bulbar dominant 
cases is 2 to 3 years.39,73,100 In limb-onset ALS, it is 3 to 
5 years.39,73,100 Young males with ALS can have a longer 
life expectancy, but overall the median 50% survival rate is 
2.5 years after diagnosis. Survival rates will vary to a degree 
depending on the patient’s decision to use or not use 
mechanical ventilation and a feeding tube. Nonetheless, 
by 5 years postdiagnosis the overall survival rate is between 
4% and 30%.39,40,100,109 Only 4% of patients will survive 
longer than 10 years.139

Atypical, “ALS-like” MNDs have been reported infre-
quently as a remote complication of several malignan-
cies, including lymphoma, breast cancer, and small cell 
carcinoma of the lung.35,127 These likely represent para-
neoplastic syndromes and not a true manifestation of 
ALS.111 Irrespective, patients with atypical MND should be 
screened for malignancy.

Selected Upper Motor Neuron Disorders

Progressive Lateral Sclerosis

PLS is a rare sporadic disorder of progressive spasticity 
with mostly spinal and occasionally bulbar region onset.64 
Etiology of the disease is unknown. PLS can be clinically 
difficult to distinguish from hereditary spastic paraplegia 
(HSP) and is most reliably identified by the lack of famil-
ial inheritance.30 Onset of symptoms usually begins in the 
fifth decade; however, a juvenile variant also exists.30

Clinical Features. Spasticity is the most common present-
ing symptom. It is progressive and more often begins in the 
legs versus the arms or bulbar muscles. Asymmetric limb 
onset and spasticity involving the upper limbs or bulbar 
region are more common manifestations of PLS and can be 
diagnostically helpful in distinguishing PLS from the sym-
metric lower limb involvement observed in HSP.120 Limb 
wasting is rare in PLS and occurs in only 2% of patients.130 
If disease onset is after the age of 45, prominent pseu-
dobulbar symptoms with labile emotional affect can be 
problematic. Disease progression is usually slower than 
ALS, occurring over years to decades.120,130 Approximately 
45% percent of patients diagnosed with PLS will eventu-
ally develop LMN symptoms and progress to ALS.64 For 
this reason, PLS is often considered a variant of ALS with 
early dominant UMN dysfunction as opposed to being a 
separate clinical entity. If the patient remains free of muscle 
wasting or other LMN symptoms for 4 years after diagno-
sis, he or she is less likely to progress to ALS, heralding 
better prognosis with greatly increased life expectancy.64,130

Hereditary Spastic Paraplegia

Like PLS, HSP is a disorder of UMNs and presents most 
commonly with progressive spasticity, weakness of the 
lower limbs, hypertonic urinary bladder, and impaired 
vibration sense. It is a genetically heterogenous group of 
neurodegenerative disorders in which the most severely 
affected neurons are those of the spinal cord.114 Caudal 
to rostral degeneration of the corticospinal tract and mild 
involvement of the dorsal columns occurs with progression 
of the disease.114 Population studies done in Ireland 
showed a prevalence of 1.27/100,000. Inheritance pat-
terns include autosomal dominant, recessive, and X-linked 
forms. To date, 32 HSP loci and 11 HSP-related genes have 
been identified. They are classified as spastic gait locus 1 
(SPG) through SPG33.57,114

Diagnosis is based on the clinical characteristics of the 
disease, neurologic examination demonstrating involve-
ment of the corticospinal tract in both lower extremities, 
family history, and identification of a pathogenic mutation 
in a disease-causing gene. Sporadic cases occur providing 
the clinician with a diagnostic challenge. In a recent study 
by Brugman et al.,30 they determined that differentiation 
of sporadic presentations of HSP from PLS based solely 
on clinical characteristics was unreliable and therefore 
depends predominantly on genetic test results. Informa-
tion on commercially available genetic tests and diagnos-
tic laboratory locations can be found at http://www.gene
tests.org.30

Clinical Features. HSP is also classified by clinical char-
acteristics and can be divided into “pure” or “complex” 
presentations. “Pure” HSP is considered the more classic 
pattern with spasticity, urinary disturbance, and vibra-
tion sense impairment.57,114 Onset occurs at any age, from 
early childhood through late adulthood, and progresses 
slowly over many years without exacerbations, remissions, 
or periods of abrupt worsening. Disability from spastic-
ity and weakness is common, but life expectancy remains 
normal.57,114

“Complex” HSP is characterized by a combination of 
the above symptoms with concomitant neurologic dis-
orders, such as seizures, impaired cognition, dementia, 
extrapyramidal disturbance, or peripheral neuropathy in 
the absence of other coexisting disorders such as diabetes 
mellitus, etc.57,114

Selected Lower Motor Neuron Disorders

Chronic Progressive

Progressive Muscular Atrophy. Progressive muscular 
atrophy by definition is a sporadic degenerative disease 
selectively affecting the anterior horn cells without signs 
of UMN involvement. Significant similarities between the 
natural history of progressive muscular atrophy and ALS 
have been observed, and debate continues as to whether 
progressive muscular atrophy should be considered its own 
clinical entity or a variant in the ALS disease spectrum.71,89 
In a postmortem study of 12 patients thought to have pro-
gressive muscular atrophy, 50% of the autopsies demon-
strated characteristic findings of ALS with degeneration of 
the corticospinal tract and ubiquitinated inclusions.71 Pro-
gressive muscular atrophy is a rare disease with unknown 
etiology.

Clinical Features. In a prospective study of 37 patients 
diagnosed with progressive muscular atrophy, published in 
2007 by Visser et al.,136 the median age of disease onset 
was 57 years. The most common presenting symptom 
was distal limb weakness with muscle atrophy. The arms 
were affected slightly more often than the legs with either 
asymmetric or symmetric presentation. Bulbar symptoms 
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were not typically evident at diagnosis but developed 
over the course of the disease in 43% of the patients. The 
onset of bulbar symptoms portended a more rapid decline 
with early death. During the 18 months of study, 35% of 
patients developed UMN signs progressing to an ALS phe-
notype. The 5-year survival rate was 45% with median sur-
vival of 56 months. Poor prognostic indicators included a 
forced vital capacity (FVC) less than 90% predicted at the 
time of diagnosis and decline in the FVC within the first 6 
months after diagnosis.

Spinal Muscular Atrophy. Many forms of spinal muscular 
atrophy (SMA) exist, all of which involve selective destruc-
tion of anterior horn cells. The various forms of SMA are 
clinically heterogenous, with some rare forms affecting 
distal or bulbar muscles only. The spinal muscular atro-
phies are mostly disorders with childhood onset and are 
usually inherited as autosomal recessive traits (Table 46-1). 
SMA is relatively common with an incidence of about 10 
in 100,000 live births and a carrier frequency of 1 in 50.102

In 1990 the gene responsible for childhood-onset SMA 
was mapped to chromosome 5q11.2-13.3.31 Both the caus-
ative gene, named survival motor neuron 1 (SMN1, telo-
meric copy), along with a disease-modifying gene, survival 
motor neuron 2 (SMN2, centromeric copy) (32 to 35) 
were identified. The survival motor neuron (SMN) protein 
is ubiquitously expressed in all cells and tissues, with high 
levels in the nervous system, especially in the spinal cord.15 
In about 95% of SMA patients, both copies of SMN1 exon 
7 are absent or mutated. Recent data indicate that SMN1 
deficiency alters stoichiometry of small nuclear ribonu-
cleoproteins and leads to splicing defects for numerous 
genes in all cells, including motor neurons.141

Normal structural differences in the SMN2 gene cause 
frequent but not absolute exon 7 skipping during the splic-
ing of SMN2 transcripts.24,140 The full-length transcripts 
of SMN1 and SMN2 encode proteins with an identical 
sequence. Without normal transcription of exon 7, the SMN 
protein product is less stable and more rapidly degraded, 
causing the neurodegenerative process. At least one copy 
of the SMN2 gene must be present in the setting of homo-
zygous SMN1 mutations; otherwise, embryonic lethality 
occurs. The copy number of SMN2 varies in the population, 
and this variation appears to have important modifying 
effects on SMA disease severity.129 It appears an inverse trend 

Table 46-1  Spinal Muscular Atrophy
Type Synonyms Disease onset Natural History

SMA I Werdnig 
 Hoffman

Acute infantile

Before 6 months 
of age

Unable to sit 
 independently

Poor survival

SMA II Werdnig 
 Hoffman

Chronic infantile

Before 18 
months of age

Sits independently
No independently 

ambulation
Over 50% Survive  

to mid-20s

SMA III Kugelberg-
Welander

Chronic juvenile

After 18 months 
of age

Ambulates 
 independently

Normal survival

SMA IV Adult onset Mean onset in 
mid-30s

Normal survival
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exists between the number of SMN2 copies and phenotypic 
severity. Substantial variations in SMA phenotype and dis-
ease severity, however, can exist between patients with simi-
lar SMN2 copy numbers, suggesting other factors are likely 
involved. In the remaining 5% of SMA-affected patients, 
other small or subtle mutations have been identified.129,140

Clinical Features. The most common forms of SMA are 
often referred to as types I, II, and III.32 SMA I, also known 
as Werdnig-Hoffman disease or acute, infantile-onset SMA, 
is a severe disorder often resulting in death before age 2 
years, although recent studies have reported an increase in 
longevity likely resulting from better medical management 
of disease sequelae.83 Children with SMA I never attain 
the ability to sit independently (Figure 46-2). SMA II, also 
referred to as early-onset, intermediate SMA or chronic 
Werdnig-Hoffman disease, is less severe, with signs and 
symptoms becoming apparent in the first 6 to 18 months 
of life. These children will eventually attain the ability to 
sit independently but do not ambulate without assistance. 
SMA III, also known as Kugelberg-Welander disease, is a 
chronic, later-onset disorder, associated with significantly 
less morbidity. In SMA III, all early developmental mile-
stones including the ability to ambulate independently 
are acquired (Figure 46-3). Signs and symptoms of SMA 
III usually become apparent between ages 5 to 15 years. 
Patients can be identified initially because of frequent fall-
ing and difficulty climbing stairs. In previous studies look-
ing at SMA II and SMA III over a 10-year period, SMA II 
subjects showed marked weakness and progressive decline 
of strength, whereas SMA III subjects had a relatively static 
or very slowly progressive course and were far stronger. In 
both SMA II and SMA III, proximal weakness was greater 
than distal. Joint contractures, severe progressive scolio-
sis, and restrictive lung disease were present in most of 
the SMA II individuals, but these complications were less 
frequently identified in SMA III.32 Hand tremor, tongue 
fasciculations, and areflexia are common. Limb fascicula-
tions occur more predominantly in SMA III. Intellectual 

FIGURE 46-2 An 18-month-old boy diagnosed with spinal muscular atrophy 
type I. Notice the significant atrophy in the proximal muscles of his upper limbs 
and trunk. He is in a supine, “frog-leg” position with his legs abducted, exter-
nally rotated, and flexed. This position is often observed in hypotonic infants 
because of proximal limb weakness and effects of gravity, and is common in 
those with spinal muscular atrophy type I.
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function is preserved, and care should be taken to provide 
the child with SMA access to educationally stimulating 
environments.

SMA IV, also known as adult-onset SMA, has a mean 
age of onset in the mid-30s. It can be inherited as either 
an autosomal recessive or dominant trait.59,171 The disease 
clinically appears much like SMA III with slowly progres-
sive proximal limb weakness and fasciculations. Deep ten-
don reflexes are either absent or depressed. Adult-onset 
SMA and SMA III patients can live normal life spans with a 
relatively benign disease course. Many of the rehabilitative 
modalities discussed in this chapter are applicable to this 
population. Further, with the rapid advancement of reha-
bilitation technology, many SMA II patients are now living 
well in to adulthood, and successful pregnancies have been 
reported in this population.33

Spinal and Bulbar Muscular Atrophy (Kennedy Dis-
ease). Spinal bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) is often 
classified within the SMAs. It is, however, not associated 
with abnormalities in the SMN gene. It is a hereditary adult-
onset disease that causes preferential degeneration of LMNs 
leading to weakness and atrophy of bulbar, facial, and limb 
muscles.12,58,128 SBMA is caused by a novel mutation, the 
expansion of a trinucleotide, cytosine–adenine–guanine 
(CAG) repeat, in the first exon of the androgen recep-
tor gene and has X-linked recessive inheritance.12,24,58,128 
Because CAG is transcribed to a glutamine, it is known as 
one of a few polyglutamine diseases. Unaffected individu-
als have a CAG repeat size that ranges between 5 and 35, 
whereas symptomatic individuals always have a repeat size 
of 40 or greater.24 Testosterone-driven accumulation of the 
mutated androgen receptor protein collects in nuclei and 
cytoplasm of motor neurons, resulting in their degenera-
tion and loss.58

SBMA has some clinical variability; however, phenotypic 
expression does not appear to correlate with the length of 

FIGURE 46-3 A 5-year-old boy who was evaluated because of increased falls 
and difficulty rising from the floor. He was subsequently diagnosed with spi-
nal muscular atrophy type III. On examination, he was able to stand using a 
Gower’s maneuver and ambulated independently. Observe the severe lumbar 
lordosis and wide-based stance caused by proximal muscle weakness. These 
patients may also have absence of pseudohypertrophy of the calves—a finding 
that aids in differentiating his diagnosis from muscular dystrophy.
CAG repeats. This is in contrast to myotonic muscular dys-
trophy and fragile X syndrome, where increased numbers 
of tandem triplet repeats correlate directly with disease 
severity.6

Clinical Features. Disease onset usually occurs after the 
age of 30 and is variable. Cases with onset in late adult-
hood have been reported. Patients present with amyo-
trophic, proximal, or distal weakness and wasting of the 
facial, bulbar, and limb muscles, sensory impairment, and 
endocrinologic disturbances, such as androgen resistance, 
gynecomastia, elevated testosterone or progesterone, and 
reduced fertility. Reflexes are typically decreased. There 
might be mild increases in creatine kinase. The course is 
slowly progressive with the ability to ambulate lost only 
late in life. Few patients require ventilatory support, and 
life expectancy is only slightly reduced.12,24,58,128

SBMA is clinically similar to ALS and often initially mis-
diagnosed. Degeneration of sensory neurons of the dorsal 
root ganglia is a common sign associated with SBMA, often 
preceding the onset of motor dysfunction in clear contrast 
to ALS. Electrodiagnostic studies demonstrating abnormal 
sensory nerve action potentials with spontaneous activ-
ity on electromyography (EMG) in patients with clinical 
signs similar to ALS should prompt further evaluation for 
SBMA. Another interesting difference to note is that Onuf’s 
nucleus, an androgen-sensitive spinal cord motor neuron 
nucleus that innervates the external sphincter muscles of 
the anus and urethra, is spared in ALS but degenerates in 
SBMA.6,45 Commercially available molecular genetic tests 
are now available for both SMA and SBMA.

Infectious

Poliomyelitis and Postpolio Syndrome. Acute poliomy-
elitis is a disease of the anterior horn neurons of the spinal 
cord and brain stem caused by poliovirus. The infection 
leads to the development of acute flaccid paralysis, which 
can be bulbar or spinal in distribution. The poliovirus is 
a small RNA virus belonging to the enterovirus group of 
the picornavirus family. Three antigenically distinct strains 
each have the potential to cause disease. Type I accounts 
for approximately 85% of cases progressing to paralytic ill-
ness. Only about 1% of patients who contract the disease 
will develop acute flaccid paralysis, also known as paralytic 
polio.74 Transmission occurs via fecal–oral route. The virus 
multiplies in the gastrointestinal tract during an incubation 
period lasting from days to weeks depending on the mode 
of infection (e.g., vaccine-induced vs. oral). The virus is 
shed in both saliva and feces during the incubation period. 
Further invasion of intestinal lymphoid tissues leads to 
hematologic spread and potential central nervous system 
involvement. The severity of the disease typically falls 
within a spectrum including no obvious manifestation of 
the disease, viremia without nervous system involvement, 
viremia with meningeal irritation but without paralysis, or 
paralytic disease with or without respiratory failure.74

Before the development of the polio vaccine, poliomy-
elitis was the most common cause of acute flaccid paralysis 
and disability in the United States. In the Northern Hemi-
sphere epidemics were most common during the summer 
months. Peak incidence occurred during epidemics in the 
first half of the twentieth century, culminating in 1952 with 
approximately 58,000 cases reported in the United States.74 



Children under age 15 were most commonly affected. Pub-
lic fear and desperation led to the inception of the March 
of Dimes in the 1930s with a mission to eradicate the dis-
ease.84 The March of Dimes’ aggressive campaign raised 
public funds to support research and development of a 
vaccine. On April 12, 1955, Dr. Jonas Salk sparked celebra-
tions around the world by announcing the results from 
the largest field trial in medical history.74 Salk had injected 
325,000 second-graders with a trivalent inactivated polio 
vaccine, gave the same number of children a placebo, and 
monitored an even larger control group for disease. The 
vaccine nearly eliminated subsequent infection in the 
treated cohort and forged the path to conquer polio with 
initiation of the then-largest vaccination campaign in U.S. 
history. Since 1979 there have been no cases of wild-type 
poliovirus infection reported within the United States.

An oral vaccine developed by Albert Sabin from live 
attenuated poliovirus was introduced in 1963.74 Although 
the oral vaccine was less expensive to manufacture and 
simple to dispense, in January 2000, the Centers for Dis-
ease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the American 
Academy of Pediatrics recommended vaccination with the 
inactivated polio vaccine in an attempt to avoid further 
cases of paralytic polio in nonimmunized contacts of chil-
dren receiving the live oral virus.7,38

In 1988, the World Health Organization, UNICEF, 
Rotary International, and the U.S. CDC launched the 
Global Polio Eradication Effort to rid the rest of the world 
of polio. Since the launch of this initiative, the world-
wide incidence has declined. There remain four countries, 
however, where wild poliovirus is still endemic. Political 
instability in regions near the Pakistan/Afghanistan border 
and resistance of the population to polio immunization 
in northern Nigeria have resulted in insufficient vaccine 
coverage and remaining infections. In northern India low 
oral polio vaccine efficacy has thwarted efforts to eradicate 
the disease.43 In 2008, cases of poliomyelitis were reported 
in countries where none occurred in 2007. These countries 
included Sudan, Benin, Ethiopia, Burkina Faso, and Nepal, 
illustrating the importance of continued widespread vac-
cination prevention programs.50

Clinical Features. In patients with overt manifestations 
of infection, symptoms consist of fever, malaise, myalgia, 
sore throat, and gastrointestinal upset. Aseptic meningi-
tis with headache, back pain, and stiff neck develop with 
increasing severity of the disease. In the approximately 1% 
of patients who progress to paralytic disease, localized fas-
ciculations with intensely painful myalgias occur after 2 
to 5 days of illness.74 Asymmetric weakness and atrophy 
affecting the legs more often than either the arms or bul-
bar muscles progress to flaccid paralysis. Dysautonomia 
including labile blood pressure, cardiac arrhythmia, and 
gastrointestinal and urinary dysfunction can require emer-
gent medical intervention and is associated with higher 
rates of mortality.74 Respiratory failure often develops rap-
idly if infection involves the medullary respiratory center or 
causes weakness of respiratory muscles. Paralysis remains 
static for several days to weeks followed by slow recovery 
over months to years. Improvement of strength after acute 
paralytic polio occurs both by recovery of some neurons 
and sprouting from remaining axons innervating locally 
denervated muscle fibers.84 The enlarged motor units can 
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be up to 8 times the normal size. Recovery is often incom-
plete with residual weakness and disability.84

Late effects of poliomyelitis occur more commonly in 
patients with history of paralytic polio. Farbu et al.56 pro-
spectively examined 85 patients with late effects of polio and 
found that the most common complaints were pain, muscu-
lar weakness, and fatigue. They identified loss of function 
resulting from degenerative joint disease with and without 
nerve entrapment in 53% of patients. Compensatory mobility 
patterns secondary to limb weakness and side-to-side growth 
disparity, as well as overuse of unaffected limbs, have been 
blamed for increased incidence of symptomatic osteoarthritis.

Of the 85 patients studied, only 26% met criteria for the 
diagnosis of postpolio syndrome (PPS; Box 46-2). Gradual 
or sudden onset of new progressive weakness and decreased 
muscular endurance after a period of at least 15 years of func-
tional stability suggest PPS. The etiology of PPS is unknown. 
Proposed mechanisms for the development of PPS include 
distal degeneration of surviving enlarged neurons resulting 
from increased metabolic demand, degeneration of termi-
nal axonal sprouts resulting in muscle fiber denervation, 
neuromuscular junction dysfunction as demonstrated by 
increased jitter on single fiber EMG, and loss of neurons 
through the normal aging process.56,74,84 Careful medical 
evaluation should be undertaken to exclude other possible 
and potentially treatable causes of the patient’s complaints.

Clinical Evaluation in Motor 
Neuron Diseases

History

The evaluation of a patient suspected of having MND 
begins with a detailed history and general physical and neu-
rologic examination. The history should establish the age 
at the time of onset and the initial presenting symptoms. 
The clinician should identify the pattern of weakness and/
or spasticity. Are symptoms symmetric versus asymmetric, 
distal versus proximal, limb or bulbar predominant? Ask-
ing the patient what activities have become more difficult 
can give clues to the pattern of weakness. For example, a 
patient with proximal weakness might complain of diffi-
culty brushing his or her hair or climbing stairs. It is also 

 •  Previous paralytic poliomyelitis with evidence of motor 
neuron loss

 •  A period of partial or complete functional recovery fol-
lowed by a functionally stable period of at least 15 years

 •  Onset of progressive and persistent new muscle weakness 
or decreased endurance with or without fatigue, muscle 
atrophy, or muscle and joint pain

 •  Persistent symptoms for at least 1 year
 •  Exclusion of other causative neurologic, medical, and 

orthopedic problems
 

BOX 46-2

Criteria for Diagnosis of Postpolio Syndrome

Modified from the March of Dimes: International conference on 
 post-polio syndrome identifying best practices in diagnosis and care, 
May 19-20, 2000. Available at: http://www.marchofdimes.com/files/
PPSreport.pdf.

http://www.marchofdimes.com%3C
http://www.marchofdimes.com%3C
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important to determine the rate and pattern of progres-
sion of symptoms because these can give diagnostic and 
prognostic clues. A detailed past medical, social, and fam-
ily history should be obtained, exploring the potential of 
immune-mediated, toxic, infectious, or familial etiology.

Physical Examination

On neurologic examination, one is looking for evidence of 
UMN and LMN dysfunction (Box 46-3). The mental status, 
nonmotor cranial nerve function, sensory examination, and 
cerebellar examinations should be normal in the patient 
with ALS but can be abnormal in atypical MND. Findings of 
upper motor involvement on examination include spasticity 
and hyperreflexia, indicated by abnormal spread and ampli-
tude of reflexes, clonus, or by the presence of reflexes despite 
muscle atrophy as a result of LMN loss. The gold standard 
used to diagnose UMN pathology is the presence of patho-
logic reflexes, such as the Babinski sign, Hoffman sign, jaw 
jerk, and palmomental and snout reflexes.28 If the toe exten-
sors are paralyzed, visualization of contraction of the ten-
sor fascia lata when an attempt is made to elicit a Babinski 
response has the same significance as great toe extension. 
Recently, it has been suggested that the corneomandibu-
lar reflex might be a more sensitive and specific indicator  
than the jaw jerk of UMN pathology in the bulbar region.10

LMN findings on examination include weakness, atro-
phy, hypotonia, hyporeflexia, and fasciculations. Head 
drop is a manifestation of muscle weakness often seen in 
ALS, although it can be seen in other neuromuscular dis-
orders. ALS and myasthenia gravis are the two most com-
mon causes of head drop (Figure 46-4). Fasciculations are 
common in lower MND and can occur in the tongue and 
the extremities.

The following tests can be used to assess facial and bul-
bar muscle function: ability to bury the eyelashes, pocket 
air in the cheeks, and whistle, as well as jaw opening and 
lip closure strength. The tongue should be examined for 
fasciculations and atrophy. Tongue strength and range of 
motion should also be assessed. Pseudobulbar affect refers 
to an UMN syndrome caused by motor neuron loss in 
the corticobulbar tracts. Patients experience inappropriate 
laughter or crying that is not concordant with their mood 
and can be distressing.

Upper motor neuron
 •  Spasticity
 •  Hyperreflexia
 •  Pathologic reflexes
 •  Pseudobulbar affect
 •  Spastic dysarthria
 •  Retained reflex in atrophic limb

Lower motor neuron
 •  Atrophy
 •  Hyporeflexia
 •  Fasciculations
 •  Cramps
 •  Flaccid dysarthria
 •  Hypotonia

 

BOX 46-3

Physical Signs in Motor Neuron Disease
The general physical examination should include a thor-
ough evaluation of the respiratory system. In patients who 
present with neuromuscular restrictive lung disease, the 
earliest signs are often nocturnal and include poor sleep 
with frequent awakening, early morning headaches, exces-
sive daytime fatigue, nightmares, and orthopnea.

Electrodiagnostic Testing

No biomarkers are currently available for the diagnosis 
of ALS. Diagnosis is based on clinical findings requiring 
the presence of signs of UMN and LMN degeneration and 
the progression of the symptoms from a body region to 
another. Electrodiagnostic testing is considered an exten-
sion of the physical examination and should be performed 
on patients suspected of having an MND. Purely UMN 
disorders will have normal electrodiagnostic studies. The 
various forms of MND with involvement of the LMN share 
several electrodiagnostic features. General electrodiagnos-
tic testing characteristics of MND include normal sensory 
nerve conduction studies with the exception of Kennedy 
disease, normal or low motor amplitudes depending on 
disease stage, and normal distal motor latencies and con-
duction velocities. With profound loss of motor ampli-
tude, conduction velocities can decrease as low as 25% 
below the lower limit of normal because of loss of the 
fastest conducting fibers. Motor nerve conduction studies, 
including proximal stimulation sites to assess for conduc-
tion block resulting from peripheral neuropathy (e.g., mul-
tifocal motor neuropathy with conduction block) should 
be included in the electrodiagnostic plan.48

The needle electrode examination shows a decreased 
recruitment pattern, either normal size or large motor unit 
action potentials with or without evidence of remodeling 
depending on the specific disease process, and abnormal 
spontaneous activity including positive sharp waves, fibril-
lation potentials, fasciculations, and complex repetitive 
discharges.48 The electrodiagnostic study should include 
needle examination of the thoracic paraspinal muscles.49 
Choosing to sample muscles below the T6 root level 
helps to avoid confounding results caused by multilevel 
root innervation from the lower cervical segments. Other 

FIGURE 46-4 A 62-year-old man with bulbar dominant amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis and dropped head syndrome. Weakness of the neck extensors cause a 
chin-on-chest deformity that may be ameliorated with cervical bracing.



muscles that can be sampled that are perhaps unique to 
MND include bulbar, facial, masticatory, and rectus abdo-
minus muscles. These can be useful to find evidence of 
involvement in additional body regions needed to meet 
the El Escorial criteria for the diagnosis of ALS.48

Other electrodiagnostic tests to consider in the setting 
of an MND evaluation include single-fiber EMG, which 
might demonstrate increased jitter resulting from immature 
sprouting of nerve terminals during reinnervation in ALS. 
Motor unit number estimation assesses the size of a motor 
unit and can be followed over time for changes from motor 
neuron loss and subsequent sprouting of remaining neurons 
leading to enlarged motor units. Motor unit number esti-
mation is being evaluated as a potential outcome measure 
in ALS clinical trials.48 Transcranial magnetic stimulation 
holds promise in evaluation of UMN dysfunction; however,  
it is not widely available, and this limits its clinical use.48

El Escorial Criteria. The El Escorial Criteria for diagnosing 
ALS were developed by a task force of the World Federation 
of Neurology in 1990 to ensure inclusion of more homo-
geneous patient populations in ALS clinical trials.27 These 
criteria have been used to enroll patients in most of the 
recent clinical trials. The criteria were revised in 1998 and 
again at the international symposium held in Awaji-shima, 
Japan, in December 2006 with the intent to improve the 
speed and certainty of diagnosis.27,48 The current criteria 
classify the certainty level of the diagnosis of ALS as fall-
ing into one of three categories: definite, probable, and 
possible. The category of “Laboratory Supported Probable 
ALS” is no longer included based on the consensus panel’s 
decision that clinical features of neurogenic change and 
neurogenic EMG findings should have the same diagnostic 
significance in an individual muscle and can be considered 
together in a single limb to meet the required abnormali-
ties for diagnosis of ALS.48

The El Escorial criteria divide the motor system into four 
regions: bulbar, cervical, thoracic, and lumbosacral. Clini-
cal evidence of UMN and LMN pathology is sought within 
each region. The certainty level of diagnosis depends on 
how many regions reveal UMN and/or LMN pathology. 
Box 46-4 summarizes the schema for placing patients in 
the three diagnostic categories.

Laboratory Evaluation and Other 
Diagnostic Tests

In most neuromuscular clinics, a routine panel of labora-
tory tests is performed for all patients suspected of having 
ALS (Box 46-5). The rationale behind performing this bat-
tery of tests is to assess the general health of the patient 
and exclude treatable conditions. The differential diagno-
sis, developed after the history and physical examination, 
can suggest that more specialized testing be performed. 
When there is a family history of MND, genetic testing is 
often warranted. Muscle biopsy might be considered to 
exclude myopathies. Findings on muscle biopsy consistent 
with neurogenic atrophy include fiber-type grouping with 
increased fiber size variability, and clusters of muscle fiber 
nuclei caused by denervation and subsequent fiber loss 
called pyknotic clumps (Figure 46-5). These findings are 
consistent with but not diagnostic for ALS.
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Neuroimaging

Imaging studies are used to exclude possibilities other than 
MND from the differential diagnosis. Almost all patients 
should have magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the cer-
vical spine to rule out cord compression, a syrinx, or other 
spinal cord pathology. The location of symptoms dictates 
whether other regions of the spinal cord should be imaged. 
In patients presenting with the PMA phenotype, an MRI 
of the involved region of the spinal cord with gadolinium 
should be considered to look for a metastatic polyradic-
ulopathy. In those presenting with bulbar symptoms, a 
brain MRI should be performed to rule out stroke, tumor, 
syringobulbia, etc.

Although MRI is generally not performed to confirm a 
diagnosis of ALS, a few associated abnormalities have been 
reported. Rarely, spinal cord and motor cortex atrophy is 
apparent. Corticospinal tract hyperintensity with T2 imag-
ing has been observed in a few younger patients with a pre-
dominance of UMN signs and rapidly progressive disease 
(Figure 46-6).92 Diffusion tensor imaging is being evalu-
ated for its usefulness in diagnosing and following the pro-
gression of MND.3,125

General Principles of 
Rehabilitation and Disease 
Management

Although currently incurable, adult MNDs are not untreat-
able. The goals of rehabilitation and palliative care are to 
maximize functional capacities, prolong or maintain inde-
pendent function and mobility, inhibit or prevent physical 
deformity, and provide full access to community, ensuring 
good quality of life. In ALS, this includes addressing end-
of-life issues.

ALS diagnosis requires
 1.  Evidence of LMN degeneration
 2.  Evidence of UMN degeneration
 3.  Progressive spread of symptoms or signs within a region 

or to other regions

Diagnostic categories
 1.  Clinically definite ALS: UMN and LMN signs in three of 

four regions
 2.  Clinically probable ALS: UMN and LMN signs in two 

regions with UMN signs rostral to LMN signs
 3.  Clinically possible ALS: UMN and LMN signs in only one 

region, or UMN signs in at least two regions, or LMN signs 
found rostral to UMN signs

Anatomic regions
 1.  Bulbar
 2.  Cervical, includes the upper limbs
 3.  Thoracic, includes the abdominal muscles
 4.  Lumbar, includes the lower limbs

 

BOX 46-4

El Escorial Criteria

Modified from the Awaji-shima Consensus Recommendations.48

ALS, Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; LMN, lower motor neuron; UMN, 
upper motor neuron.
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General workup
 •  Electrodiagnostic testing (NCS and EMG); consider 

 repetitive stimulation and single-fiber EMG
 •  MRI of the brain and spinal cord
 •  Creatine kinase (normal to mild elevation)
 •  Lumbar puncture with CSF evaluation
 •  CBC
 •  Chemistry panel

Tests to be considered based on the presentation of the 
patient
Paraneoplastic
 •  Sedimentation rate
 •  Paraneoplastic antibodies
 •  Serum protein immunofixation

Infectious
 •  Lyme serology
 •  HIV serology
 •  Human T-lymphotrophic virus (HTLV1) serology
 •  Rapid plasma reagin

Nutritional
 •  Vitamin B12

Immune-mediated
 •  Antinuclear antibody test
 •  Anti-monosialotetrahexosylganglioside (GM) 1 antibodies
 •  Anti–acetylcholine receptor antibodies
 •  Anti–muscle-specific antibodies
 •  Angiotensin-converting enzyme
 •  Lupus anticoagulant

Familial
 •  Hexosaminidase A
 •  DNA mutational analysis

Endocrine
 •  Thyroid-stimulating hormone
 •  Parathyroid hormone

Other
 •  Muscle biopsy

 

BOX 46-5

Laboratory Evaluation of the Patient With Suspected 
Motor Neuron Disease

CBC, Complete blood count; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; EMG, electro-
myography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; NCS, nerve conduction 
studies.
The comprehensive management of all the varied clini-
cal problems associated with adult MNDs is an arduous 
task. For this reason, the interdisciplinary approach is more 
effective and takes advantage of the expertise of many clini-
cians, rather than placing the burden on one. Management 
is best carried out by a team consisting of physicians, physi-
cal and occupational therapists, speech pathologists, social 
workers, vocational counselors, and psychologists, among 
others. Because those with MNDs typically have significant 
mobility problems, the physician and all the key clinic 
personnel should be available at each visit. Tertiary care 
medical centers in larger urban areas can usually provide 
this type of service and can have sponsored clinics by one 
or more of the consumer-driven organizations providing 
funds for research and clinical care for people with MNDs, 
including the Muscular Dystrophy Association (MDA) and 
the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis Association (ALSA).

The rehabilitative and palliative care strategies discussed 
in this section can be applied to any form of MND, but the 
focus of this discussion is primarily on ALS.

Initial confirmation of the diagnosis is critical and is a 
primary responsibility of the consulting neuromuscular 
disease specialist. Because of the ominous prognosis of ALS, 
a confirmatory second opinion should always be sought. A 
physiatrist is well suited to direct the rehabilitation team 
and oversee a comprehensive, goal-oriented treatment 
plan.61,62 At initial evaluation the patient should be thor-
oughly educated about the expected outcome and what 
problems might be encountered. The physician should 
then assess the patient’s goals and orchestrate a rehabilita-
tive and ultimately a palliative program that matches those 
goals. In ALS, palliative care should be aimed at maximiz-
ing the patient’s comfort and quality of life but not neces-
sarily extending life.

Disease-Modifying Pharmacologic Treatment

Riluzole

Despite clinical use for nearly 20 years, riluzole, a 
2-amino-6-(trifluoromethoxy) benzothiazole, remains 
the only Food and Drug Administration–approved 
BA

FIGURE 46-5 A, Trichrome staining demonstrates neurogenic atrophy with increased variability in fiber size. B, Myosin stain on paraffin sections stain type 2 
fibers dark and reveal fiber-type grouping.



medication proven to slow the progression of ALS. Phar-
macologic mechanisms of riluzole include interference 
with N-methyl-d-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptor–medi-
ated responses, stabilization of the inactivated state of 
voltage-dependent sodium channels, inhibition of glu-
tamate release from synaptic terminals, and activation 
of extracellular glutamate uptake.20,21 A Cochrane Data-
base Review concluded 100 mg of riluzole daily prolongs 
median survival by about 2 to 3 months based on analy-
sis of four randomized controlled trials.90 Recent studies 
using large registries suggest a greater benefit, ranging 4 to 
20 months. Although the American Academy of Neurol-
ogy practice guideline recommends the use of riluzole for 
nonventilated ALS patients, analysis of the ALS C.A.R.E. 
database found that 41% of the cohort was not prescribed 
this medication, largely because of the expense.26,105 
The drug is generally well tolerated, with the most com-
mon side effects being asthenia, nausea, and an increase 
in serum alanine aminotransferase.19,21 Liver function 
should be monitored during therapy.

Experimental Therapies and Clinical Trials

The National Institutes of Health sponsored a high-
throughput drug screening program looking for drugs with 
the potential for slowing progression of ALS. Ceftriaxone 
was identified to increase both brain expression of astro-
glial glutamate transporter GLT1 and its biochemical and 
functional activity, and delay loss of neurons and muscle 
strength. Its central nervous system penetration and long 
half-life are well known, obviating need for extensive safety 
trials.112 Clinical trials are currently ongoing.

Memantine is a noncompetitive NMDA receptor 
antagonist. It has been shown to protect neurons against 
NMDA- or glutamate-induced toxicity in vitro. Treatment 
of SOD1G93A mice significantly delayed disease progres-
sion and increased life span.137 At the time of this writing 
the safety studies are completed, and efficacy studies are 
enrolling patients.
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Lithium prevents neurodegeneration by promoting 
autophagy, through inhibition of inositol-monophospha-
tase, rescues spinal cord mitochondria, and facilitates the 
clearance of α-synuclein, ubiquitin, and SOD1. It delayed 
disease onset and progression in G93A transgenic mice and 
increased survival and slowed progression in humans over 
15 months compared with controls in a small study with 
somewhat atypical slowly progressing patients.60 Larger tri-
als are currently underway.

Other drugs currently in trial are ONO-2506, an enan-
tiomeric homologue of valproate that restores disturbed 
astrocyte functions, and talampanel, a noncompetitive 
modulator of α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole-
propionic acid glutamate receptors.99,132 Cannabinoids 
afford protection against oxidative damage induced by free 
radicals  produced by glutamate.2,23,65-67 Administration 
of Δ-9-THC before and after the onset of ALS symptoms 
slowed disease progression and prolonged survival in ani-
mals compared with untreated controls.138

Leuprorelin acetate, a luteinizing hormone-releasing 
hormone analogue that reduces testosterone release 
from the testes and induces androgen deprivation, has 
recently completed Phase 2 clinical trials in patients with 
SBMA.12,13,128 The drug was deemed safe and successfully 
decreased toxic accumulation of mutant androgen recep-
tor (AR). Patients treated with the drug for 144 weeks 
exhibited significantly greater functional scores than those 
treated with placebo.12,13 Large-scale Phase 3 trials have yet 
to begin enrolling.

Sodium phenylbutyrate, hydroxyurea, and valproic acid 
combined with carnitine are currently in trials for treat-
ment of SMA. For up-to-date information on clinical trials, 
explore the website http://www.clinicaltrials.gov.

Role of Exercise

Skeletal muscle weakness is the sine qua non of all adult 
MND, including ALS, and is the ultimate cause of the 
majority of clinical problems associated with these 
BA

FIGURE 46-6 Selective atrophy with hyperintensity of the right (A) and the left (B) primary motor cortex as demonstrated on these T2-weighted magnetic 
resonance images taken of a patient diagnosed with rapidly progressive amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

http://www.clinicaltrials.gov
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diseases (see also Chapter 18). Only a precious few studies 
of exercise in ALS have been done.47 In other more slowly 
progressive neuromuscular diseases, however, a 12-week 
moderate resistance (30% of maximum isometric force) 
exercise program resulted in strength gains ranging from 
4% to 20% without any notable deleterious effects.4 In 
the same population, however, a 12-week high resistance 
(training at the maximum weight a subject could lift 12 
times) exercise program showed no further added benefi-
cial effect compared with the moderate resistance program, 
and there was evidence of overwork weakness in some of 
the subjects.4 Because of the active, on-going muscle degen-
eration in most cases of ALS, and to a lesser extent in SMA, 
SBMA, and PPS, the risk for overwork weakness is great, 
and exercise should be prescribed cautiously and with a 
common sense approach. Patients should be advised not 
to exercise to exhaustion, which can produce more mus-
cle damage and dysfunction.75 Patients participating in 
an exercise program should be cautioned of the warning 
signs of overwork weakness, which include feeling weaker 
rather than stronger within 30 minutes after exercise and/
or having excessive muscle soreness 24 to 48 hours after 
exercise. Other warning signs include severe muscle cramp-
ing, heaviness in the extremities, prolonged shortness of 
breath, and an increase in fasciculations.75

Given the lack of any apparent contraindication, aerobic 
exercise training is recommended for patients with ALS as 
long as it can be performed safely without a risk of fall-
ing or injury. In addition to the physical benefits, this form 
of exercise often has a beneficial effect on mood, psycho-
logic well-being, appetite, and sleep. Pool therapy is often 
an ideal place for patients with MND to do aerobic exer-
cise, which can be as simple as walking in the water, with 
the water at midchest height. A recent study demonstrated 
improvement in heart rate and in pain levels without any 
adverse events in a group of postpolio patients.108 Aquatic 
therapy is best done in a pool with a flat, uniform depth 
floor that is heated to 92° to 95° F. The warmth of the 
water helps reduce spasticity and facilitates movement. 
Other interventions can include low-impact aerobic exer-
cise like walking or stationary bicycling to improve car-
diovascular performance, increase muscle efficiency, and 
help fight fatigue.75 Fatigue in ALS is multifactorial and is 
due, in part, to impaired muscular activation.37,115 Other 
contributing factors include generalized deconditioning 
from immobility and clinical depression. Aerobic exercise 
not only improves physical functioning but also is benefi-
cial in fighting depression and improving pain tolerance. 
Although there have been few well-controlled studies look-
ing at exercise-induced strength gains in the ALS popula-
tion, a recent Cochrane Review focused on this. Studies in 
randomized or quasirandomized controlled trials of peo-
ple with a diagnosis of definite, probable, probable with 
laboratory support, or possible ALS (as defined by the El 
Escorial criteria) were recently published.46 This included 
progressive resistance or strengthening exercise and endur-
ance or aerobic exercise. The control condition was no exer-
cise or standard rehabilitation management. The primary 
outcome measure was improvement in functional ability, 
decrease in disability, or reduction in rate of decline as mea-
sured by a validated outcome tool at 3 months. Second-
ary outcome measures were improvement in psychologic 
status or quality of life, decrease in fatigue, increase in or 
reduction in rate of decline of muscle strength (strengthen-
ing or resistance studies), increase in or reduction in rate of 
decline of aerobic endurance (aerobic or endurance stud-
ies) at 3 months, and frequency of adverse effects. Two ran-
domized controlled trials met inclusion criteria. The first 
examined the effects of a twice-daily exercise program of 
moderate load, endurance exercise versus “usual activities” 
in 25 people with ALS.53 The second examined the effects 
of thrice-weekly moderate load and moderate intensity 
resistance exercises compared with usual care (stretching 
exercises) in 27 people with ALS.46 After 3 months, when 
the results of the two trials were combined, there was a sig-
nificant weighted mean improvement in the Amyotrophic 
Lateral Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale measure of func-
tion in the exercise compared with the control groups 
(3.21; 95% confidence interval, 0.46 to 5.96) in favor of 
the exercise group. No statistically significant differences in 
quality of life, fatigue, or muscle strength were found.

Symptomatic Treatment

Spasticity

Spasticity in ALS is likely induced both at the motor cortex 
and the spinal cord level (see also Chapter 30). Treatment 
of spasticity is only necessary if it is intolerably painful or 
impairs function. The γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) ana-
logue baclofen acts to facilitate motor neuron inhibition 
at spinal levels and is a first-line treatment. Initial dosing 
starts at 5 to 10 mg two to three times a day and can be 
titrated to doses of 20 mg four times a day. Side effects 
include weakness, fatigue, and sedation, which might be 
intolerable. Patients should be cautioned to avoid abrupt 
discontinuation of the medication because withdrawal 
can induce seizures. In patients with severe spasticity an 
intrathecal baclofen pump can be considered. Patients 
with HSP are good candidates and might have dramatic 
improvement to near-normalization of their gait with 
intrathecal baclofen.

Tizanidine, an α2-agonist similar to clonidine, inhibits 
excitatory interneurons and can also be helpful. Dosing 
range is 2 to 8 mg three to four times a day, with a similar 
side effect profile to baclofen. Benzodiazepines can also be 
helpful but can cause respiratory depression and somno-
lence. Dantrolene blocks Ca++ release in the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum and is effective at reducing muscle tone, but can 
also cause generalized muscle weakness and is not recom-
mended. Slow (30-second sustained), static muscle stretch-
ing can be helpful, particularly in the more symptomatic 
muscle groups such as the gastrocnemius. Positional splint-
ing is also a helpful adjunctive modality, but skin must be 
monitored frequently for pressure areas.

Pain

Although not frequently characterized as a major compo-
nent of ALS, patients experience significant pain (see also 
Chapters 42 and 43).101 The pain is due largely to immo-
bility. The physician should be aggressive in identifying the 
source of the patient’s pain and develop a comprehensive 
treatment strategy. Nonpharmacologic therapeutics include 
modalities such as ice, heat, soft tissue mobilization, and 



range of motion exercise. A course of physical therapy to 
design a home program and provide caregiver education 
and training in these techniques is frequently appropriate 
if the patient has adequate caregiver support.

Pharmacologic management of pain in ALS can begin 
with the use of topical medications such as lidocaine 5% 
patches or nonsteroidal ointments if the pain is localized 
to a single area. If the pain is more generalized, acetamino-
phen or an oral nonsteroidal antiinflammatory (NSAID) 
medication can be started, particularly if there is evidence 
of an active inflammatory process like tenosynovitis or 
arthritis. These medications act synergistically, and the 
pain-improving affects are potentiated when NSAIDs and 
acetaminophen are combined.

The tricyclic antidepressant agents and anticonvulsant 
(membrane-stabilizing) drugs like pregabalin or gabap-
entin can also be helpful for pain, particularly if there is 
a neuropathic component. Tricyclic antidepressants also 
improve sialorrhea and pseudobulbar affect. Gabapentin 
has the potential added benefit of antispasticity properties 
and might stabilize symptoms of dysautonomia.

Opioid medications should be reserved for refractory 
pain, although concern for addiction is relatively pointless 
in a terminal disease. The medications should be given on 
a regular dosing schedule and titrated to the point of com-
fort.87 Oral or sublingual morphine, 10 to 30 mg every 4 
hours, is also effective and might help relieve “air hunger” 
in the terminal stages of the disease. Another option is tak-
ing the total dose of immediate-release morphine required 
to alleviate pain and giving half of that every 12 hours in 
a controlled-release preparation such as MS Contin. The 
intramuscular delivery route should be avoided because of 
muscle wasting. Fentanyl or morphine patches can deliver 
inconsistent dosing, particularly if there is excessive perspi-
ration. Complications with opioid medication in ALS are 
respiratory depression and constipation. These side effects 
might be acceptable in the final phases of life when respira-
tory insufficiency or severe pain require increased doses of 
opioids and/or benzodiazepines.

Dysarthria

In the early stages of the disease, or with slowly progressive 
deterioration of the bulbar muscles, speech therapy can be 
helpful (see also Chapter 3). The goal is to correct poor 
compensatory strategies that can worsen speech intelligi-
bility.77 Patients at this stage often are aware of their defi-
cits and overwork with forceful speech in an attempt to be 
understood. Adaptive strategies using breathing techniques 
and maintaining a slow speaking rate with an emphasis 
on increasing the precision of speech production might be 
helpful and can be taught by a speech-language patholo-
gist.77 Rapidly progressive bulbar dysfunction in MND 
does not respond well to conventional articulation train-
ing and should be approached by prescribing communica-
tive aids rather than traditional ongoing speech therapy.77 
An alphabet supplementation or word board works well 
early on when patients still have reasonable upper limb 
function. Once patients have lost hand and arm func-
tion, developing yes/no or other binary commands with 
eye-gaze systems can be used, particularly if the patient is 
using mechanical ventilation. Major recent advancements 
have been made in devices such as speech synthesizers or 
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multipurpose, multiaccess, computer-based augmentative 
communication systems. Although expensive, these devices 
greatly enhance the patient’s ability to communicate when 
no longer able to phonate. If patients with dysarthria are 
identified early, their own speech patterns can be recorded 
and programmed into a communication device.

Laryngospasm

Laryngospasm is a brief paroxysmal contraction of the 
vocal cords that temporarily interrupts speech and breath-
ing. It often occurs during the night and can be a signifi-
cant source of anxiety and panic. It occurs more commonly 
in the later stages of ALS and affects approximately 20% 
of patients.77 It is more common in SBMA.123 Recurrent 
laryngospasm was observed in 47% of 49 patients with 
SBMA but in only 2% of a control group of patients with 
early-stage ALS.123 It is associated with smoking and gas-
troesophageal reflux. Treatment includes rapid upright 
positioning, which can effectively shorten the duration 
of the spasm. Long-term treatment strategies are directed 
at reducing laryngeal irritation from reflux of gastric con-
tents and the irritation of cigarette smoke.77 Avoiding large 
late-night meals combined with the use of a proton pump 
inhibitor can reduce the frequency of attacks.

Dysphagia and Nutrition

Patients with ALS frequently develop bulbar muscle dys-
function as a result of motor neuron involvement in the 
brain stem (see also Chapter 27). Dysfunction of the lips, 
tongue, and pharyngeal and laryngeal muscles can result in 
an increased risk of aspiration and difficulty with generat-
ing adequate glottic closure for effective cough function. 
Swallowing can become impaired, and ingesting adequate 
nutrition can be trying for the patient and family alike.245 
Choking episodes are common and might even be triggered 
by saliva. Secretion management is a particularly difficult 
issue because secretions can become viscous as a result of 
inadequate hydration and mouth breathing. Malnutrition 
caused by inadequate protein–calorie intake can occur, 
and rapid weight loss should signal the clinician to care-
fully assess the swallowing mechanism.91 Referral should be 
made to a speech therapist who can perform dynamic video-
assisted swallow evaluations, as well as instruct patients and 
their families in techniques to reduce the risk of aspiration.77

Most patients with ALS are deficient in energy intake.52 
Both muscle and fat mass tend to decrease with disease 
progression. In addition, some patients become hypermet-
abolic. The etiology of this change in metabolism is not 
entirely clear, but it might be related to increased respira-
tory effort. Inadequate nutrition is problematic because it 
can cause greater muscle catabolism and increase fatigue. 
Causes of malnutrition include arm weakness and inabil-
ity to feed oneself, increased time required to eat, loss of 
appetite because of depression, bulbar muscle dysfunction, 
and dysphagia. In a prospective study of French patients 
with ALS, those who were malnourished had a 7.7-fold 
increased risk of death.131

Dysphagia can initially be managed by instruction in 
compensatory strategies. Patients should be instructed to 
avoid distractions during mealtime. Swallowing techniques 
(see Chapter 27) such as a double swallow, chin tuck, head 
turning, and supraglottic swallowing can be used.77 ALS 
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patients have greater difficulty with thin liquids and dry 
crumbling foods. Dietary modification such as thickening 
of liquids, moistening solids, and modifying temperature 
and texture can be helpful. Patients can often maintain 
nutrition orally by adding high-calorie liquid supplements 
to their diet. A registered dietician can offer recommenda-
tions for appropriate nutritional supplementation.

When nutrition cannot be maintained orally, either par-
tial or complete nutritional support can be provided via a 
feeding tube. In the past, most centers used percutaneous 
endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tubes, but many centers 
now use radiologically inserted gastrostomy (RIG) tubes. 
RIG tubes seem to be easier and safer to insert in patients 
with low vital capacities.86 Indications for PEG or RIG 
include aspiration pneumonia, loss of more than 10% of 
body weight, and the impairment of quality of life because 
of the time required to maintain nutrition orally. Feeding 
tube placement typically stabilizes weight and prolongs 
survival.88,91 It is important to follow respiratory func-
tion and plan for gastrostomy tube placement before the 
patient’s FVC falls below 30% predicted.

Sialorrhea (drooling) is caused by inadequate han-
dling of secretions rather than the amount of them. In 
fact, salivation in ALS appears to be less than in unaffected 
individuals.91

Bracing and Equipment

As patients with MND progress, they lose their indepen-
dence and begin to rely more on assistive equipment and 
caregivers for mobility, activities of daily living (ADLs), 
and home safety. It is important, particularly in patients 
with rapidly progressive disease, to anticipate their equip-
ment needs so that the window of opportunity to provide 
support and maintain function is not lost.

The patient’s ability to ambulate changes during the 
course of the disease. Initial therapy might require the use 
of ankle–foot orthoses to improve foot drop. Ankle–foot 
orthoses molded in a neutral position can prolong ambu-
lation and decrease the risk of injury and falls (see Chapter 
15). Wheeled walkers or quad canes can help prevent falls. 
Once the patient is no longer able to ambulate community 
distances, a mobility device should be provided. Wheel-
chairs should provide adequate lumbar support and have 
pressure relief cushioning (gel foam). The chair should be 
properly fitted to prevent pressure ulcers and provide ade-
quate support for the spine. The wheelchair should have 
both the ability to “tilt-n-space” and recline to aid with 
pressure relief and positioning. Simply giving the patient 
a prescription for a wheelchair often results in the patient 
receiving a standard manual chair that does not fit properly. 
Using a team approach with physical and/or occupational 
therapists and the durable medical equipment provider 
is the best way to ensure that the proper wheelchair is 
prescribed and obtained. A power wheelchair, although 
expensive, is justified because it will prolong independent 
mobility and markedly improve quality of life.

Eventually a hospital bed with a pressure-relieving mat-
tress (air or dense foam) should be prescribed along with 
foam wedges to facilitate proper positioning. This will help 
prevent pressure ulcers and contractures and improve sleep 
for both the patient and the caregiver(s). Bed rails, when 
the patient still has adequate arm strength, can improve 
independent bed mobility and decrease anxiety related to 
difficulty changing position.

Other useful equipment includes hand-held showers, 
bath tub benches, grab bars, raised toilet seat, commode 
chair, ADL aids (e.g., sock aid, grabbers), sliding board, 
pneumatic patient lift, and wheelchair ramps (see Chapters 
23 and 26). An occupational therapist can help determine 
which, if any, of these devices will be useful to the patient. 
Other simple suggestions, such as moving the patient’s 
bedroom to the first floor and removing loose rugs or cov-
ering slippery floors, are helpful and can be made during 
an in-home evaluation by the occupational therapist.

Frequently, severe weakness in the neck flexors and 
extensors will cause a “floppy head” associated with severe 
neck pain and tightness. This might be helped by a soft cer-
vical collar or a Freeman or Headmaster-type collar, which 
is a wire frame with padding over the pressure points (see 
Chapter 16).

Respiratory Management

The mechanical respiratory system is significantly involved 
in all MNDs. For the purposes of this discussion, we will 
focus primarily on ALS, although all the modalities dis-
cussed herein are applicable to MND in general. ALS affects 
the major muscle groups of the mechanical respiratory 
system, including (1) upper airway muscles (abnormal 
swallowing and cough), (2) expiratory muscles (inad-
equate cough), and (3) inspiratory muscles (inadequate 
maintenance of ventilation). Because of these problems, 
all patients with ALS are at significant risk of respiratory 
complications, and respiratory failure is the leading cause 
of death in this population.

Cough is an essential airway protection reflex. The indi-
vidual with ALS might experience cough impairment in any 
of the stages of cough, including reduction in the inspired 
volume because of diaphragm weakness, inability to close 
the glottis completely because of bulbar muscle dysfunc-
tion, and inability to compress and expel intrathoracic gas 
because of expiratory muscle weakness. Maximal expiratory 
pressure, a commonly used clinical measure of expiratory 
muscle strength, does not correlate well with the presence or 
absence of cough generation.18 Inspiratory muscle strength 
also does not correlate well with cough generation.18 Peak 
cough flow is considered the best noninvasive assessment 
of cough function.133 A measured peak cough flow of less 
than 160 L/min during acute respiratory illness or 270 L/
min in the absence of respiratory illness is associated with 
poor cough and a high risk of respiratory infection. Inter-
ventions to improve cough include teaching the caregivers 
manually assisted cough or use of manual insufflation—a 
one-way valve mouthpiece circuit combined with a self-
inflating resuscitator bag used to insufflate the lungs by 
applying a series of breath-stacking maneuvers. When bul-
bar function is good but the patient has significant expira-
tory muscle weakness, mechanical insufflation–exsufflation 
(Cough Assist Device, Respironics, Inc., Murrysville, PA) can 
be used to augment cough function (see Chapter 34).

ALS often affects the inspiratory muscles, including the 
diaphragm and external intercostal muscles. This leads 
to a reduction in respiratory muscle strength, restrictive 
lung disease, and ultimately carbon dioxide retention and 



frank respiratory failure. In rare cases, respiratory muscle 
dysfunction leading to respiratory failure can be the pre-
senting clinical picture for the ALS patient. The symptoms 
of respiratory muscle insufficiency usually occur gradually 
over time and can defy diagnosis.

Pulmonary function testing is invaluable in assessing 
the level of respiratory impairment and should be used 
to follow disease progression and assess prognosis in ALS. 
Respiratory muscle strength measures appear to correlate 
with dyspnea in ALS patients even when there is near-nor-
mal vital capacity.72,79,133 In patients in whom oral bulbar 
weakness limits the ability to accurately measure maxi-
mum inspiratory pressure by mouth, sniff nasal inspira-
tory pressure has been found to be a reliable alternative.133 
Both maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP) and sniff nasal 
inspiratory pressure can be inaccurate measures of inspi-
ratory muscle strength when significant bulbar weakness 
affects the test maneuver because of inadequate oral seal or 
upper airway collapse.

Nocturnal hypoventilation and sleep-disordered breath-
ing are common problems for patients with ALS. These can 
occur even when respiratory muscle function is only mildly 
affected and daytime gas exchange remains normal.14,25 
Neural output to the respiratory muscles decreases during 
sleep. Even mild muscle weakness coupled with the nor-
mal decreases in ventilatory drive can result in nocturnal 
hypoventilation and disturbed sleep architecture. Nocturnal 
pulse oximetry or formal sleep studies can be very helpful in 
elucidating sleep-disturbed breathing in these patients.

Hypercarbia and atelectasis can lead to lower than 
expected arterial oxygen levels, but primary oxygenation 
problems are not common in ALS, except in the final stages 
when pneumonia intervenes. Oxygen as a primary therapy 
for respiratory insufficiency is not recommended because it 
can suppress respiratory drive. However, oxygen therapy in 
an attempt to relieve dyspnea in the hospice setting might 
be appropriate.

The respiratory specialist is integral to the care of the 
ALS patient because of the multiple effects of the disease 
on the respiratory system. Frequent monitoring of pulmo-
nary function gives valuable information on prognosis and 
input into the timing of interventions and discussions of 
long-term mechanical ventilation.

Predicting when respiratory failure will occur in the 
patient with ALS is important to plan appropriate clini-
cal interventions and to help patients and their families 
address crucial decisions concerning long-term mechani-
cal ventilation and end-of-life issues. Unfortunately, accu-
rately predicting impending respiratory failure is a difficult 
task. Assessing symptoms of respiratory insufficiency such 
as dyspnea and orthopnea on each visit is important. 
Objective measurements of pulmonary function can be 
helpful but are not entirely predictive of either impending 
respiratory failure or death. Arterial blood gases are usu-
ally not helpful because Paco2 can be maintained until 
immediately before respiratory failure. Most authors agree 
that severe restrictive lung disease with an FVC of less than 
50% should prompt careful discussions with the patient 
concerning the type of medical interventions wanted in the 
event of respiratory failure.18 FVC should be measured in 
both the seated and the supine positions because it is often 
lower in the supine position and contributes to nocturnal 
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hypoventilation. This can easily be performed in the clinic 
with a portable spirometer. Patients with oral muscle weak-
ness might need to perform spirometry maneuvers through 
an air cushion facemask to obtain reliable measurements.

Mechanical ventilator support with noninvasive posi-
tive pressure ventilation (NPPV) has been shown to be 
effective in improving quality and duration of life.11,25,82,88 
Improvements in cognitive function have been shown in 
ALS patients receiving nocturnal NPPV.98 Recently a ran-
domized controlled trial of noninvasive ventilation was 
done in a cohort of ALS patients measuring survival and 
quality of life.82 Ninety-two patients were assessed every 
2 months and randomly assigned to noninvasive ventila-
tion or standard care when either orthopnea developed 
with a maximum inspiratory pressure of less than 60% 
of predicted, or when symptomatic hypercarbia occurred. 
NPPV improved quality of life and survival in all patients 
without bulbar symptoms, as well as in a subset of patients 
with mild bulbar symptoms. In patients with more severe 
bulbar symptoms, NPPV produced some improvement in 
quality of life but did not improve survival.

The Practice Parameters of the American Academy of 
Neurology suggest that all patients with ALS and respiratory 
symptoms or an FVC less than 50% predicted should be 
offered the use of NPPV.91 NPPV is usually initiated at night 
because of the high frequency of sleep-disordered breathing. 
Patients will often progress to using NPPV during the day 
as their disease progresses. Portable daytime NPPV can be 
most easily provided by using a bilevel pressure ventilator 
in conjunction with a less obtrusive interface, either a nasal 
cannula or nasal pillow interface. A small subset of patients 
with slow-progressing limb-onset disease and no bulbar 
symptoms can benefit from portable daytime mouthpiece 
ventilation (MPV). Portable MPV can be supported using a 
bilevel pressure ventilator but is most effectively adminis-
tered using a pressure-triggered volume-cycled home ven-
tilator. The benefits of MPV include progressive ventilatory 
support and sigh and cough augmentation by the use of 
breath-stacking maneuvers. Unfortunately, NPPV is only a 
temporizing measure. Most patients with ALS will at some 
point develop bulbar symptoms that are severe enough that 
they will be unable to continue use of NPPV because of aspi-
ration pneumonia or failure of NPPV to ventilate the patient 
effectively despite its constant use. At this point, consider-
ation for invasive ventilation might be the only option for 
continued survival.

Invasive ventilation involves placement of a tracheos-
tomy or laryngeal diversion for direct airway access, and use 
of a small, usually volume-cycled home ventilator. A laryn-
geal diversion (laryngotracheal separation) is an alternative 
procedure, in which the proximal trachea is either oversewn 
or hooked side on end into the esophagus and the distal 
trachea is brought out through a stoma in the neck. This 
procedure has the advantage of completely preventing aspi-
ration, although phonation is no longer possible.36 Trache-
ostomy is clearly a life-prolonging intervention, and patient 
survival can be extended indefinitely. Invasive ventilation 
has no effect on the progression of the disease, however, and 
patients can develop complete paresis of all muscles, includ-
ing the extraocular muscles that produces a “locked-in” 
syndrome in which communication is no longer possible. 
The costs of invasive ventilation to patients and families in 
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both financial and emotional terms are significant.17 Fam-
ily members provide much of the care for these patients at 
home and might have to relinquish employment outside the 
home to do so. Despite this, many patients with ALS report a 
good quality of life while receiving mechanical ventilation.18

Most patients who undergo invasive mechanical ven-
tilation do so in the setting of emergent hospitalization 
without having planned in advance for this eventuality. 
Oppenheimer103 reviewed experience with 50 ALS patients 
on invasive mechanical ventilation and found that only 4 
(8%) of the patients had chosen tracheostomy in advance, 
before acute respiratory failure and emergent intubation.

Pseudobulbar Affect

Amitriptyline, starting at a dose of 10 mg 1 hour before 
bed, is frequently helpful and can be titrated slowly to 
reach the desired affect. Dextromethorphan in combina-
tion with quinidine has also been shown to be beneficial, 
without the anticholinergic side effects of amitriptyline. A 
combination pill is expected to be commercially available 
in the near future. Families of ALS patients with emotional 
lability should be reassured that the patient’s underlying 
mood might be normal, and it is his or her emotional 
expression that is abnormal.

Depression and Anxiety

Reactive clinical depression is expected in patients diag-
nosed with MND.70 Once the diagnosis is confirmed, 
patients should be counseled with respect to the prognosis 
to allow time for grieving, anger, and ultimately “accep-
tance” of their disease, which is important for the mental 
well-being of patients and their families.85,101 The practitio-
ner should keep in mind that the time around diagnosis is 
often associated with high levels of anxiety that can under-
mine quality of life.135 Antidepressant medicine should be 
offered to patients because it can provide assistance with 
mood elevation, appetite stimulation, and sleep.78

Good family, social, and religious support systems are 
all helpful and should be encouraged. The patient should 
be referred to a support group. The most prominent 
 consumer-driven organizations facilitating support groups 
for people with ALS are the MDA and ALSA. In addition, 
referral to a psychiatrist or clinical psychologist with expe-
rience in treating depression associated with terminal and/
or chronic disease might be necessary.78 Depression in the 
spouse, significant other, family, or friends should not be 
overlooked and should be treated as needed.

End-of-Life Issues

ALS is a disease that poses some unusual ethical and humani-
tarian considerations. Patients with ALS have time to think 
about the inevitability of the disease and make the choices 
needed to direct their care in the terminal stages of the disease.

The physician must consider that the patient with 
advanced ALS might not want life-sustaining therapies. 
Life-sustaining therapy, defined as any artificial device or 
intervention that compensates for the failure of an organ 
system which would normally result in death, is the 
patient’s choice and not the physician’s. The most obvi-
ous example of this would be mechanical ventilation, but 
this also includes artificial hydration and nutrition. In the 
United States, a mentally competent patient has the right 
to refuse any prescribed treatment. The physician should 
always respect and foster the patient’s autonomy and self-
direction with respect to these types of interventions.22,103 
An advanced health care directive is absolutely necessary.

Early in the disease a social worker should be consulted 
to help arrange a durable power of attorney to a respon-
sible family member. In most states this can be done 
by a paralegal for a nominal fee. A living will should be 
drafted that clearly outlines the patient’s wishes regarding 
the extent of medical intervention desired.17 This is par-
ticularly important with respect to entering hospice-level 
care. By the time hospice care is being considered, patients 
typically have spent time with grief and anger, and have 
begun ”acceptance” of the outcome. Many ALS patients are 
still hesitant about enrolling in hospice, however, because 
it implies that the disease has reached the end stage.34,76

Quality of life studies have shown a frequent lack of 
adequate communication between the physician and 
patient, as well as a poor perception (both positive and 
negative) on the part of physicians of the level of quality 
of life of their patients.101 It takes a great deal of time to 
explain end-of-life issues, including the available treatment 
options and choices. Without this investment of time from 
the clinician, the patient is frequently unaware of the avail-
able services that can improve quality of life.

The most appropriate level of care for the ALS patient 
can change frequently, and patients should be followed 
closely. An advanced ALS patient is unfortunately often 
told: “There is nothing that can be done,” when in fact 
optimizing in-home care and hospice can maximize qual-
ity of life for patients and provide a more comfortable and 
less painful end of life. Krivickas et al.153 documented that 
most ALS patients appear to receive insufficient in-home 
care. Of 98 advanced ALS patients studied, only 9 received 
hospice home care, 24 received nonhospice home care, and 
7 received both hospice and nonhospice home care. The 
remaining 58 patients received no in-home care. Among 
ALS primary caregivers of the patients with tracheostomy, 
42% felt physically unwell, and 48% felt psychologically 
unwell. The authors concluded that home and hospice care 
received by ALS patients is typically inadequate because it 
starts too late to relieve the burden placed on family care-
givers. Hospice provides an interdisciplinary team of pro-
fessionals whose mission is to support the patient and the 
family through their remaining days together.

Hospice organizations have guidelines for entry of ALS 
patients and often allow for early entry during the advanced 
stages of the disease.124 The guidelines often require physi-
cians to make some estimate of life expectancy, which is 
very difficult to do in ALS and is something for which most 
physicians are probably ill prepared. Inexperienced clini-
cians perceive hospice as only for “near-terminal” patients. 
ALS patients, however, might be in that state for a prolonged 
period, and hospice care can ease suffering considerably.

Lack of physician knowledge of the services provided by 
hospice is widespread.29,54 Physicians not familiar with the 
care of terminal patients might not be comfortable with the 
aggressive use of opiates and benzodiazepines advocated by 
hospice clinicians for the control of symptoms in ALS. The 
physician can find it difficult to give carte blanche orders for 



effective titration of these types of medications, which ease 
air hunger and anxiety in the end-stage ALS patient.

Regular home visits by hospice nurses can ensure proper 
medication delivery, pain control, and skin and bowel 
care. They are able to provide the physician with a prog-
ress report without having to bring the patient physically to 
the clinic. They can also provide counseling to avoid 9-1-1 
panic calls by family members. Most patients wish to die 
at home, and in most cases with a supportive family and 
the help of hospice, this is a feasible and worthwhile goal.

An informed patient and family will welcome the com-
prehensive level of terminal care that hospice offers, con-
soled with the knowledge that dying with dignity in the 
serenity and security of one’s own home is, in some mod-
est but meaningful way, a measure of victory over this oth-
erwise insufferable illness.

Dedication

With a mixture of hope and love, joy and sadness, compas-
sion and heartfelt respect, we dedicate this chapter to our 
dear friend and colleague, Dr. Lisa Krivickas. Lisa was an 
internationally recognized, multitalented physiatrist who 
specialized in neuromuscular disease. Lisa’s career was 
hallmarked by the continuous production of top-notch, 
cutting-edge basic science and clinical research.

She dedicated her entire career to researching ways to 
improve the rehabilitative treatment of patients with amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), a disease which ultimately took 
her life. Lisa’s life was profoundly impacted by ALS, as she had 
previously lost her mother to this grievous disease as well.

In addition to being a stellar physician and researcher, 
Lisa was a loving wife to her husband Joe, and a caring 
mother to children Brooke and Chase.

Lisa’s hard work and dedication to improving the care 
of ALS patients continues to inspire all of us to become 
kinder, more compassionate and caring physicians, endur-
ing on to treat not only the body but also the heart and 
spirit of our ALS patients.
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CHAPTER 47

REHABILITATION OF PATIENTS 
WITH NEUROPATHIES
Anita Craig and James K. Richardson
 Disorders of the peripheral nervous system are common 
but are often a challenge to diagnose. In addition, these 
diseases are often even more frightening to the patient and 
health practitioner when diagnosed incorrectly. Given the 
physiatrist’s electrophysiologic expertise and familiarity 
with musculoskeletal syndromes, which often mimic or 
accompany peripheral neurologic diseases, physicians in 
physical medicine and rehabilitation are ideally positioned 
to accurately diagnose peripheral neuropathies and provide 
rational advice regarding prognosis and therapy. Peripheral 
nerve disorders also often accompany, as well as compli-
cate, rehabilitation diagnoses. For example, patients with 
stroke and spinal cord injury can develop nerve compres-
sion syndromes from overuse in their less impaired limbs. A 
working knowledge of these syndromes is important to all 
physiatrists, whether their orientation is toward inpatient 
rehabilitation or outpatient physical medicine. Although 
most focal disorders of the peripheral nervous system do 
not affect mortality or longevity, they certainly do affect 
quality of life and function in work and daily living. This 
makes their diagnosis and effective treatment worthy goals. 
In contrast, the systemic neuropathies not only influence 
function and quality of life but also are usually signs of an 
underlying disease process that demands diagnosis and 
treatment. When the generalized peripheral neurologic dis-
order is also the presenting manifestation of the underlying 
disease, accurate diagnosis of the neuropathy can influence 
quantity and quality of life. The patient is well served when 
the physiatrist has a solid understanding of the diagno-
sis and treatment of peripheral neurologic disorders. The 
authors trust that this chapter is a step toward that under-
standing and therefore a step toward improved patient care.

Anatomy and Physiology

The peripheral nervous system is made up of 12 cranial 
nerves and 31 spinal nerves, which innervate specific sen-
sory distributions (dermatomes) (Figure 47-1) and muscle 
groups (myotomes). In the cervical and lumbosacral regions, 
the spinal nerves intermingle to create plexuses, which then 
form individual peripheral nerves. In disease, the distribu-
tion of motor and sensory abnormalities characterizes par-
ticular spinal nerve, plexus, or peripheral nerve disorders.

The basic neural structure is the neuron and its associ-
ated axon, or nerve fiber. The axon is enclosed within a 
Schwann cell. A Schwann cell can encircle multiple axons, 
in which case they are referred to as unmyelinated. An axon 
that is invested solely by a Schwann cell wrapping around it 
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several times is known as a myelinated fiber. The myelinated 
axon is invested by a series of Schwann cells that are sepa-
rated by small sections of uncovered axon known as nodes 
of Ranvier (Figure 47-2). Nerve depolarization can “jump” 
from node to node, a process known as salutatory conduction. 
Impulse propagation in this manner is far more rapid (50 
to 60 m/s) than that in unmyelinated axons (1 to 2 m/s).

Each nerve fiber and its associated Schwann cells are sur-
rounded by an endoneurium. Several of these axons are 
grouped together in fascicles that are enclosed in a peri-
neurium (although individual axons can cross from one 
fascicle to another along the course of a nerve). The fas-
cicles are bundled together within the epineurium, which 
sheaths the entire peripheral nerve (Figure 47-3).

Classification of Neuropathies

Pathology of the peripheral nervous system can be due 
to generalized processes or focal injury, or a combination 
of the two. Generalized neuropathies are typically caused 
by systemic processes that are often toxic, metabolic, or 
immunologic in nature. Focal neuropathies are usually the 
result of localized compression, traction, or trauma to a 
specific nerve.

Generalized peripheral neuropathies can be character-
ized by their location along three major axes based on 
whether the process affects (1) the axon (axonal) or the 
myelin (demyelinating) or has features of both; (2) the 
motor or sensory fibers; or (3) the peripheral nerves in a 
symmetric (diffuse) fashion, typically in a distal to proxi-
mal gradient, or in an asymmetric or multifocal pattern 
(Box 47-1). Neuropathies can also preferentially affect spe-
cific nerve types, such as large fiber or small fibers, the lat-
ter often including autonomic involvement. For example, 
alcoholic neuropathy tends to be predominantly axonal, 
sensorimotor, and diffuse, whereas classic Guillain-Barré 
syndrome (GBS) is demyelinating, with greater motor than 
sensory involvement and a multifocal pattern.

Localized nerve injuries, or mononeuropathies, are clas-
sified by the degree of axonal and supporting structure 
involvement. The main classification schemes are the Sed-
don system123 and the Sunderland system.135 Neurapraxia 
in the Seddon system refers to focal injury to the myelin 
causing conduction block without axonal injury. Axonot-
mesis in the Seddon system refers to axonal damage with 
resultant Wallerian degeneration, but with the supporting 
endoneurium and perineurium still intact. Neurotmesis 
is the most severe insult and involves injury to the axon, 
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FIGURE 47-2 Myelinated axon invested by Schwann cells separated by 
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Miller RD, editor : Miller’s anesthesia, ed 6, Philadelphia, 2005, Elsevier.92)
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myelin, and supporting structures of the nerve (typically 
the nerve is no longer in anatomic continuity). In the 
Sunderland system, first-degree injury and second-degree 
injury correspond to neurapraxia and axonotmesis, respec-
tively. The Sunderland system subdivides neurotmesis into 
third-degree injury (which involves the axon and endoneu-
rium), fourth-degree injury (which affects the perineurium 
as well), and fifth-degree injury (which reflects damage to 
all supporting structures of the nerve) (Table 47-1).

Evaluation of Generalized 
Neuropathies

Overview

The goal of the evaluation is to develop a description of 
the neuropathy, with reference to the three axes described 
above. If this is achieved, then the likelihood that a 

Demyelinating mixed sensory and motor, diffuse
 •  Hereditary motor and sensory neuropathies (1, 3, and 4)

Demyelinating mixed sensory and axonal, multifocal
 •  AIDP
 •  CIDP
 •  Leprosy

Demyelinating motor > sensory, multifocal
 •  Multifocal motor neuropathy

Axonal, mixed motor and sensory, diffuse
 •  Alcohol neuropathy
 •  AIDS neuropathy
 •  Amiodarone

Axonal, mixed motor and sensory, multifocal
 •  Mononeuritis multiplex

Axonal, motor > sensory, diffuse
 •  Lead neuropathy
 •  Dapsone toxicity
 •  HMSN type 2 and 5

Axonal, motor > sensory, multifocal
 •  Axonal Guillain-Barré syndrome
 •  Porphyria
 •  Diabetic amyotrophy

Axonal, sensory > motor, diffuse
 •  Carcinomatous neuropathies (oat cell)
 •  Vitamin B6 toxicity
 •  Vitamin E deficiency
 •  Drugs: Vincristine, cisplatin, isoniazid

Axonal, sensory > motor, multifocal
 •  Miller Fisher variant of AIDP
 •  Sjögren’s syndrome

Axonal and demyelinating, motor and sensory, diffuse
 •  Diabetes
 •  Uremia

 

BOX 47-1

Classification of Peripheral Neuropathies  
and Common Etiologies

AIDP, Acute demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy; CIDP, chronic 
inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy; HMSN, hereditary motor 
and sensory neuropathy.
specific etiologic diagnosis can be determined is markedly 
enhanced.

History

Evaluation of neuropathies begins with a detailed history 
of symptoms, functional impairments, medical comor-
bidities, and family history. Detailed characteristics of 
the symptoms should be elicited, including duration, rate 
of progression, and distribution. Symptoms can involve 
a variety of sensory modalities, such as pain, pressure, 
proprioception, and temperature. Pain is predominant 
in small fiber neuropathies, whereas significant sensory 
deficit might not be noticed by those with hereditary 
neuropathies. In contrast to these “positive” symptoms, 
some patients might describe “negative” symptoms; that 
is, they have a conscious awareness of the absence of 
sensation. Such patients might describe their feet as feel-
ing like “wood” or that the plantar surface of their feet 
feels indistinct when walking. Motor symptoms might be 
more easily overlooked by the patient but can manifest 
as gait difficulties or a decrease in fine motor skills. A 
problem with balance (and even falls) can be the ini-
tial presenting complaint and has significant functional 
consequences.

Neuropathies can be associated with many medical 
comorbidities, including diabetes, renal failure, and HIV. 
Possible toxic exposure should be investigated, as well as 
search for any medications that might be associated with 
neuropathy (Box 47-2). A careful family history might 
reveal known hereditary neuropathies or similar symptoms 
and findings, such as gait problems or pes cavus, suggesting 
a previously undiagnosed familial condition.

Physical Examination

A general inspection can reveal clues to the presence of 
a neuropathic condition. Atrophy might be noted, espe-
cially involving the intrinsic muscles of the hands and feet. 
Foot deformities, such as pes cavus, can be seen in those 
with hereditary neuropathies. Other foot deformities such 
as hammer toes and even deformity and collapse of the 
midfoot architecture can be seen in advanced neuropathic 
disease. Autonomic dysfunction can result in decreased 
sweating and dry, cold feet. Large fiber neuropathy can 

Table 47-1  Classification of Nerve Injury: Seddon 
and Sunderland Systems123,135

Seddon Sunderland Description

Neurapraxia First degree Focal conduction block 
 without axonal damage

Axonotmesis Second degree Axon damage with wallerian 
degeneration, supporting 
 structures intact

Neurotmesis Third degree Damage to axon and 
 endoneurium

Fourth degree Damage to perineurium and 
endoneurium

Fifth degree Damage to axon and all 
 supporting structures
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result in increased blood flow and “hot foot.”150 Skin 
lesions or ulceration might be seen in an insensate foot. 
Fasciculations are occasionally observed.

Sensory testing should assess multiple sensory modal-
ities with attention paid to the distribution of abnor-
malities, particularly the presence of a distal to proximal 
gradient if a diffuse process is suspected. Light touch 
(with a 10-gauge monofilament), pinprick, propriocep-
tion, and vibratory sensation should be evaluated. Pro-
prioception can be tested by assessing the patient’s ability 
to perceive 8 to 10 small (1-cm) movements at the great 
toe. Vibration is assessed using a 128-Hz tuning fork 
placed at the great toe. In those with pure small fiber neu-
ropathies, pinprick and temperature sensation are usu-
ally affected, whereas proprioception and vibration can 
be relatively preserved (because they are carried by large 
nerve fibers).

Muscle stretch reflexes are lost in a distal to proximal 
gradient in the setting of a diffuse neuropathy, whereas 
deviation from this pattern suggests a multifocal process. 
The Achilles reflex is the most commonly affected in a 
diffuse neuropathy and can be obtained either with direct 
percussion over the tendon or by plantar strike technique, 
which might be more reliable in older persons.100 Facili-
tation might be needed, such as gentle plantar flexion. 
Distinguishing the “normal” distal decrement in neuro-
muscular function associated with aging from that result-
ing from disease can be difficult. The physical findings 
that are predictive of electrodiagnostic confirmation of 
peripheral neuropathy in this population is loss of the 
Achilles reflex, inability to perceive at least 8 of 10, 0.5- to 
1.0-cm movements, or being unable to detect a vibrat-
ing 128-Hz tuning fork for at least 8 seconds at the great 
toe.108

Motor deficits can also be found in a distal to proxi-
mal gradient, or in a multifocal distribution, and are often 
characterized by easy fatigability. Detection of weakness 
might be improved by testing the muscle in question mul-
tiple consecutive times.88 Pain, poor cooperation, and 
poor understanding of examiner instruction can interfere 

 •  Amiodarone
 •  Amitriptyline
 •  Chloramphenicol
 •  Cisplatin
 •  Colchicine
 •  Dapsone
 •  Disulfiram
 •  Halogenated hydroxyquinolones
 •  Hydralazine
 •  Isoniazid
 •  Lithium
 •  Misonidazole
 •  Nitrofurantoin
 •  Phenytoin
 •  Pyridoxine
 •  Thalidomide
 •  Vincristine

 

BOX 47-2

Medications Associated With Peripheral Neuropathy
with full muscular effort. In such circumstances, the exam-
ination is augmented by observing the patient perform-
ing functional tasks. For example, unipedal stance time 
is a sensitive test of balance impairment. Not only is a 
markedly decreased unipedal stance time associated with 
a diffuse peripheral neuropathy in young and middle-aged 
men,60 but unipedal stance time also strongly correlates 
with frontal plane sensory and motor function at the ankle 
among older persons with neuropathy.46,130 Clinicians 
should observe the patient walking and look carefully for 
increased variability of lateral foot placement and frank 
crossover steps. These suggest instability during single-
limb stance and increase the risk of foot collisions dur-
ing ambulation. The distal upper extremity sensorimotor 
function can similarly be evaluated by assessing the ability 
to do fine motor tasks, such as buttoning a shirt without 
visual input.

Careful observation of the distribution of motor and 
sensory deficits can offer clues to the nature of the neu-
ropathy, and where it lies on the three axes. For example, 
weakness without significant atrophy can suggest a demy-
elinating etiology, whereas atrophy in proportion to the 
weakness is more consistent with a primarily axonal neu-
ropathy. The relative impairments in sensory compared 
with motor function provide clues to the second axis, and 
the presence of side-to-side asymmetries and/or proximal 
sensorimotor dysfunction greater than distal suggests a 
multifocal rather than diffuse neuropathy. These features 
can then be delineated further with electrodiagnostic 
testing.

Electrodiagnostic Studies

Nerve conduction studies and needle electromyography 
(EMG) are useful in detecting, characterizing, and assess-
ing the severity of peripheral neuropathy. Electrodiagnostic 
studies build on what is learned after a thorough physical 
examination. Sensory nerve conduction studies assess the 
number of axons excited and the speed of conduction of 
the axons. The amplitude, measured from baseline to peak 
amplitude, correlates with the number of axons excited,29 
and a decrement usually suggests axon loss. In a demye-
linating process, dysynchrony of the axons measured can 
cause temporal dispersion of the sensory response, with 
decreased amplitude without true axon loss. Reduced sen-
sory amplitude with relatively normal distal latency and 
conduction velocity suggests axon loss. If the sensory nerve 
response is completely absent, it is not possible to char-
acterize whether it is an axonal or demyelinating process; 
consequently an intact sensory response elsewhere should 
be sought.

Motor nerve conduction studies assess the amplitude 
of the compound muscle action potential (CMAP), distal 
latency, and the conduction velocity using proximal and 
distal stimulation sites. Reduction in CMAP usually reflects 
axon loss; however, it can also be seen when stimulating 
across areas of demyelination. Focal demyelination can be 
found by stimulation proximal and distal to the site, with 
stimulation at the proximal site resulting in lower ampli-
tude, temporal dispersion, and conduction slowing com-
pared with the distal site. In severe demyelination the action 
potential can fail to conduct entirely, referred to as conduction 



block (see Chapters 9 through 11). Acquired demyelinating 
neuropathies often present with nonuniform demyelination 
and focal conduction block, whereas hereditary neuropa-
thies usually result in uniform demyelination but without 
focal block. Late responses (F waves) are useful for assessing 
more proximal segments and can be particularly sensitive 
for demyelinating processes, such as early GBS.19

Neuropathies caused by demyelination are defined by 
the following criteria: (1) conduction velocity slowed to less 
than 80% of the lower limit of normal (LLN) if the CMAP 
is more than 80% of LLN and less than 70% if CMAP is 
less than 70% of LLN; (2) distal latency is prolonged more 
than 125% of the upper limit of normal (ULN) if CMAP 
is more than 80% of LLN and more than 150% of ULN if 
CMAP is less than 80% of LLN; (3) F-wave latency more 
than 120% of ULN if CMAP amplitude was more than 
80% of LLN and more than 150% of ULN if CMAP is less 
than 80% of LLN, or absence of F-wave response; and (4) 
partial conduction block with a more than 30% decrease 
in amplitude between stimulation of proximal and distal 
sites.2 Amplitudes are generally preserved, although some 
decrease can be seen as a result of conduction block. Axo-
nal neuropathies will result in amplitude loss without 
significant prolongation of distal latency or conduction 
slowing; however, fastest conducting fibers can be prefer-
entially affected, resulting in mild slowing.

Although nerve conduction studies are the most useful 
component of the electrodiagnostic examination in the 
evaluation of neuropathies, it is important to be attentive 
to their limitations. For example, nerve conduction stud-
ies predominantly test large fiber nerves and so will likely 
be unrevealing in pure small fiber neuropathies. It is also 
important to be aware of conditions that can distort the 
results, such as temperature of the limb, superimposed 
focal neuropathies such as carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), 
and chronic pressure on foot intrinsic muscles as occurs 
with diminution of tibial motor amplitude responses in 
the setting of overpronated feet. Studies should assess at 
least one motor and one sensory nerve in the upper and 
lower limb. If abnormalities are found, the contralateral 
side should be examined to document symmetry. If a mul-
tifocal neuropathy is suggested from history and physical 
examination, a more extensive study is required, assess-
ing the clinically affected nerves. Late responses (F waves) 
should be obtained, particularly if a demyelinating process 
is suspected. If a mild distal neuropathy is clinically sus-
pected but sural sensory responses are normal, the plantar 
sensory responses might reveal abnormalities.1,107

The needle examination assesses for axonal involvement 
and typically is normal in purely demyelinating processes. 
Positive waves and fibrillation potentials are seen in the set-
ting of ongoing axon loss and denervation of the sampled 
muscle. If the denervating process is slow, collateral sprout-
ing might keep pace with the axon loss, and little sponta-
neous activity might be appreciated. Voluntary motor unit 
changes occur, reflecting the process of collateral sprout-
ing reinnervating affected motor units. Initially decreased 
recruitment is seen as the motor units are lost. As collat-
eral sprouting begins, increased duration and polyphasia 
occur as a result of the dysynchronous conduction along 
poorly myelinated, immature sprouts. As the new motor 
unit matures, an increase in motor unit amplitude is seen. 
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Both proximal and distal muscles in the upper and lower 
limbs, as well as clinically weak muscles, should be evalu-
ated. If an abnormality is found in a muscle, the contralat-
eral muscle should be assessed to document symmetry of 
the process. A distal to proximal gradient of abnormalities 
is seen in diffuse neuropathies. In a suspected multifocal 
neuropathy, the clinically affected muscles, as guided by 
a detailed physical examination, should be well sampled. 
In purely demyelinating neuropathies, the needle exami-
nation is normal, although decreased recruitment can be 
caused by conduction block affecting individual axons.

Complications of Neuropathies

Foot Complications

Foot ulceration is a major complication in patients with 
peripheral neuropathy, particularly in those with diabe-
tes mellitus, who manifest a lifetime risk of 15%.38 The 
presence of neuropathy is associated with an 8- to 18-fold 
increased risk of foot ulcer and a 2- to 15-fold greater risk 
of amputation.101 Loss of protective sensation in peripheral 
neuropathy can lead to unrecognized foot trauma and skin 
breakdown. Motor neuropathy causes muscle atrophy and 
weakness, distorting normal foot architecture, and leading 
to abnormal pressure distribution and overloaded plantar 
areas.

Autonomic dysfunction causes decreased sweating, result-
ing in skin dryness and cracking, further compromising skin 
integrity. The detrimental impact of autonomic dysfunction 
is accentuated by arteriovenous shunting, which leads to 
alteration of perfusion with secondary osteopenia caused by 
bone resorption and impaired healing. In addition to skin 
breakdown, neuropathy can also lead to Charcot changes. 
Charcot neuroarthropathy is characterized by destruction 
of the joints of the foot, with pathologic fracture and joint 
dislocation often in the midfoot region, and can result in 
severe deformity (Figure 47-4).

Patients with neuropathy should be educated on the 
importance of daily inspection of their feet using a mir-
ror. Properly protective socks and appropriate shoe wear, 
including extra-depth toe boxes and custom orthoses, 
should be used to offload high pressure areas. Feet should 
be kept dry and the skin well moisturized, with caution 
to avoid extreme temperatures, particularly hot water. Nail 
care and callus management is important and might neces-
sitate care by a podiatrist or diabetic foot clinic. Prompt 
management of skin breakdown and aggressive manage-
ment of infection are important to avoid progression to 
amputation. Acute Charcot foot can present similarly 
to cellulitis, as a warm, erythematous, and swollen foot. 
Radiographs can be normal acutely, before showing the 
fractures and joint dislocation later in the course of the dis-
ease. The bone scan, however, is often positive early. Strict 
immobilization with a total contact cast is used to man-
age acute Charcot arthropathy.149 Immobilization is main-
tained until clinical signs of warmth and tenderness have 
significantly decreased and the bone scan becomes nega-
tive or less active, indicating that bone remodeling is near 
complete. At this point careful weaning from the orthosis 
can begin. This is often done in association with physical 
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FIGURE 47-4 Charcot neuropathy causing pathologic fracture, dislocation, and deformity of the midfoot. (From Ishikawa SN: Diabetic foot. In Canale ST, Beaty JH, 
editors: Campbell’s operative orthopaedics, ed 11, Philadelphia, 2009, Mosby.61)
therapy using a gradual resumption of weight-bearing and 
strengthening foot and ankle musculature. Prevention and 
treatment programs can significantly reduce lower extrem-
ity breakdowns and amputations.57

Pain

Neuropathic pain is common and can be incapacitating. 
Large fiber neuropathies often manifest with dull, deep, 
toothache-like, or cramping pain. Small fiber neuropathies 
affect small unmyelinated C fibers that control thermal 
perception, pain, and autonomic function, and frequently 
initially manifest with significant pain in the feet. Small 
fiber neuropathy is commonly perceived as superficial, 
burning, and hypersensitive. Other sources of foot pain 
should be considered and excluded before treatment of 
presumed neuropathic pain occurs. Among the alternative 
diagnoses for painful feet are lumbar radiculopathy, vascu-
lar claudication, tarsal tunnel syndrome, plantar fasciitis, 
osteoarthritis, and Morton’s neuroma. It should also be 
kept in mind that each of these diagnoses can coexist with 
symptomatic painful neuropathy.

Treatment of neuropathic pain can be challenging, and 
the side effects of the medications used can be problematic, 
particularly in elderly patients. A topical agent such as cap-
saicin cream has the advantage of having no systemic side 
effects, but the application can be cumbersome (requiring 
application 3 to 4 times/day), and can cause initial irrita-
tion. Transdermal lidocaine patches are more easily applied 
and can be useful in those with a relatively discrete distri-
bution of pain.25 Transcutaneous electrical stimulation 
might also be of benefit. Tricyclic antidepressant medica-
tions were the first class of medications to show efficacy in 
the management of neuropathic pain. Amitriptyline’s use 
is limited by anticholinergic effects, including sedation, 
dry mouth, urinary retention, and orthostatic hypotension, 
as well as potentially dangerous arrhythmias.96 Low-dose 
nortriptyline, dosed at 10 to 50 mg at bedtime, might be 
better tolerated and has been shown to have equivalent 
effect on some types of neuropathic pain as amitriptyline153 
and with fewer side effects. Gabapentin, at doses up to 3600 
mg/day, has been shown to reduce pain.42,124 Gabapentin 
can cause somnolence and dizziness, particularly on ini-
tiation of treatment. It might exacerbate gait and cognitive 
problems in older patients, but it is generally well tolerated 
and lacks significant drug interactions. Gabapentin should 
be initiated at low doses, 100 to 300 mg at night, and slowly 
titrated up to three times daily dosing. Duloxetine (Cym-
balta) and pregabalin (Lyrica) are two newer drugs that 
have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration 
for the treatment of neuropathic pain. Duloxetine’s use can 
be limited by gastrointestinal side effects. Pregabalin, like 
gabapentin, can cause sedating and cognitive side effects. 
Tramadol has been shown to have beneficial effects on the 
allodynia associated with diabetic peripheral neuropathy.128 
It binds to μ-opioid receptors and is a weak norepinephrine 
and serotonin reuptake inhibitor. Tramadol can cause cog-
nitive impairment, and serotonin syndrome might occur 
with concomitant use of other serotonergic medications. 
Opioid analgesics have been shown to improve pain and 
sleep but not function or mood.106 Because opioids can 
cause cognitive side effects, physiologic dependency, and 
addiction, they should be used judiciously. Second-line 
medications for the treatment of neuropathic pain include 
lamotrigine, carbamazepine, other selective serotonin reup-
take inhibitors, and clonidine.

Functional Impairment

Peripheral neuropathy can have significant impact on func-
tional mobility and quality of life.22 Patients with periph-
eral neuropathy are about 20 times more likely to fall 
than those without neuropathy.109,113 Neuropathy impairs 
proprioceptive sensation at the ankle,146 and those with 



neuropathy are less able to rapidly develop ankle torque 
to correct for lateral lean.46 Therefore patients with neu-
ropathy are doubly penalized when their center of mass is 
displaced because it takes a relatively greater displacement 
before loss of balance is perceived and then there is a delay 
in the generation of ankle torque to correct. This is particu-
larly exacerbated on uneven surfaces and in dim lighting, 
where visual cues cannot assist in compensating for pro-
prioceptive loss. Both a perceived and real risk of instability 
can lead to increasingly limited physical activity and physi-
cal deconditioning. Those with neuropathy often become 
more isolated because of fears of community ambulation 
on unpredictable terrain and decreased walking speeds, 
which can be particularly problematic in situations such as 
crossing the street.

A number of interventions can improve gait and balance. 
Visual input must be optimized. Vision should be regularly 
tested, and corrective eyewear should be used as needed. 
Patients should consider using glasses for walking that cor-
rect distance vision only because the use of bifocals has 
been independently associated with falls.84 Patients should 
be taught to use proper lighting, particularly when getting 
up at night. Balance can be improved with proper shoe 
wear that has a wide base of support and thin soles. A cane 
can stabilize gait, but to achieve maximal benefit, patients 
should be able to support up to 25% of their body weight 
on the cane to prevent a fall.6 The cane should be brought 
down with each contralateral footstep. Acceptance of the 
use of a cane can be improved if presented as a substitute 
for the loss of a special sense, much like eyeglasses, and 
used only as needed on uneven surfaces and in unfamiliar 
areas. A disadvantage of canes, however, is that they can 
be associated with decreased walking speed. Use of ankle 
orthoses with medial and lateral support has been shown 
to improve gait and stability parameters.116 They also have 
the advantage of freedom of both hands and better walking 
speed than a cane, but the skin in contact with the orthoses 
must be monitored for breakdown. Although there is no 
direct evidence that physical training prevents falls, specific 
exercise programs have shown improvement in clinical 
measurements of balance in patients with neuropathy.115 
Specific exercises aimed at strengthening hip abductors 
and abdominals can improve hip and trunk stability in the 
frontal plane. Strengthening of grip, shoulder depression, 
and elbow extension can improve support when using a 
cane or other means of upper limb stabilization.

Specific Neuropathies

Diabetic Neuropathies

Diabetes is one of the most common causes of neuropa-
thy. Neuropathy causes significant morbidity and mortal-
ity in diabetic patients and leads to more hospitalizations 
for diabetic patients than any other complication. Diabetes 
can cause a number of patterns of neuropathy. These can 
be classified into symmetric, asymmetric, and focal:
 •  Symmetric: Chronic sensorimotor distal, acute sensory, 

autonomic
 •  Asymmetric: Proximal motor
 •  Focal: Mononeuritis, entrapment neuropathies
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Chronic Sensorimotor Distal Polyneuropathy

Chronic sensorimotor distal polyneuropathy is the most 
common type of diabetic neuropathy and affects at least 
half of those with long-standing diabetes.19 Onset is usu-
ally insidious, occurring first in the feet and progressing 
proximally over time. Symptoms are usually only perceived 
in the hands when the lower limb symptoms have reached 
the level of the knees. If upper limb symptoms develop 
before that time, then an entrapment neuropathy should 
be suspected. Most patients have involvement of both large 
and small nerve fibers, although large fiber involvement 
usually predominates.

Large fiber involvement affects both motor and sensory 
nerves. Symptoms are often minimal in early stages, with 
patients describing odd sensations of walking on cotton, 
vague unsteadiness, or difficulty manipulating small objects 
such as buttons. Pain is usually less of a complaint but when 
present is described as a dull, cramping ache. Often these 
complaints are only elicited with a specific inquiry. Physi-
cal examination often reveals abnormalities before symp-
toms are perceived. Vibratory sensation and position sense 
loss are some of the earliest findings, along with depressed 
Achilles reflexes. Muscle wasting, particularly of the intrinsic 
foot muscles, is found as the neuropathy progresses. Elec-
trodiagnostic studies can demonstrate findings consistent 
with both axon loss and demyelination. Sensory abnor-
malities usually occur first, with the sural sensory studies 
showing the earliest changes on routine studies. If suspicion 
is high in a patient younger than 60, however, medial and 
lateral plantar nerves might demonstrate earlier changes 
(they are more distal than the sural nerve recording).1,107 
Motor nerve conduction abnormalities occur later in the 
course of the disease. EMG needle examination typically 
shows neuropathic abnormalities in a symmetrical pattern, 
with a distal to proximal gradient. This often occurs before 
there is any clinical weakness. With regard to the three 
descriptive axes mentioned previously, diabetic neuropathy 
often shows features of both demyelination and axon loss,  
has greater sensory than motor involvement, and is diffuse.

Involvement of small unmyelinated C fibers can occur 
early in diabetes and presents with significant pain and 
hyperalgesia. Later there is loss of thermal sensation and 
autonomic abnormalities, with loss of sweating, dry feet, 
and vasomotor changes. This leads to increased risk of foot 
ulceration and infections. Later in the course of the neurop-
athy the pain might subside, but this is a sign of progres-
sion rather than regression of the disease.150 When small 
fiber disease occurs in isolation from large fiber involve-
ment, there can be minimal physical examination findings 
despite significant symptoms. Additionally, electrodiag-
nostic studies are not as sensitive for small fiber nerves and 
can be normal.55 Galvanic skin responses might be abnor-
mal but are unreliable.76 Skin biopsy can be definitive, with 
quantification of small fibers, but is not done routinely.129

Proximal Motor Neuropathy

Diabetic proximal motor neuropathy, also known by the 
term diabetic amyotrophy, is typically seen in older patients 
with type 2 diabetes. It classically presents acutely or sub-
acutely with severe pain that is unilateral or bilateral. The 
pain tends to attenuate over weeks to months, an event 
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often accompanied by marked atrophy of the thigh mus-
cles, particularly the quadriceps, adductors, and iliopsoas, 
with relative sparing of gluteal and hamstring muscles.80 
Sensory abnormalities are seen in the femoral distribution 
and sometimes in the saphenous distribution. Proximal 
diabetic neuropathy is almost invariably seen in diabetic 
patients with preexisting distal neuropathy. A variant of this 
condition can present with acute and debilitating pain in 
a younger patient with early, mild diabetes (or previously 
undiagnosed diabetes), with no evidence of distal neu-
ropathy. Electrodiagnostic studies reveal a pattern of lum-
bosacral plexopathy sometimes combined with multilevel 
radioulopathy on EMG needle examination. Femoral nerve 
conductions reveal predominantly axonal involvement, 
with reduced CMAP but relatively spared distal latency. Dis-
tal nerve conduction studies often show evidence of a con-
comitant distal neuropathy, even in patients without clinical 
complaints of distal neuropathic symptoms. The mecha-
nism of injury is thought to be an immune-mediated micro-
vasculitis affecting the nerve roots and plexus. Management 
of diabetic amyotrophy consists of tight glycemic control 
and aggressive management of neuropathic pain. Cortico-
steroids, plasmapheresis, and intravenous immunoglobulin 
(IVIG) have not been shown to be efficacious in manage-
ment of this condition. Although extremely debilitating, the 
prognosis for improvement is good, with recovery typically 
occurring over a 12- to 24-month period.138 Differential 
diagnosis includes spinal stenosis and chronic inflamma-
tory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP). Spinal stenosis 
is common in older adults, and although compression is 
most common at the L5 level, when occurring at higher lev-
els it can mimic symptoms of diabetic amyotrophy. CIDP 
is also common in this age group, and it is important to 
diagnose because it is amenable to steroids, IVIG, plasma-
pheresis, and other immune-modulating agents.

Focal Mononeuropathies

Mononeuropathies typically occur in older diabetic indi-
viduals and are usually acute in onset and associated with 
pain. Recovery is spontaneous and occurs over 6 to 8 weeks. 
Cranial nerves III, VI, and VII and median, ulnar, and pero-
neal nerves are most commonly affected,150 and the neu-
ropathies are caused by microvascular infarction. Patients 
with diabetes can also be more predisposed to entrap-
ment neuropathies at common sites,65 such as the median, 
ulnar, and peroneal nerves. Carpal tunnel syndrome is 3 
times more common in individuals with diabetes than in 
the general population.69

Autonomic Neuropathy

Diabetic autonomic neuropathy is a significant cause of 
morbidity and even mortality in persons with diabetes. 
This can affect the cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, genito-
urinary, and thermoregulatory systems.

Involvement of the cardiovascular system limits activity 
tolerance and can have life-threatening consequences. Patient 
with cardiac involvement have resting tachycardia greater than 
100 beats/min and orthostasis, a decrease of systolic blood 
pressure greater than 20 mm Hg on standing, which occurs 
without appropriate heart rate response. This limits exercise 
tolerance and increases the risk of sudden death and silent 
myocardial ischemia. Both hypotension and hypertension 
can develop after exercise. Orthostasis is the most common 
clinical complaint of cardiac autonomic neuropathy. Initial 
management includes education of slow postural changes, 
elevation of the head of the bed, and use of compression 
garments, such as compressive stockings and abdominal 
binders. If these are inadequate, mineralocorticoids such as 
fludrocortisone or the α-agonist midodrine can be used.

Autonomic dysfunction of the gastrointestinal system 
can lead to esophageal dysmotility, gastroparesis, constipa-
tion or diarrhea, and bowel incontinence.12 Gastroparesis 
can cause a sensation of bloating, nausea, heartburn, early 
satiety, and erratic glycemic control. These symptoms are 
typically treated with metoclopramide.87

Diabetic autonomic neuropathy can lead to erectile dys-
function and is usually irreversible.33 Treatment consists of 
assessing for secondary causes of erectile dysfunction, coun-
seling, medications, suction erectile devices, and penile 
implants. Neurogenic bladder leads to overflow inconti-
nence, recurrent urinary tract infection, and pyelonephritis. 
If retention is suspected, it can be diagnosed with postvoid 
residuals and might need more formal urodynamic studies 
to determine the severity. In mild cases the patient can be 
instructed to void every 2 to 3 hours while awake. In more 
severe cases intermittent catheterization can be necessary.

Abnormalities in sweating and thermoregulation neces-
sitate counseling about adequate hydration and caution 
with exertion in hot or cold environments. Lack of sweat-
ing can lead to dryness and cracking and fissuring of the 
feet, creating conditions susceptible to foot ulceration and 
infection. Patients should be taught to keep the feet well 
moisturized.

Guillain-Barré Syndrome

GBS was first described almost a century ago by French neu-
rologists Guillain, Barré, and Strohl. With the eradication 
of polio, it is now the most common cause of acute neu-
romuscular paralysis in the Western world, with an annual 
incidence of 1 to 2 per 100,000.105 GBS is a progressive, 
symmetrical weakness of the limbs, with hyporeflexia or 
areflexia, with or without sensory abnormalities. Maximal 
weakness occurs within 4 weeks, although typically peaks 
by 2 weeks. GBS is now recognized to be a group of disor-
ders, with various subtypes. The most common is the acute 
demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (AIDP) affecting 
both motor and sensory nerves. This type accounts for 95% 
of all cases of GBS in Europe and North America.48 Purely 
axonal forms are rare (<5%). Axonal forms can occur as an 
acute motor axonal neuropathy (AMAN) or acute motor and 
sensory axonal neuropathy (AMSAN). The axonal forms of 
GBS are more common in Asia and South America, mak-
ing up 30% of the cases in those populations.102 The Miller 
Fisher variant is a triad of ataxia, areflexia, and ophthalmo-
plegia, although bulbar abnormalities, ptosis, facial weak-
ness, and papillary dysfunction can be seen (Table 47-2).37

Clinical Features. GBS presents with progressive onset of 
limb weakness both proximally and distally that is typically 
symmetrical. It reaches its maximal effect in 2 to 4 weeks. 
Reflexes are typically lost early in the disease, although 
reflexes can be retained or even brisk with axonal forms.74 
Sensory loss is variable. The cranial nerves can be affected, 
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with facial palsy and bulbar weakness. Muscles of respira-
tion are frequently affected with decline of vital capacity, 
and ventilatory support is required in 25% of cases. The 
autonomic system can be impaired, causing tachycardia, 
hypertension, and cardiac arrhythmias. Pain can be a sig-
nificant complaint and might even precede onset of clini-
cal weakness. In the acute stages the pain is often described 
as deep and aching, affecting the back, buttocks, and pos-
terior thighs. This might be due to nociceptive pain from 
inflammation. Later neuropathic pain can be described 
with degeneration and regeneration of sensory nerves.148 
Fatigue is a common complaint, even after good neuro-
logic recovery from GBS. Amantadine and other pharma-
cologic agents have not been shown to help, but bicycle 
exercise training has been shown to reduce fatigue and 
improve functional outcome and quality of life.40

Pathophysiology. Two thirds of patients with GBS have 
an antecedent infection with 3 weeks of onset of weakness. 
The most commonly identified infectious agent is Campy-
lobacter jejuni. Other causative agents are cytomegalovirus 
(CMV), Epstein-Barr virus, Mycoplasma pneumoniae, and 
Haemophilus influenzae.49 Studies of the swine flu vaccine 
during the 1976 epidemic demonstrated an increased risk 
of one excess case of GBS for every 100,000 people vacci-
nated.122 Little strong evidence is known to link GBS with 
other vaccines, including newer influenza vaccines.47 The 
strong association with antecedent infection suggests that 
at least in some cases there is an immune response to these 
infectious agents that triggers damage to peripheral nerves. 
The preceding infectious agent is also associated with the 
subtype of GBS that develops. Patients with C. jejuni infec-
tion are more likely to develop axonal forms of GBS, and 
those with CMV infections tend to have more cranial nerve, 
respiratory, and severe sensory involvement. Epstein-Barr 
virus infection usually confers milder disease.105 The infec-
tious agents share localized regions capable of eliciting an 
immune response (epitopes) with antigens in peripheral 
nerve tissue, triggering antibody-mediated damage to the 
peripheral nerves. Various antiganglioside antibodies have 
been identified in the subtypes of GBS. Nerves are affected 
at the root level initially, followed by distal segments, and 
the intervening areas later in the course of the disease.8

Table 47-2  Variants of AIDP
Clinical Features Antibodies

AIDP Symmetrical weakness of all limbs
Hyporeflexia, areflexia
Mild sensory symptoms
Respiratory involvement
Facial nerve palsy

Anti-GM1

Axonal 
(AMAN, 
ASMAN)

Symmetrical weakness
Reflexes can be normal or increased
Variable sensory symptoms
Respiratory involvement

Anti-GM1, GD1a, 
Ga1Nac-GD1a

Miller 
Fisher

Ophthalmoplegia
Ataxia
Areflexia
Minimal weakness

Anti-GQ1b

Filippi Rl, Charalampaki R, Reisch R., et al: Recurrent cubital tunnel syndrome: etiology and 
treatment, Minim Invasive Neurosurg 44: 197-201, 2001.
AIDP, Acute demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy; AMAN, acute motor axonal neuropathy; 
AMSAN, acute motor and sensory axonal neuropathy.
Diagnosis. Required clinical features for the diagnosis of 
GBS are progressive weakness in both arms and legs, and 
areflexia. Supportive features include progression of weak-
ness over days to 4 weeks, symmetry of symptoms, mild 
sensory symptoms, cranial nerve involvement, autonomic 
involvement, pain (which can be prominent), high protein 
concentration in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and typi-
cal electrodiagnostic findings. A number of features raise 
doubts about the diagnosis of GBS (Box 47-3).

Lumbar puncture is routinely performed in the workup 
of patients presenting with rapidly progressive weakness. 
In GBS the characteristic finding is an elevated CSF protein 
with normal white blood cell (WBC) count (<5 to 10 × 106 
cells/L), often referred to as albuminocytologic dissociation. 
CSF protein can be normal in the first week of the disease. 
An elevated CSF WBC count should raise the suspicion of 
infection. Brain and spine imaging might be indicated to 
rule out other pathology if atypical features are present. 
Tests for various antiganglioside antibodies are available, 
but negative results do not eliminate GBS.

Electrodiagnostic testing is the most useful confirma-
tory test for GBS and can differentiate between the more 
common demyelinating form (AIDP) and axonal forms, 
AMAN, and AMSAN. Early in the course of AIDP, the nerve 
conduction studies can be normal. Because the nerve roots 
are typically affected first, prolongation of the F-wave laten-
cies might be the earliest abnormality seen as they mea-
sure conduction in the proximal nerve segments.3 Nerve 
conduction studies demonstrate a demyelinating pat-
tern with motor involvement occurring earlier and more 
extensively than sensory abnormalities. Sensory changes 
tend to be patchier in distribution, and median and ulnar 
sensory responses tend to be affected to a greater extent 
than the sural response. Temporal dispersion and partial 
conduction block, findings consistent with an acquired 
demyelinating disease, can be seen between proximal 
and distal stimulation sites. Needle examination typically 
shows decreased firing of motor units on maximal con-
traction. An axonal variant of GBS is suggested if there is 
significant reduction in CMAPs and early and significant 
findings of abnormal insertional activity on needle exami-
nation. CMAPs that fall below 20% of LLN predict poor 
functional outcome.93 Electrodiagnostic findings usually 
lag behind clinical severity.

 •  Severe pulmonary involvement early, without significant 
weakness

 •  Bowel or bladder involvement at onset
 •  Severe sensory symptoms with minimal weakness
 •  Fever
 •  Well-delineated sensory level
 •  Slow progression, limited weakness, no respiratory 

involvement
 •  Marked asymmetry
 •  Increased mononuclear cell in CSF (>50 × 106/L)
 •  Polymorphonuclear cells in CSF

 

BOX 47-3

Features Not Consistent With Guillain-Barré 
Syndrome

CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid.
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Management of Guillain-Barré Syndrome. Management 
of GBS consists of supportive care, disease-modifying treat-
ment, and rehabilitation. Most patients require admission 
to the hospital for close monitoring. Mortality for GBS 
is 10%, with infections, pulmonary embolus, and car-
diac arrhythmia the most common causes of death. Deep 
venous thrombosis prophylaxis should be initiated, partic-
ularly in nonambulatory patients. Commonly used agents 
include subcutaneous heparin or low-molecular-weight 
heparin and sequential compression devices. Vital capac-
ity should be sequentially monitored every 2 to 4 hours 
initially, and mechanical ventilation should be initiated 
when vital capacity falls below 20 mL/kg.79 Autonomic 
involvement can result in labile blood pressure and cardiac 
arrhythmias and can require monitoring in the intensive 
care unit. Serious bradyarrhythmias can develop, requiring 
atropine or transcutaneous pacemaker.156 In some patients 
pain can be difficult to treat, requiring opioids, gabapen-
tin, and other agents for this neuropathic pain. Prevention 
of pressure ulcers with proper positioning and turning, as 
well as range of motion and splinting to prevent contrac-
tures, should be instituted. Swallowing function should be 
monitored, particularly in those with signs of facial or bul-
bar involvement.

Immunotherapy has been proven to be of benefit in 
patients with GBS. Plasma exchange administered five 
times over the course of 2 weeks is beneficial when started 
within 4 weeks of onset of weakness but is most effec-
tive within the first 2 weeks.45 IVIG has been shown to 
be as effective as plasma exchange147 and is usually the 
preferred treatment because of greater convenience and 
availability. It is administered at 0.4 g/kg daily for 5 con-
secutive days. Combining plasma exchange and IVIG has 
not been shown to be superior to monotherapy.104 Five 
to 10 percent of patients develop neurologic deteriora-
tion after initial improvement after treatment. It is com-
mon practice to administer a second course of IVIG in 
these patients. Oral or intravenous steroids have not been 
shown to be effective in altering the course or functional 
outcome of GBS.59

Rehabilitation of patients begins in the acute phase 
with prevention of contractures with proper range of 
motion, positioning, and splinting. Early mobilization 
as the patient’s medical condition permits is essential in 
minimizing the effects of bed rest. Aggressive pulmonary 
hygiene helps prevent atelectasis and pneumonia. The 
inpatient rehabilitation stage is usually initiated when 
immunotherapy has been completed, and the neurologic 
deterioration has reached its nadir. The patient should be 
autonomically stable. Pulmonary status should be stabi-
lized, and the patient should either be weaned from the 
ventilator or transferred to a facility that has ventilator 
capabilities. Orthostasis is a common problem, and use of 
a tilt table to help overcome postural hypotension might 
be necessary before standing and gait training. As strength 
improves the patient is advanced to ambulation in paral-
lel bars and a walker. Lower extremity orthoses are usually 
indicated. Functional and weight-training exercises are 
also used for upper extremity strengthening, and assistive 
devices might be needed for self-care activities. Exercise in 
GBS patients should be nonfatiguing because they can be 
prone to declines in strength if exercise is advanced too 
rapidly (particularly in muscles with less than antigravity 
strength).

Prognosis of GBS is typically good, especially given the 
often marked initial degree of weakness. Persistent dis-
ability, however, occurs in 20% of patients who will be 
nonambulatory or require an assistive device to walk at 6 
months.58 Poor outcome is associated with advanced age, 
male gender, axonal involvement, antecedent diarrhea, and 
CMV infection.105 Relapse is rare, at a rate of 3% to 5%.49

Chronic Inflammatory Demyelinating 
Polyneuropathy

The electrodiagnostic features of CIDP were first described in 
197532; however, since then several variants have been recog-
nized. CIDP is an immune-mediated disorder of the periph-
eral nervous system. The classic form of CIDP is symmetric 
neuropathy that affects motor function predominantly, both 
proximally and distally. Variants include a multifocal, asym-
metric form and both a motor and symmetric form known 
as Lewis-Sumner syndrome. Variants also exist that are purely 
sensory forms, as well as forms associated with IgG and IgA 
paraproteins, central nervous system demyelination, and 
various systemic disorders (Box 47-4). A number of condi-
tions also are important to differentiate from CIDP variants, 
especially because they respond differently to treatment. 
These include multifocal motor neuropathy and IgM-related 
neuropathies such as POEMS (polyneuropathy, organomeg-
aly, endocrinopathy, M protein, and skin changes).

Clinical Features. CIDP progression occurs over at least 
2 months, a feature that differentiates it from GBS. Motor 
symptoms generally predominate, and both proximal and 
distal muscles are affected. Because CIDP is a primarily demy-
elinating disorder, muscle atrophy is not a significant feature. 
Muscle stretch reflexes are reduced or absent. Cranial involve-
ment can occur in 10% to 20% of cases, and a small number 

 •  Lewis-Sumner syndrome: Multifocal acquired demyelinat-
ing sensory and motor neuropathy

 •  Demyelinating neuropathy associated with IgG or IgA 
gammopathy

 •  Sensory-predominant demyelinating neuropathy
 •  CIDP with central nervous system demyelination
 •  Demyelination associated with systemic disorder
 •  Diabetes mellitus
 •  Systemic lupus erythematosus
 •  Collagen vascular disorders
 •  HIV infection
 •  Sarcoidosis
 •  Thyroid disease
 •  Chronic active hepatitis
 •  Lymphoma
 •  Organ and bone marrow transplant
 •  Inflammatory bowel disease
 •  Nephrotic syndrome
 •  CIDP in patients with hereditary neuropathy

 

BOX 47-4

CIDP Variants

CIDP, Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy; Ig, immu-
noglobulin.
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of patients have painful dysesthesias. Sensory involvement 
typically affects large fiber nerves, consequently preferentially 
affecting vibration and proprioception. Sensory symptoms 
generally progress from distal to proximal, although hand 
involvement is often perceived as early as that in the feet. The 
classic course of CIDP is one of recurrence and remittance, a 
pattern that tends to occur in younger patients. Older patient 
are more likely to have a progressive form of CIDP.121

Diagnosis. Electrodiagnostic studies are essential for 
confirmation of CIDP. Nerve conduction studies dem-
onstrate primary demyelination in multiple segments. 
Findings consistent with demyelination include conduc-
tion block, conduction slowing that is greater than can 
be explained by axon loss, prolonged F-wave and H-reflex 
latencies, and temporal dispersion of CMAP between 
proximal and distal stimulation points. Sural nerve 
biopsy can show demyelination or findings pointing to 
other disorders that can mimic CIDP, such as vasculitis 
or amyloidosis. Because CIDP is multifocal and motor 
predominant, however, sural biopsy can be normal and 
therefore is not routinely done. Lumbar puncture will 
show aluminocytologic dissociation in 90% of patients.32 
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with gadolinium 
of the brachial and lumbar plexi and cauda equina can 
reveal enhancing or enlarged nerves.

The European Federation of Neurological Societies/Periph-
eral Nerve Society proposed diagnostic criteria for CIDP 
based on review of available evidence and expert concen-
sus.67 Diagnostic probability is based on presence of typical 

Typical
 •  Symmetric proximal and distal weakness and sensory 

abnormalities in all extremities
 •  Reduced or absent reflexes
 •  Progressive over 2 months, stepwise or recurrent
 •  Cranial nerves can be affected

Atypical (one of the following)
 •  Predominantly distal findings
 •  Pure motor or sensory presentation
 •  Asymmetric presentation
 •  Focal presentations
 •  Central nervous system involvement

Diseases commonly associated with CIDP
 •  Diabetes mellitus
 •  IgG or IgA monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined 

significance
 •  IgM monoclonal gammopathy without antibodies to 

myelin-associated glycoprotein
 •  Systemic lupus erythematosus
 •  Other connective tissue diseases
 •  HIV infection
 •  Sarcoidosis
 •  Thyroid disease
 •  Chronic active hepatitis

 

BOX 47-5

Clinical Criteria of Chronic Inflammatory 
Demyelinating Polyneuropathy (CIDP)

From Johnson RK, Spinner M, Shrewsbury MM, Median nerve entrap-
ment syndrome in the proximal forearm, J Hand Surg Am 4: 48 51, 1979.
Ig, Immunoglobulin.
or atypical clinical features (Box 47-5), electrodiagnostic find-
ings of demyelinating disease (Box 47-6), and supportive evi-
dence. Supportive evidence includes MRI abnormalities, CSF 
findings, nerve biopsy, and response to immunomodulating 
treatment. These recommendations permit the description of 
CIDP as typical or atypical, with or without concomitant dis-
ease, and definite, probable, or possible.

Treatment. Like GBS, CIDP is responsive to IVIG and 
plasma exchange. CIDP also responds to corticosteroids, 
which GBS does not. In severe attacks, IVIG and plasma 
exchange can be used to bring rapid improvement in symp-
toms; however, they rarely result in complete remission, 
and most patients require repeated treatment at intervals 
of 2 to 6 weeks to prevent relapse.81 IVIG is usually favored 
over plasma exchange. Corticosteroids are more likely than 
IVIG or plasma exchange to produce remission of disease 
in the more common demyelinating form; however, cor-
ticosteroids are not effective and can even be detrimental 
to pure motor variants of CIDP. After stabilization of ini-
tial onset or recurrence of CIDP, appropriate physical and 
occupational therapy, orthotic management, and treat-
ment of neuropathic pain should be addressed. A course of 
inpatient rehabilitation might be appropriate.

Infectious Neuropathies

Infections are the most common cause of neuropathy in the 
world, with leprosy being the most common etiology. HIV is 
responsible for a number of neuropathic syndromes, and the 

Definite (at least one of the following)
 •  Distal motor latency >150% of upper limit of normal in 

two nerves
 •  Motor conduction <70% of lower limit of normal in two 

nerves
 •  F-wave latency >120% of upper limit of normal in two nerves
 •  Absence of F waves in two nerves if CMAP amplitude <80% 

of lower limit of normal and at least one other demyelinat-
ing parameter in one other nerve

 •  Partial conduction block (at least 50% reduction in CMAP 
amplitude of proximal stimulation compared with distal) 
in two nerves, or in one nerve plus other demyelinating 
parameter in one other nerve

 •  Abnormal temporal dispersion in at least two nerves
 •  Distal CMAP duration >9 ms in at least one nerve plus 

other demyelinating criteria in at least one other nerve

Probable
 •  At least 30% reduction in CMAP amplitude between proxi-

mal and distal stimulation in at least two nerves, or in one 
nerve with other demyelinating parameter in one other nerve

Possible
 •  Definite demyelinating criteria in only one nerve

 

BOX 47-6

Electrodiagnostic Criteria of Chronic Inflammatory 
Demyelinating Polyneuropathy (CIDP)*

From Johnson RK, Spinner M, Shrewsbury MM, Median nerve entrap-
ment syndrome in the proximal forearm, J Hand Surg Am 4: 48 51, 1979.
CMAP, Compound muscle action potential.
*Criteria based on assessment of median, ulnar, peroneal, and tibial 
nerves tested on one side.
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agents used to treat HIV can also be responsible for periph-
eral neuropathy. Lyme disease, a tick-borne infection com-
mon in the United States and Europe, is also responsible for 
peripheral neuropathy. Infection can cause neuropathy either 
through the inflammatory reactions induced by the infectious 
agent or through the body’s immune reaction to the organism.

Leprosy (Hansen’s Disease)

Leprosy is caused by Mycobacterium leprae, which is found 
primarily in tropical and subtropical developing countries. 
Three clinical presentations exist, which are determined 
by the host immune response to the bacillus: tuberculoid, 
lepromatous, and borderline leprosy. Tuberculoid leprosy 
causes single or multiple well-circumscribed cutaneous 
lesions. High levels of cell-mediated immunity kill the 
bacilli and cause destruction of nerves that travel through 
the granulomatous tuberculoid lesions. The most com-
monly involved nerves are the ulnar, median, common 
peroneal, facial, superficial radial, digital, posterior auricu-
lar, and sural nerves.119 The bacillus tends to proliferate in 
areas of lower temperature. The lepromatous form occurs 
in the setting of deficient cell-mediated immune response. 
No granulomas are formed, and nerve destruction is 
thought to occur from direct nerve invasion of the bacillus, 
particularly affecting the Schwann cell. Nerve destruction 
is typically diffuse and symmetric. In both forms the pre-
dominant finding is sensory loss affecting nerves in areas of 
lower temperature such as extensor surfaces, earlobes, and 
over the maxilla. The soles of the feet and the palms are 
characteristically spared. Motor weakness is a late develop-
ment, only after there is significant sensory loss. Leprosy is 
treated with Dapsone, which itself can cause neuropathy. 
Dapsone primarily causes a progressive motor neuropathy 
that can preferentially affect the hip girdle muscles or both 
hand and foot muscles in a symmetric fashion.151

Lyme Disease

Lyme disease is a tick-borne illness that is caused by the 
spirochete Borrelia burgdorferi. The disease has three stages: 
early infection, characterized by a local erythematous 
lesion (erythema migrans); disseminated infection; and 
finally late-stage infection. Meningitis is the most com-
mon neurologic abnormality in Lyme disease. A variety 
of peripheral nerve abnormalities can also occur and vary 
with the stage of the disease.28 Cranial mononeuropa-
thies occur in stage 2, most commonly affecting the facial 
nerve (bilaterally in 50% of cases). Radiculoneuritis also 
is reported that progresses to a mononeuritis multiplex 
pattern, or a plexopathy. The lower limbs are affected more 
than the upper limbs. In stage 3, about half of patients 
develop a distal symmetric neuropathy, presenting with a 
stocking glove distribution of paresthesia and sensory loss. 
Other presentations can also occur, including mononeu-
ropathies, acute polyradiculoneuropathies, and asymmet-
ric distal neuropathies. Although the clinical presentation 
of peripheral nerve dysfunction is broad, the underlying 
injury is a patchy axonal neuropathy. Treatment of Lyme 
disease with neurologic involvement consists of intrave-
nous ceftriaxone for 2 to 4 weeks. Improvement in acute 
neurologic symptoms is fairly good with antibiotic treat-
ment; however, more chronic neuropathies respond more 
slowly and can result in residual deficits.137
HIV-Associated Neuropathies

HIV infection is associated with a number of neurologic 
disorders that can occur at any stage of the disease. Early 
in the course of HIV infection these neurologic insults are 
often caused by immune dysregulation. AIDP can occur 
at the time of seroconversion, whereas CIDP can mani-
fest later. The clinical features are similar to those in HIV-
negative patients and are treated in the same manner. 
Immune-mediated vasculitic neuropathies, cranial mono-
neuropathies, brachial plexopathies, and multiple mono-
neuropathies can also be seen early in HIV infection. In 
mid- to late-stage infection, neuropathies that are due to 
the HIV replication can be seen, most commonly a sensory 
polyneuropathy or an autonomic neuropathy. Later-stage 
disease brings neuropathies associated with opportunistic 
infection, such as CMV, syphilis, and zoster. Neuropathies 
associated with malignancy and nutritional deficiency can 
also occur. The drugs used to treat HIV infection can also 
cause neuropathy. For example, nucleoside reverse tran-
scriptase inhibitors cause a distal sensory neuropathy that 
is clinically and electrodiagnostically identical to that asso-
ciated with primary HIV infection (Box 47-7).

Distal Sensory Polyneuropathy

A symmetric distal sensory polyneuropathy can be seen 
either as a result of HIV (HIV-DSP) or antiretroviral drug 
toxicity (ARV-DSP). Since the introduction of highly active 
ARV treatment (HAART), the incidence of clinical DSP is 
estimated to be 30%, although on autopsy close to 100% 
of patients demonstrated histologic evidence of DSP.56 

Immune mediated
 •  Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy
 •  Chronic inflammatory demyelinating 

polyradiculoneuropathy
 •  Cranial mononeuropathies
 •  Vasculitic neuropathy
 •  Brachial plexopathy
 •  Multiple mononeuropathies

HIV-1 replication associated
 •  Distal sensory polyneuropathy
 •  Autonomic neuropathy

Drug related
 •  Antiretroviral–nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors: 

ddI, ddC, d4T
 •  Other drugs: Ethambutol, vincristine, isoniazid

Opportunistic infection/malignancy
 •  CMV progressive polyradiculopathy
 •  CMV mononeuritis multiplex
 •  Syphilitic polyradiculopathy
 •  Tuberculous polyradiculomyelitis
 •  Zoster
 •  Lymphomatous polyradiculopathy

Nutritional
 •  AIDS cachexia neuropathy
 •  Nutritional deficiency: Vitamins B6, B12

 

BOX 47-7

Neuropathies Associated With HIV-1

CMV, Cytomegalovirus.



Risk factors for HIV-DSP are older age, CD4 count less than 
50 cells/mm3, coexisting diabetes mellitus or nutritional 
deficiency, and use of neurotoxic drugs and alcohol.18 DSP 
causes distal axonal degeneration of small unmyelinated 
fibers. Pain and uncomfortable sensory symptoms are pres-
ent, first in the soles of the feet and progressing in a “stock-
ing glove distribution.” Symptoms are typically symmetric, 
although a unilateral presentation can occur initially. Phys-
ical examination is consistent with abnormalities of small 
fiber sensory nerves, with abnormal pain and temperature 
perception distally, but with relatively preserved proprio-
ception and strength. Achilles reflexes are often absent or 
decreased. Electrodiagnostic studies, which are relatively 
insensitive to small fiber dysfunction, might be normal 
but often demonstrate a length-dependent sensory axonal 
neuropathy. Needle EMG examination is usually normal, 
although it occasionally can show chronic denervation 
and reinnervation in foot intrinsic muscles. Skin biopsy 
with epidermal nerve fiber density is useful in the detec-
tion of small fiber neuropathy and correlates with sever-
ity of painful symptoms.126 It is important to differentiate 
between HIV-DSP and ARV-DSP because discontinuation 
of the drug can reverse ARV-DSP. The differentiation is 
usually made on historical grounds based on a close tem-
poral relationship between drug initiation and the onset 
of symptoms. Discontinuation or reduction of dose leads 
to improvement within 8 weeks, although there can be a 
period of worsening initially after stopping the drug.41

Cytomegalovirus-Related Progressive 
Radiculoneuropathy

CMV infection can cause a severe, rapidly progressive poly-
radiculoneuropathy that is a true neurologic emergency. It 
presents with symptoms of cauda equina syndrome devel-
oping over days to weeks. Initially there is low back pain 
with unilateral lower limb radiation and urinary inconti-
nence, followed quickly by progressive leg weakness and 
saddle anesthesia. Flaccid paraplegia develops if untreated, 
with onset of weakness and death within weeks. Examina-
tion of CSF reveals CMV infection by culture, polymerase 
chain reaction assay, elevated protein, low glucose, and 
polymorphonuclear pleocytosis. Electrodiagnostic studies 
are consistent with an axonal loss in the lumbosacral roots. 
Sural nerve biopsy is generally unremarkable or might 
show a minimal amount of inflammation.17 MRI might 
show enhancement of the lumbosacral roots. A similar 
clinical picture can be seen in syphilitic or tubercular infec-
tion or lymphoma. CMV-associated polyradiculoneuropa-
thy is treated with ganciclovir or other antiviral agents.

Charcot-Marie-Tooth Disease

Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease (CMT) is the most common 
inherited peripheral neuropathy with a prevalence of 17 to 
40 per 100,000.86 CMT is a genetically heterogeneous dis-
order characterized by wasting of the distal limb muscles, 
particularly the peroneal innervated muscles, with distal 
sensory loss, decreased or absent muscle stretch reflexes, 
and skeletal deformity. CMT is often referred to as heredi-
tary motor and sensory neuropathy (HMSN) and has been 
subclassified as HMSN types I through VI. HMSN I is now 
known as CMT1 and is characterized by low conduction 
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velocities and segmental demyelination. HMSN II/CMT2 
is the axonal form with evidence of axonal degeneration 
and preserved or only mildly slowed conduction veloci-
ties. HMSN III is now more commonly known as Déjèrine-
Sottas neuropathy and is characterized by early onset with 
severe “hypertrophic” demyelination. HMSN IV, HMSN 
V, and HMSN VI describe various motor-only forms now 
referred to as distal hereditary motor neuropathies. At least 40 
different genetic forms of CMT have been identified, and 
any one genotype can have variable penetrance and phe-
notypical expression.63 The most common phenotype seen 
is CMT1 (74%)51 with the most common genotype being 
CMT1A. CMT usually has autosomal dominant transmis-
sion, although up to 10% it can be cross-linked. Autosomal 
recessive forms, causing severe, early-onset demyelinating 
disease, are classified under CMT4. Patients with sporadic 
mutations are uncommon.

The typical pattern for CMT is a slow progression of 
onset, starting in the first 2 decades of life. Children and 
teenagers might first present with steppage gait, associated 
with weakness of the peroneal innervated muscles and the 
development of pes cavus (Figure 47-5). Weakness of the 
ankle plantar flexors is less severe, and atrophy of the lower 
limbs is often described as resembling an inverted cham-
pagne bottle. Upper limb involvement occurs much later 
in the course of the disease, with claw hand being the most 
common hand deformity. Although gait is affected, loss 
of independent ambulation is rare.52 Sensory symptoms 
are less prominent than motor symptoms. Loss of sensa-
tion for pain, touch, and vibration is seen in the feet, with 
proprioception relatively preserved. Positive sensory symp-
toms, such as pain or paresthesias, are less common and 
less severe, but complaints of cold feet and muscle cramps 
might be noted. Muscle stretch reflexes are decreased to 
absent in the demyelinating CMT1 but are less affected 
in CMT2. Skeletal deformities are seen in 66% of all CMT 
patients, with pes cavus and hammer toes the most com-
mon abnormality and scoliosis occurring less frequently. 
Foot deformities can occur as a result of the imbalance in 
strength of the foot intrinsic and leg muscles. Late-onset 
CMT tends to result in more subtle foot abnormalities or 
even no foot abnormalities.103

From an electrodiagnostic standpoint, nerve conduction 
tests are the primary diagnostic tests for CMT. CMT1, the 
demyelinating form of CMT, is characterized by marked 

FIGURE 47-5 Pes cavus deformity and hammer toes associated with Charcot-
Marie-Tooth disease. (From Warner WC: Neuromuscular disorders. In Canale 
ST, Beaty JH, editors: Campbell’s operative orthopaedics, ed 11, Philadelphia, 2009, 
Mosby.151)
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slowing of nerve conduction studies as defined as median 
nerve conduction values less than 38 m/s.52 Discriminating 
hereditary from acquired neuropathies can be challenging 
when the onset of noticeable signs and symptoms does not 
appear until the adult years. It has been recognized that 
nerve conduction slowing in hereditary neuropathies tends 
to be uniform and diffuse, whereas in acquired demyelin-
ating neuropathies (such as CIDP), the demyelination is 
patchy and asymmetric with temporal dispersion and 
partial conduction blocks occurring away from common 
points of entrapment.82 Although this distinction is use-
ful, there is an exception in that cross-linked CMT1 might 
present with nonuniform demyelination and temporal dis-
persion, and can be misdiagnosed as CIDP.15 CMT2 dem-
onstrates normal or mildly slowed conductions velocities 
(>38 m/s) with reduced motor and sensory amplitudes. 
Needle examination demonstrates signs of chronic dener-
vation greater distally than proximally in all types of CMT, 
and fibrillation potentials and positive waves are present in 
severe or rapidly progressing forms.

Toxic Neuropathies

Although toxins are a less common cause of peripheral 
neuropathy, diagnosis is important because prompt iden-
tification of a chemical insult can lead to improvement if 
withdrawal of the offending agent occurs. Recognition of a 
source of chronic exposure in the household or workplace 
can also prevent development or progression of similar dis-
ease in others at risk. Toxic exposure can be occupational, 
as occurs with industrial solvents and glues; environmental 
as in lead exposure; secondary to abuse as seen in alco-
hol abuse or “huffing” of household solvents; the result 
of intentional poisoning (suicide or homicide attempts); 
or iatrogenic from medications used to treat a variety of 
diseases (Table 47-3).

Toxic exposure is often suspected when standard his-
torical clues and laboratory tests are unrevealing in the 
workup of peripheral neuropathy. With any neuropathy 
evaluation a careful exposure history should be obtained, 
which includes understanding the patient’s workplace and 
any chemicals to which he or she might be exposed. Rec-
reational activities are another source of exposure, partic-
ularly ones that involve glues or solvents or exposure to 
pesticides. A recreational drug history can be revealing, 
particularly involving alcohol and intentional inhalation 
of glues and aerosols (huffing). The patient’s medication 
list should always be reviewed. Toxic neuropathies also 
frequently present with other systemic effects, which range 
from subtle to severe and life threatening. Gastrointestinal 
complaints are reported in arsenic, lead, and thallium poi-
soning. A variety of cutaneous findings can be seen, such as 
Mees’ lines in the fingernails in lead and arsenic poisoning; 
gingival abnormalities in phenytoin, lead, and mercury 
exposure; and irritant dermatitis with acrylamide, thal-
lium, and toluene exposure.83 Cardiovascular, hepatic, and 
renal abnormalities are also associated with many toxic 
exposures. Exposure to organophosphates causes symp-
toms of cholinergic excess, such as bradycardia, sweating, 
excess salivation, miosis, bronchospasm, and diarrhea. 
The central nervous system can be affected, as well as the 
peripheral nervous system. Chronic alcohol abuse can 
cause midline cerebellar degeneration and a triad of ataxia, 
dementia, and ophthalmoplegia known as Wernicke’s 
syndrome. Amiodarone is an agent used to manage ven-
tricular arrhythmias and can cause encephalopathy, basal 
ganglia dysfunction, optic neuropathy, pseudotumor cere-
bri, and action tremor. Concomitant myopathy is present 
with colchicine-induced neuropathy. Some toxins produce 
different syndromes depending on whether the exposure 
is high dose and acute, or a low-dose, chronic exposure. 
Arsenic presents with a syndrome of flaccid quadriparesis 
that resembles AIDP with high-dose exposure.44 By con-
trast, chronic arsenic poisoning presents with more der-
matologic abnormalities and a painful length-dependent 
neuropathy with less motor involvement.35 Lead poison-
ing has a predilection for the radial nerve, and patients can 
present with wrist extension weakness or frank wrist drop.

Electrodiagnostic Classification of Toxic 
Neuropathies

Most toxin-induced neuropathies are distal sensorimo-
tor neuropathies without conduction slowing but with 
predominant axon loss. These include many therapeu-
tic drugs such as metronidazole, amitriptyline, lithium, 
nitrofurantoin, phenytoin, vincristine, hydralazine, and 
isoniazid. It is also seen in chronic alcohol abuse, as well 
as chronic arsenic, carbon monoxide, and mercury poi-
soning. Motor-predominant neuropathies without con-
duction slowing are seen with organophosphates and 
vincristine. Pure sensory axonal neuropathies have been 
associated with cisplatin, nitrofurantoin, thalidomide, 
alcohol, pyridoxine (vitamin B6), and thallium. Some 
toxins produce neuropathies with significant conduction 
slowing, often resembling AIDP. Acute arsenic poisoning, 
amiodarone, and hexacarbons (particularly in “huffers” 
who inhale large quantities) produce a motor-predomi-
nant demyelinating neuropathy. A sensory greater than 
motor neuropathy with conduction slowing is seen in the 
neurotoxin saxitoxin caused by shellfish poisoning associ-
ated with red tide, as well as tetrodotoxin from ingestion 
of the puffer fish. A rare toxin-associated presentation is 
multiple mononeuropathies (often referred to as mono-
neuritis multiplex) seen with the antimycobacterial drug 
Dapsone and with trichloroethylene (which produces a 
cranial mononeuritis multiplex).

Vasculitic and Connective Tissue Disease 
Neuropathies

Neuropathies associated with the vasculitides and connec-
tive tissue diseases can have varied presentations. Although 
distal symmetric neuropathy and single mononeuropa-
thies are possible, the prototypical neuropathy caused by 
vasculitic and connective tissue disorders is an asymmetri-
cal mixed motor and sensory pattern, often referred to as 
a mononeuritis multiplex. Typical presentation begins with 
vasculitic ischemia and acute onset of pain in the distribu-
tion of the affected nerve, followed by sensory disturbance. 
Occasionally the symptoms progress in a more gradual 
fashion, although it is typically asymmetric. The lower 
extremity nerves are more commonly affected, with the 
peroneal nerve being involved 63% of the time, followed 
by the tibial, ulnar, and median nerves.120 Nerves affected 
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Table 47-3  Features of Toxic Neuropathies28,83

Agent Clinical Symptoms Systemic Effects Diagnostic Findings

Sensory and sensory greater than motor, axonal

Nitrofurantoin Pain, paresthesias, gait dysfunction, can 
 progress to profound quadriparesis

EMG: Absent or severely decreased 
sensory and motor amplitudes, relatively 
preserved conduction velocity (when 
obtained),  significant neuropathic 
changes on NEE

Ethyl alcohol Distal symmetric sensory loss, affects hands 
late

Dementia/ophthalmoplegia/ataxia 
 (Wernicke’s syndrome), cirrhosis, 
cerebellar degeneration

Colchicine Mild decrease in touch, vibration, and 
proprioception, pinprick and  temperature 
sensation less affected, proximal weakness 
(caused by severe myopathy)

EMG: ↓ Sensory and motor amplitudes, 
normal distal latency; myopathic changes 
proximally on needle examination

Amitriptyline Stocking glove distribution (rare) Significantly decreased SNAP, motor CV 
80% or LLN, neuropathic changes on 
NEE

Lithium Distal sensory loss, weakness Tremor, confusion, seizure Absent SNAP and CMAP in LE, markedly 
reduced amplitude in UE with normal 
CV

Phenytoin Mild sensory symptoms in stocking glove 
 distribution, with toxicity numbness, tin-
gling, gait difficulties with mild weakness

Gingival hyperplasia, cerebellar ataxia Mildly reduced SNAP, mildly reduced 
motor CV, NEE normal or mildly 
 neuropathic distally

Cisplatin Affect dorsal root ganglion and large myelin-
ated sensory nerves, numbness, painful 
paresthesias, ↓ proprioception, ↓ DTR

Nephrotoxicity, ototoxicity, nausea, 
 vomiting, myelosuppression

Reduced or absent SNAP in UE and 
LE, mildly prolonged latency, motor 
 conductions and NEE normal

Pyridoxine Gait dysfunction, L’hermitte’s sign, decreased/
absent DTR, normal strength, affects dorsal 
root ganglion

Significantly decreased to absent SNAP 
with normal CV, CMAP normal to bor-
derline low, NEE-decreased recruitment

Thallium Small fiber predominant, painful dysesthesias, 
preserved reflexes

Gastrointestinal symptoms, cardiac and 
respiratory failure, renal insufficiency, 
encephalopathy, alopecia, and Mees’ 
lines (late findings)

EMG: Can be normal initially as a result of 
small fiber loss, sensory axonal findings 
late

Motor and motor greater than sensory, axonal

Lead Early upper extremity weakness, preferential 
involvement of radial nerve, atrophy of 
hand and foot intrinsics, spare all sensory 
modalities

Abdominal pain, constipation, gingival 
discoloration

Nerve conduction study: Mildly decreased 
amplitude and CV, NEE with neuropathic 
motor unit changes and fibrillation 
potentials and positive sharp waves

Organophos-
phates

Length-dependent weakness followed by 
proximal weakness, spasticity and upper 
motor neuron signs resulting from 
 corticospinal tract involvement

Symptoms of cholinergic excess, 
myasthenia-like syndrome, pulmo-
nary edema, dermatitis, corticospinal 
tract dysfunction

EMG: Sensorimotor axonal neuropathy 
with conduction slowing

Vincristine Early pain and small fiber sensory loss, distal 
symmetric weakness

Autonomic dysfunction EMG: ↓ Motor and sensory amplitude

Motor and motor greater than sensory with conduction slowing

Amiodarone Symmetric, distal sensorimotor neuropathy
Rapidly progressive motor predominant 

(mimic AIDP)

Action tremor, myopathy, optic 
 neuropathy, encephalopathy, basal 
ganglia dysfunction, pseudotumor 
cerebri

EMG: Varies from predominant conduc-
tion slowing to predominant sensory 
amplitude reduction

Sural nerve biopsy: Either axonal or demy-
elinating findings

Arsenic High dose: Mimic AIDP, flaccid quadriparesis, 
facial weakness, respiratory failure

Chronic: Dermatologic symptoms first, 
 length-dependent painful neuropathy, fewer 
motor symptoms

Gastrointestinal symptoms, hyperpig-
mentation, Mees’ lines, hyperkerato-
sis, desquamation of hands and feet, 
hepatomegaly, cardiomyopathy and 
renal failure, anemia, basophilic stip-
pling of red blood cells

EMG: ↓ Amplitude, motor > sensory, 
borderline low CV, prolonged F waves, 
partial conduction block

Laboratory: Urine arsenic >25 μg/24 hr,
hair and nail levels (chronic)

Hexacarbons
 “ huffing”

Length-dependent distal sensory loss, weak-
ness, atrophy, absent Achilles reflex, cranial 
nerve involvement

Massive exposure: More cranial and motor 
involvement

Chronic: Degeneration of distal corticospinal 
tract and dorsal columns

Autonomic dysfunction, impairment of 
color vision (chronic)

Marked decreased SNAP, mildly prolonged 
latency, significantly decreased CMAP 
with CV 70%-80% of LLN, NEE with 
fibrillation potential and positives waves, 
fasciculations

Continued
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Table 47-3  Features of Toxic Neuropathies28,83—cont’d
Agent Clinical Symptoms Systemic Effects Diagnostic Findings

Mononeuritis monoplex

Dapsone Motor predominant, asymmetric, occurring 
with chronic (years of) exposure

Asymmetric, motor without conduction 
slowing or increased latencies

Trichloroeth-
ylene

Cranial mononeuropathies, with ptosis, facial 
and bulbar weakness, extraocular muscle 
dysfunction, trigeminal involvement

Dermatitis, cirrhosis, cardiac failure Normal standard limb peripheral nerve 
conduction studies

AIDP, Acute demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy; CV, conduction velocity; DTR, deep tendon reflex; EMG, electromyography; LE, lower extremity; LLN, lower limit of normal;NEE, needle 
electrodiagnostic examination; SNAP, sensory nerve action potential; UE, upper extremity.
are more likely to have injury at more proximal sites than 
those seen with compression neuropathies.

The vasculitic disorders that commonly cause periph-
eral neuropathy include polyarteritis nodosa, Churg-
Strauss syndrome, microscopic polyangiitis, and Wegner’s 

PAN
 •  50% with PN
 •  Mononeuritis multiplex, 57%
 •  Distal symmetric PN, 25%
 •  Single mononeuropathy, 17%

Churg-Strauss syndrome
 •  PN more common than in PAN
 •  Similar distribution as PAN

Microscopic polyangiitis
 •  PN less likely (14%-36%)

Wegner’s granulomatosis
 •  PN less common (<15%)

Mixed cryoglobulinemia
 •  30%-60% with PN
 •  Distal symmetric sensory or sensorimotor neuropathy

Giant cell arteritis
 •  Carpal tunnel syndrome

Rheumatoid arthritis
 •  Compression neuropathies, carpal tunnel syndrome
 •  Mild distal symmetric sensory neuropathy, late 

complication
 •  Mononeuritis multiplex in rheumatoid vasculitis

Sjögren syndrome
 •  10%-50% with PN
 •  Sensorimotor neuropathy
 •  Pure distal sensory
 •  Trigeminal sensory neuropathy
 •  Autonomic neuropathy
 •  Carpal tunnel syndrome

Systemic lupus erythematosus
 •  25%-50% with PN
 •  Symmetric diffuse sensory or sensorimotor axonal PN, late
 •  Carpal tunnel syndrome

Systemic sclerosis
 •  PN uncommon

 

BOX 47-8

Neuropathies Associated With Vasculitic  
and Connective Tissue Disease

PAN, Polyarteritis nodosa; PN, peripheral neuropathy.
granulomatosis (Box 47-8). Nerves can also be affected by 
a nonsystemic vasculitis of the peripheral nerves, that is, a 
vasculitis without other organ or system involvement. The 
vasculitic injury to the peripheral nervous system usually 
results in the asymmetrical mononeuritis multiplex pattern. 
Connective tissue disorders such as rheumatoid arthritis 
(RA), systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), and Sjögren’s 
syndrome more frequently cause a diffuse symmetric periph-
eral neuropathy. The distal neuropathy in both RA and SLE 
tends to be mild and a late presentation in the disease. RA 
can progress to rheumatoid vasculitis, causing multiple 
mononeuropathies. Compression neuropathies, especially 
CTS, are more common in both SLE and RA. Sjögren’s syn-
drome, which can affect the nervous system in a variety of 
ways, can also present as a pure sensory neuropathy.

The hallmark of mononeuritis multiplex on physical 
examination is weakness or sensory loss that represents 
a side-to-side asymmetry of the same peripheral nerve, or 
an instance in which there is greater proximal than distal 
involvement of different peripheral nerves in sites that are 
not typical sources of anatomic compression. Electrodiag-
nostic testing in mononeuritis multiplex shows decreased 
sensory nerve action potentials in affected nerves, with nor-
mal to borderline low conduction velocity. The findings are 
similar for the motor conductions. There can be marked 
asymmetry between the same nerves on the right and left 
sides. Nerves in the lower extremities are usually more 
affected. Conduction block can be seen in affected nerves, 
in segments not typically involved in compression. F waves 
can be prolonged. Needle EMG shows positive waves and 
fibrillation potentials with reduced recruitment and neu-
ropathic motor unit changes in the territory of the affected 
nerves. As the disease progresses and involves more nerves, 
the findings can coalesce into a symmetric diffuse pattern. 
In patients with known vasculitic or connective tissue dis-
ease, the occurrence of new findings of peripheral neuropa-
thy can indicate more active disease and the need for more 
aggressive management. Peripheral neuropathy can also 
be the presenting sign of these disorders. In those without 
known systemic disease, the finding of mononeuritis mul-
tiplex requires a search for systemic involvement and might 
require nerve or muscle biopsy.118

Prompt identification of a vasculitic-associated neu-
ropathy is important because management with immuno-
modulators such as corticosteroids and cyclophosphamide 
can halt the progression of the neuropathy. Bracing and 
protection of weak and insensate areas might be required, 
and a strengthening program for weakened muscle groups 
should be instituted.



Mononeuropathies

Focal mononeuropathies are more common than general-
ized peripheral neuropathies and affect otherwise healthy 
individuals, although those with a generalized neuropa-
thy can be predisposed to focal nerve injury because the 
“sick” peripheral nervous system can be less tolerant of 
focal injury. Mononeuropathies are usually due to local 
trauma or compression of a specific nerve, often in a loca-
tion where it is anatomically vulnerable to compression 
(such as a constrictive structural canal or where it passes 
superficially and is susceptible to external compression). 
Mononeuropathies can be injured by repetitive motion, 
direct forceful trauma, or prolonged compression caused 
by positioning or use of bracing or assistive devices. The 
general assessment begins with a detailed description of 
the distribution of sensory and motor symptoms.

The history of onset can be revealing, such as a change 
in occupational demands, hobbies, association with medi-
cal procedures, or a traumatic injury. A detailed vocational 
and avocational history should be obtained, with the pat-
tern of exacerbating and relieving factors. An understand-
ing of the anatomic distribution of specific nerves, their 
course and areas of mechanical vulnerability, and the spe-
cific muscles and sensory distribution they supply is critical 
in localizing the patient’s lesion and formulating strategies 
for treatment.

Brachial Plexopathy

The brachial plexus arises from C5–C8 and T1 ventral rami, 
whose fibers intermingle to form the nerves that supply 
the upper limb. The roots join to form the trunks (upper, 
middle, and lower), which then divide to form the cords 
(lateral, posterior, and medial). The posterior cord contin-
ues into the arm as the radial nerve; the medial cord termi-
nates in the ulnar nerve; and the median nerve is formed 
from the medial cord and part of the lateral cord. Smaller 
nerves arise at various levels along the plexus, including the 
dorsal scapular nerve that supplies the rhomboid from the 
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FIGURE 47-6 Brachial plexus. (Modified from Wedel DJ, Horlocker TT: Nerve 
blocks. In Miller RD, editor : Miller’s anesthesia, ed 6, Philadelphia, 2005, Elsevier.153)
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C5 ventral ramus, the long thoracic nerve from the C5–C7 
rami, the suprascapular nerve from the upper trunk, the 
musculocutaneous nerve from the lateral cord, and the 
axillary nerve from the posterior cord along with the thora-
codorsal nerve (Figure 47-6).

Trauma is the most common cause of brachial plexus 
injury. Closed injury can occur from traction when the 
head and neck are forcibly bent away from the shoulder, 
or in association with fractures of the clavicle or shoul-
der. Open injuries can occur with knife or missile wounds. 
Often a patient has other serious injuries, which can 
delay identification of the brachial plexus injury. Trau-
matic injuries usually affect multiple trunks or cords, or 
even avulsion injuries to the roots and individual nerves. 
The large number of possible types and patterns of injury 
make localization particularly challenging. Milder plexus 
injuries have been associated with sports, particularly 
American football. Players can experience a sharp burning 
pain in the shoulder with transient weakness after a blow 
to the head, neck, or shoulder, known as a “stinger” or a 
“burner.” Weakness, particularly of the biceps and shoul-
der muscles, rarely lasts beyond a few days to weeks.117 
Injuries can also occur during operative procedures, espe-
cially with median sternotomy. Brachial plexus injuries 
can occur in newborns during delivery, with the upper 
trunk being most commonly affected, causing weakness 
of shoulder abduction and elbow flexion, as well as fore-
arm supination known as Erb’s palsy. Erb’s palsy is often 
recognized after a difficult delivery with shoulder dystocia, 
forceps delivery, and prolonged labor.143 Masses can also 
affect the brachial plexus. Lung, breast, and lymphoma are 
the most common metastatic tumors that affect the plexus. 
Involvement of the brachial plexus is usually a later mani-
festation of the cancer and might need to be differentiated 
from radiation-induced plexopathy, particularly in treated 
breast cancer. A Pancoast tumor arises from the superior 
pulmonary sulcus at the apex of the lung and affects the 
lower trunk of the brachial plexus, often with an associ-
ated Horner syndrome.

Electrodiagnostic studies of the affected limb show 
abnormalities in the distribution of the affected portions 
of the plexus. Sensory nerve potentials are reduced in 
affected nerve unless the lesion is at the root level. Motor 
amplitudes are affected, and needle examination demon-
strates neurogenic abnormalities in the affected portions 
of the plexus. In plexus injuries that do not involve the 
roots, the cervical paraspinal muscles should be normal. 
The pattern of abnormalities on the needle examination 
can help to localize which portions of the plexus are 
injured (Table 47-4). Imaging studies might be indicated 
to evaluate for underlying tumor, mass, or disruption of 
the plexus.

Management of brachial plexopathy includes proper 
positioning with orthoses to stabilize affected joints 
and improve function. Range-of-motion exercises and 
physiotherapy are important to reduce contractures and 
strengthen recovering motor function. Medication man-
agement is appropriate for neuropathic pain, which can be 
prominent. Surgical treatment can consist of neurolysis or 
primary nerve repair. Tendon or nerve grafting and transfer 
can be used if there is no improvement or if there is a pla-
teau in recovery.
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Table 47-4  Localization of Focal Brachial Plexus Lesions

Plexus Lesion Nerves Affected Muscles Affected
Sensory Nerve Conduction 
Studies Affected

Trunks

Upper Suprascapular
Lateral pectoral
Musculocutaneous
Lateral portion median
Portion of radial
Axillary

Supraspinatus, infraspinatus
Upper portion pectoralis major
Biceps
Pronator teres, flexor carpi radialis
Brachioradialis
Deltoid

Lateral antebrachial cutaneous
Median
Radial

Middle Thoracodorsal
Subscapular
Radial
Lateral portion median

Latissimus dorsi
Teres major
All radial muscles (except brachioradialis)
Pronator teres, flexor carpi radialis

Median
Radial

Lower Medial pectoral
Ulnar
Medial portion median

Lower pectoralis major
All ulnar muscles
All median muscles except pronator teres  

and flexor carpi radialis

Ulnar to fifth digit
Medial

Cords

Lateral Musculocutaneous
Lateral portion median

Biceps
Pronator teres
Flexor carpi radialis

Lateral antebrachial cutaneous
Median to first digit

Posterior Thoracodorsal
Subscapular
Axillary
Radial

Latissimus dorsi
Teres major
Deltoid
All radial muscles

Median to third digit
Radial to first and third digits

Medial Ulnar
Medial half of median

All ulnar muscles
All median muscles except pronator teres  

and flexor carpi radialis

Ulnar to fifth digit
Medial antebrachial cuTaneus
Idiopathic Brachial Neuritis

Brachial neuritis is also known as Parsonage-Turner syn-
drome. It typically presents with acute onset of severe pain 
in the shoulder blade and upper arm or neck, followed 
days to 2 weeks later by weakness of the muscles of the 
shoulder girdle. Antecedent events such as immunizations, 
infections, surgery, and pregnancy have been reported.132 
Because of the severe pain at onset, it is frequently mis-
diagnosed as an acute shoulder injury. Weakness can be 
bilateral in one third of cases, although one side usually 
predominates.30 The upper trunk of the brachial plexus is 
preferentially affected, although focal involvement of indi-
vidual nerves is also seen (with the long thoracic, supra-
scapular, axillary, radial, anterior interosseous, and phrenic 
nerves most commonly involved).132

Initial treatment of acute brachial neuritis consists of 
management of the initial severe pain with analgesics. Sys-
temic corticosteroids might also help with the acute pain 
but do not alter the course of the disease.142 Shoulder range 
of motion should be maintained, and orthoses should be 
used as appropriate to assist function. Prognosis is gener-
ally good; however, recovery might occur over several years, 
with 85% recovering over 3 years.142

Proximal Upper Limb Mononeuropathies

The median, ulnar, and radial nerves are the major termi-
nal branches supplying the upper limb. Multiple smaller 
nerves arise directly from the brachial plexus to supply the 
muscles of the shoulder girdle and proximal arm muscles. 
These are summarized in Table 47-5.
Median Mononeuropathies

The median nerve is formed from the medial and lateral 
cords of the brachial plexus just distal to the axilla. In the 
upper arm the nerve courses parallel to the intermuscular 
septum, then passes under the bicipital aponeurosis (lacer-
tus fibrosis) before entering the antecubital fossa medial to 
the biceps tendon and anterior to the brachialis muscles. In 
a small percentage of people there is a small bone spur that 
is proximal to the medial epicondyle that is spanned by a 
ligament called the ligament of Struthers, which crosses over 
the nerve. The median nerve usually courses between the 
superficial and deep heads of the pronator teres and then 
between the humeroulnar and radial portions of the flexor 
digitorum superficialis, supplying these muscles along with 
the flexor carpi radialis. About 4 cm distal to the medial 
epicondyle of the humerus, the median nerve gives off the 
anterior interosseous nerve, which supplies the medial 
portions of the flexor digitorum profundus, flexor pollicis 
longus, and the pronator quadratus muscles. Just before 
entering the wrist the median nerve gives off the palmar 
cutaneous branch, which supplies the skin over the thenar 
eminence. At the wrist the median nerve passes through 
the carpal canal, which is made up of the carpal bones and 
the transverse carpal ligament. The carpal canal contains 
the four tendons, each of the flexor digitorum superficialis 
and profundus, the flexor pollicis longus, and the median 
nerve (Figure 47-7). After exiting the carpal tunnel in the 
hand, the median nerve supplies the first and second lum-
bricals, opponens pollicis, abductor pollicis brevis, and the 
digital cutaneous branches, which supply the palmar sur-
face of the thumb and second, third, and lateral portion of 
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Table 47-5  Neuropathies of the Shoulder Girdle and Proximal Arm
Nerve Clinical Presentation Causes

Long thoracic
Serratus anterior

Winging of the medial scapular border at rests
Shoulder abduction and flexion limited to 90 degrees
Sensory normal

Traumatic
Surgery: Thoracotomy, radical mastectomy, axillary node 

 resection, first rib resection
Acute brachial plexitis
Idiopathic

Suprascapular
Supraspinatus
Infraspinatus

Weakness of abduction and external rotation
Tenderness at suprascapular notch
Can be difficult to differentiate from rotator cuff tear

Trauma: Blunt, scapular fracture
Compression at suprascapular notch or spinoglenoid notch
Sports: Baseball, volleyball
Acute brachial plexitis

Axillary
Deltoid

Weakness abduction (intact supraspinatus can compensate)
Small area of sensory loss over deltoid

Trauma: Shoulder dislocation, fracture neck of humerus, blunt 
trauma

Injections, shoulder surgery
Positional (prone with arms over head)
Acute brachial plexitis

Musculocutaneous
Biceps
Brachialis

Weakness of elbow flexion
Sensory loss radial aspect of forearm

Trauma: Humerus fracture, stab, gunshot wound
Strenuous exercise, violent elbow extension

Spinal accessory
(cranial nerve 11)
Sternocleidomastoid
Trapezius

Shoulder depressed, weakness of shoulder shrug, flexion, 
abduction

Lateral winging of scapula

Cervical lymph node dissections, radical neck dissection, carotid 
endarterectomy

Blunt injury to posterior neck, compression from slings
Heavy lifting with turning of head
the fourth fingers (Figure 47-8). The median nerve is vul-
nerable to injury at a number of sites, with compression 
at the wrist (CTS) being the most common compressive 
neuropathy of the upper limb. Other sites of median nerve 
compression occur at the anterior interosseous nerve and 
the pronator muscle.

Anterior Interosseous Syndrome

The anterior interosseous nerve can be compressed at the 
fibrous arch formed by the flexor digitorum superficialis 
and the pronator teres. The nerve can also be injured from 
repetitive forearm flexion or pronation, elbow or forearm 
fracture, or in association with brachial neuritis. Anterior 
interosseous injury is a purely motor syndrome resulting 
in weakness of flexion of the interphalangeal joint of the 
thumb and distal interphalangeal joints of the index and 

Median
nerve

FIGURE 47-7 The carpal canal is formed by the carpal bones and the flexor 
retinaculum. The contents include the median nerve, flexor pollicis longus ten-
don, and four tendons each of the flexor digitorum profundus and superficialis 
muscles. (Modified from Moeller JL, Hutchinson MR: Carpal tunnel. In Rakel RE, 
editor : Textbook of family medicine, ed 7, Philadelphia, 2007, Saunders.94)
middle fingers. This can be assessed by asking the patient 
to make the “OK” sign. Because of weakness of the flexors 
of the distal joints of the fingers, they will substitute with 
a key pinch (Figure 47-9). Weakness of the pronator qua-
dratus is typically less apparent because of intact strength 
of the pronator teres. Testing pronation with the elbow 
in flexion will better isolate the action of the pronator 

Median nerve
(C6, C7, C8, T1)

Bicipital aponeurosis
(lacertus fibrosus)

Pronator teres m.

Palmar cutaneous br.

Carpal tunnel

Branches to:
• Flexor carpi radialis
• Flexor dig. superficialis

Superficial and deep head
pronator teres

• Flexor digitorum profundus
   (second and third digits)
• Flexor pollicis longus
• Pronator quadratus

• Abductor pollicis brevis
• Opponens pollicis brevis
• Lumbrical 1 and 2

Anterior interosseous n.

FIGURE 47-8 Median nerve.
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quadratus. Patients often complain of an aching pain in 
the forearm, but there is no sensory loss. On electrodiag-
nostic studies, typical nerve conduction studies are normal, 
and needle examination might demonstrate denervation 
in the muscles supplied by the interosseous nerve.

Conservative treatment is usually initiated with a trial of 
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and avoid-
ance of repetitive elbow flexion, pronation, or forced grip-
ping. A posterior elbow splint can be applied. Spontaneous 
improvement has been reported anywhere from 3 to 24 
months from symptom onset.43 Surgical decompression 
can be indicated if there is no motor recovery.

Pronator Syndrome

Pronator syndrome occurs when the median nerve is com-
pressed as it passes between the two heads of the pronator 
teres, a fascial band from the flexor digitorum superficia-
lis, or the biceps aponeurosis. Patients present with pain 
and paresthesias in the first three fingers of the hand, often 
mimicking CTS. There will also be involvement of the 
skin over the thenar eminence, however, which is usually 
spared in CTS. Nocturnal awakening as a result of pain is 
a common feature of CTS but not of pronator syndrome. 
Weakness and easy fatigue can be seen in all the muscles 
innervated by the median nerve, except for the pronator 
teres, which is innervated proximal to the site of entrap-
ment. Pain might be provoked by resisted elbow flexion 
and pronation and resisted finger flexion. Tenderness over 
the nerve at the area of compression or a Tinel’s sign might 
be elicited.140

On electrodiagnostic studies, median sensory ampli-
tudes are diminished or absent. Median sensory latencies, 
when present, are typically preserved compared with CTS. 
The amplitude of the median motor response in the abduc-
tor pollicis brevis muscle is diminished, and conduction 
velocity over the forearm can be slowed. Needle examina-
tion can demonstrate abnormalities in all muscles sup-
plied by the median nerve, usually with the exception of 
the pronator teres. Improvement with conservative treat-
ment is reported in more than half of patients,66 and surgi-
cal decompression in those who do not improve has been 
reported to have a high success rate.141

FIGURE 47-9 Anterior interosseous syndrome causes weakness of flexors 
to distal joints of the fingers and inability to form the “OK” sign (right).
Median Mononeuropathy at the Wrist 
(Carpal Tunnel Syndrome)

In CTS the median nerve is compressed within the carpal 
canal, approximately 1 to 2 cm beyond the distal wrist 
crease. It is more common in women and is often bilateral 
but more severe in the dominant hand.125 Repetitive hand 
and wrist movement, such as with keyboarding or use of 
vibratory tools, has been associated with CTS. A number 
of medical conditions are associated with CTS, including 
diabetes, hypothyroidism, and RA,131 as well as obesity10 
and pregnancy. Infrequently CTS can be caused by a mass 
lesion at the wrist, such as a ganglion cyst or neurofibroma, 
or associated with acute trauma to the wrist. The great 
majority of cases of CTS are idiopathic.

The typical presentation of CTS includes paresthesias 
and numbness of the second and third digits and vari-
ably the thumb and lateral fourth digits, although often 
the patient will have more diffuse complaints of the entire 
hand being numb. Usually the thenar eminence will be 
spared any sensory abnormalities because the palmar 
cutaneous branch comes off proximal to the carpal tun-
nel. Symptoms are classically worse at night, causing noc-
turnal wakening, and relieved by flicking the hands and 
placing them in a dependent position. Other exacerbating 
activities include driving or holding objects, such as a tele-
phone, book, or steering wheel, with a flexed or extended 
wrist. Occasionally patients complain of pain that radiates 
up the forearm or even to the shoulder. Weakness of the 
median innervated muscles of the hand can be perceived 
as difficulty opening jars, buttoning, or dropping objects. 
Weakness involves primarily thumb abduction and oppo-
sition. When severe, atrophy of the thenar eminence can be 
seen. Long finger flexors to the thumb and fingers should 
be normal, as well as finger abduction, which is supplied 
by the ulnar nerve. A Tinel’s sign can be elicited, usually  
1 to 2 cm distal to the wrist crease, reproducing symptoms 
in the median distribution. Phalen’s sign reproduces par-
esthesias in the second and third fingers by holding the 
wrist in a flexed position by pressing the dorsum of both 
hands together for 30 to 60 seconds (Figure 47-10). This 
test might be overly sensitive for other causes of pain, such 
as joint pain at the wrist or even eliciting pain in the ulnar 

FIGURE 47-10 The Phalen’s test for median nerve compression.



nerve distribution from the associated flexion at the elbow. 
Reflexes are unaffected in CTS.

The differential diagnosis of CTS includes proximal 
median nerve injury (pronator syndrome), C6 or C7 radic-
ulopathy, and brachial plexopathy. An alternative diagno-
sis should be suspected if there is weakness of non–median 
innervated muscles or proximal median innervated mus-
cles, or if there is asymmetry of muscle stretch reflexes or 
prominent neck pain. Electrodiagnostic studies are useful 
in confirming the diagnosis of CTS and assessing the sever-
ity, as well as excluding other neurologic diagnoses. Median 
sensory abnormalities are typically seen earlier than motor 
abnormalities. Median sensory latencies are prolonged, 
particularly compared with ulnar sensory latency on the 
same hand, with a difference of more than 0.5 ms signifi-
cant (assuming the same distance is used for the stimula-
tion to recording electrode). Midpalmar stimulation might 
be more sensitive because it records over a shorter segment 
across the carpal tunnel.27 Median motor responses are 
affected in more severe disease and can show decreased 
compound motor amplitude and prolonged distal latency, 
with normal conduction velocity across the forearm. Nee-
dle EMG can demonstrate acute or chronic denervation in 
the abductor pollicis brevis or opponens pollicis muscles 
in moderate to severe CTS and is also useful in excluding 
alternative or concomitant disease, such as cervical radicu-
lopathy or plexopathy.

Mild to moderate CTS usually responds to conservative 
measures. Exacerbating activities, such as those associated 
with repetitive or excessive wrist flexion and extension and 
gripping, should be avoided. The wrist should be splinted 
in 0 to 5 degrees of extension. Wrist splints are widely 
available but frequently hold the wrist in greater than 30 
degrees of extension. In this case the patient should be 
instructed in reducing the wrist extension angle of the 
metal plate along the dorsum of the wrist, which is typi-
cally easily done. The splint is worn at night and as toler-
ated during the day. NSAIDs are often used, but there is 
no evidence of their usefulness. One study suggests that 
they are ineffective, whereas oral steroids are often help-
ful.17 Local corticosteroid injections into the carpal tunnel 
have been shown to be superior to surgical decompression 
for clinical symptoms at 3 months and similar at 1 year. 
Two injections can be required if nocturnal paresthesia per-
sists after the initial treatment.85 Surgical decompression 
is indicated in patients with severe or rapidly progressive 
weakness and atrophy, or for those who fail to respond 
to conservative measures, or if there is a mass lesion caus-
ing the median nerve compression. A recent review of the 
treatment of CTS emphasized the points that surgery is far 
from uniformly effective, and that liberalization of the use 
of injections might be indicated.11 The authors’ experiences 
and recent research findings support this view, given that 
injections yield a high rate of success and are often associ-
ated with improvement in nerve conduction study param-
eters, as well as symptoms.7,50

Ulnar Mononeuropathies

The ulnar nerve originates from the C8 and T1 nerve 
roots, which merge to form the lower trunk of the brachial 
plexus. The lower trunk continues on as the medial cord 
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and then as the ulnar nerve after giving off the medial ante-
brachial cutaneous branch. This anatomic relationship 
has diagnostic significance in that ulnar nerve lesions do 
not cause sensory changes to the medial aspect of the fore-
arm, whereas T1 radiculopathy and lower trunk plexopa-
thy can do so. The ulnar nerve courses along the medial 
aspect of the upper arm in close proximity to the median 
nerve. Just proximal to the elbow the nerve runs relatively 
superficially in the groove made by the medial epicondyle 
and the olecranon, and then dives between the tendons 
of the flexor carpi ulnaris (which originate from the same 
two structures). The ulnar nerve innervates the flexor carpi 
ulnaris, usually distal to the elbow, and travels distally 
along the medial aspect of the forearm, giving branches 
in the distal third to the palmar and dorsal aspects of the 
medial hand. This arrangement also has clinical relevance 
in that elbow lesions can cause numbness of the entire 
medial aspect of the hand, whereas wrist injuries primar-
ily affect the digits. The nerve enters Guyon’s canal in the 
wrist between the hook of the hamate and the pisiform 
bone. Although the nerve is accompanied by an artery, 
the canal includes no tendons, possibly explaining why 
injuries to it are more likely related to external compres-
sion than overuse. After entering the hand the ulnar nerve 
branches to supply the structures indicated in Figure 
47-11, terminating in the adductor pollicis and flexor pol-
licis brevis within the thenar eminence. The nerve is most 
vulnerable to injury at the elbow and wrist, and these are 
explored further below.

Ulnar Neuropathy at the Elbow

CTS is the only focal neuropathy more common than ulnar 
neuropathy at the elbow (UNE). UNE incidence rates are 
estimated to be 25.2 to 32.7 for men and 17.2 to 18.9 for 
women, per 100,000 person-years.78,95 Risk factors for 
UNE have been minimally studied compared with those 
for CTS. Recent work suggests that in addition to activi-
ties that mechanically irritate the nerve, such as repetitive 
elbow flexion, gripping, or external pressure over the ulnar 
groove,24 older age, male gender, and smoking cigarettes 
increase the risk of UNE.9,111,114 With regard to smoking as 
a modifiable risk factor, two studies have found that pack-
years of smoking correlate negatively with electrophysi-
ologic ulnar parameters across the elbow.112,114 Prevention 
of UNE is of clinical relevance, given that results of therapy 
are often disappointing36 and hand function is significantly 
compromised absent normal ulnar innervation.89

Patients with UNE typically present with dysesthesia and 
sensory change over the ulnar aspect of the hand. In con-
trast to CTS, patients less frequently report that the entire 
hand feels numb. Patients might also report pain or discom-
fort over the medial aspect of the forearm. As the disease 
advances, patients report loss of dexterity and grip strength 
and difficulty with eating and dressing.89 Examination 
reveals altered sensation in the ulnar distribution of the hand, 
including the segment from wrist to proximal interphalan-
geal joints, with sparing of the medial forearm. A Tinel’s sign 
is often elicited over the nerve in the retroepicondylar region 
or slightly distally where the nerve dives between the twin 
head origin of the flexor carpi ulnaris tendons. Strength of 
the interossei is reduced, and with advanced cases, scallop-
ing of the region over the first dorsal interosseous muscle 
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is noted (often in association with some “clawing” of the  
hand as a result of intrinsic muscle weakness).

Electrodiagnostic studies are usually able to differentiate 
UNE from other diagnostic considerations. C8–T1 radicu-
lopathy and lower trunk plexopathy are usually associated 
with minimal ulnar nerve slowing across the elbow and 
include EMG changes in nonulnar innervated muscles such 
as opponens pollicis, flexor pollicis longus, and extensor 
indices. Lower trunk and medial cord lesions also typically 
reduce the amplitude of the medial antebrachial cutane-
ous response. More difficult, however, is localizing an ulnar 
lesion to the region of the elbow.14 Nerve conduction stud-
ies across the elbow are fraught with difficulty related to 
elbow position, elbow temperature, segment length, body 
habitus, anomalous innervation in the forearm, differential 
vulnerability of the fascicles that run within the nerve, and 
slowing of the forearm segment of the nerve as a result of 
axonal degeneration. Typical, but not universal, handling 
of these concerns is by: (1) maintaining the elbow at 90 
degrees flexion and the wrist in neutral during nerve con-
duction studies; (2) warming the elbow as needed to keep 
it more than 31.0° C; (3) testing an 80- to 100-mm seg-
ment across the elbow; (4) measuring carefully in patients 
with large upper limbs so as to not falsely increase the nerve 
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FIGURE 47-11 Ulnar nerve.
conduction velocity in that segment; (5) evaluating median 
nerve stimulation in the antecubital fossa and recording 
over an ulnar innervated hand intrinsic muscle, to make 
certain that a median to ulnar contribution in the forearm 
is not responsible for an apparent conduction block; and 
(6) considering nerve conduction studies to the first dor-
sal interosseous muscles and the more standard abductor 
digiti quinti muscle. Lastly, if technical factors remain a 
concern, then performing a mixed nerve study recording 
over the median and ulnar nerves in the medial humerus 
and stimulating distally over the same nerves eliminates 
concerns regarding temperature, body habitus, and elbow 
positioning.90 The absence of prolongation of the ulnar 
response onset of more than 1.4 ms compared with the 
median onset suggests that no ulnar lesion is present.91 If 
the ulnar response is prolonged, then reasonable criteria 
for localizing the problem to the elbow include: (1) con-
duction velocity across the elbow less than 50 m/s; (2) a 
decrement in conduction velocity across the elbow, com-
pared with that in the forearm, of more than 10 m/s; and 
(3) conduction block across the elbow of more than 20%. 
Because of the technical challenges, it is likely that using 
just one criterion for UNE will be overly sensitive. There-
fore it is recommended that UNE be considered likely in 
the correct clinical setting if two of three criteria are met, 
or definite if three of three criteria are met. The first dorsal 
interosseous is the muscle most likely affected during EMG 
needle examination, with the abductor digit quinti and 
flexor carpi ulnaris, respectively, less involved.

The results of therapy for UNE, both surgical and non-
surgical, are variable. Typical strategies include avoidance 
of power-gripping at work or in avocation, preventing 
prolonged or repetitive elbow flexion (using a splint as 
necessary to enforce this restriction), cushioning of the pos-
terior–medial elbow to prevent compression, and patient 
education. In the absence of clinical or electrodiagnostic 
improvement within 2 to 3 months, surgical evaluation 
and transposition of the nerve or release of the fascia asso-
ciated with the twin heads of the flexor carpi ulnaris are 
often performed. Given that smoking appears to be an 
independent risk factor for UNE and reduces patient satis-
faction after surgery,98 avoidance of tobacco is a reasonable 
recommendation.

Ulnar Neuropathy at Wrist

Ulnar neuropathy at the wrist (UNW) is rare compared with 
UNE and CTS, and has a more varied presentation. The nerve 
in the hand and wrist has four sites of potential injury.133 
When the nerve is compressed within Guyon’s canal, the 
patient has altered sensation in the fourth and fifth digits, 
with sparing of the dorsal ulnar region of the hand, and 
weakness of all the ulnar innervated hand muscles. The 
superficial sensory branch arises just distal to Guyon’s canal 
so that with injury distal to the canal, the same pattern of 
weakness will be present but without sensory loss. With a 
more distal injury, usually related to a penetrating wound 
or a ganglion, there is sparing of hypothenar musculature 
and sensation, with weakness in the interossei. On rare occa-
sions there can be injury to the superficial sensory branch 
only, leading to sensory loss without weakness. When UNW 
is suspected, the electromyographer should stimulate the 
ulnar nerve and record from the first dorsal interosseous and 
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the hypothenar eminence, and consider performing a dorsal 
ulnar cutaneous study as well. With these studies, as well as 
needle EMG of these same muscles, the site of most lesions 
can be determined. Although lesions within Guyon’s canal 
resulting from prolonged wrist radial deviation or pressure 
over the ulnar aspect of the wrist, as occurs with distance 
cycling, can respond to activity modification, most of these 
injuries are best referred to a qualified hand surgeon for 
consultation.

Radial Mononeuropathies

The radial nerve is the largest terminal branch off of the 
brachial plexus, with contribution from C5–C8 nerve roots. 
It continues from the posterior division of the plexus and 
runs along the lateral wall of the axilla, supplies the triceps 
muscles, and then winds around the spiral groove of the 
humerus. It then pierces the intermuscular septum below 
the deltoid and supplies the brachioradialis muscle and 
extensor carpi radialis longus and brevis above the elbow. 
It then enters the forearm between the biceps and brachio-
radialis muscles and divides into the posterior interosseous 
nerve and superficial radial nerve at the level of the elbow 
joint. The posterior interosseous nerve courses around the 
neck of the radius passing through the arcade of Frohse, 
which is made up of the proximal border of the supina-
tor muscle. The posterior interosseous nerve innervates the 
supinator muscle before entering the extensor compart-
ment of the forearm, where it supplies the extensor digi-
torum communis, extensor carpi ulnaris, extensor pollicis 
longus and brevis, abductor pollicis longus, extensor indi-
cis, and extensor digiti minimi. The superficial radial nerve 
traverses the forearm to supply sensation to the dorsolateral 
portion of the hand and first three digits (Figure 47-12). 
The radial nerve is less commonly injured than the median 
and ulnar nerves, and less susceptible to compression.

Radial Neuropathy at the Spiral Groove

The most common injury to the radial nerve occurs at 
the radial groove from fracture of the humerus as a result 
of the nerve’s close association with the humerus in the 
spiral groove. The radial nerve can also be injured in this 
area as a result of external compression from tourniquets. 
It can also be injured during prolonged sleep or uncon-
sciousness. This can occur with persistent pressure from a 
sleeping partner’s head on the patient’s outstretched arm 
(so-called honeymooner’s paralysis). It more commonly 
occurs when the patient’s arm is draped over a chair for 
a long period (so-called Saturday night palsy when associ-
ated with inebriation). The radial nerve can also be injured 
in the proximal arm from poorly placed injections. Occa-
sionally delayed radial nerve palsy can occur after humeral 
fracture as a result of compression or entrapment within 
the healing callous.5 Radial injury at the spiral groove typi-
cally presents with wrist drop and inability to extend the 
fingers. Extension of the elbow is usually spared because 
the triceps is innervated before the spiral groove. Elbow 
flexion might be mildly weak as a result of involvement of 
the brachioradialis. Median and ulnar innervated muscles 
should be strong; however, finger abduction can falsely 
appear weak unless the metacarpophalangeal joints of the 
hand are held in passive extension. In radial nerve injury 
in the region of the spiral groove of the humerus, sensation 
is abnormal in the lateral aspect of the dorsum of the hand 
and the dorsum of digits one through four. The brachio-
radialis reflex is diminished or absent, whereas the triceps 
and biceps reflexes are spared.75 Differential diagnosis for 
hand and wrist drop includes more proximal radial injury, 
usually in the axilla, C7 or C8 radiculopathy, or posterior 
lesion of the brachial plexus. Weakness involving the tri-
ceps and diminished triceps reflex would suggest that the 
radial lesion is more proximal than the region of the spiral 
groove. Involvement of median or ulnar innervated C7 and 
C8 muscles and the cervical paraspinals is consistent with 
radiculopathy. A posterior cord lesion would also cause 
weakness of the deltoid muscle. Motor nerve conduction 
studies can be performed recording over the extensor indi-
cis and stimulating over the radial nerve at the elbow, spiral 
groove, and more proximally either at the Erb’s point or in 
the axilla. Conduction block is diagnosed with a more than 
50% decrease in amplitude of the motor response when 
stimulating proximally compared with distally to the site 
of the lesion. The superficial radial sensory nerve can also 
be assessed. Needle EMG can also be helpful in localizing 
the level of radial injury and ruling out other causes.

Treatment of proximal radial nerve injuries depends on 
the etiology of the injury. Weakness that is due to external 
compression is typically a neurapraxic injury that usually 
recovers spontaneously within 2 months.139 Radial nerve 
injury caused by a humeral fracture can have a poorer out-
come. Radial lesions caused by closed fractures have bet-
ter recovery than with more complex fractures. If there is 
no recovery within 8 to 10 weeks, surgical exploration is 
indicated, and if there is no return of function after 1 year, 
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tendon transfer is considered to improve upper limb func-
tioning.134 During the recovery period a “cock-up” splint 
is used to maintain the wrist and fingers in an extended 
position (see Chapter 14).

Posterior Interosseous Neuropathy

The most common cause of posterior interosseous neu-
ropathy (PIN) is entrapment at the arcade of Frohse (also 
known as supinator syndrome).21 The nerve can also be 
injured from elbow fractures, laceration, or compression 
from soft tissue masses such as lipomas,155 neurofibro-
mas, schwannomas, hematomas, and elbow synovitis from 
RA.91 Onset is usually insidious and can be associated with 
strenuous use of the forearm, particularly pronation and 
supination. Weakness is seen in the finger extensors and 
the extensor carpi ulnaris. The brachioradialis and radial 
wrist extensors are spared. When the patient is asked to 
extend the wrist, radial deviation is seen. The supinator 
muscle is variably affected. Sensation in the radial distribu-
tion is spared because the posterior interosseous nerve has 
no sensory fibers. Nerve conduction studies to the exten-
sor indicis are abnormal, whereas radial sensory conduc-
tions are preserved. The EMG needle examination typically 
localizes the lesion. Treatment for idiopathic PIN involves 
avoidance of provocative activities, use of oral NSAIDs, 
and splinting. Resolution of symptoms is seen in up to 
80% with conservative treatment.68 If no improvement is 
seen after 4 to 12 weeks, or if there is progressive or severe 
weakness and atrophy, surgical treatment brings good to 
excellent recovery of function in up to 90% of patients.53 
If a mass lesion is present, surgical exploration is usually 
required. In the unlikely event that there is no return of 
strength, tendon transfers can be used to improve function.

The Concept of Double Crush

On closing the section of upper limb focal neuropathies, 
it is appropriate to address the “double-crush” hypothesis. 
This appealing concept suggests that when peripheral nerves 
are compressed proximally they are predisposed to a distal 
compression to a greater degree than if the proximal injury 
was not present, presumably as a result of a disruption in 
axoplasmic flow. The most commonly cited, and origi-
nally hypothesized, example is that of cervical radiculopa-
thy predisposing to CTS.100,133 No clear reason is known, 
however, why a lesion proximal to the dorsal root gan-
glion, as occurs with cervical radiculopathy, should affect 
distal sensory nerve function, as commonly occurs with 
CTS (because axoplasmic flow within the sensory nerve is 
not disrupted). Adding to this deductive line of thought, 
careful neurophysiologic analyses of CTS in the setting of 
different levels of cervical radiculopathy, as well as radicu-
lopathy level and frequency in the setting of more distal 
lesions, do not support the double-crush hypothesis.110 
A neurophysiologic rationale, therefore, for the double-
crush hypothesis is unlikely. Because of the high coinci-
dence of median neuropathy at the wrist in a large group of 
patients with electrodiagnostically confirmed cervical radic-
ulopathy,110 it is possible that there are intrinsic or extrinsic 
conditions that predispose patients to both diagnoses. Pos-
sibilities include repetitive upper limb usage, a subclinical 
predisposition to pressure injury or a tendency to generate 
thickened or hypertrophied ligamentous or other connec-
tive tissue, or presence of a systemic disease that can affect 
nerves, such as diabetes, all of which would increase patient 
risk for both diseases. This possibility aside, the words of 
John D. Stewart133 are insightful regarding this controver-
sial concept: “In summary, it seems highly unlikely that 
proximal focal neuropathies such as radiculopathies lead 
to, or worsen, more distal focal neuropathies in the same 
limb. The term double-crush syndrome and the admittedly 
attractive concept it embodies should be dropped from 
use. The disconcerting trend of performing several surgical 
procedures on a limb to decompress allegedly double- or 
multiple-crush sites should be discontinued.”127

Peroneal Mononeuropathies

The common peroneal nerve arises from the L4–S1 nerve 
roots and runs with the tibial nerve in the posterior thigh 
as part of the sciatic nerve. Before dividing from the tibial 
nerve at the popliteal fossa, it gives off a muscular branch 
to the short head of the biceps femoris, the only muscle 
of the thigh that is innervated by the peroneal division of 
the sciatic nerve. Within the popliteal fossa it sends off a 
cutaneous branch to join a branch from the tibial nerve to 
form the sural sensory nerve. After dividing from the tibial 
nerve it courses around the fibular head where it is firmly 
tethered by a fibroosseous band; it then forms its termi-
nal branches, the superficial and deep peroneal nerves. The 
superficial peroneal nerve innervates the peroneus longus 
and brevis muscles, as well as supplying sensory inner-
vation to the lower two thirds of the lateral leg and the 
dorsum of the foot, but not the first web space. The deep 
peroneal nerve supplies the anterior tibialis, extensor hal-
lucis longus, peroneus tertius, extensor digitorum brevis, 
and the skin of the first web space (Figure 47-13).

Lesions to the common peroneal nerve frequently occur 
at the fibular head, where it is vulnerable because of its 
superficial location and because it is relatively tethered by 
a fibrous band that makes it susceptible to traction. Injury 
can result from compression from prolonged positioning 
during surgery or bed rest, particularly in cachectic patients. 
Splints, braces, and casts that are improperly placed can 
cause direct pressure over the nerve at the fibular head. Pro-
longed squatting can place excessive traction on the nerve. 
The nerve can be acutely injured by trauma to the knee, 
particularly with fractures of the fibular head.70

The most striking clinical finding is weakness of ankle 
dorsiflexion. In severe injury complete foot drop can result 
in a steppage gait, which allows the patient to clear the toe 
during the swing phase of gain. With more subtle weak-
ness, premature foot flat or “foot slap” can be seen after 
heel strike on the affected side. Often the deep peroneal 
branch is more affected than the superficial branch, with 
foot eversion less impaired. Sensation is diminished in the 
lower two thirds of the lateral leg and dorsum of the foot. 
Often a Tinel’s sign can be produced by tapping over the 
common fibular nerve as it courses around the fibular neck.

The clinical presentation of foot drop can be an inter-
esting diagnostic challenge because several neurologic 
problems can present in a similar manner. The differ-
ential diagnosis includes L5 radiculopathy, lumbosacral 
plexopathy, and sciatic neuropathy. The presence of back 
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pain, prominent leg pain, and a depressed hamstring 
reflex would suggest radiculopathy. Weakness affecting 
hamstring muscles or weakness of plantar flexion would 
suggest sciatic or plexus involvement. Electrodiagnosis is 
the most helpful test for evaluating foot drop. The pero-
neal motor study should be evaluated with conduction 
above and below the fibular head. The peroneal motor 
response can be recorded over either the extensor digi-
torum brevis (EDB) in the foot or the anterior tibialis. 
Although the EDB is routinely used, it is frequently atro-
phic as a result of local trauma and might be less reliable. 
If the lesion is localized to the fibular head, focal conduc-
tion block results in more than 20% decrease in CMAP 
with stimulation across the fibular head. Sural sensory 
and tibial motor conductions should be normal in those 
with peroneal nerve injury and radiculopathy. Needle 
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FIGURE 47-13 Peroneal nerve.
EMG is particularly useful in the evaluation of foot drop. 
Muscles supplied by both the superficial and deep pero-
neal nerves should be sampled. The short head of the 
biceps femoris muscle is particularly useful for ruling out 
a sciatic lesion because it is the only muscle innervated by 
the peroneal division before it separates from the tibial 
portion above the knee, and the tibial innervated muscles 
might be spared in a mild sciatic lesion. Non peroneal L5 
innervated muscles such as the gluteus medius proximally 
or the posterior tibialis distally can exclude L5 radicu-
lopathy. S1 innervated tibial muscles are also sampled to 
exclude a sciatic mononeuropathy (Table 47-6).

Treatment of peroneal neuropathy starts with preven-
tion. Because many cases of peroneal neuropathy are due 
to improper positioning during prolonged hospitalization 
or surgery, care should be taken to offload the lateral aspect 
of the knee using pillows and pressure-relieving ankle–foot 
orthoses. Casts and braces should be carefully evaluated 
and reevaluated for pressure points at the fibular head. 
In nonhospitalized patients without traumatic cause for 
neuropathy, assessment for and elimination of exacerbat-
ing factors such as prolonged knee flexion and leg cross-
ing should be done. Ankle–foot orthoses are often needed 
when the foot drop is severe (see Chapter 15).

Tibial and Plantar Mononeuropathy

The tibial nerve arises from the L5–S2 nerve roots and 
forms the tibial division of the sciatic nerve. As part of the 
sciatic nerve it innervates all the hamstring muscles, with 
the exception of the short head of the biceps femoris. It 
also partially innervates the adductor magnus muscle. 
Within the popliteal fossa it gives off the sural sensory 
nerve, innervating the lateral lower leg and foot, and con-
tinues on to supply the muscles of the posterior compart-
ment of the lower leg. At the ankle it passes posterior to 
the medial malleolus through the tarsal tunnel, which 
is formed by the flexor retinaculum that spans the space 
between the medial malleolus and the calcaneus. Accom-
panying the tibial nerve is the posterior tibial artery, pos-
terior tibialis, flexor digitorum longus, and flexor hallucis 
longus tendons. The tibial nerve then divides into its three 
terminal branches: the calcaneal branch and medial and 
lateral plantar nerves (Figure 47-14).

Proximal tibial neuropathies are unusual but can occur 
with injury to the popliteal space or with space-occupying 
lesions such as Baker’s cysts. Lesions at this level would 
Table 47-6  Electromyographic Evaluation of Foot Drop
Superficial Peroneal 
Sensory Nerve Conduction

Anterior 
Tibialis

Peroneus 
Longus

Gluteus 
Medius

Medial 
Gastrocnemius

Biceps Femoris 
(Short Head)

Lumbar 
Paraspinals

Deep peroneal Normal Abnormal Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal

Common 
 peroneal at 
fibular head

Decreased Abnormal Abnormal Normal Normal Normal Normal

Sciatic 
 neuropathy

Decreased Abnormal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Abnormal Normal

L5 radiculopathy Normal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Normal Normal Abnormal

Lumbosacral 
plexopathy

Decreased Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Abnormal Normal
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FIGURE 47-14 Tibial nerve.
result in weakness of plantar flexion and inversion of the 
ankle, as well as sensory abnormalities in the sole of foot 
and sural nerve distribution.

Lesions at the ankle occurring under the flexor retinacu-
lum are referred to as tarsal tunnel syndrome. The compres-
sion can involve any of the three terminal branches.99 Most 
cases are idiopathic, but other causes include ankle trauma, 
arthritis, deformity of the heel, and masses such as gan-
glion cysts or lipomas. Typical presentation of tarsal tunnel 
syndrome includes paresthesias and pain in the sole of the 
foot and heel, exacerbated by standing and walking. Physi-
cal examination might reveal sensory loss in the lateral or 
medial plantar distribution, although it will often spare the 
heel. A Tinel’s sign might be elicited by percussion over the 
flexor retinaculum at the medial malleolus.

The differential diagnosis for tarsal tunnel syndrome 
includes diffuse peripheral neuropathy, proximal tibial 
mononeuropathy, and S1 radiculopathy. Typically tar-
sal tunnel syndrome is unilateral, whereas the symptoms 
of peripheral neuropathy are usually bilateral and sym-
metric, and a Tinel’s sign is not present. Proximal tibial 
mononeuropathies can be differentiated by the presence 
of plantar flexion and inversion weakness and a depressed 
or absent Achilles reflex. S1 radiculopathies usually pres-
ent with back, buttock, and posterior thigh pain and 
weakness in plantar flexors, knee flexors, and the gluteus 
maximus. Electrodiagnosis of tarsal tunnel syndrome 
includes nerve conduction studies of the medial and plan-
tar nerves, which should be compared with those of the 
unaffected side.23 Assessment of the plantar nerves can be 
limited by technical factors such as thick foot calluses, foot 
and ankle deformity, and ankle edema. Needle examina-
tion of the abductor hallucis for the medial plantar nerve, 
and the abductor digiti quinti for the lateral plantar nerve 
might demonstrate abnormalities consistent with denerva-
tion; however, these muscles are painful to examine and 
can be denervated from local trauma in asymptomatic 
individuals.34 Radiographs and MRI can identify any ana-
tomic source of compression such as ganglion cyst or bony 
pathology, although most cases are idiopathic. Treatment 
consists of NSAIDs, local corticosteroid injections, and 
orthoses to correct biomechanical abnormalities such as 
overpronation or excessive supination. Surgical release can 
be indicated for those who do not respond to conserva-
tive management but might be more effective in those with 
space-occupying lesions as the source of compression.145

Sciatic Mononeuropathy

As discussed previously, the sciatic nerve is made up of 
fibers from the L4–S2 nerve roots, forming the two divi-
sions of the sciatic nerve, the tibial and peroneal divisions. 



These divisions run as distinctly separate nerves that do 
not interchange fascicles. The peroneal division is much 
more susceptible to injury than the tibial division. This 
is due to two main factors. Along its course the peroneal 
nerve is tethered at two points, the sciatic notch and at 
the fibular head, making it more vulnerable to traction 
than the tibial nerve, which is not similarly restricted. 
The fascicular pattern of the peroneal nerve contains 
less supporting tissues and has larger and fewer fascicles 
than the tibial nerve, which is more invested with elastic 
epineurial tissue and is therefore less tolerant of exter-
nal pressure.136 The propensity for greater injury to the 
peroneal division of the sciatic nerve can make it chal-
lenging to differentiate a sciatic lesion from a common 
peroneal lesion. The tibially innervated hamstring and 
plantar flexor muscles are powerful, making subtle weak-
ness less obvious than with muscles innervated by the 
peroneal nerve. Common causes of sciatic nerve injury 
include hip fracture, dislocation, or an event during hip 
surgery, particularly during total hip arthroplasty. Poorly 
placed gluteal injections, knife or gunshot wounds, or 
compression resulting from positioning during hospi-
talization in patients with thin body habitus can also 
injure the nerve. Space-occupying lesions such as tumors, 
hematoma, aneurysm, and heterotopic ossification can 
cause compression of the nerve.

As discussed with peroneal neuropathy, electrodiag-
nostic studies are aimed at differentiating between sciatic 
neuropathy versus common peroneal or tibial mononeu-
ropathy, L5 or S1 radiculopathy, or lumbosacral plexopa-
thy. In severe sciatic neuropathy, all the peroneal and tibial 
motor conduction studies are absent or reduced, as are 
the sural and superficial peroneal sensory responses. On 
needle examination both peroneal and tibial innervated 
muscles show abnormalities consistent with denervation, 
usually with peroneal muscles more affected. Occasion-
ally the peroneal division can be exclusively injured in a 
sciatic lesion, in which case sampling of the short head of 
the biceps femoris is useful to differentiate it from a more 
distal common peroneal lesion.71 Gluteal and paraspinal 
muscles are spared in sciatic lesions.

Femoral Neuropathy

The L2–L4 spinal roots form the femoral nerve, which sup-
plies the psoas muscles within the pelvis. The nerve then 
travels between the psoas and iliacus muscles, innervating 
the iliacus just before it passes under the inguinal ligament. 
After emerging under the inguinal ligament, it divides into 
its terminal branches, which supply the four heads of the 
quadriceps muscle, the sartorius and pectineus muscles, 
and the medial and intermediate cutaneous branches to 
the anterior thigh, and the saphenous nerve, which inner-
vates the medial leg (Figure 47-15). The femoral nerve is 
usually injured within the retroperitoneal space in the pel-
vis or under the inguinal ligament. Injury to the femoral 
nerve is most commonly the result of iatrogenic causes 
such as intraabdominal and intrapelvic surgeries, gyne-
cologic and urologic procedures, and ilioinguinal nerve 
blocks and catheterization procedures.26 The lithotomy 
position, with extreme hip flexion and external rotation, 
has been implicated in compression of the femoral nerve at 
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the inguinal ligament.4 Hematomas caused by anticoagu-
lant therapy and blood dyscrasias are also common causes 
of femoral neuropathy.

Femoral neuropathy presents with unilateral thigh 
weakness and numbness of the anterior thigh and leg. 
Lesions caused by lithotomy positioning can occasionally 
present bilaterally. Often a sensation of instability around 
the knee and buckling, with particular difficulty with stairs 
and inclines, are noted. The patellar reflex can be depressed 
or absent. If the nerve is compressed within the pelvis, hip 
flexion can also be affected. Adduction and abduction of 
the thigh should be normal, as should knee flexion and 
strength around the ankle. Pain with extension of the hip 
(the so-called reverse leg raise) can be seen with femoral 
nerve injury. Sensory changes are seen in the anterior thigh 
and medial lower leg in the saphenous nerve distribution.

Electrodiagnosis includes femoral motor conduction 
studies stimulating at the groin. If the CMAP is at least 50% 
of the opposite side, the prognosis is good for improve-
ment within 1 year, whereas fewer than half of those with a 
CMAP less than 50% will improve.74 Needle examination 
can assist in localizing the site of the lesion to the inguinal 
ligament or pelvis based on involvement of the iliopsoas 
muscle. Sampling of the hip adductor muscles and para-
spinal muscles can exclude high lumbar radiculopathy or 
plexopathy.

Many causes of femoral neuropathy are preventable. 
During operative procedures, extremes of flexion, external 
rotation, and abduction of the hip should be avoided to 
prevent compressions as the nerve passes under the ingui-
nal ligament. Self-retaining retractors are also a source 
of injury during surgeries, and care should be taken with 
placement to avoid compressing the nerve as it passes the 
psoas muscle.13 When a femoral neuropathy is suspected, 
imaging studies can assess for compression caused by 
hematoma, masses, or pseudoaneurysm. If a correctable 
cause is found, immediate surgical intervention might be 
indicated. Early physical therapy for strengthening and 
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range of motion should be initiated, and serial clinical and 
electrodiagnostic examinations should be performed. If 
there is no improvement after 3 to 6 months, either clini-
cally or electrodiagnostically, surgical intervention might 
be indicated.26

Lateral Femoral Cutaneous Neuropathy

Mononeuropathy of the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve, 
also known as meralgia paresthetica, is a common and 
benign cause of anterolateral thigh numbness.39 The lateral 
femoral cutaneous nerve is a purely sensory nerve arising 
from the L2 and L3 nerve roots and courses around the 
pelvic brim to exit under the inguinal ligament just medial 
to the anterior superior iliac spine. At this point the nerve 
is vulnerable to compression. The nerve then divides into 
anterior and posterior divisions and supplies the sensory 
territory of the anterolateral thigh (Figure 47-16). Meral-
gia paresthetica is usually idiopathic and associated with 
obesity, pregnancy, and diabetes.62 External sources of 
compression include heavy tool belts, habitually leaning 
against a table, or wearing tight waist bands. Occasionally 
injury can occur during surgery, particularly during her-
nia repair, renal transplantation, harvesting of iliac bone 
graft, hip surgery, and aortic valve and coronary bypass 
surgery.125 Tumor involving the iliac crest can also com-
press the nerve at the anterior superior iliac spine, or more 
proximally it can be affected by an abdominal aneurysm or 
other pelvic mass.

Patients with a lateral femoral cutaneous nerve dys-
function present with numbness and pain in a generally 
well-circumscribed distribution on the anterolateral thigh. 
These symptoms can be exacerbated by walking or exten-
sion of the hip and by wearing tight clothing or undergar-
ments. No weakness of the lower limb is noted because 
this is a purely sensory nerve. On physical examination, in 
addition to numbness or hyperesthesia in the territory of 
the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve, Tinel’s sign might be 
elicited by percussing just medial and inferior to the ante-
rior superior iliac spine. Manual motor testing and muscle 
stretch reflexes should not be affected. Symptoms consis-
tent with meralgia paresthetica must be differentiated from 
femoral neuropathy, lumbar plexopathy, and high lum-
bar radiculopathy. In those with femoral neuropathy and 
lumbar radiculopathy, the sensory abnormalities are more 
widespread, involving the entire thigh and extending into 
the medial lower leg. Femoral and lumbar radiculopathies, 
unlike meralgia paresthetica, can also cause weakness of 
thigh muscles and a depressed patellar reflex.

Nerve conduction studies of the lateral femoral cuta-
neous nerve can reveal asymmetry when comparing the 
symptomatic with unaffected side. It should be noted, 
however, that this is a technically difficult sensory response 
to obtain, even in healthy, nonobese individuals.76 Needle 
EMG is normal in those with meralgia paresthetica. Anes-
thetic nerve block of the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve 
can help confirm the diagnosis.

Meralgia paresthetica is usually benign and self- limiting 
and improves with conservative treatment over a few 
months. Eliminating any exacerbating factors, such as tight 
clothing or tool belts, and weight loss will often resolve 
the symptoms. When painful paresthesia is present, topical 
gents such as capsaicin cream and Lidoderm patches can 
e helpful, particularly because the distribution of symp-

oms is localized. Oral agents used for neuropathic pain 
uch as tricyclic antidepressants, or antiseizure medica-
ions such as gabapentin, pregabalin, or carbamazepine 
an also control symptoms. Local corticosteroid injections 
ight bring temporary relief.31 In refractory cases, surgery 
ight be indicated, with high success rates reported for 

oth decompression and neurectomy.72
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CHAPTER 48
MYOPATHIC DISORDERS
Craig M. McDonald, Jay J. Han, and Gregory T. Carter
Myopathies represent a diverse group of disorders primar-
ily affecting skeletal muscle that produce weakness, fatigue, 
decreased endurance, and musculoskeletal deformities. 
They are an important cause of disability affecting patient 
mobility, self-care, and independence. In addition to weak-
ness, many myopathies have associated dysfunction in 
other organ systems, such as the cardiac and pulmonary 
systems. The disability associated with muscle disease 
depends on the specific type, extent of clinical involve-
ment, and rate of progression.

The number and type of different myopathies are vast 
and expanding. This chapter is intended to provide an 
overview of diagnostic approach, clinical characteristics, 
and care and management of patients with myopathies, 
with emphasis on some of the most common diagnoses 
that a physiatrist might encounter.

Clinical and Diagnostic Approach 
to the Patient With a Suspected 
Myopathy

Disease History

A comprehensive past medical history and surgical his-
tory should be obtained in the patient suspected of 
having a myopathy (Box 48-1). The most common pre-
senting complaints from patients with myopathic disor-
ders include weakness, fatigue, and lack of endurance. 
Parents of children with suspected myopathic disorders 
often report a history of infantile floppiness or hypoto-
nia, delay in motor milestones, feeding and respiratory 
difficulties, abnormal gait characteristics, frequent falls, 
difficulty ascending stairs or arising from the floor, mus-
cle cramps, or stiffness. Teenagers or adults with later-
onset disorders typically present with chief complaints 
of strength loss or decreasing endurance, falls, difficulty 
ascending stairs, exercise intolerance, episodic weak-
ness, muscle cramps, focal wasting of muscle groups, and 
breathing difficulties.

Information should be obtained about whether the pro-
cess is getting worse, staying the same, or getting better. If 
strength is deteriorating, it is important to determine the 
rate of progression (i.e., is weakness increasing over days, 
weeks, months, or years?). The distribution of the weak-
ness should be noted: predominantly proximal, distal, or 
generalized? It is also important to identify factors that 
worsen or help primary symptoms.

A history of muscle cramps at rest or with exertion can 
be associated with muscular dystrophy, metabolic myopa-
thy, toxic myoglobinuria, or inflammatory myositis.
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Family History

If a neuromuscular disease is suspected, it is important to 
get a detailed family history and pedigree chart. Autosomal 
dominant conditions have pedigrees with multiple genera-
tions affected with equal predilection to males and females. 
Half of offspring within a pedigree are typically affected.

In autosomal recessive conditions, only one generation 
is usually affected, with equal incidence in males and 
females. One fourth of offspring are typically clinically 
affected. Parents in earlier generations might be normal, 
and the parents of affected children are presumptive het-
erozygote carriers of the condition. In many instances of 
autosomal recessive inheritance, no other members of the 
nuclear family unit are affected. This makes the confirma-
tion of inheritance pattern difficult unless a molecular 
genetic marker is present or protein abnormality is con-
firmed by immunohistochemistry techniques.28

In X-linked recessive conditions, males on the mater-
nal side of the family are affected in approximately 50% 
of instances, and females are carriers in 50% of instances. 
Males manifest the condition and pass the gene on to 
female children who are obligate carriers.

Examination of the affected relatives is important. The 
medical records and diagnostic evaluations of affected 
family members should be reviewed and the diagnosis 
confirmed if possible. Did other members have disease 
onset at the same time and similar progression? In some 
instances, the examination of a parent can help establish 
the diagnosis in an affected infant or child, as is frequently 
the case in myotonic muscular dystrophy type 1 (DM1). In 
this disorder, genetic anticipation with abnormal CTG tri-
nucleotide expansion of unstable DNA results in progres-
sively earlier onset and increasing severity of the disease 
in successive generations.2,117 In the case of the hereditary 
myopathies, a definitive molecular genetic or pathologic 
diagnosis can often be found in a sibling or close relative 
that can assist in the establishment of the diagnosis in the 
patient. The clinician can often establish the diagnosis in 
a child or adult based on clinical examination and easily 
obtained laboratory data, creatine kinase (CK) level, or 
molecular genetic testing. This is often sufficient to avoid 
invasive testing such as muscle biopsy.

Anesthetic History

A thorough anesthetic history should be obtained. Malig-
nant hyperthermia (MH) is associated with primary famil-
ial malignant hyperthermia syndrome (MHS), which is 
most commonly caused by a gene defect in the ryano-
dine receptor gene at 19q13 (MHS1). This has also been 
linked to central core congenital myopathy. Six subtypes 
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of MHS exist, and MH has also been seen in carnitine pal-
mitoyltransferase II (CPT2) deficiency. Inhalational anes-
thetic agents (with or without succinylcholine) have also 
been implicated as a cause of acute rhabdomyolysis and 

 •  Weakness
 •  Anatomic distribution/pattern of weakness and focal 

wasting or hypertrophy of muscle groups (arms vs. legs, 
proximal vs. distal, symmetric vs. asymmetric)

 •  Myopathies have weakness that is usually proximal 
greater than distal with rare exceptions

 •  Course of weakness
 •  Acute onset (days to weeks)
 •  Chronic (months to years)
 •  Episodic
 •  Is the weakness getting worse, staying the same, or get-

ting better?
 •  Ascertain the rate of progression (days, weeks, months, 

or years)
 •  Fatigue or lack of endurance
 •  Muscle cramps or stiffness
 •  Lack of sensory loss
 •  Gait characteristics
 •  Toe walking, excessive lordosis, Trendelenburg or gluteus 

maximus lurch, etc.
 •  Functional difficulties
 •  Ambulatory distances
 •  Frequency of falls
 •  Transitions from the floor to standing
 •  Problems climbing stairs
 •  Problems dressing
 •  Problems reaching overhead
 •  Difficulty lifting
 •  Running ability, problems in physical education, and 

recreational or athletic performance
 •  Onset age (neonatal, childhood, teen, adult [20-60 years], 

or geriatric)
 •  Identify factors that worsen or help primary symptoms
 •  History of recent illnesses (e.g., recent viral illnesses, respi-

ratory difficulties, pneumonia, pulmonary infections)
 •  Pain
 •  Feeding difficulties, dysphagia, nutritional status, and body 

composition
 •  Cardiac symptoms (dizziness, syncope, chest pain, 

 orthopnea, cardiac complaints with exertion)
 •  Pulmonary symptoms (breathing difficulties, sleep distur-

bance, morning headaches)
 •  Anesthetic history (e.g., malignant hyperthermia)
 •  History regarding the child’s attaining of developmental 

milestones
 •  Ascertain when the child was able to control his or her 

head, sit independently, crawl, stand with and without 
support, walk with and without support, gain fine motor 
prehension, and acquire bimanual skills (bringing 
objects to midline, transfer of objects)

 •  History regarding language acquisition, mental develop-
ment, and school performance

 •  History regarding pregnancy and neonatal period
 •  Quality of fetal movement, pregnancy complications, peri-

natal complications, evidence of fetal distress, respiratory 
difficulties in the recovery room, need for resuscitation or 
ventilation problems in early infancy, infantile hypotonia, 
weak cry, poor feeding

 

BOX 48-1

Clinical History in Myopathic Disorders
hyperkalemia that can resemble MH. This has been most 
commonly reported in those with Duchenne muscular dys-
trophy (DMD) and Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD).49 
Rare reports of MH exist in myotonic dystrophy, myotonia 
congenita, and Schwartz-Jampel syndrome.

Physical Examination

Physical examination findings typically help focus the 
remainder of the diagnostic evaluation, such as electro-
diagnosis, molecular genetic testing, and histopathologic 
analysis of biopsy specimens. All diagnostic information 
must be interpreted within the context of relevant clini-
cal information. In many instances, a precise molecular 
genetic diagnosis might not be possible. The diagnostic 
workup should determine the most likely clinical syn-
drome, however, and allow the clinician to provide the 
patient and family with accurate prognostic information 
and guidance. Table 48-1 shows the typical time of onset of 
the physical findings observed in the most common myo-
pathic diseases.

Specific aspects of the physical examination include 
simple inspection for the presence of focal or diffuse 
muscle wasting. Focal enlargement of muscles or “pseu-
dohypertrophy” (Figure 48-1) can be seen in such dystro-
phic myopathies as DMD and BMD. The increase in calf 
 circumference in DMD and BMD is caused by an increase 
in fatty connective tissue rather than true muscle fiber 
hypertrophy.13,15,33 Other neuromuscular disorders can 
show calf pseudohypertrophy, such as childhood-onset 
acid maltase deficiency. Focal atrophy of particular mus-
cle groups can provide diagnostic clues to specific myo-
pathic disorders, such as with Emery-Dreifuss muscular 
dystrophy type 1 (EMD1), facioscapulohumeral muscular 
dystrophy (FSHD), and selected limb–girdle muscular dys-
trophy (LGMD) subtypes.

A thorough general physical examination of cardiac, pul-
monary, and gastrointestinal systems should be performed 
on all patients suspected of having a neuromuscular dis-
ease. Hepatomegaly can be seen in such metabolic myopa-
thies such as acid maltase deficiency (type 2 glycogenosis) 
and type 3 and 4 glycogenosis. The skin should be evalu-
ated for characteristic skin rashes and nail bed capillary 
changes if an inflammatory myopathy such as dermato-
myositis is suspected. Craniofacial changes and dental mal-
occlusion are common in congenital myotonic muscular 
dystrophy (MMD), congenital myopathies, and congeni-
tal muscular dystrophy (CMD). A neurologic examination 
should include a thorough evaluation of cranial nerve func-
tion, muscle tone, muscle strength, sensory and cerebellar 
function, muscle stretch reflexes, and assessment for the 
presence of percussion and/or grip myotonia in situations 
where a myotonic syndrome is suspected (Figure 48-2). 
Musculoskeletal examination often shows the presence of 
limb contractures and spinal deformity. Congenital con-
tractures are common in CMD. In many dystrophic myopa-
thies, flexion contractures can develop over time in the hips 
and knees, whereas equinovarus contractures can develop 
in the ankles. Focal elbow flexion contractures might be 
present in patients with EMD1 while they are still ambula-
tory, and they occur in DMD subsequent to transition to the 
wheelchair. Significant intellectual impairment can occur in 
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Oculopharyngeal Emery-Dreifuss

On Adult Child

Ske Adult Child

Fac Adult —

Di Adult Child to teen

Di Adult Child to teen

Fo Adult Child

Fo Adult —

Go Adult Child to teen

W Adult Child

Co — Child

Sco — —

Pto Adult —

Hy — —

Ins — —

My — —

Ca — —

Re Adult Adult

Ca Adult (sporadic) Child

Ca Adult (sporadic) Teen to adult

Dy Adult Adult

Ga Adult Adult
le 48-1   Onset of Common Clinical Findings
inical Sign Muscular Dystrophy or Dystrophies

Duchenne Becker Myotonic Congenital Myotonic Facioscapulohumeral Limb–Girdle

set of symptoms Child Child to adult Child to adult Child Child to adult Child to adult

letal muscle 
 weakness

Child Child to adult Child to adult Child Child to adult Child to adult

ial weakness — — Child to adult — Child to adult —

fficulty standing up Child Child to adult Adult Child to adult Teen to adult Child to adult

fficulty running and 
climbing

Child Child to adult Adult Child to adult Child to adult Child to adult

cal atrophy Teen Adult Adult Child to adult Child to adult Child to adult

cal enlargement of 
calf muscles

Child Child — — — Child to adult

wer’s sign Child Child to adult — — Teen to adult Child to adult

eakness of shoul-
der and upper arm 
muscles

Child Child to adult Child to adult Child to adult Child to adult Child to adult

ntractures Child Child to adult Adult Child Teen to adult Child to adult

liosis Teen Adult (rare) — Teen Teen to adult Teen to adult

sis — — Adult Child to adult Child to adult —

pothyroidism — — Child to adult Child to adult — —

ulin resistance — — Teen to adult Teen to adult — —

otonia — — Child to adult Child — —

taracts With 
 steroids

— Adult Teen to adult — —

spiratory distress Teen to 
adult

Adult Adult Child to adult Teen to adult Teen to adult

rdiac conduction 
defects

Teen to 
adult

Adult Adult Teen to adult Adult Teen to adult 
(variable)

rdiac ventricular 
dysfunction

Teen to 
adult

Teen to adult Adult Teen to adult — Teen to adult 
(variable)

sphagia Teen to 
adult

Adult Adult Child to adult Adult Teen to adult

strointestinal 
motility or 
 constipation

Teen to 
adult

Adult Adult Child to adult Adult Teen to adult
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FIGURE 48-1 Boy with Duchenne muscular dystrophy demonstrating 
pseudohypertrophy of the deltoid and calf musculature. (Courtesy  Randall 
L. Braddom, M.D.)

FIGURE 48-2 Percussion myotonia of the thenar eminence in a patient with 
myotonic muscular dystrophy.
some myopathic disorders, such as congenital MMD, Fuku-
yama CMD, selected cases with mitochondrial encephalo-
myopathies, and a small proportion of DMD cases.

A thorough functional examination is essential in the 
diagnostic evaluation of a patient with suspected myopa-
thy. This includes assessment of head control, bed/mat 
mobility, transitions from supine-to-sit, sit-to-stand, sitting 
ability without hand support, standing balance, gait, stair 
climbing, and overhead reach.

Careful assessment of scapular winging, scapular sta-
bilization, and scapular rotation is very helpful in the 
assessment of patients with FSHD and some LGMD sub-
types (Figure 48-3). The scapula is stabilized for overhead 
abduction by the trapezius, rhomboids, and serratus ante-
rior. Shoulder abduction to 180 degrees requires strong 
supraspinatus and deltoid muscles, in addition to strong 
scapular stabilizers.

Patients with proximal weakness involving the pelvic 
girdle muscles often rise from the floor using the classic 
“Gower’s sign.” The patient usually assumes a four-point 
stance on knees and hands, brings the knees into extension 
while leaning forward on the upper limbs, substitutes for 
hip extension weakness by pushing off the knees with the 
upper limbs, and sequentially moves the upper limbs up 
the thigh until an upright stance with full hip extension is 
achieved (Figure 48-4). A Gower’s sign is not specific to any 
myopathic condition but can be seen in DMD, many forms 
of LGMD including childhood-onset autosomal recessive 
LGMD (LGMD2), CMD, and congenital myopathy.

Patients with proximal lower limb weakness often 
exhibit a classic myopathic gait pattern. Weakness of the 
hip extensors initially produces anterior pelvic tilt and a 
tendency for the trunk to be positioned anterior to the hip 
joints. Patients compensate for this by maintaining lumbar 
lordosis to position their center of gravity/weight line pos-
terior to the hip joints. This stabilizes the hips in extension 
on the anterior capsule of the hip joints. Patients subse-
quently develop weakness of the knee extensors, producing 
a tendency for knee instability and knee buckling with falls. 
Patients compensate for this by decreasing their stance-
phase knee flexion, and posturing the ankle increasingly 
over time into plantar flexion. This produces a knee exten-
sion moment at foot contact and the plantar flexion of the 
ankle during the mid-to-late stance phase of gait. This helps 
position the weight line/center of gravity anterior to the 
knee joint, producing a stabilizing knee extension moment. 
Patients with DMD progressively demonstrate toe walking 
with initial floor contact, with the foot increasingly forward 
onto the midfoot and finally the forefoot as they reach the 
transitional phase of ambulation before wheelchair reli-
ance. Weakness of the hip abductors produces a tendency 
toward lateral pelvic tilt and pelvic drop of the swing phase 
side. Patients with proximal weakness compensate for this 
by bending or lurching the trunk laterally over the stance-
phase hip joint. This produces the so-called gluteus medius 
lurch or compensated Trendelenburg gait pattern.

Patients with distal weakness affecting the ankle dorsi-
flexors and ankle everters and less severe proximal weak-
ness (e.g., EMD1, DM1, and FSHD) often exhibit a foot 
slap at floor contact, with a steppage gait pattern to facili-
tate swing-phase clearance of the plantar-flexed ankle. 
These patients can alternatively clear the plantar-flexed 
ankle using some degree of circumduction at the hip, or 
by vaulting on the stance-phase side. Milder distal lower 
extremity weakness can be found by testing heel walking 
and toe walking.

Serum Laboratory Studies

Most myopathic conditions show significant elevations in 
transaminases, aldolase, and CK.40 The CK enzyme cata-
lyzes the release of high-energy phosphates from creatine 
phosphate. It is present mainly in muscle and leaks into the 
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FIGURE 48-3 Scapular winging in a patient with facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (A) and limb–girdle muscle dystrophy (B).
serum in large amounts in any disorder involving muscle 
fiber injury. The MM (muscle myomesin) fraction is specific 
to skeletal muscle. The CK value is significantly elevated in 
early stages of DMD and BMD, with values up to 50 to 100 
times normal. A normal CK value essentially excludes the 
diagnosis of DMD and BMD. Overlap in CK values occurs 
between DMD and BMD. Other forms of muscular dys-
trophy such as EMD1, LGMD, FSHD, and CMD can show 
moderate elevations in CK. In CMD, however, the CK value 
is extremely variable, ranging from normal to a fairly marked 
elevation. Neuromuscular disease severity is not closely 
associated with CK values. In all dystrophic myopathies, the 
CK values tend to decrease over time because the patient has 
progressive loss of muscle fibers as a result of irreversible cell 
death. For example, a 3-year-old with DMD might have a 
CK value of 25,000, whereas a 10-year-old with DMD could 
show a CK value of only 2000. This is because as muscle cells 
die, there are fewer of them left to leak CK into the serum.

Other conditions with significant elevations in CK 
include polymyositis, dermatomyositis, acute rhabdomyol-
ysis, and familial MH. The serum CK is likely to be normal 
or only mildly elevated in many of the congenital structural 
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FIGURE 48-4 Gower’s sign in a 9-year-old boy with Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
myopathies, such as central core disease, nemaline rod 
myopathy, and fiber-type disproportion syndrome. In a 
child with muscle weakness, a normal CK does not exclude a 
myopathy. However, a severely elevated CK is highly sugges-
tive of a dystrophic myopathy or inflammatory myopathy.

The serum transaminases (AST and ALT) are often ele-
vated with dystrophic myopathies, frequently prompting 
a workup for liver disease and even an inappropriate liver 
biopsy. The elevated CK and essentially normal γ-glutamyl 
transpeptidase (GGT) is a clue that the transaminase eleva-
tion is due to muscle disease. Similarly, the serum GGT can 
be used to monitor for medication-induced liver toxicity in 
a patient with a muscular dystrophy.

Lactate and pyruvate levels are useful in the evaluation 
of possible metabolic myopathy. The presence of a lactic 
acidosis can be seen in such mitochondrial encephalomy-
opathies as Kearns-Sayre syndrome, myoclonic epilepsy and 
ragged red fibers (MERRF), and mitochondrial encepha-
lomyopathy with lactic acidosis and strokelike episodes 
(MELAS). Whenever clinical evidence suggests a disorder 
of oxidative metabolism, blood lactate and pyruvate levels 
should be obtained. Arterial lactate values are a more reli-
able guide. Stable or reduced levels of lactate and pyruvate 
with concomitant increases in ammonia with ischemic or 
nonischemic forearm exercise testing suggest a mitochon-
drial dysfunction. In a setting of lactic acidemia, the lactate/
pyruvate ratio can aid in the differential diagnosis. Children 
with suspected mitochondrial encephalomyopathy should 
be evaluated with cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) lactate and pyru-
vate levels because these values are less subject to flux than 
are either venous or arterial values. The ischemic forearm 
test initially used by McArdle and the nonischemic forearm 
exercise test are widely used means of assessing muscle and 
aerobic metabolism in older, more cooperative patients.59,69

Electrodiagnostic Studies

The increased application of diagnostic molecular genetic 
testing in hereditary myopathies has led to a reduction in 
the reliance on needle electromyography (EMG) in the 
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diagnostic workup of these patients. Needle EMG is still 
used to help select an appropriate muscle for biopsy. Most 
electromyographers limit their needle EMG study to one 
side of the body so that the contralateral side can be biop-
sied, thus avoiding potential interference from the needle 
trauma or minor hemorrhage.

Molecular Genetic Studies

The application of molecular genetic techniques has resulted 
in enormous gains in our understanding of the molecular 
and pathophysiologic basis of many hereditary neuromus-
cular diseases. In addition, molecular genetic studies now 
aid in the diagnostic evaluation of the  dystrophin-deficient 
muscular dystrophies (DMD, BMD), myotonic disorders 
(e.g., DM1 and DM2), FSHD, EMD, and many forms of 
LGMD. The clinical application of molecular genetic stud-
ies is described in the following sections on specific heredi-
tary myopathic conditions.

Muscle Biopsy Evaluation

Muscle Biopsy Technique

The two techniques for obtaining a muscle biopsy specimen 
include traditional open biopsy and needle biopsy.39,92 
Either technique can be performed under local anesthesia, 
although most clinicians in the United States use general 
anesthesia for open biopsies and local anesthesia for nee-
dle biopsies. There can be some disruption in the architec-
ture of the tissue with needle biopsy technique, which can 
affect the histologic examination and electron microscopy. 
Immunocytochemistry analyses, such as Western blot and 
metabolic studies, do not require strict preservation of the 
muscle cellular architecture.

Muscle Biopsy Site Selection

Selection of the muscle is based on distribution of muscle 
weakness found clinically, in addition to the electrodi-
agnostic findings. In a dystrophic myopathy, the muscle 
biopsy should be clinically affected but not so severely 
affected that it is largely replaced by fat and connective 
tissue with minimal residual muscle fiber present for 
evaluation. The insertional activity on EMG or muscle 
imaging studies can be helpful in this respect. Severely 
reduced insertional activity suggests that muscle tissue has 
been replaced by fat or fibrotic tissue. Sufficient norma-
tive information about proportional fiber type and fiber 
diameter should be available with age-appropriate norms. 
A diagnosis of congenital myopathy with fiber type dis-
proportion cannot be made without careful consideration 
of the normal fiber type predominance in a given muscle. 
For example, the vastus lateralis is two-thirds type II fibers 
(with equal proportions of type IIa and type IIb fibers) 
and one-third type I fibers. The anterior tibialis, how-
ever, has predominantly type I fibers, and the anconeus 
is mostly type I fibers. Some muscles, such as the quadri-
ceps and biceps, have longitudinally running fibers that 
facilitate orientation of the specimen for preparation of 
cross-sectional slices. The gastrocnemius and middle del-
toid muscles, on the other hand, might be difficult to ori-
ent because fibers run in different plains. The posterior 
deltoid has fibers that are easier to orient and is preferred 
over the middle deltoid.

For routine diagnostic studies, the vastus lateralis mus-
cle in the lower limb and the triceps, biceps, and posterior 
deltoid in the upper limb are often preferred. When prox-
imal muscles are severely affected or only distal muscles 
are involved, the extensor carpi radialis or anterior tibialis 
muscles are often biopsied.

Histology and Histochemistry

The histopathologic study is likely to provide informa-
tion about whether the basic disease process is primarily 
a myopathy or a neurogenic process. In some instances, a 
specific diagnosis can be made (such as dystrophic myopa-
thy or inflammatory myopathy). When analyzing paraffin 
sections, basic pathologic reactions of muscle can include 
fiber necrosis, central nuclei indicative of regeneration, 
abnormalities of muscle fiber diameter (atrophy, hyper-
trophy, abnormal variation and fiber size), fiber splitting, 
vacuolar change, inflammatory infiltrates, and prolifera-
tion of connective tissue/fibrosis.39 A dystrophic myopa-
thy frequently is characterized by the presence of normal 
fibers, hypertrophied fibers, degenerating fibers, atrophic 
fibers, regenerating fibers, and connective tissue and fatty 
infiltration (Figure 48-5).

A variety of histochemical stains can be used to differen-
tiate between muscle fiber types (types I, IIa, IIb, IIc). Based 
on the histochemical analyses, information is obtained 
about the following:
 •  Pattern of fiber types (e.g., normal predominance, fiber 

type predominance, selective fiber type involvement, or 
reinnervation evidenced by fiber type grouping)

 •  Analysis of muscle fiber diameters (e.g., fiber hypertro-
phy or atrophy, increased variability in fiber diameter, 
or denervation atrophy with narrow range of diameters 
among atrophic and nonatrophic fibers)

 •  Alterations in the muscle fiber (e.g., central nuclei, 
necrosis, splitting or branching, regeneration or the 
presence of a variety of other accumulations and fiber 
alterations, both specific to certain conditions and 
nonspecific)
Congenital myopathies are a group of structural myopa-

thies whose diagnosis is based on classic histologic char-
acteristics seen on muscle biopsy (e.g., centronuclear or 
myotubular, central core, nemaline rod, and fiber type dis-
proportion myopathies).

Immunoblotting and Immunostaining

Immunoblotting of a muscle sample provides information 
about amounts of specific muscle protein, such as dystro-
phin or other structural proteins important in maintaining 
the structural integrity of the muscle membrane. Immu-
noblotting can be performed with as little as 10 mg of fro-
zen tissue. Quantitative dystrophin analysis using Western 
blot technique can differentiate DMD from BMD and thus 
help determine the prognosis in a young symptomatic 
patient, which is not determined by standard molecular 
genetic analysis of the dystrophin gene. Dystrophin quan-
tity 5% or less is consistent with DMD. Dystrophin levels 
of 5% to 20% of normal are seen in some with less severe 
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FIGURE 48-5 Muscle biopsy specimens of the vastus lateralis from an able-bodied control subject (A), a 3-year-old patient with Duchenne muscular dystrophy 
(DMD) (B), a 9-year-old DMD patient (C), and a 19-year-old DMD patient (D), stained with hematoxylin-eosin. Whereas the biopsy from the control subject 
(A) consists of angulated fibers with peripheral nuclei, the muscle tissue from the 3-year-old with DMD (B) are characterized by both dystrophic and hypertro-
phied fibers, regenerating fibers with central nuclei, inflammatory cells, and fibrosis with fat infiltration. The biopsy from the 9-year-old with DMD (C) exhibits more 
extensive loss of muscle fiber, with dystrophic fibers, hypertrophied fibers, and central nucleated regenerating fibers. Note the extensive fibrosis and fat infiltration. 
The postmortem muscle biopsy specimen in a 19-year-old with end-stage DMD (D) has very few remaining muscle fibers and tremendous replacement of muscle 
fibers by fat and connective tissue.
“outlier” DMD or severe BMD, and either 20% to 80% 
dystrophin or normal quantity with reduced or increased 
molecular weight dystrophin is consistent with BMD. A 
normal dystrophin level in a patient with histologic evi-
dence of a dystrophic myopathy is suggestive of LGMD. 
Immunofluorescent staining of muscle biopsy sections for 
dystrophin helps identify symptomatic female DMD carri-
ers and some female BMD carriers.

The progressive loss of muscle fibers evident in mus-
cular dystrophy is now thought to be caused by primary 
muscle sarcolemmal membrane abnormalities result-
ing from inherited structural abnormalities (abnormal 
molecular weight, deficiency, or absence) of dystrophin 
or dystrophin-associated transmembrane glycoproteins. 
Membrane instability leads to membrane injury from 
mechanical stresses, transient breaches of the membrane, 
and membrane leakage. Irreversible muscle cell death 
occurs ultimately, after multiple cycles of degeneration 
and regeneration. The muscle fiber is then replaced by con-
nective tissue and fat, and this fibrotic replacement of the 
muscle can be exceedingly aggressive. This has given rise to 
the concept of diseases of the dystrophin–glycoprotein com-
plex. Primary genetic abnormalities lead to abnormalities of 
intracellular dystrophin, transmembrane sarcoglycans, or 
transmembrane dystroglycans. Specific muscle cytoskeletal 
protein abnormalities lead to specific dystrophic disease 
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Hereditary myopathies
Muscular dystrophies
 •  Dystrophinopathies
 •  Duchenne muscular dystrophy
 •  Becker muscular dystrophy
 •  Myotonic muscular dystrophies
 •  Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy
 •  Limb–girdle muscular dystrophies
 •  Congenital muscular dystrophies
 •  Oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy
 •  Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy

Congenital myopathies
 •  Central core
 •  Nemaline
 •  Centronuclear
 •  Multicore
 •  Fiber type disproportion
 •  Reducing body
 •  Fingerprint
 •  Cytoplasmic body
 •  Myofibrillar

Metabolic myopathies
 •  Disorders of glycogenoses
 •  Acid maltase deficiency (Pompe disease)
 •  Myophosphorylase deficiency (McArdle’s disease)
 •  Disorders of lipid metabolism
 •  Respiratory chain defects

Distal myopathies
 •  Welander
 •  Markesbery-Griggs-Udd
 •  Nonaka
 •  Miyoshi
 •  Laing

Mitochondrial myopathies
 •  Kearns-Sayre syndrome
 •  Progressive external ophthalmoplegia

 •  Mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis, stroke
 •  Myoclonic epilepsy, ragged red fibers
 •  Neuropathy, ataxia, retinitis pigmentosa
 •  Myopathy and external ophthalmoplegia, neuropathy, 

gastrointestinal, encephalopathy
 •  Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy
 •  Leigh’s syndrome

Channelopathies
 •  Myotonia congenita
 •  Hyperkalemic periodic paralysis
 •  Hypokalemic periodic paralysis
 •  Paramyotonia congenita

Acquired myopathies
Inflammatory myopathies
 •  Polymyositis
 •  Dermatomyositis
 •  Inclusion body myositis

Toxic myopathies
 •  Corticosteroid myopathies
 •  Lipid-lowering agent myopathies
 •  Alcohol-related myopathies
 •  Myopathies related to other medications

Endocrine myopathies
 •  Muscle disorders with glucocorticoid abnormalities
 •  Myopathies with thyroid disease
 •  Myopathies with parathyroid disease
 •  Muscle disorder associated with pituitary dysfunction
 •  Muscle disorders related to electrolyte disturbance

Infectious and granulomatous myopathies
 •  Viral, bacterial, fungal, tuberculous, and parasitic myositis
 •  Sarcoid myopathy

Myopathies associated with systemic disease
 •  Critical illness myopathy
 •  Electrolyte disturbances
 •  Paraneoplastic

BOX 48-2

Classification of Myopathies
phenotypes. An abnormality in the muscle protein mero-
sin, located in the extracellular matrix,31 gives rise to one of 
the forms of CMD. Immunoblotting and immunofluores-
cent staining of the proteins of the dystrophin–glycoprotein 
complex now allow many LGMD patients to be subtyped.

Electron Microscopy

Electron microscopy is used to evaluate ultrastructural 
changes of muscle fiber organelles/internal components, as 
well as changes in the muscle fiber. At times, this provides 
additional complementary information to the histologic 
and histochemical assessment of muscle fibers that can be 
diagnostically relevant. For example, ultrastructural altera-
tions of the mitochondria can provide important informa-
tion and direct additional metabolic studies in the workup 
of mitochondrial myopathy.

Metabolic Studies

Depending on clinical suspicion and histologic and ultra-
structural changes on muscle biopsy, additional metabolic 
studies can be obtained to evaluate for the presence of 
metabolic myopathies, including glycogenoses, lipid disor-
ders, or mitochondrial myopathies.

Classification of Myopathies

Myopathies can be classified as hereditary or acquired, and 
the specific etiologies can be varied as shown in Box 48-2. 
The following descriptions pertain to some of the more 
common myopathies encountered in clinical practice.

Specific Hereditary Myopathies

Dystrophic Myopathies

“Muscular dystrophies” are debilitating myopathic disor-
ders that present with muscle wasting and diffuse muscle 
weakness. They are caused by genetic mutations that pro-
duce muscle fiber necrosis and regeneration, ultimately 
resulting in muscle fiber loss. Patients with muscular 
dystrophies were traditionally grouped together because 
they had similar pathologies. They were subdivided into 
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Table 48-2   Characteristics of Dystrophinopathies 
(DMD and BMD)

DMD BMD

U.S. prevalence 
(estimated)

15,000 3700-8300

Incidence rate 1/3500 Male births Unknown

Inheritance X-linked X-linked

Gene location Xp21 (reading frame 
shifted)

Xp21 (reading frame 
maintained)

Protein Dystrophin Dystrophin

Onset 2-6 yr 4-12 yr (severe BMD)
Late teenage to adult-

hood (mild BMD)

Severity and 
course

Relentlessly progressive
Reduced motor function  

by 2-3 yr
Steady decline in strength
Lifespan <35 yr

Slowly progressive
Severity and onset 

correlate with muscle 
dystrophin levels

Ambulation 
status

Loss of ambulation by 7-13 yr 
(no corticosteroids)

Loss of ambulation by 9-15 yr 
(corticosteroids)

Loss of ambulation 
>16 yr

Weakness Proximal > distal
Symmetric
Legs and arms

Proximal > distal
Symmetric
Legs and arms

Cardiac Dilated cardiomyopathy 
first to second decade

Onset of signs second 
decade

Cardiomyopathy (can 
occur before weak-
ness); third to fourth 
decade frequent

Respiratory Profoundly reduced vital 
capacity in second decade

Ventilatory dependency in 
second decade

Respiratory involvement 
in subset of patients

Ventilatory dependency 
in severe patients

Muscle size Calf hypertrophy Calf hypertrophy

Musculoskel-
etal

Contractures: ankles, hip, 
and knees

Scoliosis: onset after loss of 
ambulation

Contractures: ankles and 
others in adulthood

Central ner-
vous system

Reduced cognitive ability
Reduced verbal ability

Some patients have 
reduced cognitive 
ability

Muscle 
 pathology

Endomysial fibrosis and 
fatty infiltration

Variable fiber size
Myopathic grouping
Fiber degeneration/ 

regeneration
Dystrophin: absent
Sarcoglycans: secondary 

reduction

Variable fiber size
Endomysial connec-

tive tissue and fatty 
infiltration

Fiber degeneration
Fiber regeneration
Dystrophin: reduced 

(usually 10%-60% of 
normal)

Blood chem-
istry and 
hematology

CK: very high (10,000-
50,000)

High AST and ALT (normal 
GGT)

High aldolase

CK: 5000-20,000
Lower levels with 

increasing age

ALT, Alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; BMD, Becker muscular 
dystrophy; CK, creatine kinase; DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; GGT, γ-glutamyl 
transpeptidase.
categories based on their modes of inheritance, ages of 
onset, and distributions of affected muscles. Most types 
of muscular dystrophy are not purely muscle disorders 
but rather multisystem disorders with disease manifesta-
tions in a variety of body systems, which can include the 
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, pulmonary, and gastroin-
testinal systems, as well as endocrine system, skin, eyes, 
brain, and other organ systems. Muscular dystrophies are 
caused by mutations of the genes encoding for proteins 
important for the stability of the sarcolemmal membrane 
and the maintenance of muscle fiber intracellular homeo-
stasis. They are diverse diseases genetically, biochemically, 
and clinically.

Dystrophinopathies

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy

DMD is an X-linked disorder caused by an abnormality at 
the Xp21 gene loci. The gene for DMD and BMD occupies 
2.5 million base pairs of DNA on the X chromosome and 
is about 10 times larger than the next largest gene identi-
fied to date. The gene coding sequence contains 79 exons. 
Its primary protein product, dystrophin, is localized to the 
intracellular side of the plasma membrane of all myogenic 
cells, certain types of neurons, and in small amounts of 
other cell types. Dystrophin deficiency at the plasma mem-
brane of muscle fibers disrupts the membrane cytoskeleton 
and leads to the secondary loss of other components of 
the muscle cytoskeleton. The primary consequence of the 
cytoskeleton abnormalities is membrane instability, lead-
ing to membrane injury from mechanical stresses, transient 
breaches of the membrane, and membrane leakage. Chronic 
dystrophic myopathy is characterized by aggressive fibrotic 
replacement of the muscle and eventual failure of regenera-
tion with muscle fiber death and fiber loss. Generally loss 
of the reading frame causes complete absence of dystrophin 
and a Duchenne phenotype. For cases with a deletion muta-
tion, the “reading frame” hypothesis predicts that BMD 
patients with in-frame deletions produce a semifunctional, 
internally deleted dystrophin protein. DMD patients with 
frameshift or “out of frame deletions,” on the other hand, 
produce a severely truncated protein that is unstable.72 
Characteristics of DMD and BMD are shown in Table 48-2.

Diagnostic Evaluation. Serum CK is a useful screening 
test. Gene abnormalities can be identified by full gene 
sequencing of a blood specimen in 98% to 99% of all 
patients with a dystrophinopathy. Full gene sequencing is 
now the standard of care in all patients at risk of a dystro-
phinopathy. This is both for diagnostic purposes and to 
identify candidates for future molecular-based therapies 
such as exon skipping with antisense oligonucleotides, 
nonsense mutation suppression therapy for the 10% to 
15% of patients with DMD and BMD with stop codon 
mutations, and specific gene therapy strategies that will 
require knowledge of specific gene sequence alterations. In 
patients with no family history and molecular genetics that 
do not clearly differentiate a DMD and BMD phenotype, a 
muscle biopsy with immunostaining and quantitative dys-
trophin analysis with Western blot is still used.

Onset, Early Signs, and Disease Progression. In most 
cases, the onset of DMD is noted before 4 to 5 years of 
age.84,85 The most frequent presenting signs and symp-
toms are abnormal gait with toe walking, lumbar lordosis, 
and proximal weakness. Difficulty negotiating stairs is an 
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FIGURE 48-6 Calf pseudohypertrophy in a boy with Duchenne muscular 
dystrophy.
early feature as is a tendency to fall as a result of the child 
tripping or stumbling on a plantar-flexed ankle or the knee 
buckling or giving way because of knee extensor weakness. 
There is progressive difficulty getting up from the floor with  
presence of Gower’s sign. Parents frequently note the  
toe walking, which is a compensatory adaptation to knee 
extensor weakness. They also note a lordotic posture of the 
lumbar spine, which is a compensatory change resulting 
from hip extensor weakness. Pain in the muscles, espe-
cially the calves, is a common symptom. Enlargement 
of muscles as a result of pseudohypertrophy, particularly 
the calves (Figure 48-6), is commonly seen. The tongue is 
also frequently enlarged. The earliest weakness is seen in 
the neck flexors during preschool years. Early in the dis-
ease course, weakness is generalized but predominantly 
proximal. Pelvic girdle weakness predates shoulder girdle 
weakness by several years. Ankle dorsiflexors are weaker 
than ankle plantar flexors; ankle everters are weaker than 
ankle inverters; knee extensors are weaker than knee flex-
ors; hip extensors are weaker than hip flexors; and hip 
abductors are weaker than hip adductors.85 The weakness 
progresses steadily, but the rate can be variable during the 
disease course. The average age of full-time wheelchair use 
in a DMD population not treated with corticosteroids has 
been age 10 with a range of 7 to 13. Timed motor perfor-
mance is useful for the prediction of time when ambula-
tion will be lost without provision of long-leg braces. One 
large natural history study showed that all DMD subjects 
who took 12 seconds or longer to ambulate 30 feet lost 
ambulation within 1 year.85 Ambulation past the age of 
14 in a non–corticosteroid-treated patient should raise the 
suspicion of a milder form of muscular dystrophy such as 
BMD or LGMD. Ambulation beyond 16 years has been 
previously used as an exclusionary criterion for DMD in 
studies of BMD. Immobilization for any reason can lead to 
a marked and often precipitous decline in muscle power, 
rapid development of contractures, and loss of ambulatory 
ability. A fall with resultant fracture leading to immobili-
zation and loss of ambulatory ability is not an uncommon 
occurrence.
Pharmacologic Treatment. Treatment with prednisone 
or deflazacort (not approved by the Food and Drug Admin-
istration in the United States) helps maintain strength and 
prolongs ambulation by 2 years.79,91 There does not appear 
to be an advantage of deflazacort over daily prednisone. 
The optimal dose of prednisone is 0.75 mg/kg/day up 
to a maximum of 40 mg/day.29,79,91 The optimal dose of 
deflazacort appears to be 0.90 mg/kg/day. With both corti-
costeroid regimens the patients need to be monitored for 
cataracts, hypertension, weight gain, osteoporosis, growth 
retardation, diabetes, and behavioral side effects.

Contractures. Significant joint contractures have been 
found in nearly all DMD children older than age 13.20,67,85 
The most common contractures include ankle plantar flex-
ion, knee flexion, hip flexion, iliotibial band tightness, 
and elbow flexion and wrist flexion contractures.85 Mild 
shortening of the iliotibial bands, hip flexor muscles, and 
heel cords occur in most DMD patients by 6 years of age.19 
The presence of lower limb contractures in DMD has been 
shown to be strongly related to onset of wheelchair reli-
ance.85 Lower extremity equinus contractures occur while 
DMD subjects are still upright, but knee and hip contrac-
tures are mild or absent in the ambulatory patient. Hip, 
knee, and elbow flexion contractures develop soon after 
DMD patients assume a sitting position in a wheelchair for 
most of the day as a result of prolonged static positioning 
of the limb with fibrotic musculature. Few subjects exhibit 
plantar flexion contractures of 15 degrees or more before 
their transition to a wheelchair.85 Natural history data sug-
gest that weakness is the major cause of loss of ambulation 
in DMD, not contracture formation.

Spine Deformity. The reported occurrence of significant 
scoliosis in DMD subjects not treated with corticosteroids 
varies from 33% to 100%.51 This marked variability is pri-
marily because of retrospective selection for scoliosis, the 
inclusion or exclusion of functional curves, and dissimilar 
age-groups. The prevalence of scoliosis is strongly related 
to age. Fifty percent of DMD patients acquire scoliosis 
between ages 12 and 15, corresponding to the adolescent 
growth spurt. In a non–corticosteroid-treated cohort, Oda 
et al.98 reported that 15% of older DMD patients show 
mild nonprogressive curves (usually 10 to 30 degrees). The 
likelihood of severe progressive spinal deformity could 
be predicted by type of curve and early pulmonary func-
tion measurements. Those with spines lacking significant 
kyphosis or hyperlordosis and a peak obtained absolute 
forced vital capacity (FVC) greater than 2000 mL tended 
not to show severe progressive scoliosis.98 No cause-and-
effect relationship has been established between onset of 
wheelchair reliance and occurrence of scoliosis.76,85 Wheel-
chair reliance and scoliosis have both been found to be 
age-related phenomenon and likely represent coincidental 
signs of disease progression.

In retrospective series, treatment of DMD with deflazacort 
and prednisone has been shown to reduce the occurrence 
of significant scoliosis.7,11,60 It remains to be seen whether 
the apparent arrest in the development of scoliosis with 
corticosteroids will continue past the age of skeletal matu-
rity. For curves that have progressed past 20 to 40 degrees, 
spinal arthrodesis has been shown to be the only effective 
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treatment. Spinal orthoses are generally not used for pre-
venting scoliosis in those with DMD.

Pulmonary Function. Absolute FVC volumes increase in 
DMD during the first decade and plateau during the early 
part of the second decade.85 A linear decline in percentage 
of predicted FVC is apparent between 10 and 20 years of 
age in those with DMD.85 Rideau et al.106 reported FVC to 
be predictive of the risk of rapid scoliosis progression. In 
the most severe DMD cases, maximal FVC reached a pla-
teau of less than 1200 mL. This was associated with loss of 
ability to walk before age 10 and severe progressive scolio-
sis. McDonald et al.85 found that those patients with higher 
peak FVC (>2500 mL) had a milder disease progression, 
losing 4% predicted FVC per year. Those with peak pre-
dicted FVC less than 1700 mL lost 9.6% predicted FVC per 
year. Prednisone and deflazacort both appear to reduce the 
loss of pulmonary function over time during the second 
decade in DMD.7,11,30,60

Maximal static airway pressures (both maximal inspira-
tory pressure and maximal expiratory pressure) are the earli-
est indicators of restrictive pulmonary compromise in those 
with DMD, with impaired values noted between 5 and 10 
years of age. DMD patients typically show a linear decline in 
percentage of predicted FVC during the second decade. An 
FVC less than 35% is associated with increased periopera-
tive morbidity in DMD,89 and surgery ideally should be per-
formed in those with percentage of predicted FVC greater 
than 40%. Recent evidence suggests that spinal arthrodesis 
can be safely performed in a population of DMD patients 
with percentage of predicted vital capacity less than 30%.80

Cardiomyopathy. The dystrophin protein is present in 
both the myocardium and the cardiac Purkinje fibers. 
Abnormalities of the heart can be detected by clinical 
examination, electrocardiogram (ECG), echocardiography, 
and Holter monitoring. Nearly all patients over the age of 
13 demonstrate ECG abnormalities.85 Q waves in the lat-
eral leads are the first abnormalities to appear, followed 
by elevated ST segments and poor R-wave progression, 
increased R/S ratio, and finally resting tachycardia and con-
duction defects. Localized posterior wall fibrosis was found 
to be peculiar to DMD and was not found in other types of 
muscular dystrophy.135 Sinus tachycardia can be due to low 
stroke volume from the progressive cardiomyopathy, or in 
some cases can be sudden in onset and labile, suggesting 
autonomic disturbance or direct involvement of the sinus 
node by the dystrophic process.88

Clinically evident cardiomyopathy is usually first noted 
after age 10 and is apparent in nearly all patients over 
age 18.96 Echocardiography has been used extensively to 
follow the development of cardiomyopathy and predict 
prognosis in patients with DMD. The onset of systolic dys-
function noted by echocardiography is associated with a 
poor short-term prognosis.96 The myocardial impairment 
remains clinically silent until late in the course of the 
disease, possibly caused by the absence of exertional dys-
pnea, secondary to lack of physical activity. Death has been 
attributed to congestive heart failure in as many as 40% 
to 50% of patients with DMD by some investigators.96 
Ventricular ectopy and sudden death are known complica-
tions of the cardiomyopathy in DMD, and this association 
likely explains observed cases of sudden death.136 Regular 
cardiac evaluations with an ECG, echocardiography, and 
Holter monitor should be used in teenagers with preclini-
cal cardiomyopathy.

Recent studies suggest that early presymptomatic treat-
ment to achieve afterload reduction with angiotensin-
converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors such as perindopril 
or enalapril delayed the onset and progression of promi-
nent left ventricle dysfunction in children with DMD.38 In 
another series, 43% with impaired left ventricular systolic 
dysfunction responded to enalapril with the normalization 
of function.104 Alternatively, angiotensin II type 1 receptor 
blockers (ARBs) such as losartan can be considered for 
afterload reduction in DMD. Animal studies show that 
the ARB losartan attenuates transforming growth factor–β-
induced failure of muscle regeneration in dystrophinopa-
thy, presenting an additional potential for therapeutic 
benefit vis-à-vis skeletal muscle in DMD.32

Cognition and Behavioral Phenotype. A dystrophin iso-
form is present in the brain. Previous studies on intellec-
tual function in children with DMD have generally shown 
decreased intelligence quotient (IQ) scores when these 
children are compared with normative groups.85 A mean 
score for the DMD population of 1.0 to 1.5 standard devia-
tions (SDs) below population norms has been reported. 
There has generally been consistency in the degree of 
impairment across measures reflecting a rather mild global 
deficit. Some studies37,55,57 have demonstrated relative 
deficits in verbal IQ and verbal memory. In a longitudinal 
assessment of cognitive function, McDonald et al.85 found 
IQ measure in those with DMD to be stable over time. 
On neuropsychologic testing, a large proportion of DMD 
subjects fell within the “mildly impaired” or “impaired” 
range according to normative data.85 Again, there were no 
particular areas of strength or weakness identified. These 
findings likely reflect a mild global deficit rather than focal 
nervous system impairment.85 An increased incidence of 
autism spectrum disorder has been found in those with 
DMD.134 In one large series of DMD subjects, 11.7% were 
reported to have a comorbid diagnosis of attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder, 3.1% had autism spectrum disorder, 
and 4.8% had obsessive–compulsive disorder.54 In addi-
tion, impaired facial affect recognition has been found to 
be a part of the phenotype associated with DMD.56

Anthropometric Changes. Substantial anthropometric 
alterations have been described in those with DMD. Short 
stature and slow linear growth with onset shortly after birth 
have been reported.105 Arm span measurement, forearm 
segment, and radius length have been proposed as alterna-
tive linear measurements of growth in DMD patients with 
upper limb contractures. Obesity is a substantial problem 
in those with DMD, especially after the loss of independent 
ambulation.85,130 Weight control during early adolescence 
has its primary rationale in ease of care, especially in regard 
to ease of transfers during later adolescence. Immediately 
after spine fusion there has been a documented tendency 
for DMD patients to lose significant weight. The weight loss 
after surgery was associated with loss of self-feeding.62 No 
association with weight loss and loss of biceps strength was 
noted. A correction of the kyphosis might make self- feeding 
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problematic in those with DMD. A feeding evaluation and 
incorporation of kyphosis into the spinal instrumentation 
construct can help preserve self-feeding and prevent weight 
loss subsequent to spine fusion.

Longitudinal weight measurements in older teenagers and 
young adults with DMD confirm significant rates of weight 
loss.85,130 This is likely caused by relative nutritional com-
promise during the later stages when boys with DMD have 
higher protein and energy intake requirements because of 
hypercatabolic protein metabolism. During the later stages of 
DMD, protein and calorie requirements can often be as high 
as 160% of that predicted for able-bodied populations.99,100 
Restrictive lung disease becomes more problematic dur-
ing this time, and this can also influence caloric intake and 
requirements. Self-feeding often becomes impossible during 
this period because of significant biceps weakness. Boys with 
DMD can develop signs and symptoms of upper gastrointes-
tinal dysfunction in late adolescence.63

Becker Muscular Dystrophy

Existence of a form of muscular dystrophy with a simi-
lar pattern of muscle weakness seen in DMD, X-linked 
inheritance, but with later onset and a much slower rate 
of progression, was first described by Becker and Kiener 
in 1955.8 The disorder has the same gene location as the 
DMD gene (Xp21) and is allelic. On immunostaining of 
muscle biopsy specimens, the presence of a patchy abun-
dance of dystrophin suggests a BMD phenotype. On West-
ern blot for quantitative dystrophin analysis, either 20% to 
80% dystrophin levels or normal quantity and reduced or 
increased molecular weight dystrophin is consistent with 
BMD. Studies show that 5% to 20% dystrophin quantity 
is consistent with an outlier or intermediate phenotype.58

Molecular Genetics and Diagnostic Evaluation. Full gene 
sequencing of the dystrophin gene demonstrates large dele-
tions, duplications, and point mutations, identifies 98% 
to 99% of patients with dystrophinopathy, and is now the 
standard of care. This is essential for identification of specific 
gene alterations that will be targeted for molecular-based 
therapies. Differential diagnosis between DMD and BMD is 
best done by consideration of clinical findings, family history 
of clinical phenotype, and muscle biopsy with quantitative 
dystrophin analysis. Mutations at the Xp21 locus that main-
tain the translational reading frame (in-frame mutations) 
result in an abnormal but partially functional dystrophin 
protein. In DMD, however, the mutations shift the reading 
frame (out-of-frame mutations) so that virtually no dystro-
phin is produced. Absent dystrophin or levels less than 5% 
of normal generally are considered diagnostic of DMD,58 
although 5% of such patients have BMD phenotypes. All 
BMD patients with normal molecular weight dystrophin 
have decreased quantities, usually less than 30% normal.

Age of Onset and Presenting Signs. Studies have shown 
significant overlap in the observed age of onset between 
DMD and BMD.84 A series by Bushby et al.23 that included 
67 BMD subjects supported the presence of two major pat-
terns of progression in BMD—a “typical” slowly progressive 
course and a more “severe” and rapidly progressive course. 
All the “severe” BMD cases showed difficulty climbing stairs 
by age 20, whereas none of the “typical” BMD cases had 
difficulty climbing stairs before age 20. Abnormal ECGs were 
seen in 27% of typical BMD subjects and 88% of severe sub-
jects. Bushby et al.23 found BMD subjects to have a mean age 
of onset of 12 years in the typical group and 7.7 years in the 
severe group. Some adult patients with BMD present with 
major muscle cramps as an isolated symptom, and no weak-
ness.22 As in DMD, preclinical cases are often identified by the 
finding of a grossly elevated CK value. A considerable overlap 
in CK values also exists between DMD and BMD cases at the 
time of presentation. Because of this, CK values cannot be 
used to differentiate DMD from BMD. Calf enlargement is a 
nonspecific finding in BMD, as is the presence of a Gower’s 
sign. The gait over time is similar to other neuromuscular 
disease conditions with proximal weakness. Patients often 
ambulate with a lumbar lordosis, forefoot floor contact, 
decreased stance-phase knee flexion, and a Trendelenburg or 
gluteus medius lurch (often described as a waddle).

Clinical Findings and Pattern of Progression. BMD 
patients have a distribution of weakness that is similar to 
those with DMD.84 The muscle groups that are most severely 
involved earlier in the course of disease include the hip exten-
sors, knee extensors, and neck flexors.84 The most useful clin-
ical criterion to distinguish BMD from DMD is the continued 
ability of the patient to walk into late teenage years. Those 
with BMD typically remain ambulatory beyond 16 years of 
age. Some might become wheelchair users in their late teens 
or 20s, whereas others can continue walking into their 40s, 
50s, or later. DMD cases usually stop ambulating by 13 years 
unless treated with corticosteroids. Outlier DMD or inter-
mediate dystrophinopathy cases generally stop ambulating 
between 13 and 16 years of age if untreated with corticoste-
roids. Early development of contractures does not appear to 
be a feature of BMD,22,23,84 but nonambulatory BMD sub-
jects can develop equinus contractures, knee flexion contrac-
tures, and hip flexion contractures. Spinal deformity is not 
nearly as common or severe in BMD as it is in DMD. Spinal 
instrumentation is rarely required by DMD patients.22,23,84

Pulmonary Function. Compromised pulmonary function 
is much less problematic in patients with BMD than it is in 
those with DMD.22,84,106 The percentage of predicted FVC 
does not appear substantially reduced until the third to 
fourth decade. The percentage of predicted maximal expi-
ratory pressure appears relatively more reduced at younger 
ages than the percentage of predicted maximal inspiratory 
pressure, a finding seen in those with DMD and other neu-
romuscular diseases.26,27,85,110

Cardiomyopathy. The pattern of occasional life-threat-
ening cardiac involvement in otherwise mild and slowly 
progressive BMD has been reported by many.22,74 A sig-
nificant percentage of BMD cases develop cardiac abnor-
malities, and the rate of progression of cardiac failure 
can on occasion be more rapid than the progression 
of skeletal myopathy.74 Approximately 75% of BMD 
patients have been found to have ECG abnormalities.84,114 
The abnormal findings most typically reported include 
abnormal Q waves, right ventricular hypertrophy, left 
ventricular hypertrophy, right bundle branch block, and 
nonspecific T-wave abnormalities. On echocardiography, 
63% have subnormal systolic function because of global 
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Table 48-3   Characteristics of Autosomal Dominant Limb–Girdle Muscular Dystrophies
LGMD1A LGMD1B LGMD1C

U.S. prevalence 4200 2850 675

Inheritance AD AD AD

Gene location 5q31 1q11-q21 3p25

Protein Myotilin Lamin A/C Caveolin-3

Onset Variable
Third to seventh decade
Anticipation: Age of onset decreases in succeeding generations

<20 yr 5 yr to adulthood

Severity and course Slow progression Slow progression
Upper limbs involved by third 

or fourth decade

Moderate severity and 
progression

Adults with Gower’s 
maneuver

Weakness Legs and arms
Symmetric
Proximal at onset
Early foot drop
Distal with disease progression
Wrist and finger extensors + deltoid
Dysarthria (30%)
Facial (17%)
LNeck extensors in some patients

Lower limb
Symmetric
Proximal
Variant: quadriceps weakness 

with Arg377
His mutation

Proximal

Ambulation status Late loss of ambulation (>10 yr after onset) Mild: adults continue to 
ambulate with Gower’s 
maneuver

Cardiac Cardiomyopathy 50%
Onset sixth or seventh decade

Cardiomyopathy 62%
AV conduction block

No cardiomyopathy

Respiratory Mild restrictive lung disease Mild restrictive lung disease Mild restrictive lung disease

Muscle size — — Hypertrophy of calf

Musculoskeletal Contractures: ankles (30%) No contractures Cramps after exercise

Central nervous 
system

No intellectual defect reported o No intellectual defect 
reported

No intellectual defect 
reported

Muscle pathology Myopathic
Variable fiber size
Fiber degeneration and regeneration
Rimmed vacuoles
Normal levels of myotilin or increased immunostaining
Reduced laminin-γ1
Type I predominance with increasing weakness
Normal dystrophin and sarcoglycan

Laminin A subcellular localiza-
tion:

Normal: nucleus; colocalizes 
with emerin

Mutated: Can aggregate in 
nucleus and be present in 
cytoplasm

Myopathic
Reduced caveolin-3   

staining: no
21-kD band on Western 

blot

Blood chemistry CK: 1-15 times normal; commonly twice normal CK: Normal to mildly elevated CK: 4-25 times normal

AD, Autosomal dominant; AV, atrioventricular ; CK, creatine kinase; LGMD, limb–girdle muscular dystrophy.
hypokinesia.114 The cardiac compromise can be dispro-
portionately severe compared with the degree of restrictive 
lung disease in some BMD subjects. The slowly progres-
sive nature of this dystrophic myopathy, which is compat-
ible with many years of functional mobility and longevity, 
makes these patients suitable candidates for cardiac trans-
plantation if end-stage cardiac failure occurs.

Cognition. Cognitive testing in BMD subjects has shown 
large variability in IQ scores and neuropsychologic test 
measures. Mildly reduced intellectual performance has 
been noted in a subset of BMD patients; however, the 
degree of impairment is not as severe as noted in DMD.84

Limb–Girdle Muscular Dystrophy

Before the advent of genetic testing, a group of patients 
commonly sharing a progressive pattern of greater proxi-
mal than distal muscular weakness with either autosomal 
dominant (LGMD1) or autosomal recessive (LGMD2) 
inheritance were said to have limb–girdle muscular dystro-
phies. Recent advances in molecular and genetic analyses 
have now identified a number of distinct genetic mutations 
in these patients. Those with LGMD1 subtypes usually have 
later onset in adulthood, whereas those with LGMD2 sub-
types usually have onset during childhood or adolescence, 
although some can present in early adulthood. Many of 
the LGMD2 subtypes have been linked to gene defects 
causing abnormalities of the sarcolemmal-associated pro-
teins, including sarcoglycans (α-SG, γ-SG, β-SG, and δ-SG), 
dystroglycans, calpain-3, dysferlin, fukutin-related protein 
(FKRP), telethonin, and titin. The most common LGMD2 
subtypes include sarcoglycanopathies, dysferlinopathies, 
calpainopathies, and FKRP deficiencies. The distribution 
and pattern of weakness at onset are predominantly in the 
pelvic or shoulder girdle musculature or both. The rate of 
progression is slower in those with LGMD than in those 
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Table 48-4   Characteristics of Autosomal Recessive Limb–Girdle Muscular Dystrophies
LGMD2A LGMD2B LGMD2C LGMD2D LGMD2E LGMD2F LGMD2G LGMD2I

U.S. preva-
lence

4200 2850 675 1260 675 105 — 450

Inheri-
tance

AR AR AR AR AR AR AR AR

Gene 
location

4p21 2p12-14 13q12 17q21 4q12 5q33 17q12 19q13.3

Protein Calpain-3 Dysferlin γ-Sarcoglycan α-Sarcoglycan 
(adhalin)

β-Sarcoglycan δ-Sarcoglycan Telethonin Fukutin-related 
protein

Onset Early: <12 yr
Leyden-

Mobius type: 
13-29 yr

Late: >30 yr

12-39 yr
Mean 19 ± 

3 yr

Mean 5-6 yr
C283Y muta-

tion: <2 yr

2-15 yr 3 yr-teens
Intrafamilial 

variability

2-10 yr Mean 12.5 
yr

Range 9-15 
yr

0.5-27 yr
61% <5 yr

Severity 
and 
course

Variable
Mild phe-

notype in 
majority

Early onset 
has more 
severe pro-
gression

Slow pro-
gression

Mild weak-
ness

Variable 
progression 
(some like 
DMD; others 
like BMD)

Death common 
in second 
decade

Variable
Absent adhalin: 

Rapid 
 progression

Reduced adhalin: 
Later onset 
and milder 
weakness

Moderate 
progression 
and severity

Rapid pro-
gression

Death in 
second 
decade

Slow pro-
gression

Mild weak-
ness

Variable
Early onset: 

Nonambu-
lant by teens

Later onset: 
Slowly pro-
gressive

Ambula-
tion 
status

Loss of ambu-
lation 10-30 
yr after 
onset

Loss of 
ambula-
tion: 
10-30 
yr after 
onset

Most walk 
until their 
fourth 
decade

Loss of ambula-
tion: 10-37 yr 
(mean 16 yr)

Early onset: Loss 
of adhalin

Later onset: 
Reduced 
adhalin

Often in 
wheelchair 
by 10-15 yr; 
usually by 
25 yr

Loss of 
ambulation: 
9-16 yr

40% 
nonam-
bulatory 
in third 
to fourth 
decade

30% nonam-
bulant by 
fourth to 
sixth decade

Weakness Scapula pelvic 
girdle and 
trunk weak-
ness

Proximal legs 
> arms

Weak-
ness in 
gastroc-
nemius, 
quadri-
ceps, and 
psoas

Weakness 
in biceps 
after legs

Proximal > 
distal

Patchy distribu-
tion with 
some muta-
tions

Quadriceps: 
spared

Proximal > distal
Symmetric
Quadriceps 

weakness

Proximal Proximal
Symmetric

Arms: 
proximal

Legs: 
Proximal 
and distal 
(foot 
drop)

Proximal > 
distal

Legs: Proximal
Arms: Proximal
Face: Mild 

weakness 
in older 
patients

Cardiac No involve-
ment

No involve-
ment

Occasional; 
especially late 
in disease 
course

Dilated cardio-
myopathy

Occasional 
cardiomy-
opathy

Dilated 
cardio-
myopathy 
described; 
may occur 
without 
myopathy

Cardiac 
involve-
ment in 
55% of 
patients

Dilated cardio-
myopathy in 
30%-50% of 
patients

Respira-
tory

Rarely 
involved

PFTs rarely 
<80% of 
normal

Rarely 
involved

Functional vital 
capacity 
ranges from 
normal to 
severe

Functional vital 
capacity 
ranges from 
normal to 
severe

Variable 
respiratory 
involvement

Variable 
respiratory 
involve-
ment

Variable 
respiratory 
involvement; 
some severe

Muscle 
size

Limbs, pelvis, 
and shoul-
der

Atrophy of 
posterior 
compart-
ments

Hyper-
trophy: 
uncom-
mon

Hypertrophy 
of calf and 
tongue in 
some patients

Calf hypertro-
phy in some 
patients

Prominent 
muscle 
hypertro-
phy

Calf hypertro-
phy

Cramps

Calf hyper-
trophy 
50%

Calf atrophy 
50%

Calf, tongue, 
and thigh 
hypertrophy

Wasting in 
regions of 
weakness

Continued
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LGMD2A LGMD2B LGMD2C LGMD2D LGMD2E LGMD2F LGMD2G LGMD2I

Musculo-
skeletal

Contractures: 
calf (toe 
walking may 
be present-
ing sign)

Contrac-
tures: 
Calf (toe 
walking 
may be 
present-
ing sign)

Lumbar hyper-
lordosis

Scapular winging

Scapular winging Shoulders: 
Scapular 
winging 
and muscle 
wasting

Scapular 
winging

Contractures 
in ankles 
(especially in 
nonam-
bulant)
Scoliosis

Central 
nervous 
system

Intelligence: 
normal to 
mild retar-
dation

No intel-
lectual 
defect 
reported

No intellec-
tual defect 
reported

Hearing loss

No intellec-
tual defect 
reported

No intellec-
tual defect 
reported

No intellec-
tual defect 
reported

No intel-
lectual 
defect 
reported

No intellec-
tual defect 
reported

Muscle 
pathol-
ogy

Myopathic
Necrosis and 

regenera-
tion with 
fiber size 
variability

Endomysial 
fibrosis

Type I 
predomi-
nance with 
increasing 
weakness

Normal dys-
trophin and 
sarcoglycan

Myopathic
Necrosis 

and 
regenera-
tion with 
variable 
fiber size

↑ Endomysial 
con-
nective 
tissue

Absent or  
↓ dysferlin 
staining

Normal 
dystro-
phin and 
sarcogly-
can

Myopathic
Inflammation: 

Occasional
Severe disease: 

Absent 
γ-sarcoglycan

Dystrophin: 
Normal or 
reduced

Myopathic
Degeneration 

and regenera-
tion

Variable fiber 
size

↑ Endomysial 
connective 
tissue

Myopathic 
grouping of 
fibers

Absent or 
reduced 
adhalin

 α -Sarcoglycan

Myopathic
Sarcoglycans: 

Usually 
absent

Dystrophin: 
Often 
reduced 
but not 
absent

Myopathic
Fiber degen-

eration
Fiber regen-

eration
δ-Sarcoglycan 

absent
Other sar-

coglycans 
absent or 
reduced

Myopathic
Fiber 

degen-
eration

Fiber regen-
eration

Rimmed 
vacuoles

Telethonin 
absent 
from 
muscle

Myopathic
Necrosis and 

degenera-
tion

Variable fiber 
size

Connective 
tissue

Type I fiber 
predomi-
nance

↓ Staining for 
adhalin

Blood 
chemis-
try and 
hema-
tology

CK: 7-80 
times 
normal

CK: 10-72 
times 
normal

CK: very high CK: very high 
(often >5000)

CK: very 
high (often 
>5000)

CK: 10-50 
times 
normal

CK: 3-30 
times 
normal

CK: Very high 
(1000-8000)

AR, Autosomal recessive; BMD, Becker muscular dystrophy; CK, creatine kinase; DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; LGMD, limb–girdle muscular dystrophy; PFT, pulmonary function test.

Table 48-4   Characteristics of Autosomal Recessive Limb–Girdle Muscular Dystrophies—cont’d
with DMD.10,87,97 Clinical features of autosomal dominant 
LGMD1 subtypes are shown in Table 48-3. Clinical fea-
tures of the most common forms of autosomal recessive 
LGMD2 are shown in Table 48-4.

Calpainopathies (LGMD2A). Heterogeneous dystrophies 
caused by mutation of the calpain-3 gene are termed cal-
painopathies.10 Calpain-3 is a nonlysosomal calcium-depen-
dent proteinase specifically expressed in muscle. Muscle 
biopsies reveal that calpainopathy patients have normal 
dystrophin and sarcoglycan labeling but lack calpain-3. An 
early-onset form occurs before 12 years of age and has the 
most severe progression. The Leyden-Mobius subtype has 
an onset between 13 and 30 years. Others with later onset 
have been reported. Pelvic girdle weakness is present and 
symptomatic from the onset, but often with very striking 
sparing of the hip abductors, even relatively late into the 
course of the disease. Scapular winging is usually pres-
ent from the early stages. The rate of deterioration varies 
between families. Wheelchair dependency typically occurs 
at 10 to 30 years after the onset of symptoms. The disease 
is predominantly symmetric and atrophic, with prominent 
calves seen in only a minority of cases. Achilles tendon 
contractures can be an early sign, and spine deformity can 
also develop. Respiratory, but not cardiac, complications 
have been reported.
Dysferlinopathies (LGMD2B). Dysferlin is a skeletal 
muscle protein localized in the muscle cell membrane.48 It 
is involved in muscle contraction and contains C2 domains 
that play a role in calcium-mediated membrane fusion 
events, suggesting that it might be involved in membrane 
regeneration and repair. Specific mutations in this gene 
have been shown to cause autosomal recessive LGMD type 
2B (LGMD2B) with proximal muscle involvement, as well 
as Miyoshi myopathy, which presents with distal weakness 
involving the distal legs including the gastrocnemius and 
soleus muscles.97 In LGMD2B, no specific genotype–pheno-
type correlations have been established. LGMD2B presents 
from 12 to 39 years, with early weakness of gastrocnemius, 
quadriceps, and psoas muscles and atrophy of the pelvic 
and shoulder girdle muscles. There is no scapular winging. 
Patients have difficulty tiptoeing and running. Weakness 
occurs in a distal lower limb and/or pelvic–femoral dis-
tribution. Progression is slow with loss of ambulation 10 
to 30 years after onset. Equinus contractures are common, 
and toe walking can be a presenting sign. Respiratory and 
cardiac muscles are spared. Intelligence is normal.

Sarcoglycanopathies (LGMD2C Through LGMD2F). 
Disruption of the sarcolemmal membrane cytoskeleton 
is a common feature of the sarcoglycanopathies. Most of 
the primary sarcoglycan abnormalities lead to secondary 
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deficiencies of α-SG. Diagnosis of sarcoglycanopathies can 
be made with molecular genetic studies and immunohis-
tochemical analysis of muscle biopsies. The age of onset 
of sarcoglycanopathies ranges from 2 to 15 years. Progres-
sion is variable with both more severe and milder pheno-
types. Loss of ambulation can vary from 10 years to young 
adulthood. Weakness involves proximal more than distal 
musculature. Calf pseudohypertrophy, scapular winging, 
progressive contractures, and scoliosis often occur.97 A 
dilated cardiomyopathy can occur, particularly in α-SG and 
δ-SG. Intelligence is often normal.

Fukutin-Related Protein (LGMD2I). This dystrophy is 
caused by pathogenic mutations in the gene for FKRP, which 
is involved in the glycosylation of cell surface molecules in 
muscle fibers.48 The majority of LGMD2I patients carry a 
common C826A missense mutation in the FKRP gene. In 
LGMD2I patients, different mutations in the FKRP gene are 
associated with several secondary muscle protein reduc-
tions, and deficiencies of α2-laminin and α-dystroglycan on 
sections are prevalent, independent of the mutation type or 
the clinical severity. LGMD2I has a relatively mild and vari-
able course, with the age at onset varying from the first to 
the fourth or fifth decade of life; progression is slow. Serum 
CK is elevated and intelligence is preserved, although struc-
tural brain changes have been reported.

Lamin A/C (LGMD1B). Mutations in the same lamin 
A/C gene (chromosome 1q22.2) produce many differ-
ent clinical syndromes, including LGMD1B, EMD2, CMD 
with rigid spine, autosomal recessive Charcot-Marie-Tooth 
disease type 2A, familial partial lipodystrophy, and man-
dibuloacral dysplasia. Patients with LGMD1A have disease 
onset before 20 years of age and weakness that is symmet-
ric, proximal, and predominantly affects the lower limb. 
Progression is slow, and upper limbs are involved by the 
third or fourth decade. There are no contractures. The 
majority of patients have cardiomyopathy and atrioventric-
ular conduction block. Occasionally there is early dilated 
cardiomyopathy that presents before weakness. Serum CK 
is normal to mildly elevated.

Caveolin-3 (LGMD1C). Cavelin-3 mutations in chromo-
some 3p25 cause a limb–girdle dystrophy and might also 
cause idiopathic hyperCKemia, rippling muscle disease, 
and a distal myopathy. LGMD1C has onset from 5 years 
to adulthood, moderately severe proximal weakness with 
a Gower’s sign, calf hypertrophy, cramps after exercise, and 
variable progression.

Facioscapulohumeral Muscular Dystrophy

FSHD is a slowly progressive dystrophic myopathy with 
predominant involvement of facial and shoulder girdle 
musculature.66 The condition has autosomal dominant 
inheritance with linkage to the chromosome 4q35 locus.126 
It is the second most common inherited muscular dystro-
phy in the adult population, with a prevalence estimate of 
1 to 5/100,000. Overall, FSHD is the third most common 
of the dystrophies, behind DMD and myotonic muscular 
dystrophy. It is nearly always inherited as an autosomal 
dominant disorder, with the chromosomal abnormal-
ity identified at the 4q35 gene locus, with reduced DNA 
FIGURE 48-7 Facial involvement in facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy. 
Eye closure is weak, and weakness in orbicularis oris produces difficulty smiling, 
puffing out the cheeks, and pursing the lips.
fragment size at the telomere region.127,128 The reduction in 
DNA fragment size is due to deletions of a repeat sequence 
called D4Z4; however, the specific mechanism of disease 
has not yet been elucidated. Approximately 10% to 30% 
of cases are caused by sporadic mutations. A highly specific 
and sensitive genetic test is now commercially available 
that can confirm the diagnosis in more than 90% of cases. 
Muscle biopsy is rarely performed.

Presentation is generally before age 20. The distinctive 
clinical feature of FSHD is the presence of facial weak-
ness, primarily involving the orbicularis oris, zygomaticus, 
and orbicularis oculi (Figure 48-7). Patients often have an 
expressionless face. Even in the very early stages, forced 
closure of the eyelids can be easily overcome by the exam-
iner. The patient will typically have difficulty burying the 
lashes and pursing the lips, smiling, drinking through a 
straw, or whistling. Masseter, temporalis, extraocular, and 
pharyngeal muscles are characteristically spared in FSHD. 
In the shoulder girdle, the scapulae are typically displaced 
laterally and superiorly, resulting from combined weakness 
of the serratus anterior, rhomboids, latissimus dorsi, and 
lower trapezius. The upper border of the scapula rises into 
the trapezius, falsely giving it a hypertrophied appearance. 
From the posterior view, the medial border of the scapula 
can exhibit profound posterior and lateral winging (see 
Figure 48-3, A). Unlike most other muscular dystrophies, 
asymmetry of muscular involvement is common.70 Some 
authors think this could be a manifestation of overwork 
weakness on the more affected side,68 but this is contro-
versial. Although shoulder abductors and external rota-
tors are typically involved, in some cases deltoid strength 
can be good if the scapula is stabilized. Elbow flexor and 
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extensor involvement is common. In the lower limbs, the 
proximal musculature of the hip girdle is typically affected, 
often later in the disease course. There also appears, how-
ever, to be a predilection for early involvement of the ankle 
dorsiflexors. About 20% of FSHD patients will eventually 
require either a power wheelchair or a scooter for mobility.

Contractures are relatively uncommon in FSHD mus-
cular dystrophy. FSHD patients with scoliosis have mild 
and nonprogressive curves. Rarely, severe and progressive 
hyperlordosis is associated with FSHD. Patients with severe 
hyperlordosis can use their lordotic posturing to compen-
sate for hip extensor weakness. Spine fusion is usually 
deferred until transition to the wheelchair full-time.

The presence of cardiac abnormalities in FSHD muscu-
lar dystrophy is debated. Although diverse ECG abnormali-
ties have been noted, one study showed no abnormalities 
on ECG, chest radiography, Holter monitoring, and echo-
cardiography.36 Nuclear scanning with thallium-201 has 
demonstrated diffuse defects consistent with diffuse fibro-
sis.135 Abnormalities in systolic time intervals on echo-
cardiography and elevations in atrial natriuretic peptide 
are consistent with subclinical cardiomyopathy. Cardiac 
complications in FSHD muscular dystrophy are rare. Mild 
restrictive lung disease has been reported in nearly half of 
FSHD patients. The expiratory muscles involved in respira-
tion appear to be more affected than inspiratory muscles 
in those with FSHD.70 Patients rarely require nocturnal 
ventilatory support. With the exception of rare cases with 
significant bulbar or respiratory involvement, the life 
expectancy of FSHD patients is usually normal. Usually no 
associated intellectual involvement is noted in this dystro-
phic myopathy.

A sensory neural hearing deficit was originally observed 
in patients with early-onset FSHD. These individuals have a 
myopathy that presents in infancy. The disease progression 
is fairly rapid, with most individuals becoming wheelchair-
reliant by the late second or third decade. These individuals 
also have a progressive exudative telangiectasia of the ret-
ina. Early recognition and photocoagulation of the abnor-
mal retinal vessels might prevent loss of vision. Several 
audiometry studies have demonstrated hearing deficits in 
many later-onset FSHD patients in addition to those with 
Coates syndrome, suggesting that impaired hearing func-
tion is more common than expected in FSHD muscular 
dystrophy.102 All patients with FSHD should have screen-
ing audiometry and ophthalmologic evaluations.

Emery-Dreifuss Muscular Dystrophy

EMD refers to a group of muscular dystrophies with weak-
ness, contractures, and cardiac conduction abnormalities. 
Inheritance pattern is variable among subtypes.

Emery-Dreifuss Muscular Dystrophy 1. EMD1 is an 
X-linked recessive progressive dystrophic myopathy caused 
by an abnormality of the protein emerin with a gene locus 
identified at Xq28.52,93 Patients usually present in the teen-
age years, but age of presentation can vary from the neona-
tal period with hypotonia to the third decade. Early elbow 
flexion contractures are a hallmark of the disease. Severe 
contractures, including elbow flexion, ankle equinus, rigid 
spine, and neck extension contractures, are often more 
limiting than weakness, which begins in a scapulohumeral 
peroneal distribution. The biceps and triceps show wast-
ing and weakness, and the deltoids and forearms are often 
more spared. The calf frequently shows wasting. Ankle 
dorsiflexors often are weaker than ankle plantar flexors, 
leading to the equinus contractures. Scapular winging is 
frequent. Tightness of the cervical and lumbar spinal exten-
sor muscles, resulting in limitation of neck and trunk flex-
ion, with inability to flex the chin to the sternum and to 
touch the toes, also has been reported in EMD. The face 
is either spared or affected late. Functional difficulties are 
experienced walking or climbing stairs. Progression is slow, 
and loss of ambulation is rare. Some cases with EMD1 can 
have nocturnal hypoventilation as a result of restrictive 
expansion of the chest in association with the rigid spine, 
and partly because of involvement of the diaphragm.

Progressive cardiac disease is almost invariably present 
with onset in the early second decade to the 40s. Arrhyth-
mia can lead to emboli or sudden death in early adult life. 
The cardiomyopathy can progress to left ventricular myo-
cardial dysfunction or four-chamber dilated cardiomy-
opathy resulting from fibrosis with complete heart block 
and ventricular arrhythmias.125 Atrial arrhythmia usually 
appears before complete heart block. Frank syncope can 
develop in the late second and early third decades, and 
patients often require a cardiac pacemaker by age 30 (with 
an indication being bradycardia with heart rate <50). ECG 
changes include slow heart rate, absent or small P waves, 
atrioventricular block, and atrial fibrillation/flutter.93 Evi-
dence of cardiac arrhythmia often requires 24-hour Holter 
monitoring. A significant percentage of female carriers have 
conduction defects and arrhythmias; therefore they war-
rant monitoring with annual ECGs.

Laboratory evaluation is usually done with molecular 
genetic studies and/or muscle biopsy. Serum CK is mildly 
elevated to less than 10 times normal, and levels decrease 
with age. Muscle biopsy reveals emerin loss by immuno-
histochemistry in more than 95% of patients.

Emery-Dreifuss Muscular Dystrophy 2. EMD2 is caused 
by a lamin A/C protein abnormality and has been linked 
to chromosome 1q21.2. Inheritance can be dominant or 
recessive, and lamin A/C mutations can be either frame-
shift or missense.93 Those with missense mutations have 
childhood onset with a mean age of onset of 2.4 years. 
Weakness is in a scapuloperoneal distribution. Patients 
demonstrate paravertebral weakness or rigidity, and tendon 
contractures are common. Those with frameshift mutations 
producing a truncated protein have adult onset with mean 
age of 30.5 years, and cardiomyopathy is more frequent 
than weakness.93 Contractures are rare, and weakness is 
in a limb–girdle distribution. The disorder is allelic with 
autosomal dominant LGMD1B.

Congenital Muscular Dystrophy

The term congenital muscular dystrophy has been widely used 
for a group of infants presenting with hypotonia, muscle 
weakness at birth or within the first few months of life, 
congenital contractures, and immunohistochemical find-
ings of dystrophic changes on muscle biopsy: muscle fiber 
necrosis and regeneration, increased endomysial connec-
tive tissue, and replacement of muscle with fat tissue. The 
early contractures might include equinovarus deformities, 
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knee flexion contractures, hip flexion contractures, and 
tightness of the wrist flexors and long finger flexors. The 
contractures can become more severe over time with pro-
longed static positioning and lack of adequate passive 
range of motion (ROM) and splinting/positioning. Clas-
sical CMDs are clinically confined to the musculoskeletal 
system, but other CMDs, including muscle–eye–brain dis-
ease and Walker-Warburg syndrome, are characterized by 
significant cerebral neuronal migration defects and eye 
abnormalities. Classical CMDs are further subdivided 
according to the presence or absence of merosin (laminin 
2).94 An additional subgroup with collagen VI abnormali-
ties has been identified and referred to as Ullrich congenital 
muscular dystrophy.

Merosin-Deficient Congenital Muscular Dystrophy. 
This condition (CMD1A) has been linked to chromosome 
6q22 and accounts for approximately half of classical CMD 
cases.94 These children show a consistently severe phe-
notype with multiple contractures and joint deformities 
(arthrogryposis) at birth. Weakness correlates with level of 
residual merosin (laminin α2) protein on muscle biopsy. 
If there is absent laminin α2 protein, weakness is severe, 
symmetric, proximal more than distal, and involves the 
facial muscles. Contractures are present at multiple joints. 
CK is mildly to moderately elevated. Infants can present 
with respiratory failure, but if adequately supported, they 
can be weaned off ventilatory support. A proportion will 
achieve independent sitting, but independent standing or 
walking is almost never achieved if laminin α2 is severely 
reduced. Progressive spine deformity is common. The con-
dition tends to remain relatively static, but some subjects 
might show slow progression. Mental development is usu-
ally normal, although minor learning disabilities and sei-
zures do occur. Brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
commonly shows diffuse white matter signal changes. 
Nerve conduction velocities are frequently slowed, reflect-
ing the ubiquitous expression of merosin in basement 
membranes.

Merosin-Positive Congenital Muscular Dystrophy. 
This is generally a milder disorder than merosin-deficient 
CMD, and the clinical phenotype is more heterogeneous. 
Intellectual function is normal, and the brain MRI is nor-
mal. Most of these children present with weakness and 
hypotonia, and they achieve the ability to stand and 
walk independently by age 4. The course is static with 
little or no progression, but contractures and scolio-
sis can develop. Respiratory failure is uncommon, as is 
cardiomyopathy.

Fukuyama Congenital Muscular Dystrophy. These 
patients present in infancy with severe hypotonia, weak-
ness, wasting of the face and limbs, occasional spasticity, 
large cheeks, contractures, kyphoscoliosis, microcephaly, 
seizures (50%), severe mental retardation (IQ 30 to 50), 
and occasionally progressive hydrocephalus. Muscle biopsy 
shows dystrophic changes. Although rare in North Amer-
ica, the condition is common in Japan with an incidence 
approaching 40% of DMD.95 Brain malformations are 
frequently seen on MRI, including polymicrogyria, pachy-
gyria, and agyria. Frontal white matter lucencies are also 
evident on MRI or computed tomography. The gene locus 
has been identified to be at 9q31-33.

Ullrich Congenital Muscular Dystrophy (Scleroatonic 
Muscular Dystrophy). An emerging common group of 
CMD patients have a unique combination of dystrophic 
changes on muscle biopsy in association with weakness, 
low tone, and selected early joint contractures, and other 
joints and skin demonstrating clinical laxity caused by a 
primary collagen VI abnormality.94 The term collagen myop-
athy is increasingly being used to describe these conditions. 
Clinical features are variable in severity. Onset is often at 
birth with congenital proximal contractures and arthro-
gryposis caused by reduced fetal movements, hypotonia, 
and early hyperlaxity of distal joints. Knee contractures can 
limit walking in some. Spinal rigidity and kyphoscoliosis 
have been noted. Weakness is diffuse and affects distal 
muscles more than proximal and neck flexors. A minority 
of patients walk by age 1 to 2 years, but the majority never 
walk. Respiratory insufficiency and hypoventilation can 
begin in the first decade, and respiratory failure is not cor-
related with degree of weakness. The course is slowly pro-
gressive. Many patients live to adulthood. The skin is soft 
and lax, and a classic rash can often be found described 
as keratosis pilaris. Patients can also show keloids, atro-
phic scars, striae, and petechiae. No associated cardiomy-
opathy is seen, and intelligence is usually normal. Serum 
CK is normal to 10 times elevated, and EMG is usually 
myopathic. Muscle biopsy and skin biopsy with collagen 
VI staining of muscle fibers and skin fibroblasts should be 
obtained to make the diagnosis.

Congenital Muscular Dystrophy With Early Spine 
Rigidity. This is a recessive condition caused by a defect 
in selenoprotein N, 1 (SEPN1) and linked to chromo-
some 1p35-p36. Clinical severity is variable with early-
onset cases in infancy and later-onset cases in the later first 
decade. Patients present with hypotonia and poor head 
control. The weakness is symmetric and involves the neck, 
face, and proximal and distal musculature. Respiratory 
function is compromised with vital capacity less than 55% 
by the end of the first decade. Patients often show signs 
of nocturnal hypoventilation and central apnea. Respira-
tory failure can develop. Some patients never achieve walk-
ing. Muscle size is small, especially in the inner thighs and 
calves. Many children show early developmental improve-
ment, followed by nonprogressive or slow decline. Spinal 
rigidity occurs by 3 to 7 years of age and is manifested by 
limited flexion of the neck and spine. Progressive scoliosis 
occurs, typically with onset between 4 and 12 years of age. 
Contractures of the elbow flexors, hip extensors, ankles, 
and knees are common. Insulin resistance is increased; 
intelligence is normal; and the serum CK is usually normal.

Congenital Myopathies

The term congenital myopathy is used to describe a group 
of heterogenous disorders usually presenting with infan-
tile hypotonia as a result of genetic defects causing primary 
myopathies.35 There is an absence of any structural abnor-
mality of the central nervous system or peripheral nerves. 
A specific diagnosis of each entity is made based on spe-
cific histologic and electron microscopic changes found on 
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muscle biopsy. Molecular genetic studies are increasingly 
being used to confirm subtypes diagnostically.35 Although 
patients can be hypotonic during early infancy, they later 
develop muscle weakness that is generally nonprogressive 
and static. The weakness is predominantly proximal, sym-
metric, and in a limb–girdle distribution.

The serum CK values are frequently normal, and the 
EMG can be normal or might show mild, nonspecific 
changes, usually of a myopathic character (small ampli-
tude polyphasic potentials). The only congenital myopa-
thy consistently associated with spontaneous activity is 
myotubular (centronuclear) myopathy. In this disorder, 
the EMG reveals myopathic motor unit action potentials 
with frequent complex repetitive discharges and diffuse 
fibrillation potentials. These myopathies can be considered 
primarily structural in nature, and patients do not actively 
lose muscle fibers, as is the case in dystrophic myopathies.

Central Core Myopathy. This is an autosomal dominant 
disorder with gene locus at 19q13.1, the same gene locus 
as the MH gene (ryanodine receptor gene, RYR1). These 
patients have a high incidence of MH with inhalational 
anesthetic agents. Histologically the muscle fibers have 
amorphous-looking central areas within the muscle that 
can be devoid of enzyme activity. There are densely packed 
disorganized myofibrils (“cores”) in the center of the 
majority of type II fibers. Electron microscopy shows the 
virtual absence of mitochondria and sarcoplasmic reticu-
lum in the core region. The core region also has reduced 
muscle enzymes (cytochrome oxidase, NADH), a marked 
reduction in the interfibrillary space, and an irregular zig-
zag pattern (streaming) of the Z-lines. This gives rise to the 
characteristic central pallor. Patients clinically generally 
demonstrate mild and relatively nonprogressive muscle 
weakness, either proximal or generalized, and areflexia, 
which presents in either early infancy or later. There can 
be mild facial weakness but normal extraocular move-
ments. Patients often achieve gross motor milestones, such 
as walking, rather late, and they continue having difficulty 
going up stairs. Proximal limb weakness is typical, and 
patients can show a Gower’s sign. The disorder remains 
fairly static over the years. Frequent occurrence of congeni-
tal dislocation of the hip, kyphoscoliosis, and pes cavus are 
also observed. The condition is largely nonprogressive with 
affected children remaining ambulatory into adult life.

Nemaline Myopathy. Nemaline myopathy, also referred 
to as rod body myopathy, represents a varied group of dis-
orders with different modes of inheritance, but the most 
typical form is autosomal recessive. Although the rods can 
be easily overlooked on routine hematoxylin-eosin stain-
ing, they can be rarely demonstrated with the Gomori 
trichrome stain. The rods are readily demonstrated on elec-
tron microscopy. The disease has been linked to at least 
seven distinct genes. The severe congenital form has been 
linked to α-actin, nebulin, and troponin T1 mutations. A 
milder childhood form has been linked to α-actin, nebu-
lin, α-tropomyosin 3 (TPM3), and β-tropomyosin (TPM2) 
mutations.

A severe form of the disease can present in the neonatal 
period with very severe weakness, respiratory insufficiency, 
and often a fatal outcome. Most cases present with a mild, 
nonprogressive myopathy with hypotonia and proximal 
weakness. In more severe cases, swallowing difficulty can 
be present in the neonatal period. Skeletal abnormalities, 
such as kyphoscoliosis, pigeon chest, pes cavus feet, high 
arched palate, tent-shaped mouth, and an unusually long 
face, have been noted. Cardiomyopathy has been described 
in both severe neonatal and milder forms of the disease. 
Autosomal dominant inheritance has been described in a 
few instances.

Centronuclear (Myotubular) Myopathy (Non–X-Linked). 
Patients with non–X-linked myotubular myopathy have 
muscle biopsies showing a striking resemblance to the 
myotubes of fetal muscle. Patients typically present with 
early hypotonia, delay in motor milestones, and general-
ized weakness of both proximal and distal musculature. 
They also have ptosis with weakness of the external ocular 
muscles, as well as weakness of the axial musculature. The 
author has seen severe cardiomyopathy in an adult female 
with documented autosomal dominant inheritance. Noc-
turnal hypoventilation has been described. Several gene 
loci with autosomal dominant inheritance have been 
identified in centronuclear congenital myopathy, includ-
ing dynamin 2, linked to chromosome 19p13.2, and myo-
genic factor 6, linked to chromosome 12q21.

Severe X-Linked Centronuclear (Myotubular) Myop-
athy. Cases with neonatal onset and severe respiratory 
insufficiency have been identified with an X-linked reces-
sive mode of inheritance. The gene for this disorder codes 
for myotubularin and has been linked to chromosome 
Xq27.3-q28. Muscle biopsy shows characteristic fetal-
appearing myotubes with rows of centrally placed internal 
nuclei.

Patients present with severe generalized hypotonia, 
associated muscle weakness, swallowing difficulty, and 
respiratory insufficiency. They often become ventilator 
dependent at birth. If they are able to be weaned from 
the ventilator, subsequent death as a result of pulmonary 
complications is not uncommon. Mean age of death is 5 
months, but some children survive for many years with 
mechanical ventilation. Aspiration pneumonias are com-
mon. Additional clinical features include congenital con-
tractures, facial weakness with an elongated expressionless 
face, tent-shaped mouth, high arched palate, weakness of 
the external ocular muscles, and long digits. Progressive 
kyphoscoliosis is common. Systemic features in some sur-
vivors more than 1 year of age include pyloric stenosis, 
spherocytosis, gallstones, renal stones or calcinosis, a vita-
min K–responsive bleeding diathesis, rapid linear skeletal 
growth, advanced bone age, and hepatic dysfunction. EMG 
shows many fibrillations and positive sharp waves.

Congenital Fiber–Type Size Disproportion. Congeni-
tal fiber-type size disproportion represents a heteroge-
nous group of conditions most likely with varied genetic 
defects. The condition was initially delineated by Brooke18 
based on the muscle biopsy picture demonstrating type I 
fibers, which are smaller than type II fibers by a margin of 
more than 12% of the diameter of the type II fibers. The 
mean reduction in fiber diameter is 41% and ranges up to 
78%. The mode of inheritance for congenital fiber-type 
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disproportion is varied with both autosomal recessive and 
autosomal dominant patterns of inheritance reported. A 
number of disorders, such as congenital myopathies (nema-
line rod, centronuclear, and multimini core), EMD, myo-
tonic dystrophy 1, rigid spine syndromes, CMD (SEPN1), 
LGMD2A, severe spinal muscular atrophy, and congenital 
myasthenia subtypes, might show small type I fibers and 
should be excluded. The diagnosis of congenital fiber-type 
disproportion should be made only in the presence of nor-
mal-sized or enlarged type II fibers and not in cases where 
both type I and type II fibers are small. Serum CK has been 
normal to less than 3 times the upper limit of normal.

Patients typically present with infantile hypotonia and 
delay in gross motor milestones. The severity has been 
noted to be variable, but it is generally nonprogressive or 
improves with time. Limb weakness of variable severity can 
be diffuse or affect mainly proximal muscles. Muscle stretch 
reflexes are reduced. Ophthalmoplegia, facial weakness, 
and bulbar weakness are rare findings but can be associ-
ated with more severe cases. Intelligence is normal. There is 
generally short stature and low weight. Patients can exhibit 
a long narrow face, high arched palate, and deformities 
of the feet, including either flat feet or occasionally high 
arched feet. Kyphoscoliosis has been reported. Although 
restrictive lung disease is rare, severe respiratory deficits 
have been reported.

Myotonic Disorders

Myotonic Muscular Dystrophy 1. DM1 is an autosomal 
dominant multisystem muscular dystrophy with an inci-
dence of 1/8000.42 It represents the most common inher-
ited neuromuscular disease of adults. The disorder affects 
skeletal muscle, smooth muscle, myocardium, brain, and 
ocular structures. Associated findings include baldness and 
gonadal atrophy (in males), cataracts, and cardiac dysrhyth-
mias. Insulin insensitivity can be present. The gene has been 
localized to the region of the myotonin–protein kinase 
(DMPK) gene at 19q13.3. Patients demonstrate expansion 
of an unstable CTG trinucleotide repeat within the region. 
Molecular genetic testing is available for diagnosis. Normal 
individuals generally have fewer than 37 repeats, which are 
transmitted from generation to generation. DM1 patients 
can have 50 to several thousand CTG repeats with remark-
able instability. The age of onset is inversely correlated to 
the number of repeat links.61 Mild, late-onset DM1 usually 
is associated with 50 to 150 repeats; classic adolescent or 
young adult-onset DM1 shows 100 to 1000 repeats; and 
congenital DM1 patients show more than 1000 repeats. 
The expanded CTG repeat further expands as it is trans-
mitted to successive generations, providing a molecular 
basis for genetic anticipation. Both maternal-to-child and  
paternal-to-child transmission occurs. Repeat size in off-
spring exceeding 1000 CTG repeats is generally seen in 
maternal rather than paternal transmission. Affected fathers 
seldom transmit alleles larger than 1000 copies to offspring 
because of a lack of sperm containing such alleles.

Several characteristic facial features of DM1 can be noted 
on inspection (Figure 48-8). The adult with long-standing 
DM1 often has characteristic facial features. The long thin 
face with temporal and masseter wasting is drawn and has 
been described by some as “lugubrious.” Adult males often 
exhibit frontal balding.
A

B

FIGURE 48-8   Typical facial characteristics in myotonic muscular dystro-
phy (MMD). A, A mother with MMD and an infant with congenital MMD; the 
symptomatic mother has 560 trinucleotide CTG repeats at the DM protein 
kinase (DMPK) gene loci in chromosome 19q13.3, whereas the infant has 1330 
repeats. B, An adult man with MMD and temporal wasting, receding hairline, 
long drawn face, and myopathic tenting of the mouth.
Myotonia, which is a state of delayed relaxation or sus-
tained contraction of skeletal muscle, is easily identified in 
school-aged children, adolescents, and adults with DM1. 
Grip myotonia can be demonstrated by delayed opening of 
the hand with difficult extension of the fingers after tight 
grip. Percussion myotonia can be elicited by percussion 
of the thenar eminence with a reflex hammer, giving an 
adduction and flexion of the thumb with slow return (see 
Figure 48-2). Symptomatic myotonia can be treated with 
agents such as mexiletine or membrane stabilizers such 
as carbamazepine or phenytoin sodium, which have been 
shown to affect the symptoms. The treated patients, how-
ever, have shown little functional gain.122
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DM1 is one of the few dystrophic myopathies with 
greater distal weakness than proximal weakness, and weak-
ness initially is often most predominant in the ankle dor-
siflexors, ankle everters and inverters, and hand muscles.66 
Neck flexors, shoulder girdle musculature, and pelvic gir-
dle musculature can become significantly involved over 
decades. As with other dystrophic myopathies, significant 
muscle wasting can occur over time. In DM1 patients with 
infantile onset, a congenital club foot or talipes equinovarus 
is a fairly common deformity. Patients with congenital 
DM1 can have contractures affecting the temporoman-
dibular joint and all major joints of the upper and lower 
limbs (Figure 48-9). In patients with noncongenital DM1, 
contractures at the wrist, ankle, and elbows are relatively 
uncommon and mild.66 Patients with  congenital-onset 
DM1 can develop spinal deformity requiring surgical spi-
nal arthrodesis.66

Excessive daytime sleepiness is commonly seen in DM1, 
and it is thought to be related to the loss of serotonergic 
neurons in the dorsal raphe and superior central nucleus 
of the brain stem. Treatment of the hypersomnolence with 
modafinil has been helpful.

Endocrinopathies are frequently found in DM1. These 
include increased insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes, 
hypothyroidism, reduced insulin-like growth factor 1 lev-
els, hypogonadism in males with reduced testosterone 
levels and oligospermia, pituitary deficiency with reduced 
growth hormone release, and increased FSH levels. DM1 
patients should be screened for diabetes mellitus.

Cardiac involvement is common in DM1. Abnormali-
ties on ECG and echocardiography are demonstrated in 
approximately 70% to 75% of patients.66 Prolongation of 
the PR interval, abnormal axis, and infranodal conduction 
abnormalities are all suggestive of conduction system dis-
ease. This could explain the occurrence of sudden death, 
which occurs in less than 5% of DM1 patients.75 Ventricu-
lar tachycardia might also contribute to the syncope and 
sudden death associated with DM1. Some patients have 
required implantation of cardiac pacemakers. Q waves 
have been reported on screening ECGs in DM1 patients, 
and this abnormality might reflect myocardial fibrosis.66,75 
Occasionally teenagers with DM1 present with atrial 
arrhythmias. Any DM1 patient with dyspnea, chest pain, 
syncope, or other cardiac symptoms should receive a thor-
ough cardiac evaluation.

Individuals with congenital and noncongenital DM1 have 
a very high incidence of restrictive lung disease.66 Involve-
ment of respiratory muscles is a major cause of respiratory 
distress and mortality in affected infants with DM1. Swal-
lowing difficulties that produce aspiration of material into 
the trachea and bronchial tree, along with weakened respira-
tory muscles and a weak cough have been reported as factors 
that can result in pulmonary complications in DM1 patients. 
Constipation is a fairly common complaint in those with 
congenital DM1, owing to smooth muscle involvement. 
Care should be taken during general anesthesia in DM1 
because of the risk of cardiac arrhythmias and MH.

Twenty-five percent of infants born to myotonic mothers 
have congenital DM1, and 10% to 15% of all DM1 patients 
have congenital presentations. CTG repeats in these cases 
can range from 1000 to more than 4000 repeats. Obstetric 
problems are inversely related to age of presentation of the 
mother with DM1 and include polyhydramnios, decreased 
fetal movements, breech presentation, and preterm labor. 
BA

FIGURE 48-9 Man with congenital myotonic muscular dystrophy type 1. A, Note balding. He had only 12 mm of mouth opening, which affected eating. 
B, He had extension contractures of the finger joints that limited grasp.
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Infants show hypotonia, failure to thrive because of an 
inability to suck, bilateral facial and jaw muscle weakness, 
craniofacial changes including a tented upper lip and high 
arched palate, neonatal respiratory distress (50%), delayed 
motor milestones, and delayed speech. Equinovarus defor-
mities are common. Most children are weaned from the 
ventilator and can ultimately learn to walk independently. 
Clinically children with congenital DM1 usually show no 
myotonia over the first 5 years of life. Those with congenital 
DM1 usually show significantly reduced IQ, often in the 
mentally retarded range.66,119 The cognitive impairment is 
nonprogressive. Behavioral abnormalities include hyperac-
tivity, attention deficit, and autistic behavior. Hydrocepha-
lus can be seen in nearly half of patients with congenital 
DM1. MRI might show hypoplasia of corpus callosum and 
cerebral white matter changes, as well as diffuse cerebral 
atrophy. Diagnosis of congenital DM1 is made by molecu-
lar genetic studies because EMG shows no myotonia and CK 
is usually normal. Muscle biopsy is normal or nonspecific.

In noncongenital DM1, there is evidence for a generally 
lower intelligence of a mild degree (full-scale IQs have been 
reported in the 86 to 92 range).66 A wide range of IQ values 
is found in this population, however, with many subjects 
scoring in the above-average range. Cognitive functioning 
also appears to be related to the size of the CTG expansion 
at the DM1 gene locus.

Proximal Myotonic Myopathy (DM2). Proximal myo-
tonic myopathy, also referred to as myotonic muscular 
dystrophy 2 (DM2), is a disorder with clinical similari-
ties to DM1.120 The abnormal protein in this autosomal 
dominant disorder is the zinc finger protein 9 with genetic 
loci at chromosome 3q21. Clinical severity is unrelated 
to variable size CCTG repeats. The prognosis is more 
benign than DM1, and there is not a severe congenital-
onset form. Onset is 8 to 60 years of age, and there is 
intrafamilial variability. Patients present with muscle stiff-
ness and pain. Weakness involves the proximal legs (hip 
flexors and extensors) more than the proximal arms. The 
distal arms (particularly the thumb and finger flexors) can 
also show involvement early in the course of the disease. 
Facial weakness is seen in a minority of patients. Respira-
tory muscles and distal legs are not clinically affected. A 
hallmark is the enlargement of calf muscles. Muscle pain 
is present in proximal muscle groups, is induced by pal-
pation, occurs with exercise or at rest, and is unrelated 
to the myotonia. The myotonia is induced with grip or 
percussion in distal upper extremities, and is often asym-
metric. The myotonia in DM2 increases with warmth and 
decreases with cold. Cataracts are noted in all patients over 
20 years with slit lamp examinations. Cardiac conduction 
defects are present in 20%, diabetes mellitus in 20%, and 
hearing loss in 20%. MRI shows white matter hyperinten-
sity on T2-weighted images. CK is normal to less than 10 
times elevated. EMG shows profound myotonia, and com-
pound motor action potential (CMAP) amplitudes incre-
ment by 60% with exercise and reduce by 40% with rest. 
No decrement is noted on short bouts of exercise or slow 
or rapid repetitive stimulation. Myopathic motor units are 
seen proximally. MRI shows selective muscle involvement 
of the erector spinae and gluteus maximus. Diagnosis is 
confirmed by molecular genetic studies.
Myotonia Congenita

Myotonia congenita (Thomsen’s disease) presents in 
infancy and is inherited as an autosomal dominant con-
dition. An abnormality of the muscle chloride channel is 
observed, and the disease is linked to the 7q35 loci. There 
is variable penetrance. Symptoms can be present from 
birth but usually develop later. The myotonia is relatively 
mild and can be manifest as difficulty in releasing objects 
or by difficulty walking or climbing stairs. Most patients do 
not show overt weakness. Functional difficulties in climb-
ing stairs can be present. The myotonia is exacerbated by 
prolonged rest or inactivity. A “warm-up” phenomenon 
with reduced myotonia is noted after repeated activity. The 
myotonia can be aggravated by cold, hunger, fatigue, and 
emotional upset. Patients can demonstrate grip myotonia 
or lid lag after upward gaze or squint, and diplopia after 
sustained conjugate movement of the eyes in one direction. 
Nearly all have electrical myotonia by EMG, but there is a 
warm-up phenomenon with the myotonia reduced after 
a period of maximal contraction. Half of individuals also 
have percussion myotonia. Patients can be symptom free 
for weeks to months. The other common feature of myo-
tonia congenita is muscle hypertrophy. Patients can exhibit 
a “Herculean” appearance. Patients have shown some ben-
efit from treatment with quinine, mexiletine, phenytoin, 
procainamide, carbamazepine, and acetazolamide.

A recessive form of myotonia congenita (Becker form) 
also exists with later onset (ages 4 to 12), more marked 
myotonia, more striking hypertrophy of muscles, and asso-
ciated weakness of muscles, particularly with short bouts of 
exercise. EMG shows myotonia in distal muscles and less 
myotonia after maximal contraction. On repetitive stimu-
lation there is a decremental CMAP response at high stimu-
lation frequency (30 Hz) and after exercise. The recessive 
form seems less prone to aggravation of the myotonia by 
cold. Diagnosis is suspected based on clinical information 
and the presence of classical myotonic discharges on EMG. 
Diagnosis is confirmed with molecular genetic testing.

Paramyotonia Congenita. Paramyotonia congenita is 
an autosomal dominant myotonic condition with at least 
two distinct genetic etiologies. One involves the sodium 
channel–α subunit located at chromosome 17q35, and the 
other a muscle chloride channel located at chromosome 
7q35. The worsening of the myotonia with exercise is 
referred to as paradoxical myotonia. Weakness or stiffness 
can occur together or separately; there is cold and exercise 
aggravation, hypertrophy of musculature, and more severe 
involvement of hands and muscles of the face and neck. 
Myotonic episodes usually subside within a matter of 
hours but can last for days. Some patients become worse 
with a potassium load. On electrodiagnostic studies there 
is a drop in CMAP amplitude with cooling. Dense fibrilla-
tions disappear below 28° C; myotonic bursts disappear 
below 20° C; and electrical silence can occur below 20° C. 
Treatment has involved mexiletine or tocainide.

Schwartz-Jampel Syndrome (Chondrodystrophic Myoto-
nia). Schwartz-Jampel syndrome is an autosomal recessive 
disorder with myotonia, dwarfism, diffuse bone disease, 
narrow palpebral fissures, blepharospasm, micrognathia, 
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and flattened facies. Onset is usually before age 3. Patients 
have respiratory and feeding difficulties with impaired 
swallowing. Limitation of joint movement can be present 
along with skeletal abnormalities, including short neck 
and kyphoscoliosis. Muscles are typically hypertrophic 
and clinically stiff. A characteristic facies with pursed lips, 
micrognathia, and small mouth is seen. Patients can be 
difficult to intubate. Ocular changes include myopia and 
cataracts. Hirsutism and small testes can also be seen. The 
symptoms are not progressive. The protein perlecan with 
gene loci at chromosome 1p34-p36 has been implicated.

Electrodiagnostic studies show continuous electrical 
activity with electrical silence being difficult to obtain. 
Relatively little waxing and waning in either amplitude 
or frequency of complex repetitive discharges is observed. 
Abnormal sodium channel kinetics in the sarcolemma of 
muscle has been demonstrated. Some therapeutic benefit 
has been reported with procainamide and carbamazepine.

Metabolic Myopathies

Inborn errors of glycogen metabolism and fatty acid 
metabolism can result in neuromuscular disorders. The 
major clinical presentations include fixed and progressive 
weakness, or exercise intolerance, cramps, myalgias, and 
myoglobinuria.

Fixed and progressive weakness can be caused by gly-
cogenoses (acid maltase deficiency or Pompe disease, 
debrancher deficiency, brancher deficiency, and aldolase 
A deficiency) or disorders of lipid metabolism (primary 
systemic carnitine deficiency, primary myopathic carnitine 
deficiency, secondary carnitine deficiency, short-chain acyl-
ocoenzyme A synthetase deficiency, medium-chain acylo-
coenzyme A synthetase dehydrogenase deficiency, etc.).

Exercise intolerance, cramps/myalgias, and myoglobin-
uria can be caused by glycogenoses (myophosphorylase 
deficiency or McArdle’s disease, phosphorylase kinase defi-
ciency, phosphofructokinase deficiency, phosphoglycer-
ate mutase deficiency, etc.), disorders of lipid metabolism 
(CPT2 deficiency, very long-chain acyl-coenzyme A dehy-
drogenase (VLCAD) deficiency, and thymidine phosphory-
lase (TP) deficiency, etc.), and respiratory chain defects 
(coenzyme Q10 deficiency, complex I deficiency, complex 
III deficiency, and complex IV deficiency). Although an 
exhaustive review of metabolic myopathies is not presented 
here, two prototypical metabolic myopathies—McArdle’s 
disease and Pompe disease—deserve mention.

Myophosphorylase Deficiency (McArdle’s Disease). 
The most common glycogen storage disease is myophos-
phorylase deficiency, also known as McArdle’s disease or 
glycogenosis type 5. The autosomal recessive disorder has 
been linked to chromosome 11q13, and more than 65 dif-
ferent disease-causing mutations have been identified. Ini-
tial onset of symptoms often occurs during childhood and 
consists of poor endurance, fatigue, and exercise-induced 
cramps and myalgia that mainly affect active muscle 
groups. Myoglobinuria can also be absent during child-
hood with prevalence of fixed muscle weakness increasing 
as the patient ages. Symptoms can be precipitated by activi-
ties such as lifting heavy weights or climbing long flights 
of stairs. The “second wind” phenomenon is characteristic 
of this disorder. With the onset of myalgia, patients who  
rest briefly are then able to continue their physical activ-
ity with few or no symptoms. The normal function of 
muscle myophosphorylase is to catalyze the removal of  
1,4-glycosyl residues from glycogen to produce glucose-1-
phosphate. Its absence leads to decreased metabolic sub-
strate for glycolysis to produce adenosine triphosphate. CK 
is persistently elevated between episodes of myoglobin-
uria. EMG is normal when patients are asymptomatic but 
can show myotonic discharges and fibrillation potentials 
during an acute attack. Nonischemic forearm exercise test-
ing shows only an increase in ammonia and stable levels of 
lactic acid and pyruvate. The diagnosis is made by demon-
strating absence of myophosphorylase on muscle biopsy or 
by genetic mutation analysis. Possible treatments include 
high protein diet, pyridoxine, and creatine monohydrate.

Acid Maltase Deficiency (Glycogenosis Type 2, Pompe 
Disease). Acid maltase deficiency is also referred to as 
glycogenosis type 2 or Pompe disease. It is caused by a 
deficiency of acid α-1,4-glucosidase (GAA). Inheritance is 
autosomal recessive with linkage to chromosome 17q23. 
Disease incidence is 1 in 40,000 to 50,000 live births. The 
level of residual enzyme activity correlates with the severity 
of disease. The GAA activity is less than 1% for those with 
infantile onset (birth to 1 year), 2% to 6% for childhood 
and juvenile onset (1 year to teens), and 1% to 29% in 
those with adult onset (third decade or later). All patients 
have glycogen accumulation in tissues. In those with infan-
tile onset, clinical symptoms and signs usually include 
hypotonia, weakness, cardiomegaly, congestive heart fail-
ure, and arrhythmia. Liver and pulmonary involvement is 
also noted. Death occurs within the first year of life in 80% 
to 95% of untreated patients. In childhood onset there is 
mildly enlarged tongue, symmetric proximal weakness, 
and calf hypertrophy. Death occurs between 3 and 24 years 
as a result of respiratory failure. Glycogen accumulation 
is observed mainly in muscle. Patients with adult-onset 
Pompe disease present with proximal lower extremity 
weakness and restrictive lung disease. Sleep-disordered 
breathing is common. Expiration is more involved than 
inspiration because of chest wall muscle involvement. 
Nocturnal noninvasive ventilation is occasionally neces-
sary. Atrophy of paraspinous muscles and scapular wing-
ing is seen. The disease course is one of slow progression 
over years. Pain, fatigue, and cramps are common com-
plaints. There can be mild calf hypertrophy and diffuse 
muscle atrophy more proximally. Progressive disability is 
related to disease duration rather than age of onset. Even-
tually respiratory involvement is common, and many need 
wheelchairs or walking devices. Death is most often to the 
result of respiratory failure.

The diagnosis of Pompe disease is confirmed with either 
molecular genetic studies or biochemical analysis of acid 
maltase activity with muscle biopsy. New methods using 
blood samples to measure GAA activity, however, are rap-
idly becoming adopted because of their speed and conve-
nience.101,103 Typically serum CK is elevated (<10 times) 
in infants and is less elevated in adults. The EMG findings 
include an irritative myopathy with fibrillations, complex 
repetitive discharges, and myotonic discharges. Treatment 
now involves enzyme replacement with intravenous admin-
istration of recombinant α-glucosidase (Myozyme). Better 
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outcomes are seen with earlier initiation of therapy. Myo-
zyme has been shown to benefit infantile disease and pos-
sibly late-onset disease. Improvement is noted in strength 
of distal and proximal muscles, pulmonary function, car-
diomyopathy, and increased survival.121,132

Mitochondrial Disorders

Mitochondrial encephalomyopathies, also referred to as 
“mitochondrial cytopathy,” represent a complex group of 
disorders that affect multiple organ systems. Mitochondria 
are essential cellular organelles that convert carbohydrates, 
lipids, and proteins into usable energy in the form of ade-
nosine triphosphate via an aerobic metabolism. Although 
the human mitochondrial genome is only 16.5 kilobase 
pairs and encodes 13 proteins, many different clini-
cal syndromes can result from mutations of these genes. 
Mutant mitochondrial DNA can be present in different 
proportions in various cell populations in a phenomenon 
known as heteroplasmy. The pathogenic effect of the muta-
tion is only manifested when a critical level of mutation is 
reached. Mutant and normal mitochondrial DNA segregate 
randomly during cell division, changing the proportion of 
mutant DNA in different cells over time. All mitochondria 
and mitochondrial DNA are derived from the mother’s 
oocyte. A family history compatible with maternal inheri-
tance is strong evidence for a primary mitochondrial DNA 
mutation. Different family members in the maternal lin-
eage can be asymptomatic or oligospermatic.

Of the many clinical features of mitochondrial disor-
ders that involve multiple organ systems, some are fre-
quently present together and should alert the clinician to 
a  mitochondrial etiology. Ptosis and progressive external 
ophthalmoplegia (PEO) are hallmarks of Kearns-Sayre 
syndrome, which produces diplopia and blurred vision. 
Myopathy is common among patients with mitochondrial 
disorders. Neck flexors can be affected earlier and more 
severely than neck extensors. Progressive fixed proximal 
weakness is more common, and patients can develop 
decreased muscle bulk. Premature fatigue, exercise intol-
erance, myalgia, and recurrent myoglobinuria can be 
symptoms of mitochondrial disorders. Serum lactate 
and pyruvate often are elevated at rest, and these levels 
can increase significantly after moderate exercise. Senso-
rineural hearing loss is frequently associated with mito-
chondrial encephalomyopathies. The hearing loss can be 
asymmetric and fluctuating in severity. Maternally inher-
ited deafness and diabetes is another phenotypic combi-
nation in patients with mitochondrial DNA mutations. 
Dementia can be a prominent feature in mitochondrial 
cytopathy.

The diagnostic workup of a mitochondrial disorder 
often includes a complete blood count, serum electro-
lytes (including calcium and phosphate), liver function 
tests, blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, blood lactate and 
pyruvate, ECG, lumbar puncture for CSF protein, glu-
cose, lactate, and pyruvate, EMG and nerve conduction 
study, brain imaging with MRI, and muscle biopsy for 
histology and electron microscopy. Histochemical stains 
for mitochondrial enzymes (succinate dehydrogenase, 
NADH-tetrazolium reductase, and cyclooxygenase) can 
be obtained, and the activities of mitochondrial respira-
tory chain enzymes can be measured in muscle tissue. The 
identification of numerous mitochondrial DNA muta-
tions provides specific genetic diagnoses, including dupli-
cations, deletions, multiple deletions, and more than 100 
pathogenic point mutations.

Treatment is symptomatic for seizures (with avoid-
ance of valproic acid, which is contraindicated because of 
depletion of carnitine and direct inhibitory effects on the 
mitochondrial respiratory chain). Electrolyte disturbances 
related to hypoparathyroidism and diabetes mellitus are 
corrected. Thyroid replacement alleviates hypothyroidism, 
and cardiac pacemaker placement prolongs life in those 
with Kearns-Sayre syndrome with conduction defects. 
Impairments in the oxidative phosphorylation pathway can 
generate increased amounts of free radical; consequently, 
antioxidants are prescribed (which include β-carotene, vita-
min C, vitamin E, and CoQ10). CoQ10 shuttles electrons 
from complex I and II to complex III and can stabilize the 
oxidative phosphorylation enzyme complexes within the 
inner mitochondrial membrane. The dose for CoQ10 in 
adults is 50 to 100 mg, three times per day. L-Carnitine is 
also recommended. Dichloroacetate increases the pyruvate 
dehydrogenase complex and reduces lactate. Aerobic train-
ing is recommended for those with some mitochondrial 
conditions.

Kearns-Sayre Syndrome. These patients show progressive 
external ophthalmoplegia, retinitis pigmentosa on fundo-
scopic examination, and complete heart block. Onset is 
usually before 20 years of age. Cerebellar findings can be 
present on physical examination, and patients can show 
limb weakness, hearing loss, diabetes mellitus, hypo-
parathyroidism, irregular menses, and growth hormone 
deficiency. Dementia can be progressive. CSF protein is fre-
quently greater than 100 mg/dL.

Myoclonus Epilepsy With Ragged Red Fibers. This clini-
cal syndrome is defined by the presence of myoclonus, gen-
eralized seizures, ataxia, and ragged red fibers on muscle 
biopsy. Symptoms usually begin in childhood. Other com-
mon clinical manifestations include hearing loss, demen-
tia, exercise intolerance, and lactic acidosis. Multiple 
lipomatosis is common. Multiple members of a pedigree 
usually show the full syndrome.

Mitochondrial Encephalopathy, Lactic Acidosis, and 
Strokelike Episodes. This clinical syndrome is character-
ized by strokelike episodes at a young age (typically before 
40 years), lactic acidosis, and encephalopathy evident as 
seizures, dementia, or both. Muscle biopsy shows ragged 
red fibers as a result of respiratory chain defects. Other fre-
quent clinical features include normal early development, 
limb weakness, ataxia, myoclonus, migraine-like head-
aches, recurrent nausea and vomiting, and hearing loss. 
The abrupt-onset strokes often affect the occipital cortex 
but can involve other regions of the brain. These patients 
often describe an antecedent history of migraine headaches 
that often occur before the strokelike event. Patients can 
experience improvement over weeks to months, but these 
events virtually always recur. The lesions do not conform 
to territories of large vessels, a finding that favors the term 
strokelike episodes. Based on the hypothesis that MELAS 
is caused by impaired vasodilation in an intracerebral 
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artery, oral L-arginine, a nitric oxide precursor, has been 
administered acutely within 30 minutes of a stroke, and 
this treatment was shown to significantly decrease the fre-
quency and severity of strokelike episodes.73

Neuropathy, Ataxia, and Retinitis Pigmentosa. This dis-
order consists of the variable combinations of proximal 
neurogenic limb weakness, sensory neuropathy, ataxia, pig-
mentary retinopathy, developmental delay, dementia, and 
seizures. The onset occurs in teens and young adults, and 
the course is gradually progressive.

Mitochondrial Neurogastrointestinal Encephalomyop-
athy. This syndrome is clinically recognized by the unusual 
combination of six features: PEO, severe gastrointestinal 
dysmotility, cachexia, peripheral neuropathy, diffuse leu-
koencephalopathy on MRI, and evidence of mitochon-
drial dysfunction (histologic, biochemical, or genetic). The 
peripheral neuropathy and the prominent gastrointestinal 
dysmotility are defining features. Lactic acidosis at rest is 
present in two thirds of patients. Both axonal and demye-
lination polyneuropathy is frequent. Muscle biopsy reveals 
ragged red fibers and neurogenic changes.

Specific Acquired Myopathies

Inflammatory Myopathies

The hallmark of an inflammatory myopathy is the predom-
inance of inflammatory cells on muscle biopsy. The three 
primary types are polymyositis, dermatomyositis, and 
inclusion body myositis (IBM). Although each is distinct, 
this group of myopathies is thought to involve immune-
mediated processes possibly triggered by environmental 
factors in genetically susceptible individuals. Dermato-
myositis and polymyositis can be associated with disorders 
of the heart and lung, as well as neoplasms. An inflamma-
tory myopathy can also be present as part of a multisystem 
disorder in other connective tissue diseases, most com-
monly scleroderma, systemic lupus erythematosus, mixed 
connective tissue disease, and Sjögren’s syndrome. Overall, 
the age of onset for idiopathic inflammatory myopathies 
is bimodal, with peaks between 10 and 15 years of age in 
children and between 45 and 60 years of age in adults. 
Women are affected twice as often, with the exception of 
IBM, which is twice as common in men. It is important 
to diagnose accurately and in a timely fashion for both 
dermatomyositis and polymyositis because treatment is 
available and the prognosis depends on early initiation of 
immunotherapy.

Dermatomyositis

Characteristic features of dermatomyositis include muscle 
weakness that can present acutely, subacutely, or insidi-
ously, along with a characteristic rash. This violaceous, 
scaling rash typically involves the eyelids and occurs with 
periorbital edema, termed a heliotrope rash. Other common 
locations for the rash are the dorsum of the hands, exten-
sor surfaces of the knees and elbows, and ankles. Myal-
gias might or might not be present. The weakness initially 
involves the proximal musculature and can progress to 
the distal muscles. Pharyngeal muscle involvement is evi-
dent from the frequent finding of dysphagia or dysphonia. 
Other manifestations include cardiac dysrhythmias and 
cardiomyopathy, joint arthralgias, and interstitial lung dis-
ease. There appears to be an association between dermato-
myositis and occult carcinoma in adults, and a judicious 
workup for carcinoma is advisable in newly diagnosed 
adult patients.

Childhood dermatomyositis differs somewhat from 
the adult version because of the higher incidence of vas-
culitis, ectopic calcification in the subcutaneous tissues 
or muscle, and lipodystrophy. Corticosteroids alone are 
often highly effective in both inducing a remission and 
preventing a recurrence, and can usually be gradually 
withdrawn. Adults with dermatomyositis do not respond 
to corticosteroids so predictably, and other immunosup-
pressive agents are often required. It can be difficult to 
fully discontinue pharmacologic treatment.

Polymyositis

The diagnosis of polymyositis is often more difficult to 
make than dermatomyositis because no distinctive rash 
is present. It rarely occurs before age 20. Proximal limb 
and neck flexor muscle weakness presenting subacutely or 
insidiously should raise suspicion for polymyositis. Myal-
gias are present in as many as one third of patients but 
are not generally the predominant symptom. CK elevation 
usually occurs at some point in the disease and is gener-
ally a reasonable indicator of disease severity. CK can be 
normal in advanced cases with significant muscle atrophy. 
Needle EMG shows a classic triad of abnormal spontane-
ous rest activity, myopathic motor unit action potentials 
with early myopathic recruitment, and complex repeti-
tive discharges. Increasingly MRI of affected muscles with 
both T2 and short tau inversion recovery images is used 
diagnostically for polymyositis and dermatomyositis.118 
Muscle biopsies must be interpreted with caution because 
of the potential for sampling error. Potential cardiac and 
pulmonary manifestations are similar to dermatomyositis. 
Underlying carcinoma might less commonly occur than 
with dermatomyositis in adults. Treatment is primarily 
with corticosteroids supplemented by other immunosup-
pressive medications.

Inclusion Body Myositis

A third type of inflammatory myopathy with a different 
pattern of involvement is termed inclusion body myositis 
because of the presence of both inflammatory cells and 
vacuolated muscle fibers with nuclear and cytoplasmic 
fibrillary inclusions. IBM is now recognized as the most 
common myopathy in patients aged more than 50 years.3 
Males are affected more than females. IBM has distinctive 
involvement of both proximal and distal musculature. 
In particular, the wrist and finger flexors are often more 
affected than the extensors, and the quadriceps can be 
affected out of proportion to other muscle groups. About 
one third have dysphagia, and the disease can be mistaken 
for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis because age of onset is 
frequently after 50. IBM is relentlessly progressive in most 
cases, sometimes to the point of requiring a wheelchair for 
mobility. Unfortunately it is not responsive to immuno-
suppressive medications, and treatment primarily involves 
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appropriate rehabilitation interventions such as provision 
of assistive devices.

Toxic Myopathies

Medications and toxins can have various effects on muscle 
and its function. They can either directly injure muscle cells 
or indirectly via electrolyte disturbances, muscle ischemia, 
excessive muscle activity, and immune mechanisms. The 
muscle effects of medications and toxins can be focal or 
generalized, and it can occur acutely or after prolonged 
exposure.

Corticosteroid Atrophy and “Steroid Myopathy”

Although muscle weakness is an infrequent symptom of 
patients with endogenous hypercortisolism (Cushing’s 
syndrome), long-standing administration of exogenous 
corticosteroids is a common cause of proximal greater 
than distal muscular weakness and atrophy. Prednisone 
dosages higher than 30 mg/day increase vulnerability com-
pared with lower dosages or an alternate-day regimen.14 
The extent of weakness does not necessarily correlate with 
the duration of drug treatment. CK levels are generally 
normal or reduced, and muscle biopsy demonstrates type 
II greater than type I fiber atrophy. This is probably due 
to reduced muscle protein synthesis rather than increased 
catabolism. Some evidence exists that resistance exercise 
training might help reduce or prevent steroid-induced 
myopathy.16

Medication-Associated Myopathies

The 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl–coenzyme A reductase 
inhibitors have been developed as treatment for hypercho-
lesterolemia. With initiation of these cholesterol-lowering 
agents, often called collectively the statin medications, 
transient myalgia and mildly elevated CK levels can be 
observed. The symptoms rarely progress to a necrotizing 
myopathy characterized by acute to subacute proximal 
weakness, prominent muscle tenderness, and significantly 
elevated serum CK. In severe cases, myoglobinuria can also 
occur. Stopping the medication typically leads to resolu-
tion of symptoms and return of serum CK to normal levels 
within several weeks. Other cholesterol- and lipid- lowering 
agents that are fibric acid derivatives can also cause myop-
athy. Amphiphilic agents (used as antimalarial and anti-
rheumatic medications) and antimicrotubular agents 
(such as colchicines and vincristine) have also been shown 
to cause myopathies.

Alcohol-Related Myopathies

Alcohol-related myopathies are thought to be the most 
common toxic myopathies. Muscle effects of alcohol 
are diverse, from acute necrotizing myopathy with myo-
globinuria to chronic atrophic myopathy. The common 
symptoms of acute alcoholic myopathy are diffuse mus-
cle cramps, myalgia, muscle swelling, and weakness. The 
exact mechanisms of alcohol-related myopathies are 
unknown at this time; however, the severity of alcoholic 
myopathies appears to be related to history of heavy, 
either acute or prolonged, alcohol intake. Treatment is 
withdrawal of alcohol and correction of any electrolyte 
disturbances.
Endocrine Myopathies

Thyroid Disorders

Symptoms of muscle pain, cramps, or spasms are frequent 
in untreated hypothyroidism; however, only about one 
third of patients have demonstrable muscle weakness.71 In 
these patients, subtle proximal weakness with hyporeflexia 
and delayed relaxation of reflexes is evident. A polymyositis-
like syndrome with more profound proximal weakness 
and elevation of muscle enzymes can also occur.77 CK can 
be elevated 10- to 100-fold. Muscle histology is nonspe-
cific, and the weakness resolves with appropriate thyroid 
hormone replacement. Thyrotoxicosis can present with 
symptoms of muscle weakness and proximal weakness, 
atrophy, and preserved or even brisk reflexes on examina-
tion. CK level is usually normal or low, and muscle biopsy 
can be normal or show predominant atrophy of type II 
fibers. The etiology is probably from increased catabolism 
of muscle tissue. Treatment of the thyrotoxicosis improves 
the myopathy.

Infectious Myopathies

HIV Infection

HIV infection can be associated with an inflammatory 
myopathy or myositis, generally in patients with AIDS. The 
clinical presentation is similar to idiopathic polymyositis, 
with symmetric proximal weakness and elevation of serum 
CK. This disorder needs to be distinguished from the myo-
toxicity of zidovudine, as well as the generalized weakness 
and muscle wasting that can occur with advancing HIV 
infection.

Myopathies Associated With Systemic 
Disease

Many major illnesses are associated with muscle compro-
mise. These are not generally demonstrable by manual 
muscle testing but result in poor muscle endurance and 
reduced motor performance with functional tasks. This is 
not generally classified as a “myopathic” disorder. Certain 
systemic diseases or conditions, however, do have a par-
ticular predilection to involve muscle and might be con-
sidered myopathies.

With severe illness, often in the intensive care setting, 
patients can develop critical illness myopathy, critical 
illness polyneuropathy, or a combination of these syn-
dromes.115,129 Critical illness myopathy can develop in 
patients who received high doses of corticosteroids with or 
without neuromuscular-blocking agents or who have sep-
sis with multiorgan system failure. Necrotizing myopathy 
can be associated with an underlying neoplasm, especially 
adenocarcinoma of the gastrointestinal system or lung 
cancer.

Electrolyte disturbances associated with systemic illness 
of various causes can produce myopathy. Hypokalemia 
is the most common electrolyte disturbance producing 
muscle weakness. This can be related to the use of diuret-
ics or chronic diarrhea. Weakness is usually proximal, and 
CK elevation corresponds to the level of weakness. Frank 
rhabdomyolysis can be present, with muscle fiber necrosis 
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noted on muscle biopsy. Clinical resolution occurs with 
correction of the hypokalemia. Other electrolyte abnormal-
ities, which can also be associated with muscle weakness, 
include hypocalcemia and hypercalcemia, hypophosphate-
mia, hyponatremia, and hypermagnesemia.

Rehabilitation of Myopathic 
Disorders

The following discussion emphasizes general principles in 
the rehabilitation management of myopathies with several 
specific conditions used to illustrate key concepts. Rehabil-
itation approaches directed at improving impairment and 
resultant disability can substantially improve the quality of 
life and community integration of these patients.

Multidisciplinary Care

Although most myopathies remain largely incurable, as 
is the case for most neuromuscular diseases at this time, 
they are not untreatable. Rehabilitation specialists have an 
important role in the care of patients with myopathies to 
maximize their functional capacities, prolong or maintain 
independent locomotion and function, prevent physical 
deformity and medical complications, and provide access 
for integration into the community with quality of life in 
mind. The comprehensive management of all the varied 
clinical problems associated with myopathies and other 
neuromuscular diseases often requires specialists from 
neurology, cardiology, pulmonology, orthopedic surgery, 
as well as clinical specialists in physical therapy, occupa-
tional therapy, speech therapy, and orthoses. Coordination 
of this care can be best handled by neuromuscular and 
rehabilitation medicine specialists knowledgeable in vari-
ous myopathies.

Exercise in Neuromuscular Disease

Exercise prescriptions and recommendations in myopa-
thies need to consider the specific disease condition and 
the developmental status of the patient.

Strengthening Exercise in Rapidly Progressive Myopa-
thies. The more rapidly progressive myopathies generally 
include the dystrophic myopathies. The inherent instability 
of the sarcolemmal membrane predisposes to membrane 
injury as a result of mechanical loads. Theoretically, eccen-
tric or lengthening contractions produce more mechanical 
stress on muscle fiber than concentric or shortening con-
tractions. Many of the muscle groups showing the greatest 
weakness early in the course of DMD are muscle groups 
that perform a great deal of eccentric activity, such as the 
hip extensors, knee extensors, and ankle dorsiflexors. In 
addition, lower limb muscles in this population experience 
more mechanical loads than upper limb muscle groups, 
and weakness in the lower limbs generally predates weak-
ness in the upper limbs. Edwards et al.41 proposed that 
routine eccentric contractions occurring during gait are a 
likely source of the pattern of weakness typically seen in 
myopathies.

There can be increased weakness after strengthening 
exercise in DMD.13 Animal work using dystrophic dogs 
has shown significant increases in CK values immediately 
after exercise. No systemic human studies using the DMD 
population have shown any deleterious effects of resis-
tance exercise. Based on the theoretic susceptibility of the 
dystrophin-deficient sarcolemmal membrane to mechani-
cal injury, as well as the relative paucity of investigations, 
it is prudent to recommend a submaximal strengthening 
program for those with DMD and other rapidly progressive 
dystrophic disorders. A great concern is how to incorpo-
rate these activities effectively into the daily routine of the 
child, while avoiding the use of tedious regimens that use 
progressive resistive exercises. Incorporation of the activ-
ity into recreational pursuits and aquatic-based therapy 
are probably the most reasonable approaches for the pre-
adolescent child.21

Strengthening Exercise in Slowly Progressive Myopa-
thies. Only supervised strengthening programs in this 
population have been advocated. A moderate resistance 
home exercise program (using a less-supervised approach) 
was recently devised that demonstrated similar strength 
gains in both neuromuscular disease patients and nor-
mal control subjects without evidence of overwork weak-
ness.1 Based on this encouraging result, the home program 
was advanced to high resistance training in similar sub-
jects without apparent additive beneficial effects; in fact, 
eccentrically measured elbow flexor strength decreased 
significantly.70

Based on the above investigations, the authors believe 
that there is adequate evidence to generally advocate a sub-
maximal strengthening program for persons with slowly 
progressive myopathies. There seems to be no additional 
benefit to high-resistance, low-repetition training sets, and 
the risk of increasing weakness becomes greater. Improve-
ment in strength will hopefully translate to more func-
tional issues such as improved endurance and mobility.

Aerobic Exercise in Myopathies. Aerobic exercise refers to 
rhythmic, prolonged activity at a level sufficient to provide 
a beneficial training stimulus to the cardiopulmonary and 
muscular systems, but below the threshold where anaerobic 
metabolism of fuels is the primary source of energy. The 
response of normal skeletal muscle to this type of training 
includes increased capillary density in the muscle to improve 
substrate transfer, increased skeletal muscle mitochondrial 
size and density, higher concentrations of skeletal muscle 
oxidative enzymes, and improvement in use of fat as an 
energy source for muscular activity. Patients with myopa-
thies have a diminished capacity for exercise. Children with 
DMD have been shown to have low cardiovascular capac-
ity and peripheral oxygen use with higher resting heart rate 
compared with controls.111 Physical ability and exercise 
capacity are more likely to be limited by muscle strength 
than by deterioration of cardiorespiratory function. In a 
recent study using a home-based aerobic walking program, 
subjects with slowly progressive neuromuscular disease 
showed modest improvement in aerobic capacity without 
evidence of overwork weakness or excessive fatigue.133 It is 
likely that alternative exercise approaches, such as aquatic-
based therapy, will need to be used in children with more 
severe neuromuscular diseases who are nonambulatory 
and have less than antigravity muscle strength.
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One group recently studied the effect of endurance train-
ing on conditioning and strength in adult BMD. Subjects 
cycled 50, 30-minute sessions at 65% of their maximal oxy-
gen uptake (Vo2max) over 12 weeks, and six patients con-
tinued cycling for 1 year. Endurance training for 12 weeks 
significantly improved Vo2max by 47% (±11%) and maxi-
mal workload by 80% (±19%) in patients. CK levels did 
not increase with training. Strength in muscles involved in 
the cycle exercise (knee extension, dorsiflexion, and plan-
tar flexion) increased significantly by 13% to 40%. All 
improvements and safety markers were maintained after 
1 year of training. Endurance training was demonstrated 
to be a safe method to increase exercise performance and 
daily function in patients with BMD, and the findings sup-
port an active approach to rehabilitation of patients with 
BMD.116

Management of Limb Contractures and Deformity

The management of limb contractures in progressive 
neuromuscular disease and the role of stretching, orthot-
ics, and surgery have been comprehensively reviewed.83 
Contracture is defined as the lack of full active or passive 
ROM caused by joint, muscle, or soft tissue limitation. 
Contractures can be arthrogenic, soft tissue, or myogenic. 
A combination of intrinsic structural changes of muscle 
and extrinsic factors that lead to myogenic contractures is 
shown in Box 48-3. In general, dystrophic myopathies have 
a high degree of fibrosis and fatty infiltration, placing these 
patients at higher risk for contractures. Significant contrac-
tures have been most commonly identified in DMD, BMD, 
EMD, CMD, autosomal recessive LGMD, FSHD muscular 
dystrophy, and MMD.

Contractures and progressive myopathic conditions 
should be managed with the following concepts in mind:
 1.  Prevention of contractures requires early diagnosis and 

initiation of physical medicine approaches such as 
passive ROM, and splinting wall contractures are still 
mild.

 2.  Contractures are inevitable in some myopathic condi-
tions, such as DMD.

 3.  Advanced contractures become fixed and show little 
response to stretching programs.

 4.  A major rationale for controlling contractures of the 
lower extremity is to minimize the adverse effect of 

 •  Degree of fibrosis and fatty tissue infiltration
 •  Static positioning and lack of full active and passive range 

of motion
 •  Imbalance of agonist and antagonist muscle strength across 

the joint
 •  Lack of upright weight-bearing and static positioning in 

sitting
 •  Compensatory postural changes used to biomechanically 

stabilize joints for upright standing
 •  Functional anatomy of muscles and joints (multijoint 

muscle groups in which the origin and insertion crosses  
multiple joints)

 

BOX 48-3.

Intrinsic Structural Changes of Muscle and Extrinsic 
Factors That Lead to Myogenic Contractures
contractures on independent ambulation; however, the 
major cause of wheelchair reliance in most myopathies 
is generally weakness, not contracture formation.

 5.  Static positioning of both upper and lower extremity 
joints in patients with weak musculature is the most 
important cause of contracture formation.

 6.  Passive stretching for control of lower limb contractures 
is most successful in ambulatory patients with early 
mild joint contractures.

 7.  Upper limb contractures might not negatively affect the 
function if they are mild.

 8.  Joint ROM should be monitored regularly by physical 
therapists and occupational therapists using objective 
goniometric measurement.
Principal therapy modalities must be regularly carried 

out to prevent or delay the development of lower extrem-
ity contractures for those at risk for musculoskeletal 
deformity. These include (1) regularly prescribed periods 
of daily standing and walking if the patient is function-
ally capable of being upright; (2) passive stretching of 
muscles and joints with a daily home program; (3) posi-
tioning of the leg to promote extension and oppose joint 
flexion when the patient is non–weight-bearing through 
the lower extremities; and (4) night splinting, which is 
a useful measure for the prevention or delay of ankle 
contracture.

In the upper limb, elbow flexion contractures in dys-
trophic myopathies can occur soon after transition to the 
wheelchair, secondary to static positioning of the arms 
and elbow flexion on the armrests of the wheelchair.85 
Other associated deformities in DMD and other dystro-
phic myopathies include forearm pronator tightness and 
wrist flexion–ulnar deviation in the later stages of the 
disease. The regular palm-down position of the hand 
increases the occurrence of forearm pronator contracture. 
Mild elbow flexion contractures of less than 5 degrees are 
of no functional consequence to the patient using crutches 
or a wheelchair. Severe elbow flexion contractures of more 
than 60 degrees are associated with decreased distal upper 
limb function and produce difficulty when dressing and 
eating.

Passive stretching of the elbow flexors can be combined 
with passive stretching into forearm supination to help pre-
vent contractures. Prophylactic occupational therapy man-
agement of the wrist and hand is recommended in some 
myopathies to slow the development of contractures and 
to maintain fine motor skills. Daily passive stretching of 
the wrist flexors and intrinsic and extrinsic muscles of the 
hand and wrist is recommended, as are active ROM exer-
cises for the wrist and long finger flexors. Nighttime resting 
splints are recommended. They promote wrist extension, 
metacarpophalangeal extension, and proximal interpha-
langeal flexion. Daytime positioning should emphasize 
wrist and finger extension, but any splinting should not 
compromise sensation or function.

Shoulder contractures are less problematic in patients 
with profound proximal muscle weakness. Combined 
shoulder internal rotation, adduction contracture, and 
elbow flexion deformity can interfere with self-feeding. 
Severe shoulder internal rotation deformities can also 
complicate dressing, produce pain on passive ROM, and 
cause pain during sleep.
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Bracing and Orthotic Management and Orthopedic 
Surgical Management of Limb Deformity

Management of Myopathies With Proximal Weak-
ness and Contractures. The prototypical disorder in 
which bracing and surgical management of contractures 
for prolonged ambulation has been applied is DMD. In 
this population, wheelchair reliance is imminent when 
knee extension strength becomes less than antigravity 
and time to ambulate 30 feet is greater than 12 seconds.9 
A number of principles should be emphasized for these 
populations. First, with an appropriate and aggressive 
home-based therapy program, equinovarus contractures 
generally are absent or very mild in those with DMD at 
the time walking ability ceases.9 In addition, hip and knee 
flexion contractures are also absent or extremely mild in 
ambulatory DMD patients at the time of transition to 
wheelchair. The wide-based Trendelenburg gait, exhibited 
by these patients with gluteus medius weakness, places the 
hip in an abducted position, leading to iliotibial band con-
tractures. The late phase of ambulation often is associated 
with more marked contractures involving the iliotibial 
bands and heel cords because DMD patients spend more 
time sitting and less time standing. The release of contrac-
tures at both the heel cord and iliotibial band generally 
is necessary to obtain successful knee–ankle–foot ortho-
sis (KAFO) bracing.53,109,112 Other authors have reported 
bracing of DMD patients without surgical release of the 
iliotibial bands.108,123 Hip and knee flexion contractures 
generally are not severe enough to interfere with bracing at 
the time of transition to wheelchair.85 The iliotibial band 
contractures can be released with a low Yount fasciotomy 
and a high Ober fasciotomy. The ankle deformity can be 
corrected by either a tendo-Achilles lengthening (TAL) or a 
TAL combined with a surgical transfer of the posterior tibi-
alis muscle tendon to the dorsum of the foot. The posterior 
tibialis tendon transfer corrects the equinovarus deformity 
but prolongs the time in a cast and recovery time, and it 
increases the risks of prolonged sitting.

Orthopedic surgical release of these contractures allows 
the DMD patient to be braced in lightweight polypropyl-
ene KAFOs with the sole and ankle set at 90 degrees, drop-
lock knee joints, and ischial weight-bearing polypropylene 
upper thigh component. DMD patients who are braced 
might require a walker for additional support. At times, 
DMD patients who have had excellent home stretching 
programs can be placed immediately into KAFO bracing 
without surgical tenotomies.

Although DMD subjects are still ambulating indepen-
dently without orthoses, they often use their ankle equi-
nus posturing from the gastrocnemius–soleus group to 
create a knee extension moment at foot contact, which 
stabilizes the knee when the quadriceps muscle is weak. 
Several authors have cautioned against isolated heel cord 
tenotomies while DMD patients are still ambulating inde-
pendently. Overcorrection of the heel cord contracture in a 
DMD patient can result in the immediate loss of the ability 
to walk without bracing unless the quadriceps are grade 4 
in strength or better.83

The duration of ambulation in patients with DMD 
has been successfully prolonged by prompt surgery and 
bracing, when immediately implemented after loss of 
independent ambulation. The gains in additional walking 
time have been variable but are generally reported between  
2 and 3 years.

Long-term benefits of prolonged walking include 
decreased severity of heel cord and knee flexion contrac-
tures at age 16.124 This might ultimately improve shoe wear 
tolerance and foot positioning on the wheelchair leg rests. 
Prolonged ambulation by lower limb bracing in those with 
DMD has never been documented to be an independent 
factor in the prevention of scoliosis. Disadvantages of 
braced ambulation center around the excessive energy cost 
of braced ambulation and safety concerns in the event of 
falls. DMD subjects with KAFO bracing usually need gait 
training by physical therapy, and they need to be taught 
fall techniques.

Weakness is the major cause of loss of ambulation in 
patients with DMD, not contracture formation. Conse-
quently, the primary indication of orthopedic surgical 
tenotomies and posterior tibialis tendon transfers likely 
is the provision of optimal alignment for KAFO bracing. 
Little evidence supports the efficacy of early prophylactic 
lower limb surgery in those with DMD for independently 
producing prolonged ambulation.78,83,85,107 In general, 
with the increased use of corticosteroids in DMD patients, 
there has been a trend over the past 2 decades toward 
reduced use of lower extremity surgery and long leg brac-
ing to prolong ambulation.21

Management of Myopathies With Concomitant 
Distal Lower Extremity Weakness

Ankle dorsiflexors are often clinically weaker than ankle 
plantar flexors in those with myopathies, in part because 
of the reduced cross-sectional area of the anterior com-
partment relative to the posterior compartment. Specifi-
cally ankle dorsiflexion weakness is present in patients 
with DMD, BMD, FSHD, scapuloperoneal distribution 
LGMD, and EMD. Ankle–foot orthoses (AFOs) often are 
used for patients with distal weakness. Daytime AFOs 
are generally contraindicated in situations such as DMD 
where patients use equinus posturing with forefoot ini-
tial contact to maintain a knee extension moment in the 
setting of quadriceps weakness. Heel cord contractures 
might need to be surgically lengthened to allow for AFO 
or KAFO bracing.

Management of Spinal Deformity

Severe spinal deformity in progressive myopathies leads to 
multiple problems, including poor sitting balance, diffi-
culty with upright seating and positioning, pain, difficulty 
in parental or attendant care, and potential exacerbation 
of underlying restrictive respiratory compromise. Severe 
scoliosis and pelvic obliquity can, in some instances, 
completely preclude upright sitting in a wheelchair. The 
management of spinal deformity and progressive neuro-
muscular disease has been reviewed.17 Populations at risk 
for scoliosis include those with DMD, autosomal recessive 
LGMD, CMD, FSHD muscular dystrophy, and congenital 
MMD. Whereas previous estimates of incidence of severe 
scoliosis in DMD patients approached 80% to 90%, recent 
evidence suggests that corticosteroids might significantly 
decrease the incidence of severe progressive scoliosis in 
those with DMD.11
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Close clinical monitoring is essential for children and 
teens with myopathies at risk for scoliosis. Curves can 
progress rapidly during the adolescent growth spurt, and 
children need to be monitored every 3 to 4 months during 
this time with clinical assessment and spine radiographs 
if indicated. In addition, patients who are likely to require 
surgical arthrodesis at some point should be monitored 
with pulmonary function tests every 6 months. A FVC fall-
ing below 30% to 40% of predicted does not contraindi-
cate surgery80 but is associated with increased perioperative 
morbidity and the likely need for prolonged noninvasive 
ventilatory support during the postoperative recovery 
period.89 Consequently, there is often a critical window of 
time in which the spinal deformity is evident and likely to 
continue to progress, and the restrictive lung disease is not 
of a severity that would contraindicate surgery or be associ-
ated with perioperative complications.

The management of spinal deformity with orthoses 
is ineffective in DMD patients and does not change the 
natural history of the curve. Spinal orthoses are also often 
reported to be uncomfortable and poorly tolerated by 
DMD patients. Vital capacity potentially can also be low-
ered with constrictive orthoses. On the other hand, in those 
with myopathies with spinal deformity beginning in the 
first decade of life, such as CMD, congenital MMD, and 
some congenital myopathies, spinal bracing is generally 
used to improve sitting balance in patients who are unable 
to walk. In addition, spinal orthoses are used in these 
younger patients in an attempt to halt curve progression 
until children are 10 or 11 years of age, when a single pos-
terior spinal arthrodesis procedure is sufficient. Children 
younger than the age of 10 generally require both anterior 
and posterior spinal arthrodesis because of continued spi-
nal growth, which decreases in rate after age 11 or 12. If a 
younger child has a severe progressive curve and severely 
compromised pulmonary function, a posterior fusion can 
be considered with acceptance of the fact that some rota-
tional “crank shaft deformity” will ensue.

Spinal arthrodesis is the only effective treatment for 
scoliosis in those with DMD, autosomal recessive LGMD, 
CMD, and congenital MMD. The decision to pursue poste-
rior spinal surgical instrumentation involves a consideration 
of the severity of the restrictive lung disease, severity of the 
cardiomyopathy, severity and flexibility of the spinal defor-
mity, and likelihood that the spinal deformity will continue 
to progress. Surgical spinal arthrodesis should be deferred to 
a later date in marginally ambulatory patients with LGMD, 
CMD, and FSHD because these individuals might use sig-
nificant lumbar lordosis during gait to compensate for hip 
extensor weakness.

Provision of Functional Mobility

Antigravity quadriceps strength is generally required for 
community ambulation in patients with myopathies. 
Short-distance ambulation can be achieved by some 
patients with more severe weakness using KAFO bracing 
with or without a walker. Such orthotic intervention is 
often provided to patients with LGMD2, CMD, DMD, and 
BMD. Children with DMD, some LGMD subtypes, CMD, 
and congenital myopathies typically use power mobility 
devices for functional mobility. Children can usually be 
taught to safely operate a power wheelchair when they are 
at the developmental age of approximately 2 years.24,25 The 
initial power wheelchair prescription needs to consider the 
natural history of the myopathy condition over the follow-
ing 5 years. This is because some children will subsequently 
develop the need for a power recline system, and the chair 
needs to be able to accommodate such a reclining feature. 
In those with more severe disability, the power wheelchair 
electronics should be sufficiently sophisticated to incorpo-
rate alternative drive control systems, environmental con-
trol adaptations, and possibly communication systems for 
patients who are unable to vocalize.

Pulmonary Management

Pulmonary complications are recognized as the leading 
cause of mortality in those with childhood neuromuscular 
disease. Respiratory insufficiency in neuromuscular disease 
results from a number of factors, including (1) respiratory 
muscle weakness and fatigue, (2) alteration of respiratory 
system mechanics, and (3) impairment of a central control 
of respiration. Progressive muscle weakness and fatigue 
lead to restrictive lung disease and ultimately to hypoven-
tilation, hypercarbia, and respiratory failure. Increases in 
elastic load on respiratory muscles occur because of chest 
wall stiffness, airway secretions, and ineffective cough 
mechanism. This can result in atelectasis and increased air-
way resistance, and kyphoscoliosis can further alter respi-
ratory mechanics. Defects in central control of respiration 
can be secondary to the hypoxemia and hypercarbia that 
is associated with severe restrictive lung disease. Signifi-
cant nocturnal decreases in the partial pressure of oxygen, 
as well as elevations in arterial partial pressure of carbon 
dioxide, also occur in those with more severe restrictive 
lung disease. Hypercarbia or hypoxemia occurring at night 
can have a role in reducing daytime central respiratory 
drive. A chronic increase in the bicarbonate pool can blunt 
the stimulus to breathe, which generates respiratory acido-
sis and perpetuates the hypercarbic state. Expiratory mus-
cle weakness can produce an ineffective cough, problems 
with clearance of secretions, and predisposal to pulmonary 
infections.

Respiratory Failure Can Present Acutely or Insidi-
ously. Respiratory difficulties in the delivery room or early 
infancy can be seen in those with acute infantile type I spi-
nal muscular atrophy, myotubular myopathy, congenital 
hypomyelinating neuropathy, congenital infantile myas-
thenia, congenital MMD, transitory neonatal myasthenia, 
and severe neurogenic arthrogryposis. In most other child-
hood neuromuscular diseases, respiratory insufficiency 
develops more insidiously unless an acute decompensa-
tion occurs from an event such as an aspiration episode 
or acute onset of weakness, as seen in Guillain-Barré syn-
drome, botulism, and myasthenic syndromes. Signs and 
symptoms of significant respiratory difficulties can include 
subcostal retractions, accessory respiratory muscle recruit-
ment, nasal flaring, exertional dyspnea or dyspnea at rest, 
orthopnea, generalized fatigue, and paradoxic breathing 
patterns. A history of nightmares, morning headaches, and 
daytime drowsiness can indicate nocturnal hypoventila-
tion with sleep-disordered breathing. Pulmonary function 
tests have been used to help in the decision-making pro-
cess regarding the institution of mechanical ventilation. 
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In a study of 53 patients with proximal myopathy, hyper-
carbia occurred when the maximal inspiratory pressure 
was less than 30% of predicted and when vital capacity 
was less than 55% of predicted.17 Other authors6,34 have 
noted lower values for vital capacity measurements in their 
patients with DMD at the time they required institution 
of mechanical ventilatory support. Hahn et al.50 reported 
the predicted value of maximal static airway pressures in 
predicting impending respiratory failure. Splaingard113 
reviewed a series of 40 patients with a diverse group of 
neuromuscular disease conditions. They noted that all 
their patients who required mechanical ventilation had a 
vital capacity of 25% or less with at least one of the fol-
lowing associated findings: Paco2 more than 55 mm Hg, 
recurrent atelectasis or pneumonia, moderate dyspnea at 
rest, or congestive heart failure.

Noninvasive forms of both positive and negative pres-
sure ventilation are being increasingly applied to chil-
dren with neuromuscular diseases.44,45 Patients might 
initially require ventilatory support for only part of the 
day. Noninvasive nocturnal ventilation has become 
a widely accepted clinical practice, providing ventila-
tory assistance for patients while sleeping and allowing 
them to breathe on their own during the day. Intermit-
tent ventilation can ameliorate symptoms of respiratory 
failure, reduce hypercarbia, increase oxygenation (even 
during periods off the ventilator), and prolong survival 
in patients with neuromuscular disease. The long-term 
use of noninvasive ventilation can be associated with 
fewer complications than ventilation via a tracheostomy; 
however, bulbar muscle function should be adequate for 
safe swallowing.6 Ventilatory support has allowed pro-
longed survival and acceptable quality of life in those 
with DMD.4,5 Consensus standards exist for the use of 
noninvasive ventilation in the setting of sedation for pro-
cedures or anesthesia.12

Improved pulmonary toilet and clearance of secretions 
can be achieved with assisted cough, deep breathing and 
set-up spirometry, percussion, and postural drainage. Air-
way clearance strategies such as the cough assist/inexsuf-
flator, TheraVest, or intrapulmonary percussion ventilation 
are also important pulmonary management strategies.45

Nutritional Management

Management of Swallowing Problems. Involvement of 
palatal and pharyngeal muscles can produce dysphagia. 
Patients at particular risk include those with congenital 
myopathies, such as myotubular myopathy, oculopharyn-
geal muscular dystrophy, late-stage DMD, and late-stage 
LGMD2. The presence of dysphagia in neuromuscular 
disease patients has been documented by others.63,131 The 
function of the swallowing mechanism is best evaluated 
with a fluoroscopic video dynamic swallowing evalua-
tion. DMD patients have a high prevalence of dysphagia 
during the late stages of the disease.63 DMD patients can 
also rarely develop acute gastric dilatation secondary to 
gastric paresis.9 Poor nutritional status, labored feeding, 
and symptoms of dysphagia are indications for initiation 
of supplemental enteral feedings via a nasogastric tube or 
gastrostomy. Gastroesophageal reflux with risk of aspira-
tion can be an indication for placement of a gastrojejunos-
tomy tube.
Energy and Protein Supplementation. Severe deficits 
in energy and protein intake have been documented in 
patients with DMD99,100 during the second decade. Sub-
stantial weight loss has been documented in those with 
DMD between the ages of 17 and 21. Protein and calorie 
needs in DMD patients can be approximately 160% that 
required for able-bodied adolescents. Beneficial effects in 
weight gain, anthropometric measurements, and nitrogen 
balance were documented for DMD patients aged 10 to 20 
years, subsequent to a 3-month nutritional supplementa-
tion that consisted of an additional 1000 kcal and 37.2 g 
protein/day.47 The positive effects on metabolism observed 
in this study warrant further investigation.

Weight Management. DMD patients typically gain exces-
sive weight between 9 and 13 years of age, subsequent to 
the onset of wheelchair reliance. This is likely due to a 
reduction in total daily energy expenditure with increased 
sedentary existence. Edwards et al.41 demonstrated weight 
reduction through a medically supervised decrease in 
energy intake could be achieved successfully in those 
with DMD without compromising skeletal muscle mass. 
Increased adiposity has been documented in adults with 
slowly progressive neuromuscular diseases.82 Approaches 
to weight reduction in patients with slowly progressive 
neuromuscular disease have been previously reviewed.81

Management of Cardiac Complications

Early treatment with ACE inhibitors is probably warranted 
in DMD patients when the measured ejection fraction 
falls to less than 55%.38,104 The benefit of earlier protec-
tive treatment with either ACE inhibitors or ARBs is under 
investigation. Digitalis has been shown to be effective in 
decreasing morbidity from heart failure, but not mortality, 
and probably is also indicated for the treatment of heart 
failure observed in DMD patients with cardiomyopathy. 
β-Blockers might also have a role in DMD therapy. Treat-
ment with coenzyme Q10 remains controversial. Those 
with cor pulmonale, confirmed on echocardiography, 
might benefit from continuous supplemental oxygen. 
Patients with known arrhythmias who are at risk for 
fatal tachyarrhythmias can benefit from antiarrhythmic 
medication.

The management of cardiomyopathy in BMD patients is 
similar to that seen in those with DMD; however, in cases 
of severe end-stage cardiomyopathy, cardiac transplanta-
tion should be considered.

Cardiac conduction abnormalities observed in MMD 
can ultimately require implantation of cardiac pacemak-
ers. In rare instances with cardiomyopathy, treatment can 
consist of ACE inhibitors, digitalis, and diuretics, based on 
proven efficacy in cardiomyopathies of other etiologies.

EMD patients with symptomatic bradycardia or heart 
block should undergo implantation of a permanent car-
diac pacemaker. Atrial stand-still, atrial fibrillation, and 
atrial flutter are all disorders in which blood can pool in 
the atria, leading to thrombus formation and possible 
embolic events, including stroke. Anticoagulation with 
warfarin to an international normalized ratio of 2 to 3 
has demonstrated a reduction in the incidence of stroke 
in patients with atrial fibrillation. Prompt referral to a 
cardiologist should be made for children with cardiac 
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signs on symptoms or screening ECG, echocardiography, 
or for those with Holter recording abnormalities sugges-
tive of cardiac disease. Late-stage DMD, BMD, and EMD 
patients should be followed by a cardiologist on a regular 
basis. Appropriate management of cardiac complications 
in those with childhood neuromuscular disease will hope-
fully increase life expectancy.

Pharmacologic Intervention

The rehabilitation specialist can become involved in the 
prescription of pharmacologic agents that affect the patho-
physiology of various neuromuscular diseases. Evaluation 
of therapeutic efficacy for pharmacologic agents requires 
careful objective measurement of strength with quantita-
tive measurements, functional status using timed motor 
testing and the 6-minute walk test,86 pulmonary function 
parameters, cardiac parameters, and patient-reported qual-
ity of life measures.

Corticosteroids such as prednisone and deflazacort can 
have an effect on the inflammatory component of the dys-
trophic myopathy and other disease pathways in DMD, 
slow the progression of the strength loss, prolong ambula-
tion by 2 years, reduce the occurrence of scoliosis, and slow 
the loss of pulmonary function.* Alternative pulsed- dosing 
regimens such as high-dose weekend administration  
(5 mg/kg/day on both Saturday and Sunday) might decrease 
the side effects of weight gain and growth retardation with 
similar clinical efficacy. Deflazacort is an alternative corti-
costeroid with a potentially better side effect profile and 
equal efficacy to prednisone for DMD; however, it is not 
approved by the FDA for use in the United States.

Chronic Pain, Psychosocial, and Vocational 
Considerations

Chronic pain appears to substantially impair function in 
this population.64,65,90 It would appear that pain, depres-
sion, and other indicators of altered personality profiles 
can substantially affect social integration and employment 
rates, and might be as important as physical abilities in 
this respect. A large percentage of these patients exhibit 
elevated scores for bodily pain and depression on stan-
dardized testing, including the Brief Pain Inventory, Short-
Form 36-Item Health Survey, and Minnesota Multiphasic 
Personality Inventory.64,65,90

Except for DMD, MMD, and some of the congenital 
and mitochondrial myopathies, the majority of people 
with muscle disease show intellectual levels within the 
normal range.66,70,84,85,87 However, employment rates 
for this population are substantially lower than for able- 
bodied persons.46 Higher levels of education correlate with 
higher employment rates and improved self-esteem in this 
group.46

Reactive clinical depression can occur in those with 
advanced disease. Family, social, and religious support sys-
tems are helpful in the prevention and treatment of depres-
sion. Antidepressant medicine can provide assistance with 
mood elevation, appetite stimulation, and sleep. Referral 
to a psychiatrist or clinical psychologist is required in some 
cases. Depression in the spouse or significant other, family, 

*References 7, 11, 30, 43, 60, 79, 91.
or friends should not be overlooked, and group/family 
counseling can be helpful. Patients should be referred to a 
support group, where available.

Equipment

A number of useful equipment items can substantially 
improve quality of life, including hand-held showers, 
bath tub benches, grab bars, raised toilet seats, hospital 
beds, commode chairs, activity of daily living aids (e.g., 
sock aid, grabbers), and wheelchair ramps. At some point 
as the disease progresses, the extent of muscle weakness 
or the energy requirements for ambulation will necessi-
tate that a patient use a wheelchair for mobility. In milder 
cases of myopathy, a manual wheelchair, preferably light-
weight or ultra-lightweight, can be used for traveling long 
distances to conserve energy. As the disease progresses, 
a power wheelchair system tailored to the patient’s cur-
rent and potential future needs should be prescribed. If 
the patient has too much upper limb weakness to propel 
a manual wheelchair, a small, removable electric motor 
(“power pack”) can be attached directly to the rear wheels. 
The advantage of this system is that a specialized transpor-
tation system is not required. This can be disassembled 
and the wheelchair folded to fit inside the trunk of a car 
or the back of a van. Power wheelchairs are much less por-
table, having large powered rear wheels and front casters. 
In a power wheelchair, the motor or drive train section is 
independent of the seating system and its attendant com-
ponents. A power wheelchair can be rear-wheel drive, mid-
wheel drive, and even four-wheel drive.

Powered scooters are an alternative to a power wheel-
chair and can be suitable for the myopathy patient who has 
adequate upper limb and trunk strength. However, scooters 
cannot be fitted with more extensive and supportive seat-
ing systems. If the patient requires significant trunk sup-
port, then a power wheelchair would be more appropriate. 
Scooters are also typically longer and have a greater turning 
radius than a power wheelchair, which can be limiting in 
terms of use in tight spaces. It is important to note that 
most insurance companies will not pay for a power wheel-
chair if the patient has already been recently reimbursed 
for a scooter or manual wheelchair. The patient might be 
best served by purchasing the manual wheelchair and/
or scooter and saving the insurance benefit for the power 
wheelchair if it is anticipated that he or she will need one 
in the near future.

A power wheelchair should have a supportive back and 
adequate head and neck support to support weakened 
trunk muscles. Most patients benefit from both a power 
recline with power-elevating leg rests to assist with the 
maintenance of passive ROM of hip and knee extension, 
as well as a fixed-position recline (Tilt-in-Space) seat that 
allows the patient to recline independently in more con-
fined spaces while maintaining trunk position to perform 
pressure relief. Frequently severe weakness in the neck flex-
ors and extensors results in a “floppy head” associated with 
severe neck pain and tightness. This might be helped by 
a cervical collar. Forward leaning of the trunk with neck 
weakness can predispose to development of neck exten-
sion contractures. In addition to adequate trunk and spine 
support, the wheelchair should also have a good cushion 
to avoid pressure ulcers. Because of the remarkable expense 
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along with potential reimbursement restrictions, the patient 
should be carefully evaluated by the entire rehabilitation 
team, preferably in a specialized mobility and seating 
clinic, to determine the exact type of power wheelchair sys-
tem that is going to be recommended (see Chapter 17). 
A pressure-relieving mattress (air or dense foam) should 
be used on the bed at home, along with foam wedges to 
facilitate proper positioning. This helps prevent pressure 
ulcers and contractures. Wheeled walkers, quad (four-
point) canes, and Lofstrand (forearm) crutches can provide 
a broader base of support; however, patients must have the 
upper limb strength to appropriately use a cane or walker. 
These devices should be used on a trial basis first, under 
supervision, before they are prescribed.

Future Areas of Research

Major advances in the understanding of the molecular 
basis of many myopathies have greatly enhanced diag-
nostic accuracy, allowed for the possibility of prenatal and 
neonatal screening, and can provide the basis for the devel-
opment of novel therapeutic interventions. The identifica-
tion of specific genes and the protein products implicated 
in the pathogenesis of various neuromuscular diseases 
provides hope that meaningful therapeutic interventions 
can target the defective genes to alter the natural history of 
many of these neuromuscular diseases. Multicenter clinical 
trial networks have been organized for the conduct of ther-
apeutic trials for many myopathic conditions. It is likely 
that traditional rehabilitation approaches will need to be 
used adjunctively with newer pharmacologic interventions, 
molecular genetic–based therapies, stem cell therapies, 
and possibly gene therapy in the management of these 
conditions.

With improved multidisciplinary management, patients 
with myopathies that were previously considered to be 
childhood diseases are now living well into adulthood. 
The future challenge will be to develop strategies that will 
enable persons with severe myopathies to enjoy improved 
community participation and quality of life.
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CHAPTER 49
TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
Amy K. Wagner, Patricia M. Arenth, Christina Kwasnica, and Emily H. Rogers
Definitions

Definition of Traumatic Brain Injury

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is defined as injury to the brain 
caused by external forces. These types of injuries result from 
a jolt or blow to the head, or are caused by an object pene-
trating the skull and injuring the brain. Examples of sources 
of TBI include motor vehicle accidents, falls, assaults, and 
gunshot wounds. TBI should be differentiated from other 
types of acquired injuries to the brain, such as those caused 
by tumor or stroke, because of the significant differences in 
mechanisms, treatments, and outcomes between traumatic 
and nontraumatic injury. TBI should also be differentiated 
from the term head injury, which is defined as a blow to the 
head or laceration and may occur without causing injury 
to the brain. A TBI can further be defined as either open 
or closed. An open, or penetrating, TBI occurs when the 
head is hit by an object that breaks the skull and enters the 
brain. A closed TBI occurs when the brain is injured but the 
skull remains intact. A diagnosis of TBI is often established 
through an evaluation of clinical symptoms, as well as posi-
tive neurologic signs and neuroimaging findings.

Defining Severity of Injury

TBI is often categorized as mild, moderate, or severe. The 
Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) has become the most widely 
used primary initial assessment tool for determining the 
severity of injury (Box 49-1).426 During the initial stages of 
diagnosis in the field or emergency facility, TBI is suspected 
or indicated if there has been a significant blow to the head 
and/or there is an alteration of or loss of consciousness at 
the time of injury. An initial GCS score is obtained through 
clinical evaluation. As indicated in Box 49-1, the score 
is obtained by rating the best visual, verbal, and motor 
responses. The total score is simply a sum of these ratings, 
with scores ranging from 3 to 15. A score of 3T is given if 
the score obtained is due to medically induced chemical 
paralysis associated with intubation.

Generally accepted guidelines identify three levels of 
severity based on GCS scores: mild (GCS = 13 to 15), mod-
erate (GCS = 9 to 12), and severe (GCS = 3 to 8). Indi-
viduals scoring in the mild TBI range should be evaluated 
at an emergency facility but might require minimal or no 
hospitalization. For more severe injuries involving loss of 
consciousness, the GCS is a widely accepted measure indi-
cating the depth of coma and is generally serially measured 
until emergence from coma. However, the GCS has lim-
ited applicability to young children. The Pediatric Glasgow 
Coma Scale (PGCS) is a modified version of the GCS for 
use with pediatric TBI patients.309
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Severity of injury is also defined by the duration of loss 
of consciousness/coma and the severity of symptoms. Indi-
viduals with mild TBI can experience brief loss of conscious-
ness and transient confusion and neurologic symptoms. 
They might also experience a brief period of posttraumatic 
amnesia (PTA). PTA is generally characterized by a loss of 
memory for events surrounding the injury, disorientation, 
confusion, and significant cognitive impairment. Although 
there has been some discrepancy in the literature regarding 
the diagnosis of mild TBI, some general consensus among 
measures has been established and will be discussed later 
in this chapter. The terms complicated mild injury and post-
concussive syndrome are often used to refer to cases in which 
diagnosis falls in the mild range but additional signs or 
symptoms of injury are present. Some examples include 
situations in which positive neuroimaging findings indi-
cate injury to the brain, and/or where symptoms such as 
headache, dizziness, and cognitive dysfunction persist for a 
significant period after mild injury. Individuals sustaining 
moderate to severe TBI often have a more prolonged loss 
of consciousness, or coma. On emerging from coma, these 
individuals might initially be inconsistent in responding to 
environmental stimuli. As they become increasingly able to 
consistently respond, they might continue to exhibit symp-
toms of PTA for a significant period. Increased duration of 
coma and PTA have been associated with poorer prognosis 
and outcomes (to be discussed further in the outcomes sec-
tion of this chapter). Some individuals with severe injuries 
do not regain consciousness, remaining in a “vegetative” 
state, whereas others emerge only to a minimally conscious 
state. The evaluation and care for individuals along the 
spectrum of injury and recovery will also be discussed in 
later sections of this chapter.

Epidemiology

United States and Worldwide

Approximately 1.7 million TBIs occur each year in the 
United States.245 Of these, approximately 52,000 result in 
death and 1.365 million are mild injuries (often referred 
to as concussions), for which individuals are treated and 
released from the emergency room. This leaves approxi-
mately 275,000 individuals who survive moderate to 
severe TBI, generally requiring significant medical care and 
hospital stays. Many are left with long-term disability as 
a result of these injuries.245 According to one study, 40% 
of individuals hospitalized because of TBI reported at least 
one ongoing issue at 1 year after injury, with improvement 
of memory and problem solving listed as one of the most 
frequently unmet needs.86 Such cognitive impairments, in 
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addition to physical and medical issues, have significant 
impact on the ability of an individual to perform everyday 
activities. In fact, it is estimated by the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention that at least 5.3 million Americans 
currently have a need for long-term or lifelong assistance 
with activities of daily living (ADLs) as a result of TBI.435

Globally, TBI is a leading cause of death and disability. 
Although exact worldwide statistics are difficult to obtain, 
a fairly recent review estimated approximately 775,000 
new TBI hospitalizations per year in Europe.422 Available 
information suggests that the epidemiology of TBI on a 
global scale is similar to trends found in the United States. 
Incidence of TBI by age and gender varies slightly across 
regions but overall appears to follow patterns similar to 
those found in the United States.201 For example, the dis-
tribution of mild, moderate, and severe TBI is consistent 
across the United States, Europe, Australia, and Asia: 80% 
of injuries are mild TBI, whereas moderate and severe TBI 
each account for 10% of injuries.422

Causes of Injury

The leading causes of TBI in the United States include falls 
(35.2%), traffic-related crashes (17.3%), struck by/against 
events (sports) (16.5%), assaults (10%), and other injuries 
(21%).245 Sports injuries account for 1.6 to 3.8 million 
TBIs a year, although most of these are mild injuries that 
are not treated in the hospital or emergency department.246 
It should be noted that these statistics vary with age, gen-
der, geographic location within and between countries, 
and with group membership as a result of multiple factors, 
as explained below.

What is known of the global etiology of TBI is similar 
to U.S. rates, with a few notable exceptions. Sixty percent 
of TBIs in Europe are due to road traffic injuries.167 This 
figure is distributed evenly across most regions, suggesting 

Eyes
 •  Open spontaneously 4
 •  Open to verbal command 3
 •  Open to painful stimuli 2
 •  No response 1

Verbal response
 •  Oriented and converses 5
 •  Disoriented and converses 4
 •  Inappropriate words 3
 •  Incomprehensible sounds 2
 •  No response 1

Motor Response
 •  Obeys verbal commands 6
 •  Responds to painful stimuli by:

 •  Purposeful localization 5
 •  Withdrawal 4
 •  Flexor posturing 3
 •  Extensor posturing 2
 •  No response 1

GCS Score 3-15
 

BOX 49-1

Glasgow Coma Scale
that road traffic-related injuries are not associated only 
with high income countries. Twenty to 30% of injuries 
are due to falls, 10% violence, and 10% sports or work 
related.167 India has the highest reported rate of TBI related 
to falls.201,422 Latin America, Caribbean, and sub-Saharan 
Africa have the highest reported TBI rates as a result of road 
traffic incidents and violence.201

Associated Costs

The costs of TBI including direct medical costs and lost pro-
ductivity in the United States were estimated to total $60 
billion dollars in 2000.127 Worldwide statistics are less eas-
ily obtained. The costs associated with TBI go well beyond 
just the cost of medical care. The societal costs, or indirect 
costs, associated with the potential loss of productive work 
years for those who have been injured, as well as family 
members or others who might need to care for them, must 
also be considered. TBI also results in significant altera-
tions in personal roles and responsibilities for the injured 
individual and family members. Reduced participation in 
complex leisure or recreational activities is also often a per-
sonal cost associated with TBI.

Demographics and Risk Factors

Age and Gender

The two age-groups most at risk for sustaining a TBI are 
0 to 4 year olds and 15 to 19 year olds.245 Motor vehicle 
accidents result in the greatest number of TBI injuries for 
people aged 15 to 19.245 Another group at risk for TBI is 
adults over the age of 65. Fall-related injuries are highest 
among adults over the age of 65. Patients who sustain a 
TBI over the age of 75 have the highest rates of TBI-related 
hospitalization and death.245 Men are 1. 4 times as likely as 
women to sustain a TBI in the civilian population.245

Socioeconomic Status

Lower socioeconomic status (SES) in U.S. cities is correlated 
with an increased risk for injury as a result for increased 
exposure to high-risk occupations, personal violence, older 
vehicles, and substandard housing.235 Road traffic injuries 
are highest in areas of low SES.405 SES disadvantages are 
often associated with racial characteristics and rural loca-
tions. Minority populations in urban U.S. areas are often 
of lower SES and have elevated risk for injury.235 African 
Americans have a higher rate of TBI and associated mortal-
ity than other groups.235

Rural populations display a greater incidence of 
unhealthy lifestyle behaviors, including high alcohol con-
sumption and psychosocial stress. Rural populations are 
also less likely to participate in preventive measures such as 
wearing seatbelts.322,440 This increase in risk-taking behav-
iors is evident in poorer health outcomes, specifically with 
injury-related outcomes like TBI.322,440

Violence

Assault or violence-related injuries account for 10% of 
TBI.245 Violence-related TBIs result from firearms, cutting 
instruments, blunt objects, or assaults such as pushing or 
hitting.145 Injury as a result of firearm use is the leading 
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cause of death from TBI.442 Sixty percent of firearm-related 
TBI is self-inflicted, 32% results from intentional assault, 
and 4% is unintentional.38 People who sustain a TBI as 
a result of a violence-related injury are more likely to be 
younger, single, male, member of a minority group, and 
have a history of alcohol abuse.145

Child Abuse

Intentional TBI in children is referred to by many names, 
including shaken baby syndrome (SBS) and inflicted child-
hood neurotrauma.130 Approximately 1 million children are 
severely abused each year.486 Child abuse is most often con-
ducted by parents or child care providers.362 The majority 
of perpetrators are male, either the child’s father or a boy-
friend of the child’s mother residing in the home.389 Infants 
are at greatest risk for sustaining a TBI as a result of violent 
shaking,439 although older children are still at risk.381 One 
third of these children survive with no consequences; one 
third sustain permanent injury; and one third die.486 Risk 
factors for the occurrence of SBS include maternal factors 
such as mothers less than 19 years old, education less than 
12 years, single marital status, African American or Native 
American, limited prenatal care, and newborns less than 
28 weeks old.130 Child abuse rates resulting from uninten-
tional injury increase during periods of economic decline.50

Psychosocial Factors

Part of the reason for the higher incidence of TBI for young 
males could be a tendency to engage in higher risk behav-
iors. Substance use is also related to TBI incidence, and up to 
50% of individuals injured test positive for alcohol or other 
substances at the time of injury.83 Previous psychiatric his-
tory is a risk factor for TBI, particularly with those who have 
a history of anxiety, depression, and conduct disorder.445

Military Traumatic Brain Injury Epidemiology

An emerging group at risk for sustaining TBI is members of 
the U.S. military. Walter Reed Army Medical Center reports 
that 30% of service members evacuated from the field had 
sustained a TBI between 2003 and 2005. Army service 
members are relatively young with an average age of 28 
years.341 Approximately 85% of military service members 
are male.341 Military members who sustain a TBI are also 
more likely to be male because they represent a larger per-
centage of the military service population.

Compared with the civilian population, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense reports that the leading causes of military 
TBIs include blast injury (72%), falls (11%), vehicular inci-
dents (6%), injuries caused by fragments (5%), and other 
injuries (6%). Blast-related injuries are defined as “blast-
plus” because soldiers are often involved in more than one 
type of injury at a time such as an explosive attack followed 
by a vehicular crash. Approximately 88% of TBIs in the 
military population are classified as mild injuries, whereas 
the remaining 12% are moderate to severe injuries.

Global Demographics and Risk Factors

What is known of global statistics suggests that countries 
with low to middle income harbor more risk factors that 
contribute to TBI. Risk factors vary by country and can 
depend on the incidence of such factors as poor road 
design, substandard vehicles, higher rates of violence as a 
result of war, and fewer prevention measures.201 Low- to 
middle-income countries typically have inadequate health 
systems to address TBI-related care.201 Accurate information 
on demographics and etiology of TBI in low- to middle-
income countries is especially difficult to obtain. Despite 
this, the burden of TBI is evident worldwide.

Pathophysiology Associated 
With Traumatic Brain Injury

The pathophysiologic processes associated with TBI are 
complex and consist of (1) a primary injury that disrupts 
brain tissue and function at the moment of impact, (2) 
secondary injury through multiple biochemical cascades 
that propagate cellular dysfunction and lead to cell death, 
and (3) a chronic degeneration, repair, and regeneration 
process that occurs over the long term after the injury has 
occurred. Figure 49-1 depicts the continuation of injury 
and repair associated with pathophysiology after TBI.

Primary Injury

TBI occurs in conjunction with mechanical forces that 
cause disruption to the brain tissue. Closed head inju-
ries can occur as a result of mechanical forces that shear 
axons, as well as by forces at the site of the impact or at 
the point opposite the impact.140 Contact forces occur 
when the head is prevented from moving after it is struck. 
Inertial forces occur when the head is set into motion and 
accelerates.178

Inertial forces associated with angular acceleration result 
in diffuse axonal injury (DAI). This is a process that causes 
tensile strains resulting in microscopic disruption of axons, 
cerebral edema, and neuronal disconnection. In angu-
lar acceleration, the brain’s center of gravity moves over a 
center of angulation, or fulcrum, located in the lower to 
middle cervical region.143 The severity of DAI depends on 
the duration, magnitude, direction of the angular accel-
eration, and associated impact.143 In severe cases of DAI, 
more than just superficial axons and deeper white matter 
structures are affected. The gray–white matter junction is 
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FIGURE 49-1 A depiction of the complex continuation of injury and repair 
after a traumatic brain injury. The primary injury disrupts brain tissue and initi-
ates secondary injury cascades that lead to cell dysfunction and death. Neu-
roprotective and neurorepair mechanisms after injury contribute to chronic 
degeneration, repair, and regeneration processes.
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also particularly vulnerable to DAI. Midline brain struc-
tures, such as the corpus callosum, are often affected by 
DAI, and DAI is also associated with loss of consciousness 
and coma. Recovery from DAI is gradual and can be linked 
to the duration of coma.178 Violent shaking associated with 
child abuse generates significant acceleration–deceleration 
forces, which result in shearing injury to brain tissue, dis-
ruption of blood vessels, and retinal bleeding.130

Inertial forces associated with translational acceleration 
result in a head movement that is in line with the brain’s 
center of gravity. The resulting differential movement of 
the brain relative to the skull causes focal injuries such as 
contusions. Cortical contusions often occur on gyral crests, 
particularly on the undersurface of the frontal and ante-
rior temporal lobes, where bony prominences located in 
the basilar skull can create tissue and vascular disruption. 
Contusions can occur under the impact site (coup injury) 
and result from a rapid skull distortion during impact.143 
Contusions remote from the injury site and opposite of 
the impact are contrecoup injuries and occur as a result 
of negative pressure generated from the impact, and are 
associated with translational acceleration.328 Patients with 
significant TBI can have one or more contusions, and defi-
cits observed with cerebral contusions are linked with the 
lesion location and size.

DAI and focal contusions can result in neuronal discon-
nection, or diaschisis. The concept of diaschisis was first 
proposed by Constantin von Monakow in 1905 and refers 
to neurons remote from a site of injury, but anatomically 
connected to the damaged area, becoming functionally 
depressed. Because every structure in the brain is directly or 
indirectly connected to all other structures, the basic idea 
generated from this concept is that damage to one struc-
ture will be disruptive to other structures. Imaging studies 
suggest that diaschisis can result in the metabolic depres-
sion of areas both regionally associated and remote from 
the site of injury.121,295 Others suggest that focal cortical 
lesions can affect contralateral cortical functioning by way 
of intercallosal connections102 and can affect the function 
of subcortical structures, including the striatum.121 Resolu-
tion of diaschisis is one of several theories for recovery of 
function.121,295 

Epidural hematomas (EDHs) result from local impact 
and subsequent laceration of underlying dural veins and 
arteries. The meningeal artery is commonly the source of 
EDHs, and damage to dural sinuses can also cause EDH. 
When an EDH develops from a disrupted artery, a neuro-
logic emergency occurs because the EDH quickly expands 
and rapidly causes neurologic deterioration.178

Subdural hematomas (SDHs) result from inertial forces 
and the tearing of bridging veins.328 Bridging veins are 
susceptible to shear and rupture from brief high-velocity 
angular accelerations associated with falls.141 Traumatic 
subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) occurs when angular 
acceleration shears vessels located in the subarachnoid 
space.178

Secondary Injury

Secondary injury develops over the hours and days after 
the initial impact and is associated with disruption of 
cerebral blood flow and metabolism, massive release of 
neurochemicals, cerebral edema, and disruption of ion 
homeostasis leading to cellular injury and eventual cell 
death. Much of what is known about secondary injury is 
derived from postmortem analyses of human brain tissues, 
blood, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and parenchymal micro-
dialysate fluid obtained early after clinical TBI. Much of 
the work exploring secondary injury has also used in vivo 
experimental models of TBI and in vitro injury methods. 
Experimental models of TBI produce one or more types 
of primary injury, which lead to the development of sec-
ondary injury cascades that closely resemble observations 
made in the human condition.104,276,404

Brain swelling occurs in response to the initial injury 
and early events involved with secondary injury and results 
in elevated intracranial pressure (ICP) and decreased cere-
bral perfusion pressure (CPP). If severe enough, brain 
swelling can lead to herniation, which has potentially 
fatal consequences. In some cases, elevated ICP is due to 
the development of focal extraaxial lesions like SDH and 
EDH described above. In other cases, elevated ICP and 
intracranial hypertension result from global mechanisms 
occurring on a cellular level that lead to brain edema. 
Some mechanisms that affect brain edema include vaso-
genic edema, increased tissue osmolarity, and vascular dys-
regulation resulting from increased cerebral blood volume. 
However, brain edema resulting from neuronal and astro-
cyte swelling secondary to increased glutamate metabolism 
after excitotoxic insult might impart the most damage.231

Excitatory amino acids (EAAs) like glutamate and aspar-
tate are ubiquitous and important neurotransmitters for 
normal brain function. After TBI, excess excitatory amino 
acid levels are present in extracellular microdialysate fluid 
and CSF.53,452 Excess EAA release occurs, in part, from the 
mechanical stresses associated with stretch injury of axons. 
Elevations in extracellular glutamate levels after TBI con-
tribute to excitotoxic injury by affecting other paths of sec-
ondary head injury through two primary mechanisms. By 
binding their target receptors, excess EAAs can trigger an 
influx of sodium and chloride that leads to acute neuronal 
and astrocytic swelling. Excess EAA levels can also lead to 
an intracellular calcium influx and the release of Ca++ from 
intracellular stores, leading to delayed cellular damage or 
death.70,415 EAA-mediated, Ca++-dependent production of 
nitric oxide, superoxide, and free radical damage to DNA 
and cellular membranes leads to cell death.265 Regional 
differences in the distribution of EAA-sensitive receptors 
contribute to selective vulnerability of some regions to 
excitotoxic injury like the hippocampus, a critical region 
for learning and memory.300

Lactate is the end product of glycolysis, and in neurons, 
lactate is converted to pyruvate for oxidative metabolism. 
Lactate/pyruvate ratios reflect the cellular energy balance 
and the cytosolic oxidation–reduction state.398 Increased 
metabolic demand after TBI is due, in part, to increased 
astrocytic glutamate uptake and results in increased lactate. 
Reduced cerebral blood flow, including pericontusional 
hypoperfusion, has been documented in both experimen-
tal models187 and in humans409 early after TBI and results 
in ischemic injury. Elevations in lactate/pyruvate have been 
measured in pericontusional tissue in humans448 and are 
associated with other aspects of secondary injury, includ-
ing increased ICP and mitochondrial dysfunction.
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Although extracellular lactate has classically been a 
marker for anaerobic metabolism with hypoxic injury, 
newer research indicates that lactate is also used by brain 
tissue during an insult as an important energy source in 
oxidative metabolism.356 Evidence supports a dichoto-
mous role of lactate in which it is produced by the astro-
cyte via glycolytic metabolism, to be directly consumed by 
the neuron after uptake through lactate transporters,89,356 
Physiologically337 and after TBI,356 excitatory amino acids 
are likely triggers to this metabolic process. After injury, 
estrogen facilitates lactate production for neuronal use by 
modulating lactate transporters.293 Experimental studies 
suggest that lactate is used as a neuronal energy substrate 
after TBI, and lactate administration after TBI is neuropro-
tective and decreases cognitive deficits.360

Mitochondrial dysfunction is often the result of energy 
failure and excitotoxic insult and results in the formation 
of highly reactive free radicals and subsequent oxidative 
damage to cell membranes and DNA. Hydroxyl radicals 
and other reactive oxygen species (ROS) react with many 
molecules found in living cells, including DNA, membrane 
lipids, and carbohydrates. Central nervous system (CNS) 
tissue is particularly vulnerable to oxidative injury because 
of the high rate of oxidative metabolic activity, the nonrep-
licating nature of neurons, high levels of transition met-
als, and a high membrane/cytoplasm ratio in neurons.10 
Superoxide radicals are a principal mediator of the micro-
vascular damage after TBI.242 Free-reactive iron generated 
from hemorrhage catalyzes the formation of free radi-
cals.231 ROS production may also be a downstream effect 
of caspase-mediated cell death (apoptosis).126

Cell death in CNS tissues after brain trauma falls into 
two primary categories: (1) cellular necrosis and (2) apop-
tosis or programmed cell death. Necrotic cells display cel-
lular and nuclear swelling as well as disruption of cellular 
membranes. In contrast, apoptotic cells are characterized 
by cellular shrinkage, nuclear condensation, and DNA 
fragmentation.216 Apoptosis is accompanied by a cascade 
of events required for cell death to occur.410 Cell death pat-
terns in TBI often reflect a combination of both necrosis 
and apoptosis.

Apoptosis can be initiated through either extracellular 
or intracellular signaling pathways. Cysteine-aspartic acid 
proteases (caspases) play an essential role in cell death via 
both pathways. Extracellular binding of cell surface death 
receptors, including tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α recep-
tor and Fas ligand receptor, initiates apoptotic signals that 
include caspase-8 and caspase-3 within seconds of ligand 
binding. Intracellular signaling is initiated by mitochon-
drial dysfunction in response to disturbances in cellu-
lar energy balance, oxidative injury, and changes in ionic 
homeostasis. This mitochondrial stress leads to the open-
ing of the mitochondrial transition pore and cytochrome 
c release. Cytosolic cytochrome c release induces multiple 
caspases, including caspase-9 and caspase-3, which leads to 
the cleavage of key cellular elements like cytoskeletal pro-
teins and DNA repair proteins as well as the activation of 
endonucleases.77 In addition to this intracellular caspase-
dependent process for apoptosis, intracellular apoptosis 
signaling can also occur via a caspase-independent path-
way with apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF). AIF is released 
from the mitochondria and results in DNA fragmentation. 
The mitochondria house prosurvival and prodeath pro-
teins that are both members of the BCL-2 protein family,2 
each of which can be manipulated experimentally to effect 
cell survival. As an example, estrogen enhances BCL-2 
expression and cell survival after CNS injury.199

Inflammation after TBI is characterized by complex cas-
cades that largely include cytokines, or signaling molecules, 
that communicate with resident and infiltrating inflam-
matory cells. Cytokines like interleukin (IL)-1β and TNF 
are well studied in TBI. They are synthesized by peripheral 
cells and CNS neurons and glia, and are increased early 
after injury. IL-1β and other cytokines are also synthesized 
by activated microglia. IL-1β has potent leukocyte signal-
ing properties that lead to cellular inflammatory responses 
after TBI. Cytokines generally can facilitate blood–brain 
barrier (BBB) disruption, cerebral edema, and cell death. 
Specifically, IL-1β and TNF can mediate synthesis of neuro-
toxic compounds such as arachidonic acid and are impli-
cated in excitotoxic components of secondary injury.374

Cytokines are expressed in the brain and promote neu-
ronal differentiation and survival under normal condi-
tions. Cytokines play a dual role in secondary injury with 
TBI, and inflammatory cascades can either enhance cellular 
injury or provide neuroprotection. Some cytokines support 
neuroprotection and neurorepair through their effects on 
neurotrophin production, excitotoxicity, and antiinflam-
matory properties.223,307 Some studies suggest that cyto-
kine effects might be dose dependent, with higher levels 
more likely to be associated with detrimental effects and 
lower levels being neuroprotective. Cytokine effects might 
also be time dependent, with beneficial effects more likely 
at delayed or chronic time points after injury.308 TNF is an 
example in which time-dependent functions have been 
demonstrated,387 with TNF expression being protective at 
later time points after injury.

Aside from BCL-2 and the prosurvival components 
of neuroinflammation, other CNS compounds serve as 
endogenous neuroprotectants after TBI. Adenosine is a 
purine ribonucleoside and is ubiquitous in the brain, 
where it largely functions as a major neuroinhibitory 
molecule. After experimental brain injury, extracellular 
adenosine levels increase by 50- to 100-fold compared 
with baseline,27 a phenomenon that is implicated as an 
endogenous neuroprotective mechanism. Adenosine func-
tions as a neuroinhibitory molecule through its primary 
target, the A1 receptor. A1 receptor activation is a key local 
regulator of excitatory amino acid release during ischemia 
and trauma.12 Adenosine can also hyperpolarize neuronal 
membranes and attenuate intracellular Ca++ accumulation. 
Neurotrophins might also have a neuroprotective role after 
TBI, particularly because early increases in neurotrophin 
expression have been reported in experimental TBI.193,492

Concomitant Injury

TBIs (especially the more severe cases) often are not an 
isolated injury. High-speed vehicular crashes and active 
combat frequently result in multiple injuries that can affect 
outcome.230 In civilians, associated injuries are linked with 
more disability even 1 year after the injury.455 TBIs associ-
ated with multiple other injuries are also associated with 
longer acute care lengths of stay and need for rehabilitation 
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resources.453 In addition to increased functional deficits, 
rehabilitation needs, and more disability, concomitant 
injuries can directly affect secondary injury and associ-
ated pathology, and these phenomena have received some 
attention in the TBI literature. For example, experimental 
models incorporating TBI and hemorrhagic shock show 
increased hippocampal injury compared with TBI alone, 
a phenomenon likely associated with increased secondary 
ischemia.92

Military Blast Injury

With the ongoing military conflicts in Iraq and Afghani-
stan, TBI is not only a common problem in the civilian 
population but also is a major problem for active combat 
military personnel. The frequent use of improvised explo-
sive devices in these conflicts has resulted in a large number 
of military personnel (see previous epidemiology sections) 
sustaining TBI from blast injury. Blast injury can result in 
both blunt and penetrating trauma and follows a specific 
nomenclature (Box 49-2). Explosives can be categorized as 
high-order explosives (HE) or low-order explosives (LE), 
and each can cause a distinct injury pattern. HE produces a 
supersonic overpressurization shock wave that is associated 
with “primary injury.”441 In addition to middle ear dam-
age, brain injury can occur from primary blast injury with-
out overt evidence of injury. The rapid pressure changes 
generated from the overpressure wave result in shear and 
stress forces that lead to trauma such as concussion, SDH, 
and DAI.94,421 Penetrating head injury from flying debris 
is the result of secondary blast injury. Both HE and LE can 
result in tertiary blast injury from being physically thrown 
by a blast wind into the ground or other objects. Quater-
nary injury includes asphyxia or inhalation of toxic chemi-
cals that can also contribute to brain injury. Many patients 
suffer from TBI induced from more than one facet of blast 
injury.

Research is increasingly being conducted to develop rel-
evant blast injury models of TBI to examine and character-
ize mechanisms of primary and secondary injury for blast 
TBI and to assess behavioral effects.21,60,264 The clinical dif-
ficulties after blast TBI of any severity can include head-
ache, insomnia, decreased memory and attention, slower 
thinking, irritability, and depression.91 Additional research 

 •  Primary: Direct effects of overpressure blast
 •  Rupture of tympanic membranes
 •  Concussion
 •  Subdural and diffuse axonal injury
 •  Secondary: Penetrating trauma
 •  Fragmentation injuries
 •  Tertiary: Effects of structural collapse and of persons being 

thrown by the blast wind
 •  Open or closed brain injuries
 •  Quaternary: Asphyxia and exposure to toxic inhalants
 •  Concomitant closed injury

 

BOX 49-2

Immediate Effects of Blasts and Explosions  
in Traumatic Brain Injury

Modified from DePalma RG, Burris DG, Champion HR, et al: Blast inju-
ries, N Engl J Med 352:1335-1342, 2008, and CDC Primer
is focused on clinical symptom screening and outcomes, 
as well as physiologic markers and biomarkers associated 
with this type of TBI.7,418,436

Neurobiology of Neurotransmitter Dysfunction 
After Traumatic Brain Injury

The neurobiology of catecholaminergic dysfunction, par-
ticularly dopamine (DA) dysfunction, is the most char-
acterized in the experimental literature.20 Early changes 
in DA levels occur after experimental TBI.278 Chronic DA 
receptor and synthetic protein changes after TBI also have 
been characterized using experimental TBI models. The DA 
transporter (DAT) is a key protein regulating the extracel-
lular half-life of DA in the synaptic cleft, and the thera-
peutic target of neurostimulants like methylphenidate and 
amphetamine. Long-term changes in striatal and cortical 
DAT expression and intracellular trafficking have been iden-
tified451,462 that are gender specific.450 Functional changes 
in DAT after experimental TBI also lead to altered striatal 
neurotransmission.448,461 These experimental changes are 
corroborated by clinical neuroimaging studies demonstrat-
ing TBI-related decreases in DAT expression 1 year after 
injury.107,384 Other changes in postsynaptic secondary sig-
naling mechanisms, as well as changes in presynaptic DA 
synthetic enzyme levels, have been identified.20

Behavioral pharmacology studies show that daily treat-
ment with the DAT inhibitor methylphenidate (MPH) has 
a beneficial impact on cognition after experimental TBI.228 
Recent work suggests that the cognitive benefits of MPH 
are more pronounced in males456 and that daily MPH 
therapy has a neurorestorative effect on striatal neurotrans-
mission in males through MPH-mediated changes in DAT 
function.451,461 Daily treatment with the pleiotropic DA 
enhancer amantadine,103 as well as the D2 receptor agonist 
bromocriptine, also shows a benefit on learning and mem-
ory.226 Early treatment with bromocriptine also appears to 
decrease oxidative damage initiated by the injury.223

Evidence also suggests that norepinephrine (NE) sys-
tems are disrupted after experimental TBI but can be 
manipulated to improve recovery. Cortical NE levels are 
decreased in the first 24 hours after injury,348 and NE turn-
over is impaired chronically after injury.137 α1-Adrenergic 
receptor expression is also decreased.349 Local NE infu-
sions early after injury enhance recovery,36 and stimulating 
adrenergic systems with amphetamine can decrease neuro-
nal damage after TBI.153 Recent studies suggest that at least 
some of the beneficial effects of amphetamine might be 
due to its ability to increase neurotrophin production after 
injury.164 Daily treatment with low doses of the selective 
NE transporter (NET) inhibitor atomoxetine shows benefit 
on cognitive recovery after experimental TBI.355

Experimental TBI studies also demonstrate decreased 
hippocampal cholinergic transmission105 and alterations 
in cholinergic synthetic and metabolic enzyme produc-
tion.67,105 Daily treatment with cytidine diphosphate 
(CDP)-choline, a key intermediary in the biosynthesis 
of phosphatidylcholine, improves cognitive recovery in 
experimental TBI and increases hippocampal and cortical 
acetylcholine levels.105 A single dose of the acetylcholin-
esterase inhibitor, rivastigmine, early after experimental 
TBI also improves cerebral edema, cognition, and motor 
functioning.67
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Repair, Regeneration, and Recovery

Acute mechanisms of secondary injury heavily influence 
the degree and type of injury and deficits that those with 
TBI experience. The chronic period after injury is charac-
terized by multiple neurotransmitter deficits and cellular 
dysfunction. During this period, however, research demon-
strates that the brain is amenable to neuroplasticity, repair, 
and recovery, and the potential for these processes can be 
augmented using relevant rehabilitation strategies.

One mechanism by which TBI recovery occurs is through 
the reversal of diaschisis. Contemporary thought on the 
concept of diaschisis suggests that the functional effects 
of diaschisis can be either reversible or permanent. The 
mechanisms by which diaschisis resolves, however, are 
poorly understood and likely multifactorial. The resolu-
tion of cerebral edema181 and blood flow regulation121 can 
contribute to early recovery.233 Later during the course, the 
alleviation of diaschisis might involve factors like synaptic 
plasticity,295,365 axonal sprouting,372 and cortical reorgani-
zation.238 Diaschisis after brain injury can be manipulated 
by both behavioral experience (rehabilitation) and phar-
macologic intervention.325,392 For example, depressed tha-
lamic metabolism after cortical infarction was reversed with 
administration of neurostimulants such as amphetamine.342

Experimental and clinical research suggests that DA sys-
tems are key pathways involved in attention, task salience, 
and cognition, and that these pathways are chronically 
impaired after TBI.20 Alterations in both presynaptic and 
postsynaptic dopaminergic proteins in the striatum and 
frontal cortex have been documented, including important 
proteins involved in DA synthesis and uptake.20,451,462,491 
Decreases in striatal DAT expression, a key protein in regulat-
ing the extracellular half-life of DA, have been documented 
in humans.107 Further research demonstrates that striatal 
neurotransmission is impaired, and this might be the result 
of TBI-induced changes in DA protein functionality.451,462

Noradrenergic systems affect arousal, sleep–wake 
cycles, vigilance, and cognition, and the NET appears to 
affect NE neurotransmission, as well as interact with DA 
systems to affect DA neurotransmission.465 Noradrenergic 
function is impaired early after TBI. Previous reports sug-
gest that cortical NE levels are decreased within 24 hours 
after brain injury, and adrenergic receptors are altered after 
injury.348,349 NE augmentation early after TBI is neuro-
protective, however, and NE agonists aid in neurorecov-
ery.37,108 It is important to remember that NE is critical for 
governing cortical plasticity and facilitating recovery post-
TBI. By stimulating adrenergic systems with amphetamine 
and L-threo-dihydroxyphenylserine (or L-DOPS), a precur-
sor of NE, neuronal damage after TBI can be minimized 
and sprouting is promoted.153,154,217,414,416

Cholinergic systems are important for memory and cog-
nition, and evidence suggests chronic impairments can 
occur after TBI. Hippocampus expression of the vesicular 
acetylcholine transporter is increased; however, evoked 
release of acetylcholine in neocortex and hippocampus is 
reduced after experimental TBI.100,106,393 Daily local appli-
cation of nerve growth factor also enhanced memory and 
hippocampal neuron function after experimental TBI.101

In addition to acute protection and cholinergic function, 
other studies support a role for neurotrophin administration 
in promoting long-term recovery. In contrast to acute 
increases in neurotrophin production, other work sug-
gests that hippocampal brain-derived neurotrophic factor 
(BDNF) is decreased during chronic recovery from experi-
mental TBI.66 An enriched environment can reverse these 
decreases,66 but chronic pericontusional administration 
of BDNF does not improve behavioral outcome or hippo-
campal cell survival.32 Intraparenchymal administration of 
both basic fibroblast growth factor and nerve growth factor 
reduces cognitive deficits in experimental TBI.289,402 With 
these positive studies, improved recovery might be second-
ary to stimulation of brain repair and neuroplasticity.

Evaluation and Treatment 
of Traumatic Brain Injury

Management of Mild Traumatic Brain Injury 
(Concussion)

Like more severe injuries, concussion results in significant 
alterations in brain physiology. After an initial increase in 
glucose use, brain metabolism is impaired and associated 
with the development of energy crisis, oxidative injury, and 
the initiation of biochemical cell death pathways. These 
derangements can occur for up to weeks after the concus-
sion and persist even with a normal GCS score and general 
neurologic examination.151

There are several criteria and scoring systems for clas-
sifying degree or severity of mild TBI. The World Health 
Organization Collaborating Centre Task Force on Mild TBI 
states that key criteria for identifying persons with a mild 
TBI should include (1) at least one of the following: con-
fusion, disorientation, loss of consciousness for less than 
30 minutes, PTA for less than 24 hours, or other transient 
focal neurologic abnormalities, and (2) GCS score of 13 
to 15 after 30 minutes or presentation to a health care 
facility. Findings with these criteria should be made in the 
absence of illicit drugs, alcohol, medications with sedat-
ing side effects, or other injuries or problems.58 Patients 
with uncomplicated TBI typically do not have associated 
abnormalities on standard imaging tests like computer 
tomography (CT). Concussion severity nomenclature has 
been developed for the purposes of injury characterization 
and injury management. Some examples of concussion are 
provided in Table 49-1.57,81,215

Patients with concussion frequently complain of any num-
ber of associated symptoms, including memory loss, poor 
concentration, impaired emotional control, posttraumatic 
headaches, sleep disorders, fatigue, irritability, dizziness,  
changes in visual acuity, depression, anxiety, personality 
changes, and seizures.9,481 These problems can affect ADLs, 
social relationships, and abilities in the workplace. For most 
individuals with mild TBI, the symptoms resolve over time. 
A subset of patients, however, will have persistent symptoms 
classified as postconcussional syndrome and can require 
outpatient follow-up evaluation. The types of symptoms, 
proportion of patients who have persistent symptoms, and 
the duration of symptoms required to define symptoms as 
persistent have been widely debated. Reports of symptom 
duration to define persistent deficits can range between  
3 and 12 months. The fourth edition of the Diagnostic and 
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Table 49-1   Concussion Grading Scales
Guideline Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Colorado  1.  Confusion without amnesia
 2.  No loss of consciousness

 1.  Confusion with amnesia
 2.  No loss of consciousness

Loss of consciousness (of any duration)

AAN  1.  Transient confusion
 2.  No loss of consciousness
 3.  Concussion symptoms or mental status 

changes resolve in less than 5 min

 1.  Transient confusion
 2.  No loss of consciousness
 3.  Concussion symptoms or mental status 

change lasts longer than 15 min

1. Loss of consciousness (brief or prolonged)

Cantu  1.  No loss of consciousness
OR
 2.  Posttraumatic amnesia or signs/ 

symptoms lasts longer than 30 min

 1.  Loss of consciousness lasts less than  
1 min

OR
 2.  Posttraumatic amnesia lasts longer than 

30 min but less than 24 hr

 1.  Loss of consciousness lasts more than 1 min
OR
 2.  Posttraumatic amnesia lasts longer than 24 hr
OR
 3.  Postconcussion signs or symptoms last  

longer than 7 days

AAN, American Academy of Neurology.
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV) suggests that 
individuals showing objective evidence of cognitive defi-
cits, as well as three or more subjective symptoms, that rep-
resent a change in baseline function for at least 3 months 
can be classified with postconcussional disorder. Other 
classification systems, such as the International Classification 
of Diseases, 10th edition (ICD-10), do not include objective 
evidence of cognitive deficits.481 Despite variability in defi-
nitions and classification, some studies suggest that females 
are more likely to have postconcussional syndrome.346

Athletes comprise a large portion of the population who 
sustain mild TBI, and many of these athletes are children. 
Special issues arise with this population with regard to “on 
site” concussion screening tools, determining the most 
effective algorithm for return to play, safety equipment use, 
management and prevention of recurrent injuries, and aca-
demic performance. As a general rule, athletes should be 
free of postconcussive symptoms before returning to com-
petition. One report shows that 30% of high school foot-
ball players return to play the same day of injury.168 Many 
return-to-play guidelines, however, outline that athletes 
with a grade 1 or 2 concussion have a minimum of a 7-day 
period free of symptoms before returning to play.169 Same-
season injuries often occur within 7 to 10 days of the initial 
injury, a timeframe in which there is increased vulnerability 
to damage with the second insult.151 Most return-to-play 
algorithms emphasize a graded protocol for reintroducing 
the athlete to physical exertion. Recent studies, however, 
suggest that academic and cognitive exertion can affect post-
concussive symptoms and cognitive testing performance 
and should be considered when developing return-to-play 
protocols for athletes.271 Several guidelines recommend 
termination of sports participation for the remainder of 
the season if an athlete sustains a third concussion within 
that season.57,358 Athletes who have one concussion are at 
increased risk for subsequent concussion,169 and making a 
return to contact sports even after a single concussion is a 
decision that requires careful thought and consideration.

Acute Medical Management of Moderate 
to Severe Traumatic Brain Injury

The care of the patient with TBI begins in the field. 
Evidence-based guidelines put forth by the Brain Trauma 
Foundation and the American Association of Neurological 
Surgeons support a regional organized trauma care system 
that addresses prehospital care and triage. Direct transport 
of a patient with severe TBI to a Level 1 or 2 trauma cen-
ter is associated with decreased mortality compared with 
indirect transport.183 Facilities defined by the Guidelines for 
Prehospital Management of Traumatic Brain Injury as being 
appropriate facilities for transport include those offering 
CT scanning, neurosurgical care, ICP monitoring, and 
treatment capabilities. These facilities can provide 24-hour 
neurosurgical care, and intensive care treatment ICP moni-
tors are routinely used. Each state can designate trauma 
facilities based on the availability of such care. Although 
treatment guidelines for initial management are not spe-
cific, the recommendations include complete and rapid 
physiologic resuscitation. Correction of hypoxia, including 
intubation, is appropriate. Sedation and neuromuscular 
blockade might need to be used to optimize the transport 
of the head injury patient.41

ICP has been the mainstay of monitoring after severe 
TBI. ICP can be monitored using a ventriculostomy, which 
is the procedure of choice because it allows therapeutic CSF 
drainage. ICP monitoring is appropriate in those patients 
with a GCS score of 8 or less after resuscitation, head CT 
showing contusions or edema, or systolic blood pressure 
less than 90 mm Hg.316 ICP monitoring can also be con-
sidered in patients with severe TBI and a negative head CT 
if they are more than age 40, posturing, and/or have sys-
tolic blood pressure less than 90 mm Hg.40 Elevated ICP 
is defined as 20 to 25 mm Hg in clinical practice. Maneu-
vers to decrease ICP include elevating the head of the bed 
30 degrees, treatment of hyperthermia, mannitol admin-
istration, sedation, and brief hyperventilation. Prolonged 
chronic hyperventilation can negatively affect cerebral 
blood flow.39

CPP is defined as the mean arterial pressure minus ICP 
and is the pressure gradient driving cerebral blood flow. 
Studies have documented worsened clinical outcomes 
in TBI patients with episodes of low CPP.69 The current 
therapeutic recommendation is that CPP be maintained at 
more than 60 mm Hg in adults.42 Measurement of cerebral 
oxygen tension allows the practitioner to directly measure 
ischemia, rather than rely on the indirect measurement of 
CPP or ICP. Tissue oxygenation monitors, directly placed 
in brain tissue via an external ventricular drain (EVD), 
can detect focal ischemic changes that can go undetected 
with global measures. Interventions are then tailored to 
the cause of the decrease in tissue oxygenation. Studies 
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have shown reduction in mortality with addition of this 
monitoring.411

Other treatment interventions have been studied in 
acute care clinical trials. A multicenter trial evaluating the 
role of corticosteroids in management of acute TBI showed 
an increase in mortality 2 weeks after TBI compared with 
placebo.367 Elevated CSF cortisol levels in severely injured 
patients might contribute to this outcome.368 Progesterone 
is a drug with pleiotropic neuroprotective properties identi-
fied in several preclinical studies occurring over decades.408 
Recent clinical trials have shown its safety, and progester-
one appears to have potential as a therapeutic agent.482,487

Animal studies have evaluated the protective use of 
hypothermia, with several showing positive results.76,96 
Clinical trials using moderate hypothermia have shown 
some reduction in excitotoxic insult274,452 and neurologic 
impairment; however, the results have not been consistent. 
For example, a large multicenter trial of hypothermia did 
not show improved outcomes in those patients with severe 
TBI.78 To transition this treatment to routine human use, 
factors such as treatment window, rewarming rates, and 
type of anesthesia must be defined.407 Gender effects on 
treatment efficacy and physiologic response to treatment 
should also be considered.23,417,452

Surgical treatment of TBI is indicated when intracere-
bral fluid collections exert a significant mass effect. Mass 
effect can be gauged by degree of midline shift on neuro-
imaging, and the decision to intervene can require serial 
neurologic examinations and CT scans.52 Depressed skull 
fractures greater than the thickness of the skull should be 
elevated to decrease the risk for infection, especially in the 
setting of a dural laceration. Surgical treatment can also 
be used to lower ICP. The use of decompressive craniec-
tomy to decrease ICP is an accepted intervention, although 
the reduction of morbidity and mortality has not been 
proven.477

Secondary complications occurring in the intensive 
care unit (ICU) can also negatively affect TBI outcomes. 
Elevated glucose levels are associated with increased mor-
tality after TBI, presumably as a result of increased lactic 
acid production leading to ischemia and impaired phos-
phorus metabolism.375 Sodium imbalance can potentiate 
risks for seizure, as well as worsen level of consciousness. 
Sodium imbalance is directly related to volume status. 
Hyponatremia can be exacerbated by the use of excessive 
volumes of intravenous fluids. This occurs even in the set-
ting of normal saline or lactated Ringer’s solution used for 
fluid resuscitation, making monitoring of electrolytes and 
volume status important in preventing secondary com-
plications. Prevention and aggressive treatment of infec-
tions are also important. Hyperthermia is another source 
of acceleration of secondary insults to brain parenchyma, 
increasing ischemia.273

Early initiation of nutrition is vitally important in the 
TBI patient. Metabolic rates can increase 40% during the 
early stages after injury. Guidelines recommend replace-
ment of 140% of resting metabolism expenditure (100% 
of resting metabolism expenditure in paralyzed patients). 
The use of the gastrointestinal tract is preferred to main-
tain nutritional status. The goal of treatment is to main-
tain a positive nitrogen balance, although this is difficult to 
achieve. Measures such as nitrogen balance via a metabolic 
cart study, prealbumin levels, and liver functions should 
be followed in the ICU. Delaying nutrition replacement is 
associated with increased mortality.184

The physiatrist plays a role in evaluating patients who 
have sustained TBI. The early assessment includes preven-
tion of orthopedic and immobility complications. Early 
consultation can result in improved mobility, improved 
functional outcomes, and decreased acute care length of 
stay. In this model, rehabilitation assessment is a portion 
of the acute medical care, providing education and support 
for patients, families, and caregivers.453

Physiologic Measurements During 
Acute Care

Somatosensory-evoked potentials (SSEPs) are recorded 
from the scalp after stimulation of a sensory or mixed nerve 
in the peripheral nervous system. SSEPs are often used in 
severe TBI cases to predict survival and evaluate posttrau-
matic coma and persistent vegetative states. In some cases, 
SSEP testing is used as an adjunct to the clinical examina-
tion in determining brain death.174 Cant et al.56 found that 
bilateral loss of the median SSEP was indicative of impend-
ing death, and asymmetric findings observed in the cortical 
response were indicative of severe residual deficits. Their 
study indicated that serial SSEPs often change through the 
hospital course, and each study does not always correlate 
well with the ultimate outcome.

Like other neurologic evaluations, electroencephalogra-
phy (EEG) can be beneficial when assessing TBI patients 
to detect injury severity and depth of coma.378 Degree of 
unconsciousness can quickly change, and continuous EEG 
(cEEG) monitoring can detect electrophysiologic signs 
of clinical deterioration.175 Initial EEG recordings taken 
within 24 hours of injury, however, are generally more 
abnormal and of less prognostic significance than those 
performed after 24 to 48 hours.419 cEEG is a standard part 
of care at some Level 1 trauma centers, and cEEG can be 
used to effectively identify subclinical electrographic sei-
zures, which are associated with other physiologic factors 
that contribute to poor outcome, such as ICP elevations 
and increases in metabolic stress.447

Pupillary reflexes have been used not only as clinical 
indicators of surgical emergencies and complications in 
TBI associated with edema and herniation but also as a 
tool in determining lesion location, mortality, and global 
outcome after injury. The presence or absence of pupillary 
reflexes and degrees of anisocoria have been used in mod-
els predicting the probability of intracerebral hematoma 
and lesion location.68

Although not yet used routinely at the bedside, bio-
markers have considerable potential as adjunctive tools in 
TBI diagnosis, prognosis, and monitoring treatment effect. 
Protein biomarkers that have been studied in TBI include 
either (1) markers of structural damage or (2) markers 
reflective of the cellular and molecular cascades observed 
with secondary injury and repair. Protein biomarkers have 
also been studied in both CSF and serum. CSF biomarker 
studies are valuable in that measured levels are largely a 
reflection of CNS pathology. CSF collection is only routine, 
however, in severely injured patients who require an extra-
ventricular drain for management of ICP. Serum markers 
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are attractive because of their potential application to mild 
and severe cases of TBI, but serum biomarker levels are 
often limited by the extent of BBB permeability present 
after the injury. Markers of acute injury have been much 
more thoroughly studied compared with chronic markers 
of injury.

Neuroimaging for Medical Management

The head CT is a mainstay of diagnostic imaging in 
TBI, and findings have usefulness in identifying mass 
lesions that constitute a neurosurgical emergency and in 
FIGURE 49-2 Example of an epidural hematoma in which there is a buildup 
of blood between the dura mater and the skull, shown here by computed 
tomography scan.
correlating with outcome. Mass lesions, including SDH 
and EDH (Figure 49-2), can often cause shifting of the 
midline structures and are life threatening if not surgically 
evacuated (Figure 49-3). Intraparenchymal contusions can 
also cause shifting of midline structures (Figure 49-4). DAI 
is hard to appreciate on head CT unless it is severe with 
associated small hemorrhages forming near sheared axons 
(Figure 49-5). In mild TBI the head CT is often negative, 
but other modalities might capture subtle pathology asso-
ciated with less severe injuries.

CT is the current standard neuroimaging modality for 
the initial evaluation of patients with suspected moder-
ate to severe TBI.90,138,250 CT methods, which are based on 
the same principles as plain-film radiographs, are advan-
tageous because they allow for rapid, noninvasive three-
dimensional imaging. This can accurately detect facial 
and skull fractures, as well as acute hemorrhaging and 
mass effect. This allows for optimal medical management 
of trauma patients who might require immediate surgi-
cal intervention. Repeat CT scans can be used to evaluate 
recovery or to monitor for additional complications. For 
example, if a patient with TBI does not progress as expected 
or declines in neurologic status, repeat CT scans are often 
used to diagnose issues such as new or evolving bleeding 
or hydrocephalus. Because of their high clinical usefulness 
and relatively low cost, CT scanners have become readily 
available for use with TBI evaluation. As with any radio-
graph, there are risks associated with ionizing radiation 
that require clinical judgment and risk–benefit analysis 
when considering multiple CT evaluations over time. This 
is particularly an issue with certain higher risk groups, such 
as pregnant women and children.

Less than 10% of mild TBI cases have positive CT find-
ings, and less than 1% require neurosurgery.206,250 These 
statistics have resulted in significant debate regarding the 
appropriate use of CT in cases of mild TBI. The New Orleans 
Criteria186 and the Canadian CT Head rule412 indicate that 
CTs should be obtained in cases of mild head trauma if 
FIGURE 49-3 Computed tomo  graphy scans showing subdural hematomas, which have the potential to result in midline shift.
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specific additional criteria are met suggesting the possibil-
ity of more severe or evolving neurologic injury. Examples 
include age and symptoms such as seizure, vomiting, head-
ache, and significant PTA.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a second method 
of structural neuroimaging that has proven clinical useful-
ness in TBI.138,249,250 MRI has the capability of producing 
high-resolution structural images of the brain by exploiting 
the magnetic properties of hydrogen atoms in tissues of the 
body, as well as variations in the density and water content 
of body tissues. Compared with CT, MRI scans take longer 
to complete and are more susceptible to motion artifacts. 
This can make it more difficult to scan individuals who are 
agitated. MRI is also less able than CT to detect skull frac-
ture and acute blood. Because of the magnetic environment 
of the MRI scanner, it also can be more complicated to scan 
individuals with the clinical monitoring and treatment 
equipment required during acute care, or with medically 
FIGURE 49-4 Hemorrhagic contu-
sions can also cause midline shift as seen 
by computed tomography scan.

FIGURE 49-5 Computed tomography (CT) scans depicting diffuse axonal injury (DAI) after patients have sustained a severe traumatic brain injury.  Although often 
difficult to see from a CT scan, DAI results in extensive lesions in white matter tracts and can be appreciated when small hemorrhages are formed near sheared axons.
implanted devices or objects that might be affected by the 
magnet (i.e., pacemakers, aneurysm clips, plates, and rods). 
However, many MRI-compatible instruments and surgical 
implants have become available. MRI can also be con-
traindicated when there are causes of injury such as gun-
shot wounds or other accidents involving the presence of 
metal fragments. MRI does have resolution superior to CT 
and provides much higher detail in the soft tissues of the 
body. Therefore MRI becomes the methodology of choice 
for the evaluation of injury to the brain stem and frontal 
areas, as well as for detecting small hemorrhages and non-
hemorrhagic white matter injury. As a result, MRI becomes 
increasingly useful with time from trauma, when patients 
become more medically stable and additional diagnosis of 
DAI or other small areas of hemorrhage might be helpful 
when considering treatment and prognosis.138,249,253,466

The primary sequences for conventional MRI scanning 
are T2-weighted images and fluid-attenuated inversion 
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recovery (FLAIR) sequences. These sequences suppress the 
signal from CSF, resulting in improved visualization of 
cortical and periventricular lesions, as well as nonhemor-
rhagic shear injury associated with DAI. T2-weighted gradi-
ent recalled echo (GRE) has additional sensitivity to blood 
breakdown products, further adding to its sensitivity for 
DAI.138 Because MRIs can be obtained in sagittal, coronal, 
and axial planes without moving the patient, additional 
nonconventional MRI sequences can be helpful. For exam-
ple, coronal and sagittal FLAIR images can be helpful at 
discerning DAI involving the fornix and corpus callosum 
compared with routine axial T2-weighted images.249

Management of Patients With Disorders 
of Consciousness

Some patients with severe TBI have prolonged periods 
of depressed consciousness that might never resolve. The 
accurate classification of these individuals is vital for appro-
priate prognostication. Numerous terms have been used 
to classify these different states. Coma is defined as a state 
of pathologic unconsciousness in which the eyes remain 
closed and there is no evidence of purposeful motor activ-
ity. Vegetative state typically follows a period of coma, where 
there is some evidence of wakefulness, in the form of eye 
opening, without any sustained or reproducible responses 
to the environment. Vegetative states should be described 
with the length of time since injury. The terms persistent 
and permanent should not be used to describe the length of 
time since injury.148 A minimally conscious state (MCS) is the 
condition of severely altered consciousness but in which 
there is definite, reproducible evidence of self-awareness 
or environmental awareness. The behaviors examined 
include command following, intelligible verbalization, 
recognizable yes–no responses, and movements or emo-
tional responses triggered by environmental stimuli.146

Functional neuroimaging has been useful to understand 
the neuropathology of depressed consciousness, especially 
in defining those patients who are classified as MCS or who 
might have a higher likelihood of recovery of communi-
cation or functional object use. Both functional MRI and 
positron emission tomography (PET) imaging provide cor-
relates of the differences between vegetative state and MCS. 
In PET studies, patients with clinical evidence of vegetative 
state typically have reductions of overall cerebral metabo-
lism of 50% or more.377 In comparison, patients with MCS 
have been shown to have activation of appropriate cerebral 
networks in response to environmental stimuli, although 
the activation might not be the same as normal controls 
with novel or complex stimuli.388 Although the neuroim-
aging may eventually be used to discriminate between veg-
etative state and MCS, it currently does not have a role in 
clinical diagnosis and prognostication.

The current evaluation of patients with depressed levels 
of consciousness includes a thorough neurologic exami-
nation, including pupillary responses, brain stem reflexes, 
and ocular movements. Brain stem reflexes commonly 
elicited include corneal responses, gag reflex, and oculo-
cephalic reflexes, referred to as doll’s eyes. These reflexes 
show integrity of brain stem pathways, with reproducible 
behavioral responses to specific areas of sensory stimula-
tion. Also recorded are the direct and consensual pupillary 
responses, as well as a response to visual threat. Observation 
of spontaneous activity and responses to environmental 
stimuli is important. Common mistakes include attribut-
ing purposefulness to responses that are reflexive, allow-
ing insufficient observation time for patient response to a 
stimulus, and underconsideration or overconsideration of 
family observation of behavior. To best observe behaviors, 
it is important to optimize environmental conditions and 
patient positioning and avoid sedating medications. Stan-
dardized rating scales are available to differentiate vegeta-
tive state from MCS. These allow for the detection of subtle 
improvements and can offer interrater and test–retest reli-
ability when incorporated into daily clinical testing.147

A variety of interventions have been studied in these 
patients. The use of sensory enrichment in both naturally 
occurring events and in the administration of multimodal 
sensory stimuli has been reported in case studies and retro-
spective data analyses. The effectiveness of these techniques 
is not clear, although there is no report of harm associated 
with sensory stimulation.149 Pharmacologic interventions 
can be used to promote arousal and behavioral persis-
tence. Medications frequently include psychostimulants, 
DA agonists, and tricyclic antidepressants. Bromocriptine, 
a DA agonist, was studied in a series of five patients in a 
vegetative state. Treated patients had greater physical and 
cognitive recovery at 12 months compared with historical 
controls. This study lacked a sufficient sample size, how-
ever, and did not address the possibility of spontaneous 
recovery.336 Recent trials have investigated the implanta-
tion of electrodes in the brain stem and thalamus to stim-
ulate the reticular system and increase arousal. Although 
studies are limited, behavioral changes were observed in 
some patients.437

Behavioral Measures 
of Responding and Cognition

Decisions regarding readiness to transfer a patient from 
ICU to step-down units and inpatient rehabilitation are 
generally based on medical stability and progress, as well 
as the ability to respond to the environment and to actively 
participate in therapy. Several behavioral measures are use-
ful in determining the status of a patient’s emergence from 
coma and progress through the acute phases of recovery 
from injury.

Emergence From Coma

Evaluation of functioning during the initial stages of 
emergence from coma generally involves the monitor-
ing and serial assessment of a patient’s ability to respond 
to external stimuli. This is often done through the use 
of a standardized measure of responsiveness, such as 
the Coma Near Coma (CNC) scale.353 This 11-item scale 
was designed to measure small changes in responding in 
patients with severe brain injuries functioning at a low-
level state. An additional scale is the JFK Coma Recovery 
Scale–Revised (CRS-R),147 which is a 23-item scale used 
to assess functioning in six areas: auditory, visual, motor, 
oromotor, communication, and arousal. Instruments such 
as the CNC and CRS-R scales are generally useful during 
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acute care hospitalization or, at times, if an individual who 
is minimally responsive is transferred to the inpatient reha-
bilitation setting or another longer-term care facility.

Evaluation of Posttraumatic Amnesia

As the individual emerges from coma and is able to respond 
to verbal inquiry, instruments such as the Galveston Ori-
entation and Amnesia Test (GOAT)257 or The Orientation 
Log (O-Log)203 are used to track progress through the PTA 
phase of recovery. Both of these instruments essentially 
measure and score serial responses to orientation questions 
and allow for the objective scoring of the responses elicited 
from the patient. Emergence from PTA is then defined by 
the consistent attainment of a score on one of these instru-
ments indicating orientation.

Although rehabilitation scales, such as the GOAT and 
O-Log, generally focus on disorientation and amnesic 
symptoms, other elements of confusion (i.e., delirium and 
psychiatric types of symptoms) have also been noted dur-
ing the acute phase of recovery from TBI. There is increasing 
awareness of the need to measure these symptoms, as well 
as to develop instruments to bridge gaps between scales 
traditionally used to measure PTA and those traditionally 
used to measure delirium.425 One example is the Neurobe-
havioral Rating Scale,255 which combines portions of the 
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale337 with additional items to 
measure other psychiatric symptoms associated with TBI. 
The Confusion Assessment Protocol (CAP)395 focuses 
more on delirium than other scales.395

The Ranchos Levels of Cognitive Functioning Scale 
(LCFS),173 commonly referred to as the Ranchos Scale, is a 
widely accepted tool used to describe the process of cogni-
tive recovery as an individual emerges from coma, then 
progresses toward emergence from PTA or delirium, and 
emerges to near-normal cognitive functioning (Table 49-2). 
This scale presents recovery as a progression through eight typ-
ical stages. It has been widely adopted as a method to assess 
patient functioning for purposes of rehabilitation planning 
and treatment, and to explain patient progress to families.

(Further information and rating forms for the CAP, 
CNC, CRS-R, GOAT, O-Log, and LCFS may be found on the 
“scales” page of the Center for Outcome Measurement in 
Brain Injury website: http://www.tbims.org/combi/index.
html.)

Inpatient Rehabilitation 
Assessment and Management

The focus of inpatient rehabilitation after TBI is to assist 
each patient in improving functional independence. Ideally, 
with good recovery, each individual will return home and 
will be successful in eventual community reentry. The basic 
rehabilitation team is composed of a multidisciplinary 
group of specialists including a physiatrist, physical thera-
pists (PTs), occupational therapists (OTs), speech language 
pathologists (SLPs), as well as other hospital staff includ-
ing nursing and case management. Because cognitive and 
behavioral issues associated with TBI can pose unique chal-
lenges to the provision of rehabilitation treatment, ideally 
all members of the team should be specially trained to work 
with patients who have sustained TBI. Neuropsychologists 
are also often included as key members of the team.

Role of the Neuropsychologist in Inpatient 
Rehabilitation

The role of the neuropsychologist in inpatient rehabilita-
tion service is multifaceted. The neuropsychologist pro-
vides ongoing assessment of recovery of cognitive function 
and works with therapy and nursing staff to integrate 
information about cognitive abilities and limitations into 
implementation of effective and appropriate rehabilitation 
goals for the patient. Ideally the neuropsychologist is avail-
able to observe and cotreat with other therapists as needed. 
Although neuropsychologists have specialized training in 
brain–behavior relationships and expertise in the testing 
and evaluation of cognition, they also apply that exper-
tise to the evaluation of interactions between cognitive 
strengths and limitations, as well as behavior. As a result, 
they are generally experts in behavior management and 
can often assist with organization and implementation of 
behavior plans for patients as needed. This is often par-
ticularly relevant on TBI units, where agitation related to 
recovery from TBI can threaten or impede patient progress 
in rehabilitation. In some settings, psychologists function 
both as neuropsychologists and rehabilitation psycholo-
gists. Rehabilitation psychology focuses on adjustment to 
disability and other personal, social, and situational issues 
in an effort to assist individuals with all types of disabili-
ties to work toward and maintain healthy and satisfying 
lifestyles.
Table 49-2   Ranchos Level of Cognitive Functioning Scale

1 Level I: No response
Patient does not respond to external stimuli and appears asleep.

2 Level II: Generalized response
Patient reacts to external stimuli in nonspecific, inconsistent, and 

nonpurposeful manner with stereotypic and limited responses.

3 Level III: Localized response
Patient responds specifically and inconsistently with delays to 

stimuli, but may follow simple commands for motor action.

4 Level IV: Confused, agitated response
Patient exhibits bizarre, nonpurposeful, incoherent, or inappropri-

ate behaviors, has no short-term recall, and attention is short 
and nonselective.

5 Level V: Confused, inappropriate, nonagitated response
Patient gives random, fragmented, and nonpurposeful responses to 

complex or unstructured stimuli. Simple commands are followed 
consistently; memory and selective attention are impaired; and 
new information is not retained.

6 Level VI: Confused, appropriate response
Patient gives context appropriate, goal-directed responses, 

 dependent on external input for direction. There is carryover 
for relearned but not for new tasks, and recent memory 
 problems persist.

7 Level VII: Automatic, appropriate response
Patient behaves appropriately in familiar settings, performs daily 

routines automatically, and shows carryover for new learning at 
lower than normal rates. Patient initiates social interactions, but 
judgment remains impaired.

8 Level VIII: Purposeful, appropriate response
Patient is oriented and responds to the environment, but abstract 

reasoning abilities are decreased relative to premorbid levels.

http://www.tbims.org/combi/index.html.)%3C%3Bcomment%3E
http://www.tbims.org/combi/index.html.)%3C%3Bcomment%3E
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Medical Rehabilitation Evaluation, 
Complications, and Management

A thorough neurologic examination should be conducted 
by a rehabilitation specialist during the initial evaluation 
of a new patient on the inpatient rehabilitation unit. This 
includes traditional physical examination components 
described elsewhere in this textbook. Often, depending on 
patients’ medical status, a complete evaluation cannot be 
conducted at first attempt and might need to be completed 
at a later date. As awareness and communication improves, 
it is not uncommon to discover additional injuries that 
were previously missed because of the patient’s inability to 
express pain or participate in the assessment.

The clear documentation of concurrent fractures or 
other orthopedic injuries is important to allow safe treat-
ment in a rehabilitation setting. Physical examination mea-
sures include the description of motor weakness, abnormal 
muscle tone, and presence or absence of contractures. For 
those patients with a decreased level of consciousness and 
cognitive disorders, it is vital to perform serial measures to 
document level of awareness. Multiple instruments (GOAT, 
GCS, CNC, and CRS-R scales, as described above) are avail-
able to be performed serially by physicians and therapists. 
Also included in the evaluation should be the documenta-
tion of brain stem reflexes such as pupillary reflexes, doll’s 
eyes, and the response to caloric stimulation.

Although some degree of medical stability has been 
achieved by the time the patient has been transferred from 
the ICU to inpatient rehabilitation, medical complications 
can and do occur while the patient is on the rehabilitation 
unit. The next sections describe medical issues and compli-
cations of particular concern for individuals with a recent 
history of TBI. Assessment and feedback from members of 
the rehabilitation therapy team often provide information 
vital to the diagnosis of these medical issues.

Posttraumatic Seizures

Posttraumatic seizures (PTS) are a significant complication 
arising from TBI. PTS accounts for 20% of symptomatic sei-
zures and 5% of all seizures in the general population.113 
Up to 86% of patients with one seizure after TBI will have 
a second within 2 years.179 Moreover, PTS is associated 
with increased disability and limitations with ADLs.17 The 
neurobiology of PTS is not well understood. Neuroinhibi-
tory molecules like adenosine and γ-aminobutyric acid 
(GABA), however, afford relative protection from this com-
plication. In fact, genetic variability within the ubiquitous 
adenosine A1 receptor has been linked with risk for PTS.301 
Conversely, excitotoxicity likely contributes to the develop-
ment of PTS. PTS occurrence is related to injury severity.432 
Other reported risk factors include biparietal contusions, 
dural penetration with bone and metal fragments, multiple 
intracranial operations, cortical contusions, SDH, signifi-
cant midline shift, early PTS, and skull fractures.13,113 PTS 
has commonly been defined as occurring in the immediate 
period (<24 hours after injury), early period (24 hours to 7 
days after injury), and late (>7 days after injury).

Phenytoin (Dilantin) is commonly used for PTS prophy-
laxis and treatment, and it acts by diminishing excitatory 
tone and augmenting inhibitory neurotransmitter systems 
in cortical and subcortical structures. Previous clinical trials 
suggest that phenytoin therapy for 1 week provides protec-
tion against early PTS.433 Based on this literature, the Asso-
ciation of Academic Neurologists currently recommends 
early intervention with phenytoin (intravenous) given as 
a loading dose as soon as possible, followed by a 7-day 
course in the asymptomatic moderate to severely brain-
injured population.62 New drugs that do not require active 
monitoring of drug levels are commonly used clinically for 
PTS; however, research on their efficacy in preventing PTS 
specifically is limited.

Despite recommendations supporting limited treat-
ment for seizure prophylaxis,431 people with TBI often 
receive PTS prophylaxis on a long-term basis with anticon-
vulsant medications that require regular monitoring and 
are often associated with unwanted side effects, includ-
ing sedation. Patients who go on to develop PTS also 
experience similar issues with long-term treatment.98,406 
Recent evidence using an experimental model of TBI dem-
onstrates that long-term treatment with phenytoin after 
injury leads to increase cell death and poorer function on 
cognitive behavioral tasks.304 This work further supports 
following current guidelines for PTS prophylaxis with 
phenytoin, and prolonged therapy should be minimized 
when possible.

Heterotopic Ossification

Heterotopic ossification (HO) (Figure 49-6) is a common 
complication occurring after TBI and is a poorly under-
stood process by which ectopic bone is formed outside of 
the skeleton. Incidence of HO after TBI ranges from 11% 
to 28%.188 Incidence can be higher in those sustaining 
 military-related blast injuries, in which TBI and traumatic 
amputation (both of which increase the risk of HO develop-
ment) often co-occur.134,347 Patients with more severe TBI 
and associated immobility, spasticity, and fractures seem to 
be at relatively greater risk for this complication. Dysauto-
nomia is also linked with higher HO risk.188 Among acute 
inpatient patients undergoing rehabilitation for TBI, HO is 
considered a risk factor for poorer outcomes and decreased 
home discharge rates.207 Blood markers associated with 
bone metabolism, such as alkaline phosphatase and osteo-
calcin, are nonspecific for HO.315 Radiographs can identify 
HO in more advanced cases, but bone scanning is more 
sensitive in identifying early and asymptomatic cases.

Although the pathophysiology of HO after TBI is poorly 
understood, evidence suggests that CNS processes facilitate 
HO bone formation. Bone remodeling is subject to central 
control through the sympathetic nervous system, which is 
partially regulated by the endocannabinoid system. After 
experimental TBI, cannabinoid-mediated down-regulation 
of NE at osteoblasts contributes to increased bone forma-
tion.423 Other research suggests that humeral factors in 
human CSF after TBI are osteoinductive, but specific factors 
have not been identified.141 Leptin, a metabolic protein, is 
also a potential mediator of HO through both central and 
peripheral mechanisms.63

Common prophylactic methods include antiinflamma-
tory medications like indomethacin, irradiation, and Ca++ 
binding chelating agents such as etidronate (Didronel). 
Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are effec-
tive in preventing HO formation in total joint replacement 
patients,318 but less is known about the specific effects of 
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FIGURE 49-6 An example of heterotopic ossi-
fication in patients after a traumatic brain injury. 
The anteroposterior and lateral radiograph films 
depict ectopic bone formation in a patient’s 
elbow after repair of fracture.
NSAIDs on HO after TBI. At this time, a Cochrane Database 
review fails to provide adequate research evidence to support 
these therapies for acute HO treatment.182 Once HO forma-
tion occurs, it can significantly affect joint range of motion 
and mobility. Areas of HO formation take several months to 
mature. After maturation is complete, excision of the ectopic 
bone can often improve joint motion and mobility.305

Deep Venous Thrombosis

Deep venous thrombosis (DVT) is a significant source of 
morbidity and risk for mortality for patients with TBI. In 
patients with severe TBI, pulmonary embolus secondary 
to DVT is an important cause of death, and the estimated 
incidence of DVT is 40%.73 The effectiveness of routine 
screening for clot at rehabilitation admission has not been 
proven, and there is no standard of care for the initiation 
of DVT prophylaxis and treatment in patients with TBI. 
Increasing evidence supports the safe use of either hepa-
rin or low-molecular-weight heparin within 24 to 72 hours 
after severe TBI or intracranial bleed.142 This decision can 
be made in consultation with the neurosurgeon about the 
risk of rebleed in patients after review of their neuroimag-
ing studies.

Patients at highest risk for DVT include those at advanced 
age, severe injury, prolonged immobilization, significant 
fractures, and presence of clotting disorder.369 Unfortu-
nately the behavior of the TBI patient, including fall risk, 
agitation, and ability to provide a safe environment, might 
prevent one from taking a risk with anticoagulation or even 
prophylaxis. In those patients who cannot undergo phar-
macologic prophylaxis of DVT because of risk of bleeding, 
mechanical compression devices can be used. Although 
they have never been completely studied as to effective-
ness, it is thought that their effectiveness in clinical practice 
would be lower than that in controlled trials. If they are 
used, it is important that they are consistently used, appro-
priately sized, and used for the maximum hours each day. 
For patients with agitation or requiring restraints, tolerance 
of these devices can be low. The length of DVT prophylaxis 
is not clearly defined in the TBI population. Among gen-
eral rehabilitation patients, the ability to ambulate greater 
than 100 feet is an important milestone to discontinue 
prophylaxis.

Swallowing and Nutrition

Moderate to severe TBI is associated with specific nutritional 
needs. Patients demonstrate increased caloric requirements 
because of hypermetabolism, increased energy expendi-
ture, and increased protein loss. Early institution of enteral 
nutritional support might decrease morbidity and mortal-
ity, shorten hospital length of stay, and potentially improve 
immune function.171,494 Nutritional status monitoring can 
include review of laboratories and weights and, in more 
complex patients, metabolic cart studies. Clinical dieti-
cians are important team members in this regard.

The preferred route of nutritional support, gastrostomy 
versus jejunostomy, is not resolved. Factors that lead to the 
decision for a more permanent form of enteral nutrition 
include whether nasogastric nutrition can be consistently 
maintained, if the location of the tube is an agitating factor, 
and potential length of time nonoral nutrition is needed. 
Once a permanent tube is placed, it is expected to be in 
place for more than 30 days, to decrease the complications 
associated with removal. Decision making as to whether to 
place a tube directly in the stomach versus more distally in 
the jejunum should be based on presence of gastroesopha-
geal reflux. In those patients requiring nonoral nutrition 
when they go home, the gastric tube allows for bolus feed-
ing, which more closely approximates natural feeding.

As the patient’s level of alertness improves, swallowing 
evaluation can include a bedside swallowing assessment 
or video fluoroscopy. Because normal gag reflexes and 
good cough reflex are not completely predictive of normal 
swallow function, video fluoroscopy often identifies silent 
aspiration and improves clinical decision making when 
relaxing dietary restrictions.476 Even after video fluoros-
copy, institution of oral nutrition is often done in a step-
wise manner, evaluating the effects of behavior on feeding, 
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as well as variations in level of arousal and fatigue during a 
day (see also Chapter 27).

Bowel and Bladder Dysfunction

Loss of bladder and bowel control is common after TBI. 
Injury to cortical and subcortical structures can lead to 
loss of control over these functions or dyscoordination 
of sphincter management. The early incidence of urinary 
incontinence after significant TBI is approximately 62% of 
patients. The patterns of dysfunction include an uninhib-
ited overactive bladder, as well as poor perception of blad-
der fullness and poor sphincter control. During acute care 
and rehabilitation, urinary tract infections are common, 
affecting functional outcome on discharge, skin integrity, 
and increasing the risk of discharge to long-term care.72 
Treatment options include behavioral interventions such 
as timed voiding. Caution must be used in initiating anti-
cholinergic medications because of their adverse cognitive 
effects (see also Chapter 28).

Bowel dysfunction after TBI includes incontinence and 
constipation. Constipation is common, as a result of lack of 
mobility, use of constipating medications, and dietary influ-
ences. Bowel programs include stool softeners, stimulant 
suppositories, and hydration. Bowel incontinence is often 
associated with more severe injury and poorer functional sta-
tus. It can also be due to diarrhea, frequently seen with the use 
of enteral feeds or infectious causes (see also Chapter 19).135

Airway and Pulmonary Management

Pulmonary complications after TBI can be directly related 
to the effects of trauma, including pneumothorax, hemo-
thorax, flail chest, and rib fractures. Neurologic level of 
injury might lead to respiratory failure, pulmonary edema, 
and airway complications. Pneumonia is the most com-
mon complication observed in acute care and rehabili-
tation, occurring in 60% of patients.472 The presence of 
respiratory failure and need for tracheostomy have a strong 
relationship with acute care and rehabilitation length of 
stay. They are also associated with functional status on the 
Disability Rating Scale and the Functional Independence 
Measure 1 year after injury.114

The majority of patients with TBI who need a tracheos-
tomy in acute care regain sufficient pulmonary and neu-
rologic function later to undergo decannulation. This can 
be considered when patients no longer require ventilation, 
can manage their secretions, and are at low risk for aspira-
tion. Decannulation is usually achieved by serially decreas-
ing the cannula diameter and then by capping the tube. 
Before capping the tracheostomy, a speaking valve can be 
used to allow phonation through the open tracheostomy. 
This is generally only tolerated with a smaller diameter 
tracheostomy, and the cuff on the tracheostomy must be 
deflated for safety. It is often recommended if this step is 
used, that the valve is only placed by trained staff, after 
they have verified that the cuff is deflated. Tolerance is mea-
sured by ability to maintain oxygen saturations and speak 
clear, long sentences without signs of breathlessness. If 
the patient tolerates these steps, the tracheostomy may be 
removed. Visualization of the airway before decannulation 
via laryngoscopy can assess for tracheal stenosis, subglottic 
stenosis, glottic stenosis, and tracheal granuloma.478 These 
tracheal abnormalities are associated with a high risk for 
respiratory difficulties requiring reintubation and possible 
surgical intervention.

Decision making in decannulation of patients at Ran-
cho Levels 2 and 3 is more difficult. Poor pulmonary toilet 
and variable central respiratory status in this patient group 
leads to pneumonia and sepsis and increased morbidity 
and mortality with decannulation. Predictors of successful 
decannulation include younger age, alert cognitive status, 
and adequate swallowing and cough reflexes.247 In these 
patients one should consider whether decannulation will 
make care easier or more difficult in the next level of care 
for the patient. Timing of decannulation is also important, 
with it being more troublesome in the winter when respi-
ratory illnesses are common (see also Chapter 34).

Spasticity and Contractures

Spasticity is a common problem observed with upper 
motor neuron damage such as that occurring with TBI. 
It is one portion of the upper motor neuron syndrome 
that contributes to motor dysfunction in these patients. 
Spasticity is clinically defined as a velocity-dependent 
increase in tonic stretch reflexes with exaggerated tendon 
jerk responses.243 Other components of the upper motor 
syndrome include loss of autonomic control, decreased 
dexterity, and limb weakness, which is often seen in these 
patients as well. Although the incidence of spasticity in the 
TBI population in general is unknown, among those with 
injuries severe enough to require inpatient rehabilitation, 
the incidence has been reported to be as high as 84% (see 
also Chapter 30).493

After significant damage to central motor pathways such 
as that seen in TBI, acute paralysis often occurs. This leaves 
the affected muscles and joint immobilized. Immobiliza-
tion leads to reduction in longitudinal tension in a muscle, 
the basis for muscle contracture. In animal models, only 
24 hours of unloading of tension in a muscle caused a 
60% shortening of muscle fiber length.292 Over the next 
few weeks, both plastic neural and muscular reorganiza-
tion leads to muscle overactivity defined as spasticity. This 
further aggravates the development of muscle and joint 
contractures.157

The early identification of contracture development and 
spasticity is critical. The risk factors for spasticity develop-
ment include more severe injury (lower GCS), motor dys-
function (hemiplegia or tetraplegia), associated anoxic 
injury, spinal cord injury, and age. Development can occur 
as early as days after injury but is more classically observed 
months after injury. Patient evaluation includes a clinical 
and functional history, stretch reflex examination, range of 
motion assessment, and an active motor examination.195 
Measurement of degree of passive abnormal muscle tone is 
often done with the Ashworth Scale or Modified Ashworth 
Scale (Table 49-3). The Modified Ashworth Scale assigns a 
0 to 4 value based on the amount of resistance measured by 
an evaluator when attempting to range a joint through an 
available range of motion. The Tardieu scale is a true mea-
sure of spasticity, comparing the differences noted when a 
muscle is stretched at different velocities, and comparing 
the angles at which the catch is noted (Table 49-4).112

The cornerstone of spasticity treatment is the use of 
static and dynamic splinting devices. When used in combi-
nation with passive range of motion exercises, splints serve 
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Table 49-3   Modified Ashworth Scale
Score Description

0 No increase in muscle tone

1 Slight increase in muscle tone manifested by a catch and 
release at end range of motion

1+ Slight increase in muscle tone, manifested by a catch followed 
by minimal resistance throughout the remainder of the 
range of motion

2 More marked increase in tone through most of the range  
of motion but joint easily moved

3 Considerable increase in muscle tone; passive movement  
is difficult

4 Affected part is rigid in flexion or extension

Table 49-4  Tardieu Scale
Score Description

0 No resistance throughout the course of the passive  movement

1 Slight resistance throughout the course of the passive  movement 
with no clear catch at a precise angle

2 Clear catch at a precise angle, interrupting the passive 
 movement followed by release

3 Fatiguable clonus, less than 10 seconds when maintaining 
 pressure, appearing at a precise angle

4 Nonfatiguable clonus, more than 10 seconds when maintaining 
pressure, at a precise angle
to lengthen the muscles and tendons that are shortening. 
Although controlled trials of the use of passive range of 
motion are few, the pathophysiology of spasticity and clin-
ical experience has guided use of these exercises. A stretch-
ing program can also be easily taught to family members 
and transitioned to a home environment. In combination 
with static splinting such as serial casting, measures of 
spasticity can decrease.400 In a setting with close monitor-
ing for adverse effects such as pressure sore development, 
serial casting can be efficacious after TBI. Caution must 
be used in initiating it while patients are still experienc-
ing high ICPs.496 Physical modalities, such as cryotherapy, 
superficial heat, and ultrasound, can be used in concert 
with splinting or pharmacotherapy. Multiple forms of elec-
trical stimulation have been studied in the management of 
spasticity, with positive results identified in some placebo-
controlled studies.158

Systemic pharmacologic agents are also used in the TBI 
population. Dantrolene is indicated for the treatment of 
spasticity of CNS origin, including TBI. It acts at the sar-
coplasmic reticulum by inhibiting calcium activity. Dan-
trolene has been associated with hepatic toxicity, requiring 
regular monitoring of liver enzymes. Baclofen acts both pre-
synaptically and postsynaptically at the GABA B receptors, 
effectively inhibiting spinal reflexes. Side effects include 
fatigue, sedation, weakness, hallucinations, and lowering 
of the seizure threshold. When studied in a TBI population, 
lower limb Ashworth scores were improved, but a similar 
effect was not seen in the upper limbs. Somnolence limited 
the maximum dose in 17% of subjects.297 Other oral agents 
for spasticity include benzodiazepines, tizanidine, and 
clonidine. Somnolence and cognitive effects often limit the 
usefulness of these medications in the TBI population, and 
some worsen recovery in experimental models.123

Focal chemodenervation can be an important tool for 
practitioners, without concerns for cognitive side effects. 
Phenol used for either motor point block or mixed nerve 
block can cause denaturation of the nerve, which reduces 
focal spasticity. Advantages include low cost and immedi-
ate effects. Complications include sensory loss, possible 
painful dysesthesias with mixed nerves, and vascular com-
plications. Chemodenervation with botulinum toxin A 
and B is used offlabel for the treatment of focal spasticity. 
When used in combination with physical modalities like 
splinting or serial casting, improved range of motion and 
Ashworth scores can be achieved.488 There are common 
patterns of upper motor neuron system dysfunction seen 
in patients with TBI that can be identified and effectively 
treated with botulinum toxin.280

Baclofen can also be delivered intrathecally, directly to 
the lumbar subarachnoid space via an intrathecal pump. 
This delivery system overcomes the BBB and the periph-
eral breakdown of the orally administered medication. 
Although sedation often limits the oral dosing of baclofen, 
sedation is less frequently seen with intrathecal treatment, 
and the dose limit is much higher. The surgical compli-
cations of intrathecal pump placement include infec-
tion, catheter dislodgement, and CSF leak or seroma. The 
abrupt withdrawal of baclofen, as seen in those with cath-
eter complications, can result in rhabdomyolysis, multiple 
organ failure, and death.197 When studied in TBI patients, 
however, after 1 year of treatment Ashworth scores were 
improved and maintained over the year of treatment.298

Normal Pressure Hydrocephalus

Normal pressure hydrocephalus is one of the most com-
mon treatable neurosurgical complications after severe 
TBI, with an estimated incidence of 45% in those with 
severe injury.283 Posttraumatic hydrocephalus is largely of 
the communicating variety; thus there is still free flow of 
CSF within the ventricular system. Absorption of CSF into 
the arachnoid granulations is limited by blood products, 
protein, or fibrosis, leading to dilatation of the ventricu-
lar system. Clinical presentation of acute hydrocephalus 
early after injury includes headache, nausea, vomiting, and 
lethargy. The symptoms of delayed hydrocephalus or nor-
mal pressure hydrocephalus are more subtle. The clinical 
triad of dementia, gait ataxia, and urinary incontinence is 
described, with the gait disorder being most amenable to 
shunting of CSF. In those patients with TBI who have neu-
rologic impairment from their injury, however, the diagno-
sis should be considered in anyone who worsens or fails 
to progress adequately. CT scan of the head without con-
trast to evaluate ventricular size is necessary in evaluation. 
However, as many as 72% of patients with severe TBI have 
been reported to have ventriculomegaly.256 In patients 
with cerebral atrophy leading to ex vacuo dilatation of the 
ventricle, sulcal prominence is often seen, making it less 
likely they will be responsive to shunting.35 Further evalu-
ation in questionable cases of hydrocephalus can include 
large-volume CSF drainage via lumbar puncture, including 
postprocedure neurologic evaluation, as well as MRI cine 
flow studies to watch spinal fluid flow through the third 
ventricle.
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Endocrine Dysfunction Associated With Traumatic 
Brain Injury

Although reported frequencies and numbers vary by study, 
neuroendocrine disorders affect a significant portion of the 
population with TBI. Up to 80% of patients with acute TBI 
have some type of acute pituitary dysfunction, and up to 
25% of long-term survivors continue to have pituitary dys-
function.26 Much of the pathology is attributed to primary 
and/or secondary injury to the hypothalamus and pituitary 
gland, structures that govern most neuroendocrine func-
tion. The hypophyseal portal vascular system that sup-
plies the hypothalamic–pituitary region is vulnerable to 
traumatic injury, and frequent pituitary hemorrhage and 
necrosis have been noted in autopsy studies conducted in 
patients who die acutely from their injuries.34

Both oxytocin and vasopressin are synthesized in the hypo-
thalamus and secreted by the posterior portion of the pitu-
itary gland. In women, oxytocin functions to facilitate uterine 
contractions during labor and milk excretion during lactation. 
Oxytocin receptors are present in several regions in the brain, 
although their importance is not fully understood. Vasopres-
sin, also called antidiuretic hormone (ADH), regulates water 
retention. Vasopressin release is diurnal and has many actions 
on the brain, including aggression and thermal regulation. 
Although less common than anterior pituitary dysfunction, 
posterior pituitary-mediated neuroendocrine dysfunction 
does occur after TBI. Diabetes insipidus (DI) is associated with 
excessive thirst, excretion of large amounts of dilute urine that 
is refractory to fluid restriction, and elevated plasma sodium. 
Neurogenic DI is caused by ADH deficiency, and vasopressin 
hormone replacement is effective therapy. In contrast, the syn-
drome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone is characterized 
by excessive ADH secretion accompanied by excess natiuresis 
and low plasma sodium. Fluid restriction and ADH inhibitors 
are a part of the therapeutic approach to this disorder.

Several hormones affecting reproduction and metabo-
lism are located in the anterior pituitary gland and include 
follicular-stimulating hormone, luteinizing hormone, ad -
renocorticotropic hormone, thyroid-stimulating hormone, 
prolactin, and growth hormone (GH). Early after injury, 
several aberrations in serum gonadal hormone profiles 
occur with severe TBI, and are likely associated with an 
enhanced stress surge in response to the injury. In cases of 
severe TBI, serum testosterone levels decline below control 
levels by 48 to 72 hours after injury. Acute testosterone lev-
els correlate with circulating gonadotropin hormone levels 
and injury severity. Progesterone levels rapidly decrease in 
females after severe TBI, calling into question the long-
held hypothesis generated from experimental models that 
females are afforded hormone-dependent neuroprotec-
tion.368 Chronic hypogonadism can affect 10% to 17% 
of patients with TBI.6 In males, hypogonadism is largely 
secondary to pituitary dysfunction. Menstrual cycle func-
tion can be impaired for women up to several months after 
severe TBI and can have a negative impact on outcome.364

Hyperprolactinemia can affect more than 50% of the pop-
ulation with TBI.5 Trauma can lead to acute depression of the 
thyroid axis. Chronic hypothyroidism affects between 1% and 
22% of the population with TBI and can contribute to cogni-
tive decline.5 Thyroid function should be screened routinely, 
particularly if recovery is slow to progress. GH deficiency in 
children is associated with short stature. In adults, GH defi-
ciency decreases muscle mass, energy levels, and cognitive 
performance. One report suggests that chronic GH deficiency 
occurs in about 16% to 18% of the TBI population, and is cor-
related with lower quality of life (QOL) and increased rates of 
depression.22 Other studies suggest impaired aerobic capacity 
with GH deficiency after TBI.312 GH replacement, however, 
can have a beneficial impact on recovery and QOL.239

Functional Evaluation 
and Treatment Concepts 
 in Rehabilitation

In addition to the medical issues described above, some 
functional difficulties commonly assessed and treated after 
TBI by the rehabilitation team are highlighted below.

Vestibular Dysfunction

Patients with both severe and mild TBI often present with 
complaints of dizziness and imbalance. The incidence of such 
symptoms is reported to be between 30% and 60% in various 
TBI populations.150 The incidence could be as high as 100% 
when the patient has sustained a temporal bone fracture.

There are many etiologies for these symptoms. Injury to 
the peripheral nervous system can result in vestibular symp-
toms with or without hearing loss. Benign paroxysmal posi-
tional vertigo is the most common cause for complaints of 
dizziness and imbalance. It is clinically characterized by 
brief episodes of vertigo provoked by movement of the 
head. Although this can resolve with time, treatments with 
canalith repositioning procedures can shorten the length of 
symptoms.189 Another peripheral vestibular injury includes 
labyrinthine concussion, or the sudden onset of hearing 
loss and vertigo after TBI in the absence of temporal bone 
fracture. These patients are good candidates for vestibular 
and balance rehabilitation. Temporal bone fractures can 
lead to disruption of the bony labyrinth or internal audi-
tory canal. Trauma to the external canal clinically manifests 
with bloody otorrhea and severe pain and must be differ-
entiated from a traumatic tympanic membrane perforation.

Central causes of dizziness can include direct trauma to 
the brain stem and cerebellum. These lesions are often asso-
ciated with typical oculomotor abnormalities on neurologic 
examinations. These include various forms of nystagmus at 
rest, eye movement abnormalities resulting in diplopia, and 
abnormalities of pupillary response. Rehabilitation tech-
niques to promote alternative strategies for gaze stability can 
be successful to induce long-term adaptation in the CNS.190 
The focus of such rehabilitation programs is to decrease symp-
toms and allow patients to be more active. In patients with 
postural instability, exercises to promote static and dynamic 
postural stability are conducted by manipulating visual, ves-
tibular, and somatosensory cues in the environment.394

Visual and Perceptual Dysfunction

TBI can lead to many symptoms related to vision such as 
diplopia, photophobia, difficulties with tracking and fixa-
tion, and visuoperceptual complaints. Injury can occur to 
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the optic nerve, visual cortex, visual processing centers, or 
oculomotor nerves. Each of these areas of injury has vari-
able recovery patterns and rehabilitation interventions.

Common examination findings observed with physiat-
ric examination include oculomotor abnormalities, visual 
field deficits, and deficiencies in visual acuity. The most 
common cranial nerve palsy after TBI is third nerve palsy. 
On examination, one sees exotropia, ptosis, and mydria-
sis on the affected side. Fourth nerve palsy results in dif-
ficulty with convergence or near vision. Clinically a head 
tilt might be noted. Sixth cranial nerve palsy is associated 
with difficulty of abduction of the affected eye, resulting in 
diplopia on lateral vision to that side. Visual acuity can be 
evaluated with the Snellen Acuity Test, testing both mon-
ocular and binocular vision. A bedside visual field exami-
nation should be done, although functional testing by an 
OT is often helpful (however, attention must be sufficient 
to participate fully in this evaluation).

A neuroophthalmologic evaluation can assist therapists 
in evaluating the impact of vision on ADLs and perceptual 
motor function. In patients referred for evaluation because 
of visual complaints after TBI, 85% have visual acuity of 
20/20 and 33% have cranial nerve palsy on examination.380 
Vision therapy is the clinical treatment of visual disorders 
with the use of nonsurgical techniques. Individually planned 
activities based on physical examination are repeated over 
a series of treatment sessions under the supervision of an 
optometrist or OT. Techniques include prisms, computer-
based treatments, biofeedback, and stereoscopic devices.334

Exercise and Traumatic Brain Injury

In addition to the known therapeutic effects on physical 
condition and function, a significant amount of literature 
demonstrates that physical exercise and conditioning can 
have beneficial effects on neuroplasticity and cognition, as 
well as slowing neurodegenerative processes.444 Increasing 
evidence suggests that voluntary exercise is beneficial in TBI 
recovery. In experimental TBI, voluntary exercise with a run-
ning wheel has been linked with increased neurotrophin 
production and improved cognition compared with a 
sedentary control group.163 In the experimental literature, 
environmental stimulation, along with opportunity for 
social interaction and exercise, provides a loose context for 
a relevant rehabilitation experience. Several experimental 
TBI studies demonstrate the relative benefits of this type of 
“enriched environment” on cognitive performance after TBI 
compared with an impoverished environment with little 
environmental stimulation or social interaction.180,227,335,457 
Interestingly, environmental enrichment can enhance the 
effectiveness of pharmacologic interventions in improving 
cognition.227 The beneficial effects of short-term environ-
mental enrichment, however, appear to be more effective in 
males compared with females, warranting additional study 
on the potential gender specificity of this intervention.457

For those with concussion, physical exertion or training 
too early after injury can worsen cognition and associated 
symptoms. Exercise programs should be reintroduced in 
a graded fashion such that the patient remains symptom 
free during training266,271 This approach is supported by 
experimental TBI work, where voluntary exercise early after 
TBI resulted in worse performance on tasks of learning 
acquisition and memory and a reduction in plasticity-
related proteins compared with nonexercising injured con-
trol subjects who underwent a sham treatment. In contrast, 
a delayed voluntary exercise paradigm increased neuro-
trophin levels and improved performance on cognitive 
tasks.163

In patients with more severe injuries, behavioral fac-
tors, including agitation, impulsivity, and aggression, can 
lead to unique challenges in implementing an exercise 
program. Cognitive and behavioral rehabilitation strate-
gies outlined in this chapter can be helpful in this regard 
to create an environment most conducive to rehabilitation 
participation. For those with more severe injuries, physical 
impairments related to hemiplegia, movement disorders, 
and spasticity may also limit the degree of exercise and 
conditioning incorporated into individual rehabilitation 
programs. Other factors such as balance and postural con-
trol and visual deficits can affect abilities and performance 
with exercise training or programs.

Locomotion assistance systems that provide body weight 
support and robotic gait orthoses can be implemented for 
exercise in some patients with these types of deficits to pro-
vide additional support and feedback during locomotion 
training. Body weight–supported treadmill training has 
been more widely studied in stroke, and some studies sug-
gest that treadmill training with body weight support might 
be more beneficial than treadmill training alone in this 
population.310 Although one study has shown that body 
weight–supported treadmill training does not necessarily 
improve gait mechanics in a chronic TBI population with 
multiple gait abnormalities,48 case reports suggest that body 
weight–supported treadmill training can improve cardiore-
spiratory status in independent walkers with severe TBI.313

Cognition After Traumatic Brain Injury

Cognitive Deficits After Traumatic Brain Injury

Cognitive deficits are among the most debilitating and com-
plex aspects of TBI to manage and treat. Cognitive problems 
after TBI can span a number of neuropsychologic domains, 
including arousal, attention, memory, and executive control. 
The neurobiologic basis of both physiologic cognitive func-
tion and TBI-induced dysfunction is not completely under-
stood, and neuropharmacologic approaches for treating 
TBI-mediated deficits have largely drawn on literature from 
other disorders that present with cognitive dysfunction. 
Among these are attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD), Parkinson’s disease, narcolepsy, and Alzheimer’s 
dementia. Recent research has shown, however, that the 
pathomechanisms involved in TBI-related cognitive deficits 
are unique and are not wholly similar to these other diseases.

Arousal is one of the most basic cognitive functions 
required to engage in other higher levels of cognition. Arousal 
is governed primarily by reticular–thalamic, thalamocorti-
cal, and reticular–cortical networks. Multiple neurotransmit-
ter systems, particularly monoamines, affect arousal. These 
monoaminergic nuclei originate in the brain stem at the 
reticular formation, and each has multiple forebrain termi-
nal projections. Although other neurotransmitters influence 
arousal, NE is central to this function, which affects other 
cognitive domains such as attention and memory.
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Attention can refer to a wide variety of different cogni-
tive processes that are both voluntary and involuntary. In 
addition, attention is a widely distributed cognitive func-
tion that involves both cortical and subcortical pathways, 
including striatal and thalamic inputs and reticular activa-
tion. It is also generally accepted that DA plays a significant 
role with attention.43,478 Attention can be operationalized 
to include multiple processes. Sensory gating is a preatten-
tive process that filters incoming stimuli to limit informa-
tion into attention-processing networks. Selective attention 
involves that ability to direct cognitive resources to a salient 
stimulus, whereas sustained attention allows for mainte-
nance of attentional processing on a specific stimulus. Like 
arousal, there is overlap of many of these attentional pro-
cesses with other cognitive functions such as memory and 
executive functioning (EF). Further, attentional deficits can 
contribute to dysfunction in other cognitive domains.

The anatomy involved with memory is better charac-
terized than that related to arousal and attention. Specific 
memory-processing events (e.g., retrieval, consolidation) 
can be ascribed to specific brain regions. For example, dam-
age to the hippocampus has historically been associated 
with reproducible deficits in spatial and temporal memory 
processing.51 Memory involves both encoding and retrieval 
processes, each of which may involve different structures. 
Declarative memory, or memory for facts and events that 
can be consciously discussed, requires the hippocampus 
for memory consolidation and uses the frontal cortex for 
memory retrieval. Declarative memory retrieval is also con-
sidered associative in nature in that any area of the brain 
involved in encoding the information can be tapped to 
help initiate retrieval. In contrast, procedural memory is a 
hippocampal independent process that involves learning 
how to do something. Procedural memory has a relatively 
inflexible retrieval process in that it is limited specifically 
to the processes involved in learning the task. Procedural 
learning, however, is relevant for many other types of cog-
nitive functions. Because of the central role that the hip-
pocampus plays in memory, cholinergic systems projecting 
to the hippocampus are implicated in memory dysfunc-
tion. The prefrontal cortex (PFC) and corticostriatal DA 
signaling system, in addition to the hippocampus, are also 
important for memory formation.

EF encompasses numerous functions, but it is gener-
ally defined as the capacity to organize, plan, execute, and 
change cognitive functions. EF is needed with abstraction, 
problem solving, self-direction, systematic memory search-
ing and retrieval, and moving from one set of information 
to another. It is also used when maintaining information 
and generating goals and concepts. Working memory 
(WM) commonly refers to those cognitive processes that 
provide the capacity to both maintain and manipulate a 
limited amount of information over a brief period. WM 
is closely related to EF in that both processes involve the 
PFC. DA projections, to the PFC, along with PFC–striatal 
networks are required for normal EF.

Clinical Neuropharmacology for Traumatic Brain 
Injury–Mediated Cognitive Deficits

In contrast to experimental TBI models that have char-
acterized specific alternations in neurotransmitter sys-
tems, evidence that neurotransmitter systems, including 
dopaminergic systems, are altered in humans after TBI is 
based largely on reports that DA agonists can be beneficial 
in attenuating cognitive deficits. Although amphetamine 
has been used to some degree clinically as both a DA and 
an NE agent, MPH is more widely accepted as an effec-
tive neurostimulant to improve cognition. According to a 
recent evidence-based guideline, MPH is recommended as 
a neurostimulant to improve cognition, and particularly to 
improve attention.319 Much of the evidence for this treat-
ment guideline is derived from small but well-controlled 
clinical trials showing improvements in cognitive process-
ing speed and caregiver rates of attention.470

Recent evidence-based guidelines support the use of 
amantadine to enhance general cognition and attention 
in patients with moderate and severe TBI. Previous clinical 
reports demonstrate improved scores on ADL scales in case 
reports of patients treated with amantadine.485,498 Case 
reports also indicate general improvements in global func-
tioning and processing speed.61,236 PET imaging studies 
indicate amantadine-mediated increases in cortical glucose 
metabolism in TBI patients.237 In patients with DAI, aman-
tadine appears to be effective in improving cognition inde-
pendent of the timing of administration.296 Bromocriptine 
is less well studied in clinical research compared with MPH 
and amantadine. Small case series, however, show some 
evidence that low-dose bromocriptine might improve 
executive function.290 Recent work, however, suggests that 
daily bromocriptine is not effective for treating attentional 
deficits.471 Some work has been undertaken regarding nor-
adrenergic agonists in TBI recovery. The tricyclic antide-
pressant and NET inhibitor desipramine has been used for 
years for depression, and it increased arousal and initiation 
in a TBI case series,357 as well as improved post-TBI depres-
sion.484 Clinical reports also suggest some potential effi-
cacy with the selective NET inhibitor atomoxetine.363

Previous large randomized controlled trials with CDP-
choline have shown improvements in memory and global 
function in TBI patients across the injury severity spec-
trum.55,253 In addition, both case series and small ran-
domized controlled trials suggest that the cholinesterase 
inhibitors can improve memory and attention, as well as 
general cognition.399,463 Interestingly, daily treatment with 
the cholinesterase inhibitor donepezil results in cortical 
increases in metabolism, and the magnitude of this meta-
bolic change is associated with the degree of clinical treat-
ment response.219

Purpose of Neuropsychologic Assessment

The purpose of neuropsychologic assessment varies across 
the course of recovery from TBI. The first assessment might 
occur during the initial stages of emergence from coma. 
Later neuropsychologists are often responsible for evalu-
ating a patient’s progress through PTA. Neuropsychologic 
testing is useful in evaluating the domains of cognitive 
functioning described in the previous section. The ability to 
complete formalized testing of any sort, however, depends 
on the ability of the patient to tolerate or respond to the 
tools used. As a result, extensive formal neuropsychologic 
testing is generally not completed while an individual is in 
PTA, but rather, brief tools and batteries are introduced as 
an individual is able to participate. Formalized testing of 
certain cognitive areas at times might not be possible for 
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a period because of other brain injury-related issues, such 
as aphasia, severe limitations in motor or sensory abilities, 
medical issues, or behavioral issues that can impede the 
ability of an individual to participate. Recent studies sug-
gest it is more feasible than previously thought to adminis-
ter brief testing during acute inpatient rehabilitation211 and 
suggest some prognostic value to completing certain types 
of neuropsychologic testing within the early weeks of the 
recovery process.160 Full neuropsychologic test batteries are 
often not administered for several months after moderate to 
severe TBI. These detailed outpatient batteries may be used 
to answer questions related to return to school, work, driv-
ing, or other activities, as well as to assess ongoing recovery.

Practical Interventions for Cognitive Impairment 
After Traumatic Brain Injury

When interacting with patients during the inpatient 
rehabilitation phase of recovery, it is helpful to have an 
understanding of the “typical” presentation of cognitive 
impairment associated with TBI, so that information for 
promoting effective rehabilitation interactions between 
staff and patients can be presented. Patients who are in 
inpatient rehabilitation after moderate to severe TBI are 
typically still in PTA. During this period of confusion, 
patients might be disoriented to person, place, time, and 
circumstance. They generally do not remember what has 
happened to them. If it is explained to them that they have 
been injured, they are often not able to process and retain 
the information. As a result, it can be difficult for them to 
make sense of their surroundings and circumstances. They 
might pull at tubes, sutures, braces, helmets, etc. because 
they find them uncomfortable and are not able to pro-
cess the fact that such items are important and necessary 
for their care. They might refuse therapies because they 
feel tired and in pain, and are not able to appreciate the 
benefits of participation. They will likely have difficulties 
remembering multistep instructions in therapy, what was 
presented to them during a previous session, or perhaps 
even moments before. Patients who have sustained TBI 
likely also have additional cognitive impairments caused 
by injury. Examples of this can include language deficits, 
sensory impairments, difficulty initiating or stopping 
behaviors, or difficulties interpreting visual or spatial infor-
mation. In this stage individuals might wander or engage 
in inappropriate, unsafe, and repetitive behaviors. These 
behaviors become more understandable when the cogni-
tive status of the patient is taken into consideration, but 
staff and families might still find these behaviors difficult 
to manage. Education of staff and families regarding cogni-
tion is often the key to understanding the patients’ needs.

Because patients are often not able to make sense of their 
environment during this period of acute confusion, an 
overarching goal of the rehabilitation program should be 
to provide a structured program to assist patients through 
this period of recovery. As recovery progresses, they will 
learn what to expect from their daily schedule more eas-
ily if structure has been established. In addition, although 
orientation is tested frequently to assess progress through 
PTA, therapists, nursing staff, and family members should 
also gently provide orientation information in conversa-
tion with the patient throughout the day. Often it is helpful 
to provide a daily calendar in the patient’s room, as well as 
a clock, so that the patient can have a reference point. Staff 
members should reintroduce themselves each time they 
interact with the patient, even if they have just worked with 
the patient a short time before. As the patient recovers and 
is independently able to identify staff members and to call 
them by name, this practice can be discontinued. Because 
many patients are much more sensitive to sensory stimula-
tion or might have field cuts or visual neglect after TBI, staff 
members are less likely to startle a patient by approaching 
a patient from the front, gaining the patient’s attention, 
and explaining what they will be doing before touching a 
patient, moving a patient, or engaging in other interactions. 
Nursing, medical procedures, and therapy tasks should be 
explained in a step-by-step manner, even if the patient does 
not appear able to respond or show overt awareness.

Typically patients with TBI can recall information about 
their family and personal history, even though their ability 
to encode and recall more recent events is impaired. As a 
result, it is often comforting to patients to have pictures 
of family members, pets, and favorite places in their hos-
pital room. It is helpful for therapists to ask family mem-
bers for detailed information about the patient’s history, 
including education, work history, hobbies, and interests, 
so that components of these aspects of the patient’s life can 
be incorporated in therapies where possible so that therapy 
can be more personalized for the patient.

Patients who are not aware of their deficits or who are 
impulsive can be at risk for engaging in unsafe behaviors. 
During the initial stages of recovery, the best approach is to 
guard them through therapeutic interactions. One-to-one 
sitters or restraints might be required for safety. As patients 
recover, however, it is often helpful to teach them strategies to 
reduce impulsivity (i.e., teach them step-by-step plans until 
overlearned, have them count/pause to review steps before 
moving). For lack of awareness, it is sometimes necessary to 
compare patient performance and progress with an objective 
standard. Logical verbal discussion is often not effective when 
a lack of awareness is due to cognitive impairment related to 
injury. Group therapy with peers who are able to challenge the 
person can sometimes be effective at later stages of recovery.

All the behavioral and cognitive issues discussed in this 
section tend to improve over the recovery period from 
injury. Some of the issues observed in the inpatient setting, 
however, can continue to be present as the patient transi-
tions to home or other settings. In fact, according to one 
study, approximately 40% of individuals reported ongoing 
unmet needs at 1 year, with the most frequent issues cited 
including issues with memory and problem solving, man-
aging stress and emotional upset, and temper control.86 
Many of the routines and techniques learned in therapy, 
however, can be applied successfully by families in the 
home setting. Staff should be certain to educate families 
regarding the purpose and use of these techniques. Con-
tinuing to set up routines and structure to assist the indi-
vidual and to increase the likelihood of success can play 
a significant role in decreasing depression, irritability, and 
difficulties with explosive anger. Treatment with medica-
tion, combined with therapy to manage adjustment to dis-
ability, anxiety, and depression, as well as to teach anger 
management skills, is often recommended. Box 49-3 
reviews helpful behavioral and cognitive strategies for 
common issues after TBI.
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Behavioral, Emotional, and Mood 
Issues in Rehabilitation

Changes in emotional and behavioral response and mood 
are common after TBI. The following sections provide 
description and approaches to management of these types 
of issues.

Early in recovery, individuals with brain injury are often 
confused and have difficulty remembering new information. 
Staff should:
 •  Introduce and reintroduce themselves, even if they have 

done it earlier in the day or week.
 •  Provide consistency and structure (ideally a consistent 

schedule with consistent staff).
 •  Provide reorientation frequently.
 •  Use simple, short sentences and do not give too much 

information at once.
 •  Cue the patient as needed, providing some direction and 

guidance.
 •  Provide extra time and repetition as needed.
Individuals with brain injury may become easily overstimu-
lated. Overstimulation will likely have a negative impact 
on cognition and may increase the likelihood of irritable or 
agitated behaviors. It can be helpful to:
 •  Limit distractions and noise around the patient as needed 

(move treatment to a quiet location, dim lights, reduce 
noises such as television and radio, limit the number of 
people talking and interacting with the person at one 
time).

 •  Break down difficult tasks into smaller steps and give 
simple, step-by-step directions.

 •  Be flexible in treatment: Redirect patients when they 
become frustrated with an activity, allow rest breaks, 
alternative activities as needed.

 •  Remain calm in interactions and speak in a clear, concise 
manner using quiet volume and calming tones.

 •  Keep issues such as pain and fatigue in mind, and treat 
as needed.

Individuals with brain injury are often “impulsive.” This 
means they may act without thinking. For example, patients 
may move quickly and unsafely and try to do things that 
they are not capable of doing independently. To promote 
safety:
 •  Be sure to have the patient’s attention before you speak 

to him or her.
 •  Speak slowly, clearly, and softly using the patient’s name 

frequently to keep his or her attention.
 •  Use demonstration in addition to verbal instructions 

when possible.
 •  Promote team and family communication so that con-

sistent strategies are being used.
Additional tips for working with individuals with brain 
injury:
 •  Always approach patients slowly and gently and 

approach them from the front, not from behind.
 •  Do not take behaviors personally.
 •  During periods of significant agitation, create situations 

in which patients can be successful and avoid situations 
in which they may fail or will need to be corrected.

 

BOX 49-3

Helpful Environmental and Cognitive Interventions for 
Working With Individuals With Traumatic Brain Injury
Agitation

Agitation is a common factor in the acute phase of recov-
ery from TBI. Not all patients in the acute phase of recov-
ery from TBI become agitated, with studies suggesting 
prevalence rates between 11% and 42% (depending on the 
definition used).33,46,359 These types of behaviors occur fre-
quently enough that they are described as a distinct phase 
of recovery in the Ranchos Los Amigos Scale (i.e., Ran-
cho Level IV—Confused–Agitated), and garner attention 
because they pose significant challenges to rehabilitation 
staff and family members. Importantly, agitation can have 
a significant impact on a patient’s ability to productively 
participate in therapies. Bogner and Corrigan33 define agi-
tation as “an excess of one or more behaviors that occurs 
during an altered state of consciousness.” This definition 
includes not only aggressive physical or verbal behaviors 
but also restlessness and disinhibition. “True” clinical agi-
tation occurring during an altered state of consciousness 
is therefore differentiated from the description of an indi-
vidual who is “irritable,” “angry,” or “aggressive” when not 
confused. This definition also requires observed behaviors 
to be “excessive,” where behaviors interfere with functional 
activities and are not able to be inhibited by the person 
either with or without cueing.33

Agitation, as defined above, occurs during acute phase 
of recovery from TBI while an individual is in PTA. Patients 
in this phase are disoriented and unable to retain infor-
mation. They are confused and respond “in the moment” 
to internal and external stimuli. Because confused patients 
may have difficulty communicating medical or personal 
needs, evaluation of pain and exploration of other poten-
tially noxious stimuli should be conducted by staff when a 
patient becomes agitated. Staff members should be trained 
to recognize agitation as a medical condition as a result of 
injury, and to be aware of the patient’s cognitive status. The 
dangers of aggressive behaviors are real, and staff members 
should be provided with specific behavior management 
training to minimize the likelihood of aggressive behav-
ior and to maximize patient safety and participation in 
therapy.

Measures of Agitation

The behaviors associated with agitation have been most 
effectively described by the Agitated Behavior Scale (Box 
49-4).82 This scale can be helpful for monitoring the pro-
gression of patients through recovery, as well as for evalua-
tion of the effectiveness of interventions such as medication 
or behavior plans to manage agitation. In addition, valu-
able information can be gained regarding the timing of 
such as interventions and the scheduling of therapeutic 
activities based on scores observed. Another more recently 
developed agitation scale is the Overt Agitation Severity 
Scale,495 which limits scoring to observable behaviors, and 
is not specific to TBI. The Neurobehavioral Rating Scale has 
also been used to monitor agitation and PTA.

Treatment of Agitation

Pharmacologic treatment for agitation might be beneficial, 
although heavily sedating medications can prolong the 
period of agitation.314 Improvement in cognition (which 
sedating medications might impede) might be necessary 
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for agitation to improve.84 Caution should be taken to 
consider the potential adverse effects of many of these psy-
chotropic drugs on neurologic recovery. Early experimen-
tal brain injury studies have demonstrated the detrimental 
impact of the classic D2 receptor antagonist antipsychotic 
medication, haloperidol, on motor recovery.122 Later 
experimental TBI studies also suggest detrimental effects of 
daily haloperidol use on cognitive function.224,475 Atypi-
cal antipsychotic (AAP) drugs can be better choices clini-
cally for TBI-related agitation, in part because of their more 
favorable side effect profile and their smaller effects as a 
D2 receptor antagonist. Experimental studies also show 
negative effects on cognitive recovery with multiple AAP 
medications, however, including olanzapine and risperi-
done.224,475 Among the AAP drugs, quetiapine is a fre-
quently selected agent for post–TBI-related agitation for its 
favorable side effect profile and relatively low actions as 
a D2 receptor antagonist.116 A recent pilot study suggests 
that quetiapine is clinically effective in reducing agitation 
symptoms post-TBI, with associated improvements in cog-
nition noted.218

β-Blockers are commonly used clinically to manage 
TBI-related agitation. Previous clinical trials suggest that 
propranolol can decrease agitation intensity and decrease 
the need for physical restraints.47 A recent Cochrane Data-
base review suggests that β-blockers have the best evidence 
for effective use with minimal side effects.132 Although 

 ___ 1.  Short attention span, easy distractibility, inability to 
concentrate

 ___ 2.  Impulsive, impatient, low tolerance for pain or 
frustration

 ___ 3.  Uncooperative, resistant to care, demanding
 ___ 4.  Violent or threatening violence toward people or 

property
 ___ 5.  Explosive and/or unpredictable behavior
 ___ 6.  Rocking, rubbing, moaning, or other self-stimulating 

behavior
 ___ 7.  Pulling at tubes, restraints, etc.
 ___ 8.  Wandering from treatment areas
 ___ 9.  Restlessness, pacing, excessive movement
 ___ 10.  Repetitive behaviors, motor and/or verbal
 ___ 11.  Rapid, loud, or excessive talking
 ___ 12.  Sudden changes of mood
 ___ 13.  Easily initiated or excessive crying and/or laughter
 ___ 14.  Self-abusive physical and/or verbal

___ Total Score
1 = Absent: The behavior is not present.
2 = Present to a slight degree: The behavior is present but 

does not prevent the conduct of other, contextually appropri-
ate behavior. (The individual may redirect spontaneously, or 
the continuation of the agitated behavior does not disrupt 
appropriate behavior.)

3 = Present to a moderate degree: The individual needs to 
be redirected from an agitated to an appropriate behavior, 
but benefits from such cueing.

4 = Present to an extreme degree: The individual is not able 
to engage in appropriate behavior because of the interference 
of the agitated behavior, even when the external cueing or 
redirection is provided.

 

BOX 49-4

Agitated Behavior Scale
anticonvulsant medications such as tegretol and valpro-
ate are commonly used to manage TBI-related aggression, 
research on their efficacy is limited.132

Benzodiazepines are GABA-A receptor agonists that can 
reduce agitation symptoms post-TBI. The use of these drugs 
for agitation management during rehabilitation has his-
torically been minimized because of concerns of adversely 
affecting cognitive recovery by the ability of these drugs to 
augment neuroinhibitory neurotransmitter systems. In the 
ICU, benzodiazepines are commonly used for sedation 
and behavioral management. Interestingly, limited experi-
mental research for TBI does support the concept that 
benzodiazepines given early after TBI might confer a neu-
roprotective effect on cognitive recovery,326 presumably by 
limiting the degree of excitotoxic insult during this period.

Medications should be chosen carefully and used in 
conjunction with other behavior management techniques 
for maximum effect. In elderly TBI patients, agitation 
might be due to injury or can represent an exacerbation of 
preexisting behaviors related to dementia or other cogni-
tive impairment. In addition, older individuals are likely to 
experience delirium related to simple medical issues, such 
as urinary tract infection, anesthesia, or other medications, 
or related to pain or fatigue. Depression can also manifest 
as irritable and hostile behavior.

When a patient must be physically restrained, in our 
experience the use of net beds, which allow for patient 
movement while in a safe environment, are preferable to 
belts or other restraints while in bed. When out of bed, 
rear-fastening wheelchair seatbelts can be used for those 
patients who might attempt to get up without assistance 
and who have poor safety awareness. Soft hand mitts are 
helpful at times to ensure patient safety, especially when 
patients are at risk for pulling out their tracheostomy and/
or gastrostomy tubes. It is often preferable to have a one-
to-one sitter with the patient, if doing so permits a reduc-
tion of physical restraints. Agitation generally only lasts for 
a mean of 2 to 3 weeks, and some patients pass through the 
phase more quickly, whereas others have more persistent 
agitation.

Hypoarousal and Sleep Disturbance

During the acute phases of recovery from TBI, problems 
with arousal, attention, and fatigue are common and can 
be the result or combination of multiple factors. Injury to 
structures or connecting white matter fibers in the reticu-
lothalamic, thalamocortical, and reticulocortical networks 
might cause symptoms of fatigue, hypoarousal, persistent 
vegetative or minimally conscious states, coma, or death, 
depending on the severity of injury. Neurochemical distur-
bance related to injury to these areas can also be a con-
tributing factor. As an individual awakens from coma, 
arousal improves but can remain a problematic issue dur-
ing rehabilitation. In addition, sleep disturbance, medical 
issues, and debilitation may all contribute to a patient’s 
ability to remain aroused and attentive. With hypoarousal, 
patients complain of fatigue or frequently ask to return to 
their room or bed. They might fall asleep midtask during a 
therapy session or require frequent cues to remain awake. 
When issues with arousal are problematic, medications 
should be reviewed for sedating side effects. The timing of 
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medications that can have sedating side effects should also 
be reviewed. Discontinuation, dose reduction, changes 
in timing, or alternative treatments should be considered 
as needed. Medical treatment for arousal disorders might 
include the use of psychostimulants or other medications. 
From a behavioral standpoint, staff members can evaluate 
patient schedules and therapy to see whether routines can 
be established to improve arousal. Changes may include 
monitoring the time of day when arousal appears to be 
problematic and providing rest breaks in the schedule. It 
might be beneficial to schedule the most challenging tasks 
during periods of the day when the patient appears to be 
most alert. It might also be beneficial to schedule cognitive 
tasks after a physical activity (i.e., walking) if the patient 
appears to be more alert after being physically active. Often 
patients with arousal issues can appear to be different if 
they are evaluated during an alert period versus during a 
time when they are less alert. This can cause significant dif-
ferences is scoring and ascertaining a patient’s true abilities.

Sleep disturbance is also common after TBI and can 
contribute to issues with arousal. Patients might have 
alterations in circadian rhythms, sleep patterns, and sleep 
quality, which can be disruptive to therapy. Acutely after 
TBI, sleep disturbance is largely the result of diffuse cere-
bral dysfunction associated with primary and second-
ary injury.371 Sleep patterns after TBI are characterized by 
decreased rapid eye movement and slow wave sleep. Total 
sleep time and sleep efficiency is also disturbed.80 There is 
also a strong link between cognitive recuperation and nor-
malization of sleep.371 Disrupted sleep after TBI can result 
from pharmacologic treatments, associated neuropsychiat-
ric conditions, agitation, drug withdrawal, pain, preexisting 
sleep disorders, and environmental overstimulation.263,330 
Environmental factors unique to hospital units, such as 
noise, untimely procedures, and pharmacologic interven-
tions, are common.19

Pharmacologic intervention is often needed to effec-
tively treat TBI-mediated sleep disorders. The literature 
is limited for use of tested and clinically proven sleep- 
promoting drugs on the injured brain. Trazodone, a selec-
tive serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine [5-HT]) reuptake 
inhibitor and 5-HT2 receptor antagonist, is frequently used 
with insomnia for its sedating effects in TBI.136 At lower 
doses its sedative properties likely result from its antago-
nistic effect of the 5-HT2 receptors.270 Trazodone promotes 
natural sleep cycles by increasing the amount of total sleep, 
increasing the percentage of deep sleep, and decreasing the 
number of intermittent awakenings.214,385,464

Cognitive–behavioral therapies (including stimulus 
control, sleep restriction, and sleep hygiene education) 
are beneficial, particularly in those with moderate TBI.329 
Assisting patients with sleep hygiene might also be helpful. 
This may include allowing fewer naps during the day as the 
patient is able to tolerate it, turning off television or other 
sources of stimulation near bed time, helping the patient 
to engage in quiet activities in the evening, and dimming 
or turning out lights during the night-time hours, as safety 
permits. An evaluation of night-time medical needs may 
also be helpful to determine whether any medication 
schedules or other medical routines could be altered to 
allow the patient as many uninterrupted hours of sleep as 
possible. Sleep logs should be maintained for patients with 
identified sleep issues to monitor the efficacy and progress 
of any interventions prescribed.

Psychiatric Issues

It is important to obtain a good history, if possible, of 
a patient’s psychiatric history before injury. If a patient 
had a significant psychiatric history before injury, these 
issues should continue to be treated during rehabilitation. 
Although patients in acute PTA often do not have the aware-
ness or memory to recall what has happened to them, or to 
understand their level of disability, as they emerge from PTA, 
they can begin to respond emotionally to what has occurred. 
Those who had a premorbid history of depression or anxiety 
might begin to respond accordingly. Even those who do not 
have a positive psychiatric history should be monitored for 
changes in mood or participation, and should be evaluated 
for emotional response to injury and disability as needed. 
As patients clear PTA, interactions with a rehabilitation psy-
chologist or other therapist trained in counseling individuals 
with adjustment to disability issues can be highly beneficial.

Depression

Depression is the most common psychologic problem 
after TBI,116 with a prevalence between 6% and 77%.240 
The variation in prevalence rates is due to different mea-
surements used to assess depression, the time course when 
assessed after injury, and differences in injury severity of 
TBI patients. The prevalence of posttraumatic depression is 
highest in the first year after injury,18 but delayed depres-
sion is not uncommon.166

It is not known whether the development of posttrau-
matic depression is from the pathophysiologic conse-
quences of the head injury, a premorbid predisposition, or 
a postinjury psychologic response to the trauma.370 Depres-
sion can result from the biochemical changes in the brain 
after injury. As a result, medications to treat depression 
are often beneficial. Clinical studies report benefit of both 
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors and tricyclic antide-
pressants in treating post-TBI depression.117,484 A number 
of potential risk factors affect postinjury depression rates. 
Minority status, unemployment, low income, history of 
alcohol abuse, and low education levels are associated 
with posttraumatic depression.370 There is no clear con-
sensus concerning how preinjury psychiatric history,124,209 
age,152,210,391,485 gender,* and injury severity370 affect post-
traumatic depression rates.

The overlap between symptoms of depression and 
symptoms of neurologic disease presents a challenge when 
assessing depression in TBI patients. Overlapping symp-
toms can include insomnia, irritability, and lack of motiva-
tion. Depression has been assessed with TBI patients using 
a variety of measurements, including the Zung Self-Rating 
Depression Scale, Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, 
and Beck Depression Inventory.120,268,390 DSM-IV criteria for 
identifying major depression have also been used to assess 
depression in TBI patients.240 The Patient Health Question-
naire, which is based on DSM-IV criteria of depression, has 
been used to assess depression in the TBI population.115 
Posttraumatic depression is associated with poor outcome 

*References 124, 209, 210, 222, 254, 480.
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after injury.116 Depression is also associated with impaired 
cognitive function such as psychomotor slowing, decreased 
information-processing speed, memory, and flexibility in 
problem solving,370 and impaired cognition is associated 
with posttraumatic depression after TBI.367

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder

There has been considerable recent debate about posttrau-
matic stress disorder (PTSD) after TBI, which has gained 
significant attention in light of combat and blast-related 
injuries related to the conflicts in Afghanistan and Iraq. 
It was previously thought that amnesia for the traumatic 
event was a protective mechanism, and that PTSD (which 
is an emotional response to a traumatic event) could not 
occur for an event not remembered.281 Recent reviews of 
the literature suggest, however, that it is possible for PTSD 
to occur after TBI. The severity of the injury, however, might 
have some protective qualities in modulating PTSD devel-
opment.221 It is less likely, for example, for PTSD to occur 
in instances in which significant loss of consciousness 
and amnesia for the event occur. In comparison, it can be 
more likely for an individual with no loss of conscious-
ness or brief loss of consciousness (such as with mild TBI) 
to develop PTSD because of the increased likelihood of 
recall for the injury event or events leading up to or after 
injury. In individuals with moderate to severe injury, how-
ever, a percentage do go on to develop symptoms of PTSD, 
although the exact rates are unclear.221 In those who do, few 
report reexperience of the event as a symptom. Some indi-
viduals, however, despite having no memory of the event, 
can develop an unconscious or implicit fear response for 
the event.248 Individuals can also develop an emotional 
response to information that is provided to them about the 
event, such as stories or pictures relayed by others185 or in 
response to brief periods of memory during the confusing 
period of PTA.220 The overlap in symptoms of PTSD and 
TBI is significant and complicates the diagnostic process. 
Some data suggest that both mild TBI and PTSD are more 
prevalent when injuries are a result of improvised explosive 
devices306; however, additional research is needed.

Behavioral Management

Behavioral management and modification generally refer 
to interactions designed to promote positive behavior and/
or decrease negative behaviors of an individual. Common 
examples for rehabilitation include increasing the likeli-
hood that a patient who is refusing medications will take 
them more readily, or increasing participation in therapy 
by a patient who is frequently refusing. Alternatively, staff 
might seek strategies to decrease the likelihood of signifi-
cant aggressive or violent behavior by a patient in a Rancho 
Level IV (Confused–Agitated) stage of recovery from TBI, 
or to decrease other inappropriate behaviors.

In conducting an evaluation of behavior, observations 
of what happens immediately before the occurrence of a 
problem behavior and immediately after a problem behav-
ior are recorded in an effort to determine possible unin-
tended triggers and/or consequences that are influencing 
the behavior of the patient. Any patterns of antecedents, 
behaviors, and consequences (often referred to as “ABCs”) 
that are observed can be used in creating an individualized 
behavior plan to promote desired behavior. When a behav-
ior plan is developed, the plan should be communicated 
effectively with the rehabilitation team, and all team mem-
bers should implement the plan consistently. It is critical 
to be aware of a person’s cognitive status when evaluat-
ing and treating behavioral issues because the approach to 
treatment varies significantly with the patient’s ability to 
understand consequences and to be responsible for his or 
her behavior.

Pediatrics

TBI in the pediatric population has some different issues 
associated with the same injuries in adults. The impact of 
behavioral, cognitive, and physical impairments on the 
ongoing development of children is hard to predict. These 
impairments negatively affect the way children learn, play, 
make friends, and grow.

Original outcome data in pediatrics led to the general-
ization that younger children have worse outcomes than 
older children.241 Overall, in the pediatric population, 95% 
survive injury. The highest mortality rates are observed in 
children under the age of 2.267 The mechanism of injury in 
up to 50% of those under the age of 7 is related to assaults 
or child abuse and falls. This population, compared with 
noninflicted TBI, had lower initial GCS scores, more pro-
longed impairments of consciousness, different biomarker 
profiles, and worse functional scores at 6 months.25,202 
When functional outcome data are evaluated, memory dif-
ficulties contributed to persistent dependence after injury. 
Those with shorter duration of coma and younger age- 
groups had improved functional outcomes, postulated to 
be due to greater plasticity in the younger brain.110 In com-
parison, those patients with nonaccidental TBI early in life 
have more significant persistent cognitive and emotional 
difficulties.339

Specific practice guidelines for the acute management 
of severe TBI in pediatric patients exist. Evidence sup-
ports treatment in a pediatric trauma center or in an adult 
trauma center with added qualifications to treat pediatric 
patients. Trends have been seen with improved outcomes 
with therapeutic hypothermia, making it an option in 
pediatric management not proposed in the adult guide-
lines.3 Recent trials have shown safety of the application 
of moderate hypothermia in pediatric patients, but with 
variability in the outcomes reported.4,200

Pediatric TBI has a significant impact on the health care 
needs of children. During the first year after a moderate to 
severe TBI, one third of children had unmet or unrecog-
nized health care needs. The largest area of need was cog-
nitive services. The most frequent reason for this need not 
being met was that it was not recommended by the physi-
cian or school. Lack of insurance funding and poor family 
functioning were also related to unmet and unrecognized 
needs. When these issues are combined with a lack of con-
crete information on recovery after TBI, family distress is 
high after injury.403

When children with TBI are compared with matched 
peers, there is a correlation between severity of injury and 
performance in neurobehavioral functioning in the areas 
of intelligence, academic performance, memory, problem 
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solving, and motor performance 1 year after injury. Even 
though the students scored within the normal range, they 
were substantially below their matched peers.204 These 
same findings persist 3 years after injury. As children with 
TBI age, deficits with abstract and concept learning become 
more apparent that were not easy to measure 1 year after 
injury. These findings support the need for serial neuro-
psychologic testing after injury in children.119 Research 
supports the need for increased educational support for 
children with TBI in an educational system that under-
stands learning deficits after TBI.

The impact of deficits in EF and behavior can be mani-
fested in difficulties with social interactions. The interrela-
tionship between language, EF, and self-managing behavior 
is central to social success. These skills are often compro-
mised after TBI, resulting in social difficulties especially 
with children injured during the teenage years.438 Social 
functioning is an important predictor of QOL after pedi-
atric TBI. For children with TBI, maintaining close friend-
ships and number of friends are more important than 
success in school or sports.350 This information should 
lead practitioners to assess this area of function when 
examining patients, in the same way they evaluate motor 
and cognitive function.

Behavioral changes are commonly reported by families 
postinjury. The Child Behavior Checklist can be used to 
define abnormal behavior in a home and academic set-
ting. In a telephone interview study, 40% of patients were 
described as having behavioral problems. Preinjury behav-
ioral issues and family function might also relate to per-
sistent behavior issues.162 It is important to discriminate 
between post-TBI behavior changes and psychiatric disor-
ders, seen in those with more severe injury, and those with 
premorbid or family psychiatric history.

Acute Prognostic Indicators 
of Outcome:   A Clinical and 
Translational Research Perspective

Although comprehensive, validated statistical models are not 
available presently, a considerable amount of research has 
evaluated how demographic, clinical, physiologic, biochem-
ical, and genetic factors contribute to mortality and outcome. 
These studies provide unique clinical evidence that can guide 
rehabilitation practitioners as they care for TBI patients in the 
acute care setting and rehabilitation. Demographic factors 
like gender and age, as well as substance abuse and violence, 
are relevant factors when considering outcome. Severity 
scores that characterize the nature and extent of injury and 
other clinical, biochemical, and physiologic markers also 
have usefulness as predictors of TBI outcome.

Demographics

Female gender is considered to be a risk factor for worse 
outcome, particularly in studies that include mildly injured 
subjects in the analysis.24,118,459 Increases in postconcussive 
symptoms are often reported. In contrast, experimental 
TBI model studies suggest that female hormones can be 
neuroprotective against many biochemical mechanisms 
of secondary injury, including cerebral edema, excitotoxic-
ity, oxidative injury, and inflammation.373 Recent clinical 
reports show that female hormones might have a beneficial 
effect on TBI pathophysiology, with lower lactate/pyruvate 
ratios, glutamate accumulation, and oxidative stress loads 
reported in CSF for females with severe TBI compared 
with males.23,449,452 Severe TBI, however, has a profound 
effect clinically on endogenous serum hormone profiles. 
Elevations in hormones like estrogen measured early after 
injury are linked to greater mortality and worse global out-
come, regardless of gender. The pattern likely represents a 
stress response to the injury323,332,368 and is not innately 
neuroprotective. However, pharmacologic progesterone 
dosing early after injury is a promising neuroprotective 
therapy that is currently undergoing Phase 3 clinical trials 
in humans.482,487 Taken together, these studies suggest that 
gender and hormones have a complex, yet important, role 
in TBI physiology and outcome.

TBI in the elderly population is more commonly the 
result of falls than in younger age-groups. Fragile bridg-
ing veins in elderly patients contribute to higher incidence 
of SDH in this age-group. Underlying medical conditions 
such as heart arrhythmias and artificial valves that require 
artificial anticoagulation increase the likelihood for intra-
cranial hemorrhage with falls. Decreased balance and syn-
copal episodes from a variety of causes also contribute to 
falls and TBI in elderly persons. Neuronal loss that occurs 
with increasing age likely also plays a role with incidence 
of falls. Age-related mitochondrial dysfunction associ-
ated with neurodegenerative diseases likely influences the 
secondary biochemical injury response observed in older 
patients with TBI.54 In vitro studies show that hippocampal 
vulnerability to excitotoxic injury increases as a function of 
age and is related to a more pronounced loss of intracel-
lular Ca++ homeostasis and mitochondrial dysfunction.275 
More oxidative stress has been noted for a given excito-
toxic or ischemic insult in older adults with TBI.449 TBI in 
the aging population is associated with higher severity of 
injury, mortality, and morbidity. For older patients with 
TBI, there is greater acute care resource consumption per 
favorable outcome than in their younger counterparts.338 
Rehabilitation discharge outcomes are often similar for 
older and younger TBI patients, but the length of inpatient 
rehabilitation and hospital costs needed to attain similar 
functional gains are greater for older patients.74

Intentional, or violent, TBI carries a higher mortality rate 
than other accidental mechanisms of injury.460 Among sur-
vivors, there are no differences in functional assessments 
after injury, but victims of intentional injury report lower 
levels of community integration and function than others 
who survive accidental injuries.460 Alcohol and illegal sub-
stances are commonly observed in the blood at the time of 
injury and can contribute to acute complications, longer 
hospitalizations, and worse outcomes from TBI.83

Clinical Variables

The GCS426 has been a mainstay in determining severity of 
neurologic injury after trauma and has been used in several 
studies with other variables to predict outcome. The revised 
trauma scale (RTS) score and injury severity score (ISS) are 
effective predictors of discharge disposition across a broad 
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population hospitalized with TBI.454 RTS and GCS scores 
can also predict disability and community integration 1 
year after injury in this population.455 Coma duration is 
linked with injury severity and outcome, and patients with 
coma more than 2 weeks are unlikely to have a good recov-
ery.212 PTA duration is associated with DAI and is a strong 
predictor of functional outcome.213,497 In fact, the Inter-
national Data Coma Bank reports that patients with less 
than 2 weeks of PTA often have a good recovery, whereas 
patients in PTA for more than 4 weeks have a much smaller 
likelihood of good recovery.212

Both elevated ICP and decreased CPP have been linked 
with poor outcome in adults and children.59,424 Although 
ICP is often elevated early after severe injury, late eleva-
tions are often more severe and require more intensive 
treatment to manage.413 Significant correlations between 
arterial pressure–induced decreases in CPP and ISS scores 
have been reported, indicating the difficulties in resuscitat-
ing TBI patients with multiple other injuries. Additionally, 
duration of low CPP was related to adverse outcome as late 
as 24 months after injury.87

Radiologic indices from CT studies have some useful-
ness in predicting outcome. DAI leads to cerebral atrophy99 
and is associated with coma and PTA, both of which are 
associated with long-term outcome. Traumatic subarach-
noid hemorrhage (tSAH) has been associated with worse 
injury and poorer outcomes compared with other types of 
lesions,279 and tSAH can be graded to predict outcome.161 
It is unclear whether tSAH is simply a marker of more 
severe TBI, however, or whether it adversely affects out-
come through direct mechanisms like vasospasm and isch-
emia.16 Midline shift reflects elevated ICP and contributes 
to poor outcomes, whereas patients who have EDHs evacu-
ated often have relatively good outcomes.269

Although subject to variability, reports demonstrate that 
SSEPs provide some prognostic information. In severely 
injured patients, SSEPs have been linked to functional 
measures at rehabilitation discharge and 6- and 12-month 
functional outcome measures.284,333 Other studies show 
that SSEPs, including central somatosensory conduction 
time (CCT) and N13/N20 amplitude ratios (ARs) in the 
upper limb, are sensitive to global outcome. For cases of 
coma caused by supratentorial lesions, CCTs and ARs were 
normal in patients with good outcome. CCTs and ARs 
became more prolonged and decreased, respectively, as 
patient outcome worsened and patients with bilateral loss 
of cortical responses died or were severely disabled.379

EEG data have been classified in several ways for the 
purposes of prognosticating outcome. Some evidence sug-
gests that the presence of more normal wake–sleep patterns, 
including the presence of sleep spindles, is indicative of 
better outcomes.45 EEG characteristics of coma considered 
favorable for survival are usually sensitive to external stimuli 
and include relatively normal activity, dominant and rhyth-
mic θ activity, frontal rhythmic δ activity, and spindle coma 
patterns present where stage 2 sleep patterns most often 
appear. Patients with posttraumatic coma also exhibit burst 
suppression patterns when cerebral anoxia secondarily 
results from the injury. Additional negative prognostic char-
acteristics involve nonreactive α-pattern coma with α-range 
activity predominant in the anterior regions or broadly 
distributed throughout the cortex.420 Impairment of the 
quantitative EEG parameter, percentage of α-variability, also 
signifies poor outcome.446 The most severe malignant factor 
for survival, however, is isoelectric EEG activity.420

Biomarkers

Biomarkers are a part of mainstream clinical care to quanti-
tatively assess and define injury and disease in almost every 
organ system other than the brain.28 However, biomarkers 
have the potential to assist clinicians with TBI diagnosis, 
prognosis, and the development of treatment and man-
agement strategies. Although biomarkers are traditionally 
defined as protein measurements in biofluids, genes also 
represent a rich biomaterial for identifying individualized 
data for how a person may respond to an injury or treatment 
and the degree of risk for particular complication after injury.

Proteomics

Biomarkers identified in TBI often represent structural 
damage associated with the injury. These biomarkers are 
derived from the major cell types in the CNS. S100B is a 
calcium binding protein present in high concentrations in 
astrocytes, and elevated S100B levels indicate irreversible 
astrocyte damage.232 Myelin basic protein (MBP) is abun-
dant in myelin. As such, elevated MBP levels represent axo-
nal injury.191 Neuron-specific enolase (NSE) is a glycolytic 
enzyme localized predominantly in neuronal cytoplasm, 
with elevated levels reflective of neuronal injury.

In addition to its diagnostic potential in patients with 
mild TBI, serum S100B levels have been linked with impend-
ing mortality in severely injured patients, increased ICP, 
global outcomes such as Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS), 
and QOL.28 NSE is linked to neuroinflammation345 as well 
as GCS and outcome in adults and children with reason-
able sensitivity and specificity.30,167 Initial NSE levels in 
particular have been helpful in outcome prognostication 
for both adults and children.30,294 Both S100B and NSE 
absolute levels and duration of elevation have been linked 
to deficits with neuropsychologic testing.192 MBP also has 
been linked with both mortality and outcome.30,490

Each of these biomarkers also has some usefulness in 
differentiating etiology of injury. Children with inflicted 
TBI (i.e., SBS) had delayed peak concentrations of serum 
S100B, MBP, and NSE compared with children present-
ing with accidental TBI.29 A reduction in these markers 
has also been observed in children receiving therapeutic 
hypothermia.262 These markers might have usefulness in 
monitoring other promising therapeutic interventions, 
such as progesterone treatment. Each of these markers is 
currently being investigated in humans and experimental 
models for their usefulness in characterizing their prog-
nostic potential in those with blast TBI.418 Some limita-
tions should be considered as these markers move into 
clinical care. For example, S100B and NSE have limited 
reliability because of extracerebral accumulation of these 
markers in patients with concomitant injury or hemor-
rhagic shock.232 S100B is also not a useful marker in chil-
dren less than 2 years of age because of high normative 
values in that age-group.232

The literature suggests that multiple molecular tar-
gets associated with key biochemical pathways involved 
with secondary injury can also have some usefulness as 
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biomarkers in prognosticating outcome and monitoring 
treatment response. The majority of studies evaluating 
these types of markers have used CSF or extracellular fluid 
from human brain tissue microdialysis studies obtained 
during the first week after injury to examine elevations or 
decreases in biomarkers clinically in patients with severe 
TBI. In contrast, little has focused on identifying biomarker 
profiles obtained during the rehabilitation or chronic 
phases of recovery.

CNS glutamate levels are elevated early after TBI,489,499 
a phenomenon associated with poor outcome.155 Gender 
also influences CSF glutamate levels over time, and treat-
ments like therapeutic hypothermia can significantly reduce 
levels of this excitatory neurotransmitter in a  gender-specific 
manner.452 F2-Isoprostane, a marker of oxidative injury, has 
similarly been associated with outcomes,449 as well as gen-
der-specific response to hypothermia.23 Mitochondrial mark-
ers associated with apoptosis, like cytochrome c and BCL-2, 
have been linked with both injury type and outcome. In chil-
dren, elevated CSF cytochrome c levels had a strong associa-
tion with inflicted TBI. In severely injured adults, persistently 
elevated CSF cytochrome c levels were associated with poorer 
6-month GOS scores. High CSF concentrations of the prosur-
vival protein BCL-2 have also been linked with improved out-
comes in children with severe TBI,75 but with poor outcomes 
in adults.11 These specific differences in BCL-2 outcomes 
might be the result of inherent differences in CNS apoptosis 
across age-groups. Cytoskeletal proteins like αII spectrin and 
its breakdown products343 and both proinflammatory and 
antiinflammatory markers396 in the CSF have been linked 
with survival and outcome. Serum inflammatory markers 
can reflect extracranial injury but still affect outcome.396

Genomics

Apolipoprotein E (APOE) has been studied extensively 
with regard to its role in plasma lipoprotein transport. 
There are multiple isoforms of the APOE protein, with 
functional differences in plasma lipoprotein transport 
being noted between forms. Numerous studies have linked 
the expression of the APOE4 isoform with an increased 
risk of Alzheimer’s disease, and evidence suggests that TBI 
triggers ongoing degenerative pathology similar to that 
observed with Alzheimer’s dementia. Genetic association 
studies in TBI pathophysiology and outcome have focused 
on APOE. Some studies suggest that there is no associa-
tion between the APOE4 allele and outcome,299 whereas 
several other studies link APOE4 with worse functional 
and cognitive outcomes.8,88,428 The largest TBI study evalu-
ating possession of the APOE4 allele and outcome found 
a significant age–genotype interaction where adolescent 
and young adult patients carrying the APOE4 allele had 
worse outcomes compared with other younger patients 
without this allele.427 The frequency of the APOE4 allele in 
patients with β-amyloid deposition is 52%, which is higher 
than reported in the Alzheimer’s population. In those TBI 
subjects without β-amyloid deposition, the APOE4 fre-
quency is 16%, however, and similar to control subjects 
without Alzheimer’s dementia.321 Recent work also impli-
cates genetic variability in the promoter region of the 
neprolysin gene, the primary enzyme responsible for the 
β-amyloid degradation, and the incidence of Alzheimer’s 
type β-amyloid plaques in TBI.208
Although TBI pathophysiology and outcome have been 
linked, in part, to genetic variability with APOE, less is 
known about the role of other candidate genes in medi-
ating deficits post-TBI. One study suggests that genetic 
variability in the IL-1β gene influences global outcome in 
patients with severe TBI.443 There are also several identified 
variants for a number of dopaminergic genes that are asso-
ciated with cognitive and psychiatric conditions such as 
ADHD, depression, impulsivity, and Parkinson’s disease. 
Many symptoms associated with these diseases overlap 
with deficits associated with TBI. TaqIA restriction fragment 
length polymorphism for the D2 receptor affects D2 recep-
tor levels and glucose metabolism in the brain. It is also 
linked with verbal memory performance after mild TBI.285 
Additional work shows that variations in the promoter 
region of the DAT gene that affect gene transcription are 
linked with DAT receptor densities in the striatum chroni-
cally after TBI.384 This DAT variant is also associated with 
higher DA levels measured in CSF early after severe TBI, 
particularly in females, a finding that could have implica-
tions on oxidative injury load early after injury.456

Chromatin is a structure consisting of DNA plus interact-
ing proteins called histones that help compact DNA in the 
nucleus and regulate gene expression. Although the human 
genome represents genetic diversity derived from DNA, the 
epigenome is a composite of chromatin plus a pattern of chro-
matin modification that results from interactions between 
the chromatin and its environment. Epigenetics includes the 
transmission and perpetuation of information, that is, heri-
table phenotypes not related to the DNA sequence, and is an 
important mechanism for the stable maintenance of gene 
expression that involves physically marking DNA or his-
tones. Epigenetic modification significantly affects learning 
and cognition in animal models.252 Work in experimental 
TBI models shows that epigenetic modification of histones 
is reduced in the hippocampus after TBI, a finding that may 
contribute to learning and memory deficits.139 Epigenetic 
modification also occurs with the application of an enriched 
environment,128 an intervention that repeatedly has been 
shown to improve learning and memory in experimental 
TBI  models.180,227,457 Although chromatin remodeling stud-
ies have not yet been linked to clinical prognosis, epigenetic 
biomarkers might be a promising strategy for further insight 
into patient prognosis, treatment efficacy, and individual-
ized environmental response to TBI.

Pediatric Considerations

The clinical predictors often used for pediatric populations 
are similar to those used for adults. The GCS can be mea-
sured in children and adults, and is most predictive when 
applied at 6 hours after injury. The Abbreviated Injury Scale 
score, another severity of trauma measure, is also predic-
tive of worse functional outcome and prolonged pediatric 
ICU stay.467 The severity of increased ICP is also associated 
with worse outcome, although the method of controlling 
ICP does not affect outcome.205 When stratified by age, age 
greater than 2 years generally portends a better functional 
outcome, although etiology of injury and severity of injury 
might be more predictive. Additional factors influencing 
outcome and recovery from pediatric TBI are covered else-
where in this chapter.
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Neuroimaging Modalities in 
Traumatic Brain Injury Research

Functional MRI (fMRI) is arguably the most well-known 
type of neuroimaging used in neuroscience research because 
it has been used widely to study cognitive processes in 
healthy individuals, with results published often in the 
media. Basic fMRI methods involve obtaining the high-
resolution structural images of normal MRI and adding an 
additional element in which the imaging subject is asked to 
engage in a functional task in the scanner. While the task is 
conducted, measurements of changes in the hemodynamic 
response in the brain (the blood oxygen level-dependent 
signal65) are recorded. These hemodynamic changes are an 
indirect measurement of neural activity in the area of the 
brain where they occur. Through observing the correlations 
between cognitive processes and hemodynamic changes, an 
index of brain physiology is obtained. Although fMRI has 
been used for some time for research with healthy popula-
tions, the study of clinical groups is fairly recent, and fMRI 
is still considered to be investigational for most clinical 
populations,90 including TBI. There are relatively few fMRI 
studies of TBI, although the literature continues to grow in 
this area. The studies that have been conducted consistently 
show differences in laterality of activation, as well as more 
widespread dispersion of activity for individuals with mild 
TBI64,286,287 and moderate and severe TBI71,340,386 compared 
with healthy control subjects (Figure 49-7). These patterns 
of increased activation and altered laterality occur, especially 
as task difficulty is increased, even when individuals with 
TBI are performing within normal levels on the tasks pre-
sented.287,340 These changes have been observed for simple 
motor tasks,351 as well as cognitive tasks, and suggest that 
individuals with TBI exert increased cognitive effort to per-
form at the same behavioral level as healthy individuals.

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is an MRI method 
that uses sequences sensitive to the random movement 
of water molecules in the tissues of the brain. As a result, 
DWI is useful for detecting acute ischemia and for differ-
entiating acute from chronic ischemia. DWI has shown 
clinical usefulness in the evaluation of ischemic stroke.466 
In TBI patients, DWI has been shown to be sensitive to 
areas of DAI lesion, and has shown a greater ability to 
detect DAI compared with T2- or GRE T2*-weighted 
images.249 In addition, DWI also has some potential as 
a prognostic tool.196 Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) 
is derived from DWI and is used to obtain information 
about the structure and integrity of the white matter tracts 
of the brain. Because DAI (i.e., injury to these white mat-
ter tracts) is a frequent result of TBI and contributes to 
cognitive impairment, evaluation of white matter tract 
integrity after TBI using DTI provides new insights regard-
ing a correlation between white matter tract functioning 
and cognitive function. Studies in the literature have indi-
cated significant reductions in indices of fractional anisot-
ropy (FA) in major white matter tract areas in the brains 
of individuals with TBI compared with healthy controls 
(Figure 49-8).238,397 FA is the primary independent vari-
able in DTI and is considered to be an indicator of white 
matter integrity. The observed reductions after TBI sug-
gest significant white matter dysfunction and have been 
found in regions known to be vulnerable to DAI, such as 
the corpus callosum,15,238,397 even when white matter in 
these areas appeared normal on clinical MRI.15 In patients 
with chronic TBI, DTI findings suggest that reduced white 
matter integrity is negatively correlated with performance 
on neurocognitive testing.238 DTI is therefore useful in the 
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FIGURE 49-7 An example of differences 
in functional magnetic resonance imaging 
activation observed in a sample of subjects 
with traumatic brain injury (TBI) and healthy 
control subjects during a verbal working 
memory task. As noted in this section, sig-
nificant differences in laterality, as well as 
more widespread dispersion of activity, have 
been noted in individuals with TBI compared 
with healthy control subjects, even when 
task performance is not significantly different 
between groups. It has been suggested that 
these differences may represent an increased 
level of cognitive effort by individuals with 
TBI to perform at the same behavioral level 
as healthy control subjects.
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FIGURE 49-8 An example of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) cerebral white 
matter fiber tractography of the corpus callosum for a sample of persons 
with traumatic brain injury (TBI) (A to D) compared with healthy control 
subjects (E to H). As noted in this section, significant reductions in frac-
tional anisotropy in white matter tracts through the corpus callosum, as 
well as other white matter areas of the brain, have been reported in the 
literature for individuals with TBI compared with healthy control subjects, 
and have been shown to be negatively correlated with neurocognitive testing  
performance.
evaluation of white matter integrity after TBI and holds 
significant promise for increased clinical and prognostic 
use in those with TBI.138,249

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) is another type 
of neuroimaging conducted within an MRI scanner and is 
complementary to the type of data acquired through other 
neuroimaging modalities. MRS can detect distinct magnetic 
profiles of biomarkers. The signal representing a particular 
biological compound is displayed as a series of waveforms 
(i.e., a spectrum) rather than a brain map. MRS remains 
investigational in the diagnosis of TBI. N-Acetyl aspartate 
(NAA) is a marker of neuronal health, and creatine (Cr) is a 
marker of energy metabolism.249 Evaluation of the ratio of 
these two markers after TBI shows a reduction in NAA/Cr 
in individuals with TBI compared with healthy controls.249 
Correlations have been found between this reduction and 
poorer prognosis after TBI.401

Single photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT) uses externally derived radioisotopes to evalu-
ate resting blood flow and certain types of neuroreceptor 
binding. The dependent variable in SPECT derives from 
the well-established principle of increased cerebral activity 
correlating with increased blood flow.376 SPECT is sensi-
tive to detecting regional differences in resting blood flow 
in the brain and has some clinical usefulness in patients 
with mild TBI, in whom SPECT has detected abnormali-
ties in resting blood flow when CT results were normal.156 
SPECT also might have better prognostic ability than CT 
or MRI,320 in the sense that the number, size, and specific 
areas of reduced cerebral blood flow determined by SPECT 
appear to have greater predictive value regarding outcome 
than MRI or CT findings. However, SPECT is less able to 
detect smaller lesions compared with MRI.249 Because the 
tracers also have half-lives of hours rather than minutes or 
seconds, SPECT is not useful for observing rapid changes in 
blood flow, such as those that might occur with cognitive 
processing as measured by fMRI. SPECT images are also 
not as sensitive as PET (described below) and require imag-
ing times longer than MRI.138

Like SPECT, PET also uses radioisotope-based meth-
ods for imaging of brain metabolism. Glucose absorp-
tion (measured by uptake of fluorodeoxyglucose) is often 
the variable of interest, which can be studied using both 
resting and activated methods. Some activated imaging 
studies also use oxygen-15 PET scanning. Few PET studies 
have been completed in individuals with TBI. Resting PET 
paradigms linking PET findings and cognitive functioning 
after TBI have indicated correlations between reduced cere-
bral metabolic rates in frontal and temporal regions and 
neuropsychologic testing results in the chronic phase of 
recovery.161 In an additional resting PET study of moder-
ate to severe TBI, frontal hypometabolism was associated 
with poorer performance on neuropsychologic testing.133 
Activated paradigms using oxygen-15 PET show increased 
activation and altered patterns of laterality and disper-
sion in individuals with TBI compared with healthy con-
trol subjects. These findings were noted even when those 
with TBI performed within normal limits on the tasks pre-
sented, suggesting again that individuals with TBI need to 
expend more cognitive effort, compared with control sub-
jects, to obtain the same level of performance on cognitive 
tasks.258,361

Xenon CT can also quantify cerebral blood flow. Com-
pared with other methods such as PET and SPECT, it is 
easily and quickly performed. It can be used with other 
techniques to evaluate for the loss of autoregulation that 
often occurs after TBI. Acutely, this type of monitoring may 
assist with decisions regarding the need to intervene in 
cases of increased ICP. In the weeks after injury, reduced 
cerebral blood flow has been correlated with worse neuro-
logic outcome.138

Other functional techniques include optical (near-
infrared) techniques, such as functional near-infrared spec-
troscopy (FNIRS). FNIRS has been used in the study of 
hemodynamic changes related to movement, vision, exec-
utive control, and WM.14 This modality has several advan-
tages over other techniques in that it is noninvasive, uses 
no ionizing radiation, and does not require a large or high-
field magnetic scanner. FNIRS systems can also be small 
and portable. They are also virtually unaffected by patient 
or subject movement. In fact, FNIRS studies have been 
completed while a subject is walking on a treadmill.303 The 
spatial resolution with FNIRS, however, is significantly lim-
ited. There are also limitations regarding the depth of pen-
etration of the near-infrared light, which limits imaging of 
deeper brain structures. Finally, the signal can be affected 
by skin pigmentation and hair.

Functional imaging is generally paired with structural 
imaging so that changes in hemodynamics, diffusion, and 
metabolism can be associated with anatomic information. 
Because many of the modalities described are based on 
MRI methods, it is not unusual during research for investi-
gators to obtain multiple types of data during one scanning 
session. For example, with simple changes in scanning 
sequences, a researcher might choose to collect fMRI and 
DTI data together. In TBI, this type of combination can be 
of particular interest as information regarding a subject’s 
behavioral performance on a cognitive task might be corre-
lated with changes in hemodynamics as indicated by fMRI, 
as well as with information regarding the integrity of white 
matter tracts.

Not all available neuroimaging modalities have been 
covered here, although a description and explanation of 
the basic principles of some of the more commonly used 
and useful modalities as they pertain to TBI have been 
provided. Some additional modalities of potential interest 
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include electrophysiologically based methods, such as 
quantitative electroencephalography and magnetoenceph-
alography. Functional transcranial Doppler ultrasonogra-
phy and transcranial magnetic stimulation may also be 
useful tools in TBI research (see also Chapter 7).

Outcomes, Community 
Integration, Resources,  
and Prevention

Traumatic Brain Injury Outcome Tools

As with many other populations, rehabilitation practitio-
ners are interested in increasing function and return to 
the community for persons with TBI. Numerous measures 
are available to track patient progress both clinically and 
from a research perspective. Some representative measures 
reflecting different aspects of function are presented below.

Global Outcome and Functional Measurement

Functional Independence Measure and Functional 
Assessment Measure. The Functional Independence 
Measure (FIM) and Finctional Assessment Measure (FAM) 
have been described elsewhere in this book. However, the 
FIM has been validated for use with individuals who have 
sustained TBI, but with recognition that issues of supervi-
sion and cognition must be taken into account.85,159 FIM 
scores are used as measures of progress in rehabilitation, 
for determining the effectiveness of therapy, for estimat-
ing length of stay, and for making decisions regarding 
discharge planning, including the need for supervision or 
placement. The purpose of the FAM was developed to pro-
vide additional detailed information about areas of func-
tioning not covered by the FIM, including communication, 
psychosocial adjustment, and cognitive functioning, which 
are more specific to TBI and stroke populations. FIM and 
FAM scores are not as sensitive, however, to the more subtle 
functional changes that can occur after the acute phases of 
recovery from injury.176,177

The GOS474 has been widely used as a general measure 
of recovery and outcome. It has generally been replaced, 
however, because it is difficult to ascertain detailed infor-
mation for classifying individuals because of the brevity 
of the form. An extended version of the scale, the GOS-E 
(Extended Glasgow Outcome Scale),474 increases the 
accuracy of description by extending the number of clas-
sification categories and adding a structured interview to 
improve reliability. The Disability Rating Scale (DRS)354 is 
a commonly used instrument for rating general changes in 
functioning over the course of recovery from coma to com-
munity reentry. It was designed specifically for use with TBI 
populations. It addresses all three World Health Organi-
zation (WHO) categories of impairment, disability, and 
handicap and is also applicable to the WHO International 
Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health. This 
instrument is reliable and valid for measuring recovery 
over time.483 Although more detailed than the GOS and 
GOS-E, the DRS lacks the ability to monitor more subtle 
changes and is not as sensitive to measuring changes asso-
ciated with milder injury.483
Quality of Life. Although a universal definition of QOL 
does not exist, it can be broadly defined as an indicator of 
the impact of injury or disease, treatment, and level of recov-
ery that a person subjectively expresses after experiencing an 
injury or disease.93 QOL in the TBI population has been mea-
sured by both achievements obtained and by subjective well-
being.97 QOL measured as achievements assesses patients’ 
success or achievements in life domains that are considered 
important to most people. These domains include physical, 
social, and mental issues.97 Assessments measuring QOL as 
achievements are referred to as health-related QOL (HRQOL). 
Common HRQOL measures include Medical Outcomes 
Study 36-Item Short-Form Health Survey,125 Sickness Impact 
Profile-5,430 and General Health Questionnaire.272 Research 
is being conducted to develop HRQOL assessments, such as 
the Neuro-QOL, which are translatable across a variety of 
neurologic disorders. The TBI QOL is under development to 
measure HRQOL domains in patients with military-related 
TBI. QOL measured as subjective well-being occurs when 
patients assess what they currently have against their expec-
tations or standards.97 Subjective well-being is also mea-
sured in terms of life satisfaction. Tools used to assess life 
satisfaction in TBI patients include the Flanagan Quality of 
Life Scale130 and the Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS).95 
An online version of the SWLS can be found at http://www.
tbims.org/combi/list.html.

TBI patients experience cognitive deficits, communication 
barriers, and self-awareness deficits, which can make assess-
ing QOL a challenge. QOL reports from TBI patients are valid 
because their QOL information correlates well with measures 
from relatives.222 Differences are noted between caregiver and 
TBI patients’ QOL reports. TBI patients often report lower 
physiologic impairment than caregivers, whereas caregivers are 
more likely to report psychosocial issues than TBI patients.194

Community Integration

Community integration is the ultimate goal for patients with 
a TBI. Community integration includes self-care, mobility, 
physical function issues, and participation in vocational, 
social, and community roles.382 Common tools to assess 
community integration after TBI include Community Inte-
gration Questionnaire (CIQ),473 Craig Hospital Assessment 
and Reporting Technique (CHART),468 and Community Inte-
gration Measure (CIM).288 The CIQ and CHART are objective 
measures of community integration through observation of 
behaviors and activities. The CIM assesses community inte-
gration from the patient’s perspective. These tools focus on 
the subjective experience of the patient in regard to his or her 
functional ability and personal autonomy instead of objec-
tive behaviors associated with integration. Community inte-
gration measures are collected through patient self-report. All 
measures can be collected by proxy except for the CIM. On the 
CIQ, however, proxy reports can be different from self-reports. 
Measurements that are specific to the examining community 
integration in the TBI population are the CIQ and CIM. Online 
versions of the CIQ and CHART can be found at http://www.
tbims.org/combi/list.html.

Vocational Rehabilitation

Return to employment after TBI can increase a patient’s 
perceived QOL, social integration within the community, 
and home and leisure activities.327 However, TBI patients 

http://www.tbims.org/combi/list.html
http://www.tbims.org/combi/list.html
http://www.tbims.org/combi/list.html
http://www.tbims.org/combi/list.html
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can experience cognitive, emotional, and/or physical def-
icits after injury that limit their ability to return to pre-
vious employment or school participation. Vocational 
Rehabilitation is a state-supported service that provides 
patients with disabilities aid in securing employment 
appropriate with their capabilities. A link to state-specific 
departments providing vocational rehabilitation services 
can be found at http://www.jan.wvu.edu/. Vocational 
Rehabilitation programs assess eligibility and vocational 
rehabilitation needs, and provide counseling and voca-
tional guidance, employment development and training, 
assistive device or technology, job placement, coaching 
and follow-up, occupational licenses, tools and equip-
ment, independent living services, and advocacy support 
(http://ovrgov.net/services.asp). Vocational Rehabilita-
tion can either provide vocational services or refer clients 
to other agencies and programs that assist individuals 
with disabilities.

Family Education and Caregiver Burden

Rehabilitation practitioners play an important role in
directing caregivers to education and community resource 
support services. National and statewide organizations 
and websites provide community resources to assist with 
family education and caregiver burden needs. National 
organizations for TBI caregivers include Brain Injury 
Association of America (www.biausa.org), Family Care-
giver Alliance (http://www.caregiver.org/caregiver/jsp/
home/jsp), National Family Caregivers Association 
(www.nfcacares.org), National Alliance for Caregiving 
(www.caregiving.org), Rosalynn Carter Institute for Care-
giving (www.rosalynncarter.org), and Well Spouse Associa-
tion (www.wellspouse.org). These websites provide links 
to caregiver support programs, support groups, and work-
shops and seminars. Local resources for care management, 
in-home health care services, respite programs, hospice 
and palliative care, and adult day services can be found on 
these websites. Online resources are also available, includ-
ing newsletters, teleconferences, e-communities, caregiver 
message boards, chat rooms, and pen-pal programs. Care-
givers can also access information concerning financial 
planning, insurance, legal rights, and advocacy.

Driving

Transportation is one of the most important links to com-
munity integration as a necessary component for access 
to work, social support, recreation, and health care.469 
However, driving is a complex cognitive task that requires 
skills like accurate reaction time, motion perception, spa-
tial orientation, divided attention, multitasking, plan-
ning, decision making, and self-control. These are the 
same skill sets that TBI patients experience deficits in after 
injury. Driving also requires psychomotor components 
that can be difficult for TBI patients if they have experi-
enced additional physical injuries such as limb fractures 
or visual impairments. Between 40% and 60% of indi-
viduals with moderate to severe TBI return to driving after 
their injury.324 States vary on the rules and regulations 
on return to driving after an injury. Some states require 
TBI patients to be free of seizures for a period before they 
can resume driving.324 Some states require physicians 
to report to a state agency if they have a patient who is 
unsafe to drive. Other states require licensed drivers to 
report changes in medical status to the state before they 
can resume driving.

A formal driving evaluation is recommended for TBI 
patients to assess their ability to return to driving. Evalu-
ation and training should be conducted by professionals 
certified through the Association for Driver Rehabilita-
tion Specialists. Evaluation consists of review of cognitive 
abilities and a test of the operation of a vehicle. Driving 
simulators can assess TBI patients return to driving poten-
tial before on-road tests. Practicing on driving simula-
tors provides stimulation that can lead to improvements 
in complex neurocognitive skills needed for on-road 
driving.261

Veterans

Approximately 320,000 veterans returning from Afghani-
stan and Iraq have sustained brain injuries as a result of 
military combat.352 Because of the nature of blast-related 
injuries, veterans have complex medical issues in addition 
to their TBI and require comprehensive rehabilitation. 
Pain and mental health issues occur at high rates within 
this population.383 Treatment needs to include cognitive–
behavioral interventions, pain care, assistive devices, and 
mental health interventions.383 The Defense and Veterans 
Brain Injury Center (DVBIC) provides resources and ser-
vices for veterans who have sustained a TBI, as well as 
patient and family education. The DVBIC also provides 
Regional Care Coordinators, who serve as points of con-
tact to assess TBI resources in communities where veterans 
reside, facilitate access to services, and coordinate individ-
ual plans of care.109 A list of resources available through 
the DVBIC is located at http://www.dvbic.org/. Additional 
resources for veterans include After Deployment (http://
www.afterdeployment.org/), a mental wellness resource; 
American Veterans with Brain Injuries (http://www.avbi.
org/index.html), a chat room and forum for service 
members and family members; and America’s Heroes at 
Work (http://www.americasheroesatwork.gov/), which 
provides employers and the workforce with the tools 
needed to help returning veterans with TBI succeed in the 
workplace.

Community Services

Community reentry and integration is an important goal 
for the TBI patient. Community services are available for 
TBI patients to assist them and their families in this goal. 
Brain injury support groups provide TBI individuals and 
family members a forum where they can increase their 
knowledge of brain injury issues, provide emotional sup-
port to each other, network, and learn from other indi-
viduals who have similar experiences. State Brain Injury 
Affiliates can provide information on support groups 
and locations (http://www.biausa.org/stateoffices.htm). 
The Brain Injury Association provides an online national 
directory of brain injury services to locate community 
resources by state. Community services include commu-
nity reentry programs, community-based programs, day 
treatments, transitional living, independent living, and 
recreation programs. The National Directory of Brain 
Injury Services is found at http://www.biausa.org/directo
ry.htm.

http://www.jan.wvu.edu/
http://ovrgov.net/services.asp
http://www.biausa.org
http://www.nfcacares.org
http://www.caregiving.org%3C
http://www.rosalynncarter.org
http://www.wellspouse.org
http://www.dvbic.org/
http://www.afterdeployment.org/
http://www.afterdeployment.org/
http://www.avbi.org/index.html
http://www.avbi.org/index.html
http://www.americasheroesatwork.gov/
http://www.biausa.org/stateoffices.htm
http://www.biausa.org/directory.htm
http://www.biausa.org/directory.htm
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Traumatic Brain Injury Prevention

Primary TBI prevention focuses on the prevention of road 
traffic accidents, sports injuries, falls, drinking and driv-
ing, and decreasing violence and domestic abuse through 
policy and legislation.1 To develop appropriate prevention 
policies and programs for populations vulnerable to head 
injuries, it is important to understand the epidemiology of 
TBI. The Traumatic Brain Injury Act of 2008 was enacted 
to provide standards for surveillance of the incidence and 
prevalence of TBI in the United States, as well as to con-
tribute to expansion and improvement of TBI programs.1 
However, in 1995, Congress changed a provision of the 
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act that 
included motorcycle helmet use. Several states modified or 
repealed their universal helmet laws, which had required 
helmet use for all riders. After this policy change, helmet 
use declined nationally. The change in policy has affected 
TBI rates. Patients from states without universal helmet 
laws are 41% more likely to sustain severe TBI than patients 
from states with universal helmet laws.78

Secondary prevention focuses on decreasing bodily 
harm caused by an injury. Head injuries often result from 
sports-related activities, including American football, 
rugby, ice hockey, baseball, soccer, cricket, horse racing, ski-
ing, and snowboarding. American football and ice hockey 
have implemented the mandatory use of protective helmets 
as a means of decreasing the incidence of head injuries. 
Helmets attenuate the impact of energy and distribute this 
impact force applied to the head.291 The implementation 
of helmet standards in American football by the National 
Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equip-
ment, in addition to regulations controlling head blocking 
and tackling, has resulted in a 74% decrease in fatalities 
in the sport and a 84% reduction in TBI since 1976.259,260 
Although helmet use is effective in preventing serious TBI, 
it is unknown whether helmets prevent concussions.294 
Many helmets include mouth guards, which are effective 
in preventing orofacial injury, although the evidence that 
mouth guards protect against concussion is inconsistent.233 
Helmets should also be worn in sports in which their use 
is not mandatory. Ski helmets can reduce the incidence of 
TBI by 56%, although there is the potential for ski helmets 
to increase the risk of neck injury.167 Softer baseballs can 
reduce the risk for injury by 28% compared with standard 
balls.280 Research is also being conducted to determine 
how differences in ground surface and grass versus artificial 
surfaces affect the rate of head injuries in sports.317

Advances in protective military equipment contribute 
to prevention of TBI in the military population. Current 
helmets are designed to reduce penetrating injury, but less 
is known about their effects on protecting against TBI as 
a result of overpressure shock waves associated with blast 
injuries. Skull flexure has been identified as a mechanism 
that results in TBI after blast injury. Skull flexure can cause 
a TBI as the skull warps and bends inward in response to 
a shock wave.311 Improvements to helmets that prevent 
against skull flexure include decreasing ability of blast 
waves to access the airspace between the helmet and head 
in addition to creating helmets that allow for the flexure 
of the helmet to not be transferred to the skull.311 Body 
armor is beneficial in preventing TBI by reducing thoracic 
injury and the associated pressure wave transmission to 
the brain.251 Helmets and body armor that are incorrectly 
worn, however, provide little protection against brain 
injury. Military personnel have been identified wearing 
helmets incorrectly.49 Training on the benefits of protec-
tive gear, proper wear, and a better understanding of the 
mechanisms of blast injury and helmet design may result 
in increased TBI prevention in the military population.

Common automobile safety features that decrease 
injury include seat belt use and air bags.344 New advances 
in automotive features that might contribute to decreases 
in injury include tire-pressure monitoring systems, elec-
tronic stability control, lane-departure warning, rollover 
prevention, adaptive headlights, rearview cameras, and 
emergency response systems.302 Automatic collision noti-
fication technology can provide call centers with the exact 
location of vehicle crashes so appropriate personnel can be 
dispatched to the scene with faster response times for more 
efficient and timely patient care.31 Motorcycle and bicycle 
helmets are effective methods for head injury prevention. 
Motorcycle helmets are 65% effective in preventing TBI.282 
Bicycle helmets reduce brain injury by 88% and severe TBI 
by 75%.434

Tertiary prevention focuses on the care, management, 
and rehabilitation of those already injured to further 
reduce consequences of the injury. As this chapter high-
lights, rehabilitative care focuses on containing the injury 
process and preventing complications. Comprehensive 
transdisciplinary rehabilitation programs are necessary 
for TBI patients to prevent further injury and return to 
an optimal level of function within the limits imposed 
by their injury. Translational research is important to 
enhance our ability to provide novel, personalized, and 
effective rehabilitation interventions. Telerehabilitation is 
a novel way to provide rehabilitation to patients remotely 
in their homes or other environments outside of the typi-
cal rehabilitation setting. Telerehabilitation can provide 
rehabilitation interventions for patients unable to access 
rehabilitation centers because of distance, disability, or 
transportation issues.44
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CHAPTER 50
STROKE SYNDROMES
Richard L. Harvey, Elliot J. Roth, David T.  Yu, and Pablo Celnik
Providing rehabilitation care for patients with stroke is 
at once a compelling and complicated endeavor. Stroke 
is a common syndrome, and care of the stroke patient 
is often thought of as a prototype rehabilitation effort 
because of its high frequency and its reliance on virtu-
ally all members of the typical rehabilitation team. The 
fact that no two strokes are alike and no two patients 
react similarly to their situations, however, means that 
caring for patients with stroke is also a distinct experi-
ence requiring individual attention. Most patients who 
experience stroke can and do have improvement in func-
tional ability, but the amount, rate, timing, pattern, type, 
and ultimate outcome of the improvements differ across 
patients and across situations. Therefore the approach 
that is required for appropriate assessment and treatment 
of stroke patients demands specialized knowledge, skills, 
and creativity.

The past 20 years has witnessed a transformation in 
the therapeutic approach to the rehabilitation of those 
with stroke, spurred by a growing literature on motor 
recovery after focal brain injury.181 It is now evident 
both clinically and scientifically that improvement in 
motor control after stroke is training dependent, respond-
ing best to repetitive practice mixed with continuous 
modification of the program to keep training tasks chal-
lenging to the patient.246 When this approach is focused 
on sensorimotor retraining in the hemiplegic limb it is 
called task-oriented therapy. Newer research is now lead-
ing beyond just therapeutic exercise, adding novel inter-
ventions such as pharmacology, new modalities, and 
robotics as potentially enhancing the results of motor 
retraining.

The emergence of training-dependent recovery and task-
oriented therapy has pushed rehabilitation clinicians to 
carefully assess the balance between the restoration of neu-
rologic control and a focus on functional independence 
with compensatory techniques. This is particularly chal-
lenging in the acute inpatient rehabilitation setting, where 
the desire to facilitate neurologic recovery is most desirable 
but the need to discharge the patient home safely is most 
imminent. Fortunately, our tradition of the interdisciplin-
ary rehabilitation team is well suited to addressing these 
modern challenges.

Although formal therapeutic interventions such as 
exercise and sensorimotor retraining comprise the most 
prominent components of the rehabilitation process, 
other aspects of the program are important as well. Many 
rehabilitation activities extend beyond the specific ther-
apy treatment sessions. For example, integrating func-
tional activities learned in formal therapy into regular 
self-care under the supervision of inpatient nursing staff 
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or later in the home environment can significantly rein-
force newly gained skills. Recreational programs often 
serve as major therapeutic interventions. Dealing with 
psychologic and social issues can often be a more com-
plicated clinical activity than the more routine motor 
control enhancement strategies. Interactions among 
patients can provide both emotional support and practi-
cal suggestions regarding skill performance. Most criti-
cally, the amount and nature of the interactions between 
patients and professionals can be highly motivating 
and instructive for patients and their families. A posi-
tive and encouraging rehabilitation milieu typically pro-
vides the opportunity for these “less formal” therapeutic 
interactions.

The major underlying theme of all rehabilitation inter-
ventions is to maximize quality of life for patients with 
stroke. It is quality of life, and not simply improved motor 
control, functional independence, or community place-
ment, that is the real goal of the rehabilitation program. 
Indeed, for some stroke survivors, complete independence 
in daily living skills might be undesirable or impractical 
for physical, psychologic, or social reasons. The goal of 
enhancing quality of life is paramount and affects both 
the choices of specific interventions and the manner in 
which clinical activities are performed. The comprehensive 
rehabilitation management program is characterized by a 
holistic approach, in which patients as a whole and their 
overall situation are considered, rather than merely focus-
ing on isolated aspects of existence. This goal usually, but 
not always, includes helping the patient to achieve as much 
functional independence as possible.

Understanding stroke and the rehabilitation of patients 
who sustain stroke is important, not only because stroke is 
a common diagnosis among patients in rehabilitation pro-
grams, but also because it provides an opportunity to learn 
about the functioning of the central nervous system, as well 
as the application of rehabilitation principles in general. 
This chapter reviews the mechanisms and clinical features 
of stroke; the preventive, diagnostic, and acute manage-
ment techniques; and the principles and practices of stroke 
rehabilitation assessment and intervention that enable 
rehabilitation providers to assist the patient in achieving 
the ultimate goal of maximizing quality of life. Special 
emphasis is placed on new and recent developments in 
stroke rehabilitation. In light of the many challenges to 
both providing and investigating stroke rehabilitation, the 
recent developments in stroke care and research are strik-
ing. An important recurring theme during both acute man-
agement and rehabilitation care, which has been consistent 
over time, is the centrality of an attitude that replaces thera-
peutic nihilism with optimism and aggressiveness.26
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Definitions

Stroke or Cerebrovascular Accident?

Ancient writers of history, science, and poetry used the 
word apoplexia, meaning a sudden strike of paralysis, 
dumbness, or fainting from which the victim frequently 
failed to recover. Such a stroke of illness, whether deliv-
ered by the gods or disease, was a spontaneous event of 
the same character as a “stroke of genius,” a “stroke of 
luck,” or a “stroke of misfortune.” The word stroke then 
connotes the presence of strong external forces causing 
the disease that would render treatment useless. The 
more modern term cerebrovascular accident (CVA) merely 
perpetuates this nihilistic view of stroke care.19 Clini-
cians today have retained the name stroke because of the 
sudden and surprising nature of symptomatic cerebro-
vascular disease. We recognize, however, that stroke is 
associated with known risk factors, and that both acute 
medical care and rehabilitation can reduce mortality and 
disability.

We define stroke as a nontraumatic brain injury caused 
by occlusion or rupture of cerebral blood vessels that results 
in sudden neurologic deficit characterized by loss of motor 
control, altered sensation, cognitive or language impair-
ment, disequilibrium, or coma. This definition includes an 
array of etiologic sources but excludes nonvascular condi-
tions that can present with strokelike symptoms, such as 
seizure, syncope, hypoxemia, traumatic brain injury, or 
brain tumor.

Epidemiology of Stroke

Stroke is a neurologic syndrome caused by a heterogeneous 
group of vascular etiologies requiring different manage-
ment.56 The causes can be grossly categorized as hemor-
rhagic or ischemic. Intracranial hemorrhage accounts for 
15% of all strokes and can be further divided into intra-
cerebral (10%) and subarachnoid (5%) hemorrhage. 
Subarachnoid hemorrhages (SAHs) typically result from 
aneurysmal rupture of a cerebral artery with blood loss 
into the space surrounding the brain. Rupture of weakened 
vessels within brain parenchyma as a result of hyperten-
sion, arteriovenous malformation (AVM), or tumor causes 
intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH).

The remaining 85% of strokes are caused by ischemic 
brain injury resulting from large vessel (40%) or small 
vessel (20%) thrombosis, cerebral embolism (20%), and 
other less common causes (5%) such as cerebral vascu-
litis or cerebral hypoperfusion. Vessel occlusion from 
thrombosis in both large and small arteries is most com-
monly caused by atherosclerotic cerebrovascular disease. 
Vascular changes or lipohyalinosis found in small, deep, 
perforating arteries as associated with chronic hyper-
tension can lead to small vessel thrombosis. Cerebral 
emboli are usually of cardiac origin and are frequently 
a result of valvular disease or atrial fibrillation. In addi-
tion, they can arise from chronic ischemic cardiovascu-
lar disease with secondary ventricular wall hypokinesis, 
which can also increase the risk for intracardiac throm-
bus formation.
Stroke Incidence, Mortality, Prevalence, 
and Survival

Data from several population-based study cohorts estimate 
that the yearly incidence of stroke in the United States 
is 795,000, which comprise 600,000 new strokes and 
185,000 recurrent strokes.9 Stroke continues to result in 
significant morbidity, mortality, and disability, particularly 
among people older than 65 years.

Stroke is primarily a disease of older individuals, but 28% 
of strokes occur in persons younger than 65 years. Children 
have an annual incidence of 2.7 strokes per 100,000. The 
primary cause of ischemic stroke in adults is atherosclero-
sis, whereas in children the causes include cerebrovascu-
lar anomalies, congenital heart disease, carotid dissection, 
sickle cell disease, inherited disorders of coagulation, and 
previous infection with varicella zoster.278 Hemorrhagic 
strokes in children can occur as a result of moyamoya dis-
ease and hemophilia.

The incidence of stroke is 50% higher among men com-
pared with women of all races between ages 65 and 74, but 
the gender difference is much less thereafter. Among black 
men age 45 to 84, stroke incidence is twofold to threefold 
higher than among whites. The relative incidence of stroke 
among black women compared with white women is even 
higher. Many important risk factors for stroke are found in 
higher frequency among black people, including hyperten-
sion, diabetes mellitus, heart disease, smoking, excessive 
alcohol use, and sickle cell disease. The rate of stroke in Asian 
countries is higher than in the United States, with a greater 
proportion of strokes caused by intracranial hemorrhage.

Stroke was the primary cause of death in 143,579 per-
sons in 2005, and it remains the third leading cause of 
death in the United States; it is exceeded only by cardiovas-
cular disease and cancer.9 A well-documented reduction in 
annual stroke mortality, however, has taken place within 
the United States in the past century.203 A sharp decline 
was noted in the annual stroke deaths for both men and 
women that began in the 1970s, and this continued well 
into the 1980s before the slope flattened in the early 
1990s.245,290 Approximately 200,000 fewer fatal strokes 
occurred in this period than would have been predicted 
from data of the previous decade.245 It can be argued that 
the improved detection and treatment of hypertension that 
began in the 1960s, and escalated in 1973 with introduc-
tion of the National High Blood Pressure Education and 
Control Program, are directly responsible for the steep 
decline in stroke mortality.245,290

Stroke survivors, many of whom require rehabilita-
tion services, presently number nearly 6.5 million in the 
U.S. population. Although the mortality from stroke has 
declined in the United States, hospitalizations for stroke 
increased by 18.6% between 1988 and 1997.117 As our 
population ages, the incidence and prevalence of stroke 
will continue to increase. Stroke rehabilitation will have an 
important role in reducing the burden of long-term stroke 
care on society.

Stroke Risk Factors

Hypertension remains the most important public health 
concern today because it is the leading risk factor for two of 
the top three causes of death in the United States: coronary 
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heart disease and stroke. Hypertension is treatable, and 
its control has the potential for widespread reduction in 
death and disability in the United States. The combination 
of stroke and heart disease is not unusual and can have a 
significant impact on medical care and rehabilitation.361 A 
major but often neglected part of physiatric care for stroke 
survivors and their families is stroke and coronary heart 
disease prevention and risk factor reduction.

Modifiable Risk Factors

Hypertension. Prevalence of hypertension within the 
U.S. adult population is 35%. Defined as a systolic pres-
sure greater than 165 mm Hg or a diastolic pressure greater 
than 95 mm Hg, hypertension increases the relative risk of 
stroke by a factor of 6. Among stroke survivors, 67% have 
chronic hypertension.171 Several metaanalyses of random-
ized trials of antihypertensive medications have demon-
strated that a 10- to 12-mm Hg reduction of systolic and a 
5- to 6-mm Hg reduction of diastolic pressure are associ-
ated with a 35% reduction in stroke risk in both hyper-
tensive and normotensive subjects.76,280 It should be noted 
that no threshold diastolic value was found below which 
further pressure reduction lacked an additional effect on 
stroke risk. Consequently, reductions in diastolic blood 
pressure below traditionally normotensive values contrib-
uted to further risk reduction in these studies.

The Hypertension Detection and Follow-up Program 
was the first major study to demonstrate a reduction in 
stroke incidence with antihypertensive treatment. This was 
a population-based randomized clinical trial with a 5-year 
follow-up period involving 11,000 hypertensive persons 
who were either provided with a stepped care antihyper-
tensive program or referred for traditional care. A 1.9% 
incidence of stroke among patients on stepped care treat-
ment was observed compared with 2.9% on a referred care 
program, equaling a 35% reduction in stroke incidence 
and a 44% reduction in fatal strokes.212 Isolated systolic 
hypertension is more common among individuals older 
than 60 years and is an independent risk factor for stroke 
and cardiovascular disease.231 The Systolic Hypertension in 
the Elderly Program383 randomized more than 4700 sub-
jects aged 60 years and older with systolic pressures greater 
than 160 mm Hg and diastolic pressure less than 90 mm 
Hg to antihypertensive treatment or placebo. During the 
5-year study period, subjects treated with antihypertensive 
medication had an average reduction in systolic blood 
pressure of 17 mm Hg and a 36% reduction in the inci-
dence of stroke compared with control subjects.

More recently, the role of angiotensin-converting enzyme 
inhibitors in the prevention of stroke has been appreciated. 
The Heart Outcomes Prevention Study demonstrated that 
ramipril provides a 32% relative reduction in stroke occur-
rence in patients with a history of myocardial infarction, 
stroke, peripheral vascular disease, or other risk factors.196 
The Perindopril Protection Against Recurrent Stroke Study 
randomized patients with stroke or TIA with or without 
hypertension to perindopril versus placebo, finding a 28% 
relative risk reduction with antihypertensive treatment. The 
combination of a diuretic with the angiotensin-converting 
enzyme inhibitor improved blood pressure reduction and 
provided better risk reduction.339 A recent large clinical 
trial assessing the benefit of telmisartan (an angiotensin 
II receptor agonist) failed to reduce secondary stroke.471 
Only a modest reduction in pressures was observed in this 
study, however, and the follow-up period was limited to 
2.5 years. The benefit of antihypertensives in stroke reduc-
tion improves with greater pressure reduction and time.

Ample evidence supports public health efforts aimed at 
reducing the prevalence of poorly controlled blood pres-
sure, thereby reducing the risk of stroke and heart disease. 
Improved public education, detection, and treatment of 
hypertension will have a positive impact on the further 
decline of stroke incidence and mortality.

Smoking. Cigarette smoking is an important risk factor for 
cardiovascular disease, but its negative influence on stroke 
was questioned for many years. Community-based data 
from the Framingham Study have confirmed that smoking 
is independently associated with an increased risk of ath-
erothrombotic stroke in both men and women. The rela-
tive risk of stroke for heavy smokers (>40 cigarettes/day) is 
twice that of light smokers (<10 cigarettes/day). Cessation 
of smoking reverses risk to that of nonsmokers within 5 
years after quitting.457 Smoking is also a significant risk fac-
tor for SAH and ICH in both men and women.255,256,370

Hypercholesterolemia. The role of elevated serum cho-
lesterol has not been epidemiologically linked to increased 
stroke incidence per se, but its strong influence on the devel-
opment of coronary artery disease and atherosclerosis359 
indicates that hypercholesterolemia is at least an indirect 
risk factor for stroke. Indeed, an association between carotid 
artery atherosclerosis and increased serum cholesterol levels 
has been noted.316,372 The use of 3-hydroxy-3-methylgluta-
ryl-coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase inhibitors or statins 
can reduce the risk of stroke,51,428 but their role in preven-
tion can have as much to do with their ability to stabilize 
atherosclerotic plaques and reduce inflammation as their 
ability to reduce serum cholesterol285,400 In a metaanalysis 
that included 90,000 subjects there was a significant reduc-
tion in stroke risk (21%).8 This study showed that a 10% 
reduction in low-density lipoprotein (LDL) will reduce risk 
for stroke by 15.6% and carotid intima media thickness by 
0.73%. There also remains a role for dietary reduction of 
cholesterol and saturated fatty acids in the prevention of 
stroke. Current targets for patients with coronary heart dis-
ease and stroke are an LDL less than 100 mg/dL and total 
cholesterol less than 200 mg/dL. High-density lipoprotein 
(HDL) levels more than 60 mg/dL are desirable.3

Diabetes Mellitus and Other Risk Factors. Diabetes 
mellitus increases the relative risk of ischemic stroke to 3 
to 6 times that of the general population. This risk can be 
partly attributed to the higher prevalence of hypertension 
and heart disease among persons with diabetes, but even 
after controlling for these factors, diabetes independently 
doubles stroke risk.1,21,232 The prevalence of diabetes 
among stroke survivors is 20%.1,171,296

Whether obesity is a risk factor for stroke has been chal-
lenged. Hypertension and diabetes mellitus are more com-
mon in the obese and are strong influences for stroke risk. 
Weight loss has a positive influence on blood pressure and 
diabetic control, and probably has a risk-reducing effect 
on stroke and cardiovascular disease. Although obesity can 
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indirectly increase stroke risk, its independence as a risk 
factor remains questionable.

The metabolic syndrome is a cluster of interrelated met-
abolic risk factors for atherosclerotic disease. These include 
high waist circumference, increased blood pressure, low 
HDL level, elevated serum triglyceride, and elevated fast-
ing glucose. A recent data analysis from the Atherosclerosis 
Risk in Communities Study showed a step-wise increase 
in stroke risk with an increased number of metabolic 
syndrome components, such that the presence of all five 
components resulted in a nearly fivefold increase in stroke 
risk.356

Heart disease, including electrocardiographic evidence 
of left ventricular hypertrophy, cardiac failure, and nonval-
vular atrial fibrillation, increases stroke risk by 2 to 6 times 
normal. Control of hypertension, cessation of smoking, 
and reduction of serum cholesterol can reduce the devel-
opment of heart disease and prevent stroke. In the pres-
ence of established conditions such as atrial fibrillation or 
left ventricular failure, however, the use of medical means 
to reduce stroke risk can become important. Prevention of 
heart disease through lifestyle changes has a positive influ-
ence on stroke prevention.

Elevated plasma levels of homocysteine have been asso-
ciated with increased risk of stroke and carotid artery dis-
ease.381 Hyperhomocysteinemia can result from inherited 
enzyme deficiencies or acquired deficiencies of required 
enzyme cofactors such as folate, vitamin B12, or vitamin B6. 
The hyperviscosity that can occur with hyperhomocystein-
emia can lead to hypercoagulability or enhanced athero-
genesis by microvascular damage from traumatic shearing 
forces against vessel walls. Patients with acute stroke who 
have elevated plasma homocysteine are at risk for recurrent 
stroke, and supplementation with folate, vitamin B12, and 
vitamin B6 is advised.37

Nonmodifiable Risk Factors

Certain important risk factors for stroke that are not 
modifiable include age, sex, race, and previous stroke. 
The epidemiology of age, sex, and race as they relate to 
stroke was reviewed earlier in the chapter. Once an indi-
vidual has a stroke, the risk of recurrent stroke is sig-
nificant. Although the presence of a stroke is not in itself 
modifiable as a risk factor, a careful workup to determine 
the cause of the stroke can provide valuable informa-
tion for clinical decisions regarding secondary stroke 
prevention.

Stroke Pathophysiology

Ischemic Stroke

The unifying pathophysiology of thrombotic, embolic, 
and lacunar stroke is cerebral ischemia from compromise 
of cerebral blood flow (CBF). The location and temporal 
development of cerebral injury vary with the etiology.

Thrombosis

The entire pathophysiology of infarction from cere-
bral thrombosis remains controversial, but it is strongly 
associated with atherosclerotic cerebrovascular disease. 
Atherosclerotic plaque formation occurs frequently at 
major vascular branching sites, including the common 
carotid and vertebrobasilar arteries. Atherosclerosis is an 
inflammatory disease that often develops in the presence 
of chronic hypertension, beginning with increased per-
meability of vascular intima followed by leukocyte adhe-
sion and infiltration. Monocyte and T-cell accumulation 
produce lipid-laden foam cells within the vessel wall, and 
fatty streaks appear on the endothelial surface. Eventually, 
smooth muscle cell migration, continued inflammatory 
activity, and the formation of a fibrous cap compromise 
blood flow, leading to turbulence. Rupture of the fibrous 
cap can rapidly promote initial thrombus formation by 
stimulating platelet aggregation and activation of the 
extrinsic pathway of the coagulation system. The loosely 
attached thrombus, or “white clot,” that forms is com-
posed of platelet cells and fresh fibrin.358

It is unclear whether symptoms of transient ischemic 
attack (TIA) are caused by transient thrombotic occlusion of 
major cerebral arteries or by microemboli that break away 
from a thrombus, but both phenomena might be impor-
tant. In either case, these events must resolve, usually in a 
few minutes, to be considered TIA. TIA is no longer defined 
based on time (i.e., events lasting <24 hours). The Ameri-
can Stroke Association recently redefined TIA as “a brief 
episode of neurologic dysfunction caused by focal brain or 
retinal ischemia, with clinical symptoms typically lasting 
less than an hour, and without evidence of acute infarc-
tion” as determined by cranial imaging.108 This means that 
any transient neurologic event that is associated with an 
acute infarction on imaging is considered a stroke rather 
than TIA, regardless how long the event lasts. Symptoms 
of transient monocular blindness, or amaurosis fugax, are 
probably due to microemboli from the internal carotid 
artery that cause a branch occlusion of the ipsilateral oph-
thalmic and retinal arteries.330 Other intracranial branch 
occlusions can similarly result from microemboli arising 
in the extracranial vessels, leading to injury or infarction in 
focal regions.95

In contrast, a large arterial thrombus can occlude a 
major extracranial artery, producing a low-flow state that 
causes ischemic injury to neural tissue supplied by the 
most distal arterial branches.30 The volume of damage 
that results from such hemodynamic compromise can be 
large, but it depends on the length of time the vessel is 
occluded, the rate of flow through the occluded site, and 
the effectiveness of the collateral circulation. Fibrinolytic 
enzymes are released that control acute thrombus forma-
tion, potentially dissolving the clot within minutes to 
hours. Recanalization might fail or be delayed, however, 
permitting the arterial thrombus to completely or partially 
occlude blood flow. Collateral circulation can support the 
compromised cortical zone, but it can be less effective in 
elderly persons or in those with diffuse atherosclerotic dis-
ease or diabetes.

Ischemic injury from a cerebrovascular thrombus prob-
ably results in simultaneous distal branch occlusions from 
microemboli and compromise of blood flow proximally. 
The neurologic outcome of cerebral thrombi varies widely 
and can include brief TIAs, minor strokes without func-
tional compromise, or major strokes resulting in signifi-
cant impairment and functional disability.
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Embolism

Beyond the microemboli produced by cerebrovascular 
thrombi, the majority of embolic strokes have a cardiac 
origin. Thrombus formation within the cardiac chambers 
is generally caused by structural or mechanical changes 
within the heart. Atrial fibrillation is a significant risk 
factor for embolic stroke as a result of poor atrial motil-
ity and outflow, with stasis of blood and atrial thrombus 
formation. Atrial fibrillation is often caused by rheumatic 
valvular disease or coronary artery disease, but it can be 
idiopathic. Mural thrombus within the left ventricle after 
myocardial infarction, in the presence of cardiomyopathy 
or after cardiac surgery, is the other major cause of embolic 
stroke.55,63 Mechanical heart valves universally cause cere-
bral emboli if anticoagulation is insufficient. Infectious 
endocarditis can lead to septic emboli.

Cerebral emboli lodge within arterial branches of the 
major arteries, causing single or multiple branch occlu-
sions resulting in sudden, focal neurologic impairment. 
These branch occlusions significantly compromise flow 
distally, inducing ischemic injury to neural tissue, glia, and 
vascular endothelium. Reperfusion of the occluded ves-
sel can occur in response to endogenous fibrinolysis, but 
because ischemic damage to the vascular bed is often sig-
nificant, the capillaries become incompetent and second-
ary cerebral hemorrhage ensues.

In contrast to thrombotic stroke, microemboli probably 
do not precede cardioembolic strokes, as TIAs are uncom-
mon. Frequently no cardiac thrombus can be found after 
the event, and the only clue to an embolic cause is the 
sudden neurologic deficit without previous or progressive 
symptoms.

Lacunes

Lacunar infarcts are small, circumscribed lesions that mea-
sure less than 1.5 cm in diameter and are located in sub-
cortical regions of the basal ganglia, internal capsule, pons, 
and cerebellum.295 The area of a lacune (meaning “little 
lake”) roughly corresponds to the vascular territory sup-
plied by one of the deep perforating branches from the 
circle of Willis or major cerebral arteries. Lacunar strokes 
are strongly associated with hypertension and pathologi-
cally associated with microvascular changes that often 
develop in the presence of chronic hypertension. Histo-
logic changes such as arteriolar thickening and evenly 
distributed deposition of eosinophilic material, called 
lipohyalinosis and fibrinoid necrosis, are commonly seen in 
the subcortical perforating arteries of hypertensive persons 
who have had lacunar strokes. Microatheromas within 
deep perforating arteries are also important causes of lacu-
nar infarction. In addition to hypertension, diabetes mel-
litus is associated with lacunar stroke as a result of chronic 
microvascular changes.

Hemorrhagic Stroke

Intracerebral Hemorrhage

The deep perforating cerebral arteries are also the site of 
rupture preceding ICH. Unlike lacunar strokes, however, 
ICH does not obey the anatomic distribution of a vessel 
but dissects through tissue planes. Such damage can be 
significant, resulting in increased intracranial pressure, dis-
ruption of multiple neural tracts, ventricular compression, 
and cerebral herniation. Acute mortality is high, but those 
who survive ICH often experience rapid neurologic recov-
ery during the first 2 or 3 months after the hemorrhage.

Nearly one half of all ICHs occur within the putamen 
and the cerebral white matter.144 Sudden hemorrhage into 
brain parenchyma is related to both acute elevations in 
blood pressure and chronic hypertension. Microvascular 
changes associated with hypertensive hemorrhages include 
lipohyalinosis and Charcot–Bouchard aneurysms.129 The 
latter are not true aneurysms of the vessel wall but are 
pockets of extravasated blood or “pseudoaneurysms,” a 
sign of previous microscopic ruptures within the vascu-
lar wall. The bleeding typically lasts no more than 1 to 
2 hours, corresponding to the usual time course of acute 
symptom development. Late neurologic decline is related 
to posthemorrhagic edema or rebleeding.

Cerebral amyloid angiopathy is unusual but is gaining 
recognition as an important cause of ICH in the elderly 
population.121 Lobar hemorrhages located near the cortex 
that occur in patients older than 55 years who have some 
premorbid history of mild dementia are characteristic of 
this disease, but in the absence of tissue staining for Congo 
red amyloid deposits within the adventitia of cerebral ves-
sels, diagnostic uncertainty remains. Other notable causes 
of ICH include the use of anticoagulants, intracranial 
tumor, and vasculitis.

Subarachnoid Hemorrhage

SAH, or bleeding that occurs within the dural space around 
the brain and fills the basal cisterns, is most commonly 
caused by rupture of a saccular aneurysm or an AVM. Sac-
cular aneurysms develop from a congenital defect in an 
arterial wall followed by progressive degeneration of the 
adventitia, which causes ballooning or outpouching of the 
vessel. The risk of bleeding from unruptured aneurysms is 
speculative but appears greatest for aneurysms greater than 
10 mm in diameter.415

Saccular aneurysms often rupture during the fifth or 
sixth decade of life. When a rupture occurs, the extravasa-
tion of blood into the subarachnoid space is irritating to 
the dura and results in a severe headache often described 
as “the worst in my life.” Because of a sudden decrease in 
cerebral perfusion pressure, acute loss of consciousness is 
frequent. Focal neurologic changes or coma can ensue. As 
many as one third of patients with aneurysmal hemorrhage 
will die immediately. Patients who present with coma, 
stupor, or severe hemiplegia have the worst prognosis for 
proximate survival. The risk of rebleeding from an unoper-
ated aneurysm is as high as 30% within the first month 
after hemorrhage and declines thereafter. The risk for long-
term rebleeding remains 3% per year.456

Saccular aneurysms are most often found in the anterior 
region of the circle of Willis, particularly near branches of 
the anterior communicating, internal carotid, and middle 
cerebral arteries. They can also be found at the junction of 
almost any branch site within the cerebral circulation. Early 
surgical and endovascular management using modern 
neurosurgical clipping techniques and coiling is as safe as 
late surgery, and it significantly reduces risk of rebleeding.
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AVMs present with hemorrhage earlier in life than do 
aneurysms, often in the second or third decade. Although 
they cause nearly 9% of all SAHs, vascular malformations 
are also important causes of ICH and intraventricular hem-
orrhage.326 An AVM is a congenital structure consisting of a 
tangled web of vascular tissue that contains multiple arte-
riovenous fistulas, which permit arterial to venous shunt-
ing of blood. They can be located anywhere in the central 
nervous system and can grow large, displacing normal 
neural structures, usually without disruption of function. 
Seizure, migraine, and hemorrhage are typical presenting 
symptoms.

The incidence of lifetime hemorrhage with AVM is 40% 
to 50%,297 with a rebleeding rate of 4% per year and a 
mortality rate of 1% per year.319 Treatment options include 
endovascular embolization, surgical resection, and radio-
therapy (gamma knife).

Hydrocephalus

Acute and chronic hydrocephalus can complicate both 
SAH and intraventricular hemorrhage by obstructing cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF) outflow. Blood coagulum within the 
ventricular system can block the foramen of Sylvius or the 
fourth ventricle, causing acute obstructive hydrocephalus 
over minutes to hours after hemorrhage, leading to leth-
argy, coma, or death if not treated. Placement of an exter-
nal ventriculostomy device can be life-saving, but if the 
obstruction does not resolve, a ventriculoperitoneal shunt 
is placed for long-term decompression.

Normal pressure hydrocephalus is very common after 
SAH and often develops during rehabilitation care. The 
pathophysiologic cause is a functional disruption of CSF 
resorption as a result of fibrosis of the arachnoid granula-
tions from subarachnoid blood.205 The classic symptoms 
of subcortical dementia, incontinence, and gait disorder are 
clues to the presence of hydrocephalus, but the physiatrist 
should also have a high level of suspicion when a patient 
with recent hemorrhage is not making expected functional 
gains in a rehabilitation program. That suspicion is often 
confirmed when the patient makes a remarkable recovery 
after shunting.

The Anatomic Basis of Stroke 
Syndromes

Disability after stroke is a result of central nervous system 
injury by which physical, cognitive, and psychologic func-
tioning becomes impaired. Specific impairments appear 
when focal regions and neural systems within the brain 
are damaged by vascular compromise. Neurologic brain 
mapping has been an active area of research dating back 
to 1800, when Franz Joseph Gall developed phrenology. 
He interpreted personality and mental capacity by studying 
the bumps on the human skull. Although phrenology has 
been discredited, the study of brain topography has proved 
useful for predicting neurologic impairment after focal 
brain injury. Modern topography is based on a theory of 
distributed networks where a localized lesion does not imply 
loss of a structure that performed a function. Rather, dis-
ruption of the network can cause distant uninjured brain 
structures to function improperly.
Motor Control and Strength

Anatomy

The primary motor area (M1 cortex) is located along the 
cortex of the precentral gyrus anterior to the central sulcus 
of both hemispheres and extends from the paracentral lob-
ule within the longitudinal fissure to the frontal operculum 
within the Sylvian fissure. The classic “motor homunculus” 
is useful for visualizing the topography of motor control 
along the precentral gyrus. Axons from these cortical cells 
descend via the internal capsule to the pyramidal tract in 
the brain stem where they cross and descend in the cortico-
spinal tract of the spinal cord.

Recovery

With hemiplegia, weakness and poor control of voluntary 
movement are present initially, associated with reduced 
resting muscle tone. As voluntary movement returns, non-
functional mass flexion and extension of the limbs are first 
noted (Table 50-1). Synergy patterns, or mass contraction 
of multiple muscle groups, are seen.432 Later, movement 
patterns can be independent of synergy.377

Motor Coordination and Balance

Trunk control and stability, coordination of movement 
patterns, and balance all involve complex extrapyramidal 
systems that are frequently disrupted by stroke. Extrapyra-
midal disorders can be a major impediment to functional 
recovery but are often amenable to therapeutic exercise.

Anatomy

Anterior to the precentral gyrus within the frontal lobe 
is the premotor area, which is important in motor plan-
ning. Multiple fiber tracts from this region descend via the 
anterior limb of the internal capsule to the basal ganglia 
and the cerebellum, with input from the vestibular, visual, 
and somatosensory systems. Injury to either the efferent or 
Table 50-1   Synergy Patterns in Motor Recovery

Upper Limb Lower Limb

Flexor synergy Shoulder retraction Hip flexion

Shoulder abduction Hip abduction

Shoulder external rotation Hip external rotation

Elbow flexion Knee flexion

Forearm supination Ankle eversion

Wrist flexion Dorsiflexion

Finger flexion Toe extension

Extensor synergy Shoulder protraction Hip extension

Shoulder adduction Hip adduction

Elbow extension Knee extension

Forearm pronation Ankle inversion

Wrist extension Plantar flexion

Finger flexion Toe flexion
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the afferent systems (or both) can cause poor static and 
dynamic balance as well as movement disorders such as 
ataxia, chorea, hemiballismus, and tremors.

Spasticity

Spasticity is a velocity-dependent increase in resistance to 
muscle stretch that develops after an upper motor neuron 
injury within the central nervous system.258 When severe, 
spasticity can cause reduced flexibility, posture, and func-
tional mobility, as well as joint pain, contracture, and dif-
ficulty with positioning for comfort and hygiene. In stroke, 
an increase occurs in both tonic and phasic reflexes. Loss 
of upper motor neuron control causes disinhibited α- and 
γ-motor neuron activity and heightened sensitivity to class 
1a and 2 muscle spindle afferents.167 Consequently, both 
monosynaptic and multisynaptic spinal reflexes become 
hyperactive.

Spasticity develops shortly after completed stroke and is 
initially manifested as an increased phasic response to ten-
don tap and a slight catch with passive ranging. Later, rang-
ing can become difficult, and the patient might show tonic 
positioning in flexion or extension. As voluntary motor 
activity returns, a reduction in tone and reflex response is 
often noted, but if recovery is incomplete, spasticity usually 
remains (see Chapter 30).

Sensation

Loss of sensation after stroke can have a significant effect 
on joint and skin protection, balance, coordination, and 
motor control.

Anatomy

Pain and temperature sensation are relayed centrally by 
fibers that enter the spinothalamic tract from the contra-
lateral dorsal root ganglion and ascend to the ventral pos-
terior lateral nucleus of the thalamus. Some spinothalamic 
fibers enter the superior colliculus and ascending reticular 
formation.

Sensory fibers for joint proprioception and stereognosis 
ascend ipsilaterally from the dorsal root ganglion within 
the dorsal column, and cross to the contralateral side 
within the lower medulla after synapsing with the nucleus 
gracilis and cuneatus. The fibers then ascend in the medial 
lemniscus to the ventral posterior lateral thalamus. The 
ventral posterior lateral thalamus relays sensory informa-
tion to the primary sensory cortex, located posterior to the 
central sulcus in the postcentral gyrus.

Although injury to the sensory pathways typically causes 
hypoesthesia or reduced sensation, patients with lesions in 
the thalamus or spinothalamic tract occasionally experi-
ence severe pain that can interfere with functional recovery 
and rehabilitative care.

Language and Communication

Aphasia is an impairment of language, but typical lesions 
that cause aphasia affect comprehension and the use of 
symbolic material for the purpose of communication and 
meaning (see also Chapter 3). Testing of language should 
include an examination of oral expression, verbal compre-
hension, naming, reading, writing, and repeating. The clas-
sic aphasia syndromes are listed in Table 50-2. Although 
this anatomic classification of aphasia is useful for func-
tionally describing communication problems after stroke 
and for determining prognosis, it is not very useful for 
guiding therapy. A newer trend is used to describe aphasia, 
a psycholinguistic approach that is presently being worked 
out in the aphasiology literature.54

Although language is considered a function of the left or 
dominant hemisphere, some elements of communication 
such as prosody have nondominant hemisphere control. 
Prosody is the rhythmic pattern and vocal intonation of 
speech that add emphasis and emotional content to lan-
guage. Some clinical and pathologic evidence exists that 
prosody might have similar anatomic topography as verbal 
language in the nondominant hemisphere.357

Anatomy

Patients with Broca-type aphasia have lesions near the fron-
tal operculum, anterior to the precentral gyrus. This loca-
tion has been aptly named Broca’s area and is considered a 
premotor association area because it is adjacent to the oral 
motor area of the primary motor cortex. The Broca-type 
aphasia, however, is a primary language deficit with mildly 
compromised comprehension and impaired oral expres-
sion. It cannot be considered a purely motor impairment. 
Table 50-2   Clinical Characteristics of the Aphasia Syndromes

Syndrome Fluency Expression Comprehension Repetition Naming

Broca Impaired Impaired Mildly impaired Impaired Impaired

Wernicke Normal Impaired Impaired Impaired Impaired

Global Impaired Impaired Impaired Impaired Impaired

Transcortical motor Impaired Mildly impaired Normal Normal Mildly impaired

Transcortical sensory Normal Mildly impaired Mildly impaired Normal Mildly impaired

Conduction Normal Mildly impaired Normal Impaired Mildly impaired

Anomic Normal Normal Normal Normal Impaired

Isolation of language zone Impaired Impaired Impaired Normal Impaired

Pure motor speech disorder Impaired Impaired Normal Impaired Impaired

Pure word deafness Normal Normal Impaired Impaired Normal
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The topographic location for the Wernicke type of aphasia 
is Wernicke’s area, which is found in the posterior superior 
portion of the first temporal gyrus near the primary audi-
tory cortex. It is considered an auditory association area. 
Lesions near but not involving Broca’s or Wernicke’s area 
are associated with transcortical motor and sensory apha-
sias, respectively.4

Ross357 has described aprosodia that is associated with 
lesions of the frontal operculum of the right or nondomi-
nant hemisphere. Patients who have aprosody speak at an 
even tempo with flat intonation when asked to express a 
sentence with an emotional tone. Despite this, they are 
able to hear and comprehend the emotional content of 
language. In contrast, patients with a lesion in the tempo-
roparietal region have an affective agnosia, in that they are 
unable to recognize the emotional prosody of spoken lan-
guage. Despite the agnosia, these patients express prosody 
without difficulty.

Conduction aphasia with severely impaired repetition 
of language is associated with a lesion of the arcuate fas-
ciculus, which is a bundle of fibers that pass from the tem-
poral to the frontal lobe.154 Disorders of reading (alexia) 
and writing (agraphia) are associated with disconnection 
of the primary language area from the primary visual cor-
tices, which correlates to lesions in the angular gyrus at the 
junction of the occipital and temporoparietal lobes.141

Apraxia

Disorders of skilled movement in the absence of motor, 
sensory, or cognitive impairment are called apraxia. Patients 
with apraxia often have difficulty performing simple func-
tional activities such as using a spoon or a comb, or they 
will perform them in a clumsy manner. It is often diffi-
cult to test for apraxia in the presence of a language defi-
cit because the examiner must be assured that the patient 
understands the command. Patients with apraxia, however, 
can have difficulty waving goodbye or using a gesture for 
hitchhiking when asked to demonstrate these maneuvers. 
Apraxia is most commonly seen in left hemisphere strokes 
and affects the left nonhemiplegic limb. Geshwind155 
at tributes apraxia in this situation to a disconnection of 
the right cortical motor association area from the left hemi-
sphere as a result of an injury of the anterior callosal fibers. 
Under these circumstances, the right brain cannot know 
what the left brain wants to do!

Patients with right parietal strokes often have significant 
difficulty in dressing, despite adequate strength and flex-
ibility. This has been called “dressing apraxia,” but it is not 
a true apraxia because it is not a disorder of skilled motor 
function. It is a disorder of spatial perception that impairs 
the patient’s ability to find the sleeves and neck of a shirt. 
Similarly patients with “constructional apraxia” have dif-
ficulty copying a figure because of visuospatial deficits con-
sistent with right parietal stroke.

Neglect Syndrome

Heilman et al.188 define hemispatial neglect as a failure to 
report, respond, or orient to novel or meaningful stimuli 
presented to the side opposite a brain lesion. It is important 
to exclude visual, somatosensory, or motor impairments 
that would explain the lack of response before attributing 
it to neglect. Hemispatial neglect significantly contributes 
to disability after stroke because it has a negative impact 
on sitting balance, visual perception, wheelchair mobility, 
safety awareness, skin and joint protection, and fall risk. 
Patients with neglect have difficulty completing hygiene 
and self-care on the affected side, fail to eat food items in 
the neglected visual space, and frequently run into objects 
and walls. Neglect is a disorder of visual and spatial atten-
tion, and is associated with temporoparietal strokes and 
lesions of the frontal eye fields, cingulate gyrus, thalamus, 
and reticular formation.197

Dysphagia

Dysphagia is common after stroke, occurring in 30% to 
65% of patients with unilateral or bilateral hemispheric 
and brain stem infarctions.* Risk for aspiration pneu-
monia is strongly associated with a delayed initiation of 
pharyngeal swallow and reduced pharyngeal transit times 
frequently seen on videofluoroscopic swallow evalua-
tion.218,219 Other neurologic factors that influence risk for 
aspiration after stroke include reduced labial and lingual 
mobility and sensation, unilateral neglect, pooling of pha-
ryngeal residue within the vallecula and pyriform sinuses, 
and cricopharyngeal dysmotility. Laryngeal elevation dur-
ing swallow normally declines with age and can have a 
negative influence on aspiration risk after stroke (see also 
Chapter 27).

Uninhibited Bladder and Bowel

Bladder and bowel incontinence are frequent conse-
quences of stroke. Because the pontine micturition center 
is typically preserved, reflex voiding usually shows normal 
synchronous internal sphincter relaxation with detrusor 
contraction. Postvoid residual volumes are generally low 
in the absence of prostatic hypertrophy or other forms of 
bladder outlet obstruction. Incontinence is caused by a lack 
of voluntary inhibition to void from upper motor neuron 
injury and results in urgency of urination. In alert individu-
als, awareness of the need to void is unaffected, but immo-
bility, unilateral neglect, and communication deficits often 
impair a patient’s ability to use equipment or call for assis-
tance when the need arises. Although most stroke survivors 
with diabetes have uninhibited voiding, some might have 
a hypotonic bladder from a parasympathetic autonomic 
neuropathy to the detrusor muscle. Special care should be 
taken to check postvoid residual volumes in these patients. 
Bowel incontinence results from uninhibited reflex rectal 
emptying by the same mechanism as the uninhibited blad-
der (see also Chapter 28).

Clinical Stroke Syndromes

Anatomic localization of lesions within the central nervous 
system predicts physical or cognitive impairment and dis-
ability. Understanding the clinical syndromes associated 
with defined cerebrovascular lesions in ischemic stroke can 

*References 6, 19, 82, 166, 198-200, 267.
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be a valuable tool to the physiatrist leading the rehabilita-
tion team.179

Middle Cerebral Artery Syndromes

Strokes within the middle cerebral artery (MCA) distribution 
are very commonly seen within the inpatient rehabilitation 
setting. The anatomic distribution of the MCA includes a 
large proportion of cerebral cortex, and ischemia within the 
MCA imparts significant impairment and disability, often 
requiring comprehensive rehabilitation care. The MCA is par-
ticularly vulnerable to both cardioembolic and thrombotic 
disease, which can result in a variety of stroke syndromes.

Anatomy

The anterior circulation of the brain consists of both inter-
nal carotid arteries derived from the right and left common 
carotid arteries. The right carotid is usually a branch of the 
right subclavian; the left is a direct branch of the aorta. After 
the internal carotid artery passes intracranially through the 
carotid siphon, it provides the ophthalmic branch to the 
orbit and then forms an anastomosis at the circle of Wil-
lis with the ipsilateral posterior communicating artery. The 
internal carotid then bifurcates into the anterior cerebral 
artery (ACA) and MCA. The MCA stem or M1 segment turns 
laterally, passing along the base of the brain to the Sylvian 
fissure overlying the insular cortex, where it typically bifur-
cates into an upper and a lower division. Along the path of 
the M1 segment, small, deep, perforating branches called 
lenticulostriate arteries are supplied to the putamen, globus 
pallidus, caudate, and internal capsule. The M2 segment 
comprises the upper and lower divisions of the MCA as 
they travel posteriorly and superiorly along the insular cor-
tex. Branches of the divisions pass laterally along the fron-
tal, parietal, and temporal opercula constituting the M3 
segment. The M4 segment includes the branches supplying 
the frontal, parietal, and temporal convexities.

Middle Cerebral Artery Stroke

Main Stem. The impairments after occlusion of the MCA 
main stem (M1 segment) are listed in Box 50-1. The hemiple-
gia in a main stem stroke is complete, affecting the upper and 
lower limbs and lower portions of the face equally. This results 
primarily from ischemia from within the deep lenticulostriate 

 •  Contralateral hemiplegia
 •  Contralateral hemianesthesia
 •  Contralateral hemianopsia
 •  Head or eye turning toward lesion
 •  Dysphagia
 •  Uninhibited neurogenic bladder

Dominant hemisphere
 •  Global aphasia
 •  Apraxia

Nondominant hemisphere
 •  Aprosody and affective agnosia
 •  Visuospatial deficit
 •  Neglect syndrome

 

BOX 50-1

Middle Cerebral Artery Stroke: Main Stem
circulation to the posterior limb of the internal capsule 
through which the descending fibers of the primary motor 
cortex pass. Sensory deficits can be significant because the 
ascending sensory fibers are injured as well, but deep pain 
sensation can be intact. Although the MCA perforators supply 
only the upper half of the visual radiations, complete hemi-
anopsia is frequently described. Dysphagia and uninhibited 
voiding are commonly found, even in unilateral strokes.

Upper Division. MCA upper division strokes are listed in 
Box 50-2. The clinical presentation is very similar to that of 
a main stem infarction, but hemiplegia and language com-
prehension deficits are usually not as severe. Because the M1 
segment of the MCA is spared, the vascular supply to the 
internal capsule is preserved, and ischemia is limited to the 
inferolateral portion of the primary motor cortex. As a result, 
motor strength and control are better in the lower limb than 
in the hand and face. A classic Broca-type aphasia is typical in 
a dominant hemisphere stroke, and aprosodia without affec-
tive agnosia is found in nondominant hemisphere stroke.

Lower Division. Branch obstruction of the MCA lower 
division is much less common than upper division stroke 
and is usually caused by an embolic event. Motor and sen-
sory function is generally intact. Despite this, patients with 
stroke of the MCA lower division can have significant func-
tional disability from impaired language and vision, and 
poor awareness of deficits. Box 50-3 lists the impairments 
associated with lower division strokes.

Anterior Cerebral Artery Syndromes

Anatomy

The ACA supplies the interhemispheric cortical surface of 
the frontal and parietal lobes. The A1 segment branches 
medially from the internal carotid bifurcation to the ante-
rior communicating artery. Turning superiorly, the artery 
passes over the optic nerve, along the rostrum of the corpus 
callosum (A2), and around the genu (A3); it passes poste-
riorly to the coronal suture (A4) and terminates at the pari-
etal lobe (A5). The ACA divides during its course into two 
major branches, the pericallosal and callosomarginal 

 •  Contralateral hemiplegia*
 •  Contralateral hemianesthesia
 •  Contralateral hemianopsia
 •  Head or eye turning toward lesion
 •  Dysphagia
 •  Uninhibited neurogenic bladder

Dominant hemisphere
 •  Broca aphasia
 •  Apraxia

Nondominant hemisphere
 •  Aprosody
 •  Visuospatial deficit
 •  Neglect syndrome

 

BOX 50-2

Middle Cerebral Artery Stroke: Upper Division

*Leg relatively more spared than hand and face.
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branches, which provide smaller branches to the cortical 
surface. The recurrent artery of Heubner is a branch from 
the A1 or proximal A2 segment that deeply perforates to 
supply important structures such as the head of the cau-
date, the anterior limb of the internal capsule, the anterior 
putamen and globus pallidus, and the hypothalamus.

Anterior Cerebral Artery Stroke

The disorders resulting from an ACA infarction are listed in 
Box 50-4. The hemiplegia in ACA strokes shows weakness 
of the shoulder and foot with relative sparing of the fore-
arm, hand, and face because the focus of ischemia is over 
the paracentral lobule of the interhemispheric cortex. Uni-
lateral foot drop can be a long-term impairment requiring 
orthotic management. A left upper limb apraxia to verbal 
commands can also result from infarction of the anterior 
corpus callosum, which disconnects the right hemisphere 
prefrontal area from the left hemisphere language area.

Occlusion involving the anterior communicating artery 
and the recurrent artery of Heubner can extend the infarc-
tion through the anterior limb of the internal capsule, caus-
ing complete hemiplegia. The proximity of such a stroke to 
Broca’s area can also result in a transcortical motor aphasia. 
Frontal lobe injury can result in ipsilateral or bilateral rigid-
ity characterized by a force-dependent resistance in passive 
limb movement called paratonia or gegenhalten. This is 
also often associated with a grasp reflex. Frontal lobe injury 
can result in significant cognitive dysfunction with reduced 
initiation, poor executive function, and impulsivity.

Posterior Cerebral Artery Syndromes

Anatomy

The vertebral arteries typically branch from the right and 
left subclavian arteries, passing rostrally through the trans-
verse foramina of the cervical vertebra and intracranially via 
the foramen magnum. At the junction of the medulla and 

 •  Contralateral hemiplegia*
 •  Contralateral hemianesthesia
 •  Head or eye turning toward lesion
 •  Grasp reflex—groping
 •  Paratonia (or gegenhalten)
 •  Disconnection apraxia
 •  Akinetic mutism (abulia)

 

BOX 50-4

Anterior Cerebral Artery Stroke

*Hand relatively more spared than arm and leg.

 •  Contralateral homonymous hemianopsia

Dominant hemisphere
 •  Wernicke aphasia

Nondominant hemisphere
 •  Affective agnosia

 

BOX 50-3

Middle Cerebral Artery Stroke: Lower Division
pons, the vertebral arteries unite to form the basilar artery, 
which again divides into the two posterior cerebral arter-
ies (PCAs) near the top of the midbrain. The P1 segment 
extends from the basilar to the posterior communicating 
artery, and the P2 segment extends beyond. Supplying the 
thalamus are the deep perforating arteries from the P1 and 
the stem of the P2 segments, called the thalamoperforants 
and thalamogeniculates. The branches of the P2 segment 
include the anterior and posterior inferior temporal, occip-
ital temporal, calcarine, and occipitoparietal arteries.

Posterior Cerebral Artery Stroke

The syndrome of PCA infarction is listed in Box 50-5. The 
blood supply of the thalamus is provided by the perforat-
ing arteries of the PCA. Infarcts in the region can cause 
hemisensory deficits, including hypoesthesia, dysesthesia, 
and occasionally hyperesthesia or pain. Thalamic pain 
syndrome was first described by Dejerine and Roussy in 
1906,93 but nearly any disruption of sensory afferent fibers 
within the central nervous system can cause a central post-
stroke pain syndrome. Visual disturbances result from 
injury to the lateral geniculate, temporal, and occipital 
visual radiations and the calcarine cortex of the occipital 
lobe. In addition, damage to visual association areas can 
cause dyschromatopsia, or altered color discrimination. 
A disorder of reading without impaired writing (alexia 
without agraphia) associated with a right visual field defi-
cit results from infarction of the left occipital cortex and 
posterior corpus callosum, disconnecting the intact right 
visual cortex from the primary language area of the left 
hemisphere. Impaired memory can result from infarction 
of the temporal lobe and the hippocampal gyri.

Vertebrobasilar Syndromes

Anatomy

The major arterial branches supplying the brain stem 
and cerebellum are the posterior inferior cerebellar artery 
(PICA), the anterior inferior cerebellar artery (AICA), and 
the superior cerebellar artery (SCA). The PICA originates 
from the distal vertebral artery and wraps dorsally around 
the medulla, whereas the AICA is a branch of the basilar 
artery circling around the pons. Both supply the inferior 
lobe of the cerebellum. The superior lobe of the cerebellum 
receives its blood supply from the SCA branching from the 
basilar artery at the level of the midbrain. Throughout the 
course of the basilar artery and its major tributaries, small, 
deep, perforating arteries branch to supply the brain stem. 
These branches include paramedian penetrators supplying 

 •  Hemisensory deficit
 •  Visual impairment
 •  Visual agnosia
 •  Prosopagnosia
 •  Dyschromatopsia
 •  Alexia without agraphia
 •  Memory deficits

 

BOX 50-5

Posterior Cerebral Artery Stroke
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the medial and basal portions of the brain stem, and the 
short and long circumferential arteries supporting the lat-
eral brain stem.

Brain Stem Stroke Syndromes

The brain stem is a complex structure containing cranial 
nerves, bulbar nuclei, and tracts. The bulbar nuclei form 
afferent and efferent cranial nerves that innervate the 
ipsilateral side of the body, whereas the ascending and 
descending bulbar and spinal tracts innervate contralat-
erally. Consequently, unilateral brain stem strokes often 
cause loss of cranial nerve function ipsilaterally and senso-
rimotor dysfunction contralaterally.156 Cerebellar strokes 
result in ipsilateral ataxia, whereas brain stem strokes can 
cause ipsilateral, contralateral, or bilateral limb ataxia. The 
common brain stem syndromes are listed in Table 50-3, 
along with their anatomic correlates.

The Wallenberg or lateral medullary syndrome is a com-
monly occurring stroke that frequently requires inpatient 
rehabilitation. It is characterized by ipsilateral limb ataxia, 
loss of pain and temperature sensation on the ipsilateral 
face and contralateral body, ipsilateral Horner syndrome 
(myosis, ptosis, and anhydrosis), dysphagia, dysphonia, 
and nystagmus. Vertebral artery thrombosis near the PICA 
branch is the usual cause. The prognosis for functional 
improvement is excellent.

Most of the remaining brain stem syndromes occur 
with basilar artery thrombosis. The locked-in syndrome is 
a severe pontine stroke causing quadriplegia, oral motor 
and laryngeal weakness, and disruption of conjugate eye 
movements. Oral communication is impaired, but because 
upward gaze is controlled at the midbrain level within the 
tectum, patients usually have voluntary vertical eye move-
ments that they can use for communication.

Cerebellar strokes are common and can cause life-
threatening obstruction of the fourth ventricle and hydro-
cephalus if cerebellar edema develops. Such strokes occur 
with PICA, AICA, or SCA occlusion. PICA and AICA strokes 
are generally caused by arterial thrombosis of the verte-
brobasilar system, but SCA strokes are more commonly 
cardioembolic.154

Lacunar Strokes

Lacunar strokes are located within the deep cerebral white 
matter, basal ganglia, thalamus, and pons, and result from 
occlusion of single, small, perforating arteries.295 Strokes 
are common and present with a wide variety of neurologic 
and functional deficits. The most common syndromes are 
listed in Table 50-4.

Acute Stroke Management

A basic pathophysiologic understanding of cerebral isch-
emia clarifies the actions necessary to protect the brain 
during acute stroke. Cerebral tissue necrosis occurs when 
CBF, normally under tight autoregulation, is compromised 
Table 50-3   Brain Stem Syndromes and Their Anatomic Correlates

Syndrome Location Structural Injury Characteristics

Weber Medial basal midbrain Third cranial nerve Ipsilateral third nerve palsy

Corticospinal tract Contralateral hemiplegia

Benedikt Tegmentum of midbrain Third cranial nerve Ipsilateral third nerve palsy

Spinothalamic tract Contralateral loss of pain and temperature sensation

Medial lemniscus Contralateral loss of joint position

Superior cerebellar peduncle Contralateral ataxia

Red nucleus Contralateral chorea

Locked-in Bilateral basal pons Corticospinal tract Bilateral hemiplegia

Corticobulbar tract Bilateral cranial nerve palsy (upward gaze spared)

Millard–Gubler Lateral pons Sixth cranial nerve Ipsilateral sixth nerve palsy

Seventh cranial nerve Ipsilateral facial weakness

Corticospinal tract Contralateral hemiplegia

Wallenburg Lateral medulla Spinocerebellar tract Ipsilateral hemiataxia

Fifth cranial nerve Ipsilateral loss of facial pain and temperature sensation

Spinothalamic tract Contralateral loss of body pain and sensation

Vestibular nuclei Nystagmus

Sympathetic tract Ipsilateral Horner syndrome

Nucleus ambiguus Dysphagia and dysphonia
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Table 50-4   Lacunar Syndromes and Their Anatomic 
Correlates

Syndrome Anatomic Sites

Pure motor stroke Posterior limb internal capsule

Basis pontis

Pyramids

Pure sensory stroke Thalamus

Thalamocortical projections

Sensory–motor stroke Junction of internal capsule and thalamus

Dysarthria, clumsy hand Anterior limb internal capsule

Pons

Ataxic hemiparesis Corona radiata

Internal capsule

Pons

Cerebellum

Hemiballismus Head of caudate

Thalamus

Subthalamic nucleus
from either arterial thrombosis or embolism. Normal cere-
bral autoregulation maintains a cerebral perfusion rate 
of 50 mL/100 g cerebral tissue/min, which remains con-
stant regardless of acute changes in systemic mean arte-
rial pressure. During cerebrovascular compromise, normal 
neural activity can be sustained with a CBF as low as 20 
mL/100 g/min, but a rate below 10 mL/100 g/min results 
in cellular death. Within the CBF range between 10 and 20 
mL/100 g/min, basic cellular functions are supported but 
the sodium–potassium pump fails, rendering the neural 
cells “electrically silent.”388 In an acute stroke, these surviv-
ing but inactive neural cells are located at the rim of the 
ischemic injury, where collateral circulation provides the 
minimal tissue perfusion needed. This rim has been called 
the ischemic penumbra, after the partial shadow surround-
ing a solar eclipse. Improved blood flow to the ischemic 
penumbra can theoretically restore normal neurologic 
function. The longer the ischemic period before reperfu-
sion, however, the less likely is the ischemic penumbra to 
survive. Recent acute stroke management protocols have 
focused on vascular reperfusion to maximally save the 
ischemic penumbra. From the standpoint of public educa-
tion regarding stroke, the National Stroke Association has 
emphasized that to reduce neural impairment acute stroke 
management should be implemented within the first 6 
hours of the event.

A number of treatments are available and are used 
more frequently for acute ischemic stroke. The most com-
monly used treatment is intravenous recombinant tissue 
plasminogen activator (rt-PA), a thrombolytic agent that 
was approved for use in the United States in 1996. Because 
rt-PA can be only safely given within 4.5 hours of stroke 
onset, considerable effort has been taken to educate the 
public about the signs and symptoms of stroke and the 
need to seek immediate treatment. More and more hospi-
tals are also developing clinical programs to manage acute 
ischemic stroke. The Joint Commission is currently in the 
process of certifying acute stroke centers throughout the 
United States that meet basic criteria for the rapid identifi-
cation and treatment of acute stroke.5

The efficacy of intravenous rt-PA is well supported 
when given within 3 hours after onset of stroke symp-
toms, reducing the absolute risk of being dead or depen-
dent by 16%.448 Better outcomes are achieved in patients 
with mild to moderate neurologic impairment, in persons 
younger than 75 years, and when the drug is administered 
within 90 minutes of onset.2 In the definitive U.S. trial, 
there was a 12% absolute increase in patients with little 
or no disability 3 months after treatment. The major risk 
of giving intravenous rt-PA is intracranial bleeding, which 
can be fatal. Symptomatic brain hemorrhage occurred in 
6.4% of patients treated with rt-PA and in only 0.6% of 
the placebo group. Yet 3 months after treatment, mortal-
ity was similar in both groups.309 Strict adherence to the 
Food and Drug Administration–approved intravenous 
rt-PA protocol can maximally reduce serious hemor-
rhagic complications. Recently the European Cooperative 
Acute Stroke Study demonstrated acceptable safety with 
intravenous rt-PA between 3 and 4.5 hours after onset of 
symptoms.176 Based on this study and others the Ameri-
can Heart Association expanded the time window for 
treatment of acute stroke to 4.5 hours with additional 
restrictions for patients treated between 3 and 4.5 hours 
of onset.96

In addition to intravenous rt-PA, many experienced cen-
ters are now providing intraarterial rt-PA to patients with 
large vessel occlusions of the MCA or basilar artery who 
present within 6 hours of onset. Although there are no 
intraarterial thrombolytics approved for treatment of acute 
stroke, there are data to support the use of this technique in 
selected patients.143 Endovascular techniques are also used 
to mechanically snare, disrupt, and retrieve a thrombus 
from major cerebral arteries.277

Emergency Medical Management

Initial medical care for a patient with acute stroke requires 
careful and frequent neurologic monitoring to prevent and 
manage medical complications that compromise cerebral 
tissue perfusion. If the patient is obtunded, concern for air-
way protection is critical to maintain oxygenation, and an 
endotracheal tube should be placed, with ventilatory sup-
port if necessary. Cerebral edema and acute hydrocepha-
lus can develop rapidly (particularly after ICH), requiring 
placement of an external ventriculostomy device to relieve 
intracranial pressure. In cases of brain stem compression 
and hydrocephalus from cerebellar infarction or hemor-
rhage, surgical decompression of the posterior fossa can be 
lifesaving.442

Blood pressure is often acutely elevated during stroke, 
usually as a response to cerebral injury, and often decreases 
spontaneously over the following week.332 Clinicians 
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should resist the temptation to rapidly correct elevated 
blood pressure because often it is a necessary compensa-
tory response to impaired autoregulation after acute isch-
emic brain injury. A higher mean arterial pressure is needed 
to maintain cerebral perfusion pressure to the ischemic 
area, whereas a rapid decrease in blood pressure can poten-
tially enlarge an ischemic infarct. This is especially true in 
individuals with chronic hypertension, whose brains are 
accustomed to a higher perfusion pressure.190,409 Although 
there are no definitive recommendations, acute hyperten-
sion after stroke is usually treated only if it is symptomatic, 
if there is evidence of end-organ injury, if the systolic pres-
sure increases above 220 mm Hg, or if the diastolic pres-
sure increases above 120 mm Hg.2 When treated, elevated 
blood pressure should be lowered gently, and it is usually 
best to allow the systolic pressure to remain above 150 mm 
Hg and the diastolic pressure above 90 mm Hg. Agents that 
do not increase intracranial pressure and provide a predict-
able blood pressure response with a short-term antihy-
pertensive effect are preferred for the acute management 
of blood pressure after stroke. Both intravenous labetalol 
and nicardipine meet these criteria and have been recom-
mended for stroke managment.130,379 Intravenous nica-
rdipine might provide smoother blood pressure control 
than labetalol in the emergency setting.271

Hyperglycemia in response to acute physiologic stress 
occurs in both diabetic and nondiabetic patients during 
stroke and is associated with increased levels of serum 
cortisol. Frequent monitoring and control of serum glu-
cose levels during acute stroke have been recommended. 
Animal studies reveal that a high glucose concentration 
within partially perfused ischemic tissue provides the 
substrate for anaerobic cellular metabolism and lactic 
acid production.92,305 The accumulation of lactic acid is 
cytotoxic and can lead to further tissue injury.92,389 Care-
ful use of insulin and strict glucose control are potentially 
neuroprotective.

Anatomic Neuroimaging

After emergency department care and early acute stroke 
management, patients are admitted to the hospital for a 
complete diagnostic workup to determine the cause of the 
stroke and develop a plan for secondary prevention. Diag-
nostic tests commonly include cranial and cerebrovascular 
imaging, carotid artery ultrasound, and echocardiogram. 
Additional laboratory tests can be ordered as indicated, 
such as full lipid profile if the cholesterol level is elevated. 
In young patients with stroke, it is important to consider 
hereditary diseases that cause thrombophilia.

Cranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is useful to 
determine the extent of brain injury and identify poten-
tial structural abnormalities. Standard two-dimensional 
spin-echo MRI is now available in most medical centers 
throughout the United States and has several advantages 
for the evaluation of stroke. Tissue density on MRI depends 
on the energy released in the presence of a strong magnetic 
field. On T1-weighted images, CSF appears dark, whereas 
gray and white matter is nicely differentiated. In contrast, 
T2-weighted images show a bright CSF signal, although the 
fat density is low. A third technique is fluid attenuation inver-
sion recovery (FLAIR) imaging, in which CSF intensity can 
be suppressed to appear dark while retaining high signal in 
injured tissue. With all techniques, bone is poorly imaged 
due to its low hydrogen content. The flow of blood within 
the cerebral circulation produces a signal void unless a 
static intravascular occlusion is present.

MRI is more sensitive than computed tomography (CT) 
in demonstrating the changes of acute stroke in the first 
48 hours.49 Edema within an infarcted zone can appear as 
early as 2 to 4 hours after stroke onset and is best seen 
on T2-weighted images. Infarcts near the cortex or peri-
ventricular region are better seen on FLAIR images because 
the bright CSF signal normally seen on T2 weighting is 
suppressed and does not obscure subtle changes in these 
regions. T1-weighted imaging is less sensitive for acute 
cerebral infarct but can show early effacement of gyri and 
occasionally a vascular thrombus. MRI is more sensitive 
than CT for lacunar strokes after the first 24 hours, and MRI 
is the test of choice for imaging the posterior fossa, where 
bone artifact is not a problem.288 Diffusion-weighted MRI 
(DW) techniques are superior to conventional MRI for 
detecting early ischemic changes, and whole brain scans 
can now be performed rapidly. DW images show high sig-
nal in areas that have a diffusion failure as occurs in acute 
ischemia. Because DW images have T2 contrast, areas of 
chronic injury (fluid-filled lesions) that have increased 
diffusion also show high signal. Removal of T2 contrast 
using exponential techniques provides images that show 
high signal only in the areas of acute ischemic injury. In 
contrast, images using the apparent diffusion coefficient 
(ADC) technique show low signal in areas of acute isch-
emia and high signal in chronic lesions. In addition to 
DW, ADC, and exponential images, gadolinium contrast-
enhanced perfusion weighted (PW) imaging can also be 
performed. PW images can highlight a mismatch between 
the ischemic core and the perfusion deficit in acute injury. 
The role of perfusion and diffusion MRI in clinical decision 
making, especially in the selection of patients for thrombo-
lytic therapy, is currently being debated. Newer scanning 
techniques with multidimensional CT imaging, such as CT 
angiography and CT perfusion scanning, show promise for 
improving acute stroke diagnosis.416

MRI is nearly equivalent to CT for the detection of 
ICH in the acute setting. Cranial CT remains the test 
of choice for examination of hemorrhage because it is 
less costly than MRI. With subacute or chronic hemor-
rhagic stroke, MRI can differentiate methemoglobin from 
soft tissue and is better than CT for the detection of late 
hemorrhages.38

Magnetic resonance angiography is a noninvasive 
option for examining extracranial and intracranial cere-
bral vessels. Using the two-dimensional “time of flight” 
technique, extracranial vessels can be visualized, often 
revealing the presence of carotid or vertebrobasilar ath-
erosclerotic disease. The three-dimensional time of flight 
technique produces excellent images of the circle of Willis 
and the cerebral artery stems.140 Magnetic resonance angi-
ography is indicated as a screening test for extracranial and 
intracranial atherosclerotic disease, and when combined 
with conventional duplex ultrasound can often obvi-
ate the need for conventional angiography.208 Magnetic 
resonance angiography is the test of choice for detecting 
carotid dissection.
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Other Diagnostic Tests

Because of its noninvasive nature, ultrasonography has 
become a standard diagnostic tool in the evaluation of 
acute stroke. Transthoracic echocardiography imaging 
after suspected cerebral embolism is now standard prac-
tice and is simple to perform. Intraventricular thrombi and 
valvular vegetations are particularly easy to image using 
this technique. The detection of thrombi within the left 
atrium and the atrial appendage is unreliable with trans-
thoracic echocardiography because visualization of the left 
atrium is obscured by the left ventricle. Transesophageal 
echocardiography overcomes this limitation because the 
transducer is passed down the esophagus, posterior to the 
heart, where the left atrium and appendage can be directly 
visualized. This procedure is well tolerated and provides 
a tenfold improvement in left atrial thrombus detection. 
Patent foramen ovale and atrial septal defects are also best 
visualized with transesophageal echocardiography, which 
can be important if paradoxical embolism is suspected. 
Cardiac MRI is another emerging option for identifying 
cardiac thrombi or structural abnormalities.

Arterial duplex scanning combines either standard or 
color Doppler imaging with two-dimensional ultrasound 
and is a useful screening tool for carotid atherosclerosis. 
In practical use, a negative carotid duplex scan excludes 
the need for carotid endarterectomy, but it does not rule 
out the presence of significant intracranial atherosclerosis. 
Similarly a duplex scan that is positive for critical steno-
sis extracranially cannot exclude the presence of an arterial 
occlusion in the distal internal carotid artery, which is a 
contraindication to surgical treatment. Transcranial Dop-
pler imaging can measure flow characteristics of the intra-
cranial vessels, but it lacks imaging capability. It is most 
useful when serial measurements of CBF are needed, such 
as in the monitoring of cerebral vasospasm after SAH.209 
Although it is invasive and not without complications, 
conventional contrast-enhanced cerebral angiography is 
the most accurate method of detecting and anatomically 
defining intracranial cerebrovascular disease when surgical 
treatment is considered. Contrast-enhanced angiography is 
the method of choice for detecting and defining the anat-
omy of cerebral aneurysms and AVMs.

Prevention of Recurrent Stroke

The most effective means to diminish stroke-related mor-
bidity, mortality, and disability is by further reducing the 
incidence of first-time and recurrent stroke. As emphasized 
so far, public awareness of modifiable risk factors for stroke, 
medical management of risk factors, and the active promo-
tion of lifestyle changes by physicians have the best poten-
tial to decrease the annual rate of new stroke occurrence. 
Physiatrists in particular can counsel patients with stroke 
and their families about risk factor reduction throughout 
the course of rehabilitation care. For selected patients who 
have significant risk for stroke, who have experienced a 
TIA, or who have had a stroke in the past, physicians can 
recommend additional medical interventions to minimize 
the risk of primary (first-time) and secondary (recurrent) 
stroke. These interventions include antiplatelet therapy, 
anticoagulation, and carotid endarterectomy.
Antiplatelet Therapy

An Oxford-based group called the Antithrombotic Trial-
ists’ Collaboration has published a metaanalysis of pooled 
results from 145 trials of various antiplatelet agents for the 
prevention of vascular events, including nonfatal myocar-
dial infarction, nonfatal stroke, and vascular death.14 As 
a group, these studies include more than 70,000 subjects 
with risk factors for vascular disease who were randomized 
to receive various forms of antiplatelet therapy or placebo 
over 2 to 6 years. Antiplatelet agents were found to reduce 
the risk of nonfatal stroke by 25% in men and women. Sub-
groups of hypertensive and diabetic subjects also benefited 
from treatment. Among patients with previous stroke or 
TIA, the use of long-term antiplatelet therapy resulted in 36 
fewer nonfatal strokes per 1000 patients, with only one or 
two additional major intracranial hemorrhages. Although 
this study supports the benefit of antiplatelet agents in the 
reduction of vascular disease in general, the use of and 
indications for these agents in stroke prophylaxis should 
be based on specific trials having clearly stated endpoints.

Aspirin is the most frequently prescribed anti-
platelet agent for secondary stroke and cardiovascular 
disease  prevention. By irreversibly inhibiting cyclooxy-
genase-dependent platelet aggregation, aspirin achieves a 
significant antiplatelet effect at fairly low serum concen-
trations.281 Two large randomized controlled trials have 
compared aspirin with placebo in the prevention of death 
or recurrent infarct in nearly 40,000 patients hospitalized 
with acute ischemic stroke. In combined analysis, the 
International Stroke Trial214 and the Chinese Acute Stroke 
Trial62 showed that aspirin (160 to 300 mg/day) admin-
istered early after acute stroke resulted in 9 fewer deaths 
and recurrent strokes per 1000 patients during the first 
few weeks, without significant complications. These stud-
ies justify the routine use of aspirin in patients with acute 
ischemic stroke.

The combined use of aspirin with extended-release 
dipyridamole was studied in the European Stroke Preven-
tion Study 2.99 This study randomized 6602 patients to 
receive aspirin (50 mg), extended-release dipyridamole 
(400 mg), or the combination daily for the long-term pre-
vention of secondary stroke after stroke or TIA. Aspirin was 
found to reduce recurrent stroke by 18%, dipyridamole by 
16%, and combined aspirin and dipyridamole by 37%, 
suggesting an additive effect. The most common side effect 
of combined aspirin and dipyridamole is headache, which 
often limits its use.

Clopidogrel is a nonaspirin antiplatelet agent that pre-
vents platelet aggregation for the life of the cell by directly 
inhibiting adenosine diphosphate (ADP)-induced platelet 
aggregation, without affecting prostaglandin metabolism. 
It lacks antipyretic, antiinflammatory, and analgesic effects, 
and it does not affect the integrity of the gastric mucosa.58 
In patients with a history of previous stroke, clopidogrel 
provides a nonstatistically significant 7.3% relative risk 
reduction for recurrent stroke, myocardial infarction, or 
other vascular events, making it an effective alternative to 
aspirin for patients with aspirin allergy or intolerance. The 
combination of aspirin (75 to 325 mg daily) and clopido-
grel reduces the risk of recurrent myocardial infarction by 
23% over aspirin alone in patients with a history of acute 
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coronary syndrome without ST elevation. The combined 
use of aspirin and clopidogrel significantly increased the 
risk of major bleeding over aspirin use (3.7 vs. 2.7), which 
was an acceptable risk given the cardioprotective effect of 
combined treatment.80 In contrast, the risks for bleeding 
with combined aspirin (325 mg) and clopidogrel (75 mg) 
daily outweighed the small and nonstatistically significant 
reduction (6.4%) in recurrent stroke, myocardial infarc-
tion, or vascular death over clopidogrel alone in patients 
with a history of recent ischemic stroke or TIA and other 
risk factors.100 Clopidogrel has also been compared with 
the combination of aspirin plus extended-release dipyri-
damole in a large randomized trial that included more than 
20,000 patients with noncardioembolic ischemic stroke. 
This study demonstrated that the risk of recurrent stroke 
or major hemorrhagic event was similar with either medi-
cation. Because of better efficacy for prevention of cardio-
vascular events with clopidogrel, patients with comorbid 
cardiac disease might benefit from clopidogrel for stroke 
prevention over the combination therapy.369

The relative efficacy of warfarin for prevention of recur-
rent stroke in patients with a history of noncardioembolic 
stroke was investigated in the Warfarin and Aspirin for 
the Prevention of Recurrent Ischemic Stroke study.298 This 
study demonstrated equivalent efficacy for either warfarin 
(international normalized ratio goal 1.4 to 2.8) or aspi-
rin (325 mg daily) for secondary stroke prevention. No 
difference was seen in the rate of major bleeding between 
groups, but warfarin was associated with a higher rate 
of minor bleeding. The ongoing Warfarin Aspirin Stroke 
Intracranial Disease trial will test whether warfarin or aspi-
rin is superior for recurrent stroke prevention in patients 
with symptomatic carotid stenosis.

Anticoagulation and Antiplatelet Therapy in Atrial 
Fibrillation

Atrial fibrillation is commonly found among the elderly 
population and is present in 15% of persons older than 
75 years. Individuals with nonvalvular atrial fibrillation 
have 5 times the relative risk for cardioembolic stroke, and 
those with rheumatic heart disease have a seventeenfold 
increase.458 Other clinical factors, such as a history of TIA, 
stroke, hypertension, recent congestive heart failure, and 
electrocardiographic evidence of left ventricular dysfunc-
tion, are additional predictors of stroke when associated 
with atrial fibrillation. Clinical trials have supported the 
use of aspirin to prevent primary cardioembolic stroke 
in nonvalvular atrial fibrillation. In the Copenhagen 
AFA-SAK Study,331 a 75-mg/day dose of aspirin reduced 
embolic stroke risk by 15% compared with placebo. The 
U.S.-sponsored Stroke Prevention in Atrial Fibrillation 
(SPAF) Study410 measured a 42% reduction in stroke risk 
using 325 mg of aspirin daily. In the SPAF Study, however, 
aspirin was not clearly effective in men, and it was inef-
fective in women older than 75 years. The AFA-SAK and 
SPAF studies, as well as two additional placebo-controlled 
trials,33,115 have tested the use of warfarin anticoagulation 
for primary stroke prevention in nonvalvular atrial fibrilla-
tion. Warfarin reduces relative stroke risk by 58% to 86% 
over that in control subjects.

Although warfarin proved more effective than aspirin 
for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation, a second phase 
of the SPAF trial (SPAF II)412 compared warfarin with aspi-
rin with the special intention of determining which medi-
cation provided superior stroke prevention for individuals 
older than 75 years with nonvalvular atrial fibrillation. 
This study concluded that care must be taken when consid-
ering anticoagulation in patients older than 75 years, as the 
risk of intracranial hemorrhage is higher in elderly persons, 
even without the use of warfarin. The results of the SPAF III 
trial demonstrated that low-intensity, fixed-dose warfarin 
plus aspirin is inferior to adjusted-dose warfarin for stroke 
prevention in high-risk patients with nonvalvular atrial 
fibrillation.410

Individuals with rheumatic valvular disease and atrial 
fibrillation have a seventeenfold increase in risk for embolic 
stroke. These patients benefit from anticoagulation with 
warfarin for stroke prevention.

Statin Therapy

As mentioned earlier, HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors 
or statins used for cholesterol-lowering effect might also 
have antiinflammatory effects on vascular intima and lead 
to plaque reduction.51,285,400 As a consequence they have 
become standard medications to use after ischemic stroke 
in patients with atherothrombotic disease and with LDL 
cholesterol levels more than 100 mg/dL. Indeed high-dose 
statins, such as atorvastatin, 80 mg daily, have been shown 
to effectively reduce the absolute risk of recurrent stroke by 
2.2% in patients with stroke or TIA whose LDL cholesterol 
ranges from 100 to 199 mg/dL.428 Recurrent stroke preven-
tion with high-dose statin therapy is effective regardless 
of stroke severity or subtype of ischemic injury (large vs. 
small vessel injury).7,164 When high-dose statin therapy is 
initiated in acute care, screening for elevation of hepatic 
enzymes during rehabilitation is prudent. Although a 
slight elevation of the hepatic enzymes can be tolerated, 
significant elevation will require decreasing the statin dose 
or discontinuation.

Statins are also occasionally used for up to 2 weeks after 
SAH to prevent vasospasm; however, their efficacy has been 
questioned.238,390

Surgical Management of Carotid Artery Disease

For many years, the benefits of surgical versus medi-
cal treatment in the management of TIA associated with 
carotid artery atherosclerosis was hotly debated. More 
recent evidence supports the use of carotid endarterectomy 
in combination with antiplatelet therapy as the treatment 
of choice for symptomatic, and in selected cases of asymp-
tomatic, high-grade carotid artery disease in centers with 
low surgical mortality and morbidity.

Data from the North American Symptomatic Carotid 
Endarterectomy Trial20,312 revealed a 17% absolute reduc-
tion in stroke incidence with carotid endarterectomy over 
a 2-year follow-up period in patients with critical stenosis 
of 70% to 99%. This represents a relative risk reduction 
of 65% for surgically treated patients. Perioperative risk of 
disabling stroke or death was 2.0% by 90 days after sur-
gery. Patients with symptomatic carotid stenosis of 50% to 
69% had a more modest absolute risk reduction of 6.5% 
with carotid endarterectomy, representing a relative risk 
reduction of 29% and suggesting that surgical treatment 
for moderate-grade stenosis be reserved only for selected 
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cases. No advantage was seen for surgery with symptomatic 
stenosis of less than 50%.

Carotid endarterectomy for asymptomatic carotid artery 
stenosis also results in reduced stroke occurrence and death 
compared with aspirin alone in centers with less than 3% 
perioperative mortality. Results from two large clinical trials 
demonstrated a significant 5.4% to 5.9% absolute reduc-
tion in stroke for surgically treated patients with greater than 
60% stenosis after a 5-year follow-up period, representing 
a greater than 50% reduction in relative risk of stroke.114,302 
The relative benefits of surgical treatment for asymptomatic 
carotid stenosis is rather marginal, suggesting that carotid 
endarterectomy should probably be reserved for patients 
who are otherwise medically stable, who have more than 
80% stenosis, and who are expected to live 5 years or lon-
ger, and that it is performed only in centers with a less than 
3% perioperative complication rate.102

Antiplatelet therapy after carotid surgery remains critical 
for successful overall outcome. Patients with less than 50% 
carotid stenosis should be treated with antiplatelet medi-
cations, cholesterol-lowering agents (statins), and lifestyle 
modification, and monitored for signs of TIA or stroke.

Rehabilitation of Stroke-Related 
Impairment and Disability

Neuroplasticity and Neurologic Recovery

Neuroplasticity refers to the ability of the central nervous 
system to reorganize and remodel, particularly after central 
nervous system injury. For many years, it was thought that 
neuroplasticity only occurred to a significant extent before 
adulthood. During the past 2 decades, significant advances 
have been made in the neuroscience research field demon-
strating that the adult human brain is capable of adaptive 
plasticity after injury. With the development of functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and noninvasive brain 
stimulation techniques (transcranial magnetic stimulation 
[TMS]), we now have a better understanding of some of the 
processes that might underlie the recovery of function after 
stroke. This advancement has allowed the development and 
testing of new strategies focused on enhancing neurologic 
recovery and functional ability, even in the chronic phase.

Mechanisms of Functional Recovery

Several recent studies following stroke suggest that the 
injured brain has the potential for extensive reorganiza-
tion.52,447 Possible mechanisms of neural plasticity con-
tributing to functional recovery might include dendritic 
sprouting over time, new synapse formation, and the pro-
cesses of long-term potentiation and depression. Reorgani-
zation after stroke might also involve undamaged areas of 
cortex taking on functions of infarcted regions. Different 
forms of reorganization can simultaneously contribute to 
functional recovery.

Diaschisis

This concept refers to functional deactivation of undam-
aged areas of the central nervous system that are remote 
from the lesioned area.127 Imaging studies in stroke 
patients with lesions in motor areas have shown diaschi-
sis in cerebellar structures.131 Similar findings were also 
observed when stroke involved other domains such as 
regions related to language and vision processing.57,350 In 
this manner, resolution of cerebellar diaschisis has been 
proposed as one of the mechanisms contributing to recov-
ery of motor function after stroke. For example, it has been 
suggested that one of the mechanisms by which amphet-
amines might benefit recovery after stroke is by accelerat-
ing the resolution of diaschisis.

Periinfarct Reorganization

Alterations of cortical motor output maps after focal cor-
tical lesions in the primary motor cortex have been sug-
gested as another mechanism of recovery.313,315 This form 
of plasticity, known as vicarious reorganization, refers to the 
possibility that a healthy region of the brain could take 
over the function of another, lesioned brain area. Evidence 
for this form of plasticity comes from human and non-
human primate studies. For example, a study in a highly 
selected group of stroke patients who had a small lesion 
located in the primary motor cortex (M1) found that recov-
ery of finger movements was associated with a dorsal shift 
of the cortical activation areas within the M1 region.216 It 
is important to keep in mind, however, that these focal 
cortical lesions restricted to M1 are not frequently seen in 
stroke patients. Other studies in humans have also failed 
to show a correlation between the periinfarct activation 
(using fMRI) and magnitude of motor recovery. This raises 
the question of the degree to which periinfarct reorganiza-
tion contributes directly to motor recovery.

Activity in the Ipsilesional Hemisphere

In addition to the periinfarct rim, increasing levels of acti-
vation have been reported in a distributed ipsilesional net-
work that includes primary motor cortex, premotor cortex, 
supplementary motor area, and bilateral Brodmann area 
40 in stroke patients. These findings correlated positively 
with one index of motor recovery (hand score of motric-
ity index).273 Taken together, these neuroimaging studies 
suggest that activation in ipsilesional motor areas plays an 
important role in the recovery process. Neurophysiologic 
studies have also demonstrated that transient disruption of 
activity in the ipsilesional M1 and dorsal premotor areas of 
patients with good motor recovery after stroke caused tran-
sient deficits in motor performance of the paretic hand. 
Altogether, these findings indicate that motor performance 
in the paretic hand of patients with good motor recovery 
appears to rely predominantly on reorganized activity 
within the lesioned hemisphere.447

Activity in the Contralesional Hemisphere

The unaffected hemisphere is another important locus of 
reorganization after stroke. Increased levels of contrale-
sional sensorimotor activation have been identified during 
simple movements of the paretic hand. The magnitude of 
contralesional activation appears to decrease, however, in 
M1 at 3 to 6 months relative to 1 week after the stroke.52,211 
The intensity of contralesional M1 activity also does not 
correlate to the degree of recovery. These findings might 
suggest that contralesional activation is not functionally 
relevant for recovery or that it is insufficient to compensate 
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for a marked motor deficit.273 It has alternatively been pro-
posed that increased contralesional activation could be 
most prominent in the early stages after stroke, with later 
refocusing of activation back to the ipsilesional motor 
regions. Consistent with this view, disruption of activ-
ity in contralesional M1 using TMS did not affect much 
paretic hand function in patients with chronic subcorti-
cal stroke and good motor recovery. On the other hand, 
disruption of activity in the contralesional dorsal premo-
tor cortex affected performance of simple hand tasks in 
patients with poorer recovery.217 Other studies have also 
shown that using disruptive TMS over activated areas in 
the contralesional hemisphere interferes with a complex 
behavioral task in patients with chronic subcortical stroke 
patients but not in a healthy age-matched group.272 This 
suggests a possible role for activity in the intact hemi-
sphere in patients with lesser or unsuccessful recovery. 
Regardless of the specific role of each hemisphere, it is 
clear that recovery processes are likely to rely on the opera-
tion of more extensive ensembles of neurons organized in 
neural networks that link activity in different cortical sites 
of both hemispheres. It also appears that the role of activ-
ity in the intact and affected hemispheres on motor con-
trol is likely to vary depending on lesion sites, time from 
stroke, complexity of the behavioral task, and magnitude 
of impairment.

Interhemispheric Interactions. Recent studies have 
suggested that the way both hemispheres interact has a 
prominent role on motor recovery. One example of these 
interactions is interhemispheric inhibition between hom-
onymous motor cortical representations.303 Transcallosal 
fibers are known to transmit inhibitory influences between 
the homologous areas of both hemispheres. Patients with 
stroke have changes in motor cortical excitability and an 
abnormally high interhemispheric inhibition from the 
contralesional M1 to the ipsilesional M1 during move-
ment execution of the paretic hand. This abnormality is 
more prominent in those patients with more severe motor 
impairment. These findings suggest that modulation of 
excitability in motor regions of the intact and affected 
hemisphere using noninvasive brain stimulation could 
potentially contribute to functional restoration. In fact, 
several studies have now investigated the ability of brain 
stimulation to enhance function after stroke.

Therapeutic Approaches to the Upper Limb

Stroke rehabilitation is undergoing a major shift in that 
therapeutic strategies to enhance neurologic recovery are 
being incorporated into programs that have historically 
been dominated by strategies that use the intact upper 
limb to compensate for the impaired upper limb. These 
compensatory strategies evolved in an environment where 
rehabilitation interventions to promote neurologic recov-
ery were not based on science, adaptive plasticity of the 
adult human brain had not been established, and grow-
ing economic pressures mandated an expeditious return 
to independence. Rehabilitation of the hemiparetic upper 
limb has been at the center of this paradigm shift for sev-
eral reasons. Because most strokes occur in the territory of 
the MCA, motor impairment of the upper limb tends to be 
more severe than that of the lower limb. Inherent differ-
ences also exist in rehabilitation of the upper limb com-
pared with the lower limb after stroke. Many basic self-care 
activities can be performed with a single, neurologically 
intact upper limb. In contrast, standing and walking are 
basic functions of the lower limb, activities that generally 
require the use of both lower limbs. This basic difference in 
the functional demands of the upper limb compared with 
the lower limb becomes even more consequential given 
that learned nonuse prohibits volitional use of the neu-
rologically impaired upper limb, and use of the impaired 
limb is a critical requisite for inducing the neuroplastic 
changes that lead to motor recovery.423 The widespread use 
of disability measures that emphasize unimanual activities 
over bimanual activities (e.g., Functional Independence 
Measure) have also contributed to the historical focus on 
compensatory strategies. But the greatest impetus by far 
for the ongoing major change in stroke rehabilitation has 
been the widespread acceptance of the notion that the 
adult human brain is capable of significant adaptive plas-
ticity after acquired injury. The accumulation of preclinical 
and clinical data supporting this notion has been relatively 
recent, having taken place over the past 2 decades. This 
fundamental change in thinking has lead to the develop-
ment and evaluation of a number of new therapies focused 
on improving neurologic recovery of the impaired upper 
limb.

Before discussing more recently developed therapies, 
techniques that have been traditionally used to promote 
recovery will be described briefly. Although a number of 
therapeutic rehabilitation techniques to promote neuro-
logic recovery have been developed in the past, the sci-
ence to support their efficacy has been weak at best. Taken 
together with the historical lack of compelling evidence 
that the adult human brain has the capacity for signifi-
cant adaptive plasticity after acquired injury, the use of 
these rehabilitation interventions has been based largely 
on tradition. As a consequence, none has become the stan-
dard of care within the broader rehabilitation community. 
Commonly referred to as sensorimotor techniques, these 
treatments encompass a range of therapies intended to pro-
mote motor recovery. The most basic of these approaches 
include strengthening, range of motion exercises, balance 
training, and postural control. A therapeutic technique 
specifically developed for patients with stroke was pro-
posed by Brunnstrom that encourages early movement 
based on well-recognized patterns of motor recovery.47 
Bobath29 developed the therapeutic approach now known 
as neurodevelopmental technique, which was originally 
designed for treatment of children with cerebral palsy. It 
inhibits abnormal postures and movement, and seeks to 
facilitate isolated muscle control. Proprioceptive neuro-
muscular facilitation intends to maximize proprioceptive 
input through quick stretches and spiral diagonal patterns 
of movement.98,254,439 Rood proposed a technique that 
incorporates cutaneous stimuli to facilitate movement.406 
Finally, the task-oriented approach to therapeutic exercise 
described by Carr and Shepherd60 encourages movement 
during functional tasks. With the notable exception of 
task-oriented therapeutic movement, head-to-head com-
parisons of these techniques have not shown superiority of 
one over another.
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Although use of traditional sensorimotor techniques has 
been based more on tradition than on science, they might 
still have value in stroke rehabilitation. The physiologic 
mechanisms that promote adaptive plasticity have yet to be 
fully elucidated. Some of the mechanisms that have been 
postulated to underlie traditional sensorimotor techniques 
could theoretically facilitate adaptive plasticity. For exam-
ple, proprioceptive feedback such as has been emphasized 
in proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation techniques 
might be shown to be an important mechanism of motor 
recovery. A great deal of further study is needed. Many of 
these therapies can be adapted to current knowledge; that 
is, forced use of the paretic limb, massed practice, shaping, 
skill acquisition, and task specific movement. Some clini-
cians have adapted these traditional sensorimotor tech-
niques to current concepts of neuroplasticity. Although 
the superiority of specific therapies must be demonstrated 
through rigorous science, at this stage in the evolution of 
stroke rehabilitation the adaptation of traditional senso-
rimotor techniques to adhere to current concepts of neuro-
plasticity seems reasonable.

Constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT) is one 
of the more recently developed therapies that have been 
based on the current concepts of neuroplasticity. CIMT 
might warrant the most attention because it is safe, does 
not require added technology, and has been among the 
most extensively studied.418-424 CIMT is based on a theory 
proposed by Edward Taub that patients with motor impair-
ment in an upper limb after stroke learn to depend more 
on the unaffected limb for performing functional tasks 
because attempts to use the affected arm often result in 
failure and frustration. This is explained through the prin-
ciples of operant conditioning, where failed attempts to 
use the upper limb produce a kind of negative feedback, 
which reduces future attempts even further. This was dem-
onstrated by Taub in studies of primates who underwent 
dorsal root lesions that led to a deafferentation of an upper 
limb. Despite the preservation of motor control, these pri-
mates would avoid using the affected arm in functional 
tasks. More importantly, he demonstrated that use of 
the affected limb can be augmented by forced use of the 
impaired limb through a process of restraining the intact 
upper limb with a body jacket. Taub also demonstrated that 
primates can be trained to perform tasks with the affected 
limb through successive approximations of the desired 
task, which is the behavioral technique known as shaping. 
These findings have been corroborated by studies showing 
that the normal and injured primate brain is capable of 
cortical reorganization in response to behavioral interven-
tions.313,314 This line of research has shown that repetitive 
movement alone is not sufficient. Instead, new skill acqui-
sition or reacquisition of lost skills after stroke is required 
to induce cortical reorganization and promote recovery of 
motor function. These principles have been incorporated 
into CIMT and other therapies (including robotics and 
neuromuscular electrical stimulation [NMES]) to promote 
motor function after stroke in humans.

CIMT in clinical trials has taken two general forms. The 
original CIMT program consists of 2 weeks of constrain-
ing the intact upper limb for 90% of waking hours com-
bined with approximately 6 hr/day of institutionally based 
therapy designed to force use of the impaired upper limb 
during task-oriented activities. Participants must have 
at least partial wrist and finger extension, have adequate 
proximal limb control, and have sufficient balance dur-
ing limb restraint. The EXCITE trial, a randomized clinical 
trial of 222 subjects in the subacute phase (3 to 9 months) 
after stroke, demonstrated to many the efficacy of CIMT 
using both laboratory and real world-based activities mea-
sures.459 To others, however, the magnitude of the treat-
ment effect was underwhelming, and a lack of control for 
treatment intensity in the comparison group continued to 
raise questions about the clinical significance of the results. 
The practicality of the original CIMT program has also 
been questioned extensively, both from a home implemen-
tation and a reimbursement standpoint. As a result, sev-
eral investigators have developed and evaluated modified 
CIMT (mCIMT) programs that provide for less-intensive 
treatment over a longer period. Many mCIMT programs 
constrain the intact limb for 5 hr/day for 5 days/wk com-
bined with up to 3 hours of therapy three times per week, 
over 10 weeks. A small pretest, posttest trial in chronic 
stroke suggests that an mCIMT program that requires for-
mal therapy for 30 minutes, 3 days/wk over 10 weeks might 
have similar clinical benefits as the more intensive, origi-
nal CIMT and might be more practical for conventional 
clinical rehabilitation.321 In a recent Cochrane Review, the 
authors concluded that CIMT and mCIMT are associated 
with a moderate reduction in disability at the end of treat-
ment, but the data to support a sustained effect on disabil-
ity were insufficient.392 CIMT, mCIMT, and other methods, 
such as patient education, that force use of the impaired 
upper limb to repetitively perform functional activities are 
recommended for stroke survivors who are capable of par-
ticipation in such programs.

When severe motor impairment precludes therapeutic 
or functional volitional use of the impaired upper limb, 
NMES can be a reasonable option. NMES refers to electri-
cal stimulation of the lower motor neuron or its terminal 
branches, causing depolarization of the motor neuron and 
subsequent activation of the corresponding muscle. Because 
muscle activation via NMES requires an intact motor unit 
(i.e., denervated muscle cannot be safely stimulated with 
available technology), NMES applications are particularly 
well suited for upper motor neuron injury such as occurs 
in stroke. NMES can be delivered in many ways. Most com-
monly, the current is delivered by electrodes placed on the 
skin surface but can also be delivered by electrodes placed 
on or near peripheral nerve or near the muscle motor 
point. Electrodes placed within the body can be implanted 
by percutaneous or surgical approaches. NMES applied to 
the motor system has historically been differentiated into 
therapeutic or functional applications. Therapeutic appli-
cations have been designed to promote motor recovery 
(i.e., volitional movement), whereas functional applica-
tions have been designed to provide functional movement 
during stimulation only. The term neuroprosthesis refers to a 
functional application of NMES where the paralyzed limb 
undergoes stimulation in a coordinated sequence resulting 
in functional movement. Because skill acquisition in per-
forming functional activities is more effective than simple 
repetitive movement for inducing adaptive cortical reorga-
nization, therapeutic and functional applications of NMES 
are likely to merge over time. The concepts underlying 
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neuroplasticity suggest that extensive use of a neuropros-
thesis in a community setting might convey the greatest 
therapeutic benefit in terms of motor recovery.

Purely therapeutic applications of NMES for the hemi-
paretic upper limb have been studied extensively. Many 
stroke survivors plateau at a stage of recovery where proxi-
mal control is sufficient to position the hand within a 
small but adequate work volume, and flexor synergy pat-
terns result in strong wrist and finger flexion but insuffi-
cient wrist and finger extension to permit hand opening. 
NMES applied to wrist and finger extensors has been the 
most commonly studied application in stroke. Stimulated 
movement can be repetitively induced without user input, 
triggered by the user, or proportionally linked to user 
effort via electromyography (EMG) if the paralyzed muscle 
can generate an adequate signal. The concepts underly-
ing neuroplasticity would suggest that EMG-triggered and  
EMG-controlled NMES are theoretically more likely to 
induce motor recovery, but these benefits have yet to be 
rigorously demonstrated. Several small clinical trials and 
a metaanalysis have demonstrated improved motor func-
tion resulting from therapeutic NMES.161 A double-blind, 
randomized trial yielded similar positive results and addi-
tionally demonstrated cortical changes by fMRI in NMES-
treated subjects.243 Overall, the data suggest a therapeutic 
effect of NMES. The effect size, however, has not been suf-
ficient to consistently show improvement in clinically rel-
evant outcomes such as activities. Because NMES is safe, 
alternative therapies for severely impaired stroke survivors 
might not be available, and community-based treatment is 
possible. NMES remains a reasonable therapeutic strategy 
for select patients, particularly those who are too impaired 
to participate in a forced use paradigm. Ongoing develop-
ment of this technology will likely yield a wider variety of 
applications and improved clinical outcomes.

Robotic therapies for the upper limb have also been 
developed based on current concepts of neuroplastic-
ity, that is, forced use, massed practice, shaping, and skill 
acquisition. Among these, robotic therapy’s greatest advan-
tage could be in its capacity to induce more repetitions of 
upper limb movement (massed practice) within a given 
period compared with therapies based on volitional move-
ment alone. Robotic-assisted motor retraining has been 
studied for upper limb rehabilitation after stroke. Robotic 
devices can induce passive or assisted limb movement that 
is typically directed toward a computer-generated visual 
target. More advanced iterations of the robot can provide 
tactile feedback that kinetically and kinematically corrects 
the user’s movement, theoretically promoting movement 
during skill acquisition. Most robots are haptic, referring to 
the capacity to sense the user’s movement and provide feed-
back to the system that is used to plan subsequent motion 
output. Robotic therapy also has the distinct advantage 
of inducing repetitions without the need for continuous 
involvement of a therapist, opening possibilities for a spec-
trum of treatment environments that include home-based 
treatment. Clinical trials suggest that robotic therapy can 
enhance upper limb motor recovery.41 Early-generation 
robots only target shoulder, elbow, and in some cases 
wrist movements, and do not directly address finger move-
ments. The effect of robotic therapy on functional recovery 
remains unclear. Newer generations of robots seek to more 
fully address prehensile function. Further robotic therapies 
have been combined with virtual reality to address other 
significant limitations, such as the need for functional task 
specificity and the use of real world objects. These advances 
in robotic therapy are ongoing. With these advances, 
robotic therapies are promising with respect to increased 
efficacy. With further development, however, engineering 
complexity and cost will likely increase, making access a 
continuing challenge for this type of therapy.

Therapeutic Approaches to Walking

Important factors that influence walking ability after stroke 
include weakness, balance, coordination, spatial orienta-
tion, and cognitive function. In the absence of ataxia and 
problems with balance, hemiplegic walking is typically 
slow and characterized as asymmetric with a stiff knee dur-
ing the swing phase of the gait cycle.247 This hemiplegic 
gait pattern can fail to accommodate to uneven surfaces 
or perturbations. The essential problem in hemiplegic gait 
is the abnormal timing of muscle contraction and relax-
ation throughout the gait cycle (see also Chapter 5).235 
Most simply, the gastrocnemius–soleus complex and ankle 
inverters actively contract during the swing phase but often 
fail to provide stability during the stance phase of gait. The 
quadriceps muscles also remain active through most of 
the gait cycle, including the swing phase, when the limb 
is advanced toward the next step. The standard rehabili-
tation technique for gait training after stroke is to walk 
overground. Gains can be limited, however, because of the 
patient’s discomfort with bearing weight on the hemiple-
gic lower limb, by his or her own fear of falling, and from 
a real safety concern because the patient is encouraged to 
walk at a faster pace. In response to these challenges, sev-
eral treadmill systems are now available to facilitate gait 
retraining in patients with stroke.

A very common gait training system that is now available 
in many physical therapy clinics is body weight–supported 
treadmill training (BWSTT). BWSTT uses a standard tread-
mill and an overhead counterweighted cable system with 
a rock climbing–style harness. Patients with stroke-related 
hemiplegia can be placed in the harness with overhead sup-
port while standing on the treadmill. The counterweight-
ing system can unload up to 40% of the patient’s weight. 
When the treadmill is in motion, the patient can then prac-
tice a reciprocal stepping pattern. A therapist might need 
to assist with advancing the weak limb through the gait 
cycle. A second therapist might need to stand behind the 
patient to provide pelvic support to avoid side swinging on 
the treadmill. As the patient improves in gait function, the 
therapists can withdraw physical assistance, progressively 
reduce body support down to 0%, and increase the tread-
mill speed.

The first description of gait training on treadmill with a 
body weight support was published by Finch and Barbeau 
in 1985 and first tested as a therapy for gait restoration in 
stroke by Hesse and colleagues in 1994.124,192 The theoreti-
cal concept for using body weight support was developed 
by Edgerton et al.109 in studies of “spinalized” cats. Cats 
rendered paraplegic from a spinal cord lesion maintain 
stepping ability when placed on a treadmill with partial 
hindlimb support. This locomotor ability is supported by 
presumed spinal circuitry called the spinal central pattern 
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generator described by Grillner and verified in lower verte-
brate models.174,460

BWSTT is superior for gait training to neurodevelopmen-
tal techniques that use the practice of balance and weight-
bearing before stepping and walking.191 Patients who train 
with BWSTT also achieve better gait speed, improve bal-
ance, and have better motor recovery than patients trained 
with overground walking, resistive leg cycling, or treadmill 
walking without body weight support.412,437 Timed elec-
trical stimulation of the hemiplegic lower limb muscles 
during BWSTT might also facilitate further recovery of over-
ground walking.268

Although BWSTT had demonstrated efficacy, it has 
proven to have limited effectiveness in the standard clini-
cal setting because of the degree of physical effort required 
by one or more physical therapists to assist and stabilize 
the patient during training. In practice, therapists fatigue 
after 15 to 20 minutes. One solution to this problem is 
to design robotic treadmill systems that provide the physi-
cal assistance needed from the clinician. One such sys-
tem called the Lokomat (Hocoma Inc., Rockland, MA) is 
a treadmill with a counterbalanced harness system plus a 
motor-driven leg orthosis that produces a reciprocal walk-
ing pattern timed with the motion of the treadmill belt. 
The robot is designed to produce a near-normal walking 
pattern even in nonambulatory patients. The Lokomat has 
been tested in patients with stroke demonstrating equiva-
lent efficacy to the neurodevelopmental technique,210 but 
in its present design it appears to be inferior to therapist-
assisted BWSTT.197 One possible reason is that Lokomat 
fails to challenge the patient to put any effort into walking 
during training, whereas the therapist provides a key role 
in progressively removing supportive assistance in BWSTT.

For patients who can safely practice overground gait 
or who are functional ambulators, there is also a role for 
treadmill walking without body weight support. Treadmill 
exercise enhances gait speed334 and aerobic capacity in 
patients with stroke and can facilitate gait-related neuro-
plastic changes based on functional imaging (fMRI).275

Other Interventions to Enhance Motor Recovery

Robotic-assisted motor retraining has been studied for both 
upper and lower limb rehabilitation after stroke. Robotic 
devices can induce passive or assisted limb movement that 
is typically directed toward a computer-generated visual 
target. More advanced iterations of the robot can provide 
tactile feedback that kinetically and kinematically corrects 
the user’s movement. Robotic therapy theoretically pro-
motes movement during skill acquisition. Robotic therapy 
is also infatigable and has the potential to induce move-
ment repetitions that might be needed to modulate motor 
recovery. It also has the distinct advantage of inducing rep-
etitions without the need for continuous involvement of a 
therapist. Animal data suggest that a large number of rep-
etitions can be needed to improve motor function (massed 
practice). Several small clinical trials suggest that robotic 
therapy can enhance upper limb motor recovery.118,122 Cur-
rently available iterations of robotic therapy, however, only 
target shoulder, elbow, and wrist movements and do not 
directly address finger movements. For this and other rea-
sons, the effect of robotic therapy on upper limb function 
remains unclear.
A number of pharmacologic agents have been shown 
to facilitate motor retraining after experimentally induced 
stroke in animals. Agents that reduce or inhibit the action 
of noradrenaline (norepinephrine) and γ-aminobutyric 
acid (GABA) generally inhibit recovery. On the other hand, 
agents that increase noradrenaline can enhance recov-
ery. Of these agents, amphetamine has been the most 
extensively studied. Although amphetamine consistently 
induces motor recovery in rodent models,120,163,201 clinical 
trials have yielded inconsistent and often negative results.* 
Based on results from preclinical trials and theoretical 
models regarding mechanisms of recovery after stroke in 
humans, close coupling between amphetamine and appro-
priate behavioral therapy might be required to achieve 
clinical benefits.163 No indication was noted at the time of 
this writing for the routine use of amphetamine in stroke 
rehabilitation.286

A number of other interventions that potentially aug-
ment motor recovery are at various stages of investigation. 
TMS, as well as cortical brain stimulation, has shown prom-
ise in early preclinical trials and clinical trials.44 Neuronal 
transplantation for motor recovery after stroke is currently 
in clinical trials,250,251 whereas use of autologous marrow 
stromal cells has shown promise in preclinical trials.183

Stroke rehabilitation is undergoing a fundamental shift 
based on work during the past decades demonstrating that 
the adult primate brain is capable of neuroplastic change 
with motor recovery after injury. These changes rely on 
appropriate behavioral interventions. The clinical efficacy 
of a number of new interventions has been suggested, 
but these have yet to be definitively demonstrated in ade-
quately powered, well-controlled clinical trials. For several 
interventions, such as CIMT and amphetamine, the defini-
tive clinical trials are in progress. Although demonstrating 
the clinical efficacy and safety of new interventions through 
well-designed clinical trials is essential, it is not sufficient. 
Further research is needed to elucidate cellular responses to 
interventions that induce neuroplasticity. Filling the gaps 
in the theoretic framework of adaptive responses to central 
nervous system injury will ultimately lead to more effec-
tive interventions and better functional outcomes for the 
patients recovering from stroke.

Noninvasive Brain Stimulation

Several clinical investigations have suggested that brain 
stimulation could enhance the beneficial effects of reha-
bilitation therapy in the recovery process. TMS and tran-
scranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) have been 
investigated as potential tools to modulate motor recovery 
in stroke, as well as to influence motor, sensory, and cogni-
tive functioning.185

TMS is delivered by passing a strong but brief electrical 
current through an insulated coil placed on the skull. The 
current induces a transient magnetic field that flows paral-
lel to the coil, crosses the scalp, and generates an electric 
current in the cortex, depolarizing neurons. In this manner, 
TMS has been used in two different ways. First, TMS is a 
useful diagnostic tool to assess excitability level of corti-
cal networks. Second, TMS has the potential to be used as 

*References 78, 160, 287, 345, 398, 444.
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an intervention to induce changes in excitability with the 
ultimate intention of modulating behavior. Depending on 
multiple variables such as the pulse frequency, duration 
of stimulation, the shape of the coil, and the strength of 
the magnetic field, TMS can enhance or decrease activity 
in cortical regions and influence function. It is important 
to note that the effects of repetitive TMS (rTMS) on cortical 
excitability can outlast the stimulation period for up to 1  
to 2 hours, allowing the performance of different tasks 
under the influence of the stimulation.178,386

In contrast to TMS, tDCS is applied through two surface 
electrodes placed on the scalp. Depending on the duration 
and the polarity of the stimulation, tDCS can increase or 
depress excitability in the stimulated region from minutes 
to 1 to 2 hours. Based on neuroscientific investigations, 
tDCS does not appear to induce direct neuronal depo-
larization, as does TMS, but instead modulates the acti-
vation of sodium- and calcium-dependent channels and 
N-methyl-d-aspartic acid (NMDA) receptor activity, promot-
ing synaptic plasticity changes like that seen with long-term 
potentiation and depression.310

The duration of effects elicited by a single application 
of either TMS or tDCS appears to be comparable (up  
to hours). They are both noninvasive and safe when used 
within established safety guidelines. On the other hand, 
the mechanisms underlying their effects can differ. TMS 
equipment is more expensive but is able to stimulate more 
focally. TMS can also be applied with better time resolu-
tion, with millisecond accuracy, whereas tDCS requires 
several minutes. On the other hand, tDCS is more easily 
applied simultaneously with cognitive or motor training 
protocols in rehabilitative settings. For these reasons, the 
choice of technique depends largely on the particular study 
being conducted and the desired endpoint. In this regard, 
it is important to stress that despite the increasing use of 
these techniques, their use at the time of this writing is lim-
ited only to research protocols.

In terms of safety, the main issue raised with rTMS has 
been the possibility of inducing seizures. Available rules of 
application and training protocols have made them a rare 
event.449 Individuals with history of seizures are largely 
excluded from rTMS studies (except in trials geared to test 
the possibility of beneficial effects in some forms of epi-
lepsy). For tDCS, on the other hand, there have been no 
seizures reported. tDCS often elicits short-lasting tingling 
sensations at the beginning and end of the stimulation 
period, rarely accompanied by redness under the electrode 
sites.148,215,311 Occasional transient headaches have been 
described for both TMS and tDCS. Taken together, rTMS 
and tDCS appear safe if used within proposed safety limits.

Additional points to keep in mind: (1) application of TMS 
or tDCS to one cortical site will probably influence distant 
cortical or subcortical sites through transsynaptic effects; (2) 
in patients with brain lesions, expected models of current 
flow elicited by rTMS or tDCS might differ from those in 
healthy volunteers; and (3) both techniques can potentially 
influence attention, fatigue, discomfort, or mood.

Recent work documented beneficial effects of nonin-
vasive brain stimulation on cognitive, motor, visual, and 
behavioral functions in healthy humans and nonhuman 
primates. High-frequency rTMS applied to the primary 
motor cortex resulted in performance improvements in 
reaction time tasks and in motor sequence learning.242,249 
Consistent with these data, application to primary somato-
sensory cortex produced lasting improvements in two-
point tactile discrimination and an enlargement of the 
right index finger representation in S1 as measured by 
fMRI. Similar findings have been reported with tDCS. Early 
studies in nonhuman primates showed that anodal tDCS 
to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex could improve learning of 
a simple motor reaction time task. Application of anodal 
tDCS in humans has been reported to facilitate the forma-
tion of new motor memories resulting from training and 
improve learning of novel motor tasks when applied to 
the primary motor cortex.145,347 When applied over the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, it can also enhance working 
memory, probabilistic classification, and language learn-
ing, as well as modulate risk-taking behavior and craving 
in people with addictive behaviors.* Visuomotor learn-
ing was also facilitated with anodal tDCS applied to the 
primary motor cortex or to area V5 of the occipital cortex. 
tDCS has also been shown to modulate cerebellar excitabil-
ity, which has the potential to impact motor learning and 
performance, given the involvement of the cerebellum in 
numerous motor processes.146 Finally, more recent studies 
have found that these forms of stimulation might be useful 
in different pain conditions (for review, Fregni et al.137).

These investigations in healthy individuals showing 
the ability of noninvasive brain stimulation to modulate 
behavior encourage testing them in individuals with stroke 
with the goal of enhancing recovery. Given the advance-
ment in the knowledge of the mechanisms underlying 
recovery (see previous discussion of mechanism of  func-
tional recovery), it has been suggested that enhancing 
excitability in the ipsilesional side or decreasing it in the 
contralesional side should result in behavioral improve-
ments. Following is a brief summary of these studies.

Enhancing Excitability in the Ipsilesional Motor 
Cortex

Both tDCS and rTMS have been used to enhance excitabil-
ity in the ipsilesional primary motor cortex. Anodal tDCS 
applied to the ipsilesional M1 has been studied in patients 
with chronic stroke in sham-controlled double-blind cross-
over experimental designs.136,206,207 In the first study, the 
authors documented transient improvements in perfor-
mance of the Jebsen–Taylor Hand Function Test (JTT) with 
one single session of stimulation but not with sham. This 
improvement was evident in all patients studied, persisted 
for more than 30 minutes after the end of the stimulation 
period, and represented approximately 10% improve-
ment in JTT performance. The beneficial behavioral effect 
in this study was associated with increased motor cortical 
excitability and reduced intracortical inhibition in ipsile-
sional M1. In other studies, applying a single session of  
high-frequency rTMS (10 Hz) to the ipsilesional M1 resulted 
in a significantly larger increase in excitability than sham 
rTMS. This increase was associated with enhanced accuracy 
during the performance of a finger motor sequence task. 
Another study testing multiple sessions of rTMS applied to 
the ipsilesional M1 in subacute stroke patients undergoing 
in-patient rehabilitation described improvements in motor 

*References 119, 132, 136, 138, 139, 244.
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impairment and activities of daily living.241 None of these 
studies, which stimulated the ipsilesional primary motor 
cortex, reported complications other than transient head-
ache. Although the effects found were limited, in the range 
of 10% to 20% improvement, it has been proposed that 
repetitive stimulating sessions might result in larger and 
longer lasting effects than single applications. It is impor-
tant to note that these studies also demonstrated the need 
to deliver cortical stimulation in association with motor 
training to have beneficial behavioral benefits.

Decreasing Excitability in the Contralesional Motor 
Cortex

Based on the idea that interhemispheric interactions can 
influence motor performance, it would be theoretically 
possible to improve motor function in the paretic hand 
by decreasing excitability in the contralesional M1, pos-
sibly through modulation of inappropriate interhemi-
spheric inhibition.303 Studies in normal volunteers showed 
that decreasing excitability in one M1 results in increased 
excitability in the opposite M1 and even in performance 
improvements in motor function of the ipsilateral hand. 
In patients with stroke, it was shown that cathodal tDCS 
(inhibitory stimulation) applied to the contralesional M1 
improved performance in the paretic hand, possibly by sup-
pressing the imbalance in interhemispheric inhibition that 
has been proposed to interfere with stroke recovery in some 
patients.136 Decreasing activity in the contralesional M1 
with 1-Hz rTMS was also found to decrease interhemispheric 
inhibition from the contralesional to ipsilesional hemi-
sphere of chronic stroke patients, with the resulting func-
tional improvement in a finger-pinch acceleration task. An 
interesting potential advantage of this approach—decreas-
ing excitability in the contralesional side—is that stimula-
tion is applied to healthy neural structures with a theoretical 
reduction of potential side effects such as seizures.

Finally, it is important to note that although a great 
number of interventional studies applying TMS or tDCS 
in stroke patients have focused on motor function, oth-
ers have tested the effects of these forms of stimulation on 
other impairments, such as nonfluent and global aphasia 
and neglect.

Invasive Brain Stimulation

In recent years, a few trials have been performed testing 
invasive stimulation as a strategy to enhance recovery after 
stroke. This intervention is based on rat and nonhuman 
primate models of stroke showing that direct cortical stim-
ulation enhanced recovery of motor function.46,426 Exten-
sive experience also exists with deep brain stimulation in 
other neurologic conditions such as Parkinson disease or 
tremors. The studies to date have primarily assessed the 
safety of the intervention, consisting of placing an epidu-
ral stimulation grid (as done in patients with epilepsy), to 
deliver rapid electrical trains of stimulation over the ipsi-
lesional motor cortex. These trials found the intervention 
to be safe. A small feasibility study using a fully implanted 
epidural cortical stimulator combined with upper limb 
rehabilitation indicated that brain stimulation enhanced 
motor recovery, but a recently completed large random-
ized pivotal trial of the same device failed to demonstrate 
improved upper limb motor recovery and functional use 
compared with therapy alone.187,204

Spasticity

Spasticity is defined as a motor disorder characterized by a 
velocity-dependent increase in tonic stretch reflexes258 and 
can contribute to motor impairment, pain, and disability 
after stroke. In the majority of cases, spasticity can be man-
aged with exercise therapy or by focal management with 
botulinum toxin or phenol injections. Severe spasticity, 
however, can be very disabling and difficult to treat. The 
various methods for treating spasticity can be used accord-
ing to clinical need and probability of success for achiev-
ing specific functional goals. Consequently, the selection 
of spasticity treatment based on a predefined sequence of 
therapy is generally no longer practiced.

Critical to managing spasticity in patients with stroke is 
education on the benefits and necessity of daily stretching, 
especially of the shoulder, wrist, fingers, hip, and ankles. 
This is needed to reduce resting and dynamic tone and pre-
vent soft tissue contracture. The use of static resting splints 
for hand and ankle can help prevent contractures and 
reduce tone, but if spasticity is severe, splinting can result 
in pain and skin breakdown under the orthosis. This can be 
particularly problematic in an ankle–foot orthosis (AFO) if 
plantar flexion tone is severe. Pain along the proximal trim 
line of the AFO or along the metatarsal heads during walk-
ing suggests that spasticity is interfering with the fit of the 
orthosis. Use of focal injection of botulinum toxin in the 
gastrocnemius and soleus muscles can resolve this problem.

Focal injection of botulinum toxin is popular for the 
management of localized limb spasticity because it is easy 
to use, has a repeatable dose-dependent effect, and has a 
low side effect profile.42,70,257 A consensus panel and an 
evidence-based review have both concluded that botuli-
num toxin can reduce hypertonia in patients with spastic-
ity and is recommended for the treatment of focal spastic 
dystonia.89,391 Muscle localization can be achieved using 
needle stimulation, EMG, or ultrasound imaging. No par-
ticular injection technique (dilutions in various volumes 
or motor point targeting) has proven superior for achiev-
ing treatment goals. Botulinum toxin is generally favored 
over oral antispasticity agents because oral agents often 
cause lethargy and cognitive deficits, even at subtherapeutic 
doses. Yet in cases of generalized spasticity, the use of oral 
agents in combination with local injections might provide 
the best therapeutic response. Intrathecal baclofen deliv-
ered by implanted infusion pump provides excellent lower 
limb spasticity control in patients with stroke and has been 
reported to improve functional gait in some cases.134,293 
Upper limb spasticity is less responsive to intrathecal 
baclofen therapy than lower limb spasticity; however, focal 
injections for upper limb tone remain an option once 
lower limb spasticity is controlled (see Chapter 30).

Cognition, Language, and Communication 
Disorders

Approximately one third to half of stroke survivors expe-
rience speech and language disorders.441 Language and 
perceptual functions tend to demonstrate some degree of 
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natural improvement after stroke, but their recovery patterns 
can be more variable than those seen in motor function. The 
prevalence of aphasia declines from about one fourth dur-
ing the acute phase to about one fifth or less during the later 
stages after stroke.441 Recovery from aphasia usually occurs 
at a slower rate and over a more prolonged time course than 
does motor recovery.375 Whereas most aphasia recovery 
occurs in the first 3 to 6 months,240,323,441 at least one group 
has observed that patients with global aphasia show the 
greatest improvement during the latter half of the first year 
after stroke.374,375,441 The amount and pattern of recovery are 
usually related to the initial severity of the aphasia and the 
specific aphasia type.48,239 Patients with nonfluent aphasia 
generally (but not always) have a less favorable prognosis 
than those with fluent aphasia, although both groups can 
and do improve. Language comprehension usually returns 
earlier and to a greater extent than oral expression.338

Although most of the improvement in perceptual func-
tioning occurs in the first 3 to 6 months after stroke,* some 
recovery occurs later. According to a study by Hier et al.,193 
most of the recovery of perceptual deficits, such as unilat-
eral spatial neglect, denial of illness, loss of facial recogni-
tion, and motor impersistence occurred within the first 20 
weeks after stroke, but some improvement could be seen 
up to 1 year later. Evidence is increasingly demonstrating 
the impact of cognitive impairment on impairment in ADL 
performance and on increased cost of care.74

Many procedures have been developed to manage 
various aspects of these problems. Both remediation and 
compensation are used. One goal of therapy is to improve 
the patient’s ability to speak, understand, read, and write. 
Another goal of speech therapy interventions is to assist 
patients to develop strategies that compensate for or cir-
cumvent speech and language problems that are not 
directly remediable. A final goal is to improve the quality of 
life for individuals with neuromotor speech impairments 
and their families.

A number of strategies and techniques have been devel-
oped for aphasia.† One of these, melodic intonation ther-
apy,399 is an approach designed to use the noninjured 
functioning neural pathways in the nondominant hemi-
sphere that carry musical information. Other techniques 
rely on encouraging verbalizations, conversational coach-
ing, and oral reading. Probably the most important strat-
egy is to encourage any vocalizations possible as a means of 
developing verbal communication of a more differentiated 
nature. Treatment of aphasia focuses on the most effective 
means by which the patient can communicate, including 
individual or group speech therapy with practice. Box 50-6 
lists various treatment approaches for aphasia.173

One method of fostering increased frequency and accu-
racy of targeted desirable verbalizations uses repeated read-
ing aloud of sentences and paragraphs. This treatment, oral 
reading for language in aphasia, has been demonstrated to 
be effective.66,68 Although this type of treatment typically 
is provided under the supervision of a speech-language 
pathologist, the program offers the unique opportunity for 
using computerized treatment, and therefore also remote 

*References 111, 141, 193, 253, 292, 407, 414.
†References 65, 84, 189, 194, 202, 261, 274, 301, 373, 384, 385, 399, 401, 
427, 453-455.
treatment using telerehabilitation technology through the 
Internet. These techniques are currently being assessed for 
effectiveness. This treatment approach also lends itself to 
combining with training using visual cues and conversa-
tion scripts on a computer program.67,262,284

The use of certain pharmacologic agents such as bro-
mocriptine and piracetam to treat certain aphasias has 
had mixed results but is under continued investigation 
at this time, and still holds promise as effective treat-
ment.16,18,175,395 Direct electrical stimulation of the cortex 
of the brain and TMS of the brain cortex are recently devel-
oped novel and cutting-edge approaches to treating apha-
sia that are currently under study.67,69

For dysarthria, exercise modalities include sensory 
stimulation procedures, exercises designed to strengthen 
oromotor speech muscles, respiratory training procedures, 
and retraining of articulatory patterns and sequences of 
gestures.25,106,428,465 A recent study involving a small num-
ber of patients described the use of an individually tai-
lored multiple-session behavioral intervention program 
of conversation, reading aloud of connected speech and 
single words.279 Studies of the effectiveness of dysarthria 
treatment strategies are starting to emerge now, but the 
literature on the effectiveness of treatment for articulation 
disorders generally is limited by small and heterogeneous 
samples demonstrating mixed results.237,464

Alternative forms of communication and augmentative 
devices can be used to enhance the quality of life. These 
range from written or pictorial communication boards and 
books to electronic communication aids.

For some patients, visuospatial perceptual deficits are 
the most troublesome problems that they experience after 
a stroke. Potentially useful treatment methods include 
the use of prism glasses, providing visuospatial cuing to 
compensate for visuospatial perceptual losses, increasing 
awareness of deficits with cues, using computer-assisted 
training, eye patching, and providing compensatory 
strategies.‡

Increasing evidence exists of language problems result-
ing from right hemisphere strokes, including lack of orga-
nization and impaired use of language in social contexts. 
Treatment of these problems is aimed at improving organi-
zation of language, learning to use language within social 
contexts (language pragmatics), and learning to interpret 
figurative language (see Chapter 3).173

‡References 50, 53, 65, 168, 173, 330, 450, 451.

 •  Language-oriented treatment
 •  Direct stimulus–response treatment
 •  Treatment of aphasic perseveration
 •  Visual action therapy
 •  Oral reading for aphasia
 •  Conversational coaching
 •  Promoting aphasic communicative effectiveness
 •  Computerized visual communication (using alternative 

communication systems)
 •  Programmatic combinations of approaches
 •  Augmentative communication devices

 

BOX 50-6

Selected Treatment Methods for Aphasia
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There has been recent interest in the development of 
measures to enhance cognitive function in people with 
strokes and in formal studies to determine the effectiveness 
of targeted cognitive interventions. Attention problems 
after stroke are often treated using computerized activities 
or “paper and pencil” tasks. The effects of cognitive reha-
bilitation for attention deficits after stroke were recently 
assessed by the Cochrane Stroke Group Trials Register, 
which provided some indication that training improves 
alertness and sustained attention but no evidence to sup-
port or refute the use of cognitive rehabilitation for atten-
tion deficits to improve functional independence after 
stroke.266 Memory problems after stroke are often treated 
using cognitive rehabilitation programs that retrain mem-
ory function or teach patients compensatory strategies to 
cope despite memory impairment. In an effort to deter-
mine the effects of cognitive rehabilitation for memory 
problems after stroke, the Cochrane Stroke Group Trials 
Register evaluated existing studies on the effectiveness of 
cognitive interventions and found that memory strategy 
training had no significant effect on memory impairment 
or subjective memory complaints.282 The Cochrane Stroke 
Group Trials Register also found 15 studies of interven-
tions to treat unilateral hemispatial neglect after stroke, 
with a total of 400 participants.35 These studies used a large 
number of varying types of outcome measures. Only six of 
the studies included a measure of disability, and only four 
(reflecting 111 participants) investigated long-term effects 
on outcome. Evidence existed that cognitive rehabilitation 
resulted in significant and persisting improvements in per-
formance on impairment level assessments, although this 
varied depending on the test used. Insufficient evidence 
was found to confirm or exclude an effect of cognitive 
rehabilitation at the level of disability or on destination 
after discharge from hospital. Some evidence was noted 
that cognitive rehabilitation for spatial neglect improves 
performance on some impairment level tests, but its effect 
on disability is unclear.

Swallowing and Nutrition

Dysphagia, or impaired swallowing, occurs in approxi-
mately one third to half of all stroke survivors and places 
the stroke patient at risk for aspiration and pneumonia, 
malnutrition, and dehydration. Malnutrition has been 
found in 8% to 34% of patients with stroke.73,433 Nutri-
tional status was recently found to correlate with long-
term outcome after stroke.133 One study found that the 
prevalence of undernutrition among people with stroke 
who were admitted to inpatient rehabilitation was 49% 
on admission, and that this frequency decreased during 
the inpatient stay.125 That same group found that mal-
nutrition was related to length of stay and functional 
outcome.126 Another study found that malnutrition after 
stroke increased the risk for infections, pressure sores, and 
poor outcomes.85 Another study indicated that much of 
the malnutrition was initiated before the stroke, and that 
this premorbid undernutrition was a risk factor for poor 
outcomes.87 Hypoalbuminemia on admission to reha-
bilitation was found by Aptaker et al.15 to be a predictor 
of increased medical complications and decreased func-
tional outcome, a finding that was confirmed in two more 
recent studies.72,430 The high frequency of undernutrition 
in people with strokes is likely the result of many factors, 
including dysphagia, poor appetite, preexisting malnutri-
tion, and a catabolic state from the body’s reaction to mul-
tiple medical complications. Compensatory treatments for 
disordered swallowing function include changing posture 
and positioning for swallowing, learning new swallow-
ing maneuvers, and changing food amounts and textures 
(generally smaller boluses of puréed foods and thick liq-
uids are handled more easily). An observational study by 
Horner and colleagues found that treatment of swallowing 
dysfunction was effective.173,199 A recent Cochrane Collab-
oration review found that percutaneous endoscopic gas-
trostomy feedings can improve outcome and nutrition in 
stroke patients, but that the studies were too few in num-
ber to determine the effectiveness of swallowing therapy 
for treating dysphagia (see Chapter 27).24

Shoulder Pain

Shoulder pain is a common complication after stroke that 
can inhibit recovery and reduce the quality of life. Many 
types of shoulder pathology after stroke have been reported 
in the literature (Box 50-7). No single type of shoulder 
pathology can account for all shoulder pain after stroke, 
and more than one type of shoulder pathology can cause 
pain within an individual. The pathogenesis of poststroke 
shoulder pain has not been studied rigorously and remains 
controversial.

The reported prevalence of shoulder pain in poststroke 
hemiplegia ranges from 34%329 to 84%.304 In the largest 
cohort of hemiplegic subjects followed longitudinally for 
an average of 11 months, shoulder pain occurred in 72% 
of cases.435 Although the natural history of shoulder pain 
is not well understood, a number of cohort studies have 
shown that pain can develop within weeks or months 
after the onset of hemiplegia and can become chronic and 
refractory to treatment.147,341, 442, 446 Shoulder pain is clini-
cally associated with severe motor impairment,147,341,446 
sensory impairment,147,341 duration of hemiplegia, and 
decreased shoulder range of motion.31

Shoulder subluxation in hemiplegia refers to increased 
translation of the humeral head relative to the glenoid 
fossa and occurs in approximately half of stroke survivors 
with hemiplegia.436 Although shoulder pain after stroke is 
often attributed to the presence of subluxation, a causal 

 •  Capsulitis
 •  Subluxation
 •  Impingement syndrome
 •  Rotator cuff injury
 •  Bicipital tendonitis
 •  Complex regional pain syndrome type 1
 •  Brachial plexopathy
 •  Axillary neuropathy
 •  Suprascapular neuropathy
 •  Myofascial pain
 •  Spasticity
 •  Soft tissue contracture
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Reported Causes of Poststroke Shoulder Pain



relationship between subluxation and pain remains contro-
versial. Although shoulder subluxation can directly cause 
pain in some cases, many patients with subluxation do not 
have pain. Shoulder subluxation has been associated with 
complex regional pain syndrome type 1 (CRPS1),105,436 
axillary neuropathy,348 and rotator cuff tears.304 This sug-
gests that subluxation can also cause pain indirectly by pre-
disposition to other types of shoulder pathology.

NMES to the deltoid and supraspinatus muscles delivered 
via electrodes placed on the skin surface can reduce shoul-
der subluxation17,64,116,248,445 and can reduce pain.64,116,248 
NMES is infrequently used in the clinical setting, however, 
because of pain during stimulation and the need for daily 
application by a skilled clinician. Although a dose–response 
relationship has not been adequately evaluated, available 
data suggest that treatment for several hours daily over sev-
eral weeks can be required to achieve clinical benefits. Recent 
evidence suggests that NMES delivered via percutaneously 
placed intramuscular electrodes can reduce shoulder pain 
and improve activities of daily living in stroke survivors 
with shoulder subluxation.469,470 Stimulation-induced pain 
is significantly lower with intramuscular NMES than with 
surface stimulation.468 Because the intramuscular electrodes 
are left in place for weeks of treatment, the user need only 
attach the stimulator without concern for proper electrode 
placement. Intramuscular NMES was designed to reduce 
pain by reducing subluxation, yet data suggest that other 
mechanisms such as sensory neuromodulation might be 
significant.469 It remains unclear whether NMES reduces 
poststroke shoulder pain generally or only in the presence 
of shoulder subluxation.

Capsulitis, also known as “adhesive capsulitis” or “fro-
zen shoulder,” refers to the clinical finding of decreased 
shoulder range of motion, especially external rotation and 
abduction, associated with shoulder pain after stroke.31,349 
These findings are due to shortening of the joint capsule 
and ligaments that are largely extensions of the capsule. 
An inflammatory response results from stretching and tear-
ing of shortened capsular fibers. Several factors potentially 
contribute to the development of capsulitis, including 
decreased active shoulder movement as a result of paraly-
sis, synergistic patterns of muscle activation, spasticity, and 
the use of certain types of sling. The diagnosis of capsulitis 
can usually be made from physical examination, without 
further radiographic corroboration. Treatment includes 
range of motion, avoidance of exacerbating conditions 
such as the use of swath-type slings, proper limb position-
ing, management of underlying spasticity, and reduction of 
inflammation with modalities, medications, or intraarticu-
lar injection of steroids.94

Impingement syndrome has been suggested as a cause 
of shoulder pain and a cause of rotator cuff injury in 
hemiplegia.224,436 Impingement of the supraspinatus ten-
don between the acromion and the greater tuberosity of 
the humerus can result in tendonitis, subacromial bursitis, 
and, in some cases, rotator cuff tears. Although the etiology 
of impingement syndrome after stroke is not well under-
stood, limited scapular rotation during humeral abduc-
tion, an imbalance between stronger deltoid and weaker 
rotator muscles in hemiplegia, and inadequate external 
rotation of the humerus during passive shoulder abduc-
tion can contribute.304 Impingement syndrome should be 
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managed by maintaining scapular mobility, using proper 
technique during stretch, treating spasticity, and, when 
possible, strengthening internal and external rotators of 
the shoulder. Reduction of local inflammation through the 
use of oral agents or injected steroids often reduces pain 
and can help to reduce the mechanical impingement by 
reducing supraspinatus tendon swelling.

CRPS1, also known previously as reflex sympathetic 
dystrophy or shoulder–hand syndrome, is a constellation 
of symptoms. The new name comes from the consensus 
of most experts that sympathetic overactivity has not been 
proven as the cause. The syndrome typically affects the 
shoulder, wrist, and hand but typically spares the elbow. 
The reported prevalence of CRPS1 in hemiplegia ranges 
from 12.5%88 to 70%.327 CRPS1 has been associated with 
shoulder subluxation, suggesting traction injury to the 
vasonervorum as a possible etiology.105,436 The syndrome 
typically progresses through three phases.
 1.  A primary inflammatory phase characterized by painful 

range of motion, edema, warmth, and erythema of the 
hand and wrist

 2.  A secondary phase characterized by atrophic skin 
changes, progressive loss of range of motion, reduced 
skin temperature, and occasionally pain reduction

 3.  A final phase characterized by irreversible skin and 
muscle atrophy, variable pain, severe loss of range of 
motion, and extensive osteoporosis
The diagnosis is often made by history and physi-

cal examination. Three-phase bone scintigraphy, how-
ever, remains the criterion standard where radionuclide 
uptake is seen in a typical pattern involving the shoulder, 
wrist, and hand, particularly in the carpal and metacar-
pal joints. Early diagnosis and treatment are paramount. 
Scintigraphy is warranted when the history and examina-
tion are suggestive but not diagnostic. Oral prednisone 
and exercise are the initial treatments. A wide range of 
other pharmacologic approaches have been reported, 
with variable results. More invasive measures, such as cer-
vical sympathetic ganglia blocks, Bier blocks, and cervical 
sympathectomy, might be warranted in refractory cases 
(see Chapter 42).

Other Pain Syndromes After Stroke

Numerous other causes of shoulder pain in stroke-related 
hemiplegia have been suggested (see Box 50-7). Because 
shoulder pain in any given individual with stroke can result 
from multiple causes, careful diagnosis is necessary, followed 
by specific targeted treatments and interdisciplinary care.

Although the hemiplegic shoulder is the most com-
mon location for pain after stroke, pain can also occur in 
other body regions. A number of neuropathic and mus-
culoskeletal causes of pain after stroke have been docu-
mented. Complex regional pain syndrome can affect body 
regions other than the shoulder. Heterotopic ossification is 
extremely rare but can affect large joints on the hemiparetic 
side of the body, usually in patients who have some coex-
isting traumatic injury. A large number of musculo skeletal 
injuries can occur, ranging from acute ankle sprains, to 
subacute injuries such as knee inflammation from recur-
vatum during gait, to chronic conditions such as joint con-
tractures. Osteoarthritis can be accelerated when normal 
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biomechanics are altered by paralysis, abnormal tone, sen-
sory loss, and motor planning problems.

Central poststroke pain (CPSP) is characterized as a con-
stant or intermittent pain occurring after stroke, which is 
located in areas of the body that have sensory abnormali-
ties. CPSP was first noted in the literature in 1895 by Wal-
lenberg as a part of his now classic lateral medullary stroke 
syndrome.445 With this stroke he noted that there was often 
spontaneous pain associated with loss of sensation on 
ipsilateral face and contralateral limbs. In 1906, Dejerine 
and Roussy described the thalamic syndrome characterized 
by slight hemiplegia, disturbance of superficial and deep 
sensibility, hemiataxia, hemistereoagnosia, choreoathetoid 
movements, and intolerable pain.93 Noting correctly that 
pain syndromes after stroke can occur with lesions not 
involving the thalamus, Cassanari and Pagni61 reported in 
1969 that pain in stroke can follow damage to any part 
of the spinothalamic or thalamocortical paths. Although 
CPSP occurs less frequently than central pain in multiple 
sclerosis or spinal cord injury, it does have a significant 
incidence of 8%, with moderate to severe pain occurring in 
5% of patients.36,264 Onset of pain varies greatly between 
1 week and 6 years after stroke, with the majority (63%) 
occurring within the first month and very few having pain 
at the time of acute stroke. The pain can be described as 
burning (50%), aching (35%), pricking (20%), or lacerat-
ing (15%).36,264 Changes in temperature, touch, movement, 
or emotion can worsen pain, whereas rest most commonly 
relieves pain. Some patients will report that cold, warmth, 
or movement relieves pain, so gathering a careful history is 
important.264 On examination 72% will have allodynia to 
movement, touch, thermal stimulation, or a combination 
of these. Nearly 60% will experience hyperpathia with pin-
prick testing in the affected area, and more than 35% will 
report reduced sharp sensation.

The pathophysiology of CPSP syndrome is not well 
understood, and theories of its etiology have been extrap-
olated from the medications that have shown efficacy in 
treatment. Therefore the mechanism of CPSP includes neu-
roplastic changes in sensory cortex via glutamate–NMDA 
receptor system, reduced intracortical or spinal GABA inhi-
bition, reduced noradrenergic modulation of altered affer-
ent pain pathways, or alteration of sympathetic activity 
peripherally.

Pharmacotherapy for CPSP includes amitriptyline (25 
to 75 mg), which reduced pain in 67% of patients versus 
only 7% of those on placebo. Other tricyclic antidepressants  
can also be effective by modulating adrenergic pathways. 
Carbamazepine can reduce pain in 37% of patients with 
CPSP, as can other membrane-stabilizing agents such as phe-
nytoin, intravenous lidocaine, or mexiletine. However, mexi-
letine was not well tolerated in clinical trials. Intravenous 
ketamine, an NMDA blocker, can reduce pain transiently 
after infusion. Lamotrigine is an oral anticonvulsant with 
NMDA-blocking activity and can reduce pain by 2 points 
on a visual analogue scale in 40% of patients. Effective 
GABA agonists include intravenous thiopental and propo-
fol, and intrathecal baclofen or midazolam. Gabapentin 
is the most commonly prescribed medication for CPSP, 
and yet it has not been studied in clinical trials. Gabap-
entin might also be effective in pain reduction through its 
 GABAergic pathway. Nonpharmacologic approaches such 
as transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation have variable 
effectiveness. One quarter of patients will find that trans-
cutaneous electrical nerve stimulation effectively reduces 
pain in the long term, whereas one third of patients will 
find it worsens pain or has only transient effectiveness. Sev-
eral clinical trials have suggested that cortical brain stim-
ulation can reduce CPSP in as many as 77% of patients, 
including some with complete pain relief. Organized inter-
disciplinary pain management programs are a good refer-
ral choice for management of patients who are refractory to 
treatment or who develop signs of chronic pain syndrome.

Bowel and Bladder Control

Incontinence of bowel and bladder occurs in one third 
to two thirds of patients after stroke and, if it persists, 
can pose a challenge to preparing family caregivers for 
the patient’s return to home.* The most common reason 
for incontinence after stroke is uninhibited evacuation of 
bladder or bowel, which is associated with multiple factors 
as described above. Urinary retention can occur as well in 
about 29% of stroke patients and is associated with corti-
cal stroke, diabetes, aphasia, and cognitive impairment.252 
Among patients with stroke living in the community, Brit-
tain et al.42 found that the overall prevalence of urinary 
symptoms was 64%, a rate that was twice as high as among 
community-dwelling control subjects.

Timed voiding is the primary treatment strategy for 
patients with persistent uninhibited bladder. This strategy 
is approached by scheduling regular voiding before the urge 
to urinate occurs and is effective if urgency does not occur 
more than every 2 to 3 hours. If frequent urgency occurs, 
it is necessary first to determine whether this is caused by 
incomplete bladder emptying or low-volume voiding. Uro-
dynamic testing is usually not necessary because the use 
of bladder ultrasound postvoid estimates with good accu-
racy the residual volume. If residuals are high (>200 mL), 
the use of α-blocking agents such as tamsulosin in both 
male and female patients can promote complete voiding. If 
voiding is complete, then the use of anticholinergic agents 
such as oxybutynin can allow for larger bladder volumes 
before urgency occurs. In the latter case, patients need to 
be monitored for signs and symptoms of urinary retention. 
Some patients might need both α-blocking and anticho-
linergic agents to achieve a timely voiding pattern, but it is 
best to achieve internal sphincter relaxation with a blocker 
before starting anticholinergics (to avoid the risk of blad-
der retention). If incomplete voiding persists despite these 
measures, which can often occur in male patients with 
benign prostatic hypertrophy, consultation with a urologist 
is usually necessary. The use of intermittent catheterization 
or indwelling catheter is also an option, depending on the 
goals of the patient and caregiver (see Chapter 28).

Bowel retraining can usually be achieved in patients 
with stroke using standard techniques of planned bowel 
evacuation after meals and the use of laxative agents such 
as senna and suppositories. Providing a bedside commode 
is also useful for patients with mobility deficits or who 
have difficulty rapidly accessing the commode within their 
home (see Chapter 29).

*References 19, 32, 43, 150, 153, 195, 269, 346, 380.
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Depression and Psychosocial Considerations

The new onset and persistence of disability can give rise 
to a variety of psychologic reactions in patients who 
have sustained a stroke, including sadness, grief, anxiety, 
depression, despair, anger, frustration, and confusion. 
It is important to recognize the variety of reactions that 
might occur. Although depression and sadness might 
occur with some frequency (estimates range between 30% 
and 60%, depending on study criteria), anxiety, guilt, 
stress, and other feelings are common as well. Addressing 
these issues is a critical component of the rehabilitation 
program. Although not unique to the specialty of medi-
cal rehabilitation, stroke care professionals have extensive 
experience in addressing the patient’s level and method of 
coping and adaptation because of their involvement with 
patients in active participation in care. For some patients, 
dealing with the emotional issues that accompany the 
stroke forms the major focus of the care activities. For oth-
ers, addressing them facilitates improved participation in 
the rehabilitation program. In a substantial proportion of 
patients, the type and intensity of their reactions to the 
problems caused by the stroke are more dependent on 
their prestroke coping styles, levels of frustration tolerance, 
and ability and mechanisms used to deal with adversity. 
Dealing with psychologic issues is an ongoing activity for 
most patients.

Depression can be a significant complication of stroke. 
It can be devastating and distressing on its own, and can 
limit patient participation and outcome by inhibiting 
patient motivation.* Depression occurs in one third to two 
thirds of stroke survivors. Presenting features include loss 
of energy in 83%, sleep disorder in 67%, brooding in 60%, 
and hopelessness in 39%.351 Although the organic com-
ponent of poststroke depression can be significant,128,355 
it is likely that most patients experience a combination 
of organic and reactive causes of mood disorders. Treat-
ment consists of psychotherapy, psychosocial support, 
milieu therapy, and medications. To the extent that mood 
improves as the patient’s physical independence improves 
and patient–family participation increases, the depression 
is likely to have been reactive. For some patients, especially 
those with significant disturbances in participation in daily 
activities or therapeutic exercise programs, antidepressant 
medications can be beneficial.270,344 Several studies have 
demonstrated the efficacy of various types of antidepres-
sants in treating poststroke depression. These medications 
improve not only mood but also functional performance. 
Their usefulness is limited only by their side effects. One 
recent study found that stroke patients who received the 
antidepressant medication escitalopram to treat post-
stroke depression demonstrated improvement in cognitive 
functioning, especially in verbal and visual memory func-
tions.222 This beneficial effect of escitalopram was indepen-
dent of its effect on depression.

Based on several well-conducted studies, serotonin-specific 
reuptake inhibitor medications are now widely accepted as 
effective treatment interventions for poststroke depression, 
with fewer side effects than other medications.10,307,322,337,431 
However, these medications are not without adverse effects.

*References 27, 75, 128, 323, 324, 351-355.
Anxiety and fear are commonly reported and observed 
problems among stroke patients. A team of rehabilitation 
professionals who are sensitive to these issues, empathic 
toward the patient, and experienced in dealing with such 
problems can help to ease the distress associated with the 
disability and the rehabilitation experience, thereby pos-
sibly resulting in improved outcomes.

Sexual dysfunction has been reported in 40% to 70% 
of stroke survivors.40,142,300,394 Its cause is largely psycho-
logic (e.g., fear, anxiety, depression, and discomfort) rather 
than organic, although spasticity, pain, and sensory defi-
cits can pose problems for some patients. Issues related to 
self-esteem, affection, and relationships should be empha-
sized, as should specific practical suggestions on position-
ing, timing, and techniques (see Chapter 31).135

One of the major factors influencing both the degree 
of participation in a therapy program and the outcome 
achieved is patient motivation. Patients who cooperate 
with therapeutic efforts and who have the determination 
to improve are more likely to participate in a therapy pro-
gram. The level of motivation and the amount of its specific 
direct effect on outcome, however, are difficult to measure. 
A number of techniques can be used by the rehabilita-
tion professional to enhance or direct motivation. These 
examples include explanation, positive reinforcement, 
behavioral modification, and coaxing. Interestingly, it also 
has been found that the degree of family support favorably 
affects outcome.112 Counseling interventions have proved 
to be consistently more effective in improving family func-
tioning and patient adjustment than educational interven-
tions alone.113

Dealing with family issues is essential. Families can 
experience a variety of emotions, including grief, sadness, 
depression, anxiety, and guilt. In addition, families often 
serve as caregivers, and therefore might experience the care 
as burdensome. They might feel guilt over their feelings. 
The complexity of these emotional reactions underscores 
the importance of ongoing counseling, support, and care 
for the family caregivers.

Family reactions to the changes that result from the 
stroke should be addressed by the team. This is particularly 
important in view of the need for the family’s active partici-
pation in providing support to the patient during and after 
formal intensive rehabilitation. Lack of social supports and 
lack of available resources are often major problems for 
the patient and the rehabilitation team. In that situation, 
recruiting resources, securing appropriate entitlements, 
and advocating on behalf of the patient become major 
clinical tasks for the professional rehabilitation team. 
Family interventions usually include individual counsel-
ing, education, and support groups.403 Evidence exists that 
both education and counseling interventions significantly 
improve caregiver knowledge and stabilize some aspects of 
family functioning, but that counseling is more effective 
than education alone.113

At times, problematic psychosocial functioning pre-
dominates among issues related to the recovery of physical 
function or motor skill performance. This underscores the 
importance of psychosocial, recreational, and vocational 
interventions.

Recreational activities often have the effect of improv-
ing affect, focusing therapy of meaningful activities and 
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desirable goals, as well as facilitating a smooth transition 
to the community after discharge. Leisure evaluation, coun-
seling on activities of interest, and educating the patient 
on community resources are some of the therapeutic recre-
ation interventions for patients with stroke.

Peer support is one component of patient care activi-
ties that probably exerts a favorable effect on the successful 
rehabilitation of the stroke patient but is often overlooked 
in the description of interventions that affect patient prog-
ress and outcome. The presence of other patients with 
similar disabilities on the stroke rehabilitation unit can 
assist the patient in several ways. First, it can help to reduce 
the fear and anxiety often associated with the new onset 
of physically disabling or disfiguring conditions. Second, 
patients often can counsel and support each other in ways 
that even well-meaning and experienced professionals can-
not. Finally, patients often not only gain insight into their 
disability but also garner specific suggestions for functional 
skill performance or about adaptive equipment from 
other patients who have already been through the experi-
ence. Similar peer support might be available for families 
of patients as well, and could contribute favorably to the 
adjustment process after the stroke.

Management of Medical Comorbidities 
and Prevention of Complications in 
Rehabilitation

Stroke rarely occurs in isolation. Most patients with stroke 
have many other medical comorbidities that require profes-
sional attention, some of which have the potential to affect 
rehabilitation. The Framingham Heart Study reported that, 
compared with age- and sex-matched control subjects, 
stroke survivors had significantly greater frequencies of 
hypertension, hypertensive heart disease, coronary heart 
disease, obesity, diabetes mellitus, arthritis, left ventricular 
hypertrophy, and congestive heart failure.171 Medical prob-
lems that are relevant in stroke patients undergoing reha-
bilitation can be categorized as follows:
 •  Preexisting medical illnesses that necessitate ongoing 

care during the rehabilitation program (such as hyper-
tension and diabetes)

 •  General health functions affected by the stroke (such as 
nutrition and hydration)

 •  Secondary poststroke complications (such as deep 
venous thrombosis and pneumonia)

 •  Acute poststroke exacerbations of preexisting chronic 
diseases (such as an angina attack during physical 
exercise in a patient with a history of ischemic heart 
disease)
Management of these conditions can take up major por-

tions of the rehabilitation effort. It has been stated that 
some stroke patients can be more disabled by certain asso-
ciated comorbid diseases than by the stroke itself.171,367 A 
common clinical observation among many practitioners 
is that the level of acuity of patients with stroke who are 
admitted to inpatient rehabilitation units is increasing in 
recent years. Specific practices regarding acceptance of med-
ically complex stroke patients for admission to the reha-
bilitation unit and keeping patients on the rehabilitation 
unit during management of the intercurrent medical ill-
nesses vary according to the comfort level of the managing 
physician, capability of the staff, availability and proximity 
of supportive resources, reimbursement and other financial 
issues, and a variety of other factors. It appears that there 
is a general trend of accepting and keeping more acute 
and medically complex patients on the rehabilitation unit. 
In a recently published investigation, Roth and Lovell364 
reported on trends in 1845 patients in one rehabilitation 
center, where they found that demographic, stroke sever-
ity, and most stroke characteristics remained relatively sta-
ble over the course of a 7-year period between 1994 and 
2000, but that disability levels at admission and discharge 
decreased during this time. The frequencies of medical tube 
usage (i.e., feeding tubes and tracheostomies) and many 
secondary medical complications—specifically, urinary 
tract infections, joint and soft tissue pain, elevated blood 
pressures, drug reactions, and diarrhea—also increased sig-
nificantly during this period.

The occurrence of these associated conditions has several 
implications for stroke patient treatment during and after 
rehabilitation. First, these problems can detract from the 
benefits of rehabilitation. Some medical problems, such 
as heart disease, adversely affect the poststroke course and 
outcome.* Intercurrent medical complications can limit 
the patient’s ability to participate in a therapeutic exercise 
program, inhibit functional skill performance, and reduce 
the likelihood of achieving favorable outcomes from reha-
bilitation. The rehabilitation interventions also have the 
potential to adversely affect the medical condition, causing 
an exacerbation of the disease or a need to adjust medical 
management. Medical complications can occur during the 
rehabilitation program, requiring diagnostic evaluation, 
prompt recognition, and appropriate medical manage-
ment, which can be difficult to complete in the rehabili-
tation setting. A study by Harvey et al.186 conducted on a 
large sample of stroke rehabilitation patients found that the 
presence of certain medical conditions, especially a trache-
ostomy, a feeding tube, a history of pneumonia, a history of 
coronary artery disease, and a history of renal failure, signif-
icantly increased the use of resources (as measured by aver-
age charge per day) during inpatient stroke rehabilitation.

Roth et al.365 found that 75% of all patients admitted 
to inpatient stroke rehabilitation experienced at least one 
medical complication that was more likely to occur in the 
presence of severe neurologic impairment, hypoalbumin-
emia, and a history of hypertension. Another study by 
the same group found that the number of medical tubes 
(i.e., tracheostomy, enteral feeding tube, and indwell-
ing urethral catheter) was independently correlated with 
increased number of medical complications, longer acute 
and rehabilitation lengths of stay, and reduced functional 
outcome at discharge after rehabilitation in a large group of 
stroke patients.366 The most common problems that occur 
during inpatient stroke rehabilitation include depression, 
shoulder pain, falls, urinary tract infection, pneumonia, 
seizures, pressure ulcers, recurrent stroke, and back and hip 
pain.259,291,365

Preventing and treating comorbid medical conditions 
and medical complications are major components of the 
rehabilitation treatment of stroke patients because they 
enable rehabilitation to take place and to exert maximum 

*References 104, 171, 367, 371, 374, 382.
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effectiveness. The clinical tasks in managing these prob-
lems are to prevent medical complications, to promptly 
and appropriately diagnose and treat complications when 
they occur, and to manage both preexisting medical illness 
and ongoing general health functions during rehabilita-
tion. A few of the important complications are discussed 
briefly here. For more complete discussions of associated 
medical problems as they relate to stroke patients and 
the rehabilitation process, the reader is referred to several 
reviews of stroke comorbidities* and to individual articles 
on several specific complications.† Box 50-8 lists some of 
the common diagnoses that might accompany the stroke 
and that might require management.

Selected Complications

Physiologic Deconditioning. Physiologic decondition-
ing accompanies both acute medical illness and the pro-
longed bed rest that might be enforced immediately after its 
onset.342,402,404 Deconditioning can contribute to fatigue, 
endurance limitations, poor exercise tolerance, orthostatic 
hypotension, lack of motivation, and depression. All these 
problems can adversely affect the course of recovery and 
rehabilitation. Preventive techniques include early mobili-
zation, early and gradually increasing participation in reha-
bilitation, and the development and implementation of a 
schedule that balances rest and activity. It should be noted 
that long-term stroke survivors, even those with nearly full 
neurologic recovery, frequently report easy fatigability and 
endurance limitations.

Venous Thromboembolism. The incidence of venous 
thromboembolism varies widely, depending on the spe-
cific investigator, but the average is between 40% and 
50% for deep vein thrombosis and 10% for pulmonary 
embolism.39 The National Institutes of Health Consensus 
Conference,318 other investigators,152 and extensive clini-
cal experience39 indicate that some form of prophylaxis 
for venous thromboembolism should be instituted for all 
stroke patients. In patients in whom hemorrhagic stroke 
has been ruled out, repeated doses of low-dose heparin or 
low-molecular-weight heparin compounds have been doc-
umented to be effective. In a recent historical cohort study, 
Harvey et al.184 confirmed that therapeutic anticoagulants 
or prophylactic heparin was safe and effective in prevent-
ing venous thromboembolism in stroke patients during 
inpatient rehabilitation. This study also demonstrated that 
patients with ischemic stroke who are otherwise at a low 
risk for bleeding have no increased risk for bleeding with 
combined use of prophylactic heparin and antiplatelet 
agents. Gregory et al.170 found that deep vein thrombo-
sis was more prevalent among patients with hemorrhagic 
stroke than among those with thromboembolic strokes.

Pneumonia. Pneumonia occurs in about one third of 
patients with stroke, although the incidence is higher in 
the subset of patients who have SAH. Upadya433 found a 
47% incidence in patients who were “critically ill” at the 
time of their stroke. Dysphagia is present in about one third 
to half of all stroke patients and can cause aspiration and 

*References 44, 362, 363, 368, 378, 387.
†References 34, 39, 77, 151, 180, 360, 361, 376, 425.
pneumonia. This underscores the importance of evaluating 
swallowing function, instituting compensatory treatments 
such as positional changes during swallowing, and using 
alternative feeding methods if needed. Other factors that 
might predispose to pneumonia include abnormal cen-
tral breathing patterns, general debility causing impaired 
immune response, and (especially) hemiparetic weakness 
of ventilatory muscles causing weakened cough.77,362,363,368 
One study demonstrated the usefulness of a clinical screen-
ing system (measuring presence of dysphonia, dysarthria, 
abnormal gag reflex, abnormal volitional cough, cough 
after swallow, and voice change after swallow) to identify 
patients at high risk for dysphagia and aspiration.83

Cardiac Disease. Cardiac abnormalities can be causal, con-
sequential, or coincidental in stroke,44,361 with rates of asso-
ciation of 75% for hypertension, 32% to 62% for coronary 
artery disease, 40% to 70% for various arrhythmias, and 12% 
to 18% for congestive heart failure. Because the presence of 
heart disease, and especially congestive heart failure, can 
adversely affect functional outcome, it might be necessary 
to more rigorously screen stroke patients before initiating 
exercise, to more closely monitor stroke patients during their 
participation in rehabilitation, or to modify their therapy.368

Obstructive Sleep Apnea. Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) 
occurs when there are significant apnea episodes persist-
ing for more than 10 seconds each, ultimately leading to 

 •  Thromboembolic disease
 •  Pneumonia
 •  Ventilatory insufficiency
 •  Hypertension
 •  Orthostatic hypotension
 •  Angina
 •  Congestive heart failure
 •  Cardiac arrhythmias
 •  Diabetes mellitus
 •  Prior stroke
 •  Recurrent stroke
 •  Urinary tract infection
 •  Bladder dysfunction
 •  Bowel dysfunction
 •  Pressure sore
 •  Dehydration
 •  Malnutrition
 •  Dysphagia
 •  Shoulder dysfunction
 •  Complex regional pain syndrome
 •  Depression
 •  Sexual dysfunction
 •  Seizure
 •  Spasticity
 •  Contracture
 •  Central poststroke pain syndrome
 •  Falls and injuries
 •  Medication overuse
 •  Poor endurance
 •  Fatigue
 •  Insomnia

 

BOX 50-8

Common Medical Comorbidities and Complications 
After Stroke
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decreases in oxygen saturation in the blood, and sometimes 
followed by sudden arousal. The diagnosis is confirmed 
when polysomnography testing demonstrates five or more 
apnea or hypopnea episodes per hour, together with symp-
toms of daytime sleepiness.392 OSA is often associated with 
loud snoring, frequent awakening from sleep, excessive day-
time sleepiness, confusion, irritability, and headaches. OSA 
is frequent in the general population, and its prevalence is 
greatest among people with obesity or advancing age.

Extensive evidence now exists of a causal link between 
OSA and stroke.462 The mechanism by which this occurs 
is likely multifactorial, involving a wide range of contrib-
uting causes, including autonomic and endothelial wall 
changes, abnormal coagulation, and altered regulation of 
CBF, ultimately resulting in decreased blood flow to the 
brain, elevated systemic blood pressure, and reduced abil-
ity of the brain to modulate these changes.397

It is likely that the relationship is “two-way” in that the 
stroke itself might contribute to the presence of sleep apnea 
as well.397 Ischemia or hemorrhage at or near the sleep or 
respiratory centers of the brain or the areas of the brain that 
control upper airway muscle integrity can cause impaired 
breathing, contributing to apnea. It should be noted that 
sleep apnea characteristics that are seen after the stroke 
cannot be assumed to have been present before the stroke. 
The full nature of this complex relationship, however, has 
not yet been fully explained.

The high prevalence of sleep apnea shortly after stroke 
has been reported in several studies.22,23 The prevalence of 
OSA among stroke survivors can be as high as 75%, with 
the greatest risk among those who had increased symp-
toms of sleepiness, more obesity, and older age.107 The 
prevalence of OSA among stroke survivors has been found 
to be significantly different compared with the prevalence 
of OSA among age- and gender-matched controls without 
stroke.

Several studies suggest that OSA reduces motivation, 
decreases cognitive ability, and increases the risk of recur-
rent stroke and death in the poststroke patient. Dyken 
et al.107 reported that patients with stroke have mark-
edly reduced poststroke survival. Other investigators 
have reported reduced survival and rehabilitation out-
come.165,299 One study measured overnight pulse oximetry 
to evaluate the respiratory disturbance index and found 
that hypoxic events during sleep predicted poorer recov-
ery, especially in patients with poor admission function. In 
polysomnographic studies of stroke patients in a rehabili-
tation unit, a high prevalence of sleep apnea was associated 
with worse functional impairment and acute and rehabili-
tation hospital lengths of stay.229

Screening for OSA among stroke survivors has been 
found in at least one preliminary study to be cost- effective.45 
The mainstay of treatment of OSA is the use of continu-
ous positive airway pressure, but other interventions can 
be effective, including weight reduction, low-level exer-
cise training, good sleep hygiene practices, the use of oral 
devices, avoiding central nervous system depressants, and 
occasionally the use of surgical interventions such as uvu-
lopalatopharyngoplasty or tracheostomy.

It is important to note that sleep disorders other 
than OSA can occur in patients with stroke. One study 
found reports of insomnia among 57% of patients with 
completed ischemic stroke, about two thirds of whom had 
insomnia before the stroke and the rest had insomnia that 
was considered a consequence of the stroke. Correlates of 
insomnia included anxiety, use of a psychotropic drug, 
level of disability, and dementia.265 Clearly, sleeplessness 
can be expected to adversely affect the patient’s ability to 
participate in and derive benefit from rehabilitation inter-
ventions; therefore sleep problems are likely to reduce 
the outcomes that can be achieved. Principal among the 
measures used to facilitate normal sleep are encouraging 
increased physical activity, provision of psychologic sup-
port, and the implementation of steps to enhance sleep 
hygiene. For many patients, their ability to derive benefit 
from the rehabilitation program becomes more favorable 
when normal sleep patterns are restored.

Falls. Falls occur with striking frequency in stroke survi-
vors, with most reports indicating that patients who sustain 
right hemisphere strokes are at substantially greater risk 
for falling than those with left hemisphere strokes (prob-
ably because of the associated cognitive and perceptual 
deficits, impulsivity, and lack of judgment).* Prevention 
approaches emphasize balance training, cognitive train-
ing, safety training (especially with caregivers), ensuring 
supervision during mobility activities, eliminating envi-
ronmental hazards, and use of assistive devices. The recent 
heightened attention to patient safety issues during hos-
pitalizations has made fall prevention efforts even more 
compelling now than in the past.

Osteoporosis. People with stroke are at increased risk for 
long bone fractures.97,230,340 This increased risk derives in 
part from the increased risk and frequency of falls, and also 
from reduced bone mineral density as a consequence of 
immobilization. Several studies have demonstrated reduc-
tions in bone mineral density measurements in the paretic 
limbs of patients with stroke, most of which occurred 
within the first year after stroke.223,463 The upper limb tends 
to be more involved than the lower limb. Greater degrees 
of paresis, limitations in walking, and immobilization tend 
to be associated with more bone loss.59 It is thought that 
enhanced mobility and exercise might reduce the amount 
of osteoporosis. No guidelines exist at present regarding 
pharmacologic management of stroke-related osteoporo-
sis, nor are there existing studies that have tested the effec-
tiveness of specific osteoporosis treatments, especially the 
use of bisphosphonates, in people with stroke.335 Recogni-
tion of the beneficial effect in able-bodied individuals of 
these and other medications to treat osteoporosis by restor-
ing bone density has not yet resulted in widespread use of 
osteoporosis medications or supplements in people with 
stroke.169

Specialized Equipment

Adaptive and durable medical equipment can be used to 
assist stroke patients to become more independent and 
to facilitate functional skill performance (Box 50-9). It is 
important to consider the patient’s functional level, level 
of adaptation to the disability, architecture of the living 

*References 91, 162, 289, 294, 328, 336.
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environment, and instruction in the use of all devices and 
equipment. Many types of devices are available to assist 
the stroke patient in achieving an improved level of inde-
pendence. These include adaptive devices to assist in the 
performance of activities of daily living, such as eating 
utensils, bathing and grooming aids, dressing devices, 
tub and shower equipment, assistive devices for walking, 
transfer aids, and wheelchairs (see Chapters 17 and 26). 
Fitting and providing a properly fitting wheelchair some-
times makes a huge difference for a patient with stroke. 
A wheelchair can greatly enhance the quality of life by 
improving positioning and mobility. A wheelchair for a 
hemiplegic patient typically has a lowered base to allow 
the nonhemiplegic lower limb to touch the floor so that it 
can be used in wheelchair propulsion. There can also be 
a one-arm drive mechanism to enable the patient to use 
the nonhemiplegic upper limb for wheelchair propul-
sion. Cushions, backrests, trunk supports, and head sup-
ports also can be beneficial. Power wheelchairs are rarely 
needed in patients with hemiplegia, unless there is sig-
nificant comorbid cardiac or pulmonary disease. Patients 
with bilateral hemiplegia often benefit from power chairs.

Adapted feeding utensils
 •  Utensils with built-up handles
 •  Universal cuff
 •  Rocker knife
 •  Nonskid mats
 •  Plate guards or scoop dishes
 •  Cup holder
 •  Adapted cups

Bathing and grooming devices
 •  Long-handled sponge
 •  Washcloth mitt
 •  Adapted shaving equipment
 •  Handheld shower nozzle
 •  Soap on a rope
 •  Stand-up mirror
 •  Built-up toothbrush, comb, hairbrush

Tub and shower transfer equipment
 •  Nonskid mat
 •  Grab bars
 •  Transfer seats
 •  Shower chair or bench
 •  Hydraulic and motorized tub lifts

Dressing devices
 •  Velcro closures
 •  Button hooks
 •  Long-handled reachers
 •  Sock donning aid
 •  Long-handled shoehorn
 •  Elastic shoelaces

Walking devices
 •  Single-point cane
 •  Quad cane
 •  Hemiwalker
 •  Standard walker
 •  Rolling walker

 

BOX 50-9

Specialized Adaptive Equipment Used by People 
With Stroke
Upper limb resting hand splints are usually used to 
prevent deformity and to maintain the hemiplegic wrist 
in a functional, slightly extended position. For patients 
with wrist or finger flexion contractures, serial casting of 
the upper limb can assist in restoring functional range of 
motion. Alternatively, there are several dynamic spring-
loaded wrist and hand splints available (see Chapter 14).

The AFO is frequently provided to improve the posi-
tioning of the foot and ankle and to facilitate an optimal 
gait pattern.283 The type of AFO prescribed depends on the 
patient’s strength and biomechanics during walking.182 
For practical purposes, the clinician should consider three 
issues when prescribing an AFO:
 1.  The stability of the knee during the stance phase of gait
 2.  The medial and lateral stability of the ankle during 

stance and swing
 3.  The degree of plantar flexion or foot drop during the 

swing phase
In early recovery after hemiplegia, a solid ankle AFO is 

often the best choice because it helps maintain the proper 
position of the knee throughout the stance phase of walk-
ing. Incorporating a hinge in a solid ankle plastic orthosis 
at the time of fabrication allows the orthotist to use it once 
the patient achieves adequate quadriceps strength and knee 
control. An AFO with trim lines cut well anterior to the 
malleoli provides mediolateral stability. A posterior leaf 
spring orthosis is appropriate for a patient with foot drop 
who otherwise has good knee control and good medio-
lateral stability. The AFO is useful in patients with ankle 
and foot weakness or spastic dystonia. If spasticity is severe, 
however, pain or skin breakdown can occur under the AFO. 
In this situation, focal spasticity management with neuro-
lytic blocks is beneficial (see Chapter 15).

Caregiver Training

One of the most important interventions is the training 
of families and other caregivers in specific care techniques 
to prevent complications, perform physical functions, 
and encourage patients to perform any activities they are 
capable of doing. Training in problem-solving techniques 
can help family members provide effective support in the 
home environment. Additional teaching focuses on the 
dissemination of knowledge about strokes, their conse-
quences, use of medications, stroke prevention, and other 
care aspects. Evidence now exists that both education and 
counseling significantly improve caregiver knowledge and 
stabilize some aspects of family functioning.113,140,173 Fam-
ily education has been found to contribute to the long-
term maintenance of rehabilitation gains. It is possible to 
argue that education of the patient and family is the single 
most important intervention that the stroke rehabilitation 
team performs. Important teaching points that should be 
included in the training program are listed in Box 50-10. 
Caregiver training that focuses solely on the transfer of 
knowledge content to the caregivers of stroke survivors 
might be inadequate. The potentially important skill of 
problem solving often is needed by caregivers to address 
the many issues and situations that arise on a frequent 
basis among stroke survivors. The question regarding 
whether the training of problem-solving skills is beneficial 
to caregivers is currently receiving considerable scrutiny.276
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Rehabilitation programs require the involvement of 
families to function optimally. Family members serve as 
members of the rehabilitation team and participate actively 
in the rehabilitation process. In addition to providing psy-
chologic support, they also provide practical assistance 
to the patient in the treatment program and preparation 
for return home. Engaging families to participate in the 
education program is essential to enable both a smooth 
transition to the community and safe functioning for the 
patient in the home environment. Family involvement 
includes encouraging family members to ask questions, 
express concerns, make suggestions, develop rehabilitation 
goals and plans, observe and participate in the therapy ses-
sions, and train in the performance of specific skills. The 
problems of caregivers, as well as the burden that caregiv-
ing places on caregivers, have been the subjects of growing 
amounts of formal examination recently. In survey studies, 
high levels of emotional distress have been found among 
caregivers of people with stroke.11,177 In one study, objec-
tive and subjective burdens of caregivers of stroke survivors 
were found to be related to the amounts of change in neu-
rologic and functional status of the patient over time.306 In 
a longitudinal study of spousal caregivers, caregiver burden 
tended to decrease over time, but there were also decreases 
over time in social relations and in harmony of the marital 
relationship.437 Depression increased in the long term. An 
important objective of rehabilitation and long-term man-
agement is the reduction of this level of burden among 
caregivers. This can be accomplished through counseling, 
formal training, and other forms of support for caregivers.

Until relatively recently, evidence supporting the ben-
efits of caregiver training in stroke was based primarily 
on “common sense,” on measures that “felt right” among 

 •  Cause of stroke
 •  Signs of stroke (call 9-1-1!)
 •  Stroke risk factors
 •  Prevention of stroke
 •  Medication administration
 •  Medication side effects
 •  Swallowing technique training
 •  Healthful diet choices
 •  Bowel and bladder care
 •  Sleep and rest
 •  Prevention of blood clots
 •  Prevention of skin breakdown
 •  Tracheostomy, feeding tube, or catheter management
 •  Blood pressure measurement
 •  Safety, preventing falls
 •  Behavioral management
 •  Positioning and moving in bed
 •  Transfer training
 •  Home exercise program
 •  Optimizing social functioning
 •  Identifying depression
 •  Caregiver concerns
 •  Family functioning
 •  Sexual functioning
 •  Recreational activities
 •  Signs and symptoms of common medical complications

 

BOX 50-10

Patient and Family Education Issues
many clinical rehabilitation practitioners and their teams, 
and on customary practices that were passed down through 
generations of clinicians. Although there has been general 
consensus among experts and practitioners that caregiver 
training is useful and appropriate to implement, the con-
cept that implementation of training programs directed 
toward caregivers would result in enhanced psychosocial 
and functional outcomes of patients and their caregivers, 
as well as the idea that such training would reduce the fre-
quency and impact of psychologic and physical complica-
tions of stroke, were strictly assumptions without research 
foundation.

Recent formal studies of caregiver training have pro-
vided substantial support for the common and important 
practice of formal caregiver training. Two well-conducted 
randomized controlled trials in Great Britain demon-
strated that groups of caregivers of patients with stroke 
who underwent formal intensive caregiver training dem-
onstrated significant reductions in costs of care, subjective 
“caregiver burden,” anxiety, and depression, and demon-
strated significantly greater quality of life at 1 year after 
stroke compared with control groups of caregivers who 
did not receive similar formal training.228,325 Although the 
patients whose caregivers received formal caregiver train-
ing did not have reduced rates of mortality, institutional-
ization, or disability, they did experience reduced anxiety 
and depression levels, as well as improved quality of life, 
compared with patients whose caregivers did not undergo 
formal caregiver training.

Special Patient Considerations

Childhood Stroke

It is often assumed that children with stroke recover sig-
nificantly better than adults do because central nervous 
system plasticity is so much more favorable in pediatric 
age groups. After early childhood (>3 years), however, neu-
rologic recovery can be more typical of that seen in adults 
with stroke. It is true, however, that children are very adap-
tive and often have excellent functional recovery despite 
persistent neurologic impairments. The therapeutic goals 
differ in children and include activities such as play and 
recreation, participation in school, and socialization. In 
addition to stroke recovery, children with cerebrovascu-
lar disease often have other concerns that require medi-
cal management or surgery, such as seizures, hemophilia, 
sickle cell disease, and moyamoya disease.208

The rehabilitation approaches for children with stroke are 
usually reflective of techniques that are applied to patients 
with spastic hemiplegia from cerebral palsy. The principles 
of neurodevelopmental technique are often useful. More 
recently, CIMT has been applied to children with hemiple-
gia from acquired brain injury, with some success. Karman 
et al.233 showed that hemiplegic children increase the func-
tional use of their affected upper limb and show improved 
quality of movement after a CIMT program. Surprisingly, 
children will accept a constraint applied to their unaffected 
hand if they are encouraged and given concrete rewards.

Children with stroke generally achieve good functional 
mobility and self-care by adulthood, and most ambulate 
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independently without a device. The majority of people 
with childhood stroke who have motor impairments at 
stroke onset, however, will have some residual hemiplegia 
or other motor deficit. Many will be successful in school 
but might require special education in the process. Unfor-
tunately, many fail to achieve financial independence after 
school, and the majority remain in the moderately low 
range for communication, daily living skills, and socializa-
tion. Onset of stroke before age 3, cognitive impairment at 
onset, and a history of seizures predict a poorer functional 
outcome in adulthood.90,208,209

Stroke in Young Adults

Young adults tend to present with unique rehabilitation 
needs and long-term issues. Box 50-11 lists many of the 
specialized problems and needs that are more prevalent 
and prominent among younger adults compared with 
older individuals. To address these specific patient needs, 
rehabilitation interventions should be directed toward the 
achievement of specific goals. Depending on the specific 
situation, functional therapy interventions should include 
training in complex instrumental activities of daily living, 
such as shopping, homemaking, community level mobility, 
child care, and the care of elderly parents. Communication 
and cognitive training should focus on money manage-
ment skills and vocational activities. Psychologic counsel-
ing of the patient and family should be instituted to address 
some of the issues that are specific to the age of the patient, 
such as self-image, interpersonal relationships, dating, 
sexuality, and stress management. Education of the patient 
and family should provide information on stroke, medica-
tions, nutrition, healthy lifestyle, and prevention measures. 
Driving evaluation and rehabilitation are important, as are 
vocational assessment, counseling, training, and referrals. 
Recreational and social programs, aerobic training or fit-
ness exercise groups, and community reentry training all 
enhance the quality of life of young persons with stroke.*

Aggressive rehabilitation and continued care by spe-
cialized professionals who can recognize, understand, 
and address the specific physical and psychosocial con-
siderations in young stroke patients can both facilitate the 
achievement of optimal outcomes in these patients and 
enhance their quality of life.

Geriatric Stroke

The effect of age on recovery after stroke is variable and con-
troversial. It has been found that young age at stroke onset 
has a favorable effect on long-term and short-term stroke 
survival,12,452 but the effect on functional recovery is less 
certain. In a review of 33 studies on functional outcome 
after stroke, Jongbloed221 found that 18 studies evaluated 
the impact of age on stroke outcome. In 14 of the studies, 
younger patients tended to have better outcomes than those 
of older adults, but the overwhelming majority of these 
studies used functional status at discharge as the outcome 
measure. In four of the studies, no relationship was found 
between age and outcome. In most of those studies the 
amount of functional improvement (rather than functional 

*References 28, 79, 236, 240, 308, 317, 435.
status at discharge) was used as the outcome measure under 
study. These findings suggest that younger adults tend to 
have less severe disability levels at presentation than those 
of older adults. It has been suggested that the adverse effect 
of increasing age on functional outcome is explained only 
by comorbid conditions and frequency of previous stroke.

Age alone probably does not play a major role in deter-
mining the course and care of the patient with stroke. It is 
more likely that advancing age serves as a marker for the 
presence of medical comorbidities, previous strokes, and 
limited social supports. Clinical experience indicates that 
many older adults successfully complete rehabilitation, 
return to their homes and the community, and contribute 
to their families and society. The frequency of multiple 
physical impairments and psychosocial problems, how-
ever, is greater among older stroke patients than among 
younger individuals, and this most likely affects outcome. 
As a consequence, older adults often require more medical 
monitoring, longer recovery times, reduced exercise inten-
sities, and more psychosocial support during their rehabili-
tation program than do younger adults.

Transition to the Community, 
Follow-up, and Aftercare

The effects of stroke can be enduring, and therefore reha-
bilitation is a lifelong activity involving the restoration of 
patients to their fullest physical, mental, and social capabili-
ties. For this reason, medical rehabilitation for stroke survi-
vors includes the many physical, social, and organizational 
aspects of the aftercare of stroke patients. Long-term quality 
of life is accomplished through an interdisciplinary approach 
that includes helping the patient to achieve maximal inde-
pendent functioning in daily activities, and training family 
members and other personal caregivers in the performance of 
specific physical skills. In this regard, it is important that fam-
ily members be aware of the distinction between those skills 
patients can perform themselves and those tasks for which 
the patient needs assistance or supervision to carry out.

Major efforts toward preparation for discharge are directed 
toward securing community resources. These include com-
petent and reliable professional or other attendant care, 

 •  Employment
 •  Sexuality
 •  Child care, parenting
 •  Caring for elderly parents
 •  Spouse versus personal caregiver role
 •  Relationship changes
 •  Psychologic aspects of life role changes
 •  Weight management
 •  Driving
 •  Disability income
 •  Long-term financial planning
 •  Health management and exercise
 •  Sports and recreation
 •  Leisure planning, hobbies, and socializing

 

BOX 50-11

Rehabilitation and Long-Term Issues in Young Stroke 
Survivors
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home nursing visits, outpatient or home therapy, and com-
munity transportation and recreational programs. Teaching 
patients about stroke, medications, fluid intake, diet, exer-
cises, catheter care, feeding tube use, tracheostomy man-
agement, signs and symptoms of common complications 
such as infections, and specific functional task performance 
greatly facilitates a smooth transition to home and mini-
mizes the likelihood of medical problems after discharge. 
Follow-up medical monitoring and care are also important.

Specific functional issues that are relevant around the 
time of transition to the community are the “higher level” 
community skills that are related to the postdischarge 
lifestyle. Important examples include sexual functioning, 
driving ability, grocery shopping, housekeeping, laundry 
management, safety considerations, socialization outside 
the home, vocational pursuits, and recreational activities. 
Continuing mobilization exercises and maintaining an 
adequate activity level are important lifestyle adjustments 
that can enhance the likelihood of avoiding functional 
deterioration. The emphasis on education, mobilization, 
activity, independence, coping, family involvement, and 
especially quality of life should be incorporated into the 
patient’s lifestyle, even long after completion of the formal 
rehabilitation program.226,333

Rehabilitation Outcomes

More has been written in the medical rehabilitation litera-
ture about the functional outcomes after stroke than about 
outcomes after the occurrence of virtually any other dis-
abling condition. The results described in some of these 
reports often are contradictory, misleading, and even 
confusing. This is mainly due to the differences in study 
design, methodology, sample criteria, rehabilitation prac-
tice, and outcome definitions.103,172 It is important to note 
that outcomes after stroke can be assessed in a number 
of ways, including medical morbidity, mortality, level of 
impairment, length of hospital stay, cost of care, functional 
limitations, placement at the time of discharge and follow-
up, amount of handicap or social functioning, quality 
of life, and life satisfaction. Functional outcomes can be 
measured either as absolute functional level at the time 
of discharge or else as the amount of change or improve-
ment in functional abilities between admission/onset and 
discharge/follow-up. Different conclusions can be reached 
depending on the specific definitions used. Nonetheless, a 
few general principles emerge with some consistency.

Functional and Social Outcomes

One of the most striking aspects of caring for stroke patients 
is the common observation that their physical performance, 
functional abilities, and quality of life are considerably 
better after rehabilitation and during long-term care than 
immediately after the stroke. Most studies* and extensive 
clinical experience suggest that a substantial proportion of 
stroke survivors achieve independence in their ability to 
complete mobility and self-care skills, but that social and 
vocational outcomes are not as favorable as the functional 

*References 13, 110, 123, 149, 213, 225, 263, 343, 396, 461.
independence figures. For example, data obtained from the 
Framingham Heart Study indicated that 78% of 148 stroke 
survivors were independent in mobility skills, 68% were 
independent in the performance of self-care activities, and 
84% were living in home environments.171 Unfortunately, 
however, 63% had reduced vocational function, 59% had 
decreased socialization outside the home, and 47% had 
decreased pursuit of interests and hobbies.

Most other studies have yielded similar results. For 
example, Chin et al.71 reported in a review that between 
54% and 80% of stroke survivors were able to walk, but 
that only 15% were walking outside the home. Andrews  
et al.13 found that only 13% of 1-year survivors were 
severely dependent and 27% were moderately dependent 
in performance of activities of daily living. In general, 
about 75% to 85% of stroke patients are discharged home 
after formal acute rehabilitation care. Using data derived 
from a large number of stroke patients involved in inpa-
tient rehabilitation, the Uniform Data System for Medi-
cal Rehabilitation reported that stroke patients improved 
in their average Functional Independence Measure scores 
from 63 on admission to 87 at discharge, with the great-
est improvements occurring in locomotion, mobility, self-
care, and sphincter control. Less improvement was noted 
to occur in communication and social cognition measures. 
Average length of stay in the rehabilitation facility was 
about 4 weeks, and more than three quarters of patients 
were discharged to the community. These figures match 
common clinical experience, although specific results vary 
depending on the program.

Predictors of Outcome

Several factors might influence the specific outcome of an 
individual patient who is involved in a stroke rehabilita-
tion program. Potentially important factors include the 
following:
 •  Type, distribution, pattern, and severity of physical 

impairment
 •  Cognitive, language, communication, and learning 

ability
 •  Number, types, and severity of comorbid medical con-

ditions and ongoing health functions
 •  Coping ability and coping style
 •  Nature and degree of family and other social supports
 •  Type and quality of specific rehabilitation training 

program
Numerous studies have examined and reported many 

diverse potential and actual predictors of favorable or unfa-
vorable recovery of physical or psychosocial functioning. A 
large number of factors have been found to be statistically 
associated with the outcome of stroke rehabilitation. The 
nature, type, and strength of the specific predictors depend 
to a great extent on the specific outcome measure being 
studied. Specific factors associated with functional outcome 
after stroke are listed in Box 50-12. Many reviews of these 
prognostic factors exist; some key references include those 
by Jongbloed,221 Davidoff et al.,86 and Johnston et al.220

The strongest and most consistent predictor of discharge 
functional ability is admission functional ability.221 Dom-
bovy et al.103 reviewed multiple studies and suggested that 
the strongest predictors of adverse outcomes are coma at 
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onset, persistent incontinence, poor cognitive function, 
severe hemiplegia, lack of return of motor function after 
1 month, previous stroke, visuospatial perceptual deficit, 
unilateral hemineglect, significant cardiovascular disease, 
large cerebral lesion, and the presence of multiple neuro-
logic deficits. Wade et al.442 studied 83 stroke patients and 
found that the best predictors of function after 6 months 
were sitting balance, age, hemianopsia, urinary inconti-
nence, and motor deficit in the arm.

It is important to note that, although hundreds of arti-
cles describe numerous predictors of outcome after stroke 
rehabilitation, it is difficult to apply these predictors to 
individual patients in the clinical setting.150 The multiplic-
ity of variables that influence actual outcome, the degree 
to which the studies are flawed methodologically, and 
the unpredictable nature of certain aspects of poststroke 
functioning render the prediction of outcome for a specific 
patient by specific predictors incomplete or inadequate. 
Caution is needed in using the predictors for clinical pur-
poses, such as assessing candidacy for rehabilitation. Iden-
tification of some of these factors, however, can help to 
better direct patient treatment activities.

Evidence for Effectiveness of Stroke 
Rehabilitation

The growing use of medical rehabilitation services by stroke 
patients, as well as the increasing awareness of rehabilita-
tion within the medical community, has stimulated both a 
desire among clinicians and researchers and pressure from 
insurers and policy makers to demonstrate its effectiveness. 
As a consequence, the medical literature has witnessed a 

 •  Age
 •  Educational level
 •  Severity of stroke
 •  Type of stroke
 •  Location of stroke
 •  Size of stroke
 •  Prior stroke
 •  Multiple neurologic deficits
 •  Initial functional status
 •  Congestive heart failure
 •  Other medical comorbidities
 •  Premorbid dementia
 •  Days from stroke onset to rehabilitation
 •  Coma at onset
 •  Cognitive function
 •  Perceptual function
 •  Language function
 •  Hemianopsia
 •  Posture and balance
 •  Sensory function
 •  Bowel incontinence
 •  Bladder incontinence
 •  Severity of paralysis
 •  Depression and emotional state
 •  Motivation
 •  Family involvement and support

 

BOX 50-12

Characteristics Related to Functional Outcome  
After Stroke
recent heightened interest in the scientific investigation of 
the effectiveness of stroke rehabilitation.

Much of the early stroke rehabilitation effectiveness 
research consisted of observational descriptions of patient 
outcomes achieved after participation in rehabilitation pro-
grams, but more recent investigations have reported empiric 
results derived from prospectively conducted controlled 
clinical trials, the application of epidemiologic principles 
to clinical research, the development and use of metaanal-
ysis techniques, and the publication of the U.S. Agency 
for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR) Post-Stroke 
Rehabilitation Clinical Practice Guidelines.173

The literature probably is better developed in the study 
of stroke rehabilitation than in the study of rehabilitation 
programs designed for the treatment of any other disabling 
condition, but the investigation of rehabilitation effective-
ness is still fraught with numerous potential and practi-
cal methodologic problems that can diffuse the results of 
high-quality research trials on the effectiveness of rehabili-
tation. For example, it is necessary to control for natural 
recovery or else to demonstrate that the reduction in dis-
ability that occurs because of the rehabilitation program 
occurs to a greater extent than would be expected to occur 
by natural spontaneous recovery alone. The fact that mul-
tiple factors affect actual and measured patient outcomes 
after stroke also limits the ability to study the effective-
ness of rehabilitation efforts.38 Considerable heterogeneity 
exists in patient presentations because stroke can affect a 
variety of domains of physical, cognitive, communicative, 
emotional, social, vocational, and economic functioning, 
and in a variety of ways. Considerable variations exist in 
the design and methodologies used in stroke rehabilita-
tion research studies. Technical deficiencies in much of the 
research studies have included suboptimal study designs, 
small sample sizes, highly selected study populations, fail-
ure to control for time since onset, incompletely described 
interventions, use of unvalidated outcome measures, and 
inadequate statistical methodologies.173 Ethical consider-
ations are important in the conduct of randomized con-
trolled trials because these studies require an untreated 
control group, and it is not clear that it is appropriate to 
“deny” rehabilitation care to any stroke patient. Another 
difficulty is that many of the factors that affect outcome 
after stroke, such as motivation level, adaptability and cop-
ing style, learning ability, number and severity of comor-
bidities, family and social supports, and community 
resources, are specific to the individual and are unrelated 
to the rehabilitation intervention. It is difficult to adjust for 
these factors and to compare them across patient groups. 
Even diversity in the type, distribution, pattern, and sever-
ity of the neurologic impairments can confound the results 
of the research.

Failure to provide detail on the type of rehabilitation 
intervention has limited the applicability of the results 
of some studies. A particularly difficult problem has 
been that of distinguishing the results of rehabilitation 
efforts from the effects of spontaneous neurologic recov-
ery. Considerable subjectivity also exists in the assess-
ment of outcomes, and comparing effectiveness might 
not be as unbiased or as objective as is desirable. Despite 
all these methodologic issues, results obtained from sev-
eral randomized controlled clinical trials that compared 
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the outcomes of stroke patients treated on stroke units 
by dedicated stroke teams with the outcomes of patients 
treated on general medical wards provide some indication 
of effectiveness.

Specific Clinical Trials on Effectiveness

Garraway et al.149 in 1980 reported one of the first ran-
domized controlled trials of stroke rehabilitation. The 155 
patients randomly admitted to a stroke unit began reha-
bilitation treatment significantly earlier, were significantly 
more likely to have received occupational and physical 
therapy, and were significantly more likely to achieve func-
tional independence (50% vs. 32%) at the time of discharge 
than the 156 patients admitted to general medical units. 
These improvements in functional outcomes for patients 
treated by the stroke unit group, however, were found to 
have been lost at 1 year after stroke, possibly because of 
lack of appropriate family training.

Smith et al.396 reported the results of a trial of three 
different types and intensities of rehabilitation. The 46 
patients who received “intensive” therapy achieved better 
outcomes than the 43 patients who underwent “conven-
tional” therapy, who in turn achieved better outcomes than 
the 44 patients who received encouragement to continue 
exercises but no formal rehabilitation. These reports were 
limited in the detail with which the program’s interven-
tions were described.

In another prospectively conducted, randomized con-
trolled trial, Strand et al.408 compared the clinical out-
comes of 110 patients admitted to a nonintensive stroke 
unit and 183 patients admitted to general medical wards. 
Acute diagnostic workups and treatment programs were 
standardized. The stroke unit had a team approach to 
care, an education program directed toward the staff, early 
and focused rehabilitation efforts, active participation by 
family members, and education of patients and family 
members. None of these characteristics were uniformly or 
consistently used on the general medical ward. Investiga-
tors found that patients who were admitted to the stroke 
unit were significantly more likely to be independent in 
personal hygiene and dressing and tended to be more 
likely to walk independently than patients admitted to the 
general medical wards. Notably, the 3-month hospitaliza-
tion rate was only 15% for stroke unit patients but 39% 
for general medical ward patients, a statistically significant 
difference that persisted after 1 year.

In another well-done randomized controlled clinical 
trial conducted in Europe, Indredavik et al.213 compared 
the clinical outcomes in 110 acute stroke patients who were 
assigned to treatment on a stroke unit with the outcomes 
in 110 stroke patients with similar characteristics who were 
assigned to treatment on general medical wards. Care on 
the stroke unit included both acute care and rehabilitation 
management. The early diagnostic and treatment interven-
tions were standardized and focused. The rehabilitation 
program was organized with a team approach to care and 
was initiated shortly after arrival. Emphasis was placed on 
providing information to the patient and family. Treat-
ment of patients admitted to general medical wards was 
not standardized. The maximum period of treatment for 
both patient groups was 6 weeks, at which time 56% of 
the stroke unit patients and 33% of the general medical 
ward patients were living at home. At 1 year, 63% of the 
stroke unit patients and 45% of the medical ward patients 
were living at home. Both of these differences were highly 
statistically significant. Functional status levels were sig-
nificantly greater for stroke unit patients than for medical 
ward patients at both 6 weeks and 1 year. Interestingly, the 
6-week mortality was 7% for stroke unit patients and 17% 
for medical ward patients, and the 1-year mortality was 
25% for stroke unit patients and 33% for medical ward 
patients, differences that were statistically significant at 6 
weeks but not at 1 year.

In another well-conducted prospective randomized 
controlled trial, Kalra et al.226 studied three groups of 
stroke patients stratified according to prognosis, and com-
pared 124 patients randomized to treatment on a stroke 
rehabilitation unit with 121 treated on general medical 
wards. Patients treated on the medical wards were found 
to have received more physical therapy, but those on the 
stroke unit were found to have received more individual-
ized therapy sessions. The findings were of particular inter-
est. For patients with good prognoses, functional outcomes 
at discharge were found to be comparable in both settings. 
For patients with poor prognoses, functional abilities were 
comparable between the two units, but management on 
the general medical unit was associated with greater mor-
tality and longer hospital stays than was treatment on the 
stroke unit. Patients with intermediate prognoses who were 
treated on the stroke unit had significantly better func-
tional outcomes, a greater likelihood of returning home 
after hospitalization, a shorter length of hospital stay, and 
better functional abilities.

Another trial by the same group studied specifically 
71 patients with severe disability after stroke and poor 
prognoses, randomizing 34 of those patients to a stroke 
rehabilitation unit and 37 to general medical wards.227 
Compared with the patients treated on the general medical 
wards, the severe stroke patients who were treated on the 
stroke rehabilitation unit had significantly better mortality 
rates, home discharge placement rates, lengths of hospital 
stay, and a trend toward significantly better improvement 
in functional scores.

In another controlled clinical trial, Kaste et al.234 studied 
the outcomes of 113 acute older stroke patients random-
ized to admission to a neurology department with an orga-
nized stroke care team that provided coordinated acute and 
rehabilitation care, and 119 older stroke patients admitted 
to a medical department with no structured programs for 
diagnostic evaluation, acute treatment, or rehabilitation. 
Patients admitted to the focused stroke care unit were dis-
charged an average of 16 days earlier and were more likely 
to have returned home (75% vs. 62%) than those who 
were treated on the medical ward. Functional status at 1 
year was significantly better for the neurologic unit patients 
than for the medical ward patients.

Other controlled studies exist as well, including those by 
Sivenius et al.,393 Stevens et al.,405 and Wood-Dauphinee 
et al.461 Methodologic problems limit the applicability of 
the findings of these studies, and the results of these studies 
are variable and inconclusive. Studies on the effectiveness 
of rehabilitation programs are summarized and reviewed 
in the AHCPR document.173
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In a metaanalysis of available literature on clinical tri-
als in stroke rehabilitation research, Ottenbacher and Jan-
nell320 reported the results of 36 clinical trials in which 
3717 patients participated. Their analysis indicated that 
the average stroke patient who underwent a focused stroke 
rehabilitation program performed better than approxi-
mately 65% of the patients in comparison groups. Reha-
bilitation had the largest effects on personal care skills, 
mobility activities, ambulation, and visuospatial percep-
tual functions, whereas language and cognitive functions 
showed the smallest effects of rehabilitation. The authors 
found that the improvement in performance was related 
more to early initiation of treatment than to the duration 
of the intervention. Another metaanalysis, conducted by 
Langhorn et al.,260 found reduced mortality in addition 
to improved functional outcomes among stroke patients 
who underwent a coordinated interdisciplinary rehabilita-
tion program, although they noted considerable diversity 
among the studies in the type of functional outcome mea-
sures used to assess effectiveness, limiting to some extent 
the interpretation of these findings.

The number of trials of therapy interventions for 
patients who are in the postacute stroke stage is increas-
ing.81,416 Several studies also compare the effectiveness of 
rehabilitation interventions performed in a variety of set-
tings, such as home, outpatient departments, or day hos-
pital programs.157-159,440,466,467 In general, these studies 
indicate that long-term disabled stroke patients can attain 
significant functional improvement from rehabilitation, 
and that home physical therapy can be effective in improv-
ing outcome.

Common Themes of the Effectiveness 
Studies

In addition to early initiation of rehabilitation treatment, 
several other common characteristics of the intervention 
programs appear to have been important in the achieve-
ment of favorable outcomes by the experimental groups. 
These include focused personal care and mobility training; 
a comprehensive approach to care by a team of profession-
als, with coordination of treatment interventions, usually 
through team meetings and communication; education 
of patients and their families; active participation by fam-
ily members; staff education on stroke and rehabilitation 
techniques; and care that is systematic, standardized, uni-
form, and consistent. Although this does not diminish 
the importance of individualized treatment, ensuring that 
certain standards of care are met consistently is likely to 
improve the quality and outcome of that care. This consis-
tency certainly supports the conduct of effective research 
and therefore enhances the usefulness of the results derived 
from that research.

Reding and McDowell343 and Dobkin101 argued in the 
scientific literature in 1989 as to whether there was con-
vincing evidence concerning the usefulness and benefits of 
stroke rehabilitation. The scientific investigation of reha-
bilitation effectiveness has developed since that time, so 
that the current level of discussion about effectiveness has 
a somewhat more data-driven scientific basis. Despite limi-
tations in the amount and quality of the research on the 
effectiveness of stroke rehabilitation, and despite several 
persisting questions on the effectiveness of the interven-
tions that make up the programs, there is growing evidence 
that stroke rehabilitation programs improve the outcome 
of individuals who are disabled by stroke.

Conclusion

Stroke rehabilitation continues to be the prototype reha-
bilitation effort involving nearly all common rehabilita-
tion problems and requiring the effort of all members of 
the interdisciplinary rehabilitation team. New scientific 
evidence on the necessity of rehabilitation interventions 
for neural reorganization and functional recovery has set 
a foundation for stroke rehabilitation research in the com-
ing decades. The application of physical exercise and newer 
modalities, as well as pharmacology, surgery, cortical brain 
stimulation, and robotics, is now under clinical investiga-
tion. Much of what we learn about neurologic recovery and 
the effects of training in stroke will probably translate into 
new therapeutic approaches to all types of disabling dis-
eases. In the meantime, the tradition of the physical medi-
cine and rehabilitation process and interdisciplinary care 
remains the cornerstone of the early treatment and con-
tinued support of people with disability, now and in the 
foreseeable future.
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CHAPTER 51
DEGENERATIVE MOVEMENT 
DISORDERS OF THE CENTRAL 
NERVOUS SYSTEM
Jeanne Doherty, Guy Fried, and Michael Saulino
Movement disorders are clinical manifestations of the loss 
of modulatory influence by the extrapyramidal system. 
These syndromes result in the appearance of involuntary 
movements such as tremor, chorea, and dystonia. Degen-
erative central nervous system movement disorders that are 
commonly encountered in the rehabilitation arena include 
Parkinson disease, Huntington disease, the hereditary atax-
ias (primarily Friedreich ataxia), hereditary spastic parapa-
resis, dystonia, and Tourette syndrome. Parkinson disease 
is by far the most common, affecting 1% to 2% of the pop-
ulation older than 65 years.51 This chapter discusses the 
diagnosis of, medical management of, and specific thera-
peutic approaches for these disorders. Particular attention 
is paid to rehabilitative interventions.

Pathophysiology

Normal volitional control of movement depends on a 
balanced relationship between the cortical, subcortical 
(extrapyramidal), cerebellar, spinal, and peripheral ner-
vous systems. Movement disorders can develop from any 
malfunction within the extrapyramidal system (basal 
ganglia, subthalamic nucleus, substantia nigra, and red 
nucleus). Basal gangliar function is integral to movement 
by influencing the direction, amplitude, and course of the 
movement.38,39

Parkinson Disease

Pathology

Parkinson disease is characterized by the pathologic degen-
eration of brainstem nuclei, especially dopaminergic cells 
of the substantia nigra. It is also due to hyperactivity of the 
cholinergic neurons in the caudate nuclei.1

Clinical Presentation

The classic features of Parkinson disease include resting 
tremor, rigidity, postural instability, and bradykinesia. The 
resting tremor is the most common presenting symptom. 
It typically appears as a “pill-rolling” motion of the hand 
at 3 to 5 Hz. The resting tremor is suppressed by activity or 
sleep, and is intensified by stress or fatigue.

The rigidity of Parkinson disease can take two forms: 
“lead pipe” and cogwheeling. Lead pipe rigidity is frequently 
described as a smooth resistance to passive movement that 
is independent of velocity (in contradistinction to spastic-
ity, which is velocity dependent). The lead pipe tone of one 
limb increases if another limb is involved in a voluntary 
motion or a mental task. Cogwheel rigidity is a ratchet-
ing through the range of motion. It is caused by a subtle 
tremor superimposed on the rigidity.25

Posture is also affected, as patients with Parkinson dis-
ease frequently assume a position that is slumped over and 
forward with protracted shoulders, and flexed hips and 
knees. In older texts this was referred to as a simian pos-
ture. Postural reflexes are commonly affected in Parkinson 
disease, which can result in an increased tendency to fall 
backward or to the side.

Bradykinesia refers to slowness of motion. It can be 
reflected in an inability to change direction while walking, 
difficulty walking around an object, or just difficulty stand-
ing. When the bradykinesia affects the muscles of facial 
expression, a masked facies can be apparent (also known 
as hypomimia).54

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of Parkinson disease is primarily clinical. 
Casual observation of the patient typically reveals the 
tremor or paucity of spontaneous movements. Resistance 
to movement of the limbs can be assessed during the range-
of-motion examination. Motor examination often shows 
that Parkinson disease findings are asymmetric in the early 
stages of the disease. Gait observation should include lin-
ear motion as well as changes in direction. If a patient uses 
more than five steps to complete a 180-degree turn, the 
diagnosis of Parkinson disease should be considered.68 
Fatigue in patients with Parkinson disease is common.5 
Gait dysfunction contributes to the increased energy cost of 
walking.6 This can add to the elevated level of fatigue that 
is characteristic of individuals with Parkinson disease. Bed-
side cognitive evaluation can be normal early in the disease 
process, with neuropsychologic evaluation usually reserved 
for problematic cases. Routine electrodiagnostic studies do 
not aid in the diagnosis of Parkinson disease, except for 
exclusion of other neurologic processes. Investigational 
use of electrodiagnostic studies in Parkinson disease can 
be done in a research setting. The use of laboratory or neu-
roimaging investigations is for exclusionary indications 
and for atypical cases. At present, functional neuroimag-
ing techniques such as positron emission tomography and 
single-photon emission computed tomography scanning 
are mainly experimental techniques. Both of these have 
1223
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emerged as significant investigational tools in some clini-
cal trials.

The initial diagnosis of Parkinson disease can be 
delayed, depending on which symptoms predominate. The 
rigidity of Parkinson disease can be mistaken for the stiff-
ness of arthritis. The postural changes can be attributed to 
osteoporosis or degenerative spine disease. The bradyki-
nesia and masklike facies can be mistaken for depression. 
The differential diagnosis is wide (Box 51-1), as one should 
consider that the symptoms could also be induced by a 
drug, toxic, metabolic, or other neurologic process.

It is also helpful to watch for certain cardinal symptoms, 
such as early vertical eye movement abnormalities (pro-
gressive supranuclear palsy), early autonomic failure (Shy-
Drager syndrome) or hyperreflexia, Babinski’s sign, ataxia, 
and peripheral neuropathy (multisystem degeneration).

Parkinsonism can manifest itself in multiple ways that 
can lead to disability. Patients with Parkinson disease have 
a high prevalence of both obstructive and restrictive pul-
monary disease. This impairment is clinically relevant, in 
that Parkinson disease patients with respiratory disease 
have a decrement in activities of daily living compared 
with those with normal pulmonary function.52 The loss 
of muscle flexibility combined with the kyphotic posture 
is thought by some to contribute to the respiratory diffi-
culty.57 The speech in a patient with Parkinson disease can 
be rapid and monotonous, and have low volume with poor 
articulation and inappropriate periods of silence. Hand-
writing can become small and cramped (micrographia). As 
Parkinson disease advances, dementia and depression can 
occur.3 Autonomic dysfunction with increased salivation, 
drooling, orthostasis, increased perspiration, constipation, 
hyperreflexic bladder with incontinence, dysphagia, and 
erectile dysfunction can also be present.4

Prognosis

From a prognostic point of view, tremor-predominant 
patients tend to progress at a slower pace than those indi-
viduals with gait or postural instability as a primary com-
plaint.43 Tremor in general is not considered as disabling 

Drug-Induced
 •  Neuroleptics
 •  Metoclopramide
 •  Reserpine

Toxic Injury
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 •  Carbon monoxide
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Metabolic Encephalopathy
 •  Anoxia
 •  Hyperthyroid
 •  Hypoparathyroid

Degenerative Disorders
 •  Progressive supranuclear palsy
 •  Shy-Drager syndrome
 •  Multisystem degeneration

 

BOX 51-1

Differential Diagnosis of Parkinson Disease
as bradykinesia. Akinesia can portend a more rapidly 
progressing disease process.31 Positive prognostic indica-
tors include early tremor, rigidity, and a family history of 
Parkinson disease. Negative prognostic indicators include 
bradykinesia, akinesia, postural instability, gait dysfunc-
tion, cognitive deficits, and late age of onset. Labora-
tory, radiologic, or physiologic studies to date have not 
improved our prognostic acumen. Medical treatment, 
such as with levodopa, can affect quality of life.67 Treat-
ment with carbidopa-levodopa can improve quality of life 
in the short-term, but long-term use can be associated with 
the reemergence of symptoms, which adversely affects the 
quality of life. Life expectancy is variable,43 but signifi-
cantly improved with medical management.47 Dysphagia 
is considered the most important risk factor associated 
with early death.

Medical Management

Pharmacologic treatments of Parkinson disease intervene 
with three different aspects of the disease: slowing of dis-
ease progression, symptomatic relief of motor symptoms, 
and amelioration of nonmotor manifestations. At times, 
additional medications are required to address the adverse 
effects of antiparkinsonian treatments.

Several agents have been touted as neuroprotective 
agents in Parkinson disease, but no single drug is univer-
sally accepted as disease modifying. The antioxidant vita-
min E failed to demonstrate benefits in a large multicenter 
trial. Another antioxidant, coenzyme Q10, was shown to 
delay the onset of the need for levodopa treatment in one 
multicenter study involving 80 patients. The investigators 
of this study cautioned that their results needed replication 
in larger studies. Selegiline, a selective monoamine oxidase 
B inhibitor, was purported to be a neuroprotective entity, 
but it is currently considered more of a symptomatic agent. 
Similarly, although dopamine agonists have demonstrated 
some positive neuroprotective effects on functional neuro-
imaging examinations, their effect on clinical progression 
is controversial. Recent research with pramipexole and rop-
inirole has shown the most promise. Small trials using an 
infusion of glial cell line–derived neurotrophic factor into 
the central nervous system have shown conflicting results.56

Symptomatic treatment of motor dysfunction has been 
the traditional medical intervention of Parkinson disease. 
The two main classes of drugs are dopamine replacements 
and dopamine agonists. Amantadine has weak antiparkin-
sonism effects. Anticholinergic medications are occasionally 
used in younger patients with tremor-predominant disease. 
Both amantadine and anticholinergic agents are relatively 
minor contributors to the Parkinson disease armamentar-
ium. Levodopa is a keystone of Parkinson disease treatment. 
It is decarboxylated to dopamine. Levodopa is typically 
administered with a peripheral decarboxylase inhibitor 
such as carbidopa. This combination therapy results in 
less peripheral availability of dopamine (with a concomi-
tant decrease in peripherally based side effects such as 
nausea) and increased central nervous system dopamine 
penetration.

Long-term levodopa treatment is complicated by two 
challenging clinical entities: motor fluctuations and dyski-
nesias. Motor fluctuations are a wearing-off phenomenon 
in which patients notice increased tremor and bradykinesia 
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at the end of a dosing cycle. The predictability of these drop-
off periods lessens as the disease progresses.59 Younger 
patients seem particularly vulnerable to motor fluctua-
tions. Treatment strategies for motor fluctuations include 
dietary interventions and variable dosing schedules. Dyski-
nesias usually take the form of chorea, but painful dysto-
nias and myoclonus can also occur. Psychiatric symptoms, 
including florid psychosis, can be observed with levodopa 
use. Levodopa usually demonstrates high usefulness ini-
tially, but when used chronically it tends to have reduced 
therapeutic effectiveness.3

Because of the potential problems with levodopa ther-
apy, some clinicians choose to use a dopamine agonist as 
an initial treatment strategy. Agents in this class include per-
golide, pramipexole, and ropinirole. Although these medi-
cations often have less therapeutic efficacy than levodopa, 
they rarely cause dyskinesia. As noted, there is some sugges-
tion that these agents might have a neuroprotective effect 
on disease progression. Side effects of dopamine agonists 
include nausea, vomiting, orthostatic hypotension, and 
psychiatric symptoms. Because patients can have individu-
alized responses to these agents, switching between medi-
cations in this class is commonly done. Another factor that 
might have clinical relevance is that these agents are more 
expensive than levodopa therapy. Because of their poten-
tial disease-modifying effects and their enhanced utility 
in mild disease, these agents might be also the preferred 
drugs in younger and healthier individuals. One random-
ized trial supported either levodopa or pramipexole as a 
reasonable option for initial therapy in Parkinson disease, 
but each drug was associated with different efficacies and 
adverse effect profiles.21

Nonmotor symptoms of Parkinson disease, such as 
orthostasis, sphincter dysfunction, and depression, are also 
targets for pharmacologic intervention. Treatment options 
for orthostasis include increased salt and water intake, or 
the use of midodrine or fludrocortisone. Neurogenic bowel 
function in Parkinson disease usually presents as constipa-
tion, and is amenable to treatment with increased hydra-
tion, bulk-forming agents including dietary fiber, stool 
softeners, and chemical or mechanical rectal stimulation. 
Hyperreflexive bladder activity can be treated with anticho-
linergic agents or α-adrenergic blocking agents, although 
both classes can exacerbate orthostasis. Depression is usu-
ally addressed with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, 
but therapy needs to be carefully monitored, because there 
are reports that these agents have worsened Parkinson dis-
ease symptoms. Venlafaxine might be particularly useful 
because this agent can increase blood pressure. Tricyclic 
antidepressants can be considered, but one should choose 
one with low anticholinergic side effects, such as desipra-
mine. Differences in effectiveness between the classes of 
antidepressants for patients with Parkinson disease have 
yet to be demonstrated.61

Rationale for Rehabilitation

Although rehabilitation services are often given to the 
patient with Parkinson disease, this occurrence is based 
more on common practice rather than clear research 
data.22,34,64 There is a paucity of well-designed research stud-
ies looking at specific rehabilitation techniques. The exist-
ing literature is both sparse and fraught with confounding 
variables such as changes in medication regimens. A recent 
review examined 11 studies involving various physical ther-
apy techniques in Parkinson disease. The authors found 
insufficient evidence to support or refute the efficacy of any 
form of physical therapy over another form.10 There was 
also insufficient evidence found to support the efficacy of 
any therapy compared with no therapy. Perhaps the best 
designed study was a prospective randomized crossover 
investigation of 4 weeks of outpatient physical therapy, in 
which medication changes were not allowed. This study 
demonstrated significant improvement in activities of daily 
living and motor function, but no improvement in tremor, 
mentation, and mood. These improvements returned to 
baseline 6 months after termination of the intervention. 
Long-term rehabilitation programs have been advocated, 
but the stability of the benefits gained in these programs 
has not been demonstrated.42

Exercise and Muscle Physiology

When prescribing an exercise program, one has to take 
into account the patient’s underlying physical condition. 
Patients with Parkinson disease appear to exercise with 
decreased metabolic and mechanical efficiency.26 This dis-
advantageous situation might be amenable to treatment 
with aerobic conditioning.53 It appears that prescribing 
conditioning exercises to patients with Parkinson disease is 
useful only in the setting of an optimized medication regi-
men. The specific exercises have not been proven or agreed 
on. It might also be difficult for patients with Parkinson 
disease to exercise with sufficient intensity to achieve a 
training effect.49 Careful attention to safety is needed when 
prescribing aerobic conditioning exercises, because patients 
with Parkinson disease are at high risk for falls. They typi-
cally require a supervised environment when using moving 
equipment such as a treadmill. Improvements in mood and 
dyskinesias have been reported with the use of aerobic con-
ditioning.50 Neck tone has been found to play a significant 
role in the patient’s functional mobility,17 and abnormal 
postural tone is an important contribution to balance and 
mobility disorders in patients with Parkinson disease. Ther-
apy geared toward this tone could be a key to treatment.

Psychosocial and Cognitive Concerns

Depression is common in patients with Parkinson disease, 
with an estimated prevalence of 47%.70 Some authors feel 
that depression significantly contributes to the cognitive 
dysfunction.33 Depression can be related to a deficit in 
serotonergic transmission25 or to diminished cortical levels 
of noradrenaline (norepinephrine) and dopamine.55 The 
presence of depression adds significant disability beyond 
that attributed to motor dysfunction.71

No individual psychologic technique appears to have 
superiority over another with respect to improvements of 
mood status. As discussed further below, mental imagery 
and biofeedback can play a part in improving motor per-
formance during rehabilitation. Some of the techniques 
reported for mood dysfunction in patients with Parkinson 
disease include individual, group, and family counseling. 
Social impairments include loss of autonomy and isola-
tion. Many centers have support groups that are useful in 
educating patients and their families. Antidepressants such 
as the serotonin reuptake inhibitors have also been used.
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Declining cognitive ability often adds to the challenge 
of treating a patient with Parkinson disease.9 As the disease 
progresses, thought processes become more rigid and pre-
servative. Dementia occurs in 10% to 15% of patients with 
Parkinson disease and has an increasing incidence with 
age. Subtle changes in cognition begin to occur even early 
in the course of Parkinson disease. Decline in motor func-
tion and cognitive decline often occur on a parallel course. 
Deficits in visual perception and verbal fluency have also 
been reported in some patients with Parkinson disease.44

There is little evidence supporting the therapeutic ben-
efit of specific cognitive retraining techniques. The use of 
the mental imagery of a planned motor task has been pur-
ported to improve execution of function tasks, but this has 
not been fully validated.

Practical Approach to the Treatment of a Patient 
With Parkinson disease

Parkinson disease is a multifaceted entity that is concep-
tually amenable to treatment by an interdisciplinary team. 
This approach allows various disciplines to be involved with 
the patient, family, and community. The ideal treatment 
team includes consultation with a neurologist to optimize 
pharmaceutical therapies while rehabilitation is ongoing.

Formulation of a treatment plan requires that patients 
with Parkinson disease have an initial assessment of their 
impairments. A treatment plan should be formulated that 
addresses these impairments either directly or with compen-
satory strategies. Assistive devices can be used to improve 
the patient’s efficiency, independence, and safety. Wheeled 
walkers might have added benefit over standard walkers.8 
Education regarding the disease process must be done for 
patients and their families. Maintenance programs are exe-
cuted to prevent additional functional loss. Support groups, 
counseling, education, and the inclusion of the available 
community resources can be helpful in maintaining func-
tion and for avoiding depression and social isolation. Occu-
pational therapy can evaluate the activities of daily living.35 
The utilization of lightweight utensils for meals can facili-
tate smoother and higher velocity arm movements than 
weighted utensils in patients with Parkinson disease.30

Specific Therapy Approaches for Impairments 
in Patients With Parkinson Disease

Patients with Parkinson disease tend to assume a stereo-
typic pattern of gait, station, and posture. Gait tends to be 
rigid, with few extra motions and reduced arm swing. In 
some patients a festination phenomenon occurs, in which 
the short, shuffling steps become more rapid, accompa-
nied by additional trunk flexion. Formal gait analysis has 
demonstrated that some of the stiffness seen in the gait of 
patients with Parkinson disease is caused by the pelvis and 
thorax rotating together en bloc, rather than in the normal 
reciprocal pattern.

Multiple physical therapy studies have been done that 
attempt to improve the abnormal gait features of patients 
with Parkinson disease. The results, however, are limited 
and controversial.10 The most commonly used technique 
is the addition of external sensory cues that are timed with 
step initiation or step maintenance. These prompts have 
taken the form of tactile, auditory, or visual modalities, and 
both single and multiple cues are being explored.13,23,65 It is 
likely that strength training alone is insufficient to improve 
gait or to have any significant additive benefit to the 
cuing techniques.21 Preliminary investigation using body 
weight–supported treadmill training has shown promise, 
but long-term benefit has yet to be observed.35,36 Compen-
sation strategies for overcoming obstacles improved with 
programs that emphasized whole-body movement and 
trained anticipation obstacles.26

The disability impact of the tremor of Parkinson disease 
is variable but is often mild. This is partly because the tremor 
is usually at rest, and is frequently reduced or eliminated 
by voluntary movement. Severe tremor can be addressed 
with medication as well as rehabilitative techniques. The 
method most often used is behavioral intervention, includ-
ing both biofeedback and relaxation techniques. This strat-
egy capitalizes on the observation that tremor is worse 
during anxious periods. Surface electromyography can be 
added to the biofeedback paradigm.29

Orthostatic hypotension is a frequent complaint among 
patients with Parkinson disease, and many have orthostasis 
without being symptomatic.58 This is caused by autonomic 
dysfunction that probably results from a relative sympa-
thetic denervation.18 Tilt table training is necessary in some 
patients with severe orthostasis. Milder cases can be treated 
with measures such as arising slowly, pausing in a sitting 
position before arising from a supine position, and per-
forming isometric contraction before changing positions. 
Pressure garment stockings and abdominal binders can 
also be used to mechanically control the drop of blood 
pressure. The use of pharmacologic agents might be indi-
cated if these measures fail.

Many patients with Parkinson disease can benefit from 
a referral to a speech and language pathologist. Speech 
abnormalities observed in these patients include hesitancy, 
hypophonia, hyperfluency, stuttering, palilalia (rapid and 
involuntary word repetition), extended pauses, and trailing 
off. The strategy most commonly cited as being of utility 
in the dysarthria of Parkinson disease is the phonatory–
respiratory effort model or Lee Silverman Voice Treat-
ment.48 This technique uses the “think loud, think shout” 
approach, although this method has been criticized for 
causing a strained or pressed voice. Other techniques that 
might be of use include breath control, oral-motor exer-
cises, and imagery. Surface electromyography is occasion-
ally added as a biofeedback device in voice therapy.66

Patients with Parkinson disease can have problems in all 
three phases of swallowing. The videofluoroscopic swallow-
ing study remains the criterion standard for the diagnostic 
evaluation of dysphagia.37 Many patients report difficulty 
in attaining appropriate oral intake because of prolonged 
chewing. Other oral-phase abnormalities observed in these 
patients include excessive postswallow residuals, poor bolus 
control, and repetitive tongue motions. In the pharyngeal 
phase, vallecular and piriform pooling, delayed triggering 
of the swallow reflex, and delayed laryngeal elevation have 
been observed on videofluoroscopic swallowing studies. 
There is insufficient evidence to support or refute the util-
ity of dysphagia training in patients with Parkinson disease, 
although smaller studies have demonstrated some benefit.10 
Dysphagia training techniques typically include using foods 
mechanically altered with the use of viscous liquids, chin-
down positioning, oral-motor exercises, electromyography, 
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biofeedback, and verbal prompting.11 Clinicians might 
also choose to administer antiparkinsonian medications 
before meals, so that maximal benefit of drugs occurs dur-
ing mastication. Patients with severe or rapidly progres-
sive dysphagia should be counseled on the use of enteral 
feedings in advance of the need for them. This allows the 
patient to make an informed decision before the onset of a 
 swallowing-related medical emergency (see Chapter 27).45

It is also important for the patient with Parkinson 
disease to maintain an independent lifestyle, whether at 
home or at work. An occupational therapy evaluation is 
often very helpful to patients in helping them maintain 
as independent a lifestyle as possible. The use of exercise 
and activities of daily living equipment is usually critical to 
lifestyle maintenance. Equipment such as raised toilet seats 
and grab bars can assist in making movement more fluid 
and more efficient, and safe. Home exercise programs are 
key in maintaining activity. The patient’s home environ-
ment should be studied, and obstacles such as throw rugs 
and excessive or bulky furniture might need to be removed 
to permit improved mobility. During and after periods 
of illness, it is important to fight off the effects of decon-
ditioning by maintaining range of motion, deep breathing, 
and as much activity as possible.

Other Degenerative Movement Disorders

Huntington Disease

Huntington disease is a relentlessly progressive, adult-
onset, autosomal dominant disorder that is associated 
with cell loss within a specific subset of neurons in the cau-
date nucleus and putamen. It was first described by George 
Huntington in 1872. The cardinal features of Huntington 
disease include involuntary movements, dementia, and 
behavioral changes.

The estimated prevalence of Huntington disease in the 
United States is from 4.1 to 8.4 per 100,000 people. A few 
isolated populations worldwide have an unusually high 
prevalence of Huntington disease. The disease is typically 
diagnosed in the third and fourth decades of life, and the 
mean life expectancy after diagnosis is 20 years. Pneumo-
nia and cardiovascular disease are the most common pri-
mary causes of mortality. The molecular underpinnings of 
Huntington disease are still being elucidated. Repeats of 
the trinucleotide CAG (cytosine-adenine-guanine) result in 
a polyglutamic expansion within the protein huntingtin. 
Although the normal function of huntingtin is not known, 
mutant huntingtin clearly leads to a neurodegenerative 
cascade.15,20

Chorea, defined as excessive, abrupt, irregular, spontane-
ous, involuntary movements, is the hallmark of Hunting-
ton disease. This movement disorder might initially appear 
as an exaggeration of gestures or expressions. This appear-
ance can progress to an unstable “dancing,” and ultimately 
to a continuous barrage of generalized movements. At 
times, large-amplitude, flinging, proximal movements of a 
limb (ballism) can be observed. Alternatively, chorea can 
be intermixed with slow distal writhing movements called 
athetosis. In late-stage disease, chorea is gradually replaced 
by more classic Parkinson-like features including bradyki-
nesia, rigidity, and postural instability.
The cognitive-behavioral aspects are widely variable. The 
cognitive decline can mimic subcortical dementia, with 
initial manifestations of intellectual decline and mem-
ory dysfunction. As the disease progresses, patients can 
develop disorders of attention, and decreases in visual-
spatial processing and executive function. Language 
abilities are typically preserved until the final stages of  
disease.

Depression is the most common psychologic dysfunc-
tion encountered, with mania, psychotic personality, and 
obsessive-compulsive disorders also possible.

Medical treatment for Huntington disease is somewhat 
limited. Although there are ongoing early clinical trials of 
neuroprotective agents, most treatments are aimed at symp-
tom relief. In August 2006 the Food and Drug Administra-
tion approved tetrabenazine (Xenazine) for the treatment of 
jerky, involuntary movements associated with Huntington 
disease. It is the first medication to be specifically approved 
for this use in the United States. It promotes the early meta-
bolic degradation of dopamine.41,60,72 Side effects include 
drowsiness, nausea, restlessness, dizziness, and depression. 
It should not be taken by patients with diagnosed depres-
sion, especially those with suicidal thoughts. Other medica-
tion options for chorea include benzodiazepines, valproic 
acid, dopamine-depleting agents, and neuroleptics. The last 
two classes of medication have the possibility of worsen-
ing other aspects of the disease, such as the bradykinesia or 
rigidity. Antidepressant therapy is commonplace in Hun-
tington disease, with selective serotonin reuptake inhibi-
tors being the most frequently used. Other psychotropic 
medications can be used for the various behavioral abnor-
malities observed. Current research efforts are focused on 
therapeutic strategies to strengthen antioxidant defenses to 
prevent the progression of the disease, and gene therapy.

Although the potential for benefit for rehabilitative ther-
apy in Huntington disease would appear reasonable, recent 
studies suggest that these patients are typically not referred 
to allied health professionals. One study reported referral 
rates of 8% to physical therapy, 25% to occupational ther-
apy, and 0% to speech and language pathology. A survey of 
physical therapists showed that only 16% of physical thera-
pists have ever treated a patient with Huntington disease, 
and only 6% have treated more than one. Multiple studies 
have described specific therapy techniques, but most are 
observational studies with few participants and do not use 
valid or reliable outcome measures.

Chorea itself appears resistant to rehabilitative tech-
niques. Perhaps the rehabilitation problem with the great-
est body of data is Huntington disease–related dysphagia. 
The methodology of the dysphagia treatment studies is 
somewhat problematic, but there is a suggestion that 
some positive training effects can be observed. Although 
it is reasonable to extrapolate that other impairments of 
Huntington disease are amenable to modification by reha-
bilitation, there is a paucity of literature to support specific 
recommendations.2

Hereditary Ataxias

Another class of motor neurodegenerative diseases includes 
the hereditary ataxias. The most common syndrome in this 
category is Friedreich ataxia, and it will be used as a model 
for discussion in this section. Other neurodegenerative 
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processes can have ataxia as a predominant feature, includ-
ing the spinocerebellar ataxias, Wilson disease, and Refsum 
disease. Accurate diagnosis is fundamental because some 
treatable abnormalities can also present with ataxia as the 
principal characteristic (including tumors, vascular malfor-
mations, and vitamin E deficiency).

Friedreich ataxia is a progressive disorder with the pre-
sentation of limb and gait ataxia with diminished muscle 
stretch reflexes, joint position sense, and vibratory appre-
ciation. Comorbidities of Friedreich ataxia can include 
impaired glucose tolerance, cardiomyopathy, dysarthria, 
dysphagia, scoliosis, foot deformities, lower limb weak-
ness, and optic atrophy. The disorder typically presents 
in the teens, with loss of ambulation occurring 20 years 
after disease onset. More than 95% of patients are wheel-
chair users by the age of 45 years. Premature mortality 
occurs because of aspiration or complications from dia-
betes. This disease also has a trinucleotide expansion in 
the FRDA gene, which encodes the protein frataxin. The 
prevalence of Friedreich ataxia is estimated at between 
2 and 5 per 100,000, with a higher incidence in the 
white population compared with Asians or Africans. The 
hereditary pattern is classically autosomal recessive. As 
with many of the neurodegenerative diseases, medical 
treatment of Friedreich ataxia is inadequate. Comorbid 
diseases such as diabetes should be treated aggressively. 
Small clinical trials with 5-hydroxytryptophan and coen-
zyme Q have shown some partial success in slowing the 
progression of the disease.

Similar to many of the movement disorders, the evi-
dence basis for rehabilitative interventions in the heredi-
tary ataxias is sparse. Anecdotal reports describe the use of 
such techniques as weighting of the ataxic extremities, func-
tional strengthening, and tension-controlled gait aids.19 As 
the paraparesis of Friedreich ataxia progresses, wheelchair 
prescription and family teaching are needed. Psychologic 
support is certainly indicated, as it is with all progressive 
diseases. Psychotherapy and comprehensive genetic coun-
seling should be made available to the entire family.

Hereditary Spastic Paraparesis

Hereditary spastic paraplegia, also known as familial spas-
tic paraplegia and Strumpell-Lorrain syndrome, describes 
a group of inherited disorders in which the primary symp-
toms are progressive bilateral lower limb spasticity and 
weakness. These disorders were first described by Strumpell 
in 1883, and later in more detail by Lorrain. They are char-
acterized by clinical and genetic heterogeneity, and occur 
in an estimated 1.5 to 2.7 per 100,000 people worldwide 
when strict clinical criteria are used. Hereditary spastic 
paraparesis is caused by axonal degeneration in the spinal 
cord, maximally at the terminal portions of the corticospi-
nal tracts in the thoracolumbar region and dorsal column 
fibers in the cervicomedullary region.

Hereditary spastic paraparesis is classified according to 
clinical symptoms, age of onset, mode of inheritance, and 
genetic linkage. Clinical classification includes an uncom-
plicated (spastic paraparesis only) type and a complicated 
(paresis plus other neurologic findings) type. Spastic para-
paresis is categorized as type 1 when the age of onset is 
before 35 years, and type 2 if the onset is after the age of 
35. Classification by mode of inheritance includes three 
categories: autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive, and 
X-linked.67

The classic presenting symptom in hereditary spastic 
paraparesis is progressive difficulty walking that occurs 
secondary to the principal clinical features of lower limb 
spasticity and weakness; however, considerable symptom 
variability can occur. It is estimated that 30% of those with 
genetically diagnosed hereditary spastic paraparesis remain 
asymptomatic throughout their lifetime. Life expectancy is 
typically unaffected.

The cardinal features are symmetric lower limb spastic 
paresis and extensor plantar responses. A common early 
symptom is leg muscle stiffness and “spasms” that occur 
more commonly at night, after exertion, or in cold weather. 
Hypertonicity, spasticity, and/or hyperreflexia can occur 
without weakness, especially early in the course. Weakness 
most commonly occurs in the tibialis anterior, hamstring, 
and iliopsoas muscles. These clinical findings can begin 
at any age from early childhood to old age, with variable 
progression of symptoms. Additional common clinical 
findings in uncomplicated hereditary spastic paraparesis 
include urinary symptoms in up to 50% of patients and 
sensory disturbances in 10% to 65%. Less common clini-
cal features include pes cavus, sphincter dysfunction, upper 
limb dysmetria, and neurocognitive deficits. Uncommon 
clinical features in uncomplicated hereditary spastic para-
paresis include paresis and hyperreflexia of the upper 
limbs and distal amyotrophy. Complicated hereditary 
spastic paraparesis can present with a host of neurologic 
features, including seizures, dementia, cataracts, adrenal 
insufficiency, extrapyramidal disturbances, optic neuropa-
thy, retinopathy, deafness, mental retardation, ichthyosis, 
cutaneous abnormalities, peripheral neuropathy with or 
without atrophy of intrinsic hand and feet muscles, cranial 
nerve dysfunction, bulbar muscle weakness, and sensory 
impairment.

The diagnosis of hereditary spastic paraparesis is made 
clinically and is one of exclusion. Laboratory testing has 
focused on genetic analysis. Genetic analysis is used to 
confirm the diagnosis and assists in genetic counseling. 
Neuroimaging studies are also used to assist in excluding 
alternative diagnoses. Magnetic resonance imaging of the 
spinal cord might show normal findings or atrophy in the 
thoracolumbar regions. Magnetic resonance imaging of the 
brain usually shows normal findings. The results of electro-
physiologic studies are usually normal in uncomplicated 
hereditary spastic paraparesis.

Treatment of hereditary spastic paraparesis is symptom-
atic only, with no current treatment available to prevent, 
retard, or reverse the underlying degenerative process. 
Modulation of the hypertonicity can be attempted phar-
macologically with oral, neurolytic, or intrathecal inter-
ventions. The mainstay of therapeutic intervention is the 
implementation of physical therapy. Therapy treatments for 
spasticity include cold application, manual stretching tech-
niques, splinting, serial casting, posture and body mechan-
ics training, aerobic conditioning, and gait and dynamic 
balance training. Therapeutic exercise is helpful in retrain-
ing or improving muscle strength, minimizing muscle 
atrophy, increasing endurance, reducing fatigue, preventing 
spasms and cramps, and maintaining or improving range 
of motion (see Chapter 30).12
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Gait training is best done after an evaluation for lower 
extremity bracing and assistive devices to facilitate mobility, 
independence, and prevention of falls. Given the progres-
sive nature of the disease, an integral aspect of treatment is 
psychologic support and social services.16,67

Dystonia

Dystonia is a movement disorder characterized by muscle 
contraction resulting in twisting, turning, and posturing. 
Dystonia can be generalized, focal, and segmental (affect-
ing two or more adjacent parts of the body). Some patterns 
of dystonia have been defined as specific syndromes, such 
as cervical dystonia and blepharospasm. Dystonia can be 
primary (idiopathic or inherited) or secondary to another 
process (environmental or basal ganglia disease).

No specific treatment for dystonia has been universally 
successful. Focal cervical dystonia and blepharospasm are 
frequently treated with botulinum toxin. General dysto-
nias have been responsive to such medications as those 
affecting γ-aminobutyric acid (baclofen and clonazepam) 
and those affecting dopamine (levodopa and bromocrip-
tine). Physical therapy techniques such as therapy, mas-
sage, and biofeedback need to be individualized to address 
each patient’s specific problems and attributes. A continu-
ing focus on range of motion and movement is of benefit.

Tourette Syndrome

Tourette syndrome is a constellation of symptoms includ-
ing tic disorders and comorbid neurobehavioral problems. 
The precise pathophysiologic mechanisms for Tourette 
syndrome are yet to be determined, but most studies sup-
port a genetic component and describe it as an inherited 
developmental disorder of synaptic neurotransmission. 
Evidence supports an autosomal dominance inheritance 
pattern. There is a common prevalence across races and 
cultures, suggesting a common genetic basis. As the clinical 
criteria have evolved, the estimated prevalence is 0.7% to 
4.2% based on observation studies.

The diagnosis of Tourette syndrome is based on clinical 
findings. Diagnostic studies have not demonstrated consis-
tent findings. The diagnostic criteria for Tourette syndrome 
from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disor-
ders, Fourth Edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) include the 
following:
 1.  Both multiple and one or more vocal tics must be pres-

ent at some time during the illness, although not neces-
sarily concurrently.

 2.  The tics occur many times a day (usually in bouts nearly 
every day or intermittently) over more than 1 year, 
during which time there must not have been a tic-free 
period of more than 3 consecutive months.

 3.  The age at onset is younger than 18 years.
 4.  The disturbance is not caused by the direct physiologic 

effects of a substance or general medical condition.
The diagnosis of Tourette syndrome is often delayed 

until adulthood. Because the diagnosis of Tourette syn-
drome can be challenging, diagnosis is delayed an average 
of 6.8 years.5,7

Tics are defined as involuntary, sudden, rapid, repetitive, 
nonrhythmic, stereotyped movements or vocalizations. 
They vary in severity and duration, and typically wax and 
wane. Tics often diminish with distraction, relaxation, and 
when engaged in activities requiring selective attention. 
They often intensify with anxiety, anger, excitement, stress, 
and fatigue. Tics are categorized as simple or complex, motor 
or phonic. Tourette syndrome is the most common cause of 
inherited tics, but other more progressive neurodegenera-
tive conditions can present with tics, including Huntington 
disease, neuroacanthocytosis, Wilson disease, and primary 
dystonia. Tics are the hallmark clinical feature of Tourette 
syndrome. Two thirds of children with Tourette syndrome 
can anticipate a significant amelioration of their tics.

The tic disorders in Tourette syndrome are often asso-
ciated with emotional and behavioral dysfunction. These 
include obsessive-compulsive behaviors, hyperkinetic dis-
order (attention deficit–hyperactivity disorder), impulsive 
and self-destructive behavior, sleep abnormalities, irrita-
bility, antisocial behavior, alterations in mood and sexual 
behavior, phobias, and anxieties. These often compound 
the overall morbidity of the disease and detract from qual-
ity of life. Hyperkinetic disorder occurs in 50% to 75% 
of those with diagnosed Tourette syndrome. Obsessive- 
compulsive disorder (OCD) occurs 20% to 60% of the 
time, in a variable degree of severity. A variety of mood dis-
orders are also associated with Tourette syndrome. These 
include anxiety, phobias, depression, labile mood, panic 
disorder, and agoraphobia.

The management of Tourette syndrome is a multifaceted 
approach aimed at medical management of frequent or 
disabling tics, treatment of coexisting behavior symptoms, 
and patient and family education. Drug treatment of tic 
symptoms is limited to patients with disabling symptoms, 
because of the potential for side effects. It is frequently 
difficult to distinguish between medication response and 
the spontaneous waning of symptoms. The first choices of 
medications for tic suppression typically are α2-adrenergic 
agonists (clonidine) or neuroleptics such as haloperidol 
or pimozide. Atypical neuroleptics such as risperidone are 
often used as second-line agents. They interact with both 
serotonin and dopamine receptors and have fewer extra-
pyramidal effects compared with neuroleptics or dopa-
minergic receptor blocking agents. Other pharmacologic 
options include pergolide, baclofen, and botulinum toxin 
injections. The use of psychostimulants in the treatment 
of hyperkinetic disorder in Tourette syndrome is contro-
versial because there is concern that these medications can 
exacerbate tic behavior. More recent studies dispute this 
and support the combined use of psychostimulants with 
α-adrenergic agents when hyperkinetic disorder is associ-
ated with tic behaviors. Other pharmacologic agents that 
have been used include desipramine and bupropion. The 
most effective treatment of OCD symptoms in Tourette syn-
drome is with the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors.

A wide variety of behavioral treatment strategies are 
used in conjunction with pharmacotherapeutic interven-
tion in the treatment of tic symptoms. There is no clear 
indication for the utilization of one specific type of behav-
ioral treatment strategy. The most commonly used tech-
nique is “massed (negative) practice.” This strategy involves 
repeated, rapid, voluntary, and effortful performance of an 
identified tic for a specific period, interspersed with brief 
periods of rest.27,46,62,63 Other psychotherapeutic tech-
niques include assertiveness training, cognitive therapy, 
and self-monitoring.
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Surgical Interventions for 
Parkinson Disease and Other 
Movement Disorders

The past decade has seen an explosion of neurosurgical 
techniques for Parkinson disease. These include transplan-
tation of bioactive materials to replace the dopaminergic 
loss, selective central nervous system lesioning to rebal-
ance the neurotransmitter milieu, and deep brain stimula-
tion that attempts to restore the neurotransmitter balance 
through a nonablative technique. Deep brain stimulation 
of the subthalamic nucleus has been shown to lessen symp-
toms in patients with advanced Parkinson disease.24,28 The 
two broad indications for neurosurgical interventions are 
reversal of the neurodegenerative process (more appli-
cable to the transplantation therapy), and recalcitrant 
symptoms of dyskinesias and fluctuation despite maximal 
medical treatment (more applicable to lesioning and deep 
brain stimulation). The precise algorithms for transplant 
substrates and lesioning or stimulation targets continue 
to evolve. Careful patient selection and close follow-up 
appear to be paramount for successful outcome. Although 
the risk for adverse events after surgeries of this nature is 
low compared with other neurosurgical procedures, clini-
cians must recognize the potential risks for hemorrhage, 
infection, stimulation of a nontargeted area, postoperative 
confusion, and hardware failure.28 Shortwave diathermy, a 
modality that is rarely used in the rehabilitation setting, 
carries the risk for neurologic damage and is contraindi-
cated in these patients.40 Some dystonias other than Par-
kinson disease have also been successfully treated with 
deep brain stimulation.

The orthopedic interventions for movement disorders 
are somewhat limited. Spinal fusion might be indicated for 
neurologically based scoliosis, which has been reported in 
patients with Friedreich ataxia. Because of the high poten-
tial coincidence of Parkinson disease and osteoarthritis, 
joint replacement can be a consideration. The length of 
stay for patients with Parkinson disease undergoing this 
procedure is longer than for patients without Parkinson 
disease. The functional outcome of patients with Parkin-
son disease undergoing joint replacement is related to the 
degree of neurologic severity at the time of referral.14,69

Genetic Considerations 
in Movement Disorders

Understanding of the molecular biology for movement 
disorders continues to grow at an exponential pace. The 
knowledge gain has three general categories of potential 
therapeutic benefit: diagnosis, prognosis, and intervention. 
From a diagnostic viewpoint, the genetic classification 
of these diseases will continue to emerge. As with Hun-
tington disease and Friedreich ataxia, disorders that once 
were broadly grouped will be more specifically diagnosed. 
The use of genetic testing for these diseases will assist in 
earlier diagnosis of the symptomatic patient, as well as in 
identification of the genetic risk in family members. As 
the diagnostic specificity improves, the ability of clinicians 
to accurately prognosticate disease course will similarly 
improve. Both pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic 
interventions will gain more specificity. The ultimate 
goal of treatment might well be an actual modification of 
genetic substrates at the heart of these diseases.

Summary

The movement disorders represent a challenging set of dis-
eases for physiatrists. The therapeutic utility and specificity 
of rehabilitative interventions for these syndromes lack a 
strong evidence-based foundation. In parallel to other neu-
rologic disease, rehabilitation has the potential to affect 
disease disability for these disorders.
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CHAPTER 52
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
George H. Kraft, Theodore R. Brown, and Shana Johnson
Providers of care to persons with multiple sclerosis (MS) 
have recently begun to appreciate the value of rehabilita-
tive management techniques because rehabilitation is still 
the only way to improve function in patients with MS.98

MS is now recognized as a complex disease with at 
least four pathologic types (Figure 52-1) and four clini-
cal courses (Figure 52-2). As of this printing there are six 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved disease-
modifying therapies (DMTs) available for the treatment of 
relapsing–remitting (RR) MS, with more currently in the 
approval pipeline. All these DMTs are only partially effec-
tive in slowing the acquisition of disability. Therefore reha-
bilitative management continues to play a vital role in the 
care of MS patients and will continue to do so into the 
foreseeable future.

Disease Overview

Demographics

MS is the most common cause of nontraumatic disabil-
ity affecting young adults in the Northern Hemisphere.62 
It is believed there are 400,000 persons in the United 
States with MS, and the prevalence ranges from 40 to 
220/100,000, with the highest prevalence in the highest 
latitudes, although this differential appears to be lessen-
ing.113 Similar latitudinal differences are seen throughout 
other regions in the Northern Hemisphere. In the South-
ern Hemisphere, the highest prevalence also appears to be 
in latitudes farthest from the equator, although the much 
smaller land mass challenges demographic study.115

In certain populations, such as the Chinese, MS is a rela-
tively rare disease, with current estimates at 20/100,000, 
even in the northern latitudes of the country (Bo Zhao 
Chong, personal communication, 2001). In other popula-
tions, such as native Africans and Native Americans, MS is 
also rare. African Americans with MS, however, are prone 
to a more aggressive course than white Americans.31

Approximately 85% of patients have either the RR or 
secondary progressive (SP) forms. SPMS typically devel-
ops after many years of the RR disease stage. When left 
untreated, 50% of the RRMS patients will have transi-
tioned into SPMS by 10 years.62 More recent data (prob-
ably reflecting the widespread use of DMTs) from Tremlett 
et al.179 found 58% of RRMS patients converted to SPMS at 
a mean time of 18.9 years.

The RR/SP form of MS is gender dependent. Currently 
there are 4 times as many females as males with this form 
of the disease, a situation showing increasing female pre-
ponderance.110,136,196 The typical RRMS patient is a white 
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woman in her late 20s who grew up in a temperate latitude 
and whose ancestors came from northern Europe.115

Ten to 15% of patients with MS have a disease that is 
progressive from the onset. This type is called primary 
progressive (PP) MS and has a roughly equal female to 
male ratio with a much later onset, around age 40.196 The 
fourth type of MS, progressive–relapsing (PR), is much less 
common. These four types are graphically represented in 
Figure 52-2.

Etiology

Epidemiologic studies have given clues about the etiology 
of MS. The current view is that it is the product of both 
a genetic predisposition and an early-acquired unknown 
environmental trigger, referred to by Kurtzke113 as the “MS 
affective agent” (MSAA). Migration studies indicate that 
the likelihood of developing the disease depends on where 
a person spent the first 15 years of life. Such data suggest 
that either a causative factor was acquired in the more 
temperate latitudes or a protective factor was acquired in 
the less temperate latitudes.36,38,196 Current interest has 
focused on the low levels of vitamin D—which serves as 
an immune modulator—in northern latitudes (southern 
latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere) as a geographic 
 factor.30 Another proposed environmental factor is infec-
tion with a variety of candidate viruses (Epstein-Barr is the 
most frequently mentioned).120,172 A single virus might 
not be responsible for MS in all patients; different viruses 
(or virus combinations) might represent the particular 
MSAA in persons with different, but susceptible, human 
leukocyte antigen (HLA) types.

The genetic predisposition involves the tissue type. Per-
sons with certain specific tissue (HLA) antigens appear to 
be either vulnerable to the disease or protected from it. 
Persons of northern European ancestry, especially those 
with major histocompatibility complex class II allele HLA-
DR2 (HLA-DRB1*1501) genotype, have a greater chance of 
developing the disease.6 The expression of this haplotype 
appears to be regulated by vitamin D, which could explain 
a link between vitamin D deficiency—a condition which is 
more common away from the equator—and increased risk 
for MS.150 The apolipoprotein polymorphism APOE-ε4 is 
also significantly associated with cognitive impairment in 
patients with MS.164

An attractive hypothesis regarding the etiology of MS 
is that genetically susceptible individuals could have an 
aberration in their immune tolerance, allowing environ-
mental antigens (e.g., viruses) to stimulate production of 
autoreactive T cells. When such antigens are later encoun-
tered in adulthood, they might set off an attack against 
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FIGURE 52-2 The four clinical courses of multiple sclerosis: relapsing–remit-
ting (RR), progressive–relapsing (PR), primary progressive (PP), and secondary 
progressive (SP).
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FIGURE 52-1 The four pathologic types of multiple sclerosis, as identified 
by Lucchinetti et al. Type 1 is cell-mediated destruction of myelin. Type 2 is 
cell-mediated destruction of myelin with immunoglobulin and activated com-
plement. Type 3 is a primary oligodendrogliopathy with apoptosis. Type 4 is a 
neurodegenerative oligodendrogliopathy. Type 2 is the most common, and type 
4 is the least common. OGD, Oligodendrocyte. (From Lassmann H, Bruck W, 
Lucchinetti C: Heterogeneity of multiple sclerosis pathogenesis: implications for 
diagnosis and therapy, Trends Mol Med 7:115-121, 2001.)
protein fragments of the person’s own myelin (“molecular 
mimicry”).112,172,187 This molecular mimicry might later 
develop into a self-perpetuating degenerative loop through 
the concept of “epitope spreading.”187 This is one among 
many postulated mechanisms. Reviews of other hypoth-
eses are available.138
Pathophysiology

The pathologic hallmark of MS is the presence of multifocal 
demyelinated plaques scattered throughout the central ner-
vous system, with prominent involvement of the periven-
tricular white matter, optic nerves, brain stem, cerebellum, 
and cervical spinal cord. Demyelination is accompanied by 
axonal transection and ovoid body formation.177 Another 
characteristic feature is that these lesions tend to surround 
the deep veins of the brain, contributing one of the charac-
teristic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) features of MS, 
called Dawson’s fingers. These are linear lesions perpendic-
ular to the long axis of the lateral ventricles (Figure 52-3).91

Newer techniques, including magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy (MRS),111 diffusion-weighted imaging,163 and 
magnetization transfer ratio (MTR), have shown wide-
spread neuronal deficits in otherwise normal-appearing 
white matter.188 Progressive development of brain atrophy 
is a well-known feature of MS. Many studies have shown 
that atrophy of the brain is present from the earliest 
stages of the disease and tends to progress as the disease 
evolves.131 Involvement of gray matter is also evident on 
dissection but is more difficult to identify with current 
imaging techniques.34,57,77

For decades investigators have tried to identify a single 
pathogenic mechanism that would allow the develop-
ment of more precise immunotherapy. It now appears that 
subgroups of patients with MS have different pathogenic 
mechanisms, which might not correspond to their clini-
cal MS types. The results of an international multicenter 
collaborative study of MS pathology led by Claudia Luc-
chinetti of the Mayo Clinic have identified four distinct 
pathologic patterns of MS (see Figure 52-1). Pattern I 
FIGURE 52-3 A sagittal fluid-attenuated inversion recovery image of a typi-
cal patient with multiple sclerosis (MS). Note especially the lesion activity that 
is perpendicular to the roof of the ventricle. These lesions, which mimic the 
fingers of a hand, are called Dawson’s fingers and are typical of lesions in an MS 
brain, as they follow along the areas of venous drainage. Note also the brain 
atrophy, which tends to be associated with duration of disease.
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appears to be purely cell mediated where T cells produce 
demyelination; pattern II, the most common type, is simi-
lar to I, but also appears to involve additional intralesional 
immunoglobulins and activated complement (cell- and 
antibody-mediated); pattern III involves apoptosis of oli-
godendrocytes with selective loss of myelin-associated gly-
coprotein; and pattern IV involves primary degeneration 
of oligodendrocytes.122 Patterns I and II target myelin, and 
patterns III and IV target oligodendrocytes. Differences in 
antibody recognition and response to immunotherapy 
have been identified in these four patterns.119

Clinical Presentation

In RRMS, the most common form, the initial symptoms 
typically remit completely and are followed months to 
years later by a recurrence of those symptoms or the 
development of new ones. This cycle is repeated a num-
ber of times, with long breaks between relapses. Even-
tually the remissions are only partial, leaving residual 
permanent impairment; this accounts for disease pro-
gression. The patient who began with the RRMS form 
finds that the disease has now evolved into the SPMS 
form, where relapses assume a less prominent pattern as 
the disease slowly worsens. This common pattern is in 
contrast to the less frequently occurring PPMS, in which 
disease progression is present from the onset and no 
remissions occur, and the even less common PRMS, in 
which exacerbations and remissions are superimposed 
on a progressive baseline.

The classic symptoms of MS are manifold and are listed 
in decreasing frequency in Box 52-1. No other neurologic 
disease produces the coexistence of so many problems: 
weakness, fatigue, spasticity, tremor, ataxia, sensory loss, 
pain, visual loss, cognitive impairment, depression, and 
neurogenic organ dysfunction (e.g., neurogenic bladder 

 •  Fatigue
 •  Balance problems
 •  Weakness or paralysis
 •  Numbness, tingling, or other sensory disturbance
 •  Bladder problems
 •  Increased muscle tension (spasticity)
 •  Bowel problems
 •  Difficulty remembering
 •  Depression
 •  Pain
 •  Laughing or crying easily (emotional lability)
 •  Double or blurred vision, partial or complete blindness
 •  Shaking (tremor)
 •  Speech and/or communication difficulties
 •  Difficulty solving problems

 

BOX 52-1

Traditional Patient-Reported Symptoms of Multiple 
Sclerosis in an MS Population Not Treated With 
Disease-Modifying Agents

From Kraft GH, Alquist AD, De Lateur BJ: Effect of resistive exercise on 
physical function in multiple sclerosis, Rehabil Res Dev Rep 33:328-329, 
1995.
Items are listed in order of decreasing frequency.
MS, Multiple sclerosis.
and bowel). The fact that they progress at an unpredictable 
rate further complicates the management of MS.

Physicians and patients have recently come to real-
ize that cognitive problems and depression occur earlier 
and much more frequently than previously appreciated. 
The point prevalence of depression is now thought to be 
greater than 40%,20 and lifetime cognitive impairment is 
greater than 60% to 80%.151 Clinicians now know that for 
every apparent (motor, sensory, or visual) exacerbation, 
there are as many as 10 (the exact number becomes greater 
with increasing MRI magnet strength) “subclinical” new 
gadolinium-enhancing lesions evident on MRI.69 This dis-
ease activity can manifest itself by producing emotional or 
cognitive symptoms. MS was traditionally viewed as a dis-
ease of ambulation (indeed, beyond the lower levels, the 
Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale [EDSS] is a scale 
of ambulation114 [see Table 52-3]) but is now being viewed 
also as a disease producing serious “hidden” disabilities 
(e.g., fatigue, depression, impaired cognition, and pain).109

Neuroimaging

MRI is the most important diagnostic tool in MS. This is 
reflected in the new McDonald criteria145 (Table 52-1), 
which allow the diagnosis of MS to be made without a 
Table 52-1  2005 Revised McDonald Criteria 
for Multiple Sclerosis

Clinical (Attacks)
Objective 
Lesions

Additional Requirements 
to Make Diagnosis

2 or more 2 or more None; clinical evidence alone 
will suffice; additional evi-
dence desirable but must be 
consistent with MS

2 or more 1 Dissemination in space by MRI 
or 2 or more MRI lesions 
consistent with MS plus 
positive CSF or await further 
clinical attack implicating 
another site

1 2 or more Dissemination in time by MRI 
or second clinical attack

1 1 Dissemination in space by MRI 
or 2 or more MRI lesions 
consistent with MS plus posi-
tive CSF

AND dissemination in time by 
MRI or second clinical attack

0
(progression from 

onset)

1 or more Disease progression for 1 yr 
(retrospective or prospec-
tive) AND at least 2 of the 
following:

 •  Positive brain MRI (9 T2 
lesions or 4 or more T2 
lesions with positive VEP)

 •  Positive spinal cord MRI (2 or 
more focal T2 lesions)

 •  Positive CSF

McDonald WI, Compston A, Edan G, et al: Recommended diagnostic criteria for multiple 
sclerosis: guidelines from the International Panel on the Diagnosis of Multiple Sclerosis, Ann 
Neurol 50:121-127, 2001.
Polman CH, Reingold SC, Edan G, et al: Diagnostic criteria for multiple sclerosis: 2005 revi-
sions to the McDonald Criteria, Ann  Neurol 58:840-846, 2005.
CSF, Cerebrospinal fluid; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MS, multiple sclerosis; VEP, visual 
evoked potential.
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FIGURE 52-4 This is an axial, T1-weighted, postgadolinium magnetic reso-
nance image showing the enhancing ring in the upper left. This acute “enhance-
ment” indicates that the lesion in the center of the ring is enlarging as a result 
of a new exacerbation. In this way, lesions can grow in size. These lesions have 
a poor prognosis for any recovery of function. The finding of a ring-enhancing 
lesion demonstrates disease activity at two points in time.
second clinical attack (e.g., new visual, motor, or sensory 
symptoms) if there is a new lesion on MRI at any point 
after the initial MRI. A typical MS lesion is ovoid, more 
than 3 mm in diameter, and located in the periventricu-
lar, corpus callosal, or posterior fossa white matter. These 
can best be seen on fluid attenuation inversion recovery 
(FLAIR) imaging or T2-weighted MRI sequences (see Figure 
52-3). Pathology indicates that such lesions usually corre-
spond to demyelination, although 40% of these—along 
with “shadow plaques”—contain some degree of remyelin-
ation.7 Because of altered physiologic function in partially 
remyelinated nerves, however, it is questionable whether 
remyelinated regions again become functional. The 
increased current leakage, occurring in partially myelin-
ated nerves, results in increased capacitance. This cannot 
be readily overcome by physiologically generated action 
potentials; partially demyelinated nerves do not conduct 
impulses well.90,123,152

T2 lesions generally persist, whereas 44% of new T1 
hypointensities can eventually become isointense and 
disappear. Enhancing T1 lesions are more reversible than 
nonenhancing lesions. Ring-enhancing lesions, which can 
be due to a ring of new inflammation around a previous 
site of disease, are prone to become persistent T1 “black 
holes.”157,182 An example of this type of lesion is shown in 
Figure 52-4. Initial axonal loss and degree of remyelination 
typically determine the outcome of the lesion.9

Indices of brain atrophy (brain parenchymal fraction and 
ventricular fraction) show that increased tissue loss is seen 
in all subtypes of MS. The rate of brain atrophy is higher 
in younger patients than in older patients.85 Baseline T2 
lesion load is a statistically significant predictor of disease-
related brain atrophy in patients with established MS.17 
A 14-year longitudinal study of a group of patients with 
“clinically isolated syndrome” (patients who have a symp-
tom that could be MS, but who have not yet developed the 
second episode in time that is required for the diagnosis) 
has shown convincingly that baseline T2 lesion load cor-
relates highly with eventual MS diagnosis.11 In this setting, 
the detection of one or more baseline brain lesions carries 
a risk of MS of almost 90%. These findings support the use 
of DMTs in symptomatic patients with MRI abnormalities 
even before the diagnosis of MS has been established by 
standard (e.g., McDonald; see Table 52-1) criteria. For those 
who choose not to take therapy, we recommend having an 
MRI at least annually to monitor for change in lesion load. 
Because MS appears to respond best to DMTs in the earliest 
stages of the disease, there is now an attempt to identify MS 
as early as possible. Consequently, there is current research 
on identifying the “radiologically isolated syndrome,” the 
state before the presentation of the first MS symptoms.143

Other techniques, including those that are now used for 
research, might soon enter clinical practice. One of these 
is MRS, which can identify N-acetyl-aspartate (NAA) con-
centrations. NAA is found in neurons, and a reduction of 
NAA is a marker for axon damage.111 Another is MTR. These 
have shown widespread gray matter and neuronal deficits 
in otherwise normal-appearing white matter.34,77,188

Other than MRI, there are currently no good paraclinical 
markers to observe patients with established MS. Repeat 
MRI scans should be obtained when there is uncertainty as 
to whether a patient is responding well to therapy. These 
MRIs should include the spinal cord, especially the cer-
vical portion, at least once. Considerable MS activity can 
occur in the upper spinal cord, but often that area is never 
imaged. No consensus exists regarding the importance 
of obtaining routine MRI scans in patients who are clini-
cally doing well on therapy. A case can be made, however, 
that because MS causes many “hidden disabilities”—such 
as cognitive impairment—that are less obvious to the 
observer,109 patients who appear to be “doing well” also 
might also deserve periodic MRI monitoring, especially if 
the patient is on submaximal DMT.

Cerebrospinal Fluid Abnormalities

MS remains a clinical diagnosis, but cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) examination can help clarify uncertain cases. White 
blood cell count and protein levels are normal in two 
thirds of MS cases; gross elevations of either suggest a dif-
ferent etiology. Immunoglobulin oligoclonal bands are 
present in 83% to 94% of patients with MS when the test is 
performed with isoelectric focusing.121 With optic neuritis 
onset, the presence of oligoclonal bands is also predictive 
of eventual diagnosis of MS.80

Additional Diagnostic Tests

Evoked potentials (EPs), especially visual evoked potentials 
(VEP) and somatosensory evoked potentials (SEP), can be 
used to identify “hidden” lesions, which assist in identifying 
additional sites of abnormality that are required to make a 
diagnosis of “multiple” sclerosis. Conduction also demon-
strates the state of myelin. Altered or absent myelin causes 
conduction slowing or conduction block. If conduction 
slowing through portions of the central neuraxis is found, 



the diagnosis of a demyelinating disease is strongly sup-
ported. Other pathologic conditions that might be mistaken 
clinically for a demyelinating disease (e.g., vascular lesions or 
tumor) would likely produce conduction block with attenu-
ation or absence of a response rather than significant con-
duction slowing.108 Recommendations for the use of SEPs in 
MS can be found in practice topics published by the Ameri-
can Association of Neuromuscular and Electrodiagnostic 
Medicine.103

Early studies of VEPs, brain stem auditory evoked res-
ponses, and SEPs concluded that VEPs were more sensitive 
than SEPs in demonstrating central nervous system conduc-
tion abnormalities in MS.149,180 Early investigators, however, 
generally evaluated the short cord SEP pathway available 
with median nerve testing and did not evaluate SEPs from 
the lower limbs. Because MS lesions can occur through-
out the brain, brain stem, and spinal cord, SEP techniques 
using the entire central neuraxis are most likely to demon-
strate conduction abnormalities. Lower limb SEP testing 
increases the yield of abnormalities compared with upper 
limb testing and is comparable with the yield of VEPs.165

VEPs are frequently ordered for the evaluation of a 
patient with suspected MS to assess the presence of sub-
clinical optic neuritis, in an attempt to confirm the pres-
ence of a second site of disease and to confirm that a visual 
deficit is due to optic neuritis. The technique for these is 
well established.19 A correlation exists between abnor-
mal VEP latency and MRS-measured NAA levels.71 Optical 
coherence tomography is an alternative method of assess-
ing the presence of optic neuropathy by measurement of 
retinal nerve fiber layer thickness.54

Diagnostic Criteria

The clinical diagnosis of MS consists of a course in which 
there are two or more occurrences of central nervous sys-
tem symptoms and signs separated in time and space. 
Common symptoms producing signs include optic neuri-
tis, weakness, sensory disturbance, tremor, ataxia, bladder 
dysfunction, and spasticity.

The revised McDonald criteria (see Table 52-1) repre-
sent the current standard of diagnosis.130,145 MRI, CSF, and 
EP findings can be used to demonstrate dissemination in 
time and space. In recent years, improvements in MRI tech-
niques have reduced the importance of CSF and EPs in the 
diagnostic evaluation of MS. The McDonald criteria err on 
the side of conservancy and might underdiagnose some 
patients with MS. Examples of this underdiagnosis include 
those in the early stages of disease or those with primarily 
spinal cord disease.8,175

For a period after the occurrence of the breakdown in 
the blood-brain barrier, the affected region is permeable to 
gadolinium. Consequently, MRI scans taken shortly after an 
exacerbation (several weeks with a 1.5-tesla magnet; longer 
with a stronger magnet) after an intravenous injection of 
gadolinium will show “enhancement” or increased density 
on T1-weighted images. Such techniques can identify acute 
lesions, and thereby identify a new lesion in time. It is argued 
that the observation of both enhancing and nonenhancing 
lesions confirms the criterion of at least two points in time. 
Double- and triple-dose gadolinium injections are able to 
show even more subtle disease activity (see Figure 52-4).156
Differential Diagnosis

The differential diagnosis for MS is extremely broad and 
includes metabolic, infectious, vascular, neoplastic, genetic, 
autoimmune, as well as other central demyelinating disorders 
(e.g., neuromyelitis optica [NMO] and acute disseminated 
encephalomyelitis). NMO (Devic disease) is a “demyelinat-
ing” disorder consisting of transverse myelitis and optic neuri-
tis that can present similarly to MS. Although similar clinically, 
it has a different pathogenesis and different treatment, making 
its differentiation from MS very important. NMO has charac-
teristic features allowing for its differentiation from MS, includ-
ing longitudinally extensive cord lesions over three or more 
spinal segments, relatively spared brain MRI, and an associ-
ated biomarker, NMO-IgG. NMO-IgG is highly specific (91%) 
and moderately sensitive (73%) for the diagnosis of NMO.193

Clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) is the term given to the 
first demyelinating event that might or might not progress 
to clinically definite MS (CDMS). Typical presentations of 
CIS include optic neuritis, internuclear ophthalmoplegia, 
facial sensory loss, sixth nerve palsy, and partial myelopa-
thy. Brain MRI at the time of CIS is predictive of conver-
sion to CDMS with more than 85% of patients with two 
or more MRI lesions progressing to CDMS, and that risk 
is greatest in the first 5 years. Brain MRI at presentation of 
CIS is also predictive of the extent of disability at 10 years. 
In patients with more than 10 lesions at presentation, 75% 
show significant functional impairment (EDSS >3 at 10 
years), whereas in patients with fewer than 10 lesions at 
presentation, only 27% demonstrate significant functional 
impairment (EDSS >3 at 10 years).142

The introduction of the CIS term is clinically relevant 
as four CIS trials (BENEFIT,86 ETOMS,24 CHAMPS,78 and 
PRECISE86) have all shown that early treatment with DMT 
delays progression to CDMS (with a relative risk reduction 
of about 45% compared with placebo across all studies).

Additional diagnostic tests that can be useful to diag-
nose MS and the many diseases that can mimic MS can be 
found in Table 52-2.

It should be pointed out that many diseases can mimic 
MS. Usually (and fortunately) the diagnosis of MS is very 
clear. But at times, even the most sophisticated MS physician 
might encounter a disease that appears to be MS but is not. 
In such cases, Table 52-3 will help sort out the rare impos-
ters from the real disease we are discussing in this chapter.
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Table 52-2  Diagnostic Evaluation for Multiple Sclerosis
Routine When Indicated

Magnetic resonance imaging:  
brain and cord

Cerebrospinal fluid studies

Antinuclear antibodies Evoked potentials

Lyme titers HIV
 •  Neuromyelitis optica antibody
 •  Genetic studies

Rapid plasma reagin or venereal 
disease research laboratory 
test

Electroencephalogram

Vitamin B12 Hypercoagulability studies

Thyroid-stimulating hormone Consultations: rheumatology, psy-
chology, neuroophthalmology
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Table 52-3  Sorting Through the Mimickers of Multiple Sclerosis
MRI Finding Disease

Brain white matter

Normal CIS (low risk for MS), NMO (absent or few lesions),  ATM

Large lesions AMS (sometimes confluent and perilesional edema), BCS  
(concentric whorls of alternating rings of enhancement), PACNS (with mass effect)

Absent MRI activity at follow-up ADEM

T2-hyperintensity of the temporal pole, U-fibers at the  
vertex, external capsule and insular regions

CADASIL

Diffuse WM involvement Neuro-Behçet’s disease, HIV encephalitis, small vessel disease,  
CADASIL

Multifocal, asymmetrical lesions starting in a juxtacortical  
location and progressively enlarging

PML

Large lesions with absent or rare mass effect PML

Extensive and bilateral periventricular abnormalities in isolation Vitamin B12 deficiency, acquired copper deficiency

Cortical gray matter

Cortical/subcortical lesions crossing vascular territories MELAS

Prevalent involvement versus white matter Encephalitis

Infiltrating lesions that do not remain in gray or white  
matter boundaries

Abscesses

Deep gray matter

Bilateral lesions ADEM (at the gray–white matter junction), CADASIL

Lacunar infarcts CADASIL, small-vessel disease

T1-hyperintensity of the pulvinar Fabry’s disease

Multiple discrete lesions in the basal ganglia and thalamus Susac’s syndrome

Large and infiltrating basal ganglia lesions Neuro-Behçet’s disease

Infiltrating lesions without respecting gray matter or white  
matter boundaries

Abscesses

T2-hyperintense lesions in the dentate nuclei AFL (CTX)

Spinal cord

Large and swelling lesions NMO (with corresponding T1 hypointensity),  ADEM,  ATM,  
Sjögren’s syndrome

Diffuse abnormalities in the posterior columns Vitamin B12 deficiency, acquired copper deficiency

Other

No “occult” changes in the NAWM NMO, Lyme disease, SID (except in NSLE)

Pontine lacunar infarcts CADASIL, small-vessel disease

Dilation of Virchow–Robin spaces HHC, PACNS

Diffuse lactate increase on brain MRS MELAS

Meningeal enhancement Susac’s syndrome, PACNS, neuro-Behçet’s disease, meningitis, 
 Lyme disease, sarcoidosis

Hydrocephalus Sarcoidosis

Absence of optic nerve lesions PML

Regional atrophy HHC (hippocampus and amygdala), neuro-Behçet’s disease (brain stem)

ADEM, Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis; AFL (CTX), adult forms of leukoencephalopathy, cerebrotendinous xanthomatosis; AMS, acute Marburg syndrome; ATM, acute transverse myelitis; 
BCS, Balo’s concentric sclerosis; CADASIL, cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy; CIS, clinically isolated syndrome; HHC, hyperhomocys-
teinaemia; MELAS, mitochondrial myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic acidosis, stroke-like episodes; MRS, magnetic resonance spectroscopy; NAWM, normal appearing white matter ; NMO, neu-
romyelitis optica; NSLE, neuropsychiatric systemic lupus erythematosus; PACNS, primary angiitis of the central nervous system; PML, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy; SID, systemic 
immune-mediated disorders.
Prognosis

A recent natural history study of 2837 MS patients fol-
lowed prospectively for 22,723 patient years found that 
progression in MS is slower than previously described. Par-
ticipants took a median of 27.9 years from onset before 
requiring a cane. At 15 years after onset, 21% required a 
cane, increasing to 69% by 40 years. At 30 years after 
onset, 14% required a wheelchair, increasing to 22% by 
40 years. Measured from birth, participants took a median 
59 years before requiring a cane. By 50 years of age, 28% 
required a cane and 6% required a wheelchair. Although 



men progressed more quickly than women from disease 
onset, both sexes required a cane at a similar age. This is 
in contrast to previous studies suggesting that male gender 
is associated with a worse prognosis. Those with younger 
age at onset had slower progression but were still signifi-
cantly younger when requiring a cane compared with those 
with an older age of onset. This finding also differs from 
previous reports that younger age of onset is associated 
with a better prognosis. Male sex and older age at onset 
were not associated with a worse prognosis in this natural 
history study. Progression from onset was more rapid in 
those with a primary progressive course versus those with 
a relapsing–remitting course. Despite an older age at onset 
in PPMS, patients were younger when requiring a cane. 
A primary progressive course was associated with greater 
progression when measured from both onset and birth. 
The rate of progression does not differ between PPMS and 
SPMS once patients reach a level of mild disability. Motor, 
cerebellar, or brain stem onset symptoms were associated 
with a more rapid progression from onset compared with 
sensory or optic neuropathy symptoms; however, patients 
were of similar age when requiring a cane. Contrary to pre-
vious reports, no onset symptom independently predicted 
a better or worse outcome. Lastly, those progressing rapidly 
to moderate disability (EDSS 3 in <5 years) required the 
use of a cane sooner.178

MRI lesion volume at 5 years and the change in volume 
during the first 5 years correlate with disability scores at 14 
years. Early lesion burden might have an important influ-
ence on the development of later disability.11

Among the existing measures of clinical status in MS, 
the most commonly used is Kurtzke’s EDSS, shown in 
Table 52-4.114 This scale ranges from 0 (no impairment) to 
10 (death from MS), with half-point levels along the way. 
It focuses on mobility more than sensory, bladder, bowel, 
communicative, or cognitive impairments. In the lower 
ranges with full ambulation, the so-called functional sys-
tems (e.g., sensory, bladder, visual, cognitive) determine 
the level; in later stages, when ambulation is impaired, gait 
limitations trump the functional systems. The midrange is 
heavily weighted on ambulation and vulnerable to interra-
ter and intrarater fluctuations, as well as fluctuations result-
ing from time of day and other factors. For example, the 
difference between an EDSS score of 5.5 and 5.0 is the dif-
ference in the ability to walk unaided 100 m, but not 200 
m. A change in EDSS must be at least two levels (i.e., one 
full point) to be considered significant because the reliabil-
ity of half-point changes is poor.119

Pregnancy and Breastfeeding

Pregnancy raises several complex issues in MS care. First 
is the question of the hereditary transmission of MS. An 
increased incidence of MS exists among the offspring of 
individuals with MS: 3% for girls and 1% for boys. On the 
other hand, MS does not appear to have a negative effect 
on the pregnancy itself or fetal outcome.32

Second is the question of what happens to exacerba-
tion rates during and after pregnancy. During pregnancy, 
relapse rates decrease to about half of what they would 
be  otherwise.27 During the first 3 months postpartum, 
the relapse rate is higher than normal. The net effect of 
pregnancy on the course of MS is neutral, and women do 
not need to make decisions about pregnancy based on fear 
that it will worsen their disease.

The next question has to do with management of DMT 
during pregnancy. Given that the interferon-β drugs are 
all FDA category C for pregnancy (primarily because of 
increased rates of miscarriage), and given that the risk of 
relapse is lower during pregnancy, the standard advice is 
that interferon-β drugs should be stopped before a woman 
gets pregnant. Glatiramer acetate is FDA category B for 
pregnancy and might be a safer choice if a woman wishes 
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Table 52-4  Kurtzke’s Expanded Disability Status Scale
Rating Description*

0.0 Normal neurologic examination

1.0 No disability; minimal signs on one functional system

1.5 No disability; minimal signs on two of seven functional 
systems

2.0 Minimal disability in one of seven functional systems

2.5 Minimal disability in two functional systems

3.0 Moderate disability in one functional system, or mild dis-
ability in three or four functional systems, although fully 
ambulatory

3.5 Fully ambulatory but with moderate disability in one func-
tional system and mild disability in one or two functional 
systems; or moderate disability in two functional systems; 
or mild disability in five functional systems

4.0 Fully ambulatory without aid, up and about 12 hr/day, despite 
relatively severe disability; able to walk without aid 500 m

4.5 Fully ambulatory without aid; up and about much of day; 
able to work a full day; might otherwise have some 
limitations of full activity or require minimal assistance; 
relatively severe disability; able to walk without aid 300 m

5.0 Ambulatory without aid for about 200 m; disability impairs 
full daily activities

5.5 Ambulatory for 100 m; disability precludes full daily  
activities

6.0 Intermittent or unilateral constant assistance (cane, crutch, 
or brace) required to walk 100 m with or without  
resting

6.5 Constant bilateral support (cane, crutch, walker, or braces) 
required to walk 20 m without resting

7.0 Unable to walk beyond 5 m even with aid; essentially 
restricted to wheelchair; wheels self, transfers alone; 
active in wheelchair about 12 hr/day

7.5 Unable to take more than a few steps; restricted to wheel-
chair; might need aid to transfer; wheels self but might 
require motorized chair for full day’s activities

8.0 Essentially restricted to bed, chair, or wheelchair, but might 
be out of bed much of day; retains self-care functions; 
generally effective use of arms

8.5 Essentially restricted to bed much of day; some effective 
use of arms; retains some self-care functions

9.0 Helpless bed patient; can communicate and eat

9.5 Unable to communicate effectively or to eat or swallow

10.0 Death

Kurtzke JF: Rating neurologic impairment in multiple sclerosis: an expanded disability status 
scale (EDSS), Neurology 33:1444-1452, 1983.
*Functional systems are the visual, brain stem, pyramidal, cerebellar, sensory, bladder and 
bowel, and mental systems.
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Table 52-5  Disease-Modifying Agents for Multiple Sclerosis
IFN-β1b 
(Betaseron) 
also (Extavia)

IFN-β1a 
Intramuscular 
(Avonex)

IFN-β1a 
Subcutaneous 
(Rebif)

Glatiramer Acetate 
(Copaxone)

Mitoxantrone 
(Novantrone)

Natalizumab 
(Tysabri)

Indicated uses Relapsing forms 
of MS

CIS

RRMS
CIS

RRMS
CIS

RRMS
CIS

Worsening RRMS
SPMS
PRMS

RRMS

Clinical efficacy, 
reduction in 
relapse rate (vs. 
placebo)

34% 18% 32% 29% 69% 68%

MRI efficacy, 
reduction in 
new lesions

83% 33% 78% 35% 85% 83%

Adverse effects Flulike symptoms Flulike symptoms Flulike symptoms, 
injection site 
reactions

Transient chest  
pain

Menstrual disor-
ders

Nausea  
Cardiotoxicity

Leukemia

Headache
Fatigue
PML

Administration Subcutaneous Intramuscular Subcutaneous Subcutaneous 12 mg/m2 intrave-
nously

140 mg/m2

lifetime limit

Intravenous

Every other day Once weekly 3 times/ wk Daily Every 3 mo Every 4 wk

30 gauge 23/25 gauge 29 gauge 29 gauge NA NA

Required labora-
tory monitoring

Complete blood 
count and liver 
enzymes every 
3 mo

Complete blood 
count and liver 
enzymes every 
3 mo

Complete blood 
count and liver 
enzymes every 
3 mo

None Yearly left ventricu-
lar ejection frac-
tion; complete 
blood count and 
liver enzymes 
before each 
dose

TOUCH prescrib-
ing program

CIS, Clinically isolated syndrome; IFN, interferon; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MS, multiple sclerosis NA, not applicable; PML, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy; PR, progressive–
relapsing; RR, relapsing–remitting; SP, secondary progressive.
to continue DMT during pregnancy. Restarting MS ther-
apy after delivery should be delayed until breastfeeding 
is discontinued. Breastfeeding might decrease the relapse 
rate by half during the first 6 months postpartum.67 For 
protection during this vulnerable period, we recommend 
1000 mg of intravenous methylprednisolone monthly 
during the postpartum nontreatment period, extending 
several months after treatment has again been restarted.

Medical Management

Drug Therapies

Because MS is an immune-mediated disease, all effective 
DMTs are immunoactive drugs. These take three forms: 
DMTs that modify cellular immune responses (immuno-
modulatory drugs), drugs that interfere with inflammatory 
cell replication (antiproliferative), and drugs that block 
extracellular processes. Drugs are also available with multi-
ple actions, including methylprednisolone, which partially 
protects T-cell migration into the central nervous system 
and is immunomodulatory at low doses and cytotoxic at 
high doses. It also reduces edema associated with acute 
lesions. Table 52-5 outlines the prescribing information 
for DMT treatments available at the time of the writing of 
this chapter.
Immunomodulatory Drugs

The initial DMTs were interferon-β. The first was interferon-
β1b (Betaseron), which was approved by the FDA for use 
in RRMS and became available in limited quantities in 
the United States in 1993.40 This was followed by weekly 
intramuscular interferon-β1a (Avonex), which gained 
FDA approval for RRMS in 1996,79 and three times weekly 
subcutaneous interferon-β1a (Rebif).61,140 Another cate-
gory of DMT is glatiramer acetate (Copaxone), a polymer 
of four randomly ordered amino acids (glutamate, lysine, 
alanine, and tyrosine) in the same molar ratio as in myelin 
basic protein.81 This is administered subcutaneously daily.

Antiproliferative Drugs

Chemotherapeutic anticancer drugs such as methotrexate, 
azathioprine, and cyclophosphamide are some of the old-
est treatments for MS. These have beneficial results, but the 
adverse effects limit their use at the most therapeutic dose 
levels. Data on their effects are limited because it has been 
difficult to fund large randomized controlled trials with 
these off-patent medications. More recently, mitoxantrone 
(Novantrone) has been shown to markedly reduce relapse 
rate and gadolinium-enhancing MRI lesions in patients 
with worsening RRMS and SPMS.70 Mitoxantrone has a 
number of side effects, including menstrual irregulari-
ties, nausea, fatigue, and transient leukopenia. The most 
limiting side effect is that it is cardiotoxic and can cause 
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cardiomyopathy, for which reason the cumulative lifetime 
dose is limited to 140 mg/m2 (2.5 years with standard 
dosing).58

Monoclonal Antibodies

The most recently approved DMT, natalizumab (Tysabri), 
blocks T-cell entry into the central nervous system. It is 
among the most effective medications (see Table 52-5) 
but can cause a potentially fatal viral disease—progressive 
multifocal leukoencephalopathy—in a very small percent-
age of patients.89,118,197 As a result, in the United States 
this DMT, which is given by infusion each month, is only 
administered in approved centers through a strict monitor-
ing program (known as the TOUCH program).

Other monoclonal antibodies (e.g., alemtuzumab, 
Campath) are being studied with the objective of depleting 
the host’s autoreactive T cells. They show promise but are 
also highly toxic.23 Drugs that interfere with lymphocyte 
purine synthesis (cladribine and mycophenolate mofetil, 
CellCept) or pyrimidine synthesis (teriflunomide) are 
being investigated as potential oral agents for MS.53 High-
dose immunosuppressive therapy with autologous stem 
cell rescue is also being studied.23,92,104,105

Corticosteroids

Corticosteroids have been used for many years for MS.147 
They can reduce the severity and duration of exacerbations 
but until recently were not believed to have any long-term 
effect on the course of the disease. As with chemotherapeu-
tic agents, the toxicity profile of oral steroids was considered 
too great to use on an ongoing basis. Contrary to previous 
opinions, a careful recent study suggests that intravenous 
methylprednisolone might have some long-term ben-
efit. Pulsed intravenous methylprednisolone given several 
times a year has been shown to slow the development of T1 
black holes, delay brain atrophy, and slow progression in 
RRMS.198 It can also be used in SPMS when other options 
have been exhausted.63

Before treating with corticosteroids, it is important that 
the clinician be sure that the MS patient is not having a 
“pseudoexacerbation,” which is an apparent flare of the 
disease caused by a fever brought on by an infection. This 
infection is typically of the urinary tract, lungs, or sinus. 
If this is the case, the infection should be treated first. If 
a patient has frequent exacerbations and requires intrave-
nous methylprednisolone often (i.e., every month or two), 
the patient’s immunomodulating medication should be 
reviewed. It might not be the right medication or dose for 
the patient, or the patient might not be adhering to the 
treatment regimen. Most clinicians agree that not every MS 
patient responds equally to each DMT.

Symptomatic Therapy

Dalfampridine ER (Ampyra), formerly known as Fampri-
dine SR and also known by its chemical name, 4-amino-
pyridine (4-AP), was approved in 2010 to improve walking 
ability in MS at a dose of 10 mg twice a day. It is proposed 
that dalfampridine ER improves conduction in demyelin-
ated pathways by blocking voltage-dependent potassium 
channels. These channels proliferate over the demyelinated 
portions of axons, contributing to a leakage of current that 
attenuates and ultimately blocks the signal conduction 
down the axon. Only a portion of patients are suscepti-
ble to the drug’s modulatory effects. Phase III trials have 
shown a significant effect on the percentage of MS patients, 
with consistently improved 25-foot walking speed on dal-
fampridine ER (called “responders”) versus placebo.64 The 
average change in walking speed for responders was about 
25% and improvements in manual muscle testing, the 
12-item MS waling scale and subject, and clinician global 
impressions gave an indication that the change in walking 
speed might be clinically meaningful. There are no pub-
lished data showing benefit in ambulatory endurance or 
fall risk and no data showing benefit on nonambulatory 
measures or in nonambulatory populations.

Dalfampridine ER is contraindicated for patients with 
a history of seizures, because there is a dose-dependent 
increased risk for seizure. It is important that patients do 
not exceed 10 mg bid dosing. Dalfampridine ER is contra-
indicated in moderate-to-severe renal impairment (creati-
nine clearance <50) because the drug is primarily excreted 
unchanged through the kidneys. BUN/creatinine should 
be checked if renal status is unknown

Dalfampridine ER produces modest improvement in 
walking speed in some people with MS. This improvement 
may make a significant ifference in people’s lives with 
improved mobility, faster gait, and perhaps improvements 
in other motor functions. These benefits must be balanced 
against the high cost of the medication and side effects.

Rehabilitation

The Rehabilitation Approach

MS is a progressive disease, but the rate of progression is 
variable, as is the course. A number of fortunate persons 
with confirmed MS function without treatment exception-
ally well for many years. MS takes little toll on function 
or quality of life in these persons. At the other extreme 
are those whose disease, even after intensive therapies, 
progresses relentlessly and who do not survive the vari-
ous complications (e.g., pressure ulcers, pneumonia, and 
kidney disease) of a chronic and progressive neurologic 
disorder.

MS has a progressive course that worsens in an uncer-
tain pattern with a variable rate. There can be a week-to-
week fluctuation as exacerbations give way to remissions. 
An exacerbation can occur at any time, and the hallmark of 
the disease is uncertainty as to what the future might pres-
ent. Rehabilitation goals for patients with MS can be mov-
ing targets. Despite disease-modifying agents, patients tend 
to get worse over time. In no other neurologic disease are 
so many functions of the central nervous system affected 
(see Box 52-1).

MS care is now entering a stage of greater understanding 
of the disease and realization of the toll it takes on fam-
ily, friends, job, and community. For example, it is not just 
that MS can produce cognitive impairment, depression, 
and motor difficulties. It is also that with progressive neu-
rologic loss diffusely manifested throughout the central 
nervous system, many central nervous system functions 
can be performed but require intense focus and require 
large amounts of patient effort. The summation of central 
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nervous system losses can require considerably increased 
energy to perform tasks, and multitasking is not easily pos-
sible. Brain reorganization that has occurred as a result of 
plasticity, which allows performance of isolated tasks to 
continue, does not appear to easily allow multitasking.93

Inpatient Rehabilitation Approach

With rising health care costs and increasing use of out-
patient care, MS patients are now only rarely admitted to 
inpatient rehabilitation services in the United States. This 
occurs typically only after severe exacerbation or surgery, 
such as the implantation of a baclofen pump for spastic-
ity management. Recently similar trends are occurring even 
in European countries, where annual admission of MS 
patient to inpatient rehabilitation facilities used to be the 
norm (Claude Varnet, personal communication, 2009).87

Several studies have found that inpatient rehabilitation 
for MS yields short-term benefits in function, mobility, and 
several aspects of quality of life.* Benefits have generally 
been most impressive in uncontrolled retrospective trials 
including patients recovering from exacerbations.1,66,144 
Studies that have looked for extended carryover have found 
that without follow-up therapy, benefits dwindle by 6 to 
10 months. This finding was attributed to disease progres-
sion in some studies, whereas in others the disease pro-
gression was not a possible explanation (because the EDSS 
remained stable).

Outpatient and Home-Based Exercise

It has been said that every MS patient could benefit from 
some form of exercise. Exercise has a beneficial effect on 
MS disability and quality of life. Robust evidence exists 
that aerobic training improves maximum exercise capacity 
(Vo2max) for ambulatory MS individuals, whereas inactiv-
ity makes it worse.55,146,155,190 We know less about exercise 
effects in semiambulatory and nonambulatory MS indi-
viduals, but it appears that they do not receive as much 
benefit. This might be because they cannot activate enough 
muscle mass to get a training effect because exercise pro-
grams are not designed properly for them, or because their 
adherence is poor.

For those with a greater degree of disability, multidisci-
plinary outpatient programs might provide better results 
than exercise alone, but these are not widely available. 
Adherence to exercise can yield a partial reduction of MS 
fatigue. Aerobic exercise is particularly important for the 
patients with MS who are overweight.73

Every exercise prescription should be tailored to meet 
individual circumstances. Specific muscle training is recom-
mended for improving focal weaknesses. It has also been 
advocated when fatigue or heat sensitivity are important 
issues.42 Focused muscle strengthening with progressive 
resistive exercises can be effective in motivated individuals 
with mild, or even severe, impairments.37,101,102 Three sets 
of 10 repetitions might be an appropriate regimen. With 
careful selection of muscles (using probably not more than 
two per limb, and no more than two limbs per session), 
resistive exercises might still be effective in strengthening, 
even when weakness is diffuse (see also Chapter 18).

*References 30, 48, 51, 52, 84, 134, 166.
For those whose primary goal is improved gait, exer-
cise must include standing and walking. Aquatic exercise 
(swimming, water aerobics, and water walking) is an excel-
lent form of integrated exercise, especially where ataxia 
might create a safety concern. Even those with tetrapare-
sis can use the water buoyancy to facilitate standing and 
supine swimming with assistance and flotation aids.195 
Care should be taken to find a pool that is not too hot 
(>29° C, 84° F) for those who are sensitive to heat. Com-
bined arm–leg ergometry is useful for people with partial 
paralysis. Yoga can improve flexibility and reduce spastic-
ity. Outdoor walking, aerobics, and t’ai chi are useful for 
balance training.76,106

Active exercise should be done at least three times a 
week. Appropriate, sustained stretching should be done for 
up to 20 minutes, with emphasis on posterior thigh, calf, 
and back muscles. Previously sedentary individuals should 
start aerobic exercises at a comfortable level and increase 
the duration and intensity of exercise at weekly or monthly 
intervals.189 Adherence to the exercise program is typically 
better if a communal or group activity, such as group aero-
bics, is used.

For markedly disabled MS individuals, the activities 
of daily living (ADL) might constitute their only regular 
forms of physical activity (see Chapter 26). In addition 
to passive stretching and range of motion exercises, it is 
important to devise simple activities that tap underused 
strengths to avoid learned disuse and deconditioning. Rec-
reational activities should supplement the amount of exer-
cise derived from ADL.

Management of Spasticity

Spasticity is a velocity-dependent increase in tonic stretch 
reflexes (muscle tone) resulting from hyperexcitability of 
the stretch reflex (see also Chapter 30). Spasticity can have 
a significant functional impact in that it can impair gait 
and ADL, as well as cause pain. Spasticity is prevalent in 
the MS population. A cross-sectional study of 20,969 MS 
patients enrolled in the North American Research Commit-
tee on MS patient registry found that 84% of participants 
reported spasticity and one third of patients modified or 
eliminated daily activities as a result of it. A linear relation-
ship between spasticity scores and disability was demon-
strated with a spasticity level of 2 or greater (defined in the 
study as “spasticity occasionally forces me to change some 
of my activities, e.g., once a week or less”) predictive of the 
need for an assistive device.153

The treatment of spasticity must be directed toward 
patient and functional goals, not just overall tone reduc-
tion. For example, is the goal to improve function (e.g., 
gait, transfers), improve ease of care (hygiene, dressing), 
improve positioning (seating), or reduce painful spasms? 
The patient’s tone must be evaluated in both the resting 
position and during functional activities. This enables the 
provider to see the functional impact of the tone and to 
evaluate how dynamic tone and/or dystonia are contrib-
uting. The potential advantages of increased muscle tone 
must also be considered. For example, extensor tone can 
facilitate transfers and gait in some individuals. In these 
cases, treating spasticity could unmask weakness and 
decrease function. This emphasizes the importance of 
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Table 52-6  Spasmolytic Drugs for Multiple Sclerosis

Baclofen 
(Lioresal)

Tizanidine 
(Zanaflex)

Dantrolene 
Sodium 
(Dantrium)

Dosage Up to 30 mg 
four times 
daily

Up to 24 mg 
daily in 
divided doses

Up to 100 mg three 
times daily

Advantages Inexpensive Does not cause 
muscle weak-
ness

Does not cause 
somnolence

Disadvan-
tages

Causes mild 
somno-
lence

Causes marked 
somnolence

Causes weakness

Laboratory 
monitor-
ing

None None Periodic liver func-
tion tests
spasticity management toward achieving functional goals 
and not just tone reduction.

Management of spasticity starts with a daily stretching 
program, which reduces muscle tone and limits second-
ary soft tissue changes that can lead to joint contractures 
from shortening of the musculotendinous unit. Stretching 
two joint muscles across both joints is imperative to achieve 
an adequate stretch (e.g., the gastrocnemius muscle should 
be stretched with the knee fully extended). Oral medica-
tions, most commonly baclofen (Lioresal) and tizanidine 
(Zanaflex), are first-line treatments to reduce diffuse spastic-
ity (Table 52-6). Their use can be limited by sedating side 
effects and exacerbation of fatigue and cognitive dysfunc-
tion, which are often already present in this MS population. 
For focal spasticity that is limited to one or two limbs, local 
treatment with botulinum toxin (Botox) or phenol might be 
more beneficial. This provides a targeted intervention with-
out the systemic side effects of oral medications. For moder-
ate to severe function-limiting spasticity of the lower limbs, 
intrathecal baclofen can be considered. Although baclofen 
pumps are very effective in tone management, their use can 
be limited by complications (e.g., infection, pump mal-
function, overdose, or withdrawal) and high maintenance 
requirements. Also, they are not an option also in the rare 
occurrence of primarily upper limb spasticity because the 
catheter can only safely terminate in the lower spinal canal.

Spasticity treatments have additive effects and are most 
successful when used in combination. Oral medications 
work best in conjunction with a stretching program. Treat-
ment of focal spasticity with botulinum toxin is optimized 
when combined with an appropriate therapy program that 
is goal specific. For example, botulinum toxin treatment 
for spastic foot drop should be accompanied by a therapy 
program consisting of both stretching and gait training.59 
After placement of an intrathecal baclofen pump, many 
patients benefit from inpatient rehabilitation for safe and 
rapid titration of the pump in conjunction with rehabilita-
tion to optimize functional retraining.

Pain

Pain in MS can be severe and difficult to manage. It is 
now recognized as a common symptom in patients with 
MS, with almost 50% of patients experiencing clinically 
significant pain at some time during the course of the dis-
ease, and as the presenting symptom in approximately 
20%.135,168 In a recent survey of 442 persons with MS, we 
found the 3-month point prevalence of bothersome pain 
to be 44%.41 The average severity of pain was rated at 5.2 
on a 10-point scale. Twenty-seven percent claimed severe 
pain, and 20% believed pain interfered with daily activities 
(see also Chapter 42).41

Neuropathic Pain

Examples of neuropathic pain are trigeminal neuralgia, 
chronic dysesthetic pain, painful L’hermitte’s phenom-
enon, radicular pain, and pain associated with transverse 
myelitis.

Trigeminal neuralgia (tic douloureux) is a well-known 
paroxysmal pain syndrome in MS and typically responds 
well to pharmacologic intervention with anticonvulsants 
such as carbamazepine (Tegretol) and gabapentin (Neu-
rontin). Milder forms of this pain can be symptomatically 
ameliorated by using a local anesthetic, such as 20% ben-
zocaine ointment (e.g., over-the-counter Oragel) on the 
trigger area. Tizanidine and misoprostol are among the 
other categories of medications for which there is some 
evidence of efficacy.43,161 Rhizotomy using glycerol, radio-
frequency thermal treatment, and surgery are reserved 
for refractory cases that have failed to respond to other 
treatments.

Dysesthetic limb pain is a chronic, continuous pain 
syndrome that is commonly seen in MS. Patients typically 
describe a burning (neuropathic) type of pain. Lower limbs 
are most frequently involved, followed by the trunk and 
upper limbs, and it occurs with insidious onset. The cause 
can be MS cord or central nervous system lesions, and treat-
ment can include tricyclic antidepressants and anticonvul-
sants, but it is often difficult to achieve complete relief of 
symptoms. It must be remembered that persons with MS 
can also develop other causes of pain. These must be con-
sidered, and all physicians treating sizable numbers of MS 
patients have seen more than a few MS patients who have 
developed carpal tunnel syndrome. Such additional medi-
cal conditions need to be recognized, assessed, and treated.

Musculoskeletal Pain

Any musculoskeletal problem occurring in the general 
population can also occur in the MS population. Low 
back pain is an example. It is more complex in MS because 
many potential pain structures can be involved. Patients 
with MS are at greater risk for disk disease as a result of 
muscle weakness that is often aggravated by spasticity. Pain 
can also develop as a result of a compression fracture in 
those individuals with osteoporosis, sometimes increased 
by long-term steroid use.

Other causes of back pain, such as mechanical back 
pain, posterior element pain (facet syndrome), and myo-
fascial pain, can also occur. These result from increased 
mechanical stresses and imbalance in muscle forces as a 
result of weakness and/or spasticity.

MS patients with back pain are typically responsive to 
standard pain treatments such as spinal orthoses, nonste-
roidal antiinflammatory drugs, analgesics, spinal blocks, 
physical therapy with stretching exercises, and trigger 
point injections. If the pain is complicated by upper motor 
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neuron symptoms such as spasticity, spasmolytic agents 
should be also used. If neuropathic radicular pain is sus-
pected, a trial of anticonvulsants is worthwhile (see also 
Chapter 40).

Pain Resulting From Inflammation

Optic neuritis is a typical example of acute pain caused 
by an inflammatory process. Inflammation and demy-
elination occur in or around pain-sensitive structures sur-
rounding the optic nerve, and the pain is often triggered or 
aggravated by eye movement. Corticosteroid treatment is 
generally effective.

Pain Related to Upper Motor Neuron Loss

Muscle spasms and cramps are reported by many patients 
with MS. Some pain is simply secondary to spasticity, and 
the best management is to treat the problem with stretching 
and spasmolytic agents. Another type of “muscle spasm,” 
referred to as tonic spinal cord seizure, is encountered in less 
than 10% of patients with MS. It is a form of neuropathic 
pain that is most responsive to carbamazepine or other 
anticonvulsants. Tizanidine can also be helpful, especially 
for the nocturnal variety, because it has the additional ben-
efit of producing somnolence.

Other techniques for managing the pain associated with 
muscle spasm include cannabinoids, which appear to have 
some success in relieving symptoms of muscle pain or 
spasm and spasticity in some patients with MS.25 For those 
having both spasticity and severe pain, intrathecal baclofen 
with morphine or clonidine can be considered, although it 
is now not recommended very often because the additional 
analgesic medication can interfere with pump function.106

Fatigue and Sleep

Fatigue was ignored in early descriptions of MS. In the mid-
1980s, however, we identified fatigue as the most com-
mon symptom of MS and defined its characteristics.50,107 
It is most pronounced in the afternoon and is experienced 
by 77% of patients.107 Treatment of fatigue has recently 
assumed a much more prominent place in the manage-
ment of MS. Fatigue has been successfully treated with 
energy conservation techniques, as well as by a variety of 
medications, such as amantadine, modafinil, armodafinil, 
and methylphenidate (see prescribing information in 
Table 52-7).
Table 52-7  Fatigue Medications for Multiple Sclerosis
Amantadine 
(Symmetrel)

Modafinil 
(Provigil)

Methylphenidate 
(Ritalin)

Dosage 100 mg twice 
daily

100-600 
mg every 
morning

5-30 mg twice daily

Action Unknown Activator Stimulant

Advantages Not scheduled, 
low cost

Effective Effective, inexpen-
sive

Disadvantages May be less 
effective

High cost Abuse potential

DEA, Schedule None IV II

DEA, Drug Enforcement Administration.
Nonmedical treatments of fatigue include techniques to 
extract heat from the body or by surface cooling. The most 
effective method appears to be heat extraction using a vest 
with a circulating coolant flowing through a radiating sys-
tem. More widely used, and much less expensive, are cool-
ing vests. It has been demonstrated that lowering core body 
temperature using heat extraction can improve function in 
repetitive activities that produce fatigue.100,160

The exact mechanism for this reduction of fatigue with 
cooling is unclear.154 Only an incomplete understanding 
exists as to the cause of MS fatigue. It does not correlate 
with MRI lesion burden (although the rate of progres-
sion to that level of burden has not been studied).5 Some 
believe that proinflammatory cytokines contribute to the 
sense of tiredness.25,46 Recent research from our group has 
shown association with hormonal and adrenergic changes 
from cooling, especially an increase in noradrenaline (nor-
epinephrine) (James Bowen, personal communication, 
2003). But another factor could be the extensive cortical 
activity and resultant cognitive energy needed to do life’s 
tasks as required by the extensive neuroplasticity that 
develops as a compensatory mechanism as neural loss pro-
gresses in the central nervous system.12

Although stimulants such as methylphenidate (Ritalin) 
and awakeness enhancers such as modafinil (Provigil) 
and armodafinil (Nuvigil) are effective in reducing the 
lassitude experienced throughout the day, recent studies 
of sleep raise questions as to whether their use is in the 
patient’s long-term interest. If they prevent needed sleep, 
they might inhibit brain plasticity because slow-wave 
deep sleep provides the most efficient body milieu for 
neuroplasticity.132,176

It is striking how well many patients can function 
with extensive lesion loads and cortical atrophy. These 
patients typically have a great deal of fatigue, have poor 
memories (these are the ones who take notes during their 
medical visits), fight to stay awake much of the day, and 
cannot multitask. Given the large number of brain neurons 
destroyed in these patients, it is likely that they have ben-
efitted from brain plasticity, which lays down new memory 
traces by activating new and undamaged neural pathways. 
Functional MRI during a simple motor task demonstrates 
significantly greater activation on the ipsilateral side of the 
brain of subjects with MS than in control subjects.45 This 
cortical “spread” indicates plasticity.

Plasticity is a type of new learning, and evidence indi-
cates that such new learning requires sleep.176 During 
much of sleep, cortical neurons undergo slow oscillations 
in membrane potential (slow-wave activity on electroen-
cephalogram).75 This appears necessary for the “offline” 
processing required for new synaptic plasticity.132 Slow-
wave activity of sleep is required for efficient consolidation 
of the fresh memory traces necessary for brain plasticity.124 
Studies of sleep deprivation in both experimental animals 
and human volunteers have demonstrated that new learn-
ing requires fairly immediate sleep to “encode” newly 
learned experiences.65,72,128,159 Both animal and human 
subjects deprived of adequate sleep after learning a new task 
do less well on subsequent testing, irrespective of whether 
they were sleep deprived at the time of testing.13,185

Sleep appears necessary to consolidate new memory 
traces (plasticity). Given that brain plasticity must be a 
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relatively steady process in a neurodegenerative disease 
such as MS, this could explain the need for frequent sleep 
in such patients. Perhaps the MS patient’s desire for sleep is 
part of this biologic compensatory or repair process.

Patients with MS who need to be alert for vocational or 
safety reasons might benefit from wakefulness-enhancing 
drugs. For those without that need, using the traditional 
rehabilitation energy conservation strategies is recom-
mended. The “4 Ps” of energy conservation are outlined 
below. Other medical conditions, including depression, 
might also contribute to fatigue and should be assessed 
and treated.148

Rehabilitation for Gait, Mobility, and Balance

Gait impairment in MS can be caused by contractures, 
weakness, spasticity, fatigue, proprioceptive loss, cerebellar 
or vestibular dysfunction, visual loss, or inability to multi-
task. Approximately three quarters of individuals with MS 
have some degree of ambulatory impairment.107,116

Compared with healthy people, patients with MS 
show decreased stride length; increased steps per minute 
(cadence); slower free speed walking rates; less rotation at 
the hips, knees, and ankles (stiffer gait); increased trunk 
flexion; and reduced vertical lift in center of gravity. Over-
all, they take short quick steps and lack full joint range of 
motion.56

Falls are the most important sequel of gait and balance 
disturbances. A cross-sectional self-report survey of 449 
community-dwelling persons with MS revealed that 58% 
of participants reported one or more falls in the previ-
ous 6 months. A single fall was reported by 13%, whereas 
45% reported multiple falls. Injury resulted from 58% of 
reported falls, with 19% requiring medical attention. Fall-
related injuries included bruises, cuts, or scrapes (54%), 
sprains or strains (32%), severe pain (28%), fractures 
(28%), and head injuries (3%).

The most common activities in which falls occurred 
were during transfers (e.g., bed, shower, or chair) and 
ambulation. The most common reasons for falls were trips 
or slips while walking, and being tired or fatigued. Other 
notable reasons included not paying attention, rushing 
or hurrying, not using walking aids, and feeling dizzy or 
lightheaded.124

Fall prevention strategies need to be tailored to the indi-
vidual patient by obtaining a detailed history and doing an 
appropriate examination, including the functional evalua-
tion of gait and transfers. For example, is the patient falling 
because he or she is tripping from foot drop, hip flexion 
weakness, lack of sensation, inappropriate or inadequate 
use of an assistive device, or fatigue? The importance 
of asking about and managing fatigue through energy 
 conservation techniques and/or medications cannot be 
over  emphasized.

In another cross-sectional study of ambulatory patients 
with MS, 54% reported at least one fall during the previ-
ous 2 months, and 32% were recurrent fallers. Impaired 
balance was the best predictor of falls, followed by use of 
an assistive device.15 Recommendations for mobility aids 
should focus on enhancing gait stability. Falls in the home 
might necessitate home modifications such as grab bars, 
equipment such as tub benches, and fall alert systems.
Orthoses play an important role in optimizing gait in MS. 
It is important to prescribe an ankle–foot orthosis (AFO) 
that will optimally improve a patient’s function with toler-
able comfort, which increases the odds of a patient wear-
ing it. Many “exotic” orthoses are available (e.g., functional 
electrical stimulation orthoses), but unless they improve 
function, are comfortable, and fit appropriately, patients 
will not wear them. An AFO for an MS patient must con-
trol foot drop and dynamic spasticity. The optimal ortho-
sis for most patients is a custom-molded plastic AFO that 
can help control the ankle and the knee, reducing genu 
recurvatum and providing stability. Both articulated and 
nonarticulated AFOs are available, and the particular type 
ordered depends on which function is the more important 
to enhance: some ankle movement or full ankle stability 
(see also Chapter 15). Hip flexor weakness is a common 
pattern in MS, and recently an orthosis has been developed 
to help manage this. It is the hip flexion assist orthosis, 
which can be of use in improving limb advancement.173 
Goal-specific rehabilitation is important for gait retrain-
ing in conjunction with the use of an appropriate assistive 
device and orthosis. Studies suggest that nonspecific exer-
cise programs without some ambulation component are 
ineffective for enhancing gait.37,56,155

Tremor Management

Some degree of tremor is reported in nearly 30% of 
patients with MS. It is typically an action tremor and can 
be one of the most difficult symptoms to manage.2 In one 
MS population, the median time to tremor was 11 years 
from disease onset, with arms more often involved than 
head, trunk, or legs.

One study of inpatient rehabilitation for the treatment 
of MS-related ataxia and tremor involved eight half-hour 
sessions of occupational therapy (postural dynamics, adap-
tive equipment, damping, and weighting) and physical 
therapy for 8 working days.83 The intervention group sig-
nificantly improved relative to a wait-listed control group 
on one ADL scale. Intervention subjects had significantly 
greater improvement in activity and fatigue.

Weighted wrist cuffs and weighted walkers are the most 
practical methods for dampening ataxic tremor.1,96 Isonia-
zid and propranolol can be tried but seldom yield impres-
sive results. THC, a component of marijuana, showed a 
nonsignificant trend toward subjective benefit in MS tremor 
in one study.47 Deep brain stimulation, which has an 
established role in the treatment of parkinsonian tremor, 
is now being studied as a treatment for MS-related tremor. 
A review found that deep brain stimulation relieved tremor 
in more than 80% and improved daily functioning in more 
than 70% of carefully selected MS cases.194 Long-term hard-
ware complications occur, however, in about one fourth 
of patients, and not all medical centers are proficient in 
implanting and managing these stimulators.103

Occupational Therapy for Multiple Sclerosis

People with MS tend to function in daily life below 
their physical capacities, and cognitive problems do not 
always account for this discrepancy.167 Occupational 
therapy can help people with MS meet their potential for 
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independence. The principles of occupational therapy for 
MS have been described in various review articles.39,110 
Occupational therapy has been used extensively in MS 
research, especially in inpatient trials, where it has been 
uniformly incorporated into the rehabilitation program 
(see Chapter 26).*

A metaanalysis published in 2001 determined that occu-
pational therapy-related treatments have a strong positive 
effect on MS symptomatology,4 but there have been few 
investigations of the effects of occupational therapy sepa-
rate from a multidisciplinary team approach. Occupational 
therapists are frequently asked to teach the principles of 
“energy conservation” to MS individuals. These principles 
have been summarized as the “4 Ps” of planning (organizer, 
day planner, work planner, activity station in home), pri-
oritizing (is this task necessary?), pacing (budget energy 
throughout the day and week), and positioning (proper 
body mechanics, workplace ergonomics).148 Three ran-
domized controlled trials of patient education in energy 
conservation (weekly or biweekly 1-hour sessions for 6 to 
8 weeks) found reductions in fatigue, which in one study 
was maintained at 6 weeks’ follow-up. Benefits in self-
efficacy, quality of life, and social participation were also 
seen.4,125,126,183 A large randomized controlled trial of indi-
vidually or group-based counseling in self-care strategies 
for 268 community-dwelling individuals with MS found 
some evidence of treatment effect on mental health and 
vitality, which was used as a proxy for fatigue.141 Although 
levels of functional independence did not improve, they 
were maintained in the intervention group but declined in 
the control group. In a progressive disease such as MS, sta-
bilization and maintenance of function should be consid-
ered a positive result of treatment.

Cognition

Cognitive impairment, including memory deficits, repre-
sents a significant problem in persons with MS. Compre-
hensive neuropsychologic testing suggests that more than 
40% of a broad spectrum of patients with MS show cogni-
tive impairment of at least some degree of significance.251 
In fact, it has recently been shown that measurable cogni-
tive impairment is present in MS as mild as an EDSS of less 
than 3.5.158 In such patients, cognitive impairment corre-
lates with illness duration.

It is easy for a physician to miss cognitive impairment 
in an MS patient during an office visit because verbal skills 
remain relatively intact. A patient with fluent speech and 
a good vocabulary usually gives the impression of being 
cognitively normal. An inquiry into the patient’s job sta-
tus, however, might offer clues that problems exist. Com-
petitive employment, especially in the current economic 
climate, requires a steady pace of multitasking activities. 
Cognitive problems in patients with MS might appear ear-
liest in impaired job performance. Neuropsychologic test-
ing of patients with MS, however, usually indicates memory 
to be the most significant area of impairment. Standard 
office or bedside memory testing might not elicit this defi-
cit because the patient does not forget information imme-
diately. When asked to recall three items after 5 minutes 

*References 30, 48, 49, 166, 184.
during a mental status examination, many patients with 
MS who have serious memory deficits can pass.191 With 
regard to MRI markers, cognitive impairment correlates 
with cortical atrophy more than with lesion load.3

Treatment of this problem consists of first identifying 
the specific deficit, then using pacing, memory books, envi-
ronmental restructuring, and focusing on substituting for 
the deficit. Attention must also be paid to treating depres-
sion, fatigue, and heat intolerance; all of these can contrib-
ute to cognitive impairment. Classic data are conflicting as 
to whether interferon-β or glatiramer acetate produces cog-
nitive improvement,186,199 but newer data show that only 
interferon-β1b and natalizumab might support cognitive 
function. No drugs have been approved by the FDA for 
improving memory in MS, but a combination of medica-
tions used to treat Alzheimer disease (donepezil [Aricept] + 
memantine [Namenda]) might be helpful.

Mood

Depression is a common problem in patients with MS. We 
conducted a large survey of 739 patients with MS in King 
County, Washington, and found the point prevalence of 
significant depressive symptoms (Center for Epidemiologic 
Studies Depression Scale 16) to be 41.8%.20 There appear 
to be two peaks of depression: early in the disease and late 
in advanced MS. Depression in MS appears to have both 
situational and organic causes, and MRI studies indicate 
that organic major depression correlates with T2-weighted 
lesion volume. Disease in the left medial inferior prefrontal 
cortex and atrophy of the left anterior temporal region are 
independent predictors for depression.44 In less-developed 
countries where treatment is less available, MS depression 
might be even more common.39

Treatments include antidepressant medications and 
behavioral intervention such as counseling. A small pub-
lished study indicated that cognitive behavioral therapy 
was superior to selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor 
(SSRI) antidepressants.133 We have conducted a large ran-
domized controlled trial with the SSRI paroxetine (Paxil), 
which was also negative in an intent-to-treat analysis 
because of high dropout in the treated group. Paroxetine 
was of benefit, however, for those completing the study. 
This suggests that SSRIs can be worth a try in MS patients 
with depression. Patients experiencing fatigue might 
be depressed, and patients with this symptom should 
be screened for depression. When SSRI antidepressants 
are tried, it is recommended that they be of the energiz-
ing type (e.g., paroxetine). They might also be useful in 
the subset of fatigued patients who also have depres-
sion.137 Cognitive impairment can also express itself as 
depression, and that should be assessed and managed as 
appropriate.

Speech and Swallowing

General speech performance registers in the normal range in 
the majority of individuals with MS. The most common speech 
problem in MS is controlling the volume (either too soft or 
too loud). Dysarthria is reported in 14% to 19%, and it is 
most often found in more neurologically impaired patients.33 
The typical speech impairment in MS has been characterized 
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as a mixed spastic cerebellar dysarthria, although flaccid dys-
arthrias are also encountered. Apraxia, anomia, and aphasia 
are much less common (see also Chapter 3).117

Dysphagia is a potentially life-threatening manifesta-
tion of MS (see also Chapter 27). A quantitative water test 
detected dysphagia in 43% of an MS cohort, almost half 
of whom had no related complaints.174 Using fiberoptic 
nasopharyngeal endoscopy, dysphagia was found in 48% 
of nonambulatory and 11% of ambulatory individuals.14 
When videofluoroscopy has been used, most asymptom-
atic MS individuals have been found to have some degree 
of abnormality.192 The oral phase of swallowing is more 
frequently abnormal than the pharyngeal and esophageal 
phases. Fluids can be more problematic than solids, but for 
the majority of dysphagic individuals, both are abnormal.35

Questions about choking, aspiration, or swallowing 
difficulty should be asked as part of the routine review of 
systems. If the risk factors mentioned above are present, 
clinicians should have a low threshold for a speech and 
swallowing referral. When dysphagia is reported and the 
individual has an EDSS of 7.5 or higher, videofluoroscopy 
is recommended. Postural techniques and modification of 
intake volume and consistency through speech and swal-
lowing therapy enable mildly to moderately dysphagic 
individuals to improve swallowing.

Heat Sensitivity and Thermoregulation

One of the classic characteristics of patients with MS is heat 
intolerance.68 It had been noted in the nineteenth century 
by Uhthoff181 that exercise might precipitate amblyopia 
in some patients with MS, which would resolve after the 
patient had stopped exercising. It was thought that the 
cause for this was increased body temperature induced 
by exercise. Recent studies, however, do not support this 
explanation. The temperature of the brain and spinal 
cord is kept too steady, even during extremes of exercise 
or cooling, for there to be sufficient change to produce 
the observed events.68 Many suspect cooling to produce a 
change in a hormone or circulating agent, producing a pos-
sible endocrine or adrenergic effect. Noradrenaline (nor-
epinephrine) and thyroid hormone have been implicated 
(James Bowen, personal communication, 2003).

Heat intolerance is a very common symptom in MS, 
and heat extraction is an effective way to treat patients 
with severe manifestations.100 Although long-term heat 
extraction might not be a practical solution, avoiding a hot 
environment is an important component of a rehabilita-
tion strategy. Cooling vests or heat extraction units can 
be prescribed for patients with heat intolerance. A physi-
cian’s “prescription” for environmental air conditioning 
is another practical and valid management tool for heat-
sensitive patients with MS. Sipping a slurry of ice chips or a 
cool beverage might also be efficacious.

Bladder and Bowel Dysfunction

Bladder symptoms are common in MS and are present from 
disease onset in 35% of patients; more than 80% of patients 
with MS eventually have some voiding dysfunction.60 Uri-
nary problems have a major psychologic impact and are 
among the most socially disabling manifestations of MS.16
Urgency and frequency are slightly more common than 
obstructive symptoms.10 An initial rehabilitation evaluation 
of an individual with MS should include a review of uro-
logic symptoms, and clinicians should have a low threshold 
to check postvoid residual bladder volume. It is controver-
sial whether a urodynamic study is routinely necessary.164 
Urodynamic studies reveal a range of findings, with detru-
sor hyperreflexia in about two thirds of MS patients, the rest 
having detrusor–sphincter dyssynergia or detrusor hypo-
contractility.21 If detrusor–sphincter dyssynergia is present 
initially, it usually does not change with time. Seldom do 
patients with MS have complete spinal cord interruption, 
and they usually maintain at least some bladder sensation 
and residual voluntary micturition. Management involves 
determining the type of bladder–sphincter dysfunction and 
helping to maintain continence and avoid upper urinary 
tract complications. This can be done with such measures 
as timed voids, Kegel exercises, anticholinergic medication, 
an intermittent catheterization program, and continent 
diversions, as indicated (see also Chapter 28).

Bowel dysfunction is another common complaint 
in MS.74 Constipation is seen most often, with multiple 
causes that include disease-related reduced parasympa-
thetic input, drug side effects (e.g., anticholinergics and 
analgesics), immobility, fluid restriction resulting from 
bladder frequency, and low-residue diet. Fecal inconti-
nence can be caused by a loss of sensation of bowel move-
ment, irregular bowel program, inadequate dietary fiber, or 
stool that is too soft or liquid. Helpful steps to establish 
a regular bowel elimination program include advising the 
patient to do one or more of the following techniques as 
listed in Box 52-2 (see also Chapter 29).

Improving Social and Vocational Integration

In our view, effective vocational performance in a competi-
tive economy—especially while participating in family and 
community activities—can represent the greatest challenge 
for persons with MS. Such vocational performance can 
challenge the compensatory neuroplasticity and cognitive 
reserve occurring early in the course of the disease in the 
brains of persons with MS.12,88,170,171 Observation bears this 
out; persons with MS are unemployed disproportionate to 
their physical status and their educational and vocational 
histories.82 In assessing the neuropsychologic function in 
regard to employment, it is best to use an instrument spe-
cifically designed for this purpose.22 A patient with such 
impairment will benefit from directed neuropsychologic 

 •  Eat a diet high in fiber
 •  Drink a warm liquid before the anticipated bowel program
 •  Get adequate daily fluid intake of at least 2 L/day
 •  Select a convenient time for a regularly scheduled program
 •  Sit on the toilet for 10 minutes or more to make sure that 

the bowel movement is complete
 •  Use digital stimulation before or during a bowel movement
 •  Use a suppository after a meal
 •  Take a stool softener or fiber supplement

 

BOX 52-2

Components of an Effective Bowel Program
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therapy and job modification, and might deserve serious 
consideration for disability retirement (see also Chapters 
6 and 35).49

Another factor that should be taken into consideration 
is a patient’s age. As patients get older, a variety of other 
complications can develop. Many of these are treatable and 
should not necessarily be attributed to the MS.169 Patients 
with MS and their physicians sometimes erroneously 
assume that any symptom that occurs is related to MS, but 
MS patients are at the same risk as able-bodied individu-
als of developing common medical problems such as dia-
betes, heart disease, and arthritis. Perhaps the most likely 
additional medical problems that are missed in this popu-
lation are those that produce neurologic symptoms. In our 
experience, the most common treatable comorbidities that 
are frequently missed in this population are carpal tunnel 
syndrome, cervical myelopathy, and lumbosacral spinal 
stenosis.

Patients with MS live with the disease for the rest of their 
lives. The better they can preserve and improve their general 
health, the better they will be.106 Because MS is a lifetime dis-
ease, lifetime management and rehabilitation must be used.97

Patients with MS live in a world with an uncertain future 
of progression, disability, and financial loss. In addition 
to organic brain dysfunction, the uncertainty of the dis-
ease can challenge a patient’s psychologic coping mecha-
nisms.191 Maintaining adequate health insurance is another 
issue for patients with MS. Many carriers limit coverage 
for persons with preexisting disease.99 This tendency to 
limit care often works counter to the patient’s progressive 
need for more and more health care services as the disease 
progresses.94,95 All the factors—disease, uncertainty, pro-
gression, symptoms, disability, and vocational and social 
issues—mentioned in this chapter make MS arguably the 
most challenging disease to rehabilitate, but in many ways 
one of the rewarding.
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CHAPTER 53
CEREBRAL PALSY
Joyce Oleszek and Loren Davidson
The term cerebral palsy (CP) (originally “cerebral paresis”) 
was first used in 1843 by English orthopedic surgeon Wil-
liam Little in a series of lectures entitled “Deformities of 
the Human Frame.”110,207 As a result, CP was known for 
many years as “Little’s disease.” Other notable contribu-
tions include Sir William Osler’s The Cerebral Palsies of Chil-
dren (1889), and publications by neurologists Sachs and 
Peterson (1890), and Sigmund Freud (1893). Although the 
term CP is well recognized in both the lay community and 
medical literature, a precise definition of what comprises 
CP is still debated to this day. In 2004 an international 
multidisciplinary group met to revise previous definitions 
of CP, and their contribution is as follows207:

Cerebral Palsy (CP) describes a group of permanent disorders 
of the development of movement and posture, causing activ-
ity limitation, that are attributed to non-progressive distur-
bances that occurred in the developing fetal or infant brain. 
The motor disorders of cerebral palsy are often accompanied 
by disturbances of sensation, perception, cognition, com-
munication and behaviour; by epilepsy; and by secondary 
musculoskeletal problems.

Implicit in the above definition are several points of 
clarification that warrant further analysis. The notion of a 
permanent disorder excludes transient disorders of child 
development. Permanent does not equate to static, how-
ever, and the intent was to recognize that children and 
adults with CP can have changing patterns of clinical mani-
festations.207 The term disorder of development distinguishes 
CP from acquired brain injury that occurs after basic motor 
development has occurred. Central to the definition of CP 
is the presence of abnormal movement and posture. This 
concept has been universal in previous definitions. Because 
CP comprises a heterogeneous group of disorders, multiple 
etiologic mechanisms can result in the final common path-
way of disturbance of development in the developing fetal 
or infant brain. There is no explicit upper age limit specified 
for the onset of the disturbance of brain development. The 
first 2 or 3 years of life, however, are identified as the crucial 
period for insults resulting in CP.207 Another key point in 
the definition of CP has been the identification of the brain 
insult to be nonprogressive. The pathophysiologic mecha-
nisms leading to CP are presumed to arise from a single 
inciting event or a discrete series of events that are no lon-
ger active at the time of diagnosis.207 The disruption of the 
orderly process of early brain development in CP initiates 
a cascade of physiologic consequences potentially affect-
ing every organ system in the developing child. The issues 
that arise are lifelong, dynamic in nature and require an 
interdisciplinary team and a “medical home” to effectively 
manage.13,25
1253

Epidemiology

The most frequently reported incidence of CP is between 
1 and 2.3 per 1000 live births.146 The above incidence 
often excludes acquired CP, which represents between 5% 
and 60% of all cases, the proportion correlating inversely 
with the degree of development of the country.91 Although 
early diagnosis is helpful clinically to initiate services, it 
can falsely elevate the incidence of CP, because up to 50% 
of children with CP diagnosed before 2 years of age can 
have spontaneous resolution of symptoms.56,144 Survey-
ing population-based registers is also complicated by the 
use of alternate terms such as neonatal encephalopathy, 
birth asphyxia, periventricular leukomalacia (PVL), hypoxic 
brain injury, stroke, traumatic brain injury, and shaken infant 
syndrome.25

The ability to accurately identify trends in CP is depen-
dent on consistent application of diagnostic criteria, and 
the availability of sufficient longitudinal data. In developed 
countries where sufficient data exist, the general trend has 
indicated a relatively stable incidence over a 30-year period 
from the 1960s to the 1990s. The trend has been a slow 
decline in CP from the 1960s to the lowest incidence in 
the 1970s, just before the widespread use of assisted ven-
tilation. The ability to keep premature low birth weight 
(<2500 g) to extremely low birth weight (<1000 g) infants 
viable who might otherwise not have survived without 
mechanical ventilation, resulted in an incidence spike in 
the 1970s that had not returned to its previous low by the 
late 1990s.22 In addition, of children with CP diagnosed 
in the 1980s and 1990s, a greater proportion were more 
severely impaired.

Etiology

Injury to the immature brain resulting in CP can occur in 
the prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal period in both term 
and preterm infants. It is now thought that most cases of 
CP stem from injury incurred in the prenatal period.146 
Common prenatal causes include TORCH (toxoplasmo-
sis, rubella, cytomegalovirus, herpes simplex, other) or 
other infections, intrauterine stroke (ischemic and hemor-
rhagic), toxemia, and genetic malformation. The perinatal 
etiologies of CP comprise injuries occurring at or near the 
time of birth and can include placental abruption, cord 
prolapse, uterine rupture or similar processes that result in 
birth asphyxia. Fortunately, these etiologies are relatively 
rare, and multiple, controlled population-based studies 
have shown that an interruption of oxygen supply to the 
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fetus does not account for most cases of CP.51,143,145,146,218 
There are numerous postnatal etiologies of CP, including 
central nervous system (CNS) infection, cerebrovascular 
insults (ischemic and hemorrhagic), acquired head injury, 
anoxia, kernicterus, and progressive hydrocephalus. The 
etiology or pathophysiology of the brain lesion differs with 
gestational age and will determine the resultant CP sub-
type and associated movement disorder.

Premature birth is a well-recognized risk factor for CP, 
which results in an increased risk per infant up to 100-fold. 
The overall incidence of preterm and very preterm birth is 
quite low, however, and prematurity is implicated in half 
or less of CP cases.15,143 The most common CP subtype in 
premature infants is spastic diplegia. Although prematurity 
is a risk factor, the etiology of the CP is often multifacto-
rial and a direct result of one or multiple environmental, 
genetic, or maternal factors that caused the preterm deliv-
ery (Box 53-1).

The underlying brain lesion in premature infants clas-
sically manifests as a white matter abnormality on neuro-
imaging. These white matter changes are a consequence 
of both arterial hemorrhage from fragile capillaries in the 
watershed zone next to the lateral ventricles known as the 
germinal matrix, and periventricular hemorrhagic infarc-
tion of venous origin. The highest risk for periventricular 
hemorrhage is between 23 and 32 weeks’ gestation.167 The 
extent of the bleeding into the germinal matrix is described 
by a grading system (Table 53-1). Intraventricular hemor-
rhage can be detected early in the clinical course via trans-
fontanelle cerebral high-resolution ultrasound (US).44 
Hemorrhagic infarction of venous origin in the periven-
tricular region is usually asymmetric and located lateral to 
the external angle of the lateral ventricle.69,155 With healing 
of the periventricular hemorrhage, symmetric necrosis of 
the white matter adjacent to the lateral ventricles ensues, 
resulting in PVL (Figure 53-1). PVL is most commonly 
associated with a history of prematurity.16,102

In term and near-term infants, hemiparetic and quadri-
paretic CP are the most common clinical subtypes of CP.143 
Hemiplegic CP is frequently the result of a focal, or some-
times multifocal, lesion, most frequently caused by perinatal 
stroke or congenital malformation.16,219 The arm is usually 
more affected than the leg in hemiplegic CP, and seizures and 
cognitive issues caused by cortical injury can also be present. 
This is in contrast to PVL and diplegia, which is caused by 
a subcortical injury, and consequently is less likely to have 
associated seizures and significant cognitive sequelae.

Quadriplegic CP can be caused by any etiology that 
induces a diffuse bilateral insult to the brain, such as severe 
anoxic or ischemic brain injury. Intrapartum or birth 
asphyxia must be severe and prolonged to cause CP and 
accounts for less than 10% of quadriplegic CP cases.70,143 
Because of the diffuse nature of injury to cortical and sub-
cortical areas of the brain in quadriplegic CP, cognitive def-
icits, seizures, and the degree of disability are most severe 
in this group.

In addition to the brain lesions listed above, injury to 
particular areas of the brain can result in characteristic 
movement disorders such as those seen with basal gan-
glia lesions and athetoid CP. Athetoid CP is most often 
caused by hyperbilirubinemia and has seen a sharp decline 
in incidence with the institution of Rh incompatibility 
testing and treatment, and is now relatively rare.65 Basal 
ganglia and thalamic damage can also be associated with 
dystonia and associated dystonic subtypes of CP.16

Classification

The most appropriate way to classify children with CP con-
tinues to be debated. As early as 1862, Little111 described 
hemiplegic rigid, paraplegic, and generalized rigid types. In 
the 1950s, Perlstein156 and Minear134 discussed the impor-
tance of classifying children in a more comprehensive 
manner to include clinical symptoms, motor impairment, 
function, etiology, topography, degree of muscle tone, 
neuroanatomy, and therapeutic requirements. In 2000 
the group for the Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe 
(SCPE; a network of CP surveys and registers formed in 14 
centers in 8 countries across Europe) published its process 
of standardizing classification and descriptions of children 
with CP.204 Detailed neurologic and topographic categories 
include unilateral spastic CP, bilateral spastic CP, dystonic 
CP, choreoathetoid CP, ataxic CP, and nonclassifiable. This 
classification system is often used in the European litera-
ture, but further validity and reliability testing is needed.58

General
 •  Gestational age <32 weeks
 •  Birth weight <2500 g
Maternal History
 •  Mental retardation
 •  Seizure disorder
 •  Hyperthyroidism
 •  Two or more prior fetal deaths
 •  Sibling with motor deficits

During Gestation
 •  Twin gestation
 •  Fetal growth retardation
 •  Third-trimester bleeding
 •  Increased urine protein excretion
 •  Chorionitis
 •  Premature placenta separation
 •  Low placenta weight

Fetal Factors
 •  Abnormal fetal presentation
 •  Fetal malformations
 •  Fetal bradycardia
 •  Neonatal seizures

 

BOX 53-1

Risk Factors Associated With Cerebral Palsy

Table 53-1   Grades of Intraventricular Hemorrhage 
in the Premature Brain

Grade Hemorrhage

1 Isolated to germinal matrix

2 With normal ventricular size

3 With ventricular dilatation

4 With parenchymal hemorrhage
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Zone of
periventricular
ischemia
hemorrhages

Intraventricular
bleed in lateral
ventricle

Area of cortical
infarction

A

B

TrunkHand Leg

Face

FIGURE 53-1  A, In spastic diplegia and periventricular leukomalacia, the leg 
is more affected than the hand and face. There is no cortical injury. B, In spastic 
hemiplegia, the arm is often more affected than the leg. Because of cortical 
involvement, seizures and cognitive issues may occur.
In the most commonly used classification system, tone 
patterns are described as spastic, dyskinetic, hypotonic, or 
mixed (Box 53-2), and distribution of limb involvement is 
characterized as diplegia (lower limbs affected more than 
upper limbs), hemiplegia (upper limb frequently more 
affected than lower limb), and quadriplegia (Figures 53-2 
through 53-4). Triplegia has been used to describe a com-
bination of diplegia and quadriplegia but with asymmetric 
upper limb involvement. As the upper limb involvement 
becomes more severe, inconsistencies in classifying the 
child as diplegic or quadriplegic arise. In addition, this 
classification system does not provide an adequate picture 
of the child’s functional or cognitive status.

By Tone Pattern
 •  Spastic
 •  Dyskinetic
 •  Athetoid
 •  Choreiform
 •  Ballistic
 •  Ataxic
 •  Hypotonic
 •  “Mixed”

By Distribution of Limb Involvement
 •  Diplegia
 •  Quadriplegia
 •  Hemiplegia
 •  Triplegia

 

BOX 53-2

Traditional Classification System for Cerebral Palsy
The most widely used functional classification system is 
the Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS), 
a five-level scale with four age bands that stratifies children 
based on gross motor ability (Box 53-3).150 This system has 
been shown to have excellent interrater reliability for both 
children younger than 2 years and children 2 to 12 years 
of age. The GMFCS does not describe the limbs affected 
or the type of movement disorder; consequently it is often 
used in combination with other descriptive classification 
systems. The GMFSC has been internationally recognized 

FIGURE 53-2  Child with spastic diplegia.

FIGURE 53-3  Child with spastic hemiplegia.
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and is used frequently in research and clinical practice. Pal-
isano et al.152 recently developed the expanded and revised 
GMFCS, which includes a 12- to 18-year age band and revi-
sion of the 6- to 12-year age band. Further validation and 
reliability testing is needed. An analogous scale to classify 
functional upper extremity use is the Manual Ability Clas-
sification System (MACS), a five-level scale that classifies 
how children with CP, ages 4 to 18 years, use their hands 
when handling objects in daily activities.49 It reflects the 
child’s typical manual performance and has been shown to 
have good validity and reliability. Its reliability in children 
younger than 5 years has recently been examined.160

In 2004 an international multidisciplinary group met to 
critically review and revise the current classification system. 
A report on the “Definition and Classification of Cerebral 
Palsy April 2006” was subsequently published.169 It was 
recommended that four major dimensions of classification 
be used:
 1.  Motor abnormalities including the nature and typology 

of the motor disorder (specifically the dominant type 
categorized as spasticity, dystonia, choreoathetosis, or 
ataxia), as well as functional motor abilities (GMFCS 
and MACS to objectively delineate the function between 
lower and upper extremities, respectively)

 2.  Accompanying impairments such as those involving 
hearing, vision, cognition, and behavior, as well as later-
onset musculoskeletal issues and seizures

 3.  Anatomic distribution (including each limb, the trunk, 
and the oropharynx) and neuroimaging findings

 4.  Causation and timing, which should only be docu-
mented when there is “reasonably firm evidence” of a 
clearly identified cause or timing of injury
The group also recommended that the terms diplegia and 

quadriplegia be eliminated because they are subjective and 

FIGURE 53-4  Child with spastic quadriplegia
do not provide information on truncal or bulbar involve-
ment. These terms are, however, still used widely in the lit-
erature and clinical practice. In the midst of uncertainty in 
classification, what remains clear is the importance of look-
ing beyond the motor impairment inherent in CP and using 
a more descriptive and encompassing classification system.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of CP is based on the history and physical 
examination. Further diagnostic testing can help identify 
the most likely etiology, as well as potential comorbidities 
such as seizures. The diagnosis of CP is often made by 2 
years of age12; however, children with the dystonic type or 
even mild hemiplegia might have more subtle findings that 
are overlooked until difficulty with more advanced skills 
becomes obvious.

History

Eliciting a thorough birth history (prenatal, perinatal, 
and postnatal) and developmental history is important in 
guiding one’s understanding of the etiology, determining 

Level 1: Walks Without Restriction, Limitations in   
High-Level Skills
 •  Walks independently by age 2 years without devices
 •  Walks as preferred mobility by age 4
 •  Difficulty with speed, coordination, and balance for  

high-level tasks

Level 2: Walks Without Devices, Limitations Walking 
Outdoors
 •  Sits with hand support by age 2
 •  Crawls reciprocally or walks with device as preferred 

mobility by age 4
 •  Uses hands to get up from the floor or a chair by age 6
 •  Walks without devices indoors by age 6

Level 3: Walks With Devices, Limitations Walking 
Outdoors
 •  Sits with support by age 2
 •  Cruises by age 4, walks with device short distances
 •  Does stairs with help by age 6
 •  Walks indoors with a device by age 12

Level 4: Limited Mobility, Power Mobility Outdoors
 •  Rolls by age 2 years
 •  Sits with hand support by age 4
 •  May walk short distances indoors with device, poor balance
 •  Preferred independent mobility is a wheelchair by age 12

Level 5: Very Limited Self-Mobility, Even With Assistive 
Technology
 •  Needs help to roll by age 2
 •  Does not attain independent mobility by age 12
 •  With high-level assistive technology, may learn to use 

power mobility
 

BOX 53-3

Gross Motor Functional Classification System

Modified from Palisano R, Rosenbaum P, Walter S, et al. Development 
and reliability of a system to classify gross motor function in children 
with cerebral palsy. Dev Med Child Neurol 39:214-223, 1997, with 
 permission.
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underlying medical problems, determining the level 
of function, and developing a medical treatment plan. 
Delayed acquisition of motor milestones is a universal 
finding in children with CP. A delay in sitting is often a 
paramount concern of caregivers, and motor delay tends 
to increase with successive milestones.136 Early achieve-
ment of milestones such as rolling can be interpreted as 
precocious by caregivers but can be pathologic. A his-
tory of asymmetry in movement needs to be investigated.  
A history of regression in developmental milestones raises 
concern for progressive neurologic disease rather than 
CP, which is a static disorder. Other important aspects of 
the history include nutritional status, associated medical 
problems, visual and hearing status, therapies, equipment, 
education, and recreation. Obtaining a family history is 
essential. For example, children with slowly progressive 
familial spastic paraparesis can be clinically mistaken for 
having spastic diplegia, but an accurate family history can 
help differentiate the two.

Clinical Findings

The diagnosis of CP requires that a motor abnormality be 
present. Abnormalities in tone, reflexes, posture, and motor 
performance are seen in infancy.50 Other early predictive 
signs include weak cry and suck, irritability, and lethargy, 
although these are nonspecific. In infants born prematurely 
or of low birth weight, early neurologic abnormalities 
might not persist, such as transient dystonia.43,209 Spon-
taneous resolution of symptoms can occur in up to 50% 
of infants with CP diagnosed before 2 years of age.56,144 
Because these early examinations might not predict future 
abnormality, repeated examinations and follow-up are 
necessary to ensure a correct diagnosis.

Persistent or obligatory primitive reflexes are an early 
sign of CP. Obligatory primitive reflexes are those that chil-
dren cannot emerge from. These can often impede voli-
tional motor control. Examples are the tonic neck reflexes 
including the asymmetric tonic neck reflex (Figure 53-5), 
symmetrical tonic neck reflex, and tonic labyrinthine reflex. 
The Moro (Figure 53-6), palmar, and plantar reflexes often 
persist in children with CP.138 An absent or inadequate 
Moro response on one side is found in infants with hemi-
plegia, brachial plexus palsy, or a fractured clavicle.

Abnormal tone can be manifested as decreased, 
increased, or fluctuating resistance to passive motion. 
Hypotonia is often a precursor to spasticity or athetosis.136 
However, a prolonged period of hypotonia warrants further 
evaluation for a neuromuscular disorder such as congenital 
myopathy or spinal muscular atrophy. Only a small per-
centage of children are considered to have hypotonic CP.

The spastic subtype of CP is the most common, affect-
ing approximately 75% of children with CP. Spasticity is 
an increased resistance to passive motion that is velocity 
dependent.178 Upper motor neuron signs in these children 
include increased reflexes, clonus, and Babinski reflexes. 
Other findings include decreased strength and selective 
motor control with resultant impairments of coordination 
and balance. Common postural abnormalities are influ-
enced by spasticity as well as primitive reflexes, and include 
lower limb extension and upper limb flexion patterns. The 
extension pattern of hip adduction, knee extension, and 
ankle plantar flexion can make diapering and dressing 
difficult. This pattern, also known as scissoring, is more 
prominent in weight-bearing or vertical suspension (Fig-
ure 53-7). Children with severe extensor tone can exhibit 
opisthotonic posturing with hyperextension of the neck 
and trunk (Figure 53-8). The upper limb flexor pattern con-
sists of shoulder abduction, elbow flexion, wrist flexion, 
finger flexion, wrist pronation, and thumb adduction (Fig-
ure 53-9). This pattern becomes more pronounced when 
the child is stimulated or engaged in an activity resulting 
in a “high-guard” position. Abnormal fisting of the hand 
can be the only manifestation of increased tone in mildly 
affected children.

Fluctuating tone is more typical of dystonia, a movement 
disorder in which involuntary sustained or intermittent mus-
cle contractions cause twisting and repetitive movements, 
abnormal postures, or both.178 It is often seen during rest. 
Spasticity and dystonia frequently coexist in CP, and differ-
entiating the two movement patterns using clinical assess-
ment is important to guide appropriate treatment. Children 
with dystonia have a greater degree of co-contraction, an 
increased resistance to external motion at slow velocities, 
and a greater impairment in muscle strength.108 When dys-
tonia is present in infancy, one must have a high index of 
suspicion for treatable conditions such as glutaric aciduria 
type 1. Other dyskinesias include athetosis, an involuntary 
constant rotary or writhing movement pattern of the distal 

FIGURE 53-5  Child with asymmetric tonic neck reflex.

FIGURE 53-6  Child with persistent Moro, or startle, reflex.
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extremities (see Figure 53-9). Ataxia is rare, and if seen, 
should warrant further investigation into a degenerative 
process of the cerebellum. Progressive spinocerebellar dis-
eases often present with a combination of ataxia and spas-
ticity, and include Friedreich ataxia and ataxia telangiectasia

Patterns of movement can differ in children with CP. 
A combat crawling pattern is often used in children with 
CP because lower limb extensor tone makes reciprocal 
crawling difficult. However, this pattern is often used in 
“normally” developing children. Bunny hopping or knee 
walking is a pattern adopted for similar reasons. Toe walk-
ing is common in children with spasticity affecting bilat-
eral lower limbs. A history of hand preference before 1 year 
of age, as opposed to normal handedness by the age of 2 
years, or any asymmetry in movement should raise suspi-
cion for a hemiplegia.136 Some children with hemiplegia 
scoot on their buttocks and propel themselves with their 
unaffected upper limb. Oral-motor abnormalities includ-
ing drooling and tongue thrusting can be present.

FIGURE 53-8  Child with opisthotonic posturing.

FIGURE 53-7  Child with flexor posturing.
Diagnostic Studies

Neuroimaging

Neuroimaging is part of the diagnostic evaluation of CP 
and can provide insight into the etiology, medical man-
agement, and neurodevelopmental outcome. For example, 
brain malformations found on magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) in children with spastic CP have been associated 
with epilepsy and mental retardation,103 and can warrant 
further investigation into a genetic etiology. Children with 
a congenital hemiparesis and a finding of a cerebrovascular 
infarct on neuroimaging might prompt further investiga-
tion and identification of a treatable coagulopathy.

The most commonly used modality in premature 
infants is cranial US for the evaluation of PVL. Guidelines 
for cranial US have been published by the American Acad-
emy of Neurology (AAN), and screening is recommended 
in premature infants less than 30 weeks’ gestation at 7 to 
14 days of age and again at 36 to 40 weeks. US is used to 
counsel families about prognosis and has been correlated 
with neurodevelopmental impairment.8,215 However, the 
positive predictive value for CP with US in one study was 
only 48%.44 Diffuse, noncystic white matter abnormalities 
often seen in preterm infants are poorly visualized on US 
and are better seen on MRI.86

The AAN has recommended that routine neuroimag-
ing, preferably with MRI over computed tomography, be 
performed in children with suspected CP if an etiology 
has not been determined.12 MRI has been shown to have 
a high yield of greater than 80% in identifying abnormali-
ties in children with CP,12,167 and can aid in determining 
whether the injury was prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal in 
onset.222 Significant associations have been found between 
cerebral white matter and gray matter abnormalities on 
MRI and neurodevelopmental impairment at 2 years of 
age in preterm infants less than 30 weeks’ gestation.216 
Significant correlations between MRI findings and GMFCS 
in children with diplegic and quadriplegic CP have been 
described.104 Wu et al.219 found that children with con-
genital hemiparesis and normal cranial imaging studies 
were more likely to outgrow clinical signs of hemiparesis 
by 3 years of age.
FIGURE 53-9  Child with extensor posturing and scissoring. Note the 
athetoid posturing of the hands.
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Coagulation Studies

Children with hemiplegic CP have a high incidence of 
prenatal and perinatal cerebral infarction. Studies show 
that cerebrovascular occlusion, often in the middle cere-
bral artery, occurs in up to 37% of children.139 Coagula-
tion abnormalities are found frequently in these children 
and include factor V Leiden mutation, protein C or S defi-
ciency, elevated lipoprotein-a levels, the presence of anti-
cardiolipin or antiphospholipid antibodies, and G20210A 
mutation of prothrombin.68,185 The AAN recommends that 
diagnostic testing for a coagulation disorder be considered, 
and this has been supported in other studies.12

Functional Prognosis

Although CP is a nonprogressive disease, the differences in 
clinical course are considerable and characterized by a wide 
change in function over the years of growth.41 Motor mile-
stones are not always met at a predictable rate, and caregiv-
ers frequently have questions regarding ultimate functional 
prognosis. Attempting to predict function becomes impor-
tant when identifying future care, and therapeutic and 
equipment needs.

The attainment of independent sitting by 2 years 
of age is a good predictive sign for eventual ambula-
tion, whereas children who are unable to sit by 4 years 
of age rarely ambulate.135 In addition, the presence of 
fewer than three primitive reflexes at 18 months of age 
is a good prognostic indicator for ambulation.138 Gross 
motor development has been shown to typically reach 
a plateau at 7 years of age.17,170 Molnar and Gordon138 
reported that walking is achieved in 80% to 90% of chil-
dren with diplegia, 50% of those with quadriplegia, and 
75% of those with dyskinesia. In 2008, walking ability 
and predictive factors were described in a group of 9012 
children with CP from the SCPE common database.17 By 
5 years of age, walking with or without aides was seen 
in 96% of children with unilateral spasticity, 57% of the 
bilateral spastic group, 90% of the ataxic group, and 61% 
of the dyskinetic group. It is difficult to compare the sta-
tistics in the latter study to those reported by Molnar and 
Gordon because of the differences in CP classification 
and nomenclature; however, walking ability was signifi-
cantly related to cognitive status in both studies. Inde-
pendence in activities of daily living is often achieved in 
children with diplegia and those with quadriplegia who 
are ambulatory.136

Several studies have examined the stability of the GMFCS 
over time. It has been shown that 73% of children aged 16 
months to 13 years remain in the same GMFSC level.151 
Children in levels I and V are least likely to be reclassified, 
and children younger than 6 years tend to be reclassified to 
a lower level. The predictive value of the GMFCS enables 
health professionals to give families a more reliable func-
tional prognosis. The GMFCS classification of infants is 
more challenging, however, because of their variability 
in development, making the prognostic value less in this 
group. It has been found that 42% of children younger 
than 2 years had a change of one or two GMFCS levels by 
2 to 4 years of age.
As children reach adulthood, walking can become less 
efficient because of physiologic changes such as develop-
ment of contractures, joint degeneration, or change in 
body weight. The energy cost of walking has been found 
to correlate with the GMFCS level.92 Fifty-two percent of 
adults, aged 24 to 76 years, with hemiplegic and diplegic 
CP report deterioration in walking function.149 Deterio-
ration was associated with increased pain frequency and 
intensity, reduced balance, and fatigue. Stability of the 
GMFCS in adults with CP, aged 17 to 38 years, has also 
been examined and shows that the GMFCS level at 12 years 
of age is highly predictive of adult motor function.123

Medical Management

Feeding, Growth, and Nutrition

Growth and nutrition disorders are very common in chil-
dren with CP and are the result of a combination of factors. 
It has been reported that 27% of children with moderate 
to severe CP are malnourished,174 which leads to slower 
growth than expected compared with age- and gender-
based standards.175,176,198 Although the incidence of mal-
nutrition is higher in persons with spastic quadriplegia and 
more severe disability, one study found that up to 30% of 
children with spastic hemiplegia and diplegia were under-
nourished.192 Malnutrition in CP is known to have a nega-
tive impact on the physiology of nearly every organ system 
and has been demonstrated to increase health care utili-
zation, decrease societal participation, impair motor func-
tion, decrease life expectancy, negatively affect bone health, 
impair wound healing, and increase the risk for postopera-
tive complications.105 The importance of optimizing nutri-
tional health cannot be emphasized enough.

Poor oral-motor function results in dysphagia, malnu-
trition, and dehydration, and increases the risk for aspira-
tion pneumonia. At least 75% of children with CP have 
been reported to have some sign or symptom of dyspha-
gia.164,165,193 Gastrostomy tube (G-tube) placement is one 
means to ensure adequate nutrition intake and decrease 
the risk for aspiration, and is a routine practice in the medi-
cal management of CP. Despite proven efficacy, G-tubes are 
generally used only after other treatments have failed.26,39 
Clinicians must be sensitive to some caretaker’s perception 
of G-tube feeds as unnatural.157 Despite initial reluctance, 
most caretakers are usually pleased with the outcome after 
surgery given the improvement in the child’s health.203

Although nutritional concerns have been demonstrated 
to be a significant contributor to poor growth in CP, they 
are certainly not the only factor. Hormone assays in chil-
dren with CP have identified growth hormone deficiency.38 
In addition, children with moderate to severe CP have 
been found to lack the dramatic pubertal growth spurt that 
accounts for a significant amount of adult height. Children 
with CP often experience early adrenarche that lasts lon-
ger than their peers.217 Additional work has suggested that 
pubertal girls with CP, even when adjusting for nutritional 
status, have decreased insulin-like growth factor-1 and 
growth hormone levels.105 The etiology and clinical signifi-
cance of endocrine abnormalities in CP warrants further 
research.
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Pulmonary

The leading cause of death in children with a severe disabil-
ity, including CP, is chronic respiratory infection, and more 
than 90% of deaths in children with severe CP are caused by 
pneumonia.79,161 The etiology of pulmonary compromise 
in CP is multifactorial, including pulmonary aspiration, 
decreased mucociliary clearance, suppuration, kyphosco-
liosis, and airway obstruction.54 Various tests are available 
to evaluate for aspiration, including the salivagram, bar-
ium videofluoroscopy, fiberoptic endoscopic evaluation 
of swallowing, and a radionuclide scan. If aspiration of 
saliva and drooling is deemed problematic, management 
can include oral-motor therapy, behavior modification via 
biofeedback, anticholinergic medications such as glycopyr-
rolate, benztropine, and scopolamine transdermal patches, 
botulinum toxin injections to the salivary glands, surgical 
resection of the salivary glands, or rerouting of the salivary 
ducts.23,130 Treatments to improve clearance of secretions 
can include inhalation therapy with normal or hypertonic 
saline, bronchodilators, and chest physiotherapy.

Pulmonary infections are common in CP, and a low 
threshold should be had for antibiotic use when there is 
evidence of suppurative lung disease. The antibiotic selec-
tion should be in response to sputum culture results and 
will often require a prolonged course of treatment (3 to  
4 weeks).54 Immunization against influenza and pneumo-
coccus is also recommended if not otherwise contraindi-
cated. Kyphoscoliosis in CP can also contribute to pulmonary 
dysfunction usually as a result of structural restrictive lung 
disease. Airway obstruction is also a frequent contributor 
to respiratory dysfunction and can involve either the upper 
or lower airways. Upper airway obstruction can occur at 
the supraglottic level, with redundant aryepiglottic folds 
causing a clinical picture of laryngomalacia. Lower airway 
obstruction might be the result of reactive airway disease or 
asthma, or the consequence of intrinsic lung abnormalities. 
A trial of bronchodilators and asthma therapy is warranted 
if reactive airway dysfunction is thought to contribute, but 
should be monitored for efficacy and clinical response.

Respiratory dysfunction in CP might also affect sleep, 
and community-based surveys have identified a higher 
prevalence of sleep breathing problems in children with CP 
compared with healthy children.99 Treatment of the sleep 
disturbance involves directed therapy to address the identi-
fied contributing factors. The disruption of normal sleep 
patterns has an enormous effect not only on the cognition 
and quality of life of the child, but also on the caretaker, 
parents, and siblings who are involved in the provision  
of care.54

Neurologic Issues

The disruption of the normal orderly sequence of early 
brain development in CP is associated with a multitude of 
neurologic comorbidities. A practice parameter guideline 
by the AAN in 2004 recommended screening children with 
CP for associated mental retardation, ophthalmologic and 
hearing impairments, speech and language disorders, and 
oral-motor dysfunction.55 Children with CP also have an 
increased frequency of hydrocephalus, sleep disturbance, 
and epilepsy.
On average, 43% of children with CP develop epilepsy, 
and the risk is increased in those with neuroimaging 
abnormalities. The reported incidence of epilepsy is vari-
able, with an incidence of 50% to 94% in spastic quad-
riplegia, 30% in hemiplegia, and 16% to 27% in diplegia 
or ataxic CP.12 Despite this, there is no evidence to support 
routine electroencephalogram (EEG) screening in children 
without a history of seizures, and EEG was not found to be 
helpful in identifying the etiology of CP.12

Mental retardation or the impairment of cognitive and 
neuropsychological function is commonly present in CP.53 
In general terms the degree of motor impairment and the 
extent of cortical injury on imaging studies directly corre-
late with the severity of cognitive deficits, with the excep-
tion of dyskinetic CP where this association is lacking.53 
There is also a strong correlation of greater intellectual 
impairment in children who have abnormal EEG findings 
or epilepsy.83,213 A comprehensive neurodevelopmental 
evaluation including speech-language assessment and neu-
ropsychologic evaluation might help in guiding therapeu-
tic intervention and tailoring the school program.

Visual impairment in CP is common (28%), and the 
relative risk is increased with the degree of imaging abnor-
mality.12 The etiology is often multifactorial, including 
pathologic disorder. of the anterior afferent sensory visual 
pathways, ocular structures, cortical vision impairment 
(CVI), and disorders of ocular motility. CVI is commonly 
defined as a loss in visual function in the absence of dam-
age to the anterior afferent visual pathways or ocular struc-
tures.95 The term CVI is not accurate because the visual 
impairment is not limited to the visual cortex but also 
usually involves white matter pathways such as the optic 
radiations in children with PVL.82 Neuroimaging find-
ings have been found to correlate with the prognosis, as 
children with isolated striate cortex damage had a better 
prognosis than did those with isolated PVL.95 The most 
common etiologies for CVI are perinatal hypoxia (35%), 
prematurity (29%), hydrocephalus (19%), structural CNS 
abnormalities (11%), and seizures (10%).95 With the 
increased survival of premature and very sick term infants 
as a result of advances in modern perinatal care, the prev-
alence of CVI in childhood has been steadily rising over 
the past few decades. CVI is now the most common cause 
of acquired bilateral visual impairment in childhood in 
developed countries.55,195 The overall prognosis for sig-
nificant improvement in visual function with CVI is poor, 
and children with structural abnormalities of the brain and 
afferent visual pathways are the least likely to improve.95

Hearing impairment is reported to occur in approximately 
12% of children with CP.95 Risk factors include very low birth 
weight, kernicterus, neonatal meningitis, severe hypoxic-isch-
emic insults, and administration of ototoxic medications. 
The 2008 U.S. Preventive Services Task Force recommends 
universal screening for hearing loss in all newborn infants.211

Speech and language disorders are common in CP, with 
a reported incidence of articulation disorders and impaired 
speech intelligibility of approximately 38%.36,113 Anarthric 
or dysarthric speech is caused by oral-motor dysfunction 
as a result of bilateral corticobulbar dysfunction or lesions 
to cortical speech-language centers. Many children with CP 
have preserved receptive language despite being nonverbal or 
markedly dysarthric. Marked motor and speech impairment 



with relative preservation of intellect is the hallmark of ath-
etoid CP secondary to subcortical basal ganglia lesions. This 
is important to remember because one should assume that 
children understand what is said to them or in their pres-
ence. In children with significant expressive language dys-
function, alternative means of communication including 
yes-no sign boards, picture boards, adaptive switches, or 
augmentative communication devices should be explored.

Genitourinary

Voiding dysfunction has been estimated to affect 36% of 
children with CP.129 Symptoms can include urinary fre-
quency, incontinence, or difficulty urinating. In studies 
where urodynamic evaluation was performed, neurogenic 
detrusor overactivity with a low bladder capacity was seen 
in 47% of children with CP, while the finding of detrusor-
sphincter dyssynergia was present in 11%.93 In symptom-
atic children, early referral for urodynamic evaluation and 
treatment might significantly improve urinary symptoms.

Gastrointestinal

Gastrointestinal symptoms are frequent in CP and are often 
attributable to impairments in colonic motility.153 Gastro-
esophageal reflux can be seen because of weakness of the 
lower esophageal sphincter and can result in emesis and 
aspiration. Malnutrition as a consequence of oral-motor 
dysfunction can further complicate the impaired colonic 
motility that results from inadequate fluid and dietary fiber 
intake. The consequence of impaired colonic motility is 
chronic constipation with possible long-term large bowel 
megacolon and volvulus, which are preventable with regu-
lar bowel evacuation. Abnormal segmental colonic transit 
times have been correlated with ambulatory function in 
CP.153 Fecal incontinence or defecation distress can occur 
because of anal sphincter or pelvic muscle incoordination. 
This dysfunction in the pelvic floor musculature is thought 
to be the result of abnormal neuromotor control and can 
be assessed with anorectal manometry.3

Osteoporosis

Peak bone mineral density (BMD) achieved by the end 
of adolescence determines the risk for later pathologic 
fractures and osteoporosis.172 In children with CP, bone 
mineralization can be adversely affected by a combination 
of factors, including malnutrition with vitamin D and cal-
cium deficiencies, antiepileptic medications, immobility, 
and lack of dynamic loading via muscle forces and stand-
ing. Previous work by Henderson et al.75 demonstrated 
that in a cohort of 117 children with moderate to severe 
CP who were unable to stand by 9 years of age, 97% had 
osteopenia (BMD Z score <−2.0) as tested in the distal 
femur. Positive effects on BMD have been demonstrated 
with vitamin D and calcium supplementation as well as 
bisphosphonate therapy.89,162 Specific recommendations 
regarding indications for starting bisphosphonate therapy, 
age, optimal dosage, duration of therapy, and long-term 
effects are not known. Studies on increased weight-bearing 
via passive standing have failed to demonstrate a positive 
effect on BMD and the risk for pathologic fracture.33
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Outcome Measures

Choosing the right tool is the key to comparing outcomes 
in rehabilitation research.64 Good validity and reliability as 
well as responsiveness to change are desirable. Table 53-2 
depicts various outcome measures used in pediatric func-
tional assessment.

Therapeutic Management

The therapeutic management of a child with CP requires 
a thorough understanding of the multisystem involve-
ment in addition to the obvious motor impairments. 
Therapeutic interventions can be undertaken in a facil-
ity, home, or school, but education of caregivers in a 
home program of therapeutic exercises and age-appro-
priate activities is an important component. Integration 
of the child into community activities such as karate, 
gymnastics, or dance is another important way to meet 
the child’s therapeutic goals.131 It is imperative that the 
family and child be active participants in the process 
of setting priorities and goals within the context of the 
impairment. The ultimate goal of any therapy program 
is to encourage the child’s maximum potential in motor, 
cognitive, and social realms.
Table 53-2   Outcome Measures for Cerebral Palsy 
Rehabilitation

Outcome Measure

Spasticity Ashworth score
Tardieu angles

Range of motion Goniometer

Dystonia Barry Albright Dystonia Scale

Strength Medical Research Council muscle grade (0-5)
Modified sphygmomanometer
Hydraulic strength or torque
Maximum 10 repetitions weight lift

Cognition IQ

Speech Intelligibility

Health Short Form 12 or 36

Social and self-care 
skills

WeeFIM
Pediatric Outcomes Data Collection Instrument
Canadian Occupational Performance Measure

Pain Faces Pain Scale
Nonverbal Pain Scale

Community 
 integration

Child Health Questionnaire
Demographics 
Craig Handicap Assessment and Reporting 

Technique

Hand and arm 
 function

Melbourne Assessment of Unilateral Upper 
Limb Function

Quality of Upper Extremity Skills Test

Gross motor function Gross Motor Function Measure
Peabody Scales of Infant Development

Gait Velocity, stride length, balance
Oxygen cost
Kinetics or kinematics on gait analysis
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Early Intervention

Early intervention is the process of providing services, edu-
cation, and support to children from birth to 36 months 
of age who have delays in one or more areas of physical, 
cognitive, social, emotional, or adaptive development.131 
An early intervention program includes not only therapy 
services and family training, but also health, psychologic, 
vision, assistive technology, social work, and care coor-
dination services.131 Some studies have shown that early 
intervention programs for preterm infants have a positive 
influence on cognitive outcomes, but there is little evidence 
of an effect on motor outcomes.124,191 There is evidence 
that early intervention minimizes secondary complications 
and provides family support.72

Being well versed in special education law and federal 
legislation enables health care professional to advocate for 
children with disabilities.85 The Vocational Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973, or Public Law (PL) 93-112, provides services for 
the physically and mentally handicapped. Section 504 of 
this act protects against discrimination of service. It ensures 
that children who might not meet “special education” defi-
nitions have appropriate classroom accommodations, such 
as extra time for test taking or frequent breaks. PL 94-142, 
or the Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, 
requires that all states provide a free and appropriate public 
education for children aged 3 to 21 years (except ages 3 to  
5 years and 18 to 21 years were not mandatory) regardless of 
handicap, and requires that these students be placed in the 
least restrictive environment possible.48,85 It also mandates 
that every child with a disability have an individualized 
educational plan that, like a 504 plan, ensures appropriate 
accommodations, but also includes statements of present 
level of functioning, short- and long-term goals, specific 
educational services needed, participation in regular educa-
tion programs, and assurance that the necessary services are 
available. The Education of the Handicapped Act Amend-
ments of 1986, PL 99-457, expanded the provisions of PL 
94-142 to include handicapped infants and preschool chil-
dren from birth to 3 years of age, and extended mandatory 
free and appropriate public education to children aged 3 to 
5 years. Included in this amendment was the requirement 
that all children receiving early intervention services have 
an individualized family service plan (IFSP). In addition 
to containing goals for the child, the IFSP includes infor-
mation about the family’s strengths and needs related to 
the child’s development. The Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (IDEA) of 1990 or PL101-476, also known 
as the Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of 
1990, expanded on PL 94-142, provided funding for infant 
and toddler early intervention programs, and replaced the 
word “handicapped” with “disabled.” Infants and toddlers 
with disabilities from birth to 2 years of age who demon-
strate developmental delay receive early intervention ser-
vices under IDEA Part C, and children aged 3 to 21 years 
receive special education and services under Part B. For 
a state to participate in the program, it must ensure that 
early intervention will be available to all eligible children 
and their families. In 2004 the IDEA law was reauthorized 
by Congress and updated to include the requirement of 
preparing children with disabilities for further education, 
employment, and independent living.31,85
Therapy Approaches

The goal of therapy intervention is to facilitate the devel-
opment of fine motor, gross motor, and speech-language 
skills. Functional goal setting has become prominent 
since the 1980s, and progress is frequently monitored 
as a requisite to justifying continued services.88 A num-
ber of different therapy approaches have been advocated 
to facilitate the development of skills, although no one 
system has been proven to be superior to others (Table 
53-3).73 Most therapy approaches were developed empiri-
cally from clinical observation, and a theoretic framework 
was devised later to explain the possible neurophysiologic 
principles.121,137 Most therapists do not adhere to a single 
therapy approach, and often an eclectic approach is used 
with tailoring of therapy interventions based on the needs 
and clinical response of the child.

In most models of outpatient or school-based therapy, 
services are provided at most two or three times per week 
for a given discipline, and it is imperative that the family 
is included in the therapy plan such that there is carryover 
and reinforcement in the home setting.

Most studies that have attempted to quantify the effec-
tiveness and benefit of therapy interventions have been 
inconclusive.11,77 The development of appropriate and sen-
sitive outcome measures, adherence to randomized con-
trolled studies, and the use of metaanalysis will be necessary 
to definitively demonstrate the benefit of therapy interven-
tions over the natural history of CP without therapy. This 
process is methodologically difficult, however, because of 
the inherent problems with measuring treatment-related 
change within the background of expected developmental 
changes, compounded by the heterogeneity of the child 
with CP. Systematic reviews of physical, occupational, and 
speech and language therapy similarly show positive trends 
toward a beneficial treatment effect, but fail to definitively 
show benefit.10,154,197

Therapy interventions that are being examined currently 
for potential benefit in CP include partial body weight–sup-
ported treadmill training (PBWSTT), constraint-induced 
movement therapy (CIMT), hippotherapy, and functional 
electrical stimulation.78,142,187 However, efficacy studies are 
similarly plagued with the same methodologic barriers as 
conventional therapy interventions.

Specific Therapy Interventions

CIMT is a treatment for hemiparesis to improve motor 
function in the affected upper limb. CIMT has been shown 
to be efficacious in adults with stroke214 (see Chapter 50). 
In children with hemiplegic CP, the unaffected limb is 
restrained with a removable cast, typically for 3 weeks, 
and the child undergoes intensive, structured therapy in 
addition to daily activities and play. Studies show positive 
results, with new motor skills gained and increased arm 
use up to 6 months after CIMT.35,206 CIMT in stroke has 
been associated with significant neuroplasticity or cortical 
reorganization on neuroimaging.59,109,179 Evidence of cor-
tical changes in children with CP is emerging.205

Electrical stimulation is a potential adjunctive therapy, 
and proponents advocate improvement in strength and 
function. Neuromuscular electrical stimulation is the 
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Table 53-3   Similarities and Differences Between Neuromotor Therapy Approaches to Cerebral Palsy

Neurodevelopmental 
Treatment  
(Bobaths)

Sensorimotor 
Approach to 
Treatment  
(Rood)

Sensory Integration 
Approach  
(Ayres) Vojta Approach

Patterning Therapy 
(Doman-Delacato)

Central nervous 
system model

Goals of treat-
ment

Hierarchic
 •  To normalize tone
 •  To inhibit primitive 

reflexes
 •  To facilitate automatic 

reactions and normal 
movement patterns

Hierarchic
 •  To activate pos-

tural responses 
(stability)

 •  To activate move-
ment (mobility) 
once stability is 
achieved

Hierarchic
 •  To improve efficiency 

of neural processing
 •  To better organize 

adaptive responses

Hierarchic
 •  To prevent cerebral 

palsy in infants at 
risk

 •  To improve motoric 
behavior in infants 
with fixed cerebral 
palsy

Hierarchic
 •  To achieve independent 

mobility
 •  To improve motor 

coordination
 •  To prevent or improve 

communication 
 disorders

 •  To enhance intelligence

Primary sensory 
systems utilized 
to effect a 
motor response

 •  Kinesthetic
 •  Proprioceptive
 •  Tactile

 •  Tactile
 •  Proprioceptive
 •  Kinesthetic

 •  Vestibular
 •  Tactile
 •  Kinesthetic

 •  Proprioceptive
 •  Kinesthetic
 •  Tactile

All sensory systems are 
utilized

Emphasis of 
 treatment 
activities

 •  Positioning and handling 
to normalize sensory 
input

 •  Facilitation of active 
movement

Sensory stimulation 
to activate motor 
response (tapping, 
brushing, icing)

Therapist guides 
but child controls 
sensory input to get 
adaptive purposeful 
response

Trigger reflex loco-
motive zones to 
encourage move-
ment patterns (e.g., 
reflex crawl)

Sensory and reflex 
stimulation, passive 
movement patterns, 
encouragement of inde-
pendent movements

Intended clinical 
population

Children with cerebral 
palsy

Adults post–cerebrovas-
cular accident (CVA)

Children with 
neuromotor 
disorders such as 
cerebral palsy

Adults post-CVA

Children with learning 
disabilities

Children with autism

Young infants at risk 
for cerebral palsy

Young infants with 
fixed cerebral palsy

Children with neonatal or 
acquired brain damage

Emphasis on 
 treating infants

Yes No No Yes No

Emphasis on family 
involvement 
 during treat-
ment

Yes
Handling and positioning 

for activities of daily 
living

No No
Supportive role 

encouraged

Yes
Family administers 

treatment at home 
daily

Yes
Family and friends admin-

ister treatment several 
times daily

Empiric support Few studies
Conflicting results

Very few studies
Conflicting results

Many studies
Conflicting results with 

school-age children
Positive results for 

tactile and vestibular 
input with infants

Few studies
Conflicting results

Few studies
Conflicting results

From Harris SR, Atwater SW, Crowe TK: Accepted and controversial neuromotor therapies for infants at high risk for cerebral palsy. J Perinatol 8:3-13, 1988, with permission.
application of an electrical current of sufficient inten-
sity to elicit muscle contraction. When applied during a 
functional activity, it is referred to as functional electrical 
stimulation.94 In contrast, threshold electrical stimula-
tion is a low-intensity, subthreshold electrical stimulus 
that has been theorized to increase blood flow and stimu-
late muscle growth (see Chapter 21). Evidence to support 
use of these modalities in CP is limited and with varied 
outcomes.40,94,188,212

PBWSTT is a therapy in which an overhead harness system 
is used to support the child’s body weight on a treadmill, 
while the therapist provides verbal and tactile cues to facilitate 
the kinematic, kinetic, and temporal features of walking.142 
Although evidence of potential benefits from PBWSTT is 
emerging in adults with stroke and spinal cord injury, several 
recent systematic reviews showed limited evidence to sup-
port the use of PBWSTT in children with CP.120,142 Despite 
reported improvements in gross motor function, functional 
status, walking performance, and gait parameters, statistical 
significance was not reached in most of the studies.

Therapeutic horse riding (hippotherapy) has been gain-
ing popularity and is considered by many families to be 
complementary to their traditional therapies. Improve-
ments in gross motor function, postural control, pelvic 
movement, co-contraction, and joint stabilization have 
been shown; however, the strength of the evidence is 
variable.187,196

Durable Medical Equipment

The goal in prescription of durable medical equipment for 
persons with disabilities including CP should be to maxi-
mize function, safety, and independence. The degree of 
motor impairment in CP should be considered when pre-
scribing a mobility device. Exploration of the environment 
is an important part of cognitive development, and maxi-
mizing functional independence with mobility should be 
instituted once developmentally appropriate.

Truncal hypotonia, impaired balance, proprioception 
deficits, and spasticity often delay if not preclude indepen-
dent sitting and standing. Supportive or adaptive seating 
and standing can facilitate upper limb function, communi-
cation, and feeding by freeing the child’s hands to perform 
bimanual tasks, improving breath support, and optimizing 
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the head and trunk position to facilitate a safe swallow. The 
optimal seating angle should be determined on an individ-
ual basis; however, available evidence supports a neutral to 
anterior seat inclination for functional tasks.128 Specialized 
seating devices are available for sitting on the floor, sitting 
on the toilet, feeding, and bathing, as well as for incorpora-
tion in a mobility device. Passive standers are also available 
as positioning devices, and although they might have the 
ability to be mobile, the high center of gravity and propen-
sity to tip does not make them a practical or safe means of 
community mobility.

Use of a wheelchair becomes applicable when a child 
either outgrows commercially available strollers or addi-
tional support is necessary. The goal of supportive seating 
is to provide an upright seated posture to facilitate interac-
tion with the environment and minimize deforming forces 
secondary to postural abnormalities (Figure 53-10). The 
clinician must consider both the seating goals and the fam-
ily’s needs. One consideration unique to pediatrics is the 
decision to use either a conventional wheelchair base or 
a stroller base for the mobility device. The decision to use 
power mobility is dependent on motor control, vision, and 
cognition; however, it has been successfully used in chil-
dren as young as 18 months.30 (See Chapter 17 for addi-
tional considerations in wheelchair seating prescriptions.)

For children with adequate head and trunk support, a 
gait trainer, walker, or crutches might help facilitate gait 
training. The gait trainer is a wheeled walker with a sling seat 
and various support options, which allows the patient to 
propel the device without necessarily having a coordinated, 
reciprocal gait pattern. Walkers provide external support for 
strength and balance, and can improve upright position.67 
For the dependent child and adult, families might benefit 
FIGURE 53-10  Child with spastic quadriplegia seated in a custom manual 
wheelchair.
from equipment to facilitate transfers and floor recovery, 
such as a mobile mechanical lift or overhead lift device.

The production of speech, language, and gesture for 
communication is also commonly affected in CP because 
of motor, sensory, and intellectual impairments. Various 
applications of technology have been used to maximize 
function. In augmentative communication, meaningful 
communication and expression of needs are facilitated 
with the use of computers, switch devices, sign boards, and 
similar adaptive equipment.

Splinting and orthoses are commonly used in CP to 
manage spastic but flexible dynamic deformities of the 
extremities. The decision to brace and the type of orthosis 
to be used are dictated by the age of the child, functional 
level, motor control, type of deformity, and commitment 
to use.140 With lower limb orthoses the clinician should 
clearly identify the gait deviation and goals to be addressed, 
with special consideration of ankle-foot alignment, range 
of motion, and tone. Ankle-foot orthoses have been dem-
onstrated to decrease the energy cost of walking in children 
with CP, compared with barefoot walking, and to improve 
gait parameters of stride length and velocity.1,27 (See Chap-
ters 14 and 15 for further information on orthoses.)

Management of Hypertonia

Management of hypertonia in children with CP is challeng-
ing, and no standard approach exists. The most common 
form of hypertonicity in children with CP is spasticity, and 
it can occur globally affecting both the trunk and limbs 
or can occur more focally. Spasticity often coexists with 
dystonia, a more dynamic movement disorder, and using 
quantitative measures to differentiate between the two will 
ensure more appropriate treatment.63 The importance of 
physical therapy, orthoses and casting has been stressed by 
a consensus group,66 but these interventions can be aug-
mented with oral medications as well as chemodenervation 
with botulinum toxin (BTX), phenol, or both. Neurosur-
gical procedures including intrathecal baclofen (ITB) and 
selective dorsal rhizotomy (SDR) can also be considered in 
carefully selected populations. (See Chapter 30 for a more 
comprehensive discussion of spasticity management.)

Goals must be carefully considered and firmly estab-
lished before initiation of any treatment. Merely reducing 
spasticity is not sufficient. Goals include the following:
 1.  Improved ability to sit, transfer, or ambulate
 2.  Improved upper limb function to facilitate play, activi-

ties of daily living, or use of a communication system
 3.  Improved ease of care and comfort
 4.  Prevention of secondary complications such as contrac-

tures or skin breakdown, and better tolerance of splint-
ing or casting4,20

The impact of hypertonicity on a growing child needs to 
be continually reevaluated and the goals adjusted to help 
facilitate developmentally appropriate milestones. In some 
cases spasticity can be “useful”—for example, when it aids 
the ability to transfer in the face of underlying muscle 
weakness.208 Treatment goals for dystonia differ somewhat 
compared with those for spasticity.4 In children with dysto-
nia, contractures occur less often, and dystonic arching of 
the trunk can affect sitting, caregiving, and comfort.
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Oral Medications

Oral medications are often used as an early treatment 
for generalized spasticity. Commonly used medications 
include baclofen, diazepam, dantrolene sodium, tizani-
dine, clonazepam and clonidine. All of these medications, 
except dantrolene, exert their effect through the CNS and 
can cause sedation. Both baclofen and diazepam have been 
shown to be significantly better than placebo in reducing 
spasticity and improving selective motor control in chil-
dren with CP.119,132,180 Pediatric dosing is quite variable 
and needs to be tailored to the response of the child. The 
choice of medication is often based on personal experience 
and the impact of benefit versus potential side effects.122

Oral medications used for treatment of dystonia in chil-
dren with CP include trihexyphenidyl hydrochloride and 
levodopa-carbidopa. Severe, generalized secondary dystonia 
often responds poorly to oral medications, and ITB has been 
found to be more effective.4 The scientific evidence for the 
clinical use of trihexyphenidyl in children with CP remains 
equivocal.80,166,177 Adverse events such as sedation, dizzi-
ness, and dry mouth are common and can limit its tolerance.

Chemical Denervation

Focal hypertonicity can be managed with intramuscular 
BTX injections and phenol neurolysis. Injections are most 
effective in children with dynamic muscle shortening 
localized to specific muscles and those without significant 
contracture.66 Chemical denervation can be used in combi-
nation with systemic medications.

Children undergoing injection with BTX might require 
sedation if multiple muscles are injected. Chemodenerva-
tion with phenol is a more technically difficult procedure 
and more frequently requires sedation. Electrical stimu-
lation or US guidance can be used for localization when 
using BTX, for example, in the forearm or posterior tibialis 
muscles. Phenol requires electrical stimulation for nerve 
identification.

Botulinum Toxin

BTX is widely used in the management of CP. BTX-A is mar-
keted as Botox and BTX-B as Myobloc. Dosing and dilution 
guidelines have not been established, but consensus state-
ments and systematic reviews provide recommendations.66 
Considerations used in dosing include the child’s weight, 
muscle size, location of muscle, and degree of spasticity.96 
The period of clinical useful relaxation is usually 12 to 16 
weeks, and it is recommended that injections be spaced a 
minimum of 3 months apart because of concern for neu-
tralizing antibody formation.66 Adverse events related to 
BTX are rare and include injection site pain and exces-
sive weakness of the injected muscle.66 Caution is recom-
mended when injecting children with pseudobulbar palsy.

Muscles commonly injected include the gastrocnemius, 
hamstrings, hip adductors, and flexor synergy muscles of the 
upper limb. Improvement in gait and gross motor function 
has been demonstrated with isolated BTX-A injections into 
the gastrocnemius muscle for equinus foot deformity,20,98 
as well as with multilevel lower limb injections.181 Stud-
ies evaluating the effectiveness of BTX-A injections com-
bined with serial casting for dynamic equinus show mixed 
results.2,45 BTX-A injections into the upper limbs of children 
with hemiplegia have been shown to improve movement 
and function,114 and the use of three-dimensional kinemat-
ics is showing promise in detecting functional changes.115

Phenol

Phenol has been used for many years to reduce focal spas-
ticity. Its low cost is a significant advantage over BTX, but the 
technical difficulty in isolating a nerve and a need for general 
anesthesia can incur more cost. Duration of improvement 
varies between 3 and 18 months.106,220 Phenol perineural 
injections or motor point blocks are typically used for large 
proximal muscles such as the biceps brachii, hip adductors, 
and hamstrings. Phenol motor point blocks can also be 
performed in the posterior tibialis and gastrocnemius mus-
cles to minimize the risk for sensory dysesthesia. Injection 
into the anterior branch of the obturator nerve in children 
with CP has been shown to be safe and effective.106 Rare 
adverse events include sensory dysesthesias and cardiac 
dysrhythmias.61,97 BTX-A and BTX-B have been combined 
safely with phenol injections thus allowing simultaneous 
injection during a single injection episode. By using phenol 
and BTX in conjunction, one can maximize the dose and 
number of muscles treated by a finite amount of BTX.61,97

Intrathecal Baclofen

ITB is delivered to the intrathecal space via a catheter 
connected to an implanted pump in the abdomen. This 
method of delivery infers an advantage over oral baclofen 
in that sedative effects are minimized. ITB is most often 
used to treat children with generalized spasticity or gener-
alized moderate to severe dystonia. Cost and maintenance 
can be prohibitive for some families. A screening lumbar 
bolus dose of baclofen can be used to evaluate respon-
siveness, but it is not always helpful, especially in cases of 
 dystonia.4 Catheter tips are typically positioned at C5–T2, 
but can be placed intraventricularly for severe dystonia.5

Several studies demonstrate the effectiveness of ITB in 
children with CP, and one study showed a significant reduc-
tion in upper and lower extremity spasticity for up to 10 
years.6,81 Significant improvements in gross motor function 
1 year after ITB pump implant have been demonstrated.100 
Children and their caregivers are generally satisfied with the 
results of ITB and report improved positioning, transfers, 
dressing, toileting and hygiene, and comfort.101 Speech, 
communication, and saliva control can improve after ITB.21

Potential complications of ITB include infections, 
cerebrospinal fluid leaks, and catheter problems such as 
disconnection and migration. Abrupt withdrawal is a med-
ical emergency and needs to be managed aggressively.223 
Urinary retention can be seen acutely, whereas constipa-
tion and weight gain tend to be more chronic complica-
tions.4,125 ITB has not been found to significantly affect the 
rate of progression of hip subluxation96 or scoliosis in chil-
dren with CP.184,186

Selective Dorsal Rhizotomy

Selective dorsal rhizotomy (SDR) is a surgical procedure 
that has been widely used as a treatment for spasticity. The 
surgical technique involves single or multilevel osteoplastic 
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laminectomies exposing the L2–S2 nerve roots. Typically, 
25% to 70% of dorsal rootlets are selectively cut with the 
aid of electrophysiologic monitoring.74,194

Children 3 to 8 years of age with spastic diplegia, lit-
tle upper limb involvement, good selective motor skills, 
and minimal contractures are the best candidates for 
SDR.127,194 Combined dorsal and ventral rhizotomies have 
been performed in a few children with severe spasticity 
and dystonia who were not candidates for ITB.4 Appro-
priate candidates for SDR must have sufficient underlying 
strength. The preoperative ability to rise from a squatted 
position with minimal support, and a younger child’s abil-
ity to crawl on hands and knees are positive predictors for 
a good outcome with SDR.194 Some degree of lower limb 
weakness can be unmasked postoperatively by reducing 
the spasticity, making intensive physical therapy a neces-
sity. Children must have the cognitive and social capacity 
for such an intensive intervention.127

A metaanalysis of three randomized controlled trials 
evaluating the outcome of SDR in children with spastic 
diplegia showed that SDR plus physical therapy is more 
efficacious than physical therapy alone in reducing spas-
ticity and has a small positive effect on gross motor func-
tion.127 Studies using three-dimensional gait analysis show 
improvement in gait parameters after SDR.37 Long-term 
outcomes 5 and 20 years after SDR in children show an 
improvement in the Gross Motor Function Measure and 
gait pattern.107,147 Quantifiable improvements in upper 
limb function have also been described after SDR.112

SDR can reduce the need for orthopedic surgeries, with 
35% of children avoiding surgery, and this might be more 
likely if SDR is performed before the age of 5 years.148,194 
Long-term complications such as sensory dysfunction, 
bladder or bowel dysfunction, or back pain are infre-
quent.194 A concern with multilevel laminectomies is the 
potential increased risk for spinal deformities, but there is 
no clear evidence to support this.

Orthopedic Management

Children with CP have abnormalities in muscle tone, 
strength, balance, and selective motor control. These 
abnormalities in muscle tone restrict the range of motion 
of affected joints, and when coupled with musculoskel-
etal growth, result in muscle contractures and associated 
bony deformities.18 Orthopedic surgical management of 
persons with CP can differ depending on the functional 
abilities of the individual, but share the common goal 
of maximizing quality of life and function by addressing 
the secondary musculoskeletal complications that result. 
Orthopedic surgical procedures in CP consist of a combi-
nation of muscle releases and lengthenings, split tendon 
transfers, osteotomies, and arthrodesis.18 The timing of 
surgical intervention is determined by CNS maturation, 
ambulation potential, and the rate at which the deformity 
is developing.

The following discussion of orthopedic surgical inter-
vention in CP is meant to serve as an overview for the reha-
bilitation clinician to highlight important concepts. It is 
not intended to be exhaustive, and the reader is referred to 
appropriate orthopedic references as appropriate.
Hips

The goal of orthopedic surgical intervention for the hips 
is to prevent dislocation and achieve a stable and level 
pelvis to facilitate sitting, improve hygiene, prevent pain, 
and inhibit postural abnormalities that promote excessive 
pressure on bony prominences and scoliosis.18 It has been 
reported that approximately 60% of children who are not 
walking by the age of 5 years are likely to develop sublux-
ation of the hip, with the greatest risk in those with severe 
neurologic involment.62 In contrast, Scrutton et al.183 
found that no children with CP who walked 10 steps alone 
by 30 months of age required treatment of their hips by 
5 years of age. Because children with spastic quadriplegic 
CP are at highest risk for hip pathology, guidelines have 
recommended radiographs of the hip by 18 months of age 
in this population.183,189 Surveillance radiographic imag-
ing monitors the migration percentage of the femoral head 
as it subluxates, and the acetabular index, at an interval 
of 6 to 12 months, depending on the rate of progression 
and associated risk factors.46 Children with a migration 
percentage greater than 33% or an acetabular index greater 
than 30 degrees are likely to require further treatment, and 
hips with a migration percentage greater than 60% are 
unstable and require immediate attention.62

The deforming force of spasticity exerts its effect through 
the muscle tendon unit. “Soft tissue” surgeries are proce-
dures involving muscles and tendons that serve to lengthen 
and weaken spastic and shortened muscles, and decrease 
their unopposed pull on the bony skeleton with the goal 
of balancing forces. Soft tissue surgeries used to counteract 
hip subluxation often include some combination of hip 
adductor tenotomy, psoas recession, iliopsoas tenotomy, 
or medial hamstring lengthening and are performed after 
the hip has demonstrated subluxation.163,189 Alternatively, 
BTX is also being used to decrease the deforming forces of 
the spastic hip adductor muscle and slow the progression, 
if not successfully prevent dislocation of the hip joint.159,221

The lack of weight-bearing through the hip joint in non-
ambulatory children also compounds the forces leading to 
instability, because axial weight-bearing serves to deepen 
the acetabulum and induces a progressive varus angle of 
the femoral neck with respect to the shaft. The osseous 
deformities of the hip that result include femoral antever-
sion caused by spastic overpull of the medial hamstring, as 
well as acetabular dysplasia and coxa valga resulting from 
a lack of axial weight-bearing.189 Treatment of these condi-
tions includes periacetabular osteotomies to improve cov-
erage of the femoral head, as well as proximal varus and 
external rotation osteotomies of the femur to address the 
angular and rotational deformities, respectively190 (Figures 
53-11 and 53-12).

The natural history of the severely subluxated hip has 
also been studied, with variable conclusions.190 The rela-
tionship between hip pain and subluxation or dislocation 
of one or both hips is highly variable. Although it is clear 
that a subset of children with neuromuscular dysplasia has 
hip pain, the relationship between radiographic and clini-
cal findings remains elusive.190 For those with established 
pain attributed to hip dislocation, deformity of the femoral 
head and breakdown of articular cartilage, salvage proce-
dures to include proximal femoral resection, osteotomies 
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FIGURE 53-11 Bilateral hip subluxation and coxa valga.

FIGURE 53-12 Proximal varus derotational osteotomies of the femurs and 
right periacetabular osteotomy.
to redirect the femoral head, and hip arthroplasty have all 
been described.190 Total hip arthroplasty has been shown 
to relieve pain and improve function in 94% of adults 
with various severities of CP, but its lifelong efficacy is not 
known.29

Lower Limb

In the ambulatory child with CP, the complexity of forces 
involved in pathologic gait can be assessed with the help 
of three-dimensional gait and motion analysis, particu-
larly to assist with surgical planning.57 Various soft tissue 
surgeries are used to maintain muscle length and prevent 
contracture.190 The practice of limiting surgeries to a single 
event addressing multiple areas of deformity and contrac-
ture (single-event multilevel surgery) has been shown to be 
effective in preserving functional ambulation, while mini-
mizing interruptions in school and leisure activities.18

Children with CP have a variety of pathologic gait pat-
terns that are compensatory responses to abnormal muscle 
tone, altered range of motion, motor imbalance, and bony 
deformity. Scissoring is a common frontal plane pattern of 
excessive lower extremity adduction caused by persistent 
femoral anteversion in the setting of hip adductor and 
medial hamstring spasticity. Management of scissoring 
can include focal spasticity management with BTX, and 
adductor tenotomy or myotomy, and is often combined 
with hamstring lengthenings. Scissoring might accom-
pany sagittal plane deformities of “crouch gait” and “jump 
gait.” Jump gait is characterized by excessive hip flexion, 
knee flexion, and equinus at the ankle in stance, and is the 
most common sagittal plane pathologic finding in young 
diplegic children.18 The jump gait pattern is in contrast 
to “apparent” equinus in which the child adopts a simi-
lar toe walking pattern, but is caused by dynamic or fixed 
knee flexion rather than excessive ankle plantar flexion.34 
Crouch gait is a pattern seen in older diplegic children and 
is characterized by excessive ankle dorsiflexion, excessive 
knee flexion, increased hip flexion, and variable pelvic 
position.168 The etiology of crouch gait and jump gait is 
often multifactorial but can include hamstring, psoas, and 
gastrocnemius tightness resulting from spasticity or con-
tracture, weakness, and impaired balance.199

In contrast to crouch gait, “stiff knee gait” describes 
decreased dynamic range of motion of the knee through-
out the gait cycle with the knee in an erect or extended 
position.34 The etiology of stiff knee gait is thought to be 
spasticity of the rectus femoris muscle firing inappropri-
ately during swing phase, which is demonstrable with sur-
face electromyography in the gait laboratory.34,158 Surgical 
options for stiff knee gait include transfer of the rectus fem-
oris to improve dynamic knee flexion. Additional sagittal 
plane deformities are attributable to equinus at the ankle 
resulting from spasticity of the gastrocnemius and soleus 
muscles (exerting a plantar flexion moment at the ankle). 
Secondary to the plantar flexion–knee extension couple,57 
plantar flexion overactivity can contribute to compensatory 
knee hyperextension (“recurvatum”), which can become 
painful with time.

The orthopedic interventions for the gait patterns 
described above are tailored to address the primary forces 
that are thought to contribute, and are therefore unique for 
each child and pattern. Management options include mus-
cle strengthening of the antigravity muscles, external sup-
port with orthoses, and orthopedic operations to correct 
fixed soft tissue and bony musculoskeletal deformities at 
single or multiple levels.168 Dynamic deformities without 
fixed contracture are generally managed by focal spasticity 
management. A host of soft tissue and bony procedures 
are described to address the musculoskeletal deformities 
of the foot and ankle in CP with the goal of obtaining a 
plantigrade, braceable foot and stable base of support for 
standing and gait.

Upper Limb

Spasticity management and orthopedic intervention for 
the upper limb in CP follows a similar treatment algorithm 
to that of the lower limb. Dynamic posturing and tone pat-
terns are addressed with stretching, splinting, and focal 
and systemic spasticity management. Fixed deformities 
must be addressed through surgical correction of soft tis-
sue and bony abnormalities. Although extension spasticity 
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patterns predominate in the lower limbs, flexion postur-
ing of the elbow, wrist, and fingers is frequently seen in 
hemiplegic and quadriplegic CP. Wrist-hand orthoses are 
frequently used to reduce thumb-in-palm and wrist flex-
ion deformities for hygiene and to achieve a more func-
tional position for grip. They also, however, can serve to 
lessen sensory input to an already compromised hand. The 
most common soft tissue surgery to address wrist flexion 
deformities is the flexor carpi ulnaris transfer to either the 
extensor carpi radialis brevis, in which the problematic 
wrist flexor is reinserted into the wrist extensor tendon. 
Associated surgeries often performed at the same time 
to address the flexion synergy pattern of the upper limb 
include biceps release or lengthening, finger flexor length-
enings, thumb abductor augmentation, thumb adductor 
release, and pronator teres release or rerouting. Upper limb 
surgery for function should be delayed until the child is 
mature enough to cooperate with rehabilitation.18 Motion 
analysis and computer modeling of the upper extremity is 
also being increasingly used to aid in surgical planning, 
much like three-dimensional gait analysis for the lower 
extremities.

Spine

The reported incidence of scoliosis in CP has varied from 
6.5% to 76%, and the severity has been found to directly 
correlate with the degree of involvement and the level of 
mental retardation, and inversely correlate with functional 
status and ambulation.116 Progression of scoliosis in CP has 
not been found to be affected by nonoperative treatments 
such as bracing.133 However, spinal orthoses can help pro-
vide postural control in children with truncal hypotonia to 
facilitate an upright posture for daily activities.

The presence of scoliosis or a spine deformity at an early 
age (<5 years) might suggest a congenital syndrome or spi-
nous congenital anomaly. A physical examination should 
be performed every 6 to 12 months and radiographs 
obtained if a curve is detected. Standardizing the position 
of the child when follow-up radiographs are obtained will 
help minimize errors in measurement of progression. The 
treatment of scoliosis in CP is spinal instrumentation and 
fusion. Ideally this can be delayed in children with flex-
ible deformities until they approach skeletal maturity. 
In contrast to idiopathic scoliosis, there is a high risk for 
progression in CP with curves of 40 degrees at skeletal 
maturity.118,171

Complementary and Alternative 
Medicine

Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) is 
defined by the National Center for Complementary and 
Alternative Medicine on its website (www.nccam.nih.gov) 
as “a group of diverse medical and health care systems, 
practices, and products that are not generally considered 
part of conventional medicine.” CAM is an area that fami-
lies of children with CP often explore, and a prevalence 
rate of 56% has been reported.84 Although CP is a non-
progressive condition, it is noncurable, and families might 
seek alternative treatments to ensure that they are doing 
everything possible to help their child. A greater severity of 
CP and a higher level of education completed by caregivers 
have been associated with a higher use of CAM.84,173

Information on these treatments is often sought on the 
Internet or through family networking, but families also 
seek advice from their physician. Organizations such as the 
National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medi-
cine, United Cerebral Palsy, and the American Academy for 
Cerebral Palsy and Developmental Medicine provide web-
based evidence reviews on current treatments. The Ameri-
can Academy of Pediatrics has developed policy statements 
on CAM that encourage physicians to become knowledge-
able about the various complementary treatments, and to 
remain nonjudgmental as the family is guided through 
the risks, theoretic benefits, and any available credible 
research.7

There is often a gray zone between conventional and 
alternative treatments. For example, hyperbaric oxygen 
therapy (HBOT) can be considered as part of the conven-
tional treatment for wound care, but is considered alterna-
tive when used in CP. Examples of CAM used in CP include 
massage therapy, aqua therapy, hippotherapy, spinal 
manipulation, conductive education, craniosacral therapy, 
Euromed Adeli Suit program, HBOT, acupuncture, Felden-
krais, and homeotherapy.84 A systemic review of evidence 
on the benefits of HBOT for CP was performed in 2007.126 
HBOT and pressurized room air resulted in improvements 
in motor function compared with baseline. Adverse events 
included seizures and the need for ear pressure equaliza-
tion tube placement.

Transition to Adulthood and Aging 
With Cerebral Palsy

The transition period is often difficult for young adults 
with CP, and follow-up with health and rehabilitation ser-
vices is often dramatically reduced once children with CP 
reach adulthood.24 Adult health care providers may lack 
expertise and interest in childhood-onset disabling condi-
tions, and services can be fragmented.19 Preserving well-
ness, function, independence, activity, participation in 
society, and quality of life needs to be the ultimate focus, 
not necessarily episodic or acute care management.

As young adults with CP transition to more indepen-
dence, physicians need to provide education about poten-
tial age-related changes and medical issues. CP is not 
synonymous with illness or disease, and physicians must 
have an index of suspicion for progression of pathology 
or impairment, either through complications or the aging 
process.

Adults with CP exhibit musculoskeletal or performance 
changes typical of advanced aging earlier than their non-
disabled peers.141 Disabilities that have a long duration 
can produce excessive wear and tear on the musculoskel-
etal system. In a survey of adults with CP, 85% reported 
contractures, with 33% of these occurring in two to three 
joints.9 Chronic pain has been reported in 30% to 67% 
of adults, with the back and lower limbs the most com-
monly affected sites.87,182 Adults with dyskinesia tend 
to report more cervical pain.141 Improper biomechani-
cal forces caused by spasticity, contractures, and physical 

http://www.nccam.nih.gov
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stress can lead to overuse injuries.141 Many adults with CP 
and chronic pain experience limitations in their activi-
ties, social withdrawal, decreased self-esteem, depression, 
relationship strain, and emotional distress that lead to a 
cycle of despair and hopelessness.32,90 Most adults with 
CP do not seek help from health care providers for pain 
management.60

Subluxed or dislocated hips and severe scoliosis not 
managed in childhood can result in pelvic obliquity, pres-
sure sores, and functional decline in adulthood. 118 The 
average progression rate of scoliosis in adults with CP 
ranges from 3 to 4.4 degrees per year, and this contributes 
to functional decline.118 (See the discussion of orthopedic 
management for further surgical information.)

Cervical myelopathy is a potentially devastating condi-
tion in adults with athetoid CP. Cervical disk degeneration 
tends to occur at a younger age and can be attributable 
to abnormal excessive neck motion.71 Short-term surgi-
cal outcome is favorable, but neurologic deterioration or 
development of kyphosis can occur greater than 5 years 
and occasionally greater than 10 years postoperatively.14

An increased incidence of gastrointestinal complaints 
has been reported in adults with CP.141,210 Adults with 
recurrent urinary tract infections or incontinence tend to 
have abnormal urodynamics, and these problems increase 
with a higher GMFCS.28

Aging can affect motor function and life skills. By 25 
years of age, improvement in ambulation is unlikely and 
decline more likely, especially for those with a higher 
GMFCS.42 For those adults who are ambulatory, a sig-
nificant decline occurs in late adulthood, and few of the 
60-year-old persons who ambulate well maintain this skill 
over the following 15 years.200 Adults with CP and normal 
intelligence are less likely to live independently, have inti-
mate relationships, and be employed than their able-bod-
ied peers.47 Female gender, lower IQ, and transportation 
dependence are associated with unemployment.117 Despite 
these challenges, subjective well-being and general satisfac-
tion with life are not reduced in adults with CP.76

Life expectancy in CP is influenced by the presence of 
severe mental retardation and reduced mobility,52,201,202 
and the key predictors are lack of basic functional skills 
including mobility and feeding. Adults lacking these skills 
have much reduced life expectancies, as much as 11 years 
less than age-matched peers. for the worst functioning 
groups. By contrast, survival of high-functioning adults is 
close to that of the general population. Life expectancies of 
adults of a given age can differ by 40 years or more, accord-
ing to their functional level.201

Summary and Future Directions

The goals for successful rehabilitation of the child with CP 
include maximizing quality of life and functional indepen-
dence while seeking to prevent secondary complications. 
It is important to recognize that despite CP being a static 
condition, it is associated with a dynamic pattern of clinical 
manifestations that are lifelong and require an interdisci-
plinary team and a “medical home” to effectively manage. 
The transition from pediatric to adult-centered health care 
is complex and associated with a disparity of resources that 
needs to be optimized at multiple levels. In the modern era 
of molecular genetics, any child or adult with a diagnosis 
of CP should be considered a candidate for periodic evalu-
ation to better describe his or her underlying condition. 
The time of transition from pediatric medicine to the adult 
health care system is an ideal time to relook at the indi-
vidual from a diagnostic perspective.

Given the numerous etiologies of CP, it is unlikely that 
it will ever be completely preventable, but progress is being 
made with improved identification and optimization of 
modifiable risk factors. Current research goals include the 
development of appropriate and sensitive outcome mea-
sures, and increasing the number of high-quality random-
ized controlled studies and metaanalyses to definitively 
demonstrate the benefit of rehabilitation interventions.
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CHAPTER 54
MYELOMENINGOCELE AND 
OTHER SPINAL DYSRAPHISMS
R. Drew Davis and Charles Law
Myelomeningocele (MMC) is the most common con-
genital anomaly of the central nervous system. It exists in 
a spectrum of neural tube defects (NTDs), ranging from 
cranioschisis, or complete failure of neurulation, at one 
end to spina bifida occulta, with minimal or no neuro-
logic involvement, on the other end.92 Although the most 
severe NTDs result in stillbirth or death shortly after birth, 
the majority of patients with a spinal dysraphism survive. 
MMC, which composes 90% of open spinal dysraphic 
states, is the most complex congenital anomaly compatible 
with life and is the second most common disabling condi-
tion in childhood after cerebral palsy.20,119,169 The varying 
degrees of organ involvement seen with these conditions 
have major implications for long-term health and physical 
function, as well as the psychologic and social well-being 
of the affected individual. Survival and quality of life for 
those with MMC have improved because of advances in 
medical, surgical, and rehabilitative care during the past 
50 years. Many challenges remain, however, regarding 
advancing prevention, understanding etiology, maximiz-
ing health-related outcomes, transitioning to adult-based 
health care systems, and improving activity and participa-
tion at the societal level. These challenges are best met by 
a team of specialists working with patients, their families, 
and the community.

Terminology and Historical 
Background

A need for clarification of terminology exists because mid-
line fusion defects of the spine have been described using 
several nomenclatures. The term spina bifida is sometimes 
used nonspecifically with regard to all patients with a 
spinal dysraphism or those with incomplete closure of 
the posterior neuropore. Spina bifida literally translates as 
“spine split in two” and is technically correct in describ-
ing any patient with incomplete closure of the posterior 
elements of the spinal column. The degree of variation of 
anatomic malformations associated with the condition, 
however, requires the use of more specific terminology.

The first clear description of spinal dysraphism was by 
Casper Bauhin, a Swiss physician, anatomist, and botanist, 
in his publication Theatrum Anatomicum in 1592. The term 
spina bifida, however, is often historically associated with 
Nicholas Tulp, a Dutch physician who published a sketch 
(Figure 54-1) and description of several patients with the 
condition in 1641. In 1875, Rudolf Virchow described 
spina bifida occulta, which refers to a hidden bony defect, 
as well as other potential hidden anomalies.165 Spina 
bifida has been further delineated with the term spina bifida 
aperta, a midline defect that communicates with the exter-
nal environment and includes MMC and meningocele. The 
term spina bifida cystica is also sometimes used, and sim-
ply refers to a sac filled with cerebrospinal fluid protruding 
from the spinal column but can also refer to MMC and 
meningocele. MMC at the level of the spine refers to pro-
trusion of the meninges through a defect in the posterior 
elements of the spine, with involvement of the spinal cord 
or nerve roots. Meningocele refers only to protrusion of 
the meninges and cerebrospinal fluid through a defect in 
the posterior elements of the spine into the tissue beneath 
the skin, without involvement of functional neural ele-
ments. These distinctions are important and will be further 
explained below.

Because this terminology is often confusing and mini-
mally descriptive, an alternative system based on advances 
in clinical recognition and imaging of spinal lesions now 
allows for more useful classification, especially as it relates 
to prognosis. This point is exemplified by studies report-
ing a 17% incidence of bony spina bifida occulta in the 
general population and in 30% of normal individuals aged 
1 to 10 years with no neurologic involvement or anatomic 
abnormality other than incomplete closure of the posterior 
elements of the spine.16,91 In contrast, occult spinal dys-
raphism, including diastematomyelia, lipomyelomeningo-
cele, and tight filum terminale, among others, can present 
with neurologic compromise or orthopedic deformity, 
with no further outward anatomic abnormalities other 
than possible cutaneous anomalies. Modern imaging stud-
ies are able to reveal these underlying defects and provide a 
system of classification based on neuroradiologic and clini-
cal findings.178

This system of classification simply divides the various 
forms of spinal dysraphism into open spinal dysraphisms 
(i.e., open spina bifida) and closed spinal dysraphisms 
(i.e., closed spina bifida) (Figure 54-2). It is useful from 
a prognostication standpoint because it is based on the 
observation that those with open defects generally have 
lesions with visible neural elements, often leaking cerebro-
spinal fluid, which are associated with malformations that 
involve the entire central nervous system, including Chi-
ari II malformations, midline defects, and hydrocephalus. 
In contrast, closed spinal dysraphisms (meningocele and 
occult spinal dysraphism) are lesions that are fully epithe-
lialized with no neural tissue exposed, and generally have 
the malformation limited to the spine and spinal cord, 
with only rare involvement of the brain.3 Box 54-1 displays 
1275
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a complete listing of spinal dysraphic states.178 Although 
most of the conditions listed in Box 54-1 can result in a 
patient having rehabilitation needs, the most severely 
affected and vast majority of affected individuals will have 
a history of MMC. For this reason, the remainder of this 
chapter refers to rehabilitation concepts as they apply to 
MMC, although they can be applied to the various other 
spinal dysraphisms as appropriate.

Epidemiology

Incidence and Prevalence

Epidemiologic studies of spinal dysraphisms typically 
include both MMC and meningocele, which are collectively 
referred to as spina bifida.18 One clear observation from 
these studies is that the prevalence of MMC has decreased 
worldwide during the past century.3 In the United States, 
rates have varied from as high as 2.31/1000 births in Boston 
during the 1930s to as low as 0.51/1000 births in Atlanta 
in the early 1990s.127,144 The most recent U.S. data indi-
cate a 6.9% decrease in prevalence, from 2.04/10,000 live 
births from 1999 to 2000, to 1.90/10,000 live births from 
2003 to 2005.34 Rates in other parts of the world have been 
as high as 3.4/1000 live births in Dublin, Ireland in 1953, 
although these rates have generally decreased in a fashion 
similar to that in the United States.38

The reasons for the decreasing prevalence of MMC are 
multifactorial and not completely understood. A portion 
of the decrease can be attributed to the advent of prenatal 

FIGURE 54-1 From Observationes Medicae by Nicholas Tulp, first published in 
1641. Some speculate that the sketch was done by Rembrandt, a friend of Tulp 
who made him the subject of the well-known painting The Lesson in Anatomy 
of Dr. Tulp.
screening and elective termination of pregnancy.42,114 This 
is only partially responsible, however, and other factors are 
known to play a role. The most influential factor has been 
the increased consumption of folic acid among women of 
childbearing age. Folate supplementation was first shown 
to decrease rates of NTDs in studies performed in Wales in 
the early 1980s.93 Multiple observational and controlled 
trials followed, leading up to the Medical Research Council 
study, which involved seven countries and 3012 women. 
The study was ended early after supplementation with folic 
acid (4 mg/day) was shown to prevent 72% of NTDs in 
women with a previously affected pregnancy.115 A subse-
quent study proved the efficacy of folic acid in preventing 
the first occurrence of an NTD.43 Both recommendations 
by the U.S. Public Health Service beginning in 1992 for 
daily folic acid intake for women of childbearing age and 
mandatory supplementation of all enriched cereal grain 
products in the United States since 1998, however, have 
not resulted in the 48% reduction in NTDs predicted by 
these studies.44 A decrease of approximately 26% has 
been observed, illustrating the need to further educate all 
women of childbearing age on the importance of daily 
folic acid intake of 0.4 mg for those who could become 
pregnant and 4 mg for those with a previously affected 
pregnancy or a history of MMC themselves. These statistics 
also place emphasis on the importance of health care pro-
vider participation in this effort.35 A recent study showed 
that women aged 18 to 24, who account for almost one 
third of U.S. births, had the least awareness regarding the 
need for folic acid consumption, appropriate timing of 
consumption, and the lowest daily use of supplements.188 
Also of note, folic acid supplementation was ineffective in 
decreasing the overall incidence of lipomyelomeningocele 
between 1995 and 2001 in Nova Scotia in one study, pro-
viding evidence that the embryogenesis of various spinal 
dysraphisms could be fundamentally different.114 Subse-
quent studies have shown a more substantial reduction in 
cranial, cervical, and thoracic defects related to folic acid 
consumption compared with lumbar and sacral defects, 
further pointing to the etiologic heterogeneity of NTDs.46 
A recent U.S. study conducted after the implementation 
of fortification of the food supply found little evidence of 
a link between maternal folic acid intake and NTDs. The 
authors theorize that folic acid fortification has reduced the 
folic acid–sensitive NTDs, with those that remain resulting 
from additional risk factors or underlying mechanisms.121

Geographic variation in birth prevalence of NTDs occurs 
both between and within countries.86 Across Europe, rates 
have been noted to be higher in Germany and Hungary 
than in Scandinavian countries. In the United States, there 
has been an observed trend of decreasing rates of NTD 
from the east coast to the west coast.64 Ethnicity has been 
shown to play a role in MMC as well, with those of Celtic 
descent (Irish, Welsh, and Scottish) having higher rates 
than those of Anglo-Saxon or Norman origin. These find-
ings have been correlated with the high rates of MMC in 
Boston in the 1930s, which were highest among those who 
had mothers of Irish descent.30,128 In addition, those of 
Hispanic, Chinese, and Sikh ethnicity are at a greater risk 
for MMC.34 (1) Rates among black and Asian populations 
have been observed to be low, with similar rates among 
populations living in different areas.86 Female gender has 
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FIGURE 54-2 Features of neural tube development and neural tube defects (NTDs). A, A cross-section of the rostral end of the embryo at approximately 3 
weeks after conception, showing the neural groove in the process of closing, overlying the notochord. The neural folds are the rising margins of the neural tube, 
topped by the neural crest, and demarcate the neural groove centrally. B, A cross-section of the middle portion of the embryo after the neural tube has closed. The 
neural tube, which will ultimately develop into the spinal cord, is now covered by surface ectoderm (later, the skin). The intervening mesoderm will form the bony 
spine. The notochord is regressing. C, The developmental and clinical features of the main types of NTD. The diagram in the center is a dorsal view of a developing 
embryo, showing a neural tube that is closed in the center but still open at the cranial and caudal ends. The dotted lines marked a and b refer to the cross-sections 
shown in A and B. Shaded bars point to the region of the neural tube relevant to each defect. In anencephaly, the absence of the brain and calvaria can be total or 
partial. Craniorachischisis is characterized by anencephaly accompanied by a contiguous bony defect of the posterior vertebral arches (in this case, the lower tho-
racic vertebrae), accompanied by herniation of neural tissue and meninges, and not covered by skin. In iniencephaly, dysraphia in the occipital region is accompanied 
by severe retroflexion of the neck and trunk. In encephalocele, the brain and meninges herniate through a defect in the calvaria. In closed spina bifida, unlike open 
spina bifida, the bony defect of the posterior vertebral arches (in this case, the lumbar vertebrae), the herniated meninges, and the neural tissue are covered by skin. 
(From Botto LD, Moore CA, Khoury MJ, et al: Neural-tube defects, N Engl J Med 341(20):1509–1519, 1999, with permission.)
also consistently been shown to be a risk factor for MMC, 
with a female preponderance observed in both still and 
live births.84,86 Additionally, the prevalence of spina bifida 
in Texas along the Mexico border was recently reported to 
be 3.52/10,000 live births, well above the most recent Cen-
ters for Disease Control and Prevention data for the entire 
country.28

Embryology and Etiology

Embryology

NTDs are known to occur as a result of failure of neurula-
tion between the seventeenth and thirtieth days of gesta-
tion.74 Primary neurulation refers to the development of 
the neural tube, which forms the brain and spinal cord. 
Secondary neurulation refers to formation of the remain-
der of the neural tube from a cell mass caudal to the poste-
rior neuropore, which forms the lower sacral and coccygeal 
segments. The caudal neuropore closes around the twenty-
sixth day of gestation, and, as a result, teratogenic events 
that take place after this closure cannot cause thoracic or 
lumbosacral MMC.94,161 Failure of primary neurulation 
can lead to an open NTD, consisting not only of a spinal 
anomaly but also other defects, including a Chiari II mal-
formation and hydrocephalus, possibly resulting from cere-
brospinal fluid loss during early development.82,112 Most 
posterior lumbar and sacral meningoceles are thought to 
occur during secondary neurulation, with those higher on 
the spinal axis resulting from defects in primary neurula-
tion that do not cause an open NTD.3
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Etiology

Although the mechanisms are not well understood, up 
to 80% of all NTDs are thought to be due to multifacto-
rial influences (i.e., genetic and environmental factors). 
Certain other NTDs are associated with NTD syndromes, 
single-gene disorders, and chromosomal disorders and 
are relatively well defined.5 Recurrence rates of NTDs 
are influenced by family history, geography, and severity 
of anomaly. These rates have been reported to vary from 
2.4% to 5% after the birth of one affected child, with the 
risk doubling after two affected children.40 A Hungarian 
study reported that recurrence risk among those with spina 
bifida was greatest for MMC associated with hydrocepha-
lus, at 4.79%.137 In addition, studies in the early 1990s 
showed that at least 70% of NTDs are “folic acid–sensi-
tive” or “folic acid–dependent,” with the remaining 30% 
being “folic acid–resistant.”6 Recent studies from Ireland 
have confirmed that both homozygosity and heterozy-
gosity for the T allele of the C677T polymorphism of the 
gene encoding the folate-dependent enzyme 5,10-MTHFR 

Open spinal dysraphism
 •  Myelomeningocele
 •  Myelocele
 •  Hemimyelomeningocele
 •  Hemimyelocele

Closed spinal dysraphism
With a subcutaneous mass
 •  Lumbosacral
 •  Lipoma with dural defect
 •  Lipomyelomeningocele
 •  Lipomyeloschisis
 •  Terminal myelocystocele
 •  Meningocele

Cervical
 •  Cervical myelocystocele
 •  Cervical myelomeningocele
 •  Meningocele

Without a subcutaneous mass
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 •  Posterior spinal bifida
 •  Intradural and intramedullary lipoma
 •  Filum terminale lipoma
 •  Tight filum terminale
 •  Abnormally long spinal cord
 •  Persistent terminal ventricle

Complex dysraphic states
 •  Dorsal enteric fistula
 •  Neurenteric cysts
 •  Split cord malformations (diastematomyelia and 

diplomyelia)
 •  Dermal sinus
 •  Caudal regression syndrome
 •  Segmental spinal dysgenesis

 

BOX 54-1

Cliniconeuroradiologic Classification of Spinal 
Dysraphism

From Tortori-Donati P, Rossi A, Cama A: Spinal dysraphism: a review of 
neuroradiological features with embryological correlations and proposal 
for a new classification, Neuroradiology 42(7):471–491, 2000, with per-
mission.
are risk factors for NTDs. This polymorphism is associated 
with lower tissue folate concentrations, higher homocys-
teine concentrations, and lower enzyme activity than in 
the wild-type genotype. This single genetic variant could 
account for up to half of the folate-related NTDs in Ire-
land.88 These combined at-risk phenotypes are present 
in approximately 59% of the European population and 
53% of the North American population.19 Recent studies 
have also investigated links between genetic dysregulation 
of platelet-derived growth factor, myoinositol, and nitric 
oxide synthase, among others, as contributors to the for-
mation of NTDs.25,66,207 Two large trials are currently ongo-
ing to further elucidate the genetics of spina bifida and 
other NTDs.118

A number of environmental factors have been impli-
cated in the development of NTDs, including low socio-
economic status130,196; maternal diabetes mellitus190; 
maternal hyperthermia153; folate deficiency117; hyperzinc-
emia113; maternal obesity195; and certain drug exposures, 
including to carbamazepine,146 valproic acid,135 diuret-
ics, antihistamines, and sulfonamides.125 Of the medica-
tions mentioned, carbamazepine and valproic acid have 
the strongest correlation with spina bifida, with an esti-
mated risk of 1% and 1% to 2%, respectively.135,146 Sea-
sonal variation, with peaks in midspring conception for 
spina bifida, has been reported in some regions but has 
not been confirmed in others.33,60 The factors for which 
there is more convincing evidence of an association to 
NTDs, however, include maternal obesity, maternal hyper-
thermia, and lack of maternal periconceptional folic acid 
supplementation.118 As well, a recent Canadian study sug-
gests that vitamin B12 supplementation in combination 
might be more effective in preventing NTDs than folic acid 
alone.177

Prenatal Counseling (Diagnosis 
and Management)

Prenatal screening now allows for diagnosis of the 
majority of cases of MMC before birth. Initial screen-
ing of women who are at high risk, including those with 
a positive family history, a previous child with spina 
bifida, or exposure to teratogenic agents, should include 
measurement of serum α-fetoprotein and acetylcholin-
esterase levels at 16 to 18 weeks postconception. Based 
on these results, a patient-specific risk can be calculated 
and repeat testing of serum levels performed. Subse-
quently, high-resolution ultrasound can be performed, 
which is sensitive in 95% of cases in which good images 
are retrieved. If the images are of poor quality because 
of maternal obesity or other factors, amniocentesis can 
be performed to obtain amniotic fluid α-fetoprotein and 
acetylcholinesterase levels. These tests can be repeated 
based on previous equivocal results; however, after 
diagnosis, genetic counseling along with a discussion 
of management options should occur. A recent study 
showed the diversity of physician views regarding prena-
tal screening, selective termination, and disability, sug-
gesting a need to better understand how these differences 
affect reproductive technology, health care policy, and 
medical practice.199
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Prenatal detection of MMC is important to educate the 
patient and family regarding the diagnosis and manage-
ment options. Early detection also allows time to prepare 
for a safe delivery in a medical center that offers neurologic 
closure. Functional motor outcome can also be predicted 
by high-resolution ultrasound before delivery.39 Previous 
consideration has been given to performing cesarean sec-
tion for all mothers with an affected pregnancy to avoid 
further damage to neural structures. One study reported 
a less severe lower extremity paralysis in infants born by 
cesarean section before the onset of labor but showed no 
difference in those who received cesarean section after the 
onset of labor.102 Subsequent studies, however, have found 
no difference in motor outcome with cesarean section.74,97

Intrauterine Surgical Procedures

It is estimated that more than 400 fetuses have received 
in utero closure of MMC by open maternal–fetal surgery 
worldwide.173 Studies involving these patients have sug-
gested that the incidence of shunt-dependent hydro-
cephalus is significantly reduced, that the brain stem and 
cerebellum are restored to a more normal anatomic con-
figuration, and leg function might be improved in some 
patients receiving intrauterine MMC repair.45,173,174,186 
Criticism exists, however, regarding methods of data col-
lection and study design, among other issues.203 A multi-
center, randomized, open-label trial is currently underway 
to further evaluate this procedure and should be completed 
in 2010. As well, a percutaneous fetoscopic approach to 
closure has been reported in a few cases with the purported 
benefit of reduced maternal risk compared with open 
maternal–fetal surgery.90

Neonatal Management

Back Defect

After an infant is delivered with an open NTD, a sequence 
of events is set in place to preserve neurologic function, 
prevent infection, and stabilize cerebrospinal fluid flow. 
Early closure (within 72 hours of delivery) reduces the risk 
of infection in the central nervous system.37 Before closure, 
the open defect must be protected to prevent contamina-
tion or further damage from trauma. Closure occurs in 
three stages:
 1.  The neural plaque is returned to the canal, and the dura 

and arachnoid are reconstructed.
 2.  A myofascial closure over the newly constructed neural 

tube is performed.
 3.  The skin is closed.

After closure of the open spinal defect, hydrocephalus 
often develops.3 Some centers advocate simultaneous back 
closure and insertion of a ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt 
(Figure 54-3).103,117

Hydrocephalus

Most infants with MMC require VP shunting.106 Approxi-
mately 15% are born with severe hydrocephalus and 
require immediate shunting.111 The 85% who do not 
require immediate shunting should be watched closely 
after their back closure for signs of increased intracranial 
pressure. The leaking cerebrospinal fluid serves as a decom-
pression before closure, and once the defect is closed, cere-
brospinal fluid can accumulate in the ventricular system. 
The white matter of a neonate is relatively compliant, and 
therefore the ventricles can become enlarged before the 
head circumference changes.13 The presence of hydroceph-
alus correlates well with the level of the spinal defect, with 
thoracic lesions having a higher incidence than lumbar or 
sacral lesions.143

Hydrocephalus usually does not progress immediately, 
and computed tomography scans might not show increas-
ing ventricular size until 3 to 7 days of life. Some children 
do not require cerebrospinal fluid diversion for months or 
even years. Progressive hydrocephalus in newborns usually 
presents with increasing head size, which can be asymp-
tomatic. Delayed-onset hydrocephalus can present with 
signs and symptoms of increased intracranial pressure, that 
is, vomiting, irritability, somnolence, or headache.

Early Bladder Management

More than 90% of infants with MMC will have a neurogenic 
bladder. Management decisions made in infancy can affect 
renal health and the eventual development of urinary conti-
nence.166 The importance of aggressive urinary management 
should be stressed to the family before the child leaves the 
hospital. Early goals include avoiding infections, preventing 
upper tract damage, and identifying anatomic abnormali-
ties in the genitourinary system.166 Baseline investigations 

Ventriculoperitoneal shunt

Peritoneal
cavity

Ventricle

Cannula

Catheter

Pump

FIGURE 54-3 Ventriculoperitoneal shunt.
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should include renal–bladder sonography and a void-
ing cystourethrogram. Hydronephrosis is found in 7% to 
30% of infants, and reflux occurs in approximately 20% of 
infants.77,205 Infants with hydronephrosis or reflux should 
be started on prophylactic antibiotics. Infants who are 
unable to void begin intermittent catheterization programs. 
If the infant is able to void, he or she should be checked 
for complete emptying by checking a postvoid residual vol-
ume, either by catheterization or bladder scan. Incomplete 
emptying can lead to urinary tract infections because the 
retained urine serves as a culture medium.

Assessment of the Neurologic Level

Even if not spoken out loud, the first question parents of 
a newborn with MMC often ask is, “Will my child be able 
to walk?” A careful neurologic examination can give them 
an idea even within the first few days of life. The best pre-
dictor of motor function is the actual motor examination. 
Information regarding the best motor examination can be 
obtained by observation, palpation, and postural changes. 
Motor examinations can improve after the initial examina-
tion, which might be related to a period of spinal shock 
associated with the delivery or the closure.56,160 This can 
make a newborn’s motor function appear worse than it 
might eventually be.

Therapy

The goal of any MMC team should be to develop and 
implement a comprehensive plan that enables the child to 
attain a maximal level of function in all areas.119 Thera-
pists play a key role in this endeavor and often develop a 
very good working relationship with families of children 
with MMC. Therapists are invaluable in providing educa-
tion and anticipatory guidance for the family. For children 
born with contractures at the hips, knees, ankles, or feet, a 
program of passive range of motion can be taught to the 
family even before patient discharge. Splints are often fab-
ricated soon after birth by the therapists. Throughout life, 
the MMC clinic therapist will help to educate and coordi-
nate with community therapists regarding the plan devel-
oped by the MMC team.

Childhood Management

Shunts

Almost all children with MMC require placement of a VP 
shunt for management of hydrocephalus. The two most 
common shunt complications are infection and obstruc-
tion.185 Presenting signs and symptoms of shunt malfunc-
tion vary with the age of the child. Mechanical obstructions 
tend to present more acutely with signs and symptoms 
related to increased intracranial pressure, and infections 
tend to present more insidiously (Box 54-2).

Infections have a greater long-term morbidity than mal-
functions. The overall risk of shunt infection is 12% per 
child. Staphylococcus epidermidis is the organism that causes 
most shunt infections.55 Symptoms do not usually develop 
until several weeks after the shunt is placed or revised. 
Epidemiologic factors seem to influence the incidence of 
shunt infections more than surgical factors. Aside from 
skin contamination during shunt placement, shunts can 
also become infected with gram-negative rods if the dis-
tal end of the shunt erodes into an intraabdominal organ. 
Gram-negative infections have a much poorer prognosis.57

Isolated downstream infections of the shunt system 
have the least morbidity. Shunt infection with ventriculo-
meningitis carries the highest morbidity. Although contro-
versial, several studies suggest that recurrent and frequent 
shunt infections affect cognitive function.

In the first year of life half of all children with a VP shunt 
develop obstruction requiring revision. Of those children 
who require a revision in the first year, 31% will require a sec-
ond revision in the second year, and then have a risk recur-
rence rate of 12% per year thereafter.170 Endoscopic third 
ventriculostomies are performed in carefully selected patients 
and can become an alternative to chronic VP shunts.23

Arnold–Chiari II Malformations

The Chiari II malformation is characterized by variable dis-
placement of cerebellar tissue into the spinal canal, accom-
panied by caudal dislocation of the lower brain stem and 

Infants
 •  Bulging fontanel
 •  Vomiting
 •  Irritability
 •  Change in appetite
 •  Lethargy
 •  Sunsetting eyes (cranial nerve VI palsy with abduction 

paralysis)
 •  Seizures
 •  Vocal cord paralysis with stridor
 •  Swelling or redness along shunt track

Toddlers
 •  Vomiting
 •  Lethargy
 •  Irritability
 •  Seizures
 •  Headaches
 •  Swelling along shunt tract
 •  Redness along shunt tract

School-aged children
 •  Headaches
 •  Vomiting
 •  Lethargy
 •  Seizures
 •  Irritability
 •  Swelling along shunt track
 •  Redness along shunt tract
 •  Decreased school performance

Adults
 •  Headaches
 •  Vomiting
 •  Lethargy
 •  Seizures
 •  Redness or swelling along shunt tract

 

BOX 54-2

Possible Symptoms of a Shunt Malfunction
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fourth ventricle (Figure 54-4). Although these posterior 
fossa abnormalities are the most often described, the Chi-
ari II malformation is also associated with a wide range of 
abnormalities throughout the neuraxis.3

Although the operative mortality for closure of the spi-
nal defect in children with MMC is very low, the operative 
mortality for symptomatic Arnold–Chiari malformations 
is relatively high (34% to 38%).3,150 A symptomatic Chi-
ari II malformation remains the leading cause of death for 
infants with MMC.171 Signs and symptoms of symptomatic 
Chiari II malformations include intermittent obstructive 
or central apnea, cyanosis, bradycardia, dysphagia, nystag-
mus, stridor, vocal cord paralysis, torticollis, opisthotonos, 
hypotonia, upper extremity weakness, and spasticity. The 
constellation of stridor, central apnea, and aspiration is 
sometimes referred to as central ventilatory dysfunction.71

Before hindbrain decompression for a symptomatic 
Chiari II malformation, the child’s shunt system should be 
evaluated carefully because shunt malfunctions can cause 
Chiari malformations to become symptomatic. Hindbrain 
decompressions should be performed early to minimize 
the progression of symptoms of the Chiari malformation. 
Poor preoperative prognostic signs include bilateral vocal 
cord paralysis, severe neurogenic dysphagia, and prolonged 
apnea.36

Hydromyelia

Hydromyelia is the dilatation of the central canal of the spi-
nal cord (Figure 54-5). It is analogous to dilatation of the 
ventricles in the brain and is a relatively common occur-
rence in children with MMC. Hydromyelia is probably 
much more common than we are aware because it often 
does not cause obvious symptoms in patients with MMC.27 
When symptomatic, it usually presents with rapidly pro-
gressive scoliosis, a change in strength or coordination of 
the upper or lower extremities, and spasticity. Magnetic res-
onance imaging is the best study to demonstrate this spinal 
cord abnormality.26 When suspected, the entire neuraxis 

FIGURE 54-4 Chiari II malformation.
should be imaged because untreated or subclinical hydro-
cephalus can produce hydromyelia. Hydrocephalus should 
be treated before surgical treatment for hydromyelia.

Tethered Cord Syndrome

In children with MMC, the spinal cord can be fixed or 
“tethered” at one point, causing traction, which can lead to 
progressive urologic, orthopedic, or neurologic decline. It 
was first described in 1857, and the first known detethering 
of the spinal cord was performed on a previously healthy 
17-year-old subject who had progressive loss of lower 
extremity function in 1891.111

The spinal cord usually terminates at the level of L1–L2. 
However, MMC repair invariably is followed by the devel-
opment of arachnoiditis, fibrosis, and adhesions between 
the intraspinal neural structures, the meninges, and the 
surrounding vertebral structures.206 These adhesions can 
tether the cord to the low lumbar or sacral region.

Most children with MMC will show signs of tethering on 
magnetic resonance imaging. Therefore symptoms should 
develop before surgical correction is pursued. Typical 
signs and symptoms in children include increased weak-
ness (54%), worsening gait (54%), scoliosis (51%), pain 
(32%), orthopedic deformity (11%), and urologic dys-
function (6%).78 Surgical correction should be considered 
early because most cases will improve or stabilize if treated 
early.78 Delayed correction can result in irreversible loss of 
function because the natural history is for symptoms to 
worsen with time.138

At least three other lesions can lead to tethering of the 
spinal cord: diastematomyelia, lipomyelomeningocele, 
and tight filum terminale. Diastematomyelia refers to divi-
sions (not duplications) of the spinal cord. It is usually 
associated with a bony spur. Even if asymptomatic, the 

FIGURE 54-5 Hydromyelia.
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natural history is for symptoms to develop that can be irre-
versible.5,69 Lipomyelomeningocele refers to a subcutane-
ous lipoma, continuous with the cauda equina, which also 
has a meningocele with neural elements enclosed extend-
ing outside the dura. A tight filum terminale is another 
congenital malformation in which the filum terminale 
does not elongate. Prophylactic surgery is usually recom-
mended for these three lesions.

Neurogenic Bladder

Urologic involvement in MMC and other spinal dysra-
phisms varies, and is not necessarily correlated with the 
level of the lesion as in traumatic spinal cord injury. In 
MMC, more than 90% of patients have partial or com-
plete denervation of the bladder, with poor compliance 
and contractibility resulting in unacceptable residual urine 
volumes.166 The urethral sphincter is incompetent in 86% 
of patients, so that incontinence occurs with increases 
in intravesical pressure. About one third of patients have 
detrusor–sphincter dyssynergia, resulting in high intralu-
minal pressures.109 The external sphincter is usually par-
tially functional and can improve in the first year after 
birth.168 Patients should be observed at least annually 
because deterioration or improvement can occur in the first 
year of life, and tethering of the spinal cord with a change 
in bladder function can occur over the years. Although the 
majority of individuals with MMC have normal renal func-
tion at birth, 40% to 90% will experience a decline by age 
10 if left unattended.164

Prevention of damage to the urinary tract and conti-
nence are the primary goals of neurogenic bladder man-
agement. Urodynamic evaluation is generally performed 
in infants with MMC, with 75% showing a normal upper 
urinary tract. The remaining infants show some degree 
of hydronephrosis resulting from vesicoureteral reflux, 
detrusor–sphincter dyssynergia, an enlarged bladder, or 
other structural abnormality. Infants with normal anat-
omy should receive a renal ultrasound biannually. Those 
with incomplete emptying and no outlet resistance can be 
taught the Credé maneuver. Those with detrusor–sphincter 
dyssynergia, or who have already developed hydronephro-
sis, should be treated with anticholinergic medications and 
clean intermittent catheterization to prevent the develop-
ment or worsening of hydronephrosis. Children with vesi-
coureteral reflux, which develops when detrusor pressure 
exceeds 40 mm Hg, are often prescribed prophylactic anti-
biotics. If they have persistent febrile urinary tract infection 
or persistent hydronephrosis, surgical intervention is often 
necessary. Cutaneous vesicostomy can be performed, with 
reversal done at a later time when the patient is capable of 
effective clean intermittent catheterization.110,158

As fewer than 10% of children with MMC have normal 
urinary control, continence of urine is a prominent issue.96 
Although there are no effective external collection devices 
for girls, excluding diapers, condom catheters are an option 
for boys with reflex emptying who do not have vesicoure-
teral reflux or large residual volumes. Appropriate sizing 
can be a difficult issue for some, and impaired sensation 
can lead to skin breakdown.

The high prevalence of small bladder capacity and low 
outlet resistance in many children results in only about one 
fourth of children being continent with clean intermittent 
catheterization alone.187 The addition of anticholinergic 
medications, α-adrenergic agonists, and antibiotic instilla-
tions still only resulted in complete continence in 49% of 
patients in one study.198 In general, frequent catheterization 
less than every 4 hours is required to achieve continence.96

Multiple surgical options are available for those who do 
not achieve continence with clean intermittent catheteriza-
tion and medications. Although a full description of these 
techniques is beyond the scope of this chapter, bladder 
augmentation along with artificial sphincter placement can 
be used individually or in combination. Success for long-
term continence after artificial sphincter placement is more 
than 60%.17 In addition, for patients who have difficulty 
performing urethral clean intermittent catheterization, 
continent diversion, with the appendix used as a conduit 
to the bladder to create an abdominal stoma, can create 
easier access for many patients.158

Independence with toileting in children with MMC is 
delayed more than all other self-care tasks, regardless of 
intelligence. Although most children achieve indepen-
dent control of bowel and bladder function by the age of 
4, those with MMC might not achieve this until age 10 to 
15.134 The cause of this is multifactorial and includes level 
of paralysis, intelligence, difficulty with visuospatial tasks, 
kyphoscoliosis, parental support, sensation, sphincter con-
trol, and bladder perception. Children can be taught to 
perform clean intermittent catheterization as early as age 5, 
although they will still need assistance with maintaining a 
schedule. Parents need to be trained not only in their child’s 
bladder program but also instructed in the importance of 
allowing the child to accept responsibility once she or he 
is able. A recent study of young adults revealed that up to 
60% reported urinary incontinence, with approximately 
70% perceiving this as a problem.167,195

Latex Allergy

Although the incidence of latex allergy in the general 
population is estimated to be less than 1% to 2%, the 
prevalence among children with MMC ranges from 20% 
to 65%.176 This IgE-mediated response to natural rub-
ber latex is related to repeated mucosal exposure during 
surgical, therapeutic, and diagnostic procedures as well 
as atopic predisposition. The allergic response can range 
from dermatitis, allergic rhinitis, asthma, and angioedema 
to anaphylaxis.163,173 Patients with spina bifida have been 
determined to have a 500-fold greater risk for anaphylaxis 
in the operating room compared with control groups.176 
Because latex sensitization takes place over time, a previous 
lack of sensitivity or negative allergy test does not preclude 
the possibility of a life-threatening reaction. Parents should 
be educated regarding the presence or risk of latex allergy. 
It is generally recommended that all patients with MMC 
use nonlatex catheters and avoid all other latex-containing 
products, whether medical or nonmedical.

Neurogenic Bowel

Patterns of neurogenic bowel involvement in children 
with MMC vary from normal bowel control in about 
20% to incontinence caused by impaired rectal sensation, 
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impaired sphincter function, and altered colonic motility 
in the remainder.96 Those without control of the exter-
nal anal sphincter become incontinent when the pressure 
inside the rectum is sufficient to produce reflex relaxation 
of the internal anal sphincter. In those with lesions above 
L3, the internal anal sphincter has low tone, which further 
contributes to incontinence. As well, lesions above this 
level generally result in absent sensation, although sensa-
tion can be present but impaired in lower-level lesions.1 
Presence of the bulbocavernous or anocutaneous reflex 
has been associated with a greater likelihood of achieving 
bowel continence.87

The goal of a bowel management program is to achieve 
efficient, regular, and predictable emptying before the rec-
tum becomes full enough to stimulate reflex relaxation of 
the internal anal sphincter (in those in whom innervation 
is present). This can be achieved through the use of stool 
softeners, bulking agents, suppositories, digital stimula-
tion, manual removal, or enemas. However, many patients 
and families prefer dietary manipulation. Clinicians often 
recommend performing bowel programs after a meal to 
take advantage of the gastrocolic reflex, although it is not 
clear that this is intact in patients with MMC.50

In patients who cannot become continent, surgical 
options are available. Although a full description of these 
techniques is beyond the scope of this chapter, options 
include the antegrade continence enema (ACE) proce-
dure72 and colostomy. In an ACE procedure the appendix 
is used as a conduit to the bowel, through which a cath-
eter can then be inserted into the cecum and saline or tap 
water infused, with bowel emptying achieved within 15 to 
45 minutes. Colostomy is another option if standard treat-
ment and antegrade continence enema have failed.

The importance of achieving bowel continence at an 
early age is important to provide a smooth transition into 
preschool and kindergarten, where children can be severely 
criticized by peers. Encouraging children to assume increas-
ing responsibility for their bowel program is again empha-
sized. Unfortunately, one study showed that as many as 
86% of teenagers aged 13 to 18 with MMC needed assis-
tance from a caregiver for their bowel program.96 One 
study of young adults revealed that approximately 34% 
reported fecal incontinence regardless of their means of 
management, and 77% perceived this as a problem.194 The 
reasons for this are, again, believed to be multifactorial.

Endocrine Disorders

Individuals with MMC are known to have disturbed growth 
and development. Although spinal cord lesions, vertebral 
anomalies, and other skeletal deformities reduce growth 
of the lower limbs and spine, complex central nervous 
system abnormalities and hydrocephalus put the patient 
with MMC at risk for hypothalamic–pituitary dysfunction, 
including central precocious puberty and growth hor-
mone deficiency.* Precocious puberty has been reported 
in 12% to 16% of patients with MMC.54,55 The mechanism 
of this is thought to be related to increased pressure on 
the hypothalamus, resulting in premature activation of 

*References 54, 95, 148, 149, 181, 183.
the hypothalamic–pituitary–gonadal axis. Treatment with 
gonadotropin-releasing hormone analogs has proven ben-
eficial in several studies, halting the progression of puberty, 
stopping menses, and decreasing hormone levels.182 It is 
more common for girls with MMC to experience precocious 
puberty, and it is unclear whether patients without hydro-
cephalus are at risk. Currently, only limited data show that 
treatment of growth hormone deficiency with growth hor-
mone provides significant improvement in growth velocity, 
height, muscle strength, and mobility, as well as a reduction 
in obesity.147,180 Ongoing debate continues as to whether 
to treat patients with MMC with growth hormone. Clarifi-
cation of the goals of treatment is required because efficacy 
with regard to functional improvement can be influenced 
by the level of the lesion and the presence of complicat-
ing factors such as syringomyelia, tethered cord syndrome, 
scoliosis, vertebral anomalies, contracture, and advanced 
pubertal development. Further studies are required to 
assess the ultimate role of growth hormone treatment in 
individuals with MMC.184

Musculoskeletal Considerations

Motor Innervation

It is important for practitioners and parents to appreciate 
that the level of motor function does not necessarily cor-
respond to the anatomic vertebral level on radiographic 
studies.143 Spinal defects are generally described as cervi-
cal-, upper thoracic-, midthoracic-, low thoracic-, upper 
lumbar-, midlumbar-, low lumbar-, lumbosacral-, or 
sacral-level lesions. Many writers comment that cervi-
cal and upper thoracic dysraphisms might be an entirely 
different entity because these children tend to have a bet-
ter prognosis and less neurologic deficit than children 
with lower thoracic and lumbar lesions.151 The majority 
of children with MMC have lumbosacral-level vertebral 
lesions. Very few have cervical or upper thoracic vertebral 
lesions. Approximately one fourth of patients have mid-
lumbar-level lesions, and one fifth present with sacral-level 
involvement.

It is important to recognize that these children do not 
present simply with flaccid paraplegia below their ana-
tomic lesion. Only one third present with flaccid paraly-
sis. Most have a combination of upper and lower motor 
neuron signs. Many are asymmetric on motor and sensory 
testing. Some have voluntary motor control below other 
segments of paralysis and sensory loss.108

The level of neurologic impairment influences medical 
providers’ expectations for functional outcome, as well as 
musculoskeletal deformities and complications to antici-
pate (Table 54-1).

Hips

Most patients with MMC will have some hip deformity 
that interferes with ambulation, seating, or bracing. The 
proper management of hip deformity remains a topic of 
debate among orthopedic surgeons.72 Muscle imbalance 
at the hip accounts for most of the hip flexion deformity, 
but sitting at 90 degrees and hip flexor spasticity can also 
contribute to hip flexion deformities. Patients with tho-
racic-level lesions develop hip flexion deformities related 
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Table 54-1 Prognosticating in Myelomeningocele
Motor Level Spinal 
Cord Segment

Critical Motor Function 
Present

Mobility: School Age Range:  Adult Activity:  Adolescent

T12 Totally paralyzed lower  
limbs

Standing brace, wheelchair Wheelchair Wheelchair, no ambulation

L1-2 Hip flexor muscles Crutches, braces, 
wheelchair

Wheelchair, household 
ambulation

Wheelchair, nonfunctional 
ambulation

L3-4 Quadriceps muscles Crutches, braces, household 
ambulation,Wheelchair

Crutches household 
 ambulation, wheelchair

50% wheelchair, 
 household ambulation 
with crutches

L5 Medical hamstrings, anterior 
tibal muscles

Crutches braces, community 
ambulation

Crutches, community 
ambulation

Community ambulation 
with crutches

S1 Lateral hamstring and  
peroneal muscles

Community ambulation Community ambulation Community ambulation 
50% crutch or cane

S2-3 Mild loss of intrinsic foot 
muscles possible

Normal Normal Limited endurance 
because of late foot 
deformities
to positioning or hip flexor spasticity. Patients with upper- 
and midlumbar-level lesions develop hip flexion defor-
mities related to unopposed hip flexors and adductors. 
Hip flexion contractures create anterior pelvic tilt, which 
increases lumbar lordosis and can interfere with ambu-
lation. Hip flexor lengthening procedures can preserve 
ambulation in the ambulatory MMC patient but should 
not be considered in the nonambulatory patient unless 
skin integrity, pain, or seating is compromised.

Hip dislocations occur in children with MMC in one of 
two types. The first is the dislocation that is present at birth 
(congenital). The second occurs later as a result of unop-
posed hip flexors and adductors. Treatment of the dislo-
cated hip in MMC is a topic of considerable debate.

Congenital dislocations of the hip can be seen in 
those with thoracic-level lesions as well as lumbar- and 
sacral-level lesions. Treatment depends on the prognosis 
for functional ambulation. Children with thoracic-level 
lesions and no motor function in the lower extremi-
ties probably should not have their hips reduced. The 
child with good quadriceps power should receive a more 
aggressive treatment plan for congenitally dislocated 
hips. This is especially true in the unilateral dislocated 
hip.

Hips that slowly migrate laterally (subluxation) over 
time are usually related to muscle imbalance around 
the hip. In a natural history study, Broughton et al.24 
found that hip dislocation had occurred by the age of 11 
years in 28% of thoracic-level lesion patients, in 30% of 
upper lumbar-level lesion patients, in 36% of patients 
with L4 function, in 7% of patients with L5 function, 
and in 1% of patients with sacral function. In the ambu-
latory child, aggressive treatment including femoral and 
acetabular osteotomy should be considered. A recent 
study by Gabrieli et al.,63 however, found that gait char-
acteristics are not significantly different with regard to 
hip subluxation, and therefore concluded that surgery 
for the dislocated hip in the ambulatory child is not 
indicated. Little debate exists that, in the nonambula-
tory child, a dislocated hip probably does not cause 
much morbidity and therefore does not require surgi-
cal treatment. Debate continues regarding unilateral hip 
dislocation leading to pelvic obliquity that eventually 
contributes to scoliosis.

Knees

Children with MMC can develop knee flexion or extension 
contractures.55 Knee flexion contractures are generally seen 
in patients with thoracic-level MMC but can also be seen 
in patients with lumbar and sacral lesions.204 Knee flexion 
contractures can interfere with upright mobility, transfers, 
and, if severe, hygiene in the popliteal space. Knee flexion 
contractures of 20 degrees or less are generally well toler-
ated in the ambulatory patient. Nonambulatory patients 
might tolerate even more severe contractures without loss 
of function. The surgical treatment for knee flexion con-
tractures is a radical knee flexor release. This procedure is 
well tolerated, with a low rate of recurrence in the ambu-
latory child.107 Knee extension contractures are much less 
common. They can be related to unopposed knee exten-
sors, congenital dislocation of the knee, immobilization 
for fractures, or after treatment for flexion contractures. 
Knee extension contractures can interfere with seating 
and sit-to-stand transfers in the nonambulatory patient 
but generally do not impede ambulation in the ambula-
tory child.72 In the nonambulatory child, adequate flex-
ion can usually be obtained by transection of the patellar 
ligament.154

Feet

Foot deformities are present in almost all children with 
MMC.132 Foot deformities can be present at birth, related 
to lack of intrauterine movement or muscle imbalance 
across the ankle. Foot deformities also develop over time 
from imbalanced muscle pull around the ankle and weight- 
bearing forces. Lack of sensation and autonomic instabil-
ity can lead to secondary skin problems and poor wound 
healing.

The common foot deformities in children with MMC are 
equinus, equinovarus, calcaneus, cavus, and rocker-bottom 
deformity. The goal in treating these children is to achieve 
a plantigrade foot with stable skin. Splinting and passive 
manipulation can be helpful in infancy, but many of these 
children will require corrective surgical procedures.
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Pure equinus deformities can be seen in children with 
S1 innervation, but they are also seen in children with lum-
bar- and thoracic-level lesions. In the patient with a lumbar 
or thoracic lesion, gentle manipulation followed by serial 
casting should be the first attempt at correction. If the con-
tracture persists when the child is ready for weight-bearing, 
percutaneous heel cord lengthening should be considered. 
This is often performed in the outpatient clinic if the child 
is insensate. Ankle–foot orthoses are often required to help 
maintain the newly acquired range of motion.

Children with midlumbar-level lesions will often 
develop (either in utero or postnatally) equinovarus (club-
foot) deformities associated with unopposed tibialis ante-
rior and posterior function. Serial casting is usually the 
first line of treatment, followed by tendon transfers to bal-
ance the forces across the ankle. Only experienced person-
nel should apply casts to these children because the risk 
for pressure ulceration is high. Surgical correction should 
not be performed until the child is ready to begin bear-
ing weight through the lower extremities because crawling 
with internally rotated feet has a deforming force that can 
lead to recurrence. The opposite deformity of hindfoot val-
gus often develops later. Postoperative bracing is necessary 
to hold the foot and ankle in proper alignment.

Calcaneus deformities can be seen at birth or develop post-
natally as a response to unopposed dorsiflexion in patients 
with midlumbar-level paralysis. Calcaneus deformity makes 
bracing difficult and often ineffective. This deformity predis-
poses the patient to pressure sores over the heel, which can 
lead to osteomyelitis. Patients with progressive deformities 
or a propensity toward pressure ulceration should be treated 
aggressively because delay in treatment can result in a greatly 
increased risk of pressure ulceration.61 Solid ankle–foot 
orthoses are the most appropriate orthosis for this deformity.

Pes cavus or intrinsic minus feet require little treatment 
during the school-aged years. In adolescence, skin prob-
lems can develop related to weight-bearing over the second 
to fourth metatarsal heads. If foot orthoses or custom-
molded shoes are unable to redistribute the weight around 
the foot, metatarsal osteotomies might be required.

Valgus deformities of the foot and ankle are common 
problems encountered in the ambulatory child with MMC. 
This deformity can develop without regard for level of 
paralysis. These children often have poor orthotic tolerance 
because of pressure over the medial malleolus or the head 
of the navicular bone.

Spine

Deformities of the spine in children with MMC can be con-
genital, paralytic, or a combination of the two. Congenital 
spinal anomalies include scoliosis secondary to vertebral 
malformations, congenital kyphosis related to posterior 
element dysplasia, and intrathecal anomalies such as dia-
stematomyelia.72 Predictors of the development of scolio-
sis include ambulatory status, clinical motor level, and last 
intact laminar arch.179 Spinal deformities are more likely 
to occur in those with thoracic lesions (>90% of patients 
with thoracic lesions develop scoliosis), but they can also 
be seen in those with sacral lesions, although they are rela-
tively rare.123,179 Kyphotic deformities can cause severe 
seating and skin problems. Surgical treatment of kyphotic 
deformities carries significant risk of complications but 
usually has a good outcome.131 Kyphotic deformities seen 
at birth are related to congenital malformations. Lordo-
sis is usually related to hip flexion contractures. Orthotic 
management of scoliosis does not provide a complete or 
permanent correction but might delay the need for surgi-
cal correction until the child is closer to skeletal maturity. 
Rapid progression of otherwise stable curves can be seen 
in patients with hydromyelia or tethered cord syndromes.

Fractures

Children with MMC are susceptible to pathologic frac-
tures in the lower limbs.139 One study reported a 20% 
incidence of fracture in its record review.99 Neonates with 
contractures in the lower limbs are more likely to have 
fractures with mobilization.21 Risk factors include osteo-
penia, insensate extremities, contractures, and immobili-
zation. Children with thoracic lesions are more likely to 
have femur fractures, and children with lumbar lesions 
are more likely to have tibial fractures.99 A recent study 
documented fractures to be most common in the early 
adolescent period, with most fractures seen in community 
ambulators.51 Fractures manifest with localized erythema, 
heat, and swelling. Crepitus and deformity occur only with 
displaced fractures. Often no complaint is made of pain, 
and no trauma is reported. Fractures are often confused 
with cellulitis or osteomyelitis. Fractures tend to heal well, 
with exuberant callus formation, in children with MMC.85 
Prolonged immobilization should be avoided because 
individuals can become more osteopenic during a period 
of immobilization. One study has demonstrated the use of 
oral bisphosphonates to treat osteopenia in nonambula-
tory children, including those with spina bifida.159

Mobility

Almost all children with MMC are able to achieve some 
degree of independent mobility. This might not be in an 
upright position, although upright mobility is the goal of 
almost all parents of a child with MMC. Delay in achieve-
ment of ambulation can be expected in all children with 
MMC, regardless of level.197 Maintaining ambulation is 
often sought after, even when it is highly inefficient and 
time-consuming. Many teenagers with MMC will choose 
wheelchair mobility when given the opportunity, even 
after a decade of being ambulatory. The ability for a child 
to become ambulatory and to maintain ambulatory func-
tion is determined by a number of factors, including lesion 
level, cognitive ability, motivation, musculoskeletal com-
plications, growth, age, and obesity.152

Ambulatory function can be divided into four groups: 
community ambulation, household ambulation, nonfunc-
tional ambulation, and no ambulation. Generally, most 
patients with sacral-level involvement are community 
ambulators, and those with thoracic-level involvement are 
nonambulators. Most patients with lumbar lesions will 
achieve some level of ambulation but can lose it as adoles-
cence and growth progress.197

Orthoses

The typical four goals or objectives in prescribing an 
orthotic device for a child with MMC are:
 1.  To prevent deformity
 2.  To support normal joint alignment and mechanics
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 3.  To control range of motion during gait
 4.  To improve function

An orthotic device can address one or even all of these 
goals. An ankle–foot orthosis is the most commonly pre-
scribed orthotic device for children with MMC. Multiple 
variations of the ankle–foot orthosis exist, which can be 
prescribed based on the level of involvement and the goals 
in mind.

Three bracing systems are used that are relatively unique 
to the child with MMC. The parapodium is a device that 
allows even the child with thoracic-level involvement an 
opportunity for upright mobility. It offers structural sup-
port all the way from the trunk to the floor. A swing-to type 
of gait is used for ambulation. A swivel walker is a modi-
fication of the parapodium that translates trunk rotation 
into forward movement of a dual footplate mechanism. 
Finally, a reciprocating gait orthosis (RGO) combines bilat-
eral hip–knee–ankle–foot orthoses with a cable system to 
coordinate hip flexion with hip extension at the oppo-
site hip. Active hip flexion is required to use this type of 
orthosis. An energy consumption study was performed on 
three children comparing the use of an RGO and a swing-
through type of gait pattern. The swing-through gait was 
more efficient, but all three children preferred the RGO.68 
None of these orthoses allow for efficient gait, but they are 
often used by smaller children for upright mobility (see 
Chapter 15).

Skin Breakdown

Skin breakdown is a very common occurrence in children 
and adults with MMC. Countless dollars are spent treat-
ing what should be a preventable complication. One clinic 
reported that approximately 50% of its patients had skin 
breakdown. Forty-two percent of these cases were attrib-
uted to excessive pressure. In this group, the prevalence 
steadily increased between infancy and 10 years of age.133 
Other factors contributing to the development of pres-
sure sores include mental retardation, chronic soiling, and 
parental involvement. Morbidity associated with pressure 
sores can also be severe, including risk of amputation of 
feet and limbs.

Skin breakdown usually occurs as a result of pressure 
areas over bony prominences but can also be caused by hot 
or cold injury, shear, or tightly fitting clothes. Pressure sores 
in nonambulatory patients often occur over the sacrum, the 
ischial tuberosities, and the greater trochanters. Another 
common site is over a gibbus deformity, usually in patients 
with a thoracic-level lesion. Pressure sores in ambulatory 
patients usually occur on their feet, sometimes associated 
with poorly fitting orthoses.

Prevention of skin breakdown requires ongoing edu-
cation of the patient and family. This education should 
include information regarding insensate skin, hygiene, 
pressure relief, proper skin inspection, wearing schedules 
for new or modified orthoses, and appropriate seating sur-
faces. School personnel also need to be aware of the risk of 
skin problems so that they can help to remind children to 
perform pressure relief.

The best treatment for pressure sores is to relieve the 
pressure. Almost any local approach will work if pressure is 
relieved. Occasionally, surgical procedures are required to 
close open wounds. Primary closures or skin flaps are pre-
ferred over myocutaneous procedures for initial wounds 
(see Chapter 32).

Obesity

Obesity has achieved national attention in the able- bodied 
population. Obesity rates for children and adolescents 
with spina bifida are similar to the general population; 
however, obesity rates are higher among adults with spina 
bifida (38%), particularly women.52 Children with MMC 
have a lower metabolic rate and lower energy expendi-
ture, which predisposes them to obesity.98 Once they have 
become obese, exercise is more difficult, which exacerbates 
the problem. Daily physical activity should be encour-
aged, beginning at the toddler stage.67 Dietary manage-
ment should begin in infancy to prevent obesity because 
outcomes from weight reduction programs are poor. In 
addition to the obvious problems associated with obesity, 
individuals with spina bifida or spinal cord injury are at 
increased risk for developing metabolic syndrome associ-
ated with the development of cardiovascular disease and 
diabetes.129

Psychologic and Social Issues

Cognitive Function

Parents of children with MMC rate their medical support 
much higher than they do the support received for psy-
chosocial problems.165 Children with MMC have specific 
behavioral and cognitive issues that need to be addressed 
or at least recognized by parents, health care providers, and 
school personnel. As a group, children with MMC have 
lower IQ scores compared with their able-bodied peers. 
Their verbal IQ is usually higher than their performance 
IQ.31 On the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, only 
6% of children with MMC scored in the high average to 
extremely high range compared with 27% of control sub-
jects. Seventy-five percent of children with MMC score in 
the low average to extremely low average range compared 
with 25% of matched peers.7 These children also have 
more difficulty with math and visual perceptual tasks than 
their able-bodied peers.62,198 IQ scores correlate with the 
level of lesion. Children with thoracic-level lesions tend to 
have lower IQ scores than children with lumbar- or sacral-
level lesions. IQ scores are also adversely affected by central 
nervous system infections80 but not necessarily by recur-
rent shunt revisions.140

Behavior

Children with MMC often have rather characteristic per-
sonality traits. Many of them have much better verbal 
skills than written skills. Verbose but irrelevant conver-
sation is often described. They will often speak off-topic 
and use many routine social phrases. These personality 
traits often cause misconceptions about the child’s mental 
abilities.

The temperament characteristics of children with MMC 
and shunted hydrocephalus were recently described. Chil-
dren with MMC were found to be less adaptable, more with-
drawn, more distractible, less attentive, and less predictable 
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than those in the control group.189 Stimulant medications 
are often prescribed for these children.

Myelomeningocele in Adults

Transition to Adult Health Care

Because of advances in medical care, 75% to 85% of indi-
viduals with MMC now survive into early adulthood.20,122 
These individuals can experience secondary complications 
from accelerated impairment as a result of aging and pro-
gression of their underlying disease process.89 Although 
children are generally observed closely by their pediatric 
physicians, adults with MMC often do not have regular 
medical follow-up that is comprehensive in nature. A lack 
of data exists regarding the best approaches to transition 
that improve medium and long-term outcomes, and there 
is a need for evaluation of transitional models using con-
trolled trials.14 In our state, patients who receive care at 
The Children’s Hospital of Alabama in conjunction with 
Children’s Rehabilitation Service, a state-funded agency, 
are generally followed until the age of 21. Although some 
of these patients continue to be followed by their pediatric 
providers into adulthood, a well-organized transition to 
adult health care is optimal for appropriate medical sur-
veillance and presents an ongoing challenge to all who care 
for this patient population.12,120

Late Neurologic Changes

Adults with MMC remain at risk of developing neurologic 
complications of their disease. Complications seen in adults 
include VP shunt infections and malfunctions, syringomy-
elia, symptomatic tethered cord, and symptomatic type II 
Chiari malformation. Adolescents and adults with MMC 
appear not to outgrow their need for shunting.101 As well, 
up to 10% of adults with VP shunts can develop chronic 
idiopathic headaches requiring specialized pain manage-
ment, although at presentation headaches should always 
receive a comprehensive evaluation to rule out life-threat-
ening causes.53 Likewise, adults with MMC can develop 
syringomyelia, presenting with complaints of pain, par-
esthesias, and weakness in the upper extremities.41 Symp-
tomatic tethering of the spinal cord in adults has been 
associated with herniated disks, pregnancy, and traumatic 
injuries.70,105 Entrapment syndromes, overuse syndromes, 
and herniated disks need to be considered in the differen-
tial diagnosis of upper limb symptoms in adults more so 
than in children. An incidence of seizures ranging from 3% 
to 23% in the adult population has also been reported and 
is thought to be multifactorial in origin.20,192

Late Musculoskeletal Considerations

A recent review summarizes musculoskeletal consider-
ations in adults with spina bifida.49 Because there is little 
information regarding this population specifically, much 
of the information is gleaned from the spinal cord injury 
population. Shoulder pain is very common in wheelchair 
users,4,145 although it might be less common in patients 
who began using a wheelchair earlier in life.156 Rotator cuff 
disorders and bicipital tendonitis are the most common 
injuries in chronic wheelchair users.15,59 Physiatrists and 
therapists can play a key role in prevention and treatment 
of chronic shoulder problems.

Charcot joints can develop in the lower limbs as a result 
of lack of sensation and demineralization.22,83 They are 
most common in the foot and ankle followed by the hip 
and knee.125 Although more typical in older patients, we 
recently reported an unusual case of a 5-year-old patient 
with MMC who developed a Charcot arthropathy of the 
elbow.208 Charcot joints can lead to significant decline in 
functional status. Appropriate bracing is necessary to limit 
movement in affected joints.

The ambulation status of adults with spina bifida has 
been shown to deteriorate.49,175 Factors explaining this loss 
of function can include spasticity, knee and hip flexion 
contractures, low back pain, lack of motivation, or medical 
complications.11 Physiatrists are particularly well equipped 
to diagnose and treat these patients to help maintain 
mobility.

Renal and Urologic Damage

Renal damage remains one of the most common causes 
of morbidity and mortality among individuals with 
MMC.124,162 Although rates of bladder cancer appear to 
be the same as in the general population, age at presen-
tation can be younger, with a more invasive process and 
poor survival among individuals with MMC.8 Affected 
adults should receive ongoing urologic care to achieve or 
maintain social continence and normal renal function. 
It has been reported that up to 80% of adults with MMC 
can achieve social continence with proper management.20 
Further studies are needed to properly evaluate the effec-
tiveness of both proactive and observational approaches to 
management, but it is clear that adults with MMC require 
regular urologic assessment to optimize outcomes.2

Fertility, Sexuality, and Reproductive Issues

Few studies elucidate issues related to fertility, sexuality, 
and satisfaction with sexual function among individu-
als with MMC. Despite this, there are some facts that can 
guide clinicians in caring for and advising patients. Fertility 
among women with MMC is thought to be normal, and 
affected individuals are capable of becoming pregnant.201 
One study showed that 95% of female patients with MMC 
menstruated regularly.75 Complications can be experienced 
during pregnancy related to recurrent urinary tract infec-
tion, worsening kyphoscoliosis, VP shunt malfunction, 
and failure of genitourinary diversions. Vaginal delivery is 
generally indicated, especially in those with a VP shunt, 
and cesarean section should be performed only for obstet-
ric reasons such as a contracted, underdeveloped pelvis.141 
Many men with MMC are infertile, with one study show-
ing 10 of 10 men with MMC to be azoospermic, exhibit-
ing primary testicular failure on biopsy.207 Another study 
showed, however, that six of nine men with MMC appeared 
capable of reproducing with assisted reproductive tech-
nologies, although their overall semen quality remained 
poor.79 In addition, boys display a 15% to 25% incidence 
of cryptorchidism, further contributing to infertility.58,65,116 
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Regardless, male and female patients with MMC should 
receive both basic and specialized sex education, particu-
larly as it pertains to their increased risk of having a child 
with an NTD. It is recommended that women with MMC 
of childbearing age take 4 mg of folic acid daily to prevent 
having an affected child.

The degree of satisfaction with sexual function among 
individuals with MMC is unknown. Both men and women 
generally have decreased sensation in the perineum, which 
can impair the ability to reach orgasm. In addition, non-
verbal learning disorders and societal attitudes toward 
individuals with disabilities can affect self-esteem, social 
interactions, and ultimately psychosexual development. 
The reported incidence of the ability to achieve erection 
ranges from 14% in those with higher-level lesions to 
85% in those with lower-level lesions, although many of 
these are achieved reflexively.47,155 The ability to sustain 
these erections during intercourse is uncertain, and many 
patients report dissatisfaction with the degree of rigidity.75 
Lesions above the level of sympathetic outflow, as well as a 
negative anocutaneous reflex, are correlated with increased 
difficulty achieving erection.47 Although one study reports 
that most adults with MMC have satisfactory sexual func-
tion, another showed that only 18% of the men and 33% 
of the women with MMC had sexual intercourse activi-
ties.32,75 The latter study also reported that orgasm was 
achieved in 67% of men but only 19% of women. More 
recent studies by Verhoef et al.193 and Cardenas et al.24 
reported women with spina bifida to be more than twice as 
sexually active as men with spina bifida. Treatment of erec-
tile dysfunction in men with MMC with sildenafil (Viagra) 
has been successful.147 Retrograde ejaculation is common 
among men as well, but the exact incidence is unknown. 
Both men and women can experience skin breakdown 
during sexual intercourse and should be educated in this 
regard. Further research is needed to more properly address 
this topic (see also Chapter 31).

Educational Issues, Vocational Issues, 
and Independent Living

Most adolescents with MMC complete high school, and 
about half move on to further education. Although little 
is published regarding the educational levels achieved, 
employment status, or living situation of persons with 
MMC, one long-term follow-up survey reported that 85% 
of children who survived to adulthood either attended 
or graduated from high school and/or college, with 36% 
requiring special education services. Forty-five percent 
of participants were employed, and 15% lived indepen-
dently.20 Another study reported more specifically that the 
college graduation rate was only 14.6% for their cohort.81 
A recent Canadian study of individuals with spina bifida 
and cerebral palsy revealed that transportation was a major 
barrier to employment, fewer females were employed, and 
employment was inversely related to IQ.104 Other studies 
have reported rates of independent living ranging from 
14% to 41%.100,191 Rates of employment reported range 
from 25% to 62.5%, depending on the criteria being con-
sidered, with variables considered including intelligence, 
academic qualifications, behavior, continence, and severity 
of physical disability.5,10,191 A recent study of young adults 
from The Netherlands reported that only 16% of those 
with spina bifida were living independently, 53% of those 
who finished secondary education were employed, and 
71% did not have a partner.10

Conclusion

MMC presents lifelong challenges to affected patients, their 
families, and clinicians. Vigilant surveillance and educa-
tion are required to prevent life-threatening events related 
to VP shunt malfunction, type II Chiari malformation, 
renal failure, latex allergy, and infection. This must be car-
ried out in an environment that also seeks to maximize 
the functional independence of individuals with MMC by 
monitoring for decline in motor examination, preventing 
deformity, training in self-care and independent mobility, 
teaching independence with a bowel and bladder program, 
giving emotional and social support, and providing educa-
tional and vocational guidance.

For more information about MMC, contact the Spina 
Bifida Association of America through their website 
at http://www.sbaa.org; by e-mail at sbaa@sbaa.org; 
by mail at 4590 MacArthur Boulevard NW, Suite 250, 
Washington, DC 20007-4226; or by telephone at (800) 
621-3141.
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CHAPTER 55
SPINAL CORD INJURY

Thomas N. Bryce, Kristjan T. Ragnarsson,  Adam B. Stein, and Fin Biering-Sorensen
Historical Perspective

For thousands of years, injury to the spinal cord was syn-
onymous with death, either instantly or after a period of 
great suffering. Physicians were well aware of the various 
consequences of spinal cord injury (SCI), yet were unable 
to successfully manage any of these to have a measurable 
impact on the injured person’s life. Only during the past 
60 years has SCI been considered a manageable condition, 
which can be compatible with reasonably good health and 
a life expectancy approaching that of normal.

The Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, written by an Egyp-
tian physician almost 5000 years ago, vividly describes the 
symptoms of neurologically complete injury to the cervical 
spinal cord—that is, paralysis and sensory loss in the arms 
and legs, urinary incontinence, and priapism.79,230 Later, 
in ancient Greece, approximately 400 bc, Hippocrates 
described paraplegia caused by injury or disease as being 
associated with paralysis, bladder and bowel dysfunction, 
and pressure ulcers.3 Several ancient Roman physicians also 
briefly described SCI, which they invariably considered to 
be fatal if neurologically complete, but if incomplete, reduc-
tion of spinal deformities by traction was recommended, a 
practice that was continued through the Middle Ages.160

During the nineteenth century, treatment of SCI contin-
ued to be conservative and without much hope for survival. 
A famous anecdote reflects well the prevailing attitude in 
those days. In 1805, Lord Nelson, the Admiral of the Brit-
ish Fleet, received a gunshot wound to his thoracic spine 
during the battle of Trafalgar, causing paraplegia. Nelson 
spoke with his ship’s surgeon, Mr. Beatty, and described 
his loss of power of motion and feeling below the chest, 
and then expressed his view that he would have but a short 
time to live. The surgeon’s reply was, “My lord, unhappily 
for our Country, nothing can be done for you.”215 Within 
a few hours Lord Nelson was dead. In 1881 the twenti-
eth president of the United States, James A. Garfield, was 
shot in the spine, causing a neurologically incomplete  
conus–cauda equina lesion, but even with such a lesion he 
was dead within 3 months.161 Despite remarkable progress 
in medicine and surgery during the nineteenth century—
for example, Pasteur’s discoveries in bacteriology, Lister’s 
aseptic surgical techniques, the introduction of anesthesia, 
and Roentgen’s discovery of x-rays—surgical interventions 
for spine trauma and SCI were generally discouraged.

During the early part of the twentieth century, there was 
little progress made in the management of SCI, and most 
persons with SCI died within weeks or months. Harvey 
Cushing observed that during World War I, 80% of all U.S. 
soldiers with SCI died within 2 weeks.215 Early mortality 
was slightly lower in the British military, but the 3-year 
mortality was estimated to be 80%.215 During the 1930s 
and 1940s, management of SCI finally started to change. 
During the late 1930s, Dr. Donald Munro323-325 at Boston 
City Hospital developed a dedicated unit for comprehen-
sive care of persons with SCI, and by 1943, he was able 
to demonstrate significant drops in both morbidity and 
mortality, primarily by focusing on better bladder manage-
ment. A few years later, in Great Britain during World War 
II, it was decided to congregate all casualties with SCI in 
special units that were supervised by an experienced physi-
cian. These units were to be sufficiently staffed by nurses 
and therapists, housed in facilities with rehabilitation 
workshops, and organized to provide resettlement and 
aftercare services.215 Dr. Ludwig Guttmann was placed in 
charge of such a unit at Stoke Mandeville, where he intro-
duced comprehensive care and interdisciplinary rehabili-
tation for persons with SCI, a program that was widely 
modeled around the world. Within the U.S. Veterans Affairs 
Hospitals, Drs. Comarr and Bors introduced new methods 
of urologic management and rehabilitation, which quickly 
improved survival rates among U.S. veterans.

Model Systems of Care

The difference in outcomes for persons with SCI, when 
admitted to a dedicated SCI rehabilitation unit as opposed 
to a more generalized service, proved to be convincing to 
the leaders of health care during the 1960s. At the same 
time, special trauma systems were being developed in the 
United States for emergently injured people. The trauma 
systems required that injured persons be handled at the 
scene of accident by well-trained emergency medical 
technicians using state-of-the-art equipment and trans-
portation vehicles. The patients were subsequently to be 
triaged to a specially designated trauma center, which met 
strict criteria for emergency and acute trauma care, rather 
than taking them to the nearest hospital. The success of 
disease-specific units and trauma systems highlighted that 
inadequate training, experience, and number of staff, as 
well as lack of appropriate facilities and equipment, not 
only placed the spinal cord–injured person’s life at risk, 
but often resulted in development of complications, poor 
functional outcomes, and excessive length of stay. These 
observations were thought to have important implications 
for people with SCI. It was therefore hypothesized that if 
optimal care was provided from the very onset of major 
disabling injury and for as long as primary and secondary 
medical problems and disability last, functional outcomes 
would be improved and the cost of care would be reduced.

Based on this hypothesis, the U.S. government funded 
several SCI Model Systems of Care, first in Phoenix, 
 Arizona, in 1970, and subsequently in several other major 
1293
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cities around the United States. By 1982 there were 17 
such systems funded by the National Institute on Disabil-
ity and Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR), U.S. Depart-
ment of Education. Each funded system had to meet four 
basic requirements. First, it had to have several integrated 
clinical components: emergency medical services; level 1 
trauma center; comprehensive rehabilitation services for 
both inpatients and outpatients, including vocational and 
job placement services; and lifelong follow-up and health 
maintenance programs. Second, each funded system had 
to collect data on all patients served and forward these to 
a National SCI Model System Database. Third, each system 
was required to conduct research consistent with NIDRR-
announced priorities. Fourth, each system had to dissemi-
nate the research and demonstration findings as widely as 
possible to the appropriate audiences.

The SCI Model Systems have been instrumental in devel-
oping standards of care and new treatments, and conduct-
ing epidemiologic, health services, and outcomes research, 
as well as producing thousands of publications and train-
ing materials.133 The National SCI Database has been in 
existence since 1973, and captures data from an estimated 
13% of new SCI cases in the United States. The SCI Model 
Systems have been directly and indirectly instrumental in 
a number of positive developments for persons with SCI. 
These include increased survival rates, reduced hospital 
lengths of stay, and a reduced number of rehospitaliza-
tions. In addition, the SCI Model Systems have led to the 
majority of persons with SCI being discharged home, and 
created a national database of approximately 30,000 per-
sons with SCI.428,429,437

Subspecialty of Spinal Cord Injury 
Medicine

Most physicians providing nonsurgical care for people with 
SCI in the United States have been physiatrists. In the past, 
most such physicians developed their special knowledge 
over a lengthy period by providing care rather than by spe-
cific training. A creation of a subspecialty of SCI medicine 
was first advocated in the late 1970s and gained momen-
tum in the early 1990s. Through the concerted efforts of 
many individuals and organizations, the American Board 
of Medical Specialties gave its approval in 1995 that such a 
subspecialty be established.127,128 Based on the work expe-
rience and training of candidates that is acceptable to the 
American Board of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, 
candidates can take a written examination. Those who 
pass receive a special SCI medicine subspecialty certificate. 
Several 1-year SCI fellowships have been established, each 
providing a structured training program approved by the 
Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education. 
Several hundred individuals have been certified in the sub-
specialty since the first examination was held in 1999.

Epidemiology

Numerous epidemiologic studies have been reported since 
the 1970s in various countries, and these reflect some vari-
ance in the incidence and prevalence of SCI. Data have been 
collected in the United States by the SCI Model Systems 
for its database since the early 1970s. The analysis of these 
data by the National Spinal Cord Injury Statistical Center 
(NSCISC) has provided extensive and reliable information. 
The epidemiologic data have been widely published, and 
current information can be easily accessed on the NSCISC 
website, which is updated annually.19,132,133

Incidence and Prevalence

The annual incidence of traumatic SCI requiring hospi-
talization in the United States is approximately 40 new 
cases per million population (or approximately 12,000 
per year). These numbers are the most up to date avail-
able, but are based on data collected before 1980. These 
numbers do not include an unknown number of individu-
als with SCI who died before reaching a hospital.70,335 The 
incidence of traumatic SCI in other developed countries 
has been shown to be somewhat lower than that in the 
United States, often less than 20 new cases per million per 
year, perhaps partly because of the higher U.S. incidence of 
violence-related SCI.132,133

The exact number of persons with SCI currently alive in 
the United States (prevalence) is a matter of dispute. Two 
methods have been used to estimate the prevalence of SCI: 
mathematic calculation based on annual incidence and 
average duration, and counting the exact number of people 
with SCI within a geographic area and extrapolating this 
number to the population of the entire United States. With 
the use of the mathematic approach, the prevalence of 
SCI in the United States has been estimated to be 259,000 
persons, but a recent population study sponsored by the 
Christopher and Dana Reeve Foundation concluded after 
surveying more than 33,000 U.S. households that nearly 
1.3 million people in the United States live with paralysis 
caused by SCI.23,89

Age at Time of Injury, Gender, Ethnicity, 
and Marital Status

Almost all studies show that the incidence of SCI is low-
est for persons younger than 15 years and highest for per-
sons 16 to 30 years of age. After the age of 30, there is a 
consistent decline in incidence. The current average age at 
onset is reported to be 40.2 years.23 A rising percentage of 
older persons with new SCI has recently been observed. For 
example, those older than 60 years constituted 4.5% of all 
new patients with SCI in the mid 1970s, versus 11.5% in 
the mid 1990s.335 A simultaneous rise in the median age 
of persons with SCI also occurred from the mid 1970s to 
the 1990s, with a rise from 28.5 years to 35.9 years. This 
change could reflect the improved medical care for persons 
with SCI, as well as the rise in the median age of the U.S. 
general population from 28 years to 35 years during the 
same period.133

More than 80% of all SCI occurs in males, a figure that 
has remained essentially constant for more than 30 years in 
the United States.132,133,335 This gender difference is similar 
in other countries. Approximately two thirds of all persons 
enrolled in the National SCI Database are white, which is 
significantly less than the percentage of whites among the 
general U.S. population.335
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At the time of SCI, 30.4% of individuals had intact 
marriages, 53% had never been married, and the remain-
ing 26.6% were separated, divorced, or widowed.132 The 
unmarried rate is a relatively high figure, perhaps best 
explained by the fact that SCI disproportionately affects 
young people.23,132 For those married at the time of SCI, the 
divorce rate is increased after SCI, as compared with that in 
the general population, especially during the first 3 postin-
jury years. The annual marriage rate is also lower for single 
individuals with SCI than for nondisabled persons.132

Causes of Spinal Cord Injury

The most common causes of SCI in descending order of 
incidence are vehicular crashes (42.1%), falls (26.7%), 
violence (15.1%), and sports (7.6%).19 In recent years, 
there has been a gradual decline in SCIs related to vehicu-
lar crashes and sports, whereas those relating to falls have 
increased. The causes of SCI vary significantly between 
groups of different ethnicity, age, gender, and geography. 
For example, falls are the most common cause of SCI 
among the elderly and violence among African Americans, 
whereas women rarely sustain SCI as a result of gunshots, 
motorcycle crashes, or diving. Considering the causes of 
SCI, it is not surprising that relatively more injuries occur 
on weekends and during the summertime.

Neurologic Level and Extent of Neurologic 
Deficit

According to the National SCI Database, tetraplegia is 
more common than paraplegia (50.5% vs. 44.1%). These 
are subdivided into the following neurologic categories: 
incomplete tetraplegia (30.1%), complete tetraplegia 
(20.4%), complete paraplegia (25.6%), and incomplete 
paraplegia (18.5%). Recent trends show an increase in 
incomplete tetraplegia and a slight reduction in complete 
paraplegia.23

Length of Stay, Rehospitalization, 
and Discharge Destination

The average length of stay for patients with SCI has declined 
dramatically over the years, according to the National SCI 
Database. This is true for both acute and rehabilitation 
hospitalizations, from 25 acute days in 1974 to 12 days in 
2008, and from 115 rehabilitation days to 37 days.23 The 
number of days hospitalized is greater for persons with 
complete SCI compared with those with incomplete SCI. 
The number of rehospitalizations during the first year has 
steadily decreased as well.175 Among persons listed in the 
National SCI Database and discharged alive, 88.3% went 
to a private noninstitutional residence, 5% went to group 
living situations, 5.1% went to nursing homes, and the 
remaining 1.6% went to acute hospitals. Approximately 
3% died during the initial hospitalization.132

Life Expectancy and Causes of Death

Life expectancy for persons with SCI has increased steadily 
for many decades but still remains below that of able-
bodied individuals. The mortality rate is highest during 
the first postinjury year, at 6.3%, but declines significantly 
thereafter.132,140 The first-year mortality rate declined by 
67% from the 1970s to the 1990s.132,138 Significant pre-
dictors of mortality include being older, male, injured by 
acts of violence, neurologically complete, and ventilator 
dependent, and having a high neurologic level.138 Addi-
tional factors that affect longevity after the first postinjury 
year include low life satisfaction, poor health, emotional 
distress, functional dependency, and poor adjustment to 
disability.256 The NSCISC website provides annual updates 
on life expectancy after the onset of SCI, based on neuro-
logic level and ventilatory dependency (Table 55-1). These 
life expectancy estimates do not include many important 
variables that can also significantly affect survival, such as 
gender, ethnicity, preexisting medical conditions, access to 
medical and nursing care, and social support.

Diseases of the respiratory system, especially pneumonia, 
are the leading cause of death both during the first postin-
jury year and during subsequent years (Table 55-2). The sec-
ond most common cause of death, “other heart disease,” is 
thought to reflect deaths that are apparently caused by heart 
attacks in younger persons without apparent underlying 
heart or vascular disease and cardiac dysrhythmia.132 Inter-
estingly, diseases of the genitourinary system are currently 
the cause of death in only 3.7% of patients with SCI. In the 
past, renal failure was by far the leading cause of death after 
SCI. This is truly a great testament to the advances in uro-
logic management during the past several decades.
Table 55-1   Life Expectancy (Years) for Persons With Spinal Cord Injury Surviving at Least 1 Year Postinjury

Current Age 
(yr) No SCI

Motor Functional, 
Any Level

Not Ventilator Dependent Ventilator 
Dependent, 
Any LevelParaplegia Tetraplegia C5–C8 Tetraplegia C1–C4

10 68.2 62.6 55.2 50.2 46.4 31.7

20 58.4 53.0 45.8 41.0 37.4 23.8

30 48.9 43.7 37.0 32.5 29.3 17.7

40 39.5 34.5 28.2 24.2 21.2 11.4

50 30.6 25.9 20.2 16.7 14.3 6.7

60 22.2 18.0 13.2 10.4 8.6 3.2

70 14.9 11.4 7.7 5.7 4.4 1.1

80 9.0 6.3 3.7 2.4 1.7 <0.1

From [Anonymous]: Annual statistical report for the Model Spinal Cord Injury Care Systems, Birmingham, 2007, National Spinal Cord Injury Statistical Center.
SCI, Spinal cord injury.
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Anatomy, Mechanics, and 
Syndromes of Traumatic Injury

Because the bony vertebral column elongates more than the 
spinal cord during embryologic development, the spinal 
cord terminates at the level of the L1–L2 intervertebral disk. 
Due to natural variation, the spinal cord termination can be 
as high as the T12 or as low as the L3 vertebral body. The 
individual spinal cord segments do not line up with the cor-
responding bony levels of the same number (Figure 55-1). 
This is especially evident in the lower thoracic and lumbar 
spine, where the L1–L5 spinal segments are adjacent to the 
T11–T12 vertebrae, and the S1–S5 spinal segments are adja-
cent to the L1 vertebra. This concept can also be used when 
evaluating radiologic studies to correlate the neurologic 
level of injury (NLI) to the appropriate bony level of dam-
age (e.g., a T11 burst fracture with cord compression would 
be expected to cause an NLI at L1 or L2 rather than at T11).

The tapered end of the spinal cord, which contains the 
sacral cord segments, is called the conus medullaris. The 
collection of long lumbar and sacral roots found in the 
canal, distal to the conus medullaris, is called the cauda 
equina, because it resembles a horse’s tail. The meninges 
of the spinal cord include the pia matter, a vascular mem-
brane covering the spinal cord, the arachnoid membrane, 
and the dura mater. The subarachnoid space, also called 
the intrathecal space, contains cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). 
The CSF pushes the arachnoid directly against the dura 
mater. The caudal margin of the dura mater and arachnoid, 
the inferior extent of the intrathecal space, is the second 
sacral vertebrae (Figure 55-2). The spinal epidural space is 
located between the dura mater and the periosteum of the 
vertebral bodies, and contains an internal vertebral venous 
plexus, fat, and loose areolar tissue.

A cross-sectional view of the spinal cord (Figure 55-3) 
reveals a central butterfly-shaped region of gray matter con-
sisting of neuronal cell bodies, their processes, supporting 
glial cells, and small blood vessels surrounded by white 
matter consisting of neuronal fiber tracts and supporting 
glial cells. The gray matter is subdivided into two horns 
on each side called the anterior (ventral) and posterior 

Table 55-2   Primary Causes of Death
Primary Cause of Death Percentage

Diseases of the respiratory system (70% pneumonia) 22

Other heart disease (likely overreported representing 
poor quality of cause-of-death data after spinal cord 
injury)

12

Infective and parasitic diseases (94% septicemia usually 
associated with pressure ulcers or urinary tract or 
respiratory tract infections)

10

Hypertensive and ischemic heart disease 8

Neoplasms 7

Diseases of pulmonary circulation (96% pulmonary emboli) 5

Diseases of the genitourinary system 4

Suicides 4

Other causes 28

From [Anonymous]: Annual statistical report for the Model Spinal Cord Injury Care Systems, 
Birmingham, 2007, National Spinal Cord Injury Statistical Center.
(dorsal) horns. The posterior horn contains cell bodies of 
sensory neurons, whereas the anterior horn contains cell 
bodies of interneurons and motor neurons.

The white matter is subdivided into three columns on 
each side called the anterior, lateral, and posterior col-
umns. The columns are further subdivided into tracts. The 
gracilis tract, located in the medial posterior column, con-
tains fibers from the T7–S5 dermatomes that relay touch, 
vibration, and position sense. The cuneatus tract, located 
in the lateral posterior column rostral to T6, contains fibers 
from dermatomes above T7 that relay touch, vibration, 
and position sense. These tracts, comprising the posterior 
columns, ascend ipsilaterally to the medulla. The lateral 
spinothalamic tract, located peripherally in the lateral 
column, contains fibers that relay pain and temperature 
sensations; this tract ascends contralaterally to the thala-
mus. The lateral corticospinal tract is located centrally and 
posteriorly in the lateral column. This tract contains fibers, 
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FIGURE 55-1 A sagittal schematic showing the relationship between the 
numbered segments of the spinal cord and the corresponding numbered ver-
tebral bodies. (Redrawn from Pansky B, Allen D, Budd G: Review of neuroscience, 
ed 2, New York, 1998, McGraw-Hill, with permission of McGraw-Hill.)
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most of which emanate from the motor cortex, that are 
responsible for voluntary and reflex movement. Approxi-
mately 90% of the corticospinal fibers cross midline in the 
caudal medulla, forming the pyramidal decussations, and 
descend contralaterally in the lateral corticospinal tract to 
terminate on interneurons and α- and γ-motor neurons 
in the spinal cord. The remaining corticospinal fibers, 
located in the medial anterior column, do not cross mid-
line in the medulla but descend ipsilaterally in the anterior 
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FIGURE 55-2 A sagittal schematic showing the relationship between the 
dura, subarachnoid space, and the epidural space. (Redrawn  from  Pansky  B: 
Review of gross anatomy,  ed  5, New York,  1984, Macmillan, with  permission  of 
Macmillan.)

FIGURE 55-3 Normal spinal cord. The corticospinal and spinothalamic tracts 
are outlined in the upper diagram, adjacent to the gray matter of the spinal 
cord. (Redrawn from Tator C: Classification of spinal cord injury based on neuro-
logical presentation. In Narayan R, Wilberger J, Povlishock J, editors:  Neurotrauma, 
New York, 1996, McGraw-Hill, with permission of McGraw-Hill.)
corticospinal tract. These fibers ultimately cross midline 
segmentally near their terminations on interneurons and 
alpha and gamma motor neurons in the spinal cord. About 
55% of the corticospinal fibers terminate in the cervical 
cord, 20% in the thoracic cord, and 25% in the lumbosa-
cral cord.461 A Brown-Séquard syndrome refers to an injury 
of the spinal cord in which one side is damaged more than 
the other (Figure 55-4), resulting in relatively greater ipsi-
lateral weakness and position sense loss, but with contra-
lateral pain and temperature sensation loss.

A corticospinal neuron is known as an upper motor neu-
ron (UMN). The motor neuron to which it synapses in the 
spinal cord, which exits the spinal cord to innervate muscle, 
is known as a lower motor neuron (LMN). If damage to the 
UMNs and LMNs within the spinal cord is localized to a 
few segmental levels anywhere rostral to the conus medul-
laris (see below), a constellation of signs and symptoms 
develops, often called the UMN syndrome. This includes 
loss of voluntary movement, spasticity, hyperreflexia, clo-
nus, and development of Babinski’s sign.265 If, in addition, 
there is damage to a significant number of LMNs below the 
level of injury, loss of voluntary movement occurs with-
out the subsequent development of the other components 
of the UMN syndrome. Examples of this, defined as LMN 
injuries, include an SCI caused by an extensive vascular 
insult to the spinal cord, an injury occurring at the conus 
medullaris, or an injury occurring at the cauda equina. 
The conus medullaris syndrome refers to an injury of the 
sacral spinal cord and the lumbar nerve roots within the 
spinal canal (Figure 55-5), resulting in an areflexic bladder, 
bowel, and lower limbs. Conus medullaris lesions local-
ized to the proximal sacral cord can occasionally show a 

FIGURE 55-4 Brown-Séquard syndrome. A burst fracture with posterior 
displacement of bone fragments compresses one side of the spinal cord. 
(Redrawn from Tator C: Classification of spinal cord injury based on neurologi-
cal  presentation.  In  Narayan  R, Wilberger  J,  Povlishock  J,  editors:  Neurotrauma, 
New York, McGraw-Hill, with permission of McGraw-Hill.)
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preserved sacral reflex, such as the bulbocavernosus reflex. 
The cauda equina syndrome refers to an injury to the lum-
bosacral roots within the spinal canal (Figure 55-6), result-
ing in an areflexic bladder, bowel, and lower limbs.

After an acute UMN-predominant SCI, initial devel-
opment of the UMN syndrome is delayed by a process 
called spinal shock, whereby there is a transient suppres-
sion and gradual return of reflex activity below the level 
of injury. Ditunno et al.150 have proposed a four-phase 
model of spinal shock. During phase 1, occurring 0 to 24 
hours postinjury, there is motor neuron hyperpolariza-
tion, manifesting clinically as hyporeflexia. During phase 
2, occurring on days 1 to 3 postinjury, there is denervation 
supersensitivity and receptor upregulation, manifesting 
clinically with reflex return. During phase 3, occurring 1 
to 4 weeks postinjury, there is interneuron synapse growth, 
manifesting clinically as early hyperreflexia. And finally, 
during phase 4, occurring 1 to 12 months postinjury, there 
is long axon synapse growth, manifesting clinically as late 
hyperreflexia.

Blood is supplied to the spinal cord through two pos-
terior spinal arteries, a single anterior spinal artery, and 
several segmental radicular arteries (Figure 55-7). The pos-
terior spinal arteries branch from the vertebral arteries and 
travel along the posterior surface of the spinal cord to sup-
ply the posterior one third of the spinal cord. Two anterior 
spinal arteries also branch from the vertebral arteries, but 
these quickly unite to form a single artery that travels along 
the anterior surface of the spinal cord to supply the ante-
rior two thirds of the spinal cord. The anterior spinal artery 
and the posterior spinal arteries are dependent on contri-
butions from the segmental radicular arteries along the 
spinal cord to maintain an adequate blood supply to the 
spinal cord. The segmental radicular arteries travel through 
the intervertebral foramina from the aorta and divide into 
anterior and posterior branches that eventually anasto-
mose with their respective spinal arteries. These radicular 

T12
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FIGURE 55-5 Conus medullaris syndrome. A burst fracture of T12 with 
posterior displacement of bone fragments compresses the conus medullaris. 
(Redrawn from Tator C: Classification of spinal cord injury based on neurologi-
cal  presentation.  In  Narayan  R, Wilberger  J,  Povlishock  J,  editors:  Neurotrauma, 
New York, McGraw-Hill, with permission of McGraw-Hill.)
arteries are not all identical in size or distribution. In the 
upper thoracic region between T1 and T4, there is little 
overlap between radicular arterial supplies. Between T12 
and L2, there is an anterior radicular artery that is more 
dominant than its neighbors, called the artery of Adamkie-
wicz. This artery, usually found on the left side of the body, 
is an important blood supply to the caudal two thirds of 
the spinal cord. On reaching the anterior surface of the spi-
nal cord, the artery of Adamkiewicz divides into a small 
ascending and larger descending branch. The latter travels 
down to the level of the conus medullaris, where it forms 
an anastomotic circle with the terminal branches of the 
posterior spinal arteries. The regions between T1 and T4, 
and T12 and L2 are areas particularly prone to ischemic 
damage, because of the importance of individual radicu-
lar arteries. The ischemic damage often affects the anterior 
portion of the spinal cord more than the posterior portion 
because of the nature of the single anterior and dual poste-
rior blood supplies. In this situation the corticospinal and 
spinothalamic tracts are affected, while the gracilis tract is 
often spared. This leads to a syndrome of paraplegia, with 
loss of pain and temperature sensation, and relative spar-
ing of touch and position sensation, called the anterior 
cord syndrome (Figure 55-8).

Pathophysiology of Acute Spinal Cord Injury

The secondary injury cascade is a term that refers to a series of 
biochemical processes that occur after an SCI, and that tend 
to cause further neuronal damage beyond the mechanical 
damage caused at the moment of impact. Ischemia of the 

FIGURE 55-6 Cauda equina syndrome. A central disk herniation at L4–L5 
compresses the cauda equina. Note how the roots of L5 and S1 are spared. 
(Redrawn from Tator C: Classification of spinal cord injury based on neurologi-
cal  presentation.  In  Narayan  R, Wilberger  J,  Povlishock  J,  editors:  Neurotrauma, 
New York, McGraw-Hill, with permission of McGraw-Hill.)
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gray matter at the site of injury occurs almost immediately 
after SCI. This ischemia appears to result from vasocon-
striction of blood vessels supplying the cord, and is medi-
ated by the rapid release of various vasoactive substances 
such as serotonin, thromboxanes, platelet-activating factor, 
peptidoleukotrienes, and opioid peptides after SCI.341,393 
Ischemia is followed by the development of edema at the 
site of injury.334 At a cellular level, there is a marked rise in 
intraneuronal calcium concentrations. This begins within 
minutes after injury, reaching a peak at about 8 hours 
postinjury and remaining elevated for at least 1 week.319 
Elevated levels of excitatory amino acids, such as glutamate 
and aspartate, acting at their receptors have been noted to 
play a role in increasing the intracellular calcium concen-
trations.100,275 Intracellular calcium facilitates the activa-
tion of phospholipases A2 and C, which leads ultimately to 
the production of free radicals and free fatty acid metabo-
lites, which cause damage to local cell membranes.78,167,370 
There is also a rapid rise in potassium in the extracellular 
space, directly related to cell membrane damage, which 
causes depolarization of other neuronal cells and con-
duction block.479Microhemorrhages appear in the central 
gray matter at the site of impact. Iron in this hemorrhaged 
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FIGURE 55-7 The spinal cord blood supply. (Redrawn from Pansky B, Allen D, 
Budd G: Review of neuroscience, ed 2, New York, 1998, McGraw-Hill, with permis-
sion of McGraw-Hill.)
blood catalyzes the peroxidation of lipids, leading to fur-
ther tissue damage as well as catalyzing the further produc-
tion of oxygen free radicals.393

Initially, neutrophils migrate to the site of injury, where 
they can contribute to cellular injury by producing lyso-
somal enzymes and oxygen radicals. These are followed 
by macrophages that phagocytose cell debris.351 Schwann 
cells appear that modify myelin sheaths and produce neu-
rotrophic factors, while fibroblasts produce basic fibroblast 
growth factor and promote angiogenesis and neovascular-
ization at the site of injury.61,271 Small CSF-filled cysts even-
tually form that are partially surrounded by demyelinated 
nerve fibers. These coalesce over months and can give rise 
to myelomalacia and syringomyelia.281 Demyelination of 
white matter tracts begins within 24 hours of injury and 
increases thereafter, with Wallerian degeneration occur-
ring by 3 weeks.460 Remyelination seems to occur after SCI, 
although in an inadequate fashion, with abnormally short 
internodal distances and notably thin myelin.62,172

Spinal Mechanics and Stability

There is no universally accepted definition of spinal stability. 
White and Panjabi467 defined clinical instability as “the loss 
of the ability of the spine under physiologic loads to main-
tain relationships between vertebrae in such a way that there 
is not initial damage or subsequent irritation to the spinal 
cord or nerve roots and, in addition, there is no develop-
ment of incapacitating deformity or pain due to structural 
changes.” A commonly accepted model for thoracolumbar 
stability, which is often used in the middle and lower cervical 
spine as well, was developed by Denis129,130 and modified 
by Ferguson and Allen.173 The model divides the spine into 

FIGURE 55-8 Anterior cord syndrome. A large disk herniation compresses 
the anterior aspect of the spinal cord, leaving the dorsal columns intact. 
(Redrawn from Tator C: Classification of spinal cord injury based on neurologi-
cal  presentation.  In  Narayan  R, Wilberger  J,  Povlishock  J,  editors:  Neurotrauma, 
New York, McGraw-Hill, with permission of McGraw-Hill.)
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three columns: anterior, middle, and posterior (Figure 55-9). 
The anterior column is composed of the anterior longitudi-
nal ligament, the anterior two thirds of the vertebral body, 
and the anterior two thirds of the annulus fibrosis or disk. 
The middle column is composed of the posterior one third 
of the vertebral body, the posterior one third of the annulus 
fibrosis, and the posterior longitudinal ligament. The poste-
rior column is composed of the pedicles, facet joints, lami-
nae, supraspinous ligament, interspinous ligament, facet 
joint capsule, and ligamentum flavum. When the integrity 
of the middle and either the anterior or the posterior col-
umn is affected, the spine is likely to be unstable.129,130 The 
columns can be compromised by either fracture or ligamen-
tous disruption. Gunshot wounds, be  cause of the nature 
of the injury, can affect more than one column and the 
spine can still remain stable.262 It should also be noted that 
SCI can occur without obvious radiographic findings.

Fractures or dislocations in the thoracic and lum-
bar spine most commonly involve the T12 and the L1 
vertebrae, respectively. Common mechanisms include 
 compression-flexion, distraction-flexion, translation, and 
torsion-flexion.386 Axial loading of a flexed spine can cause 
several different patterns of injury depending on the vector 
of force. There might be only compression of the anterior 
column leading to a compression fracture or, with a greater 
compressive force, compression of the anterior column 
with distraction of the posterior elements. If the vector of 
force causes the axis of rotation to be anterior to the verte-
bral body, a Chance-type distraction can occur with distrac-
tion of all three columns, through the bony vertebra alone 
(Figure 55-10), through the ligamentous structures alone, 
or through a combination of bony and ligamentous struc-
tures. In addition, there can be compression of all three 
columns with retropulsion of the middle column into 
the spinal canal. The latter often causes SCI. Translation 
of adjacent vertebrae, as occurs for example when a per-
son falls from a height and strikes part of the torso on an 
immovable object, is the injury pattern most likely to cause 
SCI. If there is translation more than 25% of the width of 
a vertebra, ligamentous structures in all three columns are 
probably disrupted.195,228 Compression and rotation of 
the anterior column, and distraction and rotation of the 
posterior column, cause a torsion-flexion injury where the 

MiddlePosterior Anterior

FIGURE 55-9 The three-column concept of spinal anatomy. (Redrawn from 
Ferguson RL, Allen BL Jr : A mechanistic classification of thoracolumbar spine frac-
tures, Clin Orthop 189:77-88, 1984, with permission.)
facets and the anterior longitudinal ligament are usually 
disrupted, and SCI is likely.

Fractures or dislocations in the cervical spine are usu-
ally caused by excessive forceful flexion, extension, or axial 
loading. An abrupt deceleration, commonly seen in motor 
vehicle crashes, causes a person’s head to be propelled 
forward on a relatively immobilized torso, leading to a 
 flexion-type injury. Abrupt acceleration causes the oppo-
site, an extension-type injury. Axial loading is also a com-
mon comechanism to flexion or extension injuries in the 
cervical spine, such as occurs when a diver’s head strikes 
the bottom of a pool. Knowledge of the mechanism of 
injury is important for recognizing injuries that might not 
be seen easily on imaging. For example, flexion injuries can 
cause disruption of the ligaments in the posterior column 
that might not be apparent on plain radiographs.

A Jefferson fracture, originally described by Sir  Geoffrey 
Jefferson,236 is a burst fracture of the atlas (C1 vertebra). 
This is caused by axial compression, which can occur, for 
example, when a football player spears another player 
with his helmet (Figure 55-11). A hangman’s fracture is a 
traumatic spondylolisthesis of the axis (C2 vertebra). It is 
caused by bilateral fractures through the pars interarticu-
laris of the axis that result from hyperextension and axial 
compression, as can occur in an abrupt deceleration when 
a person’s forehead strikes the windshield. A fracture of 
the odontoid process of the axis can be caused by hyper-
flexion, hyperextension, or excessive lateral bending. The 
 traditional classification of odontoid fractures includes 
three types.16 Type 1 is a fracture through the tip of the 
odontoid, type 2 is a fracture through the base of the odon-
toid, and type 3 is a fracture that extends from the base of 
the odontoid into the axis proper.

Hyperflexion of the subaxial cervical spine (C3–C7) 
can cause an anterior subluxation, a simple compression 
fracture, bilateral facet dislocations, a flexion teardrop frac-
ture, or a clay shoveler’s fracture. A flexion teardrop frac-
ture is characterized by retropulsion of the larger portion 
of a vertebral body into the spinal canal, detached from an 
anterior fragment (teardrop); it is associated with posterior 
facet and ligamentous disruption (Figure 55-12). Flexion 
teardrop fractures are often associated with an anterior 

FIGURE 55-10 A Chance fracture. (Redrawn  from Schultz RJ: The language 
of fractures, Baltimore, 1990, Williams & Wilkins, with permission of Williams & 
Wilkins.)
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cord syndrome, if not a complete SCI. A clay shoveler’s 
fracture is an avulsion fracture of the spinous process of 
C6, C7, or T1. It is not typically associated with neurologic 
injury. Hyperflexion with rotation often causes a unilateral 
facet dislocation.

Hyperextension of the subaxial cervical spine typically 
distracts the anterior column of the spine and compresses 
the posterior column. Anterior distraction often disrupts the 
anterior longitudinal ligament, the intervertebral disk, and 
the posterior longitudinal ligament, while posterior com-
pression causes the ligamentum flavum to buckle into the 
spinal canal. If the spinal cord is pinched between the verte-
bral body and the ligamentum flavum and/or hypertrophied 
facet joints, a central cord syndrome often develops. This 
syndrome, occurring only with cervical spinal cord lesions, 
is characterized by sacral sensory sparing and greater weak-
ness in the upper limbs than in the lower limbs. A hyperex-
tension teardrop fracture is characterized by an avulsion of 
the anterior inferior aspect of the vertebral body above the 
hyperextension injury by the anterior longitudinal ligament, 
without retropulsion of a vertebral body into the spinal 
canal. Compression of the posterior column during excessive  
forceful hyperextension can also result in lamina fractures.

Finally, and not uncommonly, significant axial load-
ing of the subaxial cervical spine causes a burst fracture, 
whereby an intervertebral disk implodes through the 

FIGURE 55-11 A Jefferson fracture. A comminuted fracture of the ring of 
C1. (Redrawn from Schultz RJ: The language of fractures, Baltimore, 1990, Williams 
& Wilkins, with permission of Williams & Wilkins.)
superior end plate of the vertebral body below, causing this 
vertebral body to burst into multiple fragments.391 These 
fractures usually include at least two columns, are generally 
unstable, and often are associated with SCI.

Classification of Spinal Cord Injury

The diagnosis of SCI can be made promptly by performing 
a neurologic examination. The International Standards for 
Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury (ISNC-
SCI) provides a procedure for classifying an SCI.286 Online 
e-learning modules are available through the American 
Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) website. The examination, 
which is safe to perform soon after SCI, even in persons 
with an unstable spine, is performed with the injured indi-
vidual in the supine position. Subsequent examinations 
are always performed in the same position. The procedure 
includes a systematic evaluation of all the dermatomes and 
extremity myotomes. Because SCI usually affects the spinal 
cord at a discrete site, determining the last intact sensory 
and motor level can reliably and accurately determine an 
NLI. A complete injury is defined within the ISNCSCI as an 
injury in which there is the lack of any sensory or motor 
function in the lowest sacral segment; this includes sensa-
tion deep within the anus, sensation at the anal mucocuta-
neous junction, or a voluntary contraction of the external 
anal sphincter. An incomplete injury is defined as an injury 
in which there is at least partial sensory or motor function 
in the lowest sacral segment.

The sensory portion of the neurologic examination 
includes the testing of a key point (Table 55-3) for absent, 
impaired, or normal sensation in each of the 28 derma-
tomes on each side of the body for both light touch and 
pinprick. Pinprick sensation is elicited with a disposable 
safety pin, whereas touch sensation is elicited by a wisp 
of cotton or a fingertip. For an inability to distinguish 
between pinprick and touch, sensation should be graded 
as absent for pinprick sensation. The motor portion of the 

FIGURE 55-12 A flexion teardrop fracture. The spinal cord is compressed 
by the posteroinferior aspect of the vertebrae. (Redrawn from Schultz RJ: The 
 language of fractures,  Baltimore,  1990, Williams  & Wilkins,  with  permission  of 
 Williams & Wilkins.)
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Table 55-3   International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury Neurologic Examination Sensory 
Testing Points

C2 1 cm lateral to the occipital protu-
berance at the base of the skull

An alternative key point is at least 
 3  cm behind the ear.

T3 At the midclavicular line and the third intercostal 
space, found by palpating the anterior chest to 
locate the third rib and the corresponding third 
intercostal space below it

L1 Midway between the key sensory 
points for T12 and L2

C3 At the apex of the  supraclavicular 
fossa

T4 At the midclavicular line and the fourth  intercostal 
space, located at the level of the nipples

L2 On the anterior-medial thigh, midway 
on a line between the midpoint of 
the inguinal ligament and the medial 
femoral condyle above the knee

C4 Over the acromioclavicular joint T5 At the midclavicular line and the fifth intercostal 
space, located midway between the level of the 
nipples and the level of the xiphisternum

L3 At the medial femoral condyle above 
the knee

C5 On the lateral (radial) side of the 
antecubital fossa just proximal to 
the elbow 

T6 At the midclavicular line, located at the level of the 
xiphisternum

L4 Over the medial malleolus

C6 On the dorsal surface of the 
 proximal phalanx of the thumb

T7 At the midclavicular line, located at one quarter the 
distance between the level of the xiphisternum 
and the level of the umbilicus

L5 On the dorsum of the foot at the third 
metatarsophalangeal joint

C7 On the dorsal surface of the 
 proximal phalanx of the middle 
finger

T8 At the midclavicular line, located at one half the 
distance between the level of the xiphisternum 
and the level of the umbilicus

S1 On the lateral side of the heel

C8 On the dorsal surface of the 
 proximal phalanx of the little 
finger

T9 At the midclavicular line, located at three  quarters of 
the distance between the level of the  xiphisternum 
and the level of the umbilicus

S2 In the popliteal fossa of the knee at the 
midpoint

T1 On the medial (ulnar) side of the 
antecubital fossa, just  proximal 
to the medial  epicondyle of the 
humerus

T10 At the midclavicular line, located at the level of the 
umbilicus

S3 Over the ischial tuberosity

T2 At the apex of the axilla T11 At the midclavicular line, midway between the level 
of the umbilicus and the inguinal ligament

S4–5 In the perianal area, less  
than 1 cm lateral to the  
mucocutaneous junction

T12 At the midclavicular line, over the midpoint of the 
inguinal ligament

From American Spinal Injury Association. Neurological assessment: the sensory examination. In Reference manual for the international standards for neurological classification of spinal cord injury, 
Chicago, 2003, American Spinal Injury Association.
neurologic examination includes the testing of a key mus-
cle function for strength on a 6-point scale (Table 55-4 for 
each of 10 myotomes on each side of the body), as well as 
testing for contraction of the external anal sphincter.

The testing of every key muscle should begin in the 
grade 3 testing position. If the muscle is shown to have 
greater than antigravity strength (grade 3), then the muscle 
should be tested in the grades 4 and 5 testing positions. 
Conversely, if the muscle is shown to have less than anti-
gravity strength when tested in the grade 3 testing position, 
the muscle should be tested in the grade 2 testing position. 
If the muscle is shown to not even have grade 2 strength, 
then the grade 1 testing position is used. Before testing 
muscle strength for a particular key muscle, the range of 
motion (ROM) for the joint that particular muscle crosses 
should be tested. Knowing this available ROM is a neces-
sary condition for accurately grading the strength.

The NLI is defined as the most caudal segment of the 
spinal cord with normal sensation and motor function 
bilaterally. For the ISNCSCI, key muscles have been chosen 
that primarily have innervation by two roots, with each suc-
cessive key muscle overlapping the muscle above in either 
the cervical or the lumbar region, by a single root innerva-
tion. By ISNCSCI definition, if a key muscle has a motor 
strength grade of 5/5, it is innervated by two intact nerve 
segments. If a key muscle has a motor strength grade of 
3/5 or 4/5 (and the key muscle above has a motor strength 
grade of 5/5), it is innervated by at least one intact nerve 
segment, the segment for which that key muscle is named. 
If a key muscle has a motor strength grade of 2/5 or less, 
neither of its nerve segments is intact. For the cervical seg-
ments, because the innervation of the elbow flexors is C5 
and C6, the wrist extensors is C6 and C7, and the elbow 
extensors is C7 and C8, the ISNCSCI-named segmental 
innervations are C5, C6, and C7, respectively. If the elbow 
flexors are graded as 5/5, the wrist extensors as 4/5, and 
the elbow extensors as 2/5, it is assumed that the C5 and 
C6 myotomes are fully innervated, but the C7 myotome is 
partially innervated only. For myotomes where there are no 
designated key muscles to test, motor function is assumed 
to be normal where sensory function is normal.

The ISNCSCI also includes a scale of impairment called 
the ASIA Impairment Scale (AIS), which classifies an SCI 
into five categories of severity, labeled A through E, based 
on the degree of motor and sensory loss. An SCI that 
results in the absence of any sensory or motor function in 
the sacral segments S4–S5 would have an AIS category of A 
and be designated as complete. For an SCI where sensation 
is preserved in the sacral segments S4–S5, but there is no 
motor function caudal to three segments below the NLI, 
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Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in neutral  rotation, 

adducted, and in neutral 
 flexion- extension. The elbow is flexed to 
90 degrees, and the hand is supinated.

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to flex the elbow. Pull 

against the volar aspect of the patient’s 
wrist while bracing the shoulder.

Patient Action:
Attempt to fully flex the elbow.

, 

x 

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3 position, except the wrist is 

at 90 degrees, fully extended.
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to resist the examiner’s pull. 

Pull down on the hand in the direction of 
palmar flexion and ulnar deviation. (Note: 
you are testing the radial wrist extensors, 
so direction of force applied by examiner 
should be angled toward the ulnar side of 
the wrist rather than directly downward.)

Patient Action:
Attempt to fully extend the wrist.

, 

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3, except the elbow is at 45 

degrees from full extension.
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to resist the examiner’s 

push by trying to straighten the arm. The 
examiner tries to flex the elbow.

Patient Action:
Attempt to fully extend the arm.

e 

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
The same as grade 3, except the DIP joint is 

fully flexed.
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to resist the examiner’s 

push and try to extend the DIP joint.
Patient Action:
Same as above.

Continued
Table 55-4   International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury Neurologic Examination Motor Testing Po

Elbow flexors 
(biceps, brachialis 
—C5 myotome)

Grades 0, 1, and 2
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in internal rotation and 

adducted. The forearm is resting on the 
abdomen. The elbow is 30 degrees from 
full extension. The wrist is in neutral 
pronation-supination and just below the 
navel.

Examiner Action:
Support the forearm. Palpate the flexors. Ask 

the patient to bring the hand to his nose.
Patient Action:
Attempt to fully flex the elbow.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in neutral rotation, adducted

and in neutral flexion-extension. The elbow
is fully extended, and the hand is supinated

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to flex the elbow.
Patient Action:
Attempt to fully flex the elbow.

Wrist extensors (extensor 
carpi radialis longus and 
brevis—C6 myotome)

Grades 0, 1, and 2
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in internal rotation, 

adducted, and in neutral flexion-extension. 
The elbow is in full extension. The wrist is 
in neutral pronation-supination and fully 
flexed.

Examiner Action:
Support the forearm. Palpate the extensors, 

and ask the patient to dorsiflex the wrist.
Patient Action:
Attempt to fully extend the wrist.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in neutral rotation, adducted

and in neutral flexion-extension. The 
elbow is fully extended, and the wrist fully 
 pronated and flexed.

Examiner Action:
Support the wrist. Ask the patient to dorsifle

the wrist.
Patient Action:
Attempt to fully extend the wrist.

Elbow extensors 
(triceps—C7  myotome)

Grades 0 and 1
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in internal rotation and 

adducted. The forearm is resting on the 
abdomen. The elbow is 30 degrees from 
full  extension. The wrist is in neutral 
pronation-supination.

Examiner Action:
Support the forearm. Palpate the extensors. 

Ask the patient to straighten the arm.
Patient Action:
Attempt to fully extend the arm.

Grade 2
Testing Position:
The shoulder is the same 

as above. The elbow is 
fully flexed.

Examiner Action:
Support the arm and 

ask the patient to 
straighten it.

Patient Action:
Attempt to fully extend 

the arm.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in neutral rotation, adducted

and at 90 degrees flexion. The elbow is 
flexed, and the hand is by the ear.

Examiner Action:
Support the arm and ask the patient to 

straighten it.
Patient Action:
Attempt to fully extend the arm.

Finger flexor to the distal 
phalanx of the middle 
finger (flexor digitorum 
profundus—C8  myotome)

Grades 0, 1, and 2
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in neutral  rotation, adducted, 

and in neutral flexion-extension. The 
elbow is fully extended. The wrist is in 
neutral pronation-supination and neutral 
flexion-extension.

The MP and PIP joints are extended.
Examiner Action:
Stabilize the wrist in neutral with the MP and 

PIP joints extended. Palpate flexors and 
ask the patient to flex the DIP joint.

Patient Action:
Attempt to flex the DIP joint.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The shoulder and elbow are the same, and th

wrist is fully supinated.
Examiner Action:
Same as above.
Patient Action:
Same as above.
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Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grades 0-2, except the little finger is 

fully abducted.
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to resist as the  examiner 

pushes the little finger against the 
 abduction.

Patient Action:
Attempt to keep the little finger abducted.

 

 

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3, except the hip is flexed to 

90 degrees.
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to resist the examiner’s 

push. The examiner tries to extend the 
hip while bracing the hip on the opposite 
side.

Patient Action:
Attempt to keep the hip at full 90 degrees.
Clinical Tip: In the acute spine injury 

period, when the spine may be unstable/
painful, it may only be possible to test 
hip flexor muscle strength isometrically. 
Using the testing position for grade 3 
(above), the examiner places a hand on 
the patient’s thigh just above the knee. 
Ask the patient to lift the leg straight 
off the bed and resist the patient’s 
movement. The examiner’s judgment 
is required to grade the force as 2 
through 5.

 

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3, except the knee is 

15 degrees from full extension.
Examiner Action:
Place arm under the tested knee and grasp 

the other knee. Push down on the leg just 
proximal to the ankle and ask the patient 
to straighten the knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to straighten the knee.

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3, except the ankle is fully 

dorsiflexed.
Examiner Action:
Push against the dorsiflexed ankle and ask 

the patient to resist the push.
Patient Action:
Attempt to resist the push.

nts—cont’d
Small finger abductors 
(abductor digiti minimi—
T1 myotome)

Grades 0, 1, and 2
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in internal rotation, 

adducted, and in neutral flexion- 
extension. The elbow is in full extension. 
The wrist is in full pronation and neutral 
flexion-extension. The MP, PIP, and DIP 
joints are fully extended.

Examiner Action:
Press down lightly on the back of the hand 

and palpate the abductor. Ask the patient 
to move the little finger away from the 
fourth finger.

Patient Action:
Attempt to abduct the little finger.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in neutral rotation, 

adducted, and at 15 degrees flexion. The 
elbow is at 90 degrees flexion, and the 
wrist is pronated and in neutral flexion-
extension.

Examiner Action:
Support the hand and ask the patient to 

abduct the little finger.
Patient Action:
Attempt to abduct the little finger.

Hip flexors (iliopsoas—L2 
myotome)

Grades 0 and 1
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral adduc-

tion/abduction, and 15 degrees from full 
extension. The knee is 15 degrees from full 
extension.

Examiner Action:
Support the thigh to eliminate friction. 

Palpate distal to the anterior superior iliac 
spine. Ask the patient to flex the thigh.

Patient Action:
Attempt to flex the thigh.

Grade 2
Testing Position:
The hip is in external 

rotation, at 45 degrees 
flexion. The knee is 
flexed at 90 degrees.

Examiner Action:
Support the leg and ask 

the patient to flex the 
thigh.

Patient Action:
Attempt to flex the thigh 

away from the body.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral 

 adduction/abduction and flexion/extension. 
The knee is fully extended.

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to fully flex the hip and to 

keep the foot from dragging on the bed. Do
not allow flexion beyond 90 degrees when 
examining acute thoracolumbar and lumbar
injuries. Support the leg.

Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the hip to full 90 degrees.

Knee extensors (quadri-
ceps—L3 myotome)

Grades 0 and 1
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral adduc-

tion/abduction, and 15 degrees from full 
extension. The knee is 15 degrees from full 
extension.

Examiner Action:
Support knee to isolate the muscle and 

palpate the extensors. Ask the patient to 
extend the knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to extend the knee.
Clinical Tip:
Asking the patient to push the entire leg 

backward (down) may better elicit trace 
contraction in the quadriceps.

Grade 2
Testing Position:
The hip is in external 

rotation, at 45 degrees 
flexion. The knee is 
flexed at 90 degrees.

Examiner Action:
Support the leg and 

ask the patient to 
straighten the knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to straighten 

the knee.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is in the same position as grades 0-1, 

and the knee is partially flexed.
Examiner Action:
Place arm under the tested knee and grasp 

the other knee. This causes the tested knee
to flex. Ask the patient to straighten the 
knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to straighten the knee.

Ankle dorsiflexors (tibialis 
anterior—L4 myotome)

Grades 0 and 1
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral adduc-

tion/abduction, and flexion/extension. The 
knee is fully extended. The ankle is slightly 
plantar flexed.

Examiner Action:
Palpate the dorsiflexors.  Ask the patient to 

bring the foot toward the knee.
Patient Action:

Grade 2
Testing Position:
The hip is in external 

rotation, 45 degrees 
abduction. The knee is 
flexed at 90 degrees, 
and the ankle is fully 
plantar flexed.

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to bring 

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is in the same position as grades 0-1, 

except it is slightly flexed, as is the knee.
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to bring the foot toward the 

knee.
Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the foot toward the knee.

Table 55-4   International Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord Injury Neurologic Examination Motor Testing Poi
Attempt to dorsiflex the ankle. the foot toward the 
knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to dorsiflex the 

ankle.

Long toe extensors 
 (extensor  hallucis lon-
gus—L5 myotome)

Grades 0 and 1
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral adduc-

tion/abduction, and flexion/extension. 
The knee is fully extended. The ankle is in 
partial plantar flexion.

Examiner Action:
Palpate the extensor of the long toe. Ask the 

patient to bring the toe toward the knee.
Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the toe toward the knee.

Grade 2
Testing Position:
The hip is in external 

rotation, 45 degrees 
abduction. The knee is 
flexed at 90 degrees, 
and the ankle is in 
neutral plantar flexion/
dorsiflexion. The big 
toe is in full plantar 
flexion.

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to bring 

the toe toward the 
knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the toe 

toward the knee.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is in the same position as grades 0-1, 

except it and the knee are slightly flexed.
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to bring the toe toward the 

knee.
Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the toe toward the knee.

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3, except the toe is fully 

extended.
Examiner Action:
Push against the toe and ask the patient to 

resist the push.
Patient Action:
Attempt to resist the push.

Ankle plantar flexors Grades 0, 1, and 2
Testing Position:
The hip is fully externally rotated. The knee 

is flexed to 90 degrees.
Examiner Action:
Fully externally rotate hip and flex knee 

90 degrees. While palpating the plantar 
flexors, ask the individual to plantar flex 
the foot.

Patient Action:
Attempt to plantar flex the foot.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is flexed 45 degrees. The knee is 

flexed to place the plantar foot on a flat 
surface, such as a board.

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to lift the heel up off the 

surface.
Patient Action:
Attempt to lift the heel off the flat surface.

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position: The knee and hip are fully 

extended, and the ankle is fully plantar 
flexed.

Examiner Action: Ask the patient to maintain 
a plantar-flexed position foot down 
as you apply resistance in an opposite 
direction.

Patient Action: Attempt to resist the push.

From American Spinal Injury Association. Neurological assessment: the motor examination. In Marino RJ, editor: Reference manual for the international standards for neurological classification of spinal cord injury, Chicago, 2003, American Spinal Injury 
Association.
DIP, Distal interphalangeal; MP, metacarpal-phalangeal; PIP, proximal interphalangeal.
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Small finger abductors 
(abductor digiti minimi—
T1 myotome)

Grades 0, 1, and 2
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in internal rotation, 

adducted, and in neutral flexion- 
extension. The elbow is in full extension. 
The wrist is in full pronation and neutral 
flexion-extension. The MP, PIP, and DIP 
joints are fully extended.

Examiner Action:
Press down lightly on the back of the hand 

and palpate the abductor. Ask the patient 
to move the little finger away from the 
fourth finger.

Patient Action:
Attempt to abduct the little finger.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The shoulder is in neutral rotation, 

adducted, and at 15 degrees flexion. The 
elbow is at 90 degrees flexion, and the 
wrist is pronated and in neutral flexion-
extension.

Examiner Action:
Support the hand and ask the patient to 

abduct the little finger.
Patient Action:
Attempt to abduct the little finger.

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grades 0-2, except the little finger is 

fully abducted.
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to resist as the  examiner 

pushes the little finger against the 
 abduction.

Patient Action:
Attempt to keep the little finger abducted.

Hip flexors (iliopsoas—L2 
myotome)

Grades 0 and 1
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral adduc-

tion/abduction, and 15 degrees from full 
extension. The knee is 15 degrees from full 
extension.

Examiner Action:
Support the thigh to eliminate friction. 

Palpate distal to the anterior superior iliac 
spine. Ask the patient to flex the thigh.

Patient Action:
Attempt to flex the thigh.

Grade 2
Testing Position:
The hip is in external 

rotation, at 45 degrees 
flexion. The knee is 
flexed at 90 degrees.

Examiner Action:
Support the leg and ask 

the patient to flex the 
thigh.

Patient Action:
Attempt to flex the thigh 

away from the body.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral 

 adduction/abduction and flexion/extension. 
The knee is fully extended.

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to fully flex the hip and to 

keep the foot from dragging on the bed. Do 
not allow flexion beyond 90 degrees when 
examining acute thoracolumbar and lumbar 
injuries. Support the leg.

Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the hip to full 90 degrees.

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3, except the hip is flexed to 

90 degrees.
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to resist the examiner’s 

push. The examiner tries to extend the 
hip while bracing the hip on the opposite 
side.

Patient Action:
Attempt to keep the hip at full 90 degrees.
Clinical Tip: In the acute spine injury 

period, when the spine may be unstable/
painful, it may only be possible to test 
hip flexor muscle strength isometrically. 
Using the testing position for grade 3 
(above), the examiner places a hand on 
the patient’s thigh just above the knee. 
Ask the patient to lift the leg straight 
off the bed and resist the patient’s 
movement. The examiner’s judgment 
is required to grade the force as 2 
through 5.

Knee extensors (quadri-
ceps—L3 myotome)

Grades 0 and 1
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral adduc-

tion/abduction, and 15 degrees from full 
extension. The knee is 15 degrees from full 
extension.

Examiner Action:
Support knee to isolate the muscle and 

palpate the extensors. Ask the patient to 
extend the knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to extend the knee.
Clinical Tip:
Asking the patient to push the entire leg 

backward (down) may better elicit trace 
contraction in the quadriceps.

Grade 2
Testing Position:
The hip is in external 

rotation, at 45 degrees 
flexion. The knee is 
flexed at 90 degrees.

Examiner Action:
Support the leg and 

ask the patient to 
straighten the knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to straighten 

the knee.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is in the same position as grades 0-1, 

and the knee is partially flexed.
Examiner Action:
Place arm under the tested knee and grasp 

the other knee. This causes the tested knee 
to flex. Ask the patient to straighten the 
knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to straighten the knee.

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3, except the knee is 

15 degrees from full extension.
Examiner Action:
Place arm under the tested knee and grasp 

the other knee. Push down on the leg just 
proximal to the ankle and ask the patient 
to straighten the knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to straighten the knee.

ition as grades 0-1, 
d, as is the knee.

e foot toward the 

toward the knee.

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3, except the ankle is fully 

dorsiflexed.
Examiner Action:
Push against the dorsiflexed ankle and ask 

the patient to resist the push.
Patient Action:
Attempt to resist the push.

ition as grades 0-1, 
re slightly flexed.

e toe toward the 

oward the knee.

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position:
Same as grade 3, except the toe is fully 

extended.
Examiner Action:
Push against the toe and ask the patient to 

resist the push.
Patient Action:
Attempt to resist the push.

es. The knee is 
tar foot on a flat 
.

heel up off the 

f the flat surface.

Grades 4 and 5
Testing Position: The knee and hip are fully 

extended, and the ankle is fully plantar 
flexed.

Examiner Action: Ask the patient to maintain 
a plantar-flexed position foot down 
as you apply resistance in an opposite 
direction.

Patient Action: Attempt to resist the push.

rological classification of spinal cord injury, Chicago, 2003, American Spinal Injury 
Ankle dorsiflexors (tibialis 
anterior—L4 myotome)

Grades 0 and 1
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral adduc-

tion/abduction, and flexion/extension. The 
knee is fully extended. The ankle is slightly 
plantar flexed.

Examiner Action:
Palpate the dorsiflexors.  Ask the patient to 

bring the foot toward the knee.
Patient Action:
Attempt to dorsiflex the ankle.

Grade 2
Testing Position:
The hip is in external 

rotation, 45 degrees 
abduction. The knee is 
flexed at 90 degrees, 
and the ankle is fully 
plantar flexed.

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to bring 

the foot toward the 
knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to dorsiflex the 

ankle.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is in the same pos

except it is slightly flexe
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to bring th

knee.
Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the foot 

Long toe extensors 
 (extensor  hallucis lon-
gus—L5 myotome)

Grades 0 and 1
Testing Position:
The hip is in neutral rotation, neutral adduc-

tion/abduction, and flexion/extension. 
The knee is fully extended. The ankle is in 
partial plantar flexion.

Examiner Action:
Palpate the extensor of the long toe. Ask the 

patient to bring the toe toward the knee.
Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the toe toward the knee.

Grade 2
Testing Position:
The hip is in external 

rotation, 45 degrees 
abduction. The knee is 
flexed at 90 degrees, 
and the ankle is in 
neutral plantar flexion/
dorsiflexion. The big 
toe is in full plantar 
flexion.

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to bring 

the toe toward the 
knee.

Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the toe 

toward the knee.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is in the same pos

except it and the knee a
Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to bring th

knee.
Patient Action:
Attempt to bring the toe t

Ankle plantar flexors Grades 0, 1, and 2
Testing Position:
The hip is fully externally rotated. The knee 

is flexed to 90 degrees.
Examiner Action:
Fully externally rotate hip and flex knee 

90 degrees. While palpating the plantar 
flexors, ask the individual to plantar flex 
the foot.

Patient Action:
Attempt to plantar flex the foot.

Grade 3
Testing Position:
The hip is flexed 45 degre

flexed to place the plan
surface, such as a board

Examiner Action:
Ask the patient to lift the 

surface.
Patient Action:
Attempt to lift the heel of

From American Spinal Injury Association. Neurological assessment: the motor examination. In Marino RJ, editor: Reference manual for the international standards for neu
Association.
DIP, Distal interphalangeal; MP, metacarpal-phalangeal; PIP, proximal interphalangeal.
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the AIS is B. For an SCI where sensation is preserved in the 
sacral segments S4–S5, but more than half the key muscles 
below the NLI have a muscle grade less than 3/5, the AIS 
is C. For an SCI where sensation is preserved in the sacral 
segments S4–S5, but at least half the key muscles below the 
NLI have a muscle grade greater than or equal to 3/5, the 
AIS is D. When sensory and motor function is normal, the 
AIS is E. AIS categories B through E designate incomplete 
injuries.

Nontraumatic Spinal Cord Injury

Unlike the National SCI Model System Database for trau-
matic SCI, there is no comprehensive database of informa-
tion about persons with nontraumatic SCI. Nontraumatic 
SCI can be caused by a variety of diseases, including neo-
plastic, infectious, inflammatory, vascular, degenerative 
(spondylotic), congenital, and toxic-metabolic disorders. 
Persons affected by nontraumatic SCI are clinically quite 
different from those with traumatic injuries. Those with 
nontraumatic SCI generally have less severe injuries. Per-
sons with nontraumatic SCI almost always have incom-
plete injuries, whereas those with traumatic injuries are 
only slightly more likely to have incomplete injuries. 
Incomplete injuries are associated with a far better progno-
sis for neurologic improvement than are complete injuries. 
Unlike persons with traumatic SCI, persons with nontrau-
matic SCI are significantly more likely to have paraplegia 
than tetraplegia.301

Neoplastic Causes of Spinal Cord Injury

Tumors can arise from either the neural elements in the 
spinal canal, such as the spinal cord or spinal nerves, or 
the structures comprising the spinal column, most com-
monly the vertebral bodies. Tumors arising from the spine 
(extradural tumors) are much more common than those 
arising from neural elements (intradural tumors). Extradu-
ral tumors are most commonly metastatic lesions, being 25 
times more common than primary tumors involving the 
spine.109 After brain metastasis, spinal cord compression is 
the second most common type of neurologic involvement 
of cancer.1

Classification of Spinal Tumors

The most common method of classifying tumors relates 
to the anatomic location of tumor involvement. Spinal 
tumors are extradural when they arise from structures out-
side the dura, most commonly the vertebral body. A less 
likely origin is from the structures of the posterior bony 
arch or the soft tissues outside the dura. Most tumors meta-
static to the spine are extradural, making up 55% of all 
spinal tumors.270 The most common primary sites of meta-
static tumors to the spine are lung, breast, prostate, and 
kidney.220 The mechanisms of metastasis include direct 
extension of tumor from adjacent tissues, and hemato-
genous spread through Batson’s vertebral venous plexus, a 
valveless venous system draining the thoracic, abdominal, 
and pelvic viscera.27 Primary spine tumors that are present 
in the extradural region make up less than 1% of all spi-
nal tumors. These include multiple myeloma, osteogenic 
sarcoma, vertebral hemangioma, chondrosarcoma, and 
chordoma.220

Tumors arising within the intradural space include 
those that are intramedullary (i.e., tumors arising from 
the parenchyma of the spinal cord) and those that are 
intradural but extramedullary. Intramedullary tumors are 
usually primary tumors, most commonly ependymomas 
and astrocytomas, which together make up 75% of all 
intramedullary tumors.220 Ependymomas tend to be well 
encapsulated and regularly shaped in contrast to astrocy-
tomas, which tend to be irregularly shaped with multiple 
extensions into the cord parenchyma. Most intradural 
extramedullary tumors are both benign and primary, and 
include meningiomas and nerve sheath tumors such as 
schwannomas and neurofibromas.220 Those metastatic 
tumors that are seen can arise either by hematogenous 
spread or as “drop metastases,” lesions that directly extend 
from the CSF in association with malignant brain tumors 
such as medulloblastomas.270

Clinical Presentation of Spinal Tumors

Pain is the most common presenting symptom of a spinal 
tumor. Pain associated with spinal tumors is often worse 
in the supine position, in contrast to the pain associated 
with degenerative spondylosis, which is usually worse in 
the upright position. If the tumor involves only skeletal 
structures, the pain is usually axial. If the tumor involves 
nerve roots, it occurs typically in a radicular distribution. 
If the tumor involves the spinal cord, the pain can present 
as at-level or below-level spinal cord pain. Constitutional 
symptoms such as night sweats, fevers, unexplained weight 
loss, and anorexia can suggest tumor as well.

Acute spinal cord compression is associated with rapid 
neurologic decline, and constitutes a medical emergency 
because it can rapidly progress to paraplegia or tetraple-
gia. When signs and symptoms of acute spinal cord com-
pression related to neoplastic involvement of the spine 
are present, most patients will have substantial radio-
graphic abnormalities. The syndrome of acute spinal cord 
compression, when related to spinal tumors, most often 
results from the invasion of spinal structures by extradural 
metastases.109

Management of Spinal Cord Compression by Tumor

Acute spinal cord compression is managed with cortico-
steroids, radiation, and surgical intervention. cortico-
steroids, typically dexamethasone, are administered to 
reduce tumor-related inflammatory changes and prosta-
glandin production.220 Radiation therapy is often used in 
cases of spinal cord compression resulting from soft tis-
sue encroachment. It can be used alone in the setting of 
spinal stability, or in combination with surgery. Radiation 
therapy is less often used for the treatment of intradural 
or intramedullary tumors, unless such tumors are deemed 
unresectable or when surgical resection is incomplete.220 
Radiosensitive tumors involving the spine include lym-
phomas, small cell lung cancer, and multiple myeloma, 
whereas less radiosensitive tumors include breast, prostate, 
non–small cell lung, and renal cell cancers.220 Complica-
tions of radiation directed to the spine include radiation 
myelopathy and radiation plexopathy. In the setting of 
acute spinal cord compression, the immediate goal of 
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in hypoperfusion of the spinal cord. Symptoms caused by 
surgical treatment is decompression of the cord to preserve
or improve neurologic function.

For most intramedullary and intradural extramedullary
tumors, surgical treatment is the most effective. Ependy-
momas, because of their encapsulated nature, often can be
completely resected with good preservation of neurologic
function.162,295 In contrast, because astrocytomas are irreg-
ular and invasive without a clear plane for resection, the
goal of surgery is a subtotal resection of clearly abnormal
tissue.110,295 Intradural extramedullary meningiomas arise
from the dura and are resected along with the involved
dura after being accessed through a laminectomy.294 Nerve
sheath tumors can be entirely intradural or, in the case of
the neurofibroma, can have extradural extension through
an enlarged neural foramen. In neurofibromatosis type 2,
extensive intradural involvement throughout much of the
spinal cord can be present. In such cases, tumor debulk-
ing rather than complete resection is usually the surgical
goal.301

Infectious and Inflammatory Causes 
of Spinal Cord Injury

Bacterial Infection

Bacteria can invade a vertebral body either hematogenously
or by direct extension from a contiguous focus of infection,
causing vertebral osteomyelitis. Persons at increased risk
for bacterial vertebral osteomyelitis include persons who
use intravenous drugs; immunosuppressed individuals;
persons with diabetes; or renal persons with disease who
are receiving dialysis.31,371 Children are relatively suscep-
tible to bacterial diskitis alone, probably because of a rela-
tively robust blood supply to the intervertebral disk198 The
bacteria most commonly implicated in vertebral osteomy-
elitis is Staphylococcus aureus, which accounts for more than
half of all infections.382 Although infection can be seen in
any portion of the spine, the lumbar spine is the most com-
mon area.246 Spine pain is by far the most common symp-
tom of vertebral osteomyelitis, seen in greater than 90%
of persons affected.371 Other symptoms can include fever
or a neurologic deficit related to spinal cord compression
from vertebral body collapse, or the presence of an epidu-
ral abscess. Laboratory markers of inflammation, such as
the erythrocyte sedimentation rate and C-reactive protein,
are very frequently found to be elevated with active infec-
tion.371,383 Isolation of the etiologic pathogen is vital to
treatment success. This can be accomplished by recovery
of the organism in blood cultures or through cultures of
tissue obtained from the spine, either by needle or open
biopsy. Treatment of vertebral osteomyelitis involves intra-
venous antibiotic administration for at least 4 weeks. Sur-
gical treatment is indicated when appropriate antibiotics
have been ineffective, when there is spinal cord or nerve
root compression causing a neurologic deficit, or when
there is spinal instability or spinal deformity.31,246

Tuberculosis of the spine, also known as Pott’s disease,
results from hematogenous spread of the bacterium Myco-
bacterium tuberculosis to the spine, typically from a pulmo-
nary focus.352 Spinal tuberculosis is treated with at least
two and as many as four antituberculous agents for a 6- to
12-month duration.
Human Immunodeficiency Virus and Human 
T-Lymphotropic Virus Infection

Persons with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infec-
tion are susceptible to spinal cord disease, which can occur 
as vacuolar myelopathy, as primary HIV myelitis, or as a 
result of opportunistic infections of the spinal cord. A clini-
cally evident myelopathy is found in 7% to 20% of persons 
with HIV infection.141,260 Vacuolar myelopathy presents 
with an incomplete spastic paraplegia with loss of proprio-
ception and vibration sense.141 Vacuoles are found within 
the dorsolateral white matter tracts of the spinal cord in 
40% to 55% of persons with HIV infection at autopsy, 
most commonly in the mid to low thoracic cord.202,363

Human T-lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1) is another 
retrovirus that causes a progressive chronic myelopathy. The 
clinical condition is a slowly progressive spastic paraplegia, 
which is referred to as both tropical spastic paraparesis and 
HTLV-1–associated myelopathy. The virus is transmitted 
through blood, sexual contacts, and from mother to child 
in breast milk. It occurs in the Caribbean, southern Japan, 
central and south Africa, and regions of South America.192

Transverse Myelitis

When a person has a rapidly evolving myelopathy with 
no history of trauma or physical or radiographic evidence 
of a structural lesion, the differential diagnosis should 
include an autoimmune disease such as systemic lupus 
erythematosus, multiple sclerosis, neuromyelitis optica, a 
paraneoplastic syndrome, nutritional deficiency, vascular 
insufficiency, and infection. If evidence for any of these 
conditions cannot be identified, transverse myelitis could 
be the etiology. Transverse myelitis is a myelopathic process 
of unknown cause, resulting in inflammation of the spinal 
cord. It can progress over the course of several hours or up 
to 2 to 3 weeks. The etiology can be infectious, but usually 
no organism is isolated. Although transverse myelitis can 
occur in any region of the spinal cord, the thoracic region 
is most common.120 In persons with transverse myelitis, 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanning often shows 
spinal cord swelling, with a region of increased signal on 
T2-weighted images that correlates with the patient’s clini-
cal level.35 Treatment of transverse myelitis usually involves 
administration of corticosteroids, which have been shown 
to be associated with a greater and more rapid recovery 
than that in patients not treated with corticosteroids.263,397 
Plasmapheresis can also be helpful.462

Vascular Causes of Spinal Cord Injury

Ischemia of the spinal cord, although less common than 
ischemia of the brain, is a well-known cause of SCI. It is 
most commonly associated with the anterior cord syn-
drome, and can occur as the result of systemic or local 
spinal cord hypoperfusion, embolization, or rarely throm-
bosis. Ischemia can also result from the presence of a type 
I spinal arteriovenous malformation (AVM). This is a dural 
arteriovenous fistula that arises when a single dural arte-
rial feeder, either spontaneously or after trauma, devel-
ops a fistula to the spinal venous circulation. This fistula 
causes venous congestion and hypertension, which results 
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type I AVMs are usually of gradual onset, with a progres-
sive course, although there can be stepwise episodes of 
deterioration interspersed with periods of clinical stability. 
Sensory symptoms are the most common initial presenting 
symptoms, but weakness and sphincter disturbances are 
often present by the time the diagnosis has been made.242

Other Causes of Spinal Cord Injury

Other nontraumatic myelopathies include those related to 
nutritional deficiencies, radiation, collagen vascular dis-
eases such as systemic lupus erythematosus and Sjögren 
syndrome, decompression sickness, multiple sclerosis, 
neuromyelitis optica, neurosarcoid, and various paraneo-
plastic syndromes.

Outcomes of Traumatic Spinal 
Cord Injury

It is not uncommon for clinicians involved in the care of 
a person who has experienced a traumatic SCI to be asked 
the following questions: “Will I walk again?” “Will I regain 
use of my hands?” “Will I regain control of my bowel and 
bladder?” These questions prove the importance of prog-
nosticating neurologic and functional outcomes as early as 
possible after an SCI, to allow development of a specific 
treatment plan and to allow psychologic adjustment to 
begin. Prognostication of neurologic outcome depends on 
the physical examination findings, especially as defined by 
the ISNCSCI.

Neurologic Recovery in Complete 
Tetraplegia

Persons with motor complete tetraplegia have a poor prog-
nosis for recovering the ability to walk. Only 2% to 3% of 
persons initially classified as having an AIS of A convert 
to AIS D by 1 year.287 The prognosis for recovery of motor 
strength and sensation in myotomes and dermatomes 
close to the NLI is not nearly so dire. Overall, between 
30% and 80% of persons with motor complete tetraple-
gia recover a single motor level, meaning gaining func-
tional motor strength at that level, within 1 year of injury. 
Within this group, the most important prognostic factor 
for single motor level recovery is the initial presence of 
nonfunctional muscle strength (grade 1 or 2) at the level. 
A muscle with grade 1 or 2 strength at 1 week has a 70% to 
80% chance of reaching grade 3 by 1 year. In contrast, for 
a muscle with grade 0 strength, there is only a 30% to 40% 
chance that such a muscle will reach grade 3 or better by 
1 year.151 When examined at 1 month postinjury, a muscle 
with grade 1 or 2 strength just distal to the level of injury 
has a greater than 95% chance of reaching a grade of 3 or 
better, whereas only 25% of muscles with grade 0 strength 
reach grade 3.456 The chance of functional recovery of a 
muscle two levels below the motor level of injury, when the 
first muscle below the motor level is grade 0, is exceedingly 
rare. The stronger a muscle is within the zone of injury, the 
stronger it will probably become within 1 year. The speed 
of recovery is also correlated with strength within the zone 
of injury. A muscle with grade 2 strength just distal to the 
motor level will probably gain more strength and do so 
sooner than a muscle graded 0 in the same location.149 Sev-
eral studies have also shown a strong correlation between 
motor function and self-care skills.72,148

Neurologic Recovery and Ambulation 
in Incomplete Tetraplegia

In the early 1970s, Bosch et al.66 reported that 90% of per-
sons with central cord syndrome, but only a few of those 
with anterior cord lesions, were able to ambulate after 
SCI. Maynard et al.293 subsequently reported that 87% of 
persons with motor incomplete tetraplegia initially were 
walking by 1 year, whereas 47% of persons with sensory 
incomplete, but motor complete, tetraplegia were walking 
by 1 year. Among sensory incomplete patients, the type of 
sensation preserved below the level of injury is prognos-
tically important. Persons with preservation of pinprick 
sensation near the anus have a greater than 70% chance 
of regaining ambulatory ability, while persons who have 
spared light touch sensation only in the same region are 
unlikely to regain ambulatory ability.113 Among persons 
with motor incomplete SCI, age and initial motor strength 
seem to be major determinants of ambulation. In one 
study of 105 persons with incomplete motor tetraplegia, in 
which the age of 50 years was arbitrarily chosen as a cutoff, 
91% of all persons younger than 50 years, either AIS C or 
D, ambulated at 1 year. All persons older than 50 years and 
AIS D ambulated, whereas only 40% of persons older than 
50 years and AIS C ambulated.87

Neurologic Recovery and Ambulation 
in Paraplegia

Recovery of lower limb function in persons with paraplegia 
is dependent on the completeness of injury and the level 
of injury. Among persons with complete paraplegia, about 
75% retain the same NLI at 1 year that they had at 1 month 
postinjury, 20% gain a single level, and 7% gain two neu-
rologic levels.459 When the gained levels are truncal in 
distribution, there is usually no functional significance or 
change. Persons with T1–T8 complete paraplegia do not 
recover lower limb voluntary movement. However, 15% of 
persons with complete paraplegia between T9 and T11, and 
55% of persons with paraplegia at T12 and below, recover 
some lower limb function.459

Persons with incomplete paraplegia have the best prog-
nosis for ambulation among all the groups of persons with 
traumatic SCI. Eighty percent of individuals with incom-
plete paraplegia regain functional hip flexion and knee 
extension within 1 year of injury, making both indoor and 
community-based ambulation possible.456

Functional Recovery

Prognostication of functional outcome depends on the 
physical examination findings, familiarity with the pub-
lished functional outcomes of persons with SCI of different 
NLI, and an ability to integrate into a prognosis a host of 
other factors. These factors include, but are not limited to, 
preexisting medical conditions, concomitant injuries, sec-
ondary complications, cognitive impairments, age, body  
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habitus, availability of financial resources and insurance 
coverage, psychologic factors, social factors, and cultural 
factors.468 The information in Table 55-5 is modified from 
the Outcomes Following Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury clini-
cal practice guideline, which was first published by the 
Paralyzed Veterans of America in 1999.468 The expected 
outcomes are stratified by NLI and described for several 
different domains. They reflect the level of independence 
that can be expected of an average individual with a motor 
complete SCI under optimal circumstances 1 year after 
injury.

Acute Phase of Injury

Prehospital Care

The first 24 hours after trauma are the deadliest. In this 
period, primary and secondary injuries to the central ner-
vous system are the leading cause of death.2 The first step 
in the treatment of a person with a suspected spinal injury 
is ensuring an adequate airway, breathing, and circula-
tion. Patients with cervical cord injuries are at high risk 
for respiratory failure and must be monitored closely for 
the need for ventilatory support. Even if intubation is not 
needed urgently, arterial blood gas and vital capacity mea-
surements are useful tools in identifying delayed respira-
tory muscle fatigue. When intubation is necessary, it must 
be done carefully in the setting of suspected or confirmed 
cervical spine trauma to avoid secondary cord injury. The 
standard technique for urgent intubation in this setting is 
rapid sequence induction with cricoid pressure and man-
ual inline stabilization.108 Alternatively, awake fiberoptic 
intubation is an appropriate alternative, and may be the 
preferred technique, in a cooperative patient.

All persons with suspected acute SCI should have their 
spines immobilized. Persons with altered mental status, 
evidence of intoxication, suspected limb fracture or dis-
tracting injury, focal neurologic deficit and spine pain or 
tenderness should also be suspected of having a traumatic 
SCI.152 The entire spine should be immobilized in a neutral 
supine position regardless of the position the individual 
was found in after the accident. This is best accomplished 
with the use of a combination of a rigid cervical collar 
with supportive blocks on a backboard that has straps to 
secure the body.21,123 On the spine board, an occipital pad 
for an adult or an occipital recess for a child younger than 
6 years can be used to compensate for the different sizes 
of the head relative to the body in persons of different 
age-groups.176

Once on the spine board, the individual is transported 
to a trauma center where the initial goals are to establish 
hemodynamic stability, to prevent hypoxemia and aspira-
tion of stomach contents, and to maintain spinal immo-
bilization until definitive management is accomplished. 
Maintenance of adequate blood pressure is critical because 
hypotension and shock are extremely deleterious to the 
injured spinal cord.21 A target mean arterial blood pressure 
of 85 mm Hg for a minimum of 7 days has been associated 
with favorable outcomes.269,450 Although neurogenic shock 
is associated with cervical and high thoracic injuries, it is 
important to evaluate the patient fully for other causes of 
shock including hemorrhage, pneumothorax, myocardial 
infarction, cardiac tamponade, sepsis from intraabdominal 
injury, or even acute adrenal insufficiency in patients with 
concomitant brain injury. Neurogenic shock is the result of 
sympathetic denervation and is characterized by hypoten-
sion and bradycardia in the setting of flaccid paralysis. Bra-
dycardia results from unopposed parasympathetic input 
to the heart, but can also be stimulated by endotracheal 
suctioning. Neurogenic shock is treated with restoration 
of intravascular volume and vasopressor agents. The ideal 
pressor agents have both α- and β-adrenergic actions, to 
counter the loss of sympathetic tone and provide chrono-
tropic support to the heart.108 Atropine is helpful to rapidly 
reverse the bradycardia. A temporary or permanent cardiac 
pacemaker insertion is rarely necessary.105 Hemorrhagic 
shock is treated by controlling bleeding and vigorous fluid 
resuscitation. Core temperature should be monitored 
because persons with cervical or high thoracic injuries can 
become relatively poikilothermic because of autonomic 
nervous system disruption. Placement of a nasogastric 
tube in the acute period is important to prevent emesis and 
aspiration of gastric contents, while an indwelling bladder 
catheter ensures adequate bladder drainage in a situation 
where urinary retention is the rule. Early contact between 
the receiving trauma center and a specialized SCI center 
should be established, with arrangements made for trans-
fer to the spinal injury center once medical stability has 
been secured.

Once stabilized medically, a thorough evaluation of 
neurologic status and spinal stability is performed. The 
neurologic status is determined using the ISNCSCI. Serial 
examinations should be performed to detect neurologic 
deterioration or improvement, particularly in the first 3 
days after injury and after manipulation such as transport, 
closed reduction or surgical treatment. Spinal stability is 
assessed for the entire spine, not just the clinically likely 
area of injury, because there is an approximately 20% 
chance of finding noncontiguous spine fractures.448 Com-
puted tomography (CT) imaging of the entire spine is rec-
ommended because of the lack of sensitivity of plain film 
protocols, particularly in the craniocervical region and at 
the cervicothoracic junction.296,448 MRI evaluation is essen-
tial for evaluating nonbony tissues including the spinal 
cord, nerve roots, ligaments, and intervertebral disks, and 
should be performed to evaluate the area of a known or 
suspected SCI. MRI evaluation is particularly important for 
identification of spinal pathology in persons with a neuro-
logic deficit not identified by CT and for those persons who 
are unconscious or obtunded.

Surgical Management

Closed reduction of a cervical dislocation is performed by 
applying a series of increasing distracting forces through the 
long axis of the body by means of a two-point attachment 
to the skull with a tong device. The tong device is attached 
to a rope that passes through a pulley and is attached to a 
weight. Up to 140 lb of weight has been applied to achieve 
cervical spine realignment in an awake and cooperative 
patient.111,447 When the obstruction to normal alignment is 
overcome with the applied distraction force, and the spine 
is realigned (e.g., a jumped facet), the distracting forces are 
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C6–C7 C8 T1–T12 L1–S5

Expected Outcome Equipment
Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Low endurance and vital 
capacity secondary to 
paralysis of intercostals; 
may require assist to  
clear secretions in setting 
of respiratory infection

Low endurance 
and vital capac-
ity secondary 
to paralysis of 
intercostals; 
may require 
assist to clear 
secretions 
in setting of 
respiratory 
infection

Low endurance 
and vital 
capacity 
secondary to 
paralysis of 
intercostals 
for higher 
level lesions

Normal

Some to total assist for 
setup and perineal 
hygiene

Independent suppository 
insertion with supposi-
tory inserter

Independent rectal stimula-
tion with digital bowel 
stimulator

Padded commode 
chair

Suppository inserter
Digital bowel 

 stimulator
Mirror

Independent 
 digital 
stimulation, 
suppository 
or minienema 
insertion, and 
perineal hygiene

Padded 
 commode 
chair

Independent 
digital stimu-
lation, sup-
pository or 
minienema 
insertion, 
and perineal 
hygiene

Padded 
 commode 
chair

Independent 
digital stimu-
lation, sup-
pository or 
minienema 
insertion, 
and perineal 
hygiene

Padded toilet seat

Total assist for inserting 
indwelling catheter (trans-
urethral or suprapubic) 
or applying an external 
catheter to penis

Independent self-catheter-
ization through a conti-
nent urinary diversion 
(Mitrofanoff procedure) 
with an abdominal stoma 
for woman or penis for 
men with equipment

Bimanual catheter 
inserter

Foley, straight, or 
external catheters

Urine drainage bags

Independent 
intermittent 
catheterization

Straight 
 catheters

Independent 
intermittent 
catheteriza-
tion

Straight 
 catheters

Independent 
intermittent 
catheteriza-
tion

Straight catheters

Some assist Full electric hospital 
bed side rails or

Full to king standard 
bed

Pressure-relieving 
mattress overlay

Independent Full to king 
standard bed

Pressure- 
relieving 
mattress 
overlay

Independent Full to king 
standard bed

Pressure- 
relieving 
 mattress 
overlay

Independent Full to king stan-
dard bed

Level: Some assist to 
 independent

Uneven: Some to total assist

Transfer board Independent with 
or without 
transfer board

Transfer board Independent 
with or 
without 
transfer 
board

Transfer board Independent

Power: Independent with 
standard arm drive on all 
surfaces

Manual: Independent indoors 
and some assist outdoors 
for propulsion; indepen-
dent for pressure reliefs

Power: Power 
recline and/or tilt 
wheelchair with 
arm drive control 
or power assist 
wheelchair

Manual: Ultralight-
weight rigid or 
folding frame with 
handrim modifica-
tions and postural 
support

Pressure-relieving 
wheelchair 
cushion

Manual: Indepen-
dent all surfaces

Ultralight-
weight rigid 
or folding 
frame

Pressure-
relieving 
wheelchair 
cushion

Manual: Inde-
pendent all 
surfaces

Ultralightweight 
rigid or 
 folding frame

Pressure-
relieving 
wheelchair 
cushion

Manual: Inde-
pendent all 
surfaces

Ultralightweight 
rigid or folding 
frame

Pressure-relieving 
wheelchair 
cushion

Standing:  Total assist
Ambulation: Not indicated

Hydraulic standing 
frame

Standing: Some 
assist to 
 independent

Ambulation: Not 
indicated

Standing frame Standing: Inde-
pendent

Ambulation: 
For exercise 
only

Standing frame
Knee-ankle-

foot orthosis 
(KAFO)

Walker or 
forearm 
crutches

Standing: Inde-
pendent

Ambulation: 
Functional 
if only one 
KAFO 
needed

Standing frame
KAFO or ankle-

foot orthosis
Forearm crutches 

or cane as 
indicated
Table 55-5    Expected Functional Outcomes by Neurologic Level of Injury

C1–4 C5

Domain
Domain 
Description Expected Outcome Equipment Expected Outcome Equipment

Respiratory Ability to breathe 
with or without 
mechanical assis-
tance and clear 
secretions

Ventilator or dia-
phragm/phrenic 
pacer dependent 
(C1–3)

Inability to clear 
 secretions

Ventilator(s) (C1–3)
Suction equipment (C1–3)
Backup generator
Nebulizer

Low endurance and vital 
capacity secondary to 
paralysis of intercostals; 
may require assist to clear 
secretions

Bowel Management of 
elimination and 
perineal hygiene

Total assist for digital 
stimulation, insertion 
of minienema or 
suppository, and 
perineal hygiene

Padded reclining commode 
chair with head support

Roll-in shower

Total assist including insertion 
of minienema or supposi-
tory and digital stimulation

Padded reclining commode chair

Bladder Management of 
elimination and 
perineal hygiene

Total assist for inserting 
indwelling catheter 
(transurethral or 
suprapubic) or 
applying an external 
catheter to penis

Foley catheter or external 
catheters

Urine drainage bags

Total assist for inserting 
indwelling catheter (trans-
urethral or suprapubic) 
or applying an external 
catheter to penis

Foley or external catheters
Urine drainage bags

Bed  mobility 
and 
 positioning

Rolling, scooting, 
bridging, supine 
to sit

Total assist but inde-
pendent in direction 
of care

Fully electric hospital bed with 
available Trendelenburg 
position and side rails

Pressure-relieving mattress

Some assist but independent 
in direction of care and 
controlling bed

Fully electric hospital bed with Tren-
delenburg feature and side rails 
with accessible remote control

Pressure-relieving mattress

Transfers Total assist but inde-
pendent in direction 
of transfers

Transfer board
Power or mechanical lift with 

sling

Total assist but independent in 
direction of transfers

Transfer board
Power or mechanical lift with sling

Wheelchair 
propulsion 
and pressure 
reliefs

Power: Independent
Manual: Total assist for 

propulsion and pres-
sure reliefs

Power: Power recline and/or 
tilt wheelchair with postural 
support and head, chin, or 
breath control

Manual: Manual recline and/or 
tilt wheelchair

Pressure-relieving wheelchair 
cushion

Power: Independent
Manual: Independent to 

some assist indoors on 
noncarpeted level surfaces 
and some to total assist out-
doors for propulsion; some 
assist for pressure reliefs

Power: Power recline and/or tilt 
wheelchair with arm drive control

Manual: Ultralight-weight rigid or 
folding frame with handrim modi-
fications and postural support

Pressure-relieving wheelchair 
cushion

Standing and 
ambulation

For exercise, psy-
chologic benefit, 
or for functional 
activities

Not indicated Standing:  Total assist
Ambulation: Not indicated

Hydraulic standing frame
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Table 55-5    Expected Functional Outcomes by Neurologic Level of Injury

C1–4 C5

Domain
Domain 
Description Expected Outcome Equipment Expected Outcome Equipment

Respiratory Ability to breathe 
with or without 
mechanical assis-
tance and clear 
secretions

Ventilator or dia-
phragm/phrenic 
pacer dependent 
(C1–3)

Inability to clear 
 secretions

Ventilator(s) (C1–3)
Suction equipment (C1–3)
Backup generator
Nebulizer

Low endurance and vital 
capacity secondary to 
paralysis of intercostals; 
may require assist to clear 
secretions

Bowel Management of 
elimination and 
perineal hygiene

Total assist for digital 
stimulation, insertion 
of minienema or 
suppository, and 
perineal hygiene

Padded reclining commode 
chair with head support

Roll-in shower

Total assist including insertion 
of minienema or supposi-
tory and digital stimulation

Padded reclining commode chair

Bladder Management of 
elimination and 
perineal hygiene

Total assist for inserting 
indwelling catheter 
(transurethral or 
suprapubic) or 
applying an external 
catheter to penis

Foley catheter or external 
catheters

Urine drainage bags

Total assist for inserting 
indwelling catheter (trans-
urethral or suprapubic) 
or applying an external 
catheter to penis

Foley or external catheters
Urine drainage bags

Bed  mobility 
and 
 positioning

Rolling, scooting, 
bridging, supine 
to sit

Total assist but inde-
pendent in direction 
of care

Fully electric hospital bed with 
available Trendelenburg 
position and side rails

Pressure-relieving mattress

Some assist but independent 
in direction of care and 
controlling bed

Fully electric hospital bed with Tren-
delenburg feature and side rails 
with accessible remote control

Pressure-relieving mattress

Transfers Total assist but inde-
pendent in direction 
of transfers

Transfer board
Power or mechanical lift with 

sling

Total assist but independent in 
direction of transfers

Transfer board
Power or mechanical lift with sling

Wheelchair 
propulsion 
and pressure 
reliefs

Power: Independent
Manual: Total assist for 

propulsion and pres-
sure reliefs

Power: Power recline and/or 
tilt wheelchair with postural 
support and head, chin, or 
breath control

Manual: Manual recline and/or 
tilt wheelchair

Pressure-relieving wheelchair 
cushion

Power: Independent
Manual: Independent to 

some assist indoors on 
noncarpeted level surfaces 
and some to total assist out-
doors for propulsion; some 
assist for pressure reliefs

Power: Power recline and/or tilt 
wheelchair with arm drive control

Manual: Ultralight-weight rigid or 
folding frame with handrim modi-
fications and postural support

Pressure-relieving wheelchair 
cushion

Standing and 
ambulation

For exercise, psy-
chologic benefit, 
or for functional 
activities

Not indicated Standing:  Total assist
Ambulation: Not indicated

Hydraulic standing frame
C6–C7 C8 T1–T12 L1–S5

Expected Outcome Equipment
Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Low endurance and vital 
capacity secondary to 
paralysis of intercostals; 
may require assist to  
clear secretions in setting 
of respiratory infection

Low endurance 
and vital capac-
ity secondary 
to paralysis of 
intercostals; 
may require 
assist to clear 
secretions 
in setting of 
respiratory 
infection

Low endurance 
and vital 
capacity 
secondary to 
paralysis of 
intercostals 
for higher 
level lesions

Normal

Some to total assist for 
setup and perineal 
hygiene

Independent suppository 
insertion with supposi-
tory inserter

Independent rectal stimula-
tion with digital bowel 
stimulator

Padded commode 
chair

Suppository inserter
Digital bowel 

 stimulator
Mirror

Independent 
 digital 
stimulation, 
suppository 
or minienema 
insertion, and 
perineal hygiene

Padded 
 commode 
chair

Independent 
digital stimu-
lation, sup-
pository or 
minienema 
insertion, 
and perineal 
hygiene

Padded 
 commode 
chair

Independent 
digital stimu-
lation, sup-
pository or 
minienema 
insertion, 
and perineal 
hygiene

Padded toilet seat

Total assist for inserting 
indwelling catheter (trans-
urethral or suprapubic) 
or applying an external 
catheter to penis

Independent self-catheter-
ization through a conti-
nent urinary diversion 
(Mitrofanoff procedure) 
with an abdominal stoma 
for woman or penis for 
men with equipment

Bimanual catheter 
inserter

Foley, straight, or 
external catheters

Urine drainage bags

Independent 
intermittent 
catheterization

Straight 
 catheters

Independent 
intermittent 
catheteriza-
tion

Straight 
 catheters

Independent 
intermittent 
catheteriza-
tion

Straight catheters

Some assist Full electric hospital 
bed side rails or

Full to king standard 
bed

Pressure-relieving 
mattress overlay

Independent Full to king 
standard bed

Pressure- 
relieving 
mattress 
overlay

Independent Full to king 
standard bed

Pressure- 
relieving 
 mattress 
overlay

Independent Full to king stan-
dard bed

Level: Some assist to 
 independent

Uneven: Some to total assist

Transfer board Independent with 
or without 
transfer board

Transfer board Independent 
with or 
without 
transfer 
board

Transfer board Independent

Power: Independent with 
standard arm drive on all 
surfaces

Manual: Independent indoors 
and some assist outdoors 
for propulsion; indepen-
dent for pressure reliefs

Power: Power 
recline and/or tilt 
wheelchair with 
arm drive control 
or power assist 
wheelchair

Manual: Ultralight-
weight rigid or 
folding frame with 
handrim modifica-
tions and postural 
support

Pressure-relieving 
wheelchair 
cushion

Manual: Indepen-
dent all surfaces

Ultralight-
weight rigid 
or folding 
frame

Pressure-
relieving 
wheelchair 
cushion

Manual: Inde-
pendent all 
surfaces

Ultralightweight 
rigid or 
 folding frame

Pressure-
relieving 
wheelchair 
cushion

Manual: Inde-
pendent all 
surfaces

Ultralightweight 
rigid or folding 
frame

Pressure-relieving 
wheelchair 
cushion

Standing:  Total assist
Ambulation: Not indicated

Hydraulic standing 
frame

Standing: Some 
assist to 
 independent

Ambulation: Not 
indicated

Standing frame Standing: Inde-
pendent

Ambulation: 
For exercise 
only

Standing frame
Knee-ankle-

foot orthosis 
(KAFO)

Walker or 
forearm 
crutches

Standing: Inde-
pendent

Ambulation: 
Functional 
if only one 
KAFO 
needed

Standing frame
KAFO or ankle-

foot orthosis
Forearm crutches 

or cane as 
indicated

Continued
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C6–C7 C8 T1–T12 L1–S5

Expected Outcome Equipment
Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Eating: Independent with 
or without equipment; 
except cutting, which is 
total assist

Dressing and bathing: 
Independent upper body; 
some to total assist for 
lower body

Eating:  Adap-
tive devices as 
indicated (e.g., 
wrist splint with 
utensil holder 
or universal cuff, 
adapted utensils, 
nonslip mat, plate 
guard)

Dressing:  Adaptive 
devices as indi-
cated (e.g., button 
hook; loops on 
zippers, pants, 
socks;  Velcro on 
shoes)

Bathing: Padded tub 
transfer bench or 
commode chair, 
washmit, and 
handheld shower

Eating: Indepen-
dent

Dressing and bath-
ing: Some assist 
to independent 
with adaptive 
equipment

Dressing:  Adap-
tive devices 
as indicated 
(e.g., button 
hook; loops 
on zippers, 
pants, socks; 
Velcro on 
shoes)

Bathing: Padded 
tub transfer 
bench or 
commode 
chair, 
washmit, and 
handheld 
shower

Independent Independent

Independent with or with-
out equipment

Adaptive devices as 
needed for page 
turning, writing, 
button pushing

Bluetooth

Independent Adaptive 
devices as 
indicated

Independent Independent

Independent driving from 
wheelchair

Modified van with 
lift, sensitized 
hand controls, and
tie-downs for 
wheelchair

Independent car 
if independent 
with transfer 
and wheelchair 
loading/unload-
ing

Independent 
driving modi-
fied van from 
captain’s seat

Car with hand 
controls

Modified van 
with lift 
and hand 
controls

Independent 
car

Independent 
driving 
modified van 
from cap-
tain’s seat

Car with hand 
controls

Modified van 
with lift 
and hand 
controls

Independent 
car

Car with hand 
controls depend-
ing on degree of 
lower extremity 
function
C1–4 C5

Domain
Domain 
Description Expected Outcome Equipment Expected Outcome Equipment

Eating, dressing, 
and bathing

Total assist Bathing: Handheld shower, 
padded reclining commode 
chair with head support, 
and roll-in shower

Eating: Independent with equip-
ment after total assist for 
setup including cutting food

Dressing and bathing: Total 
assist

Eating:  Wrist splint with universal 
cuff, bent fork or spoon, nonslip 
mat, plate guard and possibly a 
mobile arm support

Bathing: Handheld shower, padded 
reclining commode chair with 
head support, and roll-in shower

Communication Keyboard use, 
handwriting, and 
telephone use

Total assist to indepen-
dent after setup with 
equipment

Mouth stick
Voice-activated devices or 

infrared head control 
devices for computer and 
environmental control

Inline speaking valve for 
 ventilator tubing

Independent to some assist 
after setup with equipment

Adaptive devices as needed for page 
turning, writing, button pushing

Voice-activated devices
Bluetooth

Transportation Driving, attendant-
operated vehicle, 
and public 
transportation

Total assist Attendant-operated van (e.g., 
lift, tie-downs) or accessible 
public transportation

Independent with highly 
specialized equipment; some 
assist with accessible public 
transportation; total assist 
for attendant-operated 
vehicle

Highly specialized modified van 
with lift

Table 55-5    Expected Functional Outcomes by Neurologic Level of Injury—cont’d

reduced again. Typically 10 to 15 lb of traction is kept in 
place to maintain alignment.

Operative treatment of acute spinal injury is gener-
ally performed either to stabilize an unstable spine or to 
decompress compressed neural elements—for example, 
spinal cord or nerve roots. The timing of surgical treat-
ment has been controversial, except in the setting of a pro-
gressively worsening neurologic deficit when immediate 
surgery is usually indicated. Studies have supported both 
immediate and delayed decompression.288,449 One large 
multicenter study of approximately 800 persons com-
pared outcomes for persons in three groups: those with 
early surgery (defined as either within 24 hours of injury 
or between 24 and 72 hours from injury), late surgery (>72 
hours after injury), or no surgery.300 In comparing the early 
and delayed surgery groups, those undergoing later surgery 
had significantly increased acute care and total hospital 
lengths of stay, as well as a higher incidence of pneumonia 
and atelectasis. There were no differences in neurologic or 
functional outcomes between the early and delayed surgery 
groups.

If a traumatic SCI is not associated with spinal cord 
compression or spinal instability, surgery might not be 

indicated. For example, this could apply in the case of a 
person with preexisting cervical spinal stenosis who falls 
and sustains a central cord injury where there is no frac-
ture, subluxation, disk herniation, or spinal cord compres-
sion. A cervical collar might be all that is indicated. Use of 
a spinal orthoses as the mainstay of management is also 
feasible for bony fractures, such as a compression fracture 
affecting only the anterior column of the spine without spi-
nal cord compression.

Most practitioners of SCI medicine agree that persons 
with incomplete injuries and spinal cord compression are 
best served by performing a decompressive procedure to 
maximize the potential for neurologic recovery. Decom-
pression of the spinal cord in the setting of a neurologi-
cally complete injury has been more controversial. It is 
well established that decompression of the cord in a com-
plete injury is not usually associated with a change from 
complete to incomplete status. Therefore the role of sur-
gery in neurologically complete lesions is to provide early 
stability and rapid involvement of the injured person in 
rehabilitation, potentially minimizing the occurrence of 
medical complications in the early phase of the postinjury 
period. Decompression of the cord in complete injuries 
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C1–4 C5

Domain
Domain 
Description Expected Outcome Equipment Expected Outcome Equipment

Eating, dressing, 
and bathing

Total assist Bathing: Handheld shower, 
padded reclining commode 
chair with head support, 
and roll-in shower

Eating: Independent with equip-
ment after total assist for 
setup including cutting food

Dressing and bathing: Total 
assist

Eating:  Wrist splint with universal 
cuff, bent fork or spoon, nonslip 
mat, plate guard and possibly a 
mobile arm support

Bathing: Handheld shower, padded 
reclining commode chair with 
head support, and roll-in shower

Communication Keyboard use, 
handwriting, and 
telephone use

Total assist to indepen-
dent after setup with 
equipment

Mouth stick
Voice-activated devices or 

infrared head control 
devices for computer and 
environmental control

Inline speaking valve for 
 ventilator tubing

Independent to some assist 
after setup with equipment

Adaptive devices as needed for page 
turning, writing, button pushing

Voice-activated devices
Bluetooth

Transportation Driving, attendant-
operated vehicle, 
and public 
transportation

Total assist Attendant-operated van (e.g., 
lift, tie-downs) or accessible 
public transportation

Independent with highly 
specialized equipment; some 
assist with accessible public 
transportation; total assist 
for attendant-operated 
vehicle

Highly specialized modified van 
with lift

Table 55-5    Expected Functional Outcomes by Neurologic Level of Injury—cont’d
C6–C7 C8 T1–T12 L1–S5

Expected Outcome Equipment
Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Expected 
Outcome Equipment

Eating: Independent with 
or without equipment; 
except cutting, which is 
total assist

Dressing and bathing: 
Independent upper body; 
some to total assist for 
lower body

Eating:  Adap-
tive devices as 
indicated (e.g., 
wrist splint with 
utensil holder 
or universal cuff, 
adapted utensils, 
nonslip mat, plate 
guard)

Dressing:  Adaptive 
devices as indi-
cated (e.g., button 
hook; loops on 
zippers, pants, 
socks;  Velcro on 
shoes)

Bathing: Padded tub 
transfer bench or 
commode chair, 
washmit, and 
handheld shower

Eating: Indepen-
dent

Dressing and bath-
ing: Some assist 
to independent 
with adaptive 
equipment

Dressing:  Adap-
tive devices 
as indicated 
(e.g., button 
hook; loops 
on zippers, 
pants, socks; 
Velcro on 
shoes)

Bathing: Padded 
tub transfer 
bench or 
commode 
chair, 
washmit, and 
handheld 
shower

Independent Independent

Independent with or with-
out equipment

Adaptive devices as 
needed for page 
turning, writing, 
button pushing

Bluetooth

Independent Adaptive 
devices as 
indicated

Independent Independent

Independent driving from 
wheelchair

Modified van with 
lift, sensitized 
hand controls, and
tie-downs for 
wheelchair

Independent car 
if independent 
with transfer 
and wheelchair 
loading/unload-
ing

Independent 
driving modi-
fied van from 
captain’s seat

Car with hand 
controls

Modified van 
with lift 
and hand 
controls

Independent 
car

Independent 
driving 
modified van 
from cap-
tain’s seat

Car with hand 
controls

Modified van 
with lift 
and hand 
controls

Independent 
car

Car with hand 
controls depend-
ing on degree of 
lower extremity 
function

might also reduce the incidence of posttraumatic cystic 
myelopathy.

The surgical approach to the spine is determined based 
on the mechanism of injury, the location of spinal cord 
compression, and the surgeon’s experience and expertise 
with the various surgical techniques. An anterior surgical 
approach provides the most direct decompression of the 
spinal cord when the compression of the cord is caused by 
retropulsion of bone fragments or disk material into the 
spinal canal. Anterior column reconstruction and restora-
tion of spinal stability can often be accomplished using 
just an anterior approach. There are, however, significant 
potential complications of an anterior approach. In the cer-
vical region, surgical injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve 
can cause problems with speech and swallowing, whereas 
injury to the pharynx or esophagus can lead to mediastini-
tis or fistula formation to the trachea or skin. Because the 
anterior approach to the thoracic and upper lumbar spine 
requires entry into the chest or retroperitoneum, there is 
a risk for respiratory complications and vascular injuries 
in addition to infectious complications. Moreover, several 
regions of the spine are inaccessible to repair via an ante-
rior approach, including the occipitocervical region, the 

upper thoracic spine, and the lower lumbar spine. A pos-
terior approach is technically easier and less fraught with 
complications, although decompression of the spinal cord 
might be indirect.

During the past two decades, different types of spinal 
hardware, including plates, screws, cages, and rods, have 
become commercially available that allow shorter segment 
stabilizations either anteriorly or posteriorly. In addition 
to the stabilizing hardware, the spine surgeon uses bone 
grafts to ensure future spinal stability, because stabilization 
using instrumentation alone can fail over time, leading to 
instability and deformity. Bone used for spinal fusion can 
be autograft, obtained directly from the injured individ-
ual, or allograft, obtained from a bone “bank.” Potential 
sites for autologous bone harvest include the iliac crest, the 
fractured spine itself, or a fibula. Spinal orthoses are com-
monly used to immobilize the spine after spinal fusion 
surgery, to facilitate bone fusion. In most cases orthoses 
are worn for 3 months postoperatively to allow for radio-
graphically evident spinal fusion.

Penetrating injuries to the spinal cord are overwhelm-
ingly caused by gunshot wounds. Stab wounds as a cause 
of SCI are relatively rare.233 Surgical management for such 
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injuries is only rarely indicated. As a rule, neither of these 
mechanisms of injury cause spinal instability. Removal of 
bullets or bullet fragments is typically performed only if 
their presence in the spinal canal is associated with pro-
gressive neurologic deterioration.

Pharmacologic Treatment of Acute Spinal 
Cord Injury

Because motor and sensory recovery after traumatic SCI 
often is poor, there has been an intense interest in finding 
an effective treatment for SCI. A number of large multi-
center clinical trials have investigated potential chemical 
treatments for acute traumatic SCI, including methylpred-
nisolone, GM-1 ganglioside, gacyclidine, tirilazad, and 
naloxone.69,71,72 Implantation of autologous activated 
macrophages to the inferior border of an acute cord lesion 
has also been investigated. None of these treatments have 
been definitively demonstrated to improve neurologic out-
comes. Therapeutic hypothermia, which gained national 
attention in 2007 when associated with a substantial recov-
ery in a professional football player, is presently a clinically 
unproven treatment.

Of the treatments investigated, only high-dose methyl-
prednisolone sodium succinate (MPSS) has been regularly 
administered, and for a time was considered the standard 
of care. MPSS was reported in the National Acute Spinal 
Cord Injury Studies (NASCIS II and III) to improve motor 
and sensory scores when administered in extremely high 
doses within 8 hours of injury according to a protocol in 
which patients received a loading dose of 30 mg/kg over 
the first hour of administration, followed by a mainte-
nance dose of 5.4 mg/kg for the next 23 hours.71 If MPSS 
administration is begun more than 2 hours after injury, it 
was recommended to continue the maintenance dose for 
an additional 24 hours.72 The positive outcomes noted in 
these trials were subsequently criticized because of the fail-
ure to identify and control for potential confounding fac-
tors, and because post hoc analysis failed to demonstrate 
improvement in the primary outcome measures of motor 
and sensory scores. At this time, therefore, the neuropro-
tective effects of high-dose MPSS are uncertain. Certainly, 
MPSS should never be administered for neuroprotection 
in neurologically intact patients or in any patient beyond 8 
hours from the time of SCI.

Rehabilitation Phase of Injury

The Interdisciplinary Team

Rehabilitation goals after SCI include maximizing physi-
cal independence, becoming independent in direction of 
care, and preventing secondary complications. An inter-
disciplinary team approach is the model that has histori-
cally been used in the rehabilitation treatment of persons 
with SCI to achieve these goals. The team is optimally 
led by a physician who has obtained subspecialty board 
certification in SCI medicine and has undergone formal 
training in the interdisciplinary team approach. Other 
members of the team typically include the person with 
SCI, family members, physical therapists, occupational 
therapists, nurses, aides, dieticians, psychologists, recre-
ation therapists, vocational therapists, and social workers 
or case managers. Other consultant physicians, respiratory 
therapists, speech pathologists, clinician educators, ortho-
tists, and driving instructors can also be members of the 
team, depending on the specific injury and rehabilitation 
goals.

In the acute hospital setting, staff members who are 
not fully familiar with treating persons with SCI need to 
be educated about the potential secondary complications 
of SCI and how to prevent them. The patient and family 
members need to be educated about the nature of an SCI 
and the patient’s prognosis and the uncertainty of such. 
Transfer to a specialized SCI rehabilitation unit should also 
be facilitated, because patients treated in a specialized SCI 
center have increased overall survival rates, decreased com-
plication rates for pressure ulcers and other problems, a 
decreased length of hospital stay, greater functional gains 
during rehabilitation, a greater likelihood of home dis-
charge, and lower rehospitalization rates.53,137 Physical and 
occupational therapists in the acute hospital should facili-
tate prevention of secondary complications such as con-
tractures, pressure ulcers, and disuse atrophy. This is done 
through maintenance of joint ROM, splinting, positioning, 
and selective muscle strengthening. ROM of all joints is 
performed and taught by the therapists to persons with SCI 
and their caregivers as soon as it is medically safe to do so. 
Performance of an adequate daily stretching program can 
prevent joint contractures. Splinting of joints, with either 
an off-the-shelf or a custom splint fabricated by an occupa-
tional therapist, is also often used to provide a prolonged 
stretch, to facilitate a functional joint position, and to pre-
vent skin breakdown.

The inpatient rehabilitation setting is the cornerstone 
of the rehabilitation process for persons with SCI, and 
seems to be essential for attaining the above-mentioned 
broad goals of SCI rehabilitation, and to allow discharge 
from the hospital to the least restrictive possible setting, 
ideally to home. As the length of acute rehabilitation hos-
pitalization decreases, many of the tasks described below 
are refined or even learned in an outpatient, subacute 
nursing facility or home setting. The rehabilitation pro-
cess in all of its settings should empower individuals with 
SCI to know more than anyone else about their own bod-
ies and to provide the resources to find solutions to all the 
problems that they might encounter in their daily activi-
ties and life.

The person with SCI and the family members are essen-
tial members of the team. If the person with SCI does 
not participate in the SCI rehabilitation program, it is 
not likely to be of much benefit. Rehabilitation nurses, in 
addition to performing their standard nursing duties, pro-
vide education on prevention and treatment of secondary 
complications, as well as training in bowel and bladder 
management. Psychologists help to reduce depression and 
anxiety, as well as facilitate adjustment to a catastrophic 
and life-altering injury, by supporting persons with SCI 
(and their families) through the grieving process. This is 
achieved by providing individual psychotherapy, cognitive-
behavioral techniques to enhance adaptive coping, and 
group psychotherapy to provide additional support and 
information sharing. Social workers or case managers help 
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individuals with SCI, their families, or their caregivers to 
obtain needed available resources, benefits, and services. 
They facilitate the transition from an inpatient rehabilita-
tion unit to the home or another facility, and provide family 
support. Other physician consultants are typically involved 
at various points in the rehabilitation process, especially if 
secondary complications develop. Speech therapists evalu-
ate and treat the swallowing and communicating problems 
that are common in individuals with tracheotomies, high 
cervical neurologic levels of injury, and anterior approach 
cervical spinal surgeries. They commonly perform bedside 
swallowing evaluations as well as participate in modified 
barium swallow tests.

Physical Skill Training

Physical and occupational therapists train persons with 
SCI in mobility, self-care skills, and other activities of daily 
living (ADL). Achieving adequate joint ROM and strength, 
necessary to perform these skills, is facilitated through 
ROM exercises, fabrication and use of appropriate ortho-
ses, and resistance exercises. Individuals whose injuries 
prevent them from being independent without assistance 
also need to be educated about how to direct caregivers 
to provide the assistance they need. The person with SCI 
should be able to instruct caregivers on how to deliver the 
needed care in a safe and efficient manner. This is impor-
tant to prevent injury both to the person with the SCI and 
to the caregivers.

Training in activities that are performed on a therapy 
mat are commonly begun as soon as a patient is able to 
tolerate being out of bed. These activities, which are often 
composed of separately performed parts of a more com-
plex functional skill, are typically sequenced from the 
easiest to the most difficult. In progressing through these 
graduated skills, persons with SCI, who are often able to 
do little for themselves initially, move to a level of stability 
within a specific training posture. Finally, they are able to 
move in a safe and effective fashion to complete functional 
tasks.390 When the tasks are mastered on the mat, they are 
performed in other more real-life environments, such as 
in bed.

Mat activities include rolling, prone on elbows position-
ing, prone on hands positioning, supine on elbows posi-
tioning, long sitting, short sitting, quadruped positioning, 
and transfer training. In first learning to roll on a mat, 
individuals with SCI rhythmically move the clasped out-
stretched arms side to side while lying flat on the back, and 
then forcefully throw the outstretched arms to the side to 
which they are rolling. Rolling can be facilitated by start-
ing a roll from a semi–side-lying position, with a pillow 
under one side of the back or with crossed legs. Assuming a 
supine-on-elbows position is a task that can later facilitate 
going from a supine to a long sitting position. It also can 
help strengthen shoulder extensor and adductor muscula-
ture. This position can be achieved by individuals with SCI 
in several steps. First, they place their hands under their 
hips; next, they flex their elbows; and finally, they shift 
their weight from side to side to maneuver their elbows 
underneath their upper body. When a person with SCI 
first starts to sit on a mat, balance exercises are practiced, 
either in a long sitting position with the legs extended on 
the mat or in a short sitting position with the knees bent at 
a 90-degree angle and resting on the ground. Sitting push-
ups are also learned, because these facilitate moving about 
the mat and transfers.

Transfer training for a person with a complete paraple-
gia or lower tetraplegia is usually first taught with a sliding 
board. For a transfer into or out of a manual wheelchair, 
the wheelchair is positioned at an angle of 30 to 45 degrees 
from a parallel position to the mat, with the front of the 
seat nearest the mat. This allows clearance of the rear 
wheels by the buttocks during the transfer. For a transfer 
into or out of a power wheelchair, the wheelchair is posi-
tioned parallel to the mat, because the high wheels that 
are present on a manual wheelchair are not in the way on 
a power chair. Next, the individual scoots forward in the 
chair, removes the armrest, inserts the sliding board deep 
under the leg closest to the mat, and then rocks the head 
and shoulders away from the mat while simultaneously 
pushing up and toward the mat with the arm furthest from 
the mat. This causes the buttocks to move onto the slid-
ing board. The rocking and pushing is repeated until the 
individual is safely on the mat, at which time the sliding 
board is removed. Leg rests might need to be removed for 
the transfer. A popover transfer is similar, except that a slid-
ing board is not used. In addition to these techniques, sev-
eral other different types of transfer techniques are used by 
persons with varying levels of neurologic function. These 
include the dependent lift transfer, mechanical lift transfer, 
stand-pivot transfer, sit-pivot transfer, and floor-to-chair 
transfer. The mechanical lift transfer uses a mechanical 
device attached to a sling. The dependent lift transfer and 
the mechanical lift transfer are used mainly for individu-
als who are unable to physically assist in the transfers. The 
stand-pivot and sit-pivot transfers require weight-bearing 
on the lower limbs, and are useful only if a person has sig-
nificant lower extremity extensor tone or adequate lower 
extremity strength to briefly squat or stand. The floor-to-
chair transfer is important for anyone who falls out of the 
wheelchair or otherwise ends up on the floor, and needs to 
get back into the chair or another higher surface. Standing 
can be initiated on a standing frame or a tilt table. Stand-
ing seems to help lessen bone loss after an acute injury, 
improves physical self-concept, and improves self-reported 
health.121,214,239,261

Standing should be implemented only with caution 
in individuals with chronic SCI, because of osteoporo-
sis. Individuals with osteoporosis have a risk for fracture 
even without weight-bearing. Although ambulation is an 
expressed goal of most people who have experienced an 
SCI, recovery of ambulation is variable (see discussion 
above). For persons with incomplete motor SCI, gait train-
ing can be facilitated by body weight support (BWS). For 
persons with complete thoracic level injuries who wish to 
undergo ambulation training, orthoses that stabilize the 
knees and ankles are required. A swing-through gait pat-
tern (Figure 55-13) is taught in several steps similar to the 
mat activities described above. This begins in the parallel 
bars and includes going from sit to stand, balancing with 
extended hips, push-ups in the standing position, turn-
ing while standing, recovery from a flexed hip position, 
advancement of the lower extremities with hip hiking, per-
formance of a step-to gait, and finally a swing-through gait 
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FIGURE 55-13 The swing-through gait pattern used by a person with complete paraplegia with long leg braces. (Redrawn from Schmitz TJ: Traumatic spinal cord 
injury. In O’Sullivan SB, Schmitz TJ, editors: Physical rehabilitation: assessment and treatment, Philadelphia, 2001, FA Davis, with permission of FA Davis.)
pattern. After the swing-to or swing-through gait pattern is 
mastered in the parallel bars, it is performed with a walker 
or crutches.

Wheelchair Skills

Physical and occupational therapists not only train persons 
with SCI in wheelchair mobility, but also help select the 
proper seating systems to ensure proper sitting position. 
Wheelchair users are taught to manage or to direct the 
management of all wheelchair components, including the 
brakes, armrests, footrests, wheels, and seat cushion. They 
are taught how to fold or break down the chair so it can 
be placed properly in a vehicle. They are taught wheelchair 
propulsion, first indoors over level surfaces, then outdoors 
over uneven terrain. Proper body mechanics are taught to 
achieve efficient wheelchair propulsion patterns, includ-
ing an ideal propulsive stroke and an ideal recovery stroke. 
An ideal propulsive stroke is one that occurs at a steady 
speed that maximizes the handrim “contact” or “push” 
angle (angle along the arc of the pushrim) while keeping 
stroke frequency and forces to a minimum.122,377 Although 
self-selected wheelchair propulsion patterns are often not 
the most efficient ones, experienced wheelchair users often 
significantly improve propulsion biomechanics from early 
to late during extended propulsion. Individually selected 
wheelchair propulsion patterns are often influenced by 
poor wheelchair sitting positions.377 Of several propulsion 
patterns that have been described, differing primarily in 
their recovery phase, a semicircular wheelchair propulsion 
pattern has been shown to be the most efficient and least 
stressful on the shoulders and nerves crossing the wrist.64,65 
Another basic wheelchair mobility skill is performance of 
a wheelie, in which the individual in the wheelchair bal-
ances on the rear two wheels. This is an important skill that 
needs to be mastered, to become independent in curb and 
single-step climbing in a wheelchair.

Spinal Cord Injury Education

During the early phases of SCI, most patients and their 
families have little knowledge or understanding of the 
injury; its multiple consequences; the myriad of interven-
tional and management options, community resources, 
and equipment needs; and the prognosis for life, health, 
and function. They are often overwhelmed by the gravity 
of the situation and unable to adjust to a changed lifestyle 
and self-image. A comprehensive education program is 
an essential part of any SCI rehabilitation program and, if 
properly designed, helps the person with SCI and the fam-
ily members not only to gain knowledge, but also to emo-
tionally adjust and prepare for a successful community 
reintegration. Although some of the learning occurs in for-
mal education classes, group discussions, reading specific 
educational materials published by various SCI organiza-
tions, or extracting information on the Internet, one-on-
one instruction by health care professionals is the most 
helpful in addressing individual needs and concerns.216 
With proper education and the ability to access appropri-
ate information readily, the person with SCI becomes best 
able to manage successfully the various impairments and 
ensure the highest possible function and quality of life.

The curriculum of a structured SCI education program 
should be as broad as possible and include the anatomy, 
physiology, and classification of SCI, as well as the various 
medical consequences of SCI, psychosocial adjustments 
that need to be made, the effect of SCI on sexual health and 
fertility, assistive technology available for persons with SCI, 
nutritional needs with SCI, available community resources, 
and ongoing research to improve neurologic function.
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Home and Environmental Modifications

It has long been recognized that helping a person with 
SCI regain mobility by the use of a wheelchair is of little 
use if the architecture at home and elsewhere is such that 
the individual is unable to enter or exit buildings or move 
about freely inside. Without accessible environments at 
home, school, work, and in the community, the dignity, 
self-sufficiency, and quality of life are severely jeopardized. 
The Specially Adapted Housing Act of 1948 provided grant 
assistance to veterans with service-connected disability 
to obtain special wheelchair-accessible housing. In 1990 
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) expanded the 
rights of people with disabilities, including prohibiting 
discrimination against them. It also required removal of 
architectural barriers in facilities owned by organizations 
that receive federal funding. This was intended to give per-
sons with disabilities equal access to all organizational 
facilities.

The ADA does not demand removal of architectural bar-
riers in private homes, most of which remain inaccessible 
for wheelchair users. A home evaluation is best performed 
before a new wheelchair user returns home. This begins 
with a review of the floor plan, followed by a home visit, 
recommendations for architectural changes, and contract-
ing with architects and builders. The main home areas of 
concern include the main entrance, bathroom, bedroom, 
and kitchen. The home must also have an exit that the per-
son with SCI can use in an emergency.154

Driver Training

Being able to drive an automobile enhances the mobil-
ity and quality of life for persons with SCI. Most people 
with SCI can drive an automobile with the proper adaptive 
equipment and training. Only persons with C1–C4 neu-
rologic levels and those with other severe impairments are 
unable to drive. People with paraplegia can usually drive 
with basic hand controls for acceleration and braking, and 
most are capable of transferring between the driver’s seat 
and the wheelchair independently, and of loading the chair 
into the car. People with tetraplegia usually choose to drive 
a modified van with a wheelchair lift or a ramp, and vary-
ing degrees of modification of the control mechanisms.

Some people with C5 tetraplegia are able to drive, but 
usually not within 1 year of injury. Most such individu-
als use a power wheelchair for mobility and are not able 
to transfer to and from the wheelchair and the car. They 
require a van with power door openers, automatic lift or 
ramp, and extensive modifications of the control mecha-
nisms. Occasionally, they require a multiaccess driving 
system in which the steering, accelerator, and brake are 
operated by a single control lever.13

Driving skills of people with C6 tetraplegia vary consid-
erably, but most are able to turn the steering wheel. Many 
are not capable of operating regular hand control mecha-
nisms, and require powered or electronic hand controls 
for braking and acceleration. Most people with C7–C8 
tetraplegia have enough upper limb strength to operate a 
standard steering wheel with a terminal device. The termi-
nal device compensates for their poor handgrip; examples 
include a knob, cuff, tripin, or special grip.
Over the years, major advances in assistive driving tech-
nology have made it possible for more people with disabil-
ity to safely operate a vehicle. The primary controllers of a 
vehicle, such as steering and braking, can even be concen-
trated in a complete system that can be operated with only 
one hand, through a tripin or joystick terminal device. This 
can incorporate the secondary controllers—for example, 
the gear shift, turn signals, hazard warning lights, horn, 
dimmers, cruise control, washer, wipers, radio, air condi-
tioner, heater, defroster, doors, lift, and steering tilt.82,404 
All drivers must use seat belts, but those with reduced trunk 
control must also use safety belts to secure trunk stability, 
such as shoulder, chest, or lap belts.

All persons with disability wanting to drive should 
undergo a driving evaluation by a specialist, usually an 
occupational therapist certified by the Association of Driver 
Educators for the Disabled (ADED). The ADED website 
can help to locate certified driving evaluators in the United 
States and Canada. A predriving evaluation includes an 
assessment of the person’s medical and driving history, as 
well as functional capabilities. Interactive driving simula-
tors can present the users with diverse challenges in a safe 
environment, and can provide objective measurement of 
driving behaviors. Ultimately, however, an actual on-the-
road driving evaluation is essential. Selection of the proper 
vehicle and appropriate modifications to fit the user’s abil-
ity can involve input from various members of the rehabili-
tation team. After the vehicle has been modified, the driving 
educator ensures that all the equipment is appropriate and 
that the driver is able to use the controls. Behind-the-wheel 
training by the driving educator can be a lengthy process for 
persons with high-level tetraplegia, because of the complex-
ity of the equipment and the impairment of the learner. The 
high cost of vehicles and modifications, and the complexity 
of training are the most common reasons some people with 
high-level tetraplegia (C5–C6) choose not to drive. Finally, 
it should be noted that persons with physical disability  
do not have worse safety records than other drivers.316

Vocational Training

Persons who have SCI and are employed report higher 
levels of psychologic adjustment, satisfaction with life, 
independence, and general health than those who are 
unemployed.241,252,253 Nevertheless, only about one quarter 
of all individuals with SCI are employed. Among persons 
listed in the National SCI Database, approximately 63% 
were employed at the time of their SCI, 19% were students, 
and 17% were unemployed. The relatively high number of 
unemployed persons at the time of injury is recognized as a 
factor negatively affecting postinjury employment.255

Predictors of employment after SCI include being 
employed before SCI, having a less physically demand-
ing occupation before SCI, being younger at the time 
of SCI, having a less severe SCI, having lived more years 
with SCI, having more education before SCI, being moti-
vated to work, and being white.139,201,252,441 Education 
has been found to be the factor most strongly associated 
with postinjury employment. Only 5% of persons in the 
National SCI Database with less than 12 years of educa-
tion were found to be employed, but with each successive 
educational milestone completed, employment numbers 
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improved, reaching a high of 68.8% employment of per-
sons with doctoral degrees.253 In general, by postinjury 
year 10, 31.8% of persons with paraplegia and 26.4% of 
those with tetraplegia are employed.23

Vocational rehabilitation is concerned with supporting 
efforts by a person with a disability to return to and main-
tain employment. Rehabilitation counselors, who facilitate 
this process, usually have master’s degrees in rehabilitation 
counseling and optimally are accredited by the Council on 
Rehabilitation Education. Vocational rehabilitation typi-
cally begins with an evaluation of the person’s functional 
limitations, barriers to employment, transferable skills, career 
interests, and prior achievement. The assessment might also 
include an assessment of performance during simulated or 
actual work. Assessment might be followed by counseling 
and support with regard to educational or vocational reentry, 
job accommodation, and supported employment. Educa-
tional or vocational reentry is often facilitated by a rehabilita-
tion counselor who can liaise with employers, because most 
employers have little experience interacting with persons with 
disability and can have difficulty imagining how a person with 
an SCI could perform a specific job.241 Job accommodation, 
or the modification of a job to make it accessible to a person 
with SCI, might involve modification of the job site, use of 
adaptive equipment, or job policy changes.437 Modifications 
of the job site can range from the simple, such as adjustment 
of desk height to accommodate a wheelchair, to the complex, 
such as redesign of an assembly line.437 Adaptive equipment 
can include tools with special handles or sit-stand worksta-
tions. Job policy changes can include reassignment of physi-
cal tasks or changes in the number and length of workday 
breaks. Supported employment refers to the need by the indi-
vidual with SCI for additional assistance in the workplace, 
ranging from a need for a full-time personal care assistant  
to the occasional need for manipulation of work materials.

Several legislative initiatives have been implemented 
with a goal of promoting employment of persons with dis-
abilities. The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 provides federal 
funding for vocational rehabilitation programs in each 
state. ADA attempts to prevent discrimination in employ-
ment against qualified individuals who are able to perform 
essential functions of a job with or without accommoda-
tion.12 Workers’ compensation programs in most states 
provide a vocational rehabilitation program for workers 
who are injured at work, including retraining of those who 
cannot return to a previous or similar job.

Reconstructive Surgery of the Upper Limbs

Tenodesis refers to the surgical attachment of a tendon to a 
bone. In contrast, tenodesis action refers to the passive tight-
ening of a tendon when it is stretched by the movement over 
a proximal joint over which it crosses, causing a movement 
of a distal joint. This can be seen when the wrist is actively 
extended and the thumb is passively brought into opposi-
tion with the lateral aspect of the second digit. In a person 
without voluntary motor control of the digits, tenodesis 
action can allow grasp and release. This action is usually 
more pronounced in a hand that has developed tightness of 
paralyzed muscles. It can be accentuated through the recon-
structive surgical procedure described below. Arthrodesis 
refers to joint fusion whereby the joint cartilage is removed 
from either side of the joint, and the exposed bony ends are
opposed and allowed to fuse. Tendon transfer refers to the
detachment of a tendon of an expendable innervated muscle
from one of its attachments, and reattachment of the inner-
vated muscle and tendon to another tendon that lacks an
innervated muscle but whose regained function is sought.

Functional upper limb surgical reconstruction has his-
torically been delayed for at least 1 year postinjury to allow
for neurologic recovery in targeted muscles.456,457 Muscles
are chosen for transfer that have a strength grade of 4 or 5,
because one grade of muscle strength is usually lost with the
transfer. Transferred muscles with a strength grade of less
than 3 generally do not improve function. Muscles should
not be chosen for transfer if their loss would result in a func-
tional decline. After a tendon transfer procedure, the tendon
constructs are typically immobilized for several weeks in a
nonstretched position, followed by gradual mobilization,
strengthening, and reeducation. Functional electrical stimu-
lation (FES) is often used to facilitate neuromuscular reedu-
cation. Common tendon transfers and tenodesis procedures
are shown in Table 55-6 stratified to ISNCSCI motor levels
and the more specific International Classification for Surgery
of the Hand in Tetraplegia (ICSHT) motor groups.298,299 The
ICSHT has a sensory component as well, for which the pres-
ence or absence of two-point discrimination of 10 mm or
less on the pulp of the thumb is determined. A two-point
discrimination threshold of 10 mm or less has been dem-
onstrated to be predictive of sufficient proprioception in
the hand to allow for hand function without visual cues.315

Functional improvements achieved after a deltoid
or biceps to triceps transfer primarily occur through an
increased ability to stabilize the arm and reach overhead.
Improvements can be seen in feeding, grooming, pressure
relief performance, and writing.322,364 Functional improve-
ments after a brachioradialis (BR) to extensor carpi radia-
lis brevis transfer can include an increased ability to pick
up objects, feed, groom, write, and type.240 Functional
improvements after a BR to flexor pollicis longus (FPL)
transfer can include an increased ability to pick up a pen
and write, more efficient grooming, and less dependence
on a wrist-hand orthosis for grasp.455 The combination of
BR to FPL and extensor carpi radialis longus to flexor digi-
torum profundus (FDP) tendon transfers has been shown
to lead to improved key pinch, grasp strength, and subjec-
tive ADL performance.277 Functional improvements after
the combination of BR to FPL and pronator teres to FDP
tendon transfers have been noted in manual wheelchair
propulsion, lower limb dressing, opening of jars, and the
transferring of objects with the reconstructed hands.4,188

Functional Electrical Stimulation 
for Therapeutic Exercise

Sedentary lifestyle and impaired autonomic function in
persons with SCI lead to many degenerative physiologic
changes that can affect their health and wellness.366 Muscle
bulk, strength, endurance, and bone density are lost in the
paralyzed limbs; cardiovascular fitness, vital capacity (VC),
and lean body mass are reduced; and certain endocrine
functions are altered.47 First introduced more than 20 years
ago, FES-assisted cycle ergometers have been clinically used
by persons with SCI, both those with paraplegia and with
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Table 55-6   International Classification for Surgery of the Hand in Tetraplegia, International Standards for Neurologic 
Classification of Spinal Cord Injury, and Possible Tendon Transfers

ICSHT 
Group

ISNCSCI 
Motor Level

Innervated Muscles, 
Grade 4 or 5 Muscle Function Transfer Possible Muscle Function After Transfer

0 C5 (if grade 3 
elbow flexion)

BR ≤ grade 3 Flexion/supination of 
elbow

1 C5 BR Flexion/supination of 
elbow

Deltoid to TR or biceps to 
TR,* BR to ECRB**

Elbow extension,  
wrist  extension

2 C6 Group 1, ECRL Radially deviated wrist 
extension

FPL to volar radius (Moberg 
procedure),* BR to FPL

Passive thumb flexion (lateral 
pinch),* active thumb flexion

3 C6 Group 2, ECRB Wrist extension BR to FPL,* ECRL to FDP Active thumb flexion,* active finger 
flexion**

4 C6 Group 3, PT Wrist pronation BR or PT to FPL,* ECRL 
to FDP,** EPL and EDC 
to dorsum of the wrist 
(extensor tenodesis)

Active thumb flexion,* active finger 
flexion,** passive thumb and 
finger extension***

5 C7 Group 4, FCR Wrist flexion BR to FPL, ECRL or PT to 
FDP, extensor tenode-
sis***

Active thumb* and finger flexion,** 
passive thumb and finger exten-
sion***

6 C7 Group 5, EDC Finger extension BR to FPL,* ECRL or PT to 
FDP**

Active thumb* and finger flexion**

7 C7 Group 6, EPL Thumb extension BR to FPL,* ECRL or PT to 
FDP**

Active thumb* and finger flexion**

8 C8 Group 7, finger flexors Finger flexion

9 C8 Lacks hand intrinsics 
only

Finger flexion, strong

Note: The asterisks in each row are meant only to relate a particular transfer to a particular muscle function after transfer, all within a specific row. For example, the deltoid to triceps (TR) or 
biceps to TR transfer would allow for elbow extension after the transfer procedure is performed.
From McDowell CL, Moberg E, House JH: Second International Conference on Surgical Rehabilitation of the Upper Limb in Traumatic Quadriplegia, J Hand Surg [Am] 11:604-608, 1986; 
 McDowell CL, Moberg EA, Smith AG: International Conference on Surgical Rehabilitation of the Upper Limb in Tetraplegia, J Hand Surg [Am] 4:387-390, 1979; Waters RL, Muccitelli LM: 
Tendon transfers to improve function of patients with tetraplegia. In Kirshblum S, Campagnolo DI, DeLisa JA, editors: Spinal cord medicine, Philadelphia, 2002, Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. 
BR, Brachioradialis; ECRB, extensor carpi radialis brevis; ECRL, extensor carpi radialis longus; EDC, extensor digitorum communis; EPL, extensor pollicis longus; FCR, flexor carpi radialis; FDP, 
flexor digitorum profundus; FPL, flexor pollicis longus; ICSHT, International Classification for Surgery of the Hand in Tetraplegia; ISNCSCI, International Standards for Neurological Classification 
of Spinal Cord Injury; PT, pronator teres; TR, triceps.
tetraplegia, to effectively reverse many of these secondary 
effects, leading to improved muscular endurance, exercise 
tolerance, oxidative metabolism, cardiovascular fitness, 
glucose homeostasis, and lipid lipoprotein profiles, as well 
as decreased muscle atrophy.238,317,356,367,423,424

FES is not effective in stimulating muscles paralyzed 
by LMN damage (i.e., damage affecting the anterior horn 
cells, motor nerve roots, or both), but such damage usually 
occurs at the level of the SCI lesion. FES is usually a rela-
tively safe intervention, but its application in the presence 
of cardiac pacemakers or implanted defibrillators is best 
avoided. Caution is also warranted in the presence of vari-
ous heart conditions (especially dysrhythmia and conges-
tive heart failure) and during pregnancy.204

Body Weight Support Ambulation Training 
on a Treadmill

The spinal cord was viewed in the past as being a large 
nerve solely for conducting information between the 
brain and the periphery. It was thought to be capable of 
processing only simple spinal reflexes. Through the pio-
neering work of Barbeau and Rossignol36 and Edgerton 
et al.156 during the 1980s, it has been shown that after SCI, 
the spinal cord can generate motor control to allow full 
weight-bearing locomotion without any supraspinal influ-
ence. The human spinal cord has also been demonstrated 
to be capable of processing complex proprioceptive infor-
mation, including information generated during standing 
and stepping. The level of motor function achieved after 
SCI is in large part user-dependent, and it improves and is 
maintained by training.155 Clinical studies have shown that 
specific intensive walking training of persons with incom-
plete SCI significantly improves walking capabilities.465,466 
Such training consists of upright walking on a treadmill, 
with partial BWS provided by a suspending harness, with 
a therapist guiding and setting the limbs. BWS training has 
been shown to be effective in improving ambulatory func-
tion after SCI, although not more effective than equivalent 
overground mobility training.422

Chronic Phase of Injury

Adjustment to Disability

SCI is a catastrophic event with a profound effect on the 
injured person as well as on family members. Different per-
sonal, interpersonal, and cultural factors ultimately deter-
mine how successfully an individual with SCI will adjust or 
adapt to the disability.321 Successful adjustment is thought 
to have occurred when the disability is no longer the dom-
inant concern in the person’s life.223 Such adjustment is 
highly individually variable and has been estimated by 
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some to occur over 2 to 5 years, whereas others propose 
that adjustment is a lifelong process.144,146,443 Adjustment 
has been considered by many to consist of sequential psy-
chologic reactions according to stage theories, beginning 
with denial and followed by anger, bargaining, depression, 
and finally acceptance or adjustment.174,259,464 Although 
such sequential reactions are often seen in persons with 
SCI, they tend to be highly individualized.418

Despite an overwhelming sense of loss initially after 
SCI, most persons eventually learn to cope emotionally 
and conform to their premorbid personality styles of inter-
acting with the environment. A number of psychologic 
problems, however, primarily depression and anxiety, can 
interfere with adjustment and quality of life. These prob-
lems can lead to substance abuse, divorce, dependency, 
self-neglect, and even suicide.

Depression and anxiety are usually present early 
after SCI, and have been reported to occur in more than 
30% of persons for 2 or more years postinjury.112,182 
Risk factors for depression are similar to those in able-
bodied individuals, including a family or personal his-
tory of depression. Factors specific to the SCI, such as 
the presence of complete neurologic injury, or medical 
comorbidities can increase the likelihood of depression. 
Depression and anxiety can play a role in the relatively 
high incidence of substance abuse, divorce, and suicide 
after SCI.146,254,389 Depression after SCI needs to be man-
aged by the entire rehabilitation team using cognitive-
behavioral treatments, and even psychopharmacology 
if needed. Members of the rehabilitation team need to 
communicate appropriately with a person with SCI by 
clearly answering all questions, addressing effectively the 
medical concerns, working with the person with SCI on 
realistic goals, and nurturing hopeful thinking.174 Phar-
macologic treatment of depression should be considered 
for those whose symptoms interfere with performance in 
social, self-care, recreational, and vocational activities.174 
A variety of antidepressant drugs can be used. These are 
best prescribed by a psychiatrist for those most severely 
affected—for example, those with suicidal thoughts or 
psychotic symptoms.

Quality of Life

Quality of life is a concept that is difficult to define but 
that can be described as a determination of the individual’s 
satisfaction with life—for example, whether the individual 
is able to do the things he or she personally wants to do. 
Compared with nondisabled people, persons with SCI 
tend to report decreased well-being and a poorer state of 
health, and score lower on physical, emotional, and social 
health domains of life.482 A metaanalysis has shown no 
relationship between the neurologic level, the complete-
ness of SCI, and the subjective quality of life. Some fac-
tors are thought to affect quality of life positively, such as 
mobility and ADL independence, emotional support, good 
overall health, self-esteem, absence of depression, physi-
cal and social activities and integration, being married and 
employed, having completed more years of education, and 
living at home.144,145,223,257 In general, dissatisfaction with 
life after SCI seems more related to social disadvantages 
than to physical limitations.
Recovery-Enhancing Therapies

Most patients with SCI, even those with neurologically 
complete lesions, experience some degree of spontaneous 
neurologic recovery. This occurs as a result of resolution of 
the acute pathology, with recovery of nerve roots and spi-
nal cord at the level of the lesion.149

Despite major efforts to find effective treatments to 
enhance neurologic recovery during chronic SCI, no 
reports of scientifically conducted clinical trials exist that 
show effectiveness of any specific pharmacologic agents.297 
At best, active exercise, such as BWS ambulation, might 
promote recovery of motor function in persons with 
incomplete SCI (and even in one person with C2 AIS A 
injury).39,206 The drug 4-aminopyridine, which blocks 
potassium channels in nerve membranes and enhances 
conduction in demyelinated axons, has been extensively 
tested in clinical trials. Although it might improve some 
symptoms associated with SCI, especially spasticity, it has 
not been reported to improve motor or sensory function.435

Late Neurologic Decline

New motor or sensory deficits are reported to develop 
in approximately 20% to 30% of persons with chronic 
SCI.88,274 Most common is entrapment of a peripheral 
nerve (10%), especially of the median nerve at the carpal 
tunnel, or of the ulnar nerve at the elbow. Other entrap-
ments can occur as well.88 Further damage of the spinal 
cord can be caused by posttraumatic syringomyelia (PTS), 
also called posttraumatic cystic myelopathy, by tethering or 
by compression of the cord.

Although it is common to find MRI evidence of a cyst 
within the spinal cord at the level of the injury, only 5% 
of all people with SCI develop PTS. It becomes a problem 
when the cyst expands longitudinally and damages the cord, 
causing clinical symptoms such as pain, sensory loss, weak-
ness, altered muscle tone, and a variety of autonomic symp-
toms.274 The exact cause of PTS is unknown, but it might 
be related to obstruction of the normal flow of CSF because 
of scarring or canal narrowing. This leads to abnormal 
increases in CSF pressure during coughing and straining, 
ultimately causing a longitudinal dissection of the cord.274

The diagnosis of PTS is confirmed by MRI or CT myelo-
gram with delayed images. The clinical symptoms of PTS 
and their progression vary greatly. If no neurologic decline is 
noted on regular follow-up examinations, the treatment can 
be symptomatic. Activity restrictions are usually advisable, 
especially avoiding strenuous exercise that could raise venous 
and CSF pressure. When continuous neurologic decline or 
intractable pain is associated with PTS, surgical treatment is 
usually indicated to reduce the size of the syrinx or to pre-
vent its expansion. Surgical approaches include placement of 
a shunt in the syrinx to drain the fluid into the peritoneal, 
pleural, or subarachnoid spaces; marsupialization of the syr-
inx; and duraplasty.274 When treatment is successful, strength 
might increase, and pain and spasticity might diminish.

Tethering of the spinal cord as a result of meningeal or 
arachnoid scar formations can occur after SCI and prevent 
normal rostrocaudal sliding of the cord within the spinal 
canal on motion. Tethering of the cord in the cervical spine 
can generate enough cord traction with flexion of the neck 
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to cause cord or brainstem displacement and neurologic 
symptoms, such as weakness, sensory deficits, and pain. If 
this occurs, surgical untethering can be considered.410

Late compression of the spinal cord or nerve roots can 
occur for multiple reasons and cause neurologic decline. 
Common causes include progressive spondylosis, spinal 
stenosis, intervertebral disk herniations, and posttraumatic 
changes. Proper imaging studies are needed for diagnosis. 
Surgical intervention can be needed if there is a rapid neu-
rologic loss or severe, intractable pain.

Secondary Conditions

Pulmonary System

Pulmonary complications, including atelectasis, pneumo-
nia, respiratory failure, pleural complications, and pulmo-
nary embolism (PE), are the leading causes of death for 
persons with SCI in all years after SCI.134,136,138,185,250 They 
accounted for 37% of all deaths during the first year after SCI, 
and 21% of the deaths beyond the first year, in a large sample 
from the Model SCI Care Systems and Shriner’s Hospitals.138

Anatomy and Mechanics of the Pulmonary System

SCI can lead to alterations in lung, chest wall, and air-
way mechanics.388 The degree of respiratory dysfunction 
after SCI is strongly correlated to the NLI and degree of 
motor impairment. The pulmonary function profile of 
persons with chronic tetraplegia and high paraplegia 
reveals decreased lung volumes and decreased thoracic 
wall compliance as a result of the restriction caused by 
respiratory muscle weakness, as well as airway hyperreac-
tivity.142,165,320,413 The diaphragm, innervated by anterior 
horn cells located in the C3–C5 segments, is the major 
primary muscle of inspiration. The sternocleidomastoid 
and trapezius muscles, innervated by the spinal accessory 
nerve and the C2–C4 and C1–C4 roots, respectively, are 
accessory muscles of inspiration and can be necessary to 
allow adequate ventilation in persons with higher level 
SCI.369,474 VC measured with a spirometer can give a quan-
titative measure of respiratory muscle strength, equivalent 
to doing a manual muscle test of an extremity muscle. The 
VC is markedly reduced after acute SCI, both in persons 
with tetraplegia and those with high paraplegia, ranging 
from 24% to 31% of the predicted normal values.266,303 
However, the acute decreases in VC tend to increase to 40% 
of the predicted normal values by 5 weeks, and to 60% 
by 5 months.266 Inspiratory resistive training and aerobic 
exercise training at a high level (70% to 80% of maximal 
heart rate) in persons with tetraplegia has been shown to 
improve the strength and endurance of a weak diaphragm 
and improve lung function.211,231,379,483 For exercise training 
to improve respiratory function, the intensity should occur 
at 70% to 80% of the predicted maximal heart rate The VC 
of persons with tetraplegia or high paraplegia is posturally 
dependent, being up to 15% lower in the upright position 
than in the supine position.166 In the sitting position in 
persons with paralyzed abdominal muscles, the effect of 
gravity on the abdominal contents leads to an increased 
residual volume. Use of an abdominal binder in the sit-
ting position helps to reverse this effect by pressing the 
abdominal contents into the diaphragm, allowing a more 
efficient diaphragmatic resting position and decreasing the 
sensation of breathlessness.219 The airway hyperreactivity is 
responsive to inhaled bronchodilators and is thought to be 
caused by unopposed cholinergic tone.8,142,413

Persons with a neurologic level of C2 or above with a 
complete SCI usually have no diaphragmatic function and 
require mechanical ventilation or diaphragmatic or phrenic 
pacing. Persons with a complete C3 SCI have severe dia-
phragmatic weakness and commonly require mechanical 
ventilation, at least temporarily. Persons with a complete 
C4 SCI often also have severe diaphragmatic weakness and 
can also require mechanical ventilation, at least temporar-
ily. Persons with a complete C5–C8 SCI usually are able to 
maintain independent breathing, but because of the loss of 
innervation to the intercostal and abdominal muscles, they 
remain at high risk for pulmonary complications. This risk 
for pulmonary complications is also present for those with 
complete thoracic-level SCI, albeit to a lesser degree depend-
ing on the segmental extent of the loss of innervation.

Management of Pulmonary Complications

Atelectasis is the most common respiratory complication in 
people with SCI and can predispose to pneumonia, pleu-
ral effusion, and empyema. Pneumonia commonly occurs 
in areas of atelectasis. Pleural effusions often develop in 
close proximity to areas of atelectasis. It is thought that 
the areas of lung that collapse pull the parietal pleural 
away from the visceral pleura, leaving an empty space that 
consequently then fills with a fluid, causing an effusion. 
Treatment of atelectasis includes lung expansion, secre-
tion mobilization, and secretion clearance. If an individual 
is receiving mechanical ventilation, a gradual increase in 
tidal volumes (TVs) to a target of greater than 20 mL/kg 
of ideal body weight (IBW) has been shown to be effec-
tive in decreasing atelectasis as compared with maintaining 
the TV at less than 20 mL/kg IBW.354 Intermittent positive-
pressure breathing, bilevel positive airway pressure, or con-
tinuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) devices can all 
be used with or without tracheostomy tubes to help with 
lung expansion and to prevent or treat atelectasis. Secre-
tion mobilization techniques include postural drainage 
and chest percussion or vibration. Postural drainage uses 
gravity to assist in drainage of accumulated secretion from 
specific lung areas. Chest percussion, optimally performed 
in conjunction with postural drainage, can be performed 
with a cupped hand, with a mechanical vibrator, by don-
ning a vibrating vest, or by lying in a vibrating bed. Secre-
tion clearance techniques include suctioning, manually 
assistive cough, use of a mechanical insufflator-exsufflator, 
and bronchoscopy. The insufflator-exsufflator supplies a 
positive pressure to the airway, followed immediately by a 
negative pressure, either through the mouth or a tracheos-
tomy tube. This rapid pressure change induces a high expi-
ratory flow rate similar to a cough. It is less traumatic than 
suctioning. Bronchoscopy is usually reserved for persistent 
atelectasis or lung collapse.

Medications are useful adjuncts in treating and pre-
venting atelectasis. Bronchodilators reduce airway hyper-
reactivity and inflammation that contribute to atelectasis 
formation and sputum production, and stimulate the secre-
tion of surfactant.8 Use of a β2-adenergic medication has 
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been shown to improve expiratory pressures, which can 
lead to a more effective cough.210 Mucolytics can be given 
orally, such as guaifenesin, or via a tracheostomy tube or 
nebulizer, such as acetylcysteine. Adequate hydration thins 
pulmonary secretions.

Respiratory failure requiring intubation and mechani-
cal ventilation occurs in more than one fifth of newly 
injured individuals treated in a Model SCI Care System, 
usually within the first week after injury.233 Indications for 
initiation of mechanical ventilation include physical signs 
of respiratory distress (cyanosis, accessory muscle use, 
tachypnea, tachycardia, diaphoresis, altered mental status, 
hypotension, hypertension), hypercarbia (partial pressure 
of carbon dioxide in arterial blood [Paco2] >50 mm Hg), 
hypoxia (partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood [Pao2] 
<50 mm Hg) unresponsive to oxygen therapy, a falling VC 
(<15 mL/kg IBW), and/or an inability to handle secre-
tions.365,444 If intubation is expected to last more than 5 
days, a tracheostomy should be performed.

The mode of mechanical ventilation used convention-
ally in a rehabilitation setting has been assist-control or 
controlled mandatory ventilation during rest. Weaning 
then occurs as progressive ventilator-free breathing (PVFB), 
starting with a trial of as little as 2 minutes per day with 
the individual completely disconnected from the ventila-
tor. Oxygen is given via a tracheostomy mask or T piece. 
The time away from the ventilator is gradually increased 
in duration, in single or multiple trials per day, depending 
on the length of each trial, as tolerated. It should be borne 
in mind that after lengthy mechanical ventilation, the dia-
phragm muscle becomes atrophied and deconditioned, 
requiring a lengthy period of reconditioning before venti-
lator-free breathing is achieved. PVFB is useful for persons 
who are not expected to fully wean as well, giving them 
some confidence and endurance to remain off the ventila-
tor for a short period if an unforeseen problem occurs with 
their ventilator setup. In one study that compared syn-
chronized intermittent mandatory ventilation and PVFB 
weaning, PVFB was successful in 68% of weaning attempts, 
whereas synchronized intermittent mandatory ventilation 
was successful in only 35%.353

A further advantage of the use of the assist-control or the 
controlled mandatory ventilation modes of ventilation for 
persons with a tracheostomy, in contrast to other modes, 
is that it allows the individual to speak if the cuff on the 
tracheostomy tube is partially or wholly deflated. When 
the cuff is deflated, air expired from the lungs can escape 
around the tracheostomy tube and balloon up through 
the larynx to allow voicing. To compensate for the loss of 
such air around the tracheostomy tube and not entering 
the lungs, the set TV should be increased. Many individuals 
are able to vocalize while using a mechanical ventilator in 
this manner, timing their speech to coincide with exhala-
tion. In addition, a one-way airflow valve can be put in line 
with the ventilator tubing, such as a Passy-Muir valve. This 
maximizes the airflow through the larynx by not allowing 
air to escape through the tracheostomy into the ventilator 
tubing (Figure 55-14). These one-way valves must be used 
only with a tracheostomy tube that has a deflated cuff or 
no cuff at all. Such valves can be attached to the tracheos-
tomy tube alone to allow voice during the ventilator-free 
weaning periods as well.
Phrenic nerve and direct diaphragm pacing can each 
stimulate the diaphragm to allow nonmechanical venti-
lation in persons without spontaneous diaphragm motor 
function. Both techniques require intact phrenic nerves. 
Phrenic nerve pacing is the more invasive of the two tech-
niques, with electrical stimulating cuffs placed around the 
phrenic nerves in the chest or neck through a thoracotomy. 
A phrenic nerve pacing system includes a radiocontrolled 
implanted stimulator under the skin and an external con-
trol unit and battery. Stimulation is started 2 weeks post-
operatively, and reconditioning of the diaphragm can take 
2 to 3 months. Diaphragm pacing differs in that the elec-
trodes are implanted directly into the diaphragm via a less 
invasive laparoscopic approach, eliminating the risk for 
phrenic nerve injury. In the diaphragmatic pacing system, 
electrode wires protrude through the skin and are attached 
to an external battery-powered stimulator unit. Stimula-
tion can be begun immediately after implantation, and 
reconditioning can also take several months, although it 
has been accomplished in as early as 1 week.

Sleep Disorders

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is characterized by a repeti-
tive collapse of the upper airway during sleep. This can 
cause fragmentation of sleep, loss of the restorative func-
tion of sleep, and increased sympathetic nervous system 
activity. It results in excessive sleepiness, systemic and pul-
monary hypertension, and an increased risk for developing 
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FIGURE 55-14 Functioning of a Passy-Muir tracheostomy speaking valve. 
(Redrawn from Manzano JL, Lubillo S, Henriquez D, et al: Verbal communication of 
ventilator dependent patients, Crit Care Med 21:512-517, 1993, with permission.)
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stroke or myocardial infarction.163 The prevalence of OSA 
in individuals with SCI ranges from 15% to 45%, depend-
ing on the diagnostic method.162,163 This is in contrast to 
a prevalence of 4% to 9% in the general population with-
out SCI.162,163,476,478 The use of antispasticity medications, 
which presumably decrease upper airway muscle tone, but 
not the level of injury, has been found to be predictive of 
OSA after SCI.87,177 CPAP, a highly effective treatment that 
prevents narrowing and closure of the upper airway, is the 
treatment of choice. Unfortunately, even in those without 
SCI, long-term compliance with CPAP is low.258,431

Vascular System

Persons with SCI are prone to stasis of the venous circula-
tion, hypercoagulability of the blood, and intimal vascular 
injuries. These risk factors for development of deep vein 
thrombosis (DVT) are known as Virchow’s triad. Stasis is 
a direct result of the loss of the muscle-pumping action of 
the lower limbs and peripheral vasodilatation.310 Hyperco-
agulability is caused by release of procoagulant factors after 
injury, whereas intimal injury can occur from trauma.310

DVT develops in approximately one half to three quar-
ters of those with SCI who do not receive DVT prophy-
laxis.237,311 The risk for DVT is greatest between days 7 and 
10 after injury.237,311,358 Because most persons with SCI 
who develop DVT do not have clinical signs or symptoms 
such as swelling, warmth, or pain, it is common practice 
to screen persons with SCI with a duplex ultrasound dur-
ing the period of high risk. Identified risk factors for DVT 
include motor complete injuries and injuries at the tho-
racic level and below; however, the incidence of PE has not 
been found to be related to the level or extent of injury.

PE and the postphlebitic syndrome are not uncom-
mon sequelae of DVT. PE has historically accounted for a 
substantial proportion of the mortality after SCI, particu-
larly within the first year after injury. According to the SCI 
Model System Database, PE is the third most common 
cause of death in the first postinjury year, accounting for 
approximately 10% of the overall mortality.138 The most 
common symptoms of PE include dyspnea and chest pain, 
although many cases are clinically silent with 70% exhibit-
ing no clinical features of a DVT.

Because of the high incidence of DVT and potential fatal 
outcome of a PE, DVT prophylaxis is the standard of care.359 
Several large trials comparing subcutaneously administered 
low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH) and fixed-dose 
unfractionated heparin have shown LMWH to be more 
effective in preventing both DVT and PE after SCI.343,412,439 
No difference has been found between once- and twice-
daily LMWH administration regimens.221 The Consortium 
for Spinal Cord Medicine Clinical Practice Guidelines rec-
ommend that prophylaxis should continue until the time 
of discharge for those with motor incomplete SCI, for 8 
weeks for those with uncomplicated complete injuries, and 
for 12 weeks for those with complete motor injuries with 
additional risk factors such as lower limb fracture, previ-
ous thrombosis, cancer, heart failure, obesity, or age greater 
than 70 years.22 Pneumatic compression boots are also rec-
ommended during the first two weeks after injury.22

The treatment regimen for DVT or PE typically involves 
use of LMWH, unfractionated heparin, or fondaparinux 
given at treatment doses, followed by the oral anticoagulant 
warfarin, unless anticoagulation is contradicted.357 Warfa-
rin is generally used for 6 months after DVT is diagnosed 
to prevent progression and recurrence of thrombosis.208 If 
there is recurrence, then indefinite anticoagulation is rec-
ommended.357 Inferior vena cava (IVC) filters are indicated 
for persons who have failed anticoagulant prophylaxis with 
the development of DVT or PE despite adequate anticoagu-
lation, or who have a thromboembolus within the IVC or 
iliac veins.170 They are also indicated in those who have a 
contraindication to anticoagulation or who have a compli-
cation of anticoagulation such as hemorrhage or thrombo-
cytopenia. Removable IVC filters should almost always be 
used, and they should be removed generally within 8 to 12 
weeks if no thromboembolism has developed.

Cardiovascular and Autonomic System

Fitness and Exercise

Persons who have SCI, both paraplegia and tetraplegia, 
often lead sedentary lives, resulting in poor physical fit-
ness and an increased risk for untoward cardiovascular 
events.40,124,169,454 Persons with SCI, both those with para-
plegia and tetraplegia, have a high prevalence of asymp-
tomatic coronary artery disease as detected by thallium 
stress testing.41,42 A low high-density lipoprotein (HDL) 
level is a known risk factor for coronary artery disease, and 
although approximately one tenth of the U.S. population 
has a low HDL level, more than one third of persons with 
SCI have a low HDL level.49,80,212 Impaired glucose toler-
ance and reduced lean body mass are also significantly 
more prevalent in persons with SCI than those without 
SCI.43,337 These metabolic abnormalities are thought to 
be directly related to poor physical fitness and lack of ade-
quate aerobic exercise after SCI.

Upper limb ergometry performed at a moderate inten-
sity for 20 minutes three times per week has been shown 
to enhance fitness and raise HDL levels in persons with 
SCI.229 Cycling, using FES, has been shown to enhance fit-
ness, decrease insulin resistance, and increase lean body 
mass in persons with SCI.226,227,326 When combined with 
upper limb ergometry, the gains in fitness are greater 
than those achieved with electrically stimulated cycling 
alone.326,372 A 12-week circuit resistance training program 
consisting of six resistance arm exercises and high-speed, 
low-resistance, upper limb ergometry has been shown to 
increase cardiovascular fitness by 30%, as measured by 
peak oxygen uptake. It also has shown an increase in upper 
limb strength by 12% to 30%, as well as decreased HDL 
levels for persons with paraplegia.235,331

Participation in a regular, vigorous exercise or wheel-
chair sports program can improve heath status, and 
also challenge individuals with SCI to overcome physi-
cal obstacles and to achieve greater functional indepen-
dence.197 Wheelchair sports can also improve psychosocial 
outcomes by reducing stigmatization,  stereotyping, and 
discrimination by promoting acceptance of those with 
disabilities as fully functioning members of society.197 
Sports participation by wheelchair users has been asso-
ciated with fewer physician visits per year, fewer rehos-
pitalizations, and fewer medical complications over 
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time.114,427 Common organized wheelchair sports include 
basketball, tennis, table tennis, swimming, softball, snow 
skiing, sled hockey, track and road racing, rugby for those 
with tetraplegia (quad rugby), air rifle and pistol, archery, 
fencing, billiards, and bowling. These wheelchair sports 
require that individuals be classified, based on a medical 
history, muscle test, and a functional evaluation, to allow 
persons with different levels of disability to compete 
fairly.209 Wheelchair rugby, for example, was developed 
in the 1970s as an alternative to wheelchair basketball, 
because most persons with cervical neurologic levels of 
injury either lacked the capacity to play basketball or 
spent most of the time on the bench. It is a mixture of 
wheelchair basketball, ice hockey, and football played on 
a basketball court with goal lines on either end. A goal 
is scored when a player in possession of the ball, a vol-
leyball, crosses the opposing goal line. A player in pos-
session of the ball must pass or bounce the ball within  
10 seconds.209 All these sports can be performed noncom-
petitively as well. The International Paralympic Commit-
tee organizes the Summer and Winter Paralympic Games, 
and serves as the International Federation for nine sports, 
for which it supervises and coordinates the World Cham-
pionships and other competitions.232

Autonomic Dysfunction

The autonomic nervous system is under supraspinal con-
trol, and therefore its function is disturbed by SCI. The 
autonomic nervous system normally controls visceral 
functions and maintains internal homeostasis through 
its nerve supply to smooth muscles, cardiac muscle, and 
glands.399 The parasympathetic system has a cranial and 
sacral outflow from the central nervous system and modu-
lates “at rest” functions such as digestion, gastrointestinal 
motility, reduction of heart rate, breathing, and blood pres-
sure. The sympathetic system has T1–L2 outflow, which 
is activated in stressful situations to raise heart rate and 
blood pressure, and to cause vasoconstriction to certain 
organs. Both the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems 
consist of preganglionic and postganglionic efferent nerve 
fibers that regulate visceral function through autonomic 
reflexes elicited by efferent nerves. After SCI, autonomic 
reflex function is generally retained, but in those with 
high-level SCI, this is without supraspinal control. Some 
clinical conditions related to autonomic dysfunction are 
discussed below, whereas others are addressed elsewhere 
in this chapter.

Orthostatic Hypotension. Immediately after SCI, there 
is a complete loss of sympathetic tone, resulting in neu-
rogenic (“spinal”) shock with hypotension, bradycardia, 
and hypothermia. The hypotension occurs as a result of 
systemic loss of vascular resistance, accumulation of blood 
within the venous system, reduced venous return to the 
heart, and decreased cardiac output. Over the course of 
time, the sympathetic reflex activity returns, with normal-
ization of blood pressure. Supraspinal control continues 
to be absent in those individuals with high-level and neu-
rologically complete SCI, however, and they continue to 
be prone to orthostatic hypotension. This is defined as a 
reduction in blood pressure when body position changes 
from supine to upright. The symptoms associated with 
orthostatic hypotension include light headedness, dizzi-
ness, yawning, pallor, and occasionally syncope.

Management of orthostatic hypotension includes appli-
cation of elastic stockings and abdominal binders, ade-
quate hydration, gradually progressive daily head-up tilt, 
and at times, administration of salt tablets, midodrine, or 
fludrocortisone.90

Bradycardia. Bradycardia occurs in almost all persons 
with neurologically complete high-level SCI immediately 
after injury, because of the unopposed parasympathetic 
effect. As the neurogenic shock resolves and sympathetic 
tone returns, usually within 2 to 4 weeks after injury, heart 
rate returns to near normal. Bradycardia can still occur 
with vagal stimulation thereafter, such as during tracheal 
suctioning. Bradycardia is rare during the chronic phase of 
SCI, except during episodes of intense vagal stimulation, 
such as during episodes of autonomic dysreflexia (AD), as 
discussed below.

Bradycardia during acute SCI requires close monitor-
ing, but usually no specific treatment is required unless 
the bradycardia is extreme (<40 beats/min) or is associated 
with sinus block. Intravenous atropine, might have to be 
administered prophylactically before tracheal suctioning 
and other activities associated with vagal stimulation. Per-
sistent, severe bradycardia can require insertion of a tem-
porary or permanent demand pacemaker.

Autonomic Dysreflexia. AD is a syndrome that affects 
persons with SCI at the T6 level or above, which is above 
the major splanchnic outflow.76,164,327 It is caused by a nox-
ious stimulus below the injury level, which elicits a sud-
den reflex sympathetic activity, uninhibited by supraspinal 
centers, resulting in profound vasoconstriction and other 
autonomic responses. The symptoms of AD are somewhat 
variable but include a pounding headache; systolic and dia-
stolic hypertension; profuse sweating and cutaneous vaso-
dilatation with flushing of the face, neck, and shoulders; 
nasal congestion; pupillary dilatation; and bradycardia. 
The hypertension can be profound and result in cerebral 
hemorrhage and even death.

The noxious stimulus responsible for AD frequently 
stems from the sacral dermatomes, most often from a 
distended bladder. Other causes include fecal impaction, 
pathology of the bladder and rectum, ingrown toenails, 
labor and delivery, surgical procedures, orgasm, and a vari-
ety of other conditions. It is probable that all people with 
severe SCI at or above T6 can develop AD after the period 
of neurogenic shock is over, given a sufficient stimulus, but 
the reported incidence of AD varies between 18% and 85%.

Treatment of acute AD must be prompt and efficient to 
prevent a potentially life-threatening crisis.18 Recognition 
of symptoms and identification of the precipitating stimu-
lus are paramount. The patient should be sat up, constric-
tive clothing and garments should be loosened, the blood 
pressure monitored every 2 to 5 minutes, and evacuation 
of the bladder done promptly to ensure continuous drain-
age of urine. If symptoms are not relieved by these mea-
sures, fecal impaction should be suspected and, if present, 
resolved. Local anesthetic agents should be used during any 
manipulations of the urinary tract or rectum. If hyperten-
sion is present, fast-acting antihypertensive agents should 
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be administered, usually nitroglycerin or nifedipine. After 
resolution of the AD episode, the person’s symptoms and 
blood pressure should be monitored for at least 2 hours.

Occasionally, there are recurrent symptoms of AD with or 
without an identifiable stimulus, a condition that requires 
chronic pharmacologic therapy. A variety of α-adrenergic 
(phenoxybenzamine, prazosin, terazosin), anticholinergic 
(oxybutynin, propantheline), and antihypertensive (cloni-
dine, guanethidine, mecamylamine) agents have been used 
quite successfully for such purpose, but often with some 
side effects.

Thermal Regulation. Thermal regulation is impaired in 
persons with SCI, especially in those with complete lesions 
above T6, because of loss of supraspinal control. Body 
temperature is controlled physiologically primarily by the 
hypothalamus and secondarily by personal behavior, to 
increase or decrease heat loss.94,268,283 Heat and cold sig-
nals are normally carried by afferent nerves to the hypo-
thalamus, where they are integrated and thermal regulation 
consequently mediated by inhibition or activation of the 
sympathetic nervous system. With an increase in core tem-
perature, sympathetic inhibition occurs with vasodilata-
tion and sweating. A decrease in core temperature causes 
sympathetic stimulus, with vasoconstriction, and shiver-
ing. With high-level and neurologically complete SCI, the 
afferent and efferent pathways are interrupted. As a result, 
vasomotor control and the ability to shiver and sweat are 
lost. People with SCI therefore tend to have a higher body 
temperature in warm environments and a lower tempera-
ture in cold environments. This is termed poikilothermia.

Most of the time, people with SCI maintain relative 
thermal stability. However, proper heating and cooling of 
the environment is needed to ensure continuous thermal 
stability, especially for those with high-level SCI. Appropri-
ate clothing should be worn, strenuous exercise in a hot 
environment avoided, and cool moist compresses applied 
when body temperature rises.

Calcium Metabolism and Osteoporosis

An imbalance between bone formation and bone resorp-
tion occurs after SCI. The potential adverse clinical effects 
of this imbalance are fractures related to osteoporosis, 
hypercalcemia, and renal calculi resulting from hypercal-
ciuria.159,481 Primary bone resorption resulting from SCI is 
prominent during the first several months after SCI.54,376 
Markers of bone resorption, including urinary calcium 
and serum N-telopeptide, become elevated soon after 
injury and peak at 8 to 12 weeks after SCI.328,376 Mark-
ers of bone turnover, including parathyroid hormone and 
25-hydroxyvitamin D, are low initially after SCI, despite 
the usual normal serum calcium levels.304 Serum osteocal-
cin, a marker of bone formation, is also low initially and 
increases during the first 6 months after SCI.355

Hypercalcemia can be encountered in those with espe-
cially rapid bone turnover, such as children or adolescents. 
Additional risk factors for hypercalcemia include recent 
injury, male sex, complete injury, tetraplegia, dehydration,  
and prolonged immobilization.291 Treatment of hyper-
calcemia includes the administration of intravenous 
 fluids, diuretics, bisphosphonates, or calcitonin.92,312,313 
A low calcium intake is not typically effective for lower-
ing elevated serum or urinary calcium concentrations, 
and restrictions of dietary calcium and vitamin D intake 
are not recommended.416 Persons with chronic SCI are 
often  vitamin D deficient because of inadequate nutri-
tional intake or reduced sunlight exposure.44 Secondary 
hyperparathyroidism can occur and lead to further bone 
resorption and osteoporosis. This process is treatable with 
calcium and vitamin D supplementation.

The degree of lower limb bone mineral density (BMD) 
after SCI has been correlated with fracture risk.368,480 BMD 
is typically progressively greater as measured from proxi-
mal to distal sites in the lower limbs below the level of 
injury, while the weight-bearing vertebral column is gener-
ally spared the loss of BMD.58,190 Patients with significant 
osteopenia of the spinal column should be investigated for 
secondary causes of osteoporosis.

A number of physical interventions have been studied 
in the hope of preventing and treating the loss of BMD. 
Individuals with SCI who perform passive weight-bearing 
standing with the aid of a standing device might have 
better-preserved BMD in their lower limbs than those 
who do not stand,59 while FES cycle ergometry has been 
shown to provide modest reductions in the rate of bone 
loss.59,200,217,239,267

Several oral bisphosphonate antiresorptive thera-
pies (alendronate, etidronate, clodronate, tiludronate) 
have been shown to be effective in either maintaining 
lower extremity BMD after acute SCI or improving low 
BMD.96,196,314,318,481 Intravenous routes of bisphosphonate 
administration (pamidronate, zoledronic acid) have not 
shown significant benefit.50,330,398 Calcium and vitamin D 
are usually administered in conjunction with the antire-
sorptive agents, especially if there is evidence of a vitamin D 
deficiency. Vitamin D supplementation in and of itself has 
also been shown to protect against bone loss after SCI.48

Gastrointestinal System

Gastrointestinal Complications

Although impaired evacuation of the colon is the most 
profound and universal change that a person with SCI will 
probably encounter with regard to the gastrointestinal sys-
tem, several other gastrointestinal complications can be 
experienced. Persons who are dependent on others for oral 
hygiene (i.e., persons with high tetraplegia) have a higher 
incidence of plaque and gingivitis than those who perform 
their own oral care.417 In the acute phase of a cervical SCI, 
dysphagia is not uncommon. Factors contributing to dys-
phagia include immobilization of the cervical spine by an 
orthosis, soft tissue swelling or nerve trauma after anterior 
cervical spine surgery, and limitation of laryngeal eleva-
tion by a tracheostomy tube.249,289 In the acute phase of 
injury, especially within the first several weeks after injury, 
the incidence of gastric erosions, gastric and duodenal 
ulcers, and perforation is increased.420 It is standard prac-
tice to administer gastrointestinal ulcer prophylaxis with 
 histamine-2 receptor antagonists or proton pump inhibi-
tors during this time, and usually for 3 months postinjury.

Gallbladder disease and pancreatitis can also have an 
increased incidence in persons with high paraplegia or 
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tetraplegia, because of decreased sympathetic stimula-
tion to these organs.25,93,171,203 Persons with tetraplegia 
also have slower gastric emptying than persons with low 
paraplegia. Adynamic ileus commonly occurs within the 
first 1 to 2 days postinjury, but usually resolves within 2 to 
3 days with bowel rest.5,203 The mechanism is thought to 
be caused by the loss of sympathetic and parasympathetic 
tone during spinal shock. An acute abdomen is also not 
uncommon early in the postinjury period, occurring in up 
to 5% of individuals.38,55

In persons with a complete high paraplegia or tetraple-
gia, symptoms of any abdominal pathology are likely to be 
vague and poorly localized. Referred patterns of pain can 
occur instead of the typical localized abdominal pain that 
might be present in a person with a low paraplegia or no 
SCI who has the same abdominal pathology. Symptoms of 
AD, anorexia, altered bowel patterns, nausea, or vomiting 
can be present, any of which can be the most prominent 
symptom. Given the often atypical presentation of abdomi-
nal pathology in these individuals, it is not unreasonable 
to have a high level of suspicion for abdominal pathology, 
and a low threshold for ordering laboratory tests or abdom-
inal imaging to confirm the presence or absence of disease.

Bowel Management

The parasympathetic innervation to the portion of bowel 
extending from the esophagus to the splenic flexure of 
the colon, which modulates peristalsis, is provided by 
the vagus nerve. The parasympathetic innervation to the 
descending colon and rectum is provided by the pelvic 
nerve, which exits from the spinal cord at segments S2–S4. 
The somatic pudendal nerve, also originating from seg-
ments S2–S4, innervates the external anal sphincter and 
pelvic floor musculature.

An SCI that damages segments above the sacral segments 
produces a reflexic or UMN bowel in which defecation can-
not be initiated by voluntary relaxation of the external anal 
sphincter, although there can be reflex-mediated colonic 
peristalsis.20,419 In contrast, an SCI that includes destruc-
tion of the S2–S4 anterior horn cells or cauda equina 
produces an areflexic or LMN bowel in which there is no 
reflex-mediated colonic peristalsis. There is only slow stool 
propulsion coordinated by the intrinsically innervated 
myenteric plexus. The anal sphincter of an LMN bowel is 
typically atonic and prone to leakage of stool.

A bowel program is a treatment plan for managing a 
neurogenic bowel, with the goal of allowing effective and 
efficient colonic evacuation while preventing incontinence 
and constipation (see Chapter 29). A bowel program 
should be scheduled at the same time of day, usually every 
day in the beginning. The program should be scheduled 
later on at least once every 2 days to avoid chronic colorec-
tal overdistention.20 The scheduling of a bowel routine 
after a meal can take advantage of the gastrocolic response. 
Although a person with SCI should learn how to perform 
a bowel routine in bed and on a commode chair, regular 
performance of the routine sitting up on a commode is 
preferred to allow gravity to facilitate complete emptying. 
A diet high in fiber can help produce a bulky, formed stool 
and promote continence. Medications can also be used, 
such as stool softeners to modulate stool consistency, and 
stimulant and hyperosmolar laxatives to improve bowel 
motility. Minienemas and suppositories can be used to 
trigger colonic reflex evacuation in persons with an UMN 
bowel. Stimulant and hyperosmolar laxatives, if used, are 
usually taken 8 to 12 hours before the evacuation portion 
of a bowel routine.

Two mechanical methods are used to evacuate the rec-
tum: digital stimulation and digital evacuation. Digital 
stimulation is dependent on the preservation of sacral 
reflex arcs, and is typically effective only for persons with 
an UMN bowel. Digital stimulation is performed by insert-
ing a gloved, lubricated finger into the rectum and slowly 
rotating the finger in a circular movement until relaxation 
of the bowel wall is felt, flatus passes, or stool passes.20 
This typically occurs within 1 minute. Digital stimulation 
is repeated every 10 minutes until there is cessation of stool 
flow, palpable internal sphincter closure, or the absence of 
stool results from the last two digital stimulations.419 In 
contrast, digital evacuation is not dependent on the pres-
ervation of sacral reflex arcs and is typically performed by 
a person with an LMN bowel. Digital evacuation is per-
formed by inserting a gloved, lubricated finger into the rec-
tum to break up or hook stool and pull it out. Abdominal 
wall massage, starting in the right lower quadrant and pro-
gressing along the course of colon, is a useful adjunct for 
attempting to move stool along the colon.107,419

If an effective bowel routine cannot be achieved with 
the above techniques, pulsed water irrigation has been 
shown to be effective in some people in decreasing the 
time it takes to complete a bowel routine and reducing 
the incidence of bowel accidents and constipation. With 
this technique a rectal catheter with an inflatable balloon 
is inserted into the rectum to allow pulsed warm water to 
facilitate colonic peristalsis and stool evacuation.101-103,361 
Finally, placement of a colostomy has also been shown to 
be effective in eliminating bowel accidents, dramatically 
decreasing the time it takes to perform bowel care, and 
decreasing the amount of assistance needed to perform 
bowel care.77,186,378,425 Colostomies are especially useful if 
incontinence of stool is interfering with wound healing.

Genitourinary System

Physiology of the Bladder

The parasympathetic innervation to the bladder, which 
modulates contraction of the urinary bladder with open-
ing of the bladder neck to allow voiding, is provided by the 
pelvic splanchnic nerves, which exit from the spinal cord at 
segments S2–S4. The sympathetic innervation to the blad-
der and bladder neck or internal urethral sphincter, which 
modulates relaxation of the body of the bladder and nar-
rowing of the bladder neck to inhibit voiding, is provided 
by the hypogastric nerves, which exit from the spinal cord 
at segments T11–L2. The somatic pudendal nerve, also 
originating from segments S2–S4, innervates the external 
urinary sphincter.

SCI that damages segments above the sacral segments 
produces a reflexic or UMN bladder in which urination 
cannot be initiated by voluntary relaxation of the external 
urinary sphincter, although reflex voiding can occur. In con-
trast, an SCI that includes destruction of the S2–S4 anterior 
horn cells or cauda equina produces an areflexic or LMN 
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bladder in which there is no reflex voiding. The external 
urinary sphincter of an LMN bladder is typically atonic and 
prone to leakage of urine. Because central coordination of 
normal voiding is thought to occur at the level of the pons, 
in a person with an UMN bladder resulting from SCI, coor-
dination of contraction (or relaxation) of the bladder with 
relaxation (or contraction) of the external urinary sphinc-
ter is lost. This leads to a pattern of simultaneous reflex 
contractile activity called detrusor-sphincter dyssynergia, 
which often results in elevated bladder pressures.

Management of Neurogenic Bladder

The goal of management of a neurogenic bladder is to 
achieve a socially acceptable method of bladder emptying, 
while avoiding complications such as infections, hydrone-
phrosis with renal failure, urinary tract stones, and AD (see 
Chapter 28). During the immediate postinjury period an 
indwelling catheter is placed within the bladder, because 
virtually all persons with SCI have urinary retention. 
Other bladder management options are explored later on, 
depending on the person’s gender, level and completeness 
of injury, and other comorbidities.

Intermittent bladder catheterization (IC) is generally 
accepted as the best option, other than regaining normal 
voiding, for the long-term bladder management of per-
sons who can perform IC themselves. This is because of the 
physiologic advantage of allowing for regular bladder fill-
ing and emptying, the social acceptability of not needing 
a drainage appliance, and fewer complications than with 
other methods.37 IC is usually performed several times daily 
with a target catheterized volume of 500 mL each time, for 
a total fluid intake of approximately 2000 mL/day. IC often 
needs to be combined with anticholinergic medications 
in persons who have an UMN bladder, to inhibit voiding 
between catheterizations. To improve bladder capacity and 
permit successful IC when anticholinergic medication is 
unable to provide adequate bladder relaxation, or when 
the side effects of anticholinergics are intolerable, injec-
tions of the neurotoxin botulinum toxin have been shown 
to be effective; however, they must be repeated on a regular 
basis.28,157,158 A more permanent solution, augmentation 
cystoplasty, a procedure that involves harvesting a portion 
of intestine and attaching the portion of intestine to the 
native bladder to create a high-capacity but low-pressure 
reservoir, has also been shown to be effective.180,272,402

Reflex voiding is another viable option for males with 
UMN bladder in whom bladder pressures are generated 
that are greater than the outlet pressures of the sphinc-
ters to allow spontaneous voiding. A condom catheter is 
applied to the penis and connected via tubing to a leg bag 
or bedside bag. Reflex voiding can sometimes be triggered 
by suprapubic tapping. The completeness of voiding can 
be determined by measurement of a postvoid residual 
urine volume. High residual volumes predispose to urinary 
tract infection (UTI) and bladder stone formation. Fur-
thermore, reflex voiding is often associated with elevated 
voiding pressures, which can predispose to vesicoureteral 
reflux, hydronephrosis, and eventual renal failure. It is criti-
cally important for reflex voiders to undergo regular urody-
namic testing to measure bladder pressures, and to have an 
imaging study such as a renal ultrasound to identify reflux 
or hydronephrosis.
Urodynamic testing is a procedure in which pressure sen-
sors attached to a catheter are inserted through the urinary 
sphincter into the bladder. The bladder is then slowly filled 
with a known volume of water or gas through this catheter 
as pressures are measured in the sphincters and bladder. 
When it accompanies urination, AD is typically a clini-
cal manifestation of high-pressure voiding. α-Adrenergic 
blocker medications, such as prazosin, terazosin, doxazo-
sin, tamsulosin, or alfuzosin, are often effective in decreas-
ing bladder outlet resistance and secondarily decreasing 
bladder pressures and postvoid residual volumes.349 Two 
highly effective transurethral surgical procedures can also 
be performed to decrease bladder outlet resistance. One 
is the nondestructive placement of a tubular wire mesh 
stent at the level of the external sphincter. The second and 
less commonly performed option is a transurethral exter-
nal sphincterotomy, performed either with a scalpel or a 
laser.95,375,387 This is done less commonly because of the 
risk for incontinence and its destructive nature. Botulinum 
toxin has also been shown to be effective when injected 
into the sphincter to improve bladder emptying.381 Reflex 
voiding is a poor option for females with SCI, because an 
acceptable external collecting device for women does not 
exist at this time.

Long-term bladder drainage with an indwelling cath-
eter is a reasonable option for persons with tetraplegia 
who are unable to perform IC, or males who are unable 
to effectively maintain an external catheter on their penis. 
Use of an indwelling catheter inserted through the urethra 
is associated with UTI, bladder stone formation, epididy-
mitis, prostatitis, hypospadias, and bladder cancer.243,463 
Placement of a suprapubic cystostomy tube in persons 
requiring long-term indwelling catheters can avoid some 
of these complications, such as prostatitis, epididymitis, 
and hypospadias.279

Although UTI is clearly a common complication, con-
troversy exists concerning exactly what constitutes a UTI in 
persons with SCI. Symptoms of fever, spontaneous voiding 
between catheterizations, hematuria, AD, and increased 
spasticity, when associated with cloudy or foul-smelling 
urine and other nonspecific symptoms such as malaise or 
vague abdominal discomfort, strongly suggest the presence 
of UTI and the need for treatment. Although the presence 
of pyuria can increase the suspicion that a UTI is present, 
it is unclear whether the presence of pyuria and bacteriuria 
should lead to the use of antibiotics if the person is other-
wise asymptomatic.131 Bacteriuria is virtually omnipresent 
in persons with neurogenic bladders, and certainly seems 
to occur in any person who uses IC, an external collect-
ing device, or an indwelling catheter. Frequent treatment of 
asymptomatic bacteriuria can lead to bacterial resistance. 
Nevertheless, simple UTIs can be complicated by the devel-
opment of pyelonephritis, epididymitis, orchitis, prostatic 
abscesses, and urosepsis. Over the course of time, recurrent 
UTIs can lead to renal scarring, secondary decreased renal 
function, and the development of urinary tract stones.

Sexuality and Fertility

The ability to have psychogenic erections for men and psy-
chogenic vaginal vasocongestion and lubrication for wo -
men is mediated by the sympathetic and parasympathetic 
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nervous systems and directly related to the degree of light 
touch and pinprick sensory preservation within the T11–L2 
dermatomes218,408,409 (see Chapter 31). The ability to have 
reflex erections for men and reflex vaginal vasocongestion 
and lubrication for women is mediated by the parasym-
pathetic nervous system and related to sacral reflex pres-
ervation. If a hyperactive bulbocavernosus (BC) reflex is 
present, reflex erections and lubrication are usually pos-
sible, although the quality of arousal might differ from pre-
injury levels. If there is a hypoactive BC reflex with some 
preservation of sensation within the S4–S5 dermatomes, 
reflex erections and lubrication are usually possible. How-
ever, if the BC reflex is absent and there is no sensation 
within the S4–S5 dermatomes, the ability to have reflex 
erections and lubrication is lost, and the ability to gener-
ate erections and lubrication psychogenically is related to 
T11–L2 sensory preservation.

The neurologic control of orgasm has not been well 
delineated. It is generally believed to be a spinal level reflex 
response that can be inhibited or excited by the brain. If 
on physical examination the BC and anocutaneous reflex 
are absent and there is no sensation at S4–S5, attainment 
of orgasm is unlikely. Approximately 40% of men and 
women with SCI report orgasm; however, achieving orgasm 
is known to take longer after SCI. Women at all levels and 
completeness of SCI report the experience of orgasm, and 
more than 50% of spinal cord–injured women in one study 
were able to achieve orgasm in a laboratory setting.407

Effective treatments for male erectile dysfunction, not 
ejaculatory dysfunction, resulting from SCI include (1) oral 
medications, (2) vacuum tumescence devices, (3) intracav-
ernous (penile) injections, and (4) penile implants. Oral 
type 5 phosphodiesterase inhibitors such as sildenafil, 
vardenafil, and tadalafil have been found to be effective 
in 65% to 75% of individuals in randomized clinical tri-
als, and are now first-line therapies for erectile dysfunc-
tion after SCI.17,29,51,126 Vacuum tumescence devices are 
effective in producing an adequate erection in more than 
50% of individuals, although oral medications have con-
sistently been preferred by users when the methods have 
been compared directly in studies. Since penile necrosis 
has been reported if the constricting ring is left in place 
for too long, the ring should not be left in place for more 
than 30 minutes. Intracavernous injections with papaver-
ine, phentolamine, or prostaglandin E1 used alone or in 
combination, as one has not been shown to be more effec-
tive than the others, have a 90% reported satisfactory erec-
tile response rate in pooled cases series.29,52,126 Reported 
complications of injections include priapism (more often 
with phentolamine and papaverine), penile scarring after 
repeated use, local swelling, and pain at the injection site. 
Penile implants are very effective but have been shown 
to consistently have a serious complication rate of 10%, 
including erosion through the skin and infection.126,273 If 
the implanted prosthesis is removed after a serious com-
plication occurs, the penile tissue is invariably damaged, 
and the other methods of erectile dysfunction treatment 
are then usually ineffective.

Treatment of infertility in men with SCI is initially 
focused on producing an ejaculate, because only 10% to 
20% of men are able to ejaculate naturally after SCI.436 
Interventions including manual or partner masturbation, 
penile vibratory stimulation, and electroejaculation can 
lead to success in ejaculation in 95% of individuals.125 
Penile vibratory stimulation is the application of a vibrat-
ing disk to the frenulum and glans penis to activate the 
ejaculatory reflex. This can be performed alone or in con-
cert with electroejaculation, whereby an electrical probe 
is placed in contact with the rectal wall near the prostate 
gland and seminal vesicles, and up to 15 to 35 stimulations 
are administered at progressively increasing voltages. After 
either procedure the bladder can be catheterized to harvest 
any retrograde ejaculation. Rectoscopy is performed before 
and after electroejaculation to evaluate for rectal injury, a 
possible complication.

Semen quality deteriorates significantly within the first 
2 weeks after SCI.282 This deterioration has been character-
ized by reduced numbers of spermatozoa, decreased sperm 
motility, and the presence of inhibitory factors within the 
seminal fluid.73,74,350 Both ejaculatory frequency greater 
than once per week and reflex bladder emptying when 
compared with IC have been associated with diminished 
sperm quality. Scrotal temperature has not been shown 
to be a significant factor.75,339,340,380,406 Given these barri-
ers, pregnancy rates are approximately 50% in partners of 
males with SCI using assisted ejaculation or advanced fer-
tility treatments such as testicular biopsy or aspiration, in-
vitro fertilization, or intracytoplasmic sperm injection.125

Women with SCI are not thought to have decreased fer-
tility, although this has not been closely evaluated. Most 
women experience temporary amenorrhea postinjury that 
lasts for an average of 4 months.234 Pregnancy can alter 
the ability of a woman with SCI to transfer, perform pres-
sure reliefs, and propel a wheelchair. The introduction of 
sliding boards and motorized wheelchairs can be helpful 
during a pregnancy. Because of the enlarging abdomen, 
self-catheterization can become difficult, necessitating 
use of an indwelling catheter. Respiratory function can 
be compromised during pregnancy, especially in women 
with tetraplegia. The onset of labor can be accompanied 
by significantly increased spasticity. Labor might not be 
perceived by women with injury levels above T10. Uterine 
contractions during labor have been associated with AD in 
women with injury levels above T6, and this needs to be 
differentiated from the blood pressure elevations seen in 
preeclampsia.86 AD associated with labor, however, can be 
treated or prevented with epidural anesthesia.

Pressure Ulcers

Pressure ulcers are lesions in the integument caused by exter-
nal pressure. External pressure causes local tissue ischemia 
and occurs typically over bony prominences. Although it 
is established that persons with SCI are highly susceptible 
to developing pressure ulcers because of impaired mobil-
ity and sensation, pressure ulcers can be prevented with 
proper care.

In addition to pressure itself, numerous secondary risk 
factors are associated with the development of pressure 
ulcers. These secondary risk factors include immobility, 
incontinence, spasticity, limited activity levels, impaired 
nutrition, altered level of consciousness, and low satisfac-
tion with life. Incontinence and impaired nutrition affect 
the structural integrity of the tissues, whereas the other 
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factors lead to directly or indirectly to increased external 
pressures, in either magnitude or duration. For example, 
spasticity can lead to shear forces that can dramatically 
increase the susceptibility to ulceration.147 Recurrence of 
ulcers after healing has been associated with smoking, 
diabetes, and cardiovascular disease.222 Complications 
associated with pressure ulcers can include bacteremia, 
osteomyelitis, septic arthritis, advancing cellulitis, endo-
carditis, amyloidosis, anemia, squamous cell carcinoma, a 
fistula to the bowel or bladder from the ulcer, heterotopic 
bone formation, and maggot infestation.

One quarter of those hospitalized in the acute hospital 
or rehabilitation units of the SCI Model Systems develop 
at least one pressure ulcer.98 At 1, 5, 10, and 20 years after 
injury, the prevalence has been reported as 15%, 20%, 
23%, and 29%, respectively.476 During acute rehabilita-
tion, pressure ulcers are seen in the following distribution: 
sacrum, 39%; calcaneus, 13%; ischium, 8%; occiput, 6%; 
and scapula, 5%.98 This contrasts with the distribution 
seen 2 years after injury: ischium, 31%; trochanter, 26%; 
sacrum, 18%; calcaneus, 5%; and malleolus, 4%.476 The 
higher distribution of ulcers in the sacrum and calcaneus 
in the acute group is probably because of the increased 
time spent supine in bed soon after injury, as opposed to 
more time sitting in a wheelchair later.

Assessment of Pressure Ulcers

An assessment of a pressure ulcer (see Chapter 32) should 
include a notation of location, stage of wound, size, char-
acteristics of the ulcer cavity, and characteristics of the sur-
rounding skin. Table 55-7 outlines a six-stage classification 
of pressure ulcers refined by the National Pressure Ulcer 
Advisory Committee.60

A determination of the potential causes of the break-
down should be made. The location of the wound is often 
very helpful in determining the underlying mechanism 
responsible for causing the increased pressure that has led 
to wound development. For example, a sacral ulcer in a 
bedbound patient might suggest unrelieved direct pressure 
from the mattress. A sacral or coccygeal ulcer in a person 
who is sitting with these areas in contact with the rear por-
tion of the seat might suggest both shearing and direct 
pressure over the sacrum and coccyx from sitting. In this 
latter example, relieving pressure only when in bed and 
ignoring the poor positioning when in the chair will not 
allow the ulcer to heal, even with appropriate wound care 
dressings. A sacral ulcer that recurs after a person sits on a 
commode might suggest unrelieved pressure created by the 
edge of the cutout of the seat of a commode chair.

Treatment of Pressure Ulcers

Pressure ulcer healing comprises a sequence of loosely 
linked components that include inflammation, matrix syn-
thesis and deposition, angiogenesis, fibroplasia, epitheli-
alization, contraction, and remodeling. Growth factors are 
important determinants of this sequence. Different stages 
of wounds require different components to heal. Stage II 
ulcers might need only epithelialization, whereas a stage 
III or IV ulcer can require matrix synthesis and deposition, 
angiogenesis, fibroplasia, and contraction.

Pressure ulcers can acquire necrotic tissue. Necrotic 
tissue releases endotoxins that inhibit fibroblast and 
keratinocyte migration. It is also an excellent growth 
medium for bacteria. The bacteria produce enzymes and 
proteases that degrade fibrin and growth factors, leading to 
impaired healing.414,415 Removal of necrotic tissue can be 
done by a number of different methods of debridement, 

Table 55-7   National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel 
Staging System, 2007 Revision

Pressure 
Ulcer Stages Description

Suspected 
deep tissue 
injury

Purple or maroon localized area of discolored intact skin 
or blood-filled blister resulting from damage of under-
lying soft tissue from pressure or shear, or both. The 
area may be preceded by tissue that is painful, firm, 
mushy, boggy, warmer or cooler as compared with 
adjacent tissue. Deep tissue injury may be difficult to 
detect in individuals with dark skin tones. Evolution 
may include a thin blister over a dark wound bed. 
The wound may further evolve and become covered 
by thin eschar. Evolution may be rapid, exposing addi-
tional layers of tissue even with optimal treatment.

Stage I Intact skin with nonblanchable redness of a localized 
area usually over a bony prominence. Darkly pig-
mented skin may not have visible blanching; its color 
may differ from the surrounding area. The area may 
be painful, firm, soft, warmer or cooler as compared 
with adjacent tissue. Stage I may be difficult to detect 
in individuals with dark skin tones.

Stage II Partial-thickness loss of dermis presenting as a shallow 
open ulcer with a red-pink wound bed, without 
slough. May also present as an intact or open/rup-
tured serum-filled blister. Presents as a shiny or dry 
shallow ulcer without slough or bruising.* This stage 
should not be used to describe skin tears, tape burns, 
perineal dermatitis, maceration, or excoriation.

Stage III Full-thickness tissue loss. Subcutaneous fat may be vis-
ible, but bone, tendon, and muscle are not exposed. 
Slough may be present but does not obscure the 
depth of tissue loss. May include undermining and 
tunneling. The depth of a stage III pressure ulcer 
varies by anatomic location. The bridge of the nose, 
ear, occiput, and malleolus do not have subcutaneous 
tissue, and stage III ulcers can be shallow. In contrast, 
areas of significant adiposity can develop extremely 
deep stage III pressure ulcers. Bone or tendon is not 
visible or directly palpable.

Stage IV Full-thickness tissue loss with exposed bone, tendon, 
or muscle. Slough or eschar may be present on some 
parts of the wound bed. Often include undermining 
and tunneling. The depth of a stage IV pressure ulcer 
varies by anatomic location. The bridge of the nose, 
ear, occiput, and malleolus do not have subcutane-
ous tissue, and these ulcers can be shallow. Stage 
IV ulcers can extend into muscle and/or supporting 
structures (e.g., fascia, tendon, or joint capsule), mak-
ing osteomyelitis possible. Exposed bone or tendon 
is visible or directly palpable.

Unstageable Full-thickness tissue loss in which the base of the ulcer is 
covered by slough (yellow, tan, gray, green, or brown) 
and/or eschar (tan, brown, or black) in the wound 
bed. Until enough slough and/or eschar is removed 
to expose the base of the wound, the true depth, and 
therefore stage, cannot be determined. Stable (dry, 
adherent, intact without erythema or fluctuance) 
eschar on the heels serves as “the body’s natural 
(biological) cover” and should not be removed.

From Black J, Baharestani MM, Cuddigan J, et al: National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel’s 
updated pressure ulcer staging system, Adv Skin Wound Care 20:269-274, 2007.
*Bruising indicates suspected deep tissue injury.
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including autolysis and chemical, sharp, and mechanical 
debridement. Autolysis is promoted when a moisture-
retentive barrier is applied over a superficial ulcer, allowing 
endogenous enzymes to degrade the necrotic tissue. Chem-
ical debridement refers to the application of commercially 
available enzymes that selectively degrade necrotic tissues. 
Sharp debridement refers to excision of necrotic tissue or 
scar with a sharp instrument. Mechanical debridement can 
be performed with either hydrotherapy or application of 
wet-to-dry dressings.

Many studies have shown that wounds heal more quickly 
when the ulcer bed is moist rather than dry.181,205,396 Numer-
ous dressing products are on the market that have differ-
ent properties, and they can be used to maintain optimal 
moist wound healing within the ulcer cavity (see Chapter 
32). It is also important to maintain the intact surrounding 
skin, because maceration of the surrounding skin can pro-
long wound healing time.475 The major dressing categories 
include transparent films, hydrocolloids, hydrogels, foams, 
alginates, and gauze dressings. Transparent films are adhe-
sive, nonabsorptive, semipermeable membranes, whereas 
hydrocolloids are adhesive wafers with water-absorbing 
particles that have a minimal to moderate absorptive capac-
ity. Both allow autolytic debridement and are indicated for 
use in the treatment of partial-thickness wounds. Foams 
are nonadherent, hydrophobic or hydrophilic materials 
with minimal to moderate absorptive capacity. Hydrogels 
are water- or glycerin-based gels with minimal to moder-
ate absorptive capacity. Alginates are soft, absorbent, non-
woven, seaweed-derived dressings that have a cotton-like 
appearance, with a moderate to heavy absorptive capacity. 
Foams, hydrogels, and alginates all fill dead space within 
an ulcer crater, require a secondary dressing, and are 
appropriate for both partial- and full-thickness wounds. 
It should be noted that significant differences in healing 
rates have not been found when different types of moist 
healing dressings have been compared. These comparisons 
have included hydrocolloids, hydrogels, and saline-moist-
ened gauze, as well as hydrocolloids and foams.7,30,106,440 
Other modalities that have shown benefit in randomized 
controlled studies have included vacuum-assisted closure, 
electrical stimulation, and the use of pulsed electromag-
netic energy.26,143,179,189

Adequate nutrition is essential to heal a pressure ulcer. 
Caloric requirements are increased for a person with SCI 
who has a pressure ulcer. The caloric need rises to 25 kcal/kg  
body weight per day, as compared with 21 kcal/kg body 
weight per day for a person having SCI but no pressure 
ulcer.6,276 Protein requirements are also increased for a per-
son with an SCI and a pressure ulcer. The increase is up to 
1.5 to 2.0 g of protein per kilogram body weight per day, 
as compared with 1.0 to 1.25 g of protein per kilogram 
body weight per day for a person with SCI and no pressure 
ulcer.81,446

Bed and wheelchair support surfaces and proper posi-
tioning in them can help prevent pressure ulcers from 
developing, and help to heal them if they occur. Commer-
cially available pressure-relieving support surfaces include 
mattress overlays, specialty mattresses, turning beds, cush-
ions, and wheelchairs that tilt or recline. Mattress overlays 
such as foam pads, gel pads, and static and dynamic air 
overlays should be used by persons with significant sensory 
loss, to prevent pressure ulcers over the sacrum and greater 
trochanters. Specialty mattresses, of which low air loss and 
alternating air types are the most common, usually provide 
better pressure relief but at an increased cost. These mat-
tresses are indicated for persons at high risk and those with 
either nonhealing ulcers or pressure ulcers on multiple 
turning surfaces. It has been traditionally taught that per-
sons with SCI and poor sensation need to be repositioned 
onto a different support surface every 2 hours in any non-
turning bed, whether or not a specialty mattress is used. 
One standard support surface position requires a 30-degree 
angled, side-lying position, with pillows behind the back 
and between the knees, to avoid pressure on the greater 
trochanter, sacrum, and knees. Another standard support 
surface position is the prone position, with pillows placed 
under the thorax, pelvis, thighs, and shins.

Pressure-relieving cushions designed for wheelchairs 
should be used by persons with significant sensory loss to 
prevent pressure ulcers over the ischial tuberosities. These 
can be composed of air, foam, gel, or some combination 
of these, It is also essential when sitting that pressure reliefs 
be performed approximately every 15 to 30 minutes for 
a duration of 2 minutes.104 Effective pressure relief tech-
niques include a forward lean in the chair (perhaps the 
most effective), a side to side lean, a push-up, a recline, or 
a tilt back.224

Stage III and IV ulcers might not heal in a timely fash-
ion, depending on their location and size, and operative 
repair to close the defect is often indicated. Individuals 
who cannot tolerate surgery for medical reasons, who have 
a short life expectancy, or who are unlikely to protect the 
area of operative repair are poor candidates for operative 
repair. Successful operative repairs typically include exci-
sion of the ulcer, the surrounding scar, and the underly-
ing necrotic or infected bone. The coverage is typically a 
regional pedicle flap that includes muscle and its blood 
supply. Postoperatively a person should be positioned off 
the surgical site for several weeks to allow healing. If pres-
sure on the surgical flap is unavoidable, an air-fluidized 
bed should be used.

Pain

Approximately 80% of people with SCI report chronic 
pain, while approximately one third report chronic, severe 
pain that interferes with activity and affects quality of life.* 
In one study, more than one third of persons with thoracic 
or lumbosacral SCI and pain were willing to trade the pos-
sibility of recovery from their SCI for pain relief.332

Many different types of pain are experienced by persons 
with SCI. To organize the different types, which have dif-
ferent etiologies and treatments, different classification 
schemes have been proposed.83,91,153,401 Most of the clas-
sifications organize the types of pain into nociceptive and 
neuropathic categories. Nociceptive pain is defined as pain 
arising from activation of peripheral nerve endings or sen-
sory receptors that are capable of transducing and encod-
ing noxious stimuli. Neuropathic pain is defined as pain 
that arises as a direct consequence of a lesion or disease 
affecting the somatosensory system.278,442

*References 67, 85, 118, 119, 178, 332, 373, 374, 426.
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Musculoskeletal Pain

Musculoskeletal (nociceptive) pain refers to pain occur-
ring in a region where there generally is at least some 
preserved sensation and the pain is thought to be arising 
from nociceptors within musculoskeletal structures (mus-
cles, tendons, ligaments, joints, bones). It might occur at 
any location where there are musculoskeletal structures, 
including areas below the NLI.

The enormous demands placed on the upper limbs of 
persons with SCI during their daily activities, work, and 
sports lead to a high incidence of overuse injuries and mus-
culoskeletal pain. Overuse injuries are caused by repetitive 
motions and recurrent microtrauma, which can be aggra-
vated by more major acute injury. The treatment of overuse 
injuries in the upper limbs depends on the specific etiol-
ogy, but can be divided into overlapping phases:
 •  Control of inflammation and pain with protection, 

rest, ice application, compression, elevation, and non-
steroidal antiinflammatory drugs

 •  Mobilization to regain joint ROM
 •  Strengthening exercises once 80% to 85% of painless 

ROM is achieved
 •  Functional restoration24

The goal is to achieve the previous level of function 
while preventing recurrence.

Shoulder pain is the most common and incapacitating 
upper limb overuse injury and can be caused by bicipital 
tendonitis, rotator cuff impingement syndrome, subacro-
mial bursitis, capsulitis, and osteoarthritis. The prevalence 
of shoulder pain in persons with chronic paraplegia (data 
taken from questionnaires sent to community dwellers) 
ranges from 40% to 50%.115,117,333 The prevalence of shoul-
der pain in persons with chronic tetraplegia is similar to 
that for paraplegia, ranging from 40% to 60%.115,117 The 
etiology of shoulder pain after tetraplegia, in contrast to 
shoulder pain after paraplegia, more often includes pain 
that stems from shoulder instability, resulting from weak-
ness of the muscles that stabilize the shoulder joint, as well 
as capsulitis and contracture caused by a lack of passive or 
active ROM and underlying spasticity.

Specific treatment (and prevention) strategies for shoul-
der pain originating from the rotator cuff in persons with 
SCI should include strengthening, stretching, optimizing 
posture, and avoidance of activities that promote impinge-
ment. Strengthening of the dynamic shoulder stabilizers 
should occur in a balanced fashion. A program should 
emphasize strengthening the posterior shoulder muscles, 
including the external rotators, the posterior scapular mus-
cles (rhomboids and trapezius), and the adductors. Wheel-
chair use promotes strengthening of the antagonists to 
these muscles (i.e., the anterior shoulder musculature).84 
Stretching of the dynamic shoulder stabilizers, especially 
the anterior shoulder muscles, is also necessary to achieve 
a balanced shoulder. This is because these muscles often 
become hypertrophied and contracted through constant 
use during wheelchair propulsion and transfer activities. 
In one controlled study of wheelchair users, an interven-
tion consisting of a 6-month exercise protocol (two exer-
cises for stretching anterior shoulder musculature and 
three exercises for strengthening posterior shoulder mus-
culature) was effective in decreasing the shoulder pain 
that interfered with functional activities.116 Elbow pain in 
persons with paraplegia is also fairly common (16% to 
35%) and is often caused by lateral epicondylitis (tennis 
elbow).117,403

Visceral Pain

Visceral (nociceptive) pain refers to pain usually located 
in the thorax, abdomen, or pelvis that is believed to be 
primarily generated in visceral structures. This category 
includes abdominal pain caused by fecal impaction, bowel 
obstruction, bowel infarction, bowel perforation, cholecys-
titis, choledocholithiasis, pancreatitis, appendicitis, splenic 
rupture, bladder perforation, pyelonephritis, or superior 
mesenteric syndrome.83,91,153,187,401

The presence of visceral pain is suggested by evidence 
of visceral pathology on imaging or other testing that is 
consistent with the pain presentation. Although the pain 
is characteristically vague and poorly localized, tender-
ness of the offending visceral structures on palpation of 
the abdomen might be elicited, depending on the level 
and completeness of injury. Visceral pain can be asso-
ciated with symptoms of AD, anorexia, altered bowel 
patterns (e.g., constipation), nausea, or vomiting, any 
of which can be more prominent than the pain itself. 
“Cramping,” “dull,” and “tender” are common pain 
descriptors of visceral pain, and a relationship to food 
intake is often present.

Other (Nociceptive) Pain

AD headache pain can be severe and usually is described as 
“pounding.” It is most common in a person with an NLI 
at or above T6. AD headache is associated with an elevated 
blood pressure, and often with diaphoresis, piloerection, 
cutaneous vasodilatation above the level of injury, brady-
cardia or tachycardia, nasal stuffiness, conjunctival conges-
tion, and mydriasis. AD is usually triggered by a noxious 
stimulus caudal to the NLI, usually related to the bowel 
or bladder (e.g., bowel impaction or UTI). Treatment of 
AD headache is discussed above in the Cardiovascular and 
Autonomic System section.

Neuropathic Pain

At-Level Spinal Cord Injury (Neuropathic) Pain. At-level 
SCI (neuropathic) pain refers to neuropathic pain perceived 
in a segmental pattern anywhere within the dermatome 
representing the NLI and/or within the three dermatomes 
below this level and not in any lower dermatomes. A nec-
essary condition for classifying a pain as at-level SCI pain 
is that a lesion or disease must affect the spinal cord or 
nerve roots, and the pain is believed to arise as a result of 
this damage. The pain can be unilateral or bilateral. Neu-
ropathic pain occurring in this distribution that cannot be 
attributed to spinal cord or nerve root damage should be 
classified as other (neuropathic).

The presence of at-level SCI pain is suggested by allo-
dynia or hyperalgesia within the pain distribution and 
by the following pain descriptors: hot-burning, tingling, 
pricking, sharp, shooting, squeezing, painful cold, electric 
shock-like, and numb.52,68,83,184,401 It is often difficult to 
distinguish between the two subcategories of at-level SCI 
pain, spinal cord pain and radicular pain, because both 
are typically involved in any traumatic SCI. Radicular pain 
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is generally, although not always, unilateral and radiating 
in a dermatomal pattern. At-level radicular pain is usu-
ally paroxysmal, whereas at-level spinal cord pain is typi-
cally constant. When at-level SCI pain is associated with 
spinal instability where spinal movement exacerbates the 
pain, it is presumably more likely to be radicular pain.

Syringomyelia often presents initially with at-level spi-
nal cord pain, either on coughing or spontaneously. The 
character of pain caused by syringomyelia is typically 
burning or dull aching, although it can be sharp, electri-
cal, or stabbing, and can be localized either unilaterally or 
bilaterally.

Below-Level Spinal Cord Injury (Neuropathic) Pain. 
Below-level SCI (neuropathic) pain or below-level spi-
nal cord pain refers to neuropathic pain that is perceived 
more than three dermatomes below the dermatome repre-
senting the NLI. It might or might not be perceived within 
the dermatome representing the NLI and the three der-
matomes below the NLI. A necessary condition for clas-
sifying a pain as below-level SCI pain is that a lesion or 
disease must affect the spinal cord and that the pain is 
thought to arise as a result of this damage. Neuropathic 
pain occurring in this distribution that cannot be attrib-
uted to the spinal cord damage should be classified as 
“other neuropathic.”

The presence of below-level spinal cord pain is sug-
gested by the same pain descriptors mentioned for at-
level SCI pain. Allodynia or hyperalgesia can be present 
within the pain distribution for persons with incomplete 
injuries.52,68,83,184,401 The distribution of below-level spi-
nal cord pain is generally not dermatomal but regional, 
enveloping large areas such as the anal region, the bladder, 
the genitals, the legs, or commonly the entire body below 
the NLI. It is usually continuous in presence, although the 
intensity of the pain can fluctuate in response to a num-
ber of factors, including psychologic stress, anxiety, fatigue, 
smoking, noxious stimuli below the level of injury, and 
weather changes.

Treatment of At-Level and Below-Level Spinal Cord 
Injury (Neuropathic) Pain. Treatments of neuropathic 
pain after SCI have historically not been shown to be partic-
ularly effective. However, a few oral pharmacologic agents, 
namely pregabalin, gabapentin, tramadol, and amitrip-
tyline, have shown effectiveness for some in randomized 
controlled trials for the treatment of neuropathic pain after 
SCI.245,434,471-473 Also, although there are not many data 
specific to the treatment of pain after SCI for other inter-
ventions, other medications are commonly prescribed, 
including the selective serotonin and norepinephrine 
reuptake inhibitors, opioids (oral, transdermal, and intra-
thecal),400 and neurotoxins (intrathecal ziconotide).384 
Modalities including desensitization techniques for 
evoked pain, massage, and especially exercise can also be 
beneficial. Psychologic interventions including education, 
cognitive-behavioral therapy,445 relaxation,213,285 and hyp-
nosis193,421 can allow persons to manage this pain over 
the long term and to minimize its impact on their lives. 
Neurointerventional techniques such as surgical nerve 
root decompression and transforaminal epidural steroid 
injections for radicular pain, and dorsal root entry zone 
microcoagulation for spinal cord pain, can be considered 
as well.99,168

Other (Neuropathic) Pain. Compressive neuropathy 
pain occurs in a specific peripheral nerve distribution dis-
tal to the root level and is attributed to compression of a 
specific peripheral nerve or plexus of nerves. Symptoms 
most often include either spontaneous or evoked numb-
ness or tingling in a specific peripheral nerve distribution. 
This category includes median, ulnar, radial, and axillary 
neuropathies in persons with paraplegia. The signs and 
symptoms of carpal tunnel syndrome (i.e., numbness or 
tingling of thumb, index, or middle fingers; abnormal sen-
sation on testing; or numbness or tingling with provoca-
tive tests) are common in persons with paraplegia. In one 
study the reported prevalence correlated for the most part 
with the time since injury—that is, 42% for a group 0 to 5 
years postinjury, 74% for a group 10 to 14 years postinjury, 
and 86% for a group 20 or more years postinjury.403 This 
syndrome is thought to result from a combination of repet-
itive trauma, as occurs with propulsion of manual wheel-
chairs, and ischemia from repetitive marked increases in 
carpal canal pressures, as occurs with push-up pressure 
reliefs or transfers from one seating surface to another.194 
A higher risk for developing pain has been shown in those 
who are overweight or use improper wheelchair propul-
sion biomechanics.63

Strategies of treatment and prevention of a compres-
sive neuropathy at the wrist include avoidance of weight- 
bearing on a flexed or extended wrist by substituting a 
handgrip for the flat placement of either hand on a surface 
whenever possible. Other strategies include weight loss, 
provision of the lightest possible wheelchair that meets 
the needs of the individual, use of power and power-assist 
wheelchairs, and instruction and training in an efficient 
wheelchair propulsion pattern.336 This typically is a pattern 
that minimizes the forcefulness and frequency with which 
the wrist strikes the wheel (i.e., long and smooth arm 
strokes).63,65 Side- to-side or forward lean pressure reliefs 
should be substituted for push-up pressure reliefs as well.

Spasticity

Spasticity is a syndrome of different components, includ-
ing a velocity-dependent increased resistance to passive 
motion, involuntary muscle contractions or spasms, and 
hyperreflexia (see Chapter 30). The involuntary muscle 
contractions result from different muscles acting synergis-
tically, typically in a specific flexion or extension pattern. 
Although spasticity can cause difficulty with mobility, 
positioning, and comfort, and might even predispose to 
skin breakdown, it can also be helpful for ambulating and 
performing ADL. An example is allowing individuals to 
bridge their buttocks to allow them to pull their trousers 
over their buttocks. The decision of whether to treat spas-
ticity, and how to do so, should be based on an evalua-
tion that has identified all the activities and other medical 
issues that are helped or hindered by one or more of the 
components of spasticity. Activities that need to be evalu-
ated, at least through self-report and perhaps by observa-
tion, include bladder management, sexual functioning, 
sleep, dressing, bathing, positioning, wheelchair mobility, 
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and ambulation. Medical issues that need to be evaluated 
include the presence of pressure ulcers and pain, because 
spasticity can predispose to both and can be the under-
lying factor behind the development of these secondary 
conditions. Determining the specific patterns of involun-
tary muscle contraction is important as well, because non-
systemic treatments of spasticity depend on the specific 
pattern. For example, an intramuscular injection of alco-
hol or botulinum toxin needs to be targeted to a specific 
offending muscle to be effective. Because the different 
components of spasticity often do not correlate with each 
other, different assessment tools that address the different 
components should also be performed during any evalua-
tion.360 Common assessment tools include 5-point ordinal 
scales for grading resistance to passive movement, such as 
the Ashworth Scale and a modified form of this scale, and 
ordinal ranking scales that rate the frequency of significant 
involuntary muscle contractions per unit time, such as the 
Spasm Frequency Score and the Penn Spasm Frequency 
Score.290,307

Treatment of Spasticity

Stretching of spastic muscles is the mainstay of treatment 
of spasticity for virtually all persons with SCI. Steady static 
stretching, to the limits of the ROM of a joint, has been 
shown to result in a reduction of reflex activity that can last 
for several hours after the exercise.395 ROM exercises should 
be performed regularly on all affected joints by members 
of the rehabilitation team, support staff, or family mem-
bers, after instruction in proper technique. Proper posi-
tioning, in bed or in wheelchairs, can effectively control 
increased muscle tone, as well as provide a prolonged static 
stretch to spastic muscles. An example of this is sleeping in 
a prone position to provide a sustained stretch of hip and 
knee flexors. The increased tone in the trunk encountered 
while sitting in a wheelchair can be improved by slightly 
tilting the seat or by adding a wedge. The use of positioning 
orthoses or serial casts can improve spasticity by placing 
the affected muscle in a position of sustained stretch. An 
example of this is using a padded ankle-foot orthosis or 
cast to maintain a spastic ankle plantar flexor in the neutral 
position. Passive standing on a standing frame or tilt table 
can also provide a significant stretch to the hip, knee, and 
ankle plantar flexors.

Many pharmacologic options are available for the 
 treatment of spasticity. Many practitioners consider oral 
baclofen to be the first-line pharmacologic treatment 
for spinal spasticity. Baclofen is a structural analog of 
γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), the main inhibitory trans-
mitter of the spinal cord, and binds to GABAB receptors. 
Dosing can begin as low as 10 to 15 mg/day in divided 
doses, with gradual increases as clinically indicated. 
Although the maximum recommended dose is 80 mg/day, 
significantly larger doses have been both well tolerated and 
effective.57,247 Adverse effects of baclofen include fatigue 
and dizziness, while seizures can occur with abrupt with-
drawal. Diazepam and other benzodiazepines bind to 
the GABAA receptor. Benzodiazepines can cause physical 
dependence, as well as lethargy and diminished concentra-
tion. If used clinically, it can be difficult to wean people off 
these agents, and weaning should be very gradual. Tizani-
dine hydrochloride is a central α2-adrenergic agonist that 
has been shown to be effective in treating spasticity after 
SCI.329 Adverse effects of tizanidine include sedation and 
liver function abnormalities. Dantrolene sodium differs 
from the agents discussed above, in that it has a periph-
eral rather than a central mechanism of action. It acts by 
inhibiting the release of calcium from muscle sarcoplas-
mic reticulum, inhibiting the excitation-contraction cou-
pling of normal muscle contraction. Dantrolene has the 
potential for hepatotoxicity, and liver function tests must 
be monitored closely.

When only a few specific muscles are affected by prob-
lematic spasticity, targeted injections of these muscles with 
a neurotoxin (e.g., botulinum toxin) or an alcohol (e.g., 
benzyl alcohol [phenol] or ethyl alcohol) can be carried 
out. These injections work by weakening these muscles 
and can be quite effective in reducing the problem spas-
ticity.207,405,411 Targeting specific peripheral nerves with an 
alcohol can provide similar effectiveness.207 Botulinum 
toxin injected into a muscle binds to receptor sites on the 
presynaptic nerve terminal in the neuromuscular junction, 
inhibiting the release of acetylcholine and preventing neu-
romuscular transmission. Alcohols injected perineurally 
or directly into muscles destroy nerve axons and muscle 
in a nonselective manner. Needle electrical stimulation to 
localize motor points or peripheral nerves, or electromyog-
raphy to identify motor end plates, can improve the effec-
tiveness of the injections.338 The clinical effect obtained 
by local injection of neurotoxin or alcohols depends on 
several factors, including the dose administered, the size 
of the muscle injected, and the severity of spasticity of the 
targeted muscle. The clinical effect of a botulinum toxin 
injection can be noted within 2 to 3 days and persist for  
3 to 6 months, whereas the clinical effect of an alcohol injec-
tion is more variable, with reported effectiveness persisting 
from 1 month to several years.207 Resistance to the ben-
eficial effects of botulinum toxin can occur with repeated 
injections because of the development of antibodies to the 
toxin, and therefore its use is not recommended more fre-
quently than every 3 months. Local destruction of tissue 
by injection of an alcohol can be painful in persons with 
preserved sensation, and paresthesias can be induced by 
destruction of a sensory nerve. Botulinum toxin does not 
typically cause pain. Alcohols, however, are significantly 
less costly than botulinum toxins. Injections seem to be 
most effective when combined with an effective stretching 
program of the affected muscles.

The administration of baclofen intrathecally is the most 
effective treatment for severe, generalized spasticity in per-
sons with SCI.347,348 Baclofen can be delivered intrathecally 
through a catheter that extends from the intrathecal space 
out through the dura and spine, and through a subcuta-
neous tunnel to a battery-driven infusion pump located 
in a subcutaneous pocket in the abdomen. The entire sys-
tem is implanted, and there are no external components. 
Dosage adjustments are made by radiotelemetry using a 
handheld computer. Pump reservoir refills are performed 
percutaneously. Several different modes of drug delivery 
are available, including one that allows different rates of 
baclofen infusion at different times of the day. Candidates 
for placement of an intrathecal pump include those per-
sons whose spasticity is uncontrolled by pharmacologic 
and noninvasive treatments, and who are reliable enough 
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to consistently undergo regular pump refills. To confirm 
efficacy and appropriateness before a pump is implanted, 
the candidate usually receives an intrathecal bolus test dose 
of baclofen delivered via lumbar puncture. If the test dose 
is deemed successful and a pump is implanted, the intra-
thecal baclofen dose is gradually titrated until the desired 
benefit is obtained. Effective maintenance dose ranges are 
quite variable among individuals.

Musculoskeletal Conditions

A variety of musculoskeletal conditions can affect persons 
with SCI and cause pain and reduce functional ability. 
Most of these conditions are preventable, but when they 
occur, successful management can be quite difficult.

Contractures

A contracture is a common finding in the paralyzed limbs 
of persons with SCI. A contracture refers to a fixed stiffness 
of a soft tissue that limits joint motion in a particular direc-
tion.248 Joint contractures can prevent achievement of full 
functional capacity, inhibit hygiene, lead to abnormal posi-
tioning with resultant pain or pressure ulcer development, 
and prevent use of a joint in the future should motor recov-
ery occur in a delayed fashion. The primary cause of con-
tracture is prolonged joint immobilization, but secondary 
factors include edema, muscle imbalance, spasticity, and 
local trauma. Certain joints seem more prone to develop 
contractures than others. Upper limb contractures develop 
primarily in persons with tetraplegia and can interfere sig-
nificantly with performance of self-care functions. At the 
shoulder, contractures limiting adduction and internal 
rotation are quite common. These contractures can limit 
transfer ability, grooming, dressing, and positioning in the 
prone position. Elbow flexion contracture often develops 
in persons with C5 tetraplegia because of muscle imbal-
ance, and interferes with the ability to transfer, the abil-
ity to propel a wheelchair, feeding, and grooming. Flexion 
contracture at the wrist and fingers can also interfere with 
performance of self-care activities, although mild tight-
ening of finger flexors in persons with C6 tetraplegia can 
permit a weak grasp through the “tenodesis” mechanism. 
In the lower limbs, flexion contractures of the hips and 
knees interfere with proper bed positioning, transferring, 
and dressing, and increase the risk for developing pressure 
ulcers. Adduction contractures of the hips hinder perineal 
care. All of these contractures, as well as plantar flexion 
contracture of the ankles, interfere with comfortable stand-
ing and ambulation.

Contractures are best prevented by proper positioning 
in bed, by performing passive ROM and stretching exer-
cises of all joints at least daily, and sometimes by use of 
prophylactic static splints. Additional preventive measures 
include effective management of spasticity and edema. 
Edema should be managed by elevation, massage, and 
compression garments. Once a contracture is present, 
aggressive ROM exercises should be started, which often 
require pretreatment with pain medications. In addition, 
static and dynamic splints are used to maintain the maxi-
mally corrected position. Serial casting with adequately 
padded splints can be applied. Spasticity can be treated 
with medications administered orally or intrathecally, or 
by performing nerve blocks. Surgical interventions are 
occasionally required, such as tenotomies and tendon-
lengthening procedures.

Fractures

Major trauma can result in a fracture of any bone, but in 
persons with SCI, fractures in the paralyzed lower limbs 
without major trauma are of particular concern. Signifi-
cant osteoporosis develops in the lower limbs during the 
first few months after SCI, which makes the bones brittle 
and prone to fractures. The reported lifetime incidence of 
known fracture in persons with SCI is relatively low (1.5% 
to 6%), but some undisplaced fractures in the anesthetic 
limbs can pass unnoticed.183,248,368,451 Fracture incidence 
has been shown for males with complete paraplegia to 
increase with time after SCI, from 1% within the first 
year to approximately 5% per year after 20 years.480 Most 
fractures are caused by a fall during transfer activities, fol-
lowed in frequency by fractures caused by ROM exercises 
and those without known cause. The most common site 
of fracture is the supracondylar region of the femur. The 
diagnosis of a fracture in an anesthetic limb can be a chal-
lenge. Most patients complain of a recent onset of unilat-
eral leg swelling, not feeling well, and having a low-grade 
fever. On examination a swelling and a bruise might be 
present. If the fracture is severe, a deformity or crepitus 
can be present.

Traditional fracture management is indicated for persons 
with SCI who are ambulatory. Treatment of fractures in per-
sons with SCI who are nonambulatory is usually nonoper-
ative for nondisplaced or minimally displaced lower limb 
fractures. The goal of treatment is to preserve prefracture 
function, avoid complications, and secure proper healing 
and alignment. Because most people with SCI are seden-
tary and not ambulatory, some shortening and angulation 
at the fracture site is acceptable. However, rotational defor-
mity should be avoided because it would prevent proper 
foot placement on the wheelchair’s footrest. Despite the 
osteoporosis in the paralyzed limb, bone healing usually 
occurs readily, often with exuberant callus formation. Most 
fractures are treated with a soft, well-padded splint. The 
anesthetic skin should be inspected frequently. Circumfer-
ential casting and external fixation are associated with a 
high risk and complication rate in this population and are 
best avoided. For displaced fractures, however, surgical fixa-
tion is often indicated. A displaced femoral neck fracture is 
best treated with a prosthesis replacement, because if left 
untreated, the femur can migrate proximally and unbal-
ance the pelvis. A displaced intertrochanteric fracture is 
best treated with an intramedullary hip fixation device to 
prevent varus hip deformity, whereas a displaced femoral 
shaft fracture is best treated with an interlocking intramed-
ullary rod. A displaced tibial shaft fracture is best treated 
with an interlocking intramedullary nail.9

Heterotopic Ossification

Heterotopic ossification (HO) is true bone in extraskeletal 
ectopic sites (Figure 55-15). For unknown reasons, pluri-
potential mesenchymal cells in soft tissues differentiate 
into osteoblasts and other cell lines involved with bone 
formation.306,470 These cells produce an extracellular oste-
oid matrix, which is then calcified through the deposition 
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of hydroxyapatite and remodeled by the coupled actions of 
osteoblasts and osteoclasts into well-organized bone over 
several months. 306,470

HO has been reported to occur in 20% to 30% of per-
sons with SCI, with approximately 10% of those with 
HO developing restriction of joint ROM sufficient to sig-
nificantly interfere with mobility and self-care.292,432 Most 
commonly, HO develops within 4 months of SCI, and 
incidence rates decline thereafter.32,292,432 HO most often 
develops around the hips (90%), but other locations where 
it can appear include the knees, shoulders, and elbows.

HO usually presents clinically as a warm local swelling 
adjacent to a joint. This is followed by a more generalized 
edema of the affected paralyzed limb. Low-grade fever can 
be present, and in time, joint mobility can be reduced. The 
differential diagnosis at this early stage includes DVT, infec-
tion, trauma, and impending pressure ulcer.432

The serum alkaline phosphatase level during the acute 
stage is elevated, and a bone scan of the area is positive. 
Plain films show normal findings because of yet insuffi-
cient local deposition of calcium.185,435 As the HO matures, 
it becomes more visible on plain films, but the serum alka-
line phosphatase level and radioisotope uptake gradually 
decrease.

Prophylactic use of nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
drugs to prevent HO has been shown to be effective, 
although they are generally not administered for this pur-
pose given the relatively low incidence of disabling con-
sequences.34,305,430,432 If detected, however, treatment 
of established HO should begin promptly and is aimed 
at halting the ossification process, as well as maintain-
ing joint ROM and function.34 Intravenous etidronate, 
300 mg/day for 3 days, followed by oral etidronate, 20 
mg/kg per day for 6 months, has been shown to be effec-
tive in preventing soft tissue ossification in most of those 
persons having only bone scintigraphic evidence of HO.33 
Less than half the persons with radiographic evidence of 
HO, however, show a response with inhibited soft tissue 
ossification.33 There is no evidence that 6 months of treat-
ment with etidronate is more effective than 3 months.308 

FIGURE 55-15 Heterotopic ossification of the hip.
Radiation therapy for HO is effective, but it is uncommonly 
used because of unknown long-term risks.385 Gentle ROM 
exercises are generally recommended, but forceful stretch-
ing is thought to be contraindicated until the acute inflam-
mation has subsided.435 Surgical resection of HO can be 
done when joint mobility is severely restricted, when HO 
interferes with self-care and sitting in a wheelchair, or both. 
It should also be considered when the HO contributes to 
the development of pressure ulcers, or causes compression 
of nerves and blood vessels.191 The goal of surgery is not 
to resect the entire HO, but to restore joint motion and 
functional skills. The surgical procedure usually consists of 
wedge resection and creation of a pseudoarthrosis. The risk 
for postoperative recurrence can be reduced by adminis-
tering etidronate, antiinflammatory agents, and radiation 
therapy and by performing ROM exercises.34,432

Special Populations

Pediatric Spinal Cord Injury

SCI in children is relatively uncommon, but relatively 
common in adolescents. In the United States, 4.5% of all 
traumatic SCIs occur in children younger than 15 years, 
but 20% occur in persons younger than 20 years.199,453 
In young children, boys and girls are equally affected, but 
with age SCI becomes proportionally more common in 
males.453 Motor vehicle–related injuries are the most com-
mon cause of SCI in children.453 Unique causes of SCI in 
children include lap belt injuries, birth injury, child abuse 
injuries, and craniovertebral junction injuries.251,280,342,453 
Craniovertebral junction injuries are often related to juve-
nile rheumatoid arthritis, Down syndrome, or skeletal 
dysplasia.453

Children and adults with SCI experience most of the 
same clinical manifestations, which are managed in a sim-
ilar or identical fashion. Certain aspects of pediatric SCI 
are different from adults, however, because of anatomic, 
physiologic, and developmental differences. These include 
SCI without radiologic abnormalities (SCIWORA), high 
cervical injuries, lap belt injuries, delayed onset of neuro-
logic deficits, scoliosis, hip subluxations, and psychosocial 
development during childhood and adolescence.

The spine in young children has unique anatomic 
and biomechanical properties that result in much greater 
mobility at the cost of stability. This accounts for the dif-
ferent injury patterns seen in older children, adolescents, 
and adults.350 Children younger than 8 years have sig-
nificantly higher incidences of SCIWORA, delayed onset 
of neurologic deficits, and more neurologically complete 
lesions than those of older children and adults.342 Among 
children younger than 10 years, SCIWORA is seen in 60%, 
but only in 20% of those who are older.452 Although plain 
radiographs show normal findings, other imaging studies, 
for example CT and MRI, can show abnormalities of liga-
ments, disks, and spinal cord.452 Children with SCIWORA 
often have delayed onset of neurologic deficits, ranging 
from half an hour to 4 days.342,452 This type of injury has 
been reported to occur in 25% to 50% of children with 
SCI. The delayed onset of neurologic deficits has been vari-
ously attributed to vascular factors, recurrent cord injury 
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caused by spine instability, and the cascading early effects 
of SCI. It can progress rapidly once initiated.

Neonatal SCI is reported to occur in 1 of 60,000 births 
and is usually associated with breech presentations, espe-
cially when the spine is subjected to excessive longitudinal 
traction forces. This leads most commonly to a lower cervi-
cal or upper thoracic cord lesion.342,453 Upper cervical SCI, 
however, is associated with a cephalic presentation and 
delivery.342

Craniovertebral junction injuries (i.e., atlantooccipital 
or atlantoaxial) are relatively common in children. Often 
they result in immediate death, and the SCI can go unde-
tected. Individuals who survive can require ventilation sup-
port because of high-level SCI.342

Lap belt injuries in motor vehicle collisions occur most 
often in children weighing less than 60 lb who are wearing 
a regular lap belt above the pelvic rim.453 A clinical triad of 
abdominal wall bruising, intraabdominal injuries, and SCI 
at or close to the thoracolumbar junction is often seen in 
these children.453

Medical conditions associated with SCI in children tend 
to be managed in a fashion similar to those in adults, with 
a few exceptions. Reflex bladder emptying is managed 
with a diaper in the infant, but IC is started at the age of 
3 or 4 years and self-catheterization at 5 to 7 years of age.  
A bowel evacuation program is started at 2 to 4 years of 
age. Hypercalcemia commonly affects adolescent boys 
within 3 months of SCI, especially those with complete 
high-level SCI.291 Hypercalcemia is thought to be the result 
of immobilization and increased bone resorption. Symp-
toms include abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, malaise, 
polyuria, polydipsia, and dehydration. Management of 
hypercalcemia includes hydration with saline infusion and 
administration of furosemide and pamidronate.244

The growing child with SCI can experience a variety of 
orthopedic problems, the most significant of which are 
spine deformity and hip instability.56 The prevalence of 
scoliosis can be as high as 98%.56 Close observation with 
annual spine radiography is essential. The use of a prophy-
lactic thoracolumbar orthosis is recommended by many, 
and almost always when curvatures exceed 20 degrees. Sur-
gical spinal fusion can significantly affect future functional 
skills and is therefore best avoided. Surgery can be neces-
sary, however, for curvatures greater than 40 degrees.53 Hip 
instability develops most frequently in children injured at 
an early age, and is usually associated with muscle imbal-
ance caused by spasticity, or by underdevelopment of the 
femoral head and acetabulum that occurs because of flac-
cid hip muscles.53 Unstable and dislocated hips interfere 
with FES ambulation, but do not interfere with sitting or 
ADL. Treatment is usually directed toward prevention of 
contractures and creating bone stability by prophylactic 
application of a hip abduction orthosis.56

The rehabilitation of children with SCI is a dynamic and 
continuous process that changes with each stage of devel-
opment during childhood and adolescence. Functional 
goals need to be reassessed frequently, and different psy-
chosocial issues emerge with each stage of development. 
The goal of rehabilitation is to ensure smooth transition 
into adulthood and a high quality of life. Key areas of con-
cern include emotional status, social and cognitive devel-
opment, family dynamics, schooling, preparation and 
transition to adulthood, and sexuality.14 Psychosocial fac-
tors, rather than level of injury or age at injury, are thought 
to be the best predictors of life satisfaction.14,15

Geriatric Spinal Cord Injury

Acute traumatic SCI in those older than 60 years is com-
paratively rare, but its frequency has been gradually rising, 
from 4.7% of new SCI cases during the 1970s to 12.9% 
currently according to NSCISC data.309,335 When nontrau-
matic SCI is included, the incidence is vastly greater. More 
than half (58%) of 284 consecutive patients with recent 
onset of traumatic and nontraumatic SCI admitted from 
1997 to 2001 to a spinal unit in a large rehabilitation hos-
pital in Italy were found to be older than 50 years.394 With 
the aging of the population in the United States, older indi-
viduals with SCI are likely to become a greater proportion 
of those who experience SCI as a result of falls in the set-
ting of spinal stenosis.

Older persons with acute SCI are in many ways differ-
ent with respect to cause of injury, male-to-female ratio, 
neurologic presentation, comorbidities, complications, 
and certain outcomes. SCI in older individuals is often 
related to cervical spinal stenosis and is caused by a rel-
atively minor trauma. The causes can be a relatively low 
impact injury, such as a fall at home or in the street, or a 
low-velocity motor vehicle collision. SCI in the elderly is 
only rarely related to the risk-taking behavior often seen 
in younger persons.309 Although SCI in older age-groups 
occurs more frequently in men than in women, the dif-
ference is not as striking as among younger people. Older 
persons with SCI have a higher prevalence of preexisting 
medical conditions, including obesity, diabetes, heart dis-
ease, and arthritis. After SCI they have a higher rate of com-
plications, including pneumonia, respiratory insufficiency, 
PE, renal stones, and gastrointestinal bleeding.137,309,394 
Older individuals are neurologically more likely to have 
incomplete lesions, which is especially true for lesions in 
the cervical region.131,400 With respect to outcomes, older 
persons do less well than younger persons, reaching lower 
levels of independence in walking and self-care. They also 
have shorter rehabilitation lengths of stay, and are more 
often discharged to nursing homes than those who are 
younger.135,309,394,477

Aging with SCI was not much of an issue when the sur-
vival rate was low, but as life expectancy for all people with 
SCI has increased, various health conditions, functional 
changes, and psychosocial issues associated with aging are 
now an important aspect of long-term management.469 The 
aging process normally affects the various body systems in 
somewhat predictable ways, but SCI can hasten the rate of 
this process.264 Longitudinal population-based studies on 
persons with SCI have shown that several health-related 
conditions are associated with age, duration of injury, and 
neurologic group.97 These conditions include pneumonia, 
pressure ulcers, joint pain, heart conditions, fatigue, bowel 
problems, and rising serum levels of cholesterol, glucose, 
and creatinine. Functional decline occurs relatively early, 
especially among persons with tetraplegia, resulting in 
their greater need for additional assistance at an earlier 
postinjury time than for persons with paraplegia.264,309 
Complaints of fatigue increase significantly with age, and 
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are associated with a greater need for assistance and a 
diminished ability to work and participate in a variety of 
community activities.264

Various conditions associated with aging have been 
described in persons with SCI. Many of these conditions 
are also thought to be related to a sedentary lifestyle, poor 
diet, smoking, and stress. Heart disease has doubled as a 
cause of mortality in persons with SCI, increasing from 
10.8% in 1973 to 1977, to 20.6% in 1993 to 1998.264 The 
increase in cardiovascular-related deaths might in part be 
related to abnormal lipid profiles, primarily the very low 
HDL cholesterol levels that have been reported in persons 
with SCI. Another cause could be abnormal carbohydrate 
metabolism, because impaired glucose tolerance and dia-
betes mellitus occur relatively frequently in persons with 
SCI.46 Initially after SCI a rapid change in body composi-
tion occurs, with loss of bone and muscle mass and a rela-
tive increase in body fat. But even during the chronic phase 
of SCI, such change continues at a rate exceeding that seen 
in normal aging.45 To protect and improve cardiovascular 
health, nutritional counseling with dietary interventions, 
aerobic exercise training, and smoking cessation programs 
should be advocated early.433 Medications to raise serum 
HDL or lower serum low-density lipoprotein cholesterol 
levels can also be considered.

Urologic complications are common at any age in per-
sons with SCI, but with advancing age the incidence of 
renal stones and impaired renal function increases.264 The 
incidence of bladder cancer has been found to be 16 to 28 
times higher than that of the general population, which 
is thought to be related to the use of chronic indwelling 
catheters, smoking, and urolithiasis.225 Gastrointestinal 
complaints are relatively frequent among older people 
with SCI, especially constipation, stomach pain, fecal 
incontinence, and bleeding hemorrhoids.264 Neurologic 
decline during the chronic stage of SCI has been discussed 
elsewhere in this chapter, including development of PTS 
and entrapment neuropathies. Normal skin loses elastic-
ity and collagen content with age, which would increase 
the risk for developing pressure ulcers. Time since injury, 
however, has not been found to be a major risk factor for 
developing such ulcers.302 The incidence of pneumonia 
has been found to be significantly greater in persons with 
SCI older than 60 years.302 Influenza and pneumococcal 
vaccines should be prescribed for all persons with SCI in 
this age-group.

Older persons with SCI show a small but consistent 
decline with age across most domains assessed by well- 
recognized scales. Such decline is most evident in the areas 
of physical independence, mobility, occupational func-
tioning, and social integration.362

Summary

SCI is a catastrophic event that results in physical disability 
and impaired function of various organ systems. Despite 
decades of intense research, a cure still does not exist. 
Great progress has occurred, however, in the management 
of SCI and its associated conditions. Because of advances 
in clinical practice, people with SCI have increased life 
expectancy. Morbidity is reduced as well, as reflected in 
reduced hospital lengths of stay after SCI and fewer rehos-
pitalizations during follow-up years. Renal failure is no 
longer a leading cause of death, and the incidence of DVT 
has fallen dramatically. Spasticity can be effectively man-
aged, and male fertility is now much improved. Applica-
tion of modern technology has enhanced the function and 
quality of life of many persons with SCI. The International 
Standards for Neurological Classification of SCI has been 
adapted worldwide as the preferred assessment instrument 
of persons with SCI seeking clinical care, and for those par-
ticipating in research studies. Clinical practice guidelines 
have been developed for the most important conditions 
affecting persons with SCI, leading to greater conformity 
and quality in their care. People with SCI have established 
influential organizations and peer support networks that 
have advanced their rights and made health-related infor-
mation widely available. Current wheelchair designs and 
seating systems are far superior to older models and, 
respectively, permit increased mobility and allow safe sit-
ting for much longer periods. People with disability also 
now use computers in their daily lives for educational and 
vocational purposes with great success.

Advances in clinical care are not a justification for com-
placency. The health and function of persons with SCI 
are still at risk without proper medical and nursing care, 
social support, appropriate equipment, supplies, and 
medications. Too many continue to experience problems 
related to urinary and bowel dysfunction. Many still have 
chronic pain that interferes with their quality of life. We 
must increase our understanding of the value of physical 
exercise and proper diet to reduce the high prevalence of 
obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease in persons 
with SCI. Ambulation and complete self-sufficiency are 
impossible for too many. Social support is often lacking, 
and relatively few return to work. To solve these and other 
remaining issues that affect the wellness of persons with 
SCI, private, state, and federal support of health services is 
needed to improve the health care of persons with SCI, as 
well as a better social support system and a comprehensive 
disability policy.

The ultimate goal of persons with SCI and those who 
care for them is to find a cure for this condition, which is 
to reverse the neurologic damage of SCI. Until that elusive 
goal is reached, persons with SCI, their families, their care-
givers, and society at large must work together to eliminate 
barriers to health care and ensure their full participation in 
all aspects of community life.
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CHAPTER 56
LOWER LIMB PERIPHERAL 
VASCULAR DISEASE

Susan Knapton and Geetha Pandian

leg function. It has been reported that IC negatively affects 
Lower limb peripheral vascular disease includes arterial, 
venous, and lymphatic disorders (Box 56-1). Arterial dis-
ease in the lower limb can be caused by atherosclerosis, 
thrombosis, embolism, vasospasm, arterial dissection, 
or vasculitis. Venous disease in the lower limb includes 
venous stasis, deep venous thrombosis, thrombophlebitis, 
and venous insufficiency. Lymphatic disorders of the lower 
limb include primary and secondary lymphedema.

Physiatrists work alongside internists, surgeons, and 
other specialists in the care of patients with peripheral 
vascular disease. The physiatrist will encounter patients 
with vascular disorders on the inpatient rehabilitation 
ward, acute care ward, and in the outpatient clinic. The 
physiatrist’s goal in the care of these vascular patients is to 
improve function, increase quality of life, decrease pain, 
heal wounds, and decrease limb loss.

Arterial Disease of the Lower 
Limb

Lower Limb Arterial Anatomy

Knowledge of the lower limb arterial anatomy is neces-
sary to better understand the disease process and improve 
patient assessment and management. The abdominal aorta 
divides into the two common iliac arteries at the level of 
the fourth lumbar vertebra. The common iliac arteries 
further divide into the internal and external iliac arteries. 
The external iliac artery passes under the inguinal ligament 
and then enters the thigh as the common femoral artery, 
which divides into the superficial and deep femoral arter-
ies. When the superficial femoral artery reaches the level 
of the knee, it becomes the popliteal artery. The popliteal 
artery divides below the knee to become the anterior and 
posterior tibial arteries. The anterior tibial artery gives rise 
to the dorsalis pedis artery (Figure 56-1).

Atherosclerotic Peripheral Arterial Disease

Epidemiology and Risk Factors of Atherosclerotic 
Peripheral Arterial Disease

Atherosclerotic peripheral arterial disease (PAD) causes 
partial or complete obstruction of the arteries in the legs. It 
can be proximal or distal, focal or diffuse. PAD is part of a 
systemic disease process and is a major cause of morbidity 
and mortality worldwide. Physiatrists must be knowledge-
able about PAD because it affects many of the patients who 
are commonly seen because of its correlation with other 
vascular disorders like stroke. PAD also fits well in the prac-
tice of physiatry because it affects physical function and 
quality of life.

PAD is common in the United States, affecting around 
8 million Americans.25 Men present to physicians more 
frequently. When screening is performed on asymptomatic 
individuals, however, women appear to be affected as com-
monly as men. Blacks are more affected than other races.41 
Smoking is the biggest risk factor for PAD. Smokers are at 
higher risk for PAD, and they develop it at an earlier age 
than nonsmokers.51 Diabetes is also a major risk factor for 
PAD. The risk of PAD increases 26% for every 1% increase 
in hemoglobin A1c.58 Other factors associated with PAD 
include hypertension, dyslipidemia, chronic renal insuf-
ficiency, elevated inflammatory biomarkers, and hyperho-
mocysteinemia (Box 56-2).

Clinical Presentation of Atherosclerotic Peripheral 
Arterial Disease

The various clinical presentations of PAD include asymp-
tomatic, intermittent claudication (IC), critical limb 
ischemia (CLI), and acute limb ischemia, with the most 
common being asymptomatic (Box 56-3). Only around 
10% of people with PAD report symptoms of IC. Around 
half of PAD patients report leg symptoms other than clau-
dication. Forty percent of people with PAD report no leg 
symptoms at all.25

Asymptomatic. The majority of PAD patients do not have 
the classic symptoms of IC. The absence of symptoms 
does not suggest a benign course. Complete occlusion of 
a major leg artery was found in one third of patients with 
asymptomatic PAD in one study.9 The lack of symptoms is 
due to low physical activity level rather than mild disease. 
Functional impairment can be present despite the lack of 
symptoms.30 Functional decline has been shown to be 
related to ankle–brachial index (ABI) even in the absence 
of symptoms.29

Intermittent Claudication. Classic IC is leg pain with 
exertion that is relieved with rest. Claudication produces 
ischemia in the affected muscle, which results in pain. 
Depending on the site of arterial disease, pain can be 
felt in the buttock, hip, thigh, calf, or foot. IC limits the 
patient’s ability to walk, which hinders community activi-
ties and exercise ability. Patients with claudication have 
decreased walking speed and distance, as well as decreased 
1347
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physical functioning of patients more than arthritis, cancer, 
or chronic lung disease.6

Acute Limb Ischemia. Acute arterial occlusion of the lower 
limb can be caused by thrombosis, embolism, or dissection 
(Figure 56-2). This is a limb-threatening medical emergency. 
The incidence is around 140 new cases per million persons 
per year.41 Patients present with pain, poikilothermia, and 
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FIGURE 56-1 Arterial anatomy of the lower limb. (From Adam A, Allison D: 
The peripheral vascular system. In Grainger, Allison, editors: Diagnostic radiology, ed 
5, Philadelphia, 2008, Elsevier.)

 •  Arterial
 •  Atherosclerotic peripheral arterial disease
 •  Thromboangiitis obliterans, also called Buerger’s disease
 •  Vasospastic disease (Raynaud’s phenomenon, livedo 

reticularis, acrocyanosis)
 •  Venous
 •  Chronic venous insufficiency
 •  Superficial thrombophlebitis
 •  Venous thromboembolism, includes deep venous 

thrombosis and pulmonary embolism
 •  Lymphatic
 •  Primary lymphedema
 •  Secondary lymphedema

 

BOX 56-1

Types of Peripheral Vascular Disease
pulselessness. They might also have the classic symptoms 
of pallor, paresthesia, and paralysis. Symptoms are usually 
present for only hours to days when the patient presents. 
If symptoms have been present for less than 2 weeks, it is 
considered to be acute limb ischemia. Acute limb ischemia 
requires emergent vascular surgery evaluation and treat-
ment. Just as with myocardial infarction and stroke, reper-
fusion must occur as soon as possible to prevent irreversible 
tissue loss (muscle, nerve, or limb loss). Embolectomy and 
thrombolysis can be attempted in appropriate patients. 
Up to 30 percent of patients with acute limb ischemia will 
require amputation in the first month of presentation.41

Critical Limb Ischemia. CLI is chronic ischemia (Figure 
56-3). CLI is ischemia of the limb for more than 2 weeks 
causing rest pain, ischemic ulcers, and gangrene. Because so 
many patients with PAD are asymptomatic, it is not uncom-
mon for the initial presentation of PAD to be CLI. The inci-
dence is around 500 new cases per million persons per year.41

CLI generally begins once the toe pressure falls to less than 
30 to 50 mm Hg. Rest pain generally does not occur until the 
toe pressure falls below 30 mm Hg; however, higher perfu-
sion pressures are needed to heal wounds than are needed to 
maintain intact skin. A patient with a toe pressure of 40 mm 
Hg and intact skin can be asymptomatic but then develop 
a nonhealing ischemic ulcer after minor trauma. Such a 
patient would meet the criteria for CLI despite having no 
history of rest pain or IC. All patients with CLI should be 
urgently referred for evaluation by a vascular surgeon to see 
whether they are a candidate for revascularization.

Evaluation of Atherosclerotic Peripheral 
Arterial Disease

History and Physical Examination. A low awareness 
of PAD is found in the general public and among physi-
cians.14 This lack of awareness, and the fact that most PAD is 

 •  Smoking
 •  Diabetes
 •  Age
 •  Elevated C-reactive protein
 •  Hyperhomocysteinemia
 •  Chronic renal insufficiency
 •  Dyslipidemia
 •  Hypertension

 

BOX 56-2

Risk Factors Associated With Atherosclerotic 
Peripheral Arterial Disease

 •  Asymptomatic
 •  Intermittent claudication: Reproducible pain in the lower 

limb with exertion that resolves quickly with rest
 •  Acute limb ischemia: A sudden decrease in limb perfusion 

that threatens loss of the limb
 •  Critical limb ischemia: Chronic ischemia that causes either 

rest pain or wounds
 

BOX 56-3

Clinical Presentations of Peripheral Arterial Disease
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FIGURE 56-2 Diagnostic and treatment algorithm for a patient with acute limb pain. The foremost goal is to evaluate and treat limb-threatening arterial blockage.
asymptomatic, leads to underdiagnosis of PAD. Physicians 
must maintain a high level of suspicion when evaluating 
patients at risk. Making the diagnosis of PAD is important 
because it has prognostic significance for impairment of 
mobility and physical functioning, as well as morbidity 
and mortality.

When clinically evaluating a patient for PAD, the physi-
cian should specifically ask questions to determine whether 
there is a history of IC or rest pain. Patients frequently do not 
spontaneously offer this information without prompting. 
A functional history should be taken to include mobility, 
activities of daily living, and independent activities of daily 
living. The presence of risk factors for PAD must be noted.

On physical examination, lower limb pulses should be 
evaluated, including the dorsalis pedis, posterior tibial, 
popliteal, and femoral. The presence of pedal pulses has a 
90% negative predictive value for the diagnosis of PAD.41 
Absent or diminished pulses, however, do not always indi-
cate the presence of PAD but should prompt further inves-
tigation. The legs and feet should be examined for changes 
of skin temperature, color, and evidence of poor vascular 
flow. Decreased arterial blood flow to the legs can cause 
muscle atrophy, thin shiny skin, and decreased hair growth. 
Nails are often thick and brittle. The foot can appear red or 
purple when in the dependent position (dependent rubor) 
and show pallor when elevated.

When evaluating patients with leg complaints, the phy-
sician needs to remember that many things can cause leg 
pain, such as spinal disease, arthritis, and other musculos-
keletal conditions. The physician must also remember that 
claudication is reported in a minority of PAD patients and 
so cannot be relied on as the sole method of diagnosing 
PAD (otherwise, many cases will be missed). Some patients 
can have limited activity for other reasons, and therefore do 
not experience claudication. The absence of pedal pulses 
and the presence of leg pain cannot be used in isolation to 
accurately diagnose PAD.

Vascular Testing for Peripheral Arterial Disease

Ankle–Brachial Index. PAD is usually diagnosed with the 
ABI, which compares the brachial systolic pressure with the 
ankle systolic pressure (Figure 56-4). An ABI of 0.9 or less is 
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FIGURE 56-3 Diagnostic and treatment algorithm for a patient with chronic lower extremity pain. Consideration of peripheral arterial occlusive disease (PAOD) 
must be given if the patient’s ankle–brachial index (ABI) is less than 0.90. However, many patients have multiple etiologies of their limb pain, for example, osteoar-
thritis and PAOD. LE, Lower extremity; MRA, magnetic resonance angiography; MSK, musculoskeletal; Neuro, neurologic; RP, rest pain; Statin, HMG-CoA reductase 
inhibitor; TL, tissue loss.
95% sensitive in detecting PAD compared with angiography. 
The ABI is inexpensive, simple, and noninvasive, making it an 
appealing screening test. An ABI should be obtained on all 
patients over the age of 70, patients aged 50 to 69 who have 
cardiovascular risk factors, or any patient with symptoms of 
PAD or an abnormal lower limb vascular exam.40 An ABI 
of 1.4 or greater is due to incompressible vessel walls at the 
ankle and is nondiagnostic. Patients with an elevated ABI will 
need additional testing such as toe pressures to evaluate for 
the presence of PAD. Patients with a normal ABI but a high 
suspicion for IC should have the ABI repeated after exercise 
(Figure 56-5). The ABI is related to prognosis and functional 
ability, and ABI can be repeated to follow disease progress.

Toe Pressures. Toe pressures are obtained by placing a 
small cuff on the first or second toe. Toe pressures are useful 
in patients with an elevated ABI because of incompressible 
vessels. The vessels in the toe usually remain compressible 
despite vascular calcification in more proximal vessels. Criti-
cal ischemia can be seen in toe pressures less than 50 mm Hg. 
Toe–brachial indexes less than 0.7 are abnormal. Like the 
ABI, toe pressures are inexpensive, simple, and noninvasive.

Segmental Limb Systolic Pressure Measurement. Limb 
pressures are taken in the thigh, calf, and ankle. Occlu-
sive disease is noted by a significant decrease in systolic 
pressure from one level to the next (Figure 56-6). Just as 
with the ABI, incompressible vessel walls can falsely elevate 
pressures and render the testing inaccurate. Small or mod-
erate lesions can also be missed because they often do not 
cause a large decrease in pressure.

Segmental Plethysmography (Pulse Volume Record-
ings). Pulse volume recordings are measured with a pleth-
ysmography attached to limb cuffs, and recordings are 
obtained at the thigh, calf, and ankle. Occlusive lesions are 
detected by a change in waveform from one level to the 
next. The accuracy of testing is greater than either test alone 
and increases to 95% if pulse volume recordings are com-
bined with segmental limb pressures.57 This test is often not 
required because most lesions can be localized with Doppler 
waveform analysis.

Doppler Velocity Waveform Analysis. If a screening 
ABI is abnormal, Doppler waveform analysis is usually 
performed to localize the lesion. Doppler waveforms are 
obtained at multiple sites. Like pulse volume recordings, a 
change in waveform from one level to the next is indicative 
of PAD (see Figure 56-6). This test is operator dependent.

Transcutaneous Partial Pressure of Oxygen. Measure-
ment of transcutaneous partial pressure of oxygen (TcPo2) 
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FIGURE 56-4 Measurement of the ankle–brachial index. (From Hiatt WR: Medical treatment of peripheral arterial disease and claudication, N Engl J Med 344:1608-
1621, 2001.)
is a useful test to predict wound healing. It can also be used 
to select amputation level. TcPo2 less than 30 mm Hg is 
associated with poor wound healing.46 TcPo2 above 40 
mm Hg suggests adequate skin perfusion for healing. Read-
ings are taken with electrodes attached to the skin. One is 
placed on the chest as a control, and the other is placed 
on the area of interest. Readings require proper positioning 
and temperature and can take 30 minutes to obtain.

Angiography. Intraarterial contrast angiography is consid-
ered the gold standard imaging test for PAD. Angiography 
is an invasive test and should not be used for screening 
purposes. Angiography is used to visualize the arterial anat-
omy and the extent of PAD before revascularization proce-
dures. Intraarterial angiography carries a higher mortality 
and morbidity risk than the noninvasive vascular tests and 
is more expensive. The patient’s renal function and other 
comorbidities must be considered before proceeding with 
angiography. Risks include reaction to contrast medium, 
arterial dissection, renal failure, embolism of atheroscle-
rotic material, arterial access site complications, and a less 
than 1% risk of death. Angiography is not only a diagnostic 
procedure but can also be combined with treatment tech-
niques such as stenting, angioplasty, and thrombolysis.

Magnetic Resonance Angiography. Magnetic reso-
nance angiography (MRA) is safer than intraarterial angi-
ography. MRA sensitivity and specificity are greater than 
90% for evaluating PAD.23,38 For these reasons, MRA has 
become the preferred imaging technique at many institu-
tions. Contraindications are the same as with magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) in regard to the magnetic field. 
Some patients are unable to tolerate the procedure because 
of claustrophobia. Some patients are unable to lie still 
for the prolonged amount of time required for testing, 
which can cause motion artifact. There might also be arti-
fact from stents or other hardware in the area of interest. 
The patient’s renal function needs to be considered before 
testing because nephrogenic systemic fibrosis is associated 
with gadolinium administration in patients with impaired 
renal function.

Multidetector Computed Tomography Angiography. 
Like MRA, computed tomography angiography (CTA) has 
a sensitivity and specificity greater than 90% for evaluating 
PAD.32 CTA is faster than MRA, which makes it more toler-
able for some patients. CTA has more risk than MRA but 
less risk than intraarterial angiography. The risk relates to 
the use of iodinated contrast and radiation exposure. There 
can be artifact on imaging from calcium in the vessel wall.

Management of Atherosclerotic Peripheral Arterial 
Disease

PAD is not only underdiagnosed but it also is undertreated 
even after being identified.3 When treating patients with 
PAD, the physician and patient must remember that PAD 
is part of a systemic vascular disorder. Peripheral, coronary, 
and cerebral artery diseases are all part of systemic athero-
sclerosis. Patients with PAD are more likely to have coro-
nary artery disease and cerebral artery disease than patients 
without PAD. Physicians and patients, however, often do 
not recognize PAD as an important predictor of cardiovas-
cular morbidity and mortality and do not treat it as aggres-
sively as coronary artery disease or cerebral artery disease.
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Patients who should undergo screening with the ABI:
• Age 50–69 with at least one cardiovascular risk factor
• Age ≥70
• Leg pain with exertion
• Abnormal vascular examination of leg
• Coronary, carotid, or renal arterial disease
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FIGURE 56-5 Evaluation of patients with suspected peripheral arterial disease: which patients should undergo screening with ankle–brachial index? (From Hiatt 
WR: Medical treatment of peripheral arterial disease and claudication, N Engl J Med 344:1608-1621, 2001.)
The goals of treatment are to reduce ischemic symp-
toms, increase walking ability, improve function, prevent 
and heal wounds, prevent limb loss, and reduce morbidity 
and mortality. This is best accomplished using a multidis-
ciplinary approach that includes physiatrists, primary care 
physicians, vascular surgeons, and the patient. Management 
involves education, risk factor modification, pharmacother-
apy, exercise, and vascular interventions (Figure 56-7).

Risk Factor Modification. Management of patients with 
PAD should always include risk factor modification. Risk 
factor modification includes smoking cessation, weight 
reduction, and control of hyperlipidemia, hypertension, 
and diabetes. Statins have been shown to reduce mortality, 
coronary events, and strokes in PAD patients.37 Patients with 
PAD who do not have coronary artery disease should have 
as a goal a low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol level of 
less than 100 mg/dL. Patients with PAD and coronary artery 
disease should have a goal LDL cholesterol level of less than 
70 mg/dL.41 If patients do not already have a primary care 
physician, they should be referred to one for aggressive man-
agement of glucose, blood pressure, and cholesterol. Patients 
can also be referred to a nutritionist for diet education.

It should be made clear to patients that smoking cessa-
tion can reduce their risk of amputation and cardiovascular 
events even if it does not improve claudication symptoms. 
The patient must understand the connection between 
continued smoking and higher risk of amputation, as well 
as a higher risk of cardiovascular events.26 Patients should be 
referred to smoking cessation programs, and the use of nic-
otine replacements and bupropion should be considered. 
Patients should be advised to stop smoking at every visit. 
Varenicline was recently approved for smoking cessation.

Pain Management. Patients can experience pain from IC, 
ischemic rest pain, ischemic ulcers, ischemic neuropathy, 
or concomitant diabetic neuropathy. In some patients, 
diabetic neuropathy can impair sensation enough that the 
patient cannot feel ischemic pain. Ischemic pain is best 
relieved by reperfusion of the limb. Exercise and risk fac-
tor modification are recommended as the first line of treat-
ment for IC pain. Patients who continue to have moderate 
to severe claudication symptoms despite exercise should be 
evaluated for revascularization. If a patient is not a candi-
date for revascularization and continues to have moderate 
to severe IC despite an exercise program, cilostazol can be 
used.60 Ischemic rest pain and ischemic wounds should 
be treated with revascularization if the patient is a surgical 
candidate. Patients might also require opiates for pain con-
trol. Some patients develop rest pain at night when they 
lie down and find that keeping the foot in a dependent 
position provides relief (as opposed to nocturnal diabetic 
neuropathic pain, which is not relieved in the dependent 
position).
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Wounds. Just as with ischemic pain, ischemic wounds are 
best treated with reperfusion of the limb (Figure 56-8). 
Wounds can be ischemic or neuroischemic and should be 
kept clean and free from necrotic debris. Sharp debride-
ment of ischemic wounds must be done with caution 
because it can increase the area of ischemic necrosis. This 
is because the surrounding tissue might not have sufficient 
blood supply to repair itself after the trauma of debride-
ment. Dry gangrene can be allowed to autoamputate as 
long as there is no evidence of infection and there is ade-
quate perfusion to support healing of the underlying tis-
sue. Appropriate orthoses and off-loading devices should 
be used to protect the foot from pressure and shear forces. 
Footwear should cover the foot to protect against trauma 
and have enough length, breadth, and depth to prevent 
pressure on the wound.
Dressings should be applied to keep the wound base 
clean and moist, but there is no good evidence support-
ing any one type of dressing over another (see Chapter 
32). The wound should be monitored for infection and 
treated immediately if detected. The ischemic foot often 
has dependent rubor, which can be distinguished from cel-
lulitis by reexamining the limb after a short period of eleva-
tion. Dependent rubor should fade with elevation and is 
not associated with induration or increased warmth. The 
erythema of cellulitis is often associated with induration, 
increased warmth, swelling, and does not fully resolve with 
elevation of the limb.

Patients with ischemic wounds should be evaluated for 
revascularization. TcPo2 is a useful test to predict wound 
healing. TcPo2 less than 30 mm Hg is associated with poor 
wound healing.46 If revascularization is not an option, 
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FIGURE 56-7 Treatment of patients with proven peripheral arterial disease. (From Hiatt WR: Medical treatment of peripheral arterial disease and claudication, 
N Engl J Med 344:1608-1621, 2001.)
amputation might be necessary. The physiatrist should be 
involved preoperatively in determining the level of ampu-
tation. The decision should be made based on tissue viabil-
ity, function, and prosthetic options. Patients who undergo 
amputation of a limb should receive physical and occupa-
tional therapy for transfers, mobility, activities of daily liv-
ing, and education. Prosthetic limbs should be prescribed 
for appropriate patients. See Chapter 13, Rehabilitation of 
People With Lower Limb Amputation, for a more detailed 
discussion.

Exercise. Exercise can improve walking time and walk-
ing distance in PAD patients with or without claudication 
symptoms.28 Exercise increases pain-free walking distance 
in patients with a history of IC.68 All patients should begin 
an exercise program, except those unable to participate 
in a walking exercise program because of physical, car-
diac, or pulmonary reasons. Patients are encouraged to 
walk until they experience near maximal leg symptoms. 
Patient then rest until symptoms subside, and then they 
walk again until they experience near maximal symptoms. 
The patient should continue this cycle for 30 to 60 min-
utes two or three times a week.55 Patients without claudica-
tion symptoms should be told to exercise at a moderately 
hard level. Supervised exercise programs have been more 
successful than home exercise programs. Despite a proven 
benefit, supervised programs are not readily available. This 
is likely the result of problems with reimbursement and 
low patient interest.
Antiplatelet Therapy. The clinical practice guidelines from 
the American College of Chest Physicians recommends life-
long antiplatelet therapy for all patients with PAD, whether 
or not they have clinically evident coronary or cerebral 
artery disease.60 The intention of antiplatelet therapy is to 
prevent mortality and morbidity from myocardial infarc-
tion and stroke. Anticoagulation is not recommended.

Foot Protection. It is important to protect the foot with 
proper footwear. Ischemic wounds often begin after minor 
trauma such as bumping the foot on furniture or wearing 
improper shoes. Footwear should be enclosed to protect 
against trauma. Footwear should have enough length, 
breadth, and depth to prevent pressure on any bony prom-
inences, deformities, or calluses. The footwear should not, 
however, be so large as to allow the foot to slide and create 
shear forces. Patients should receive education on proper 
footwear.

Surgical Intervention. Revascularization can be through 
endovascular or open surgical techniques. Endovascular 
interventions include angioplasty, stenting, thrombolysis, 
and thrombectomy. Percutaneous balloon transluminal 
angioplasty (PTA) dilates stenosed arteries. A stent can 
be placed after angioplasty to decrease the chance of the 
occlusion recurring. Angioplasty works best in patients 
with focal, short lesions. Complications of PTA include 
hematoma, thrombosis, and embolization. Restenosis can 
occur.
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FIGURE 56-8 Diagnostic and treatment algorithm for a patient with a foot (or ankle) ulcer. Consideration of underlying peripheral arterial occlusive disease is 
important, as is treating osteomyelitis that can prevent this condition from healing adequately. ABI, Ankle–brachial index; PAOD, peripheral arterial occlusive disease.
Open surgical bypass is used in more diffuse lesions. 
Bypass can be performed with autogenous vein grafts or 
with prosthetic grafts. Complications include poor wound 
healing, graft occlusion, and infection. Infection risk is 
higher with a prosthetic graft than with a vein graft. Open 
procedures have a higher risk of morbidity and mortality.

Other surgical interventions include limb salvage and 
amputation. Limb salvage is an attempt to preserve the foot. 
Salvage procedures include debridement of wound, exci-
sion of bone, and partial foot amputations. If limb salvage 
is not possible or fails, an amputation at the transtibial or 
transfemoral level is performed. Please see Chapter 13 for 
a more detailed discussion about lower limb amputations.

Prognosis. Patients with symptomatic PAD have a 25% 
5-year mortality rate.11 An inverse correlation exists 
between ABI and odds of having a myocardial infarction, 
stroke, or cardiovascular death.31 The risk particularly esca-
lates once the ABI has decreased to less than 0.50.5 Up to 
60% of deaths in PAD patients are from coronary artery dis-
ease; up to 20% of deaths are from cerebral artery disease; 
and another 10% of deaths are from other cardiovascular 
causes.41 Patients with PAD are at high risk for cardiovas-
cular events and death and should be treated accordingly, 
with aggressive risk factor modification, cholesterol- 
lowering medications, and antiplatelet therapy.15

Amputation is not a common outcome for most patients 
with PAD but is common in certain subsets. The Framing-
ham study found that less than 2% of patients with PAD 
had amputation as an outcome.20 Patients who are more 
likely to progress to amputation are those who smoke, 
have diabetes, have an ABI less than 0.50, have CLI, or 
have acute limb ischemia. Less than 10% of patients with 
PAD will develop CLI.13 Patients with PAD and diabetes 
are more likely to develop CLI. Patients presenting with 
CLI are at high risk for amputation and death. At 1 year 
25% are deceased and 30% of survivors have lost a limb. 
Those that received a below-knee amputation as the initial 
primary treatment have 10% perioperative mortality, 30% 
2-year mortality, and a 30% risk for further amputation.41

PAD is a serious disease that should not be missed by 
physicians. Receiving the diagnosis of PAD has important 
prognostic implications for a patient and places the patient 
in a high-risk category that impacts the plan of care.

Thromboangiitis Obliterans 
(Buerger’s Disease)

Introduction

Thromboangiitis obliterans (TAO), also called Buerger’s 
disease, is a nonatherosclerotic PAD affecting young male 
smokers. It is an inflammatory disease that affects small- 
and medium-sized arteries of the upper and lower distal 
extremities. It also affects the veins and nerves, but it is the 
arterial aspect that causes the most morbidity. The disease 
is segmental, meaning there are normal-appearing sec-
tions of the artery interspersed with diseased sections. It is 
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FIGURE 56-9 The Allen test. (From Olin JW, Lie JT: Thromboangiitis obliterans (Buerger’s disease). In Cooke JP, Frohlich ED, editors: Current management of hypertensive 
and vascular diseases, St Louis, 1992, Mosby–Year Book.)
characterized by inflammatory thrombus in the small- and 
medium-sized arteries of the arms and legs that spares the 
vessel wall. It is considered to be a form of vasculitis.

Men are more affected by TAO than women. The num-
ber of affected women has increased, however, and is 
thought to be due to the increase in the number of women 
smoking. Although TAO is found worldwide, it is more 
common in Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and the Far 
East. It is a common cause of PAD in Japan and India. It is 
not a common cause of PAD in the United States. Unlike 
atherosclerotic PAD, life expectancy does not appear to be 
shortened. The risk of amputation is very high in patients 
with TAO.52

The cause of TAO is unknown. Although there is a clear 
and strong link to smoking, the exact disease-causing 
mechanism is still unknown. Of the patients who continue 
to smoke, 43% will require an amputation. Of the patients 
who quit smoking, only 6% will need amputation.42

Clinical Presentation, Evaluation, and Diagnosis 
of Thromboangiitis Obliterans

Patients typically present with claudication symptoms 
in the upper or lower limbs. If the patient continues to 
smoke, the disease will progress to rest pain and ischemic 
ulcers. Clinically the legs are more involved than the arms. 
Most patients with TAO, however, will have three or four 
limbs involved when assessed with angiography, even if 
they are symptomatic in only one limb.42 There have been 
case reports of disease in the vascular beds of the heart, 
lung, brain, kidney, and intestinal tract.17 Although some 
patients report arthralgias (which can appear long before 
the ischemic problems and typically resolve spontane-
ously), there is no erosive arthritis with TAO.

The physician should do a thorough history and physical 
examination when evaluating a patient suspected to have 
TAO. A tobacco history should be taken, including smok-
ing and smokeless tobacco use. Pulses should be checked 
carefully in the upper and lower limbs. When evaluating a 
patient with leg-only symptoms, the physician can perform 
an Allen test to assess for asymptomatic involvement of 
the upper extremities (Figure 56-9). A positive test suggests 
small artery disease in the upper limbs but is not specific 
to TAO. Evidence of small artery disease in the lower and 
the upper limbs places TAO high on the list of differential 
diagnoses.

No diagnostic laboratory tests exist for TAO, but 
testing should be performed to rule out other diagno-
ses. Testing for autoimmune disorders and other forms 
of vasculitis should be performed and are negative in 
patients with TAO. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate and 
serum C-reactive protein are normal. Patients should 
be screened for diabetes, hyperlipidemia, and hyperco-
agulable disorders, which typically are not present in 
patients with TAO.42

An echocardiogram should be performed to rule out a 
cardiac source of emboli. An arteriogram of all four limbs 
should be obtained. The arteriogram should assess for the 
presence of atherosclerosis or source of emboli, both of 
which should not be present in TAO. Arteriogram findings 
in TAO include small- and medium-sized vessel involve-
ment with corkscrew collaterals. These findings are sugges-
tive of, but not specific to, TAO. They are also seen with 
other vasculitides or autoimmune disorders, which must 
be ruled out with laboratory investigation as previously 
mentioned.

No standard set of diagnostic TAO criteria has been 
validated, but several criteria have been proposed.33,42,43,59 
Commonly accepted criteria are a history of tobacco use, 
age less than 45, distal limb ischemia, and exclusion of 
atherosclerosis and autoimmune and hypercoagulable dis-
orders. For diagnostic criteria purposes, patients are con-
sidered to have limb ischemia if they have claudication, 
rest pain, ischemic wounds, or gangrene.

A biopsy should be performed if TAO is suspected, but 
the clinical picture is not typical. Pathologically the acute 
phase of TAO shows an occlusive thrombus that is inflam-
matory but which spares the vessel wall. The vessel wall is 
not spared in other vasculitides or in atherosclerosis.42
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Smoking cessation is key to disease management. It 
must be made clear to patients that to continue smok-
ing means the disease will progress and the risk of ampu-
tation will be high (Figure 56-10). Almost all patients 
who quit smoking can avoid amputation. Patients must 
understand that they control the outcome of this disease 
by their choice to continue smoking or not. It has been 
reported that smokeless tobacco and nicotine replace-
ment patches or gum can cause disease exacerbation and 
should therefore not be considered as safe alternatives to 
smoking.24

Revascularization is not usually a successful option for 
patients with TAO. Because the disease is distal and seg-
mental, there are usually no target vessels for a bypass 
procedure. Trials for new treatments have been small and 
limited in the United States. Treatment options that have 
been or are being investigated either in the United States 
or abroad include pneumatic compression devices, pros-
taglandins, thrombolytics, omental transfer, electrical spi-
nal cord stimulation, and angiogenesis. Angiogenesis has 
been attempted via growth factors by either direct intra-
muscular injection of the growth factors or gene transfer. 
Cell therapy has also been investigated using autologous 
bone marrow injection or stem cell injection. Fenestra-
tion of the tibia and intramedullary wire have also been 
studied.44 Although current research gives hope for the 
future, the mainstay of therapy continues to be smok-
ing cessation, local wound care, and amputation when 
required.

Vasospastic Disease (Raynaud’s 
Phenomenon, Livedo Reticularis, 
Acrocyanosis)

The vasospastic PADs include Raynaud’s phenomenon, 
livedo reticularis, and acrocyanosis. These disorders are 
benign for most people but can cause morbidity especially 
if they are associated with connective tissue diseases or 
other serious underlying systemic disorders.

FIGURE 56-10 Patient with Buerger’s disease. (From Stone JH: Vasculitis: a 
collection of pearls and myths, Rheumatic Dis Clin N Am 33:691-739, 2007.)
Raynaud’s Phenomenon

It is estimated that between 5% and 17% of the population 
might have Raynaud’s phenomenon.27 It is more common 
in young women and those with a family history of the dis-
order. Although it can affect both the hands and the feet, 
the hands are more commonly affected.

Raynaud’s phenomenon occurs when the normal vascu-
lar response becomes exaggerated. When exposed to cold, 
the normal physiologic response is to decrease blood flow 
to the extremities. By decreasing blood flow to the extremi-
ties, the body can preserve core temperature. In Raynaud’s 
phenomenon, this normal vasoconstriction is exaggerated 
and causes color changes, pain, and numbness in the fin-
gers and sometimes the toes. It can be triggered by cold 
temperatures, emotional stress, vibration, or anything that 
activates the sympathetic nervous system.

Typically the digits become cold and have a distinct pale 
or white border. They can even develop cyanosis. With 
rewarming and reperfusion, the skin becomes red. Patients 
often report that their digits are painful, numb, stiff, and 
clumsy during and immediately after an attack. They have 
trouble doing fine motor activities during this time. Symp-
toms typically resolve with rewarming.

Raynaud’s phenomenon is diagnosed based on a his-
tory of repeated attacks associated with color changes of 
the digits. Primary Raynaud’s phenomenon is not associ-
ated with connective tissue diseases or other vascular dis-
eases. Nailfold capillary examination is normal, and the 
antinuclear antibody is negative.

Secondary Raynaud’s phenomenon is associated with 
other disorders, such as connective tissue diseases such as 
scleroderma and lupus. Secondary Raynaud’s phenome-
non has also been reported with hypothyroidism, in which 
case it improves with thyroid replacement therapy. It can 
also be associated with occlusive peripheral vascular dis-
eases such as TAO. Unlike the primary phenomenon, sec-
ondary Raynaud’s phenomenon is harder to control and 
has a less benign course. It can lead to frequent uncontrol-
lable attacks, ischemic ulcers, and amputation.

Patients should be referred to a rheumatologist if sec-
ondary Raynaud’s phenomenon is suspected or if the nail-
fold capillary examination is abnormal. Nailfold capillaries 
are examined with an ophthalmoscope or low-powered 
microscope. Nailfold capillaries should be thin, parallel, 
and numerous. Abnormal findings include dilated or dis-
torted loops or areas without visible capillaries.

Patients with Raynaud’s phenomenon should be instr-
ucted to keep the whole body warm, avoid sudden decreases 
in temperature, stop smoking, avoid caffeine, avoid sympa-
thomimetic drugs, and reduce stress. Patients should also 
avoid vibration from things like power tools and lawn tools 
if they have vibration-induced attacks. If an attack happens, 
the digits should be warmed with warm (not hot water) or 
another source of mild warmth. Some advocate the use of 
calcium channel blockers for recalcitrant cases.

Livedo Reticularis

Livedo reticularis has a mottled bluish reticular appearance 
with no distinct border. It is not blanchable. It is seen on 
the arms and legs and occasionally the trunk. It is more 
common in young women. Cold exposure can trigger it. 
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It is usually benign with no associated disease. If it is asso-
ciated with pain or ulcers or is generalized, the patient 
should be evaluated for a connective tissue disorder, other 
underlying disease, or drug-induced etiology.

A case has been reported of a patient with livedo reticu-
laris who required an amputation. Pathologic examination 
of tissue samples after amputation demonstrated TAO.64 
There have also been case reports in children of livedo 
reticularis developing after initiation of methylphenidate 
or dextroamphetamine. The physiatrist needs to be aware 
of this possible association because these are drugs used in 
rehabilitation medicine.63

Treatment is generally not required unless there is an 
underlying disease associated with the livedo reticularis, in 
which case the treatment would be for the underlying dis-
ease. Drug-induced cases would be treated by stopping the 
offending drug.

Acrocyanosis

Acrocyanosis causes the hands and feet to be bluish and 
cold but is not painful. It is more common in women. It is 
aggravated by cold exposure but is more persistent rather 
than episodic, like Raynaud’s phenomenon. It does not 
cause ischemic ulcers or trophic changes. The pulses are 
normal. Generally no treatment is required.

Venous Disorders of the Lower 
Limb

Venous disorders affect one quarter to one third of the adult 
population in Western countries and are common in phys-
iatry practice. The morbidity associated with venous disorders 
affects quality of life and causes work loss.47 Venous throm-
boembolism (VTE) is the third most common cardiovascular 
disorder in the United States. The incidence is increasing as 
the U.S. population is aging and becoming more obese. It is 
the leading preventable cause of hospital deaths in the United 
States. Prompt diagnosis and treatment of these conditions is 
absolutely necessary to prevent morbidity and mortality.

Peripheral venous disorders include the following 
conditions:
 1.  Chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) and venous leg 

ulcers
 2.  Superficial thrombophlebitis
 3.  Deep venous thrombosis (DVT)
 4.  VTE, which is a collective term for DVT with pulmonary 

embolism (PE)

Chronic Venous Insufficiency

Epidemiology of Chronic Venous Insufficiency

CVI is a common but often ignored problem. Venous ulcers 
caused by CVI account for 80% of all lower limb ulcers.47 
The incidence of ulceration and CVI is twice as common 
in women, but the sequelae of the disease and severity are 
higher in men than in women. Predisposing factors include 
occupations that require prolonged standing, obesity, posi-
tive family history, multiparity, advanced age, and history 
of leg injury, surgery, heart failure, paralysis, and DVT. One 
third of patients with CVI have history of DVT.
Pathogenesis of Chronic Venous Insufficiency

The basic underlying pathophysiologic mechanism in
CVI is persistent ambulatory venous hypertension in the
superficial and deep venous systems in the lower limbs.
To understand the pathogenesis of venous hypertension, a
basic review of the lower limb venous system is necessary
(Figure 56-11).
 1.  The superficial venous system includes the great and

small saphenous veins and their tributaries. The super-
ficial venous system of the foot and leg flows into these
two major veins. The greater and small saphenous veins
communicate with each other and eventually flow into
the deep venous system. The superficial venous system
is not well supported by overlying tissue and is found in
the subcutaneous tissue above the deep fascia.

 2.  The deep venous system includes the femoral, popli-
teal, and tibial veins. The deep veins of the foot unite to
form the tibial veins. The anterior and posterior tibial
veins join to form the popliteal vein, which ascends and
becomes the femoral vein. The deep femoral vein then
flows into the external iliac vein, then on to the com-
mon iliac vein, and finally into the inferior vena cava.
The deep system is supported by a strong fascial layer
and surrounding musculature, and accompanies the
corresponding arteries in a paired fashion.

A

B

FIGURE 56-11 A, Longitudinal duplex ultrasound image of an acute popli-
teal deep vein thrombosis. Note the echolucent vein. This segment is noncom-
pressible to the vascular technician and is a useful component of the diagnosis.
B, Longitudinal duplex image of a chronic popliteal deep vein thrombosis. Note
the echogenic area lining the vein wall and blood flow around this narrowed
area. This vein is now compressible to the vascular technician but is not as
compliant as a normal vein.
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 3.  More than 150 perforating veins in the lower limb con-
nect the superficial and deep venous systems. These are 
found along the thigh, knee, and leg.10

 4.  Venous sinuses are thin-walled, large veins found in 
the calf muscles. The soleus muscle can contain 1 to 18 
such sinuses. They are less developed in the gastrocne-
mius muscle. These sinuses are embedded in the calf 
muscles, which contract rhythmically during ambula-
tion and serve as “chambers” of the “peripheral heart” 
(the calf muscle pump). Activation of the calf muscle 
pump forces the flood from deep venous system toward 
the heart. The resulting decrease in pressure in the deep 
venous system facilitates movement of blood from the 
superficial system to the deep system through the perfo-
rator veins.10

Normal functioning of the venous blood flow system 
depends on competent valves, calf muscle pump mecha-
nism, and normal venous anatomy. The valves found in 
superficial, deep, and perforating veins are one-way valves. 
The frequency of valves in deep veins increases from proxi-
mal to distal. Deep veins in the foot and leg contain valves 
at about 2-cm intervals, whereas popliteal and femoral 
veins have only one or two valves. Only one valve is proxi-
mal to the saphenofemoral junction, and it can be absent 
in 37% of the cases. Incompetence in any of these valves 
disrupts the unidirectional flow of blood from the super-
ficial to the deep systems and toward the heart, resulting 
in ambulatory venous hypertension. Incompetence in the 
superficial venous system is usually caused by failure of the 
valves at the saphenofemoral junction or saphenopopliteal 
junction. Incompetence in one system can lead to incom-
petence in another.

Valvular incompetence can be primary or secondary. Pri-
mary valve abnormalities can be due to valvular agenesis 
or aplasia. The most common cause of secondary valvu-
lar dysfunction is DVT. Less frequently, pelvic or abdomi-
nal masses, surgery such as vein stripping, harvesting of 
vein for coronary bypass surgery, pregnancy, or trauma 
can alter the function of the venous system. Once venous 
hypertension develops, it continues to worsen through a 
vicious cycle. Pooled blood and venous hypertension often 
lead to venous dilatation, which leads to greater valvular 
insufficiency.

Several theories exist in regard to the cutaneous changes 
that occur with CVI. Current evidence suggests that the 
increased venous hydrostatic pressure transmitted to der-
mal microcapillaries leads to increased capillary perme-
ability. This allows escape of fluid, red blood cells, and 
macromolecules such as fibrinogen into pericapillary tis-
sue, with formation of fibrin cuffs around dermal capil-
laries. The fibrin cuffs act as a barrier to oxygen diffusion, 
resulting in tissue hypoxia. Growth factor and cytokines 
released from the activated leukocytes trapped in the fibrin 
cuff lead to fibrosis and inflammation.53 Even though 
initially there is increased capillary permeability, at later 
stages there can be capillary thrombosis with resultant tis-
sue hypoxia.

Clinical Features of Chronic Venous Insufficiency

Symptoms of CVI are highly variable, and the severity of 
symptoms might not correlate with the signs or extent of 
visible varices. Initial complaints can be purely cosmetic in 
nature with a desire for treatment for unsightly varicosities. 
The history can often clarify the predisposing risk factors 
such as prolonged standing, previous DVT, trauma, and 
any symptoms suggestive of PAD.

The chief clinical manifestations are dilated leg veins, 
edema, leg pain, skin pigmentation, subcutaneous fibrosis, 
dermatitis, and ulceration. Edema might be mild initially, 
limited to the perimalleolar area, and usually resolving 
after bed rest. In early stages there is soft-pitting edema, 
which becomes nonpitting as a result of subcutaneous 
fibrosis at later stages.

Although not all patients with CVI experience leg pain, 
several distinct types of pain are described. The pain can 
be aching, tingling, burning, stinging, itching, or cramp-
ing. Patients can describe heaviness and aching in the legs 
with prolonged standing. The pain is usually localized to 
the calf or along the varicose veins and is relieved by walk-
ing or lying down with the leg elevated. If the leg pain is 
unrelieved by leg elevation, especially overnight, other 
etiologies such as PAD should be suspected. Patients with 
obstruction of the deep venous system can experience 
venous claudication, a mild aching sensation at rest that 
becomes an intense cramping-type sensation in the calf 
with ambulation. The patient might have to stop and allow 
venous congestion to resolve.

The cutaneous manifestation of CVI is characterized by 
brownish pigmentation, especially along the perimalleolar 
area, caused by hemosiderin deposits in the skin (Figure 
56-12). Some patients can have a reddish purple hue from 
venous engorgement and obstruction. The secondary weepy 
pruritus that occurs can induce scratching, eventually lead-
ing to eczematous stasis dermatitis, recurrent cellulitis, ulcer-
ation, and obliteration of cutaneous lymphatics. Eczema 
is usually seen in uncontrolled CVI but can be caused by 
sensitization to local therapy. Patients with severe CVI can 

FIGURE 56-12 Patient with chronic venous insufficiency that has chronic 
venous stasis skin changes and venous ulceration. Note the atrophie blanche 
posterior to the ulcer.
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develop lipodermatosclerosis and/or atrophie blanche. 
Lipodermatosclerosis is caused by chronic inflammation 
and fibrosis of the skin and subcutaneous tissue of the lower 
leg, and at times is associated with Achilles tendon contrac-
ture resulting from scarring. Atrophie blanche is a localized, 
often circular, whitish atrophic skin surrounded by dilated 
capillaries and at times hyperpigmentation. It can be mis-
taken for scarring from healed ulcers (see Figure 56-12).

Physiatrists should be familiar with the CEAP classifi-
cation system, developed by the International Consensus 
Conference on Chronic Venous Disorders convened by the 
American Venous Forum.7 CEAP classification allows the 
physician to document the severity of clinical manifesta-
tions (C), etiology of the CVI (E), anatomic distribution 
of the venous system involved (A), and pathophysiologic 
mechanism (P) in one single classification. This allows 
uniform reporting of research and clinical documentation 
and can help direct diagnostic testing and the degree and 
intensity of therapeutic interventions. This was initially 
developed in 1994 and was revised in 2004. See Box 56-4 
for clinical classifications used in CEAP.

Diagnostic Evaluation of Chronic Venous 
Insufficiency

Duplex ultrasound scanning has become the test of choice 
for evaluation of patients with CVI. It is safe, noninvasive, 
cost-effective, and reliable. Duplex ultrasound scanning 
is indicated in young patients who present with CVI and 
in patients with acute new-onset stasis dermatitis. Duplex 
scanning allows identification of any underlying unrecog-
nized acute or subacute DVT, as well as the site and type of 
pathology causing the CVI (superficial vs. deep; reflux vs. 
reflux with obstruction).

Although duplex ultrasound is the preferred study to 
evaluate reflux and obstruction, plethysmography can be 
used to detect venous obstruction when it is suspected 
but not found on ultrasound examination. Additionally, 
impedance plethysmography is useful to assess efficiency 
of the calf muscle pump, the amount of reflux, and degree 
of obstruction. Venography has also largely been replaced 
by duplex ultrasound but is still an important technique 
to evaluate venous anatomy before endovenous therapy 
or deep vein reconstruction. Computed tomography (CT) 
venography and magnetic resonance (MR) venography 
are not first-line examination techniques but do have an 
important role in certain patients.

 •  CO: No visible or palpable signs of venous disease
 •  C1: Telangiectasias or reticular veins
 •  C2: Varicose veins
 •  C3: Edema
 •  C4a: Pigmentation and/or eczema
 •  C4b: Lipodermatosclerosis and/or atrophie blanche
 •  C5: Healed venous ulcer
 •  C6: Active venous ulcer
 •  S: Symptoms: aching pain, tightness, skin irritation, heavi-

ness, muscle
 •  A: Asymptomatic

 

BOX 56-4

Clinical Classification as Used in CEAP

Management of Chronic Venous Insufficiency

Treatment of CVI includes conservative, interventional, 
and surgical options. Approach to treatment depends 
on severity of the disease and the underlying pathology. 
Edema control by use of external compressive devices and 
limb elevation remains the first line of treatment for CVI 
and venous ulcers.

When limb elevation is used for edema control, patients 
should be instructed to elevate the limb above heart level. 
Periodic elevation of the leg 20 cm above heart level dur-
ing the day has been shown to relieve edema by effectively 
lowering the hydrostatic pressure to nearly zero.

Compression stockings reduce superficial venous vol-
ume and venous hypertension, assist calf muscle pump, 
and help prevent transcapillary leakage of fluid into the 
interstitial tissue. A variety of external compression devices 
are available, including graduated elastic stockings, elastic 
bandages, paste gauze boots, Unna boots, multilayer wraps, 
and dressings. All of these are designed to allow ambula-
tion during treatment. Compression bandages such as ace 
wraps are the simplest and least expensive. Disadvantages 
include difficulty in wrapping, maintaining correct posi-
tion, and loss of elasticity with washing. Despite these 
disadvantages, elastic wrap bandages are useful in elderly 
patients who cannot don tight stockings and in patients 
with abnormally contoured limbs.

Below-the-knee custom-fitted graduated elastic com-
pression stockings are better tolerated and are the treatment 
of choice for many cases of CVI. For CVI patients with dia-
betic neuropathy, closed toe stockings are recommended. 
Above-the-knee stockings are not indicated because high 
pressure is needed primarily around the ankle. They also 
tend to bind around the popliteal area. The stockings 
should be applied in the morning when there is minimal 
edema. Stockings should not be worn at night while sleep-
ing because they can gather at the top and cause proximal 
vasoconstriction.

Contraindications for compression therapy include arte-
rial insufficiency with ABI of less than 0.6, ankle pressure 
less than 60 mm Hg, active skin disease, or allergy to any of 
the stocking components. Stockings are available in many 
brands with several gradients of compression. Examples 
include Jobst, Sigvaris, Juzo, and Barton Carey.

The optimal pressure required to overcome the abnor-
mal hemodynamics caused by ambulatory venous hyper-
tension remains a matter of debate. Physiologically, 
intravenous pressure in the leg vein reflects the weight of 
the blood column between the site of measurement and 
the right atrium. In the supine position, the leg vein venous 
pressure will be between 10 and 20 mm Hg. Studies have 
shown that an external pressure of 10 to 20 mm Hg narrows 
the leg veins in the supine position and can totally occlude 
them at higher pressures of 20 to 25 mm Hg. Thromboem-
bolic stockings exert a pressure between 14 and 20 mm Hg.  
During standing, intravenous pressure in the lower leg veins 
will be around 60 mm Hg, depending on the height of the 
individual. An external pressure of 35 to 40 mm Hg has 
been shown to narrow the veins in the standing position, 
and 60 mm Hg will totally occlude the veins in the stand-
ing position. For mild disease and those with underlying 
arterial disease, compression stockings with 20 to 30 mm  
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Hg pressure are indicated. For moderate to severe dis-
ease, 30 to 40 mm Hg pressure is appropriate. The stock-
ings need to be replaced every 4 to 6 months because they 
tend to lose elasticity and pressure over time. Compression 
stockings are difficult to don and might require use of a 
zipper. Use of an inner silk liner fitted on the toe, kitchen 
gloves, or a “butler device” (which holds the stockings 
open) might make it easier to don the stockings.35

Intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC) devices can 
improve microcirculatory changes seen in CVI and can be 
used as an adjunctive device for edema control and ulcer 
healing. These are useful in patients with significant edema 
and morbid obesity. IPC devices provide sequential gra-
dient compression and might be useful in treatment of 
refractory venous ulcers that do not heal with ambulatory 
compression alone and in patients who cannot tolerate 
compression bandages or stockings.39 Contraindications 
for IPC include DVT, active infection, uncontrolled conges-
tive cardiac failure, and significant arterial insufficiency.

Medications for Chronic Venous Insufficiency

Short-term use of diuretics helps reduce edema but gener-
ally does not help with the pain or discomfort associated 
with CVI. Use of systemic antibiotics should be limited 
to cases having obvious infection of the ulcer, periwound 
cellulitis, and septicemia. Aspirin, 325 mg/day, has been 
shown to provide additional benefit to compression 
therapy.18 Pentoxifylline, 1200 mg/day, also appears to 
promote healing when used in conjunction with com-
pression therapy.19 Venotrophic drugs, which improve 
venous tone and flow, are used in European countries 
for treatment of CVI. Flavonoids and horse chestnut seed 
extract fall into this category. Horse chestnut seed extract 
(Aescin), an herbal remedy, has been shown to decrease 
pain, pruritus, and edema by preventing leukocyte activa-
tion and increasing venous tone and venous flow when 
used in conjunction with compression therapy.2,4,48 
A Cochrane Review of 17 randomized controlled trials has 
shown short-term improvement in signs and symptoms 
of CVI with use of horse chestnut seed extract; however, 
it is not approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administra-
tion at this time.

Sclerotherapy for Chronic Venous Insufficiency

Sclerotherapy is used for treatment of venous telangiecta-
sia, spider veins, and small varicose veins. It is helpful in 
reducing pain and discomfort and improving cosmesis. 
With sclerotherapy, a sclerosant that irritates the endothe-
lial lining is injected into the vein followed by 3 to 6 weeks 
of compression until the vein walls are fused. Complica-
tions are rare and usually minor and include hyperpig-
mentation, blistering, urticaria, and edema. For patients 
who have isolated superficial telangiectasia, laser therapy 
is another option.

Surgery for Chronic Venous Insufficiency

For management of large symptomatic varicose veins, 
surgery is used alone or in conjunction with endovenous 
radiofrequency ablation, endovenous laser, or sclero-
therapy. Removal or obliteration of the greater saphenous 
vein alone can resolve 90% of venous hypertension that 
is caused by superficial or perforator vein reflux. In the 
remaining 10%, ligation of incompetent perforator veins 
and valvuloplasty might also be needed.

Venous Ulceration

Ulceration is the disabling complication of CVI. Venous 
ulcers are most often large, irregular in shape, and have 
a flat wound edge with a shallow moist ruddy or beefy 
granulation base. The majority of venous ulcers are located 
along the medial or lateral aspect of the leg in the supra-
malleolar area (see Figure 56-12). Venous ulcer formation 
risk is highest when the ambulatory venous pressure is 80 
mm Hg or greater.

Treatment of venous leg ulcers begins with meticulous 
local wound care and careful attention to the skin sur-
rounding the ulcer. Local wound care should include sharp 
or enzymatic debridement for removal of nonviable tissue 
to decrease the bacterial bioburden, control bacterial colo-
nization, and cleanse the wound. Optimal wound dressing 
should provide moisture and temperature balance. Many 
topical wound care products are available. Many are costly, 
and efficiency beyond standard compression therapy has 
not been demonstrated. Thomas and O’Donnell65 con-
ducted a systematic review of all randomized controlled 
trials published on wound dressings since 1997 through 
2004 on treatment of venous ulcers and other chronic 
wounds. For uncomplicated wounds, they recommend 
treatment with occlusive dressings such as Tegasorb or Vis-
copaste because they provide constant mild rigid compres-
sion and a decreased frequency of dressing changes. Their 
review also supported use of Xenograft Oasis for nonin-
fected wounds with some degree of granulation tissue and 
Apligraf for hard to heal large wounds.65

Topical midpotency corticosteroids, such as triamcino-
lone 0.1% ointment, are helpful to reduce the inflam-
mation and itching caused by stasis dermatitis in the 
surrounding skin. Secondary bacterial infection causing 
typical honey-colored crusting needs to be treated with 
appropriate antibiotics. Localized infection can be treated 
with silver-based wound dressings. Contact dermatitis is 
common and can be problematic in these patients, so they 
should be instructed not to apply over-the-counter anti-
biotics or other topical agents without the direction of a 
physician.

Compression therapy is the mainstay of treatment 
and is aimed at lessening the impact of the underlying 
venous insufficiency. The goal of compression therapy is 
to facilitate healing of stasis ulcers and prevent recurrences. 
Compression therapy promotes reasonably rapid healing, 
usually within 3 months except in patients who are elderly, 
obese, have coexisting arterial insufficiency, deep venous 
reflex, or long-standing large ulcers.

The most common methods of compression are Unna 
boot and multilayer compression bandages. Unna boots 
are made with a paste containing zinc oxide, gelatin, sor-
bitol, magnesium sulfate, and glycerin. Unna boots dry 
to a semirigid consistency when applied. The Unna boot 
is changed weekly or sooner if there is significant drain-
age or discomfort. The advantage of the Unna boot is 
minimal patient involvement while providing continued 
compression. Disadvantages are that some patients find it 
uncomfortable to wear, and it can cause contact dermatitis. 
The multilayer system Profore (Smith + Nephew United, 
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London, UK) and Dyna-Flex Multi-layer compression sys-
tem (Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, NJ) are better 
tolerated. Profore involves sequential application of (1) 
orthopedic wool wrap, which absorbs exudate and protects 
bony eminence; (2) crepe bandage, adding absorbency; (3) 
light-compression bandage, which is highly conformable 
to accommodate a difficult limb shape; and (4) a cohe-
sive flexible bandage that applies pressure, maintaining 
effective levels of compression up to 1 week.8 This system 
provides 40 mm Hg pressure at the ankle in resting posi-
tion, which decreases to 17 mm Hg below the knee. In one 
study using this therapy, 74% of 148 ulcerated limbs had 
ulcer healing by 12 weeks. Profore should not be used in 
patients with an ABI less than 0.8. Profore Lite should not 
be used in patients with an ABI less than 0.6. Circ-Aid is a 
legging orthosis and is another option available for com-
pression. It provides inelastic rigid compression. Because 
its bands are adjustable, it is easier to don and is adjustable 
as the limb edema decreases.

Surgical treatment with skin grafting can be needed for 
ulcers that are large and do not heal. Once healing occurs, 
patients should be fitted with pressure gradient stockings. 
Patients should be educated about the permanent nature 
of their venous insufficiency and lifelong need for compli-
ance with daily use of compression stocking. Skin biopsy 
can be needed in long-standing ulcers if another etiology, 
such as Kaposi sarcoma or Marjolin’s ulcer, is suspected.

Superficial Thrombophlebitis

Superficial thrombophlebitis is treated with elevation, 
superficial heat, and ambulation with 30 to 40 mm Hg 
compression stockings. Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory 
drugs are useful in reducing pain and limiting local 
inflammation. More aggressive treatment is needed for 
patients with (1) superficial phlebitis involving the greater 
saphenous vein above the knee, (2) history of DVT, and 
(3) known irreversible risk factors. If there is evidence of 
involvement of the deep venous system by duplex ultra-
sound examination, the patient should be treated for DVT.

Venous Thromboembolism

Epidemiology of Venous Thromboembolism

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention data, the annual U.S. incidence of DVT and PE 
is 300,000 to 600,000 (of which 200,000 to 400,000 are 
PE). Nearly one third of patients who have PE die. VTE 
is primarily a disease of old age. The incidence increases 
exponentially with age, with a relative risk of 1.9 for each 
10-year increase in age for both men and women. The over-
all male/female incidence ratio is 1.2:1. The incidence is 
higher in women in childbearing years. African Americans 
and whites have a higher incidence of VTE than Asians, 
Pacific Islanders, Hispanics, and Native Americans.25 Two 
thirds of VTE cases are associated with recent hospitaliza-
tions, and half of all DVT episodes occur in hospitalized 
or nursing home residents.54 Approximately 90% of DVTs 
occur in lower limbs; however, with frequent instrumen-
tation and improved diagnostic testing, it is increasingly 
being recognized in upper limbs as well. Rarely, DVT occurs 
in cerebral sinuses, mesenteric arteries, and the retina.
In rehabilitation patient populations, the following inci-
dent rates of DVT have been reported in various studies:
 1.  Twelve to 23% after total hip arthroplasty and 17% 

to 57% after total knee arthroplasty even with use of 
accepted forms of prophylaxis

 2.  Twelve percent in trauma patients with prophylactic 
intervention; it can be as high as 60% to 80% without 
prophylactic intervention21

 3.  At the time of admission to neurorehabilitation, 21.2% 
in brain tumor patients, 16% in patients with intracra-
nial hemorrhage, and 6.7% in traumatic brain injury 
patients71

 4.  Twenty-three percent in a study of 40 burn patients67

 5.  In patients with spinal cord injury, 70% before era of 
prophylaxis and now 6.5% with low-molecular-weight 
heparin (LMWH) prophylaxis56

Recurrence of DVT and PE is higher in the first 6 to 12 
months, and cumulative recurrence rate can be as high 
as 24% at 5 years and 30% at 8 years after the initial epi-
sode.50 Hansson et al.12 in their study of 738 patients found 
a higher incidence of recurrence in patients with residual 
thrombus, idiopathic DVT, proximal DVT, cancer, history 
of thromboembolic events, and short duration of anticoag-
ulant therapy. Patients with postoperative DVT had a lower 
recurrence rate in their study.

Pathogenesis of Venous Thromboembolism

Many factors, genetic and environmental, contribute to the 
development of DVT. Primary or idiopathic DVT occurs in 
the absence of recognized thrombotic risk factors, whereas 
secondary DVT occurs in the presence of known risk fac-
tors. Approximately 80% of inpatients with VTE and 30% 
of outpatients with confirmed DVT have been shown to 
have three or more risk factors. The Virchow’s Triad of (1) 
venous stasis, (2) vessel wall injury, and (3) variation in 
coagulability of the blood comprises the critically important 
contributors in the pathogenesis of DVT. (See Table 56-1 
for risk factors that are associated with each of these con-
tributors.) Each of these factors plays variable roles in indi-
vidual patients.

Thrombi usually begin to form at low flow sites, such as 
the deep veins of the calf, soleus sinuses, behind the cusps 
of venous valves, and at the entrance of tributary veins.62 

Table 56-1  Risk Factors Associated With Virchow’s Triad

Stasis
Hypercoagulable 
State

Endothelial  
Injury

Age (older than 60) Estrogenic 
medications

Postoperative state

Immobility Pregnancy Venous access

Paralysis Cancer Trauma, burn

Heart failure/myocardial 
infarction

Family history Spinal cord injury

Anesthesia during 
surgery

Sepsis Sepsis

Obesity Inherited 
hypercoagulable 
state

Vasculitis

Long-distance travel Factor V Leiden 
mutation

Prior deep venous 
thrombosis
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Surgery of hip and knee, venous catheterization, and burns 
can cause vessel wall damage that initiates thrombus for-
mation. Vascular endothelium is generally considered to 
be nonthrombogenic; however, when endothelium is 
damaged, platelets interact with subendothelial constitu-
ents and initiate thrombus formation with activation of 
coagulation factors. Venous thrombi consist of deposits 
of fibrin, red cells, and variable amount of platelets and 
leukocytes.16 Clearance of activated coagulation factors is 
prevented by venous stasis and facilitates interaction of 
thrombus with the vessel wall. The relative balance between 
activated coagulation and the thrombolytic system deter-
mines further propagation and dissolution of thrombus. 
It is fortunate that many small calf vein thrombi undergo 
rapid dissolution without therapy and rarely cause clini-
cally significant PE. Although calf thrombi are regarded 
as an unusual source of symptomatic PE, they have been 
associated with high probability lung scans in up to 29% 
of patients with isolated calf vein thrombi.

Most clinically significant PE originates from DVT 
of the proximal lower limb (popliteal, femoral, or iliac 
veins).36 Ninety percent of pulmonary emboli are associ-
ated with proximal lower limb venous thrombosis. Orga-
nization of large thrombi usually results in anatomic and 
functional changes in the vein. These changes include 
vein wall fibrosis, venous outflow obstruction, and val-
vular incompetence. These changes result in reflux and 
postthrombotic CVI. Recanalization of proximal venous 
thrombi occurs in fewer than 10% of patients and can 
take several months or more. The incidence of postthrom-
botic syndrome is 6 times higher in patients with recur-
rent thrombosis.

History and Clinical Features of Venous 
Thromboembolism

The evaluation for suspected VTE begins with a careful his-
tory and physical examination. Relevant history in these 
patients includes the patient’s symptoms and assessment 
of potential risk factors. No single physical finding or com-
bination of symptoms and signs is sufficiently accurate 
to clinically establish the diagnosis of VTE. Classic signs 
of edema, erythema, warmth, tenderness, and positive 
Homan’s sign are nonspecific and might not be always 
present. In fact, Homan’s sign can be present in 50% of 
those without DVT. DVT is confirmed in only 50% of those 
with leg pain, tenderness, and swelling, only 20% of those 
with leg pain and tenderness, and only 11% of those with 
isolated swelling. Patients can present with unilateral 
edema and tenderness confined to the calf muscle or along 
the distribution of the deep veins of medial thigh without 
any other signs. A 3-cm or greater difference in calf circum-
ference 10 cm below the tibial tuberosity is associated with 
a high likelihood of having DVT.61 The clinical presenta-
tion varies with anatomic location and extent and degree 
of occlusion by the thrombus. Patients with obstructive 
iliofemoral thrombosis can present with a markedly swol-
len, cyanosed leg or with a white, cold leg if there is asso-
ciated arterial spasm. In some cases the presenting signs 
and symptoms might include apprehension, diaphore-
sis, tachycardia, pleuritic chest pain, tachypnea, and light 
headedness caused by sudden hypotension. It is essential 
to confirm the clinical suspicion of venous thrombosis 
with objective testing. (See Table 56-2 for signs and symp-
toms of PE.)

Diagnostic Evaluation of Venous Thromboembolism

Duplex Ultrasound for Deep Venous Thrombosis. 
Duplex ultrasound is the diagnostic test of choice for detec-
tion of DVT, replacing contrast venography and impedance 
plethysmography (Figure 56-13). Essential elements of 
duplex ultrasound examination include thrombus visual-
ization, venous compressibility, and detection of venous 
flow. Noncompressibility of femoral and popliteal vein is 
diagnostic of proximal DVT. New thrombi are hypoecho-
genic, as opposed to chronic thrombi, which are ech-
odense. The diagnostic sensitivity of duplex ultrasound for 
proximal DVT is high (94.2%) but is low (63.5%) for non-
occluding or isolated calf thrombi. Because there is 20% 
to 30% incidence of propagation of calf thrombi to the 
proximal venous system, repeat or serial ultrasound stud-
ies are recommended in 7 to 14 days for patients in whom 
a clinical concern remains despite initial negative results 
on examination.

Magnetic Resonance Venography. One advantage of 
MR venography is that it has 100% sensitivity in diagnosis 
of DVT proximal to the inguinal ligament. Ultrasound is 
not sensitive in detecting thrombi above the inguinal liga-
ment. It is safe to use in pregnant women. Unlike duplex 
ultrasound, its results are independent of technologist 
experience. Disadvantages are cost, increased time, patient 
cooperation, and the fact that it cannot be used in patients 
with certain metal implants. Concern exists about systemic 
nephrogenic fibrosis with the use of gadolinium in patients 
with renal insufficiency.

D-Dimer Assay. d-dimer is a degradation product of cross-
linked fibrin blood clot. Elevated levels of d-dimer occur 
with acute thrombosis, but this does not discriminate 
between physiologic (e.g., postoperative or posttrauma) 
or pathologic (e.g., deep vein) thrombi. d-dimer levels 
can be elevated in patients with cancer, recent trauma, sur-
gery, sepsis, late pregnancy, hemorrhage, and many other 
medical conditions. d-dimer assay is a sensitive but non-
specific test. It offers greater benefit in outpatient testing 
than in the inpatient setting because inpatients more often 
tend to have the above-noted conditions that cause false-
positive results. A study done in a rehabilitation inpatient 

Table 56-2  Symptoms and Signs of Pulmonary 
Embolism

Symptoms Signs

Cough
Diaphoresis
Unexplained dyspnea, orthopnea
Pleuritic chest pain
Hemoptysis
Symptoms of deep venous throm-

bosis with calf/thigh pain
Shock or loss of consciousness

Tachypnea (rate >20/min)
Tachycardia (rate >100/min)
Pleural rub
Inspiratory crackles
Signs of pleural effusion, atelectasis
Cyanosis
Fourth heart sound (S4)
Increased pulmonic sound (P2)
Signs of right heart failure

Modified from Cloutier S, Ginsberg JS:  Venous thromboembolism. In Rajagopalan S,  
Mukkerjee D, Mohler ER III, editors: Manual of vascular diseases, Philadelphia, 2005, 
 Lippincott Williams Wilkins.
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Consider
arterial etiology

(Figure 57-2)

Patient with
  acute limb pain

and swelling

History and
physical

examination

Pulses
present?

Venous
duplex

Positive for DVT?

Consider
other causes

(e.g., congestive
heart failure,
lymphedema)

Consider
IVC filter

High bleeding
risk?

Ambulation,
compression hose;

consider etiology and
hypercoagulation

workup

LMWH
than

warfarin

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

FIGURE 56-13 Diagnostic and treatment algorithm for a patient with limb swelling. The primary consideration is to urgently evaluate for deep vein thrombosis, 
which can be life threatening. IVC, Inferior vena cava; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin.
population, however, showed d-dimer assay to be an effec-
tive screening test in suspected cases of DVT and can reduce 
the need for more expensive diagnostic workup.1

Wells et al.69,70 have developed a structured clinical pre-
diction rule to standardize clinical assessment for patients 
with suspected PE and DVT. The assessment is based on 
the patient’s signs and symptoms, risk factors for VTE, and 
presence of alternative diagnosis. Patients are stratified into 
low, moderate, or high probability for DVT or PE based on 
the resultant score. A combination of Wells pretest prob-
ability score and quantitative d-dimer testing has been 
used to reduce the number of diagnostic tests performed in 
patients with suspected VTE in the outpatient setting, but 
this has not been validated for inpatients.

Diagnostic Testing for Pulmonary Embolism

Ventilation Perfusion Scintigraphy. Ventilation perfu-
sion scintigraphy was used as the first-line study before 
widespread use of spiral CT. A normal study can effectively 
rule out clinically important PE. One of the major disad-
vantages of ventilation perfusion scan is that the major-
ity of patients with PE will have an intermediate or low 
probability scan requiring further testing. It still can be the 
first-line study for patients with allergy to contrast or renal 
insufficiency.

Spiral Computed Tomography. Spiral CT has emerged as 
the diagnostic study of choice for suspected PE. It is mini-
mally invasive compared with pulmonary angiography but 
allows visualization of pulmonary vessels, parenchyma, 
pleura, and mediastinum. This helps identify alternative 
diagnosis in one fourth of patients, including atelectasis 
or pneumonia.
Pulmonary Angiography. Pulmonary angiography is 
costly, invasive, technically demanding, and has significant 
radiation exposure. It is considered the reference standard 
for diagnosis of PE but is no longer routinely used for the 
above reasons.

Treatment of Acute Venous Thromboembolism

The goals of treatment are to prevent PE, recurrent VTE, 
and postphlebitis syndrome. Anticoagulation is the main-
stay of treatment, and the treatment regimen is similar to 
that for DVT and PE. Before starting anticoagulation, risk 
of hemorrhage or contraindication to anticoagulation 
therapy must be evaluated. For patients with high clinical 
suspicion of DVT or PE, treatment with anticoagulation 
should be initiated immediately without waiting for diag-
nostic study results.

Anticoagulant therapy is initiated with either unfrac-
tionated heparin (UFH) or subcutaneous LMWH followed 
by oral anticoagulation. Treatment with LMWH is pre-
ferred because it can be given subcutaneously and does not 
require laboratory monitoring. Other advantages include 
(1) lower risk of heparin-induced thrombocytopenia and 
osteoporosis, (2) prolonged half-life so it can be given less 
often, and (3) less binding to the endothelium and plasma 
protein with predictable anticoagulation response. LMWH 
can be given subcutaneously using a weight-adjusted regi-
men once or twice daily.

If UFH is used, it is initiated with an intravenous bolus 
dose followed by continuous infusion. Patients require reg-
ular monitoring of activated partial thromboplastin time 
(aPTT) with heparin dose adjusted to achieve aPTT target 
range of 1.5 to 2.5 times the normal for 2 consecutive days. 
LMWH or UFH should be continued for at least 5 days to 
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minimize risk of extension of thrombosis or recurrence of 
PE. Warfarin therapy is started within 24 hours of heparin 
treatment. The initial starting dose is 5 to 10 mg/day. The 
dosage is subsequently adjusted according to the patient’s 
international normalized ratio to therapeutic range of 2.0 
to 3.0. Warfarin therapy should overlap heparin therapy for 
at least 5 days, bridging to long-term therapy for at least 3 
months with oral anticoagulant. Bleeding is the main com-
plication of anticoagulation and requires careful monitor-
ing depending on the clinical condition of the patient and 
the drug used.

Duration of Anticoagulation Therapy. Patients with a 
first episode of VTE, with reversible time-limited risk fac-
tors or asymptomatic calf thrombi, should be treated for at 
least 3 months. Patients with idiopathic VTE need antico-
agulation for 6 to 12 months. Patients with recurrent VTE, 
cancer, or genetic risk factors should receive anticoagula-
tion beyond 12 months to lifetime.

Inferior Vena Cava Filter. Placement of an inferior vena 
cava filter is indicated for patients with acute DVT who have 
an absolute contraindication for anticoagulation. Contra-
indications to anticoagulation include acute hemorrhage, 
neurosurgery, or intracranial bleeding within 7 days, severe 
thrombocytopenia, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia 
within 90 days, and recent gastrointestinal bleed. Patients 
with recurrent VTE despite anticoagulation, pulmonary 
hypertension with reduced cardiac reserve, or free-floating 
iliofemoral thrombi are also candidates for inferior vena 
cava filter.34

Ambulation After DVT. Historically, bed rest for sev-
eral days was thought to be the safest for preventing PE 
in patients with proximal DVT. Recent literature has not 
supported this. In fact, recent studies have shown that 
early, and even immediate, ambulation after initiation of 
appropriate anticoagulation therapy in conjunction with 
compression therapy does not increase development of 
symptomatic PE.45,66 Postthrombotic sequelae occur in 
almost half of all patients with proximal DVT. Initiation 
of early ambulation results in faster reduction of pain and 
swelling and less incidence of postthrombotic sequelae.

Adjunctive therapy with graduated below-knee stock-
ings with 30 to 40 mm Hg pressure at the ankle is indi-
cated after proximal DVT. Compression stockings have 
been shown to reduce the development of postthrombotic 
sequelae by approximately 50% when worn at least for the 
first 2 years.49

Prevention of Deep Venous Thrombosis 
and Pulmonary Embolism

VTE is a serious but preventable complication in hospi-
talized rehabilitation patients. It is imperative to insti-
tute mechanical and/or chemical thromboprophylaxis to 
reduce the incidence of VTE in this patient population. 
This is critical for patient safety because VTE is a major 
cause of preventable morbidity and mortality in hospital-
ized patients.

For neurosurgical patients who are at high risk of bleed-
ing and patients with intracranial or active gastrointestinal 
bleeding, graded compression stockings and intermittent 
pneumatic compression devices are reasonable effective 
options. Careful attention should be made to ensure com-
pliance and proper use of the devices. Chemical prophy-
laxis should be initiated once it is medically safe to do so.

It is recommended that physicians follow clinical guide-
lines from the American College of Chest Physicians for 
VTE prophylaxis in rehabilitation patients (Tables 56-3 and 
56-4). The type, intensity, and duration of anticoagulation 
should be adjusted for the individual patient depending 
on perceived bleeding risk. In addition, patients should be 
mobilized as early as medical safety allows. Routine screen-
ing for DVT or PE in asymptomatic postoperative orthope-
dic patients is not recommended.

Lymphatic Disease in the Lower 
Limbs

The lymphatic vasculature is divided into superficial and 
deep systems. The superficial system receives drainage from 
the skin and subcutaneous tissues, whereas the deep sys-
tem receives drainage from the muscles and joints. Super-
ficial and deep lymph nodes are located in the popliteal 
fossa and the inguinal region.

Lymph capillaries begin as closed tubes and lie close to 
blood capillaries. They do not have valves. Lymph capil-
laries flow into lymph precollectors, and then collectors, 

Table 56-3  CHEST Clinical Practice Guidelines 
for Hospital Thromboprophylaxis

Total Hip Replacement
Total Knee 
Replacement

Acute Spinal 
Cord Injury

LMWH at high-risk dose, 
start 12 hr preoperatively 
or 12-24 hr postopera-
tively

OR
LMWH at half the usual 

high-risk dose, start 4-6 hr 
postoperatively, increasing 
to usual high-risk dose 
following day

OR
Fondaparinux, 2.5 mg/day,  

start 6-24 hr 
 postoperatively

OR
Warfarin starting preopera-

tively or the postoperative 
evening (INR target, 2.5; 
range, 2-3)

LMWH at the 
usual high-risk 
dose

OR
Fondaparinux, 2.5 

mg/day, start 
6-24 hr postop-
eratively

OR
Warfarin

(INR target, 2.5; 
range, 2-3)

LMWH as soon 
as primary 
hemostasis is 
evident

OR
LDUH with 

intermittent 
pneumatic 
compression 
device

Convert to 
warfarin
(INR target, 

2.5; range, 
2-3)  during 
rehabilitation 
phase

Intermittent pneumatic 
compression devices

Intermittent 
 pneumatic 
 compression 
devices

Intermittent 
pneumatic 
compression 
device; gradu-
ated compres-
sion stockings

Continue prophylaxis at least 
10 days, up to 35 days

Continue 
 prophylaxis at 
least 10 days, up 
to 35 days

From Hirsh J, Guyatt G, Albert, G, et al: Antithrombotic and thrombolytic therapy: American 
College of Chest Physicians Evidence-Based Clinical Practice Guidelines, Chest 133:71S-
109S, 2008.
INR, International normalized ratio; LDUH, low-dose unfractionated heparin; LMWH, low-
molecular-weight heparin.
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which do have valves. The lymph collectors transport lym-
phatic fluid to the lymph nodes where the fluid is filtered. 
Lymph then flows into the lymphatic trunks and then on 
to the venous angles where it is returned to the venous 
system.

A lymph angion is a segment of a lymph collector 
located between two valves. The lymph angions contain 
smooth muscle and contract around 10 to 12 times/min 
at rest. The frequency and amplitude of these contractions 
is referred to as lymphangiomotoricity. Lymphangiomo-
toricity can be affected by internal stretch because of the 
volume of lymph. It can also be affected by temperature, 
hormones, and external stretch from manual lymph drain-
age or muscle and joint pumps during exercise.

Lymphedema is caused by a defect in the lymphatic sys-
tem that leads to protein-rich interstitial fluid overload. The 
defect can be hereditary, congenital, or acquired. Heredi-
tary and congenital types are called primary lymphedema. 
Acquired types are called secondary lymphedema (Box 56-5).

Primary lymphedema is less common and has many 
causes. It can be divided into three major types: congenital, 

Table 56-4  Levels of Thromboembolism Risk 
and Recommended Thromboprophylaxis  
in Hospital Patients *

Levels of Risk

Approximate 
DVT Risk Without 
Thrombopro-
phylaxis†

Suggested 
Thrombopro-
phylaxis Options‡

Low risk

Minor surgery in 
mobile patients

Medical patients who 
are fully mobile

<10% No specific thrombo-
prophylaxis

Early and “aggressive” 
ambulation

Moderate risk

Most general, open 
 gynecologic, or 
 urologic surgery 
patients

Medical patients, bed 
rest or sick

10%-40% LMHW (at recom-
mended doses).

LDUH two or three 
times daily, or 
fondaparinux

Moderate VTE risk plus 
high bleeding risk

Mechanical thrombo-
prophylaxis

High risk

Hip or knee arthro-
plasty, hip fracture 
surgery

40%-80% LMHW (at recom-
mended doses),
fondaparinux, 

oral vitamin K 
antagonist

(INR, 2-3)

High VTE risk plus high 
bleeding risk

Mechanical thrombo-
prophylaxis§

From Charles M, et al: Prevention of venous thromboembolism, in the antithrombotic and 
thrombolytic therapy,  ACCP guidelines supplement, Chest 133:381S-453S, 2008.
DVT, Deep venous thrombosis; INR, international normalized ratio; LDUH, low-dose unfrac-
tionated heparin; LMWH, low molecular weight heparin; VTE, venous thromboembolism.
*The descriptive terms are purposefully left undefined to allow individual clinician interpre-
tation.
†Rates based on objective diagnostic screening for asymptomatic DVT in patients not 
receiving thromboprophylaxis.
‡See relevant section in this chapter for specific recommendations.
§Mechanical thromboprophylaxis includes intermittent pneumatic compression or venous 
foot pumps and/or graduated compression stockings; consider switch to anticoagulant 
thromboprophylaxis when high bleeding risk decreases.
lymphedema praecox, and lymphedema tarda. Congeni-
tal lymphedema has an onset in the first 1 to 2 years of 
life, is noted by aplastic lymphatics, and is bilateral. It 
can be sporadic or familial and is thought to be due to a 
gene defect that is involved in lymphangiogenesis. Lymph-
edema praecox has an onset between ages 1 and 35, is 
noted by hypoplastic lymphatics, and is generally unilat-
eral. Lymphedema tarda has an onset after age 35 and is 
noted by weakened lymphatics that are unable to compen-
sate when stressed with overload or injury.22

Secondary lymphedema is the most common type of 
lymphedema. In developed countries, secondary lymph-
edema is usually the result of cancer or cancer treatment. In 
developing countries, the most common cause is filariasis, 
which is a nematode infection. Many other causes of second-
ary lymphedema exist, including CVI, infection, trauma, and 
obesity. Secondary lymphedema typically presents with uni-
lateral painless swelling (Figure 56-14). Patients at high risk of 
developing lymphedema, such as those who are status postre-
section or postradiation of lymph nodes, should observe 
appropriate precautions. Precautions include meticulous 
skin and nail care and avoiding anything that can lead to 
swelling or infection in the limb, such as needle sticks, 
blood pressure cuffs, tight clothing, or leaving the limb in 
the dependent position for long periods.

The initial clinical presentation of lymphedema is pit-
ting edema, but it becomes nonpitting as the tissues 
become fibrotic. The skin gradually thickens, and skin 
folds become accentuated. The skin can become verrucous 
and hyperpigmented. The patient complains that the limb 
feels heavy and stiff. As edema and fibrosis worsen, range 
of motion in the limb becomes impaired. Patients might 
have difficulty with mobility and activities of daily living. 
They can have trouble fitting into normal clothing. Many 
patients experience anxiety, depression, and poor self-
image because of the disfigurement and impairment.

 •  Primary lymphedema
 •  Congenital
	 ○	  Aplastic lymphatics
	 ○	  Usually affects bilateral lower extremities
	 ○	  Onset at age less than 1 year
 •  Lymphedema praecox
	 ○	  Hypoplastic lymphatics
	 ○	  Usually unilateral lower limb
	 ○	  Onset between the ages of 1 and 35 but often in the 

teen years
 •  Lymphedema tarda
	 ○	  Weakened lymphatics
	 ○	  Usually unilateral lower limb
	 ○	  Onset after the age of 35 after an inciting event
 •  Secondary
 •  Tumor
 •  After radiation treatment
 •  After surgery affecting the lymphatics
 •  Chronic venous insufficiency
 •  Filariasis
 •  Trauma
 •  Infection

 

BOX 56-5

Types of Lymphedema
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Complications of lymphedema include cellulitis and 
lymphangitis. Lymphangiosarcoma has also been seen 
with severe long-standing lymphedema.

When evaluating a patient with lower limb swelling 
for possible lymphedema, the physician should perform 
a thorough history and physical examination. History 
should include any previous cancers, surgery, radiation, or 
trauma. Examination should include inspection of the skin 
with documentation of consistency, mobility, coloration, 
temperature, pitting edema, fibrosis, and measurements of 
limb girth. The Stemmer sign can help distinguish lymph-
edema from venous stasis edema. The sign is present and 
indicative of lymphedema if the physician is unable to 
pinch a fold in the skin at the base of the second toe.

If the patient has a history of cancer, recurrent and meta-
static disease needs to be considered and ruled out. DVT must 
also be ruled out. Other medical conditions that can cause 
edema should be considered and ruled out, such as conges-
tive heart failure, renal failure, hypoalbuminemia, and pro-
tein-losing nephropathy. Diagnostic workup should include 
laboratory testing of blood and urine to evaluate for gen-
eral medical conditions and venous Doppler to evaluate for 
thrombosis. If the diagnosis is still in question, lymphoscin-
tigraphy can be performed to evaluate the lymphatic system.

Treatment goals are to improve function of the limb, pre-
vent complications, and to improve quality of life for the 
patient. Treatment should begin as early as possible in hope 
of preventing tissue fibrosis, loss of range of motion, and 
functional decline. Complete decongestive therapy is the 
most widely used and accepted form of treatment. It is an 
intense and time-consuming process that requires a com-
mitted patient. The patient initially undergoes the treatment 
phase, which is followed by the lifelong maintenance phase.

FIGURE 56-14 A patient with secondary lymphedema.
The treatment phase involves sessions 5 days/wk and 
includes manual lymph drainage (MLD), exercise, skin and 
nail care, and compression. MLD consists of light strokes 
to help stimulate lymph production and transport. MLD 
is not massage. Massage involves higher-pressure strokes 
and kneading. In contrast, MLD involves mild suprafascial 
strokes intended to cause light mechanical stretch of the 
lymph collectors to increase lymphangiomotoricity. After 
each MLD session, a moisturizer is applied to the skin 
before short-stretch bandages are applied. Treatment ses-
sions generally last 1 hour. The bandages should not be 
removed and should be worn until the next treatment ses-
sion. Exercise is performed twice a day for 15 minutes while 
wearing compression bandages. Patients are instructed in 
nail and skin care, which is crucial to preventing infection. 
At the end of each week, measurements are taken to assess 
progress of limb reduction.

Once the patient has reached maximum limb reduction, 
demonstrated by no further reduction in weekly measure-
ments, therapy moves from the initial treatment phase to 
the maintenance phase. The maintenance phase is a life-
long process of preventing reaccumulation of lymphedema 
and protecting the skin. In this phase, patients perform 
their own MLD and then apply compression garments 
instead of bandages. Patients also continue with a home 
exercise program and skin and nail care. Although the 
patient has improvement in limb volume and appearance, 
the underlying lymphatics do not regain normal function. 
The patient must be committed to a lifelong maintenance 
phase to prevent progression of the lymphedema.

Surgical debulking of lymphedema is considered a 
treatment of last resort. If a limb has severe lymphedema 
that does not respond to more conservative treatment, de-
bulking can improve limb size and restore some function. 
Treatment goals with surgical debulking are functional, not 
cosmetic. Debulking does not produce a normal- appearing 
limb. Reports of lymphovenous and lympholymphatic 
anastomoses being performed with good results have been 
noted, but these procedures are not common.

Conclusion

Lower limb vascular disorders contribute significantly to a 
patient’s overall health, physical functioning, and quality 
of life. This broad spectrum of disorders requires a multi-
disciplinary approach, which physiatrists are accustomed 
to using. The patient, along with the physiatrist and the 
treatment team, works toward decreasing morbidity and 
mortality and increasing the patient’s ability to participate 
in personal, social, and vocational activities. The use of 
patient education along with primary and secondary pre-
vention strategies can have a large positive impact on the 
morbidity and mortality associated with these disorders. 
Preventive measures and therapeutic interventions must be 
started early to have the greatest impact.
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CHAPTER 57
CANCER REHABILITATION
Andrea L. Cheville
Cancer rehabilitation addresses physical impairments 
related to tumor effects and cancer treatment. Most func-
tional problems experienced by patients with cancer also 
occur as a result of other disease processes, such as isch-
emia, trauma, and arthritis. The fact that impairments arise 
in the context of cancer might alter their management 
little. Their successful rehabilitation, however, mandates 
that treatments integrate cancer-specific concerns—limited 
prognoses, dynamic lesions, heavy symptom burden, and 
treatment-related toxicities—into a humane and realistic 
treatment plan.

Cancer is a pathologic process characterized by dysregu-
lated cell growth and systemic spread. All tissue types have 
neoplastic potential and can become cancerous. Tissues 
distinguished by rapid cell turnover (e.g., gastrointestinal 
mucosa), hormone sensitivity (e.g., breast and prostate), 
and regular exposure to environmental mutagens (e.g., 
lung and skin) have higher rates of malignant transforma-
tion. The fact that any tissue can develop cancer means that 
cancer rehabilitation must address all body parts and sys-
tems. Despite this broad scope, the field condenses into 
a manageable body of expertise predominantly focused 
on the sequelae of cancer treatment, maladaptive host 
responses (e.g., paraneoplastic syndromes), and the erosive 
effects of cancer on bones and neural tissue.

Cancer rehabilitation extends far beyond the control 
functional decline in patients with metastatic disease. With 
ever-increasing cancer survivorship, the number of patients 
whose disease has been eliminated or successfully tem-
porized continues to grow. The National Cancer Institute 
estimates that more than 13 million Americans with a his-
tory of cancer were alive in January 2010. These patients are 
eager to lead highly functional and productive lives despite 
the legacy of their disease. A unique and intensely chal-
lenging feature of cancer rehabilitation is the need to treat 
patients with vastly different degrees of infirmity. Given the 
magnitude of current need, physiatrists can elect to treat 
patients who are cured of their cancers or whose cancers 
have progressed to being widely metastatic.

This chapter is intended to provide physiatrists and 
other readers with an overview of the issues relevant to the 
rehabilitation of patients with cancer. Emphasis is placed 
on problems that affect the nervous and musculoskeletal 
systems.

Epidemiology

Cancer is a prevalent condition that becomes increasingly 
common with advancing age. Just under 1.5 million new 
cancers were diagnosed within the United States in 2009, 
1371

and more than 560,000 people died of cancer.119 Cancer 
causes one in four deaths, and is second only to heart 
disease as the leading cause of mortality in the United 
States.119 Roughly 76% of all cancers occur in patients 55 
years of age and older.7 Men are more commonly affected 
by cancer (excluding basal and squamous cell cancers of 
the skin), with a lifetime risk in the United States of one 
in two. The lifetime risk in women is one in three.7 Many 
cancers could be prevented through behavioral modifica-
tion. One third of all cancer deaths are related to obesity, 
physical inactivity, and other lifestyle factors.7 Only 5% 
to 10% of cancers are hereditary and directly related to 
aberrantly expressed or regulated genes.

Demographic Disparities in Cancer

Racial, economic, and gender disparities influence cancer 
incidence, stage at diagnosis, and mortality. Race-related 
disparities are prominent for some cancers and are difficult 
to accurately distinguish from economic disparities. Afri-
can Americans have the highest mortality associated with 
cancers of the lung, breast, prostate, and cervix among all 
racial groups in the United States.6 When African Ameri-
cans are compared with whites, cancer death rates are 40% 
higher in males and 20% higher in females.6

The adverse impact of low economic status on cancer 
outcomes is being increasingly recognized. The 5-year 
survival rate is more than 10% higher for individuals liv-
ing in affluent census tracts.6 The effects of economic dis-
parity can significantly undermine cancer rehabilitation 
efforts through marginally covered or uncovered items 
such as compression garments, high physical and occu-
pational therapy copayments, and reduced home therapy 
benefits.

Survivorship

Cancer 5-year survival rates are increasing as a result of 
a variety of factors, including successful early detection 
efforts, improved multimodality treatments, and expan-
sion of the chemotherapeutics and biopharmaceuticals 
available to treat patients with metastatic disease. Sixty-six 
percent of adult cancer patients live 5 years beyond diag-
nosis.107 These numbers do not accurately reflect current 
trends because the statistics pertain to patients who were 
treated 5 years ago, and the standards of care for many 
cancers have changed. The prevalence of cancer survivors 
will increase, given the anticipated persistence of factors 
responsible for current survivorship trends.107 First, the 
aging of the population will produce an increase in the 
incidence of age-related cancers such as colon, breast, and 
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prostate cancer. Second, early detection efforts are being 
aggressively funded and implemented. We can expect that 
more and more cancers will be identified at early, curable 
stages. Last, clinical research continues to refine strategies 
for delivering established and novel anticancer therapies. 
During the past several years we have witnessed an unprec-
edented influx of targeted biopharmaceuticals into the 
cancer treatment arsenal. Collectively these efforts have 
consistently produced incremental outcome improve-
ments. It is reasonable to assume that this trend will con-
tinue to benefit both patients who are cured and those who 
are living with cancer.

Disease Considerations

Staging

The specifics of cancer staging vary by disease site, but all 
conform to a general format geared toward describing the 
spread of disease from its site of origin. The T, N, and M 
system is the most widely used. T depends on the charac-
teristics of the primary tumor, N on the extent of regional 
lymph node spread, and M on the presence of distant 
metastases. Once TNM status has been determined, a dis-
ease stage I through IV is assigned. Stage I is early, locally 
contained disease, whereas stage IV is advanced disease 
characterized by distant metastases.

Cancer can also be described as in situ, local, regional, 
and distant. This approach distinguishes whether cancer 
has remained in the layer of cells where it developed (in 
situ) or spread beyond the tissue layer (local). Cancer stag-
ing dictates the type, duration, and aggressiveness of anti-
cancer therapy. Staging also provides critical information 
for the appropriate design of rehabilitation interventions, 
and for gauging each patient’s risk of recurrence or progres-
sion. A safe rule of thumb during cancer rehabilitation is to 
attribute new or progressive signs and symptoms to malig-
nancy until proven otherwise.
Prognosis and Metastatic Spread

Cancer presents patients and clinicians with a staggering 
array of prognoses, differential treatment approaches, and 
patterns of metastatic spread. This reflects the fact that 
cancer is, in truth, many diseases. In planning a long-term 
rehabilitation approach, it is important to anticipate where 
cancer is likely to spread, how it will respond to treatment, 
what cumulative toxicities might be associated with ongo-
ing therapies, and how long patients will live. This is no 
easy feat, given the number of different cancer types and 
the inconsistent natural histories of cancer subtypes arising 
from the same tissue. Treatment approaches are also con-
tinuously evolving. Nonetheless, the effort to anticipate 
the course of disease is critical for the optimal delivery of 
cancer rehabilitation services. What follows is a synopsis of 
the characteristics of prevalent cancers and those that com-
monly lead patients to seek rehabilitative services.

Table 57-1 presents 5-year survival statistics collected 
between 1996 and 2004 for different cancers.107,119 The impli-
cations of regional and distant spread at the time of diagnosis 
vary considerably by cancer type. For example, prostate can-
cer patients enjoy an excellent prognosis when their cancer 
is detected at the local or regional level, with virtually 100% 
5-year survival. However, only 21% of lung cancer patients 
with regional spread are alive at 5 years. It is critical to bear in 
mind that survival statistics are mean values, with potentially 
wide confidence intervals that provide crude estimates—but 
are potentially imprecise when applied to individual patients.

This information informs rehabilitation goal setting, 
determines the level of emphasis placed on symptom-ori-
ented versus disease-modifying treatments, and allows for 
the assessment of patients’ unduly optimistic or grim expec-
tations. Table 57-1 also lists common sites of metastases for 
prevalent malignancies. Understanding patterns of meta-
static spread can help clinicians focus the search for metasta-
ses. Lung, breast, colon, and melanoma commonly spread to 
the brain. Regular neurologic screening examinations should 
therefore be incorporated into posttreatment, surveillance 
care. Prostate, breast, and lung cancer commonly produce 
Table 57-1   Five-Year Survival Statistics for Different Cancers, 1996-2004
Cancer Five-Year Survival Percentage Common Sites of Metastatic Spread

Local Regional Distant

Lung and bronchus 50 21 3 Brain, bone, liver, mediastinal lymph nodes

Breast 98 84 27 Brain, bone, lung, liver

Prostate 100 100 32 Bone, pelvic, lymph nodes

Colon and rectum 90 68 11 Liver, lung, retroperitoneal lymph nodes

Ovary 93 71 31 Peritoneum, pleura

Uterine cervix 92 56 17 Peritoneum, lung

Uterine corpus 96 68 24 Retroperitoneal lymph nodes, lung

Pharynx and oral cavity 82 53 28 Lung, regional lymph nodes

Melanoma 99 65 16 Brain

Stomach 61 25 3 Liver, lung, peritoneum

Esophagus 34 8 2 Liver, lung

Pancreas 20 8 2 Liver

Urinary bladder 93 45 6 Bone, intraperitoneal
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bone metastases. Musculoskeletal pain in these cancer popu-
lations can be due to the primary or secondary consequences 
of bony disease and should trigger an appropriate evaluation.

Phases of Cancer

For rehabilitation purposes, cancer can be divided into sev-
eral distinct stages. This approach calls clinical attention to 
certain nodal points along the disease trajectory that should 
trigger a revaluation of functional deficits, reinvolvement 
of rehabilitation services, and redefinition of functional 
goals. Five distinct stages of malignant disease—initial 
diagnosis and treatment, surveillance, recurrence, tempori-
zation, and palliation—were initially outlined in a model 
proposed by Gerber et al.80 Phases of cancer should deter-
mine rehabilitation goals with interphase transitions man-
dating reassessment of goals. Attention to cancer phases 
ensures that significant shifts in prognosis and treatment 
requirements inform rehabilitative efforts.

At the time of initial cancer diagnosis, patients deemed 
curable are treated aggressively with a regimen of antican-
cer therapies designed to eradicate their disease. A primary 
rehabilitation goal during initial cancer treatment is atten-
uation of the acute functional impact of cancer treatments: 
surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy. Once primary can-
cer treatments are complete, patients enter a period of sur-
veillance. For most patients this is an uneasy and indefinite 
interval characterized by persistent vigilance for latent treat-
ment toxicities and recurrent cancer. For some patients, the 
surveillance phase ends with cancer recurrence.

If cure is possible after recurrence, patients are aggres-
sively re-treated with multimodal therapy to eliminate dis-
ease. If not, they enter the temporization phase discussed 
below. Patients treated for recurrent cancer are rendered 
extremely vulnerable to lasting functional impairments 
because cancer treatments are often delivered to pretreated 
tissues and the cumulative toxicities can be devastating. 
Patients who present with stage IV disease or who recur 
enter a phase characterized by efforts to temporize the 
impact and progression of their cancer. Anticancer thera-
pies during this phase are geared toward reducing tumor 
burden, metastatic spread, and the development of medi-
cal comorbidities. Patients generally undergo serial che-
motherapy trials, which can contribute to progressive 
deconditioning and disablement. As patients enter the 
final phase of cancer, rehabilitative goals become palliative 
and focus on maximizing patients’ comfort, psychologic 
well-being, and independence in mobility and the perfor-
mance of activities of daily living (ADL).

Constitutional Symptoms

Many symptoms are common in cancer, particularly 
among patients with stage IV disease. A failure to ade-
quately address symptoms such as fatigue, nausea, pain, 
anxiety, insomnia, and dyspnea can undermine rehabilita-
tive efforts. The burgeoning of palliative care as a medi-
cal discipline has produced an extensive literature and 
several excellent textbooks detailing current strategies for 
managing cancer-related symptoms. Interested readers are 
referred to the Oxford Textbook of Palliative Medicine and 
Principles and Practice of Palliative Care and Supportive Oncol-
ogy. Below is a brief discussion on strategies for managing 
cancer-related fatigue (CRF) and pain. In the author’s expe-
rience, pain and fatigue present the most consistent and 
challenging obstacles to successful rehabilitation.

Fatigue

Fatigue is the most common symptom experienced by can-
cer patients.180 The prevalence of fatigue ranges from 70% 
to 100%, contingent on the type and stage of cancer. It is 
also related to whether patients are receiving anticancer 
treatments.180,219 A majority of patients in active treatment 
rate their fatigue as ‘‘severe’’ or 7 or more on an 11-point 
numerical rating scale.102 Because fatigue is an inherently 
subjective, definitions of fatigue understandably differ. 
The National Comprehensive Cancer Network defines CRF 
as: “an unusual, persistent, subjective sense of tiredness 
related to cancer or cancer treatment that interferes with 
usual functioning.”181 Experts concur that fatigue reduces 
the energy, mental capacity, functional status, and psycho-
logic resilience of cancer patients.181 The novel International 
Classification of Diseases, 10th edition criteria for CRF, listed 
in Box 57-1, reflect this consensus.

A discrete source of fatigue can be identified in some 
patients, leading to effective treatment and symptom rever-
sal. More often the responsible mechanisms are multifac-
torial. Box 57-2 lists possible contributing factors. Anemia 
has typically received the greatest amount of attention 

 •  Diminished energy
 •  Increasing need for rest
 •  Limb heaviness
 •  Diminished ability to concentrate
 •  Decreased interest in engaging in normal activities
 •  Sleep disorder
 •  Inertia
 •  Emotional lability as a result of fatigue
 •  Perceived problems with short-term memory
 •  Postexertional malaise exceeding several hours

 

BOX 57-1

International Classification of Diseases, 10th edition, 
Criteria for Cancer-Related Fatigue

 •  Anemia
 •  Insomnia or lack of restorative sleep
 •  Cytokine release (e.g., tumor necrosis factor)
 •  Hypothyroidism
 •  Hypogonadism
 •  Depression
 •  Deconditioning
 •  Steroid myopathy
 •  Centrally acting medications
 •  Altered oxidative capacity
 •  Pain
 •  Adrenal insufficiency
 •  Cachexia

 

BOX 57-2

Reversible Sources of Cancer Fatigue
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as a source of fatigue, but this focus has shifted in recent 
years. Previous interest was due, in part, to the high preva-
lence of fatigue among cytopenic cancer patients receiv-
ing chemotherapy (38% to 86%),10,254 and to reports that 
the onset and severity of fatigue paralleled reductions in 
serum hemoglobin.34 More recent, comprehensive data 
demonstrate that the time course of fatigue differs from 
fluctuations in blood counts and that normalization of 
hemoglobin levels often fails to reduce fatigue. No specific 
decrement or increment in hemoglobin levels has been 
definitely associated with meaningful changes in patients’ 
quality of life (QOL). Of greater concern are the findings 
that patients receiving erythropoiesis-stimulating agents 
have an elevated risk of thromboembolism, that several 
randomized trials have demonstrated decreased survival 
times in cancer patients receiving erythropoiesis-stimulat-
ing agents, and that two randomized trials have demon-
strated poorer “locoregional” control or progression-free 
survival in cancer patients receiving these agents.18,212

Despite this, erythropoiesis-stimulating agents continue 
to be used in the treatment of anemia related to cancer treat-
ment. A case has been made for initiating therapeutic doses 
in appropriate patients receiving anticancer treatment. The 
American Society of Clinical Oncology/American Society 
of Hematology guidelines endorse the use of 10 g/dL as the 
threshold hemoglobin value to recommend initiating an 
erythropoiesis-stimulating agent.212 Starting doses should 
be determined by the package insert of the specific agent. 
Continuing erythropoiesis-stimulating agents beyond 6 to 8 
weeks in nonresponding patients does not appear to be effec-
tive. Iron stores should be monitored and supplemented as 
required for patients treated with erythropoiesis-stimulating 
agents. Patients who have poor responses to epoetin therapy, 
intensely symptomatic anemia, hemoglobin levels less than 
9 g/dL, or economic constraints to erythropoiesis-stimulat-
ing agents might require red blood cell transfusion.

CRF often occurs in the absence of anemia or ongoing 
cancer therapy. In such cases, the differential diagnosis 
is based on patients’ previous cancer treatment, medi-
cal comorbidities, and current medications. Compromise 
of the adrenal axis, thyroid gland, testes, and ovaries by 
chemical ablation, surgical resection, and irradiation can 
cause fatigue. Appropriate laboratory studies can rule out 
remediable disorders in patients with suggestive treatment 
histories. Patients reporting poor sleep might require a 
sleep study if the elimination of daytime napping and use 
of soporifics provide no benefit. Menopausal symptoms 
can also degrade sleep quality and warrant close scrutiny.

Deconditioning secondary to inactivity is common 
among cancer patients.49 If deconditioning does not initiate 
fatigue, it frequently aggravates fatigue arising from other 
sources. Mood-related factors such as anxiety and depres-
sion are also prevalent among cancer patients. Thirty percent 
of patients develop clinical depression after a cancer diag-
nosis.69 Centrally acting medications should be carefully 
reviewed in patients complaining of fatigue. A reduction 
or withdrawal trial of nonessential drugs can identify those 
producing fatigue.181 Medications that commonly produce 
fatigue include opioids, benzodiazepines, antiemetics, anti-
histamines, tricyclic antidepressants, anticonvulsants (e.g., 
carbamazepine, gabapentin, and oxcarbazepine), thalido-
mide, and α2-adrenergic agonists (e.g., tizanidine).
In the absence of a discernible etiology, CRF might be 
associated with elevated cytokine levels. Cytokines such 
as tumor necrosis factor, interleukin-1, and interleukin-6 
have been implicated in CRF.87 The mechanism(s) by 
which elevations in circulating cytokine levels produce 
fatigue, however, and whether they are elaborated by host 
or tumor cells, remains unclear. Cytokine antagonists are 
not recommended at this time for the treatment of CRF.

When potentially reversible sources of fatigue (see 
Box 57-2) have been ruled out or definitively addressed, 
symptom-oriented fatigue management is indicated. The 
National Comprehensive Cancer Network endorses a 
multimodal approach that includes medications, exercise, 
psychologic interventions, and improved sleep hygiene as 
offering the greatest likelihood of success.181 The use of 
aerobic exercise to reduce CRF is discussed at length in the 
“Aerobic Conditioning” section of this chapter.

Methylphenidate has been used most extensively to treat 
fatigue in cancer patients. Four open-label studies in mixed 
cancer cohorts have demonstrated reduced fatigue with 
methylphenidate.23,91,105,224 A fifth open-label pilot study 
combining exercise and methylphenidate also reported ben-
efit.232 However, results from five randomized, controlled, 
double-blinded studies conflict. Two studies published by 
Lower et al.150,151 detected reduced fatigue in patients who 
had completed cytotoxic chemotherapy. In three addi-
tional trials in mixed brain and breast cancer populations, 
however, methylphenidate did not differ from placebo in 
reducing CRF.25,27,155 These inconsistencies could be due to 
different maximal doses, trial duration, and inclusion cri-
teria. Currently it is reasonable to trial methylphenidate at 
a starting dose of 5 to 10 mg/day. Dose-limiting toxicities 
associated with methylphenidate include anorexia, insom-
nia, anxiety, confusion, tremor, and tachycardia. Dose titra-
tion continues gradually until a therapeutic response is 
achieved or adverse side effects preclude further dose esca-
lation. Doses greater than 60 mg/day are rarely required.

Modafinil has been less extensively studied in two open-
label trials with disparate study populations. Both breast 
cancer survivors and patients with brain tumors reported 
less fatigue while taking modafinil.122,177 Modafinil is gen-
erally tolerated with few side effects (e.g., headache, anxi-
ety, nausea). When present, these symptoms are rated as 
mild and resolve on discontinuation. Modafinil therapy 
can be initiated at 100 to 200 mg/day and titrated to a 
maximal dose of 400 mg/day.

Corticosteroids, L-carnitine (500 to 600 mg/day), and 
antidepressants have also been clinically used to man-
age CRF based on anecdotal and tenuous evidence. The 
choice to trial these agents might hinge on the presence 
of other adverse symptoms and psychologic morbidity. 
For example, a trial of corticosteroids might be warranted 
in patients with limited prognoses whose fatigue coexists 
with pain and/or nausea. Antidepressants can be helpful 
for patients whose fatigue is complicated by depression, 
anxiety, insomnia, or anorexia.

Pain

The prevalence of cancer-related pain is 28% among 
patients with newly diagnosed cancer,269 50% to 70% 
among patients receiving antineoplastic therapy,198,199 and 
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64% to 80% among patients with advanced disease.29,63,257 
Adequate pain control is an absolute requisite for success-
ful rehabilitation. Cancer patients generally experience 
multiple concurrent pain syndromes. Thorough evalua-
tion requires assessment of all relevant pain etiologies and 
pathophysiologic processes. Pain control might require the 
integrated use of anticancer treatments, agents from mul-
tiple analgesic classes, interventional techniques, topical 
agents, manual approaches, and modalities.

The unique disease context in which cancer pain devel-
ops distinguishes it from many other pain-associated diag-
noses managed by physiatrists. Considerations in cancer 
pain management are listed in Box 57-3 and explained 
below. One of the most salient features of cancer pain 
management is the reliance on high-dose opioid therapy. 
The doses required by many cancer patients can extend far 
beyond the conventional levels used by physiatrists. Fifteen 
percent of a cohort of stage IV pancreatic cancer patients 
required more than the daily equivalent of 5 g of paren-
teral morphine.72 However, extensive international litera-
ture and multiple guidelines resoundingly endorse this 
approach.12,64,168,187

The majority of cancer pain is due to tumor effects. For 
this reason, disease-modifying, anticancer therapy plays 
a critical role in pain management. For example, a single 
radiation fraction of 8 Gy offers a definitive and effective 
means of controlling pain associated with symptomatic 
and uncomplicated bone metastases.277 Cancer progres-
sion frequently causes pain to worsen, and escalating anal-
gesic requirements should be anticipated.72 Cancer-related 
depression, anxiety, and existential distress can exacerbate 
patients’ pain experience.246 For this reason, contributing 
psychiatric factors should be addressed.

The enteral administration of analgesics is frequently 
not feasible in cancer patients, particularly those with 
advanced cancers of the gastrointestinal tract and ovaries. 
Analgesics with transdermal, parenteral, and transmuco-
sal routes of administration should be preferentially used 
when the enteral route cannot be used. Because of the lim-
ited life expectancy and intense pain associated with far 
advanced cancer, the cost–benefit ratio of permanent neu-
roablative procedures might be acceptable. Excellent suc-
cess rates have been reported with anterolateral cordotomy 
(84% to 95%) and myelotomy (59% to 92%).88,272

Acute Pain

Acute pain after surgery or radiation therapy can be success-
fully treated using conventional algorithms for acute post-
operative pain.3 Nerves are frequently severed, compressed, 

 •  Therapeutic reliance on high-dose opioid analgesia
 •  Importance of disease-modifying analgesic approaches
 •  Potential loss of enteral administration
 •  Dynamic and rapidly progressive pain complaints
 •  Multiple concurrent pain syndromes
 •  Affective and organic psychopathology
 •  Feasibility of permanent ablative procedures
 •  Concurrent nociceptive and neuropathic pain

 

BOX 57-3

Considerations in Cancer Pain Management
or stretched during tumor resection, making it possible for 
neuropathic pain to be a major factor during the postoper-
ative period. Neural compromise contributes significantly 
to postmastectomy and postthoracotomy pain syndromes. 
Adjuvant analgesics (e.g., gabapentin) should be initiated 
when a neurogenic contribution to the pain is suspected. As 
with all postoperative pain that impedes function, aggres-
sive opioid-based and antiinflammatory analgesia should 
be considered. Acute pain control allows movement and 
limits immobility. This is particularly important in cancer 
patients who face the debilitating effects of chemotherapy 
or radiation therapy shortly after surgery.

To allow patients whose cancers eventually recur or 
progress to benefit from opioid rotation, opioid use should 
be confined to the “immediate-” and “sustained-” or “con-
tinuous-release” formulations of a single drug. The dose 
threshold for switching opioids because of lack of efficacy 
in patients with poor prognoses should be high. In this 
way, patients’ exposure can be restricted to a limited num-
ber of opioids, allowing them to benefit from opioid rota-
tion in the late stages of disease.112,166

Acute pain can also complicate the administration of 
chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, and irradiation. Most 
of the associated pain syndromes are transient but can 
produce intense discomfort that warrants aggressive anal-
gesia. Acute pain syndromes associated with cancer ther-
apy include paclitaxel-related arthralgias and myalgias,217 
bisphosphonate-related bone pain,104 radiation muco-
sitis,211 steroid pseudorheumatism (after withdrawal of 
corticosteroids),216 intravesicular Bacillus Calmette Guerin 
(BCG)–induced cystitis, hepatic artery infusion pain,124 
bone pain associated with colony-stimulating factor (CSF) 
and granulocyte macrophage CSF administration,266 and 
radiopharmaceutical-induced pain.

Chronic Pain

Chronic cancer-related pain can arise from visceral or neu-
ral structures but is most commonly associated with bone 
metastases.145 Bone metastases occur in 60% to 84% of 
patients with solid tumors. Pain intensity does not correlate 
with the number, size, or location of bone metastases. Pain 
intensity also does not correlate with tumor type because 
25% of patients with bone metastases report no pain.210 
Bone pain is particularly relevant to physiatrists because 
recruiting muscles that act on or loading affected structures 
can precipitate severe pain. Too often the excellent pain con-
trol achieved while patients remain in bed proves inadequate 
when they begin to transfer and ambulate. As mentioned 
above, bone pain responds well to local irradiation.277

Nonsteroidal Antiinflammatory Drugs for Bone Pain

Pharmacologic interventions reduce the intensity of bone 
pain. Prostaglandins have been implicated in pain associ-
ated with lytic bone metastases.167 Blockade of prostaglan-
din synthesis is likely the principal mechanism by which 
nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) alleviate 
bone pain.221 NSAIDs are considered first-line therapy for 
bone pain, and a trial is warranted unless contraindicated. 
Patients’ limited prognoses and the intensity of their suf-
fering might eclipse cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 inhibitors’ 
worrisome cardiovascular risk profile. Although caution 
should be exercised, the significant potential benefits of 
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COX-2 inhibitors outweigh their risks in many cancer 
patients with thrombocytopenia and/or gastropathy. Cur-
rently celecoxib is the only COX-2 inhibitor for oral use 
that remains available on the U.S. market.

COX nonselective inhibitors offer comparable or greater 
pain relief but a less desirable toxicity profile.223 Choline 
magnesium trisalicylate causes less inhibition of platelet 
aggregation than other COX nonselective inhibitors, but 
did not statistically outperform placebo when trialed in 
cancer-related bone pain.121 COX nonselective inhibitors 
with less desirable toxicity profiles have proven more effec-
tive. Several placebo-controlled, randomized trials found 
that ketoprofen reduced cancer pain to a greater extent 
than either codeine or morphine.249 Dosing NSAIDs for 
bone pain is no different from using them at antiinflam-
matory doses for pain of other etiologies.

Adjuvant for Bone Pain

Adjuvant and opioid analgesics can augment NSAID-
related control of bone pain. A study found corticosteroids 
to be beneficial in relieving cancer pain,24 and extensive 
anecdotal experience supports their use. The toxicity pro-
file of corticosteroids includes edema, bone demineraliza-
tion, immunosuppression, and myopathies. This mandates 
that they be used transiently and rapidly tapered, except for 
patients in whom sustained analgesic benefit justifies the 
associated toxicity risk.

Use of calcitonin for bone pain is discouraged because 
of the weak supportive evidence and rapid tachyphy-
laxis.158,167 Evidence supporting the use of parenteral 
bisphosphonates in the management of bone pain is more 
robust.54,167,267 Aminobisphosphonates appear to have 
greater effectiveness in reducing bone pain than nonami-
nobisphosphonates (such as clodronate), and are preferred 
for patients with high pain scores. Effective doses include 
30 to 90 mg of intravenous pamidronate every 4 weeks, 4 
mg of intravenous zoledronic acid every 3 weeks, and 1600 
mg of oral clodronate daily. Opioids enhance analgesia 
afforded by NSAIDs and can reduce the doses required for 
adequate pain relief.242

Opioids

As previously mentioned, opioid-based pharmacother-
apy is the current standard of care for the management 
of moderate to severe cancer pain, irrespective of its eti-
ology.12,64,168,185 Opioid use should be restricted to pure 
μ-receptor agonists. Many μ-receptor agonists are commer-
cially available in the United States. Those most commonly 
used in cancer pain management include morphine, 
hydromorphone, oxycodone, oxymorphone, fentanyl, and 
methadone. Opioid analgesic requirements change over 
time depending on whether a patient’s cancer progresses 
or responds to treatment. Ongoing dose adjustment maxi-
mizes pain control while reducing the incidence of side 
effects. The dominant paradigm for opioid administration 
has a well-established track record and has been reiterated 
by many experts in the field with few changes over the 
past.72,115,145

Recognizing that most patients experience constant, 
baseline pain punctuated by potentially severe inci-
dent pain, combined use of immediate and sustained-or  
continuous-release opioid preparations is recommended. 
Providing patients with liberal access to an immediate-
release opioid formulation (generally through use of a 
patient-controlled analgesia pump or enteral route) allows 
rapid estimation of initial dose requirements. Once use has 
stabilized, mean daily or hourly consumption can be cal-
culated, and an oral or transdermal sustained-release prep-
aration can be initiated. For enteral or transdermal routes, 
the mean daily opioid dose is divided by the dosing inter-
val of the sustained-release preparation. Use of a patient-
controlled analgesia pump accelerates the dose estimation 
process, and an appropriate starting basal infusion rate can 
be estimated after only 6 to 12 hours of monitored patient-
initiated dosing. Initial rates and doses provide a crude 
estimate of true opioid requirements. The ongoing dose 
titration should be driven by patients’ use of supplemental 
immediate-release or “rescue” opioid doses. Rescue doses 
are typically 10% to 15% of the total daily dose.

Several practices can increase the likelihood of a success-
ful opioid trial. First, anticipate side effects (particularly 
constipation and nausea), and address them proactively. 
Second, in the absence of dose-limiting side effects, resist 
the urge to switch or to add additional opioids when a 
single μ-receptor agonist initially fails to control pain. Cur-
rent recommendations urge dosing a single agent to effect 
or side effect and each agent should be adequately trialed. 
Third, remain vigilant for opioid-induced hyperalgesia and 
alterations in patients’ capacity to absorb, metabolize, or 
eliminate opioids in the face of progressive cancer.

Opioid Conversion

Significant intraindividual variations in response to differ-
ent opioids have long been recognized and are now pre-
sumed to result from genetically determined differences in 
pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics.75,214 An alter-
native opioid should be considered when an “adequate” 
trial of a particular agent has failed to achieve an accept-
able decrement in pain intensity or has engendered refrac-
tory and untenable side effects. An adequate opioid trial 
in the cancer patient can entail use of high doses (e.g., >1 
g/day intravenous morphine sulfate). Opioid dose con-
version requires calculation of the equianalgesic dose of 
the novel agent (Table 57-2) and reduction by 50% for 
incomplete cross-tolerance. Incomplete cross-tolerance 
describes the property of opioids to induce analgesic tol-
erance with sustained high-dose opioid exposure. Toler-
ance is usually considerably lower to a novel agent. For 
this reason, patients often experience greater sedation and 
needless side effects when exposed to 100% of the equian-
algesic dose. Reductions of 50% provide better estimates 
of the minimal effective opioid dose. If patients are being 
converted from methadone, reductions of 80% to 90% of 
the equianalgesic dose have been recommended because 
of methadone’s long half-life.274 Opioid conversions are 
based on imperfect dose equivalencies. Providing patients 
with liberal access to rescue doses is critical during the con-
version period to avoid precipitation of pain crises.

Invasive and Intraspinal Analgesic Approaches

As mentioned previously, permanent ablation of cen-
tral afferent tracts becomes tenable in the context of 
advanced cancer, and has been used with considerable 
success.36,88,255,272 More discrete neural blockade can 
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effectively reduce pain transmitted by one or several adja-
cent peripheral nerves. Intercostal, paravertebral, geni-
tofemoral, ilioinguinal, and trigeminal nerve blocks can 
afford dramatic relief and reduce analgesic requirements. 
Nociceptive impulses of visceral origin can be blocked by 
ablation of sympathetic ganglia. Celiac plexus blockade 
affords excellent relief of visceral cancer pain.67 Intraspinal 
opioid administration can reduce dose requirements and 
associated side effects.243 The potential benefits, however, 
must be weighed against the added cost, required mainte-
nance, and risk of infection. Despite efforts to demonstrate 
cost savings through the use of implantable intrathecal opi-
oid delivery systems,95 these devices are not widely used.

Impairments in Cancer

Cancer can invade all tissue types and regions of the body, 
producing a wide array of functional impairments. Tumor-
related deficits generally arise as a result of pain, neural 
compromise, loss of osseous or articular integrity, and 
invasion of cardiopulmonary structures. Cancer-related 
impairments are often dynamic, characterized by improve-
ment or progression, depending on treatment responsive-
ness. Altering or initiating antineoplastic therapy should 
always be considered a treatment option in the face of new 
or progressive impairments. By controlling tumor spread, 
many deficits can be ameliorated or stabilized.

Impairments Caused by Tumor Effects

Bone Metastases

Bone metastases are an important source of cancer-
related impairment and a critical consideration in reha-
bilitation.43 Surgical stabilization of acute or impending 

Table 57-2   Opioid Dose Conversion
Opioid 
(Generic)

Branded 
Product Route Dose

Morphine MS Contin, Avinza Oral: Tablet 30 mg

Kadian, 
 Oromorph SR

Oral: Elixir 30 mg

Roxanol Intravenous or 
intramuscular

10 mg

Fentanyl Actiq Transmucosal 500 mcg

Intravenous or 
intramuscular

250 mcg

Duragesic Transdermal 250 mcg

Hydromorphone Dilaudid Oral: Tablet 7.5 mg

Intravenous or 
intramuscular

1.5 mg

Oxycodone OxyContin Oral: Tablet 20 mg

Oral: Elixir 20 mg

Methadone Dolophine Oral 20 mg

Intravenous or 
intramuscular

10 mg

Oxymorphone Intravenous or 
intramuscular

1 mg
fractures produces impairments that warrant physiatric 
attention. Greater challenges arise when bone metas-
tases produce severe, function-limiting pain or pose an 
uncertain fracture risk during therapeutic exercise. Bone 
metastases are highly prevalent because bone is the most 
common site of metastatic spread, and osseous lesions 
complicate the most frequently occurring cancers: lung, 
breast, and prostate. Thyroid cancer, lymphoma, renal 
cell carcinoma, myeloma, and melanoma also commonly 
spread to bone. Between 60% and 84% of patients with 
solid tumors will develop bone metastases.146,210 Manage-
ment of bony metastatic pain is discussed in the preceding 
section on chronic pain. Of greatest physiatric concern are 
lesions involving the spine and long bones. These struc-
tures are critical for weight-bearing and mobility, and are 
the most prone to fracture. Bone metastases are managed 
with medications, radiopharmaceuticals, orthoses, radia-
tion therapy, and/or surgical stabilization. The choice of 
intervention(s) will depend on lesion location, degree 
of associated pain, presence or risk for fracture, radiation 
responsiveness, and related neurologic compromise. The 
overall clinical context (e.g., prognosis, severity of medi-
cal comorbidities, and operative risk) must also be taken 
into consideration. Most patients with unfractured bony 
lesions can be treated nonoperatively with systemic ther-
apy and radiation.

Bisphosphonates are the primary medications used to 
manage bone metastases. Use of these agents relieves pain 
and mitigates the spread and progression of bone metasta-
ses. Bisphosphonates are generally delivered parenterally. 
Bisphosphonates can reduce the risk of vertebral fracture 
(odds ratio, 0.69), nonvertebral fracture (odds ratio, 0.65), 
and hypercalcemia (odds ratio, 0.54).215 Bisphosphonates 
also significantly increase the time to first skeletal event 
after the initial detection of osseous metastases. Current 
evidence supports the empiric initiation of bisphospho-
nates in patients with bone metastases. Radiopharma-
ceuticals such as strontium-99 are predominantly used to 
manage severe, refractory pain associated with widely dis-
seminated bone metastases. Drawbacks to radiopharma-
ceuticals include prolonged bone marrow suppression and 
potentially severe pain flares after administration.

Radiation delivered to bone metastasis offers an effective 
means of rapidly achieving local control of pain and tumor 
growth. Palliative radiation was formerly delivered in 10 
fractions of 300 cGy. However, single fractions of 8 Gy also 
effectively alleviate pain.277 At present the protocols in use 
range between these extremes, with the choice of dose and 
schedule being heavily influenced by individual patient 
factors and institutional culture. Radiation can be delayed 
after surgical stabilization. It is an important adjunctive 
treatment, however, because it suppresses tumor growth in 
areas where surgical management could have distributed 
microscopic emboli.

Painful osteolytic lesions are predominantly responsible 
for pathologic fractures. The incidence of pathologic frac-
ture among all cancer types is 8%.220 Breast carcinoma is 
responsible for roughly 53% of these. Other solid tumors 
associated with pathologic fractures are kidney, lung, thy-
roid cancer, and lymphoma. Sixty percent of all long bone 
fractures involve the femur, with 80% of these located in 
the proximal portion.210
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Management of osseous metastases that present a risk 
of fracture remains a source of clinical uncertainty. Precise 
quantification of fracture risk has been a persistent chal-
lenge in orthopedic oncology. Table 57-3 outlines Mire-
ls’s proposed rating system for calculating fracture risk, 
whereby specific attributes are ascribed points.170 Neither 
this nor any other approach based on retrospective review 
has been adequately validated in clinical practice.

Pathologic fractures are generally managed through 
well-established surgical algorithms. Four main goals direct 
surgical management of pathologic fractures: pain relief, 
preservation or restoration of function, skeletal stabiliza-
tion, and local tumor control.98 The general indications for 
surgery are life expectancy of more than 1 month with frac-
ture of a weight-bearing bone, and more than 3 months for 
fracture of a non–weight-bearing bone. Internal fixation 
and prosthetic replacements with polymethylmethacrylate 
are the most effective ways of relieving pain and restoring 
function in patients with pathologic fractures.98 These pro-
cedures allow immediate weight-bearing. Intraoperative 
resection removes residual tumor that would impede bony 
healing, but healing rates are low after pathologic fractures. 
One review of 123 patients reported a 35% incidence of 
fracture healing.74

Fractures of the pelvis are generally treated conserva-
tively, unless pain persists after radiation or they involve the 
acetabulum. In the latter case, patients are generally surgi-
cally reconstructed with screws or pins, and with an acetab-
ular component. Vertebral fractures that are not associated 
with neurologic compromise are generally treated conser-
vatively with radiation and bracing. Operative decompres-
sion and stabilization might be indicated for persistent 
pain refractory to aggressive analgesic therapy. Vertebro-
plasty can be considered for patients who are not at risk of 
tumor displacement into the spinal canal and associated 
myelopathy. Two large, recent randomized trials, however, 
have failed to demonstrate benefit in compression frac-
tures related to osteoporosis.26,123 These results have raised 
skepticism regarding vertebroplasty’s benefit in cancer.

Brain Tumors: Primary and Metastases

Brain metastases occur in 15% to 40% of cancer patients, 
accounting for 200,000 new cases per year in the United 
States.78 They are the most common intracranial tumors.193 
The incidence has increased in recent years, presumably as 
a result of prolonged patient survival and better early detec-
tion of small tumors through superior imaging modali-
ties.66 Lung cancer is the most common primary source of 
brain metastases. As many as 64% of patients with stage IV 

Table 57-3   Proposed Rating System for Calculating 
Fracture Risk

Character Point Assigned

1 2 3

Anatomic 
 location

Upper limb Lower limb Trochanter

Lesion type Blastic Blastic or lytic Lytic

Lesion size ≤1⁄3 diameter >1⁄3, <2⁄3 ≥2⁄3

Intensity of pain Mild Moderate Severe
lung cancer develop metastases.227 Breast cancer is the sec-
ond most common source, followed by melanoma, with 
2% to 25% and 4% to 20% of patients developing brain 
metastases, respectively.227 Brain metastases from colorec-
tal cancers, genitourinary cancers, and sarcomas occur 
with considerably less frequency (1%).263 The distribution 
of metastases reflects cerebral blood flow, with 90% situ-
ated in the supratentorial region and 10% in the posterior 
fossa.263 Brain metastases are multiple in approximately 
50% to 75% of cases.

Presentation. Lung cancer and melanoma often produce 
multiple metastases, whereas breast, colon, and renal can-
cer more commonly generate single lesions.263 Presenting 
symptoms at the time of diagnosis with brain metastasis, 
in order of decreasing frequency, are as follows (patients 
can have more than one): headache, 49%; mental dis-
turbance, 32%; focal weakness, 30%; gait ataxia, 21%; 
seizures, 18%; speech difficulty, 12%; visual disturbance, 
6%; sensory disturbance, 6%; and limb ataxia, 6%.201 Neu-
rologic examination shows the following clinical signs at 
presentation: hemiparesis, 59%; impaired cognitive func-
tion, 58%; hemisensory loss, 21%; papilledema, 20%; gait 
ataxia, 19%; aphasia, 18%; visual field cut, 7%; and limb 
ataxia, 4%.201

Treatment. Corticosteroids are the first-line treatment, 
with dexamethasone being the drug of choice. By virtue of 
their ability to reduce peritumoral edema, corticosteroids 
reverse local brain compression and associated deficits. 
Treatment generally involves whole brain radiation ther-
apy with stereotactic radiosurgery or surgical resection via 
craniotomy.125 Adjunctive chemotherapy can be used, con-
tingent on patient performance status, type of cancer, and 
previous exposure to antineoplastics. Although seizures 
occur in 25% of patients with brain metastasis, studies and 
a metaanalysis have failed to show that antiepileptic drugs 
reduce their incidence.83,84

Prognosis. Untreated patients with brain metastases have 
a median survival of 1 to 2 months.154 Analyses performed 
by the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group that span 
multiple trials have produced a three-tiered classification 
scheme that predicts survival.77 Patients with the best prog-
noses (class 1), mean 7.1 months, had Karnofsky perfor-
mance status (KPS) more than 70, age less than 65 years, 
controlled primary tumor, and no extracranial metastases. 
Patients with intermediate prognoses (class 2), mean 4.2 
months, had KPS more than 70, with at least one of the 
following factors: more than 65 years of age, uncontrolled 
primary tumor, or systemic disease. Patients with poor 
prognoses (class 3), mean 2.3 months, had KPS less than 
70. Although mean survival is less than 1 year for patients 
whose brain metastases are treated, the distribution is 
skewed, with some patients surviving more than 2 years 
with good functional preservation and QOL.

The rehabilitation needs of patients with brain metasta-
ses are determined by baseline functional status, progno-
ses, location and number of metastases, and antineoplastic 
treatment plan. The tremendous heterogeneity in the sever-
ity and type of associated impairments defies the formu-
lation of a uniform algorithm. Cancer patients should be 
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assessed on an individual basis using an approach analo-
gous to that applied to patients with ischemic or traumatic 
intracranial lesions.

Epidural Spinal Cord Compression

Malignant spinal cord compression (SCC) occurs in up to 
5% of patients.42 In contrast to brain metastases, which 
involve the brain parenchyma, most symptomatic tumors 
compress the spinal cord or cauda equina from the epidu-
ral space.200 Epidural lesions generally arise from vertebral 
metastases and rarely breach the dura.94 Invasion of the 
dural space accounts for only 5% of neoplastic SCC, and 
is due to either growth of tumor along the spinal roots or 
hematogenous spread to the cord.44,209 The cancers that 
most commonly cause SCC are those that produce vertebral 
metastases (e.g., breast, lung, myeloma, and prostate).17,276

Presentation. Pain is by far the most common initial 
(94%) and presenting (97% to 99%) symptom of malig-
nant SCC.14,200 Radicular pain is present in 58% of patients 
at the time of diagnosis.14 Pain associated with SCC is gen-
erally exacerbated when supine or by coughing, sneezing, 
or the Valsalva maneuver. If malignant SCC is detected 
when pain is the only symptom, efforts to preserve func-
tion through surgical decompression or radiation therapy 
have high success rates.200 Unfortunately, this is rarely the 
case. Reports of symptom prevalence when the diagnosis 
of malignant SCC is eventually made are remarkably con-
sistent. Weakness is present in 74% to 76% of patients, 
autonomic dysfunction in 52% to 57%, and sensory loss 
in 51% to 53%.81,200 The thoracic spine is the most com-
mon site of epidural SCC, followed by the lumbosacral and 
cervical spine in a ratio of 4:2:1.200

Diagnosis and Treatment. Magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) is the procedure of choice to evaluate the epidural 
space and spinal cord.251 MRI allows rapid evaluation of 
the entire spine with sagittal views. Computed tomography 
(CT) scans are helpful if there is an absolute contraindica-
tion to MRI, or if SCC is related to tumor encroachment 
through the foramina.

Prognosis. Tumors that cause rapid progression of neu-
rologic deficits are associated with poorer functional out-
comes after decompression.81 In general, patients remain 
ambulatory if able to walk at the time of definitive treat-
ment. Motor and coordination deficits rarely resolve when 
present at the time of diagnosis. The recurrence rate for 
metastatic epidural SCC after successful treatment of the 
initial compression is 7% to 14%.42

Cancer Involving Cranial and Peripheral Nerves

Compromise of cranial and peripheral nerves is a com-
mon source of cancer-related pain and impairment. Can-
cer can affect nerves through local extension of primary 
tumors (e.g., brachial plexopathy associated with Pancoast 
tumors) or through metastatic spread.

Cranial Nerves

Cranial nerve palsies are caused by tumors that either origi-
nate near the base of the skull or metastasize there. Cancer 
can directly invade cranial nerves or exogenously compress 
them. Tumors often invade the neural foramina, which is 
seen in 15% to 35% of patients with nasopharyngeal car-
cinoma (a highly neurotrophic cancer).264 Bone metasta-
ses from lung, breast, and prostate cancers involving the 
base of the skull are also common sources of cranial nerve 
compromise.209 The incidence with which different cranial 
nerves are affected by cancer remains poorly quantified. 
One series of breast cancer patients reported a 13% inci-
dence of cranial nerve dysfunction.90 The trigeminal and 
facial nerves were most frequently involved.

Clinical presentations vary depending on the cranial 
nerve being compressed. Evaluation should include MRI, 
which is the diagnostic test of choice.206 If patients have 
a bone-avid tumor (e.g., lung, breast, or prostate), a CT 
scan should be considered because bone destruction is 
more easily observed on CT scan.189 Positron emission 
tomography (PET) scanning, particularly in conjunction 
with CT scanning, can help to discretely localize tumor 
if extensive postradiation change or surgical alteration of 
the bony architecture has occurred. Acute management 
should include oral steroids, unless contraindicated, to 
preserve neurologic function until definitive treatment is 
delivered. Treatment generally involves chemotherapy and 
radiation.202

Spinal Roots

Malignant radiculopathies arise through direct hematog-
enous spread to the nerve roots or dorsal root ganglia, or 
more commonly by invasion from the paravertebral space. 
When the latter occurs, tumor can grow longitudinally in 
the paravertebral space and concurrently invade multiple 
foramina to produce a polyradiculopathy.202 Most cancer-
related radiculopathies initially produce dysesthetic, ach-
ing, or burning pain in the affected dermatome, which can 
be associated with lancinations. Sympathetic hyperactivity 
or hypoactivity can be present.50 Involvement of the lower 
cervical or upper thoracic roots can produce Horner syn-
drome. In patients with a history of cancer, a new case of 
Horner syndrome should be attributed to malignancy until 
proven otherwise. Patients can complain of muscle cramps 
in affected myotomes.244

Diagnosis and Treatment. Evaluation of spinal roots for 
cancerous involvement is best achieved with MRI. MRI will 
permit assessment of the paravertebral space, foramina, 
and epidural space. Electromyography allows pathophysio-
logic characterization of the nerves involved and can com-
plement the anatomic information provided by imaging 
studies. Corticosteroids should be considered to minimize 
peritumoral edema until disease-modifying therapy can be 
delivered. Radiation is effective at alleviating symptoms, 
but its capacity to spare neurologic function has not been 
adequately characterized. The role of surgical decompres-
sion is generally determined on a contextual basis.

Nerve Plexuses

The brachial and lumbosacral plexi are commonly com-
pressed or invaded by tumor. The frequency of neoplastic 
brachial plexopathy is 0.43%, and lumbosacral plexopathy 
0.71%, based on retrospective case series.117,132 The most 
common sources of brachial plexopathy are tumors at the 
lung apex and regional spread of breast cancer.132 Because 
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cancer generally grows superiorly to invade the lower bra-
chial plexus, the inferior trunk and medial cord are most 
commonly involved. Occasionally head and neck neo-
plasms grow inferiorly to invade the upper trunk.116

Pain in the shoulder region and proximal arm occurs in 
89% of patients with malignant brachial plexopathy and is 
the most common presenting symptom.133 The presence of 
pain helps to distinguish malignant from radiation-induced 
plexopathy. Only 18% of patients with radiation-induced 
plexopathy develop pain.133 Radiation plexopathies also 
differ in their propensity to cause progressive weakness 
in the C5–C6 myotomes as opposed to the lower cervi-
cal levels.133 Horner syndrome occurs in 23% of cancer 
patients with malignant brachial plexopathies.116 The pres-
ence of Horner syndrome suggests potential neuroforami-
nal encroachment and SCC. Numbness and paresthesias 
associated with malignant plexopathies typically are per-
ceived in the C8 dermatome, especially digits 4 and 5.202 
Loss of hand dexterity and power can be the initial motor 
complaint. Weakness subsequently extends proximally to 
involve the finger flexors, wrist extensors and flexors, and 
elbow extensors.202

Malignancies responsible for lumbosacral plexopathies 
include colorectal carcinomas; retroperitoneal sarcomas; or 
metastatic tumors from breast, lymphoma, uterus, cervix, 
bladder, melanoma, or prostate.117 When primary intrapel-
vic neoplasms are not responsible, the lumbosacral plexus 
is generally invaded from lymphatic and osseous metasta-
ses.116 Sacral plexopathies are more common than those 
in the lumbar region. Lumbar and sacral plexopathies can 
also occur concurrently.202 Lumbosacral plexopathies are 
bilateral in 25% of patients, particularly when the sacral 
plexus is more extensively involved.116,202 Incontinence 
and impotence strongly suggest bilateral involvement.117 
Back, buttock, and/or leg pain is present in 98% of patients 
with malignant lumbosacral plexopathies. Among the 60% 
of patients who eventually develop neurologic deficits, 
86% have leg weakness and 73% sensory loss.116 Positive 
straight leg raise is present in more than 50% of patients.117 
As many as 33% of patients complain of a “hot dry foot” 
resulting from involvement of sympathetic components of 
the plexus.50

Diagnosis and Treatment. The evaluations of a suspected 
brachial plexopathy should include chest radiography to 
assess the lung apex. MRI with gadolinium is the diag-
nostic test of choice for evaluating the brachial and lum-
bosacral plexi.251 Cancerous invasion of plexi can extend 
along adjacent connective tissue or the epineurium of 
nerve trunks, without producing a discrete mass.65 For 
this reason, MRI findings can be erroneously interpreted 
as postradiation change. Electromyography can distinguish 
plexopathies from radiculopathies by defining the distribu-
tion of denervation. The presence of myokymia on needle 
examination is believed to be pathognomonic for radia-
tion plexopathy.93

Acute treatment should include steroids for preserva-
tion of neurologic function. Radiation can effectively 
relieve pain but is less helpful in restoring lost function.116 
Chemotherapy is commonly initiated or altered when 
plexus involvement heralds cancer progression; however, 
the success of this approach remains poorly characterized. 
Refractory pain requires aggressive coadministration of opi-
oid and adjuvant analgesics, and potentially high cervical 
cordotomy or rhizotomy.113 Stellate ganglion blockade can 
relieve pain that is caused by sympathetically involvement.

Peripheral Nerves

Peripheral nerves are affected most often by cancer when 
extension of a bone metastasis produces a mononeuropa-
thy.213 Rare polyneuropathy or mononeuritis multiplex 
resulting from myeloma, lymphoma, or leukemia has been 
reported.118,162 More commonly, nerves are compressed 
where they pass directly over an involved bone or through 
a bony canal.213 Common sites of nerve compression 
include the radial nerve at the humerus, obturator nerve 
at the obturator canal, ulnar nerve at the elbow and axilla, 
sciatic nerve in the pelvis, intercostal nerves, and peroneal 
nerve at the fibular head. Pain generally precedes motor 
and sensory loss.202

Diagnosis and Treatment. Evaluation includes plain 
radiographs, MRI, and electromyography. Treatment depends 
on the clinical context in which the mononeuropathy 
occurs. Radiation, surgical decompression, and chemo-
therapy, individually or in combination, are common treat-
ment approaches. Significant sensorimotor recovery should 
not be expected, irrespective of the type of antineoplastic 
intervention.

Paraneoplastic Syndromes

Paraneoplastic syndromes are pertinent to rehabilitation 
because they produce refractory neurologic deficits and 
severe disability.58 The incidence of paraneoplastic neuro-
logic disorders (PNDs) is low, occurring in less than 1% 
of all cancer patients.106 PNDs can affect any level of the 
nervous system. Classic PNDs are listed in Table 57-4. 
These syndromes are produced when antibodies are made 
against tumors that express nervous system proteins. Dis-
crete or multifocal neural degeneration produces diverse 
symptoms and deficits. Most PNDs are triggered during the 
early stages of cancer, when primary tumors and metasta-
ses might be undetectable by conventional imaging tech-
niques. The emergence of a PND in a patient with known 
cancer should trigger workup for recurrent or progressive 
disease. PNDs are characterized by symptoms that develop 
and progress rapidly in days to weeks, and then stabilize. 
Spontaneous improvement is rare. Diagnostic workup can 
include serum and cerebrospinal fluid studies, brain MRI, 
and PET.5,47 Screening patients’ serum or cerebrospinal 
fluid for antineuronal antibodies known to be associated 
with particular cancers can direct the search for an occult 
malignancy. Timely diagnosis and treatment of the tumor 
offer the greatest chance of success in managing PNDs.11,35 
PNDs do not generally respond solely to immunothera-
pies, including intravenous immunoglobulin, corticoste-
roids, and immunosuppressants. However, these can be 
useful adjuvant treatments.

Rehabilitation of patients with PNDs is determined by 
the type, distribution, and severity of the associated neu-
rologic deficits. Potential improvement with planned anti-
neoplastic therapy should be taken into consideration. 
Supportive and preventive measures to protect the integrity 
of the skin, affected joints, and genitourinary symptoms 
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Table 57-4   Classic Paraneoplastic Neurologic Disorders

Paraneoplastic 
Neurologic Syndrome

Frequency of 
Paraneoplastic 
Origin (%) Main Associated Tumors Main Frequent Associated Paraneoplastic Antibodies

LEMS 60 SCLC VGCC-Ab* Sox1-Ab†

Acute cerebellar ataxia 50 Ovary, breast SCLC Yo-Ab (PCA1-Ab‡) Hu-Ab (ANNA1-Ab‡) CV2-Ab (CRMP5-Ab‡)

Opsomyoclonus 20 Hodgkin’s disease Others Tr-Ab Ma-Ab (Ta-Ab‡)

Sensory neuropathy 20 Neuroblastoma Breast, lung Hu-Ab (ANNA1-Ab‡) Ri-Ab (ANNA2-Ab‡)

Limbic encephalitis 20 SCLC
Testicular Teratoma Thymoma/

SCLC
Lung carcinoma

Hu-Ab (ANNA1-Ab‡) CV2-Ab (CRMP5-Ab‡) Amphiphysin-Ab Ma2-
Ab (Ta-Ab‡)

NMDA-R-Ab
VGKC-Ab
AMPA-R-Ab
GAD-Ab

Encephalomyelitis 10 SCLC
Others

Hu-Ab (ANNA1-Ab‡)
CV2-Ab (CRMP5-Ab‡)
Amphiphysin-Ab
Ma2-Ab (Ta-Ab‡)

Retinopathy NA SCLC Recoverin-Ab
CV2-Ab (CRMP5-Ab‡)

Chronic gastrointestinal 
pseudoobstruction

NA Melanoma SCLC Rod-bipolar-cell-Ab
Hu-Ab (ANNA1-Ab‡)
CV2-Ab (CRMP5-Ab‡)

*VGCC-Ab are not really paraneoplastic antibodies because they are involved in LEMS but are not independent of the presence of a tumor.
†Sox1 is a marker of small cell lung cancer (SCLC).

‡Alternative nomenclature that can be found in the literature.
are critical while awaiting stabilization of neurologic defi-
cits. Communication, respiratory, and nutritional issues 
should be addressed in patients with bulbar involvement.

Skin Metastases

Dermal metastases occur in 5.3% of patients and are 
most common in breast cancer.134 Skin metastases can be 
a source of pain and an entry point for infectious patho-
gens. Because the associated wounds seldom heal, chronic 
wound care is necessary and becomes an integral part of 
patients’ rehabilitation needs. Figure 57-1 shows a breast 
cancer patient with dermal metastases involving the breast 
and proximal arm. Dermal metastases often engender or 
aggravate lymphedema. Use of compression is limited only 
by patient tolerance. Malignant wounds should be man-
aged with nonadherent, bacteriostatic, hyperabsorbent 
dressings (e.g., SilvaSorb or Aquacel Ag). Associated pain 
must be managed aggressively to minimize adverse func-
tional consequences. Proactive range of motion (ROM) 
activities can prevent the formation of contractures in 
joints adjacent to malignant wounds, facilitating hygiene 
and autonomous self-care.

Cardiopulmonary Metastases

Lung, pleural, and pericardial metastases involving the 
heart and lungs can produce dramatic and abrupt reduc-
tions in patients’ stamina and functional status. Virtually 
all cancers have the potential to spread to the lungs and 
pleura. At autopsy, 25% to 30% of all cancer patients have 
lung metastases.49 Pleural metastases occur in 12% of 
breast and 7% to 15% of lung cancers.135,138 Metastases to 
the heart and pericardium are less common, although their 
functional impact can be similarly devastating. A series of 
4769 autopsies revealed the presence of cardiac metastases 
in 8.4% of cancer patients.237 Melanoma, mesothelioma, 
lung tumors, and renal neoplasms had the highest preva-
lence of cardiac spread. The clinical diagnosis of heart or 
lung metastases can be generally made by CT scans. PET 
scans and plain radiographs can also be helpful, depend-
ing on the clinical context.

Treatment of lung, pleural, pericardial, or cardiac metas-
tases varies considerably. The type and efficacy of antican-
cer treatment will depend on the primary tumor, number 
and location of metastases, previous antineoplastic thera-
pies, overall medical condition of the patient, and degree 
of associated symptomatic distress. Surgical metastectomy 
has the potential to definitively eliminate disease in cer-
tain patients.260 Discrete metastases that are not resectable 
might be amenable to radiation therapy. Patients with 

FIGURE 57-1 Skin metastases producing unhealing wounds in a breast can-
cer patient.
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extrathoracic metastases are commonly treated with sys-
temic chemotherapy.

Malignant pleural effusions should be evacuated when 
patients become symptomatic. The associated dyspnea 
often arises from other causes as well, and reducing the 
effusion might fail to alleviate patients’ shortness of breath 
if the lung is trapped because of parenchymal or pleural dis-
ease. Reaccumulation of malignant effusions can be man-
aged through intermittent thoracentesis or pleurodesis, or 
placement of an indwelling pleural catheter.39 Chemical 
pleurodesis has an overall complete response rate of 64% 
when all sclerotic agents are considered.138 Talc appears the 
most effective, with a complete response rate of 91%.

The functional relevance of heart and lung metastases 
stems from their deleterious effect on patients’ aerobic 
capacity. Small reductions in cardiopulmonary reserve can 
devastate patients who are deconditioned or have other 
impairments. For this reason, all potentially treatable 
causes should be definitively addressed. Supplemental 
oxygen should be initiated as soon as dyspnea becomes 
function-limiting. In this way, patients can remain inde-
pendent and ambulatory. If tolerated, gradual, progressive 
aerobic conditioning will optimize peripheral condition-
ing, reducing the percentage of maximal volume of oxy-
gen consumption (Vo2max) required for activities. Referral 
for outpatient aerobic training should be considered when 
cancer patients with cardiopulmonary disease are hospi-
talized for other problems (e.g., neutropenic fever). These 
patients are prone to rapid functional decline that usually 
proves permanent in the absence of structured therapy.

Impairments Caused by Cancer Treatment

Combined Modality Therapy

The push toward organ preservation in primary cancer care 
has led to widespread use of combined modality therapy. 
Clinical trials have consistently shown that concurrent or 
sequential administration of radiation and chemotherapy 
reduces the extent of tissue resection required to achieve 
local cancer control, without compromising 5-year survival 
rates. The trend toward use of combined modality therapy 
is relevant to rehabilitation because most cancer patients 
receive some combination of chemotherapy, radiation 
therapy, and surgery contingent on the type and stage of 
cancer. This makes patients vulnerable to cumulative nor-
mal tissue toxicities associated with each modality.

Surgery-Related Impairments

Primary impairments resulting from surgery depend on 
the extent, location, and type of tumor. Normal tissue is 
inevitably affected by surgical efforts to achieve local con-
trol of cancer. The principal reasons for resecting normal 
tissue, with the associated risk of adverse long-term conse-
quences, include accurate staging (e.g., sampling of lymph 
nodes, and visceral and parietal peritoneum), definitive 
eradication of tumor, assurance of local disease control 
(e.g., removal of lymph nodes that might harbor cancer 
cells), and harvest for reconstructive purposes.

Cancer surgery has the greatest physiatric relevance when 
certain tissue types are affected. These tissues include bone, 
nerve, muscle, lung parenchyma, and lymphatics. Normal 
postoperative healing is often compromised by the previ-
ous administration or coadministration of additional anti-
cancer treatment(s) (e.g., radiation and chemotherapy).

The list of established surgical approaches to eradicate 
tumor is vast, and readers are referred to Surgical Oncol-
ogy: Contemporary Principles and Practice for more precise 
and extensive procedure-specific discussions. Operations 
that commonly warrant the immediate, postoperative 
attention of a physical medicine specialist include neck 
dissection for oropharyngeal carcinomas (spinal accessory 
nerve palsy), limb salvage or amputation for osteosarcoma 
(impairments vary by site), resection of truncal or limb 
myosarcoma (weakness, gait dysfunction, biomechanical 
imbalance), and pneumonectomy or lobectomy for lung 
neoplasms (aerobic insufficiency). Procedures such as 
nephrectomy, colectomy, mastectomy, and oophorectomy 
can involve the resection of muscles, nerves, and/or ves-
sels to achieve clean margins resulting in acute functional 
loss. Muscles can also be transposed for coverage of bony 
prominences or to substitute for resected muscles. Review 
of patients’ surgical reports is essential to accurately iden-
tify all potential sources of impairment.

Neurosurgical resection of central and peripheral ner-
vous system malignancies mandates physiatric evalua-
tion, irrespective of the presence of gross deficits, given the 
potentially devastating effects of subtle impairments and 
the high likelihood of future recurrence and progression.

Secondary Impairments

Secondary surgery-associated impairments often emerge 
well after the responsible operations and can present as 
familiar musculoskeletal problems (e.g., tendinopathies 
and arthropathies). Patients’ compensatory attempts to 
negotiate impairments during mobility and ADL per-
formance can produce maladaptive movement patterns 
that might, in turn, engender secondary pain sources and 
impairments. A common example is myofascial dysfunc-
tion of the scapular retractors and middle trapezius and 
rhomboid muscles as a result of pectoralis major and 
minor tightness after mastectomy or chest wall radiation 
and breast implant insertion. Secondary impairments are 
fortunately readily reversible through timely and compre-
hensive physiatric evaluation and treatment.

Donor Site Morbidity

Donor site morbidity associated with surgical tissue har-
vest for reconstructive purposes produces significant 
impairments less often than might be anticipated. Muscle, 
skin, bone, and fat are used to achieve adequate coverage 
of surgical defects and to optimize cosmesis. Radial fore-
arm and fibular flaps are commonly harvested to eliminate 
defects produced by mandibular resection. Both are typi-
cally well tolerated and seldom produce functional deficits. 
Impairments associated with the harvest of myocutaneous 
flaps vary by extent and site, and are no different in cancer 
than in other rehabilitation cohorts. Partial transposition 
of the pectoralis major muscle from its insertion on the 
humerus has been used to repair soft tissue defects involv-
ing the anterolateral neck. This procedure can destabilize 
the shoulder in the absence of therapeutic intervention.

By virtue of the high incidence of breast cancer, sig-
nificant donor site morbidity is most prevalent with 
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autogenous tissue transposition for breast reconstruction. 
Transverse rectus abdominis muscle (TRAM), gluteus max-
imus, and latissimus myocutaneous flaps are used, with the 
former being more common. With a relatively low com-
plication rate (25.3%) and potentially excellent cosmesis 
(Figure 57-2), the TRAM flap procedure is an increasingly 
common choice, given the potential to create a natural-
looking breast with normal ptosis and an inframammary 
fold. More patients are electing to undergo immediate 
breast reconstruction to reduce the risk associated with 
repeat operations and the psychologic distress engendered 
by mastectomy.

The TRAM procedure involves the transposition of 
muscle and adipose tissue to match preoperative breast 
appearance (Figure 57-3). Other advantages of the TRAM 
procedure include relatively hidden scars and a satisfactory 
donor site resulting in a flat abdomen.188 The TRAM flap 
can be divided into the pedicled or free flap procedures. 
These procedures differ in that the pedicled, or conven-
tional, procedure uses the epigastric vessels supplying the 
rectus muscle to perfuse the subumbilical fat. Subumbili-
cal adipose tissue is tunneled under the abdominal skin to 
repair the defect created by mastectomy. The inferior end 
of the contralateral rectus abdominis muscle is tunneled 
with the fat (see Figure 57-3). In contrast, the free flap pro-
cedure involves the creation of anastomoses with vessels in 
the chest, such as the thoracodorsal or internal mammary 
arteries. Although the free flap procedure requires increased 
operative time, it is associated with decreased incidence of 
partial flap loss resulting from fat necrosis.9

Despite declining perioperative complication rates, 
the adverse musculoskeletal sequelae of TRAM flap breast 
reconstruction can be significant.175 Fat necrosis within 
the reconstructed breast can significantly undermine cos-
mesis.38 Donor site complications include abdominal wall 
bulge (2.9% to 3.8%), abdominal hernia (2.6% to 2.9%), 
and dehiscence (3.8%).40,136 Patients experience abdomi-
nal weakness and reduced exertional tolerance, particu-
larly those undergoing bilateral procedures.171 Because the 
TRAM procedure produces a defect in the abdominal wall, 
patients have difficulty stabilizing the trunk while transfer-
ring from supine and seated positions. Partial denervation 

FIGURE 57-2 Excellent cosmesis achieved with bilateral transverse rectus 
abdominis flap breast reconstructions.
of the abdominal wall also leads to deficits in propriocep-
tion and truncal balance. Weakness of the abdominal wall 
can lead to exaggerated lumbar lordosis and an increased 
incidence of back pain. An algorithm for treatment of 
patients post–TRAM flap reconstruction is presented in the 
“Rehabilitation of Specific Cancer Populations” section of 
this chapter.

Radiation Therapy–Related Impairments

Radiation therapy has become an integral part of combined 
modality and organ preservation therapy for many cancers. 
Approximately 50% of cancer patients undergo radiation 
therapy during the course of their disease. Although highly 
effective in eliminating radiosensitive tumors, controlling 
regional disease, and palliating symptomatic metastases, 
radiation therapy also injures normal tissue. The tolerance 
of normal tissues surrounding tumors is the most important 
radiation dose-limiting consideration.96 Radiation injury is 
multiphasic, characterized by discrete acute and late phases 
mediated by distinct pathophysiologic processes. Acute 
injury is predominantly caused by inflammation and the 
death of rapidly proliferating cell types. Cell death occurs 
through the induction of apoptosis and free radical-medi-
ated DNA damage. Patients can develop desquamation of 
the dermis and mucous membranes, visceral inflammation 
(e.g., colitis, cystitis, and enteritis), and muscle hypertonic-
ity, among other symptoms. Biologic response modifiers 
released from injured tumor cells are thought to mediate 
systemic radiation effects such as fatigue and malaise.143 
The time course of acute radiation effects on normal tissue 
varies significantly by tissue type and radiation dose. Most 
patients return to their preradiation baseline by the second 
month after treatment. The distribution is highly skewed, 
however, and some patients remain symptomatic as many 
as 12 months after treatment.
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FIGURE 57-3 The transverse rectus abdominis flap procedure uses the supe-
rior epigastric artery to supply blood to the subumbilical fat, which is used to 
reconstruct the mastectomized breast. Both the fat and inferior end of the 
rectus muscle are tunneled under the abdominal wall into the defect caused 
by mastectomy.
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The deleterious effects of late radiation injury are being 
subjected to increasing scrutiny. Adverse late effects can be 
attributed to tissue necrosis and fibrosis. The mechanisms 
underlying these end processes are being actively investi-
gated. Microvascular injury predisposes to thrombus for-
mation and produces a hypoxic interstitial environment.68 
Hypoxia is believed to favor the generation of free radi-
cal species that produce further damage, and ultimately a 
self-perpetuating cycle of tissue injury and fibrosis.268 In 
addition to compression from fibrosis, neural and micro-
vascular injury can occur from occlusion of the vasonervo-
rum, vasorum, and lymphorum with resultant infarction. 
Dysregulated transforming growth factor β (TGF-β)–
mediated fibroblast activation has also been implicated, as 
has aberrant signaling of TGF-β–related pathways.197

The adverse late effects of radiation therapy depend on 
the extent and location of the radiation field. Identifying 
the tattoos placed during radiation therapy simulation can 
help delineate the extent of the irradiated tissue. This is 
particularly helpful when clinical records are unavailable. 
Table 57-5 lists conditions caused by delayed radiation 
toxicity by system. Late radiation effects most relevant to 
rehabilitation medicine include those involving connec-
tive tissue, muscles, and nerves. Fibrosis occurs to some 
degree in all muscles and connective tissue within a radia-
tion portal. In the absence of ongoing ROM, patients can 
develop contractures. Because free radical-mediated and 
TGF-β–mediated late radiation injury is an ongoing and 
potentially self-perpetuating process, ranging of affected 
muscles and fascia should continue indefinitely.

The most devastating neural effects of radiation ther-
apy include myelopathy, plexopathy, and encephalopathy. 
Delayed radiation myelopathy produces symptoms 12 to 50 
months after radiation therapy, and progresses over weeks 

Table 57-5   Conditions Caused by Delayed Radiation 
Toxicity

System Adverse Late Effects

Endocrine Hypothyroidism, hypogonadism, adrenal  insufficiency, 
glucose intolerance caused by pancreatic 
 insufficiency

Exocrine Xerostomia, pancreatic enzyme deficiency

Neural Myelopathy, plexopathy, cerebrovascular ischemia, 
dementia, leukoencephalopathy, cranial neuropathy

Lymphatic Lymph node necrosis, lymphedema

Gastrointestinal Dysmotility, malabsorption, neuroconstipation, 
obstruction, perforation, dysgeusia

Dermis Atrophy, ulceration, delayed healing, 
 hyperpigmentation

Auditory Progressive loss of acuity, tinnitus

Vascular Premature atherosclerosis, venous sclerosis

Pulmonary or Parenchymal fibrosis tracheal stenosis,

upper 
 respiratory

dysphonia secondary to laryngeal fibrosis

Musculoskeletal Fibrosis, osteonecrosis, osteoporosis, soft tissue 
necrosis joint contracture, epimysial fibrosis

Ocular Corneal ulceration, retinopathy, scleral necrosis

Genitourinary Neurogenic bladder, renal failure, obstruction, 
perforation
or months to paraparesis or quadriparesis.62,228 Symptoms 
can worsen or stabilize, producing deficits ranging from 
mild to complete motor weakness. Although radiation 
hyperfractionation has reduced the incidence of myelopa-
thy, it has been reported to affect 5% of patients who sur-
vive 18 months after receiving 5000 cGy (1 Gy = 100 rads, 
1 cGy = 1 rad) to the mediastinum for lung cancer.271 Risk 
factors include radiation therapy fraction size greater than 
180 cGy and older age.218 The presenting symptom is usu-
ally a Brown-Séquard syndrome, which begins distally and 
ascends to reach the irradiated level of the cord.203 MRI is use-
ful in distinguishing radiation from malignant myelopathy. 
Hyperbaric oxygen might offer benefit if initiated soon after 
the onset of weakness; however, this remains controversial.

Radiation plexopathies occur in 1.8% to 4.9% of treated 
patients.196,207 Risk is dose-related and seems to increase 
with radiation therapy exposure greater than 5000 cGy.126 
Concurrent administration of chemotherapy increases the 
risk.185 Radiation therapy-induced brachial plexopathies 
develop between 3 months and 14 years (median, 1.5 years) 
after therapy.132 Lumbosacral plexopathies develop between 
1 month and 31 years (generally 1 to 5 years) after radiation 
therapy.258 Characteristics of radiation therapy plexopathies 
that distinguish them from malignant plexopathies include 
lower incidence of pain (18%), pain that develops after weak-
ness, and the presence of myokymia on electromyography.

Delayed radiation therapy encephalopathy resulting 
from necrosis of brain parenchyma occurs in 3% to 5% of 
patients receiving more than 5000 cGy, and in 5% to 15% 
of patients receiving 6000 cGy.157 Symptoms generally 
develop 2 years after completion of radiation therapy. The 
clinical presentation often resembles that of the primary 
malignancy, raising the question of local recurrence. PET 
scanning is of greater usefulness in distinguishing tumor 
from radiation necrosis than either MRI or CT because 
radiation necrosis is hypometabolic.21,57

Cerebral atrophy occurs more commonly than radiation 
therapy necrosis, being present invariably after whole brain 
radiation therapy of 3000 cGy in 10 fractions.203 Virtually all 
patients complain of memory loss, which can be sufficiently 
severe to compromise vocational viability.37 Memory loss 
progresses in 10% to 20% of patients to involve other cog-
nitive domains, potentially leading to dementia.52 Patients 
can also develop gait abnormalities and urinary urgency.52

Medical treatment of radiation therapy-associated neu-
ral compromise can include short-term steroids, antico-
agulation, and/or hyperbaric oxygen therapy.82,208 Focal 
radiation necrosis of brain parenchyma can require surgical 
resection. Increasing use of bevacizumab to reverse radia-
tion fibrosis is based on anecdotal successes and a tenuous 
but growing evidence base.147,261 Pentoxifylline (800 mg/
day) coadministered with tocopherol attenuates radiation 
fibrosis.55,56 The benefits of pentoxifylline have yet to be 
assessed in radiation therapy-related neural compromise.

Chemotherapy

Chemotherapy is a mainstay of anticancer therapy. Che-
motherapy drugs are used for different purposes and with 
varying efficacy in the management of cancer. Chemother-
apy is used for four general purposes:
 1.  As induction therapy for advanced disease
 2.  As an adjunct to the treatment of localized tumor
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 3.  As the primary treatment of localized cancer (often to 
reduce tumor size in preparation for surgery)

 4.  By direct installation into sanctuaries or site-directed 
perfusion of specific body regions affected by the cancer

Induction chemotherapy is administered to patients with 
advanced disease for which no other treatment exists. Adju-
vant chemotherapy is administered after local control is 
achieved through surgery or radiation when no obvious 
tumor is present to eliminate undetectable micrometas-
tases and reduce the risk of recurrence. Neoadjuvant ther-
apy can be used before surgery to reduce tumor size and 
thereby minimize the degree of anatomic disruption. Che-
motherapy is increasingly being used serially to temporize 
the spread of incurable, stage IV cancer.

A staggering array of chemotherapeutic agents, or anti-
neoplastics, is currently used in oncologic practice. Anti-
neoplastic drugs can be mechanistically grouped into a 
manageable number of subclasses for the nononcologist, 
which include alkylating agents, platins and their analogs, 
antimetabolites, topoisomerase interactive agents, antimi-
crotubule agents, differentiation agents, and miscellaneous 
agents. Table 57-6 lists antineoplastics by class.
The type, dose, and duration of chemotherapy vary 
across different cancer types and stages, but common over-
arching strategies apply. To exploit complementary mecha-
nisms of action, achieve synergy, and reduce normal tissue 
toxicity, different chemotherapeutic agents are generally 
coadministered or sequentially administered. Standardized 
combined chemotherapy regimens have given rise to a host 
of acronyms. Common examples include CHOP (cyclo-
phosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone), 
ICE (ifosfamide, carboplatin, and etoposide), and MOPP 
(mechlorethamine, vincristine [Oncovin], procarbazine, 
and prednisone); there are many others. It is currently rare 
for a single chemotherapeutic agent to be administered as 
monotherapy.

Antineoplastics are distinguished by their capacity to pref-
erentially injure rapidly dividing cancer cells while sparing 
normal cells, but all are associated with significant potential 
for normal tissue toxicity. The chemotherapeutic toxicities 
that most commonly produce functional impairments are 
peripheral neuropathy, cognitive dysfunction, cardiomy-
opathy, and pulmonary fibrosis. Fortunately, with proactive 
screening, the incidence of significant cardiopulmonary 
Table 57-6   Classes of Antineoplastic Drugs
Class Mechanism(s) Commonly Used Agents* Toxicities

Antitumor Formation of covalent bonds of alkyl 
groups to DNA to form reactive 
intermediates that attack nucleophilic 
sites; the DNA can no longer function 
as a template

Mustards: chlorambucil, cyclophospha-
mide, ifosfamide, alkylating agents

NItrosoureas: carmustine
Tetrazines: dacarbazine
Aziridines: mitomycin C, thiotepa
Nonclassic alkylating agents: procar-

bazine

Myelosuppression (all), mucositis (busulfan, 
hepatotoxicity (busulfan, busulfan car-
mustine, dacarbazine), pulmonary fibrosis 
(busulfan, carmustine), cystitis (ifosfamide, 
cyclophosphamide), alopecia (cyclophos-
phamide), venoocclusive liver disease 
(busulfan, carmustine, mitomycin C)

Platins and their 
analogs

Platination of DNA with induction of 
apoptosis or arrest of cells in the G2 
phase of the cell cycle; disruption of 
intracellular signaling pathways

Cisplatin, carboplatin, oxaliplatin Nephrotoxicity, ototoxicity, neuropathy, 
myelosuppression

Antimetabolites Interference with synthesis of DNA and 
RNA precursor molecules or DNA 
polymerase, thereby preventing DNA 
and RNA replication

Antifolates: methotrexate
5-Fluoropyrimidines: fluorouracil 

arabinose
Pyrimidine analogs: azacitidine Gem-

citabine 6-thiopurines: 6-mercapto-
purine, 6-thioguanine

Streptomyces parvulus derivatives: 
actinomycin D

Myelosuppression (all), gastrointestinal 
mucositis (all), hepatotoxicity

Arabinose nucleosides: cyatarabine 
(methotrexate, nucleosides, azacitidine, 
gemcitabine 6-thiopurines), Nephro-
toxicity (methotrexate), Neurotoxicity 
(methotrexate, arabinose nucleosides, 
azacitidine, 6-s)

Topoisomerase-gastro-
intestinal interactive 
agents cardiotoxicity

Interaction with DNA topoisomerases 
(enzymes regulating DNA packing, i.e., 
twisting and untwisting) leading to G2 
phase arrest or apoptosis in S phase

Anthracyclines: doxorubicin, daunoru-
bicin, epirubicin, idarubicin

Camptothecin analogs: topotecan, 
irinotecan

Myelosuppression (all), mucositis (all), 
anthracyclines: doxorubicin, (anthracy-
clines), soft tissue ulceration postex-
travasation (anthrayclines)

Antimicrotubule 
agents

Disruption of microtubules that com-
pose the mitotic spindle

Vinca alkaloids: vincristine, vinblastine, 
vinorelbine

Taxanes: paclitaxel, docetaxel
Miscellaneous antimicrotubule agents: 

estramustine

Peripheral neurotoxicity (vinca alkaloids, 
taxanes), gastrointestinal autonomic 
dysfunction (vinca alkaloids), neutrope-
nia (vinca alkaloids), myelosuppression 
(taxanes), myalgias (taxanes), bradydys-
rhythmias (paclitaxel), fluid retention 
(docetaxel), skin toxicity (docetaxel), 
emesis (estramustine), congestive heart 
failure (estramustine)

Miscellaneous chemo-
therapeutic agents

Fludarabine: inhibits enzymes
L-Asparaginase: exploits tumor cells’ 

inability to synthesize asparagine, 
limiting protein synthesis

Bleomycin: free radical production of 
DNA breaks

Fludarabine, L-asparaginase, essential 
for DNA synthesis and repair

Myelosuppression (fludarabine), bleomycin 
immunosuppression (fludarabine), neu-
rotoxicity (fludarabine), hypersensitivity 
reactions (L-asparginase), pulmonary 
fibrosis (bleomycin), mucocutaneous 
toxicities (bleomycin)

*Lists not exhaustive.
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toxicity has been substantially reduced. Bleomycin pro-
duces pulmonary fibrosis in 10% of patients.192 The risk 
of doxorubicin-associated cardiac toxicity directly parallels 
increases in cumulative dose. With cumulative doses of 550, 
600, and 700 mg/m2, the incidence is 7%, 15%, and 30%, 
respectively.101 Cardiomyopathy becomes a real concern 
in stage IV breast cancer patients who resume doxorubicin 
treatment after having received it in the context of primary 
adjuvant therapy. Trastuzumab produces cardiac toxicity in 
3% to 5% of patients receiving monotherapy and in 28% of 
patients who concurrently receive anthracyclines.128

Chemotherapeutic neuropathy is a prevalent and func-
tionally morbid complication of cancer treatment. The 
vinca alkaloids, cisplatin, ixabepilone, the taxanes, and 
thalidomide are among the most important drugs induc-
ing peripheral neurotoxicity.238 These drugs are widely 
used for various malignancies, such as ovarian and breast 
cancer, and hematologic cancers. Chemotherapeutic neu-
ropathy is related to cumulative dose or dose intensity.30 
Patients who already have neuropathic symptoms resulting 
from diabetes mellitus, hereditary neuropathies, or earlier 
treatment with neurotoxic chemotherapy are believed to 
be at higher risk.

All platin compounds (e.g., cisplatin, carboplatin, and 
oxaliplatin) have the potential to produce sensory neuropa-
thy. Cisplatin is a more frequent source of neurotoxicity than 
the latter two compounds. Symptoms often occur after com-
pletion of treatment.148,236 Large sensory fibers are prefer-
entially affected, leading to proprioceptive deficits. Pinprick 
and temperature sensation, as well as motor function, are 
relatively spared.30 Lower-limb muscle stretch reflexes often 
disappear. Autonomic nerves remain unaffected. Nerve con-
duction studies show decreased sensory nerve action poten-
tials and prolonged sensory distal latencies, whereas nerve 
conduction velocities are minimally impaired.148,236

Peripheral neuropathy related to vinca alkaloid treat-
ment is observed most commonly with vincristine. Pares-
thesias in the distal extremities are the initial symptoms, 
and loss of lower-limb muscle stretch reflexes is the initial 
sign. Weakness of the wrist and digital extensors can occur. 
Autonomic neuropathy is common and might lead to 
paralytic ileus, orthostatic hypotension, and impotence.89 
Vibration sense generally remains intact.30 Nerve con-
duction studies show decreased distal motor and sensory 
nerve action potentials, with only slight reduction in nerve 
conduction velocities, indicating an axonal rather than a 
demyelinating mechanism of injury.20

Taxanes have become first-line therapy in the treatment 
of primary breast, ovarian, and lung cancers. Docetaxel 
is a more frequent and severe source of neuropathy. 
Signs and symptoms that characterize taxane neuropa-
thy include paresthesias, loss of muscle stretch reflexes, 
and diminished vibration sense.205 Patients can develop 
mild proximal muscle weakness that resolves spontane-
ously.73 Autonomic neuropathy occurs uncommonly.120 
Nerve conduction studies show reduction of sensory 
nerve action potentials in patients treated with taxanes.222 
Reduced motor nerve action potentials and diminished 
sensory and motor nerve conduction velocity have been 
reported.222

Novel targeted biopharmaceuticals are increasingly dis-
placing established treatment standards. These include 
monoclonal antibodies to epidermal growth factor recep-
tors (pertuzumab), small molecule tyrosine kinase inhibi-
tors that targeted the various epidermal growth factor 
receptors (gefitinib, erlotinib), monoclonal antibodies 
directed at the vascular endothelial growth factor (bevaci-
zumab), and the small tyrosine kinase inhibitors that target 
the vascular endothelial growth factor receptor.28 The risk 
profiles of many of these agents remain inadequately char-
acterized, particularly when administered to elderly and 
infirm patients who differ considerably from the cohorts 
studied in trials. Thromboembolic events are of concern in 
patients receiving therapies targeting the vascular endothe-
lial growth factor receptor.85

Rehabilitation Approaches

General Strategies
Rehabilitation of Bone Metastases

Strategies to rehabilitate patients with bone metastases 
and pathologic fractures remain largely theoretic because 
of a lack of empiric data. An overarching mandate is the 
need to coordinate therapeutic efforts with oncologic 
orthopedists, radiation oncologists, and medical oncolo-
gists. Bone metastases occur in complex, highly individual, 
and dynamic settings. Developing an integrated cross-
disciplinary, long-term management plan offers patients 
the best chance of preserved comfort and function. Phys-
iatric approaches can be grouped into the use of orthoses, 
assistive devices, therapeutic exercise, and environmental 
modification. All essentially deweight or immobilize com-
promised bones. Orthoses can be fabricated to stabilize 
bones in positions that limit potentially damaging forces. 
A common example is the use of thoracolumbosacral or 
spinal extension orthoses, such as cruciform anterior spinal 
hyperextension or Jewett braces. These orthoses limit spinal 
flexion, thereby reducing loads on the anterior vertebrae to 
protect against compression fractures. Orthoses can also be 
used to protect and deweight sites of fracture or impend-
ing fracture. Thermoplast arm troughs allow patients with 
humeral metastases to immobilize the affected limb and 
reduce damaging forces. Extreme caution must be used in 
patients with diffuse bone metastases while redistributing 
weight and loading patterns. Careful radiologic evaluation 
of the bones to be loaded reduces the likelihood of compli-
cations. Bone metastases are rarely discrete. It can be chal-
lenging in widespread osseous disease to find sufficiently 
intact bone to unload weight-bearing structures.

Assistive devices and instruction in compensatory strate-
gies might similarly unload compromised bones. Canes, 
crutches, and walkers are frequently used to minimize 
fracture risk. Identical caveats regarding the need to evalu-
ate skeletal structures that will receive additional load via 
the assistive devices apply. Patients should be instructed to 
minimize forces by performing activities close to the body, 
which limits torque on long bones.

Although theoretically appealing, evidence is lacking for 
the usefulness of therapeutic exercise in the prevention of 
pathologic fractures. Regardless, patients at risk for verte-
bral fractures routinely tolerate exercise programs designed 
to strengthen the abdominal and spinal extensor muscles 
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and to enhance their awareness of body positioning. A 
comprehensive exercise program should include pos-
tural and balance training, as well as truncal strengthen-
ing. Simple environmental modifications can significantly 
reduce patients’ fracture risk. Throw rugs and other hazards 
that increase fall risk should be removed. Railings can be 
added to stairwells and bathrooms as appropriate. Patients’ 
prognoses should obviously be considered in the zeal and 
expense with which such modifications are implemented.

Exercise

Aerobic Conditioning and Resistive Exercise. Trials 
of aerobic conditioning in cancer populations have been 
predominantly conducted to determine whether exercise 
attenuates treatment-associated fatigue and enhances QOL. 
Breast cancer patients receiving adjuvant chemotherapy 
have comprised the majority of study cohorts, although 
Dimeo et al.59-61 contributed significantly to the literature 
with studies of aerobic conditioning immediately after 
bone marrow transplantation.

Studies in breast and other cancer populations currently 
under or after cancer treatments have consistently noted 
improved symptom burden: fatigue,172,173,229-231 insom-
nia,172 nausea,275 and emotional distress.172,173 Trials 
have varied considerably in the intensity, frequency, and 
duration of aerobic training, the targeted interval in can-
cer treatment (e.g., active, posttreatment), as well as in the 
level of investigator supervision.226,239 Self-paced exercise 
regimens have reliably achieved modest improvements in 
12-minute walk time.172,173,229-231 Use of more rigorous, 
structured programs (more than three exercise sessions 
per week at 60% to 90% of maximal heart rate) increases 
relative lean body mass275 and Vo2max.97,111,153,184 Proto-
cols involving less intense exercise, for example, five times 
per week at 50% to 60% of Vo2max, have not consistently 
achieved statistically significant improvements in oxidative 
capacity (Vo2max).233 This suggests a potential exertional 
threshold below which physiologic benefits are limited, 
but this remains speculative. The literature suggests that 
at virtually all points along the cancer trajectory, patients 
benefit from incremental aerobic exercise, and that exer-
cise intensities as high as 90% of maximal heart rate three 
times weekly can be safely tolerated. The common sense 
caveat regarding the need for program oversight and indi-
vidualization by clinicians knowledgeable in both reha-
bilitation approaches and patients’ disease and treatment 
specifics applies.

Aerobic conditioning reduces symptom burden and 
mitigates the physiologic impact of high-dose chemother-
apy delivered in the context of bone marrow transplan-
tation as well. Performance of cardiovascular cycling at 
50% of heart rate reserve reduced participants’ decline in 
physical performance (e.g., walking distance and speed), 
physiologic parameters, neutropenia and thrombocytope-
nia, and psychologic distress relative to those of control 
subjects.59,61 Training on a treadmill after high-dose che-
motherapy administration at an intensity set to increase 
blood lactate concentrations to 3 mmol/L produced simi-
lar improvements in mean blood lactate concentrations,60 
and training distances improved more than 100%.60

Investigations of the impact of aerobic exercise on 
immunologic parameters in cancer patients have produced 
mixed results. Short-term (2-week) aerobic training in 
stomach cancer patients using arm and cycle ergometers at 
60% of maximal heart rate caused a mean 27.9% increase in 
natural killer (NK) cell activity.180 Cardiovascular training 
at 60% of maximal heart rate during a 7-month interven-
tion in breast cancer survivors similarly improved NK cell 
activity without increasing NK cell numbers.194,195 A mixed 
aerobic (75% of heart rate maximum) and resistance train-
ing program failed to alter NK cell activity among breast 
cancer survivors.182 This study was inadequately powered, 
however, with a sample size of only six per group. The lim-
ited literature available suggests that exercise can modulate 
immunologic parameters. Defining the magnitude, dura-
tion, and reproducibility of the exercise effect requires 
further investigation, as does the clinical relevance of alter-
ations in immunologic parameters.

Initially programs combining resistance training with 
aerobic conditioning yielded inconsistent improvement in 
overall QOL, with some studies failing to note change1,45,233 
and others showing improvement.131,234 Recent, random-
ized, and adequately powered trials, however, have con-
sistently demonstrated marked improvements in fatigue, 
physical functioning, and mental health.2,76,99,101,169 No 
study has reported compromised QOL associated with 
participation in exercise programs, irrespective of their 
intensity. Of note, integrated physical training approaches 
appear to be superior to psychocognitive approaches in 
enhancing physical well-being and QOL.159

Limited trials have evaluated the impact of resistance 
training in cancer populations.48 Definitive improvement 
was reported with resistance training among prostate can-
cer patients receiving androgen deprivation therapy,234 as 
well as in breast4,225 and head and neck cancer survivors.163 
A single trial that compared resistance and aerobic training 
found both to be effective, but the former afforded longer-
term improvements.235 Several studies suggest that resis-
tance training might be an effective means to reduce bone 
loss in postmenopausal breast cancer survivors.265,270 The 
exercise interventions were well tolerated without adverse 
effects in both resistance trials.

The number of trials evaluating exercise interventions 
in cancer populations has burgeoned in recent years. Tri-
als have consistently demonstrated that exercise is safe, 
but not always effective, contingent on study endpoints. A 
comprehensive summary is well beyond the scope of this 
chapter. Interested readers are referred to multiple excellent 
and recently published systematic reviews.*

Rehabilitation of Cardiopulmonary Dysfunction.  
Exertional intolerance resulting from cardiopulmonary 
factors occurs commonly among cancer patients. Surgical 
pneumonectomy or lobectomy, the current standard of care 
for management of local and regional lung cancer, abruptly 
reduces aerobic capacity. Radiation of the thorax produces 
fibrosis of lung parenchyma, visceral pleura, and pericar-
dium. Review of patients’ radiation treatment records can 
be invaluable in gauging their risk of cardiopulmonary 
fibrosis. Many patients requiring treatment for intratho-
racic tumor have smoking histories and some degree of 

*References 16, 38, 46, 53, 114, 127, 129, 137, 152, 163, 174, 
226, 240, 259.
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premorbid subclinical chronic obstructive pulmonary or 
reactive airway disease.253 As a consequence, resection or 
irradiation of lung tissue can result in far greater dyspnea 
and functional compromise than anticipated. Chemother-
apy and intrathoracic metastases can also produce cardio-
pulmonary dysfunction.

Rehabilitation of cardiopulmonary dysfunction in can-
cer patients uses protocols well established in cardiac and 
pulmonary rehabilitation (see Chapters 33 and 34). Incre-
mental aerobic conditioning with supplemental oxygen as 
needed usually produces a reduction in exertional intol-
erance. Similar to both cardiac and pulmonary rehabilita-
tion, aerobic conditioning has limited beneficial impact on 
heart and lung physiology. Improvements in stamina and 
perceived exertion are due to muscle-training effects.

Flexibility Exercises. Activities to enhance ROM are criti-
cal for rehabilitation of postsurgical and postradiation 
soft tissue contractures. The rationale for active and pas-
sive stretching is empiric. Anecdotal evidence has noted 
that stretching prevents, mitigates, and reverses radiation-
induced contractures. Interventions to enhance flexibility 
are integral to the rehabilitation of other conditions asso-
ciated with progressive fibrosis such as burns. Flexibility 
activities should be optimally tailored to each patient’s 
unique requirements. This involves determination of the 
radiation port and identification of all irradiated muscles. 
For example, tangent beams for conventional breast irradi-
ation encompass the pectoralis major and minor muscles. 
Contingent on the orientation of the posterior tangent, 
the serratus anterior and latissimus muscles can also be 
affected.

Protocols for the prevention or treatment of radia-
tion contractures have not been published or empirically 
assessed. Patients are generally provided with a series of 
active-assisted ROM activities that target all affected mus-
cle groups, with emphasis placed on restricted planes of 
motion and instructions to hold each stretch for three to 
five deep breaths. Stretching should be performed at least 
twice per day during the first year after treatment. If soft tis-
sue restrictions progress despite adequate compliance, the 
duration, frequency, and degree of active assistance should 
be increased. As with any restriction in soft tissue excursion, 
patients should be examined for secondary myofascial dys-
function, tightness in muscles outside the radiation field, 
and biomechanical imbalance. A single report describes 
the successful treatment of refractory radiation-induced 
contractures with botulinum toxin injections.248

Patients who receive radiation for intrapelvic cancers 
(e.g., bladder, prostate, colorectal, cervical, or uterine 
malignancies) often develop restricted flexibility of the 
muscles acting on the hip joint. Because they gradually 
adapt their gait and movement patterns to accommodate 
decreased muscle excursion, problems can arise latently 
with resulting sacroiliac or lumbar pain. Full reversal and 
prevention of recurrence requires that all flexibility deficits 
be identified and addressed.

Comprehensive Inpatient Rehabilitation

The appropriateness and potential benefits of compre-
hensive inpatient rehabilitation must be assessed on a 
case-by-case basis. Cancer patients’ candidacy is generally 
deemed appropriate when their deficits conform to a 
neurologic or musculoskeletal syndrome familiar in the 
inpatient rehabilitation setting, that is, hemiparesis, para-
plegia, or amputation. Several studies have reported equal 
functional independence measure (FIM) efficacies when 
patients with malignant SCC are compared with patients 
with similar but traumatically and ischemically induced 
impairments. Patients with malignant SCC achieve less 
functional improvement but, because of shorter lengths of 
stay, have comparable FIM efficiencies relative to patients 
with traumatic spinal cord injury.161 Home discharge rates 
are equal, 84% in a retrospective case series,160 or higher 
among patients with malignant SCC.

Retrospective case series of patients transferred to 
rehabilitation after treatment for primary brain tumors 
and intracranial metastases describe substantial gains in 
cognitive ADL and mobility domains.110,156 The func-
tional gains achieved by brain tumor patients are similar 
to those of patients with acute stroke108 and traumatic 
brain injury.109,183 Patients with brain tumors are consis-
tently discharged to the community more than 80% of the 
time109 and have significantly shorter lengths of stay.108,182 
Studies have differed on the impact of concurrent radia-
tion therapy. Some describe greater FIM mobility efficien-
cies with radiation, whereas others report the opposite.183

A recent comparison of patients admitted for inpatient 
rehabilitation with wide-ranging cancer-related impair-
ments noted no significant differences in FIM efficiencies 
or length of stay relative to noncancer patients. This sug-
gests that inpatient admissions should be considered for 
cancer patients whose debilities arise from impairments 
other that intracranial or epidural metastases.256 That said, 
roughly 31% of cancer patients admitted for acute inpa-
tient rehabilitation undergo unplanned transfer back to 
acute care units. The predictors for transfer are low albu-
min, elevated creatinine, and a requirement for tube feed-
ing or a Foley catheter.86

Lymphedema Management

Lymphedema is a chronic and currently incurable condi-
tion that frequently complicates cancer therapy. After resec-
tion or irradiation of lymph nodes and vessels, lymphatic 
congestion can develop in any region of the body drained 
by the affected structures. If congestion becomes suffi-
ciently severe, swelling can result from accumulation of 
protein-rich fluid.273 Far from being a treatment-refractory 
and inexorably progressive condition, lymphedema is now 
amenable to highly effective and widely available therapy. 
Complete (or complex) decongestive therapy (CDT) repre-
sents the current international standard of care for lymph-
edema management.13 This was formalized in a white 
paper published by the International Society of Lymphol-
ogy in 2001.13 CDT is an intensive integration of manual 
approaches and is able to achieve and maintain substan-
tial volume reduction for the majority of lymphedema 
patients. Surgical, dietary, and pharmacologic approaches 
offer equivocal benefit at best but can be considered when 
appropriate manual and compression therapy fail to ade-
quately reduce lymphedema.252

CDT is a two-phase, multimodal system that incorpo-
rates manual lymphatic drainage (MLD), short-stretch 
compressive bandaging, skin care, therapeutic exercise, 
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and elastic compression garments. The initial phase, some-
times designated with a Roman numeral I or described 
by the term reductive, has as its primary goal decreasing 
lymphedema volume.70 During daily phase I CDT ses-
sions, patients receive approximately 45 minutes of MLD, 
followed by the application of compression bandages 
and performance of remedial exercises. Compressive ban-
dages are left in place 21 to 24 hr/day. The efficacy of treat-
ment delivered at this intensity has been demonstrated in 
numerous case series.71,130,176 Figure 57-4 shows pre- and 
post-CDT images in a patient with bilateral stage 3 lymph-
edema. After maximal volume reduction, patients are grad-
ually transitioned to a long-term maintenance program 
(phase II). In this phase, compressive garments are used 
during the day, with application of compressive bandages 
overnight. Patients perform remedial exercises daily while 
bandaged and receive MLD as needed.

Compression forms the basis of virtually all successful 
lymphedema therapy. During both CDT phases I (day and 
night) and II (night-time only), compression is achieved 
through the use of short-stretch bandages. Short-stretch 
bandages have a high working pressure by virtue of con-
tractions in the underlying muscles.190,191,245 The bandages 
exert low pressure while the muscles are resting. A distal 
to proximal compression gradient is achieved by applying 
more layers of bandages distally, rather than varying the 
amount of tension used to apply the bandages. Compres-
sion garments are added to patients’ phase II regimens for 
daytime compression. Compression garments achieve the 
following:
 •  Improve lymphatic flow and reduce accumulated 

protein
 •  Improve venous return
 •  Properly shape and reduce the size of the limb
 •  Maintain skin integrity
 •  Protect the limb from potential trauma31

MLD or “lymphatic massage” is a highly specialized 
technique designed to enhance the sequestration and 
transport of lymph. Specific stroke duration, orientation, 
pressure, and sequence characterize MLD. MLD stimulates 
the intrinsic contractility of the lymph vessels, leading to 
increased sequestration and transformation of macromol-
ecules in the interstitium.33 Through gentle and rhyth-
mic skin distention, congested lymph is directed through 
residual lymph vessels into intact lymph node beds. MLD 
permits shifting of congested lymph to lymphotomes 
(anatomic regions drained by a specific lymph node bed 
with preserved drainage, as illustrated in Figure 57-5). The 
massage is light and superficial, limited to finger or hand 
pressures of around 30 to 45 mm Hg. MLD treatments are 
initiated proximally in lymphostatic regions adjacent to 
functioning lymphotomes. Lymph is constantly directed 
toward functional lymphotomes and lymph node beds 
with strategic hand movement. Treatments gradually prog-
ress distally to terminate in the regions farthest removed 
from intact lymphatics.

Remedial lymphedema exercises refer to repetitive 
movements designed to encourage rhythmic, serial muscle 
contractions in lymphedematous territories. Remedial exer-
cises are always performed with external compression, most 
commonly compressive garments or bandages. Remedial 
exercises repeatedly compress the lymph vessels through 
sequential muscle contraction and relaxation, thereby 
triggering smooth muscle contraction in lymph vessel 
walls.186 An internal pumping mechanism is established 
that encourages congested lymph to flow along the com-
pression gradient created with bandages or garments.141,142 
Progressive strength training, when supervised and gradu-
ally progressed, was shown to reduce lymphedema flares 
in a large, randomized controlled trial. Based on this find-
ing, strength training should be integrated into the routine 
management of breast cancer–related lymphedema.225

Skin care is stressed in manual approaches to lymph-
edema. The goals of skin care include controlling skin col-
onization with bacteria and fungi, eliminating overgrowth 
in skin crevices, and hydrating the skin to eliminate micro-
fissuring. Daily cleansing with mineral oil-based soap will 
remove debris and bacteria while moisturizing the skin.32

The current shortage of adequately trained and expe-
rienced lymphedema therapists in the United States is 
a consistent impediment to successful treatment. The 
Lymphology Association of North America (LANA) has 
A B

FIGURE 57-4 Lower extremity lymphedema before (A) and after (B) complete decongestive therapy, which afforded dramatic volume reduction.
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developed a certification examination to identify therapists 
with the requisite knowledge and manual training. A list of 
certified therapists is available through the LANA website 
(http://www.cltlana.org). The National Lymphedema Net-
work (http://www.lymphnet.org) offers an extensive list of 
lymphedema-related resources. Patients with lymphedema 
complicated by aggressive recurrent cancer, dermal metas-
tases, chemotherapeutic neuropathies, or pain will require 
specialized care generally available only at tertiary medical 
and comprehensive cancer centers.

Augmentative and Compensatory Strategies

Cancer-related impairments often render necessary daily 
activities challenging or impossible. The adaptation of con-
ventional rehabilitation programs for the development of 
alternative and compensatory strategies allows patients to 
remain functionally independent. Use of assistive devices 
for mobility and ADL performance might be necessary. 
Environmental modification and augmentative commu-
nication devices should be explored in appropriate cases. 

1 1

1

2
2

2

3 3

4 4

FIGURE 57-5 Manual lymphatic drainage sequence in the treatment of right 
lower limb lymphedema resulting from inguinal lymph node dissection: 1, stim-
ulate intact lymph node beds where the stagnant lymph will be directed; 2, 
clear the pathways that will be used to redirect stagnant lymph into functioning 
lymphotomes; 3, direct stagnant lymph proximally along the cleared pathways, 
working backward into the congested territory; 4, complete treatment with 
proximal redirection of lymph from the most distal portions of the lymph-
edematous territory.
Pacing strategies become essential for fatigued patients 
receiving intensive anticancer therapy, or for those with 
advanced disease. The appropriateness and cost–benefit 
ratio of interventions must be determined on a case-by-
case basis.

Rehabilitation of Specific Cancer Populations

Breast Cancer

Functional impairments unique to breast cancer patients 
develop after surgical procedures for tumor removal and 
breast reconstruction. These procedures include modi-
fied radical mastectomy (MRM), lumpectomy, sentinel 
lymph node biopsy (SLNB), axillary lymph node dissec-
tion (ALND), and autogenous tissue transposition for 
reconstruction.

Persistent deficits in shoulder ROM occur in as many 
as 35% of patients after ALND140 (Table 57-7). Even after 
SNLB, 16% of patients have self-reported limitations.144 
Lotze et al.149 reported that vigorous shoulder mobilization 
in the immediate postoperative period led to an increase 
in seroma formation. The timeline for shoulder mobiliza-
tion presented in Table 57-8 adequately restores shoulder 
mobility without increasing the incidence of postsurgical 
complications but has not been empirically evaluated. 
MRM and ALND are performed as same-day procedures 
at some institutions. In such cases, a gradual, supervised, 
and progressive ROM program is not possible. In such 
cases patients are often provided with illustrated exercise 
sheets covering “wall walking,” forward flexion assisted by 
the unaffected arm, shoulder rolls, etc. A growing litera-
ture suggests that physical therapy after surgery for breast 
cancer offers a number of compelling benefits, including 
reduced pain, shoulder limitations, and lymphedema, as 
well as enhanced psychologic well-being.15,19,139,262 This 
evidence is arguably strong enough to mandate the inclu-
sion of physical therapy as standard care in postsurgical 
breast cancer management.

For patients who have undergone immediate breast 
reconstruction, particularly the TRAM flap procedure, 
shoulder mobilization should be reviewed with the plas-
tic surgeon unless an institutional algorithm has been 
formulated.

Axillary web syndrome (Figure 57-6) refers to the pres-
ence of taut, palpable cords originating in the axilla and 
extending distally along the anterior surface of the arm, 
often below the elbow.178 What precise tissues comprise 
the cords remains a source of speculation. In a limited case 
series resected cords were pathologically evaluated and 
contained either lymphatic vessels or veins and surround-
ing connective tissue.178 The clinical relevance of axillary 
web syndrome arises from its potential for painful restric-
tions in shoulder ROM. In severe cases, the cords tether 
the humerus, preventing full shoulder flexion or abduc-
tion. Pain generally responds to NSAIDs, but opioid anal-
gesics might be necessary during passive and active assisted 
ROM if the pain is severe. Therapy involves incremental 
ROM activities, topical heat, manipulation to soften and 
potentially “pop” the cords, as well as provision with a 
home exercise program. Heat should be used briefly, if at 
all, given the risk of lymphedema and the almost universal 

http://www.cltlana.org
http://www.lymphnet.org
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presence of intercostal brachial neuropathy in the axilla 
and upper arm.

The surgical community has increasingly recognized the 
need for rehabilitation after TRAM flap breast reconstruc-
tion. The procedure denervates and disrupts the integrity 
of the abdominal wall, producing significant deficits in 
truncal stability, particularly during functional transfers. 
The goals of post-TRAM rehabilitation are to prevent sub-
dermal fibrosis and adhesions, restore truncal alignment, 
minimize stress on the lumbar spine, optimize propriocep-
tive acuity in residual abdominal muscles, and encourage 
normal muscle recruitment patterns. The algorithm for 
post-TRAM flap rehabilitation (Table 57-9) was well toler-
ated and eliminated lasting impairment in a cohort of 52 
patients.247 No patients developed donor site herniation or 
wound dehiscence.

Head and Neck Cancer

Combined modality therapy for head and neck cancer 
has afforded improved cure rates and reduced normal 
tissue compromise. The type and sequence of therapies 
used to treat head and neck cancer vary by the location 
of the primary tumor, the extent of cervical lymph node 
involvement, and the pathologic characteristics of the 
tumor. Treatment approaches increasingly reflect a trend 
toward organ preservation. For example, the emphasis on 
“normal” tissue preservation has led to the substitution 
of supracrichoid partial laryngectomy for total laryngec-
tomy, and of a functional neck dissection for radical neck 
dissection.

Treatment of head and neck cancer continues to produce 
some of the most challenging impairments within the scope 
of cancer rehabilitation. Many of the impairments directly 
undermine patients’ ability to socialize because of facial 
dysmorphism, loss of spontaneous or intelligible speech, 
and the inability to eat normally. Common rehabilitation 
problems include spinal accessory nerve palsy, radiation-
induced xerostomia, soft tissue contracture of the neck 
and anterior chest wall soft tissues, dysphagia, dysphonia, 
and myofascial dysfunction. Impairments evolve over the  
course of head and neck cancer treatment and recovery. Reha-
bilitative interventions must be adjusted accordingly. This 
chapter addresses the common problems that occur uni-
quely in the context of head and neck cancer: spinal accessory  
nerve palsy, cervical soft tissue contracture, and dysphonia.

Spinal Accessory Nerve Palsy

The recognition that comparable cure rates can be achieved 
with more conservative surgical resection has spurred the 
shift from radical to functional neck dissections. The for-
mer procedure removes the sternocleidomastoid muscle, 
the spinal accessory nerve, and the external jugular vein. 
The nerve to the levator scapulae muscle was also fre-
quently resected, producing severe ipsilateral shoulder 
dysfunction. Functional neck dissections, however, pre-
serve all structures that can be safely left intact, producing 
dramatically lower rates of postoperative shoulder morbid-
ity. Many head and neck cancer patients now emerge from 
surgery with largely spared spinal accessory nerve function. 
The integrity of the spinal accessory nerve can be easily 
assessed by side-to-side comparison of resisted end-range 
forward flexion of the shoulder. Some degree of weakness 
can be elicited in most patients on the side of the neck 
dissection.

The severity and distribution of trapezius weakness sec-
ondary to spinal accessory nerve palsy (Figure 57-7) are 
subject to great individual variability. The upper, middle, 
and lower trapezius muscles can be innervated solely by 
the spinal accessory nerve or receive partial or total inner-
vation from the cervical plexus.22 When the spinal acces-
sory nerve was routinely sacrificed during radical neck 
dissections, some patients developed little to no shoulder 
compromise, suggesting that innervation was predomi-
nantly derived from the cervical plexus. Baseline anatomic 
variability is compounded by inconsistency in the type 
and degree of intraoperative nerve injury. The spinal acces-
sory nerve can be entirely spared or subject to neurapraxic, 
axonotmetic, or neurotmetic insult, all with different rates 
and degrees of recovery. Electrocautery of blood vessels can 
undermine blood supply to the vasonervorum, producing 
ischemic nerve injury.

The timing and intensity of rehabilitation should be 
guided by patients’ prognosis for recovery. Frequent reeval-
uation is essential. Spinal accessory nerve reinnervation 
can continue over 12 months after surgery. Important ele-
ments of spinal accessory nerve rehabilitation include:
 •  Prevention of frozen shoulder through active ROM and 

active-assisted ROM
 •  Prevention of anterior chest wall flexibility deficits
 •  Strengthening of alternate scapular elevators and 

retractors
 •  Instruction in compensatory techniques for activities 

requiring sustained shoulder abduction and forward 
flexion

 •  Neuromuscular retraining
 •  Preservation of trapezius muscle tone through electrical 

stimulation if reinnervation is anticipated
 •  Postural modification
 •  Instruction in shoulder support to allow recovery of the 

levator scapulae
Rehabilitative efforts should by constantly informed by 

the rate of reinnervation. Patients with complete, persistent 
spinal accessory nerve palsy can be fitted with an ortho-
sis. To date, none of the braces designed to substitute for 
absent or weak trapezius muscles have enjoyed widespread 
success. The relevant literature does not extend beyond 
limited case reports. For patients plagued by levator scap-
ulae fatigue and spasms, a “shelf” orthosis (Figure 57-8) 
designed to encircle the waist, and to provide a ledge on 
which patients can rest their affected arms when not in use, 
reduces symptoms.

Cervical Contracture

Progressive fibrosis of the anterior and lateral cervical 
soft tissue can be highly problematic for head and neck 
cancer patients, particularly those who receive external 
beam radiation. A general approach to radiation-induced 
fibrosis was outlined previously in this chapter. Because 
of the high radiation doses delivered to some head and 
neck cancer patients, proactive ROM in all planes of neck 
motion should be initiated as soon as safely possible. Cer-
vical ROM can continue throughout radiation therapy in 
the absence of significant skin breakdown. Ranging activi-
ties should ideally begin immediately after surgery and 
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Elapsed Time After Breast Cancer Surgery

9-12 mo 24 mo >2 yr

ALND SLNB ALND SLNB ALND SLNB

21.0 degrees 5.5 degrees

6.3 degrees 3.1 degrees

1.9 degrees 2.5 degrees

14.0% 6.4 degrees

8.0%

11.3% 3.5%

34% 16.0%

8.0%

21.0% 0.0%

35%

156.6 degrees AB

143.8 degrees AB 158.9 degrees AB
Table 57-7   Deficits in Shoulder Range of Motion After Axillary Surgery for Breast Cancer
Outcome Measure Author*

Elapsed Time After Breast Cancer Surgery	
6 wk 3 mo 6 mo

ALND SLNB ALND SLNB ALND SLNB

Mean decrease from 
ipsilateral baseline AB

Rietman et al. 26.4 degrees 24.7 
degrees

Purushotham 
et al.

Mansel et al. 4.2 degrees 1.9 degrees 2.3 degrees 1.5 degrees

Mean difference in AB 
relative to untreated 
shoulder

Hack et al.

ROM <160 degrees AB Ernst et al.

ROM <20 degrees nor-
mal value ≥1 plane

Langer et al.

Self-reported limit ROM Leidenius et al.

Warmuth et al.

Veronesi et al. 27.0% 0.0%

ROM < normative values 
any plane

Lauridsen et al.

Mean ROM (normal = 
180 degrees)

Rietman et al.

Gossenlink et al. FF 126 degrees MRM 
150 degrees BCT

Peintinger et al.
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before radiation. The delicate balance between flexibility 
and postsurgical wound healing must be respected. Sur-
geons should be consulted regarding the length of the 
postoperative interval before ROM activity can begin. For 
an uncomplicated radical or functional neck dissection, 3 
days is generally considered safe. Reconstruction with tis-
sue transposition requires a longer recovery period. ROM 
activities should be delayed until all drains are removed to 
avoid seroma formation.

Irradiated patients should perform ROM activities twice 
daily during the first 2 years after cancer treatment and daily 
thereafter. As previously mentioned, radiation-induced 
fibrosis can be indefinitely progressive. Figure 57-9 dem-
onstrates the head-forward posture and thoracic kyphosis 
characteristic of head and neck cancer patients with severe 
anterior cervical soft tissue fibrosis. For optimal results, 

patients should be taught to provide additional stretch 
during end-range lateral bending or rotation by exerting 
additional pressure with the contralateral hand. Stretches 
should be held for five deep breaths and repeated between 
5 and 10 times per session. Isometric strengthening of the 
cervical extensors and postural modification with visual 
cuing are beneficial.

Manual fibrous release techniques are indicated when 
ROM is restricted by robust soft tissue fibrosis or tether-
ing of the skin to subdermal tissues. Patients can be taught 
self-massage to augment the efficacy of ROM activities. 
Compression of severely fibrotic areas breaks down estab-
lished scar tissue and inhibits re-formation. Compression 
garments, either off the shelf or customized, are a conve-
nient means of applying compression. Custom-cut foam 
pieces that are strategically inserted can achieve greater 
focal pressure on stubborn areas. Constant vigilance must 
be maintained to ensure that friable, irradiated skin is not 
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ALND SLNB ALND SLNB ALND SLNB

21.0 degrees 5.5 degrees

6.3 degrees 3.1 degrees

1.9 degrees 2.5 degrees

14.0% 6.4 degrees

8.0%

11.3% 3.5%

34% 16.0%

8.0%

21.0% 0.0%

35%

156.6 degrees AB

143.8 degrees AB 158.9 degrees AB
compromised. Botulinum toxin injection can be trialed in 
refractory cases.248

Aphonia and Dysphonia

Impaired vocal communication occurs in the majority of 
head and neck cancer patients at some point during treat-
ment. Many conditions other than total laryngectomy can 
compromise phonation. These include radiation-induced 
laryngeal or pharyngeal swelling and fibrosis, tracheos-
tomy, partial or total glossectomy, reduced oral excursion 
secondary to trismus, copious secretions, and neurogenic 
pharyngeal or laryngeal paralysis. Some patients are ren-
dered acutely voiceless after surgery. Such acute loss occurs 
most dramatically after total laryngectomy but is also fre-
quent after tracheostomy and glossectomy. Gradual com-
promise of vocal precision, endurance, and volume is more 
common with organ preservation therapies. Irrespective of 
the acuity of onset, loss of spontaneous, intelligible speech 
can be profoundly isolating. It renders patients dependent 
in communication and can be vocationally devastating.

Various approaches to restore communication can be 
used depending on the anticipated duration, severity, and 
nature of the deficit. The most common compensatory 
strategies used by acutely voiceless adults include mouth-
ing words, gestures, writing, and head nods.8,92 Patients 
rendered chronically aphonic by total laryngectomy can 
communicate through esophageal speech, tracheoesopha-
geal speech, or use of an electrolarynx. The frequency with 
which these options are offered to and accepted by patients 
varies considerably across physician practices, institutions, 
and geographic regions.165 The following frequencies for 
different types of alaryngeal speech have been reported: 
esophageal speech, 1% to 32%; tracheoesophageal speech, 
20% to 45%; electrolarynx, 0% to 50%; and nonvocal, 
17% to 26% (see Chapter 3).79,103,165,241

Both esophageal and tracheoesophageal speech use the 
oropharynx, lips, and tongue to produce intelligible sound. 
Esophageal speech is time consuming and difficult to learn. 
Among a cohort of laryngectomized esophageal speakers, 
a subjectively “good enough” result was achieved by 41% 
in less than 6 months, by an additional 20% in 6 to 12 
months, and by a further 10% in more than 12 months.278 
Despite the challenges of mastery, tracheoesophageal 
puncture, or the TEP procedure, represents an increasingly 
common approach to voice restoration. The TEP proce-
dure creates a stoma between the trachea and esophagus. A 
one-way valved prosthesis is inserted in the stoma, allow-
ing pulmonary air to enter the esophageal reservoir when 
patients manually occlude their tracheostomies. Although 
guttural, the resultant speech can be exceedingly intelli-
gible, with natural-sounding inflection. Compared with 
other types of alaryngeal speech, TEP speakers most closely 
approximate the frequency and intensity of the normal 
voice.104 In two surveys, TEP speech received higher satis-
faction ratings than alternative methods, particularly with 
telephone use.41,278

For patients who elect not to undergo TEP, speech is most 
often accomplished through use of an electrolarynx. Many 
head and neck cancer patients who fail to achieve intel-
ligible esophageal speech eventually opt for an artificial 
larynx. The currently marketed devices vary with respect to 
placement of the transducer. Some sense vibrations within 
the oral cavity, whereas others are placed on the submen-
tal or buccal skin. Training is essential to the achievement 
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of acceptable voice quality. Various transducers should 
be trialed because patients’ preferences vary. A significant 
downside of electrolaryngeal speech is its mechanical and 
monotonic quality.

Additional Concerns

Head and neck cancer patients, by virtue of their treatment 
and premorbid risk profile, are prone to the development of 
osteoradionecrosis, dental caries, and recurrent substance 
abuse. Comprehensive rehabilitation involves proactive 
screening for these conditions. Because of the high radia-
tion doses delivered in head and neck cancer treatment, 5% 
to 15% of these patients develop osteoradionecrosis, an 
extremely painful condition caused by radiation-induced 
bone death. The mandible is most often affected. Patients 
complain of relentless jaw pain aggravated by chewing 
and vocalization. Associated pain should be aggressively 
treated with combined opioids and NSAIDs. Referral for 
hyperbaric oxygen treatments should be considered.

Precautions in Cancer 
Rehabilitation

Modalities

A climate of exaggerated caution too often limits cancer 
rehabilitation. Specific therapeutic precautions reflect a 
fear of injuring patients, or worse, spreading their cancer. 
Although it is important to appreciate that cancer patients 

Table 57-8  Time Course of Shoulder Mobilization
Postoperative 
Day

Flexion Abduction Internal or 
External 
Rotation

1-3 40-45 degrees 40-45 degrees To tolerance

4-6 45-90 degrees 45 degrees To tolerance

7 onward To tolerance To tolerance To tolerance

FIGURE 57-6 Axillary web syndrome manifest by thick, fibrous cords tether-
ing the arm.
are predisposed to a host of adverse complications (e.g., 
hemorrhage and disease recurrence), it is equally impor-
tant to recognize that a causal relationship has not been 
established between such complications and physiatric 
interventions. Inactivity causes far greater long-term diffi-
culty for the majority of cancer patients. Most precautions 
are not supported by empiric data, and they frequently 
reinforce ambivalence toward structured, incremental 
physical activity.

Table 57-9   Post-TRAM Procedure Rehabilitation 
Program

Weeks Activities

0-3 Patient education

Lymphedema precautions

Body mechanics

Back safety

(Driving permitted 3-4 weeks)

3-5 Active upper extremity range of motion (to tolerance)

Supine forward flexion with wand

Supine external rotation with wand

Standing abduction, wall walking

Postural body mechanics

Shoulder retraction—active with mirror cues

Upright standing

Head up or chin tucks

Manual techniques (as needed)

Manual lymphatic drainage

Scar mobilization (if healed)

Gentle myofascial release if restrictions are notable

Walking program if needed

6-7 Postural body mechanics

Shoulder retraction—active with mirror cues

Pectoral stretch (corner stretch)

If good alignment with retraction, may initiate

Resistive Thera-Band at yellow level for shoulder

retraction

Upright standing posture—posterior pelvic tilt in 
supine

8-12 Stabilization or strengthening exercises

Prone lying

Isometric pelvic or lumbar stabilization (in supine)

Lumbar extensor strengthening or stabilization

Abdominal or oblique stabilization or strengthening

Physioball activities

Aerobic exercise

Biking

Treadmill

Manual techniques

Manual scar mobilization

Myofascial release
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A B

FIGURE 57-7 A, Resting posture of a head and neck cancer patient with complete spinal accessory nerve palsy. B, Active shoulder abduction is limited to 90 
degrees on the affected side because of middle trapezius muscle weakness.
Warnings against treating cancer patients with deep heat 
and massage are ubiquitous in the rehabilitation literature. 
Precautions regarding heating modalities are based on the 
concern that heat will dilate local blood vessels and increase 
metabolic activity in tumor cells, thereby hastening local or 
systemic spread. Similarly, massage is presumed to poten-
tiate metastasis by encouraging blood and lymph flow or 
by dislodging tumor cells. This line of purely theoretic rea-
soning is simplistic and at odds with several facts. First, 
exercise does more to promote blood and lymph flow than 
localized heating modalities. Evidence suggests that exer-
cise has a protective effect against the recurrence of breast 
and colon cancer. Second, thousands of cancer patients 

FIGURE 57-8 “Shelf” orthosis fabricated to encircle the torso of patients 
with complete spinal accessory nerve palsies and to provide a ledge on which 
they can rest their affected extremities when not in use.
have received MLD to deliberately stimulate lymph flow to 
decongest their lymphedema. Many of these patients have 
had known cancer at the treatment site. So far, no associa-
tion has been established between lymphedema or its treat-
ment and cancer progression. Lastly, complex genetic and 
biochemical events have been implicated by a vast body of 
basic science research as being requisite for tumor cells to 
develop metastatic potential. Tumor cells must acquire the 
ability to penetrate basement membranes, adhere to endo-
thelial cells, elude the body’s formidable internal defenses, 
and stimulate angiogenesis, among many other genetically 
determined attributes. Relative to these complex changes, 
being manually dislodged from a tumor mass or tran-
siently exposed to increased blood flow probably has little, 
if any, impact on tumor cells.

Questioning the current rigid precautions against 
the use of heating modalities in cancer patients might 
be moot. Deep heat is rarely of clinical usefulness, or 

FIGURE 57-9 Head-forward posture and exaggerated thoracic kyphosis, 
associated with radiation-induced soft tissue contracture, in a head and neck 
cancer patient.
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therapeutic goals can be realized by alternative means. If 
the clinical context warrants a trial of ultrasound or related 
modalities, however, the option should not be reflexively 
abandoned because of unsubstantiated warnings. In the 
author’s experience, patients with widespread tumor have 
benefited from the discrete use of ultrasound in areas of 
dense radiation-induced fibrosis and postsurgical scarring. 
Massage has the potential to greatly benefit cancer patients 
through its antispasmodic, fibrolytic, and counterstimula-
tory effects. Additionally, MLD is an integral part of lymph-
edema management. Aside from vigorous massage in the 
immediate vicinity of established tumor, massage is likely 
to be of far greater benefit than harm.

Cytopenias

Leukopenia and thrombocytopenia commonly occur 
after the administration of chemotherapy. The dura-
tion and severity of cytopenias have been considerably 
reduced through the introduction of CSFs that acceler-
ate bone marrow recovery. In cancer patients receiving 
initial chemotherapy who are not pretreated with CSFs, 
leukopenia and thrombocytopenia can be detected on the 
ninth or tenth day after chemotherapy administration. 
Nadir blood counts generally occur between days 14 and 
18, with recovery beginning by day 21. The time course 
of bone marrow recovery dictates the widely used 3- to 
4-week chemotherapy cycle, with new cycles being initi-
ated 21 to 28 days after administration of the previous 
chemotherapy dose.

Inconsistent guidelines limit physical activity in the face 
of chemotherapy-induced cytopenias. Existing precautions 
are arbitrary and lack empiric testing. None have been 
shown to limit adverse events. Leukopenia is of less con-
cern than thrombocytopenia, given the associated risk of 
intracranial hemorrhage or uncontrolled bleeding after a 
fall. Among National Cancer Institute–designated compre-
hensive cancer centers, cutoff platelet counts below which 
physical therapy is contraindicated range from 25,000 to 
no lower limit. No differences between institutions in the 
incidence of spontaneous hemorrhage have been reported. 
Patients undergoing allogeneic and autogeneic bone mar-
row transplants typically spend 7 to 21 days with plate-
let counts of 5000 to 12,000. During this interval, most 
patients perform all ADL independently, ambulate, transfer, 
and lift more than 10 lb repeatedly without hemorrhage. 
When spontaneous bleeding does occur, it is typically not 
associated with physical activity. Given the routinely well-
tolerated levels of physical activity in severely thrombocy-
topenic patients, reconsideration of current precautions is 
warranted. Overzealous imposition of restrictions on phys-
ical therapy and exercise in this population can contrib-
ute to rapid deconditioning, bone demineralization, and 
contractures.

Conclusion

Cancer rehabilitation is a varied and challenging field of 
increasing public health importance. An accruing evidence 
base suggests that conventional rehabilitative interventions 
succeed in preserving and restoring the functional status 
of cancer patients. A marked lack of hypothesis-driven 
research continues to limit the field, as does a lack of expe-
rienced and interested clinicians. It is hoped that these 
deficits will be remedied given the projections for steadily 
increasing cancer survivorship.
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CHAPTER 58
BURN REHABILITATION
Vincent Gabriel and Radha Holavanahalli
Modern burn care has resulted in a significant increase 
in survival after burn injury. Survivors of burn injury can 
have scarring, amputations, neuromuscular complications, 
and significant psychologic impairments. Most survivors 
of burn injury are young adults, making such issues as 
community reintegration and return to work important. 
It is estimated that 1 million annually will require treat-
ment for burn injuries in the United States alone, but an 
even larger number of burns will occur in the developing 
world.1 Burn care in the future will face several challenges 
because of an aging population, the expense and complex-
ity of burn treatment, and a current and predicted shortage 
of qualified burn surgeons.76

Epidemiology of Burn Injury

The American Burn Association (ABA) has led an effort 
to catalogue burn injuries through a burn registry project. 
Between 1995 and 2005, burn centers in the United States 
and Canada contributed information to the National 
Burn Repository (NBR). From approximately 126,000 
records, several conclusions could be drawn about burn 
injury in North America. Specifically, most burn patients 
are male (70%) with a mean age of 33 years. Most burn 
injuries covered less than 10% of the total body  surface 
area (TBSA). The most common etiologies of burn injuries 
were flames and scalds. Approximately 95% of patients 
survived their hospitalization.115 Burn centers, however, 
also reported admitting patients with unusual burn eti-
ologies such as radiation. Skin diseases make up a small 
number of admissions to burn centers, and the complex-
ity of diseases such as Stevens-Johnson syndrome and 
 necrotizing fasciitis add to the complexity of care in the 
burn unit.43,115

Several negative predictors have been noted for survival 
after burn injury. Increasing age, burn injury over a higher 
TBSA, and the presence of inhalation injury are all signifi-
cantly associated with increased mortality.115,170

Increasing TBSA is associated with higher  mortality 
rates, especially in patients older than 60 years of age 
and even more so in patients older than 70.115 In elderly 
patients the presence of medical comorbidities, inhalation 
injury, and burn size best predict mortality within 1 year of 
burn injury (Figures 58-1 and 58-2).108

With the large majority of burn patients surviving their 
hospital stay, however, a shift away from mortality as a pri-
mary outcome measure toward measurements of quality 
of life and function has been advocated by burn practi-
tioners.134 The National Institute on Disability and Reha-
bilitation Research (NIDRR) has funded the Burn Model 
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Systems project92 to further research the long-term out-
comes of burn survivors.

Timing of Physiatric Assessment 
of the Patient  With a Burn

A continuum of care model has been established by 
the North Texas Burn Rehabilitation Model System to 
emphasize early and regular assessment by a physiatrist 
and the rehabilitation team. In this model, an attend-
ing physiatrist reviews each patient admitted to the burn 
center. The physiatrist also participates in weekly team 
rounds and burn interdisciplinary team meetings. The 
physiatrist provides burn consultation both at the ter-
tiary burn center and in a burn rehabilitation clinic in a 
rural setting. Although this model is not typical around 
the country, it might be useful to use it as a model of 
how the physiatrist can better integrate with the burn 
team. Most physiatrists in the United States currently see 
burn patients only if they are transferred to an inpatient 
rehab unit.

Acute Physiatric Assessment 
of the Burn Patient

The size and location of the burn injury are important for 
several reasons. Larger burn injuries are associated with 
higher mortality and also are more likely to be associ-
ated with significant complications.13,78,106 Relative pro-
portions of the TBSA made up by the head and limbs can 
be different by age. Estimations of the TBSA burned can 
be calculated using a tool such as the Lund and Browder 
chart (Figure 58-3). Other estimators of burn size can be 
made by following the “rule of nines” or estimating that 
the palm of the patient’s hand is approximately 1% of the 
TBSA.74

The initial depth of burn injury is estimated by exami-
nation. Burns can be divided into superficial, partial-
thickness, and full-thickness injuries. Superficial wounds 
are typically red and painful and have little or no exudate. 
This depth of burn injures the epidermis only, and heal-
ing typically occurs within 7 days. They do not require 
dressings or surgical interventions, and the risk of scar-
ring is very low. A typical example of a superficial burn is 
sunburn.

Partial-thickness burn injuries are divided into superfi-
cial partial thickness and deep partial thickness. Superficial 
partial-thickness burns have mild to moderate wound exu-
date. This depth of burn injures the superficial layers of the 
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dermis. Loose or tense blisters can be filled with serous fluid. 
These wounds are painful but typically heal within 7 to 14 
days. The risk of scarring from this injury is low, but there 
might be pigmentation changes in the skin in the long term.

Deep partial-thickness burn injuries have fewer blisters 
than superficial partial-thickness injuries. These wounds 
have moderate to extensive exudates. This depth of burn 
injures the deeper layers of the dermis. These wounds are 
painful but might heal within 14 to 21 days. Some deep 
partial-thickness injuries, however, do not heal in this time 
frame. The prolonged inflammatory wound healing seen in 
deep partial-thickness burn injuries significantly increases 
the risk of scarring.

Full-thickness burn injuries damage the epidermis and 
all of the dermis, and can extend into deeper structures. 
The area of the burned skin might not be directly pain-
ful to palpation or pin prick, but there can be pain from 
underlying necrotic tissue, surrounding burns, or damage 
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FIGURE 58-1 Effect of age on percent mortality at three discrete burn sizes. 
(From Pruitt BA Jr, Goodwin CW, Mason AD: Epidemiological, demographic, and 
outcome characteristics of burn injury. In Herndon DN, editor : Total burn care, 
ed 2, New York, 2002, Saunders, with permission.)
to nearby structures. These wounds typically appear pale 
with minimal exudate. Significant scarring is almost certain 
from full-thickness burn injuries.

A summary of burn depth and skin sections is shown in 
Figures 58-4 and 58-5.
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Acute Surgical Procedures in Burn 
Injuries

In full-thickness burn injuries, the damaged tissues are 
adherent to underlying structures. With the development 
of wound edema, combined with the fluids required for 
resuscitation after burn injury, there is a risk for devel-
opment of compartment syndromes in the limbs. Thick 
eschar in the trunk region can inhibit respiration. The sur-
gical team can perform escharotomy, which is a surgical 
incision through the eschar, to relieve this pressure. The 
pattern of the incision can be important in avoiding future 
contractures from the resulting scar. Escharotomies in the 
limbs and trunk typically are left open in the acute phase.74 
Limbs requiring escharotomies should be elevated and 
splinted in a neutral position for 24 hours before initiating 
passive range of motion.

Early excision and autologous skin grafting has greatly 
improved survival after burn injury. This reduces the inflam-
matory stimulation from the burn eschar and reduces the 
risk of infection. The entire devitalized tissue is removed 
by the surgical team with tangential excision, followed 
by split-thickness autologous skin grafting. Donor skin is 
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FIGURE 58-4 A superficial (first-degree) burn involves only the epidermis. A 
partial-thickness burn (second degree) involves the superficial or deep dermis, 
and a full-thickness burn (third degree) extends to subdermal tissues. (From 
Achauer BM, Eriksson E: Plastic surgery indications, operations and outcomes, St 
Louis, 2000, Mosby, with permission.)
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removed from an unburned area of skin through the use 
of a powered dermatome (Figure 58-6). The donor skin is 
then prepared and placed on the surgically prepared wound 
bed. The donor skin is held in place by staples, sutures, 
or, in some cases, dermal glues.126 A compressive postop-
erative dressing is then applied to the skin graft area, and 
an appropriate dressing is applied to the skin graft donor 
site. Because the donor skin is typically partial thickness, 
the donor site heals spontaneously, usually over 2 weeks. 
Although hypertrophic scarring is not usually seen in the 
donor site, hyperpigmentation and hypertrophic scarring 
might be seen.

The donor skin can be prepared by meshing to broaden 
the area of wound covered. Meshing also allows for any 
blood or wound exudates to escape from underneath the 
skin graft. The donor skin can be applied as a sheet over 
areas of special function such as the hands and face. Sheet 
grafts generally do not scar as much as meshed grafts and 
can result in improved function.89 Because there is no 
route of escape from beneath the unmeshed sheet graft, 
however, seromas or hematomas can form and even cause 
loss of the skin graft.

To improve adherence of the skin graft to the donor site, 
the grafted site is typically immobilized in the immedi-
ate postoperative phase. The immobilization phase time 
is now shorter than in the past because early initiation of 
therapies and mobilization improve patient function and 
reduce length of hospital stay.24

Presence of Inhalation Injury

Inhalation injury associated with burns is a significant 
risk factor for morbidity, especially in children and older 
adults.68,108,129,170 Little has been documented regarding 
the incidence of hypoxic brain injury in burn patients with 
inhalation injury, but the reduction of available oxygen, 
combined with toxic smoke components such as carbon 
monoxide and cyanide, puts the burn patient with inha-
lation injury at risk for brain injury.4 Burn patients with 
inhalation injuries are at risk for developing pneumonia, 
adult respiratory distress syndrome, and multisystem organ 
failure during the acute periods of recovery.75 Early trache-
ostomy in patients likely to require prolonged intubation 
has not been shown to change pulmonary outcomes, but 
it does offer advantages for oral hygiene and preventing of 

FIGURE 58-6 Donor skin is removed from an unburned area of skin through 
the use of a powered dermatome.
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microstomia.139 It is not known whether inhalation injury 
predisposes burn patients to pneumonia in the rehabili-
tation setting, and as a result, routine oxygen monitoring 
during therapies varies among practitioners.

Polytrauma and Burns

Approximately 5% of all trauma patients will also have 
some degree of burn injury.147 Fractures outside of the 
burned area can be treated with standard fracture care. 
An individualized approach is adopted, however, when 
the fractures occur in regions that also have burn injury.91 
Patients with a history of major trauma can have delayed 
diagnoses, including fractures or other neurologic and 
musculoskeletal injuries, which the physiatrist should con-
sider during the assessment of the burn patient.22,42

Electrical Injury

Electrical injuries are arbitrarily divided into high-
voltage (>1000 V) and low-voltage (<1000 V) injuries. 
High-voltage injuries are typically associated with work-
related accidents, whereas most electrical injuries that 
occur in the home are low voltage.11,69 Electrical injuries 
have special characteristics compared with other thermal 
injuries. For example, the degree of soft tissue injury can 
be greater than expected based on the cutaneous injury 
alone. Electric current follows the tissues of least elec-
trical resistance, which can result in significant periph-
eral and central nervous system damage. A risk exists for 
myocardial necrosis and arrythmias.96 Those who do not 
have an arrhythmia within the first 24 hours of injury, 
however, are typically not at risk for later arrhythmias 
that can be associated with the electrical injury.11

Survivors of high-voltage electrical injuries account for 
a large number of amputations in the burn unit, as well 
as longer lengths of stay.11 These patients are also at risk 
for both peripheral and central nervous system complica-
tions, which might not present until late after injury. High-
voltage electrical injuries are associated with impairments 
in function, but even low-voltage injuries can complicate 
return to work and other functional tasks.113,166

Lightning is a rare cause of electrical injury, but can 
cause a spectrum of neurologic complications, including 
myelopathy and encephalopathy.11,27 Lightning injuries 
can also cause both sensorineural and mechanical hearing 
loss.125

Ocular complications of electrical injury, such as the 
development of cataracts or macular holes, can present 
acutely or late after injury.20

Peripheral Neuropathies

Approximately 10% of burn patients will develop periph-
eral neuropathies from a variety of etiologies, such as direct 
thermal injury, electrical current, compression, and meta-
bolic derangements.97 The patients most likely to develop 
neuropathies with electrical injuries include those with a 
history of alcohol abuse and long stays in the intensive care 
unit.97 Several patterns of neuropathy are seen, including 
mononeuropathies, peripheral polyneuropathies, and pat-
terns that resemble mononeuritis multiplex.97,106 Deeper 
and larger TBSA burns are more associated with axonal 
rather than demyelinating neuropathies.106

The physiatrist performing electrodiagnostic testing on 
burn patients should be mindful that the changes after 
burn injury can alter the results of both nerve conduction 
testing and electromyography. The increased skin thick-
ness seen with hypertrophic burn scars can have an inverse 
relationship with the amplitude of the responses seen in 
nerve conduction testing.70 After large burn injuries there 
can be up-regulation of nicotinic acetylcholine receptors in 
the muscle cell membrane that results in electrodiagnostic 
features suggestive of membrane instability or acute dener-
vation.79,111 As a result, electromyographic studies must be 
interpreted with caution in the burn patient because these 
neuromuscular changes can be indistinguishable from true 
neuropathic changes.

Median sensory neuropathies are the most common 
peripheral nerve abnormality after burn injury. Conser-
vative electrodiagnostic studies can help to define the 
extent of nerve injuries in burn patients. Over the course 
of approximately 1 year, repeated nerve conduction tests 
typically show improvement in burn-related neuropathy 
without requiring intervening surgical treatments.61

Catabolism and Metabolic 
Abnormalities

In all patients with burn injuries greater than 30% TBSA, 
the physiatrist should anticipate a significant metabolic 
abnormality that results in loss of bone mineral density 
and lean body mass and increased insulin resistance.73,82,84 
These metabolic abnormalities mean that patients with 
large burn injuries have increased caloric and nutritional 
needs that should be addressed with early enteral feed-
ing.26 Progressive loss of lean body mass is associated with 
increasing loss of function and an increased incidence 
of medical complications, such as pneumonia and poor 
wound healing.37

The management of the hypermetabolic state in large 
burn patients has been improved with the use of anabolic 
agents, β-blockers, and exercise. Oxandrolone is a synthetic 
testosterone analogue that has been shown to reduce mor-
tality and length of hospital stay.135,184 Lean body mass and 
bone mineral density might be improved by maintaining 
patients on oxandrolone beyond their hospital discharge 
because the hypermetabolic state can persist beyond the 
time of wound closure. The typical dosage of oxandro-
lone for burn patients is 10 mg twice a day.114,117 Although 
human growth hormone (HGH) has shown some prom-
ise as an additional anabolic agent in burn injury, reports 
of increased mortality with the use of HGH in critically ill 
adults have limited research into the use of HGH.83,165

The stress response after burn injury is thought to be 
mediated by circulating catecholamines. An association of 
increased cortisol and catecholamine levels with infections 
and poor wound healing has been demonstrated in chil-
dren.123 β-Blockade is helpful in managing the increased 
catecholamines and the stress response to burn injury. The 
administration of propranolol in doses high enough to 
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reduce resting heart rate by 20% has been shown in children 
to reduce the metabolic rate and help preserve protein and 
lean body mass.72 β-Blockade might also have benefits for 
improving wound healing and preventing posttraumatic 
stress disorder (PTDS) in both adults and children.157,162

Dysfunction in insulin action is also observed as part of 
the metabolic response to large burn injury. The mecha-
nism for this is not entirely clear, but it can be related to 
insulin antagonists emanating from inflammatory cells in 
the burn region.40 Patients with burn injuries greater than 
40% TBSA should have close monitoring of blood glucose, 
with a goal of euglycemia in the acute phase. They might 
also need glucose monitoring for months to years after 
injury.62 Besides maintaining appropriate blood glucose 
levels, insulin has an added benefit to improving the met-
abolic state of the burn patient to help with minimizing 
lean body mass losses.81

Mobilization and exercise should be initiated early in 
the burn patient. An increase over time has occurred in the 
frequency of active and passive therapeutic interventions 
by the rehabilitation team in caring for acute care of burn 
patients.180 In the acute stages after a large burn, passive 
therapies, including splinting and positioning, should be 
initiated to minimize the risk of burn scar contracture, 
improve respiration, and reduce the risk of ventilator-
associated pneumonias.5,66 As soon as the patient is able, 
however, active exercise should be started to help maintain 
function and to address the hypermetabolic state. Exercise 
is also an essential component for maximizing the benefits 
of anabolic hormones.163

Nutrition and Swallowing in Burns

Enteral feeding should be instituted early for patients 
unable to feed normally. This helps maintain gut immu-
nity and motility, while providing the necessary calories 
and nutrients to counter the hypermetabolic response to 
burn injury.99,105 The total caloric requirements for adults 
with burn injuries can be estimated. Daily caloric require-
ments for an adult patient can be close to 25 kcal/kg plus 
40 kcal/1% TBSA burn/day.33

In addition to the changes in lipid and carbohydrate 
metabolism seen in patients with a large burn injury, 
important changes in protein and amino acid metabolism 
are also of special importance. The administration of glu-
tamine appears to have benefits in patients with large burn 
injuries and is the subject of ongoing research.133 Using 
body weight measurement to assess nutritional status can 
be difficult because of surgical procedures, dressings, and 
fluid changes. The serum prealbumin level can be very 
helpful as a marker of protein synthesis.26

Dysphagia can be a barrier to achieving adequate nutri-
tion (see also Chapter 27). Dysphagia can develop from 
inhaled irritants, mechanical complications of tube place-
ment, or neurologic injury. Larger TBSA burns, higher num-
ber of days with a tracheostomy, and higher number of 
days on a ventilator are all correlated with dysphagia after 
burn injury.39 An abnormal bedside swallowing assess-
ment is predictive of abnormal barium swallowing studies, 
but there is still uncertainty regarding the best protocols 
for assessing swallowing in burn patients.41 Although some 
very complex cases might have prolonged dysphagia, stud-
ies have described between 42% and 90% of patients hav-
ing normal swallowing function by the time of hospital 
discharge.148,177

Heterotopic Ossification

In patients with burn injuries greater than 30% TBSA, 
there is a risk of development of heterotopic ossification. 
The most common site of heterotopic ossification in burn 
patients is the posterior elbow (Figure 58-7). Heterotopic 
ossification can develop in an unburned limb but is more 
common in an affected limb and can be associated with 
delayed wound closure over the elbow.93

The best treatment and prevention for heterotopic ossi-
fication in burns is still controversial. This is particularly 
the case regarding the use of bisphosphonates, with some 
evidence suggesting etidronate is not helpful.78,154 It is 
possible that etidronate is ineffective because of the sig-
nificant postinjury inflammatory state seen in burn injury, 
and higher potency bisphosphonates might be more effec-
tive.149 Some practitioners might be concerned regarding 
the potential development of osteonecrosis of the jaw 
with bisphosphonate administration, but this complica-
tion has been described primarily in patients receiving 
zoledronate or pamidronate in the setting of cancer treat-
ment. No osteonecrosis was reported in osteoporosis trials 
using risedronate or alendronate.143 Therapies should be 
maintained in limbs affected by heterotopic ossification, 
and surgical resection should be performed when the bone 
is mature. Heterotopic ossification can restrict the perfor-
mance of activities of daily living (see Chapter 26) or result 
in neurovascular compromise.78

Recurrence is common even after resection and the use 
of postoperative continuous passive motion. The timing of 
surgical resection is made based on the severity of func-
tional deficit.78 Surgical resection, however, might have 
to be delayed in burns compared with other diagnoses to 
allow for adequate soft tissue coverage in the proposed sur-
gical site.

Dressing Choices 
and Hydrotherapy

Patients with burns often continue to have ongoing issues 
with wound care both in the rehabilitation and outpatient 
settings. Adequate management of open wounds is impor-
tant for management of the hypermetabolic response to 
burn injury, reducing the risk of infection and minimizing 
the risk of hypertrophic scarring.

In superficial and partial-thickness wounds not treated 
with tangential excision and skin grafting, there are a large 
number of products available. Not many high quality stud-
ies have been performed on the various types of dressings 
that can be used for these wounds. There appears, however, 
to be a trend toward better healing with the use of hydro-
colloid, biosynthetic, and antimicrobial dressings rather 
than with silver sulfadiazine dressings.178

The use of immersion hydrotherapy in burn wound 
care is less commonly practiced in today’s burn centers.67 
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FIGURE 58-7 Heterotopic ossification of the posterior elbow.
Hydrotherapy tanks can be a source of gram-negative bac-
teria such as Pseudomonas.155 The minimization of hydro-
therapy techniques has been associated with a reduction in 
serious skin infections in the burn unit.112 Further minimiza-
tion of hydrotherapy is possible with the use of hydrocolloid 
and biosynthetic dressings instead of creams such as silver 
sulfadiazine. On the outpatient side, third-party reimburse-
ment typically does not cover the costs for hydrotherapy. The 
pain associated with dressing changes can be minimized by 
adequate analgesia, distraction, and the use of longer-lasting 
dressings that reduce the frequency of changes.85,156,185

Hypertrophic Scarring

Hypertrophic scarring is the most common complication 
after burn injury (prevalence of 67%).19 Hypertrophic 
scars and keloids are both dermatoproliferative disorders 
of the skin. Hypertrophic scars are described as raised, red, 
painful, pruritic, and contractile. Hypertrophic scars stay 
within the margins of the original injury.44 Keloid scars 
have some of the same characteristics as hypertrophic scars, 
but they also extend beyond the original injury and invade 
into local soft tissues.153 Hypertrophic burn scars tend to 
develop in the first few months of injury, while increas-
ing in volume and erythema. After several months they can 
regress, becoming less erythematous and flatter, but the 
skin never returns to its original state.44

Although there have been some advances in the predic-
tion of wound healing, there is no accurate predictor of 
who will develop hypertrophic burn scars.145 It is thought 
that younger patients, particularly adolescents and those 
with darker skin pigmentation, tend to have a higher inci-
dence of hypertrophic scarring.44 Wounds with a prolonged 
inflammatory wound healing phase and wounds that are 
open longer than 3 weeks are more likely to develop hyper-
trophic scars (Figure 58-8).10
One of the limitations of studying hypertrophic burn 
scarring is the lack of a widely accepted animal model for 
burn scarring.44 Although some progress has been made in 
creating thick scars in an excisional porcine wound model, 
there are no well-validated scar models in other species.44

Despite this, some progress has been made in the under-
standing of the development of hypertrophic burn scars. A 
key signal in scar development appears to be transforming 
growth factor–β(TGF-β).174 TGF-β is a ubiquitous protein 
and part of a larger family of proteins known as bone mor-
phogenic proteins. It exists in a latent form that can be acti-
vated through a variety of inflammatory signals. TGF-β acts 
through a dimerized cell membrane receptor that activates 
the Smad signaling proteins to increase the expression of 
proteins related to increased extracellular matrix produc-
tion.10,60 Beyond local inflammatory signals, there also 
are likely systemic effects on the development of hyper-
trophic burn scars from bone marrow–derived fibrocytes 
that become present in burn wounds and scars.176 Over 
time, fibroblasts can develop an autocrine feedback loop 
between TGF-β and the Smad proteins that might perpetu-
ate the excessive production of extracellular matrix.186

The overexpression of extracellular matrix alone does 
not entirely account for the development of hypertrophic 
scar. A balance of both extracellular matrix formation and 
remodeling of the matrix and new skin is necessary for nor-
mal wound healing. In dermatoproliferative disorders, an 
imbalance in both production and breakdown is present. 
Important components in the balance of burn scarring are 
likely also derived from keratinocyte signals.64 As an exam-
ple, keratinocyte-derived stratifin has been demonstrated 
to activate matrix metalloproteinases, which can be an 
important component of extracellular matrix breakdown 
and reorganization.63

Many treatment options are available for addressing the 
symptoms associated with hypertrophic burn scars, but 
none completely remove the scar. The best treatment is to 
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FIGURE 58-8 Hypertrophic scarring.
prevent the scar through adequate wound care. When scars 
are present, early and aggressive treatment is indicated.

The first-line treatment for any burn scar is regular mois-
turizer cream, applied several (four to six) times per day, 
avoidance of mechanical insults, and the minimization of 
direct heat and sun exposure.15 Deficiencies in skin, such as 
sweat and sebaceous glands, can cause scars to be dry and 
pruritic, and a moisturizer cream is helpful in managing 
these problems.15,65 Patients with burn scars should also 
be instructed to minimize direct sunlight and heat expo-
sure through the use of clothing and sunscreen.187

Pressure garments have been used in burn scar treatment 
for decades. They are thought to improve the appearance of 
burn scars by making the scar flatter and less erythematous 
and by offering some environmental protection.171 Some 
evidence exists that pressure aids in remodeling hypertro-
phic burn scar.31 The overall clinical effectiveness overall 
is controversial, however, and in metaanalysis of research 
into pressure garment use, the overall effect seems small, 
with minor benefits on scar height but not necessarily on 
secondary measures of scar.8 If they are used, pressure gar-
ments should be prescribed with monitoring by the reha-
bilitation physician or therapist for adequate fit and wear 
tolerance because friction in the garment can create or per-
petuate superficial wounds in the burn scar.

Silicone gel sheeting can also be used alone or in com-
bination with pressure garments. If worn for several (12 
to 24) hours per day, silicone is thought to change hyper-
trophic burn scars through a combination of temperature 
and perfusion changes.118 Some evidence exists that sili-
cone sheeting might be helpful in improving the volume 
in hypertrophic burn scars.116 Reviews indicate that the evi-
dence for the use of silicone sheeting in the treatment or 
prevention of hypertrophic burn scars, however, is weak.124

Intralesional corticosteroid injection can also be of 
some limited benefit in the treatment of hypertrophic burn 
scar.94 The injections are done with an injection tangen-
tial to the skin. The injection is usually painful, and force 
is necessary to infiltrate the injectate into the fibrotic scar 
tissue. Some authors combine triamcinolone with other 
agents such as 5-fluorouracil or add a second modality 
such as pulsed dye laser treatment to potentiate the effects 
of the intralesional steroid.12,34

The use of pulsed dye laser in the treatment of hyper-
trophic scars is also controversial. In some studies the use 
of laser resulted in the formation of new wounds and little 
clinically relevant benefit in the scar.6,183 Other studies 
have shown benefit with this type of laser for the treatment 
of hyperpigmentation in burn scars.21 Pulsed dye laser 
appears to have some benefits compared with carbon diox-
ide or argon lasers, which have also been used to attempt to 
obliterate hypertrophic scars and keloids.188 Significant scar 
recurrence with carbon dioxide laser has been described.9 
The use of pulsed dye laser in burn scar treatment is not yet 
routine in most burn centers in North America. Some early 
preclinical evidence supports the effect of interferon-α as a 
promising treatment for hypertrophic burn scars, but larger 
human studies have yet to be done.169,175

Massage is routinely applied to hypertrophic burn scars, 
although the evidence for its effectiveness is lacking.30,131 
Massage of hypertrophic burn scars can be applied by the 
therapist or patient, but the skin must be monitored for 
potential development of pain and superficial wounds in 
the scar.30

Contractures

In addition to massage, it is routine for burn patients to 
stretch their scars. It is typical for a burn patient to report 
“tightness” in the scars, particularly in the morning after 
relative immobility. Contracture after burn injury is com-
mon, with the shoulder, elbow, and knee being the most 
common joints affected in patients discharged from the 
burn unit.151 The contractures seen in burn scars might be 
due to the effect of myofibroblasts and free actin in the 
scar.88,98 Basic research on the mechanical effects of stretch 
is difficult to translate into clinical practice because small 
forces observed in the in vitro setting would suggest that 
stretching can increase the risk of contracture.98 The large 
forces applied through splinting, positioning, and range of 
motion exercise, however, can likely overcome the changes 
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seen at the cellular level to give a more acceptable clinical 
outcome.

The appropriate positioning for burn patients has been 
described in an attempt to minimize burn scar contracture 
development (Figure 58-9). More burn centers are making 
use of appropriate positioning and splinting in the acute 
care setting.179 Because any anatomic site can be affected 
by burn injury, however, there is a need for a number of dif-
ferent devices. The specific features of any particular burn 
splint can vary significantly between centers and individual 
therapists.144

There might be concerns regarding the application 
of splints in areas of acute burn wound because of the 
unknown effect on the wound. In the acute setting, how-
ever, an affected area can be splinted while the patient is 
either sedated or asleep in an effort to minimize edema. A 
wrist and hand splint can be used to minimize the “intrin-
sic minus” position.144 When the patient’s mental status 
improves, the burned regions can be maintained in splints 
in positions of function during periods of sleep or seda-
tion, and removed for wound checks and active motion. 
Splints for the “position of function” can be safely applied 
even over fresh skin grafts.144 A variety of splinting materi-
als and techniques are available, none of which have been 
shown to be superior to others.86,144

Because of the frequency of axillary contractures, spe-
cial consideration for the positioning and splinting of the 
axilla is warranted. Evidence supports early splinting and 
therapy for deep burns of the axilla to prevent contracture 
formation.173 Concern exists that positioning the axilla in 
greater than 90 degrees of abduction can result in brachial 
plexopathy; however, this complication has infrequently 
been described.

Another clinical feature of burn scars is the onset of 
pruritus in the subacute period. The exact mechanism of 
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FIGURE 58-9 Suggested positioning guidelines to prevent contracture.
burn scar pruritus is not clear, but it might be related to 
increased mast cell and histamine presence in the burn 
scar.36 Increased nerve endings and substance P can also 
add to both the inflammatory state of the immature hyper-
trophic burn scar and the pruritic nature of scarring.152

A variety of local and systemic treatments for pruritic 
burn scars are available. A topical moisturizer should be 
applied to all burned areas several times per day. For small 
regions of pruritic burn scar, topical treatments such as 
colloidal oatmeal and topicals such as diphenhydramine, 
doxepin, and gabapentin can be helpful. Oral diphenhy-
dramine, selective antihistamines, doxepin, hydroxyzine, 
and gabapentin have all shown some efficacy for large 
regions of burn scar.15 Newer studies show some evidence 
for the use of naltrexone as an antihistamine antipruritic 
agent.87,100 Nonpharmacologic treatments with some evi-
dence for efficacy include laser, massage, and transcutane-
ous nerve stimulation. The evidence for nonpharmacologic 
treatments, however, is not as strong as for the pharmaco-
logic approaches.15

Scar Measurement

A problem for clinicians and researchers is an adequate 
tool for the measurement of hypertrophic burn scars. A 
commonly applied tool for scar measurement is the modi-
fied Vancouver Scar Scale. The modified Vancouver Scar 
Scale is a subjective measurement made by a clinician that 
scores a scar in four domains: pliability, height, vascular-
ity, and pigmentation.14 Although the modified Vancouver 
Scar Scale can be applied quickly to measure scars, the sub-
jective nature of the scale results in questionable validity 
compared with measures such as volume.121

A variety of other measures can be used in assessing the 
characteristics of hypertrophic scar. Ideally a measurement 
tool for hypertrophic scar would assess the volume, pliabil-
ity, and color of the scar. No single instrument can provide 
quantitative measurements of each of these characteristics.

Scar pliability can be measured with a Cutometer, which 
is a device that measures deformity in the scar by apply-
ing a negative pressure to the scar through an aperture in 
a wand attachment. Scar pliability is then measured by an 
optical system that quantifies the amount of skin or scar 
brought up by the vacuum device.119

A Mexameter can be used to measure the pigmentation 
and vascularity of a scar. This device measures reflected 
light at specified wavelengths to quantify the amount of 
erythema as determined by the presence of hemoglobin 
and pigmentation as measured by the light absorbed by 
melanin.119

Transcutaneous ultrasound can provide measurements 
of scar thickness. A maximum thickness can be generated 
by measuring the distance from the echogenic components 
of skin and scar and the hypoechogenic subcutaneous 
fat.119

Each of these measurement tools has been shown to 
have superior interrater reliability than the modified Van-
couver Scar Scale,119 but there are limitations to the use of 
these instruments. An upper limit exists on measurement 
with the Cutometer in very hard tissues that can be seen 
in hypertrophic scar.120 The erythema index used in the 
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Mexameter might not discriminate well between normal 
skin and hypertrophic scar.120 More objective measures of 
scar will be important for future scar research.

Sleep After Burn Injury

Survivors of burn injury can have altered sleep both in 
the acute and rehabilitation settings. Several factors can 
lead to disturbed sleep in patients with large burn inju-
ries admitted to the intensive care unit setting. The tim-
ing of procedures such as phlebotomy, surgeries, and drug 
administration can all lead to disruptions in sleep.57 Sev-
eral environmental factors can also disrupt sleep patterns, 
such as inconsistent light schedules, noise from monitors, 
and ventilator settings.57,59 The overall clinical effects of 
disturbed sleep in the intensive care setting are not yet well 
known, but in animal model research, disturbed sleep has 
been correlated with immune system abnormalities in sep-
sis models.49,58

Sleep disturbance can continue as burn patients move 
from the intensive care unit to the acute care setting. Sleep 
can also affect burn pain level because patients with more 
disturbed sleep tend to require more analgesics the day 
after a night of abnormal sleep. It should be noted that the 
pain level experienced during the day might not predict a 
night of disturbed sleep.141,142

Although the organic implications of sleep disturbance 
are not entirely clear, insomnia in the hospital is associated 
with worse pain after hospital discharge after burn inju-
ries.159 In one study a large proportion of burn survivors 
reported ongoing sleep disturbance even months after hos-
pital discharge.101

Managing sleep disturbance for the burn patient can be 
divided into pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic treat-
ments. Some combination might be necessary at different 
stages of recovery.80 For example, hypnotic medication 
might be necessary in combination with a sleep–wake ven-
tilator setting for the patient in the intensive care setting.57 
Although a rare complication of burn injury, obstructive 
sleep apneas should be considered in patients reporting 
excessive snoring, headaches, or daytime drowsiness.80 
Secondary causes for sleep apnea could include the use of 
compressive garments or tracheal stenosis after prolonged 
intubation or tracheostomy.77,95

Inpatient Rehabilitation Admission 
for Burn Patients

Some patients require admission to an inpatient reha-
bilitation facility to maximize function. Patients who are 
admitted to inpatient rehabilitation facilities tend to be 
older patients and have larger burn injuries (>40% TBSA 
burned).158 A majority of burn centers have reported facili-
ties available for both inpatient and outpatient burn reha-
bilitation services.32 Specialized rehabilitation units in 
the acute care setting have been shown to reduce length 
of hospital stay and improve function.38 Centers that have 
a medium to high volume of annual admissions (20+ or 
100+) have a significantly higher proportion of uncompli-
cated discharges to home than small-volume centers.127 
Although burn injury is a qualifying diagnosis for inpa-
tient rehabilitation, it is unknown whether burn patients 
are sometimes discharged to nursing homes, even though 
inpatient rehabilitation might be more appropriate.

The Functional Independence Measure (FIM) has been 
used to decide who to admit to inpatient rehabilitation 
and to describe changes during burn rehabilitation. A FIM 
score in the acute care setting less than 110 has been asso-
ciated with admission to an inpatient rehabilitation facil-
ity.28 In other studies using FIM as an outcome measure, 
however, admission FIM scores have ranged from means of 
64.6 to 93, discharge FIM scores have ranged from means 
of 90.8 to 113, and mean days length of stay in rehabili-
tation has varied between 23 and 78.6.161 Although FIM 
is used in most rehabilitation facilities, it has not been 
shown to correlate with the size of burn injury, and the 
cognitive subdomain of the instrument might not be sensi-
tive to change in burn injury.158 Other outcome measures 
have been developed and refined specific to burn injury 
such as the Burn-Specific Health Scale, but there is ongo-
ing development in creating outcome measures for burn 
patient rehabilitation.56,90

Psychosocial Adjustment

Comprehensive interdisciplinary rehabilitation treatment 
of burn injuries should focus on both physical and psy-
chologic complications.45 Burn injury survivors are at risk 
of developing psychopathologies such as depression and 
anxiety disorders.172 Depression and anxiety disorders are 
reported to be the most prevalent (25% to 65%) in burn 
survivors during the first year after injury.110,132 The larg-
est prospective cohort study of patients with burn injury55 
found that clinically significant psychologic distress is 
common and tends to persist for at least 2 years after burn 
injury in this population.

A wide discrepancy exists in the prevalence rates of 
depression reported across studies. Ptacek et al.138 found 
a 53% prevalence rate of moderate to severe symptoms 
of depression within 3 days of inpatient admission, 
which decreased to 35% by day 5 and to 15% by day 10. 
Although most symptoms were reported to subside after 
the first year postinjury,132,172 a follow-up study182 found 
a 53% prevalence rate of moderate to severe symptoms of 
depression at 1 month, 34% at 1 year, and 45% at 2 years 
postinjury. Another study, however, found less depression 
with prevalence of at least mild to moderate symptoms 
of depression among burn injury survivors to be between 
23% and 26% during hospitalization, at 1 week postdis-
charge, and at 2 months postdischarge.167 No psycho-
logic treatment studies for depression in burn survivors 
have been published.48 A list of risk factors for devel-
opment of depression in burn survivors is presented in  
Box 58-1.48,52,53,182

In-hospital depression was found to predict change 
in physical health after burn injury.167 It is important to 
screen patients for depression, both in-hospital and during 
rehabilitation after discharge, because depression can have 
a negative impact on recovery.167

The diagnostic criteria for PTSD are presented in 
Box 58-2.7
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The prevalence rates for PTSD (excluding the duration 
criterion) were found to be 11% to 25% when validated 
assessment methods were used, and the rates ranged 
from 20% to 45% in studies using validated structured 
clinical interviews.48 A summary of identified risk factors 
for developing PTSD after a burn injury is presented in  
Box 58-3.48,52,54,172

No criteria exist for determining clinically significant 
levels of body image distress in burn patients.48 Predictors 
of poorer body image include burn characteristics, social 
and emotional variables,102 and coping style.51 Lawrence 
et al.103 found issues related to appearance and attractive-
ness are more important among female burn survivors, 
and body image esteem is lower among female burn survi-
vors. Another study by Thombs et al.168 found female sex, 
TBSA burn, and importance of appearance predicted body 
image dissatisfaction. Body image dissatisfaction increased 
for women and individuals with larger burns from hos-
pitalization up to 1 year, and body image dissatisfaction 
predicted psychosocial function at 1 year. Lawrence et 
al.102 found psychologic variables such as depression, self- 
acceptance, and social comfort to be more important than 
burn severity and scar location in predicting body esteem. 
Young burn survivors appear to cope well compared with 
their normal peers and in some areas can be coping better 
and reporting better body esteem.104,136 Routine psycho-
logic screening for body image distress during hospitaliza-
tion and after discharge is important.168

The inevitable alteration in body image and subsequent 
challenge to one’s self-esteem is one of the most devastat-
ing consequences of a burn injury.181 Sexuality is a complex 

 •  Preburn affective disorders (mood disorders)
 •  Coping styles (adult patients who engage in both avoid-

ance and approach strategies of coping report greater symp-
toms of depression compared with those who use only one 
of these or other alternative strategies)

 •  Demographic characteristics such as female sex
 •  Burn injury characteristics such as patients with head or 

neck burns
 •  Disposition variables such as longer hospital stays

 

BOX 58-1

Risk Factors for Development of Depression in Burn 
Survivors

 •  A history of exposure to a traumatic event with actual or 
threatened death or serious injury to self or others

 •  Reactions include intense fear, helplessness, or horror
 •  Persistent reexperience of the event (intrusive recollections, 

avoidant/numbing symptoms, and hyperarousal symptoms)
 •  Symptoms last for more than 1 month
 •  Symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impair-

ment in social, occupational, or other areas of functioning
 

BOX 58-2

Diagnostic Criteria for Posttraumatic Stress 
Disorder7

From American Psychiatric Association: Diagnostic and statistical manual 
of mental disorders: DSM-IV-TR, Washington, DC, 2000, American Psychi-
atric Association.
human phenomenon that encompasses a broad range of 
feelings and behaviors and is more than just physical sexual 
behavior (see also Chapter 31).107 An individual’s expres-
sion of sexuality remains inseparable from body image and 
self-esteem.181 Assessment of alterations in sexual health 
is as important as assessments of all other areas of human 
function,107 but sexuality concerns of patients with burns 
rarely receive attention. Disfiguring scars affect sexuality 
because hypertrophic burn scars cause alterations in skin 
sensitivity.71 Other causes of sexual dysfunction in burn 
patients can be related to psychopathologic factors, psycho-
dynamic factors, adverse effects of medication, and surgical 
and pain factors.35 After physiologic stabilization, complet-
ing a sexual health history serves to initiate a discussion 
of this delicate issue.181 Sexual health promotion and peer 
counseling are two types of interventions described in the 
literature.172 The treatment of patients with burns should 
provide the possibility of a therapeutic dialogue regarding 
sexuality. If that is not possible for any reason, however, the 
patient should be referred to a specialized counselor, sex-
ologist, or psychiatrist as appropriate.18 It is important for 
the burn team to be aware that pediatric survivors of burns, 
even when appearing to be adjusting well, can harbor grave 
self-deprecating feelings.2 Other helpful avenues valuable 
for exchanging information and experience18 include self-
help groups, face-to-face peer counseling, and profession-
ally facilitated self-help by mail.25

Individuals suffering from altered body image report 
social functioning as a major area of difficulty causing con-
siderable distress.122 Every person who has been touched 
by the experience of facial disfigurement (survivors, fam-
ily members, and professionals caring for these individu-
als) is well aware of the challenges encountered in the 
course of daily life.137 A study investigating psychosocial 
adjustment of patients 5 years after their burn injury found 
social reintegration of burn survivors with poor physical 
function unsuccessful, with feelings of social isolation, 
increased depression, and loss in circle of friends.128 Indi-
viduals with clearly apparent burn scars appeared less 
frequently in public and also reported significant impair-
ments in sexuality.128 Social introversion is significantly 
associated with the development of burn-related patho-
logic feelings of shame.164 Problems with social interaction 
include difficulties in meeting new people, making friends, 

 •  Preburn characteristics
 •  Personality
 •  History of alcohol and substance abuse disorders
 •  History of depression and other affective disorders
 •  Acute stress symptoms
 •  Anxiety related to pain
 •  Type and severity of baseline symptoms of posttraumatic 

stress
 •  Injury characteristics
 •  Female sex
 •  Visibility of burn injury
 •  Social support
 •  Coping strategies

 

BOX 58-3

Risk Factors for Posttraumatic Stress After Burn 
Injury
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and developing intimate relationships.130,146 Commonly 
reported reactions in public include stares, startle reac-
tions, remarks, and personal questions.109,160

Community Integration

The long-term psychosocial adaptation of burn survivors 
depends largely on their successful integration into com-
munity life.17 Community integration is an important 
aspect of every burn rehabilitation program48 because the 
ultimate goal is to return the patient as close as possible 
to preinjury life (i.e., work, school, home, recreational, 
and community activities). Burn survivors have difficulty 
in the area of home integration, social integration, and 
productivity.47

Because a large number of burn injuries happen either at 
work or to individuals of working age, return to work is of 
particular concern for the patient and the burn rehabilita-
tion team (see also Chapter 35). People with burn injuries 
who were employed at the time of injury are more likely to 
sustain hand burns and have hand surgery than the unem-
ployed.50 The size of the burn is inversely related to the 
probability of returning to work, and most burn survivors 
are able to return to work at an average of 17 weeks after 
injury.23 A study identifying barriers to return to work after 
burn injuries found that although about 80% of patients 
had returned to work by 1 year, more than 30% of them 
had long-term disabilities.46 Risk factors identified23,150 for 
longer time off from work or no return to work, and bar-
riers46,150 to return to work after a major burn injury are 
listed in Box 58-4.

Early identification of those at risk for prolonged unem-
ployment, referral to comprehensive rehabilitative services 
that include work hardening and vocational training pro-
grams, assessment of the workplace, and identification 
of appropriate workplace accommodations are impor-
tant steps to facilitate a quicker and successful return to 
work.46,150

In school-aged patients surviving burn injuries, return-
ing to school is an important indicator of functional apti-
tude and emotional adjustment.29 Male gender, age, and 
length of hospitalization were found significantly associ-
ated with longer time to return to school. The average time 
to school reentry was 10.5 days.29

According to burn survivors, the single most important 
issue is the social anxiety and social strain accompanying 
community integration.16 In the area of social adjustment, 
social skills training should be considered as a promising 
intervention to prevent social anxiety among those who 
suffer from interpersonal difficulties.17,172

Two well-known programs have been developed in the 
area of social skills training. One of them is Changing 
Faces,130 a charitable organization in the United Kingdom 
founded by James Partridge, a burn survivor. The pro-
gram focuses on scientific documentation of the clinical 
efficacy of its interventions137 and includes life skills for 
children, young people, adults, and families to develop 
self-confidence and self-esteem. A video entitled REACH 
OUT (acronym for Reassurance, Effort, Assertiveness, Cour-
age, Humor, Over There (Distraction), Understanding, and 
Try Again) shows a variety of communication skills to help 
people cope with self-consciousness and other people’s 
reactions to their appearance. The “3-2-1 Go” strategy 
includes strategies such as 3 things to do if someone stares 
at them, 2 things to say if someone asks what happened, 
and 1 thing to think if someone turns away. The second 
program available is Behavior Skills and Image Enhance-
ment Program, also known as the BEST program, and was 
developed in the United States by Barbara Kammerer-
Quayle, a burn survivor. This program is offered through 
the Phoenix Society for Burn Survivors (Grand Rapids, MI). 
The program includes methods and strategies to enable 
burn survivors and their families to make an optimal tran-
sition back to their communities. STEPS (an acronym for 
Self-Talk, Tone of Voice, Eye Contact, Posture, Smile) to 
social comfort and confidence; behavioral skills to manage 
stares, questions, and teasing; corrective cosmetic applica-
tion; and color analysis techniques are taught to children, 
teens, and adults.140

Programs such as social skills training are increasingly 
being offered in major burn centers and are perceived to 
be of great value in facilitating successful community reen-
try. Another intervention is Survivors Offering Assistance 
in Recovery (SOAR), a volunteer peer support program 
(developed and standardized by the Phoenix Society for 
Burn Survivors).

It is encouraging to note the formation of a national 
Aftercare Reintegration Committee (ARC), a joint com-
mittee of the ABA (the national organization for burn 
care providers) and the Phoenix Society for Burn Survi-
vors (the national organization of burn survivors and 
their caregivers). ARC’s mission is to “. . . coordinate the 
efforts of the ABA and the Phoenix Society to establish 
standards of aftercare for those affected by burn trauma 
in the areas of rehabilitation and reintegration.” A 
 survivor-focused consensus conference (March 27 to 29, 
2008 at the John E. Fetzer Institute in Kalamazoo, MI.) 
held by the ARC established a psychosocial rehabilitation 

Risk factors
 •  Preburn psychiatric history
 •  Extremity burns
 •  Electric etiology
 •  Longer stay at hospital
 •  Inpatient rehabilitation
 •  Burn injury occurred at work

Barriers
 •  Wound issues
 •  Neurologic problems
 •  Physical abilities, impaired mobility
 •  Working conditions (temperature, humidity, and safety)
 •  Psychosocial factors
 •  Drug and alcohol dependence
 •  Insomnia
 •  Depression
 •  Posttraumatic stress (nightmares, flashbacks)
 •  Anxiety
 •  Appearance issues and concerns over body image

 

BOX 58-4

Risk Factors and Barriers to Return to Work  
After Major Burn Injury
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research agenda concerning the key areas of peer support, 
body image, and social skills training.3 Bringing together 
burn survivors, clinical providers, and researchers to set 
clear research priorities and active working groups to help 
establish an evidence base for raising the standard of psy-
chosocial care for burn survivors3 is clearly a movement 
in the right direction.

Conclusion

Physiatrists are uniquely prepared to contribute as mem-
bers of the burn treatment team. Burn survivors have a 
series of physical and psychosocial complications from 
their injuries that require intensive early and long-term 
rehabilitation planning. Because of the improvements in 
survival after burn injury, the prevalence of patients sur-
viving previously terminal injuries is and will continue to 
grow. These patients have complex injuries that are not 
well understood but can be treated with a combination of 
physiatric principles and specialized knowledge of burn 
care and scarring. Research into the physiology and func-
tion of burn survivors will continue to be a challenge that 
must be embraced by the rehabilitation community.
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CHAPTER 59
GERIATRIC REHABILITATION
Rina M. Bloch
Geriatric rehabilitation focuses on aging individuals. The 
elderly are not a homogenous group. There are differences 
within age-groups, such as between 65- and 85-year-old 
persons and between the healthy and the ill, just as is seen 
at younger ages. Normal aging should be distinguished 
from the sequelae of illness.

Geriatric rehabilitation can be approached from a 
purely functional perspective, looking not so much at the 
pathophysiology, but at the resulting disability. A limited 
ability to reach overhead can cause difficulty in safely get-
ting items down from kitchen cabinets. Weak trunk exten-
sors can interfere with picking up a heavy load of laundry. 
Tight hip extensors can impede gait efficiency, such that 
the person cannot walk rapidly enough to cross the street 
while the traffic light signals say “walk.”

Aging with a disability is a separate and challenging 
issue. Although the physiologic insult and impairment 
were sustained earlier, a person’s capacity to cope and 
compensate can change with age. Changes that occur 
over the course of time in health, or in psychosocial sup-
ports, can have a negative impact on mobility, self-care, 
and pain.

Geriatric rehabilitation addresses problems that affect 
not only the individual patient, but also society at large. 
There are major economic ramifications when individu-
als can no longer care for themselves. Increased longev-
ity, with an increase in the absolute numbers of elderly, 
has increased the impact on society. Life expectancy has 
increased in a number of countries. The average life expec-
tancy at the age of 65 years in the United States is currently 
17 years.108

Frailty

Frailty can be defined as age- and disease-related loss of 
adaptation, such that events of previously minor stress 
result in disproportionate biomedical and social conse-
quences.107 Frailty is difficult to quantify, but it is the gener-
alized decline in multiple systems with the loss of functional 
reserve.42 In an attempt to more precisely measure frailty, 
one can measure mobility, balance, muscle strength, motor 
processing, cognition, nutrition, endurance, and physical 
activity.42 In one definition, Fried et al.49 defined frailty 
as a clinical syndrome in which three or more of the fol-
lowing were present: (1) unintentional weight loss of at 
least 10 lb over the past year; (2) self-reported exhaustion;  
(3) weakness (grip strength); (4) slow walking speed; and 
(5) low physical activity. This was based on data from 5317 
men and women 65 years and older. Frailty was held by 
the authors to be distinct from both disability and from 
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comorbidity, although frailty can be a cause of disability. 
The authors postulated that one pathway in the develop-
ment of frailty could be attributable to the physiologic 
changes of aging, with a separate pathway attributable to 
diseases and comorbidities.

A potential pitfall of these measurements is that peo-
ple perceive functional difficulties at differing thresholds, 
which are influenced by social environment and economic 
status. Perceived abilities can also be different than actual 
performance. Quality-of-life instruments developed on 
younger patients might have poor reliability and validity 
in elderly people with multiple health problems.42 The 
body maintains itself in homeostasis. What would be a 
minor perturbation in a younger individual might trigger a 
much larger set of problems in an older person. For exam-
ple, a urinary tract infection in an older person can lead to 
 confusion, with a subsequent fall and hip fracture. Frailty, 
despite the difficulties in quantification, is a concept that 
clinicians recognize.

Changes in the Body With Aging

Changes in multiple body systems are part of normal aging. 
It is often difficult to determine which of these changes 
are due to the natural process of aging and which are due 
to disuse and secondary factors. Certain changes, such as 
declines in visual acuity and hearing, are well defined as 
aging phenomena. Other changes, such as the develop-
ment of weakness, are still being defined and studied.

Muscle Changes

Older adults lose both strength and the ability to produce 
force rapidly.11 Sarcopenia is the loss of muscle mass and 
strength with aging.67,114 There is a loss of the number of 
myocytes and a reduction of the protein content of the 
remaining muscle cells. Muscle strength decreases with 
aging at the level of single muscle fibers and force per 
unit area. Protein synthesis decreases, especially myosin 
heavy chains, with a disproportionate atrophy of type 2a 
(fast-twitch) fibers.98 A decreased myosin concentration 
can play a key role, with a slower shortening velocity of 
single muscle fibers.36 Aging muscle has a disproportion-
ate loss of fast muscle fibers, with an increased propor-
tion of muscle fibers with multiple myosin isoforms. Thus 
there is a blurring between type 1 and type 2 fibers, with 
the muscle overall having more slow-twitch characteristics 
than in young adults.11 Muscle power decreases by 3.5% 
per year, whereas strength decreases by 1.4% to 2.5% per 
year beyond the age of 60 years.11
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Sarcopenia is probably driven by a combination of 
catabolic action and a reduction in anabolic influences.114 
There is an increase in catabolic cytokines, such as tumor 
necrosis factor-α, interleukin (IL)-6, IL receptor antagonist, 
and IL-1β. Anabolic stimuli decrease, including estrogen, 
testosterone, growth hormone, protein intake,  physical 
activity, and central nervous system input to promote 
movement.114 In both the healthy and the frail elderly, it is 
the type 2 fast-twitch fibers that are lost.124 α-Motor neu-
ron dropout occurs with a reduced number of them in the 
elderly. Sarcopenia does not typically cause a decrease in 
body weight, because the percentage of fat increases.23

The role of cytokines in mediating muscle mass and 
strength is just beginning to be understood. For example, 
in a cross-sectional analysis of 617 women aged 70 to 79 
years, a decline in insulin-like growth factor-1 was associ-
ated with poor knee extensor strength, slow walking speed, 
and self-reported disability.26 In a cross-sectional study 
of 3075 adults aged 70 to 79, the inflammatory markers 
C-reactive protein and IL-6 were lower in those who had 
higher levels of exercise and in those who used antioxidant 
supplements regardless of exercise status.30 Adipose tissue 
has its own metabolic activity, including the secretion of 
inflammatory factors.138 Increases in body fat might facili-
tate inflammation, with a differing role played by abdomi-
nal fat versus fat in the extremities.138

The decline in muscle strength is not the same in all 
muscle groups. In a study of 120 men and women aged 
46 to 79 years who were observed over a 10-year period,67 
women had slower rates of decline in elbow flexors and 
extensors (2% per decade) compared with men (12% per 
decade). In both men and women, knee extensor strength 
decreased by 14% per decade, and knee flexor strength by 
16% per decade.

Mitochondrial function declines with old age.83 One 
theory is that a sedentary lifestyle leads to decreased spon-
taneous physical activity (as distinct from voluntary pur-
poseful activity), which further decreases mitochondrial 
function. Data are not yet available to determine if endur-
ance exercise can delay or prevent this decline.83

Older adults can have limitations in maximally activat-
ing muscle because of neural changes, such as increased 
agonist-antagonist coactivation, decreased motor neuron 
excitability at the spinal cord level caused by decreased 
afferent input, and inefficient transmission at the neuro-
muscular junction.11 With training, young adults show 
more adaptations in spinal cord relay components, whereas 
older adults might rely more on supraspinal influences.11 
Older adults typically use a higher percentage of minimal 
knee strength than young adults, which can lead to more 
fatigue because they are working near full capacity.11 The 
elderly can also have reduced power, because of a lack of 
rapid force development.11

 •  Increased stride-to-stride variability in length
 •  Increased stride-to-stride variability in speed
 •  Increased time of double-support phase

 

BOX 59-1

Gait Factors Associated With Falling  
in the Elderly62,93
Gait Changes

From 8% to 19% of noninstitutionalized older adults have 
difficulty walking, and this increases to 67% of nursing 
home residents.3 Gait speed typically declines at the rate of 
0.2% per year up to the age of 63 years, and then 1.6% after 
age 63 in older adults who are relatively free of neurologic, 
cognitive, or cardiovascular problems.3 Conditions associ-
ated with faster gait speed include greater hip extension, and 
ankle dorsiflexion and plantar flexion range of motion.3

Gait in the elderly is characterized by increased double-
limb support, as well as by slower speed, shorter stride 
length, and a broader base of support. Pelvic rotation 
decreases and postural responses are slower. Gait studies 
have been done to identify factors associated with fall-
ing in the elderly (Boxes 59-1 and 59-2). In the subset of 
older people who fall, stride-to-stride variability in gait is 
increased.62,92 Maki92 found that reduced stride length, 
reduced speed, and increased double-support time are 
associated with a fear of falling. His study also showed that 
increased stride-to-stride variability in length, speed, and 
double support was associated with actual falling. Stride-
to-stride variability was the best single predictor of fall-
ing. In another study of elderly women with a mean age 
of 75 years, the peak ankle dorsiflexion power had strong 
associations with stair climbing time and chair rise time. 
Plantar flexion isometric strength was strongly associated 
with habitual and maximal gait velocity.129 The study by 
Grabiner et al.58 also showed that when young and elderly 
“nonfallers” were studied, the older subjects had a signifi-
cantly larger stride width variability.

Osteopenia and Osteoporosis

The elderly have an increased incidence of osteopenia and 
osteoporosis. Osteopenia is defined as bone mineral den-
sity more than one standard deviation below the young 
adult level (T <–1 but >–2.5). Osteoporosis is present if the 
T score is less than –2.5.106 This occurs in both genders, but 
is more common in women. Risk factors for osteopenia 
and osteoporosis include age, family history, glucocorti-
coid therapy, and smoking.106,126

Osteoarthritis

Degenerative joint disease becomes much more common 
in the aged. Arthritis affects more than 60% of women and 
50% of men who are 70 years and older.13 The reported inci-
dence and prevalence of osteoarthritis vary depending on 
whether one uses radiologic findings, clinical symptoms, 
or a combination to define cases.85 Limitations in range of 

 •  Use of sedatives, antidepressants, or antipsychotic 
medications

 •  Absolute number of medications taken
 •  Poor balance
 •  Hip weakness
 •  Poor functional status

 

BOX 59-2

Risk Factors for Falls in the Elderly39
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motion can go unreported in some instances, because the 
person is unaware of the loss of range of motion as a result 
of its gradual progression.117

Osteoarthritis is the most prevalent articular disease in 
adults 65 years and older.85 Because there is a strong asso-
ciation with aging, attempts have been made to determine 
whether osteoarthritis is a distinct disease.85 In osteoarthri-
tis, there are differences in the water content ratio of cer-
tain cartilage constituents, and an increase in degradative 
enzyme activity compared with that in nonosteoarthritic 
joints. It is possible that the reduction in chondrocyte den-
sity with aging leaves cartilage vulnerable to degeneration 
and osteoarthritis.85

Changes in Special Senses

Vision declines with age. The lens has less adaptation. Macu-
lar degeneration, cataracts, and glaucoma become more prev-
alent with age. Decreased auditory acuity frequently develops. 
The usual pattern is a loss of higher frequencies; people with 
this type of hearing loss can hear speech but have difficulty 
understanding it.47 With hearing loss progression, the lower 
frequencies are affected also, making it difficult to understand 
vowels and what is being said, especially in a loud setting.47

Cardiovascular Changes

With aging the cardiovascular system has decreased arterial 
compliance, increased systolic blood pressure, left ventric-
ular hypertrophy, decreased baroreceptor sensitivity, and 
decreased sinoatrial node automaticity.108 The exercise-
induced adaptations that occur in younger people, such 
as increased peripheral arteriovenous oxygen difference 
and increased cardiac size, stroke work, cardiac output, 
and left ventricular function,2 are not as available to the 
elderly. Older patients with coronary artery disease have 
age-related increases in left ventricular and arterial wall 
stiffness and thickening, which limit some adaptations 
with conditioning.2 In the operative setting, maintain-
ing intravascular volume is important, because the aged 
heart depends on preload more than in the younger per-
son. Because after-load is increased by outflow tract stiff-
ness, there is decreased sensitivity to catecholamines and 
impaired vasoconstrictive responses in the elderly.113

Pulmonary Changes

Lung compliance increases and thoracic wall mobility 
decreases in the elderly, with a 20% increase in the effort 
needed to overcome elastic resistance.46 Vital capacity typi-
cally decreases 40% to 50% by the age of 70 years.46 The 
net effect is that during exertion, the elderly must rely on 
increased respiratory frequency rather than increased tidal 
volume.46

Genitourinary Changes

Renal blood flow decreases with age,22,29 as does glomeru-
lar filtration rate.108 A 50-kg woman with a serum creatinine 
level of 1.0 mg/dL has a calculated creatinine clearance of 
62 mL/min if she is 35 years of age, but only 32 mL/min if 
she is aged 85 years old.29 Because serum creatinine reflects 
muscle mass, a normal serum creatinine level can be seen 
even with a reduced glomerular filtration rate.22 Urinary 
incontinence can develop on the basis of stress, or because 
of overflow secondary to prostatic hypertrophy. Increased 
collagen content causes decreased bladder distensibility.113 
Decreased estrogen predisposes to incontinence by causing 
urethral sphincter changes.113 Subjective thirst decreases in 
the elderly, which can negatively affect fluid balance.113

Gastrointestinal Changes

There are many reasons for decreased food intake in the 
elderly.97 Odor and taste can be decreased. Cholecystoki-
nin levels increase with aging, causing gastric emptying to 
slow and increasing the effect of antral stretch to signal sati-
ation. There can be a decline in the central feeding drive. 
If disease causes cytokine release, these immunoregulatory 
peptides cause anorexia, muscle wasting, and decreased 
albumin synthesis.

Dysphagia can develop because of dental problems or 
achalasia. The time from pharyngeal entry of food to laryn-
geal elevation increases.41 . Stomach acid decreases, with sub-
sequent impaired absorption of vitamin B12, calcium, iron, 
zinc, and folic acid.112,125 Thirst sensation is impaired and 
gut motility decreases. Hepatic metabolism is altered, with 
corresponding changes in drug clearance. The potency and 
duration of action of some drugs are increased.22 Hepatic 
blood flow decreases 12% to 40% in the elderly, and 
liver size decreases, with a resulting reduction in first-pass 
metabolism of drugs.29 Impairment of normal liver func-
tion can also alter how a drug is treated in the liver, as drug 
interactions can alter liver enzymes and subsequent drug 
processing.22

Malnutrition affects the elderly differently than younger 
people. Elderly patients (mean age, 79 years) were com-
pared with middle-aged (mean age, 48 years) in a group 
with chronic malnutrition. The middle-aged patients lost 
fat mass, fat-free mass, and body cell mass in equal propor-
tions, but the elderly patients proportionately lost more 
fat-free mass and body cell mass. Therefore the elderly were 
losing proportionately more from muscle and other body 
organs.118

Endocrine Changes

Changes in the endocrine system can cause deterioration in 
glucose tolerance. Hormonal changes that typically occur 
include decreased estrogen, testosterone, and growth hor-
mone. Temperature regulation is impaired.113 End-organ 
responsiveness to medications can be different in the 
elderly, but this is just beginning to be explored.53 There is 
an age-related decline in immune function, which in some 
studies has been improved with vitamin supplements.112 
Vitamin D deficiencies can exist because of inadequate 
intake, decreased exposure to the sun, and impaired effi-
ciency in the conversion of the inactive to active forms.66

Skin Changes

Skin fragility increases with age because of a combina-
tion of decreased moisture content, elasticity, blood sup-
ply, and sensory sensitivity. These changes increase the 
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risk for injury to the skin in the elderly, including pres-
sure sores.

Diseases That Are More Common 
in the Elderly

Changes that are part of normal aging can progress to 
the point of producing an actual disease, such as abnor-
mal glucose tolerance evolving into frank diabetes melli-
tus. Diseases with increased incidence and prevalence in 
the elderly include cardiovascular disease, stroke, diabetes, 
vitamin B12 deficiency, thrombocytosis, polycythemia vera, 
and cervical and lumbar spinal stenosis. Degenerative joint 
disease becomes more frequent in the spine and in the 
limbs. Motor neuron disease, peripheral neuropathy, and 
dementia all increase in incidence and prevalence in the 
elderly.

Parkinson Disease

Parkinson disease is present in 1% of people older than 
65 years,7 and clinically manifests with tremor, rigidity, 
and bradykinesia. Twenty percent of patients with Parkin-
son disease also develop dementia.16 The tremor is present 
at rest and increases with stress.7 Voluntary movement is 
slow. Gait is characterized by small shuffling steps without 
arm swing. It is difficult for the patient to initiate walking 
or other position changes.7 The gait can be festinating, in 
which gait speed increases as the patient attempts to pre-
vent falling forward because of an abnormal center of grav-
ity. Turning is particularly difficult and unsteady.7

Dementia

Dementia is found in 1.5% of people aged 65 to 70 years, 
and increases to 25% of people 85 years and older.114 
The most common causes of dementia in the elderly are 
Alzheimer disease, vascular (multiinfarct) dementia, dif-
fuse white matter changes (also called Binswanger demen-
tia), alcoholism, Parkinson disease, and drug or medication 
intoxication.16

Depression must always be differentiated from demen-
tia in the elderly.128 Dementia should also be differ-
entiated from benign forgetfulness of the elderly. The 
workup for dementia typically includes obtaining a serum 
 vitamin B12 level, thyroid function tests, serum electrolyte 
levels, a complete blood cell count, serology for syphilis, 
and brain imaging. Depending on the clinical setting, 
urine toxicology screen, lumbar puncture, and a general 
medical workup can be needed. If there is a history of falls 
or the patient is receiving anticoagulants, subdural hema-
toma should be ruled out. Infections should be ruled 
out. Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome can produce 
dementia in the elderly. The adverse effects of medications 
can sometimes include dementia, and depression can 
masquerade as dementia.

Dementia must be differentiated from acute confusion. 
Delirium is an acute confusional state with a fluctuating 
time course, with impaired cognition, attention, and level 
of consciousness.69 Neurologists prefer the term acute 
confusional state.111 Inattention and disorientation are the 
primary early signs, with a defect in attention. There can 
be drowsiness as well. The patient has decreased mental 
clarity, coherence, comprehension, and reasoning.111 It 
can be clinically challenging to determine what is chronic 
and what is new when an elderly patient has confusion 
in the postoperative setting, because baseline dementia is 
the major risk factor for delirium (Box 59-3).113 Risk fac-
tors include age, preoperative cognitive impairment, poor 
functional status, alcohol use, and polypharmacy.113 In 
the postoperative period, undertreated pain can lead to 
delirium.113 Intraoperative blood loss and a postoperative 
hematocrit less than 30% are associated with an increased 
risk for postoperative delirium.113

Mild cognitive impairment is shown clinically by memory 
loss greater than expected for age, but this is not Alzheimer 
disease.105 There are mild deficits in memory or some other 
aspect of cognition, with a progression to Alzheimer dis-
ease at a higher rate than healthy controls.105 Cognitive 
 dysfunction can show up first in executive functioning. In a 
study of community dwelling women aged 70 to 79 years at 
baseline, observed for 9 years, a decline in executive function 
preceded memory loss by about 3 years.27 Executive function 
is needed for planning, initiating, prioritizing, and carrying 
out a series of goal-directed actions.27

Approximately 10% of people older than 70 years have 
significant memory loss, and in more than half of the 
cases this is attributed to Alzheimer disease.15 The preva-
lence is 1% among those aged 60 to 64 years, and 40% 
among those 85 and older.34 Alzheimer dementia typically 
progresses slowly over several years. Confrontation nam-
ing of items to command is typically impaired early in the 
course.15 Patients have difficulty learning and recalling new 
information, and there is a progressive language disorder.34 
Visuospatial skills are disturbed.34 Executive function skills 
are impaired, including planning, judgment, and insight.34 
Apraxia with sequential motor tasks can occur.15 Alzheimer 
dementia can also feature delusions and hallucinations.15 
Social inhibitions are lost, and the sleep-wake cycle is dis-
turbed.15 A shuffling gait with rigidity can develop.15 The 
disease typically has an 8- to 10-year duration. The patho-
logic features typically include plaques with amyloid and 
neurofibrillary tangles in the neuronal cytoplasm.

Normal Pressure Hydrocephalus

The hallmark signs of normal pressure hydrocephalus are 
dementia, gait disturbance, and urinary incontinence.16 
Normal pressure hydrocephalus can be idiopathic or 
related to prior meningitis or subarachnoid hemorrhage.16 

 •  Baseline dementia or preoperative cognitive impairment
 •  Age
 •  Poor functional status
 •  Alcohol use
 •  Polypharmacy
 •  Untreated or undertreated pain
 •  Intraoperative blood loss, with postoperative hematocrit 

<30%
 

BOX 59-3

Risk Factors for Delirium (Acute Confusional State)
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The reduced physical turgor of the brain tissue with aging is 
thought by some experts to allow even normal pressure to 
produce hydrocephalus and brain atrophy. In some cases 
the patient’s condition can be dramatically reversed by 
shunting to achieve a reduction in central nervous system 
fluid pressure.

Cancer

The incidence and prevalence of most malignancies 
increase with age up to at least 85 years of age.10 The 
increasing incidence could be because of the length of time 
for a carcinogenic factor to take effect, as well as molecular 
changes occurring with aging that can favor certain can-
cers.10 Tumors can behave differently in older patients than 
in those who are younger, and this has to be kept in mind 
when designing a treatment plan.10

Osteoarthritis

Osteoarthritis is the major disease that limits activity in 
the elderly.110 Risk factors are increased age, obesity, quad-
riceps weakness, impaired proprioception, heavy physical 
activity, lack of estrogen replacement in women, and knee 
injuries.110

Traumatic Brain Injury and Spinal Cord 
Injury

Older patients sustain more traumatic brain injury and spi-
nal cord injury in domestic falls than do younger patients.110 
Patients older than 50 years typically require longer lengths 
of hospitalization for these injuries, with the cost being 
twice as high as for younger patients.110 Older patients with 
paraplegia and tetraplegia have increased rates of nursing 
home placement and less neurologic and functional recov-
ery than do younger patients.110

Disuse, Immobilization, 
and Decompensation

Immobilization has more serious consequences for the 
elderly than for younger patients. One study showed that 
even in young men, 29 days of bed rest resulted in a 10% 
decrease in quadriceps volume and a 16% decrease in 
gastrocnemius or soleus muscle volume.5 With decreased 
muscle mass (even when actual sarcopenia is not pres-
ent), immobilization and disuse of muscles increase the 
risk in the elderly of weakness sufficient to cause functional 
problems. In one study involving 10 days of bed rest, 10 
healthy older adults (mean age, 67 years) showed a sig-
nificant decrease in muscle protein synthesis, whole-body 
lean mass, and lower extremity lean mass, with a greater 
lean mass loss than younger adults showed after 28 days 
of bed rest.78 Knee extension strength and stair climbing 
power decreased after 10 days of bed rest even with a euca-
loric diet that provided the “recommended daily” allow-
ance for protein.79 In this study, voluntary physical activity 
decreased after the 10-day period of bed rest.

Orthostasis can also become problematic, with some 
elderly patients requiring therapy and even medication for 
postural hypotension.
In one hospital’s medicine service, low mobility and bed 
rest in a prospective cohort of 535 patients hospitalized 
from 1989 to 1991 predicted adverse outcomes. The study 
team noted that almost 60% of bed rest episodes in the 
lowest mobility group did not have a documented medical 
indication.24 Vigilance is needed to prevent the immobi-
lization of elderly patients unless absolutely required by 
their medical condition. Immobilization also can combine 
with incontinence, skin fragility, and inadequate nutrition 
in the elderly to greatly increase the risk for pressure ulcers.

Deconditioning associated with acute hospitalization is 
not uncommon in the elderly. There are some data sup-
porting inpatient rehabilitation as a tool for enhancing dis-
charges to the community, but not enough data to define 
the optimal program or site of care.77

Pain

The etiologies of pain in an aged population can be dif-
ferent than in a younger group. Some conditions that 
typically produce pain in the elderly include osteoarthri-
tis, spinal stenosis, rotator cuff tears, idiopathic peripheral 
neuropathy, and diabetic neuropathy. The elderly also fre-
quently have less tolerance for pain medication, especially 
of the opioid type. The elderly deserve adequate pain man-
agement no less than other age-groups. Inadequate pain 
control can cause problems in many other aspects of life, 
including quality of life in general and self-care ability in 
particular.

Evaluating the Elderly Patient

History Taking

The history and physical examination for the elderly patient 
is essentially the same as for younger individuals, with some 
changes in emphasis. The examiner should be direct in ques-
tions. Some patients will not bring up a particular symptom 
because they assume it is due to “old age.” This is especially 
the case with pain. Initiation of bowel and bladder topics 
might also need to done by the physician.

In the outpatient setting, one should ask, “Have you 
fallen? If so, what were the circumstances?” The person 
who reports falling on the ice during his or her regular 
2-mile walk clearly functions at a different level than the 
person who falls repeatedly enroute to the bathroom at 
home. The frequency of falls needs to be determined. The 
optimal way in which to screen patients to assess fall risk is 
still under discussion,82 but those who report a fall within 
the past year are at higher risk for future falls.

Questions about specific activities of daily living (ADLs) 
are important. Examples include, “Can you get in and out 
of a bathtub without assistance?” and “How often do you 
leave home?” Some people identify a functional problem 
before they bring it to the attention of a health care pro-
vider. Patients might have borrowed a cane for perceived 
gait problems, purchased clothing that is easier to don, 
or changed their manner of cooking. These are examples 
of the coping strategies that some elderly patients use to 
maintain autonomy when they notice difficulties with 
ADLs or independent living skills.109
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Some investigators have attempted to develop addi-
tional measures for assessing dangers to the elderly such 
as fall risk. One study looked at residents in a sheltered 
accommodation89 who had dementia, stroke, and depres-
sion as their most common diagnoses. One finding was 
that if the resident stopping walking when talking, there 
was a prediction of a fall within 6 months (positive predic-
tive value, 83%). A prolonged time difference between a 
walking task with and without carrying a glass of water was 
shown to identify who is at higher risk for falling among 
ambulatory elders in a sheltered accommodation who 
were observed for 6 months.90

In the acute inpatient setting, the diagnosis responsible 
for hospitalization receives the major portion of the atten-
tion. When the patient goes to an emergency department 
for acute care, a combination of the need to focus on the 
primary diagnosis and the patient’s inability to provide a 
complete history can leave important gaps in the history. 
For a fall with fracture, for example, one needs to know 
about prior falls. Other seemingly minor problems can 
now become more relevant. A past rotator cuff tear might 
limit the ability of a patient with a hip fracture to use a 
walker. Knee degenerative joint disease can interfere with 
weight-bearing on the nonparetic side in a patient with a 
stroke. Decreased vision or hearing can be an issue when 
the patient is out of the familiar home setting.

The review of systems should include questions about 
sleep. If sleep is impaired, what is the reason? Sleep man-
agement is different if the patient has pain, nocturia, or 
a mood disorder. Nocturia can result from the nighttime 
mobilization of peripheral edema.108 Urinary frequency, 
urgency, and subjective retention need to be identified and 
treated. If pain is a problem, then as usual one needs to 
identify factors that precipitate and alleviate symptoms. 
Urinary incontinence should be excluded as a problem, 
and the examiner should bring up the topic because 
patients might be embarrassed about raising the problem.

Is nutrition adequate? If not, is it because of a finan-
cial problem, being physically unable to get to a grocery 
store, being unable to carry food items back from the store, 
or being afraid of lifting hot items during cooking? One 
study in 12 elderly women who were observed for 9 weeks 
showed that inadequate protein intake led to declines in 
lean tissue mass, muscle function, and immune response.28

When pain is a symptom, the history should specifi-
cally identify the sites and quality of the pain, as well as 
the inciting and relieving factors. Many older people have 
multiple potential causes of pain. Careful questioning is 
needed to sort out the details sufficiently to correctly diag-
nose and treat the cause of the pain.

In the history, one needs to ask about alcohol use, because 
alcohol may play a role in nutritional deficiencies and falls. 
Recognize that elderly patients might be having unprotected 
sexual intercourse with exposure to human immunodefi-
ciency virus or other sexually transmitted diseases, and that 
age alone does not preclude the use of illicit drugs. Does 
the patient have informal support systems such as neighbors 
that can be relied on for some degree of assistance?

The current list of medications should be thoroughly 
reviewed. Sleeping pills, some antihypertensives (such as 
β-blockers), metoclopramide, tricyclic antidepressants, and 
antiseizure drugs can all cause cognitive impairment. Even 
if the person has been taking the medication for some time, 
the “tipping point” can be reached when added to other 
acute health problems. Drug levels considered “therapeu-
tic” can exacerbate a problem such as cognitive impairment 
in the elderly.108 Nonprescription medications should not 
be neglected in the history-taking process.53

The history should include a detailed discussion of 
advanced directives.108 At the time of writing, there is not 
a single document that is automatically transferred as one 
moves from facility to facility within the health care sys-
tem in the United States. Wishes expressed by patients 
in an office setting to their primary care physician can be 
unknown to the care providers when a patient is transferred 
from an acute care hospital to a rehabilitation setting. The 
legal status of a “living will” varies from state to state. If 
patients are relying on a health care proxy form to express 
their wishes, the health care providers should have on hand 
a copy of the document that stipulates this direction.

Physical Examination

In addition to the standard physical examination, there 
are useful physiatric additions. If gait problems are pres-
ent, hip abduction and extension strength might need to 
be examined while the elderly person is side-lying and 
prone, respectively. Hip extension range of motion should 
be assessed. If deficits in position sense are present, it 
should be determined whether they are only at the great 
toe or also at the ankle. The Achilles muscle stretch reflex 
will be absent in some elderly individuals.108 Vibratory loss 
is typically more sensitive than position sense in picking 
up neuropathy.131 Cerebellar testing should include both 
finger-to-nose and heel-to-shin procedures. However, in 
patients with limitations of hip range of motion, it might 
not be possible for them to actually bring the heel up to the 
shin at the knee.

Balance can be tested in a variety of ways, including tan-
dem walking. The ability to perform a tandem “stand” can 
be assessed if there is concern about a potential fall dur-
ing the checking of tandem gait. Gentle challenges can be 
provided by the examiner to assess whether balance can be 
maintained. Dynamic balance can alternatively be assessed 
by having the patient lean in different directions, which 
simulates more of one’s daily needs. Sitting balance can 
also be assessed.

Cognitive testing can be done both formally and infor-
mally. The examiner must make certain that the person is 
able to hear the instructions, and that vision is adequate 
for the task. Ambient noise should be controlled to make 
certain that the patient can accurately hear the examiner’s 
questions. The examiner can ask questions about subjects 
of interest to the patient, such as sports or political news.

Formal mental status screening can be done with tests 
such as the Mini-Mental Status Examination of Folstein.6 
A baseline mild dementia can be masked when the per-
son is in the familiar home setting, but becomes noticeable 
when admitted to the hospital.

The range-of-motion examination is very important in 
the elderly. Even relatively minor losses in range of motion 
can affect function. The range of motion of the neck and 
shoulders should be thoroughly checked. Loss of shoulder 
internal rotation makes it difficult for the patient to get the 
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hands to the back, as in attaching a bra strap. Loss of shoul-
der external rotation makes it difficult to get the hands to 
the top of the head for hair care. Wrist extension and flex-
ion, and finger flexion and extension limitations can have 
important functional ramifications in many activities that 
require manual dexterity.

It is common to find limitations of hip extension and 
rotation in the elderly. This can have a negative impact on 
gait efficiency. In the patient with hip or low back com-
plaints, the Ober test can be used to check for tightness of 
the tensor fascia lata. Limitations of knee extension and 
flexion should be identified, because such losses of range 
of motion can have a major impact on the efficiency of 
gait. If decreased range of motion of the ankle is found, it 
should be determined whether it is caused by a joint cap-
sule contracture, a bony block, or a tight gastrocnemius. 
Loss of ankle dorsiflexion range of motion that occurs only 
when the knee is extended is typically caused by tightness 
in the gastrocnemius. Ankle inversion and eversion range 
of motion is important for walking on uneven surfaces. 
Examination of the major joints for stability should be 
done. The knee in particular should be evaluated, because 
instability in any plane can affect gait function.

Deformities of the feet are common in the elderly, such 
as a bunion (hallux valgus). Pes planus can also be present. 
Hallux rigidus can cause pain and interfere with gait effi-
ciency. Hammer toes can be an incidental finding, a cause 
of pain, and a potential source of infection if skin integ-
rity is not maintained. Skin calluses indicate the foot sur-
faces that are weight-bearing. Skin integrity is important in 
the feet for both prevention of infection and for comfort. 
Patients who are bedbound for a period have an increased 
risk for heel pressure ulcers.

There is not yet consensus on the best test to use in the 
clinic setting for functional mobility. The “Get Up and Go” 
test looks for unsteadiness as the person gets up from a 
chair without using the upper limbs, walks a few meters 
and returns.132 The Berg Balance Scale looks at 14 items on 
a scale from 0 to 4, assessing the ability to maintain static 
balance and while in functional positions.18,32,96

Laboratory Assessment

A discussion of the full range of potential testing is beyond 
the scope of this chapter. As the physiatrist, one should 
bear in the mind that certain nutritional deficiencies (such 
as vitamin B12 or vitamin D) can be more common in the 
elderly. Also, some elderly patients might not be aware of 
episodes of loss of consciousness. Consider that syncope 
might be occurring if the patient reports falls without 
known precipitants.131 A bone density scan can influence 
decision making for the primary care physician as to osteo-
porosis treatment and prevention.

Management Issues in the Elderly

The physiatrist’s first job is to eliminate impairment. When 
it is determined that an impairment cannot be further 
improved, attention should turn to minimizing disabil-
ity. Sometimes the pathophysiologic etiology cannot be 
corrected, but the symptoms can be remedied. A patient 
with painful degenerative joint disease of the knees might 
improve significantly with strengthening of the quadriceps 
and hamstrings, combined with the cautious use of a non-
steroidal antiinflammatory drug.

Potential interventions in the treatment of the elderly 
can generally be divided into two major categories. One 
category includes those things that can be done to “mod-
ify” the patient, such as stretching, strengthening, medica-
tions, modalities, and/or surgery. The second category is 
modification of the environment. For example, the envi-
ronment can be modified to help compensate for sensory 
impairments. This includes using large-print written mate-
rial and auditory amplification devices. For mobility prob-
lems, rails can be installed on stairs, in the shower, and 
next to the toilet. Ramps and elevators can simplify access 
for those with limited mobility and for wheelchair users.

Medication Usage in the Elderly

Medication use in the elderly must be judicious because of 
the changes in drug metabolism that occur with age. The 
reactions of the elderly to medications are not always the 
same as those of the population that was used to initially 
test the medication. Polypharmacy is a concern because the 
number of potential interactions increases as more medi-
cations are used. Compliance with a medication program 
can be a problem because of the complexity of the regimen 
proposed, the cost of the medication, and the cognitive sta-
tus of the patient. Adverse effects of medications can be 
more severe in the elderly population.33 Elderly individu-
als as a group have traditionally been less represented in 
clinical drug trials.33 Therefore it should be kept in mind 
that new signs and symptoms can be an adverse effect of 
treatment rather than a new condition.

The treatment plan for an elderly patient has to be 
realistic. It is better to work with the patient to design a 
medication schedule that can actually be carried out, rather 
than to devise a plan that will work only under optimal 
conditions. This is particularly important if something 
completely new is being introduced to the patient, such as 
expecting a person with new diabetes and limited vision 
to learn to adjust insulin, check blood glucose levels four 
times a day, and change food preparation habits within a 
very short time. In a study by Kaufman et al.,73 in ambula-
tory adult women older than 65 years, 12% had taken at 
least 10 different types of medications during the preceding 
week (including nonprescription medications or supple-
ments), and 81% had taken at least one prescription medi-
cine during the preceding week. In the same study, 71% of 
men 65 years or older had taken at least one prescription 
drug, and 19% had taken five or more during the preced-
ing week.73

The increase in adipose tissue that typically occurs with 
age causes a larger volume of distribution for fat-soluble 
drugs and prolongs their biologic half-life.29 Conversely, 
total body water decreases by as much as 15% between 
20 and 80 years of age, which decreases the volume of 
distribution of water-soluble drugs and thus results in a 
higher serum concentration.29 Because drug elimination is 
so affected by renal function, it is wise to check drug lev-
els29 when drugs with a low therapeutic index and signifi-
cant renal clearance are prescribed. Confusion, sedation, 
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nausea, change in bowel habits, and balance problems are 
symptoms that can be confused with a new illness rather 
than as adverse reaction to medications. A serious error 
in treatment can occur when additional medications are 
added to treat what was actually an adverse reaction to 
medication.29 The reported incidence of adverse drug reac-
tions in the elderly is 20% to 25%.29

Physical Exercise in the Elderly

Physical exercise can be used to improve strength, range of 
motion, balance, and coordination. The exercise program 
typically starts with formal physical therapy, followed by 
a home program that the patient can continue doing. In 
the elderly, as in other patients, each physical therapy pre-
scription must be individualized for the patient’s diag-
nosis and condition. This will be detailed later in this 
chapter.

Ambulatory Assistive Devices

Ambulation might require the use of assistive devices to 
be safe and practical. Patients often resist the use of ambu-
lation aids because the devices do not fit with their self-
image. But if the aid decreases pain or leads to an obvious 
improvement in function, the person will usually accept 
it. A cane can be used to take some weight off a painful 
hip and provide additional stability for balance problems. 
Crutches can be used if a patient needs to take the weight 
off a lower limb more completely. Forearm crutches can 
be used if there are limitations with grip strength or pain-
ful joints in the hand that impede grip. A walker provides 
stability and allows the person to convey items from place 
to place with a bag or basket on the walker. A platform 
walker can be used if hand or wrist function, or both, limit 
grip on a standard style. Wheelchairs allow for distance 
mobility in the community, even if not used within the 
home.

Orthoses and Footwear

Changes in footwear can sometimes improve stability with 
movement. Lower heels cause weight-bearing to be spread 
over more of the foot than high heels, and change the work 
of the quadriceps. High-topped shoes that extend above 
the ankles give additional sensory feedback as to foot posi-
tion. Air stirrup devices can also serve this function and 
give additional ankle stability. Orthotic devices can help 
with pes planus. Over-the-counter shoe orthoses might 
provide adequate improvement, but many conditions 
require custom shoe insert orthoses to handle specific foot 
problems.

Occupational Therapy

Occupational therapy can address ADLs, including bath-
ing, toileting, and dressing. Occupational therapy also can 
teach the patient independent living skills such as cooking, 
laundry, and money management. Joint protection tech-
niques can be addressed for patients with arthritis so that 
larger joints bear more of the workload. Transfer training 
is often needed to ensure that getting on and off the toilet 
can be done safely. Occupational therapists work with the 
patient and family to sort out the specific pieces of ADL 
equipment that can best allow for safety and efficacy in the 
home.

Patients living alone need to be able to do at least some 
meal preparation independently. Nonstick pads can be used 
to stabilize bowls needed for mixing ingredients. Using a 
microwave in conjunction with a rolling cart can enable 
the person to heat the food and then move it safely to the 
table. Large-handled utensils help people with arthritis to 
grip with less pain. These ADL devices are widely commer-
cially available in the United States.

Cognitive training might have a role in promoting ongo-
ing independence in ADLs. A large group of 2802 people 
with a mean age of 74 years was followed up for 5 years 
after randomization to receive either training for verbal 
episodic memory, inductive reasoning, or speed of pro-
cessing (visual search and identification). The groups that 
received cognitive training had less functional decline than 
the controls assessed after 5 years specific to the abilities 
for which they were trained, with less functional decline in 
self-reported ADLs in the reasoning training group.143

Speech Pathology

Speech therapy can assist the patient with many impair-
ments, including problems with hearing, speech, language 
comprehension, orientation, and dysphagia. If auditory 
comprehension is a problem because of a loss of hearing, 
the speech therapist can also work with the patient on aug-
mentative devices. Choosing a hearing aid requires a thor-
ough analysis of the patient to discover and treat conditions 
that could interfere with the ability to use a complicated 
hearing device, such as arthritis, weakness, or sensation 
problems.48 Print size can make a major difference in the 
person’s ability to read, and this can be addressed in the 
context of speech therapy. It is important that the patient’s 
senses are working as well as they can; this might require 
ophthalmologic procedures, glasses, hearing aids, etc. There 
are ongoing advances in commercially available technology 
that can be useful.

Psychosocial Support

The elderly have to deal with losses of family, friends, jobs, 
and function. These losses can lead to depression, even 
in people who never had depression earlier in life. Social 
work and psychology services are often critical in manag-
ing these life changes. Some problems can be addressed by 
facilitating access to services that an individual might not 
otherwise know about. For example, giving up a driver’s 
license can lead to a difficult lifestyle change, but it can 
be made easier if the individual learns to use the available 
transportation services. One may need to individualize 
goals so that by outcomes better measure success.45

Modifying the Environment

Modifying the environment is an approach to disability 
that goes beyond the typical measures that reduce barri-
ers. For an individual patient, details in the home can be 
addressed. For example, chairs can be designed to ease 
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the difficulty an elderly person has in changing position.4 
However, modifying the environment can be carried out 
on a broader scale, such as when traffic lights are timed 
to allow adequate time for elderly persons to safely cross 
a street.

Osteoporosis Prevention and Treatment

Geriatric rehabilitation can also address prevention of 
some of the complications associated with aging. Areas 
of concern include osteoporosis, nutrition, cardiovascular 
problems, muscle weakness, hearing, visual impairments, 
and impaired balance.

Osteoporosis can be used as an example in this regard 
(see Chapter 41). It can be addressed with a combination of 
diet, drugs, and exercise. Adequate calcium intake is essen-
tial. If there is a history of calcium kidney stones, the phys-
iatrist should work with the patient’s primary care provider, 
to avoid hypercalciuria.8 Adequate vitamin D is needed 
also. Seasonal variation is found in 25-hydroxyvitamin D 
levels, which are lower in winter and spring, and decline 
with age.124 This can be exacerbated by decreased exposure 
to the sun, such as is experienced by some nursing home 
residents or those who are housebound. Vitamin D supple-
mentation is often necessary and can be combined with 
calcium when desirable. If an elderly patient has vitamin 
D deficiency, higher doses of vitamin D should be used for 
the first 8 weeks of treatment.81 In one metaanalysis the use 
of vitamin D reduced the risk for falls among ambulatory 
elders living in the community and in institutions.17 The 
early effect of vitamin D on reducing the risk for falls might 
be attributable to the active metabolite binding to a muscle 
tissue receptor.17 Based on prior studies, 400 international 
units (IU) daily might not be enough, and 800 IU might be 
needed in elderly patients.17

Medications can reduce resorption of bone. Estrogen 
was used widely in the past, but because of negative side 
effects, the so-called designer estrogens such as raloxifene 
are now used. Etidronate was the first bisphosphonate 
approved as an antiresorptive agent.81 Alendronate with 
calcium has been shown to improve bone mineral density 
and decrease the incidence of vertebral fractures and the 
progression of vertebral deformities.84 It is necessary to 
ensure that vitamin D intake is adequate with alendronate 
use.19 Calcitonin is also used but tends to reduce vertebral 
rather than peripheral fractures.106

A fracture in an elderly person that is caused by a rela-
tively minor force is predictive of future fractures. For exam-
ple, having a distal radial (Colles) fracture doubles the risk 
for having a future hip fracture. The presence of a vertebral 
fracture on radiographs increases the risk for an additional 
vertebral fracture four to five times.126 Radiologists do not 
always comment on vertebral fractures that appear on rou-
tine chest radiographs.126 Because future fractures of any 
type can have major implications for the health and over-
all function of an elderly person, any fracture should set 
in motion measures to prevent future fractures. Exercise 
works to reduce the chance of vertebral fractures related to 
osteoporosis.

A negative correlation exists between the strength of 
back extensor muscles and thoracic kyphosis in women 
with osteoporosis.121,123
Vertebral fractures in postmenopausal women were 
studied over a 2-year period, then over a 10-year follow-up.  
Women were trained in back extensor-strengthening exer-
cise.121 The average age at study entry was 56 years. The 
2-year exercise period consisted of prone exercise with 
a backpack containing weights. The strength difference 
between the exercise group and the control group was sig-
nificant; the relative risk for compression fractures was 2.7 
times greater in the control than in the extensor exercise 
group.121

Specific balance training can also be helpful, because 
patients with osteoporosis and kyphosis maintain their 
balance with an increased use of hip strategies com-
pared with the general population.91 In a randomized 
pilot study, seven women with osteoporosis and kypho-
sis received either extensor-strengthening exercises only 
or the same exercises with use of a weighted 2-lb tho-
racic orthosis worn 2 hours per day during ambulatory 
activities. The subjects who had the most abnormal bal-
ance and used the proprioceptive training device had 
the most improvement in balance.122 It is likely that 
improved balance decreases the risk for fractures caused 
by falls.

Preventing Falls in the Elderly

Falls are common in the elderly and have numerous poten-
tial etiologies. The physiatrist needs to identify which are 
the most likely causes and try to address them in a holistic 
manner. Some are more easily treatable than others (see 
Box 59-2).

Falls cause 90% of the fractures of the forearm, hip, and 
pelvis in the elderly.80 There are multiple risk factors for 
falls (see Box 59-2).39 Dim lighting and high beds can be a 
contributor to falls in nursing home patients.39 Institutions 
such as nursing homes can also have staffing issues that 
contribute to falls.39 In attempts to decrease falls in nurs-
ing homes, customized seating has been used to decrease 
the chance of slipping out from a chair from the front or 
the side.39 Having the mattress close to the floor, or having 
a foam pad on the floor, can also help reduce the risk for 
injury from falls.39

Falls and the fear of falling are both common.51 One 
question is which comes first: falling or the fear of fall-
ing? In a prospective study of 2212 individuals, those who 
reported falls at baseline but did not report fear at baseline 
were at a higher risk for fear of falling over a 20-month 
period. Individuals who limit activities because of fear of 
falling are also at a high risk for falling, which could be 
because they have more risk factors at baseline. It has also 
been suggested, however, that restricting activities leads to 
decreased function and therefore a higher fall risk. In this 
study the predictors of development of fear of falling in 
those without fear at baseline were female sex, taking four 
or more medications, and worse general health based on 
questionnaire scores. The predictors of falls at 20 months 
in those who were not falling at baseline were white race, 
female sex, history of stroke, sedative use, and fear of fall-
ing at baseline. The authors noted that the only modifi-
able factors were fear of falling and sedative use. In another 
randomized controlled trial (RCT), 57 elderly women with 
a history of falls with injury were randomly assigned to 
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receive either balance and strength training three times 
per week, or placebo intervention. Three months later the 
intervention group performed better on motor testing, but 
there was no statistically significant difference in falls at 6 
months.61

Hip fracture prevention is important in the elderly 
because of the ramifications of this injury. It has been 
reported that 22% to 75% of elderly patients with hip frac-
ture do not regain their prior functional status by 6 to 12 
months after injury.14

Balance training can be done in multiple ways. A 
wobble board can allow focus just on ankle movements. 
A 5-week RCT of 20 elderly individuals showed that the 
wobble board improved discrimination of ankle inversion 
movements.140 Some balance exercises can easily be done 
at home without supervision in the relatively healthy elder, 
such as standing on one lower limb with upper limb sup-
port. Using a physioball for seated dynamic balance activi-
ties typically requires hands-on assistance from a physical 
therapist. More elaborate balance training devices are avail-
able that can alter vestibular, proprioceptive, and visual 
input as part of the training process.

Balance training might need to be tailored so that it is 
more useful in daily life outside the formal physical ther-
apy setting. Gait speed was studied in a small RCT of 23 
elderly subjects with impaired balance who underwent bal-
ance training either alone (single task) or while simultane-
ously focusing on a cognitive task (dual task fixed priority), 
or with dual tasks but with half of each session on balance 
as the priority and half on the cognitive task as the prior-
ity.120 Only those subjects who received dual-task training 
were able to improve their walking speed while perform-
ing a cognitive task at the same time. The variable priority 
task group maintained their improvements in gait speed 
at 12 weeks’ follow-up. The balance single-task group was 
the only group to report increased self-confidence in daily 
activities, which highlights the importance of data col-
lection in addition to self-report in assessing outcomes. 
A separate study looked at a choice step reaction time in 
which 41 healthy subjects (mean age, 79 years) stepped 
onto randomly illuminated targets with either leg.128 All 
subjects performed the stepping task under conditions of 
no secondary task, simultaneously performing an easy or 
a difficult visuospatial task and an easy or difficult non-
spatial task (counting backwards). The visuospatial tasks 
interfered more than the nonspatial task with the choice 
step reaction time. Balance training in the formal therapy 
setting might need to incorporate items that mimic daily 
tasks.

Balance or weight training, or both, were studied in 110 
community dwellers with a mean age of 80 years.145 In this 
RCT, participants were randomly assigned to balance train-
ing alone, strength training alone, balance and strength 
training, or education control for a 3-month intense train-
ing period. This was followed by 6 months of t’ai chi for 
maintenance.145 Balance training improved balance to a 
level comparable with that of an individual 3 to 10 years 
younger.145 There was no crossover, in that the balance 
group did not improve in strength, nor the strength group 
in balance. The exception to this was for single stance time, 
which improved in the strength training group.145 There 
was some decline over the 6-month maintenance period in 
balance, although it should be noted that this was a rela-
tively low-intensity intervention, in that the class met only 
1 hour per week.145

Another RCT used 200 participants 70 years or older in 
a 15-week study that compared t’ai chi or computerized 
balance training with an education control group.144 The 
three groups had similar responses at baseline regarding 
number of falls in the year before study enrollment and 
to the fear of falling questionnaire at baseline.144 The t’ai 
chi group showed decreased fear of falling, decreased falls, 
and reduced ambulation speed compared with the control 
group, with no effect seen in fall prevention in the balance 
training group.144

Nelson et al.102 studied 40 postmenopausal women in 
a controlled trial of twice-weekly strength training over a 
year. Balance was measured by backward tandem walk-
ing. Muscle strength, muscle mass, and dynamic balance 
increased in the exercise group. In an observational study, 
20 elderly practitioners of t’ai chi, with a mean age of 70 
years, were compared with 20 elderly individuals who did 
not practice t’ai chi, and with young university students. 
All were ambulatory and ADL independent. The t’ai chi 
group had been performing t’ai chi three times per week 
for at least 1 year (mean, 7 years of t’ai chi). Different com-
binations of visual and platform sway positioning were 
tested. The 20 who were doing t’ai chi had better standing 
balance under conditions of reduced sensory input com-
pared with control subjects, and were comparable with the 
young group.134 Because the t’ai chi practitioners were self-
selected, the improvements cannot necessarily be ascribed 
to t’ai chi rather than to other factors. In an RCT involving 
women with low bone mass between 75 and 85 years of 
age, 6 months of resistance and agility training reduced 
the risk for falls by improving postural stability. There was 
also a reduction seen in the stretching group, but not as 
marked.86

T’ai chi was studied in a 1-year RCT of elderly per-
sons who were transitioning to frailty. The control group 
received wellness education. The t’ai chi group had per-
ceived improvements in ambulation.59 A Dutch RCT on 
277 elders who were taught to do t’ai chi at home twice 
a week showed no significant difference in the number of 
falls or fear of falling over 1 year.87

In an RCT of 15 people with Parkinson disease, one 
group did balance and resistance training, and one did bal-
ance training only.64 Balance training improved balance, 
with an enhanced effect if strength training was included. 
Both groups had increased strength after the study. The 
combination of balance and resistance training improved 
the ability to maintain balance on the most difficult bal-
ance tests in the study.64

The optimal exercise program to prevent falls has not 
been clearly determined. The recommendations for some-
one who is frail might be different than those for a healthy 
elderly person. Two different exercise programs, one based 
on functional walking and a second based on t’ai chi bal-
ance exercises, were studied in 287 elderly persons with a 
mean age of 85 years in the Netherlands. The exercise pro-
grams were of 20 weeks’ duration, with 1-year follow-up. 
Both forms of exercise reduced the risk for falls compared 
with control in the prefrail group, but there was a higher 
risk in the frail group.40
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Exercise for Strength in the Elderly

In the past, it had been widely held that exercise could 
not actually increase strength in the elderly. A number of 
studies, however, have documented that exercise causes 
improvements in strength and power, in muscle force gen-
eration at the single-fiber level, and improvement in over-
all function in the elderly.

A study by Fiatarone et al.43 measured knee extensor 
strength, chair stand time (rising from a straight-backed 
chair without use of upper limbs), and habitual and tandem 
gait speed before and after progressive resistance exercise 
in eight ambulatory patients aged 86 to 96 years. Tandem 
gait speed strength increased in the exercise group. Some 
subjects no longer needed canes for ambulation. There was 
no change in habitual gait speed. Some changes probably 
resulted from improved neural recruitment, because they 
were noted in the first 2 weeks, which is too early to pro-
duce muscle hypertrophy.

In another study, 100 frail nursing home residents were 
in an RCT looking at progressive resistance exercise with 
and without a multinutrient supplement.44 An ambula-
tory aid was used by 83%. Muscle strength increased by 
113% and gait velocity increased by 12% in the exercise 
groups. The use of a nutritional supplement did not affect 
the outcome.

In a study of the healthy elderly that included 3 months 
of resistance training, walking endurance increased from 
25 to 34 minutes.1 The authors noted that the effect was 
primarily seen because of increases in the male subjects.

Vincent et al.136,137 reported a study in which low-inten-
sity exercise (13 repetitions at 50% of 1 repetition maxi-
mum [RM]) was compared with high-intensity exercise 
(8 repetitions at 80% of 1 RM) in subjects aged 60 to 83 
years. Both strength and endurance improved as compared 
with control subjects, with a decrease in the time needed to 
climb one flight of stairs. There was similar improvement 
in both the low- and high-intensity groups.

Frontera et al.52 reported an RCT showing that after 
12 weeks of training, women aged 68 to 79 years showed 
increased strength, force, and whole-muscle size measured 
by cross-sectional area. Sauvage et al.115 reported a small 
RCT of subjects who tested lower than age-specific norms. 
The exercise group had 12 weeks of stationary cycling and 
lower limb training. Subjects in the exercise group improved 
in average stride length and velocity of gait.

Power is a product of force and velocity, and it tends to 
decline earlier and more rapidly than strength with increas-
ing age. Power has been shown to correlate with functional 
status in some studies.116 High-velocity training was shown 
to significantly increase power compared with low-velocity 
training in a group of 30 women with a mean age of 73 
years. Strength increased in both groups.116 However, in 
this study, functional performance measured by stair climb 
time, chair rise time, or gait velocity showed only a small 
change compared with the large improvement in peak 
power.116 Self-reported disability improved with the train-
ing, but the improvement did not depend on whether the 
training was done at high velocity or low velocity.116

Comparison of a walking program with high-velocity 
resistance training in community dwellers older than 70 
years showed an improvement in leg press strength for 
both groups, with greater improvement in the high-velocity 
training group. Power improved in the high-velocity train-
ing group but not in the walkers.37 The examiners noted 
that a ceiling effect might have precluded improvement 
in chair rise time in this study.37 In another study a group 
exercise program of aerobic, strengthening, and balance 
exercises was offered in retirement communities.88 Com-
pared with the control group, the group exercise popula-
tion had better 6-minute walking distances and reaction 
times.88 The intervention program was particularly effec-
tive in fall prevention in people with a prior history of falls.

An exercise program has also been shown to improve 
mood disturbances in elderly patients with depression.125 
Participants in a 10-week program of supervised progressive 
resistance exercise of large muscle groups had improved 
depression scores, even when assessed at 10 weeks after the 
supervised exercise had been completed.125

A pilot study of 10 subjects older than 55 years with 
knee osteoarthritis showed decreased pain and improved 
strength after 4 months of a home-based exercise program, 
compared with a group getting nutritional advice. There 
was no improvement in the nutrition control group. The 
exercise consisted of lower body exercise with progressive 
ankle weights.9 In a randomized trial comparing aerobic 
exercise, resistance exercise, and a health education pro-
gram in people 60 years and older with knee osteoarthri-
tis, both exercise groups had improved scores of physical 
disability, pain, and distance on a 6-minute walk test, and 
did better on a lifting and carrying task than the education 
control group.38

Exercise programs in the elderly have been demon-
strated to work at the center-based level, when people liv-
ing in the community come to a facility to work out. There 
have also been studies of home-based exercise programs. 
Improvements were seen in a 6-month RCT with an atten-
tion control group that received 6 months of education on 
incorporation of fruits, vegetables, and calcium-containing 
foods into their diet.100,101 Scores on a physical performance 
battery improved in the exercise groups but decreased in 
the control subjects. Maximum gait speed improved but 
did not reach statistical significance in the exercise group 
compared with the control subjects. The exercise groups 
also showed dynamic balance improvement, but strength 
did not improve. One concern was that the home exercisers 
needed encouragement to progress with increased weights 
in the training program. Study participants were reluctant 
to progress in weights unless instructed to do so in per-
son at a home visit.100 It should also be noted that two of 
the muscle groups tested on 1 RM testing were not actually 
being specifically trained.100

A home-based strengthening program using elastic bands, 
for nondisabled, community-dwelling elders 65 years and 
older was conducted.71 Adherence rates for the exercise ses-
sions ranged from 0 to 102% (as a percentage of prescribed 
sessions). After 12 to 15 weeks of exercise, the younger 
adults in the elderly population had a 10% improvement 
in knee extensor strength, and the men had improved vigor. 
The older women in the exercise group reported increased 
confusion, and the older men in the control group had 
an increase in anger compared with the exercise group.71 
Although the study design intended to have the subjects 
progress through four different possible levels of the elastic 
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bands to increase resistance, 9% did not change their level
of resistance, and 35% changed only one level.

Older adults can respond to resistance training dif-
ferently than younger adults. Training typically leads to
more force, possibly by early recruitment of large motor
units, more rapid excitement of individual motor units,
decreased co-contractions, and improved coordination of
synergists.11 It might be necessary in the elderly to change
from conventional resistance training with loads of 80% of
maximum with no emphasis on speed, to exercise with less
loading but including an emphasis on speed.11

Exercise in Elderly Stroke Survivors

High-intensity training at 70% of 1 RM improved lower
limb power and strength in an RCT that studied people
who had survived a mild or moderate single stroke.104

The mean age was 66, and the minimum age to enter the
study was 50 years. Strength and power improved in both
the paretic and the nonparetic limbs. In another study of
seven subjects at 1 year after stroke and with mean age of
70 years, 12 weeks of progressive resistance exercise at 70%
of 1 RM showed improvements in lower limb strength in
both affected and nonaffected lower extremities, as well as
decreased chair standing time and improved balance.142

The American Heart Association scientific statement notes
that exercise intolerance after stroke is common.57 The
energy costs of walking in patients with hemiplegia can be
twice that of the able-bodied.57 It is important to avoid dete-
rioration in exercise tolerance immediately after stroke by
getting patients upright as soon as possible with intermittent
standing and sitting.57 Aerobic conditioning can promote
decreased body weight, decreased body fat, better glucose
regulation, improved high-density lipoprotein levels, and
coronary artery endothelial function.57 Exercise can include
upper or lower extremity ergometry at 40% to 70% of peak
consumption. A treadmill can also be used with unweight-
ing devices such as a harness or handrails when needed,
with increasing grade used to increase exercise intensity.57

Preexercise Evaluation in the Elderly

It is reasonable for older adults to have a medical screening
examination before starting an exercise program.13 Contra-
indications to participation are summarized in Box 59-4.13

It is important to assess elderly individuals who are start-
ing an exercise program to find problems that need fur-
ther evaluation, such as a heart murmur or bruit. They can 
also need more optimal management of conditions such
as congestive heart failure or asthma.13 A resting electrocar-
diogram is recommended.13

Exercise stress testing results have different meanings in an
elderly than in a younger population.25 For example, a short
duration of exercise of less than 3 minutes might be interpreted
as a sign of advanced coronary artery disease in a younger indi-
vidual, but could be because of multiple physiologic prob-
lems in an elderly patient.25 Bryant and Limacher25 note that
failure of the heart rate to rise appropriately during exercise is
associated with a poor prognosis. The exercise protocol might
need to be altered in an elderly patient, perhaps with shorter
intervals between stages and relying more on change in grade
for those who cannot walk briskly on a treadmill.135
The guidelines of the American College of Sports Medi-
cine and the American Heart Association suggest that all 
older adults who want to engage in moderate or vigorous 
exercise should have a screening exercise stress test.13,55 But 
Gill et al.55 suggest that these guidelines do not fit asymp-
tomatic adults older than 75 years, particularly if they are 
contemplating a program of progressive resistance training 
rather than aerobic training. The concern is that with the high 
prevalence of asymptomatic atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
disease in the elderly, routine exercise stress testing could 
lead to invasive cardiac procedures without strong evidence 
to support their need.55 Cardiovascular reserve can be tested 
in the office by having the elderly climb one flight of steps, 
cycle in the air for 1 minute, or walk 15 m. One can start with 
low-intensity exercise such as self-paced walking, or lower 
limb resistance training with tubing or ankle weights.55 One 
can then progress to a more intense program after check-
ing blood pressure and pulse rate, since blood pressure  
and pulse changes can guide the intensity of exercise.55

A combination of progressive resistance training 
and aerobic exercise is recommended for community- 
dwelling older adults with stroke, osteoarthritis, cardio-
vascular disease, diabetes, osteoporosis, and balance prob-
lems.13 Although there is still much to be learned about 
exercise in respiratory diseases such as chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, exercise has been shown to improve 
6-minute walk times and subjective dyspnea. Separate 
training of the upper and lower limbs has been advocated.13 
The American College of Sports Medicine notes that both 
improved strength and hypertrophy can occur in older 
adults who perform single- and multiple-joint exercises as 
follows: one to three sets of 8 to 12 repetitions of each exer-
cise are performed at 60% to 80% of the 1 RM, with 1 to 
2 minutes of rest between sets. Power can be improved by 
performing one to three sets of 6 to 10 repetitions of each 
exercise at 40% to 60% of the 1 RM, and by using a high 
repetition velocity (American College of Sports Medicine).

Upper body resistance training can begin 3 to 4 weeks 
after myocardial infarction after a satisfactory baseline exer-
cise tolerance test.2 Resistance training should be delayed 
for 3 months after coronary artery bypass grafting to allow 
for full sternal healing.2 The target heart rate should be 

 •  Unstable angina or severe left main coronary artery disease
 •  End-stage congestive heart failure
 •  Severe valvular heart disease
 •  Malignant or unstable arrhythmias
 •  Elevated resting blood pressure (systolic >200 mm Hg or 

diastolic >110 mm Hg)
 •  Large or expanding aortic aneurysm
 •  Known cerebral aneurysm or recent intracranial bleed
 •  Uncontrolled or end-stage systemic disease
 •  Acute retinal hemorrhage or recent ophthalmologic surgery
 •  Acute or unstable musculoskeletal injury
 •  Severe dementia or behavioral disturbance

 

BOX 59-4

Contraindications to Participation in an Exercise 
Program13

From Bean JF, Vora A, Frontera WR: Benefits of exercise for community-
dwelling older adults, Arch Phys Med Rehabil 85(suppl 3):S31-S42, 2004.
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lowered in aquatic exercise, because swimming can cause 
electrocardiographic changes at a lower heart rate than 
land-based exercise.46

Hip Fracture Rehabilitation

In the elderly the aftermath of a hip fracture can mark a 
major decline in level of functioning, including marking the 
transition from living in one’s own home to nursing home 
living. This was demonstrated by a cohort of 2086 commu-
nity-living elderly subjects who were observed prospectively. 
During a 6-year period, 120 subjects sustained a hip frac-
ture, with a subsequent decline in function at 6 months after 
the fracture was noted in the 83 who were alive and avail-
able for a follow-up interview at 6 months.93 The ability to 
dress independently decreased from 86% of subjects before  
the fracture to only 49% at 6 months after the fracture.93

Older patients can have less satisfactory results when a 
hip fracture is treated operatively compared with younger 
patients, although the data vary in different studies.80 
Intraarticular fractures involving a joint with arthritis is 
a problem seen primarily in the elderly, and can require 
total joint arthroplasty rather than open reduction with 
fixation.80 Fractures around prior joint replacements are 
technically complicated, with a higher risk for malunion 
and infection compared with fractures that are not in an 
area with a joint implant.80 Cement can be needed for fixa-
tion if the bone is osteoporotic.80 The rate of bone loss is 
increased in the first year after hip fracture, especially in 
the first 60 days.141 The goal after a hip fracture is to avoid 
a prolonged period of immobility. Because older patients 
typically have difficulty walking, with limited weight-
bearing, the choices in surgical approach, fixation, and 
implants should have as a goal enabling weight-bearing as 
tolerated as soon as possible.80

Intensive geriatric inpatient rehabilitation can positively 
affect the ability of a patient with hip fracture to live inde-
pendently, even if some degree of dementia is present. In 
the study by Huusko et al.,68 patients with hip fracture and 
dementia were assessed 3 months and 1 year postopera-
tively. Significantly fewer patients with moderate dementia 
who had received intense inpatient geriatric rehabilitation 
had to be institutionalized compared with the control sub-
jects, as measured by the ability to live independently at 1 
year after hip fracture.

Ninety people 65 years and older who had a surgical 
repair of a proximal femur fracture were randomly assigned 
to a supervised exercise and physical therapy program three 
times a week for 6 months, or to home exercise as the con-
trol.14 The exercises progressed and included progressive 
resistance training that went to 85% to 100% of 1 RM. The 
exercise group had improved physical performance and 
functional status compared with the control group, with 
improved balance and strength.14 Consequently the end-
point for formal therapeutic exercise after hip fracture has 
not been definitively set. There is concern about the costs 
of providing such services outside the study setting.14

We do not know why there is such a high residual level 
of disability after hip fracture, nor the optimal timing for 
certain interventions such as carrying out exercise train-
ing into the first year after fracture.141 One problem is that 
studies vary as to the baseline level of activity, in self-report 
or observed behaviors, and in different performance set-
tings such as in hospital or in the community.141 Patients 
who have sustained a hip fracture should be treated with 
an emphasis on preventing future fractures by ameliorating 
factors that increase the risk for osteoporosis, such as inad-
equate intake of calcium and vitamin D, and by reducing 
the risks for falls.

Geriatric Amputation

The typical geriatric amputee faces more difficult chal-
lenges than the younger amputee (see Chapters 12 and 
13). The elderly generally have less reserve in many organ 
systems than younger amputees. If atherosclerotic periph-
eral vascular disease was the reason for the amputation, 
typically a period of deconditioning preceded the ampu-
tation, and the remaining limb could have a suboptimal 
blood supply. Contractures might be present in either the 
amputated limb or other limbs. Congestive heart failure 
can cause fluctuating edema of the residual limb. The car-
diac demands of mobility with a lower limb amputation 
are stressful for an individual with an antecedent history of 
cardiovascular disease. An above-knee amputation (trans-
femoral) causes a much-increased energy demand during 
gait than the below-knee (transtibial) amputation.65

Preserving the knee is critically important in the elderly 
because of the possibility of comorbid disease that can limit 
exercise capabilities.31 The elderly patient with peripheral 
vascular disease needs to be vigilant in skin care to help pre-
vent gangrene. The skin should be inspected daily for any 
sign of breakdown. The toenails should be trimmed straight 
to avoid ingrown toenails. A lanolin-containing cream 
should be applied to the lower limbs below the knees, except 
in the spaces between the toes. Avoiding extremes of tem-
perature that could cause an accidental burn or cold injury 
is essential. The patient should have appropriate shoes and 
shoe inserts as needed. Shoes should be worn when ambu-
lating to avoid foot and toe injuries, even when going to the 
bathroom in the middle of the night. Vascular consultation 
is typically necessary to ensure that the patient’s blood sup-
ply to the lower limbs is maximized. Because the patient 
most likely to require an amputation is the patient who 
has already had one, the remaining lower limb of a vascu-
lar amputee requires constant attention. Older amputees, 
older than 85 years, can have a low likelihood of having 
a successful prosthesis fit.48 Changes in surgical technique 
and abilities to assess the vascular supply preoperatively 
have helped increase the ability to preserve the knee joint 
with a transtibial rather than transfemoral amputation,  
which produces lower energy demands of ambulation.35

Physical fitness in the sense of both aerobic condition-
ing and muscle strength is important in amputees to enable 
walking and to maintain walking speed.140 Younger patients 
with an amputation who have a higher exercise capacity typ-
ically have a faster comfortable walking speed than an older 
vascular amputee.140 In a transtibial amputation, increased 
activity of the hip and knee muscles helps substitute for 
the loss of power from the ankle flexors, but these energy 
demands can be harder to meet in the older patient.140 Most 
older patients who have transfemoral amputations for a 
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vascular cause do not become functional ambulators, and 
those who do usually have a slow gait speed.140 Pandian 
and Kowalske104 have shown that patients with both a lower 
limb amputation and a stroke tend to be more independent 
when the amputation precedes the stroke.

In this population, particularly with new amputees, 
one must be alert to the risks for falling. Minimization of 
the risk for osteoporotic fractures by ensuring adequate 
vitamin D stores and calcium intake is part of a holistic 
approach to this population. Orthostatic hypotension also 
increases the risk for falls. Upper extremity strengthening 
can be initiated preoperatively, because the new ampu-
tee places an increased demand on the upper extremities 
for transfers and gait training, and typically would have 
decreased muscle strength compared with that of the 
younger amputee, to meet these needs.

Pain Management in the Elderly

Pain management in the elderly should include both 
pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic measures. Non-
pharmacologic measures are even more important in the 
elderly than in the general adult population, because of the 
increased risk for adverse effects with medications.56 Doses 
might need to be modified because of known metabolic 
problems, such as impaired renal function. Doses might 
also need alteration to minimize the chance of adverse 
effects such as sedation in someone with cognitive prob-
lems. It is important to address the depression that can be 
induced by chronic pain. Pain can be undertreated in the 
elderly because of the fear of addiction on the part of the 
patient and the practitioner. This is true even in the case of 
medications not typically associated with addiction.56 The 
patient and physician should prioritize the sites of pain, if 
multiple, to determine which is more problematic either 
because of severity or because of functional problems.

Aging With a Disability

Aging with a disability carries its own set of problems. In 
some cases, advances in medicine have prolonged life in 
people who might not have survived to more advanced 
ages. Three representative medical problems in elderly 
patients with a disability include spinal cord injury, polio, 
and cerebral palsy.

Aging With Spinal Cord Injury

The elderly typically have less ability to use the upper limbs 
to compensate for lower limb deficits. Shoulders can develop 
signs and symptoms of overuse, with degenerative joint dis-
ease and rotator cuff problems. If the upper limbs are used 
for wheelchair propulsion, transfers, and ambulation with 
devices, the amount of work done by the shoulders over 
the years is far greater than in the average individual. Shear 
forces become more problematic as skin fragility increases. 
Urinary incontinence can develop for a number of reasons. 
The day-to-day routines that had worked for a patient for 
years might no longer be adequate. The elderly person might 
need to adapt to a different technique for transferring—for 
example, with the use of a sliding board. Changes in the 
social support system can cause new challenges. A spouse 
might not be able to continue assisting with toilet transfers, 
necessitating major changes in a living situation.

A study of individuals with spinal cord injury showed 
that those with higher lesions sensed that they were aging 
more quickly.95 Despite this, those with higher lesions did 
not report more health problems or fatigue than others 
in the sample. The longer a person had lived with spinal 
cord injury, the more there was a perception of accelerated 
aging. The authors also noted that one theoretic model is 
that age is a sort of “leveler.” A young person with a dis-
ability experiences more differences compared with able-
bodied peers than occurs with the elderly with a disability.

Aging With Polio

Postpolio syndrome refers to late manifestations many 
years after the initial polio infection. Its onset is usually 
heralded by generalized fatigue, as well as new weakness 
and muscle atrophy.72 These new symptoms can be very 
distressing because they represent the sequelae of a dis-
ease that the patient thought had already done its damage 
years earlier. Weakness can develop in muscle groups that 
did not seem to be involved by the polio. However, these 
seemingly unaffected muscle groups have been shown on 
electrodiagnostic studies to have previously unrecognized 
effects of polio.72 Motor neuron dropout occurs because of 
aging, and also probably is accelerated in the patient with 
polio. At the initial illness, distal axon sprouts enabled rein-
nervation,130 but motor neuron dropout can cause clinical 
changes with aging.72 Others have theorized that there is 
an ongoing viral presence, or that the postpolio symptoms 
are caused by a combination of aging processes.76 In a 
study by Klein et al.,75 muscle strength was measured in 
people with a history of polio. Thirty muscle groups were 
measured three times, each 3 to 5 months apart. The rate 
of decline of strength in upper limb muscles was much 
greater than that associated with normal aging. Strength 
decreased in all muscles measured in the upper limbs, and 
in the lower limb flexor muscles.

Treatment of the postpolio syndrome includes energy 
conservation measures, use of assistive devices, decrease of 
mechanical stress on joints and muscles, and nonfatigu-
ing exercise programs that avoid overuse.72 Swallowing 
and breathing problems can also develop.130 Respiratory 
muscles might already be weak, with additional negative 
contributions from bulbar muscle weakness, sleep-disor-
dered breathing, obesity, and scoliosis.76 Because there are 
no specific tests for postpolio syndrome, other etiologies 
for weakness, fatigue, and joint pain have to be ruled out.72

Aging With Cerebral Palsy

Aging patients with cerebral palsy can notice changes in 
their functional level, despite having what they thought 
was a static condition. Mobility can be affected by years of 
abnormal gait mechanics, with secondary ligamentous lax-
ity and degenerative changes in joints. A decline in muscle 
strength can necessitate change in techniques for transfers 
or ADLs. A new neurologic problem such as a stroke can 
worsen spasticity.
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Proposed treatments and interventions must be indi-
vidualized to meet the patient’s wishes and goals. Patients 
are frequently resistant to changing highly practiced and 
lifelong techniques. Some changes in a patient’s program 
include increased vigilance in skin management, changes 
in straight catheterization frequency, and changes in trans-
fer technique to decrease stress on the shoulders.

Caring for those who are aging with a disability requires 
that primary care and preventive care be maximized. 
 Klingbeil et al.76 have shown an underuse of preventive 
care measures in adults with cerebral palsy. The possible 
reasons for this include physical inaccessibility of health 
care, financial barriers, demands on the primary caregiver, 
or the absence of a perceived need by the patient, the care-
giver, or both. Issues that need to be resolved to even permit 
a visit for primary care can include such details as having 
the patient arrive on a stretcher rather than in a wheelchair 
to facilitate the physical examination.

Architectural and Design Impact 
on the Elderly

One of the major effects of the Americans with Disabilities 
Act has been to make institutions and the individuals who 
run them more cognizant of the direct impact of architec-
ture on mobility. Design of larger spaces within the home, 
such as the kitchen or bathroom, can have a major impact 
on comfort and safety. The design of furniture and utensils 
has a direct impact on function. Difficulty in arising from 
a chair affects 8% of people 65 years and older who live 
in the community.4 Arising from a chair is easier if elderly 
persons can fit their feet posteriorly under the edge of the 
seat.4 If the feet do not contact the floor because the seat is 
high, the postural stability is decreased.4 The elderly have 
disproportionate difficulties getting up when the chair has 
a lower seat, increased posterior seat tilt, and increased 
backrest recline.4 Design of individual utensils, such as by 
increasing the grip circumferences, can improve utility.

Physical activity of the elderly is significantly affected by 
the design of the community. Brach et al.21 have shown that 
an active lifestyle is facilitated by the design of communi-
ties that encourage activity. This study showed that those 
who had an active lifestyle and those who exercised more 
intensely had better physical function than those who were 
inactive. Community design is important in encouraging 
exercise in general, and walking in particular. Sidewalks are 
essential, with crosswalks at busy intersections that provide 
adequate time for the older person to cross in safety. Street 
lighting should be sufficient to be safe for an elderly pedes-
trian. When elderly individuals can no longer safely drive 
because of visual problems, affordable and reliable alterna-
tive means of transportation are needed to ensure access to 
community centers and other places of activity for the elderly.

Funding for Care

To live independently, individuals must have certain basic 
mobility and ADL skills. These include basics such as dress-
ing, toileting, personal hygiene, and at least minimal food 
preparation. If someone is unable to manage these tasks 
independently, meeting these needs might involve infor-
mal caregivers, outside agencies, nursing homes, and even 
hospitalization. If an injury such as a hip fracture or head 
trauma occurs, the costs increase.

Ideally, one would be able to identify people at risk 
early, so that one could attempt to modify factors to pre-
vent disability resulting from mobility problems.50 Indi-
viduals might have had to alter how they performed tasks, 
such as walking half a mile or climbing 10 steps, in advance 
of reporting difficulty with these tasks.50 This parallels the 
concept of coping raised in reference to ADL and inde-
pendent living skills, in which behavioral or cognitive 
strategies are used to minimize the functional impact of 
disabilities.109 There might be certain points at which an 
intervention can help preserve function. For example, in 
home-dwelling frail elders in one exercise study, the ben-
efits were seen in the group with moderate, not severe, 
frailty.54

When assessing the effectiveness of any exercise program 
for the elderly, the target group must be looked at carefully. 
In a group of healthy people, there can be less room for 
improvement compared with frail elders of comparable 
chronologic ages, depending on what is being measured 
(such as number of falls).

Any attempt to address the cost of care must go beyond 
direct therapy to address long-term outcomes. Data from a 
retrospective cohort of 11,150 patients admitted to nursing 
homes for the first time in 1994 to 1996 with diagnoses 
including stroke, hip fracture, congestive heart failure, and 
chronic lung disease showed dose-response effects among 
patients receiving rehabilitation services.99 In part, this 
depended on how the illness was defined; that is, at what 
level of independence or follow-up was the episode of ill-
ness considered over?65

It is estimated that the direct health care cost related to 
sarcopenia in the United States in 2000 was $18.5  billion.71 
The cost-effectiveness of exercise interventions has not yet 
been fully determined.70

In a retrospective analysis of 84,346 nursing home resi-
dents, there was a direct link between the onset of movement 
impairments and progression of disability, with progression 
in ADL loss regardless of proximal or distal or combined, or 
upper or lower limbs. Although it might not be possible 
to treat fully the underlying chronic medical condition, the 
movement impairment might still be treatable.12

Funding for health care would need to be addressed as a 
public health issue, and the medical professional must be 
able to be specific as to which interventions give functional 
benefit with minimal cost. As an example, one study looked 
at the cost-effectiveness of a resistance training program for 
older patients with osteoarthritis, and found it to be mar-
ginally more economically efficient when compared with 
aerobic training.119 In a study on primary care home visits 
to housebound elderly, hospital days and admission rates 
decreased, but in one study total spending increased.105 
Reimbursement to providers must take into account the 
time needed for coordination of care.105

Disability in community-dwelling elders is not neces-
sarily a permanent state. In a cohort prospective study with 
monthly assessment of 754 community-dwelling adults 70 
years or older, 56% were disabled at some point during 
the study, which had a median follow-up of 51 months.60 
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Of these, 81% regained their independence in ADLs. Fifty-
seven percent were able to maintain independence for at 
least 6 months.60 Because recurrence rates for disability are 
high, it is suggested that older people who have recovered 
from an episode of disability can be an important target for 
interventions to try to prevent recurrence.60

Strength training helps counterbalance the loss in mus-
cle mass and strength associated with aging.94 Endurance 
training can help maintain or improve cardiovascular func-
tion, including blood pressure reduction in the hyperten-
sive.94 Although fall reduction has been shown as part of 
the response to exercise programs, the key components 
of the training program cannot yet be identified, because 
many studies have had a multifaceted exercise program.94

More data are needed before making generalized recom-
mendations as to specific interventions in the frail elderly. 
The optimal details of the exercise prescription have yet 
to be worked out. Differences might be seen in functional 
outcomes, depending on the degree of frailty or disability 
in the studied population. Community-based programs 
that are run outside the medical system can represent a 
financially viable alternative.

There are economic barriers to providing services for pre-
vention of falls even though it is cost-effective.133 One third 
of community-dwelling adults older than 65 years fall each 
year.133 Health care providers need to be aware of what is 
covered.133 Performance measures can be very quantitative 
and unintentionally dissuade the physician from individ-
ualizing care.63 Incentive plans can even financially push 
for adherence to a standard guideline.20,132 The random-
ized trial data from which these guidelines were derived 
also might have not included the elderly, or patients with 
multiple medical conditions who are receiving multiple 
medications.132 Although meant to improve quality of 
care overall, these guidelines might not take into account 
the problems of geriatric patients who are taking multiple 
medications for diagnoses.20,132

Funding for assistive equipment can also be a barrier, 
and patients might be unable to purchase certain recom-
mended items. Variability exists from state to state as to 
what can be funded under programs such as Medicaid.74

When dealing with the individual patient presenting to 
the physiatrist, the physician must structure the recommen-
dations based on the symptoms and findings identified at 
the time of the visit, and on input from family, caregivers, 
and therapists.

Summary

Geriatric rehabilitation addresses impairments that have 
multiple underlying etiologies. Gait problems can be mul-
tifactorial, with a combination of causes such as joint pain, 
visual impairment, and stroke.3 The treatment program 
must take this into account. The cumulative effect of small 
positive changes can reduce the risk for injury and improve 
quality of life.

Nutrition needs to be adequate, including adequate 
intake of protein and calcium. The role of micronutri-
ents (folate, B complex vitamins, vitamin C, vitamin E, 
β-carotene),  antioxidants, zinc, and fiber is being explored; 
at this point, the physiatrist can recommend a balanced 
diet. Supplements might need to be recommended, 
depending on the person’s dietary habits.112 Vitamin D 
has a direct role in bone health, and also a role in muscle 
strength.

Medications and dosage schedules should be reviewed 
by the physician, with a goal of simplification to improve 
compliance and minimize adverse effects. Exercise training 
can reverse sarcopenia.114 Data do not yet exist to optimize 
the exercise prescription, but an exercise program typically 
needs to include components to address strength, power, 
and balance.

Preventive measures to maximize function, avoid dis-
ability, and optimize symptoms can include interventions 
rooted in pharmacology, formal therapy, and modification 
of the external environment.
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CHAPTER 60

TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS: 
REHABILITATION TO MAXIMIZE 
OUTCOMES
Mark A. Young, Steven A. Stiens, Bryan J. O’Young, and R. Samuel Mayer

“My transplants healed from the inside out. I owe every precious day to my donors.”

Penny, kidney and pancreas transplant recipient*
Historical Success and 
Rehabilitation Options

As the volume of organ transplants performed each year 
surges and the types of transplants become diversified, 
there is an increasing need for proper rehabilitation care 
for transplant recipients (Figure 60-1).155 Functional res-
toration of persons who have undergone organ transplant 
surgery is an important priority of the physical medicine 
and rehabilitation team and has emerged as a global reha-
bilitation priority.113 Just as transplantation surgery can add 
years to life, transplant rehabilitation can add life to years.

The rapidly evolving, innovative methods of preventing 
or minimizing organ transplant-related infection and rejec-
tion have resulted in improved survivorship among organ 
transplant recipients.1 The availability of more potent 
immunosuppressive drugs with reduced side effects has sig-
nificantly improved health outcomes and enabled patients 
to be transferred earlier to the acute rehabilitation unit.125 
The preemptive application of acute immunosuppressive 
therapies, such as monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies, 
has facilitated successful organ transplantation surgery and 
subsequent rehabilitation functional restoration.44 Ongo-
ing developments in the science of human leukocyte anti-
gen (HLA) matching and the perfection of the HLA Registry 
process have considerably improved outcomes for bone 
marrow transplant recipients.59 Methods of transplant-
ing end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients by combin-
ing renal transplantation with perioperative bone marrow 
transplant (without the benefit of HLA matching and with-
out maintenance immunosuppression) have recently been 
reported.68 Optimization of surgical technique has led to 
both an increase in the number of transplant surgeries per-
formed annually, as well as an expansion in the diversity 
and complexity of these procedures. Prominent examples 
include the emergence of groundbreaking new transplanta-
tion procedures, including face transplant,37 multiple limb 
transplantation,38 and “domino organ transplants.”2 Many 
of these breakthroughs have sparked a surging demand 
for rehabilitation services. A renewal of academic inter-
est in organ transplantation rehabilitation has resulted in 
a growing body of medical literature, including journal 

*Available at: http://www.save7flives.org/quotes.php.
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articles and book chapters dedicated to transplantation 
 rehabilitation.114,155

Federal agencies in cooperation with the National Insti-
tute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and the National 
Library of Medicine have established a unique public data-
base containing results of blood and marrow stem cell 
transplants involving unrelated donors.48 This database is 
particularly useful to patients undergoing blood and mar-
row transplants and is accessible to physicians, researchers, 
and patients online at http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/mhc. This 
database includes fundamental demographic information 
such as gender, ethnicity, age, and genetic data on more 
than 1400 transplant donors and recipients worldwide, 
transplant recipient survival rates, as well as data on the 
relationship between transplantation and major histocom-
patibility complex genes. This latter information can assist 
doctors to better predict whether a recipient will “accept” 
or “reject” transplantation from a particular donor source. 
This novel resource promises to assist physicians in the 
evaluation of risks and benefits of transplantation for 
various clinical conditions. For the physiatrist providing 
preoperative/pretransplant consultative input, the data 
gleaned from this source can help predict outcomes and 
guide posttransplant rehabilitation.

Organ transplantation, despite its recognition as one of 
the “modern miracles” of contemporary medicine, is also 
fraught with many ethical and moral dilemmas. Choos-
ing appropriate selection criteria is just one of the myriad 
philosophical issues present in organ transplantation.139 
Despite the advances in organ transplantation medi-
cine, an international crisis continues to loom in organ 
transplantation because the demand for organs radically 
outnumbers the available organ donors. (UNOS/OPTN 
unpublished data, 2010). This unmet need creates many 
ethical questions.21 National organizations within the 
United States such as the United Network for Organ Shar-
ing (UNOS) and the Organ Procurement and Transplant 
Network (OPTN) exist to alleviate this exigency. OPTN is a 
private, not-for-profit, federally contracted transplant net-
work established by the U.S. Congress under the National 
Organ Transplant Act of 1984 that united all the profes-
sionals involved in the transplantation and donation 
system. OPTN works to increase the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of organ sharing as well as equalize the national 

http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/mhc
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system of organ allocation. A secondary goal is to increase 
the supply of donated organs available for transplantation. 
UNOS is responsible for administering the OPTN under 
contract with the Health Resources and Services Admin-
istration of the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services. Together UNOS and OPTN work collaboratively 
to establish organ transplantation policies and procedures. 
Assurance of positive functional outcomes posttransplan-
tation remains a major goal. As a result of these efforts, 
physiatrists are likely to see a future surge in the number of 
transplantation patients seeking rehabilitation.

Chapter Focus

This chapter provides a general overview of the subject of 
organ transplantation and rehabilitation. Although solid 
organ transplantation rehabilitation is the primary focus, 
reference is made to recent developments in bone marrow 
and hematologic transplantation that have an impact on 
physiatry. A general background discussion of the relevance 
of physical medicine and rehabilitation to the transplanta-
tion process is offered. This is followed by a systematic con-
sideration of rehabilitation principles and techniques that 
can improve patient outcome and quality of life. Of the 
more than 21 transplantable organ systems, this chapter will 
address the four most common ones seen in physiatric prac-
tice, that is, heart, lung, liver, and kidney. Special attention 
is also given to new frontiers in organ transplantation reha-
bilitation. Because transplant rehabilitation is such a nascent 
field, there is a scarcity of literature outlining the fundamen-
tal principles of the transplantation rehabilitation process.153

Physiatric Interventions 
in Enhancing Outcomes

Enhancement of quality of life is a primary goal of trans-
plantation rehabilitation.155 Maintaining the physiatric 
spirit of “adding life to years as well as adding years to life” 
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FIGURE 60-1 Cadaveric donors, cadaveric organ transplants, and waiting list 
at year’s end (From http://optn.transplant.hrsa.gov/latestData/rptData.asp; and 
http://www.ustransplant.org/annual_reports/current/103_dh.htm.)
holds particular significance to rehabilitation of transplant 
survivors because these patients have often endured years 
of chronic end organ deterioration followed by prolonged 
organ waiting. The goal of transplant rehabilitation is to 
improve functional outcome and facilitate the return to a 
fulfilling life and lifestyle. Optimal physiatric management 
of a person who has survived transplantation requires a 
comprehensive, multidisciplinary, structured, and integrated 
approach.137

It is essential that a functional and medical baseline 
before surgery is established. The physiatric evaluation 
should include a comprehensive medical history and 
elaboration of functional deficits associated with end-stage 
organ damage. The physiatrist should conduct a thorough 
musculoskeletal, neurologic, and functional assessment 
of the patient (Box 60-1). Emphasis should be placed on 
the maintenance of bodily systems that are likely to be 
adversely affected by immobilization. This includes con-
tracture prevention, deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary 
embolism preventive measures, skin maintenance, and 
preservation of bowel and bladder function. The prevention 
of disuse atrophy of major muscle groups can be addressed 
through bedside isometric exercise protocols. A therapeu-
tic plan emphasizing exercise and remobilization should 

Physiatric history
 •  Diagnosis resulting in transplantation
 •  Functional history (premorbid and posttransplant)
 •  Mobility status
 •  Use of assistive/adaptive devices
 •  Activities of daily living
 •  Community and household activities
 •  Cognition and communication
 •  Vocation
 •  Past medical and surgical history (presurgical)
 •  Review of systems
 •  Evidence of end organ damage (neuropathy, retinopathy)
 •  Previous rehabilitation interventions
 •  Medications/allergies/diet

Psychosocial history
 •  Living arrangements
 •  Family and friendship support
 •  Use of drugs and alcohol
 •  Psychiatric history

Rehabilitation examination
 •  Musculoskeletal assessment of the transplant patient
 •  Inspection
 •  Palpation
 •  Joint assessment (range of motion and contractures)
 •  Manual muscle testing

Functional examination
 •  Mobility
 •  Activities of daily living

Neurologic examination
 •  Alertness and mental status
 •  Cranial nerve
 •  Motor and sensory
 •  Reflexes
 •  Communication

 

BOX 60-1

Transplantation and Rehabilitation Assessment
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be developed and implemented that takes into account the 
patient’s presurgical functional status. As always, physiat-
rists must consider the psychosocial status of each patient 
and the impact the impairment will have on handicap and 
disability.130 Communication with other members of the 
transplant team is essential during each step of the process.

Close ongoing daily observation is essential after trans-
plantation to ensure adequate immune system suppression, 
prevent opportunistic infection, and maintain rehabilita-
tion goals.22 Emphasis should be placed on the underlying 
functional, medical, socioeconomic, and psychologic needs 
of the patient.98 The rehabilitation team should possess 
knowledge of the clinical aspects of acute and chronic 
rejection in all types of transplantation surgeries. Because 
transplant recipients typically present with a multitude 
of medical comorbidities, it is important to include any 
appropriate precautions in the rehabilitation plan. Careful 
consideration of exercise prescription should be made.26

The physiatrist must be aware of the side effects of the 
numerous medications used posttransplant. A summary 
of the side effects of some of the most frequently used 
immunosuppressive agents is provided in Table 60-1. See 
Table 60-2 for the monitoring parameters for immunosup-
pressive medication. Neuromusculoskeletal complications 
Table 60–1  Systemic and Metabolic Effects of Transplant Rejection Drugs
Drug Adverse Effects Clinical Manifestations

Azathioprine Bone marrow depression
Hepatotoxicity
Increased risk of malignancy when associated with high 

doses of multiple agents

Leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, anemia
Elevated alkaline phosphatase,  AST,  ALT; jaundice
Dependent on type and location of malignancy

Orthoclone 
(Okt3)

Pyrexia, malaise
Respiratory distress associated with initial doses and fluid 

overload
Increased risk of malignancy when associated with high doses 

of multiple agents

Fever, chills, flulike symptoms; headache, diarrhea
Chest tightness, dyspnea, wheezing
Dependent on type and location of malignancy

Antithymocyte 
 preparations

Anaphylactic reactions
Serum sickness associated with antibody formation to 

foreign protein
Bone marrow depression associated with prolonged use in 

conjunction with azathioprine
Local inflammatory reactions associated with 

intramuscular administration
Increased risk of malignancy when associated with high 

doses of multiple agents

Hypotension, dyspnea, wheezing, fever, chills
Leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, anemia
Pain, redness, extreme muscle soreness, swelling
Dependent on type and location of malignancy

Tacrolimus 
(FK506)

Nephrotoxicity associated with high doses
Hyperkalemia
Insomnia
Malaise
Neuropathy

Elevated BUN and creatine levels; decreased urine output
Elevated potassium levels
Sleep disturbances
Headache, nausea, and vomiting associated with intravenous administration
Pain, numbness, weakness

Sirolimus
Mycophenolate
Cyclosporine

Vasculitis
Wound dehiscence
Malignancy
Pancytopenia
Tremor
Neuropathy
Pancytopenia
GI complaints
Nephrotoxicity
Nephrotoxicity
Hypertension
Hepatotoxicity
Hypertrichosis
Myopathy
Tremors, seizures
Increased risk of malignancy when associated with high doses 

of multiple agents
Gingival hyperplasia

Stroke
Especially lymphoma
TTP, leukopenia, anemia
Often first sign of toxicity
Pain, numbness, weakness
Thrombocytopenia, leukopenia, anemia
Diarrhea, nausea, abdominal pain
Elevated BUN and creatine; decreased urine output; weight gain, edema
Elevated BUN and creatine; decreased urine output; weight gain, edema
Elevated blood pressure
Elevated bilirubin level; elevated alkaline phosphatase,  AST, and ALT levels; 

jaundice
Hirsutism
Weakness, especially when given in combination with statins
Fine motor tremors, especially hands; associated paresthesias; seizure 

activity
Dependent on type and location of malignancy
Growth of gums over teeth, bleeding gums

Corticoste-
roids

Aseptic necrosis of bone, osteoporosis
Hyperglycemia, steroid-induced diabetes mellitus
Salt and water retention
Hypertension
Skin alterations
Acne
Sun sensitivity
Hirsutism
Growth retardation in children
Gastritis/GI ulcerations
Cataracts

Pain in weight-bearing joints; pathologic fractures
Elevated serum glucose; polydipsia, polyuria
Weight gain/fluctuations associated with edema
Elevated blood pressure
Rash or pimples on face and/or trunk
Susceptibility to sunburn
Excessive hair growth on face, trunk, extremities
Failure to reach normal height for age
Abdominal pain, dysphagia
Hematemesis, guaiac-positive stools
Visual acuity problems

ALT, Alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; GI, gastrointestinal; TTP, thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura.
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after transplant are extremely common. The physiatrist 
needs to sort through the extensive differential diagnoses 
of these impairments (Table 60-3).

Rehabilitation Through Renal 
Transplantation

As the number of people with end-stage renal failure con-
tinues to increase, kidney transplantation is being per-
formed with increased frequency and improved outcome. 
From 1998 to 2004, there has been a steady increase in the 
number of kidneys transplanted (Table 60-4). In 2003 to 
2004, there were 16,004 kidney transplants, representing 
an increase of 3552 since 1998. Despite the increase in kid-
ney transplants, there has been a decrease in the number of 
kidney–pancreas transplants (Table 60-5). Compared with 
the 972 simultaneous kidney–pancreas transplants (SKPT) 
performed in the United States in 1998, there has been a 
significant decrease to approximately 881 of these proce-
dures in 2003 to 2004. Recent literature has demonstrated 
that the long-term survival of SKPT recipients is superior to 
that of cadaver kidney transplant recipients with type 1 dia-
betes. There is no difference, however, in survival of SKPT 
recipients and living donor kidney recipients with type 1 
diabetes at up to 8 years follow-up.109

Fatigue and problems with the performance of the activi-
ties of daily living (ADL) pose limitations to patients with 
ESRD.52 Many renal failure patients are unable to per-
form even the most basic tasks of everyday life. A majority 
of patients are unable to work because they are physically 
unable to sustain their energy levels. However, the greatly 
enhanced survival rates of patients who have received a trans-
plant, coupled with the net increase in procedures performed 
annually, have resulted in a growing number of patients who 
now require rehabilitation and restorative services.

Complications that can surface during the postoperative 
period include infection, bleeding, and rejection. The reha-
bilitation team must be aware of the signs of kidney rejec-
tion. Acute rejection is frequently heralded by anorexia, 
malaise, fever, hypertension, leukocytosis, blood urea 
nitrogen (BUN) elevation, and kidney enlargement with 
localized tenderness. Immunosuppressant medications, 
including prednisone, azathioprine, and cyclosporine, carry 
a host of side effects and reactions. Evidence of kidney rejec-
tion, which includes graft site tenderness, reduced urinary 
output, elevated temperature, and edema, can arise during 

Table 60-2  Immunosuppressive Medication Monitoring 
for Physiatrists

Drug Side Effects Monitor

Prednisone GI irritability
Water, fluid retention
Diabetes mellitus

Stool occult blood, Hct
Daily weight
Fasting, urine glucose

Cyclosporine Nephrotoxicity
Hepatotoxicity
Drug toxicity

BUN, creatinine (lavender tube)
LFTs
Cyclosporine level

Azathioprine Pancytopenia
Hepatotoxicity

CBC
LFTs

BUN, Blood urea nitrogen; CBC, complete blood count; GI, gastrointestinal; Hct, hematocrit; 
LFT, Liver function test.
postacute rehabilitation. (See Box 60-2 for a list of the clini-
cal signs associated with kidney transplant rejection.)

Options to Enhance Exercise After 
Kidney Transplantation

A number of important physiologic factors affect the renal 
transplant recipient’s ability to exercise. Chronic renal fail-
ure is well known to induce stress on the cardiovascular 
system.101 Metabolic abnormalities, such as imbalance 
of electrolytes, including sodium and water retention, 
can augment right and left ventricular preload. As circu-
latory volume expands, hypertension is exacerbated and 
increased afterload is maintained. This situation frequently 
leads to the development of cardiac hypertrophy, greater 
ventricular stiffness, and diminished compliance.

Compromised renal function occurring in patients with 
ESRD can impose limits on exercise potential. Kidney 
patients who engage in aerobic exercise can further dimin-
ish renal perfusion and in so doing reduce the glomerular 
filtration rate. This can lead to a compromised ability to 
conserve water. Because patients with kidney disease often 
have anemia, they might not have the energy to tolerate 
much exercise.

The ability to exercise can be maximized in several ways, 
including exercise training and treatment with recombi-
nant human erythropoietin (epoetin). However, recent 
data have uncovered physiologic limitations to exercise 
capacity that are not simply overcome by exercise training 
or normalization of hematocrit.99 Exercise training after 
renal transplant results in higher levels of measured and 
self-reported physical functioning, although exercise alone 
does not affect body composition.100 A successful kidney 
transplant can greatly increase exercise capacity to near-
normal values for sedentary healthy individuals.41

Exercise training after transplant further increases exer-
cise capacity and counteracts some of the negative side 
effects of glucocorticoid therapy, such as muscle wasting 

Table 60-3  Neuromusculoskeletal Complications After 
Transplantation and Their Possible Etiologies

Complication Etiologies

Delirium Intensive care unit psychosis, hyponatremia, 
hypernatremia, hypoglycemia, sepsis, 
 hypotension, hypoxemia, medications, 
encephalitis (bacterial, fungal, or viral)

Stroke Embolic, watershed infarct from  
hypotension, mycotic aneurysm, vasculitis 
(sirolimus-induced)

Paraparesis Spinal cord infarction, myelopathy

Peripheral neuropathy Critical illness, metabolic, diabetic, trans-
plant medications (cyclosporine, FK506, 
 sirolimus), nerve impingements (brachial 
plexus, accessory, axillary, median, ulnar, 
femoral, sciatic, peroneal)

Tremor Cyclosporine, tacrolimus, sirolimus

Myopathy Critical illness, steroid, statin, cyclosporin

Contracture Positioning, graft vs. host disease, nephrogenic

Osteoporotic fracture Steroids, immobility
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Table 60-4  Kidney Transplants 2002 to 2008 (UNOS Data)
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

All donor types 14,779 15,137 16,005 16,483 17,095 16,634 16,520

Living donor 6,240 6,470 6,647 6,570 6,434 6,043 5,968

Deceased donor 8,539 8,667 9,358 9,913 10,661 10,591 10,552

Table 60-5  Kidney/Pancreas Transplants 2002 to 2008 (UNOS Data)
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

All donor types 906 871 881 903 924 863 837

Living donor 0 3 0 1 1 0 0

Deceased donor 906 868 881 902 923 863 837
and excessive weight gain. Studies have shown that before 
epoetin administration, exercise training alone in patients 
on dialysis can increase exercise tolerance by 25%. Similar 
but smaller increases are observed after correction of ane-
mia with epoetin. Physiatrists frequently need to encour-
age renal patients to exercise and improve their physical 
functioning by overcoming their fatigue.100 Renal rehabili-
tation is an essential therapeutic method for improving 
physical fitness, social functioning, and well-being, and is 
reflected by an increase in health-adjusted quality of life 
among ESRD and posttransplant patients.

Just as the ability to exercise is significantly impaired 
in chronic renal patients, patients who have received 
transplanted kidneys also demonstrate exercise intoler-
ance.42 Several factors contribute to this challenge, includ-
ing skeletal muscle atrophy, anemia, and cardiovascular 
deconditioning.

Kidney transplants are often performed in conjunction 
with pancreas transplants for patients with severe end-
organ damage resulting from diabetes mellitus. An increas-
ing number of these patients are surviving and moving 
on to rehabilitation and vocational rehabilitation services 
(Figure 60-2).93

Rehabilitation of the Person 
Through Cardiac Transplantation

Heart Transplant Epidemiology

Since the inauguration of the procedure in 1967, the sur-
vival rate of patients undergoing heart transplant contin-
ues to improve.126 With constant refinements in surgical 

 •  Tenderness at graft site
 •  Decrease in urine output
 •  Sudden increase in weight: 3-5 pounds in a 24-hour period
 •  Edema—usually begins in hands and feet
 •  Elevated temperature
 •  Elevated serum creatine above the individual baseline

 

BOX 60-2

Clinical Signs of Kidney Transplant Rejection Arising 
in Postacute Rehabilitation
technique, more than 2000 heart transplants had been 
performed throughout the world by 1990. As a result of 
the increase in organ availability and surgical capacity in 
the United States, the waiting list of candidates decreased 
45%, from 2414 in 1997 to 1327 in 2006. Patients on the 
waiting list are assigned a level of urgency based on medi-
cal condition and requirements for continuous circulatory 
support. The highest priority candidates, designated as sta-
tus 1A, require hospitalization with continuous mechani-
cal circulatory support, such as an implanted cardiac pump 
or aortic balloon pump. Status 1B patients can remain at 
home but require continuous intravenous inotropes and 
an occasional ventilator. Most wait-list candidates are 
listed as status 2. Outcomes are improving as well, and 
heart transplant recipient survival has exceeded 92% at 3 
months, 88% at 1 year,92 and 85% at 5 years.32 The Stan-
ford Group has recently reported on their 20-year survivors, 
who require ongoing treatment for a variety of problems 
including hypertension (87%), malignancy (44%), vascu-
lopathy (43%), and diabetes (14%).32

It is estimated that survival rates after heart transplan-
tation will continue to improve with careful systematic 
patient selection, better surgical techniques, lower rejec-
tion rates, and continuous rehabilitation.66,122,152

FIGURE 60-2 Patient receiving vocational rehabilitation services at the 
Maryland Rehabilitation Center after a successful kidney–pancreas transplant.
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Rehabilitation Before the Heart Transplant

Congestive heart failure (CHF) that is unresponsive to 
medical therapy is not only a primary impairment but also 
a major indicator for heart transplantation. The disease 
processes leading to CHF include idiopathic cardiomy-
opathy, viral myocarditis, ischemic heart disease, and valve 
dysfunction.62,79 It is essential that the assessments of both 
the cardiologist and the physiatrist be integrated to better 
understand the disease process and its probable impact 
on the patient’s quality of life. This assessment includes 
quantification of circulatory impairments, exercise perfor-
mance, associated diagnoses, and the health of other organ 
systems.19

The success of heart transplantation depends on careful 
selection of suitable patients (Box 60-3). The most success-
ful outcomes depend on identifying candidates who have 
the physical capacity that would enable them to maximally 
benefit from the new heart and rehabilitation.126 During 
the period of heart procurement, implantation of devices, 
such as the Ventes left ventricular assist devices, the Heart-
Mate, and total artificial heart, can improve tolerance for 
activity and allow preliminary rehabilitation.43,108 Careful 
surveillance for declining cardiac function and irreversible 
heart disease helps manage a patient before transplanta-
tion. Several criteria used for cardiac transplant candidate 
selection are outlined in Box 60-4.133

Complications After Cardiac Transplantation

The cardiac rehabilitation team should be familiar with 
the complications of transplantation to recognize and treat 
problems that might affect patients’ functional perfor-
mance. Coordination of care and communication between 
the cardiac surgeon, cardiologist, and the physiatrist is 
essential for success. The main complication posttrans-
plant is allograft failure from rejection. Secondary compli-
cations include problems related to immunosuppression, 
such as infection, neurotoxicity, renal toxicity, hyperten-
sion, and various metabolic abnormalities. One study of 
cardiac transplant recipients on an inpatient rehabilitation 
unit uncovered multiple secondary complications, includ-
ing hypertension, nutritional limitations, neuromuscular 
deficits, and compression fractures.62 Stress fractures of the 
weight-bearing limbs have also been described83 and are 
most likely due to steroid-induced osteoporosis. Monitor-
ing vitamin D levels and supplementation with 1000 to 

 •  Absolute contraindications
 •  Significant systemic or multisystem disease
 •  Active extrapulmonary infection
 •  Cachexia or obesity
 •  Current cigarette smoking
 •  Psychiatric illness
 •  Drug or alcohol abuse
 •  Relative contraindications
 •  Corticosteroid therapy
 •  Previous cardiothoracic surgery

 

BOX 60-3

Contraindications to Heart–Lung Transplantation
2000 units daily reduce risk. Physiatrists should be clini-
cally familiar with these problems and be prepared to eval-
uate and treat them.

One of the first problems encountered during the early 
postoperative period is the inability of the transplanted 
right ventricle to cope with preexisting pulmonary hyper-
tension. Pulmonary hypertension can be caused by chronic 
right-sided heart failure. The heart often requires inotropic 
support during the period immediately after transplant.

Many patients develop hypertension as a result of 
 cyclosporine-induced renal vasoconstriction superim-
posed on chronic renal hypoperfusion, third spacing of flu-
ids, and an abnormal distribution of blood flow.24,45,86,95 
 Cyclosporine is believed to cause afferent glomerular arte-
riolar vasoconstriction through an increase in transmem-
brane calcium flux in mesangial and vascular smooth 
muscle cells.83,95 Blood pressures should be closely moni-
tored, with morning blood pressure values used as a guide 
for antihypertensive therapy.24,99 In most cases this can be 
achieved without interruption of the exercise therapy regi-
men. Alternative cyclosporine dosing regimens, calcium 
channel antagonists, and angiotensin-converting enzyme 
inhibitors are preferred therapies to promote arteriolar 
dilation.18,82,142 Proper management of the hypertension 
facilitates full participation in rehabilitation.

Cardiac transplantation itself can cause neurologic com-
plications, including metabolic encephalopathy, stroke, 
central nervous system infection, seizures, and psychosis. 
These potential complications are most likely to present 
during the acute posttransplant period, although they can 
also surface during the rehabilitative/restorative phase.124 
The mechanisms for strokes include particulate embolism, 
air embolism, and inadequacy of perfusion during the 
transplantation procedure. Careful review of mental status, 
perceptual sensation, and motor function is an essential 
part of the physiatric consultation in the postoperative 
phase.

Once the posttransplant patient has achieved circulatory 
stability, prevention of rejection continues to be a chal-
lenge. The heart transplant recipient is generally less immu-
nologically depressed than the kidney transplant patient. 
This is due to the prolonged uremia associated with renal 
failure. Rehabilitation professionals must always be con-
stantly mindful of the systemic and metabolic effects and 
side effects of medications.

Acute rejection in cardiac transplantation is a major 
complication that can be heralded by fulminant CHF, 
accumulation of peripheral edema, premature atrial con-
tractions, a diastolic gallop, and sudden marked reduction 
in exercise capacity. Chronic rejection can also progress 

 •  Having life-threatening recurrent arrhythmia uncontrolled 
by medicine or electrophysiologic means

 •  Reduced Vo2max less than 14 mL/kg/min and severe limita-
tions in life activity

 •  Having severe angina without successful revascularization
 •  Heart failure/congestive heart failure consistently uncon-

trollable by medical therapy
 

BOX 60-4

Indications for Cardiac Transplantation
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with accelerated graft atherosclerosis.30,146 At 1 year post-
transplantation, 10% to 15% of patients develop acceler-
ated graft atherosclerosis, which increases to 35% to 50% 
by the fifth postoperative year.35,122 Cardiac denervation 
produces an up-regulation of muscarinic receptors, which 
facilitates increased calcium influx in the coronary arter-
ies of the transplanted heart. This causes diffuse circum-
ferential narrowing of the arterial luminal diameters. This 
type of coronary artery disease ultimately is a key barrier 
to the long-term survival of cardiac transplant patients. 
Recent studies, however, suggest that it can be prevented 
and improved with calcium channel blockers.119,122 This 
condition should be placed on the problem list, and a plan 
should be designed for its prevention, surveillance, and 
acute management.

Beyond the postoperative complications outlined above, 
the leading cause of death in post–cardiac transplant 
patients is infection.88,143 The types of infections include 
mediastinitis, pneumonia, urinary tract infections, and 
intravenous catheter-induced sepsis.55,88,143 Such problems 
tend to develop during the first 2 years after the cardiac 
transplant.14,89 Bacterial and viral infections account for 
47% and 41% of infections, respectively. Infections caused 
by fungus and protozoa account for 12% of posttransplant 
morbidity. This makes it imperative that infection control 
techniques be used, especially adequate washing of the 
hands for a full 30 seconds or use of an equivalent topical 
antiseptic or both before and after direct contact with the 
transplant patient.

Physiology of the Transplanted Heart

The customization of exercise programs for each trans-
plant patient entering rehabilitation requires a dynamic 
understanding of the physiology of the transplanted heart. 
The normal heart is innervated and is influenced by the 
sympathetic nervous system (which has chronotropic 
and inotropic effects).3,6 The sympathetic nervous system 
enhances venous return, stroke volume, and cardiac out-
put. A transplanted heart is denervated and consequently 
achieves a maximal heart rate more slowly than a normal 
heart. It does this primarily through a response to circulat-
ing catecholamines and to a limited extent via partial and 
inconsistent gradual sympathetic reinnervation.149 After an 
exercise session or ambulation activity, the heart transplant 
patient experiences a more gradual return to baseline. 
Despite the denervation, cardiac output in the transplanted 
heart increases in response to dynamic total body activity. 
This promotes venous return and increases stroke volume 
through increased preload volume of blood filling the left 
ventricle.

When orthotropic heart transplant is performed, the 
complete denervation of the heart leads to a loss of the  
autonomic nervous system control mechanism. The de -
nervated heart has a higher than normal resting heart 
rate that can typically be modulated by carotid massage, 
Valsalva maneuver, and body inclination.81,148 The most 
widely accepted explanation for this higher than nor-
mal heart rate is the loss of vagal tone associated with 
denervation.6,117,118,148

As the patient gradually begins exercise, a slight increase 
in heart rate is immediately observable. This is attributed 
to the Bainbridge reflex,120 which is an increase in heart 
rate in response to increased pressure in the veins entering 
the right heart or the increased rate of ventricular work. In 
either situation, this acceleration will continue for 3 to 5 
minutes. The gradual ongoing heart rate increase contin-
ues into the recovery period and can contribute to a slower 
than normal return to preexercise heart rate.85 This requires 
teaching the patient to pace with a slow warm-up period 
and a gradual ramping up of activity intensity. The peak 
heart rate achieved during maximal exercise is considerably 
lower in cardiac transplant recipients than in age-matched 
control subjects.23,81,85

The transplanted heart compensates for output demand 
primarily by increasing stroke volume. The resting stroke 
volume of patients with transplanted hearts is less than 
that of individuals without transplantation.67 Despite this, 
cardiac output is virtually normal.65,67,87 Most heart recipi-
ents experience a rapid increase in stroke volume of about 
20% when they begin their exercise regimen.81,87 Subse-
quent increases in stroke volume or cardiac output during 
prolonged submaximal exercise are mediated by inotropic 
responses to circulating catecholamines.63,65,69,81 After grad-
ual conditioning, higher intensity training can be achieved 
in a period of more than 15 months to achieve athletic 
capabilities in some younger transplant recipients.107

See Table 60-4 for a summary of the effects of cardiac 
transplant on various cardiovascular parameters.

Because heart transplant patients display this unusual 
catecholamine-driven cardioacceleratory response to exer-
cise, empiric exercise prescriptions based on target heart 
rates are not recommended. More beneficial measures of 
exercise intensity that have been suggested include blood 
pressure reserve (the difference between systolic and dia-
stolic pressure), the Borg scale of perceived exertion (a cate-
gorical scale from 1 to 10 with 10 representing the maximal 
exertion), the Dyspnea Index (a scale from 0 to 4 with 4 
being the maximum shortness of breath, which prevents 
counting or speaking), or defined exercise tasks and pace 
(see also Chapter 34).12,476,67

The effect of transplantation on both systolic and dia-
stolic blood pressure is higher than expected but minimal 
on resting pulse pressure.46,67 Diastolic blood pressure can 
decrease early in submaximal exercise because of reduced 
peripheral resistance.46,47,62,63 The peak systolic blood pres-
sure is less than that of individuals without cardiac trans-
plants, but diastolic blood pressure remains essentially 
unchanged.

After heart transplant, patients consume less oxygen 
during submaximal exercise than normal control sub-
jects.65,69,104,127 Oxygen consumption at the anaerobic 
threshold is also considerably lower than that of age-
matched normal individuals.65,104,127 According to Braith 
and Edwards,15 the decrement in peak oxygen consump-
tion seen in transplant recipients is partly due to changes in 
skeletal muscle. Skeletal muscle myopathy associated with 
the heart failure syndrome produces atrophy, decreased 
mitochondrial counts, and decreased oxidative enzymes. 
Corticosteroids also promote muscle atrophy affecting 
primarily type II fibers, and cyclosporine further decreases 
oxidative enzymes.15

Aerobic cardiovascular conditioning programs and 
exercise regimens emphasizing endurance tasks have been 
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Table 60-6  Effect of Cardiac Transplantation on Selected Cardiovascular Variables

Condition Heart Rate Stroke Volume Systolic Diastolic

Pulmonary 
Arterial 
Pressure

Vo2 
(Oxygen 
Consumption)

Serum 
Lactate

Rest Greater than 
normal

Less than 
normal; little 
(Bainbridge 
reflex) or no 
positional 
change

Greater than 
normal

Greater than 
normal

Slightly greater 
than normal 
(although 
 usually lower 
than pretrans-
plantation)

— Greater 
than 
normal

Submaximal 
exercise

Little or no 
 immediate 
increase; 
delayed slow 
increase

Increase initially 
due to 
Frank-Starling 
 mechanism; 
late increases 
due to 
 circulating

Greater than 
normal

Fall initially due 
to reduced 
peripheral 
resistance

Greater than 
normal (rate 
of change is 
greater than 
normal)

Less than normal 
(absolute value)

Greater 
than 
normal

Maximal 
exercise

Blunted peak (less 
than  predicted 
for age); peak 
cardiac output 
about 25% less 
than normal

Peak only 
 40%-50% 
greater than 
most

Peak is less 
than nor-
mal

About the 
same

— Less than normal 
(absolute value); 
relative anaero-
bic threshold is 
slightly higher than 
normal

Not 
 markedly 
different
shown to improve the ability of heart transplant patients 
to achieve sustained participation in higher levels of ADLs 
and in the community.51 Aerobic capabilities such as 
Vo2max can increase from 12% to 49% with 7 to 11 months 
of three times per week training.15 Excessive exertion can 
be prevented by training with a cycle ergometer and limit-
ing intensity to 15 on the Borg scale. Alternatively, exercise 
can be dosed by time and rate on the cycle.121 It is generally 
held that cardiac transplant survivors can perform exercise 
and physical training routines and achieve improvements 
comparable with those achieved by nontransplant individ-
uals of similar age.72 Studies in the cardiac rehabilitation 
literature have focused on the hemodynamic responses 
to upright exercise after cardiac transplantation, as well as 
the cardiovascular response to gait training and ambula-
tion in hemiparetic heart recipients.123,124 A regular sched-
uled practical group exercise regimen is recommended for 
heart recipients. The fellowship and support from exercis-
ing together is valuable as is the safety from supervision by 
others who could administer cardiac pulmonary resuscita-
tion or call for help in an emergency.

Therapeutic Exercise After Cardiac 
Transplantation

Early in the history of cardiac transplantation, it was con-
sidered inadvisable to start an exercise protocol immedi-
ately after the surgery. New research suggests, however, that 
it is vitally important to initiate exercise therapy as soon as 
1 month after transplant surgery.13,142 Benefits that accrue 
from this plan include improved strength, enhancement of 
aerobic capacity,76,145 and improved physical work capabil-
ity. As a result, the number of heart transplantation recipi-
ents enrolled in rehabilitation and maintenance exercise 
programs continues to increase.12

Evidence suggests that exercise programs that are super-
vised should be a standard of care for heart transplant 
patients.74,80,129 A revealing study74 evaluated 27 patients 
discharged within 2 weeks after receiving a heart transplant 
who were randomly divided into two groups. One group 
of 14 patients was assigned to participate in a 6-month 
structured aerobics exercise program involving sitting-to-
standing exercises. Each cardiac transplant patient in the 
structured exercise group worked with a physical thera-
pist and had a customized program of muscular strength 
and aerobics training. The second group of 13 patients 
received only written instructions about exercises to do at 
home, with no supervised sessions. All 27 patients were 
tested for muscle strength, aerobic capacity, and flexibility 
within 1 month of receiving a heart transplant, and tested 
again 6 months later. Although all the patients showed an 
improvement in all areas, those in the structured exercise 
group showed significantly better results. Muscle strength, 
measured by the number of times a patient could stand 
from a sitting position repetitively for 1 minute, improved 
125% for the exercise group (from a mean of 10.6 times/
min to a mean of 23.9 times). The control group of patients 
who had received only written instructions showed an 
18% gain, increasing from 10.4 times/min to 12.3. Aero-
bic capacity, tested by peak oxygen consumption, increased 
49% in the group receiving formal exercise training com-
pared with just 18% in the control group.

Patients tolerate exercise well after cardiac transplanta-
tion,73,74 and progressive resistance training is also ben-
eficial.96,106,121,135,150 Resistance training should not begin 
until 6 to 8 weeks after transplantation, permitting time for 
sternal healing and corticosteroid tapering.134 A controlled 
study designed to determine the effect of resistance exercise 
training on bone metabolism in heart transplant recipients 
also produced positive results. As early as 2 months after 
heart transplantation, about 3% of whole-body bone min-
eral density (BMD) has been lost as a result of decreases in 
trabecular bone.132 Six months of resistance exercise, con-
sisting of low back exercises that isolate the lumbar spine 
and a regimen of variable resistance exercises, restored 
BMD toward pretransplantation levels. Research suggests 
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that resistance exercise is osteogenic and should be initi-
ated early after heart transplantation (see also Chapter 
41).15 Progressive resistance exercise with lumbar exten-
sion and upper and lower limb resistance machines has 
been demonstrated to limit muscle mass loss after cortico-
steroid use.16 The initial training resistance is set at 50% of 
the one repetition maximum, and repetitions are limited 
to 15 per session.

Although almost every cardiac transplant patient faces 
episodes of graft rejection, it is only rarely necessary to cur-
tail the exercise workout during episodes of moderate rejec-
tion. When the patient shows signs of new arrhythmias, 
hypotension, or fever, however, the physiatrist can adjust 
the exercise regimen to balance medical management with 
restorative rehabilitative services.14,70 The patient’s long-
term prognosis generally becomes less favorable as rejec-
tion episodes increase in frequency and severity. Clinical 
and physiologic monitoring of the patient and regular 
review of personal life and family goals are essential to 
maximize the patient’s prognosis, life plans, and family 
functioning. Patient and family education plays a critical 
role in transplantation rehabilitation (Box 60-5).58

Rehabilitation Through Lung 
Transplantation

Lung Transplants and Patient Outcomes

The lung is a bellows that promotes carbon dioxide escape 
and oxygen acquisition from the atmosphere. Organ fail-
ure becomes a life-limiting impairment treatable only with 
replacement. Hardy brought the lung transplant to surgical 
care at the University of Mississippi in 1963, as an exten-
sion of his laboratory investigation.49 The most common 
indications for single-lung transplants are chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease and idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis 
(Box 60-6). Bilateral lung transplants are often done for cys-
tic fibrosis and pulmonary hypertension. Lung transplanta-
tion referral should be considered in patients with 1-second 
forced expiratory ventilation (FEV1) less than 30% of pre-
dicted, hypoxia (Po2 <60 mm Hg), or hypercarbia (Pco2 >50 
mm Hg).102 The median wait-list time has decreased 87% 
over the past decade to 132 days in 2006.92 The number of 
bilateral lung transplants has more than doubled over the 
decade to 887, which was 64% of all the lung transplants 
done in 2008.92 The International Society for Heart and 
Lung Transplantation and the St. Louis International Lung 
Transplantation Registry report 1-year survival rates of 71% 
and 5-year survival rates of 45% after lung transplantation.

Contemporary physiatric practice includes providing 
pulmonary rehabilitation to patients with varied ventila-
tion and oxygen exchange impairments. As rehabilitation 
is delivered, patients not fully responsive can be identified 
and might be transplantation candidates. This requires 
close cooperation with pulmonary medicine, as well as 
sufficient institutional program development, to provide 
effective pulmonary rehabilitation treatment to meet the 
needs at each setting. Compared with education alone, pul-
monary rehabilitation (education and exercise) has been 
shown to increase exercise performance and to decrease 
muscle fatigue and shortness of breath.112
Pretransplant Rehabilitation: Assessment, 
Education, and Conditioning

Once identified, workup for lung transplant candidates 
includes chest radiographs, computed tomography scans, 
and ventilation perfusion scans. To assess for ischemia, car-
diac assessment with catheterization or a chemical stress 
test (persantine/thallium) is used. A pulmonary rehabilita-
tion program is designed to document baseline functions 

 •  Basic immune system
 •  Purpose of immunosuppression
 •  Activities related to immunosuppression:
 •  Avoiding crowds during high immunosuppression
 •  Wearing mask in hospital and clinic
 •  Care of cuts and wounds
 •  Mouth care/dental visits
 •  Notifying transplant team of exposure to diseases (influ-

enza, chicken pox, measles, etc.)
 •  Other activities:
 •  Exercise (walking, bicycling, swimming if no T-tube or 

open wounds)
 •  Restrictions on lifting and driving after major abdominal 

surgery (3-6 months)
 •  Sexual activity/birth control
 •  Care of T-tube (usually removed after 3 months)
 •  Medications—proper administration, side effects, and 

purpose:
 •  Immunosuppressants
 •  Prophylactics (antivirals, antibiotics, antifungals, 

antacids)
 •  Others (antihypertensives, multivitamins, etc.)
 •  Home monitoring responsibilities (how, why, and what to 

do if abnormal):
 •  Blood pressure readings
 •  Temperature
 •  Stool for occult blood
 •  Urine for glucose or blood
 •  Daily weight
 •  Quality of urine (cloudy, dark, normal)
 •  Quality of stools (tan/clay color, black, maroon, normal)
 •  Dietary:
 •  Restrictions (fat, sugar, salt)
 •  Balanced diet, low-calorie snacks
 •  Expected increase in appetite and fat deposition due to 

steroids
 •  Signs and symptoms of infection and rejection—what to 

do and whom to call:
 •  Symptoms are so similar for these two that notifying the 

transplant team is paramount
 •  Medical follow-up:
 •  Biopsies (usually 3 and 6 months, then yearly; and with 

dysfunction)
 •  Frequent transplant clinic visits (blood tests, radio-

graphic tests)
 •  Routine checkups with referring and transplant 

physicians
 •  Cancer monitoring (annual Pap smear, self breast exam, 

testicular exam, mammogram, stool for occult blood)
 •  Routine dental visits (prophylactic antibiotics before 

visit)
 

BOX 60-5

Transplantation Rehabilitation: Patient–Family 
Education
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and maximize performance before surgery. Oxygen satura-
tion at rest and exercise requirements are determined with 
variable flow tanks and ambulatory O2 saturation meters. 
A manual muscle testing identifies problem areas and 
guides a program of resistance exercises. Nutritional reha-
bilitation of these patients can improve postoperative out-
comes.50 Careful review of patient body mass index, diet, 
prealbumin, and albumins provides a useful baseline.

To assess pulmonary functional capacity, the rehabilita-
tion team should quantify ventilatory effort, vital capacity, 
and FEV1. Auscultation of the chest for wheezing and bron-
chial breath sounds is essential for assessment of the effec-
tiveness of bronchodilators, mucociliary clearance, and 
expectoration efficiency.34 The 6-minute walk test is a stan-
dard assessment of exercise tolerance used in patients with 
various pulmonary diseases. During this test the transplant 
patient is instructed to ambulate as fast as possible over 
a flat measured course for exactly 6 minutes. Performance 
is maximized by tuning O2 saturations to stay above 90% 
and use of the most efficient ambulation pattern. Higher-
level testing can also use a cycle ergometer or treadmill. 
After an individualized plan is designed, patients are ini-
tially encouraged to exercise repeatedly for short periods 
to avoid prolonged breathlessness. Lung transplant can-
didates with end-stage pulmonary disease often do bet-
ter with interval exercise training rather than continuous 
training because less ventilatory demand is required. The 
goals of therapy are to gradually decrease the number of 
required rest periods, extend exercise duration, and reduce 
the amount of limiting symptoms. Each program should 
include instructions on efficient ventilation, expectoration, 
stretching, strengthening, and low-level aerobic endur-
ance. An exercise program that gradually approaches and 
maintains 60% of peak heart rate can effectively condition 
patients.34 Upper limb exercise has also been safely used 
in rehabilitation programs,7 although it can contribute to 
dyspnea. Inspiratory muscle exercise training can also opti-
mize function.110 Energy conservation exercises can help 
the patient adjust to the low functional capacity caused 
by advanced pulmonary disease. Occupational therapy 
instruction can aid in the formulation of appropriate work 
simplification strategies and energy conservation measures.

 •  Pulmonary vascular disease
 •  Primary pulmonary hypertension
 •  Eisenmenger’s syndrome
 •  Cardiomyopathy with pulmonary hypertension
 •  Obstructive lung disease
 •  Emphysema—idiopathic
 •  Emphysema—α-antitrypsin deficiency
 •  Cystic fibrosis
 •  Bronchiectasis
 •  Posttransplant obliterative bronchiolitis
 •  Rejection
 •  Acute, chronic
 •  Side effects of immunosuppressive therapy
 •  Psychosocial issues

 

BOX 60-6

Most Common Primary Diagnosis in Pulmonary 
Transplant Rehabilitation Patients
Identifying the optimal level of exercise intensity suit-
able for each patient is an important goal of the rehabili-
tation team. Target heart rates can be applied to patients 
with lung disease, just as they are used in patients with 
cardiac disease. The high resting heart rates of this popula-
tion, however, must be considered. Exercise regimens using 
60% of peak heart rate as a target have been demonstrated 
to increase exercise tolerance.7,19 Patients with severe lung 
disease typically do not attain predicted maximal heart 
rates because exercise is limited by pulmonary rather than 
cardiac function. Traditional cardiac rehabilitation target 
exercise formulas do not universally apply to the pulmo-
nary rehabilitation patient.20

The Dyspnea Index is a helpful and simple clinical 
tool for monitoring and prescribing exercise intensity in 
patients with dyspnea.64 Dyspnea can be assessed using the 
5-level index developed at Stanford, based on the number 
of breaths the patient must take to count to 15. The index 
runs from level 0, in which the patient can count to 15 
in one breath, to level 4, in which the patient is too short 
of breath to count. An alternative measure is the dyspnea 
scale in which the patient rates the degree of dyspnea dur-
ing exercise.7 A third alternative is the Borg rating scale of 
perceived exertion,12 which requires the patient to evaluate 
self-perceived effort during exercise.

Because of deteriorating disease, alterations in the 
patient’s health status can often occur during the acute 
pretransplant period. As pulmonary reserves worsen, the 
pre–lung transplant patient might require abrupt cessation 
of exercise until clinically stable.7 Hospitalization might be 
required if lung function continues to decline. This deterio-
ration should move the patient’s name closer to the top of 
the transplant waiting list. Some lung transplant programs 
require the patient move closer to the operating center to 
enable close monitoring.39,40

Acute Postoperative Rehabilitation

Single-lung transplants are preferentially performed on 
the left because of surgical ease through a standard pos-
terolateral thoracotomy. Bilateral lung transplants have 
been recently performed through bilateral thoracoto-
mies with sequential single-lung transplants, each with 
individual bronchial anastomoses. The transplanted 
lung is denervated, which leads to impairments of the 
cough reflex, gas exchange, circulatory autoregulation, 
mucociliary clearance, and fluid balance. This can result 
in ineffective clearance of airway secretions, necessitat-
ing chest physical therapy. Lymphatic disruption con-
tributes to fluid retention and congestion that hinders 
gas exchange, and reduces lung compliance. Diaphrag-
matic dysfunction can also be present in lung transplant 
recipients. These can be evaluated with electrodiagnostic 
studies.7,19,25

Prolonged bed rest in these patients can cause orthostatic 
intolerance, reduced ventilation, increased resting heart 
rate, and decreased oxygen uptake.116 The goals of imme-
diate postoperative rehabilitation are to minimize atelec-
tasis, clear airway secretions, and normalize gas exchange. 
Altering the patient’s position from supine to side-lying or 
upright can increase drainage from chest tubes, as well as 
promote drainage of pulmonary secretions. The decreased 
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mucociliary clearance associated with denervated lungs33 
can contribute to increased susceptibility to infection in the 
early postoperative period. The patient should be assisted 
with airway clearance, beginning on the first postopera-
tive day if the patient is stable. Patients who are mechani-
cally ventilated can benefit from a combination of shaking 
(such as with the Pneumovest) and hyperinflation with a 
manual ventilation bag.147

After extubation, the patient can use the active cycle of 
breathing technique or a flutter valve device. Positive expi-
ratory pressure therapy has been used in the posttransplant 
period. Secretion expectoration requires an effective cough, 
but efforts are hampered by incisional pain and bronchial 
sensory defects from denervation.39,111 Coughing tech-
nique can be improved using adequate pain control and 
optimal positioning.77 The patient should be encouraged 
to sit upright during coughing because this produces the 
greatest expiratory flow rates.77,147

Huff coughing is performed without closing the glottis 
and has been shown to produce a larger volume of expired 
air at a higher flow rate of secretions than conventional 
coughing.53 Huffing produces lower sound, vibrates the 
pharynx less, and can be more comfortable after surgery. 
For patients unable to generate substantial airflow, the 
techniques of stacking breaths and positive pressure breath-
ing, used before the expulsion phase, can increase the 
effectiveness of a cough. Splinted coughing, with a pillow 
against the incision, can help reduce postoperative pain. 
Incisional pain can limit activity progression, deep breath-
ing exercises, and coughing.147 Patients might complain of 
pain originating from the chest tube sites. Epidural analge-
sia can help in pain management and allows the patient to 
participate more enthusiastically in rehabilitation (see also 
Chapter 34).

Medical Complications

To prevent acute and chronic rejection, patients are now 
commonly placed on triple-drug immunosuppressant 
induction regimens (e.g., basiliximab, daclizumab, and 
antithymocyte globulin). Patients are later discharged on 
baseline therapy that typically includes corticosteroids, 
tacrolimus, and an antimetabolite such as azathioprine. 
Recently a new generation of immunosuppressant medi-
cations has emerged, including FK506 (tacrolimus), siro-
limus, and leflunomide. Although these drugs are very 
helpful in averting acute and chronic rejection, they have 
significant side effects.94 A majority of acute rejection epi-
sodes occur during the initial 3 months after transplanta-
tion. Chronic rejection can also occur and can manifest as 
a sudden decrease in FEV1.31 This is known histologically 
as bronchiolitis obliterans and can be exacerbated by gas-
troesophageal reflux.28

Infection is the most common complication in lung 
transplantation and can lead to premature death if not 
properly recognized and treated.158 Clinicians should be 
aware of common pathogens associated with infection. 
Cytomegalovirus is a common viral pathogen and typically 
appears 14 to 100 days postoperatively. The diagnosis of 
its infection can be made with bronchoscopic lavage and 
biopsy. Typical fungal pathogens include Candida, Aspergil-
lus, and Pneumocystis.
Postoperative Exercise Considerations

Progressive activity should be initiated on the first postop-
erative day, beginning with range of motion exercises.102 
These can be advanced to transfers out of bed to a chair 
and then to ambulation. After the patient leaves the inten-
sive care unit, rehabilitation should continue to focus on 
alveolar ventilation, mucociliary transport, and ventila-
tion perfusion matching to optimize the efficiency of oxy-
gen transport. Thoracic mobility might be improved by 
instructing the patient in chest and upper limb mobiliza-
tion exercises.20,34 Breathing exercises should be included 
in the thoracic mobility and cardiovascular exercise pro-
grams, as well as coughing and airway clearance, and gen-
eral activities.

As the patient progresses, a treadmill and cycle ergom-
eter can be introduced in the isolation exercise room, 
allowing the patient to improve cardiovascular endur-
ance and strength and reduce infection risk. Pulmonary 
transplant recipients can often reach exercise intensities 
comparable with recovering fully able-bodied patients of 
similar ages.102 Denervation of the lungs does not impair 
the ability to increase ventilation during physical exertion. 
In fact, most studies show that physical training results in 
improved endurance and strength.72 Before discharge from 
the hospital, the patient should progress to stair climbing, 
which is one of the major hallmarks of recovery. This is 
because advanced pulmonary disease typically makes it 
impossible for most patients to climb stairs for weeks to 
years.

Cardiopulmonary exercise testing has demonstrated 
areas of limitation in exercise capacity after lung trans-
plantation. Aerobic capacity, measured by maximal oxy-
gen uptake, typically remains reduced to 32% to 60% of 
the predicted value.151 This reduction in aerobic capac-
ity is thought to underlie the exercise limitations in lung 
transplant patients. Abnormalities of gas exchange and 
ventilation–perfusion are not thought to play a major role 
in the reduced exercise capacity of single-lung transplant 
patients. Many other factors can contribute to reduced exer-
cise reserve, including chronic deconditioning and muscle 
atrophy. Peripheral muscle work capacity is reduced after 
lung transplantation and is predominantly responsible for 
exercise performance limitations.

After lung transplantation, patients usually achieve con-
siderable restoration of functional ability.36 Improvement 
in exercise tolerance has been demonstrated by an increase 
in 6-minute walk distances after transplantation.7,40,84,151 
One center reported that none of the lung transplant 
recipients failed to complete a maximal symptom-limited 
exercise test because of dyspnea. The main complaint was 
lower limb discomfort or pain.56

Vocational Rehabilitation After Lung 
Transplant

Once surgery has been performed and the recuperative pro-
cess has been successful, the lung transplant survivor faces 
a unique set of challenges, especially because the majority 
of patients need to resume work or homemaking duties. 
More than 90% of lung transplant patients report satisfac-
tion with their health while performing these tasks.29 One 
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leading study compared return to work rates among lung 
transplant survivors with other forms of transplant sur-
gery.103 This study concluded that there was a 37% employ-
ment rate among posttransplant survivors. Employment 
was not determined by the type of lung transplantation 
procedure (single or bilateral).57

Rehabilitation Through Liver 
Transplantation

The art and science of liver transplantation has improved 
considerably within the past decade. This is in part due to 
the widespread availability of new surgical techniques and 
the emergence of new pharmacologic options aimed at pre-
venting rejection and infection of transplanted organs.71,136

Liver transplantation offers the only life-saving cure for 
people with end-stage liver disease (ESLD). ESLD is fre-
quently associated with a variety of common liver diseases, 
including141:
 •  Primary sclerosing cholangitis
 •  Acute hepatic necrosis
 •  Cirrhosis
 •  Metabolic diseases
 •  Portal hypertension
 •  Hepatitis (viral, autoimmune, and idiopathic)
 •  Liver tumors
 •  Biliary atresia

Liver transplants have become a fairly common procedure 
in the United States. Most liver transplant surgeries involve 
cadaveric organs, although a smaller number involve live 
donors. Despite the fact that approximately 18,000 patients 
languish on the waiting list, there were only 4500 donated 
cadaveric livers in 2004. Because of the shortage, waiting-list 
patient mortality has increased significantly, and those who 
undergo transplantation are often critically ill at the time of 
their transplant. This acute shortage in organs has resulted in 
a growing interest in the potential use of “live organ” donor-
ship as a means of alleviating this scarcity. Rationale for this 
approach stems from the fact that the liver is a large, mul-
tilobar organ that can potentially be split and transplanted 
without consequence to the donor. The unique ability of the 
donor liver to regenerate to its original size within weeks 
could confer a life-sustaining benefit to the organ recipient.

The National Institutes of Health, in collaboration with 
several leading academic transplant centers, is now in the 
process of exploring the risks, benefits, and outcomes of 
the adult to adult living donor liver transplantation proce-
dure (also known as A2ALL).138

Liver Transplant in Children

For children requiring liver transplantation, adult living 
donor transplant has proven to be an accepted medical 
option.11 Unlike adult liver transplant candidates who 
require a larger liver segment (as much as half of the donor 
liver) and far more complex surgery, pediatric transplanta-
tion calls for a relatively small donor segment. More than 
half of the living donor transplants performed to date have 
occurred since 2000.

The first liver transplant was performed at the Uni-
versity of Colorado in 1963. Clinical outcomes of this 
complex surgical procedure improved dramatically in 
the 1980s, when antirejection medications such as cyclo-
sporine became widely available. Improved survival as a 
result of better surgical techniques and optimization of 
immunosuppression has led to improved survival rates 
and a larger number of referrals to rehabilitation centers. 
The current 1-year survival rate after liver transplantation 
is approximately 80% to 90%, and the 5-year patient sur-
vival rate is about 70%. The commitment of the transplant 
team (Box 60-7) to rehabilitative care is a key factor in 
enhancing longevity and quality of life for the patient.

Many patients are awaiting liver transplantation, repre-
senting an extreme shortage of human livers. This shortage 
was, in fact, central to the debate on revamping the way 
human organs are distributed.97 According to UNOS, there 
are currently about 16,000 patients on the waiting list for 
a liver transplant. In 2008 there were 6319 liver transplants 
performed in the United States.

Quality of life issues after liver transplantation are 
becoming increasingly important as survival rates con-
tinue to improve. A survey conducted by Robinson et al.115 
tracked the progress of 31 patients after liver transplanta-
tion. Forty-seven percent of the patients surveyed reported 
abnormal function in at least one limb, and 13% reported 
developing gout. Sixty-one percent reported severe impair-
ment in endurance before the transplant, with 48% unable 
to ambulate outside the house. After the transplant, only 
6% reported severely impaired endurance. Three years after 
the transplant, 39% of patients reported that they were 
employed full-time, and 26% were homemakers.

Indications for Liver Transplant 
and Presurgical Considerations

One of the most common reasons for liver transplanta-
tion is the development of hepatic failure. Physiatrists 
occasionally see these patients during the “wait and see” 
pretransplant phase. Depending on chronicity, this popu-
lation varies widely in degree of deconditioning and debil-
ity. In general, patients with liver failure fall into two major 
categories:
 1.  Fulminant hepatic failure: These patients develop liver 

failure after a toxic episode or secondary to viral hepa-
titis. This type of liver failure characteristically occurs 
acutely and without warning in otherwise healthy 
patients. Although fulminant liver failure patients are 

 •  Physiatry
 •  Surgery
 •  Psychiatry
 •  Internal medicine
 •  Nutritional support
 •  Occupational therapy
 •  Nursing
 •  Speech therapy
 •  Physical therapy
 •  Social service

 

BOX 60-7

Members of the Optimal Transplant Rehabilitation 
Team
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markedly deconditioned and fatigued, they seldom 
require immediate urgent transplantation after presen-
tation of their disease. In many ways connected to their 
previous good health, fulminant hepatic failure patients 
tend to be well-nourished and have limited functional 
deficits.

 2.  Chronic liver failure: This group includes patients with 
autoimmune disease, chronic hepatitis C, alcoholic cir-
rhosis, sclerosing cholangitis, inborn errors of metabo-
lism such as α1-antitrypsinase deficiency, and primary 
biliary cirrhosis.
A common denominator seen in the liver failure pop-

ulation is the presence of hepatocellular dysfunction. 
Laboratory abnormalities commonly associated with 
hepatocellular dysfunction include thrombocytopenia, 
prothrombin time elevations, leukopenia secondary to 
splenomegaly, and anemia. Other major medical issues 
associated with hepatocellular damage and liver failure 
include portal hypertension and ascites. Patients with por-
tal hypertension can require frequent endoscopic proce-
dures and blood transfusions.

Other features associated with the disease include neu-
rologic dysfunction, fatigue, and forgetfulness. Bronster 
et al.17 report that neurologic complications are common 
after liver transplantation, causing considerable morbid-
ity and mortality. Neurologic complications are frequently 
the result of the therapeutic interventions required to 
maintain function of the transplanted liver. Recognizing 
the early signs of drug-related neurotoxicity is the first step 
in preventing the development of more severe problems. 
(Box 60-8). Careful perioperative management of fluids, 
particularly sodium and glucose levels, can help reduce 
the risk of postoperative changes.157

A generalized decline in functional ability often occurs 
in those with chronic liver disease, making rehabilitation an 
important intervention. Functional ability deterioration is 
attributable to the generalized decrement in cognitive and 
mental function, as well as the physical loss of muscle mass 
and malnutrition. Malnutrition in pre–liver transplant 
patients is due to a number of factors. Metabolic abnor-
malities, such as hyperbilirubinemia, can induce nausea 
and anorexia. The presence of ascites can promote exces-
sive protein loss and worsen the nitrogen balance. Protein 
losses through ascites can exacerbate negative nitrogen bal-
ance, which can lead to muscle atrophy and skin fragility. 
Chronic fatigue in this population is also a concern.

 •  Primary graft nonfunction
 •  Hemorrhage
 •  Biliary leak, obstruction, or stricture
 •  Hepatic artery or portal vein thrombosis
 •  Infection
 •  Viral, bacterial, opportunistic
 •  Rejection
 •  Acute, chronic
 •  Side effects of immunosuppressive therapy
 •  Psychosocial issues

 

BOX 60-8

Complications of Liver Transplant Arising  
on Rehabilitation Unit
The enzymes typically used to track graft function after 
liver transplantation are specified in Box 60-9.

Rehabilitation Concerns in the Liver 
Transplant Patient

A number of critical priorities exist in the promotion of 
functional well-being in the transplant patient.61 A cus-
tomized rehabilitation plan should begin with a compre-
hensive presurgical evaluation. Physical therapy should 
be initiated immediately after the transplant recipient has 
achieved surgical stabilization. A special emphasis must be 
placed on sustaining the patient’s nutritional status. Priori-
ties should include restoration of muscle mass and strength 
through graded isometric exercises, as well as enhancement 
of aerobic endurance. Early mobilization postoperatively 
should be achieved. The liver transplant patient receiving 
rehabilitative services should be monitored carefully for 
signs of rejection and liver failure.

Emerging Developments in Transplantation

Transplantation continues to be an active and exciting area 
of research and new medical technology. Improvements in 
antirejection medications, antibiotic therapies, and surgi-
cal techniques have expanded the role of organ transplan-
tation into new realms.

New Indications for Bone Marrow Transplantation

Bone marrow transplantation is no longer limited to indi-
cations related to hematologic malignancy. It has become 
a widely accepted treatment for metastatic breast cancer. 
Progression-free survival at 1 year ranges from 8% to 23% 
depending on the technique used.140 It is also being used 
in a range of autoimmune disorders, for example, systemic 
lupus erythematosus, systemic sclerosis, Crohn’s disease, 
and multiple sclerosis.128 Clinical trials have been promis-
ing for multiple sclerosis, even in cases of severe progressive 
disease.128 In 19 patients with a mean follow-up period of 
36 months, only one patient deteriorated in functional sta-
tus compared with baseline.

Transaminases

AST 7-40 unit/L

ALT 7-35 unit/L

Phosphatases

Alkaline phosphatase 30-115 international units/L

GGT 5-55 unit/L
 

BOX 60-9

Enzymes Used to Monitor Graft Function Following 
Liver Transplantation: Normal Ranges

ALT, Alanine aminotransferase—previously known as SGPT; AST, aspar-
tate aminotransferase—previously known as SGOT; GGT, γ-glutamyl 
transpeptidase.
Normal reported enzyme values will vary from laboratory to laboratory, 
depending on the specific methods to measure enzymes in each setting.
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FIGURE 60-3 The first full facial transplant patient in the United States. She was shot in the face. From Siemionow MZ, Papay F, Djohan R, et al: First U.S. near-total 
human face transplantation: a paradigm shift for massive complex injuries, Plast Reconstr Surg 125(1):111-122, 2010.
Airway Transplants

Progress in transplants of the larynx and trachea has been 
somewhat hampered compared with other vital organs. 
The high vascularity of these structures makes them par-
ticularly prone to tissue rejection. Tissue rejection in these 
vital structures unfortunately can lead to catastrophic 
airway compromise. The complex motor function of the 
larynx can also be slow to recover after transplantation, 
leading to potential problems with aspiration. Only one 
true larynx transplant has been performed since 1998.8,9

Facial Transplantation

Facial deformity from congenital defect or trauma can 
have a devastating impact on the psychosocial aspects 
and quality of life for affected individuals (Figure 60-3). 
It can lead to dramatic restrictions in social participa-
tion. Because these deformities are not life threaten-
ing, however, there has been much ethical debate about 
facial transplantation.60 The need for lifelong antirejec-
tion medications, with potentially fatal side effects, has 
tempered the enthusiasm of some surgeons for these 
procedures. Only a few of these procedures have been 
done to date.91 The use of extracorporeal photopheresis 
might obviate the need for lifelong antirejection medica-
tions.54 Screening criteria for institutional review boards 
have been proposed.105 Realistic patient expectations are 
necessary to obtain truly informed consent. Disfigured 
patients’ expectations differed significantly from plastic 
surgeons’ expectation in one study,5 raising concern over 
this potential ethical dilemma.

Hand and Forearm Transplantation

Similar ethical concerns are raised about hand trans-
plantation.91 Despite advances in prosthetic technol-
ogy, prosthetic upper limbs have not provided great 
functional solutions for many amputees. The advent of 
neural-controlled prostheses, however, might surpass hand 
transplantation as a viable option for these patients.75 
Good reason for optimism, however, exists regarding 
hand and forearm transplantation. A registry has recorded 
24 hand and forearm transplants, with no episodes of per-
manent rejection in 2 years and 100% patient survival.78 
Sensation improved in 17 patients, and 90% returned to 
work. Fifteen of the 24 patients reported improved quality 
of life overall (Figure 60-4).

Nerve Transplantation

Nerve transplantations have offered exciting opportunities 
as alternatives to autografts, which are not always readily 
available in cases of major peripheral nerve trauma.90 One 

FIGURE 60–4 Matthew Scott, the first person in the United States to have 
a donor hand transplant, tries out his new left hand at the Philadelphia Phillies 
home opener. (From http://www.handtransplant.com/newsreleases/photogalle
ry/tabid/87/albumid/404-4/default.aspx.)

http://www.handtransplant.com/newsreleases/photogallery/tabid/87/albumid/404-4/default.aspx
http://www.handtransplant.com/newsreleases/photogallery/tabid/87/albumid/404-4/default.aspx
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patient successfully underwent brachial plexus transplan-
tation in 2008, with good functional outcome at 1 year  
(Belzberg A, Personal communication, 2009).

Intestinal and Multivisceral Transplantation

Between 1990 and 2003, 122 children received intestinal 
transplants, with a 5-year survival of 61%.10 Many of these 
patients also need liver and pancreatic transplantation. 
This is due in part to late referral, with secondary liver fail-
ure occurring before intestinal transplantation.144 Earlier 
referral for intestinal transplantation might alleviate the 
need for multivisceral transplantation.

Xenotransplantation

Xenotransplantation refers to the transplantation of animal 
tissues into humans. This has become a routine practice in 
the case of some tissues, such as porcine heart valves, which 
seem to have a low risk of rejection because of their acellu-
lar composition. There has been successful xenotransplan-
tation in a number of tendon ruptures, including rotator 
cuff injuries4 and anterior cruciate ligaments.131 These do 
not require antirejection medication. Precautions for reha-
bilitation are similar to those of standard tendon repairs.

Xenotransplantation of major organs remains problem-
atic, with a high risk for rejection. Transplantation into 
humans has been largely unsuccessful, and even porcine 
organ transplantation into nonhuman primates under 
experimental conditions has had less than 60% graft sur-
vival rates for hearts and lungs.27

Summary

Our society has been dramatically affected by the develop-
ment of organ transplantation science. Recent technologic 
discoveries and breakthroughs have created a new type of 
physiatric practice, that of transplant rehabilitation. Life-
saving treatment of disease by organ transplantation is 
becoming standard practice. Transplant patients are enjoy-
ing more active and meaningful lives as a result of early 
rehabilitation intervention.156 A cautious and progressive 
rehabilitation program typically results in organ recipi-
ents returning to a more active lifestyle—one that includes 
exercise, work, recreation, and travel. Another role of the 
rehabilitation team has been the education of patients and 
families regarding the transplant process and coping strate-
gies (see Box 60-7). As transplant science progresses, it is 
predicted that the need for transplant rehabilitation ser-
vices will continue to grow.
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CHAPTER 61
INTERNATIONAL PHYSICAL 
MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION
John L. Melvin, Marta Imamura, and Jose Jimenez
The specialty of physical medicine and rehabilitation 
(PM&R) has grown steadily since the recognition of the 
American Board of PM&R by the American Board of Medi-
cal Specialties (ABMS) in 1949. The American Academy 
of PM&R reported at its last annual business meeting that 
membership was more than 8000. PM&R in the United 
States is a recognized and viable specialty whose members 
uniformly meet rigorous standards of competency.

PM&R as a medical specialty also exists in many other 
countries. The same influences that resulted in the spe-
cialty’s growth in the United States exist globally. Both 
developing and developed countries have significant num-
bers of people with disabilities. PM&R physicians in all 
countries focus on maximizing the function of those with 
disabilities.

The number of PM&R physicians is large and growing 
globally. The International Society of Physical and Rehabil-
itation Medicine (ISPRM) reported 47 national societies of 
physical and rehabilitation medicine (PRM) as constituent 
members in 2006.47 The Fifth International Congress of 
Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine in 2009 at Istanbul 
had almost 3000 attendees.

The “world is shrinking” in general, and with rehabil-
itation medicine in particular, as a result of advances in 
electronic communication. Both visual and verbal commu-
nication now occurs faster than ever before, and to many 
more places than ever before. E-mail and electronic attach-
ments make communication with international colleagues 
virtually as easy as with those in one’s own immediate 
vicinity. Web-based information is now available whenever 
and virtually wherever the user wishes to access it.

PM&R has gone global because of three basic influ-
ences: the universal presence of conditions causing dis-
ability, existence of PM&R specialists worldwide, and the 
use of effective and efficient communication techniques.37 
This globalization provides benefits to PM&R specialists in 
the United States and throughout the world. It also creates 
the need to develop consensus or accommodation when 
different groups approach specialty issues differently. For 
example, differences in terminology related to the specialty 
have developed between PM&R specialists internationally 
and those in the United States.

One basic terminology issue is what to name the spe-
cialty. U.S. physicians have called the specialty physical 
medicine and rehabilitation since the ABMS recognized 
it in 1949. Many international specialty organizations, 
however, refer to the specialty as physical and rehabilita-
tion medicine. This language resulted from international 
deliberations on how to name the new organization that 
resulted from the merger of the International Federation 
of PM&R and the International Rehabilitation Medicine 
Society. After these deliberations the name of this orga-
nization became the International Society of Physical and 
Rehabilitation Medicine.

Another issue related to terminology is to what extent 
authors and speakers use the specific definitions included 
in the International Classification of Functioning, Disability, 
and Health (ICF) published by the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO).54 Terms defined specifically by the ICF include 
health condition, functioning, activity, participation, envi-
ronmental factors, and personal factors. Some of these defini-
tions differ from those commonly used in the United States. 
One example is the term disability, which the ICF defines as 
an umbrella term to designate the existence of any impair-
ments, activity limitations, or participation restrictions.54 The 
international authors of this chapter refer to the specialty as 
PRM and use the ICF terms as published by the WHO.

There have been international professional organiza-
tions for many years that have focused on assisting PMR 
physicians and other physicians interested in providing 
medical rehabilitation care. The following section dis-
cusses these organizations and their activities. The section 
after that provides an analysis of education of PM&R/PMR 
specialists and of medical students in the knowledge, skills, 
and attitudes needed to provide appropriate care to their 
patients around the world. The Education Committee of 
the ISPRM provided the educational perspective of this 
section. The ISPRM has identified education of PRM phy-
sicians, PRM trainees, and medical students as high prior-
ity activities, in the belief that education is the best way to 
improve the standards of PMR care worldwide.

Brief History of International 
Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation Organizations

International cultural exchange, interaction, and coopera-
tion are not new events. Throughout history, there have 
always been communal and cross-border efforts in the 
development of science and “finding the cause.” As far 
back as the Babylonian civilization, physicians were trav-
elers spreading their knowledge for a fee and publishing 
medical texts.32 In the Hellenic civilization, learning and 
knowledge development were based on schools in which 
foreign physicians and medical students mixed with the 
locals to create an international learning environment.33 
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Some of these schools also promoted the itinerant physi-
cian (periodeute), who traveled with what today would be 
considered a “team” formed by assistants, students, and 
midwives. This group not only treated patients but also 
gave lectures to the local students.

Pre-1950 International Physical Medicine

It is well known that many different physical agents have 
been used throughout history for therapeutic purposes. 
The first international congress of one of these agents, 
hydroclimatology, was held in 1886.30 Sidney Licht stated 
that six international congresses of what today is known as 
“physical medicine” were held between 1905 and 1936.29 
Licht acknowledged his indebtedness in the compila-
tion of this material to an international group including  
Drs. P. Bauwens of London, P. Farneti of Milan, J. Gunzburg 
of Antwerp, J. Michez of Brussels, and J. van Breemen of 
Amsterdam. It is not surprising that the term physiotherapy 
was used for the designation of most of these early con-
gresses. This is because during the first and second decades 
of the twentieth century, physicians who used physical 
agents for diagnostic and therapeutic procedures were rec-
ognized under multiple names: electrotherapist, hydrologist, 
physical therapeutist, physiotherapist, and physiotherapy physi-
cians. In some instances they were also included under the 
broad term of radiologist. The expression “physical medi-
cine” was first used by the London Hospital in England in 
1921.2,29,30 In the United States, the official recognition of 
the term physical medicine as a specialty with an indepen-
dent board took place in 1947, thanks to the efforts of a 
group of physicians led by Dr. Frank Krusen.2,38 It was at 
the sixth and last of these early international congresses 
that the name physical medicine was first used as a Con-
gress designation.1,30,49 This occurred largely because this 
congress was organized by L’Association Internationale 
de Médicine Physique et de Physiothérapy (which was 
founded in Liége in 1930 and disappeared during World 
War II) (personal communication, Mail Information 
Office of the Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilita-
tion, September 2, 2009).

International Federation of Physical 
Medicine

An international committee met in London in 1950 that 
included Dr. Frank Krusen (United States), Dr. Philippe Bau-
wens (United Kingdom), Dr. Hugh Burt (United Kingdom), 
Dr. Sven Clemmensen (Denmark), and Dr. Will Fegner 
(United Kingdom), members at large. This Committee agreed 
to form “The International Federation of Physical Medicine” 
(IFPM), with the mission “to advance all aspects of Physical 
Medicine for the benefit of mankind.”

The First International Congress of the IFPM was held at 
King’s College in London on July 13 to 18, 1952. This con-
gress was attended by more than 200 physicians represent-
ing 23 countries.16,29 At the time of the Fourth Congress 
(Paris, 1964) it was resolved to apply for membership as 
an affiliate of the WHO to better fulfill the objectives of 
the organization. The application was approved, and the 
 Federation then began a close working relationship with the 
Rehabilitation Offices of WHO. The name of the Federation 
was changed in 1972 to the International  Federation of 
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation (IFPM&R).

Since the 1980s, the IFPM&R and the International 
Rehabilitation Medicine Association (IRMA) continued to 
improve communications and linking of national societies 
and individual physicians interested in the academic, clinical, 
and social aspects of disabilities. These conversations became 
more formalized in 1992 with the creation of the Interna-
tional Task Force that eventually led to the creation of the new 
International Society of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine.

International Rehabilitation Medicine 
Association

According to Dr. H. J. Flax, the International Rehabilitation 
Medicine Association (IRMA) was Dr. Sidney Licht’s idea 
and was founded in 1968. Dr. Licht wanted “to establish an 
international forum where physicians from countries that 
had not yet recognized the specialty of Physical Medicine 
and Rehabilitation as well as physicians from other spe-
cialties who utilized physical modalities or were interested 
in Rehabilitation, could meet and discuss their work.”8 To 
achieve this aim, in November 1968, an international com-
mittee was formed that included Dr. Christopher B. Wynn 
Parry, Dr. J. Poal, Dr. W. J. Erdman II, and Dr. S. Licht. It 
was decided that membership in the association would be 
offered exclusively “to doctors of medicine (physicians and/
or surgeons), who are members of a national medical soci-
ety of their country of residence or citizenship.” The com-
mittee of four invited the Società Italiana di Medicina Fisica 
e Rehabilitazioni to hold the first world congress (IRMA I) in 
Milan on September 20, 1970. During its life, IRMA focused 
not only on scientific matters but also on communication. 
IRMA fostered liaisons with other rehabilitation organiza-
tions, adopted the Journal of Disability and Rehabilitation, 
and produced several monographs to achieve its mission of 
broadening the professional competence of its members.

International Society of Physical 
and Rehabilitation Medicine

Since the creation of IRMA in 1968, there always was some 
liaison between it and the already existing IFPM&R.17 Dur-
ing a meeting in Dresden in 1992, it was resolved to explore 
the possibility of merging the two societies. As noted above, 
an international task force was created, including John Mel-
vin (United States), Robert Oakeshott (Australia), and Jose 
Jimenez (Canada) representing IFPM&R and Martin Grabois 
(United States), Satoshi Ueda (Japan), and Ashok Muzum-
dar (Canada) representing IRMA. John Melvin was elected 
Chair. This group worked out an agreement that included:
 1.  Preliminary acceptance of the name of International 

Society of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation to des-
ignate the new organization

 2.  Designation of Amsterdam as the site of the First World 
Congress of ISPRM in 2001, to be organized and spon-
sored by the Netherlands Association of Physical Medi-
cine and Rehabilitation.
Dr. John Melvin was installed in 1999 as the first presi-

dent of the ISPRM. The mission of the ISPRM was and con-
tinues to be as outlined in Box 61-1.
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ISPRM offers two categories of active membership: (1) 
“National Societies of PM&R—recognized as such in their 
own country; and whose membership is primarily com-
posed of qualified physicians,” and (2) “All physicians 
and surgeons qualified to practice in their own country or 
retired from practice five years or less, who are interested 
in and/or concerned with the care of people with impair-
ments and disabilities.” Associate and corporate member-
ships are also available. It was decided to have a permanent 
and professional secretariat, and after evaluation of several 
proposals and applicants, Medicongress Service N.V. from 
Assenede, Belgium was selected.

ISPRM continues to maintain contact with other regional 
and rehabilitation-related organizations such as the Latin 
American Medical Association of Rehabilitation, European 
Society of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine, Asian- 
Oceanian Society of Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine, 
Mediterranean Forum of Physical and Rehabilitation Medi-
cine, Spinal Cord Injury Data Set, Rehabilitation Interna-
tional, sub-Saharan Africa interest groups, Bone and Joint, 
and the recently created Baltic & North Sea Forum on Physi-
cal and Rehabilitation Medicine. ISPRM continues to grow, 
and by 2009, there were 2054 individual members and  
24 paid-up national societies.

The activities of the ISPRM in its short 10-year history have 
increased greatly. Congress attendance has averaged more 
than 1500 registrants, with plenary sessions, courses, work-
shops, meetings with the experts, daily poster sessions, and 
six to eight simultaneous free paper presentations. News and 
Views is now published monthly; there is online availability 
of the Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine; and there is an ongo-
ing relationship with the Journal of Disability. The ISPRM web-
site (www.isprm.org) now provides visitors with a detailed 
history and evolution of ISPRM, as well as continuing cover-
age of its activities. ISPRM has also facilitated an increasing 
exchange of experts and education with WHO Committees.

Education in Physical Medicine 
and Rehabilitation: International 
Perspectives—Challenges and 
Opportunities for Mutual Growth

Maintaining an international joint effort to promote excel-
lence in teaching and training of professionals in the field of 
PRM with wide geographic representation is an ambitious 

 •  To be the preeminent scientific and educational interna-
tional society for practitioners in the field of physical and 
rehabilitation medicine

 •  To improve the knowledge, skills, and attitude of physi-
cians in the understanding of the pathodynamics and 
management of impairments and disabilities

 •  To help to improve the quality of life of people with 
impairments and disabilities

 •  To provide a mechanism to facilitate physical and rehabili-
tation medicine input to international health organizations

 

BOX 61-1

Mission of the International Society of Physical  
and Rehabilitation Medicine
task. There has been a continuous growth of initiatives to 
expand the collaboration among active members of ISPRM 
to achieve this goal. The Education Committee of ISPRM is 
charged with preparing, maintaining, and assuring access 
to systematic reviews about the effects of treatments in the 
field of PRM. It is also charged with helping physiatrists 
in the decision-making process based on quality informa-
tion in rehabilitation care, creating undergraduate and 
postgraduate minimum curricula that can be used at an 
international level, facilitating access to the best levels of 
education in PRM, facilitating access to research data and 
activities in the field, and disseminating information on 
PRM education.

Members of the Physical and Rehabilitation Medicine 
Section of the Board of the European Union of Medical 
Specialists (UEMS) have created the European standards of 
competence in PRM. The White Book on Physical and Reha-
bilitation Medicine in Europe contains a clear and detailed 
list of the topics that should be covered as a minimum 
requirement for any education and training program in the 
specialty within the European countries affiliated with the 
European Union.13 The White Book is a unique and realistic 
attempt to promote standards of education for practitio-
ners of different backgrounds, languages, and cultures. The 
program content is divided into 15 chapters, under two 
major sections. The first section has four chapters, includ-
ing the fundamentals of PRM, physiology and basic physio-
pathology, clinical and functional assessment in PRM, and 
therapies in PRM. The second section includes topics relat-
ing to the application of PRM to specific pathologies and 
health conditions: the immobile patient; adult locomotor 
system; sports, nervous system, respiratory, cardiovascular, 
pediatric, urologic, and sexual problems; geriatrics; onco-
logic rehabilitation; and reintegration and maintenance 
of disabled and elderly people at home.13 The standard-
ized training course is described in detail to facilitate the 
development of common standards of training. Despite 
different laws and national traditions, physicians certified 
in PRM by their national training authorities are eligible to 
be recognized by the European Board of PRM.

Once certified these specialists have the ability to move 
freely across UEMS member states and practice PRM in 
different countries. The White Book also includes a list of 
national delegates from each country.13 The unified edu-
cation program under the UEMS provides a mechanism 
responsible for recognition of teachers and training insti-
tutions, as well as monitoring and guaranteeing quality 
assurance of the training sites. Another important step is 
the recognition of a single annual written certifying exami-
nation given throughout Europe, as well as standard rules 
for the accreditation of trainees and for the process of 
certification.

A unified continuing medical education (CME) system 
also consolidates the revalidation of practitioner certifica-
tion into 10 yearly intervals. CME credits are provided for 
participation in scientific events, presentation of scientific 
work, publications, academic, and self-education activities. 
An extraordinary effort is made to promote the accredita-
tion of international congresses and events in Europe. The 
program was developed based on the mutual agreement 
signed between the UEMS European Accreditation Council 
of CME and the UEMS-PRM Section and Board. A special 

http://www.isprm.org
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Patient care
 •  Communicate effectively, demonstrate caring and respect-

ful behavior
 •  Gather essential and accurate information
 •  Make informed decisions about diagnostic and therapeutic 

interventions
 •  Develop and carry out patient management plans
 •  Perform competently medical and invasive procedures
 •  Provide patient counseling and education
 •  Use technology
 •  Provide preventive and health maintenance services
 •  Working with other care providers to provide patient-

focused care

Medical knowledge
 •  Obtain biomedical, clinical, social-behavioral, and epide-

miologic knowledge
 •  Demonstrate investigatory and analytic thinking approach 

to clinical situations

Practice-based learning and improvement
 •  Identify strengths, deficiencies, and limits in one’s knowl-

edge and experience
 •  Set learning and improvement goals
 •  Identify and perform appropriate learning activities
 •  Incorporate formative evaluative feedback into daily 

practice
 •  Systematically analyze practice and implement changes to 

improve practice
 •  Appraise and use scientific evidence
 •  Use technology to optimize learning
 •  Participate in the education of patients, families, and other 

health professionals

Interpersonal and communication skills
 •  Create and sustain a therapeutic, ethical relationships with 

patients

 •  Communicate effectively using listening, verbal, nonverbal, 
questioning explanatory and writing skills

 •  Communicate effectively with patients, families, and the 
public

 •  Communicate effectively with physicians, other health 
professionals, and health-related agencies

 •  Work with other care providers as a team leader or member
 •  Act in a consultative role to other physicians, health-related 

agencies and policymakers
 •  Maintain medical records

Professionalism
 •  Demonstrate respect, compassion and integrity
 •  Demonstrate responsiveness to patient needs that super-

sedes self-interest
 •  Demonstrate accountability to patients, society, and the 

profession
 •  Demonstrate excellence and ongoing professional 

development
 •  Demonstrate adherence to ethical principles
 •  Demonstrate sensitivity and responsiveness to diverse 

patient population
 •  Demonstrate respect for patient privacy and autonomy

Systems-based practice
 •  Understand how one’s actions affect and are affected by the 

larger system
 •  Work in various health care delivery or public health 

settings
 •  Coordinate patient care
 •  Incorporate cost awareness and risk–benefit analysis
 •  Advocate for quality patient care and optimal health care 

or public health systems
 •  Work in interprofessional teams to enhance quality and 

safety
 •  Participate in identifying system errors

 

BOX 61-2

The Six Core Competencies According to Swing

From Swing SR: The ACGME outcome project: retrospective and prospective, Med Teacher 29: 648-654, 2007.
committee is responsible for continuing programs within 
the specialty, for the accreditation of the several scientific 
events in Europe, and for the scientific status of board- 
certified PRM specialists.13

Specialized medical knowledge is only part of the core 
competencies required for residency programs by the Accred-
itation Council on Graduate Medical Education (the govern-
ing body that accredits residency programs in the United 
States). A competent specialized physician should demon-
strate the six core competencies as outlined in Box 61-2. The 
main goals of the core competencies are for practitioners to 
develop the ability to care for patients and to work effectively 
in health care delivery systems.48 The curricula developed by 
the American Board of Physical Medicine and Rehabilita-
tion (a constituent member of the American Board of Medi-
cal Specialties) are implemented in all American programs, 
including those in Puerto Rico. Residency programs of all 
specialties are now required to develop and implement edu-
cation strategies to meet these six core competencies.

Educational objectives are developed for each major 
PM&R content area, including use of evidence-based guide-
lines and evidence-based decision-making process, technol-
ogy, continuous quality improvement, and team leadership. 
The current recommended curricula foster the development 
of the individual practitioner in mastering specific compe-
tencies, appropriate skills, attitudes, and clinical respon-
sibilities while working within a multidisciplinary team 
structure that also includes patients, families, and com-
munity resources. The recommendations include sugges-
tions about program duration, as well as learning resources 
including textbooks and updated related literature.15

The complexity of current educational requirements 
requires that program directors identify and quickly incor-
porate changes in areas that need improvement. The cur-
rent challenge is to develop a standardized core curriculum 
that successfully educates and evaluates PMR residents in 
the core competencies at the international level. Although 
a minimum curriculum is made available to facilitate the 
education of well-trained and competent specialists, the 
structure of each program should be tailored to its own 
environment, resources, and needs. Much of the retrieved 
literature on the topic has already been integrated into cur-
rent residency programs worldwide. For example, a detailed 
and comprehensive curriculum has been described by the 
Australasian Faculty of Rehabilitation Medicine in terms 
of tasks, knowledge, and suggested learning resources. The 
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curricula used in teaching programs at the University of 
Toronto and in the United States also address the skills and 
attitudes that should be obtained. Some curricula suggest 
the duration of each program, including recommendations 
for advanced longer training programs.

Focused effort is needed to develop and implement edu-
cational standards in different countries.19 The PRM cur-
ricula currently used in most countries in Latin American, 
Middle Eastern, and Asian regions, for example, only out-
line the general concepts and topics that should be covered 
in each residency year or major topic rotation. At the time 
of this writing there are no commonly agreed-on educa-
tional standards in most of the countries in those regions. 
Despite using evidence-based guidelines and evidence-
based decision-making processes, most programs still use 
their own independent systems of training and evaluations. 
Content is usually determined by what the services can 
and are willing to offer rather than on the residents’ global 
need to better care for their patients. A plausible solution 
used in some countries is to promote collaboration with 
and resident rotations to different rehabilitation services to 
provide overall and comprehensive program content. The 
time designated to each mandatory rotation depends on 
the length of each residency program, which at this time 
differs from country to country. Most curricula specify the 
amount of time spent in each rotation and the major top-
ics to be covered, as opposed to the essential competencies 
and skills to be acquired during the education and training 
process.

Opportunities to Include Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation in the 
Medical School Curriculum

A series of publications appeared in the past 3 decades citing 
the importance of the development and implementation 
of PRM curriculum in medical schools, specifically in the 
United States* but also in other countries such as United 
Kingdom,20,31,42 Australia,5 Croatia,51 Iran,39 France,40 and 
Germany.12,24,35,36,43 In 2003, the Federal Medical Licens-
ing Regulations in Germany included rehabilitation, physi-
cal medicine, and naturopathic treatment as compulsory 
parts of the medical curricula.24,43

Currently in most parts of the world there is a progres-
sive and exponential increase of the elderly population and 
in the incidence of disability.5,34 Those who now survive 
severe medical conditions, major trauma, or disasters as a 
result of better overall medical care are typically in need 
of rehabilitation expertise. Despite this, it is striking to 
note that medical students typically lack even basic knowl-
edge and competence to assess some of the crucial needs 
of elderly patients and also to provide the proper assistive 
device prescription.41

Some guidance and detailed recommendations for 
undergraduate curricula in PMR are already available in the 
literature.7,35 Major educational goals include an under-
standing of the concepts of disability, impairment, and 
handicap. In 2001 the WHO introduced the concept of the 

*References 4, 7, 11, 18, 21, 22, 25, 26, 28, 44, 45, 50, 52, 53.
ICF, which should fit with the International Classification 
of Diseases.46

Designing and implementing the optimal format for 
rehabilitation education of medical students is critically 
important. It has been recently recognized that a format 
of passive traditional education is not as effective as team-
based learning (TBL). As a team-based specialty, we can 
provide the TBL that offers the additional benefit of pre-
paring medical students to be capable of working in collab-
orative teams. TBL improves retention of information and 
learning outcomes. TBL focuses on student’s active learn-
ing. TBL also helps students to develop problem-solving 
skills through intensive communication, interaction, dis-
cussions, and the reflective participation of all team mem-
bers. A comprehensive teaching program that integrates 
conventional lectures, problem-based learning, problem-
oriented learning, bedside teaching, computer-based train-
ing, and other innovative methods is currently used in a 
number of countries.14,23,36,43

Despite many challenges there are already examples 
showing that the highest standards of rehabilitation edu-
cation can be achieved irrespective of background, cul-
ture, resources, language, laws, and national traditions. In 
situations where an optimal curriculum cannot be imple-
mented, at least a minimum curriculum that can be used 
at the international level can still contribute to the develop-
ment of international rehabilitation education. The stan-
dards defined in the curriculum should be specific regarding 
learning objectives and goals, defined assessment strategies, 
and the appropriate medical knowledge, skills, attitudes, 
and clinical abilities. The shift to competency-based educa-
tional training is being progressively implemented in PRM, 
as well as in many other specialties.3,10,27 The geographic 
and time zone barriers can be easily overcome by the use of 
advanced technology through teleconferencing and discus-
sion forums that use shared educational materials, Internet-
based distance learning, and worldwide web-based learning 
strategies. Internet-based activities might be as effective and 
even superior to live and interactive educational activi-
ties.6,9 Even clinical research projects can be developed with 
the proper use of the “wiki platform,” where participants 
worldwide can place their contributions.

Conclusion

Specialists in PM&R/PRM exist worldwide in growing 
numbers and have a mutual need to share information 
to improve their abilities to help people with disabilities. 
This sharing of information has historically been done 
through membership in international professional soci-
eties and participation in international congresses. The 
ISPRM remains important in coordinating these activities, 
and its congresses are effective forums for discussions and 
for learning the most effective ways to provide PM&R/PRM 
services. It is likely that present and future advancements 
in learning technologies and communication devices will 
enable ISPRM to reach even more participants with its 
educational activities, and to do so on a continuous basis 
rather than only at periodic international meetings.

For additional information on international PM&R/
PMR, go to www.isprm.org.

http://www.isprm.org
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aphasia, contrast, 57–58
A
Abandonment, 510–511
Abbreviated Injury Scale score, 1160
Abdominal musculature, 874
Abdominal pain/discomfort, 625
Abdominal strength grading, 886f
Abducens nerve (cranial nerve VI) examination, 12
Abductor hallucis, fasciculation potentials, 186f
Abductor pollicis longus, injection techniques, 

529–530
AbleLink Technologies, 510
Abnormal coupled spinal motion, 429
Abnormal reflexes, persistence/reoccurrence, 46–47
Abnormal spontaneous potentials, neural generator

185–187
Abnormal tone, manifestation, 1257
Above-elbow stimulation, 203
Above-knee amputation, 301–306
Abstraction, cortical function, 11
Abstract thinking, 11
Academic achievement tests, 49t
Acceleration fatigability, 981
Acceptance/commitment therapy, 79
Accessory deep peroneal nerve, 203
Accessory nerve (cranial nerve XI) examination, 13
Accreditation, 165–166
Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Educ

tion (ACCME), 167–168
Ace bandages, 279
Acetabular dysplasia, 1266
Acetabular labral tears, 850
Acetylcholine (ACh) leakage, excess, 985f
Acetylcholine (ACh) receptor antibodies, elevation,

218
Acetylcholine vesicles, release, 178–179
Acheria, 258b
Achilles muscle stretch reflex, 197–198
Achilles rupture, 861–862
Achilles tendinopathy, 861–862, 861f
Achilles tendon, 25t, 861–862
Acid maltase deficiency (type 2 glycogenosis), 

1098–1100, 1120–1121
Acoustic microstreaming, 455
Acoustic streaming, 455
Acquired amputations, 313
Acquired central hypoventilation syndrome, 747
Acquired myopathies, 1122–1124
Acrocyanosis, 1357–1358
Acromioclavicular (AC) joints

blind injections, accuracy, 525–526
evaluation, O’Brien test, 817
injection techniques, 525–526, 527f
radiographic evaluation, 820
sprains, 820, 820f
tests, 20t–25t
ultrasound-guided acromioclavicular joint 

 injection, 527f
Actin filaments, 410–411
Acting out, 82
Action myotonia, 184
Action potential

generation, 171–174, 469–470
height, impact, 175
local circuit current, 175
propagation, physiologic factors, 174–175
spike, creation, 173

Active electrode, relocation, 182f
Active MTrPs, 977t

categories, 977
clinical presentation, etiologic lesions 

( identification), 988
The letter f indicates a figure, t indicates a table, and b 
Active MTrPs (Continued)
inactivation, 990–992
latent MTrPs, contrast, 977f
treatment methods, 991b

Active recording electrode, location, 182f
Active terminal devices, 270, 270b
Activities of daily living (ADL), 4, 6–7, 118, 373

aids, 505
associated limitations, degree, 118–119
cardiopulmonary deficits, impact, 7
clinician identification/documentation, 6–7
completion, 274
components, 6b
function, increase, 771
independence, 683
mastery, 264–265
performing, 373
personal care activities, 6
postures/positioning, occurrence, 264
prosthesis mastery, 271–272
resumption, 732

Activity, 4t
limitations, 501, 756t
symptomatic limitation, 688
task execution, 500

Activity Measure for Post Acute Care (AM-PAC), CAT 
functional outcomes system, 163

Acupressure, 443, 492
Acupuncture, 490–492, 491b

mechanism, interpretation, 491
modality, 491
needles, 490f–491f

safety, 491–492
therapy, fast screwed-in/screwed-out technique, 992

Acute demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy 
(AIDP), 1072

Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, 1237
Acute hand/wrist trauma, 131, 152
Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy 

(AIDP), 201, 213, 215, 233–234, 1073t
flaccid quadriparesis syndrome, comparison, 1078

Acute injury, treatment, 1034
Acute knee trauma, 131
Acute limb ischemia, 1348
Acute limb pain, diagnostic/treatment algorithm, 

1349f
Acute lumbosacral radiculopathy, algorithmic 

 approach, 902f
Acute motor and sensory axonal neuropathy  

(AMSAN), 1072
Acute motor axonal neuropathy (AMAN), 1072
Acute pain, cerebral plasticity, 939–940
Acute popliteal DVT, ultrasound, 1358f
Acute postamputation, 263–265
Acute rehabilitation, care settings transfer, 161
Acute rhabdomyolysis, CK elevation, 1101–1102
Acute right foot drop, 243–244

analysis, 243–244
differential diagnosis, 243
electrophysiologic findings, 243–244
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 244t
physical examination, 243

Acute Schmorl’s node, 143
Acute spinal cord compression, 1306
Acute spinal cord injury, 1298–1299, 1314
Acute spinal injury, operative treatment, 1312
Acute stroke

anatomic neuroimaging, 1189
antiplatelet therapy, 1190–1191
arterial duplex scanning, 1190
aspirin, prescription, 1190
indicates a box.
Acute stroke (Continued)
cranial MRI, usefulness, 1189
diagnostic tests, 1190
diffusion-weighted MRI (DW MRI), 1189
emergency medical management, 1188–1189
management, 1187–1192
MRA, 1189
MRI, 1189

Acute trauma, orthogonal anteposterior/lateral views, 
153

Acute UMN-predominant SCI, 1298
Acute venous thromboembolism, treatment, 

1364–1365
Adactyly, 258b
Adapted/built-up utensils, 568, 569f, 574
Adapted leg bag emptiers, 571
Adapted suppository inserters, 571
Adapted swing, 577f
Adaptive equipment, evaluation, 282
Adaptive skills, 50t, 67
Adaptive usage devices, 323
Adductor muscle group

disorders, 854
pain, reproduction, 854

Adductor strains, 854f
Adenosine triphosphate (ATP), breakdown, 403
Adhesive capsulitis (frozen shoulder), 825, 1201

stages, 825t
treatment, 825

Administrative imperatives, blending, 121–123
Adolescents

athletes, 1024–1025
idiopathic scoliosis, 368
pubertal events, 43

Adult bone mass, peak (achievement), 914
Adult diapers, 609
Adulthood, cerebral palsy (transition), 1268–1269
Adults

anatomy, comparison, 586f
bladder function, 603
cystic fibrosis, lung function, 746
manual wheelchairs, types, 374t
myelomeningocele, 1287–1288

Advanced prosthetic training, phase, 274
Aerobic activity/conditioning, 889–890, 1387
Aerobic exercise

arrhythmogenic characteristic, 732
contraindications, 421b
prescription, guidelines, 421t

Aerobic oxidation system, 404
Aerobic training, 718–721

adaptations, 719b
arteriovenous oxygen difference, enhancement, 

720b
Affect, patient description, 11
Affected limbs, ROM/strengthening exercises, 281
Afferent fibers, reflexive flexor movements, 644–645
Age-based pitch counts, 1010t
Aging, 415

action potential impact, 174
cerebral palsy, impact, 1268–1269, 1432–1433
conduction velocity impact, 174
disability, 1432–1433
impact, 582–584
polio, 1432
spinal cord injury, 1432

Agitated Behavior Scale, 1154, 1155b
Agitation, 1154–1155
Agnosia, 57–58

acquired complex disorders, 57
1465
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Air stacking, 747
Airway clearance strategies, indication, 742
Airway hyperreactivity reduction, bronchodilators 

(impact), 1321–1322
Airway management, TBI (impact), 1148
Airway protection, importance, 586–587
Airway transplants, 1452
Akinesia, 1224
Alcohol abuse, questions, 8
Alcohol abuses/causes, 195, 929
Alcoholic polyneuropathy, peripheral nerve disease, 

216
Alcoholism screening questionnaires, 73b
Alcohol-related myopathies, 1123
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT-C),

72–73, 73b
Alexander, F.M., 442
Alexander method, 894
Alexander technique, 442, 490
Allen test, 1356f
Allergic reactions, treatment, 543
Allodynia, 971
Allograft, 260
All-or-none phenomenon, 173–174
All-or-none principle, 469–470
Alpha-1,4-glucosidase (GAA), deficiency, 1120
Alpha-adrenergic receptors, distribution, 602f
Alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropi-

onic acid (AMPA), 942
Alpha-blocking agents, 1202
Alpha motor neurons, 430, 469–470
Alpha-tropomyosin 3 (TPM3), 1116
Alteration of motion segment integrity (AOMSI), 119
Alternative medical systems, 483–485
Alternative powered mobility systems, 387
Altitude tents, 1005
Altitude training, 1005
Ambulation, 572–573

aids, 352–354, 352f
assessment, 5
duration, 1126
loss, weakness (impact), 1126

Ambulatory 24-hour Holter monitoring, identifica-
tion, 723

Ambulatory Quality Alliance (AQA), 166
Amelia, 258b
American Association of Neuromuscular and Electro-

diagnostic Medicine (AANEM)
ethical/professional conduct, standards, 203
guidelines, 201
OSHA rule support, 198
standards, requirements, 203

American College of Radiology (ACR), appropriate-
ness criteria, 131, 137

availability, 138
American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)

exercise guidelines, 744t
pulmonary rehabilitation exercise 

 recommendations, 744
American Medical Association (AMA)

Guides, Sixth Edition, 118–120
Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment, 

27, 117, 1035
American Society of Hand Therapists (ASHT), Splint 

Classification System, 317
American Speech Language Hearing Association 

Functional Assessment of Communication Skills
in Adults (ASHA-FACS), 59

American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA)
Impairment Scale (AIS), 1302–1306
online e-learning modules, 1301

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 500, 759, 
1036–1037

depositions/testimony, 1038
American with Disabilities Act (1990), 65–66, 755
Amphiarthrosis joint (fibrocartilaginous joint), 769
Amplification, understanding, 191
Amplifiers, 190–191
Amplitude, 174
Amplitude ratios (ARs), 1159
Amputated bone, bony growths, 287
Amputations, 258–259, 261–263, 706, 1431–1432

classification, 278
cost, 684
demographics/incidence/prevalence, 257–258
 

 

Amputations (Continued)
functional levels, 258–259
functional rehabilitation, 278
level, 277–278
nomenclature, 258–259
pain control, 278–279
performing, 257
physical/physiological trauma, 277–278
postamputation period goals, 263b
power, 266–267
quality/type, impact, 278
sexual dysfunction, 668
socket/suspension choices, 266
surgery, principles, 259–263
survival rates, 277

Amputees
axle, 378
educational resources, 280b
limb loss adaptation, 282
prosthetic expectations, defining, 265
prosthetic gait training, requirement, 288
rehabilitation, team approach, 263
tasks, mastery, 274b

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), 1041–1044
aerobic exercise training, 1052
anterior horn cell disorder, 232
atelectasis, 1055
bracing/equipment, 1054–1056
cachexia, 1043
depression/anxiety, presence, 1056
diagnosis, El Escorial criteria, 219
disease-modifying pharmacologic treatment, 

1050–1051
dysarthria, 1053
dysphagia, nutrition (relationship), 1053–1054
effects, 1041
El Escorial Criteria, 1049, 1049b
end-of-life issues, 1056–1057
exercise, role, 1051–1052
hypercarbia, 1055
identification, accuracy, 219
invasive ventilation, 1055–1056
laboratory evaluation/diagnostic tests, 1049
laryngospasm, 1053
Living Will, drafting, 1056
mechanical ventilator support, NPPV (usage), 1055
motor neuron disease, relationship, 219
needle examination, 232
nocturnal hypoventilation, 1055
noninvasive positive pressure ventilation (NPPV), 

offer, 1055
opioid medications, 1053
pain, 1052–1053
possibility, consideration, 232
pseudobulbar effect, 1056
pulmonary function testing, 1055
qualify of life studies, 1056
rehabilitation/disease management, principles, 

1049–1057
respiratory management, 1054–1056
sleep-disordered breathing, 1055
spasticity, 1052
TCAs, usage, 1053

Anabolic Steroid Control Act (1990), 1013–1014
Anabolic steroids (AS), 1013–1014, 1013t
Anaerobic threshold, 406
Anal stretch voiding, 609
Anatomic distribution, 1256
Anatomic neuroimaging, 1189
Andry, Nicholas, 359
Anejaculation, males, 675–676
Anemia, 1022–1023
Anerobic oxidation, 404
Anesthesiology pain management, development, 

937–938
Anesthetics, 520–522, 544

adverse effects, 520–522
dosage, determination, 521
injections/medications/equipment, 521t
mechanisms/types, 520–522
pharmacokinetics, 544t
toxicity, cardiac effects, 544

Angelman syndrome, 43t
Anger, 944
Angiography, 1351
Angioplasty, 731
Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, impact, 

731
Anhydrosis, 1187
Ankle brachial index (ABI), 688, 1349–1350, 1351f
Ankle-foot instability, 101
Ankle-foot orthosis (AFO), 337–345, 1126

hinging, 342
mediolateral stability, 338
mobility assistive devices, 6t
prescription pad, summary reference, 356b
prescriptions, 344–345, 345f
requirement, 291
spasticity, impact, 1198

Ankle-foot-orthosis (AFO), 333
Ankles, 298–299

ACR appropriateness criteria, 154–155
component selection, considerations, 306
compressive neuropathy diagnosis, targeted high-

resolution ultrasound, 146
conditions, 863–867
dorsiflexion, 30f, 297
dorsiflexors/everters, distal weakness, 1100
equinus posture, 107
imaging, 154–155
injection, 534f
injuries, 864–865
instability, 114
joints, control/design, 338, 348–349
lesions, 1090
MRI, 155, 863f, 865f
osteochondral lesions, 863–864
plantar flexion, motion (importance), 297
sagittal T1-weighted MRI, 864f
sprains, 864–865
stability tests, 20t–25t
stops/assists, 339–341
test, 844
ulceration, diagnostic/treatment algorithm, 1355f
valgus deformities, 1285

Ankylosing spondylitis, 900–901
treatment, 901

Anodal block, 193
Anodal tDCS, application, 1197
Anomic aphasia, 54, 56
Anorectum, sympathetic/parasympathetic/somatic 

nervous system innervation (neurologic levels/
pathways), 621f

Anorexia, 1023b
Anorgasmia, 670–671, 675–676
Anosognosia, 75
Antalgic gait, 113
Antecedent management, 84
Antegrade continence enema (ACE), 635, 1283
Anterior apprehension/relocation tests, 817
Anterior cerebral artery (ACA), 1185–1186

bifurcation, 1185
disorders, 1186
stroke, 1186, 1186b

Anterior cervical diskectomy/fusion, Smith-Robinson 
technique, 802f

Anterior column fractures, 899
Anterior cord syndrome, 1299f
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), 857, 858f

discontinuity, sagittal/axial MRI planes, 154
insufficiency, detection, 857–858
management, 858
tears, 154f, 857–858
tests, 20t–25t

Anterior drawer test, 844
Anterior glenohumeral joint instability, tests, 817
Anterior horn cell, 223, 232
Anterior inferior cerebellar artery (AICA), 1186–1187
Anterior inferior iliac spine, rectus femoris iliac spine, 

851
Anterior interosseous syndrome, 1083–1084
Anterior lobe, 14
Anterior pin stop, schematic drawing, 341f
Anterior pituitary gland, hormones (location), 1150
Anterior/posterior compression, 268
Anterior-posterior stability, 294
Anterior stop (dorsiflexion stop), 340–341
Anterior support strap, 266
Anterograde ejaculation, spinal cord injury (male 

percentage), 666f
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Anteroposterior pelvis, AVN suspicion, 153
Anterosuperior cartilage lesions, 152–153
Anticoagulants, 542
Anticoagulation

cardiac rehabilitation, 729
therapy, duration, 1365

Antidepressants, classification, 958–959
Antidiuretic hormone (ADH), 1150
Antidromic, term, 174
Antidromic bipolar SNAP waveform recordings, 174
Antidromic median sensory nerve action potential, 

192f
Antidromic SNAP amplitudes, elevation, 174–175
Antigravity quadriceps strength, 1127
Antimicrobial dressings, 705
Antineoplastic drugs, 1385t
Antiplatelet medicine/therapy, 541–542, 1354
Antiretroviral drug toxicity (ARV-DSP), 1076–1077
Antispasticity Ball splint, 327f
Antithrombotic Trialists’ Collaboration, 1190
Antitippers, 378f, 381
Antitplatelet therapy, 1192
Anus, motility, 623
Anxiety, depression (relationship), 71
Aphalangia, 258b
Aphasia, 11, 54–57

agnosia, contrast, 57–58
assessment, flow chart, 55f
classification system, basis, 54
comparison, 55t
evolution, 57
impairment, 1183
management, 57
neurobehavioral disorders, relationship, 54–58
repetition, 55t–56t
strategies/techniques, development, 1199
syndromes, clinical characteristics, 1183t
treatment methods, 1199b

Aphonia, 1393–1394
Apolipoprotein E (APOE), study, 1160
Apoptosis, initiation, 1137
Apoptosis-inducing factor (AIF), 1137
Apportionment, 123–124, 1035t

analysis, factors, 124
necessity, 123

Apraxia, 14–16, 57, 1184
ability, loss, 14–16
cognitive impairment, 1184

Apraxia of speech (AOS), motor speech disorder, 
60–61

Apraxic gait, 19t
Aprosodia, 1184
Aptitude matching, work sample (contrast), 760–761
Aquatic rehabilitation, 962
Arachidonic acid residue receptors, impact, 941
Arachnoiditis, 614

postmyelography CT, 138f
Arcade of Frohse, entrapment (supinator syndrome), 

1088
Armrests, 392–393, 394f
Arms

attitude, 18
exercise effects, leg exercise effects (contrast), 405
medial/lateral compression, 268
orthoses (triceps weakness orthoses), 354

Arnold-Chiari II malformations, 1280–1281
Aromatherapy, 485
Arousal, cognitive function, 1151
Arrhythmias, 722, 732–733
Art-based therapies, 485–486
Arterial angiography, 278
Arterial duplex scanning, 1190
Arterial insufficiency, 877
Arterial thrombus, occlusion, 1180
Arteriovenous malformation (AVM), 1178, 1181–1182
Arteriovenous oxygen, enhancement, 720b
Arteritis, 793
Artery of Adamkiewicz, thoracic/lumbar interven-

tional procedures, 545
Arthritis, 325
Arthritis Impact Measurement Scales 2 (AIMS2), 780
Arthrography, 131–132
Articular side partial tears, contrast-enhancement 

arthrography, 150
Articulated Swedish knee cage, 349f
Articulation, 427
Artificial hands, 270
Artificially induced hypoxic conditions, WAPA con-

sideration, 1005
Artificial urinary sphincter, 613
Art therapy, 485–486
Aseptic bursitis, 828
Ashworth Scale, 642, 642t, 1148
Ask Legitimize Limitations Open up Work together 

(ALLOW) model, 671b
Aspen Neurobehavioral Conference, proposals, 10
Aspiration, 586–587
Aspiration pneumonia, prevention, 596–597
ASPIRE to Excellence, CARF introduction, 166
Assess environment Set strategy Persons served 

Implement plan Review results Effect change 
(ASPIR), 166

Assessment of Motor and Process Skills (AMPS), 566
Assist-control, 1322
Assisting Hand Assessment (AHA), hand function 

evaluation instrument, 50
Assistive technology (AT), 499, 502

abandonment, 510–511
assessment process, phases, 511–512
clinical assessment, principles, 511
devices, overview, 501–502
direct selection, 501
funding, 513–514
history/legislation/utilization, 499–501
indirect selection, 501–502
International Classification of Functioning, Dis-

ability, and Health (relationship), 500–501
medical record, documentation, 513
physician responsibilities, 512–514
prescription, 512–513
report, writing, 512
requirements, 500b
selection, 510–512
trial use, unexpected benefits, 512

Associated limitations, degree, 118–119
Association of Driver Educators for the Disabled 

(ADED), 1317
Asthma

drugs, sports (involvement), 1013
exercise, usage, 745
mouse model, 745

Astrocytic swelling, 1136
Astroglial glutamate transporter (GLT1), expression, 

1051
Asymmetric facies, occurrence, 205
Asymmetric tonic neck reflex, 1257f
Asymptomatic bacteriuria, 615
Asymptomatic carotid artery stenosis, carotid endar-

terectomy, 1192
Asymptomatic imaging abnormalities, incidence 

(elevation), 138
Ataxia, 1122
Ataxia telangiectasia, 1257–1258
Ataxic CP, 1254
Ataxic dysarthria, 62
Ataxic gait, 19t
Atelectasis, 1055
Athersclerotic peripheral arterial disease (atherscle-

rotic PAD), 1347–1355
clinical presentation, 1347–1348, 1348b
epidemiology/risk factors, 1347, 1348b
evaluation, 1348–1349
history/physical examination, 1348–1349
management, 1351–1355

Athetoid cerebral palsy, 793
Athletes

adolescent athletes, 1024–1025
BLS need assessment, 1018
cardiovascular screening, 1016–1017, 1017b
clearance to play, 1016
concussions, management, 1020
disabilities, 1027
emergency assessment/care, 1017–1019
endurance events, exercise-associated collapse, 

1018–1019
facemask, removal, 1018
injury, evaluation, 1006
low bone mineral density, diagnosis, 1024t
pediatric athlete, 1024–1025
physical examination, 1006–1007
Athletes (Continued)
rehabilitation stages, 1008–1009
return-to-lay phases, 1008t
ROM, achievement, 1008
SCA, 1017–1018
shoulder injury, rehabilitation program, 1008
taco method (cooling method), 1019
Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE), 1012

Athletic performance, 416
Athletic pubalgia, 850–851, 851f
Atkins Prosthetic Functional Adaption Rating Scale, 

275b
Atlas, 788f

burst fracture, 810f
At-level spinal cord injury (neuropathic) pain, 

1331–1332
Atrial fibrillation, anticoagulation/antiplatelet 

therapy, 1191
Attachment trigger points (A-TrPs), 977
Attention

ability, 10
cognitive function, 1152
enhancement, amantadine (usage), 1152
multifaceted construct, 68–69
self-regulation, 485

Atypical antipsychotic (AAP) drugs, selection, 
1154–1155

Atypical joints, intervertebral disk (absence), 429
Atypical motor neuron disease, 1041
Auditory comprehension, 55t–56t
Augmentation cystoplasty, 611f
Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC), 

502
devices, usefulness, 502
nonelectronic systems, 502

Autologous bone marrow-derived (MSC), culturing, 
693

Autolytic debridement, 691
Automated electronic defibrillators (EADs), 1004, 

1017
Autonomic dysfunction, 1069
Autonomic dysreflexia (AD), 615–616, 1324–1325

episodes, reduction, 478
occurrence, 636

Autonomic neuropathy, 1072
Autonomic phenomena, 978
Autosomal dominant conditions, 1097
Autosomal dominant limb-girdle muscular dystro-

phies, characteristics, 1110t
Autosomal recessive conditions, 1097
Autosomal recessive limb-girdle muscular dystro-

phies, characteristics, 1111t–1112t
Avascular necrosis (AVN), 131, 153, 773, 849

assessment, 148
Avascular necrosis (AVN) treatment, 773
Avonex, 1240t
Avulsion fracture, 836f
Awareness, facilitation, 74–75
Axilla loop, 266
Axillary crutches, 573f
Axillary web syndrome, 1394f
Axis, anterior view, 788f
Axonal loss, SNAP/CMAP (relationship), 213
Axonal neuropathies, electrodiagnostic changes, 213
Axonal transection, 1234
Axonotmesis, 187–188
Axons, 1042f, 1065
Axons (proportion estimate), CMAP (usage), 199
Ayurveda, 484

B
Babies, limbs (absence), 257–258
Babinski reflexes, 242
Babinski sign, 17
Back

cushions, 391
defect, 1279
examination, 43–44
extensor musculature, weakness, 917
muscles, intermediate layer, 873f
schools, 888
supports, 377t, 929f

Back Anxiety Inventory (BAI), 72b
Back Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), 72b



pain, 1375–1376
1468 Index

Back extensor strength (BES), 926f
exercise, performing (comparison), 927f
thoracic kyphosis, correlation, 917f

Back knee, 333
Back-leak sodium/potassium currents, capacitance 

mediation, 173–174
Back pain, 894–896

generators, 877b
prototype, 886–894

Back Pain REvolution (Waddell), 888
Back to Sleep program, AAP initiation, 43
Bacteriuria, 615
Bail lock, 347
Baker, Herbert, 428
Baker’s cyst

injection technique, 532–534
ultrasound-guided aspiration, 534f

Balance
impairment, 1263–1264
improvement, interventions, 1071
observation, 18
rehabilitation, 1245

Balanced Budget Act (1997), 163
Ballistic stretching, 417–418
Ball-valve effect, 627–628
Bal shoe, 333–334
BAND-IT brace (Pro Band Sports Industries), 323f
Bankart lesion, 824
Barlow tests, 46
Barnes, John, 443
Barrier concept, 429
Barthel Index, 566
Basal metabolic rate, 717
Baseball pitch

acceleration phase, 1010
age-based pitch counts, 1010t
deceleration phase, 1010, 1010b
early cocking (stride phase), 1009
late cocking, 1009–1010, 1010b
passive phase, 1010
phases, 1009f
velocity, 1009

Base of support, presentation, 107
Basic life support (BLS), need assessment, 1018
Basson, circular model, 661
Bath chairs/rings, 571, 571f
Bathing, 569–571
Batteryless micropower sensors, development, 509
Battle fatigue, 88–89
Bauhin, Casper, 1275
Bayley Scale of Infant Development, 48
Beating, involvement, 441
Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II), 72b
Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD), 1097–1098, 

1106t, 1109–1110
cardiomyopathy, 1109–1110, 1128
clinical findings, 1109
cognition, 1110
diagnostic evaluation, 1109
molecular genetics, 1109
onset, age, 1109
presenting signs, 1109
progression pattern, 1109
pulmonary function, 1109
X-linked inheritance, 1109

Bed mobility, 5, 571–572
Bedside swallow evaluation (BSE), 589–590
Beecher, William K., 937–938
Behavior, personality disorder patterns, 72, 78
Behavioral crises, 76
Behavioral domains, rehabilitation psychologist task, 

74b
Behavioral observations, 66
Behavioral Rating Inventory of Executive Function 

(BRIEF), 59
Behavior Assessment System for Children-Second 

Edition (BASC-2), 82
Behavior management, 83–84
Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Functioning, 

82
Bell, Charles, 937, 1041
Bell’s palsy, 209
Below-elbow stimulation, 203
Below-knee amputation (transtibial amputation), 

292–301
Below-level spinal cord injury (neuropathic) pain, 
1332

Belts, 393
Belt suspension, 303
Benediction hand, 325
Benzodiazepines, mechanism, 890–891
Bernard, Claude, 938
Beta2-adrenergic medication, 1321–1322
Beta-tropomyosin (TPM2) mutation, 1116
Biceps brachii tendon, long head (rupture), 822
Biceps tendonitis, test, 817
Biceps tendons

injection techniques, 526
sheath injection, 527f
strains, long head, 822
tests, 20t–25t

Bicycle ergometry EST, performing, 724
Bicycles, adaptation, 578f
Big Mac (communication devices), 503, 503f
Bilateral abductor pollicis brevis CMAP amplitudes, 

oscilloscope screen waveform, 799f
Bilateral amputee, 308–311

fitting/training, 271–272
Bilateral diaphragmatic pacemaker, 750f
Bilateral facial NCSs, performing, 251
Bilateral hand weakness/numbness, 236–238

clinical presentation, 237
differential diagnosis, 237
EDX studies, primary purpose, 237–238
electromyography, 237t
nerve conduction studies, 237t
physical examination, 236–237

Bilateral hip pain, AVN suspicion, 153
Bilateral hip subluxation, 1267f
Bilateral HKAFO, 352
Bilateral metatarsus adductus, 44f
Bilateral spastic CP, 1254
Bilateral transfemoral prosthesis, 309f
Bilateral transradial amputee, 273b
Bilateral upper limb amputee, 271–273
Biochemical cascades, 1135
Biofeedback, 962
Biofield CAM treatments, safety, 492
Biologically based therapies, 483, 486–487
Biologic processes, energy, 403
Biologic response modifier (BRM), 771–773, 780t
Biologic signals, 190–192
Biomarkers, 1141–1142
Biomechanical deficit, 845
Biomechanical diagnosis, 1006t
Biomechanical lifting, 875
Bioness H200, 473f
Bioness L300, 476f
Bionic hands, 273, 273f
Biopsychosocial model, 755
BioScanner handheld laser scanner system, 369f
Biphasic fibrillation potentials, 199
Biphasic median nerve SNAP, 177f
Biploar recording (amplitude), biphasic potential 

maximization (interelectrode separation), 
176–177

Birth asphyxia, 1253
Bivalved body jacket, 929f
Bladder

adult diapers, usage, 609
afferent pathways, 603t
anal stretch voiding, 609
augmentation, 611, 611f
capacity, increase, 611–612
central connections/control, 602, 603f
clinical applications, 478
complications, management, 615–617
continent diversion, 611–612
contraction, increase, 612
denervation procedures, 612
dysfunction, 1148, 1247
electrical stimulation, 612
external compressive procedures, 612–613
external condom catheters, usage, 609
function, 602–604
indwelling catheters, 609
injection therapy, 612
intermittent catheterization, 609–610
management, 608t, 1279–1280
neuroanatomy/physiology, 601–602
Bladder (Continued)
outflow resistance, decrease, 613
outlet resistance, decrease/increase, 612–613
parasympathetic/sympathetic/somatic nerve 

 supply, 602f
pelvic floor exercises, 609
peripheral innervation, 602
physiology, 1326–1327
receptors/neurotransmitters, 601–602
sphincterotomy, 613
stimulation, 609
stones, 616–617
surgery, 611–613
timed voiding, 609
urgency, neurologic complailnts, 195
urinary diversion, 612
valsalva/Credé maneuvers, 609

Blast-plus, 1135
Blast-related injuries, 89t, 1135
Blasts, effects/injuries, 89, 1138b
Bleeding risk, spinal injection (impact), 541–542
Blind glenohumeral joint injections, performing, 524
Blind injections, 522
Blindness, resources, 508b
Blink reflexes, values, 252f, 252t
Bloating, 625, 630
Blocked fibrillation potential, 199
Blood-brain barrier (BBB), breakdown/disruption, 

1137, 1237
Blood doping, 1014
Blood flow, 405
Blood pressure (BP), 405, 714

decrease/increase, 1188–1189
Blucher shoe, 333–334
Blunt trauma, ACR appropriateness, 137
Bobath techniques, 419
Body, 118

cardinal motion planes, 26
changes, aging, 1419–1422
functions/structures, 118, 500
measurements, 376f
parts, plain radiograph protocols, 131
regions, imaging, 150–155
segments, relative motion, 104

Body-based therapies, 483, 487–490
Body-powered devices, advantages/disadvantages, 

265b
Body-powered prostheses, 266
Body-powered upper limb prosthetic system, 265, 

265b
Body weight support (BWS)

ambulation training, 1319
facilitation, 1315–1316

Body weight-supported treadmill training (BWSTT), 
1195

efficacy, 1196
superiority, 1196

Bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells 
(MSCs), 693

Bone marrow transplantation, 1451
Bone mass

aging, impact, 915–916
factors, 915
improvement, 921–923, 927–931

Bone mineral density (BMD), 913
achievement, 1261
assessment, 1023–1024
fracture risk, correlation, 1325
job-related PAS, correlation, 923f
reports, 922f
T scores, rehabilitation guidelines, 923b

Bones
AVN assessment, 148
cells, estrogen (impact), 929
fracture fragments (assessment), non-contrast-

enhanced CT, 148
fragments, debris (release), 771
function/structure, 913
hormones, 914–915
imaging, 147–148
lesions (localization), non-contrast-enhanced CT 

(consideration), 149
metastases, 1377–1378, 1386–1387
MRI insensitivity, 148
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Bones (Continued)
physiology, 914–915
plain radiography, 147–148
remodeling, 913–914, 1069–1070
repair/reconstruction, 706
scintigraphy, advantage, 143–144
spurs, 287
stimulation, 370
strains, rates/magnitude, 923
stress/fractures, ACR appropriateness criteria, 148
tumors, 149

Bonica, John, 938
Bony contact, 103–104
Boston brace, 369

biomechanics, 369
design/fabrication, 369

Bottles/specialized feeding systems, 569f
Botulinum neurotoxin (Botox)

crystallographic structure, 651f
marketing, 652

Botulinum toxin (BTX), 1264
Botox/Dysport/Xeomin/Myobloc therapy, 651–653
focal injection, 1198
mechanism, 652f
serotypes A, 652–653
serotypes B, availability, 652

Botulinum toxin type A, 110–113
Botulism, 218–219
Boutonnière deformity, 836f
Bowel

care, 632
dysfunction, 1148, 1247
habituation program protocol, progressive steps, 

634b
management, 1283, 1326
nervous systems, 620f
parasympathetic innervation, 1326
procedures, 611–612
retraining, 1202

Bowel program, 632, 1247b
goals, 632
treatment plan, 1326

Boyd amputations, 291
Brace, 317
Brachial neuritis (Parsonage-Turner syndrome), 1082
Brachial plexopathies, 208–209, 1081

electrodiagnostic studies, 1081
management, 1081

Brachial plexus, 1081f
injury, trauma, 1081
peripheral neoroanatomy, 209

Braden Q Scale, 696
Bradycardia, 1324
Bradykinesia, 1223
Bradykinins, stimulation capability, 518
Braille trails, 508
Brain

atrophy, indices, 1236
damage, 56
diseases, 613–614
disorders, 628
ENS, relationship, 622
gray matter density, decrease, 940f
injury, 77, 326–327
language-related areas, 54f
lesions, 1254
parenchymal fraction, 1236
Parkinson’s disease, 613
physiology, index, 1161
stroke, 326–327, 613
swelling, occurrence, 1136
trauma, 613
tumors, 613, 1378–1379

Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), 1139
Brain Injury Association of America, 1164
Brain plasticity, 53
Brain-related insults, admission diagnosis, 67
Brain stem

auditory evoked responses, studies, 1237
stroke syndromes, 1187
syndromes, anatomic correlates, 1187t

Breast cancer, 1390–1391
Breastfeeding, multiple sclerosis (impact), 1239–1240
Breathing/physical activity (metabolic requirements 

increase), obesity (impact), 751
Breaths, stacking, 1449
Brevis injuries, 863
Brevity Immediacy Centrality Expectancy Proximity 

Simplicity (BICEP)S, 1033
Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI), 72b
Bring up Explain Tell Time Educate Record (BETTER) 

model, 671b
Broca’s aphasia, 54–55
Broca-type aphasia, 1183–1184
Bromelain (Ananas comosus), dietary supplement 

usage, 486–487
adverse effects, 487

Bronchoscopic LVRS, 750
Brown-Séquard syndrome, 1297f
Brunnstrom techniques, 419
BTXA, 652
Buerger’s disease, 1355–1357, 1357f
Bulbar dominant amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 1048f
Bulbar muscle function, assessment tests, 1048
Bulimia nervosa, 1023b
Burkholderia cepacia, transmission, 746
Burners, 1081
Burns

acute physiatric assessment, 1403–1404
acute surgical procedures, 1405
age, impact, 1404f
community integration, 1413–1414
depression, development risk, 1412b
dressing choices/hydrotherapy, 1407–1408
injury, epidemiology, 1403
inpatient rehabilitation admission, 1411
nutrition/swallowing, 1407
orthoses, 329–330
physiatric assessment, timing, 1403
psychosocial adjustment, 1411–1413
PTSD, 1411, 1412b
scar measurement, 1410–1411
size calculation, Lund/Browder method, 1404f
sleep, 1411
treatment, 460
work return, 1413b

Burns Brief Inventory of Communication and 
 Cognition, 59

Bursal side tears, demonstration (absence), 150
Button aids, 569

C
C2-C3 facet joints, pain referral, 790f
C5-C6 intervertebral disk extrusion, 798f
C5/C6 radiculopathy, 195–196
C6-C7 facet joints, pain referral, 790f
C7-T1 intervertebral disk, axial view, 799f
C677T polymorphism, T allele, homozygosity/ 

heterozygosity, 1278
Cadaveric donors, 1440f
Cadence, 100–101
Café au lait spots, 43
Calcaneus deformities, 1285
Calcific tendonitis, injection techniques, 526–527
Calcitonin, 915, 930
Calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), 940–941
Calcium homeostasis, 914
Calcium metabolism, osteoporosis (relationship), 

1325
Calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate arthropathies, 

773–775
Calf pseudohypertrophy, 1098, 1107f
Calpain-3, 1110–1112
Calpainopathies (LGMD2A), 1112
Camber, 378b

angle, 377–378
Camphor (Cinnamomum camphora), dietary 

 supplement, 487
adverse effects, 487
evidence, 487

Canadian C-Spine Rule (CCR) criteria, 137
Canadian Occupational Performance Measure 

(COPM), development, 566
Canal pressure, determination, 625
Cancellous bone, representation, 914
Cancer

acute pain, 1375
augmentative/compensatory strategies, 1390
chronic pain, 1375
Cancer (Continued)
constitutional symptoms, 1373–1377
cranial/peripheral nerves, 1379
demographic disparities, 1371
disease considerations, 1372–1373
epidemiology, 1371–1372
fatigue, 1373–1374, 1373b
impairments, 1377–1386
inpatient rehabilitation, 1388
invasive/intraspinal analgesic approaches, 

1376–1377
low back pain, relationship, 899–900
opioid conversion/usage, 1376
pain, 1374–1377, 1375b
phases, 1373
prognosis/metastatic spread, 1372–1373
rehabilitation, 1371, 1386–1396
staging, 1372
survival statistics, 1372t
survivorship, 1371–1372
treatment, impairments, 1382–1386

Cancer-related fatigue (CRF), 1373b
occurrence, 1374

Canes, 353
mobility assistive devices, 6t
prescription, 353

Cannabinoids, 650–651
Cannabis (Cesamet/Marinol/Sativex), 650–651
Capacity determinations, 87–88
Capital femoral epiphysis, 849f

slip, 849–850
Capitellum

osteochondritis dissecans, 152f, 830
osteochondrosis, 830

Capsular patterns, 25
Capsule integrity, assessment, 25
Capsulitis, 1201
Carbon Copy Foot (dynamic response feet), 299f
Carbon dioxide production (VCO2), increase 

( detection), 717
Carbonic acid, conversion/production, 717
Cardiac abnormalities, 1114, 1205
Cardiac complications, management, 1128–1129
Cardiac conduction abnormalities, 1128
Cardiac disease, sexual dysfunction, 668–669
Cardiac electroshock therapy (EST), 723
Cardiac evaluation, 721–723

cognitive examination, 722–723
physical examination, 721–723

Cardiac function, 404–405
Cardiac imaging, 695
Cardiac output (Q), 405, 717–718

oxygen consumption, relationship, 719f–720f
Cardiac physiology, 719
Cardiac rehabilitation (CR), 713, 730–733

angioplasty/stenting, 731
anticoagulation, impact, 729
cardiac evaluation, 721–723
cardiomyopathy, 731
care continuum, 725–730
cognitive/mood disorders, 733
congestive heart failure, 732
diabetes, relationship, 729
historical development, 713
maintenance, 730
medications, 725, 726t
off-pump surgical techniques, 733
outpatient rehabilitation, 728–730
prescription, 730
rheumatologic/neurologic/orthopedic/balance 

disorders, 729–730
risk stratification guidelines, 728–729
sexual rehabilitation, 734
transitional period, 728
visual/cognitive impairment, 729
wound/skin integrity, 729

Cardiac stimulation, 695
Cardiac testing, 723–725
Cardiac transplantation, 1444b

complications, 1444–1445
effect, 1446t
rehabilitation, 1443–1447
therapeutic exercise, 1446–1447

Cardiomyopathy, 731
Cardiopulmonary deficits, 7
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Cardiopulmonary disease, symptoms/signs, 410b
Cardiopulmonary dysfunction, 1387–1388
Cardiopulmonary exercise testing, American Thoracic 

Society--American College of Chest Physicians 
indications, 743b

Cardiopulmonary metastases, 1381–1382
Cardiorespiratory endurance, 407

training, ACSM recommendations, 408–409
Cardiorespiratory physiology, 404
Cardiovascular activity, exercise (effects), 407b
Cardiovascular disease (CVD), 713–714
Cardiovascular events, risk (increase), 953
Cardiovascular exercise, 404–410
Cardiovascular fitness, 1318–1319
Cardiovascular preparation, 1007
Cardiovascular screening, 1016–1017
Cardiovascular system

exercise training, effects, 406
inactivity, negative consequences, 848

Care
apportionment, requirement, 124
chronic phase, 1035
options, MMI (relationship), 125
subacute phase, 1034–1035

Carisoprodol (Soma), 650
Carnitine palmitoyltransferase II (CPT2), 1097–1098
Carotid artery disease, surgical management, 

1191–1192
Carotid endarterectomy, 1192
Carpal canal, 1083f
Carpal ligament tests, 20t–25t
Carpal tunnel injection, 529, 529f–530f
Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), 188, 1069, 1084–1085

corticosteroid injections, 519
differential diagnosis, 1085
median neuropathy, clinical consideration, 226
Phalen’s test, 195–196
prefabricated wrist splints, 326
presentation, 1084–1085
response, 1085
wrist splint, 320f

Carpometacarpal joint, injection technique, 530, 530f
Carpopedal spasm, clinical syndrome, 187
Cartilage

breakdown, 771
debris, release, 771
imaging, 147
matrix, loss, 771
thickness, plain radiographs, 147

Cartilaginous involvement, non-contrast-enhanced 
CT (consideration), 149

Caryle formula, 271–272, 273b
Case-mixed groups (CMGs), 164

system, benchmarks, 164
Caspases (cysteine-aspartic acid proteases), 1137
Caster cart, 350–351, 350f
Caster wheels, sizes/configurations, 380
Catabolism/metabolic abnormalities, 1406–1407
Catch-up, occurrence, 1006
Cathartic bowel syndrome, 633–634
Catheter-associated UTI, impact, 615
Catheter inserters/clamps, 571
Cathodal tDCS, application, 1198
Cat’s claw (Uncaria tomentosa), dietary supplement, 

487
Cauda equina, 209, 614, 1298f
Caudal epidural injection, 549f
Caudal ESI, 548–549
Causalgia, 938
Causation, 123–124
Caveolin-3 (LGMD1C), 1113
Cavitation, 455
CEAP, 1360, 1360b
Celecoxib Long-term Arthritis Safety Study (CLASS), 

951
CellCept, 1241
Cellular dysfunction, propagation, 1135
Center of mass (CoM), 101, 106–107

sinusoidal path, movement, 106
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), 160

CMS/Physician Quality Reporting Initiative, 
 measure set, 166–167

Inpatient Prospective Payment System, 697
Central amputations, 259f
Central core myopathy, 1116
Centralization, pain (relationship), 879
Central MTrP, 977
Central nervous system (CNS)

anesthetics, systemic toxicity, 544
cell death, 1137
CNS-mediated pain, development, 278
congenital anomaly, 1275
glutamate levels, elevation, 1160
infection, 1253–1254
pain pathway, irritation, 972
tissues, cell death, 1137
UMN lesions, impact, 9

Central nervous system (CNS), degenerative move-
ment disorders (pathophysiology), 1223–1229

Central poststroke pain (CPSP), 1202
pathophysiology, 1202
pharmacotherapy, 1202

Central sensitization, 283–284, 942, 975f
Central somatosensory conduction time (CCT), 1159
Central spinal stenosis, sagittal MRI scan, 808f
Central ventilatory dysfunction, 1281
Centronuclear (myotubular) myopathy  

(non-X-linked), 1116
Cerebellar excitability, modulation, 1197
Cerebellum, 14

deficit, Romberg test, 14
movement control, 14

Cerebral amyloid angiopathy, 1181
Cerebral blood flow (CBF), 1180

serial measurements, 1190
Cerebral emboli, location/impact, 1181
Cerebral palsy (CP)

adulthood/aging, transition, 1268–1269
aging, 1432–1433
classification, 1254–1256, 1255b
clinical findings, 1257–1258
coagulation studies, 1259
cognitive/neuropsychological impairment, mental 

retardation, 1260
complementary and alternative medicine (CAM), 

1268
diagnosis, 1256–1259
diagnostic studies, 1258–1259
durable medical equipment, 1263–1264
early intervention, 1262
electrical stimulation, adjunctive therapy, 

1262–1263
epidemiology, 1253
etiology, 1253–1254
feeding/growth/nutrition, 1259
functional prognosis, 1259
gastrointestinal symptoms, 1261
gastrostomy tube (G-tube) placement, 1259
genitourinary aspect, 1261
hearing impairment, 1260
history, 1256–1257
medical management, 1259–1261
motor abnormalities, 1256
neuroimaging, 1258
neurologic issues, 1260–1261
neuromotor therapy, similarities/differences, 1263t
orthopedic management, 1266–1268
orthopedic surgical intervention, 1266
osteoporosis, relationship, 1261
outcome measures, 1261
pulmonary infections, 1260
rehabilitation, outcome measures, 1261t
respiratory dysfunction, 1260
risk factors, 1254b
spastic subtype, 1257
speech/language disorders, 1260–1261
therapeutic management, 1261–1264
therapy, approaches, 1262
therapy interventions, 1262–1263
visual impairment, 1260

Cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP), 1140–1141
decrease, 1136, 1159

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), 131–132
abnormalities, 1236
arachnoid impact, 1296
cortisol levels, elevation, 1141
obstruction, 1182

Cerebrovascular accident (CVA), 1178
stroke, contrast, 1178

Cerebrovascular occlusion, 1259
Certification enhancing quality outcomes, 
 maintenance, 168

Cervical axial pain, understanding, 787
Cervical contracture, 1391–1393
Cervical disk herniations, impact, 122
Cervical epidural injections, usefulness (controversy), 

545
Cervical extension, 797–798
Cervical facet

injections, 804f
spinal adjustment/local injection, 975–976

Cervical facet joint-mediated pain, prevalence, 803
Cervical internal disk disruption (CIDD), 805–807

diagnosis, 805
epidemiology, 805
history/physical examination, 805
imaging studies, 805
interventional spine physiatry, 806
physical medicine/rehabilitation, 805–806
physical modalities, prescription, 805–806
provocation diskography, 806
surgery, 806–807
TFESI, usage, 806
treatment, 805

Cervical intervertebral disk disruption (CIDD), 790
Cervical intervertebral disk herniation (CIDH), 794f, 

797
CIDH-related radiculopathy, antiinflammatory 

medications, 800
Cervical intervertebral disks

injury, 793
mechanical stimulation, 790
nerve supply, 789f

Cervical joint pain, 803–805
diagnostic zygapophyseal joint blocks, 804
epidemiology, 803
history/physical examination, 803
imaging studies, 803
interventional spine physiatry, 803–804
percutaneous radiofrequency ablation medial 

branch neurotomy, 804–805
physical medicine/rehabilitation, 803
superficial cryotherapy, 803
therapeutic zygapophyseal joint injections, 804
treatment, 803–805

Cervical manipulation, 436–437
complications, 488

Cervical medial branch block, target zones, 788f
Cervical motion, 362t
Cervical muscles, importance, 209–210
Cervical myelopathy, impact, 1269
Cervical myelopathy/myeloradiculopathy, 807–809

diagnosis, 807
epidemiology, 807
examination finding, 807
history/physical examination, 807
imaging studies, 807
nonoperative care, 807–808
surgery, 808–809
treatment, 807–809

Cervical nerve roots, dermatomal distribution, 790f
Cervical orthoses, 363, 797f

function, 800
Cervical postoperative patient, non-contrast-en-

hanced MRI/myelography, 143
Cervical radicular pain, 790

dynatomal mapping, 792f
Cervical radiculopathies, 209, 796–803

diagnosis, 797–799
diagnostic selective nerve root block, 801
electrodiagnostic evaluation, 799
epidemiology, 796
history/physical examination, 797–798
imaging studies, 798–799
interventional spine physiatry, 801
medications, 800–801
modalities, 800
MRI, imaging modality, 798–799
occurrence, 787
pathophysiology, 797
percutaneous diskectomy/disk decompression, 802
physical medicine/rehabilitation, 799–800
screens, 211
six-muscle screen identifications, 210t
stabilization/functional restoration, 801



Cervical radiculopathies (Continued)
surgery, 802–803
suspicion, 210
therapeutic selective nerve root injection,  

801–802
treatment, 799–803

Cervical range of motion, decrease, 795
Cervical SNRIs, safety, 802
Cervical spinal cord

brain involvement, 138
enlargement, MRI demonstration, 138
injuries, 1018
T2 signal, increase, 138

Cervical spinal disorders, treatment, 787
Cervical spine, 1018

anatomic interrelationships, 787–788
fractures/dislocations, 1300
lateral plain film, 136f
lateral plain radiographs, 796f
lesions, 794f
ligaments, anatomic relationship, 788f
multidetector-row (MDCT) images, 132f
open mouth view, 810f
physiologic forces, 795
plailn radiographs, 1021–1022
representative values, 361f
sequential radiographs, appearance, 795f
tests, 20t–25t

Cervical spine (C2-C7), treatment, 433f
Cervical spondylitic myelopathy, 807
Cervical spondylosis, 797
Cervical strain, pathomechanisms, 794–795
Cervical strengthening, isometric exercises, 801
Cervical TF ESI, evidence, 548
Cervical TF injection technique, 547
Cervical traction, 437

distractive force, 800
Cervical zygapophyseal joint injury/pain, 789–790, 

793–794, 803
Cervical zygapophysial joint innervation, 550
Cervicogenic headaches, 809–810

epidemiology/pathophysiology, 809
functional diagnostic tests/treatment, 809–810
history/physical examination, 809
imaging studies, 809
spinal structures, impact, 809
symptoms, duration, 809

Cervicothoracic orthoses, 363–364
Cervicothoracic stabilization, 801

exercises, 798t
Cervicothoracolumbosacral orthoses, 364
Chaddock sign, 17
Chair-back orthosis, 367, 367f

biomechanics, 367
design/fabrication, 367

Chance fracture, 1300f
Change, acceptance, 74–75
Charcot arthropathy, management, 1069–1070
Charcot-Bouchard aneurysms, 1181
Charcot joints, 135
Charcot joints, development, 1287
Charcot-Marie-Tooth (CMT) disease, 1077–1078

nerve conduction studies, 1077–1078
Charcot neuropathy, 1070f
Charged particles, migration, 461
Chat40, 503
ChatBox (electronic voice output system), 503f
Checkout, 317, 345
Chemical shift artifact, appearance, 137
Chemical use history, assessment, 72–73
Chemotherapy, 1384–1386
Chest pain, cardiac causes, 721

noncardiac causes, contrast, 722t
Chest physical therapy, 742
Chest roentgenograms, identification, 723
Chest wall

function disorders, exercise, 746
shape, abnormalities, 43

Chiari II malformation, 1281, 1281f
Chief complaint, 4

circumstance, 4
symptom/concern, 4

Child Behavior Checklist, 1158
Child Behavior Checklist-Second Edition  

(CBCL-II), 82
Child disabilities, 41
assessment tools, 49–50
impairments/activity limitations, association, 82

Childhood stroke, 1208–1209
Children

abnormal features, 43t
abuse, traumatic brain injury, 1135
bladder function, 603
brain injury, therapy guidelines, 84b
cerebral palsy, 1254, 1267
cystic fibrosis, 745–746
developmental/acquired disorders, treatment/ 

support, 83
examination, 41, 43
exercise, 422
gait, analysis, 46
hands-on approach, 42
hypertonia, management, 1264
liver transplantation, 1450
mental retardation, 49
midlumbar-level lesions, 1285
myelomeningocele, management, 1280–1287
neuropsychological assessment, 83
obesity, increase, 422
physical examination, standardization (absence), 

41–42
pressure ulcers, occurrence, 695
prone position evaluation, 45f
pure equinus deformities, 1285
rapport, 42
spastic diplegia, 1255f
strength training guidelines, 422t
syndromes, 43t

Children’s Depression Inventory, 82
Chiropractic, 483
Chloride (Cl-) ions, 160–161

experiment, illustration, 167f
Chlorpromazine (Thorazine/Largactil), 650
Cholinergic systems, importance, 1139
Chondral lesions, 856
Chondrodystrophic myotonia (Schwartz-Jampel 

syndrome), 1119–1120
Chondroitin sulfate, dietary supplement, 486

adverse effects, 486
Chondromalacia, 855

arthroscopic stages, 147
Chopart amputation (transtarsal disarticulation), 291
Cho-Pat strap, 860
Chorea, 1227
Choreoathetoid CP, 1254
Chromatin, 1160
Chronic ankle pain, clinical scenarios, 154–155
Chronic disabling pain, development, 880b
Chronic disease, sexual dysfunction, 665–669
Chronic diseases, acute poststroke exacerbations, 1204
Chronic distal radius injury, radiograph, 1026f
Chronic elbow pain, 131, 151–152
Chronic exertional compartment syndrome (CECS), 

862–863
Chronic hypoxia, 686
Chronic inflammation, 686
Chronic inflammatory demyelinating 

 polyneuropathy (CIDP), 201, 1074–1075
clinical criteria, 1075b
clinical diagnostic/electrodiagnostic criteria, 249b
clinical features, 1074–1075
consideration, 247
diagnosis, 1075
electrodiagnostic criteria, 1075b
electrodiagnostic studies, 1075
identification, 213
IVIG/plasma exchange response, 1075
representation, 215–216
treatment, 1075
variants, 1074b

Chronic intestinal pseudobstruction, surgery, 634–635
Chronic liver failure, 1451
Chronic low back pain, 122
Chronic lower extremity pain, diagnostic/treatment 

algorithm, 1350f
Chronic neck pain, ACR appropriateness criteria, 138
Chronic neuropathic pain

gabapentin, impact, 958
states (management), anticonvulsants (targeting), 

957
1471Index

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), 
742b

diet counseling/self-management, 747
exercise, 744–745, 745b
nutritional issues, 746–747
severity, classification scheme, 745t

Chronic opioid analgesic therapy (COAT), 953
analgesic response, 956
controversy, 956

Chronic pain
affective factors, 943–944
anger, relationship, 944
antidepressants, impact, 958–959
anxiety, impact, 944
aquatic rehabilitation, 962
assessment, 946–947
behavioral treatment approaches, 945–946
biofeedback, 962
cerebral plasticity, 939–940
COAT, impact, 953
cognitive behavioral techniques, 946
cognitive factors, 944
cost, 936
COX-2 inhibitors, impact, 951–953
depression, accompaniment, 943–944
development, 278
Feldenkrais Method, 962–963
first-generation anticonvulsants, inclusion, 

957–958
historical overview, 935–936
history, 936–940
learning factors, 945
longer-acting oral opioid medications, 953
long-term high-dose opioid management, endo-

crine effects, 957
management, 949b
measurement, McGill Pain Questionnaire Short 

Form, 946–947
medications, 951–961
methadone, 956
microfractures, impact, 918
mind-body medicine, 961–962
movement, fear, 945
movement-based therapies, 962–963
NSAIDs, 951–953, 952t
nurse facilitator, impact, 951
occupational therapy, 949
operant behavioral techniques, 945–946
operant learning, 945
opioid analgesics, 953–957, 954t–955t
opioid hyperalgesia, pronociceptive effects, 957
opioid management, outcomes, 956
opioid therapy, impact, 956–957
patient-physician treatment agreements, 956
pharmacotherapy, importance, 951
physical therapy, 949
Pilates, impact, 962
prevalence, 935–936
processes, 936f
psychologic issues, 943–945
psychology, 949–950
psychometric assessment tools, 948t
psychometric measures, 947
rehabilitation psychology interventions, 86–87
relaxation training, 962
respondent learning, 945
secondary problem, reviews, 936
selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, impact, 

959
sexual dysfunction, 668
short-acting opioids, impact, 953
sleep, relationship, 946
syndrome, 1035
T’ai Chi, 963
therapeutic recreation, 951
topical analgesics, 961
tricylic antidepressants, impact, 959
vocational rehabilitation, 950–951
yoga, 962

Chronic pain treatment, 947–963
goals, 949b
interdisciplinary approach/treatment, 947–951
interdisciplinary pain team members, 950b
modalities, 950t
multidisciplinary approach/team, 947–951
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Chronic progressive lower motor neuron disorders, 
1044–1046

Chronic sensorimotor distal polyneuropathy, 1071
Chronic spinal pain, reason, 917
Chronic venous disease, 684
Chronic venous/edematous ulcers, 683
Chronic venous insufficiency (CVI), 1358–1362, 

1359f
diagnostic evaluation, 1360
epidemiology, 1358
management, 1360–1361
medications, 1361
pathogenesis, 1358–1359
sclerotherapy, 1361
surgery, 1361

Chronic venous ulcers, 697–698
diagnostic tests, 698
drainage management, 699
treatment, 699–700

Chronic whiplash pain, 122
Chronic widespread pain (CWP), 946
Chronic wounds, 683–684, 687

acute inpatient management, 705–706
angiography, 689
ankle brachial index, 688
appearance, 687
assessment, 687
bed, preparation, 690
care, financial burden, 683
clinical wound assessment, 687–689
comorbidities, 686, 687t
debridement, 690–691
dressings, 691
edema, 686
electrical stimulation, 694
electromagnetic therapy, 694
epidemiology, 683–684
geometry, 687, 689f
infection, 705–706
inflammation, 686
macrocirculation, 688–689
measurement techniques, 687
mechanical debridement, 691
microcirculation, 689
nutrient exchange, 686
nutrition, 706–707
outpatient transition, 705–706
oxygen impairment, 686
pathomechanics, 685–686
pathophysiology, 685–686
perfusion assessment, 688–689
phototherapy, 693
pressure assessment, 689
proteases, levels (elevation), 686
pulse volume recording, 688
Sharps debridement, 690–691
shear stress assessment, 689
stem cell therapy, 693
surgical debridement, 690
surgical management, 706
surgical repair, 705–706
therapeutic ultrasound, 693–694
three-dimensional geometry, 688f
transformation, 688f
treatment, principles, 690–694
volume, 687

Chronic wrist pain, 131, 152
Churg-Strauss syndrome, 1080
Chvostek’s sign, 187
Circle of Willis, saccular aneurysms (location),  

1181
Circulating fluid pads, 452
Circumlocutions, 11, 56
CK enzyme, impact, 1100–1101
Claimant, impairment grade (determination), 119
Clavicle fractures, 819–820
Clearance to play, 1016
C-leg (computer-controlled prosthetic knee joints), 

305f
Clinically isolated syndrome (CIS), 1237
Clinical Management of Right Hemisphere Dysfunction 

(Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago), 59
Clinical manifestation, Etiology, Anatomic distribu-

tion, Pathophysiologic mechanism (CEAP), 
1360, 1360b
Clinical NMES applications, 472
Clinical stroke syndromes, 1184–1187
Clonazepam (Klonopin/Rivotril), 648–649
Clonidine (Catapres/Dixarit), 650
Closed amputations, 278
Clostridium botulinum, impact, 218–219
Clubfoot (congenital talipes equinovarus), 45
Coagulation, warfarin (impact), 542
Coagulopathy, 541
Coarse tuning, 119t
Cochlear implants, 507
Cochrane Database Review, 1050–1051
Cochrane Review, 890, 1194
Cochrane Stroke Group Trials Register, 1200
Cognition, 7, 567

enhancement, amantadine impact, 1152
mental process, 7
multiple sclerosis, impact, 1246

Cognitive ability, decline, 1226
Cognitive assessment, 87–88
Cognitive behavioral techniques, 946
Cognitive-behavioral therapies (CBTs), 1156
Cognitive behavioral therapy interventions, 

 assumptions, 946b
Cognitive-behavior therapy (CBT), 78, 485

effectiveness, 86–87
patient instruction, 65

Cognitive characteristics, 54t
Cognitive-communicative disorders, 53
Cognitive defects, neurodevelopmental/acquired 

neurologic conditions (impact), 84
Cognitive deficits, treatments, 60
Cognitive disabilities, assistive technology, 509–510
Cognitive dysfunction, presence, 733
Cognitive functioning

opioid therapy, impact, 956–957
scale, Ranchos level, 1145t

Cognitive functions, arousal/attention, 1151–1152
Cognitive impairment, interventions, 1153
Cognitive linguistic deficits, 12
Cognitive neuropsychology, emergence, 80
Cognitive rehabilitation (CR), 79–81, 84–85

approaches, conceptualization, 80
development, 80
developmental issues, 85
effectiveness, evidence, 81
history, 79–80
interventions, future, 80
techniques, efficacy (evaluation), 80–81

Cogwheeling, Parkinson disease form, 1223
Cold

analgesic effect, 459
application, 458
contraindications, 459
effects, 459
harm, 449
hemodynamic effects, 458
neuromuscular effects, 458
packs, 459
physiologic effects, 458–459, 458b
precautions, 458b, 459
prescription, elements, 450b

Cold water immersion, 459–460
Collagenase, enzymatic debridement, 691
Collateral ligament injuries, 838
Colles fracture, 834
Colon, sympathetic/parasympathetic/somatic 

nervous system innervation (neurologic levels/
pathways), 621f

Colonic compliance, 626
Colonic intestinal pseudobstruction, surgery, 

634–635
Colonic motility, 626
Colorectal function, 627t
Colostomy, 635
Coma, 10, 1144–1145
Coma/Near Coma scale, 66
Coma Near Coma (CNC) scale, 1144–1145
Combat exhaustion, 88–89
Combat-related injury/disability, 88–89
Combat-related symptoms, 89
Combination indoor-outdoor power wheelchairs, 

383
Combined genital/subjective arousal disorder, 664
Comfort cool splint, 324f
Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation 
Facilities (CARF), 165–166

accreditation, 162, 165–166
ASPIRE to Excellence, introduction, 166
outcomes orientation, 165
standards, evolution/refinement, 166

Commode chairs, 571
Common mode rejection, 191
Communication, 7, 11–12

disorders
assistive technology, 502–504
maagement, traumatic brain injury (impact), 59

disorders, nervous system pathology, 53
pragmatics/context, involvement, 12
skills, 7

Community Integration Measure (CIM), 1163
Community Integration Questionnaire (CIQ), 1163
Compartment syndrome, 862–863
Competence, performance (disparities), 66
Competitive athletes, cardiovascular screening (AHA 

recommendations), 1017b
Complementary and alternative medicine (CAM), 

493t–494t, 483, 1268
Complete enclosure shoulder socket, 269
Complete paraplegia, transfer training, 1315
Complete rotator cuff tears, MRI display, 150
Complete tetraplegia, neurologic recovery, 1308
Complex HSP, characterization, 1044
Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS), 557
Complex repetitive discharge (CRD), 184, 184f

action potentials, spontaneous firing group, 184
firing frequency, 200

Complicated mild injury, 1133
Component selection, considerations, 306
Composite tissue allograft (CTA), 261
Compound muscle action potential (CMAP), 175, 

180–182
amplitude assessment/elicitation, 209,  

1068–1069
elicitation, 180
negative phase, positive deflection, 181
reduction, 203, 215
sequential distortion, 191–192

Comprehensive clinical interview, 66
Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA) 

(1973), 759
Compressigrip, 279
Compression neuropathy, 188
Compression stockings, 700, 1360
Compression therapy, contraindications, 1360
Compressive neuropathy diagnosis, targeted  

high-resolution ultrasound, 146
Computed tomography (CT), 132–133

arthrography, MR arthrography (comparison), 147
artifacts, 135–136
contrast agent enhancement, 133
cross-sectional image production, 132
data, reconstruction, 136
intravenous contrast agent enhancement, 133
MRI, comparison, 133
myelography, 133
relative advantages/disadvantages, 134t
scanning, 135
streak/beam-hardening artifact, 136f

Computed tomography angiography (CTA), 1351
Computed tomography kidneys, ureter, and bladder 

(CT-KUB), 605, 616f–617f
Computer-aided design (CAD), 369–370

system, 266
Computer-aided manufacturing (CAM), 369–370
Computer-controlled prosthetic knee joints, 305f
Computerized adaptive testing (CAT), 163

functional outcomes system, 163
Computer processing, 103
Concentration gradient work (Wcon), 172
Concentric needle electrodes, 189–190, 219
Concussions, 1020–1021, 1133–1134

care, 1020
grading scales, 1140t
management, 1020, 1139–1140
physical exertion/training, impact, 1151
prognosis, 1020
RTP, avoidance, 1020
symptoms, 1020b

Conditioning, principles, 1004–1005



Conduction, 449–450
aphasia, 1184
block, 1068–1069, 1080

Conduction aphasia, 54–55
rarity, 55

Conduction block, 187
fibrillation potentials, observation (absence), 187
SNAP/CMAP, relationship, 213

Conduction velocity, aging (impact), 174
Conference Mate, 507
Confusion Assessment Protocol (CAP), focus, 1145
Congenital disease identification, family history, 41
Congenital DM1, 1118
Congenital fiber-type size disproportion, 1116–1117
Congenital glenoid hypoplasia, 824
Congenital MMD, 1098–1100
Congenital muscular dystrophy (CMD), 1098–1100, 

1114–1115
early spine rigidity, inclusion, 1115

Congenital myopathies, 217, 1115–1117
Congenital myotonic muscular dystrophy type I, 1118f
Congenital scoliosis, 368
Congenital talipes equinovarus (clubfoot), 45
Congenital upper limb reductions, classification 

schemes, 258b
Congestive heart failure (CHF), 732

aerobic programs, 732
Connective tissue

cold, impact, 458–459
disease neuropathies, 1078–1080, 1080b
heat, impact, 451

Conners’ Rating Scale, 82
Consciousness

alteration, 10
disorders, management, 1144
level, 10

Consensus Conference on CPR, changes, 1017, 1017t
Constant current stimulators, 192–193
Constant voltage stimulators, 192–193
Constipation, 626

management, 632
Constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT), 

1194, 1262
Contact dermatitis, 285–286
Contact surface, pressure-time characteristics, 

104–105
Continuing medical education (CME), 1459–1460

change, 167
interactive education, focus, 167
providers, report focus, 167

Continuous EEG (cEEG) monitoring, 1141
Continuous muscle fiber activity, 186
Continuous passive motion orthoses, 322
Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) devices, 

1321
Continuous quality improvement (CQI), 159

principle, 159–160
Contractile filaments, molecular characteristics, 

411–412
Contraction

duration, energy sources, 404f
knot, microscopic finding, 980f

Contractures, 1334, 1409–1410
development, identification (importance), 1148
prevention, 264, 1410f
TBI, impact, 1148–1149
visual inspection, 26

Contralesional hemisphere
activity, 1192–1193
interhemispheric interactions, 1193

Contralesional motor cortex, excitability (decrease), 
1198

Contrast agents, impact, 543
Contrast baths, 460–461
Contrecoup effect, 59
Control, perceptions, 86
Control attachment strap, 266
Control cables, 269

elimination, 269
Control system, types, 267
Conus, diseases, 614
Conus medullaris syndrome, 1298f
Convection, 449–450
Conversion factors, 160
Cookie (metatarsal pad), 335
Cooling, types (classification), 458t
Copaxone, 1240t
Copper-zinc superoxide dismutase (SOD1) gene 

defect, 1041
Core competencies, 1460b
Core muscle work, 1007
Coronary angiography, 723
Coronary artery bypass graft (CABG), 683, 731
Coronary artery bypass surgery, cardiac 

 rehabilitation, 731
Coronary artery calcification score (CACS), 725
Coronary artery disease (CAD)

cardiac rehabilitation, 730–731
CT/MRI, 725
development, risk factors (emergence), 717t
diabetes, risk factor, 716
dyslipidemia, risk factor, 715
energy substrates, 717
HDL level, 1323
hypertension, 714–715
metabolic syndrome, risk factor, 716
nonomodifiable risk factors, 716
overweight/obesity, risk factor, 715
oxygen consumption, 717
physical inactivity, risk factor, 714
risk factors, 411t, 714–716, 714b
smoking, risk factor, 715
work, return, 734

Coronary vascular disease (CVD), women (deaths), 
733

Cortical bone, assessment (MRI insensitivity), 148
Cortical involvement, non-contrast-enhanced CT 

consideration, 149
Cortical vision impairment (CVI), 1260
Corticosteroids, 518–520, 518t, 543

adverse systemic effects, 519
atrophy, 1123
cardiovascular impact, 544
efficacy, 519–520
endocrine impact, 543–544
local tissue toxicity, 543
mechanisms/types/adverse effects, 518–519
particles, impact, 544
solubility, 518–519

Corticostriatal DA signaling system, 1152
Cosmesis, 267, 278, 330, 1383f
Cough, airway protection reflex, 1054
CoughAssist Mechanical In-Exsufflator cough 

 machine, 742, 743f
Counterstrain, 432, 434
Coup effect, 59
Coupling, 913
Co:Writer, literacy technology, 510
COX-2 protein, isolation (impact), 951
Coxa valga (coxa vara), 333, 1266, 1267f
Cozen’s test, 818

positive value, 826
Craig Hospital Assessment and Reporting Technique 

(CHART), 1163
Cramps, 186–187

clinical syndrome, 187
motor units, firing, 187
recording, 187f

Cranial nerve I (olfactory nerve) examination, 12
Cranial nerve II (optic nerve) examination, 12
Cranial nerve III (oculomotor nerve) examination, 12
Cranial nerve IV (trochlear nerve) examination, 12
Cranial nerve IX (glossopharyngeal nerve) examina-

tion, 13
Cranial nerves, 1379

cancer, 1379
examination, 12–14, 195

Cranial nerves, intactness, 247
Cranial nerve testing, 242
Cranial nerve V (trigeminal nerve) examination, 

12–13
Cranial nerve VI (abducens nerve) examination, 12
Cranial nerve VII (facial nerve) examination, 13
Cranial nerve VIII (vestibulocochlear nerve) 

 examination, 13
Cranial nerve X (vagus nerve) examination, 13
Cranial nerve XI (accessory nerve) examination, 13
Cranial nerve XII (hypoglossal nerve) examination, 14
Craniosacral technique, application, 435
Craniovertebral junction injuries, 1336
1473Index

Crank shaft deformity, 1127
Creatine, 1014
Creatine phosphate system, 403
Creatinine clearance time, 605
Credé maneuvers, 609
Crisis intervention, 75–76
Critical colonization, 705
Critical illness myopathy (CIM), impact, 233–234
Critical illness polyneuropathy, impact, 233–234
Critical limb ischemia (CLI), 1348
Crossed aphasia, 56–57
Crossing the Quality Chasm (2001 Committee on the 

Quality of Healthcare report), 161
Crosspoint, 266
Crouch gait, 1267
Cruciform anterior spinal hyperextension thoraco-

lumbosacral orthosis (CASH TCSO), 365–366, 
366f

biomechanics, 365
design/fabrication, 365

Crusis, occurrence, 286
Crutches, 353–354, 573

length, 353
mobility assistive device, 6t
prescription, 353
RGO usage, 352
tips, 354

Cryotherapy, 457–460
Cryotherapy-compression units, 460
Cubital tunnel syndrome, 319f, 326
Cuff suspension, 294
Culp, Connie, 1452f
Culture-fair neuropsychological assessment tools, 70
Culture-free neuropsychological assessment tools, 70
Cumulative trauma disorders, 123, 1032
Cupping (tapotement), 442f
Curvilinear lucency, 136f
Cushing’s syndrome (endogenous hypercortisolism), 

1123
Custom bivalved patellar tendon-bearing AFO, 344f
Custom car seats, 574
Custom-fabricated body jacket, 365, 365f

biomechanics, 365
Custom fitting techniques, advances, 266
Custom foot orthosis, making, 334
Custom-made PTB AFOs, indication, 344
Custom-molded seating systems, 391
Custom orthoses, prefabricated orthoses (contrast), 

359–360
Custom plastic solid AFO, posterior trim line, 341f
Custom prosthesis, early fitting, 287
Cutaneous pain, cortical/subcortical networks, 943
Cutometer, 1410
Cutout cups, 568
Cycle constructive/destructive interference, demon-

stration, 462f
Cyclic NMES, 474
Cyclooxygenase, 1121
Cyproheptadine (Periactin), 650
Cyriax, Edgar/James, 428
Cysteine-aspartic acid proteases (caspases), 1137
Cystic fibrosis, exercise (impact), 745–746
Cystic lesions, benign characterization 

( consideration), 149
Cystography, 606
Cystometrography, 606
Cystoscopy, 608
Cytidine diphosphate (CDP), CDP-choline, 1138
Cytokines, expression, 1137
Cytomegalovirus (CMV), 1073

cytomegalovirus-related progressive 
 radiculoneuropathy, 1077

Cytopenias, 1396
Cytosine-adenine-guanine (CAG) repeat, impact, 

1046

D
Daily Adjusted Progressive Resistance Exercise 

(DARPE), 414–415
Daily living, electronic aids, 400
Daily mobility, adult manual wheelchairs (types), 

374t
Dalfampridine ER (Ampyra), 1241
Dance therapy, 486
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Dashboard injury, 858–859
Data-driven reality, 75
Data management, 162
Daubert standard, 1038
Dawson’s fingers, 1234
Day programs, 761
Daytime sleepiness, excess, 1118
D-dimer assay, 1363–1364
Debridement, 690–691, 705
Decade of Disabled Persons, 762–763
Decisional capacity, executional capacity (contrast), 87
Decrement, 242
Deep abdominal muscles, 874f
Deep heat, 454–457
Deep massage, impact, 440
Deep partial-thickness burns, 1404
Deep tendon reflexes, 17
Deep tissue injury (DTI), 694–695
Deep vein thrombosis (DVT), 1323

development, 1323
sequelae, 1323
treatment regimen, 1323

Deep venous thrombosis
prevention, 1365

Deep venous thrombosis (DVT), 1147, 1363
Defecation, 623–625

dysfunction, 626, 632
prevention, 624f

Defective articulation, 12
Defense and Veterans Brain Injury Center (DVBIC), 

1164
Defense attorneys, video surveillance, 128
Deflection, 454
Degassed water, 456
Degeneration, age initiation, 990f
Degenerative cascade, 894
Degenerative change, spectrum, 876f
Degenerative disk disease, 138–140
Degenerative intervertebral disk space, MRI 

 depiction, 805f
Degenerative movement disorders, 1223–1229
Degenerative osteoarthritic changes, 797
Degenerative spine cascade, 875–876
Degenerative zygapophyseal joint, delineation, 894
Degree of Adductor Muscle Tone, 642
Dejerine-Sottas HSMN type3, 216
Delayed muscle relaxation, phenomenon, 184
Delirium (acute confusional state), risk factors, 1422b
DeLorme method, 414
Deltoid muscles, NMES, 1201
Deltopectoral groove, inclusion, 269
Dementia, 613, 1422

communicative/cognitive deficits, 59–60
communicative/cognitive disorders, management, 

60
differential features, 60t

Demyelinating neuropathies, electrodiagnostic 
changes, 213

Demyelinating polyneuropathy, 215–216
Denervation

needle examination, 229
rate, impact, 219

Dens fracture, mach line simulation, 136f
Denver Developmental Screening Test (DDST-II), 48
Depression

anxiety, relationship, 71
heart disease, relationship, 733
predictors, 943–944
serotonergic transmission, deficit, 1225
sexual dysfunction, 669
TBI, relationship, 1156–1157

Depression, synaptic plasticity change, 1197
de Quervain’s syndrome, 832
de Quervain’s tenosynovitis (extensor pollicis brevis 

tenosynovitis)
corticosteroid injection treatment, 519–520
Finklestein’s test, 195–196
injection techniques, 529–530

Dermatomes, distribution, 15f
Dermatomyositis (DM), 217, 775, 1122

CK elevation, 1101–1102
Descartes, Rene, 938
Descending antinociceptive system, 995
Descending inhibition, 942–943
Desensitization techniques, 264, 283
Detailed job analysis, 126
Detraining, effects, 406
Detrusor-bladder neck dyssynergia, 614
Detrusor muscle characteristics, 601
Detrusor-sphincter dyssynergia, 614
Developmental dysplasia of the hip (DDH), 

 newborn screening, 46
Developmental milestones, 42t
Developmental reflex assessment, importance, 46–47
Devil’s claw (harpagophytum procumbens), dietary 

supplement, 487
adverse effects, 487

Diabetes
CAD risk factor, 716
cardiac rehabilitation, 729
drugs, sports involvement, 1013
exercise, 423–424, 424t
increase, 216
polyneuropathy, cause, 195
sexual dysfunction, 668

Diabetes mellitus (DM), 1179–1180
ischemic/neuropathic ulcers, 684
sexual dysfunction, 668

Diabetic amyotrophy (proximal motor neuropathy), 
1071–1072

Diabetic autonomic neuropathy, 1072
Diabetic neuropathies, 1071

classification, 1071
Diabetic polyneuropathy, identification, 213
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fourth Edition, 

Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR), 662
sexual dysfunction classification, 663t
subtypes, application, 662–663

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 
59–60

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 
Fourth Edition (DSM-IV), 83

Diagnostic C6 selective nerve root block, fluoroscopic 
image, 802f

Diagnostic selective nerve root block, 801
Diagnostic ultrasound, uniqueness, 522
Diagnostic zygapophysial joint blocks, 804
Diagnostic zygapophysial joint intervention, 551–552

positive predictive value (PPV), 551
Dialectical behavior therapy, 79
Dial lock, adjustment, 348f
Diaphragmatic pacing, 747
Diaphragm paralysis, long-term outcomes, 751
Diarrhea, 625–626, 630
Diarthrosis joint (synovial joint), 769
Diaschisis (neuronal disconnection), 1136, 1192
Diastolic blood pressure (DBP), 405
Diathermy, 454
Diazepam (Valium), 648
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (Department of 

Labor), 126, 1034
Dietary supplements, 486–487, 493t–494t
Differential amplification, 191
Difficulty with evacuation (DWE), 619, 626, 630
Diffuse atherosclerotic vascular disease, 734
Diffuse axonal injury (DAI), 1135–1136

amantadine, effectiveness, 1152
computed tomography scans, 1143f
neuronal disconnection/diaschisis, 1136

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), 1161–1162, 1162f
Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), 1161–1162, 1234
Diffusion-weighted MRI (DW MRI), 1189
Digital speech, 503
Digital sprains, splints, 323–324
Digital stimulators, 571
Digit circumference, 174–175
Dilution, principle, 484
Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), dietary supplement, 487

adverse effects, 487
Diplegia, term (elimination), 1256
Diplopia, 1151
Direct diaphragm pacing, 1322
Directed history, 195
Direct interventions, 79–80
Direct myofascial release, 427, 433
Direct selection, 501
Disability1, 117–120, 755, 1035

aging, 1432–1433
apportionment, requirement, 124
assessment, 117
Disability1 (Continued)
behavior modification/cognitive training 

 requirement, 762
comprehensive rehabilitation, 758
concept, 755–756
conditions, risk, 757t
data, 756–757
day programs, 761
definitions, 4t, 117–118
disease, sexual dysfunction, 665–669
employment/earnings, 758t
employment programs, 761–762
home-based programs, 761
impairment, contrast, 118, 120
incentives, 764–765
management, 76
numbers, increase, 755
patient care settings transfer, 161
prevention, 765
rating, 117, 275t
socioeconomic effect, 757–758
supported employment, 762

Disability agencies, 117
administrative imperative, 121
assumption, 120
recovery model adoption, 124
standards, differences, 123–124
treatment, requirement, 124–125
video surveillance, 128

Disability evaluation, 123, 128–129
deception, possibility, 128
diagnosis, 123
nonorganic responses, 129
objective findings, 128–129
physicians, roles, 120–123
questions, addressing, 123–128
strategies, 123–128
treating physician concerns, 121

Disability Rating Scale (DRS), 1163
Disability-related policies, 758–759
Disability-related programs, 758–759, 758t
Disabled athlete, training (classification system), 1026t
Disablement, 756

biopsychosocial model, 755, 756f
cost, 757
indirect nonmonetary costs, 757–758
poverty, relationship, 757
socioeconomic consequences, 757

Discharge, preparation, 76
Discography, 131–132, 555–556

proponents, suggestions, 806
Disease consequences/manifestation, 484–485, 500, 

755
Disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs), 

771–773, 779t
Disease-modifying therapies (DMTs), availability, 

1233
Disk bulge, 895
Disk decompression, 802
Disk extrusions, 887f, 895f

epidural hematomas, association, 139–140
MRI, 143f

Disk herniation, 793, 895–896, 895f, 901
demonstration, 120
inflammatory response, 895–896
procedures, 896b

Diskitis
MRI, 144f
plain radiographic findings, 143

Disk loads, biomechanical lifting, 875
Diskogenic back pain

procedures, 896b
treatment, 896–901

Diskogenic pain, diagnostic criteria, 555
Disk protrusion, 895, 895f

Disk radiculopathy, procedures, 896b
Disorder of development, 1253
Displays, 502
Distal biceps tendonitis/rupture, 827
Distal clavicle, osteolysis, 820–821
Distal clavicular osteolysis, nonoperative treatment, 

821
Distal hereditary motor neuropathies, 1077
Distal humeral ossification centers, fusion age, 830f
Distal iliotibial band, injection technique, 534
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Distal interphalangeal (DIP) joints, 317–319
collateral ligament injuries, 838
extension force, 835
radiographic evaluation, 837
radiologic studies, 836
splinting, 837f

Distal latency, temperature (effects), 203
Distal limbs, immersion (alternation), 460–461
Distal radial fractures, 834

Frykman classification system, 834, 834f
Distal sensory polyneuropathy, 1076–1077
Distal symmetric polyneuropathy (DSP), 201

evidence, absence, 216–217
Distal triceps tendonitis/rupture, 827–828
Distal ulna, pronation, 135f
Distal ulnar-innervated muscles, recruitment 

( reduction), 231
Distal weakness, inclusion, 246b
Distributed networks, theory, 1182
Disturbed sleep, medications, 960t
Dix-Hallpike maneuver, 13f
Dizziness, causes, 1150
Docking system, 388–389
Doctor-patient-family relationship, 3–4
Doll’s eyes, 1144
Dolly, operation, 1036f
Donor site morbidity, 1382–1383
Donor skin removal, 1405f
Donor tissue, microvasculature, 260
Do not resuscitate (DNR) oder, 683, 696
Dopamine (DA), 1144

systems, importance, 1139
Dopamine transporter (DAT), 1138
Doping, 1012

sports history, 1012b
Doppler pressure measurements, 278
Doppler velocity waveform analysis, 1350
Dorsal extension splint, 838f
Dorsal horn neuron (DHN), receptive field 

( unmasking), 981f
Dorsal root ganglion, location, 209
Dorsiflexion assist (posterior spring), 339f, 341
Dorsiflexion stop (anterior stop), 340–341
Doshas (life force/energy), 484
Double-action metal ankle joint, solid stirrup 

( inclusion), 338f
Double-action stirrup, 339f
Double crush, 1088
Double dipping, 128
Double product (DP), 720–721
Double support, 100
Doublets, 187f
Dreaded black line, 861
Dressing, 568–569, 691, 692t–693t

sticks, 569
Driving, importance, 5–6
Dronabinol, bioavailability, 651
Drop arm test, 818
Drop foot, 115
Drop metastases, 1306
Dropped head syndrome, 1048f
Drug-induced dysphagia, 588t
Drug monitoring, sports history, 1012b
DRX9000 (decompression device), 439
Dual-site system, 267
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), 43, 

1097–1098, 1106t
absolute FVC volumes, increase, 1108
ambulation, 1126
anthropometric changes, 1108–1109
calf pseudohypertrophy, 1107f
cardiomyopathy, 1108
cognition/behavioral phenotype, 1108
contractures, 1107
deltoid/calf musculature, pseudohypertrophy, 

1100f
diagnostic evaluation, 1106
dystrophinopathy, 1106–1109
Gower’s sign, 1102f
longitudinal weight measurements, 1109
maximal static airway pressures, 1108
onset/early signs, 1106–1107
pharmacologic treatment, 1107
presymptomatic treatment, 1108
progression, 1106–1107
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) (Continued)
pulmonary function, 1108
spine deformity, 1107–1108
X-linked disorder, 1106

Dura, sagittal schematic, 1297f
Duran flexor tendon repair splint, 328f
Duration, 174, 180, 407, 409
Dynamic electromyographic activity, classification, 

106t
Dynamic EMG, 102
Dynamic equilibrium potential, 160
Dynamic motion-blocking splint, 322
Dynamic polyelectromyography, 105–106
Dynamic postures, 925f
Dynamic response feet, 298, 299f
Dynamic splint, 321
Dynamic splinting device, 1148–1149
Dynamic traction splint, 322
Dynamometry, 1035
Dynatomal mapping, 792f
Dysarthria, 12, 61, 61t, 1053

exercise modalities, 1199
motor speech disorder, 60–61
neurologic diagnosis, 61t

Dysautonomia, 247
Dysesthetic limb pain, 1243
Dysferlin, 1110–1112
Dysferlinopathies (LGMD2B), 1112
Dyslipidemia, 716t

CAD risk factor, 715
Dyspareunia, 664–665, 677
Dysphagia, 584–585, 587, 1184, 1187, 1205

management, 1053–1054
medical history, 588–589
oral-motor function, 1259
physical examination, 589
risk (increase), compromised/altered respiratory 

function, 588
surgery, 595–596
treatment, 592–596

Dysphagia, threat, 1247
Dysphonia, 12, 195, 1187, 1393–1394
Dyspnea, neurologic complaints, 195
Dysport, 651–653
Dystonia, 1229, 1257–1258
Dystonic cerebral palsy, 793
Dystonic CP, 1254
Dystroglycans, 1110–1112
Dystrophic myopathies, 1105–1106

elbow flexion contractures, 1125
serum transaminases, elevation, 1102

Dystrophin, localization, 1106
Dystrophin-glycoprotein complex, 1104–1105
Dystrophinopathies, 1106–1122, 1106t
Dysvascular amputation, 706
Dysynchronous conduction, 1069

E
Early bladder management, 1279–1280
Early functional improvements, 282
Early recruitment, 200
Early rehabilitation neuropsychology assessments, 66
Early satiety, management, 630
Early spine rigidity, 1115
Eating disorders, 1023b
Eating inadequacy, 1023
Eccentric overload, 821
Echocardiograms, 723
Edema, 686, 833
Edema control, 264, 279–281

elastic stockinet, 281f
systems, availability, 279

Educational disability diagnoses, 85b
Educational planning, 85–86
Education for All Handicapped Children Act (Public 

Law 94-142), 85
Education of All Handicapped Children Act (1975) 

(PL 94-142), 1262
Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments 

(1986) (PL 99-457), 1262
Edwin Smith Surgical Papyrus, 1293
Effleurage, 440–441

massage, 441f
Ehlers-Danlos syndrome, 824
Ejaculatory dysfunction, 676, 1328
SSRIs, impact, 670

Elastic compression, 699
Elastic shoelaces, 569
Elastic socks/stockinet, 279, 281f
Elastomeric linear suspension, 295–296, 303
Elbowing, motion, 269
Elbows, 826–831

coronal T1-weighted image, 152f
disarticulation, 259, 262, 268–269
dislocations, 831
flexion angle, differences, 379f
flexors, passive stretching, 1125
focal ulnar neuropathy, diagnosis, 231
hard end feel, 25
imaging, 151–152
joint, absence, 269
palpation, 195–196
radiographs, 828, 830
range of motion, loss, 259
short-segment stimulation, 230–231
special tests, 818
stability tests, 20t–25t
ulnar nerve abnormalities, assessment, 152
ulnar neuropathy, 1085–1086
valgus extension overload, 829
valgus stress, 830f

Elderly
aerobic exercise prescription guidelines, 421t
ambulatory assistive devices, 1426
architecture/design, impact, 1433
athletes, 1025–1026
balance/weight training, 1428
bladder function, 603–604
cancer, 1423
cardiovascular changes, 1421
diseases, 1422–1423
endocrine changes, 1421
environment, modification, 1426–1427
evaluation, 1423–1425
exercise, 420–422, 1025–1026, 1429–1430,  

1430b
falls, 1420b, 1427–1428
gastrointestinal changes, 1421
genitourinary changes, 1421
hip fracture rehabilitation, 1431
history taking, 1423–1424
management issues, 1425–1431
medication usage, 1425–1426
occupational therapy, 1426
orthoses/footwear, 1426
osteoarthritis, 1423
osteoporosis prevention/treatment, 1427
pain, 1423, 1432
patients, nonneurologic problems, 67
physical examination, 1424–1425
physical exercise, 1426
preexercise evaluation, 1430–1431
psychosocial support, 1426
pulmonary changes, 1421
resistance exercise prescription guidelines,  

421t
senses, changes, 1421
sexual activity, medical factors, 661–662
speech pathology, 1426
spinal cord injury, 1336–1337
stroke, 1178, 1209
stroke survivors, exercise, 1430
swallowing, 584
TBI, result, 1158
TBI/SCI, 1423

Electrical current, external application, 470
Electrical gradient work (Welec), 172
Electrical injury, 1406
Electrical stimulation, 469–470, 694

clinical applications, 469
delivery, 470

Electric appliances, 575
Electric heating pads, 452
Electricity, application, 469
Electric shavers/toothbrushes, 570
Electrocardiogram, 469, 725b
Electrodes, 189–190
Electrodiagnosis, 211
Electrodiagnostic (EDX) assessment, 210–211
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Electrodiagnostic (EDX) medicine, 195
amplifiers, 190–191
consultation, 171, 203
false-positive results, possibility, 201
filters, 191–192
instrumentation, 188–193
practice standards, 203
sound, 192
stimulators, 192–193

Electrodiagnostic (EDX) testing, 197
conditions, exclusion, 197
extent, 201
goal, 223
procedure, discomfort, 201

Electrodiagnostic (EDX) tests, types, 197–198
Electroejaculation (EEJ), 478, 675–676, 676f
Electrogoniometer, usage, 417
Electrolyte disturbances, 1123–1124
Electromagnetic energy, 457
Electromagnetic fields/magnets, 492
Electromagnetic spectrum, 450f
Electromagnetic therapy, 694
Electromyography (EMG), 473, 592

EMG-linked NMES, 474
EMG-triggered NMES, evaluation, 474
examination, cervical/lumbar paraspinal muscles 

(usage), 209–210
grading guidelines (MAYO Clinic EMG reports), 

224b
nerve conduction studies, relationship, 226t
patterns, walking speed sensitivity, 106
radiculopathy, 197
recordings, possibility, 99

Electron beam computed tomography (EBCT), 725
Electronic aids to daily living (EADL), 396, 400, 505
Electronic data management systems, reporting 

capability, 162
Electronic footprint, 102–103
Electronic hands, types, 271
Electronic medical records (EMR), usage 

( emergence), 3
Electronic voice communication aids, 400
Electronic voice output systems, 503
Electrophysiologic stimulation, importance, 723
Electroprosthesis, 635
Electroshock therapy (EST), 695

cardiac imaging, 725
termination, 723

Eleectrophysiologic instrument, subcomponents, 190f
El Escorial Criteria, 1049, 1049b
Ely test, 843
Embolism, impact, 1181
Emergency action plan (EAP), rehearsal, 1004
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy, 1114
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy2, 1114
Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy type 1 (EMD1), 

1098, 1114
Emotional domains, rehabilitation psychologist task, 

74b
Emotional status, measures, 72b
Employability, determination, 126b
Employer’s Liability Law (1877), 1031–1032
Employment programs, 761–762
Employment specialist, 762
Empty feel, 25
End feel capsular patterns, assessment, 19–25
End feels, types, 25t
Endocrine disorders, 1283
Endocrine dysfunction, TBI (association), 1150
Endocrine myopathies, 1123
Endocrinopathies, presence, 1118
Endogenous hypercortisolism (Cushing’s syndrome), 

1123
Endolit Multiflex Ankle, Endolit Dynamic Response 

Foot, 300f
Endoneurium, preservation, 187–188
Endoprosthesis implant, 260
Endoskeletal prosthesis, 290f
Endothermic chemical gel packs, 459
Endplate degenerative changes, disk degeneration 

(association), 140
End-plate noise (EPN), 199, 981–983

electromyographic recording, 977
EPS, combination, 981–984

End-plate potentials, 178–179
End-plate region, needle electrode location, 183f
End-plate spike (EPS), 178, 179

propagation, 199
recording, frequency, 979

End-stage liver disease (ESLD), 1450
Endurance exercise training, 422–423
Energetics, 102, 106–107
Energy conservation, principles, 1246
Energy-dependent sodium-potassium pump, 172–173
Energy expenditure, 106–107, 309–310
Energy flow (Qi), 432
Energy substrates, 717
Energy systems, 403–404, 407b
Energy therapies, 483, 490–492
Engel, George, 940
Enneking Outcome Measurement Scale, 260
Enteric nervous system (ENS), 620

automatic feedback control, 620
excitatory/inhibitory messages, transmission, 623
intrinsic loss, 634
modulation, sympathetic/parasympathetic nervous 

systems (impact), 622–623
sensory neurons, 620–622

Enteropathic spondyloarthropathies, 901
Enterostomies, 634
Enthesopathy, 323
Entrapment neuropathies, 205, 206t–208t
Environmental adaptations, 507, 509
Environmental control units (ECUs), 505
Environmental factors, 501
Environment control, 83–84
Enzymatic debridement, 691
Epidermoid cysts, 286, 287f
Epidural anatomy, 545
Epidural anesthetics, impact, 544
Epidural corticosteroids, benefit, 125
Epidural hematomas (EDHs), 1136, 1142f

disk extrusions, association, 139–140
Epidural space, sagittal schematic, 1297f
Epidural steroid injection (ESI), 543, 545–549

approaches/evidence/efficacy, 546–549
complications, 546
efficacy, evidence, 549t
injectant, 544, 546
interlaminar technique, transforaminal technique 

(contrast), 546–547
medication, usage (percentage), 546t
pathophysiology, 545–546

Epstein-Barr virus, 1073
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

(EEOC), 500
Equinovalgus foot, 113
Equinovarus deformity (inversion deformity), 278

control, 343
three-point system control, 343f

Equinus deformity, 333
Equinus foot deformity, 107–113
Erb’s palsy, 1081
Erectile dysfunction (ED), 673–675

diabetic autonomic neuropathy, impact, 1072
diagnostic procedures, 673
intraurethral therapy, 674f
intraurethral treatment, alprostadil (usage), 674
male erectile disorder, 663
PDE-5 inhibitors, usage, 673
penile injection, 674f
penile prostheses, 675f
prevalence, 666
spinal cord injury, male percentage, 666f
third-line treatments, 674–675
vacuum-assisted device, usage, 674f
vacuum constriction, 674

Erector spinae, 873f
e-Rehab Data, 162–163

acute rehabilitation outcomes system, 162
tools, 162–163

Ergonomics, 1033
Internet-based resources, 506t

Eros-CTD, 677f
Erythropoietin, usage, 1014
Esophageal dysfunction, 587–588
Esophagoscopy, 591
Estrogen

doses, minimum, 929
protection, 930
Estrogen replacement therapy (ERT), contraindica-
tions, 929–930

Etiologic lesion-induced MTrPs, identification, 988b
Eucapnic voluntary hyperpnea (EVH), 745
European Cooperative Acute STroke Study, 1188
European Spondyloarthropathy Study Group (ESSG), 

psoriatic arthritis diagnosis criteria, 777b
European Union of Medical Specialists, 1459
Evaporation, 449–450
Evening primrose oil (Oenothera biennis), dietary 

supplement usage, 487
adverse effects, 487
evidence, 487

Event administration, 1004
Evidence-based psychotherapy practice, 79
Evoked potential (EP), 1236–1237
Excitatory amino acids (EAAs)

inhibition, 650–651
presence, 1136

Excitotoxic injury, 1136
Excitotoxic insult, reduction, 1141
Excretory urography, 605
Executional capacity, decisional capacity (contrast), 

87
Executive functioning (EF), 69, 1152

deficits, impact, 1158
Exercise

ACOG guidelines, 419–420
cardiovascular complications, risk assignment, 

729t
cold air response, 745
conditioning, considerations, 742–743
contraindications, 729
does, determination, 888
energy cost, 747
intensity, cardiac output (relationship), 687
modalities, 1199
physiologist, impact, 728
physiology, 717–718, 1003
prescriptions, 406, 414–415

ACSM guidelines, summary, 744t
components, 406–407
guidelines, 743–744

program, physiologic changes, 407b
protocols, 723–724
rehabilitation program, 744–745
response, 725
safety, comorbidities (impact), 729–730
stress test

findings, 724t
users, identification, 409–410

testing
ACSM recommendations, 410t
contraindications, 411b

tests, 410t
tolerance, 732
training, effects, 406, 413–414, 721
traumatic brain injury, relationship, 1151

Exercise-associated collapse (EAC), 1018–1019
differential diagnosis, 1019b
heat-related illness, impact, 1019

Exercise-associated hyponatremia (EAH), 1019
prevention, 1019

Exercise-induced bronchospasm (EIB), 1022
diagnostic testing, 1022b

options, 1022
symptoms, 1022

Exercise stress testing, 723
components, 723
contraindications, 723b
termination, indications, 724b

Exertion, Borg rate, 730
Existential therapy, 79

emphasis, 71
Exoskeletal construction, 290
Exoskeletal prosthesis, 290f
Exotic orthoses, availability, 1245
Expectation descriptors, 71
Explosions, effects, 1138b
Explosives, categorization, 1138
Expression therapies, 485–486
Extavia, 1240t
Extended Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS-E), 1163
Extended period of eligibility (EPE), 764
Extension prosthesis, 312
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Extensor carpi ulnaris (ECU)
tendon, transverse ultrasound images, 135f
tendonitis/subluxation, 832

Extensor digitorum brevis (EDB), peroneal motor 
response, 1088–1089

Extensor hallucis longus
myotendinous lengthening, 110–113
overactivation, 114
poly-EMG, 108

Extensor plantar responses, 1228
Extensor pollicis brevis tenosynovitis (de Quervain’s 

tenosynovitis)
detection, 818
injection techniques, 529–530

Extensor posturing, 1258f
Extensor tendon central slip disruption, 835–836
Extensor tendon pollicis longus repair, postoperative 

splint, 329f
Extensor tendon repair splints, 329
Extensor tendon rupture, 836f
Extensor tendon splint, postoperative care, 329f
External anal sphincter (EAS), contraction, 624
External condom catheters, usage, 609
External FES systems, 476
Externally powered prostheses, 267

control system, requirement, 267
muscle contraction, usage, 267

Externally powered upper limb prosthetic system, 
265, 265b

External sphincter electromyography (EMG), 
 diagram, 603f

External sphincter tightening, 624
External ventricular drain (EVD), 1140–1141
Extracellular ions, ionic concentration differences, 

172
Extracellular lactate, anaerobic metabolism marker, 

1137
Extradural abnormalities, 138–144
Extra-heavy-duty wheelchairs, 374
Extraocular muscles, examination, 12
Extraspinal abnormalities, 143–144
Extrinsic extensor stretching splint, 328f
Eyeball measurements, 417
Eye-gaze switches, 501–502

F
Faber test, 843
Facet abnormalities, 140–141
Facet degenerative joint disease, MRI, 142f
Facet injury, whiplash (impact), 122
Facet joint abnormality, 134, 140–142
Facet joint injury, severity, 122
Facet joint lesion, MTrP (association), 988
Facet joint neurotomy, impact, 122
Facet sign, 988
Facial function, recovery, 251–252
Facial muscle function, assessment tests, 1048
Facial nerve (cranial nerve VII)

examination, 13
two-hertz repetitive stimulation, 251f

Facial transplantation, 1452
Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (FSHD), 

1098, 1101f, 1113–1114
cardiac abnormalities, presence, 1114
contractures, 1114
facial involvement, 1113f
presentation, 1113–1114

Falls
gait/balance disturbances sequel, 1245
prevention strategies, 1245
risk, factors, 917b

False-positive “abnormal” results, probability, 203t
False-positive EMG testing, risk (reduction), 210
False-positive results, possibility, 201
Familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (FALS), 

1041–1042
Familial spastic paraplegia, 1228
Family burden, increase, 81
Family Caregiver Alliance, 1164
Family/friend support, 8
Family history, 9, 48

questions, 9
Family therapy, studies, 84
Faraday’s constant, 160
Far-field waveforms, interaction, 181–182
Fascia, assessment, 432
Fascial envelope, 699
Fasciculation

occurrence, 185
potentials, 185, 186f
waveforms, characterization, 185

Fas ligand receptor, 1137
Fastener adaptations, 569f
Fasting blood glucose level, 716
Fast screwed-in technique, 992
Fast-twitch type IIb fibers, transformation, 470
Fatigue

medications, 1244t
nonmedical treatments, 1244
reduction, 1244
sleep, relationship, 1244–1245
testing, 390

Fatigue/weakness, 239–242
analysis, 240–242
differential diagnosis, 240
EDX testing, 240–241
evaluation, 240
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 240t

Fat reduction, exercise (impact), 415
Fat resonance frequency, 137
Fat suppression imaging, 133
Fatty bone marrow

misregistration, 137
T1 signal abnormality, 152f

Fecal incontinence (FI), 619, 626
cause, 630
impact, 619–620
management, 632

Federal disability laws, 759t
Feeding, 568

history, 41
options, alternatives, 596t

Feet
analysis, 235–236
anteroposterior radiograph, 864f
classification, 290
clinical presentation, 1088–1089
complications, 1069–1070
component selection, considerations, 306
conditions, 334–337
contact, change, 1010
controls, 574
daily examination, education, 1069–1070
deformities, 1067–1068

presence, 1284
diabetic ulcerations, PTB AFO prescription, 343–344
differential diagnosis, 235
dorsiflexion, absence (compensation), 101
EDX testing, 235
electromyography, 236t
imaging, 154–155
MRI, 155
musculoskeletal considerations, 1284–1285
nerve conduction studies, findings, 235–236, 236t
numbness/pain, 235–236
orthoses, 334–337

prescription pad, summary reference, 356b
pressures, graphic map, 105f
protection, 1354
region, considerations, 863–867
sustained plantar flexion, 113
T2-weighted fat suppression MRI, 866f
T2-weighted short inversion time-inversion 

 recovery, fat suppression, axial MRI, 864f
three-dimensional contour plot, 105f
ulceration, 1069

diagnostic/treatment algorithm, 1355f
valgus deformities, 1285

Feldenkrais, Moshe, 429, 962–963
Feldenkrais Method, 489, 962–963

usage, 894
Feldenkrais pattern, 443
Female arousal disorder, 676–677

pharmacologic interventions, 676–677
Female athlete triad, 1023–1024

features, 1024
management, 1025f

Female fertility (decrease), SCI (impact), 1328
Female hypoactive sexual desire disorder, 676
Female orgasmic disorder, 665
Female orgasmic dysfunction, 677
Female sexual arousal disorder, 664
Female sexual dysfunction, 664–665

commonness, 664
Female sexual response

Basson circular model, 661
cycle, 662f

Femoral anteversion, 45–46
Femoral heads, avascular necrosis, 849f
Femoral neck fractures, 919
Femoral neck osseous bump, 152–153
Femoral neck stress fractures, 848–849
Femoral nerve, 1091f
Femoral neuropathy, 1091–1092

causes, prevention, 1091–1092
electrodiagnosis, 1091
presentation, 1091

Femoral retroversion, 45–46
Femoroacetabular impingement syndrome, 850
Femoroacetabular joint

fluoroscopic contrast flow pattern, 531f
injection technique, 531
ultrasound-guided femoroacetabular joint 

 injection, 531f
Femur

longitudinal deficiency, 312
proximal varus derotational osteotomies, 1267f

Fertility, spinal cord injury (impact), 1327–1328
Fiber, ingestion level, 632–633
Fiberoptic endoscopic evaluation, advantages/ 

disadvantages, 592b
Fiberoptic endoscopic evaluation of swallowing 

(FEES), 591
Fibrillation potentials, 179, 182–183

amplitudes, studies, 212
blockage, 199
grading, 199
observation, absence, 187
PSWs, contrast, 184
single muscle fiber spontaneous discharge 

 representation, 199
spontaneous depolarizations, 183
study, 212

Fibrillation scores, 210
Fibrinoid necrosis, 1181
Fibroblasts, conversion, 685
Fibrocartilaginous joint (amphiarthrosis joint), 

769–770
Fibromyalgia, 773

characterization, 995
myofascial pain, contrast, 996
sexual dysfunction, 668
tender points, 996f

Fibromyalgia syndrome (FMS), 971, 995–997, 995b
clinical manifestation, 996
genetic predisposition, 996
management, 996–997, 997b
neuroendocrine dysfunction, impact, 995
pathogenesis, 995–996
substance P, CSF concentration, 995
symptoms, 996b

Fibrosis, radiation therapy (impact), 587
Fibula, longitudinal deficiency, 311–312
Fibular collateral ligament, 859
Fibular deficiency, amputation level, 312f
Fibularis longus injuries, 863
Fick equation, 717–718
Fifith digits, collateral ligament injuries, 838
Figure-of-eight body harness, 269
Figure-of-eight harness, 266, 267f
Filters, 191–192

frequencies, elimination, 192
settings, 192t

agreement, 192
Fine motor skills, 47, 1036f
Fingers, 835–838

amputation, 257
splints, LMB extension type, 321f

Fingertip amputation, 258, 259f
Finger-to-nose test, 14
Finkelstein test, 818
First-generation anticonvulsants, inclusion, 957–958
First metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint ulnar 

 collateral ligament sprain, 838
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First metatarsal head, pain, 866
Fishtailing, 384
Fixed batteries, 69

flexible batteries, contrast, 69
Fixed testing approach, variation, 69
Flaccid dysarthria, lower motor neuron lesions 

(impact), 61–62
Flatfoot (pes planus), variation, 44–45
Flexed spine, axial loading, 1300
Flexibility, 415–419, 1388

assessment, 417
determinants, 416–417
dynamic factors, 417
static factors, 416–417
training, recommended guidelines, 418t

Flexible keel, 297–298
Flexion teardrop fractures, 1300–1301, 1301f
Flexion withdrawal reflex, 476–478
Flexor carpi radialis (FCR)

degenerative changes, 827
needle placement, 529
tendonitis, 831–832

Flexor carpi ulnaris (FCU) tendonitis, 831
Flexor digitorum longus

activation, demonstration, 109
poly-EMG, 108

Flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) rupture, 836–837
Flexor digitorum profundus (FDP) tendon rupture, 

fistmaking (inability), 837f
Flexor hallucis longus overload, 865
Flexor pollicis longus (FPL), longitudinal ultrasound 

image, 152f
Flexor posturing, 1258f
Floppy head, cause, 1054
Flow-mediated vasodilatation (FMD), 1024
Fluid attentuation inversion recovery (FLAIR) 

 imaging, 1189
Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), 

1143–1144, 1189
Fluidization, 453
Fluidotherapy, 453
Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)-PET whole-body scan, 149
Fluoroscopic-guided injections, 524
Fluoroscopy, 131–132

real-time x-ray visualization, 132
Focal antispasticty, intervention, 110
Focal chemodenervation, 1149
Focal contusions, 1136
Focal convexity, demonstration, 140f–141f
Focal demyelination, discovery, 1068–1069
Focal elbow flexion contractures, 1098–1100
Focal mononeuropathies, 1072, 1081
Focal quadriceps atrophy/weakness, IBM 

 demonstration, 776f
Focal ulnar neuropathy, diagnosis, 231
Folate-related NTDs, 1278
Folding wheelchairs, 382–383
Folic acid consumption, requirement, 1276
Folstein Mini-Mental Status Examination, 11
Food transport, mechanisms, 585f
Foot-ankle assemblies, 297–298
Foot drop

analysis, 245–246
correction, external FES systems (usage), 476
electromyographic evaluation, 1089t
electrophysiologic findings, 243–244
neurogenic etiologies, representative findings, 244t
progressiveness, 244–246

analysis, 245–246
differential diagnosis, 245
EDX testing, 245–246
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 

245t
Foot-in-foot prosthesis, 312
Foot plates, 393
Foot slap, presence, 1088
Foot-strike hemolysis, 1022–1023
Forcal brachial plexus lesions, localization, 1082t
Force, transmission, 103–104
Forced vital capacity (FVC) level, 1044–1045
Force line, position, 108f
Force plate

data, walking speed (impact), 104f
sophisticated scale, 103
sum/total force measurement, 104–105
Force-sensing, position-sensing (contrast), 385
Fordyce, Wilbert, 940
Forearm-based thumb spica splint, 323f
Forearms

conditions, 831–835
muscles, myodesis, 262
orthoses, 354
transplantation, 1452

Forefoot pain (metatarsalgia), 335
metatarsal pad, 336f

Forensic experts, consideration, 121
Forequarter amputation, 258–259, 263
Forequarter level amputation, challenge, 269–270
Forequarter prosthesis, 270f
Fork strap, waist belt (inclusion), 293–294
Forward trajectory, 88
Four-poster orthosis, 364
Fourth digits, collateral ligament injuries, 838
Fractional anisotropy (FA), indices, 1161–1162
Fractures, 324, 916–920, 1334

delineation, helical CT (usage), 137
prophylaxis, hip pads (usage), 920
risk, calculation (rating system), 1378t
total immobilization, 324

Fragile X syndrome, 43, 509
Frailty, 1419
Freehand System, 472–473, 472f
Free-reactive iron, generation, 1137
French lock, 347
Frequency, 407, 409

elimination, 192
Frequency Intensity Type Time (FITT), training 

 program design variable, 1004b
Freud, Sigmund, 940, 1253
Friction massage, 440, 442, 442f
Friedreich ataxia, 1227–1228, 1257–1258

coenzyme Q, usage, 1228
5-hydroxytryptophan, usage, 1228
progressive disorder, 1228

Frog leg lateral views, 153
Frontal plane evaluation, 1007f
Front riggings, 395t
Front-wheel power wheelchair, 383f
Frozen shoulder (adhesive capsulitis), 825, 1201
Frykman type 1 fracture, 834
Frykman type 3 fractures, 834
Fukutin-related protein (FKRP) (LGMD2I), 1110–1113
Fukuyama congenital muscular dystrophy, 1115
Full-length cast IPOP, 288f
Full-scale scores (IQs), 49
Full-thickness burns, 1404
Full-thickness muscle trauma, 144–145
Fully oriented patient, neuropsychological testing, 67
Fulminant hepatic failure, 1450–1451
Functional ability, measures, 162
Functional baseline testing, 1034
Functional capacities evaluation (FCE), 125

gauge, impact, 125–126
limitations, 125

Functional capacity evaluation (FCE), 1035
Functional electrical stimulation (FES), 472, 1318

cycle ergometry, 478
therapeutic exercise, 1318–1319

Functional exercise, 845
Functional gain/deterioration, potential 

( assessment), 4
Functional history, emphasis, 119–120
Functional imaging, 1162
Functional impairment, 1070–1071
Functional independence, 565

evaluation, 565–567
maximization, activities of daily living (usage), 373
self-maintenance, 568–571
treatment, 567–568

Functional Independence Measure (FIM), 6t, 1163, 
1411

instrument, 162b
changes, summary, 164b
composition, 162
modification, 164
usage, 162

usage, 4–5
Functional independence measure (FIM), 566
Functional Independence Measure for Children 

(WeeFIM), 50
Functional integration, 962–963
Functional knee bracing, 350
Functional mobility, 571–574

ambulation, 572–573
bed mobility, 571–572
driving, 573–574
provision, 1127
public transportation, 574
transfers, 572
wheelchair mobility, 573

Functional MRI (fMRI), 1144, 1161
development, 1192
differences, 1161f

Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (FNIRS), 1162
Functional recovery, mechanisms, 1192–1193
Functional rehabilitation, 278, 281–282

program, 865
Functional Rehabilitation Evaluation of Sensori-

Neurologic Outcomes (FRESNO), 566
Functional status, 4–7

assessment, standardized scale (usage), 4–5
Functional technique assessment, 432
Functional usage devices, 323
Functional work activities, testing, 1037f
F-waves, 198

late responses, 198

G
Gabapentin (Neurontin), usage, 649
Gacyclidine, 1314
Gadolinium contrast agents, usage, 134
Gadolinium-enhancing MRI lesions, 1240–1241
Gag reflex, testing, 13
Gait, 18

abnormalities, 46t
analysis, 299
bilateral transfemoral prostheses, 309
changes, 1420
clinical case presentation, 108–113

clinical examination, 109t
cycle, 100, 100f

phases, 102t
cyclicality, 100
description, 99–100
determinants (Inman), 107b
deviations, 299, 307t–308t
diagnostic workup, 108
differential diagnosis/analysis, 108
disturbances, list, 19t
dysfunction, 101

impact, 1223–1224
evaluation, importance, 18
examination, initiation, 18
expected functional penalties, 108
factors, 1420b
findings, 108–109
impression, 109–110
improvement, 645

interventions, 1071
informal visual analysis, 101–102
kinematic data, 108
laboratory study, 102
parameters, 99
patient data, CODA mpx30 generation, 110f–113f
pattern, 299

abnormality, 107
improvement, 1266
orthopedic interventions, 1267

poly-EMG, 108
problem, clinical features, 108
rehabilitation, 1245
training, 1195

treadmill, usage, 1195–1196
treatment interventions, 110–113
worsening, 244–246

analysis, 245–246
differential diagnosis, 245
EDX testing, 245–246
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 

245t
Gait analysis, 99

advances, possibility, 99
components, 103b
data, understanding, 99
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Gait analysis (Continued)
evolution, 99
findings, systematization (sample form), 102f

Galeazzi sign, 46
Gallbladder disease, incidence (increase), 1325–1326
Gallium imaging, 135
Galveston Orientation and Amnesia Test (GOAT), 

1145
Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA), 942–943, 1146

analogue, impact, 1052
mechanism, 643

Gamma motor neurons, impact, 430
Gamma system, 430
Garth view, 824
Gastric electrical stimulation, 634
Gastric motility, 623
Gastrocnemius

overactivation, 107
poly-EMG, 108

Gastrocolic reflex, 624–625
Gastrocolonic response, 624–625
Gastrocsoleus, motor response, 197–198
Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), 587

impact, 588
symptoms, 588–589

Gastrointestinal (GI) complications, 1325–1326
Gastrointestinal (GI) dysfunction, 619, 628–629

diagnostic testing, 630
diagnostic tests, 631t
evaluation, 629–630
history, 629
nausea/vomiting/bloating, 625
pathophysiology, 625–628
physical examination, 629–630

Gastrointestinal (GI) neuromotor system, 622–623
Gastrointestinal (GI) neurosensory system, 620–622
Gastrointestinal (GI) system

autonomic dysfunction, 1072
corticosteroids, impact, 544
physical examination, 629–630
spinal cord injury, relationship, 1325–1326

Gastrointestinal (GI) tract
muscles, responses, 622
neuroanatomy/physiology, 620

Gastroparesis, 1072
Gastrostromies, 634
Gate control theory, 86, 939
Gator area, 683, 697–698
Gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgendered (GLBT), 75
Geared wheelchairs, 381–382
Gehrig, Lou, 1041
Gel liner, 296f

suspension, 296, 303
usage, 296

Gel shell splint, 320f
Gel suspension, 295–296
General Health Questionnaire, 1163
Generalized disorders, 212–219
Generalized FCE, utility level, 125
Generalized hypotonia, 1116
Generalized neuropathies

axonal involvement, needle examination, 1069
demyelination, impact, 1069
electrodiagnostic studies, 1068–1069
evaluation, 1067–1069
functional impairment, 1070–1071
history, 1067
motor nerve conduction studies, 1068–1069
physical examination, 1067–1068
sensory testing, 1068

Generalized pain, 972
Generalized peripheral neuropathies, 

 characterization, 1065
Generalized residual limb pain, continuation, 283
General medical physical examination, 5t
Generation II knee orthosis, 350f
Genetic malformation, 1253–1254
Genital sexual arousal disorder, 664
Genomics, 1160
Geographic infractions, detection (MRI sensitivity), 

148
Geriatric amputation, 1431–1432
Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS), 72b
Geriatric rehabilitation, 1419
Geriatric spinal cord injury, 1336–1337
Geriatric stroke, 1209
Gesell Developmental Schedule, usage, 48
Glamorgan Scale, 696
Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), 10t

explanation, 1134b
usage, 1133

Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS), 1159, 1163
Glenohumeral joint

amputation, 269
dynamic stabilizers, inclusion, 823
fluoroscopic guidance, 524
injection techniques, 524–525, 525f
static stabilizers, inclusion, 823
ultrasound-guided glenohumeral joint injection, 

525f
Glenohumeral joint instability, 823–825

classification, 823
directionality, 824
etiology, characteristic, 823
frequency, 823
physical examination, 824
radiographic views, 824
sling immobilization, 825

Glenoid labral lesions/instability, 150–151
Glenoid retroversion, excess, 824
Global aphasia, 54, 56

characterization, 56
Global movement patterns, impact, 19
Global Polio Eradication Effort, 1047
Glomerular filtration rate (GFR), approximation, 605
Glossopharyngeal breathing (GPB), 742, 751

tracing, 752f
Glossopharyngeal nerve (cranial nerve IX) 

 examination, 13
Glucosamine sulfate, dietary supplement usage, 486

adverse effects, 486
evidence, 486

Glycogenosis Type2, 1120–1121
Glycolysis, end product, 1136
Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation, 173

representation, 173
Golgi tendon organs, 430

intramuscular tension sensitivity, 643
Golgi tendon reflex, 430
Goniometry, 1035
Good-enough working relationship, 77–78
Good Samaritan laws, 1003, 1017
Gout, 773–775
Gower’s sign, 1100, 1102f

presence, 1106–1107, 1116
Grab bars/rails, usage, 570
Grade aids, 380–381
Grade I isthmic spondylolisthesis, 898f
Gradient recalled echo (GRE), 1143–1144
Graphesthesia, ability, 14
Grasp-and-release pattern, 46
Gravity position, 397
Gray matter density, decrease, 940f
Greater trochanteric bursa, injection technique, 

531–532, 532f
Greater trochanteric pain syndrome, 904
Grip, types, 271b
Grip myotonia, 1117
Grooming, 569–571
Gross Motor Function Classification System 

( GMFCS), 1255–1256
levels, 1256b

correlation, 1259
stability, examination, 1259

Gross Motor Function Measure (GMFM), 49–50
GMFM-88, components, 49–50
improvement, 1266

Gross motor skills, evaluation, 47
Ground reaction AFO, dynamic illustration, 340f
Ground reaction force (GRF)

schematic drawing, 347f
visualization, 104f

Group II afferent connections, 644
Growth factors, 685

abnormalities, 686
exogenous application, 691–693
gene therapy, 691–693

Growth hormone (GH), 914
impact, 915

Growth plate injuries, 1026f
Guardianship
necessity, 87
personal rights/alternatives, 87b

Guided imagery, 485
Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment 

(American Medical Association), 27, 117
Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS), 233–234, 1065, 

1072–1074
clinical features, 1072–1073
diagnosis, 1073
electrodiagnostic testing, 1073
features, inconsistency, 1073b
immunotherapy, 1074
lumbar puncture, performing, 1073
management, 1074
pathophysiology, 1073
prognosis, 1074
recognition, 215
rehabilitation, 1074

Guillotine amputations, 278
Gut

mechanoreceptors, 625
transverse section, 624f

Guttmann, Ludwig, 1027, 1293
Guyon’s canal, 231

H
Hacking (tapotement), 441, 442f
Haemophilus influenzae, impact, 1073
Halo orthosis, 362–363, 363f

biomechanics, 362
contraindications, 363
design/fabrication, 362

Halstead-Reitan battery, expansion, 69
Hammer toes, 1077f
Hamstring muscle disorders, 854
Hamstring muscle group

disorders, 852–854
primary function, 853f

Hamstring release technique, counterstrain, 435f
Hamstring strains, 852
Hand-based PIP extension splint, low-profile 

 outrigger (usage), 322f
Hand-based static thumb splint, 320f
Hand bike, 505f
Handbook of Rehabilitation Psychology, 65
Handedness, language (relationship), 53
Hand grips, 354
Handheld intelligent animated agent, 510f
Handheld shower heads, usage, 570
Handicap, 4t
Handpiece, 353
Hands

amputations, 259f
analysis, 230–231, 235–236
conditions, 835–838
differential diagnosis, 230
EDX testing, 235
electromyography, 230t, 236t
fibrillation potentials, findings, 231
function, 261–262

prosthesis replication, 271
imaging, 152
needle examination, purpose, 231
nerve conduction studies, 230–231, 230t, 

235–236, 236t
numbness/pain, 235–236
numbness/weakness, 230–231
osteoarthritis, 773b

deformities/x-ray findings, 772f
pill-rolling motion, 1223
proximal/distal ulnar-innervated muscles, 

 recruitment (reduction), 231
special tests, 818
transplantation, 261, 1452
ultrasound, usage, 152
weakness, 244–246

EDX testing, 245–246
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 245t

Hansen’s disease (leprosy), 1076
Hard disk, formation, 797
Hard end feel, observation, 25
Harnesses, 393
Harrison Narcotic Control Act (1914), 937
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Hawkins-Kennedy impingement test, 818, 822
Head

assessment, 43
cancer, 1391
cervicothoracic orthoses, 362–363
circumference, measurement, 42–43
injury, 1133
movement, translational acceleration (inertial 

forces), 1136
resting posture, 1395f
rotation maneuver, effectiveness, 595f
switch, 501f

Head, eyes, ears, nose, and throat (HEENT), 
 examination, 431

Head array device, 385
Head-forward posture, 1395f
Headrests, 393
Healing, 684

arrest, 705
biochemistry, 685
growth factors, impact, 685
immune cells, involvement, 685
process, 684–685

Healing shoe insoles, 702
Healing touch, 492
Health Assessment Questionnaire (HAQ) disability 

index, 780
Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set 

(HEDIS), 160
data, auditing, 159

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
privacy laws, 203

Health-related QOL (HRQOL), 731, 1163
Health routine maintenance, 571
Hearing aids, 507
Hearing impairments, assistive technology, 507
Hearing technologies, 507
Heart disease (HD)

depression, relationship, 733
impact, 1180
risk factors, modification, 714
types, 714

Heart Outcomes Prevention Study, 1179
Heart rate (HR), 404–405

methods, 408
oxygen consumption, relationship, 719f–720f
reserve method, 408

Heart rate reserve (HRR), 408
Heart transplantation, 732

contraindications, 1444b
epidemiology, 1443
physiology, 1445–1446
rehabilitation, 1444

Heat, 449–457
effects, 451
forms, classification, 449–450
hemodynamic effects, 450
neuromuscular effects, 450
physiologic effects, 450–451, 451b
precautions, 457
prescription, elements, 450b
stretching, combination (importance), 451
transfer, mechanisms, 451f
use, precautions, 451b, 452

Heating, types (classification), 451t
Heating pads, 452

burn, 453f
types, 452

Heat intolerance, 1247
Heat-related illness, 1004
Heat sensitivity, multiple sclerosis (impact), 1247
Heat stroke, 1019
Heavy-duty indoor-outdoor power wheelchairs, 

383–384, 383f
Heel

lifts, 337
pain, 336–337
spurs, 336
weight transfer, 107b

Heel-to-shin test, 14
Helical CT, usage, 137
Helical scanners, artifacts (appearance), 135–136
Heliotrope rash, 1122
Helium-oxygen administration, 746
Hemicorporectomy (translumbar amputation), 308
Hemimelia, 258b
Hemiparetic CP, 1254
Hemipelvectomy, 306–308
Hemiplegia, 1148

shoulder subluxation, 1200–1201
Hemiplegic gait, 19t
Hemorrhage, incidence, 1182
Hemorrhagic contusions, computed tomography 

scan, 1143f
Hemorrhagic stroke, 1181–1182

hydrocephalus, 1182
intracerebral hemorrhage, impact, 1181
subarachnoid hemorrhage, occurrence, 1181–1182

Herbs, Web information, 493t
Hereditary ataxias, 1227–1228
Hereditary myopathies, 1105–1122
Hereditary sensory and motor neuropathy (HSMN),

216, 1077
Hereditary spastic paraparesis, 1228–1229

classification, 1228
diagnosis, 1228
treatment, 1228

Hereditary spastic paraplegia (HSP), 1044
clinical features, 1044
diagnosis, 1044

Herniated disk, 895
treatment, chemonucleolysis (usage), 557–558

Herniated nucleus pulposus, 895
Heterotropic bone, formation, 264
Heterotropic ossification (HO), 1146–1147, 1147f, 

1334–1335, 1407, 1408f
complication, 1146
pathophysiology, 1146
prophylactic methods, 1146–1147
treatment, 264

High-attenuation anteroposterior streaks, postmy-
elography CT, 136f

High-density bone, variable attenuation (impact), 
136

High-density lipoprotein (HDL) levels, 715, 1179
risk factor, 1323

High-intensity training, focus, 1005
High-order explosives (HE), 1138
High-tech aids, note takers, 509
High-tech visual aids, 508–509
High tetraplegia, upper limb neuroprostheses, 473
High-velocity manipulation techniques, 

 contraindications, 436b
Hill-Sachs defects, Stryker Notch view (usage), 824
Hindbrain decompression, 1281
Hindfoot

axial T1-weighted image, 146f
sagittal T1-weighted image, 149f

Hip dislocation, 850
occurrence, 1284
physical examination, 850
surgery, 850

Hip joints
anterior mounting, 308
aspiration/injection, ultrasound guidance, 531
pelvic band, inclusion, 304f
weight-bearing absence, 1266

Hip-knee-ankle-foot orthosis (HKAFO), 342
Hippocampal BDNF, 1139
Hippotherapy, 1263
Hips

abduction, 29f
abductor/extensor weakness, 101
adduction, 30f, 114
avascular necrosis, 131
conditions, 848–851
congenital dislocations, 1284
disarticulation (hemipelvectomy), 306–308, 313
disarticulation-level prosthesis, 308f
evaluation, torsional forces, 45–46
examination, 46f
flexion, 29f, 114–115
flexors, dynamic poly-EMG, 114
fractures, 916, 919–920, 1431
gadolinium-enhanced sagittal MRI, 850f
heterotopic ossification, 1335f
imaging, 152–153
instability, 101, 114
internal/external rotation, 30f
musculoskeletal considerations, 1283–1284
Hips (Continued)
orthopedic management, 1266–1267
orthopedic surgical intervention, 1266
osteoarthritis, 772f, 773b, 845
subluxation, 1284
swing phase deviations, 101
tests, 20t–25t, 843–844

Histamine, stimulation capability, 518
Histochemical changes, timing/sequence, 470
History of the present illness (HPI), 4
History-taking skills, importance, 3
Hitchhiker’s great toe, 114
Hockey stick probe, 522, 523f
Hoffman, Fellix, 937
Hoffman’s reflexes, 242
Home-based disability programs, 761
Home cervical traction, 438f
Home environment, 8
Home modifications/redesign, 574
Homeopathy, 484
Home traction device, alternative, 438f
Homocysteine, plasma levels (elevation), 1180
Honeymooner’s paralysis, 1087
Hood, Wharton, 428
Hooks, 270, 271f
Hopkins Verbal Learning Test-Revised, 71
Horizontal adduction test, 817
Horizontal axle position, 378
Horse’s tail, 209
Hospital Compare, creation, 161
Hospital thromboprophylaxis, CHEST clinical prac-

tice guidelines, 1365t
Hostility, 944
Hot facet joint, impact, 134
Hot foot, 1067–1068
Hot packs, usage, 452
Household items, reorganization, 575
Household management, 574–575
Housemaid’s knee, 859
H-reflexes, 197–198

Achilles muscle stretch reflex, 197–198
helpfulness, 198

Hubbard tanks, 460
Huff coughing, 742, 1449
Human arm, capability, 273–274
Human body

function, 484
joints, injury (impact), 770

Human development, aging (relationship), 582–584
Human elbow flexor muscles, maximal force 

( relationship), 414f
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), 1307

HIV-1, neuropathies, 1076b
HIV-associated neuropathies, 1076
HIV-DSP, 1076–1077
infection, 1123

Human leukocyte antigen (HLA), 1233
Human sexual response, 661

Masters/Johnson formulation, 661
Human-technology interface, 501
Human T-lymphotropic virus infection, 1307
Human T-lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1), 1307
Humeral retroversion, excess, 824
Humerus, distal third (amputation), 269
Hunter syndrome, 43t
Huntington disease, 1227

medical treatment, 1227
prevalence, 1227

Hutton, Richard, 428
Hybrid upper limb prosthetic system, 265, 265b
Hydrocephalus, 1149, 1279

impact, 1182
progression, 1279

Hydrocollator packs, 459
Hydromyelia, 1281f
Hydrostatic socket designs, 292–293
Hydrotherapy, features, 460
Hygiene, 571
Hyperactive bulbocavernosus (BC) reflex, 1327–1328
Hyperalgesia, 971
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT), 691

usage, consideration, 1268
Hypercalcemia, encounter, 1325
Hypercalciuria, 616–617
Hypercapnia, 1127
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Hypercarbia, 1055
Hypercholesterolemia, 670

impact, 1179
Hyperglycemia, response, 1189
Hyperhidrosis, 286
Hyperkinetic disorder, 1229
Hyperkinetic dysarthria, 62
Hyperparathyroidism, increase, 914
Hyperprolactinemia, impact, 1150
Hyperstimulation analgesia, 992
Hypertension

CAD risk factor, 714–715
classification, 715t
exercise, 422–423

prescription, guidelines, 423t
management, 715
prevalence, 1179
quality of life (QOL), 715
stroke, relationship, 1179

Hypertension Detection and Follow-up Program, 
1179

Hypertensive hemorrhages, microvascular changes, 
1181

Hypertonia
Botulinum toxin, usage, 1265
chemical denervation, 1265
intrathecal baclofen (ITB), usage, 1265
management, 1264–1266
oral medications, 1265
phenol, usage, 1265
selective dorsal rhizotomy, 1265–1266

Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM), 1016–1017
Hypertrophic demyelination, 1077
Hypertrophic scarring, 1408–1409, 1409f
Hypoactive sexual desire disorder (HSDD), 663–664

females, 676
males, 673

Hypoarousal, 1155–1156
Hypoglossal nerve (cranial nerve XII) examination, 14
Hypoglycemia, occurrence, 423
Hypokinetic dysarthria, 62
Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis 

( suppression), intraarticular corticosteroid 
 injections (impact), 519

Hypothalamus, oxytocin/vasopressin synthesis, 1150
Hypotonic infants, diagnostic challenges, 205
Hypoxemia, 1127
Hypoxic brain injury, 1253

I
Ia afferent presynaptic inhibitory interneurons, 

control, 643–644
Ib nonreciprocal inhibition, mediation, 644
Ice massage, 459, 460f
Ice packs, 459
Ideal body weight (IBW), 1321
Ideamotor apraxia, evaluation, 58t
Ideomotor apraxia, 16
Idiopathic brachial neuritis, 1082
Idiopathic scoliosis, 368, 888–889

pain, absence, 906
Iliopsoas bursa, injection technique, 532
Iliotibial band (ITB)

disorders, 851–852
dysfunction, 851–852
fascial band, 852f
injections, 533f
massage, 852
syndrome, 196

L4/L5 radiculopathy, confusion, 904
Illness, denial, 72
Imaging artifacts, 135–137
Imaging modalities, 131–135

ACR criteria, 131
Immediate postoperative prosthesis (IPOP), 264, 287
Immediate postoperative rigid dressing (IPORD), 

264
Immersion method, 454
Immune system, corticosteroids (impact), 544
Impaired fasting glucose, 716
Impairment, 4t, 117–120, 125, 500

absence, 120
apportionment, requirement, 124
assessment, 117
Impairment (Continued)
chronic disease, impact, 756–757
classes, 119
codes, rehabilitation, 164t
data, 756–757
descriptors, 71
disability, contrast, 118, 120
grade, determination, 119
identification/treatment, 3
objective criteria, usage, 122
psychosocial impact, recognition, 8
rating, 117, 120
rating, appropriateness, 125
transparency, assumption, 122

Impedance match, 456
Impingement syndrome, 1201
Implanted FES systems, 476–478
Implanted NMES systems, 472
Improvised explosive devices (IEDs), exposure, 89
Incapacitation, 121

severity, overemphasis, 128
Incisional skin bleeding, presence, 278
Inclusion body myositis (IBM), 242, 775, 1122–1123

demonstration, 776f
MUPs, presence, 242

Income maintenance, 8
impact, 8

Incomplete nerve injuries, 325–326
Incomplete tetraplegia, neurologic recovery/ 

ambulation, 1308
Increased insertional activity, 177–178
Independent living center (ILC), 762

ILC-directed employment, 761
Independent medical examinations (IMEs), 1034

performing, 120
Index finger

aching/numbness, 227
analysis, 227
differential diagnosis, 227
EDX findings, 227
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 228t

Indiana Protocol postoperative flexor tendon splint, 
328f–329f

Indirect balancing, 434–435
techniques, difficulty, 435

Indirect myofascial release, 435
Indirect selection, 501–502
Indirect technique, principles, 435
Individualized Education Program (IEP), 85
Individualized family service plan (IFSP), 1262
Individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP), 

 development, 85
Individualized Worker Rehabilitation Plan, 

 development/implementation, 500
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) 

(Public Law 108-407), 85, 499–500, 1262
assistive technology requirements, 500b
mandates, 85–86
Part C, 499–500
reauthorization (Public Law 108-446), 499

Indoor-outdoor power wheelchairs, 383–384, 383f
Indwelling catheters, usage, 609
Infantile hypotonia, 1117
Infantile reflex, redevelopment, 18
Infants

anatomy, comparison, 586f
bladder function, 603
conduction velocities, 204
developmental assessment, 48
examination, 41
growth, 42–43
hypotonicity, diagnostic challenges, 205
needle EMG examination, 205
physical examination, standardization (absence), 

41–42
proximal peripheral nervous system (evaluation), 

late responses (usage), 204–205
swallowing, 582–584

Infection, surgical management, 706
Infectious lower motor neuron disorders, 1046–1047
Infectious myopathies, 1123
Inferior glenohumeral joint instability, evaluation, 

817
Inferior glenohumeral ligament (IGHL), 824
Inferior vena cava (IVC) filters, 1323, 1365
Inflammation
corticosteroid injections, efficacy, 519
MS pain, 1244

Inflammatory cascades, activation, 940–941
Inflammatory myopathies, 775, 1122–1123
Inflicted childhood neurotrauma, 1135
Infrapatellar bursitis, 855–856
Infrared radiation, 452
Infraspinatus tests, 20t–25t
Inhalation injury, presence, 1405–1406
Inherited disease (identification), family history 

(usage), 41
Initial swing, 100
Initial upright activities, standing frame (usage),  

351f
Injection needle

brightness/echogenecity, 523
short axis, 523f
ultrasound imaging, 523

Injury
administrative model, 121
incapacitation, 121
occurrence, 1032
phases, 1007–1008
potentials, 171
prevention/rehabilitation, 1006–1009
recovery curve, 122f
scores, 259
source, 1031
transparency, assumption, 122

Injury severity score (ISS), 1158–1159
Inman, gait determinants, 107b
Innervation

ratio, 199
targeting, 273f

Inpatient acute medical setting, 728
Inpatient acute rehabilitation setting, 728
Inpatient cardiovascular operations/procedures, total 

number, 713–714
Inpatient neuropsychological assessment, 66–67
Inpatient rehabilitation, 74–75

hospital/unit, CMS recognition, 165
neurologic problems, commonness, 9
plan, 37b–38b
settings, psychologist role, 74

Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility-Patient Assessment 
Instrument (IRF-PAI), 162–163

components, 159
creation, 163
implementation, 164–165

Inpatient settings
neurobehavioral problems, rehabilitation psy-

chologist identification, 67
psychological status, 75

Inrolling, 333–334
Insensate foot ulcers, occurrence, 700–701
Insertional activity, 177, 199

decrease, 177
result, 178f

examination, 199
increase, 177–178
study, 205

Insider perspective, 74–75
Insomnia

benzodiazepines, long-term use (efficacy), 961
mediation treatments, 961

Insomnia, medication, 959–961
Inspiratory muscles, ALS (impact), 1054–1055
Institute of Medicine (IOM), To Err is Human report, 

160–161
Instrumental activities of daily living (I-ADL),  

4, 6–7
cardiopulmonary deficits, impact, 7
components, 6b

Instrumented gait analysis, 108
Insufficiency fractures, detection (MRI sensitivity), 

148
Insulin, intramuscular (IM) injections, 1013
Insurance companies

administrative imperative, 121
video surveillance, usage, 128

Integrated control system, diagram, 386f
Integrative medicine

discussion process, 492–494
usage, 483
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Integrins, 684–685
Intellectual ability, 82–83
Intelligence, global function, 11
Intelligence quotient (IQ)

decline, 81
test scores, conversion, 82–83

Intellikeys, expanded keyboard, 504f
Intensity, 406, 408

activities, metabolic equivalent energy expenditure, 
718t

calculation, 408
Intercostal nerve stimulation, unilateral PNP 

( combination), 478
Interelectrode separation, 176–177

effect, 177f
Interferential current (IFC) machines, medium-

frequency usage, 462
Interferential current (IFC) therapy, 462–463

alternating current signals, usage, 462
amplitude modulation/scanning, 463f

Interlaminar (IL) technique, 547
effectiveness, 547
evidence, 547
transforaminal technique, contrast, 546–547

Interleukin (IL), IL-1β, 1137
Intermetatarsal head, injection technique, 535
Intermittent bladder catheterization (IC), 1327
Intermittent pneumatic compression (IPC), 1361
Intermittent positive-pressure ventilation (NIPPV), 

alternative, 748
Internal anal sphincter myotomy, 635
Internal disk disruption, 876
International Association for the Study of Pain 

(IASP), establishment, 938
International Classification for Surgery of the Hand in 

Tetraplegia, 472–473, 1318, 1319t
International Classification of Functioning, Disabil-

ity, and Health (ICF), 118, 500–501
Model of Disablement, 118f

International Classification of Impairments, Dis-
abilities, and Handicaps (ICIDH-2), 161–162, 
755, 765

International Federation of Physical Medicine, 1458
International physical medicine, 1458
International Rehabilitation Medicine Association, 

1458
International Society of Physical and Rehabilitation 

Medicine (ISPRM), 1458–1459
mission, 1459b

International Standards for Neurological Clas-
sification of Spinal Cord Injury (ISNCSCI), 
1301–1302, 1319t

impairment scale, inclusion, 1302–1306
motor levels, 1318
Neurologic Examination Motor Testing Points, 

1303t–1305t
Interpersonal psychotherapy, 78
Interphalangeal (IP) joint, 317–319

extension, 319f
Intersection syndrome, 832
Interval throwing program, 829b
Intervention

measurement, 77–78
modalities, 77–79

Interventional spine physiatry, 801, 806
Intervertebral disk, 871–872

abnormalities, 140f–141f
circumferential bulging, 139
contour abnormalities, occurrence, 139
degeneration, 794f
extrusion, 139
herniation, 119
location, 788
protrusion, 139
sequestered/free fragment, connection (problem), 

139
T1/T2 signal, 139
weight transmission, mechanism, 872f

Intervertebral foramen, dorsal root ganglion, 209
Intervertebral foramina, nerve vulnerability, 793
Intestinal motility, 623
Intestinal transplantation, 1453
Intraarticular AC joint fractures, treatment, 820
Intraarticular corticosteroid injection, 517

safety, 519
Intraarticular corticosteroid knee injection, pain 
relief, 520

Intracavernosal penile injections, usage, 674
Intracavernous (penile) injections, 1328
Intracellular ions, ionic concentration differences, 

172
Intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), 1178

impact, 1181
occurrence, 1181

Intracranial abnormalities, evaluation, 1020
Intracranial pressure (ICP)

elevation, 1136, 1159–1160
monitoring, 1140

Intradiskal electrothermal therapy (IDET), 557
Intradural extramedullary abnormalities, 138
Intradural space, tumors, 1306
Intramedullary abnormalities, 137–138
Intramedullary primary/metastatic neoplasms, MR 

T2-weighted images (usage), 138
Intramuscular diaphragm electrodes, implantation, 

748–749
Intramuscular myenteric (Auerbach’s) plexus, 620
Intramuscular NMES, design, 1201
Intrathecal baclofen (ITB), 1264

complications, 1265
impact, 1265

Intrathecal Baclofen (Lioresal)
therapy (ITB), 653
usage, 653–654

Intrathecal delivery systems, 556
Intrathecal morphine (Infumorph), usage, 654
Intrathecal space (intrathecal space)

medications, chronic infusion, 653–654
Intrathecal space (subarachnoid space), 1296
Intrauterine stroke, 1253–1254
Intrauterine surgical procedures, 1279
Intravenous contrast agent enhancement, usage, 133
Intravenous gadolinium contrast agents, 134
Intravenous gadolinium instillation, MRI (usage), 

137
Intravenous ketamine, NMDA blocker, 1202
Intravenous rt-PA, efficacy, 1188
Intrinsic foot muscles, monopolar EMG examina-

tion, 210
Intrinsic minus feet, treatment, 1285
Invasive brain stimulation, 1198
Inverse square law, 453f
Inverse stretch reflex, 643
Inversion deformity (equinovarus deformity), 343
Involuntary movements, motor control, 16
Ion channels, alteration, 647–650
Ionic homeostasis, changes, 1137
Ion permeability, adjustment, 173
Iontophoresis, 461
Ipsilateral axial rotation, 797–798
Ipsilateral femoral shortening, occurrence, 311–312
Ipsilateral Horner syndrome, 1187
Ipsilateral motor cortex, excitability (enhancement), 

1197–1198
Ipsilateral swing phase hip adductor activity, 115
Ipsilesional hemisphere, activity, 1192
Iron-deficiency anemia (IDA), 1022–1023
Ischemia, ECG notation, 689
Ischemic injury, cerebrovascular thrombus (impact), 

1180
Ischemic leg/foot ulcers, 703
Ischemic penumbra, 1187–1188
Ischemic stroke, 1180–1181
Ischemic ulcers, 702–705, 703f

diagnostic tests, 703
healing rate, 689
occurrence, 683
pain, 703
pathomechanic techniques, 704
prevention, 704–705
Sharp debridement, 691
treatment, 703–704

Ischemic wounds
area expansion, 704f
natural history/healing, 703
prevention, 704–705

Ischial avulsion fractures, 852–853, 853f
Ischial containment design, description, 302
Ischial containment sockets, 302
Ischium, sketch demonstration, 302f
Isocentric RGO, 352f
Isolectin B4, P2X3 receptor expression, 940–941
Isotope studies, 605
Isthmic spondylolisthesis, treatment, 898

J
Jaws (literacy technology), 510
Jebsen-Taylor Hand Function Test (JTT), 1197–1198
Jefferson, Geoffrey, 1300
Jefferson fracture, 810f, 1300, 1301f
Jersey finger, 836–837
Jewett hyperextension thoracolumbosacral orthosis 

(Jewett hyperextension TCSO), 366, 366f
JFK Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R), 

1144–1145
Jitter values, derivation, 200–201
Job analysis, sample, 127f
Job coach, 762
Job descriptions, 1033
Job matching, 1035
Job-related physical activity score (PAS), BMD 

 correlation, 923f
Job site analyses, 1033
Joint and corset, 293–294
Joint Commission, The (TJC), 165

accreditation, 162, 165
on-site evaluations (surveys), 165
standards, impact, 165

Joint Jack, static progressive splint, 328f
Joints, 769–770, 871–873

blockage, 429
cold, impact, 458–459
contractures, rehabilitation complications, 

286–287
degradation, intraarticular injections (impact),  

519
disorders, 904
dysfunction, 429
function, 769–770
instability, 114
measurement, 566
play, loss, 429
play/capsular patterns, 25
position sense, travel, 14
range of motion (ROM), increase, 320
replacement, failure, 115
stability, assessment, 19–26
tests, 20t–25t
tissue, heat (impact), 451

Jones, Lawrence, 433
Judgment, estimate, 11
Jumping/landing, biomechanics, 1012
Juvenile amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 1042
Juvenile idiopathic scoliosis, 368

K
K2 (keel/multiaxial feet), 298f
Kearns-Sayre syndrome, 1102, 1121
Keefe, Francis, 940
Kennedy disease (SBMA), 1046
Kenny stick (wooden forearm orthosis), 354
Key MTrP (primary MTrP), 976–977

identification, 987
Kidneys, Ureter, and Bladder (KUB) tests, 605
Kidney transplants, 1443t

rejection, 1443b
Kienbock’s disease, 834–835

radiographic evaluation, 835
Kinematics, 102–103

data, 109
motion analysis, 103
temporal/spatial descriptive measures, 102–103
video/passive optoelectronic systems, 

 retroreflective marker application, 103
Kinesiology, 769–770
Kinesophobia, 945
Kinetic chain

assessment, 1006–1007
breaks, 1007
global movement patterns, impact, 19
mechanics, abnormality, 855
preexisting issues, 1008–1009
term, usage, 844–845
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Kinetics, 102–105
analysis, 108

Kleinert splint, usage, 322f
K-level modifiers, description, 289b
Klumpke palsy, 205
Klumpke’s palsy, 46
Kneading massage, 441

involving, 441
Knee-ankle-foot orthoses (KAFOs), 333, 345–349

bracing, 1126
alignment, 1126

medial/lateral uprights, 347
prescription pad, summary reference, 356b
purpose, 345
thigh component, 348

Knee joints, 345–346
ground reaction force, 104f
injection technique, 532
types, 345–346

Knees
anteroposterior radiograph, 857f
axial proton density fat-suppressed image, 148f
buckling, 114
component selection, 301
coronal short inversion time-inversion recovery 

image, 147f
coronal T1-weighted MRI, 148f
disarticulation, 299–300
disarticulation-level prosthesis, sketch, 302f
evaluation, 45
extension, 29f

board, usage, 282f
extensor weakness, compensation, 114
flexion, 29f–30f, 107b

deformity, 114
orthotic componentry, 343t

fluoroscopic contrast flow pattern, 533f
fractures, MRI (usage), 148
gait, stiffness, 115
hyperextension, 114

compensation, 114
imaging, 153–154
immobilizer, 281
injections, 533f
instability, 101, 114
lateral radiographs, 860f–861f
ligament injuries, 154, 857–859
locks, 346–348
meniscal injury tests, 20t–25t
musculoskeletal considerations, 1284
noncontact ACL injuries, setting, 1012
orthoses, 349–350
osteoarthritis, 153, 337

American College of Rheumatology criteria, 
773b

deformities/x-ray findings, 772f
impact, 845
viscosupplementation, 520

pain, relief, 349
region, conditions, 855–861
sagittal proton density image, 154f
static stability, ligaments (impact), 857
T1 sagittal MRI, 856f
T1-weighted sagittal MRI, 860f
T2-weighted, fat suppression, coronal MRI, 857f
test, 844
tricompartmental osteoarthritis, Generation II 

knee orthosis, 350f
Knight-Taylor orthosis, 366

biomechanics, 366
design/fabrication, 366

Knowledge, fundamentals, 11
Krukenberg amputation, 262f
Krukenberg prosthesis, 271–272
Kugelberg-Welander disease, 1045–1046
Kurtzke Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS), 

1235
ratings, 1239t

Kyphoplasty, 918–919
Kyphoscoliotic ventilatory insufficiency (thoracic 

restriction), long-term NIPPV (impact), 751
Kyphosis, 888–889

computerized dynamic posturography, composite 
score, 918f

severity, 926f
L
L3-L4 zygapophyseal joints, posterior view, 873f
L4-L5 central stenosis, anteroposterior/lateral 

 myelograms, 887f
L4/L5 radiculopathy, ITB syndrome (confusion), 904
L5 vertebrae, oblique dorsal view, 872f
Labral injuries, 850
Labral pathology tests, 20t–25t
Labrum, morphology evaluation, 151
Lachman test, 844

sensitivity, 857–858
Lactate, glycolysis end product, 1136
Lactic acid accumulation, limitation, 717
Lactic acidosis, 1121–1122
Lactic acid system (rapid glycolysis), 404
Lacunar strokes, 1187

anatomic correlates, 1188t
Lambert-Eaton myasthenic syndrome (LEMS), 

200–201
characterization, 218
presynaptic disorder, 218

Lamin A/C (LGMD1B), 1113
Laminectomy/laminoplasty, 808f
Lamotrigine (Lamictal), usage, 649
Language

disorders, speech (association), 59
problems, evidence, 1199
production/comprehension loss, 11

Laryngeal penetration, 586–587
videofluorographic images, 586f

Laryngospasm, 1053
Larynx, 583f

palpation, 590f
Laser Doppler blood flow studies, 278
Laser optics, usage, 103
Late neurologic decline, 1320–1321
Latent MTrPs

activation, 974
active MTrPs, contrast, 977f
characteristics, 976, 977t
identification, 976
stimulation/pain sensation, 982f

Lateral ankle sprains, acute treatment, 865
Lateral collateral ligament, 859
Lateral epicondyle

injections, 528f
ultrasound-guided lateral epicondyle injection, 

529f
Lateral epicondylitis (tennis elbow), 323, 826–827

C6 radiculopathy, relationship, 195–196
manifestation, 151
pathologic changes, 826
tests, 20t–25t
treatment, 826–827

Lateral femoral cutaneous nerve
dysfunction, 1092
mononeuropathy (meralgia paresthetica), 1092
nerve conduction studies, 1092
sensory territory, 1092f

Lateral femoral cutaneous neuropathy, 1092
Lateral femoral epicondyle, injection technique, 534
Lateral flexion, 797–798
Lateral grip, 271b
Lateral hemisphere, 14
Lateral key pinch, 319–320
Lateral medullary syndrome, 1187
Laterals, 392
Latex allergy, 1282
Laying on of hands, 427
Lead pipe, Parkinson disease form, 1223
Leaky sodium channels, impact, 282–283
Learning-dependent ability, 53
Learning disabilities, assistive technology (usage), 

509–510
Left central subannular region, postdiscography CT, 

140f–141f
Left pubic bone, insufficiency fractures, 920f
Left thumb

aching/numbness, 227
analysis, 227
differential diagnosis, 227
EDX findings, 227
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 228t

Left ventricular assist device (LVAD), 732
Legg-Calve-Perthes disease, 849
Leg pain, 238–239, 894–896
back pain, contrast, 878

Legs
analysis, 238–239
attitude, 18
chronic venous/edematous ulcers, 683
conditions, 861–863
differential diagnosis, 238
EDX findings, 239
EDX testing, goals, 238
examination, 238
exercise effects, arm exercise effects (contrast), 405
length, discrepancies, 337
lowering, 885f
needle EMG, usage, 238–239
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 239t
peroneal/tibial motor studies, 238
rests, 393

elevation, 393t
weakness, 238–239

Leighton Flexometer, 417
Leisure, 575–576
Leisure Activity Ankle, 311f
Le meningomyelocele, 707f
Length-dependent peripheral neuropathy, 224
Length-tension relationship, 413
Leprosy (Hansen’s disease), 1076

Mycobacterium leprae, impact, 1076
Leriche, Rene, 937–938
Lesion localization, 58
Lethal dosage (LD50), changes, 1404f
Letter of medical necessity, 512

funding, 513
Level-specific upper limb amputation prostheses, 

267–270
Lever drives, 381
Levodopa therapy, problems, 1225
Lewis-Sumner syndrome, 1074
Leyden Mobius subtype, 1112
Liberator, usage, 502f
Life roles/activities, evaluation, 565–566
Life skills, aging (impact), 1269
LIFEware System, 163
Lifting technique, demonstration, 1033f
Lifts, 387–388
Ligament of Struthers, 1082–1083
Ligamentous injury grading scale, 819t
Ligamentous instability test, 818
Ligaments, 873

assessment, plain radiographs (usage), 147
calibers, range (knowledge), 147
direct visualization, MRI (usage), 147
homogeneous low T1/T2 signal intensity, MRI 

(usage), 147
imaging, 147
injuries, 819

Ligamentum flavum, 873
Light amplification by stimulated emission of radia-

tion (LASER), 461
Light touch, assessment, 14
Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy (LGMD), 1098, 

1101f, 1110–1113
calpainopathies (LGMD2A), 1112
caveolin-3 (LGMD1C), 1113
dysferlinopathies (LGMD2B), 1112
fukutin-related protein (LGMD2I), 1113
gene defects, 1110–1112
lamin A/C (LGMD1B), 1113
sarcoglycanopathies (LGMD2C-LGMD2F), 

1112–1113
Limb loss, 257

adaptation, 282
presurgical management, 278–279
psychological assessment/support, 279
psychological support, 279
rehabilitation process, description (detail), 279

Limbs
clearance/advancement, 114–115
contractures/deformity, management, 1125
deficiency, 257, 311
deformity, bracing/orthotic management/orthotic 

surgical management, 1126
examination, importance, 722
ischemic ulcers, occurrence, 683
pain, cluster, 787
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l 
Limbs (Continued)
positioning, three-point system, 333
rotation, 317
salvage, 259–261

complication rate, 260
principles, 259–263

tendon size, comparison, 146
varus-like curvature, 313
vibration, testing, 14

Ling, Per Henking, 440
Lipid levels, achievement, 685
Lipid management, dietary guidelines, 716t
Lipohyalinosis, 1181
Lipomyelomeningocele, incidence (decrease), 1276
Liquid bolus, swallowing, 584f
Lisfranc amputation (tarsometatarsal  

disarticulation), 291
Literacy technologies, 510
Little, William, 1253
Little leaguer’s elbow, 829
Livedo reticularis, 1357–1358
Live high-train low method, 1005
Liver transplantation, 1450–1453

complications, 1451b
enzymes, usage, 1451b
indications/presurgical considerations, 1450–1451
rehabilitation, 1451

Living situation, 29f
understanding, 8

Livingston, William, 939
Loading response, 100
Local anesthetics, 521t
Local circuit current, 173
Localized heating, 450

animal experiments, 450
Localized nerve injuries (mononeuropathies), 

1065–1067
Localized pain, 972
Local twitch response (LTR), 971, 976, 978

elicitation, 992–993
inability, 985f

iron deposit, nerve ending, 979f
locus, 978–979
recording, 984f
snapping palpation, impact, 978f
spinal cord mechanism, 986
spinal cord reflex, 985f
studies, 980–981

Locked-in syndrome, 1187
Locking wrist unit, 272b
Locomotion, 99–101

assistance systems, impact, 1151
forces, elicitation, 105
temporospatial parameters, 108
weight-bearing phase, interference, 114

Lofstrand forearm orthosis, 354
Long arm splint, 319f
Long bone fractures, risk (increase), 1206
Long-handled mirror, usage, 571
Longitudinal deficiency, 258b, 265b

defining, 311
Longitudinal ligaments, 873
Long-term high-dose opioid management, endocrine 

effects, 957
Long-term levodopa treatment, complication, 

1224–1225
Long-term opioid therapy, controversy, 956
Long-term oxygen therapy (LTOT), 741
Long-term potentiation, synaptic plasticity change, 

1197
Long-term socket use, 259
Long transhumeral amputation, 259
Long transhumeral socket, usage, 268–269
Long transradial amputation, 259
Long transtibial amputations, 292
Loops, usage, 571
Lovett, Robert, 27–30
Low-amplitude ulnar motor response, 230–231
Low-attenuation anteroposterior streaks, 

 postmyelography CT, 136f
Low back

history, 879–883
neurologic examination, 881
physical examination, 879–883, 881t

illness behavior/nonorganic signs, 883
Low back (Continued)
range of motion, quality, 881
range of motion, quantity, 880–881
strength/flexibility assessment, orthopedic specia

tests (usage), 881–882
surface anatomy, 883f

Low back pain, 488–489
ACR appropriateness, 139
acupuncture, usage, 892
Alexander technique, usage, 894
anger, accompaniment, 878
anticonvulsants, 891
antidepressants, 891
antispasticity medication, 891
anxiety, accompaniment, 878
biomechanics, 872–873
cancer, relationship, 899–900
causes, 880t
comorbidities, treatment, 894
complementary movement therapies, 893–894
depression, accompaniment, 878
epidemiology, 871
etiology, 896, 905
exercise

impact, 888
treatment, 888–889

experimental injection procedures, 892
extension exercises, 889
Feldenkrais method, usage, 894
flexion exercises, 889
herbal medicines, usage, 891
indications, 879b
lumbar supports, 893
manual mobilization/manipulation, 892–894
massage, usage, 893
medication, 890–892
multidisciplinary pain treatment programs, 894
muscle relaxants, usage, 890–891
muscular imbalances, 878
neural procession problems, 878
nonbenzodiazapine antispasmodics, 891
NSAIDs, usage, 890
observation, 880
opioids, 891
pain cognition, 879
palpation, 880
pediatric population, 905–906
Pilates, usage, 894
prognosis, 894–896
psychosocial factors, 878–879
range of motion, 880–881
reassurance/patient education, 887–888
special populations, 905–906
steroid injections, 892
symptom/disease, contrast, 871
systemic steroids, usage, 891
TENS, usage, 893
topical treatments, 891–892
traction, 893
Tramadol, 891
treatment, 887–894
yoga, usage, 893

Low bone mineral density, diagnosis, 1024t
Low-density lipoproteins (LDLs), levels, 715, 1179
Low-energy laser, 461–462
Lower body mobility devices, 504–505
Lower extremity, 333

lymphedema, 1389f
Lower limb amputation, 313–314

bacterial/fungal infection, impact, 286
complications, 286–287
desensitization techniques, 284
functional abilities, 288–289
functional levels, 288–289
infections, 286
psychological adjustment, 285
psychosocial issues, 314
skin problems, 285–286

Lower limb orthoses, 333
prescription, 354–356, 355f
principles, 333, 334b

Lower limbs, 248
alignment, 342–343
amputee, rehabilitation, 278
arterial anatomy, 1347, 1348f
Lower limbs (Continued)
arterial disease, 1347–1358
Ashworth scores, improvement, 1149
BMD, fracture risk (correlation), 1325
clinical applications, 475–478
deficiencies, 311–313
electromyography representation, 105f
examination, 44
injection techniques, 531–535
injury, rehabilitation principles, 844–845
lymphatic disease, 1365–1367
lymphedema, lymphatic drainage, 1390f
mobility aids, 782f
mononeuropathies, 206t–208t
motor recovery, enhancement, 1196
muscle testing, 35t–37t
musculoskeletal disorders, 845–867
NCS, 197
orthopedic management, 1267
orthoses, 782f
osteoarthritis, approach, 845–846
physical examination, 843
skeletal muscles, contraction, 698
stress reactions/fractures, 846–848

pain, problem, 848
venous disorders, 1358–1365

Lower motor neurogenic bowel (LMNB), 627–628
delineation, 633
dysfunction, 628

Lower motor neuron (LMN)
diseases, 1041
disorders, 1041–1047

weakness, 9
findings, 1048
injury, 113
lesions, impact, 9
spinal cord injury, 666

Lower motor neuron defecatory dysfunction, man-
agement, 634

Lower plexus palsy, 205
Lower tetraplegia, transfer training, 1315
Lower tracts

tests, 605–608
transmitters, 601

Lower trunk injury, 46
Lower urinary tracts

adrenergic antagonists, 610
anticholinergic agents, 610
changes, 617
cholinergic agents, 610
estrogens, 611
intravesical therapy, 611
management, 610
muscle relaxants, 611

Low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH), 
 administration, 542

Low-order explosives (LE), 1138
Low-power laser therapy (LPLT), 693
Low-tech assistive devices, availability, 505
Low-tech visual aids, 507–508
Low vision, resources, 508b
Lumbar disk

disease, 895
disruption, 895
extrusion, MRI assessment, 143
herniations, occurrence, 895
herniation tests, 20t–25t
linear enhancement, 143
pathology, standardized nomenclature/ 

classification, 139
Lumbar diskography, 555
Lumbar epidural injections, usefulness (controversy), 

545
Lumbar epidural safe triangle, 548f
Lumbar epidural steroid injections, 901–902
Lumbar extension, increase, 894
Lumbar interlaminar epidural steroid injection, 547f
Lumbar manipulation, complications, 488
Lumbar nerve root enhancement, root compression/

radicular symptoms (correlation), 142
Lumbar paraspinal muscles

examination, 210
importance, 209–210

Lumbar root syndromes, 884t
Lumbar rotation, increase, 894
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Lumbar segmental instability, orthopedic special 
tests, 882

Lumbar somatic dysfunction, treatment, 434f
Lumbar spinal anatomy, 545f
Lumbar spinal stenosis, 902–903

management, goals, 903
natural history, 903

Lumbar spine, 871, 882
anatomy/biomechanics, 871–875
axial T1-weighted image, 140f–141f
clinical evaluation (diagnostics), 883–886
computed tomography, 884–885
differential diagnosis/treatment, 886–894
electromyography, 886
fractures/dislocations, 1300
imaging studies, 883–886
laboratory studies, 886
ligaments, sets, 873
magnetic resonance imaging, usage, 883–884
motion tests, 20t–25t
muscles, 873–874
myelography, 885
nonbenzodiazapine antispasmodics, 891
opioids, 891
pain generators, 877–879
pathophysiology/pain generation, 875–879
plain radiography, usage, 883
representative values, 361f
sagittal T1-weighted image, 140f–141f
scintigraphy, 885
T2-weighted sagittal magnetic resonance imaging, 

140f–141f
Lumbar spondylosis, 894–895
Lumbar stabilization, 889
Lumbar stenosis, 614

grading, MRI (usage), 903t
surgical considerations, 903

Lumbar strain, 886–887
Lumbar support

increase, 888–889
usage, 893

Lumbar surgery, 124–125
Lumbar traction, requirements, 437–438
Lumbar transforaminal epidural steroid injection, 

548f
Lumbar vertebrae, lateral view, 872f
Lumbar zygapophysial anatomy/innervation, 550f
Lumbar zygapophysial medial branch blocks, 551f
Lumbosacral corset, 366–367, 367f
Lumbosacral junction, oblique drawing, 886f
Lumbosacral Knight orthosis, 367, 367f
Lumbosacral orthoses, 366–367
Lumbosacral paraspinal muscles, monopolar EMG 

examination, 210
Lumbosacral plexus, peripheral neuroanatomy, 209
Lumbosacral radiculopathy, 199–200, 209, 901–902

management, 901
sciatica, combination, 884t
screens, 211
six-muscle screen identifications, 211t
surgical management, 902

Lung disease severity, management options, 747–751
Lung parenchyma, emphysematic changes, 751–752
Lung transplantation, 750–751, 1447–1450

acute postoperative rehabilitation, 1448–1449
contraindication, 1444b
diagnosis, 1448b
long-term results, 752
medical complications, 1449
patient outcomes, 1447
postoperative exercise, 1449
pretransplant rehabilitation, 1447–1448
vocational rehabilitation, 1449–1450

Lung volume reduction surgery (LVRS), 749–750
benefit, absence, 749–750
long-term results, 751–752

Lung volumes, 743f
Lupus arthritis, 773
Luschka’s (uncovertebral) joints, 789f
Lyme disease, 1076

Borrelia burgdorferi, impact, 1076
Lymphedema, 1366b

complications, 1367
management, 1388–1390
surgical debulking, 1367
M
MAGic, usage, 509
Magic angle artifact, 137
Magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), 1351
Magnetic resonance (MR) arthrography, 134

accuracy, 152–153
ACR appropriateness criteria rating, 150–151
CT arthrography, comparison, 147

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), 131–134
artifacts, 137
contraindications, 133
contrast agent enhancement, usage, 134
cross-sectional image production, 133
CT, comparison, 133
false-positive rates, 209
image, signal-to-noise ratio/image quality, 133
imaging planes, availability, 133
intravenous gadolinium contrast, usage, 138
multiplanar capabilities, 144
relative advantages/disadvantages, 134t
usage, 1234

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), 1162
Magnetic resonance venography, 1363
Magnetization transfer ratio (MTR), usage, 1234
Mag wheels, 380f
Maintenance of Certification (MOC)

process, 167–168
usage, 168

Maintenance treatment, requirement, 125
Maladaptive personality styles/traits, 72
Male erectile disorder (erectile dysfunction), 663
Male erectile dysfunction, treatment, 1328
Male hypoactive sexual desire disorder, 673
Male orgasmic disorder (MOD), 664
Male sexual dysfunction, 663–664
Malignant hyperthermia (MH), 1097–1098
Malignant hyperthermia syndrome (MHS), 1097–1098
Malignant tumors, limb salvage treatment, 260
Malingering, 1038
Management plan, 37b–38b
Mangled extremity scoring systems, 259
Mangled extremity syndrome, 259
Manipulatable lesion, 429
Manipulation, 427–437, 487–489

direct techniques, 427
examination/diagnosis, 431
goals, 427
historical perspective/practitioners, 428
nomenclature, 429
therapies, 487–490

Manipulative therapies, 483
Manometry, 592
Manual Ability Classification System (MACS), 

1255–1256
Manual locking knees, 305, 305f
Manual lymphatic drainage (MLD), 443
Manual medicine, 427, 432

articulatory treatment, 432
direct isometric types, 433
direct techniques, 432–433
examination/diagnosis, 431
indications, 430–431
indirect techniques, 433–435
mobilization, 432–433
muscle energy, 433
nomenclature, 429
popularity, 428
soft tissue techniques, 432
strain-counterstrain, 433–434
technique, types, 432–435
treatment

goals, 427, 430–431
indications, 430–431

Manual muscle resting, 47
caveats, 31t

Manual muscle testing, 27–30
list, 31t

Manual therapies
evidence-based use, 435–436
gamma system, 430

Manual therapies, physiologic rationale, 430
Manual therapy, usage, 489
Manual wheelchairs, 373–381

accessories, 380–381
components, 375f, 380–381
Manual wheelchairs (Continued)
lever drives, 381
mag/spoked wheels, 380f
performance, 390
power wheelchairs, contrast, 397–398
setup, 375–378
transitioning, feasibility, 397–398
transportability, 380
users, propulsion techniques, 379–380
wheel locks, 380
wheels/tires, 380

Marathon
fluid replacement guidelines, 1019b
popularity, 1019
runner, collapse (cause), 1018–1019

Marathon-related deaths, increase, 1019
Marfan syndrome, 43t, 824
Marginal osteophytes, 153
Marker trajectories, availability, 103
Martin-Gruber anastomosis, formation, 203
Massage, 439–444

contraindications, 444
Eastern forms, 443
evidence-based usage, 443–444
indications, 440
mechanical effects, 440–441
physiologic effects, 440–441
treatment, goals, 440
Western forms, 441–442
Western techniques, 442–443

Mass exercise testing, 422
Mass participation endurance event, 1019

care, administration, 1004
Material handling limits, 1034t
Maximal heart rate method, 408
Maximal medical improvement (MMI), 1034

achievement, 124–125, 1035
Maximal oxygen consumption, 406
Maximum exercise tolerance, influence, 723
McArdle’s disease (myophosphorylase deficiency), 

1120
McGill Pain Questionnaire Short Form, 946–947
McMurray test, 844, 856–857
Mechanical cervical traction, 437f
Mechanical debridement, 691
Mechanical hand controls, 574
Mechanical low back pain, 886–894

aquatic exercises, 890
injections/needle therapy, 892
myofascial pain, 892
trigger point injections, 892

Mechanical receptors, classification, 621
Mechanical ventilation, 747–749

long-term outcomes, 751
mode, usage, 1322

Mechanical ventilator support, NPPV (usage), 1055
Mechanoreceptors, threshold levels, 621–622
Medial branch blocks (MBBs), 550
Medial collateral ligament (MCL), 857
Medial epicondylar traction apophysitis, 829–830

radiologic evaluation, 830
Medial epicondyle injections, 528f
Medial epicondylitis (golfer’s elbow), 827

nonoperative treatment, 827
oblique radiographs, 827
tests, 20t–25t

Medial/lateral compression, 268
Medial-lateral stability, 294
Medial rectus, primary action, 12
Medial tibial stress syndrome (shin splints), 862

pain, 862
Medial tibiofemoral compartment, knee osteoarthri-

tis (impact), 845
Media motion, components, 455
Median mononeuropathies, 1082–1085
Median nerve, 1083f

compression, Phalen’s test, 1084f
stimulation, 177f
tests, 20t–25t

Median neuropathies, 206t–208t
orthodontic palmar sensory study, 226
presence, NCS confirmation, 226–227

Medical clearance, 409
Medical examination, 1034

ACSM recommendations, 410t
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Medical model, focus, 160
Medical Outcomes Study 36-Item Short-Form Health 

Survey, 1163
Medical problem list, 37b–38b
Medical record, documentation, 513
Medical rehabilitation programs, goal, 565
Medical Research Council scale, usage, 30
Medical treatment (patient desire), chief complaint 

(impact), 4
Medical variables, 394
Medicare buy-in, participation, 764
Medicare deemed status, 165–166
Medication-associated myopathies, 1123
Medications, 7–8

usage, documentation, 7–8
Meditation, 485
Medium length transhumeral socket, usage, 269
Medium transradial amputation, 259
Meissner corpuscles, 938
Memantine (Namenda), usage, 650
Membrane, depolarized region (current flow), 175
Memory

anatomy, 1152
books, advocates, 80
components, 10
impairments, 80

prevalence, 68
testing, 10–11

Meniscal injuries, 856–857
Meniscus

assessment, MRI (usage), 153
description, 153
grades, 153
injuries, 153–154
operation, abnormal morphology, 153–154

Mennell, John M., 428
Mental retardation, 49
Mental state examination (MSE), 10–11

abstract thinking, 11
attention, 10
consciousness level, 10
general mental status assessment, 11
insight/judgment, 11
knowledge, fundamentals, 11
memory, 10–11
mood/affect, 11
orientation, 10
performing, 10

Mentastics, 442
Meralgia paresthetica (lateral femoral cutaneous 

nerve mononeuropathy), 1092
MERiT static progressive component, 321
Meromelia, 258b
Merosin-deficient congenital muscular dystrophy 

(CMD1A), 1115
Merosin-positive congenital muscular dystrophy 

(CMD1A), 1115
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), 693
Metabolic abnormalities, 1406–1407
Metabolic bone disease, differential diagnosis 

( biochemical indices), 920
Metabolic equivalent (MET), 405, 718t
Metabolic myopathies, 217, 1120–1121

evaluation, lactate/pyruvate levels (usage), 1102
Metabolic pathways, substrates (usage), 718t
Metabolic syndrome, 716b, 1180

CAD risk factor, 716
Metabolism, inactivity (negative consequences), 848
Metacarpals, phalangization, 261f
Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) arthroplasy postopera-

tive splint, 330f
Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) flexion, 29f
Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joints

flexion, 319f
hyperextension, 317–319

Metal ankle channel components, clinical 
 indications, 339t

Metal ankle-foot orthoses (metal AFOs), 338–341
varus-valgus control, 341

Metal ankle joint components, schematic drawing, 
339f

Metal artifact, occurrence, 137
Metal double-upright dorsiflexion, 338f
Metatarsal bones, medial deviation (radiographs), 

44f
Metatarsalgia (forefoot pain), 335, 866–867
Metatarsal pad (cookie), 335
Methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA), importance, 

705
Methyl-prednisolone sodium succinate (MPSS), 

administration, 1314
Miami J orthosis, 363, 363f
Miami orthosis, 369
Michigan Alcohol Screening Test (MAST), 72–73
Microcephaly, 42–43
Microemboli, 1181
Microprocessor-controlled knees, 305–306
Microscopic polyangiitis, 1080
Microvascular free flaps, 259–260, 260b
Microwave diathermy, 457
Midazolam (Versed), usage, 654
Middle cerebral artery (MCA)

bifurcation, 1185
syndromes, 1185

Middle cerebral artery (MCA) stroke, 1185, 1185b
lower division, 1185, 1186b
main stem, 1185
upper division, 1185

Middle column fractures, 899
Middle finger

aching/numbness, 227
analysis, 227
differential diagnosis, 227
EDX findings, 227
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 228t

Midline, 14
Midline posterior stop articulated AFO, 342f
Midlumbar-level lesions, 1285
Midstance, 100
Midswing, 100
Mild mental retardation, classification, 49
Mild TBI, management, 1139–1140
Military blast injury, 1138
Military traumatic brain injury, epidemiology, 1135
Millon Behavioral Medicine Diagnostic (MBMD), 72
Milwaukee orthosis, 364

biomechanics, 364
design/fabrication, 364

Mind-body interventions, 483
Mind-body medicine, 961–962
Mind-body therapies, 485–486

NCCAM identification, 485
Mindfulness, experience approach, 179
Mindfulness-based cognitive therapy, 79
Miniature end-plate potentials (MEPPs), 178–179

nonpropagation, accumulation, 981–983
Mini Inventory of Right Brain Injury, 59
Minimally conscious state (MCS), 1144

consciousness, alteration, 10
functional MRI/PET, usage, 1144

Mini-PM screen, 210
Minivan modification, powered ramp system 

( inclusion), 388f
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2 

(MMPI-2), 69, 72
Mitchell, Fred, 433
Mitchell, Slias Weir, 938
Mitochondrial cytopathy, 1121
Mitochondrial disorders, 1121–1122

clinical features, 1121
diagnostic workup, 1121
treatment, 1121

Mitochondrial dysfunction, 1137
Mitochondrial encephalomyopathy (MELA), 1102

representation, 1121
Mitochondrial encephalopathy, 1121–1122
Mitochondrial myopathies, 217
Mitochondrial neurogastrointestinal 

 encephalomyopathy, 1122
Mixed bacterial infections, occurrence, 705
Mixed dysarthrias, 62
Mobile arm support, usage, 327, 568, 569f
Mobility, 5–6

ability, 5
cardiopulmonary deficits, impact, 7
impairments, assistive technology, 504–505
rehabilitation, 1245

Mobility assistive devices, usage, 6t
Mobility-related ADLs (MRADLs), 398
Mobilization, 487–489
Modalities, 461–463
efficacy, 449
prescription, 449
selection, 449

factors, 450b
therapy, combination, 1382

Mode, 406, 408
Model SCI Care System, 1322
Moderate TBI, acute medical management, 1140–1141
Modic type 1 degeneration, 143
Modified Ashworth Scale, 1149t

usage, 17, 1148
Modified MAST (MAST/Alcohol-Drug), 72–73
Modified minivan, powered ramp system (inclusion), 

388f
Modified Thomas test, 843, 851
Modified Vancouver Scar Scale, 1410–1411
Modular 3 Flex Foot (dynamic response feet), 299f
Modulations, diagrammatic representations, 471f
Monoamines, modulation, 647
Monoarticular gout, tophi deposits, 775f
Mononeuritis multiplex, 1078–1080

physical examination, 1080
Mononeuropathies, 205, 1081–1092

assessment, approach, 205
evaluation, 224–226
onset, history, 1081
suspicion, 205

Mononeuropathies (localized nerve injuries), 
1065–1067

Monopolar needle
electrode, location, 178f
insertion, 178f
location, 179f
recording electrode, 189–190

Monosynaptic reflex, 642–643
Montreal Cognitive Assessment, 11
Mood

assessment, 11
multiple sclerosis, impact, 1246

Moro reflex, 1257, 1257f
Morphology, motor unit size, 199
Morton’s interdigital neuroma, 866–867
Morton’s neuroma

injection, 535f
intermetatarsal head injection, 535

Motion analysis, 103
Motion artifact, visibility, 137
Motion testing, 431–432
Motivational interviewing, 78
Motor abnormalities, 1256
Motor conduction studies, 204t
Motor control, 14–17, 1182

coordination, 14
involuntary movements, 16
strength, 14
tone, 16–17

Motor coordination/balance, 1182–1183
Motor cortex, axons, 1042f
Motor-driven leg orthosis, 1196
Motor dysfunction, 978

symptomatic treatment, 1224
Motor-eliminated tests, alternative, 49t
Motor function, aging (impact), 1269
Motor homunculus, 1182
Motor innervation, 1283
Motorized lumbar traction, 438f
Motor NCSs, performing, 197, 242
Motor nerve conduction studies, 197, 1068–1069
Motor neuron disease (MND), 219

ALS, relationship, 1041
bracing/equipment, 1054–1056
clinical evaluation, 1047–1049
depression/anxiety, presence, 1056
diagnostic tests, 1049
disease-modifying pharmacologic treatment, 

1050–1051
electrodiagnostic testing, 1048–1049
El Escorial Criteria, 1049
exercise, role, 1051–1052
experimental therapies/clinical trials, 1051
history, 1047–1048
impact, 219
laboratory evaluation, 1049, 1050b
lithium, impact, 1051



Motor neuron disease (MND) (Continued)
memantine, usage, 1051
needle electrode examination, 1048–1049
neuroimaging, 1049
pain, 1052–1053
physical examination, 1048–1049
physical signs, 1048b
rehabilitation/disease management, principles, 

1049–1057
respiratory management, 1054–1056
Riluzole, usage, 1050–1051
symptomatic treatment, 1052–1054

Motor neuron disorders, 1042b
Motor neurons (activity modulation), cutaneous 

stimulus (impact), 645
Motor recovery, 474

enhancement, interventions (usage), 1196
interventions, 1196
synergy patterns, 1182t
TES, 474

Motor speech disorders, 60–62
management, 62

Motor strength, 1182
Motor unit action potential (MUAP)

configuration, 176
depiction, 180f
duration, 174
production, 184
result, 187f
sharpness, 200
waveform, gaps, 180

Motor unit action potential configuration, 179–180
amplitude/rise time, 179–180
anatomy, 179

Motor unit morphology, 200
assessment, 205
dependence, 219

Motor unit potentials (MUPs), 223
Motor unit recruitment, 199
Mouth IPPV, 749f

angulated mouthpiece, inclusion, 750f
upside-down polio, inclusion, 750f

Movement
cerebellum control, 11
disorders, 1223

genetic considerations, 1230
surgical interventions, 1230

fear (kinesophobia), 945
therapies, 489–490

Movement-based therapies, 962–963
Muenster socket, 268
Muller, Johannes, 938

ideas, expansion, 938
Multiaxial ankle unit, 300f
Multiaxial feet, 297–298
Multidetector CTA, 1351
Multidetector-row arrays, impact, 136
Multidetector-row CT (MDCT)

allowance, 132
scanners, 135–136
usage, 141f

Multidetector-row (MDCT) images, sagittal 
 reformation/surface rendering, 132f

Multifocal motor neuropathy, 196
motor neuron disease, confusion, 216

Multifocal motor neuropathy with conduction block 
(MMNCB), impact, 232

Multilevel active radiculopathy, 119
Multilevel radiculopathy, cervical disk herniations 

(impact), 122
Multiple imaging modalities, availability, 131
Multiple sclerosis (MS), 628

abnormalities, location, 138
active exercise, 1242
antiproliferative drugs, 1240–1241
axial, TI-weighted, postgadolilnium MRI, 1236f
bladder/bowel dysfunction, 1247
clinical courses, 1234f
clinical presentation, 1235
clinical status, measures, 1239
cognition, 1246
corticosteroids, 1241
Dalfampridine ER (Ampyra), 1241
demographics, 1233
diagnostic criteria, 1237
Multiple sclerosis (MS) (Continued)
diagnostic evaluation, 1237t
diagnostic tests, 1236–1237
differential diagnosis, 1237
disease-modifying agents, 1240t
drug therapies, 1240–1241
etiology, 1233–1234
fatigue medications, 1244t
heat sensitivity, 1247
hidden disabilities, 1236
home-based exercise, 1242
immunomodulatory drugs, 1240
inflammation, pain, 1244
inpatient rehabilitation approach, 1242
McDonald criteria, revision (2005), 1235t
medical management, 1240–1241
mimickers, sorting, 1238t
monoclonal antibodies, 1241
monoclonal antibodies, study, 1241
mood, 1246
musculoskeletal pain, 1243–1244
neuroimaging, 1235–1236
neuropathic pain, 1243
occupational therapy, 1245–1246
outpatient exercise, 1242
pain, 1243–1244
pathologic types, 1234f
pathophysiology, 1234–1235
patient-reported symptoms, 1235b
pregnancy/breastfeeding, 1239–1240
prognosis, 1238–1239
pseudoexacerbatoin, absence, 1241
rehabilitation, 1241–1248
sagittal fluid-attenuated inversion recovery image, 

1234f
sexual dysfunction, 667
social/vocational integration, improvement, 

1247–1248
spasmolytic drugs, 1243t
spasticity, management, 1242–1243
speech/swallowing, 1246–1247
symptomatic therapy, 1241
thermoregulation, 1247
treatments, 1246
tremor management, 1245

Multiple sclerosis affective agent (MSAA), 1233
Multiplet discharges, 187
Multiplets, 187f
Multisynaptic segmental connections, 644–645
Multivisceral transplantation, 1453
Munro, Donald, 1293
Muscle biopsy

evaluation, 1103
site selection, 1103
specimens, 1104f
technique, 1103

Muscle contraction
molecular basis, 413f
pain, 186
physiology, 410–413
types, 412–413
usage, 267

Muscle fibers
activity, continuation, 186
alterations, 1103
change, NMES (impact), 470
degeneration, 180
denervation, 181f
diameters, analysis, 1103
distribution, 181f
orientation, 412
progressive loss, 1104–1105
types, 412, 470t

patterns, 1103
Muscle group-specific training, 687
Muscle pain

absence, 982f
classification, 971–972
etiologic classification, 971–972, 976b
etiology, 971–972, 975f
pathophysiologic considerations, 971

Muscle pain syndrome (MPS), 971
Muscles, 873–875

action potential, 176
acute/subacute denervation, 145

M

M
M

M

M
M

M
M

M
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uscles (Continued)
aging, effects, 415
anatomic variations, 203
changes, 1419–1420
control, NMC requirement, 1008–1009
cramps

history, 1097
recording, 187f

delayed relaxation, 981
electrical activity, 105–106
energy, 427, 433

storage, 717
function (improvement), electrical stimulation 

(application), 594
generators, 182–183
guarding, 890–891
hyperactivity (spasm), 978
hypertrophy, 413–414

occurrence, 414
imaging, 144–145

assessment, 144
imbalance, 845
innervation, 586t
intrinsic structural changes, 1125b
length, change, 643
length-tension relationship, 413
localization, achievement, 1198
motor point, active recording electrode (location), 

182f
nerves, sodium/potassium ion channels 

( presence), 161
nociceptors, peripheral irritation/sensitization, 

971–972
pathology, identification, 223
performance, factors, 413
physiology, 410–415
plain radiographs, usage, 144
position, assessment, 144
potentials, 177–182
relaxant, 650
repetitions/rate, number (increase), 415
resistance, tone, 16
size

reduction, 848
variation, 144

soft tissue attenuation, 144
spasms, 890–891
spindle, stretching, 430
spontaneous contraction, 185
stimulation, pain sensation (absence), 982f
strain

characterization, 144–145
indirect injury, 145

strength, 566
stretch reflexes, 430

absence, 238
findings, 128

studies, 210–211
tissues, electrical difference generation, 159
tone, 47
tone/reflexes/reactions/coordination, 566–567
trauma, grading, 144–145
twitching, clinical syndrome, 187
wasting, 1071
waveform configurations/characteristics, 176–182
weakness, 197
uscle spindle, nuclear bag/nuclear chair fibers, 643f
uscle strength
assessment, 27–31

principles, 27–30
techniques, 30–31

determinants, 413
factors, 413
uscle stretch reflexes, 17
assessment, 17
list, 17t
uscular activity, biomechanical lifting, 875
uscular dystrophies, 217
family history, 244–245
usculoskeletal (MSK) conditions, 323–325
usculoskeletal (MSK) disorders, 7
range, 7
suspicion, 196
usculoskeletal (MSK) examination, 18–31
requirement, 722
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Musculoskeletal (MSK) fitness, importance, 1032
Musculoskeletal (MSK) flexibility, exercise prescrip-

tion (ACSM guidelines), 418
Musculoskeletal (MSK) pain, multiple sclerosis 

(impact), 1243–1244
Musculoskeletal (MSK) physical examination, 5t
Musculoskeletal (MSK) provocative maneuvers, 

20t–25t
Musculoskeletal (MSK) rehabilitation, principles, 856
Musculoskeletal (MSK) structures, bones (mechanical 

support), 913
Musculoskeletal (MSK) system

inspection, 18–31
palpation, 18–31

Musculoskeletal (MSK) ultrasound, usage 
( disadvantage), 522

Musculotendinous injuries, 866
Music therapy, 486
Myasthenia gravis

autoimmune disorder, 218
two-hertz repetitive stimulation, 241f

Mycoplasma pneumoniae, impact, 1073
Myelinated axons, 1065

Schwann cell investment, 1066f
Myelinated nerves, repolarization, 161
Myelinated sensory afferent fibers, types, 643
Myelin basic protein (MGP), 1159
Myelography, 131–132

performing, 131–132
Myelomalacia, sagittal MRI scan, 808f
Myelomeningocele (MMC), 1275

adult health care, transition, 1287
back defect, 1279
behavior, 1286–1287
childhood management, 1280–1287
children, toileting independence, 1282
cognitive function, 1286
early bladder management, 1279–1280
embryology, 1276–1277
endocrine disorders, 1283
epidemiology, 1276–1277
etiology, 1277–1278
fertility/sexuality/reproductive issues,  

1287–1288
historical background, 1275–1276
hydrocephalus, 1279
incidence, 1276–1277
intrauterine surgical procedures, 1279
late neurologic changes, 1287
latex allergy, 1282
mobility, 1285
motor innervation, 1283
musculoskeletal considerations, 1283–1286
neonatal management, 1279–1280
neurogenic bladder, 1282
neurogenic bowel, 1282–1283
neurologic level, assessment, 1280
obesity, 1286
orthoses, 1285–1286
prenatal counseling, diagnosis/management, 

1278–1279
prenatal detection, 1279
prevalence, 1276–1277

decrease, reasons, 1276
prognostication, 1284t
psychologic/social issues, 1286–1287
renal/urologic damage, 1287
shunts, 1280
skin breakdown, 1286
terminology, 1275–1276
tethered cord syndrome, 1281–1282
therapy, 1280

Myeloradiculopathy, 807–809
Myobloc, 651–653
Myocardial blood flow, measurements, 690
Myocardial infarction (MI), 713

cardiac rehabilitation, 731
risk, increase, 715

Myocardial oxygen consumption (MVO2), 720–721
reduction, 721

Myocardial oxygen demand
reduction, 730–731
total body oxygen consumption, relationship, 721f

training, impact, 721f
Myocardial perfusion, visualization, 725
Myoclonic epilepsy and ragged-red fibers (MERRF), 
1102

Myoclonus, result, 16–17
Myoclonus epilepsy, ragged-red fibers (inclusion), 

1121
Myoelectrically controlled prosthesis, muscle contrac-

tion (usage), 267
Myoelectric control systems, types, 267
Myoelectric devices, advantages/disadvantages, 

266–267
Myoelectric prostheses, 266
Myofascial pain, 892

diagnosis, 987–988
early recurrence, causes, 994, 994b
fibromyalgia, contrast, 996
lesions, association, 974–976
management, principles, 988–989
medical history, 988
pathologic lesion, identification, 988
production, pathologic lesions (treatment), 989
theory, 985–986
therapy, 994–995

Myofascial pain syndrome (MPS), 974–976
controversies, 976
management, 988–990
patient education/home program, 990
perpetuation, factors, 990
suspicion, 196

Myofascial release, 443
Myofascial trigger point-related motor dysfunction, 

surface electromyographic studies, 981
Myofascial trigger points (MTrPs), 976–978, 996f

activation, impact, 975–976
characteristics, 977
circuit, 986
clinical characteristics, 977–978
consideration, 971
contraction-relaxation techniques, alternation, 991
deep pressure massage, 991
diagnosis, 987b
diagnostic criteria, 987
early life studies, 985
existence, evidence, 987, 987b
formation, 985
identification, clinical difficulty, 976
laboratory findings, 987–988
location, 977
multiple myofascial trigger point loci, 985–986, 

986f
multiple sensitive loci, presence, 978–979
pain, studies, 979–980
pain/inflammation, biochemicals (association), 985
referred pain pattern, 978f
region, electrophysiologic findings, 981–984
remote activation, 974–975
science, 978–987
Simons’ integrated hypothesis, 986, 986f
spinal manipulation, 991
spray and stretch technique, 991
stimulation/pain sensation, 983f–984f
studies, animal models, 979

Myofascial trigger points (MTrPs) inactiivation
indications, 989b
manual therapy, usage, 991
needling, 991–992
physical therapy modalities, usage, 990–991
techniques, 990

Myofascial trigger points (MTrPs) injection
adverse effects, 993–994, 993f, 994b
early recurrence, causes, 994b
failure, causes, 994
pain relief failure, causes, 994b
preparation, 992
principles, 992, 992b
procedure, 992–993, 993b
syringe, control, 993f
techniques, recommendation, 992–995

Myofascial trigger spot (MTrS), 979, 979f
Myogenic contractures, extrinsic factors, 1125b
Myoglobinuria, 1120
Myokyic discharge, 185–186
Myokymia, observation, 185
Myokymic discharges, 200t

grouping, 200
Myokymic potentials, observation, 186
Myopathic disorders, 217, 1123
cardiac complications, management, 1128–1129
chronic pain, 1129
clinical history, 1098b
equipment, 1129–1130
multidisciplinary care, 1124–1130
nutritional management, 1128
pharmacologic intervention, 1129
psychosocial considerations, 1129
pulmonary management, 1127–1128
rehabilitation, 1124–1130
swallowing problems, management, 1128
vocational considerations, 1129
weight management, 1128

Myopathic gait, 19t
Myopathic recruitment, 200
Myopathies, 196, 217–218

aerobic exercise, 1124–1125
anesthetic history, 1097–1098
autosomal dominant conditions, 1097
autosomal recessive conditions, 1097
classification, 1105b
clinical/diagnostic approach, 1097–1105
clinical findings, 1099t
clinical monitoring, 1127
concomitant distal lower extremity weakness, 

management, 1126
contractures, orthopedic surgical release, 1126
disease history, 1097
distal weakness, inclusion, 246b
electrodiagnostic findings, 217t
electrodiagnostic studies, 1102–1103
electron microscopy, usage, 1105
family history, 1097
histology/histochemistry, 1103
immunoblotting/immunostaining, 1103–1105
management, 1126
metabolic studies, 1105
molecular genetic studies, 1103
muscle biopsy, 1103

site selection, 1103
technique, 1103

physical examination, 1098–1100
proximal weakness/contractures, 1126
quantitative dystrophin analysis, 1103–1104
serum laboratory studies, 1100–1102
strengthening exercise, 1124
systemic disease, inclusion, 1123–1124
X-linked recessive conditions, 1097

Myophosphorylase deficiency (McArdle’s disease), 1120
Myoplasty, 260
Myosin filaments, 412f

impact, 410
Myosis, 1187
Myositis ossificans, 854–855

development, 855
Myotonia, 184

delayed relaxation, 1117
Myotonia congenita, 1119–1120
Myotonic discharges, 184

characteristics, 201t
conditions, 245b
occurrence, 184
presentation, 184

Myotonic disorders, 1117–1119
clinical/electrophysiologic features, 246t

Myotonic muscular dystrophy (MMD), 1098–1100
cardiac conduction abnormalities, 1128
facial characteristics, 1117f

Myotonic muscular dystrophy 1 (DM1), 1117–1119
cardiac involvement, 1118

Myotonic muscular dystrophy type 1 (DM1), 1097
Myotonic muscular dystrophy type 2 (DM2), 

 myotonia, 1119
Myotonic potentials, 185f
Myotonin-protein kinase (DMPK), 1117

N
N-Acetyl aspartate (NAA), neuronal health marker, 

1162
NADH-tetrazolium reductase, 1121
Nasal IPPV, 749f
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), 

drugs/supplements ban, 1012



National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA), 
159

reports, 160
National Emergency X-Radiography Utilization Study 

(NEXUS) prediction rule, 137
National Football League (NFL), drugs/supplements 

ban, 1012
National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP), 

683, 1329t
National Quality Forum (NQF), 166

consensus deployment process, steps, 165
endorsement function, 166

National SCI Database, 1294–1295
National SCI Model System Database, 1293–1294
Naturopathy, 484

multimodel approach, 484
Nausea, 625

management, 630
Navicular stress fractures, 863
Near-automatic marker identification/digitization, 

usage, 103
Near-field waveforms, interaction, 181–182
Near-infrared (NIR) spectrum, 693
Near-term infants, hemiparetic/quadriparetic CP, 

1254
Neck

assessment, 43
cancer, 1391
diagnosis, 795
disorders, 793b
extension/rotation, usage, 488
pathophysiology, 794–795
physical modalities, 795–796
problems, introduction/epidemiology, 787
treatment, 795–796

Neck pain, 488–489
cluster, 787
evaluation, 799t

Neck region pain, brachial plexopathies (impact), 
208–209

Needle electrodes
recording areas, 190f
usage, 189

Needle electromyographic studies, techniques, 203
Needle electromyography (needle EMG), 198–201

one-handed technique, 199
procedure, pain, 198
specificity, 209

Needle examination, evaluation types, 199
Needle insertional activity, 177–178

needle placement, 177
Needle recording electrodes, types, 189–190
Neer-Walsh impingement test, 817, 822
Negative pressure ventilation, noninvasive forms, 

1128
Negative pressure wound therapy, 694
Neglect syndrome, 1184
Nei Ching, 439–440
Nelson, Lord (thoracic spine wound), 1293
Nemaline myopathy, 1116
Neologisms, 55
Neonatal encephalopathy, 1253
Neonatal management, 1279–1280
Neonatal SCI, 1336
Neonatal Skin Risk Assessment Scale, 696
Neospinothalamic system, 942
Nernst equation, 172

modification, 173
representation, 172
usage, 172–173

Nerve conduction
gender differences, 174
height, relationship, 175
parameters, obtaining, 197
studies

temperature, impact, 175
usage, 799

Nerve conduction studies (NCSs)
electromyography, relationship, 226t
increase, 203
latencies/amplitudes, impact, 197
parameters, stability, 197
protocol, recommendations, 216–217
safety, 197
techniques, 203
Nerve conduction studies (NCSs) (Continued)
usage, 197
values, 225t

Nerve conduction velocity (NCV)
level, elevation, 174
newborn motor level, 174
temperature, impact, 175, 203

Nerve fibers
classification, 941t
damage, 282–283
neural structure, 1065

Nerve injury, 325–326
classification, 187–188, 1067t

list, 188t
electrodiagnostic assessment, 212
Seddon’s classification, 187–188
Sunderland’s classification, 188

Nerve roots, 142
compression, 1008
impingement, 876
mechanical compression, mechanism, 877
tumors (observation), MRI (usage), 138
visualization, MRI (usage), 142

Nerves, 875
anatomy, 1066f
depolarization, 176–177
disruption, 188
electrical stimulation, 990
energies, 938
imaging, 145–146
pathways, anatomic variations, 203
plexuses, 1379–1380
potentials, 176–177
tissues, electrical difference generation, 159
transplantation, 1452–1453
waveform configurations/characteristics,  

176–182
Ness H200, exoskeletal device, 473
NESS L300, 476
Neural adaptations, 413
Neural generators, 185–187
Neural injury, degrees, 189f
Neural insult, 187–188
Neural procession, problems, 878
Neural tube defects (NTDs), 1275

birth prevalence, geographic variation,  
1276–1277

development, environmental factors, 1278
etiologic heterogeneity, 1276
features, 1277f
multifactorial influences, 1278

Neural tube development, features, 1277f
Neurapraxia, 187
Neurobehavioral disorders, 57–58

aphasia, relationship, 54–58
Neurobehavioral Rating Scale, 1145
Neurodegenerative disorders, 587
Neuroendocrine dysfunctions, 995
Neurofacilitation techniques, 419
Neurofibromas, 138
Neurofibromatosis syndrome, 43t
Neuroforaminal closure/root tension, 797–798
Neurogenic atrophy, trichrome staining, 1050f
Neurogenic bladder, 1282

anatomic classification, 604f
computed tomography, 605
creatinine clearance time, 605
cystography, 606
cystometrography, 606
cystoscopy, 608
diagnostic tests, 605–608
dysfunction/classification, 604–613
evaluation, 604–608
functional classification, 604t
history, 603
impact, 1072
indications, 605
intravenous pyelogram, 605
isotope studies, 605
lower tract tests, 605–608
management, 608–613, 1327

goal, 1327
principles, 608

physical examination, 604
postvoid residual, 606
1489Index

Neurogenic bladder (Continued)
sensitivity testing, 605–606
sphincter electromyography, 606
ultrasonography, 605
upper tract tests, 605
urethral pressure profiles, 606
urinalysis, 605–606
urodynamic definitions, 605t
videourodynamics, 606–608

Neurogenic bowel, 1282–1283
complications, 635–636
dietary considerations, 632–633
dysfunction, 619

result, 632
epidemiology, 619
impact, 619–620
management, 630–635
rationale, 633–634
surgical options, 634–635
treatment, 633–634

outcomes, 636
Neurogenic communication disorders, 54t
Neurogenic shock, treatment, 1309
Neurologic claudication, 903
Neurologic complaints, inquiry, 195
Neurologic diagnosis, 54t
Neurologic disorders, 7

gastrointestinal dysfunction, 628–629
impact, 7
sexual dysfunction, 667–668

Neurologic examination, 9–18
importance, 722

Neurologic injuries, 113–114
Neurologic level of injury (NLI), 1296

defining, 1302
Neurologic physical examination, 5t
Neurologic recovery, 1192
Neurologic system, testing, 9–10
Neuromas, 284

formation, 260
Neuromatrix theory, 939
Neuromodulation, accomplishment, 53
Neuromuscular conditions, 325–328
Neuromuscular control (NMC)

importance, 1007
involvement, 1008–1009

Neuromuscular disease, exercise (impact), 1124–1125
Neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES), 469

occurrence, 469
requirements, 1194–1195
system components, 471–472
therapeutic applications, 1195
usage, 593–594

Neuromuscular facilitation, 418
Neuromuscular junction

disorders, 196, 218–219
classification, 218

failure, occurrence, 211
pathology, identification, 223
transmission disorders, electrodiagnostic findings, 

218t
Neuromuscular scoliosis, 368
Neuromuscular system, examination, 46–48
Neuromuscular transmission, temperature (effects), 

203
Neuromyelitis optica (NMO), 1237
Neuromyotonia, 186
Neuronal disconnection (diaschisis), 1136
Neuron-specific enolase (NSE), 1159

neuroinflammation, linkage, 1159
Neuropathic pain, 957

commonness, 1070
conditions, anticonvulsant medications (usage), 

957–958
syndromes, anticonvulsants (usage), 284
treatment, challenge, 1070

Neuropathic spine, 143
Neuropathic ulcers, 683

diagnostic tests, 701
healing rate, 689
local care, 701
pain, 690
presentation, 700–701, 701f
prevention, 702
treatment, 701–702
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Neuropathies, 1065–1067, 1071–1080, 1122
anatomy/physiology, 1065
complications, 1069–1071
demyelination, impact, 1069
pain, 1070

Neuroplasticity, 971, 1192
Neuropraxic injury, 212
Neuroprostheses, 273–274, 472–474

reference, 1194–1195
Neuropsychological assessment, 66–69, 83
Neuropsychological testing, 67, 83, 88
Neuropsychological tests

findings, 71
multifactorial characteristic, 68
performance, implications, 67–68
primary cognitive domain, 68b

Neuropsychologic assessment, purpose, 1152–1153
Neuropsychologic (NP) testing, 1020
Neuro-QOL, 1163
Neuroreceptor binding, 1162
Neurosensory dysfunction, 995
Neurotmesis, 188
Neurotoxin-associated proteins (NAPs), usage, 

651–652
Neutral wrist-hand orthosis, usage, 832
Newborns

average height, 43
conduction velocities, 204
DDH screening, 46
motor NCV level, 174
peripheral nerve entities, occurrence, 205
upper aerodigestive tract, 582–584

Newton, Isaac (motion, third law), 103
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA), 942

blockers, 1202
interference, 1050–1051
receptor activity, 1197

Nociception, 940
Nociceptive impulses, brain center modulation, 622
Nociceptive information, conveyance, 942
Nociceptors, 938
Nocturnal enuresis, treatment, 601–602
Nocturnal hypoventilation, 1055
Nodes of Ranvier

voltage-gated potassium channels, absence, 
173–174

voltage-gated sodium channels, presence, 173–174
widening, 188

Nonarticular splint, 320
Nonaxillary crutches, 354
Noncoital sexual pain disorder, 665
Noncongenital DM1, 1118
Noncontact ACL injuries, setting, 1012
Nondominant hand, fifth digit (amputation), 120
Nonelectronic AAC systems, 502
Nonfluent aphasia, characterization, 54–55
Nonfocal physical examination, 224
Non-image-guided blind injections, 522
Non-image-guided injections, 522
Noninvasive brain stimulation, 1196–1198
Noninvasive EBCT, 725
Noninvasive intermittent positive-pressure ventila-

tion (NIPPV), 742, 746
long-term outcomes, 751

Noninvasive positive pressure ventilation (NPPV), 
usage, 1055

Nonischemic forearm exercise testing, 1120
Non-key factor impairment criteria, 119
Nonneural structures, biomechanical/biochemical 

insults, 789
Nonpathologic PSWs, origin, 183–184
Nonpropagated MEPPs, accumulation, 981–983
Nonremovable rigid dressing, 280
Nonslip matting, usage, 568, 570, 574
Nonspecific low back pain, 886–887
Nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), 

771–773, 795
classification, 951

Nontraditional couples/families, medical rehabilita-
tion challenges, 75

Nontraumatic brain injury, 1178
Nontraumatic knee pain, ACR appropriateness 

criteria, 153
Nontraumatic spinal cord injury, 1306–1308
Nonverbal tests, alternative, 49t
Non-voltage-gated potassium leak channels, impact, 
160–161

Noordenbos, Willem, 939
Noradrenergic systems, impact, 1139
Norepinephrine transporter (NET) inhibitor, 1138
Normal coupled spinal motion, 443
Normal crises, 75–76
Normal pressure hydrocephalus, 1149, 1422–1423

commonness, 1182
Normative descriptors, 71
North American Spine Society, 938
North American Symptomatic Carotid Endartectomy 

Trial, 1191–1192
Northwestern socket, 268
Novantrone, 1240t
Nuclear medicine studies, 134–135
Nucleoplasty, 802
Nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS), 622

connections, 622
Nudge, operation, 267
Nurse educator, impact, 728
Nutrient exchange, 686
Nutrition, 706–707

DVT, impact, 1147–1148
Nutritionist, impact, 728
Nystagmus, 1187

O
Ober fasciotomy, 1126
Ober test, 843
Obesity-hypoventilation syndrome (OHS), 751
Obesity-related pulmonary dysfunction, 751
Oblique needle position, ultrasound demonstrations, 

523f
O’Brien test, 817
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), 751

causal link, 1206
impact, 1206
occurrence, 1205–1206
screening, 1206

Occupational disability, 1032–1033
risk factors, yellow flags, 1033

Occupational exposure, 123
Occupational illness, 1032
Occupational injury

claims, risk factors, 1032
functional outcomes, improvement, 1033

Occupational rehabilitation, 1031
case closure, 1035
causation, 1038
depositions/testimony, 1038
epidemiology, 1031
evaluations, 1033–1034
fraud, 1038
history, 1031–1032
IMEs, 1034
medicolegal aspects, 1036–1038
principles, 1032–1033
treatment, 1034–1035

Occupational risk factors, identification, 1032
Occupational Safety and Health Act (1970), 

1031–1032
Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA) rule, AANEM support, 198
Occupational therapist, impact, 728
Occupational Therapy Practice Framework, ADL/ 

I-ADL activities, 6
Oculomotor nerve (cranial nerve III) examination, 12
Odstock Drop Foot Stimulator, 476
Off-pump surgical techniques, 733
Off-season cross-training, 1007
Offset knee joint, knee instability, 346
Off-the-shelf ankle-foot orthoses, mobility assistive 

devices, 6t
Older adults

acute SCI, 1336
wheelchair usage, 399–400

Older athletes, 1025–1026
Olecranon, posteromedial osteophytes, 829f
Olecranon bursa, 828

injection techniques, 528–529, 529f
Olfactory nerve (cranial nerve I) examination, 12
Ondine’s curse, 747
One-arm lever drive system, 381f
One-site/two-function system, usage, 267
One Step (communication devices), 503
On site concussion, 1140
On-site evaluations (surveys), 165
On-the-job training, job development requirement, 

760
Onuf’s nucleus, 601–602
Open amputations, 278
Open-packed positions, 25
Operant behavioral therapy, goals, 945–946
Operant behavior techniques, 945–946
Operant contingency management, 84
Operant learning, 945
Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) veterans, 89
Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) veterans, 89
Opioid analgesics, prescription, 954t–955t
Opioid dose conversions, 1377t
Opioid hyperalgesia, pronociceptive effects, 957
Opioid therapy, 278
Opisthotonic posturing, 1258f
Opposing electrical charges, impact, 159–160
Oppositional pinch, 319–320
Optic nerve (cranial nerve II) examination, 12
Oral bowel stimulants, usage, 633–634
Oral cavity

anatomy, 582f
images, 583f

Oral dysfunction, 585
Oral dysphagia, causes, 587b
Oral-motor function, 567
Oregon Orthotic System rotational control AFO, 343f
Organ Procurement and Transplant Network 

(OPTN), 1439–1440
Organ systems review, 9

execution, 9
sample questions, 9t

Organ transplants, 1439
Orgasm, neurologic control, 1328
Orgasmic ability, preservation, 666
Orgasmic dysfunction

males, 676
prevalence, 666

Orientation, 10
requirement, 10

Orientation Log (O-Log), 66, 1145
Oropharyngeal dysphagia

symptoms, 589b
treatment, NMES (usage), 593–594

Orphenadrine Citrate (Norflex), usage, 650
Orthodontic palmar sensory study, 226
Orthodromic bipolar SNAP waveform recordings, 

176
Orthopedic disease, somatic dysfunction 

( coexistence), 428
Orthoses, 317, 329–330, 359, 1395f

acronyms, 359
adjectival derivation, 317
defining, 333
description, 362–368
MMC, 1285–1286
osteoporotic spine, relationship, 927

Orthostatic hypotension, 1226, 1324
Orthotic componentry, 343t
Orthotic devices, 317, 323–330

classification, 320
design categories, 320–323
diagnostic categories, 323–330

Orthotic ground reactive force, 346
Orthotic joints, placement, 333
Orthotic materials, 331
Orthotic prescription, 360
Orthotics, 359
Ortolani tests, 46
Os calcis, 333
Osgood-Schlatter disease, 860
Osler, William, 1253
Osseous metastases, management, 1378
Osteoarthritis (OA), 325, 770–771, 846f, 1420–1421

classification criteria, 771
clinical outcome measures, 778
deformities/x-ray findings, 772f
intraarticular injections, 776
Kellgren-Lawrence Radiographic Grading Scale, 771t
knee orthoses, 349
management options, 776–778



Osteoarthritis (OA) (Continued)
medications, 776, 778
physical agents, 776–777
progression, 771
surgery, 777–778
surgical procedures, 777b
therapy, goals, 771
treatment, medication options, 777t

Osteoblastic activity (stimulation), sodium fluoride 
(usage), 931

Osteoblasts, derivation, 913
Osteochondral lesions, 856
Osteochondritis dissecans

coronal T1-weighted image, 152f
stages, display, 148
subchondral bone lesion, 856

Osteoclasts
calcitonin, impact, 930
localization, 913

Osteoid matrix, non-contrast-enhanced CT 
( consideration), 149

Osteomyelitis, 705–706
adjunctive treatment, 706
imaging studies, 705–706
infection, 900
MRI, 144f
plain radiographic findings, 143

Osteopathic lesion, 429
Osteopathic medicine, 483–484
Osteopenia, 1420
Osteoporosis, 928f, 1420

acute pain, management, 917b
calcium metabolism, relationship, 1325
causes, 914b
classification, 914
clinical manifestations, 916
computerized dynamic posturography, composite 

score, 918f
diagnosis, recommendations, 1024t
diagnostic evaluations, 921t
diagnostic studies, 920–921
exercise, 921–926
fractures/management, 916–920
nonstrenuous progressive exercises, 924f–925f
pathogenesis, 914
pharmacologic interventions, 927–931
prevention, 1427
radiographic findings, 920–921
sex steroids, role, 915
treatment, 921–931, 1427
WHO definnition, 913

Osteoporotic compression fractures, 899
treatment, 899

Osteoporotic fractures, orthopedic management, 916
Osteoporotic skeletal frame, posture training 

 program, 926
Osteoporotic spine, orthoses (relationship), 927
Oswestry Scale of Grading, 642
Other (neuropathic) pain, 1332
Outcome measures, 398
Outcomes Following Traumatic Spinal Cord Injury, 

1308–1309
Outlier DMD, 1103–1104
Outpatient neuropsychological assessment, 67–68

importance, 67–68
Outpatient rehabilitation, 76–77

neurologic problems, commonness, 9
plan, 38b

Outrigger skis, usage, 577f
Outrolling, 333
Overexercisng, 717
Overhead strap, 388, 389f
Overhead trapeze bar, usage, 571
Overhead work activities, 1036f
Over-the-counter orthoses, treatment, 334
Overtraining, 406, 408b, 1005
Overweight/obesity, CAD risk factor, 715
Ovoid body formation, 1234
Oxford technique, 414
Oxidative injury, F2-Isoprostane marker, 1160
Oxygen

concentrators, usage, 741
impairment, 686
pulse, 406
therapy, 741
Oxygen consumption, 717
cardiac output, relationship, 719f
Fick equation, 717
heart rate, relationship, 719f–720f
rate, 310
work intensity, relationship, 718f
workload, relationship (training effect), 720f

P
Pacing system, external transmitter/antenna, 747
Padded spring-loaded bail lock, 348f
Pain, 86, 935

adjustment, factors, 944f
aggravation, exercises (impact), 889
ascending/descending modulation, 942–943
assessment, 86
behaviors, assessment, 86
centralization, relationship, 879
central sensitization, 942
central theories, 939–940
characteristics, discrimination, 973f
cognition, 879
control, 86, 263–264, 278–279
descending inhibition, 942–943
discussion, terminology, 937t
disorder criteria, 947
elicitation, 979f
experience, aspects, 939
gate control theory, 86, 939
intensity, discrimination, 973f
levels, self-report, 86
location, discrimination, 972f
management, 282–284, 1244, 1352
medicine, universal precautions, 957b
modulation, 800, 942
neuroimaging, advances, 939–940
neuropathic perceptions, 283
pathophysiology, 940–943
peripheral sensitization, 941–942
perpetuation, factors, 990
pharmacologic treatment, advances, 937
physiology, 940–943
poststroke syndromes, 1201–1202
psychologic aspects, advancements (history), 940
relaxation training, usage, 950
relief, failure (causes), 994
specificity theory, 939
spinal cord mechanism, 986
symptomatic relief, 334
theory, history (peripheral perspective), 938–939
threshold, systemic decrease, 972
transduction, 940–941
transmission, 941
treatment, 86–87, 949t
treatment programs, 947

Pain Disability Questionnaire, usage, 119–120
Painful spot (tender spot), 977
Painless weakness, 231–232

ALS, confusion, 232
analysis, 232
differential diagnosis, 232
electromyography, 233t
examination, 231–232
MMNCB, consideration, 232
nerve conduction studies, 232, 233t

Pain referral patterns, pathophysiology/significance, 
787–794

Pain-related disability, maintenance (risk), 944
Pain-related insomnia, treatment (pharmacological 

reliance), 959–961
Paleospinothalamic system, 942
Palmar creases, fetal movement indication, 46
Palmar-finger tip grasp, initiation, 271
Palmar reflex, 1257
Palmer, Daniel David, 428
Palmer grip, loss, 258
Pancreas transplants, 1443t
Pancreatitis, incidence (increase), 1325–1326
Panner’s disease, 830

treatment, 830
Papain-urea, enzymatic debridement, 691
Parachute reaction, 46–47
Paradoxical vocal fold dysfunction (PVFD), exercise 

(usage), 746
1491Index

Paraffin baths, 453–454
superficial heating agent, 453–454

Paralabral (ganglion) cyst
impingement, 145
MRI appearance, 151f

Paralysis/paresis, 397
Paramyotonia congenita, 1119
Paraneoplastic neurologic disorders, 1381t
Paraneoplastic syndromes, 1380–1381
Paranoid-type interpretations, 75
Paraplegia

swing-through gait pattern, 1316f
Paraplegia, neurologic recovery/ambulation, 1308
Parapodium, 351–352

hip/knee joints, extension, 351f
Paraspinal hematoma, case report, 198
Parastep, 476–478

system, 477f
Parathyroid hormone (PTH), 914

PTH(1-34), impact, 927–929
Paré, Ambroise, 359
Parental stress, increase, 81
Partially obstructive anterior osteophyte, videofluoro-

graphic image, 588f
Parkinson disease, 1223–1227, 1422

clinical presentation, 1223
cognitive ability, decline, 1226
cognitive concerns, 1225–1226
diagnosis, 1223–1224
differential diagnosis, 1224b
electrodiagnostic studies, 1223–1224
exercise, impact, 1225
impairments, therapy approaches, 1226–1227
initial diagnosis, 1224
levodopa therapy, problems, 1225
long-term levodopa treatment, complication, 

1224–1225
medical management, 1224–1225
motor dysfunction, symptomatic treatment, 1224
multiple physical therapy studies, 1226
muscle physiology, 1225
nonmotor symptoms, 1225
obstructive/restrictive pulmonary disease, 

 prevalence, 1224
orthostatic hypotension, 1226
pathology, 1223
prognosis, 1224
psychosocial concerns, 1225–1226
rehabilitation, rationale, 1225
rigidity, forms, 1223
surgical interventions, 1230
treatment

plan, formulation, 1226
practical approach, 1226

tremor, disability impact, 1226
Parkinsonian gait, 19t
Parkinsonism, manifestation, 1224
Parkinson’s disease, 613, 628
Parkinson’s-plus diseases, 628
Pars defects, grading (Tokushima classification), 897b
Pars interarticularis abnormalities, 140–141
Pars interarticularis defects, MDCT, 141f
Parsonage-Turner syndrome (brachial neuritis),  

1082
Partial bodyweight-supported treadmill training 

(PBWSTT), 1262
therapy, 1263

Partial external anal sphincter myotomy, 635
Partial facial paralysis, usage, 205
Partial foot amputations, 290–291

levels, 291f
Partial hand prostheses, 267
Partial rotator cuff tears, MRI display, 150
Partial tear muscle trauma, 144–145
Partial voluming (occurrence), MRI (usage), 137
Partial weight-bearing, rigid dressing (usage), 282f
Participation, 4t, 118

restriction, 118, 501
Participation, involvement, 500
Passive back-leak sodium/potassium currents, 

 capacitance mediation, 173–174
Passive glenohumeral joint range-of-motion (ROM) 

exercises, 818
Passive intervertebral motion testing, 882
Passive potassium ion channels, 161
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, 
Passive range of motion (ROM), 16–17
improvement, 327f

Passive sodium channels, presence, 160
Passive sodium ion channels, 161
Passive stretching, 418
Passive terminal devices, 270, 270b
Passive upper limb prosthetic system, 265, 265b
Passy-Muir tracheostomy speaking valve,  functioning

1322f
Past medical/surgical history, 7–8
Patellar tendinopathy, 859–860
Patellar tendon-bearing (PTB) AFO, 343–344
Patellar tendon-bearing (PTB) design, 292–294
Patellar tendon-bearing (PTB) socket, pressure- 

tolerant/pressure-sensitive areas, 293f
Patellar tendon-supracondylar, trim-lines, 295f
Patella tendon rupture, 860–861
Patellofemoral abnormalities, 154
Patellofemoral arthralgia, 855–856
Patellofemoral grind test, 844
Patellofemoral pain syndrome, 855
Patellofemoral tests, 20t–25t
Pathologic barrier, 429
Pathologic gait, 107–115, 1267

marker identification, 103
Pathology, identification, 223
Patient-controlled analgesia systems, usefulness,  

279
Patient effort, 71

assessment, importance, 71
test validity, compromise, 71

Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Informa-
tion System (PROMIS), 163

Patients
EMG profiles, comparison, 106
history, 409
impairments, severity, 120
kinematics, correlation, 106
outcomes, health care quality (impact), 166
realities, administrative imperatives (blending), 

121–123
safety, 160–161
work, ability, 126

Patrick test, 843
Pawl lock, 347
Pay for performance (P4P), 159–160
Peak bone mass, achievement, 1023
Peak bone mineral density (BMD), 1261
Peak-to-peak CRT trace displacement, 179–180
Peak-to-peak MUAP amplitude, 179–180
Pectoralis major muscle strains, 823
Pectoralis major strain, 823
Pediatric adaptive stroller, 376f
Pediatric amputation, 311–314
Pediatric athlete, 1024–1025
Pediatric electrodiagnosis, 204–205
Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI), 

50, 566
Pediatric low back pain, 905–906, 906b
Pediatric manual wheelchairs, 374, 376f
Pediatric orthoses, 350–352
Pediatric patient, 41, 43, 50

clinical/developmental history, 41
coordination, assessment, 47
developmental evaluation/screening tests, 48t
diagnostic evaluations, 41–48
full-scale scores (IQs), 49
intellectual evaluations, 48t
manual muscle testing, 47
musculoskeletal assessment, 43–46
neurologic assessment, 46–48
physical examination, 41–48
sensory evaluation, difficulty, 47
standardized assessment tools, 48–50
test composite scores, 49
vision examination, adaptation, 48

Pediatric power wheelchairs, 399f
Pediatric Quality of Life (PedsQL) measures, 50
Pediatric rehabilitation psychology, 81–86

assessment, 82–83
developmental issues, 81
educational system, 81
intellectual ability, 82–83
psychosocial functioning, 82

Pediatric spinal cord injury, 1335–1337
Pediatric TBI, 1157–1158
considerations, 1160
impact, 1157

Pedicle flaps, 259, 260b
Peer visitor, 263
Pelvic alignment, fault, 882f
Pelvic biofeedback, intravaginal sensor (usage), 678f
Pelvic drop, 115, 1100
Pelvic floor

exercises, 609
motility, 623
parasympathetic/sympathetic/somatic nerve 

 supply, 602f
sling, 635

Pelvic stabilizers, 874–875
Pelvis

anteroposterior radiograph, 849f
fractures, 1378
imaging, 152–153
lateral displacement, 107b
obliquity, excess (pelvic drop), 115
rotation/tilt, 107b
sketch demonstration, 302f
T2-weighted, fat suppression, coronal MRI, 849f

Pending litigation, 8–9
patient involvement, questions, 8–9

Pendulum test, 642
Penile implants, 1328
Penile vibratory stimulation (PVS), vibrator disc 

position, 675f
Penn Spasm Frequency Score, 642
Perceived exertion

Borg Scale, 408t
rating, 408

Perception, 567
Perceptual dysfunction, 1150–1151
Perceptual evaluations, 49t
Perceptual functioning, improvement, 1199
Percussion massage, 439
Percussion myotonia, 1100f
Percutaneous diskectomy/disk decompression, 802
Percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG) tubes, 

usage, 1054
Percutaneous radiofrequency ablation medial 

branch, 804–805
Performance

abilities, evaluation, 566
components, evaluation, 566–567
improvement, physician consortium, 161
maximization, 3
measures, 167f

Performance-based physical capacities evaluation, 
125

Performance-enhancing drugs, 1013–1014
Performance Improvement Programs (PIPs), 

 structure, 168
Perfusion, wound assessment, 688–689
Perfusion weighted (PW) imaging, 1189
Periinfarct reorganization, 1192
Periodization, 1004
Periodized training program, template, 1005f
Perioperative pain control

importance, 278
treatment, mainstay, 278

Peripheral arterial disease (PAD), 1347
evaluation, 1352f
exercise, 1354
prognosis, 1355
treatment, 1354f
vascular testing, 1349–1351

Peripheral innervation, 602
Peripheral joint injection techniques, 517, 522–524

bleeding, minimization, 522
diagnostic/therapeutic purpose, 517
medications, 518–522
technical guide, 524–535

Peripheral joints, manipulation, 427
Peripheral nerves, 15f, 904–905, 1380

cancer, 1379
cold application, 458
diseases, 614
injury, 187, 213f, 325
irritation, 972
pathology, identification, 223

Peripheral nervous system (PNS) disorders, 1065
Peripheral neuroanatomy, understanding, 209
Peripheral neuropathies, 629, 1070–1071, 1406

classification/etiologies, 1067b
electrodiagnostic findings, 215t
medications, 1068b

Peripheral oxygen utilization, increase, 720
Peripheral pulses, examination, 722
Peripheral sensitization, 941–942, 974f
Peripheral sensory unit, 971
Peripheral vascular disease, 423, 1348b

exercise prescription guidelines, 423t
Periventricular leukomalacia (PVL), 1253, 1255f, 

1260
Permanent partial impairment (PPI) rating, 1035
Permission Limited Information Specific Suggestions 

Intensive Therapy (PLISSIT) model, 671b
Peroneal motor nerve conductions, 216–217
Peroneal motor studies, performing, 238
Peroneal nerve, 1089f

lesions, occurrence, 1088
Peroneal neuropathy, 1088–1089

clinical finding, 1088
intrauterine onset, 205
treatment, 1089

Peroneal sign, 187
Peroneus longus, poly-EMG, 108
Persian Gulf Conflict veterans, characterization, 89
Persistent sexual arousal disorder, 665
Personality Assessment Inventory, 72
Personality disorders, 72
Personality factors, assessment, 72
Personality styles, 72

consistency, 76
Pes anserine tendonitis/bursitis, 859
Pes anserinus, 859
Pes cavus (high-arched foot), 45, 335, 1067–1068

deformity, 1077f
neuromuscular disorders, appearance, 45f
treatment, 1285

Pes planus (flatfoot), 334–335
ligamentous laxity, impact, 320
variation, 44–45

Pétrissage, 440–441
rolling, 441f

Peyronie’s disease, 664, 676
Phalangization, 261–262
Phalen’s test, 1084f

usage, 195–196
Phantom limbs

pain, 263–264
sensation, 279

maintenance, 283
treatment, 284

telescoping, 283
Phantom pain, 263–264
Pharmacologic stress testing, 696
Pharyngeal bypass, 596
Pharyngeal dysfunction, 585
Pharyngeal dysphagia, causes, 587b
Pharynx

anatomy, 582f
dysfunction, 585–586
fibrotic endoscopic image, 591f
food retention, 586
images, 583f

Philadelphia orthosis, 363, 363f
biomechanics, 363
design/fabrication, 363

Phliadelphia orthosis
biomechanics, 363

Phocomelia, 258b
Phonophoresis, 461

ultrasound, use, 461
Phosphate (proximal tubular reabsorption), PTH 

(impact), 915
Photoplethysmographic pressures, 278
Phototherapy, 693
Phrenic CMAPs, bilateral amplitude, 234–235
Phrenic nerve pacing (PNP), 478, 1322
Phrenic nerve stimulation, 478
Physiatric AFO prescriptions, 344
Physiatric assessment, structure (determination), 3
Physiatric history, 3–31

patient information source, 4
time/rapport, 3–4
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Physiatric history and physical (H&P) examination, 3
assessment/plan, 31
elements, 5t
emphasis, 3
summary, 31

Physiatrists, 728
immunosuppressive medication monitoring, 1442t

Physiatry, 1440–1442
Physical Activities Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q), 

409
Physical activity

decrease, 916
improvement, 714

Physical activity readiness questionnaire, 409b
Physical agent modalities, 449

prescription, 449
Physical capacity

assessment, 125–126
clinical estimate, 126
patient estimation, 125

FCE, correlation, 125
self-reports, assessment, 121

Physical examination, 195–196
algorithmic approach, 196
clinical assessment, 195–196
usage, algorithmic approach, 196f

Physical inactivity, CAD risk factors, 714
Physical medicine

cryotherapy, uses, 458b, 459
dietary supplements, 486–487
role, future, 1038

Physical medicine, heat (uses), 452
Physical medicine and rehabilitation (PM&R), 1457

core competencies, 1460b
education, 1459–1461
history, 1457–1458
opportunities, 1461

Physical therapist, impact, 728
Physical therapy, benefit, 124–125
Physical Treatment by Movements, Manipulation, and 

Massage, 440
Physician billing, H&P basis, 3
Physician Consortium for Performance Improvement 

(PCPI), 161
mission, 161

Physician Quality Reporting Initiative, 163
measure set, 166–167

Physician real-time learning, importance, 167–168
Physiologic anemia (pseudoanemia), 1022–1023
Picking up, involvement, 441
Pilates, 490, 962

usage, 894
Pinch, types, 319–320
Pin electromyography, 198–201

one-handed technique, 199
Pin-locking suspension mechanism, 296f
Pirgoff amputations, 291
Piriformis syndrome, 904
Pistorious, Oscar, 277–278
Placebo, power, 937–938
Plain radiographs

collection, 131
protocol, importance, 131

Plain radiography, 131–132
artifacts, 135

Plank evaluation, 1008f
Planned prosthesis, orientation, 265
Plantar fascia

injection technique, 535, 536f
injury, 865–866

Plantar fasciitis
injury, 865–866
orthotic intervention, 336
symptoms (improvement), resting night splint 

(usage), 866f
ultrasound findings, 535

Plantar-flexed brace, impact, 108f
Plantar flexion, 30f
Plantar flexion, knee extension moment, 340
Plantar foot muscles, injury, 865–866
Plantar mononeuropathy, 1089–1090
Plantar nerves, assessment, 1090
Plantar reflex, 1257

examination, 17
Plantar stop (posterior stop), 339–340
Plasma calcitonin levels, comparison, 915–916
Plastic AFOs, 341–344

components, 342–343
prefabrication/customization, 342
varus-valgus control, 342–343

Plasticity, learning, 1244
Plastic-metal combination KAFOs, 348
Platform forearm orthosis, 354
Platform lift, 388, 389f
Play/school experiences

built-up handle, 577f
curriculum redesign/accommodations, 575
environmental modifications, 575
equipment accessibility, 576f
equipment modifications, 575, 577f
positioning devices, 575, 576f

Plexopathy, 1076
ACR appropriateness criteria, 145

Plexus, pathology (identification), 223
Plug-fit design, 292
Ply, 290
Plyometrics, 418–419

exercises, variation, 418–419
Pneumonia, occurrence, 1205
PocketCoach, 510
Pocket Coach, prompting technology, 510f
Polio, aging, 1432
Poliomyelitis, 1046–1047

clinical features, 1047
late effects, occurrence, 1047

Pollicization, 257
process, 261–262

Polyarteritis nodosa, 1080
Polycentric knees, 304, 304f

joints, 346f
double-axis system, usage, 346

rotation axis, 304
Poly-EMG, 102

gastrocnemius demonstration, 109
Polymyalgia rheumatica, suspicion, 196
Polymyositis (PM), 217, 775, 1122

CK elevation, 1101–1102
Polyneuropathy, 212–217

assessment, accuracy, 216
classification, electrodiagnostic characteristics, 

214b–215b
evaluation, 212–213

Polyneuropathy, cause, 195
Polyphasia, 1069
Polyphasicity, increase, 209–210
Polyphasic potentials, 180
Polyradiculoneuropathy, 224, 233–234
Polytrauma/burns, 1406
Polytraumatic injuries, 89
Pompe disease, 1120–1121

diagnosis, 1120–1121
Population normative data, 70
Portable amplification systems, 503–504
Portable ventilators, volume ventilator design, 747
Port wine stains, 43
Positioning devices, 575, 576f
Position-sensing joystick, 385f
Positive behavioral interventions and supports 

(PBIS), 84
Positive expiratory pressure mask therapy, 742
Positive pressure ventilation, noninvasive forms, 1128
Positive sharp waves (PSWs), 179, 183–184

configurations, 183
fibrillation potentials, contrast, 184
grading, 199
monopolar needle recording, 183f
PSW-appearing potentials, transient runs, 183–184
waveforms, recordation, 183

Positon-sensing, force-sensing (contrast), 385
Positron emission tomography (PET) scanning, 135
Postamputation period goals, 263b
Postarthrography CT, 147

delineation, 133
Postcollection marker identification, necessity, 103
Postcombat rehabilitation care, 89
Postconcussive syndrome, 1133
Postdiskography computed tomography, 133, 133f
Posterior apprehension test, 817
Posterior central annular tear, postdiskography CT 

scan, 133f
Posterior cerebral artery (PCA)
stroke, 1186, 1186b
syndromes, 1186

anatomy, 1186
Posterior column fractures, 898–899
Posterior cruciate ligament (PCL)

curvilinear course, 147
injuries, 858–859

Posterior cruciate ligament tests, 20t–25t
Posterior drawer test, 844
Posterior elbow, heterotopic ossification, 1408f
Posterior inferior cerebellar artery (PICA), 1186–1187
Posterior interosseous neuropathy (PIN), 1088
Posterior offset knee joint, 346f
Posterior spring (dorsiflexion assist), 341
Posterior stop (plantar stop), 339–340
Posterolateral corner injuries, 859
Posterolateral intervertebral disk herniation, 873f
Posteromedial malleolar structures, injection 

( ultrasound guidance), 535
Postexercise ROM, focus, 1007
Postherpetic neuralgia, Pregabalin (efficacy), 958
Postinjury orthoses, 329
Postmenopausal osteoporosis, FDA-approved 

 medications, 927t
Postmenopausal women, low bone mineral density 

(diagnosis), 1024t
Post-MI activities, formalization, 713
Postmyelography CT, 131–132

adjunct, requirement, 133
Postoperative limb pain, etiology (identification), 

282–283
Postoperative lumbar disk, linear enhancement, 143
Postoperative rotator cuff repair, 150
Postoperative spine patients, residual/recurrent 

 symptoms, 142–143
Postpolio syndrome (PPS), 1046–1047

clinical features, 1047
diagnosis criteria, 1047b

Poststroke hemiplegia, shoulder pain (prevalence), 
1200

Poststroke pain syndromes, 1201–1202
Poststroke shoulder pain (PSP), 474–475

causes, 1200b
complication, 474–475
treatment, 475

Postsurgical edema, reduction, 279
Postsurgical ischemic wound, occurrence, 703
Postsurgical orthoses, 329
Postsurgical residual limb pain, 263–264
Postsynaptic neuromuscular disorders (evaluation), 

repetitive nerve stimulation (usage), 205
Postsynaptic neuromuscular junction, 218
Post-TRAM procedure rehabilitation program, 1394t
Posttraumatic amnesia (PTA), 1133, 1145
Posttraumatic seizures (PTS), 1146

prophylaxis, Dilantin (usage), 1146
TBI complication, 1146

Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 412b, 1157
development, 73, 79, 88–89
injury, relationship, 77
symptoms, reduction, 69

Posttraumatic syringomyelia (PTS), 1320
Postural alignment, types, 882f
Postural breaks, usage, 126
Postural considerations, 405
Postural drainage, 1321
Postural reactions, occurrence, 47t
Postural straps, 393
Posture, 883t

Parkinson disease, impact, 1223
training program, 926

Postvoid residual, 606
volumes, 1184

Potassium channels, opening, 171
Potassium chloride (KCl) solution, experiment 

( illustration), 172f
Potassium ions, 171–172, 174f
Potassium-mediated repolarization, ion crossing, 173
Potassium voltage-gated channels, opening delay 

(occurrence), 173
Pott’s disease (tuberculosis of the spine), 1307
Potty chairs, 571
Power, total energy, 455
Power-assisted wheelchairs, 381–382
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, 

,

Powered hospital bed, usage, 572
Powered scooters, 1129
Power lifts/ramps, 574
Power seating options, 383
Power seats, 574
Power wheelchairs, 382–386, 382f

base selection, 384
front-wheel drive, 384
lifts, 387–388
manual wheelchairs, contrast, 397–398
maximum speed, 385–386
midwheel drive, 384
performance, 390–391
programmability, 385–386
ramps, 387
rear-wheel drive, 384
supportive back, 1129–1130
transportation, 387–389

Practice effects, 71
impact, minimization, 71
problems, 71
test validity, compromise, 71

Practice measures, 160–161
Prader-Willi syndrome, 43
Preamputation, 263

acute management, 263–265
Precision grip, 271b
Preexercise evaluation, 409–410
Preexisting conditions, presence, 124
Preexisting congenital/acquired neurologic disorders

impact, 7
Prefabricated orthoses, custom orthoses (contrast), 

359–360
Prefabricated thoracolumbosacral orthoses, 364–365

365f
biomechanics, 364
design/fabrication, 365

Prefrontal cortex (PFC), 1152
Pregabalin (Lyrica), usage, 649
Pregnancy

aerobic exercise, contraindications, 421b
exercise, 419–420
low back pain, 905
multiple sclerosis, 1239–1240

Prehabilitation, 1007
Prehensors, 270

advantages/disadvantages, 271b
Preinjury alcohol abuse, 73
Premanufactured residual limb shrinkers, usage, 279
Premature birth, CP risk factor, 1254
Premature brain, intraventricular hemorrhage 

(grades), 1254t
Premature ejaculation (PE), 675

cognitive-behavioral therapy/psychologic 
 counseling, 675

disorder, 663–664
on-demand treatment, 675
treatment, medications, 675

Premature infant, brain lesion, 1254
Premenopausal women, low bone mineral density 

(diagnosis), 1024t
Premorbid abilities, inference (techniques), 70–71
Premorbid functions, estimates, 70–71
Premorbid neuropsychological data, absence, 70–71
Premyoelectric testing/training, 265
Prenatal counseling, diagnosis/management, 

1278–1279
Preparticipation evaluations (PPEs), 1003

medicolegal aspects, 1017
Preparticipation examination (PPE), 1015–1017

form, 1016f
goals, 1015
setting, 1015

Preparticipation Physical Evaluation, 1015
Prepatellar bursitis, 859
Preplacement evaluations, 1033–1034
Preprosthetic training, 264

phase, 274
Preschool children, assessment, 48
Prescription pad, summary reference, 356b
Pressure

equation, 104–105
mapping, assessment tool, 397

Pressure algometer, 980
Pressure epiphyses, 1025
 

Pressure relief, 696
AFO, 344, 344f

Pressure-resistive sensors, impact, 104–105
Pressure/shear adjustment, 285
Pressure ulcers, 683–684, 694–695, 1329

debridement, 695–696
formation, 695
incidence, 684
presentation, 694–695
prevalence, 684
prevention, 696–697
risk, 684
screening, 697
slough/necrosis, removal, 690
staging system, 696f
treatment, 695–696, 1329–1330

Prestroke coping styles, 1203
Preswing, 100
Presynaptic neuromuscular disorders (evaluation), 

repetitive nerve stimulation (usage), 205
Presynaptic neuromuscular junction, 218

disorder, 251f
Priapism, 664, 676
Primary bone tumors, ACR appropriateness criteria, 

149
Primary FMS, 995
Primary impairments, identification/treatment, 3
Primary intention wounds, 684
Primary lateral sclerosis (PLS), 1044
Primary motor cortex, high-frequency rTMS 

( application), 1197
Primary MTrP (key MTrP), 976–977, 987
Primary muscular dystrophy (PMD), 1041
Primary osteoporosis, 914
Primary progressive aphasia (PPA), 57
Primary progressive multiple sclerosis (PPMS), 1233
Primary vertebral tumor, setting, 144
Primitive reflexes, 18

disappearance, 47t
Private disability insurance program, 117
Problem behaviors (identification), behavioral 

 assessment (usage), 82
Productive activity, 574–575

household management, 574–575
paid/volunteer work, 574

Progression (overload), 407, 409
Progressive bulbar palsy (PBP), 1041
Progressive cardiac disease, 1114
Progressive disorders, 399
Progressive external ophthalmoplegia (PEO), 1121
Progressive foot drop, 244–246

differential diagnosis, 245
EDX testing, 245–246
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 245t

Progressive lower limb weakness/numbness, 
246–248

CIDP, electrophysiologic picture, 248
cranial nerves, intactness, 247
diagnoses, 248
differential diagnosis, 247
electromyography, 247t
EMG examination, 248
nerve conduction studies, 247t, 248
sensory symptoms/signs, 247

Progressive muscular atrophy, 1044–1045
clinical features, 1044–1045

Progressive myopathies, strengthening exercise, 1124
Progressive neuromuscular disease, limb contractures 

(management), 1125
Progressive-relapsing multiple sclerosis (PRMS), 1233
Progressive resistance exercise, 414–415
Progressive spinocerebellar diseases, 1257–1258
Progressive ventilator-free breathing (PVFB), 1322
Progressive weakness, 248–250

analysis, 249–250
clinical examination, 249
CMAP amplitudes, reduction, 249–250
differential diagnosis, 249
electromyography, 250t
nerve conduction studies, 249–250, 250t

Prolapsed disk, 895
Prolonged walking, long-term benefits, 1126
Prompting technology, 510, 510f
Pronation, 333

reduction, 335
Pronator syndrome, 1084
electrodiagnostic studies, 1084

Prone instability test, 882
Propagating nerve, action potential, 176
Prophylactic knee bracing, 350
Proportional control, switched control (contrast), 384
Proprioception, 419

control, importance, 1007
deficits, 1263–1264
NMC requirement, 1008–1009
process, 419
travel, 14

Proprioceptive exercise regimens, 419
Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation, 264–265, 

274, 419
Propulsion patterns/technique, 379–380, 379f
Prospective payment system (PPS), 163–165

FIM instrument changes, 164b
implementation, 163

Prostheses, 266b, 287–290
activation, 267
activities, rating guide, 274t
bike riding struggle, 310–311
components, identification, 265
construction, 289–290, 290f
control, movements, 265b
controls training, 274b
fitting considerations, 290
follow-up, 275b
maintenance/care, 274b
maintenance/use, 275b
movements, cycle, 269b
operational knowledge, 274b
orientation, 265
pain, 153
power, 266–267
prescription, 302
socket/suspension choices, 266
suspension, 289

Prosthetic alignment, stability enhancement, 309
Prosthetic components, final determination, 289
Prosthetic elastomeric liners, usage, 279–280
Prosthetic feet, availability, 290
Prosthetic fitting

chances, variation, 277
timing, 287–288

Prosthetic function, factors, 278
Prosthetic Functional Adaption Rating Scale, 275b
Prosthetic gait dynamics, shoes (impact), 290
Prosthetic intervention, absence, 267
Prosthetic knees, 303–306

selection, 290
Prosthetic maintenance/use, 275b
Prosthetic prescription, factors, 288–290
Prosthetic socket, connection, 289
Prosthetic sponsorship, consideration, 287
Prosthetic technology, advances, 273–274
Prosthetic training, 274
Protection, rest, ice, compression, and elevation 

(PRICE), 1008
Proteinaceous transmembranous ion channels, 160
Proteomics, 1159–1160
Proton density, 133
Provocation diskography, 806
Proximal arm, neuropathies, 1083t
Proximal femoral focal deficiency (PFFD), 312

classification levels, 312f
intervention, 312

Proximal foot amputations, 291
Proximal hamstring injuries, 852–853
Proximal interphalangeal (PIP) flexion, 29b
Proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joint

dislocations, 837–838
dorsal dislocations, 837
dorsal extension splint, 836f
extension, 835
injuries, surgical indications, 838
radiographic evaluation, 835–836

Proximal leg, axial short inversion time-inversion 
recovery image, 146f

Proximal lower limb weakness, 1100
Proximal motor neuropathy (diabetic amyotrophy), 

1071–1072
Proximal muscles, recruitment (reduction), 231
Proximal myotonic dystrophy (DM2), 242



 

Proximal myotonic myopathy (DM2), 1119
Proximal peripheral nervous system (evaluation), late

responses (usage), 204–205
Proximal radial nerve injuries, treatment, 1087–1088
Proximal tibia (anteromedial aspect), conjoined 

tendon (semitendinosus/sartorius/gracilis 
tendons), 859f

Proximal tibial neuropathies, 1089–1090
Proximal upper limb mononeuropathies, 1082
Proximal varus derotational osteotomies, 1267f
Proximity Immediacy Expectancy (PIE) units, 88
Pseudoanemia, 1022
Pseudoaneurysms, 1181
Pseudodementia, differential features, 60t
Pseudoexacerbation, absence, 1241
Pseudohypertrophy, 1098

impact, 1106–1107
Psoriatic arthritis, 775–776, 901

classification criteria, 775–776, 776b
ESSG criteria, 777b

Psychodynamic therapy, 78–79
Psychoeducation, 75–76, 78
Psychological distress, behavioral signs (impact), 128
Psychological interventions, 74, 79
Psychological status, 72–73
Psychological treatment goals, 74
Psychologist, impact, 728
Psychology, data-driven treatments, 77–78
Psychosocial functioning, 82
Psychosocial history, 8, 41
Psychotherapy, principles, 77–78
Psychotic-sounding rationales, 75
Ptosis, 1121, 1187
Public disability policies, 759
Public education, provision, 85
Public option, problems (perception), 159
Public school system, civil rights laws, 85
Public transportation, 574
Puborectalis muscle, contraction, 624
Pull sock, usage, 269
Pull-to-stand activities, 313
Pulmonary angiography, 1364
Pulmonary dysfunction

biopsychosocial considerations, 747
spinal cord injury, relationship, 751

Pulmonary embolism
diagnostic testing, 1364
prevention, 1365
symptoms/signs, 1363t

Pulmonary management, 1127–1128
TBI, impact, 1148

Pulmonary rehabilitation, 741, 751
aerobic exercise, importance, 742–743
defining, 741
evidence-based guidelines, 748t
exercise prescription, 743–744
long-term results, 751–752
medical management, 741
oxygen therapy, 741
psychosocial support, 747
treatment options, 741–747

Pulmonary system, 1321–1323
complications, management, 1321–1322

Pulmonary ventilation, 405–406
Pulsed radiofrequency, 553
Pulsed ultrasound signal, 455f
Pulseless electrical activity (PEA), 1018
Pulse rhythm/rate, importance, 721–722
Pulse volume recording (PVR), 278, 688, 1350
Pump head, 722–723
Pupillary light reflex, result, 12
Pupillary reflexes, usage, 1141
Pure equinus deformities, 1285
Pure FMS, 995
Pushrim-activated power-assisted wheelchair, 382f
Pushrims, 381, 381f
Pylons, 289, 299

Q
Qi (energy flow), 443
Quadriceps contusions, 854–855

severity, 855
T2-weighted axial/sagittal MRI images, 855f

Quadriceps muscle group, contusions, 854
Quadriceps rupture, 860–861
Quadriparetic CP, 1254
Quadriplegia, term (elimination), 1256
Quadriplegic CP, 1254
Quadripolar interferential current therapy 

 application, 463f
Quality

care, measurement/reward (efforts), 159
discussion, 161b
improvement, 159–160, 162
measures, 161, 166
outcomes, 160–161, 168
practice measures, 160–161
reporting, importance, 166

Quality assurance (QA), 159
Quality health care, defining, 159
Quality of Life (QOL), 1163

assessments, 76
measures, 50t
predictor, 1158

Quality of Life Research, 778
Quality of Upper Extremity Skills Test (QUEST), 50
Quantitative gait analysis, 101–107
QuickDASH, 119–120
Quick-disconnect wrist unit, 272b
QWERTY keyboard, 504, 509

R
Radial amputations, 258, 259f
Radial collateral ligaments, stability test, 818
Radial mononeuropathies, 1087–1088
Radial nerve, 1087f

injuries, 325, 1087
palsy splint, 325f

Radial neuropathies, 206t–208t
Radiant heat, 452–453

intensity, determinants, 452–453
Radiation, 449–450

toxicity, 1384t
Radiation therapy-related impairments,  

1383–1384
Radicular leg symptoms, nonlumber spine causes, 

903–905
Radicular pain, 796–803

cause, 545–546
diagnosis, 797–799
diagnostic selective nerve root block, 801
electrodiagnostic evaluation, 799
epidemiology, 796
history/physical examination, 797–798
imaging studies, 798–799
interventional spine physiatry, 801
medications, 800–801
modalities, 800
pathophysiology, 797
percutaneous diskectomy/disk decompression, 802
physical medicine/rehabilitation, 799–800
stabilization/functional restoration, 801
surgery, 802–803
therapeutic selective nerve root injection,  

801–802
treatment, 799–803

Radicular symptoms, lumbar nerve root enhance-
ment (correlation), 142

Radiculitis/radiculopathy, 877
Radiculopathy, 209–211

algorithm, 212f
disk herniation, demonstration, 120
presence, confirmation, 209

Radiofrequency neurotomy (RFN), 553–555
complications, 553–554
pulsed radiofrequency, 553
visual analog scale (VAS) score, decrease, 554

Radiolabeled white blood cell imaging, 135
Radiologically inserted gastrostomy (RIG) tubes, 

usage, 1054
Radiologically isolated syndrome, 1236
Radionuclide bone scintigraphy, performing, 134
Radius, transformation, 262f
Ragged-red fibers, inclusion, 1121
Rain Guard crutch tip, 354f
Raised toilet seats, 571
Ramazzini, Bernardino, 1031
Ramps, 387
1495Index

Rancho Los Amigos Scale of Cognitive Levels, 59
decannulation, decision making, 1148
Level IV, 1154, 1157
levels, 60t

Ranchos Levels of Cognitive Functioning Scale 
(LCFS), 1145

Randomized clinical trials (RCTs), 81
Range of motion (ROM)

assessment, 26–27
exercises, 281
increase, 320
loss, 259, 264
maintenance, 265b
performing, 26
representative values, 361f
systems, comparison, 27f
testing, 25t, 26

Range of whole-person impairment, 119t
Rapid glycolysis (lactic acid system), 404
Rapidly progressive myopathies, strengthening 

exercise, 1124
Ratchet lock, 346–347, 347f
Rating of perceived exertion (RPE), 408
Raven Coloured Progressive Matrices, midline 

 version, 70
Ray amputations, 290–291
Raynaud’s phenomenon, 1357–1358
Reacher, usage, 569, 570f
Reaching aids, 571
Reactive arthritis, 901
Reactive oxygen species (ROS), 1137
Real-time learning, importance, 167–168
Rear wheel camber, 377–378
Rear-wheel drive power wheelchair, 384f
Rebif, 1240t
Receiver-stimulator, radiofrequency inductive link, 

472–473
Receptive field (RF), unmasking, 981f
Reciprocating gait orthosis (RGO), 352

bilateral hip-knee-ankle-foot orthoses, 
 combination, 1286

prescription, 352
Recombinant human platelet-derived growth factor 

BB (PDGF-BB), approval, 691
Recombinant PDGF-BB isoform (rh-PDGF-BB), 

usage, 702
Recovery model, disability agency adoption, 124
Recreation, 8

importance, 8
Recreational activities, 310–311
Recruitment, reduction, 200, 209–210

firing ratio, elevation, 200
Rectal probe electroejaculation, 675–676
Rectoanal inhibitory reflex, 623
Rectum

evacuation, mechanical methods, 1326
motility, 623

Rectus femoris avulsion, 851
Recurrent artery of Heubner, extension, 1186
Recurrent disk extrusion, MRI, 143f
Recurrent/residual lumbar disk extrusion, MRI 

 assessment, 143
Recurrent stroke

aspirin, prescription, 1190
Clopidogrel, usage, 1190–1191
prevention, 1190–1192
statin therapy, 1191
warfarin, efficacy, 1191

Recurrent UTI, history, 604
Recurvatum, 1267
Red tape, 763
Referred pain, 976–977

elicitation, 971, 979f
schematic, 974f
spinal cord mechanism, 986
studies, 980
threshold, proportionality, 981f

Referred tenderness, 977
elicitation, 980

Reflection, 454, 454f
Reflexes, 17–18

activity, elevation, 643–644
testing, physical examination testing, 195

Reflexology, 443, 492
Reflex sympathetic dystrophy, 113–114
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Reflex voiding, 1327
Refraction, 454, 454f
Regional coupling patterns, 362f
Regional pain, 972
Rehabilitation

anxiety, 71
assessment, 66–73
awareness, facilitation, 74–75
behavioral crises, 76
behavioral observations, 66
brain plasticity, relationship, 53
care, scope, 77
caregiver issues, addressing, 77
change, acceptance, 74–75
clinical interviews, 66
compensatory/adaptive approach, goal, 567
context, therapies, 79
crises, 76
denial, 65
depression, 71
direct interventions, 79–80
discharge, preparation, 76
distortion, occurrence, 69
domains, assessment, 68–69
emotional/psychological variables, 73
environmental factors, addressing, 75
family issues, addressing, 77
fixed batteries, flexible batteries (contrast), 69
fixed testing approach, variation, 69
flexible testing approach, 69
follow-up, 275
goal, 263
impairment codes, 164t
inpatient neuropsychological assessment, 66–67
inpatient rehabilitation, 74–75
insider perspective, 74–75
interdisciplinary team, 65
intervention, 73–81
meaning, interventions, 78–79
neuropsychological assessment, 66–69
neuropsychological measures, 70
neuropsychological testing, goal, 70
nurse, impact, 728
outcomes, 73
outpatient neuropsychological assessment, 67–68
outpatient rehabilitation, 76–77
participation/gains, 67
patient effort, assessment, 71
physician, role (future), 1038
practice, 71, 486–487
problem list, 37b–38b
psychoeducational model, 75–76
psychological assessment, 69–73
psychological interventions, foci, 74
psychological issues, importance, 76–77
psychology intervention, 73–74
quality outcome measures, 161–165
services, 282
settings, 71–72, 74
social factors, addressing, 75
test considerations, 69–70
test interpretation, 70–71
test performance, description, 71
topics, 86–89
validity, factors, 71

Rehabilitation Act (1973), 85, 759
Title I, 950

Rehabilitation Act (Rehab Act) (1990), 500, 759
Rehabilitation Act Amendments (1978), 759
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago tenodesis splint, 

usage, 322f
Rehabilitation psychologists

assessment goals, 66b
assessment services, 66
assistance, 65
client service, 65
standardized test reliance, 88

Rehabilitation Services Administration, 
 responsibility, 759

Reiki, 492
Reimbursement, determination, 164
Reimplantation, 260

contraindication, 260–261
indication, 260–261

Reinnervation rate, impact, 219
Reiter syndrome, 901
Relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS), 1233
Relaxation training, 950, 962
Remodeling, 1023
Removable rigid dressing (RRD), 281
Renal transplant, 1442–1443
Renshaw inhibition, 643

recurrence, 644
Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsy-

chological Status (RBANS), 59
Reperfusion injury, 686
Repetitive discharge characteristics, complexity, 200t
Repetitive motion disorder, 1032
Repetitive nerve stimulation, 218

usage, 205
Repetitive overload injuries, 846
Repetitive strain injury, 1032
Repetitive stress injury (RSI), development, 505
Repetitive TMS (rTMS)

effects, 1196–1197
seizure induction, 1197

Report cards, 159
RERC-ACT work, 509
Rescue medicine, 278
Research, clinical practice (translation), 77–78
Residual limbs, 266b

biomechanics, 278
cylindrical shape, 264
elastic wraps, usage, 279
healing, pain incidence (elevation), 283
interface, 289
pain, 283–284
socket/suspension choices, 266

Residual ulna, transformation, 262f
Resistance training, 421, 423
Resistive exercise, 1387
Respiration

central control, impairment, 1127
clinical applications, 478–479

Respiratory assistive devices, superimposition, 749f
Respiratory exchange ratio (RER), 406
Respiratory failure, 1127–1128
Respiratory failure, prediction, 1055
Respiratory muscle weakness/fatigue, 1127
Respiratory quotient (RQ), 406
Respiratory system mechanics, alteration, 1127
Respondent learning, 945
Responders, 1241
Rest, ice, compression, and elevation (RICE), 818
Resting blood flow, SPECT (usage), 1162
Resting blood pressure, level, 722
Resting ECG, identification, 694
Resting hand splint, 327f, 330, 1207
Resting heart rate (RHR), 404–405, 730
Resting membrane potential, 171–172

prediction, Nernst equation (usage), 172–173
Resting oxygen consumption, 406
Resting pressure, determination, 625
Resting state ion permeabilities, return, 173
Restricted duty, 1034
Restrictive barrier, 429
Restrictive pulmonary disease, 741
Reticular infractions, detection (MRI sensitivity), 148
Retinitis pigmentosa, 1122
Retroactive certification, 764
Return to play (RTP), 1008, 1021t

team physician responsibility, 1003
Revascularization, 706
Revenue Reconciliation Act (1990), 764
Reverse Hill-Sachs defect, 824
Reverse leg raise, 1091
Reverse walker, 573f
Revised Chlidren’s Manifest Anxiety Scale, 82
Revised McDonald criteria, 1237
Revised trauma scale (RTS) score, 1158–1159
Rheo (computer-controlled prosthetic knee joints), 305f
Rheumatic diseases, 769–776, 770t

functional status, 778–780
health status measures, 778–780
management, exercises/equipment/education 

(usage), 778
rehabilitation evaluation, components, 783b
treatment (efficacy), outcome measures (usage), 

783b
upper limb orthoses/manipulation aids, 781f
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA), 325, 769, 771–773
assessment, 771
classification, ACR criteria, 775b
connective tissue disorder, 1080
deformities/x-ray findings, 774f
exercise/equipment/education treatment options, 

781b
management options, 778
OA/RA, commonness, 769
prevalence/incidence rates, variation, 771
sexual dysfunction, 668
therapies, evaluation, 771
treatment options, 778b

Rheumatologic disease, sexual dysfunction, 668
Rheumatologic disorders, 7
Right ankle plantar flexors, focal antispasticity, 110
Right equinus posture, gastrocnemius 

( overactivation), 109–110
Right face, drooping, 250–252

clinical history, 251
differential diagnosis, 251
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 252t
physical examination, 251

Right femur, medial displacement, 919f
Right foot, lateral portion (pressure increase), 108
Right hemisphere communication disorders, 58–59

aphasia, communication/neurobehavioral deficits 
(comparison), 58t

management, 59
neuropsychological assessment/evaluation, 59

Right hip range of motion limitation, kinematic 
data, 109

Right limb weight-bearing, impairment, 108
Right loading phase time, increase, 108
Right lumbar paraspinal muscles, denervation, 239
Right periacetabular osteotomy, proximal varus 

derotational osteotomies, 1267f
Rigid back support, 929f
Rigid dressings, benefits, 280
Rigidity, resistance, 16
Riluzole (Rilutec), usage, 649
Rise time, 175
Risk factor modification, 1352
Robotic therapies, 1195
Rocker bottom shoe, 336f
Rocker knife, usage, 568
Rolf, Ida, 443
Rolfing structural integration, 443
Rolling walker, platform attachments, 573f
Rolyan figure-of-eight sling, usage, 327f
Romberg test, 14
Root compression, lumbar nerve root enhancement 

(correlation), 142
Rosalynn Carter Institute for Caregiving, 1164
Rotary lift, 388, 389f
Rotation, 333

components, 300f
Rotational force, 59
Rotator cuffs

impingement, 821–822
MRI, usage, 150
types, 821

injuries, commonness, 821
internal impingement, 821
microtrauma, eccentric overload, 821
microvascular studies, 822
muscles

distal insertion, 823
inclusion, 823

nonoperative treatment, 822
pathology, ultrasound (usage), 150
physical examination, 822
tears, 150

suspicion, MRI (usage), 150
tendonitis, 821–822
tendon position, assessment, 150
tendons, suture, 263
tests, 20t–25t
through-and-through signal, increase, 150

Ruffini end organs, 938
Ruffled border, 913
Running, 1010–1011

float phase, 1010
foot contact, change, 1010
walking, contrast, 1011f



Running gait cycle, 1010
Ruptured disk, 895
Rural populations, lifestyle behaviors (problems), 

1134
Ryanodine receptor gene (RYR1), 1116

S
Sabin, Albert, 1047
Saccular aneurysms

location, 1181
rupture, 1181

Sacral alae, insufficiency fractures, 920f
Sacral insufficiency fracture, 920
Sacral orthosis, 367–368

biomechanics, 367
design/fabrication, 367–368

Sacroiliac joint interventions, 552–553
indications, 552
technique, 552

Sacroiliac joints (SIJs)
anteroposterior angled/bliateral oblique views, 152
imaging, 152
innervation, 552
intraarticular injection, 553f
pathology tests, 20t–25t
radiofrequency neurotomy, 555

evidence, 555
technique, 555

Sacroiliac orthoses, 367–368
biomechanics, 367
design/fabrication, 367–368

S-Adenosyl-L-Methionine (SAM), dietary supplement 
usage, 486

adverse effects, 486
evidence, 486

SaeboFlex, 327
SAFE (keel/multiaxial feet), 298f
Safety and Efficacy Large-scale Evaluation of COX 

inhbition Therapies (SELECT) trial, 951
Sagittal plane evaluation, 1007f
Salk, Jonas, 1046–1047
Saltatory conduction, 173–174
Sarcoglycanopathies (LGMD2C-LGMD2F), 1112–1113
Sarcoglycans, 1110–1112
Sarcoidosis, 793
Sarcomeres, focal contracture, 983
Sarcopenia, 1420
Satellite MTrP (secondary MTrP), 976–977
Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS), 1163
Saturday night palsy, 1087
Scanning, indirect selection method, 501
Scaphoid fracture, 833–834

fall, 833
Scaphoid/lunate gap, 833f
Scaphoid volar tilt, 834f
Scapholunate angle, 833f
Scapholunate injury, 832
Scapholunate instability, 832–833
Scapholunate stability, test, 818
Scapular motion, assessment, 1100
Scapular snapping

physical examination, 821
treatment, 821

Scapular stabilization, assessment, 1100
Scapular tests, 20t–25t
Scapular winging, 1100, 1101f
Scapular Y view, 824
Scapulothoracic crepitus, 821
Scar

measurement, 1410–1411
pliability, 1410

Scattering, 454–455
Scheuermann disease, 906
Schober test, 417
School-age children, assessment, 48
Schwann cells, 1065
Schwannomas, 138
Schwartz-Jampel syndrome (chondrodystrophic 

myotonia), 1119–1120
Schweitzer lock, 347
Sciatica, lumbosacral radiculopathy (combination), 

884t
Sciatic mononeuropathy, 1090–1091
SCI Model Systems of Care, 1293–1294
Scissoring, 1258f, 1267
Scissoring gait, 19t
Scleroatonic muscular dystrophy (Ullrich congenital 

muscular dystrophy), 1115
Sclerosis, facet degenerative changes, 141–142
Scoliosis, 368–369

curve progression, 368
evaluation, 44f
neuromuscular diseases, association, 368
progression, 368

Scoop dishes/plate guards, 568, 568f
Scooters, 386

design, 386
turning radius, 386

Scott-Craig KAFO, 349f
Scott-Craig orthosis, 348–349
Scour test, 844
Screening EMG study, involvement, 210
Screwed-out technique, 992
Seat belts, 393
Seat cushions, 391, 392t
Seated position, rising (ease), 18
Seat functions, 391
Seating system, goals, 374b
Seattle Lite Foot (dynamic response feet), 299f
Sebelius, Kathleen (health care statement), 159
Secondary FMS, 995
Secondary impairments, 1382
Secondary injuries, risk (minimization), 373
Secondary injury cascade, 1298–1299
Secondary intention wounds, 684
Secondary lymphedema, 1367f
Secondary MTrP (satellite MTrP), 976–977
Secondary osteoporosis, 914
Secondary poststroke complications, 1204
Secondary progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS), 

1233
Secondary somatosensory cortex, 622
Second digits, collateral ligament injuries, 838
Securement, 388–389
Seddon’s axonotmesis, correspondence, 188
Seddon’s classification, 187–188
Seddon system, 1065–1067
Segmental Doppler waveforms, 1353f
Segmental dysfunctions, 429, 877–878
Segmental ligaments, 873
Segmental limb systolic pressure measurement, 1350
Segmental plethysmography (pulse volume 

 recording), 1350
Segway Personal Transporter, 387, 387f
Seizures, induction, 1197
Selective atrophy, 1051f
Selective dorsal rhizotomy (SDR), 1264–1266

candidates, 1266
outcome, metaanalysis, 1266

Selective nerve root block (SNRB), 547–548
fluoroscopic guidance, 801

Selective nerve root injections (SNRIs), 801–802
Selective serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake 

 inhibitors (SNRIs), 958–959
Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), 

958–959
impact, 670, 959

Selenoprotein N, 1 (SEPN1), 1115
Self-confidence, vocational activities (impact), 8
Self-feed ability, maximization, 595
Self-feeding (support), adaptive equipment (usage), 

596f
Self-maintenance, 568–571

bathing/grooming, 569–571
dressing, 568–569
feeding, 568

Self-reports, assessment, 121
Semen quality, deterioration, 1328
Sensation, 567

testing, physical examination component, 195
Sensorimotor control, reduction, 865
Sensory axonal neuropathies, 1078
Sensory conduction studies, 204t
Sensory examination, 14
Sensory feedback, usage, 273–274
Sensory NCS latencies/amplitudes, impact, 197
Sensory nerve action potentials (SNAPs), 176–177

aging, impact, 174
amplitude
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Sensory nerve action potentials (SNAPs) (Continued)
elevation, 174–175
reduction, 228

clinical recordings, 176
configuration, 176–177
increase, 175
sequential distortion, 191–192
size, 189

Sensory nerve conduction
studies, 197
usage, 197

Sensory unit, 972f
Septic bursitis, 828

occurrence, 828
Serial neuropsychological assessments, 

 interpretation, 71
Serial static splint, 321
Serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors, 959
Serum transaminases, elevation, 1102
Sesamoiditis, 866–867
Seventh cervical vertebrae, axial view, 789f
Severe X-linked centronuclear (myotubular) 

 myopathy, 1116
Sever’s disease, 865
Sever TBI, acute medical management, 1140–1141
Sex steroids, role, 915
Sexual activity, frequency, 661
Sexual aversion disorder, 663–664
Sexual behavior/aging, 661–662
Sexual drive (reduction), opioids (impact), 670–671
Sexual dysfunction

amputation, impact, 668
antidepressant medications, 670
antihypertensive medications, 669–670
antipsychotic medications, 670
cardiac disease, impact, 668–669
cardiovascular medications, 669–670
chronic pain, impact, 668
classification systems, 662–663
depression, impact, 669
diabetes, impact, 668
diagnostic evaluation, 673
disability/chronic disease, 665–669
DSM-IV-TR

classification, 663t
subtypes, application, 662–663

evaluation, 671–673
female genital examination, 672
fibromyalgia, impact, 668
gastrointestinal medications, 670
male genital examination, 672
medications, 669–671, 669t
multiple sclerosis, impact, 667
neurologic disorders, impact, 667–668
neurologic examination, 672
penile injection, 674f
physiatry practice, medications, 670–671
physical examination, 671–673
rheumatologic disease, impact, 668
spinal cord injury, impact, 665–666
stroke, impact, 666–667
traumatic brain injury, impact, 667
treatment, 673–677
types, 662–665

Sexual history, 8
discussion/rapport, 8
taking, 671

Sexuality
ALLOW/PLLISSIT/BETTER models, 671b
spinal cord injury, impact, 1327–1328

Sexual response
behavior, relationship, 661–662
Kaplan model, 661
Masters/Johnson model, 662t

Sexual symptom checklist, 672f
Shadow plaques, 1235–1236
Shaken baby syndrome (SBS), 1135, 1159, 1253
Shaker exercise, 593f
Sharps debridement, 690–691
Shear forces (generation), friction (impact), 103
Shear stress assessment, 689
Shellfish poisoning, 1078
Shell shock, 88
Shiatsu, 443, 444
Shock components, 300f
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Shoes, 333–334
parts, 333–334
types/components, 334f

Short-duration low-amplitude MUPs, presence, 242
Short Form health survey (SF-36), 780
Short inversion time-inversion recovery (STIR), 133

images, sensitivity, 143–144
imaging, additive T1/T2 characteristics,  

133–134
sequences, 148
signal, increase, 145

Short Michigan Alcohol Screening Test (SMAST), 
72–73, 73b

Short transhumeral amputation, 259
Short transradial amputation, 259
Shortwave diathermy (SWD), 450, 455–457

application, 457, 457f
modality, 456
precautions, 457b
units, 456–457

Shoulder pain, 227–230, 1200–1201
analysis, 228–230
brachial plexopathies, impact, 208–209
differential diagnosis, 228
electromyography, 229t
needle EMG findings, 229–230
needle examination, 229
nerve conduction studies, 228–229, 229t

Shoulders
calcific tendonitis, cause, 526–527
conditions, 819–826
contractures, 1125
coronal oblique T2-weighted image, 150f
disarticulation, 258–259, 263, 269, 270f
dystocia, 1081
flexion/extension, 27f
fractures, MRI (usage), 148
gadolinium-enhanced MRI scans, 826
girdles, 801, 1083t
imaging, 150–151
impingement (tests), 20t–25t, 150
mobilization, time course, 1394t
passive flexion, 817
radiographic imaging, 826
ROM, deficits, 1392t
special tests, 817–818
stability tests, 20t–25t
subluxation, 475, 1200–1201

Shoulder weakness, 227–230
analysis, 228–230
differential diagnosis, 228
electromyography, 229t
needle EMG findings, 229–230
needle examination, 229
nerve conduction studies, 228–229, 229t

Shower cart, 460, 461f
Shrinkers, 264
Shunt malfunction, symptoms, 1280b
Shunts, 1280

system, isolated downstream infections, 1280
Shuttle runs, 865
Sialorrhea (drooling), cause, 1054
Sickness Impact Profile, 259
Sickness Impact Profile-5, 1163
Side plank evaluation, 1008f
Side-to-side pinch, loss, 258
Signal processing, 936t
Silent/sleeping nociceptors, 941
Silesian belt, 304f
Simian hand, 325f
Simple backache, 886–887
Sinding-Larsen-Johannson disease, 860
Single-axis feet, 297, 298f
Single-axis knees, 303–304
Single-fiber electrodes, modification, 190
Single-fiber EMG, 200–201

concentric needle electrodes, usage, 219
disorder, 218

Single leg squat, 1006f
Single limb support, 100
Single muscle fiber, 179

action potential, 171, 179f
loss, 182f
spontaneous depolarizations, 183
spontaneous discharges, representation, 199
Single-photon emission computed tomography 
(SPECT)

bone scanning, 885
image, revelation, 725
imaging, 725
sensitivity, 897

Single photon emission CT (SPECT), 134
Single-site system, usage, 267
Sinks, infrared sensor (inclusion), 570f
Sinusoidal waves, interaction, 462f
Sip-and-puff input device, 385, 385f
Sippy cups, usage, 568
Sjögren’s syndrome, connective tissue disorder, 1080
Skeletal alignment, 847
Skeletal demineralization, 1023
Skeletal muscles

contraction, impact, 698
fibers

characteristics, 414t
resting membrane potential, decrease, 182–183

inactivity, negative consequences, 848
structure, 412f

Skeletal system, corticosteroids, 544
Skin, 1405f

biopsy, 689
breakdown, 1286
changes, 1421–1422
durability, goal, 259
evaluation, 43
flaps, 260b
integrity, 729
maturation, 702
metastases, 1381, 1381f
preparation, needle insertion, 198
substitutes, 694, 695t
vermicular/rippling movement, 185

Sleep
apnea, prevalence, 1206
chronic pain, impact, 946
determinants, 946
disorders, 1322–1323
disruption, chronic pain, interrelationship, 946
disturbance, 960t, 1156

TBI, impact, 1155–1156
fatigue, relationship, 1244–1245
necessity, 1244–1245
problems, pain (impact), 959

Sleep-disordered breathing, 1055
Sleeve, 294
Sliding board transfer, 572, 572f
Sliding filaments, 410–411

theory, 412f
Slings, types, 327
Slipped capital femoral epiphysis, 849–850
Slowly progressive myopathies, strengthening 

 exercise, 1124
SM-1 ganglioside, 1314
Smoking

CAD risk factor, 715
history, questions, 8
stroke, relationship, 1179

SNAP-25, 651–652
Snapping triceps tendon, 828
Snell’s law, 454
Snow Boot crutch tip, 354f
Social history, 8–9
Social Security Act of1965, 398
Social Security Administration (SSA), 117–118

disability guidelines, 117
Social Security Disability, eligibility, 117
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), 122, 

757, 761
payment, 763
work incentives, 763

Social skills, 50t
Social worker, impact, 728
Socioeconomic status (SES), 1134

U.S. cities, correlation, 1134
Socket designs, 300–301
Sodium inactivation, 173
Sodium-induced depolarization, ion crossing, 173
Sodium ions

conductances, 174f
current sink, 173
removal, 173
Sodium lactate
conversion, 717
production, 717

Sodium-potassium pump, failure, 1187–1188
Sodium pump, 172–173
Soft compressive dressing, 264
Soft tissue injection techniques, 517, 522–535

bleeding, minimization, 522
diagnostic/therapeutic purpose, 517
medications, 518–522

Soft tissue lesions
diagnosis, provocative tests (usage), 988
pathogenesis, 989f

Soft tissues
attenuation, 144
damage, force requirement, 990f
disorders, 904
infections, wound therapy, 705
masses, ACR appropriateness criteria, 149
reconstruction, 706

Soft tissue technique, 432
Soft tissue tumors, 149

MR signal characteristics, 149
Soleus, poly-EMG, 108
Solid-ankle cushion-heel (SACH)

feet, 290, 297
heel wedge, usage, 340

Solid ankles, 297
Solid plastic AFOs, 342
Soluable N-ethyl-maleimide sensistive factor 

 Attachment REceptor (SNARE) proteins, 651–652
cleaving, 652

Somatic dysfunction, 428f, 429
coexistence, 430–431
Glossary of Osteopathic Terminology naming, 429
ICD-9 classification, 429
indication, 427
orthopedic disease, coexistence, 428

Somatic lesions, occurrence, 483–484
Somatic pain referral, 788–789
Somatosensory evoked potential (SEP), 1236–1237
Somatosensory-evoked potentials (SSEPs), 1141

prognostic information, 1159
Somniferant sponge, usage, 936
Soothing hand, application, 439
Sound, 192

production, deficit, 12
Space-saver armrest attachment, 394f
Sparins, momentary subluxations, 323–324
Spasms, 978
Spastic diplegia, 1255f
Spastic dysarthria, 62
Spastic gait locus (SPG), 1044
Spastic hemiplegia, 115, 1255f
Spasticity, 16, 641, 1052, 1198, 1332–1334

Baclofen (Lioresal), 646–647
benzodiazepines, impact, 648–649
botulinum toxin therapy (Botox/Dysport/Xeomin/

Myobloc), usage, 651–653
cannabinoids, usage, 650–651
cannabis (Cesamet/Marinol/Sativex), usage, 

650–651
Carisoprodol (Soma), usage, 650
causes, 641
Chlorpromazine (Thorazine/Largactil), usage, 650
clinical measure, Tardieu Scale (usage), 17
Clonazepam (Klonopin/Rivotril), usage, 648–649
Clonidine (Catapres/Dixarit), usage, 650
Cyproheptadine (Periactin), usage, 650
Dantrolene Sodium (Dantrium), usage, 647–648
deforming force, 1266
delay, 1263–1264
development, 1183
Diazepam (Valium), 648
evaluation/measurement, 642
functional goal, 645
GABA-mimetic/GABA-like actions, 646–647
Gabapentin (Neurontin), usage, 649
goal setting, 645
inhibition, long-term reductions, 643
injectable pharmacologic therapy, 651–653
intrathecal Baclofen (Lioresal), usage, 653–654
intrathecal morphine (Infumorph), usage, 654
intrathecal space, medications (chronic infusion), 

653–654



, 
Spasticity (Continued)
ion channels, alteration, 647–650
Lamotrigine (Lamictal), usage, 649
management, 641, 1198, 1242–1243
Memantine (Namenda), usage, 650
Midazolam (Versed), usage, 654
monoamines, modulation, 647
neurologic dysfunction, impact, 645
nonpharmacologic treatments, 645–646
oral medications, 1243
Orphenadrine Citrate (Norflex), usage, 650
pain assessment, 642
pharmacologic treatments, 646–654
phenol/alcohol, usage, 651
physiologic mechanisms, 642–645
Pregabalin (Lyrica), usage, 649
pump delivery systems, 654
Riluzole (Rilutec), usage, 649
segmental inhibition (enhancement), GABA 

( usage), 646–647
surgical interventions, 654
TBI, impact, 1148–1149
Tizanidine (Zanaflex), usage, 647
Topiramate (Topamax), usage, 649
treatment, 1148–1149, 1242–1243, 1263, 

1333–1334
velocity dependence, 47
velocity-dependent increase, 1183
Vigabatrin (Sabril), usage, 649

Spastic paresis, 644
Spastic quadriplegia, 1256f, 1264f
Spastic right stiff knee, 108
Spastic tone, translation, 327
Spatial descriptive measures, 102–103
Specially Adapted Housing Act (1948), 1317
Special populations, 419–424, 905–906
Specificity theory, 939
Specific populations, sports injuries/involvement, 

1023–1027
Speech

apraxia, 12
language disorders, association, 59
multiple sclerosis, impact, 1246–1247

Speech-language pathology treatment, 57
Speed’s test, 817
Spherical grip, 271b
Sphincter electromyography, 606
Sphincterotomy, 613, 829b
Sphincter tone, evaluation, 626
Spina bifida aperta, 1275
Spina bifida cystica, 1275
Spinal accessory nerve palsy, 1391
Spinal afferents, 622

nerve endings, distribution, 621
nerves, receptor expression, 625

Spinal anatomy, 360, 1300f
Spinal arthrodesis, 1127
Spinal biomechanics (functional restoration), cervi-

cothoracic stabilization (usage), 801
Spinal bulbar muscular atrophy (SBMA) (Kennedy 

disease), 1046
clinical features, 1046
clinical variability, 1046

Spinal central pattern generator, 1195–1196
Spinal cord

appearance, 1297f
blood supply, 1298, 1299f
central sensitization, 856, 972
compression, management, 1306–1307
cross-sectional view, 1296
diseases, 613–614
disorders, 629
dorsal horn, 943, 943f
ENS, relationship, 622
facilitation, 430
numbered segments/vertebral bodies, relationship

1296f
stimulation, 556
symptoms, onset/severity, 614
tethering, 1320–1321

Spinal cord-injured patients, majority, 614
Spinal cord injury (SCI), 86, 327–328, 1423

activities, training, 1315
acute phase, 1309–1314
aging, 1432
Spinal cord injury (SCI) (Continued)
autonomic dysfunction, 1324–1325
autonomic dysreflexia, 1324–1325
autonomic system, 1323–1325
bacterial infection, 1307
bowel management, 1326
bradycardia, 1324
cardiovascular system, 1323–1325
care, model systems, 1293–1294
causes, 1295
chronic phase, 1319–1321
classification, 1301–1306
contractures, 1334
death, causes, 1295, 1296t
disability, adjustment, 1319–1320
discharge destination, 1295
driver training, 1317
education, 1316
epidemiology, 1294–1295
expected functional outcomes, neurologic lev

injury, 1310t–1313t
fertility, decrease, 1328
fitness/exercise, usage, 1323–1324
fractures, 1334
functional recovery, 1308–1309
gastrointestinal system, 1325–1326
genitourinary system, 1326–1327
heterotopic ossification, 1334–1335
historical perspective, 1293
home/environmental modifications, 1317
incidence/prevalence, 1294
infectious/inflammatory causes, 1307
injury, age/gender/ethnicity, 1294–1295
inpatient rehabilitation setting, 1314
interdisciplinary team, 1314–1315
late neurologic decline, 1320–1321
life expectancy, 1295, 1295t
male percentage, 666f
marital status, 1325–1326
medicine, subspecialty, 1294
Model Systems, 65
musculoskeletal conditions, 1334–1335
musculoskeletal pain, 1331
neoplastic causes, 1306–1307
neurologic classification, international standa

1302t
neurologic deficit, extent, 1295
neurologic examination, sensory portion, 

1301–1302
neurologic levels, 478, 1295
neuropathic pain, 1331–1332
nociceptive pain, 1331
orthostatic hypotension, 1324
other (neuropathic) classification, 1331–1332
pain, 1330–1332
physical skill training, 1315–1316
prehospital care, 1309
pressure ulcers, 1328–1330
pulmonary complications, management, 

1321–1322
pulmonary dysfunction, relationship, 751
pulmonary system, 1321–1323
quality of life, 1320
recovery-enhancing therapies, 1320
rehabilitation phase, 1314–1319
rehospitalization, 1295
secondary conditions, 1321–1335
semen quality, deterioration, 1328
sexual dysfunction, 665–666
sexuality/fertility, 1327–1328
spasticity, 1332–1334
special populations, 1335–1337
spinal mechanics/stability, 1299–1301
stay, length, 1295
surgical management, 1309–1314
therapeutic exercise, FES (usage), 1318–1319
thermal regulation, 1325
UMNB lesions, 626
urinary tract surveillance, 615b
urologic complications, 1337
vascular causes, 1307–1308
vascular system, 1323
visceral pain, 1331
vocational training, 1317–1318
walking, FES applications, 476–478
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el of 

rds, 

Spinal deformity
management, 1126–1127
orthoses (inclusion), management, 1127

Spinal degeneration, 886–887
Spinal disorders, traction (usage), 437
Spinal dysraphisms, 1275–1276

cliniconeuroradiologic classification, 1278b
historical background, 1275–1276

Spinal extension exercises, 923
Spinal facilitation, 430
Spinal flexion exercises, avoidance, 926
Spinal fractures, 898–899
Spinal groove, radial neuropathy, 1087–1088
Spinal impairment, assessment, 122–123
Spinal infections, 900

plain films, usage, 900
treatment, 900

Spinal injection techniques
allergic reaction, treatment, 543
allergy, assessment, 542–543
anticoagulants, usage, 542
antiplatelet medication, usage, 541–542
bleeding, 541–542
coagulopathy, 541
contrast agents, impact, 543
corticosteroids, impact, 543
fluoroscopy, usage, 545
infection, prevention, 544
medication interactions/toxicity, 543–544
needle malpositioning, 544
preprocedural risk assessment, 541–543
procedural considerations, 541–545
procedural risks, 543–545
sedatives, impact, 543

Spinal joints, manipulation, 427
Spinal manipulation

complications, 488b
contraindications, 489b
minor side effects, 488
relative/absolute contraindications, 488
safety, 488
usage, evidence, 489

Spinal mechanics/stability, 1299–1301
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA), 1045–1046

clinical features, 1045–1046
type I/type III, 1045f–1046f

Spinal nerves
dermatomal innervation, 1066f
pathology, identification, 223

Spinal orthoses, terminology, 359
Spinal orthotic management, history, 359
Spinal roots, 1379
Spinal stenosis, 142

arterial insufficiency theory, 877
classification, 902b
pain, 877
symptoms, 902–903

Spinal tumors, 1306
clinical presentation, 1306

Spine, 360
abnormalities, 44t
biomechanics, 361–362
board, usage, 1309
deformity, 1107–1108, 1285
examination, 43–44
imaging, 137–144
lateral radiograph, 922f
motion, classification, 361
Mycobacterium tuberculosis, hematogenous spread, 

1307
non-contrast-enhanced CT, 139f
orthopedic management, 1268
osteoarthritis, deformities/x-ray findings, 772f
pain, 541
strength, derivation, 871
surgery, exercise (usage), 890
tuberculosis (Pott’s disease), 1307
wedging/compression fractures, incidence, 916f

Spiral CT, 1364
Spirituality, 485
Spirituality/belief, 8
Splint, 317, 323–330

designs, usage, 329
Splinting materials, low-temperature thermoplastics, 
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, 
Splints, 571
Split hooks, advantages, 271b
Split stirrup, 338–339, 339f
Spoked wheels, 380f
Spondyloarthropathies, 900–901
Spondylolisthesis, 897–898

Meyerding’s grading system, 898t
natural history, 898

Spondylosis, 138–140, 896–897
management strategies, 897
spondylolisthesis, absence, 140–141

Spontaneous activity, 199
electrical dischages, occurrence, 199
identification, interrater reliability, 199–200
level, 223
study, 205

Spontaneous electrical activity (SEA), 979
assessment, 980
EPN/EPS combination, 981–984
locus, 981–983
persistence, 983–984
recording, 985f

Spontaneous muscle twitching, clinical syndrome, 
187

Spontaneous potentials, 199
muscle generators, 182–184

Spontaneous speech, samples, 56t
Sporadic amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, 1043

clinical features, 1043–1044
environmental cause, hypothesis, 1043
prognostic factors, 1043–1044
signs/symptoms, 1043

Sport knee orthoses, 349–350
Sports

altitude training, 1005
anabolic steroids, 1013–1014
analgesics, 1012
antihypertensives, 1012–1013
antiinflammatories, 1012
asthma drugs, 1013
biomechanics, 1009–1012
blood doping, 1014
caffeine, impact, 1014
cardiovascular screening, 1016–1017
catch-up, occurrence, 1006
clearance to play, 1016
concussion, 1020–1021

symptoms, 1020b
conditioning/training, principles, 1004–1005
creatine, usage, 1014
diabetes drugs, 1013
doping/drug monitoring, history, 1012b
drugs/supplements, 1015t
equipment adaptation, 578f
erythropoietin, usage, 1014
female athlete triad, 1023–1024
FITT, 1004b
injury

phases, 1007–1008
prevention/rehabilitation, 1006–1009

live high-train low method, 1005
microcycles, 1004–1005
overtraining syndrome, 1005
performance-enhancing drugs, 1013–1014
periodization, 1004
pharmacology, 1012–1014
postseason macrocycle, 1005
prehabilitation, 1007
preparticipation examination (PPE), 1015–1017
preseason/build-up phase, 1005
rehabilitation stages, 1008–1009
return-to-play phases, 1008t
stimulants, 1014
supplements, 1014
therapeutic drugs, 1012–1013
training program design variables, 1004b
wheelchairs, design, 374
women, involvement, 1023–1024
year-long training program, 1005

Sportsman’s hernia, 850–851
Sports medicine

diagnoses, 1020–1023
EAP, rehearsal, 1004
event administration, 1004
team physician, role, 1003
Spouted cups, usage, 568
Sprain, 864–865

injuries, pathomechanisms, 794–795
term, usage, 886–887

Spray and stretch technique, 991
Springboard, 503
Spring coil, 336f
Spring-loaded bail lock mechanism, 348f
Sprinting foot, 310f
Spurling’s maneuver, 797–798
Stable angina, 730–731
Stable cavitation, 455
Stage III sacral pressure ulcer, development, 697f
Stance-control single-axis knee, extension assist 

(inclusion), 305f
Stance limb problems, 101b
Stance phase, 100

hip abductor weakness, overactivity, 115
subdivision, 100
temporal-spatial variables, measurement, 102

Stance-to-swing ratio, 100f
Standing frame, 351

usage, 351
Standing one-leg hyperextension test, 897f
Standing waves, 455
Stand-pivot transfer, 572
Stand-up wheelchairs, 386–387, 387f
Stanford-Binet, Fifth Edition, 82–83
Staphylococcus aureus, impact, 1307
Staphylococcus epidermidis, 1280
Startle reflex, 1257f
State guardianship proceedings, factors, 87b
Static motion-blocking splint, 321
Static postures, 925f
Static progressive flexion splint, MERiT component 

(usage), 321f
Static progressive pronation-supination splint, usage

328f
Static progressive splint, 321

usage, 328f
Static splint, 320
Static splinting device, usage, 1148–1149
Static stretching, 418
Statin therapy, 1191
Stem cell therapy, 693
Stenosing flexor tenosynovitis (trigger finger), 

 injection technique, 530–531
Stenting, 731
Step by Step (communication devices), 503
Step length, 100–101

observation, 18
Steppage gait, 19t
Step period, 100–101
Step stool, usage, 571
Sternal occipital mandibular immobilizer (SOMI), 

363–364, 364f
biomechanics, 363–364
design/fabrication, 364

Sternoclavicular joint
injection techniques, 526, 527f
injuries

diagnosis, 819
radiologic evaluation, 819

sprains, 819
Steroid-induced osteoporosis, management, 931
Steroid myopathy, 1123
Stewart, John D., 1088
Stiff knee gait, 115

description, 1267
spastic hemiplegia, 115

Stiff man syndrome, 186
Still, Andrew Taylor, 428
Stimulation intensity, regulation, 470–471
Stimulation variables/parameters, 470–471
Stimulators, 192–193

problems, 193
types, 192–193

StimUStep, 476
Stingers, 1021–1022, 1081

burner, term alternative, 1021
characteristics, 1021
duration, 1021
pathophysiology, controversy, 1021
treatment, 1022

Stocking aids, usage, 569, 570f
Stomach, mucosal epithelium (chemical receptors), 
621

Stool propulsion, 626
Straight leg raise testing, 195–196
Straight-set knee, drop lock (inclusion), 346f
Strain, term (usage), 886–887
Strain-counterstrain, 435
Stransky sign, 17
Streak artifact, occurrence, 136
Strengthening exercises, 281
Strength exercises, 1008
Strength testing, 47

physical examination component, 195
ROM testing, sequence, 26

Strength training
guidelines, 415t
program, parameters, 1008–1009

Strength-training exercise, prescription (ACSM 
guidelines), 415

Stress fractures, 829–830, 846–848, 847f
detection, MRI sensitivity, 148
radiologic evaluation, 830
spondylolysis, 897–898

Stress-induced pain disorders, 940
Stress radiography, 131–132
Stress responses, 846–848, 847
Stress testing

cardiac imaging, 725
modalities, 724–725

Stretching, methods, 417–418
Stretch reflex, 643, 644f
Stride, 18

length, 100–101
period, 100–101

Stroke, 1178, 1253
aftercare, 1209–1210
apraxia, 1184
aspirin, prescription, 1190
bowel/bladder control, 1202
cardiac disease, 1205
caregiver training, 1207–1208
cerebrovascular accident, contrast, 1178
changes, family reactions, 1203
cognition disorders, 1198–1200
communication, 1183–1184

anatomy, 1183–1184
disorders, 1198–1200

community, transition, 1209–1210
complications, 1205–1206, 1205b
depression, 1203–1204

complication, 1203
diabetes mellitus, risk factor, 1179–1180
dysphagia, 1184
effectiveness, 1212–1213
embolism, 1181
epidemiology, 1178–1180
falls, occurrence, 1206
follow-up, 1209–1210
functional outcomes, 1210, 1211b
homocysteine, plasma levels (elevation), 1180
hypercholesteremia, role, 1179
hypertension, relationship, 1179
incidence, 1178–1180
invasive brain stimulation, 1198
ischemic brain injury, 1178
lacunes, 1181
language, 1183–1184, 1198–1200
medical comorbidities, 1204–1206, 1205b
memory problems, 1200
modifiable risk factors, 1179–1180
mortality, 1178–1180
motor function, promotion, 1194
neglect syndrome, 1184
neurologic syndrome, 1178
nonmodifiable risk factors, 1180
nontraumatic brain injury, 1178
nutrition, 1200
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), 1205–1206
osteoporosis, risk (increase), 1206
outcome, predictors, 1210–1211
pathophysiology, 1180–1182
patient/family education issues, 1208b
peer support, 1204
physical effects, 667
physiologic deconditioning, 1205
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Stroke (Continued)
pneumonia, occurrence, 1205
prevalence, 1178–1180
prevention, angiotensin-converting enzyme 

 inhibitors (role), 1179
psychosocial conditions, 1203–1204
rehabilitation, 1177

change, 1193, 1196
complications, rehabilitation, 1204–1206
effectiveness, evidence, 1211–1212
interventions, 1177
outcomes, 1210–1213
sensorimotor techniques, 1194

risk factors, 1178–1179
risk increase, 1180
sensation, 1183

anatomy, 1183
sexual dysfunction, 666–667

report, 1203
shoulder pain, complication, 1200
sleep apnea, prevalence, 1206
smoking, impact, 1179
social outcomes, 1210
spasticity, 1183
specialized adaptive equipment, usage, 1207b
specialized equipment, 1206–1207
special patient considerations, 1208–1209
statin therapy, 1191
survival/survivors, 1178–1180
swallowing, 1200
syndromes, anatomic basis, 1182–1184
thrombosis, impact, 1180
understanding, importance, 1177
uninhibited bladder/bowel, 1184
venous thromboembolism, 1205

Strokelike episodes, 1121–1122
Stroke patients, return-to-home rates (FI impact), 

619–620
Stroke Prevention in Atril Fibrilation (SPAF), 1191
Stroke-related impairment/disability, 1192–1208

functional recovery, mechanisms, 1192–1193
neuroplasticity/neurologic recovery, 1192

Stroke volume (SV), 405
Stroking technique (ultrasound application), 456
Structural abnormalities, impact, 587
Structures, fluoroscopy (real-time x-ray  visualization), 

132
Strumpell-Lorrain syndrome, 1228
Stryker Notch view, usage, 824
ST-segment depression, 689
Stubbies, 309, 309f
Sturge-Weber syndrome, 43
Subacromial bursa

injection techniques, 525, 526f
ultrasound-guided subacromial bursa injections, 

525
Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), 1178, 1181
Subarachnoid space (intrathecal space), 1296

sagittal schematic, 1297f
Subaxial cervical spine, hyperextension/hyperflexion, 

1300–1301
Subcutaneous fat thickness, effect, 457
Subdural hematomas (SDHs), 1136, 1142f
Subjective sexual arousal disorder, 664
Subluxated hip, natural history, 1266–1267
Subluxation, 429, 483
Submucosal (Meissner’s) plexus, 620
Substance abuse, 3–4, 8, 72
Substance misuse, 72
Substance P, 940–941, 995
Substantial gainful activity (SGA), 764
Subtalar axes, analogy, 335f
Subtalar joint, placement, 334
Succinate dehydrogenase, 1121
Suckling, 584
Suction cups, usage, 570, 574
Suction sock suspension, 295
Suction suspension, 296, 302–303
Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA), 1017–1018
Sudden cardiac death (SCD), rarity, 1016–1017
Sulcus sign, 817
Sunderland’s classification, 188, 189f
Sunderland system, 1065–1067
Superficial abdominal muscles, 874f
Superficial (first degree) burn, 1405f
Superficial heat, 452–454
Superficial reflexes, 17, 17t
Superficial targets, injection (difficulty), 523–524
Superficial thrombophlebitis, 1362
Superior cerebellar artery (SCA), 1186–1187
Superior glenohumeral ligament (SGHL), 824
Superior labral anterior to posterior (SLAP) lesions, 

824–826
classification system, 825–826, 826f
complaints, 826
injury, mechanisms, 826
MRI appearance, 151f

SuperTalker, 503
Supinator syndrome (arcade of Frohse entrapment), 

1088
Supine exercise, impact, 733
Supplemental Security Income (SSI), 757, 763

cash benefits, 764
work, 765

Support
abnormal base, 107–114
base, presentation, 107
surfaces, 698t

Supported employment, 761–762, 762b
continuation, 762
models, 762

Supracondylar amputation, 299–300
Supracondylar cuff suspension, 294f
Supracondylar-suprapatellar socket suspension 

design, trim-lines, 295f
Supracondylar-suprapatellar suspension, 295
Supracondylar suspension, 294–295
Suprapatellar bursitis, 855–856
Suprapatellar recess

knee joint communication, 532
ultrasound-guided aspiration, 533f

Suprasacral SCI, 478
Suprascapular nerve, impingement, 145, 151
Supraspinatus calcific deposits, ultrasound-guided 

needle, 528f
Supraspinatus muscles, NMES, 1201
Supraspinatus tests, 20t–25t
Suprathreshold end-plate depolarization, 178f
Sural sensory nerve conductions, 216–217
Surface electrodes, 189
Surgery-related impairments, 1382
Surgical debridement, 690
Surgical site infection, 263
Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe (SCPE), 

1254
Surveys (on-site evaluations), 165
Survival motor neuron (SMN), examination, 1045
Suspension, 293–296, 302–303

sleeve, impact, 294
slings, 568

Swallow function, 567
Swallowing, 581–582

airway protection, importance, 586–587
bedside swallow evaluation, 589–590
biologic function, complexity, 581
DVT, impact, 1147–1148
dysfunction, pathophysiology, 584–592
electromyography, 592
fiberoptic endoscopic evaluation, 592b
human development/aging, 582–584
manometry, 592
medical history, 588–589
multiple sclerosis, impact, 1246–1247
muscles, innervation, 586t
neuroanatomy, 582
oral propulsive stage, 581
pattern, 584
pharyngeal stage, 581
physical examination, 589
physiology, 581–582
postural/behavioral compensatory strategies,  

594t
problems, management, 1128
psychologic considerations, 597
supplemental measures, 589
videofluorography, 590–591

Swallowing rehabilitation, 593t
compensatory strategies, 594–595
exercise training, 592–594
techniques, 593
Swan neck deformity, 321f
Swan neck splint, Oval 8 product/3-Point Products, 

321f
Swedish knee cage, 349
Swimming, 1011

competitive strokes, 1011
kick patterns, 1011
propulsive phases, 1011
recovery phase, 1011
rehabilitation/prehabilitation principles, 1011

Swing phase, 100
deviations, 101
foot, sustained plantar flexion, 113
temporal-spatial variables, measurement, 102

Swing-through gait pattern, 1316f
Swing types, 100
Swiss lock, 347
Switch-controlled externally powered prostheses, 267
Switch-controlled prostheses, 266
Switched control, proportional control (contrast), 

384
Switches, styles, 501
Swivel utensils, 568
Sylvian fissure, 1182
Syme’s amputation, 291

goal, 291
performing, 312
socket designs, 291

Syme’s style prostheses, 292f
Symmetrical tonic neck reflex, 1257
Symmetric lower limb spastic paresis, 1228
Sympathetic blocks, 556–557
Sympathetic nerve blocks, 557t
Sympathetic pain, description, 937–938
Sympathetic postganglionic neurons, excitatory/in-

hibitory messages (transmission), 623
Symptomatic Arnold-Chiari malformations, 1281
Symptomatic disk, diagnosis, 555
Symptomatic scapulothoracic crepitus, physical 

examination, 821
Symptom Checklist-90-Revised (SCL-90-R), 69, 72b
Syndesmosis squeeze test, 844
Syndesmosis tests, 20t–25t
Synovial cysts

facet degenerative joint disease, MRI, 142f
MRI demonstration, 142

Synovial fluid analysis, 518t
Synovial joint, 769
Synovitis, acne, pustulosis, hyperostosis, osteitis 

(SAPHO) syndrome, 143
Synthesized speech, creation, 503
Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), 773

connective tissue disorder, 1080
Systems of measure endorsement, 166
Systems review, 9

sample questions, 9t
Systolic blood pressure (SBP), 405

T
T1-weighting, 133
T2 high-intensity zones, assessment, 139
T2 lesions, persistence, 1236
T2-STIR signal, increase (abnormality), 145
T2-weighted images, 137, 1143–1144
T2-weighting, 133
Tager, Milton, 442
Tager physiologic integration, 442
T’ai chi, 490, 963, 1428
Talar dome osteochondritis dissecans, MRI, 149f
Talar tilt test, 844
Talocrural joint

injection technique, 534–535
sonographic guidance, 534–535

Tapotement, 440–442
cupping, 442f
hacking, 442f

Tapping, 442
Tardieu Scale, 17, 1148–1149, 1149t
Target behavior identification, behavioral  

assessment, 82
Target disorder, addressing (minimum study 

 representation), 202t
Targeted innervation, 273f
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (TJTC), 764–765
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Targeted muscle reinnervation, 273–274
Targeted musculoskeletal ultrasound, usefulness, 135
Targeted ultrasound, 135
Tarsal tunnel, injection technique, 535, 535f
Tarsal tunnel syndrome, 1090
Tarsometatarsal disarticulation (Lisfranc  amputation), 

291
Task-oriented therapy, emergence, 1177
Taub, Edward, 1194
Taut band, 971, 977, 979
Taylor orthosis, 366

biomechanics, 366
design/fabrication, 366

Team-based learning (TBL), 1461
Team physician

medicolegal responsibility, 1003
role, 1003
RTP decision, 1003

Technetium-99m-methylene diphosphonate, 134
Telescoping, 283
Telethonin, 1110–1112
Temperature (T), 160, 457
Temperature testing, 14
Temporal descriptive measures, 102–103
Temporal dispersion, 213
Temporal pain classifications, differentiation, 936t
Tender point, 996f

trigger point, contrast, 996
Tender spot, identification, 987
Tendinopathy, 536, 854
Tendinosis, evidence, 146
Tendo-Achilles lengthening (TAL), 1126
Tendon

caliber, assessment, 146
homogeneous T1/T2 signal intensity, 146
imaging, 146–147
position, 146
sheath, fluid (presence), 146–147
size, limbs (comparison), 146
T1/proton density signal, increase, 146

Tendonitis, 323, 854
Tennis elbow (lateral epicondylitis), 151
Tennis sport wheelchair, 376f
Tenodesis splint, 322
Tenosynovitis, 323
Tensile injuries, occurrence, 1021
Teres minor tests, 20t–25t
Terminal axon, irritation, 178f
Terminal devices, 270–271, 270b, 272f

availability, 271
Terminal extensor tendon disruption, 836
Terminal stance, 100
Terminal swing, 100
Term infants, hemiparetic/quadriparetic CP, 1254
Test of Language Competence--Extended (TLC-E), 59
Tetany, 187
Tethered cord syndrome, 1281–1282
Tetraplegia, 1148
Thalamic syndrome, 1202
Thalamogeniculates, 1186
Thalamoperforants, 1186
Thenar eminence, percussion myotonia, 1100f
Therapeutic cervical zygapophyseal joint injections, 

804
Therapeutic cervical zygapophysial intraarticular 

injections, randomized controlled trial, 551
Therapeutic cold, uses, 459
Therapeutic electrical stimulation (TES), 472, 475
Therapeutic exercises, principles, 403–404, 404f
Therapeutic horseback riding, 578f
Therapeutic horse riding (hippotherapy), 1263
Therapeutic intervention, 77
Therapeutic nihilism, 79–80
Therapeutic recreation, 951
Therapeutic ultrasound, 455, 693–694
Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE), 1012
Thermoregulation, multiple sclerosis (impact), 1247
Thighs, 333

muscles, strains, 852
region, conditions, 851–855

Third digits, collateral ligament injuries, 838
Third lumbar disk, pressure/load (relative change), 

875f
Third occipital nerve (TON), 554f, 788f
Third-spaced fluid, 264
36-Item Short-Form Health Survey subscale scores, 
489

Thomas test, 843
Thompson’s test, 844
Thoracic epidural injections, usefulness 

( controversy), 545
Thoracic epidural steroid injections, 546
Thoracic kyphosis, back extensor strength 

( correlation), 917f
Thoracic manipulation, complications, 488
Thoracic somatic dysfunction, treatment, 434f
Thoracic spine

fractures/dislocations, 1300
motion testing/articulatory treatment, 431f
representative values, 361f

Thoracic WKO, 927
Thoracolumbar fascia, 874
Thoracolumbar support (rigid stays), 930f
Thoracolumbosacral low-profile scoliosis orthoses, 

369, 369f
Thoracolumbosacral orthoses (TCSO), 364–366

prefabricated, 364–365
3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase 

inhibitors, 1123
Three-dimensional reformatted images, 132
360-degree system, proposal, 26
Three-jaw chuck, 319–320
Three-point chuck action, 270
Three-view plain radiography, 154
Three-wheeled scooter, 386f
Throat microphone, 385
Thromboangiitis obliterans (TAO) (Buerger’s 

 disease), 1355–1357
clinical presentation/evaluation/diagnosis,  

1356
management, 1357

Thromboembolism risk levels, 1366t
Thrombosis, impact, 1180
Thrombotic stroke, microemboli (contrast), 1181
Throwing, 1009–1010
Thrust, 427
Thumb amputation, 258
Thyroid disorders, 1123
Thyrotoxicosis, increase, 914
Thyroxine, 914
Tibia

complete longitudinal deficiency, 313
longitudinal deficiency, 313
partial longitudinal deficiency, 313

Tibial compound muscle action potential, 
 dispersion, 248f

Tibial fractures, PTB AFO prescription, 343–344
Tibialis anterior, poly-EMG, 108
Tibialis posterior

activation, 109
muscle, dysfunction, 862
overload, 862
polyi-EMG, 108

Tibial mononeuropathy, 1089–1090
Tibial motor studies, performing, 238
Tibial nerve, 1090f
Tibial stress fractures, 860–861
Tibial torsion, 45
Tibiofemoral joint, osteoarthritis (Kellgren-Lawrence 

Radiographic Grading Scale), 771t
Tic douloureux (trigeminal neuralgia), 1243
Tics, 1229
Tidal volume (TV), increase, 1321
Tie downs, 388–389
Tilt-in-space, 383, 391, 393t
Timed voiding, 609, 1202
Tinea corporis, occurrence, 286
Tip-to-tip pinch, loss, 258
Tissues

acoustic impedance, 454
diagnosis, 1006t
magnetic resonance signal characteristics, 134t

Tissue texture abnormality, palpation, 431
Titin, 1110–1112
Tobacco, cessation, 929
Toes

amputations, 290–291
flexion deformity, 113–114
pain, 337
pressures, 1350
Tone, motor control, 16–17
Tonic labyrinthine reflex, 1257
Tonic spinal cord seizure, 1244
Tophi deposits, 775f
Topical analgesics, 961
Topical antibiotic agents, 705
Topical negative pressure (TNP) treatment, 694
Topiramate (Topamax), 649
Torque-velocity relationship, 413
Torsion, 317
Torsional forces, hip evaluation, 45–46
Total body oxygen consumption, myocardial oxygen 

demand (relationship), 699f
Total contact casting (TCC), 702
Total elastic suspension belt, 304f
Total force, components, 103
Total iron binding capacity (TIBC), 1022–1023
Total joint movement, components, 104
Total surface-bearing (TSB) design, 292–293
TOUCH program, 1241
Touch spots, distribution, 938
Tourette syndrome, 1229

diagnosis, 1229
management, 1229
tics, 1229

Toxemia, 1253–1254
Toxic myopathies, 1123
Toxic neuropathies, 1078

electrodiagnostic classification, 1078
features, 1079t–1080t

Toxoplasmosis, rubella, cytomegalovirus, herpes 
simplex (TORCH), 1253–1254

Trabecular bone
bisphosphonates, impact, 930–931
ctive remodeling units, 913–914
representation, 914

Tracheostomy
requirement, 1148
tube, drawing, 588f

Traction, 437–439
contraindications, 439
delivery methods, 437
device, 360f
historical perspective, 437
indications/efficacy, 439
physiologic effects, 439
technique, 437
treatment, goals, 439

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), 484–485
basis, 484
goal, 485

Train and hope, 79–80
Training

altitude training, 1005
high-intensity training, focus, 1005
HR, determination, 729–730
overtraining syndrome, 1005
principles, 1004–1005

Training-dependent recovery, emergence, 1177
Transcondylar amputation, 299–300
Transcortical motor aphasia, 54, 56
Transcortical sensory aphasia, 56
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), 1196

application, 1197
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), 1184, 

1192, 1196–1197
Transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), 

462–463, 795–796, 800
Transcutaneous electrodes, sizes/shapes, 471–472
Transcutaneous FES systems, 476–478
Transcutaneous NMES systems, 471
Transcutaneous oxygen (TcPO2)

determinations, 278
microcirculation, direct/absolute measure, 689

Transducers, 523f
Transfemoral amputation (above-knee amputation), 

301–306
Transfemoral amputees, 279
Transfemoral belts, 304f
Transfemoral-level prosthesis, inner socket/rigid 

frame, 303f
Transfemoral prosthesis alignment, 306
Transfers, 572
Transforaminal epidural steroid injection (TFESI), 806

efficacy, 806



Transforaminal (TF) technique, 547–548
effectiveness, 547
interlaminar technique, contrast, 546–547

Transhumeral amputations, 258–259
classification, 259
performing, 262–263

Transhumeral myoelectric prosthesis, 268f
Transhumeral prostheses, control cables, 269
Transient ischemic attack (TIA), 1180, 1190
Translational acceleration, inertial forces, 1136
Translumbar amputation (hemicorporectomy), 308
Transmembrane potential, alteration, 174f
Transmembrane voltage, dependence, 173
Transmetatarsal amputation, 291
Transparency, 159

assumption, 122
Transpelvic amputation (hemipelvectomy), 306–308
Transplantation, 1440–1442

developments, 1451–1453
neuromusculoskeletal complications, 1442t
rehabilitation, 1447b

Transplant rejection drugs, systemic/metabolic 
 effects, 1441t

Transport power wheelchairs, 382–383
Transradial amputations, 258–259

forearm muscles, myodesis (involvement), 262
problems, 262

Transradial Anatomically Contoured (TRAC) socket, 
268

Transradial prosthesis, 268f
Transradial socket options, 268
Transtarsal disarticulation (Chopart amputation), 291
Transtibial amputation (below-knee amputation), 

292–301
Transtibial amputee

distal tibial pain, prosthetic adjustments, 283t
gait analysis, 301t
IPOPs, 288f
rigid dressings, 281f

Transtibial prosthesis
fork strap/waist belt, 294f
supracondylar cuff suspension, 294f

Transverse deficiency, 257–258, 258b
Transverse digit amputations, 258
Transverse myelitis, 1307
Transverse rectus abdominis flap procedure, 1383f
Trapezius, high-yield muscle, 219
Trauma, 137, 313

impact, 257
orthogonal plain radiography, 152–153
recovery, 122

Traumatically amputated limbs, reimplantation, 260
Traumatic anterior glenohumeral dislocation, impact, 

824
Traumatic brain injury (TBI), 59, 1133, 1253, 1423

acute care, physiologic measurements, 1141–1142
acute confusion, 1153
acute medical management, 1140–1141
age/gender, 1134
agitation, 1154–1155

treatment, 1154–1155
airway/pulmonary management, 1148
antecedents, behaviors, and consequences (ABCs), 

1157
behavioral/cognitive issues, 1153
behavioral management, 1157–1158
benzodiazepine impact, 1155
beta-blocker impact, 1155
biomarkers, 1159–1160
blasts/explosions, effects, 1138b
bowel/bladder dysfunction, 1148
CBT, 1156
child abuse, 1135
clinical variables, 1158–1159
cognition, 1151–1153
cognitive communication disorders, 59
cognitive deficits, 1151–1152
cognitive impairments, interventions, 1153
coma, emergence, 1144–1145
community integration, 1163–1165
computed tomography, 1142
concomitant injury, 1137–1138
consciousness disorders, management, 1144
contractures, 1148–1149
costs, 1134
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) (Continued)
demographics, 1158
depression, relationship, 1156–1157
diffusion tensor imaging, 1161–1162
diffusion-weighted imaging, 1161–1162
discharge, 76
driving, importance, 1164
encoding inability, 1153
endocrine dysfunction, 1150
environmental/cognitive interventions, 1154b
epidemiology, 1133–1135

demographics/risk factors, 1134–1135
global demographics/risk factors, 1135
injury cause, 1134

evaluation/treatment, 1139–1144
exercise, relationship, 1151
experience, psychiatric symptoms, 67–68
FAM, 1163
family education/caregiver burden, 1164
functional evaluation/treatment, 1150–1157
functional imaging, 1162
functional independence measure (FIM), 1163
functional measurement, 1163
functional near-infrared-spectroscopy (FNIRS), 

1162
functional neuroimaging, 1144
GCS scores, 1133
genomics, 1160
global outcome, 1163
heterotropic ossification, 1146–1147
hypoarousal, 1155–1156
inflammation, 1137
injury/repair continuation, 1135f
inpatient rehabilitation, neuropsychologist (role), 

1145
locomotion assistance systems, 1151
magnetic resonance imaging, 1143

scanning, sequences, 1143–1144
magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), 1162
medical management, neuroimaging, 1142–1144
medical rehabilitation evaluation/complications/

management, 1146
medical stability, 1146
morbidity, DVT source, 1147
mortality

DVT source, 1147
rate, 1158

natural history, 70
neuroimaging modalities, 1162–1163
neurophthalmologic evaluation, 1151
neuropsychologic assessment, purpose, 1152–1153
neurotransmitter dysfunction, neurobiology, 1138
normal pressure hydrocephalus, 1149
nutrition, initiation, 1141
nutritional support, route, 1147
outcomes, 1163–1165

acute prognostic indicators, 1158–1160
tools, 1163–1164

pain levels, self-report, 86
pathophysiology, 1135–1139
pediatrics, 1157–1158
PET/SPECT, 1162
pharmacologic intervention, 1156
prevention, 1163–1165
primary injury, 1135–1136
proteomics, 1159–1160
psychiatric issues, 1156–1157
psychosocial factors, 1135
PTS complication, 1146
PTSD, 1157
recovery, 88, 1139
rehabilitation, behavioral/emotional/mood issues, 

1154
repair/regeneration/recovery, 1139
research, neuroimaging modalities, 1161–1163
resources, 1163–1165
responding/cognition, behavioral measures, 

1144–1158
secondary complications, 1141
secondary injury, 1136–1137
secondary prevention, 1165
severity, defining, 1133
sexual dysfunction, 667
sleep disturbance, 1155–1156
socioeconomic status, 1134
1503Index

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) (Continued)
spasticity, 1148–1149
surgical treatment, 1141
swallowing/nutrition, 1147–1148
systemic pharmacologic agents, 1149
TBI-mediated cognitive deficits, clinical 

 neuropharmacology, 1152
TBI-related agitation, beta blocker impact, 1155
TBI-related deficits, treatment, 80
tertiary prevention, 1165
tracheostomy, necessity, 1148
treatment interventions, 1141
U.S./worldwide epidemiology, 1133–1134
vesticular dysfunction, 1150
violence, 1134–1135
visual/perceptual dysfunction, 1150–1151
vocational rehabilitation, 1163–1164

Traumatic Brain Injury Act (2008), enactment, 1165
Traumatic injury, anatomy/mechanics/syndromes, 

1296–1301
Traumatic nerve injuries, 211–212
Traumatic spinal cord injury (traumatic SCI), 473

National SCI Model System Database, 1306
outcomes, 1308–1309
spinal cord compression, association, 1312

Traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage (tSAH), 1159
Traumatic upper limb loss, 264
Treadmill

body weight support ambulation training, 1319
EST protocol, 724

Treadmill walking, 1196
Treating physicians, concerns, 121
Tremor management, 1245
Trendelenberg gait, 19t
Trial work period (TWP), 763–764

completion, 764
Triangular fibrocartilage complex injuries (TFCC), 835
Triaxial force plates, measurement, 103
Triazolopyridines, 958–959
Triceps tendon rupture, occurrence, 827–828
Triceps weakness orthoses (arm orthoses), 354
Tricompartmental osteoarthritis, Generation II knee 

orthosis, 350f
Tricycle, adaptation, 578f
Tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs), 670, 958–959

analgesic effects, 959
Trigeminal nerve (cranial nerve V) examination, 

12–13
Trigeminal neuralgia (tic douloureux), 1243
Trigger finger

snapping sensation, 323
splint, 324f
stenosing flexor tenosynovitis, injection technique, 

530–531
Trigger point, 892

tender point, contrast, 996
Trim-lines, 269, 295f
Triphasic end-plate spikes, occurrence, 179
Triphasic fibrillation potentials, 199
Triplegia, 1255
Tripod grip, 271b
Trochanteric bursitis, 851–852
Trochanteric hip fractures, 919–920
Trochlear nerve (cranial nerve IV) examination, 12
Tropomyosin molecules, 411, 413f
Troughs, 392–393
Trousseau’s sign, 187
True multiarticular feet, 298
Truncal hypotonia, 1263–1264
Trunk flexibility, measurement, 417
Trunk instability, 114
Trunk raising forward, 885f
Trustep (keel/multiaxial feet), 298f
T straps, 341
Tubigrip, 279
Tulp, Nicholas, 1275, 1276f
Tumor necrosis factor (TNF), TNF-alpha receptor, 1137
Tumors, 143–144, 313

impairments, 1377–1382
Turf toe, 867
Turk, Dennis, 940
Two-hertz repetitive stimulation, 241f

decrement, absence, 241f
nonphysiologic decrement, 241f
presynaptic neuromuscular junction disorder, 251f
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Two-point discrimination, 14
Two-site/two-function, 267
Type 1 acromion, 821f
Type 2 diabetes mellitus, healing, 697f
Type 2 glycogenosis (acid maltase deficiency), 

1098–1100, 1120–1121
Type 3 acromion, 821f
Type I fibers, Krebs cycle pathway, 470
Type I spinal arteriovenous malformation (AVM), 

1307–1308
Typical motor neuron disease, 1041
Tysabri, 1240t

U
Ulceration, shear stresses (impact), 685–686
Ulcer types, diagnosis/treatment, 694–705
Ullrich congenital muscular dystrophy (scleroatonic 

muscular dystrophy), 1114–1115
Ulnar amputations, 259f
Ulnar collateral ligaments (UCL)

composition, 828
grade 3 sprain, 838
rupture, 827
sprain, 828–829
stability, test, 818
stress examination, 838

Ulnar deviation, 29f
Ulnar gutter splint, 324f
Ulnar-minus variant, 835f
Ulnar mononeuropathies, 1085–1087
Ulnar motor response, amplitude, 230–231
Ulnar nerve, 1086f

abnormalities (assessment), MRI (usefulness), 152
CMAP reduction, 215
conduction block, 231f
origination, 1085
two-hertz repetitive stimulation, 251f

Ulnar neuropathies, 206t–208t
commonness, 231
Guyon’s canal, 231

Ulnar neuropathy at the elbow (UNE), 1085–1086
electrodiagnostic studies, 1086
incidence rates, 1085
therapy, 1086

Ulnar neuropathy at the wrist (UNW), 1086–1087
rarity, 1086–1087

Ulnar palsy splint, 326f
Ulnar response onset, prolongation (absence),  

1086
Ulnohumeral joint, injection techniques, 527–528, 

528f
Ultralight manual wheelchair, 376f
Ultrasonic waves, energy loss, 454
Ultrasound (US), 135, 454–456, 455t

advantage, 522
application, stroking technique, 456
artifacts, 137
clinical uses, 456
delivery, 455
free hand technique, 522
guidance, 524–525
physiologic effects, 455
precautions, 456b
value, 135

Ultrasound-guided acromioclavicular joint injection, 
long-axis approach, 527f

Ultrasound-guided aspiration, transverse view, 533f
Ultrasound-guided carpal tunnel injection, 530f
Ultrasound-guided femoroacetabular joint injection, 

531f
Ultrasound-guided glenohumeral joint injection, 

525f
Ultrasound-guided injections, 522–524

preliminary scan, performing, 522
Ultrasound-guided lateral epicondyle injection, 529f
Ultrasound-guided subacromial bursa injection, 525
Ultrasound-guided subacromial subdeltoid bursa 

injection, 526f
Ultrastructural changes, timing/sequence, 470
Ultraviolet radiation, 461
Uncomplicated chronic venous ulcers, 697–700

diagnostic tests, 698
treatment, 699–700

Uncomplicated foot ulcer, physical examination, 701
Uncomplicated neuropathic ulcers, 700–702
diagnostic tests, 701
presentation, 700–701
prevention, 702
treatment, 701–702

Uncovertebral (Luschka’s) joints, 789f
Undifferentiated spondyloarthropathies, 901
Unified Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), 1443t
Uniform Data Set for Medical Rehabilitation 

(UDSMR), 163, 1210
database maintenance, 163
formation, 162

Uniform Data Set-PRO (UDS-PRO) system, 163
tool, combinations, 163

Uniform Guardianship and Protective Proceedings 
Act, 87

Unilateral hip pain, AVN suspicion, 153
Unilateral PNP, intercostal nerve stimulation 

( combination), 478
Unilateral spastic CP, 1254
Unilateral upper motor neuron dysarthria, 62
Uninhibited bladder/bowel, 1184
Universal gas (R) constant, conversion factor, 160
Universal goniometer, 26, 26f
Universal splint, fabrication (goal), 331
University of California Biomechanics Laboratory 

(UCBL) orthosis, 335
Unmyelinated axons, 1065
Unmyelinated C fibers, involvement, 1071
Unmyelinated nerves, sodium/potassium  

voltage-gated channels, 161
Upper body mobility devices, 504
Upper esophageal sphincter (UES)

augmentation, Shaker exercise, 593f
failure, 595–596
opening, 581–582
placement, 582

Upper extremity amputations, types, 258f
Upper limbs

amputations, 257, 258t
anatomic considerations, 317–320
biomechanical considerations, 317–320
clinical applications, 472–475
congenital deficiencies, 257–258
elbow flexion contractures, 1125
energy funnel, 1006
ergometry, 1323
injection techniques, 524–531
injury, 818–819
involvement, 248
lateral epicondylitis, 323
motor recovery, enhancement, 1196
muscle testing, 29f
musculoskeletal disorders, physical examination/

delineation, 196
musculoskeletal problems, 819–838
neuroprostheses, 473
nomenclature systems, 318t–319t
orthopedic management, 1267–1268
orthotic applications, objectives, 317
orthotic devices

classification, 317
international considerations, 331
principles/indications, 317
special considerations, 330–331

paresthesia/pain, 223–227
differential diagnosis, 224–226
discussion, 226–227

physical examination, 817–818
progressive weakness, 242

differential diagnosis, 242
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 243t

prostheses, 265–271
prosthetic systems, 265, 265b
reconstructive surgery, 1318
recovery, TES impact, 474
resting hand splints, 1207
robotic therapies, 1195
ROM determination, 128–129
spasticity, intrathecal baclofen therapy response, 1198
symptoms/clinical findings, 242
TES interventions, 474
therapeutic approaches, 1193–1196
therapeutic interventions, 474
tone, focal injections, 1198
Upper motor neurogenic bowel (UMNB), 626
appearance, 628f
colorectal function, 627t
delineation, 633
lesions, 626

Upper motor neuron (UMN)
corticospinal neuron, 1297–1298
defecatory dysfunction, management, 633–634
diseases, 1041
disorders, 1041–1044

weakness, 9
injury, 113
loss, pain, 1244
problems, 114
spinal cord injury, 666

Upper thoracic area, treatment, 436
Upper tracts

dilation, 617
tests, 605

Ureteral reflux dilation, 617
Urethra

contraction, effector transmitter, 601–602
parasympathetic/sympathetic/somatic nerve 

 supply, 602f
Urethral pressure profiles, 606
Urinary diversion, 612
Urinary tract

damage, prevention, 1282
plain radiography, 605

Urinary tract infection (UTI)
complication, 1327
suspicion, 605–606
treatment, complication, 615

Urinary tract surveillance, 615b
Urine collection devices, 609–610
Urodynamic definitions, 605t
Urodynamic testing, 1327
U.S. Agency for Health Care Policy and Research 

(AHCPR), Post-Stroke Rehabilitation Clinical Prac-
tice Guidelines publication, 1211

Use-dependent, 53
Utensil cuffs, 568, 570

V
Vacuum constriction devices, negative pressure, 674
Vacuum suspension systems, 296
Vacuum tumescence devices, 1328
Vagal afferents, 622
Vaginal dilators, 678f
Vaginismus, 665, 677
Vagus nerve (cranial nerve X) examination, 13
Valguls extension overload (VEO), 829
Valgus stress test, 844
Valpar Component Work Sample Series (VCWSS), 760
Valsalva maneuvers, 609
Valvular incompetence, 1359
VAMP, 651–652
Vancomycin-resistant Enterococcus, importance, 705
Vanilloid receptor subtype 1 (VR1), 602
Van Nes rotationplasty technique, 313f
Vapocoolant spray, 460
Varus stress test, 844
Vascular compromise, 279
Vascular disorders, 904
Vascularized bone transplant, 260
Vasculitic-associated neuropathy, identification, 1080
Vasculitic disease neuropathies, 1078–1080, 1080b
Vasculitic disorders, impact, 1080
Vasospastic disease, 1357–1358
Vastus lateralis, muscle biopsy specimens, 1104f
Vault hold, 435f
Vegetative state, 1133

consciousness, alteration, 10
function MRI/PET, 1144

Vehicle lieft systems, 389f
Velopharyngeal insufficiency (compensation), 

intraoral prostheses, 595
Venous return, 405
Venous stasis ulcer, course, 699f
Venous thromboembolism, 1205, 1362–1365

diagnostic evaluation, 1363–1364
epidemiology, 1362
history/clinical features, 1363
pathogenesis, 1362–1363



Venous ulceration, 1361–1362
Venous ulcers

healing, 700
treatment error, 699

Ventilation perfusion scintigraphy, 1364
Ventilator, weaning failure, 233–235

analysis, 234–235
differential diagnosis, 233–234
EDX testing, 234
electromyography, 234t
nerve conduction studies, 234, 234t
phrenic CMAPs, amplitude, 234–235

Ventilatory function, disease (impact), 748t
Ventricular arrhythmias

ICD, 724
supine exercise, impact, 733

Ventricular fibrillation (VF), 1018
Ventricular fraction, 1236
Ventricular tachycardia (VT), 1018
Ventriculoperitoneal shunt, 1279f
Verbal apraxia, 12
Verbal denial, confrontation, 74
Verbal output, comparison, 55t
VERG, 687
Verrucose hyperplasia, 285

severity, 286f
Vertebrae, 871
Vertebral axial decompression (VAX-D), 438
Vertebral body osteophytes, 797
Vertebral compression fractures, 918f
Vertebral fractures, 917–918

diagnostic evaluation, 899
percentage, 926f
risk reduction, exercise (impact), 918

Vertebral metastases, MRI (gadolinium contrast IV 
injection), 145f

Vertebral metastatic disease, 143–144
Vertebral motion, Educational Council on Osteo-

pathic Principles naming, 429
Vertebral osteomyelitis, occurrence, 900
Vertebrobasilar syndromes, 1186–1187

anatomy, 1186–1187
Vertebroplasty, 918–919
Vertical axle position, 378
Vest airway clearance system, 745
Vestibular dysfunction, 1150
Vestibulocochlear nerve (cranial nerve VIII) 

 examination, 13
Vestibulodynia, 677
Veterans

combat-related injury/disability, 88–89
co-occurring conditions, 89
syndromes/injuries, 88–89
TBI, 1164

Veterans Administration (VA), 117
disability benefits program, 117

Vibration, testing, 14
Vibrator disc position, 675f
Vicarious reorganization, 1192
Videofluorographic swallowing study, sitting 

 position, 590f
Videofluorographic swallow study (VFSS), 590–591

protocol, 591b
Videofluorography, 590–591
Videofluoroscopy, 131–132

recording, 132
Video/passive optoelectronic systems, retroreflective 

marker application, 103
Videourodynamics, 606–608, 607f
Vigabatrin (Sabril), 649
Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales352, 83
Violence-related TBIs, 1134–1135
Vioxx Gastrointestinal Outcomes Research (VIGOR), 

951
Virchow, Rudolf, 1275
Virchow’s triad, risk factors, 1362t
Virtual reality (VR) technology, application, 80
Visceral pain, cortical/subcortical networks, 943
Viscosupplementation, 520

adverse effects, 520
efficacy, 520
mechanisms/types, 520
studies, 520

Vision examination, adaptation, 48
Vision impairments, 399
VISITRAK, 687
Visual analogue scale (VAS), 979–980
Visual changes, neurologic complaints, 195
Visual dysfunction, 1150–1151
Visual evoked potential (VEP), 1236–1237
Visual impairment cane, 353, 507f
Visual impairments, assistive technology, 507–509
Visual processing, administration, 70
Vital capacity (VC), 1318–1319
Vitamin D, 914–915
Vitamin K therapy, 915
Vocal communication, 502
Vocational activities, 8
Vocational disability, 120
Vocational rehabilitation, 758–762, 950, 1035, 1318

approaches, 760
counselors/neuropsychologists, tests, 760t
day programs, 761
disincentives, 762–763
employment programs, 761–762
home-based programs, 761
incentives, 763–765
sheltered workshops, 761
specialists, services, 760b
supported employment, criteria, 762b
transitional/supported employment, 761–762
variation, 1035

Vocational Rehabilitation Act, 761
Vocational Rehabilitation Act (1973) (Public Law 

93-112), 1262
Vodder, Estrid/Emil, 443
Voice control, 385
Voice recognition (VR)

limitations, 510
requirement, 504
software, 505, 510

Voice therapy, biofeedback device, 1226
Voiding dysfunction, 1261
Volar PIP joint dislocations, 837

stable closed reduction, 837–838
Voltage-gated channels, 173
Voltage-gated potassium channels, absence, 173–174
Voltage-gated sodium channels, presence, 173–174
Voltmeter, 171
Voluntary closing mechanisms, 270
Voluntary MUAP morphology, analysis, 185
Vomiting, 625, 630
von Frey, Max, 938
von Monakow, Constantin, 1136
Vulvodynia, 677

W
Waddell, Gordon, 128
Waddell signs, 128
Waiter’s tip posture, 46
WalkAide, 476, 476f
Walkers, 353, 573

mobility assistive devices, 6t
prescription, 353

Walking
motor coordination, 99–100
running, contrast, 1011f
speed improvement, Dalfampridine ER (impact), 

1241
therapeutic approaches, 1195–1196

Walking gait cycle, 105f, 1010
double limb support, 1010

Walking speed
impact, 104f
observation, 18

Wallenberg syndrome, 1187
Wallerian degeneration, 1065–1067
Wallerian degeneration, study, 211–212
Ward, Robert, 443
Warfarin, efficacy, 1191
Warfarin and Aspirin for the Prevention of Recurrent 

Ischmiec Stroke study, 1191
Warfarin Aspirin Stroke Intracranial Disease trial, 

1191
Wash mitts, 570
Water temperature, control, 460
Water test, 589
Watson test, 818, 832
Waveform configuration, 175–176
1505Index

Waveform distortions, 191–192
Waveform generation, possibility, 183
Waveforms, diagrammatic representations, 471f
Weakness, progressiveness, 248–250
Weakness/fatigue, 239–242

analysis, 240–242
differential diagnosis, 238–239
EDX testing, 240–241
evaluation, 240
nerve conduction studies/electromyography, 240t

Web space, deepening, 261f
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised, 70
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth 

 Edition, 82–83
WeeFIM, development, 566
WeeFIM II System, 163

creation, 163
pediatric subscriber service, creation, 163

Wegner’s granulomatosis, 1080
Weight-activated stance-control knees, 304–305
Weight disparity, 399
Weighted high carry ability, testing, 1037f
Weighted kypho-orthosis (WKO), 919, 926
Weighted low carry ability, testing, 1037f
Weighted pushing activity, tolerance (measurement), 

1036f
Weighted stair climb carry, testing, 1037f
Weighted utensils/cups, 568
Weighted walkers, 1245
Weighted wrist cuffs, 1245
Weight management, 1128
Well Spouse Association, 1164
Werdnig-Hoffman disease, 1045–1046
Wernicke, Karl, 55
Wernicke’s aphasia, 54–55
Wernicke’s area, 1183–1184
West Point view, 824
Wet-to-dry dressings, 691
Wheelchair-accessible cooking area, 575f
Wheelchair mobility, 573
Wheelchair-mounted accessories, assistive 

 technology, 400
Wheelchairs, 373, 1264

aesthetics, 396
antitipper, 378f
armrests, 392–393

height, 375
back angle adjustments, 377
back cushions, 391
back height, 375
back supports, 377t
belts, 393
body measurements, 376f
comfort, ensuring, 373
considerations, 398–400
contractures, 397
design, 374
dimensions, 374–375
docking system, 390f
elevation, 391
environmental variables, 396
fitting/delivery, 398
foot plates, 393
footrests, 393
functional variables, 394–396
goals, 374b
harnesses, 393
headrests, 393
horizontal axle position, 378
initial interview, 394
input methods, 384–386
integrated controls, 385
laterals, 392
leg rests, 393, 393t
medical variables, 394
mobility assessment, 393–396
mobility assistive devices, 5, 6t
outcome measures, 398
paralysis/paresis, 397
pediatric considerations, 398–399
physical variables, 394–396
positioning, 391–393
postural straps, 393
pressure-relieving cushions, 1330
professionals/participants, 394
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Wheelchairs (Continued)
progressive disorders, 399
propulsion, 378–380, 379f
quality, 379
rear axle position, 378
rear wheel camber, 377–378
recline, 391, 393t
reimbursement, 398
restraint system, 390f
rugby, 1323–1324
seating, 391–393

assessment, 393–396
configurations, 393t
principles, 396–397
systems, 696

securement, 388–389, 390f
self-image, promotion, 373
sensation, loss, 396–397
setup, quality, 379
skills, 1316
spasticity/high tone, 397
standards, 389–391
tie downs, 388–389, 390f
tilt, 391
transportation variables, 396
troughs, 392–393
vertical axle position, 378
vision impairments, 399
weight, 378–379
weight disparity, 399
wheels/tires, 380

Wheelchair seats
adjustments, 377
belts, 393
buttocks interface, pressure mapping, 397f
cushions, 391, 392t
depth, 375
functions, 391
height, 374–375
width, 375

Wheelchair tie-down systems, 574
Wheelchair to floor transfers, 572
Wheeled carts, 574
Wheels, 380
Whiplash event, 810
Whiplash syndrome, 810
Whirlpool baths, 460
Whisper Voice, 507
White clot, formation, 1180
Whole-person impairment, 119
Wilmington brace, 369
Wire electromyography electrode, 106f
Wobble switch, activation, 501
Wolff, H.D., 436
Women

cardiac rehabilitation, 733
sexual interest/desire disorder, 664
Wood, Alexander, 937
Wooden forearm orthosis (Kenny stick), 353f, 354
Work

ability, 126–128
activities, incentives, 763t
aptitude matching, contrast, 760–761
classification, 126t
conditioning, 1035
injuries, occurrence, 122
return, 734

Work demands, material handling limits, 1034t
Workers’ compensation, 117

acts, passage, 1031–1032
benefits, 1032
cases, contest, 1038
company, maintenance treatment perspective, 125

Workforce Investment Act, 759
Workforce productivity, health care quality (impact), 

166
Work Incentives Improvement Act (1998), 759
Working memory (WM), 1152
Workload, oxygen consumption relationship 

( training impact), 720f
Work-related musculoskeletal disorders, 1031
World Anti-Doping AGency (WADA)

creation, 1012
Prohibited List of Substances/Methods, 1005

World Health Organization (WHO), 4t
Collaborating Centre Task Force on Mild TBI,  

1139
ICF Model of Disablement, 118f
impairment/disability/handicap categories, 1163
International Classification of Impairments, 

 Disabilities, and Handicaps, 161–162
Wounds, 1353–1354

care, 279, 683, 694
care centers, 708
dressing, bulkiness (avoidance), 285
healing, 1330

complexity, 685
dependence, 279
Vitamin C, importance, 707

integrity, 729
pain, 707–708
physiology/pathophysiology, 684–686
surface, negative pressure, 694
surgical management, 706
treatment, 694, 1353

Wringing, 441
Wrist-hand orthoses, 1267–1268
Wrists

bilateral median neuropathy, 227
compressive neuropathy diagnosis, targeted  

high-resolution ultrasound, 146
conditions, 831–835
deviation, 29f
disarticulation, 262, 267–268
Wrists (Continued)
extensor origin pain, injection techniques, 528
flexion unit, 272b
flexor origin pain, injection techniques, 528
imaging, 152
median mononeuropathy (carpal tunnel 

 syndrome), 1084–1085
median nerve tests, 20t–25t
median neuropathy, presence (NCS confirmation), 

226–227
radiologic evaluation, 833
special tests, 818
splints, 326f
ulnar neuropathy (Guyon’s canal), 231,  

1086–1087
units, 270–271, 272b

X
Xenon-133 skin blood flow studies, 278
Xenotransplantation, 1453
Xeomin, 651–653
X-frame shoulder socket, 269
X-linked disorder, 1106
X-linked inheritance, 1109
X-linked recessive conditions, 1097
X syndrome, 43

Y
Yale orthosis, 364
Yale question, asking, 11
Yellow Emperor’s Classic of Internal Medicine, 439–440
Yellow flags, 1033
Yergason’s test, 817
Yoga, 490, 893, 962

branches, 962
Young adults, stroke, 1209

survivors, rehabilitation/long-term issues, 1209b

Z
Z disks, actin filaments (attachment), 410
Zipper pulls, 569
Z-lines, zigzag pattern, 1116
Zoomtext, 509, 509f
Zygapophyseal joints, 872

creation, 871
innervation, 876f
pain, interventional treatments, 895

Zygapophysial intraarticular injection, 550–551
evidence, 551
technique, 550–551

Zygapophysial joint interventions, 550–553
anatomy, 550
complications, 550
indications/principles, 550
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